personal information
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2.2

i)

Refusal of cash buy ins by casino staff as described in paragraph 12 of the

ii)

A mandatory source of funds receipting requirement for all cash buy ins of CAD
10,000 or greater as described in paragraph 13 of the
and as referred to at question #5;

iii)

Prohibiting the use of a money services business as proof of source of funds
receipting, as described in paragraph 14 of the
as referred to at question #6;

iv)

Placing certain patrons on sourced cash/chip conditions as described in paragraphs
3-6 of the

v)

Utilizing questionnaires for certain patrons at buy-in that required the casino
operational staff asking the patron for their source of funds for the cash buy in and to
document the response as described in paragraph 11 of the Statement of Assumed

vi)

AML compliance staff formally interviewing certain patrons for AML purposes as
described in paragraphs 7-10 of the Statement of Assumed Facts and as referred to
at questions #9 and 10.

2.3
2.4

3.0
3.1

3.2
3.3
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Bob Boyle, CPA, CAMS
Senior Manager, Forensic & Integrity Services
Ernst & Young LLP, New York
|
Profile
Forensic & Integrity Services practice in New York where he has led
Bob is a senior manager
several financial crimes compliance projects for gaming and casino clients. He has over twelve years
of experience providing professional advice to clients in connection with investigative and compliance
matters. Specifically, Bob focuses on regulations affecting financial institutions globally, including the
gaming and casino industry, concentrating on Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and economic sanctions
matters.
He has extensive experience with AML and economic sanctions engagements such as conducting
risk assessments, program reviews for both compliance and internal audit functions, implementation
of policies and procedures, transaction remediation reviews, enhanced due diligence, training of
employees, management and board of directors and providing independent quality assurance for
AML matters pertaining to regulatory investigations and examinations for global regulatory bodies for
the gaming industry.
Bob is a Certified Public Accountant in the State of New York and is also a Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialist.
Selected professional experience
Bob has experience across multiple gaming jurisdictions in having led numerous compliance
engagements with casinos and other companies in the gaming and sports wagering industry:
Performed AML and sanctions program assessments and process analysis within multiple
Canadian provinces for crown corporations in charge of providing government sanctioned lottery
games and managing casinos and bingo halls as well as reviews specific to service providers
and individual properties. Led the review of policies and procedures, performed walkthroughs
and interviews at key casino service provider locations and performed detailed sample-based
testing for reports and filings sent to the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of
Canada (FINTRAC).
Managed an engagement with a US gaming industry trade association to conduct authoritative
ring and
terrorist financing.
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regulatory framework.
Performed an independent AML compliance program assessment for a single-property riverboat
casino in the United States. The review included an evaluation of the corporate AML program in
accordance with the requirements outlined by Title 31 regulation and the Bank Secrecy Act
Additionally, Bob led a team to develop and present enhanced AML training focusing on
specific departments where employees are patron facing. This include tailoring training specific
to cage and credit operations, table games, poker, surveillance and security, slot operations and
marketing. EY delivered 25 separate training presentations over the course of a week schedule
to accommodate the shifts of approximately 600 casino employees.
Managed an independent AML and Sanctions compliance program assessment for a large
gaming corporation with operations at 35 properties throughout the United States. The review
included an evaluation of the corporate AML and Sanctions programs in accordance with the
requirements outlined by Title 31 and OFAC as well as a sample of individual property
assessments. EY developed and executed a tailored review methodology including policy and
procedure reviews, interviews with key corporate compliance and property personnel,
walkthroughs at sampled casino property locations and detailed assessments of investigations,
regulatory filings and applicable patron documentation.
applicable regulatory requirements outlined by the BSA and Title 31. EY performed the review at
procedures, assessment of risks related to money laundering and terrorist financing and
regulatory reporting program, training program, and record retention policies and procedures to
test their effectiveness.
Led a team in developing an AML and sanctions risk assessment methodology for a leading
racetrack and gaming entertainment establishment in Canada. Bob led interviews with key
compliance personnel and staff to address key AML and sanctions risk categories. He developed
a detailed report and risk heat map diagram to establish where key high-risk areas were
identified.
Led a global AML program assessment for a multi-jurisdictional casino operator with properties in
Macau, Manila and the European Union. The assessment consisted of working with local EY
teams to address local financial crime compliance regulations in addition to global industry
practices. Bob and his global team developed a report covering all three applicable jurisdictions
as well as global risk and program considerations.
Education and professional designations
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist, 2011
Certified Public Accountant, 2009
Bachelor of Science, New York University, 2008
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In preparing my Report, I relied on the following information. I have accepted information provided by
external sources as being accurate and reliable.
1.
Assumed Facts
2. FINTRAC When to identify individuals and confirm the existence of entities Casinos June
2017 https://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/guidance-directives/client-clientele/client/cas-eng
3. FinCEN Enforcement Action Hawaiian Gardens Casino Assessment 2016
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement_action/2020-0521/20160715%20HG%20Assessment%20Final.pdf
4. EU Third Anti-Money Laundering Directive (2005/60/EC) https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32005L0060
5. AUSTRAC Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Rules Instrument
2007 https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/F2007L01000
6. AUSTRAC Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2006
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C2006A00169
7. DIA Enhanced Customer Due Diligence Guideline 2020
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Enhanced-Customer-Due-DiligenceGuideline/$file/Enhanced-Customer-Due-Diligence-Guideline-(2020-updates).pdf
8. New Zealand Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009 (as at
December 1, 2014)
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2009/0035/latest/versions.aspx?av=True
9. New Zealand Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism (Definitions)
Regulations 2011 (as at December 1, 2014)
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2011/0222/latest/versions.aspx?av=True
10. DICJ Instruction No.1/2019 Preventative Measures of Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism
http://www.dicj.gov.mo/web/files/anticrime/DICJ_Instruction_01_2019_ractification_en.pdf
11. UK Gambling Commission Guidance Fourth Edition March 2018
https://pdf4pro.com/view/the-prevention-of-money-laundering-and-18a0ec.html
12. American Gaming Association Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance 20192020 https://www.americangaming.org/new/american-gaming-association-updates-antimoney-laundering-best-practices-reinforces-industry-commitment-to-aml-compliance/
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13. FATF Third Mutual Evaluation Report on Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism USA 23 June 2006 http://www.fatfgafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/mer/MER%20US%20full.pdf
14. FINTRAC - Money laundering and terrorist financing indicators - Casinos 2019
https://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/guidance-directives/transaction-operation/indicatorsindicateurs/casinos_mltf-eng
15. FinCEN Recognizing Suspicious Activity - Red Flags for Casinos and Card Clubs FIN-2008G007 https://www.fincen.gov/resources/statutes-regulations/guidance/recognizingsuspicious-activity-red-flags-casinos-and-card
16. FATF Third Mutual Evaluation Report on Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism CANADA 29 February 2008 http://www.fatfgafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/mer/MER%20Canada%20full.pdf
17. FinCEN Enforcement Action
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement_action/2020-0521/AJC%20Proposed%20Assessment%20Signed%2011.15.17.pdf
18. American Gaming Association Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance
December 2015 https://www.americangaming.org/new/casino-industry-unveils-new-bestpractices-for-anti-money-laundering-compliance/
19. Reporting suspicious transactions to FINTRAC 2020 https://www.fintraccanafe.gc.ca/guidance-directives/transaction-operation/Guide3/str-eng
20. UK Gambling Commission Guidance Fifth Edition November 2020
https://assets.ctfassets.net/j16ev64qyf6l/564WHNgBoQQQXxhM0Su2ye/9b2ac3485d88c7a9
7496a61d8f730d00/Prevention_of_money_laundering_and_combating_the_financing_of_ter
rorism__fifth_edition_revision_1.pdf
21. EU Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive of 30 May 2018 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32018L0843
22. AUSTRAC Junket Tour Operations in Australia ML and TF Risk Assessment 2020
https://www.austrac.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-12/JTO_2020_FINAL.pdf
23. FinCEN Remarks of Jennifer Shasky Calvery 2014 BSA Conference
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2016-08/20140612.pdf
24. FATF Mutual Evaluation Report on Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Canada September 2016 http://www.fatfgafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/mer4/MER-Canada-2016.pdf
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25. FINTRAC Methods to verify the identity of an individual and confirm the existence of a
corporation or an entity other than a corporation October 2019 https://www.fintraccanafe.gc.ca/guidance-directives/client-clientele/Guide11/11-eng
26. FinCEN CTR Reference Guide 2009
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/CTRPamphlet.pdf
27. EU Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (2015/849) https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015L0849
28. AUSTRAC Customer Identification and Due Diligence Overview 2021
https://www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-and-report-guidance-andresources/customer-identification-and-verification/customer-identification-and-due-diligenceoverview
29. FATF The Forty Recommendations 2020 http://www.fatfgafi.org/publications/fatfrecommendations/documents/fatf-recommendations.html
30. American Gaming Association Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Research Report 2016
https://www.americangaming.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/AGA-AML-Research-ReportFinal-011916.pdf
31. Letter from Hunter Litigation Chambers dated March 17, 2021 with Schedules A to L as
attached
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The following definitions and abbreviations are used throughout the Report:
Defined terms provided by counsel
Gaming Jurisdictions Canada (excluding British Columbia), United States, European Union
including the United Kingdom UK , Macau, Australia, or New Zealand
Land-Based Casinos
Time Period

exclude online gaming

January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2020

Additional definitions and abbreviations
AGA

American Gaming Association, gaming industry body in the United States

AML

Anti-Money Laundering

AUD

Australian Dollar (as of April 27, 2021, AUD 1 = 0.9639 per the Bank of Canada)

AUSTRAC
BSA

Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre, regulatory body of Australia

Bank Secrecy Act, one of the regulatory bodies of the United States (see also FinCEN)

Buythe amount of cash, chips, cheques, or other monetary instruments that a
Patron uses to initiate gaming activity.
CAD

Canadian dollar currency

CDD

Customer Due Diligence

CTR

Currency Transaction Report

DIA
DICJ
EFT

Department of Internal Affairs, regulatory body of New Zealand
Direccao de Inspeccao e Coordenacao de Jogos, regulatory body for Macau
Electronic Funds Transfer

EU Third through Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directives
also The Gambling Commission)
EUR

one of the regulatory bodies of the UK (see

EU currency (as of April 27, 2021, EU 1 = CAD 1.4985 per the Bank of Canada)
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FATF

Financial Action Task Force, global gaming industry body

FinCEN Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, one of the regulatory bodies of the United States
(see also BSA)
FINTRAC
Canada

Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada, regulatory body for

The Gambling Commission one of the regulatory bodies of the UK (see also EU Third through Fifth
Anti-Money Laundering Directives)
GST

Goods and Services Tax

Junket an arrangement between a casino and a junket tour operator to facilitate a period of gambling
by one, or a group, of players at a casino. In return for bringing the players to the casino, the casino
pays the junket tour operator a commission based on the collective gambling activity of players on the
junket.
KYC

Know Your Customer

ML/TF

Money Laundering or Terrorist Financing

MOP Macanese pataca currency (as of April 27, 2021, MOP 1 = CAD 0.1551 per the Bank of Canada
Hong Kong Dollar rate divided by 1.03 as MOP is not administered by a central bank and is pegged to
HKD at rate of 1.03)
MSB
NIL

Money Service Business
Negotiable Instrument Log

NZD New Zealand dollar currency (as of April 27, 2021, NZD 1 = CAD 0.8946 per the Bank of
Canada)
OFAC The Office of Foreign Assets Control is a financial intelligence and enforcement agency of the
U.S. Treasury Department
Patron
PEP

an individual who is conducting transaction activity at a casino
politically exposed person

PGF Patron Gaming Fund, used in British Columbia casinos. A PGF account is an account opened at
the casino for a patron, where the patron can deposit funds for the purpose of gaming. The account
can only be opened with a minimum amount of CAD 10,000 of sourced funds in the form of a bank
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draft. The PGF Patron can withdraw funds from their PGF account at any point
Real ID Real IDs are a type of state-issued identification card that is an acceptable form of a
government-issued photo identification. In USA, all state issued IDs that are compliant with the Real ID

SAR

Suspicious Activity Report, also known outside the United States as Suspicious Transaction

SOF

Source of Funds

Sourced cash conditions - Patrons must provide evidence of the source of funds, whether through
receipt or other supporting documentation, before performing a buy-in with cash. This is a conditional
requirement for utilizing cash as an option to transact at the casino.
Sourced chip conditions - Patrons must state where they obtained chips when performing a transaction
with the casino and this must be verifiable by the casino through game play or other transaction activity
involving chips before the transaction is executed.
SOW

Source of Wealth

STR

Suspicious Transaction Report, also known in the United States as Suspicious Activity Report

TITO

Ticket In/Ticket Out redemptions

TTO

This Trip Only

TTR

Threshold Transaction Report

UFT

Unusual Financial Transaction

USD United States dollar currency (as of April 27, 2021, USD 1 = CAD 1.2403 per the Bank of
Canada)
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Exhibit 12

personal information

Exhibit 2 2

Exhibit 3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK

IN THE MATTER OF:

Hawaiian Gardens Casino, Inc.
dba The Gardens Casino
Hawaiian Gardens, California

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Number 2016-04

ASSESSMENT OF CIVIL MONEY PENALTY

I.

INTRODUCTION
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) has determined that grounds exist to

assess a civil money penalty against Hawaiian Gardens Casino, Inc. dba The Gardens Casino (The
Gardens), pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and regulations issued pursuant to that Act.1
The Gardens admits to the facts set forth below and that its conduct violated the BSA. The
Gardens consents to this assessment of a civil money penalty and enters into the CONSENT TO
THE ASSESSMENT OF CIVIL MONEY PENALTY (CONSENT) with FinCEN.
The CONSENT is incorporated into this ASSESSMENT OF CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
(ASSESSMENT) by reference.
FinCEN has authority to investigate casinos and card clubs for compliance with, and
violations of, the BSA pursuant to 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810, which grants FinCEN “[o]verall authority

The Bank Secrecy Act is codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 1829b, 1951-1959 and 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311-5314, 5316-5332.
Regulations implementing the Bank Secrecy Act appear at 31 C.F.R. Chapter X.

1

for enforcement and compliance, including coordination and direction of procedures and activities
of all other agencies exercising delegated authority under this chapter . . . .”
The Gardens is a card club located in Hawaiian Gardens, California and has been in
operation since 1995. It contains 225 table games, including baccarat, blackjack, poker, and Pai
Gow. The Gardens was a “financial institution” and a “card club” within the meaning of the BSA
and its implementing regulations during the time relevant to this action.2 The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) examines card clubs for compliance with the BSA pursuant to authority delegated by
FinCEN. In 2011 and 2014, IRS examined The Gardens and identified significant BSA violations.
II.

DETERMINATIONS
From September 1, 2009 through the present, The Gardens willfully violated the BSA’s

program and reporting requirements.3 As described below, The Gardens (a) failed to implement and
maintain an effective anti-money laundering program;4 (b) failed to report certain transactions
involving currency in amounts greater than $10,000;5 (c) failed to report certain suspicious activity; 6
and (d) failed to keep certain appropriate records as required by the BSA and its implementing
regulations.7

2

31 U.S.C. § 5312(a)(2); 31 C.F.R. § 1010.100(t).

In civil enforcement of the Bank Secrecy Act under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1), to establish that a financial institution or
individual acted willfully, the government need only show that the financial institution or individual acted with either
reckless disregard or willful blindness. The government need not show that the entity or individual had knowledge that
the conduct violated the Bank Secrecy Act, or that the entity or individual otherwise acted with an improper motive or
bad purpose. The Gardens admits to “willfulness” only as the term is used in civil enforcement of the Bank Secrecy Act
under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1).

3

4

31 U.S.C. §§ 5318(a)(2), 5318(h); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.210.

5

31 U.S.C § 5313 and 31 C.F.R. § 1021.311.

6

31 U.S.C. § 5318(g); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.320.

7

31 C.F.R. § 1021.410.

2

A. Violations of the Requirement to Establish and Implement an Effective Anti-Money
Laundering Program
The BSA and its implementing regulations require card clubs to develop and implement a
written anti-money laundering (AML) program reasonably designed to assure and monitor
compliance with the BSA.8 The Gardens is required to implement an AML program that, at a
minimum, provided for: (a) a system of internal controls to assure ongoing compliance; (b)
independent testing of the card club’s AML compliance program by card club personnel or parties
external to the card club; (c) training of personnel; (d) the designation of an individual or individuals
responsible for assuring day-to-day compliance; (e) procedures for using all available information to
determine and verify name, address, social security or taxpayer identification number, and other
identifying information for a person, to the extent determining and verifying the information is
otherwise required under the BSA; (f) procedures for using all available information to determine
the occurrence of any transactions or patterns of transactions required to be reported as suspicious;
(g) procedures for using all available information to determine whether any records must be made
and maintained pursuant to the BSA; and (h) for card clubs with automated data processing systems,
use of such systems to aid in assuring compliance.9 The Gardens failed to develop and implement
an AML program that adequately provided for several of these requirements.
1.

Internal Controls

The Gardens failed to implement an adequate system of internal controls to ensure
compliance with the BSA. Significantly, many of these problems spanned the course of several

8

31 U.S.C. §§ 5318(a)(2), 5318(h); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(1).

9

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2).

3

years. And, for many of these issues, IRS examiners first highlighted many of these deficiencies as
early as 2011, but The Gardens did not rectify these problems, leading to rediscovery of many of
these same internal control violations in the 2014 exam. Moreover, the independent consultant hired
by The Gardens also identified many of these problems in 2013; but because The Gardens did not
fully implement these recommendations, the problems continued.
a. Policies and Procedures
The Gardens’ written “Title 31 Compliance Policy” failed to cover all necessary elements
required by BSA regulations – a finding further supported by The Gardens’ 2013 independent test.
The compliance policy failed to adequately address, or The Gardens failed to implement procedures
for – and in some cases, did not even discuss – a number of critical topics: transaction monitoring
and red flags; customer identification and verification; preparing and filing currency transaction
reports; and addressing adverse findings of independent compliance test results. In short, The
Gardens failed to adequately address certain basic components of an anti-money laundering program
based on the risks associated with a card club of its size.
The Gardens’ inadequate internal controls made it susceptible to money laundering and
terrorist financing activity. As discussed in more detail below, IRS examiners identified significant
problems with The Gardens’ policies and procedures to file timely and accurate currency transaction
reports and suspicious activity reports. Troublingly, many of these problems had been previously
identified by the IRS years before during an examination in 2011. In particular, The Gardens had
inadequate policies and procedures for customer identification, red flags, and possible structuring—
which, as The Gardens’ own 2013 independent test identified, has a “domino effect” on other areas
of BSA/AML compliance. Existing policies and procedures were not consistently implemented for
customer identification on transactions less than $10,000, which significantly hindered The

4

Gardens’ ability to identify red flags or possible structuring at the facility. This deficiency was
identified in the 2011 examination conducted by the IRS as well as the card club’s own 2013
independent test.
b. Customer Identification
The policies and procedures regarding customer identification were insufficient and were not
effectually implemented. For example, The Gardens did not consistently implement its policy and
procedure to review the “unknown” multiple transaction log entries for aggregate reportable
transactions or potentially structured transactions. IRS examiners identified 62% of cash
transactions in the multiple transaction log as conducted by “unknown,” which represents a
significant compliance risk. This had a significant impact on the suspicious activity reports and
currency transactions reports filed by The Gardens. Indeed, of the suspicious activity reports filed
by The Gardens between January 1, 2013 and September 18, 2014, 80% had at least one unknown
subject. In fact, according to the 2013 independent test, the Gardens had no policies or procedures
in place to address patrons who refused to provide information. The 2013 independent test
characterized the lack of these policies and procedures as deficiencies “jeopardizing the [The
Gardens’] ability to comply with the laws and regulations under the Bank Secrecy Act.” The 2013
independent test further recommended that “[p]atrons who refuse to provide full identification…be
placed on the Barred Patrons list and escorted from the casino property.”
One such customer – known to The Gardens only by the alternate name “Michelle” – had
been the subject of 15 prior suspicious activity reports and five currency transaction reports, but The
Gardens failed to collect any identification on her. Furthermore, “Michelle” used agents, also
unidentified by The Gardens, for structuring or attempting to structure transactions. On at least
three separate occasions in 2013, The Gardens staff approached the customer to request

5

identification, but were unsuccessful. Despite this suspicious activity and the customer’s refusal to
provide identification, the Gardens still allowed the customer, and her agents, to game at the Card
Club and conduct financial transactions through 2014. When confronted by IRS examiners, The
Gardens’ management argued that they did not believe they were required to bar patrons who refuse
to provide identification and that doing this would cause them to lose customers to other card clubs
in the area.
The Gardens also lacked policies and procedures to explain and document its decisions not
to file a suspicious activity report, and did not have policies for conducting 90-day reviews to
determine if suspicious activity was continuing. These failures created significant challenges to
ensuring that law enforcement received up-to-date information.
c. Culture of Compliance
According to its charter, The Gardens’ BSA committee included casino management and
was required to meet once every three months, but only met once during all of 2013. This is
particularly significant, as the charter of the BSA committee states, “[Suspicious Activity Reports]
that involve employees or customers that are well known to the casino will be discussed before the
[Suspicious Activity Report] is filed.” The fact that the committee did not meet for such a long
period, in violation of its own charter, likely prevented the timely reporting of any suspicious
activity involving employees or well-known customers.
Additional evidence supports the fact that leadership at The Gardens did not take an active
role as it should have in promoting a strong culture of compliance. For example, The Gardens’ risk
assessment was not comprehensive as it did not discuss risk factors pertaining to the type of
clientele served by the card club, the type and volume of transactions, geographic location, and risks
associated with services provided. Further, the risk assessment was not reviewed and approved by

6

The Gardens’ leadership. The Gardens’ management also failed to establish policies and procedures
regarding customers refusing to provide identification and customers for which there have been
multiple suspicious activity and currency transaction reports filed. When problems were identified
by The Gardens, they often went uncorrected for extended periods of time. For example, during the
2014 IRS examination, The Gardens’ Compliance Officer stated that some customers made large
cash withdrawals with no play; however, despite self-identifying this issue in December 2013, The
Gardens failed to implement policies and procedures to handle these situations as of June 2014 – six
months later.
2.

Compliance Officer

The Gardens failed to have a qualified individual or individuals responsible for day-to-day
BSA compliance as required by BSA regulations.10 The individual designated with responsibility
over the BSA/AML program during the 2014 examination period had not worked in the gaming
industry and did not have any BSA/AML experience prior to assuming his new role. The
designated compliance officer admitted to the examiner that he was trying to learn BSA regulations
and requirements while on the job.
These shortcomings had consequences. Indeed, the significant weaknesses and violations
identified in The Gardens’ internal controls persisted from 2009 through 2014, indicating that the
BSA Compliance Officer did not effectively ensure day-to-day compliance with the BSA and did
not effectively correct several BSA compliance deficiencies initially identified in the 2011
examination and continuing through the 2014 examination. And, as detailed below, this failure had
a significant negative impact on The Gardens’ BSA filings, including the failure to file multiple
suspicious activity reports and the filing of numerous reports with blank fields.
10

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2)(iv).

7

3.

Procedures for Using All Available Information

The regulations covering card clubs (and casinos) require the institution to use all available
information to identify and verify customer information including name, permanent address, Social
Security number, and to determine occurrences of transactions or patterns of transactions that
warrant the filing of a suspicious activity report.11 The Gardens failed to use several pieces of
information at its disposal. For instance, The Gardens had customer information collected through
their player club cards, which are scanned and monitored by employees of The Gardens on an
hourly basis. This customer information can be used to help identify customers and make
determinations about whether filing a currency transaction report or suspicious activity report may
be warranted. Like other casinos and card clubs, The Gardens also had significant surveillance
covering the cages and casino floor. And (like any other financial institution), The Gardens had
ample access to open source information, on the Internet and elsewhere, which would have supplied
information that was otherwise omitted from The Gardens’ filings and reports, and which would
have helped the card club to detect, report, and prevent illegal activity.
The Gardens violated this requirement on multiple occasions, failing to obtain basic
customer information. The Gardens did not attempt to match information within its own player club
card database, resulting in incomplete filings. The Gardens’ electronic negotiable instrument log
failed to list the name of the drawee in 75% of the records reviewed by the IRS examiner. Further,
customer records frequently listed a P.O. Box number rather than a permanent address as required
by the BSA,12 despite the fact the card club’s internal records and basic Internet searches would
have provided The Gardens all the information needed to complete many of the blank items in their

11

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2)(v).

12

31 C.F.R. § 1021.410(b)(9).
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records. These violations went uncorrected for more than a year after the independent test revealed
the deficiency.
The Gardens also failed to update and amend BSA reporting when The Gardens obtained
new or more accurate information. Eighty percent of suspicious activity reports and five percent of
currency transaction reports filed between January 1, 2013 and September 18, 2014 have at least one
unknown subject. Similarly, unknown persons conducted an additional 347 transactions between
$9,000 and $10,000 recorded in the multiple transaction log – notably, just below the filing
threshold for currency transaction reporting – between October 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013.
Despite having the tools to acquire and complete data fields in its BSA filings, The Gardens’
currency transaction reports and suspicious activity reports were not amended with updated
information.
B. Violations of Currency Transaction Reporting Requirements
The BSA and its implementing regulations require card clubs to report transactions that
involve either “cash in” or “cash out” of more than $10,000 during a single gaming day. 13 Card
clubs are also required to verify the identity of, and record information from, customers involved in
transactions that generate currency transaction reports.14 A card club must aggregate transactions in
currency, or treat the transactions as a single transaction, if the card club has knowledge that the
transactions are conducted by, or on behalf of, the same person and occur within the same gaming
day.15

13

31 C.F.R. § 1021.311.

14

31 C.F.R. § 1021.312.

15

31 C.F.R. § 1021.313.

9

IRS’s 2011 examination identified 59 instances within the exam scope in which The Gardens
filed currency transaction reports with insufficient information. FinCEN independently confirmed
that 14.98% of the currency transaction reports filed by The Gardens in calendar year 2011
contained missing or unknown subjects; 14.13% were missing address information or listed a P.O.
Box; and 16.81% contained a missing or unknown Social Security number. Notably, even after the
IRS warned The Gardens about these problems in the 2011 exam (and The Gardens did not contest
or address these IRS findings in their response to the 2011 examination), the problems were worse.
In calendar year 2012, missing or unknown subjects were reported on 19.25% of The Gardens’
currency transaction reports; while 16.86% contained missing address information or listed a P.O
Box address; and 19.52% had missing or unknown Social Security numbers.
C. Violations of Suspicious Activity Reporting Requirements
The BSA and its implementing regulations require card clubs to report a transaction that the
card club “knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect” is suspicious, if the transaction is conducted or
attempted by, at, or through the card club, and if the transaction involves or aggregates to at least
$5,000 in funds or other assets.16 A transaction is “suspicious” if the transaction: (a) involves funds
derived from illegal activity; (b) is intended or conducted in order to hide or disguise funds or assets
derived from illegal activity; (c) is designed, whether through structuring or other means, to evade
any requirement in the BSA or its implementing regulations; (d) has no business or apparent lawful
purpose or is not the sort in which the particular customer would normally be expected to engage; or
(e) involves use of the card club to facilitate criminal activity.17
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31 C.F.R. § 1021.320(a)(2).

17

31 C.F.R. §§ 1021.320(a)(2)(i)-(iv).
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As revealed in both the 2011 and 2014 examinations, The Gardens failed to file suspicious
activity reports for several suspicious transactions. In the 2011 exam, IRS examiners discovered 14
instances in which The Gardens failed to file a suspicious activity report. These include instances in
which customers refused to provide identification but continued gaming, attempted structuring, and
suspicious patterns of activity by known customers. Despite these adverse findings from the 2011
examination, the problems persisted. As revealed in the 2014 examination, there were, again,
numerous instances in which the Gardens failed to file suspicious activity reports or incompletely
filed information on an additional 19 customers. In many instances, the customers in question had
previously been subjects of suspicious activity reports filed by The Gardens.
These issues – failures to file and failures to provide complete and accurate information –
reveal a broader pattern of non-compliance. Even when SARs were filed by The Gardens, they
frequently missed critical information and failed to provide context for broader suspicious activity.
One customer, who conducted over $600,000 of cash in and cash out transactions over 47 gaming
days, was the subject of a series of incomplete SARs filed which did not capture the extent or the
nature of the suspicious transactions occurring at The Gardens. Despite conducting transactions for
these 47 days, The Gardens failed to capture basic identifying information for the customer in its
SARs including a permanent address or Social Security number. In addition, for this individual and
generally, The Gardens did not identify patterns of transactions outside of a 24 hour period in its
SAR filings. These incomplete filings lessen the value of SARs to law enforcement by failing to
meaningfully capture the critical information necessary to understand the underlying criminal
activity and the individuals involved. Significantly, some SAR filings, including those pertaining to
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the above customer, also failed to identify the name of an employee that assisted in conducting
structured transactions for this customer.18
D. Violations of Recordkeeping Requirements
The BSA imposes special recordkeeping requirements on casinos and card clubs. Casinos
and card clubs are required to maintain a separate record, called a negotiable instruments log,
containing a list of each transaction between the casino or card club and its customers involving
certain monetary instruments having a face value of $3,000 or more. The negotiable instruments log
must contain the time, date, and amount of the transaction; the name and permanent address of the
customer; the type of instrument; the name of the drawee or issuer of the instrument; and all
reference numbers and the name or casino/card club license number of the employee who conducted
the transaction. Applicable transactions must be placed on the list in chronological order.19
The Gardens violated this recordkeeping requirement. The 2014 IRS examination identified
40 recordkeeping violations in The Gardens’ negotiable instrument log – 100% of the reportable
transactions. Every record on the log was incomplete in one or more ways including, for example,
instances of missing the type of instrument, records missing the name of drawee, and multiple
customers with a P.O. Box recorded when a permanent address is available and required.

In 2009, The Gardens’ surveillance video observed a customer structuring transactions with the assistance of
employees. The customer attempted to cash out a $14,833 transaction, then ripped up the required IRS identification
form in the presence of the cage cashier when asked to complete it. The customer then went to the Asian VIP section of
the Gardens and enlisted the employee listed above, and another employee, to cash out the transaction into $10,000 and
$4,000 amounts without providing identification information. Despite the employee’s complicity in this illegal conduct,
the employee remained at The Gardens, which acknowledged the complicity (and reported it in a SAR) but continued to
allow the employee to facilitate transactions, including this transaction in 2013 (which did not list the employee as a
subject in the SAR).
18

19

31 C.F.R. § 1021.410(b)(9).
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III.

CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
FinCEN has determined that The Gardens willfully violated the program, reporting, and

recordkeeping requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations, as described
in this ASSESSMENT, and that grounds exist to assess a civil money penalty for these violations.20
FinCEN has determined that the penalty in this matter will be $2,800,000.
IV.

UNDERTAKINGS
By execution of the CONSENT, The Gardens agrees to the following UNDERTAKINGS:
A.

Risk Assessment. The Gardens will complete a new risk assessment within 90 days

of the date of the CONSENT. The Gardens will provide the risk assessment to FinCEN and IRS.
B.

External Independent Reviewer. The Gardens will engage and retain an independent,

external, qualified, and experienced external auditor (the Third-Party Reviewer), not subject to any
conflict of interest, and subject to FinCEN’s determination of non-objection after FinCEN’s review
of the engagement contract, to examine The Gardens’ Bank Secrecy Act compliance program and to
conduct risk-based independent testing of The Gardens’ BSA/AML Program. The independent
testing will test remedial steps taken to address all criticisms in the CONSENT. Three reviews will
take place: the first will commence within 90 days of the completion of the risk assessment
described above, the second examination will take place no later than 12 months after the
completion of the first examination, and the remaining examination will take place no later than 24
months after the completion of the second examination. Each review will cover the prior year, with
at least three months of transactional analysis to include a review of SAR filings for that time
period. Based on the results of this review, The Gardens will file SARs or amend previously filed
SARs, as appropriate, consistent with the SAR regulations for casinos and card clubs, and will

20

31 U.S.C. § 5321 and 31 C.F.R. § 1010.820.
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advise FinCEN and IRS of the filings. The Third-Party Reviewer will prepare a written report for
The Gardens setting forth its findings, and will transmit the report and all draft reports to FinCEN
and IRS SB/SE simultaneously with any transmission to The Gardens or its agents. To the extent
that the report identifies any material deficiencies in The Garden’ programs and procedures, The
Gardens will address and rectify the deficiencies as soon as is reasonably practicable and will advise
FinCEN and IRS SB/SE of the remedial steps taken.
Failure to comply with any of these UNDERTAKINGS will constitute a violation of the
CONSENT. If FinCEN determines that a failure to comply with any of the UNDERTAKINGS has
occurred, FinCEN may take any enforcement action against The Gardens it deems appropriate,
notwithstanding the below Release in Part VII. Additional actions taken by FinCEN may include,
but are not limited to, the imposition of additional civil money penalties, injunctive orders, or
ordering other remedial actions within the authorities of FinCEN.
V.

CONSENT TO ASSESSMENT
To resolve this matter, and only for that purpose, The Gardens consents to this assessment of

a civil penalty in the sum of $2,800,000, and admits that it violated the BSA’s program and
reporting requirements.
The Gardens recognizes and states that it enters into the CONSENT freely and voluntarily
and that no offers, promises, or inducements of any nature whatsoever have been made by FinCEN
or any employee, agent, or representative of FinCEN to induce The Gardens to enter into the
CONSENT, except for those specified in the CONSENT.
The Gardens understands and agrees that the CONSENT embodies the entire agreement
between The Gardens and FinCEN relating to this enforcement matter only, as described in Section
III above. The Gardens further understands and agrees that there are no express or implied
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promises, representations, or agreements between The Gardens and FinCEN other than those
expressly set forth or referred to in this document and that nothing in the CONSENT or in this
ASSESSMENT OF CIVIL MONEY PENALTY (ASSESSMENT) is binding on any other agency
of government, whether Federal, State, or local.
VI.

PUBLIC STATEMENTS
The Gardens expressly agrees that it shall not, nor shall its attorneys, agents, partners,

directors, officers, employees, affiliates, or any other person authorized to speak on its behalf, make
any public statement contradicting either its acceptance of responsibility set forth in the CONSENT
or any fact in the DETERMINATIONS section of the CONSENT. FinCEN has sole discretion to
determine whether a statement is contradictory and violates the terms of the CONSENT. If The
Gardens, or anyone claiming to speak on behalf of The Gardens, makes such a contradictory
statement, The Gardens may avoid a breach of the agreement by repudiating such statement within
48 hours of notification by FinCEN. If FinCEN determines that The Gardens did not satisfactorily
repudiate such statement(s) within 48 hours of notification, FinCEN may void, in its sole discretion,
the releases contained in the CONSENT and reinstitute enforcement proceedings against The
Gardens. The Gardens expressly agrees to waive any statute of limitations defense to the
reinstituted enforcement proceedings and further agrees not to contest any admission or other
findings made in the CONSENT. This paragraph does not apply to any statement made by any
present or former officer, director, employee, or agent of The Gardens in the course of any criminal,
regulatory, or civil case initiated against such individual, unless such individual is speaking on
behalf of The Gardens or unless The Gardens later ratifies such claims, directly or indirectly. The
Gardens further agrees that, upon notification by FinCEN, The Gardens will repudiate such
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statement to the extent it contradicts either its acceptance of responsibility or any fact in the
CONSENT.
VII.

RELEASE
Execution of the CONSENT, and compliance with the terms of this ASSESSMENT

and the CONSENT, settles all claims that FinCEN may have against The Gardens for the conduct
described in Section III of the CONSENT. Execution of the CONSENT, and compliance with the
terms of this ASSESSMENT and the CONSENT, does not release any claim that FinCEN may have
for conduct by The Gardens other than the conduct described in Section III of the CONSENT, or
any claim that FinCEN may have against any director, officer, owner, employee, or agent of The
Gardens, or any party other than The Gardens. Upon request, The Gardens shall truthfully disclose
to FinCEN all factual information not protected by a valid claim of attorney-client privilege or work
product doctrine with respect to the conduct of its current or former directors, officers, employees,
agents, or others.
If FinCEN determines, in its sole judgment, that The Gardens has breached any portion of
this agreement, FinCEN may void, in its sole discretion, the releases contained in the CONSENT
and reinstitute enforcement proceedings against The Gardens. The Gardens expressly agrees to
waive any statute of limitations defense to the reinstituted enforcement proceedings and further
agrees not to contest any admission or other finding made in the CONSENT.

Accepted by:
/S/
July 15, 2016
Jamal El-Hindi
Date
Acting Director, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
U.S. Department of the Treasury
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DIRECTIVE 2005/60/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 26 October 2005
on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and
terrorist financing
(Text with EEA relevance)
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION,

(4)

In order to respond to these concerns in the field of
money laundering, Council Directive 91/308/EEC of
10 June 1991 on prevention of the use of the financial
system for the purpose of money laundering (4) was
adopted. It required Member States to prohibit money
laundering and to oblige the financial sector, comprising
credit institutions and a wide range of other financial
institutions, to identify their customers, keep appropriate
records, establish internal procedures to train staff and
guard against money laundering and to report any indications of money laundering to the competent authorities.

(5)

Money laundering and terrorist financing are frequently
carried out in an international context. Measures
adopted solely at national or even Community level,
without taking account of international coordination
and cooperation, would have very limited effects. The
measures adopted by the Community in this field should
therefore be consistent with other action undertaken in
other international fora. The Community action should
continue to take particular account of the Recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force (hereinafter
referred to as the FATF), which constitutes the foremost
international body active in the fight against money
laundering and terrorist financing. Since the FATF
Recommendations were substantially revised and
expanded in 2003, this Directive should be in line with
that new international standard.

(6)

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
allows Members to adopt measures necessary to protect
public morals and prevent fraud and adopt measures for
prudential reasons, including for ensuring the stability
and integrity of the financial system.

(7)

Although initially limited to drugs offences, there has
been a trend in recent years towards a much wider definition of money laundering based on a broader range of
predicate offences. A wider range of predicate offences
facilitates the reporting of suspicious transactions and
international cooperation in this area. Therefore, the
definition of serious crime should be brought into line
with the definition of serious crime in Council Framework Decision 2001/500/JHA of 26 June 2001 on
money laundering, the identification, tracing, freezing,
seizing and confiscation of instrumentalities and the
proceeds of crime (5).

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 47(2), first and third
sentences, and Article 95 thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Economic and
Social Committee (1),
Having regard to the opinion of the European Central Bank (2),
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in
Article 251 of the Treaty (3),
Whereas:
(1)

Massive flows of dirty money can damage the stability
and reputation of the financial sector and threaten the
single market, and terrorism shakes the very foundations
of our society. In addition to the criminal law approach,
a preventive effort via the financial system can produce
results.

(2)

The soundness, integrity and stability of credit and financial institutions and confidence in the financial system as
a whole could be seriously jeopardised by the efforts of
criminals and their associates either to disguise the
origin of criminal proceeds or to channel lawful or
unlawful money for terrorist purposes. In order to avoid
Member States' adopting measures to protect their financial systems which could be inconsistent with the functioning of the internal market and with the prescriptions
of the rule of law and Community public policy, Community action in this area is necessary.

(3)

In order to facilitate their criminal activities, money
launderers and terrorist financers could try to take
advantage of the freedom of capital movements and the
freedom to supply financial services which the integrated
financial area entails, if certain coordinating measures
are not adopted at Community level.

(1) Opinion delivered on 11 May 2005 (not yet published in the Official Journal).
(2) OJ C 40, 17.2.2005, p. 9.
(3) Opinion of the European Parliament of 26 May 2005 (not yet
published in the Official Journal) and Council Decision of
19 September 2005.

(4) OJ L 166, 28.6.1991, p. 77. Directive as amended by Directive
2001/97/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ
L 344, 28.12.2001, p. 76).
(5) OJ L 182, 5.7.2001, p. 1.
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Furthermore, the misuse of the financial system to
channel criminal or even clean money to terrorist
purposes poses a clear risk to the integrity, proper functioning, reputation and stability of the financial system.
Accordingly, the preventive measures of this Directive
should cover not only the manipulation of money
derived from crime but also the collection of money or
property for terrorist purposes.

Directive 91/308/EEC, though imposing a customer
identification obligation, contained relatively little detail
on the relevant procedures. In view of the crucial importance of this aspect of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, it is appropriate, in
accordance with the new international standards, to
introduce more specific and detailed provisions relating
to the identification of the customer and of any beneficial owner and the verification of their identity. To that
end a precise definition of ‘beneficial owner’ is essential.
Where the individual beneficiaries of a legal entity or
arrangement such as a foundation or trust are yet to be
determined, and it is therefore impossible to identify an
individual as the beneficial owner, it would suffice to
identify the class of persons intended to be the beneficiaries of the foundation or trust. This requirement should
not include the identification of the individuals within
that class of persons.

The institutions and persons covered by this Directive
should, in conformity with this Directive, identify and
verify the identity of the beneficial owner. To fulfil this
requirement, it should be left to those institutions and
persons whether they make use of public records of
beneficial owners, ask their clients for relevant data or
obtain the information otherwise, taking into account
the fact that the extent of such customer due diligence
measures relates to the risk of money laundering and
terrorist financing, which depends on the type of
customer, business relationship, product or transaction.

(11)

Credit agreements in which the credit account serves
exclusively to settle the loan and the repayment of the
loan is effected from an account which was opened in
the name of the customer with a credit institution
covered by this Directive pursuant to Article 8(1)(a) to
(c) should generally be considered as an example of
types of less risky transactions.

(12)

To the extent that the providers of the property of a
legal entity or arrangement have significant control over
the use of the property they should be identified as a
beneficial owner.
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(13)

Trust relationships are widely used in commercial
products as an internationally recognised feature of the
comprehensively supervised wholesale financial markets.
An obligation to identify the beneficial owner does not
arise from the fact alone that there is a trust relationship
in this particular case.

(14)

This Directive should also apply to those activities of the
institutions and persons covered hereunder which are
performed on the Internet.

(15)

As the tightening of controls in the financial sector has
prompted money launderers and terrorist financers to
seek alternative methods for concealing the origin of the
proceeds of crime and as such channels can be used for
terrorist financing, the anti-money laundering and antiterrorist financing obligations should cover life insurance
intermediaries and trust and company service providers.

(16)

Entities already falling under the legal responsibility of
an insurance undertaking, and therefore falling within
the scope of this Directive, should not be included
within the category of insurance intermediary.

(17)

Acting as a company director or secretary does not of
itself make someone a trust and company service
provider. For that reason, the definition covers only
those persons that act as a company director or secretary
for a third party and by way of business.

(18)

The use of large cash payments has repeatedly proven to
be very vulnerable to money laundering and terrorist
financing. Therefore, in those Member States that allow
cash payments above the established threshold, all
natural or legal persons trading in goods by way of business should be covered by this Directive when accepting
such cash payments. Dealers in high-value goods, such
as precious stones or metals, or works of art, and
auctioneers are in any event covered by this Directive to
the extent that payments to them are made in cash in an
amount of EUR 15 000 or more. To ensure effective
monitoring of compliance with this Directive by that
potentially wide group of institutions and persons,
Member States may focus their monitoring activities in
particular on those natural and legal persons trading in
goods that are exposed to a relatively high risk of
money laundering or terrorist financing, in accordance
with the principle of risk-based supervision. In view of
the different situations in the various Member States,
Member States may decide to adopt stricter provisions,
in order to properly address the risk involved with large
cash payments.

25.11.2005
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Directive 91/308/EEC brought notaries and other independent legal professionals within the scope of the Community anti-money laundering regime; this coverage
should be maintained unchanged in this Directive; these
legal professionals, as defined by the Member States, are
subject to the provisions of this Directive when participating in financial or corporate transactions, including
providing tax advice, where there is the greatest risk of
the services of those legal professionals being misused
for the purpose of laundering the proceeds of criminal
activity or for the purpose of terrorist financing.

Where independent members of professions providing
legal advice which are legally recognised and controlled,
such as lawyers, are ascertaining the legal position of a
client or representing a client in legal proceedings, it
would not be appropriate under this Directive to put
those legal professionals in respect of these activities
under an obligation to report suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing. There must be exemptions
from any obligation to report information obtained
either before, during or after judicial proceedings, or in
the course of ascertaining the legal position for a client.
Thus, legal advice shall remain subject to the obligation
of professional secrecy unless the legal counsellor is
taking part in money laundering or terrorist financing,
the legal advice is provided for money laundering or
terrorist financing purposes or the lawyer knows that
the client is seeking legal advice for money laundering
or terrorist financing purposes.

Directly comparable services need to be treated in the
same manner when provided by any of the professionals
covered by this Directive. In order to ensure the respect
of the rights laid down in the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the Treaty on European Union, in the case of
auditors, external accountants and tax advisors, who, in
some Member States, may defend or represent a client in
the context of judicial proceedings or ascertain a client's
legal position, the information they obtain in the performance of those tasks should not be subject to the
reporting obligations in accordance with this Directive.

It should be recognised that the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing is not the same in every
case. In line with a risk-based approach, the principle
should be introduced into Community legislation that
simplified customer due diligence is allowed in appropriate cases.
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(23)

The derogation concerning the identification of beneficial owners of pooled accounts held by notaries or other
independent legal professionals should be without prejudice to the obligations that those notaries or other independent legal professionals have pursuant to this Directive. Those obligations include the need for such notaries
or other independent legal professionals themselves to
identify the beneficial owners of the pooled accounts
held by them.

(24)

Equally, Community legislation should recognise that
certain situations present a greater risk of money laundering or terrorist financing. Although the identity and
business profile of all customers should be established,
there are cases where particularly rigorous customer
identification and verification procedures are required.

(25)

This is particularly true of business relationships with
individuals holding, or having held, important public
positions, particularly those from countries where
corruption is widespread. Such relationships may expose
the financial sector in particular to significant reputational and/or legal risks. The international effort to
combat corruption also justifies the need to pay special
attention to such cases and to apply the complete
normal customer due diligence measures in respect of
domestic politically exposed persons or enhanced
customer due diligence measures in respect of politically
exposed persons residing in another Member State or in
a third country.

(26)

Obtaining approval from senior management for establishing business relationships should not imply obtaining
approval from the board of directors but from the
immediate higher level of the hierarchy of the person
seeking such approval.

(27)

In order to avoid repeated customer identification procedures, leading to delays and inefficiency in business, it is
appropriate, subject to suitable safeguards, to allow
customers to be introduced whose identification has
been carried out elsewhere. Where an institution or
person covered by this Directive relies on a third party,
the ultimate responsibility for the customer due diligence
procedure remains with the institution or person to
whom the customer is introduced. The third party, or
introducer, also retains his own responsibility for all the
requirements in this Directive, including the requirement
to report suspicious transactions and maintain records,
to the extent that he has a relationship with the
customer that is covered by this Directive.
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In the case of agency or outsourcing relationships on a
contractual basis between institutions or persons
covered by this Directive and external natural or legal
persons not covered hereby, any anti-money laundering
and anti-terrorist financing obligations for those agents
or outsourcing service providers as part of the institutions or persons covered by this Directive, may only
arise from contract and not from this Directive. The
responsibility for complying with this Directive should
remain with the institution or person covered hereby.

Suspicious transactions should be reported to the financial intelligence unit (FIU), which serves as a national
centre for receiving, analysing and disseminating to the
competent authorities suspicious transaction reports and
other information regarding potential money laundering
or terrorist financing. This should not compel Member
States to change their existing reporting systems where
the reporting is done through a public prosecutor or
other law enforcement authorities, as long as the information is forwarded promptly and unfiltered to FIUs,
allowing them to conduct their business properly,
including international cooperation with other FIUs.

By way of derogation from the general prohibition on
executing suspicious transactions, the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive may execute suspicious
transactions before informing the competent authorities,
where refraining from the execution thereof is impossible or likely to frustrate efforts to pursue the beneficiaries of a suspected money laundering or terrorist financing operation. This, however, should be without prejudice to the international obligations accepted by the
Member States to freeze without delay funds or other
assets of terrorists, terrorist organisations or those who
finance terrorism, in accordance with the relevant
United Nations Security Council resolutions.

(31)

Where a Member State decides to make use of the
exemptions provided for in Article 23(2), it may allow
or require the self-regulatory body representing the
persons referred to therein not to transmit to the FIU
any information obtained from those persons in the
circumstances referred to in that Article.

(32)

There has been a number of cases of employees who
report their suspicions of money laundering being
subjected to threats or hostile action. Although this
Directive cannot interfere with Member States' judicial
procedures, this is a crucial issue for the effectiveness of
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the anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing
system. Member States should be aware of this problem
and should do whatever they can to protect employees
from such threats or hostile action.

(33)

Disclosure of information as referred to in Article 28
should be in accordance with the rules on transfer of
personal data to third countries as laid down in Directive
95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data and on
the free movement of such data (1). Moreover, Article 28
cannot interfere with national data protection and
professional secrecy legislation.

(34)

Persons who merely convert paper documents into electronic data and are acting under a contract with a credit
institution or a financial institution do not fall within
the scope of this Directive, nor does any natural or legal
person that provides credit or financial institutions solely
with a message or other support systems for transmitting funds or with clearing and settlement systems.

(35)

Money laundering and terrorist financing are international problems and the effort to combat them should
be global. Where Community credit and financial institutions have branches and subsidiaries located in third
countries where the legislation in this area is deficient,
they should, in order to avoid the application of very
different standards within an institution or group of
institutions, apply the Community standard or notify the
competent authorities of the home Member State if this
application is impossible.

(36)

It is important that credit and financial institutions
should be able to respond rapidly to requests for information on whether they maintain business relationships
with named persons. For the purpose of identifying such
business relationships in order to be able to provide that
information quickly, credit and financial institutions
should have effective systems in place which are
commensurate with the size and nature of their business.
In particular it would be appropriate for credit institutions and larger financial institutions to have electronic
systems at their disposal. This provision is of particular
importance in the context of procedures leading to
measures such as the freezing or seizing of assets
(including terrorist assets), pursuant to applicable
national or Community legislation with a view to
combating terrorism.

(1) OJ L 281, 23.11.1995, p. 31. Directive as amended by Regulation
(EC) No 1882/2003 (OJ L 284, 31.10.2003, p. 1).
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This Directive establishes detailed rules for customer due
diligence, including enhanced customer due diligence for
high-risk customers or business relationships, such as
appropriate procedures to determine whether a person is
a politically exposed person, and certain additional,
more detailed requirements, such as the existence of
compliance management procedures and policies. All
these requirements are to be met by each of the institutions and persons covered by this Directive, while
Member States are expected to tailor the detailed implementation of those provisions to the particularities of
the various professions and to the differences in scale
and size of the institutions and persons covered by this
Directive.

(38)

In order to ensure that the institutions and others
subject to Community legislation in this field remain
committed, feedback should, where practicable, be made
available to them on the usefulness and follow-up of the
reports they present. To make this possible, and to be
able to review the effectiveness of their systems to
combat money laundering and terrorist financing
Member States should keep and improve the relevant
statistics.

(39)

When registering or licensing a currency exchange
office, a trust and company service provider or a casino
nationally, competent authorities should ensure that the
persons who effectively direct or will direct the business
of such entities and the beneficial owners of such entities
are fit and proper persons. The criteria for determining
whether or not a person is fit and proper should be
established in conformity with national law. As a
minimum, such criteria should reflect the need to
protect such entities from being misused by their
managers or beneficial owners for criminal purposes.

(40)

(41)

Taking into account the international character of
money laundering and terrorist financing, coordination
and cooperation between FIUs as referred to in Council
Decision 2000/642/JHA of 17 October 2000 concerning
arrangements for cooperation between financial intelligence units of the Member States in respect of exchanging information (1), including the establishment of an
EU FIU-net, should be encouraged to the greatest
possible extent. To that end, the Commission should
lend such assistance as may be needed to facilitate such
coordination, including financial assistance.

The importance of combating money laundering and
terrorist financing should lead Member States to lay
down effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties in
national law for failure to respect the national provisions
adopted pursuant to this Directive. Provision should be
made for penalties in respect of natural and legal
persons. Since legal persons are often involved in

(1) OJ L 271, 24.10.2000, p. 4.
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complex money laundering or terrorist financing operations, sanctions should also be adjusted in line with the
activity carried on by legal persons.

(42)

Natural persons exercising any of the activities referred
to in Article 2(1)(3)(a) and (b) within the structure of a
legal person, but on an independent basis, should be
independently responsible for compliance with the
provisions of this Directive, with the exception of
Article 35.

(43)

Clarification of the technical aspects of the rules laid
down in this Directive may be necessary to ensure an
effective and sufficiently consistent implementation of
this Directive, taking into account the different financial
instruments, professions and risks in the different
Member States and the technical developments in the
fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.
The Commission should accordingly be empowered to
adopt implementing measures, such as certain criteria
for identifying low and high risk situations in which
simplified due diligence could suffice or enhanced due
diligence would be appropriate, provided that they do
not modify the essential elements of this Directive and
provided that the Commission acts in accordance with
the principles set out herein, after consulting the
Committee on the Prevention of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing.

(44)

The measures necessary for the implementation of this
Directive should be adopted in accordance with Council
Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down
the procedures for the exercise of implementing powers
conferred on the Commission (2). To that end a new
Committee on the Prevention of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing, replacing the Money Laundering
Contact Committee set up by Directive 91/308/EEC,
should be established.

(45)

In view of the very substantial amendments that would
need to be made to Directive 91/308/EEC, it should be
repealed for reasons of clarity.

(46)

Since the objective of this Directive, namely the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of
money laundering and terrorist financing, cannot be
sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can
therefore, by reason of the scale and effects of the
action, be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with the
principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the
Treaty. In accordance with the principle of proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go
beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that objective.

(2) OJ L 184, 17.7.1999, p. 23.
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In exercising its implementing powers in accordance
with this Directive, the Commission should respect the
following principles: the need for high levels of transparency and consultation with institutions and persons
covered by this Directive and with the European Parliament and the Council; the need to ensure that competent authorities will be able to ensure compliance with
the rules consistently; the balance of costs and benefits
to institutions and persons covered by this Directive on
a long-term basis in any implementing measures; the
need to respect the necessary flexibility in the application of the implementing measures in accordance with a
risk-sensitive approach; the need to ensure coherence
with other Community legislation in this area; the need
to protect the Community, its Member States and their
citizens from the consequences of money laundering and
terrorist financing.

This Directive respects the fundamental rights and
observes the principles recognised in particular by the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
Nothing in this Directive should be interpreted or implemented in a manner that is inconsistent with the European Convention on Human Rights,

HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
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derived from criminal activity or from an act of participation in such activity;
(c) the acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at
the time of receipt, that such property was derived from
criminal activity or from an act of participation in such
activity;
(d) participation in, association to commit, attempts to commit
and aiding, abetting, facilitating and counselling the
commission of any of the actions mentioned in the foregoing points.
3. Money laundering shall be regarded as such even where
the activities which generated the property to be laundered
were carried out in the territory of another Member State or in
that of a third country.

4. For the purposes of this Directive, ‘terrorist financing’
means the provision or collection of funds, by any means,
directly or indirectly, with the intention that they should be
used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in
part, in order to carry out any of the offences within the
meaning of Articles 1 to 4 of Council Framework Decision
2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (1).

5. Knowledge, intent or purpose required as an element of
the activities mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 4 may be inferred
from objective factual circumstances.

Article 2
CHAPTER I

1.

This Directive shall apply to:

SUBJECT MATTER, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

(1) credit institutions;
Article 1

1.
Member States shall ensure that money laundering and
terrorist financing are prohibited.

(2) financial institutions;
(3) the following legal or natural persons acting in the exercise
of their professional activities:
(a) auditors, external accountants and tax advisors;

2.
For the purposes of this Directive, the following conduct,
when committed intentionally, shall be regarded as money
laundering:
(a) the conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such
property is derived from criminal activity or from an act of
participation in such activity, for the purpose of concealing
or disguising the illicit origin of the property or of assisting
any person who is involved in the commission of such
activity to evade the legal consequences of his action;
(b) the concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement, rights with respect to, or
ownership of property, knowing that such property is

(b) notaries and other independent legal professionals,
when they participate, whether by acting on behalf of
and for their client in any financial or real estate transaction, or by assisting in the planning or execution of
transactions for their client concerning the:
(i) buying and selling of real property or business
entities;
(ii) managing of client money, securities or other
assets;
(1) OJ L 164, 22.6.2002, p. 3.
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(iii) opening or management of bank, savings or securities accounts;
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and of the Council of 21 April 2004 on markets in
financial instruments (3);

(iv) organisation of contributions necessary for the
creation, operation or management of companies;

(d) a collective investment undertaking marketing its
units or shares;

(v) creation, operation or management of trusts,
companies or similar structures;

(e) an insurance intermediary as defined in Article 2(5) of
Directive 2002/92/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 9 December 2002 on insurance
mediation (4), with the exception of intermediaries as
mentioned in Article 2(7) of that Directive, when they
act in respect of life insurance and other investment
related services;

(c) trust or company service providers not already covered
under points (a) or (b);
(d) real estate agents;
(e) other natural or legal persons trading in goods, only to
the extent that payments are made in cash in an
amount of EUR 15 000 or more, whether the transaction is executed in a single operation or in several
operations which appear to be linked;

(f) branches, when located in the Community, of financial institutions as referred to in points (a) to (e),
whose head offices are inside or outside the Community;

(f) casinos.
2.
Member States may decide that legal and natural persons
who engage in a financial activity on an occasional or very
limited basis and where there is little risk of money laundering
or terrorist financing occurring do not fall within the scope of
Article 3(1) or (2).

(3) ‘property’ means assets of every kind, whether corporeal
or incorporeal, movable or immovable, tangible or intangible, and legal documents or instruments in any form
including electronic or digital, evidencing title to or an
interest in such assets;
(4) ‘criminal activity’ means any kind of criminal involvement
in the commission of a serious crime;

Article 3
(5) ‘serious crimes’ means, at least:
For the purposes of this Directive the following definitions
shall apply:

(a) acts as defined in Articles 1 to 4 of Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA;

(1) ‘credit institution’ means a credit institution, as defined in
the first subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Directive
2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking up and
pursuit of the business of credit institutions (1), including
branches within the meaning of Article 1(3) of that Directive located in the Community of credit institutions
having their head offices inside or outside the Community;

(b) any of the offences defined in Article 3(1)(a) of the
1988 United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic
in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances;
(c) the activities of criminal organisations as defined in
Article 1 of Council Joint Action 98/733/JHA of
21 December 1998 on making it a criminal offence to
participate in a criminal organisation in the Member
States of the European Union (5);

(2) ‘financial institution’ means:
(a) an undertaking other than a credit institution which
carries out one or more of the operations included in
points 2 to 12 and 14 of Annex I to Directive
2000/12/EC, including the activities of currency
exchange offices (bureaux de change) and of money
transmission or remittance offices;

(d) fraud, at least serious, as defined in Article 1(1) and
Article 2 of the Convention on the Protection of the
European Communities' Financial Interests (6);
(e) corruption;

(b) an insurance company duly authorised in accordance
with Directive 2002/83/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 November 2002
concerning life assurance (2), insofar as it carries out
activities covered by that Directive;

(f) all offences which are punishable by deprivation of
liberty or a detention order for a maximum of more
than one year or, as regards those States which have a
minimum threshold for offences in their legal system,
all offences punishable by deprivation of liberty or a
detention order for a minimum of more than six
months;

(c) an investment firm as defined in point 1 of Article 4(1)
of Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament
(1) OJ L 126, 26.5.2000, p. 1. Directive as last amended by Directive
2005/1/EC (OJ L 79, 24.3.2005, p. 9).
(2) OJ L 345, 19.12.2002, p. 1. Directive as last amended by Directive
2005/1/EC.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

OJ L 145, 30.4.2004, p. 1.
OJ L 9, 15.1.2003, p. 3.
OJ L 351, 29.12.1998, p. 1.
OJ C 316, 27.11.1995, p. 49.
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(6) ‘beneficial owner’ means the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls the customer and/or the natural
person on whose behalf a transaction or activity is being
conducted. The beneficial owner shall at least include:

(a) in the case of corporate entities:

(i) the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or
controls a legal entity through direct or indirect
ownership or control over a sufficient percentage
of the shares or voting rights in that legal entity,
including through bearer share holdings, other
than a company listed on a regulated market that
is subject to disclosure requirements consistent
with Community legislation or subject to equivalent international standards; a percentage of 25 %
plus one share shall be deemed sufficient to meet
this criterion;

(ii) the natural person(s) who otherwise exercises
control over the management of a legal entity:

(b) in the case of legal entities, such as foundations, and
legal arrangements, such as trusts, which administer
and distribute funds:

(i) where the future beneficiaries have already been
determined, the natural person(s) who is the
beneficiary of 25 % or more of the property of a
legal arrangement or entity;

(ii) where the individuals that benefit from the legal
arrangement or entity have yet to be determined,
the class of persons in whose main interest the
legal arrangement or entity is set up or operates;

(iii) the natural person(s) who exercises control over
25 % or more of the property of a legal arrangement or entity;

(7) ‘trust and company service providers’ means any natural
or legal person which by way of business provides any of
the following services to third parties:
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related services for a company, a partnership or any
other legal person or arrangement;
(d) acting as or arranging for another person to act as a
trustee of an express trust or a similar legal arrangement;
(e) acting as or arranging for another person to act as a
nominee shareholder for another person other than a
company listed on a regulated market that is subject
to disclosure requirements in conformity with Community legislation or subject to equivalent international standards;
(8) ‘politically exposed persons’ means natural persons who
are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions and immediate family members, or persons known
to be close associates, of such persons;
(9) ‘business relationship’ means a business, professional or
commercial relationship which is connected with the
professional activities of the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive and which is expected, at the
time when the contact is established, to have an element
of duration;
(10) ‘shell bank’ means a credit institution, or an institution
engaged in equivalent activities, incorporated in a jurisdiction in which it has no physical presence, involving meaningful mind and management, and which is unaffiliated
with a regulated financial group.

Article 4

1. Member States shall ensure that the provisions of this
Directive are extended in whole or in part to professions and
to categories of undertakings, other than the institutions and
persons referred to in Article 2(1), which engage in activities
which are particularly likely to be used for money laundering
or terrorist financing purposes.

2. Where a Member State decides to extend the provisions
of this Directive to professions and to categories of undertakings other than those referred to in Article 2(1), it shall inform
the Commission thereof.

(a) forming companies or other legal persons;

(b) acting as or arranging for another person to act as a
director or secretary of a company, a partner of a
partnership, or a similar position in relation to other
legal persons;

(c) providing a registered office, business address, correspondence or administrative address and other

Article 5

The Member States may adopt or retain in force stricter provisions in the field covered by this Directive to prevent money
laundering and terrorist financing.
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CHAPTER II
CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE
SECTION 1

General provisions
Article 6
Member States shall prohibit their credit and financial institutions from keeping anonymous accounts or anonymous passbooks. By way of derogation from Article 9(6), Member States
shall in all cases require that the owners and beneficiaries of
existing anonymous accounts or anonymous passbooks be
made the subject of customer due diligence measures as soon
as possible and in any event before such accounts or passbooks
are used in any way.
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tions being conducted are consistent with the institution's
or person's knowledge of the customer, the business and
risk profile, including, where necessary, the source of funds
and ensuring that the documents, data or information held
are kept up-to-date.
2. The institutions and persons covered by this Directive
shall apply each of the customer due diligence requirements set
out in paragraph 1, but may determine the extent of such
measures on a risk-sensitive basis depending on the type of
customer, business relationship, product or transaction. The
institutions and persons covered by this Directive shall be able
to demonstrate to the competent authorities mentioned in
Article 37, including self-regulatory bodies, that the extent of
the measures is appropriate in view of the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing.

Article 9
Article 7
The institutions and persons covered by this Directive shall
apply customer due diligence measures in the following cases:
(a) when establishing a business relationship;
(b) when carrying out occasional transactions amounting to
EUR 15 000 or more, whether the transaction is carried
out in a single operation or in several operations which
appear to be linked;
(c) when there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist
financing, regardless of any derogation, exemption or
threshold;
(d) when there are doubts about the veracity or adequacy of
previously obtained customer identification data.

Article 8
1.

Customer due diligence measures shall comprise:

(a) identifying the customer and verifying the customer's identity on the basis of documents, data or information
obtained from a reliable and independent source;
(b) identifying, where applicable, the beneficial owner and
taking risk-based and adequate measures to verify his identity so that the institution or person covered by this Directive is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is,
including, as regards legal persons, trusts and similar legal
arrangements, taking risk-based and adequate measures to
understand the ownership and control structure of the
customer;
(c) obtaining information on the purpose and intended nature
of the business relationship;
(d) conducting ongoing monitoring of the business relationship
including scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout
the course of that relationship to ensure that the transac-

1. Member States shall require that the verification of the
identity of the customer and the beneficial owner takes place
before the establishment of a business relationship or the
carrying-out of the transaction.

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Member States
may allow the verification of the identity of the customer and
the beneficial owner to be completed during the establishment
of a business relationship if this is necessary not to interrupt
the normal conduct of business and where there is little risk of
money laundering or terrorist financing occurring. In such
situations these procedures shall be completed as soon as practicable after the initial contact.

3. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, Member
States may, in relation to life insurance business, allow the verification of the identity of the beneficiary under the policy to
take place after the business relationship has been established.
In that case, verification shall take place at or before the time
of payout or at or before the time the beneficiary intends to
exercise rights vested under the policy.

4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, Member
States may allow the opening of a bank account provided that
there are adequate safeguards in place to ensure that transactions are not carried out by the customer or on its behalf until
full compliance with the aforementioned provisions is
obtained.

5. Member States shall require that, where the institution or
person concerned is unable to comply with points (a), (b) and
(c) of Article 8(1), it may not carry out a transaction through a
bank account, establish a business relationship or carry out the
transaction, or shall terminate the business relationship, and
shall consider making a report to the financial intelligence unit
(FIU) in accordance with Article 22 in relation to the customer.
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Member States shall not be obliged to apply the previous subparagraph in situations when notaries, independent legal
professionals, auditors, external accountants and tax advisors
are in the course of ascertaining the legal position for their
client or performing their task of defending or representing
that client in, or concerning judicial proceedings, including
advice on instituting or avoiding proceedings.

6.
Member States shall require that institutions and persons
covered by this Directive apply the customer due diligence
procedures not only to all new customers but also at appropriate times to existing customers on a risk-sensitive basis.
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2004/39/EC in one or more Member States and listed
companies from third countries which are subject to disclosure requirements consistent with Community legislation;

(b) beneficial owners of pooled accounts held by notaries and
other independent legal professionals from the Member
States, or from third countries provided that they are
subject to requirements to combat money laundering or
terrorist financing consistent with international standards
and are supervised for compliance with those requirements
and provided that the information on the identity of the
beneficial owner is available, on request, to the institutions
that act as depository institutions for the pooled accounts;

(c) domestic public authorities,
Article 10

1.
Member States shall require that all casino customers be
identified and their identity verified if they purchase or
exchange gambling chips with a value of EUR 2 000 or more.

2.
Casinos subject to State supervision shall be deemed in
any event to have satisfied the customer due diligence requirements if they register, identify and verify the identity of their
customers immediately on or before entry, regardless of the
amount of gambling chips purchased.

SECTION 2

or in respect of any other customer representing a low risk of
money laundering or terrorist financing which meets the technical criteria established in accordance with Article 40(1)(b).

3. In the cases mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2, institutions
and persons covered by this Directive shall in any case gather
sufficient information to establish if the customer qualifies for
an exemption as mentioned in these paragraphs.

4. The Member States shall inform each other and the
Commission of cases where they consider that a third country
meets the conditions laid down in paragraphs 1 or 2 or in
other situations which meet the technical criteria established in
accordance with Article 40(1)(b).

Simplified customer due diligence

Article 11

1.
By way of derogation from Articles 7(a), (b) and (d), 8
and 9(1), the institutions and persons covered by this Directive
shall not be subject to the requirements provided for in those
Articles where the customer is a credit or financial institution
covered by this Directive, or a credit or financial institution
situated in a third country which imposes requirements equivalent to those laid down in this Directive and supervised for
compliance with those requirements.

5. By way of derogation from Articles 7(a), (b) and (d), 8
and 9(1), Member States may allow the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive not to apply customer due diligence
in respect of:

(a) life insurance policies where the annual premium is no
more than EUR 1 000 or the single premium is no more
than EUR 2 500;

(b) insurance policies for pension schemes if there is no
surrender clause and the policy cannot be used as collateral;
2.
By way of derogation from Articles 7(a), (b) and (d), 8
and 9(1) Member States may allow the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive not to apply customer due diligence
in respect of:
(a) listed companies whose securities are admitted to trading
on a regulated market within the meaning of Directive

(c) a pension, superannuation or similar scheme that provides
retirement benefits to employees, where contributions are
made by way of deduction from wages and the scheme
rules do not permit the assignment of a member's interest
under the scheme;
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(d) electronic money, as defined in Article 1(3)(b) of Directive
2000/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 18 September 2000 on the taking up, pursuit of and
prudential supervision of the business of electronic money
institutions (1), where, if the device cannot be recharged,
the maximum amount stored in the device is no more than
EUR 150, or where, if the device can be recharged, a limit
of EUR 2 500 is imposed on the total amount transacted in
a calendar year, except when an amount of EUR 1 000 or
more is redeemed in that same calendar year by the bearer
as referred to in Article 3 of Directive 2000/46/EC,
or in respect of any other product or transaction representing a
low risk of money laundering or terrorist financing which
meets the technical criteria established in accordance with
Article 40(1)(b).

Article 12

Where the Commission adopts a decision pursuant to
Article 40(4), the Member States shall prohibit the institutions
and persons covered by this Directive from applying simplified
due diligence to credit and financial institutions or listed
companies from the third country concerned or other entities
following from situations which meet the technical criteria
established in accordance with Article 40(1)(b).
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(a) ensuring that the customer's identity is established by additional documents, data or information;

(b) supplementary measures to verify or certify the documents
supplied, or requiring confirmatory certification by a credit
or financial institution covered by this Directive;

(c) ensuring that the first payment of the operations is carried
out through an account opened in the customer's name
with a credit institution.

3. In respect of cross-frontier correspondent banking relationships with respondent institutions from third countries,
Member States shall require their credit institutions to:

(a) gather sufficient information about a respondent institution
to understand fully the nature of the respondent's business
and to determine from publicly available information the
reputation of the institution and the quality of supervision;

(b) assess the respondent institution's anti-money laundering
and anti-terrorist financing controls;

(c) obtain approval from senior management before establishing new correspondent banking relationships;

(d) document the respective responsibilities of each institution;
SECTION 3

Enhanced customer due diligence

(e) with respect to payable-through accounts, be satisfied that
the respondent credit institution has verified the identity of
and performed ongoing due diligence on the customers
having direct access to accounts of the correspondent and
that it is able to provide relevant customer due diligence
data to the correspondent institution, upon request.

Article 13

1.
Member States shall require the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive to apply, on a risk-sensitive basis,
enhanced customer due diligence measures, in addition to the
measures referred to in Articles 7, 8 and 9(6), in situations
which by their nature can present a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, and at least in the situations set
out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and in other situations representing a
high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing which
meet the technical criteria established in accordance with
Article 40(1)(c).

2.
Where the customer has not been physically present for
identification purposes, Member States shall require those institutions and persons to take specific and adequate measures to
compensate for the higher risk, for example by applying one or
more of the following measures:
(1) OJ L 275, 27.10.2000, p. 39.

4. In respect of transactions or business relationships with
politically exposed persons residing in another Member State
or in a third country, Member States shall require those institutions and persons covered by this Directive to:

(a) have appropriate risk-based procedures to determine
whether the customer is a politically exposed person;

(b) have senior management approval for establishing business
relationships with such customers;

(c) take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth
and source of funds that are involved in the business relationship or transaction;

(d) conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring of the business relationship.
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5.
Member States shall prohibit credit institutions from
entering into or continuing a correspondent banking relationship with a shell bank and shall require that credit institutions
take appropriate measures to ensure that they do not engage in
or continue correspondent banking relationships with a bank
that is known to permit its accounts to be used by a shell bank.

6.
Member States shall ensure that the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive pay special attention to any
money laundering or terrorist financing threat that may arise
from products or transactions that might favour anonymity,
and take measures, if needed, to prevent their use for money
laundering or terrorist financing purposes.

SECTION 4
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the outcome of the customer due diligence requirements laid
down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c), carried out in accordance with
this Directive by the same category of institution in another
Member State and meeting the requirements laid down in Articles 16 and 18, even if the documents or data on which these
requirements have been based are different to those required in
the Member State to which the customer is being referred.

3. Where a Member State permits persons referred to in
Article 2(1)(3)(a) to (c) situated in its territory to be relied on as
a third party domestically, that Member State shall in any case
permit them to recognise and accept, in accordance with
Article 14, the outcome of the customer due diligence requirements laid down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c), carried out in accordance with this Directive by a person referred to in
Article 2(1)(3)(a) to (c) in another Member State and meeting
the requirements laid down in Articles 16 and 18, even if the
documents or data on which these requirements have been
based are different to those required in the Member State to
which the customer is being referred.

Performance by third parties

Article 14
Article 16
Member States may permit the institutions and persons covered
by this Directive to rely on third parties to meet the requirements laid down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c). However, the ultimate
responsibility for meeting those requirements shall remain with
the institution or person covered by this Directive which relies
on the third party.

1. For the purposes of this Section, ‘third parties’ shall mean
institutions and persons who are listed in Article 2, or equivalent institutions and persons situated in a third country, who
meet the following requirements:
(a) they are subject to mandatory professional registration,
recognised by law;

Article 15

1.
Where a Member State permits credit and financial institutions referred to in Article 2(1)(1) or (2) situated in its territory to be relied on as a third party domestically, that Member
State shall in any case permit institutions and persons referred
to in Article 2(1) situated in its territory to recognise and
accept, in accordance with the provisions laid down in
Article 14, the outcome of the customer due diligence requirements laid down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c), carried out in accordance with this Directive by an institution referred to in
Article 2(1)(1) or (2) in another Member State, with the exception of currency exchange offices and money transmission or
remittance offices, and meeting the requirements laid down in
Articles 16 and 18, even if the documents or data on which
these requirements have been based are different to those
required in the Member State to which the customer is being
referred.

2.
Where a Member State permits currency exchange offices
and money transmission or remittance offices referred to in
Article 3(2)(a) situated in its territory to be relied on as a third
party domestically, that Member State shall in any case permit
them to recognise and accept, in accordance with Article 14,

(b) they apply customer due diligence requirements and record
keeping requirements as laid down or equivalent to those
laid down in this Directive and their compliance with the
requirements of this Directive is supervised in accordance
with Section 2 of Chapter V, or they are situated in a third
country which imposes equivalent requirements to those
laid down in this Directive.
2. Member States shall inform each other and the Commission of cases where they consider that a third country meets
the conditions laid down in paragraph 1(b).

Article 17

Where the Commission adopts a decision pursuant to
Article 40(4), Member States shall prohibit the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive from relying on third parties
from the third country concerned to meet the requirements
laid down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c).
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Article 18
1.
Third parties shall make information requested in accordance with the requirements laid down in Article 8(1)(a) to (c)
immediately available to the institution or person covered by
this Directive to which the customer is being referred.
2.
Relevant copies of identification and verification data and
other relevant documentation on the identity of the customer
or the beneficial owner shall immediately be forwarded, on
request, by the third party to the institution or person covered
by this Directive to which the customer is being referred.

Article 19
This Section shall not apply to outsourcing or agency relationships where, on the basis of a contractual arrangement, the
outsourcing service provider or agent is to be regarded as part
of the institution or person covered by this Directive.
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(a) by promptly informing the FIU, on their own initiative,
where the institution or person covered by this Directive
knows, suspects or has reasonable grounds to suspect that
money laundering or terrorist financing is being or has
been committed or attempted;
(b) by promptly furnishing the FIU, at its request, with all
necessary information, in accordance with the procedures
established by the applicable legislation.
2. The information referred to in paragraph 1 shall be
forwarded to the FIU of the Member State in whose territory
the institution or person forwarding the information is situated.
The person or persons designated in accordance with the
procedures provided for in Article 34 shall normally forward
the information.

Article 23
CHAPTER III
REPORTING OBLIGATIONS
SECTION 1

General provisions
Article 20
Member States shall require that the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive pay special attention to any activity
which they regard as particularly likely, by its nature, to be
related to money laundering or terrorist financing and in particular complex or unusually large transactions and all unusual
patterns of transactions which have no apparent economic or
visible lawful purpose.

Article 21

1. By way of derogation from Article 22(1), Member States
may, in the case of the persons referred to in Article 2(1)(3)(a)
and (b), designate an appropriate self-regulatory body of the
profession concerned as the authority to be informed in the
first instance in place of the FIU. Without prejudice to paragraph 2, the designated self-regulatory body shall in such cases
forward the information to the FIU promptly and unfiltered.

2. Member States shall not be obliged to apply the obligations laid down in Article 22(1) to notaries, independent legal
professionals, auditors, external accountants and tax advisors
with regard to information they receive from or obtain on one
of their clients, in the course of ascertaining the legal position
for their client or performing their task of defending or representing that client in, or concerning judicial proceedings,
including advice on instituting or avoiding proceedings,
whether such information is received or obtained before,
during or after such proceedings.

1.
Each Member State shall establish a FIU in order effectively to combat money laundering and terrorist financing.
2.
That FIU shall be established as a central national unit. It
shall be responsible for receiving (and to the extent permitted,
requesting), analysing and disseminating to the competent
authorities, disclosures of information which concern potential
money laundering, potential terrorist financing or are required
by national legislation or regulation. It shall be provided with
adequate resources in order to fulfil its tasks.
3.
Member States shall ensure that the FIU has access,
directly or indirectly, on a timely basis, to the financial, administrative and law enforcement information that it requires to
properly fulfil its tasks.

Article 22
1.
Member States shall require the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive, and where applicable their directors
and employees, to cooperate fully:

Article 24

1. Member States shall require the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive to refrain from carrying out transactions which they know or suspect to be related to money laundering or terrorist financing until they have completed the
necessary action in accordance with Article 22(1)(a). In conformity with the legislation of the Member States, instructions
may be given not to carry out the transaction.

2. Where such a transaction is suspected of giving rise to
money laundering or terrorist financing and where to refrain in
such manner is impossible or is likely to frustrate efforts to
pursue the beneficiaries of a suspected money laundering or
terrorist financing operation, the institutions and persons
concerned shall inform the FIU immediately afterwards.
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Article 25
1.
Member States shall ensure that if, in the course of
inspections carried out in the institutions and persons covered
by this Directive by the competent authorities referred to in
Article 37, or in any other way, those authorities discover facts
that could be related to money laundering or terrorist financing, they shall promptly inform the FIU.
2.
Member States shall ensure that supervisory bodies
empowered by law or regulation to oversee the stock, foreign
exchange and financial derivatives markets inform the FIU if
they discover facts that could be related to money laundering
or terrorist financing.

Article 26
The disclosure in good faith as foreseen in Articles 22(1) and
23 by an institution or person covered by this Directive or by
an employee or director of such an institution or person of the
information referred to in Articles 22 and 23 shall not constitute a breach of any restriction on disclosure of information
imposed by contract or by any legislative, regulatory or administrative provision, and shall not involve the institution or
person or its directors or employees in liability of any kind.

Article 27
Member States shall take all appropriate measures in order to
protect employees of the institutions or persons covered by
this Directive who report suspicions of money laundering or
terrorist financing either internally or to the FIU from being
exposed to threats or hostile action.
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Article 37, including the self-regulatory bodies, or disclosure
for law enforcement purposes.

3. The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not
prevent disclosure between institutions from Member States, or
from third countries provided that they meet the conditions
laid down in Article 11(1), belonging to the same group as
defined by Article 2(12) of Directive 2002/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2002 on
the supplementary supervision of credit institutions, insurance
undertakings and investment firms in a financial conglomerate (1).

4. The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not
prevent disclosure between persons referred to in
Article 2(1)(3)(a) and (b) from Member States, or from third
countries which impose requirements equivalent to those laid
down in this Directive, who perform their professional activities, whether as employees or not, within the same legal
person or a network. For the purposes of this Article, a
‘network’ means the larger structure to which the person
belongs and which shares common ownership, management or
compliance control.

5. For institutions or persons referred to in Article 2(1)(1),
(2) and (3)(a) and (b) in cases related to the same customer and
the same transaction involving two or more institutions or
persons, the prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not
prevent disclosure between the relevant institutions or persons
provided that they are situated in a Member State, or in a third
country which imposes requirements equivalent to those laid
down in this Directive, and that they are from the same professional category and are subject to equivalent obligations as
regards professional secrecy and personal data protection. The
information exchanged shall be used exclusively for the
purposes of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist
financing.

6. Where the persons referred to in Article 2(1)(3)(a) and (b)
seek to dissuade a client from engaging in illegal activity, this
shall not constitute a disclosure within the meaning of the
paragraph 1.

SECTION 2

Prohibition of disclosure

7. The Member States shall inform each other and the
Commission of cases where they consider that a third country
meets the conditions laid down in paragraphs 3, 4 or 5.

Article 28
1.
The institutions and persons covered by this Directive
and their directors and employees shall not disclose to the
customer concerned or to other third persons the fact that
information has been transmitted in accordance with Articles 22
and 23 or that a money laundering or terrorist financing investigation is being or may be carried out.
2.
The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not
include disclosure to the competent authorities referred to in

Article 29

Where the Commission adopts a decision pursuant to
Article 40(4), the Member States shall prohibit the disclosure
between institutions and persons covered by this Directive and
institutions and persons from the third country concerned.
(1) OJ L 35, 11.2.2003, p. 1.
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CHAPTER IV

RECORD KEEPING AND STATISTICAL DATA

Article 30

Member States shall require the institutions and persons
covered by this Directive to keep the following documents and
information for use in any investigation into, or analysis of,
possible money laundering or terrorist financing by the FIU or
by other competent authorities in accordance with national
law:
(a) in the case of the customer due diligence, a copy or the
references of the evidence required, for a period of at least
five years after the business relationship with their
customer has ended;
(b) in the case of business relationships and transactions, the
supporting evidence and records, consisting of the original
documents or copies admissible in court proceedings under
the applicable national legislation for a period of at least
five years following the carrying-out of the transactions or
the end of the business relationship.
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Article 32

Member States shall require that their credit and financial institutions have systems in place that enable them to respond fully
and rapidly to enquiries from the FIU, or from other authorities, in accordance with their national law, as to whether they
maintain or have maintained during the previous five years a
business relationship with specified natural or legal persons and
on the nature of that relationship.

Article 33
1. Member States shall ensure that they are able to review
the effectiveness of their systems to combat money laundering
or terrorist financing by maintaining comprehensive statistics
on matters relevant to the effectiveness of such systems.

2. Such statistics shall as a minimum cover the number of
suspicious transaction reports made to the FIU, the follow-up
given to these reports and indicate on an annual basis the
number of cases investigated, the number of persons prosecuted, the number of persons convicted for money laundering
or terrorist financing offences and how much property has
been frozen, seized or confiscated.
3. Member States shall ensure that a consolidated review of
these statistical reports is published.

Article 31

1.
Member States shall require the credit and financial institutions covered by this Directive to apply, where applicable, in
their branches and majority-owned subsidiaries located in third
countries measures at least equivalent to those laid down in
this Directive with regard to customer due diligence and record
keeping.

CHAPTER V

ENFORCEMENT MEASURES

SECTION 1

Where the legislation of the third country does not permit
application of such equivalent measures, the Member States
shall require the credit and financial institutions concerned to
inform the competent authorities of the relevant home Member
State accordingly.

2.
Member States and the Commission shall inform each
other of cases where the legislation of the third country does
not permit application of the measures required under the first
subparagraph of paragraph 1 and coordinated action could be
taken to pursue a solution.

3.
Member States shall require that, where the legislation of
the third country does not permit application of the measures
required under the first subparagraph of paragraph 1, credit or
financial institutions take additional measures to effectively
handle the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing.

Internal procedures, training and feedback

Article 34
1. Member States shall require that the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive establish adequate and appropriate policies and procedures of customer due diligence,
reporting, record keeping, internal control, risk assessment, risk
management, compliance management and communication in
order to forestall and prevent operations related to money laundering or terrorist financing.
2. Member States shall require that credit and financial institutions covered by this Directive communicate relevant policies
and procedures where applicable to branches and majorityowned subsidiaries in third countries.
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Article 35
1.
Member States shall require that the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive take appropriate measures so
that their relevant employees are aware of the provisions in
force on the basis of this Directive.
These measures shall include participation of their relevant
employees in special ongoing training programmes to help
them recognise operations which may be related to money
laundering or terrorist financing and to instruct them as to
how to proceed in such cases.
Where a natural person falling within any of the categories
listed in Article 2(1)(3) performs his professional activities as an
employee of a legal person, the obligations in this Section shall
apply to that legal person rather than to the natural person.
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with a view to ensuring compliance with the requirements of
this Directive by all the institutions and persons covered by this
Directive.
2. Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities
have adequate powers, including the power to compel the
production of any information that is relevant to monitoring
compliance and perform checks, and have adequate resources
to perform their functions.
3. In the case of credit and financial institutions and casinos,
competent authorities shall have enhanced supervisory powers,
notably the possibility to conduct on-site inspections.
4. In the case of the natural and legal persons referred to in
Article 2(1)(3)(a) to (e), Member States may allow the functions
referred to in paragraph 1 to be performed on a risk-sensitive
basis.

2.
Member States shall ensure that the institutions and
persons covered by this Directive have access to up-to-date
information on the practices of money launderers and terrorist
financers and on indications leading to the recognition of suspicious transactions.

5. In the case of the persons referred to in Article 2(1)(3)(a)
and (b), Member States may allow the functions referred to in
paragraph 1 to be performed by self-regulatory bodies,
provided that they comply with paragraph 2.

3.
Member States shall ensure that, wherever practicable,
timely feedback on the effectiveness of and follow-up to
reports of suspected money laundering or terrorist financing is
provided.

SECTION 3

Cooperation

SECTION 2

Supervision

Article 38
The Commission shall lend such assistance as may be needed
to facilitate coordination, including the exchange of information between FIUs within the Community.

Article 36
1.
Member States shall provide that currency exchange
offices and trust and company service providers shall be
licensed or registered and casinos be licensed in order to
operate their business legally. Without prejudice to future Community legislation, Member States shall provide that money
transmission or remittance offices shall be licensed or registered
in order to operate their business legally.

SECTION 4

2.
Member States shall require competent authorities to
refuse licensing or registration of the entities referred to in
paragraph 1 if they are not satisfied that the persons who effectively direct or will direct the business of such entities or the
beneficial owners of such entities are fit and proper persons.

1. Member States shall ensure that natural and legal persons
covered by this Directive can be held liable for infringements of
the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive. The
penalties must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive.

Article 37
1.
Member States shall require the competent authorities at
least to effectively monitor and to take the necessary measures

Penalties
Article 39

2. Without prejudice to the right of Member States to
impose criminal penalties, Member States shall ensure, in
conformity with their national law, that the appropriate administrative measures can be taken or administrative sanctions can
be imposed against credit and financial institutions for infringements of the national provisions adopted pursuant to this
Directive. Member States shall ensure that these measures or
sanctions are effective, proportionate and dissuasive.
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3.
In the case of legal persons, Member States shall ensure
that at least they can be held liable for infringements referred
to in paragraph 1 which are committed for their benefit by any
person, acting either individually or as part of an organ of the
legal person, who has a leading position within the legal
person, based on:
(a) a power of representation of the legal person;
(b) an authority to take decisions on behalf of the legal person,
or
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account Community legislation, economic developments and
changes in international standards.
4. Where the Commission finds that a third country does
not meet the conditions laid down in Article 11(1) or (2),
Article 28(3), (4) or (5), or in the measures established in
accordance with paragraph 1(b) of this Article or in
Article 16(1)(b), or that the legislation of that third country
does not permit application of the measures required under the
first subparagraph of Article 31(1), it shall adopt a decision so
stating in accordance with the procedure referred to in
Article 41(2).

(c) an authority to exercise control within the legal person.
4.
In addition to the cases already provided for in paragraph 3, Member States shall ensure that legal persons can be
held liable where the lack of supervision or control by a person
referred to in paragraph 3 has made possible the commission
of the infringements referred to in paragraph 1 for the benefit
of a legal person by a person under its authority.

CHAPTER VI

IMPLEMENTING MEASURES

Article 40

1.
In order to take account of technical developments in the
fight against money laundering or terrorist financing and to
ensure uniform implementation of this Directive, the Commission may, in accordance with the procedure referred to in
Article 41(2), adopt the following implementing measures:
(a) clarification of the technical aspects of the definitions in
Article 3(2)(a) and (d), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10);
(b) establishment of technical criteria for assessing whether
situations represent a low risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing as referred to in Article 11(2) and (5);

Article 41
1. The Commission shall be assisted by a Committee on the
Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, hereinafter ‘the Committee’.
2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Articles 5 and
7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, having regard to the
provisions of Article 8 thereof and provided that the implementing measures adopted in accordance with this procedure
do not modify the essential provisions of this Directive.
The period laid down in Article 5(6) of Decision 1999/468/EC
shall be set at three months.
3.

The Committee shall adopt its Rules of Procedure.

4. Without prejudice to the implementing measures already
adopted, the implementation of the provisions of this Directive
concerning the adoption of technical rules and decisions in
accordance with the procedure referred to in paragraph 2 shall
be suspended four years after the entry into force of this Directive. On a proposal from the Commission, the European Parliament and the Council may renew the provisions concerned in
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 251 of the
Treaty and, to that end, shall review them prior to the expiry
of the four-year period.

(c) establishment of technical criteria for assessing whether
situations represent a high risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing as referred to in Article 13;
CHAPTER VII

(d) establishment of technical criteria for assessing whether, in
accordance with Article 2(2), it is justified not to apply this
Directive to certain legal or natural persons carrying out a
financial activity on an occasional or very limited basis.
2.
In any event, the Commission shall adopt the first implementing measures to give effect to paragraphs 1(b) and 1(d) by
15 June 2006.

3.
The Commission shall, in accordance with the procedure
referred to in Article 41(2), adapt the amounts referred to in
Articles 2(1)(3)(e), 7(b), 10(1) and 11(5)(a) and (d) taking into

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 42
By 15 December 2009, and at least at three-yearly intervals
thereafter, the Commission shall draw up a report on the
implementation of this Directive and submit it to the European
Parliament and the Council. For the first such report, the
Commission shall include a specific examination of the treatment of lawyers and other independent legal professionals.
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Article 43
By 15 December 2010, the Commission shall present a report
to the European Parliament and to the Council on the threshold
percentages in Article 3(6), paying particular attention to the
possible expediency and consequences of a reduction of the
percentage in points (a)(i), (b)(i) and (b)(iii) of Article 3(6) from
25 % to 20 %. On the basis of the report the Commission may
submit a proposal for amendments to this Directive.
Article 44
Directive 91/308/EEC is hereby repealed.
References made to the repealed Directive shall be construed as
being made to this Directive and should be read in accordance
with the correlation table set out in the Annex.
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ence on the occasion of their official publication. The methods
of making such reference shall be laid down by Member States.
2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the
text of the main provisions of national law which they adopt in
the field covered by this Directive.
Article 46
This Directive shall enter into force on the 20th day after its
publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.
Article 47
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.

Article 45
1.
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations
and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this
Directive by 15 December 2007. They shall forthwith communicate to the Commission the text of those provisions together
with a table showing how the provisions of this Directive
correspond to the national provisions adopted.
When Member States adopt those measures, they shall contain
a reference to this Directive or be accompanied by such a refer-

Done at Strasbourg, 26 October 2005.
For the European Parliament

For the Council

The President

The President

J. BORRELL FONTELLES

D. ALEXANDER
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Section 2

1

Name of Instrument [see Note 1]
This Instrument is the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Rules Instrument 2007 (No. 1).

2

Rules
The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
set out in this Instrument.
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CHAPTER 1
Part 1.1
1.1.1

Introduction

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(AML/CTF Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).
Section 229 of the AML/CTF Act empowers the AUSTRAC CEO to make
rules prescribing matters required or permitted by the AML/CTF Act to be
prescribed by AML/CTF Rules. This Chapter commences on 1 June 2014.

Part 1.2
1.2.1

Key terms and concepts

In these Rules:
accredited translator means:
(1)

a person currently accredited by the National Accreditation Authority for
Translators and Interpreters Ltd. (NAATI) at the level of Professional
Translator, or above, to translate from a language other than English into
English; or

(2)

a person who currently holds an accreditation that is consistent with the
standard specified in (1).

the AML/CTF Act means the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Act 2006.
AML/CTF program means an anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program as defined in section 83 of the AML/CTF Act.
Australian Government Entity means:
(1)

the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or

(2)

an agency or authority of:
(a)

the Commonwealth; or

(b)

a State; or

(c)

a local governing body established by or under a law of the
Commonwealth, a State or Territory, other than a body whose sole
or principal function is to provide a particular service, such as the
supply of electricity or water;
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beneficial owner:
(1)

of a person who is a reporting entity, means an individual who owns or
controls (directly or indirectly) the reporting entity;

(2)

of a person who is a customer of a reporting entity, means an
individual who ultimately owns or controls (directly or indirectly) the
customer;

(3)

In this definition: control includes control as a result of, or by means
of, trusts, agreements, arrangements, understandings and practices,
whether or not having legal or equitable force and whether or not based
on legal or equitable rights, and includes exercising control through the
capacity to determine decisions about financial and operating policies;
and

(4)

In this definition: owns means ownership (either directly or indirectly)
of 25% or more of a person.

Note:

The definition ‘control test’ does not apply to this definition.

certified copy means a document that has been certified as a true copy of an
original document by one of the following persons:
(1)

a person who, under a law in force in a State or Territory, is currently
licensed or registered to practise in an occupation listed in Part 1 of
Schedule 2 of the Statutory Declarations Regulations 2018;

(2)

a person who is enrolled on the roll of the Supreme Court of a State or
Territory, or the High Court of Australia, as a legal practitioner
(however described);

(3)

a person listed in Part 2 of Schedule 2 of the Statutory Declarations
Regulations 2018. For the purposes of these Rules, where Part 2 uses
the term ‘5 or more years of continuous service’, this should be read as
‘2 or more years of continuous service’;

(4)

an officer with, or authorised representative of, a holder of an
Australian financial services licence, having 2 or more years of
continuous service with one or more licensees;

(5)

an officer with, or a credit representative of, a holder of an Australian
credit licence, having 2 or more years of continuous service with one
or more licensees;
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a person in a foreign country who is authorised by law in that
jurisdiction to administer oaths or affirmations or to authenticate
documents.

Note: The Statutory Declarations Regulations 2018 are accessible through
the Commonwealth of Australia law website, www.legislation.gov.au
certified extract means an extract that has been certified as a true copy of
some of the information contained in a complete original document, by one of
the persons described in paragraphs (1)-(6) of the definition of ‘certified copy’
in paragraph 1.2.1 of these Rules.
correspondent banking risk means the money laundering or terrorism
financing risk a financial institution may reasonably face in respect of a
correspondent banking relationship.
domestic company means a company that is registered under the Corporations
Act 2001 (other than a registered foreign company).
domestic listed public company means a domestic company that is a listed
public company.
domestic stock exchange means a financial market prescribed by regulations
made for the purposes of the definition of ‘prescribed financial market’ in the
Corporations Act 2001.
domestic unlisted public company means a domestic company that is not a
listed public company.
foreign company means a body corporate of the kind described in paragraph
(a) of the definition of ‘foreign company’ in the Corporations Act 2001.
foreign listed public company means a foreign company that is a listed public
company.
KYC information means ‘know your customer information’ and may include
information in relation to matters such as:
(1)

In relation to a customer who is an individual:
(a)

the customer’s name;

(b)

the customer’s residential address;

(c)

the customer’s date of birth;

(d)

any other name that the customer is known by;
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(e)

the customer’s country(ies) of citizenship;

(f)

the customer’s country(ies) of residence;

(g)

the customer’s occupation or business activities;

(h)

the nature of the customer’s business with the reporting entity –
including:
(i)

the purpose of specific transactions; or

(ii)

the expected nature and level of transaction behaviour;

(i)

the income or assets available to the customer;

(j)

the customer’s source of funds including the origin of funds;

(k)

the customer’s financial position;

(l)

the beneficial ownership of the funds used by the customer with
respect to the designated services; and

(m) the beneficiaries of the transactions being facilitated by the
reporting entity on behalf of the customer including the destination
of funds.
(2)

In relation to a customer who is a company:
(a)

the full name of the company as registered by ASIC;

(b)

the full address of the company’s registered office;

(c)

the full address of the company’s principal place of business (if
any);

(d)

the ACN issued to the company;

(e)

whether the company is registered by ASIC as a proprietary
company or a public company;

(f)

the name of each director of the company;

(g)

the full business name (if any) of the company as registered under
any State or Territory business names legislation;

(h)

the date upon which the company was registered by ASIC;

(i)

the name of any company secretary;
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(j)

the nature of the business activities conducted by the company;

(k)

(without limiting the possible application of other items in this
definition to a registered foreign company) if the company is a
registered foreign company:
(i)

the full address of the company’s registered office in
Australia;

(ii)

the full address of the company’s principal place of business
in Australia (if any) or the full name and address of the
company’s local agent in Australia;

(iii) the ARBN issued to the company;
(iv) the country in which the company was formed, incorporated
or registered;
(v)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so whether it is registered as a
proprietary or private company;

(vi) the name of the relevant foreign registration body;
(vii) any identification number issued to the company by the
relevant foreign registration body upon the company’s
formation, incorporation or registration;
(viii) the date upon which the company was formed, incorporated
or registered in its country of formation, incorporation or
registration;
(ix) the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered by the relevant
foreign registration body;
(l)

(without limiting the possible application of other items in this
definition to an unregistered foreign company) if the company is an
unregistered foreign company:
(i)

the full name of the company;

(ii)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated
or registered;

(iii) whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so:
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(A) any identification number issued to the company by the
relevant foreign registration body upon the company’s
formation, incorporation or registration;
(B) the full address of the company in its country of
formation, incorporation or registration as registered by
the relevant foreign registration body; and
(C) whether it is registered as a proprietary or private
company;
(iv) the full address of the company’s principal place of business
in that country;
(v)

the name of the relevant foreign registration body;

(vi) the date upon which the company was formed, incorporated
or registered in its country of formation, incorporation or
registration;
(vii) the full address of the company’s principal place of business
in that country; and
(m) the name and address of any beneficial owner of the company.
(3)

In relation to a customer who is a trustee of a trust:
(a)

the full name of the trust;

(b)

the full business name (if any) of the trustee in respect of the trust;

(c)

the type of the trust;

(d)

the country in which the trust was established;

(e)

if any of the trustees is an individual – in respect of any of those
individuals, the information required to be collected from an
individual under the reporting entity’s customer identification
program in respect of individuals;

(f)

if any of the trustees is a company – in respect of any those
companies, the information required to be collected from a
company under the reporting entity’s customer identification
program in respect of companies;

(g)

the full name and address of any trustee in respect of the trust;

(h)

the full name of any beneficiary in respect of the trust;
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(i)

if the terms of the trust identify the beneficiaries by reference to
membership of a class – details of the class;

(j)

the State or Territory in which the trust was established;

(k)

the date upon which the trust was established;

(l)

a certified copy or certified extract of the trust deed; and

(m) the full name of the trust manager (if any) or settlor (if any) in
respect of the trust.
(4)

(5)

In relation to a customer who is a partner of a partnership:
(a)

the full name of the partnership;

(b)

the full business name (if any) of the partnership as registered
under any State or Territory business names legislation;

(c)

the country in which the partnership was established;

(d)

in respect of any partner - the information required to be collected
from an individual under the reporting entity’s customer
identification program in respect of individuals;

(e)

the full name and residential address of any partner;

(f)

the respective share of each partner in the partnership;

(g)

the business of the partnership;

(h)

the State or Territory in which the partnership was established;

(i)

the date upon which the partnership was established; and

(j)

a certified copy or certified extract of the partnership agreement.

In relation to a customer who is an incorporated association:
(a)

the full name of the association;

(b)

the full address of the association’s principal place of
administration or registered office (if any) or the residential address
of the association’s public officer or (if there is no such person) the
association’s president, secretary or treasurer;

(c)

any unique identifying number issued to the association upon its
incorporation by the relevant registration body;
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(6)

(7)

(d)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or equivalent
officer in each case of the association;

(e)

the State, Territory or country in which the association was
incorporated;

(f)

the date upon which the association was incorporated;

(g)

the objects of the association;

(h)

a certified copy or certified extract of the rules of the association;

(i)

in respect of any member – the information required to be collected
from an individual under the reporting entity’s customer
identification program in respect of individuals; and

(j)

the full business name, if any, of the association.

In relation to a customer who is an unincorporated association:
(a)

the full name of the association;

(b)

the full address of the association’s principal place of
administration (if any);

(c)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or equivalent
officer in each case of the association;

(d)

in respect of any member – the information required to be collected
from an individual under the reporting entity’s customer
identification program in respect of individuals;

(e)

the objects of the association;

(f)

a certified copy or certified extract of the rules of the association;
and

(g)

the full business name, if any, of the association.

In relation to a customer who is a registered co-operative:
(a)

the full name of the co-operative;

(b)

the full address of the co-operative’s registered office or principal
place of operations (if any) or the residential address of the
co-operative’s secretary or (if there is no such person) the
co-operative’s president or treasurer;
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(c)

any unique identifying number issued to the co-operative upon its
registration by the relevant registration body;

(d)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or equivalent
officer in each case of the co-operative;

(e)

in respect of any member – the information required to be collected
from an individual under the reporting entity’s customer
identification program in respect of individuals;

(f)

the full business name, if any, of the co-operative;

(g)

the State, Territory or country in which the co-operative is
registered;

(h)

the date upon which the co-operative was registered;

(i)

the objects of the co-operative; and

(j)

a certified copy or certified extract of the rules of the co-operative.

In relation to a customer who is a government body:
(a)

the full name of the government body;

(b)

the full address of the government body’s principal place of
operations;

(c)

whether the government body is an entity or emanation, or
established under legislation, of a State, Territory, the
Commonwealth or a foreign country and the name of that State,
Territory or country;

(d)

information about the ownership or control of a government body
that is an entity or emanation or established under legislation of a
foreign country; and

(e)

the name of any legislation under which the government body was
established.

listed public company means:
(1)

in the case of a domestic company – a public company that is included in
an official list of a domestic stock exchange;

(2)

in the case of a registered foreign company –
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(3)

(a)

a public company that is included in an official list of a domestic
stock exchange; or

(b)

a public company whose shares, in whole or in part, are listed for
quotation in the official list of any stock or equivalent exchange;

in the case of an unregistered foreign company – a public company
whose shares, in whole or in part, are listed for quotation in the official
list of any stock or equivalent exchange.

ML/TF risk means the risk that a reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services might (whether
inadvertently or otherwise) involve or facilitate money laundering or the
financing of terrorism.
Part A means Part A of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program.
Part B means Part B of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program.
on-course bookmaker means a person who carries on a business of a
bookmaker or a turf commission agent at a racecourse.
online gambling service means a designated service of a kind described in
table 3 of section 6 of the AML/CTF Act that is provided to a customer using
any of the means referred to in paragraph 5(1)(b) of the Interactive Gambling
Act 2001 and includes an excluded wagering service as defined in section 8A
of the Interactive Gambling Act 2001 but does not include a “telephone betting
service” as defined in section 4 of the Interactive Gambling Act 2001.
politically exposed person means an individual:
(1)

who holds a prominent public position or function in a government body
or an international organisation, including:
(a)

Head of State or head of a country or government; or

(b)

government minister or equivalent senior politician; or

(c)

senior government official; or

(d)

Judge of the High Court of Australia, the Federal Court of
Australia or a Supreme Court of a State or Territory, or a Judge of a
court of equivalent seniority in a foreign country or international
organisation; or

(e)

governor of a central bank or any other position that has
comparable influence to the Governor of the Reserve Bank of
Australia; or
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(f)

senior foreign representative, ambassador, or high commissioner;
or

(g)

high-ranking member of the armed forces; or

(h)

board chair, chief executive, or chief financial officer of, or any
other position that has comparable influence in, any State
enterprise or international organisation; and

who is an immediate family member of a person referred to in paragraph
(1), including:
(a)

a spouse; or

(b)

a de facto partner; or

(c)

a child and a child's spouse or de facto partner; or

(d)

a parent; and

who is a close associate of a person referred to in paragraph (1), which
means any individual who is known (having regard to information that is
public or readily available) to have:
(a)

joint beneficial ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement
with a person referred to in paragraph (1); or

(b)

sole beneficial ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement that
is known to exist for the benefit of a person described in paragraph
(1).

In these Rules:
(a)

domestic politically exposed person means a politically exposed
person of an Australian government body;

(b)

foreign politically exposed person means a politically exposed
person of a government body of a foreign country;

(c)

international organisation politically exposed person means a
politically exposed person of an international organisation.

In this definition international organisation means an organisation:
(a)

established by formal political agreement by two or more countries
and that agreement has the status of an international treaty; and
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recognised in the law of the countries which are members of the
organisation.
The term de facto partner is defined in the Acts Interpretation Act
1901 and the terms ‘foreign country’ and ‘government body’ are
defined in the AML/CTF Act.

primary non-photographic identification document includes:
(1)

a birth certificate or birth extract issued by a State or Territory;

(2)

a citizenship certificate issued by the Commonwealth;

(3)

a citizenship certificate issued by a foreign government that, if it is
written in a language that is not understood by the person carrying out
the verification, is accompanied by an English translation prepared by an
accredited translator;

(4)

a birth certificate issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or
an agency of the United Nations that, if it is written in a language that is
not understood by the person carrying out the verification, is
accompanied by an English translation prepared by an accredited
translator;

(5)

a concession card, as defined from time to time in the Social Security Act
1991, or an equivalent term which expresses the same concept in relation
to concession holders.

primary photographic identification document includes:
(1)

a licence or permit issued under a law of a State or Territory or
equivalent authority of a foreign country for the purpose of driving a
vehicle that contains a photograph of the person in whose name the
document is issued;

(2)

a passport issued by the Commonwealth;

(3)

a passport or a similar document issued for the purpose of international
travel, that:
(a)

contains a photograph and either:
(i)

the signature of the person in whose name the document is
issued; or

(ii)

any unique identifier of the person in whose name the
document is issued;
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(b)

is issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or an agency
of the United Nations; and

(c)

if it is written in a language that is not understood by the person
carrying out the verification - is accompanied by an English
translation prepared by an accredited translator;

(4)

a card issued under a law of a State or Territory for the purpose of
proving the person’s age which contains a photograph of the person in
whose name the document is issued;

(5)

a national identity card issued for the purpose of identification, that:
(a)

contains a photograph and either:
(i)

the signature of the person in whose name the document is
issued; or

(ii)

any unique identifier of the person in whose name the
document is issued;

(b)

is issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or an agency
of the United Nations; and

(c)

if it is written in a language that is not understood by the person
carrying out the verification - is accompanied by an English
translation prepared by an accredited translator.

public company means a company other than a proprietary company.
racecourse means a place where a race meeting is held by a racing club, and
includes adjacent land or premises to which persons attending the meeting
have access in connection with the meeting.
reasonable measures means appropriate measures which are commensurate
with the money laundering or terrorist financing risks.
registered co-operative means a body registered under legislation as a
co-operative.
registered foreign company means a foreign company that is registered under
Division 2 of Part 5B.2 of the Corporations Act 2001.
relevant foreign registration body means, in respect of a registered foreign
company or an unregistered foreign company, any government body that was
responsible for the formation, incorporation or registration of that company in
its country of formation, incorporation or registration.
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reliable and independent documentation includes but is not limited to:
(1)

an original primary photographic identification document;

(2)

an original primary non-photographic identification document; and

(3)

an original secondary identification document

Note:

This is not an exhaustive definition. A reporting entity may rely upon
other documents not listed in paragraphs (1) to (3) above as reliable
and independent documents, where that is appropriate having regard
to ML/TF risk.

secondary identification document includes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

a notice that:
(a)

was issued to an individual by the Commonwealth, a State or
Territory within the preceding twelve months;

(b)

contains the name of the individual and his or her residential
address; and

(c)

records the provision of financial benefits to the individual under a
law of the Commonwealth, State or Territory (as the case may be);

a notice that:
(a)

was issued to an individual by the Australian Taxation Office
within the preceding 12 months;

(b)

contains the name of the individual and his or her residential
address; and

(c)

records a debt payable to or by the individual by or to
(respectively) the Commonwealth under a Commonwealth law
relating to taxation;

a notice that:
(a)

was issued to an individual by a local government body or utilities
provider within the preceding three months;

(b)

contains the name of the individual and his or her residential
address; and

(c)

records the provision of services by that local government body or
utilities provider to that address or to that person.
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In relation to a person under the age of 18, a notice that:
(a)

was issued to a person by a school principal within the preceding
three months;

(b)

contains the name of the person and his or her residential address;
and

(c)

records the period of time that the person attended at the school.

senior managing official means an individual who makes, or participates in
making, decisions that affect the whole, or a substantial part, of the business of
a customer of a reporting entity or who has the capacity to affect significantly
the financial standing of a customer of a reporting entity.
totalisator agency board means a board or authority established, or a company
holding a licence, under a law of a State or Territory for purposes that include
the purpose of operating a betting service.
unregistered foreign company means a foreign company that is not a
registered foreign company.
1.2.2

In these Rules, the terms ‘ABN’, ‘ACN’, ‘ARBN’, ‘Australian financial
services licence’, ‘ASIC’, ‘managed investment scheme’, ‘proprietary
company’, ‘registered office’ and ‘wholesale client’ have the same respective
meanings as in the Corporations Act 2001.

1.2.3

In these Rules, the terms ‘Australian credit licence’ and ‘credit representative’
have the same respective meanings as in the National Consumer Credit
Protection Act 2009.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Definition of ‘designated business group’

2.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
the definition of ‘designated business group’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF
Act.

2.1.2

For the purposes of the definition of ‘designated business group’ in section 5
of the AML/CTF Act:
(1)

an election will be made in accordance with the AML/CTF Rules if
it is made on the approved election form and provided to AUSTRAC
by the Nominated Contact Officer;

(2)

a ‘designated business group’ is established when the approved form is
provided to the AUSTRAC CEO by the Nominated Contact Officer or
on such later date as is specified on that form; and

(3)

the members of a designated business group must, by their Nominated
Contact Officer, notify the AUSTRAC CEO, in writing, in the
approved form, of any of the following:
(a)

a withdrawal of a member from the designated business group;
or

(b)

an election of a new member; or

(c)

the termination of the designated business group; or

(d)

any other change in the details previously notified to the
AUSTRAC CEO in respect of the Nominated Contact Officer
or the designated business group;

no later than 14 business days from the date on which the withdrawal,
election of the new member, termination or change takes effect.
(4)

each member of the designated business group must be:
(a)

related to each other member of the group within the meaning
of section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001; and either
(i)

a reporting entity; or
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a company in a foreign country which if it were resident
in Australia would be a reporting entity; or

(b)

providing a designated service pursuant to a joint venture
agreement, to which each member of the group is a party; or

(c)

able to satisfy the following conditions:
be
(i)

an accounting practice; or

(ii)

a person, other than an individual, which the accounting
practice in (i) controls; or

(iii)

an accounting practice which is providing a designated
service pursuant to a joint venture agreement, to which
each member of the group is a party; or

(iv)

a person that provides or assists in the provision of a
designated service to the customers of the accounting
practice;

and either:

(d)

(v)

a reporting entity; or

(vi)

an entity in a foreign country which, if it were resident
in Australia would be a reporting entity; or

able to satisfy the following conditions:
be
(i)

a law practice; or

(ii)

a person, other than an individual, which the law
practice in (i) controls; or

(iii)

a law practice which is providing a designated service
pursuant to a joint venture agreement, to which each
member of the group is a party; or

(iv)

a person that provides or assists in the provision of a
designated service to the customers of the law practice;

and either:
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2.1.2A

(v)

a reporting entity; or

(vi)

an entity in a foreign country which, if it were resident
in Australia would be a reporting entity; or

Subject to the requirements in paragraph 2.1.2A, be a reporting
entity that provides a registrable designated remittance service,
either:
(i)

as a money transfer service provider; or

(ii)

as a representative of a money transfer service provider
pursuant to a representation agreement with a money
transfer service provider; or

(iii)

as a sub-representative of a money transfer service
provider pursuant to a sub-representation agreement
with the representative of the money transfer service
provider.

The following conditions apply to a reporting entity that elects to form
or vary a designated business group with other reporting entities
pursuant to subparagraph 2.1.2(4)(e):
(1)

(2)

a person who meets the criteria specified at subparagraph
2.1.2(4)(e)(i) may form or vary a designated business group
with one of the following:
(a)

a person or persons with whom they have a
representation agreement; or

(b)

(i)

a person with whom they have a
representation agreement; and

(ii)

a person or persons with whom the person
described at subparagraph 2.1.2A(1)(b)(i) has a
sub-representation agreement.

a person who meets the criteria specified at subparagraph
2.1.2(4)(e)(ii) may form or vary a designated business group
with one of the following:
(a)

the person with whom they have a representation
agreement; or

(b)

(i)

the person with whom they have a
representation agreement; and
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(c)

(d)

(3)

(ii)

a person or persons who have a representation
agreement with the person described at
subparagraph 2.1.2A(2)(b)(i); or

(i)

a person or persons who meet the conditions
specified at subparagraph 2.1.2(4)(e)(iii); and

(ii)

with whom they have a sub-representation
agreement; or

(i)

the person with whom they have a representation
agreement; and

(ii)

(A)

a person or persons who meet the
conditions specified at subparagraph
2.1.2(4)(e)(iii); and

(B)

with whom they have a subrepresentation agreement.

a person who meets the conditions specified at subparagraph
2.1.2(4)(e)(iii) may form or vary a designated business group
with one of the following:
(a)

the person with whom they have a sub-representation
agreement; or

(b)

(i)

the person with whom they have a
sub-representation agreement; and

(ii)

a person or persons who have a subrepresentation agreement with the same person
described at subparagraph 2.1.2A(3)(a); or

(i)

the person with whom they have a
sub-representation agreement; and

(ii)

the person with whom the person described at
subparagraph 2.1.2A(3)(c)(i) has a
representation agreement; or

(i)

the person with whom they have a
sub-representation agreement; and

(c)

(d)
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(ii)

the person with whom the person described at
subparagraph 2.1.2A(3)(d)(i) has a
representation agreement; and

(iii)

a person or persons who have a subrepresentation agreement with the same person
described at subparagraph 2.1.2A(3)(d)(i).

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘approved election form’ means Form 1 attached to these
Rules;

(2)

‘approved form’ for the purposes of sub-rule 2.1.2(2) means
Form 2 attached to these Rules;

(3)

‘approved form’ for the purposes of sub-rule 2.1.2(3) means
Form 3 attached to these Rules;

(4)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act
2001;

(5)

‘Nominated Contact Officer’ means the holder from time to
time of one of the following positions:
(a)

an ‘officer’ as defined in the Corporations Act 2001, of
a member of a designated business group; or

(b)

the AML/CTF Compliance Officer of a member of a
designated business group,

where that officer or compliance officer has been appointed by
the designated business group to hold the position of the
Nominated Contact Officer;
(6)

(7)

‘accounting practice’ means a business carried on by either of
the following:
(a)

an accountant (however described) that supplies
professional accounting services; or

(b)

a partnership or company that uses accountants
(however described) to supply professional accounting
services;

‘law practice’ means a business carried on by either of the
following:
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(a)

a legal practitioner (however described) that supplies
professional legal services; or

(b)

a partnership or company that uses legal practitioners
(however described) to supply professional legal
services;

(8)

‘money transfer service’ means a service, provided under a
single brand, trademark or business name through which
registrable designated remittance services are carried out;

(9)

‘money transfer service provider’ means a person who under a
representation agreement authorises a representative to offer the
money transfer service on behalf of the money transfer service
provider and to engage sub-representatives for the purposes of
providing the money transfer service in Australia;

(10)

‘representation agreement’ means the written agreement
between a money transfer service provider and a representative
of the money transfer service provider that states the terms on
which the representative offers the money transfer service
within Australia;

(11)

‘representative of a money transfer service provider’ or
‘representative’ means a person who offers a money transfer
service in accordance with a representation agreement with the
money transfer service provider;

(12)

‘sub-representation agreement’ means the written agreement
between a representative of a money transfer service provider
and a sub-representative of a money transfer service provider
that states the terms on which the sub-representative provides
the money transfer service within Australia;

(13)

‘sub-representative of a money transfer service provider’ or
‘sub-representative’ means a person who is engaged by a
representative of a money transfer service provider to provide a
money transfer service in accordance with a sub-representation
agreement.
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Form 1
FORM FOR SUB-PARAGRAPH 2.1.2(1) OF THE RULES: ELECTION TO BE A
MEMBER OF A DESIGNATED BUSINESS GROUP
For the purposes of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Rules made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) and of the definition of ‘designated
business group’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act:
I, [name and role/title of Y], hereby elect on behalf of Y, to be a member of [name of
Designated Business Group]. I hereby confirm that:
(a)

Y Pty Ltd, is a reporting entity related to each member of [name of Designated
Business Group] within the meaning of section 50 of the Corporations Act
2001; or

(b)

Y Pty Ltd, is providing a designated service pursuant to a joint venture
agreement to which each member of [name of Designated Business Group] is
a party; or

(c)

Y Pty Ltd, is a foreign company which, if it were resident in Australia would
be a reporting entity, and is, within the meaning of section 50 of the
Corporations Act 2001, related to [name of related company] which is a
member of [name of Designated Business Group] and which is a reporting
entity; or

(d)

Y is a reporting entity or is an entity in a foreign country, which if it were
resident in Australia would be a reporting entity, and is:

(e)

(i)

an accounting practice as defined in Rule 2.1.3(6); or

(ii)

a person, other than an individual, which the accounting
practice in (i) controls; or

(iii)

an accounting practice which is providing a designated service
pursuant to a joint venture agreement, to which each member of
the [name of Designated Business Group] group is a party; or

(iv)

a person that provides or assists in the provision of a designated
service to the customers of the accounting practice; or

Y is a reporting entity or is an entity in a foreign country, which if it were
resident in Australia would be a reporting entity, and is:
(i)

a law practice as defined in Rule 2.1.3(7); or
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(ii)

a person, other than an individual, which the law practice in (i)
controls; or

(iii)

a law practice which is providing a designated service pursuant
to a joint venture agreement, to which each member of the
[name of Designated Business Group] group is a party; or

(iv)

a person that provides or assists in the provision of a designated
service to the customers of the law practice; or

(f)

Y is a reporting entity, and is a money transfer service provider as defined in
Rule 2.1.3(9); or

(g)

Y is a reporting entity, and is a representative of a money transfer service
provider as defined in Rule 2.1.3(11); or

(h)

Y is a reporting entity, and is a sub-representative of a money transfer service
provider as defined in Rule 2.1.3(13).

DATE:
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Form 2
FORM FOR SUB-PARAGRAPH 2.1.2(2) OF THE RULES: FORMATION OF A
DESIGNATED BUSINESS GROUP
For the purposes of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Rules made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) and of the definition of ‘designated
business group’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act:
I, [name and role/title of X], notify AUSTRAC that [role/title of X] is the Nominated
Contact Officer of [name of Designated Business Group]. I currently hold that
position. My contact details are:
Address:
Phone number:
Fax number:
Email address:
I [name] as the Nominated Contact Officer of [name of Designated Business Group]
hereby notify AUSTRAC of the establishment of [name of Designated Business
Group].
The following have elected to be members of [name of Designated Business Group]:
[name of member]
[name of member]
DATE:
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Form 3
FORM FOR SUB-PARAGRAPH 2.1.2(3) OF THE RULES: VARIATIONS
For the purposes of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Rules made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) and of the definition of ‘designated
business group’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act:
I, [Nominated Contact Officer of X], being the Nominated Contact Officer of [name
of Designated Business Group] hereby advise the AUSTRAC CEO of the following
variations to [name of Designated Business Group]:
(a)

[withdrawal detail];

(b)

[election detail];

(c)

[termination];

(d)

[any other change]

Election forms are attached.
DATE:

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Correspondent banking due diligence

3.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraphs 97(2)(a) and 98(2)(a), subparagraphs 98(3)(a)(ii) and 98(3)(b)(ii)
and subsections 98(4) and 99(1) of the AML/CTF Act.

3.1.2

For the purposes of paragraph 97(2)(a) of the AML/CTF Act, a financial
institution (the first financial institution) must carry out an assessment of the
following matters, where and to the extent warranted by the risk identified in
accordance with subsection 97(1):
(1) the nature of the other financial institution’s business, including its
product and customer base;
(2) the domicile of the other financial institution;
(3) the domicile of any parent company of the other financial institution;
(4) the existence and quality of any anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing regulation and supervision in the other
financial institution’s country of domicile;
(5) the existence and quality of any anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing regulation and supervision in the country of
domicile of any parent company of the other financial institution – where
the parent company has group-wide controls and where the other
financial institution operates within the requirements of those controls;
(6) the adequacy of the other financial institution’s controls and internal
compliance practices in relation to anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing;
(7) the ownership, control and management structures of the other financial
institution and any parent company, including whether a politically
exposed person has ownership or control of the other financial institution
or any parent company;
(8) the other financial institution’s financial position;
(9) the reputation and history of the other financial institution;
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(10) the reputation and history of any parent company of the other financial
institution;
(11) whether the other financial institution has been the subject of an
investigation, or any criminal or civil proceedings relating to money
laundering or terrorism financing.
3.1.3

For the purposes of subsection 99(1) of the AML/CTF Act, the senior officer
must have regard to the due diligence assessment carried out for the purposes
of paragraph 3.1.2 of these Rules.

3.1.4

For the purposes of paragraph 98(2)(a) of the AML/CTF Act, the first
financial institution must carry out regular assessments of the following
matters, if warranted by the risk identified in accordance with subsection
98(1):
(1) the matters specified in paragraph 3.1.2 of these Rules;
(2) any material changes in respect of the matters specified in paragraph
3.1.2 of these Rules;
(3) the nature of the other financial institution’s ongoing business
relationship with the first financial institution, including the types of
transactions carried out as part of that relationship;
(4) any material change in the nature of the other financial institution’s
ongoing business relationship with the first financial institution, including
in respect of the types of transactions carried out as part of that
relationship.

3.1.5

In accordance with subsection 98(5) of the AML/CTF Act, the first financial
institution is required to determine:
(1) in respect of each correspondent banking relationship that involves a
vostro account that it enters into after the commencement of section 98 –
the end of the period referred to in subparagraph 98(3)(a)(ii);
(2) in respect of each correspondent banking relationship that involves a
vostro account that it has entered into before the commencement of
section 98 – the end of the period referred to in subparagraph 98(3)(b)(ii);
and
(3) in respect of each of its correspondent banking relationships – the period
referred to in subsection 98(4).

3.1.6

In determining the end of a period or a period for the purposes of paragraph
3.1.5 of these Rules, the first financial institution must have regard to the risk
identified in accordance with subsection 98(1) of the AML/CTF Act.
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Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Rules in Respect of Paragraph (e) of
the Definition of ‘Correspondent Banking
Relationship’ in Section 5 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act
2006

3.2.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraph (e) of the definition of ‘correspondent banking relationship’ in
section 5 of the AML/CTF Act.

3.2.2

For the purposes of paragraph (e) of the definition of correspondent banking
relationship in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act, all banking services that do not
involve a vostro account are specified.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Introduction

4.1.1 These Rules are made pursuant to section 229 of the AML/CTF Act for the
purposes of paragraphs 36(1)(b), 84(2)(c), 84(3)(b), 85(2)(c) and 85(3)(b), and
sections 106, 107 and 108 of the AML/CTF Act. Sections 136 and 137 of the
AML/CTF Act apply to each paragraph of this Chapter. They specify the
requirements with which Part A or Part B of a reporting entity’s standard
AML/CTF program or Part A or Part B of a reporting entity’s joint AML/CTF
program must comply. The primary purpose of Part A of a standard or joint
AML/CTF program is to identify, manage and mitigate money laundering or
terrorism financing (ML/TF) risk a reporting entity may reasonably face in
relation to the provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment in Australia. The sole or primary purpose
of Part B is to set out the reporting entity’s applicable customer identification
procedures.
Note: Reporting entities that collect information about a customer from a third party
will need to consider their obligation under subclause 3.6 of the Australian
Privacy Principles, which requires that personal information about an
individual must be collected only from the individual unless it is unreasonable
or impractical to do so and where it is reasonably necessary for the reporting
entity’s functions or activities.
4.1.2

This Chapter does not apply to:
(1)

a pre-commencement customer; or

(2)

a customer who receives a designated service covered by item 40, 42
or 44 of table 1 in section 6 of the AML/CTF Act.

Note: Subparagraph 4.1.2(1) relates to pre-commencement customers referred to in
sections 28 and 29 of the AML/CTF Act.
4.1.3 For the purposes of these Rules, in identifying its ML/TF risk a reporting
entity must consider the risk posed by the following factors:
(1)

(2)

its customer types; including:
(a)

beneficial owners of customers; and

(b)

any politically exposed persons;

its customers’ sources of funds and wealth;
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(3)

the nature and purpose of the business relationship with its customers,
including, as appropriate, the collection of information relevant to that
consideration;

(4)

the control structure of its non-individual customers;

(5)

the types of designated services it provides;

(6)

the methods by which it delivers designated services; and

(7)

the foreign jurisdictions with which it deals.

Different requirements with respect to different kinds of customers
4.1.4

These Rules specify different requirements for AML/CTF programs in relation
to different kinds of customers. An AML/CTF program must comply with
such requirements to the extent that a reporting entity has a customer of a
particular kind. These Rules make provision in respect of the following kinds
of customers:
(1)

Individuals – Part 4.2 of these Rules;

(2)

Companies – Part 4.3 of these Rules;

(3)

Customers who act in the capacity of a trustee of a trust – Part 4.4 of
these Rules;

(4)

Customers who act in the capacity of a member of a partnership – Part
4.5 of these Rules;

(5)

Incorporated or unincorporated associations – Part 4.6 of these Rules;

(6)

Registered co-operatives – Part 4.7 of these Rules;

(7)

Government bodies – Part 4.8 of these Rules.

Requirements in respect to Beneficial Owners and Politically Exposed Persons
4.1.5

These Rules specify different requirements for AML/CTF programs in relation
to beneficial owners and politically exposed persons:
(1)

Beneficial Owners – Part 4.12 of these Rules;

(2)

Politically Exposed Persons – Part 4.13 of these Rules.

4.1.6 A reporting entity is only required to apply the requirements specified in
subparagraphs 4.4.3(5) and 4.4.5(5), and in Part 4.12 and Part 4.13 of these
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Rules to a person who becomes a customer after the commencement of those
provisions on 1 June 2014.
Verification
4.1.7

These Rules also require an AML/CTF program to comply with the
requirements of Part 4.9 of these Rules relating to document-based verification
and with the requirements of Part 4.10 of these Rules relating to verification
from electronic data.

Agents of customers
4.1.8

An AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements of Part 4.11 of
these Rules in relation to any agent who is authorised to act for or on behalf of
a customer in relation to a designated service.

Part 4.2

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to individuals

4.2.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who is an individual, an
AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements specified in Part 4.2
of these Rules.

4.2.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a customer is an individual, that the customer is the individual
that he or she claims to be.

Collection of information
4.2.3

4.2.4

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about an individual
(other than an individual who notifies the reporting entity that he or she is a
customer of the reporting entity in his or her capacity as a sole trader):
(1)

the customer’s full name;

(2)

the customer’s date of birth; and

(3)

the customer’s residential address.

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect at a minimum, the following KYC information about a customer who
notifies the reporting entity that he or she is a customer of the reporting entity
in his or her capacity as a sole trader:
(1)

the customer’s full name;
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(2)

the customer’s date of birth;

(3)

the full business name (if any) under which the customer carries on his
or her business;

(4)

the full address of the customer’s principal place of business (if any) or
the customer’s residential address; and

(5)

any ABN issued to the customer.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.2.3 or 4.2.4 above, any other KYC
information will be collected about a customer.

Verification of information
4.2.6

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
verify, at a minimum, the following KYC information about a customer:
(1)

the customer’s full name; and

(2)

either:
(a) the customer’s date of birth; or
(b) the customer’s residential address.

4.2.7

4.2.8

An AML/CTF program must require that the verification of information
collected about a customer be based on:
(1)

reliable and independent documentation;

(2)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(3)

a combination of (1) and (2) above.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.2.6 above, any other KYC information
collected about the customer should be verified from reliable and independent
documentation, reliable and independent electronic data or a combination of
the two.
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Responding to discrepancies
4.2.9

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying KYC information collected about a customer so that the
reporting entity can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied that the
customer is the person that he or she claims to be.

Documentation-based safe harbour procedure where ML/TF risk is medium or lower
4.2.10 Paragraph 4.2.11 sets out one procedure for documentation-based verification
which a reporting entity may include in an AML/CTF program to comply with
its obligations under paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.8, and 4.9.1 to 4.9.3 of these
Rules where the relationship with the customer is of medium or lower ML/TF
risk. Paragraph 4.2.11 does not preclude a reporting entity from meeting the
requirements of paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.8, and 4.9.1 to 4.9.3 of these Rules in
another way where the relationship with the customer is of medium or lower
ML/TF risk.
4.2.11 An AML/CTF program that requires the reporting entity to do the following
will be taken to meet the requirements of paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.8 and 4.9.2 to
4.9.3 of these Rules in respect of a customer, where a reporting entity
determines that the relationship with that customer is of medium or lower risk:
(1)

collect the KYC information described in paragraph 4.2.3 or 4.2.4 (as
the case may be);

(2)

verify the customer’s name and either the customer’s residential address
or date of birth, or both, from:
(a) an original or certified copy of a primary photographic
identification document; or
(b) both:

(3)

(i)

an original or certified copy of a primary non-photographic
identification document; and

(ii)

an original or certified copy of a secondary identification
document; and

verify that any document produced about the customer has not expired
(other than in the case of a passport issued by the Commonwealth that
expired within the preceding two years).
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Electronic-based safe harbour procedure where ML/TF Risk is medium or lower
4.2.12 Paragraph 4.2.13 sets out one procedure for electronic verification which a
reporting entity may follow to comply with its obligations under paragraphs
4.2.3 to 4.2.8, and 4.10.1 of these Rules where the relationship with the
customer is of medium or lower ML/TF risk. Paragraph 4.2.13 does not
preclude a reporting entity from meeting the requirements of paragraphs 4.2.3
to 4.2.8, and 4.10.1 of these Rules in another way where the relationship with
the customer is of medium or lower ML/TF risk.
4.2.13 Part B of an AML/CTF program that requires the reporting entity to do the
following will be taken to meet the requirements of paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.8
and 4.10.1 of these Rules in respect of a customer, where a reporting entity
determines that the relationship with the customer is of medium or lower risk:
(1)

collect the KYC information described in paragraph 4.2.3 or 4.2.4 (as
the case may be) about a customer;

(2)

verify, having regard to the matters set out in subparagraph 4.10.2(1):
(a)

the customer’s name; and

(b)

either:

(c)

(i)

the customer’s residential address; or

(ii)

the customer’s date of birth; or

(iii)

both (i) and (ii); or

that the customer has a transaction history for at least the past 3
years.

4.2.14 For subparagraphs 4.2.13(2)(a) and (b), verification must be undertaken by the
reporting entity through the use of reliable and independent electronic data
from at least two separate data sources.
Part 4.3

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to companies

4.3.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who is a domestic or a foreign
company, an AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements specified
in Part 4.3 of these Rules.

4.3.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a customer is a company, that:
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(1)

the company exists; and

(2)

in respect to beneficial owners, the reporting entity has complied with
the requirements specified in Part 4.12 of these Rules.

Existence of the company - collection of minimum information
4.3.3

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about a company:
(1)

in the case of a domestic company:
(a) the full name of the company as registered by ASIC;
(b) the full address of the company’s registered office;
(c) the full address of the company’s principal place of business, if
any;
(d) the ACN issued to the company;
(e) whether the company is registered by ASIC as a proprietary or
public company; and
(f)

(2)

if the company is registered as a proprietary company, the name of
each director of the company;

in the case of a registered foreign company:
(a) the full name of the company as registered by ASIC;
(b) the full address of the company’s registered office in Australia;
(c) the full address of the company’s principal place of business in
Australia (if any) or the full name and address of the company’s
local agent in Australia, if any;
(d) the ARBN issued to the company;
(e) the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;
(f)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so whether it is registered as a private or
public company or some other type of company; and

(g) if the company is registered as a private company by the relevant
foreign registration body - the name of each director of the
company;
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in the case of an unregistered foreign company:
(a) the full name of the company;
(b) the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;
(c) whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so:
(i)

any identification number issued to the company by the
relevant foreign registration body upon the company’s
formation, incorporation or registration;

(ii)

the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered by the relevant
foreign registration body; and

(iii) whether it is registered as a private or public company or
some other type of company by the relevant foreign
registration body;
(d) if the company is registered as a private company by the relevant
foreign registration body - the name of each director of the
company; and
(e) if the company is not registered by the relevant foreign registration
body, the full address of the principal place of business of the
company in its country of formation or incorporation.
4.3.4

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.3.3, any other KYC information relating
to the company’s existence will be collected in respect of a company.

Existence of company – verification of information
4.3.5

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
verify, at a minimum, the following information about a company:
(1)

in the case of a domestic company:
(a) the full name of the company as registered by ASIC;
(b) whether the company is registered by ASIC as a proprietary or
public company; and
(c) the ACN issued to the company;
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in the case of a registered foreign company:
(a) the full name of the company as registered by ASIC;
(b) whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so whether it is registered as a private or
public company; and
(c) the ARBN issued to the company;

(3)

in the case of an unregistered foreign company:
(a) the full name of the company; and
(b) whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign
registration body and if so:
(i)

any identification number issued to the company by the
relevant foreign registration body upon the company’s
formation, incorporation or registration; and

(ii)

whether the company is registered as a private or public
company.

4.3.6

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.3.5, any other KYC information
referred to in paragraph 4.3.3 or other KYC information relating to the
company’s existence collected in respect of the company, should be verified.

4.3.7

In determining whether, and what, additional information will be collected
and/or verified in respect of a company pursuant to paragraphs 4.3.4 and/or
4.3.6, the reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk relevant to the
provision of the designated service.

4.3.8

If an AML/CTF program includes the simplified company verification
procedure described below with respect to a company that is:
(1)

a domestic listed public company;

(2)

a majority owned subsidiary of a domestic listed public company; or

(3)

licensed and subject to the regulatory oversight of a Commonwealth,
State or Territory statutory regulator in relation to its activities as a
company;
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an AML/CTF program is taken to comply with the requirements of paragraphs
4.3.5, 4.3.6 and 4.3.7 of these Rules in so far as those customers are
concerned.
Simplified Company Verification Procedure
The reporting entity must confirm that the company is:
(1)
(2)
(3)

a domestic listed public company;
a majority owned subsidiary of a domestic listed public company; or
licensed and subject to the regulatory oversight of a Commonwealth,
State or Territory statutory regulator in relation to its activities as a
company;

by obtaining one or a combination of the following:

4.3.9

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

a search of the relevant domestic stock exchange;
a public document issued by the relevant company;
a search of the relevant ASIC database;
a search of the licence or other records of the relevant regulator.

(1)

An AML/CTF program may include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether and in what
manner to verify the existence of a foreign company by confirming that
the foreign company is a foreign listed public company.

(2)

If an AML/CTF program includes systems and controls of that kind, the
AML/CTF program must include a requirement that, in determining
whether and in what manner to verify the existence of a foreign listed
public company in accordance with those systems and controls, the
reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk relevant to the provision
of the designated service, including the location of the foreign stock or
equivalent exchange (if any).

(3)

If an AML/CTF program includes systems and controls of that kind, an
AML/CTF program is taken to comply with the requirements of
paragraphs 4.3.5, 4.3.6 and 4.3.7 of these Rules in so far as those
customers are concerned.

Methods of verification
4.3.10 Subject to paragraph 4.3.11, an AML/CTF program must require that the
verification of information about a company be based as far as possible on:
(1)

reliable and independent documentation;

(2)

reliable and independent electronic data; or
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a combination of (1) and (2) above.

4.3.11 For the purposes of subparagraph 4.3.10(1), ‘reliable and independent
documentation’ includes a disclosure certificate that verifies information about
the beneficial owners of a company if a reporting entity is permitted to obtain
a disclosure certificate as described in Chapter 30.
4.3.12 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether to rely on a disclosure
certificate to verify information about a foreign company where such
information is not otherwise reasonably available.
4.3.13 An AML/CTF program must include a requirement that, in determining
whether to rely on a disclosure certificate to verify information in relation to a
foreign company in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 4.3.12
above, the reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk relevant to the
provision of the designated service, including the jurisdiction of incorporation
of the foreign company as well as the jurisdiction of the primary operations of
the foreign company and the location of the foreign stock or equivalent
exchange (if any).
Responding to discrepancies
4.3.14 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about a company, so that the reporting entity
can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the matters referred to in
subparagraphs 4.3.2(1) and (2).
Part 4.4

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to trustees

4.4.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who acts in the capacity of a
trustee of a trust, an AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements
specified in Part 4.4 of these Rules.

4.4.2

Subject to paragraph 4.4.18, an AML/CTF program must include appropriate
risk-based systems and controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity
to be reasonably satisfied, where a person notifies the reporting entity that the
person is a customer of the reporting entity in the person’s capacity as the
trustee of a trust, that:
(1)

the trust exists; and

(2)

the name of each trustee and beneficiary, or a description of each class
of beneficiary, of the trust has been provided.
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Existence of the trust - collection and verification of information
4.4.3

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about a customer:
(1)

the full name (if any) of the trust;

(2)

the full business name (if any) of the trustee in respect of the trust;

(3)

the type of the trust;

(4)

the country in which the trust was established;

(5)

the full name of the settlor of the trust, unless:
(a)

the material asset contribution to the trust by the settlor at the
time the trust is established is less than $10,000; or

(b)

the settlor is deceased; or

(c)

the trust is verified using the simplified trustee verification
procedure under paragraph 4.4.8 of these Rules; or

(d)

the customer is a custodian.
Note: ‘Custodian’ is defined in subparagraph 4.4.19(1) of
these Rules.

4.4.4

(6)

if any of the trustees is an individual, then in respect of one of those
individuals – the information required to be collected about an
individual under the applicable customer identification procedure with
respect to individuals set out in an AML/CTF program;

(7)

if any of the trustees is a company, then in respect of one of those
companies – the information required to be collected about a company
under the applicable customer identification procedure with respect to
companies set out in an AML/CTF program; and

(8)

if the trustees comprise individuals and companies then in respect of
either an individual or a company – the information required to be
collected about the individual or company (as the case may be) under
the applicable customer identification with respect to the individual or
company set out in an AML/CTF program.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.4.3, any other KYC information relating
to the trust’s existence will be collected in respect of a trust.
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An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
verify, at a minimum:
(1)

the full name (if any) of the trust;

(2)

if any of the trustees is an individual, then in respect of one of those
individuals – information about the individual in accordance with the
applicable customer identification procedure with respect to individuals
set out in an AML/CTF program;

(3)

if any of the trustees is a company, then in respect of one of those
companies – information about the company in accordance with the
applicable customer identification procedure with respect to companies
set out in an AML/CTF program;

(4)

if the trustees comprise individuals and companies then in respect of
either an individual or a company – the information about the individual
or company (as the case may be) in accordance with the applicable
procedures with respect to the individual or company set out in an
AML/CTF program; and

(5)

the full name of the settlor of the trust, unless:
(a)

the material asset contribution to the trust by the settlor at the
time the trust is established is less than $10,000; or

(b)

the settlor is deceased; or

(c)

the trust is verified using the simplified trustee verification
procedure under paragraph 4.4.8 of these Rules; or

(d)

the customer is a custodian.
Note: ‘Custodian’ is defined in subparagraph 4.4.19(1) of
these Rules.

4.4.6

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether and to what extent, in
addition to the KYC information referred to in paragraph 4.4.5, any other
KYC information relating to the trust’s existence collected in respect of the
trust should be verified.

4.4.7

In determining whether, and what, additional information will be collected
and/or verified in respect of a trust pursuant to paragraphs 4.4.4 and/or 4.4.6,
the reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk relevant to the provision
of the designated service.
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If an AML/CTF program includes the simplified trustee verification procedure
described below with respect to a trust that is:
(1)

a managed investment scheme registered by ASIC;

(2)

a managed investment scheme that is not registered by ASIC and that:
(a) only has wholesale clients; and
(b) does not make small scale offerings to which section 1012E of the
Corporations Act 2001 applies;

(3)

registered and subject to the regulatory oversight of a Commonwealth
statutory regulator in relation to its activities as a trust; or

(4)

a government superannuation fund established by legislation;

an AML/CTF program is taken to comply with the requirements of paragraphs
4.4.5, 4.4.6 and 4.4.7 of these Rules in so far as those customers are
concerned.
Simplified Trustee Verification Procedure
The reporting entity must verify that the trust is:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

a managed investment scheme registered by ASIC;
a managed investment scheme that is not registered by ASIC and that:
(a)
only has wholesale clients; and
(b)
does not make small scale offerings to which section 1012E of
the Corporations Act 2001 applies;
registered and subject to the regulatory oversight of a Commonwealth
statutory regulator in relation to its activities as a trust; or
a government superannuation fund established by legislation.

Trustees and beneficiaries– collection and verification of information
4.4.9

Subject to paragraph 4.4.18, an AML/CTF program must include a procedure
for the reporting entity to collect, at a minimum, the following KYC
information about a customer (other than a trustee in respect of a trust to
which paragraph 4.4.13 or 4.4.14 applies):
(1)

the full name and address of each trustee in respect of the trust; and

(2)

either:
(a)

the full name of each beneficiary in respect of the trust; or
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if the terms of the trust identify the beneficiaries by reference to
membership of a class – details of the class.

4.4.10 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.4.9, any other KYC information relating
to the trustees, or beneficiaries will be collected in respect of the trust.
4.4.11 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether and, if so, in what
manner to verify the name of any or each trustee or beneficiary, or details of
any or each class of beneficiaries, or any other KYC information collected
pursuant to a procedure of the kind described in paragraph 4.4.9, from the
sources described in paragraph 4.4.15.
4.4.12 An AML/CTF program must include a requirement that, in determining
whether and what KYC information will be collected and/or verified in respect
of a trust and the extent to which any KYC information is verified, pursuant to
a procedure of the kind described in paragraphs 4.4.10 and/or 4.4.11, the
reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk relevant to the provision of
the designated service.
4.4.13 An AML/CTF program need not include the requirements specified in
paragraphs 4.4.9 to 4.4.12 in relation to a trust that is:
(1)

a managed investment scheme registered by ASIC;

(2)

a managed investment scheme that is not registered by ASIC and that:
(a) only has wholesale clients; and
(b) does not make small scale offerings to which section 1012E of the
Corporations Act 2001 applies; or

(3)

a government superannuation fund established by legislation.

4.4.14 An AML/CTF program need not include the requirements specified in
paragraph 4.4.9 in relation to a trust that is registered and subject to the
regulatory oversight of a Commonwealth statutory regulator in relation to its
activities as a trust.
Methods of verification
4.4.15 Subject to paragraph 4.4.16, an AML/CTF program must require that the
verification of information about a trust be based on:
(1)

a trust deed, certified copy or certified extract of a trust deed;
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(2)

reliable and independent documents relating to the trust;

(3)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(4)

a combination of (1) to (3) above.
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4.4.16 For the purposes of subparagraph 4.4.15(2), ‘reliable and independent
documents relating to the trust’ includes a disclosure certificate that verifies
information about a trust where:
(1)

the verification is for the purposes of a procedure of the kind described
in paragraphs 4.4.6 or 4.4.11 of these Rules; and

(2)

the information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably available from
the sources described in paragraph 4.4.15.

Responding to discrepancies
4.4.17 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about a customer so that the reporting entity
can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the matters referred to in
subparagraphs 4.4.2(1) and (2).
Trustees who are custodians
4.4.18 An AML/CTF program need not include the requirements specified in the
following AML/CTF Rules in relation to the provision by the reporting entity
of designated services to a customer who is a custodian:
(1)

subparagraph 4.4.2(2); and

(2)

subparagraph 4.4.9(2); and

(3)

in so far as they relate to the collection, verification, updating or review
(as applicable) of information on the underlying customers to whom the
custodian is providing a custodial or depository service:
(a)

Parts 4.12 and 4.13; and

(b)

paragraphs 15.2 and 15.3; and

(c)

subparagraphs 15.9(2), 15.10(1)(b), 15.10(1)(c), 15.10(2) and
15.10(4).

Note 1: The requirements in Parts 4.12 and 4.13 of the AML/CTF Rules continue to
apply to reporting entities in relation to the collection and verification of
information on the custodian customer.
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Note 2: The requirements in paragraphs 15.2 and 15.3 and subparagraphs 15.9(2),
15.10(1)(b), 15.10(1)(c), 15.10(2) and 15.10(4) of the AML/CTF Rules
continue to apply to reporting entities in relation to the collection,
verification, re-verification, clarification, updating, review and detailed
analysis of:
(a)

KYC information of customers that are custodians; and

(b)

beneficial owner information, other than information relating to the
underlying customers of custodians.

4.4.19 For the purpose of Part 4.4 of these AML/CTF Rules:
(1)

‘custodian’ means a company that:
(a)

is acting in the capacity of a trustee; and

(b)

is providing a custodial or depository service of the kind
described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AntiMoney Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
(AML/CTF Act); and

(c)

either:

(d)

(e)

(i)

holds an Australian financial services licence authorising it
to provide custodial or depository services under the
Corporations Act 2001; or

(ii)

is exempt under the Corporations Act 2001 from the
requirement to hold such a licence; and

either:
(i)

satisfies one of the ‘geographical link’ tests in subsection
6(6) of the AML/CTF Act; or

(ii)

has certified in writing to the relevant reporting entity that
its name and enrolment details are entered on the Reporting
Entities Roll; and

has certified in writing to the relevant reporting entity that it has
carried out all applicable customer identification procedures and
ongoing customer due diligence requirements in accordance with
Chapter 15 of the AML/CTF Rules in relation to its underlying
customers prior to, or at the time of, becoming a customer of the
reporting entity.
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(2)

‘IDPS’ has the same meaning as in ASIC Class Order [CO 13/763] –
Investor directed portfolio services, or any legislative instrument that
replaces that class order.

(3)

‘MDA service’ has the same meaning as in the ASIC Corporations
(Managed Discretionary Account Services) Instrument 2016/968, or any
legislative instrument that replaces that instrument.

(4)

‘providing a custodial or depository service’ has the same meaning as in
section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Act 2006 and includes providing a custodial or depository
service as part of an IDPS or MDA service.

(5)

‘Reporting Entities Roll’ has the meaning given by section 51C of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006.

Part 4.5

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to partners

4.5.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who acts in the capacity of a
partner in a partnership, an AML/CTF program must comply with the
requirements specified in Part 4.5 of these Rules.

4.5.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a person notifies the reporting entity that the person is a
customer of the reporting entity in the person’s capacity as a partner in a
partnership, that:
(1)

the partnership exists; and

(2)

the name of each of the partners in the partnership has been provided in
accordance with subparagraph 4.5.3(5).

Collection and verification of information
4.5.3

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information and documentation
about a customer:
(1)

the full name of the partnership;

(2)

the full business name (if any) of the partnership as registered under any
State or Territory business names legislation;

(3)

the country in which the partnership was established;
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(4)

in respect of one of the partners - the information required to be
collected about an individual under the applicable customer
identification procedure with respect to individuals set out in an
AML/CTF program; and

(5)

the full name and residential address of each partner in the partnership
except where the regulated status of the partnership is confirmed
through reference to the current membership directory of the relevant
professional association.

4.5.4

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the
information referred to in paragraph 4.5.3, any other KYC information will be
collected in respect of a partnership.

4.5.5

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
verify at a minimum:

4.5.6

(1)

the full name of the partnership from the partnership agreement,
certified copy or certified extract of the partnership agreement, reliable
and independent documents relating to the partnership or reliable and
independent electronic data; and

(2)

information about one of the partners in accordance with the applicable
customer identification procedure with respect to individuals set out in
an AML/CTF program.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, and to what extent, in
addition to the KYC information referred to in paragraph 4.5.5, any other
KYC information collected in respect of the partnership should be verified.

Methods of verification
4.5.7

Subject to paragraph 4.5.8, an AML/CTF program must require that the
verification of information about a partnership be based on:
(1)

a partnership agreement, certified copy or certified extract of a
partnership agreement;

(2)

a certified copy or certified extract of minutes of a partnership meeting;

(3)

reliable and independent documents relating to the partnership;

(4)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(5)

a combination of (1) to (4) above.
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For the purposes of subparagraph 4.5.7(3), ‘reliable and independent
documents relating to the partnership’ includes a disclosure certificate that
verifies information about a partnership where:
(1)

the verification is for the purposes of a procedure of the kind described
in paragraph 4.5.6 of these Rules; and

(2)

the information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably available from
the sources described in paragraph 4.5.7.

Responding to discrepancies
4.5.9

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about a customer so that the reporting entity
can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the matters referred to in
subparagraphs 4.5.2(1) and (2).

Part 4.6

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to associations

4.6.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who is an incorporated or
unincorporated association, an AML/CTF program must comply with the
requirements specified in Part 4.6 of these Rules.

4.6.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a customer notifies the reporting entity that it is an
incorporated or unincorporated association, that:
(1)

the association exists; and

(2)

the names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described) of the association have been provided.

Collection and verification of information
4.6.3

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about an incorporated
or unincorporated association:
(1)

if the customer notifies the reporting entity that it is an incorporated
association:
(a)

the full name of the association;

(b)

the full address of the association’s principal place of
administration or registered office (if any) or the residential
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address of the association’s public officer or (if there is no such
person) the association’s president, secretary or treasurer;

(2)

(c)

any unique identifying number issued to the association upon its
incorporation by the State, Territory or overseas body responsible
for the incorporation of the association; and

(d)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or
equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

if the person notifies the reporting entity that he or she is a customer in
his or her capacity as a member of an unincorporated association:
(a)

the full name of the association;

(b)

the full address of the association’s principal place of
administration (if any);

(c)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or
equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(d)

in respect of the member – the information required to be
collected about an individual under the applicable customer
identification procedure with respect to individuals set out in an
AML/CTF program.

4.6.4

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
information referred to in paragraph 4.6.3, any other KYC information will be
collected in respect of an association.

4.6.5

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to at
a minimum:
(1)

if the customer is an incorporated association - verify from information
provided by ASIC or by the State, Territory or overseas body
responsible for the incorporation of the association or from the rules or
constitution of the association or from a certified copy or certified
extract of the rules or constitution of the association or from reliable and
independent documents relating to the association or from reliable and
independent electronic data:
(a)

the full name of the incorporated association; and

(b)

any unique identifying number issued to the incorporated
association upon its incorporation; and
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if the customer notifies the reporting entity that he or she is a customer
in his or her capacity as a member of an unincorporated association:
(a)

verify the full name (if any) of the association from the rules or
constitution of the association or from a certified copy or certified
extract of the rules or constitution of the association or from
reliable and independent documents relating to the association or
from reliable and independent electronic data; and

(b)

verify information about the member in accordance with the
applicable customer identification procedure with respect to
individuals set out in an AML/CTF program.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether and to what extent, in
addition to the KYC information referred to in paragraph 4.6.5, any other
KYC information collected in respect of the association should be verified.

Methods of verification
4.6.7

4.6.8

Subject to paragraph 4.6.8, an AML/CTF program must require that the
verification of information about an association be based on:
(1)

the constitution or rules of the association or a certified copy or certified
extract of the constitution or rules of the association;

(2)

the minutes of meeting of the association or a certified copy or certified
extract of minutes of meeting of the association;

(3)

in the case of an incorporated association, information provided by
ASIC or by the State, Territory or overseas body responsible for the
incorporation of the association;

(4)

reliable and independent documents relating to the association;

(5)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(6)

a combination of (1)–(5) above.

For the purposes of subparagraph 4.6.7(4), ‘reliable and independent
documents relating to the association’ includes a disclosure certificate that
verifies information about an association where:
(1)

the verification is for the purposes of a procedure of the kind described
in paragraph 4.6.6 of these Rules; and

(2)

the information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably available from
the sources described in paragraph 4.6.7.
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Responding to discrepancies
4.6.9

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about an association so that the reporting
entity can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the matters
referred to in subparagraphs 4.6.2(1) and (2).

Part 4.7

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to registered co-operatives

4.7.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who is a registered
co-operative, an AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements
specified in Part 4.7 of these Rules.

4.7.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a customer notifies the reporting entity that it is a registered
co-operative, that:
(1)

the co-operative exists; and

(2)

the names of the chairman, secretary or equivalent officer in each case
of the co-operative have been provided.

Collection and verification of information
4.7.3

4.7.4

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about a registered
co-operative:
(1)

the full name of the co-operative;

(2)

the full address of the co-operative’s registered office or principal place
of operations (if any) or the residential address of the co-operative’s
secretary or (if there is no such person) the co-operative’s president or
treasurer;

(3)

any unique identifying number issued to the co-operative upon its
registration by the State, Territory or overseas body responsible for the
registration of the co-operative; and

(4)

the full name of the chairman, secretary and treasurer or equivalent
officer in each case of the co-operative.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the
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information referred to in paragraph 4.7.3, any other KYC information will be
collected in respect of a registered co-operative.
4.7.5

4.7.6

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to, at
a minimum, verify from information provided by ASIC or by the State,
Territory or overseas body responsible for the registration of the co-operative
or from any register maintained by the co-operative or a certified copy or
certified extract of any register maintained by the co-operative or from reliable
and independent documents relating to the co-operative or from reliable and
independent electronic data:
(1)

the full name of the co-operative; and

(2)

any unique identifying number issued to the co-operative upon its
registration.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether and to what extent, in
addition to the KYC information referred to in paragraph 4.7.5, any other
KYC information relating to the registered co-operative should be verified.

Methods of verification
4.7.7

4.7.8

Subject to paragraph 4.7.8, an AML/CTF program must require that the
verification of information about a registered co-operative be based on:
(1)

any register maintained by the co-operative or a certified copy or
certified extract of any register maintained by the co-operative;

(2)

any minutes of meeting of the co-operative or a certified copy or
certified extract of any minutes of meeting of the co-operative;

(3)

information provided by the State, Territory or overseas body
responsible for the registration of the co-operative;

(4)

reliable and independent documents relating to the co-operative;

(5)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(6)

a combination of (1)–(5) above.

For the purposes of subparagraph 4.7.7(4), ‘reliable and independent
documents relating to the co-operative’ includes a disclosure certificate that
verifies information about a registered co-operative where:
(1)

the verification is for the purposes of a procedure of the kind described
in paragraph 4.7.7 of these Rules; and
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the information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably available from
the sources described in paragraph 4.7.7.

Responding to discrepancies
4.7.9

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about a registered co-operative so that the
reporting entity can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the
matters referred to in subparagraphs 4.7.2(1) and (2).

Part 4.8

Applicable customer identification procedure with respect
to government bodies

4.8.1

In so far as a reporting entity has any customer who is a government body an
AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements specified in Part 4.8
and (in so far as they are applicable) Parts 4.9 and 4.10.

4.8.2

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls that are designed to enable the reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied, where a customer notifies the reporting entity that it is a government
body, that:
(1)

the government body exists; and

(2)

in the case of certain kinds of government bodies – information about
the beneficial owners of the government body has been provided, where
sought by the reporting entity.

Collection and verification of information
4.8.3

4.8.4

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following KYC information about a government
body:
(1)

the full name of the government body;

(2)

the full address of the government body’s principal place of operations;

(3)

whether the government body is an entity or emanation, or is established
under legislation, of the Commonwealth; and

(4)

whether the government body is an entity or emanation, or is established
under legislation, of a State, Territory, or a foreign country and the name
of that State, Territory or country.

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the KYC
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information referred to in paragraph 4.8.3 above, any other KYC information
will be collected in respect of a government body.
4.8.5

An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
verify the information collected under paragraph 4.8.3 from reliable and
independent documentation, reliable and independent electronic data or a
combination of both.

4.8.6

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to carrying
out the procedure described in paragraph 4.8.5, any KYC information
collected under paragraph 4.8.4 should be verified.

Beneficial ownership in respect of foreign government entities
4.8.7

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether to collect any KYC
information about the ownership or control of a government body that is an
entity or emanation, or is established under legislation, of a foreign country.

4.8.8

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether to verify any KYC
information collected pursuant to a procedure of the kind described in
paragraph 4.8.7 from reliable and independent documentation, reliable and
independent electronic data or a combination of both.

Responding to discrepancies
4.8.9

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information about a government body so that the reporting
entity can determine whether it is reasonably satisfied about the matters
referred to in subparagraphs 4.8.2(1) and (2).

Part 4.9

Verification from documentation

Verification with respect to individuals
4.9.1

In so far as an AML/CTF program provides for the verification of KYC
information about an individual by means of reliable and independent
documentation, an AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements
specified in paragraphs 4.9.2 and 4.9.3.

4.9.2

An AML/CTF program must require that the reporting entity be satisfied that
any document from which the reporting entity verifies KYC information about
an individual has not expired (other than in the case of a passport issued by the
Commonwealth that expired within the preceding two years).
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An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine:
(1)

what reliable and independent documentation the reporting entity will
require for the purpose of verifying the individual’s name and date of
birth and/or residential address (as the case may be);

(2)

if any other KYC information about an individual is to be verified –
what reliable and independent documentation may be used to verify that
information;

(3)

whether, and in what circumstances, the reporting entity is prepared to
rely upon a copy of a reliable and independent document;

(4)

in what circumstances a reporting entity will take steps to determine
whether a document produced about an individual may have been
forged, tampered with, cancelled or stolen and, if so, what steps the
reporting entity will take to establish whether or not the document has
been forged, tampered with, cancelled or stolen;

(5)

whether the reporting entity will use any authentication service that may
be available in respect of a document; and

(6)

whether, and how, to confirm KYC information about an individual by
independently initiating contact with the person that the individual
claims to be.

Verification with respect to persons other than individuals
4.9.4

In so far as an AML/CTF program provides for the verification of KYC
information about a customer who is not an individual by means of reliable
and independent documentation, an AML/CTF program must comply with the
requirements specified in paragraph 4.9.5.

4.9.5

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine:
(1)

what and how many reliable and independent documents the reporting
entity will use for the purpose of verification;

(2)

whether a document is sufficiently contemporaneous for use in
verification;

(3)

whether, and in what circumstances, the reporting entity is prepared to
rely upon a copy of a reliable and independent document;

(4)

in what circumstances the reporting entity will take steps to determine
whether a document produced about a customer may have been
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cancelled, forged, tampered with or stolen and, if so, what steps the
reporting entity will take to establish whether or not the document has
been cancelled, forged, tampered with or stolen;
(5)

whether the reporting entity will use any authentication service that may
be available in respect of a document; and

(6)

whether, and how, to confirm information about a customer by
independently initiating contact with the customer.

Part 4.10

Verification from reliable and independent electronic data

4.10.1 In so far as an AML/CTF program provides for the verification of KYC
information collected about a customer by means of reliable and independent
electronic data, an AML/CTF program must comply with the requirements
specified in paragraph 4.10.2.
4.10.2 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine:
(1)

whether the electronic data is reliable and independent, taking into
account the following factors:
(a) the accuracy of the data;
(b) how secure the data is;
(c) how the data is kept up-to-date;
(d) how comprehensive the data is (for example, by reference to the
range of persons included in the data and the period over which the
data has been collected);
(e) whether the data has been verified from a reliable and independent
source;
(f)

whether the data is maintained by a government body or pursuant
to legislation; and

(g) whether the electronic data can be additionally authenticated; and
(2)

what reliable and independent electronic data the reporting entity will
use for the purpose of verification;

(3)

the reporting entity’s pre-defined tolerance levels for matches and
errors; and
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whether, and how, to confirm KYC information collected about a
customer by independently initiating contact with the person that the
customer claims to be.
Agents of customers

Agents of customers who are individuals
4.11.1 For the purposes of paragraph 89(1)(b) and 89(2)(b) of the AML/CTF Act,
paragraphs 4.11.2 to 4.11.4 of these Rules apply in relation to an agent of a
customer who is an individual where that agent is authorised to act for or on
behalf of the customer in relation to a designated service.
4.11.2 An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following information and documentation (if any)
about the customer:
(1)

the full name of each individual who purports to act for or on behalf of
the customer with respect to the provision of a designated service by the
reporting entity; and

(2)

evidence (if any) of the customer’s authorisation of any individual
referred to in subparagraph 4.11.2(1).

4.11.3 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, and to what extent, it
should verify the identity of any of the individuals referred to in subparagraph
4.11.2(1).
4.11.4 An AML/CTF program must require the reporting entity to have regard to the
ML/TF risk relevant to the provision of the designated service for the purposes
of determining whether, and to what extent, it should verify the identity of any
of the individuals referred to in paragraph 4.11.2(1).
4.11.5 For the purposes of paragraph 89(1)(b) and 89(2)(b)of the AML/CTF Act,
paragraphs 4.11.6 to 4.11.8 of these Rules apply in relation to an agent of a
customer who is not acting in his or her capacity as an individual where that
agent is authorised to act for or on behalf of the customer in relation to a
designated service.
4.11.6 An AML/CTF program must include a procedure for the reporting entity to
collect, at a minimum, the following information and documentation about the
customer:
(1)

the full name of each individual who purports to act for or on behalf of
the customer with respect to the provision of a designated service by the
reporting entity; and
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evidence of the customer’s authorisation of any individual referred to in
subparagraph 4.11.6(1).

4.11.7 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, and to what extent, it
should verify the identity of any of the individuals referred to in subparagraph
4.11.6(1).
4.11.8 An AML/CTF program must require the reporting entity to have regard to the
ML/TF risk relevant to the provision of the designated service for the purposes
of determining whether, and to what extent, it should verify the identity of any
of the individuals referred to in subparagraph 4.11.6(1).
Verifying officers and agents of non-natural customers
4.11.9

An AML/CTF program may provide for an agent of a customer who is a
non-natural person to be identified by the customer’s verifying officer,
provided the requirements in paragraphs 4.11.12 to 4.11.13 are met.

4.11.10 In so far as:
(1) an AML/CTF program provides for an agent of a non-natural customer
to be identified by a verifying officer; and
(2) the requirements in paragraphs 4.11.12 to 4.11.13 of these Rules are
met;
an AML/CTF program need not apply the requirements in 4.11.6 to 4.11.8 of
these Rules in relation to that agent.
Appointment of a verifying officer
4.11.11 A verifying officer is a person appointed by a customer to act as a verifying
officer for the purposes of these Rules. A person may be appointed as a
verifying officer if he or she is an employee, agent or contractor of the
customer.
Identification by a verifying officer
4.11.12 Where an AML/CTF program provides for an agent to be identified by a
verifying officer, an AML/CTF program must include a requirement for:
(1) the agent to be identified by the customer’s verifying officer in
accordance with paragraph 4.11.13 of these Rules;
(2) the verifying officer to be identified and verified by the reporting entity
in accordance with the requirements specified in Chapter 4 of these
Rules;
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(3) the reporting entity to be provided with evidence of the customer’s
authorisation of the verifying officer to act as a verifying officer;
(4) the verifying officer to make and for the customer to retain, a record of
all matters collected pursuant to paragraph 4.11.13; and
(5) the verifying officer to provide the following to the reporting entity:
(a) the full name of the agent; and
(b) a copy of the signature of the agent.
4.11.13 A verifying officer will be taken to have identified an agent if he or she has
collected the following:
(1) the full name of the agent;
(2) the title of the position or role held by the agent with the customer;
(3) a copy of the signature of the agent; and
(4) evidence of the agent’s authorisation to act on behalf of the customer.
Part 4.12
4.12.1

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate systems and controls for
the reporting entity to determine the beneficial owner of each customer and
carry out the following, either before the provision of a designated service to
the customer or as soon as practicable after the designated service has been
provided:
(1)

4.12.2

Collection and Verification of Beneficial Owner
information

collect, (including from the customer, where applicable) and take
reasonable measures to verify:
(a)

each beneficial owner’s full name, and

(b)

the beneficial owner’s date of birth; or

(c)

the beneficial owner’s full residential address.

The requirements of paragraph 4.12.1 may be modified:
(1)

for a customer who is an individual, the reporting entity may assume
that the customer and the beneficial owner are one and the same, unless
the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to consider otherwise;

(2)

for a customer who is:
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(a)

a company which is verified under the simplified company
verification procedure under paragraph 4.3.8 of these Rules;

(b)

a trust which is verified under the simplified trustee verification
procedure under paragraph 4.4.8 of these Rules;

(c)

an Australian Government Entity; or

(d)

a foreign listed public company, or a majority-owned subsidiary
of such a company, subject to disclosure requirements (whether
by stock exchange rules or through law or enforceable means)
that ensure transparency of beneficial ownership;

then,
(e)

paragraph 4.12.1 need not be applied.

Note:

The terms ‘foreign company’, ‘listed public company’ and ‘foreign listed
public company’ are defined in Chapter 1 of the AML/CTF Rules.

4.12.3

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to determine whether, in addition to the
information referred to in paragraph 4.12.1 above, any other information will
be collected and verified about any beneficial owner.

Note:

Reporting entities should consider the requirements in the Privacy Act 1988
relating to the collection and handling of information about beneficial
owners.

Verification
4.12.4

An AML/CTF program must require that the verification of information
collected about each beneficial owner of a customer be based on:
(1)

reliable and independent documentation;

(2)

reliable and independent electronic data; or

(3)

a combination of (1) and (2) above.

Safe harbour procedure where ML/TF risk of the beneficial owner is medium or lower
4.12.5

Paragraph 4.12.7 sets out one procedure for documentation-based
verification (subparagraphs 4.12.7(2) and (3)) and electronic verification
(subparagraph 4.12.7(4)) which a reporting entity may include in its
AML/CTF program to comply with its obligations under paragraph 4.12.1 of
these Rules where the customer and the beneficial owner of the customer is
of medium or lower ML/TF risk. Paragraph 4.12.7 does not preclude a
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reporting entity from meeting the verification requirements of paragraph
4.12.1 of these Rules in another way where the beneficial owners of the
customer are of medium or lower ML/TF risk.
4.12.6

Paragraph 4.12.7 is not applicable if any beneficial owner is a foreign
politically exposed person.

4.12.7

An AML/CTF program that requires the reporting entity to do the following
will be taken to meet the requirements of paragraph 4.12.1 of these Rules in
respect of the beneficial owners of a customer, where a reporting entity
determines that the relationship with that customer and the beneficial owner
is of medium or lower risk:
(1)

collect the information described in paragraph 4.12.1 in regard to each
beneficial owner;

Documentation-based safe harbour procedure
(2)

(3)

verify each beneficial owner’s full name and either the beneficial
owner’s full residential address or date of birth, or both, from:
(a)

an original or certified copy of a primary photographic
identification document; or

(b)

both:
(i)

an original or certified copy of a primary
non-photographic identification document; and

(ii)

an original or certified copy of a secondary identification
document; and

verify the document produced by the customer in regard to each
beneficial owner has not expired (other than in the case of a passport
issued by the Commonwealth that expired within the preceding two
years);

Electronic-based safe harbour procedure
(4)

verify each beneficial owner’s full name and either the beneficial
owner’s full residential address or date of birth, or both, using reliable
and independent electronic data from at least two separate data sources.
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Responding to discrepancies
4.12.8

An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in
the course of verifying information collected about each beneficial owner so
that the reporting entity can determine that it is reasonably satisfied that each
beneficial owner is the person that the customer claims they are.

Procedure to follow where unable to determine the identity of the beneficial owner
4.12.9

If the reporting entity is unable to ascertain a beneficial owner, the reporting
entity must identify and take reasonable measures to verify:
(1)

Note:

for a company (other than a company which is verified under the
simplified company verification procedure under paragraph 4.3.8 of
these Rules) or a partnership, any individual who:
(a)

is entitled (either directly or indirectly) to exercise 25% or more
of the voting rights, including a power of veto, or

(b)

holds the position of senior managing official (or equivalent);

(2)

for a trust (other than a trust which is verified under the simplified
trustee verification procedure under paragraph 4.4.8 of these Rules),
any individual who holds the power to appoint or remove the trustees
of the trust;

(3)

for an association or a registered co-operative, any individual who:
(a)

is entitled (either directly or indirectly) to exercise 25% or more
of the voting rights including a power of veto, or

(b)

would be entitled on dissolution to 25% or more of the property
of the association or registered co-operative, or

(c)

holds the position of senior managing official (or equivalent).

In addition to the verification procedures set out in Part 4.12, a reporting
entity may be able to use a disclosure certificate. Details regarding
disclosure certificates are set out in Chapter 30 of the AML/CTF Rules.

Part 4.13

Collection and Verification of Politically Exposed Person
information

4.13.1 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-management systems to
determine whether a customer or beneficial owner is a politically exposed
person. The determination must occur either before the provision of a
designated service to the customer or as soon as practicable after the
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designated service has been provided. If it is determined that the customer or
beneficial owner is a politically exposed person, the reporting entity must
carry out the applicable steps in this Part.
4.13.2 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-management systems
for the reporting entity to undertake each of the following steps for domestic
politically exposed persons and international organisation politically exposed
persons:
(1)

in the case of a beneficial owner, comply with the identification
requirements specified in paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.9 of these Rules as if
the politically exposed person was the customer; and

(2)

determine whether the person is of high ML/TF risk; and

(3)

if the person is determined to be of high ML/TF risk, then, in addition
to the action specified in subparagraph 4.13.2(1), carry out the actions
specified in subparagraphs 4.13.3(2), (3) and (4).

4.13.3 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-management systems
for the reporting entity to undertake each of the following steps for foreign
politically exposed persons and for high ML/TF risk domestic or international
organisation politically exposed persons:
(1)

in the case of a beneficial owner, comply with the identification
requirements specified in paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.9 of these Rules as if
the politically exposed person was the customer; and

(2)

obtain senior management approval before establishing or continuing a
business relationship with the individual and before the provision, or
continued provision, of a designated service to the customer;

(3)

take reasonable measures to establish the politically exposed person’s
source of wealth and source of funds; and

(4)

comply with the obligations in Chapter 15 of these Rules.

4.13.4 An AML/CTF program must include appropriate risk-based systems and
controls for the reporting entity to respond to any discrepancy that arises in the
course of verifying information collected about a politically exposed person,
so that the reporting entity can be reasonably satisfied that the politically
exposed person is the person that he or she claims to be.
Note: Reporting entities should consider the requirements in the Privacy Act 1988
relating to the collection and handling of sensitive information about
politically exposed persons.
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Exemptions relating to the identification of
beneficial owners and politically exposed
persons

4.14.1 The requirements in Parts 4.12 and 4.13 of these Rules do not apply to a
reporting entity which:
(1)

provides a designated service of the type specified in Column 1; and

(2)

is exempt from Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act in
accordance with the circumstances and conditions of the AML/CTF
Act or AML/CTF Rules specified in Column 2;

of the following table:

Column 1 – Relevant
designated service in
subsection 6(2), 6(3) or 6(4)
of the AML/CTF Act

Column 2 – AML/CTF Act and
AML/CTF Rules references relevant to
the exemptions

Multiple tables – Financial
Services, Bullion and
Gambling services
Any of the designated services
in tables 1, 2 or 3

Chapter 28 – Applicable customer
identification procedures in certain
circumstances – assignment, conveyance,
sale or transfer of businesses

Any of the designated services
in tables 1, 2, or 3

Chapter 50 – Exemption from applicable
customer identification procedure in certain
circumstances

Item 50 of table 1 or item 14 of
table 3

Paragraph 14.4 in Chapter 14 – Thresholds
for certain designated services

Table 1 – Financial Services
Any of the designated services

Chapter 66 – Applicable customer
identification procedures in certain
circumstances – compulsory partial or total
transfer of business made under the
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Financial Sector (Business Transfer and
Group Restructure) Act 1999
Items 40, 42 or 44

Subsection 39(6)

Items 2 or 3

Chapter 35 – Exemption from applicable
customer identification procedures for
correspondent banking relationships

Items 6 or 7

Chapter 39 – Exemption from applicable
customer identification procedures –
premium funding loans for a general
insurance policy

Items 6, 7, 8, 31 and 32

Chapter 45 – Debt collection

Item 17

Paragraph 14.2 in Chapter 14 – Thresholds
for certain designated services

Items 25 or 26

Paragraph 14.3 in Chapter 14 – Thresholds
for certain designated services

Item 33

Chapter 38 – Exemption from applicable
customer identification procedures for the
sale of shares for charitable purposes

Item 33

Chapter 49 – International Uniform GiveUp Agreements

Items 35 or 46

Chapter 67 – Warrants

Item 43(a)

Part 41.2 in Chapter 41 – Exemption from
applicable customer identification
procedures – cashing out of low value
superannuation funds and for the Departing
Australia Superannuation Payment

Items 43 or 45

Part 41.3 in Chapter 41 – Exemption from
applicable customer identification
procedures – cashing out of low value
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superannuation funds and for the Departing
Australia Superannuation Payment
Table 2 – Bullion
Items 1 or 2

Chapter 33 – Applicable customer
identification procedure for purchases and
sales of bullion valued at less than $5000

Table 3 – Gambling services
Items 5, 6, 9 and 10

Part 4.15

Chapter 52 – Persons who are licensed to
operate no more than 15 gaming machines

Procedure to follow where a customer cannot provide
satisfactory evidence of identity

Reporting entities may rely on Part 4.15 in limited and exceptional cases where a
person does not possess, and is unable to obtain, the necessary information or
evidence of identity. This may include: individuals whose birth was not registered,
people who are homeless, those who are experiencing or have experienced family and
domestic violence, undocumented arrivals in Australia, people living in remote areas,
people who are transgender or intersex, people affected by natural disasters, people
with limited access to identity documents (for example because they were raised in
institutional or foster care), people with limited participation in society, and young
people or those over 18 who have not established a ‘social footprint’ in the
community.
Reporting entities may also rely on Part 4.15 where a person possesses, but is unable
to produce or provide, the necessary information or evidence of identity due to
measures implemented or recommended by government, or reasonable measures that
a person or reporting entity has adopted, to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This
may include customers who are in self-isolation, businesses that have temporarily
shut down, and reporting entities that have closed offices/branches and restricted
customer visits to limit face-to-face interaction with customers.
4.15.1

If a reporting entity is unable to establish the identity of a customer using the
applicable customer identification requirements specified in Chapter 4 of the
AML/CTF Rules because the customer does not possess, and is unable to
obtain, the necessary information or evidence of identity, then it may use
alternative identity proofing processes, in accordance with its risk-based
systems and controls, to do so.
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Alternative identity proofing processes during the COVID-19 Pandemic
4.15.1A If a reporting entity is unable to establish the identity of a customer using the
applicable customer identification requirements specified in Chapter 4 of the
AML/CTF Rules because the customer possesses, but is unable to produce or
provide, the necessary information or evidence of identity due to COVID-19
Pandemic measures, then it may use alternative identity proofing processes,
in accordance with its risk-based systems and controls, to do so.
Note:

Alternative identify proofing processes could include, but are not limited to,
acceptance of multiple types of secondary identification documents where
normally a primary identification document would be required.

4.15.2

If a reporting entity is unable to establish the identity of a customer in
accordance with paragraph 4.15.1 or 4.15.1A, then it may accept a selfattestation from the customer certifying that the information provided in
relation to their identity is true and correct.

4.15.3

A reporting entity must apply appropriate levels of ongoing customer due
diligence in order to identify, mitigate and manage any ML/TF risk
associated with customer identities established using self-attestation.

4.15.4

A reporting entity must not rely on a self-attestation if it knows or has reason
to believe that it is incorrect or misleading.

Note:

Customers and reporting entities seeking to rely on self-attestation to
establish identity should be aware that criminal or civil penalties may apply
under Part 12 of the AML/CTF Act for providing false or misleading
information, producing false or misleading documents, and for providing or
receiving a designated service using a false customer name.

Alternative verification processes during the COVID-19 Pandemic
4.15.5

If a reporting entity is required, in accordance with its applicable customer
identification procedure, to verify information based on the original, or a
certified copy or certified extract, of a document but cannot do so because of
COVID-19 Pandemic measures, then it may rely on a copy of the document
in accordance with its risk-based systems and controls.

4.15.6

In this Part, ‘COVID-19 Pandemic measures’ means any:
(1) measures implemented or recommended by an Australian government
body;
(2) reasonable measures adopted by a reporting entity; or
(3) reasonable measures adopted by a person;
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to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Note:

‘Reasonable measures’ include those adopted in a foreign country where the
person, or a permanent establishment of a reporting entity or subsidiary, is
located.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 5
Part 5.1

Special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing (AML/CTF) program

5.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraphs 36(1)(b) and 86(1)(c) and sections 106, 107 and 108 of that Act.
They specify the requirements with which a special AML/CTF program must
comply. This Chapter commences on 1 June 2014.

5.1.2

A reporting entity must have a special AML/CTF program where all of the
designated services it provides are covered by item 54 of table 1 in section 6 of
the AML/CTF Act. The sole or primary purpose of a special program is to set
out the reporting entity’s applicable customer identification procedures.
Chapter 5 does not apply to pre-commencement customers.

Part 5.2

Applicable customer identification procedures in relation
to special AML/CTF program

5.2.1

The requirements with which a special AML/CTF program must comply are
the requirements that are specified in the Rules in Chapter 4 for an AML/CTF
program.

5.2.2

For the avoidance of doubt, the requirements specified in the Rules in Chapter
4 apply with respect to a special AML/CTF program as if any reference in
those paragraphs to an AML/CTF program includes a reference to ‘a special
AML/CTF program’.

5.2.3

Paragraphs 4.11.1 and 4.11.5 of the Rules in Chapter 4 apply with respect to a
special AML/CTF Program as if the rule were made under paragraph 89(3)(b)
of the AML/CTF Act.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 6
Part 6.1
6.1.1

Verification of identity of customers

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to subsection 29(2), subsection 31(2), subparagraph
35(1)(b)(ii), subsection 35(2) and section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

Part 6.2

Verification of the identity of customers for the purposes
of section 35

6.2.1

For the purposes of subparagraph 35(1)(b)(ii) of the AML/CTF Act, section 35
will apply to a reporting entity in circumstances where the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that the customer is not the person that he or
she claims to be.

6.2.2

Where the circumstance specified in paragraph 6.2.1 above comes into
existence, the specified action for the purposes of subsection 35(2) of the
AML/CTF Act is set out at paragraph 6.2.3 below.

6.2.3

The reporting entity must, within 14 days commencing after the day on which
the circumstance specified in paragraph 6.2.1 above comes into existence, take
one or more of the actions specified below:
(1)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(2)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, certain KYC information
that has been obtained in respect of the customer;

for the purpose of enabling the reporting entity to be reasonably satisfied that
the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
Part 6.3

Verification of the identity of pre-commencement
customers

6.3.1

For the purposes of subsection 29(2) of the AML/CTF Act, the specified
action is as set out in paragraph 6.3.2.

6.3.2

The reporting entity must, within 14 days commencing after the day on which
the suspicious matter reporting obligation arose, take one or more of the
actions specified below:
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(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure unless the
reporting entity has previously carried out or been deemed to have
carried out that procedure or a comparable procedure;

(2)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(3)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, certain KYC information
that has been obtained in respect of the customer;

for the purpose of enabling the reporting entity to be reasonably satisfied that
the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
Part 6.4

Verification of the identity of low-risk service customers

6.4.1

For the purposes of subsection 31(2) of the AML/CTF Act, the specified
action is as set out in paragraph 6.4.2 below.

6.4.2

The reporting entity must, within 14 days starting after the day on which the
suspicious matter reporting obligation arose, take one or more of the actions
specified below:
(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure unless the
reporting entity has previously carried out or been deemed to have
carried out that procedure or a comparable procedure;

(2)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(3)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, certain KYC information
that has been obtained in respect of the customer;

for the purpose of enabling the reporting entity to be reasonably satisfied that
the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 7
Part 7.1

Applicable customer identification procedures deemed to
have been carried out by a reporting entity

7.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to sections 38 and 229 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

7.1.2

For the purposes of these Rules:
the first reporting entity means the reporting entity referred to in paragraph
38(a) of the AML/CTF Act; and
the second reporting entity means the reporting entity referred to in
paragraph 38(c) of the AML/CTF Act.

Part 7.2

Licensed financial advisers

7.2.1

A circumstance for the purposes of paragraph 38(b) of the AML/CTF Act is
that the first reporting entity has provided a designated service within the
meaning of item 54 of table 1 of section 6 of the AML/CTF Act to a
particular customer.

7.2.2

In relation to the circumstances specified in paragraph 7.2.1, the following
are conditions for the purposes of paragraph 38(d) of the AML/CTF Act:
(1)

the designated service referred to in paragraph 7.2.1 involved the first
reporting entity making arrangements for the customer to receive a
designated service from the second reporting entity;

(2)

the second reporting entity has obtained a copy of the record made by
the first reporting entity in accordance with subsection 112(2) of the
AML/CTF Act in respect of the customer or under an agreement in
place for the management of identification or other records, the second
reporting entity has access to the record made by the first reporting
entity in accordance with subsection 112(2); and

(3)

the second reporting entity has determined that it is appropriate for it to
rely upon the applicable customer identification procedure carried out
by the first reporting entity having regard to the ML/TF risk faced by
the second reporting entity relevant to the provision of the designated
service to the customer.
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Designated business groups

7.3.1

A circumstance for the purposes of paragraph 38(b) is that the first reporting
entity is a member of a designated business group as defined in section 5 of
the AML/CTF Act.

7.3.2

In relation to the circumstance specified in paragraph 7.3.1, the following are
conditions for the purposes of paragraph 38(d) of the AML/CTF Act:
(1)

at the time when the customer referred to in paragraph 7.3.1 becomes a
customer of the second reporting entity, or at any other time when a
customer is required to undergo the applicable customer identification
procedure by the second reporting entity, the second reporting entity is
a member of the same designated business group to which the first
reporting entity belongs;

(2)

the second reporting entity has obtained a copy of the record made by
the first reporting entity in accordance with subsection 112(2) of the
AML/CTF Act in respect of the customer or under an agreement in
place for the management of identification or other records, the second
reporting entity has access to the record made by the first reporting
entity in accordance with subsection 112(2); and

(3)

the second reporting entity has determined that it is appropriate for it to
rely upon the applicable customer identification procedure carried out
by the first reporting entity having regard to the ML/TF risk faced by
the second reporting entity relevant to the provision of the designated
service to the customer.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 8
Part 8.1

Part A of a standard anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing (AML/CTF) program

8.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 and (in relation to these Rules in
Parts 8.1 to 8.7 and 8.9) for the purposes of paragraphs 36(1)(b) and 84(2)(c)
of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
(AML/CTF Act). Part 7 of the AML/CTF Act obliges a reporting entity to
adopt and maintain an AML/CTF program relating to the provision of
designated services. A standard AML/CTF program is a program that applies
to a particular reporting entity. Standard AML/CTF programs are divided
into Parts A and B.

8.1.2

The primary purpose of Part A of a standard AML/CTF program is to
identify, manage and mitigate money laundering or terrorism financing
(ML/TF) risk a reporting entity may reasonably face in relation to the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or through a
permanent establishment in Australia. These Rules set out the requirements
with which Part A of a standard AML/CTF program must comply.

The risk-based approach and ML/TF risk
8.1.3

Some of the requirements specified in these Rules may be complied with by
a reporting entity putting in place appropriate risk-based systems or controls.
When determining and putting in place appropriate risk-based systems or
controls, the reporting entity must have regard to the nature, size and
complexity of its business and the type of ML/TF risk that it might
reasonably face.

8.1.4

For the purposes of these Rules, in identifying its ML/TF risk a reporting
entity must consider the risk posed by the following factors:
(1)

its customer types, including any politically exposed persons;

(2)

the types of designated services it provides;

(3)

the methods by which it delivers designated services; and

(4)

the foreign jurisdictions with which it deals.
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8.1.5

8.1.6

CHAPTER 8
Part 8.1

Part A must be designed to enable the reporting entity to:
(1)

understand the nature and purpose of the business relationship with its
customer types, including, as appropriate, the collection of information
relevant to that understanding; and

(2)

understand the control structure of non-individual customers;

(3)

identify significant changes in ML/TF risk for the purposes of its Part
A and Part B programs, including:
(a)

risks identified by consideration of the factors in paragraph 8.1.4;
and

(b)

risks arising from changes in the nature of the business
relationship, control structure, or beneficial ownership of its
customers; and

(4)

recognise such changes in ML/TF risk for the purposes of the
requirements of its Part A and Part B programs; and

(5)

identify, mitigate and manage any ML/TF risk arising from:
(a)

all new designated services prior to introducing them to the
market;

(b)

all new methods of designated service delivery prior to adopting
them;

(c)

all new or developing technologies used for the provision of a
designated service prior to adopting them; and

(d)

changes arising in the nature of the business relationship, control
structure or beneficial ownership of its customers.

Part A must include a requirement that, in determining what is an appropriate
risk-based procedure for inclusion in Part B of the reporting entity’s standard
AML/CTF program, the reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk
relevant to the provision of the designated service.

Application
8.1.7

Unless otherwise provided in the AML/CTF Act or these Rules, a reporting
entity must apply Part A to all areas of its business that are involved in the
provision of a designated service, including in relation to any function
carried out by a third party.
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CHAPTER 8
Part 8.3

AML/CTF risk awareness training program

8.2.1

Part A must include an AML/CTF risk awareness training program that
meets the requirements of paragraphs 8.2.2 to 8.2.3 below.

8.2.2

The AML/CTF risk awareness training program must be designed so that the
reporting entity gives its employees appropriate training at appropriate
intervals, having regard to ML/TF risk it may reasonably face.

8.2.3

The AML/CTF training program must be designed to enable employees to
understand:
(1)

the obligations of the reporting entity under the AML/CTF Act and
Rules;

(2)

the consequences of non-compliance with the AML/CTF Act and
Rules;

(3)

the type of ML/TF risk that the reporting entity might face and the
potential consequences of such risk; and

(4)

those processes and procedures provided for by the reporting entity’s
AML/CTF program that are relevant to the work carried out by the
employee.

Part 8.3

Employee due diligence program

8.3.1

Part A must include an employee due diligence program that meets the
requirements of paragraphs 8.3.2 to 8.3.4 of these Rules.

8.3.2

The employee due diligence program must put in place appropriate
risk-based systems and controls for the reporting entity to determine whether
to, and in what manner to, screen any prospective employee who, if
employed, may be in a position to facilitate the commission of a money
laundering or financing of terrorism offence in connection with the provision
of a designated service by the reporting entity.

8.3.3

The employee due diligence program must include appropriate risk-based
systems and controls for the reporting entity to determine whether to, and in
what manner to, re-screen an employee where the employee is transferred or
promoted and may be in a position to facilitate the commission of a money
laundering or financing of terrorism offence in connection with the provision
of a designated service by the reporting entity.

8.3.4

The employee due diligence program must establish and maintain a system
for the reporting entity to manage any employee who fails, without
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reasonable excuse, to comply with any system, control or procedure
established in accordance with Part A or Part B.
Part 8.4
8.4.1

A reporting entity’s Part A program must be approved by its governing board
and senior management. Part A must also be subject to the ongoing oversight
of the reporting entity’s board and senior management. Where the reporting
entity does not have a board, Part A must be approved and overseen by its
chief executive officer or equivalent.

Part 8.5
8.5.1

Oversight by boards and senior management

AML/CTF Compliance Officer

Part A must provide for the reporting entity to designate a person as the
‘AML/CTF Compliance Officer’ at the management level. The AML/CTF
Compliance Officer may have other duties.

Part 8.6

Independent review

8.6.1

Part A must be subject to regular independent review.

8.6.2

The frequency of the review should take into account the nature, size and
complexity of a reporting entity’s business, and the type and level of ML/TF
risk it might face.

8.6.3

While the review may be carried out by either an internal or external party,
the person appointed to conduct the review must not have been involved in
undertaking any of the functions or measures being reviewed, including:
(1)

the design, implementation, or maintenance of Part A of a reporting
entity’s AML/CTF program; or

(2)

the development of a reporting entity’s risk assessment or related
internal controls.

8.6.4

The reporting entity must be able to demonstrate the independence of the
reviewer.

8.6.5

The purpose of the review should be to:
(1)

assess the effectiveness of the Part A program having regard to the
ML/TF risk of the reporting entity;

(2)

assess whether the Part A program complies with these Rules;

(3)

assess whether the Part A program has been effectively implemented;
and
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(4)
8.6.6

The results of the review, including any report prepared, must be provided to
senior management and, where applicable, the governing board of the
reporting entity.

Part 8.7
8.7.1

assess whether the reporting entity has complied with its Part A
program.

Incorporation of feedback and guidance on ML/TF risks
from AUSTRAC

In developing and updating Part A of an AML/CTF program, a reporting
entity must take into account:
(1)

any applicable guidance material disseminated or published by
AUSTRAC; and

(2)

any feedback provided by AUSTRAC in respect of the reporting entity
or the industry it operates in,

that is relevant to the identification, mitigation, and management of ML/TF
risk arising from the provision of a designated service by that entity.
Part 8.8

Permanent establishments in a foreign country

8.8.1

The Rules in part 8.8 are made pursuant to section 229 of the AML/CTF Act
for the purposes of paragraph 84(2)(b) of that Act. The Rules in part 8.8
apply to a reporting entity in respect of any permanent establishment in a
foreign country at or through which it provides designated services.

8.8.2

Subject to 8.8.3 below, Part A of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program
must include systems and controls that meet the obligations under the
AML/CTF Act that apply to the provision by the reporting entity of
designated services at or through a permanent establishment of the reporting
entity in a foreign country.

8.8.3

Where a reporting entity’s permanent establishment in a foreign jurisdiction
is regulated by anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing laws
comparable to Australia, only minimal additional systems and controls need
to be considered.
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8.8.4

The requirements in parts 8.4 to 8.7 of these Rules apply in relation to a
permanent establishment in a foreign country at or through which a reporting
entity provides designated services. The requirements in parts 8.1 to 8.3 of
these Rules do not apply in relation to a permanent establishment in a foreign
country at or through which a reporting entity provides designated services.

Part 8.9
8.9.1

Note:

CHAPTER 8
Part 8.9

Reporting obligations

Part A of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program must include:
(1)

the obligations that apply to the reporting entity under sections 41, 43,
45 and 47 of the AML/CTF Act (reporting obligations); and

(2)

appropriate systems and controls of the reporting entity designed to
ensure compliance with the reporting obligations of the reporting
entity; and

(3)

the obligations that apply to the reporting entity under section 51F of
the AML/CTF Act and Chapter 64 of the AML/CTF Rules; and

(4)

where the reporting entity is a remittance dealer, the obligations that
apply to the remittance dealer under section 75M of the AML/CTF Act
(as applicable) to advise:
(a)

the AUSTRAC CEO of material changes in circumstances and
other specified circumstances under subsections 75M(1) and
75M(3) of the AML/CTF Act; or

(b)

the registered remittance network provider of material changes in
circumstances and other specified circumstances under
subsection 75M(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

Remittance dealers should also refer to Chapter 60 of the AML/CTF Rules
which specifies the material changes to registration details which must be
reported to the AUSTRAC CEO.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 9
Part 9.1

Part A of a joint anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing (AML/CTF) program

9.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 and (in relation to these Rules in
Parts 9.1 to 9.7 and 9.9) for the purposes of paragraphs 36(1)(b) and 85(2)(c)
of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
(AML/CTF Act). Part 7 of the AML/CTF Act obliges a reporting entity to
adopt and maintain an AML/CTF program relating to the provision of
designated services. A joint AML/CTF program is a program that applies to
each reporting entity that from time to time belongs to a designated business
group. Joint AML/CTF programs are divided into Parts A and B.

9.1.2

The primary purpose of Part A of a joint AML/CTF program is to identify,
manage and mitigate ML/TF risk faced by each reporting entity (in a
designated business group) in relation to the provision by the reporting entity
of designated services at or through a permanent establishment in Australia.
These Rules set out the requirements with which Part A of a joint AML/CTF
program must comply.

The risk-based approach and ML/TF risk
9.1.3

9.1.4

Some of the requirements specified in these Rules may be complied with by
putting in place appropriate risk-based systems and controls. In determining
and putting in place appropriate risk-based systems and controls, Part A must
have regard to the following factors in relation to each reporting entity in the
designated business group:
(1)

the nature, size and complexity of business; and

(2)

the type of ML/TF risk that might be reasonably faced.

For the purposes of these Rules, in identifying the ML/TF risk, Part A must
take account of the risk posed by the following factors in relation to each
reporting entity in the designated business group:
(1)

the customer types, including any politically exposed persons;

(2)

the types of designated services provided;

(3)

the methods by which designated services are delivered; and

(4)

the foreign jurisdictions dealt with.
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9.1.5

9.1.6

CHAPTER 9
Part 9.2

Part A must be designed to enable the group to:
(1)

understand the nature and purpose of the business relationship with its
customer types, including, as appropriate, the collection of information
relevant to that understanding; and

(2)

understand the control structure of non-individual customers;

(3)

identify significant changes in ML/TF risk for the purposes of the
group’s Part A and Part B programs, including:
(a)

risks identified by consideration of the factors in paragraph 9.1.4;
and

(b)

risks arising from changes in the nature of the business
relationship, control structure or beneficial ownership of its
customers; and

(4)

such changes in ML/TF risk to be recognised for the purposes of the
requirements of the group’s Part A and Part B programs; and

(5)

identify, mitigate and manage any ML/TF risk arising from:
(a)

all new designated services prior to introducing them to the
market;

(b)

all new methods of designated service delivery prior to adopting
them;

(c)

all new or developing technologies used for the provision of a
designated service prior to adopting them; and

(d)

changes arising in the nature of the business relationship, control
structure or beneficial ownership of its customers.

Part A must include a requirement that, in determining what is an appropriate
risk-based procedure for inclusion in Part B of the reporting entity’s joint
AML/CTF program, the reporting entity must have regard to ML/TF risk
relevant to the provision of the designated service.

Application
9.1.7

Unless otherwise provided in the AML/CTF Act or these Rules, each
reporting entity in the designated business group must apply Part A to all
areas of its business that are involved in the provision of a designated
service, including in relation to any function carried out by a third party.
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CHAPTER 9
Part 9.3

AML/CTF risk awareness training program

9.2.1

Part A must include an AML/CTF risk awareness training program that
meets the requirements of paragraphs 9.2.2 and 9.2.3 below.

9.2.2

The AML/CTF risk awareness training program must be designed so that
each reporting entity gives its employees appropriate training at appropriate
intervals, having regard to ML/TF risk it may reasonably face.

9.2.3

The AML/CTF training program must be designed to enable employees to
understand:
(1)

the obligations of the reporting entity under the AML/CTF Act and
Rules;

(2)

the consequences of non-compliance with the AML/CTF Act and
Rules;

(3)

the type of ML/TF risk that the reporting entity might face and the
potential consequences of such risk; and

(4)

those processes and procedures provided for by the reporting entity’s
AML/CTF program that are relevant to the work carried out by the
employee.

Part 9.3

Employee due diligence program

9.3.1

Part A must include an employee due diligence program that meets the
requirements of paragraphs 9.3.2 to 9.3.4 of these Rules.

9.3.2

The employee due diligence program must put in place appropriate
risk-based systems and controls for each reporting entity to determine
whether to, and in what manner to, screen any prospective employee who, if
employed, may be in a position to facilitate the commission of a money
laundering or financing of terrorism offence in connection with the provision
of a designated service by the reporting entity.

9.3.3

The employee due diligence program must include appropriate risk-based
systems and controls for each reporting entity to determine whether to, and in
what manner to, re-screen an employee where the employee is transferred or
promoted and may be in a position to facilitate the commission of a money
laundering or financing of terrorism offence in connection with the provision
of a designated service by the reporting entity.

9.3.4

The employee due diligence program must establish and maintain a system
for each reporting entity to manage any employee who fails, without
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CHAPTER 9
Part 9.6

reasonable excuse, to comply with any system, control or procedure
established in accordance with Part A or Part B.
Part 9.4

Oversight by boards and senior management

9.4.1

Except where paragraph 9.4.2 applies, the Part A program must be approved
by the governing board and senior management of each reporting entity in
the designated business group. Part A must also be subject to the ongoing
oversight of each reporting entity’s board and senior management. Where the
reporting entity does not have a board, Part A must be approved and
overseen by its chief executive officer or equivalent.

9.4.2

Where each member of a designated business group is related to the other
members, the Part A program may be approved by and subject to the ongoing
oversight of the governing board and senior management of the main holding
company of the group.

Part 9.5
9.5.1

AML/CTF Compliance Officer

Part A program must provide for the designated business group to designate
a person as the ‘AML/CTF Compliance Officer’ at the management level.
The AML/CTF Compliance Officer may have other duties.

Part 9.6

Independent review

9.6.1

Part A must be subject to regular independent review.

9.6.2

The frequency of the review should take into account the nature, size and
complexity of each reporting entity’s business, and the type and level of
ML/TF risk it might face.

9.6.3

While the review may be carried out by either an internal or external party,
the person appointed to conduct the review must not have been involved in
undertaking any of the functions or measures being reviewed, including:
(1)

the design, implementation, or maintenance of Part A of the joint
AML/CTF program; or

(2)

the development of any of the reporting entities’ risk assessments or
related internal controls.

9.6.4

The designated business group must be able to demonstrate the independence
of the reviewer.

9.6.5

The purpose of the review should be to:
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9.6.6

(1)

assess the effectiveness of the Part A program having regard to the
ML/TF risk of each reporting entity in the designated business group;

(2)

assess whether the Part A program complies with these Rules;

(3)

assess whether the Part A program has been effectively implemented;
and

(4)

assess whether each reporting entity in the designated business group
has complied with its Part A program.

The result of the review, including any report prepared, must be provided to
senior management and, where applicable the governing board of each
reporting entity in the designated business group.

Part 9.7
9.7.1

Incorporation of feedback and guidance on ML/TF risks
from AUSTRAC

In developing and updating Part A of a joint AML/CTF program, a reporting
entity must take into account:
(1)

any applicable guidance material disseminated or published by
AUSTRAC; and

(2)

any feedback provided by AUSTRAC in respect of the reporting entity
or the industry it operates in,

that is relevant to the identification, mitigation, and management of ML/TF
risk arising from the provision of a designated service by that entity.
Part 9.8

Permanent establishments in a foreign country

9.8.1

The Rules in 9.8 are made pursuant to section 229 of the AML/CTF Act for
the purposes of paragraph 85(2)(b) of that Act. The Rules in 9.8 apply to
those reporting entities in the designated business group that provide
designated services at or through a permanent establishment in a foreign
country.

9.8.2

Subject to 9.8.3, Part A of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program must
include systems and controls that meet the obligations under the AML/CTF
Act that apply to the provision by the reporting entity of designated services
at or through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in a foreign
country.

9.8.3

Where a reporting entity’s permanent establishment in a foreign jurisdiction
is regulated by anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing laws
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Part 9.9

comparable to Australia, only minimal additional systems and controls need
to be considered.
9.8.4

The requirements in parts 9.4 to 9.7 of these Rules apply in relation to a
permanent establishment in a foreign country at or through which a reporting
entity provides designated services. The requirements in parts 9.1 to 9.3 of
these Rules do not apply in relation to a permanent establishment in a foreign
country at or through which a reporting entity provides designated services.

Part 9.9
9.9.1

Reporting obligations

Part A must include:
(1)

the obligations that apply to each of the reporting entities under
sections 41, 43, 45 and 47 of the AML/CTF Act (reporting
obligations); and

(2)

appropriate systems and controls of each of the reporting entities
designed to ensure compliance with the reporting obligations of the
reporting entity; and

(3)

the obligations that apply to each of the reporting entities under section
51F of the AML/CTF Act and Chapter 64 of the AML/CTF Rules; and

(4)

where a reporting entity in the designated business group is a
remittance dealer, the obligations that apply to the remittance dealer
under section 75M of the AML/CTF Act (as applicable) to advise:
(a)

the AUSTRAC CEO of material changes in circumstances and
other specified circumstances under subsections 75M(1) and
75M(3) of the AML/CTF Act; or

(b)

the registered remittance network provider of material changes
in circumstances and other specified circumstances under
subsection 75M(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

Note: Remittance dealers should also refer to Chapter 60 of the AML/CTF Rules
which specifies the material changes to registration details which must be
reported to the AUSTRAC CEO.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 10
Part 10.1

Casinos

10.1.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

10.1.2

These Rules at paragraphs 10.1.3 to 10.1.8 apply with respect to designated
services provided by casinos other than online gambling services.

Customer identification
10.1.3

These Rules at paragraphs 10.1.4 to 10.1.6 are made pursuant to subsection
39(4) of the AML/CTF Act.

10.1.4

Subject to paragraph 10.1.6 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service
that:

10.1.5

10.1.6

(1)

is of a kind described in items 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9 of table 3 of section 6;
and

(2)

involves an amount less than $10,000.

Subject to paragraph 10.1.6 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service
that is of a kind described in items 1, 2, 4, 6 or 9 of table 3 of section 6 where
the service:
(1)

involves an amount of $10,000 or more; and

(2)

involves the customer giving or receiving only gaming chips or tokens.

The exemptions in paragraphs 10.1 4 and 10.1.5 of these Rules do not apply
in circumstances where a reporting entity determines in accordance with its
enhanced customer due diligence program that it should obtain and verify
any KYC information in respect of a customer in accordance with its
customer identification program.

Verification of identity
10.1.7

The requirements specified in paragraphs 6.2.3, 6.3.2 and 6.4.2 of these
Rules are modified as follows in respect of a reporting entity that is a casino:
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(1)

the specified action in paragraph 6.2.3 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the circumstance specified in
paragraph 6.2.1 comes into existence, or before the reporting entity
commences to provide another designated service to which Part 2 of
the AML/CTF Act applies, to the customer;

(2)

the specified action in paragraph 6.3.2 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the suspicious matter reporting
obligation arose, or before the reporting entity commences to provide
another designated service to which Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
applies, to the customer;

(3)

the specified action in paragraph 6.4.2 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the suspicious matter reporting
obligation arose, or before the reporting entity commences to provide
another designated service to which Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
applies, to the customer.

Record-keeping
10.1.8

This Rule is made pursuant to subsections 118(2) and (4) of the AML/CTF
Act. Sections 106 and 107 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply to a designated
service of a kind described in:
(1)

items 1, 2, or 6 of table 3 of section 6; or

(2)

item 4 of table 3 of section 6 to the extent that the service is provided
by giving the customer only gaming chips or tokens.

Part 10.2
10.2.1

On-course bookmakers and totalisator agency boards

These Rules at paragraphs 10.2.2 to 10.2.7 apply with respect to designated
services provided by a reporting entity that is an on-course bookmaker or a
totalisator agency board.

Customer identification
10.2.2

These Rules at paragraphs 10.2.3 to 10.2.5 are made pursuant to subsection
39(4) of the AML/CTF Act.

10.2.3

Subject to paragraph 10.2.5 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service of
a kind described in items 1 or 2 of table 3 of section 6.

10.2.4

Subject to paragraph 10.2.5 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service of
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Part 10.2

a kind described in items 4, 7, or 8 of table 3 of section 6 where that service
involves an amount less than $10,000.
10.2.5

The exemptions in paragraphs 10.2.3 and 10.2.4 of these Rules do not apply
in circumstances where a reporting entity determines in accordance with its
enhanced customer due diligence program that it should obtain and verify
any KYC information in respect of a customer in accordance with its
customer identification program.

Record-keeping
10.2.6

This Rule is made pursuant to subsections 118(2) and (4) of the AML/CTF
Act. Sections 106 and 107 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply:
(1)

to a designated service of a kind described in items 1, 2, or 6 of table 3
of section 6; or

(2)

a designated service of a kind described in items 7 or 8 of table 3 of
section 6 where that service involves an amount less than $10,000.

Verification of identity
10.2.7

The requirements specified in paragraphs 6.2.3, 6.3.2 and 6.4.2 of these
Rules are modified as follows in respect of a reporting entity which provides
a designated service that is an on-course bookmaker or a totalisator agency
board:
(1)

the specified action in paragraph 6.2.3 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the circumstance specified in paragraph
6.2.1 comes into existence, or before the reporting entity commences to
provide another designated service to which Part 2 of the AML/CTF
Act applies, to the customer;

(2)

the specified action in paragraph 6.3.2 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the suspicious matter reporting
obligation arose, or before the reporting entity commences to provide
another designated service to which Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
applies, to the customer;

(3)

the specified action in paragraph 6.4.2 must be taken within 14 days
starting after the day on which the suspicious matter reporting
obligation arose, or before the reporting entity commences to provide
another designated service to which Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
applies, to the customer.
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CHAPTER 10
Part 10.4

Gaming machines

These Rules at paragraphs 10.3.2 to 10.3.5 apply with respect to a designated
service provided by a reporting entity by way of a gaming machine other
than designated services provided at a casino.

Customer identification
10.3.2

The Rules at paragraphs 10.3.3 to 10.3.5 are made pursuant to subsection
39(4) of the AML/CTF Act.

10.3.3

Subject to paragraph 10.3.5 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service of
a kind described in items 5 or 6 of table 3 of section 6.

10.3.4

Subject to paragraph 10.3.5 of these Rules, the provisions in Division 4 of
Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply in respect of a designated service of
a kind described in items 9 or 10 of table 3 of section 6 where that service
involves an amount less than $10,000.

10.3.5

The exemptions in paragraphs 10.3.3 and 10.3.4 do not apply in
circumstances where a reporting entity determines in accordance with its
enhanced customer due diligence program that it should obtain and verify
any KYC information in respect of a customer in accordance with its
customer identification program.

Part 10.4

Accounts for online gambling services

Special circumstances that justify carrying out the applicable identification procedure
after commencement of the provision of a designated service
10.4.1

Subject to the condition specified in paragraph 10.4.2, online gambling
services are specified for the purposes of paragraph 33(a) of the AML/CTF
Act.

10.4.2

For the purposes of paragraph 33(b) of the AML/CTF Act, the special
circumstances in respect of online gambling services are only available if:
(1)

the customer is required to open an account in order to obtain the
service; and

(2)

the reporting entity does not permit the customer to withdraw any funds
from the account prior to carrying out the applicable customer
identification procedure.

The period ascertained in accordance with subparagraph 34(1)(d)(i) of the AML/CTF
Act
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For the purposes of subparagraph 34(1)(d)(i) of the AML/CTF Act, the
period is 14 days commencing on the day that the reporting entity opens the
account in the name of the customer.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 11

Compliance Report – reporting and
lodgment periods

These Rules are made under section 229 of the AML/CTF Act for the
purposes of subsections 47(1), 47(2) and 247(4) of that Act.

Reporting and lodgment periods
11.2

A reporting period is specified to be each successive period of 12 months
beginning on 1 January and ending on 31 December.

11.3

The lodgment period is specified to be the period of 3 months beginning at
the end of each successive reporting period.

Exemption from compliance reporting
11.4

For the purposes of subsection 247(4) of the AML/CTF Act, subsections
47(1) and 47(2) of that Act do not apply in circumstances where the reporting
entity:
(1)

only provided designated services during the reporting period of the
kind set out in items 31 and 32 of the table in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act as a registered remittance affiliate; and

(2)

did not provide any other designated service.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 12

Electronic funds transfer instructions

12.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for subparagraph
70(a)(i) of that Act.

12.2

For subparagraph 70(a)(i) of the AML/CTF Act, the following kind of
transfer instruction is specified:
(1)

a transfer instruction where money is to be paid by use of a credit card.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 13

Approved third-party bill payment
system

13.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the definition of
‘approved third-party bill payment system’ in section 5 of that Act.

13.2

For the definition of ‘approved third-party bill payment system’ in section 5
of the AML/CTF Act, the following bill payment systems are prescribed:

13.3

(1)

BPAY;

(2)

DEFT; and

(3)

The Australian Payments Clearing Association Limited’s direct entry
system.

In these Rules:
(1)

‘BPAY’ means a national bill payment service provided by banks,
building societies and credit unions registered with the BPAY scheme,
that is accessed by a registered business’ customer via the telephone or
internet and which enables the registered business to collect payments
from their customers electronically.

(2)

‘DEFT’ means direct electronic funds transfer which is a payment,
collection, receipting and reconciliation service that enables the
payment of bills by customers registered with the DEFT scheme
through the internet, BPAY, Australia Post offices, telephone or mail.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 14

Thresholds for certain designated
services

14.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for subsection
39(4) of that Act.

14.2

Subject to paragraph 14.5 below, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that:
(1)

involves issuing a cheque that an ADI, bank or other institution draws
on itself as described in the definition of ‘bill of exchange’ in section 5
of the Act as described in item 17 of table 1 in section 6; and

(2)

meets either of the following requirements:
(a)

the face value of the cheque is less than $5,000 (Australian or the
foreign equivalent) and the cheque is drawn from an account held
at the issuing:
(i)

ADI; or

(ii)

building society; or

(iii) bank; or
(iv) credit union; or
(v)

a representative office of a foreign bank; and

(vi) the cheque contains details of a payee; or
(b)

14.3

where subparagraph 14.2(2)(a) does not apply:
(i)

the face value of the cheque is less than $1,000 (Australian
or the foreign equivalent); and

(ii)

the cheque is funded by physical currency.

Subject to paragraph 14.5 below, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that:
(1)

involves issuing, cashing or redeeming a traveller’s cheque or
traveller’s cheques as described in items 25 or 26 of table 1 in section
6; and
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the total sum of the face value of the traveller’s cheques issued, cashed
or redeemed in any one transaction is less than $1,000 (Australian or
the foreign equivalent).

Subject to paragraph 14.5 below, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that:
(1)

is of a kind described in item 50 of table 1 or item 14 of table 3 in
section 6; and

(2)

meets either of the following requirements:
(a)

the value of the currency is less than $1,000 (Australian or the
foreign equivalent) into or out of an account, and the account
provider is:
(i)

an ADI; or

(ii)

a building society; or

(iii) a bank; or
(iv) a credit union; or
(v)
(b)

a representative office of a foreign bank; or

where subparagraph 14.4(2)(a) does not apply:
(i)

the value of the currency is less than $1000 (Australian or
the foreign equivalent); and

(ii)

the proceeds and/or funding source of the service described
in item 50 of table 1 or item 14 of table 3 are in the form of
physical currency.

14.5

The exemptions in paragraphs 14.2 to 14.4 of these Rules do not apply where
a reporting entity determines in accordance with its enhanced customer due
diligence program that it should obtain and verify any KYC information
about a customer in accordance with its customer identification program.

14.6

In these Rules:
(1)

‘KYC information’ has the meaning given by Chapter 1 of Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules Instrument 2007
(No. 1); and
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(2)
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‘representative office of a foreign bank’ is an office of the foreign bank
in Australia in respect of which the foreign bank has obtained written
consent to establish the representative office in Australia under
section 67 of the Banking Act 1959 from the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 15

Ongoing customer due diligence

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (the AML/CTF Act) for paragraphs
36(1)(b), 84(2)(c) and 85(2)(c) of that Act. Sections 136 and 137 of the
AML/CTF Act apply to each paragraph of this Chapter. The requirements set
out in these Rules do not apply in relation to a permanent establishment in a
foreign country at or through which a reporting entity provides designated
services. This Chapter commences on 1 June 2014.

KYC information and Beneficial Owner Information
Note:

Reporting entities that provide designated services to customers who are
custodians are exempt from the requirements specified in paragraphs 15.2
and 15.3 of these Rules in relation to certain beneficial owner information.
These exemptions are set out in paragraph 4.4.18 of Chapter 4 of these
Rules.

15.2

A reporting entity must include in Part A of its AML/CTF program
appropriate risk-based systems and controls to enable a reporting entity to
determine in what circumstances further KYC information or beneficial
owner information should be collected or verified in respect of customers or
beneficial owners of customers to enable the review and update of KYC
information and beneficial owner information for ongoing customer due
diligence purposes.

Note: ‘Beneficial owner information’ is the information referred to in Part 4.12 of
Chapter 4 of these Rules.
15.3

A reporting entity must undertake reasonable measures to keep, update and
review the documents, data or information collected under the applicable
customer identification procedure (particularly in relation to high risk
customers) and the beneficial owner identification requirements specified in
Chapter 4 of these Rules.

Transaction monitoring program
15.4

A reporting entity must include a transaction monitoring program in Part A
of its AML/CTF program.

15.5

The transaction monitoring program must include appropriate risk-based
systems and controls to monitor the transactions of customers.
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15.6

The transaction monitoring program must have the purpose of identifying,
having regard to ML/TF risk, any transaction that appears to be suspicious
within the terms of section 41 of the AML/CTF Act.

15.7

The transaction monitoring program should have regard to complex, unusual
large transactions and unusual patterns of transactions, which have no
apparent economic or visible lawful purpose.

Enhanced customer due diligence program
Note:

Reporting entities that provide designated services to customers who are
custodians are exempt from the requirements specified in subparagraphs
15.9(2), 15.10(1)(b), 15.10(1)(c), 15.10(2) and 15.10(4) of these Rules in
relation to underlying customers of custodians. These exemptions are set out
in paragraph 4.4.18 of Chapter 4 of these Rules.

15.8

A reporting entity must include an enhanced customer due diligence program
in Part A of its AML/CTF program.

15.9

Subject to paragraph 4.4.18, the reporting entity must apply the enhanced
customer due diligence program when:
(1)

it determines under its risk-based systems and controls that the ML/TF
risk is high; or

Note: Reporting entities should consider whether any beneficial owner of a
customer, including domestic or international organisation politically exposed
persons, should be considered high risk.

15.10

(2)

a designated service is being provided to a customer who is or who has
a beneficial owner who is, a foreign politically exposed person; or

(3)

a suspicion has arisen for the purposes of section 41 of the AML/CTF
Act; or

(4)

the reporting entity is entering into or proposing to enter into a
transaction and a party to the transaction is physically present in, or is a
corporation incorporated in, a prescribed foreign country.

The enhanced customer due diligence program must include appropriate riskbased systems and controls so that, in cases where one or more of the
circumstances in paragraph 15.9 arises, a reporting entity must undertake
measures appropriate to those circumstances, including a range of the
measures in subparagraphs 15.10(1) to (7):
(1)

seek information from the customer or from third party sources in order
to undertake one or more of the following as specified in
subparagraphs 15.10(1)(a) – (d):
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(a)

clarify or update KYC information already collected from the
customer;

(b)

subject to paragraph 4.4.18, clarify or update beneficial owner
information already collected from the customer;

(c)

subject to paragraph 4.4.18, obtain any further KYC
information or beneficial owner information, including, where
appropriate, taking reasonable measures to identify:

(d)
(2)

CHAPTER 15

(i)

the source of the customer’s and each beneficial owner’s
wealth; and

(ii)

the source of the customer’s and each beneficial owner’s
funds;

clarify the nature of the customer’s ongoing business with the
reporting entity;

undertake more detailed analysis of the customer’s KYC information
and, subject to paragraph 4.4.18, beneficial owner information,
including, where appropriate, taking reasonable measures to identify:
(a)

the source of the customer’s and each beneficial owner’s
wealth; and

(b)

the source of the customer’s and each beneficial owner’s funds;

(3)

verify or re-verify KYC information in accordance with the customer
identification program;

(4)

subject to paragraph 4.4.18, verify or re-verify beneficial owner
information in accordance with the beneficial owner identification
requirements specified in Chapter 4 of these Rules;

(5)

undertake more detailed analysis and monitoring of the customer’s
transactions – both past and future, including, but not limited to:

(6)

(a)

the purpose, reasons for, or nature of specific transactions; or

(b)

the expected nature and level of transaction behaviour,
including future transactions;

seek senior management approval for:
(a)

continuing a business relationship with a customer; and
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(b)
(7)
15.11

CHAPTER 15

whether a designated service should continue to be provided to
the customer;

consider whether a transaction or particular transactions should be
processed.

If the circumstances in subparagraph 15.9(2) arise, in addition to any other
appropriate measures in paragraph 15.10, a reporting entity must undertake
the measures in subparagraphs 15.10(2) and 15.10(6).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 16

Reportable details for international
funds transfer instructions (items 1
and 2 in section 46)

(Rules commencing on 12 December 2008)
16.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph
45(3)(b) of that Act.

Instructions transmitted out of Australia
16.2

A report about an international funds transfer instruction (the instruction),
within the meaning of item 1 of the table in section 46 of the AML/CTF Act,
must contain:
(1)

for an instruction within the meaning of paragraphs 70(b) or 70(c) of
the AML/CTF Act – the complete payer information under section 71
of the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

for an instruction within the meaning of paragraph 70(a) of the
AML/CTF Act – the tracing information under section 72 of the
AML/CTF Act;

(3)

the name or identity of the ordering institution;

(4)

where applicable, the name or identity of any branch or department of
the ordering institution which the payer requested to transmit the
instruction;

(5)

the name or identity of the institution (the sender) transmitting the
instruction to the beneficiary institution, if different from subparagraph
16.2(3);

(6)

where applicable, the name or identity of the sender’s branch or
department which transmitted the instruction, if different from
subparagraph 16.2(4);

(7)

the date on which the sender transmits, or is to transmit, the instruction
to the beneficiary institution;

(8)

the name or identity of the beneficiary institution;
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the name or identity of the branch or department of the beneficiary
institution at which the funds will be made available to the payee;

(10) the name of the payee;
(11) one or more of the following details:
(a)

the number of any account held by the payee with the beneficiary
institution through which the transferred money is to be made
available to the payee;

(b)

the payee’s full business or residential address (not being a post
box address);

(c)

where applicable, the type and number of identification relating to
the payee;

(12) the following details as appear in the instruction:
(a)

any information or directions provided by the payer to the payee
in relation to the instruction;

(b)

the name or identity of any interposed institution in the funds
transfer chain;

(c)

the name or identity and account number of any institution
through which the beneficiary institution will be reimbursed;

(d)

any information or directions provided by the ordering institution
or interposed institution to another institution in the funds transfer
chain under subsection 64(2) of the AML/CTF Act;

(e)

any other details relating to the instruction;

(13) the amount referred to in the instruction;
(14) the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction; and
(15) the date on which the transferred money becomes available to the
payee.
Instructions transmitted into Australia
16.3

A report about an international funds transfer instruction (the instruction),
within the meaning of item 2 of the table in section 46 of the AML/CTF Act,
must contain:
(1)

the name of the payer;
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(2)

the name or identity of the institution (the sender) transmitting the
instruction to the beneficiary institution;

(3)

the following details as appear in the instruction:
(a)

for an instruction within the meaning of paragraphs 70(b) or 70(c)
of the AML/CTF Act:
(i)

(ii)

one of the following:
(A)

the payer’s full business or residential address (not
being a post box address);

(B)

a unique identification number given to the payer by
the Commonwealth or an authority of the
Commonwealth (for example, an Australian Business
Number or an Australian Company Number);

(C)

a unique identification number given to the payer by
the government of a foreign country;

(D)

the identification number given to the payer by the
ordering institution;

(E)

if the payer is an individual—the payer’s date of
birth, the country of the payer’s birth and the town,
city or locality of the payer’s birth;

if the money is, or is to be, transferred from a single account
held by the payer with the ordering institution in Australia—
the account number for the account;

(iii) if subparagraph 16.3(3)(a)(ii) does not apply—either:
(A)

a unique reference number for the transfer
instruction; or

(B)

if the money is, or is to be, transferred from a single
account held by the payer with the ordering
institution—the account number for the account;

(b)

for an instruction within the meaning of paragraph 70(a) of the
AML/CTF Act – the tracing information under section 72 of the
AML/CTF Act;

(c)

the name or identity of the ordering institution, if different from
subparagraph 16.3(2);
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(d)

where applicable, the name or identity of any branch or
department of the ordering institution which the payer requested
to transmit the instruction, if different from subparagraph
16.3(3)(e);

(e)

where applicable, the name or identity of the sender’s branch or
department which transmitted the instruction;

(f)

the identification code assigned to the instruction by the sender;

(g)

the name or identity of the beneficiary institution;

(h)

the name or identity of any branch or department of the
beneficiary institution at which the funds will be made available
to the payee;

(i)

the date on which the beneficiary institution received the
instruction;

(j)

the name of the payee;

(k)

the payee’s full business or residential address (not being a post
box address);

(l)

the number of any account held by the payee with the beneficiary
institution through which the transferred money is to be made
available to the payee;

(m) the name or identity of any interposed institution in the funds
transfer chain;
(n)

the name or identity and account number of any institution
through which the beneficiary institution will be reimbursed;

(o)

any information or directions provided by the payer to the payee
in relation to the instruction;

(p)

any information or directions provided by the ordering institution
or interposed institution to another institution in the funds
transfer chain under subsection 64(2) of the AML/CTF Act;

(q)

any other details relating to the instruction;

(4)

the amount referred to in the instruction;

(5)

the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction; and
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the date on which the transferred money becomes available to the
payee.

A report under subsection 45(2) of the AML/CTF Act must contain the
following details about the person completing the report:
(1)

Full name;

(2)

Job title or position;

(3)

Telephone number; and

(4)

Email address.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Reportable details for international
funds transfer instructions under a
designated remittance arrangement
(items 3 and 4 in section 46)

(Rules commencing on 12 December 2008)
17.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph
45(3)(b) of that Act.

Instructions transmitted out of Australia
17.2

A report about an international funds transfer instruction (the instruction),
within the meaning of item 3 of the table in section 46 of the AML/CTF Act,
must contain:
(1)

if the transferor entity is an individual:
(a)

the transferor entity’s full name;

(b)

any other name used by the transferor entity, if known;

(c)

the transferor entity’s date of birth;

(d)

the transferor entity’s full residential address (not being a post box
address);

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
17.2(1)(d), if known;

(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(h)

the transferor entity’s occupation, business or principal activity and
ABN, if known;

(i)

a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
transferor entity, if applicable;
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the identification number assigned to the transferor entity, if
applicable;

if the transferor entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the transferor entity and any business name under
which the transferor entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the transferor entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the transferor entity, if known;

(d)

the full address (not being a post box address) of the transferor
entity at which the entity carries on business, or its principal place
of business;

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
17.2(2)(d), if known;

(f)

where the transferor entity has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(g)

where the transferor entity has an ABN – that number;

(h)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(i)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(j)

a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
transferor entity, if applicable;

(k)

the identification number assigned to the transferor entity, if
applicable;

(3)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of a non-financier (sender) that accepts the instruction
from the transferor entity, for the transfer of money or property under the
designated remittance arrangement;

(4)

the date on which the non-financier accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity;
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the name and address (not being a post box address) of the person at
which money or property is accepted from the transferor entity, if
different from subparagraph 17.2(3);

(5A) the number of the transferor entity’s account held with the person which
accepts the instruction from the transferor entity, if applicable;
(6)

where a person (other than the person referred to in subparagraph
17.2(3)) transmits the instruction for the transfer of money or property
under the designated remittance arrangement (transmitter):
(a)

if the transmitter is an individual:
(i)
the transmitter’s full name;
(ii)

any other name used by the transmitter, if known;

(iii)

the transmitter’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the transmitter’s address (not being a post box address);

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.2(6)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(viii) the transmitter’s occupation, business or principal activity,
if known;
(b)

if the transmitter is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the transmitter and any business name under
which the transmitter is operating;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the transmitter and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the transmitter, if
known;

(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transmitter
at which the transmitter carries on business, or its principal
place of business;
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(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.2(6)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

where the transmitter has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(vii)

where the transmitter has an ABN – that number;

(viii) the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;
(ix)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(6A) the name and address of the person in the foreign country to which the
sender and/or transmitter sent the instruction for the transfer of money or
property;
(7)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address of a person
(disbursing entity) who arranges for the money or property to be made
available or at which the money or property is, or is to be, made
available to the ultimate transferee entity;

(8)

the date on which the money or property becomes accessible for the
disbursing entity to make available to the ultimate transferee entity, if
known;

(9)

if the ultimate transferee entity is an individual, the ultimate transferee
entity’s:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth, if known;

(c)

address (not being a post box address);

(d)

postal address, if different from subparagraph 17.2(9)(c), if known;

(e)

telephone number, if known;

(f)

email address, if known;

(10) if the ultimate transferee entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the ultimate transferee entity and any business name
under which the ultimate transferee entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the ultimate transferee entity and
any business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);
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(c)

the business or principal activity of the ultimate transferee entity, if
known;

(d)

the address (not being a post box address) of the ultimate transferee
entity at which it carries on business, or its principal place of
business;

(e)

the ultimate transferee entity’s postal address if different from
subparagraph 17.2(10)(d), if known;

(f)

the ultimate transferee entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the ultimate transferee entity’s email address, if known;

(11) if money is to be transferred:
(a)

the amount referred to in the instruction;

(b)

the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction;

(12) if property is to be transferred (transferred property):
(a)

a description of the transferred property referred to in the
instruction;

(b)

the value of the transferred property referred to in the instruction;

(c)

the currency used to value the transferred property referred to in the
instruction;

(12A) if money is to be made available to the ultimate transferee entity by a
person in a foreign country depositing or arranging for the money to be
deposited into an account held by the ultimate transferee entity with that
person, whether or not held jointly with any other person or persons:
(a)

the account number of that account, if applicable;

(b)

the name in which the account is held, if applicable; and

(c)

the name and location of the institution at which the account is
held;

(12B) any reference number allocated by the non-financier to the instruction;
(13) any information given in the instruction about the reason for transferring
the money or property.
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Instructions transmitted into Australia
17.3

A report about an international funds transfer instruction (the instruction),
within the meaning of item 4 in the table in section 46 of the AML/CTF Act,
must contain:
(1)

(2)

if the transferor entity is an individual:
(a)

the transferor entity’s name;

(b)

any other name used by the transferor entity, if known;

(c)

the transferor entity’s date of birth, if known;

(d)

the transferor entity’s address (not being a post box address);

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
17.3(1)(d), if known;

(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(h)

the transferor entity’s occupation, business or principal activity, if
known;

if the transferor entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the transferor entity and any business name under
which the transferor entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the transferor entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the transferor entity, if known;

(d)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transferor entity at
which it carries on business, or its principal place of business;

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
17.3(2)(d), if known;

(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;
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for a person in a foreign country who accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity for the transfer of money or property (foreign entity):
(a)

if the foreign entity is an individual:
(i)

the foreign entity’s full name;

(ii)

any other name used by the foreign entity, if known;

(iii)

the foreign entity’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the foreign entity’s address (not being a post box address);

(v)

the foreign entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.3(3)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the foreign entity’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the foreign entity’s email address, if known;

(viii) the foreign entity’s occupation, business or principal
activity, if known;
(b)

if the foreign entity is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the foreign entity and any business name under
which the foreign entity is operating;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the foreign entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the foreign entity, if
known;

(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the foreign
entity at which it carries on business, or its principal place
of business;

(v)

the foreign entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.3(3)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the foreign entity’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the foreign entity’s email address, if known;
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(4)

the date on which the foreign entity accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity, if known;

(5)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of the foreign entity at which it accepts the instruction
from the transferor entity, if applicable and known;

(5A) the number of the transferor entity’s account held with the foreign entity
which accepts the instruction from the transferor entity, if applicable;
(6)

where a person (other than the foreign entity) transmits the instruction
for the transfer of money or property under the designated remittance
arrangement (transmitter):
(a)

if the transmitter is an individual:
(i)

the transmitter’s full name, if known;

(ii)

any other name used by the transmitter, if known;

(iii)

the transmitter’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the transmitter’s address (not being a post box address), if
known;

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.3(6)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(viii) the transmitter’s occupation, business or principal activity,
if known;
(b)

if the transmitter is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the transmitter and any business name under
which the transmitter is operating, if known;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the transmitter and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the transmitter, if
known;
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(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transmitter
at which it carries on business, or its principal place of
business, if known;

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.3(6)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(6A) the name and address of the entity in Australia to which the instruction
for the transfer of money or property was sent by the transmitter;
(7)

the date on which the non-financier arranges for the money or property
to be made available or makes or is to make the money or property
available to the ultimate transferee entity;

(8)

the name and full address (not being a post box address) of the nonfinancier (receiver) who arranges for the money or property to be made
available or that makes or is to make the money or property available to
the ultimate transferee entity in Australia;

(9)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of the person, if different from subparagraph 17.3(8),
at which the money or property is made or is to be made available to the
ultimate transferee entity in Australia;

(10) if the ultimate transferee entity is an individual, the ultimate transferee
entity’s:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth, if known;

(c)

full residential address (not being a post box address), if known;

(d)

postal address, if different from subparagraph 17.3(10)(c), if
known;

(e)

telephone number, if known;

(f)

email address, if known;

(g)

occupation, business or principal activity and ABN, if known;

(11) if the ultimate transferee entity is a non-individual:
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(a)

the name of the ultimate transferee entity and any business name
under which the ultimate transferee entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the ultimate transferee entity and
any business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the ultimate transferee entity, if
known;

(d)

the full address (not being a post box address) of the ultimate
transferee entity at which it carries on business, or its principal
place of business, if known;

(e)

the ultimate transferee entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 17.3(11)(d), if known;

(f)

where the ultimate transferee entity has an ACN or ARBN – that
number;

(g)

where the ultimate transferee entity has an ABN – that number;

(h)

the ultimate transferee entity’s telephone number, if known;

(i)

the ultimate transferee entity’s email address, if known;

(12) if money is to be transferred:
(a)

the amount referred to in the instruction;

(b)

the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction;

(13) if property is to be transferred (transferred property):
(a)

a description of the transferred property referred to in the
instruction;

(b)

the value of the transferred property referred to in the instruction;

(c)

the currency used to value the transferred property referred to in the
instruction;

(13A) if money is to be made available to the ultimate transferee entity by a
person in Australia depositing or arranging for the money to be deposited
into an account held by the ultimate transferee entity with that person,
whether or not held jointly with any other person or persons:
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(a)

the account number of that account, if applicable;

(b)

the name in which the account is held, if applicable; and

(c)

the name and location of the institution at which the account is
held;

(13B) any reference number allocated by the reporting entity to the instruction;
(14) any information given in the instruction about the reason for transferring
the money or property.
17.4

17.5

A report under subsection 45(2) of the AML/CTF Act must contain the
following details about the person completing the report:
(1)

Full name;

(2)

Job title or position;

(3)

Telephone number; and

(4)

Email address.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘identifier’ means a Bank Identifier Code (BIC), a Bank-State-Branch
identifying code (BSB) or Branch Registration Number (BRN)
previously registered with AUSTRAC.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Reportable details for suspicious
matters

(Rules commencing on 12 December 2008)
18.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph
41(3)(b) of that Act.

18.2

A suspicious matter report must contain the following information:
(1)

a statement of whether the person (first person) is a customer of the
reporting entity;

(2)

a statement of whether the first person has requested the reporting entity
to provide a designated service to the first person and that service is of a
kind ordinarily provided by the reporting entity;

(3)

a statement of whether the first person enquired of the reporting entity
whether it would be willing or prepared to provide the designated service
to the first person and that service is of a kind ordinarily provided by the
reporting entity;

(4)

a statement of whether the reporting entity has commenced to provide or
proposes to provide the designated service to the first person;

(5)

a description of any conditions in paragraphs 41(1)(d) to (j) of the
AML/CTF Act that relate to the provision or prospective provision of the
designated service by the reporting entity (suspicious matter);

(6)

a description of any designated service to which the suspicious matter
relates;

(7)

a description of the reasonable grounds for suspicion relating to the
suspicious matter;

Individual
(8)

if the first person is an individual:
(a)

the full name of the first person, if known;

(b)

the telephone number of the first person, if known;
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(c)

the full address of the first person (not being a post box address), if
known;

(d)

the postal address of the first person, if different from subparagraph
18.2(8)(c), if known;

(e)

the date of birth of the first person, if known;

(f)

the country of citizenship of the first person, if known;

(g)

the occupation, business or principal activity and ABN of the first
person, if known;

(h)

any other name used by the first person, if known;

(i)

the email address of the first person, if known;

(j)

a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
first person, if applicable;

Individual – where identity cannot be established
(9)

if the first person is an individual whose identity cannot be established;
for example, where the provision or prospective provision of the
designated service to which the suspicious matter relates occurred in a
face-to-face circumstance:
(a)

a description of the first person;

(b)

a statement of whether any relevant documentation exists including
a video or photograph, if known and held by the reporting entity;

(c)

a description of any such relevant documentation relating to the
first person, if known;

(d)

the address of the first person (not being a post box address), if
known;

(e)

the email address of the first person, if known;

Non-individual
(10) if the first person is not an individual:
(a)

the name of the first person and any business name under which the
first person is operating, if known;
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(b)

a description of the legal form of the first person and any business
structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main business
activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the first person, if known;

(d)

the full address of the first person (not being a post box address), at
which the person carries on business, or principal place of business,
if known;

(e)

the postal address of the first person, if different from subparagraph
18.2(10)(d), if known;

(f)

the telephone number of the first person, if known;

(g)

where the first person has an ACN or ARBN – that number, if
known;

(h)

where the first person has an ABN – that number, if known;

(i)

a description of any documentation relating to the first person to
which the suspicious matter relates, if known;

(j)

the name(s) of the beneficial owner(s) of the first person, if known;

(k)

the name(s) of the office holder(s) of the first person, if known;

(l)

the country at which the first person was incorporated, formed or
registered, if known;

(m) the email address of the first person, if known;
(n)

a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
first person, if applicable;

Agent
(11) a statement of whether a person dealing with the reporting entity in
relation to the provision or proposed provision of the designated service
to which a suspicious matter relates, is an agent of the first person
(agent);
(12) Where subparagraph 18.2(11) applies:
(a)

a statement of whether the agent is a customer of the reporting
entity;
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(b)

a description of the relationship between the agent and the first
person, if known;

(c)

a description of any evidence of the first person’s authorisation of
the agent, if known;

Agent – individual
(13) If the agent is an individual:
(a)

the full name of the agent, if known;

(b)

the date of birth of the agent, if known;

(c)

the full address of the agent (not being a post box address), if
known;

(d)

the postal address of the agent, if different from subparagraph
18.2(13)(c), if known;

(e)

the telephone number of the agent, if known;

(f)

the email address of the agent, if known;

(g)

the country of citizenship of the agent, if known;

(h)

the occupation, business or principal activity and ABN of the
agent, if known;

(i)

any other name(s) used by the agent, if known;

(j)

a description of any reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
agent, if applicable;

Agent – where identity cannot be established – individual
(14) if the agent’s identity cannot be established; for example, where the
provision or prospective provision of the designated service to which the
suspicious matter relates occurred in a face-to-face circumstance:
(a)

a description of the agent, if applicable;

(b)

a statement of whether any relevant documentation exists including
a video or photograph, if known and held by the reporting entity;

(c)

a description of any such relevant documentation relating to the
agent, if known;
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(d)

the address of the agent (not being a post box address), if known;

(e)

the email address of the agent, if known;

Agent – non-individual
(15) if the agent is not an individual:
(a)

the name of the agent and any business name(s) under which the
agent is operating, if applicable;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the agent and any business
structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main business
activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the agent, if applicable;

(d)

the full address of the agent (not being a post box address), at
which the person carries on business, or principal place of business,
if known;

(e)

the postal address of the agent, if different from subparagraph
18.2(15)(d), if known;

(f)

where the agent has an ACN or ARBN – that number, if known;

(g)

where the agent has an ABN – that number, if known;

(h)

a description of any documentation relating to the agent to which
the suspicious matter relates, if known;

(i)

the telephone number of the agent, if known;

(j)

the email address of the agent, if known;

(k)

the country in which the agent was incorporated, formed or
registered, if known;

(l)

the name(s) of beneficial owner(s) of the agent, if known;

(m) the name(s) of office holder(s) of the agent, if known;
(n)

a description of any reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
agent, if applicable;
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Other relevant information
(16) the date(s) on which any of the following occurs in respect of the
designated service to which the suspicious matter relates:
(a)

the reporting entity commences to provide or proposes to provide
the designated service to the first person; or

(b)

the first person requests the reporting entity to provide the
designated service, of a kind ordinarily provided by the reporting
entity, to the first person; or

(c)

the first person enquires of the reporting entity whether it would be
willing or prepared to provide the designated service, of a kind
ordinarily provided by the reporting entity, to the first person; or

(d)

the agent deals with the reporting entity in relation to the provision
or prospective provision of the designated service;

(17) the reporting entity’s identifier number (where applicable) or reference
number relating to the provision or prospective provision of the
designated service to which the suspicious matter relates;
(18) where an account provided by a reporting entity or another person relates
to the designated service to which the suspicious matter relates:
(a)

the name appearing on the account;

(b)

the name of the provider of the account, if known;

(c)

a description of the account, if known;

(d)

the account number, if known;

(e)

the name(s) of signatory(ies) to the account, if known;

(f)

the BSB number of the account, if applicable and known;

(g)

the date on which the account was opened, if known;

(h)

a description of any documentation relating to the account, if
known;

(i)

the balance(s) of the account on the date(s) to which a suspicious
matter relates, if known;

(19) the total amount related to the designated service to which the suspicious
matter relates, in Australian dollars and/or foreign currency;
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(20) where the total amount consists of components, for such of the
components which relate to the grounds for the suspicion, if applicable
and known:
(a)

a description of each of the components;

(b)

the amount of each of the components in Australian dollars;

(c)

the type of foreign currency and amount of the foreign currency,
where applicable, in relation to each of the components;

(d)

the name of the drawer or issuer of each of the components, if
applicable;

(e)

the name and branch of the institution or foreign financial
institution at which each of the components is, or was, drawn or
issued, if applicable;

(f)

the country in which the branch referred to in subparagraph
18.2(20)(e) is located;

(g)

the name of the payee of each of the components, where
applicable;

(h)

if the payee of each of the components is not the beneficiary, the
full name of the beneficiary, if known;

(i)

the date on which each of the components occurs;

(21) if applicable, where money or property is transferred or is to be
transferred under the provision or prospective provision of the
designated service to which the suspicious matter relates:
(a)

the full name of the sender;

(b)

the full address of the sender (not being a post box address);

(c)

the postal address of the sender, if different from subparagraph
18.2(21)(b), if known;

(d)

the telephone number of the sender, if known;

(e)

the email address of the sender, if known;

(f)

a statement of whether the money was transferred or is to be
transferred;
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(g)

a statement of whether the property was transferred or is to be
transferred;

(h)

a description of the property which is or is to be transferred;

(i)

the account number of the sender from which money or property is
transferred or is to be transferred, or where an account does not
exist, a unique reference number relating to the transfer of money
or property;

(j)

the name of the institution or entity that issued the account referred
to in subparagraph 18.2(21)(i);

(k)

the full name of any payee, if known;

(l)

if the payee is not the beneficiary, the full name of the beneficiary,
if known;

(m) the full address of the payee and/or beneficiary (not being a post
box address), if known;
(n)

the postal address of the payee and/or beneficiary, if different from
subparagraph 18.2(21)(m), if known;

(o)

the account number of the beneficiary and/or payee;

(p)

the name of the institution or entity that issued the account referred
to in subparagraph 18.2(21)(o);

(q)

the country in which the institution or entity referred to in
subparagraph 18.2(21)(p) is located;

(r)

the date on which the money or property is transferred or is to be
transferred;

(21A) where the designated service involves digital currency:
(a)

the denomination or code of the digital currency and the number of
digital currency units;

(b)

the value of the digital currency involved in the transaction,
expressed in Australian dollars, if known;

(c)

a description of the digital currency including details of the backing
asset or thing, if known;

(d)

the Internet Protocol (IP) address information of the first person, if
known;
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(e)

the social media identifiers of the first person, if known;

(f)

the unique identifiers relating to the digital currency wallet(s) of
the first person, if known; and

(g)

the unique device identifiers of the first person relating to or arising
from the transaction, if known;

(22) if another institution, entity or intermediary was involved in the reporting
entity’s provision or prospective provision of the designated service to
which the suspicious matter relates:
(a)

the full name of the other institution, entity or intermediary;

(b)

the branch name or country of the other institution, entity or
intermediary;

(c)

the country of the branch of the other institution, entity or
intermediary, if the country is not Australia;

(23) the name of the reporting entity;
(24) the full address and branch of the reporting entity (not being a post box
address), at which any of the following applies:
(a)

the reporting entity commences to provide or proposes to provide
the designated service (to which the suspicious matter relates) to
the first person; or

(b)

the first person requests the reporting entity to provide the
designated service (to which the suspicious matter relates), of a
kind ordinarily provided by the reporting entity, to the first person;
or

(c)

the first person enquires of the reporting entity whether it would be
willing or prepared to provide the designated service (to which the
suspicious matter relates), of a kind ordinarily provided by the
reporting entity, to the first person; or

(d)

the agent deals with the reporting entity in relation to the provision
or the prospective provision of the designated service (to which the
suspicious matter relates);

(27) if a suspicious matter has been reported or is to be reported to an
Australian government body that has responsibility for law enforcement
referred to in paragraph 123(9)(b) of the AML/CTF Act:
(a)

a description of the Australian government body;
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(b)

the address of the Australian government body;

(c)

a description of the information which was provided to the
Australian government body;

(d)

the date on which the suspicious matter is to be, or was, reported;

(28) where a suspicious matter reporting obligation has previously arisen for
the reporting entity in relation to the first person and was previously
reported to AUSTRAC under section 41 of the AML/CTF Act:

18.3

18.4

(a)

the date on which the suspicious matter was reported, if known;

(b)

any identifier number or reference number given by the reporting
entity to the previous report, if known.

A report under subsection 41(2) of the AML/CTF Act must contain the
following details about the person completing the report:
(1)

full name;

(2)

job title or position;

(3)

telephone number; and

(4)

email address.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Digital currency wallet’ means any service that allows a person to send,
request, receive, or store digital currency.

(2)

‘Unique device identifiers’ includes Media Access Control (MAC)
addresses, International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) numbers, and secure element ID
(SEID) numbers.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 19

Reportable details for threshold
transactions

19.1

This Chapter commences on 1 October 2011.

Note:

For obligations and liabilities under the Rules in Chapter 19 as in force on
30 September 2011, see subsection 7(2) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

19.2

These Rules are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph
43(3)(b) of that Act.

19.3

Subject to paragraph 19.4, a report under subsection 43(2) of the AML/CTF
Act must contain the following details about a threshold transaction:
(1)

(2)

if the customer of the designated service is an individual:
(a)

the customer’s full name;

(b)

any other name used by the customer, if known;

(c)

any business name(s) under which the customer operates, if
known;

(d)

the customer’s date of birth;

(e)

the customer’s full address (not being a post box address);

(f)

the postal address of the customer if different from that in
19.3(1)(e), if known;

(g)

the customer’s telephone number, if known;

(h)

the ABN of the customer, if known;

(i)

if the person conducting the threshold transaction is not the
customer, the details of the person specified in subparagraph
19.3(15)(a) and if applicable, 19.3(15)(b) and 19.3(15)(c), of
these Rules;

if the customer who is conducting the transaction is a signatory to the
account but not the account holder, only the following details are
required:
(a)

full name;
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(b)

any other name used by the signatory, if known;

(c)

date of birth;

(d)

full address (not being a post box address);

(e)

the postal address of the signatory if different from that in
19.3(2)(d);

(f)

telephone number, if known;

Where 19.3(2) applies, the details of the customer who is the account holder
must be supplied under subparagraphs 19.3(1) or 19.3(3).
(3)

(4)

if the customer of the designated service is not an individual:
(a)

the name of the customer and any business name(s) under
which the customer operates;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the customer and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example: partnership, trust
or company);

(c)

the full address of the customer’s principal place of business
(not being a post box address), if applicable;

(d)

the postal address of the customer if different from that in
19.3(3)(c), if known;

(e)

the ACN, ARBN and/or ABN of the customer, if known;

(f)

the customer’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the details of the person conducting the threshold transaction
specified in subparagraph 19.3(15)(a) and if applicable,
19.3(15)(b) and 19.3(15)(c), of these Rules;

the occupation, business or principal activity of the customer or the
relevant industry or occupation code(s) that applies to the customer’s
business or occupation, if known, such as (without limitation):
(a)

the Australian Bureau of Statistics in the Australian and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) 2006 (as
amended); or

(b)

the relevant industry code that applies to the customer’s
business as published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics in
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the Australian Standard Classification of Occupations
(ASCO) (as amended from time to time);
(5)

the date of the threshold transaction;

(6)

a description of the designated service provided or commenced to be
provided by the reporting entity to the customer which involves the
threshold transaction;

(7)

where applicable, the total of each of the following amounts, and the
sum of these amounts, provided to or received from the customer
relating to the threshold transaction:
(a)

money, including the total of each component thereof, and the
type and total of each currency where a component is physical
currency;

(b)

international funds transfers;

(c)

subject to 19.3(7)(f), cheques;

(d)

subject to 19.3(7)(f), bank cheques;

(e)

subject to 19.3(7)(f), bank drafts;

(f)

if the amount of 19.3(7)(c), (d) or (e) cannot be ascertained
individually, the sum of those amounts;

(g)

traveller’s cheques;

(h)

money or postal orders;

(i)

hire purchase or finance lease payments;

(j)

negotiable debt instruments;

(k)

benefit payments or payouts;

(l)

contributions or premiums;

(m)

derivatives or futures;

(n)

securities;

(o)

bullion;

(p)

stored value cards (including whether the card was issued or
topped up);
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(q)

gambling chips or tokens;

(r)

electronic gaming machine payouts;

(s)

winning tickets from wagering;

(t)

buying into a game (for a gambling service);

(u)

placing a bet; and

(v)

any other value;

CHAPTER 19

all of the following details, as applicable to the threshold transaction:
(a)

where the threshold transaction involves physical currency:
(i)

the total amount in Australian dollars;

(ii)

if the amount involves foreign currency, a description
and amount of the currency;

(iii)

the name(s) of the recipient(s);

(iv)

the full address(es) of the recipient(s) (not being a post
box address), if known;

(v)

the date(s) of birth of the recipient(s), if known;

(vi)

a description of the purpose of the transfer(s);

(vii)

if the purpose of the transfer(s) is to:
(a)

enable a cheque to be provided to the customer
using all or part of the physical currency
transferred by the customer; or

(b) enable the customer to receive physical currency
in exchange for all or part of a cheque produced
by the customer to the reporting entity;
the following details:
(c)

the name of the drawer;

(d) the name of the drawee; and
(e)
(b)

the amount of the cheque;

where the threshold transaction involves digital currency:
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(i)

the denomination or code of the digital currency and
the number of digital currency units;

(ii)

the value of the digital currency involved in the
transaction, expressed in Australian dollars, if known;

(iii)

a description of the digital currency including details
of the backing asset or thing, if known;

(iv)

the name(s) of the recipient(s);

(v)

the full address(es) of the recipient(s) (not being a post
box address), if known;

(vi)

the date(s) of birth of the recipient(s), if known;

(vii)

a description of the purpose of the transfer(s);

(viii) if the purpose of the transfer(s) is to:
(a) enable a cheque to be provided to the customer
using all or part of the digital currency transferred by
the customer; or
(b) enable the customer to receive digital currency in
exchange for all or part of a cheque produced by the
customer to the reporting entity;
the following details:
(c)

the name of the drawer;

(d)

the name of the drawee; and

(e)

the amount of the cheque;

(ix)

the Internet Protocol (IP) address information of the
customer and the recipient(s), if known;

(x)

the email address of the customer and the recipient(s),
if known;

(xi)

the mobile phone number of the customer and the
recipient(s), if known;

(xii)

the social media identifiers of the customer and the
recipient(s), if known;
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(xiii) the unique identifiers relating to the digital currency
wallet(s) of the customer and the recipient(s), if
known;
(xiv) the unique device identifiers of the customer and the
recipient(s), if known;
(c)

where the threshold transaction is of a kind specified in the
regulations involving money:
(i)

the total amount in Australian dollars;

(ii)

if the amount involves foreign currency, a description
and amount of the currency;

(iii)

a description of the type of specified transaction;

(iv)

the name(s) of the recipient(s);

(v)

the full address(es) of the recipient(s) (not being a post
box address), if known;

(vi)

the date(s) of birth of the recipient(s), if known;

(vii)

a description of the purpose of the transfer(s);

(viii) if the purpose of the transfer(s) is to:
(a)

enable a cheque to be provided to the customer
using all or part of the money transferred by the
customer; or

(b)

enable the customer to receive money in
exchange for all or part of a cheque produced
by the customer to the reporting entity;

the following details:

(d)

(c)

the name of the drawer;

(d)

the name of the drawee; and

(e)

the amount of the cheque;

where the threshold transaction is of a kind specified in the
regulations involving the transfer of property:
(i)

a description of the type of specified transaction;
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(ii)

the value of the transferred property in Australian
dollars;

(iii)

if value of the transferred property involves foreign
currency, a description and amount of the currency;

(iv)

the name(s) of the recipient(s);

(v)

the full address(es) of the recipient(s) (not being a post
box address), if known;

(vi)

the date(s) of birth of the recipient(s), if known;

(vii)

a description of the purpose of the transfer(s);

(viii) if the purpose of the transfer(s) is to:
(a)

enable a cheque to be provided to the customer
using all or part of the property transferred by
the customer; or

(b)

enable the customer to receive property in
exchange for all or part of a cheque produced
by the customer to the reporting entity;

the following details:
(c)

the name of the drawer;

(d)

the name of the drawee; and

(e)

the amount of the cheque;

(9)

a description of any account opened by the reporting entity that
involves the threshold transaction including the account’s identifying
number;

(10)

the name and if applicable, identifying number of the reporting entity;

(11)

the name and if applicable, identifying number of the reporting entity
at which the threshold transaction was conducted;

(12)

the address of the reporting entity at which the threshold transaction
was conducted;

(13)

any identifying or transaction number assigned to the threshold
transaction;
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a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
electronic data source(s) relied upon to verify the identity of the
customer, if applicable;

Individual conducting the threshold transaction is not the customer
(15)

subject to 19.3(17), all of the following details, where applicable, of
the threshold transaction conducted by an individual who is not the
customer:
(a)

if the person conducting the threshold transaction is an
individual:
(i)

the individual’s full name;

(ii)

any other name used by the person, if known;

(iii)

the individual’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the individual’s full address (not being a post box
address), if known;

(v)

the postal address of the individual if different from
that in 19.3(15)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the individual’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

a description of evidence of agency authorisation of
the individual, if any and known;

(viii) unless 19.3(15)(b)(ii) or 19.3(15)(c)(iv) applies, the
person’s occupation or principal activity, if known;
(b)

(c)

if the individual is an employee acting on behalf of the
customer, the following details in addition to those specified
in subparagraph 19.3(15)(a):
(i)

a statement of whether the person is conducting the
transaction as an employee of the customer;

(ii)

the individual’s title, role or position held with the
customer, if known;

if the individual is acting on behalf of a non-individual entity
that is not the customer, the following details in addition to
those specified in subparagraph 19.3(15)(a):
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(i)

the full name of the entity or business name under
which the entity operates, if known;

(ii)

the full address of the non-individual entity (not being
a post box address), if known;

(iii)

a description of evidence of agency authorisation of
the non-individual entity to act on behalf of the
customer, if any and known;

(iv)

the individual’s title, role or position held with the
non-individual entity, if known;

(v)

the ACN, ARBN and/or ABN of the non-individual
entity, if known;

(vi)

a statement of whether the person who is conducting
the transaction is acting on behalf of the nonindividual entity;

a description of the reliable and independent documentation and/or
reliable and independent electronic data relied upon to verify the
identity of the individual referred to in subparagraph 19.3(15), if
applicable;

Information required in certain circumstances
19.3

(17) (a)

where a threshold transaction occurs in the circumstances
specified in subparagraph 19.3(15) but the transaction:
(i)

involves a deposit service carried out in non-face to face
circumstances by the individual; or

(ii)

relates to the provision of a service of collecting,
holding, or delivery (including of pay-rolls) of physical
currency, collected from, held on behalf of, or delivered
to a person in the course of carrying on a business of
collecting, holding, or delivering physical currency, and
the physical currency was not collected:
(A)

by the provider of the service as consideration
for the supply of goods or services (within the
meaning of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010) other than the service of collecting or
holding physical currency; or

(B)

as a donation to a registered charity; then
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the provision of the following details, in addition to the details
in 19.3(1)-(14), only:
(i)

a statement that the circumstances in 19.3(17)(a)(i) or
(ii) apply.

Note: Where a reporting entity is unable to ascertain whether the circumstances in
19.3(17)(a) applies, the reporting entity can assume that the transaction was
carried out by the customer.
19.4

19.5

19.6

If the threshold transaction arises under a designated service that is of a kind
described in item 3 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act, the
reference to ‘customer’ in subparagraphs 19.3(2) to 19.3(14) inclusive will
be taken, in the first instance, to refer only to the holder of the account and
the signatory (if any) conducting the transaction in relation to the account,
provided that:
(1)

if there are other signatories to the account, the AUSTRAC CEO may
require the reporting entity to give to the AUSTRAC CEO, in the
form of a supplement to the subsection 43(2) report, the same
information that was submitted for the signatory conducting the
transaction set out in subparagraphs 19.3(2)(a) to (f) in respect of the
other signatories; and

(2)

nothing in paragraph 19.4 prevents a person (including the
AUSTRAC CEO) from exercising his or her power under the
AML/CTF Act (including under section 49) to obtain further
information or documents, including information or documents about
the other signatories (if any) to the account.

A report under subsection 43(2) of the AML/CTF Act must contain the
following details about the person completing the report:
(1)

full name;

(2)

job title or position;

(3)

telephone number; and

(4)

email address.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Digital currency wallet’ means any service that allows a person to
send, request, receive, or store digital currency.
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(2)

‘Non-face to face circumstances’ includes the use of an automated
teller machine or night or express deposit facility.

(3)

‘Unique device identifiers’ includes Media Access Control (MAC)
addresses, International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI),
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) numbers, and secure
element ID (SEID) numbers.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Record-keeping obligations under
section 114

20.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 247(4) of that Act.

20.2

Pursuant to subsection 247(4) of the AML/CTF Act, subsections 114(2),
114(3) and 114(5) of that Act do not apply to a designated service which is,
or is to be, provided in circumstances described in paragraphs 114(1)(a),
114(1)(b) and 114(1)(c), if the second reporting entity has:

20.3

(1)

access to records of identification procedures made by the first
reporting entity in accordance with subsection 112(2), under an
agreement in place for the management of identification records; and

(2)

determined that it is appropriate for it to rely upon the applicable
customer identification procedure carried out by the first reporting
entity having regard to the ML/TF risk faced by the second reporting
entity relevant to the provision of the designated service to the
customer.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘first reporting entity’ means the reporting entity referred to in
paragraph 114(1)(a) of the AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

‘second reporting entity’ means the reporting entity referred to in
paragraph 114(1)(b) of the AML/CTF Act.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Issuing or selling a security or
derivative

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules for issuing or
selling a security or derivative
21.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph (d) of
item 35 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) and subsection 247(3) of that Act.

21.2

For paragraph (d) of item 35 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF
Act, the condition applies that the service is not a disposal of a security or
derivative through an agent who is doing so in the course of carrying on a
business of disposing of securities or derivatives in the capacity of agent,
within the terms of item 33 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of that Act.

21.3

For subsection 247(3) of the AML/CTF Act, the following designated services
provided in any of the following circumstances are specified:
(1)

(2)

a person issuing or selling a security or derivative to another person
(transaction) under item 35 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act and the transaction occurs:
(a)

on a prescribed financial market; or

(b)

on a financial market in a foreign jurisdiction where:
(i)

the financial market uses a proprietary system to facilitate
the transaction; and

(ii)

as a result of the use of that proprietary system, it is not
reasonably practicable to conduct the applicable customer
identification procedure on the customer in that jurisdiction;
or

an issue of an interest in a managed investment scheme (including an
option to acquire an interest in a managed investment scheme) where the
managed investment scheme is quoted on a prescribed financial market,
in the following circumstances:
(a)

the issue is in accordance with relevant requirements in the
Corporations Act 2001 pursuant to a dividend or distribution plan
(also known as a distribution reinvestment plan); and

(b)

the interest is to be quoted on a prescribed financial market; or
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an issue of an interest in a managed investment scheme (including an
option to acquire an interest in a managed investment scheme) where the
managed investment scheme is quoted or to be quoted on a prescribed
financial market, in the following circumstances:
(a)

the issue is in accordance with relevant requirements in the
Corporations Act 2001 pursuant to fundraising (including an initial
public offering and a rights issue); and

(b)

the interest is to be quoted on a prescribed financial market.

an issue (but not sale, transfer or redemption) of an interest in a
registered managed investment scheme (except for an interest which
forms part of a stapled security) covered by item 35 of table 1 in
subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act (item 35 designated service) by a
reporting entity (first reporting entity) in the following circumstances:
(a)

the processing and settlement of the issue of the interest in the
registered managed investment scheme occurs through a MIS
service operated:
(i)

(ii)

only by:
(A)

a prescribed financial market; or

(B)

the operator of a financial market in respect of
which an Australian market licence exemption has
been made; or

only by both of the persons specified in subparagraphs
21.3(4)(a)(i)(A) and (B);

(b)

the interest in the registered managed investment scheme is not
quoted on a financial market; and

(c)

the customer of the item 35 designated service has also been
provided or will be provided with a designated service covered by
item 33 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act by
another reporting entity (second reporting entity); and

(d)

the second reporting entity:
(i)

is a participant;

(ii)

has carried out the applicable customer identification
procedure in respect to the customer; and
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(e)

21.4
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has confirmed, through the MIS service, to the first
reporting entity, that the applicable customer identification
procedure has been carried out for that customer by the
second reporting entity; and

prior to the first reporting entity issuing the interest in the
registered managed investment scheme to the customer, the first
reporting entity has received, through the MIS service,
confirmation from the second reporting entity that the applicable
customer identification procedure has been carried out in respect to
the customer.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Australian market licence exemption’ means an exemption from the
financial market licensing provisions in Part 7.2 of the Corporations Act
2001 granted pursuant to section 791C of that Act;

(2)

‘dividend or distribution plan’ has the meaning given by Chapter 19 of
the ASX Listing Rules issued, as in force on 22 April 2008, by ASX
Limited trading as the Australian Securities Exchange;

(3)

‘initial public offering’ in the context of an interest in a managed
investment scheme is an offering of that interest by a reporting entity, for
the first time, to an applicant who subscribes for that interest, before the
interest is quoted on a prescribed financial market;

(4)

‘interest’ in a managed investment scheme includes a stapled security
whereby one or more financial products are transferred together;

(5)

‘managed investment scheme’ has the meaning given in section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(6)

‘MIS service’ means an electronic facility which:
(a)

is solely used to receive, process and settle issues, sales, transfers
and redemptions of interests in managed investment schemes (and
associated receipts and payments); and

(b)

for an issue of a new interest in a managed investment scheme –
requires the applicable customer identification procedure in relation
to a customer to be carried out by the second reporting entity; and

(c)

requires the second reporting entity to, through the MIS service,
advise the first reporting entity when the applicable customer
identification procedure has been carried out in relation to the
customer to whom the interest is to be issued prior to the issue of
that interest;
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(7)

‘participant’ has the meaning given by section 761A of the Corporations
Act 2001;

(8)

‘prescribed financial market’ has the meaning given by section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001 and includes the Australian Securities Exchange
Limited (ACN 000 943 377);

(9)

‘registered managed investment scheme’ means a managed investment
scheme that is registered under section 601EB of the Corporations Act
2001;

(10) ‘proprietary system’ means a system or systems for the electronic
trading, clearing and settlement of transactions relating to securities or
derivatives;
(11) ‘rights issue’ has the meaning given by section 9A of the Corporations
Act 2001.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Exemption of certain types of
transactions relating to the over-thecounter derivatives market

22.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

22.2

Subject to paragraph 22.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:
(1)

is of a kind described in item 35 of table 1 in section 6 of the AML/CTF
Act; and

(2)

relates to the over-the-counter derivatives market in Australia in respect
of one or more of the following commodities or products:
(a)

electricity; or

(b)

gas; or

(c)

environmental products; or

(d)

coal, oil, diesel or other form of fuel used in the generation of
electricity by either:
(i) the provider of the designated service; or
(ii) the customer; or

22.3

(e)

interest rate derivative products; or

(f)

weather index or scale products relating to precipitation,
temperature, wind, humidity or solar exposure; or

(g)

foreign exchange derivative products; or

(h)

oil derivative products linked to gas supply contracts.

The exemption in paragraph 22.2 only applies if:
(1)

the person who provides the designated service:
(a)

is registered as a Registered Participant under the National
Electricity Rules; or
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(b)

is a Generator who under Rule 2.9.3 of the National Electricity
Rules is exempt from registration; or

(c)

is registered as a Rule Participant under the Wholesale Electricity
Market Rules; or

(d)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135A, is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; or

(e)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135ABA, is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; and

(f)

one of the following applies:
(i)

the person holds an AFS licence that authorises that person to
provide the designated service; or

(ii)

the person acts through an agent that holds an AFS licence
which authorises that agent to provide the designated service
on behalf of the person, or is appointed as an authorised
representative under section 916A of the Corporations Act
2001 to provide the designated service on behalf of the
person; or

(iii) the person is, by regulation made under section 134 of the
Electricity Industry Act 2004 (WA), exempt from the
requirement to hold an AFS licence which authorises that
person to provide the designated service; and
(2)

the person who is the customer of the designated service:
(a)

is registered as a Registered Participant under the National
Electricity Rules; or

(b)

is a Generator who under Rule 2.9.3 of the National Electricity
Rules is exempt from registration; or

(c)

is registered as a Rule Participant under the Wholesale
Electricity Market Rules; or

(d)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135A, is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; or
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(e)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135ABA, is registered
as a Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National
Gas Rules; or

(f)

is acting on behalf of a person specified in subparagraphs
22.3(2)(a)-(e).

Subject to paragraph 22.5, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:
(1)

is of a kind described in item 33 of table 1 in section 6 of the
AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

relates to the over-the-counter derivatives market in Australia in
respect of one or more of the following commodities or products:
(a)

electricity; or

(b)

gas; or

(c)

environmental products; or

(d)

coal, oil, diesel or other form of fuel used in the generation of
electricity by either:
(i)

the provider of the designated service; or

(ii)

the customer; or

(e)

interest rate derivative products; or

(f)

weather index or scale products relating to precipitation,
temperature, wind, humidity or solar exposure; or

(g)

foreign exchange derivative products; or

(h)

oil derivative products linked to gas supply contracts.

The exemption in paragraph 22.4 only applies if:
(1)

the person who provides the designated service:
(a)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person who is
registered as a Registered Participant under the National
Electricity Rules; or
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(b)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person who is a
Generator who under Rule 2.9.3 of the National Electricity
Rules is exempt from registration; or

(c)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person who is
registered as a Rule Participant under the Wholesale Electricity
Market Rules; or

(d)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person who in a
registrable capacity set out in Rule 135A, and is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; or

(e)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person in a registrable
capacity set out in Rule 135ABA, and is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; and

(f)

one of the following applies:
(i)

the person holds an AFS licence that authorises that
person to provide the designated service; or

(ii)

the person is appointed as an authorised representative
under section 916A of the Corporations Act 2001 to
provide the designated service; or

(iii)

the person is, by regulation made under section 134 of
the Electricity Industry Act 2004 (WA), exempt from the
requirement to hold an AFS licence that authorises that
person to provide the designated service; and

the person who is the customer of the designated service:
(a)

is registered as a Registered Participant under the National
Electricity Rules; or

(b)

is a Generator who under Rule 2.9.3 of the National Electricity
Rules is exempt from registration; or

(c)

is registered as a Rule Participant under the Wholesale
Electricity Market Rules; or

(d)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135A, is registered as a
Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National Gas
Rules; or
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(e)

in a registrable capacity set out in Rule 135ABA, is registered
as a Registered Participant under Rule 135AE of the National
Gas Rules; or

(f)

is acting in the capacity of an agent of a person specified in
subparagraphs 22.5(2)(a)-(e).

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘AFS licence’ refers to an Australian financial services licence granted
under section 913B of the Corporations Act 2001;

(2)

‘environmental products’ are transferable instruments created or
recognised under Commonwealth, State or Territory laws which are
intended to enhance environmental sustainability, reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, increase the generation of electricity from renewable
sources or encourage the efficient use of energy and including any
emissions trading or other scheme;

(3)

‘National Electricity Rules’ refers to the Rules made pursuant to the
National Electricity Law set out in the Schedule to the National
Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996 (SA);

(4)

‘National Gas Rules’ refers to the Rules made pursuant to the National
Gas Law set out in the Schedule to the National Gas (South Australia)
Act 2008;

(5)

‘Wholesale Electricity Market Rules’ refers to the market rules made
under the Electricity Industry (Wholesale Electricity Market)
Regulations 2004 (WA).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to OAIC or call 1300 363 992.
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Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules – persons
specified as ‘non-financiers’

23.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purpose of paragraph
(e) of the definition of ‘non-financier’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act.

23.2

For paragraph (e) of the definition of ‘non-financier’ in section 5 of the
AML/CTF Act, the following persons are specified:

23.3

(1)

a person carrying on an accounting practice; or

(2)

a person carrying on a law practice.

In this Chapter:
(1)

(2)

‘accounting practice’ means a business carried out by either of the
following:
(a)

an accountant (however described) that supplies professional
accounting services; or

(b)

a partnership or company that uses accountants (however
described) to supply professional accounting services;

‘law practice’ means a business carried out by either of the following:
(a)

a legal practitioner (however described) that supplies professional
legal services; or

(b)

a partnership or company that uses legal practitioners (however
described) to supply professional legal services.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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24.1

CHAPTER 24

Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules for
movements of physical currency into
or out of Australia

For the purposes of paragraph 53(8)(b) of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, a report in respect of a movement of
physical currency into or out of Australia must contain the following
information:
(1)

the full name of the person who is to move the physical currency into or
out of Australia (the person);

(2)

if the person is an individual:
(a) the person’s residential address;
(b) the person’s residential telephone number;
(c) the person’s date of birth;
(d) the person’s place of birth (including the town or city and country
of birth);
(e) the person’s ABN (if any); and
(f)

(3)

the person’s country or countries of citizenship;

if the person is not an individual:
(a) the address of the person’s registered office or principal place of
business;
(b) the person’s telephone number; and
(c) the person’s ACN or ARBN or ABN (if any);

(4)

if the person is not an Australian resident—the person’s address and
telephone number while in Australia;

(5)

the person’s occupation, business or principal activity;

(6)

a statement as to whether the physical currency is to be moved into
Australia or moved out of Australia;
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if the person is to bring the physical currency into Australia or is to take
the currency out of Australia:
(a) the unique identifying number of the passport pursuant to which
the person is travelling and name of the country that issued that
passport;
(b) where practicable – the unique identifying number of each other
passport held by the person and the country of issue for each
passport;
(c) the name of the city, town or port in Australia from which the
person is to depart or at which the person will enter;
(d) the name of the country and the city, town or port from which, or to
which, the physical currency is to be moved;
(e) the date on which the person is to bring the currency into or take
the currency out of Australia;
(f)

the number of the flight or the name of the vessel on which the
person is to bring the currency into or take the currency out of
Australia;

(g) the full name, residential address (not being a PO Box address),
ACN or ABN or ARBN (where applicable), telephone number,
occupation and business or principal activity of any person to
whom the physical currency is to be delivered;
(h) a statement as to whether the person was requested by a customs
officer or police officer to provide the report for the purposes of
clause 53;
(8)

if the person is to send the physical currency into or out of Australia:
(a) the name of the country and the city, town or port from which the
physical currency is to be despatched;
(b) the name of the country and the city, town or port to which the
physical currency is to be despatched;
(c) the means by which the physical currency is to be sent – for
example, by post, by ship or through a courier or another person;
(d) the name, address and telephone number of the individual or
service provider who is to move the physical currency on behalf of
the person;
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(e) if the physical currency is to be shipped – the name of the vessel on
which it is to be shipped, if known; and
(f)

the date on which the physical currency is to be sent into or out of
Australia, or – in the case of physical currency being posted – the
date on which it was posted;

(g) the full name, address (not being a PO Box address) occupation,
business or principal activity, telephone number and ACN or
ARBN or ABN (to the extent the information is known) of any
person to whom the physical currency is to be sent;
(9)

if the person is to move the physical currency into or out of Australia on
behalf of another person:
(a) the name of that person;
(b) if that person is an individual – his or her residential address and
residential telephone number;
(c) if that person is an individual – his or her ABN (if any);
(d) if that person is not an individual:
(i)

the address and telephone number of that person’s registered
office or principal place of business; and

(ii)

any ACN or ARBN or ABN of that person (if known);

(e) the occupation or the business or principal activity of that person;
and
(f)

the full name, address (not being a PO Box address), occupation,
business or principal activity, telephone number and ACN or
ARBN or ABN (to the extent the information is known) of the
person to whom the physical currency is to be delivered;

(10) whether the physical currency to be moved is in Australian currency or
foreign currency; and
(11) the name of the currency and the amount as denominated in that
currency;
24.2

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘passport’ means:
(a) a passport issued by the Commonwealth; or
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(b) a passport or a similar document issued for the purpose of
international travel, that:
(i)

contains a photograph and the signature of the person in
whose name the document is issued; and

(ii)

is issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or an
agency of the United Nations.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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25.1

CHAPTER 25

Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules for receipts
of physical currency from outside
Australia

For the purposes of paragraph 55(5)(b) of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, a report must contain the following
details:
(1)

the full name of the person receiving the physical currency (the person);

(2)

if the person is an individual:
(a) the person’s residential address;
(b) the person’s residential telephone number;
(c) the person’s date of birth;
(d) the person’s place of birth (including the town or city and country
of birth);
(e) the person’s ABN (if any); and
(f)

(3)

the person’s country or countries of citizenship;

if the person is not an individual:
(a) the address of the person’s registered office or principal place of
business;
(b) the person’s telephone number; and
(c) the person’s ACN or ARBN or ABN (if any);

(4)

if the person is not an Australian resident—the person’s address and
telephone number while in Australia;

(5)

the person’s occupation, business or principal activity;

(6)

whether the physical currency being received is in Australian currency
or foreign currency;
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(7)

the name of the currency and the amount as denominated in that
currency;

(8)

the name, address (not being a PO Box address) and telephone number
of the person who sent the physical currency to the recipient;

(9)

the means by which the physical currency has been moved to the person
from outside Australia – for example, by hand delivery by a person who
has travelled to Australia, by post, by ship or by courier;

(10) the name of the person or the service provider who moved the physical
currency to the recipient from outside Australia;
(11) the name of the city, town or port in Australia at which the physical
currency was received;
(12) if the recipient is receiving the physical currency on behalf of another
person;
(a) the name of that person;
(b) if that person is an individual – his or her residential address and
residential telephone number;
(c) if that person is not an individual:
(i)

the address and telephone number of that person’s registered
office or principal place of business; and

(ii)

any ACN or ARBN or ABN of that person (if known);

(d) the occupation or the business or principal activity of that person;
and
(e) the full name, address (not being a PO Box address), occupation,
telephone number and business or principal activity of the person
to whom the physical currency is to be delivered; and
(13) if the recipient knows, the date on which the physical currency entered
Australia.
25.2

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘passport’ means:
(a) a passport issued by the Commonwealth; or
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(b) a passport or a similar document issued for the purpose of
international travel, that:
(i)

contains a photograph and the signature of the person in
whose name the document is issued; and

(ii)

is issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or an
agency of the United Nations.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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26.1

CHAPTER 26

Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules for
movements of bearer negotiable
instruments into or out of Australia

For the purposes of paragraph 59(2)(b) of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, a report in respect of one or more
bearer negotiable instruments must contain the following information:
(1)

the full name of the person giving the report (the person);

(2)

the person’s residential address;

(3)

if the person is an Australian resident:
(a) the person’s residential; and
(b) business telephone numbers;

(4)

if the person is not an Australian resident—the person’s:
(a) residential address; and
(b) residential telephone number while in Australia;

(5)

the person’s date of birth;

(6)

the person’s place of birth (including the town or city and country of
birth);

(7)

the person’s country or countries of citizenship;

(8)

the person’s occupation, business or principal activity;

(9)

the unique identifying number of the passport pursuant to which the
person is travelling and the name of the country that issued that
passport;

(10) where practicable – the unique identifying number of each other
passport held by the person and the country of issue for each passport;
(11) a statement as to whether the person is leaving or arriving in Australia;
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(12) the name of the city, town or port in Australia from which the person is
departing or at which the person is entering;
(13) the date on which the person is entering or leaving Australia;
(14) the number of the flight or the name of the vessel on which the person is
entering or leaving Australia;
(15) a description of the type of bearer negotiable instrument;
(16) the currency in which the bearer negotiable instrument is denominated;
(17) the amount payable, if any, under the bearer negotiable instrument in
that currency;
(18) the full name of the issuer or drawer of the bearer negotiable instrument;
(19) the name of the country, and the city or town in that country, at which
the bearer negotiable instrument was issued;
(20) any reference number that appears on the face of the bearer negotiable
instrument;
(21) the name of the country, and the city, town or port in that country, to
which the bearer negotiable instrument is being carried;
(22) the name of the country, and the city, town or port in that country, from
which the bearer negotiable instrument is being carried;
(23) the full name of any payee (where applicable) of the bearer negotiable
instrument;
(24) if the person is to deliver the bearer negotiable instrument to another
person:
(a) where that other person is an individual:
(i)

the full name of that individual;

(ii)

the residential address and residential telephone number of
that individual;

(iii) if known – the ABN (if any) of that individual; and
(iv)

the occupation, business or principal activity of that
individual,

(b) in any other case:
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(i)

the full name of that other person;

(ii)

the address and telephone number of the registered office or
principal place of business of that other person;

(iii) if known – the ACN or ARBN or ABN (if any) of that other
person; and
(iv)

the business or principal activity of that other person;

(25) if the person is carrying the bearer negotiable instrument on behalf of
another person:
(a) where that other person is an individual:
(i)

the full name of that individual;

(ii)

the residential address and residential telephone number of
that individual;

(iii) if known – the ABN (if any) of that individual; and
(iv)

the occupation, business or principal activity of that
individual;

(b) in any other case:
(i)

the full name and (if known) business name of that other
person;

(ii)

the address and telephone number of the registered office or
principal place of business of that other person;

(iii) if known – the ACN or ARBN or ABN (if any) of that other
person; and
(iv)
26.2

the business or principal activity of that other person.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘passport’ means:
(a) a passport issued by the Commonwealth; or
(b) a passport or a similar document issued for the purpose of
international travel, that:
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(i)

contains a photograph and the signature of the person in
whose name the document is issued; and

(ii)

is issued by a foreign government, the United Nations or an
agency of the United Nations.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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27.1

CHAPTER 27

Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules for
registrable details relating to the
Register of Providers of Designated
Remittance Services and the
Remittance Sector Register

For the purposes of section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 the registrable details:
(A)

in relation to the Register of Providers of Designated Remittance
Services (old Register), are:
(1)

any business name under which the person is operating;

(2)

a description of whether the person is operating as a sole trader,
company, partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

(3)

the full street address at which the person provides registrable
designated remittance services, including the full street address of
each branch of the person;

(4)

if the person has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(5)

if the person has an ABN – that number;

(6)

if the person holds an Australian financial services licence (AFSL)
– the number of that licence;

(7)

the person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

(8)

the person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business;

(9)

the person’s email address at its principal place of business;

(10) the full name, date of birth, residential address and residential
telephone number of:
(a)

if the person is a sole trader – that individual; or

(b)

if the person comprises a partnership – each partner;
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in any other case, except if the person is a company – each
individual who has effective control of the business;

(11) for the individual who is, or is to be, the primary contact for any
dealings with AUSTRAC, the individual’s:
(a)

full name; and

(b)

position or title; and

(c)

telephone number; and

(d)

facsimile number; and

(e)

email address;

(12) a description of business carried on by the person including:
(a)

the main destination(s) where money or property is to be
received or is likely to be received as a result of a transfer by
the person under a designated remittance arrangement;

(b)

the main destination(s) from which money or property is to
be transferred or is likely to be transferred by the person
under a designated remittance arrangement; and

(c)

the nature of any other business carried on by the person at
the address(es) referred to in paragraph 27.1(A)(3);

(13) if the person provides a registrable designated remittance service
through an agent:
(a)

if the agent is an individual – the full name, date of birth,
residential address, telephone number and facsimile number
of the agent;

(b)

if the agent is not an individual – the full name and business
name of the agent, the ACN or ARBN and ABN (if
applicable), and the address, telephone number and facsimile
number of the agent’s registered office or principal place of
business;

(14) the date on which the person commenced or is to commence
offering registrable designated remittance services.
(B)

in relation to the Remittance Sector Register, are:
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If the person is registered as a remittance network provider
(1)

The business name(s) under which the person is carrying on a
business, or proposes to carry on a business, of providing a
registrable designated remittance service;

(2)

a description of whether the person is operating as an individual,
company, partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

(3)

the full street address of the person’s principal place of business at
which the person provides or proposes to provide a designated
service, not being a branch of that person;

(4)

if the person has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(5)

if the person has an ABN – that number;

(6)

if the person holds an Australian financial services licence (AFSL)
– the number of that licence;

(7)

if the person holds an Australian credit licence – the number of that
licence;

(8)

the foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or
Australian credit licence number, together with the country in
which the number was issued;

(9)

if the person is registered or licensed in a foreign country to
provide remittance services – details of that registration or licence;

(10) the person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;
(11) the person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if
applicable);
(12) the person’s email address at its principal place of business (if
applicable);
(13) the full name and business address (not being a post box address),
and, where applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the person is an individual – that individual;

(b)

if the person comprises a partnership – the full name and
address (not being a post box address) of each partner of the
partnership;
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(c)

if the person is a trust – the name of each trustee;

(d)

if the person is a company – the beneficial owner(s) of the
company;

(14) in respect of the authorised individual and each of the key
personnel, those individuals’:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

(15) a description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on
by the person;
(16) the date on which the person commenced or is to commence
offering registrable designated remittance services;
(17) whether the person or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to
money laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people
smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the
AML/CTF Act, or an offence under the Financial
Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the
AML/CTF Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an
entity, or commercial or professional activities, which were
determined adversely to the person or any of its key
personnel (including by the person or any of its key
personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an
undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct)
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and which reflected adversely on the person’s competence,
diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity;
and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the
person and each of its key personnel.
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
(18) Details of whether the person is:
(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

if so
(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors
of the other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other
entity or entities (as applicable);

(19) the business contact details of the individual who completed the
application for registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.

If the person is registered as a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider
(20) The business name(s) under which the remittance affiliate is
carrying on a business, or proposes to carry on a business, of
providing a registrable designated remittance service;
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(21) a description of whether the remittance affiliate is operating as an
individual, company, partnership, trust or through any other legal
structure;
(22) the full street address of the remittance affiliate’s principal place of
business at which the remittance affiliate provides or proposes to
provide a designated service, not being a branch of that person;
(23) if the remittance affiliate has an ACN or ARBN – that number;
(24) if the remittance affiliate has an ABN – that number;
(25) if the remittance affiliate holds an Australian financial services
licence (AFSL) – the number of that licence;
(26) if the remittance affiliate holds an Australian credit licence – the
number of that licence;
(27) the foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or
Australian credit licence number, together with the country in
which the number was issued;
(28) if the remittance affiliate is registered or licensed in a foreign
country to provide remittance services – details of that registration
or licence;
(29) the remittance affiliate’s telephone number at its principal place of
business;
(30) the remittance affiliate’s facsimile number at its principal place of
business (if applicable);
(31) the remittance affiliate’s email address at its principal place of
business (if applicable);
(32) the full name and business address (not being a post box address),
and, where applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the remittance affiliate is an individual – that individual;

(b)

if the remittance affiliate comprises a partnership – the full
name and address (not being a post box address) of each
partner of the partnership;

(c)

if the remittance affiliate is a trust – the name of each trustee;
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if the remittance affiliate is a company – the beneficial
owner(s) of the company;

(33) in respect of the authorised individual and each of the key
personnel, those individuals’:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

(34) a description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on
by the remittance affiliate;
(35) the date on which the remittance affiliate commenced or is to
commence offering registrable designated remittance services;
(36) whether the remittance affiliate or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to
money laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people
smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the
AML/CTF Act, or an offence under the Financial
Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the
AML/CTF Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an
entity, or commercial or professional activities, which were
determined adversely to the remittance affiliate or any of its
key personnel (including by the remittance affiliate or any of
its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or
giving an undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper
conduct) and which reflected adversely on the remittance
affiliate’s competence, diligence, judgement, honesty or
integrity;
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and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the
remittance affiliate and each of its key personnel.
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
(37) Details of whether the remittance affiliate is:
(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

if so
(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors
of the other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other
entity or entities (as applicable);

(38) the business contact details of the individual who completed the
remittance affiliate’s application for registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.

If the person is registered as an independent remittance dealer or if a person is an
independent remittance dealer who is also registered as a remittance affiliate
(39) The business name(s) under which the person is carrying on a
business, or proposes to carry on a business, of providing a
registrable designated remittance service;
(40) a description of whether the person is operating as an individual,
company, partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;
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(41) the full street address of the person’s principal place of business at
which the person provides or proposes to provide a designated
service, not being a branch of that person;
(42) if the person has an ACN or ARBN – that number;
(43) if the person has an ABN – that number;
(44) if the person holds an Australian financial services licence (AFSL)
–the number of that licence;
(45) if the person holds an Australian credit licence – the number of that
licence;
(46) the foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or
Australian credit licence number, together with the country in
which the number was issued;
(47) if the person is registered or licensed in a foreign country to
provide remittance services – details of that registration or licence;
(48) the person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;
(49) the person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if
applicable);
(50) the person’s email address at its principal place of business (if
applicable);
(51) the full name and business address (not being a post box address),
and, where applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the person is an individual – that individual;

(b)

if the person comprises a partnership – the full name and
address (not being a post box address) of each partner of the
partnership;

(c)

if the person is a trust – the name of each trustee;

(d)

if the person is a company – the beneficial owner(s) of the
company;

(52) in respect of the authorised individual and each of the key
personnel, those individuals’:
(a)

full name;
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(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

(53) a description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on
by the person;
(54) the date on which the person commenced or is to commence
offering registrable designated remittance services;
(55) whether the person or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to
money laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people
smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the
AML/CTF Act, or an offence under the Financial
Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the
AML/CTF Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an
entity, or commercial or professional activities, which were
determined adversely to the person or any of its key
personnel (including by the person or any of its key
personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an
undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct)
and which reflected adversely on the person’s competence,
diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity;

and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the
person and each of its key personnel.
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
(56) Details of whether the person is:
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(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

CHAPTER 27

if so
(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors
of the other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other
entity or entities (as applicable);

(57) the business contact details of the individual who completed the
application for registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.

Note: Section 75A of the AML/CTF Act specifies that the following details must be
entered on the Remittance Sector Register if the AUSTRAC CEO decides to
register a person under subsection 75C(2): ‘the name of the person’, ‘whether
the person is registered as (i) a remittance network provider, (ii) an
independent remittance dealer, or (iii) a remittance affiliate of a registered
remittance network provider’, ‘if the person is registered as a remittance
affiliate of a registered remittance network provider – the name of the
registered remittance network provider’, ‘any conditions to which the
registration of the person is subject’, and ‘the date on which the registration
takes effect’.
27.2

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a)

a beneficial owner; or
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(b)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act
2001 or;

(c)

is an employee of the person registered on the Remittance
Sector Register who has been authorised in writing by the
registered person to act in this capacity;

(2)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(3)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘control’ has the meaning given by section 50AA of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(5)

‘destination’ includes country and a city or town of that country;

(6)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a
government body;

(7)

‘entity’ has the same meaning as in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001;

(8)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(9)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a)

(b)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is
a natural person that is;
(i)

a beneficial owner; or

(ii)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body
corporate with duties of such responsibility that his or
her conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the
body corporate's policy;

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;
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(10) ‘old Register’ means the Register of Providers of Designated
Remittance Services within the meaning of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, as in
force immediately before the registration commencement day.
Note:
2011.

The registration commencement day was 1 November

(11) ‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants
by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime;

(12) ‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;
(13) ‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;
(14) ‘subsidiary’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act
2001;
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(15) ‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or

(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that
corresponds to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Applicable customer identification
procedures in certain circumstances –
assignment, conveyance, sale or
transfer of businesses

28.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

28.2

Subject to paragraphs 28.4 and 28.5, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF
Act does not apply to a designated service that is provided in the
circumstances specified in paragraph 28.3.

28.3

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraph 28.2 are that:
(1)

either:
(a)

reporting entity one has assigned, conveyed, sold or transferred
the whole or a part of its business to reporting entity two,
excluding a compulsory transfer of business which takes effect
under Part 4 of the Financial Sector (Business Transfer and
Group Restructure) Act 1999 (FSA); or

(b)

all or part of the assets and liabilities of reporting entity one
have become the assets and liabilities of reporting entity two as
a result of a transfer effected pursuant to a certificate of transfer
issued by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA) under section 18 of the FSA; and

(2)

the designated service is provided to a transferring customer; and

(3)

prior to the assignment, conveyance, sale or transfer, or all or part of
the assets and liabilities of reporting entity one becoming the assets
and liabilities of reporting entity two, reporting entity two has
reasonably determined:
(a)

the ML/TF risk it faces in providing the designated service to
the transferring customers as a group; and

(b)

that it has in place appropriate risk-based systems and controls
to identify, manage and mitigate the ML/TF risk it faces in
providing the designated service to the transferring customers as
a group; and
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based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its risk-based systems
and controls, it is reasonable for it to either:
(i)

rely upon the applicable customer identification
procedure of reporting entity one as an appropriate
means to identify and verify the identification of a
transferring customer; or

(ii)

treat a transferring customer who was a precommencement customer of reporting entity one as if
the customer was a pre-commencement customer of
reporting entity two.

Reporting entity two must, within 14 days after any of the circumstances
specified in paragraph 28.5 comes into existence, take one or more of the
actions specified below:
(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure, unless
reporting entity two has previously carried out that procedure or a
comparable procedure; or

(2)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(3)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, KYC information that
has been obtained in respect of the customer, as is appropriate to the
ML/TF risk relevant to the provision of the designated service by
reporting entity two;

for the purpose of enabling reporting entity two to be reasonably satisfied
that the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
28.5

For the purposes of paragraph 28.4 the following circumstances are
specified:
(1)

a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises in relation to a
transferring customer; or

(2)

reporting entity two reasonably suspects that reporting entity one did
not carry out the applicable customer identification procedure when
required; or

(3)

a significant increase has occurred in the level of ML/TF risk as
assessed under the AML/CTF program of reporting entity two, in
relation to the provision of a designated service by reporting entity
two to a transferring customer.
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In this Chapter:
(1)

(2)

(3)

‘reporting entity one’ means the reporting entity that either:
(a)

assigns, conveys, sells or transfers a whole or a part of the
business; or

(b)

is to transfer, or has transferred, all or part of its assets or
liabilities pursuant to Part 3 of the FSA;

‘reporting entity two’ means the reporting entity to which reporting
entity one either:
(a)

assigns, conveys, sells or transfers a whole or a part of the
business, excluding compulsory transfers of business effected
pursuant to Part 4 of the FSA; or

(b)

is to transfer, or has transferred, all or part of its assets or
liabilities pursuant to Part 3 of the FSA;

‘transferring customer’ means a customer who is a customer of
reporting entity two in relation to a designated service solely because
of the transfer of all or part of the assets or liabilities of reporting
entity one to reporting entity two or the assignment, conveyance, sale
or transfer of the whole or a part of the business from reporting entity
one.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Record-keeping obligations under
section 107

29.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraph
107(1)(b) of that Act.

29.2

For paragraph 107(1)(b) of the AML/CTF Act the following records are
declared to be exempt:
(1)

customer-specific documents (such as account statements),
correspondence and publicly-available statements, forms and
documents which a reporting entity routinely provides to its
customers, such as disclosure statements, financial or investment
analysis or summary reports;

(2)

product or service information, which replicate information retained
as a record by the reporting entity;

(3)

general correspondence with customers, such as, but not limited to,
promotional materials and general correspondence relating to fees,
service charges, interest rate changes, terms and conditions,
technology changes and legislative changes which are not specific to
a particular customer;

(4)

overdrawn notices and accompanying correspondence;

(5)

information provided to a customer of a reporting entity on the
methods by which a designated service is to be delivered;

(6)

correspondence or similar documents provided by a reporting entity
to a customer which relate to, or otherwise document, product or
service enquiries or comments from customers, such as customer
experience records or requests for information on a product;

(7)

records of interviews or conversations with customers, such as
recordings of phone conversations where instructions are received
from the customer unless the information contained in such
interviews or conversations relates to a reporting obligation under the
AML/CTF Act;

(8)

a record of information created by the use of an optical surveillance
device;
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an electronic file created solely for the purpose of submitting
electronic reports to AUSTRAC in a manner and form approved by
the AUSTRAC CEO for the purposes of paragraph 244(2)(b) of the
AML/CTF Act.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘optical surveillance device’ has the same meaning as in the
Surveillance Devices Act 2004.

Reporting entities should note that exemptions declared by this Chapter only affect
record-keeping obligations derived from the AML/CTF Act and do not affect
reporting entities’ record-keeping obligations under any other legislation.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Disclosure certificates

30.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for subparagraphs
91(1)(d)(ii), 91(2)(d)(ii) and 91(3)(d)(ii) of that Act, to specify requirements
for paragraphs 84(3)(b), 85(3)(b) and 86(1)(c) of that Act. To avoid doubt,
disclosure certificates may be used for the purposes of subsection 36(1) of
the AML/CTF Act and to the extent necessary to enable that use, these Rules
are also made for paragraph 36(1)(b) of the AML/CTF Act.

30.2

Part B of a standard, joint or special anti-money laundering and counterterrorism financing program, may provide that a reporting entity may request
that a customer of the type specified in paragraphs 30.6 to 30.12 provide a
disclosure certificate, but only in the following circumstances:
(1)

the reporting entity has determined that the information cannot
otherwise be reasonably obtained or verified;

(2)

the information to be provided or verified is reasonably required under
the AML/CTF program applying to the reporting entity;

(3)

the reporting entity has applied the relevant procedures and
requirements in its AML/CTF program, but has been unable to obtain
or verify the information; and

(4)

the information is one or more of the items of information specified in
paragraphs 30.6 to 30.12.

30.3

Reporting entities may accept disclosure certificates that are certified by an
appropriate officer of the customer for the purposes of paragraphs 30.6 to
30.12.

30.4

An ‘appropriate officer’ in regard to the customer is determined by the
reporting entity in accordance with its risk-based systems and controls.

30.5

A reporting entity must not rely on a disclosure certificate if it knows or has
reason to believe that the information contained in the certificate is incorrect
or unreliable.

Domestic Companies
30.6

For paragraph 4.3.11, a disclosure certificate for a domestic company must
contain:
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(1)

the full name and full residential address of each beneficial owner of
the company;

(2)

the full name of the appropriate officer;

(3)

a certification by the appropriate officer that the information contained
in the disclosure certificate is true, accurate and complete; to the best of
their knowledge and belief; and

(4)

the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Foreign companies
30.7

30.8

For paragraphs 4.3.12 and 4.3.13, a disclosure certificate for a foreign
company registered in Australia must contain:
(1)

the full name of the company;

(2)

information about whether the company is registered by the relevant
foreign registration body and if so, whether it is registered as a private
or public company or some other type of company;

(3)

the full name and full residential address of each beneficial owner;

(4)

the full name of the appropriate officer;

(5)

certification by the appropriate officer that the information contained in
the disclosure certificate is true, accurate, and complete, to the best of
their knowledge and belief; and

(6)

the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

For a foreign company not registered in Australia a disclosure certificate
must contain:
(1)

the full name of the company;

(2)

information about whether the company is registered by the relevant
foreign registration body and if so:
(a)

any identification number issued to the company by the
relevant foreign registration body upon the company’s
formation, incorporation or registration;

(b)

whether it is registered as a private or public company or
some other type of company by the relevant foreign
registration body;
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(c)

the jurisdiction of incorporation of the foreign company as
well as the jurisdiction of the primary operations of the
foreign company and the location of the foreign stock or
equivalent exchange (if any); and

(d)

contain the full name and full residential address of each
beneficial owner;

(3)

the full name of the appropriate officer;

(4)

certification by the appropriate officer that the information contained in
the disclosure certificate is true, accurate, and complete, to the best of
their knowledge and belief; and

(5)

the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Trusts
30.9

For paragraph 4.4.16, a disclosure certificate for a trust must:
(1)

verify KYC information about a trust, where the verification is for the
purposes of a procedure of a kind described in paragraph 4.4.6 or
4.4.11, if the KYC information to be verified is not otherwise
reasonably available from the sources described in paragraph 4.4.15;

(2)

contain the full name and full residential address of each beneficial
owner;

(3)

contain the full name of the appropriate officer;

(4)

contain certification by the appropriate officer that the information
contained in the disclosure certificate is true, accurate and complete; to
the best of their knowledge and belief; and

(5)

contain the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Partnerships
30.10

For paragraph 4.5.8, a disclosure certificate for a partnership must:
(1)

verify KYC information about a partnership, where the verification is
for the purposes of a procedure of a kind described in paragraph 4.5.6,
if the KYC information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably
available from the sources described in paragraph 4.5.7;

(2)

contain the full name and full residential address of each beneficial
owner;
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(3)

contain the full name of the appropriate officer;

(4)

contain certification by the appropriate officer that the information
contained in the disclosure certificate is true, accurate, and complete, to
the best of their knowledge and belief; and

(5)

contain the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Associations
30.11

For paragraph 4.6.8, a disclosure certificate for an incorporated or
unincorporated association must:
(1)

verify KYC information about an association, where the verification is
for the purposes of a procedure of a kind described in paragraph 4.6.6,
if the KYC information to be verified is not otherwise reasonably
available from the sources described in paragraph 4.6.7;

(2)

contain the full name and full residential address of each beneficial
owner;

(3)

contain the full name of the appropriate officer;

(4)

contain certification by the appropriate officer that the information
contained in the disclosure certificate is true, accurate, and complete; to
the best of their knowledge and belief; and

(5)

contain the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Registered co-operatives
30.12

For paragraph 4.7.8, a disclosure certificate for a registered co-operative
must:
(1)

verify KYC information about a registered co-operative, where the
verification is for the purposes of a procedure of a kind described in
paragraph 4.7.6, if the KYC information to be verified is not otherwise
reasonably available from the sources described in paragraph 4.7.7;

(2)

contain the full name and full residential address of each beneficial
owner;

(3)

contain the full name of the appropriate officer;

(4)

contain certification by the appropriate officer that the information
contained in the disclosure certificate is true, accurate, and complete, to
the best of their knowledge and belief; and
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contain the date of certification by the appropriate officer.

Reporting entities seeking to rely on a disclosure certificate to verify
information should be aware that criminal or civil penalties may apply under
Part 12 of the AML/CTF Act for providing false or misleading information,
producing false or misleading documents, and for receiving a designated
service using a false customer name.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Exemption of certain types of
transactions relating to currency
exchange transactions

31.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

31.2

Subject to paragraph 31.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to the provision
of a designated service of the kind described in item 50 of table 1 in
subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

31.3

The exemption in paragraph 31.2 applies only if:

31.4

(1)

the designated service is provided in the course of carrying on a
business of providing traveller accommodation; and

(2)

the customer of the designated service is a registered guest at the
place of the traveller accommodation; and

(3)

the currency exchanged must not exceed:
(a)

$500 (Australian or the foreign equivalent) per registered guest
per day; and

(b)

$1,000 (Australian or the foreign equivalent) per room account
per day; and

(4)

any charge relating to the designated service that is imposed on the
registered guest, is levied to the room account of the registered guest;
and

(5)

the provider of the designated service does not provide any other type
of designated services described in subsections 6(2)-(5) of the
AML/CTF Act, excepting the provision of the designated service
specified in item 47 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF
Act provided in accordance with the conditions of the Chapter 32
AML/CTF Rules relating to safe deposit boxes or similar facilities.

In this Chapter:
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(1)

‘registered guest’ means an individual who engages sleeping
accommodation at the traveller accommodation, the period of which
includes the time at which the designated service is provided;

(2)

‘traveller accommodation’ means:
(a)

backpacker; or

(b)

bed and breakfast; or

(c)

hotel; or

(d)

motel; or

(e)

resort; or

(f)

serviced apartment.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 32

Exemption of certain types of
transactions relating to safe deposit
boxes or similar facilities

32.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

32.2

Subject to paragraph 32.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service of the kind described in item 47 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act.

32.3

The exemption in paragraph 32.2 applies only if:

32.4

(1)

the designated service is provided in the course of carrying on a
business of providing traveller accommodation; and

(2)

the customer of the designated service is a registered guest at the place
of the traveller accommodation; and

(3)

the designated service is provided through the provision of a safe
deposit box or similar facility located either:
(a)

in the room of the registered guest and controlled by the
registered guest; or

(b)

outside the room of the registered guest but within the place of
the traveller accommodation and controlled by the provider of
the traveller accommodation.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘registered guest’ means an individual who engages sleeping
accommodation at the traveller accommodation, the period of which
includes, or is within 1 day of, the time at which the designated service
is provided;

(2)

‘traveller accommodation’ means:
(a)

backpacker; or

(b)

bed and breakfast; or

(c)

hotel; or

(d)

motel; or
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(e)

resort; or

(f)

serviced apartment.

CHAPTER 32

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 33

Applicable customer identification
procedure for purchases and sales of
bullion valued at less than $5,000

33.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for subsection 39(4)
of that Act.

33.2

Subject to paragraph 33.3 below, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that:

33.3

33.4

(1)

is of a kind described in items 1 or 2 of table 2 in subsection 6(3) of
the AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

the retail value of the bullion is less than $5,000 (Australian or the
foreign equivalent).

The exemption in paragraph 33.2 does not apply where a reporting entity
determines in accordance with its appropriate risk-based systems and controls
that:
(1)

further KYC information should be collected about a customer
for ongoing customer due diligence purposes; or

(2)

KYC information should be updated or verified about a
customer for ongoing customer due diligence purposes.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘KYC information’ has the meaning given by Chapter 1 of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Rules Instrument 2007 (No. 1).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
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CHAPTER 34

Affixing of notices about cross-border
movement reporting obligations

34.1

These Rules are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for paragraphs
61(1)(b) and 61(2)(b) of that Act.

34.2

For section 61(1)(b), a written notice must be in the following form:

34.3

(1)

a self-standing sign; or

(2)

a digital/electronic sign; or

(3)

a sign in any other material form.

For section 61(1)(b), a written notice must contain the following content, with
or without the inclusion of any other words:
Australian Government
Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre
Are you carrying funds into or out of Australia?
By law you must now:
If asked by a Customs or police officer, report travellers cheques,
cheques, money orders or any other bearer negotiable instrument of
any amount
Always report AUD$10,000 cash or more (or foreign currency
equivalent)
Please note there is no limit to the funds you can carry in and out of
Australia

34.4

For the purposes of section 61(2)(b), a written notice may be affixed at:
(1)

any port, airport, wharf, or boarding station that is appointed (and, if
applicable, the limits of which are fixed) under section 15 of the
Customs Act 1901; and

(2)

a place to which section 234AA of the Customs Act 1901 applies that is
not a place, or a part of a place, referred to in paragraph 34.4(1).
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CHAPTER 34

In this Chapter:
(1)

'self-standing sign' includes portable or temporary signage (however
described);

(2)

'digital/electronic sign' includes a monitor or screen (however
described) on which electronic images and/or words are capable of
being displayed;

(3)

the definition of ‘writing’ in section 2B of the Acts Interpretation Act
1901 applies to the form of the written notice.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 35

CHAPTER 35

Exemption from applicable customer
identification procedures for
correspondent banking relationships

35.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

35.2

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a reporting entity
which is a financial institution providing a designated service that:
(1)

is either:
(a)

of a kind described in item 2 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; or

(b)

of a kind described in item 3 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

relates to a correspondent banking relationship; and

(3)

occurs in one of the circumstances set out in section 100 of the
AML/CTF Act; and

(4)

relates to signatories to the account who are employees of the other
financial institution.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 36

Exemption of certain designated
services within a corporate structure

36.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 and subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

36.2

Subject to paragraph 36.6, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that is:

36.3

36.4

(1)

of a kind described in any item of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

provided to a customer that is related to the entity providing the service
as described in paragraph 36.4.

Subject to paragraph 36.6, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that is:
(1)

of a kind described in item 48 or item 49 of table 1 in subsection 6(2)
of the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

provided to a lender; and

(3)

provided where the borrower is related to the entity providing the
service as described in paragraph 36.4.

For the purposes of this Chapter a customer and an entity providing a
designated service are related if, and only if:
(1)

the customer and the entity providing the service are related bodies
corporate within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001;

(2)

the customer is controlled by the entity providing the service;

(3)

the entity providing the service is controlled by the customer;

(4)

a third entity controls both the customer and the entity providing the
service; or

(5)

the customer and the entity providing the service is a partnership.
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36.5

Subparagraph 36.4(5) does not apply if the partnership is a limited
partnership within the meaning of paragraph (b) of the definition of ‘limited
partnership’ for the purpose of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.

36.6

The exemptions in paragraph 36.2 and paragraph 36.3 only apply if:

36.7

(1)

the customer is resident in Australia; or

(2)

if the customer is not resident in Australia, prior to providing the
designated service, the entity providing the service has concluded on
reasonable grounds that the money-laundering and terrorism financing
risk of providing the service is the same as, or lower than, these risks
would be in providing the same service to a substantially similar
customer in Australia.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘control’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 37

Exemption from threshold transaction
reporting for certain designated
services

37.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 44(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

37.2

Section 43 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated service that
involves a threshold transaction in circumstances where:

37.3

(1)

the designated service is provided by an ADI to a customer which is an
ADI; or

(2)

the designated service is provided by the Reserve Bank of Australia to
a customer which is the holder of an Exchange Settlement Account; or

(3)

the designated service is provided by the holder of an Exchange
Settlement Account to a customer which is the holder of an Exchange
Settlement Account.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Exchange Settlement Account’ means an account held at the Reserve
Bank of Australia which is used for the final settlement of obligations
between Exchange Settlement Account holders.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 38

Exemption from applicable customer
identification procedures for the sale
of shares for charitable purposes

38.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

38.2

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:
(1)

is a disposal of the kind described in item 33 of table 1 in subsection
6(2) of the AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

the disposal occurs on a prescribed financial market; and

(3)

the value of the security does not exceed $10,000; and

(4)

the agent gives the proceeds of the disposal directly to an ancillary
fund that provides an undertaking to:
(a)

distribute, by cheque and/or electronic funds transfer, the
proceeds of the disposal of the security to a deductible gift
recipient; and

(b)

list on its public website within 14 business days, for a period
of 12 months, the details of the distribution of the proceeds of
the disposal of the security to the deductible gift recipient.

38.3

The ancillary fund must be a registered entity.

38.4

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘ancillary fund’ has the meaning given by the Income Tax Assessment
Act 1997;

(2)

‘deductible gift recipient’ has the meaning given by the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997;

(3)

‘prescribed financial market’ has the meaning given by section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘registered entity’ has the meaning given by section 300-5 of the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012.
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Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 39

Exemption from applicable customer
identification procedures - premium
funding loans for a general insurance
policy

39.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

39.2

Section 32 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated service that:

39.3

(1)

is of a kind described in item 6 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act and is a premium funding agreement; or

(2)

is of a kind described in item 7 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act and is in relation to a loan that is a premium funding
agreement.

In this Chapter:
(1)

'premium funding agreement' means an agreement under which—
(a)

(b)

a person agrees to make a loan to the customer to be applied
(i)

against an amount payable for premiums under a policy
of insurance that is not a life policy or sinking fund
policy; or

(ii)

against an amount payable in connection with such a
policy of general insurance (including, but not limited
to, fees for advice or services provided in connection
with such a policy and taxes payable in connection with
such a policy); and

the person obtains from the customer, as security for payment
of the loan, one or more of the following:
(i)

an assignment of the customer’s interest in the policy;

(ii)

an assignment of all amounts payable under the policy;

(iii)

a power of attorney providing at least a right to cancel
the policy.
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Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 40

Definition of ‘exempt legal practitioner
service’

40.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the definition of
‘exempt legal practitioner service’ in section 5 of that Act.

40.2

A service is taken to be an ‘exempt legal practitioner service’ if:

40.3

(1)

it is provided in the ordinary course of carrying on a law practice and is
a custodial or depository service other than conduct that under section
766E(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 constitutes providing a custodial
or depository service; or

(2)

it is provided in the ordinary course of carrying on a law practice and is
a safe deposit box or similar facility other than in relation to physical
currency.

In this Chapter:
‘law practice’ means a business carried out by either of the following:
(1)

a legal practitioner (however described) that supplies professional legal
services; or

(2)

a partnership or company that uses legal practitioners (however
described) to supply professional legal services.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
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Part 41.1
41.1.1

CHAPTER 41

Exemption from applicable customer
identification procedures – cashing
out of low value superannuation funds
and for the Departing Australia
Superannuation Payment

Introduction

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

Part 41.2

Superannuation fund low balance accounts

41.2.1

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to the provision of
a designated service that is of a kind described in item 43(a) of table 1 in
subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act in the circumstances specified in
paragraph 41.2.2.

41.2.2

For paragraph 41.2.1, the circumstances relevant to the exemption are:
(1)

on the date the member applies for the interest in the superannuation
fund to be cashed out, the value of the interest is not greater than
$1,000; and

(2)

no additional contributions are accepted from the member in relation
to the interest; and

(3)

the whole of the interest of the member in the superannuation fund is
cashed out; and

(4)

the account in which the interest of the member in the superannuation
fund was held, is closed as soon as practicable after the cashing out of
that interest; and

(5)

paragraphs 41.3.1 and 41.3.2 do not apply.

Part 41.3
41.3.1

Departing Australia Superannuation Payment

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to the provision of
a designated service that is of a kind described in item 43 or item 45 of table
1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act in the circumstances specified in
paragraph 41.3.2.
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41.3.2

For paragraph 41.3.1, the circumstances relevant to the exemption are:
(1)

41.4

CHAPTER 41

the application of the member relates to the cashing out of an interest
held by the member in:
(a)

a superannuation fund; or

(b)

an approved deposit fund (ADF); or

(c)

a retirement savings account (RSA); and

(2)

the application is made online using the Departing Australia
Superannuation Payment internet-based application system
administered by the Australian Taxation Office; and

(3)

on the date the member applies for the interest in the superannuation
fund, ADF or RSA to be cashed out, the value of the interest is not
greater than $5,000; and

(4)

no additional contributions are accepted from the member in relation
to the member’s interest in the superannuation fund, ADF or RSA;
and

(5)

the whole of the interest of the member in the superannuation fund,
ADF or RSA is cashed out; and

(6)

the account in which the interest of the member was held, is closed as
soon as practicable after the cashing out of that interest.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘member’ is the person to whom a designated service is provided in
item 43 or item 45 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

‘Departing Australia Superannuation Payment’ has the same meaning
as in section 301-170 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
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CHAPTER 42

Commodity warehousing of grain

42.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for subsection 247(3)
of that Act.

42.2

The AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated service that:
(1)

(2)

is of a kind described in item 6 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; and
(a)

is provided to a customer who is a grain grower who delivers
grain into a grain pool; and

(b)

the maximum loan amount is determined by the value of the
grain at the time the customer delivers it into the grain pool;
and

(c)

the loan amount does not exceed the value of the grain at the
time the customer delivers it into the grain pool; and

(d)

loan repayments made by the customer are met from the grain
pool payments made from the grain pool to which the grain has
been delivered; or

is of a kind described in item 7 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; and
(a)

42.3

the transactions are conducted by the customer in relation to a
loan that is covered by sub-paragraph 42.2(1).

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘grain’ means grains, oil seeds and pulses of all kinds, qualities and
varieties including wheat, barley, oats, sorghum, maize and rice;

(2)

‘grain pool’ means a grouping of grain into a pool based on
classification for the purposes of sale. After all of the grain in a pool
from a particular harvest has been sold and all distributions have been
paid, that pool ceases to exist.
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Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 43

Friendly Society closed funds

43.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

43.2

Subject to paragraph 43.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that is of a kind described in:

43.3

43.4

(1)

item 37 of table 1 in subsection 6(2); or

(2)

item 38 of table 1 in subsection 6(2); or

(3)

item 39 of table 1 in subsection 6(2).

The exemption in paragraph 43.2 applies if:
(1)

the person providing the designated service is a friendly society; and

(2)

the designated service is provided in relation to an approved benefit
fund and the approved benefit fund rules state that the approved benefit
fund:
(a)

is closed to new members; and

(b)

new policies cannot be written to the approved benefit fund.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘approved benefit fund’ has the meaning given by section 16B of the
Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth);

(2)

‘approved benefit fund rules’ has the meaning given by section 16B of
the Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth);

(3)

‘friendly society’ has the meaning given by section 16C of the Life
Insurance Act 1995 (Cth).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 45

Debt Collection

45.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

45.2

For subsection 247(4), each class of provision of the AML/CTF Act contained
in the following table is specified as not applying to a designated service
provided in the circumstances as set out in paragraph 45.3 below:

Class of Provision

Application

Part 2, Division 2

Whole division

Part 2, Division 3

Whole division

Part 2, Division 4

Whole division

Part 2, Division 5

Whole division

Part 2, Division 6

Whole division

Part 2, Division 7

Sections 37, 38

Part 3, Division 3

Section 43 only

Part 3, Division 4

Section 45 only

Part 3, Division 5

Whole division

Part 3, Division 6

Section 50 only

Part 5

Whole Part

Part 6

Whole Part

Part 7

Whole Part

Part 10

Sections 104, 105, 106, 109, 110,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117,
118, 119 only
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CHAPTER 45

The exemption in paragraph 45.2 only applies when a person, in the capacity
of a debt collector, provides any of the following designated services as
described in table 1 of subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act:
(a)

item 6;

(b)

item 7;

(c)

item 8;

(d)

item 31;

(e)

item 32.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘debt’ means an amount of money owed, including an alleged debt,
where:
(a)

the customer is in default under the terms and conditions of the
account; or

(b)

the customer is in default under the terms and conditions of the
account and the provider of money (account provider) has
declined the provision of further credit to the customer under
the account; or

(c)

the account provider has terminated, cancelled, written off or
charged off debt, by reason of the customer's default or
continuing default in repaying the money;

(2)

‘alleged debt’ means a debt where the debt collector has reasonable
grounds for believing that the debt remains due, payable and owing by
the debtor;

(3)

‘debt collector’ means a person who collects debt in the course of
carrying on a business of collecting debt.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 46

CHAPTER 46

Special circumstances for the
applicable customer identification
procedure

46.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act), for paragraphs 33(a)
and 33(b) and subparagraph 34(1)(d)(i) of that Act.

46.2

Under paragraph 33(a) and paragraph 33(b) of the AML/CTF Act, the services
specified and relevant conditions are, in the capacity of an agent of a person,
acquiring or disposing of a security or a derivative or a foreign exchange
contract by a reporting entity on behalf of another person (customer) under
item 33 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act where the
transaction occurs on a prescribed financial market under the following
conditions:
(1)

the reporting entity does not accept physical currency to fund the
designated service; and

(2)

the reporting entity does not permit the customer to transfer, or
otherwise part with, proceeds from a disposal of a security or
derivative or a foreign exchange contract; and

(3)

the reporting entity does not re-sell, transfer, or otherwise part with
(including to another reporting entity for the purpose of providing the
item 33 designated service to that customer), a security or derivative or
a foreign exchange contract on behalf of the customer which has been
acquired on behalf of the customer; and

(4)

the reporting entity does not allow the customer to be re-credited with
or obtain a refund of the purchase price; and

(5)

the designated service does not involve the acquisition of an interest in
a managed investment scheme to which section 1019B of the
Corporations Act 2001 applies; and

(6)

the reporting entity cannot reasonably undertake the applicable
customer identification procedure before the commencement of the
provision of the designated service; and

(7)

the transaction must be performed rapidly due to financial market
conditions relevant to the transaction; and
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(8)

46.3

46.4

CHAPTER 46

the reporting entity must put in place appropriate risk-based systems
and controls to determine whether and in what circumstances to
provide the designated service to a customer before the applicable
customer identification procedure is carried out, including in relation to
the number, types and/or amount of transactions.

For the purposes of paragraph 46.2 of these Rules and subparagraph
34(1)(d)(i) of the AML/CTF Act, the period is the earlier of the following:
(1)

the day on which the reporting entity carries out the applicable
customer identification procedure; or

(2)

the end of the period of 5 business days after the day on which the
reporting entity commenced to provide the designated service to the
customer.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘derivative’ has the meaning given by section 5 of the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

‘security’ has the meaning given by section 5 of the AML/CTF Act;

(3)

‘prescribed financial market’ has the meaning given by section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 47

CHAPTER 47

Risk-only life policy interests in a
superannuation fund

47.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

47.2

Subject to paragraph 47.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:

47.3

(1)

is of a kind described in item 42(a) of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

is of a kind described in item 43(a) of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act.

The exemption in paragraph 47.2 applies only if:
(1)

the provision of the designated service relates to an actual or potential
interest in, or entitlement under, a Risk-only life policy of a member of
a superannuation fund (“Risk-only life policy interest”) (regardless of
whether the member has any other interests, benefits, entitlements,
balances or accounts in the superannuation fund) where the Risk-only
life policy:
(a)

has been acquired by the trustee of the superannuation fund
from a life insurer on behalf of the member of the
superannuation fund; and

(b)

is held by the trustee of the superannuation fund as the policy
holder; and

(2)

the Risk-only life policy interest of the member referred to in
subparagraph 47.3(1) does not include an investment component or an
accumulated balance or account; and

(3)

in respect to a designated service which falls within subparagraph
47.2(2) of these Rules, on the occurrence of an event specified in the
Risk-only life policy, the trustee of the superannuation fund cashes out
the whole or part of the Risk-only life policy interest referred to in
subparagraph 47.3(1) in relation to that occurrence to the member of
the superannuation fund (regardless of whether or not the trustee of the
superannuation fund exercises its discretion to cash out other interests,
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benefits, entitlements, balances or accounts the member may have in
the superannuation fund).
47.4

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘member’ has the same meaning as the customer of the designated
service in items 42 or 43 (as applicable) of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of
the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

‘Risk-only life policy’ is a life policy which falls outside the definition
of ‘life policy’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act and, in particular, is a
life policy in respect of which:
(a)

a single lump sum amount is, or instalment amounts are,
payable to the trustee of the superannuation fund as policy
holder, on the occurrence of an event specified in the policy
relating to the death or disability of the member of the
superannuation fund, and

(b)

there is no prescribed minimum surrender value (other than that
which may be provided for in the policy documentation and
promotional material) or no investment component.

For the purposes of this definition, the question of whether a policy has
a prescribed minimum surrender value is to be determined in
accordance with the prudential standards made under section 230A of
the Life Insurance Act 1995 as in force from time to time.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 48

CHAPTER 48

Exemption of salary packaging
administration services from the
AML/CTF Act

48.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the AntiMoney Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
(AML/CTF Act).

48.2

Subject to paragraph 48.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:
(1)

48.3

is of a kind described in items 6, 7, 31, 32 and 48 of table 1 in
subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

The exemption in paragraph 48.2 only applies if the reporting entity:
(1)

is carrying on a business of providing administrative services relevant
to salary packaging for an employer client, and

(2)

does not undertake transactions which involve the receipt or payment
of physical currency in regard to the designated services described in
items 31 and 32 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

48.4

In this Chapter:

(1)

‘salary packaging’ refers to an arrangement between an employer and an
employee, whereby the employee agrees to forgo part of their future
entitlement to salary or wages in return for the employer providing them with
benefits of a similar cost.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 49

CHAPTER 49

International Uniform Give-Up
Agreements

49.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

49.2

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:

49.3

49.4

(1)

is of a kind described in item 33 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; and

(2)

is provided by the reporting entity to a customer in the circumstances
specified in paragraph 49.3.

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraph 49.2 are that the
reporting entity:
(1)

provides the designated service to the customer pursuant to the terms
and conditions of an International Uniform Give-Up Agreement;

(2)

is admitted as a Participant under the Operating Rules of a Licensed
Market;

(3)

does not receive, hold or transfer money or property of the customer
(other than applicable fees to the reporting entity) in connection with
the provision of the designated service; and

(4)

the person to whom the reporting entity refers a transaction or
transactions for clearing under the International Uniform Give-Up
Agreement is:
(a)

admitted as a Participant under the Operating Rules of a
Licensed CS facility; or

(b)

regulated by anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing laws in, or comparable to, those in Australia.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Participant’ has the same meaning as in section 761A of the
Corporations Act 2001;
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(2)

‘Licensed Market’ has the same meaning as in section 761A of
the Corporations Act 2001;

(3)

‘Licensed CS facility’ has the same meaning as in section 761A
of the Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘International Uniform Give-Up Agreement’ means a contract
based on the terms and conditions in the template agreement
developed by the US Futures Industry Association (FIA), the
Futures and Options Association (FOA) and the London
International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)
pursuant to which a person (the customer) instructs the
reporting entity to execute an order or orders, but settlement or
clearance of which is or are conducted by another entity to
whom the reporting entity ‘gives up’ or otherwise refers the
order or orders.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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50.1

CHAPTER 50

Exemption from applicable customer
identification procedure in certain
circumstances

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

Exemption from customer identification provisions for a member of a designated
business group where another member of the group treats the same customers as precommencement customers
50.2

Subject to paragraphs 50.4 and 50.5, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that is provided in the circumstances
specified in paragraph 50.3.

50.3

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraph 50.2 are that:

50.4

(1)

reporting entity one has assigned, conveyed, sold or transferred the
whole or a part of its business to reporting entity two;

(2)

reporting entity three has commenced to provide a designated service
to the customers of reporting entity two;

(3)

reporting entity three is a member of the same designated business
group to which reporting entity two belongs; and

(4)

based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its risk-based systems and
controls, it is reasonable for reporting entity three to treat a transferring
customer who is treated as a pre-commencement customer of reporting
entity two under Chapter 28 as if that customer is a pre-commencement
customer of reporting entity three.

Reporting entity three must, within 14 days after any of the circumstances
specified in paragraph 50.5 come into existence, take one or more of the
actions specified below:
(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure, or

(2)

based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its risk-based systems and
controls, assess whether it is reasonable to rely upon any of the
following as an appropriate means to identify and verify the
identification of the customer if previously undertaken by reporting
entity two:
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
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(a)

a prescribed verification procedure;

(b)

an identification reference; or

(c)

a procedure approved by the AUSTRAC CEO; and

(d)

any relevant identification obtained by reporting entity three in
regard to subparagraph 50.4(2)(a)-(c), (if applicable); or

(3)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(4)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, KYC information that
has been obtained in respect of the customer;

for the purpose of enabling reporting entity three to be reasonably satisfied
that the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
50.5

For the purposes of paragraph 50.4, the following circumstances are specified:
(1)

a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises in relation to the
customer to which reporting entity three has commenced to provide a
designated service; or

(2)

a significant increase has occurred in the level of ML/TF risk as
assessed under the AML/CTF program of the designated business
group to which reporting entity three belongs, in relation to the
provision of a designated service by reporting entity three to a
customer of reporting entity two or by the provision of a designated
service by the second reporting entity to a customer of the first
reporting entity.

Exemption from customer identification provisions for a member of a designated
business group where the same customers are pre-commencement customers of
another member of the group
50.6

Subject to paragraphs 50.8 and 50.9, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that is provided in the circumstances
specified in paragraph 50.7.

50.7

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraph 50.6 are that:
(1)

the second reporting entity has commenced to provide a designated
service to a customer of the first reporting entity and the customer is a
pre-commencement customer of the first reporting entity within the
terms of section 28;
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(2)

the second reporting entity is a member of the same designated
business group to which the first reporting entity belongs; and

(3)

based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its risk-based systems and
controls, it is reasonable for the second reporting entity to treat a
customer who is a pre-commencement customer of the first reporting
entity as if that customer is a pre- commencement customer of the
second reporting entity.

The second reporting entity must, within 14 days after any of the
circumstances specified in paragraph 50.9 come into existence, take one or
more of the actions specified below:
(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure, or

(2)

based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its risk-based systems and
controls, assess whether it is reasonable to rely upon any of the
following as an appropriate means to identify and verify the
identification of the customer if previously undertaken by the first
reporting entity:
(a)

a prescribed verification procedure;

(b)

an identification reference; or

(c)

a procedure approved by the AUSTRAC CEO; and

(d)

any relevant identification obtained by the second reporting
entity in regard to subparagraph 50.4(2)(a)-(c)(if applicable); or

(3)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(4)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, KYC information that
has been obtained in respect of the customer;

for the purpose of enabling the second reporting entity to be reasonably
satisfied that the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
50.9

For the purposes of paragraph 50.8, the following circumstances are specified:
(1)

a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises in relation to the
customer to which the second reporting entity has commenced to
provide a designated service; or

(2)

a significant increase has occurred in the level of ML/TF risk as
assessed under the AML/CTF program of the designated business
group to which the second reporting entity belongs, in relation to the
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provision of a designated service by the second reporting entity to a
customer of the first reporting entity.
50.10 In this Chapter:
(1)

‘reporting entity one’ means the reporting entity that assigns, conveys,
sells or transfers a whole or a part of the business to reporting entity
two;

(2)

‘reporting entity two’ means the reporting entity to which reporting
entity one assigns, conveys, sells or transfers a whole or a part of the
business;

(3)

‘reporting entity three’ means the reporting entity which treats a
customer of reporting entity two, as a pre-commencement customer;

(4)

‘first reporting entity’ means a reporting entity which is a member of a
designated business group;

(5)

‘second reporting entity’ means a reporting entity which is a member
of the same designated business group to which the first reporting
entity belongs;

(6)

‘prescribed verification procedure’, ‘identification reference’ and
‘procedure approved by the AUSTRAC CEO’ have the same meaning
as in the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 and the Financial
Transaction Reports Regulations 1990;

(7)

‘transferring customer’ means a customer who is a customer of
reporting entity three in relation to a designated service solely because
of the assignment, conveyance, sale or transfer of the whole or part of
the business from reporting entity one to reporting entity two.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Part 51.1
51.1.1

Western Union Business Solutions (Australia) Pty Ltd

Western Union Business Solutions (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 24 150
129 749.

For the purposes of subparagraph (e) of the definition of ‘non-financier’ in
section 5 of the AML/CTF Act, the following persons are specified, subject
to the applicable conditions in paragraph 51.2.4:
(1)

51.2.3

Introduction

For the purposes of subparagraph (e) of the definition of ‘financial
institution’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act, the following persons are
specified, subject to the applicable conditions in paragraph 51.2.4:
(1)

51.2.2

AML/CTF Rules relating to certain
definitions under the AML/CTF Act Ordering and Beneficiary Institutions,
Financial Institutions and NonFinanciers

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the definition
of ‘financial institution’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act under paragraph
(e), the definition of ‘non-financier’ in section 5 of the AML/CTF Act under
paragraph (e), the definition of ‘ordering institution’ and ‘beneficiary
institution’ in subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v), 8(1)(d)(v), 8(2)(c)(v), 9(1)(c)(v),
9(1)(d)(v) and 9(2)(c)(v) of the AML/CTF Act and the conditions under
paragraph 45(1)(c) of that Act.

Part 51.2
51.2.1

CHAPTER 51

Western Union Business Solutions (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 24 150
129 749.

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v), 8(1)(d)(v), 8(2)(c)(v),
9(1)(c)(v), 9(1)(d)(v) and 9(2)(c)(v), the following persons are specified,
subject to the applicable conditions in paragraph 51.2.4:
(1)

Western Union Business Solutions (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 24 150
129 749.
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51.2.4

For the purposes of paragraphs 51.2.1 – 51.2.3, the following conditions are
specified in relation to international funds transfer instructions covered by
item 1 or 2 of the table in section 46:
(1)

the person uses a proprietary system to send or receive the
international funds transfer instruction; and

(2)

the person is licensed under the Corporations Act 2001 to deal in a
foreign exchange contract; and

(3)

the person is not acting in the capacity of an agent of a non-financier;
and either of the following two additional conditions is also met:

(4)

the person is a wholly owned or majority owned subsidiary of an
ADI, bank, building society or credit union; or

(5)

the person is part of a member-administered closed user group.

Part 51.3
51.3.1

51.4

CHAPTER 51

PayPal Pte Ltd., PayPal Inc and PayPal Hong Kong Limited.

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v), 8(1)(d)(v), 8(2)(c)(v),
9(1)(c)(v), 9(1)(d)(v) and 9(2)(c)(v), the following persons are specified:
(1)

PayPal Pte Ltd. 200509725E (PayPal Singapore) 09-01 Suntec
Tower 5, 5 Temasek Boulevard, Singapore 038985;

(2)

PayPal Inc. 770510487 (PayPal USA) 2211 North First Street San
Jose, California 95131; and

(3)

PayPal Hong Kong Limited. 1144926 (PayPal Hong Kong), Rooms
1506-07, 15/F, Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road, Wan Chai, Hong
Kong.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘foreign exchange contract’ has the same meaning as in the
Corporations Act 2001;

(2)

‘member-administered closed user group’ means a SWIFT operated,
SWIFT member administered service that enables the members of
the closed user group to exchange SWIFT financial messages and file
services with other members of the group;

(3)

‘proprietary system’ includes the Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT).
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Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 52

Persons who are licensed to operate
no more than 15 gaming machines

52.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

52.2

Subject to the circumstances specified in paragraphs 3 and 4, each class of
provision of the AML/CTF Act contained in the following table is specified as
not applying to a designated service provided by a reporting entity:

Class of Provision

Application

Part 2, Division 2

Whole division

Part 2, Division 3

Whole division

Part 2, Division 4

Whole division

Part 2, Division 5

Whole division

Part 2, Division 6

Whole division

Part 2, Division 7

Sections 37, 38

Part 3, Division 3

Section 43 only

Part 3, Division 4

Section 45 only

Part 3, Division 5

Whole division

Part 5

Whole Part

Part 7

Whole Part

Part 10

Sections 104, 105, 106, 109, 110,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117,
118, 119 only

52.3.

The designated service provided by the reporting entity is one of the following
designated services described in table 3 in subsection 6(4) of the AML/CTF
Act:
(1)

item 5;
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52.4

(2)

item 6;

(3)

item 9;

(4)

item 10.

CHAPTER 52

The exemption contained in paragraph 52.2 only applies if:
(1)

the reporting entity:
(a)

by itself; and

(b)

if it is related to one or more reporting entities within the
meaning of section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001, then the
related reporting entities collectively;

has a total entitlement under licences issued by one or more States or
Territories to operate no more than 15 gaming machines; and
(2)

the reporting entity
(a)

by itself; and

(b)

if it is related to one or more reporting entities within the
meaning of section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001, then the
related reporting entities collectively;

only provides one or more of the following designated services
described in table 3 in subsection 6(4) of the AML/CTF Act:

(3)

(c)

item 5; or

(d)

item 6; or

(e)

item 9; or

(f)

item 10; and

the designated service described at subparagraphs 52.4(2)(d) and
52.4(2)(e) involves a game played on a gaming machine.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 54

Reporting obligations of registered
remittance affiliates

54.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purpose of
subsections 49A(1) and 49A(2) of that Act and in reliance on section 4 of the
Acts Interpretation Act 1901. These Rules come into effect on the date that
section 49A comes into effect.

54.2

An obligation imposed by subsection 43(2) or 45(2) of the AML/CTF Act
upon a registered remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider to give a report to the AUSTRAC CEO is taken instead to be an
obligation imposed upon, and must be discharged by, the registered
remittance network provider.

54.3

If a suspicious matter reporting obligation imposed by subsection 41(1) of
the AML/CTF Act upon a registered remittance affiliate of a registered
remittance network provider arises, that obligation may be met by the
registered remittance network provider under a written agreement in place
between the registered remittance affiliate and the registered remittance
network provider.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 55

Remittance Sector Register

55.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 75(4) of that Act and in reliance on section 4 of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901. These Rules come into effect on the date that section
75 of the AML/CTF Act comes into effect.

55.2

If the AUSTRAC CEO believes on reasonable grounds that an entry on the
Remittance Sector Register (the Register) is incorrect or incomplete, the
AUSTRAC CEO may correct or make complete the entry.

55.3

(1)

If the AUSTRAC CEO corrects or makes complete a person’s entry
on the Register, the AUSTRAC CEO must within 14 days give a
written notice to the person; and

(2)

The notice must set out:
(a)

the changes that the AUSTRAC CEO has made to the entry;
and

(b)

the date on which the changes were made.

55.4

If the circumstances as specified in paragraph 55.2 apply to a registered
remittance affiliate, then the written notice as specified in paragraph 55.3
must also be sent to the registered remittance network provider of the
registered remittance affiliate.

55.5

The AUSTRAC CEO may publish on AUSTRAC’s website any or all of the
information entered on the Register.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 56

Information to be included in an
application for registration as a
remittance network provider, a
remittance affiliate of the registered
remittance network provider or an
independent remittance dealer

56.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 75(4) and paragraph 75B(3)(b) of that Act and in reliance on
section 4 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901. Sections 136 and 137 of the
AML/CTF Act apply to each paragraph of this Chapter.

56.2

An application by a person (the applicant) for registration as a remittance
network provider must be made by an authorised individual on behalf of the
applicant and:

56.3

(1)

contain the information set out in Part A of Schedule 1 to this Chapter;
and

(2)

obtain and retain the information set out in Part B of Schedule 1 to this
Chapter; and

(3)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that each of the
key personnel of the applicant has been subject to, and satisfied, the
employee due diligence program of the applicant; and

(4)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
information provided in Schedule 1 of this Chapter is true, accurate
and complete.

An application made by a registered remittance network provider (the
applicant) for another person (other person) to be registered as a remittance
affiliate of the applicant, must be made by an authorised individual on behalf
of the applicant and:
(1)

contain the information set out in Part A of Schedule 2 to this Chapter;
and

(2)

obtain and retain the information set out in Part B of Schedule 2 to this
Chapter; and
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56.4

56.5

56.6

CHAPTER 56

(3)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
applicant has assessed the other person and its key personnel in
accordance with the applicant’s obligations and that person’s
obligations under the AML/CTF Act and AML/CTF Rules; and

(4)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
information provided in Schedule 2 of this Chapter is true, accurate
and complete.

An application by a person (the applicant) for registration as an independent
remittance dealer must be made by an authorised individual on behalf of the
applicant and:
(1)

contain the information set out in Part A of Schedule 3 to this Chapter;
and

(2)

obtain and retain the information set out in Part B of Schedule 3 to this
Chapter; and

(3)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that each of the
key personnel of the applicant has been subject to the employee due
diligence program of the applicant; and

(4)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
information provided in Schedule 3 of this Chapter is true, accurate
and complete.

An application made by an independent remittance dealer (the applicant) for
registration as a remittance affiliate of a registered network provider must be
made by an authorised individual on behalf of the applicant and:
(1)

contain the information set out in Part A of Schedule 3 to this Chapter;
and

(2)

obtain and retain the information set out in Part B of Schedule 3 to this
Chapter; and

(3)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that each of the
key personnel of the applicant has been subject to the employee due
diligence program of the applicant; and

(4)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
information provided in the application is true, accurate and complete.

A reference in this Chapter to a person or key personnel of a person who have
been convicted of an offence includes a reference to a person in respect of
whom an order has been made under section 19B of the Crimes Act 1914, or
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under a corresponding provision of a law of a State, a Territory or a foreign
country, in relation to the offence.
56.7

To avoid doubt, these AML/CTF Rules do not affect the operation of Part
VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914, including the application of Part VIIC to
disclosable convictions.

Note: This means that certain convictions which are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
56.8

In this Chapter:
(1)

Note:

‘accredited agency’ means an agency approved by the Australian
Crime Commission to access the National Police Checking Service;

In 2016, the list of accredited agencies as specified by the Australian Crime
Commission was available on the Australian Crime Commission website
(www.acic.gov.au).
(2)

‘associated entity’ has the meaning given by section 50AAA of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(3)

‘Australian Police Force’ means ACT Policing, the Australian Federal
Police, the New South Wales Police Service, the Northern Territory
Police, the Queensland Police Service, the Victoria Police, the South
Australia Police, the Tasmania Police Service and the Western
Australia Police;

(4)

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a)

a beneficial owner; or

(b)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act 2001
or;

(c)

is an employee of the applicant who has been authorised in
writing by an applicant to act in this capacity;

(5)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(6)

‘body’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(7)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(8)

‘control’ has the meaning given by section 50AA of the Corporations
Act 2001;
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(9)

‘Australian Crime Commission’ means the agency which, in addition
to its other functions, provides systems and services relating to national
policing information, including the provision of nationally coordinated
criminal history checks;

(10)

‘destination’ includes country and a city or town of that country;

(11)

‘disclosable convictions’ means a conviction that:
(a)

has been recorded by a court; and

(b)

has not been spent under the laws of the country in which the
conviction was recorded;

(12)

‘employee due diligence program’ has the same meaning as in Chapter
8 of the AML/CTF Rules;

(13)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a government
body;

(14)

‘entity’ has the same meaning as in section 9 of the Corporations Act
2001;

(15)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(16)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a)

(b)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is:
(i)

a beneficial owner; or

(ii)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate
with duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct
may fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate's
policy;

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;
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CHAPTER 56

‘National Police Certificate’ means a document that contains a
certification, effective on a national basis, that the natural person to
whom it relates either has no disclosable convictions or has a
disclosable conviction that is detailed in the Certificate; and
(a)

if the natural person to whom it relates is a resident of
Australia, is issued by an Australian police force; or

(b)

if the natural person to whom it relates is a resident of another
country, is issued by a police force of that other country;

(18)

‘National Police Checking Service Support System’ means the
information database administered by the Australian Crime
Commission which supports the process of national police history
checking;

(19)

‘National Police History Check’ means a police history record check
carried out by the Australian Crime Commission within Australia
through the National Police Checking Service and provided to an
accredited agency, which contains the information specified in
subparagraph 1(b) of Part B of Schedules 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 56;

(20)

‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:

(21)
(22)

(23)

(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;
‘reference number’ means an identifier (including an Organisation
Registration Number supplied by the Australian Crime Commission)
allocated by an accredited agency to the National Police History
Check request, which identifies the search results obtained by that
agency from the National Police Checking Service Support System;
‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
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(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;

56.9

(24)

‘subsidiary’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(25)

‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or

(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that corresponds
to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a).

In these Rules, the terms ‘domestic company’, ‘registered co-operative’,
‘registered foreign company’, ‘relevant foreign registration body’ and
‘unregistered foreign company’ have the same respective meanings as in
Chapter 1 of the AML/CTF Rules.
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Schedule 1 – Information to be provided or relating to an application for
registration as a remittance network provider
Part A

Information to be provided by the applicant pursuant to paragraph
75B(3)(b) of the AML/CTF Act

1.

The name of the applicant;

2.

The business name(s) under which the applicant is carrying on a business, or
proposes to carry on a business, of providing a registrable designated
remittance service;

3.

A description of whether the applicant is operating as an individual, company,
partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

4.

The full street address of the person’s principal place of business at which the
person provides or proposes to provide a designated service, not being a
branch of that person;

5.

If the applicant has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

6.

If the applicant has an ABN – that number;

7.

If the applicant holds an Australian financial services licence – the number of
that licence;

8.

If the applicant holds an Australian credit licence – the number of that licence;

9.

The foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or Australian credit
licence number, together with the country in which the number was issued;

10.

If the applicant is registered or licensed in a foreign country to provide
remittance services – details of that registration or licence;

11.

The applicant’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

12.

The applicant’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if
applicable);

13.

The applicant’s email address at its principal place of business (if applicable);

14.

The full name and business address (not being a post box address), and, where
applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the applicant is an individual – that individual;
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15.

CHAPTER 56

(b)

if the applicant comprises a partnership – the full name and address
(not being a post box address) of each partner of the partnership;

(c)

if the applicant is a trust – the name of each trustee;

(d)

if the applicant is a company – the beneficial owner(s) of the company;

In respect of the authorised individual and each of the key personnel, those
individuals’:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

16.

A description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on by the
applicant;

17.

The date on which the applicant commenced or is to commence offering
registrable designated remittance services;

18.

Whether the applicant or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling, fraud,
a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence
under the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF
Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or commercial or
professional activities, which were determined adversely to the
applicant or any of its key personnel (including by the applicant or any
of its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an
undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct) and which
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reflected adversely on the applicant’s competence, diligence,
judgement, honesty or integrity;
and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the applicant and
each of its key personnel.
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
19.

Details of whether the applicant is:
(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

if so

20.

(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors of the
other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other entity or
entities (as applicable);

The business contact details of the individual completing the application for
registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.
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1.

CHAPTER 56

Information to be obtained and retained by the applicant pursuant to
subsection 75(4) of the AML/CTF Act
(a)

the original or certified copy (as applicable) of a National Police
Certificate (or foreign equivalent if one is able to be obtained) that has
been issued within the 6 month period preceding the date of application
for registration, for each of the key personnel of the applicant; or

(b)

a National Police History Check (NPHC) that has been issued within
the 6 month period preceding the date of the application for
registration, for each of the key personnel of the applicant, which:
(i)

has been obtained from an accredited agency;

(ii)

specifies the full name and date of birth of the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates;

(iii)

provides relevant information regarding the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates, which will enable the applicant to
make an informed decision as to whether that natural person
has any disclosable convictions arising from any court
outcomes within Australia which are disclosable;

(iv)

specifies the reference number allocated to the NPHC by the
accredited agency;

(v)

specifies the name of the accredited agency which obtained the
NPHC; and

(vi)

specifies the date on which the NPHC was released.

Note 1: Subsection 6E(1A) of the Privacy Act 1988 applies the Australian Privacy
Principles to all reporting entities in relation to their activities under the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006.
Note 2: A reporting entity intending to disclose a NPHC or information from it to
AUSTRAC should ensure that it complies with any requirements of the
Australian Crime Commission in regard to that disclosure.
2.

The full street address of each branch at which the applicant provides or
proposes to provide registrable designated remittance services (if applicable);

3.

Information relating to the applicant (as applicable):
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If the person is a company
4.

domestic company:
(a)

5.

6.

if the company is registered as a proprietary company, the name of
each director of the company;

registered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and

(c)

the name of each director of the company;

unregistered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and if so:

(c)

(i)

the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered; and

(ii)

the name of each director of the company;

if the company is not registered by the relevant foreign registration
body, the full address of the principal place of business of the company
in its country of formation or incorporation;

If the person is a trust
7.

the type of trust;

8.

(a)

the full name of each beneficiary in respect of the trust; or

(b)

if the terms of the trust identify the beneficiaries by reference to
membership of a class – details of the class;

If the person is an association (incorporated)
9.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and
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the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is an association (unincorporated)
10.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is a registered co-operative
11.

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary or
treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the co-operative;

12.

(a)

the main destination(s) where money or property is to be received or is
likely to be received as a result of a transfer by the applicant under a
designated remittance arrangement; and

(b)

the main destination(s) from which money or property is to be
transferred or is likely to be transferred by the applicant under a
designated remittance arrangement.
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Schedule 2 – Information to be provided or relating to an application by a
registered remittance network provider in regard to the registration
of a remittance affiliate
Part A Information to be provided by the applicant in regard to the
registration of a remittance affiliate pursuant to paragraph 75B(3)(b) of
the AML/CTF Act
1.

The name of the person (other person) who is proposed to be registered as a
remittance affiliate of the applicant;

2.

The business name(s) under which the other person is carrying on a business,
or proposes to carry on a business, of providing a registrable designated
remittance service;

3.

A description of whether the other person is operating as an individual,
company, partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

4.

The full street address of the other person’s principal place of business at
which the other person provides or proposes to provide a designated service,
not being a branch of that other person;

5.

If the other person has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

6.

If the other person has an ABN – that number;

7.

If the other person holds an Australian financial services licence – the number
of that licence;

8.

If the other person holds an Australian credit licence – the number of that
licence;

9.

The foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or Australian credit
licence number, together with the country in which the number was issued;

10.

If the other person is registered or licensed in a foreign country to provide
remittance services – details of that registration or licence;

11.

The other person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

12.

The other person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if
applicable);

13.

The other person’s email address at its principal place of business (if
applicable);
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14.

15.

CHAPTER 56

The full name and business address (not being a post box address), and, where
applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the other person is an individual – that individual; or

(b)

if the other person comprises a partnership – the full name and address
(not being a post box address) of each partner of the partnership;

(c)

if the other person is a trust – the name of each trustee;

(d)

if the other person is a company – the beneficial owner(s) of the
company;

In respect of each of the key personnel of the other person, those individuals’:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

16.

A description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on by the
other person;

17.

The date on which the other person commenced or is to commence offering
registrable designated remittance services;

18.

Whether the other person or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling, fraud,
a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence
under the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF
Act;
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CHAPTER 56

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or commercial or
professional activities, which were determined adversely to the other
person or any of its key personnel (including by the other person or any
of its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an
undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct) and which
reflected adversely on the other person’s competence, diligence,
judgement, honesty or integrity;

and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the other person
and each of its key personnel;
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
19.

Details of whether the other person is:
(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

if so

20.

(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors of the
other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other entity or
entities (as applicable);

The business contact details of the individual completing the application for
registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.
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Part B Information to be obtained and retained by the applicant relating to the
registration of a remittance affiliate pursuant to subsection 75(4) of the
AML/CTF Act
1.

(a)

the original or certified copy (as applicable) of a National Police
Certificate (or foreign equivalent if one is able to be obtained) that has
been issued within the 12 month period preceding the date of
application for registration, for each of the key personnel of the other
person; or

(b)

a National Police History Check (NPHC) document that has been
issued within the 12 month period preceding the date of the application
for registration, for each of the key personnel of the other person,
which:
(i)

has been obtained from an accredited agency;

(ii)

specifies the full name and date of birth of the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates;

(iii)

provides relevant information regarding the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates, which will enable the applicant to
make an informed decision as to whether that natural person
has any disclosable convictions arising from any court
outcomes within Australia which are disclosable;

(iv)

specifies the reference number allocated to the NPHC by the
accredited agency;

(v)

specifies the name of the accredited agency which obtained the
NPHC; and

(vi)

specifies the date on which the NPHC was released.

Note 1: Subsection 6E(1A) of the Privacy Act 1988 applies the Australian Privacy
Principles to all reporting entities in relation to their activities under the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006.
Note 2: A reporting entity intending to disclose a NPHC or information from it to
AUSTRAC should ensure that it complies with any requirements of the
Australian Crime Commission in regard to that disclosure.
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2.

The original or a certified copy (as applicable) of the report of the most recent
due diligence assessment that has been carried out by the applicant of the
suitability of the other person to be a remittance affiliate of the applicant;

3.

The original or a certified copy (as applicable) of the consent of the other
person to be registered as a remittance affiliate of that registered remittance
network provider;

4.

The full street address of each branch at which the other person provides or
proposes to provide registrable designated remittance services (if applicable);

5.

Information relating to the other person (as applicable):

If the person is a company
6.

domestic company:
(a)

7.

8.

if the company is registered as a proprietary company, the name of
each director of the company;

registered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and

(c)

the name of each director of the company;

unregistered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and if so:

(c)

(i)

the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered; and

(ii)

the name of each director of the company;

if the company is not registered by the relevant foreign registration
body, the full address of the principal place of business of the company
in its country of formation or incorporation;
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If the person is a trust
9.

the type of trust;

10.

(a)

the full name of each beneficiary in respect of the trust; or

(b)

if the terms of the trust identify the beneficiaries by reference to
membership of a class – details of the class;

If the person is an association (incorporated)
11.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is an association (unincorporated)
12.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is a registered co-operative
13.

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary or
treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the co-operative;

14.

(a)

the main destination(s) where money or property is to be received or is
likely to be received as a result of a transfer by the other person under a
designated remittance arrangement; and

(b)

the main destination(s) from which money or property is to be
transferred or is likely to be transferred by the other person under a
designated remittance arrangement.
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Schedule 3 – Information to be provided or relating to an application for
registration as an independent remittance dealer or an application for
registration as a remittance affiliate made by an independent remittance
dealer
Part A Information to be provided by the applicant pursuant to paragraph
75B(3)(b) of the AML/CTF Act
1.

The name of the applicant;

2.

The business name(s) under which the applicant is carrying on a business, or
proposes to carry on a business, of providing a registrable designated
remittance service;

3.

A description of whether the applicant is operating as an individual, company,
partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

4.

The full street address of the person’s principal place of business at which the
person provides or proposes to provide a designated service, not being a
branch of that person;

5.

If the applicant has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

6.

If the applicant has an ABN – that number;

7.

If the applicant holds an Australian financial services licence – the number of
that licence;

8.

If the applicant holds an Australian credit licence – the number of that licence;

9.

The foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or Australian credit
licence number, together with the country in which the number was issued;

10.

If the applicant is registered or licensed in a foreign country to provide
remittance services – details of that registration or licence;

11.

The applicant’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

12.

The applicant’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if
applicable);

13.

The applicant’s email address at its principal place of business (if applicable);

14.

The full name and business address (not being a post box address), and, where
applicable, any business registration number(s) of:
(a)

if the applicant is an individual – that individual;
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15.
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(b)

if the applicant comprises a partnership – the full name and address
(not being a post box address) of each partner of the partnership;

(c)

if the applicant is a trust – the name of each trustee;

(d)

if the applicant is a company – the beneficial owner(s) of the company;

In respect of the authorised individual and each of the key personnel, those
individuals’:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth;

(c)

position or title;

(d)

business telephone number;

(e)

business facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

business email address (if applicable); and

(g)

full business address (not being a post box address);

16.

A description of the business carried on or proposed to be carried on by the
applicant;

17.

The date on which the applicant commenced or is to commence offering
registrable designated remittance services;

18.

Whether the applicant or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling, fraud,
a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence
under the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been the subject of a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF
Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or commercial or
professional activities, which were determined adversely to the
applicant or any of its key personnel (including by the applicant or any
of its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an
undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct) and which
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reflected adversely on the applicant’s competence, diligence,
judgement, honesty or integrity;
and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the applicant and
each of its key personnel;
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
19.

Details of whether the applicant is:
(a)

a subsidiary of another entity or entities; or

(b)

controlled by another entity or entities; and

if so

20.

(c)

the full names, addresses, positions and titles of the directors of the
other entity or entities; and

(d)

the ACN, ABN, ARBN (or foreign equivalent) of the other entity or
entities (as applicable);

The following details of the registered remittance network provider of which
the applicant is a remittance affiliate (if applicable):
(a)
the name of the registered remittance network provider; and
(b)

21.

the registration number as specified by AUSTRAC of the registered
remittance network provider;

The business contact details of the individual completing the application for
registration, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address.
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Part B Information to be obtained and retained by the applicant pursuant to
subsection 75(4) of the AML/CTF Act
1.

(a)

the original or certified copy (as applicable) of a National Police
Certificate (or foreign equivalent if one is able to be obtained) that has
been issued within the 6 month period preceding the date of application
for registration, for each of the key personnel of the applicant; or

(b)

a National Police History Check (NPHC) document that has been
issued within the 6 month period preceding the date of the application
for registration, for each of the key personnel of the applicant, which:
(i)

has been obtained from an accredited agency;

(ii)

specifies the full name and date of birth of the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates;

(iii)

provides relevant information regarding the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates, which will enable the applicant to
make an informed decision as to whether that natural person
has any disclosable convictions arising from any court
outcomes within Australia which are disclosable;

(iv)

specifies the reference number allocated to the NPHC by the
accredited agency;

(v)

specifies the name of the accredited agency which obtained the
NPHC; and

(vi)

specifies the date on which the NPHC was released.

Note 1:Subsection 6E(1A) of the Privacy Act 1988 applies the Australian
Privacy Principles to all reporting entities in relation to their activities
under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Act 2006.
Note 2: A reporting entity intending to disclose a NPHC or information from
it to AUSTRAC should ensure that it complies with any requirements
of the Australian Crime Commission in regard to that disclosure.
2.

The original or a certified copy (as applicable) of the consent of the remittance
network provider for the independent remittance dealer to make an application
for registration as a remittance affiliate of the remittance network provider (if
applicable);
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3.

The full street address of each branch at which the applicant provides or
proposes to provide registrable designated remittance services (if applicable);

4.

Information relating to the applicant (as applicable):
If the person is a company

5.

domestic company:
(a)

6.

7.

if the company is registered as a proprietary company, the name of
each director of the company;

registered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and

(c)

the name of each director of the company;

unregistered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and if so:

(c)

(i)

the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered; and

(ii)

the name of each director of the company;

if the company is not registered by the relevant foreign registration
body, the full address of the principal place of business of the company
in its country of formation or incorporation;

If the person is a trust
8.

the type of trust;

9.

(a)

the full name of each beneficiary in respect of the trust; or

(b)

if the terms of the trust identify the beneficiaries by reference to
membership of a class – details of the class;
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If the person is an association (incorporated)
10.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is an association (unincorporated)
11.

(a)

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is a registered co-operative
12.

the full names of the officer holders, including the chairman, secretary or
treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the co-operative;

13.

(a)

the main destination(s) where money or property is to be received or is
likely to be received as a result of a transfer by the applicant under a
designated remittance arrangement; and

(b)

the main destination(s) from which money or property is to be
transferred or is likely to be transferred by the applicant under a
designated remittance arrangement.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Matters to be considered by the
AUSTRAC CEO in considering
applications for registration

57.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 75C(2)(b) of that Act.

57.2

In considering an application for registration of a person made under
subsection 75B(1) or (2) of that Act, and without limiting the matters that the
AUSTRAC CEO may have regard to in deciding whether the registration of
the person would involve a significant level of money laundering, terrorism
financing, people smuggling or other serious crime risk, the matters specified
in paragraph 57.3 must be considered.

57.3

For the purposes of paragraph 57.2, the matters specified are:
(1)

the information set out in Schedules 1, 2 or 3, as the case may be, of
Chapter 56 to be contained in the application for registration;

(2)

the declarations required under the paragraphs 56.2, 56.3, 56.4 or 56.5,
as the case may be, of Chapter 56 of the AML/CTF Rules;

(3)

offences of which the applicant for registration, a person proposed to
be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as a remittance affiliate
of the applicant, or any other person, has been charged or convicted
under the law of the Commonwealth, a State or Territory or a foreign
country;

(4)

the compliance or non-compliance of the applicant, a person proposed
to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as a remittance
affiliate of the applicant, or any other person, with this Act or any other
law;

(5)

the legal and beneficial ownership and control of the applicant, a
person proposed to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as a
remittance affiliate of the applicant, or any other person;

(6)

the kinds of designated services to be provided by the applicant or by a
person proposed to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as a
remittance affiliate of the applicant; and
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(7)
Note:

CHAPTER 57

the consent of a person proposed to be entered on the Remittance
Sector Register as a remittance affiliate of the applicant.

The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions that are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules and persons aware of
such convictions must disregard them.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Matters to be considered by the
AUSTRAC CEO when deciding to
cancel a registration

58.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraph 75G(1)(c) and subsection 75G(3) of that Act and in reliance on
section 4 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

58.2

Without limiting the matters to which the AUSTRAC CEO may have regard,
the AUSTRAC CEO may have regard to the matters specified in the Schedule
to this Chapter when deciding if it is appropriate to cancel the registration of a
person under paragraph 75G(1)(c) of the AML/CTF Act.

Note:

Section 75Q of the AML/CTF Act requires that, except in urgent cases, the
AUSTRAC CEO must provide a person with the opportunity to make a
submission before any decision is taken to cancel their registration.

58.3

The AUSTRAC CEO may publish on AUSTRAC’s website, or in any manner
which is considered appropriate, a list of the names of persons whose
registration has been cancelled and the date the cancellation took effect.

58.4

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(2)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a government
body;

(3)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(4)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is;
(i)

a beneficial owner; or
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(ii)

(b)

(5)

CHAPTER 58

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate
with duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct
may fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate's
policy;

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;

‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

(6)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(7)

‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;
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‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or

(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that corresponds
to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of
a foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to
in paragraph (a).
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Schedule
1.

Whether the person or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling, fraud,
a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence
under the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been subject to a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF
Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or commercial or
professional activities, which were determined adversely to the person
or any of its key personnel (including by the person or any of its key
personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving an undertaking,
not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct) and which reflected
adversely on the person’s competence, diligence, judgement, honesty
or integrity;

and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the person and
each of its key personnel;
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions which are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
2.

If the person is a registered remittance affiliate, the original or a certified copy
(as applicable) of the report of the most recent due diligence assessment that
has been carried out on the person, by the registered remittance network
provider who applied for registration of the person, to determine the suitability
of the person to be a remittance affiliate of the registered remittance network
provider.

3.

Whether the following were not true and correct, or were materially
misleading (whether by inclusion or omission), at the time the information or
advice was provided:
(a)

the information provided in any application for registration made under
subsection 75B(1) or (2) of the AML/CTF Act;

(b)

the information provided in any application for the renewal of
registration made for the purposes of section 75J of the AML/CTF Act;
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Note: Chapter 70 of the AML/CTF Rules specifies the requirements for
making an application for the renewal of registration on the
Remittance Sector Register.
(c)

any advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under paragraph 75M(1)(d)
of the AML/CTF Act of any change in circumstances that could
materially affect the person’s registration;

(d)

any advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under the AML/CTF Rules
made for the purposes of paragraph 75M(1)(e) of the AML/CTF Act;

(e)

any advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under subsection 75M(3) of
the AML/CTF Act by a registered remittance network provider of
changes notified to it by a registered remittance affiliate under
subsection 75M(2) of the AML/CTF Act.

Note: Chapter 60 of these AML/CTF Rules sets out the requirements for advising the
AUSTRAC CEO of material changes of circumstances and other matters
required by section 75M of the AML/CTF Act.
4.

Whether the person has contravened a provision of the AML/CTF Act or a
requirement of the AML/CTF Rules, and if so, the details of each instance for
the person including the nature, severity and frequency of the breach.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 59

Matters to be considered by the
AUSTRAC CEO when deciding to
suspend a registration

59.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 75H(1) of that Act and in reliance on section 4 of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

59.2

Subject to paragraphs 59.3, 59.4 and 59.5, the AUSTRAC CEO may suspend
for a specified period of time the registration of a person with or without prior
notice.

59.3

The AUSTRAC CEO may suspend a person’s registration without prior
written notice to the person where one or more grounds in paragraph 59.4
apply and the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is appropriate to do so.

Note: A person whose registration has been suspended by the AUSTRAC CEO
without prior notice may still apply for a review of this decision under
paragraph 59.5(3) of these Rules.
59.4

Without limiting the matters to which the AUSTRAC CEO may have regard,
the AUSTRAC CEO may have regard to any of the following matters when
deciding if it is appropriate to suspend the registration of a person under
paragraph 59.2, with or without prior notice:
(1)

Whether the person or any of its key personnel:
(a)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to
money laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people
smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the
AML/CTF Act, or an offence under the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

has been the subject of a civil penalty order made under the
AML/CTF Act;

(c)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an entity,
or commercial or professional activities, which were
determined adversely to the person or any of its key personnel
(including by the person or any of its key personnel consenting
to an order or direction, or giving an undertaking, not to engage
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in unlawful or improper conduct) and which reflected adversely
on the person’s competence, diligence, judgement, honesty or
integrity;
and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the person
and each of its key personnel;
Note: The above does not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914,
which means that certain convictions which are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
(2)

That the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the
person has contravened a civil penalty provision of the AML/CTF Act;

(3)

That the AUSTRAC CEO has decided that reasonable grounds exist on
which to commence an action to cancel the registration of the person
under section 75G of the AML/CTF Act, and that action has not been
completed;

(4)

That the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the
person has contravened:
(a)

a condition imposed on the registration of a person under
subsection 75E(1) of the AML/CTF Act; or

(b)

a provision of the AML/CTF Act or a requirement in the
AML/CTF Rules;

(5)

That the AUSTRAC CEO suspects on reasonable grounds that the
person may contravene a provision of the AML/CTF Act;

(6)

That the AUSTRAC CEO reasonably believes that information or
advice provided under any of the following was not true and correct, or
was materially misleading (whether by inclusion or omission), at the
time the information or advice was provided:
(a)

information provided in any application for registration made
under subsection 75B(1) or (2) of the AML/CTF Act;

(b)

information provided in any application for the renewal of
registration made for the purposes of section 75J of the
AML/CTF Act;

Note:

Chapter 70 of the AML/CTF Rules specifies the requirements
for making an application for the renewal of registration on
the Remittance Sector Register.
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(c)

advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under paragraph
75M(1)(d) of the AML/CTF Act of any change in
circumstances that could materially affect the person’s
registration;

(d)

advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under the AML/CTF
Rules made for the purposes of paragraph 75M(1)(e) of the
AML/CTF Act;

(e)

advice to the AUSTRAC CEO given under subsection 75M(3)
of the AML/CTF Act by a registered remittance network
provider of changes notified to the provider by a registered
remittance affiliate of that provider under subsection 75M(2) of
the AML/CTF Act.

Note: Chapter 60 of the AML/CTF Rules sets out the requirements for advising the
AUSTRAC CEO of material changes of circumstances and other matters
required by section 75M of the AML/CTF Act.
(7)

That the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the
continued registration of the person involves, or may involve a
significant money laundering, financing of terrorism or people
smuggling risk.

Note: The conduct of the person and any of its key personnel may be relevant in
assessing the money laundering, financing of terrorism or people smuggling
risk of allowing the continued registration of the person.
59.5

If the AUSTRAC CEO decides that the registration of a person is to be
suspended:
(1)

(2)

the AUSTRAC CEO must within 7 days give written notice of the
suspension to:
(a)

the person; and

(b)

if the person is a registered remittance affiliate of a remittance
network provider, to that registered remittance network
provider;

the notice given under paragraph 59.5(1) must:
(a)

set out the grounds on which the decision was made;

(b)

specify the period of suspension;

(c)

specify the date on which the suspension will commence;
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(d)

specify when the suspension will cease;

(e)

include a statement that the suspension may be reviewed if the
AUSTRAC CEO becomes aware of material information
relevant to the grounds as specified under subparagraph
59.5(2)(a); and

(f)

include a statement setting out particulars of the person’s right
to have the decision reviewed;

(3)

A person whose registration is suspended may apply to the AUSTRAC
CEO for review of the decision;

(4)

An application for review must:
(a)

be in writing; and

(b)

be in the approved form; and

(c)

set out the reasons why the decision should be reviewed; and

(d)

be given to the AUSTRAC CEO within 14 days after the receipt
of the notice given under paragraph 59.5(1).

59.6

A suspension made under paragraph 59.2 cannot commence prior to the date
specified in subparagraph 59.5(2)(c).

59.7

The AUSTRAC CEO may publish the notice of suspension or extracts from
that notice, on AUSTRAC’s website or in any manner which is considered
appropriate.

59.8

The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, inform a registered remittance affiliate
of the suspension of a registered remittance network provider.

59.9

The AUSTRAC CEO may remove the entry relating to one or more of the
registrations of the person from the Remittance Sector Register, for the period
that the registration is suspended.

59.10 A reference in this Chapter to a person or any key personnel of the person who
have been convicted of an offence includes a reference to a person in respect
of whom an order has been made under section 19B of the Crimes Act 1914,
or under a corresponding provision of a law of a State, a Territory or a foreign
country, in relation to the offence.
59.11 In this Chapter:
(1)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;
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(2)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a government
body;

(3)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(4)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a)

(b)

(5)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is;
(i)

a beneficial owner; or

(ii)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate
with duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct
may fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate's
policy;

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;

‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

(6)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(7)

‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
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(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;
(8)

‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or

(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that corresponds
to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of
a foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to
in paragraph (a).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to the OAIC website or call 1300 363 992.
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60.1

CHAPTER 60

Change in registration details regarding the
person

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraphs 75M(1)(e) and (2)(b) and subsection 75(4) of that Act and in
reliance on section 4 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901. Sections 136 and 137
of the AML/CTF Act apply to each paragraph in this Chapter.

Person registered as a remittance network provider, an independent remittance
dealer or a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network provider that
applied for registration on its own behalf
60.2

For the purpose of paragraph 75M(1)(e) of the AML/CTF Act, the following
matters are specified:
(1)

a material change in any of the registration details of the person as set
out in Part A of Schedules 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 56 of these AML/CTF
Rules, as the case may be, including:
(a)

(b)

any change to the registration details of the key personnel of the
person, including:
(i)

any change in the number of key personnel;

(ii)

in situations where new key personnel have been
appointed or commenced since the registration of the
person on the Remittance Sector Register, a declaration
by the person that:
(A)

a National Police Certificate (NPC) or a
National Police History Check (NPHC) has been
obtained, or an application has been made for a
NPC or NPHC, for the new key personnel;

(B)

the person has obtained, or will, obtain and
retain the information specified in the Schedule
to this Chapter; and

(C)

each of the key personnel of the person has been
subject to, and satisfied, the employee due
diligence program of the person;

whether the person or any of its key personnel:
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(i)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in
relation to money laundering, financing of terrorism,
terrorism, people smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an
offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence under
the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (FTR Act);

(ii)

has been the subject of a civil penalty order made under
the AML/CTF Act;

(iii)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an
entity, or commercial or professional activities, which
were determined adversely to the person or any of its
key personnel (including by the person or any of its key
personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving
an undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper
conduct) and which reflected adversely on the person’s
competence, diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity;

and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the person
and each of its key personnel;
(c)

whether the person has become a subsidiary of another entity;

(d)

if the person was, when registered, a subsidiary of an entity,
whether the person has become a subsidiary of a different
entity;

(e)

whether the person is now controlled by another entity;

(f)

if the person was, when registered, controlled by an entity,
whether the person is now controlled by a different entity;

(g)

if the person is a company – the deregistration of the company
by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission;

(h)

if the person is a trust:

(i)

(i)

information that the trust has been dissolved; or

(ii)

any change to the identity or registration details of the
trustees, including any change in the number of trustees;

if the person is a partnership:
(i)

information that the partnership has been dissolved; or
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any change to the registration details of the current
partners, including any change in the number of
partners;

(j)

if the person is an individual – information that the individual is
deceased;

(k)

if the person is an unincorporated association – information that
the association has ceased to exist;

(l)

if the person is an incorporated association – information that
the association has ceased to exist;

(m)

if the person is a registered co-operative – information that the
co-operative has ceased to exist;

(n)

information that two or more persons whose names and
registration details as currently on the Remittance Sector
Register have merged or amalgamated, and the merged or
amalgamated entity has commenced, or has continued, to
provide a designated service;

(o)

that the person no longer provides a designated service.

Advice in regard to a material change relating to the person’s registration
details may be made by a person (the requestor) who is not the person or an
agent of the person, if:
(1)

the request provides evidence of the requestor’s authority to make that
request, to the satisfaction of the AUSTRAC CEO, and

(2)

the person is an individual who is deceased, or

(3)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist; or

(4)

the person is an individual who no longer has capacity to manage their
affairs.

Person registered as a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider
60.4

For the purpose of paragraph 75M(2)(b) of the AML/CTF Act, the following
matters are specified:
(1)

a material change in any of the registration details of the person as set
out in Part A of Schedule 2 in Chapter 56 of these AML/CTF Rules,
including:
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any change to the registration details of the key personnel of the
person, including:
(i)

any change in the number of key personnel;

(ii)

in situations where new key personnel have been
appointed or commenced since the registration of the
person on the Remittance Sector Register, a declaration
by the person that:
(A)

a National Police Certificate (NPC) or a
National Police History Check (NPHC) has been
obtained, or an application has been made for a
NPC or NPHC, for the new key personnel;

(B)

the person has obtained, or will, obtain and
retain the information specified in the Schedule
to this Chapter; and

(C)

each of the key personnel of the person has been
subject to, and satisfied, the employee due
diligence program of the person;

whether the person or any of its key personnel:
(i)

has been charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in
relation to money laundering, financing of terrorism,
terrorism, people smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, an
offence under the AML/CTF Act, or an offence under
the FTR Act;

(ii)

has been the subject of a civil penalty order made under
the AML/CTF Act;

(iii)

has been the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or
enforcement action, in relation to the management of an
entity, or commercial or professional activities, which
were determined adversely to the person or any of its
key personnel (including by the person or any of its key
personnel consenting to an order or direction, or giving
an undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper
conduct) and which reflected adversely on the person’s
competence, diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity;

and if so, the details of each instance as the case may be, for the
person and each of its key personnel;
(c)

whether the person has become a subsidiary of another entity;
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(d)

if the person was, when registered, a subsidiary of an entity,
whether the person has become a subsidiary of a different
entity;

(e)

whether the person is now controlled by an entity;

(f)

if the person was, when registered, controlled by an entity,
whether the person is now controlled by a different entity;

(g)

if the person is a company – the deregistration of the company
by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission;

(h)

if the person is a trust:

(i)

(i)

information that the trust has been dissolved; or

(ii)

any change to the registration details of the current
trustees, including any change in the number of trustees;

if the person is a partnership:
(i)

information that the partnership has been dissolved; or

(ii)

any change to the registration details of the current
partners, including any change in the number of
partners;

(j)

if the person is an individual – information that the individual is
deceased;

(k)

if the person is an unincorporated association – information that
the association has ceased to exist;

(l)

if the person is an incorporated association – information that
the association has ceased to exist;

(m)

if the person is a registered co-operative – information that the
co-operative has ceased to exist;

(n)

information that two or more persons whose names and
registration details as currently on the Remittance Sector
Register have merged or amalgamated, and the merged or
amalgamated entity has commenced, or has continued, to
provide a designated service;

(o)

that the person no longer provides a designated service.
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Advice in regard to a material change relating to the person’s registration
details may be made by a person (the requestor) who is not the person or an
agent of the person, if:
(1)

the request provides evidence of the requestor’s authority to make that
request, to the satisfaction of the AUSTRAC CEO, and

(2)

the person is an individual who is deceased, or

(3)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist; or

(4)

the person is an individual who no longer has capacity to manage their
affairs.

To avoid doubt, these AML/CTF Rules do not affect the operation of Part
VIIC of the Crimes Act 1914, including the application of Part VIIC to
disclosable convictions.

Note: This means that certain convictions which are spent convictions are not
required to be disclosed under these AML/CTF Rules.
60.7

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘accredited agency’ means an agency approved by the Australian
Crime Commission to access the National Police Checking Service;

Note: In 2016, the list of accredited agencies as specified by the Australian Crime
Commission was available on the Australian Crime Commission website
(www.acic.gov.au).
(2)

‘Australian Police Force’ means ACT Policing, the Australian Federal
Police, the New South Wales Police Service, the Northern Territory
Police, the Queensland Police Service, the Victoria Police, the South
Australia Police, the Tasmania Police Service and the Western
Australia Police;

(3)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(4)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(5)

‘control’ has the meaning given by section 50AA of the Corporations
Act 2001;

(6)

‘Australian Crime Commission’ means the agency which, in addition
to its other functions, provides systems and services relating to
national policing information, including the provision of nationally
coordinated criminal history checks;
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‘disclosable convictions’ means a conviction that:
(a)

has been recorded by a court; and

(b)

has not been spent under the laws of the country in which the
conviction was recorded;

(8)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a government
body;

(9)

‘entity’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(10)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(11)

‘key personnel’:
(a)

(b)

(12)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is:
(i)

a beneficial owner; or

(ii)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate
with duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct
may fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate's
policy;

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;

‘National Police Certificate’ means a document that contains a
certification, effective on a national basis, that the natural person to
whom it relates either has no disclosable convictions or has a
disclosable conviction that is detailed in the Certificate; and
(a)

if the natural person to whom it relates is a resident of
Australia, is issued by an Australian police force; or

(b)

if the natural person to whom it relates is a resident of another
country, is issued by a police force of that other country;
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(13)

‘National Police Checking Service Support System’ means the
information database administered by the Australian Crime
Commission which supports the process of national police history
checking;

(14)

‘National Police History Check’ means a police history record check
carried out by the Australian Crime Commission within Australia
through the National Police Checking Service and provided to an
accredited agency, which contains the information specified in
subparagraph 1(b) of Part B of Schedules 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 56;

(15)

‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

(16)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(17)

‘reference number’ means an identifier (including an Organisation
Registration Number supplied by the Australian Crime Commission)
allocated by an accredited agency to the National Police History
Check request, which identifies the search results obtained by that
agency from the National Police Checking Service Support System;

(18)

‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.
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A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;
(19)

‘subsidiary’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001.

(20)

‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or

(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that corresponds
to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a).
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Schedule
Information to be obtained and retained pursuant to subsection 75(4) of
the AML/CTF Act
1.

For all key personnel who either are appointed or commence after the date of
registration of a person on the Remittance Sector Register, the registered
person must obtain and retain:
(a)

the original or certified copy (as applicable) of a National Police
Certificate (or foreign equivalent if one is able to be obtained) (NPC);
or

(b)

a National Police History Check (NPHC) which:
(i)

has been obtained from an accredited agency;

(ii)

specifies the full name and date of birth of the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates;

(iii)

provides relevant information regarding the natural person to
whom the NPHC relates, which will enable the applicant to
make an informed decision as to whether that natural person
has any disclosable convictions arising from any court
outcomes within Australia which are disclosable;

(iv)

specifies the reference number allocated to the NPHC by the
accredited agency;

(v)

specifies the name of the accredited agency which obtained the
NPHC; and

(vi)

specifies the date on which the NPHC was released.

Note 1: Subsection 6E(1A) of the Privacy Act 1988 applies the Australian Privacy
Principles to all reporting entities in relation to their activities under the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006.
Note 2: A reporting entity intending to disclose a NPHC or information from it to
AUSTRAC should ensure that it complies with any requirements of the
Australian Crime Commission in regard to that disclosure.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Reporting obligations of remittance
affiliates

61.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purpose of
items 50(1) and 50(2) of Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the Combating the Financing
of People Smuggling and Other Measures Act 2011.

61.2

An obligation imposed by subsection 43(2) or 45(2) of the AML/CTF Act
upon a remittance affiliate of a remittance network provider to give a report to
the AUSTRAC CEO is taken instead to be an obligation imposed upon, and
must be discharged by, the remittance network provider.

61.3

If a suspicious matter reporting obligation imposed by subsection 41(1) of the
AML/CTF Act upon a remittance affiliate of a remittance network provider
arises, that obligation may be met by the remittance network provider under a
written agreement in place between the remittance affiliate and the remittance
network provider.

61.4

In this Chapter:
(1)

(2)

‘remittance affiliate’ means a reporting entity:
(a)

that provides a designated service covered by item 31 or 32 of
table 1 in section 6 of the AML/CTF Act; and

(b)

provides that service as part of a network of persons referred to
in item 32A of that table operated by a remittance network
provider;

‘remittance network provider’ means a reporting entity that provides a
designated service covered by item 32A of table 1 in section 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Reporting Entities Roll

62.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 51C(4) of that Act and in reliance on section 4 of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901. These Rules come into effect on the date that section
51C of the AML/CTF Act comes into effect.

62.2

If the AUSTRAC CEO considers on reasonable grounds that an entry on the
Reporting Entities Roll (the Roll) is incorrect or incomplete, the AUSTRAC
CEO may correct, or make complete, the entry.

62.3

(1)

If the AUSTRAC CEO corrects or makes complete a person’s
name and enrolment details on the Roll, the AUSTRAC CEO must, (if
possible), give a written notice to the person; and

(2)

The notice must set out:
(a)

the changes to the entry that the AUSTRAC CEO has made;
and

(b)

the date on which the changes were made.

62.4

If the AUSTRAC CEO considers on reasonable grounds that a person no
longer provides a designated service, the AUSTRAC CEO may remove the
person’s name and enrolment details from the Roll.

62.5

For the purposes of paragraph 62.4, the matters that may be considered by the
AUSTRAC CEO when forming an opinion include:
(1)

a change in any of the person’s enrolment details set out in Part A of
Schedule 1 of Chapter 63;

(2)

if the person is a company – the deregistration of the company by the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission;

(3)

if the person is a trust – information that the trust has been dissolved;

(4)

if the person is a partnership – information that the partnership has
been dissolved;

(5)

if the person is an individual – information that the individual is
deceased;
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(6)

if the person is an unincorporated association – information that the
association has ceased to exist;

(7)

if the person is an incorporated association – information that the
association has ceased to exist;

(8)

if the person is a registered co-operative – information that the cooperative has ceased to exist;

(9)

if the person is a government body – information that the government
body has ceased to exist;

(10)

information that two or more persons whose names and enrolment
details are currently on the Roll have merged or amalgamated, and the
merged or amalgamated entity has commenced, or has continued, to
provide a designated service;

(11)

information that the person no longer provides a designated service; or

(12)

any other information that the AUSTRAC CEO considers is relevant to
whether the person continues to provide a designated service or has
changed its legal structure to the extent that names and enrolment
details should be removed.

(1)

If the AUSTRAC CEO has formed the opinion that the person no
longer provides a designated service and has removed the person’s
name and enrolment details, the AUSTRAC CEO must (if possible)
give a written notice to the person, or in the case of a deceased
individual, the administrator of that individual’s estate.

(2)

The notice must set out:
(a)

the reason for the removal by the AUSTRAC CEO; and

(b)

the date on which the person’s name and enrolment details
were removed from the Roll.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Information to be provided or in relation to
an application for enrolment as a reporting
entity

63.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 51C(4) and paragraph 51E(2)(b) of that Act.

63.2

The enrolment details, in relation to a person, are the details required to be
provided as set out in Part A of the Schedule to this Chapter.

63.3

A person making an application for enrolment as a reporting entity must:

63.4

(1)

provide in their application the information set out in Part A of the
Schedule to this Chapter;

(2)

obtain and retain the information set out in Part B of the Schedule to
this Chapter; and

(3)

include in their application a declaration made by the authorised
individual that the information in the Schedule to this Chapter is true,
accurate and complete.

An application for enrolment as a reporting entity may be made by an agent of
the person on behalf of the person, only if:
(1)

there is a current written agreement in place between the agent of the
person and the person; or the person has provided to the agent of the
person a written authority;

(2)

that written agreement or written authority authorises the agent to
make an application for enrolment on behalf of the person;

(3)

the application of the agent on behalf of the person contains the
information set out in Part A of the Schedule to this Chapter;

(4)

the agent has obtained and retained the information set out in Part B of
the Schedule to this Chapter; and

(5)

the application includes a declaration by the agent that the information
in the Schedule to this Chapter is true, accurate and complete.
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In this Chapter:
(1)

‘ADI’ (short for authorised deposit-taking institution) has the same
meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(2)

‘annual financial statements’ means:
(a)

if the person has an obligation under Part 2M.3 of the
Corporations Act 2001:
(i)

(b)

if the person does not have an obligation under Part 2M.3 of the
Corporations Act 2001:
(i)

(3)

those consolidated documents which are used to
calculate the EBITDA for the most recent financial year
before the census day;

‘Australian Government Entity’ means:
(a)

the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or

(b)

an agency or authority of:

(c)

(4)

the financial report (or foreign equivalent) for the most
recent financial year before the census day;

(i)

the Commonwealth; or

(ii)

a State; or

(iii)

a Territory; or

a local governing body established by or under a law of the
Commonwealth, a State or Territory, other than a body whose
sole or principal function is to provide a particular service, such
as the supply of electricity or water;

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a)

a beneficial owner;

(b)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act 2001;

(c)

an agent of the person;

(d)

a nominee pursuant to subsection 8(2) of the Australian
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre Industry Contribution
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(Collection) Act 2011 who has been authorised in writing by
the person to act on their behalf as a nominee; or
(e)

an employee of the person who has been authorised in writing
by the person to act on their behalf;

(5)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(6)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(7)

‘consolidated documents’ means those documents which contain
financial information relating to the calculation of earnings;

(8)

‘earnings’, in relation to a leviable entity, means:
(a)

if the leviable entity is an ADI or a registered financial
corporation – the total profit before tax, depreciation and
amortisation (PBTDA), not adjusted for significant items; or

(b)

if the leviable entity is a member of a group of leviable entities
and any member of that group is an ADI or a registered
financial corporation – PBTDA, not adjusted for significant
items; or

(c)

in any other case – the total earnings before tax, interest,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA), not adjusted for
significant items;

of the leviable entity, for a year ending in the previous financial year,
the details of which have been recorded in accordance with the
requirements for the roll maintained by the AUSTRAC CEO under
section 51C of the AML/CTF Act;
Note: The above definition recognises that leviable entities may have annual
accounting periods that end on a date other than 30 June in any year.
(9)

‘financial report’ has the same meaning as in section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(10)

‘foreign company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act
2001;

(11)

‘group of leviable entities’ means all leviable entities that are related
bodies corporate;
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(12)

‘instalment of levy’ means an amount of levy imposed by a
determination under subsection 9(1) of the Australian Transaction
Reports and Analysis Centre Industry Contribution Act 2011;

(13)

‘leviable entity’, in relation to the financial year, has the same meaning
as in the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre Industry
Contribution Act 2011;

(14)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(15)

‘previous financial year’ means the financial year beginning on 1 July
of the financial year immediately preceding the census day;

(16)

‘registered financial corporation’ has the same meaning as ‘registered
entity’ in the Financial Sector (Collection of Data) Act 2001;

(17)

‘related bodies corporate’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations
Act 2001;

(18)

‘significant items’ means a revenue or an expense from ordinary
activities of such size, nature or incidence that its disclosure is relevant
to the Australian Accounting Standard AASB 1018 (5.4);

(19)

‘subsidiary’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(20)

‘ultimate holding company’ has the same meaning as in the
Corporations Act 2001.

In these Rules, the terms ‘domestic company’, ‘registered co-operative’,
‘registered foreign company’, ‘relevant foreign registration body’ and
‘unregistered foreign company’ have the same respective meanings as in
Chapter 1 of the AML/CTF Rules.
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Schedule – Information to be provided or relating to a person applying for
enrolment
Part A

Enrolment details - the information to be provided by a person
applying for enrolment pursuant to section 51E of the AML/CTF
Act

1.

The name of the person;

2.

The business name(s) under which the person is carrying on a business, or
proposes to carry on a business, of providing a designated service;

3.

A description of whether the person is operating as an individual, company,
partnership, trust or through any other legal structure;

4.

A description of whether the person:
(a)

provides a designated service at or through a permanent establishment
in Australia;

(b)

is a resident of Australia and the designated service is provided at or
through a permanent establishment of the person in a foreign country;
or

(c)

is a subsidiary of a company that is a resident of Australia and the
designated service is provided at or through a permanent establishment
of the person in a foreign country;

5.

The designated service or services which the person provides or proposes to
provide;

6.

The date on which the person commenced to provide or proposes to provide,
designated services;

7.

A description of the business carried on by the person;

8.

The address of the registered office of the person (if applicable);

9.

The full street address of the person’s principal place of business at which the
person provides or proposes to provide a designated service, not being a
branch of that person;

10.

The postal address of the person (if applicable);

11.

In regard to the registration of a business carrying on a business, or proposing
to carry on a business, of providing a designated service, the following, if
applicable:
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(a)

the ACN;

(b)

the ARBN;

(c)

the ABN;

(d)

the Australian financial services licence number;

(e)

the Australian credit licence number;

(f)

the foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or Australian
credit licence number, together with the country in which the number
was issued;

12.

The person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

13.

The person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if applicable);

14.

The person’s email address at its principal place of business (if applicable);

15.

The person’s website address (if applicable);

16.

The full name and business address (not being a post box address), and, where
applicable, any business registration number(s) of:

17.

(a)

if the person is an individual – that individual;

(b)

if the person comprises a partnership –the full name and address (not
being a post box address) of each partner of the partnership; or

(c)

if the person is a trust –the name of each trustee;

If the person provides the item 31, 32 and 32A designated services in table 1
of subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act, whether the person provides those
designated services as a:
(a)

remittance network provider;

(b)

an independent remittance dealer; or

(c)

a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network provider;

18.

Whether the person has any obligations under the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988, and if so, the details of those obligations;

19.

Whether the person is a related body corporate to a reporting entity;
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If applicable, in respect of the ultimate holding company of the group of
related bodies corporate of which the person is a member:
(a)

the name of the ultimate holding company;

(b)

the ACN;

(c)

the ARBN;

(d)

the ABN;

(e)

the Australian financial services licence number;

(f)

the Australian credit licence number;

(g)

the foreign equivalent of the ACN, ABN, ARBN, AFSL or Australian
credit licence number, together with the country in which the number
was issued;

(h)

the address (not being a post box address);

Earnings information and the AUSTRAC Industry Contribution
21.

The earnings of the person for a year ending in the financial year immediately
preceding the census day, if the circumstances described below apply:

Note: If an earnings figure is required to be provided it may need to be updated each
year as required by the AML/CTF Rules made under section 51F of the
AML/CTF Act which deal with the requirement to update 'enrolment details'.
When earnings details have to be provided
(a)

that entity is not part of a group of leviable entities and has earnings
equal to or greater than $100,000,000; or

(b)

that entity is part of a group of leviable entities where the total earnings
of the group of leviable entities is equal to or greater than
$100,000,000; or

(c)

that entity is a foreign company or a subsidiary of a foreign company
and is not part of a group of leviable entities and the earnings of the
entity derived from operations in Australia is equal to or greater than
$100,000,000; or

(d)

that entity is part of a group of leviable entities where one or more
entities is a foreign company or a subsidiary of a foreign company
(‘foreign leviable entity’) and the total earnings of all of the foreign
leviable entities from operations in Australia is:
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equal to or greater than $100,000,000;

or
(ii)

(A)

less than $100,000,000; and

(B)

the total earnings of the foreign leviable entity or entities
from operation in Australia and the total earnings of all
other leviable entities in the group is equal to or greater
than $100,000,000;

comprising:
(e)

where the person is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation, and
is not a foreign company:
(i)

(f)

where the person is a member of a group of leviable entities and any
member of that group is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation,
and the person is not a foreign company:
(i)

(g)

the PBTDA, not adjusted for significant items derived from its
operations in Australia; or

where the person is not an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation,
and is not a foreign company:
(i)

(j)

the PBTDA, not adjusted for significant items derived from its
operations in Australia; or

where the person is a member of a group of leviable entities and any
member of that group is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation,
and the person is a foreign company:
(i)

(i)

the PBTDA, not adjusted for significant items; or

where the person is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation, and
the person is a foreign company:
(i)

(h)

the total profit before tax, depreciation and amortisation
(PBTDA), not adjusted for significant items; or

the total earnings before tax, interest, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA), not adjusted for significant items; or

where the person is a member of a group of leviable entities and none
of the members is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation, and
the person is not a foreign company:
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(k)

the EBITDA, not adjusted for significant items; or

where the person is not an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation,
and is a foreign company:
(i)

(l)

CHAPTER 63

the EBITDA, not adjusted for significant items derived from its
operations in Australia; or

where the person is a member of a group of leviable entities and none
of the members is an ADI or a Registered Financial Corporation, and
the person is a foreign company:
(i)

the EBITDA, not adjusted for significant items derived from its
operations in Australia;

22.

The billing address of the person;

23.

The business contact details of the AML/CTF Compliance Officer of the
person, comprising:

24.

(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address;

The business contact details of the individual completing the application for
enrolment, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and
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(g)
25.

CHAPTER 63

postal address;

The business contact details of the individual, if different from the AML/CTF
Compliance Officer, relevant to matters relating to the levy, comprising:
(a)

full name;

(b)

position or title;

(c)

date of birth (optional);

(d)

telephone number;

(e)

facsimile number (if applicable);

(f)

email address; and

(g)

postal address;

26.

Whether the person is exempt from Part 7 of the AML/CTF Act in full;

27.

Whether the person has fewer than 5 employees.

28.

Where the person is a remittance affiliate; and,
(a)

provided a designated service or services only in the capacity of a
remittance affiliate; and

(b)

did not provide a designated service in any other capacity;

that person is not required to provide the information in regard to an
application for enrolment specified at,
(c)
29.

paragraphs 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26 and 27.

Where the person is exempt from Part 7 of the AML/CTF Act in full, that
person is not required to provide the information in regard to an application for
enrolment specified at,
(a)

paragraphs 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, and 27.
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Part B

1.

CHAPTER 63

Information to be obtained and retained by a person applying for
enrolment pursuant to subsection 51C(4) of the AML/CTF Act

The annual financial statements of the person relating to the most recent
financial year before the census day, unless the person is:
(a)

a remittance affiliate that provided a designated service or services
only in the capacity of a remittance affiliate and did not provide a
designated service in any other capacity;

or
(b)

a person exempt from Part 7 of the AML/CTF Act in full.

If the person is a company
2.

domestic company:
(a)

3.

4.

if the company is registered as a proprietary company, the name of
each director of the company;

registered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and

(c)

the name of each director of the company;

unregistered foreign company:
(a)

the country in which the company was formed, incorporated or
registered;

(b)

whether the company is registered by the relevant foreign registration
body; and if so:
(i)

the full address of the company in its country of formation,
incorporation or registration as registered; and

(ii)

the name of each director of the company;
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(c)

CHAPTER 63

if the company is not registered by the relevant foreign registration
body, the full address of the principal place of business of the company
in its country of formation or incorporation;

If the person is an association (incorporated)
5.

(a)

the full names of the office holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is an association (unincorporated)
6.

(a)

the full names of the office holders, including the chairman, secretary
and treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the association; and

(b)

the full names of any members of the governing committee (howsoever
described);

If the person is a registered co-operative
7.

the full names of the office holders, including the chairman, secretary or
treasurer or equivalent officer in each case of the co-operative;

If the person is a government body
8.

whether the government body is an Australian government entity;

9.

whether the government body is established under legislation of a foreign
country and the name of that country;

For applications for enrolment made by an agent of the person
10.

the original or certified copy of the agreement or authority between the agent
and the person for the duration of that agreement or authority.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 64

Changes in enrolment details in respect to a
reporting entity

64.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
subsection 51F(1) of that Act and in reliance on section 4 of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901. These Rules come into effect on the date that section
51F of the AML/CTF Act comes into effect.

64.2

For the purposes of subsection 51F(1) the following matters are specified:
(1)

64.3

64.4

any change in any of the person’s enrolment details set out in Part A of
the Schedule to Chapter 63, including:
(a)

if applicable, an updated annual earnings figure as soon as that
becomes available;

(b)

where two or more persons whose names and enrolment details
are currently on the Roll have merged or amalgamated, and the
merged or amalgamated entity has commenced, or has
continued, to provide a designated service.

Notification of a change in the person’s enrolment details may be made by an
agent of the person on behalf of the person, only if:
(1)

there is a current written agreement in place between the agent of the
person and the person, or the person has provided to the agent of the
person a written authority;

(2)

that agreement or written authority authorises the agent to notify, on
behalf of the person, a change in the enrolment details of the person on
the Reporting Entities Roll; and

(3)

the notification of a change in a person’s enrolment details includes a
declaration by the agent that the information is true, accurate and
complete.

A request for change of a person’s enrolment details may be made by a person
(the requestor) who is not the person or an agent of the person, if:
(1)

the request provides evidence of the requestor’s authority to make that
request, to the satisfaction of the AUSTRAC CEO, and

(2)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist; or
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(3)

CHAPTER 64

the person is an individual who no longer has capacity to manage their
affairs.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 65

Removal of entries from the Reporting
Entities Roll

65.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraph 51G(2)(b) of that Act.

65.2

A request made by a person to the AUSTRAC CEO to remove their name and
enrolment details from the Reporting Entities Roll must:

65.3

65.4

(1)

contain the information set out in the Schedule to this Chapter; and

(2)

include a declaration made by the authorised individual that the
information in the Schedule of this Chapter is true, accurate and
complete.

A request for removal from the Reporting Entities Roll may be made by an
agent of the person on behalf of the person, only if:
(1)

there is a current written agreement in place between the agent of the
person and the person, or the person has provided to the agent of the
person a written authority;

(2)

that agreement or written authority authorises the agent to request, on
behalf of the person, the removal of the person from the Reporting
Entities Roll;

(3)

the request for removal by the agent contains the information set out in
the Schedule to this Chapter; and

(4)

the request for removal includes a declaration by the agent that the
information is true, accurate and complete.

A request for change of a person’s enrolment details may be made by a person
(the requestor) who is not the person or an agent of the person, if:
(1)

the request provides evidence of the requestor’s authority to make that
request, to the satisfaction of the AUSTRAC CEO, and

(2)

the person is an individual who is deceased, or

(3)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist; or

(4)

the person is an individual who no longer has capacity to manage their
affairs; or
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(5)

65.5

CHAPTER 65

a request for change of a person’s enrolment details may be made by a
person (the requestor) who is not the person or an agent of the person,
if:
(1)

the request provides evidence of the requestor’s authority to
make that request, to the satisfaction of the AUSTRAC CEO,
and

(2)

the person is an individual who is deceased, or

(3)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist; or

(4)

the person is an individual who no longer has capacity to
manage their affairs.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a)

a beneficial owner;

(b)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001;

(c)

an agent of the person;

(d)

a nominee pursuant to subsection 8(2) of the Australian
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre Industry
Contribution (Collection) Act 2011 who has been
authorised in writing by the person to act on their behalf
as a nominee; or

(e)

an employee of the person who has been authorised in
writing by the person to act on their behalf;

(2)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(3)

‘company’ has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act.
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Schedule – Information to be provided in a request for removal from the
Reporting Entities Roll
1.

The name of the person;

2.

The business name(s) under which the person is carrying on a business, or was
carrying on a business, of providing a designated service;

3.

If applicable, the address of the principal place of business of the person;

4.

If applicable, the postal address of the person;

5.

If applicable:
(a)

the ACN;

(b)

the ARBN;

(c)

the ABN;

(d)

the Australian financial services licence number;

(e)

the Australian credit licence number;

(f)

any other unique identifying number relevant to the registration of the
business, including any that relate to a business or trading name; not
included in subparagraphs (a) to (e) above;

(g)

any number relevant to the person which has been allocated by
AUSTRAC in regard to the person’s enrolment on the Reporting
Entities Roll;

6.

The person’s telephone number at its principal place of business;

7.

The person’s facsimile number at its principal place of business (if applicable);

8.

The person’s email address at its principal place of business (if applicable);

9.

The date of the application requesting removal from the Reporting Entities
Roll;

10.

A statement that the person requests the AUSTRAC CEO to remove their
name and enrolment details from the Reporting Entities Roll;

11.

The date on which the person requests their name and enrolment details to be
removed from the Reporting Entities Roll, if different from the date of the
application;
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12.

CHAPTER 65

The person’s reason for requesting their removal from the Reporting Entities
Roll, for example:
(a)

the person no longer provides a designated service;

(b)

the person is an individual who is deceased;

(c)

the person is a corporate body which has ceased to exist;

(d)

two or more persons whose names and enrolment details are currently
on the Reporting Entities Roll have merged or amalgamated, and the
merged or amalgamated entity has commenced, or has continued, to
provide a designated service.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 66

Applicable customer identification
procedures in certain circumstances –
compulsory partial or total transfer of
business made under the Financial Sector
(Business Transfer and Group Restructure)
Act 1999

66.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

66.2

Subject to paragraphs 66.5 and 66.6, commencing on the day of a
compulsory transfer of business, Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act
does not apply to a designated service that is provided in the circumstances
specified in paragraph 66.3.

66.3

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraph 66.2 are that:
(1)

a compulsory transfer of business from reporting entity one to
reporting entity two has been effected; and

(2)

the designated service is provided to a transferring customer; and

(3)

the designated service is of a kind described in table 1 of
subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act; and

(4)

reporting entity two must commence an examination of reporting
entity one as soon as practicable, whether before or after the
compulsory transfer of business referred to in subparagraph
66.3(1), in order to determine on reasonable grounds:
(a)

the ML/TF risk it faces in providing the designated service
to the transferring customers as a group; and

(b)

that it has in place appropriate risk based systems and
controls to identify, manage and mitigate the ML/TF risk it
faces in providing the designated service to the transferring
customers as a group; and

(c)

whether based on the assessed ML/TF risk and its riskbased systems and controls, it is reasonable for it to either:
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(i)

rely upon the applicable customer identification
procedure of reporting entity one as an appropriate
means to identify and verify the identity of a
transferring customer; or

(ii)

treat a transferring customer who was a precommencement customer of reporting entity one as
if the customer was a pre-commencement customer
of reporting entity two.

66.4

The exemption provided to reporting entity two by paragraph 66.2 will end
60 days after the compulsory transfer of business was effected, unless, prior
to that time reporting entity two has concluded the examination required by
subparagraph 66.3(4) and has determined in the affirmative the assessments
required by subparagraphs 66.3(4)(b) and 66.3(4)(c).

66.5

Reporting entity two must, within 14 days after any of the circumstances
specified in paragraph 66.6 come into existence, take one or more of the
actions specified below:
(1)

carry out the applicable customer identification procedure, unless
reporting entity two has previously carried out that procedure or a
comparable procedure;

(2)

collect any KYC information in respect of the customer; or

(3)

verify, from a reliable and independent source, KYC information
that has been obtained in respect of the customer, as is appropriate
to the ML/TF risk relevant to provision of the designated service by
reporting entity two;

for the purpose of enabling reporting entity two to be reasonably satisfied
that the customer is the person that he or she claims to be.
66.6

For the purposes of paragraph 66.5 the following circumstances are
specified:
(1)

a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises in relation to a
transferring customer; or

(2)

reporting entity two reasonably suspects that reporting entity one
did not carry out the applicable customer identification procedure
when required; or

(3)

significant increases have occurred in the level of ML/TF risk as
assessed under the AML/CTF program of reporting entity two, in
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relation to the provision of a designated service by reporting entity
two to a transferring customer.
66.7

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘compulsory transfer of business’ means the process by which all or
part of the assets and liabilities of reporting entity one become the
assets and liabilities of reporting entity two pursuant to the meaning
given by Part 4 of the Financial Sector (Business Transfer and Group
Restructure) Act 1999;

(2)

‘reporting entity one’ means the reporting entity that partially or
totally transfers business;

(3)

‘reporting entity two’ means the reporting entity that receives the
business from reporting entity one;

(4)

‘transferring customer’ means a customer who is a former customer
of reporting entity one in relation to a designated service solely
because of a compulsory transfer of business from reporting entity
one to reporting entity two.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 67

Warrants

67.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 39(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

67.2

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a warrant issuer
providing a designated service in relation to a warrant that is of a kind
described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act in the
circumstances specified in subparagraph 67.7(1).

67.3

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a warrant issuer
providing a designated service in relation to a warrant that is of a kind
described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act in the
circumstances specified in subparagraph 67.7(2).

67.4

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a warrant issuer
providing a designated service in relation to a warrant that:
(1)

is of a kind described in item 35 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

is of a kind described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act

in the circumstances specified in subparagraph 67.7(3).
67.5

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a warrant issuer
providing a designated service that relates to a warrant that is of a kind
described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act in the
circumstances specified in subparagraph 67.7(4).

67.6

Division 4 of Part 2 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a warrant issuer
providing a designated service that relates to a warrant that:
(1)

is of a kind described in item 35 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

is of a kind described in item 46 of table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act;

in the circumstances specified in subparagraph 67.7(5).
67.7

The specified circumstances for the purposes of paragraphs 67.2, 67.3, 67.4,
67.5 and 67.6 are that the designated service is provided by a warrant issuer in
relation to a warrant; and
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(1)

a customer acquires a warrant on-market or off-market through the
completion of a transfer; or

(2)

after the circumstances in subparagraph 67.7(1) occur, as a result of a
corporate action in relation to the underlying asset, the warrant issuer
sells the underlying asset; or

(3)

after the circumstances in subparagraph 67.7(1) occur, as a result of a
corporate action in relation to the underlying asset, the warrant issuer
issues a new warrant to the warrant holder; or

(4)

after the circumstances in subparagraph 67.7(1) occur, the service is
provided as a result of the roll-over or re-set of a warrant, when the
warrant issuer sells the underlying asset; or

(5)

after the circumstances in subparagraph 67.7(1) occur, the service is
provided as a result of the expiry of a warrant, when the warrant issuer
issues a new warrant to the warrant holder.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘corporate action’ includes an assignment, conveyance, sale, or transfer
of the whole or part of a business in relation to the underlying asset;

(2)

‘off-market’ means where customers purchase warrants on their own
behalf, rather than from warrant issuers, outside a prescribed financial
market;

(3)

‘prescribed financial market’ has the meaning given by section 9 of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘warrant’ has the meaning set out in Regulation 1.0.02 of the
Corporations Regulations 2001, when issued by a bank, government or
other institution;

(5)

‘warrant holder’ means the customer of the warrant issuer;

(6)

‘warrant issuer’ means a person approved by a prescribed financial
market to issue warrants.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 68

Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Rules relating to
records of identification procedures

68.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 112(3) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

68.2

A record made under subsection 112(2) by a reporting entity relevant to the
applicable customer identification procedure and information obtained in the
course of carrying out the applicable customer identification procedure, must
be kept by the reporting entity in a form that enables the reporting entity:
(1)

to provide the record to an authorised officer within a reasonable
period; and

(2)

to demonstrate to the authorised officer that the reporting entity has
complied with the obligations under subsection 112(2).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 69

Casino licence holders – exemption
from applying for registration on the
Remittance Sector Register

69.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

69.2

Subsections 74(1), 74(1A) and 74(1B) of the AML/CTF Act do not apply to
the provision of a designated service set out in item 31, item 32 or item 32A of
table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the AML/CTF Act that are provided in the
circumstances specified in paragraph 69.3.

69.3

The specified circumstances are:
(1)

69.4

the designated service specified in paragraph 69.2 is provided:
(a)

only in conjunction with a designated service set out in table 3
in subsection 6(4) of the AML/CTF Act; and

(b)

the reporting entity is the holder of a casino licence; and

(c)

the designated services specified in paragraph 69.2 and
subparagraph 69.3(1)(a) are provided in a casino to which the
casino licence relates.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘holder of a casino licence’ means a person who holds a casino licence
or equivalent issued by one or more Australian State or Territory,
which allows the casino licence holder to operate a casino under the
legislation of the relevant Australian State or Territory.

Note: The exemption from applying for registration does not exempt the reporting
entity from any other obligation imposed by the AML/CTF Act, including the
reporting obligations specified in Part 3 of that Act.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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CHAPTER 70

Renewal of registration

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
section 75J of that Act. Sections 136 and 137 of the AML/CTF Act apply to
each paragraph of this Chapter.

Application period
70.2

A reporting entity which is:
(1)

(a)

a registered remittance network provider; or

(b)

a registered independent remittance dealer;

may apply to the AUSTRAC CEO, within the 90 day period preceding
the day on which their registration would otherwise cease, for a
renewal of that registration;
(2)

a registered remittance network provider may apply to the AUSTRAC
CEO, within the 90 day period preceding the day on which the
registration of a registered remittance affiliate of the registered
remittance network provider would cease, for a renewal of the
registration of the registered remittance affiliate.

Applications for renewal of registration
Remittance Network Provider
70.3

An application for renewal of registration as a remittance network provider
must be made by an authorised individual on behalf of the registered
remittance network provider and contain a declaration that:
(1)

the registration details of the registered remittance network provider as
they appear on the Remittance Sector Register are correct and current
at the time of the declaration;

(2)

the enrolment details of the registered remittance network provider as
they appear on the Reporting Entities Roll are correct and current at the
time of the declaration;

(3)

the remittance network provider has complied with the requirements of
section 75M of the AML/CTF Act and the Schedule to Chapter 60 of
the AML/CTF Rules;
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the authorised individual has notified the AUSTRAC CEO as to
whether the remittance network provider and any of its key personnel
have been:
(a)

charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling,
fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act,
or an offence under the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

subject of a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF Act;

(c)

the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or
commercial or professional activities, which were determined
adversely to the remittance network provider or any of its key
personnel (including by the remittance network provider or any
of its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or
giving an undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper
conduct) and which reflected adversely on the competence,
diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity of the remittance
network provider or any of its key personnel;

(5)

the remittance network provider has complied with the requirements of
subsection 75M(3) of the AML/CTF Act with respect to any
remittance affiliate;

(6)

the information given in the declaration is true, accurate and complete;
and

(7)

the applicant understands that criminal or civil penalties may apply for
giving false or misleading information, or for omitting any matter or
thing without which the information is misleading.

Independent Remittance Dealer
70.4

An application for renewal of registration as an independent remittance dealer
must be made by an authorised individual on behalf of the registered
independent remittance dealer and contain a declaration that:
(1)

the registration details of the registered independent remittance dealer
as they appear on the Remittance Sector Register are correct and
current at the time of the declaration;

(2)

the enrolment details of the registered independent remittance dealer as
they appear on the Reporting Entities Roll are correct and current at the
time of the declaration;
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(3)

the independent remittance dealer has complied with the requirements
of section 75M of the AML/CTF Act and the Schedule to Chapter 60
of the AML/CTF Rules;

(4)

the authorised individual has notified the AUSTRAC CEO as to
whether the independent remittance dealer and any of its key personnel
have been:
(a)

charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling,
fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act,
or an offence under the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

subject of a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF Act;

(c)

the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or
commercial or professional activities, which were determined
adversely to the independent remittance dealer or any of its key
personnel (including by the independent remittance dealer or
any of its key personnel consenting to an order or direction, or
giving an undertaking, not to engage in unlawful or improper
conduct) and which reflected adversely on the competence,
diligence, judgement, honesty or integrity of the independent
remittance dealer or any of its key personnel;

(5)

the information given in the declaration is true, accurate and complete;
and

(6)

the applicant understands that criminal or civil penalties may apply for
giving false or misleading information, or for omitting any matter or
thing without which the information is misleading.

Remittance Affiliate
70.5

An application for renewal of the registration of a registered remittance
affiliate of a registered remittance network provider must be made by an
authorised individual of the registered remittance network provider and
contain a declaration that:
(1)

the registration details of the registered remittance affiliate as they
appear on the Remittance Sector Register are correct and current at the
time of the declaration;

(2)

the enrolment details of the registered remittance affiliate as they
appear on the Reporting Entities Roll are correct and current at the
time of the declaration;
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(3)

the remittance affiliate has complied with the requirements of section
75M of the AML/CTF Act and the Schedule to Chapter 60 of the
AML/CTF Rules;

(4)

the authorised individual has notified the AUSTRAC CEO as to
whether the remittance affiliate and any of its key personnel have been:
(a)

charged, prosecuted and/or convicted in relation to money
laundering, financing of terrorism, terrorism, people smuggling,
fraud, a serious offence, an offence under the AML/CTF Act,
or an offence under the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988 (FTR Act);

(b)

subject of a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF Act;

(c)

the subject of civil or criminal proceedings or enforcement
action, in relation to the management of an entity, or
commercial or professional activities, which were determined
adversely to the remittance affiliate or any of its key personnel
(including by the remittance affiliate or any of its key personnel
consenting to an order or direction, or giving an undertaking,
not to engage in unlawful or improper conduct) and which
reflected adversely on the competence, diligence, judgement,
honesty or integrity of the remittance affiliate or any of its key
personnel;

(5)

the remittance network provider has obtained consent from the
remittance affiliate for it to be registered as a remittance affiliate of the
remittance network provider;

(6)

the information given in the declaration is true, accurate and complete;
and

(7)

the applicant understands that criminal or civil penalties may apply for
giving false or misleading information, or for omitting any matter or
thing without which the information is misleading.

Provisional continuation of registration
70.6

If an application has been made to the AUSTRAC CEO for the renewal of
registration of a person:
(1)

within the application period specified in paragraph 70.2; and

(2)

the application contains the declarations required under paragraphs
70.3, 70.4 or 70.5, as applicable;
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the registration of the person will continue in effect until the later of the
following times:
(3)

where the AUSTRAC CEO has decided the application for renewal of
registration of the person under paragraph 70.9 and has given written
notice of the decision in accordance with paragraph 70.11 – the date on
which the decision of the AUSTRAC CEO takes effect, as specified in
this notice; or

(4)

where the AUSTRAC CEO or other delegated decision-maker has
reconsidered a decision not to renew the registration of a person under
paragraph 70.18 and has given written notice of the reconsidered
decision in accordance with paragraph 70.19 – the date on which the
reconsidered decision takes effect, as specified in this notice.

Steps to be taken by the AUSTRAC CEO before making certain decisions
70.7

70.8

Before making a decision under subparagraph 70.9(2) or paragraph 70.18
affirming that decision in relation to one or more persons, the AUSTRAC
CEO must give a written notice to each of the persons containing:
(1)

the terms of the proposed decision; and

(2)

if the proposed decision is not to renew a registration – the date on
which the decision is proposed to take effect; and

(3)

the reasons for the proposed decision; and

(4)

a statement that the person may, within 28 days of the giving of the
notice, make a submission in relation to the proposed decision.

The AUSTRAC CEO is not required to give a notice for the purposes of
paragraph 70.7 if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is inappropriate to do
so because of the urgency of the circumstances.

Determining application for the renewal of registration of a person
70.9

The AUSTRAC CEO may decide to:
(1)

renew the registration of the person – with or without conditions
pursuant to section 75E of the AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

not renew the registration of the person.

70.10 Notwithstanding paragraph 70.9, if an application has been made to the
AUSTRAC CEO for the renewal of registration of a person, the AUSTRAC
CEO must renew the registration if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is
appropriate to do so, having regard to:
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(1)

the declarations required, and any further information provided under
paragraphs 70.3, 70.4 or 70.5, as applicable;

(2)

whether renewing the registration of the person would involve a
significant money laundering, financing of terrorism, people smuggling
or other serious crime risk;

(3)

the legal and beneficial ownership and control of the applicant, a
remittance affiliate of the applicant, or any other person;

(4)

the kinds of designated services provided by the applicant or by a
remittance affiliate of the applicant;

(5)

the consent of a remittance affiliate of the applicant, if applicable; and

(6)

any other matter that the AUSTRAC CEO considers is relevant to the
renewal of registration of the person.

Notice of decision on renewal of registration
70.11 The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after making a decision
under paragraph 70.9, give written notice to the person of:
(1)

the decision to renew the person’s registration in accordance with
paragraph 70.9(1); or

(2)

the decision not to renew the person’s registration in accordance with
paragraph 70.9(2).

70.12 If the AUSTRAC CEO decides to renew the registration of a person, the
notice of that decision must:
(1)

be given to:
(a)

the person; and

(b)

if the person is a remittance affiliate, the registered remittance
network provider of that affiliate; and

(2)

contain the date the decision was made by the AUSTRAC CEO, the
terms of the decision and the date the decision will take effect; and

(3)

if applicable, detail the conditions to which the renewed registration is
subject.

Note: Section 75E of the AML/CTF Act allows the AUSTRAC CEO to impose
conditions to which the registration of a person is subject.
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70.13 If the AUSTRAC CEO decides not to renew the registration of a person, the
notice of that decision must:
(1)

be given to:
(a)

the person; and

(b)

if the person is a remittance affiliate, the registered remittance
network provider of that affiliate;

and contain:
(2)

the date the decision was made by the AUSTRAC CEO;

(3)

the terms of the decision;

(4)

the reasons for the decision;

(5)

the date which the registration of the person will cease to have effect;
and

(6)

a statement setting out particulars of the person’s right to have the
decision reviewed.

Period for which registration will be renewed
70.14 If the AUSTRAC CEO decides to renew the registration of a person, the
renewed registration will commence on the date of effect specified in the
notice of the decision to renew the registration pursuant to paragraph 70.9(1),
and will cease at the earliest of the following times:
(1)

three years after the date of effect specified in the notice; or

(2)

if any of paragraphs 75F(1)(a), (b), (d) and (e) of the AML/CTF Act
apply – the relevant earlier date determined in accordance with these
paragraphs.

Note: Paragraph 75J(2)(g) of the AML/CTF Act allows the AUSTRAC CEO to make
AML/CTF Rules to specify the period for which renewed registrations have
effect.
Review of decision to refuse renewal of registration
70.15 A person affected by a decision of the AUSTRAC CEO under paragraph
70.9(2) of these AML/CTF Rules may, if dissatisfied with the decision, apply
to the AUSTRAC CEO for the decision to be reconsidered.
70.16 The application for review must:
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(1)

be in writing;

(2)

set out the reasons why the decision should be reviewed;

(3)

be made to the AUSTRAC CEO within:
(a)

30 days of the date of the decision of the AUSTRAC CEO
made under paragraphs 70.9(2) and 70.18; or

(b)

such longer period as the AUSTRAC CEO (whether before or
after the end of the 30 day period) allows.

70.17 After receiving an application under paragraph 70.15, the AUSTRAC CEO
must reconsider the decision personally or cause the decision to be reviewed
by a delegate to whom the AUSTRAC CEO’s power under section 222 of the
AML/CTF Act is delegated (the person) who:
(1)

was not involved in making the decision; and

(2)

occupies a position in AUSTRAC that is senior to that occupied by any
person involved in making the decision.

70.18 The person reviewing the decision must:
(1)

affirm, vary or revoke the decision; and

(2)

if the person revokes the decision, make such other decision (if any) as
the person thinks appropriate.

70.19 The person must, as soon as practicable after making a decision under
paragraph 70.18, give written notice to the applicant of:
(1)

the decision;

(2)

if the decision is to refuse a renewal of the person’s registration – the
date the decision takes effect; and

(3)

the reasons for the decision.

70.20 A failure to comply with the requirements of paragraph 70.13 (about giving
notice) in relation to a decision to refuse a renewal of registration does not
affect the validity of the decision.
Failure to apply for a renewal of registration
70.21 If an application for a renewal of registration is not made within the
appropriate application period specified in paragraph 70.2:
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(1)

the registration of the person will cease at the end of the current
registration period; and

(2)

the AUSTRAC CEO will remove the person from the Remittance
Sector Register in accordance with subsections 75K(3) – (6) of the
AML/CTF Act, as applicable.

Note: Under paragraphs 75F(1)(c) and 75J(3)(a) of the AML/CTF Act, the current
default registration period is 3 years from the day the registration takes effect.
There are currently no AML/CTF Rules which specify other registration
periods.
70.22 In this Chapter:
(1)

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a)

a beneficial owner; or

(b)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act 2001;
or

(c)

is an employee of the person registered on the Remittance
Sector Register who has been authorised in writing by the
registered person to act in this capacity;

(2)

‘beneficial owner’ has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of these
AML/CTF Rules;

(3)

‘control’ has the same meaning given by section 50AA of the
Corporations Act 2001;

(4)

‘enforcement action’ includes any action of a corrective or punitive
nature in respect of an alleged breach of a law taken by a regulatory
body of the Commonwealth or a State or Territory, or a government
body;

(5)

‘fraud’ means dishonestly obtaining a benefit by deception or other
means;

(6)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a)

in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is:
(i)

a beneficial owner; or

(ii)

an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations
Act 2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate
with duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct
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may fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate’s
policy;
(b)

(7)

in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;

‘people smuggling’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 73 of the Criminal Code; or

(b)

an offence against Subdivision A, Division 12, Part 2 of the
Migration Act 1958; or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds:
(i)

to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or

(ii)

with the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

(8)

‘person’ has the same meaning as in the AML/CTF Act;

(9)

‘serious offence’ means an offence which is:
(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for life or 2 or more years, that may be dealt with as an
indictable offence (even if it may, in some circumstances, be
dealt with as a summary offence) regardless of whether the
offence proceeds summarily or on indictment; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

A ‘serious offence’ in relation to a person other than an individual
means an offence which would have been a serious offence if the
person had been an individual;
(10)

‘terrorism’ means conduct that amounts to:
(a)

an offence against Division 101 or 102 of the Criminal Code;
or
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(b)

an offence against a law of a State or Territory that corresponds
to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or

(c)

an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a).

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Credit card reform - specifying
persons under Items 1, 2 and 3 of
Table 1 in subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act

71.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made pursuant to section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
paragraph (e) of Items 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1 of subsection 6(2) of that Act.

71.2

For the purposes of paragraph (e) of Item 1 in Table 1 of subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act, a person undertaking the activity of credit card issuing or
credit card acquiring (or both) is specified, if the person:

71.3

71.4

71.5

(1)

is a participant in a payment scheme that is designated to be a payment
system under section 11 of the Payments Systems (Regulation) Act
1998; and

(2)

is not an ADI, bank, building society or credit union.

For the purposes of paragraph (e) of Item 2 in Table 1 of subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act, a person undertaking the activity of credit card issuing or
credit card acquiring (or both) is specified, if the person:
(1)

is a participant in a payment scheme that is designated to be a payment
system under section 11 of the Payments Systems (Regulation) Act
1998; and

(2)

is not an ADI, bank, building society or credit union.

For the purposes of paragraph (e) of Item 3 in Table 1 of subsection 6(2) of the
AML/CTF Act, a person undertaking the activity of credit card issuing or
credit card acquiring (or both) is specified, if the person:
(1)

is a participant in a payment scheme that is designated to be a payment
system under section 11 of the Payments Systems (Regulation) Act
1998; and

(2)

is not an ADI, bank, building society or credit union.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘credit card acquiring’ means an action of a person in the course of
participation in a payment system that is a credit card scheme in which
the person pays, or accepts liability to pay, a merchant (either directly
or through another person) for goods or services obtained, or to be
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obtained, by another person from the merchant in a credit card
transaction;
(2)

‘credit card issuing’ means an action of a person in the course of
participation in a payment system that is a credit card scheme in which
the person issues a credit card to another person (a customer) and:
(a)

receives payments from the customer for amounts owed by the
customer, under the terms governing the credit card, for credit
card transactions; or

(b)

pays, or accepts liability to pay, a credit card acquirer (either
directly or through another person) for amounts paid or payable
by the acquirer to a merchant for the customer’s credit card
transactions;

(3)

‘credit card transaction’ means the purchasing of goods or services
from a merchant on credit using a credit card;

(4)

‘merchant’ means a person who provides goods or services to another
person and accepts payment for the goods or services by credit card;
and

(5)

‘payment system’ means a funds transfer system that facilitates the
circulation of money, and includes any instruments and procedures that
relate to the system.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Account-based money transfer
systems

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the definition of
‘ordering institution’ and ‘beneficiary institution’ in subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v),
8(1)(d)(v), 9(1)(c)(v) and 9(1)(d)(v) of the AML/CTF Act and paragraph
45(3)(b) of that Act.

MoneyGram
Instructions transmitted into Australia
72.2

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v) and 9(1)(c)(v), the following
person is specified to be an ordering institution:
(1)

a non-financier when:
(a)

the non-financier accepts an instruction from a payer to transfer
money controlled by the payer to a payee;

(b)

the instruction is accepted through a permanent establishment
of the non-financier in a foreign country;

(c)

the instruction is accepted on the basis that the transferred
money will be made available to the payee as a result of the
instruction being transmitted into Australia via the MoneyGram
Money Transfer Service; and

(d)

the transferred money is to be, or is, only made available to the
payee at or through a permanent establishment of a beneficiary
institution in Australia in circumstances where:
(i)

the beneficiary institution has a contractual arrangement
with MoneyGram to receive the transmitted instruction;
and

(ii)

will make the money available to the payee.
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Instructions transmitted out of Australia
72.3

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(d)(v) and 9(1)(d)(v), the following
person is specified to be a beneficiary institution:
(1)

72.4

a non-financier in a foreign country when:
(a)

the payer, through the permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia, instructs that ordering institution to
transfer money controlled by the payer to a payee in the foreign
country; and

(b)

the ordering institution, which has a contractual arrangement
with MoneyGram to accept such instructions, transmits the
instructions out of Australia via the MoneyGram Money
Transfer Service to the non-financier; and

(c)

the non-financier, through a permanent establishment of the
non-financier in the foreign country, will make, or makes, the
money available to the payee.

If either of the following are applicable:
(1)

an International Funds Transfer Instruction is accepted by a nonfinancier who because of the operation of paragraph 72.2 is an ordering
institution; or

(2)

money transferred as a result of an International Funds Transfer
Instruction is to be or is made available to the payee at or through a
permanent establishment of a non-financier who because of the
operation of paragraph 72.3 is a beneficiary institution;

then, for the purposes of paragraph 45(3)(b) of the AML/CTF Act, the
information contained in the Schedule to this Chapter is specified.
Western Union
Instructions transmitted into Australia
72.5

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v) and 9(1)(c)(v), the following
person is specified to be an ordering institution:
(1)

a non-financier when:
(a)

the non-financier accepts an instruction from a payer to transfer
money controlled by the payer to a payee;

(b)

the instruction is accepted through a permanent establishment
of the non-financier in a foreign country;
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(c)

the instruction is accepted on the basis that the transferred
money will be made available to the payee as a result of the
instruction being transmitted into Australia via the Western
Union Money Transfer Service; and

(d)

the transferred money is to be, or is, only made available to the
payee at or through a permanent establishment of a beneficiary
institution in Australia in circumstances where:
(i)

the beneficiary institution has a contractual arrangement
with Western Union to receive the transmitted
instruction; and

(ii)

will make the money available to the payee.

Instructions transmitted out of Australia
72.6

For the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(d)(v) and 9(1)(d)(v), the following
person is specified to be a beneficiary institution:
(1)

72.7

a non-financier in a foreign country when:
(a)

the payer, through the permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia, instructs that ordering institution to
transfer money controlled by the payer to a payee in the foreign
country; and

(b)

the ordering institution, which has a contractual arrangement
with Western Union to accept such instructions, transmits the
instructions out of Australia via the Western Union Money
Transfer Service to the non-financier; and

(c)

the non-financier, through a permanent establishment of the
non-financier in the foreign country, will make, or makes, the
money available to the payee.

If either of the following are applicable:
(1)

an International Funds Transfer Instruction is accepted by a nonfinancier who because of the operation of paragraph 72.5 is an ordering
institution; or

(2)

money transferred as a result of an International Funds Transfer
Instruction is to be or is made available to the payee at or through a
permanent establishment of a non-financier who because of the
operation of paragraph 72.6 is a beneficiary institution;
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then, for the purposes of paragraph 45(3)(b) of the AML/CTF Act, the
information contained in the Schedule to this Chapter is specified.
72.8

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘MoneyGram’ means MoneyGram International, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, Federal Employer Identification Number 16-1690064,
with its principal executive offices situated at 2828 North Harwood
Street, Dallas, Texas 75201, USA, listed on the NASDAQ, and any
subsidiary of it;

(2)

‘MoneyGram Money Transfer Service’ means the international
remittance service for retail consumer transactions, branded
MoneyGram Money Transfer Service;

(3)

‘Western Union’ means the Western Union Company, a Delaware
USA Corporation, Internal Revenue Service Employer Identification
Number 20-4531180, with its principal executive offices situated at
12500 East Belford Avenue, Englewood, Colorado 80112, USA, listed
on the New York Stock Exchange, and any subsidiary of it;

(4)

‘Western Union Money Transfer Service’ means the international
remittance service for retail consumer transactions, branded Western
Union Money Transfer Service.
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Schedule
Reportable details for International Funds Transfer Instructions – accountbased money transfers
Instructions transmitted into Australia
1.

For the purposes of paragraphs 72.4(1) and 72.7(1), a report about an
international funds transfer instruction (the instruction) must contain:
(1)

(2)

if the transferor entity is an individual:
(a)

the transferor entity’s name;

(b)

any other name used by the transferor entity, if known;

(c)

the transferor entity’s date of birth, if known;

(d)

the transferor entity’s address (not being a post box address);

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
1(1)(d), if known;

(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(h)

the transferor entity’s occupation, business or principal activity, if
known;

if the transferor entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the transferor entity and any business name under
which the transferor entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the transferor entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the transferor entity, if known;

(d)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transferor entity at
which it carries on business, or its principal place of business;

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
1(2)(d), if known;
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(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

CHAPTER 72

for a person in a foreign country who accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity for the transfer of money (foreign entity):
(a)

if the foreign entity is an individual:
(i)

the foreign entity’s full name;

(ii)

any other name used by the foreign entity, if known;

(iii)

the foreign entity’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the foreign entity’s address (not being a post box address);

(v)

the foreign entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 1(3)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the foreign entity’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the foreign entity’s email address, if known;

(viii) the foreign entity’s occupation, business or principal
activity, if known;
(b)

if the foreign entity is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the foreign entity and any business name under
which the foreign entity is operating;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the foreign entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the foreign entity, if
known;

(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the foreign
entity at which it carries on business, or its principal place
of business;

(v)

the foreign entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 1(3)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the foreign entity’s telephone number, if known;
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the foreign entity’s email address, if known;

(4)

the date on which the foreign entity accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity, if known;

(5)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of the foreign entity at which it accepts the instruction
from the transferor entity, if applicable and known;

(6)

the number of the transferor entity’s account held with the foreign entity
which accepts the instruction from the transferor entity, if applicable;

(7)

where a person (other than the foreign entity) transmits the instruction
for the transfer of money under the designated remittance arrangement
(transmitter):
(a)

if the transmitter is an individual:
(i)

the transmitter’s full name, if known;

(ii)

any other name used by the transmitter, if known;

(iii)

the transmitter’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the transmitter’s address (not being a post box address), if
known;

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 1(7)(a)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(viii) the transmitter’s occupation, business or principal activity,
if known;
(b)

if the transmitter is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the transmitter and any business name under
which the transmitter is operating, if known;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the transmitter and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the transmitter, if
known;
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(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transmitter
at which it carries on business, or its principal place of
business, if known;

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 1(7)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(8)

the name and address of the entity in Australia to which the instruction
for the transfer of money was sent by the transmitter;

(9)

the date on which the non-financier arranges for the money to be made
available or makes or is to make the money available to the ultimate
transferee entity;

(10) the name and full address (not being a post box address) of the nonfinancier (receiver) who arranges for the money to be made available or
that makes or is to make the money available to the ultimate transferee
entity in Australia;
(11) the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of the person, if different from subparagraph 1(10), at
which the money is made or is to be made available to the ultimate
transferee entity in Australia;
(12) if the ultimate transferee entity is an individual, the ultimate transferee
entity’s:
(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth, if known;

(c)

full residential address (not being a post box address), if known;

(d)

postal address, if different from subparagraph 1(12)(c), if known;

(e)

telephone number, if known;

(f)

email address, if known;

(g)

occupation, business or principal activity and ABN, if known;

(13) if the ultimate transferee entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the ultimate transferee entity and any business name
under which the ultimate transferee entity is operating;
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(b)

a description of the legal form of the ultimate transferee entity and
any business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the ultimate transferee entity, if
known;

(d)

the full address (not being a post box address) of the ultimate
transferee entity at which it carries on business, or its principal
place of business, if known;

(e)

the ultimate transferee entity’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 1(13)(d), if known;

(f)

where the ultimate transferee entity has an ACN or ARBN – that
number;

(g)

where the ultimate transferee entity has an ABN – that number;

(h)

the ultimate transferee entity’s telephone number, if known;

(i)

the ultimate transferee entity’s email address, if known;

(14) (a)
(b)

the amount referred to in the instruction;
the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction;

(15) if money is to be made available to the ultimate transferee entity by a
person in Australia depositing or arranging for the money to be deposited
into an account held by the ultimate transferee entity with that person,
whether or not held jointly with any other person or persons:
(a)

the account number of that account, if applicable;

(b)

the name in which the account is held, if applicable; and

(c)

the name and location of the institution at which the account is
held;

(16) any reference number allocated by the reporting entity to the instruction;
(17) any information given in the instruction about the reason for transferring
the money.
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Instructions transmitted out of Australia
2.

For the purposes of paragraphs 72.4(2) and 72.7(2) of these AML/CTF Rules,
a report about an international funds transfer instruction (the instruction) must
contain:
(1)

(2)

if the transferor entity is an individual:
(a)

the transferor entity’s full name;

(b)

any other name used by the transferor entity, if known;

(c)

the transferor entity’s date of birth;

(d)

the transferor entity’s full residential address (not being a post box
address);

(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
2(1)(d), if known;

(f)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(h)

the transferor entity’s occupation, business or principal activity and
ABN, if known;

(i)

the customer’s bank, building society or credit union (whichever
applicable) account number;

(j)

the identification number assigned to the transferor entity, if
applicable;

if the transferor entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the transferor entity and any business name under
which the transferor entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the transferor entity and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the transferor entity, if known;

(d)

the full address (not being a post box address) of the transferor
entity at which the entity carries on business, or its principal place
of business;
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(e)

the transferor entity’s postal address, if different from subparagraph
2(2)(d), if known;

(f)

where the transferor entity has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(g)

where the transferor entity has an ABN – that number;

(h)

the transferor entity’s telephone number, if known;

(i)

the transferor entity’s email address, if known;

(j)

the customer’s bank, building society or credit union (whichever
applicable) account number;

(k)

the identification number assigned to the transferor entity, if
applicable;

(3)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address (not being a
post box address) of a non-financier (sender) that accepts the instruction
from the transferor entity, for the transfer of money under the designated
remittance arrangement;

(4)

the date on which the non-financier accepts the instruction from the
transferor entity;

(5)

the name and address (not being a post box address) of the person at
which money is accepted from the transferor entity, if different from
subparagraph 2(3);

(6)

the number of the transferor entity’s account held with the person which
accepts the instruction from the transferor entity, if applicable;

(7)

where a person (other than the person referred to in subparagraph 2(3))
transmits the instruction for the transfer of money under the designated
remittance arrangement (transmitter):
(a)

if the transmitter is an individual:
(i)

the transmitter’s full name;

(ii)

any other name used by the transmitter, if known;

(iii)

the transmitter’s date of birth, if known;

(iv)

the transmitter’s address (not being a post box address);

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 2(7)(a)(iv), if known;
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(vi)

the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;

(vii)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(viii) the transmitter’s occupation, business or principal activity,
if known;
(b)

if the transmitter is a non-individual:
(i)

the name of the transmitter and any business name under
which the transmitter is operating;

(ii)

a description of the legal form of the transmitter and any
business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust
or company);

(iii)

the business or principal activity of the transmitter, if
known;

(iv)

the address (not being a post box address) of the transmitter
at which the transmitter carries on business, or its principal
place of business;

(v)

the transmitter’s postal address, if different from
subparagraph 2(7)(b)(iv), if known;

(vi)

where the transmitter has an ACN or ARBN – that number;

(vii)

where the transmitter has an ABN – that number;

(viii) the transmitter’s telephone number, if known;
(ix)

the transmitter’s email address, if known;

(8)

the name and address of the person in the foreign country to which the
sender and/or transmitter sent the instruction for the transfer of money;

(9)

the identifier (if applicable), and/or the name and address of a person
(disbursing entity) who arranges for the money to be made available or at
which the money is, or is to be, made available to the ultimate transferee
entity;

(10) the date on which the money becomes accessible for the disbursing
entity to make available to the ultimate transferee entity, if known;
(11) if the ultimate transferee entity is an individual, the ultimate transferee
entity’s:
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(a)

full name;

(b)

date of birth, if known;

(c)

address (not being a post box address);

(d)

postal address, if different from subparagraph 2(11)(c), if known;

(e)

telephone number, if known;

(f)

email address, if known;

(12) if the ultimate transferee entity is a non-individual:
(a)

the name of the ultimate transferee entity and any business name
under which the ultimate transferee entity is operating;

(b)

a description of the legal form of the ultimate transferee entity and
any business structure it is a part of, for the purposes of its main
business activities, if known (for example, partnership, trust or
company);

(c)

the business or principal activity of the ultimate transferee entity, if
known;

(d)

the address (not being a post box address) of the ultimate transferee
entity at which it carries on business, or its principal place of
business;

(e)

the ultimate transferee entity’s postal address if different from
subparagraph 2(12)(d), if known;

(f)

the ultimate transferee entity’s telephone number, if known;

(g)

the ultimate transferee entity’s email address, if known;

(13) (a)
(b)

the amount referred to in the instruction;
the currency of the amount referred to in the instruction;

(14) if money is to be made available to the ultimate transferee entity by a
person in a foreign country depositing or arranging for the money to be
deposited into an account held by the ultimate transferee entity with that
person, whether or not held jointly with any other person or persons:
(a)

the account number of that account, if applicable;

(b)

the name in which the account is held, if applicable; and
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the name and location of the institution at which the account is
held;

(15) any reference number allocated by the non-financier to the instruction;
(16) any information given in the instruction about the reason for transferring
the money.
3.

4.

A report under subsection 45(2) of the AML/CTF Act must contain the
following details about the person completing the report:
(1)

Full name;

(2)

Job title or position;

(3)

Telephone number; and

(4)

Email address.

In this Schedule:
(1)

‘identifier’ means a Bank Identifier Code (BIC), a Bank-State-Branch
identifying code (BSB) or Branch Registration Number (BRN)
previously registered with AUSTRAC.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Exemption for Registered Plan
Management Providers

73.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
made under section 229 for subsection 247(3) of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

73.2

Subject to paragraph 73.3, the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated
service that:

73.3

73.4

(1)

is of a kind described in item 31 of table 1 in subsection 6(1) of the
AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

is of a kind described in item 32 of table 1 in subsection 6(1) of the
AML/CTF Act.

The exemption in paragraph 73.2 only applies if:
(1)

the designated service is provided by a person who is a Registered Plan
Management Provider under the National Disability Insurance Scheme
Act 2013; and

(2)

the provision of the designated service relates solely to managing the
funding for supports for a participant in the National Disability Insurance
Scheme.

In this Chapter:
(1)

‘Managing the funding for supports’ has the same meaning as in section
42 of the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013;

(2)

‘National Disability Insurance Scheme’ has the same meaning as in
section 9 of the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013;

(3)

‘Participant’ has the same meaning as in section 9 of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013;

(4)

‘Registered Plan Management Provider’ has the same meaning as in
section 9 of the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Exemption for licensed trustee
companies

74.1

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

74.2.

Subject to paragraph 74.3, Divisions 2 to 7 of Part 2, Divisions 2 to 5 of Part 3
and Parts 3A, 5, 6, 7 and 10 of the AML/CTF Act do not apply to a designated
service that:

74.3

(1)

is of a kind described in items 33, 34, or 46 of Table 1 in subsection 6(2)
of the AML/CTF Act; or

(2)

is of a kind described in items 1 or 2 of Table 2 in subsection 6(3) of the
AML/CTF Act.

The exemption in paragraph 74.2 only applies if:
(1)

the person who provides the designated service is a licensed trustee
company; and

(2)

the trustee acts in the capacity of:
(a)

a manager appointed by the law or a Court or Tribunal to manage
the financial affairs of a person without that capacity;

(b)

an executor or administrator of a deceased estate;

(c)

a trustee of a trust established by:
(i)

a will;

(ii)

an order of a court or tribunal; or

(iii) a direction of a statutory office holder;

74.4

(d)

an attorney under an enduring power of attorney; or

(e)

an agent of a person lacking capacity under an agency arrangement.

The exemption in paragraph 74.2 does not apply where the person is acting in
the capacity of a trustee of an inter vivos trust.
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In this Chapter:
(1)

‘inter vivos trust’ means a trust established between living persons that
commences when the settlor is alive;

(2)

‘licensed trustee company’ has the same meaning as in section 601RAA
of the Corporations Act 2001;

(3)

‘statutory office holder’ means a person who holds any office or
appointment under an Act;

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to the OAIC website or call 1300 363 992.
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Law Enforcement Operations

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are
made under section 229 for subsection 247(4) of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act).

Reporting entities assisting specified agencies with investigations may be
exempted from certain obligations under the AML/CTF Act
75.2

If a requesting officer of an eligible agency reasonably believes that providing
a designated service to a customer would assist the investigation of a serious
offence, the officer can request the AUSTRAC CEO to exempt specified
reporting entities from certain AML/CTF Act obligations.

75.3

The exemption in paragraph 75.2 applies to the following provisions of the
AML/CTF Act:
(1)

section 29 (verification of identity for certain pre-commencement
customers);

(2)

section 32 (carrying out the applicable customer identification
procedure before the commencement of the provision of a designated
service);

(3)

section 34 (carrying out the applicable customer identification
procedure after the commencement of the provision of a designated
service);

(4)

section 35 (verification of identity of customer);

(5)

section 36 (ongoing customer due diligence);

(6)

section 82 (compliance with Part A of an anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program);

(7)

section 136 (false or misleading information);

(8)

section 137 (producing false or misleading documents);

(9)

section 138 (false documents);

(10)

section 139 (providing a designated service using a false customer
name or customer anonymity); and

(11)

section 142 (conducting transactions so as to avoid reporting
requirements relating to threshold transactions).
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Application requirements
75.4

An application for exemption must:
(1)

be made in writing by a requesting officer;

(2)

provide sufficient information to enable the AUSTRAC CEO to decide
whether or not to approve the application; and

(3)

contain the requesting officer’s declaration that the information
contained in the application is true, accurate and complete.

Determining application and notice of decision
75.5

In determining an application, and without limiting the information the
AUSTRAC CEO may have regard to, the AUSTRAC CEO must consider all
information contained in the application.

75.6

The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after deciding an
application, give written notice of that decision to both the eligible agency and
the specified reporting entity or entities.

75.7

The written notice must set out:
(1)

the reasons for the decision; and

(2)

if the application is approved, the start date of the exemption and any
conditions that may apply.

Exemption period
75.8

An exemption will operate for a period of six months starting on the date
specified in the notice of the decision, or until the eligible agency notifies both
the AUSTRAC CEO and the exempted reporting entity or entities that the
relevant investigation has ceased, whichever occurs first.

75.9

The AUSTRAC CEO may extend the operation of the exemption for further
period(s) upon written application made by a requesting officer of the eligible
agency.

Definitions
75.10 In this Chapter:
(1)

‘eligible agency’ means:
(a)

the Australian Crime Commission;

(b)

the Australian Federal Police;
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(c)

the Immigration Department;

(d)

the NSW Crime Commission; or

(e)

the police force or police service of a State or the Northern
Territory.

‘requesting officer’ means:
(a)

the head of an eligible agency;

(b)

a member of the eligible agency who is an SES employee or an
equivalent under State or Territory legislation; or

(c)

a member of an eligible agency who holds the rank of
Superintendent or higher.

‘serious offence’ means:
(a)

an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a
State or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment
for 2 or more years; or

(b)

an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to
comply with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy
Act 1988, including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy
Principles, even if they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For
further information about these obligations, please go to
http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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76.1

CHAPTER 76

Digital Currency Exchange Register

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules
(Rules) are made under section 229 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) for the purposes of
Part 6A of that Act. Sections 136 and 137 of the AML/CTF Act apply to each
paragraph in this Chapter. These Rules come into effect on the date that
section 76B of the AML/CTF Act comes into effect.

Registration on the Digital Currency Exchange Register
Applications for registration
76.2

An application for a person (the applicant) to be registered on the Digital
Currency Exchange Register must:
(1)

be made by an individual authorised to act on behalf of the applicant;

(2)

be made using the approved form; and

(3)

contain the relevant registrable details as prescribed by that form,
including:
(a) identification and, where applicable, registration details of the
applicant and each of the applicant’s key personnel;
(b) details regarding the nature, legal form, status, and structure of the
applicant’s business (including in relation to beneficial ownership
and control); and
(c) whether the applicant or any of its key personnel have been:
i. charged, prosecuted, or convicted in relation to money
laundering, terrorism financing, terrorism, people
smuggling, fraud, a serious offence, or an offence under the
AML/CTF Act or FTR Act; or
ii. the subject of any adversely determined civil or criminal
proceedings or enforcement action in relation to the
management of an entity, or their commercial or
professional activities.

Determining applications for registration
76.3

In determining whether it is appropriate to register a person the AUSTRAC
CEO must have regard to:
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(1)

whether the applicant has complied with the application requirements
under paragraph 76.2; and

(2)

the information contained in the application, including whether there
are reasonable grounds to suspect that any information or document
provided by the applicant is false or misleading (whether by inclusion
or omission) in a material particular.

Renewal of registration
Applying for renewal of registration
76.4

An application for renewal of registration must be made within the 90-day
period ending on the day on which their registration would otherwise cease
under section 76H(1)(c) of the AML/CTF Act (being 3 years after the day on
which registration took effect).

76.5

An application for renewal must be made using the approved form and must
contain all relevant information prescribed by that form, including a
declaration that:
(1)

the person has complied with the requirements of section 76P of the
AML/CTF Act, where applicable; and

(2)

the person’s enrolment and registration details as they appear on both
the Reporting Entities Roll and the Digital Currency Exchange Register
are current and correct.

Provisional continuation of registration
76.6

Provided that an application for renewal of registration has complied with the
requirements in paragraphs 76.4 and 76.5, the person’s registration will
continue until the date on which the decision of the AUSTRAC CEO takes
effect, as specified in the notice provided under paragraph 76.9.

Deciding applications for renewal
76.7

If an application for renewal of registration has been made, the AUSTRAC
CEO must renew the registration for a period of three years if satisfied that it
is appropriate to do so.

76.8

In deciding whether it is appropriate to renew a person’s registration, the
AUSTRAC CEO must have regard to:
(1)

whether the applicant has complied with the requirements under
paragraph 76.5;
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(2)

the information contained in the application, including whether there
are reasonable grounds to suspect that any information or document
provided by the applicant is false or misleading (whether by inclusion
or omission) in a material particular; and

(3)

whether the renewal of registration may involve significant money
laundering, financing of terrorism, or other serious crime risk.

As soon as practicable after making a decision regarding a renewal
application, the AUSTRAC CEO must provide the applicant with written
notice of:
(1)

the terms of the decision (including any conditions that the renewed
registration is subject to); and

(2)

if the decision is not to renew registration:
(a) the date the decision takes effect;
(b) the reasons for the decision; and
(c) the particulars of the person’s right to have the decision reviewed.

Note:

A decision not to renew registration is declared to be a reviewable
decision for the purposes of section 233B of the AML/CTF Act.

76.10 A failure to comply with the requirements of paragraph 76.9 does not affect
the validity of the decision.
Suspension of registration
76.11 The AUSTRAC CEO may suspend a person’s registration on the Digital
Currency Exchange Register for a specified period of time, with or without
prior notice, if satisfied that it is appropriate to do so.
76.12 In deciding whether it is appropriate to suspend a person’s registration, and
without limiting the matters that may be considered, the AUSTRAC CEO may
have regard to:
(1)

whether the person or any of its key personnel have been:
(a) charged, prosecuted, or convicted in relation to money laundering,
terrorism financing, terrorism, people smuggling, fraud, a serious
offence, or an offence under the AML/CTF Act or FTR Act;
(b) the subject of a civil penalty order made under the AML/CTF
Act; or
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(c) the subject of any adversely determined civil or criminal
proceedings or enforcement action in relation to the management
of an entity, or their commercial or professional activities; and
(2)

whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that:
(a) any information or document provided under this Chapter was
false or misleading (whether by inclusion or omission) in a
material particular;
(b) the continued registration of the person involves, or may involve,
significant money laundering, financing of terrorism, or other
serious crime risk; or
(c) the person has contravened a condition of registration imposed
under section 76G of the AML/CTF Act.

76.13 The AUSTRAC CEO may also suspend a person’s registration if reasonable
grounds exist on which to commence an action to cancel the registration of the
person under section 76J of the AML/CTF Act, and that action has not been
completed.
76.14 As soon as practicable after making a decision to suspend a person’s
registration, the AUSTRAC CEO must provide the applicant with written
notice of:
(1)

the terms of the decision; and

(2)

if the decision is to suspend registration:
(a) the period of suspension;
(b) the reasons for the decision; and
(c) the particulars of the person’s right to have the decision reviewed.

Note:

A decision to suspend registration is declared to be a reviewable
decision for the purposes of section 233B of the AML/CTF Act.

76.15 A failure to comply with the requirements of paragraph 76.14 does not affect
the validity of the decision.
Cancellation of registration
76.16 In determining whether it is appropriate to cancel a person’s registration, and
without limiting the matters that may be considered, the AUSTRAC CEO may
consider the matters outlined in paragraph 76.12.
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Review of reviewable decisions
76.17 An application to have a decision reviewed does not affect the operation of the
decision or prevent the taking of action to implement the decision.
Registered persons to update and correct information
76.18 If a person registered on the Digital Currency Exchange Register becomes
aware:
(1)

of a change that materially affects any information previously provided
under this Chapter; or

(2)

that any information or document provided under this Chapter is
incorrect, incomplete, or misleading in a material respect,

the person must advise the AUSTRAC CEO and provide updated information
in accordance with subsection 76P(2) of the AML/CTF Act.
Note:

Subsection 76P(2) of the AML/CTF Act provides that a person
registered on the Digital Currency Exchange Register who is required to
advise the AUSTRAC CEO of a change in circumstances or a matter
must do so in accordance with the approved form, and within 14 days of
the change in circumstances or the matter arising.

Correction of entries on the Register
76.19 If the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds to believe that an entry on the
Digital Currency Exchange Register is incorrect, incomplete, or misleading,
the AUSTRAC CEO may correct or complete the entry.
76.20 The AUSTRAC CEO must give written notice to the affected person as soon
as practicable after amending an entry, specifying:
(1)

the changes that were made to the entry and the reasons for
amendment; and

(2)

the date on which the changes to the entry take effect

Publication of information
76.21 The AUSTRAC CEO may publish, in any manner or form that is considered
appropriate, any or all of the following:
(1)

the Digital Currency Exchange Register, in whole or in part;

(2)

specified information entered on the Digital Currency Exchange
Register;
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(3)

details of persons whose applications for registration or renewal of
registration on the Digital Currency Exchange Register have been
refused;

(4)

details of persons whose registration on the Digital Currency Exchange
Register has been suspended, and the date the suspension took effect;
and

(5)

details of persons whose registration on the Digital Currency Exchange
Register has been cancelled, and the date the cancellation took effect.

Definitions
76.22 In this Chapter:
(1)

‘approved’ means approved by the AUSTRAC CEO, in writing, for the
purposes of the provision in which the term occurs.

(2)

‘authorised individual’ means a natural person who is:
(a) a beneficial owner; or
(b) an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act 2001 or;
(c) an employee of the applicant who has been authorised in writing
by an applicant to act in this capacity;

(3)

‘key personnel’ means:
(a) in the case of a company, corporation sole or body politic, is a
natural person that is;
i. a beneficial owner; or
ii. an officer as defined in section 9 of the Corporations Act
2001, or an employee or agent of the body corporate with
duties of such responsibility that his or her conduct may
fairly be assumed to represent the body corporate's policy;
(b) in the case of an individual, trust or partnership, is a natural
person that is an employee or agent of the individual, trust or
partnership with duties of such responsibility that his or her
conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the
individual, trust or partnership;

(4)

‘serious offence’ means:
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(a) an offence against a law of the Commonwealth, or a law of a State
or Territory, punishable on indictment by imprisonment for 2 or
more years; or
(b) an offence against a law of a foreign country constituted by
conduct that, if it had occurred in Australia, would have
constituted a serious offence.
Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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Exemption from the applicable
customer identification procedure for
the purposes of Schedule 13 to the
Coronavirus Economic Response
Package Omnibus Act 2020

Chapter 77 is part of the Australian Government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. It is
a time-limited measure that provides a reporting entity with an exemption from the applicable
customer identification procedure to facilitate the early release of superannuation to those
individuals approved by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) as meeting the relevant
criteria.
77.1

These AML/CTF Rules are made under section 229 of the AML/CTF Act for the
purposes of subsection 39(4) of that Act.

77.2

Section 32 of the AML/CTF Act does not apply to a designated service of a kind
described in item 43 or 45 of table 1 in section 6 of the AML/CTF Act in the
circumstances specified in paragraph 77.3.

77.3

The exemption in paragraph 77.2 applies in the following circumstances:
(1)

the designated service is provided in response to an application made to the
ATO by a customer mentioned in item 43 or 45 of table 1 in section 6 of the
AML/CTF Act, who is a member or retirement savings account holder,
during the period of 15 April 2020 to 31 December 2020; and

(2)

the provision of the designated service is approved by a determination made
by the ATO under subregulation 4.22B(3) of the Retirement Savings Account
Regulations 1997 or subregulation 6.19B(3) of the Superannuation Industry
(Supervision) Regulations 1994.

Reporting entities should note that in relation to activities they undertake to comply
with the AML/CTF Act, they will have obligations under the Privacy Act 1988,
including the requirement to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles, even if
they would otherwise be exempt from the Privacy Act. For further information about
these obligations, please go to http://www.oaic.gov.au or call 1300 363 992.
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TransferWise Australia Pty Ltd

These Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules are made
under section 229 for the purposes of subparagraphs 8(1)(c)(v), 8(1)(d)(v), 9(1)(c)(v)
and 9(1)(d)(v) and paragraph 45(1)(c) of the Act.

Definition of ordering and beneficiary institutions
78.2

78.3

Each of the following persons is specified to be an ordering institution:
(1)

TransferWise Limited 07209813, 6th Floor, Tea Building, 56 Shoreditch
High Street, London E1 6JJ, England (TransferWise);

(2)

a subsidiary of TransferWise other than TransferWise Australia Pty Ltd ABN
38 616 463 855 (TransferWise Australia).

Each of the following persons is specified to be a beneficiary institution:
(1)

TransferWise;

(2)

a subsidiary of TransferWise other than TransferWise Australia.

Conditions for reports of international funds transfer instructions
78.4

78.5

Section 45 of the Act only applies to an instruction involving a person specified in
paragraph 78.2 as the ordering institution if:
(1)

TransferWise Australia is the beneficiary institution; and

(2)

the instruction is accepted at or through a permanent establishment of the
person in a foreign county.

Section 45 of the Act only applies to an instruction involving a person specified in
paragraph 78.3 as the beneficiary institution if:
(1)

TransferWise Australia is the ordering institution; and

(2)

the transferred money is to be, or is, made available to the payee at or through
a permanent establishment of the person in a foreign country.
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About this compilation
This compilation
This is a compilation of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Act 2006 that shows the text of the law as amended and in force on 1
February 2020 (the compilation date).
The notes at the end of this compilation (the endnotes) include information
about amending laws and the amendment history of provisions of the compiled
law.
Uncommenced amendments
The effect of uncommenced amendments is not shown in the text of the
compiled law. Any uncommenced amendments affecting the law are accessible
on the Legislation Register (www.legislation.gov.au). The details of
amendments made up to, but not commenced at, the compilation date are
underlined in the endnotes. For more information on any uncommenced
amendments, see the series page on the Legislation Register for the compiled
law.
Application, saving and transitional provisions for provisions and
amendments
If the operation of a provision or amendment of the compiled law is affected by
an application, saving or transitional provision that is not included in this
compilation, details are included in the endnotes.
Editorial changes
For more information about any editorial changes made in this compilation, see
the endnotes.
Modifications
If the compiled law is modified by another law, the compiled law operates as
modified but the modification does not amend the text of the law. Accordingly,
this compilation does not show the text of the compiled law as modified. For
more information on any modifications, see the series page on the Legislation
Register for the compiled law.
Self-repealing provisions
If a provision of the compiled law has been repealed in accordance with a
provision of the law, details are included in the endnotes.
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Introduction Part 1

Section 1

An Act to combat money laundering and the
financing of terrorism, and for other purposes
Part 1—Introduction
1 Short title
This Act may be cited as the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006.

2 Commencement
(1) Each provision of this Act specified in column 1 of the table
commences, or is taken to have commenced, in accordance with
column 2 of the table. Any other statement in column 2 has effect
according to its terms.
Commencement information
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Provision(s)

Commencement

Date/Details

1. Sections 1 and
2 and anything in
this Act not
elsewhere covered
by this table

The day on which this Act receives the
Royal Assent.

12 December
2006

2. Sections 3 to
26

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

3. Part 2,
Divisions 1 to 5

The first day after the end of the period of 12
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2007

4. Part 2,
Division 6

The first day after the end of the period of 24
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2008
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Section 2
Commencement information
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Provision(s)

Commencement

Date/Details

5. Part 2,
Division 7

The first day after the end of the period of 12
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2007

6. Part 3,
Divisions 1 to 4

The first day after the end of the period of 24
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2008

7. Part 3,
Division 5

The first day after the end of the period of 6
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 June 2007

8. Part 3,
Division 6

The first day after the end of the period of 24
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2008

9. Parts 4, 5 and
6

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

10. Part 7

The first day after the end of the period of 12
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2007

11. Part 8

The first day after the end of the period of 6
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 June 2007

12. Part 9

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

13. Part 10,
Divisions 1 and 2

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

14. Part 10,
Division 3

The first day after the end of the period of 12
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2007

15. Part 10,
Division 4

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

16. Part 10,
Division 5

The first day after the end of the period of 12
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 December
2007
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Commencement information
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Provision(s)

Commencement

Date/Details

17. Part 10,
Division 6

The first day after the end of the period of 6
months beginning on the day on which this
Act receives the Royal Assent.

12 June 2007

18. Part 10,
Division 7

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

19. Parts 11 to 18

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

20. Schedule 1

The day after this Act receives the Royal
Assent.

13 December
2006

Note:

This table relates only to the provisions of this Act as originally
passed by both Houses of the Parliament and assented to. It will not be
expanded to deal with provisions inserted in this Act after assent.

(2) Column 3 of the table contains additional information that is not
part of this Act. Information in this column may be added to or
edited in any published version of this Act.

3 Objects
(1) The objects of this Act include:
(aa) to provide for measures to detect, deter and disrupt money
laundering, the financing of terrorism, and other serious
financial crimes; and
(ab) to provide relevant Australian government bodies and their
international counterparts with the information they need to
investigate and prosecute money laundering offences,
offences constituted by the financing of terrorism, and other
serious crimes; and
(ac) to support cooperation and collaboration among reporting
entities, AUSTRAC and other government agencies,
particularly law enforcement agencies, to detect, deter and
disrupt money laundering, the financing of terrorism, and
other serious crimes; and
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(ad) to promote public confidence in the Australian financial
system through the enactment and implementation of
controls and powers to detect, deter and disrupt money
laundering, the financing of terrorism, and other serious
crimes; and
(a) to fulfil Australia’s international obligations, including:
(i) Australia’s international obligations to combat money
laundering; and
(ii) Australia’s international obligations to combat financing
of terrorism; and
(b) to address matters of international concern, including:
(i) the need to combat money laundering; and
(ii) the need to combat financing of terrorism; and
(c) by addressing those matters of international concern, to affect
beneficially Australia’s relations with:
(i) foreign countries; and
(ii) international organisations.
Note 1:

The objects of this Act are achieved by (among other things) requiring
information to be given to the AUSTRAC CEO and by allowing
certain other agencies to access information collected by the
AUSTRAC CEO.

Note 2:

The objects mentioned in paragraphs (1)(a),(b) and (c) relate to the
external affairs power. Schedule 1 (alternative constitutional basis)
contains provisions designed to attract other legislative powers
(including the taxation power).

(2) Relevant international obligations include obligations under the
following:
(a) the United Nations Convention Against Corruption, done at
New York on 31 October 2003 [2006] ATS 2;
(b) the United Nations Convention Against Transnational
Organized Crime, done at New York on 15 November 2000
[2004] ATS 12;
(c) the Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and
Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime, done at Strasbourg on
8 November 1990 [1997] ATS 21;
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(d) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1267
S/RES/1267 (1999);
(e) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1373
S/RES/1373 (2001);
(f) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1617
S/RES/1617 (2005).
(3) The following reflect international concern:
(a) the FATF Recommendations;
(b) the United Nations Convention Against Corruption, done at
New York on 31 October 2003 [2006] ATS 2;
(c) the United Nations Convention Against Transnational
Organized Crime, done at New York on 15 November 2000
[2004] ATS 12;
(d) the Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and
Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime, done at Strasbourg on
8 November 1990 [1997] ATS 21;
(e) the International Convention for the Suppression of the
Financing of Terrorism, done at New York on 9 December
1999 [2002] ATS 23;
(f) United Nations General Assembly Resolution 51/210
A/RES/51/210 (1996);
(g) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1267
S/RES/1267 (1999);
(h) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1269
S/RES/1269 (1999);
(i) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1373
S/RES/1373 (2001);
(j) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1456
S/RES/1456 (2003);
(k) United Nations Security Council Resolution 1617
S/RES/1617 (2005).
Note 1:

FATF Recommendations is defined in section 5.

Note 2:

In 2006, the text of international agreements in the Australian Treaty
Series was accessible through the Australian Treaties Library on the
AustLII website (www.austlii.edu.au).
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Note 3:

In 2006, the text of United Nations Security Council resolutions and
United Nations General Assembly resolutions was accessible through
the United Nations website (www.un.org).

4 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Act:
•

A reporting entity is a financial institution, or other person,
who provides designated services. (Designated services are
listed in section 6.)

•

A reporting entity must carry out a procedure to verify a
customer’s identity before providing a designated service to
the customer. However, in special cases, the procedure may be
carried out after the provision of the designated service.

•

Certain pre-commencement customers are subject to modified
identification procedures.

•

Certain low-risk services are subject to modified identification
procedures.

•

Reporting entities must report the following to the Chief
Executive Officer of AUSTRAC (the Australian Transaction
Reports and Analysis Centre):
(a)

suspicious matters;

(b)

certain transactions above a threshold.

•

Certain international funds transfer instructions must be
reported to the AUSTRAC CEO.

•

Cross-border movements of physical currency must be
reported to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs officer or a police
officer if the total amount moved is above a threshold.
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•

Cross-border movements of bearer negotiable instruments
must be reported to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs officer or
a police officer if a customs officer or a police officer requires
a person to make such a report.

•

Electronic funds transfer instructions must include certain
information about the origin of the transferred money.

•

Providers of registrable designated remittance services or
registrable remittance network services must be registered
with the AUSTRAC CEO.

•

Providers of registrable digital currency exchange services
must be registered with the AUSTRAC CEO.

•

Reporting entities must have and comply with anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing programs.

•

Financial institutions are subject to restrictions in connection
with entering into correspondent banking relationships.

5 Definitions
In this Act:
account includes:
(a) a credit card account; and
(b) a loan account (other than a credit card account); and
(c) an account of money held in the form of units in:
(i) a cash management trust; or
(ii) a trust of a kind prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules.
To avoid doubt, it is immaterial whether:
(d) an account has a nil balance; or
(e) any transactions have been allowed in relation to an account.
account provider: if an account is with a person, the person is the
account provider for the account.
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acquiring: in determining whether something is a designated
service, acquiring includes anything that, under the regulations, is
taken to be acquiring for the purposes of this definition.
ADI (short for authorised deposit-taking institution) means:
(a) a body corporate that is an ADI for the purposes of the
Banking Act 1959; or
(b) the Reserve Bank of Australia; or
(c) a person who carries on State banking within the meaning of
paragraph 51(xiii) of the Constitution.
AFP member (short for Australian Federal Police member) means
a member or special member of the Australian Federal Police.
agency:
(a) a Department of the Commonwealth is taken to be an agency
of the Commonwealth for the purposes of this Act;
(b) a Department of a State is taken to be an agency of the State
for the purposes of this Act;
(c) a Department of a Territory is taken to be an agency of the
Territory for the purposes of this Act.
AGO means that part of the Defence Department known as the
Australian Geospatial-Intelligence Organisation, and includes any
part of the Defence Force that performs functions on behalf of that
part of the Department.
allowing a transaction: in determining whether a person has
allowed a transaction, it is immaterial whether the person was
obliged to allow the transaction.
AML/CTF Rules (short for Anti-Money
Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules) means the rules
made under section 229.
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program
has the meaning given by section 83.
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applicable customer identification procedure: for the purposes of
the application of this Act to customers of a reporting entity,
applicable customer identification procedure has the meaning
ascertained in accordance with:
(a) if all of the designated services provided by the reporting
entity are covered by item 54 of table 1 in section 6, and
there is no joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program that applies to, and has been adopted by,
the reporting entity:
(i) a special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program that applies to, and has been adopted
by, the reporting entity; or
(ii) if the program has been varied on one or more
occasions—the program as varied; or
(b) in any other case:
(i) Part B of an anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program that applies to, and
has been adopted by, the reporting entity; or
(ii) if the program has been varied on one or more
occasions—Part B of the program as varied.
Note:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.

approved means approved by the AUSTRAC CEO, in writing, for
the purposes of the provision in which the term occurs.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

approved deposit fund has the same meaning as in the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993.
approved third-party bill payment system means a bill payment
system prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules.
arrangement includes:
(a) any agreement, arrangement, understanding, promise or
undertaking, whether express or implied, and whether or not
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enforceable, or intended to be enforceable, by legal
proceedings; and
(b) any scheme, plan, proposal, action, course of action or course
of conduct, whether unilateral or otherwise.
ASD means the Australian Signals Directorate.
ASD Minister means the Minister responsible for administering so
much of the Intelligence Services Act 2001 as relates to ASD.
ASD official means:
(a) the Director-General of ASD; or
(b) a person employed under section 38A of the Intelligence
Services Act 2001; or
(c) a person engaged under section 38B of the Intelligence
Services Act 2001; or
(d) an employee of a contracted service provider engaged under
section 38C of the Intelligence Services Act 2001 who is
providing services under the relevant ASD contract within
the meaning of that Act; or
(e) a person whose services are made available to ASD under
section 38E of the Intelligence Services Act 2001;
For the purposes of this Act, a person covered by paragraph (c), (d)
or (e) is taken to be an employee of ASD.
ASIO means the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation.
ASIO Minister means the Minister responsible for administering
the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979.
ASIO official means:
(a) the Director-General of Security; or
(b) a person employed under paragraph 84(1)(a) or (b) of the
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979.
ASIS means the Australian Secret Intelligence Service.
ASIS Minister means the Minister responsible for administering so
much of the Intelligence Services Act 2001 as relates to ASIS.
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ASIS official means:
(a) the Director-General of ASIS; or
(b) a person employed under subsection 33(1) of the Intelligence
Services Act 2001; or
(c) a person engaged under subsection 34(1) of the Intelligence
Services Act 2001.
For the purposes of this Act, a person covered by paragraph (c) is
taken to be an employee of ASIS.
assessment, in relation to an individual, means an assessment
prepared or provided by a credit reporting body under
paragraph 35B(1)(a) in relation to the individual.
Attorney-General’s Department means the Department
administered by the Attorney-General.
AUSTRAC means the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis
Centre continued in existence by section 209.
AUSTRAC CEO means the Chief Executive Officer of
AUSTRAC.
AUSTRAC information means:
(a) eligible collected information; or
(b) a compilation by the AUSTRAC CEO of eligible collected
information; or
(c) an analysis by the AUSTRAC CEO of eligible collected
information.
Australia, when used in a geographical sense, includes the external
Territories.
Australian account means an account held in Australia.
Australian carbon credit unit has the same meaning as in the
Carbon Credits (Carbon Farming Initiative) Act 2011.
Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity officer
means a staff member (as defined by section 11 of the Law
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Enforcement Integrity Commissioner Act 2006) of the Australian
Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity.
Australian financial services licence has the same meaning as in
Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act 2001.
Australian government body means:
(a) the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or
(b) an agency or authority of:
(i) the Commonwealth; or
(ii) a State; or
(iii) a Territory.
authorised officer means:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(b) a person for whom an appointment as an authorised officer is
in force under section 145.
batched electronic funds transfer instruction means an electronic
funds transfer instruction accepted by an ADI or a bank from a
particular payer, where:
(a) the transfer instruction is one of a particular batch of
electronic funds transfer instructions accepted by the ADI or
bank from the payer; and
(b) the batch is, or is to be, passed on or dispatched in a single
file that includes the complete payer information in respect of
each of the electronic funds transfer instructions in the batch.
bearer negotiable instrument has the meaning given by section 17.
beneficiary institution, in relation to an electronic funds transfer
instruction:
(a) in the case of a multiple-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given
by subsection 8(1); or
(b) in the case of a same-institution person-to-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 8(2); or
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(c) in the case of a multiple-institution same-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(1); or
(d) in the case of a same-institution same-person electronic funds
transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(2).
bet includes wager.
betting instrument means a thing (whether real or virtual):
(a) that represents monetary value or digital currency value; and
(b) that is designed to be used for the purpose of, or for purposes
which include:
(i) placing or making a bet; or
(ii) paying out winnings in respect of a bet;
but does not include:
(c) a gaming chip or token; or
(d) a thing that, under the AML/CTF Rules, is taken not to be a
betting instrument.
bill of exchange has the same meaning as in paragraph 51(xvi) of
the Constitution, but does not include a cheque unless the cheque is
a cheque that an ADI, bank or other institution draws on itself.
borrow has a meaning corresponding to loan.
building society includes a society registered or incorporated as a
co-operative housing society or similar society under:
(a) a law of a State or Territory; or
(b) a law of a foreign country or a part of a foreign country.
bullion includes anything that, under the regulations, is taken to be
bullion for the purposes of this Act.
business includes a venture or concern in trade or commerce,
whether or not conducted on a regular, repetitive or continuous
basis.
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business day means a day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or a
public or bank holiday in the place concerned.
civil penalty order means an order under section 175.
civil penalty provision means a provision declared by this Act to
be a civil penalty provision.
commence to provide a designated service means:
(a) if the designated service is provided at an instant of time—
provide the service; or
(b) if the designated service is provided over a period of time—
begin to provide the service.
commercial goods carrier means a person who, in the normal
course of a business, carries goods or mail for reward.
commercial passenger carrier means a person who, in the normal
course of a business, carries passengers for reward.
Commonwealth place means:
(a) a Commonwealth place within the meaning of the
Commonwealth Places (Application of Laws) Act 1970; or
(b) a place in a Territory, where the place is owned by the
Commonwealth.
Commonwealth Royal Commission means a Royal Commission
within the meaning of the Royal Commissions Act 1902.
company has the same meaning as in the Income Tax Assessment
Act 1997.
Note:

Under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, company includes an
unincorporated association or body of persons.

complete payer information has the meaning given by section 71.
compliance record of a reporting entity means:
(a) a record that relates to the obligations under this Act, the
regulations or the AML/CTF Rules of the reporting entity; or
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(b) a record, copy or extract retained under Part 10 by the
reporting entity.
Comptroller-General of Customs means the person who is the
Comptroller-General of Customs in accordance with
subsection 11(3) or 14(2) of the Australian Border Force Act 2015.
constitutional corporation means a corporation to which
paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution applies.
contribution, in relation to an RSA, has the same meaning as in the
Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997.
controller of an eligible gaming machine venue has the meaning
given by section 13.
control test: passing the control test has the meaning given by
section 11.
corporate group has the meaning given by subsection 123(12).
correspondent banking relationship means a relationship that
involves the provision by a financial institution (the first financial
institution) of banking services to another financial institution,
where:
(a) the first financial institution carries on an activity or business
at or through a permanent establishment of the financial
institution in a particular country; and
(b) the other financial institution carries on an activity or
business at or through a permanent establishment of the other
financial institution in another country; and
(c) the correspondent banking relationship relates, in whole or in
part, to those permanent establishments; and
(d) the relationship is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF
Rules; and
(e) the banking services are not of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
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For this purpose, banking service includes anything that, under the
AML/CTF Rules, is taken to be a banking service for the purposes
of this definition.
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

country means Australia or a foreign country.
credit card has the same meaning as in Schedule 2 to the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010.
credit reporting body has the same meaning as in the Privacy Act
1988.
custodial or depository service: see the definition of providing a
custodial or depository service.
customer has the meaning given by section 6, and includes a
prospective customer.
customs officer means an officer of Customs within the meaning
of the Customs Act 1901.
damage, in relation to data, includes damage by erasure of data or
addition of other data.
data includes:
(a) information in any form; or
(b) any program (or part of a program).
data storage device means a thing containing, or designed to
contain, data for use by a computer.
debit card has the same meaning as in Schedule 2 to the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010.
debit card account: if a debit card enables the holder of an account
to debit the account, the account is a debit card account.
Defence Department means the Department administered by the
Defence Minister.
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defence intelligence agency means AGO or DIO.
Defence Minister means the Minister responsible for administering
the Defence Act 1903.
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade means the Department
administered by the Foreign Affairs Minister.
derivative has the same meaning as in Chapter 7 of the
Corporations Act 2001.
designated agency means:
(a) the Australian Crime Commission; or
(b) ASIO; or
(c) the Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity;
or
(d) the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission; or
(f) the Australian Federal Police; or
(g) the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority; or
(ga) ASIS; or
(gb) AGO; or
(gc) DIO; or
(gd) ASD; or
(ge) ONI; or
(gf) the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission; or
(h) the Australian Securities and Investments Commission; or
(ha) the Clean Energy Regulator; or
(hb) the Attorney-General’s Department; or
(i) the Human Services Department; or
(k) a Commonwealth Royal Commission whose terms of
reference include inquiry into whether unlawful conduct
(however described) has, or might have, occurred; or
(ka) the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade; or
(l) the Immigration Department; or
(m) IGIS; or
(n) the Treasury Department; or
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(o) an authority or agency of the Commonwealth, where the
authority or agency is specified in the regulations; or
(p) the police force or police service of a State or the Northern
Territory; or
(q) the New South Wales Crime Commission; or
(r) the Independent Commission Against Corruption of New
South Wales; or
(s) the Law Enforcement Conduct Commission of New South
Wales; or
(sa) the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission of
Victoria; or
(t) the Crime and Corruption Commission of Queensland; or
(u) the Corruption and Crime Commission of Western Australia;
or
(uaa) the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption of South
Australia; or
(ua) the Integrity Commission of Tasmania; or
(v) an authority or agency of a State or Territory, where the
authority or agency has the responsibility of collecting or
receiving taxation revenue of the State or Territory; or
(w) a State/Territory Royal Commission:
(i) whose terms of reference include inquiry into whether
unlawful conduct (however described) has, or might
have, occurred; and
(ii) that is specified in the regulations; or
(x) an authority or agency of a State or Territory, where the
authority or agency is specified in the regulations.
designated business group means a group of 2 or more persons,
where:
(a) each member of the group has elected, in writing, to be a
member of the group, and the election is in force; and
(b) each election was made in accordance with the AML/CTF
Rules; and
(c) no member of the group is a member of another designated
business group; and
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(d) each member of the group satisfies such conditions (if any)
as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(e) the group is not of a kind that, under the AML/CTF Rules, is
ineligible to be a designated business group.
designated infringement notice provision has the meaning given
by subsection 184(4).
designated remittance arrangement has the meaning given by
section 10.
designated service has the meaning given by section 6.
digital currency means:
(a) a digital representation of value that:
(i) functions as a medium of exchange, a store of economic
value, or a unit of account; and
(ii) is not issued by or under the authority of a government
body; and
(iii) is interchangeable with money (including through the
crediting of an account) and may be used as
consideration for the supply of goods or services; and
(iv) is generally available to members of the public without
any restriction on its use as consideration; or
(b) a means of exchange or digital process or crediting declared
to be digital currency by the AML/CTF Rules;
but does not include any right or thing that, under the AML/CTF
Rules, is taken not to be digital currency for the purposes of this
Act.
Digital Currency Exchange Register has the meaning given by
section 76B.
DIO means that part of the Defence Department known as the
Defence Intelligence Organisation, and includes any part of the
Defence Force that performs functions on behalf of that part of the
Department.
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director of a company includes a member of a body corporate
incorporated for a public purpose by a law of the Commonwealth,
a State or a Territory.
Director-General of National Intelligence means the
Director-General of National Intelligence holding office under the
Office of National Intelligence Act 2018.
Director-General of Security means the Director-General of
Security holding office under the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation Act 1979.
disclose means divulge or communicate.
disposing of: in determining whether something is a designated
service, disposing of includes anything that, under the regulations,
is taken to be disposing of for the purposes of this definition.
electronic communication has the same meaning as in the
Criminal Code.
electronic funds transfer instruction means:
(a) a multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds
transfer instruction; or
(b) a same-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction; or
(c) a multiple-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction; or
(d) a same-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction.
eligible collected information means:
(a) information obtained by the AUSTRAC CEO under:
(i) this Act; or
(ii) any other law of the Commonwealth; or
(iii) a law of a State or Territory; or
(b) information obtained by the AUSTRAC CEO from a
government body; or
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(c) information obtained by an authorised officer under Part 13,
14 or 15;
and includes FTR information (within the meaning of the
Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988).
eligible gaming machine venue has the meaning given by
section 13.
eligible international emissions unit has the same meaning as in
the Australian National Registry of Emissions Units Act 2011.
eligible place means:
(b) a warehouse in respect of which a warehouse licence (within
the meaning of Part V of the Customs Act 1901) is in force;
or
(c) a port, airport, wharf or boarding station appointed under
section 15 of the Customs Act 1901.
embarkation area means a section 234AA place within the
meaning of the Customs Act 1901.
engage in conduct means:
(a) do an act; or
(b) omit to perform an act.
enrolment details, in relation to a person, means such information
relating to the person as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
evidential burden, in relation to a matter, means the burden of
adducing or pointing to evidence that suggests a reasonable
possibility that the matter exists or does not exist.
examiner of the Australian Crime Commission means an
examiner within the meaning of the Australian Crime Commission
Act 2002.
exempt financial market operator issue of a security or derivative
means the making available of the security or derivative, by the
operator of a financial market (within the meaning of Chapter 7 of
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the Corporations Act 2001), in the course of operating the financial
market.
exempt legal practitioner service means a service that, under the
AML/CTF Rules, is taken to be an exempt legal practitioner
service for the purposes of this Act.
external auditor means a person authorised under section 164 to be
an external auditor for the purposes of this Act.
factoring includes anything that, under the regulations, is taken to
be factoring for the purposes of this Act.
false customer name means a name other than a name by which
the customer is commonly known.
FATF Recommendations (short for Financial Action Task Force
Recommendations) means:
(a) all of the following Recommendations:
(i) the Forty Recommendations adopted by the Financial
Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF) at its
plenary meeting on 20 June 2003;
(ii) the Special Recommendations on Terrorist Financing
adopted by the Financial Action Task Force on Money
Laundering (FATF) at its special plenary meeting on
31 October 2001;
(iii) Special Recommendation IX on Terrorist Financing
adopted by the Financial Action Task Force on Money
Laundering (FATF) at its plenary meeting on
20-22 October 2004; or
(b) if any or all of those Recommendations are amended—the
Recommendations as so amended.
Note:

In 2006, the text of the FATF Recommendations was available on the
FATF website (www.fatf-gafi.org).

Federal Court means the Federal Court of Australia.
financial institution means:
(a) an ADI; or
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(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
The AML/CTF Rules made under paragraph (e) may specify
different persons to be financial institutions for the purposes of
different provisions of this Act.
financing of terrorism means conduct that amounts to:
(a) an offence against section 102.6 or Division 103 of the
Criminal Code; or
(b) an offence against section 20 or 21 of the Charter of the
United Nations Act 1945; or
(c) an offence against a law of a State or Territory that
corresponds to an offence referred to in paragraph (a) or (b);
or
(d) an offence against a law of a foreign country or a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a) or (b).
Foreign Affairs Minister means the Minister responsible for
administering the Diplomatic Privileges and Immunities Act 1967.
foreign country includes a region where:
(a) the region is a colony, territory or protectorate of a foreign
country; or
(b) the region is part of a foreign country; or
(c) the region is under the protection of a foreign country; or
(d) a foreign country exercises jurisdiction or control over the
region; or
(e) a foreign country is responsible for the region’s international
relations.
foreign exchange contract means a contract:
(a) to buy or sell currency (whether Australian or not); or
(b) to exchange one currency (whether Australian or not) for
another (whether Australian or not).
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foreign intelligence agency means a government body that has
responsibility for:
(a) intelligence gathering for a foreign country; or
(b) the security of a foreign country.
foreign law enforcement agency means:
(a) a government body that has responsibility for law
enforcement in a foreign country or a part of a foreign
country; or
(b) the European Police Office (Europol); or
(c) the International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol); or
(d) an international body prescribed by the regulations for the
purposes of this paragraph.
funds transfer chain has the meaning given by subsection 64(2).
game includes an electronic game, but does not include a lottery.
gaming chip or token means a chip or token for playing a game,
where:
(a) the game is played for money or anything else of value; and
(b) the game is a game of chance or of mixed chance and skill.
gaming machine means a machine for playing a game, where:
(a) the game is played for money or anything else of value; and
(b) the game is a game of chance or of mixed chance and skill.
government body means:
(a) the government of a country; or
(b) an agency or authority of the government of a country; or
(c) the government of part of a country; or
(d) an agency or authority of the government of part of a
country.
guarantee includes anything that, under the regulations, is taken to
be a guarantee for the purposes of this Act.
Human Services Department means Services Australia.
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IGIS (short for Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security)
means the agency consisting of:
(a) the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security; and
(b) the APS employees assisting the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security.
IGIS official (short for Inspector-General of Intelligence and
Security official) means:
(a) the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security; or
(b) any other person covered by subsection 32(1) of the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986.
Immigration Department means the Department responsible for
the administration of the Migration Act 1958.
incorporated includes formed. This definition does not apply to the
expression unincorporated.
information obtained includes information obtained as a result of
the production of a document.
infringement notice means an infringement notice under
section 184.
infringement notice provision has the meaning given by
subsection 184(1A).
Inter-Governmental Committee means the Inter-Governmental
Committee mentioned in section 8 of the Australian Crime
Commission Act 2002.
international funds transfer instruction has the meaning given by
section 46.
investigating officer means:
(a) a taxation officer; or
(b) an AFP member; or
(c) a customs officer (other than the Comptroller-General of
Customs); or
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(d) an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission; or
(e) a member of the staff of the Australian Crime Commission;
or
(f) an Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity
officer.
involves includes relates to.
issue, when used in relation to a security or derivative, includes
grant or otherwise make available. The time when a derivative is
issued is to be worked out under subsection 761E(3) of the
Corporations Act 2001.
joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program has the meaning given by subsection 85(1).
lease, when used in relation to goods, includes hire.
life policy means a life policy (within the meaning of the Life
Insurance Act 1995), but does not include:
(a) a policy for which there is no prescribed minimum surrender
value (other than that which may be provided for in the
policy documentation and promotional material); or
(b) a regular premium policy to which paragraph (a) does not
apply, where the amount, or the total of the amounts, payable
by way of premium each year is not more than:
(i) $1,500; or
(ii) if a greater amount is specified in the AML/CTF
Rules—that greater amount; or
(c) a single premium policy to which paragraph (a) does not
apply, where the amount of the single premium is not more
than:
(i) $3,000; or
(ii) if a greater amount is specified in the AML/CTF
Rules—that greater amount; or
(d) a contract of consumer credit insurance (within the meaning
of the Insurance Contracts Act 1984).
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For the purposes of this definition, the question of whether a policy
has a prescribed minimum surrender value is to be determined in
accordance with prudential standards made under section 230A of
the Life Insurance Act 1995 as in force from time to time.
loan includes:
(a) an advance of money; and
(b) the provision of credit or any other form of financial
accommodation; and
(c) the payment of an amount for, on account of, on behalf of or
at the request of a person where there is an obligation
(whether expressed or implied) to repay the amount; and
(d) a transaction (whatever its terms or form) which in substance
effects a loan of money;
but does not include:
(e) if goods (within the meaning of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010) are sold on credit—the provision by the
seller of that credit; or
(f) if services (within the meaning of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010) are provided on credit—the provision
by the provider of the service of that credit; or
(g) anything that, under the AML/CTF Rules, is taken not to be a
loan for the purposes of this Act.
make available, when used in relation to money, includes reducing
the balance of a loan account.
managed investment scheme has the same meaning as in the
Corporations Act 2001.
Note:

A notified foreign passport fund is a managed investment scheme for
the purposes of that Act, see section 1213E of that Act.

member of the staff of the Australian Crime Commission has the
same meaning as in the Australian Crime Commission Act 2002.
modifications includes additions, omissions and substitutions.
money includes:
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(a) physical currency; and
(b) money held in an account, whether denominated in
Australian currency or any other currency; and
(c) money held on deposit, whether denominated in Australian
currency or any other currency.
money laundering means conduct that amounts to:
(a) an offence against Division 400 of the Criminal Code; or
(b) an offence against a law of a State or Territory that
corresponds to an offence referred to in paragraph (a); or
(c) an offence against a law of a foreign country or of a part of a
foreign country that corresponds to an offence referred to in
paragraph (a).
money laundering and terrorism financing risk assessment has
the meaning given by subsection 165(6).
monitoring powers has the meaning given by section 148.
monitoring warrant means a warrant issued under section 159.
move physical currency into Australia has the meaning given by
section 58.
move physical currency out of Australia has the meaning given by
section 57.
multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction has the meaning given by subsection 8(1).
multiple-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction has the meaning given by subsection 9(1).
non-designated Commonwealth agency means an authority or
agency of the Commonwealth that is not a designated agency.
non-financier means a person who is not:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
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(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
non-reportable cross-border movement of physical currency
means:
(a) a movement of physical currency out of Australia; or
(b) a movement of physical currency into Australia;
for which a report under section 53 is not required.
non-reportable transaction: if:
(a) a reporting entity commences to provide, or provides, a
designated service to a customer; and
(b) the provision of the service involves a transaction; and
(c) the transaction is not a threshold transaction;
the transaction is a non-reportable transaction.
notified foreign passport fund has the same meaning as in the
Corporations Act 2001.
offence:
(a) a reference in this Act to an offence against a law of the
Commonwealth (including this Act) includes a reference to
an offence against section 6 of the Crimes Act 1914 that
relates to such an offence; and
(b) a reference in this Act to a particular offence includes a
reference to an offence against section 6 of the Crimes Act
1914 that relates to that particular offence.
Note:

For other ancillary offences, see section 11.6 of the Criminal Code.

officer:
(a) a director or secretary of a company is taken to be an officer
of the company for the purposes of this Act;
(b) a partner of a partnership is taken to be an officer of the
partnership for the purposes of this Act;
(c) a trustee or manager of a trust is taken to be an officer of the
trust for the purposes of this Act.
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official of a designated agency or a non-designated
Commonwealth agency has the meaning given by section 22.
ONI means the Office of National Intelligence.
opening, in relation to an account, means creating the account. To
avoid doubt, it is immaterial whether:
(a) the account number has been given to the holder of the
account; or
(b) the holder of the account, or any other signatory to the
account, can conduct a transaction in relation to the account.
ordering institution, in relation to an electronic funds transfer
instruction:
(a) in the case of a multiple-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given
by subsection 8(1); or
(b) in the case of a same-institution person-to-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 8(2); or
(c) in the case of a multiple-institution same-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(1); or
(d) in the case of a same-institution same-person electronic funds
transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(2).
owner-managed branch of an ADI has the meaning given by
section 12.
partnership has the same meaning as in the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997.
payee, in relation to an electronic funds transfer instruction:
(a) in the case of a multiple-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given
by subsection 8(1); or
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(b) in the case of a same-institution person-to-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 8(2); or
(c) in the case of a multiple-institution same-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(1); or
(d) in the case of a same-institution same-person electronic funds
transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(2).
payer, in relation to an electronic funds transfer instruction:
(a) in the case of a multiple-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given
by subsection 8(1); or
(b) in the case of a same-institution person-to-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 8(2); or
(c) in the case of a multiple-institution same-person electronic
funds transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(1); or
(d) in the case of a same-institution same-person electronic funds
transfer instruction—has the meaning given by
subsection 9(2).
permanent establishment has the meaning given by section 21.
person means any of the following:
(a) an individual;
(b) a company;
(c) a trust;
(d) a partnership;
(e) a corporation sole;
(f) a body politic.
Note:

See also sections 237 (partnerships), 238 (unincorporated
associations) and 239 (trusts with multiple trustees).
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personal information has the same meaning as in the Privacy Act
1988.
physical currency means the coin and printed money (whether of
Australia or of a foreign country) that:
(a) is designated as legal tender; and
(b) circulates as, and is customarily used and accepted as, a
medium of exchange in the country of issue.
police officer means:
(a) an AFP member; or
(b) a member of the police force or police service of a State or
Territory.
prescribed foreign country means a foreign country declared by
the regulations to be a prescribed foreign country for the purposes
of this Act.
printed money means money comprising a note printed, written or
otherwise made on polymer, paper or any other material.
produce includes permit access to.
promissory note has the same meaning as in paragraph 51(xvi) of
the Constitution.
property means any legal or equitable estate or interest in real or
personal property, including a contingent or prospective one, but
does not include money or digital currency.
provide includes supply, grant or confer.
providing a custodial or depository service includes engaging in
conduct that, under subsection 766E(1) of the Corporations Act
2001, constitutes providing a custodial or depository service within
the meaning of Chapter 7 of that Act, but does not include:
(a) conduct covered by subsection 766E(3) of that Act; or
(b) conduct specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
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public official means:
(a) an employee or official of a government body; or
(b) an individual who holds or performs the duties of an
appointment, office or position under a law of a country or of
part of a country; or
(c) an individual who holds or performs the duties of an
appointment, office or position created by custom or
convention of a country or of part of a country; or
(d) an individual who is otherwise in the service of a government
body (including service as a member of a military force,
police force or police service); or
(e) a member of the executive, judiciary or magistracy of a
country or of part of a country.
qualified accountant means a person who is a member of:
(a) CPA Australia; or
(b) Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand; or
(c) a body specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
receives a designated service: if a reporting entity provides a
designated service to a customer, the customer receives the
designated service from the reporting entity.
registered charity means an entity that is registered under the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 as
the type of entity mentioned in column 1 of item 1 of the table in
subsection 25-5(5) of that Act.
registered digital currency exchange provider means a person
registered under section 76E as a digital currency exchange
provider.
registered independent remittance dealer means a person
registered under section 75C as an independent remittance dealer.
registered remittance affiliate, of a registered remittance network
provider, means a person registered under section 75C as a
remittance affiliate of the registered remittance network provider.
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registered remittance network provider means a person registered
under section 75C as a remittance network provider.
registrable designated remittance service means a designated
service that:
(a) is covered by item 31 or 32 of table 1 in section 6; and
(b) is provided by a person at or through a permanent
establishment of the person in Australia; and
(c) is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
registrable details, in relation to a person, means such information
relating to the person as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

A person’s business name and business address are examples of
information that could be specified in the AML/CTF Rules.

registrable digital currency exchange service means a designated
service that:
(a) is covered by item 50A of table 1 in section 6; and
(b) is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
registrable remittance network service means a designated service
that:
(a) is covered by item 32A of table 1 in section 6; and
(b) is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
registration means:
(a) in, or in relation to, Part 6—registration as any of the
following:
(i) a remittance network provider;
(ii) an independent remittance dealer;
(iii) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider; or
(b) in, or in relation to, Part 6A—registration as a digital
currency exchange provider.
remittance arrangement has the meaning given by section 10.
Remittance Sector Register has the meaning given by section 75.
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reporting entity means a person who provides a designated service.
reporting entity business premises means:
(a) premises, or a part of premises, used wholly or partly for the
purposes of the business operations of:
(i) a reporting entity; or
(ii) an agent of a reporting entity; or
(b) premises, or a part of premises, used wholly or partly for the
purposes of the storage (whether in electronic form or
otherwise) of records relating to the business operations of:
(i) a reporting entity; or
(ii) an agent of a reporting entity;
where the occupier of the premises, or the part of premises,
carries on a business of storing records at the premises or the
part of premises.
required transfer information has the meaning given by
section 70.
resident of a country has the meaning given by section 14.
reviewable decision has the meaning given by section 233B.
RSA (short for retirement savings account) has the same meaning
as in the Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997.
RSA provider (short for retirement savings account provider) has
the same meaning as in the Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997.
same-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction has the meaning given by subsection 8(2).
same-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction has the meaning given by subsection 9(2).
Secretary means the Secretary of the Department.
security has the meaning given by section 92 of the Corporations
Act 2001 (for this purpose, disregard subsections 92(2A), (3) and
(4) of that Act).
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Note:

Security includes an interest in a managed investment scheme (or a
notified foreign passport fund which is a managed investment scheme
for the purposes of that Act, see section 1213E of that Act).

self managed superannuation fund has the same meaning as in
the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993.
send, in relation to physical currency, includes send through the
post.
service includes anything covered by an item of a table in
section 6.
shell bank has the meaning given by section 15.
signatory, in relation to an account with an account provider,
means the account holder or a person authorised by the account
holder to manage or exercise effective control of the account,
whether alone or jointly with one or more other persons.
sinking fund policy has the same meaning as in the Life Insurance
Act 1995.
special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program has the meaning given by subsection 86(1).
standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program has the meaning given by subsection 84(1).
state of mind of a person includes:
(a) the knowledge, intention, opinion, suspicion, belief or
purpose of the person; and
(b) the person’s reasons for the intention, opinion, belief or
purpose.
State/Territory Royal Commission means:
(a) a Royal Commission of a State or Territory; or
(b) a commission of inquiry of a State or Territory.
stored value card means a thing (whether real or virtual):
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(a) that stores monetary value in a form other than physical
currency; or
(b) that gives access to monetary value stored in a form other
than physical currency; or
(c) that is declared to be a stored value card by the AML/CTF
Rules;
but does not include:
(d) a debit card or a credit card (whether real or virtual) linked to
an account provided by a financial institution; or
(e) unless declared under paragraph (c):
(i) a thing that is intended to give access to monetary value
in a debit card or credit card account provided by a
financial institution; or
(ii) a gaming chip or token, or a betting instrument; or
(iii) a thing that stores, or gives access to, digital currency;
or
(f) a thing that, under the AML/CTF Rules, is taken not to be a
stored value card.
subject to a requirement includes subject to a prohibition.
subsidiary has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001.
superannuation fund has the same meaning as in the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993.
suspicious matter reporting obligation has the meaning given by
subsection 41(1).
taxation law has the same meaning as in the Taxation
Administration Act 1953.
taxation officer means:
(a) a Second Commissioner of Taxation; or
(b) a Deputy Commissioner of Taxation; or
(c) a person appointed or engaged under the Public Service Act
1999 and performing duties in the Australian Taxation
Office.
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threshold transaction means:
(a) a transaction involving the transfer of physical currency,
where the total amount of physical currency transferred is not
less than $10,000; or
(c) if:
(i) the regulations provide that this definition applies to a
specified transaction involving money; and
(ii) the regulations provide that a specified amount is the
transaction threshold for the specified transaction;
the specified transaction, where the total amount transferred
is not less than the transaction threshold for the transaction;
or
(ca) if:
(i) the regulations provide that this definition applies to a
specified transaction involving digital currency; and
(ii) the regulations provide that a specified amount is the
transaction threshold for the specified transaction;
the specified transaction, where the total amount transferred
is not less than the transaction threshold for the transaction;
or
(d) if:
(i) the regulations provide that this definition applies to a
specified transaction involving the transfer of property;
and
(ii) the regulations provide that a specified amount is the
transaction threshold for the specified transaction;
the specified transaction, where the total value transferred is
not less than the transaction threshold for the transaction.
Paragraph (a) does not limit paragraph (c).
Note 1:

See also section 18 (translation of foreign currency to Australian
currency).

Note 2:

See also section 19 (translation of digital currency to Australian
currency).

Note 3:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.
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tracing information has the meaning given by section 72.
transaction includes a transaction of a non-commercial nature.
transfer includes any act or thing, or any series or combination of
acts or things, that may reasonably be regarded as the economic
equivalent of a transfer (for example, debiting an amount from a
person’s account and crediting an equivalent amount to another
person’s account).
transferor entity, in relation to a remittance arrangement, has the
meaning given by paragraph 10(3)(a).
Treasury Department means the Department administered by the
Treasurer.
trust means a person in the capacity of trustee or, as the case
requires, a trust estate.
trustee has the same meaning as in the Income Tax Assessment Act
1997.
trust estate has the same meaning as in the Income Tax Assessment
Act 1997.
ultimate transferee entity, in relation to a remittance arrangement,
has the meaning given by paragraph 10(3)(b).
unincorporated association means an unincorporated association
or body of persons.
unique reference number, for an electronic funds transfer
instruction, means a combination of any or all of the following:
(a) letters;
(b) digits;
(c) characters;
(d) symbols;
which distinguishes the transfer instruction in a way that, either:
(e) alone; or
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(f) in conjunction with any other information in the transfer
instruction;
enables the ordering institution to identify the payer.
Examples:

(a) a combination of a BSB and account number;
(b) a reference number generated by the ordering institution.

value, in relation to transferred property, means the market value
of the property as at the time of the transfer. In working out the
market value of the property, disregard anything that would
prevent or restrict conversion of the property to money.
verification request, in relation to an individual, means a request
made by a reporting entity under paragraph 35A(1)(b) for an
assessment in relation to the individual.
warrant premises, in relation to a monitoring warrant, means the
premises to which the warrant relates.

6 Designated services
(1) For the purposes of this Act, the following tables define:
(a) the provision of a designated service; and
(b) the person (the customer) to whom the designated service is
provided.
Table 1—Financial services
(2) Table 1 is as follows:
Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

1

in the capacity of account provider,
opening an account, where the
account provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or

the holder of the account
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
2

in the capacity of account provider
for a new or existing account,
allowing a person to become a
signatory to the account, where the
account provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the signatory

3

in the capacity of account provider
for an account, allowing a
transaction to be conducted in
relation to the account, where the
account provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

both:
(a) the holder of the account; and
(b) each other signatory to the
account

4

accepting money on deposit
(otherwise than by way of deposit
to an account), where the
deposit-taker is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or

the person in whose name the deposit
is held
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
5

in the capacity of deposit-taker for a
deposit, allowing a transaction to be
conducted in relation to the deposit,
where the deposit-taker is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the person in whose name the deposit
is held

6

making a loan, where the loan is
made in the course of carrying on a
loans business

the borrower

7

in the capacity of:
(a) lender for a loan; or
(b) assignee (whether immediate or
otherwise) of the lender for a
loan;

the borrower

allowing the borrower to conduct a
transaction in relation to the loan,
where the loan was made in the
course of carrying on a loans
business
8

factoring a receivable, where the
receivable is factored in the course
of carrying on a factoring business

the person whose receivable is
factored

9

forfaiting:
(a) a bill of exchange; or
(b) a promissory note;

the person whose bill or note is
forfaited

where the bill or note is forfaited in
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service
the course of carrying on a
forfaiting business

Customer of the designated service

10

supplying goods by way of lease
under a finance lease, where:
(a) the goods are not acquired by a
consumer (within the meaning
of section 4B of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010); and
(b) the supply is in the course of
carrying on a finance leasing
business

the lessee

11

in the capacity of lessor under a
finance lease, allowing the lessee to
conduct a transaction in relation to
the lease, where:
(a) the goods were not acquired by
a consumer (within the meaning
of section 4B of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010); and
(b) the supply was in the course of
carrying on a finance leasing
business

the lessee

12

supplying goods to a person by way
of hire-purchase, where:
(a) the goods are not acquired by a
consumer (within the meaning
of section 4B of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010); and
(b) the supply is in the course of
carrying on a business of
supplying goods

the person

13

in the capacity of supplier of goods
to a person by way of
hire-purchase, allowing the person
to conduct a transaction in relation

the person
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service
to the hire-purchase agreement
concerned, where:
(a) the goods were not acquired by
a consumer (within the meaning
of section 4B of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010); and
(b) the supply was in the course of
carrying on a business of
supplying goods

Customer of the designated service

14

in the capacity of account provider
for an account, providing a
chequebook, or a similar facility,
that enables the holder of the
account to draw a cheque on the
account

the holder of the account

15

in the capacity of building society
or credit union, providing a
chequebook, or a similar facility,
that enables the holder of an
account with the building society or
credit union to draw a cheque on an
account held by the building society
or credit union

the holder of the account with the
building society or credit union

16

in the capacity of trustee or
manager of a trust, providing a
chequebook, or a similar facility,
that enables the holder of a
beneficial interest in the trust to
draw a cheque on an account held
by the trustee or manager of the
trust

the holder of the beneficial interest in
the trust

17

issuing:
(a) a bill of exchange; or
(b) a promissory note; or
(c) a letter of credit;

the person
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

to a person, where the bill, note or
letter is issued by:
(d) an ADI; or
(e) a bank; or
(f) a building society; or
(g) a credit union; or
(h) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
18

issuing a debit card that enables the
holder of an account to debit the
account, where the account provider
is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the holder of the account

18A

issuing a debit card that enables a
signatory to an account (other than
the holder of the account) to debit
the account, where the account
provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the signatory

19

in the capacity of building society
or credit union, issuing a debit card
that enables the holder of an
account with the building society or

the holder of the account with
building society or credit union
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service
credit union to debit an account
held by the building society or
credit union, where the account
provider of the last-mentioned
account is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

Customer of the designated service

19A

in the capacity of building society
or credit union, issuing a debit card
that enables a signatory to an
account with the building society or
credit union (other than the holder
of the account with the building
society or credit union) to debit an
account held by the building society
or credit union, where the account
provider of the last-mentioned
account is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the signatory

20

in the capacity of trustee or
manager of a trust, issuing a debit
card that enables the holder of a
beneficial interest in the trust to
debit an account held by the trustee
or manager of the trust, where the
account provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or

the holder of the beneficial interest in
the trust
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
20A

in the capacity of trustee or
manager of a trust, issuing a debit
card that enables a signatory
authorised by the holder of a
beneficial interest in the trust to
debit an account held by the trustee
or manager of the trust, where the
account provider is:
(a) an ADI; or
(b) a bank; or
(c) a building society; or
(d) a credit union; or
(e) a person specified in the
AML/CTF Rules

the signatory

21

issuing a stored value card to a
person, where:
(a) the whole or a part of the
monetary value stored in
connection with the card may be
withdrawn in cash; and
(b) the monetary value stored in
connection with the card is not
less than:
(i) $1,000; or
(ii) if another amount is
specified in the
regulations—that other
amount

the person
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

22

increasing the monetary value
stored in connection with a stored
value card held by a person, where:
(a) the whole or a part of the
monetary value stored in
connection with the card may be
withdrawn in cash; and
(b) the increased monetary value is
not less than:
(i) $1,000; or
(ii) if another amount is
specified in the
regulations—that other
amount

the person

23

issuing a stored value card to a
person, where:
(a) no part of the monetary value
stored in connection with the
card may be withdrawn in cash;
and
(b) the monetary value stored in
connection with the card is not
less than:
(i) $5,000; or
(ii) if another amount is
specified in the
regulations—that other
amount

the person
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

24

increasing the monetary value
stored in connection with a stored
value card held by a person, where:
(a) no part of the monetary value
stored in connection with the
card may be withdrawn in cash;
and
(b) the increased monetary value is
not less than:
(i) $5,000; or
(ii) if another amount is
specified in the
regulations—that other
amount

the person

25

issuing a traveller’s cheque to a
person

the person

26

in the capacity of issuer of a
traveller’s cheque, cashing or
redeeming a traveller’s cheque held
by a person

the person

27

issuing a money order, postal order
or similar order to a person, where
the face value of the order is not
less than:
(a) $1,000; or
(b) if another amount is specified in
the regulations—that other
amount

the person
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

28

in the capacity of issuer of a money
order, postal order or similar order,
cashing or redeeming a money
order, postal order or similar order
held by a person, where the face
value of the order is not less than:
(a) $1,000; or
(b) if another amount is specified in
the regulations—that other
amount

the person

29

in the capacity of ordering
institution, accepting an electronic
funds transfer instruction from the
payer

the payer

30

in the capacity of beneficiary
institution, making money available
to the payee as a result of an
electronic funds transfer instruction

the payee

31

in the capacity of a non-financier
carrying on a business of giving
effect to remittance arrangements,
accepting an instruction from a
transferor entity for the transfer of
money or property under a
designated remittance arrangement

the transferor entity

32

in the capacity of a non-financier
carrying on a business of giving
effect to remittance arrangements,
making money or property
available, or arranging for it to be
made available, to an ultimate
transferee entity as a result of a
transfer under a designated
remittance arrangement

the ultimate transferee entity
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

32A

operating a network of persons by
providing a platform or operating
system (however described), where:
(a) the persons in the network
provide a designated service
referred to in item 31 or 32 by
means of the platform or
operating system; and
(b) the operator is a non-financier.

the person who provides designated
services as part of the network

33

in the capacity of agent of a person,
acquiring or disposing of:
(a) a security; or
(b) a derivative; or
(ba) an Australian carbon credit
unit; or
(bb) an eligible international
emissions unit; or
(c) a foreign exchange contract;

the person

on behalf of the person, where:
(d) the acquisition or disposal is in
the course of carrying on a
business of acquiring or
disposing of securities,
derivatives, Australian carbon
credit units, eligible
international emissions units or
foreign exchange contracts in
the capacity of agent; and
(e) the service is not specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

34

in the capacity of agent of a person,
acquiring or disposing of:
(a) a bill of exchange; or
(b) a promissory note; or
(c) a letter of credit;

the person

on behalf of the person, where:
(d) the acquisition or disposal is in
the course of carrying on a
business of acquiring or
disposing of bills of exchange,
promissory notes or letters of
credit in the capacity of agent;
and
(e) the service is not specified in the
AML/CTF Rules
35

issuing or selling a security or
derivative to a person, where:
(a) the issue or sale is in the course
of carrying on a business of
issuing or selling securities or
derivatives; and
(b) in the case of an issue of a
security or derivative—the issue
does not consist of the issue by a
company of either of the
following:
(i) a security of the company
(other than an interest in
a managed investment
scheme); or
(ii) an option to acquire a
security of the company
(other than an option to
acquire an interest in a
managed investment
scheme); and
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

(ba) in the case of an issue of a
security or derivative—the issue
does not consist of the issue by a
government body of a security
of the government body or of an
option to acquire a security of
the government body; and
(c) in the case of an issue of a
security or derivative—the issue
is not an exempt financial
market operator issue; and
(d) such other conditions (if any) as
are set out in the AML/CTF
Rules are satisfied
36

in the capacity of issuer of a bearer
bond, redeeming a bearer bond

the person to whom the proceeds of
the redemption are paid

37

issuing, or undertaking liability as
the insurer under, a life policy or
sinking fund policy

the holder of the policy

38

in the capacity of insurer for a life
policy or sinking fund policy,
accepting a premium in relation to
the policy

the holder of the policy

39

in the capacity of insurer for a life
policy or sinking fund policy,
making a payment to a person under
the policy

the person

40

in the capacity of provider of a
pension or annuity, accepting
payment of the purchase price for a
new pension or annuity, where:
(a) the provider is not a self
managed superannuation fund;
or
(b) the pension or annuity is

the person to whom the pension or
annuity is to be paid
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service
provided in the course of
carrying on a business of
providing pensions or annuities

Customer of the designated service

41

in the capacity of provider of a
pension or annuity, making a
payment to a person by way of:
(a) a payment of the pension or
annuity; or
(b) an amount resulting from the
commutation, in whole or in
part, of the pension or annuity;
or
(c) the residual capital value of the
pension or annuity;

the person

where the provider is not a self
managed superannuation fund
42

in the capacity of trustee of:
(a) a superannuation fund (other
than a self managed
superannuation fund); or
(b) an approved deposit fund;

the member

accepting a contribution, roll-over
or transfer in respect of a new or
existing member of the fund
43

in the capacity of trustee of:
(a) a superannuation fund (other
than a self managed
superannuation fund); or
(b) an approved deposit fund;

the member, or if the member has
died, the person, or each of the
persons, who receives the cashed
whole or a cashed part of the relevant
interest

cashing the whole or a part of an
interest held by a member of the
fund
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

44

in the capacity of RSA provider,
accepting a contribution, roll-over
or transfer to an RSA in respect of a
new or existing RSA holder

the RSA holder

45

in the capacity of RSA provider,
cashing the whole or a part of an
interest held by an RSA holder

the RSA holder, or if the RSA holder
has died, the person, or each of the
persons, who receives the cashed
whole or a cashed part of the relevant
interest

46

providing a custodial or depository
service, where:
(a) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a business
of providing custodial or
depository services; and
(b) the service is not an exempt
legal practitioner service

the client of the service

47

providing a safe deposit box, or
similar facility, where:
(a) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a business
of providing safe deposit boxes
or similar facilities; and
(b) the service is not an exempt
legal practitioner service

the person who is, or each of the
persons who are, authorised to lodge
items in the safe deposit box or
similar facility

48

guaranteeing a loan, where the
guarantee is given in the course of
carrying on a business of
guaranteeing loans

both:
(a) the lender; and
(b) the borrower

49

in the capacity of guarantor of a
loan, making a payment to the
lender, where the guarantee was
given in the course of carrying on a
business of guaranteeing loans

both:
(a) the lender; and
(b) the borrower
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Table 1—Financial services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated service

50

exchanging one currency (whether
Australian or not) for another
(whether Australian or not), where
the exchange is provided in the
course of carrying on a currency
exchange business

the person whose currency is
exchanged

50A

exchanging digital currency for
money (whether Australian or not)
or exchanging money (whether
Australian or not) for digital
currency, where the exchange is
provided in the course of carrying
on a digital currency exchange
business

the person whose digital currency or
money is exchanged

52

preparing a pay-roll, on behalf of a
person, in whole or in part from
physical currency collected, where
the service is provided in the course
of carrying on a business of
preparing pay-rolls

the person

54

in the capacity of holder of an
Australian financial services
licence, making arrangements for a
person to receive a designated
service (other than a service
covered by this item)

the person

Note 1:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

Note 2:

For the purposes of item 35 of the table, a notified foreign passport
fund is a managed investment scheme, see the definition of managed
investment scheme in section 5.

Table 2—Bullion
(3) Table 2 is as follows:
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Table 2—Bullion
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

1

buying bullion, where the buying is
in the course of carrying on a
bullion-dealing business

the person from whom the bullion is
bought

2

selling bullion, where the selling is
in the course of carrying on a
bullion-dealing business

the person to whom the bullion is
sold

Table 3—Gambling services
(4) Table 3 is as follows:
Table 3—Gambling services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

1

receiving or accepting a bet placed
or made by a person, where the
service is provided in the course of
carrying on a gambling business

the person

2

placing or making a bet on behalf of
a person, where the service is
provided in the course of carrying on
a gambling business

the person

3

introducing a person who wishes to
make or place a bet to another
person who is willing to receive or
accept the bet, where the service is
provided in the course of carrying on
a gambling business

both:
(a) the person who wishes to make
or place the bet; and
(b) the person who is willing to
receive or accept the bet

4

paying out winnings in respect of a
bet, where the service is provided in
the course of carrying on a gambling
business

the person to whom the winnings are
paid
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Table 3—Gambling services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

5

in the capacity of controller of an
eligible gaming machine venue,
allowing a person to play a game on
a gaming machine located at the
venue, where the service is provided
in the course of carrying on a
business

the person

6

accepting the entry of a person into a
game, where:
(a) the game is played for money or
anything else of value; and
(b) the game is a game of chance or
of mixed chance and skill; and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a gambling
business; and
(d) the game is not played on a
gaming machine located at an
eligible gaming machine venue

the person

7

exchanging money or digital
currency for gaming chips or tokens,
or betting instruments, where the
service is provided in the course of
carrying on a business

the person whose money or digital
currency is exchanged

8

exchanging gaming chips or tokens,
or betting instruments, for money or
digital currency, where the service is
provided in the course of carrying on
a business

the person whose gaming chips or
tokens, or betting instruments, are
exchanged
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Table 3—Gambling services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

9

paying out winnings, or awarding a
prize, in respect of a game, where:
(a) the game is played for money or
anything else of value; and
(b) the game is a game of chance or
of mixed chance and skill; and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a gambling
business; and
(d) the game is not played on a
gaming machine located at an
eligible gaming machine venue

the person to whom the winnings are
paid or the prize is awarded

10

in the capacity of controller of an
eligible gaming machine venue,
paying out winnings, or awarding a
prize, in respect of a game, where:
(a) the game is played on a gaming
machine located at the venue;
and
(b) the winnings are paid out, or the
prize is awarded, by the
controller as agent of the owner
or lessee of the gaming machine;
and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a business

the person to whom the winnings are
paid or the prize is awarded
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Table 3—Gambling services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

11

in the capacity of account provider,
opening an account, where:
(a) the account provider is a person
who provides a service covered
by item 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9;
and
(b) the purpose, or one of the
purposes, of the account is to
facilitate the provision of a
service covered by item 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 8 or 9; and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a gambling
business

the holder of the account

12

in the capacity of account provider
for a new or existing account,
allowing a person to become a
signatory to the account, where:
(a) the account provider is a person
who provides a service covered
by item 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9;
and
(b) the purpose, or one of the
purposes, of the account is to
facilitate the provision of a
service covered by item 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 8 or 9; and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a gambling
business

the signatory
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Table 3—Gambling services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

13

in the capacity of account provider
for an account, allowing a
transaction to be conducted in
relation to the account, where:
(a) the account provider is a person
who provides a service covered
by item 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9;
and
(b) the purpose, or one of the
purposes, of the account is to
facilitate the provision of a
service covered by item 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 8 or 9; and
(c) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a gambling
business

both:
(a) the holder of the account; and
(b) each other signatory to the
account

14

exchanging one currency (whether
Australian or not) for another
(whether Australian or not), where:
(a) the exchange is provided by a
person who provides a service
covered by item 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8
or 9; and
(b) the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a business

the person whose currency is
exchanged

Table 4—Prescribed services
(5) Table 4 is as follows:
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Table 4—Prescribed services
Item

Provision of a designated service

Customer of the designated
service

1

providing a service specified in the
regulations

the person who, under the
regulations, is taken to be the person
to whom the service is provided

Geographical link
(6) An item of a table in this section, other than item 32A of table 1,
does not apply to the provision by a person of a service to a
customer unless:
(a) the service is provided at or through a permanent
establishment of the person in Australia; or
(b) both of the following subparagraphs apply:
(i) the person is a resident of Australia;
(ii) the service is provided at or through a permanent
establishment of the person in a foreign country; or
(c) both of the following subparagraphs apply:
(i) the person is a subsidiary of a company that is a resident
of Australia;
(ii) the service is provided at or through a permanent
establishment of the person in a foreign country.
Note:

For resident, see section 14.

Amendment of items
(7) The regulations may amend an item of a table in this section.

7 Services provided jointly to 2 or more customers
(1) For the purposes of this Act, if a designated service is provided
jointly to 2 or more customers, the service is taken to have been
provided to each of those customers.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, if 2 or more persons are prospective
joint customers in relation to a designated service, each of those
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persons is taken to be a prospective customer in relation to the
designated service.
Note:

See also the definition of customer in section 5.

8 Person-to-person electronic funds transfer instructions
Multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction
(1) For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person (the payer) instructs a person (the ordering
institution) to transfer money controlled by the payer to a
third person (the payee) on the basis that the transferred
money will be made available to the payee by:
(i) being credited to an account held by the payee with a
fourth person (the beneficiary institution); or
(ii) being paid to the payee by a fourth person (the
beneficiary institution); and
(b) either:
(i) the transfer is to be carried out wholly or partly by
means of one or more electronic communications; or
(ii) the transfer instruction is to be passed on wholly or
partly by means of one or more electronic
communications; and
(c) the ordering institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
(ii) a bank; or
(iii) a building society; or
(iv) a credit union; or
(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(d) the beneficiary institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
(ii) a bank; or
(iii) a building society; or
(iv) a credit union; or
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(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
then:
(e) the instruction is a multiple-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction; and
(f) if there are one or more persons interposed between the
ordering institution and the beneficiary institution—disregard
those interposed persons in working out the identities of the
following:
(i) the payer;
(ii) the ordering institution;
(iii) the payee;
(iv) the beneficiary institution.
Note:

Transfer has an extended meaning—see section 5.

Same-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction
(2) For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person (the payer) instructs a person (the ordering
institution) to transfer money controlled by the payer to a
third person (the payee) on the basis that the transferred
money will be made available to the payee by:
(i) being credited to an account held by the payee with the
ordering institution; or
(ii) being paid to the payee by the ordering institution; and
(b) the transfer is to be carried out wholly or partly by means of
one or more electronic communications; and
(c) the ordering institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
(ii) a bank; or
(iii) a building society; or
(iv) a credit union; or
(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
then:
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(d) the instruction is a same-institution person-to-person
electronic funds transfer instruction; and
(e) for the purposes of the application of this Act to making the
money available to the payee, the ordering institution may
also be known as the beneficiary institution.
Note:

Transfer has an extended meaning—see section 5.

9 Same-person electronic funds transfer instructions
Multiple-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction
(1) For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person (the payer) instructs a person (the ordering
institution) to transfer money controlled by the payer to a
third person (the beneficiary institution) on the basis that the
transferred money will be made available to the payer by:
(i) being credited to an account held by the payer with the
beneficiary institution; or
(ii) being paid to the payer by the beneficiary institution;
and
(b) either:
(i) the transfer is to be carried out wholly or partly by
means of one or more electronic communications; or
(ii) the transfer instruction is to be passed on wholly or
partly by means of one or more electronic
communications; and
(c) the ordering institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
(ii) a bank; or
(iii) a building society; or
(iv) a credit union; or
(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(d) the beneficiary institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

a bank; or
a building society; or
a credit union; or
a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules;

then:
(e) the instruction is a multiple-institution same-person
electronic funds transfer instruction; and
(f) for the purposes of the application of this Act to making the
money available to the payer, the payer may also be known
as the payee; and
(g) if there are one or more persons interposed between the
ordering institution and the beneficiary institution—disregard
those interposed persons in working out the identities of the
following:
(i) the payer;
(ii) the ordering institution;
(iii) the beneficiary institution.
Note:

Transfer has an extended meaning—see section 5.

Same-institution same-person electronic funds transfer instruction
(2) For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person (the payer) instructs a person (the ordering
institution) to make money controlled by the payer available
to the payer by:
(i) being credited to an account held by the payer with the
ordering institution; or
(ii) being paid to the payer by the ordering institution; and
(b) the transfer is to be carried out wholly or partly by means of
one or more electronic communications; and
(c) the ordering institution is:
(i) an ADI; or
(ii) a bank; or
(iii) a building society; or
(iv) a credit union; or
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(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
then:
(d) the instruction is a same-institution same-person electronic
funds transfer instruction; and
(e) for the purposes of the application of this Act to making the
money available to the payer:
(i) the payer may also be known as the payee; and
(ii) the ordering institution may also be known as the
beneficiary institution.

10 Designated remittance arrangements etc.
(1) A reference in this Act to a designated remittance arrangement is
a reference to a remittance arrangement, where:
(a) at least one of the persons described in the following
subparagraphs is a non-financier:
(i) a person who accepts an instruction from the transferor
entity for the transfer of money or property under the
remittance arrangement;
(ii) a person who makes money or property available, or
arranges for it to be made available, to an ultimate
transferee entity as a result of a transfer under the
remittance arrangement; and
(c) the remittance arrangement satisfies such other conditions (if
any) as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Remittance arrangement
(2) A reference in this Act to a remittance arrangement is a reference
to an arrangement that is for the transfer of money or property, and
includes a reference to an arrangement that, under the regulations,
is taken to be a remittance arrangement for the purposes of this
Act.
Note:

Transfer has an extended meaning—see section 5.
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Transferor entity and ultimate transferee entity
(3) For the purposes of the application of this Act to a remittance
arrangement:
(a) the transferor entity is the person from whom an instruction
is accepted for the transfer of money or property under the
arrangement; and
(b) the ultimate transferee entity is the person to whom money
or property is ultimately transferred under the arrangement.
Note:

Transfer has an extended meaning—see section 5.

11 Control test
(1) For the purposes of this Act, the question whether an individual
passes the control test in relation to a company is to be determined
in the same manner in which that question is determined for the
purposes of section 1207Q of the Social Security Act 1991.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, the question whether an individual
passes the control test in relation to a trust is to be determined in
the same manner in which that question is determined for the
purposes of section 1207V of the Social Security Act 1991.
(3) For the purposes of subsections (1) and (2) of this section, assume
that paragraph 1207C(1)(g) and subsections 1207C(2), (3) and (4)
of the Social Security Act 1991 had not been enacted.
Note:

The control test is used in sections 14 (residency) and 15 (shell
banks).

12 Owner-managed branches of ADIs
(1) For the purposes of this Act, if a person is a party to an exclusive
arrangement with an ADI to offer designated services advertised or
promoted under a single brand, trade mark or business name, the
person is an owner-managed branch of the ADI.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, if an owner-managed branch of an
ADI proposes to provide, commences to provide, or provides, such
a designated service, the designated service is taken to have been
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proposed to be provided, to have been commenced to have been
provided, or to have been provided, as the case requires, by the
ADI.

13 Eligible gaming machine venues
For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person (the first person) is in control of a particular venue;
and
(b) one or more gaming machines are located at the venue; and
(c) the first person is neither the owner nor the lessee of the
gaming machines; and
(d) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
then:
(e) the venue is an eligible gaming machine venue; and
(f) the first person is the controller of the venue.

14 Residency
Individual
(1) For the purposes of this Act, an individual (including an individual
in the capacity of trustee) is a resident of a particular country if,
and only if, the individual is ordinarily resident in that country.
Note:

See also subsections (7), (8) and (9).

Company
(2) For the purposes of this Act, a company (including a company in
the capacity of trustee) is a resident of a particular country if, and
only if:
(a) the company is incorporated in that country; or
(b) both:
(i) an individual passes the control test in relation to the
company; and
(ii) the individual is a resident of that country.
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Trust
(3) For the purposes of this Act, a trust is a resident of a particular
country if, and only if:
(a) the trustee, or any of the trustees, is a resident of that country;
or
(b) both:
(i) an individual passes the control test in relation to the
trust; and
(ii) the individual is a resident of that country; or
(c) both:
(i) a person benefits or is capable (whether by the exercise
of a power of appointment or otherwise) of benefiting
under the trust, either directly or through any interposed
companies, partnerships or trusts; and
(ii) the person is a resident of that country.
Partnership
(4) For the purposes of this Act, a partnership is a resident of a
particular country if, and only if, a partner is a resident of that
country.
Corporation sole
(5) For the purposes of this Act, a corporation sole is a resident of a
particular country if, and only if, the corporation sole was
established in that country.
Body politic
(6) For the purposes of this Act, a body politic of, or of a part of, a
particular country is a resident of that country.
When an individual is ordinarily resident in a particular country
(7) The AML/CTF Rules may specify matters that are to be taken into
account in determining, for the purposes of this section, whether an
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individual (including an individual in the capacity of trustee) is
ordinarily resident in a particular country.
(8) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that an individual (including an
individual in the capacity of trustee) is taken, for the purposes of
this section, to be ordinarily resident in a particular country if the
individual satisfies one or more specified conditions.
(9) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that an individual (including an
individual in the capacity of trustee) is taken, for the purposes of
this section, not to be ordinarily resident in a particular country if
the individual satisfies one or more specified conditions.
Note:

The expression resident is used in subsection 6(6) (designated
services) and sections 100 (correspondent banking) and 102
(countermeasures).

15 Shell banks
(1) For the purposes of this Act, a shell bank is a corporation that:
(a) is incorporated in a foreign country; and
(b) is authorised to carry on banking business in its country of
incorporation; and
(c) does not have a physical presence in its country of
incorporation; and
(d) is not an affiliate of another corporation that:
(i) is incorporated in a particular country; and
(ii) is authorised to carry on banking business in its country
of incorporation; and
(iii) has a physical presence in its country of incorporation.
When a corporation has a physical presence in a country
(2) For the purposes of determining what is a shell bank, a corporation
has a physical presence in a country if, and only if:
(a) the corporation carries on banking business at a place in that
country; and
(b) at least one full-time employee of the corporation performs
banking-related duties at that place.
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When a corporation is affiliated with another corporation
(3) For the purposes of determining what is a shell bank, a corporation
is affiliated with another corporation if, and only if:
(a) the corporation is a subsidiary of the other corporation; or
(b) at least one individual passes the control test in relation to
both corporations; or
(c) under the regulations, both corporations are taken to be under
common control.

16 Electronic communications
(1) Unless the contrary intention appears, in determining the
application of a provision of this Act, it is immaterial whether any
act or thing is or was done wholly or partly by means of one or
more electronic communications.
(2) Subsection (1) is enacted for the avoidance of doubt.

17 Bearer negotiable instruments
(1) For the purposes of this Act, a bearer negotiable instrument is:
(a) a bill of exchange; or
(b) a cheque; or
(c) a promissory note; or
(d) a bearer bond; or
(e) a traveller’s cheque; or
(f) a money order, postal order or similar order; or
(g) a negotiable instrument not covered by any of the above
paragraphs.
Incomplete documents
(2) For the purposes of determining whether a document is covered by
paragraph (1)(f) or (g), it is immaterial that the document is
incomplete because the document does not specify:
(a) an amount to be paid; or
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(b) a payee.

18 Translation of foreign currency to Australian currency
In determining, for the purposes of this Act, whether an amount of
foreign currency (including an amount in which a document is
denominated) is not less than an Australian dollar amount, the
amount of foreign currency is to be translated to Australian
currency at the exchange rate applicable at the relevant time.

19 Translation of digital currency to Australian currency
In determining, for the purposes of this Act, whether an amount of
digital currency is not less than an Australian dollar amount, the
amount of digital currency is to be translated to Australian
currency in accordance with the method specified in the AML/CTF
Rules.

20 Clubs and associations
For the purposes of this Act, the fact that a club or association
provides services to its members does not prevent those services
from being services provided in the course of carrying on a
business.

21 Permanent establishment
(1) For the purposes of this Act, a permanent establishment of a
person is a place at or through which the person carries on any
activities or business, and includes a place where the person is
carrying on activities or business through an agent.
Mobile services etc.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a person; or
(b) an agent of a person acting on behalf of the person;
provides a service while:
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(c) operating on a mobile basis; or
(d) travelling;
in a particular country, the person is taken to provide the service at
or through a permanent establishment of the person in that
country.
Electronic communications
(3) The regulations may provide that, if:
(a) a person provides a specified service wholly or partly by
means of one or more electronic communications; and
(b) the conditions set out in the regulations are taken to be
satisfied in relation to a particular country;
then:
(c) the service is taken, for the purposes of this Act, to be
provided at or through a permanent establishment of the
person in that country; and
(d) the service is taken, for the purposes of this Act, not to be
provided at or through a permanent establishment of the
person in another country.

22 Officials of designated agencies etc.
(1) For the purposes of this Act, an official of a designated agency or a
non-designated Commonwealth agency is a person who is:
(a) the chief executive officer (however described) of the
agency; or
(b) a member or acting member of the agency; or
(c) a member of the staff of the agency; or
(d) an officer or employee of the agency; or
(e) an officer, employee or other individual under the control of
the chief executive officer (however described) of the
agency; or
(f) an individual who, under the regulations, is taken to be an
official of the agency for the purposes of this Act;
and includes:
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(g) in the case of the Australian Crime Commission—a person
who is an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission;
and
(h) in the case of a Commonwealth Royal Commission—a
person who is:
(i) a legal practitioner (however described) appointed to
assist the Commission; and
(ii) a person authorised under subsection (2); and
(i) in the case of a State/Territory Royal Commission—a person
who is:
(i) a legal practitioner (however described) appointed to
assist the Commission; and
(ii) a person authorised under subsection (3); and
(j) in the case of the Independent Commissioner Against
Corruption of South Australia:
(i) a person appointed as the Independent Commissioner
Against Corruption under the Independent
Commissioner Against Corruption Act 2012 (SA) or
acting in that office; and
(ii) a person appointed as the Deputy Commissioner under
that Act or acting in that office; and
(iii) a person appointed as an examiner or investigator under
that Act.
Royal Commissions
(2) Either:
(a) the sole Commissioner of a Commonwealth Royal
Commission; or
(b) a member of a Commonwealth Royal Commission;
may, by writing, authorise a person assisting the Commission to be
an official of the Commission for the purposes of this Act.
(3) Either:
(a) the sole Commissioner of a State/Territory Royal
Commission; or
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(b) a member of a State/Territory Royal Commission;
may, by writing, authorise a person assisting the Commission to be
an official of the Commission for the purposes of this Act.
Note:

For revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act
1901.

23 Continuity of partnerships
For the purposes of this Act, a change in the composition of a
partnership does not affect the continuity of the partnership.

24 Crown to be bound
(1) This Act binds the Crown in each of its capacities.
(2) This Act does not make the Crown liable to a pecuniary penalty or
to be prosecuted for an offence.
(3) The protection in subsection (2) does not apply to an authority of
the Crown.

25 Extension to external Territories
This Act extends to every external Territory.

26 Extra-territorial application
(1) Unless the contrary intention appears, this Act extends to acts,
omissions, matters and things outside Australia.
Note:

Subsection 6(6) is an example of a contrary intention.

(2) Section 14.1 of the Criminal Code does not apply to an offence
against this Act.
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Part 2—Identification procedures etc.
Division 1—Introduction
27 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

A reporting entity must carry out a procedure to verify a
customer’s identity before providing a designated service to
the customer. However, in special cases, the procedure may be
carried out after the provision of the designated service.

•

Certain pre-commencement customers are subject to modified
identification procedures.

•

Certain low-risk services are subject to modified identification
procedures.

•

A reporting entity must carry out ongoing customer due
diligence.
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Division 2—Identification procedures for certain
pre-commencement customers
28 Identification procedures for certain pre-commencement
customers
Scope
(1) This section applies to the provision by a reporting entity of a
designated service (the post-commencement designated service) to
a customer if, at a time before the commencement of this section,
the reporting entity commenced to provide a designated service to
the customer.
Exemption
(2) Sections 32 and 34 do not apply to the provision by the reporting
entity of the post-commencement designated service to the
customer.
Note:

For special rules about verification of identity etc., see section 29.

Interpretation
(3) For the purposes of this section, assume that Part 1 had been in
force at all material times before the commencement of this
section.

29 Verification of identity of pre-commencement customer etc.
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) at a time before the commencement of this section, the
reporting entity commenced to provide a designated service
to a customer; and
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(b) after the commencement of this section, a suspicious matter
reporting obligation arises for the reporting entity in relation
to the customer.
Note 1:

For suspicious matter reporting obligation, see section 41.

Note 2:

For tipping-off offences, see section 123.

Requirement
(2) The reporting entity must:
(a) take such action as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) do so within the time limit allowed under the AML/CTF
Rules.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
Interpretation
(4) For the purposes of this section, assume that Part 1 had been in
force at all material times before the commencement of this
section.
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Division 3—Identification procedures for certain low-risk
services
30 Identification procedures for certain low-risk services
Scope
(1) This section applies to the provision by a reporting entity of a
designated service to a customer if, under the AML/CTF Rules, the
service is taken to be a low-risk designated service.
(2) Sections 32 and 34 do not apply to the provision by the reporting
entity of the designated service to the customer.
Note:

For special rules about verification of identity etc., see section 31.

31 Verification of identity of low-risk service customer etc.
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) at a particular time (the relevant time), the reporting entity
commences to provide a designated service to a customer;
and
(b) under the AML/CTF Rules, the service is taken to be a
low-risk designated service; and
(c) at the relevant time or a later time, a suspicious matter
reporting obligation arises for the reporting entity in relation
to the customer.
Note 1:

For suspicious matter reporting obligation, see section 41.

Note 2:

For tipping-off offences, see section 123.

Requirement
(2) The reporting entity must:
(a) take such action as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
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(b) do so within the time limit allowed under the AML/CTF
Rules.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Division 4—Identification procedures etc.
32 Carrying out the applicable customer identification procedure
before the commencement of the provision of a designated
service.
(1) A reporting entity must not commence to provide a designated
service to a customer if:
(a) there are no special circumstances that justify carrying out
the applicable customer identification procedure in respect of
the customer after the commencement of the provision of the
service (see section 33); and
(b) the reporting entity has not previously carried out the
applicable customer identification procedure in respect of the
customer; and
(c) neither section 28 nor section 30 applies to the provision of
the service.
Note 1:

See also the definition of commence to provide a designated service
in section 5.

Note 2:

See also section 38 (when applicable customer identification
procedure deemed to be carried out by a reporting entity).

Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.

33 Special circumstances that justify carrying out the applicable
customer identification procedure after the
commencement of the provision of a designated service
For the purposes of this Act, if a reporting entity commences to
provide a designated service to a customer, there are taken to be
special circumstances that justify the carrying out of the applicable
customer identification procedure in respect of the customer after
the commencement of the provision of the service if, and only if:
(a) the service is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
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(b) such other conditions (if any) as are set out in the AML/CTF
Rules are satisfied.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

34 Carrying out the applicable customer identification procedure
after the commencement of the provision of a designated
service etc.
(1) If:
(a) a reporting entity has commenced to provide a designated
service to a customer; and
(b) when the reporting entity commenced to provide the
designated service to the customer, there were special
circumstances that justified the carrying out of the applicable
customer identification procedure in respect of the customer
after the commencement of the provision of the service (see
section 33); and
(c) the reporting entity has not previously carried out the
applicable customer identification procedure in respect of the
customer; and
(d) the reporting entity has not carried out the applicable
customer identification procedure in respect of the customer
within whichever of the following periods is applicable:
(i) if the designated service is specified in the AML/CTF
Rules—the period ascertained in accordance with the
AML/CTF Rules; or
(ii) in any other case—the period of 5 business days after
the day on which the reporting entity commenced to
provide the service; and
(e) neither section 28 nor section 30 applies to the provision of
the service;
then, after the end of the period referred to in whichever of
subparagraphs (d)(i) or (ii) is applicable, the reporting entity must
not continue to provide, and must not commence to provide, any
designated services to the customer until the reporting entity
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carries out the applicable customer identification procedure in
respect of the customer.
Note 1:

See also the definition of commence to provide a designated service
in section 5.

Note 2:

See also section 38 (when applicable customer identification
procedure deemed to be carried out by a reporting entity).

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if:
(a) under the AML/CTF Rules, the reporting entity is not
required to carry out the applicable customer identification
procedure in respect of the customer; and
(b) the reporting entity takes such action as is specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.
Periods
(4) A period ascertained in accordance with AML/CTF Rules made for
the purposes of subparagraph (1)(d)(i):
(a) must commence at the time when the reporting entity
commences to provide the designated service concerned; and
(b) may be expressed to end on the occurrence of a specified
event.
(5) Paragraph (4)(b) does not limit subparagraph (1)(d)(i).
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Division 5—Verification of identity etc.
35 Verification of identity of customer etc.
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) at a particular time, the reporting entity has carried out, or has
purported to carry out, the applicable customer identification
procedure in respect of a particular customer to whom the
reporting entity provided, or proposed to provide, a
designated service; and
(b) at a later time, any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) an event prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules happens;
(ii) a circumstance specified in the AML/CTF Rules comes
into existence;
(iii) a period ascertained in accordance with the AML/CTF
Rules ends.
Note:

See also section 38 (when applicable customer identification
procedure deemed to be carried out by a reporting entity).

Requirement
(2) The reporting entity must:
(a) take such action as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) do so within the time limit allowed under the AML/CTF
Rules.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Division 5A—Use and disclosure of personal information
for the purposes of verifying an individual’s
identity
35A Reporting entities may disclose certain personal information to
credit reporting bodies for identity verification purposes
(1) A reporting entity may, to assist in verifying the identity of an
individual for the purposes of this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules:
(a) disclose any or all of the following personal information to a
credit reporting body for the purposes of making a request
referred to in paragraph (b):
(i) the individual’s name;
(ii) the individual’s residential address;
(iii) the individual’s date of birth; and
(b) request the credit reporting body to provide an assessment of
whether the personal information so disclosed matches (in
whole or part) personal information held by the credit
reporting body.
(2) A reporting entity must not make a verification request in relation
to an individual unless, before making the request:
(a) the individual was given information about:
(i) the reasons for making the request; and
(ii) the personal information about the individual that may
be disclosed to the credit reporting body; and
(iii) the fact that the reporting entity may request the credit
reporting body to provide an assessment of whether the
personal information matches (in whole or part)
personal information held by the credit reporting body;
and
(iv) the fact that the credit reporting body may prepare and
provide to the reporting entity such an assessment; and
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(v) the fact that the credit reporting body may use the
personal information about the individual, and personal
information held by the body that is the names,
residential addresses and dates of birth of other
individuals, for the purpose of preparing such an
assessment; and
(b) the individual expressly agreed to the making of the request
and the disclosure of the personal information; and
(c) an alternative means of verifying the identity of the
individual was made available to the individual.
(3) A disclosure of personal information under paragraph (1)(a) is
taken to be authorised by this Act for the purposes of
paragraph 6.2(b) of Australian Privacy Principle 6.

35B Credit reporting bodies may use and disclose certain personal
information for identity verification purposes
(1) A credit reporting body that receives a verification request from a
reporting entity in relation to an individual may:
(a) prepare and provide to the reporting entity an assessment in
accordance with this section of whether any or all of the
following personal information matches (in whole or part)
personal information held by the credit reporting body:
(i) the individual’s name;
(ii) the individual’s residential address;
(iii) the individual’s date of birth; and
(b) use the personal information about the individual, and
personal information held by the credit reporting body that is
the names, residential addresses and dates of birth of other
individuals, for the purpose of preparing the assessment.
(2) An assessment provided under subsection (1) to a reporting entity:
(a) must be an overall assessment of the extent of the match
between the personal information disclosed by the reporting
entity and personal information held by the credit reporting
body; and
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(b) must not include separate assessments of the match between
particular categories of that personal information.
(3) To the extent that providing an assessment in relation to an
individual involves a disclosure of personal information held by
the credit reporting body to a person, body or agency other than the
individual, the disclosure is taken to be authorised by this Act for
the purposes of paragraph 20E(3)(e) of the Privacy Act 1988.

35C Reporting entities to notify inability to verify identity
(1) This section applies if:
(a) a reporting entity makes a verification request in relation to
an individual; and
(b) an assessment is provided in relation to the individual; and
(c) the reporting entity is unable to verify the identity of the
individual, having regard to the assessment.
(2) The reporting entity must give a written notice to the individual:
(a) stating that the reporting entity is unable to verify the identity
of the individual having regard to the assessment; and
(b) specifying the name of the credit reporting body that
provided the assessment; and
(c) offering the individual an alternative means of verifying the
identity of the individual.

35D Verification information not to be collected or held by a credit
reporting body
Subject to section 35E, a credit reporting body must not collect or
hold personal information about an individual that relates to a
verification request or an assessment in relation to the individual.

35E Retention of verification information—credit reporting bodies
(1) A credit reporting body that receives a verification request in
relation to an individual must retain the following information for 7
years after the request was received:
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(a) the name of the reporting entity that made the request;
(b) the date on which the request was made;
(c) the personal information about the individual that was
provided by the reporting entity to the credit reporting body;
(d) the date on which the credit reporting body provided an
assessment (if any) in relation to the individual;
(e) such other information about the verification request as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) A credit reporting body that retains information under
subsection (1) must delete the information at the end of the 7 year
period referred to in that subsection.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) are civil penalty provisions.

35F Retention of verification information—reporting entities
(1) A reporting entity that makes a verification request in relation to an
individual must make a record of the following;
(a) the name of the credit reporting body to which the request
was made;
(b) the personal information about the individual that was
provided by the reporting entity to the credit reporting body;
(c) the assessment (if any) provided by the credit reporting body
in relation to the individual;
(d) such other information about the verification request as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The reporting entity must retain the record, or a copy of the record,
until the end of the first 7 year period:
(a) that began at a time after the verification request was made;
and
(b) throughout the whole of which the reporting entity did not
provide any designated services to the individual.
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(3) A reporting entity that retains a record, or a copy of a record, under
subsection (2) must delete the record at the end of the 7 year period
referred to in that subsection.
Civil penalty
(4) Subsections (1), (2) and (3) are civil penalty provisions.
Designated business groups
(5) If:
(a) a reporting entity is part of a designated business group; and
(b) such other conditions as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules
are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2) or
(3) may be discharged by any other member of the group.

35G Access to verification information
A credit reporting body or a reporting entity in possession or
control of personal information, or other information of a kind
referred to in subsection 35E(1), that relates to a verification
request or an assessment in relation to an individual must take
reasonable steps to ensure that the individual can obtain access to
the information.

35H Unauthorised access to verification information—offence
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person obtains access to information; and
(b) the information is personal information that relates to a
verification request or an assessment in relation to an
individual.
Penalty: 300 penalty units.
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(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the access is obtained in
accordance with, or as otherwise authorised by, this Act or any
other law.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

35J Obtaining access to verification information by false
pretences—offence
A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person obtains access to information; and
(b) the information is personal information that relates to a
verification request or an assessment in relation to an
individual; and
(c) the information is obtained by false pretence.
Penalty: 300 penalty units.

35K Unauthorised use or disclosure of verification information—
offence
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person uses or discloses information; and
(b) the information is personal information that relates to a
verification request or an assessment in relation to an
individual.
Penalty: 300 penalty units.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the use or disclosure is in
accordance with, or as otherwise authorised by, this Act or any
other law.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).
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35L Breach of requirement is an interference with privacy
A breach of a requirement of this Division in relation to an
individual constitutes an act or practice involving an interference
with the privacy of the individual for the purposes of section 13 of
the Privacy Act 1988.
Note:
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Division 6—Ongoing customer due diligence
36 Ongoing customer due diligence
(1) A reporting entity must:
(a) monitor the reporting entity’s customers in relation to the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia, with a view to:
(i) identifying; and
(ii) mitigating; and
(iii) managing;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of a designated service at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
(v) financing of terrorism; and
(b) do so in accordance with the AML/CTF Rules.
Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.
Exemption
(3) This section does not apply to a designated service covered by
item 54 of table 1 in section 6.
Note:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.
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Designated business groups
(4) If a reporting entity is a member of a designated business group,
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (1)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.
Registered remittance affiliates
(5) If an obligation is imposed by subsection (1) on a reporting entity
in its capacity as a registered remittance affiliate of a registered
remittance network provider, the obligation may be discharged by
the registered remittance network provider.
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Division 7—General provisions
37 Applicable customer identification procedures may be carried
out by an agent of a reporting entity
(1) The principles of agency apply in relation to the carrying out by a
reporting entity of an applicable customer identification procedure
or an identity verification procedure.
(2) For example, a reporting entity may authorise another person to be
its agent for the purposes of carrying out applicable customer
identification procedures or identity verification procedures on the
reporting entity’s behalf.
(3) To avoid doubt, if a reporting entity provides a designated service
to a customer through an agent of the reporting entity, the reporting
entity may authorise:
(a) that agent; or
(b) any other person;
to be its agent for the purposes of carrying out the applicable
customer identification procedure or an identity verification
procedure in respect of the customer on the reporting entity’s
behalf.
(4) This section does not otherwise limit the operation of the principles
of agency for the purposes of this Act.

38 Applicable customer identification procedures deemed to be
carried out by a reporting entity
If:
(a) a reporting entity carried out the applicable customer
identification procedure in respect of a particular customer to
whom the reporting entity provided, or proposed to provide,
a designated service; and
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(b) the applicable customer identification procedure was carried
out in such circumstances as are specified in the AML/CTF
Rules; and
(c) the customer is or becomes a customer to whom another
reporting entity provides, or proposes to provide, a
designated service; and
(d) such other conditions set out in the AML/CTF Rules are
satisfied;
this Act (other than Part 10) has effect as if the applicable customer
identification procedure had also been carried out in respect of the
customer by the other reporting entity.

39 General exemptions
(1) This Part does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Part does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) This Part does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Part does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(5) This Part does not apply to a designated service that is provided by
a reporting entity at or through a permanent establishment of the
entity in a foreign country.
(6) This Part (other than Division 6) does not apply to a designated
service covered by item 40, 42 or 44 of table 1 in section 6.
(7) This Part does not apply to a designated service covered by item 54
of table 1 in section 6 if the service relates to arrangements for a
person to receive a designated service covered by item 40, 42 or 44
of that table.
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Note 1:

Item 40 of table 1 in section 6 deals with accepting payment of the
purchase price for a new pension or annuity.

Note 2:

Item 42 of table 1 in section 6 deals with accepting a superannuation
contribution, roll-over or transfer.

Note 3:

Item 44 of table 1 in section 6 deals with accepting an RSA
contribution, roll-over or transfer.

Note 4:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.
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Part 3—Reporting obligations
Division 1—Introduction
40 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

A reporting entity must give the AUSTRAC CEO reports
about suspicious matters.

•

If a reporting entity provides a designated service that
involves a threshold transaction, the reporting entity must give
the AUSTRAC CEO a report about the transaction.

•

If a person sends or receives an international funds transfer
instruction, the person must give the AUSTRAC CEO a report
about the instruction.

•

A reporting entity may be required to give AML/CTF
compliance reports to the AUSTRAC CEO.
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Division 2—Suspicious matters
41 Reports of suspicious matters
Suspicious matter reporting obligation
(1) A suspicious matter reporting obligation arises for a reporting
entity in relation to a person (the first person) if, at a particular
time (the relevant time):
(a) the reporting entity commences to provide, or proposes to
provide, a designated service to the first person; or
(b) both:
(i) the first person requests the reporting entity to provide a
designated service to the first person; and
(ii) the designated service is of a kind ordinarily provided
by the reporting entity; or
(c) both:
(i) the first person inquires of the reporting entity whether
the reporting entity would be willing or prepared to
provide a designated service to the first person; and
(ii) the designated service is of a kind ordinarily provided
by the reporting entity;
and any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(d) at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that the first person is not the
person the first person claims to be;
(e) at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that an agent of the first
person who deals with the reporting entity in relation to the
provision or prospective provision of the designated service
is not the person the agent claims to be;
(f) at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that information that the
reporting entity has concerning the provision, or prospective
provision, of the service:
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)
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(i) may be relevant to investigation of, or prosecution of a
person for, an evasion, or an attempted evasion, of a
taxation law; or
(ii) may be relevant to investigation of, or prosecution of a
person for, an evasion, or an attempted evasion, of a law
of a State or Territory that deals with taxation; or
(iii) may be relevant to investigation of, or prosecution of a
person for, an offence against a law of the
Commonwealth or of a State or Territory; or
(iv) may be of assistance in the enforcement of the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002 or regulations under that Act; or
(v) may be of assistance in the enforcement of a law of a
State or Territory that corresponds to the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 or regulations under that Act;
at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that the provision, or
prospective provision, of the service is preparatory to the
commission of an offence covered by paragraph (a), (b) or (c)
of the definition of financing of terrorism in section 5;
at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that information that the
reporting entity has concerning the provision, or prospective
provision, of the service may be relevant to the investigation
of, or prosecution of a person for, an offence covered by
paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of the definition of financing of
terrorism in section 5;
at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that the provision, or
prospective provision, of the service is preparatory to the
commission of an offence covered by paragraph (a) or (b) of
the definition of money laundering in section 5;
at the relevant time or a later time, the reporting entity
suspects on reasonable grounds that information that the
reporting entity has concerning the provision, or prospective
provision, of the service may be relevant to the investigation
of, or prosecution of a person for, an offence covered by
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paragraph (a) or (b) of the definition of money laundering in
section 5.
Report
(2) If a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises for a reporting
entity in relation to a person, the reporting entity must give the
AUSTRAC CEO a report about the matter within:
(a) if paragraph (1)(d), (e), (f), (i) or (j) applies—3 business days
after the day on which the reporting entity forms the relevant
suspicion; or
(b) if paragraph (1)(g) or (h) applies—24 hours after the time
when the reporting entity forms the relevant suspicion.
(3) A report under subsection (2) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter as is specified
in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(c) contain a statement of the grounds on which the reporting
entity holds the relevant suspicion.
Note 1:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Note 2:

Section 49 deals with the provision of further information, and the
production of documents, by the reporting entity.

Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
Reasonable grounds for suspicion
(5) The AML/CTF Rules may specify matters that are to be taken into
account in determining whether there are reasonable grounds for a
reporting entity to form a suspicion of a kind mentioned in
paragraph (1)(d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) or (j).
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.
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42 Exemptions
(1) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is of a
kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Division does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is
provided in circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Division does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(5) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is
provided by a reporting entity at or through a permanent
establishment of the entity in a foreign country, other than a service
covered by item 32A of table 1 in section 6.
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Division 3—Threshold transactions
43 Reports of threshold transactions
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity commences to provide, or provides, a
designated service to a customer; and
(b) the provision of the service involves a threshold transaction.
Report
(2) The reporting entity must, within 10 business days after the day on
which the transaction takes place, give the AUSTRAC CEO a
report of the transaction.
(3) A report under subsection (2) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the transaction as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note 1:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Note 2:

Section 49 deals with the provision of further information, and the
production of documents, by the reporting entity.

Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.

44 Exemptions
(1) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is of a
kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Division does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
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(3) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is
provided in circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Division does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(5) This Division does not apply to a designated service that is
provided by a reporting entity at or through a permanent
establishment of the entity in a foreign country, other than a service
covered by item 32A of table 1 in section 6.
(6) This Division does not apply to a designated service covered by
item 54 of table 1 in section 6.
Note:
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Division 4—International funds transfer instructions
45 Reports of international funds transfer instructions
Scope
(1) This section applies to a person if:
(a) the person is:
(i) the sender of an international funds transfer instruction
transmitted out of Australia; or
(ii) the recipient of an international funds transfer
instruction transmitted into Australia; and
(b) if the regulations provide that this paragraph is applicable—
the total amount or value that is to be, or is, transferred is not
less than the amount specified in the regulations; and
(c) such other conditions (if any) as are set out in the AML/CTF
Rules are satisfied.
Note:

International funds transfer instruction is defined by section 46.

Report
(2) The person must, within 10 business days after the day on which
the instruction was sent or received by the person, give the
AUSTRAC CEO a report about the instruction.
(3) A report under subsection (2) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter as is specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Funds transfer chain etc.
(5) For the purposes of this section, it is immaterial whether the person
sent or received the international funds transfer instruction in the
capacity of interposed institution in a funds transfer chain.
Note:

For funds transfer chain, see subsection 64(2).

Exemptions
(6) This section does not apply to an international funds transfer
instruction that is of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(7) This section does not apply to an international funds transfer
instruction that is sent or received in circumstances specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.

46 International funds transfer instruction
For the purposes of this Act, the following table defines
international funds transfer instruction:
International funds transfer instruction
Item

Type of instruction

The instruction is an international
funds transfer instruction if ...

1

electronic funds transfer instruction

(a) the instruction is accepted at or
through a permanent
establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia; and
(b) the transferred money is to be, or
is, made available to the payee at
or through a permanent
establishment of the beneficiary
institution in a foreign country
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International funds transfer instruction
Item

Type of instruction

The instruction is an international
funds transfer instruction if ...

2

electronic funds transfer instruction

(a) the instruction is accepted at or
through a permanent
establishment of the ordering
institution in a foreign country;
and
(b) the transferred money is to be, or
is, made available to the payee at
or through a permanent
establishment of the beneficiary
institution in Australia

3

instruction given by a transferor
entity for the transfer of money or
property under a designated
remittance arrangement

(a) the instruction is accepted at or
through a permanent
establishment of a non-financier
in Australia; and
(b) the money or property is to be, or
is, made available to the ultimate
transferee entity at or through a
permanent establishment of a
person in a foreign country

4

instruction given by a transferor
entity for the transfer of money or
property under a designated
remittance arrangement

(a) the instruction is accepted at or
through a permanent
establishment of a person in a
foreign country; and
(b) the money or property is to be, or
is, made available to the ultimate
transferee entity at or through a
permanent establishment of a
non-financier in Australia
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Division 5—AML/CTF compliance reports
47 AML/CTF compliance reports
Scope
(1) This section applies if the AML/CTF Rules provide that, for the
purposes of this section:
(a) a specified period is a reporting period; and
(b) a specified period beginning at the end of a reporting period
is the lodgment period for that reporting period.
A period specified under paragraph (a) or (b) may be a recurring
period.
Report
(2) A reporting entity must, within the lodgment period for a reporting
period, give the AUSTRAC CEO a report relating to the reporting
entity’s compliance with this Act, the regulations and the
AML/CTF Rules during the reporting period.
(3) A report under subsection (2) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information as is required by the approved form.
Note:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
Exemption
(5) This section does not apply to a reporting entity if all of the
designated services provided by the reporting entity are covered by
item 54 of table 1 in section 6.
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Note:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.

Designated business groups
(6) If a reporting entity is a member of a designated business group,
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.
(7) If 2 or more reporting entities are members of a designated
business group, reports under subsection (2) relating to those
reporting entities may be set out in the same document.
Different reporting entities
(8) AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of this section may make
different provision with respect to different reporting entities. This
does not limit subsection 33(3A) of the Acts Interpretation Act
1901.

48 Self-incrimination
(1) A person is not excused from giving a report under section 47 on
the ground that the report might tend to incriminate the person or
expose the person to a penalty.
(2) However:
(a) the report given; or
(b) giving the report;
is not admissible in evidence against the person:
(c) in civil proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings under section 175 for a contravention of
subsection 47(2); or
(ii) proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that
relate to this Act; or
(d) in criminal proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings for an offence against section 136 that
relates to section 47; or
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(ii) proceedings for an offence against section 137.1 of the
Criminal Code that relates to section 47 of this Act.
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Division 6—General provisions
49 Further information to be given to the AUSTRAC CEO etc.
(1) If a reporting entity communicates information to the AUSTRAC
CEO under section 41, 43 or 45, then:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(b) the Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police; or
(c) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission; or
(d) the Commissioner of Taxation; or
(e) the Comptroller-General of Customs; or
(f) the Integrity Commissioner; or
(g) an investigating officer who is carrying out an investigation
arising from, or relating to the matters mentioned in, the
information;
may, by written notice given to the reporting entity or any other
person, require the reporting entity or other person:
(h) to give such further information as is specified in the notice,
within the period and in the manner specified in the notice, to
the extent to which the reporting entity or other person has
that information; or
(i) to produce, within the period and in the manner specified in
the notice, such documents as are:
(i) specified in the notice; and
(ii) relevant to the matter to which the communication
under section 41, 43 or 45 relates; and
(iii) in the possession or control of the reporting entity or
other person.
(1A) A person (the issuer) must not give a notice under subsection (1) to
another person (the recipient) unless the issuer reasonably believes
that the recipient has knowledge of the information, or possession
or control of the document, that is specified in the notice.
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(1B) The period specified in the notice for giving the information or
document must be at least 14 days after the notice is given unless:
(a) the recipient is the reporting entity who communicated
information to the AUSTRAC CEO under section 41, 43 or
45; or
(b) both of the following apply:
(i) the issuer considers that specifying a shorter period is
necessary;
(ii) the shorter period specified is reasonable in the
circumstances.
Compliance
(2) A person must comply with a notice under subsection (1).
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.

49A AML/CTF Rules may make provision in relation to reports by
registered remittance affiliates
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to
reports required by this Part to be given by a reporting entity that is
a registered remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider.
(2) Without limiting subsection (1), the AML/CTF Rules may provide:
(a) that an obligation imposed by this Part upon a registered
remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider to provide a report is taken instead, or in addition, to
be an obligation imposed upon the registered remittance
network provider; and
(b) that an obligation imposed by this Part on a registered
remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider may be discharged by the registered remittance
network provider; and
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(c) that a report required to be provided as mentioned in
paragraph (a) must, or may, be given by the registered
remittance network provider in the manner specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.

50 Request to obtain information about the identity of holders of
foreign credit cards and foreign debit cards
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) under section 49, the AUSTRAC CEO or the Commissioner
of Taxation has required the reporting entity to give
information about the identity of:
(i) the holder of, or a signatory to, a particular credit card
account; or
(ii) the holder of, or a signatory to, a particular debit card
account; and
(b) the account relates to a credit card, or a debit card, that was
issued by a person (the card issuer) outside Australia; and
(c) the reporting entity does not have that information.
Direction to reporting entity
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO or the Commissioner of Taxation may, by
written notice given to the reporting entity, direct the reporting
entity to give the card issuer a request, in a form specified in the
notice, to give the information to the reporting entity.
(3) The reporting entity must comply with the direction within 10
business days after the day on which the direction is given.
Report by reporting entity
(4) If the reporting entity gives the card issuer a request under
subsection (2) that was directed by the AUSTRAC CEO, the
reporting entity must, within:
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(a) 20 business days after the day on which the subsection (2)
direction was given; or
(b) if the AUSTRAC CEO, by written notice given to the
reporting entity, allows a longer period—that longer period;
give the AUSTRAC CEO a report about the card issuer’s response,
or lack of response, to the request.
(5) If the reporting entity gives the card issuer a request under
subsection (2) that was directed by the Commissioner of Taxation,
the reporting entity must, within:
(a) 20 business days after the day on which the subsection (2)
direction was given; or
(b) if the Commissioner of Taxation, by written notice given to
the reporting entity, allows a longer period—that longer
period;
give the Commissioner of Taxation a report about the card issuer’s
response, or lack of response, to the request.
(6) A report under subsection (4) or (5) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) in a case where the card issuer has given the information to
the reporting entity—contain the information; and
(c) contain such other information (if any) relating to the matter
as is required by the approved form.
Note:

For additional rules about reports given to the AUSTRAC CEO, see
section 244.

Civil penalty
(7) Subsections (3), (4) and (5) are civil penalty provisions.

51 Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code
If a person, or an officer, employee or agent of a person,
communicates or gives information under section 41, 43, 45 or 49,
the person, officer, employee or agent is taken, for the purposes of
Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code, not to have been
in possession of that information at any time.
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Part 3A—Reporting Entities Roll
51A Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Providers of designated services must be entered on the
Reporting Entities Roll.

51B Reporting entities must enrol
(1) If a person’s name is not entered on the Reporting Entities Roll, the
person must:
(a) if the person provided a designated service during the period
of 28 days before the commencement of this section—apply
in writing to the AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 51E(1)
within 28 days after the commencement of this section; or
(b) if the person commences to provide a designated service after
the commencement of this section—apply in writing to the
AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 51E(1) within 28 days
after commencing to provide the designated service.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the person:
(a) has applied under subsection 51E(1) in relation to the
provision of another designated service; and
(b) has not since requested under section 51G that the
AUSTRAC CEO remove the person’s name and enrolment
details from the Reporting Entities Roll.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.
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51C Reporting Entities Roll
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO must maintain a roll for the purposes of this
Part, to be known as the Reporting Entities Roll.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may maintain the Reporting Entities Roll by
electronic means.
(3) The Reporting Entities Roll is not a legislative instrument.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to
either or both of the following:
(a) the correction of entries in the Reporting Entities Roll;
(b) any other matter relating to the administration or operation of
the Reporting Entities Roll, including the removal of names
and enrolment details from the Reporting Entities Roll.

51D Enrolment
If a person applies to the AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 51E(1)
and the person’s name is not already entered on the Reporting
Entities Roll, the AUSTRAC CEO must enter on the Reporting
Entities Roll:
(a) the person’s name; and
(b) the person’s enrolment details.

51E Applications for enrolment
(1) A person may apply in writing to the AUSTRAC CEO for
enrolment as a reporting entity.
(2) The application must:
(a) be in accordance with the approved form, or in a manner
specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) contain the information required by the AML/CTF Rules.
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51F Enrolled persons to advise of change in enrolment details
(1) A person who is enrolled under this Part must advise the
AUSTRAC CEO, in accordance with subsection (2), of any change
in the person’s enrolment details that is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
(2) A person who is required by subsection (1) to advise the
AUSTRAC CEO of a change in enrolment details must do so:
(a) within 14 days of the change arising; and
(b) in accordance with the approved form, or in a manner
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.

51G Removal of entries from the Reporting Entities Roll
(1) A person may, in writing, request the AUSTRAC CEO to remove
the person’s name and enrolment details from the Reporting
Entities Roll.
(2) The request must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain the information required by the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO must consider the request and remove the
person’s name and enrolment details from the Reporting Entities
Roll if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is appropriate to do
so, having regard to:
(a) whether the person has ceased to provide designated services;
and
(b) the likelihood of the person providing a designated service in
the financial year beginning after the request is given; and
(c) any outstanding obligations the person has (if any) to provide
a report under any of the following provisions:
(i) section 43 (threshold transaction reports);
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(ii) section 45 (international funds transfer instruction
reports);
(iii) section 47 (AML/CTF compliance reports).
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Part 4—Reports about cross-border movements of
physical currency and bearer negotiable
instruments
Division 1—Introduction
52 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Cross-border movements of physical currency must be
reported to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs officer or a police
officer if the total value moved is above a threshold.

•

If a bearer negotiable instrument is produced to a police
officer or a customs officer by a person leaving or arriving in
Australia, the officer may require the person to give a report
about the instrument to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs
officer or a police officer.
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Division 2—Reports about physical currency
53 Reports about movements of physical currency into or out of
Australia
Offence
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) either:
(i) the person moves physical currency into Australia; or
(ii) the person moves physical currency out of Australia;
and
(b) the total amount of the physical currency is not less than
$10,000; and
(c) a report in respect of the movement has not been given in
accordance with this section.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 500 penalty units, or both.
(2) Strict liability applies to paragraph (1)(c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

Civil penalty
(3) A person must not:
(a) move physical currency into Australia; or
(b) move physical currency out of Australia;
if:
(c) the total amount of the physical currency is not less than
$10,000; and
(d) a report in respect of the movement has not been given in
accordance with this section.
(4) Subsection (3) is a civil penalty provision.
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Commercial carriers
(5) Subsections (1) and (3) do not apply to a person if:
(a) the person is a commercial passenger carrier; and
(b) the physical currency is in the possession of any of the
carrier’s passengers.
(6) Subsections (1) and (3) do not apply to a person if:
(a) the person is a commercial goods carrier; and
(b) the physical currency is carried on behalf of another person;
and
(c) the other person has not disclosed to the carrier that the
goods carried on behalf of the other person include physical
currency.
(7) A person who wishes to rely on subsection (5) or (6) bears an
evidential burden in relation to that matter.
Requirements for reports under this section
(8) A report under this section must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter being reported
as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(c) be given to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs officer or a
police officer; and
(d) comply with the applicable timing rule in subsection 54(1).
(9) If a report under this section in respect of the movement of
physical currency out of Australia is to be given electronically, the
report must be given to the AUSTRAC CEO using an electronic
system prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules.
Note 1:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Note 2:

Division 8 of Part 15 sets out special enforcement powers relating to
this section.

Note 3:

See also section 18 (translation of foreign currency to Australian
currency).
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54 Timing of reports about physical currency movements
Applicable timing rule
(1) A report under section 53 must be given:
(a) if the movement of the physical currency is to be effected by
a person bringing the physical currency into Australia with
the person—at the time worked out under subsection (2); or
(aa) if the movement of the physical currency is to be effected by
a person taking the physical currency out of Australia with
the person, and the report is to be given using an electronic
system referred to in subsection 53(9)—within the period
prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules (which must end at or
before the time worked out under subsection (3)); or
(b) if the movement of the physical currency is to be effected by
a person taking the physical currency out of Australia with
the person, and paragraph (aa) does not apply—at the time
worked out under subsection (3); or
(c) if the physical currency is to be taken out of Australia by a
person by consignment of the physical currency:
(i) through the post to a place outside Australia; or
(ii) to another person for carriage to a place outside
Australia by that other person or by a third person;
at any time before the time when the physical currency is
irrevocably committed by the first-mentioned person to the
Australian Postal Corporation or to the other person, as the
case may be; or
(d) in any other case—at any time before the movement of the
physical currency takes place.
Inwards movements
(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a), the applicable time is:
(a) if the person:
(i) moves the physical currency into Australia on an
aircraft or ship; and
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(ii) after disembarking, goes to the place at which customs
officers examine baggage;
as soon as the person reaches that place; or
(b) in any other case—the first opportunity after arrival in
Australia that the person has to give the report under
section 53.
Outwards movements
(3) For the purposes of paragraphs (1)(aa) and (b), the applicable time
is:
(a) if:
(i) the movement of the physical currency is to be effected
on an aircraft or ship; and
(ii) the person, before embarking, goes to the place at which
customs officers examine passports;
as soon as the person reaches that place; or
(b) in any other case—as soon as the person reaches the customs
officer who is to examine the person’s passport in relation to
the person leaving Australia or, if there is no such
examination, the last opportunity before leaving Australia
that the person has to give the report under section 53.

55 Reports about receipts of physical currency from outside
Australia
Offence
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person receives physical currency moved to the person
from outside Australia; and
(b) at the time of the receipt, the total amount of the physical
currency is not less than $10,000; and
(c) a report in respect of the movement has not been made in
accordance with section 53 before the movement; and
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(d) a report in respect of the receipt is not given in accordance
with this section before the end of the period of 5 business
days beginning on the day of the receipt.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 500 penalty units, or both.
(2) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (1)(c) and (d).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

Civil penalty
(3) A person must not receive physical currency moved to the person
from outside Australia if:
(a) at the time of the receipt, the total amount of the physical
currency is not less than $10,000; and
(b) a report in respect of the movement has not been made in
accordance with section 53 before the movement; and
(c) a report in respect of the receipt is not given in accordance
with this section before the end of the period of 5 business
days beginning on the day of the receipt.
(4) Subsection (3) is a civil penalty provision.
Requirements for reports under this section
(5) A report under this section must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter being reported
as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(c) be given to the AUSTRAC CEO, a customs officer or a
police officer.
Note 1:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Note 2:

See also section 18 (translation of foreign currency to Australian
currency).
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56 Obligations of customs officers and police officers
If a report under section 53 or 55 is given to a customs officer or a
police officer, the officer must, within 5 business days after the day
of receipt of the report, forward the report to the AUSTRAC CEO.

57 Movements of physical currency out of Australia
(1) This section sets out the 2 situations in which a person moves
physical currency out of Australia.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, a person moves physical currency out
of Australia if the person takes or sends the physical currency out
of Australia.
(3) For the purposes of this Act, if a person:
(a) arranges to leave Australia on an aircraft or ship; and
(b) for the purpose of leaving Australia, goes towards an aircraft
or ship through an embarkation area; and
(c) either:
(i) takes physical currency into the embarkation area; or
(ii) has physical currency in his or her baggage; and
(d) does not give a report about the physical currency when at
the place in the embarkation area at which customs officers
examine passports;
the person is taken to have moved the physical currency out of
Australia.

58 Movements of physical currency into Australia
For the purposes of this Act, a person moves physical currency into
Australia if the person brings or sends the physical currency into
Australia.
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Division 3—Reports about bearer negotiable instruments
59 Reports about movements of bearer negotiable instruments into
or out of Australia
Reporting requirement
(1) If, under section 200:
(a) a person produces to a police officer or a customs officer one
or more bearer negotiable instruments that the person has
with him or her; or
(b) a police officer or a customs officer conducts an examination
or search and finds one or more bearer negotiable
instruments that a person has with him or her;
the officer may require the person to give the AUSTRAC CEO, a
customs officer or a police officer a report about the bearer
negotiable instruments immediately.
Requirements for reports under this section
(2) A report under subsection (1) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter being reported
as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Offence
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 500 penalty units, or both.
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Civil penalty
(4) If a person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1), the
person must not engage in conduct that breaches the requirement.
(5) Subsection (4) is a civil penalty provision.
Note:

Division 8 of Part 15 sets out special enforcement powers relating to
this section.

60 Obligations of customs officers and police officers
If a report under section 59 is given to a customs officer or a police
officer, the officer must, within 5 business days after the day of
receipt of the report, forward the report to the AUSTRAC CEO.
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Division 4—Information about reporting obligations
61 Power to affix notices about reporting obligations
Scope
(1) This section applies to a written notice:
(a) that relates to reporting obligations under this Part; and
(b) the form and contents of which are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
Power to affix notices
(2) A customs officer may affix, or arrange for another person to affix,
one or more notices:
(a) on any part of an aircraft or ship; or
(b) in any other place specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Offence
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) a notice has been affixed under this section; and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct results in:
(i) interference with the notice; or
(ii) the removal of the notice; or
(iii) defacement of the notice.
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(4) Subsection (3) does not apply if the person’s conduct is authorised
by the AUSTRAC CEO or the Comptroller-General of Customs.
Note:
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(5) An offence against subsection (3) is an offence of strict liability.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

62 Notice about reporting obligations to be given to travellers to
Australia
Scope
(1) This section applies to a written notice:
(a) that relates to reporting obligations under this Part; and
(b) the form and contents of which are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
Notice to be given to travellers
(2) If an aircraft or ship leaves a place outside Australia to travel to a
place in Australia without stopping at any other place outside
Australia, the person in charge of the aircraft or ship must:
(a) give a copy of the notice, or communicate the information
contained in the notice in the manner prescribed by the
AML/CTF Rules, to all persons travelling on the aircraft or
ship (including members of the crew); or
(b) cause a copy of the notice to be given, or cause to be
communicated the information contained in the notice in the
manner prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules, to all persons
travelling on the aircraft or ship (including members of the
crew).
Offence
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (2);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
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(4) An offence against subsection (3) is an offence of strict liability.
Note:
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Part 5—Electronic funds transfer instructions
Division 1—Introduction
63 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Electronic funds transfer instructions must include certain
information about the origin of the transferred money.
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Division 2—2 or more institutions involved in the transfer
64 Electronic funds transfer instructions—2 or more institutions
involved in the transfer
Scope
(1) This section applies to:
(a) a multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds
transfer instruction; or
(b) a multiple-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction.
Note:

For exemptions, see section 67.

Funds transfer chain
(2) For the purposes of this Act:
(a) the following persons are taken to form a funds transfer
chain:
(i) the ordering institution;
(ii) each person (if any) interposed between the ordering
institution and the beneficiary institution;
(iii) the beneficiary institution; and
(b) each person in the chain is to be known as an institution.
Obligations of ordering institution
(3) If the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering institution at
or through a permanent establishment of the ordering institution in
Australia, then, before the ordering institution:
(a) passes on the transfer instruction; or
(b) dispatches the transfer instruction; or
(c) takes any other action to carry out the transfer instruction;
the ordering institution must obtain the complete payer
information.
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Note:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

(4) If:
(a) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering institution
at or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO, by written notice given to the ordering
institution, requests the ordering institution to give the
complete payer information to the AUSTRAC CEO;
the ordering institution must comply with the request within:
(c) if the request was given to the ordering institution within 6
months after the acceptance of the transfer instruction by the
ordering institution—3 business days after the day on which
the request was given; or
(d) otherwise—10 business days after the day on which the
request was given.
Note:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

(5) If:
(a) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering institution
at or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia; and
(b) the beneficiary institution, by written notice given to the
ordering institution, requests the ordering institution to give
the complete payer information to the beneficiary institution;
the ordering institution must comply with the request within:
(c) if the request was given to the ordering institution within 6
months after the acceptance of the transfer instruction by the
ordering institution—3 business days after the day on which
the request was given; or
(d) otherwise—10 business days after the day on which the
request was given.
Note:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

(6) If:
(a) the ordering institution is in the funds transfer chain; and
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(b) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering institution
at or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia;
then, before the ordering institution passes on the transfer
instruction to another person in the chain, the ordering institution
must ensure that the instruction includes the required transfer
information.
Note:

For required transfer information, see section 70.

Obligations of interposed institutions in the funds transfer chain
(7) If:
(a) an institution is in the funds transfer chain; and
(b) either:
(i) the institution is an interposed institution and the
transfer instruction is passed on to the institution at or
through a permanent establishment of the institution in
Australia; or
(ii) the institution is an interposed institution and the
transfer instruction is to be passed on by the institution
at or through a permanent establishment of the
institution in Australia; and
(c) either:
(i) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering
institution at or through a permanent establishment of
the ordering institution in Australia; or
(ii) the making available by the beneficiary institution of the
transferred money would take place at or through a
permanent establishment of the beneficiary institution in
Australia; and
(d) some or all of the required transfer information was passed
on to the institution by another institution in the funds
transfer chain;
then:
(e) if the transfer instruction was accepted by the ordering
institution at or through a permanent establishment of the
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ordering institution in a foreign country—before passing on
the transfer instruction to another institution in the chain, the
interposed institution must ensure that the instruction
includes the tracing information; or
(f) in any other case—before passing on the transfer instruction
to another institution in the chain, the interposed institution
must ensure that the instruction includes so much of the
required transfer information as was passed on to the
interposed institution as mentioned in paragraph (d).
Note 1:

For required transfer information, see section 70.

Note 2:

For tracing information, see section 72.

Civil penalty
(8) Subsections (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) are civil penalty provisions.

65 Request to include customer information in certain international
electronic funds transfer instructions
Scope
(1) This section applies to:
(a) a multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds
transfer instruction; or
(b) a multiple-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction;
if:
(c) the instruction is accepted at or through a permanent
establishment of the ordering institution in a foreign country;
and
(d) the transferred money is to be, or is, made available to the
payee at or through a permanent establishment of the
beneficiary institution in Australia.
Note:

For exemptions, see section 67.
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Direction to beneficiary institution
(2) If:
(a) the beneficiary institution has received 2 or more electronic
funds transfer instructions from a particular ordering
institution; and
(b) at least one of the electronic funds transfer instructions does
not include the required transfer information; and
(c) the AUSTRAC CEO, by written notice given to the
beneficiary institution, directs the beneficiary institution to
give the ordering institution a request (in a form specified in
the notice) to include required transfer information in all
future electronic funds transfer instructions passed on by the
ordering institution to the beneficiary institution;
the beneficiary institution must comply with the direction within
10 business days after the day on which the direction is given.
Report by beneficiary institution
(3) If the beneficiary institution gives the ordering institution a request
under subsection (2), the beneficiary institution must, within:
(a) 20 business days after the day on which the subsection (2)
direction was given; or
(b) if the AUSTRAC CEO, by written notice given to the
beneficiary institution, allows a longer period—that longer
period;
give the AUSTRAC CEO a report about the ordering institution’s
response, or lack of response, to the request.
(4) A report under subsection (3) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain such information relating to the matter as is required
by the approved form.
Note:

For additional rules about reports, see section 244.

Civil penalty
(5) Subsections (2) and (3) are civil penalty provisions.
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Powers of beneficiary institution
(6) If an electronic funds transfer instruction received by the
beneficiary institution does not include the required transfer
information, the beneficiary institution may, for the purpose set out
in subsection (7), refuse to make the transferred money available to
the payee until the required transfer information is passed on to the
beneficiary institution.
(7) The purpose referred to in subsection (6) is to:
(a) identify; or
(b) mitigate; or
(c) manage;
the risk the beneficiary institution may reasonably face that the
making available by the beneficiary institution of transferred
money at or through a permanent establishment of the beneficiary
institution in Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise)
involve or facilitate:
(d) money laundering; or
(e) financing of terrorism.
Protection from liability
(8) An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) the beneficiary institution; or
(b) an officer, employee or agent of the beneficiary institution
acting in the course of his or her office, employment or
agency;
in relation to anything done, or omitted to be done, in good faith by
the beneficiary institution, officer, employee or agent in the
exercise, or purported exercise, of the power conferred by
subsection (6).
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Division 3—Only one institution involved in the transfer
66 Electronic funds transfer instructions—only one institution
involved in the transfer
Scope
(1) This section applies to:
(a) a same-institution person-to-person electronic funds transfer
instruction; or
(b) a same-institution same-person electronic funds transfer
instruction if the instruction is to be carried out otherwise
than by way of transferring money from an account held by
the payer with the ordering institution in a particular country
to another account held by the payer with the ordering
institution in that country.
Note:

For exemptions, see section 67.

Obligations of beneficiary institution
(2) If:
(a) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering institution
at or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia; or
(b) the making available by the beneficiary institution of the
transferred money would take place at or through a
permanent establishment of the beneficiary institution in
Australia;
then, before the beneficiary institution makes the transferred
money available to the payee, the beneficiary institution must
obtain the complete payer information.
Note:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

(3) If:
(a) either:
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(i) the transfer instruction is accepted by the ordering
institution at or through a permanent establishment of
the ordering institution in Australia; or
(ii) the making available by the beneficiary institution of the
transferred money would take place at or through a
permanent establishment of the beneficiary institution in
Australia; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO, by written notice given to the ordering
institution, requests the institution to give the complete payer
information to the AUSTRAC CEO;
the ordering institution must comply with the request within:
(c) if the request was given to the ordering institution within 6
months after the acceptance of the transfer instruction by the
ordering institution—3 business days after the day on which
the request was given; or
(d) otherwise—10 business days after the day on which the
request was given.
Note:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

Civil penalty
(6) Subsections (2) and (3) are civil penalty provisions.
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Division 4—General provisions
67 Exemptions
Approved third-party bill payment systems
(1) This Part does not apply to an instruction that arises from the use
of an approved third-party bill payment system.
Debit cards and credit cards
(2) This Part does not apply to an instruction that arises from the use
of a debit card or a credit card if:
(a) the use does not involve obtaining a cash advance; and
(b) the number of the card is included in the instruction; and
(c) the card is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
and
(d) the use does not take place in circumstances of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2A) This Part does not apply to an instruction that arises from the use
of a debit card or a credit card at a branch of a financial institution
if:
(a) the number of the card is included in the instruction; and
(b) the card is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
and
(c) the use does not take place in circumstances of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Cheques
(3) This Part does not apply to an instruction given by way of a cheque
unless the cheque is of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
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ATMs
(4) This Part does not apply to an instruction given by the use of an
ATM if:
(a) the ATM is not of a kind specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
and
(b) the use does not take place in circumstances of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Merchant terminals
(4A) This Part does not apply to an instruction given by way of the
operation of a merchant terminal if:
(a) the operation is authorised by a financial institution; and
(b) the merchant terminal is not of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules; and
(c) the operation does not take place in circumstances of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Inter-financial institution transfers
(5) This Part does not apply to a transfer of money between 2 financial
institutions if each financial institution acts on its own behalf.
Prescribed instructions
(6) This Part does not apply to an instruction of a kind prescribed by
the AML/CTF Rules.

68 Defence of relying on information supplied by another person
Scope
(1) This section applies to section 175 proceedings for a contravention
of a civil penalty provision of Division 2 or 3.
Defence
(2) In the proceedings, it is a defence if the defendant proves that:
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(a) the contravention in respect of which the proceedings were
instituted was due to reasonable reliance on information
given by another person; and
(b) the other person did not give the information in the other
person’s capacity as an officer, employee or agent of the
person who relied on the information.

69 Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code
If a person, or an officer, employee or agent of a person,
communicates or gives information to the AUSTRAC CEO under
section 64 or 66, the person, officer, employee or agent is taken,
for the purposes of Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal
Code, not to have been in possession of that information at any
time.

70 Required transfer information
For the purposes of the application of this Act to an electronic
funds transfer instruction, the required transfer information is:
(a) if:
(i) the transfer instruction is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules; or
(ii) the ordering institution accepts the transfer instruction
in circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules; or
(iii) the transfer instruction is, or is to be, passed on, or
carried out, in circumstances specified in the AML/CTF
Rules;
the tracing information; or
(b) if:
(i) the ordering institution accepts the transfer instruction at
or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in a particular country; and
(ii) the beneficiary institution makes, or is to make, the
money available at or through a permanent
establishment of the beneficiary institution in another
country; and
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(iii) the transfer instruction is a batched electronic funds
transfer instruction; and
(iv) paragraph (a) does not apply;
the tracing information; or
(c) if:
(i) the ordering institution accepts the transfer instruction at
or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in a particular country; and
(ii) the beneficiary institution makes, or is to make, the
money available at or through a permanent
establishment of the beneficiary institution in another
country; and
(iii) the transfer instruction is not a batched electronic funds
transfer instruction; and
(iv) paragraph (a) does not apply;
the complete payer information; or
(d) if:
(i) the ordering institution accepts the transfer instruction at
or through a permanent establishment of the ordering
institution in Australia; and
(ii) the beneficiary institution makes, or is to make, the
money available at or through a permanent
establishment of the beneficiary institution in Australia;
and
(iii) paragraph (a) does not apply;
the tracing information.
Note 1:

For complete payer information, see section 71.

Note 2:

For tracing information, see section 72.

71 Complete payer information
For the purposes of the application of this Act to an electronic
funds transfer instruction, the complete payer information is:
(a) the name of the payer; and
(b) one of the following:
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(i) the payer’s full business or residential address (not
being a post office box);
(ii) a unique identification number given to the payer by the
Commonwealth or an authority of the Commonwealth
(for example, an Australian Business Number or an
Australian Company Number);
(iii) a unique identification number given to the payer by the
government of a foreign country;
(iv) the identification number given to the payer by the
ordering institution;
(v) if the payer is an individual—the payer’s date of birth,
the country of the payer’s birth and the town, city or
locality of the payer’s birth; and
(c) if the money is, or is to be, transferred from a single account
held by the payer with the ordering institution in Australia—
the account number for the account; and
(d) if paragraph (c) does not apply—either:
(i) a unique reference number for the transfer instruction;
or
(ii) if the money is, or is to be, transferred from a single
account held by the payer with the ordering
institution—the account number for the account.

72 Tracing information
For the purposes of the application of this Act to an electronic
funds transfer instruction, the tracing information is:
(a) if the money is to be transferred from an account held by the
payer with the ordering institution—the account number; or
(b) in any case—a unique reference number for the transfer
instruction.
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Part 6—The Remittance Sector Register
Division 1—Simplified outline
73 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

This Part provides for a tiered system of registration for
providers of registrable remittance network services and
providers of registrable designated remittance services.

•

Division 2 sets out offences and civil penalties in relation to
the provision of registrable remittance network services and
registrable designated remittance services by persons who are
not registered.

•

Division 3 requires the AUSTRAC CEO to maintain the
Remittance Sector Register and sets out the process of
applying for registration.
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Division 2—Restrictions on providing certain remittance
services
74 Unregistered persons must not provide certain remittance
services
Registrable remittance network services
(1) A person (the first person) must not provide a registrable
remittance network service to another person if:
(a) the first person is not a registered remittance network
provider; or
(b) the first person is a registered remittance network provider,
but the person to whom the service is provided is not a
registered remittance affiliate of the first person.
Registrable designated remittance services—independents
(1A) A person must not provide a registrable designated remittance
service if:
(a) the person provides the service other than as part of a
remittance network operated by a registered remittance
network provider; and
(b) the person is not a registered independent remittance dealer.
Registrable designated remittance services—affiliates
(1B) A person must not provide a registrable designated remittance
service if:
(a) the person provides the service as part of a remittance
network operated by a registered remittance network
provider; and
(b) the person is not a registered remittance affiliate of the
registered remittance network provider.
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Breach of conditions
(1C) A person must not breach a condition to which the registration of
the person as any of the following is subject:
(a) a remittance network provider;
(b) an independent remittance dealer;
(c) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider.
Offences
(2) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1),
(1A), (1B) or (1C); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 500 penalty units, or both.
(3) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (2)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(4) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1),
(1A), (1B) or (1C); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO previously:
(i) gave the person a direction under subsection 191(2) in
relation to subsection (1), (1A), (1B) or (1C) of this
section; or
(ii) accepted an undertaking given by the person under
section 197 in relation to subsection (1), (1A), (1B) or
(1C) of this section; and
(e) that was the only occasion on which the AUSTRAC CEO
previously gave such a direction to, or accepted such an
undertaking from, the person.
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Section 74
Penalty: Imprisonment for 4 years or 1,000 penalty units, or both.
(5) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (4)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(6) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1),
(1A), (1B) or (1C); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO previously:
(i) gave the person a direction under subsection 191(2) in
relation to subsection (1), (1A), (1B) or (1C) of this
section; or
(ii) accepted an undertaking given by the person under
section 197 in relation to subsection (1), (1A), (1B) or
(1C) of this section; and
(e) that was not the only occasion on which the AUSTRAC CEO
previously gave such a direction to, or accepted such an
undertaking from, the person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 7 years or 2,000 penalty units, or both.
(7) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (6)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(8) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1),
(1A), (1B) or (1C); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) either:
(i) the person had previously been convicted of an offence
against subsection (2), (4) or (6), and that conviction has
not been set aside or quashed; or
(ii) an order had previously been made against the person
under section 19B of the Crimes Act 1914 in respect of
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Section 74
an offence against subsection (2), (4) or (6), and that
order has not been set aside.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 7 years or 2,000 penalty units, or both.
(9) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (8)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

Civil penalty
(10) Subsections (1), (1A), (1B) and (1C) are civil penalty provisions.
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Division 3—Registration of persons
75 Remittance Sector Register
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO must maintain a register for the purposes of
this Part, to be known as the Remittance Sector Register.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may maintain the Remittance Sector
Register by electronic means.
(3) The Remittance Sector Register is not a legislative instrument.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
following:
(a) the correction of entries in the Remittance Sector Register;
(b) the publication of the Remittance Sector Register in whole or
part, or of specified information entered on the Remittance
Sector Register;
(c) any other matter relating to the administration or operation of
the Remittance Sector Register.

75A Information to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register
(1) If the AUSTRAC CEO decides to register a person under
subsection 75C(2), the AUSTRAC CEO must enter the following
details on the Remittance Sector Register:
(a) the name of the person;
(b) whether the person is registered as:
(i) a remittance network provider; or
(ii) an independent remittance dealer; or
(iii) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider;
(c) if the person is registered as a remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider—the name of the
registered remittance network provider;
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(d) any conditions to which the registration of the person is
subject;
(e) the date on which the registration takes effect;
(f) the registrable details in relation to the person.
(2) To avoid doubt, nothing in this Part prevents separate entries being
entered on the Remittance Sector Register in relation to the same
person in different capacities.

75B Applications for registration
(1) A person may apply in writing to the AUSTRAC CEO for
registration as:
(a) a remittance network provider; or
(b) an independent remittance dealer; or
(c) subject to subsection (5)—a remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider.
(2) A registered remittance network provider may apply in writing to
the AUSTRAC CEO for another person to be registered as a
remittance affiliate of the registered remittance network provider.
(3) An application under subsection (1) or (2) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain the information required by the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) Without limiting the information that the AML/CTF Rules may
require under paragraph (3)(b), the AML/CTF Rules may require
information relating to the matters mentioned in
paragraph 75C(2)(a) or in Rules made under paragraph 75C(2)(b)
(these provisions deal with matters to which the AUSTRAC CEO
must have regard in deciding whether to register a person).
(5) A person may apply for registration as a remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider as mentioned in
paragraph (1)(c) only if:
(a) either:
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(i) when the person makes the application, the person is a
registered independent remittance dealer; or
(ii) the application is made in conjunction with an
application by the person for registration as a registered
independent remittance dealer; and
(b) the registered remittance network provider has consented to
the making of the application.
Deemed refusal in certain circumstances
(6) If the AUSTRAC CEO has not made a decision on the application
within the relevant period, the AUSTRAC CEO is taken to have
decided not to register the person at the end of the relevant period.
The relevant period is the period of 90 days beginning on the latest
of the following days:
(a) the day the application is made;
(b) if the AUSTRAC CEO requests information under
subsection 75N(1) in relation to the application—the last day
such information is provided;
(c) if the person makes a submission under section 75Q in
relation to the application—the day the person makes the
submission.
Note:

A deemed decision not to register the person is reviewable (see
Part 17A).

(7) However, if the AUSTRAC CEO determines in writing that:
(a) the application cannot be dealt with properly within the 90
day period, either because of its complexity or because of
other special circumstances; and
(b) that period is extended by a specified period of not more than
30 days;
the relevant period is that period as so extended. The AUSTRAC
CEO must notify the applicant in writing of the determination
before the end of the 90 day period.
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75C Registration by AUSTRAC CEO
When section applies
(1) This section applies if an application has been made under
section 75B for registration of a person.
When AUSTRAC CEO must register a person
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO must decide to register the person in
accordance with the application if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied
that it is appropriate to do so, having regard to:
(a) whether registering the person would involve a significant
money laundering, financing of terrorism, people smuggling
or other serious crime risk; and
(b) such other matters (if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF
Rules under this paragraph.
Note:

A decision not to register the person is reviewable (see Part 17A).

Matters that may be specified in the AML/CTF Rules
(3) Without limiting the matters that the AML/CTF Rules may specify
under paragraph (2)(b), the matters may relate to the following:
(a) offences of which the applicant for registration, a person
proposed to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as
a remittance affiliate of the applicant, or any other person,
has been charged or convicted under the law of the
Commonwealth, a State or Territory or a foreign country;
(b) the compliance or non-compliance of the applicant, a person
proposed to be entered on the Remittance Sector Register as
a remittance affiliate of the applicant, or any other person,
with this Act or any other law;
(c) the legal and beneficial ownership and control of the
applicant, a person proposed to be entered on the Remittance
Sector Register as a remittance affiliate of the applicant, or
any other person;
(d) the kinds of designated services to be provided by the
applicant or by a person proposed to be entered on the
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Remittance Sector Register as a remittance affiliate of the
applicant;
(e) the consent of a person proposed to be entered on the
Remittance Sector Register as a remittance affiliate of the
applicant.
Notice of decision to register
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after deciding to
register a person, give a written notice to:
(a) the applicant for registration; and
(b) if the application was made by a registered remittance
network provider for another person to be registered as a
remittance affiliate of the registered remittance network
provider—the other person.
Contents of notice of decision to register
(5) A notice under subsection (4) in relation to a decision to register a
person must specify:
(a) whether the person is registered as:
(i) a remittance network provider; or
(ii) an independent remittance dealer; or
(iii) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider; and
(b) the conditions (if any) to which the registration is subject (see
section 75E); and
(c) the date on which the registration takes effect.

75D Spent convictions scheme
The AML/CTF Rules made under paragraph 75B(3)(b) or
75C(2)(b) must not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes
Act 1914 (which includes provisions that, in certain circumstances,
relieve persons from the requirement to disclose spent convictions
and require persons aware of such convictions to disregard them).
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75E Registration may be subject to conditions
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, impose conditions to which
the registration of a person under this Part is subject.
Note:

A decision to impose a condition is reviewable (see Part 17A).

(2) Without limiting the conditions that the AUSTRAC CEO may
impose under subsection (1), the conditions may relate to the
following:
(a) the volume of funds remitted (whether by reference to a
particular time, a particular amount or otherwise);
(b) the destination (however described) of funds remitted;
(c) requiring notification of particular changes in circumstances.
Note:

Section 75M imposes a general obligation in relation to notification of
changes in circumstances.

75F When registration of a person ceases
(1) The registration of a person ceases at the earliest of the following
times:
(a) when the cancellation of the registration of the person under
section 75G takes effect;
(b) when the entry relating to the registration of the person is
removed from the Remittance Sector Register under
subsection 75K(2);
(c) subject to subsection (2)—3 years after the day on which the
registration took effect;
(d) in the case of an individual—when the individual dies;
(e) in the case of a body corporate—when the body corporate
ceases to exist.
(2) Paragraph (1)(c) is subject to the AML/CTF Rules made under
section 75J (which deals with renewal of registration).
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75G Cancellation of registration
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may cancel the registration of a person if the
AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is appropriate to do so, having
regard to:
(a) whether the continued registration of the person involves, or
may involve, a significant money laundering, financing of
terrorism, people smuggling or other serious crime risk; or
(b) one or more breaches by the person of a condition of
registration; or
(c) such other matters (if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF
Rules under this paragraph.
Note:

A decision to cancel a registration is reviewable (see Part 17A).

(1A) The AUSTRAC CEO may also cancel the registration of a person
if the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds to believe that the
registered person no longer carries on a business that gives rise to
the requirement to be registered under this Part.
(2) The cancellation of the registration of a person takes effect on the
day specified in the notice given to the person under
subsection 233C(1).
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO may publish, in the manner specified in the
AML/CTF Rules, a list of the names of persons whose registration
has been cancelled and the date the cancellation takes effect.

75H Suspension of registration
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
suspension of registrations by the AUSTRAC CEO under this Part.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide for matters including, but not
limited to, the following:
(a) the grounds for suspension of registration;
(b) the effect of suspension on registration;
(c) the period for which suspensions have effect;
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(d) the effect of suspension of a registered remittance network
provider upon its registered remittance affiliates;
(e) making entries in and removing entries from the Remittance
Sector Register in relation to suspension;
(f) notices of suspension;
(g) review of decisions relating to suspension.

75J Renewal of registration
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
renewal of registrations by the AUSTRAC CEO under this Part.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide for matters including, but not
limited to, the following:
(a) the making of applications for renewal;
(b) the period within which applications for renewal may be
made;
(c) the criteria for determining applications for renewal;
(d) entries in the Remittance Sector Register in relation to
renewal;
(e) the giving of notices relating to decisions on applications for
renewal;
(f) review of decisions relating to applications for renewal;
(g) the period for which renewed registrations have effect.
(3) In particular, the AML/CTF Rules may provide that:
(a) if the registration of a person would otherwise cease at the
end of the period of 3 years commencing on the day on
which the registration took effect; and
(b) before the end of that period, an application for renewal of
the registration was made to the AUSTRAC CEO within the
period, and in the manner provided for, in the AML/CTF
Rules;
the registration of the person continues in effect after the end of
that period in accordance with the Rules.
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75K Removal of entries from the Remittance Sector Register
Removal on request
(1) A person who is one or more of the following:
(a) a registered remittance network provider;
(b) a registered independent remittance dealer;
(c) a registered remittance affiliate of a registered remittance
network provider;
may request the AUSTRAC CEO, in writing, to remove the entry
relating to one or more of the registrations of the person from the
Remittance Sector Register.
(2) If a person makes a request under subsection (1) in relation to one
or more registrations, the AUSTRAC CEO must remove from the
Remittance Sector Register the entry relating to each registration to
which the request relates.
Removal on cessation of registration—remittance network
providers
(3) If a person ceases to be a registered remittance network provider,
the AUSTRAC CEO must remove from the Remittance Sector
Register:
(a) the entry relating to the registered remittance network
provider; and
(b) each entry relating to a registered remittance affiliate of the
registered remittance network provider.
Removal on cessation of registration—independent remittance
dealers and affiliates
(4) If a person ceases to be a registered independent remittance dealer
or a registered remittance affiliate of a registered remittance
network provider, the AUSTRAC CEO must remove from the
Remittance Sector Register each entry relating to the independent
remittance dealer or the remittance affiliate, as the case requires.
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Notice of removal—remittance network providers
(5) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as reasonably practicable,
notify a remittance network provider, in writing, if:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO removes from the Remittance Sector
Register an entry relating to a remittance affiliate of the
provider; and
(b) the removal of the affiliate was not because of the removal of
the provider as required by paragraph (3)(b).
Notice of removal—affiliates of remittance network providers
(6) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as reasonably practicable,
notify each affiliate of a remittance network provider, in writing, if
the AUSTRAC CEO removes from the Remittance Sector Register
the entry relating to the provider.

75L AML/CTF Rules—general provision
If a provision of this Part provides for the AML/CTF Rules to
make provision in relation to a matter relating to the registration or
proposed registration of a person, the AML/CTF Rules may make
different provision in relation to a matter depending on whether the
registration or proposed registration of the person is as:
(a) a remittance network provider; or
(b) an independent remittance dealer; or
(c) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider.

75M Registered persons to advise of material changes in
circumstance etc.
(1) A person who is registered under this Part as:
(a) a remittance network provider; or
(b) an independent remittance dealer; or
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(c) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider that applied for registration on its own behalf (see
paragraph 75B(1)(c));
must advise the AUSTRAC CEO of the following:
(d) any change in circumstances that could materially affect the
person’s registration;
(e) any matters specified in the AML/CTF Rules for the
purposes of this paragraph.
(2) A registered remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network
provider must advise the provider of the following:
(a) any change in circumstances that could materially affect the
person’s registration;
(b) any matters specified in the AML/CTF Rules for the
purposes of this paragraph;
unless the affiliate applied for registration on its own behalf (see
paragraph 75B(1)(c)).
(3) A registered remittance network provider must advise the
AUSTRAC CEO of any changes notified to it under subsection (2).
(4) A person who is required by this section to advise the AUSTRAC
CEO or a registered remittance network provider of a change in
circumstances or a matter must do so in accordance with the
approved form, and:
(a) in the case of a requirement under subsection (1) or (2)—
within 14 days of the change in circumstances or the matter
arising (however described); and
(b) in the case of a requirement under subsection (3)—within 7
days of the registered remittance network provider concerned
receiving the advice.
Civil penalty
(5) Subsections (1), (2) and (3) are civil penalty provisions.
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75N AUSTRAC CEO may request further information
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, request further information
from any person for the purposes of making a decision under this
Part.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is not required to make a decision under this
Part until any information requested under subsection (1) in
relation to the decision has been provided.

75P Immunity from suit
An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) the Commonwealth; or
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(c) a member of the staff of AUSTRAC;
in relation to the publication of the Remittance Sector Register or a
list of a kind mentioned in subsection 75G(3).

75Q Steps to be taken by AUSTRAC CEO before making certain
reviewable decisions
(1) Before making a reviewable decision under section 75C, 75E or
75G in relation to one or more persons, the AUSTRAC CEO must
give a written notice to each of the persons containing:
(a) the terms of the proposed decision; and
(b) if the proposed decision is to cancel a registration—the date
on which the cancellation is proposed to take effect; and
(c) the reasons for the proposed decision; and
(d) a statement that the person may, within 28 days of the giving
of the notice, make a submission under this section in
relation to the proposed decision.
Note:

An example of a reviewable decision relating to 2 persons is a
decision refusing to register a person as a remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider, if the provider applied under
subsection 75B(2) for that person to be so registered.
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(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is not required to give a notice under this
section if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is inappropriate to
do so because of the urgency of the circumstances.
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Division 5—Basis of registration
75T Basis of registration
Registration under this Part is on the basis that:
(a) the registration may cease as mentioned in section 75F; and
(b) the registration may be suspended as mentioned in
section 75H; and
(c) the registration may be made subject to conditions as
mentioned in section 75E; and
(d) the registration may cease, be suspended or be made subject
to conditions by or under later legislation; and
(e) no compensation is payable if the registration ceases, is
suspended or made subject to conditions as mentioned in any
of the above paragraphs.
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Part 6A—The Digital Currency Exchange Register
Division 1—Simplified outline
76 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

This Part provides for a system of registration for providers of
digital currency exchange services.

•

Division 2 sets out offences and civil penalties in relation to
the provision of registrable digital currency exchange services
by persons who are not registered.

•

Division 3 requires the AUSTRAC CEO to maintain the
Digital Currency Exchange Register and sets out the process
of applying for registration.
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Division 2—Restrictions on providing digital currency
exchange services
76A Unregistered persons must not provide certain digital currency
exchange services
Registrable digital currency exchange services
(1) A person (the first person) must not provide a registrable digital
currency exchange service to another person if the first person is
not a registered digital currency exchange provider.
Breach of conditions
(2) A person must not breach a condition to which the registration of
the person as a digital currency exchange provider is subject.
Offences
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 500 penalty units, or both.
(4) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (3)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(5) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO previously:
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(i) gave the person a direction under subsection 191(2) in
relation to subsection (1) or (2) of this section; or
(ii) accepted an undertaking given by the person under
section 197 in relation to subsection (1) or (2) of this
section; and
(e) that was the only occasion on which the AUSTRAC CEO
previously gave such a direction to, or accepted such an
undertaking from, the person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 4 years or 1,000 penalty units, or both.
(6) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (5)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(7) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO previously:
(i) gave the person a direction under subsection 191(2) in
relation to subsection (1) or (2) of this section; or
(ii) accepted an undertaking given by the person under
section 197 in relation to subsection (1) or (2) of this
section; and
(e) that was not the only occasion on which the AUSTRAC CEO
previously gave such a direction to, or accepted such an
undertaking from, the person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 7 years or 2,000 penalty units, or both.
(8) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (7)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(9) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
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(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement; and
(d) either:
(i) the person had previously been convicted of an offence
against subsection (3), (5) or (7), and that conviction has
not been set aside or quashed; or
(ii) an order had previously been made against the person
under section 19B of the Crimes Act 1914 in respect of
an offence against subsection (3), (5) or (7), and that
order has not been set aside.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 7 years or 2,000 penalty units, or both.
(10) Strict liability applies to paragraphs (9)(b) and (c).
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

Civil penalty
(11) Subsections (1) and (2) are civil penalty provisions.
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Division 3—Registration of persons
76B Digital Currency Exchange Register
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO must maintain a register for the purposes of
this Part, to be known as the Digital Currency Exchange Register.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may maintain the Digital Currency
Exchange Register by electronic means.
(3) The Digital Currency Exchange Register is not a legislative
instrument.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
following:
(a) the correction of entries in the Digital Currency Exchange
Register;
(b) the publication of the Digital Currency Exchange Register in
whole or part, or of specified information entered on the
Digital Currency Exchange Register;
(c) any other matter relating to the administration or operation of
the Digital Currency Exchange Register.

76C Information to be entered on the Digital Currency Exchange
Register
If the AUSTRAC CEO decides to register a person under
subsection 76E(2), the AUSTRAC CEO must enter the following
details on the Digital Currency Exchange Register:
(a) the name of the person;
(b) any conditions to which the registration of the person is
subject;
(c) the date on which the registration takes effect;
(d) the registrable details in relation to the person.
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76D Applications for registration
(1) A person may apply in writing to the AUSTRAC CEO for
registration as a digital currency exchange provider.
(2) An application under subsection (1) must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain the information required by the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) Without limiting the information that the AML/CTF Rules may
require under paragraph (2)(b), the AML/CTF Rules may require
information relating to the matters mentioned in
paragraph 76E(2)(a) or in Rules made under paragraph 76E(2)(b)
(these provisions deal with matters to which the AUSTRAC CEO
must have regard in deciding whether to register a person).
Deemed refusal in certain circumstances
(4) If the AUSTRAC CEO has not made a decision on the application
within the relevant period, the AUSTRAC CEO is taken to have
decided not to register the person at the end of the relevant period.
The relevant period is the period of 90 days beginning on the latest
of the following days:
(a) the day the application is made;
(b) if the AUSTRAC CEO requests information under
subsection 76Q(1) in relation to the application—the last day
such information is provided;
(c) if the person makes a submission under section 76S in
relation to the application—the day the person makes the
submission.
Note:

A deemed decision not to register the person is reviewable (see
Part 17A).

(5) However, if the AUSTRAC CEO determines in writing that:
(a) the application cannot be dealt with properly within the 90
day period, either because of its complexity or because of
other special circumstances; and
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(b) that period is extended by a specified period of not more than
30 days;
the relevant period is that period as so extended. The AUSTRAC
CEO must notify the applicant in writing of the determination
before the end of the 90 day period.

76E Registration by AUSTRAC CEO
When section applies
(1) This section applies if an application has been made under
section 76D for registration of a person.
When AUSTRAC CEO must register a person
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO must decide to register the person in
accordance with the application if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied
that it is appropriate to do so, having regard to:
(a) whether registering the person would involve a significant
money laundering, financing of terrorism or other serious
crime risk; and
(b) such other matters (if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF
Rules under this paragraph.
Note:

A decision not to register the person is reviewable (see Part 17A).

Matters that may be specified in the AML/CTF Rules
(3) Without limiting the matters that the AML/CTF Rules may specify
under paragraph (2)(b), the matters may relate to the following:
(a) offences of which the applicant for registration, or any other
person, has been charged or convicted under the law of the
Commonwealth, a State or Territory or a foreign country;
(b) the compliance or non-compliance of the applicant, or any
other person, with this Act or any other law;
(c) the legal and beneficial ownership and control of the
applicant, or any other person.
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Notice of decision to register
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after deciding to
register an applicant, give a written notice to the applicant.
Contents of notice of decision to register
(5) A notice under subsection (4) must specify:
(a) the conditions (if any) to which the registration is subject (see
section 76G); and
(b) the date on which the registration takes effect.

76F Spent convictions scheme
The AML/CTF Rules made under paragraph 76D(2)(b) or
76E(2)(b) must not affect the operation of Part VIIC of the Crimes
Act 1914 (which includes provisions that, in certain circumstances,
relieve persons from the requirement to disclose spent convictions
and require persons aware of such convictions to disregard them).

76G Registration may be subject to conditions
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, impose conditions to which
the registration of a person under this Part is subject.
Note:

A decision to impose a condition is reviewable (see Part 17A).

(2) Without limiting the conditions that the AUSTRAC CEO may
impose under subsection (1), the conditions may relate to the
following:
(a) the value of digital currency or money exchanged;
(b) the volume of digital currency exchanged (whether by
reference to a particular period, a particular kind of digital
currency, or otherwise);
(c) the kinds of digital currencies exchanged;
(d) requiring notification of the exchange of particular kinds of
digital currency, changes in circumstances, or other specified
events.
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Note:

Section 76P imposes a general obligation in relation to notification of
changes in circumstances.

76H When registration of a person ceases
(1) The registration of a person ceases at the earliest of the following
times:
(a) when the cancellation of the registration of the person under
section 76J takes effect;
(b) when the entry relating to the registration of the person is
removed from the Digital Currency Exchange Register under
subsection 76M(2);
(c) subject to subsection (2)—3 years after the day on which the
registration took effect;
(d) in the case of an individual—when the individual dies;
(e) in the case of a body corporate—when the body corporate
ceases to exist.
(2) Paragraph (1)(c) is subject to the AML/CTF Rules made under
section 76L (which deals with renewal of registration).

76J Cancellation of registration
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may cancel the registration of a person if the
AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is appropriate to do so, having
regard to:
(a) whether the continued registration of the person involves, or
may involve, a significant money laundering, financing of
terrorism or other serious crime risk; or
(b) one or more breaches by the person of a condition of
registration; or
(c) such other matters (if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF
Rules under this paragraph.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may also cancel the registration of a person
if the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds to believe that the
registered person no longer carries on a business that involves
providing a digital currency exchange service.
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Note:

A decision to cancel a registration is reviewable (see Part 17A).

(3) The cancellation of the registration of a person takes effect on the
day specified in the notice given to the person under
subsection 233C(1).
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO may publish, in the manner specified in the
AML/CTF Rules, a list of the names of persons whose registration
has been cancelled and the date the cancellation takes effect.

76K Suspension of registration
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
suspension of registrations by the AUSTRAC CEO under this Part.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide for matters including, but not
limited to, the following:
(a) the grounds for suspension of registration;
(b) the effect of suspension on registration;
(c) the period for which suspensions have effect;
(d) making entries in and removing entries from the Digital
Currency Exchange Register in relation to suspension;
(e) notices of suspension;
(f) review of decisions relating to suspension.

76L Renewal of registration
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may make provision for and in relation to the
renewal of registrations by the AUSTRAC CEO under this Part.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide for matters including, but not
limited to, the following:
(a) the making of applications for renewal;
(b) the period within which applications for renewal may be
made;
(c) the criteria for determining applications for renewal;
(d) entries in the Digital Currency Exchange Register in relation
to renewal;
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(e) the giving of notices relating to decisions on applications for
renewal;
(f) review of decisions relating to applications for renewal;
(g) the period for which renewed registrations have effect.
(3) In particular, the AML/CTF Rules may provide that:
(a) if the registration of a person would otherwise cease at the
end of the period of 3 years commencing on the day on
which the registration took effect; and
(b) before the end of that period, an application for renewal of
the registration was made to the AUSTRAC CEO within the
period, and in the manner provided for, in the AML/CTF
Rules;
the registration of the person continues in effect after the end of
that period in accordance with the Rules.

76M Removal of entries from the Digital Currency Exchange
Register
Removal on request
(1) A person who is a registered digital currency exchange provider
may request the AUSTRAC CEO, in writing, to remove the entry
relating to the registration of the person from the Digital Currency
Exchange Register.
(2) If a person makes a request under subsection (1), the AUSTRAC
CEO must remove the entry from the Digital Currency Exchange
Register.
Removal on cessation of registration
(3) If the registration of a person ceases under another provision of this
Part, the AUSTRAC CEO must remove the entry relating to the
registration from the Digital Currency Exchange Register.
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Notice of removal
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as reasonably practicable,
notify a person, in writing, if the AUSTRAC CEO has acted under
subsection (3) in relation to the person (unless the person has died
or, in the case of a body corporate, ceased to exist).

76N AML/CTF Rules—general provision
If a provision of this Part provides for the AML/CTF Rules to
make provision in relation to a matter relating to the registration or
proposed registration of a person, the AML/CTF Rules may make
different provision in relation to a matter depending on different
circumstances.

76P Registered persons to advise of material changes in
circumstance etc.
(1) A person who is registered under this Part must advise the
AUSTRAC CEO of the following:
(a) any change in circumstances that could materially affect the
person’s registration;
(b) any matters specified in the AML/CTF Rules for the
purposes of this paragraph.
(2) A person who is required by this section to advise the AUSTRAC
CEO of a change in circumstances or a matter must do so:
(a) in accordance with the approved form; and
(b) within 14 days of the change in circumstances or the matter
arising (however described).
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.
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76Q AUSTRAC CEO may request further information
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, request further information
from any person for the purposes of making a decision under this
Part.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is not required to make a decision under this
Part until any information requested under subsection (1) in
relation to the decision has been provided.

76R Immunity from suit
An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) the Commonwealth; or
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(c) a member of the staff of AUSTRAC;
in relation to the publication of the Digital Currency Exchange
Register or a list of a kind mentioned in subsection 76J(4).

76S Steps to be taken by AUSTRAC CEO before making certain
reviewable decisions
(1) Before making a reviewable decision under section 76E, 76G or
76J in relation to a person, the AUSTRAC CEO must give a
written notice to the person containing:
(a) the terms of the proposed decision; and
(b) if the proposed decision is to cancel a registration—the date
on which the cancellation is proposed to take effect; and
(c) the reasons for the proposed decision; and
(d) a statement that the person may, within 28 days of the giving
of the notice, make a submission under this section in
relation to the proposed decision.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is not required to give a notice under this
section if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that it is inappropriate to
do so because of the urgency of the circumstances.
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Division 4—Basis of registration
76T Basis of registration
Registration under this Part is on the basis that:
(a) the registration may cease as mentioned in section 76H; and
(b) the registration may be suspended as mentioned in
section 76K; and
(c) the registration may be made subject to conditions as
mentioned in section 76G; and
(d) the registration may cease, be suspended or be made subject
to conditions by or under later legislation; and
(e) no compensation is payable if the registration ceases, is
suspended or made subject to conditions as mentioned in any
of the above paragraphs.
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Part 7—Anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing programs
Division 1—Introduction
80 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

A reporting entity must have and comply with an anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program.

•

An anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program is divided into Part A (general) and Part B (customer
identification).

•

Part A of an anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is designed to identify, mitigate and
manage the risk a reporting entity may reasonably face that
the provision by the reporting entity of designated services at
or through a permanent establishment of the entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:

•
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(a)

money laundering; or

(b)

financing of terrorism.

Part B of an anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program sets out the applicable customer
identification procedures for customers of the reporting entity.
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Division 2—Reporting entity’s obligations
81 Reporting entity must have an anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program
(1) A reporting entity must not commence to provide a designated
service to a customer if the reporting entity:
(a) has not adopted; and
(b) does not maintain;
an anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program
that applies to the reporting entity.
Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.

82 Compliance with Part A of an anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program
Compliance with program
(1) If a reporting entity has adopted:
(a) a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program; or
(b) a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program;
that applies to the reporting entity, the reporting entity must
comply with:
(c) Part A of the program; or
(d) if the program has been varied on one or more occasions—
Part A of the program as varied.
Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.
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Exceptions
(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to a particular provision of Part A of
a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program if the provision was not included in the program in order
to comply with the requirements specified in AML/CTF Rules
made for the purposes of paragraph 84(2)(c).
(4) Subsection (1) does not apply to a particular provision of Part A of
a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program if the provision was not included in the program in order
to comply with the requirements specified in AML/CTF Rules
made for the purposes of paragraph 85(2)(c).
(5) A person who wishes to rely on subsection (3) or (4) bears an
evidential burden in relation to that matter.
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Division 3—Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing programs
83 Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
programs
(1) An anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program is:
(a) a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program (see section 84); or
(b) a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program (see section 85); or
(c) a special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program (see section 86).
(2) An anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program is not a legislative instrument.

84 Standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program
(1) A standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a written program that:
(a) applies to a particular reporting entity; and
(b) is divided into the following parts:
(i) Part A (general);
(ii) Part B (customer identification).
Note:

A standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program does not bind the reporting entity unless the reporting entity
adopts the program (see section 82).

Part A (general)
(2) Part A of a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a part:
(a) the primary purpose of which is to:
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(i) identify; and
(ii) mitigate; and
(iii) manage;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
(v) financing of terrorism; and
(b) if the reporting entity provides designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
a foreign country—another purpose of which is to ensure that
the reporting entity takes such action (if any) as is specified
in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to the provision by the
reporting entity of designated services at or through a
permanent establishment of the reporting entity in a foreign
country; and
(c) that complies with such requirements (if any) as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Part B (customer identification)
(3) Part B of a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a part:
(a) the sole or primary purpose of which is to set out the
applicable customer identification procedures for the
purposes of the application of this Act to customers of the
reporting entity; and
(b) that complies with such requirements (if any) as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Reviews
(4) A requirement under paragraph (2)(c) may relate to reviews of a
standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program.
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Holder of an Australian financial services licence
(5) A reporting entity is not entitled to adopt or maintain a standard
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program if
all of the designated services provided by the reporting entity are
covered by item 54 of table 1 in section 6.
Note:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.

Registered remittance affiliates of a registered remittance network
provider
(5A) A reporting entity that is a registered remittance network provider
must make available a standard anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program to its registered remittance
affiliates for the purpose of adoption and maintenance under
section 81 by those affiliates. To avoid doubt, this subsection does
not prevent a remittance affiliate from adopting a program other
than one made available under this section.
Civil penalty
(5B) Subsection (5A) is a civil penalty provision.
Variation
(6) A standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program may be varied, so long as the varied program is a standard
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program.
Registered scheme—compliance plan
(7) If a reporting entity is the responsible entity of a registered scheme
(within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001), the reporting
entity’s standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program may be set out in the same document as the
registered scheme’s compliance plan under that Act.
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85 Joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(1) A joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program is a written program that:
(a) applies to each reporting entity that from time to time
belongs to a particular designated business group; and
(b) is divided into the following parts:
(i) Part A (general);
(ii) Part B (customer identification).
Note:

A joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program does not bind any of those reporting entities unless the
reporting entity adopts the program (see section 82).

Part A (general)
(2) Part A of a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a part:
(a) the primary purpose of which is to:
(i) identify; and
(ii) mitigate; and
(iii) manage;
the risk each of those reporting entities may reasonably face
that the provision by the relevant reporting entity of
designated services at or through a permanent establishment
of the relevant reporting entity in Australia might (whether
inadvertently or otherwise) involve or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
(v) financing of terrorism; and
(b) if any of those reporting entities provides designated services
at or through a permanent establishment of the relevant
reporting entity in a foreign country—another purpose of
which is to ensure that the relevant reporting entity takes
such action (if any) as is specified in the AML/CTF Rules in
relation to the provision by the relevant reporting entity of
designated services at or through a permanent establishment
of the relevant reporting entity in a foreign country; and
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(c) that complies with such requirements (if any) as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Part B (customer identification)
(3) Part B of a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a part:
(a) the sole or primary purpose of which is to set out the
applicable customer identification procedures for the
purposes of the application of this Act to customers of each
of those reporting entities; and
(b) that complies with such requirements (if any) as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Different reporting entities
(4) A joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program may make different provision with respect to different
reporting entities. This does not limit subsection 33(3A) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.
Reviews
(5) A requirement under paragraph (2)(c) may relate to reviews of a
joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program.
Variation
(7) A joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program may be varied, so long as the varied program is a joint
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program.

86 Special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(1) A special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program is a written program:
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(a) that applies to a particular reporting entity, where all of the
designated services provided by the reporting entity are
covered by item 54 of table 1 in section 6; and
(b) the sole or primary purpose of which is to set out the
applicable customer identification procedures for the
purposes of the application of this Act to customers of the
reporting entity; and
(c) that complies with such requirements (if any) as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note 1:

A special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program does not bind the reporting entity unless the reporting entity
adopts the program (see section 82).

Note 2:

Item 54 of table 1 in section 6 covers a holder of an Australian
financial services licence who arranges for a person to receive a
designated service.

(2) A reporting entity is not entitled to adopt or maintain a special
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program
unless all of the designated services provided by the reporting
entity are covered by item 54 of table 1 in section 6.
Variation
(3) A special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program may be varied, so long as the varied program is a special
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program.

87 Revocation of adoption of anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program
If a reporting entity has adopted an anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program that applies to the reporting
entity, this Part does not prevent the reporting entity from:
(a) revoking that adoption; and
(b) adopting another anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program that applies to the
reporting entity.
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88 Different applicable customer identification procedures
(1) Each of the following:
(a) Part B of a standard anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing program;
(b) Part B of a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program;
(c) a special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program;
(d) AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 84(3)(b), 85(3)(b) or 86(1)(c);
may make different provision with respect to:
(e) different kinds of customers; or
(f) different kinds of designated services; or
(g) different circumstances.
(2) Subsection (1) does not limit subsection 33(3A) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.
Note:

The following are examples of different kinds of customers:
(a) individuals;
(b) companies;
(c) trusts;
(d) partnerships.

89 Applicable customer identification procedures—agent of
customer
Standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(1) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 84(3)(b) may require that Part B of a standard
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program
must provide that, if:
(a) a customer of the reporting entity deals with the reporting
entity in relation to the provision of a designated service
through an agent of the customer; and
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(b) the customer does so in circumstances specified in the
AML/CTF Rules;
one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to the agent.
Joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(2) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 85(3)(b) may require that Part B of a joint anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program must provide
that, if:
(a) a customer of the reporting entity deals with the reporting
entity in relation to the provision of a designated service
through an agent of the customer; and
(b) the customer does so in circumstances specified in the
AML/CTF Rules;
one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to the agent.
Special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(3) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 86(1)(c) may require that a special anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program must provide
that, if:
(a) a customer of the reporting entity deals with the reporting
entity in relation to the provision of a designated service
through an agent of the customer; and
(b) the customer does so in circumstances specified in the
AML/CTF Rules;
one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to the agent.
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90 Applicable customer identification procedures—customers other
than individuals
Standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(1) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 84(3)(b) may require that Part B of a standard
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing program
must provide that, if a customer of the reporting entity is:
(a) a company; or
(b) a trust; or
(c) a partnership; or
(d) a corporation sole; or
(e) a body politic;
one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to a person who is:
(f) associated with the customer; and
(g) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

Joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(2) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 85(3)(b) may require that Part B of a joint anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program must provide
that, if a customer of the reporting entity is:
(a) a company; or
(b) a trust; or
(c) a partnership; or
(d) a corporation sole; or
(e) a body politic;
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one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to a person who is:
(f) associated with the customer; and
(g) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

Special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(3) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 86(1)(c) may require that a special anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program must provide
that, if a customer of the reporting entity is:
(a) a company; or
(b) a trust; or
(c) a partnership; or
(d) a corporation sole; or
(e) a body politic;
one or more elements of the applicable customer identification
procedure for the customer must involve the taking of steps
specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to a person who is:
(f) associated with the customer; and
(g) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

91 Applicable customer identification procedures—disclosure
certificates
Standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(1) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 84(3)(b) may require that, if:
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(a) a designated service is provided to a customer specified in
the AML/CTF Rules; or
(b) a designated service is provided to a customer in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
Part B of a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program must provide that one or more elements of the
applicable customer identification procedure for the customer must
involve the reporting entity obtaining a certificate, to be known as
a disclosure certificate, from:
(c) the customer; or
(d) person who is:
(i) associated with the customer; and
(ii) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

Joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(2) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 85(3)(b) may require that, if:
(a) a designated service is provided to a customer specified in
the AML/CTF Rules; or
(b) a designated service is provided to a customer in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
Part B of a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program must provide that one or more elements of the
applicable customer identification procedure for the customer must
involve the reporting entity obtaining a certificate, to be known as
a disclosure certificate, from:
(c) the customer; or
(d) person who is:
(i) associated with the customer; and
(ii) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.
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Special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program
(3) To avoid doubt, AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of
paragraph 86(1)(c) may require that, if:
(a) a designated service is provided to a customer specified in
the AML/CTF Rules; or
(b) a designated service is provided to a customer in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules;
a special anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program must provide that one or more elements of the applicable
customer identification procedure for the customer must involve
the reporting entity obtaining a certificate, to be known as a
disclosure certificate, from:
(c) the customer; or
(d) person who is:
(i) associated with the customer; and
(ii) specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Note:
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Division 4—Other provisions
92 Request to obtain information from a customer
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity has adopted:
(i) a standard anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program; or
(ii) a joint anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing program;
that applies to the reporting entity; and
(b) the reporting entity is providing, or has provided, a
designated service to a particular customer; and
(c) the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to believe that the
customer has information that is likely to assist the reporting
entity to comply with:
(i) Part A of the program; or
(ii) if the program has been varied on one or more
occasions—Part A of the program as varied.
Request to give information
(2) The reporting entity may, by written notice given to the customer,
request the customer to give the reporting entity, within the period
and in the manner specified in the notice, any such information.
(3) The notice must set out the effect of subsection (4).
Power to discontinue, restrict or limit provision of designated
services
(4) If the customer does not comply with the request, the reporting
entity may do any or all of following:
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(a) refuse to continue to provide a designated service to the
customer;
(b) refuse to commence to provide a designated service to the
customer;
(c) restrict or limit the provision of a designated service to the
customer;
until the customer provides the information covered by the request.
Protection from liability
(5) An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) the reporting entity; or
(b) an officer, employee or agent of the reporting entity acting in
the course of his or her office, employment or agency;
in relation to anything done, or omitted to be done, in good faith by
the reporting entity, officer, employee or agent in the exercise, or
purported exercise, of the power conferred by subsection (4).

93 Exemptions
(1) Paragraphs 84(2)(a) and (b) and 85(2)(a) and (b) do not apply to a
designated service that is of a kind specified in the AML/CTF
Rules.
(2) Paragraphs 84(2)(a) and (b) and 85(2)(a) and (b) do not apply to a
designated service that is provided in circumstances specified in
the AML/CTF Rules.
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Part 8—Correspondent banking
94 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

A financial institution must not enter into a correspondent
banking relationship with:
(a)

a shell bank; or

(b)

another financial institution that has a
correspondent banking relationship with a shell
bank.

•

Before a financial institution enters into a correspondent
banking relationship with another financial institution, the
financial institution must carry out a due diligence assessment.

•

If a financial institution has entered into a correspondent
banking relationship with another financial institution, the
financial institution must carry out regular due diligence
assessments.

95 Prohibition of entry into correspondent banking relationships
with shell banks etc.
(1) A financial institution must not enter into a correspondent banking
relationship with another person if the person does so reckless as to
whether:
(a) the other person is a shell bank; or
(b) the other person is a financial institution that has a
correspondent banking relationship with a shell bank.
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.
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Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.

96 Termination of correspondent banking relationship with shell
bank etc.
(1) If:
(a) a financial institution (the first financial institution) is in a
correspondent banking relationship with another person; and
(b) the first financial institution becomes aware that the other
person is a shell bank;
the first financial institution must, within:
(c) 20 business days after becoming aware as mentioned in
paragraph (b); or
(d) such longer period (if any) as the AUSTRAC CEO allows;
terminate the correspondent banking relationship.
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

(2) If:
(a) a financial institution (the first financial institution) is in a
correspondent banking relationship with another financial
institution; and
(b) the first financial institution becomes aware that the other
financial institution has a correspondent banking relationship
with a shell bank;
the first financial institution must, within:
(c) 20 business days after becoming aware as mentioned in
paragraph (b); or
(d) such longer period (if any) as the AUSTRAC CEO allows;
either:
(e) terminate the correspondent banking relationship mentioned
in paragraph (a); or
(f) request the other financial institution to terminate the
correspondent banking relationship mentioned in
paragraph (b).
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Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

(3) If:
(a) a financial institution (the first financial institution) makes a
request under paragraph (2)(f) of another financial institution;
and
(b) at the end of the period of 20 business days after the request
was made, the other financial institution has not complied
with the request;
the first financial institution must, within:
(c) 20 business days after the end of the period mentioned in
paragraph (b); or
(d) such longer period (if any) as the AUSTRAC CEO allows;
terminate its correspondent banking relationship with the other
financial institution.
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

Civil penalty
(4) Subsections (1), (2) and (3) are civil penalty provisions.

97 Due diligence assessments before entering into correspondent
banking relationships etc.
Preliminary risk assessment
(1) Before a financial institution (the first financial institution) enters
into a correspondent banking relationship with another financial
institution that will involve a vostro account, the first financial
institution must carry out an assessment of the risk the first
financial institution may reasonably face that the correspondent
banking relationship might (whether inadvertently or otherwise)
involve or facilitate:
(a) money laundering; or
(b) financing of terrorism.
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Due diligence assessment
(2) Before a financial institution (the first financial institution) enters
into a correspondent banking relationship with another financial
institution that will involve a vostro account, the first financial
institution must:
(a) carry out an assessment of such matters as are specified in
the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) prepare a written record of the assessment as soon as
practicable after the completion of the assessment;
if carrying out the assessment is warranted by the risk identified in
the assessment carried out by the first financial institution under
subsection (1).
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

Civil penalty
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) are civil penalty provisions.

98 Regular due diligence assessments of correspondent banking
relationships etc.
Preliminary risk assessment
(1) If a financial institution (the first financial institution) has,
whether before or after the commencement of this section, entered
into a correspondent banking relationship with another financial
institution that involves a vostro account, the first financial
institution must carry out regular assessments of the risk the first
financial institution may reasonably face that the correspondent
banking relationship might (whether inadvertently or otherwise)
involve or facilitate:
(a) money laundering; or
(b) financing of terrorism.
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Due diligence assessment
(2) If a financial institution (the first financial institution) has,
whether before or after the commencement of this section, entered
into a correspondent banking relationship with another financial
institution that involves a vostro account, the first financial
institution must:
(a) carry out regular assessments of such matters as are specified
in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) prepare a written record of each assessment as soon as
practicable after the completion of the assessment;
if carrying out those assessments are warranted by the risk
identified in an assessment carried out by the first financial
institution under subsection (1).
Note:

For geographical links, see section 100.

Frequency of assessments
(3) The first assessment under subsection (1) must be carried out
within:
(a) if the first financial institution enters into the correspondent
banking relationship after the commencement of this
section—the period:
(i) beginning at the time when the first financial institution
enters into the correspondent banking relationship; and
(ii) ending at the end of the period ascertained in
accordance with the AML/CTF Rules; or
(b) otherwise—the period:
(i) beginning at the commencement of this section; and
(ii) ending at the end of the period ascertained in
accordance with the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The intervals between subsequent assessments must not be longer
than the period ascertained in accordance with the AML/CTF
Rules.
(5) AML/CTF Rules made for the purposes of subparagraph (3)(a)(ii)
or (b)(ii) or subsection (4) may provide that, for the purposes of the
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application of this Act to the first financial institution, the first
financial institution is required or permitted to determine the period
concerned, so long as the first financial institution has regard to
such matters as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(6) Subsection (5) does not limit subparagraph (3)(a)(ii) or (b)(ii) or
subsection (4).
Civil penalty
(7) Subsections (1) and (2) are civil penalty provisions.

99 Other rules about correspondent banking relationships
(1) A financial institution must not enter into a correspondent banking
relationship with another person that will involve a vostro account
if a senior officer of the financial institution has not approved the
entering into of that relationship, having regard to such matters (if
any) as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) If a financial institution has a correspondent banking relationship
with another person that involves a vostro account, the financial
institution must document:
(a) its responsibilities under that relationship; and
(b) the responsibilities of the other person under that
relationship.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) are civil penalty provisions.

100 Geographical links
A financial institution is not subject to a requirement under this
Part in connection with a correspondent banking relationship the
financial institution has, or proposes to have, with another person
unless:
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(a) the financial institution carries on an activity or business at or
through a permanent establishment of the financial institution
in Australia; or
(b) both:
(i) the financial institution is a resident of Australia; and
(ii) the financial institution carries on an activity or business
at or through a permanent establishment of the financial
institution in a foreign country; or
(c) both:
(i) the financial institution is a subsidiary of a company
that is a resident of Australia; and
(ii) the financial institution carries on an activity or business
at or through a permanent establishment of the financial
institution in a foreign country.
Note:

For resident, see section 14.
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Part 9—Countermeasures
101 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

The regulations may prohibit or regulate the entering into of
transactions with residents of prescribed foreign countries.

102 Countermeasures
(1) The regulations may make provision for or in relation to
prohibiting or regulating the entering into of transactions, where:
(a) both:
(i) one of the parties to the transaction is a resident of
Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is a resident
of a prescribed foreign country; or
(b) both:
(i) one of the parties to the transaction enters into the
transaction in the course of carrying on an activity or
business at or through a permanent establishment of the
party in Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is a resident
of a prescribed foreign country; or
(c) both:
(i) one of the parties to the transaction is a resident of
Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is a
corporation incorporated in a prescribed foreign
country; or
(d) both:
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(i) one of the parties to the transaction enters into the
transaction in the course of carrying on an activity or
business at or through a permanent establishment of the
party in Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is a
corporation incorporated in a prescribed foreign
country; or
(e) both:
(i) one of the parties to the transaction is a resident of
Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is an
individual who is physically present in a prescribed
foreign country; or
(f) both:
(i) one of the parties to the transaction enters into the
transaction in the course of carrying on an activity or
business at or through a permanent establishment of the
party in Australia; and
(ii) the other party, or any of the other parties, is an
individual who is physically present in a prescribed
foreign country.
Note:

For resident, see section 14.

(2) Regulations made for the purposes of subsection (1):
(a) may be of general application; or
(b) may be limited by reference to any or all of the following:
(i) a specified transaction;
(ii) a specified party;
(iii) a specified prescribed foreign country.
Note 1:

For specification by class, see subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act
2003.

Note 2:

For consultation requirements, see section 17 of the Legislation Act
2003.
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103 Sunsetting of regulations after 2 years
Section 50 of the Legislation Act 2003 has effect, in relation to
regulations made for the purposes of subsection 102(1), as if each
reference in that section to tenth anniversary were read as a
reference to second anniversary.
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Part 10—Record-keeping requirements
Division 1—Introduction
104 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a reporting entity must
make a record of a designated service. The reporting entity
must retain the record for 7 years.

•

If a customer of a reporting entity gives the reporting entity a
document relating to the provision of a designated service, the
reporting entity must retain the document for 7 years.

•

A reporting entity must retain a record of an applicable
customer identification procedure for 7 years after the end of
the reporting entity’s relationship with the relevant customer.

•

A reporting entity must retain a copy of its anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing program.

105 Privacy Act not overridden by this Part
This Part does not override Part IIIA of the Privacy Act 1988.
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Division 2—Records of transactions etc.
106 Records of designated services
(1) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that, if a reporting entity
commences to provide, or provides, a specified kind of designated
service to a customer, the reporting entity must make a record of
information relating to the provision of the service.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that, if a reporting entity
commences to provide, or provides, a designated service to a
customer in circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules, the
reporting entity must make a record of information relating to the
provision of the service.
(3) A record under subsection (1) or (2) must comply with such
requirements (if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) A reporting entity must comply with AML/CTF Rules made for the
purposes of this section.
Civil penalty
(5) Subsection (4) is a civil penalty provision.
Designated business groups
(6) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (4)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.
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107 Transaction records to be retained
Scope
(1) This section applies if:
(a) a reporting entity makes a record of information relating to
the provision of a designated service to a customer; and
(b) the record is not declared by the AML/CTF Rules to be
exempt from this section.
Retention
(2) The reporting entity must retain:
(a) the record; or
(b) a copy of the record; or
(c) an extract from the record showing the prescribed
information;
for 7 years after the making of the record.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
Designated business groups
(4) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.

108 Customer-provided transaction documents to be retained
Scope
(1) This section applies if:
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(a) a document relating to the provision, or prospective
provision, of a designated service by a reporting entity is
given to the reporting entity by or on behalf of the customer
concerned; and
(b) the reporting entity commences, or has commenced, to
provide the service to the customer.
(2) The reporting entity must retain:
(a) the document; or
(b) a copy of the document;
for 7 years after the giving of the document.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
Designated business groups
(4) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.

109 Records relating to transferred ADI accounts
Scope
(1) This section applies if:
(a) a document is in the possession of an ADI (the transferor
ADI) in fulfilment of an obligation imposed on it by
section 107 or 108; and
(b) the document relates to an active account that has been, or is
proposed to be, transferred to another ADI (the transferee
ADI) under:
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(i) a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory;
or
(ii) an arrangement between the transferor ADI and the
transferee ADI.
Transferor ADI must give document to the transferee ADI
(2) The transferor ADI must give the document to the transferee ADI
within the 120-day period beginning 30 days before the transfer of
the account.
Transferor ADI released from retention obligations
(3) Sections 107 and 108 do not apply to the transferor ADI, in
relation to the document, if the transferor ADI gave the original or
a copy of the document to the transferee ADI within the 120-day
period beginning 30 days before the transfer of the account.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

Retention obligations of transferee ADI
(4) If the transferee ADI is given the document within the 120-day
period beginning 30 days before the transfer of the account, the
transferee ADI must retain:
(a) the document; or
(b) a copy of the document;
for 7 years after the giving of the document.
Civil penalty
(5) Subsections (2) and (4) are civil penalty provisions.
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110 Retention of records relating to closed ADI accounts
Transferor ADI may give documents to transferee ADI
(1) An ADI (the transferor ADI) may give the original and copies of a
document (the second document) relating to an account to another
ADI (the transferee ADI) if:
(a) the transferor ADI has given another document (the first
document) relating to the same account to the transferee ADI
in accordance with section 109; and
(b) the second document is in the transferor ADI’s possession in
fulfilment of an obligation imposed on it by section 107 or
108; and
(c) the second document relates to a closed account; and
(d) the transferor ADI and the transferee ADI agree in writing
that the second document should be given by the transferor
ADI to the transferee ADI within the 120-day period allowed
by section 109 for the giving of the first document.
Transferor ADI released from retention obligations
(2) Sections 107 and 108 do not apply to the transferor ADI, in
relation to the second document, if the transferor ADI gave the
original or a copy of the second document to the transferee ADI
within the 120-day period allowed by section 109 for the giving of
the first document.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

Retention obligations of transferee ADI
(3) If the transferee ADI is given the original or a copy of the second
document within the 120-day period allowed by section 109 for the
giving of the first document, the transferee ADI must retain:
(a) the second document; or
(b) a copy of the second document;
for 7 years after the giving of the second document.
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Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (3) is a civil penalty provision.
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Division 3—Records of identification procedures
111 Copying documents obtained in the course of carrying out an
applicable custom identification procedure
For the purposes of this Act, if:
(a) a document is produced to a reporting entity in the course of
an applicable customer identification procedure carried out
under this Act; and
(b) the reporting entity makes a copy of the document;
the reporting entity is taken to have made a record of the
information contained in the document.

112 Making of records of identification procedures
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if the reporting entity
carries out an applicable customer identification procedure in
respect of a particular customer to whom the reporting entity
provided, or proposed to provide, a designated service.
Records
(2) The reporting entity must make a record of:
(a) the procedure; and
(b) information obtained in the course of carrying out the
procedure; and
(c) such other information (if any) about the procedure as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) A record under subsection (2) must comply with such requirements
(if any) as are specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Civil penalty
(4) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Designated business groups
(5) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.

113 Retention of records of identification procedures
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity carried out an applicable customer
identification procedure in respect of a particular customer to
whom the reporting entity provided, or proposed to provide,
a designated service; and
(b) the reporting entity made a record of:
(i) the procedure; or
(ii) information obtained in the course of carrying out the
procedure; or
(iii) such other information (if any) about the procedure as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
Retention
(2) The reporting entity must retain the record, or a copy of the record,
until the end of the first 7-year period:
(a) that began at a time after the procedure was carried out; and
(b) throughout the whole of which the reporting entity did not
provide any designated services to the customer.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Designated business groups
(4) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2)
may be discharged by any other member of the group.

114 Records of identification procedures deemed to have been
carried out by a reporting entity
Scope
(1) This section applies if:
(a) on a particular day (the customer identification day), a
reporting entity (the first reporting entity) carried out the
applicable customer identification procedure in respect of a
particular customer to whom the reporting entity provided, or
proposed to provide, a designated service; and
(b) under section 38, Part 2 has effect as if the applicable
customer identification procedure had also been carried out
in respect of the customer by another reporting entity (the
second reporting entity); and
(c) the first reporting entity made a record of:
(i) the procedure; or
(ii) information obtained in the course of carrying out the
procedure; or
(iii) such other information (if any) about the procedure as is
specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(d) the record is not declared by the AML/CTF Rules to be
exempt from this section.
Copy of record to be given to second reporting entity
(2) If:
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(a) on the customer identification day, the customer is a
customer to whom the second reporting entity provides, or
proposes to provide, a designated service; and
(b) the second reporting entity does not already have a copy of
the record;
the second reporting entity must, by written notice given to the first
reporting entity within 5 business days after that day, request the
first reporting entity to give the second reporting entity a copy of
the record within 5 business days after the request is given.
(3) If:
(a) on a day later than the customer identification day, the
customer becomes a customer to whom the second reporting
entity provides, or proposes to provide, a designated service;
and
(b) the second reporting entity does not already have a copy of
the record;
the second reporting entity must, by written notice given to the first
reporting entity within 5 business days after that later day, request
the first reporting entity to give the second reporting entity a copy
of the of the record within 5 business days after the request is
given.
(4) The first reporting entity must comply with a request under
whichever of subsections (2) and (3) is applicable.
Retention of copy by second reporting entity
(5) If the first reporting entity gives a copy of the record to the second
reporting entity, the second reporting entity must retain the copy
until the end of the first 7-year period:
(a) that began at a time after the applicable customer
identification procedure was carried out; and
(b) throughout the whole of which the second reporting entity
did not provide any designated services to the customer.
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Civil penalty
(6) Subsections (2), (3), (4) and (5) are civil penalty provisions.
Designated business groups
(7) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
an obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2),
(3), (4) or (5) may be discharged by any other member of the
group.
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Division 4—Records about electronic funds transfer
instructions
115 Retention of records about electronic funds transfer instructions
Scope
(1) This section applies if:
(a) section 64 applies to:
(i) a multiple-institution person-to-person electronic funds
transfer instruction; or
(ii) a multiple-institution same-person electronic funds
transfer instruction; and
(b) a person is in the funds transfer chain; and
(c) the person is an interposed person and the transfer instruction
is to be passed on by the person at or through a permanent
establishment of the person in Australia; and
(d) the making available by the beneficiary institution of the
transferred money would take place at or through a
permanent establishment of the beneficiary institution in
Australia; and
(e) some or all of the required transfer information was passed
on to the person by another person in the funds transfer
chain; and
(f) the transfer instruction was accepted by the ordering
institution at or through a permanent establishment of the
ordering institution in a foreign country; and
(g) the transfer instruction was passed on to the person by a
permanent establishment of the ordering institution, or of
another person, in a foreign country.
Keeping and retention of records
(2) The person must:
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(a) make a record of so much of the required transfer
information as was passed on to the person as mentioned in
paragraph (1)(e); and
(b) retain that record, or a copy of the record, for 7 years after the
transfer instruction was passed on to the person.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Division 5—Records about anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing programs
116 Records about anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing programs
Scope
(1) This section applies to a reporting entity if the reporting entity
adopts an anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
program that applies to the reporting entity.
Record of adoption
(2) The reporting entity must:
(a) make a record of the adoption; and
(b) retain the record, or a copy of the record, throughout the
period:
(i) beginning at the completion of the preparation of the
record; and
(ii) ending 7 years after the day on which the adoption
ceases to be in force.
Retention of program etc.
(3) The reporting entity must retain the program, or a copy of the
program, throughout the period:
(a) beginning at the time of the adoption; and
(b) ending 7 years after the day on which the adoption ceases to
be in force.
(4) If the program is varied while the adoption is in force, the reporting
entity must retain the variation, or a copy of the variation,
throughout the period:
(a) beginning at the time of the variation; and
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(b) ending 7 years after the day on which the adoption ceases to
be in force.
Civil penalty
(5) Subsections (2), (3) and (4) are civil penalty provisions.
Designated business groups
(6) If:
(a) a reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) such other conditions (if any) as are specified in the
AML/CTF Rules are satisfied;
the obligation imposed on the reporting entity by subsection (2),
(3) or (4) may be discharged by any other member of the group.
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Division 6—Records about due diligence assessments of
correspondent banking relationships
117 Retention of records of due diligence assessments of
correspondent banking relationships
Scope
(1) This section applies to a financial institution if the financial
institution prepared a record under subsection 97(2) or 98(2).
Retention
(2) The financial institution must retain the record, or a copy of the
record, for 7 years after the completion of the preparation of the
record.
Civil penalty
(3) Subsection (2) is a civil penalty provision.
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Division 7—General provisions
118 Exemptions
(1) This Part (other than sections 109, 110, 115, 116 and 117) does not
apply to a designated service that is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Part (other than sections 109, 110, 115, 116 and 117) does not
apply to a designated service that is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules.
(3) This Part (other than sections 109, 110, 115, 116 and 117) does not
apply to a designated service that is provided in circumstances
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Part (other than sections 109, 110, 115, 116 and 117) does not
apply to a designated service that is provided in circumstances
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(5) This Part (other than sections 109, 110, 115, 116 and 117) does not
apply to a designated service that is provided by a reporting entity
at or through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in a
foreign country.

119 This Part does not limit any other obligations
This Part does not limit any other obligation of a person to make
records or retain documents.
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Part 11—Secrecy and access
Division 1—Introduction
120 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Except as permitted by this Act, an AUSTRAC official must
not disclose information or documents obtained under this
Act.

•

A reporting entity must not disclose that it has:

•

(a)

reported, or is required to report, information to the
AUSTRAC CEO under section 41; or

(b)

formed a suspicion, under section 41, about a
transaction or matter.

The Australian Taxation Office and certain other Australian
government bodies may access AUSTRAC information.
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Division 2—Secrecy
121 Secrecy—AUSTRAC information and AUSTRAC documents
(1) This section restricts what a person (the entrusted public official)
who is or was:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(b) a member of the staff of AUSTRAC; or
(c) a person engaged as a consultant under subsection 225(1); or
(d) a person whose services are made available to the
AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 225(3); or
(e) the Director of AUSTRAC; or
(f) a person engaged as a consultant under repealed section 40A
of the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988;
may do with AUSTRAC information or documents containing
AUSTRAC information.
(2) The entrusted public official commits an offence if:
(a) the official has obtained AUSTRAC information (otherwise
than under Division 4); and
(b) the official discloses the information to another person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(3) Each of the following is an exception to the prohibition in
subsection (2):
(a) the disclosure is for the purposes of this Act or the Financial
Transaction Reports Act 1988;
(b) the disclosure is for the purposes of the performance of the
functions of the AUSTRAC CEO;
(c) the disclosure is otherwise in connection with the
performance of the entrusted public official’s duties under
this Act or the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988;
(d) the disclosure is in connection with giving another person
covered by paragraph (1)(a), (b), (c) or (d) access to
information for the purposes of, or in connection with:
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(i) the performance of the functions of the AUSTRAC
CEO; or
(ii) the performance of the other person’s duties under this
Act or the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988;
(da) the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of the Integrity Commissioner’s functions
relating to a corruption issue (within the meaning of the Law
Enforcement Integrity Commissioner Act 2006) relating to
any law enforcement agency (within the meaning of that
Act);
(e) the disclosure is in connection with giving access to
AUSTRAC information in accordance with Division 4.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to a matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(4) Except where it is necessary to do so for the purposes of giving
effect to this Act or the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988,
the entrusted public official is not to be required:
(a) to produce to a court or tribunal a document containing
AUSTRAC information; or
(b) to disclose AUSTRAC information to a court or tribunal.
(5) To avoid doubt, paragraph (2)(a) applies to AUSTRAC
information obtained under subsection (3).

122 Secrecy—information obtained under section 49
(1) This section restricts what a person (the entrusted investigating
official) who is or was:
(e) the Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police; or
(f) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission; or
(g) the Commissioner of Taxation; or
(h) the Comptroller-General of Customs; or
(i) the Integrity Commissioner; or
(j) an investigating officer;
may do with section 49 information.
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(2) The entrusted investigating official commits an offence if:
(a) the official has obtained section 49 information; and
(b) the official discloses the information to another person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(3) Each of the following is an exception to the prohibition in
subsection (2):
(b) the disclosure is for the purposes of the performance of the
functions of the AUSTRAC CEO;
(c) the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of the duties of the entrusted investigating
official (other than the Commissioner of Taxation or a
taxation officer);
(e) if the entrusted investigating official is the Commissioner of
the Australian Federal Police—the disclosure is in
connection with giving an AFP member access to
information for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the AFP member’s duties;
(f) if the entrusted investigating official is the Chief Executive
Officer of the Australian Crime Commission—the disclosure
is in connection with giving:
(i) an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission; or
(ii) a member of the staff of the Australian Crime
Commission;
access to information for the purposes of, or in connection
with, the performance of the examiner’s duties or the
member’s duties, as the case may be;
(g) if the entrusted investigating official is the Commissioner of
Taxation—the disclosure is in connection with giving a
taxation officer access to information for the purposes of, or
in connection with, the performance of the taxation officer’s
duties;
(ga) if the entrusted investigating official is the Commissioner of
Taxation or a taxation officer—the disclosure is:
(i) of information relating to a communication under
section 43 or 45; and
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(ii) for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the entrusted investigating official’s
duties;
(h) if the entrusted investigating official is the
Comptroller-General of Customs—the disclosure is in
connection with giving a customs officer access to
information for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the customs officer’s duties;
(i) if the entrusted investigating official is the Integrity
Commissioner—the disclosure is in connection with giving
an Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity
officer access to information for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the performance of the Australian
Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity officer’s duties;
(j) the disclosure is in connection with giving another entrusted
investigating official access to information for the purposes
of, or in connection with, the performance of the other
official’s duties.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3A) Without limiting subparagraph (3)(ga)(ii), a disclosure for the
purposes of, or in connection with, the performance of an entrusted
investigating official’s duties includes a disclosure of a kind
mentioned in subsection 355-50(2) in Schedule 1 to the Taxation
Administration Act 1953.
(4) Except where it is necessary to do so for the purposes of giving
effect to this Act or the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988,
the entrusted investigating official is not to be required:
(a) to produce to a court or tribunal a document containing
section 49 information; or
(b) to disclose section 49 information to a court or tribunal.
(5) Section 49 information is information obtained by the entrusted
investigating official:
(a) under section 49; or
(b) under subsection (3).
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Division 3—Disclosure of information
123 Offence of tipping off
Prohibitions
(1) If:
(a) a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises or has arisen
for a reporting entity in relation to a person; and
(b) the reporting entity has communicated information to the
AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 41(2);
the reporting entity must not disclose to someone other than the
AUSTRAC CEO or a member of the staff of AUSTRAC that the
information has been communicated to the AUSTRAC CEO.
Note 1:

For suspicious matter reporting obligation, see section 41.

Note 2:

This subsection deals with the disclosure of information. It does not
deal with the carrying out of applicable customer identification
procedures.

(2) If:
(a) a suspicious matter reporting obligation arises or has arisen
for a reporting entity in relation to a person; and
(b) either:
(i) the reporting entity has formed the applicable suspicion
mentioned in subsection 41(1); or
(ii) the reporting entity has communicated information to
the AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 41(2);
then:
(c) if subparagraph (b)(i) applies—the reporting entity must not
disclose to someone other than the AUSTRAC CEO or a
member of the staff of AUSTRAC:
(i) that the reporting entity has formed the applicable
suspicion mentioned in subsection 41(1); or
(ii) any other information from which the person to whom
the information is disclosed could reasonably be
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expected to infer that the suspicion had been formed;
and
(d) if subparagraph (b)(ii) applies—the reporting entity must not
disclose to a person other than the AUSTRAC CEO or a
member of the staff of AUSTRAC any other information
from which the person to whom the information is disclosed
could reasonably be expected to infer that information had
been communicated to the AUSTRAC CEO under
subsection 41(2).
Note 1:

For suspicious matter reporting obligation, see section 41.

Note 2:

This subsection deals with the disclosure of information. It does not
deal with the carrying out of applicable customer identification
procedures.

(3) If a reporting entity is required under subsection 49(1) to give
information, or produce a document, to a person, the reporting
entity must not disclose to anyone else:
(a) that the reporting entity is or has been required to do so; or
(b) that the information has been given or the document has been
produced; or
(c) any other information from which the person to whom the
information is disclosed could reasonably be expected to
infer that:
(i) the reporting entity had been required to give the
first-mentioned information or produce the document;
or
(ii) the first-mentioned information had been given; or
(iii) the document had been produced.
Exceptions
(4) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity is:
(i) a legal practitioner (however described); or
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(ii) a partnership or company that carries on a business of
using legal practitioners (however described) to supply
professional legal services; or
(iii) a qualified accountant; or
(iv) a partnership or company that carries on a business of
using qualified accountants to supply professional
accountancy services; or
(v) a person specified in the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) the information relates to the affairs of a customer of the
reporting entity; and
(c) the disclosure is made for the purposes of dissuading the
customer from engaging in conduct that constitutes, or could
constitute:
(i) evasion of a taxation law; or
(ii) evasion of a law of a State or Territory that deals with
taxation; or
(iii) an offence against a law of the Commonwealth or of a
State or Territory.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (4) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(5) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if the disclosure is to a legal practitioner (however
described) for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (5) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(5A) A person to whom information has been disclosed under
subsection (5) must not disclose the information to another person.
(6) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information
about the operation of Part 4 of the Charter of the United Nations
Act 1945.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (6) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(7) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
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(a) the reporting entity belongs to a designated business group or
a corporate group; and
(c) the information relates to the affairs of a customer of the
reporting entity; and
(d) the disclosure is made to another reporting entity that belongs
to the designated business group or the corporate group (as
the case may be); and
(e) the disclosure is made for the purpose of informing the other
reporting entity about the risks involved in dealing with the
customer.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (7) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(7AA) A reporting entity to whom information has been disclosed under
subsection (7) must not disclose the information unless:
(a) the disclosure is made to another reporting entity that belongs
to the designated business group or the corporate group (as
the case may be); and
(b) the disclosure is made for the purpose of informing the other
reporting entity about the risks involved in dealing with the
customer.
(7A) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity is a registered remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider and the disclosure is
made to the registered remittance network provider; or
(b) the reporting entity is a registered remittance network
provider and the disclosure is made to a registered remittance
affiliate of the registered remittance network provider.
(7B) A reporting entity to whom information has been disclosed under
subsection (7A) must not disclose the information to another
person.
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(8) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity is an ADI; and
(b) the disclosure is to an owner-managed branch of the ADI.
(8A) A person to whom information has been disclosed under
subsection (8) must not disclose the information to another person.
(9) Subsection (2) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
(a) the disclosure is in compliance with a requirement under a
law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or
(b) the disclosure is to an Australian government body that has
responsibility for law enforcement.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (9) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(10) Except where it is necessary to do so for the purposes of giving
effect to this Act or the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988, a
reporting entity is not to be required to disclose to a court or
tribunal information mentioned in subsection (1), (2) or (3).
Offence
(11) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1),
(2), (3), (5A), (7AA), (7B) or (8A); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty for contravention of this subsection: Imprisonment for 2
years or 120 penalty units, or both.
Definition
(12) In this Act:
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corporate group means a group of 2 or more bodies corporate that
are related to each other under section 50 of the Corporations Act
2001.

124 Report and information not admissible
(1) In any court or tribunal proceedings:
(a) none of the following is admissible in evidence:
(i) a report given under, or prepared for the purposes of,
subsection 41(2);
(ii) a copy of such a report;
(iii) a document purporting to set out information (including
the formation or existence of a suspicion) contained in
such a report;
(iv) a document given or produced under subsection 49(1),
in so far as that subsection relates to a communication
under section 41; and
(b) evidence is not admissible as to:
(i) whether or not a report was prepared for the purposes of
subsection 41(2); or
(ii) whether or not a report prepared for the purposes of
subsection 41(2), or a document purporting to set out
information (including the formation or existence of a
suspicion) contained in such a report, was given to, or
received by, the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(iii) whether or not particular information (including the
formation or existence of a suspicion) was contained in
a report prepared for the purposes of subsection 41(2);
or
(iv) whether or not particular information (including the
formation or existence of a suspicion) was given under
subsection 49(1), in so far as that subsection relates to a
communication under section 41; or
(v) whether or not a particular document was produced
under subsection 49(1), in so far as that subsection
relates to a communication under section 41.
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(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the following proceedings:
(a) criminal proceedings for an offence against section 123, 136
or 137;
(b) section 175 proceedings for a contravention of
subsection 41(2) or 49(2).
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Division 4—Access to AUSTRAC information by agencies
Subdivision A—Access by the ATO to AUSTRAC information
125 Access by the ATO to AUSTRAC information
(1) The Commissioner of Taxation and any taxation officer is entitled
to access to AUSTRAC information for any purpose relating to the
facilitation of the administration or enforcement of:
(a) a taxation law; or
(b) the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975, if the
Commissioner or officer is accessing the information in
relation to a matter for which there has been a request under
subsection 138(4) of that Act.
(2) An official of a designated agency may disclose AUSTRAC
information to:
(a) the Commissioner of Taxation; or
(b) a taxation officer.
Application of Division 355 in Schedule 1 to the Taxation
Administration Act 1953
(3) Division 355 in Schedule 1 to the Taxation Administration Act
1953 applies in relation to AUSTRAC information obtained by the
Commissioner of Taxation or a taxation officer under
subsection (1) or (2) of this section as if a reference in that
Division to a taxation law included a reference to this Act or the
Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988.
Note:

Division 355 in Schedule 1 to the Taxation Administration Act 1953
deals with confidentiality of taxation information.

(4) Division 355 in Schedule 1 to the Taxation Administration Act
1953 does not apply to the disclosure by the Commissioner of
Taxation or a taxation officer of AUSTRAC information to an
official of a designated agency for the purposes of, or in connection
with, the performance of the official’s duties in relation to the
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designated agency, so long as the official holds an appropriate
authorisation under subsection 126(1).

Subdivision B—Access by designated agencies to AUSTRAC
information
126 Access by designated agencies to AUSTRAC information
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, authorise specified officials,
or a specified class of officials, of a specified designated agency to
have access to AUSTRAC information for the purposes of
performing the agency’s functions and exercising the agency’s
powers.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) An authorisation under subsection (1) is not a legislative
instrument.
Limitations on AUSTRAC’s power to authorise access by State or
Territory agencies
(3) Despite subsection (1), the AUSTRAC CEO may specify a
designated agency mentioned in any of paragraphs (p) to (x) of the
definition of designated agency in section 5 only if the designated
agency undertakes that it and its officials will comply with the
Australian Privacy Principles in respect of AUSTRAC information
obtained under:
(a) the authorisation; or
(b) subsection 128(2).
AUSTRAC information, or class of AUSTRAC information, to
which access is authorised
(4) An authorisation under subsection (1) must state the AUSTRAC
information, or the class of AUSTRAC information, to which the
officials of the designated agency are to have access.
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Treasury Department
(5) This Subdivision does not apply to a function or power of the
Treasury Department unless the function or power relates to the
Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 or regulations under
that Act.
(6) This Subdivision does not apply in relation to the duties of an
official of the Treasury Department unless those duties relate to the
Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 or regulations under
that Act.

127 Dealings with AUSTRAC information once accessed
(1) This section restricts what a person (the entrusted agency official)
who is or was an official of a designated agency may do with
accessed information.
(2) The entrusted agency official commits an offence if:
(a) the official has obtained accessed information; and
(b) the official discloses the information to another person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(3) Each of the following is an exception to the prohibition in
subsection (2):
(a) the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of the official’s duties;
(b) the disclosure is authorised by, or is in connection with
communicating AUSTRAC information under,
subsection 125(2) or section 128, 132, 133, 133A, 133B or
133C.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to a matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(4) Accessed information is AUSTRAC information obtained by the
entrusted agency official under any of the following provisions:
(aa) paragraph 121(3)(da);
(a) subsection 125(4);
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

section 126;
subsection 128(1) or (2);
subsection 132(2), (4), (5) or (7);
subsection 133(2) or 133A(2);
section 133B or 133C.

128 When AUSTRAC information can be passed on by an official of
a designated agency
Other officials of the same agency
(1) An official of a designated agency may disclose AUSTRAC
information to another official of the agency for the purposes of, or
in connection with, the performance of the other official’s duties in
relation to the agency.
Officials of another designated agency
(2) An official of a designated agency may disclose AUSTRAC
information to another official of another designated agency for the
purposes of, or in connection with, the performance of the other
official’s duties in relation to the other designated agency, so long
as the other official holds an appropriate authorisation under
subsection 126(1).
Note:

For disclosure to the Commissioner of Taxation and taxation officers,
see subsection 125(2).

Court or tribunal proceedings etc.
(3) An official of a designated agency may:
(a) disclose AUSTRAC information to a person for the purposes
of, or in connection with:
(i) court or tribunal proceedings; or
(ii) proposed or possible court or tribunal proceedings; or
(iii) obtaining legal advice; or
(b) disclose AUSTRAC information in the course of court or
tribunal proceedings.
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(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to AUSTRAC information that:
(a) was obtained under section 41; or
(b) was obtained under section 49, in so far as that section relates
to a communication under section 41; or
(c) was obtained under section 16 of the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988.
(5) A person to whom AUSTRAC information has been disclosed
under paragraph (3)(a) must not disclose the information to another
person.
(6) Subsection (5) does not apply if:
(a) the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with:
(i) the court or tribunal proceedings; or
(ii) the proposed or possible court or tribunal proceedings;
or
(iii) obtaining or giving the legal advice;
as the case may be; or
(b) the disclosure is authorised by this Division.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (6) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(7) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (5);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
Investigations
(8) An official of a designated agency may disclose AUSTRAC
information to a person for the purposes of, or in connection with,
an investigation or a proposed or possible investigation.
(9) Subsection (8) does not apply to AUSTRAC information that:
(a) was obtained under section 41; or
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(b) was obtained under section 49, in so far as that section relates
to a communication under section 41; or
(c) was obtained under section 16 of the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988.
(10) A person to whom AUSTRAC information has been disclosed
under subsection (8) must not disclose the information to another
person.
(11) Subsection (10) does not apply if the disclosure is for the purposes
of, or in connection with:
(a) the investigation or the proposed or possible investigation; or
(b) court or tribunal proceedings, or any proposed or possible
court or tribunal proceedings, connected with the
investigation or proposed or possible investigation.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (11) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(12) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (10);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
ASIS officials
(12A) The following provisions have effect:
(a) an ASIS official may disclose AUSTRAC information to an
IGIS official for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the IGIS official’s duties in relation to ASIS
or employees of ASIS;
(b) an ASIS official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
ASIS Minister if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the performance of the ASIS Minister’s
responsibilities in relation to ASIS;
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(c) an ASIS official may disclose AUSTRAC information to a
Minister who, under section 9A of the Intelligence Services
Act 2001, is empowered to issue an authorisation in relation
to ASIS, if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the exercise of that power.
(12B) Subsection (12A) does not limit the generality of any other
provision of this section.
ASIO officials
(13) The following provisions have effect:
(a) an ASIO official may disclose AUSTRAC information to an
IGIS official for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the IGIS official’s duties in relation to ASIO
or employees of ASIO;
(b) an ASIO official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
ASIO Minister if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with:
(i) the performance of the ASIO Minister’s functions under
the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act
1979; or
(ii) security (within the meaning of that Act);
(c) an ASIO official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
Minister responsible for the administration of the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 if
the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of that Minister’s functions under that Act;
(ca) an ASIO official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
Attorney-General if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or
in connection with:
(i) the performance of the Attorney-General’s functions
under an Act mentioned in paragraph (b) or (c); or
(ii) security (within the meaning of the Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation Act 1979);
(d) an ASIO official may disclose AUSTRAC information to a
Minister who, under section 9A of the Intelligence Services
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Act 2001, is empowered to issue an authorisation in relation
to ASIS, if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the exercise of that power.
(13A) Subsection (13) does not limit the generality of any other provision
of this section.
Defence intelligence officials
(13B) The following provisions have effect:
(a) an official of a defence intelligence agency may disclose
AUSTRAC information to an IGIS official for the purposes
of, or in connection with, the performance of the IGIS
official’s duties in relation to the defence intelligence agency
or employees of the defence intelligence agency;
(b) an official of a defence intelligence agency may disclose
AUSTRAC information to the Defence Minister if the
disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the Defence Minister’s responsibilities in
relation to the defence intelligence agency;
(c) an official of a defence intelligence agency may disclose
AUSTRAC information to the Minister responsible for the
administration of the Telecommunications (Interception and
Access) Act 1979 if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the performance of that Minister’s functions
under that Act;
(ca) an official of a defence intelligence agency may disclose
AUSTRAC information to the Attorney-General if the
disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the Attorney-General’s functions under the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979;
(d) an official of AGO may disclose AUSTRAC information to a
Minister who, under section 9A of the Intelligence Services
Act 2001, is empowered to issue an authorisation to AGO, if
the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the exercise of that power.
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ASD officials
(13BA) The following provisions have effect:
(a) an ASD official may disclose AUSTRAC information to an
IGIS official for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the IGIS official’s duties in relation to ASD
or employees of ASD;
(b) an ASD official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
ASD Minister if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the performance of the ASD Minister’s
responsibilities in relation to ASD;
(c) an ASD official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
Minister responsible for the administration of the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 if
the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of that Minister’s functions under that Act;
(d) an ASD official may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
Attorney-General if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or
in connection with, the performance of the
Attorney-General’s functions under the Telecommunications
(Interception and Access) Act 1979;
(e) an ASD official may disclose AUSTRAC information to a
Minister who, under section 9A of the Intelligence Services
Act 2001, is empowered to issue an authorisation to ASD, if
the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the exercise of that power.
ONI officials
(13C) The following provisions have effect:
(a) an official of ONI may disclose AUSTRAC information to
an IGIS official for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of the IGIS official’s duties in relation to
ONI or employees of ONI;
(b) an official of ONI may disclose AUSTRAC information to
the Minister responsible for the administration of the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 if
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the disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with,
the performance of that Minister’s functions under that Act;
(ba) an official of ONI may disclose AUSTRAC information to
the Attorney-General if the disclosure is for the purposes of,
or in connection with, the performance of the
Attorney-General’s functions under the Telecommunications
(Interception and Access) Act 1979;
(c) an official of ONI may disclose AUSTRAC information to
the Prime Minister if the disclosure is for the purposes of, or
in connection with, the performance of the Prime Minister’s
responsibilities in relation to ONI.
(13D) Subsections (13B), (13BA) and (13C) do not limit the generality of
any other provision of this section.
Australian Crime Commission officials
(14) The following provisions have effect:
(a) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission may, in a manner that does not identify, and is
not reasonably capable of being used to identify, a person to
whom AUSTRAC information relates, communicate the
information to the Board of the Australian Crime
Commission;
(b) the Chair of the Board of the Australian Crime Commission
may, in a manner that does not identify, and is not reasonably
capable of being used to identify, a person to whom
AUSTRAC information relates, communicate the
information to the Inter-Governmental Committee in a report
by the Chair under subsection 59(4) of the Australian Crime
Commission Act 2002;
(c) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission may, in a manner that does not identify, and is
not reasonably capable of being used to identify, a person to
whom AUSTRAC information relates, communicate the
information to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law
Enforcement under subsection 8(1) of the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Law Enforcement Act 2010;
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(d) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission may communicate AUSTRAC information to
an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission who is
conducting an examination under Division 2 of Part II of the
Australian Crime Commission Act 2002;
(e) an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission may
disclose AUSTRAC information in the course of such an
examination before the examiner;
(f) a member of the staff of the Australian Crime Commission
may disclose AUSTRAC information for the purposes of, or
in connection with, the performance of the staff member’s
duties in relation to the Australian Crime Commission.
(14A) Subsection (14) does not limit the generality of any other provision
of this section.
Disclosure to responsible Ministers
(15) If a designated agency is established by law of the Commonwealth,
an official of the agency may disclose AUSTRAC information to
the Minister responsible for the administration of so much of that
law as relates to the agency if the disclosure is for the purposes of,
or in connection with, the performance of the Minister’s
responsibilities in relation to the agency.
(16) If a designated agency is a Department of the Commonwealth, an
official of the agency may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
Minister responsible for the agency if the disclosure is for the
purposes of, or in connection with, the performance of the
Minister’s responsibilities in relation to the agency.
(17) If a designated agency is established by law of a State or Territory,
an official of the agency may disclose AUSTRAC information to
the State or Territory Minister responsible for the administration of
so much of that law as relates to the agency if the disclosure is for
the purposes of, or in connection with, the performance of the State
or Territory Minister’s responsibilities in relation to the agency.
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(18) If a designated agency is a Department of a State or Territory, an
official of the agency may disclose AUSTRAC information to the
State or Territory Minister responsible for the agency if the
disclosure is for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the State or Territory Minister’s responsibilities in
relation to the agency.
IGIS officials
(19) An IGIS official may:
(a) disclose AUSTRAC information to another IGIS official for
the purposes of, or in connection with, the performance of
that official’s duties in relation to the following designated
agencies, or employees of the following designated agencies:
(i) ASIO;
(ii) ASIS;
(iii) a defence intelligence agency;
(iiia) ASD;
(iv) ONI;
(v) any other Commonwealth agency (within the meaning
of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security
Act 1986); or
(b) disclose AUSTRAC information by means of including the
information in a draft report, or a report, under Division 4 of
the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986;
or
(c) disclose AUSTRAC information under section 23 of the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986; or
(h) disclose AUSTRAC information in a notice under section 12
of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act
1986.
(20) Subsection (19) does not limit the generality of any other provision
of this section.
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Subdivision C—Access by non-designated Commonwealth
agencies to AUSTRAC information
129 Access by non-designated Commonwealth agencies to
AUSTRAC information
(1) If an official of a non-designated Commonwealth agency makes an
application to the AUSTRAC CEO for access to AUSTRAC
information for the purposes of:
(a) an investigation of a possible breach of a law of the
Commonwealth; or
(b) a proposed investigation of a possible breach of a law of the
Commonwealth;
the AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, authorise the official to have
access to AUSTRAC information for those purposes.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) An authorisation under subsection (1) is not a legislative
instrument.
AUSTRAC information, or class of AUSTRAC information, to
which access is authorised
(3) An authorisation under subsection (1) must state the AUSTRAC
information, or the class of AUSTRAC information, to which the
official of the non-designated Commonwealth agency is to have
access.

130 Dealings with AUSTRAC information once accessed
(1) This section restricts what a person (the entrusted Commonwealth
agency official) who is or was an official of a non-designated
Commonwealth agency may do with accessed information.
(2) The entrusted Commonwealth agency official commits an offence
if:
(a) the official has obtained accessed information; and
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(b) the official discloses the information to another person.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(3) Each of the following is an exception to the prohibition in
subsection (2):
(a) the disclosure:
(i) is for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the official’s duties in connection with
the investigation or proposed investigation concerned;
and
(ii) is to a person who has given a written undertaking as set
out in subsection (3AA) to the entrusted
Commonwealth agency official about the information;
(b) the disclosure is in connection with communicating
AUSTRAC information under section 131.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to a matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3AA) The undertaking is that the recipient and its officials (if any) will
comply with the Australian Privacy Principles in respect of
AUSTRAC information obtained under paragraph (3)(a).
(3A) Paragraph (3)(a) does not apply to AUSTRAC information that:
(a) was obtained under section 41; or
(b) was obtained under section 49, in so far as that section relates
to a communication under section 41; or
(c) was obtained under section 16 of the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988.
(4) Accessed information is AUSTRAC information obtained by the
entrusted Commonwealth agency official under subsection 129(1)
or 131(2).
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131 When AUSTRAC information can be passed on by an official of
a non-designated Commonwealth agency
Scope
(1) This section applies if AUSTRAC information is disclosed to an
official of a non-designated Commonwealth agency for the
purposes of an investigation or proposed investigation.
Disclosure to other officials of the same agency
(2) The official may disclose the AUSTRAC information to another
official of the agency for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
performance of the other official’s duties in relation to the
investigation or proposed investigation.
Disclosure for the purposes of court or tribunal proceedings
(3) The official may disclose the AUSTRAC information to a person
for the purposes of, or in connection with, court or tribunal
proceedings, or proposed or possible court or tribunal proceedings,
connected with the investigation or proposed investigation.
(3A) Subsection (3) does not apply to AUSTRAC information that:
(a) was obtained under section 41; or
(b) was obtained under section 49, in so far as that section relates
to a communication under section 41; or
(c) was obtained under section 16 of the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988.
(4) A person to whom AUSTRAC information has been disclosed
under subsection (3) must not disclose the information to another
person.
(5) Subsection (4) does not apply if the disclosure is for the purposes
of, or in connection with, the court or tribunal proceedings or the
proposed or possible court or tribunal proceedings.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (5) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).
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(6) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (4);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty for contravention of this subsection: Imprisonment for 2
years or 120 penalty units, or both.

Subdivision D—Communication of AUSTRAC information to
foreign countries etc.
132 Communication of AUSTRAC information to a foreign country
etc.
Foreign country
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may communicate AUSTRAC information
to the government of a foreign country if the AUSTRAC CEO is
satisfied that:
(a) the government of the foreign country has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the government
of the foreign country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to
communicate the information to the government of the
foreign country.
Foreign law enforcement agency—access by Commissioner of the
Australian Federal Police to AUSTRAC information
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, authorise the Commissioner
of the Australian Federal Police to have access to AUSTRAC
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information for the purposes of communicating the information to
a foreign law enforcement agency under subsection (3).
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

When the Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police may
communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign law enforcement
agency
(3) The Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police may
communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign law
enforcement agency if the Commissioner is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign law enforcement agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign law
enforcement agency; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(4) The Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police may, in
writing, authorise a member of the Australian Federal Police to
access the AUSTRAC information and communicate it to the
foreign law enforcement agency on behalf of the Commissioner.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

Foreign law enforcement agency—access by Chief Executive
Officer of the Australian Crime Commission to AUSTRAC
information
(5) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, authorise the Chief
Executive Officer of the Australian Crime Commission to have
access to AUSTRAC information for the purposes of
communicating the information to a foreign law enforcement
agency under subsection (6).
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Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

When the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission may communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign
law enforcement agency
(6) The Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime Commission
may communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign law
enforcement agency if the Chief Executive Officer of the
Australian Crime Commission is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign law enforcement agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign law
enforcement agency; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(7) The Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime Commission
may, in writing, authorise a member of the staff of the Australian
Crime Commission to access the AUSTRAC information and
communicate it to the foreign law enforcement agency on behalf of
the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime Commission.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

133 When the Director-General of Security may communicate
AUSTRAC information to a foreign intelligence agency
(1) The Director-General of Security may communicate AUSTRAC
information to a foreign intelligence agency if the Director-General
is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign intelligence agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
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(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign
country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(2) The Director-General of Security may, in writing, authorise an
ASIO official to access the AUSTRAC information and
communicate it to the foreign intelligence agency on the
Director-General’s behalf.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

133A When the Director-General of ASIS may communicate
AUSTRAC information to a foreign intelligence agency
(1) The Director-General of ASIS may communicate AUSTRAC
information to a foreign intelligence agency if the Director-General
is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign intelligence agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign
country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(2) The Director-General of ASIS may, in writing, authorise an ASIS
official to access the AUSTRAC information and communicate it
to the foreign intelligence agency on the Director-General’s behalf.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.
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133B When the Director of a defence intelligence agency may
communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign
intelligence agency
(1) The Director of a defence intelligence agency may communicate
AUSTRAC information to a foreign intelligence agency if the
Director is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign intelligence agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign
country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(2) The Director of a defence intelligence agency may, in writing,
authorise an official of the defence intelligence agency to access
the AUSTRAC information and communicate it to the foreign
intelligence agency on the Director’s behalf.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

133BA When the Director-General of ASD may communicate
AUSTRAC information to a foreign intelligence agency
(1) The Director-General of ASD may communicate AUSTRAC
information to a foreign intelligence agency if the Director-General
is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign intelligence agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign
country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
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(2) The Director-General of ASD may, in writing, authorise an ASD
official to access the AUSTRAC information and communicate it
to the foreign intelligence agency on the Director-General’s behalf.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

133C When the Director-General of National Intelligence may
communicate AUSTRAC information to a foreign
intelligence agency
(1) The Director-General of National Intelligence may communicate
AUSTRAC information to a foreign intelligence agency if the
Director-General is satisfied that:
(a) the foreign intelligence agency has given appropriate
undertakings for:
(i) protecting the confidentiality of the information; and
(ii) controlling the use that will be made of it; and
(iii) ensuring that the information will be used only for the
purpose for which it is communicated to the foreign
country; and
(b) it is appropriate, in all the circumstances of the case, to do so.
(2) The Director-General of National Intelligence may, in writing,
authorise an official of ONI to access the AUSTRAC information
and communicate it to the foreign intelligence agency on the
Director-General’s behalf.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.
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Division 5—Use of AUSTRAC information in court or
tribunal proceedings
134 Use of AUSTRAC information in court or tribunal proceedings
A person who obtains AUSTRAC information is not to be
required:
(a) to produce in a court or tribunal a document containing
AUSTRAC information; or
(b) to disclose to any court or tribunal any AUSTRAC
information;
except where it is necessary to do so for the purposes of carrying
into effect the provisions of this Act or the Financial Transaction
Reports Act 1988.
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Part 12—Offences
135 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

It is an offence to:
(a)

produce false or misleading information; or

(b)

produce a false or misleading document; or

(c)

forge a document for use in an applicable customer
identification procedure; or

(d)

provide or receive a designated service using a
false customer name or customer anonymity; or

(e)

structure a transaction to avoid a reporting
obligation under this Act.

136 False or misleading information
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person gives information to:
(i) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(ii) an authorised officer; or
(iii) a customs officer; or
(iv) a police officer; or
(v) a reporting entity; or
(vi) a person acting on a reporting entity’s behalf; and
(b) the person does so knowing that the information:
(i) is false or misleading; or
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(ii) omits any matter or thing without which the information
is misleading; and
(c) the information is given, or purportedly given, under:
(i) this Act; or
(ii) a provision of the regulations or of the AML/CTF
Rules, if the regulations or Rules (as applicable) state
that this section applies to that provision.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply as a result of subparagraph (1)(b)(i)
if the information is not false or misleading in a material particular.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3) Subsection (1) does not apply as a result of subparagraph (1)(b)(ii)
if the information did not omit any matter or thing without which
the information is misleading in a material particular.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(4) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (1)(c) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

137 Producing false or misleading documents
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person produces a document to:
(i) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(ii) an authorised officer; or
(iii) a customs officer; or
(iv) a police officer; or
(v) a reporting entity; or
(vi) a person acting on a reporting entity’s behalf; and
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(b) the person does so knowing that the document is false or
misleading; and
(c) the document is produced, or purportedly produced, under:
(i) this Act; or
(ii) a provision of the regulations or of the AML/CTF
Rules, if the regulations or Rules (as applicable) state
that this section applies to that provision.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the document is not false or
misleading in a material particular.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (1)(c) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

138 False documents
Making a false document
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person makes a false document with the intention that the
person or another will produce the false document in the
course of an applicable customer identification procedure;
and
(b) the applicable customer identification procedure is under this
Act.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
(2) In a prosecution for an offence against subsection (1), it is not
necessary to prove that the defendant knew that the applicable
customer identification procedure is under this Act.
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Possessing a false document
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person knows that a document is a false document; and
(b) the person has it in his or her possession with the intention
that the person or another will produce it in the course of an
applicable customer identification procedure; and
(c) the applicable customer identification procedure is under this
Act.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
(4) In a prosecution for an offence against subsection (3), it is not
necessary to prove that the defendant knew that the applicable
customer identification procedure is under this Act.
Possessing equipment for making a false document
(5) A person commits an offence if the person:
(a) knows that a device, material or other thing is designed or
adapted for the making of a false document (whether or not
the device, material or thing is designed or adapted for
another purpose); and
(b) has the device, material or thing in his or her possession with
the intention that the person or another person will use it to
commit an offence against subsection (1).
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
Making equipment for making a false document
(6) A person commits an offence if the person:
(a) makes or adapts a device, material or other thing; and
(b) knows that the device, material or other thing is designed or
adapted for the making of a false document (whether or not
the device, material or thing is designed or adapted for
another purpose); and
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(c) makes or adapts the device, material or thing with the
intention that the person or another person will use it to
commit an offence against subsection (1).
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 10,000 penalty units, or
both.
Interpretation
(7) An expression used in this section that is also used in Part 7.7 of
the Criminal Code has the same meaning as in that Part.
Note:

See also section 10.5 of the Criminal Code (lawful authority).

139 Providing a designated service using a false customer name or
customer anonymity
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is a reporting entity; and
(b) the person commences to provide a designated service; and
(c) the person does so using a false customer name; and
(d) at least one provision of Division 2, 3 or 4 of Part 2 applies to
the provision of the designated service.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(2) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (1)(d) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(2A) Paragraph (1)(c) does not apply to a false customer name if the
customer’s use of that name is justified, or excused, by or under a
law.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matters in
this subsection (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is a reporting entity; and
(b) the person commences to provide a designated service; and
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(c) the person does so on the basis of customer anonymity; and
(d) at least one provision of Division 2, 3 or 4 of Part 2 applies to
the provision of the designated service.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(4) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (3)(d) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

140 Receiving a designated service using a false customer name or
customer anonymity
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person commences to receive a designated service; and
(b) the person does so using a false customer name; and
(c) at least one provision of Division 2, 3 or 4 of Part 2 applies to
the provision of the designated service.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(2) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (1)(c) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person commences to receive a designated service; and
(b) the person does so on the basis of customer anonymity; and
(c) at least one provision of Division 2, 3 or 4 of Part 2 applies to
the provision of the designated service.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(4) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (3)(c) element of the
offence.
Note:
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141 Customer commonly known by 2 or more different names—
disclosure to reporting entity
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person commences to receive a designated service
provided by a reporting entity; and
(b) the person is commonly known by 2 or more different names;
and
(c) the person commences to receive the designated service
using one of those names; and
(d) the person has not previously disclosed the other name or
names to the reporting entity; and
(e) at least one provision of Division 2, 3 or 4 of Part 2 applies to
the provision of the designated service.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(2) Strict liability applies to the paragraph (1)(e) element of the
offence.
Note:

For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.

142 Conducting transactions so as to avoid reporting requirements
relating to threshold transactions
(1) A person (the first person) commits an offence if:
(a) the first person is, or causes another person to become, a
party to 2 or more non-reportable transactions; and
(b) having regard to:
(i) the manner and form in which the transactions were
conducted, including the matters to which subsection (3)
applies; and
(ii) any explanation made by the first person as to the
manner or form in which the transactions were
conducted;
it would be reasonable to conclude that the first person
conducted, or caused the transactions to be conducted, in that
manner or form for the sole or dominant purpose of ensuring,
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or attempting to ensure, that the money, digital currency or
property involved in the transactions was transferred in a
manner and form that would not give rise to a threshold
transaction that would have been required to have been
reported under section 43.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years or 300 penalty units, or both.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the defendant proves that the first
person did not conduct the transactions, or cause the transactions to
be conducted, as the case may be, for the sole or dominant purpose
of ensuring, or attempting to ensure, that the money, digital
currency or property involved in the transactions was transferred in
a manner and form that would not give rise to a threshold
transaction that would have been required to have been reported
under section 43.
Note:

A defendant bears a legal burden in relation to the matters in
subsection (2)—see section 13.4 of the Criminal Code.

(3) This subsection applies to the following matters:
(a) the value of the money, digital currency or property involved
in each transaction;
(b) the total value of the transactions;
(c) the period of time over which the transactions took place;
(d) the interval of time between any of the transactions;
(e) the locations at which the transactions took place.

143 Conducting transfers so as to avoid reporting requirements
relating to cross-border movements of physical currency
(1) A person (the first person) commits an offence if:
(a) the first person conducts, or causes another person to
conduct, 2 or more non-reportable cross-border movements
of physical currency; and
(b) having regard to:
(i) the manner and form in which the movements were
conducted, including the matters to which subsection (3)
applies; and
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(ii) any explanation made by the first person as to the
manner or form in which the movements were
conducted;
it would be reasonable to conclude that the first person
conducted the movements, or caused the movements to be
conducted, as the case may be, in that manner or form for the
sole or dominant purpose of ensuring, or attempting to
ensure, that no report in relation to the physical currency
involved in the movements would be made under section 53.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years or 300 penalty units, or both.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the defendant proves that the first
person did not conduct the movements, or cause the movements to
be conducted, as the case may be, for the sole or dominant purpose
of ensuring, or attempting to ensure, that no report in relation to the
physical currency involved in the movements would be made
under section 53.
Note:

A defendant bears a legal burden in relation to the matters in
subsection (2)—see section 13.4 of the Criminal Code.

(3) This subsection applies to the following matters:
(a) the total amount of the physical currency involved in each
movement;
(b) the total amount of the physical currency involved in the
movements;
(c) the period of time over which the movements occurred;
(d) the interval of time between any of the movements;
(e) the locations at which the movements were initiated or
conducted.
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Part 13—Audit
Division 1—Introduction
144 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

An authorised officer may enter any reporting entity business
premises:
(a)

with the occupier’s consent; or

(b)

under a monitoring warrant.

•

An authorised officer who enters any reporting entity business
premises may exercise monitoring powers.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO may require a reporting entity to carry
out an external audit or a money laundering and terrorism
financing risk assessment.
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Division 2—Appointment of authorised officers and issue
of identity cards
145 Appointment of authorised officers
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, in writing, appoint as an authorised
officer for the purposes of this Act:
(a) a member of the staff of AUSTRAC; or
(b) a person whose services are made available to the
AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 225(3), other than a
person covered by paragraph 225(3)(g).
Note:

For revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act
1901.

(2) The AUSTRAC CEO must not appoint a person to be an
authorised officer unless the person satisfies the conditions (if any)
specified in the regulations.
(3) In exercising powers or performing functions as an authorised
officer, an authorised officer must comply with any directions of
the AUSTRAC CEO.

146 Identity cards
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO must issue an identity card to an authorised
officer.
(2) The identity card must
(a) be in a form approved in writing by the AUSTRAC CEO;
and
(b) contain a recent photograph of the authorised officer.
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person has been issued with an identity card; and
(b) the person ceases to be an authorised officer; and
(c) the person does not, within 3 business days after so ceasing,
return the identity card to the AUSTRAC CEO.
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Penalty: 1 penalty unit.
(4) Subsection (3) does not apply if the person has a reasonable
excuse.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (4) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(5) An authorised officer must carry the identity card at all times when
exercising powers or performing functions as an authorised officer
under this Part.
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Division 3—Powers of authorised officers
Subdivision A—Monitoring powers
147 Authorised officer may enter premises by consent or under a
monitoring warrant
(1) For the purposes of determining whether the provisions of this Act,
the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules have been complied with,
an authorised officer may:
(a) enter any reporting entity business premises at any
reasonable time of the day; and
(b) exercise the monitoring powers set out in section 148.
(2) An authorised officer is not authorised to enter premises under
subsection (1) unless:
(a) the occupier of the premises has consented to the entry and
the officer has shown his or her identity card if required by
the occupier; or
(b) the entry is made under a monitoring warrant.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

(3) If an authorised officer is on the premises with the consent of the
occupier, the authorised officer must leave the premises if the
occupier asks the authorised officer to do so.

148 Monitoring powers of authorised officers
(1) For the purposes of this Act, the following are the monitoring
powers that an authorised officer may exercise, in relation to
premises, under section 147:
(a) the power to search the premises for any compliance records
that:
(i) are kept at, or accessible from, the premises; and
(ii) relate to a reporting entity;
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(b) the power to search the premises for any system used by a
reporting entity at the premises for keeping those records;
(c) the power to search the premises for any reports under this
Act that are retained at, or accessible from, the premises;
(d) the power to search the premises for any system used by a
reporting entity in connection with:
(i) preparing reports under this Act; or
(ii) sending such reports to the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(iii) retaining such reports;
(e) the power to search the premises for any other thing on the
premises that may be relevant to the obligations of a
reporting entity under this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules;
(f) the power to examine any activity conducted on the premises
that may relate to information provided under this Act, the
regulations or the AML/CTF Rules;
(g) the power to examine any thing on the premises that may
relate to information provided under this Act, the regulations
or the AML/CTF Rules;
(h) the power to take photographs or make video or audio
recordings or sketches on the premises of any such activity or
thing;
(i) the power to inspect any document on the premises that may
relate to information provided under this Act, the regulations
or the AML/CTF Rules;
(j) the power to take extracts from, or make copies of, any such
document;
(k) the power to take onto the premises such equipment and
materials as the authorised officer requires for the purpose of
exercising powers in relation to the premises;
(l) the powers set out in subsections (2), (3) and (4).
(2) For the purposes of this Act, monitoring powers include the power
to secure a thing for no more than 24 hours if:
(a) the thing is found during the exercise of monitoring powers
on the premises; and
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(b) an authorised officer believes on reasonable grounds that:
(i) the thing affords evidence of the commission of an
offence against this Act or the regulations, or evidence
of the commission of an offence against the Crimes Act
1914 or the Criminal Code that relates to this Act or the
regulations; and
(ii) it is necessary to secure the thing in order to prevent it
from being concealed, lost or destroyed before a warrant
to seize the thing is obtained; and
(iii) the circumstances are serious and urgent.
(3) For the purposes of this Act, monitoring powers include the power
to operate equipment at the premises to see whether:
(a) the equipment; or
(b) a data storage device that:
(i) is at the premises; and
(ii) can be used with the equipment or is associated with it;
contains information that is relevant to assessing the correctness of
information provided under this Act.
(4) For the purposes of this Act, monitoring powers include the
following powers in relation to information described in
subsection (3) found in the exercise of the power under that
subsection:
(a) the power to operate facilities at the premises to put the
information in documentary form and copy the documents so
produced;
(b) the power to operate facilities at the premises to transfer the
information to a disk, tape or other storage device that:
(i) is brought to the premises for the exercise of the power;
or
(ii) is at the premises and the use of which for the purpose
has been agreed in writing by the occupier of the
premises;
(c) the power to remove from the premises a disk, tape or other
storage device to which the information has been transferred
in exercise of the power under paragraph (b).
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149 Tampering or interfering with things secured in the exercise of
monitoring powers
A person commits an offence if:
(a) a thing has been secured by an authorised officer in the
exercise of the monitoring powers set out in section 148; and
(b) the person tampers or interferes with the thing.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.

Subdivision B—Powers of authorised officers to ask questions
and seek production of documents
150 Authorised officer may ask questions and seek production of
documents
(1) If the authorised officer was authorised to enter premises because
the occupier of the premises consented to the entry, the authorised
officer may ask the occupier to:
(a) answer any questions relating to the operation of this Act, the
regulations or the AML/CTF Rules that are put by the
authorised officer; and
(b) produce any document relating to the operation of this Act,
the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules that is requested by
the authorised officer.
(2) If the authorised officer was authorised to enter the premises by a
monitoring warrant, the authorised officer may require any person
in or on the premises to:
(a) answer any questions relating to the operation of this Act, the
regulations or the AML/CTF Rules that are put by the
authorised officer; and
(b) produce any document relating to the operation of this Act,
the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules that is requested by
the authorised officer.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

(3) A person commits an offence if:
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(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (2);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.
Self-incrimination
(4) A person is not excused from answering a question or producing a
document under subsection (2) on the ground that the answering of
the question or the production of the document might tend to
incriminate the person or expose the person to a penalty.
(5) However:
(a) the answer given or the document produced; or
(b) answering the question or producing the document;
is not admissible in evidence against the person:
(c) in civil proceedings other than proceedings under the
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that relate to this Act; or
(d) in criminal proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings for an offence against subsection (3); or
(ii) proceedings for an offence against section 136 or 137
that relates to this section; or
(iii) proceedings for an offence against section 137.1 or
137.2 of the Criminal Code that relates to this section.
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Division 4—Obligations and incidental powers of
authorised officers
151 Authorised officer must produce identity card on request
An authorised officer is not entitled to exercise any powers under
this Part in relation to premises if:
(a) the occupier of the premises requires the authorised officer to
produce his or her identity card for inspection by the
occupier; and
(b) the authorised officer fails to comply with the requirement.

152 Consent
(1) Before obtaining the consent of a person for the purposes of
paragraph 147(2)(a), the authorised officer must inform the person
that he or she may refuse consent.
(2) An entry of an authorised officer because of the consent of a
person is not lawful unless the person voluntarily consented to the
entry.
(3) The consent may be expressed to be limited to entry during a
particular period unless the consent is withdrawn before the end of
that period.
(4) A consent that is not limited as mentioned in subsection (3) has
effect until the consent is withdrawn.
(5) If an authorised officer entered premises because of the consent of
a person, the authorised officer must leave the premises if the
person withdraws the consent.

153 Announcement before entry
An authorised officer executing a monitoring warrant must, before
entering premises under the warrant:
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(a) announce that he or she is authorised to enter the premises;
and
(b) give any person at the premises an opportunity to allow entry
to the premises.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

154 Details of monitoring warrant to be given to occupier etc. before
entry
(1) If:
(a) a monitoring warrant is being executed in relation to
premises; and
(b) either:
(i) the occupier of the premises is present at the premises;
or
(ii) the occupier of the premises is not present at the
premises, but another person who apparently represents
the occupier is present at the premises;
the authorised officer must make a copy of the warrant available
to:
(c) if subparagraph (b)(i) applies—the occupier of the premises;
or
(d) if subparagraph (b)(ii) applies—the person who apparently
represents the occupier.
(2) The authorised officer must identify himself or herself to that
person.
(3) The copy of the warrant mentioned in subsection (1) need not
include the signature of the magistrate who issued the warrant.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

155 Use of electronic equipment in exercising monitoring powers
(1) This section applies to the following premises:
(a) premises that an authorised officer has entered, and remains
on, with the consent of the occupier;
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(b) warrant premises.
(2) An authorised officer or a person assisting that officer may operate
electronic equipment already at the premises in order to exercise
monitoring powers if he or she believes, on reasonable grounds,
that the operation of the equipment can be carried out without
damage to the equipment.
(3) If the authorised officer or a person assisting believes, on
reasonable grounds, that:
(a) there is on the premises material relating to information
provided under this Act, the regulations or the AML/CTF
Rules that may be accessible by operating electronic
equipment on the premises; and
(b) expert assistance is required to operate the equipment; and
(c) if he or she does not take action under this subsection, the
material may be destroyed, altered or otherwise interfered
with;
he or she may do whatever is necessary to secure the equipment,
whether by locking it up, placing a guard, or otherwise.
(4) The authorised officer or a person assisting must give notice to the
occupier of the premises of his or her intention to secure equipment
and of the fact that the equipment may be secured for up to 24
hours.
(5) The equipment may be secured:
(a) for a period not exceeding 24 hours; or
(b) until the equipment has been operated by the expert;
whichever first happens.
(6) If an authorised officer or a person assisting believes, on
reasonable grounds, that the expert assistance will not be available
within 24 hours, he or she may apply to a magistrate for an
extension of the period.
(7) The authorised officer or a person assisting must give notice to the
occupier of the premises of his or her intention to apply for an
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extension. The occupier is entitled to be heard in relation to that
application.
(8) The provisions of this Part relating to the issue of monitoring
warrants apply, with such modifications as are necessary, to the
issue of an extension.

156 Compensation for damage to electronic equipment
(1) This section applies if:
(a) as a result of electronic equipment being operated as
mentioned in section 155:
(i) damage is caused to the equipment; or
(ii) the data recorded on the equipment is damaged; or
(iii) programs associated with the use of the equipment, or
with the use of the data, are damaged or corrupted; and
(b) the damage or corruption occurs because:
(i) insufficient care was exercised in selecting the person
who was to operate the equipment; or
(ii) insufficient care was exercised by the person operating
the equipment.
(2) The Commonwealth must pay the owner of the equipment, or the
user of the data or programs, such reasonable compensation for the
damage or corruption as the Commonwealth and the owner or user
agree on.
(3) However, if the owner or user and the Commonwealth fail to
agree, the owner or user may institute proceedings in the Federal
Court for such reasonable amount of compensation as the Court
determines.
(4) In determining the amount of compensation payable under
subsection (3), regard is to be had to whether the occupier of the
premises, or the occupier’s employees and agents, if they were
available at the time, provided any appropriate warning or
guidance on the operation of the equipment.
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(5) Compensation is payable out of money appropriated by the
Parliament.
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Division 5—Occupier’s rights and responsibilities
157 Occupier entitled to be present during execution of monitoring
warrant
(1) If:
(a) a monitoring warrant is being executed; and
(b) the occupier of the warrant premises, or another person who
apparently represents the occupier, is present at the premises;
the person is entitled to observe the execution of the warrant.
(2) The right to observe the execution of the warrant ceases if the
person impedes that execution.
(3) This section does not prevent the execution of the warrant in 2 or
more areas of the premises at the same time.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

158 Occupier to provide authorised officer with facilities and
assistance
(1) The occupier of warrant premises, or another person who
apparently represents the occupier, must provide:
(a) the authorised officer executing the monitoring warrant; and
(b) any person assisting that officer;
with all reasonable facilities and assistance for the effective
exercise of their powers.
Note:

Monitoring warrants are issued under section 159.

(2) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty for contravention of this subsection: 30 penalty units.
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Division 6—Monitoring warrants
159 Monitoring warrants
(1) An authorised officer may apply to a magistrate for a warrant
under this section in relation to reporting entity business premises.
Note:

A warrant under this section is called a monitoring warrant.

(2) The magistrate may issue the warrant if the magistrate is satisfied,
by information on oath or affirmation, that it is reasonably
necessary that one or more authorised officers should have access
to the premises for the purposes of determining whether the
provisions of this Act, the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules have
been, or are being, complied with. This subsection has effect
subject to subsection (3).
(3) The magistrate must not issue the warrant unless the authorised
officer or some other person has given to the magistrate, either
orally or by affidavit, such further information (if any) as the
magistrate requires concerning the grounds on which the issue of
the warrant is being sought.
(4) The warrant must:
(a) contain a description of the premises to which the warrant
relates; and
(b) authorise one or more authorised officers (whether or not
named in the warrant), and any person or persons assisting
the authorised officer or authorised officers:
(i) to enter the premises; and
(ii) to exercise the powers set out in section 148 in relation
to the premises; and
(c) state whether the entry is authorised to be made at any time
of the day or during specified hours of the day; and
(d) specify the day (not more than 6 months after the issue of the
warrant) on which the warrant ceases to have effect; and
(e) state the purpose for which the warrant is issued.
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160 Magistrates—personal capacity
Functions conferred personally
(1) The functions conferred on a magistrate by section 159 are
conferred on the magistrate:
(a) in a personal capacity; and
(b) not as a court or a member of a court.
Functions need not be accepted
(2) The magistrate need not accept the functions conferred.
Protection and immunity
(3) A magistrate performing a function conferred by section 159 has
the same protection and immunity as if he or she were performing
the function:
(a) as the court of which the magistrate is a member; or
(b) as a member of the court of which the magistrate is a
member.
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Division 7—External audits
161 External audits—risk management etc.
Scope
(1) This section applies if the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds
to suspect that a reporting entity has not taken, or is not taking,
appropriate action to:
(a) identify; and
(b) mitigate; and
(c) manage;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the provision
by the reporting entity of designated services at or through a
permanent establishment of the entity in Australia might (whether
inadvertently or otherwise) involve or facilitate:
(d) money laundering; or
(e) financing of terrorism.
Requirement
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by written notice given to the reporting
entity, require the reporting entity to:
(a) appoint an external auditor; and
(b) arrange for the external auditor to carry out an external audit
of the reporting entity’s capacity and endeavours to:
(i) identify; and
(ii) mitigate; and
(iii) manage;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
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(v) financing of terrorism; and
(c) arrange for the external auditor to give the reporting entity a
written report (the audit report) setting out the results of the
audit; and
(d) give the AUSTRAC CEO a copy of the audit report within:
(i) the period specified in the notice; or
(ii) if the AUSTRAC CEO allows a longer period—that
longer period.
Note:

The AUSTRAC CEO’s decisions under this subsection are reviewable
(see Part 17A).

(3) The notice must specify:
(a) the matters to be covered by the audit; and
(b) the form of the audit report and the kinds of details it is to
contain.
(4) The matters that may be specified under paragraph (3)(a) may
include either or both of the following:
(a) an assessment of the risk the reporting entity may reasonably
face that the provision by the reporting entity of designated
services at or through a permanent establishment of the
reporting entity in Australia might (whether inadvertently or
otherwise) involve or facilitate:
(i) money laundering; or
(ii) financing of terrorism;
(b) an assessment of what the reporting entity will need to do, or
continue to do, to:
(i) identify; and
(ii) mitigate; and
(iii) manage;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
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(v) financing of terrorism.
(5) Subsection (4) does not limit paragraph (3)(a).
Eligibility for appointment as an external auditor
(6) An individual is not eligible to be appointed an external auditor by
a reporting entity if:
(a) the individual is an officer, employee or agent of the
reporting entity; or
(b) both:
(i) the reporting entity belongs to a designated business
group; and
(ii) the individual is an officer, employee or agent of
another member of the designated business group.
Offence
(7) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (2);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.
Civil penalty
(8) A reporting entity must comply with a requirement under
subsection (2).
(9) Subsection (8) is a civil penalty provision.

162 External audits—compliance
(1) This section applies if the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds
to suspect that a reporting entity has contravened, is contravening,
or is proposing to contravene, this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules.
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(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by written notice given to the reporting
entity, require the reporting entity to:
(a) appoint an external auditor; and
(b) arrange for the external auditor to carry out an external audit
of whichever of the following is specified in the notice:
(i) the reporting entity’s compliance with this Act, the
regulations and the AML/CTF Rules;
(ii) one or more specified aspects of the reporting entity’s
compliance with this Act, the regulations and the
AML/CTF Rules; and
(c) arrange for the external auditor to give the reporting entity a
written report (the audit report) setting out the results of the
audit; and
(d) give the AUSTRAC CEO a copy of the audit report within:
(i) the period specified in the notice; or
(ii) if the AUSTRAC CEO allows a longer period—that
longer period.
(3) The notice must specify:
(a) the matters to be covered by the audit; and
(b) the form of the audit report and the kinds of details it is to
contain.
(4) The matters that may be specified under paragraph (3)(a) may
include either or both of the following:
(a) an assessment of the reporting entity’s existing capacity to
comply with this Act, the regulations and the AML/CTF
Rules;
(b) an assessment of what the reporting entity will need to do, or
continue to do, to comply with this Act, the regulations and
the AML/CTF Rules.
(5) Subsection (4) does not limit paragraph (3)(a).
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Eligibility for appointment as an external auditor
(6) An individual is not eligible to be appointed an external auditor by
a reporting entity if:
(a) the individual is an officer, employee or agent of the
reporting entity; or
(b) both:
(i) the reporting entity belongs to a designated business
group; and
(ii) the individual is an officer, employee or agent of
another member of the designated business group.
Offence
(7) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (2);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 12 months or 60 penalty units, or both.
Civil penalty
(8) A reporting entity must comply with a requirement under
subsection (2).
(9) Subsection (8) is a civil penalty provision.

163 External auditor may have regard to the results of previous
audit
In carrying out an external audit in accordance with a notice under
section 161 or 162, an external auditor may, if:
(a) an external audit was completed under that section within the
last preceding 2 years; and
(b) the external auditor is satisfied that the previous audit is still
relevant;
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have regard to the results of the previous audit.

164 External auditors
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by writing, authorise a specified
individual to be an external auditor for the purposes of this Act.
Note 1:

For specification by class, see subsection 33(3AB) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

Note 2:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) An authorisation under subsection (1) is not a legislative
instrument.
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Division 8—Money laundering and terrorism financing
risk assessments
165 Money laundering and terrorism financing risk assessments
Scope
(1) This section applies if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that:
(a) a reporting entity has not carried out a money laundering and
terrorism financing risk assessment; or
(b) a reporting entity has carried out a money laundering and
terrorism financing risk assessment, but the assessment has
ceased to be current; or
(c) a reporting entity has carried out a money laundering and
terrorism financing risk assessment, but the assessment is
inadequate.
Requirement
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by written notice given to the reporting
entity, require the reporting entity to:
(a) carry out a money laundering and terrorism financing risk
assessment; and
(b) prepare a written report setting out the results of the
assessment; and
(c) give the AUSTRAC CEO a copy of the report within:
(i) the period specified in the notice; or
(ii) if the AUSTRAC CEO allows a longer period—that
longer period.
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (2);
and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
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Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.
Civil penalty
(4) A reporting entity must comply with a requirement under
subsection (2).
(5) Subsection (4) is a civil penalty provision.
Money laundering and terrorism financing program risk
assessment
(6) For the purposes of this Act, a money laundering and terrorism
financing risk assessment is an assessment by a reporting entity
of:
(a) the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(i) money laundering; or
(ii) financing of terrorism; and
(b) what the reporting entity will need to do, or continue to do,
to:
(i) identify; and
(ii) mitigate; and
(iii) manage;
the risk the reporting entity may reasonably face that the
provision by the reporting entity of designated services at or
through a permanent establishment of the reporting entity in
Australia might (whether inadvertently or otherwise) involve
or facilitate:
(iv) money laundering; or
(v) financing of terrorism.
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Part 14—Information-gathering powers
166 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

An authorised officer may obtain information or documents.

167 Authorised officer may obtain information and documents
Scope
(1) This section applies to a person if an authorised officer believes on
reasonable grounds that:
(a) any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) the person is or has been a reporting entity;
(ii) the person is or has been an officer, employee or agent
of a reporting entity;
(iii) the person’s name is or has been entered on the
Remittance Sector Register; and
(b) the person has information or a document that is relevant to
the operation of this Act, the regulations or the AML/CTF
Rules.
Requirement
(2) The authorised officer may, by written notice given to the person,
require the person:
(a) to give to the authorised officer, within the period and in the
manner specified in the notice, any such information; or
(b) to produce to the authorised officer, within the period and in
the manner specified in the notice, any such documents; or
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(c) to make copies of any such documents and to produce to the
authorised officer, within the period and in the manner
specified in the notice, those copies.
Offence
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person has been given a notice under subsection (2); and
(b) the person omits to do an act; and
(c) the omission contravenes a requirement in the notice.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.
Notice to set out the effect of offence provisions
(4) A notice under subsection (2) must set out the effect of the
following provisions:
(a) subsection (3);
(b) section 136;
(c) section 137.
Note 1:

Section 136 is about giving false or misleading information.

Note 2:

Section 137 is about producing false or misleading documents.

168 Copying documents—reasonable compensation
A person is entitled to be paid reasonable compensation for
complying with a requirement covered by paragraph 167(2)(c).

169 Self-incrimination
(1) A person is not excused from giving information or producing a
document under section 167 on the ground that the information or
the production of the document might tend to incriminate the
person or expose the person to a penalty.
(2) However:
(a) the information given or the document produced; or
(b) giving the information or producing the document;
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is not admissible in evidence against the person:
(c) in civil proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings under this Act; or
(ii) proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that
relate to this Act; or
(d) in criminal proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings for an offence against this Act; or
(ii) proceedings for an offence against the Criminal Code
that relates to this Act.

170 Copies of documents
An authorised officer may inspect a document produced under this
Part and may make and retain copies of, or take and retain extracts
from, such a document.

171 Authorised officer may retain documents
(1) An authorised officer may take possession of a document produced
under this Part, and retain it for as long as is reasonably necessary.
(2) The person otherwise entitled to possession of the document is
entitled to be supplied, as soon as practicable, with a copy certified
by the authorised officer to be a true copy.
(3) The certified copy must be received in all courts and tribunals as
evidence as if it were the original.
(4) Until a certified copy is supplied, the authorised officer must
provide the person otherwise entitled to possession of the
document, or a person authorised by that person, reasonable access
to the document for the purposes of inspecting and making copies
of, or taking extracts from, the document.

172 Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code
If a person, or an officer, employee or agent of a person, provides
information under a notice under subsection 167(2), the person,
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officer, employee or agent is taken, for the purposes of
Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code, not to have been
in possession of that information at any time.
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Part 15—Enforcement
Division 1—Introduction
173 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Pecuniary penalties are payable for contraventions of civil
penalty provisions.

•

Authorised officers, customs officers and police officers may
issue infringement notices for unreported cross-border
movements of physical currency and bearer negotiable
instruments.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO is to monitor compliance by reporting
entities with their obligations under this Act, the regulations
and the AML/CTF Rules.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO may give a remedial direction to a
reporting entity that has contravened a civil penalty provision.

•

The Federal Court may grant injunctions in relation to
contraventions of civil penalty provisions.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO may accept enforceable undertakings.

•

Customs officers and police officers may exercise powers of
questioning, search and arrest in connection with a
cross-border movement of physical currency or bearer
negotiable instruments.
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Division 2—Civil penalties
174 Ancillary contravention of civil penalty provision
(1) A person must not:
(a) attempt to contravene a civil penalty provision (other than
this subsection); or
(b) aid, abet, counsel or procure a contravention of a civil
penalty provision (other than this subsection); or
(c) induce, whether by threats or promises or otherwise, a
contravention of a civil penalty provision (other than this
subsection); or
(d) be in any way, directly or indirectly, knowingly concerned in,
or party to, a contravention of a civil penalty provision (other
than this subsection); or
(e) conspire with others to effect a contravention of a civil
penalty provision (other than this subsection).
Civil penalty
(2) Subsection (1) is a civil penalty provision.

175 Civil penalty orders
(1) If the Federal Court is satisfied that a person has contravened a
civil penalty provision, the Federal Court may order the person to
pay the Commonwealth a pecuniary penalty.
(2) An order under subsection (1) is to be known as a civil penalty
order.
Determining amount of pecuniary penalty
(3) In determining the pecuniary penalty, the Federal Court must have
regard to all relevant matters, including:
(a) the nature and extent of the contravention; and
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(b) the nature and extent of any loss or damage suffered as a
result of the contravention; and
(c) the circumstances in which the contravention took place; and
(d) whether the person has previously been found by the Federal
Court in proceedings under this Act to have engaged in any
similar conduct; and
(e) if the Federal Court considers that it is appropriate to do so—
whether the person has previously been found by a court in
proceedings under a law of a State or Territory to have
engaged in any similar conduct; and
(f) if the Federal Court considers that it is appropriate to do so—
whether the person has previously been found by a court in a
foreign country to have engaged in any similar conduct; and
(g) if the Federal Court considers that it is appropriate to do so—
whether the person has previously been found by a court in
proceedings under the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988 to have engaged in any similar conduct.
Maximum pecuniary penalty
(4) The pecuniary penalty payable by a body corporate must not
exceed 100,000 penalty units.
(5) The pecuniary penalty payable by a person other than a body
corporate must not exceed 20,000 penalty units.
Conduct contravening more than one civil penalty provision
(6) If conduct constitutes a contravention of 2 or more civil penalty
provisions, proceedings may be instituted under this section against
a person in relation to the contravention of any one or more of
those provisions. However, the person is not liable to more than
one pecuniary penalty under this section in respect of the same
conduct.
Civil enforcement of penalty
(7) The pecuniary penalty is a civil debt payable to the
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth may enforce the civil penalty
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order as if it were an order made in civil proceedings against the
person to recover a debt due by the person. The debt arising from
the order is taken to be a judgment debt.

176 Who may apply for a civil penalty order
(1) Only the AUSTRAC CEO may apply for a civil penalty order.
(2) Subsection (1) does not exclude the operation of the Director of
Public Prosecutions Act 1983.

177 2 or more proceedings may be heard together
The Federal Court may direct that 2 or more proceedings for civil
penalty orders are to be heard together.

178 Time limit for application for an order
Proceedings for a civil penalty order may be started no later than 6
years after the contravention.

179 Civil evidence and procedure rules for civil penalty orders
The Federal Court must apply the rules of evidence and procedure
for civil matters when hearing proceedings for a civil penalty
order.

180 Civil proceedings after criminal proceedings
The Federal Court must not make a civil penalty order against a
person for a contravention if the person has been convicted of an
offence constituted by conduct that is substantially the same as the
conduct constituting the contravention.

181 Criminal proceedings during civil proceedings
(1) Proceedings for a civil penalty order against a person are stayed if:
(a) criminal proceedings are started or have already been started
against the person for an offence; and
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(b) the offence is constituted by conduct that is substantially the
same as the conduct alleged to constitute the contravention.
(2) The proceedings for the order may be resumed if the person is not
convicted of the offence. Otherwise, the proceedings for the order
are dismissed.

182 Criminal proceedings after civil proceedings
Criminal proceedings may be started against a person for conduct
that is substantially the same as conduct constituting a
contravention of a civil penalty provision regardless of whether a
civil penalty order has been made against the person.

183 Evidence given in proceedings for penalty not admissible in
criminal proceedings
Evidence of information given, or evidence of production of
documents, by an individual is not admissible in criminal
proceedings against the individual if:
(a) the individual previously gave the evidence or produced the
documents in proceedings for a civil penalty order against the
individual for a contravention of a civil penalty provision
(whether or not the order was made); and
(b) the conduct alleged to constitute the offence is substantially
the same as the conduct that was claimed to constitute the
contravention.
However, this does not apply to a criminal proceeding in respect of
the falsity of the evidence given by the individual in the
proceedings for the civil penalty order.
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Division 3—Infringement notices for certain
contraventions
184 When an infringement notice can be given
(1) If an authorised officer, a customs officer or a police officer has
reasonable grounds to believe that a person has contravened an
infringement notice provision, the officer may give the person an
infringement notice relating to the contravention.
(1A) An infringement notice provision means any of the following
provisions:
(aaaa) a designated infringement notice provision (see
subsection (4));
(aaa) subsection 51B(1) (which deals with the requirement for
reporting entities to enrol on the Reporting Entities Roll);
(aa) subsection 51F(1) (which deals with reporting entities
notifying changes of their enrolment details);
(a) subsection 53(3) (which deals with reports about movements
of physical currency);
(b) subsection 59(4) (which deals with reports about movements
of bearer negotiable instruments);
(c) subsections 74(1), (1A), (1B) and (1C) (which deal with
providing certain remittance services if unregistered or in
breach of a condition of registration);
(d) subsection 75M(1) (which deals with notifying the
AUSTRAC CEO of certain matters);
(e) subsections 76A(1) and (2) (which deal with providing
certain digital currency exchange services without being
registered);
(f) subsection 76P(1) (which deals with notifying the
AUSTRAC CEO of certain matters).
(1B) Despite subsection (1), an infringement notice relating to the
alleged contravention of a designated infringement notice
provision may only be given to a person by the AUSTRAC CEO.
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(1C) The AUSTRAC CEO must not issue an infringement notice
relating to a contravention of subsection 32(1), 41(2), 43(2), 45(2)
or 49(2) unless the AUSTRAC CEO considers that issuing such a
notice is appropriate in the particular case after taking into account:
(a) the nature and extent of the contravention; and
(b) the seriousness of the contravention; and
(c) the circumstances in which the contravention took place; and
(d) any other matter the AUSTRAC CEO considers to be
relevant.
(2) The infringement notice must be given within 12 months after the
day on which the contravention is alleged to have taken place.
(3) If a customs officer or a police officer issues an infringement
notice, the officer must, within 5 business days after the day of
issue of the infringement notice, forward a copy of the
infringement notice to the AUSTRAC CEO.
(4) In this Act:
designated infringement notice provision means any of the
following provisions:
(a) subsection 32(1) (which deals with customer identification
procedures to be carried out by reporting entities);
(b) subsection 41(2) (which deals with reporting certain
suspicious matters);
(c) subsection 43(2) (which deals with reporting a threshold
transaction);
(d) subsection 45(2) (which deals with reporting an international
funds transfer instruction);
(e) subsection 47(2) (which deals with reporting on compliance
with the Act and other instruments);
(f) subsection 49(2) (which deals with providing further
information on request);
(g) subsection 116(2), (3) or (4) (which deal with making and
retaining certain records).
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185 Matters to be included in an infringement notice
(1) An infringement notice must:
(a) set out the name of the person to whom the notice is given;
and
(b) set out the name of the person who gave the notice; and
(c) set out brief details relating to the alleged contravention of
the infringement notice provision, including the date of the
alleged contravention; and
(d) contain a statement to the effect that neither criminal nor civil
penalty proceedings will be brought in relation to the matter
if the penalty specified in the notice is paid to the AUSTRAC
CEO, on behalf of the Commonwealth, within:
(i) 28 days after the notice is given; or
(ii) if the AUSTRAC CEO allows a longer period—that
longer period; and
(e) give an explanation of how payment of the penalty is to be
made; and
(f) set out such other matters (if any) as are specified in the
regulations.
(2) An infringement notice may specify more than one alleged
contravention of one or more infringement notice provisions. If it
does so, the infringement notice must set out the details referred to
in paragraph (1)(c) in relation to each alleged contravention.

186 Amount of penalty—breaches of subsection 53(3) or 59(4)
(1) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice relating to an
alleged contravention of subsection 53(3) must be a pecuniary
penalty equal to:
(a) if the total amount of the physical currency involved in the
alleged contravention is $20,000 or more—5 penalty units; or
(b) otherwise—2 penalty units.
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(2) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice relating to an
alleged contravention of subsection 59(4) must be a pecuniary
penalty equal to:
(a) if the total value of the bearer negotiable instruments
involved in the alleged contravention is $20,000 or more—5
penalty units; or
(b) otherwise—2 penalty units.

186A Amount of penalty—breaches of certain provisions of Part 6,
Part 6A or Part 3A
Infringement notice—bodies corporate
(1) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice for an alleged
contravention of subsection 74(1), (1A), (1B), or (1C) or 75M(1) (a
Part 6 infringement notice provision), subsection 76A(1) or (2) or
76P(1) (a Part 6A infringement notice provision) or
subsection 51B(1) or 51F(1) (a Part 3A infringement notice
provision) by a body corporate must be a pecuniary penalty equal
to:
(a) if the alleged contravention is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules under subsection (3)—the number of
penalty units specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to
that kind of contravention; or
(b) otherwise—60 penalty units.
Infringement notice—persons other than bodies corporate
(2) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice for an alleged
contravention of a Part 6 infringement notice provision, a Part 6A
infringement notice provision or a Part 3A infringement notice
provision by a person other than a body corporate must be a
pecuniary penalty equal to:
(a) if the alleged contravention is of a kind specified in the
AML/CTF Rules under subsection (3)—the number of
penalty units specified in the AML/CTF Rules in relation to
that kind of contravention; or
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(b) otherwise—12 penalty units.
AML/CTF Rules may specify penalty units
(3) For the purposes of paragraphs (1)(a) and (2)(a), the AML/CTF
Rules may:
(a) set out one or more kinds of alleged contraventions of a
Part 6 infringement notice provision, a Part 6A infringement
notice provision or a Part 3A infringement notice provision;
and
(b) for each kind of contravention set out in the AML/CTF
Rules—specify a particular number of penalty units that
applies.
(4) Without limiting the kinds of contraventions that may be specified
in the AML/CTF Rules made under paragraph (3)(a), the
contraventions may be described by reference to the following:
(a) whether an alleged contravention is one of a number of
alleged contraventions of a Part 6 infringement notice
provision, a Part 6A infringement notice provision or a
Part 3A infringement notice provision specified in a
particular infringement notice;
(b) whether a person alleged to have contravened one or more
Part 6 infringement notice provisions, Part 6A infringement
notice provisions or Part 3A infringement notice provisions
has previously been given an infringement notice in relation
to an alleged contravention of a Part 6 infringement notice
provision, a Part 6A infringement notice provision or a
Part 3A infringement notice provision.
(5) The number of penalty units specified in AML/CTF Rules made
under paragraph (3)(b) in relation to a particular kind of
contravention must not exceed:
(a) in the case of an alleged contravention by a body corporate—
120 penalty units; or
(b) in the case of an alleged contravention by a person other than
a body corporate—24 penalty units.
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186B Amount of penalty—breaches of designated infringement
notice provisions
(1) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice for an alleged
contravention of a designated infringement notice provision by a
body corporate must be a pecuniary penalty equal to 60 penalty
units.
(2) The penalty to be specified in an infringement notice for an alleged
contravention of a designated infringement notice provision by a
person other than a body corporate must be a pecuniary penalty
equal to 12 penalty units.

187 Withdrawal of an infringement notice
(1) This section applies if an infringement notice is given to a person.
(2) An authorised officer may, by written notice (the withdrawal
notice) given to the person, withdraw the infringement notice.
(3) To be effective, the withdrawal notice must be given to the person
within 28 days after the infringement notice was given.
Refund of penalty if infringement notice withdrawn
(4) If:
(a) the penalty specified in the infringement notice is paid; and
(b) the infringement notice is withdrawn after the penalty is paid;
the Commonwealth is liable to refund the penalty.

188 What happens if the penalty is paid
(1) This section applies if:
(a) an infringement notice relating to an alleged contravention of
an infringement notice provision is given to a person; and
(b) the penalty is paid in accordance with the infringement
notice; and
(c) the infringement notice is not withdrawn.
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(2) Any liability of the person for the alleged contravention is
discharged.
(3) Criminal proceedings, or section 175 proceedings, may not be
brought against the person for the alleged contravention.

189 Effect of this Division on criminal and civil proceedings
This Division does not:
(a) require an infringement notice to be given in relation to an
alleged contravention of an infringement notice provision; or
(b) affect the liability of a person to have:
(i) criminal proceedings brought against the person for an
alleged contravention of subsection 53(1) or 59(3),
74(2), (4), (6) or (8) or 76A(3), (5), (7) or (9); or
(ii) section 175 proceedings brought against the person for
an alleged contravention of an infringement notice
provision;
if:
(iii) the person does not comply with an infringement notice
relating to the contravention; or
(iv) an infringement notice relating to the contravention is
not given to the person; or
(v) an infringement notice relating to the contravention is
given to the person and subsequently withdrawn; or
(c) limit a court’s discretion to determine the amount of a
penalty to be imposed on a person who:
(i) is found in criminal proceedings to have contravened
subsection 53(1) or 59(3), 74(2), (4), (6) or (8) or
76A(3), (5), (7) or (9); or
(ii) is found in section 175 proceedings to have contravened
an infringement notice provision.
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Division 4—Monitoring of compliance
190 Monitoring of compliance
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO is to monitor, and report to the Minister on,
compliance by reporting entities with their obligations under this
Act, the regulations and the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) If:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO has reasonable grounds to believe that a
reporting entity has breached any of its obligations under this
Act, the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that the breach is relevant to
the performance of the functions, or the exercise of the
powers, of an Australian government body; and
(c) the AUSTRAC CEO has given the Minister a report about
the breach;
the AUSTRAC CEO may give the body a copy of that report.
(2A) Subsection (1) does not require the AUSTRAC CEO to monitor,
and report individually upon, each reporting entity that is registered
under Part 6 of this Act, but the AUSTRAC CEO must monitor
and report generally upon those reporting entities.
(3) An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) the Commonwealth; or
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO; or
(c) a member of the staff of AUSTRAC;
in relation to any action taken under this section by way of:
(d) the giving of a report; or
(e) the giving of a copy of a report.
(4) Subsection (2) does not limit section 126.
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Division 5—Remedial directions
191 Remedial directions
(1) This section applies if the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied that a
reporting entity has contravened, or is contravening, a civil penalty
provision (other than subsection (4)).
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO may give the reporting entity a written
direction requiring the reporting entity to do one or both of the
following:
(a) to take specified action directed towards ensuring that the
reporting entity does not contravene the civil penalty
provision, or is unlikely to contravene the civil penalty
provision, in the future;
(b) in the case of a contravention of subsection 43(2), 45(2) or
47(2)—to take specified action to remedy the contravention
by giving the relevant report to the AUSTRAC CEO within a
period specified in the direction.
(3) The following are examples of the kinds of direction that may be
given to a reporting entity under paragraph (2)(a):
(a) a direction that the reporting entity implement effective
administrative systems for monitoring compliance with a
civil penalty provision;
(b) a direction that the reporting entity implement a system
designed to give the reporting entity’s officers, employees
and agents a reasonable knowledge and understanding of the
requirements of a civil penalty provision, in so far as those
requirements affect the officers, employees or agents
concerned.
(3A) The AUSTRAC CEO:
(a) must not act under paragraph (2)(b) if it appears to the
AUSTRAC CEO that the contravention occurred more than
24 months before the day on which a direction would be
issued; and
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(b) must not act under paragraph (2)(b) unless the AUSTRAC
CEO has:
(i) assessed the risks that have arisen in view of the
contravention; and
(ii) determined that giving a direction under that paragraph
is an appropriate and proportionate response in the
circumstances.
(4) A reporting entity must not contravene a direction under
subsection (2).
Civil penalty
(5) Subsection (4) is a civil penalty provision.
Remedial direction is not a legislative instrument
(6) A direction under subsection (2) is not a legislative instrument.
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Division 6—Injunctions
192 Injunctions
Restraining injunctions
(1) If a person has engaged, is engaging or is proposing to engage, in
any conduct in contravention of a civil penalty provision, the
Federal Court may, on the application of the AUSTRAC CEO,
grant an injunction:
(a) restraining the person from engaging in the conduct; and
(b) if, in the Court’s opinion, it is desirable to do so—requiring
the person to do something.
Performance injunctions
(2) If:
(a) a person has refused or failed, or is refusing or failing, or is
proposing to refuse or fail, to do an act or thing; and
(b) the refusal or failure was, is or would be a contravention of a
civil penalty provision;
the Federal Court may, on the application of the AUSTRAC CEO,
grant an injunction requiring the person to do that act or thing.

193 Interim injunctions
Grant of interim injunction
(1) If an application is made to the Federal Court for an injunction
under section 192, the Court may, before considering the
application, grant an interim injunction restraining a person from
engaging in conduct of a kind mentioned in that section.
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No undertakings as to damages
(2) The Federal Court is not to require an applicant for an injunction
under section 192, as a condition of granting an interim injunction,
to give any undertakings as to damages.

194 Discharge etc. of injunctions
The Federal Court may discharge or vary an injunction granted
under this Division.

195 Certain limits on granting injunctions not to apply
Restraining injunctions
(1) The power of the Federal Court under this Division to grant an
injunction restraining a person from engaging in conduct of a
particular kind may be exercised:
(a) if the Court is satisfied that the person has engaged in
conduct of that kind—whether or not it appears to the Court
that the person intends to engage again, or to continue to
engage, in conduct of that kind; or
(b) if it appears to the Court that, if an injunction is not granted,
it is likely that the person will engage in conduct of that
kind—whether or not the person has previously engaged in
conduct of that kind and whether or not there is an imminent
danger of substantial damage to any person if the person
engages in conduct of that kind.
Performance injunctions
(2) The power of the Federal Court to grant an injunction requiring a
person to do an act or thing may be exercised:
(a) if the Court is satisfied that the person has refused or failed to
do that act or thing—whether or not it appears to the Court
that the person intends to refuse or fail again, or to continue
to refuse or fail, to do that act or thing; or
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(b) if it appears to the Court that, if an injunction is not granted,
it is likely that the person will refuse or fail to do that act or
thing—whether or not the person has previously refused or
failed to do that act or thing and whether or not there is an
imminent danger of substantial damage to any person if the
person refuses or fails to do that act or thing.

196 Other powers of the Federal Court unaffected
The powers conferred on the Federal Court under this Division are
in addition to, and not instead of, any other powers of the Court,
whether conferred by this Act or otherwise.
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Division 7—Enforceable undertakings
197 Acceptance of undertakings
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may accept any of the following
undertakings:
(a) a written undertaking given by a person that the person will,
in order to comply with this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules, take specified action;
(b) a written undertaking given by a person that the person will,
in order to comply with this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules, refrain from taking specified action;
(c) a written undertaking given by a person that the person will
take specified action directed towards ensuring that the
person does not contravene this Act, the regulations or the
AML/CTF Rules, or is unlikely to contravene this Act, the
regulations or the AML/CTF Rules, in the future.
(2) The undertaking must be expressed to be an undertaking under this
section.
(3) The person may withdraw or vary the undertaking at any time, but
only with the consent of the AUSTRAC CEO.
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by written notice given to the person,
cancel the undertaking.
(5) The AUSTRAC CEO may publish a copy of the undertaking on
AUSTRAC’s website, but the AUSTRAC CEO must delete from
the copy information that the AUSTRAC CEO is satisfied:
(a) is commercial in confidence; or
(b) should not be released because it would be against the public
interest to do so; or
(c) consists of personal details of an individual.
(6) If:
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(a) the AUSTRAC CEO publishes a copy of the undertaking on
AUSTRAC’s website; and
(b) the copy has information deleted from it;
the copy must include a note stating that information has been
deleted.

198 Enforcement of undertakings
(1) If:
(a) a person has given an undertaking under section 197; and
(b) the undertaking has not been withdrawn or cancelled; and
(c) the AUSTRAC CEO considers that the person has breached
the undertaking;
the AUSTRAC CEO may apply to the Federal Court for an order
under subsection (2).
(2) If the Federal Court is satisfied that the person has breached the
undertaking, the Court may make any or all of the following
orders:
(a) an order directing the person to comply with the undertaking;
(b) an order directing the person to pay to the Commonwealth an
amount up to the amount of any financial benefit that the
person has obtained directly or indirectly and that is
reasonably attributable to the breach;
(c) any order that the Court considers appropriate directing the
person to compensate any other person who has suffered loss
or damage as a result of the breach;
(d) any other order that the Court considers appropriate.
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Division 8—Powers of questioning, search and arrest in
relation to cross-border movements of physical
currency and bearer negotiable instruments
199 Questioning and search powers in relation to physical currency
Person leaving Australia
(1) A person who is:
(a) about to leave Australia; or
(b) in an embarkation area for the purpose of leaving Australia;
must, if required to do so by a police officer or a customs officer:
(c) declare whether or not the person has with him or her any
Australian currency or foreign currency; and
(d) declare the total amount of any Australian currency or
foreign currency that the person has with him or her; and
(e) declare whether or not, to the best of the person’s knowledge
and belief, a report under section 53 has been given in respect
of any Australian currency or foreign currency that the
person has with him or her; and
(f) produce to the officer any Australian currency or foreign
currency that the person has with him or her.
Person arriving in Australia
(2) A person who arrives in Australia must, if required to do so by a
police officer or a customs officer:
(a) declare whether or not the person has with him or her any
Australian currency or foreign currency; and
(b) declare the total amount of any Australian currency or
foreign currency that the person has with him or her; and
(c) declare whether or not, to the best of the person’s knowledge
and belief, a report under section 53 has been given in respect
of any Australian currency or foreign currency that the
person has with him or her; and
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(d) produce to the officer any Australian currency or foreign
currency that the person has with him or her.
Person leaving or arriving in Australia—seizing physical currency
(2A) A police officer or a customs officer may seize physical currency
produced to the officer under paragraph (1)(f) or (2)(d) if:
(a) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may afford evidence as
to the commission of an offence against section 53; or
(b) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may be of interest under
subsection (14).
Powers of examination and search
(3) A police officer or a customs officer may, with such assistance as
is reasonable and necessary, examine an article which a person has
with him or her if:
(a) the person:
(i) is about to leave Australia or has arrived in Australia; or
(ii) is about to board or leave, or has boarded or left, any
ship or aircraft; and
(b) either:
(i) the officer is seeking to find out whether the person has
with him or her any physical currency in respect of
which a report under section 53 is required; or
(ii) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the
person has with him or her any physical currency that
may be of interest under subsection (14).
(4) Either:
(a) a police officer; or
(b) a customs officer in respect of whom a declaration under
section 219ZA of the Customs Act 1901 is in force;
may, with such assistance as is reasonable and necessary, search a
person so long as:
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(c) any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) the person is about to leave Australia;
(ii) the person has arrived in Australia;
(iii) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(iv) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft; and
(d) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that there is on
the person, or in clothing being worn by the person:
(i) physical currency in respect of which a report under
section 53 is required; or
(ii) physical currency that may be of interest under
subsection (14).
(5) A police officer or a customs officer may seize physical currency
found in the course of an examination or search under
subsection (3) or (4) if:
(a) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may afford evidence as
to the commission of an offence against section 53; or
(b) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may be of interest under
subsection (14).
(6) A person must not be searched under subsection (4) except by a
person of the same sex.
Boarding of ships and aircraft
(7) A police officer or a customs officer, and any person assisting a
police officer or customs officer, may board a ship or aircraft for
the purpose of exercising the powers conferred by subsection (1),
(2), (3) or (4).
(8) A police officer or a customs officer may, with such assistance as
is reasonable and necessary:
(a) board a ship or aircraft; or
(b) examine or search the ship or aircraft, and any goods found
on the ship or aircraft;
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for the purpose of finding out whether there is at or in the place, or
in the goods:
(c) any physical currency in respect of which a report under
section 53 is required; or
(d) any physical currency that may be of interest under
subsection (14).
Entry to eligible places
(9) A police officer or a customs officer may, with such assistance as
is reasonable and necessary:
(a) go onto or enter any eligible place; and
(b) examine the place, and any goods found at or in it;
for the purpose of finding out whether there is at or in the place, or
in the goods:
(c) any physical currency in respect of which a report under
section 53 is required; or
(d) any physical currency that may be of interest under
subsection (14).
Seizure
(10) A police officer or a customs officer may seize physical currency
found in the course of an examination or search under
subsection (8) or (9) if:
(a) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may afford evidence as
to the commission of an offence against section 53; or
(b) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that the physical currency may be of interest under
subsection (14).
Offence
(11) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
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(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty for contravention of this subsection: Imprisonment for 1
year or 60 penalty units, or both.
Civil penalty
(12) If a person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or (2),
the person must not engage in conduct that breaches the
requirement.
(13) Subsection (12) is a civil penalty provision.
Currency of interest
(14) For the purposes of this section, physical currency may be of
interest if the physical currency:
(a) may be relevant to the investigation of, or prosecution of a
person for, an offence against a law of the Commonwealth or
of a State or Territory; or
(b) may be of assistance in the enforcement of the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 or regulations under that Act; or
(c) may be of assistance in the enforcement of a law of a State or
Territory that corresponds to the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
or regulations under that Act.

200 Questioning and search powers in relation to bearer negotiable
instruments
Person leaving Australia
(1) A person who is:
(a) about to leave Australia; or
(b) in an embarkation area for the purpose of leaving Australia;
must, if required to do so by a police officer or a customs officer:
(c) declare whether or not the person has with him or her any
bearer negotiable instruments; and
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(d) declare the amount payable under each bearer negotiable
instrument that the person has with him or her; and
(e) produce to the officer each bearer negotiable instrument that
the person has with him or her.
Person arriving in Australia
(2) A person who arrives in Australia must, if required to do so by a
police officer or a customs officer:
(a) declare whether or not the person has with him or her any
bearer negotiable instruments; and
(b) declare the amount payable under each bearer negotiable
instrument that the person has with him or her; and
(c) produce to the officer each bearer negotiable instrument that
the person has with him or her.
Officer may copy bearer negotiable instruments
(3) If a person produces a bearer negotiable instrument to a police
officer or a customs officer under subsection (1) or (2), the officer
may make a copy of the bearer negotiable instrument. Once copied,
the officer must return the bearer negotiable instrument to the
person.
Officer may conduct searches etc.
(4) If:
(a) a police officer or a customs officer has asked a person to
make a declaration under subsection (1) or (2); and
(b) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the person
has made a declaration that is false or misleading (a false
declaration);
the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, examine an article which the person has with him or her
if any of the following paragraphs applies:
(c) the person is about to leave Australia;
(d) the person has arrived in Australia;
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(e) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(f) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments in respect of which a false
declaration has been made.
(5) If:
(a) a police officer or a customs officer has asked a person to
make a declaration under subsection (1) or (2); and
(b) the person refuses or fails to make the declaration;
the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, examine an article which the person has with him or her
if any of the following paragraphs applies:
(c) the person is about to leave Australia;
(d) the person has arrived in Australia;
(e) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(f) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments.
(6) If:
(a) a police officer or a customs officer has asked a person to
produce a bearer negotiable instrument under subsection (1)
or (2); and
(b) the person refuses or fails to produce the bearer negotiable
instrument;
the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, examine an article which the person has with him or her
if any of the following paragraphs applies:
(c) the person is about to leave Australia;
(d) the person has arrived in Australia;
(e) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(f) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments.
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(7) If:
(a) either:
(i) a police officer; or
(ii) a customs officer in respect of whom a declaration
under section 219ZA of the Customs Act 1901 is in
force;
has asked a person to make a declaration under subsection (1)
or (2); and
(b) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the person
has made a declaration that is false or misleading (a false
declaration);
the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, search the person if:
(c) any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) the person is about to leave Australia;
(ii) the person has arrived in Australia;
(iii) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(iv) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft; and
(d) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that there is on
the person, or in clothing being worn by the person, a bearer
negotiable instrument in respect of which a false declaration
has been made;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments in respect of which a false
declaration has been made.
(8) If:
(a) either:
(i) a police officer; or
(ii) a customs officer in respect of whom a declaration
under section 219ZA of the Customs Act 1901 is in
force;
has asked a person to make a declaration under subsection (1)
or (2); and
(b) the person refuses or fails to make the declaration;
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the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, search the person if:
(c) any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) the person is about to leave Australia;
(ii) the person has arrived in Australia;
(iii) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(iv) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft; and
(d) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that there is on
the person, or in clothing being worn by the person, a bearer
negotiable instrument;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments.
(9) If:
(a) either:
(i) a police officer; or
(ii) a customs officer in respect of whom a declaration
under section 219ZA of the Customs Act 1901 is in
force;
has asked a person to produce a bearer negotiable instrument
under subsection (1) or (2); and
(b) the person refuses or fails to produce the bearer negotiable
instrument;
the officer may, with such assistance as is reasonable and
necessary, search the person if:
(c) any of the following subparagraphs applies:
(i) the person is about to leave Australia;
(ii) the person has arrived in Australia;
(iii) the person is about to board or leave a ship or aircraft;
(iv) the person has boarded or left a ship or aircraft; and
(d) the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that there is on
the person, or in clothing being worn by the person, a bearer
negotiable instrument;
for the purpose of finding out whether the person has with him or
her any bearer negotiable instruments.
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(10) A person must not be searched under subsection (7), (8) or (9)
except by a person of the same sex.
Officer may conduct searches on board a ship or aircraft
(11) A police officer or a customs officer, and any person assisting the
officer, may:
(a) board any ship or aircraft; or
(b) go onto or enter any eligible place;
for the purpose of exercising the powers conferred by
subsection (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9).
Officer may seize bearer negotiable instruments
(12) If:
(a) in the course of an examination or search under
subsection (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9), a police officer or a
customs officer finds a bearer negotiable instrument; and
(b) the person:
(i) has made a declaration under subsection (1) or (2) that
is false or misleading; or
(ii) has refused or failed to make a declaration under
subsection (1) or (2); or
(iii) has refused or failed to produce a bearer negotiable
instrument under subsection (1) or (2);
the officer may seize the instrument.
(13) If:
(a) a person produces a bearer negotiable instrument to a police
officer or a customs officer under subsection (1) or (2); and
(b) the person has made a declaration under subsection (1) or (2)
that is false or misleading;
the officer may seize the instrument.
(13A) A police officer or customs officer may seize a bearer negotiable
instrument if:
(a) the bearer negotiable instrument:
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(i) is produced to a police officer or a customs officer
under subsection (1) or (2); or
(ii) is found by a police officer or a customs officer in the
course of an examination under subsection (4), (5), (6),
(7), (8) or (9); and
(b) the police officer or customs officer has reasonable grounds
to believe that the bearer negotiable instrument:
(i) may be relevant to the investigation of, or prosecution
of a person for, an offence against a law of the
Commonwealth or of a State or Territory; or
(ii) may be of assistance in the enforcement of the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002 or regulations under that Act; or
(iii) may be of assistance in the enforcement of a law of a
State or Territory that corresponds to the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 or regulations under that Act.
Offence
(14) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or
(2); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty for contravention of this subsection: Imprisonment for 1
year or 60 penalty units, or both.
Civil penalty
(15) If a person is subject to a requirement under subsection (1) or (2),
the person must not engage in conduct that breaches the
requirement.
(16) Subsection (15) is a civil penalty provision.
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201 Arrest without warrant
(1) If a police officer or a customs officer has reasonable grounds to
believe that a person has committed an offence against
subsection 53(1) or 59(3), the officer may arrest the person without
warrant.
(2) If a police officer or a customs officer has reasonable grounds to
believe that a person has assaulted any police officer or customs
officer in the execution of that officer’s duties under this Division,
the first-mentioned officer may arrest the person without warrant.
(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person engages in conduct; and
(b) the conduct resists, obstructs or prevents the arrest of a
person under this section.
Penalty: 10 penalty units.
(4) Subsection (3) does not apply if the person has a reasonable
excuse.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (4) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).
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Division 9—Notices to reporting entities
202 Notices to reporting entities
(1) Each of the following persons is authorised to give notices under
this section:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO;
(b) an authorised officer;
(c) the Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police;
(d) a Deputy Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police;
(e) a senior executive AFP employee (within the meaning of the
Australian Federal Police Act 1979) who is:
(i) a member of the Australian Federal Police; and
(ii) authorised in writing by the Commissioner of the
Australian Federal Police for the purposes of this
section;
(f) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission;
(g) an examiner of the Australian Crime Commission;
(h) an approved examiner (within the meaning of the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002).
(2) If a person authorised by subsection (1) believes on reasonable
grounds that another person is a reporting entity, the authorised
person may give a written notice to the other person requiring the
other person to give the authorised person any information, or
produce to the authorised person any documents, relevant to any or
all of the following:
(a) determining whether the other person provides designated
services at or through a permanent establishment of the other
person in Australia;
(b) ascertaining details relating to any permanent establishment
in Australia at or through which the other person provides
designated services;
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(c) ascertaining details relating to designated services provided
by the other person at or through a permanent establishment
of the other person in Australia.
(3) A person must not give a notice under subsection (2) unless the
person reasonably believes that giving the notice is required:
(a) to determine whether to take any action under this Act; or
(b) in relation to proceedings under this Act.
(4) A person must comply with a notice given to the person under
subsection (2).

203 Contents of notices to reporting entities
A notice given by a person to another person under
subsection 202(2) must:
(a) state that the first-mentioned person believes that the notice
is required:
(i) to determine whether to take any action under this Act;
or
(ii) in relation to proceedings under this Act;
(as the case requires); and
(b) specify the name of the other person; and
(c) specify the kind of information or documents required to be
given or produced; and
(d) specify the form and manner in which that information or
those documents are to be given or produced; and
(e) specify the period within which the information or
documents must be given or produced; and
(f) set out the effect of section 204 (breaching a requirement
under a notice); and
(g) if the notice specifies that information about the notice must
not be disclosed—set out the effect of section 207 (disclosing
existence or nature of a notice).
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204 Breaching a notice requirement
A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is subject to a requirement under
subsection 202(4); and
(b) the person engages in conduct; and
(c) the person’s conduct breaches the requirement.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 6 months or 30 penalty units, or both.

205 Self-incrimination
(1) A person is not excused from giving information or producing a
document under section 202 on the ground that the information or
the production of the document might tend to incriminate the
person or expose the person to a penalty.
(2) However:
(a) the information given or the document produced; or
(b) giving the information or producing the document;
is not admissible in evidence against the person:
(c) in civil proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings under this Act; or
(ii) proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that
relate to this Act; or
(d) in criminal proceedings other than:
(i) proceedings for an offence against this Act; or
(ii) proceedings for an offence against the Criminal Code
that relates to this Act.

206 Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code
If a person, or an officer, employee or agent of a person, provides
information under a notice under subsection 202(2), the person,
officer, employee or agent is taken, for the purposes of
Division 400 and Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code, not to have been
in possession of that information at any time.
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207 Disclosing existence or nature of notice
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person is given a notice under subsection 202(2); and
(b) the notice specifies that information about the notice must
not be disclosed; and
(c) the person discloses the existence or nature of the notice.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years or 120 penalty units, or both.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if the disclosure is to a legal practitioner (however
described) for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (2) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).

(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to the disclosure of information by a
reporting entity if:
(a) the reporting entity is a member of a designated business
group; and
(b) the disclosure is made to another member of the designated
business group.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in
subsection (3) (see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).
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Part 16—Administration
Division 1—Introduction
208 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

AUSTRAC is continued in existence.

•

There is to be a Chief Executive Officer of AUSTRAC.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO’s functions include the compilation and
analysis of eligible collected information.

•

The AUSTRAC CEO may make AML/CTF Rules.
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Division 2—Establishment and function of AUSTRAC
209 Establishment of AUSTRAC
(1) The Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre
established under the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988
continues in existence by force of this subsection, under and
subject to the provisions of this Act.
(2) The Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre may also
be known as AUSTRAC.
(3) AUSTRAC consists of:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO; and
(b) the staff of AUSTRAC.
Note:

AUSTRAC does not have a legal identity separate from the
Commonwealth.

(4) For the purposes of the finance law (within the meaning of the
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013):
(a) AUSTRAC is a listed entity; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO is the accountable authority of
AUSTRAC; and
(c) the following persons are officials of AUSTRAC:
(i) the AUSTRAC CEO;
(ii) the staff of AUSTRAC referred to in section 224;
(iii) consultants engaged under subsection 225(1);
(iv) persons whose services are made available to the
AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 225(3); and
(d) the purposes of AUSTRAC include:
(i) the function of AUSTRAC referred to in section 210;
and
(ii) the functions of the AUSTRAC CEO referred to in
section 212.
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210 Function of AUSTRAC
The function of AUSTRAC is to assist the AUSTRAC CEO in the
performance of the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions.
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Division 3—Chief Executive Officer of AUSTRAC
Subdivision A—Office and functions of the AUSTRAC CEO
211 AUSTRAC CEO
(1) There is to be a Chief Executive Officer of AUSTRAC.
(2) The Chief Executive Officer of AUSTRAC may also be known as
the AUSTRAC CEO.
(3) The office of Chief Executive Officer of AUSTRAC is, for all
purposes, a continuation under that name of the office of Director
of AUSTRAC established under the Financial Transaction Reports
Act 1988.
(4) To avoid doubt, a reference in a law of the Commonwealth to the
AUSTRAC CEO must, in relation to matters that occurred before
the commencement of this section, be construed as a reference to
the Director of AUSTRAC.
Note:

See also section 25B of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

212 Functions of the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) The functions of the AUSTRAC CEO are:
(a) to retain, compile, analyse and disseminate eligible collected
information or AUSTRAC information; and
(aa) to provide access to, and to share, AUSTRAC information to
support domestic and international efforts to combat money
laundering and terrorism financing and other serious crimes;
and
(b) to provide advice and assistance, in relation to AUSTRAC
information, to the persons and agencies who are entitled or
authorised to access AUSTRAC information under Part 11;
and
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(c) to advise and assist reporting entities in relation to their
obligations under this Act, the regulations and the AML/CTF
Rules; and
(d) to advise and assist the representatives of reporting entities in
relation to compliance by reporting entities with this Act, the
regulations and the AML/CTF Rules; and
(da) to facilitate gaining access on a timely basis to the financial,
administrative and law enforcement information that the
AUSTRAC CEO requires to properly undertake the
AUSTRAC CEO’s financial intelligence functions; and
(e) to promote compliance with this Act, the regulations and the
AML/CTF Rules; and
(f) such other functions as are conferred on the AUSTRAC CEO
by or under:
(i) this Act; or
(ii) the regulations; or
(iii) any other law of the Commonwealth; and
(g) to do anything that is incidental or conducive to the
performance of a function referred to in a preceding
paragraph.
Note:

The AUSTRAC CEO’s other functions include:
(a) monitoring compliance with this Act, the regulations and the
AML/CTF Rules (see section 190); and
(b) making AML/CTF Rules (see section 229).

(2) In performing the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions, the AUSTRAC
CEO must:
(a) consult with the following:
(i) reporting entities or the representatives of reporting
entities;
(ii) the Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police;
(iii) the Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Crime
Commission;
(iv) the Commissioner of Taxation;
(v) the Comptroller-General of Customs;
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(vi) the Information Commissioner in relation to matters that
relate to the privacy functions (within the meaning of
the Australian Information Commissioner Act 2010);
and
(b) take into account any comments made in the course of those
consultations.
(3) In performing the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions under this Act, the
AUSTRAC CEO must have regard to the following:
(a) the integrity of the financial system;
(b) crime reduction;
(c) the desirability of ensuring that regulatory considerations are
addressed in a way that does not impose unnecessary
financial and administrative burdens on reporting entities;
(d) the desirability of adopting a risk-based approach;
(e) competitive neutrality;
(f) competition;
(g) economic efficiency;
(h) privacy;
(i) such other matters (if any) as the AUSTRAC CEO considers
relevant.
(3A) In considering an exemption or modification under or in relation to
the operation of this Act that could reasonably be expected to have
an impact on the risk associated with money laundering or the
financing of terrorism as that risk applies to a designated service,
the AUSTRAC CEO must be satisfied that the risk associated with
the proposed exemption or modification is low.
(4) In performing the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions under this Act, the
AUSTRAC CEO must have regard to:
(a) any relevant FATF Recommendations; and
(b) any relevant Conventions mentioned in subsection 3(3); and
(c) any relevant Resolutions mentioned in subsection 3(3).
(5) Any failure to comply with the requirements of subsection (2), (3),
(3A) or (4) in relation to the performance of a function of the
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AUSTRAC CEO does not affect the validity of the performance of
the function.
(6) Subsection (5) does not apply in determining the constitutional
validity of the performance of the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions.

213 Policy principles
(1) The Minister may give written policy principles to the AUSTRAC
CEO about the performance of the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions.
(2) The Minister must cause a copy of the policy principles to be
tabled in each House of the Parliament within 15 sitting days of
that House after the day on which they were given to the
AUSTRAC CEO.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO must comply with the policy principles (if
any) when performing the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions.
(4) Policy principles are not legislative instruments.

Subdivision B—Appointment of the AUSTRAC CEO etc.
214 Appointment of the AUSTRAC CEO etc.
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO is to be appointed by the Minister by written
instrument.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is to be appointed on a full-time basis.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO holds office for the period specified in the
instrument of appointment. The period must not exceed 5 years.
Note:

The AUSTRAC CEO may be reappointed: see section 33AA of the
Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

215 Remuneration and allowances of the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO is to be paid the remuneration that is
determined by the Remuneration Tribunal. If no determination of
that remuneration by the Tribunal is in operation, the AUSTRAC
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CEO is to be paid the remuneration that is determined by the
Minister.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO is to be paid the allowances that are
prescribed.
(3) This section has effect subject to the Remuneration Tribunal Act
1973.

216 Leave of absence of the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO has the recreation leave entitlements that are
determined by the Remuneration Tribunal.
(2) The Minister may grant the AUSTRAC CEO leave of absence,
other than recreation leave, on the terms and conditions as to
remuneration or otherwise that the Minister determines.

217 Resignation of the AUSTRAC CEO
The AUSTRAC CEO may resign his or her appointment by giving
the Minister a written resignation.

219 Termination of the AUSTRAC CEO’s appointment
Termination
(1) The Minister may terminate the appointment of the AUSTRAC
CEO for misbehaviour or physical or mental incapacity.
(2) The Minister may terminate the appointment of the AUSTRAC
CEO if:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO:
(i) becomes bankrupt; or
(ii) applies to take the benefit of any law for the relief of
bankrupt or insolvent debtors; or
(iii) compounds with his or her creditors; or
(iv) makes an assignment of his or her remuneration for the
benefit of his or her creditors; or
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(b) the AUSTRAC CEO is absent from duty, except on leave of
absence, for 14 consecutive days or for 28 days in any 12
months; or
(c) the AUSTRAC CEO engages, except with the Minister’s
approval, in paid employment outside the duties of his or her
office; or
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO fails, without reasonable excuse, to
comply with section 29 of the Public Governance,
Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (which deals with
the duty to disclose interests) or rules made for the purposes
of that section; or
(e) the Minister is satisfied that the performance of the
AUSTRAC CEO has been unsatisfactory for a significant
period.
Conflict of interest
(3) If the Minister becomes aware, whether because of a disclosure
under section 29 of the Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013 or otherwise, that the AUSTRAC CEO
has an interest that could conflict with the proper performance of
the AUSTRAC CEO’s duties, the Minister must make a written
determination either that the interest does, or that it does not, pose
a significant risk of a conflict of interest.
(4) If the Minister determines that the interest poses a significant risk,
the Minister must require the AUSTRAC CEO to dispose of that
interest within a period specified by the Minister.
(5) If:
(a) the Minister requires the AUSTRAC CEO to dispose of an
interest; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO refuses or fails to comply with that
requirement;
the Minister must terminate the appointment of the AUSTRAC
CEO.
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220 Other terms and conditions
The AUSTRAC CEO holds office on the terms and conditions (if
any) in relation to matters not covered by this Act that are
determined by the Minister.

221 Acting appointments
The Minister may appoint a person to act as the AUSTRAC CEO:
(a) during a vacancy in the office of AUSTRAC CEO (whether
or not an appointment has previously been made to the
office); or
(b) during any period, or during all periods, when the
AUSTRAC CEO is absent from duty or from Australia, or is,
for any reason, unable to perform the duties of the office.
Note:

For rules that apply to acting appointments, see section 33A of the
Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

222 Delegation by the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by writing, delegate any or all of his or
her functions or powers to a member of the staff of AUSTRAC.
Note:

For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) In performing functions and exercising powers under the
delegation, the delegate must comply with any directions of the
AUSTRAC CEO.
Note:

See sections 34AA to 34A of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

223 Secretary may require the AUSTRAC CEO to give information
Information
(1) The Secretary may, by written notice given to the AUSTRAC
CEO, require the AUSTRAC CEO to:
(a) prepare a document setting out specified information relating
to the performance of the AUSTRAC CEO’s functions; and
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(b) give a copy of the document to the Secretary within the
period specified in the notice.
Compliance with requirement
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO must comply with a requirement under
subsection (1).
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Division 4—Staff of AUSTRAC etc.
224 Staff of AUSTRAC
(1) The staff of AUSTRAC are persons engaged under the Public
Service Act 1999.
(2) For the purposes of the Public Service Act 1999:
(a) the AUSTRAC CEO and the staff of AUSTRAC together
constitute a Statutory Agency; and
(b) the AUSTRAC CEO is the Head of that Statutory Agency.

225 Consultants and persons seconded to AUSTRAC
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, on behalf of the Commonwealth,
engage consultants to perform services for AUSTRAC in
connection with the performance of any of the AUSTRAC CEO’s
functions.
(2) The terms and conditions of engagement of persons engaged under
subsection (1) are such as the AUSTRAC CEO determines in
writing.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO may also be assisted:
(a) by officers and employees of Agencies (within the meaning
of the Public Service Act 1999); or
(b) by officers and employees of authorities of the
Commonwealth; or
(c) by members of the Australian Federal Police; or
(d) by officers and employees of a State or Territory; or
(e) by officers and employees of authorities of a State or
Territory; or
(f) by members of the police force or police service of a State or
Territory; or
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(g) by persons with suitable qualifications and experience who
are officers, or employees, of some other body or
organisation (whether located within or outside Australia);
whose services are made available to the AUSTRAC CEO in
connection with the performance of any of the AUSTRAC CEO’s
functions.
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Division 6—Directions by Minister
228 Directions by Minister
(1) The Minister may give the AUSTRAC CEO a written direction
about policies the AUSTRAC CEO should pursue, or priorities the
AUSTRAC CEO should follow, in performing any of the
AUSTRAC CEO’s functions.
(2) The Minister must not give a direction under subsection (1) about a
particular case.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO must comply with a direction under
subsection (1).
(4) A direction under subsection (1) is not a legislative instrument.
(5) The Minister must cause a copy of each direction under
subsection (1) to be tabled in each House of the Parliament within
15 sitting days of that House after giving the direction.
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Division 7—AML/CTF Rules
229 AML/CTF Rules
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by writing, make rules (the AML/CTF
Rules) prescribing matters required or permitted by any other
provision of this Act to be prescribed by the AML/CTF Rules.
Note 1:

AML/CTF Rules is short for Anti-Money
Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules.

Note 2:

For amendment and repeal, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) AML/CTF Rules are legislative instruments.
Ministerial directions with respect to the making of AML/CTF
Rules
(3) The Minister may give the AUSTRAC CEO a written direction
about the exercise of the powers conferred on the AUSTRAC CEO
by subsection (1).
(4) The AUSTRAC CEO must comply with a direction under
subsection (3).
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Part 17—Vicarious liability
230 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

This Part deals with the proof of matters that involve
employees, agents etc.

231 Criminal liability of corporations
Part 2.5 of the Criminal Code has effect, in relation to an offence
against this Act, as if each reference in that Part to a body
corporate were a reference to a corporation.

232 Civil liability of corporations
State of mind
(1) If, in a civil proceeding under, or arising out of, this Act in respect
of conduct engaged in by a corporation, it is necessary to establish
the state of mind of the corporation, it is sufficient to show that:
(a) a director, employee or agent of the corporation engaged in
that conduct; and
(b) the director, employee or agent was, in engaging in that
conduct, acting within the scope of his or her actual or
apparent authority; and
(c) the director, employee or agent had that state of mind.
Conduct
(2) If:
(a) conduct is engaged in on behalf of a corporation by a
director, employee or agent of the corporation; and
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(b) the conduct is within the scope of his or her actual or
apparent authority;
the conduct is taken, for the purposes of a civil proceeding under,
or arising out of, this Act, to have been engaged in by the
corporation unless the corporation proves that it took reasonable
precautions and exercised due diligence to avoid the conduct.

233 Liability of persons other than corporations
State of mind
(1) If, in criminal or civil proceedings under, or arising out of, this Act
in respect of conduct engaged in by a person other than a
corporation, it is necessary to establish the state of mind of the
person, it is sufficient to show that:
(a) the conduct was engaged in by an employee or agent of the
person within the scope of his or her actual or apparent
authority; and
(b) the employee or agent had that state of mind.
Conduct
(2) If:
(a) conduct is engaged in on behalf of a person other than a
corporation by an employee or agent of the person; and
(b) the conduct is within the employee’s or agent’s actual or
apparent authority;
the conduct is taken, for the purposes of criminal or civil
proceedings under, or arising out of, this Act, to have been engaged
in by the person unless the person proves that the person took
reasonable precautions and exercised due diligence to avoid the
conduct.
Limitation on imprisonment
(3) Despite any other provision of this Act, if:
(a) a person is convicted of an offence; and
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(b) the person would not have been convicted of the offence if
subsections (1) and (2) had not been in force;
the person is not liable to be punished by imprisonment for that
offence.
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Part 17A—Review of decisions
233A Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Certain decisions of delegates of the AUSTRAC CEO may be
reviewed by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal following a
process of internal reconsideration by the AUSTRAC CEO.

•

Certain decisions of the AUSTRAC CEO may be reviewed by
the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.

233B Reviewable decisions
For the purposes of this Act, each of the following decisions of the
AUSTRAC CEO is a reviewable decision:
Reviewable decisions
Item

Decision

1

A decision under subsection 75B(6) or section 75C to refuse to register a
person as:
(a) a remittance network provider; or
(b) an independent remittance dealer; or
(c) a remittance affiliate of a registered remittance network provider.

2

A decision under section 75E to impose conditions to which a person’s
registration is subject.

3

A decision under section 75G to cancel a person’s registration.

3A

A decision under subsection 76D(4) or section 76E to refuse to register a
person as a digital currency exchange provider.

3B

A decision under section 76G to impose conditions to which a person’s
registration is subject.

3C

A decision under section 76J to cancel a person’s registration.
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Reviewable decisions
Item

Decision

4

A decision under subsection 161(2) to require certain things of a reporting
entity.

5

A decision under subparagraph 161(2)(d)(ii) not to allow a longer period.

6

A decision under subsection 191(2) to give a reporting entity a direction.

7

A decision that is declared by the AML/CTF Rules under
paragraph 75H(2)(g), 75J(2)(f), 76K(2)(f) or 76L(2)(f) to be a reviewable
decision for the purposes of this section.

233C Giving notice of reviewable decisions
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after a
reviewable decision is made in relation to one or more persons,
give a written notice to each of the persons containing:
(a) the terms of the decision; and
(b) for a decision under section 75G or 76J to cancel a person’s
registration—the date the cancellation takes effect; and
(c) the reasons for the decision; and
(d) a statement setting out particulars of the persons’ right to
have the decision reviewed under this Part.
Note:

An example of a reviewable decision made in relation to 2 persons is a
decision refusing to register a person as a remittance affiliate of a
registered remittance network provider, if the provider applied under
subsection 75B(2) for that person to be so registered.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to reviewable decisions taken to be
made because of the operation of subsection 75B(6) or 76D(4)
(about deemed refusals).

233D Applications for reconsideration of decisions made by
delegates of the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) This section applies to a reviewable decision if the decision is
made by a delegate of the AUSTRAC CEO.
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Note:

Reviewable decisions made by the AUSTRAC CEO personally may
be reviewed by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (see
paragraph 233F(b)).

(2) A person affected by a reviewable decision who is dissatisfied with
the decision may apply to the AUSTRAC CEO for the decision to
be reconsidered.
(3) The application must:
(a) be in the approved form; and
(b) contain the information required by the AML/CTF Rules;
and
(c) be made within:
(i) 30 days after the applicant is informed of the decision;
or
(ii) such longer period as the AUSTRAC CEO (whether
before or after the end of the 30 day period) allows.
(4) An approved form of an application may provide for verification
by statutory declaration of statements in applications.

233E Reconsideration of reviewable decisions
(1) Upon receiving an application under section 233D, the AUSTRAC
CEO must reconsider the reviewable decision.
(2) The AUSTRAC CEO must:
(a) affirm, vary or revoke the reviewable decision; and
(b) if the AUSTRAC CEO revokes the reviewable decision,
make such other decision (if any) as the AUSTRAC CEO
thinks appropriate.
(3) The AUSTRAC CEO’s reconsideration must be done by the
AUSTRAC CEO personally, or by a person to whom the
AUSTRAC CEO’s power under this section is delegated who:
(a) was not involved in making the reviewable decision; and
(b) occupies a position in AUSTRAC that is senior to that
occupied by any person involved in making the reviewable
decision.
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(4) The AUSTRAC CEO must, as soon as practicable after making a
decision under subsection (2), give written notice to the applicant
of:
(a) the decision; and
(b) if the decision is to cancel a person’s registration—the date
the cancellation takes effect; and
(c) the reasons for the decision; and
(d) a statement setting out particulars of the applicant’s right to
have the decision reviewed by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal.
(5) A decision of the AUSTRAC CEO under subsection (2) has effect
(except for the purposes of section 233B) as if it were made under
the provision under which the reviewable decision was made.

233F Review by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
An application may be made to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal for review of:
(a) a decision of the AUSTRAC CEO under subsection 233E(2);
or
(b) a reviewable decision made by the AUSTRAC CEO
personally.

233G Failure to comply does not affect validity
A failure to comply with subsection 233C(1) or 233E(4) (about
giving notice) in relation to a decision does not affect the validity
of the decision.
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Part 18—Miscellaneous
234 Simplified outline
The following is a simplified outline of this Part:
•

Proceedings do not lie against a person in relation to anything
done, or omitted to be done, in compliance, or in purported
compliance, with a requirement under this Act, the regulations
or the AML/CTF Rules.

•

In proceedings for a contravention of this Act or the
regulations, it is a defence if the defendant proves that the
defendant took reasonable precautions, and exercised due
diligence, to avoid the contravention.

•

Partnerships, trusts and unincorporated associations are to be
treated as persons for the purposes of this Act.

•

This Act is not intended to affect the concurrent operation of
State and Territory laws.

•

This Act does not affect the law relating to legal professional
privilege.

•

A contravention of this Act does not affect the validity of any
transaction.

•

Provision is made in relation to the making of reports to the
AUSTRAC CEO etc.

•

Provision is made in relation to the performance of
non-judicial functions by magistrates.

•

This Act does not apply to a designated service specified in
the AML/CTF Rules.
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•

The AUSTRAC CEO may exempt a person from this Act, or
modify the application of this Act to a person.

•

There is to be a review of the operation of this Act.

•

The Governor-General may make regulations for the purposes
of this Act.

235 Protection from liability
(1) An action, suit or proceeding (whether criminal or civil) does not
lie against:
(a) a person (the first person); or
(b) an officer, employee or agent of the first person acting in the
course of his or her office, employment or agency;
in relation to anything done, or omitted to be done, in good faith by
the first person, officer, employee or agent:
(c) in carrying out an applicable customer identification
procedure under this Act; or
(d) in fulfilment, or purported fulfilment, of a requirement under
this Act not to commence to provide a designated service, or
not to continue to provide a designated service; or
(e) in compliance, or in purported compliance, with any other
requirement under:
(i) this Act; or
(ii) the regulations; or
(iii) the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the following proceedings:
(a) criminal proceedings for an offence against this Act or the
regulations;
(b) section 175 proceedings for a contravention of a civil penalty
provision;
(c) proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that relate
to this Act.
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236 Defence of taking reasonable precautions, and exercising due
diligence, to avoid a contravention
Scope
(1) This section applies to the following proceedings:
(a) criminal proceedings for an offence against the regulations;
(b) section 175 proceedings for a contravention of a civil penalty
provision;
(c) proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 that relate
to this Act.
Defence
(2) In the proceedings, it is a defence if the defendant proves that the
defendant took reasonable precautions, and exercised due
diligence, to avoid the contravention in respect of which the
proceedings were instituted.
Note:

In criminal proceedings, a defendant bears a legal burden in relation to
the matters in subsection (2)—see section 13.4 of the Criminal Code.

237 Treatment of partnerships
(1) This Act applies to a partnership as if it were a person, but with the
changes set out in this section.
(2) An obligation that would otherwise be imposed on the partnership
by this Act is imposed on each partner instead, but may be
discharged by any of the partners.
(3) An offence against this Act that would otherwise be committed by
the partnership is taken to have been committed by each partner.
(4) A partner does not commit an offence because of subsection (3) if
the partner:
(a) does not know of the circumstances that constitute the
contravention of the provision concerned; or
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(b) knows of those circumstances but takes all reasonable steps
to correct the contravention as soon as possible after the
partner becomes aware of those circumstances.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matters in
subsection (4)—see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code.

(5) This section applies to a breach of a civil penalty provision in a
corresponding way to the way in which it applies to an offence.

238 Treatment of unincorporated associations
(1) This Act applies to an unincorporated association as if it were a
person, but with the changes set out in this section.
(2) An obligation that would otherwise be imposed on the association
by this Act is imposed on each member of the association’s
committee of management instead, but may be discharged by any
of the members.
(3) An offence against this Act that would otherwise be committed by
the association is taken to have been committed by each member of
the association’s committee of management.
(4) A member of the association’s committee of management does not
commit an offence because of subsection (3) if the member:
(a) does not know of the circumstances that constitute the
contravention of the provision concerned; or
(b) knows of those circumstances but takes all reasonable steps
to correct the contravention as soon as possible after the
member becomes aware of those circumstances.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matters in
subsection (4)—see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code.

(5) This section applies to a breach of a civil penalty provision in a
corresponding way to the way in which it applies to an offence.
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239 Treatment of trusts with multiple trustees
(1) If a trust has 2 or more trustees, this Act applies to the trust as if it
were a person, but with the changes set out in this section.
Note:

A trust is a person for the purposes of this Act (see the definition of
person in section 5).

(2) An obligation that would otherwise be imposed on the trust by this
Act is imposed on each trustee instead, but may be discharged by
any of the trustees.
(3) An offence against this Act that would otherwise be committed by
the trust is taken to have been committed by each trustee.
(4) A trustee does not commit an offence because of subsection (3) if
the trustee:
(a) does not know of the circumstances that constitute the
contravention of the provision concerned; or
(b) knows of those circumstances but takes all reasonable steps
to correct the contravention as soon as possible after the
trustee becomes aware of those circumstances.
Note:

A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matters in
subsection (4)—see subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code.

(5) This section applies to a breach of a civil penalty provision in a
corresponding way to the way in which it applies to an offence.

240 Concurrent operation of State and Territory laws
This Act is not intended to exclude or limit the operation of a law
of a State or Territory that is capable of operating concurrently
with this Act.

241 Act not to limit other powers
(1) This Act does not limit any power that a person has, under any
other law, to obtain information.
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(2) This Act does not limit any power that a customs officer or police
officer has under any other law.

242 Law relating to legal professional privilege not affected
This Act does not affect the law relating to legal professional
privilege.

243 Validity of transactions
A contravention of this Act, the regulations or the AML/CTF Rules
does not affect the validity of any transaction.

244 Reports to the AUSTRAC CEO etc.
(1) A report to the AUSTRAC CEO by a person under this Act, or a
report to a customs officer or a police officer by a person under
section 53, 55 or 59, must be:
(a) signed by the person; or
(b) otherwise authenticated by the person in an approved way.
(2) A report to the AUSTRAC CEO by a person under this Act must
be given to the AUSTRAC CEO:
(a) in the manner set out in section 28A of the Acts
Interpretation Act 1901; or
(b) in such other manner and form as is approved in relation to
the person or to a class of persons that includes the person.
(3) This section does not affect the operation of the Electronic
Transactions Act 1999.

245 Arrangements with Governors of States etc.
States
(1) The Governor-General may make arrangements with the Governor
of a State with respect to the administration of this Act, including
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arrangements for the performance of the functions of a magistrate
under this Act by a magistrate of that State.
(2) The Governor-General may arrange with the Governor of a State
with whom an arrangement is in force under subsection (1) for the
variation or revocation of the arrangement.
Australian Capital Territory
(3) The Governor-General may make arrangements with the Chief
Minister of the Australian Capital Territory with respect to the
administration of this Act, including arrangements for the
performance of the functions of a magistrate under this Act by a
magistrate of the Australian Capital Territory.
(4) The Governor-General may arrange with the Chief Minister of the
Australian Capital Territory for the variation or revocation of an
arrangement in force under subsection (3).
Northern Territory
(5) The Governor-General may make arrangements with the
Administrator of the Northern Territory with respect to the
administration of this Act, including arrangements for the
performance of the functions of a magistrate under this Act by a
magistrate of the Northern Territory.
(6) The Governor-General may arrange with the Administrator of the
Northern Territory for the variation or revocation of an
arrangement in force under subsection (5).
(9) A copy of each instrument by which an arrangement under this
section is made, varied or revoked is to be published in the Gazette.
Legislation Act 2003
(10) An instrument by which an arrangement under this section is made,
varied or revoked is not a legislative instrument.
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246 This Act does not limit other information-gathering powers
This Act does not limit:
(a) any power conferred on the Commissioner of Taxation, by
any other law, to obtain information; or
(b) any power conferred on any other person or body, by any
other law, to obtain information.

247 General exemptions
(1) This Act does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(2) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Act does not apply to a designated service that is of a kind
specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(3) This Act does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.
(4) The AML/CTF Rules may provide that a specified provision of this
Act does not apply to a designated service that is provided in
circumstances specified in the AML/CTF Rules.

248 Exemptions and modifications by the AUSTRAC CEO
(1) The AUSTRAC CEO may, by written instrument:
(a) exempt a specified person from one or more specified
provisions of this Act; or
(b) declare that this Act applies in relation to a specified person
as if one or more specified provisions of this Act were
modified as specified in the declaration.
(2) An exemption may apply:
(a) unconditionally; or
(b) subject to specified conditions.
(3) A person to whom a condition specified in an exemption applies
must comply with the condition.
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(4) Subsection (3) is a civil penalty provision.
(5) A copy of an exemption or declaration must be made available on
AUSTRAC’s website.
(6) If conduct engaged in by a person would not have constituted:
(a) an offence; or
(b) a contravention of a civil penalty provision:
if a particular declaration under paragraph (1)(b) had not been
made, that conduct does not constitute an offence or a
contravention of a civil penalty provision unless, before the
conduct occurred:
(c) a copy of the declaration was made available on
AUSTRAC’s website; or
(d) the AUSTRAC CEO gave the person a copy of the
declaration.
In a prosecution for an offence to which this subsection applies, the
prosecution must prove that paragraph (c) or (d) was complied with
before the conduct occurred.
(7) An instrument under subsection (1) is not a legislative instrument.

249 Specification by class
To avoid doubt, a reference in this Act to a class or kind of matter
or thing does not, by implication, affect the application of:
(a) subsection 13(3) of the Legislation Act 2003; or
(b) subsection 33(3AB) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

250 Schedule 1 (alternative constitutional basis)
Schedule 1 has effect.

251 Review of operation of Act
(1) Before the end of the period of 7 years after the commencement of
this section, the Minister must cause to be conducted a review of
the operation of this Act, the regulations and the AML/CTF Rules.
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(2) The Minister must cause to be prepared a report of the review
under subsection (1).
(3) The Minister must cause copies of the report to be tabled in each
House of the Parliament within 15 sittings days of that House after
the completion of the preparation of the report.

252 Regulations
(1) The Governor-General may make regulations prescribing matters:
(a) required or permitted to be prescribed by this Act; or
(b) necessary or convenient to be prescribed for carrying out or
giving effect to this Act.
Penalties
(2) The regulations may prescribe penalties for offences against the
regulations. A penalty must not be more than 50 penalty units.
Fees
(3) The regulations may make provision for and in relation to fees
payable in respect of the performance of a function, or the exercise
of a power, by the AUSTRAC CEO.
(4) A fee must not be such as to amount to taxation.
(5) A fee is payable to the Commonwealth.
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Clause 1

Schedule 1—Alternative constitutional basis
Note:

See section 250.

1 Alternative constitutional basis
(1) Without limiting its effect apart from this clause, this Act also has
effect as provided by this clause.
Limited types of designated services
(2) This Act also has the effect it would have if subclause (3) had not
been enacted and each reference in this Act to a designated service
were, by express provision, confined to a designated service where:
(a) the designated service consists of:
(i) issuing a bill of exchange or a promissory note; or
(ii) in the capacity of agent of a person, acquiring or
disposing of a bill of exchange, or a promissory note, on
behalf of the person; or
(b) both:
(i) the provision of the designated service involves a
transaction; and
(ii) the transaction involves the transfer of physical
currency from one person to another; or
(c) the customer of the designated service is a constitutional
corporation; or
(d) the designated service is provided by a constitutional
corporation; or
(e) the designated service is provided in the course of, or in
relation to, any of the following:
(i) trade or commerce between Australia and places outside
Australia;
(ii) trade or commerce among the States;
(iii) trade or commerce within a Territory, between a State
and a Territory or between 2 Territories;
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(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

Note:

(iv) the supply of goods or services to the Commonwealth or
an authority or instrumentality of the Commonwealth;
or
the designated service is provided in the course of, or in
relation to, banking to which paragraph 51(xiii) of the
Constitution applies; or
the designated service is provided in the course of, or in
relation to, insurance to which paragraph 51(xiv) of the
Constitution applies; or
the designated service is provided using a postal, telegraphic,
telephonic or other like service (within the meaning of
paragraph 51(v) of the Constitution); or
the designated service is provided:
(i) in a Territory; or
(ii) in a Commonwealth place; or
(iii) in a foreign country; or
the designated service is provided by a person:
(i) at or through a permanent establishment of the person in
a Territory; or
(ii) at or through a permanent establishment of the person in
a Commonwealth place; or
(iii) at or through a permanent establishment of the person in
a foreign country.
See also subclause (6) (extended meaning of permanent
establishment).

Administration and enforcement of taxation laws and other laws
(3) This Act also has the effect it would have if:
(a) subclause (2) had not been enacted; and
(b) this Act did not apply except to the extent to which it:
(i) facilitates the administration or enforcement of taxation
laws; or
(ii) facilitates the administration or enforcement of laws of
the Commonwealth or of the Territories (other than
taxation laws).
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Cross-border movements of bearer negotiable instruments
(4) Division 3 of Part 4 and section 200 also have the effect they
would have if each reference in that Division and that section to a
bearer negotiable instrument were, by express provision, confined
to a bearer negotiable instrument that is:
(a) a bill of exchange; or
(b) a promissory note.
Correspondent banking
(5) Part 8 and section 117 also have the effect they would have if:
(a) each reference in section 95, 96 or 99 to another person were,
by express provision, confined to another person that is:
(i) a constitutional corporation; or
(ii) an individual who is physically present in a foreign
country; and
(b) each reference in section 96, 97 or 98 to another financial
institution were, by express provision, confined to another
financial institution that is:
(i) a constitutional corporation; or
(ii) an individual who is physically present in a foreign
country.
Extended meaning of permanent establishment
(6) For the purposes of paragraph (2)(j) of this clause:
(a) subsection 21(2) has effect as if each reference in that
subsection to a country included a reference to:
(i) a Territory; and
(ii) a Commonwealth place; and
(b) ignore subsection 21(3).
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Endnotes
Endnote 1—About the endnotes
The endnotes provide information about this compilation and the compiled law.
The following endnotes are included in every compilation:
Endnote 1—About the endnotes
Endnote 2—Abbreviation key
Endnote 3—Legislation history
Endnote 4—Amendment history
Abbreviation key—Endnote 2
The abbreviation key sets out abbreviations that may be used in the endnotes.
Legislation history and amendment history—Endnotes 3 and 4
Amending laws are annotated in the legislation history and amendment history.
The legislation history in endnote 3 provides information about each law that
has amended (or will amend) the compiled law. The information includes
commencement details for amending laws and details of any application, saving
or transitional provisions that are not included in this compilation.
The amendment history in endnote 4 provides information about amendments at
the provision (generally section or equivalent) level. It also includes information
about any provision of the compiled law that has been repealed in accordance
with a provision of the law.
Editorial changes
The Legislation Act 2003 authorises First Parliamentary Counsel to make
editorial and presentational changes to a compiled law in preparing a
compilation of the law for registration. The changes must not change the effect
of the law. Editorial changes take effect from the compilation registration date.
If the compilation includes editorial changes, the endnotes include a brief
outline of the changes in general terms. Full details of any changes can be
obtained from the Office of Parliamentary Counsel.
Misdescribed amendments
A misdescribed amendment is an amendment that does not accurately describe
the amendment to be made. If, despite the misdescription, the amendment can
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be given effect as intended, the amendment is incorporated into the compiled
law and the abbreviation “(md)” added to the details of the amendment included
in the amendment history.
If a misdescribed amendment cannot be given effect as intended, the
abbreviation “(md not incorp)” is added to the details of the amendment
included in the amendment history.
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Endnote 2—Abbreviation key
ad = added or inserted

o = order(s)

am = amended

Ord = Ordinance

amdt = amendment

orig = original

c = clause(s)
C[x] = Compilation No. x

par = paragraph(s)/subparagraph(s)
/sub-subparagraph(s)

Ch = Chapter(s)

pres = present

def = definition(s)

prev = previous

Dict = Dictionary

(prev…) = previously

disallowed = disallowed by Parliament

Pt = Part(s)

Div = Division(s)

r = regulation(s)/rule(s)

ed = editorial change

reloc = relocated

exp = expires/expired or ceases/ceased to have
effect

renum = renumbered

F = Federal Register of Legislation

rs = repealed and substituted

gaz = gazette

s = section(s)/subsection(s)

LA = Legislation Act 2003

Sch = Schedule(s)

LIA = Legislative Instruments Act 2003

Sdiv = Subdivision(s)

(md) = misdescribed amendment can be given
effect

SLI = Select Legislative Instrument

(md not incorp) = misdescribed amendment
cannot be given effect

Sub-Ch = Sub-Chapter(s)

mod = modified/modification

underlining = whole or part not
commenced or to be commenced

No. = Number(s)

rep = repealed

SR = Statutory Rules
SubPt = Subpart(s)
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Act

Number
and year

Assent

Commencement

Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Act 2006

169, 2006

12 Dec
2006

s 1 and 2: 12 Dec 2006
(s 2(1) item 1)
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Introduction
1.

This guideline assists you to conduct enhanced customer due diligence
(enhanced CDD) on your customers under the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) Act 2009 (the Act).

2.

The Act sets out a number of specific situations in which enhanced CDD is
required. In addition, enhanced CDD is required when you consider, based on
your money laundering and terrorism financing (ML/TF) risk assessment
(risk assessment), that the level of risk involved means that enhanced CDD
should apply.

3.

Enhanced CDD requires the collection and verification of the same identity
information that is required for standard customer due diligence. However, when
undertaking enhanced CDD, you may need to use increased or more
sophisticated measures to do this. In most, but not all, cases enhanced CDD also
requires the collection and verification of information relating to the source of
wealth (SoW) or source of funds (SoF) of your customer.

4.

This guideline does not address enhanced CDD requirements for wire transfers
and correspondent banking relationships.

5.

Your AML/CFT programme (programme) must outline how your business will
determine when enhanced CDD is required for a customer and when other types
of customer due diligence are permitted.

6.

A risk-based approach allows you some flexibility in the steps you take when
conducting enhanced CDD. Your risk assessment and programme will determine
the amount of time and effort you spend on enhanced CDD.

7.

A risk-based approach does not stop you from engaging in transactions/activities
or establishing business relationships with higher risk customers. Rather, it should
help you to effectively manage and prioritise your response to ML/TF risks.

8.

Examples provided in this guideline are suggestions to help you meet your
obligations under the Act. They are not exhaustive and are illustrative in nature.

9.

This guideline has been produced by the AML/CFT supervisors under section
132(2) of the Act. It cannot be relied on as evidence of complying with the
requirements of the Act. This guideline does not constitute legal advice.

10. Section 57(2) of the Act requires you to have regard to this guideline, it is
important that you have read and taken this guidance into account when
developing your AML/CFT programme. After reading this guideline, if you still do
not understand any of your obligations you should contact your AML/CFT
supervisor or seek legal advice.
11. Where AML/CFT guidance material is referenced, it can be accessed at the
following websites:
Department of Internal Affairs:
New Zealand Police Financial Intelligence Unit:
Reserve Bank of New Zealand:
Financial Markets Authority:

http://bit.ly/2gQ3Iev
http://bit.ly/2zpmWPJ
http://bit.ly/2n6RYdp
http://bit.ly/2hV45oJ
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Terms used in this enhanced CDD guideline
12. The Act does not define the terms set out below. For the purposes of this
guideline, the following definitions apply.
“Reasonable steps”: Refers to an objective view of what actions would be
proportionate and suitable given the risks involved and the obligations of the Act.
For instance, the level of identity verification you undertake on your customer.
“Material change”: ML/TF risk is not static and a customer’s ML/TF risk profile
can change quickly. A material change is an event, activity, or situation that you
identify during interactions with your customer (or via ongoing customer due
diligence and account monitoring) that could change their level of ML/TF risk. This
may result in the need for enhanced CDD.
“Risk-based approach”: Refers to the proportionate AML/CFT measures that
you implement in response to identified risks. An effective risk-based approach
(sometimes called RBA) allows you to exercise informed judgement when
conducting enhanced CDD on your customers. Under a risk-based approach,
there is no such thing as “zero risk”.
“According to the level of risk”: Consistent with a risk-based approach, this
refers to your assessment of ML/TF risk associated with your customer.
“Inherent risk”: This is the assessed ML/TF risk before any AML/CFT controls
and measures are in place.
“Residual risk”: This is the assessed ML/TF risk after AML/CFT controls and
measures have been put in place.
13. All footnote references refer to the AML/CFT Act 2009 unless stated otherwise.
14. On 1 July 2018, suspicious transaction reports (STRs) were replaced by
suspicious activity reports (SARs). We use the acronym SAR to denote both
types of reporting for the purposes of this guideline.
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Part 1: Enhanced customer due diligence
What is enhanced CDD?
15. Customer due diligence (CDD) is a cornerstone of your programme. CDD is the
process through which you develop an understanding of your customers and the
ML/TF risks they pose to your business.
16. In some higher ML/TF risk circumstances an increased level of CDD is required.
This is known as enhanced CDD, “ECDD” or “EDD”. As part of standard CDD,
you must obtain sufficient information to determine whether you require
enhanced CDD on your customer. 1
17. Enhanced CDD has two core requirements over and above standard CDD:
•

You may need to use increased or more sophisticated measures to obtain
and verify your customer’s details, their beneficial ownership structure, and
the details of representatives and other key persons. You must take
reasonable steps to do this according to the level of risk involved. 2 (This is
covered in Part 2 of this guideline.)

•

You should usually obtain and verify information relating to the source of
wealth (SoW) or source of funds (SoF) of your customer. 3 The
circumstances in which you need to do this are detailed within the Act. 4 You
must take reasonable steps to do this according to the level of risk involved. 5
(This is covered in Part 4 of this guideline.)

18. You must base your programme on your risk assessment. Your programme must
contain your enhanced CDD procedures, policies and controls that manage and
mitigate the ML/TF risks presented by your customers. 6

Why is enhanced CDD required?
19. Enhanced CDD is required for certain types of customers and some transactions
or activities. This includes situations where you consider (based on your risk
assessment) that the level of risk involved is such that enhanced CDD should
apply. 7
20. For instance, enhanced CDD helps you:
•

Determine whether complex beneficial ownership structures are legitimate
and intended to facilitate business or if they are deliberately complicated to
hinder investigation and conceal the identity of the beneficial owners. 8

•

Determine whether a customer’s SoW or SoF are legitimately derived, or
intended for legitimate use, or whether there are reasonable grounds to
suspect it may be the proceeds of crime.

•

Distinguish between a customer that has a higher risk profile but is not
involved in ML/TF, as opposed to a customer whose transactions or activities
may be linked to ML/TF.

1 Section 17(b)
2 Sections 16(1) and 24(1)(b)
3 Sections 23(1)(a), 26(2)(b) and 26(3)
4 Section 22
5 Sections 23(1)(a), 24(1)(b), 26(2)(b) and 26(3)
6 Sections 57(1)(c) and 57(1)(j)
7 Section 22(1)(d)
8 Section 5
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•

Comply with the requirement that SARs are reported to the New Zealand
Police Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU).

When is enhanced CDD required?
21. There are various circumstances set out in the Act where enhanced CDD is
required. These circumstances may apply to a customer that is seeking to
conduct an occasional transaction or activity with you, or a new customer you are
establishing a business relationship with. You should usually conduct enhanced
CDD on your customer before any activities or transactions have commenced.
Exceptions can apply – see paragraphs 47-49.
22. Enhanced CDD may also be required at subsequent points during a business
relationship as part of your ongoing CDD and account monitoring procedures. 9

When must enhanced CDD be conducted for new customers?
23. You must conduct enhanced CDD when taking on certain types of new customer.
This includes establishing a business relationship with a customer or if a customer
seeks to conduct an occasional transaction or activity.
24. Customers that must have enhanced CDD are: 10
•

A trust or another vehicle for holding personal assets

•

A non-resident customer from a country that has insufficient AML/CFT
systems or measures in place

•

A company with nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form,

•

A politically exposed person (PEP)

•

A customer seeking to conduct a complex, unusually large transaction or
unusual pattern of transactions that have no apparent or visible economic or
lawful purpose

•

Any other customer or circumstances that you assess (based on your risk
assessment and standard CDD) to be of high ML/TF risk 11

•

A business relationship with a customer that involves new or developing
technologies, or new or developing products, that might favour anonymity

•

A customer seeking to conduct an occasional transaction or activity through
the reporting entity that involves new or developing technologies, or new or
developing products, that might favour anonymity.

25. Unless you have doubts about the adequacy or veracity of the information, data
and documents that you have obtained and verified relating to your customer, you
are not required to conduct enhanced CDD again. 12 However, enhanced CDD
could be required again as a result of any material changes in your business
relationship with your customer or due to ongoing CDD and account monitoring.

When must enhanced CDD be conducted again?
26. As part of your ongoing CDD and account monitoring processes you must
regularly review your customer’s details, account activity and transaction
9 Section 31
10 Section 22
11 Section 22(1)(d)
12 Section 11(4)
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behaviour. 13 This is to ensure that it is consistent with your knowledge and
understanding of their business and risk profile, as well as their business
relationship with you. You should be more frequent and thorough in your scrutiny
of a higher risk customer’s transactions and activities than those of a lower risk
customer.
27. You must have regard to your customer’s ongoing level of ML/TF risk, 14 which will
determine if enhanced CDD is required. If, as part of your ongoing CDD, you
identify any of the following situations you should conduct enhanced CDD:
•

A review of a high-risk customer’s account activity and transaction behaviour
shows that their level of ML/TF risk remains high

•

A review of a low- or medium-risk customer’s account activity and transaction
behaviour shows that their level of ML/TF risk has increased since your
previous assessment

•

When you consider, based on your risk assessment and programme that the
level of risk involved is such that enhanced CDD should apply to a particular
situation. 15

28. You must conduct enhanced CDD where your customer seeks to conduct a
complex, unusually large transaction or unusual pattern of transactions that have
no apparent or visible economic or lawful purpose. 16
29. As a general principle, you should review CDD (including enhanced CDD) for
higher risk customers more regularly than for lower risk customers. For example,
you may wish to review higher risk customers CDD on a regular basis. For low- to
medium-risk customers you may want to design review processes based on
longer periods of time or where there are opportunities to update CDD information
– for example, during face-to-face interactions with your customer. The final
decision will be yours to make based on your risk assessment and programme.

When must enhanced CDD be conducted for existing customers?
30. An existing customer is a customer that you have a business relationship with at
the time your obligations under the Act come into effect. 17
31. Customers must be subject to ongoing CDD and account monitoring. 18 Where
there has been a material change in the nature and purpose of an existing
customer’s business relationship with you, and you consider that you have
insufficient information about them, then CDD must be undertaken. This includes
enhanced CDD where required by the Act or specified in your risk assessment or
your programme.

When must SoW or SoF information be obtained?
32. SoW or SoF information is required when you conduct enhanced CDD in
accordance with sections 22(1) and 22(2) of the Act. This includes most cases of
enhanced CDD, such as when you are dealing with a Trust, a Politically Exposed
Person (PEP), or higher risk circumstances.
13 Section 31
14 Section 31(3)(b)
15 Section 22(1)(d)
16 Section 22(1)(c)
17 Section 5
18 Section 31
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33. SoW or SoF information is not required when you conduct enhanced CDD in
accordance with sections 22(3)-(5) of the Act. This includes circumstances such
as for wire transfers, correspondent banking relationships and those involving
new or developing technologies, or new or developing products that might favour
anonymity.

What does “according to the level of risk” mean?
34. When conducting enhanced CDD, you must verify the information provided to
you by the customer using documents, data or information issued by a reliable
and independent source. You must take reasonable steps to verify the
information provided to you by the customer according to the level of risk
involved.
35. “Reasonable steps” does not mean “no steps”. The Act is founded on a risk-based
approach where there is no such thing as zero risk. For instance, verification
must be carried out on the SoW or SoF of trusts even if you assess them as
presenting lower ML/TF risk (family trusts for example). Your risk assessment and
programme will direct the degree of your verification measures.
36. This means that you have some flexibility in the level of validation and
corroboration that you undertake. You can use your judgement on the level of
verification you use depending on the situation, customer, activity, or transaction.
However, the steps that you take should be objective, appropriate for your
business and proportionate with the level of ML/TF risk.

How important is “nature and purpose” for enhanced CDD?
37. When on-boarding a customer, you must obtain information on the nature and
purpose of the proposed business relationship. 19 The information you obtain on
the nature and purpose of the proposed business relationship will help you
determine whether your customer requires enhanced CDD, and it will help you
with your ongoing CDD and account monitoring.
38. Information on the nature and purpose of the business relationship could include
the reason the customer would like a particular product or service, the estimated
total dollar value that may be received per annum, or the expected outgoings. It
could also include information on the expected pattern, level, and type of activity
(i.e. transaction volumes and frequency).
39. Your procedures, policies and controls should set out how you define and collect
the nature and purpose of the proposed business relationship. For instance, you
could include specific nature and purpose questions in your customer on-boarding
form requesting this mandatory information or you could have nature and purpose
as part of your scheduled ongoing CDD requirements.

What does “material change” mean for enhanced CDD purposes?
40. Your ongoing CDD and account monitoring should identify if there is material
change in the nature and purpose of your customer’s business relationship with
you. A material change could present an increase in ML/TF risk.

19 Section 17(a)
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41. Such material change could include circumstances where your customer asks for
new and higher risk products or services, or if they are creating new corporate or
trust structures. On the other hand, it could be if your customer starts undertaking
unexpected and unexplained activity in overseas locations. Alternatively, the
volume or size of your customer’s transactions or activities may increase beyond
what is reasonably expected.
42. For example, you may have a local customer who requested straightforward
transactional services from you at on-boarding, so you assessed them as low-risk
and conducted standard CDD. However, ongoing CDD and account monitoring
identifies that this customer has moved to a higher risk jurisdiction and there has
been an unexpected increase in transaction volume and/or value. In these
circumstances, you may now require enhanced CDD as part of your ongoing
CDD.

What if you cannot complete enhanced CDD?
43. If you are not able to complete enhanced CDD for a customer, you must not carry
out any occasional transaction or activity for them, nor establish a business
relationship with them. 20 If you already have a business relationship with the
customer, this must be terminated. 21
44. This prohibition applies to circumstances where a customer fails or refuses to
provide the relevant information, data, or documents that you have requested.
This also applies if the information, data, or documents that the customer provides
are inadequate, or if you have reasonable grounds to believe they are fraudulent.
45. As part of your programme, you should include your procedures, policies and
controls for situations when enhanced CDD, or any other type of CDD, cannot be
conducted. 22 This should cover the following situations:
•

When enhanced CDD is unable to be conducted at on-boarding

•

When the business relationship has been established and enhanced CDD
was incorrectly conducted during on-boarding

•

When enhanced CDD could not be conducted following a review during
ongoing CDD and account monitoring

•

When enhanced CDD cannot be conducted after a material change in the
business relationship.

46. If you are unable to conduct enhanced CDD, you must consider whether to
submit a suspicious activity report (SAR). 23 It will be useful to record your
enhanced CDD efforts during this time and include those in your SAR. 24

20 There are limited circumstances where the verification aspects of enhanced CDD can be completed after forming a business
relationship.
21 Section 37
22 Your programme could also describe how you request, receive, and follow up on enhanced CDD requirements that are not
met.
23 Section 37(1)(d)
24 To reduce ML/TF risk when you terminate a relationship where funds or other assets have been received, you should return
the funds or assets to the source from which they were received. In general, this means that the funds or assets should be
returned to your customer, but this may not always be possible. Where your customer requests that money or other assets be
transferred to third parties, you should assess whether this provides grounds for suspicion of ML/TF and submission of a SAR.
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Can you delay identity verification during enhanced CDD?
47. You can complete verification of customer identity for both standard CDD and
enhanced CDD after you form a business relationship. 25 However, this should be
the exception rather than part of your regular business activity. You can use
delayed verification when it is essential not to interrupt normal business practice
and verification is completed as soon as practicable once the business
relationship has been established.
48. In addition to the above, you must effectively manage the ML/TF risks through
transaction limitations and account monitoring or through other appropriate risk
management procedures. For instance, limiting or stopping your customer’s ability
to withdraw funds until enhanced CDD has been conducted. Your programme
should provide detail on your procedures, policies, and controls in relation to
delayed verification.
49. You should not use delayed verification or exception policies to circumvent
enhanced CDD procedures. This is particularly important if you have a suspicion
of ML/TF or you become aware of anything that causes you to doubt the identity
or intentions of your customer or their beneficial owner.

What enhanced CDD record keeping do you need to do?
50. Your programme must have procedures, policies and controls for
keeping. 26 In relation to enhanced CDD, you must keep copies of
information, data or documents you have used to verify your customer’s
and details, their beneficial ownership (if applicable) and their SoW or
applicable). 27

record
all the
identity
SoF (if

51. You should keep written notes or findings that justify the level of verification you
undertook and the reasons behind your AML/CFT decisions. For example, you
should record the reasons why you delayed your enhanced CDD verification of a
customer, or why you escalated a transaction monitoring alert to an SAR after
conducting enhanced CDD. This could be part of a formal decision log or
contained in your SAR procedures.
52. Your record keeping should be clear and logical so that another party reading the
notes can understand the risk-based decision that you made. This is important for
supervisory and audit purposes.
53. Record keeping is an essential part of the audit trail for the detection,
investigation, and confiscation of criminal or terrorism property/funds. Record
keeping helps investigating authorities to establish a financial profile of persons of
interest and to trace criminal or terrorism property/funds. It also helps the Court to
examine past transactions to assess whether property/funds are connected to
criminal or terrorism-related offences.

25 Sections 16(3) and 24(3)
26 Section 57(1)(e)
27 Section 50 (3)(a)
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Do you need enhanced CDD as part of your training?
54. Training is an important part of your AML/CFT system and must be part of your
programme. 28 Well-designed enhanced CDD procedures, policies and controls
may be compromised if you (or your staff) are not adequately trained.
55. Your training should incorporate when and how enhanced CDD will be
undertaken, including on-boarding customers, conducting ongoing CDD and
submitting SARs. In addition, your enhanced CDD training should also look at
what reliable and independent sources of information you can use to verify
customer identity, beneficial ownership, and SoW or SoF. Your training should
also cover recognised methods and trends in ML/TF that could be deterred or
detected by enhanced CDD, as well as any new and emerging techniques.

Can you conduct enhanced CDD via a third party?
56. The Act allows for CDD, including enhanced CDD, to be undertaken for you by a
third party. This may be a member of your designated business group, your agent
or other reporting entities or persons in another country when certain conditions
are met. The Act requires that the third-party consents to conducting the CDD for
you and to providing you all relevant information. 29
57. If a third party is undertaking CDD (including enhanced CDD) for you this must be
considered in your risk assessment and the procedures, policies and controls
included in your programme. Liability for carrying out CDD (including enhanced
CDD) remains with you unless certain conditions are met. 30

28 Section 57(1)(b)
29 Section 32-34
30 Section 33(3)(a)
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Part 2: enhanced CDD and identity requirements
Obtaining and verifying identity information
58. When conducting enhanced CDD on a customer, you must31 obtain the same
identity information that is required for standard CDD. This includes the
customer’s full name, date of birth and address (if an individual) or company
identifier or registration number and registered office (if not an individual) and any
other information prescribed by the Act or regulations.
59. You must take reasonable steps to verify that information, data, or documents are
from reliable and independent sources. 32 As you are conducting enhanced CDD,
you may need to use increased or more sophisticated measures to do this than
you would for standard CDD.
60. To help you determine the level of enhanced CDD verification required for
customers that are individuals, you should refer to the Amended Identity
Verification Code of Practice 2013 (IVCOP) guidance material, and its
explanatory note. The IVCOP provides suggested best practice to verify the
identity of individuals that are low- or medium-risk customers.

Persons acting on behalf of a customer and beneficial owners
61. You must identify and verify the identity of any person acting on behalf of the
customer and any beneficial owner(s) of the customer. In relation to a person
acting on behalf of the customer, and according to the level of risk involved,
reasonable steps must 33 be taken to verify the information collected so that you
are satisfied who the person is and that they have the authority to act.
62. In relation to the beneficial owner(s) of the customer, and according to the level of
risk involved, reasonable steps must 34 be taken to verify the information collected
so that you are satisfied that you know the identity of the beneficial owner(s).

Exception handling procedures
63. To comply with the IVCOP, you must have appropriate exception handling
procedures in place, for circumstances when a customer demonstrates they are
unable to satisfy the requirements of the IVCOP. 35 However, this does not
apply to enhanced CDD due to the higher risk of ML/TF.

Enhanced CDD and beneficial owner
64. A core requirement of enhanced CDD is to identify and verify your customers’
beneficial ownership arrangements to ensure that you fully understand them. It is
crucial to know who the beneficial owner(s) are so that you can make appropriate
decisions about the level of ML/TF risk presented by your customer.
65. If you want to do business with a customer, you must identify and verify the
identity of the beneficial owner(s). 36 You should establish and understand the
31 Section 23
32 Section 13
33 Section 16(1)(c)
34 Section 16(1)(b)
35 Point 4 IVCOP
36 Section11 – Except in circumstances where simplified CDD applies.
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customer’s ownership structure at each layer. The beneficial owner is not
necessarily one individual; there may be several beneficial owners in a structure.
Where there are complex ownership layers with no reasonable explanation, you
should consider the possibility that the structure is used to hide the beneficial
owner(s). If so, enhanced CDD may be required.
66. Refer to Beneficial Ownership Guideline material for further information on
beneficial ownership.
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Part 3: Circumstances when enhanced CDD applies
67. This section provides information on the different types of circumstances and
customers for whom enhanced CDD is required. This applies equally to business
relationships with a customer and occasional transactions and activities.

Trusts
68. You must conduct enhanced CDD on a trust or another vehicle for holding
personal assets. 37 The requirement for enhanced CDD on trusts recognises the
potential use of trusts to disguise the criminal origin of funds or the true ownership
and effective control of the trust. This is particularly the case where ownership and
control arrangements are sophisticated or complex. Your risk assessment and
programme will determine the level of enhanced CDD you conduct on these
entities and the assessed ML/TF risk associated with them.
69. For instance, your risk assessment may assess the level of inherent ML/TF risk
presented by a domestic ‘family’ trust as lower than the risk presented by an
overseas trust from a jurisdiction with weak AML/CFT measures or high levels
corruption. You will still need to conduct enhanced CDD, including verification of
SoW or SoF, on the family trust but it will not need to be as in-depth as with the
overseas trust. The level of enhanced CDD you decide to undertake should be
proportionate to the risks involved.
70. You must take reasonable steps, according to the level of risk involved, to verify
the identity of any beneficial owners of your customer. 38 This includes instances
where the beneficial owner of your customer may be an individual behind another
legal arrangement 39 or a company.
71. For a customer that is a trust, you must obtain the name and date of birth of each
beneficiary of the trust. 40 There is no requirement to verify this information.
However, if the customer is a discretionary trust or a trust with more than 10
beneficiaries, you must instead obtain a description of each class or type of
beneficiary. 41 If the trust is a charitable trust, you must also obtain the objects of
that trust. 42
72. To identify the SoW or SoF of a trust you will need to identify the individual(s) who
are the settlor(s), and the origin of the settlor’s wealth. For example, the settlor
may have inherited family wealth, accumulated business earnings, or received
funds from the sale of property. You will also need (if relevant) to identify the
source of any income that the trust is receiving. For example, it may be income
from an underlying company or simply a monthly deposit from a family bank
account. See Part 4 for more information.
73. Further information can be found in the Beneficial Ownership Guideline, the
CDD fact sheet on trusts and the associated “Clarification of the position”
document.

37 Sections 22(1)(a)(i) and 22(1)(b)(i)
38 Section 16(1)(b) and 24(1)(a)
39 Section 5
40 Section 23(2)(a)
41 Section 23(2)(b)(i)
42 Section 23(2)(b)(ii)
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Countries with insufficient AML/CFT measures
74. If your customer is non-resident and from a country with insufficient AML/CFT
measures and/or higher ML/TF risks you must undertake enhanced CDD. 43 To
help you to determine which countries have insufficient AML/CFT measures in
place, you should refer to the Countries Assessment Guideline published by
the AML/CFT supervisors, as well as other guidance material such as those
published by FIU, Ministry of Justice, and the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

Companies with nominee shareholders
75. You must conduct enhanced CDD on a customer that is a company with nominee
shareholders. 44 The use of nominee shareholders makes it more difficult to
identify the beneficial owners of a company, increases the complexity of the
company structure and adds another level of obfuscation. This increases the
ML/TF risk and enhanced CDD measures are necessary.

Companies with shares in bearer form
76. Shares in bearer form present a high risk of ML/TF. You must conduct enhanced
CDD on a customer that is a company with some or all of its shares in bearer
form. 45 A higher risk of ML/TF exists when a company has some, or all, of its
capital in the form of bearer shares. It is often difficult to identify the beneficial
owners of a company with bearer shares because they are not registered with any
authority. Instead, ownership is based on the customer who physically holds the
share document. This means that any transfer of ownership is not registered or
regulated. Companies that issue bearer shares are often in higher risk
jurisdictions.

Complex or unusual transactions
77. You must conduct enhanced CDD on a customer if they conduct:
•

A transaction that is complex

•

A transaction that is unusually large

•

An unusual pattern of transactions that have no apparent or visible economic
or lawful purpose. 46

78. Adequate and effective CDD provides context and helps you understand the
types of transactions that your customer should be conducting. It also helps you
identify complex and unusual transactions or patterns of transactions, and the
situations when you need to conduct enhanced CDD.
79. Your account monitoring is also a vital element in identifying these types of
transactions. Whether an automated or manual system is used, this should
generate ML/TF alerts for review and examination. You should base your
thresholds and scenarios for these alerts on your risk assessment and you should
detail your procedures, policies, and controls in your programme.

43 Sections 22(1)(a)(ii) and 22(1)(b)(ii)
44 Section 22(1)(a)(iii)
45 Section 22(1)(a)(iii)
46 Section 22(1)(c)
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Assessed risk for a particular situation
80. You must conduct enhanced CDD when you consider the level of risk in a
particular situation is such that enhanced CDD should apply. 47
81. This requirement applies to any other situation where there is ML/TF risk not
otherwise or specifically identified in the Act. The situations where these ML/TF
risks arise should be based on the findings of your risk assessment and they will
be particular to your business. The situations may arise from a combination of
vulnerabilities associated with the size, nature and complexity of your business,
your types of customers, your products and services and your methods of
delivery, as well as the types of institutions and countries that you deal with.
82. In relation to the countries you deal with, it is important to understand that the
risks associated with a country are wider than having insufficient AML/CFT
measures in place. Country risk can result from:
•

Ineffective AML/CFT measures

•

High levels of organised crime

•

Perceived levels of bribery and corruption

•

Association with TF

•

Conflict zones and their bordering countries

•

Production and/or transnational shipment of illicit drugs.

83. The Countries Assessment Guideline will assist you in determining when
enhanced CDD may be required due to country risk. The guideline refers to
information sources that can help you in assessing country risk, including, but not
limited to:
•

FATF identification of jurisdictions with strategic AML/CFT deficiencies

•

FATF mutual evaluation reports

•

Basel AML Index

•

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime reports

•

Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index

•

Reliable and independent media sources.

84. While your risk assessment is the starting point to identify situations where there
is ML/TF risk, other indicators may only be identifiable as you administer your
programme. This will include your customer’s behaviour, the CDD or enhanced
CDD you have conducted, your account monitoring and the wider AML/CFT
environment. Your risk assessment and programme must also have regard to
supervisory AML/CFT guidance. 48

Suspicious activity reports (SARs)
85. As soon as practicable after you become aware that you must report an SAR, you
must conduct enhanced CDD. 49 You will need to ensure that in conducting the
enhanced CDD you do not tip off the customer that you will be submitting an SAR.
Unlawful disclosure of SARs (and prescribed transaction reports) is an offence. 50
47 Section 22(1)(d)
48 Sections 58(2)(g) and 57(2)
49 Section 22A(2)
50 Section 94
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86. Conducting enhanced CDD in these circumstances could include asking your
customer further questions about their activity or transactions and confirming the
nature and purposes of the business relationship. Such enquiries, when
conducted properly and in good faith, do not constitute tipping off. It may be the
case that after conducting enhanced CDD you determine that your customer’s
activity is no longer suspicious, and a SAR will not be required.
87. Maintaining clear and logical records of decisions made, by whom, and the
reasons for them will help you demonstrate your appropriate handling of unusual
or suspicious activities.

New and developing technologies and products
88. New and developing technologies and products can present unknown ML/TF risks
and vulnerabilities, and new methods of delivery may be able to bypass existing
AML/CFT measures to allow anonymity.
89. Where you have a customer who wants to establish a business relationship, or
conduct an occasional transaction/activity, involving new and developing
technology and products that might favour anonymity, you must take additional
enhanced CDD measures to mitigate and manage these ML/TF risks. 51 It is for
you to determine what measures are required according to the level of risk
involved.
90. Your risk assessment should consider whether your business is, or may be,
exposed to customers involved in new and developing technologies and products.
Your programme should then detail the procedures, policies, and controls that you
will implement for this type of customer and technology. 52

51 Section 22(5)
52 Section 30
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Part 4: Enhanced CDD and SoW and SoF
91. In many cases, SoW or SoF information and documents required for enhanced
CDD will be readily available and quickly provided by your customer. In other
cases, you may need to inquire further into complex ownership or control
structures, or you may need to examine the origins of your customer’s wealth in
detail.
92. There are several different forms of enhanced CDD established by the Act, 53 and
establishing your customer’s SoW or SoF is not always a requirement of
enhanced CDD. Reporting entities should determine the requirements of
enhanced CDD as it applies to their customer’s circumstances. 54 In the
circumstances where it applies, you must collect information relating to the SoW
or SoF of your customer 55 and you must, according to the level of risk involved,
take reasonable steps to verify 56 that information. Your programme should set out
how you will do this.
93. For instance, a high-risk, overseas customer will require greater effort and more
comprehensive investigation to verifiy SoW or SoF information than a low-risk,
domestic customer. Even for low-risk customers you must conduct some
verification measures.

What is the difference between SoW and SoF?
94. Your customer's SoW is the origin of their entire body of assets. This information
gives an indication of the amount of wealth your customer would be expected to
have and a picture of how they acquired it.
95. Your customer's SoF is more narrowly focused. It is the origin of the funds used
for the transactions or activities that occur within the business relationship with
you. This also applies for an occasional transaction or activity.
96. In circumstances where you are establishing or updating your customer's risk
profile you may need to collect and verify information regarding
their SoW. However, when enhanced CDD is triggered by circumstances
involving transactions or activities, you may need to focus more specifically on the
SoF.
97. It is important to remember that your customer's SoW and SoF do not exist in
isolation of each other. In a situation where an individual transaction is
disproportionately large compared to your knowledge of a customer's wealth, this
should trigger a more detailed examination of that transaction or activity. It is for
you to determine when to examine your customer's SoW, when to examine their
SoF, or when to examine both.

How do you obtain and verify information about SoW or SoF?
98. You should ask your customer to provide you information about their SoW or SoF
and record this information. 57 You must take reasonable steps, according to the
53 Sections 23-30
54 Section 22
55 Section 23(a)
56 Section 24(1)(b)
57 Section 23
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level of risk involved, to verify this information using reliable and independent
sources.
99. Where you identify that the origin of your customer’s funds or wealth has come
from their beneficial owner(s), it may be necessary, according to the level of risk
involved, for you to extend your level of verification to include the SoW or SoF of
these persons. However, you should not obtain and verify SoW or SoF for every
beneficial owner where they have nothing to do with the “customer’s” SoW or
SoF.
100.To help you verify information about SoW and SoF, you may be able to use
publicly available information on the internet, or other commercially available
databases. However, in many situations, it will be necessary for your customer to
provide you with documents issued by third parties that support their financial
position. In higher risk circumstances, it may be necessary to seek further
information, either from your customer or directly from the relevant third party.
101.You must 58 develop an understanding of the size and nature of your customer's
overall wealth and, importantly, how it was acquired. This does not require you to
verify their entire financial history or identify every asset that they hold. They may
have multiple income streams and assets making this extremely difficult.
102.It may be useful to establish the different categories of income or assets that
make up their total wealth. Examples could include their various investments,
salary, family income or different types of commercial activity. Where there are
multiple categories or income streams, you should focus your verification on the
larger of them, as well as those that are the most complex or obfuscated. Once
categorised and examined, it should be easier to understand your customer's
overall level of wealth.
103.It is not expected that every part of the SoW will be accounted for. However, you
must be satisfied that the nature and size of your customer’s wealth matches
what you know about them.

How do you determine SoF?
104.Verifying your customer's funds should be a more granular process. The
information, data, or documents that you use should be specific to the business
relationship or to their activities and transaction behaviour. This is important when
your verification relates to a specific transaction, or sequence of transactions, that
your customer is involved in. This also applies to any occasional transaction or
activity that you conduct for a customer.

What documents can verify SoW or SoF?
105.When you verify SoW or SoF information, you should use data or
documents issued by a credible and reliable source such as a multi-national
company, a reputable third-party commercial provider, or a government
department from a low-risk country with sufficient AML/CFT measures.
106.The types of data and documents that you use for verification will vary depending
on the circumstances and the information that the customer provides to you. The
58 Sections 23(1)(a) and 24(1)(b)
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following documents, data, or information could be considered reliable and
independent:
•

Government-issued or registered documents or data

•

Full bank and other investment statements

•

Full payslip or wage slip or other documents confirming salary

•

GST number and IRD statement of earnings from the most recent year (for
sole traders)

•

Inheritance (stamped grant of probate, stamped grant of letters of
administration)

•

Audited financial accounts from a chartered accountant or Charities Services

•

Letter from an agent of the customer confirming they have knowledge of and
established business relationships with the customer

•

A copy of a will

•

Sales and purchase agreements.

107.For customers who conduct their business activities with you there should be a
range of documents you can use to verify how funds have been acquired.
Depending on the type of business, this could include contractual agreements,
sales and purchase records or import and export related documents for the
shipment of goods.
108.Documentation accepted to verify SoW or SoF should depend on the level of
ML/TF risk presented by the customer. The higher the risk, the more
comprehensive and reliable documents you obtain should be. For instance, we
would expect certified copies or originals to be sighted, or verification via other
reliable measures such as disclosure registers, for higher risk customers.
However, in other circumstances such as in low risk situations or if the original
document was only ever signed electronically, you may be able to rely on a copy
received by email. You may also need to exercise caution with documents signed
by relationship managers that have a vested interest in on-boarding or retaining a
customer. In addition, you should be wary of documents that appear fraudulent or
altered.

Additional notes regarding SoW or SoF
109.You are, of course, able to conduct your own research to supplement the
information and documents that your customer provides you regarding their SoW
or SoF. This could be at on-boarding, during ongoing CDD or prior to submitting
an SAR. Sources could include:
•

Internet

•

Trusted intermediaries

•

Reliable media

•

Publicly available databases

•

Professional third-party providers.

110.An accurate understanding of a customer’s SoW or SoF is best achieved when it
occurs in conjunction with the identification of beneficial owners, and with
comprehensive information obtained on the nature and purpose of a business
relationship.
20

Part 5: Enhanced CDD and Politically Exposed Persons
(PEPs)
111.A PEP is a person who in the last 12 months has held a prominent overseas
position. The term PEP includes their relatives and close associates, which are
sometimes called RCAs. It also includes people who have beneficial ownership of
legal entities or arrangements existing to benefit PEPs.
112.You must as soon as practicable after establishing a business relationship (or
occasional activity or transactions) take reasonable steps to determine if your
customer, or their beneficial owner, is a PEP. 59
113.You must ensure that you have adequate and effective procedures, policies, and
controls to identify customers that are PEPs. This will depend on the size, nature
and complexity of your business and the likelihood of having a PEP as a
customer.
114.You must conduct enhanced CDD on a customer who is a PEP. 60 In addition,
your senior management (if applicable) must approve continuing the business
relationship with a PEP. 61 You must obtain and take reasonable steps to verify
the PEP’s SoW or SoF. 62
115.According to the level of risk involved, it may be appropriate, as part of your
enhanced CDD, to use internet/media searches and publicly available reports to
check if your customer is a PEP, especially when they are from a country with
high levels of bribery, corruption, and organised crime. With larger or more
complex businesses, you may want to consider using the services of a third-party
provider and commercially available databases to screen for PEPs.
116.For ongoing CDD and account monitoring of a higher risk PEP, you may need to
undertake ongoing media monitoring or increase transaction monitoring activity.
You may wish to conduct more frequent enhanced CDD reviews and submit
quicker, more thorough SARs.
117.Key enhanced CDD questions to consider are:
•

Is the PEP’s transaction/activity in line with expectations?

•

Is the PEP’s identity data, address, employment, SoW or SoF and relatives
and close associates’ status up to date?

•

Are there any unexplained changes to the PEP’s details?

•

If the PEP’s net worth has grown substantially in a short amount of time, do
you have a clear explanation for the sudden growth?

•

Have you sought clarification from the PEP where necessary and updated
their details?

59 Section 26
60 Section 22(2)
61 Section 26(2)(a)
62 Section 26(2)(b)
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Part 6: Table of Abbreviations and Acronyms
AML/CFT
AML/CFT
supervisors
The Act
CDD
FATF
FIU
IVCOP
ML
PEP
Programme
RBA
RCA
Risk assessment
SAR
SoF
SoW
STR
TF

Anti-money laundering and countering financing of terrorism
The Department of Internal Affairs, the Financial Markets
Authority, and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand
AML/CFT Act 2009
Customer due diligence
Financial Action Task Force
New Zealand Police Financial Intelligence Unit
Amended Identity Verification Code of Practice 2013
Money laundering
Politically exposed person
AML/CFT programme
Risk-based approach
Relative and close associate
AML/CFT risk assessment
Suspicious activity report
Source of funds
Source of wealth
Suspicious transaction report
Terrorism financing

Version History
December Original Version
2017
March
Updated Version
2019
July 2020 • Structure table moved to front of document.
• Update wording of paragraphs 9 & 10 – there is no substantial
meaning change.
• Addition of section ‘When must SoW or SoF information be
obtained?’ (paragraphs 32 & 33) – following paragraphs renumbered accordingly.
• Update to paragraphs 17 & 21 – replacement of ‘must’ with
‘should usually’.
• Addition of bullet point on ‘new or developing technologies’ to
paragraph 24.
• Deletion of bullet point on ‘material change’ from paragraph 27.
• Replaced ‘should’ with ‘must’ in paragraph 50 (Previously 48) in
relation to keeping copies of documentation.
• Re-wording of paragraphs 70 & 71 (previously paragraphs 68 &
69). There is no substantial meaning change.
• Addition of sentence to paragraph 108 (previously paragraph
106) relating to electronic copies of documents.
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Title
This Act is the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism
Act 2009.

2

Commencement

(1)

Parts 1 and 4 (except section 162) come into force on the day after the date that
this Act receives the Royal assent.

(2)

Sections 68 to 71, 106 to 115, and 163 come into force 12 months after the date
on which this Act receives the Royal assent.

(3)

Except as provided in subsection (5), the rest of this Act comes into force on a
date to be appointed by the Governor-General by Order in Council.

(4)

One or more Orders in Council may be made appointing different dates for the
commencement of different provisions.

(5)

However, section 162 may not be brought into force unless every provision of
Part 2 has been brought into force.
Section 2: subpart 5 of Part 2 brought into force, on 30 June 2011, by clause 2(1) of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act Commencement Order 2011 (SR 2011/221).
Section 2: the rest of this Act (except section 162) not in force immediately after the commencement
of subpart 5 of Part 2 brought into force, on 30 June 2013, by clause 2(2) of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act Commencement Order 2011 (SR 2011/221).
Section 2: section 162 brought into force, on 30 June 2013 (immediately after the rest of this Act
commenced by clause 2(2) of the order), by clause 2(3) of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act Commencement Order 2011 (SR 2011/221).

Part 1
Preliminary provisions
3

Purpose

(1)

The purposes of this Act are—
(a)

to detect and deter money laundering and the financing of terrorism; and

(b)

to maintain and enhance New Zealand’s international reputation by
adopting, where appropriate in the New Zealand context, recommendations issued by the Financial Action Task Force; and

(c)

to contribute to public confidence in the financial system.

(2)

Accordingly, this Act facilitates co-operation amongst reporting entities,
AML/CFT supervisors, and various government agencies, in particular law enforcement and regulatory agencies.

4

Overview

(1)

This section is a guide to the general scheme and effect of this Act, but does
not affect the interpretation or application of the other provisions of the Act.
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(2)

Part 1 deals with preliminary matters such as definitions of terms used in the
Act. It sets out the purpose of the Act and the extent to which it applies to reporting entities.

(3)

Part 2 deals with AML/CFT requirements and compliance and has 6 subparts,
as follows:
(a)

subpart 1 includes provisions dealing with requirements on reporting entities to conduct due diligence on customers and certain other persons,
the ability of reporting entities to rely on third parties to carry out customer due diligence and other AML/CFT functions, and prohibitions on
establishing or continuing business relationships and setting up facilities
in certain circumstances:

(b)

subpart 2 includes provisions dealing with requirements on reporting entities to report suspicious transactions, protection of persons making suspicious transaction reports, and disclosure of information relating to such
reports:

(c)

subpart 3 sets out requirements on reporting entities to keep records and
includes provisions concerning the storage and destruction of records:

(d)

subpart 4 deals with reporting entities’ internal policies and procedures
relating to the prevention of money laundering and the financing of terrorism, including provisions setting out requirements for reporting entities to have an AML/CFT programme for detecting and managing the
risk of money laundering and the financing of terrorism, to carry out a
risk assessment before conducting customer due diligence or establishing an AML/CFT programme, and to review, audit, and report on their
risk assessment and AML/CFT programmes:

(e)

subpart 5 deals with codes of practice and includes provisions relating to
the preparation of codes by AML/CFT supervisors, approval of codes of
practice, and their legal effect:

(f)

subpart 6 contains provisions relating to the reporting of certain movements of cash into and out of New Zealand.

(4)

Part 3 deals with enforcement and contains provisions relating to civil liability
acts, offences, search and seizure, penalties, and immunity of certain persons
from civil and criminal proceedings.

(5)

Part 4 deals with institutional arrangements and miscellaneous matters and has
2 subparts, as follows:
(a)

subpart 1 includes provisions that identify the AML/CFT supervisors
and their functions, powers, and ability to delegate supervisory functions; the financial intelligence functions of the Commissioner of Police
and a requirement on that person to issue guidelines relating to suspicious transaction reports; the roles and responsibilities of the Ministry,
the AML/CFT co-ordination committee required to be established by the
chief executive of the Ministry, and other agencies concerning monitor9
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ing, evaluating, and advising on the operation of the AML/CFT regulatory system:
(b)

5

subpart 2 includes regulation-making powers and provisions relating to
the Minister’s power to grant exemptions from the requirements of the
Act.

Interpretation
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,—
AML/CFT means anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism
AML/CFT programme means a compliance programme established under
section 56(1)
AML/CFT requirements means the requirements set out in Part 2
AML/CFT supervisor, in relation to a reporting entity, means the person referred to in section 130(1) that is responsible for supervising the reporting entity under Parts 3 and 4
applicable threshold value means the threshold value that—
(a)

is prescribed in regulations; and

(b)

applies to a particular person, class of persons, transaction, class of
transactions, financial activity, or class of financial activities prescribed
in regulations

bearer-negotiable instrument means—
(a)

a bill of exchange; or

(b)

a cheque; or

(c)

a promissory note; or

(d)

a bearer bond; or

(e)

a traveller’s cheque; or

(f)

a money order, postal order, or similar order; or

(g)

any other instrument prescribed by regulations

beneficial owner means the individual who—
(a)

has effective control of a customer or person on whose behalf a transaction is conducted; or

(b)

owns a prescribed threshold of the customer or person on whose behalf a
transaction is conducted

beneficiary institution, in relation to a wire transfer from an ordering institution, means any person who receives those funds and then makes those funds
available to a person (the payee) by—
(a)
10

crediting it to an account held by the payee; or
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paying it to the payee

business relationship means a business, professional, or commercial relationship between a reporting entity and a customer that has an element of duration
or that is expected by the reporting entity, at the time when contact is established, to have an element of duration
cash means—
(a)

physical currency:

(b)

bearer-negotiable instruments

cash report means a report made under subpart 6 of Part 2
casino means the holder of a casino operator’s licence under the Gambling Act
2003
chief executive means the chief executive of the Ministry
civil liability act has the meaning set out in section 78
code of practice and proposed code of practice have the meanings set out in
section 62
Commissioner means the Commissioner of Police
constable has the same meaning as in section 4 of the Policing Act 2008
correspondent banking relationship has the meaning set out in section 29(3)
country includes any State, territory, province, or other part of a country
customer—
(a)

means a new customer or an existing customer; and

(b)

includes—

(c)

(i)

a facility holder:

(ii)

a person conducting or seeking to conduct an occasional transaction through a reporting entity:

(iii)

a junket organiser as defined in section 4(1) of the Gambling Act
2003:

(iv)

a person or class of persons declared by regulations to be a customer for the purposes of this Act; but

excludes a person or class of persons that is declared by regulations not
to be a customer for the purposes of this Act

Customs officer has the same meaning as in section 2(1) of the Customs and
Excise Act 1996
designated business group means a group of 2 or more persons where—
(a)

each member of the group has elected, in writing, to be a member of the
group and the election is in force; and

(b)

each election was made in accordance with regulations (if any); and
11
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(c)

no member of the group is a member of another designated business
group; and

(d)

each member of the group is—
(i)

(e)

related to each other member of the group within the meaning of
section 2(3) of the Companies Act 1993 and is—
(A)

a reporting entity resident in New Zealand; or

(B)

a person that is resident in another country with sufficient
anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism systems and is supervised or regulated for antimoney laundering and countering the financing of terrorism
purposes; or

(ii)

providing a service under a joint venture agreement, to which
each member of the group is a party; or

(iii)

a government department named in Schedule 1 of the State Sector
Act 1988, a State enterprise under the State-Owned Enterprises
Act 1986, or a Crown entity under section 7 of the Crown Entities
Act 2004; or

(iv)

related to 1 or more of the entities in subparagraph (iii) through
the provision of common products or services; or

(v)

an entity or class of entities prescribed by regulations; and

each member of the group satisfies any conditions that may be prescribed by regulations and that apply to that member

domestic wire transfer has the meaning set out in section 27(7)
existing customer, in relation to a reporting entity, means a person who was in
a business relationship with the reporting entity immediately before the commencement of Part 2
facility—
(a)

(b)

12

means any account or arrangement—
(i)

that is provided by a reporting entity; and

(ii)

through which a facility holder may conduct 2 or more transactions; and

without limiting paragraph (a), includes—
(i)

a life insurance policy:

(ii)

membership of a superannuation scheme, workplace savings
scheme, or KiwiSaver scheme:

(iii)

the provision, by a reporting entity, of facilities for safe custody,
including (without limitation) a safety deposit box:

(iv)

an account or arrangement declared by regulations to be a facility
for the purposes of this Act; but
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excludes an account or arrangement declared by regulations not to be a
facility for the purposes of this Act

facility holder, in relation to a facility,—
(a)

means the person in whose name the facility is established; or

(b)

if that facility is a life insurance policy, means any person who for the
time being is the legal holder of that policy; or

(c)

if that facility consists of membership of a superannuation scheme,
workplace savings scheme, or KiwiSaver scheme, means the product
holder of the managed investment product in the scheme (within the
meanings of product holder and managed investment product in section
6(1) of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013)

financial institution—
(a)

means a person who, in the ordinary course of business, carries on 1 or
more of the following financial activities:
(i)

accepting deposits or other repayable funds from the public:

(ii)

lending to or for a customer, including consumer credit, mortgage
credit, factoring (with or without recourse), and financing of commercial transactions (including forfeiting):

(iii)

financial leasing (excluding financial leasing arrangements in relation to consumer products):

(iv)

transferring money or value for, or on behalf of, a customer:

(v)

issuing or managing the means of payment (for example, credit or
debit cards, cheques, traveller’s cheques, money orders, bankers’
drafts, or electronic money):

(vi)

undertaking financial guarantees and commitments:

(vii) trading for the person’s own account or for the accounts of customers in any of the following:
(A)

money market instruments (for example, cheques, bills, certificates of deposit, or derivatives):

(B)

foreign exchange:

(C)

exchange, interest rate, or index instruments:

(D)

transferable securities:

(E)

commodity futures trading:

(viii) participating in securities issues and the provision of financial services related to those issues:
(ix)

managing individual or collective portfolios:

(x)

safe keeping or administering of cash or liquid securities on behalf
of other persons:
13
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investing, administering, or managing funds or money on behalf
of other persons:

(xii) issuing, or undertaking liability under, life insurance policies as an
insurer:
(xiii) money or currency changing; and
(b)

includes a person or class of persons declared by regulations to be a financial institution for the purposes of this Act; but

(c)

excludes a person or class of persons declared by regulations not to be a
financial institution for the purposes of this Act

financing of terrorism has the same meaning as in section 4(1) of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002
gambling inspector has the same meaning as in section 4(1) of the Gambling
Act 2003
government agency means—
(a)

a government department named in Schedule 1 of the State Sector Act
1988; or

(b)

a Crown entity under section 7 of the Crown Entities Act 2004; or

(c)

the Reserve Bank, the Parliamentary Counsel Office, the New Zealand
Police, and the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service; or

(d)

any overseas country’s counterpart of any of the entities in paragraphs
(a) to (c)

identity information means information obtained under sections 15, 19, 23,
and 27(1) and (2) and any other information relating to identity prescribed by
sections 29(2)(g) and 30(b)
individual means a natural person, other than a deceased natural person
intermediary institution, in relation to a wire transfer, is a person that participates in a transfer of funds that takes place through more than 1 institution but
is not an ordering institution or a beneficiary institution
KiwiSaver scheme has the same meaning as in section 6(1) of the Financial
Markets Conduct Act 2013
law enforcement purposes means—

14

(a)

the administration of this Act:

(b)

the detection, investigation, and prosecution of—
(i)

any offence under this Act; or

(ii)

a money laundering offence; or

(iii)

any offence under section 143B of the Tax Administration Act
1994; or
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any serious offence (within the meaning of section 243(1) of the
Crimes Act 1961):

(c)

the enforcement of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991 or the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009:

(d)

the enforcement of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975:

(e)

the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002:

(f)

the administration of the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act
1992:

(g)

the investigation of matters relating to security under the New Zealand
Security Intelligence Service Act 1969:

(h)

any action referred to in paragraphs (a) to (g) taken in respect of legislation of an overseas jurisdiction that is broadly equivalent to the enactments listed in those paragraphs

life insurance policy means a life policy within the meaning of section 6(1) of
the Insurance (Prudential Supervision) Act 2010
Minister means the Minister who is, with the authority of the Prime Minister,
for the time being responsible for the administration of this Act
Ministry means the department of State that, with the authority of the Prime
Minister, is for the time being responsible for the administration of this Act
money laundering offence means an offence against section 243 of the Crimes
Act 1961 or section 12B of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975 or any act committed overseas that, if committed in New Zealand, would be an offence under
those sections of those Acts
occasional transaction—
(a)

means a cash transaction that occurs outside of a business relationship
and is over the applicable threshold value (whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or several operations that appear to be
linked); and

(b)

includes a transaction or class of transactions declared by regulations to
be an occasional transaction for the purposes of this Act; but

(c)

excludes—
(i)

cheque deposits; and

(ii)

a transaction or class of transactions declared by regulations not to
be an occasional transaction for the purposes of this Act

ordering institution—
(a)

means any person who has been instructed by a person (the payer) to
electronically transfer funds controlled by the payer to a person (the
payee) who may or may not be the payer on the basis that the transferred
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funds will be made available to the payee by a beneficiary institution;
and
(b)

includes a person declared by regulations to be an ordering institution
for the purposes of this Act; but

(c)

excludes a person or class of persons declared by regulations not to be
an ordering institution for the purposes of this Act

physical currency means the coin and printed money (whether of New Zealand or of a foreign country) that—
(a)

is designated as legal tender; and

(b)

circulates as, and is customarily used and accepted as, a medium of exchange in the country of issue

Police employee has the same meaning as in section 4 of the Policing Act 2008
politically exposed person means—
(a)

an individual who holds, or has held at any time in the preceding 12
months, in any overseas country the prominent public function of—
(i)

Head of State or head of a country or government; or

(ii)

government minister or equivalent senior politician; or

(iii)

Supreme Court Judge or equivalent senior Judge; or

(iv)

governor of a central bank or any other position that has comparable influence to the Governor of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand; or

(v)

senior foreign representative, ambassador, or high commissioner;
or

(vi)

high-ranking member of the armed forces; or

(vii) board chair, chief executive, or chief financial officer of, or any
other position that has comparable influence in, any State enterprise; and
(b)

(c)

an immediate family member of a person referred to in paragraph (a), including—
(i)

a spouse; or

(ii)

a partner, being a person who is considered by the relevant national law as equivalent to a spouse; or

(iii)

a child and a child’s spouse or partner; or

(iv)

a parent; and

having regard to information that is public or readily available,—
(i)

16

any individual who is known to have joint beneficial ownership of
a legal entity or legal arrangement, or any other close relationship,
with a person referred to in paragraph (a); or
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any individual who has sole beneficial ownership of a legal entity
or legal arrangement that is known to exist for the benefit of a person described in paragraph (a)

registered bank has the same meaning as in section 2(1) of the Reserve Bank
of New Zealand Act 1989
regulations means regulations made under this Act
reporting entity—
(a)

(b)

(c)

means—
(i)

a financial institution; and

(ii)

a casino; and

includes—
(i)

a person or class of persons declared by regulations to be a reporting entity for the purposes of this Act; and

(ii)

any other person that is required by any enactment to comply with
this Act as if it were a reporting entity; but

excludes a person or class of persons declared by regulations not to be a
reporting entity for the purposes of this Act

security has the same meaning as in section 2(1) of the New Zealand Security
Intelligence Service Act 1969
senior manager (and senior management correspondingly) means,—
(a)

in relation to a reporting entity that is a company, a director within the
meaning of section 126 of the Companies Act 1993; and

(b)

in relation to a reporting entity that is not a company, a person who occupies a position comparable to that of a director (for example, a trustee or
partner); and

(c)

any other person who occupies a position within a reporting entity that
allows that person to exercise an influence over the management or administration of the reporting entity (for example, a chief executive or a
chief financial officer)

shell bank has the meaning set out in section 39(2)
superannuation scheme has the same meaning as in section 6(1) of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
suspicious property report has the same meaning as in section 4(1) of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002
suspicious transaction report means a report made under section 40
transaction—
(a)

means any deposit, withdrawal, exchange, or transfer of funds (in any
denominated currency), whether—
17
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(b)

(c)

(i)

in cash; or

(ii)

by cheque, payment order, or other instrument; or

(iii)

by electronic or other non-physical means; and
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without limiting paragraph (a), includes—
(i)

any payment made in satisfaction, in whole or in part, of any contractual or other legal obligation; and

(ii)

a transaction or class of transactions declared by regulations to be
a transaction for the purposes of this Act; but

excludes the following:
(i)

the placing of any bet:

(ii)

participation in gambling as defined in section 4(1) of the Gambling Act 2003:

(iii)

a transaction or class of transactions declared by regulations not to
be a transaction for the purposes of this Act

trustee has the same meaning as in section 2(1) of the Trustee Act 1956
verification information means information obtained under sections 16, 20,
24, and 28
wire transfer—
(a)

means a transaction carried out on behalf of a person (the originator)
through a reporting entity by electronic means with a view to making an
amount of money available to a beneficiary (who may also be the originator) at another financial institution; and

(b)

includes a transfer or transaction, or class of transfers or transactions, declared by regulations to be a wire transfer for the purposes of this Act;
but

(c)

excludes—
(i)

transfers and settlements between financial institutions if both the
originator and the beneficiary are financial institutions acting on
their own behalf; and

(ii)

credit and debit card transactions if the credit or debit card number accompanies the transaction; and

(iii)

any other transfer or transaction or class of transfers or transactions declared by regulations not to be a wire transfer for the purposes of this Act.

workplace savings scheme has the same meaning as in section 6(1) of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
Section 5 designated business group paragraph (d)(v): amended, on 12 December 2012, by section
4 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2012
(2012 No 98).
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Section 5 facility paragraph (b)(ii): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial
Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 5 facility holder paragraph (c): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 5 financial institution paragraph (a)(xii): substituted, on 1 February 2011, by section 241(2)
of the Insurance (Prudential Supervision) Act 2010 (2010 No 111).
Section 5 government agency paragraph (d): replaced, on 5 December 2013, by section 4 of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013
No 106).
Section 5 KiwiSaver scheme: inserted, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 5 life insurance policy: inserted, on 1 February 2011, by section 241(2) of the Insurance
(Prudential Supervision) Act 2010 (2010 No 111).
Section 5 superannuation scheme: inserted, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial
Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 5 workplace savings scheme: inserted, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial
Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).

6

Application of this Act to reporting entities
This Act applies to a reporting entity only to the extent that—
(a)

in the case of a reporting entity that is a financial institution, the financial activities undertaken by that entity fall within the activities described in the definition of financial institution; or

(b)

a reporting entity, that is not a financial institution, is carrying out activities that may give rise to a risk of money laundering or financing of terrorism.

7

Amounts not in New Zealand currency

(1)

This section applies if, for the purposes of this Act, it is necessary to determine
whether the amount of any cash (whether alone or together with any other
amount of cash)—

(2)

(3)

(a)

exceeds the applicable threshold value; and

(b)

is denominated in a currency other than New Zealand currency.

If this section applies, the amount of the cash is taken to be the equivalent in
New Zealand currency,—
(a)

calculated at the rate of exchange on the date of the determination; or

(b)

if there is more than 1 rate of exchange on that date, calculated at the
average of those rates.

For the purposes of this section, a written certificate purporting to be signed by
an officer of any bank in New Zealand that a specified rate of exchange prevailed between currencies on a specified day, and that at such rate a specified
sum in a particular currency is equivalent to a specified sum in terms of the
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currency of New Zealand, is sufficient evidence of the rate of exchange so prevailing and of the equivalent sums in terms of the respective currencies.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 4

8

Act binds the Crown
This Act binds the Crown.

Part 2
AML/CFT requirements and compliance
9

Non-compliance not excused by contractual obligations

(1)

This Act has effect despite anything to the contrary in any contract or agreement.

(2)

No person is excused from compliance with any requirement of this Act or
regulations by reason only that compliance with that requirement would constitute breach of any contract or agreement.

Subpart 1—Customer due diligence
10

Definitions
In this subpart, unless the context otherwise requires,—
enhanced customer due diligence means customer due diligence in accordance with the requirements set out in sections 23 to 30 and any other requirements prescribed by regulations
simplified customer due diligence means customer due diligence in accordance with the requirements set out in sections 19 to 21 and any other requirements prescribed by regulations
standard customer due diligence means customer due diligence in accordance with the requirements set out in sections 15 to 17 and any other requirements prescribed by regulations.

11

Customer due diligence

(1)

A reporting entity must conduct customer due diligence on—

(2)

20

(a)

a customer:

(b)

any beneficial owner of a customer:

(c)

any person acting on behalf of a customer.

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), a customer who is an individual and who
the reporting entity believes on reasonable grounds is not acting on behalf of
another person is to be treated as if he or she were also the beneficial owner
unless the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to suspect that that customer
is not the beneficial owner.
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The type of customer due diligence that must be conducted by a reporting entity is,—
(a)

in the circumstances described in section 14, at least standard customer
due diligence:

(b)

in the circumstances described in section 18, at least simplified customer
due diligence:

(c)

in the circumstances described in section 22, enhanced customer due diligence.

(4)

A reporting entity that is required to conduct customer due diligence in the circumstances described in sections 14, 18, and 22 is not required to obtain or verify any documents, data, or information that it has previously obtained and
verified for the purposes of carrying out customer due diligence in accordance
with this Act, unless there are reasonable grounds for the reporting entity to
doubt the adequacy or veracity of the documents, data, or information previously obtained.

(5)

Nothing in subsection (4) affects the obligation to conduct ongoing customer
due diligence in accordance with section 31.

12

Reliance on risk assessment when establishing level of risk
When establishing the level of risk involved for the purposes of this subpart, a
reporting entity must rely on its AML/CFT programme and its risk assessment
undertaken in accordance with section 58.

13

Basis for verifying identity
Verification of identity must be done on—
(a)

the basis of documents, data, or information issued by a reliable and independent source; or

(b)

any other basis applying to a specified situation, customer, product, service, business relationship, or transaction prescribed by regulations.

Standard customer due diligence
14

Circumstances when standard customer due diligence applies
A reporting entity must conduct standard customer due diligence in the following circumstances:
(a)

if the reporting entity establishes a business relationship with a new customer:

(b)

if a customer seeks to conduct an occasional transaction through the reporting entity:

(c)

if, in relation to an existing customer, and according to the level of risk
involved,—
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(i)

there has been a material change in the nature or purpose of the
business relationship; and

(ii)

the reporting entity considers that it has insufficient information
about the customer:

any other circumstances specified in regulations.

Standard customer due diligence: identity requirements
A reporting entity must obtain the following identity information in relation to
the persons referred to in section 11(1):
(a)

the person’s full name; and

(b)

the person’s date of birth; and

(c)

if the person is not the customer, the person’s relationship to the customer; and

(d)

the person’s address or registered office; and

(e)

the person’s company identifier or registration number; and

(f)

any information prescribed by regulations.

16

Standard customer due diligence: verification of identity requirements

(1)

A reporting entity must—
(a)

take reasonable steps to satisfy itself that the information obtained under
section 15 is correct; and

(b)

according to the level of risk involved, take reasonable steps to verify
any beneficial owner’s identity so that the reporting entity is satisfied
that it knows who the beneficial owner is; and

(c)

if a person is acting on behalf of the customer, according to the level of
risk involved, take reasonable steps to verify the person’s identity and
authority to act on behalf of the customer so that the reporting entity is
satisfied it knows who the person is and that the person has authority to
act on behalf of the customer; and

(d)

verify any other information prescribed by regulations.

(2)

Except as provided in subsection (3), a reporting entity must carry out verification of identity before establishing a business relationship or conducting an occasional transaction.

(3)

Verification of identity may be completed after the business relationship has
been established if—

22

(a)

it is essential not to interrupt normal business practice; and

(b)

money laundering and financing of terrorism risks are effectively managed through procedures of transaction limitations and account monitoring; and
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verification of identity is completed as soon as is practicable once the
business relationship has been established.

Section 16(1)(a): amended, on 5 December 2013, by section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).

17

Standard customer due diligence: other requirements
A reporting entity must also obtain—
(a)

information on the nature and purpose of the proposed business relationship between the customer and the reporting entity; and

(b)

sufficient information to determine whether the customer should be subject to enhanced customer due diligence.

Simplified customer due diligence
18

Circumstances when simplified customer due diligence applies

(1)

A reporting entity may conduct simplified customer due diligence if—

(2)

(3)

(a)

it establishes a business relationship with one of the customers specified
in subsection (2); or

(b)

one of the customers specified in subsection (2) conducts an occasional
transaction through the reporting entity; or

(c)

a customer conducts a transaction or obtains a product or service specified in regulations through the reporting entity.

The following are customers for the purposes of subsection (1):
(a)

a listed issuer (within the meaning of the Financial Markets Conduct
Act 2013) that is the issuer of quoted voting products (within the meaning of that Act):

(b)

a government department named in Schedule 1 of the State Sector Act
1988:

(c)

a local authority as defined in section 5 of the Local Government Act
2002:

(d)

the New Zealand Police:

(e)

the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service:

(f)

any other entity or class of entities specified in regulations.

A reporting entity may also conduct simplified customer due diligence on a
person who purports to act on behalf of a customer when—
(a)

the reporting entity already has a business relationship with the customer
at the time the person acts on behalf of the customer; and

(b)

the reporting entity has conducted one of the specified types of customer
due diligence on the customer in accordance with this Act and regulations (if any).
23
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For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this subpart requires identification or
verification of identity of a beneficial owner of a customer in respect of whom
a reporting entity may conduct simplified customer due diligence.
Section 18(1)(c): amended, on 5 December 2013, by section 6 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).
Section 18(2)(a): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).

19

Simplified customer due diligence: identity requirements
A reporting entity must obtain the following identity information in relation to
a person acting on behalf of the customer:
(a)

the person’s full name; and

(b)

the person’s date of birth; and

(c)

the person’s relationship to the customer; and

(d)

any information prescribed by regulations.

20

Simplified customer due diligence: verification of identity requirements

(1)

A reporting entity must, according to the level of risk involved, verify the identity of a person acting on behalf of a customer and that person’s authority to act
for the customer so that it is satisfied it knows who the person is and that the
person has authority to act on behalf of the customer.

(2)

Verification of identity must be carried out before the business relationship is
established or the occasional transaction is conducted or the person acts on behalf of the customer.

(3)

For the purposes of verifying a person’s authority to act in the circumstances
described in section 18, a reporting entity may rely on an authority provided in
an application form or other document provided to the reporting entity that
shows a person’s authority to act or transact on an account.

21

Simplified customer due diligence: other requirements
In the circumstances described in section 18(1)(a), a reporting entity must also
obtain information on the nature and purpose of the proposed business relationship between the customer and the reporting entity.

Enhanced customer due diligence
22

Circumstances when enhanced customer due diligence applies

(1)

A reporting entity must conduct enhanced customer due diligence in accordance with sections 23 and 24 in the following circumstances:
(a)

if the reporting entity establishes a business relationship with a customer
that is—
(i)

24

a trust or another vehicle for holding personal assets:
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(ii)

a non-resident customer from a country that has insufficient antimoney laundering and countering financing of terrorism systems
or measures in place:

(iii)

a company with nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form:

if a customer seeks to conduct an occasional transaction through the reporting entity and that customer is—
(i)

a trust or another vehicle for holding personal assets:

(ii)

a non-resident customer from a country that has insufficient antimoney laundering and countering financing of terrorism systems
or measures in place:

(iii)

a company with nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form:

(c)

if a customer seeks to conduct, through the reporting entity, a complex,
unusually large transaction or unusual pattern of transactions that have
no apparent or visible economic or lawful purpose:

(d)

when a reporting entity considers that the level of risk involved is such
that enhanced due diligence should apply to a particular situation:

(e)

any other circumstances specified in regulations.

A reporting entity must conduct enhanced customer due diligence in accordance with section 26 if—
(a)

it establishes a business relationship with a customer who it has determined is a politically exposed person; or

(b)

a customer who it has determined is a politically exposed person seeks to
conduct an occasional transaction through the reporting entity.

(3)

A reporting entity must conduct enhanced customer due diligence in accordance with sections 27 and 28 if it is an ordering institution, an intermediary institution, or a beneficiary institution in relation to a wire transfer.

(4)

A reporting entity must conduct enhanced customer due diligence in accordance with section 29 if it has, or proposes to have, a correspondent banking relationship.

(5)

A reporting entity must conduct enhanced due diligence in accordance with
section 30 if—
(a)

it establishes a business relationship with a customer that involves new
or developing technologies, or new or developing products, that might
favour anonymity; or

(b)

a customer seeks to conduct an occasional transaction through the reporting entity that involves new or developing technologies, or new or
developing products, that might favour anonymity.
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Enhanced customer due diligence: identity requirements
A reporting entity must, in relation to a person referred to in section 11(1), obtain the information required under section 15 and the following additional information:
(a)

information relating to the source of the funds or the wealth of the customer; and

(b)

any additional information prescribed by regulations.

24

Enhanced customer due diligence: verification of identity requirements

(1)

A reporting entity must—
(a)

conduct the verification of identity requirements for standard customer
due diligence set out in section 16; and

(b)

according to the level of risk involved, take reasonable steps to verify
the information obtained under section 23(a); and

(c)

verify any other information prescribed by regulations.

(2)

Except as provided in subsection (3), a reporting entity must carry out verification of identity before establishing a business relationship or conducting an occasional transaction.

(3)

Verification of identity may be completed after the business relationship has
been established if—

25

(a)

it is essential not to interrupt normal business practice; and

(b)

money laundering and financing of terrorism risks are effectively managed through procedures of transaction limitations and account monitoring; and

(c)

verification of identity is completed as soon as is practicable once the
business relationship has been established.

Enhanced customer due diligence: other requirements
In the circumstances described in section 22(1)(a), 22(2)(a), and 22(5)(a), a reporting entity must also obtain information on the nature and purpose of the
proposed business relationship between the customer and the reporting entity.

26

Politically exposed person

(1)

The reporting entity must, as soon as practicable after establishing a business
relationship or conducting an occasional transaction, take reasonable steps to
determine whether the customer or any beneficial owner is a politically exposed person.

(2)

If a reporting entity determines that a customer or beneficial owner with whom
it has established a business relationship is a politically exposed person, then—
(a)

26

the reporting entity must have senior management approval for continuing the business relationship; and
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the reporting entity must obtain information about the source of wealth
or funds of the customer or beneficial owner and take reasonable steps to
verify the source of that wealth or those funds.

(3)

If a reporting entity determines that a customer or beneficial owner with whom
it has conducted an occasional transaction is a politically exposed person, then
the reporting entity must, as soon as practicable after conducting that transaction, take reasonable steps to obtain information about the source of wealth or
funds of the customer or beneficial owner and verify the source of that wealth
or those funds.

27

Wire transfers: identity requirements

(1)

A reporting entity that is an ordering institution must identify the originator of
a wire transfer that is over the applicable threshold value by obtaining the following information:
(a)

the originator’s full name; and

(b)

the originator’s account number or other identifying information that
may be prescribed and allows the transaction to be traced back to the originator; and

(c)

one of the following:

(d)

(i)

the originator’s address:

(ii)

the originator’s national identity number:

(iii)

the originator’s customer identification number:

(iv)

the originator’s place and date of birth; and

any information prescribed by regulations.

(2)

However, if the wire transfer is a domestic wire transfer, a reporting entity that
is an ordering institution may identify the originator by obtaining the originator’s account number or other identifying information that may be prescribed
and allows the transaction to be traced back to the originator if the reporting
entity that is the ordering institution is able to provide the information specified
in subsection (1)(a), (c), and (d) within 3 working days of a request being made
by the beneficiary institution.

(3)

Regulations may be made under section 154(1)(c) exempting the reporting entity from the obligation to obtain some or all of the information set out in subsection (1) in relation to a specified transfer or transaction.

(4)

The information obtained by the reporting entity (the ordering institution under
subsection (1) or (2), as the case may be) must accompany the wire transfer.

(5)

A reporting entity that is a beneficiary institution must—
(a)

use effective risk-based procedures for handling wire transfers that are
not accompanied by all the information specified in subsection (1); and

(b)

consider whether the wire transfers constitute a suspicious transaction.
27
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(6)

Any information about the originator obtained by a reporting entity that is an
intermediary institution must be provided by that reporting entity to the beneficiary institution as soon as practicable.

(7)

For the purposes of this section, a domestic wire transfer is a wire transfer
where the ordering institution, the intermediary institution, and the beneficiary
institution are all in New Zealand.
Section 27(6): replaced, on 5 December 2013, by section 7 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).
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Wire transfers: verification of identity requirements

(1)

The ordering institution must, according to the level of risk involved,—

(2)

(a)

verify the originator’s identity so that the reporting entity is satisfied that
the information obtained under section 27 is correct; and

(b)

verify any other information prescribed by regulations.

Verification of the originator’s identity must be carried out before the wire
transfer is ordered.
Section 28(1)(a): replaced, on 5 December 2013, by section 8 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).
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Correspondent banking relationships

(1)

A financial institution (the correspondent) that has, or proposes to have, a correspondent banking relationship with a respondent financial institution (the respondent) must, according to the level of risk involved, conduct enhanced customer due diligence as set out in subsection (2) in relation to correspondent accounts that are used, or are proposed to be used, for payments to, or receipts
from, foreign financial institutions.

(2)

The correspondent must—

28

(a)

gather enough information about the respondent to understand fully the
nature of the respondent’s business; and

(b)

determine from publicly available information the reputation of the respondent and whether and to what extent the respondent is supervised
for AML/CFT purposes, including whether the respondent has been subject to a money laundering or financing of terrorism investigation or
regulatory action; and

(c)

assess the respondent’s anti-money laundering and countering financing
of terrorism controls to ascertain that those controls are adequate and effective; and

(d)

have approval from its senior management before establishing a new
correspondent banking relationship; and

(e)

document the respective AML/CFT responsibilities of the correspondent
and the respondent; and
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(g)
(3)
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be satisfied that, in respect of those of the respondent’s customers who
have direct access to accounts of the correspondent, the respondent―
(i)

has verified the identity of, and conducts ongoing monitoring in
respect of, those customers; and

(ii)

is able to provide to the correspondent, on request, the documents,
data, or information obtained when conducting the relevant customer due diligence and ongoing customer due diligence; and

meet any other requirements prescribed by regulations and that apply to
correspondent banking relationships.

For the purposes of this Act, a correspondent banking relationship means a
relationship that involves the provision of banking services by a financial institution (the correspondent) to another financial institution (the respondent)
if—
(a)

the correspondent carries on an activity or business at or through a permanent establishment of the correspondent in a particular country; and

(b)

the respondent carries on an activity or business at or through a permanent establishment of the respondent in another country; and

(c)

the correspondent banking relationship relates, in whole or in part, to
those permanent establishments; and

(d)

the relationship is not of a kind specified in regulations; and

(e)

the banking services are not of a kind specified in regulations.

New or developing technologies, or products, that might favour anonymity
Before a reporting entity establishes a business relationship or conducts an occasional transaction that involves new or developing technologies, or new or
developing products, that might favour anonymity, the reporting entity must, in
addition to the requirements in sections 15 and 16,—
(a)

take any additional measures that may be needed to mitigate and manage
the risk of new or developing technologies, or new or developing products, that might favour anonymity from being used in the commission of
a money laundering offence or for the financing of terrorism; and

(b)

meet any other requirements prescribed by regulations and that apply to
the particular technology or product.

Ongoing customer due diligence and account monitoring
31

Ongoing customer due diligence and account monitoring

(1)

This section applies to a business relationship between a reporting entity and a
customer.

(2)

A reporting entity must conduct ongoing customer due diligence and undertake
account monitoring in order to—
29
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(3)

(4)
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(a)

ensure that the business relationship and the transactions relating to that
business relationship are consistent with the reporting entity’s knowledge about the customer and the customer’s business and risk profile;
and

(b)

identify any grounds for reporting a suspicious transaction under section
40(1)(b).

When conducting ongoing customer due diligence and undertaking account
monitoring, the reporting entity must have regard to—
(a)

the type of customer due diligence conducted when the business relationship with the customer was established; and

(b)

the level of risk involved.

When conducting ongoing customer due diligence and undertaking account
monitoring, a reporting entity must do at least the following:
(a)

regularly review the customer’s account activity and transaction behaviour; and

(b)

regularly review any customer information obtained under sections 15,
17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, and 30, or, in relation to an existing customer, any customer information the reporting entity holds about the
customer; and

(c)

anything prescribed by regulations.

Reliance on third parties
32

Reliance on member of designated business group

(1)

A reporting entity (member A) that is a member of a designated business
group may—
(a)

(b)

30

rely on another member of the group (member B) to conduct any customer due diligence procedures required for customer due diligence
under this Act or regulations as long as—
(i)

any identity information is given to member A by member B before member A establishes a business relationship or an occasional transaction is conducted; and

(ii)

any verification information is given to member A by member B
as soon as practicable, but no later than 5 working days, after the
business relationship is established or the occasional transaction is
conducted:

adopt that part of an AML/CFT programme of another member of the
group that relates to record keeping, account monitoring, ongoing customer due diligence, and annual reporting and share and use the procedures, policies, and controls relating to those parts of the programme subject to any conditions prescribed by regulations:
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(c)

use another member of the group’s risk assessment if that risk assessment is relevant to member A’s business:

(d)

make a suspicious transaction report on behalf of any other member or
all members of the designated business group.

(2)

Despite subsection (1), a reporting entity, and not the member of the designated
business group relied on by the reporting entity, is responsible for ensuring that
it is complying with this Act and regulations.

(3)

An AML/CFT supervisor for a reporting entity that is part of a designated business group may require the reporting entity to undertake its own risk assessment or develop its own AML/CFT programme if the AML/CFT supervisor is
of the view that the risk assessment or AML/CFT programme being, or proposed to be, relied on by the reporting entity is not appropriate for that entity.

(4)

This section is subject to section 36, which relates to the protection of personal
information.
Compare: Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 s 36(4) (Aust)
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Reliance on other reporting entities or persons in another country

(1)

Subject to the conditions in subsection (2), a reporting entity may rely on another person (who is not an agent) to conduct the customer due diligence procedures required for customer due diligence under this Act or regulations.

(2)

The conditions are that—
(a)

the person being relied on is either—
(i)

a reporting entity; or

(ii)

a person who is resident in a country with sufficient anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism systems and
measures in place and who is supervised or regulated for
AML/CFT purposes; and

(b)

the person has a business relationship with the customer concerned; and

(c)

the person has conducted relevant customer due diligence procedures to
at least the standard required by this Act and regulations and has provided to the reporting entity—

(d)

(i)

relevant identity information before the reporting entity establishes a business relationship or an occasional transaction is conducted; and

(ii)

relevant verification information as soon as practicable, but no later than 5 working days, after the business relationship is established or the occasional transaction is conducted; and

the person consents to conducting the customer due diligence procedures
for the reporting entity and to providing all relevant information to the
reporting entity; and

31
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any other conditions prescribed by regulations are complied with.

(3)

Despite subsection (1), a reporting entity relying on a third party to conduct the
customer due diligence procedure, and not the person carrying out the customer
due diligence procedure, is responsible for ensuring that customer due diligence is carried out in accordance with this Act.

34

Reliance on agents
Subject to any conditions that may be prescribed by regulations, a reporting entity may authorise a person to be its agent and rely on that agent to conduct the
customer due diligence procedures and obtain any information required for
customer due diligence under this Act or regulations.

35

Use of information obtained from third party conducting customer due
diligence
Information obtained by a third party conducting customer due diligence under
sections 32 to 34 for a reporting entity may only be used by that third party for
the purpose of complying with this Act and regulations.

36

Protection of personal information and designated business groups

(1)

This section applies to personal information that is either—
(a)

identity or verification information received for the purposes of section
32(1)(a); or

(b)

information received for the purposes of section 32(1)(b).

(2)

Any information supplied by any member of a designated business group to another member of that group must be subject to privacy protections at least
equivalent to those set out in privacy principles 5 to 11 in section 6 of the Privacy Act 1993.

(3)

Each member of the designated business group must agree, in writing, to comply with privacy principles 5 to 11 in section 6 of the Privacy Act 1993 or their
equivalent if the member is resident overseas.

(4)

The entity that provides information to another member of its designated business group remains responsible for the use or disclosure of that information.

(5)

A reporting entity may use or disclose information to which this section applies
only as follows:

32

(a)

it may use identity and verification information received for the purposes
of section 32(1)(a) in a suspicious transactions report:

(b)

it may disclose information for the purposes of section 32(1)(b) to another member of the designated business group unless such disclosure is
likely to result in a suspicious transaction report being filed in an overseas jurisdiction by the member to whom the information is disclosed.
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Prohibitions
37

Prohibitions if customer due diligence not conducted
If, in relation to a customer, a reporting entity is unable to conduct customer
due diligence in accordance with this subpart, the reporting entity—
(a)

must not establish a business relationship with the customer; and

(b)

must terminate any existing business relationship with the customer; and

(c)

must not carry out an occasional transaction with or for the customer;
and

(d)

must consider whether to make a suspicious transactions report; and

(e)

may disclose the possibility of making a suspicious transaction report
only to a person referred to in section 46(2).

38

Prohibition on false customer names and customer anonymity

(1)

A reporting entity must not,—

(2)

(a)

knowingly or recklessly, set up a facility for a customer on the basis of
customer anonymity:

(b)

without lawful justification or reasonable excuse, set up a facility for a
customer under a false customer name.

Subsection (1) does not apply to a facility—
(a)

that has a number or other identifier allocated to it and the customer and
any person who is authorised to act on behalf of the customer in respect
of the facility has had their identity verified in accordance with the relevant customer due diligence requirements; or

(b)

that has been set up for the Commissioner or for the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service for law enforcement purposes.

Section 38(2)(a): amended, on 12 December 2012, by section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2012 (2012 No 98).
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Prohibition on establishing or continuing business relationship involving
shell bank

(1)

A reporting entity must not establish or continue a business relationship with,
or allow an occasional transaction to be conducted through it by,—

(2)

(a)

a shell bank; or

(b)

a financial institution that has a correspondent banking relationship with
a shell bank.

For the purposes of subsection (1), a shell bank is a corporation that—
(a)

is incorporated in a foreign country; and

(b)

is authorised to carry on banking business in its country of incorporation; and
33
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(3)

(4)
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(c)

does not have a physical presence in its country of incorporation; and

(d)

is not an affiliate of another corporation that—
(i)

is incorporated in a particular country; and

(ii)

is authorised to carry on banking business in its country of incorporation; and

(iii)

is sufficiently supervised and monitored in carrying on its banking
business; and

(iv)

has a physical presence in its country of incorporation.

For the purposes of paragraph (d) of the definition of shell bank in subsection
(2), a corporation is affiliated with another corporation only if—
(a)

the corporation is a subsidiary of the other corporation; or

(b)

both corporations are under common effective control; or

(c)

both corporations are declared to be affiliated in accordance with regulations (if any).

For the purposes of the definition of shell bank in subsection (2), a corporation
has a physical presence in a country if, and only if,—
(a)

the corporation carries on banking business at a place in that country;
and

(b)

banking operations of the corporation are managed and conducted from
that place.

Compare: Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 ss 15, 95 (Aust)

Subpart 2—Suspicious transaction reports
40

Reporting entities to report suspicious transactions

(1)

Despite any other enactment or any rule of law, but subject to section 42 of this
Act and to section 44(4) of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002, this section
applies if—

34

(a)

a person conducts or seeks to conduct a transaction through a reporting
entity; and

(b)

the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction or proposed transaction is or may be—
(i)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of any person for a
money laundering offence; or

(ii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975; or

(iii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act
2002; or

(iv)

relevant to the enforcement of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991 or
the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009; or
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relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a serious offence
within the meaning of section 243(1) of the Crimes Act 1961.

(2)

If this section applies, the reporting entity must, as soon as practicable, but no
later than 3 working days after forming its suspicion, report the transaction or
proposed transaction to the Commissioner, in accordance with section 41.

(3)

Nothing in subsection (2) requires any lawyer to disclose any privileged communication (as defined in section 42).
Compare: 1996 No 9 ss 15(1), 19(1)
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Nature of suspicious transaction report

(1)

Except as provided in subsection (2), a report under section 40 must—
(a)

be in the prescribed form (if any); and

(b)

contain the details prescribed by regulations; and

(c)

contain a statement of the grounds on which the reporting entity holds
the suspicions referred to in section 40(1)(b); and

(d)

be signed by a person authorised by the reporting entity to sign suspicious transaction reports (unless the report is forwarded by email or another similar means of communication); and

(e)

be forwarded, in writing, to the Commissioner—
(i)

by way of secure electronic transmission by a means specified or
provided by the Commissioner for this purpose; or

(ii)

by another means (including, without limitation, by way of transmission by fax or email) that may be agreed from time to time between the Commissioner and the reporting entity concerned.

(2)

However, if the urgency of the situation requires, a suspicious transaction report may be made orally to any Police employee authorised for the purpose by
the Commissioner, but in any such case the reporting entity must, as soon as
practicable, but no later than 3 working days, forward to the Commissioner a
suspicious transaction report that complies with the requirements in subsection
(1).

(3)

The Commissioner may confer the authority to receive a suspicious transaction
report under subsection (2) on—
(a)

any specified Police employee; or

(b)

Police employees of any specified rank or class; or

(c)

any Police employee or Police employees for the time being holding any
specified office or specified class of offices.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 15(2)–(4)
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Privileged communication defined

(1)

For the purposes of section 40(3), a communication is a privileged communication only if—
(a)

it is a confidential communication, whether oral or written, passing between—
(i)

a lawyer in his or her professional capacity and another lawyer in
that capacity:

(ii)

a lawyer in his or her professional capacity and his or her client:

(iii)

any person described in subparagraph (i) or (ii) and the agent of
the other person described in that subparagraph, or between the
agents of both the persons described, either directly or indirectly;
and

(b)

it is made or brought into existence for the purpose of obtaining or giving legal advice or assistance; and

(c)

it is not made or brought into existence for the purpose of committing or
furthering the commission of some illegal or wrongful act.

(2)

However, where the information consists wholly or partly of, or relates wholly
or partly to, the receipts, payments, income, expenditure, or financial transactions of a specified person (whether a lawyer, his or her client, or any other person), it is not a privileged communication if it is contained in, or comprises the
whole or part of, any book, account, statement, or other record prepared or kept
by the lawyer in connection with a trust account of the lawyer within the meaning of section 6 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006.

(3)

For the purposes of this section, references to a lawyer include a firm in which
he or she is a partner or is held out to be a partner.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 19(2)–(4)
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Auditors may report suspicious transactions

(1)

Despite any other enactment or any rule of law, this section applies to a person
who, in the course of carrying out the duties of that person’s occupation as an
auditor, has reasonable grounds to suspect, in relation to any transaction, that
the transaction is—

36

(a)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of any person for a money
laundering offence; or

(b)

relevant to the enforcement of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975; or

(c)

relevant to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002; or

(d)

relevant to the enforcement of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991 or the
Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009; or

(e)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a serious offence within
the meaning of section 243(1) of the Crimes Act 1961.
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A person may report a transaction referred to in subsection (1) to the Commissioner.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 16
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Protection of persons reporting suspicious transactions

(1)

Subsection (2) applies to a person who—

(2)

(3)

(a)

discloses or supplies any information in any suspicious transaction report; or

(b)

supplies any information in connection with any suspicious transaction
report, whether at the time the report is made or afterwards.

No civil, criminal, and disciplinary proceedings lie against a person to whom
subsection (1) applies—
(a)

in respect of the disclosure or supply, or the manner of the disclosure or
supply, by that person of the information referred to in that subsection;
or

(b)

for any consequences that follow from the disclosure or supply of that
information.

If any information is reported under section 43 to any Police employee by any
person, no civil, criminal, or disciplinary proceedings lie against that person—
(a)

in respect of the disclosure or supply, or the manner of the disclosure or
supply, of that information by that person; or

(b)

for any consequences that follow from the disclosure or supply of that
information.

(4)

However, subsections (2) and (3) do not apply if the information was disclosed
or supplied in bad faith.

(5)

Nothing in this section applies in respect of proceedings for an offence under
any of sections 92 to 97.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 17
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Immunity from liability for disclosure of information relating to money
laundering transactions

(1)

This section applies if—
(a)

a person does any act that would constitute, or the person believes would
constitute, an offence against section 243(2) or (3) of the Crimes Act
1961; and

(b)

in respect of the doing of that act, that person would have, by virtue of
section 244(a) of the Crimes Act 1961, a defence to a charge under section 243(2) or (3) of that Act; and

(c)

that person discloses, to any Police employee, any information relating
to a money laundering transaction (within the meaning of section 243(4)
of the Crimes Act 1961), being a money laundering transaction that con37
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stitutes (in whole or in part), or is connected with or related to, the act
referred to in paragraph (a); and

(2)

(d)

that information is so disclosed, in good faith, for the purpose of, or in
connection with, the enforcement or intended enforcement of any enactment or provision referred to in section 244(a) of the Crimes Act 1961;
and

(e)

that person is otherwise under any obligation (whether arising by virtue
of any enactment or any rule of law or any other instrument) to maintain
secrecy in relation to, or not to disclose, that information.

If this section applies, then, without limiting section 44 and despite that the disclosure would otherwise constitute a breach of that obligation of secrecy or
non-disclosure, the disclosure by that person, to that Police employee, of that
information is not a breach of that obligation of secrecy or non-disclosure or
(where applicable) of any enactment by which that obligation is imposed.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 18
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Disclosure of information relating to suspicious transaction reports

(1)

This section and section 47 apply in respect of the following information:
(a)

any suspicious transaction report:

(b)

any information the disclosure of which will identify, or is reasonably
likely to identify, any person—

(c)
(2)

38

(i)

as a person who, in his or her capacity as an officer or employee
of a reporting entity, has handled a transaction in respect of which
a suspicious transaction report was made; or

(ii)

as a person who has prepared a suspicious transaction report; or

(iii)

as a person who has made a suspicious transaction report:

any information that discloses, or is reasonably likely to disclose, the existence of a suspicious transaction report.

A reporting entity must not disclose information to which this section relates to
any person except—
(a)

a Police employee who is authorised by the Commissioner to receive the
information; or

(b)

the reporting entity’s AML/CFT supervisor; or

(c)

an officer or employee of the reporting entity, for any purpose connected
with the performance of that person’s duties; or

(d)

a barrister or solicitor, for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or representation in relation to the matter; or

(e)

another member of a designated business group of which the reporting
entity is a member to the extent necessary to decide whether to make a
suspicious transaction report.
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(3)

A Police employee may only disclose information to which this section applies
for law enforcement purposes.

(4)

An AML/CFT supervisor may only disclose information to which this section
applies to the Police for law enforcement purposes.

(5)

A person to whom a function or power has been delegated under section 134
may disclose information to which this section applies only to the AML/CFT
supervisor that made the delegation.

(6)

A person (person A) referred to in subsection (2)(c) to whom disclosure of any
information to which that subsection applies has been made must not disclose
that information except to another person of the kind referred to in that subsection for the purpose of—
(a)

the performance of person A’s duties; or

(b)

obtaining legal advice or representation in relation to the matter.

(7)

A person referred to in subsection (2)(d) to whom disclosure of any information to which that subsection applies has been made must not disclose that information except to a person of the kind referred to in that subsection for the
purpose of giving legal advice or making representations in relation to the
matter.

(8)

Any other person who has information to which this section applies may only
disclose that information to the Police for law enforcement purposes.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 20

47

Disclosure of information in proceedings

(1)

No person may disclose, in any judicial proceeding (within the meaning of section 108 of the Crimes Act 1961), any information to which this section applies
unless the Judge or, as the case requires, the person presiding at the proceeding
is satisfied that the disclosure of the information is necessary in the interests of
justice.

(2)

Nothing in this section prohibits the disclosure of any information for the purposes of the prosecution of any offence against section 93 or 94.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 21

48

Disclosure of personal information relating to employees or senior
managers
An AML/CFT supervisor that has, in the performance and exercise of its functions and powers under this Act, obtained personal information about
employees or senior managers may disclose that information to another government agency for the following purposes if the AML/CFT supervisor is satisfied that the agency has a proper interest in receiving the information:
(a)

law enforcement purposes:
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(b)
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the detection, investigation, and prosecution of any offence under the
following Acts:
(i)

the Companies Act 1993:

(ii)

the Financial Advisers Act 2008:

(iii)

the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008:

(iv)

the Gambling Act 2003:

(v)

the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989:

(vi)

the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013.

(vii) [Repealed]
Section 48(b)(vi): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 48(b)(vii): repealed, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).

Subpart 3—Record keeping
49

Obligation to keep transaction records

(1)

In relation to every transaction that is conducted through a reporting entity, the
reporting entity must keep those records that are reasonably necessary to
enable that transaction to be readily reconstructed at any time.

(2)

Without limiting subsection (1), records must contain the following information:
(a)

the nature of the transaction:

(b)

the amount of the transaction and the currency in which it was denominated:

(c)

the date on which the transaction was conducted:

(d)

the parties to the transaction:

(e)

if applicable, the facility through which the transaction was conducted,
and any other facilities (whether or not provided by the reporting entity)
directly involved in the transaction:

(f)

the name of the officer or employee or agent of the reporting entity who
handled the transaction, if that officer, employee, or agent—

(g)
(3)

40

(i)

has face-to-face dealings in respect of the transaction with any of
the parties to the transaction; and

(ii)

has formed a suspicion (of the kind referred to in section 40(1)(b))
about the transaction:

any other information prescribed by regulations.

A reporting entity must retain the records kept by that reporting entity, in accordance with this section, in relation to a transaction for—
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(a)

a period of at least 5 years after the completion of that transaction; or

(b)

any longer period that the AML/CFT supervisor for the reporting entity,
or the Commissioner, specifies.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 29

50

Obligation to keep identity and verification records

(1)

In respect of each case in which a reporting entity is required, under subpart 1
of this Part, to identify and verify the identity of a person, the reporting entity
must keep those records that are reasonably necessary to enable the nature of
the evidence used for the purposes of that identification and verification to be
readily identified at any time.

(2)

Without limiting subsection (1), those records may comprise—

(3)

(a)

a copy of the evidence so used; or

(b)

if it is not practicable to retain that evidence, any information as is
reasonably necessary to enable that evidence to be obtained.

A reporting entity must retain the records kept by that reporting entity for,—
(a)

in the case of records relating to the identity and verification of the identity of a person in relation to establishing a business relationship, a
period of at least 5 years after the end of that business relationship; or

(b)

in the case of records relating to the identity and verification of the identity of a person in relation to conducting an occasional transaction, a
period of at least 5 years after the completion of that occasional transaction; or

(c)

in the case of records relating to the identity and verification of the identity of an originator in relation to a wire transfer,—
(i)

if the wire transfer is conducted by a customer with whom the reporting entity has a business relationship, a period of at least 5
years after the end of that business relationship; or

(ii)

if the wire transfer is an occasional transaction, a period of at least
5 years after the completion of the wire transfer.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 30
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Obligation to keep other records

(1)

A reporting entity must keep the following records in addition to the records
referred to in sections 49 and 50:
(a)

records that are relevant to the establishment of the business relationship; and

(b)

records relating to risk assessments, AML/CFT programmes, and audits;
and

(c)

any other records (for example, account files, business correspondence,
and written findings) relating to, and obtained during the course of, a
41
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business relationship that are reasonably necessary to establish the
nature and purpose of, and activities relating to, the business relationship.
(2)

The records must be kept in accordance with section 52 for a period of at least
5 years after the end of the business relationship.

(3)

A reporting entity must make records relating to risk assessments, AML/CFT
programmes, and audits available to its AML/CFT supervisor on request.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 31

52

How records to be kept
Records required by this subpart to be kept by a reporting entity must—
(a)

be kept either in written form in the English language, or so as to enable
the records to be readily accessible and readily convertible into written
form in the English language; and

(b)

be kept in the manner prescribed by regulations (if any).

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 32

53

When records need not be kept

(1)

Nothing in this subpart requires the retention of any records kept by a reporting
entity that has been liquidated and finally dissolved except as provided in subsection (2).

(2)

The High Court may, in relation to a reporting entity that is being or has been
liquidated, make an order requiring that any or all of the records referred to in
sections 50 and 51 be kept for any period it thinks fit.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 33

54

Destruction of records

(1)

Subject to subsection (2), a reporting entity must take all practicable steps to
ensure that every record retained by that reporting entity under this subpart,
and every copy of that record, is destroyed as soon as practicable after the expiry of the period for which the reporting entity is required to retain that record.

(2)

Nothing in this section requires the destruction of any record, or any copy of
any record, in any case where there is a lawful reason for retaining that record.

(3)

Without limiting subsection (2), there is a lawful reason for retaining a record if
the retention of that record is necessary—
(a)

in order to comply with the requirements of any other enactment; or

(b)

to enable a reporting entity to carry on its business; or

(c)

for the purposes of the detection, investigation, or prosecution of any offence.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 34
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Other laws not affected
Nothing in this subpart limits or affects any other enactment that requires any
reporting entity to keep or retain a record.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 35

Subpart 4—Compliance with AML/CFT requirements
56

Reporting entity must have AML/CFT programme and AML/CFT
compliance officer

(1)

A reporting entity must establish, implement, and maintain a compliance programme (an AML/CFT programme) that includes internal procedures,
policies, and controls to—
(a)

detect money laundering and the financing of terrorism; and

(b)

manage and mitigate the risk of money laundering and financing of terrorism.

(2)

A reporting entity must designate an employee as an AML/CFT compliance officer to administer and maintain its AML/CFT programme.

(3)

In the case of a reporting entity that does not have employees, the reporting entity must appoint a person to act as its AML/CFT compliance officer.

(4)

The AML/CFT compliance officer must report to a senior manager of the reporting entity.

57

Minimum requirements for AML/CFT programmes
A reporting entity’s AML/CFT programme must be based on the risk assessment undertaken in accordance with section 58 and include adequate and effective procedures, policies, and controls for—
(a)

(b)

vetting—
(i)

senior managers:

(ii)

the AML/CFT compliance officer:

(iii)

any other employee that is engaged in AML/CFT related duties;
and

training on AML/CFT matters for the following employees:
(i)

senior managers:

(ii)

the AML/CFT compliance officer:

(iii)

any other employee that is engaged in AML/CFT related duties;
and

(c)

complying with customer due diligence requirements (including ongoing
customer due diligence and account monitoring); and

(d)

reporting suspicious transactions; and

(e)

record keeping; and
43
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(f)

setting out what the reporting entity needs to do, or continue to do, to
manage and mitigate the risks of money laundering and the financing of
terrorism; and

(g)

examining, and keeping written findings relating to,—
(i)

complex or unusually large transactions; and

(ii)

unusual patterns of transactions that have no apparent economic
or visible lawful purpose; and

(iii)

any other activity that the reporting entity regards as being particularly likely by its nature to be related to money laundering or
the financing of terrorism; and

(h)

monitoring, examining, and keeping written findings relating to business
relationships and transactions from or in countries that do not have or
have insufficient anti-money laundering or countering financing of terrorism systems in place and have additional measures for dealing with or
restricting dealings with such countries; and

(i)

preventing the use, for money laundering or the financing of terrorism,
of products (for example, the misuse of technology) and transactions (for
example, non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions) that
might favour anonymity; and

(j)

determining when enhanced customer due diligence is required and
when simplified customer due diligence might be permitted; and

(k)

providing when a person who is not the reporting entity may, and setting
out the procedures for the person to, conduct the relevant customer due
diligence on behalf of the reporting entity; and

(l)

monitoring and managing compliance with, and the internal communication of and training in, those procedures, policies, and controls.

58

Risk assessment

(1)

Before conducting customer due diligence or establishing an AML/CFT programme, a reporting entity must first undertake an assessment of the risk of
money laundering and the financing of terrorism (a risk assessment) that it
may reasonably expect to face in the course of its business.

(2)

In assessing the risk, the reporting entity must have regard to the following:

44

(a)

the nature, size, and complexity of its business; and

(b)

the products and services it offers; and

(c)

the methods by which it delivers products and services to its customers;
and

(d)

the types of customers it deals with; and

(e)

the countries it deals with; and

(f)

the institutions it deals with; and
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(g)

any applicable guidance material produced by AML/CFT supervisors or
the Commissioner relating to risk assessments; and

(h)

any other factors that may be provided for in regulations.

The risk assessment must be in writing and—
(a)

identify the risks faced by the reporting entity in the course of its business; and

(b)

describe how the reporting entity will ensure that the assessment remains
current; and

(c)

enable the reporting entity to determine the level of risk involved in relation to relevant obligations under this Act and regulations.

59

Review and audit of risk assessment and AML/CFT programme

(1)

A reporting entity must review its risk assessment and AML/CFT programme
to—
(a)

ensure the risk assessment and AML/CFT programme remain current;
and

(b)

identify any deficiencies in the effectiveness of the risk assessment and
the AML/CFT programme; and

(c)

make any changes to the risk assessment or AML/CFT programme identified as being necessary under paragraph (b).

(2)

A reporting entity must ensure its risk assessment and AML/CFT programme
are audited every 2 years or at any other time at the request of the relevant
AML/CFT supervisor.

(3)

The audit must be carried out by an independent person appointed by the reporting entity who is appropriately qualified to conduct the audit.

(4)

A person appointed to conduct an audit is not required to be—

(5)

(a)

a chartered accountant within the meaning of section 19 of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants Act 1996; or

(b)

qualified to undertake financial audits.

A person appointed to conduct an audit must not have been involved in—
(a)

the establishment, implementation, or maintenance of the reporting entity’s AML/CFT programme:

(b)

the undertaking of the reporting entity’s risk assessment.

(6)

The audit of the risk assessment is limited to an audit of whether the reporting
entity’s risk assessment fulfils the requirements in section 58(3).

(7)

A reporting entity must provide a copy of any audit to its AML/CFT supervisor
on request.
Section 59(4)(a): amended, on 7 July 2010, by section 10 of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered
Accountants Amendment Act 2010 (2010 No 74).
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60

Annual AML/CFT report

(1)

The reporting entity must prepare an annual report on its risk assessment and
AML/CFT programme.

(2)

An annual report must—
(a)

be in the prescribed form; and

(b)

take into account the results and implications of the audit required by
section 59(2); and

(c)

contain any information prescribed by regulations.

(3)

The reporting entity must provide the annual report to its AML/CFT supervisor
at a time appointed by the AML/CFT supervisor.

(4)

The AML/CFT supervisor must give the reporting entity reasonable notice of
the requirement to provide the annual report.

61

Reporting entities to ensure that branches and subsidiaries comply with
AML/CFT requirements

(1)

A reporting entity must ensure that its branches and subsidiaries that are in a
foreign country apply, to the extent permitted by the law of that country, measures broadly equivalent to those set out in this Act and regulations with regard
to the requirements for customer due diligence (including ongoing customer
due diligence), risk assessments, AML/CFT programmes, and record keeping.

(2)

If the law of the foreign country does not permit the application of those
equivalent measures by the branch or the subsidiary located in that country, the
reporting entity must—

(3)

(a)

inform its AML/CFT supervisor accordingly; and

(b)

take additional measures to effectively handle the risk of a money laundering offence and the financing of terrorism.

A reporting entity must communicate (where relevant) the policies, procedures,
and controls that it establishes, implements, and maintains in accordance with
this subpart to its branches and subsidiaries that are outside New Zealand.

Subpart 5—Codes of practice
62

Interpretation
In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,—
code of practice means a code of practice approved by the responsible Minister under section 64, as amended from time to time
proposed code of practice means a document prepared under section 63(1).

63

AML/CFT supervisors to prepare codes of practice for relevant sectors

(1)

An AML/CFT supervisor must, if directed to do so by the Minister responsible
for that AML/CFT supervisor (the responsible Minister), prepare—
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(a)

1 or more codes of practice for the sector of activity of the reporting entities for which it is the supervisor under section 130 or in respect of different reporting entities specified by the responsible Minister:

(b)

an instrument that amends a code of practice or revokes the whole or any
provision of a code of practice prepared under paragraph (a).

(2)

The purpose of a code of practice is to provide a statement of practice that assists reporting entities to comply with their obligations under this Act and regulations.

(3)

A direction under subsection (1) may (without limitation)—
(a)

relate generally to the obligations imposed on the relevant reporting entities by or under this Act or regulations or specify particular aspects of
those obligations that are to be covered by the code of practice:

(b)

specify the amendments to be made or their intended effect, and specify
the extent of the revocation to be made:

(c)

indicate the date by which the responsible Minister wishes the code of
practice to be provided to him or her:

(d)

include details about the recommendation that the AML/CFT supervisor
is required to provide under section 64(1)(a).

(4)

An AML/CFT supervisor must comply with a direction under subsection (1) as
soon as practicable.

(5)

No code of practice has legal effect until approved by the responsible Minister
under section 64(6).

64

Procedure for approval and publication of codes of practice

(1)

The responsible Minister must not approve a code of practice prepared by an
AML/CFT supervisor unless—

(2)

(a)

the AML/CFT supervisor has made a recommendation that the Minister
should approve the code of practice; and

(b)

the AML/CFT supervisor has consulted the persons and organisations
that the Minister thinks appropriate, having regard to the subject matter
of the proposed code of practice.

In consulting under subsection (1)(b), the AML/CFT supervisor must ensure
that—
(a)

a copy of the proposed code of practice or a summary of its contents, in
hard copy or electronic format, is provided to the persons and organisations being consulted; and

(b)

the persons and organisations being consulted have at least 20 working
days to make submissions or representations about the proposed code of
practice.
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(3)

The responsible Minister may direct the AML/CFT supervisor to reconsider
any aspect of the proposed code of practice and to make any amendments that
the Minister considers necessary.

(4)

Despite subsection (3),—

(5)

(6)

(a)

if the AML/CFT supervisor does not amend the proposed code of practice as directed by the Minister or within the time specified by the Minister, the Minister may make those amendments:

(b)

the Minister may, after consultation with the AML/CFT supervisor,
make any further amendments to the proposed code of practice that he or
she considers necessary.

The responsible Minister must—
(a)

approve the proposed code of practice as prepared by the AML/CFT
supervisor; or

(b)

approve the proposed code of practice as amended by the AML/CFT
supervisor; or

(c)

approve the proposed code of practice as amended by the Minister after
consultation with the AML/CFT supervisor.

The responsible Minister approves a code of practice by notice in the Gazette,
and the notice—
(a)

must either set out the code of practice or state where copies of the code
of practice in hard copy or electronic format may be obtained or viewed:

(b)

is a disallowable instrument, but not a legislative instrument, for the purposes of the Legislation Act 2012 and must be presented to the House of
Representatives under section 41 of that Act.

Section 64(6)(b): replaced, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).

65

Amendment and revocation of codes of practice

(1)

A code of practice may be amended or revoked in the same manner as that in
which it was made.

(2)

Sections 63, 64, 66, and 67 apply with the necessary modifications to the
amendment or revocation of a code of practice.

66

Proof of codes of practice
Publication in the Gazette of a notice under section 64(6) is conclusive evidence that the requirements of sections 64(1) to (5) and 65 have been complied
with in respect of the approval specified in the notice.

67

Legal effect of codes of practice

(1)

A reporting entity complies with an obligation imposed on it by or under this
Act or regulations by—
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(a)

complying with those provisions of a code of practice that state a means
of satisfying the obligation; or

(b)

complying with the obligation by some other equally effective means.

(2)

However, a reporting entity may not rely on subsection (1)(b) as a defence to
an act or omission on its part unless it has, by notice in writing given before the
act or omission occurred, advised the AML/CFT supervisor that it has opted
out of compliance with the code of practice and intends to satisfy its obligations by some other equally effective means.

(3)

If a person is charged with an offence in respect of a failure to comply with any
provision of this Act, a court must, in determining whether that person has
failed to comply with the provision, have regard to any code of practice in
force under section 64(6) at the time of the alleged failure relating to matters of
the kind to which the provision relates.

(4)

If an application for an injunction against a person has been made under this
Act, a court must, in determining whether to grant the injunction, have regard
to any code of practice in force under section 64(6).

(5)

If an application for a pecuniary penalty against a person has been made under
this Act, a court must, in determining whether to impose a pecuniary penalty,
have regard to any code of practice in force under section 64(6) at the time the
person engaged in conduct that constituted the relevant civil liability act.

Subpart 6—Cross-border transportation of cash
68

Reports about movement of cash into or out of New Zealand

(1)

A person must not move cash into or out of New Zealand if—
(a)

the total amount of the cash is more than the applicable threshold value;
and

(b)

the person has not given a report in respect of the movement of that cash
in accordance with this subpart; and

(c)

the movement of that cash is not exempted under this Act or regulations
(if any).

(2)

For the purposes of this Act, a person moves cash into New Zealand if the person brings or sends the cash into New Zealand.

(3)

For the purposes of this Act, a person moves cash out of New Zealand if the
person takes or sends the cash out of New Zealand.
Compare: Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 ss 53(3), 57(2), 58
(Aust)

69

Reports about receipt of cash from outside New Zealand
A person must not receive cash moved to the person from outside New Zealand
if—
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(a)

the total amount of the cash is more than the applicable threshold value;
and

(b)

the person has not given a report in respect of the movement of that cash
in accordance with this subpart; and

(c)

the movement of that cash is not exempted under this Act or regulations
(if any).

Compare: Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 s 55(3) (Aust)

70

Reporting requirements
A report under this subpart must—
(a)

be in writing in the prescribed form; and

(b)

contain the prescribed information; and

(c)

be completed in accordance with regulations (if any); and

(d)

be provided to a Customs officer,—
(i)

in the case of accompanied cash, at the same time as a departure
card is presented in accordance with section 126(2) of the Immigration Act 1987:

(ii)

in the case of unaccompanied cash, before the cash leaves New
Zealand.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 37; Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 s
55(5) (Aust)

71

Information to be forwarded to Commissioner

(1)

If a report is made to a Customs officer under this subpart, that officer must, as
soon as practicable, forward the report to the Commissioner.

(2)

If, in the course of conducting a search under this Act, a Customs officer discovers any cash in respect of which a report is required to be made under this
subpart but has not been made, that officer must, as soon as practicable, report
the details of the search, and of the cash, to the Commissioner.

(3)

Every report made under subsection (2) must be in the form that the Commissioner may determine after consultation with the chief executive of the New
Zealand Customs Service.

(4)

The chief executive of the New Zealand Customs Service must—
(a)
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cause a record to be made and kept of—
(i)

each occasion on which a cash report is made to a Customs officer; and

(ii)

the details of the identity of the person making the cash report;
and

(iii)

the date on which the cash report is made; and
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ensure that the record is retained for a period of not less than 1 year after
the date on which the cash report is made.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 42

Part 3
Enforcement
Subpart 1—General provisions relating to Part
Proceedings for civil penalties
72

When and how civil penalty proceedings brought

(1)

An application for a civil penalty under this Part may be made no later than 6
years after the conduct giving rise to the liability to pay the civil penalty occurred.

(2)

In proceedings for a civil penalty under this Part,—
(a)

the standard of proof is the standard of proof that applies in civil proceedings; and

(b)

the relevant AML/CFT supervisor may, by order of the court, obtain discovery and administer interrogatories.

Relationship between civil penalty and criminal proceedings
73

Relationship between concurrent civil penalty proceedings and criminal
proceedings

(1)

Criminal proceedings for an offence under this Part may be commenced against
a person in relation to particular conduct whether or not proceedings for a civil
penalty under this Part have been commenced against the person in relation to
the same or substantially the same conduct.

(2)

Proceedings under this Part for a civil penalty against a person in relation to
particular conduct are stayed if criminal proceedings against the person are or
have been commenced for an offence under this Part in relation to the same or
substantially the same conduct.

(3)

After the criminal proceedings referred to in subsection (2) have been completed or withdrawn, a person may apply to have the stay lifted on the civil penalty proceedings referred to in that subsection.

74

One penalty only rule

(1)

If civil penalty or criminal proceedings under this Part are brought against a
person in relation to particular conduct, a court may not impose a penalty
(whether civil or criminal) on the person if a court has already imposed a penalty under this Part in proceedings relating to the same or substantially the
same conduct.
51
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(2)

If a person is or may be liable to more than 1 civil penalty under this Part in
respect of the same or substantially the same conduct, civil penalty proceedings
may be brought against the person for more than 1 civil penalty, but the person
may not be required to pay more than 1 civil penalty in respect of the same or
substantially the same conduct.

75

Restriction on use of evidence given in civil penalty proceedings

(1)

Evidence of information given, or evidence of production of documents, by a
person is not admissible in criminal proceedings against the person for an offence under this Part or any other enactment if—

(2)

(a)

the person previously gave the evidence or produced the documents in
civil penalty proceedings under this Part against him or her, whether or
not a civil penalty was imposed; and

(b)

the proceedings for the civil penalty related to conduct that was the same
or substantially the same as the conduct constituting the offence.

This section does not apply to criminal proceedings in respect of the falsity of
the evidence given by the person in the proceedings for the civil penalty.

Immunities
76

Protection for AML/CFT supervisors
No civil or criminal proceedings may be brought against an AML/CFT supervisor or a person who is or has been an officer, employee, member of, or member of the board of, an AML/CFT supervisor for anything done or omitted to be
done in the course of the performance or exercise of the AML/CFT supervisor’s functions or powers under this Act unless it is shown that the AML/CFT
supervisor or the person concerned acted in bad faith.

77

Protection for reporting entities, officers, etc, acting in compliance with
this Act
No reporting entity, or person who is, or has been, an officer, an employee, or a
member of the governing body of the reporting entity, or person appointed
under section 56(3) is criminally or civilly liable for any action taken in order
to comply with this Act or regulations if the action—
(a)

was taken in good faith; and

(b)

was reasonable in the circumstances.

Subpart 2—Civil liability
78

Meaning of civil liability act
In this Part, a civil liability act occurs when a reporting entity fails to comply
with any of the AML/CFT requirements, including, without limitation, when
the reporting entity—
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(a)

fails to conduct customer due diligence as required by subpart 1 of Part
2:

(b)

fails to adequately monitor accounts and transactions:

(c)

enters into or continues a business relationship with a person who does
not produce or provide satisfactory evidence of the person’s identity:

(d)

enters into or continues a correspondent banking relationship with a shell
bank:

(e)

fails to keep records in accordance with the requirements of subpart 3 of
Part 2:

(f)

fails to establish, implement, or maintain an AML/CFT programme:

(g)

fails to ensure that its branches and subsidiaries comply with the relevant
AML/CFT requirements.

Possible responses to civil liability act
If a civil liability act is alleged to have occurred, the relevant AML/CFT supervisor may do 1 or more of the following:
(a)

issue a formal warning under section 80:

(b)

accept an enforceable undertaking under section 81 and seek an order in
the court for breach of that undertaking under section 82:

(c)

seek an injunction from the High Court under section 85 or 87:

(d)

apply to the court for a pecuniary penalty under section 90.

Formal warnings
80

Formal warnings

(1)

The relevant AML/CFT supervisor may issue 1 or more formal warnings to a
person if the AML/CFT supervisor has reasonable grounds to believe that that
person has engaged in conduct that constituted a civil liability act.

(2)

A formal warning must be—
(a)

in the prescribed form; and

(b)

issued in the manner specified in regulations (if any).

Enforceable undertakings
81

Enforceable undertakings

(1)

The relevant AML/CFT supervisor may accept a written undertaking given by
a person in connection with compliance with this Act or regulations (if any).

(2)

The person may withdraw or vary the undertaking at any time, but only with
the consent of the relevant AML/CFT supervisor.
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82

Enforcement of undertakings

(1)

If the relevant AML/CFT supervisor considers that a person who gave an
undertaking under section 81 has breached 1 or more of its terms, the relevant
AML/CFT supervisor may apply to the court for an order under subsection (2).

(2)

If the court is satisfied that the person has breached 1 or more of the terms of
the undertaking, the court may make any or all of the following orders:

83

(a)

an order directing the person to comply with any of the terms of the
undertaking:

(b)

an order directing the person to pay to the AML/CFT supervisor an
amount up to the amount of any financial benefit that the person has obtained directly or indirectly and that is reasonably attributable to the
breach:

(c)

any order that the court considers appropriate directing the person to
compensate any other person who has suffered loss or damage as a result
of the breach.

Assessment of compensation for breach of undertakings
For the purposes of section 82(2)(c), in determining whether another person
(person A) has suffered loss or damage as a result of the breach, and in assessing the amount of compensation payable, the court may have regard to the following:
(a)

the extent to which any expenses incurred by person A are attributable to
dealing with the breach:

(b)

the effect of the breach on person A’s ability to carry on business or
other activities:

(c)

any damage to the reputation of person A’s business that is attributable to
dealing with the breach:

(d)

any loss of business opportunities suffered by person A as a result of
dealing with the breach:

(e)

any other matters that the court considers relevant.

Injunctions
84

Powers of High Court not affected
The powers in sections 85 to 89 are in addition to, and do not derogate from,
any other powers of the High Court relating to the granting of injunctions.

85

Performance injunctions

(1)

The High Court may, on the application of the relevant AML/CFT supervisor,
grant an injunction requiring a person to do an act or thing if—
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(a)

that person has refused or failed, or is refusing or failing, or is proposing
to refuse or fail, to do that act or thing; and

(b)

the refusal or failure was, is, or would be a civil liability act.

(2)

The court may rescind or vary an injunction granted under this section.

86

When High Court may grant performance injunctions

(1)

The High Court may grant an injunction requiring a person to do an act or
thing if—
(a)

it is satisfied that the person has refused or failed to do that act or thing;
or

(b)

it appears to the court that, if an injunction is not granted, it is likely that
the person will refuse or fail to do that act or thing.

(2)

Subsection (1)(a) applies whether or not it appears to the court that the person
intends to refuse or fail again, or to continue to refuse or fail, to do that act or
thing.

(3)

Subsection (1)(b) applies—
(a)

whether or not the person has previously refused or failed to do that act
or thing; or

(b)

where there is an imminent danger of substantial damage to any other
person if that person refuses or fails to do that act or thing.

87

Restraining injunctions

(1)

The High Court may, on the application of the relevant AML/CFT supervisor,
grant an injunction restraining a person from engaging in conduct that constitutes or would constitute a contravention of a provision of this Act.

(2)

The court may rescind or vary an injunction granted under this section.

88

When High Court may grant restraining injunctions and interim
injunctions

(1)

The High Court may grant an injunction restraining a person from engaging in
conduct of a particular kind if—
(a)

it is satisfied that the person has engaged in conduct of that kind; or

(b)

it appears to the court that, if an injunction is not granted, it is likely that
the person will engage in conduct of that kind.

(2)

The court may grant an interim injunction restraining a person from engaging
in conduct of a particular kind if, in its opinion, it is desirable to do so.

(3)

Subsections (1)(a) and (2) apply whether or not it appears to the court that the
person intends to engage again, or to continue to engage, in conduct of that
kind.

(4)

Subsections (1)(b) and (2) apply—
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(a)

whether or not the person has previously engaged in conduct of that
kind; or

(b)

where there is an imminent danger of substantial damage to any other
person if that person engages in conduct of that kind.

89

Undertaking as to damages not required by AML/CFT supervisor

(1)

If the relevant AML/CFT supervisor applies to the High Court for the grant of
an interim injunction under this subpart, the court must not, as a condition of
granting an interim injunction, require the AML/CFT supervisor to give an
undertaking as to damages.

(2)

However, in determining the AML/CFT supervisor’s application for the grant
of an interim injunction, the court must not take into account that the
AML/CFT supervisor is not required to give an undertaking as to damages.

Pecuniary penalties
90

Pecuniary penalties for civil liability act

(1)

On the application of the relevant AML/CFT supervisor, the High Court may
order a person to pay a pecuniary penalty to the Crown, or to any other person
specified by the court, if the court is satisfied that that person has engaged in
conduct that constituted a civil liability act.

(2)

For a civil liability act specified in section 78(b), (c), (d), or (g), the maximum
amount of a pecuniary penalty under this Act is,—

(3)

(4)

56

(a)

in the case of an individual, $100,000; and

(b)

in the case of a body corporate, $1 million.

For a civil liability act specified in section 78(a), (e), or (f), the maximum
amount of a pecuniary penalty under this Act is,—
(a)

in the case of an individual, $200,000; and

(b)

in the case of a body corporate, $2 million.

In determining an appropriate pecuniary penalty, the court must have regard to
all relevant matters, including—
(a)

the nature and extent of the civil liability act; and

(b)

the likelihood, nature, and extent of any damage to the integrity or reputation of New Zealand’s financial system because of the civil liability
act; and

(c)

the circumstances in which the civil liability act occurred; and

(d)

whether the person has previously been found by the court in proceedings under this Act to have engaged in any similar conduct.
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Subpart 3—Offences
Offence and penalties relating to civil liability act
91

Offence and penalties for civil liability act
A reporting entity that engages in conduct constituting a civil liability act commits an offence if the reporting entity engages in that conduct knowingly or
recklessly.

Offences relating to suspicious transaction reports
92

Failing to report suspicious transaction
A reporting entity commits an offence if—
(a)

a transaction is conducted or is sought to be conducted through the reporting entity; and

(b)

the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction or the proposed transaction is or may be—

(c)

(i)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of any person for a
money laundering offence; or

(ii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975; or

(iii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act
2002; or

(iv)

relevant to the enforcement of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991 or
the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009; or

(v)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a serious offence
within the meaning of section 243(1) of the Crimes Act 1961; and

the reporting entity fails to report the transaction or the proposed transaction to the Commissioner as soon as practicable, but no later than 3
working days, after forming that suspicion.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 22(1)
Section 92(b)(iv): amended, on 12 December 2012, by section 6 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2012 (2012 No 98).

93

Providing false or misleading information in connection with suspicious
transaction report
A person commits an offence who, in making a suspicious transaction report or
in supplying information in connection with that report,—
(a)

makes any statement that the person knows is false or misleading in a
material particular; or

(b)

omits from any statement any matter or thing without which the person
knows that the statement is false or misleading in a material particular.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 22(3)
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94

Unlawful disclosure of suspicious transaction report

(1)

A person commits an offence who contravenes section 46—

(2)
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(a)

for the purpose of obtaining, directly or indirectly, an advantage or a pecuniary gain for that person or any other person; or

(b)

with intent to prejudice any investigation into—
(i)

the commission or possible commission of a money laundering
offence; or

(ii)

the financing of terrorism or the possible financing of terrorism.

A person commits an offence who—
(a)

is an officer or employee or a former officer or employee of a reporting
entity, a person appointed as an AML/CFT compliance officer under section 56(3), or an auditor for a reporting entity; and

(b)

has become aware, or became aware, in the course of that person’s duties
as such an officer or employee, that any investigation into any transaction or proposed transaction that is the subject of a suspicious transaction
report is being, or may be, conducted by the Police; and

(c)

knows that he or she is not legally authorised to disclose the information;
and

(d)

discloses that information to any other person—
(i)

for the purpose of obtaining, directly or indirectly, an advantage or
a pecuniary gain for that person or any other person; or

(ii)

with intent to prejudice any investigation into—
(A)

the commission or possible commission of a money laundering offence; or

(B)

the financing of terrorism or the possible financing of terrorism.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 22(4), (5)

95

Failure to keep or retain adequate records relating to suspicious
transaction
A reporting entity commits an offence if the reporting entity fails to keep or
retain adequate records relating to a suspicious transaction.

96

Obstruction of investigation relating to suspicious transaction report
A person commits an offence if the person obstructs any investigation relating
to any suspicious transaction report without lawful justification or excuse.
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Contravention of section 47(1)
A person commits an offence if the person acts in contravention of section
47(1) without lawful justification or excuse.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 22(8)

98

Defence

(1)

It is a defence to a charge against a person in relation to a contravention of, or a
failure to comply with, Part 2 if the defendant proves that—

(2)

(3)

(4)

(a)

the defendant took all reasonable steps to ensure that the defendant complied with that Part; or

(b)

in the circumstances of the particular case, the defendant could not
reasonably have been expected to ensure that the defendant complied
with that Part.

In determining, for the purposes of subsection (1)(a), whether or not a defendant took all reasonable steps to comply with Part 2, the court must have regard
to—
(a)

the nature of the reporting entity and the activities in which it engages;
and

(b)

the existence and adequacy of any procedures established by the reporting entity to ensure compliance with that Part.

Except as provided in subsection (4), subsection (1) does not apply unless,
within 21 days after the service of the summons, or within such further time as
the court may allow, the defendant has delivered to the prosecutor a written notice—
(a)

stating that the defendant intends to rely on the defence referred to in
subsection (1); and

(b)

specifying the reasonable steps that the defendant will claim to have
taken.

In any such prosecution, evidence that the defendant took a step not specified
in the written notice required by subsection (3) is not, except with the leave of
the court, admissible for the purpose of supporting a defence under subsection
(1).
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 23

99

Time limit for prosecution of offences relating to civil liability act and
suspicious transaction reports
Despite anything to the contrary in section 25 of the Criminal Procedure Act
2011, the limitation period in respect of an offence under any of sections 91 to
97 of this Act ends on the date that is 3 years after the date on which the offence was committed.
Section 99: replaced, on 1 July 2013, by section 413 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (2011
No 81).
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Penalties
A reporting entity or person who commits an offence under any of sections 91
to 97 is liable, on conviction, to,—
(a)

(b)

in the case of an individual, either or both of the following:
(i)

a term of imprisonment of not more than 2 years:

(ii)

a fine of up to $300,000; and

in the case of a body corporate, a fine of up to $5 million.

Other offences relating to non-compliance with AML/CFT requirements
101

Structuring transaction to avoid application of AML/CFT requirements
A person commits an offence if the person structures a transaction (other than a
transaction that involves the cross-border transportation of cash) to avoid the
application of any AML/CFT requirements.

102

Offence to obstruct AML/CFT supervisor
A person commits an offence if the person wilfully obstructs any AML/CFT
supervisor in the exercise of any power conferred or the performance of any
function imposed on that supervisor by this Act.

103

Offence to provide false or misleading information to AML/CFT
supervisor
A person commits an offence if, without reasonable excuse, the person provides information to an AML/CFT supervisor knowing that information to be
false or misleading in any material respect.

104

Time limit for prosecution of offences relating to non-compliance with
AML/CFT requirements
Despite anything to the contrary in section 25 of the Criminal Procedure Act
2011, the limitation period in respect of an offence under any of sections 101 to
103 of this Act ends on the date that is 3 years after the date on which the offence was committed.
Section 104: replaced, on 1 July 2013, by section 413 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (2011
No 81).

105

Penalties

(1)

A person who commits an offence under section 101 is liable, on conviction,
to,—
(a)

(b)
60

in the case of an individual, either or both of the following:
(i)

a term of imprisonment of not more than 2 years:

(ii)

a fine of up to $300,000; and

in the case of a body corporate, a fine of up to $5 million.
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A person who commits an offence under either of sections 102 and 103 is
liable, on conviction, to,—
(a)

(b)

in the case of an individual, either or both of the following:
(i)

a term of imprisonment of not more than 3 months:

(ii)

a fine of up to $10,000; and

in the case of a body corporate, a fine of up to $50,000.

Offences relating to cross-border transportation of cash
106

Failure to report cash over applicable threshold value moved into or out of
New Zealand
A person commits an offence if the person fails, without reasonable excuse, to
make or cause to be made a cash report, in accordance with subpart 6 of Part 2,
concerning cash over the applicable threshold value that the person has moved
into or out of New Zealand.

107

Failure to report cash over applicable threshold value received by person
in New Zealand from overseas
A person commits an offence if the person fails, without reasonable excuse, to
make or cause to be made a cash report, in accordance with subpart 6 of Part 2,
concerning cash over the applicable threshold value that the person has received in New Zealand from overseas.

108

Structuring cross-border transportation to avoid application of AML/CFT
requirements
A person commits an offence if the person structures a cross-border transportation of cash to avoid the application of any AML/CFT requirements.

109

Defence
It is a defence to an offence under section 106 or 107 in relation to a failure to
make or cause to be made a cash report to a Customs officer under section
70(d) if the defendant proves that—
(a)

the failure was due to some emergency or to any other circumstances
outside the reasonable control of the defendant; and

(b)

the defendant made or caused to be made a report in respect of that cash
as soon as practicable after the obligation to make the report arose.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 40(3)

110

Providing false or misleading information in connection with cash report
A person commits an offence if, without reasonable excuse, the person makes
or causes to be made a cash report knowing it is false or misleading in any material respect.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 40(1)(b)
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111

Offence to obstruct or not to answer questions from Customs officer

(1)

A person commits an offence if the person wilfully obstructs any Customs officer in the exercise of any power conferred or performance of any duty imposed
on that officer by this Act.

(2)

A person commits an offence if, without reasonable excuse, the person fails to
answer questions from a Customs officer.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 40(2)

112

Penalties
A person who commits an offence under any of sections 106, 107, 108, 110,
and 111 is liable, on conviction, to,—
(a)

(b)

in the case of an individual, either or both of the following:
(i)

a term of imprisonment of not more than 3 months:

(ii)

a fine of up to $10,000; and

in the case of a body corporate, a fine of up to $50,000.

Section 112: amended, on 1 July 2013, by section 413 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (2011
No 81).

113

Chief executive of New Zealand Customs Service may deal with cash
reporting offences

(1)

This section applies if, in any case to which section 106 or 107 applies, a person admits in writing that he or she has committed the offence and requests that
the offence be dealt with summarily by the chief executive of the New Zealand
Customs Service.

(2)

If this section applies, the chief executive of the New Zealand Customs Service
may, at any time before a charging document has been filed in respect of the
offence, accept from that person a sum, not exceeding $500, that the chief
executive of the New Zealand Customs Service thinks just in the circumstances
of the case, in full satisfaction of any fine to which the person would otherwise
be liable under section 112.

(3)

If the chief executive of the New Zealand Customs Service accepts any sum
under this section, the offender is not liable to be prosecuted for the offence in
respect of which the payment was made.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 41
Section 113(2): amended, on 1 July 2013, by section 413 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (2011
No 81).

Relationship with Customs and Excise Act 1996
114

Relationship with Customs and Excise Act 1996

(1)

Nothing in this Act limits or affects the Customs and Excise Act 1996.
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(2)

The movement of cash in breach of any requirement of this Act or any regulations is, for the purposes of the Customs and Excise Act 1996, the importation
or exportation of a prohibited good.

(3)

It is the duty of every Customs officer to prevent the movement of cash that is
in breach of any requirement of this Act or any regulations.

(4)

For the purpose of carrying out the duty in subsection (3), a Customs officer
may exercise his or her powers under the following sections of the Customs
and Excise Act 1996 in relation to uncustomed or prohibited goods:
(a)

section 145 (questioning persons about goods and debt):

(b)

section 148 (detention of persons questioned about goods or debt):

(c)

sections 149, 149A, 149B, and 149C(1) (which relate to search and seizure):

(d)

sections 151 and 152 (which relate to examination of goods):

(e)

section 161 (further powers in relation to documents):

(f)

section 165 (copying of documents obtained during search):

(g)

section 166 (retention of documents and goods obtained during search):

(h)

sections 166A to 166F (which relate to seizure and detention of goods
suspected to be tainted property):

(i)

sections 167 to 172 (which relate to search warrants and use of aids by
Customs officers).

Section 114(4)(c): amended, on 1 October 2012, by section 201(2) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).

Computer searches by Customs officer
115

Duty of persons with knowledge of computer or computer network or
other data storage devices to assist access to Customs officer

(1)

A Customs officer exercising a search or examination power under section
114(4) may require a specified person to provide access information and other
information or assistance that is reasonable and necessary to allow the Customs
officer to access data held in, or accessible from,—

(2)

(a)

a computer:

(b)

any other data storage device.

In this section,—
access information includes access codes, passwords, encryption keys, and
any related information that enables access to a computer or other data storage
device
specified person is a person who—
(a)

is the owner or lessee of the computer or other data storage device, or is
in possession or control of the computer or other data storage device, is
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an employee of any of the above, or is a service provider who provides
service to the above and holds access information; and
(b)

has relevant knowledge of—
(i)

the computer or a computer network of which the computer or
other data storage device forms a part; or

(ii)

measures applied to protect data held in, or accessible from, the
computer or other data storage device.

(3)

A specified person may not be required under subsection (1) to give any information tending to incriminate the person.

(4)

Subsection (3) does not prevent a Customs officer exercising a search power
from requiring a specified person to provide information that—
(a)

is reasonable and necessary to allow the person exercising the search
power to access data held in, or accessible from, a computer or other
storage device that contains or may contain information tending to incriminate the specified person; but

(b)

does not itself tend to incriminate the specified person.

(5)

Subsection (3) does not prevent a Customs officer exercising a search power
from requiring a specified person to provide assistance that is reasonable and
necessary to allow the Customs officer exercising the search power to access
data held in, or accessible from, a computer or other storage device that contains, or may contain, information tending to incriminate the specified person.

(6)

Subsections (1), (4), and (5) are subject to section 162 of the Customs and Excise Act 1996 (which relates to privilege and confidentiality).

Subpart 4—Search and seizure
116

Definitions
In this subpart, unless the context otherwise requires,—
document—
(a)

means any record of information; and

(b)

includes—
(i)

anything on which there is writing or any image; and

(ii)

anything on which there are marks, figures, symbols, or perforations that have a meaning for persons qualified to interpret them;
and

(iii)

anything from which sounds, images, or writing can be reproduced, with or without the aid of anything else

dwellinghouse means a building, or an apartment, a flat, or a unit within a
building, that is used as a private residence
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enforcement officer means the relevant AML/CFT supervisor or the Commissioner (as the case may require) and includes a person appointed under section
141 by an AML/CFT supervisor
evidential material means any thing that there are reasonable grounds for believing is or may be evidence, or may provide or contain evidence, of—
(a)

an offence under this Part; or

(b)

an attempt to commit an offence under this Part; or

(c)

a civil liability act

occupier, in relation to any place, includes—
(a)

a person who is present at the place and is in apparent control of it; and

(b)

any person acting on behalf of the occupier

place—
(a)

means anywhere on, under, or over any land or water; and

(b)

includes all or any part of a building, structure, or conveyance

seize includes to secure against interference
thing includes—
(a)

any substance, article, document, container, or equipment; and

(b)

anything in electronic or magnetic form.

Search warrants
117

Search warrant

(1)

An enforcement officer may apply for a search warrant in respect of a place.

(2)

The application must be made by an enforcement officer in the manner provided in subpart 3 of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012.

(3)

An issuing officer (within the meaning of section 3 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012) may issue a search warrant in respect of a place if satisfied that
there are reasonable grounds for believing that there is evidential material at
that place.

(4)

The provisions of subparts 1, 3, and 9 of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance
Act 2012 apply.

(5)

[Repealed]

(6)

[Repealed]
Section 117(2): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(3) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 117(3): amended, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(4) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 117(4): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(5) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
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Section 117(5): repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(5) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 117(6): repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(5) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).

118

Powers under search warrant

(1)

A search warrant issued under section 117 authorises the enforcement officer
or constable who is executing it, and any person called on by that officer or
constable to assist, to do any of the following:

(2)

(3)

(a)

[Repealed]

(b)

[Repealed]

(c)

search for any evidential material at the place:

(d)

inspect and copy any document; and for that purpose also do any of the
following:
(i)

require any person at the place to produce a particular document:

(ii)

require any person at the place who has control or knowledge of a
document to reproduce, or assist in reproducing, the document in
usable form:

(iii)

operate any equipment at the place:

(iv)

remove a document temporarily to another place in order to copy
it:

(e)

[Repealed]

(f)

require the occupier of the place to answer any questions put by the enforcement officer or constable.

An enforcement officer or constable may require the occupier of the place to do
the following:
(a)

hold any thing at the place in an unaltered state for a specified period of
up to 5 working days:

(b)

provide a copy of particular documents within a specified period (which
must be a period that is reasonable in the circumstances).

The provisions of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 (except subpart 3 and sections 118, 119, and 130) apply.
Section 118(1)(a): repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(6) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 118(1)(b): repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(6) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 118(1)(c): amended, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(7) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 118(1)(e): repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(6) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
Section 118(3): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(8) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).
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Conduct of entry, search, and seizure
119

Assistance with searches
[Repealed]
Section 119: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

120

Enforcement officers to show identity card on request
[Repealed]
Section 120: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

121

Announcement before entry
[Repealed]
Section 121: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

122

Details of warrant to be given to occupier
Section 122: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

123

Occupier entitled to be present during search

(1)

The occupier of a place that is subject to a search under this subpart, and who
is present at any time during the search, is entitled to observe the search as it is
being carried out.

(2)

The right to observe the search ceases if the person observing impedes the
search.

(3)

This section does not prevent 2 or more parts of the place being searched at the
same time.

124

Use of electronic equipment

(1)

If an enforcement officer, a constable, or a person assisting a search operates
electronic equipment found at a place during a search, the officer, constable, or
person must take all reasonable care not to damage the equipment or corrupt
information stored on it.

(2)

If, as a result of a failure to take the care required by subsection (1), the owner
of the equipment or information, or the occupier of the place that was searched,
suffers damage, the owner or occupier may seek damages from the relevant
AML/CFT supervisor or the Police (as the case may require) in respect of that
damage.
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Copies of documents seized to be provided
[Repealed]
Section 125: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

126

Receipts for things seized
[Repealed]
Section 126: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

127

Application of sections 198A and 198B of Summary Proceedings Act 1957
[Repealed]
Section 127: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

Return and retention of things seized
[Repealed]
Heading: repealed, on 30 June 2013, pursuant to section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 (2012 No 24).

128

Return and retention of things seized
[Repealed]
Section 128: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

129

Order to retain things seized
[Repealed]
Section 129: repealed, on 30 June 2013, by section 201(9) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(2012 No 24).

Part 4
Institutional arrangements and miscellaneous provisions
Subpart 1—Institutional arrangements
AML/CFT supervisors
130

AML/CFT supervisors

(1)

The AML/CFT supervisors are as follows:
(a)

68

for registered banks, life insurers, and non-bank deposit takers, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (Reserve Bank) is the relevant AML/CFT
supervisor:
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(b)

for persons referred to in subsection (1A) (other than banks, life insurers,
and non-bank deposit takers), the Financial Markets Authority is the
relevant AML/CFT supervisor:

(c)

for casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers, and other reporting entities that are not covered by paragraph (a) or (b), the Department of Internal Affairs is the relevant AML/CFT supervisor.

(1A) For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the persons are any of the following:
(a)

(b)
(2)

(3)

persons registered, or required to be registered, under the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008 by virtue
of providing any of the services referred to in—
(i)

section 5(1)(a), (ab), (d), or (i) to (id) of that Act; or

(ii)

section 5(1)(k) of that Act (but only to the extent that it relates to
the service of trading in financial products on behalf of other persons):

statutory supervisors within the meaning of section 5 of the Retirement
Villages Act 2003.

If the products or services provided by a particular reporting entity are covered
by more than 1 AML/CFT supervisor,—
(a)

the AML/CFT supervisors concerned may agree on the relevant
AML/CFT supervisor that will be the reporting entity’s AML/CFT
supervisor for the purposes of this Act; and

(b)

the relevant AML/CFT supervisor will notify the reporting entity accordingly.

If a reporting entity is a member of a designated business group and the products and services provided by members of that designated business group are
covered by more than 1 AML/CFT supervisor,—
(a)

the AML/CFT supervisors concerned may agree on 1 AML/CFT supervisor that will be the AML/CFT supervisor for all the reporting entities
that are members of the designated business group for the purposes of
this Act; and

(b)

that AML/CFT supervisor will notify the reporting entities accordingly.

(4)

If the AML/CFT supervisors cannot agree on which AML/CFT supervisor is to
be a reporting entity’s supervisor under subsection (2) or (3), then the
AML/CFT co-ordination committee must appoint the AML/CFT supervisor for
that entity.

(5)

A reporting entity may have only 1 AML/CFT supervisor.
Section 130(1)(a): amended, on 5 December 2013, by section 9 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).
Section 130(1)(b): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
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Section 130(1A): inserted, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).

131

Functions
The functions of an AML/CFT supervisor are to—
(a)

monitor and assess the level of risk of money laundering and the financing of terrorism across all of the reporting entities that it supervises:

(b)

monitor the reporting entities that it supervises for compliance with this
Act and regulations, and for this purpose to develop and implement a
supervisory programme:

(c)

provide guidance to the reporting entities it supervises in order to assist
those entities to comply with this Act and regulations:

(d)

investigate the reporting entities it supervises and enforce compliance
with this Act and regulations:

(e)

co-operate through the AML/CFT co-ordination committee (or any other
mechanism that may be appropriate) with domestic and international
counterparts to ensure the consistent, effective, and efficient implementation of this Act.

132

Powers

(1)

An AML/CFT supervisor has all the powers necessary to carry out its functions
under this Act.

(2)

Without limiting the power conferred by subsection (1), an AML/CFT supervisor may,—
(a)

on notice, require production of, or access to, all records, documents, or
information relevant to its supervision and monitoring of reporting entities for compliance with this Act; and

(b)

conduct on-site inspections in accordance with section 133; and

(c)

provide guidance to the reporting entities it supervises by—

(d)

70

(i)

producing guidelines; and

(ii)

preparing codes of practice in accordance with section 63; and

(iii)

providing feedback on reporting entities’ compliance with obligations under this Act and regulations; and

(iv)

undertaking any other activities necessary for assisting reporting
entities to understand their obligations under this Act and regulations, including how best to achieve compliance with those obligations; and

co-operate and share information in accordance with sections 46, 48, and
137 to 140 by communicating or making arrangements to communicate
information obtained by the AML/CFT supervisor in the performance of
its functions and the exercise of its powers under this Act; and
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(e)

in accordance with this Act and any other enactment, initiate and act on
requests from any overseas counterparts; and

(f)

approve the formation of, and addition of members to, designated business groups.

(3)

An AML/CFT supervisor may only use the powers conferred on it under this
Act and regulations for the purposes of this Act.

133

Matters relating to conduct of on-site inspections

(1)

An AML/CFT supervisor may, at any reasonable time, enter and remain at any
place (other than a dwellinghouse or a marae) for the purpose of conducting an
on-site inspection of a reporting entity.

(2)

During an inspection, an AML/CFT supervisor may require any employee, officer, or agent of the reporting entity to answer questions relating to its records
and documents and to provide any other information that the AML/CFT supervisor may reasonably require for the purpose of the inspection.

(3)

A person is not required to answer a question asked by an AML/CFT supervisor under this section if the answer would or could incriminate the person.

(4)

Before an AML/CFT supervisor requires a person to answer a question, the
person must be informed of the right specified in subsection (3).

(5)

Nothing in this section requires any lawyer to disclose any privileged communication (as defined in section 42).

134

Delegation of supervisory function and powers

(1)

An AML/CFT supervisor may delegate the following function and powers to a
person who, by reason of his or her training or experience, is suitably qualified
to perform that function and exercise those powers:

(2)

(3)

(a)

its function under section 131(d) of investigating the reporting entities it
supervises:

(b)

its powers under section 132(2)(a) and (b), for the purpose only of performing the function of investigation under section 131(d).

A delegation under subsection (1)—
(a)

must be made by the chief executive of the AML/CFT supervisor in
writing; and

(b)

may be made subject to any restrictions and conditions that the
AML/CFT supervisor thinks fit; and

(c)

may be revoked at any time by written notice to the delegate.

A person to whom a function or power of the AML/CFT supervisor is delegated under this section—
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(a)

may, unless the delegation provides otherwise, perform the function or
exercise the power in the same manner, and with the same effect, as if
the delegate were the AML/CFT supervisor; and

(b)

must disclose to the AML/CFT supervisor and manage appropriately any
conflict of interest that might arise in relation to the performance of the
function or exercise of the power; and

(c)

must not disclose any information obtained under subsection (1) other
than to the AML/CFT supervisor.

Section 134(1)(b): amended, on 5 December 2013, by section 10 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2013 (2013 No 106).

135

Authority to act as delegate

(1)

The chief executive of the AML/CFT supervisor must issue a written authorisation to every person to whom a delegation is made under section 134 stating—

(2)

(a)

the name of the authorised person; and

(b)

the function that he or she is authorised to perform; and

(c)

the powers that he or she may exercise.

The delegate, when acting in the capacity of a delegate of the AML/CFT supervisor,—
(a)

(b)

must carry on him or her—
(i)

the written authorisation provided under subsection (1); and

(ii)

evidence of his or her identity; and

must produce the written authorisation and evidence referred to in paragraph (a), if requested to do so by a reporting entity that is subject to the
delegated function or powers being performed or exercised by the delegate.

(3)

The delegate must return the written authorisation to the AML/CFT supervisor
as soon as his or her delegation is revoked.

136

Effect of delegation

(1)

No delegation under section 134—

(2)

72

(a)

affects or prevents the performance of any function or the exercise of
any power by the AML/CFT supervisor; or

(b)

affects the responsibility of the AML/CFT supervisor for the performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.

Every person to whom a function or power is delegated under section 134 has
the same immunities in relation to the performance of that function or the exercise of that power as the AML/CFT supervisor that made the delegation.
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Use and disclosure of information
137

Power to use information obtained as AML/CFT supervisor in other
capacity and vice versa

(1)

This section applies to information other than personal information.

(2)

The Reserve Bank may use any information obtained or held by it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties under the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989 for the purpose of exercising its powers
or performing its functions and duties under this Act as an AML/CFT supervisor.

(3)

The Reserve Bank may use any information obtained or held by it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties under this Act
as an AML/CFT supervisor for the purpose of exercising its powers or performing its functions and duties under the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act
1989.

(4)

The Financial Markets Authority may use any information obtained or held by
it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties
under the Financial Markets Authority Act 2011, the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013, and the Financial Advisers Act 2008 for the purpose of exercising its powers or performing its functions and duties under this Act as an
AML/CFT supervisor.

(5)

The Financial Markets Authority may use any information obtained or held by
it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties
under this Act as an AML/CFT supervisor for the purpose of exercising its
powers or performing its functions and duties under the Financial Markets Authority Act 2011, the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013, and the Financial
Advisers Act 2008.

(6)

The Department of Internal Affairs may use any information obtained or held
by it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties
under the Gambling Act 2003 for the purpose of exercising its powers or performing its functions and duties under this Act as an AML/CFT supervisor.

(7)

The Department of Internal Affairs may use any information obtained or held
by it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties
under this Act as an AML/CFT supervisor for the purpose of exercising its
powers or performing its functions and duties under the Gambling Act 2003.
Section 137(4): substituted, on 1 May 2011, by section 82 of the Financial Markets Authority Act
2011 (2011 No 5).
Section 137(4): amended, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals and
Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 137(5): substituted, on 1 May 2011, by section 82 of the Financial Markets Authority Act
2011 (2011 No 5).
Section 137(5): amended, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals and
Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
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Restriction on power to use information under section 137
An AML/CFT supervisor may only use information obtained under section 137
if the person providing the information was advised of the purpose or purposes
for which the information was obtained at the time he or she provided that information.

139

Power to disclose information supplied or obtained as AML/CFT
supervisor
The Commissioner, the New Zealand Customs Service, or an AML/CFT supervisor may disclose any information (that is not personal information) supplied
or obtained by it in the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions and duties under this Act to any government agency for law enforcement
purposes if it is satisfied that the agency has a proper interest in receiving such
information.

140

Power to use and disclose information supplied or obtained under other
enactments for AML/CFT purposes

(1)

A government agency or an AML/CFT supervisor may disclose to any other
AML/CFT supervisor or government agency any information supplied or obtained under an enactment listed in subsection (2) if the disclosure of that information is necessary or desirable for the purpose of ensuring compliance with
this Act and regulations.

(2)

The enactments referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a)

the Companies Act 1993:

(b)

the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009:

(c)

the Customs and Excise Act 1996:

(d)

the Financial Advisers Act 2008:

(da) the Financial Markets Authority Act 2011:
(e)

the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution)
Act 2008:

(f)

the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996:

(g)

the Gambling Act 2003:

(h)

the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service Act 1969:

(i)

the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991:

(j)

the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989:

(k)

the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013:

(l)

[Repealed]

(m)

the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002.

Section 140(2)(da): inserted, on 1 May 2011, by section 82 of the Financial Markets Authority Act
2011 (2011 No 5).
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Section 140(2)(k): replaced, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
Section 140(2)(l): repealed, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial Markets (Repeals
and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).

141

Enforcement officers

(1)

For the purposes of this Act, an AML/CFT supervisor may appoint any
employee as an enforcement officer, on a permanent or temporary basis, to exercise the powers conferred on the AML/CFT supervisor by this Act.

(2)

An AML/CFT supervisor must issue its enforcement officers with an identity
card.

(3)

An enforcement officer must—
(a)

carry his or her identity card at all times when acting as an enforcement
officer under this Act or regulations; and

(b)

return his or her identity card to the relevant AML/CFT supervisor immediately upon ceasing to be an enforcement officer.

Financial intelligence functions of Commissioner
142

Financial intelligence functions of Commissioner
The financial intelligence functions of the Commissioner are to—
(a)

receive suspicious transaction reports:

(b)

produce guidance material, including—
(i)

typologies of money laundering and financing of terrorism transactions:

(ii)

information for reporting entities on their obligations to report
suspicious transactions and how to meet those obligations:

(c)

provide feedback to reporting entities on the quality and timeliness of
their suspicious transaction reporting:

(d)

enforce requirements to provide suspicious transaction reports:

(e)

analyse suspicious transaction reports to assess whether any should be
referred to investigative branches of the New Zealand Police and to
other law enforcement agencies for criminal investigation:

(f)

access, directly or indirectly, on a timely basis the financial, administrative, and law enforcement information that the Commissioner requires to
properly undertake his or her financial intelligence functions, including
the analysis of suspicious transaction reports:

(g)

refer to investigative branches of the New Zealand Police and to other
law enforcement agencies any suspicious transaction reports that, in the
view of the Commissioner, indicate grounds for criminal investigation:
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(h)

refer suspicious transaction reports and feedback provided to reporting
entities on any suspicious transaction reports to AML/CFT supervisors:

(i)

receive, analyse, and (if appropriate) refer to law enforcement agencies
any cash reports:

(j)

receive, analyse, and (if appropriate) refer to law enforcement agencies
any suspicious property reports:

(k)

produce risk assessments relating to money laundering offences and the
financing of terrorism to be used by the Ministry, the Ministry of Justice,
AML/CFT supervisors, and the New Zealand Customs Service:

(l)

co-operate with the Ministry, the Ministry of Justice, AML/CFT supervisors, the New Zealand Customs Service, and any other relevant agencies to help ensure the effective implementation of the requirements
under this Act and regulations.

Powers relating to financial intelligence functions of Commissioner
The Commissioner may—
(a)

order production of or access to all records, documents, or information
from any reporting entity that is relevant to analysing a suspicious transaction report received by the Commissioner, with or without a court
order; and

(b)

share suspicious transaction reports, cash reports, suspicious property reports, and other financial information and intelligence with domestic and
international authorities for the purposes of this Act and regulations.

144

Delegation of powers of Commissioner

(1)

The Commissioner may from time to time in writing, either generally or particularly, delegate to a constable of a level of position not less than inspector
the Commissioner’s powers under section 143(a).

(2)

Where any constable exercises any power conferred under subsection (1), that
constable must, within 5 days after the day on which the constable exercises
the power, give the Commissioner a written report on the exercise of that
power and the circumstances in which it was exercised.

(3)

A constable who purports to perform a power under a delegation—

(4)

76

(a)

is, in the absence of proof to the contrary, presumed to do so in accordance with the terms of that delegation; and

(b)

must produce evidence of his or her authority to do so, if reasonably requested to do so.

Every delegation under this section is revocable at will and does not prevent
the exercise of any power by the Commissioner.
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145

Guidelines relating to reporting of suspicious transactions

(1)

Subject to section 146, the Commissioner must issue, in respect of each kind of
reporting entity to which this Act applies, guidelines—
(a)

(b)

setting out any features of a transaction that may give rise to a suspicion
that the transaction is or may be—
(i)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of any person for a
money laundering offence; or

(ii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975; or

(iii)

relevant to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act
2002; or

(iv)

relevant to the enforcement of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991 or
the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009; or

(v)

relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a serious offence
within the meaning of section 243(1) of the Crimes Act 1961; and

setting out any circumstances in which a suspicious transaction report relating to such a transaction may be made orally in accordance with section 41(2), and the procedures for making such an oral report.

(2)

Suspicious transaction guidelines must be issued in such manner as the Commissioner from time to time determines.

(3)

The Commissioner may issue an amendment or revocation of any suspicious
transaction guidelines.

(4)

Without limiting subsection (1), suspicious transaction guidelines issued under
this section may relate to 1 or more kinds of reporting entities, and such guidelines may make different provision for different kinds of reporting entities and
different kinds of transactions.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 24

146

Consultation on proposed guidelines

(1)

The Commissioner must, before issuing any suspicious transaction guidelines,—
(a)

consult with, and invite representations from, the Privacy Commissioner
under the Privacy Act 1993, and must have regard to any such representations; and

(b)

give public notice of the Commissioner’s intention to issue the guidelines, which notice must contain a statement—
(i)

indicating the Commissioner’s intention to issue the guidelines;
and

(ii)

inviting reporting entities that are likely to be affected by the proposed guidelines, and industry organisations that are representative of those reporting entities, to express to the Commissioner,
77
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within any reasonable period that is specified in the notice, their
interest in being consulted in the course of the development of the
guidelines; and
(c)

consult with, and invite representations from, those reporting entities and
industry organisations who express such an interest, and must have regard to any such representations.

(2)

Nothing in subsection (1) prevents the Commissioner from adopting any additional means of publicising the proposal to issue any suspicious transaction
guidelines or of consulting with interested parties in relation to such a proposal.

(3)

This section applies to any amendment or revocation of any suspicious transaction guidelines.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 25

147

Availability of guidelines
On a request by any reporting entity in respect of which any suspicious transaction guidelines are for the time being in force, or by any industry organisation
that represents the reporting entity, the Commissioner must, without charge,—
(a)

make those guidelines, and all amendments to those guidelines, available
for inspection by that reporting entity or, as the case requires, that industry organisation at Police National Headquarters; and

(b)

provide copies of those guidelines, and all amendments to those guidelines, to that reporting entity or, as the case requires, that industry organisation.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 26

148

Review of guidelines

(1)

The Commissioner must review from time to time any suspicious transaction
guidelines for the time being in force.

(2)

Sections 145 and 146 apply, with all necessary modifications, in relation to any
such review as if the review were a proposal to issue suspicious transaction
guidelines.
Compare: 1996 No 9 s 27

Co-ordination
149

Role of Ministry
The Ministry, in consultation with other agencies with AML/CFT roles and
functions, is responsible for advising on the overall effectiveness and efficiency
of the AML/CFT regulatory system, including—
(a)

78

advising the Minister on outcomes and objectives for AML/CFT regulation and how best to achieve these (including links to other Government
initiatives relevant to the purposes of this Act); and
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(b)

monitoring, evaluating, and advising the Minister on the performance of
the AML/CFT regulatory system in achieving the Government’s outcomes and objectives for it; and

(c)

advising the Minister on any changes necessary to the AML/CFT regulatory system to improve its effectiveness; and

(d)

administering the relevant AML/CFT legislation.

150

AML/CFT co-ordination committee

(1)

The chief executive must establish an AML/CFT co-ordination committee consisting of—
(a)

a representative from the Ministry; and

(b)

a representative from the New Zealand Customs Service; and

(c)

every AML/CFT supervisor; and

(d)

a representative of the Commissioner; and

(e)

such other persons as are invited from time to time by the chief executive in accordance with subsection (2).

(2)

Any person invited under subsection (1)(e) must be employed in a government
agency.

(3)

The chair of the AML/CFT co-ordination committee is the chief executive.

151

Role of AML/CFT co-ordination committee
The role of the AML/CFT co-ordination committee is to ensure that the necessary connections between the AML/CFT supervisors, the Commissioner, and
other agencies are made in order to ensure the consistent, effective, and efficient operation of the AML/CFT regulatory system.

152

Functions
The functions of the AML/CFT co-ordination committee are to—
(a)

facilitate necessary information flows between the AML/CFT supervisors, the Commissioner, and other agencies involved in the operation
of the AML/CFT regulatory system:

(b)

facilitate the production and dissemination of information on the risks of
money-laundering offences and the financing of terrorism in order to
give advice and make decisions on AML/CFT requirements and the riskbased implementation of those requirements:

(c)

facilitate co-operation amongst AML/CFT supervisors and consultation
with other agencies in the development of AML/CFT policies and legislation:

(d)

facilitate consistent and co-ordinated approaches to the development and
dissemination of AML/CFT guidance materials and training initiatives
by AML/CFT supervisors and the Commissioner:
79
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(e)

facilitate good practice and consistent approaches to AML/CFT supervision between the AML/CFT supervisors and the Commissioner:

(f)

provide a forum for examining any operational or policy issues that have
implications for the effectiveness or efficiency of the AML/CFT regulatory system.

Subpart 2—Miscellaneous provisions
Regulations
153

Regulations
The Governor-General may, by Order in Council, make regulations for all or
any of the following purposes:
(a)

prescribing requirements (generic and sector-specific) for standard, simplified, enhanced, and ongoing customer due diligence and any other
AML/CFT requirements, including, but not limited to, the following:
(i)

information to be provided or obtained for the purposes of identification and verification:

(ii)

the circumstances in which a particular type of customer due diligence must be conducted:

(iii)

specifying entities or classes of entities, or products, services, or
transactions for which a reporting entity may conduct simplified
customer due diligence:

(iv)

the conditions in which third parties may be relied on to conduct
customer due diligence:

(v)

the conditions on which a member of a designated business group
may adopt an AML/CFT programme of another member of the
group and share and use the policies, controls, and procedures of
that programme:

(vi)

the circumstances in which corporations are deemed to be affiliated:

(vii) the factors that a reporting entity must have regard to when assessing risk:
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(b)

prescribing instruments to be bearer-negotiable instruments for the purposes of this Act:

(c)

prescribing the forms of, and the information to be included in, applications, warrants, reports, and other documents required under this Act:

(d)

prescribing amounts or thresholds that are required to be prescribed for
the purposes of this Act:
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(e)

prescribing the information to be included in records and the manner in
which records are to be kept by reporting entities, or any specified class
or classes of reporting entities:

(f)

prescribing other identifying information that allows a transaction to be
traced back to the originator for the purposes of section 27(1):

(g)

prescribing the manner in which any notice, report, or other document
required by this Act is to be given or served:

(h)

prescribing for the form of a formal warning and the manner in which it
must be issued:

(i)

specifying Acts for which disclosure of personal information may be
made by an AML/CFT supervisor for the purposes of the detection, investigation, and prosecution of offences under the specified Act:

(j)

providing for any other matters contemplated by this Act or necessary
for its administration or necessary for giving it full effect.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 56

154

Regulations relating to application of Act

(1)

The Governor-General may, by Order in Council on the recommendation of the
Minister, make regulations for the following purposes:
(a)

exempting or providing for the exemption of any transaction, product, or
service or class of transactions, products, or services from all or any of
the provisions of this Act:

(b)

excluding certain relationships or banking services from the application
of section 29 (which relates to correspondent banking relationships):

(c)

exempting a reporting entity from its obligation to obtain some or all of
the information set out in section 27(1) in relation to a specified transfer
or transaction:

(d)

exempting certain movements of cash from the application of subpart 6
of Part 2:

(e)

prescribing threshold values for the purposes of sections 68 and 69 and
the person or class of persons, transaction or class of transactions, financial activity or class of financial activities to which that threshold value
applies:

(f)

declaring an account or arrangement to be, or not to be, a facility and the
circumstances and conditions in which an account or arrangement is to
be, or not to be, a facility for the purposes of this Act:

(g)

declaring a person or class of persons to be, or not to be, a reporting entity and the circumstances and conditions in which a person or class of
persons is to be, or not to be, a reporting entity for the purposes of this
Act:
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(2)

(3)
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(h)

declaring a transaction or class of transactions to be, or not to be, an occasional transaction and the circumstances and conditions in which a
transaction or class of transactions is to be, or not to be, an occasional
transaction for the purposes of this Act:

(i)

declaring a transfer or transaction or a class of transfers or transactions
not to be a wire transfer and the circumstances and conditions in which a
transfer or transaction or class of transfers or transactions is not a wire
transfer for the purposes of this Act:

(j)

declaring a person or class of persons to be, or not to be, a customer and
the circumstances and conditions in which a person or class of persons is
to be, or not to be, a customer for the purposes of this Act:

(k)

declaring an entity or class of entities (whether domestic or overseas) to
be eligible for inclusion in a designated business group:

(l)

declaring a person or class of persons to be, or not to be, a financial institution for the purposes of this Act.

The Minister must, before making any recommendation, have regard to—
(a)

the purposes of this Act and the Financial Transactions Reporting Act
1996; and

(b)

the risk of money laundering and the financing of terrorism; and

(c)

the impact on the prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of
offences; and

(d)

the level of regulatory burden on a reporting entity; and

(e)

whether the making of the regulation would create an unfair advantage
for a reporting entity or would disadvantage other reporting entities; and

(f)

the overall impact that making the regulation would have on the integrity
of, and compliance with, the AML/CFT regulatory regime.

The Minister must also, before making any recommendation,—
(a)

do everything reasonably possible on the Minister’s part to advise all
persons who in the Minister’s opinion will be affected by any regulations
made in accordance with the recommendation, or representatives of
those persons, of the proposed terms of the recommendation and of the
reasons for it; and

(b)

give such persons or their representatives a reasonable opportunity to
consider the recommendation and to make submissions on it to the Minister, and the Minister must consider those submissions; and

(c)

give notice in the Gazette, not less than 28 days before making the recommendation, of the Minister’s intention to make the recommendation
and state in the notice the matters to which the recommendation relates;
and
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make copies of the recommendation available for inspection by any person who so requests before any regulations are made in accordance with
the recommendation.

(4)

Failure to comply with subsection (3) does not affect the validity of any regulations made under this section.

(5)

Any regulations made under this section expire on the day that is 5 years after
the date on which regulations come into force.
Section 154(1)(k): amended, on 12 December 2012, by section 8 of the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Amendment Act 2012 (2012 No 98).
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Regulations relating to countermeasures

(1)

The Governor-General may, by Order in Council made on the recommendation
of the Minister, make regulations for, or in relation to, prohibiting or regulating
the entering into of transactions or business relationships between a reporting
entity and any other person.

(2)

Regulations made for the purposes of subsection (1)—
(a)

may be of general application; or

(b)

may be limited by reference to any or all of the following:
(i)

a specified transaction:

(ii)

a specified party:

(iii)

a specified overseas country.

(3)

The Governor-General may, by Order in Council, declare a country outside
New Zealand to be a prescribed overseas country for the purposes of this section.

(4)

Any regulations made under subsection (1) expire on the day that is 5 years
after the date on which regulations come into force.
Compare: Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 s 102 (Aust)

156

Consultation not required for consolidation of certain regulations and
minor amendments
The Minister is not required to comply with section 154(3) in respect of the
making of any regulations to the extent that regulations—
(a)

revoke any regulations made under section 154 and, at the same time,
consolidate the revoked regulations, so that they have the same effect as
those revoked regulations; or

(b)

make minor amendments to regulations.

Compare: 1996 No 9 s 56A
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Ministerial exemptions
157

Minister may grant exemptions

(1)

The Minister may, in the prescribed form, exempt any of the following from
the requirements of all or any of the provisions of this Act:

(2)

(3)

(a)

a reporting entity or class of reporting entities; or

(b)

a transaction or class of transactions.

The Minister may grant the exemption—
(a)

unconditionally; or

(b)

subject to any conditions the Minister thinks fit.

Before deciding to grant an exemption and whether to attach any conditions to
the exemption, the Minister must have regard to the following:
(a)

the intent and purposes of the Financial Transactions Reporting Act
1996:

(b)

the intent and purpose of this Act and any regulations:

(c)

the risk of money laundering and the financing of terrorism associated
with the reporting entity, including, where appropriate, the products and
services offered by the reporting entity and the circumstances in which
the products and services are provided:

(d)

the impacts on prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of
offences:

(e)

the level of regulatory burden to which the reporting entity would be
subjected in the absence of an exemption:

(f)

whether the exemption would create an unfair advantage for the reporting entity or disadvantage third party reporting entities:

(g)

the overall impact that the exemption would have on the integrity of, and
compliance with, the AML/CFT regulatory regime.

(4)

An exemption under this section is a disallowable instrument for the purposes
of the Legislation Act 2012 and must be presented to the House of Representatives under section 41 of that Act.

(5)

A class exemption under this section must be published under section 6 of the
Legislation Act 2012 and, for this purpose, class exemption—

(6)

84

(a)

means an exemption of general application that applies to a class of reporting entities or transactions; but

(b)

does not include an exemption granted in relation to a particular reporting entity or transaction.

An exemption under this section that is not a class exemption under subsection
(5) must, as soon as practicable after being granted, be—
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(a)

published on an Internet site maintained by or on behalf of the chief
executive; and

(b)

notified in the Gazette; and

(c)

made available in printed form for purchase on request by members of
the public.

A notification in the Gazette for the purpose of subsection (6)(b) does not have
to incorporate the exemption.
Section 157(4): replaced, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).
Section 157(5): inserted, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).
Section 157(6): inserted, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).
Section 157(7): inserted, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).

158

Minister must consult before granting exemption
Before granting an exemption under section 157, the Minister must consult
with—
(a)

the Ministers responsible for the AML/CFT supervisors; and

(b)

any other persons the Minister considers appropriate having regard to
those matters listed in section 157(3).

159

Requirements relating to exemptions

(1)

The exemption must include an explanation of the reason for granting the exemption.

(2)

The exemption—

(3)

(a)

must be granted for a period specified by the Minister but that period
must not be more than 5 years; and

(b)

may, at any time, be varied or revoked by the Minister.

[Repealed]
Section 159(3): repealed, on 5 August 2013, by section 77(3) of the Legislation Act 2012 (2012
No 119).

Transitional and savings provisions
160

Transitional and savings provisions
Transitional and savings provisions relating to the coming into force of this Act
are set out in Schedule 1.
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Consequential amendments, repeals, and revocation
161

Amendments to other enactments

(1)

The enactment specified in Part 1 of Schedule 2 is amended in the manner indicated in that part of that schedule (being consequential amendments relating to
the bringing into force of provisions relating to cross-border transportation of
cash).

(2)

The enactments specified in Part 2 of Schedule 2 are amended in the manner
indicated in that schedule (being consequential amendments to other enactments).

(3)

The regulations specified in Part 3 of Schedule 2 are revoked.

162

Amendment to Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 consequential
on bringing into force of Part 2
The Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 is amended by repealing paragraphs (a) to (f), (h), (i), and (k) of the definition of financial institution in
section 3(1).

163

Amendment to Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 relating to
cross-border transportation of cash
The Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 is amended by repealing Part
5.
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Schedule 1
Transitional and savings provisions
s 160

1

Offences and breaches of Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996

(1)

This clause applies to an offence under, or a breach of, the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 that was committed before the commencement of this
Act.

(2)

If this clause applies, then for the purpose of doing the things specified in subclause (3), the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 continues to have effect as if this Act had not been enacted.

(3)

The things referred to in subclause (2) are as follows:

2

(a)

investigating the offence or breach:

(b)

commencing, continuing, or completing proceedings for the offence or
breach:

(c)

imposing a penalty for the offence or breach (which, for the avoidance of
doubt, must be the same as the penalty that applied to the offence or the
breach before this Act was enacted).

Barred proceedings
Nothing in this Act enables any proceedings to be brought that were barred before the commencement of this Act.

3

Pending proceedings
Any proceedings that have been commenced under the Financial Transactions
Reporting Act 1996 before the commencement of this Act may be continued
and completed after that commencement as if this Act had not been enacted,
and the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 applies accordingly.
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Schedule 2
Consequential amendments
s 161

Part 1
Amendments to Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 relating
to cross-border transportation of cash
Section 2(1)
Definitions of cash report and Customs officer: repeal.
Definition of cash: omit “except in Part 5 of this Act,”.

Part 2
Amendments to other enactments
Crimes Act 1961 (1961 No 43)
Section 244: insert after paragraph (b):
(ba) the enforcement or intended enforcement of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009; or
Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009 (2009 No 8)
Definition of financial institution in section 5(1): repeal and substitute:
financial institution means either a person within the meaning of financial institution as defined in section 3 of the Financial Transactions Reporting Act
1996 or as defined in section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering
Financing of Terrorism Act 2009
Customs and Excise Act 1996 (1996 No 27)
Section 166A(b)(ii): repeal and substitute:
(ii)

subpart 6 of Part 2 and sections 114 and 115 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009; and

Section 166C(4): insert after paragraph (b):
(ba) Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act
2009:
Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 (1996 No 9)
Long Title: insert “the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002 and” after “enforcement
of”.
Paragraph (b) of the Long Title: repeal.
Section 15(1)(b): insert after subparagraph (i):
88
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Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 (1996 No 9)—continued
(ia)

that the transaction or proposed transaction is or may be relevant
to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002; or

Section 16: insert after paragraph (a):
(ab) that the transaction or proposed transaction is or may be relevant to the
enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002; or
Section 21(2): insert after paragraph (a):
(ab) the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002:
Section 22(1)(b): insert after subparagraph (i):
(ia)

that the transaction or proposed transaction is or may be relevant
to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002; or

Section 24(1)(a): insert after subparagraph (i):
(ia)

that the transaction or proposed transaction is or may be relevant
to the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002; or

Section 28: insert after paragraph (d):
(da) the enforcement of the Terrorism Suppression Act 2002:
Section 56(1)(b): omit “Parts 2 and 5 of this Act” and substitute “Part 2”.
Misuse of Drugs Act 1975 (1975 No 116)
Section 12B(6): insert after paragraph (b):
(ba) the enforcement or intended enforcement of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009; or
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1992 (1992 No 86)
Definition of financial institution in section 2(1): repeal and substitute:
financial institution means either a person within the meaning of financial institution as defined in section 3 of the Financial Transactions Reporting Act
1996 or as defined in section 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering
Financing of Terrorism Act 2009
Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989 (1989 No 157)
Section 41(1): add “and the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009”.
Section 41(2): insert “, or the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009,” after “by this Act”.
Section 51(5): insert “or under the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009,” after “by this Act”.
Section 51: add:
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Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989 (1989 No 157)—continued
(9)

To avoid doubt, the Governor’s functions and powers include his or her functions and powers under the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009.

Terrorism Suppression Act 2002 (2002 No 34)
Section 44(1)(b): insert “or by a reporting entity” after “by a financial institution”.
Section 44(1)(b): insert “or the reporting entity” after “the financial institution”.
Section 44(1)(d)(ii): insert “or reporting entity, as the case may be,” after “that Commissioner and the financial institution”.
Section 44(2): insert “or the reporting entity” after “the financial institution”.
Section 44(4): insert “or reporting entity” after “financial institution” in each place
where it appears.
Section 44(5): repeal and substitute:
(5)

In this section, section 47, and Schedule 5,—
(a)

in the case of a financial institution to which the Financial Transactions
Reporting Act 1996 applies, facility, financial institution, suspicious
transaction report, and transaction have the meanings given to them in
section 2(1) of that Act; and

(b)

in the case of a reporting entity to which the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009 applies, facility, reporting entity, suspicious transaction report, and transaction have
the meanings given to them in section 5 of that Act.

Section 47(1)(b)(i): insert “or reporting entity” after “financial institution”.
Section 47A(1)(a): insert after subparagraph (i):
(ia)

subpart 6 of Part 2 and sections 114 and 115 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009; or

Section 47C(5): insert after paragraph (a):
(ab) Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act
2009:
Schedule 5: insert “or reporting entity” after “financial institution” in each place
where it appears.

Part 3
Regulations revoked
Financial Transactions Reporting (Interpretation) Regulations 1997 (SR
1997/48)
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General
This is a reprint of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009 that incorporates all the amendments to that Act as at the
date of the last amendment to it.

2

Legal status
Reprints are presumed to correctly state, as at the date of the reprint, the law
enacted by the principal enactment and by any amendments to that enactment.
Section 18 of the Legislation Act 2012 provides that this reprint, published in
electronic form, has the status of an official version under section 17 of that
Act. A printed version of the reprint produced directly from this official electronic version also has official status.

3

Editorial and format changes
Editorial and format changes to reprints are made using the powers under sections 24 to 26 of the Legislation Act 2012. See also http://www.pco.parliament.govt.nz/editorial-conventions/.
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Reprint
as at 1 December 2014

Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism
(Definitions) Regulations 2011
(SR 2011/222)
Anand Satyanand, Governor-General

Order in Council
At Wellington this 27th day of June 2011
Present:
His Excellency the Governor-General in Council
Pursuant to sections 5, 153, and 154 of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, His Excellency the
Governor-General makes the following regulations, acting—
(a) on the advice and with the consent of the Executive Council;
and
(b) in relation to regulations made under section 154 of that Act,
on the recommendation of the Minister (as ���by section
5 of that Act) made in accordance with section 154(2) and (3)
of that Act.

Note
Changes authorised by subpart 2 of Part 2 of the Legislation Act 2012 have been made
in this of���
reprint.
Note 4 at the end of this reprint provides a list of the amendments incorporated.
These regulations are administered by the Ministry of Justice.
1
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Inclusion: wire transfers of more than $1,000
Inclusion: currency exchange transactions: $1,000 or
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Exclusion: licensed or registered auctioneers and
providers of Internet auctions
Exclusion: ����
institutions that are in liquidation, etc
Exclusion: government departments
Exclusion: Reserve Bank of New Zealand

r 4

13
14
14
14

Regulations
1

Title
These regulations are the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Regulations 2011.

2

Commencement
These regulations come into force on 28 July 2011.

3

Expiry
Regulations 11 to 24 expire on the close of 27 July 2016.

4

Interpretation
In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires,—
Act means the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009
financial activity means any ����activity referred to in
paragraph (a)(i) to (xiii) of the �����
of ����
institution
in section 5 of the Act
relevant service means,—
(a) in relation to a ����institution, services provided
by the ����
institution in the course of carrying out
a ����activity; and
(b) in relation to a reporting entity that is not a ����
institution, services provided by the reporting entity in the
course of carrying out an activity (including, to avoid
doubt, a ����activity) that attracts any obligations
under the Act or the regulations.

3
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Definition of beneficial owner
5

Prescribed threshold
For the purposes of paragraph (b) of the �����
of �����
owner in section 5 of the Act, the prescribed threshold is more
than 25%.
Regulation 5: amended, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 4 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

Applicable threshold value for wire transfer
Heading: inserted, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 5 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

5A

Applicable threshold value for wire transfer is $1, 000
For the purposes of section 27(1) of the Act, the applicable
threshold value of a wire transfer is $1,000.
Regulation 5A: inserted, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 5 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

Definition of designated business group
6
(1)

4

Prescribed election process
For the purposes of paragraph (b) of the �����
of designated business group in section 5 of the Act, an election is
made in accordance with these regulations if it is made in
writing in the form issued by, and provided to, the AML/CFT
supervisor, which must contain the following information:
(a) the name of each entity electing to join the designated
business group:
(b) the name and contact details of a contact person for the
designated business group:
(c) the name and contact details of each entity’s intended
AML/CFT compliance of���
(d) suf���information to determine that each entity is
eligible:
(e) the date that the election will take effect (if more than
30 days from submission of an application containing
the information in paragraphs (a) to (d)).
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(3)

7
(1)

(2)
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An election comes into force on the latest of the following:
(a) the expiry of the initial 30-day period if the AML/CFT
supervisor has not requested further information during
that period:
(b) if the AML/CFT supervisor has requested further information during the initial 30-day period, the expiry of
any second or subsequent 30-day period during which
the AML/CFT supervisor has not indicated that the entity is ineligible or that its eligibility cannot be determined:
(c) the date stated in the form.
In this regulation,—
initial 30-day period means the period of 30 days that commences on the day after receipt of the approved form by the
AML/CFT supervisor
second or subsequent 30-day period means a period of 30
days that commences on the day after receipt of any further
information requested by the AML/CFT supervisor.
Prescribed member: certain money transfer service
agents and sub-agents
Reporting entities are entities, for the purposes of paragraph
(d)(v) of the �����
of designated business group in section
5 of the Act, if—
(a) the entities are each money transfer agents or
sub-agents; and
(b) each entity is related to every other entity in the designated business group or proposed designated business
group in either of the following ways:
(i)
one of those entities is a money transfer agent and
the other entities are the sub-agents of that agent:
(ii) those entities are each sub-agents of the same
money transfer agent.
For the purposes of this regulation,—
money transfer agent, in relation to a money transfer
provider, means a reporting entity that has a representation
agreement with a money transfer provider

5

r8
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money transfer provider means a person who, under a representation agreement, authorises a money transfer agent to
carry on money transfer services on behalf of the money transfer provider and to engage sub-agents for the purpose of carrying on those services in New Zealand
money transfer services means the provision of remittance
services that are carried on, otherwise than by a bank, under a
single brand, trade mark, or business name
representation agreement means a written agreement between a money transfer provider and a money transfer agent,
or between a money transfer agent and a sub-agent, that states
the terms on which the money transfer agent, or the sub-agent,
carries on money transfer services within New Zealand
sub-agent means a reporting entity that has a representation
agreement with a money transfer agent.
8

Prescribed member: overseas companies, etc
Bodies corporate are entities, for the purposes of paragraph
(d)(v) of the �����
of designated business group in section
5 of the Act, if each body corporate—
(a) is either a company within the meaning of section 2(1)
of the Companies Act 1993 or an overseas company
within the meaning of that section; and
(b) is related, within the meaning of section 12(2) of the
Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013, to every body
corporate in the designated business group or proposed
designated business group; and
(c) is either—
(i)
a reporting entity resident in New Zealand; or
(ii) a person that is resident in a country with suf���anti-money laundering and countering �J
nancing of terrorism systems and that is supervised or regulated for anti-money laundering and
countering the ����of terrorism purposes.
Regulation 8(b): amended, on 1 December 2014, by section 150 of the Financial
Markets (Repeals and Amendments) Act 2013 (2013 No 70).
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Prescribed condition of membership of designated
business group
For the purposes of paragraph (e) of the �����
of designated business group in section 5 of the Act, a condition of
membership is that the contact person of a designated business group must notify the relevant AML/CFT supervisor, in
writing within 30 days, of any of the following:
(a) a withdrawal of a member from the designated business
group:
(b) the termination of the designated business group:
(c) any other change in the details previously ����
to
any AML/CFT supervisor in respect of the designated
business group.

Definition of occasional transaction
10
(1)
(2)

11
(1)

(2)

12
(1)

Applicable threshold value
For the purposes of paragraph (a) of the �����
of occasional transaction in section 5 of the Act, the applicable threshold value is $9,999.99.
To avoid doubt, subclause (1) does not apply to a transaction
or class of transactions declared by regulations to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the Act.
Inclusion: cash transaction in casino: $6,000 or more
This regulation applies to every cash transaction that—
(a) occurs outside of a business relationship in a casino; and
(b) is for an amount of $6,000 or more (whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or several operations that appear to be linked).
Every cash transaction to which this regulation applies is declared to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the
Act.
Inclusion: travellers cheques: $5,000 or more
This regulation applies to every transaction that—
(a) occurs outside of a business relationship; and
(b) involves travellers cheques; and

7
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(2)

13
(1)

(2)

is for an amount of $5,000 or more (whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or several operations that appear to be linked).
Every transaction to which this regulation applies is declared
to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the Act.
Inclusion: money orders or postal orders: $1,000 or more
This regulation applies to every transaction that—
(a) occurs outside of a business relationship; and
(b) involves a money order or postal order; and
(c) is for an amount of $1,000 or more (whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or several operations that appear to be linked).
Every cash transaction to which this regulation applies is declared to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the
Act.

13A Inclusion: wire transfers of more than $1,000
(1) This regulation applies to every transaction that—
(a) occurs outside of a business relationship; and
(b) involves the receipt of a wire transfer by a �����
institution for an amount of more than $1,000 (whether
the transaction is carried out in a single operation or
several operations that appear to be linked).
(2) Every transaction to which this regulation applies is declared
to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the Act.
Regulation 13A: inserted, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 6 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

14
(1)

8

Inclusion: currency exchange transactions: $1,000 or
more
This regulation applies to every transaction that—
(a) occurs outside of a business relationship; and
(b) involves currency exchange; and
(c) is for an amount of $1,000 or more (whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or several operations that appear to be linked).
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(2)

Every transaction to which this regulation applies is declared
to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the Act.

15

Inclusion: transactions involving certain stored value
instruments
This regulation applies to every transaction that occurs outside
of a business relationship and that involves the issuing or provision of a stored value instrument that—
(a) has a maximum possible value at any one time of,—
(i)
if the stored value instrument is redeemable for
cash, $1,000 or more:
(ii) if the stored value instrument is not redeemable
for cash, $5,000 or more; or
(b) is capable of being reloaded with $10,000 or more in
any consecutive 12-month period; or
(c) is capable of being reloaded directly through transfer
from an account held at a ����
institution that is—
(i)
unregulated for AML/CFT purposes; or
(ii) located in a country with insuf���
money laundering and countering ����of terrorism systems and measures.
This regulation does not apply to a stored value instrument
that—
(a) is issued or provided by a casino solely for 1 or more of
the following purposes:
(i)
to facilitate gambling in the casino:
(ii) to redeem winnings from gambling in the casino:
(iii) to redeem unused credit provided by the casino;
and
(b) has a maximum potential value at any one time of less
than $6,000.
Every transaction to which this regulation applies is declared
to be an occasional transaction for the purposes of the Act.
For the purposes of this regulation,—
debit card means an instrument that can be used to withdraw
cash or make payments by debiting an account held at a ���
cial institution

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

9
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gift facility has the same meaning as in regulation 9(2) of the
Financial Service Providers (Exemptions) Regulations 2010
stored value instrument—
(a) means a portable device, including a gift facility, that is
capable of storing monetary value in a form that is not
physical currency, regardless of whether the device is
reloadable or able to be redeemed for cash; and
(b) includes—
(i)
a portable device whose value, or associated
value, is transferable to a third party or is able to
be remitted; and
(ii) any account or other arrangement associated with
the value stored on the device; but
(c)
does not include a credit card or a debit card.
Regulation 15(1): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 7(1) of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).
Regulation 15(4): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 7(2) of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

Definition of reporting entity
16
(1)

(2)
(3)

10

Inclusion: certain financial advisers
This regulation applies to a person so far as the person arranges
for a reporting entity to provide a relevant service to a customer or an intended customer of the reporting entity, if the
person is—
(a) an individual who is required to be an authorised ���
cial adviser; or
(b) an entity that provides ����adviser services in respect of a category 1 product, including to wholesale
clients.
Subject to regulation 20, a person to whom this regulation applies is declared to be a reporting entity for the purposes of the
Act.
An individual (person A) to whom this regulation applies is
deemed to have complied with the Act and any regulations if—
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(a)

(4)

17
(1)
(2)

the obligations that apply to person A under the Act
and any regulations are discharged by another reporting
entity (person B); and
(b) person A is a partner, director, employee, agent, or other
person acting in the course of, and for the purposes of,
person B’s business.
For the purposes of this regulation,—
authorised financial adviser, category 1 product, and financial adviser service have the same meanings as in section 5
of the Financial Advisers Act 2008
wholesale client has the same meaning as in section 5C of the
Financial Advisers Act 2008.
Inclusion: trust and company service providers
Subject to regulation 20, a person to whom this regulation applies is declared to be a reporting entity for the purposes of the
Act.
This regulation applies to a person who carries out, as the only
or principal part of their business, 1 or more of the following
activities:
(a) acting as a formation agent of legal persons or arrangements:
(b) arranging for a person to act as a nominee director or
nominee shareholder or trustee in relation to legal persons or arrangements:
(c) providing a registered of��I
a business address, a correspondence address, or an administrative address for a
company, a partnership, or any other legal person or arrangement.
Regulation 17(2)(c): replaced, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 8 of the
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

18
(1)

Exclusion: reporting entities whose every relevant service
is exempt from Act
This regulation applies to a person who, but for this regulation,
would be a reporting entity (whether because the person is a
����
institution or otherwise) but who only performs relevant services that are exempt from all provisions of the Act.
11
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A person to whom this regulation applies is declared not to be
a reporting entity for the purposes of the Act.

18A Exclusion: non-finance businesses that transfer money to
facilitate purchase of goods or services
(1) A person is not a reporting entity, for the purposes of the Act,
by reason only that, in the ordinary course of a non-���
business, the person transfers money on behalf of a customer
to facilitate the purchase of goods or services by the customer.
(2) In this regulation, non-finance business means a person
whose only or principal business is the provision of goods or
services that are not relevant services.
Regulation 18A: inserted, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 9 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

19
(1)

(2)

(3)

20
(1)

12

Exclusion: accommodation provider that provides
registered guest with safety deposit box
If the condition in subclause (2) is �����
it is declared that a
person is not a reporting entity, for the purposes of the Act, by
reason only that, in the ordinary course of the person’s business
as a provider of accommodation, the person provides his or her
registered guests with a safety deposit box or safety deposit
boxes.
The condition is that the safety deposit box is—
(a) located in the room of the registered guest and is controlled by the registered guest; or
(b) located outside the room of the registered guest but
within the place of the traveller accommodation, is controlled by the provider of the traveller accommodation,
and holds funds of registered guests.
In this regulation, registered guest means a guest whose name
and contact details have been recorded by the provider of the
accommodation.
Exclusion: lawyers, etc
It is declared that a person is not a reporting entity, for the
purposes of the Act, by reason only that the person carries out a
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relevant service in the ordinary course of the person’s business
as one of the following:
(a) a lawyer, an incorporated law ��I
a conveyancing
practitioner, an incorporated conveyancing ��Ian
accountant, or a real estate agent:
(b) an executor, an administrator, or a trustee in respect of
services provided in the administration of an estate or,
in the case of a trustee, in respect of services provided
to ������
of a family trust.
If subclause (1) applies to a person (A), it applies equally to
any director, employee, agent, or other person while acting in
the course of, and for the purposes of, A’s business to the same
extent as it applies to A.
Regulation 20: replaced, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 10 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

21

Exclusion: pawnbrokers
It is declared that a person is not a reporting entity, for the
purposes of the Act, by reason only that the person carries
out a relevant service in the ordinary course of the person’s
business as a pawnbroker within the meaning of section 4 of
the Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 2004.

21A Exclusion: licensed or registered auctioneers and
providers of Internet auctions
(1) It is declared that an auctioneer who is licensed or registered
under an enactment is not a reporting entity, for the purposes
of the Act, by reason only that the auctioneer carries out a relevant service in the ordinary course of the auctioneer’s business
of conducting auctions.
(2) It is declared that a person is not a reporting entity, for the
purposes of the Act, by reason only that the person provides
relevant services in the ordinary course of the person’s business as a provider of Internet auctions.
(3) In this regulation,—

13
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auction means a process in which property of any kind (including goods, services, and interests in land) is offered for
sale by an auctioneer on behalf of a vendor, and—
(a) bids for the property are placed with the auctioneer in
real time, whether in person, by telephone, via the Internet, or by any other means; and
(b) the property is sold when the auctioneer so indicates
Internet auction means a process, not being an auction as de��by this subclause, that is operated online to enable members of the public to conclude contracts for the sale and purchase of goods or the provision and acquisition of non-���
cial services
non-financial service means a service that is not, or does not
include, a relevant service.
Regulation 21A: inserted, on 30 June 2013, by regulation 11 of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment
Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230).

22
(1)

(2)

Exclusion: financial institutions that are in liquidation, etc
This regulation applies to a ����
institution that is—
(a) in liquidation under Part 16 of the Companies Act 1993
or under any other enactment; or
(b) in receivership and no debt securities are being offered
or issued to the public by, or on behalf of, the ����
institution; or
(c) subject to a moratorium that prevents the ����institution from offering or issuing debt securities to the
public.
A ����institution to which this regulation applies is declared not to be a reporting entity for the purposes of the Act.

23

Exclusion: government departments
Every government department named in Schedule 1 of the
State Sector Act 1988 is declared not to be a reporting entity
for the purposes of the Act.

24

Exclusion: Reserve Bank of New Zealand
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand is declared not to be a
reporting entity for the purposes of the Act.

14
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General
This is a reprint of the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Regulations 2011 that
incorporates all the amendments to those regulations as at the
date of the last amendment to them.

2

Legal status
Reprints are presumed to correctly state, as at the date of the
reprint, the law enacted by the principal enactment and by any
amendments to that enactment. Section 18 of the Legislation
Act 2012 provides that this reprint, published in electronic
form, has the status of an of���
version under section 17 of
that Act. A printed version of the reprint produced directly
from this of���
electronic version also has of���
status.

3

Editorial and format changes
Editorial and format changes to reprints are made using the
powers under sections 24 to 26 of the Legislation Act 2012.
See also http://www.pco.parliament.govt.nz/editorial-conventions/.

4

Amendments incorporated in this reprint
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Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism ������F
Amendment Regulations 2013 (SR 2013/230)
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English translation of the AML/CFT Guideline 2019 of Gaming Sector
Notes to users:
This English version is for reference only. The Chinese and Portuguese versions are the official
version.
In the event of any discrepancies, the official version of the Instruction should always prevail.

DICJ Instruction No.1/2019
Preventive Measures for Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”)
and Combating Financing of Terrorism (“CFT”)
In accordance with Article 4, paragraph 3, of the Administrative Regulation No.34/2003
and Article 2, paragraph 2 of Administrative Regulation No.7/2006, the Director of the
Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau exercises the competency and issues this
Instruction (“the Instruction”):
Article 1
Amendment of the Instruction No.1/2016
The articles 2,11,17 and 23 of the Instruction No. 1/2016 is amendment as follow:
«Article 2
Definitions
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
Foreign politically exposed persons („Foreign PEPs‟): Foreign PEPs are:
1)

Individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions by
a foreign country or outside Macau (SAR), China, for example Heads of State
or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military
officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political
party officials.
1
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14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

2)

Individuals who are or have been entrusted with a prominent function by an
international organisation, namely the function of president, vice-president,
director, deputy director, and members of the board or equivalent functions.

3)

The definition also covers the close family members or close associates, and
business associates of those individuals.

4)

The politically exposed persons (PEPs) of Mainland China, Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of China, and other regions of China, are
considered as foreign politically exposed persons for the purpose of this
Instruction.

[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].
[…].

Article 11
Reporting Suspicious Transactions
1.

2.
3.

The addressees of this Instruction should, through the STRs, identify the
participants and document the suspicious transactions, or attempted suspicious
transactions, regardless of the amounts involved, as follows:
1)
[…].
2)
[…].
3)
[…].
[…].
Suspicious transactions should be reported to GIF, via the filling of STR, within
two working days after the detection of the transaction.
Article 17
Inter property Transactions

1.
2.
3.
4.

[…].
[…].
[…].
Without prejudice of other legal obligations, under the scope of group-level
compliance as defined previously, in case of filing a suspicious transactions report
(STR), this information can be shared over the entities of the same gaming group (
e.g. parent companies, subsidiaries, representative offices, or agents), subject to
previous authorization of the Gaming Regulator (DICJ), and under the following
cumulative conditions:
1)

There is a risk analysis of money laundering and/or financial terrorism of the
financial transaction or of the respective gaming activities performed;

2)

The risk analysis identified a conduct of a new type of typology to commit
the money laundering crime or the finance terrorism crime;

3)

The conduct of the new type of typology is relevant on group-level
compliance and information sharing within the same gaming group is
appropriate to mitigate the inherent risk.
2
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Article 23
Confidentiality
1.
2.

[..].
Employees of the Addressees of the Instruction, including its officers, board of
directors or supervisors of casinos or any other gaming areas, are prohibited from
tipping-off the submission of STRs to the GIF, and also the details of those
transactions, to those who are involved in the suspicious transactions and any other
persons or entities, with the exception of the legal regime addressed in paragraph 4
of Article 17.»
Article 2.
Republication

Its republish, on Annex, the Instruction n.1/2016, with all the current amendments
approved with this Instruction.
Article 3.
Effective
This Instruction will be effective on January, 29, 2019.

Approved by the Director of DICJ on January 25, 2019.

3
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Annex
(referred to in Article 2.)

REPUBLICATION

DICJ Instruction No.1/2016
Preventive Measures for Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”)
and Combating Financing of Terrorism (“CFT”)
In accordance with Article 4, paragraph 3, of the Administrative Regulation No.34/2003
and Article 2, paragraph 2 of Administrative Regulation No.7/2006, the Director of the
Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau exercises the competency and issues this
Instruction (“the Instruction”):

Part I - General Provisions
Article 1
Objective of the Instruction
The Instruction defines the obligations, minimum internal control policies and
procedures required for implementation by the gaming sector of the Macau SAR in
order to prevent money laundering and financing of terrorism.
Article 2
Definitions
The followings are defined for the purpose of the Instruction:
1) Beneficial owner – refers to the natural persons (s) who ultimately owns or
controls a customer and/or the natural person on whose behalf a transaction is
being conducted. It also includes those persons who exercise ultimate effective
control over a legal person or arrangement.
2)

Money laundering – the process of introduction and concealment of illicit money
or assets into legitimate economic activities.

3)

Cheque – a bill that bears an order of payment. The definition includes personal
cheques, business company cheques, bank drafts, travellers cheques, cashier
orders/cashier’s cheques, and money orders.

4)

Compliance Officer – an officer of the gaming concessionaires/subconcessionaire or junket promoters of casino games of fortune who is mainly
4
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responsible for ensuring implementation of AML/CFT preventive measures and
compliance with the respective legal regimes.
5)

Gaming credit – purchase of chips or other gaming instruments which are
postponement of payment, as governed by the Law No.5/2004.

6)

Money laundering Crime – purchase of value assets or properties by committing
an act typified as a crime and specified in the Law No.2/2006 and punishable under
such law.

7)

Financing of Terrorism Crime – supplying or gathering of funds totally or
partially for the practice of terrorist acts as typified and punishable as a crime
under the Law No. 3/2006.

8)

Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau (“the DICJ”) – regulatory and
supervisory authority bureau of the gaming sector, including casino games of
fortune, pari-mutuel and gaming activities opened to the public under the
concession administrative legal framework.

9)

Financial Intelligence Office (the GIF) – the Office established under Executive
Order No.227/2006 of August 7, with the function to collect, analyze and
disseminate information with AML/CFT to the competent authorities in relation to
money laundering and financing of terrorism.

10) Gaming operations – legal operations related to the land based casinos games of
fortune, pari-mutuel or gaming activities opened to the public which are authorized
by the Government of the Macau SAR, including placement of bets, winning
payments, purchases and redemptions of chips, tickets or tokens, and granting or
repayment of gaming credits.
11) Suspicious transaction – a gaming or wagering related activity which by its
nature, unusual character or complexity, that indicates any activity of money
laundering or financing of terrorism activity.
12) Large-sum transaction – operation relating to the practice of gaming or wagering
with the value equal to or more than MOP500,000 (five hundred thousand patacas)
or its equivalence in any other currency.
13) Foreign politically exposed persons („Foreign PEPs‟): Foreign PEPs are:
1)

Individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions
by a foreign country or outside Macau (SAR), China, for example Heads of
State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or
military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important
political party officials.

2)

Individuals who are or have been entrusted with a prominent function by an
international organisation, namely the function of president, vice-president,
director, deputy director, and members of the board or equivalent functions.

5
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3)

The definition also covers the close family members or close associates, and
business associates of those individuals.

4)

The politically exposed persons (PEPs) of Mainland China, Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of China, and other regions of China, are
considered as foreign politically exposed persons for the purpose of this
Instruction.

14) Domestic politically exposed persons (“Domestic PEPs”) – are individuals who
are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in the Macau SAR,
such as the Chief Executive, members of the Government of the Macau SAR,
members in the Executive Council, senior politicians, senior officials of
governmental, judicial or military officials, and senior executives of corporations
owned or controlled by the Macau Special Region. The definition also covers the
close family members or close associates, and business associates of those
individuals.
15) Large-sum transactions report (“ROVE”) – a report to be executed by the
addressees of the Instruction when the gaming activities reach the reporting
threshold of large-sum transactions during the course of their operations. Please
refer to the template attached in the Instruction.
16) Suspicious transactions report (“STR”) – a report to be executed by the
addressees of the Instruction when they detect a suspicious transaction during the
course of their gaming operations. The template of the report is set out by the GIF.
17) Stable business relationship – any business or professional relationship
established between the gaming concessionaires of casino games of fortune, parimutuel, or gaming activities open to the public, with the customers to which in the
moment that is conducted is expected to be or to become permanent, and usually
involves provision of services or offering products or services in a stable and
continuous manner, and without regard the number of individual transactions to
carry out or to be carried out.
18) Occasional transaction – any transaction carried out by any gaming
concessionaire that is not within the definition of an established business
relationship, namely a transaction that occurs on sporadic or isolated time basis,
and without regard the actual number of transactions performed.

Article 3
Addressees of the Instruction
The addressees of the Instruction are:
1)

The concessionaires and sub-concessionaires of the land based casino exploring
games of fortune;

2)

The management companies of the concessionaires or sub-concessionaires of the
land based casino exploring games of fortune;

3)

The junket promoters of games of fortune;
6
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4)

The concessionaires of pari-mutuel;

5)

The concessionaires that offer gaming activities to the public (e.g. lotteries).
Article 4
AML/CFT Internal Control Policies and Procedures

1.

The addressees of this Instruction should adopt internal controls policies and
procedures to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, taking into account
the applicable legal provisions of the Macau SAR, namely the Law No. 2/2006 and
Law No. 3/2006, the Administrative Regulation No. 7/2006, Article 34 of Law No.
16/2001, Article 30 item 6 of the Administrative Regulation No. 6/2002, and others
that may yet be approved in the future.

2.

The internal control policies and procedures to be adopted by the addressees are
subject to the prior approval by the DICJ.

3.

Under the regulatory authority the DICJ have the power to require the addressees
to revise their internal control policies and procedures on AML/CFT.
Article 5
Scopes of the AML/CFT Internal Control Policies and Procedures

The following (at a minimum) should be incorporated into the AML/CFT internal
control policies and procedures, including but not limited to:
1)

Identifying, assessing and understanding of the risks of money laundering and
financing of terrorism inherent to their business as defined in Article 6;

2)

The obligation to carry out customer due diligence (“CDD”), including identifying
and verifying the identity of those who are involved in gaming activities and the
respective financial transactions conducted within a stable business relationships,
suspicious transactions or large-sum transactions;

3)

Identifying the beneficiary owners in gaming activities and their respective
financial transactions;

4)

Identification and verification of PEPs, both foreign and domestic, identify their
transactions and conduct a on-going monitoring over their transactions;

5)

Controls over the issuance, acceptance and payment of cheques or other negotiable
instruments with the patrons, and if applicable, the agents or persons who act on
the patrons’ behalf.

6)

Controls over the movement of funds via domestic and cross-border wire transfers;

7)

Identify and assess the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing that may
arise in relation to the development of new products and services, or the use of new
7
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technologies or those under development over new products or pre-existing
products;
8)

Detection of suspicious transactions and large-sum transactions;

9)

Reporting suspicious transactions (STR’s) to the GIF ;

10) Reporting of large-sum transactions (CTR’s) to the DICJ;
11) Appointment of a compliance officer (“the Compliance Officer”), and respective
substitute;
12) Providing training to employees who have the responsibility to carry out the
AML/CFT internal control policies and procedures;
13) Ensuring confidentiality of AML/CFT information and reports;
14) Record Keeping of the documents for a minimum period of 5 years;
15) Duty to cooperate with competent authorities;
16) Defining the applicable penalties/sanctions in the event of non-compliance.

Article 6
Risk Assessment
1.

The addressees of this Instruction should, every two years, identify, assess and
understand the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing on their business
activities and adopt adequate measures to mitigate those risks.

2.

The addressees should adopt a risk-based approach to ensure that the measures
taken are appropriate and proportionate to the risks identified, in order to enable
AML/CFT resources to be allocated effectively.

3.

In adopting the risk-based approach, the addressees should consider the following
risk factors:
1)

National or geographical risk;

2)

Customer risk;

3)

Product/service risk;

4)

Risk associated with the nature of transactions or business relationship;

5)

Risk of delivery channels offered in the product/service;

6)

Risk of new technology.
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4.

In determining the AML/CFT measures to mitigate the risks, the addressees should
also take into account the risks identified by the supervisory authorities and the
GIF, or any other competent authority in the Macau SAR.
Article 7
Assessment of Effectiveness

The addressees of this Instruction should carry out regular assessment over their
AML/CFT internal control systems to ensure the adequacy and effectiveness of the
measures implemented.
Article 8
Supervision
Within the scope of the AML/CFT, the addressees of this Instruction are subject to the
supervision of the DICJ, and also the compliance with their obligation to the GIF, based
on the competencies of the two public authorities.

Part II - Preventive measures
Article 9
Identification and Verification of Identity
1.

The addressees of this Instruction should undertake customer due diligence (CDD),
including the obligation to identify and verify the identity of the following persons:
1)

Patrons or beneficiaries of gaming credits who are involved on a stable
business relationship, suspicious transactions or large-sum transactions;

2)

Representatives or agents of the persons referred in the previous paragraph
above;

3)

If there is knowledge that the patrons, gamblers or beneficiaries of gaming
credits are acting on behalf of others, the persons on whose behalf they act
for should also be identified;

4)

Beneficial owners of patrons who designate the patrons to act on their behalf
through any forms of assignment;

5)

Any of the persons referred above whenever there are doubts about the
validity and accuracy of the information being provided.

2.

The identity of the natural person should be verified against original identification
documents issued by official entities, namely identity cards, passports, travel
documents, or any other equivalent credentials.

3.

The (permanent) address can be proved by the identity documents referred above,
or alternatively by documents issued by third parties, namely, work permits or
9
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professional certificates, driving licenses, utilities bills, telephone bills or bank
statements.
4.

The identity of the above mentioned persons should be verified against the
photographs in the official identity documents. With the prior consent of the
respective Compliance Officer, other documents may be used in exceptional
circumstances. In that case, the fact shall be documented and duly signed by the
Compliance Officer for evidence.

5.

The use of fictitious names, or maintaining business relationships previously
established using anonymous identities, shall be strictly prohibited.
Article 10
Reporting Large-sum Transactions

1.

2.

The addressees of this Instruction should, through the ROVE attached in the
Appendix, identify and verify the participants and report the following
transactions:
1)

Gambling or wagering in the amount equal to or exceeding MOP500,000
(five hundred thousand patacas) or equivalent amount in any other currency;

2)

Provision or repayment of gaming credit in the amount equal to or exceeding
MOP500,000 (five hundred thousand patacas) or equivalent amount in any
other currency;

3)

Gambling, wagering, provision or repayment of gaming credit, individually
less than the above reporting amount, but with an aggregated total within 24
hours that has reached or exceeded the threshold amount of MOP500,000 or
equivalent amount in any other currency;

4)

Gaming promotion activities, including gaming settlement payment of the
patron, or beneficiary owner, with an amount equal to or exceeding MOP
500,000.00 (five hundred thousand patacas) or equivalent amount in any
other currency.

The report referred in the previous paragraph shall include at a minimum the
following information:
1)

Name(s) of the person(s) involved;

2)

Gender;

3)

Date and place of birth;

4)

Nationality;

5)

Home address(es);

6)

Profession or occupation;

7)

Type of identity document;

8)

Date of the transaction;

9)

The transaction amount and source of funds;

10) Beneficiary owner;
10
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11) Methods of payments;
12) Signature of the Compliance Officer responsible for the execution or revision
of the report.
3.

The report shall be prepared within two working days following the completion of
the transaction.

4.

A copy of the ROVE must be sent to the DICJ in electronic format.

5.

The electronic copies of the ROVEs shall be sent in aggregate to the DICJ on the
1st and 15th of each month.
Article 11
Reporting Suspicious Transactions

1.

The addressees of this Instruction should, through the STRs, identify the
participants and document the suspicious transactions, or attempted suspicious
transactions, regardless of the amounts involved, as follows:
1)

Gambling or wagering that indicates an offense of money laundering crime or
financing of terrorism crime, based on their nature, complexity, amounts
involved, volume or unusual nature;

2)

Gaming credit that indicates an offense of money laundering crime or
financing of terrorism crime, based on their nature, complexity, amounts
involved, volume or unusual nature;

3)

Gaming promotion activities that indicate an offense of money laundering
crime or financing of terrorism crime, based on their complexity, amounts
involved, volume or unusual nature.

2.

Where there are strong indications of money laundering crimes or financing of
terrorism crimes, and the implementation of CDD measures in such situation may
make those who perform the transactions know that they are in the course of
administrative or criminal investigations related to money laundering or terrorist
financing, non-implementation of CDD is allowed, however it is mandatory to
report the incident through the filling of an STR.

3.

Suspicious transactions should be reported to the GIF, via the filling of an STR,
within two working days after the detection of the transaction.
Article 12
Completing and signing the ROVEs and STRs

1.

ROVEs shall be completed and signed by the persons designated by addressees of
this Instruction.

2.

STRs shall be completed by the staff members of the addressees who detect the
suspicious transactions during the course of their work.
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3.

Both types of reports mentioned in the preceding paragraphs should be reviewed
thoroughly and signed by the Compliance Officer.
Article 13
Electronic reporting of ROVEs

1.

The electronic reporting and submission of ROVEs shall be subject to approval by
the DICJ.

2.

The addressees of this Instruction should submit all the relevant required
documents and information for the approval with a minimum of 60 days in
advance, namely the electronic system to be used, internal control procedures,
details of the network and database system, system security measures, details of the
vendor and the risk assessment of the IT security.

3.

The DICJ will define the specific terms and conditions for the abovementioned
approval in compliance with this Instruction.
Article 14
AML/CFT Reporting by Junket Promoters

1.

The ROVEs completed by the junket promoters should be reviewed and signed by
the Compliance Officers of Concessionaires/Sub-Concessionaires of casino games
of fortune who have the obligations to ensure the compliance of the AML/CFT
measures.

2.

The STRs reporting of junket promoters should be subject to special monitoring by
the Concessionaires/Sub-Concessionaires of casino games of fortune.

3.

Accordingly, the Concessionaires/Sub-Concessionaires should maintain the daily
records of the numbers of STRs filed by the junket promoters, and monitor the
compliance of the STR reporting obligation.

Part III - Enhanced Due diligence Duties
Article 15
Politically Exposed Persons (“PEPs”)
1.

The addressees of this Instruction should have an adequate risk management
system to determine whether the customer or the patron, his/her representative or
beneficial owner is a PEP.

2.

Enhanced due diligence (EDD) must be performed for the identification and
verification of identity of both domestic and foreign PEPs.
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3.

Enhanced on-going monitoring shall be carried out over the transactions of the
PEPs, their representatives or their beneficial owner in order to determine the
source of funds and to understand their financial and asset profile.

4.

The acceptance or maintenance of the business relationships with PEPs should be
subject to the approval by members of the board of directors, or persons engaged in
management positions.

5.

The obligations to PEPs should also be applied to family members or close
associates of those PEPs.
Article 16
Enhanced Due Diligence related with the Risks of Operations

The addressees of this Instruction should carry out enhanced due diligence measures to
their patrons, the representatives or the beneficial owner of those patrons that is
adequate and proportionate to their risks identified, based on the nature of business
relationship or type of transaction, and also the country risk, especially:
1)

Countries that are identified as high risk by the FATF or any international
organization which has similar role;

2)

Countries that are subject to sanctions, embargoes or similar measures
imposed by the United Nations, or countries that have been identified as
highly corrupted or those with predominant criminal activities;

3)

Countries with intense terrorist activity, or those referred to as financiers of
terrorist organizations by any suitable international body (Examples of
international organizations: the International Monetary Fund, World Bank,
OECD, etc.).
Article 17
Inter property Transactions

1.

The establishment and transfer of legal rights and interests over funds or any other
means of payment of gaming transactions between the gaming concessionaires
/sub-concessionaires and their related companies, in the same gaming group, in any
jurisdiction, namely their parent companies, agents, subsidiaries or representative
offices, where the funds or the means of payments are for the gaming activities in
the Macau SAR, or settlement of other legal obligations, these operations should be
subject to the prior approval by the supervisory authority (i.e. the DICJ). Enhanced
due diligence stipulated in Article 21 shall be exercised in order to identify the
source of funds and verify the identity of the holders and the beneficial owners.

2.

The obligation to comply with the due diligence measures over the customer (i.e.
the CDD) ultimately lies with the company incorporated in the Macau SAR that
holds the (gaming) concession, and in compliance with the legal framework of the
country where the transfer relates, the addressees should have the full powers at
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any time and without delay to request the following from the counter-party of the
abovementioned transfer:
1)

All information necessary for the compliance of the Instruction;

2)

Copies of documents being used for collecting the information required to
complying with the legal duties.

3.

To comply with this Article, the addressees shall also have control measures in
place to verify the statutory CDD requirements applicable to the country of the
transfer are equivalent to those enforced in the Macau SAR, and those CDD
measures are being effectively and continuously applied. Where it is not the case,
the risks of that country should be identified and measures should be applied to
mitigate those risks.

4.

Without prejudice of other legal obligations, under the scope of group-level
compliance as defined previously, in case of filing a suspicious transactions report
(STR), this information can be shared over the entities of the same gaming group
(e.g. parent companies, subsidiaries, representative offices, or agents), subject to
previous authorization of the Gaming Regulator (DICJ), and under the following
cumulative conditions:
1)

There is a risk analysis of money laundering and/or financial terrorism of the
financial transaction or of the respective gaming activities performed;

2)

The risk analysis identified a conduct of a new type of typology to commit
the money laundering crime or the finance terrorism crime;

3)

The conduct of the new type of typology is relevant on group-level
compliance and information sharing within the same gaming group is
appropriate to mitigate the inherent risk.
Article 18
Special Requirements on Negotiable Instruments

1.

The use of negotiable instruments by patrons, their representatives and the
beneficial owners are governed by Article 1064 and following in the Macau
Commercial Code, and should be subject to special monitoring by the addressees
of the Instruction.

2.

Individual financial transactions related to a gaming contract or any other
transactions associate within, where they are paid with negotiable instruments,
must be recorded by the addressees of the Instruction individually, in order to
identify the name of the issuer, its beneficiary, ultimate beneficiary of the
instrument especially in the case of bearer issuer, the date of issuance, date of
payment, the designated amount and if applicable, the side agreements involved.

3.

Accordingly, the addressees of the Instruction should have a register to daily
document the transactions associated with negotiable instrument and retain all
respective information, based on the internal control procedures set out in Article 4
of the Instruction.
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Article 19
Wire Transfers
1.

Any domestic or cross-border wire transfers of funds through financial institutions
or by authorized money service providers, regardless of the types of currency
involved, must be accompanied by the following information:
1)

Name of remitter (payer);

2)

Bank account number of the remitter - if the payer’s bank account is used for
such remittance;

3)

Remitter’s national identity card number, or his/her address, or his/her place
and date of birth, or his/her patron identity number in the casino;

4)

Name of beneficiary (payee);

5)

Bank account number of the beneficiary - if the payee’s bank account is used
to receive the funds.

2.

In case of absence of a bank account number, it should be registered the unique
transaction reference that provides the audit trail of the transaction.

3.

In batch file transfers, by which a single originator aggregated the funds for
transfer to multiple individuals, all of the above information should be obtained in
order to identify the name of the remitter and the beneficiaries and also to enable
the full tracing of the funds.

4.

The legal requirements under this Article are only mandatory when the financial
transactions performed within a stable business relationship equal to or exceed
MOP120,000 and when the occasional financial transactions equal to or exceed
MOP 8,000.
Article 20
New Technologies

1.

The introduction and use of authorized new technologies in the (gaming)
concessions, in particular those used in new products or pre-existing products, and
also the new delivery channels used in these products or services, shall be subject
to enhanced due diligence, identification and preliminary assessment of the
inherent risks of money laundering and terrorist financing crimes.

2.

The addressees should exercise appropriate and effective measures to mitigate the
potential risks identified in order to prevent money laundering and terrorist
financing crimes.
Article 21
Scope of the Enhanced Due Diligence

The following are the control measures for the previous Articles related to enhance due
diligence (EDD), without the exclusion of others measures:
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1)

Obtaining additional information about the patrons, their representatives or the
beneficial owners, and also the respective transactions;

2)

Implementing additional procedures in order to confirm the information obtained;

3)

Obtaining senior management approval when entering into a stable business
relationship, conducting occasional transactions or any other transactions;

4)

Performing enhanced monitoring over those transactions in order to detect whether
the source of funds and any other evidence available indicate an act of money
laundering or terrorist financing, and accordingly reporting those incidents to the
competent authority;

5)

Increasing the frequency to update the (due diligence) information of the patrons,
their representatives, and beneficial owners;

6)

Exercising on-going monitoring and review over the business relationships, which
shall be carried out by the personnel of the compliance function or any other
personnel independent from involvement in any direct business relationship with
the patrons, their representatives or the beneficial owners.

Part IV - Obligation to Refuse Transactions and Other Obligations
Article 22
Obligation to Refuse Transactions
1.

2.

The Addressees of this Instruction should refuse to carry out the transactions
requested by the patrons, customers or their agents when they cannot obtain the
information necessary to fulfil their identification and reporting obligations as
required in Articles 9 to 21.
When the transactions referred to in the preceding paragraph are suspicious, STRs
should be filed to the GIF, indicating the reasons for the refusal of those
transactions.
Article 23
Confidentiality

1.

The information from ROVEs and STRs should be classified as confidential and
only personnel directly involved may have knowledge of the data recorded in those
reports or in the respective supporting documentation.

2.

Employees of the Addressees of the Instruction, including its officers, board of
directors or supervisors of the casinos or any other gaming areas, are prohibited
from tipping-off the submission of STRs to the GIF, and also the details of those
transactions, to those who are involved in the suspicious transactions and any other
persons or entities, with the exception of the legal regime addressed in paragraph 4
of Article 17.
Article 24
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Document retention
1.

The Addressees of this Instruction should keep all the following documents for a
minimum of five years to enable access by competent authorities:
1)

Documents or copies of supporting documents identifying the patrons,
beneficiaries of gaming credits, the agents or individuals on whose behalf the
agents act for, whenever they are under a stable business relationship,
reported in suspicious transactions or large-sum transactions;

2)

ROVEs, copies of the STRs and supporting documentation of those
transactions, including all the written documents for the gaming credits;

3)

Supporting documentation for those suspicious transactions reported but not
being filed to the GIF after the decision of the Compliance Officer.

4)

Other relevant documents that are essential to permit reconstruction of all the
individual transactions in order to adequately provide evidence in criminal
procedures.

2.

The documents mentioned in previous paragraphs could be replaced by microfilm
or transferred to digital format, once the applicable changes have been made
(mutatis mutandis) for Articles 47, 48 and Paragraph 2 of Article 49 of the Macau
Commercial Code.

3.

The storage of abovementioned documents must be located in the Macau SAR and
the information of the location should be sent to the DICJ, and the access of those
documents should be available swiftly to any competent authority in the Macau
SAR upon request.

4.

If the addressees of the Instruction suspend or cease their operations, the document
record keeping obligation should still prevail until the expiration of the 5-year
retention period.
Article 25
Duty to Cooperate

The Addressees of this Instruction should provide all the information and documents
requested by law enforcement authorities, judicial authorities and other competent
authorities with competence in prevention of AML/CFT crimes.

Part V - Special CFT Preventive Measures
Article 26
Due diligence and Updating of Suspected Terrorists Database
1.

The Addressees of this Instruction should take all the necessary measures to
prevent entering into any kind of business or commercial relationship with person
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suspected of terrorism, or those individuals designated as terrorists by domestic or
international competent authorities.
2.

A database with the list of designated terrorist suspects should be maintained and
used for screening against the customer list (self-built database).

3.

The Addressees of the Instruction can, as an alternative, choose to acquire a
commercial database developed by specialized companies with recognition in the
sector (3rd party commercial database).

4.

In either situation above (Paragraphs 2 and 3), the Addressees are required to
ensure that the database is constantly updated and contains, at minimum, the list of
locally designated terrorists recognized by the competent local authorities, by the
United Nations Security Council or any other international organization that
exercises identical sanctions regimes.

5.

Gaming Concessionaires and Sub-Concessionaires of casinos games of fortune
should provide the database at no cost to junket promoters in their casino properties
for cost effective reasons.

6.

The Addressees of this Instruction should also:
1)

Execute identity screening with the abovementioned database before entering
into a business relationship with a new customer ;

2)

Perform identity screening regularly and every time when there is an update to
the list of designated persons mentioned above on the existing list of
customers;

3)

Execute identity screening with the abovementioned database during
payments, in particular those funds being transferred through financial
institutions, in which cases the beneficiary payee in the bank instruction
should be screened against the database.

Part VI - Compliance Function
Article 27
Function of AML/CFT Compliance
1.

The Addressee of the Instruction should maintain an independent, permanent and
effective compliance function, in order to ensure compliance with the legal and
contractual obligations under the (gaming) legal regime of the respective
concessions, and in particular ensuring compliance with AML and CFT
requirements.

2.

The Addressees should ensure adequate powers, means and resources are provided
to the Compliance Function to perform the duties, and having the authority for
timely access to all relevant information, in particular information related to
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customer identification and due diligence, and the information required for
reporting large-sum transactions and suspicious transactions.
Article 28
Compliance Officer
1.

The Addressees of the Instruction must also appoint at least one Compliance
Officer, and his/her substitute (“the Assistant Compliance Officer”), to be
responsible for ensuring the compliance of the abovementioned obligations.

2.

The Compliance Officer should be functionally independent to perform the
AML/CFT duties, and should master at least one of the official languages of the
Macau SAR, and have extensive knowledge of the local legal system.

3.

The Compliance Officer and the name of the Assistant Compliance Officer should
be submitted to the DICJ on a timely basis.

4.

The DICJ can determine the replacement of the Compliance Officer based on the
consideration of the person’s suitability or technical capacity.

5.

The DICJ may require an ad-hoc written examination, if necessary, to assess the
technical competency of the person(s) to be appointed as Compliance Officer.

6.

The Compliance Officer should coordinate the implementation of all AML/CFT
policies and internal control procedures in order to prevent AML/CFT crimes, in
particular:
1)

Participating in the designing of the internal control systems;

2)

Monitoring the internal control systems, constantly assessing the adequacy and
effectiveness of those controls, and timeliness and efficiency of resources
allocated;

3)

Ensuring involvement in the review of STRs and ROVEs to be submitted to
the GIF and DICJ respectively;

4)

Ensuring the timeliness, adequacy, accessibility of information in relation to
the internal control systems and their procedures;

5)

Participating in designing, monitoring and evaluation of AML/CFT internal
training policies;

6)

Formulating and implementing the regular assessments mentioned in Article 7;

7)

Liaising with the judiciary authorities, law enforcement and supervisory
authorities;

8)

Reporting to the board of directors and to the senior management of the
company regarding the AML/CFT internal control deficiencies or weaknesses.
Article 29
Compliance Culture
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1.

The Addressee of the Instruction must build up a companywide culture for antimoney laundering and terrorist financing, and a practice to adhere to laws and
business ethics throughout all hierarchical levels of the company. These duties
should be specifically the obligation of the board of directors for legal persons, or
the holders of gaming licenses in case of natural persons.

2.

To implement AML/CFT culture over addressees who are under a company group,
group wide control measures shall be established over different types of risks
mentioned in Article 6 of the Instruction, and, where permitted by laws, set up
information exchange mechanisms for the purpose of fulfilment of the CDD
requirements.

Part VII - Training Duties
Article 30
Duty of Employee Training
1.

The Addressees of the Instruction should organize training programs for all
employees who have the responsibility to carry out the AML/CFT internal control
policies and procedures, aiming at ensuring effectiveness of the preventive
measures and internal controls procedures adopted and to achieve a proper
understanding of the risks and typologies of money laundering and terrorist
financing.

2.

Refreshment on AML/CFT training should be organized at least every two years.

3.

The Addressees of the Instruction shall submit to the DICJ, within 30 days before
the start of the AML/CFT training program, the timetable and outline of different
training courses, their manuals and curriculum vitae of trainers in order to assess
whether the quality and timeliness of the contents of the trainings are in accordance
with the internal training policy previously defined by the Compliance Officer.

Part VIII - Sanctions
Article 31
Standards of other Supervisory Authorities
The provisions in the Instruction do not prejudice or are hampered by the enforceability
of other applicable regulations under the power of other supervisory authorities, namely
those within the financial sector, and in particular the actions subject to sanctions, likely
the cancelation, suspensions or revocation of any legal authorization to carry out
financial operations.
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Article 32
Administrative Sanctions
Without prejudice to one’s criminal liability, the omission, fault or negligence of the
obligation of customer due diligence, reporting, refusal of transactions, document
retention, reporting of suspicious transactions or cooperation with law enforcement and
supervisory authorities is considered as an administrative offense, and subject to the
penalties and sanctions set out in Article 9 of the Administrative Regulation No. 7/2006.

Final Dispositions
Article 33
Repeal
The Instruction will revoke Instruction No.2/2006.
Article 34
Effective
The Instruction will be effective on May 13, 2016.
Approved by the Director of the DICJ on April 21, 2016.
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1.1

Introduction
The law concerning money laundering is based on the general and wide ranging

prevention and detection of the use of any proceeds of crime, and the prevention and

detection of terrorist financing. For some businesses (including casinos) this includes the
more specific requirements of the business and its employees to have policies, procedures
and controls in place covering the risks they face from money laundering and terrorist
financing.
1.2

Using money in casinos, regardless of the amount, that is the proceeds of any crime can
amount to money laundering if the person using or taking the money knows or suspects
that it is the proceeds of crime. Money laundering offences can be committed by both the
customer and casino employees, depending on their respective levels of knowledge or
suspicion.

What is meant by the proceeds of crime and money laundering?
1.3

Broadly, the term 'proceeds of crime' or 'criminal proceeds' refers to all property from which
a person benefits directly or indirectly, by being party to criminal conduct, for example,
money from drug dealing or stolen in a burglary or robbery (this is commonly referred to as
criminal property). lt also includes property that a person gains by spending the proceeds
of criminal conduct, for example, if a person uses money earned from drug dealing to buy a
car or a house, or spends money gained in a bank robbery to gamble.

1.4

Money laundering is a term that is often misunderstood. It is defined in section 340 of the
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) and covers wide ranging circumstances involving any
activity concerning the proceeds of any crime. By way of example, this may include:
» trying to turn money raised through criminal activity into 'clean' money (that is,
classic money laundering)
possessing or transferring the benefit of acquisitive crimes such as theft and fraud,
and funds generated from crimes like tax evasion (this includes the possession by
an offender of the proceeds of his own criminal activity)
• possessing or transferring stolen goods
being directly involved with any criminal or terrorist property, or entering into
arrangements to facilitate the laundering of criminal or terrorist property
criminals investing the proceeds of their crimes in the whole range of financial
products.

.

.

..

1.5

Typically, classic money laundering consists of a number of stages:
placement
layering
• integration.

1.6

Placement is the first stage in the money laundering cycle. The laundering of criminal
proceeds is often required because of the cash-intensive nature of the underlying crime (for
example, drug dealing where payments take the form of cash, often in small
denominations). The monies are placed into the financial system or retail market, or are
smuggled to another country. The aim of the money launderer is to avoid detection by the
authorities and to then transform the criminal proceeds into other assets.

1.7

Layering is the next stage and is an attempt to conceal or disguise the source and
ownership of the criminal proceeds by creating complex layers of financial transactions
which obscure the audit trail and provide anonymity. The purpose of layering is to
disassociate the criminal proceeds from the criminal activity which generated them.
Typically, layers are created by moving monies in and out of various accounts and using
electronic fund transfers.
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1.8

Integration is the final stage in the process. It involves integrating the criminal proceeds into
the legitimate economic and financial system, and assimilating it with other assets in the

system, Integration of the 'clean' money into the economy is accomplished by the money
launderer making it appear to have been legally earned or obtained.

1.9

There is potential for the money launderer to use gambling at every stage of the process.
The land-based gambling industry is particularly vulnerable during the placement stage as
the use of cash is prevalent and the provenance of such cash is not always easy to
determine. Although the remote gambling industry might appear less vulnerable as
electronic transfers are required for placements, identity theft and identity fraud can enable
the money launderer to move criminal proceeds with anonymity. Furthermore, the use of
multiple internet transactions can facilitate the layering stage of money laundering.

1.10

Casino operators should be mindful that the offence of money laundering also includes
simple criminal spend (the use of criminal proceeds to fund gambling as a leisure activity),
and may not include all the typical stages of the laundering process (if any at all).

Legal background
The FATF Recommendations and EU Directive
1.11

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is the inter-governmental body responsible for
setting the international standards for anti-money laundering (AML) and countering terrorist
financing (CTF). They issue recommendations which member countries should implement
in order to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. These recommendations are
implemented by over 190 countries.

1.12

The FATF Recommendations set out the essential measures that countries should have in
place to:
identify the risks, develop policies and provide domestic coordination
• pursue money laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation
apply preventative measures for the financial and other designated sectors
establish powers and responsibilities for competent authorities and implement other
institutional measures
l
enhance the transparency and availability of beneficial ownership information of
legal persons and arrangements
c
facilitate international cooperation.

1.13

The European Union (the EU) is an economic and political union of member states which
are located primarily in Europe. The EU operates through a system of supranational
independent institutions and intergovernmental decisions negotiated by the EU member
states.

1.14

The EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive (the EU Directive) sets out a framework which is
designed to protect the European financial system against the risks of money laundering
and terrorist financing and is, to a large extent, based on the international standards
adopted by FATF. It requires EU member states to prohibit money laundering and to
oblige the financial sector, comprising credit institutions, financial institutions and a wide
range of non-financial businesses and professions (including gambling services, and
casinos in particular), to identify their customers, keep appropriate records, establish
internal procedures to train staff and guard against money laundering, and to report any
indications of money laundering to the competent authorities.

.
..
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The Proceeds of Crime Act
1.15

Criminal offences of money laundering were first introduced in the United Kingdom (the
UK) in the Criminal Justice Act 1988 and the Drug Trafficking Offences Act 1986. POCA
consolidated, updated and reformed the criminal law relating to money laundering to
include any dealing in 'criminal property', which is defined widely as the proceeds of any
type of crime, however small the amount.

1.16

POCA establishes a number of money laundering offences including:
the principal money laundering offences
offences of failing to report suspected money laundering
• offences of tipping off about a money laundering disclosure, tipping off about a
money laundering investigation and prejudicing money laundering investigations.

1.17

The principal offences criminalise any involvement in the proceeds of any crime if the
person knows or suspects that the property is criminal property.' These offences relate to
the concealing, disguising, converting, transferring, acquisition, use and possession of
criminal property, as well as an arrangement which facilitates the acquisition, retention, use
or control of criminal property. For example, in the gambling industry, this may involve the
taking of cash, cheque, or card payments, based on funds which are the proceeds of
crime, in the form of a bet or wager, or holding money on account for a customer for the
purposes of gambling.

1.18

Section 327 of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if he:
e
conceals criminal property (for example, by depositing funds obtained through
criminal activity into a gambling account)
disguises criminal property (for example, by placing funds obtained through criminal
activity into a gambling account and then withdrawing them at a later date)
converts criminal property (for example, by placing bets in a gambling
establishment and then cashing in the winnings)
» transfers criminal property (for example, by transferring property to another person
or to a casino operator)
removes criminal property from the UK (for example, by taking his winnings
overseas).

..

Concealing or disguising property includes concealing or disguising its nature, source,
location, disposition, movement or ownership, or any rights with respect to it. Whilst
'converting' criminal property is not denned in POCA, it is suggested that this be given its
conventional legal meaning, that is that the 'converter' has dealt with the property in a
manner inconsistent with the rights of the true owner of the property. For example, a
criminal steals cash in a bank robbery and then uses that cash to open a gambling account
and gamble.
1.19

Section 328 of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if he enters into or
becomes concerned in an arrangement which he knows or suspects facilitates, by
whatever means, the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by or on
behalf of another person. An example of this in the gambling industry would be for a casino
operator knowingly to accept stakes that are the proceeds of criminal activity.

1.20

Section 329(1) of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if he:
» acquires criminal property
» uses criminal property
has possession of criminal property (for example, via stakes).

1

Sections 327, 328 and 329 of POCA.
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Acquisition, use and possession under section 329(1) includes, for example, when a
person carries, holds or looks after criminal property or acquires criminal property for
'inadequate consideration'. This means when a person buys or exchanges something
which is significantly below market value (inadequate consideration). However, a person
does not commit such an offence if he acquired or used or had possession of the property
for adequate consideration?
1.21

The principal money laundering offences are wide and can be committed by any person,
including, for example, a casino employee, who has knowledge or suspicion that a
customer is using the proceeds of crime, or has possession of the proceeds of criminal

activity.

1.22

The offence of money laundering and the duty to report under POCA apply in relation to
the proceeds of any criminal activity, wherever conducted, including abroad, that would
constitute an offence if it took place in the UK. However, a person does not commit an
offence of money laundering where it is known or believed, on reasonable grounds that the
relevant criminal conduct occurred outside the United Kingdom and the relevant conduct
was not criminal in the country where it took place and is not of a description prescribed by
an order made by the Secretary of State.3

1.23

The money laundering offences assume that a criminal offence has occurred in order to
generate the criminal property which is now being laundered. This is often known as a
predicate offence. No conviction for the predicate offence is necessary for a person to be
prosecuted for a money laundering offence.4

1.24

The penalty for conviction on indictment for an offence under sections 327, 328 or 329 of
POCA is imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years, a fine, or both5. In addition,
POCA contains provisions for the recovery of the proceeds of crime and forfeiture can be
granted, regardless of whether a conviction for any offence has been obtained or is

intended to be obtained. Under certain circumstances, criminal property can be
recoverable even if it is disposed of to another person.6

The Terrorism Act
1.25

The Terrorism Act 2000 (the Terrorism Act) establishes several offences about engaging in
or facilitating terrorism, as well as raising or possessing funds for terrorist purposes. It
establishes a list of proscribed organisations that are believed to be involved in terrorism.
In December 2007, tipping off offences and defences to the principal terrorist property
offences were introduced?

1.26

The Terrorism Act applies to all persons and includes obligations to report suspected
terrorist financing. The offences of failing to disclose and tipping off are specific to people
working in firms covered by the Money Laundering Regulations (the Regulations), and who
are therefore in the regulated sector, which includes casinos.

Section 329(2)(c) of pocA.
Sections $27(2A), 328(3) and 329(2A) of POCA.
Note that, following the decision in relation to R vAnwoir[2008] 2 Cr. App. R. 36, the Prosecution does not need to prove a specific
criminal offence, but can instead show that it derived from conduct of a specific kind or kinds and that conduct of that kind or those
kinds was unlawful, and by evidence of the circumstances in which the property had been handled, which were such as to give rise to
the irresistible inference that it could only have been derived from crime.
5 Section 334 of POCA.
6 Section 304 of POCA.
7 Introduced by the Terrorism Act 2000 and Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Amendment) Regulations 2007.
2
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The Money Laundering Regulations
1.27

The Regulationsg represent the UK's response to the EU Directive and implement the law

1.28

The Regulations apply to non-remote and remote casinos, licensed by the Commission,
who act in the course of business carried on by them in the UK. This includes remote
casinos which either:
• have at least one piece of remote gambling equipment situated in Great Britain, or
do not have remote gambling equipment situated in Great Britain, but the gambling
facilities provided by remote casino are used in Great Britain.9

in the UK on this topic. They set requirements for the AML/CTF regime within the regulated
sector (which includes casinos).

.

1.29

The Regulations impose additional requirements on the regulated sector. These include

risk assessments and requirements in respect of written policies, procedures and controls,
internal controls, CDD, record keeping and training.

1.30

This guidance sets out how casino operators must and can comply with the law governing
money laundering and terrorist financing. The law places responsibilities on the
Commission as the supervisory authority for casinos. The Commission should produce
guidance that helps casino operators to meet the requirements of the law, and is workable
in the remote and non-remote casino environments and is approved by HM Treasury. This
guidance, therefore, covers the full requirements of the UK law as it affects casinos.

The role of gambling operators
1.31

Operators have a responsibility to uphold the three licensing objectives set out in the
Gambling Act 2005 (the Act). The first of those licensing objectives is to prevent gambling
from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with crime or disorder or being
used to support crime.

1.32

As described in the preceding paragraphs, money laundering in the gambling sector takes
two main forms:
Exchanging money, assets, goods and property that were acquired criminally for
money or assets that appear to be legitimate or 'clean' (so called classic money
laundering). This is frequently achieved by transferring or passing the funds through
some form of legitimate business transaction or structure.
The use of criminal proceeds to fund gambling as a leisure activity (so called

.

.

criminal or 'lifestyle' spend).

1.33

In order to avoid committing offences under POCA, operators should report instances of
known or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing by customers to the National
Crime Agency (the NCA) and, where a defence (appropriate consent) is requested, wait for
such defence (consent) to deal with a transaction or an arrangement involving the
customer, or wait until a set period has elapsed before proceeding.

1.34

Operators should be aware that there is no minimum financial threshold for the
management and reporting of known or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing

activity.

a The current regulations (The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations
2017) came into effect on 26 June 2017 and implement the 4th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive.
9 Regulations 8 and 9.
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The role of the Gambling Commission
1.35

The Commission requires operators to prevent gambling being a source of crime or

1.36

Under the Regulations", the Commission is designated as the supervisory authority for
casinos. The Regulations" stipulate that a supervisory authority must:
effectively monitor the relevant persons for which it is the supervisory authority and
take necessary measures for the purpose of securing compliance by such persons
with the requirements of the Regulations
adopt a risk-based approach to the exercise of its supervisory functions, having
identified and assessed the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to
which the relevant persons for which it is the supervisory authority are subject
a
ensure that its employees and officers have access to relevant information on the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing which affect its sector
base the frequency and intensity of its on-site and off-site supervision on the risk
profiles it has prepared
keep a record in writing of the actions it has taken in the course of its supervision
and of its reasons for deciding not to act in a particular case
• take effective measures to encourage its sector to report breaches of the provisions
of the Regulations to it.

1.37

In accordance with its risk-based approach, the supervisory authority must take appropriate
measures to review:
the risk assessments carried out by relevant persons to identify and assess the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to which the business is subject
• the adequacy of the policies, procedures and controls adopted by the relevant
persons and the way that those policies, procedures and controls have been
implemented'2.

1.38

The Commission therefore adopts a risk-based approach to its role as supervisory
authority. We focus our attention on circumstances where the processing of criminal funds
or criminal spend indicates serious failures in an operator's arrangements for the
management of risk and compliance with POCA, the Regulations and the Terrorism Act or
a breach of a licence condition, or makes a reasonably significant contribution to the
financial performance of the business, particularly concerning their continued suitability to
hold a licence'3.

1.39

Where a casino operator fails to uphold the licensing objectives, for example by being
ineffective in applying AML/CTF controls or ignoring their responsibilities under POCA, the
Regulations and the Terrorism Act, or breaches an applicable licence condition, the
Commission will consider reviewing the operating licence under section 116 of the Act.
This could result in the suspension or revocation of the operator's licence under sections
118 and 119 of the Act. The Commission may also consider imposing a financial penalty
where a licence condition has been breached, in accordance with section 121 of the Act.

disorder, being associated with crime or disorder or being used to support crime. This
guidance document is an important frame of reference to help casino operators meet that
objective. Whilst potential breaches of POCA and the Terrorism Act will normally be
reported to the NCA and fall to the police to investigate, the Commission, in its role as the
gambling regulator, seeks assurance that risks to the licensing objectives posed by money
laundering activity and terrorist financing are effectively managed, and this guidance will
assist casino operators to meet their obligations under POCA, the Regulations and the
Terrorism Act, where appropriate.

.
.

.

Regulation 7(1 )(d).
Regulation 46(1) and (2).
Regulation 46(4).
13 See the public statements.
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1.40

Certain activities carried out by non-remote casinos regarding the methods of payment that
they accept in respect of gambling services are categorised as money service business

(MSB) activities. By acting as a cheque casher or currency exchange, or by accepting
winners' cheques and foreign currency, casinos are subject to registration with, and
supervision by, HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC). The exemptions that remove this

requirement, where the MSB activities are occasional or very limited, do not apply to
casinos because of the value of the transactions typically involved. However, in order to
avoid dual regulation, and as provided by the Regulations14, there is an agreement
between HMRC and the Commission that the Commission performs the supervisory role
for the MSB activities in question. This means that it is not necessary for non-remote
casinos to register with HMRC in this regard. Casinos should however note that, in its
capacities as a supervisory authority and a law enforcement authority, HMRC may use the
UK AML regime to gather information for tax purposes 15.

Purpose of the guidance
1.41

All gambling operators have a responsibility to keep financial crime out of gambling. POCA
places an obligation on gambling operators to be alert to attempts by customers to gamble
money acquired unlawfully, either to obtain legitimate or 'clean' money in return (and, in
doing so, attempting to disguise the criminal source of the funds) or simply using criminal
proceeds to fund gambling. Both modes of operation are described as money laundering.

1.42

The purpose of this guidance is to:
• outline the legal framework for AML and CTF requirements and systems across the
remote and non-remote casino sector;
• summarise the requirements of the relevant law and regulations, and how they may
be implemented in practice;
• indicate good industry practice in AML/CTF procedures through a proportionate
risk-based approach;
assist casino operators to design and implement the policies, procedures and
controls necessary to mitigate the risks of being used in connection with money
laundering and the financing of terrorism.

1.43

1.44

This guidance sets out what will be expected of casino operators and their employees in

relation to the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, but allows them
some discretion as to how they apply the requirements of the AML/CTF regime in the
particular circumstances of their business. It will be of direct relevance to senior
management and nominated officers in remote and non-remote casinos.

While the guidance focuses primarily on the relationship between casino operators and
their customers, and the money laundering risks presented by transactions with customers,

operators should also give due consideration to the money laundering risks posed by their
business-to-business relationships, including any third parties they contract with16.

Regulation 7(2) and (3).
Regulations 3 and 44 define HMRC as a law enforcement authority for the purposes of the Regulations, Regulation 52 allows
supervisory authorities to disclose AML information to law enforcement authorities to fulfil the law enforcement authorities' functions,
which, in the case of HMRC, includes collecting information for tax purposes. There are also obligations at regulations 21, 43-45, 49-50,
52, 63 and 64 in respect of law enforcement authorities, which broadly require relevant persons to respond to certain enquiries from law
enforcement authorities and to provide information, and for law enforcement authorities and supervisors to cooperate and share
information
in Attention is dravim to paragraph 2.10 and code provision 1.1.2.
14

15
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How should the guidance be used?
1.45

The purpose is to give guidance to those who set casino operators' risk management
policies, procedures and controls for preventing money laundering and terrorist financing.

This guidance aims to assist casino operators with detail about how to comply with the
Regulations and the wider legal requirements, and is intended to allow operators flexibility
as to how they comply. Casino operators will need to establish more detailed and more
specific internal arrangements directed by senior management and nominated officers to
reflect the risk profile of their business.

1.46

This guidance is not intended to be a substitute for legal advice and nothing in this
document should be construed as such. Anyone requiring clarification on the legal issues
contained in this document should seek their own independent legal advice. Neither is this
document a substitute for casino operators' individual risk management plans. Casino
operators should refer to the Regulations and associated legislation in making decisions in
relation to the Regulations. The examples used throughout are for illustrative purposes
only. The references to legislation and case law are accurate at the time of writing, but
these may be subject to repeal or amendment.

Content of the guidance
1.47

In this guidance, the word 'must' denotes a legal obligation, while the word 'should' is a
recommendation of good practice, and is the standard that the Commission expects casino
operators to adopt and evidence. The Commission will expect casino operators to be able
to explain the reasons for any departures from that standard.

1.48

This guidance emphasises the responsibility of senior management to manage the casino
operator's money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and how this should be carried
out on a risk-based approach. It sets out a standard approach to the identification of

customers and verification of their identities, separating out basic identity from other

measures relating to CDD, including the obligation to monitor customer activity.

1.49

It is accepted that a proportionate risk-based approach has to meet a variety of scenarios
and, as such, has to be based on an understanding of how the business is designed to
operate. There is, therefore, a need for ongoing and repeated assessments of risk to meet
changing circumstances.

1.50

The guidance contains the following sections:
the importance of adopting a risk-based approach
• the importance of senior management taking responsibility for effectively managing
the money laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by the casino operator's

.
.
•

..

businesses

the role and responsibilities of the nominated officer
the proper carrying out of the CDD obligations, including monitoring customer
transactions and activity
record keeping; and
the identification and reporting of suspicious activity.
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Status of the guidance
1.51

POCA requires a court to take account of industry guidance, such as this, that has been
approved by a Treasury minister when considering whether a person within the regulated
sector has committed the offence of failing to report. Similarly, the Terrorism Act requires a

court to take account of such approved industry guidance when considering whether a
person has failed to report under that Act". The Regulations require that a court must

consider whether someone has followed this guidance if they are prosecuted for failing to

comply with the Regulations.18*

1.52

Casino operators must be able to demonstrate that they have taken all reasonable steps to
comply with all the AML requirements. If they can demonstrate to a court and/or the
Commission that they have followed this guidance then the court or the Commission is
obliged to take that into account.

1.53

While the Commission is not a 'designated supervisory authority' under the Regulations'9,
an ordinary code provision" within the licence conditions and codes of practice requires
casino operators to act in accordance with this guidance.

1.54

The Commission and other agencies or authorities that have the appropriate authorisation
under POCA in England and Walesa can, in certain circumstances, apply for orders and
warrants in relation to money laundering, for the purpose of for example:
requiring a specified person to produce certain material
• permitting the search of and seizure of material from specified premises
requiring a financial institution to provide customer information relating to a
specified person.

.
.

1.55

The guidance provides a sound basis for casino operators to meet their legislative and
regulatory obligations when tailored by operators to their particular business risk profile.
Departures from this guidance, and the grounds for doing so, should be documented and
may have to be justified to, amongst others, the Commission.

Licence conditions and codes of practice
1.56

Casino operators are required to comply with the applicable licence conditions and codes
of practice, and should read this guidance in conjunction with the conditions and codes.

Should casino operators breach the licence conditions or not follow the code provisions,

the Commission may consider reviewing the operating licence in accordance with section
116 of the Act. This could result in the suspension or revocation of the operator's licence
under sections 118 and 119 of the Act. The Commission may also consider imposing a
financial penalty where we think that a licence condition has been breached, in accordance

with section 121 of the Act.

Section $1A(6) of the Terrorism Act.
Sections 330 and 331 of POCA, section 21(6) of the Terrorism Act and Regulation 86(2)
Regulation 76,
20 Ordinary code provision 21.1
21 See The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (References to Financial Investigators) (England and Wales) Order 2015 (Statutory instrument
No. 2015/1853), as amended.
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Risk-based approach
Introduction

2.1

The Regulations impose compulsory requirements and a breach can constitute a criminal
offence." However, within this legal framework of requirements, casinos have flexibility to
devise policies, procedures and controls which best suit their assessment of the money
laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by their business. The Regulations require the

identification and assessment of money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and the

establishment and maintenance of proportionate policies, procedures and controls to
mitigate and manage effectively the risks identified."

2.2

Operators are already expected to manage their operations with regard to the risks posed
to the licensing objectives in the Act, and measure the effectiveness of the policies,
procedures and controls they have put in place to manage the risks to the licensing
objectives. The approach to managing the risks of the operator being used for money
laundering or terrorist financing is consistent with the regulatory requirements.

2.3

Most operators manage their commercial or business risks and measure the effectiveness
of the policies, procedures and controls they have put in place to manage those risks. A
similar approach is appropriate to managing the operator's regulatory risks, including
money laundering risks. Existing risk management systems should, therefore, address the
regulatory and money laundering risks, or a separate system should be in place for that
purpose. The detail and complexity of these systems will depend on the operator's size and
the complexity of their business.

2.4

The risk-based approach involves a number of discrete steps in assessing the most
proportionate way to manage and mitigate the money laundering and terrorist financing
risks faced by the operator. These steps require the operator to:
• identify the money laundering and terrorist financing risks that are relevant to the
operator
• design and implement appropriate policies, procedures and controls to manage and
mitigate these assessed risks
e
monitor and improve the effective operation of these controls
• record what has been done, and why.

2.5

The possibility of gambling facilities being used by criminals to assist in money laundering
or terrorist financing poses many risks for casino operators. These include criminal and
regulatory sanctions for operators and their employees, civil action against the operator
and damage to the reputation of the operator, leading to a potential loss of business.

2.6

Casino operators can offset any burden of taking a risk-based approach with the benefits of
having a realistic assessment of the threat of the operator being misused in connection
with money laundering or terrorist financing. It focuses the effort where it is most needed
and will have most impact. It is not a blanket one size fits all approach, and therefore
operators have a degree of flexibility in their methods of compliance.

2.7

A risk-based approach requires the full commitment and support of senior management,
and the active co-operation of all employees. It should be part of the casino operator's
philosophy and be reflected in the operator's policies, procedures and controls. There
needs to be a clear communication of the policies, procedures and controls to all
employees, along with robust mechanisms to ensure that they are carried out effectively,
weaknesses are identified, and improvements are made wherever necessary.

22
23

Regulation 86.
Regulations 18 and 19.
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Where the casino operator forms part of a larger group of companies, there needs to be
sufficient senior management oversight of the management of risk.

Identifying and assessing the risks
2.8

The Regulations require casino operators to take appropriate steps, taking into account the
size and nature of its business, to identify and assess the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing to which its business is subject, taking into account:
information on the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing made available
to them by the Commission
risk factors, including factors relating to:
u
its customers
o
the countries or geographic areas in which it operates
O
its products or services
o its transactions
o
its delivery channels24.

.
.

2.9

Casino operators must:
• keep an up-to-date record in writing of all the steps taken to identify and assess the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing risks to which its business is
subject
provide the written record, the risk assessment it has prepared and the information
on which it was based to the Commission on request25.

2.10

The casino operator should assess its risks in the context of how it is most likely to be
involved in money laundering, criminal spend or terrorist financing. Assessment of risk is
based on a number of questions, including:
• What risk is posed by the business profile and customers using the casino?

•

•
•

.•

..
I

•

.•
•
24
25

What risk is posed to the casino operator by transactions with business associates
and suppliers, including their beneficial ownership and source of funds?
Is the business high volume consisting of many low spending customers?
Is the business low volume with high spending customers, perhaps who use and
operate within their cheque cashing facilities?
Is the business a mixed portfolio? Are customers a mix of high spenders and lower
spenders and/or a mix of regular and occasional customers?
Are procedures in place to monitor customer transactions across outlets, products
and platforms and to mitigate any money laundering potential?
Is the business local with regular and generally well known customers?
Are there a large proportion of overseas customers using foreign currency or
overseas based bank cheque or debit cards?
Are customers likely to be individuals who hold public positions (PEPs)?
Are customers likely to be engaged in a business which involves significant
amounts of cash?
Are there likely to be situations where the source of funds cannot be easily
established or explained by the customer?
Are there likely to be situations where the customer's purchase or exchange of
chips is irrational or not linked with gaming?
Is the majority of business conducted in the context of business relationships?
Is there a local clustering of gambling outlets which makes it easier for a person to
launder criminal proceeds over multiple venues and products?
Does the customer have multiple or continually changing sources of funds (for
example, multiple bank accounts and cash, particularly where this is in different
currencies or uncommon bank notes)?
Does the customer have multiple or changing addresses?

Regulation 18(1), (2) and (3).
Regulation 18(4) and (6).
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•

.
•

Has the customer ever presented a fraudulent identity document or failed to provide
an identity document repeatedly on request?
Does the customer's behaviour follow a pattern, or is it constantly changing or
changed suddenly recently?
In relation to remote gaming, does the customer use shared internet protocol
addresses, dormant accounts or virtual private network (VPN) connections (among
other things, this could indicate that a group of people are using the same device or
location to gamble for the purposes of committing fraud)'?

As noted in paragraph 1.44, operators should also give due consideration to the money
laundering risks posed by their business-to-business relationships, including any third
parties they contract with. The assessment of these risks is based, among other things, on
the risks posed to the operator by transactions and arrangements with business associates
and third party suppliers such as payment providers and processors, including their
beneficial ownership and source of funds. Effective management of third party relationships
should assure operators that the relationship is a legitimate one, and that they can
evidence why their confidence is justified."

Risk assessments
2.11

A money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment is a product or process based
on a methodology, agreed by the parties involved, that attempts to identify, analyse and
understand money laundering and terrorist financing risks. lt serves as the first step in
addressing the risks and, ideally, involves making judgments about threats, vulnerabilities
and consequences.

2.12

Risk, therefore, is a function of three factors:
threats - which are persons, or groups of people, objects or activities with the
potential to cause harm, including criminals, terrorist groups and their facilitators,
their funds, as well as past, present and future money laundering or terrorist
financing activities
vulnerabilities - which are those things that can be exploited by the threat or that
may support or facilitate its activities and means focussing on the factors that
represent weaknesses in AML/CTF systems or controls or certain features of a
country, particular sector, financial product or type of service that make them
attractive for money laundering and terrorist Financing
• consequences - which refers to the impact or harm that money laundering or
terrorist financing may cause, including the effect of the underlying criminal and
terrorist activity on financial systems and institutions, the economy and society
more generally.

2.13

The key to any risk assessment is that it adopts an approach that attempts to distinguish

the extent of different risks to assist with prioritising mitigation efforts, rather than being a
generic box-ticking exercise. The risk assessment process should consist of the following
standard stages:
identification

..
•

2.14

analysis

evaluation.

The identification process begins by developing an initial list of potential risks or risk factors
when combating money laundering and terrorist financing. Risk factors are the specific
threats or vulnerabilities that are the causes, sources or drivers of money laundering and
terrorist financing risks. This list will be drawn from known or suspected threats or
vulnerabilities.

ze An example of good Dractice guidelines on conducting third party due diligence.
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The identification process should be as comprehensive as possible, although newly
identified or previously unidentified risks may also be considered at any stage in the
process.
2.15

Analysis involves consideration of the nature, sources, likelihood, impact and
consequences of the identified risks or risk factors. The aim of this stage is to gain a
comprehensive understanding of each of the risks, as a combination of threat, vulnerability
and consequence, in order to assign a relative value or importance to each of them. Risk
analysis can be undertaken with varying degrees of detail, depending on the type of risk,
the purpose of the risk assessment, and the information, data and resources available.

2.16

The evaluation stage involves assessing the risks analysed during the previous stage to
determine priorities for addressing them, taking into account the purpose established at the
beginning of the assessment process. These priorities can then contribute to development

of a strategy for the mitigation of the risks.
2.17

Money laundering and terrorist financing risks may be measured using a number of factors.
Application of risk categories to customers and situations can provide a strategy for
managing potential risks by enabling casino operators to subject customers to
proportionate controls and monitoring. The standard risk categories used by FATF for
casinos are as follows:
country or geographic risk
customer risk
transaction risk.

..
.

Casinos should also consider the risks posed by particular products they offer.27

Country/geographic risk
2.18

Some countries pose an inherently higher money laundering and terrorist financing risk
than others. In addition to considering their own experiences, casino operators should take
into account a variety of other credible sources of information identifying countries with risk
factors in order to determine that a country and customers from that country pose a higher
risk. Casino operators may wish to assess information available from FATF and nongovernmental organisations which can provide a useful guide to perceptions relating to
corruption in the majority of countries.

2.19

Customers that are associated with higher risk countries, as a result of their citizenship,
county of business or country of residence may present a higher money laundering and
terrorist financing risk, taking into account all other relevant factors. Remote casinos should
check customer location because of the additional risks which arise from cross-border
operations.

2.20

The country/geographic risk can also be considered in conjunction with the customer risk.

Customer risk
2.21

Determining the potential money laundering and terrorist financing risks posed by a
customer, or category of customers, is critical to the development and implementation of an
overall risk-based framework. Based on its own criteria, a casino should seek to determine
whether a particular customer poses a higher risk and the potential impact of any mitigating
factors on that assessment. Application of risk variables may mitigate or exacerbate the
risk assessment. Categories of customers whose activities may indicate a higher risk
include:

" The risk categories used by the Commission in Money laundering and terrorist financing risk within the British gambling industry are
customer, product and means of payment (as well as operator controls, and licensing and integrity controls).
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.
.
•

•

.

customers who are PEPs, family members of PEPS or known close associates of
PEPS
high spenders - the level of spending which will be considered to be high for an
individual customer will vary among casino operators, and among casinos managed
by the same operator
disproportionate spenders - casino operators should obtain information about
customers' financial resources so that they can determine whether customers'
spending is proportionate to their income or wealth
casual customers - this includes tourists, participants in junkets and local
customers who are infrequent visitors
regular customers with changing or unusual spending patterns
improper use of third parties - criminals may use third parties or agents to avoid
CDD undertaken at the threshold or to buy chips, or they may be used to gamble so
as to break up large amounts of cash
junkets -junkets can pose several higher risks, including criminal control of the
junket operator or participants, the movement of funds across borders which
obscures the source and ownership of the money gambled by participants and their
identities, and structuring, refining and currency exchange risks
multiple player accounts - some customers will open multiple player accounts
under different names to hide their spending levels or to avoid breaching the CDD
threshold
unknown or anonymous customers - these customers may purchase large
amounts of chips with cash at casino tables, and then redeem the chips for large
denomination notes after minimal or no play.

Transaction risk (including means of payment)
2.22

Casinos should consider operational aspects (products, services, games, accounts and
account activities) that can be used to facilitate money laundering and terrorist financing. In
addition, land-based and remote casinos have the following potential transaction risks:
• proceeds of crime - there is a risk that the money used by a customer has been

gained through criminal activity, so greater monitoring of high spenders will help to

•
•
•

mitigate the risk
cash - customers may use non-remote casinos to exchange large amounts of
criminal proceeds, or may deposit criminal proceeds into an internet gambling
account at a non-remote casino
transfers between customers - customers may transfer money between themselves
or may borrow money from unconventional sources, including other customers,
which can offer criminals an opportunity to introduce criminal proceeds into the
legitimate financial system through the casino
use of casino deposit accounts - criminals may use accounts to deposit criminal

proceeds and then withdraw funds with little or no play
redemption of chips, tickets or tokens for cash or cheque, particularly after minimal
or no play

particularly in remote casinos:
multiple gambling accounts or wallets - customers may open multiple
accounts or wallets with an operator in order to obscure their spending
levels or to avoid CDD threshold checks
changes to bank accounts - customers may hold a number of bank
accounts and regularly change the bank account they use for the remote
casino operator
identity fraud - details of bank accounts may be stolen and used on remote
gambling websites, or stolen identities may be used to open bank accounts
or remote gambling accounts
pre-paid cards - these cards pose the same risks as cash, as remote casino
operators normally cannot perform the same level of checks on the cards as
they can on bank accounts
19

e-wallets - some e-wallets accept cash on deposit or cryptocurrencies,
which pose a higher risk, and some customers may use e-wallets to
disguise their gambling
games involving multiple operators - for example, poker games often take
place on platforms shared by a number of remote gambling operators, which
can facilitate money laundering by customers, such as chip dumping.

Product risk
2.23

Product risk includes the consideration of the vulnerabilities associated with the particular
products offered by the casino operator. In non-remote casinos there are a number of
gambling opportunities that offer the potential for a money launderer to place funds and

generate a winning cheque or similar with minimal play. These are more fully discussed in
paragraph 2.22, and include the use of cash and casino deposit accounts, and the
redemption of chips. Also, a number of gambling activities take place in remote and nonremote casinos where customers effectively play against each other. This offers the money
launderer a means to transfer value by deliberately losing to the individual to whom they
want to transfer the funds.
2.24

Products which may pose a money laundering risk for the casino operator therefore
include:
peer to peer gaming
gaming where two or more persons place opposite, equivalent stakes on even, or
close to even, stakes (for example, the same stake on red and on black in a game
of roulette, including electronic roulette)
• gaming machines, which can be used to launder stained or fraudulent bank notes.

2.25

The risk categories or factors described above are not intended to be prescriptive or
comprehensive. They will not apply universally to all casino operators and, even when they
are present, there may be different risk outcomes for different operators and premises,
depending upon a host of other factors. However, the factors are intended as a guide to
help casino operators conduct their own customer risk assessments, and to devise
AML/CTF policies, procedures and controls which accurately and proportionately reflect
those assessments.

2.26

..

The weight given to the risk factors used by the casino operator in assessing the overall

risk of money laundering and terrorist financing, both individually or in combination, may
vary from one operator or premises to another, depending on their respective
circumstances. Consequently, casino operators also have to make their own determination
as to the weight given to risk factors.

2.27

Risk levels may be impacted by a number of variables, which will also have an impact on
the preventative measures necessary to tackle the risks in a proportionate manner. These
variables include:
whether the casino operator's business model is focused on:
attracting a large number of customers who gamble relatively small amounts
attracting a small number of customers who gamble relatively large amounts
• speed and volume of business
for non-remote casinos, the size of the premises
the customer profile, for example whether:
the majority of customers are regular visitors or are members
the casino relies on passing trade, including tourists or those who are part of
junkets (for non-remote casinos)
for non-remote casinos, whether the casino has VIP rooms or other facilities for
high rollers
types of financial services offered to customers
types of customer payments and payment methods

.
..

..
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•

types of gambling products offered
the customers' gambling habits
staffing levels, and staff experience and turnover
the type and effectiveness of existing gambling supervision measures and
mechanisms
whether the casino operator:
o owns or manages other non-remote and remote casinos
o offers different types of gambling
has other internet gambling websites
whether the casino is standalone or integrated with other leisure facilities
whether the casino operator is based in one country or has a gambling presence in
multiple countries.
,

2.28

Deciding that a customer presents a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist financing
does not automatically mean that the person is a criminal, money launderer or financier of
terrorism. Similarly, identifying a customer as presenting a low risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing does not mean that the customer is definitely not laundering money or
engaging in criminal spend. Employees therefore need to remain vigilant and use their
experience and common sense in applying the casino operator's risk-based criteria and
rules, seeking guidance from their nominated officer as appropriate.

2.29

Many customers carry a lower money laundering or terrorist financing risk. These might
include customers who are regularly employed or who have a regular source of income
from a known source which supports the activity being undertaken (this applies equally to
pensioners, benefit recipients, or to those whose income originates from their partner's
employment or income).

2.30

Conversely, many customers carry a higher risk of money laundering. These may include
Known criminals, customers who are not regularly employed or who do not have a regular
source of income from a known source which supports the level of activity being
undertaken, or problem gamblers.

'xamples

A drug dealer, whose only legitimate source of income for ten years was state benefits,
spent more than £1million in various gambling establishments over the course of two
years, and lost some £200,000. All the transactions appeared to involve cash.
A grandparent with no previous gambling history, on a state pension, began to make
weekly bets of about £100. Investigations later revealed that the grandparent was placing
the bets on behalf of a grandson, a known criminal, and that the money spent was the
proceeds of his criminal activity.
An individual was in receipt of state benefits with no other apparent form of income, but
then gambled significant amounts through a licensed operator. Deposits of over £2million

were made to an online gambling account over the course of about two years from a
multiple of sources, such as debit card and credit card, and various e-money and e-wallet
services. Investigations revealed that his gambling was funded by criminal activity.
Over an extended period of time, an individual who claimed to be a gambling addict stole
equipment worth a substantial amount of money from his employer and resold it for his
own gain. He then used most of these criminal proceeds to gamble, depositing almost
£6million into an online gambling account and losing almost £5million, involving about
40,000 individual gambling transactions. The individual remained in employment
throughout this period.

A customer spent a large volume of cash at a casino, including a significant quantity of
Northern Irish and Scottish bank notes. The customer told staff that the cash came from
restaurants and takeaway food establishments that he ran around the United Kingdom.
This explanation was accepted at face value by the staff, however, in reality the customer
did not own any legitimate businesses and was later convicted of money laundering
offences arising from criminal activity.
2.31

Where a customer is assessed as presenting higher risk, additional information in respect

2.32

If casinos adopt the threshold approach to CDD, part of the risk-based approach will
involve making decisions about whether or when verification should take place
electronically. Casino operators must determine the extent of their CDD measures, over
and above the minimum requirements, on a risk-sensitive basis depending on the risk

of that customer should be collected. This will help the casino operator judge whether the
higher risk that the customer is perceived to present is likely to materialise, and provide
grounds for proportionate and recorded decisions. Such additional information should
include an understanding of where the customers funds and wealth have come from.
While the Commission recognises that some relationships with customers will be transient
or temporary in nature, casino operators still need to give consideration to this issue.

posed by the customer and their level of gambling.
2.33

In order to be able to detect customer activity that may be suspicious, it is necessary to
monitor all transactions or activity.28 The monitoring of customer activity should be carried
out using the risk-based approach. Higher risk customers should be subjected to a
frequency and depth of scrutiny greater than may be appropriate for lower risk customers.
Casino operators should be aware that the level of risk attributed to customers may not
correspond to their commercial value to the business.

2.34

Casino operators are best placed to identify and mitigate risks involved in their business
activity. A crucial element of this is to have systems and controls to identify and link player
activity, and for senior management to oversee risk management and determine whether
their policies, procedures and controls are effective in design and application. Reliance on
third parties to conduct risk assessment and management functions does not relieve the
operator of its responsibility to assess and manage its own risks. Third party services
should not be used in isolation or relied upon solely, and casino operators should be
satisfied that the information supplied by the third party is sufficiently detailed, reliable and
accurate.

2.35

There is a risk that customers will place and layer criminal proceeds through gambling
transactions. We recommend that one way of mitigating this risk is to link the payout of
winnings with the means by which a customer pays for gambling transactions. We
acknowledge that this will not eliminate the risk, but returning winnings in the same form,
for example in cash or back to the same bank account, limits the opportunity for a money
launderer to layer the proceeds of criminal activity. Where it is not feasible to return funds
to the source or in the same form, casino operators should have controls in place to
manage the risk of money laundering occurring in these circumstances.

Risk management is dynamic
2.36

28

A money laundering/terrorist financing risk assessment is not a one-off exercise. Casino
operators must therefore ensure that their policies, procedures and controls for managing
money laundering and terrorist financing risks, including the detection of criminal spend,
are kept under regular review. For example, industry innovation may expose operators to
new risks and an appropriate assessment of the risk is recommended before implementing
any new product, system, control, process or improvement.

Regulation 8.
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2.37

Casino operators need to continually identify, assess and manage these risks, just like any
other business risk. They should assess the level of risk in the context of how their
business is structured and operated, and the controls in place to mini rise the risks posed
to their business by money launderers, including those engaged in criminal spend. The
risk-based approach means that casino operators focus their resources on the areas which
represent the greatest risk. The benefits of this approach include a more efficient and
effective use of resources, minimising compliance costs and the flexibility to respond to
new risks as money laundering methods change.

2.38

There is a specific requirement in the Regulations that, when new technology is adopted by
casino operators, appropriate measures are taken in preparation for, and during, the
adoption of such technology to assess and, if necessary, mitigate any money laundering or
terrorist financing risks the new technology may cause.29

3

Customer relationships

3.1

Casino operators should be mindful that some risk indicators (for example, a pattern of
increasing spend or spend inconsistent with apparent source of income) could be indicative
of money laundering, but also equally of problem gambling, or both. There may also be
patterns of play (for example, chasing losses) that appear to be indicative of problem
gambling that could also be considered to indicate other risks (for example, spend that is
inconsistent with the individual's apparent legitimate income could be the proceeds of
crime). While patterns of play may be one indicator of risk, casino operators should satisfy
themselves that they have asked, or are prepared to ask, the necessary questions of
customers when deciding whether to establish a business relationship, maintain the
relationship or terminate the relationship. in summary, it is perfectly plausible that an
individual attempting to spend criminal proceeds or launder money could also be a problem
gambler, but one does not necessarily follow the other. The responsibility is on the operator
to be in a position to understand these dynamics and mitigate any risks to the licensing
objectives.

3.2

Casino operators are subject to both certain provisions of POCA, the Regulations and the
Act (and the relevant licence conditions and codes of practice). Operators have the

responsibility to comply with the licensing objectives and, therefore, they should carry out

appropriate enquiries and assessments to ensure they do so. While the conclusions drawn
and actions taken may differ according to whether money laundering and/or social
responsibility risks are identified, the effective identification and management of these risks
rests upon the ability of casino operators to have a comprehensive knowledge of their
customer relationships and for managers to be clear on their responsibilities.
3.3

It is also important that the casino operator is able to reconcile information relating to
customers' gambling activities in different parts of the business so that they have a more
complete picture of the risks posed by the activities of individual customers.

3.4

Commercial and business information should be considered for AML as well as social
responsibility purposes when transacting with an individual. This should include
arrangements for the monitoring of customers with whom a business relationship has been
established. For example, information about customer spend can be used by the casino
operator to proactively monitor high risk customers in relation to their money laundering
risk.

3.5

Customer relationships need to be managed proficiently and records should be maintained
as to what information was communicated to the customer, why it was communicated and
what considerations were made.

29

Regulation 19(4)(0).
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If players expect that customer interaction is likely should they play with large amounts of
money, or for lengthy periods, and such interaction is consistently applied, there would be

less reason for players to question or become suspicious of the motives of these

interactions. Casino operators may find it helpful to provide their customers with a leaflet
which explains why they are being asked questions about their game play.
3.6

The Commission recognises that some casino operators may find their obligations under
POCA and the Regulations challenging, particularly in relation to the management of
customer relationships, but it is incumbent on operators to have policies, procedures and
controls in place to ensure that they comply with all relevant provisions of POCA and the
Regulations (and the Act and the relevant licence conditions and codes of practice), in
particular in relation to CDD, the reporting of money laundering activity by customers and
the obtaining of a defence (appropriate consent) where necessary.

3.7

Customer relationships for AML purposes consist of three aspects:

•

.•
3.8

the establishment of the business relationship with the customer, including
verification of the customer's identity to a reasonable degree
the monitoring of customer activity, including account deposits and withdrawals
the termination of the business relationship with the customer.

At all stages of the relationship it is necessary to consider whether the customer is
engaging in money laundering (including criminal spend); whether there is a need to report
suspicious activity or seek a defence (appropriate consent); and any risks posed to the
licensing objectives.

Establishment of business relationship
3.9

A business relationship is a business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer which arises out of the business of the casino operator
and is expected by the operator, at the time when the contact is established, to have an
element of duration." Casino operators are advised to interpret this definition widely.

3.10

A business relationship with a customer of a casino operator:
» is likely to occur when, for example:
a customer opens an account with the casino operator or becomes a
member of a casino (when a membership scheme is operated by the
casino), or
.
a customer obtains a cheque cashing facility
may occur when, for example:
the casino starts tracking a customer's drop/win figures, other than to
establish when the customer reaches the €2,000 threshold for CDD.

.

3.11

The list above is not exhaustive and a casino operator will need to form its own view of
when contact is established, or circumstances otherwise arise, with a customer from which
it expects, or it could reasonably be inferred that it expects, that the relationship with the
customer will have an element of duration. The Commission acknowledges that this may
not necessarily be the case when a casino operator permits a customer to join a casino
loyalty scheme.

3.12

When establishing a business relationship, casino operators will need to give consideration
to the following:
the potential risk posed by the customer
appropriate due diligence checks on the customer
whether it is known or suspected that the customer may launder money (including
criminal spend).

30

..
.

Regulation 4(1 ).
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3.13

Where it is known that the customer is attempting to use the casino operator to launder
criminal proceeds (including criminal spend), the operator must carefully consider whether
either not to establish the business relationship, or to suspend or terminate the business
relationship at the earliest opportunity. In either case, it is recommended that a SAR is
submitted to the NCA and, where there are funds to be returned to the customer, seek a
defence (appropriate consent) to a principal money laundering offence.

3.14

There is further discussion of business relationships in paragraphs 7.5 to 7.9.

Customer monitoring
3.15

Where, through their customer profile or known pattern of gambling activity, the customer
appears to pose a risk of actual or potential money laundering, the casino operator must
monitor the gambling activity of the customer and consider whether further due diligence

measures are required. This should include a decision about whether a defence

(appropriate consent) should be sought for future transactions (on a transaction by
transaction basis), or whether the business relationship with the customer should be
terminated where the risk of breaches of POCA are too high.

3.16

Casino operators should ensure that the arrangements that they have in place to monitor
customers and the accounts they hold across outlets, products and platforms (remote and
non-remote) are sufficient to manage the risks that the operator is exposed to. This should
include the monitoring of account deposits and withdrawals. Those casino operators that
rely heavily on gaming machines should also have practical systems in place to effectively
monitor and reconcile customer spend on gaming machines. Any suspicious activity should
be reported by means of a SAR to the NCA.

3.17

Once knowledge or suspicion of criminal spend is linked to a customer in one area of the
business (for example, gaming machine play), casino operators should monitor the
customer's activity in other areas of the business (for example, table games).

3.18

If the customer's patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money
laundering, or to actual knowledge of money laundering, casino operators should seriously
consider whether they wish to allow the customer to continue using their gaming facilities,
otherwise the operator may potentially commit one of the principal money laundering
offences.

3.19

Customer monitoring forms part of ongoing monitoring, which is discussed in paragraphs
6.20 and 6.21, and 7.8 and 7.9.

Termination of business relationship
3.20

As already discussed, to avoid potentially committing one of the principal money laundering
offences, casino operators need to consider ending the business relationship with a
customer in the following circumstances:
c
where it is known that the customer is attempting to use the operator to launder
criminal proceeds or for criminal spend
• where the risk of breaches to POCA are considered by the operator to be too high
where the customer's gambling activity leads to an increasing level of suspicion, or
actual knowledge of, money laundering
where the customer is proven to a reasonable degree of confidence to not be the
identity they claim to be.

.
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3.21

Additionally, where, in relation to any customer, the casino operator is unable to apply CDD
measures, the business relationship with the customer must be terminated and the

operator must submit a SAR to the NCA where they consider the circumstances to be
suspicious."

3.22

Where the casino operator terminates a business relationship with a customer and they
know or suspect that the customer has engaged in money laundering, they should seek a
defence (appropriate consent) from the NCA before paying out any winnings or returning
funds to the customer.

4

Senior management responsibility
Introduction

4.1

For the purposes of the Regulations and this guidance, 'senior management' means
officers or employees of the casino operator with sufficient knowledge of the operator's
money laundering and terrorist financing risk exposure, and of sufficient authority, to take
decisions affecting its risk exposure.32

4.2

Senior management must be fully engaged in the processes for a casino operator's
assessment of risks for money laundering and terrorist financing, and must be involved at
every level of the decision making to develop the operator's policies and processes to
comply with the Regulations. Disregard for the legal requirements, for example, turning a
blind eye to customers spending criminal proceeds, may result in criminal or regulatory
action.

4.3

It is considered best practice, and is explicit in parts of the Regulations, that a risk-based
approach should be taken to tackling money laundering and terrorist financing.

4.4

Casino operators, using a risk-based approach, should start from the principle that most
customers are not money launderers or terrorist financiers. However, operators should
have policies, procedures and controls in place to highlight those customers who,
according to criteria established by the operator, may present a higher risk. The policies,
procedures and controls should be proportionate to the risks presented.

Obligations on all casino operators
4.5

An officer of a licensed casino operator which is subject to the Regulations (that is, a
director, manager, secretary, chief executive, member of the management committee, or a
person purporting to act in such a capacity) who consents to, or connives in, the
commission of offences under the Regulations, or where the commission of any such
offence is attributable to any neglect on their part, will be individually liable for the

0fferIce.33

4.6

Senior management should require that the nominated officer provides an annual report
covering the operation and effectiveness of the operator's systems and controls to combat
money laundering and terrorist financing, and take any action necessary to remedy

deficiencies identified by the report in a timely manner. In practice, senior management

should determine the depth and frequency of information provided by the nominated officer
that they feel is necessary to discharge their responsibilities. The nominated officer may
also wish to report to senior management more frequently than annually, as circumstances
dictate. The nominated officer may not need to provide the names of suspected persons in
any report.
I

32
33

Regulation 31
Regulation 3(1),
Regulation 92 ,
,
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Policies, procedures and controls
4.7

Casino operators must establish and maintain policies, procedures and controls to mitigate
and manage effectively the risks identified in the operator's risk assessment of money
laundering and terrorist financing. The policies, procedures and controls must be:
» proportionate with regard to the size and nature of the operator's business
» approved by its senior management.34

4.8

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators may take into account any guidance issued by the
Commission or appropriate body, and approved by HM Treasury.35 An appropriate body is
a body which regulates or is representative of any trade, profession, business or
employment carried on by a casino operator36 (and includes trades bodies such as the
National Casino Forum and the Remote Gambling Association).

4.9

Casino operators must maintain a record in writing of:
their policies, procedures and controls
any changes to those policies, procedures and controls
the steps they have taken to communicate the policies, procedures and controls, or
any changes to them, within the operator's business."

4.10

4.11

..
.

The policies, procedures and controls must include:
• risk management practices
internal controls
CDD measures and ongoing monitoring, including enhanced measures for high risk
customers
reliance and record keeping
• the monitoring and management of compliance with, and the internal
communication of, such policies, procedures and controls."

..
.

The policies, procedures and controls must also include specific policies, procedures and
controls:

•

•

.

that provide for the identification and scrutiny of:
,
complex or unusually large transactions, or unusual patterns of transactions,
that have no apparent economic or legal purpose
O
and other activity or situation that the casino operator regards as particularly
likely, by its nature, to be related to money laundering or terrorist financing
that specify the undertaking of additional measures, where appropriate, to prevent
the use for money laundering or terrorist financing of products or transactions that
might favour anonymity
which ensure that, when new technology is adopted by the casino operator,
appropriate measures are taken in preparation for, and during, the adoption of such
technology to assess and, if necessary, mitigate any money laundering or terrorist
financing risks this new technology may cause
under which anyone in the operator's business who knows or suspects, or has
reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting, money laundering or terrorist
financing must report such knowledge or suspicion to the operator's nominated
officer."

34

Regulation 19(1) and (2).
Regulation 19(5),
Regulation 3(1 ).
37
Regulation 19(1)(c).
3s Regulation 19(3).
so Regulation 19(4).

35
36
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4.12

The casino operator's policies, procedures and controls should also cover:
» the arrangements for nominated officer reports to senior management
the systems for customer identification and verification, including enhanced
arrangements for high risk customers, including PEPs
the circumstances in which additional information in respect of customers will be
sought in the light of their activity
• the procedures for handling SARs, covering both reporting by employees and
submission to the NCA
• the mechanisms for contact between the nominated officer and law enforcement or
the NCA, including the circumstances in which or defence (appropriate consent)
should be sought
• the arrangements for recording information not acted upon by the nominated officer,
with reasoning why no further action was taken
the monitoring and management of compliance with internal policies, procedures
and controls
• the communication of such policies, procedures and controls, including details of
how compliance is monitored by the nominated officer, and the arrangements for
communicating the policies, procedures and controls to all relevant employees;
• employee training records; and

.
.

s

4.13

supporting records in respect of business relationships, and the retention period for
the records.

Casino operators must, where relevant, communicate the policies, procedures and controls
they establish and maintain to their branches and subsidiary undertakings which are
located outside the United Kingdom."°

Internal controls
4.14

Where appropriate, with regard to the size and nature of the business, a casino operator
must appoint a member of its board of directors (or equivalent management body if there is
no board) or of its senior management as the officer responsible for the operator's
compliance with the ReguIations.4'

4.15

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators must take into account their risk assessment and should
take into account any guidance issued by the Commission or appropriate body, and
approved by HM Treasury.42 An appropriate body is a body which regulates or is
representative of any trade, profession, business or employment carried on by a casino
operator43 (and includes trades bodies such as the National Casino Forum and the Remote
Gambling Association).

4.16

Where the casino operator appoints a board member as the officer responsible for the

4.17

operator's compliance with the Regulations, it is important that this member and the
director or senior manager who is allocated the overall responsibility for the establishment
and maintenance of the operator's AML and CTF systems (where they are not the same
person) are clear of their responsibilities.
The casino operator must, within 14 days of the appointment, inform the Commission of the

identity of the individual appointed as the officer responsible for the operator's compliance
with the Regulations, and any subsequent appointment to that position.44

'° Regulation 19(6),
41

42
43
44

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation

21(1 )(a).
21(10).
3(l),
21(4).
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4.18

The internal controls envisaged in paragraph 4.10 must, where appropriate with regard to
the size and nature of the casino operator's business, also provide for:
carrying out screening of relevant employees appointed by the operator, both
before the appointment is made and during the course of the appointment, where:
screening means an assessment of the skills, knowledge and expertise of
the individual to carry out their functions effectively, and the conduct and
integrity of the individual
a relevant employee is an employee whose work is:
relevant to the operator's compliance with any requirement in the
Regulations
l
otherwise capable of contributing to the identification or mitigation of
the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to which the
operator is subject, or the prevention or detection of money
laundering and terrorist financing in relation to the operator's
business
C
the establishment of an independent audit function with the responsibility to:
examine and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies,
procedures and controls adopted by the operator to comply with the

-

Regulations

make recommendations in relation to those policies, procedures and
controls
monitor the operator's compliance with those recommendations.45

4.19

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators must take into account their risk assessment and should
take into account any guidance issued by the Commission or appropriate body, and
approved by HM Treasury.46 An appropriate body is a body which regulates or is
representative of any trade, profession, business or employment carried on by a casino
operator47 (and includes trades bodies such as the National Casino Forum and the Remote
Gambling Association).

4.20

Casino operators must establish and maintain systems that enable them to respond fully
and rapidly to enquiries from financial investigators accredited under section 3 of POCA,
persons acting on behalf of the Scottish Ministers in their capacity as an enforcement
authority under POCA, or constables or equivalent officers of any law enforcement
authority, in relation to:

.

.

whether it maintains, or has maintained during the previous five years, a business
relationship with any person, and

the nature of the relationship.48

Training
4.21

The Regulations require that all relevant employees of casinos must be trained on the
prescribed AML and CTF topics49. Casino operators must ensure that their employees
understand the Regulations, the Terrorism Act and POCA, and data protection, and apply
the operator's policies, procedures and controls, including the requirements for CDD,
record keeping and SARs.

4.22

One of the most important controls for the prevention and detection of money laundering is
to have employees who are alert to the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing,
and who are well trained in the identification of unusual activities or transactions which
appear to be suspicious, as well as in the accurate verification of customers' identities.

Regulation 21,
Regulation 21(10).
Regulation 3(1),
is Regulation 21.
49 Regulation 24 ,
45
46

47
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The effective application of even the best designed control systems can be quickly
compromised if the employees applying the systems are not adequately trained. The

effectiveness of the training will therefore be important to the success of the casino

operator's AML/CTF strategy.
4.23

Casino operators should devise and implement a clear and well-articulated policy and
procedure for ensuring that relevant employees are aware of their legal obligations in
respect of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, and for providing
them with regular training in the identification and reporting of anything that gives grounds

for suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing. Casino operators should also

monitor the effectiveness of such training, to ensure that all employees are trained in an
appropriate and timely manner, and that the training is fit for purpose.

4.24

Under POCA and the Terrorism Act, individual employees face criminal penalties if they
are involved in money laundering or terrorist financing. If they do not make an internal

report to their nominated officer when necessary they may also face criminal sanctions. It is
important, therefore, that employees are made aware of their legal obligations, and are
given training in how to discharge them.

4.25

The Regulations require casino operators to take appropriate measures so that their
relevant employees are:
made aware of the law relating to money laundering and terrorist financing, and to
the requirements of data protection, which are relevant to the implementation of the
Regulations
regularly given training in how to recognise and deal with transactions and other
activities or situations which may be related to money laundering or terrorist
financing.5°

4.26

Casino operators must maintain a record in writing of the appropriate training measures
they have taken and, in particular, of the training given to their relevant employees.5'

4.27

'Relevant employees' are employees whose work is:

.

-

relevant to the casino operator's compliance with any requirements in the
Regulations, or
able to contribute to:
the identification or mitigation of the risk of money laundering or terrorist

financing to which the operator's business is subject, or
the prevention or detection of money laundering or terrorist financing in

relation to the operator's business.52
This includes the holders of personal management licences and personal functional
licences issued by the Commission as well as employees responsible for completing CDD

measures.
4.28

In deciding what training measures are appropriate, a casino operator:
must take account of the nature of its business, its size, and the nature and extent
of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks to which its business is subject
should take account of the guidance issued by the Commission or by any body
which represents the casino industry in Britain, such as the National Casino Forum

.

or the Remote Gaming Association.53

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
53 Regulation

50
51

52

24(1).
24(1 )(b)
24(2).
24(3).
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4.29

The content of any training, the regularity of training and the assessment of competence
following training are matters for each casino operator to assess and decide in light of the
money laundering and terrorist financing risks they identify, provided the requirements of
regulation 24 are met. The Commission will expect such issues to be covered in each
operator's policies and procedures. These should make provision for the attainment of an
appropriate competence level by the relevant employees identified in paragraph 4.27, prior
to them undertaking the duties for which they will be responsible. This may, for example,
be achieved by the attainment of an appropriate pass rate in a competency test following
training.

4.30

Casino operators should also ensure that relevant employees are aware of and
understand:
their responsibilities under the operator's policies and procedures for the prevention
of money laundering and terrorist financing

.

.•
..
.
•

the money laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by an operator and each of

its casino premises
the operator's procedures for managing those risks
the identity, role and responsibilities of the nominated officer, and what should be
done in his absence
the potential effect of a breach upon the operator and upon its employees
how the casino will undertake CDD
how the casino will track customers when CDD is not undertaken on entry to the
casino
how PEPs, family members of PEPs and known close associates of PEPs will be
identified, and how to distinguish PEPs who present a relatively higher risk from
those who present a relatively lower risk.

4.31

There is no single solution when determining how to deliver training and a mix of training
methods may, therefore, be appropriate. Online training systems can provide a solution for
many employees, but this approach may not be suitable for all employees. Classroom
training can be more effective in these circumstances.

4.32

Procedure manuals, whether paper or electronic, are useful in raising employee awareness
and can supplement more dedicated forms of training, but their main purpose is generally
to provide ongoing reference rather than being written as training material.

4.33

Ongoing training must be given to all relevant employees at appropriate intervals. Records
should be maintained to monitor who has been trained, when they received the training,
the nature of the training and the effectiveness of the training.

4.34

The nominated officer should be heavily involved in devising and managing the delivery of
such training, taking particular care to ensure that systems are in place to cover all parttime or casual employees.

4.35

The NCA publishes a range of material at www.nationalcrimeaqencygov.uk, such as threat
assessments and risk profiles, of which casino operators may wish to make their
employees aware. The information available on this website could usefully be incorporated
into operators' training materials. The Home Office publishes guidance that may help staff
identify fraudulent identity documents.

4.36

It is also recommended that casino operators consult the Commission's AML webpage,
which has useful information (including statements regarding AML controls) and links to
other AML resources.
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5

Nominated officer

5.1

Casino operators must appoint an individual in their firm as a nominated officer54, who is
responsible for:
receiving internal disclosures under Part 7 of POCA and Part III of the Terrorism Act
deciding whether these should be reported to the NCA
if appropriate, making such external reports
ensuring that a defence (appropriate consent) is applied for as necessary.

...
.

5.2

This does not allow the nominated officer function to be outsourced to an individual
independent of the firm. The requirement to appoint a nominated officer does not apply
where the casino operator does not employ, or act in association with, any other person55.
The casino operator must, within 14 days of the appointment, inform the Commission of the
identity of the individual appointed as the nominated officer and any subsequent
appointment to that position56.

5.3

The role of the nominated officer is to apply the same rigour in their approach to managing
money laundering risk as the operator does in managing its commercial systems. The
nominated officer should report to the board internally (or to the chief executive for small
organisations), and direct to the NCA in relation to known or suspected money laundering
activity (including criminal spend) and/or to request a defence (appropriate consent).

5.4

The nominated officer should be able to monitor the day-to-day operation of the operator's
AML/CTF policies, and respond promptly to any reasonable request for information made
by the Commission or law enforcement bodies. The nominated officer is expected to take
ultimate managerial responsibility for AML issues, but this does not diminish senior
management responsibility for AML.

5.5

The term 'nominated officer' is used and defined in the Regulations57.

Standing of the nominated officer
5.6

The nominated officer is responsible for the oversight of all aspects of the casino operator's
AML/CTF activities at all premises. They are the focal point for all activity within the
operator relating to AML. The individual appointed as nominated officer must have a
sufficient level of seniority. The nominated officer should hold a personal management
licence (PML) issued by the Commission. The job description of the nominated officer
should clearly set out the extent of the responsibilities given to him and his objectives. The
nominated officer will need to be involved in establishing the basis on which a risk-based
approach to the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing is put into practice.

5.7

The nominated officer must:
have the authority to act independently in carrying out his responsibilities
be free to have unhindered access to the Commission and appropriate law
enforcement agencies, including the NCA
l
be free to liaise with the NCA on any question of whether to proceed with a
transaction in the circumstances, that is, in relation to a defence (appropriate
consent).

5.8

In determining the status of the nominated officer and identifying the appropriate position
for this officer within the overall organisational structure, casino operators need to ensure
their independence within the business and that they have access to all relevant
information to enable them to discharge their duties.

..

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
57 Regulation

54
55
56

21(3),
21(6).
21(4).
3(1 ).
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Responsibilities will include objectively reviewing decisions and, on occasions, making
recommendations that may conflict with, for instance, short term operational goals.
5.9

The Commission recognises that some casino operators may have a structure in which the
nominated officer will hold other roles and responsibilities. The Commission is content, for
example, that the nominated officer may take on other compliance roles and
responsibilities. However, this is subject to the key principles set out here, including the
ability to report directly to the board (or the head of the organisation) and the NCA, and the
ability to make AML decisions independently of operational concerns.

5.10

The casino operator's senior management must ensure that the nominated officer has
sufficient resources available, including appropriate employees, technology and training.
This should include arrangements that apply in the temporary absence of the nominated
officer.

5.11

Where a nominated officer is temporarily unavailable, another PML holder may deputise.
Casino operators should consider appointing a permanent deputy nominated officer.

5.12

Where a casino operator's nominated officer delegates to another employee, the
nominated officer remains responsible for AML issues and is likely to remain liable for the
commission of any criminal offences relating to POCA, the Terrorism Act or the
Regulations. The Commission strongly recommends that in such circumstances:
• the fact, date and time of such delegation be entered contemporaneously in a
written record
the delegate should counter-sign by way of acceptance of responsibility
all employees who need to be aware of the delegation should be notified
immediately.

..

Internal and external reports
5.13

5.14

A casino operator must require that anyone working for the operator, to whom information

or other matter comes in the course of business, as a result of which they know or suspect,
or have reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting, that a person is engaged in money
laundering or terrorist financing makes an internal report to their nominated officer.
Whilst disclosure to another of the fact that a person may be engaged in money laundering
is generally an offence58, such disclosures to a nominated officer, constable or customs
officer are specifically protected, where they are made as soon as is practicable and the
information came to their attention in the course of their trade, profession, business or
employment.59 We recommend that casino operators make employees aware that they
have a legal defence to prosecution if they make an internal report to the nominated officer
as soon as is reasonably practicable after the information or other matter comes to their
attention. Whether or not this defence would be successful would be a matter for the court
based on the exact circumstances of the case.

5.15

Any internal report should be considered by the nominated officer, in the light of all other
relevant information available to the nominated officer, to determine whether or not the
report gives rise to knowledge or suspicion, or reasonable grounds for knowledge or

suspicion, that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing.
5.16

58
59

The nominated officer should consider any information held about the customer's personal
circumstances that is available to the casino operator; and review transaction patterns and
volumes through the account or other accounts held in the same name, the length of the
business relationship and the identification records held.

Section $33A of POCA.
Section 337 of POCA.
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5.17

The nominated officer must be fully conversant with the legal obligations to make external
reports to the NCA.

5.18

Many of the records required by the Regulations relate to work done, or decisions made,
by the nominated officer, including records of why reports have not been made to the NCA.

6

Customer due diligence
Introduction

6.1

In the Regulations, a key requirement is to make checks on customers, known as customer
due diligence or CDD.

6.2

Casino operators must apply CDD measures if they:
establish a business relationship (see paragraphs 3.9 to 3.13 and 7.5 to 7.9)
suspect money laundering or terrorist financing
doubt the veracity or adequacy of documents or information previously obtained for
the purposes of identification or verification
carry out an occasional transaction that amounts to a transfer of funds" which is
more than €1,00061

6.3

Regardless of whether they have established a business relationship with the customer,
suspect money laundering or terrorist financing, or doubt the veracity or adequacy of
documents or information previously obtained for the purposes of identification or

...

verification, casino operators must also apply CDD measures in relation to any transaction

that amounts to €2,000 or more, whether the transaction is executed in a single operation
or in several operations which appear to be linked.62

.

6.4

'Transaction' consists of:

6.5

In determining whether a transaction amounts to €2,000 or more, casino operators do not
need to take account of winnings from a previous transaction which had not been collected
from the casino, gaming machine or remote gambling, but are being re-used in the
transaction in question.64 This means that casino operators do not need to include restaked winnings (so called 'recycled winnings', 'turnover' or 'churn') when determining
whether a customer has reached the €2,000 threshold.

the wagering of a stake, including:
the purchase from, or exchange with, the casino of tokens for use in
gambling at the casino
O
payment for the use of gaming machines
the deposit of funds required to take part in remote gambling, or
the collection of winnings, including the withdrawal of funds deposited to take part in
remote gambling or winnings arising from the staking of such funds."

so In this context, 'transfer of funds' means any transaction at least partially carried out by electronic means on behalf of a payer through

a payment service provider, with a view to making funds available to a payee through a payment service provider, irrespective of
whether the payer and the payee are the same person and irrespective of whether the payment service provider of the payer and that
of the payee are one and the same, including: (a) a credit transfer as defined in point (1) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 260/2012;
(b) a direct debit as defined in point (2) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 260/2012; (c) a money remittance as defined in point (13) of
Article 4 of Directive 2007/64/EC, whether national or cross border; (d) a transfer carried out using a payment card, an electronic money
instrument, or a mobile phone, or any other digital or IT prepaid or postpaid device with similar characteristics.
et Regulation 27(1 ).
ez Regulation 27(5).
ea Regulation 27(6).
64 Regulation 27(7).
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6.6

Casino operators must also apply CDD measures:
• at other appropriate times to existing customers on a risk-based approach
when the operator becomes aware that the circumstances of an existing customer
relevant to its risk assessment for that customer have changed.65

6.7

In determining when it is appropriate to apply CDD measures to existing customers, casino
operators must take into account the following, among other things:
any indication that the identity of the customer, or of the customer's beneficial
owner, has changed
c
any transactions which are not reasonably consistent with the operator's knowledge
of the customer
• any change in the purpose or intended nature of the operator's relationship with the
customer
• any other matter which could affect the operator's assessment of the money

.

laundering or terrorist financing risk in relation to the customer."

Customer due diligence measures
6.8

.

CDD measures consist of:
identifying the customer, unless the identity of the customer is known to, and has
been verified by, the casino operator
verifying the customer's identity, unless the customer's identity has already been
verified by the casino operator
where there is a beneficial owner who is not the customer, identifying the beneficial
owner and taking reasonable measures to verify the identity of the beneficial owner
so that the casino operator is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is
• assessing and, where appropriate, obtaining information on the purpose and
intended nature of the business relationship.67

.

6.9

Where a person claims to act on behalf of a customer (such as an agent), the casino
operator must:
verify that the person is authorised to act on the customer's behalf
identify the person
• verify the person's identity on the basis of documents or information which, in either
case, is obtained from a reliable source which is independent of both the person
and the customer.68*

6.10

For the purposes of CDD, 'verify' means verifying on the basis of documents or information
which, in either case, have been obtained from a reliable source which is independent of
the person whose identity is being verified. Documents issued or made available by an
official body are to be regarded as being independent of a person even if they are provided
or made available to the casino operator by, or on behalf of, that person.69

6.11

These requirements apply to customers of both remote and non-remote casinos. Aside
from these checks being a statutory requirement in the Regulations, they also help casino
operators to avoid the commission of criminal offences under POCA.

6.12

The Regulations define casino as 'the holder of a casino operating Iicence'.7° The holder of
a casino operating licence does not need to repeat CDD if a customer visits another casino
operated by that licensee. CDD records held by a casino operator will need to be available
across the operator's different casino premises and the policies and procedures must
include details of how the operator will manage this.

..

Regulation 27(8).
Regulation 27(9),
Regulation 28.
ea Regulation 28(10).
69 Regulation 28(18).
70 Regulation 14(1)(b).
65

be
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Casino operators should note that CDD is ongoing and may need updating for changes in
the customer's circumstances and personal details.
6.13

The ways in which a casino operator meets the requirements for CDD and the extent of the
measures it takes must reflect the risk assessment it has carried out, and its assessment of
the level of risk arising in any particular case. This may differ from case to case."

6.14

In assessing the level of risk arising in a particular case, casino operators must take

6.15

A casino operator is not required to continue to apply CDD measures in respect of a

account of factors including, among other things:
the purpose of a customer account, transaction or business relationship
the amount deposited by a customer or the size of the transactions undertaken by
the customer
the regularity and duration of the business relationship."

customer where all of the following requirements are met:
• the operator has taken CDD measures in relation to the customer
the operator has submitted a suspicious activity report under POCA or the
Terrorism Act, and
continuing to apply CDD measures in relation to the customer would result in the
operator committing tipping off offences under POCA or the Terrorism Act.73

.

6.16

Casino operators should satisfy themselves that the sources of information employed to
carry out CDD checks are suitable to mitigate the full range of risks to which they might be
exposed, and these would include money laundering and social responsibility risks. For
example, local or open source information, such as press reports, may be particularly
helpful in carrying out these checks. However, operators should ensure that they are not
placing an overreliance on one source of information to conduct these checks.

6.17

Casino operators must be able to demonstrate to the Commission that the extent of the
CDD measures they take are appropriate in view of the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing, including risks:
• identified by the operator's risk assessment
identified by the Commission and in information made available by the
Commission."

.

Timing of verification
6.18

Casino operators must comply with the requirement to verify the identity of the customer,
any person claiming to act on behalf of the customer and, where applicable, any beneficial
owner before the establishment of a business relationship or the carrying out of the
transaction."

6.19

The Regulations, however, permit casino operators to complete verification during the
establishment of a business relationship if:
this is necessary so as not to interrupt the normal conduct of business
there is little risk of money laundering and terrorist financing occurring, but
• only provided that the verification is completed as soon as practicable after contact
is first established with the customer."

..

Regulation 28(12).
Regulation 28(13).
Regulation 28(15).
74
Regulation 28(16).
75
Regulation 30(2).
i'6
Regulation 30(3).
71
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Ongoing monitoring
6.20

The Regulations require casino operators to conduct ongoing monitoring of a business

.

relationship. This must include the following:
scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of the relationship
(including, where necessary, the source of funds) to ensure that the transactions
are consistent with the casino's Knowledge of the customer, the customer's

business and risk profile

undertaking reviews of existing records and keeping the documents or information
obtained for the purpose of applying CDD measures up-to-date."

6.21

Casinos are expected to approach this requirement on a risk-sensitive basis. Dependent
on how frequently a casino forms business relationships it may be good practice to apply
ongoing monitoring more widely. Regular players should be the subject of closer scrutiny
and their level of play should be assessed with reference to the information already known
about them, and where necessary, additional information must be collected and retained
about the source of their funds.

Enhanced customer due diligence and enhanced ongoing
monitoring
6.22

Casino operators must apply enhanced customer due diligence measures and enhanced
ongoing monitoring, in addition to the required CDD measures, to manage and mitigate the
money laundering or terrorist financing risks arising in the following cases:
in any case identified by the operator or in information provided by the Commission
to the operator as one where there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist
financing"
in any business relationship or transaction with a customer situated in a high-risk
third country identified by the European Commission
if the operator has determined that a customer or potential customer is a PEP, or a
family member or known close associate of a PEP
• in any case where the operator discovers that a customer has provided false or
stolen identification documentation or information and the operator proposes to
continue to deal with the customer
in any case where a transaction is complex or unusually large, or there is an
unusual pattern of transactions, and the transaction or transactions have no
apparent economic or legal purpose
in any other case which, by its nature, can present a higher risk of money
laundering or terrorist financing.79

6.23

These enhanced measures:
must include:
examining the background and purpose of the transaction, as far as
reasonably possible
increasing the degree and nature of monitoring of the business relationship
in which the transaction is made, to determine whether the transaction or
the relationship appear to be suspicious"
• depending on the requirements of the case, may also include, among other things:
;
seeking additional independent, reliable sources to verify information
provided or made available to the casino operator

77

Regulation 28(11).

va A key source of information provided by the Commission in relation to where there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist

financing is Money laundering and terrorist Financing risk within the British gambling industry. This risk assessment is updated at least
annually and is available at www.qamblirlqcommission.qov.uk.
to Regulation 33(1 ).
so Regulation 33(4).
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taking additional measures to understand better the background, ownership
and financial situation of the customer, and other parties to the transaction
taking further steps to be satisfied that the transaction is consistent with the
purpose and intended nature of the business relationship
increasing the monitoring of the business relationship, including greater
scrutiny of the transactions81.
6.24

When assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing in a
particular situation, and the extent of the measures which should be taken to manage and
mitigate the risk, casino operators must take account of the following risk factors, among
other things:
whether:
the business relationship is conducted in unusual circumstances
o
o
the customer is resident in a geographical area of high risk
o the product or transaction might favour anonymity
the situation involves non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions
(as in the case of remote casinos), without certain safeguards such as
electronic signatures82
payments will be received from unknown or unassociated third parties of the
customer
new products and new business practices are involved, including new
delivery mechanisms, and the use of new or developing technologies (such
as virtual currencies) for both existing and new products
• the business relationship or transaction involves countries:
identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluations, detailed
assessment reports or published follow-up reports, as not having effective
systems to counter money laundering or terrorist financing
identified by credible sources as having significant levels of corruption or
other criminal activity, such as money laundering, terrorism, and the
production and supply of illicit drugs
subject to sanctions, embargoes or similar measures issued by, for
example, the European Union or the United Nations
providing funding or support for terrorism
that have organisations operating within their territory which have been
designated, by the government of the UK, as proscribed organisations under
the Terrorist Act or, by other countries, international organisations or the
European Union as terrorist organisations
identified by credible sources (such as evaluations, detailed assessment
reports or follow-up reports published by FATF, the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, the organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development or other international bodies or non-governmental
organisations) as not implementing requirements to counter money
laundering and terrorist financing that are consistent with the FATF
recommendations.83

.

6.25

81

The Commission recommends that casino operators also consider the following factors
when assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing:
• the customer transacts with significant amounts of cash
» the customer provides false, forged or stolen identification documentation upon
establishing a business relationship

Regulation 33(5).

az An electronic signature should be taken to mean data in electronic form which is attached to or logically associated with other data in

electronic form and which is used by the signatory to sign. Other safeguards mentioned by the European Supervisory Authorities in
their Joint Guidelines under Articles 17 and 18(4) of Directive (EU)2015/849 are electronic identification certificates issued in
accordance with Regulation EU (No) 910/2014, and anti-impersonation fraud checks. If no safeguards are in place, non-faceto-face
business relationships or transactions must be considered to present a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing.
83 Regulation 33(6).
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the customer transacts with multiple remote gambling operators, particularly where
this occurs across multiple geographical areas
the product, service or transaction involves peer-to-peer gaming
the product is electronic roulette
the product, service or transaction involves Ticket In/Ticket Out (TITO) or similar
technology.84
6.26

In assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, casino
operators must bear in mind that the presence of one or more of the risk factors listed
above may not always indicate that there is a high risk in a particular situation.85

Threshold approach
6.27

As discussed in paragraphs 6.3 to 6.5, the Regulations set out thresholds which, if
customer transactions reach these levels, require the casino operator to apply customer
due diligence measures. These limits are:
in non-remote casinos the 'threshold approach for tokens' - identification and
verification is required when a customer purchases from or exchanges with the
casino tokens for use in gambling at the casino with a value of €2,000 or more

.
.

in non-remote casinos the 'threshold approach for gaming machines' - identification
and verification is required when a customer pays €2,000 or more for the use of
gaming machines, or collects winnings amounting to €2,000 or more
in remote casinos the 'threshold approach for remote gaming' - identification and
verification is required when a customer deposits funds to take part in remote

gambling or withdraws such funds or winnings amounting to €2,000 or more.

6.28

The threshold applies to the wagering of a stake or the collection of winnings, and is to be
applied to single transactions or transactions that appear to be linked. Customers may
execute a series of linked transactions that are individually below the €2,000 threshold but,
when taken cumulatively, they meet or exceed the threshold. Transactions should be
considered to be linked if, for example, they are carried out by the same customer through
the same game or in one gaming session, or in the case of remote casinos, if they are part
of the overall activity undertaken by a customer during a single period of being logged on to
the operator's gambling facilities. These examples are not exhaustive and casino
operators will need to consider whether there are other circumstances in which
transactions are linked. Casino operators will also need to consider, among other things,
whether a customer is deliberately spreading their wagering or collection of winnings over a
number of transactions in order to circumvent the CDD requirements. They should also
ensure that the triggering of the threshold by a customer is not evaded through the
customer opening multiple accounts under fictitious names. The measures taken by the
operator must be balanced against the requirement to conduct CDD upon establishing a
business relationship with a customer (discussed in paragraphs 6.2 and 63), requirements
for the timing of verification (discussed in paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19) and the need to
conduct enhanced customer due diligence in high risk situations (discussed in paragraphs
6.22 to 6.26)86. This should be informed by the risk profile of the particular customer,
including circumstances which alter the risk attributed to the customer (see paragraphs 6.6,
6.13 and 6.14).

as These factors are considered

as Regulation 33(7).

by the Commission in Money laundering and terrorist financing risk within the British gambling industry.

Remote casinos should note that, Where no safeguards are in place, non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions must be
considered to present a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, which requires the use of enhanced customer due diligence
measures. See paragraph 6.24.

be
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6.29

The gaming machine limits only apply in premises-based casinos. By separating the
purchase or exchange of tokens from the payment to use gaming machines there is the
potential for customers to spend up to €2,000 in gaming machines in addition to the
purchase or exchange of tokens up to €2,000.

6.30

It should be noted that, under the Regulations, 'gaming machine' has the same meaning as
that in the Act87. In premises-based casinos, automated and semi-automated table games
such as touch-bet roulette are not defined as gaming machines and therefore the take in
these games should be counted towards the threshold approach for tokens.

6.31

Casino operators will have to satisfy the Commission that they have the mechanisms in
place that are appropriate for the spend profile in each premises. For example, a casino
with a customer drop/win average considerably below the threshold will need mechanisms
in place to monitor customer transactions to be sure that any customer reaching the

threshold is picked up in good time to allow CDD to be conducted. Where the casino
operator has a number of premises, the Commission will consider the use of the threshold
approach for each casino premises rather than for an operator.
6.32

Casinos adopting the threshold approach may wish to defer both identification and
verification until the threshold is triggered. Alternatively, they may consider that it is more
practical to conduct both identification and verification on entry, or conduct identification on

entry and defer verification until the threshold is triggered. For example, a premises based

casino may operate a membership scheme where customers are identified on admission to
the casino but verification only occurs once the threshold is triggered. Similarly, remote
casinos may require customers to identify themselves (and undertake age verification) on
registering with the casino, but only require verification of identity if the threshold is

triggered. This is sometimes called the hybrid approach.

6.33

There may be advantages in asking customers for their identification on entry, even if
verification of this information is deferred until the threshold is reached, for example,
identifying customers on entry means it will not be necessary to interrupt the customer's
gambling once the threshold is reached and verification becomes necessary. In deciding
which approach to take, operators must satisfy themselves and the Commission on a
premises-by-premises basis that they have effective procedures, controls and systems in
place to track and monitor customers across all the products and platforms that are offered.

6.34

A key challenge for casinos wishing to adopt the threshold approach is keeping track of all
an individual customers purchases and exchanges of tokens, spend on gaming machines,
and the collection of their winnings. However, it may be appropriate to do so in light of the
known spend patterns in each premises.

6.35

Should casino operators choose to adopt the threshold approach, they must satisfy the
Commission, on a premises-by-premises basis, that they have the appropriate procedures
in place to manage the threshold in light of the assessed money laundering and terrorist
financing risk and spending profile at each premises.

6.36

Some remote casinos operate a 'wallet' system which allows customers to use the money
in their wallet in different parts of the operator's site. An operator's site may include some
casino games as well as other games. lt is only when a customer first enters the casino
part of an operator's website and deposits money that the CDD requirements apply. The
Regulations do not apply to people 'window shopping' in a remote casino's website, it
applies only when money is deposited. Where an operator is unsure of what the funds in
the wallet will be used for (for example, casino or sports betting), they should consider
applying these controls to all customers.

as Regulation 27(6)(8)(ii)
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6.37

Casinos using the threshold approach must be sure that they are able to end transactions
with a customer who reaches the threshold if they are unable to comply with the CDD

requirements.

Identification and verification on entry
6.38

The on entry approach requires casinos to identify and verify the identity of the customer

before entry to any premises where gaming facilities are provided, or before access is

given to remote gambling facilities (see paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19). Once the customer's
identity is verified, they may commence gaming.

6.39

If a casino using the on entry approach to CDD is unable to complete the appropriate CDD,
they must not allow the customer access to the premises or to the remote gambling. In
non-remote casinos this does not allow guests of known customers a single entry without
undertaking CDD. However, casino operators should consider using variations of the
threshold CDD approach for guests of casino members.

Identification and verification
6.40

Applying CDD measures involves several steps. The casino operator is required to identify
customers and then verify their identities, either upon entry or when reaching the threshold.
Identification of a customer means being told or coming to know of the customer's
identifying details, such as their name and address. Verification, as outlined in paragraph
6.10, means proving a customer is who they claim to be, by obtaining and validating

documents or information which supports this claim of identity. The operator identifies the

customer by obtaining a range of information about the customer. The verification of the
identity consists of the operator verifying some of this information against documents, data
or information obtained from a reliable and independent source.

Identification
6.41

Identification of customers consists of a number of aspects, including the customer's name,
current and past addresses, date of birth, place of birth, physical appearance, employment
and financial histoiy, and family circumstances.

6.42

Casino operators should identify their customers by asking them for personal information,
including name, home address and date of birth, or by using other sources of identity,
including:
identity documents, such as passports and photo card driving licences presented by
customers
other forms of confirmation, including assurances from persons within the regulated
sector (for example, banks) or employees within the same casino or casino group
who have dealt with the customer for some time.

.
.

6.43

It may also be helpful to obtain information on customers' source of funds and level of
legitimate income, for example their occupation. This information may assist casinos with

their assessment about whether a customer's level of gambling is proportionate to their
approximate income, or whether it is suspicious.
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Verification
6.44

Information about customer identity must then be verified through documents, data and
information which come from a reliable and independent source. There are a number of
ways that a person's identity can be verified, including:
obtaining or viewing original documents and ensuring that they are valid and

•
»

•

genuine, by comparing them to published, authoritative guidance that outlines
security features (which protect against forgeries)
comparing the person presenting the document, or making the document available,
to the document itself (for example, photograph comparison or comparison of
information)
conducting electronic verification through a scheme which properly establishes the
customer's identity, not just that the customer exists
obtaining information from another person in the regulated sector (for example,
from banks), that can be used in conjunction with other documents and information
to prove a customer's legitimacy over time, or positive or negative information _

No method of verification, either documentary or electronic, can conclusively prove that the
customer is who they claim to be. However, the Commission expects casinos to be
reasonably satisfied, following appropriate inquiry, that customers are who they claim to be.
Where confirmation of a customer's identity is obtained from employees in the same casino
group, the Regulations still require casino operators to verify this identity using an
independent source. This is particularly relevant where the casino providing the
confirmation is located in another jurisdiction.
6.45

It is generally considered good practice to require either:
» one government document which verifies either name and address, or name and
date of birth
a government document which verifies the customer's full name and another
supporting document which verifies their name and either their address or date of
birth
and to compare the customer to at least one document from an authoritative source that
verifies the customer's full name and address or full name and date of birth, and another
supporting document that verifies their name and either date of birth or address, whichever
was not included on the document from the authoritative source.

.

6.46

Some casinos have adopted the practice of allowing celebrities who are household names
to by-pass the identification procedures agreed under the 2003 Regulations. Identification
under these circumstances is not an issue. Verification may not be an issue owing to the
easy availability of open source data and public knowledge that can be relied on as
'information from an independent and reliable source'. If such circumstances apply then the
casino must Keep records of the celebrity's presence at the casino, how their identity has
been verified and where necessary the supporting records of their gaming. The way in
which CDD is conducted in relation to a customer's celebrity status is a subjective decision
and must be supported by adequate records, and, as with other cases, still requires the
casino to be reasonably satisfied that the customer is who they say they are.

Electronic verification
6.47

Increasingly casinos use reliable electronic systems to help with verification. Some of these
systems also have the advantage of assisting in the identification of PEPs. The amount of
electronic information available about individuals will vary, depending on the extent of their
electronic 'footprint'.

6.48

Electronic data sources can provide a wide range of confirmatory material without
necessarily requiring the customer to produce documents. Electronic sources can be a
convenient method of verification.
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They can be used either as the sole method of verification, or in combination with
traditional document checks, on a risk basis. For an electronic check to provide satisfactory
evidence of identity on its own it must use data from multiple sources, and across time, and
incorporate qualitative checks that assess the strength of the information supplied. An
electronic check that accesses data from a single source (for example, a single check
against the electoral roll) is not enough on its own to verify identity.
6.49

Where such sources are used for a credit check, the customer's permission is required

under the Data Protection Act 1998 (the Data Protection Act). Credit checks can provide

inexpensive information on which to assess a customer's access to funds and to obtain a

credit profile to match against spending patterns. For example, a criminal spending large
amounts of criminal property would most likely not match his or her credit profile. A search
for identity verification for AML/CTF purposes, however, leaves a different footprint on the
customer's electronic record, and the customer's permission is not required, but they must

be informed that this check is to take place. There are systems available that give typical
financial and lifestyle profiles of people in a given postcode, such systems do not amount
to credit check and do not require the use of personal information but can provide helpful
indicators of someone's expected financial profile.
6.50

Some external electronic databases are accessible directly by casinos but it is more likely
they will be purchased from an independent third party organisation. The size of the
electronic 'footprint' in relation to the depth, breadth and quality of data, and the degree of
corroboration of the data supplied by the customer may provide a useful basis for an
assessment of the degree of confidence in the product.

6.51

A number of commercial agencies which access many data sources are accessible online
by casino operators, and may provide a composite and comprehensive level of electronic
verification through a single interface. Such agencies use databases of both positive and
negative information, and many also access high-risk alerts that utilise specific data
sources to identify high-risk conditions, for example, known identity frauds or inclusion on a
sanctions list.

6.52

Positive information (relating to full name, current address, date of birth) can prove that an
individual exists, but some can offer a higher degree of confidence than others. Such
information should include data from more robust sources. This may be a source that
requires an individual to prove their identity, or address, in some way in order to be
included, as opposed to one where no such proof is required.

6.53

Negative information includes, but is not limited to, consideration of lists of known
fraudulent individuals, lists of known fraudulent identity documents, lists of persons
associated with known fraudulent identity documents, lists of persons utilising documents
made or obtained with fraudulent identity documents, registers of deceased persons,
registers of PEPs, lists of sanctioned persons, or information sources for current fraudulent

trends or activity. Checking against such information may be appropriate where other
factors suggest an increased risk of impersonation fraud.

Criteria for use of an electronic verification provider
6.54

Before using a commercial agency for electronic verification, casino operators should be

satisfied that information supplied by the verification provider is considered to be
sufficiently extensive, reliable and accurate. This judgement may be assisted by
considering whether the provider meets all the following criteria:
• it is recognised, through registration with the Information Commissioner's Office, to
store personal data
• it uses a range of positive information sources that can be called upon to link an
applicant to both current and previous circumstances
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it accesses negative information sources, such as databases relating to identity
fraud and deceased persons
it accesses a wide range of alert data sources
it has transparent processes that enable the operator to know what checks were
carried out, what the results of these checks were, and what they mean in terms of
how much certainty they give as to the identity of the subject.
6.55

In addition, a commercial agency should have processes that allow the enquirer to capture
and store the information they used to verify identity.

6.56

It is important that the process of electronic verification meets a standard level of
confirmation before it can be relied on. The standard level of confirmation, in circumstances
that do not give rise to concern or uncertainty, is:
• one match on an individual's full name, date of birth and current address
a second match on an individual's full name and either his current address or his
date of birth.

.

6.57

Commercial agencies that provide electronic verification use various methods of displaying
results - for example, by the number of documents checked, or through scoring
mechanisms. Casino operators should ensure that they understand the basis of the system
they use, in order to be satisfied that the sources of the underlying data meet the required
standard.

Documentary evidence
6.58

If verification is undertaken using documents, casino operators should usually rely upon
documents issued by an authoritative source that can be assessed against official and
published guidance on identity documents.

6.59

Original documents should be examined so that, as far as reasonably practicable, forgeries
are not accepted. Casino operators should recognise that some documents are more
easily forged than others. If suspicions are raised in relation to any document offered,
operators should take whatever practical and proportionate steps are available to establish
whether the document offered is a forgery or has been reported as lost or stolen. While the
presentation of false documents does not, in itself, amount to money laundering, it may
constitute an offence under the Fraud Act 2006 or Identity Cards Act 2006 and should, in
appropriate circumstances, be reported to the police or the NCA. Casino operators should
also be aware that even if documents appear to be legitimate and issued by a government
department they may be false, for example, fake European Driving Permits, International
Drivers Licenses and National Identity Cards which are freely available through the
internet. Commercial software is available that checks the algorithms used to generate
passport numbers. This can be used to check the validity of passports of any country that
issues machine-readable passports.

6.60

If documents are in a foreign language appropriate steps should be taken to be reasonably
satisfied that the documents in fact provide evidence of the customer's identity, for
example, a translation of the relevant sections.

6.61

Documentation purporting to offer evidence of identity may emanate from a number of
sources. These documents differ in their integrity, reliability and independence. Some are

issued after CDD on the holder of the document is carried out by the issuing authority.

There is a broad hierarchy of documents.
6.62

Documents issued by government departments and agencies that contain a photograph
may be considered reliable. In practical terms, for face-to-face verification conducted by
non-remote casinos, production of a valid passport or photo card driving licence should
enable most individuals to meet the identification requirement for AML/CTF purposes.
These documents will also confirm either residential address or date of birth.
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6.63

Alternatively, documents from an authoritative source without a photograph which
incorporate the customer's full name may be used, supported by a second document,
which is issued by an authoritative source, or issued by a public sector body or authority.

This second document must also include the customer's full name and either his residential
address or his date of birth.

6.64

The following sources may, therefore, be useful for verification of UK-based customers:
» current signed passport
birth certificate
current photo card driving licence
current EEA member state identity card
• current identity card issued by the Electoral Office for Northern Ireland
residence permit issued by the Home Office
firearms certificate or shotgun licence
benefit book or original notification letter from the Department of Works and
Pensions confirming the right to benefits
• council tax bill
• utility bill or statement that can, on a risk basis, be verified as true by the company
that issued it, commonly by confirmation of a reference number, name and address,
or a certificate from a utilities supplier confirming an arrangement to pay services on
pre-payment terms
bank, building society or credit union statement or passbook containing current
address that can, on a risk basis, be verified as true by the company that issued it,
commonly by confirmation of a reference number, name and address - bank or
credit cards alone will not be sufficient as these do not provide either residential
address or date of birth.

..
.
..
.

Wherever the following type of evidence is used, adopting a risk-based approach, you may
consider confirming these sources as valid by checking with the issuing authority:
• confirmation from an electoral register that a person of that name lives at that

..
..•

6.65

Customers who are not resident in the UK should be asked to produce their passport,
national identity card or photo card driving licence. If the casino has concerns that the
identity document presented by a customer is not genuine, they should contact the relevant
embassy or consulate. Confirmation of the customer's address can be obtained from:

..
.

6.66

address

recent original mortgage statement from a recognised lender
solicitor's letter confirming recent house purchase or land registry conf rmation of
address
local council or housing association rent card or tenancy agreement
HMRC self-assessment statement or tax demand
house or motor insurance certificate.

an official overseas government source

a reputable directory of addresses
a person regulated for money laundering purposes in the country where the
customer is resident (for example, a casino or bank) who confirms that the
customer is known to them and lives or works at the overseas address supplied.

Non-remote casinos have adopted the practice of photographing new customers on their
first visit to the casino as part of the CDD records. Doing so assists with casino security
issues and with customer tracking. It is a matter for each casino operator, but the
Commission views the use of customer photographs as good practice in the casino
environment that contributes to the prevention and detection of money laundering and
terrorist financing.
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Politically exposed persons (PEPs)
Definition
6.67

A PEP is an individual who is entrusted with prominent public functions, other than middleranking or more junior officials, including the following individuals:
heads of state, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers

..
•
•

.•
.
.

members of parliament or of similar legislative bodies
members of the governing bodies of political parties
members of supreme courts, constitutional courts or other high-level judicial bodies

whose decisions are not subject to further appeal, except in exceptional
circumstances
members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks
ambassadors, charges d'affaires and high-ranking officers in armed forces
members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of state-owned
enterprises
directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an
international organisation.88

6.68

The following individuals are also regarded as PEPs by virtue of their relationship or
association with the individuals listed above:
family members of the individuals listed above, including spouse, partner, children
and their spouses or partners, and parents
• known close associates of the individuals listed above, including individuals with
whom joint beneficial ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement is held, with
whom there are close business relations, or who is a sole beneficial owner of a
legal entity or arrangement set up for the benefit of the pEp.89

6.69

When deciding whether an individual is a known close associate of a PEP, casino
operators need only consider information which is in their possession, or credible
information which is publicly available.9°

6.70

PEP status itself does not incriminate individuals or entities. It does, however, put a
customer into a high risk category.

.

Risk-based approach to PEPs
6.71

6.72

The nature and scope of a particular casino's business will help to determine the likelihood
of PEPs in their customer base, and whether the casino operator needs to consider
screening all customers for this purpose.

Establishing whether individuals are PEPs is not always straightforward and can present

difficulties. Where casino operators need to carry out specific checks, they may be able to
rely on an internet search or consult relevant reports and databases on corruption risk
published by specialised national, international, non-governmental and commercial
organisations. Resources such as the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions

Index, which ranks approximately 150 countries according to their perceived level of
corruption, may be helpful in assessing the risk. This can be found at
www.transparency.org/policy research/surveys indices/cpl. Another useful source of

information is www.knowyourcountrv.com. The International Monetary Fund, World Bank
and some non-governmental organisations also publish relevant reports.

ss Regulation 35(12) and (14). See paragraph 6.79 in relation to the treatment of PEPs.

as Regulation 35(12). See paragraph 6.79 in relation to the treatment of family members and known close associates of PEPs.

so Regulation 35(15).
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If there is a need to conduct more thorough checks, or if there is a high likelihood of a
casino operator having PEPs for customers, subscription to a specialist PEP database may
be a valuable tool in assessing the risk.
6.73

New and existing customers may not initially meet the definition of a PEP, but that position
may change over time. Equally, individuals who are initially identified as PEPs may cease
to be PEPs. For example, the Regulations provide that casino operators must continue
applying enhanced customer due diligence to PEPs for at least 12 months after they cease
to hold a prominent public function91. The casino operator should, as far as practicable, be
alert to public information relating to possible changes in the status of its customers with
regard to political exposure. Casino operators should be alert to situations which suggest
that the customer is a PEP. These situations include:
• receiving funds from a government account
correspondence on an official letterhead from the customer or a related person
general conversation with the customer or related person linking the person to a
PEP
• news reports suggesting that the customer is a PEP or is linked to one.

..

6.74

Although under the definition of a PEP an individual ceases to be so regarded after he has
left office for 12 months, casino operators are encouraged to apply a risk-based approach
in determining whether or when they should cease carrying out appropriately enhanced
monitoring of transactions. In cases where the PEP presents a high risk of money
laundering or terrorist financing, a longer period might be appropriate, in order to ensure
that the higher risks associated with the individual's previous position have adequately
abated.92

PEPs requirements
6.75

Casino operators are required, on a risk-sensitive basis, to:
have in place appropriate risk management systems and procedures to determine
whether a customer (or the beneficial owner of a customer) is a PEP, or a family
member or known close associate of a PEP
• have approval from its senior management for establishing or continuing a business
relationship with such persons
e
take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds
which are involved in the proposed business relationship or transaction with such
persons
• where a business relationship is entered into, conduct enhanced ongoing
monitoring of the business relationship with such persons.93

6.76

Each casino operator's policies and procedures should cover when and how customers will
be checked for PEP status and how and when senior management approval will be sought
and provided, and deal with how the customer will be dealt with if there is any delay to
approval being provided by senior management.

6.77

The appropriateness of the risk management systems and procedures adopted must take
account of:
• the money laundering and terrorist risk assessment that the casino operator has
conducted
• the level of risk of money laundering or terrorist Financing inherent in the operator's
business
• the extent to which that risk would be increased by a business relationship with a
PEP, or a family member or known close associate of a PEP
any relevant information made available by the Commission.94

.

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
94 Regulation

91
92
QUO

35(9)(a).
35(9)(b).
33(5).
35(2).
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.

6.78

Where the casino operator has determined that a customer or potential customer is a PEP,
or a family member or known close associate of a PEP, the operator must assess:
the level of risk associated with that customer
» the extent of the enhanced due diligence measures to be applied in relation to that
customer, taking into account any guidance issued by the Commission or any other
appropriate body (and approved by HM Treasury), and any relevant information
made available by the Commission.95

6.79

There is a hierarchy of risk for individual PEPs, where some PEPs have higher relative risk
and others have lower relative risk. The measures taken for particular PEPs should

therefore be informed by the relative risk attri bruted to the PEP, including consideration of
the jurisdiction from which they originate. The Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) has
published guidance in relation to the treatment of PEPs and, while casino operators are not

subject to the rules made by the FCA96, they are advised to consult this guidance when
considering the level of risk posed by a particular PEP. The guidance provides advice on
who should be treated as a PEP, who should be treated as a family member or known
close associate of a PEP, and the level of risk posed by particular PEPs, family members
and close associates. Among other things, it recommends that only those individuals in the
UK who hold truly prominent positions should be treated as PEPs, and not to apply the
definition to local government, more junior members of the senior civil service or anyone
other than the most senior military officials97. However, this recommendation does not
apply when dealing with PEPs from foreign jurisdictions. The FCA guidance also notes
that a PEP entrusted with a prominent public function by the UK should be treated as lower
risk, unless a regulated firm assesses that risk factors not linked to their position as a PEP
mean that they pose a higher risk.
6.80

A casino operator who proposes to have, or to continue, a business relationship with a
PEP, or a family member or known close associate of a PEP must, in addition to the
enhanced customer due diligence measures described in paragraphs 6.22 to 6.26:
» have approval from its senior management for establishing or continuing the
business relationship with that person
take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds
which are involved in the proposed business relationship or transactions with that
person
• where the business relationship is entered into, conduct enhanced ongoing
monitoring of the business relationship with that person.98

.

6.81

Where an individual who was a PEP is no longer entrusted with a prominent public
function, casino operators must continue to apply the requirements for PEPs:
» for a period of at least 12 months after the date on which the individual ceased to
be entrusted with a public function
or for a longer period that the casino operator considers appropriate to address the
risks of money laundering or terrorist financing in relation to that individual.99

.

6.82

When an individual who was a PEP is no longer entrusted with a prominent public function,
casino operators are no longer required to apply enhanced customer due diligence
measures to the family members or close associates of the PEP. The 12 month period
referred to above does not apply in this case.100

Q5

Regulation 35(3) and (4).

98

Regulation 35(5).

se Regulation 48(1 ).
et https://www fca ort:l,uk/Dublication/tinalised-guidance/fu17-06,odf,

See the Appendix to this guidance,

ee Regulation 35(9), This requirement does not apply to individuals who were no longer entrusted with a prominent public function

before 26 June 2017 (Regulation 35(10)).
100 Regulation 35(11).
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Simplified customer due diligence
6.83

A casino operator is permitted to apply simplified customer due diligence measures in
relation to a particular business relationship or transaction if it determines that the business
relationship or transaction presents a low degree of money laundering and terrorist
financing risk, taking into account its money laundering and terrorist financing risk
assessment, any relevant information made available by the Commission and the risk
factors in the following paragraph.'°' The casino operator's risk assessment should identify
what products, services, transactions, customers or countries present a low degree of
money laundering and terrorist financing risk. Remote casinos operators should note that
business relationships and transactions with its customers cannot be considered to present
a low degree of money laundering and terrorist financing risk, if no safeguards are in place
(see paragraph 6.24).

6.84

When assessing whether there is a low degree of risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing in a particular situation, and the extent of the simplified customer due diligence in
that situation, casino operators must take account of the following risk factors, among other
things:
• the country where the customer is resident is:

an EEA state

a third country which has effective systems to counter money laundering
and terrorist financing
a third country identified by credible sources as having a low level of
corruption or other criminal activity, such as terrorism, money laundering ,
and the production and supply of illicit drugs
a third country which, on the basis of credible sources, such as evaluations,
detailed assessment reports or published follow-up reports published by
FATF, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development or other international bodies
or non-governmental organisations, has requirements to counter money
laundering and terrorist financing that are consistent with the

Recommendations published by FATF and effectively implements those
Recommendations.102

6.85

In making an assessment of a low degree of risk, casino operators must bear in mind that
the presence of one or more risk factors may not always indicate that there is a low risk of

money laundering and terrorist financing in a particular situation.'°3

6.86

Where a casino operator applies simplified due diligence measures, it must:
» continue to comply with the customer due diligence requirements, but it can adjust
the extent, timing or type of the measures it undertakes to reflect the determination
it has made under paragraph 6.83 in regard to the low degree of money laundering
or terrorist financing risk associated with a particular business relationship or
transaction, and
• carry out sufficient monitoring of any business relationships or transactions subject
to simplified measures to enable it to detect any unusual or suspicious
transactions.*°4

*°' Regulation 37(1).

102
103

104

Regulation 37(3),
Regulation 37(4),
Regulation 37(2).
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6.87

A casino operator must discontinue applying simplified due diligence measures, if:
it doubts the veracity or accuracy of any documents or information previously

•

.•

obtained for the purposes of identification or verification
its money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment changes and it no
longer considers that there is a low degree of risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing
it suspects money laundering or terrorist financing, or
any of the high risk situations or conditions in paragraph 6.22 apply.105

Reliance
6.88

A casino operator may rely on certain third parties to apply the required CDD measures,
however, the operator remains liable for any failure to apply such measures.106

6.89

The third parties which may be relied on are:
other persons who are subject to the requirements of the Regulations (financial
institutions, credit institutions, auditors, insolvency practitioners, external
accountants, tax advisers, independent legal professionals, trust or company
service providers, estate agents, high value dealers, and other casinos)
• persons who carry on business in another EEA state (other than the UK) who is
subject to requirements in national legislation implementing the Directive as an
obliged entity, and is supervised for compliance with the requirements in the
Directive
persons who carry on business in a third country who are subject to requirements in
relation to CDD and record keeping which are equivalent to those in the Directive,
and are supervised for compliance with those requirements.'°7

6.90

A casino operator may not rely on a third party established in a country which has been
identified by the EC as a high risk third country.108

6.91

When a casino operator relies on a third party to apply CDD measures, it:
must immediately obtain from the third party all the information needed to satisfy
the requirements for the identification and verification of the customer, any
beneficial owner and any person acting on behalf of the customer
must have an arrangement with the third party that;
O
enables the operator to obtain from the third party immediately on request
copies of any identification and verification data and other relevant
documentation on the identity of the customer, beneficial owner or any
person acting on behalf of the customer
requires the third party to retain copies of such data and documents for a
period of five years beginning on the date that the business relationship with
the customer ended.'°9

.

6.92

A casino operator will be treated as having complied with the requirements listed in the
previous paragraph if:
• the operator is relying on information provided by a third party which is a member of
the same group as the operator (for example, in the case of group companies with

overseas casinos)
that group applies CDD measures, rules on record keeping and programmes
against money laundering and terrorist financing in accordance with the
Regulations, the Directive or rules having equivalent effect

Regulation 37(8),
Regulation 39(1).
Regulation 39(3),
10s Regulation 39(4).
109 Regulation 39(2)
105
106

107
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the effective implementation of these requirements is supervised at group level by
an authority of an EEA state with responsibility for implementation of the Directive

or by an equivalent authority of a third country."

6.93

A casino operator is permitted to apply CDD measures by means of an agent or an
outsourcing service provider, provided that the arrangements between the operator and the
agent or service provider make clear that the operator remains liable for any failure to apply
the CDD measures.111

6.94

In this context, an outsourcing service provider is a person who performs a process,
service or activity on behalf of the casino operator and is not an employee of the
operator.112

6.95

Your attention is also drawn to paragraph 1.44 which highlights the need for operators to

consider the risks posed by third parties they contract with,

Requirements to cease transactions or terminate relationship
6.96

Where a casino operator is unable to apply the required CDD measures in relation to a

particular customer, the operator:

.•

.•

must not carry out a transaction with or for the customer through a bank account
must not establish a business relationship or carry out a transaction with the
customer other than through a bank account
must terminate any existing business relationship with the customer
must consider whether they are required to make a report, or a further report, to the
NCA. 113

6.97

Where the casino operator is required not to carry out a transaction with or for a customer
through a bank account, this does not prevent money deposited in a customer's gambling
account being repaid to the customer, provided that, where the operator is required to
make a report to the NCA, the operator has a defence (appropriate consent) under POCA,
or consent under the Terrorism Act, to the transaction.114

6.98

Casinos must therefore have clear policies in place on how they will manage situations
where they are unable to apply the CDD measures.

Requirements for remote casinos
6.99

Where remote casino operators are unable to complete or apply the required CDD
measures"5 in relation to a particular customer at the point the CDD threshold for
transactions116 is reached, and are accordingly required to cease transactions or terminate

the business relationship with the customer117, they should adopt the following procedure:

at the point where the threshold is reached, remote casino operators should put all
funds owed to the customer into an account (or equivalent) from which no
withdrawals can be made
further deposits can be made to that account as long as they too are locked into it

»

•
•

110

until CDD is completed
bets can be made from the account, again providing any winnings are locked until
CDD is completed

Regulation 39(6).

*" Regulation 39(7),

112
113
114

115

ire
117

Regulation 39(8)
Regulation 31.
Regulation 31(2).

These measures are discussed in paragraphs 68 to 6.17.

See paragraphs 6.3 to 6.5.
In accordance with regulation 31(1).
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once CDD is completed, the account can be unlocked and business continue as
normal
if CDD cannot be completed, then the operator must proceed in line with regulation
31(1)(c) and terminate the existing business relationship with the customer
if funds are to be repaid, then the amount repaid should consist of all funds owed to
the customer at the point that the threshold was reached, plus all deposits made at
that point and thereafter
funds should be refunded back to the originating account, and:
- there should be appropriate risk mitigation
where it is suspected that the funds are the proceeds of crime, remote
casino operators should submit SARs or seek a defence (appropriate
consent) before refunding any of the funds
if the refund is to be completed back to another account (whether partially or
completely):
risk assessment must be done that should take into account information
such as:
multiple destinations - is the customer requesting that the money be
sent to several bank accounts?
high risk destination - is the customer requesting that the money be
returned to a country where there is a significant money laundering
or terrorist financing concern?
above €2,000 - is the amount above the threshold for CDD?
o
there should be appropriate risk mitigation
o where it is known or suspected that the funds are the proceeds of crime,
remote casino operators should submit SARs or seek a defence
(appropriate consent) before refunding any of the funds
there should be ongoing monitoring of the account and, if necessary, reporting of
findings via relevant fraud monitoring services in the public and private sector.

6.100 The customer should be made fully aware of the procedures adopted by the remote casino
operator when they first register with the operator so that there is no misunderstanding at a
later stage.

List of persons subject to financial sanctions
6.101 The UK operates financial sanctions on persons and entities following their designation at

the United Nations and/or European Union. The UK also operates a domestic counter-

terrorism regime, where the Government decides to impose financial restrictions on certain
persons and entities. There are specific financial restrictions targeted at organisations and
entities involved in terrorism and terrorist financing.

6.102 Financial restrictions in the UK are governed by various pieces of legislation. The purpose
of imposing financial restrictions is to restrict access to finance by designated persons and
to prevent the diversion of funds to terrorism and terrorist purposes. In all circumstances
where an asset freeze is imposed, it is unlawful to make payments to, or allow payments to
be made to, designated persons.
6.103 A list of all financial restrictions currently in force in the UK is maintained by HM Treasury's

Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation (OFSI). The Consolidated List of persons

designated as being subject to financial restrictions can be found on the government

website. The purpose of the Consolidated List is to draw together, in one place, all the
names of designated persons for the various financial restrictions regimes effective in the
UK. Further information on financial restrictions, including guidance, can be found on the

OFSI website.
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6.104 There are prohibitions for carrying out certain activities or behaving in a certain way if
financial sanctions apply. This will depend on the exact terms of the EU or UK legislation

which imposes the financial sanction in the given situation.

6.105 Further information regarding the prohibitions can be found in the OFSI publication.
6.106 OFSI has the power to grant licences exempting certain transactions from the financial
restrictions. Requests to disapply the financial restrictions in relation to a designated
person are considered by OFSI on a case-by-case basis to ensure that there is no risk of

funds being diverted to otherwise restricted purposes. To apply for a licence, OFSI can be

contacted using the contact details provided below. Further regime-specific guidance
concerning licensing and compliance can be found on gov.uk.

6.107 Casino operators need to have the necessary policies, procedures and controls in place to
monitor financial transactions so that payments are not made to designated persons,
thereby preventing breaches of the financial restrictions legislation. For manual checking,
operators can register with the OFSI update service (directly or via a third party). If
checking is automated, operators will need to ensure that the relevant software includes
checks against the latest Consolidated List.
6.108 OFSI may also be contacted to provide guidance and to assist with any concerns regarding
financial restrictions at:
Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation
Tel: 020 7270 5454 (Weekdays 9am to 5pm)
Email: ofsi@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk
6.109 In the event that a customer or a payee is identified as a designated person, payments
must not proceed unless a licence is granted by OFSI, as this would be a breach of the
financial restrictions. OFSI should be informed immediately and the transaction suspended
pending their advice. No funds should be returned to the designated person. The operator
may also need to consider whether there is an obligation also to report to the NCA under

POCA or the Terrorism Act.

6.110 Written reports can be made to OFSI via email.
6.111 Casino operators should consider the likelihood of sanctioned persons using the casino's
facilities, taking into account matters such as where the person is resident, and the local
demographics of the casino and the its customer base. Operators should bear in mind that
sanctioned persons are not exclusively resident abroad, but may also live and operate in
the UK and use either a high end casino or a small provincial casino.
6.112 Casino operators should also note that PEPs and financial sanctions cannot be conflated
as the requirements in relation to each are different. The Regulations do not prohibit doing

business with a PEP, whereas there is a prohibition on doing business with a person on the

financial sanctions list, so the way in which casino operators manage the respective risks
should be different.

7

Record keeping
General legal and regulatory requirements

7.1

This chapter provides guidance on appropriate record Keeping procedures required by the
Regulations. The purpose of the record keeping requirement is to ensure that there is an
audit trail that could assist in any financial investigation by a law enforcement body. These
records are also important when the Commission is conducting an investigation for
compliance purposes.
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7.2

The casino operator's record keeping policy and procedure should cover records in the
following areas:
details of how compliance has been monitored by the nominated officer
delegation of AMUCTF tasks by the nominated officer
nominated officer reports to senior management
information or other material concerning possible money laundering or terrorist
financing not acted upon by the nominated officer, with reasoning why no further
action was taken
customer identification and verification information
supporting records in respect of business relationships
employee training records
internal and external SARs, including decisions and actions taken by the nominated
officer
contact between the nominated officer and law enforcement or the NCA, including
records connected to requests for a defence (appropriate consent).

7.3

The policy and procedure for record-keeping should also make provision for the retention
of records held by an employee who leaves the business.

7.4

The record keeping requirements for supporting records, that is, the records of ongoing
transactions with a customer, are based on the nature of the relationship with that
customer. There is either:
no relationship, or
a 'business relationship', depending on the circumstances.

...
.
..
..

..

Business relationships
7.5

A business relationship is a business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer which arises out of the business of the casino operator
and is expected by the operator, at the time when the contact is established, to have an
element of duration.1*8 Casino operators are advised to interpret this definition widely.

7.6

A business relationship with a customer of a casino operator:
is likely to occur when, for example:
a customer opens an account with the casino operator or becomes a
member of a casino (when a membership scheme is operated by the

-

•

casino), or
a customer obtains a cheque cashing facility
may occur when, for example:
the casino starts tracking a customer's drop/win figures, other than to
establish when the customer triggers the €2,000 threshold for CDD.
o

7.7

The list above is not exhaustive and a casino operator will need to form its own view of
when contact is established, or circumstances otherwise arise, with a customer from which
it expects, or it could reasonably be inferred that it expects, that the relationship with the
customer will have an element of duration. The Commission accepts that this may not
necessarily be the case when a casino operator permits a customer to join a casino loyalty
scheme.

7.8

Ongoing monitoring of business relationships is a requirement for casino operators and
includes scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of the relationship
(including, where necessary, the source of funds) to ensure that the transactions are
consistent with the casino's knowledge of the customer, the customer's business and risk
profile.119

118

119

Regulation 4(1 ).
Regulation 28(11).
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7.9

As noted in paragraph 6.21, casinos are expected to approach this requirement on a risksensitive basis. Dependent on how frequently a casino forms 'business relationships' it may

be good practice to apply ongoing monitoring more widely. Regular players should be the

subject of closer scrutiny and their level of play should be assessed with reference to the
information already known about them, and where necessary, additional information must
be collected and retained about the source of their funds.

Other casino customers
7.10

Some casino customers may not fall into the business relationship definition. For example,
customers spending low amounts at gaming during single, infrequent and irregular visits to
a casino and who are not subject to tracking. There may be no expectation at any stage
that there will be any duration to the relationship with the customer. Strictly speaking such
business falls outside of the record-keeping requirements (provided the transactions are
below the €2,000 threshold for CDD), however, the Commission nonetheless considers it
good practice to retain such records.

Customer information
7.11

In relation to the evidence of a customer's identity, casino operators must keep a copy of
any documents or information obtained to satisfy the CDD measures required under the
Regulations.120

7.12

A casino operator may often hold additional information beyond identity in respect of a
customer for the purposes of wider CDD. As a matter of best practice, this information and
any relevant documents should also be retained.

7.13

There is a separate requirement in the Regulations to ensure that documents, data or
information held by casinos are Kept up to date.121 A trigger event for refreshing and
extending CDD may be if a customer returns to a casino after a period of non-attendance.
Refreshing information about existing customers will ensure that matters such as change of
address, or a customer being appointed into a role which attracts PEP status, will be
picked up. Keeping information up to date is also a requirement under the Data Protection
Act. How these issues which will be dealt with in practice should be covered in the casino's
policies, procedures and controls.

7.14

Where documents verifying the identity of a customer are held in one casino premises they
do not also need to be held in duplicate form in another premises in the same group. For
the purposes of compliance with the Regulations the whole group forms part of the same
'relevant person'. The records need to be accessible to all premises that have contact with
the customer, the nominated officer and law enforcement. The Regulations accept that
casino operators may have more than one casino premises or more than one remote
casino site. lt is sufficient for the operator to undertake identification and verification

providing that the information is available to each premises or site.

Supporting records (non-remote casinos)
7.15

The requirement to keep supporting records is linked to 'business relationships' which is

defined in the Regulations122 and the extent and nature of records created. In many

casinos, customers (regardless of whether or not they have formed a business
relationship) purchase chips with cash at gaming tables where, in low risk situations, no
records are created and therefore are not available to be kept.

120
121

Regulation 40(2).
Regulation 28(11).
3 and 4.

122 Regulations
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7.16

The Commission expects casino operators to use reasonable endeavours to create and
keep supporting records and to make it clear in their policies, procedures and controls what

records will be created in light of the known spending patterns and the assessed money

laundering and terrorist financing risks at each premises.

7.17

Some casinos undertake a process at the end of each business day to count the total drop
(cash used to purchase chips) to compare against the total amount recorded through
tracking individual customer spending. The difference between the two figures is the
amount of drop that is not attributable to particular customers. This in tum can be
calculated against known attendance figures and the number of customers tracked to give
an average amount of money used to purchase chips per customer that has not been
tracked, and therefore with no supporting records. Where this process is used, it should be
the subject of ongoing risk assessment for each premises and the records created during
the process should also be retained.

7.18

Any casino operator devising its record keeping policy and procedure should decide how
its business fits within the definition of 'business relationship'. The variation in the record

keeping requirements for different circumstances illustrates the flexibility available to
casinos which allows them to focus their resources on higher money laundering or terrorist
financing risk situations.
7.19

For the purposes of supporting records, the Commission takes the view that in most cases
this will consist of records covering the drop/win figures, subject to paragraph 7.10, for
each customer. There is no requirement to keep detailed records for each customer for
each table or game for AML purposes. However, HMRC may require casino operators to
maintain records for each table or game, but not broken down by each customer's
transactions.

Supporting records (remote casinos)
7.20

Remote casinos will, by the nature of their business, generate detailed records of all
transactions with each customer but for the purposes of the record keeping requirements it
is sufficient to retain the deposit and withdrawal figures for each named customer.

Supporting records (gaming machines)
7.21

Cash-in with cash-out gaming machines do not produce any supporting records that can be

attributed to a customer. They do generate overall cash-in and cash-out data that must be
retained by the casino. However, 'ticket in, ticket out' (TITO) and 'smart card' technology
may mean that machines produce supporting records that can be attributed to a customer
who falls within the record keeping requirements, in which case such records must be
retained in accordance with the Regulations.

..

7.22

The essentials of any system of monitoring are that:
it flags up transactions and/or activities for further examination
these reports are reviewed promptly by the nominated officer
• appropriate action is taken on the findings of any further examination.

7.23

Monitoring can be either:
C

in real time, in that transactions and/or activities can be reviewed as they take place
or are about to take place
after the event, through the nominated officer's review of the transactions and/or
activities that a customer has undertaken.

In either case, unusual transactions or activities should be flagged for further examination.
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7.24

In designing monitoring arrangements, it is important that appropriate account be taken of
the frequency, volume and size of transactions with customers, in the context of the
assessed customer risk.

7.25

Monitoring is not a mechanical process and does not necessarily require sophisticated
electronic systems. The scope and complexity of the process will be influenced by the
casino operator's business activities, and whether the operator is large or small. The key
elements of any system are having up-to-date customer information, on the basis of which
it will be possible to spot the unusual, and asking pertinent questions to elicit the reasons

for unusual transactions or activities in order to judge whether they may represent

something suspicious.

Retention period
7.26

Records of identification and verification of customers must be kept for a period of five
years after the business relationship with the customer has ended, for example where the
customer closes his gambling account with the operator or ceases to visit or use the
Ca3in0_123

7.27

Supporting records must be retained for a period of five years from the date the business
relationship ended.124

7.28

Upon expiry of the five year retention period, any personal data must be deleted unless:
• the casino operator is required to retain records containing personal data by or
under any law or the purposes of any court proceedings
• the subject of the data has agreed to the retention of the data, or
the casino operator has reasonable grounds for believing that records containing
the personal data need to be retained for the purposes of legal proceedings.'25

.

7.29

Records of internal and external reports on suspicious activity should be retained for five
years from when the report was made.

Form in which records are to be kept
7.30

Most casino operators have record keeping procedures which they keep under review, and
will seek to reduce the volume and density of records which have to be stored, whilst still

complying with statutory requirements. Retention may therefore be:
» by way of original documents
» by way of photocopies of original documents
• on microfilm
in scanned form
in computerised or electronic form.

.

7.31

Records relating to ongoing investigations should, where possible, be retained until the
relevant law enforcement agency has confirmed that the case has been concluded.

7.32

Where the record keeping obligations under the Regulations are not observed, an operator
or person is open to prosecution and sanctions, including imprisonment for up to two years
and/or a fine, or regulatory censure.126

123
124

125
126

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation

40(3).
40(3),
40(5).
83(1 )
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Data protection
7.33

Any personal data obtained by casino operators for the purposes of the Regulations may
only be processed for the purposes of preventing money laundering and terrorist
financing.127

7.34

Personal data should not be used for any other purpose unless:
use of the data is permitted by or under any law other than the Regulations, or
• the casino operator has obtained the agreement of the subject of the data to the
proposed use of the data.128*

7.35

Casino operators are obliged to provide new customers with the following information
before they establish a business relationship with them:
• the registrable particulars of the operator
a statement that any personal data received from the customer will be processed
only for the purposes of preventing money laundering or terrorist financing, or as
permitted by the circumstances described in paragraph 7.34 above.129

.

.

8

Suspicious activities and reporting
Introduction

8.1

Employees in casinos are required to make a report in respect of information that comes to
them in the course of their business:
where they know
where they suspect
where they have reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting,
that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing, including criminal
spend, or attempting to launder money or finance terrorism. In this guidance, these
obligations are collectively referred to as 'grounds for knowledge or suspicion`.

..

8.2

In order to provide a framework within which suspicion reports may be raised and
considered:
each casino operator must ensure that any employee reports to the operator's
nominated officer where they have grounds for Knowledge or suspicion that a
person or customer is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing
• the operator's nominated officer must consider each such report, and determine
whether it gives grounds for knowledge or suspicion
I
the operator should ensure that employees are appropriately trained in their
obligations, and in the requirements for making reports to their nominated officer.

8.3

If the nominated officer determines that a report does give rise to grounds for knowledge or
suspicion, he must report the matter to the NCA. Under POCA, the nominated officer is
required to make a report to the NCA as soon as is practicable if he has grounds for
suspicion that another person, whether or not a customer, is engaged in money laundering.
Under the Terrorism Act, similar conditions apply in relation to disclosure where there are
grounds for suspicion of terrorist financing.

127
12s

129

Regulation 41(1 ).
Regulation 41(3),
Regulation 41(4).
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What is meant by knowledge and suspicion?
8.4

In the context of POCA, knowledge means actual knowledge. Having knowledge means

8.5

In the case of Da Silva [2006] EWCA Crim 1654, the Court of Appeal stated the following in
relation to suspicion:
"It seems to us that the essential element in the word "suspect" and its affiliates, in this
context, is that the defendant must think that there is a possibility, which is more than

actually knowing something to be true. In a criminal court, it must be proved that the
individual in fact knew that a person was engaged in money laundering. Knowledge can be
inferred from the surrounding circumstances, so, for example, a failure to ask obvious
questions may be relied upon by a jury to infer knowledge130. The knowledge must,
however, have come to the casino operator (or to the employee) in the course of casino
business or (in the case of a nominated officer) as a consequence of a disclosure under
section 330 of POCA. Information that comes to the casino operator or employee in other
circumstances does not come within the scope of the regulated sector obligation to make a
report. This does not preclude a report being made should employees choose to do so.
Employees may also be obliged to make a report by other parts of the Act. Further
information can be found in Part 7 of POCA.

fanciful, that the relevant facts exist. A vague feeling of unease would not suffice."
There is thus no requirement for the suspicion to be clear or firmly grounded on specific
facts, but there must be a degree of satisfaction, not necessarily amounting to belief but at
least extending beyond mere speculation, that an event has occurred or not.
8.6

Whether a person holds a suspicion or not is a subjective test. If a person thinks a
transaction is suspicious they are not required to Know the exact nature of the criminal
offence or that particular funds are definitely those arising from the crime. The person may
have noticed something unusual or unexpected and, after making enquiries, the facts do
not seem normal or make commercial sense. lt is not necessary to have evidence that
money laundering is taking place to have suspicion.

8.7

A transaction that appears to be unusual is not necessarily suspicious. Many customers
will, for perfectly legitimate reasons, have an erratic pattern of gambling transactions or
account activity. Even customers with a steady and predictable gambling profile will have
periodic transactions that are unusual for them. So an unusual transaction may only be the

basis for further enquiry, which may in turn require judgement as to whether the transaction
or activity is suspicious. A transaction or activity may not be suspicious at the time, but if
suspicions are raised later, an obligation to report the activity then arises. Likewise, if
concern escalates following further enquiries, it is reasonable to conclude that the
transaction is suspicious and will need to be reported to the NCA.

8.8

Unusual patterns of gambling, including the spending of particularly large amounts of
money in relation to the casino or customer's profile, should receive attention, but unusual
behaviour should not necessarily lead to grounds for knowledge or suspicion of money
laundering, or the making of a report to the NCA. The nominated officer is required to
assess all of the circumstances and, in some cases, it may be helpful to ask the customer
or others more questions. The choice depends on what is already known about the
customer and the transaction, and how easy it is to make enquiries.

8.9

In order for either an internal or external report to be made it is not necessary to know or to
establish the exact nature of any underlying criminal offence, or that the particular funds or
property were definitely those arising from a crime. Furthermore, it is not necessary to
await conviction of a customer for money laundering or other criminal offences in order to
have suspicion that money laundering has taken place.

130 Refer to Baden v Soeiete Generate pour Favouriser Ie Developpement du Commerce ef de I'/ndustrie en France [1983] BCLC 325.
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What is meant by reasonable grounds to know or suspect?
8.10

In addition to establishing a criminal offence relating to failing to report when there is
suspicion or actual Knowledge of money laundering, POCA creates criminal liability for
failing to disclose information when reasonable grounds exist for knowing or suspecting
that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing. This lower test, which

introduces an objective test of suspicion, applies to all businesses covered by the

Regulations, including remote and non-remote casinos. The test would likely be met when
there are demonstrated to be facts or circumstances, known to the employee in the course
of business, from which a reasonable person engaged in a casino business would have
inferred knowledge, or formed a suspicion, that another person was engaged in money
laundering or terrorist financing.
8.11

To defend themselves against a charge that they failed to make a report when the
objective test of suspicion has been satisfied, employees within remote and non-remote
casinos would need to be able to demonstrate that they took reasonable steps in the
particular circumstances (and in the context of a risk-based approach) to conduct the
appropriate level of CDD. lt is important to bear in mind that, in practice, a court will be
deciding, with the benefit of hindsight, whether the objective test was met.

What constitutes suspicious activity?
8.12

There are numerous things that can make someone either know or suspect that they are
dealing with the proceeds of crime. Some examples of how suspicions may be raised are

listed below, although this is not an exhaustive list and there may well be other
circumstances which raise suspicion.

35°

A customer's spend increases over a period of time, thereby masking high spend and
potential money laundering.
A customer spends little, but often, and his annual aggregate spend is high and out of kilter
with his expected spend. This could indicate potential money laundering.
A customer displays gambling patterns where spend is high but the risk is low, for example
gambling on red and black in roulette. The customer could be laundering money in a way that
guarantees minimal loss.
A customer gambles with significant amounts of money in a currency without a reasonable
explanation for the source of that currency, such as Scottish and Northern Irish bank notes
presented by a customer in an English casino.
Instances of high spend by customers that lead to significant commercial risk for the operator
may also indicate suspicious activity.
8.13

It is important to note that, once knowledge or suspicion of criminal spend is linked to a
customer in one area of the business (for example, table games), it is good practice to
monitor the customer's activity in other areas of the business (for example, gaming
machine play).

Internal reporting
8.14

Employees of a casino operator have a legal defence if they report to the nominated officer
where they have grounds for knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist
financing. All casino operators therefore need to ensure that all relevant employees know
they should report suspicions to their nominated officer. Internal reports to a nominated
officer, and reports made by a nominated officer to the NCA, must be made as soon as is

practicable.

8.15

All suspicions reported to the nominated officer should be documented or electronically
recorded. The report should include full details of the customer who is the subject of
concern and as full a statement as possible of the information giving rise to the grounds for
knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing. All internal enquiries
made in relation to the report should also be documented or electronically recorded. This
information may be required to supplement the initial report or as evidence of good practice
and best endeavours if, at some future date, there is an investigation by a law enforcement
agency or the Commission.

8.16

Once an employee has properly reported his suspicion to the nominated officer, or to an
individual to whom the nominated officer has delegated the responsibility to receive such
internal reports, he has satisfied his statutory obligation.

Evaluation and determination by the nominated officer
8.17

The casino operator's nominated officer must consider each report and determine whether
it gives rise to grounds for knowledge or suspicion. The operator must permit the
nominated officer to have access to any information, including CDD information, in the
operator's possession that could be relevant. The nominated officer may also require
further information to be obtained, from the customer if necessary. Any approach to the
customer should be made sensitively and probably by someone already known to the
customer, to mini rise the risk of alerting the customer or an intermediary that a disclosure
to the NCA is being considered.
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8.18

If the nominated officer decides not to make a report to the NCA, the reasons for not doing
so should be clearly documented or electronically recorded, and retained. These records
should be kept separately by the nominated officer in order that the information therein is
not disclosed accidently.

8.19

It should be noted that the submission of a report to the NCA is not intended to be used as
a way to obtain information from law enforcement in order to assist the nominated officer in
deciding whether to continue with the business relationship with the customer, nor should
the absence of a response or feedback from the NCA be taken to imply that the casino

operator should continue with the business relationship until adverse information about the
customer is received from the NCA or other law enforcement agency.

External reporting
8.20

To avoid committing a failure to report offence, the nominated officer must make a

8.21

The nominated officer must report to the NCA any transaction or activity that, after his
evaluation, he knows or suspects, or has reasonable grounds to Know or suspect, may be
linked to money laundering or terrorist financing. Such reports must be made as soon as is
practicable after the information comes to the nominated officer.

8.22

In addition, depending on the circumstances, a casino operator being served with a court
order in relation to a customer may have cause for suspicion, or reasonable grounds for
suspicion, in relation to that customer. In such an event, the nominated officer should
review the information that is held about that customer in order to determine whether or not
such grounds for suspicion exist, and if necessary make a report to the NCA. Where the
nominated officer decides not to make a report to the NCA, the reasons for not doing so
should be clearly recorded and retained.

8.23

The Secretary of State may by order prescribe the form and manner in which a disclosure
under section 330, section 331, section 332, or section 338, may be made. A consultation
paper on the form and manner of reporting was issued by the Home Office in the summer
of 2007, however, the Home Office decided not to proceed with the introduction of a
prescribed form and manner for reporting.

disclosure to the NCA where he decides that a report gives rise to grounds for knowledge
or suspicion. The national reception point for the disclosure of suspicions, and for seeking
a defence (consent) to proceed with the transaction or activity, is the UK Financial
Intelligence Unit (UKFIU) within the NCA.

Submission of suspicious activity reports 131
8.24

The NCA accepts the submission of SARs in three main ways;

.

SAR Online, which is a secure web-based reporting system for small or medium sized
reporting entities with access to the internet, which allows SARs to be submitted
electronically through www.ukciu.gov.uk/saronline.aspx. lt is the NCA's preferred

method of reporting. Reporters must register themselves as a source (reporting entity)

on the system once, and then submit SARs by completing linked electronic screens
that reflect the fields included in the paper based reports. Requests for a defence
(consent) can be submitted using SAR Online, and as long as the box for consent is
checked at the start of the process, the system alerts the Consent Team automatically,
ensuring swift identification and management of requests for a defence (appropriate
consent). It is not necessary to send the request by fax as well as submission online.
131 Remote casino operators, particularly those based in a foreign jurisdiction, should consult the Commission's advice note on Antimoney laundeNno: Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote operators, It is intended to assist remote operators in
determining to which body or Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) known or suspected money laundering activity should be reported, and
the circumstances in which a defence (appropriate consent) should be sought.
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.

•

SAR Online is the NCA's preferred method for small and medium sized reporting
entities to submit SARs. The benefit to the reporter is 24/7 reporting, an automatic
acknowledgment of receipt with the ELMER reference number, and investigators are
able to access the information more rapidly.
Paper based reporting, using the standard NCA Suspicious Activity Report Form. The
NCA prefers submissions to be typed to enable it to be scanned and prevent errors in
data entry. The form and guidance on using the form can be found on the NCA website.
Completed forms should be posted to UKFIU, PO Box 8000, London, SE11 5EN. If
using the form to request a defence (appropriate consent), it should be faxed
immediately to 0207 238 8286, but it is not necessary to post and fax a request. The
paper based reporting system will not elicit an acknowledgment of receipt or an ELMER
reference number for your records, and the SAR will take some time to reach
investigators.
Encrypted bulk data exchange, is used by high volume reporters, namely reporters
with more than 10,000 reports a month. If an operator believes this would be the most
appropriate method of reporting for their group, contact the UKFIU on 0207 238 8282 to
discuss the matter.

8.25

Casino operators should include in each SAR as much relevant information about the
customer, transaction or activity that it has in its records. The NCA has published a
glossary of terms which they prefer operators to use when completing SARs. This will
assist in consideration of the report by the NCA.

8.26

Casino operators should ensure that they check all the facts they have about the customer
and include all relevant information when submitting a SAR, which may include the
following:
• Do the staff Know the customer's identity?
Is a physical description of the customer available?

..
..

8.27

8.28

132
133

134

Has the customer provided any records that will assist in identifying him, for

example credit or debit card details?
Has the customer ever self-excluded?
What are the customer's product preferences and does he hold other gambling
accounts (for example, prefers casino gaming, but also uses online gambling
facilities)?

In order that an informed overview of the situation may be maintained, all contact between
the casino operator and law enforcement agencies should be controlled through, or
reported back to, the nominated officer or a deputy acting in the absence of the nominated
officer. The NCA may apply to the magistrates' court (or, in Scotland, the sheriff) for an
order (a further information order), following the submission of a SAR, requiring the
nominated officer to provide more information in respect of the SAR132. Law enforcement
agencies may also apply for a disclosure order requiring any person considered to have
information relevant to an investigation to answer questions, provide information or to
produce documentsl33.

POCA also makes provision for the voluntary sharing of information between persons in

the regulated sector when deciding whether to submit a SAR, and joint SARs by persons in
the regulated sector, subject to certain limitations. The exchange of information in these
circumstances is protected from breaching any confidentiality obligations or other
restrictions. 134

Section 339ZH of POCA,
Section 357 of POCA.
Sections 339ZB to 339ZG of POCA.
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Requesting a defence
8.29

If casino operators handle any proceeds of crime they may commit one of the principal
money laundering offences in POCA or the Terrorism Act. However, if the nominated
officer submits a SAR to the NCA this can provide a defence. There is a statutory
mechanism which allows the NCA either to grant or refuse the 'prohibited act' going ahead,
or to prevent the suspected money laundering going ahead'35. This statutory mechanism is
called 'appropriate consent' and is referred to by the NCA as Requesting a defence from
the NCA under POCA and TACT.

8.30

The decision whether or not to obtain a defence (appropriate consent) will arise in the
following scenarios:
» concealing, disguising, converting, transferring or removing criminal property136
• facilitating the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by, or on
behalf of, another person 137
acquisition, use or possession of criminal property'38.
These are referred to as 'prohibited acts'.

8.31

In any of these scenarios, casino operators will have two choices. They may choose not to
go ahead with the activity in question, or they may choose to proceed. A decision to
proceed will mean that the operator may be committing a money laundering offence.
However, if they have made an authorised disclosure and have obtained a defence
(appropriate consent), they will not be committing an offence.

8.32

Nominated officers need to consider how they will approach their reporting obligations and
consider:
the timing of the report(s) - particularly second or subsequent reports
whether the casino operator wishes to continue to do business with the customer
while awaiting a defence (appropriate consent).

8.33

A nominated officer, police constable, NCA employee or customs officer can give a person
(which may include, for example, a casino employee) actual 'appropriate consent' to a
suspect transaction proceeding.*39 However, it should be noted that the NCA is the only
body able to issue formal notification of a defence (consent) by means of an official NCA
letter, which the nominated officer can then retain for his records.

8.34

..

Alternatively, a person will be treated as having appropriate consent if notice is given to a

police constable or customs officer (but, note, not the nominated officer) and either:
consent is not refused within seven working days (beginning with the day after the
notice is given)
• if consent is refused and following such refusal, the 'moratorium period' (31

calendar days starting with the day on which the person receives notice that

consent to the doing of the act is refused) has expired (but see paragraph 8.35).140
Although notice can be given to a constable or customs officer, there is a need to ensure
that the practices of all law enforcement agencies are consistent in this area. Therefore,
the NCA operates as the national centre for all SARs and for the issue of decisions
concerning the granting or refusal of a defence (appropriate consent). To avoid confusion
requests for a defence (consent) should be routed through the NCA. See paragraphs 8.45
to 8.56 for more detail.

Section 335 of POCA.
Section 327 of pocA.
Section 328 of POCA.
13s Section 329 of POCA.
139 Section 335(1) of POCA.
140 Section 335(2) of POCA.
135

136

137
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8.35

Casino operators should be aware that the NCA and other authorities, such as the FCA
and Serious Fraud Office, can apply to the Crown Court (or, in Scotland, the sheriff) for an

order to extend the moratorium period for a further 31 days. An order can be given on up
to six occasions which allows the moratorium period to be extended for a maximum period
of 186 days in total. To grant an order for an extension, in each case the Court must be
satisfied that the NCA or other authority's investigation is being carried out "diligently and
expeditiously", additional time is needed to complete the investigation and an extension
would be reasonable in the circumstances.141
8.36

However, POCA provides that a nominated officer must not give appropriate consent
unless he has himself already made a disclosure to an authorised officer of the NCA and,
either:
• the NCA employee has provided a defence (consented to the transaction)
a defence (consent) is not refused within seven working days (beginning with the

.
C

day after the notice is given)
if a defence (consent) is refused and following such refusal, the 'moratorium period'
(31 calendar days starting with the day on which the person receives notice that
consent to the doing of the act is refused) has expired (but see paragraph 8.35).142

8.37

Reporting suspicious activity before or reporting after the event are not equal options which
a casino operator can choose between, and retrospective reporting is unlikely to be seen in
the same light as reporting prior to the event. A report made after money laundering has
already taken place will only be a legal defence if there was a 'reasonable excuse' for
failing to make the report before the money laundering took place.143 Where a customer
request is received prior to a transaction or activity taking place, or arrangements being put
in place (for example, where a customer requests the opening of a gambling account), and
there is knowledge or suspicion, or reasonable grounds for suspicion, that the transaction,
arrangements, or the funds/property involved, may relate to money laundering, a SAR must
be submitted to the NCA and a defence (consent) sought to proceed with that transaction
or activity. In such circumstances, it is an offence for a nominated officer to agree to a
transaction or activity going ahead within the seven working day notice period from the
working day following the date of disclosure, unless the NCA provides a defence (gives
consent).'44

8.38

The defence (consent) provisions can only apply where there is prior notice to the NCA of
the transaction or activity. The NCA cannot provide a defence (consent) after the
transaction or activity has occurred. A defence (consent) request which is received after
the transaction or activity has taken place will therefore be dealt with as an ordinary SAR.

8.39

In the casino environment, business is often conducted out of normal office hours. In
addition, gambling transactions may sometimes be more 'immediate' than, for example,
depositing funds into a bank account where the funds may be withdrawn at a later date.
In these circumstances it may sometimes not be feasible or practical to obtain a defence

(appropriate consent) prior to or during a transaction. Knowledge or suspicion of money

laundering or terrorist financing may be triggered after a customer has completed all the
stages of a gambling transaction; that is, they have bought in, they have played and they
have cashed out. Under those circumstances, it may be reasonable to report after the
transaction. However, the defence of 'reasonable excuse' when reporting after the

transaction is untested by case law and should be considered on a case-by-case basis.145

Where the relationship with the customer is expected to have an element of duration and
involve numerous transactions, it is advisable to seek a defence (consent) prior to
transacting with the customer.
Section
Section
Section
144
Section
145
Section
141

142

143

$36A of POCA.
336 of POCA.
327(2)(b) of POCA.
336(3) and (4) of POCA.
327(2)(b) of POCA.
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8.40

Casinos should include in their policies, procedures and controls details on how they will
manage circumstances where there is knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or
terrorist financing. If knowledge or suspicion is present, particularly if this occurs out of
normal office hours, there must be a mechanism for involvement of the senior manager on
duty and contact with the nominated officer as soon as is practicable. If the circumstances
amount to reasonable grounds to suspect, then reporting the matter to the nominated
officer should be sufficient, and for the nominated officer to receive the matter at the
earliest practicable opportunity.

8.41

The nominated officer will need to think very carefully about whether or not to continue to
do business with the suspected customer. Relevant considerations should be the potential
commission of criminal offences under POCA or the Terrorism Act, as well as potential
damage to business reputation and other commercial factors.

8.42

Casino operators should also note that in the Commission's view the reporting defence is
not intended to be used repeatedly in relation to the same customer. In the case of
repeated SAR submissions on the same customer, it is the Commission's view that this is
not a route by which operators can guarantee a reporting defence retrospectively. If
patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money laundering, or to
actual knowledge of money laundering, operators must seriously consider whether they
wish to allow the customer to continue using their gambling facilities. Casino operators are,
of course, free to terminate their business relationships if they wish and, provided this is
handled appropriately, there will be no risk of 'tipping oft" or prejudicing an investigation.
However, operators should think about liaising with the law enforcement investigating
officer to consider whether it is likely that termination of the business relationship would
alert the customer or prejudice an investigation in any other way.

8.43

How customers suspected of money laundering or terrorist financing will be dealt with is an
important area of risk management for all casino operators. They should deal with the
issue in their policies, procedures and controls. As all operators are at risk of committing

the principal offences, it is advisable to consider these issues carefully before they arise in

practice.
8.44

For example, the casino operator may consider one transaction to be suspicious and report
it to the NCA as such, but may be less concerned that all of an individual's future
transactions are suspicious. In these circumstances, each transaction should be
considered on a case-by-case basis and reports made accordingly, and a defence
(appropriate consent) sought where necessary. Where subsequent reports are also made
after actual or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing has taken place or
appears to have taken place, the nominated officer is encouraged to keep records about
why reporting was delayed, and about why a defence (appropriate consent) was not
requested before the suspected money laundering or terrorist financing took place.

Applying for a defence
8.45

Where SAR Online is used and a defence (appropriate consent) is needed, this can be
done by ticking the 'consent requested' box. Alternatively, requests can be faxed to the
NCA UKFIU Consent Desk (see the NCA website www.nationalcrimeaqencyqov,uk). You
are advised to make it explicit in your report that you are seeking a defence (consent) from
the NCA.

8.46

Requests must be for a specified activity (or specified series of activities) and should not be
open-ended, such as seeking a defence (consent) to 'handle all business dealings or
transactions' relating to the subject of the request or the relevant account.
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8.47

The SAR requesting a defence (appropriate consent) should set out concisely:
» who is involved
• what and where the criminal property is and its value
when and how the circumstances arose and are planned to happen
»
why you have Knowledge or are suspicious.

8.48

The UKFIU Consent Desk applies the criteria set out in the Home Office Circular 029/2008
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002: Obligations to report money laundering - the consent regime
to each request for a defence (consent), carry out the necessary internal enquiries, and will
contact the appropriate law enforcement agency, where necessary, for a consent
recommendation. Once the NCA's decision has been reached, the disclosing nominated
officer will be informed of the decision by telephone, and be given a reference number,
which should be recorded. A formal letter from the NCA will follow.

8.49

Home Office Circular 029/2008 contains guidance on the operation of the consent regime
in POCA. It was issued to ensure consistency of practice on the part of law enforcement in
considering requests for consent under Part 7 of POCA. This was in response to concerns
from the financial services industry and other sectors and professions that decisions should
be taken in an effective and proportionate way, with due engagement with all participants.
The circular was formulated in agreement with key partner agencies and sets out the highlevel principles by which the law enforcement agencies should make decisions on consent,
and how these principles should be applied.

8.50

Although POCA provides that consent can be granted by a constable (which includes
authorised NCA officers) or a customs officer, there is a recognised need to ensure that the
practices of all law enforcement agencies are consistent in this area. Therefore, as a result
of the circular, the NCA operates as the national centre for all authorised disclosures and
also for the issue of decisions concerning the granting or refusal of a defence (consent). To
avoid confusion those making requests for a defence (consent) should route requests
through the NCA. The decision making process will consist of a collaborative effort
between the NCA and the other law enforcement agencies, with the latter providing a
recommendation to the NCA. While the final decision will be taken by the NCA, in most
cases it is likely to be based largely on the recommendation provided by the interested law
enforcement agency.

8.51

All requests for a defence (consent) are dealt with by the NCA on a case-by-case basis. It
may take the maximum of seven working days to deal with a defence (consent) request,
however, in most cases the NCA is able to respond to requests for a defence (consent)
within three days.146 Nominated officers should take this into account when deciding
whether it is practical and reasonable to request a defence (consent) prior to the
transaction or activity rather than making a report after the transaction or activity.

8.52

In the event that the NCA does not refuse a request for a defence (consent) within seven
working days (the notice period) following the working day after the report is made, the
casino operator may continue to transact with the customer. However, if the request for a
defence (consent) is refused within that period, the NCA can prevent the transaction or
activity for a further 31 calendar days (the moratorium period) from the day the request for
a defence (consent) is refused.

8.53

Once a matter has been appropriately reported to the NCA, the decision to proceed or not
to proceed with a transaction or arrangement remains with the casino operator. Even if a
defence (consent) is obtained from the NCA, the operator is not obliged to proceed with the
transaction or arrangement.

145

.
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8.54

Casino operators should note that a defence (consent) only applies in relation to individual
prohibited acts, and cannot provide cover to deal with a particular customer. Any
subsequent activity will require separate consideration and, if necessary, separate requests
for a defence from the NCA. Where a single money laundering offence consists of a course
of conduct, the NCA may give consent for a series of similar transactions over a specified
period. In cases where there is a range of different money laundering offences that may be
committed, such as acquiring (section 329(1)(a) of POCA) and transferring (section
327(1)(d) of POCA) criminal property, the NCA may give a single consent to that person
being concerned in an arrangement to facilitate acquisition and use under section 328(1) of
POCA.

8.55

The NCA's ability to grant a defence (consent) in such circumstances will depend on
having sufficient detail about the future course of activity or repeated transactions in order
to make an informed decision. This is considered on a case-by-case basis. It is not
possible for the NCA to give 'blanket' consent for a reporter to carry out all activity and
transactions on a suspicious account, individual or arrangement.

8.56

The NCA cannot give advice to nominated officers and casino operators in relation to the
specific circumstances where SARs should be submitted or the terms for requesting a
defence (appropriate consent). Comprehensive guidance on requesting a defence is
available on the NCA's website. We draw your attention, in particular, to the following NCA
publication: Requesting a defence from the NCA under POCA and TACTW.

Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote casinos
8.57

For the purposes of this section, 'British customer' is inferred to mean a customer who is
physically located in Great Britain when they use gambling facilities provided in reliance on
a remote casino licence issued by the Commission, regardless of their usual residential
address.

8.58

'Non-British customer' on the other hand means a customer who is not physically located in
Great Britain when they use gambling facilities provided in reliance on a remote casino
licence issued by the Commission, regardless of their usual residential address.

8.59

The Commission is aware that some remote casino operators not physically located in
Great Britain may be required by local law to report instances of known or suspected
money laundering activity by British customers to the FIU of the jurisdiction in which the
operator is situated, rather than the NCA.

8.60

Commission is of the view that remote casino operators should report suspicious activity to
the authorities in the area where the remote gambling equipment used in the specific

suspicious transaction is located. However, in relation to transactions concerning British

customers, it is the Commission's view that such reports should also be received by the
authorities in this jurisdiction.

Suspicious activity reporting
8.61

147

Where any of the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or
suspected to involve money laundering is located in Great Britain (as well as equipment
located in Northern Ireland), the known or suspected money laundering activity must be
reported to the NCA. Operators must provide the Commission with the unique reference
numbers allocated by the UKFIU of the NCA, for reports submitted by them, within five
working days of receipt thereof, in accordance with licence condition 15.2.1.

Available from www.nationalcrimeaqencvuov.uk
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8.62

Where the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or suspected
to involve money laundering is located outside Great Britain, but involves a British
customer, and the jurisdiction in which the equipment is located is not a member of the
Egmont Group (or the jurisdiction does not include gambling businesses under AML or
CTF legislation, or prohibits online gambling), the known or suspected money laundering
activity must be reported to the NCA. Operators must provide the Commission with the
unique reference numbers allocated by the UKFIU of the NCA, for reports submitted by
them, within five working days of receipt thereof, in accordance with licence condition
15.2.1.

8.63

In all other cases, the known or suspected money laundering activity must be reported to
the FIU of the jurisdiction in which the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction,
which is known or suspected to involve money laundering, is located. The relevant report
will then be shared with the NCA through the Egmont Group, where appropriate. Where

circumstances permit, operators should provide the Commission with the unique reference
numbers allocated by the applicable FIU, for reports concerning British customers, within
five days of receipt thereof.

8.64

These reporting requirements are summarised in the table below:
Customer

British or
Non-British

customer*
British

customer*

British or
Non-British
customer*

Location of
remote
gambling
equipment
Britain" or
Northern
Ireland
Outside
Britain"

Outside
Britain"

I

Member of Egmont
Group?

I

-

Report
suspicious
activity to

Unique reference numbers (URNs)

Yes

NCA

Operators should provide the Commission with
the URNs allocated by the NCA within five

No
Yes but domestic
FIU does not receive
gambling SARS
Country prohibits
online gambling
Yes

NCA

* See paragraphs 8.57 and 8.58

"

working days
Operators should provide the Commission with
the URNs allocated by the NCA within Ive
working days

Where circumstances permit, operators should
provide the Commission with the URNs
allocated by the FlU, for reports concerning
British customers, within five working days
Britain means England, Scotland and Wales
Domestic
FIU

Applying for a deface
8.65

Where remote casino operators wish to make use of the defences provided by sections
327(2)(a), 328(2)(a) and 329(2)(a) of POCA where they believe that, by proceeding with a
transaction with a British customer, they will be committing a prohibited act, they should
apply for a defence (appropriate consent), in accordance with section 335 of POCA, from
the NCA.148

Failing to report
8.66

148

149

POCA and the Terrorism Act create offences of failing to report suspicious activity'49.
Where a person fails to comply with the obligations to make disclosures to a nominated
officer and/or the NCA as soon as practicable after the information giving rise to the
knowledge or suspicion comes to the employee they are open to criminal prosecution. The
criminal sanction, under POCA or the Terrorism Act, is a prison term of up to five years,
and/or a fine.

See paragraphs 8.45 to 8.56.
Sections 330 and 331 of POCA, and section 19 of the Terrorism Act.
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8.67

For all failure to disclose offences under POCA, it will be necessary to prove that the
person or nominated officer either:
knows the identity of the money launderer or the whereabouts of the laundered
property
» believes the information on which the suspicion was based may assist in identifying
the money launderer or the whereabouts of the laundered property.15°

8.68

Casino operators and nominated officers, therefore, must comply with the reporting
requirements imposed on them by POCA and the Terrorism Act.

After a report has been made
8.69

When an enquiry is under investigation, the investigating officer may contact the nominated

8.70

The investigating officer will work closely with the nominated officer who will usually receive
direct feedback on the stage reached in the investigation. There may, however, be cases
when the nominated officer cannot be informed of the state of the investigation, either
because of the confidential nature of the enquiry, or because the case is being considered
by a court.

officer to ensure that he has all the relevant information which supports the original SAR.
This contact may also include seeking supplementary information or documentation from
the reporting operator and from other sources by way of a court order.

Tipping off, or prejudicing an investigation
8.71

Under section $33A of POCA a person in the regulated sector commits an offence if:
• the person discloses that he or another person has made a disclosure under Part 7
of POCA to a constable, an officer of Revenue or Customs, a nominated officer or a
member of staff of the NCA of information that came to that person in the course of
a business in the regulated sector
• the disclosure is likely to prejudice any investigation that might be conducted
following the disclosure referred to above
the information on which the disclosure is based came to the person in the course
of a business in the regulated sector.

.

.
..

A person also commits an offence under section $33A if:
the person discloses that an investigation into allegations that an offence under Part
7 of POCA has been committed, is being contemplated or is being carried out
the disclosure is likely to prejudice the investigation
the information on which the disclosure is based came to the person in the course
of a business in the regulated sector.
8.72

150

Under section 342 of POCA a person also commits an offence if the person:
• knows or suspects that an appropriate officer or, in Scotland, a proper person is
acting (or proposing to act) in connection with a confiscation investigation, a civil
recovery investigation, a detained cash investigation or a money laundering
investigation which is being or is about to be conducted
C
makes a disclosure which is likely to prejudice the investigation
• falsifies, conceals, destroys or otherwise disposes of, or causes or permits the
falsification, concealment, destruction or disposal of, documents which are relevant
to the investigation.

Sections $30(3A) and 331(3A) of POCA.
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8.73

Under POCA, a person does not falsify, conceal, destroy or otherwise dispose of, or cause
or permit the falsification, concealment, destruction or disposal of, documents which are
relevant to the investigation if the person:
does not know or suspect that the documents are relevant to the investigation
does not intend to conceal any facts disclosed by the documents from any
appropriate officer or (in Scotland) proper person carrying out the investigation.15'

..

8.74

POCA therefore, in this regard, contains separate offences of tipping off and prejudicing an
investigation. These offences are similar and overlapping, but there are also significant
differences between them. It is important for those working in the regulated sector to be
aware of the conditions for each offence. Each offence relates to situations where the
information on which the disclosure was based came to the person making the disclosure
in the course of a business in the regulated sector. The Terrorism Act contains similar
offences152. There are a number of disclosures which are permitted and that do not give
rise to these offences (permitted disclosures) - see paragraphs 8.65 to 8.67.

8.75

Once an internal or external report of suspicious activity has been made, it is a criminal
offence for anyone to release information that is likely to prejudice an investigation that
might be conducted following that disclosure. An offence is not committed if the person
does not know or suspect that the disclosure is likely to prejudice an investigation, or if the
disclosure is permitted under POCA or the Terrorism Act153. Reasonable enquiries of a
customer, conducted in a tactful manner, regarding the background to a transaction or
activity that is inconsistent with the normal pattern of activity is prudent practice, forms an
integral part of CDD measures and should not give rise to tipping off.

8.76

Where a confiscation investigation, a civil recovery investigation, a detained cash
investigation or a money laundering investigation is being, or is about to be, conducted, it is
a criminal offence for anyone to disclose this fact if that disclosure is likely to prejudice the
investigation. lt is also a criminal offence to falsify, conceal, destroy or otherwise dispose of
documents which are relevant to the investigation (or to cause or permit these offences). lt
is, however, a defence if the person does not know or suspect that disclosure is likely to
prejudice the investigation, or if the disclosure is permitted under POCA or the Terrorism
Act (see paragraphs 8.77 to 8.79).

8.77

An offence is not committed under POCA or the Terrorism Act if the disclosure is made to
the relevant supervisory authority (the Commission) for the purpose of:
• the detection, investigation or prosecution of a criminal offence in the UK or
elsewhere
an investigation under POCA
the enforcement of any order of a court under POCA.154

..

8.78

An employee, officer or partner of a casino operator does not commit an offence under
POCA or the Terrorism Act if the disclosure is to an employee, officer or partner of the
casino 0pe1'8t01'.155

8.79

A person does not commit an offence under POCA or the Terrorism Act if the person does
not know or suspect that the disclosure is likely to prejudice:
• any investigation that might be conducted following a disclosure
» an investigation into allegations that an offence under Part 7 of pocA or Part Ill of
the Terrorism Act has been committed, is being contemplated or is being carried
out'156

Section 342(6) of POCA.
Sections $1D and 39 of the Terrorism Act,
Section 342(3) of POCA and section 20 of the Terrorism Act.
154 Section $33D of POCA and section $1G of the Terrorism Act.
155 Section $33B of POCA and section 21 E of the Terrorism Act.
156 Section $33D of POCA and section $1G of the Terrorism Act.
15!

152
153
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8.80

The fact that a transaction is notified to the NCA before the event, and the NCA does not
refuse a request for a defence (consent) within seven working days following the day after
disclosure is made, or a restraint order is not obtained within the moratorium period, does
not alter the position so far as 'tipping off is concerned.

8.81

This means that a casino operator:
• cannot, at the time, tell a customer that a transaction is being delayed because a
report is awaiting a defence (consent) from the NCA
• cannot, later, tell a customer that a transaction or activity was delayed because a
report had been made under POCA or the Terrorism Act, unless law enforcement
or the NCA agrees, or a court order is obtained permitting disclosure
• cannot tell the customer that law enforcement is conducting an investigation.

8.82

The judgement in K v Nat vest [2006] EWCA Civ 1039 confirmed the application of these
provisions. The judgement in this case also dealt with the issue of suspicion stating that the

'The existence of suspicion is a subjective fact. There is no legal requirement that there
should be reasonable grounds for the suspicion. The relevant bank employee either
suspects or he does not. If he does suspect, he must (either himself or through the Bank's
nominated officer) inform the authorities.' It was further observed that the 'truth is that
Parliament has struck a precise and workable balance of coniiicting interests in the 2002
Act. The Court appears to have approved of the seven and 31 day scheme and said that in
relation to the limited interference with private rights that this scheme entails 'many people
would think that a reasonable balance has been struck. A copy of the judgement is
available on the NCA website (www.nationalcrimeaqency.qov.uk).
8.83

The existence of a SAR cannot be revealed to any customer of the casino at any time,
whether or not a defence (consent) has been requested. However, there is nothing in
POCA which prevents casino operators from making normal enquiries about customer
transactions in order to help remove any concerns about the transaction and enable the
operator to decide whether to proceed with the transaction. These enquiries will only
constitute tipping off if the operator discloses that a SAR has been made to the NCA or a
nominated officer, or that a money laundering investigation is being carried out or is being
contemplated.

8.84

The combined effect of these two offences is that one or other of them can be committed
before or after a disclosure has been made.

8.85

The offence of money laundering, and the duty to report under POCA, apply in relation to
the proceeds of any criminal activity, wherever conducted, including abroad, that would
constitute an offence if it took place in the UK. A person does not commit an offence where
it is known or believed on reasonable grounds that the conduct occurred outside the UK;
and the conduct was not criminal in the country where it took place. However, if the
criminal activity would constitute an offence in the UK if committed here and would be
punishable by imprisonment for a maximum term in excess of twelve months then the
defence does not apply except if the offence is an offence under section 23 or 25 of the

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

8.86

There is also a specific offence of failure to disclose terrorist financing which was added to
the Terrorism Act through the Anti-terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001. This offence is
limited to the regulated sector, which includes casinos. The offence can be committed if a
person forms knowledge or suspicion of terrorist financing or reasonable grounds for
suspecting terrorist financing, during the course of working for a casino, but does not make
a report. Guidance issued by the Commission and approved by HM Treasury must be
taken into consideration by any court considering whether this offence has been
committed 157.

157

Sections 330 and 331 of POCA and Regulation 86(2)
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Interaction with customers
8.87

Normal customer enquiries will not, in the Commission's view, amount to tipping off or
prejudicing an investigation under POCA, unless you know or suspect that a SAR has
already been submitted and that an investigation is current or impending and make the

enquiries of the customer in a way that it discloses those facts. Indeed, such customer
enquiries are likely to be necessary not only in relation to money laundering but also in
connection with social responsibility duties (for example, problem gambling). In regard to
this offence, counter or frontline staff may not be aware that the nominated officer has
submitted a SAR to the NCA. Reasonable and tactful enquiries regarding the background
activity that is inconsistent with the customer's normal pattern of activity
forms an integral part of CDD measures (and may be driven by social
rymicerns) and should not give rise to tipping off or the prejudicing of an
8.88

If patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money laundering, or
even to actual knowledge of money laundering, casino operators should seriously consider
whether they wish to allow the customer to continue using their gaming facilities. If a casino
operator wishes to terminate a customer relationship, and provided this is handled
sensitively, there will be low risk of tipping off or prejudicing an investigation. However, if
the decision has been made to terminate the relationship and there is a remaining
suspicion of money laundering with funds to repatriate, consideration should be given to
asking for a defence (appropriate consent).

8.89

In circumstances where a law enforcement agency requests a casino operator to continue
trading with a customer as they conduct further investigations, the operator is advised to
record the factors considered when agreeing or declining to do so (for example, the risks of
participating in such activity, assurances provided by law enforcement, possible money
laundering offences, relevant timescales provided, the gravity of the offences being
investigated and the purpose of the request), and how this may change the management of
risks to the licensing objectives. Given the casino operator's heightened exposure to risk, it
is advisable for the operator to ask for confirmation in writing of such requests from law
enforcement. The operator should also continue to submit SARs and/or seek a defence
(consent) from the NCA if they decide to persist with a business relationship with such
customers.
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Figure 1: Risk-based approach

Note:
Casino operators should undertake risk assessments of each premises and
each remote site and;
(a) look at the average droplwtn per customer, and
(b) risk assess each customer.
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Figure 2: Customer due diligence
Threshold model

Customer not known to the
operator

'1=

I

s

On entry model

Notes:
1. 0 perator to be reasonably satisfied that the customer is who they claim to be.
2. The requirement applies to an operator, motto each premises.
3. Identification: Name, plus residential address or date of birth.

4. Verification: Documents or electronically.
5. Records ofCDD to be kept for five years from the end of the business
relationship or last visit to the premises run by the operator.
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Figure 3: Determining when the threshold is reached (nonremote casinos) - tokens and gaming machines
Purchase or
exchange of tokens

Payment for use of
gaming machines

Notes:
1. A customer could spend €1800 on tokens and a further €1800 in a gaming
machine and not reach the threshold.
2. Risk-based approach operator analysis of spending behaviours at each

-

premises and an objective assessment made of the likelihood of customers
reaching either threshold. Measures then put in place need to capture all
customers likely to hit either threshold.
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Figure 4: Determining when the threshold is reached (nonremote casinos) - casino account
Depositing or withdrawing
casino account funds

Note:
Risk-based approach - operator analysis of spending behaviours at each
premises and an objective assessment made oflhe likelih 00d of customers
reaching the threshold. Measures then put in place need to capture all customers
likely to hit the threshold,
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Figure 5: Determining when the threshold is reached
(remote casinos)

Payment to remote casino or
withdrawal of fundslwinnings

Note:

-

Risk-based approach operator analysis of spending behaviours and an objective
assessment made of the likelihood of customers reaching the threshold,
Measures then put in place need to capture all customers likely to hit the
threshold.
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Figure 6:

Note:

Operators should devise and implement a clear and articulated policy and
procedure for ensuring all relevant employees are aware of their legal obligations
in respect of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing.
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Figure

Reasonable grounds to suspect (objective test)
v

II
-*
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Figure 8: Knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or
terrorist financing (subjective test)
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Figure 9 Defence under POCA or Terrorism Act

I
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I
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Figure 10: Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote casinos

Is the customer
located in Britain?

No
Where is the
remote gambling
equipment
located?

v
Outside Britain

Yes
Where is the
remote gambling
equipment
located?

n

v

Britain or
N Ireland

lou¢siae Britain

|

Is the country a
member of the
Egmont group?

n

V

Report to
domestic FIU

or
Report to the NCA 4

_J

Provide Gambling
Commission with NCA
unique reference number

A) Country is
Egmont member,
but gambling is
exoiuded from
domestic reporting
B) Country
prohibits remote
gambling
C) Country is not
Egmont member

Country is Egmont
member

Report to
domestic FIU

Provide Gambling
Commission with domestic
FIU unique reference
number (where available)
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Annex A - Glossary of terms
AML

Anti-money laundering.

Beneficial ownership

Beneficial ownership is enjoyed by anyone who has the benefits of
ownership of property, but does not apparently own the asset itself.
The term is defined in the Regulations.

Business relationship

A business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer, which is expected to have an
element of duration.

Business-to-business

A term used to describe commerce transactions between
businesses, or the exchange of products, services or information
between businesses. In other words, it is business which is
conducted between firms, rather than between firms and consumers
(or customers).

Casino operators

Firms holding a casino operating licence issued by the Commission.

Criminal spend

In the context of gambling, the use of the proceeds of crime to fund
gambling as a leisure activity (also known as lifestyle spend).

CTF

Countering terrorist financing.

Customer tracking

The process of capturing drop and win data for a customer.

Droplwin figures

Data recorded by casinos that covers the total value of chips
purchased as well as the total loss or win for a customer over a 24hour period.

Money laundering

The process by which criminal or 'dirty' money is Iegitimised or made
'clean', including any action taken to conceal, arrange, use or
possess the proceeds of any criminal conduct. Defined in section
340 of POCA.

Non-remote casinos

Casinos licensed to operate commercial casino premises.

Operators

Firms holding an operating licence issued by the Commission.

PFL

Personal functional licence.

POCA

The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, which is intended to reduce money
laundering and the profitability of organised crime through the use of
tools such as asset recovery.

PML

Personal management licence.

Proceeds of crime

Property from which a person benefits directly or indirectly, by being
party to criminal activity, for example, stolen money, money from
drug dealing or property stolen in a burglary or robbery.

Remote casinos

Casinos licensed to offer casino games by means of remote
communication.
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SAR

A suspicious activity report - the means by which suspicious activity
relating to possible money laundering or the financing of terrorism is
reported to the NCA under POCA or the Terrorism Act.

Source of funds

Where the funds, money or cash to finance the transaction come
from.

Supervisory authorities

Supervisory authorities, which are listed in regulation 7 of the
Regulations. The Commission is the supervisory authority for
casinos.

The Act

The Gambling Act 2005.

The Commission

The Gambling Commission.

The NCA

The National Crime Agency, which became operational in October
2013. It is a crime-fighting agency with national and international
reach that works in partnership with other law enforcement
organisations to cut serious and organised crime. The NCA is the
organisation to which suspicious activity is reported.

The Regulations

The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017.

The Terrorism Act

The Terrorism Act 2000.

Third country

A country which is outside the European Union.

UKFIU

The United Kingdom Financial Intelligence Unit, which is the unit
within the NCA that operates the disclosure regime for money
laundering.

March 2018

making gambling fairer and safer
vwvw.gamblingcommission.gov.uk
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Finalised guidance

Executive Summary

1

Legislative Background

1.1

In March 2017, we consulted on guidance in connection with politically exposed persons
('PEPs') under section $33U of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (section
$33U'). Section $33U contained a duty on the FCA to issue guidance in connection with
PEPs prior to the coming into force of regulations transposing the fourth money
laundering directive or any subsequent EU measures.

1.2

However, as of 6 July 2017, section $33U has yet to be commenced. We now have a
duty under regulation 48(1) of the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of
Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (`the Regulations') to issue guidance
about the enhanced customer due diligence measures in respect of PEPs. In addition,
under the Regulations it says that "the duty to issue guidance under section $33U does
not apply to the extent that that duty is otherwise satisfied as a result of guidance issued
by us under the Regulations".

1.3

Accordingly, we issue this guidance under regulation 48(1) of the Regulations and in
doing so consider that we will have satisfied the duty under section $33U when this
provision is commenced. We have decided not to consult again on this guidance as the
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substance of the guidance has already been consulted on and so no useful purpose would
served to consult on it again.

1.4

We have made a number of amendments to the draft during the consultation period. The
EU is currently negotiating targeted amendments to the 4th Money Laundering Directive
and the final text may impact this guidance. Alongside the guidance, we are publishing a
feedback statement.

Summary of the Guidance

1.5

The FCA expects that firms take appropriate but proportionate measures in meeting

their financial crime obligations. The MLRs set out that all firms must apply a risk
sensitive approach to identifying PEPs and then applying enhanced due diligence
measures. The legislation and guidance clarifies that a case by case basis is required
with the risk assessed of individual PEPs rather than applying a generic approach to all
PEPs.
1.6

The guidance provides clarity on how firms should apply the definitions of a PEP in the
MLRs in a UK context. This includes providing that firms should only treat those in the UK
who hold truly prominent positions as PEPs and not to apply the definition to local
government, more junior members of the senior civil service or anyone other than the
most senior military officials. As such it is unlikely in practice that a large number of UK
customers should be treated as PEPs.

1.7

Even where a UK customer does meet the definition of PEP because of the position they
hold- or another country assessed as having similarly transparent anti-corruption
regimes- a firm is required to recognise the lower risk of such customer s and apply the
guidance on measures they can take in lower risk situations to meet their EDD
obligations.

1.8

The guidance does, however, require firms to apply more stringent approaches where the
customer is assessed as having a greater risk. In those circumstances firms will need to
take further steps to verify information about the customer and the proposed business
relationship. This is in line with the FCA's financial crime guidance to date where the
focus has been on managing higher risk PEP relationships.
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2

Final guidance

Introduction

2.1

This guidance is aimed at any institution that has its anti-money laundering systems and
controls overseen by the FCA? It discusses how they can meet their obligations when
opening new relationships or monitoring existing relationships. It applies only to business
relationships undertaken in the course of business in the UK.

2.2

The Financial Ombudsman Service will consider complaints from PEPs, their family
members or close associates - and will take the guidance into account when deciding
what is fair and reasonable in all the circumstances of a complaint.

2.3

This guidance has not been approved by Treasury under Regulation 35(4)(b) and
sections 330 & 331 of the Proceeds of Crime Act. However, Regulation 35)(4)(b)(i) states
that firms may take into account any guidance that has been issued by the FCA.

2.4

In this guidance, where we are interpreting rather than restating legal obligations, this is
shown in italics.

2.5

Firms should only take additional measures beyond this guidance where:

•

this is justified on the basis of their risk assessment
risk factors are associated with that customer unrelated to their position or
connection to a PEP

Why do PEPs, family members of PEPs or known close associates of PEPs pose a
risk?
2.6

PEPS (as well as their families and persons known to be close associates) are required to
be subject to enhanced scrutiny by firms subject to the Regulations. This is because
international standards issued by the Financial Action Taskforce (FATF) recognise that a
PEP may be in a position to abuse their public office for private gain and a PEP may use
the financial system to launder the proceeds of this abuse of office. As FATF says 'these
requirements are preventive (not criminal) in nature, and should not be interpreted as
stigmatising PEPs as such being involved in criminal activity'.2

2.7

It is because of their function that a person becomes a PEP and is required to be subject
to enhanced scrutiny by firms.

1

2

Regulation 7(1)(a) of the Regulations sets out who we supervise,

www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/Guidance-PEP-Rec12-22.pdf
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2.8

Likewise, a PEP's family or close associates may also benefit from, or be used to
facilitate, abuse of public funds by the PEP. It is as a result of this connection that family
and known close associates are required to be subject to greater scrutiny. Family and
close associates are not themselves PEPs solely as a result of their connection to a PEP.
What are firms' obligations under the Regulations?

2.9

2.10

The Regulations require firms to have in place appropriate risk-management systems and
procedures to determine whether a customer or the beneficial owner of a customer is a
PEP (or a family member or a known close associate of a PEP) and to manage the risks
arising from the firm's relationship with those customers. This includes where a PEP,
family member or close associate is operating via an intermediary or introducer (this may
include others in the regulated sector such as banking staff lawyers, estate agents etc).
There are many legitimate reasons for doing so (eg a solicitor acting in a property
transaction). In these situations, and in line with FATF guidance, we expect Firms to
understand as part of their due diligence why a PEP, family member or close associate is
using such an arrangement and use that as part of their assessment of risk.
The Regulations state3 that in determining whether these systems and procedures are
appropriate, a firm should refer to:
Its own risk assessment of the money laundering/terrorist financing risks it is
subject to. The FCA's financial crime guide4 contains guidance on our expectations
of risk assessments in relation to overall Financial crime (Box 2.3) and specifically

money laundering (Box 3.3).

An assessment of the extent to which the risk would be increased by a business
relationship with a PEP, family member or close associate. The FCA would expect
that this is a case-by-case assessment and not an automatic assessment that a
relationship creates a high risk of money laundering .
Any information provided by the FCA. This will include the FCA's publication
'Financial Crime: a guide for firms', thematic reviews, speeches on financial crime
issues or enforcement action and the FCA's annual AML report.

2.11

The FCA expects Firms to make use of information that is reasonably available to them in
identifying PFPs, family members or known close associates. This could include the
following:

•
•

3
4
5

6

Public domain information such as websites of parliaments and governments,
reliable news sources and work by reputable pressure groups focused on
corruption risk such as Transparency International or Global Witness. Firms should
use a variety of sources where possible.
Reliable Public Registers - in the UK this includes Companies House's register of
companies and persons of significant control (PSC)5 and those maintained by the
Electoral Commission. 6

Regulation 35(2)
wvvw.handbook.fca.orq.uk/handbook/FCIIink/?view=chaDter
https://beta.companieshouse.clov,uk/
http://search.electoralcommission.orq.uk/
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•

In line with the nature and size of the Firm, it may choose, but is not required, to

use commercial databases that contain lists of PEPs, family members and known

close associates. A Firm choosing to use such lists would need to understand how
such databases are populated and will need to ensure that those flagged by the
system fall within the del7nition of a PEP, family member or close associate as set
out in the Regulations and this guidance.

2.12

Where a firm has identified that a customer (or beneficial owner of a customer) does
meet the definition of a PEP (or a family member or known close associate of a PEP), a
firm must7 assess the level of risk associated with that customer and, as a result of that
assessment, the extent to which enhanced due diligence measures need to be carried
out.8 The risk factors set out in this guidance will help firms to consider relevant factors
when meeting these obligations. A Firm's assessment9 and its decision to apply relevant
enhanced due diligence measures" need to be clearly documented.

2.13

The FCA expects that a Firm will not decline or close a business relationship with a person
merely because that person meets the definition of a PEP (or of a family member or
known close associate of a PEP). A firm may, after collecting appropriate information"
and completing its assessment,12, conclude the risks posed by a customer are higher
than they can effectively mitigate; only in such cases will it be appropriate to decline or
close that relationship.

2.14

If, having assessed the risk associated with the customer and decided on an appropriate
level of enhanced due diligence measures in line with this guidance, a Firm is unable to
apply those measures, a Firm needs to comply with the requirement" not to establish, or
to terminate, a business relationship.

2.15

Where a firm proposes to have, or to continue, a business relationship with a PEP, family
member or known close associate of a PEP, they are required" to:
Have approval from senior management for establishing or continuing the
business relationship with that person. For these purposes, senior management is
to be, as a minimum, the person holding the CF11/SMF17 Money Laundering
Reporting Officer role. In any case identified as one where there is a high risk of
money laundering or terrorist Financing,15, it may be appropriate to seek approval
from the person with overall responsibility for the firms policies and procedures
for countering the risk that the firm might be used to further financial crime; for
Firms subject to the Senior Management Regime, this will be the person with that
prescribed responsibility. But firms should note that in lower risk situations signoff may be at a lower level as set out further on in this guidance.

7

See Regulation 35(3) of the MLRs

8 As

set out in Regulation 33(4) and (5)
Regulation 35(3)(a)
10 See Regulation 35(3)(b)
l
In accordance with Regulation 35(3)(b)
12 Under Regulation 35(3)(a)
13 See Regulation 31(1) (b) and (c)
14 See Regulation 35(5)
15 Per the assessment in Regulation 35(3)(a)
9 See
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•

Take adequate measures to establish the customer's source of wealth and source
of funds relevant to the proposed business relationship or transaction. Adequate
measures will vary according to the risks assessed 16 depending on the nature of
the relationship/transaction, with greater measures to clarify source of wealth and
source of funds required for unusual or unexpected transactions, while for lower
risk products or relationships, reliance might be placed on funds coming from
credit or Financial institution.17 We set out our expectations further in this
guidance.
Once the business relationship is entered into, conducting enhanced ongoing
monitoring of the business relationship with that person. The nature and extent of
this monitoring will depend on the risk assessment. 18

Who should be treated as a PEP?
2.16

PEPs are defined" as individuals entrusted with prominent public functions, including :
heads of state, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers

members of parliament or of similar legislative bodies - similar legislative bodies
include regional governments in federalised systems and devolved
administrations, including the Scottish Executive and Welsh Assembly, where such
bodies have some form of executive decision-making powers. It does not include
local government in the UK but it may, where higher risks are assessed, be
appropriate to do so in other countries.
members of the governing bodies of political parties - the FCA considers that this
only applies to political pa/*ties who have some representation in a national or
supranational Parliament or similar legislative body as defined above. The extent
of who should be considered a member of a governing body of a political party will
vary according to the constitution of the parties, but will generally only apply to
the national governing bodies where a member has signi17cant executive power
(eg over the selection of candidates or distribution of significant party funds).
members of supreme courts, of constitutional courts or of any judicial body the

decisions of which are not subject to further appeal except in exceptional
circumstances - in the UK this means only judges of the Supreme Court; Firms
should not treat any other member of the judiciary as a PEP and only apply EDD
measures where they have assessed additional risks."
members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks
ambassadors, charges d'affaires and high-ranking officers in the armed forces the FCA considers this is only necessary where those holding these offices on
behalf of the UK government are at Permanent Secretary/Deputy Permanent
Secretary level, or hold the equivalent military rank (eg Vice Admiral, Lieutenant
General, Air Marshal or senior)
members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of Stateowned enterprises - the FCA considers that this only applies to for prost
enterprises where the state has ownership of greater than 50% or where
information reasonably available points to the state having control over the
activities of such enterprises
directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an
international organisation - the FCA considers that international organisations
In accordance with Regulation 35(3)(a)
Where this meets the requirements of Regulation 37(3)(a)(iii)
18 Regulation 35(3)
19 Regulation 35(12)(a)
20 In accordance with Regulation 33
16

17
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only includes international public organisations such as the UN and NATO. The

Government made clear in their consultation of 15 March 2017 that they do not
intend this definition to extend to international sporting federations.

2.17

The definition of a 'prominent public function' will vary according to the nature of the
function held by a person. The FCA would expect firms to understand the nature of the
position held and whether the function gives rises to the risk of large-scale abuse of
position. If a position is held in a country assessed as being at a lower risk of large-sca/e
corruption (because of the system and checks and balances in place that reduce the
threat) then only those with true executive power should be considered to hold a
prominent public function. In the UK, it will not normally be necessary to treat public
servants below Permanent or Deputy Permanent Secretary as having a prominent public

function.
2.18

The regulations exclude from the definition of a PEP those who are junior or midranking'. 21 In those cases it will normally only be necessary to meet the obligations to
undertake customer due diligence." However, a Firm should be alive to the potential that
middle ranking and more junior officials could act on behalf of a PEP when assessing the
overall risks a customer might present, where it assesses there might be a risk, a firm
should consider what additional measures it needs to take. 23 This includes any
transaction or business relationship established in a high-risk third country.24

2.19

If a person who is a PEP is no longer entrusted with a prominent public function, that
person should continue to be subject to risk-based enhanced due diligence" for a period
of at least 12 months after the date they ceased to be entrusted with that public
function. Firms may apply measures for a longer period to address risks of money
laundering or terrorist financing in relation to that person," but the FCA consider this will
only be necessary in the cases of PEPs where a Firm has assessed that PEP as posing a
higher risk.

2.20

Firms should note that the Regulations" explicitly state that they cannot apply these
measures to those who were not a PEP under the Money Laundering Regulations 2007 ( j e
those who held a prominent public position in the UK (such as a former MP, retired
member of the House of Lords or a former UK ambassador) where they ceased that office
prior to 26 June 2017).

Who should be considered a family member?

21 Regulation 35(12)(a)
22 As required by Regulation

28
Under Regulation 3311)
24 Regulation 33(1)(b)- 'high-risk third country' in this guidance has the same meaning as in that regulation
25 In accordance with the MLRs and this guidance
26 Regulation 35(9)(b)
27 Regulation 35(10)

23
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2.21

Family members of a PEP are defined as including:2*'

•
•
•

spouse, or civil partner
children and their spouses or civil partner
parents

2.22

This is not an exhaustive list. The FCA considers that this def7nition also includes brothers
and sisters of a PEP.

2.23

Firms should take a proportionate and risk-based approach to the treatment of family
members who do not fall into this definition. A corrupt PEP may use members of their
wider family to launder the proceeds of corruption on his/her behalf. It may be
appropriate to include a wider circle of family members (such as aunts and uncles) in
cases where a firm has assessed a PEP to pose a higher risk. This would not apply in
relation to lower risk PEPs. In low-risk situations, a 17rm should not apply any EDD
measures to someone who is not within the definition above and should apply normal
customer due diligence measures. 29 A family member of a PEP is not a PEP themselves
purely as a consequence of being associated with a PEP.

2.24

A PEP must 30 be treated as a PEP after he or she leaves office for at least 12 months,
depending on risk. This does not apply to family members, who should be treated as
ordinary customers, subject to customer due diligence obligations" from the point that
the PEP leaves office. The FCA considers a family member of a former PEP should not be
subject to enhanced due diligence measures unless this is justified by the Firm's
assessment of other risks posed by that customer. The ESA guidelines set out factors
that might point to potential higher risk. 32

People who are 'known to be close associates' of a PEP

2.25

A 'known close associate' of a PEP is defined" as including :

•

an individual known to have joint beneficial ownership of a legal entity or a legal
arrangement or any other close business relationship with a politically exposed
person

an individual who has sole beneficial ownership of a legal entity or a legal
arrangement that is known to have been set up for the benefit of a PEP

2.26

A known close associate of a PEP is not a PEP themselves purely as a consequence of
being associated with a PEP.

Do all PEPs pose the same risk?

za Regulation 35(12)(b)
Regulation 28
30 Regulation 35(9)
31 Regulation 28

29

SzhNpsz//www.eba.euroDa.eu/-/esas-Dublish-amI-cH-quidelines
33

Regulation 35(12)(¢(
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2.27

No - the risk of such corruption will differ between PEPs. We expect 17/'ms to take a
differentiated approach that considers the risks an individual PEP poses based on an
assessment of:

•
•
•
•
2.28

the prominent public functions the PEP holds
the nature of the proposed business relationship
the potential for the product to be misused for the purposes of corruption
any other relevant factors the firm has considered in its risk assessment."

This guidance discusses how firms may differentiate between PEPs. In this guidance, we
use the terms 'lower risk'and 'higher risk' to recognise that firms are required to apply
Enhanced Due Diligence on a risk-sensitive basis. 35 An overall risk assessment will
consider all risk factors that a customer may present and come to a holistic view of what
measures should be taken to comply. No one risk factor set out below means a customer
should automatically be treated as posing a higher risk; it is necessary to consider all
features of the customer.

What are some indicators that a PEP might pose a lower risk?

2.29

In the FCA°s view, the following indicators suggest a PEP poses a lower risk:

Lower risk indicators - Droduct
The customer is seeking access to a product the Firm has assessed to pose a lower risk.
This will include products assessed as low risk by the Firm to which it applies simplified

due diligence measures."
Lower risk indicators

- qeoaranhical

A PEP who is entrusted with a prominent public function in the UK should be treated as
low risk, unless a firm has assessed that other risk factors not linked to their position as
a PEP mean they pose a higher risk. Regulation 18 and the risk factors guidance
produced by the European Supervisory Authorities set out factors that might point to
potential higher risk.
A PEP may also pose a lower risk if they are entrusted with a prominent public function
by a country where information available to the Firm shows that it has the following
characteristics:
associated with low levels of corruption
political stability, and free and fair elections
strong state institutions
credible anti-money laundering defences
a free press with a track record for probing official misconduct

an independent judiciary and a criminal justice system free from political
interference
a track record for investigating political corruption and taking action against

wrongdoers
34
35

36

Required by regulation 18
Regulation 35
Regulation 37
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•
•

•

strong traditions of audit within the public sector

legal protections for whistleblowers

Wei/-deve/oped registries for ownership of land, companies and equities

Lower risk indicators - personal and professional

A PEP may pose a lower risk if they:
are subject to rigorous disclosures requirements (such as registers of interests,
independent oversight of expenses)

does not have executive decision-making responsibilities (eg an opposition MP or
an MP of the party in government but with no ministerial office)
What are indicators that a PEP might pose a higher risk?
2.30

In the FCA's view, the following indicators suggest a PEP poses a higher risk:
Higher risk indicator

-

product

The firm's risk assessment Hards the product or relationship a PEP is seeking is capable of
being misused to launder the proceeds of large-scale corruption.
Higher risk indicators

- qeoqraohical

A PEP may pose a greater risk if they are entrusted with a prominent public function in a
country that is considered to have a higher risk of corruption. In coming to this
conclusion, a Firm should have regard to whether, based on information available, the
country has the following characteristics:

•
•
•

•

associated with high levels of corruption
political instability
weak state institutions
weak anti-money laundering defences
armed conflict

•
• non-democratic forms of government
• widespread organised criminality
• a political economy dominated by a small number of

people/entities with close

links to the state

lacking a free press and where legal or other measures constrain journalistic

•

in vestigation
a criminal justice system vulnerable to political interference
lacking expertise and skills related to book-keeping, accountancy and audit,
particularly in the public sector
law and culture antagonistic to the interests of whistleblowers
weaknesses in the transparency of registries of ownership for companies, land and
equities
human rights abuses

Higher risk indicators

- Dersona/ and professional

The following characteristics might suggest a PEP is higher risk:

Financial Conduct Authority
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•

personal wealth or lifestyle inconsistent with known legitimate sources of income
or wealth; if a country has laws that do not generally permit the holding of a
foreign bank account, a bank should satisfy itself that the customer has authority
to do so before opening an account

• credible allegations of financial misconduct (eg facilitated, made, or accepted
•
•

bribes)
responsibility for, or able to influence, large public procurement exercises,
particularly where procurement is not subject to competitive tender, or otherwise

lacks transparency
is responsible for, or able to influence, allocation of scarce government licenses
such as mineral extraction concessions or permission for significant construction
projects.

What are some indicators that a PEP's family or known close associates pose a
lower risk?

2.31

A family member or close associate of a politically exposed person may pose a lower risk
if the PEP themselves poses a lower risk. To clarify, the FCA expects family or known
close associates of UK PEPs to be treated as lower risk unless there are circumstances to
suggest otherwise.
What are some indicators that a PEP's family or known close associates pose a
higher risk?

2.32

The following characteristics might suggest a family member or close associates of a
politically exposed person poses a higher risk:
wealth derived from the granting of government licences (such as mineral

extraction concessions, licence to act as a monopoly provider of services, or

•
•

permission for significant construction projects)
wealth derived from preferential access to the privatisation of former state assets
wealth derived from commerce in industry sectors associated with high-barriers to
entry or a lack of competition, particularly where these barriers stem from law,
regulation or other government policy

• wealth or lifestyle inconsistent with known legitimate sources of income or wealth
• credible allegations of Financial misconduct (eg facilitated, made, or accepted
bribes)

• appointment

to a public ofi7ce that appears inconsistent with personal merit

What measures should firms take when they identify a customer is a PEP, or a
family member or known close associate of a PEP?
2.33

The following measures are taken where a customer meets the definition of a PEP, or a
family member or known close associate of a PEP: 37

•

37

obtain senior management approval for establishing or continuing business
relationships with such persons
take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds
that are involved in business relationships or transactions with such persons
conduct enhanced, ongoing monitoring of those business relationships

See Regulation 35
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2.34

The nature and extent of this due diligence should be appropriate to the risk that the firm
has assessed in relation to the customer. A Firm should apply more extensive measures
for relationships assessed as high risk and less extensive measures for lower risk
customers.
What measures may firms take in lower risk situations?

2.35

In the FCA's view, in lower risk situations a Firm may take the following measures:

•

•

Seek to make no enquiries of a PEP's family or known close associates except
those necessary to establish whether such a relationship does exist.
Take less intrusive and less exhaustive steps to establish the source of wealth and
source of funds of PEPs, family members or known close associates of a PEP; for
example, only use information already available to the institution (such as
transaction records or publicly available information) and do not make further
inquiries of the individual unless anomalies arise. It is necessary to seek source of
wealth information but in all lower risk cases, especially when dealing with
products that carry a lower risk of laundering the proceeds of corruption, Firms
should minimise the amount of information they collect and how they verify the
information provided (for example, via information sources it has available).
Oversight and approval of the relationship takes place at a level less senior than
board of director level. For lower risk situations, this can be the MLRO.
A business relationship with a PEP or a PEP°s family and close associates is subject
to less frequent formal review than if was considered high risk(for example, only
where it is necessary to update customer due diligence information or where the
customer requests a new service or product).

What measures may firms take in higher risk situations?
2.36

In the FCAS view, in higher risk situations a firm may take the following measures:

I

take more intrusive and exhaustive steps to establish the source of wealth and
source of funds of PEPs, family members or known close associates of a PEP
oversight and approval of the relationship takes place at a more senior level of
management

• a business relationship with a PEP (or a PEP's family and close associates) is
subject to more frequent and thorough formal review as to whether the business
relationship should be maintained
Long-term insurance contracts

2.37

Firms that provide a customer with a contract of long-term insurance are required to
have reasonable measures to determine whether the beneficiaries of the insurance policy
or the beneficial owner of a beneficiary of such an insurance policy are a PEP or family
members/known close associates of a PEP. This needs to be done before any payment is
made under the insurance policy whether the benefit of the insurance policy is assigned
in whole or in part from a PEP or a family member or known close associate of a PEP to
another person (and vice versa).38

2.38

As with other measures, the nature and extent of the reasonable measures a firm should
take will be driven by the overall money laundering or terrorist Financing risks a Firms

38

See Regulation 35(6) and (7)
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who offers this type of product has assessed in its risk assessment39and the extent to
which a PEP or known close associate/family using such a product raises the risk.
Information on the nature of ML/TF risk is available via the UK's National Risk
Assessment, ESA guidelines and other information sources. It will also depend on the
nature of the life insurance product (for example, the cost of the premiums for the
product, or if it can be redeemed or cashed out).

Beneficial owners of legal entities who are PEPs
2.39

Firms should identify when a PEP is a benel7cial owner4° of a customer. It does not
require that a legal entity should be treated as a PEP just because a PEP might be a
bene17cial owner.

2.40

Once a firm is satisfied that a PEP is a beneficial owner then, in line with the risk-based
approach, they should assess the risks posed by the involvement of that PEP and, after
making this assessment, firms should apply appropriate measures in accordance with this
guidance. These could range from applying customer due diligence measures in cases
where the PEP is just a Figurehead for an organisation (this will vary according to the
circumstances of each entity but could be the case even if they sit on the board,
including as a non-executive director) through to applying EDD measures, according to
the risk assessed in line with this guidance where it is apparent the PEP has significant
control or the ability to use their own funds in relation to the entity.

2.41

39
40

Where a PEP is a beneficial owner of a corporate customer, then a Firm should not
automatically treat other beneficial owners/shareholders of the customer as a PEP or
known close associate under the Regulations, but may do so having assessed the
relationship based on information available to the firm.

Required by Regulation 18
'beneficial owner' has the meaning set out in Regulation 5(1)
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INTERACTIVE GAMING ACTIVITY

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. gaming industry is one of the most
heavily regulated and controlled business sectors
across the globe. In addition to comprehensive
and stringent state gaming regulations, most U.S.
gaming operations are also subject to federal antimoney laundering (AML) requirements.
The modern casino is an entertainment venue that
offers its patrons highly regulated gaming, often
combined with hotels, multiple dining options and
live entertainment. To facilitate gaming activity,
casinos ordinarily provide some financial services
to their patrons. Although the vast majority of
patrons visit casinos for entertainment, leisure and
diversion, those engaged in illegal activity may
attempt to use the casino’s financial services to
conceal or transfer illicit wealth.

This document is not intended to be a checklist of
actions required of every casino and should not be
applied arbitrarily to any individual situation, or
on a blanket basis.
AML programs are risk-based, and casinos
have different risk profiles, so individual
casinos will have good reasons for departing
from or modifying a procedure in this
document, or for developing supplemental
or alternative procedures, including
appropriate approvals and documentation
of decision-making.
Moreover, in some instances, industry practices
may go beyond a legal requirement established by
statute or regulation, so this document should not
be considered a guide to those legal requirements.

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION

To safeguard the integrity of the casino industry and the
U.S. financial system, casino companies have developed
effective risk-based programs to ensure compliance with
the legal requirements of the federal Bank Secrecy Act, and
associated AML statutes and regulations.

1

This document is an attempt to distill the
practices that a wide range of gaming operators—
including land-based casinos, sports books,
and interactive and mobile gaming sites—have
adopted to meet these challenges. This document
uses the term “casino” to cover in-person and
lawful interactive and mobile gaming operations
as well as sports betting, because the BSA/AML
compliance effort applies to all forms of casinostyle gambling.

The goal of this document is to provide a resource
for the gaming industry as well as other financial
sectors subject to the BSA, government and law
enforcement to help guide their efforts to protect
the gaming industry and the broader financial
system from money launderers and others involved
in illegal activity.

BACKGROUND

• Involves funds derived from illegal activity.
• Is intended to disguise funds or assets derived
from illegal activity.
• Is designed to avoid BSA reporting or
recordkeeping requirements.
• Uses the casino to facilitate criminal activity.
• Has no economic, business or apparent lawful
purpose or
• Is not the sort of transaction in which the
particular patron would be expected to engage,
and the casino knows of no reasonable
explanation for the transaction after examining
the available facts.

More broadly, the BSA also requires casinos
to design and implement risk-based AML
programs that include, at a minimum:
• A system of internal controls, policies, and
procedures to assure ongoing compliance.
• Procedures for using all reasonably
available information to determine:
 When required by BSA regulations,
the name, permanent address,
Social Security number, and other
information, and verification of the
same, of a person.
 Whether SARs need to be filed and
which information to include in the
SAR filing when available.
 Whether any other record required under
the BSA must be made and retained.
• Internal and/or external independent
testing for compliance.
• Appropriate, ongoing training of
casino personnel.
• An individual or individuals charged with
assuring day-to-day compliance (the
“AML officer”); and
• Lastly, to assure compliance by
using automated programs to aid in
assuring compliance.

In the interest of maintaining the integrity of
gaming, each casino company implements a
comprehensive and robust compliance program
that identifies and mitigates its risks and

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

Since 1985, commercial casinos have been
defined as “financial institutions” under the BSA.
Accordingly, they must file currency transaction
reports (CTRs) when a patron either provides
the casino with or takes away from the casino
more than $10,000 in currency during a casino’s
defined 24-hour gaming day.
Casinos also must file suspicious activity reports
(SARs) when a casino knows, suspects, or has
reason to suspect that a transaction or attempted
transaction aggregating at least $5,000:

2

BACKGROUND
ensures that it submits appropriate CTRs and
SARs as required.
A discussion of criteria for casino compliance
programs appears on the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network of the U.S. Department of
the Treasury (FinCEN) website.1
Further, the industry’s AML compliance programs
are also influenced by guidance from the U.S.
Treasury, including the National Strategy for
Combatting Terrorist and Other Illicit Financing
(National Illicit Finance Strategy) and the National
Money Laundering Risk Assessment (NMLRA).2
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The 2018 NMLRA identified the following six
principal threats related to money laundering in
the United States:3
•

Fraud

•

Drug Trafficking

•

Human smuggling

•

Human trafficking

•

Corruption

•

Transnational Criminal Organizations

Moreover, as stressed in the U.S. Treasury’s 2015
National Money Laundering Risk Assessment,
“most often criminals who use casinos to launder
illicit proceeds do it through gambling and
spending on entertainment”—the exact same
activities that the casino’s other patrons are
pursuing.4 Consequently, there is often little
observable basis for distinguishing between those
patrons “laundering funds” in the casino and all
other casino patrons.

Casinos’ risk-based compliance effort
involves many complexities. For patrons,
casinos are generally not viewed as financial
institutions, but rather are entertainment
venues they enter and leave as it suits
them. Many patrons are not, and never will
be, personally known to casino employees.
Unlike a bank’s customers, casino patrons
are not required to identify themselves
unless they trigger certain regulatory
requirements (e.g., CTR). And there may be
only a limited amount of publicly available
information about many casino patrons.

Even those patrons who become identified to the
casino, because they are frequent visitors or because
they require assistance with financial transactions,
ordinarily have no reason to disclose to casino
employees their business or professional activities.
Most are at the casino to pursue entertainment.
Some, for legitimate personal or privacy reasons,
may not care to have their gambling activities
known. In addition, the relatively small number of
patrons who may attempt to launder funds through
casinos take considerable pains to conceal that
purpose from the casino.
To help address money laundering risks, casinos
have developed comprehensive risk-based
programs to identify patrons whose gaming activity
approaches the CTR reporting threshold. That
requires the aggregation of currency transactions
from several different parts of the casino: the
gaming tables, electronic gaming machines, and

FinCEN’s Casino or Card Club Compliance Program Assessment, https://www.fincen.gov/resources/statutes-regulations/guidance/
casino-or-card-club-compliance-program-assessment, (June 30, 2010).
2
National Money Laundering Risk Assessment, https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm581, (December 2018).
3
Ibid
4
National Money Laundering Risk Assessment, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist-illicit-finance/Documents/
National%20Money%20Laundering%20Risk%20Assessment%20%E2%80%93%2006-12-2015.pdf, page 75, (June 2015).
1

3

TAILORING AN EFFECTIVE RISK-BASED
AML COMPLIANCE PROGRAM TO
CASINO OPERATIONS

BACKGROUND

To detect and report suspicious activity, casino
employees and supervisors must make complex,
nuanced judgments based on readily available
information about a patron’s activities. The
process of investigating activity and deciding
whether to file a SAR necessarily requires
these judgement calls, and in many instances
reasonable minds may disagree over whether a
SAR should be filed.
In some situations, suspicions can be
confirmed or disproved only with information
that is ordinarily unavailable to the casino, or
by making inquiries of the patron—for example,
concerning the source of the patron’s funds.
In some situations, patron activity that requires
further vetting may only be resolved through
candid conversations or obtaining sensitive
documents (e.g. tax returns, divorce decrees).

casino. The involvement of senior managers may
facilitate the interaction with the patron, as well as
signal the importance of the inquiry.
Casinos also should consult with FIN-2014-A007,
which discusses “Promoting a Culture
of Compliance.”5
Forging effective working partnerships with law
enforcement agencies is another important way
to nurture a culture of compliance, ensuring that
employees understand how BSA-required reports
are used to achieve national policy goals that may
override business concerns.6 Such partnerships can
be formal (such as hosting roundtables or forums to
share information) or informal (such as maintaining
a close relationship with the local FBI field office
and calling in tips).

These conversations can be sensitive as they
may involve personal matters or complex
business dealings. There may also be cultural
differences and language barriers. Given these
nuances, consideration should be given as to
who is best suited to obtain this information and
maintain the customer relationship—front line
associates, casino marketing, leadership from
other departments (AML, Finance, Legal) or a
coordination of efforts.
Casinos should make a risk-based determination
about which employees—senior managers or
front-line employees—are in the best position to
determine whether and how to undertake such an
inquiry. For instance, the matter may involve issues
that the casino ordinarily would have no business
reason to investigate, and some patrons may have
little or no incentive to review those issues with the
See also, Advisory to U.S. Financial Institutions on Promoting a Culture of Compliance, FIN-2014-A007 (Aug. 11, 2014),
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/advisories/fincen-advisory-fin-2014-a007.
6
A 2016 study by Ernst & Young for the American Gaming Association surveyed officials from twenty-three law enforcement
and gaming regulatory agencies and found that the casino industry has made concerted efforts to enhance AML compliance and
reporting. Investing in America’s Financial Security: Casinos’ Commitment to Anti-Money Laundering Compliance, p. 27. https://
www.americangaming.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/AGA-AML-Research-Report-Final-011916.pdf
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casino cage activity, including credit (or marker
limit) and front-money transactions.

5

4

CASINOS’ CULTURE
OF COMPLIANCE
Risk-based AML compliance efforts and a strong culture of
compliance are essential to the casino industry.7
To promote and foster a culture of compliance,
casinos should allocate substantial employee
time to AML compliance, which includes:
• Establishing a system of internal
controls and policies and procedures
to assure ongoing compliance with
AML requirements.
• Ensuring independent testing of AML
compliance, of a scope and frequency
that matches the money laundering and
terrorist financing risks present.
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• Training casino personnel, as warranted
for individual jobs, in the identification
of unusual financial transactions or
suspicious activities, in the recording and
aggregation of currency transactions, and
all legal requirements and the casino’s
compliance policies and procedures.

5

Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act.8 This
program, and other formal and informal information
sharing mechanisms, is a FinCEN priority and is
a vital way to ensure casinos and other financial
institutions can obtain necessary information about
their patrons and customers.9
There is no more effective way to foster a positive
culture than to have the casino’s senior leadership
and Board of Directors (whether directly or through
the Board’s Audit or Compliance Committee)
engaged in the AML compliance effort, receiving
periodic updates on regulatory developments,
changes to the program, resources, and audit
findings by regulators and by other independent
compliance reviews.

• Designating an individual or individuals
responsible for assuring day-to-day AML
compliance at all venues.
• Providing adequate resources to
compliance functions.
Many casinos have found it valuable to participate
in the voluntary information-sharing program with
other entities defined as financial institutions under
“A good compliance culture is one where doing the right thing is rewarded, and where ‘looking the other way’ has consequences.”
Please see Treasury Blog Note by Acting Director of FinCEN, Jamal El-Hindi, Culture of Compliance and Casinos, https://www.
treasury.gov/connect/blog/Pages/Culture-of-Compliance-and-Casinos.aspx (finding that “casinos appear to be steadily improving
their anti-money laundering efforts.”).
8
FinCEN 314(b) Fact Sheet (November 2016), https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/314bfactsheet.pdf.
9
Prepared Remarks of FinCEN Director Kenneth A. Blanco, delivered at the 11th Annual Las Vegas Anti-Money Laundering
Conference and Expo (August 2018), https://www.fincen.gov/news/speeches/prepared-remarks-fincen-director-kenneth-blancodelivered-11th-annual-las-vegas-1.
7

RISK ASSESSMENT
Because every financial institution is potentially at
risk of being used for illegal purposes or accepting
funds that were obtained illegally, casinos
should identify and assess their specific money
laundering risks and adopt effective measures
designed to mitigate those risks. Casinos should
analyze their risk and then structure their
compliance function to mitigate that risk, not the
other way around. Risk assessments should be
reviewed and approved by senior leadership.

In answering these questions, a casino will assess
the BSA-related risks present at different parts of
its business. Regulators, independent auditors,
and law enforcement officials may also provide
important guidance concerning risks that are
arising in the financial system generally, and in
the gaming industry specifically.
Casinos should also scour relevant enforcement
actions to identify typologies that may be used

Many factors may be relevant to the risk
assessment for a specific casino, but the risk
assessment process begins with asking basic
questions:
• First, what are the entry and exit points at the
casino for patron funds that may come from
illicit sources?
• Second, what casino departments or employees
are best positioned to detect the entry and exit
of such funds?
• Third, what are characteristics of transactions
that may involve illicit funds, or of patrons who
are more likely to engage in suspicious activity?
• Fourth, what measures (including automation)
do we have in place to mitigate these risks?
• And finally, how effective are those measures?

to exploit their properties and evaluate whether
their present compliance structure is sufficient to
mitigate risks associated with those typologies.
Casino compliance professionals should also bring
to bear their judgment based on experience with
casino transactions.

STATE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
Every state that grants casino licenses also
imposes exacting regulation on casino operations,
though specific requirements vary from state to
state. State regulations specify the games that
can be offered and the rules of each game; they
also establish what financial services can be
offered and the procedures casinos must follow in
providing them. State regulation also will extend
to the nature of the surveillance and security
measures employed at the casino.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

The risk assessment, conducted no less than annually,
should be tailored to each specific casino venue and the
nature and characteristics of its location, enterprise,
products, financial services, and customers.

6

RISK ASSESSMENT
RESULTS OF INDEPENDENT AUDIT
AND IRS EXAMINATION
Information identified in independent assessments
of a casino’s AML program should be carefully
analyzed and reviewed. Such assessments include
evaluations of independent auditors and Internal
Revenue Service examinations of the casino’s AML
compliance program. The casino should undertake
corrective actions in response to issues that arise
during an examination or audit and revise its AML
program accordingly or make a determination that
no such action is necessary.

GAMING VOLUME AND CHARACTER
Different gaming venues may have differing risks
based on their unique product mix and customer
pool, while risks may evolve over time as a venue’s
business model changes.
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Because money launderers often deal with
substantial amounts of money, they may be drawn
to larger casinos with higher gaming activity, where
large-value transactions are more frequent and less
likely to draw attention, and where the casino’s
surveillance systems may have greater capacity.
For the same reasons, money laundering may
be more likely to involve patrons bringing large
amounts of money to a casino and playing games
at higher-dollar values. Accordingly, larger gaming
venues will likely need more AML/BSA compliance
procedures than smaller volume casinos.
Nevertheless, smaller volume casinos must
be alert to a patron’s departure from ordinary
patterns of play and the suspicious use of the
financial services offered by the casino; similarly,
the structuring of transactions to avoid reporting
requirements can occur at any casino, regardless
of business volume.

RANGE OF FINANCIAL SERVICES
The broader the array of financial services
available at the casino (e.g., front-money deposit
accounts, markers/credit extensions, wire transfer
services, check cashing, credit/debit card cash
advances, offering safe deposit boxes), the greater
the opportunity for a money launderer to exploit
several different services for illicit purposes.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CERTAIN GAMES
The rules of certain games may make money
laundering more likely. For example, if a game
allows patrons to play either side of a bet (e.g.,
baccarat, craps, or roulette), confederated patrons
might bet both sides in order to launder funds
through the game.
Similar risks may arise in the case of sports
betting when a patron places a bet with a legally
operating sports book on behalf of an unidentified
third-party, concealing the origin and owner of
the funds or betting on both sides of the line.10 In
addition, race and sportsbooks may be potential
targets for money launderers because confederates
can bet on both sides of a game or an event,
thereby offsetting their exposure.
Because poker is not a house-banked game,
transactions at the poker tables may occur between
customers, rather than with the casino. Accordingly,
the casino may be less likely to detect potential
suspicious activity because poker—unlike table
games, race and sports book wagers, or electronic
games—does not afford the casino the ability to
determine verified win/loss. If a casino does not
permit cash wagering in poker rooms, the risk of
money laundering may be correspondingly reduced.

See FinCEN Correspondence with the American Gaming Association Regarding Sports Betting Conducted on Behalf of Third
Parties, https://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/pdf/01162015.pdf, (Jan. 16, 2015).

10
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RISK ASSESSMENT
Some patrons with casino accounts may be
deemed to present a higher risk if the casino
learns that they are non-resident aliens or foreign
nationals or residents of countries that have been
defined by the United States as jurisdictions
of concern for narcotics trafficking, human
trafficking, money laundering, terrorism, or other
forms of illicit finance, or if the foreign nation
has been identified as non-cooperative by the
Financial Action Task Force, or if the foreign
nation has been identified by Transparency
International or a similar reputable organization as
having a high level of public corruption.11

POLITICALLY EXPOSED
PERSONS
Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs), also known as
Senior Political Figures, are individuals who have
been entrusted with a prominent public function
or individuals who are closely related to such
persons. PEPs and their transactions may warrant
further inquiry and consideration by the casino,
such as investigating their source of wealth or
funds. As appropriate, casinos should identify
and assess the risks of both foreign and domestic
PEPs. A casino may need to conduct open source
research to identify PEPs.

PATRON BEHAVIORS
Unusual patterns of patron behavior on
the gambling floor may suggest the risk of money
laundering. For example, a patron may:
• Increase betting or financial transaction activity
significantly without explanation.
• Appear to be coordinating gaming with another
patron or patrons (e.g., passing chips or cash
back and forth) in an attempt to evade notice.

• Abruptly change the methods used for bringing
money into or out of the casino.
• Unexpectedly use multiple sources or multiple
destinations for funds.
• Request multiple monetary instruments for a
jackpot or wager win.
Casinos should also be attentive to the influence
and impact of third-party marketing programs
and relationships to the extent such entities may
bring a meaningful number of patrons to a casino
property, casinos should undertake review of the
marketing entities’ practices and procedures.
To maximize incentives (comps, promotional
chips, airfare, discounts, and allowances), a player
or group of players working in concert may often
display a number of suspicious behaviors (e.g.,
passing chips, offsetting wagers, masking their
activity, distorting their average wager, walking
with chips). For commercial reasons, casinos may
work aggressively to curtail these behaviors with
the help of surveillance, operations, and casino
marketing. Casinos should exercise caution in
assuming these behaviors are simple advantage
play strategies that may not be illegal and remain
attentive to the risk that these same behaviors may
be employed for money laundering purposes.
All of these behaviors or practices may be entirely
legitimate, but casinos should be attentive to the risk
that they are not. Many of these considerations are
detailed further in later sections of this document.
In addition, the U.S. Department of the Treasury
noted in its 2015 National Money Laundering
Risk Assessment that money laundering activity
at a casino most often involves exactly the same
activities—gambling and spending money—that
all casino patrons engage in.12

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

COUNTRY RISK

For example, see the State Department’s annual International Narcotics Control Strategy Report and regulations and guidance
issued by FinCEN.

11

National Money Laundering Risk Assessment, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist-illicit-finance/Documents/
National%20Money%20Laundering%20Risk%20Assessment%20%E2%80%93%2006-12-2015.pdf, page 75, (June 2015).

12
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RISK ASSESSMENT
Given that licit and illicit activity so often look the
same to a casino’s compliance team, the utility of
applying data analytics and technological resources
should be considered as these resources may help
identify specific types of illicit activity, such as “bill
stuffing” in slot machines; minimal gaming; chip
walking; front money deposits in cash; large cash
buy-ins and/or redemptions to avoid reporting; and
revolving markers.

PATRON CHARACTERISTICS
In some instances, a casino may learn information
about a specific patron which warrants further
inquiry or examination of the patron’s transactions.
Examples of such information include formal actions
against the patron by law enforcement agencies,
public reports of negative information concerning
the patron’s integrity, or evidence that the patron is
under investigation by law enforcement.

subpoenas that are received, especially those
associated with financial crimes.
Because all of these criteria are necessarily
general, individual casinos have adopted a range of
implementation measures and guidelines that aim
to detect, block, and report efforts to present illicit
funds at casinos.
The following discussion of available compliance
techniques should not be viewed as mandatory
for every casino. Variations in patron mix, games
offered, volume of gaming, location of casino
operation and many other factors may render some
steps listed below less applicable to a specific
casino, or may warrant measures in that casino that
are not identified in this document. A discussion
of risk assessment factors for casinos (FIN2010-G002) appears at the FinCEN website, along
with responses to Frequently Asked Questions.13
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Casinos should also consider whether the patron
has ties to a state licensed and regulated cannabis
business. Further, organizations should update their
compliance programs to include a policy regarding
how to address individuals or entities with ties to
state-legal marijuana related businesses.
When such reports arise about a patron, casinos
may wish to review any previous transactions with
the patron that may appear suspicious in light of
the newer information. Casinos may also determine
to review such patron’s future activity, if any, after
a prescribed period of time (e.g., 90 days).
In addition, information about the patron’s
financial situation may be relevant, to the extent
known by the casino, including (as examples) the
presence of IRS tax liens or personal bankruptcies
in recent years. Casinos should also work to
ensure they are consistently evaluating relevant

FinCEN, Casino or Card Club Risk-Based Compliance Indicators (June 30, 2010), https://www.fincen.gov/resources/statutesregulations/guidance/casino-or-card-club-risk-based-compliance-indicators.
13
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BSA/AML COMPLIANCE
OFFICER

The BSA/AML compliance officer should also
understand the casino’s products, services,
customers, entities, and geographic locations,
and the potential money laundering and terrorist
financing risks associated with those factors, as
well as how BSA-required reports are used by law
enforcement agencies.

In addition, the BSA/AML compliance officer
should report to, for example, the General
Manager, Chief Legal Officer, Chief Risk Officer,
Chief Compliance Officer, or executive of
comparable stature. Property-level leadership with
oversight of BSA/AML programs should themselves
have a direct reporting line to the centralized
corporate compliance department, if applicable.
All compliance-related reporting lines within the
organization should be clearly delineated and
identified to employees. The corporate board
of directors, or relevant committee, should also
receive routine briefings on the BSA/AML program.

The BSA/AML compliance officer, along with the AML
compliance function more broadly, should be vested with
appropriate authority and resources to implement the
program and assist the casino in managing risk. This
means that the BSA/AML compliance officer should have
sufficient stature in the organization to be a member of,
or otherwise be able to regularly brief, senior leadership.
The BSA/AML compliance officer should be senior enough
to effectively promote the culture of compliance.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

As required by federal BSA regulations, at least
one employee at a casino must be designated as
responsible for compliance with BSA and AML
requirements, policies, and training, and should
be available to other employees to consult on
related questions as they arise. The BSA/AML
compliance officer should be fully knowledgeable
of the BSA and all related regulations.

10

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Ongoing training on AML procedures and BSA
compliance requirements should be provided
to employees who assist with or review patron
transactions that may be subject to the BSA.
The extent and intensity of the training should vary
according to the responsibilities of the employee,
but should address CTR and SAR reporting and
the casino’s AML Program. Trainees should gain
an understanding of the products themselves, and
how they can be used to launder money so they
are better equipped to identify red flags.

training to ensure comprehension and a signed
acknowledgement form agreeing to comply with
company BSA/AML policies.
A casino should tailor its training program to
employees who would be in a position to observe
potentially suspicious activity, consistent with
the risks identified in the risk assessment. At a
minimum, training should extend to the following
general categories of employees:

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION

Training materials should be updated regularly to ref lect
regulatory and enforcement developments under the BSA.
If such regulatory developments may warrant a revision
in the casino’s compliance practices, relevant personnel
should receive information on a timely basis about both
those developments and any revised casino practice.
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The following categories of employees should
receive training at least once per year, and more
frequently if changes in the law or circumstances
require it. Training should be appropriate for the
level of seniority and responsibilities of employees
and management. Consequently, senior-level
executives should receive different AML training
than frontline supervisors and employees.
The responsibilities of more senior personnel may
tend to involve more oversight and assessment of
risk so AML training should be tailored to these
roles. For frontline supervisors and employees, a
testing component should be incorporated into the

• Those engaged in the operation of casino games
(table games, poker, slots, keno and bingo,
and sports betting), at least beginning with
supervisors and above;
• Casino marketing employees whose job
requires frequent direct contact with patrons,
including domestic and international hosts,
branch office employees, and if applicable
special events employees;
• Cage employees.
• Surveillance employees.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
• Property compliance and AML
compliance employees.
• Audit employees, including internal audit and
fraud department employees.
• Senior gaming management, board of
directors, audit committee, or compliance
committee, as applicable.
Training on BSA and AML policies of the casino
also may be incorporated in job training for other
non-gaming employees, as necessary.

The casino’s AML compliance performance, as well as
the compliance actions of individual employees, should
be considered in performance reviews of those
employees involved with BSA compliance, in calculating
compensation and bonus, and in determining any
negative personnel action, including performance
improvement plans through to termination from
employment.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

Casinos should consider adopting policies and

12

PREVENTIVE STEPS
procedures that have the purpose of preventing
patrons from attempting transactions that have
a higher likelihood of involving BSA violations
or other violations of law. Such policies and
procedures should be tailored to the casino’s
specific business profile and customer base;
geographic location; financial services offered;
and product offerings.
Some examples of such policies and procedures
may include:

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION

• Requiring that “ticket-in/ticket-out” (TITO)
redemptions at slot machine kiosks be capped
at an amount below $3,000 determined by
the risk assessment for such transactions at
that casino. Increasing surveillance at TITO
machines to detect stuffing multiple low
denomination tickets to avoid CTR reporting
and placing TITO machines in areas that are
easily observable by staff.
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• Barring cash for cash exchanges above a
threshold consistent with the risk assessment
for such transactions at that casino, while
permitting senior management to approve
such exchanges above that threshold for
an appropriate business purpose (e.g.,
foreign currency exchanges for established
patrons at reasonable levels). Such approvals
should be documented.
• Declining to accept cash to purchase a casino
check or other monetary instrument or to initiate
a wire transfer. This would not restrict the
cage from issuing a check or funds transfer for
documented casino winnings, or from doing so in
legitimate circumstances. Such approvals should
be documented. Concern would be heightened

with respect to checks or wire transfers which
originate from a labor union, charitable/nonprofit
organization or foundation, law firm (including
Interest on Lawyer’s Trust Account (“IOLTA”)),
accounting firm, or any type of trust account. A
casino may determine to reject and/or reverse
such checks and wire transfers.
• Issuing casino checks and wires to a patron
only for the amount of his/her winnings, in
the absence of legitimate circumstances
for such actions (e.g., the remaining funds
from a cashier’s check which already has
been negotiated).
• A check for winnings should be payable only
to the patron, and a wire transfer should
be made only to the patron’s account or, if
applicable, to the account from which the
originating wire was received.
• To the extent a casino issues checks and/
or wires payable to a patron’s business or
other account, or to someone other than the
patron, casinos must develop appropriate
procedures. Such procedures should include
cage or senior management approval. Such
transactions should only be allowed when
an appropriate business purpose for the
action is documented, and/or an appropriate
connection is documented between the
patron and the business. For example, the
casino could consider requiring a signed,
written questionnaire clearly setting forth the
relationship between the patron and business
as well as documentation as to the nature of
the business.

PREVENTIVE STEPS
• Suspending a patron’s loyalty club account and/
or barring the patron if the patron’s activity has
generated the filing of an incomplete CTR and
the patron has declined to produce the required
information, until the missing information is
provided. Filing a SAR for the episode should
be considered. In such instances, the patron
may be prohibited from further gaming and
redemption of complimentaries.
• Senior management should have discretion
on such matters if the patron is cooperative,
the complimentaries were already earned, and
the expectation is that acquisition of verifying
identification will be facilitated by maintaining
the patron relationship.

• Additionally, all traveling marketing executives,
prior to travel outside the U.S. should be trained
on the laws that relate to gaming and marketing
for the specific jurisdiction(s) they are visiting.
If a traveling marketing executive is authorized
to conduct a financial transaction in an
international location, the casino may also need
to report the transaction under the BSA.
• Eliminating cash play at poker tables and
properly documenting poker chip purchases.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

• Directing international branch offices of the
casino to adhere to the same recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under the BSA that are
consistent with the laws of the jurisdiction in
which the international branch office is located.
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KNOW YOUR
CUSTOMER (KYC)
The risk-based approach to BSA compliance is
driven by a periodic risk assessment that identifies
those customers and transactions that potentially
pose the greatest risk of money laundering, so
higher levels of scrutiny and evaluation can be
applied to those situations, when appropriate.
As noted above, the risk assessment allows
casinos to determine and implement proportionate
controls to reduce the different levels of risk
present in differing circumstances.

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION

In 2018, FinCEN’s Customer Due Diligence rule
became effective. The rule does not apply to
casinos, but it requires certain other financial
institutions to identify the beneficial owners of
legal entity customers. The rule demonstrates
that FinCEN is focused on the use of corporate
forms to launder money. Casinos should
determine on a risk basis the level of Customer
Due Diligence (i.e., obtaining information about
beneficial owners of companies) to apply to
situations involving payments from third parties
for the benefit of customers.
These include payments from corporations,
partnerships, LLCs, and other similar entities
particularly if they are foreign based. As noted
earlier, it is important to understand and
document the nature of the relationship between
the customer and third-party.

PATRON IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION
No front money or marker limit/credit account
or safety deposit box agreement will be opened,
nor will any transaction involving such services
be conducted, unless the patron provides a

For example, in some situations, the casino
could consider obtaining additional information,
such as occupation, employer, business
affiliations, and bank account information.
In addition, on a risk basis, casinos should
perform an appropriate amount of due diligence
to verify information provided by patrons. This
requirement does not apply to the establishment
or use of player loyalty club accounts.
No transaction(s) known to be reportable under
the BSA or AML procedures will be completed
unless the individual conducting the transaction(s)
provides a valid, current, government-issued photo
identification, including government-issued Real
IDs and a permanent address.
If the patron asserts that their only permanent
address is a post office box, the casino should
confirm this assertion by examining available
databases and acquiring the patron’s attestation
to this fact.
Examples of acceptable government-issued photo
identification are:
• Driver’s license14
• Passport
• Alien registration card
• State-issued identification card
(including Real IDs)15

This does not include “driver authorization” cards or international driver’s licenses/permits, which are not an acceptable form of
identification.

14

All state issued IDs that are compliant with the Real ID Act are sufficient for BSA reporting purposes, even those that contain
the disclaimer, ‘Not for Federal Identification.’

15

15

full name, a permanent address, and (for U.S.
citizens) a Social Security number (as required by
law or regulation). On a risk basis, casinos should
obtain additional information depending the risk
presented by the patron and product or service.

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (KYC)
Other than a driver’s authorization card, a
casino generally may rely on government-issued
identification as verification of a customer’s
identity; however, if a document shows obvious
indications of fraud, the casino must consider
that factor in determining whether it can form
a reasonable belief that it knows the customer’s
true identity.
In some instances, information in the casino’s
records will suggest that certain information on the
official identification document—most often, the
patron’s permanent address—is no longer accurate.
In those situations, if the casino can verify by
reasonable inquiry the more recent information,
it may wish to report the more recent information
on any CTRs and SARs filed for that patron. The
reason for using an address other than one on
the customer’s government-issued ID should be
maintained in the casino’s records.
If the patron is a U.S. citizen or a U.S. resident,
a Social Security number is required for certain
transactions including CTRs and slot jackpot
winnings. Patrons may verbally provide a Social
Security number. If the casino knows or has
reason to believe that a previous Social Security
number provided by the patron was incorrect,
then the patron may be required to complete and
sign a W-9 Form before any pending transaction
can be completed. Casinos should consider
filing a SAR if inconsistencies in identifying
information are suspicious.
If a patron declines to provide a Social Security
number when one is required, the casino should
not complete any pending reportable transaction
with that patron. If the patron has exceeded the
reporting threshold for a CTR without providing a
Social Security number, a casino employee will

attempt to acquire that information from publicly
available information. Declining to provide a
Social Security number may warrant completion
of a SAR for the incident, particularly if a pattern
has been observed.
If the patron does not provide proper
identification and/or required information, the
casino should consider whether to continue
engaging in transactions with that patron
and whether the patron should be barred
from further gaming activity until satisfactory
identification and/or the required information
is provided. Documentation of the incident
should be added to the patron’s account in
the management information system.

In the interactive gaming environment, casinos
may sometimes rely on third parties for verification
of certain information such as Social Security
number in addition to age verification, among
others. Casinos cannot delegate their BSA/
AML responsibilities. Accordingly, contracts
with third parties should clearly identify BSA/
AML responsibilities and provide the casino the
option to perform periodic reviews of third-party
processes to ensure compliance with the BSA.

CURRENCY REPORTING
The same patron identification requirements apply
to any person(s) who, acting as an agent(s) for
another person, performs transactions on behalf
of that patron, and to any person who performs
transactions in conjunction with that other
patron, if the transactions trigger a CTR filing.
Casinos should include all readily available patron
information on CTRs.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

VERIFICATION
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (KYC)
In those circumstances, both the person(s)
conducting the reportable currency transactions
as well as the person on whose behalf they are
acting must provide the identification and required
information described above.
If an individual cannot provide the identification
and/or required information, that individual may
be barred from further gaming activity, and the
casino may consider filing a SAR.
For purposes of currency reporting, independent
agents that contract with the casino are
agents for the patron and not the casino if
that designation has been established in the
independent agent agreement. Independent
agents should acknowledge, in writing, the
responsibility of the casino under the BSA and
the casino’s obligations to report suspicious
activity and agree to report to the casino any
suspicious activity they become aware of.

In addition, casinos should ensure that sanctions
issues are woven into the fabric of compliance,
including as to:
 Management commitment
 Risk assessment
 Internal controls
 Testing and audit
 Training17

ONGOING AND ENHANCED
DUE DILIGENCE
The casino’s compliance policies should be
calibrated to increase scrutiny of customer
play, transactional activity, and background
in situations that pose greater risk of money
laundering and the use of funds that may
derive from criminal activity.

SANCTIONS

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION

Although separate from BSA/AML requirements,
casinos should check whether patrons and related
entities appear on the list of “Specially Designated
Nationals” maintained by the Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) of the U.S. Department of
the Treasury.16
Such due diligence may be conducted on a risk
basis and should encompass procedures for
checking against updates to the OFAC list. Casinos
should also consider their SAR reporting obligations
and how they intersect with OFAC requirements.

For high-volume patrons, whose activity (in terms
of bills-in, marker play, or total play) exceeds a
level determined by the risk assessment for that
casino or who are otherwise identified as posing
a risk of BSA/AML violations, the casino should
review the patron’s identity against public records
and third-party database(s) to determine whether
that person (or related entity):
• Is a politically exposed person (“PEP”).
• Is the subject of negative reports concerning
possible criminal activity or doubtful business
practices.
• Has a prior criminal history, relevant to AML risk.

US persons and entities (including casinos) are prohibited from doing business with persons or entities designated by OFAC, and
any assets of the designees must be “frozen” immediately.

16

For more information on OFAC compliance, consult “A Framework for OFAC Compliance Commitments” (May 2, 2019), available
at https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/framework_ofac_cc.pdf.

17
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This may require the casino to obtain information
concerning the patron’s financial and business
circumstances. In addition to querying available
databases, leveraging information-sharing
arrangements with other financial institutions,
or asking the patron, the government’s program
under Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act
is a critical tool to obtain more information and
reach judgments on whether the patron:
• Has sources of wealth or income commensurate
with his or her gaming activity.
• Has provided the casino with identification
information and business-related information
that can be readily confirmed.
Databases that may be relevant to consult in such
situations include records of court activity such as
PACER, the anti-fraud website maintained by the
Federal Trade Commission, the listing of “Specially
Designated Nationals” of the Office of Foreign Assets

Further due diligence may be warranted if
the casino has information indicating that
the patron:
• Has financial fiduciary obligations (e.g.,
trustee, accountant, attorney, nonprofit/
charity executive) that may create a
risk of misappropriation or other illicit
financial activity.
• Is associated with individuals or entities
known to be connected with the illicit
generation of funds.
• Claims connections with businesses that
have no actual operations.
• Proposes transactions with entities of
unknown ownership or control.
• Is the subject of substantial tax liens
or has gone through a recent personal
bankruptcy proceeding.
• Has ties or is affiliated with
a state-licensed and regulated marijuana
related business.
• Otherwise may present an unacceptable
risk of money laundering or violating the
casino’s AML policies.

Control (OFAC), and commercial screening
products offered by third-party vendors, though
such resources are considerably more limited
for persons and activity located in non-U.S.
jurisdictions.16 Casinos may also wish to consult
social media (such as LinkedIn or Facebook) or
other public source information.
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For high-volume patrons or
transactions identified as
possibly posing a risk of BSA/
AML violations, the casino
also may need to assess the
source of the funds being
used by the patron to gamble
and whether they may derive
from illegal activity or from
legitimate sources.
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TRANSACTION
MONITORING
On a regular basis, compliance personnel will
complete a review of those transactions above
thresholds determined by the risk assessment for
that casino. To facilitate this effort, data held by
relevant casino departments and functions should
be consulted, and such data should be shared
and integrated to the extent feasible among those
relevant departments and functions.
As warranted by the facts of any situation
reviewed, compliance personnel may further
review third-party databases to determine the
patron’s business connections and history and any
other information that will assist in explaining the
patron’s transactions or in determining the source
of funds presented to the casino by the patron, in
order to decide whether or not to file a SAR and/or
terminate the relationship.
Circumstances warranting such review may include
the following:
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• Patrons with large cash-in transactions with
no cash-out transactions, which cannot be
reasonably explained through transaction review
(i.e., little or no gaming activity).
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• Patrons with large cash-out transactions with
limited cash-in transactions, which cannot be
reasonably explained through transaction review.
• Patrons with large cash-out transactions (in the
aggregate) with little or no CTR “out” filings.
• Patrons with large check cashing
transactionsand/or credit card advances with
limited play.
• Patrons with cash transactions, including
aggregated transactions, that are just below the
CTR reporting threshold.

• Un-carded patrons with large jackpot winnings.
• Checks or wire transfers received for the benefit
of the patron (or multiple patrons) from third
parties whose connection to the patron is
suspect or unclear.
• Multiple transactions over a period of time with
the apparent purpose of avoiding BSA reporting
requirements.
• A single payment received by the casino (e.g.,
negotiable instrument or wire transfer) for the
benefit of multiple patrons if the casino cannot
determine a relationship or business association
between the source of the payment and the
beneficiaries.
In addition, compliance personnel should conduct
a review of relevant daily audit summaries, logs and
reports, such as marker summaries, front-money/
safekeeping summaries, multiple transaction logs,
monetary instrument logs, check logs and wire
reports to identify potential suspicious activity.

RESTRICTING & TERMINATING

PATRON RELATIONSHIPS
Based on the result of due diligence reviews of highvolume patrons or of certain events identified by the
risk assessment for that casino (e.g., the filing of one
or multiple SARs for a patron, negative news, or the
receipt of a law enforcement request for information
concerning a patron), information received pursuant to a
314(b) request, or the filing of multiple SARs on the same
individual, the casino may consider whether to terminate
or restrict its relationship with a patron.

To the extent a casino has a BSA/AML exclusion
policy, the casino may consider accounting for the
following topics:
• Multiple SAR filings on the same patron.
• Severity of alleged criminal activity (e.g.,
terrorist financing).
• Suspicious versus known criminal activity;
• Use of “all available information”.
• Risk to casino if patron is not excluded.

If a committee is used to make exclusion
determinations, it should not include anyone
with a direct conflict (e.g., player
development management).
The termination of a patron relationship will
be warranted if the patron’s activities present
an actual or unacceptable risk of violation of
federal or state law or regulation or the casino’s
compliance policies.
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While multiple SAR filings on the same patron
is a factor on whether a relationship should be
terminated, the severity of the conduct must
also be considered. Consequently, one SAR filing
may be sufficient to terminate the relationship
with a patron. The assessment should consider
whether the activity prompting the SAR is merely
suspicious or known criminal conduct. The greater
the likelihood of the latter, the greater the risk
to the casino if relationship is not terminated.

• Clearly identifies authority to exclude (i.e., BSA
Officer and/or Committee).
20

POTENTIAL

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
The BSA requires casinos to file a SAR if the
casino knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect
that a transaction or attempted transaction
aggregating at least $5,000:
• Involves funds derived from illegal activity.
• Is intended to disguise funds or assets derived
from illegal activity.
• Is designed to avoid BSA reporting or
recordkeeping requirements.
• Involves the use of the casino to facilitate
criminal activity.
• Has no economic, business or apparent lawful
purpose.
• Is not the sort in which the particular patron
would normally be expected to engage, and the
casino knows of no reasonable explanation for the
transaction after examining the available facts.
Given that the SAR rule encompasses attempted
transactions, casinos should ensure that
they monitor both attempted and completed
transactions for potential SAR filings.
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Casinos should actively use the 314(b) program to
obtain information about patrons, which may be
used to evaluate potential suspicious activity.
Casinos also should consult with FIN-2008-G007,
which discusses “red flags” for suspicious
activity at casinos. Casinos should also routinely
engage with law enforcement to obtain a clear
understanding of evolving criminal trends and
typologies/relevant risks.18

Casinos must ensure they have a holistic
view of patron behavior across business
lines, including interactive gaming, and all
gaming verticals. Casinos should consider
the extent to which it may be appropriate
to leverage information across the entire
enterprise in investigating and reporting
suspicious activity.

It is important to maintain a consistent approach
to the decision-making around SAR investigations
and filing, and to ensure such decisions are
aligned with the casino’s risk profile. In addition,
it is vital to memorialize investigations of
suspicious activity and decisions around filing
SARs (including in cases in which the casino
decided not to file a SAR).
The following categories are examples of
potentially suspicious situations that often will
prompt consideration of whether a SAR should be
filed under the casino’s risk assessment criteria.

GAMING FLOOR ACTIVITY
• Minimal gaming despite large financial
transactions with the casino.
• Structuring of transactions to stay at or
slightly below the $10,000.00 reporting
threshold for CTRs.
• Placing currency in a slot machine, then cashing
out after minimal or no play and redeeming the
TITO ticket at a kiosk on the gaming floor (“bill
stuffing”).

See, FinCEN Guidance, ‘Recognizing Suspicious Activity – Red Flags for Casinos and Card Clubs’ (July 31, 2008), https://www.
fincen.gov/resources/advisories/fincen-guidance-fin-2008-g007.
18
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POTENTIAL SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
• A transaction that has no apparent economic,
business, or lawful purpose (e.g., confederated
gamblers placing offsetting bets on red and
black on a roulette wheel).

• At a racing venue, inserting cash into a tote
machine, cashing out for vouchers and then
cashing vouchers at a teller’s station with little
or no wagering.

• Patrons pass a large quantity of chips, cash,
or TITO tickets between themselves, in an

• Structuring wagers across multiple tickets/
locations so the payout of each ticket is under
the reportable identification thresholds, but in
aggregate, would have exceeded the thresholds
on one ticket.

• A patron’s gaming activity dramatically
increases with no known substantiation for the
source of those funds.
• A patron uses another patron’s player
card to disguise identity and/or evade
reporting requirements.
• A patron leaves the casino floor with a
significant amount of chips in his possession
without offsetting chip redemptions or chip
buy-ins at another table, and there is no
known disposition or whereabouts of the chips,
although this may not be deemed suspicious
if there is a reasonable, experience-based
expectation that the patron will return to the
casino in the near future.
• A patron with a safe-deposit box connected to
the poker room accesses that safe-deposit box
with a frequency that is disproportionately high
when compared to the time and frequency of
his or her poker play.

RACE AND SPORTS BOOK ACTIVITY
• Inquiring with race and sportsbook staff
about reporting and identification thresholds
either before or after a wager and possibly
adjusting wagering activity to fall below the
applicable thresholds.

• Behavior that may be indicative of coordinated
betting (or betting on both sides of a game or
an event) among related parties for purposes of
laundering the funds.
• Indications of insufficient wealth or income to
support betting patterns.
• Significant changes in wagering patterns
or unusual spike in play that cannot be
readily explained.
• A patron misrepresenting themselves by
presenting false or multiple identities or
providing inconsistent Social Security numbers
on completed W-9s.
• Presenting a large amount of money, but in
small denominations ($1, $5, $10, and $20).
• Placing a bet on both sides of the line.
• Information indicating that a patron may be
betting on behalf of an unknown third-party.
• Ticket redemption by an individual that is not
known to have placed the initial bet.

INTERACTIVE GAMING ACTIVITY
• Multiple gaming accounts being set up from
the same IP address or physical address.
• Unusual wagering activity that appears to lack
any legitimate economic purpose.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

apparent effort to conceal the ownership of
the chips, cash, or TITO tickets although if
patrons are closely related, such activity may
not be suspicious.
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POTENTIAL SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
• Significant changes in wagering patterns.
• Unusual spike in play that cannot be
readily explained.
• Deposits and withdrawals into an online
account without sufficient play to account for
such activity.
• Unusual patron behaviors based on geo-location
data, such as traveling between jurisdictions in
a relatively short period of time.

CAGE-FOCUSED ACTIVITY
• Presenting a third-party check or wire
transfer—whether apparently deriving from
a business or an individual—for payment
of markers or for use in gambling-related
activity in an amount at or above a threshold
determined by the risk assessment for that
casino.
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 In such situations, the casino should
ascertain whether the beneficiary (patron)
has a documented connection to the sender
(e.g., spouse or immediate family member
or business), either in the casino’s records
or by means of a database search or other
reasonable inquiry.
 If no appropriate connection can be
established between the source of the
funds and the patron, those employees
responsible for deciding whether to file a
SAR also may consider whether or not to
proceed with the transaction.
• A negotiable instrument or wire transfer is
presented for the benefit of multiple patrons,
or multiple patrons engage in play on a single
patron account.
• A negotiable instrument or wire transfer is
presented for the benefit of an individual and

originates from a law firm account, or is from a
charitable/non-profit organization or foundation,
another type of trust or labor union account.
• A patron refuses to provide required
information for the completion of a CTR or
identifying information more broadly.
• A patron deposits funds into a front money
account or receives a wire transfer, does not
play a substantial amount of the funds, then
requests a withdrawal or wire out.
• A patron deposits large sums of cash into a
front money account but the known occupation
is not a cash intensive business.
• A patron requests information about how to
avoid BSA reporting requirements.
• A patron requests establishment of an “AKA”
account in a name other than the one by which
the casino knows the patron.
• A patron attempts to deposit front money or to
make payments using complex means, such as
multiple sources of funds or multiple methods
of transmission, which could mask the true
source of the funds transmitted.
• A patron presents funds which the casino has
a basis for suspecting to be the proceeds of
illegal activity.
• A patron presents funds in any form that
derive from a foreign jurisdiction declared
by the United States government to be a
jurisdiction of concern for narcotics trafficking,
human trafficking, money laundering,
terrorism, or other illicit activity or if the
foreign jurisdiction has been identified as noncooperative by the Financial Action Task Force,
or as a country with a high degree of public
corruption by Transparency International or a
similar reputable organization.19

For example, see the State Department’s annual International Narcotics Control Strategy Report (http://www.state.gov/
documents/organization/239561.pdf) and regulations and guidance issued by FinCEN.

19
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POTENTIAL SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
• A patron provides a wire transfer, cashier’s
check, or other form of payment and such
instrument reflects that the transaction is
being made for a purpose other than related to
gaming.
• A patron presents chips for cashing and there
is little or no gaming activity recorded for the
patron in the casino’s system to establish the
source of the chips.

insiders. Therefore, casinos should have adequate
communication lines between the group(s)
responsible for employee-related investigations
and disciplinary issues, and the team(s)
responsible for filing SARs to ensure detection
of potential collusion between an employee
and customer to circumvent internal policies or
ordinary practices, or an employee’s violation of
casino policies and procedures.

INFORMATION FROM BACK OF THE HOUSE
• Law enforcement or regulatory agencies deliver
to the casino a formal request for records
concerning the patron.
• News articles or other media reports allege acts
of financial wrongdoing or other illegal conduct
by the patron.
• Patron is the owner of a business, the nature of
which has been profiled by the Federal Trade
Commission as high-risk for fraud schemes.

• A patron raises his or her financial transactions
to levels well above the ordinary levels for that
patron with no reasonable explanation.
• An external actor attempts to compromise or
gain unauthorized electronic access to the
casino’s electronic systems, services, resources,
or information, in pursuit of illegal activities.20
This list is by no means exhaustive; other patron
activities may trigger BSA/AML concerns due
to the circumstances in which they arise. Each
casino should develop its own scenarios tailored to
its business.
Further, the SAR requirement encompasses
suspicious activity conducted by employees/
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• Patron is an owner, employee, or is otherwise
associated with a marijuana-related business.

Please see, FinCEN Advisory to Financial Institutions on Cyber – Events and Cyber – Enabled Crime (October 25, 2016), <
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/advisory/2016-10-25/Cyber%20Threats%20Advisory%20-%20FINAL%20508_2.pdf>

20
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SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORT

REVIEW PROCEDURES
A SAR review—aimed at determining whether a SAR
should be filed for a situation—may be prompted by direct
observations by property employees, by data analysis
performed through back-of-house procedures, or by other
means (e.g., incoming law enforcement inquiry).
On an annual basis and as part of its ongoing risk
assessment, the casino should review its filed
SARs for the previous year to analyze patterns
of suspicious activity. The SAR review measures
identified in this section ordinarily should be
performed by AML/BSA compliance personnel,
under the direction of the AML/BSA officer.
In examining the casino’s SAR procedures, the
casino’s review should consider the following
components of a SAR compliance effort:
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• If prompted by direct observation, information
about a transaction and the patron should
be gathered promptly (e.g., patron name,
Social Security number, player’s card number,
observed suspicious activity with supporting
documentation) without alerting the patron that
filing a SAR is being considered.
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• The BSA/AML officer and/or staff will conduct an
investigation of the facts to assess whether the
transaction(s) and/or activity rises to suspicion
and requires a SAR filing, including in light of
other available facts known about the patron or
established during a due diligence review of the
situation and the patron, plus the background or
possible purpose of the transaction.
• Based on that investigation, the compliance

officer may determine that there is a
reasonable, non-suspicious explanation for the
transaction and that no SAR should be filed,
or that a SAR should be filed. In either event,
the compliance officer will make a record of
that review and its conclusions. If that review
determines that a SAR should not be filed, the
reason for not filing should be documented.
• The SAR and other SAR trends then may
be reviewed by a casino’s SAR committee,
if applicable, to determine whether
adjustments to the AML program or risk
assessment are warranted.
Further steps that may be warranted:
 Review when a single patron conducted
payments to or deposited funds with
the casino through the use of multiple
instruments deriving from more than one
financial institution, in an aggregated amount
exceeding a threshold determined by the
casino’s risk assessment, or in transactions
spread over multiple days in an aggregated
amount exceeding such a threshold.
 Trace redeemed sports tickets above a
certain transaction amount, consistent with
the casino’s risk assessment, to the original
wagers to determine whether the patron

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORT
REVIEW PROCEDURES
 Ensure that the casino has identified
those individuals (some of whom may be
independent agents registered with state
regulatory agencies) who have organized
visits to the casino by patrons and that
all patrons arriving due to the efforts of
such individuals have been identified
so that available funds for each patron
are accurately reflected in the patron
management system and the play of each
patron is recorded as warranted.
 For chip redemptions in excess of a threshold
determined by the casino’s risk assessment,
examine recorded play to determine whether
the patron had a significant value of
unredeemed chips at the end of play and how
the chips were obtained.
 For front-money deposits and marker
payments above a level consistent with the
risk assessment for that casino, analyze that
patron’s deposit and payment patterns.
 Gather the technical details of relevant
electronic activity, including IP addresses,
timestamps, indicators of compromise
(IOCs), and other data regarding the digital
footprint of the individuals behind the
activity when responding to an external
attempt to compromise or gain unauthorized
access to electronic systems, services,
resources, or information (such as through
an e-mail compromise scheme).
 If the casino participates in voluntary
information sharing under Section 314(b)
of the USA PATRIOT Act, it may contact
officials at other participating casinos or
banks or other financial institutions for
additional information concerning a patron’s
business connections and other
relevant matters.

• Receipts for slot tickets purchased with chips
will be reviewed if they exceed a threshold
determined by the casino’s risk assessment, to
determine if those tickets were used for gaming
or cashed out.
• Once a decision has been made to file a SAR,
the fields on the SAR form must be completed
correctly and thoroughly, and the narrative
should be sufficiently detailed to explain the
circumstances, individuals, and amounts
involved. Explanatory documents and other
due diligence materials acquired from the
transaction/patron should be maintained and,
where appropriate, be attached to the copy of
the SAR retained by the casino as part of the
casino’s recordkeeping processes.
• A SAR should include all contact information (e.g.,
mobile telephone numbers, email addresses) that
is reasonably available from the casino’s records
for those persons who are the subject of the SAR.
• On a risk basis, when a SAR is filed for a
patron, compliance personnel should evaluate
further activity by the patron for the following
90 days and consider whether a continuing
report of suspicious activity should be filed
within 120 days of the previous SAR.
• When one or more SAR is filed for a patron’s
activities, casino management may consider
whether the casino wishes to continue its
relationship with that patron.
• Casinos shall also establish controls for
maintaining the confidentiality of SARs and any
information that reveals that a SAR was filed.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

redeeming the ticket was the same as the
patron making the wager.
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AUDIT PROCEDURES
The BSA regulations require independent testing of the
casino’s overall program, as well as specific functions,
by qualified independent auditors. Internal auditors who
perform the testing should not have any operational
responsibilities. Surveillance is typically an integral
component of the casino’s AML program so their
performance of the required audit could be viewed
as a potential conf lict of interest.
The independent test must cover all
elements of the casino’s AML program,
including but not limited to:
• Customer due diligence
• Transaction monitoring
• Required reporting and recordkeeping
• Training
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• AML officer function
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Independent auditors of BSA/AML compliance
may be either external or internal to the casino,
depending on the casino’s corporate structure
and practices.
The independent auditors should report their
findings directly to senior management officials
who have the authority to remediate the audit
findings and ensure corrective action is taken.

For each audit finding that raises concerns about
the casino’s AML program, as well as findings
by independent auditors or Internal Revenue
Service examiners, the casino should undertake
corrective action or make a specific documented
determination that no such action is necessary.
If the casino utilizes an internal audit function,
that function must be independent from AML
compliance, in order to ensure the independence
of the internal audit function. Casinos also may
consider a reporting process to communicate
to the board of directors the results of AML
independent testing.

INDEPENDENT TESTING
PROCEDURES FOR CTRS
On a scheduled basis, the casino’s independent
auditor, or audit team for CTR filings, will review
currency transactions by using all relevant
records, including but not limited to multiple
transaction logs (MTLs), player-rating records, and
patron deposit and withdrawal records, that were
prepared during the 24-hour reporting period,
as well as all system reports for the period.

AUDIT PROCEDURES

An initial audit should ensure:
• That a CTR has been prepared for all
reportable transactions—either single or
aggregated—that exceed $10,000.
• That the information recorded on the
CTR is complete and accurate.
• CTRs shall be electronically filed within
15 days of the transaction date.
If the initial findings indicate possible
weaknesses in the AML program, the audit
may need to be expanded to confirm or
disprove those indications.

A system query should identify those patrons,
if any, who inserted into a gaming device
bill validator(s) funds more than a threshold
determined by the casino’s risk assessment. For
patrons who have reached the log threshold for the
gaming day, the total of their inserted bills shall
be entered onto the multiple transaction log for
reporting when required by law.
All currency transactions above an amount
established by the risk assessment for that casino
will be logged, with the exception of slot jackpots,
which are not reportable on CTRs.
Exception notices will be prepared for all
instances of noncompliance noted during the
daily audit, including but not limited to logging
errors, MIL/NIL completion errors, inaccurate
identification, missing information, and other
requirements not met.
The exception notices should be sent to applicable
casino supervisory personnel at the conclusion
of the independent audit and secondary review.
Exception notices should be returned within a
reasonable time indicating corrective action taken,
and the results of these periodic audits should be
part of the firm’s overall independent testing.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

A detailed audit program should be
maintained to document all audit procedures
performed by independent auditors.

The monetary/negotiable instrument log (MIL/NIL)
will also be reviewed by independent
auditors for proper completion and for retention
for at least five years.
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AUDIT PROCEDURES
When evaluating the effectiveness of the casino’s
monitoring systems, independent auditors should
consider the casino’s overall risk profile based
on its products, services, customers, entities,
geographic locations, volume of transactions, and
adequacy of staffing.

INDEPENDENT TESTING
PROCEDURES FOR SARS
The independent test function will establish testing
parameters for both SAR and no-SAR decisions.
This review will consider the completeness of
investigation processes and documentation and
timeliness of the review. In instances where SARs
were filed, the independent auditors will test the
completeness of SAR fields and narrative and
timeliness of the filing.
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This review also should test the casino’s
monitoring systems (if appropriate) and how the
system(s) fits into the casino’s overall suspicious
activity monitoring and reporting process.
The independent auditors will test information
flow across the casino, including but not limited
to the fraud/security and host functions, as well
as test whether information regarding employee
misconduct is appropriately communicated to the
group responsible for SAR decisions.
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RECORD-KEEPING
AND RETENTION
The casino shall adopt a record-keeping system to
preserve the following for each patron who is the
subject of customer due diligence procedures:
• A record of those specific procedures performed
to analyze a patron’s gaming patterns and
financial transactions.
• Any due diligence report created.
• Any risk determination.

Such records should be maintained for at least
five years after the relationship is terminated.
The casino also shall maintain CTRs, SARs (and
supporting documentation, such as surveillance)
for at least five years after filing. In order to
assist law enforcement, the casino may elect to
establish a protocol for receiving and responding
to authorized requests for SAR supporting
documentation without a subpoena.

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

• Any action taken as a result, including
monitoring of the patron, reports to law
enforcement agencies, or changes in casino
services available to the patron.
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CONCLUSION
These steps reflect the continuing efforts of AGA member
casino operators to mitigate the risks of potential money
laundering and illegal activity connected with their
businesses. The guidelines in this document must be
adapted to match the specific circumstances of individual
casinos and companies.
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Casinos should reconsider their AML/BSA compliance
efforts on a routine basis to ensure they account for new
risks and emerging patterns of illegal activity. When
dealing with businesses as complex as modern casinos,
and with judgments as subjective as those required by the
BSA, no compliance effort can be perfect or immune from
retrospective re-evaluation.
Though perfection cannot be expected of a process that
involves so many variables and periodic shifts in financial
practices and regulations, effective AML/BSA compliance
programs should ensure that the gaming industry
continues to effectively combat money laundering or illicit
financing threats.

GLOSSARY
Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”): Adopted in 1970 and
amended several times since, the statute authorizes
the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury to impose on
U.S. financial institutions the requirement to
keep such records and submit such reports that
have a high degree of usefulness in criminal,
tax, and regulatory matters and in the conduct
of intelligence activities to protect against
international terrorism. 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311, et seq.
Cage: A secured area adjacent to the gambling
floor of a casino where casino cashiers conduct
marker/credit, front-money, and other gamblingrelated transactions, and where currency and
chips are often kept. Safe-deposit boxes are often
available at the cage. A large casino may have
more than one cage location.
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Casino: A casino is a land-based or interactive
entertainment venue that offers its patrons highly
regulated gaming activities, such as traditional
casino-style games, house-backed games, and
sports betting.
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Chip Walk: When a patron leaves the casino
floor with a significant amount of chips in their
possession without offsetting chip redemptions
or chip buy-ins at another table, and there is no
known disposition or whereabouts of the chips. A
chip walk may not be deemed suspicious if there is
a reasonable, experience-based expectation that the
patron will return to the casino in the near future.
Credit: Under the regulations of many state
licensing authorities, casinos are authorized to
issue gaming chips or other representatives of
value to patrons for gambling purposes up to
the amount of a “marker” (see below), which
is a negotiable instrument signed by the patron

and made out to the benefit of the casino by the
patron. Although state regulations refer to such
arrangements as credit transactions, the markers
may be negotiated immediately at the discretion
of the casino.
Front money: Cash, wired funds, or negotiable
instruments that are deposited with the casino by
a patron who will draw down on those funds for
gambling. Front-money accounts are sometimes
described as safekeeping accounts.
Interactive Gaming: Interactive gaming comprises
traditional internet gaming; mobile wagering, and
account wagering (i.e., funding an account at
a brick and mortar location that can be used in
digital channels).
Interest On Lawyer’s Trust Account: A financial
account set up by a law firm, in which the funds
are held in trust for the benefit of the firm’s
clients, and are by state law or Supreme Court
rule to be held separate and apart from the funds
belonging to the law firm.
Marker: A negotiable instrument (sometimes called
a “counter-check”) executed by a casino patron
and made payable to the casino that authorizes
the casino to recover the amount of the marker
from the patron’s bank account. The casino will
advance funds to the patron up to the amount
of the marker. Under state casino regulations,
casinos are not required to conduct full credit
investigations before issuing a marker, but will
confirm that the patron’s bank account contains
sufficient funds to cover the requested marker.

GLOSSARY
Monetary/Negotiable Instrument Log: Required by
the BSA, it must reflect transactions of monetary
instruments (e.g., money orders, cashier’s checks,
traveler’s checks, and bank drafts) between the
casino and the patron with a value above $3,000.
Multiple Transaction Log: This is a record of cashin and cash-out transactions at or above predetermined amount which also records identifying
information about the patron in order to determine
when a person is approaching or has exceeded a
reportable threshold.

Ticket In/Ticket Out (“TITO”): A system for slot
machine play through the use of a barcoded
paper ticket. The ticket may be purchased in
advance of slot machine play, or issued from the
slot machine if there are credits remaining at the
conclusion of the patron’s gaming session. When
the patron has completed his play, balances on
the ticket can be redeemed for cash at a kiosk or
the casino cage, or used for further play at the
casino that issued the ticket.
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Risk Assessment: The formal process of examining
a casino’s mix of gambling activity, patrons, and
overall economic environment in order to identify
those activities and levels of play or other
transaction that pose a risk of money laundering
to be addressed by the casino’s AML compliance
procedures.
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ABOUT THE AGA
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The American Gaming Association is the premier national
trade group representing the $261 billion U.S. casino
industry, which supports 1.8 million jobs nationwide. AGA
members include commercial and tribal casino operators,
suppliers and other entities affiliated with the gaming
industry. It is the mission of the AGA to achieve sound
policies and regulations consistent with casino gaming’s
modern appeal and vast economic contributions.
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APPENDIX A: Anti-Money Laundering

Program Questionnaire
A compliance program may be satisfactory even if
some of the answers to these questions are not in
the affirmative, as long as the company can explain
why its policies provide adequate AML vigilance.
A. General Policies, Practices and Procedures
1. Is the AML compliance program approved by
the company’s board of directors?
2. Does the company’s legal and regulatory
compliance program include a designated
officer who is responsible for coordinating and
overseeing the AML compliance framework?
3. Do you have written policies documenting
the processes in place to prevent, detect and
report suspicious transactions?
4. Do you perform periodic training on AML
policies and practices for those employees
covered by your compliance program?
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5. In addition to inspections by government
regulators, does an internal audit function
or other independent third-party periodically
assess AML policies and practices?
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6. If a patron proposes a transaction with a
bank or corporation on his or her behalf,
do you have a policy for inquiring into the
identity of the beneficial owners of the bank or
corporation involved?
7. Do you have policies to reasonably ensure that
you will not conduct transactions with shell
banks or corporations?
8. Do you have policies for identifying Politically
Exposed Persons (PEP’s), their family
and close associates, and for controlling
transactions with such individuals?

9. Do you have record retention procedures that
comply with applicable law?
10. Are your AML policies and practices being
applied to all associated entities both in the
United States and in foreign locations?
B. Risk Assessment
11. Do you have a risk-based assessment of your
customer base and their transactions?
12. Do your risk-based assessments consider:
a. The volume and character of overall gaming
activity at a gaming venue?
b. The characteristics of the games offered at
a gaming venue?
c. A customer’s country of origin?
d. The gambling patterns or financial
transactions favored by a customer?
e. Third-party information about a customer,
including negative information regarding the
patron’s integrity?
f. Whether a customer has sources of wealth
or income commensurate with his or her
gaming activity?
g. Whether a customer has provided verifiable
identification information?
h. Whether a customer has financial fiduciary
obligations (e.g., trustee, accountant,
attorney, nonprofit/charity executive)?
i. Whether a customer is associated with
individuals or entities known to be
connected with the illicit generation
of funds?

APPENDIX A: ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
j. Whether a customer claims connections
with businesses that have no apparent
operations?
k. Whether a customer is the subject of
substantial tax liens or has gone through a
recent personal bankruptcy proceeding?
13. Does your compliance program identify and
explain the proper responses by employees
to customers and transactions that you have
reason to believe pose a heightened risk of
illicit activities at or through your casino?
C.

Know Your Customer and Due Diligence

14. Have you implemented processes for securing
identification for those customers whose

20. Do you screen customers and transactions
against lists of persons, entities or countries
issued by the Office of Foreign Asset Control
or other government authorities?
E.

21. Do you have a monitoring program for unusual
and potentially suspicious activity that
covers funds transfers, engaging in financial
transactions without significant gaming
activity, coordinating activity with other
customers, and the like?
22. In order to identify AML concerns, do you
review daily audit summaries, logs and reports
such as Marker Summaries, Front-Money/
Safekeeping Summaries, multiple transaction
logs, Monetary Instrument logs, check, logs,
and wire reports?

transactions fall within the AML program?
15. Do you have a requirement to collect
information regarding a customer’s business
activities and connections?
a. If so, under what circumstances does that
requirement apply.

Transaction Monitoring

F.

Preventive Measures

23. Do you cap “ticket-in/ticket-out” (TITO)
redemptions at slot machine kiosks?

b. What steps should be taken in that effort?
16. Do you have a process to review and update
customer information relating to high risk
relationships and activities?
17. In what circumstances do you complete a riskbased assessment to understand the normal
and expected transactions of customers?

25. Do you accept currency to purchase a
casino check, other monetary instrument, or
wire transfer?
26. Will you issue casino checks or wires to a
patron for an amount greater than his or her
winnings? Under what circumstances?

D. Reportable Transactions

27. Do you issue checks for winnings only in the
name of the customer?

18. Do you have policies or practices for the
identification and reporting of transactions

28. Do you require supervisor review of checks or
wires made payable to a customer’s business

that must be reported?
19. For currency reporting purposes, do you have
procedures to identify multiple transactions
that have been structured to avoid
such reporting?

or other account, or another individual?
29. If a patron declines to provide identifying
information, do you suspend the patron’s
loyalty club account or bar the customer?

Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

24. Do you cap the level of cash-for-cash exchanges?

30. Do you allow cash play at poker tables?
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APPENDIX A: ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
G. Employee Training
31. Is your compliance officer at each gaming
venue educated on the requirements of the
AML program, including suspicious activity
reporting and currency transaction reporting,
and the requirements of state and federal
regulators for AML compliance?
32. Do you provide AML training to other relevant
employees? If so, does that training include:
a. Identification and reporting of transactions
that warrant a suspicious activity report or a
currency transaction report?
b. Examples of different forms of suspicious
or illegal activity involving the casino’s
business and services?
c. Correct methods for completing currency
transaction and suspicious activity reports?
d. Internal policies to prevent money
laundering
e. Do any of the following employees receive
AML training:
i. Those engaged in the operation of
casino games, beginning at least at the
supervisor level?
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ii. Casino marketing employees?
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iii. Cage employees?
iv. Surveillance employees?
v. Property compliance and AML
compliance employees?
vi. Audit employees, including Internal
Audit and/or Fraud Department
employees?

vii. Senior gaming management, members
of the Board of Directors, Audit
Committee, or Compliance Committee?
33. Do you retain records of training sessions
including attendance records and the training
materials used?
34. Do you update relevant employees on changes
in AML law, policies, or practices?
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Preface - information and methodology used for the evaluation1
1.
The evaluation of the anti-money laundering (AML)2 and combating the financing of terrorism
(CFT) regime of the United States (U.S.) was based on the Forty Recommendations 2003 and the Nine
Special Recommendations on Terrorist Financing 2001 of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
and was prepared using the AML/CFT Methodology 2004.3 The evaluation considered the laws,
regulations and other materials supplied by the U.S., and information obtained by the evaluation team
during its two on-site visits to the U.S. from 7-18 November 2005 and 9-23 January 2006, and
subsequently. During the on-sites the evaluation team met with officials and representatives of
relevant U.S. federal, state, and local government agencies and the private sector. A list of the
agencies and organizations met is set out in Annex 2 to the mutual evaluation report.
2.
This was a joint evaluation of the FATF and the Asia Pacific Group (APG). The evaluation was
conducted by an assessment team which consisted of experts from the FATF and APG in criminal law,
law enforcement and regulatory issues. The team was led by Mr. Alain Damais, Executive Secretary
of the FATF, and Mr. Rick McDonell, Head of the APG Secretariat, and included: Mr. Dick Bos,
Deputy Head of the Dutch FIU MOT (Netherlands) who participated as a law enforcement expert; Mr.
Richard Chalmers, Adviser, International Strategy and Policy Co-ordination, Financial Services
Authority (United Kingdom) who participated as a financial expert; Ms. Koid Swee Lian, Director,
Bank Negara Malaysia’s (Central Bank of Malaysia), Financial Intelligence Unit (Malaysia) who
participated as a financial expert; Ms. Judith Pini, Senior Legal Adviser, Criminal Justice Division,
Attorney-General’s Department (Australia) who participated as a legal expert; Dr. Riccardo
Sansonetti, Head of Section, Federal Finance Administration (Switzerland) who participated as a
financial expert; Ms. Valerie Schilling, Administrator, FATF Secretariat; and Mr. Boudewijn Verhelst,
Deputy Attorney-General, Deputy Director of the Belgian FIU CTIF/CFI (Belgium) who participated
as a legal expert. The assessment team reviewed the institutional framework, the relevant AML/CFT
laws, regulations, guidelines and other requirements, and the regulatory and other systems in place to
deter money laundering (ML) and the financing of terrorism (FT) through financial institutions and
Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBP), as well as examining the capacity,
the implementation and the effectiveness of all these systems.4
3.
This report provides a summary of the AML/CFT measures in place in the U.S. as of the date of
the second on-site visit, and up to 5 May 20065. It describes and analyzes those measures, and
provides recommendations on how certain aspects of the system could be strengthened (see Table 2).
It also sets out the U.S.’s levels of compliance with the FATF 40+9 Recommendations (see Table 1).6
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Generally, FATF reports are written in United Kingdom English; however, this report is written in United States (U.S.)
English to avoid any confusion that may be caused by the spellings of U.S. agencies or citations from U.S. laws, regulations
and other sources.
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See Annex 1 for a complete list of abbreviations and acronyms.
As updated on 14 October 2005.
4
See Annex 2 for a detailed list of all bodies met during the on-site mission. See Annex 3 for copies of the key laws,
regulations and other measures. See Annex 4 for a list of all laws, regulations and other materials received and reviewed by
the assessors.
5
The measures taken into account after the on-site visit were restricted to issues that the assessment team had been able to
discuss with the authorities during the on-site visits, but which may have been published or come into effect at a later date.
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Also see Table 1 for an explanation of the compliance ratings (C, LC, PC and NC).
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MUTUAL EVALUATION REPORT
1.

SECTION 1

1.1

General information on the country and its economy

1.
The United States of America (U.S.) is comprised of 50 states and one district. The U.S. covers an
area of 9.6 million square kilometers, shares borders with Canada to the north and Mexico to the south,
and is flanked by the Atlantic Ocean to the east and the Pacific Ocean to the west. The U.S. holds
fourteen territories, nine of which are uninhabited or have no indigenous inhabitants: American Samoa,
Baker Island, Guam, Howland Island, Jarvis Island, Johnston Atoll, Kingman Reef, Midway Islands,
Navassa Island, Northern Mariana Islands, Palmyra Atoll, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Wake
Island.7 The capital of the U.S. is Washington, District of Columbia (DC). As of 2005, the estimated
population is 295,734,134 having a mean age of 36 and life expectancy averaging 77.7 years. The official
language is English and the literacy rate is 97% (as of 1999). The U.S. is a developed, industrial country
with a free-market economy. The U.S. is the largest economy in the world with GDP valued in 2004 at
USD 11.75 trillion, broken up into the service (79.4%), industry (19.7%) and agricultural (0.9%) sectors.
System of government
2.
The U.S. is a constitution-based federal republic with executive, legislative, and judicial branches.
The executive branch comprises an elected President and Vice-President, and an appointed Cabinet. The
federal legislative branch, known as Congress, consists of a House of Representatives
(containing 435 members, with each state’s number of representatives commensurate with its population)
and the Senate (containing 100 members—two per state). The judicial branch is made up of the U.S.
Supreme Court, Federal Courts of Appeal, and Federal District Courts. There are also courts on the state
level, including state-wide and local county-level courts.
Legal system and hierarchy of laws
3.
The federal court system is based on English common law. Each state has its own unique legal
system, of which all but one (Louisiana) is based on common law. The U.S. Constitution (adopted
in 1789) enumerates the broad areas where the federal government has legislative authority. Some powers
are exclusively federal because the Constitution limits or prohibits the use of the power by states (e.g.
treaty power, coinage of money) or because the nature of the power itself is such that it can be exercised
only by the federal government (e.g. declaration of war, federal citizenship). All powers not explicitly
delegated to the federal government are reserved to the states. However, because federal powers are given
an expansive interpretation, little state power is exclusive.
4.
Regulations are promulgated in accordance with the practices and procedures set out in the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) [5 United States Code (USC) 500 (1946)]. Among other requirements,
the APA generally requires all government agencies with powers to administer federal laws to give public
notice and solicit public comment on substantive rules of general applicability adopted as authorized by law.
This procedure: informs the public of “proposed rules” before they take effect; allows the public to
comment on the proposed rules and provide additional data to the agency; and enables the public to access
the “rulemaking record” and analyze the data and analysis behind a proposed rule. Additionally, the relevant
agency can analyze and respond to the public's comments. The process also creates an administrative record
7
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of the agency’s analysis and the procedures which can be reviewed by a judge or others to ensure that the
correct process was followed.
5.
A self implementing statute is enforceable on and after its effective date. Some laws, however,
require implementing regulations to give them effect and are not fully enforceable until such
implementing regulations have been issued. Implementing regulations adopted pursuant to a law are fully
enforceable once they have been properly promulgated in accordance with the procedure set out below
and on the published effective date.
6.
In general, the agency that is undertaking to promulgate a new regulation publishes a “notice of
proposed rulemaking” (NPRM) in the Federal Register (FR), and specifically seeks public comment on its
proposed action within a prescribed time frame. Such a notice includes the legal authority for the agency’s
issuance of the rule, proposed regulatory language (the “proposed rule”), and a full discussion of the
justification and analysis behind the rule. Proposed rules have no force and effect. After the close of the
comment period, the promulgating agency considers all comments timely submitted in response to the notice
of proposed rulemaking. The agency may then adopt and publish a “final rule” which provides notice to the
public of the text of the rule as adopted, a summary and analysis of comments received and the rationale for
adopting the rule in the form published. In general, a final rule does not become effective immediately, but
rather specifies an effective date, usually 30 days after publication of the final rule in the Federal Register. A
final rule becomes effective following publication, on its effective date. If after publishing the notice of
proposed rulemaking the agency feels there are certain issues upon which it wishes to receive additional
comments, the agency may take various steps to continue to solicit additional comments, before issuing a
final rule, including the issuance of an “interim final rule” (IFR). An IFR is enforceable as a final rule upon
its effective date. After receiving additional public input, the agency may then publish a final rule. The IFR
remains in effect until superseded by the issuance of a subsequent final rule.
Court system
7.
The U.S. court system is comprised of many different court systems: a federal system and 50 state
systems. Each has its own organization, structure, procedures and budget. Depending on the specific
structure of the state's court system, trial courts may be city or municipal courts, justice of the peace
courts, county or circuit courts, or even regional trial courts. Every state has a tier of appellate courts and a
court of last resort, generally called the "supreme court." Although supreme court decisions are final
within a state court system, in appropriate circumstances, review may be made by a federal court with
jurisdiction. The federal system consists of 94 Federal District Courts, 13 U.S. Courts of Appeals, and the
U.S. Supreme Court which is the country’s highest court. As federal judges are appointed for their
lifetime, they are free from political pressures concerning their tenure. The Speedy Trial Act imposes
statutory time limits in federal criminal cases. Defendants are defended by lawyers who are required to
represent their clients. The judiciary has many tools to enforce court decisions, including the power to
order the seizure and sale of property to satisfy a judgment, or to imprison a defendant who has violated a
restraining or injunction order.
Compliance culture
8.
Financial institutions and non-financial businesses have focused more on anti-money laundering
(AML)/counter-terrorist financing (CFT) compliance since the enactment of the Uniting and
Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act
of 2001 (USA PATRIOT Act) in 2001. Title III of the USA PATRIOT Act amended the Bank Secrecy
Act (BSA) (the primary statute which establishes anti-money laundering compliance requirements) to
require certain financial institutions and businesses through regulations issued by the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), to establish proactive AML Programs. These AML/CFT compliance
4

requirements have also fostered the involvement of other entities, such as industry associations, trade
groups, and independent consultants that participate in creating industry standards, provide individualized
guidance, suggest best practices and reinforce the necessity of compliance. Transparency, good corporate
governance and strong AML Programs are further encouraged as a result of a social stigma against doing
business with entities that are associated with criminal activity. The culture of the U.S. is one in which
individuals expect that the businesses they interact with will not have criminal ties, will protect themselves
from abuse by money launderers and terrorist financiers, and will sever ties with any entity that is abusing
their business relationships. Institutions with vulnerabilities associated with money laundering (ML) or
terrorist financing (FT), significantly increase their potential risk for loss of income and loss of reputation,
in addition to civil and/or criminal penalties. Moreover, the U.S. media takes an active interest in these
investigations and publicizes details of money laundering and terrorist financing abuses discovered
involving financial institutions or non-financial businesses. All of this contributes to a strong culture of
AML/CFT compliance in financial institutions and non-financial businesses.
Transparency, good governance, ethics and measures against corruption
9.
The U.S. signed the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) 1997 Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Transactions
(the OECD Bribery Convention) on 17 December 1997 and ratified it on 10 November 1998. The U.S.
signed the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (2001) (Palermo
Convention) on 13 December 2000 and ratified it on 3 November 2005.
10. The U.S. system of government promotes transparency and good governance through its tripartite
structure of three co-equal branches (the executive, legislative and judicial branches) checking and
balancing each other, and the constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press. Additionally, each
level of government has various independent and semi-independent organizations that were established to
prevent waste, fraud and corruption.
11. Public corruption is addressed through multiple federal, state, and local mechanisms. At the federal
level, the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sets out standards of ethical conduct that are enforced by the
Office of Government Ethics (which is an executive branch-wide office). The Federal Criminal Code
(FCC) prohibits bribery, gratuities, conflicts of interest, theft, and fraud by government employees. These
laws are actively enforced. The FCC also contains a broad spectrum of statutes that prohibit not only
corrupt conduct by federal officials, but also relationships that can lead to corruption, such as various
conflicts of interest. The FCC also addresses corruption by state and local officials where federal
jurisdiction is found to exist.
12. High ranking federal officials, as well as those in certain sensitive positions, are required to file
annual financial disclosure statements that are kept on file, in the former case, publicly, and in the latter
case, with supervisors who review them for conflicts of interest. Federal salaries are structured to be
reasonably high and commensurate with the employees’ responsibilities. Police agencies at all levels have
regulations governing conduct. Government lawyers are also bound by ethical rules of their licensing
organizations, usually state supreme courts and/or state bar organizations.
13. The U.S. Congress has broad investigative authority to address general issues related to public
corruption as well as specific allegations of corrupt activity at all levels of government. The Department
of Justice (DOJ) is the principal government agency responsible for investigating and prosecuting public
corruption offenses at the federal level through its U.S. Attorney’s Offices in 94 districts and through
specialized components in Washington, DC. The DOJ has dedicated anti-corruption units in most of these
locations. Additionally, it directs the primary federal investigative function through the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). Other federal agencies—such as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Securities
5

and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Office of Government Ethics—also have specialized
components responsible for addressing pertinent aspects of public corruption. There is also an extensive
network of Inspectors General (IG) with broad authority to identify and investigate fraud, waste, and
abuse within their respective agencies. All of these investigative components conduct criminal
investigations under the DOJ umbrella. Federal, state and local authorities co-ordinate investigations and
prosecutions as appropriate; however, only the DOJ can bring federal criminal charges.
14. Other federal organizations that are dedicated to ethics and anti-corruption are: the Treasury
Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA); Offices of Professional Responsibility for the DOJ,
DEA and the FBI; the Office of Government Ethics; the Government Accountability Office (GAO) (an
independent federal agency that, upon request from Congress, evaluates federal programs, audits federal
expenditures, issues legal opinions and advises Congress and the heads of executive agencies about how
to make government more effective and responsive); the House and Senate Ethics Committees; the Public
Integrity Section of DOJ; and various anti-corruption units in field offices of the DOJ and the FBI. State
and large local governments tend to have similar bodies. Each of these organizations has enabling
legislation or regulations that set out their duties and the proper scope of their work. All of these anticorruption efforts are reinforced by a vigorous free press and an array of non-government organizations
that comprehensively monitor government activities to promote transparency and accountability.

1.2

General Situation of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism

15. The U.S. government is reviewing, on an ongoing basis, the money laundering and terrorist financing
risk at the national level. It recently published the “U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment” (in January
2006) which is the product of an interagency working group comprised of a spectrum of U.S. government
agencies that study and combat money laundering. This is the first such assessment done on a national level,
and is a compilation of views of 16 government agencies, bureaus and offices. This report reviews the
threats and vulnerabilities in a number of sectors, including banking, money services businesses (MSBs),
insurance companies, casinos, shell companies and trusts.
Money Laundering
16. Proceeds from the sale of illicit narcotics are a major source of demand for money laundering in the
U.S. There is ample evidence that drug arrests continue to climb and that the cities topping the asset
seizure list in terms of the total dollar amount seized (New York, Miami and Los Angeles) are centers of
the drug trade (Annex 5, Table 1 and 2). However, the top ten cities identified from the asset seizure data
are not all necessarily the top drug markets in the U.S., confirming that other criminal activity contributes
to the demand for money laundering.8 The primary offenses for which individuals were sentenced in the
top ten cities on the asset seizure list are drug trafficking, immigration violations, fraud, and firearms
violations (Annex 5, Table 3).
17. Historically, the most prevalent method of money laundering reported in suspicious activity reports
(SAR) is structured cash deposits followed by immediate and regular international wire transfers that are
conducted through correspondent accounts either by individuals or businesses. Other methods include the
use of bulk-cash smuggling, trade-based money laundering, insurance products, casinos and MSBs,
including informal value transfer services (IVTS) to transmit illicit proceeds. Since the implementation of
stricter customer due diligence and recordkeeping requirements, the IRS-Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI)
has noted that financial institutions are used to a lesser extent to facilitate money laundering. Techniques
and trends that continue to be observed by law enforcement agencies can be summarized as follows.
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18. Banking sector: Money launderers may smurf transactions at different locations of the same or
different financial institutions. Cash-intensive businesses may inflate legitimate cash revenues to disguise
the deposit of cash proceeds. Correspondent and payable through accounts may have “nested” accounts that
provide indirect access to the U.S. financial system by allowing a foreign bank that may not have a direct
relationship with a U.S. financial institution to use another bank’s U.S. account.
19. Insurance sector: Money laundering through insurance has been generally confined to life
insurance and annuity products. The inclusion of investment products with the usual portfolio of
insurance policies has increased the potential for insurance companies to be used as ML conduits.
20. Money services businesses (MSB) sector: FBI field offices consistently identified the use of
MSBs as the third-most utilized money laundering method that they encounter, after formal banking
systems and cash businesses. SARs indicate that there is a concentration of suspicious, and potentially
illicit, financial activity in the U.S. in densely populated cities and along the southwest border. Law
enforcement reporting indicates that a large amount of illicit funds laundered through money transmitter
services are sent to the southwest border of the U.S.—particularly southern Arizona, where 12 U.S. dollars
(USD) is received for every USD 1 sent. This is accounted for in bulk cash smuggling to Mexico. FBI
field offices throughout the U.S. are observing increased money laundering through commercial check
cashing services and structured deposits involving check cashing services. Certain elements of the
currency exchange sector, such as casas de cambio, may play a major role in money laundering
operations, particularly for narcotics organizations.
21. On-line payment systems: Money laundering through on-line payment systems (some of which
may function as on-line money transmitters) has proven problematic for law enforcement given that the
investigative trail often ends when cyber systems are outside of any jurisdictional requirements for
AML/CFT programs, customer identification or record-keeping—particularly when those online systems
accept cash and money orders to fund accounts.
22. Bulk cash smuggling: Between 2001 and 2003, seized currency (mostly drug proceeds)9 often
originated in California, Illinois, New York, and Texas and was bound for Arizona, California, Florida,
and Texas [seizure data from the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC)]. SARs filed by U.S. financial
institutions tend to support the view that some of the cash smuggled out of the U.S. to Mexico is
immediately repatriated. SARs have reported patterns of large wire transactions (USD 1.5 million or more
per transaction) to U.S. payees from Mexican money exchange houses and other financial institutions.
23. Trade-based money laundering: The Black Market Peso Exchange (BMPE) is the largest known
money laundering system in the western hemisphere, responsible for moving an estimated USD 5 billion
worth of drug proceeds per year from the U.S. back to Colombia.10 Other trade-based methods of money
laundering include manipulating trade documents to over- or under-pay for imports and exports, and using
criminal proceeds to buy gems or precious metals.
24. Shell companies: FinCEN reports that 397 SARs (representing an aggregate of USD 4 billion)
were filed between April 1996 and January 2004 involving shell companies, and the use of foreign
correspondent bank accounts.
25. Casinos: Money laundering methods that involve casinos include exchanging illicit cash for casino
chips and then either: (1) holding the chips for a period of time and later cashing them in for a casino
9
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check or having the casino wire the money elsewhere; (2) using the chips as currency to purchase
narcotics, with the drug dealer later cashing in the chips; or (3) using the chips to gamble in hopes of
generating certifiable winnings. Casinos are also used to launder counterfeit money and large currency
notes that would be conspicuous and difficult to use elsewhere. Suspicious activities at casinos often
involve structuring transactions to avoid recordkeeping or reporting thresholds, using agents to cash-out
multiple transactions for an anonymous individual, providing false documents or identifying information,
or layering transactions to disguise their source.
26. Privately-owned automated teller machines (ATM): Both law enforcement and regulatory agencies
have identified a material money laundering risk in relation to privately owned ATMs.
Terrorist financing
27. Terrorist financing remains a concern in the U.S. The volume of SARs for suspected terrorist
financing, which peaked immediately after the events of 9/11 and then declined, began increasing again in
the second quarter of 2003. The increase is partially attributed to the greater number of financial
institutions that are now required to file SARs regarding terrorist financing (e.g. MSBs, casinos, securities
broker-dealers, and futures commission merchants). Another possible explanation may be the publicity
surrounding the investigations of some financial institutions with customers and transactions with possible
ties to terrorism.
28. The U.S. authorities believe that wire transfers and funds raised by non-profit organizations (NPOs)
are vulnerable to misuse by terrorists. Before the enactment of the terrorist financing laws, some terrorist
financiers were far more open about the intended terrorist use of solicited funds. Given the substantial
criminal penalties associated with providing material support or resources to terrorists or terrorist
organizations, it is now quite rare for a terrorist fundraiser to openly acknowledge the intended terroristrelated use to which raised funds are to be applied. However, there are still instances when fundraisers
cautiously make it clear to donors that their funds are destined to support terrorists or terrorism.
29. The analysis of wire transfers plays a role in many terrorist financing investigations ranging from
the determination of source funding to establishing connections between the terrorist or terrorist
organization and other associates, organizations, or countries. U.S. law enforcement has observed the
following trends regarding wire transfers in terrorist financing investigations: (1) using “nominees” to
provide clean names to terrorist financing transactions or accounts; (2) using front companies; (3) using
multiple financial institutions; and (4) avoiding mainstream financial institutions, through the use of
licensed money remitters, thereby avoiding or reducing the risk of SAR reporting. U.S. law enforcement
also has been receiving unverified reports that many organizations under investigation are using larger
amounts of cash to minimize financial paper trails.

1.3

Overview of the Financial Sector and DNFBP

Banking sector
30. Depository institutions in the U.S. may be chartered at either national or state level, and may be
involved in any of the following activities: safeguarding money and valuables; providing loans and credit;
offering payment services, such as checking accounts, money orders, and cashier’s checks; dealing and
holding Treasury and agency debt securities. With the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial
Modernization Act in 1999, depository institutions also may affiliate more broadly with securities and
insurance underwriters. This was previously generally prohibited.
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31. Commercial banks in the U.S. offer a full range of services for individuals, businesses, and
governments and range in size from global banks to regional and community banks. Global banks are
involved in international lending and foreign currency trading, in addition to the more typical banking
services. Regional banks have numerous branches and ATM locations throughout a multi-state area that
provide banking services to individuals. Community banks are based locally and typically target retail and
small businesses markets in their respective communities. In recent years, online banks, which provide all
services entirely over the Internet, have entered the market. Moreover, many traditional banks also have
expanded to offer online banking, and some formerly Internet-only banks are opting to open branches.
Savings banks and savings and loan associations (frequently called thrift institutions) cater mostly to the
savings and lending needs of individuals. A credit union is a member-owned, member-controlled, not-forprofit cooperative financial institution formed to permit groups of persons who share a “common bond” to
save, borrow, and obtain related financial services and to participate in its management.
32. The following numbers and types of depository institutions (all of which are defined as banks for
the purposes of the BSA) were operating in the U.S. as of 31 December 2005:
(a)

1,818 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)-insured nationally chartered commercial banks
with USD 6.0 trillion total assets and 50 federal branches (including 5 FDIC-insured with total assets
of USD 3 trillion) and agencies of foreign banking organizations with USD 110 billion in total assets,
which are all supervised by Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC);

(b)

907 FDIC-insured state chartered banks with USD 1.3 trillion total assets that are members of the
Federal Reserve System, and 204 uninsured U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banking
organizations with USD 1.2 trillion total assets, which are all supervised by the Federal Reserve;

(c)

5,245 FDIC-insured state-chartered commercial and savings banks that are not members of the
Federal Reserve with USD 2.0 trillion total assets, and 8 FDIC-insured U.S. branches of foreign
banking organizations, which are all supervised by the FDIC;

(d)

862 FDIC-insured savings associations, with USD 1.5 trillion total assets, which are supervised by
the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS); and,

(e)

8,695 credit unions (of which 5,393 are National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) insured,
federally chartered, and regulated by NCUA, and 3,302 are NCUA insured, state chartered, and
regulated by state supervisory authorities); and 319 credit unions that are privately insured and state
chartered and regulated.

Securities sector
33. Brokerage firms may be operated as full-service, discount, or online organizations, or any
combination thereof. Full-service brokers help clients develop an investment portfolio, manage their
investments, or make recommendations regarding which investments to buy. Discount firms often do not
offer advice about specific securities, although they may provide third party analysis. Online brokerage
firms offer their services over the Internet in order to keep costs down and fees low. Brokerage firms also
provide investment-banking services (i.e. they act as intermediaries between companies and governments
that would like to raise money and those with money or capital to invest). Investment bankers also advise
businesses on merger and acquisition strategies and may arrange for the transfer of ownership.
34. Companies that specialize in providing investment advice, portfolio management, and trust, fiduciary,
and custody activities are also included in these industries. These companies range from very large mutual
fund management companies to self-employed personal financial advisers or financial planners. Also
included are managers of pension funds, commodity pools, trust funds, and other investment accounts.
Portfolio or asset management companies direct the investment decisions for investors who have chosen to
9

pool their assets in order to have them professionally managed. Many brokerage firms also provide these
services. Personal financial advisers can manage investments for individuals as well, but their main
objective is to provide a comprehensive financial plan that meets a wide variety of financial needs. These
firms also offer a number of other services, including cash management accounts that allow account holders
to deposit money into a money market fund against which they can write checks, take out margin loans or
use a debit card. Some brokerage firms offer mortgages and other types of loans and lines of credit. They
also may offer trust services, help businesses set up benefit plans for their employees or sell annuities and
other life insurance products.
35. As of 31 December 2005, there were 6,296 broker-dealers registered with the SEC, 5,363 of which
do business with the public. These firms had USD 5.4 trillion in assets and USD 256 billion in capital,
and their total market capitalization was USD 14.9 trillion.
36. Equity securities are primarily traded on registered securities exchanges, like the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation Systems
(NASDAQ), and to a much lesser extent on over-the-counter markets (OTC markets). As of 31 March
2006, there were eleven registered securities exchanges. In 2005, there was USD 131.0 billion in equity
dollar volume on all exchanges, and OTC markets.
37. Mutual funds, which are also known as open-end registered investment companies, closed-end
investment companies, and Unit Investment Trusts (UITs), are popular investment vehicles in the U.S. As
of 28 February 2006, there were 8,000 mutual funds with assets of USD 9.2 trillion. As of 31 December
2005, there were 619 closed-end funds with assets of USD 276.3 billion, and over 6,019 UITs with a value
of USD 40.9 billion. Investment advisers manage assets of investors, both on an individual and on a
pooled account basis. As of 31 March 2006, there were 10,283 investment advisers registered with the
SEC. Collectively, those registered investment advisers managed USD 31.1 trillion in assets, including
assets of the managed investment companies described above.
38. Additionally, as of September 2005, there were 211 futures commission merchants, 1,711 registered
introducing brokers in commodities, 2,635 commodity trading advisors and 1,783 commodity pool
operators. In fiscal year 2005, 1.5 billion futures and options contracts were traded on U.S. exchanges.
Individual customers, commission houses, financial institutions and commodity producers, among others,
who wish to buy or sell futures or options must execute trades through a member of an exchange. The
exchanges operate either through a trading floor or electronic network where all transactions in futures and
options are executed.11
Insurance sector
39. In 2004, the U.S. insurance industry consisted of 7,789 domestic insurance companies, of which 1,179
were life insurers, and premiums increased to more than USD 1.7 trillion. The five states with the most
premiums written in all lines were California, Florida, New York, Pennsylvania and Texas. These five states
accounted for more than thirty-seven percent of all insurance premiums in the country. In 2004, more than
4.6 million insurance companies and agents were licensed to provide and sell insurance services.12
40. The insurance industry in the U.S. can be divided into three major sectors: life, property/casualty and
health. Life insurers have developed products that offer a variety of investment components, including
11

Futures and options on futures are financial instruments used to transfer price risk, related to the purchase and sale of commodities
and financial instruments, to persons and entities willing to accept the risk. The markets on which the instruments are traded also
provide price information used to establish the value of the underlying commodity or financial instrument.
12
National Association of Insurance Commissioners, 2004 Insurance Department Resources Report.
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variable life (where the amount and duration of benefits are linked to investment experience), and that offer
the insured the ability to overpay the premium for a fixed rate of return. Such products are marketed to
investors as part of a diversified portfolio, often with tax benefits. Annuities, variable and fixed, are a
popular new part of the life insurance sector, are purchased to provide an income stream over a period of
time, and are frequently used for retirement planning purposes. Many insurance companies, particularly the
larger ones, offer more than one kind of insurance product.
41. Insurance companies operating in the U.S. offer their products through a number of different
distribution channels. Some sell their products through direct response marketing in which the insurance
company sells a policy directly to the insured. Others employ agents, who may either be captive or
independent. Captive agents represent only one insurance company or group of affiliated companies;
independent agents may represent a variety of insurance carriers. Insurance may also be purchased
through other third parties, depending on the product. A limited number of companies offer certain types
of policies via the Internet. A customer also may employ a broker (i.e., a salesperson who searches the
marketplace for insurance in the interest of the customer rather than the insurer) to obtain insurance.
Money Services Businesses (MSBs) (including money remitters and foreign exchange offices)
42. The money services business industry is very diverse, ranging from very large companies with
worldwide reach to small convenience stores in inner city neighborhoods where English is rarely spoken.
The term “money services businesses” includes: (1) money transmitters; (2) currency dealers or exchangers;
(3) check cashers; (4) issuers of traveler’s checks, money orders or stored value; and (5) sellers or redeemers
of traveler’s checks, money orders or stored value (other than a person who does not offer one or more of
these financial services in an amount greater than USD 1 000 in currency or monetary or other instruments
for any person on any day in one or more transactions). The U.S. Postal Service, except with respect to the
sale of postage or philatelic products, is defined as a money services business.
43. Determining the exact number of MSBs operating in the U.S. is difficult. As of 5 April 2006,
24,884 money services businesses had registered with FinCEN. It has been estimated that, the total
number of MSBs could exceed 200,000.13 However, of these, approximately 40,000 are U.S. Postal
Service outlets that sell money orders. It is also possible that a large number are agents that are exempt
from registration due to primary MSB requirements to maintain lists of all agents through which they
conduct business. The MSB sector is highly concentrated, with an estimated eight business enterprises
accounting for the bulk of money services business financial products sold within the U.S., and
accounting, through systems of agents, for the bulk of locations at which these financial products are sold.
Accountants
44. Public accountants provide accounting and auditing services on a fee basis. Certified public
accountants have received a qualifying certificate from an authorized state entity. Accounting firms also
provide financial and investment advice.
Casinos
45. As an adjunct to their primary purpose of providing gaming facilities, casinos offer a wide range of
financial services including customer deposit or credit accounts, facilities for transmitting and receiving
funds transfers directly from other institutions, check cashing and currency exchange services. Card clubs
operate in much of the same manner as traditional casinos except that they do not offer house-banked
13

Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P, “Non-Bank Financial Institutions: A Study of Five Sectors for the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network” (28 February 1997).
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games such as baccarat, craps, roulette, slot machines, etc. Instead, card clubs offer non-house banked
card games to customers and earn revenue by receiving a fee from customers (e.g. when they deal each
hand, rent a seat at a table, and/or take a fixed percentage of each “pot”).
46. FinCEN estimates that there are approximately 845 casinos and card clubs operating in at least 34
jurisdictions in the U.S. (including a number of states, Tribal nations, and U.S. territories) that are subject to
the requirements of the BSA. There has been a rapid growth in riverboat and tribal casino gaming as well as
card room gaming over the last ten years. Fourteen states/territories license and regulate casino gaming
operations: Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New
Jersey, South Dakota, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Tinian (in the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands) and the U.S. Virgin Islands. More than USD 800 billion was wagered at casinos and card
clubs in the U.S. in 2004, accounting for approximately 85% of the total amount of money wagered for all
legal gaming activities throughout the U.S.
47. There are 567 federally recognized Indian Tribes (half of which are in Alaska)—223 of which operate
411 gaming facilities in 28 states.14 Of these, 307 are considered casino operations; the others are basically
bingo halls. Tribal casinos are licensed and regulated by tribal commissions and also may be subject to the
jurisdiction of the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC). Collectively, tribal casinos earned around
USD 18 billion per year—twice the amount generated by Nevada casinos.15 The largest casino in the U.S.
is a tribal gaming operation—Foxwoods Resort and Casino, located in Mashantucket, Connecticut and
owned by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe. Gaming operations in the populous areas of the West Coast
(primarily California) represent the fastest growing sector of the Indian gaming industry.16
Dealers in Precious Metals or Stones
48. FinCEN estimates that there are approximately 20,000 dealers in precious metals, stones, or jewels
in the U.S. that are subject to BSA requirements. The size of businesses in each segment of the industry
varies substantially from a single artisan goldsmith to publicly traded commercial manufacturers
employing hundreds of people and producing millions of finished pieces every year. The sources of
supply and business models vary as well, from large-scale producers of fabricated precious metals
materials to small dealers selling unique and rare gemstones on an individualized basis. There is also an
active secondary market for jewelry, loose gemstones and precious metals.
Lawyers and other independent legal professionals
49. To practice law, an attorney or lawyer must be licensed by an appropriate authority (such as a state
bar). The American Bar Association (ABA) reports that as of 2005, there were a total of approximately
1,104,766 resident and active lawyers in the U.S. The ABA has approximately 400,000 members.
Notaries Public
50. A notary public is a ministerial officer of the state who has been given specific duties under state
law that are limited to attesting to the genuineness of writings, authenticating signatures, and
administering oaths.

14
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Real Estate Agents
51. A real estate agent is one who has entered into a fiduciary relationship with either a seller or
purchaser or both to manage a real estate transaction. The 2002 Economic Census indicates that there
were over 76,166 real estate businesses in the U.S. Real estate may be held directly or through various
investment vehicles, such as real estate investment trusts, real estate limited partnerships, real estate
mortgage investment conduits (REMICs) or other collateralized mortgage obligations, or entities
commonly referred to as ‘‘syndicates’’ of real estate investors.
Trust and Company Service Providers (TCSPs)
52. Trust companies, which are licensed to provide a range of fiduciary services, are chartered at either
national or state level, and are generally regulated on the same basis as banks. Trust services providers
(i.e. persons and entities that assist in the setting up of trusts) generally are unregulated for AML/CFT
purposes. Likewise, company service providers generally are unregulated and may provide a variety of
services, including incorporation and routine filings, resident agency and accommodation address facilities
(which may include an office that is staffed during business hours, a local telephone listing with a live
receptionist and 24-hour personalized voicemail), assistance in opening local and foreign bank accounts
and the sale of "shelf" companies. Such services may be provided by professionals (e.g. lawyers and
accountants) or existing financial institutions as a part of their broader business, or by businesses formed
solely for this purpose.
Non-profit sector (NPO sector)
53. The U.S. charitable sector consists of nearly one million public charities and private foundations on
file with the IRS that control approximately USD 3 trillion of assets and raised an estimated
USD 240 billion in 2003. Additionally, the IRS estimates that about 350,000 religiously-affiliated or
smaller public charities operate in the United States. These are exempt from applying to the IRS for taxexempt status.

1.4

Overview of commercial laws and mechanisms governing legal persons and
arrangements

Types of legal persons and arrangements
54. In 2004, there were a total of 13,484,336 active legal entities registered in 50 states in the U.S. (This
figure does not include the U.S. Territories17). Public corporations raise capital by selling equity securities
(e.g. common or preferred stock) or debt securities to the general public or in private offerings. The
securities of about 10,000 corporations are publicly traded on the U.S. securities markets. Private
corporations (“closely held” corporations) are created by private persons for non-governmental purposes,
have relatively few shareholders and do not sell their shares to the public at large. Private corporations
can be run less formally than other corporations in that the stockholders can dispense with the board of
directors and manage the corporation directly. Person-service corporations can be formed under the laws
of many states by one or more persons rendering professional services (e.g. accountants, attorneys, etc.)
and allow these professionals to enjoy limited liability as to most obligations and liabilities not involving
malpractice. Limited liability companies (LLC) are a hybrid of a corporation and a partnership designed
to provide its owners (called “members”) with the limited liability enjoyed by corporate stockholders and
the greater economic flexibility ordinarily associated with a partnership arrangement.
17
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55. Corporate law is primarily handled at the state level. Many states follow the Model Business
Corporation Act that was developed in 1984 to encourage uniformity amongst the state corporation laws.
Many states have supplemented their general corporation statutes with special statutes providing relaxed
rules for closely held corporations that elect to take advantage of their provisions or allow for the creation
of hybrid or special purpose entities such as business trusts.
56.

The following additional types of legal persons and arrangements are also available.

(a)

Trusts are legal entities that are created under state law. There is a more detailed discussion of trusts
in section 5.2 of this report.

(b)

A non-profit organization (NPO) is an organization not intending or intended to earn a profit.

(c)

A sole proprietorship is an unincorporated business that is owned by one individual and has no legal
existence apart from the owner. Its liabilities are the owner’s personal liabilities.

(d)

A partnership is the relationship existing between two or more persons who join to carry on a trade or
business. Each person contributes money, property, labor, or skill, and expects to share in the profits
and losses of the business. Different types of partnerships exist, including general partnerships (in
which each partner is potentially liable for the debts of the company) and limited liability partnerships
(LLP). Law firms and accounting firms are often organized as LLPs. LLPs may also be used as
vehicles for investing in capital funds. In Delaware, for instance, private wealthy individuals can
establish family limited partnerships; however, the number of these is very small. Transactional
entities, such as limited liability companies that are set up to be a merger subsidiary, are much more
common. An LLP has the same organizational flexibility as other types of partnerships. However, in
general (but with some state variations), an LLP has a form of limited liability that is similar to a
corporation’s (meaning that the partners are not personally liable) [Uniform Partnership Act, s.306(c)].
Like a general partnership or LLC, an LLP is not taxed separately at the entity level; its profits and
losses flow to and are distributed among the partners for tax purposes.

1.5
a.

Overview of strategy to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing
AML/CFT Strategies and Priorities

57. The U.S. is committed to identifying, disrupting, and dismantling money laundering and terrorist
financing networks. The U.S. seeks to combat money laundering and terrorist financing on all fronts,
including by aggressively pursing financial investigations. Overall, the U.S. AML/CFT strategy focuses
on three major goals: (1) to more effectively cut off access to the international financial system by money
launderers and terrorist financiers; (2) to enhance the federal government’s ability to target major terrorist
financing and money laundering organizations and systems; and (3) to strengthen and refine the
AML/CFT regime for financial services providers to improve the effectiveness of compliance and
enforcement efforts and to prevent and deter abuses.
58. The U.S. legislates and regulates financial institutions, examines them for compliance with the
statutory and regulatory system, and enforces those requirements through civil and criminal actions. The
U.S. reviews industry sectors to identify ML/FT vulnerabilities, with a view to imposing appropriate
controls (such as record-keeping, reporting, licensing/registration, and AML Program requirements) based
on an assessment of risk. Transparency and accountability are promoted throughout the financial services
sector, as well as within relevant non-financial sectors. The U.S. considers private sector outreach to be
an important component in implementation of its AML/CFT strategy. The U.S. government has
developed its efforts in the following key areas: (1) enhancing interagency coordination; (2) ensuring that
law enforcement agencies and task forces use and share financial databases and analytical tools;
(3) focusing law enforcement personnel and other resources on highest-impact targets and financial
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systems; (4) utilizing new and improved statutory and regulatory authorities; (5) increasing international
operational cooperation; (6) improving U.S. government interaction with the financial community; and
(7) helping state/local governments investigate and prosecute money laundering and financial crimes.
59. The U.S. government prioritizes its AML/CFT domestic and international initiatives based on
perceived systemic vulnerabilities and the relative risk to U.S. interests. The U.S. states that the highest
priority has been given to keeping the core financial system secure, in particular banks and other depository
financial institutions that form the financial backbone of the U.S. The U.S. also reports that MSBs,
including IVTS, serve as an alternative to banks for many individuals in the U.S. and also receive high
priority within the AML/CFT strategy. The following areas have also been prioritized for AML/CFT efforts:
(a)

preventing the misuse of charities to aid terrorists;

(b)

developing specific measures against the risk posed by cash couriers operating in support of
terrorist or other criminal activities;

(c)

examining the feasibility of regulating entities offering new payment technologies that provide
financial services in a non-face-to-face environment;

(d)

increasing the emphasis on comprehensive examination and effective enforcement of BSA
regulatory requirements;

(e)

enhancing active consultations with the private sector, particularly in the course of developing and
implementing AML regulations;

(f)

balancing the goal of ensuring that U.S. regulatory scheme meets its enforcement goals without
imposing undue burden on and expense to industry, in recognition of the important role played by
the financial services industry;

(g)

providing more and better guidance to financial institutions;

(h)

improving consistency in the implementation of AML/CFT regulation by engaging partners at the
federal, state, tribal and local government levels;

(i)

improving the process for raising and discussing issues with non-federal regulators; and

(j)

launching BSA Direct, a new FinCEN initiative to better address its mandate to establish and
maintain a government-wide data access service to information collected under the BSA and other
data. The BSA Direct project involves the improvement of the technology used to store, process,
retrieve and analyze this critical data and will provide significant improvements in end users’ ability
to query, retrieve, and analyze BSA data.

60. The U.S. is also seeking to extend AML/CFT measures to new sectors. In particular, advance
notices of proposed rulemakings (ANPRM) have been issued for persons involved in real estate
settlements and closings.
The institutional framework for combating money laundering and terrorist financing
U.S. Department of the Treasury
61. The U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) has several offices that develop AML/CFT policy
and strategy:
62. Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence (TFI): The TFI and its constituent parts
(including the Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial Crime and the Office of Intelligence and
Analysis) work domestically and internationally to ensure that all possible diplomatic, policy and strategic
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steps are taken to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. TFI’s leadership is comprised of the
Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence who reports through the Deputy Secretary of the
Treasury to the Secretary of the Treasury. TFI is responsible for oversight, policy direction and
integration of the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and Treasury Executive Office for Asset
Forfeiture (TEOAF), and oversees FinCEN. TFI is also responsible for the following: (1) developing and
implementing U.S. government strategies to combat terrorist financing domestically and internationally;
(2) developing and implementing the National Money Laundering Strategy as well as other policies and
programs to fight financial crimes; (3) working with FinCEN to develop and implement U.S. government
policies and regulations in support of the BSA and the USA PATRIOT Act, including outreach to the
private sector; (4) representing the U.S. in international bodies dedicated to fighting terrorist financing,
money laundering, and other financial crimes; and (5) overseeing and providing policy guidance for the
implementation and administration of the nation’s economic sanctions laws and programs.
63. Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial Crime (TFFC): TFFC is responsible for the policy
and strategy functions within TFI concerning money laundering, terrorist financing, and other financial
crimes. It is headed by the Assistant Secretary for Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes. TFFC
represents the U.S. at relevant international bodies, including heading the U.S. delegation to the FATF and
FATF-style regional bodies (FSRBs). TFFC works closely with Treasury’s Office of International Affairs
and Office of Domestic Finance in the formulation of AML/CFT policy and strategies. Additionally, TFFC
works on behalf of the Treasury, with DOJ, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and others, to
continue developing and implementing the U.S. government’s National Money Laundering Strategy as well
as other policies and programs to fight financial crimes.
64. Office of Intelligence and Analysis (OIA-T): The OIA-T is the intelligence analysis branch for the
Treasury within the TFI. This office develops financial intelligence and conducts analysis with a view to
filling gaps in intelligence targets, and adding value and expertise. Its priorities include identifying and
attacking the financial infrastructure of terrorist groups; identifying and addressing vulnerabilities that may
be exploited by terrorists and criminals in domestic and international financial systems; and promoting
stronger relationships with Treasury’s partners in the U.S. and around the world.
65. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN): FinCEN is a bureau within the Treasury. In
addition to being the financial intelligence unit (FIU) of the U.S., FinCEN is responsible for the
development, issuance, administration and civil enforcement of regulations implementing the BSA; in
concert with the IRS, for collecting and maintaining BSA data and providing government-wide data access
service to information collected under the BSA and other data; and, in concert with the federal functional
regulators, certain self-regulatory organizations and the IRS, for ensuring compliance with that regime. The
agency is also charged with protecting the integrity and confidentiality of the information collected under the
BSA and for accounting for the proper use of that information.
66. Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC): OFAC is an office within Treasury that administers
and enforces economic and trade sanctions based on U.S. foreign policy and national security goals
against targeted foreign countries, terrorists, international narcotics traffickers and those engaged in
activities related to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. OFAC acts under the President's
wartime and national emergency powers, as well as under authority granted by specific legislation, to
impose controls on transactions and assets subject to U.S. jurisdiction.
67. Treasury Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture (TEOAF): The TEOAF administers the
Treasury Forfeiture Fund (TFF). The TFF was established in 1992 as the successor to the Customs
Forfeiture Fund.
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U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
68. The DOJ is the principal government entity responsible for overseeing the investigation and
prosecution of money laundering and terrorist financing offenses at the federal level. Led by the Attorney
General, the DOJ comprises 40 separate component organizations including: the 94 Presidentiallyappointed United States Attorneys (USAs) who prosecute offenders and represent the United States
government in court; several of the major investigative agencies–the FBI, the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) which deter
and investigate crimes, and arrest criminal suspects; the U.S. Marshals Services (USMS) which protects
the federal judiciary, apprehends fugitives, detains persons in federal custody and manage seized assets
and the sale of forfeiture of assets for the Justice Forfeiture Fund; and the Bureau of Prisons (BOP), which
confines convicted offenders. The agencies and offices of the DOJ that are involved in AML/CFT are
briefly described below (listed alphabetically by acronym).
69. Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section, Criminal Division (AFMLS): The AFMLS
of the Criminal Division leads DOJ’s asset forfeiture and AML enforcement efforts. AFMLS provides
centralized management for DOJ’s asset forfeiture program to ensure its integrity and maximize its law
enforcement potential, while also providing managerial direction to the Department's components in
prosecuting money laundering. The Section initiates, coordinates and reviews legislative and policy
proposals impacting on the asset forfeiture program and money laundering enforcement agencies.
AFMLS also: (1) prosecutes and coordinates complex, sensitive and multi-district and international
money laundering and asset forfeiture investigations and cases; (2) provides legal and policy assistance
and training to federal, state and local prosecutors and law enforcement personnel, as well as to foreign
governments and in multilateral fora; (3) assists Departmental and interagency policymakers by
developing and reviewing legislative, regulatory and policy initiatives; and (4) manages DOJ’s Asset
Forfeiture Program, including distributing forfeited funds and properties to appropriate domestic and
foreign law enforcement agencies and to community groups within the U.S., as well as adjudicating
petitions for remission or mitigation of forfeited assets. Because asset forfeiture and money laundering
are aspects of all proceeds-generating crimes, the Section’s portfolio cuts across all of the different
criminal cases handled by the DOJ.
70. Counterterrorism Section, Criminal Division (CTS)18: The CTS designs, implements, and
supports law enforcement efforts, legislative initiatives, policies and strategies relating to combating
international and domestic terrorism. The CTS assists in preventing and disrupting acts of terrorism
anywhere which impact on significant U.S. interests and persons through criminal investigation and
prosecution and other means. The CTS participates in investigating and prosecuting domestic and
international terrorism cases in a number of ways, that include: (1) coordinating with headquarters of
U.S. government agencies (such as the Treasury and State Departments, FBI, intelligence agencies and the
DHS) to facilitate prevention of terrorist activity through daily detection and analysis and to provide
information and support to the field; (2) investigating and prosecuting terrorist financing and cases
involving torture, genocide and war crimes that are linked to terrorist groups and individuals;
(3) formulating legislative initiatives and DOJ policies and guidelines relating to terrorism; (4) assisting
the 93 Anti-Terrorism Advisory Council (ATAC) Coordinators through the Regional Coordinator system
involving information sharing between and among prosecutors nationwide on terrorist matters, cases and
threat information; (5) participating in the foreign terrorist organization and specially designated global
terrorists designation processes with the Departments of State and Treasury and other DOJ components;

18

In March 2006 the U.S. government announced its intention to create in DOJ a new National Security Division. It is expected
that CTS will be among the units moved into this new Division.
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and (6) providing legal advice to federal prosecutors concerning numerous federal statutes associated with
terrorism, including acts of terrorism.
71. National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC): The NDIC's mission is to develop strategic domestic
drug intelligence. NDIC created a Money Laundering Unit in January 2005 to provide a multi-source
capability for money laundering-related information. The mission of this unit is to identify strategic
money laundering trends and patterns for national policy makers.
72. Office of International Affairs, Criminal Division (OIA): The OIA conducts the DOJ’s
international law enforcement activity in the areas of extradition and legal assistance, among others. In
particular, OIA coordinates the extradition or other legal rendition of international fugitives and all
international evidence gathering. OIA attorneys also participate on a number of committees established
under the auspices of the United Nations (UN) and other international organizations that are directed at
resolving a variety of international law enforcement problems, such as terrorism, money laundering,
narcotics trafficking, organized crime, cyber-crime, and corruption. OIA is the U.S. central authority for
mutual legal assistance matters, which includes the production of evidence in the U.S. for use in foreign
investigations and proceedings, as well as obtaining evidence from abroad for use in U.S. investigations
and prosecutions. OIA attorneys advise prosecutors on when a formal request for assistance is required;
assist in drafting requests for various types of evidence from abroad; and act as liaison between U.S. and
foreign prosecutors, helping to ensure that evidence obtained from abroad can be used in U.S.
proceedings. On a day-to-day basis, OIA attorneys assist prosecutors in requesting the return of fugitives
located abroad and in executing foreign requests for extradition.
State Department
73. The State Department represents the U.S. government in several multilateral institutions, including the
UN 1267 Sanctions and Counter-Terrorism Committees, the G-8 Roma-Lyon Group, the Dublin Group, the
Organization of American States (OAS), the FATF and the FSRBs. State Department personnel also take
part in multi-agency diplomatic missions relating to money laundering and terrorist financing. The State
Department conducts a wide variety of regional and bilateral initiatives relating to money laundering and
terrorist financing. It also has shared policy making responsibilities with Treasury and DOJ with respect to
money laundering, terrorist financing, and other financial crime, ranging from planning and implementing
Presidential Decision Directives and is a lead agency and a major source of funding for the provision of
foreign AML/CFT training and technical assistance. The departments and offices of the State Department
that are involved in AML/CFT are described below (listed alphabetically by acronym).
74. Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs (EB): EB works to deny terrorist states the economic
benefits of trade with the U.S. and to deny terrorists access to the global financial system. It provides foreign
policy guidance to other U.S. agencies and works with regional bureaus and State Department’s Office of the
Coordinator for Counterterrorism (S/CT) to develop, implement and calibrate sanctions programs to support
diplomatic and policy objectives. EB also chairs the interagency Coalition Building Group, which
coordinates U.S. bilateral, regional and multilateral diplomatic engagements regarding terrorist financing,
including submission to the UN of Al Qaida, Usama bin Laden and Taliban-linked individuals and groups.
EB leads U.S. diplomatic initiatives to support implementation of these sanctions, providing U.S. overseas
missions with regular guidance on terrorism finance, including training for U.S. officials.
75. Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL): The INL is vested with
primary responsibility for issues dealing with money laundering and financial crimes. It creates and
publishes, with Presidential approval, the International Narcotics Control Strategy Report (INCSR), which
includes a separate volume on international money laundering and terrorist financing. INL also provides a
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coordinating function on intelligence relating to money laundering and other financial crimes, and meets
regularly with intelligence agencies to monitor worldwide trends and developments.
76. State’s Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism (S/CT): S/CT leads the State
Department’s efforts relating to designating Foreign Terrorist Organizations (FTO) in order to freeze
assets, stigmatize and isolate designated terrorist organizations internationally by restricting their ability to
travel, and to deter donations to and economic transactions with named organizations. S/CT also has lead
responsibility in the State Department for preparing Executive Order (EO) 13224 designations, which
block assets and prohibit contributions of terrorists and terrorist organizations, and works closely with the
State Department’s Economics Bureaux and the Treasury in recommending EO 13224 designations.
Likewise, S/CT works with the DOJ and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to designate groups to
the Terrorism Exclusion List (TEL).
Law Enforcement Agencies
77. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA): The DEA is responsible for investigations of illicit
drug trafficking. Its Office of Financial Operations (FO) (which was created in 2004) enhances
investigations by providing the necessary assistance on the financial component of those investigations.
(See section 2.6 of this report for a more detailed description of the DEA.)
78. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): The FBI is the primary agency responsible for
investigating federal crimes. Responsibility for the investigation of terrorism and terrorist financing rests
with the FBI-led multi agency Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTF). Additionally, the FBI promotes the
investigation and prosecution of money laundering across all of its investigations. (See section 2.6 of this
report for a more detailed description of the FBI.)
79. Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): With the
creation of the DHS in March 2003, the investigative and intelligence functions of the former U.S. Customs
Service (including its AML activities) and the Immigration and Naturalization Service were merged to form
ICE. In addition, ICE includes the Detention and Removal Program, and the Federal Protective Service. In
part, the mission of ICE is to protect the U.S. and its citizens by deterring, interdicting, and investigating
ML/FT threats arising from the movement of people and goods into and out of the U.S.
80. Department of Homeland Security, Customer and Border Protection (CBP): CBP is the
nation’s unified border agency. CBP includes more than 41,000 employees who manage, control and
protect the nation’s borders, at and between the official ports of entry. CBP has the authority to search
outbound and inbound shipments, and uses targeting to carry out its mission in this area. CBP works with
ICE to seize both cash and monetary instruments.
81. Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI): The IRS-CI enforces money
laundering, terrorist financing and criminal tax statutes. IRS-CI targets high-profile money laundering
investigations, particularly those that directly or indirectly enhance tax compliance. The IRS-CI is
implementing the Lead Development Center (LDC) concept that is focused on developing investigation
leads relating to specific types of crimes using a combination of tax and publicly available information.
There are currently five LDCs. The Garden City LDC has been designated the research site for the terrorist
financing investigations and the Tampa LDC for money laundering investigations.
82. U.S. Postal Inspection Service: The U.S. Postal Inspection Service is charged with safeguarding
more than 200 billion pieces of mail a year and with protecting more than 700,000 postal employees,
38,000 postal facilities, 200,000 postal vehicles, and billions of dollars in postal assets.
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Supervisors/Regulators responsible for ensuring AML/CFT compliance in the financial sector
Banking sector supervisors/regulators
83. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve): The Federal Reserve
(the U.S. central bank) supervises and examines state-chartered banks that elect to become members of the
Federal Reserve System (state member banks), bank holding companies (BHCs), Edge and Agreement
corporations, and uninsured U.S. state-chartered branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations.
The Federal Reserve is an independent agency created by the U.S. Congress.
84. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC): The FDIC is the deposit insurer for all federally
insured depository institutions (other than credit unions). This includes both national and state chartered
institutions. In this capacity the FDIC has either direct or back-up supervisory responsibility for about 8,800
financial institutions. The FDIC also identifies, monitors and addresses risks to the deposit insurance funds,
and limits the effects on the economy and the financial system when one of its insured institutions fails. The
FDIC is an independent agency created by the U.S. Congress.
85. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC): The OCC charters, regulates, and supervises
national banks and the U.S. Federal branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations. The OCC is
a bureau of the Treasury.
86. Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS): The OTS charters, examines, regulates and supervises
federally-chartered savings associations and state-chartered savings associations belonging to the Savings
Insurance Fund, and provides for the registration, examination and regulation of savings association
affiliates and holding companies. The OTS is a bureau of the Treasury.
87. National Credit Union Administration (NCUA): The NCUA charters, supervises, regulates and
examines federally-chartered and certain state-chartered credit unions and insures deposits for federal and
state credit unions. The NCUA is an independent agency created by the U.S. Congress.
88. Federal Banking Agencies (FBA): Under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (FDI Act), the
“Federal Banking Agencies” include the Federal Reserve, the OCC, the FDIC and the OTS. However, for
the purposes of this report, the term also includes the NCUA.
89. State Banking Regulators: Each state charters banks and shares supervisory responsibility over
such banks through Joint Supervisory Agreements with the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OTS. Most states
also charter and examine credit unions and share supervision with the NCUA.
Securities sector supervisors/regulators
90. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC): The SEC is the federal regulator of the securities
markets and administers the federal securities laws (including the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, the Investment Company Act of 1940, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, and
the Trust Indenture Act of 1939). It has direct regulatory responsibilities and also oversees key
participants in the securities industry, including securities exchanges, securities brokers and dealers,
investment advisers and investment companies, and the Self-Regulatory Organizations’ (SROs)
compliance with their statutory obligations under the Securities Exchange Act. The SEC is an
independent agency created by the U.S. Congress.
91. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC): The CFTC is the federal regulator of U.S.
commodity futures and options markets in the U.S. and it administers and enforces the federal futures and
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options laws as set forth in the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and the accompanying regulations. It
also oversees the operations of the industry SRO. The CFTC is an independent agency created by the U.S.
Congress.
92. NASD: NASD is an SRO for broker-dealers. Securities broker-dealers that effect securities
transactions other than on a national securities exchange of which they are a member are required to be
NASD members. NASD and the other securities SROs have a statutory obligation to enforce their
members’ compliance with their own rules, as well as with the U.S. securities laws and SEC rules. NASD
oversees the activities of approximately 5,300 brokerage firms, 116,000 branch offices and more than
657,000 registered securities representatives.
93. National Futures Association (NFA): The NFA is the SRO for the futures market. Membership
in the NFA is mandatory for anyone conducting business with the public on the U.S. futures exchanges.
Approximately 4,200 firms and 55,000 associates are members of the NFA. The CFTC has delegated
some regulatory responsibilities to the NFA.
94. New York Stock Exchange (NYSE): The NYSE is the SRO for exchange member organizations.
A member organization is a registered broker-dealer organized as a corporation, a partnership or an LLC,
which holds an NYSE trading license or opts for NYSE regulation. A total of 1,272 licenses have been
issued and they must be renewed each year. A trading license gives the member organization direct
electronic access to the NYSE trading floor and the right to have a member on the floor. Only members
are allowed to buy and sell securities on the NYSE trading floor.
Other financial sector and DNFBP supervisors/regulators
95. IRS Small Business and Self-Employment Division (IRS-SBSE): The IRS-SBSE has been
delegated examination authority for civil compliance with the BSA for all financial institutions that do not
have a federal functional regulator as defined in the BSA, including MSBs (as broadly defined), insurance
companies, credit card companies, non-federally insured credit unions, casinos (tribal and non-tribal) and
dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels. It also has responsibility for auditing compliance with
currency transaction reporting requirements that apply to any trade or business.
96. National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC): The NIGC is an independent federal regulatory
agency whose primary mission is to regulate gaming activities on Indian lands for the purposes of
ensuring that Indian tribes are the primary beneficiaries of gaming revenues, and assuring that gaming is
conducted fairly and honestly by both operators and players. The NIGC is authorized to: conduct
background investigations of primary management officials and key employees of a gaming operation,
conduct audits, review and approve tribal gaming ordinances and management contracts, promulgate
federal regulations, investigate violations of these gaming regulations, and undertake enforcement actions
(including the assessment of fines and issuance of closure orders. Both Class II gaming (e.g. bingo and
certain card games) and Class III gaming (e.g. baccarat, blackjack, slot machines, and electronic or
electromechanical facsimiles of any game of chance) are subject to the provisions of the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act (IGRA) and oversight by the NIGC. However, in general, the primary regulator for these
activities is the tribal nations themselves.
97. State-level regulators: Insurance, MSBs and non-tribal casinos are primarily regulated at the state
level, albeit not for BSA purposes. Some states have adopted statutes and regulations that incorporate or
parallel the provisions of the BSA.
98. Tribal-level regulators: Many tribal gaming commissions have been established by the tribes to
oversee tribal gaming. The tribal nations have primary regulatory authority over Class II gaming.
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Regulation of Class III gaming may be addressed in the Tribal-State compacts (i.e. agreements between a
state and a tribe, which are approved by the Secretary of the Interior, concerning the rules to govern the
conduct of Class III gaming within the state). Although the terms of Tribal-State compacts vary by state,
in most instances, the tribes remain the primary regulator for Class III gaming.
Non-profit sector supervisors/regulators
99. IRS Tax Exempt and Government Entities Division (IRS-TEGE): The IRS-TEGE provides
federal oversight to all non-profit organizations in the U.S. through the review of applications for tax
exempt status and subsequent audits. This division conducts examinations of applications and returns
filed to determine if the non-profit organizations are facilitating terrorist financing.
Interagency groups focusing on the development of AML/CFT policy
100. National Security Council (NSC) Terrorist Financing Policy Coordinating Committee (TF
PCC): The TF PCC is a high-level interagency group that reports directly to the National Security
Advisor, who in turn reports directly to the President. Its role is to design and implement and then assess
the effectiveness of national CFT policy and to coordinate appropriate adjustments.
101. Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG): The U.S. Congress established the BSAAG to
enable the financial services industry and law enforcement to advise the Secretary of the Treasury on ways
to enhance the usefulness of BSA reports. The BSAAG serves as the principal forum for industry,
regulators and law enforcement to discuss issues relating to the administration of the BSA. The Director
of FinCEN chairs the BSAAG. Members include representatives from: law enforcement agencies; federal
and state financial regulatory agencies, including SROs; industries subject to the BSA; and trade groups
and practitioners representing industries subject to the BSA.
102. Money Laundering Working Group: The Money Laundering Working Group (led by the
Treasury/TFFC) convenes periodically to coordinate the development and implementation of AML/CFT
policy.
103. National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC): The NCTC orchestrates an interagency CFT action plan
and/or response by coordinating the information flows which are generated by the U.S. intelligence agencies.
Interagency groups and task forces of law enforcement agencies dealing with CFT
104. Terrorist Financing Operations Section (TFOS): The TFOS is an inter-agency group that was
established by the FBI and operates out of FBI Headquarters as part of the FBI’s Counterterrorism
Division. A main focus of TFOS is to conduct full financial analysis of terrorist suspects and their
financial support structures in the U.S. and abroad.
105. Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTF): JTTFs are interagency task forces of law enforcement
agencies that are lead by the FBI and have primary investigative responsibility for the investigation of
terrorism and terrorist financing.
106. Joint Vetting Unit (JVU): The JVU reviews ICE and FBI databases to determine whether a nexus
to terrorism or terrorism financing exists in a given investigation. Where such a nexus is found to exist,
the investigation is conducted under the auspices of the JTTF.
107. National Joint Terrorism Task Force (NJTTF) and the Foreign Terrorist Asset Targeting
Group (FTAT-G): The NJTTF and FTAT-G are interagency task forces comprised of federal, state and
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local investigative agencies. They combat terrorist financing by targeting key money laundering
professionals and financial mechanisms, such as bulk cash movement and wire transfers.
108. Antiterrorism Advisory Councils (ATAC): ATACs promote and ensure proper training and
information sharing on terrorism cases and terrorism threats (including terrorist financing) among federal,
state and local law enforcement and private sector representatives.19
Interagency groups and task forces of law enforcement agencies dealing with AML
109. High Intensity Financial Crime Areas (HIFCAs): The statutorily-mandated HIFCA program
(spearheaded by the ICE) concentrates the AML efforts of federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies in seven designated high-intensity money laundering zones.
110. Indian Gaming Working Group (IGWG): The IGWG consists of representatives from the FBI's
financial crimes, public corruption and organized crime subprograms as well as representatives from other
federal law enforcement agencies. The IGWG meets regularly to address significant criminal violations in
the Indian gaming arena.20
111. Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF): The primary function of the
OCDETFs (which are administered and coordinated by the DOJ) is to target the most significant, highpriority drug trafficking organizations in their region for investigation and prosecution. In particular, this
involves following a financial investigative plan for attacking the financial structure of the criminal
organization and identifying forfeitable assets.
112. Money Services Business Working Group (MSB-WG): The MSB-WG is an interagency
working group (comprised of various law enforcement agencies) that focuses on eliminating
vulnerabilities posed by unlicensed MSBs.
Interagency groups of financial sector supervisors/regulators
113. Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS): The CSBS is a professional association of state
officials responsible for chartering, supervising and regulating the U.S.’s 6,000 state-chartered commercial
and savings banks and more than 400 state-licensed foreign banking offices.
114. Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC): The FFIEC was established by
the U.S. Congress as a formal interagency body empowered, among other things, to prescribe uniform
federal principles, standards and report forms for the examination of depository institutions by the Federal
Banking Agencies, and to make recommendations to promote uniformity in the supervision of those
financial institutions,. The FFIEC has established, in accordance with the requirement of the statute, an
advisory State Liaison Committee composed of five representatives of state supervisory agencies.
115. National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC): The state- and territorial-level
regulators in the insurance sector coordinate their regulatory activities through the NAIC. Its Ad Hoc
Executive Task Force on USA PATRIOT Act Compliance considers policy issues, develops and
19

This body was not referenced by the U.S. authorities prior to or during the on-site visit. Consequently, the assessment team did
not have the opportunity to meet with this agency or discuss its AML/CFT role.
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coordinates appropriate examination standards, and coordinates with state and federal regulators regarding
the USA PATRIOT Act’s AML amendments to the BSA.
116. Money Transmitter Regulators Association (MTRA): The MTRA is a national non-profit
organization that works towards the unifying regulatory practices amongst state-level regulators of money
transmitters and check sellers.
Approach concerning risk
Application of AML/CFT obligations to certain sectors
117. The U.S. has followed a risk-based approach in determining which sectors should be subject to
various AML requirements. In addition to any risk assessments undertaken by Treasury and FinCEN to
apply AML obligations to different types of financial institutions in implementing the requirements of the
BSA, federal agencies undertake ongoing assessments of risks, threats and vulnerabilities of industries and
activities that are within their purview.
118. The BSA, most recently substantially amended by the USA PATRIOT Act, has a broad definition
of “financial institution” (including many sectors not typically considered “financial”) and also permits the
addition of other activities within the definition by regulation.21 However, the application of AML/CFT
obligations to individual financial activities requires the promulgation of implementing regulations by
Treasury. Implementing regulations have been issued for all the categories of financial institutions that
the authorities consider present a significant risk of money laundering, and proposed rules have been
issued for certain additional types of financial institutions considered to pose a less significant risk of
money laundering. Moreover, the order in which Treasury and FinCEN addressed the different sectors
was based upon the perceived significance of the risk each presents for potential money laundering and
the financing of terrorism.
119. In determining the nature and scope of AML/CFT obligations that should be applied to a particular
sector, the BSA authorizes Treasury, in consultation with the federal functional regulators22, to consider
the extent to which these requirements are commensurate with the size, location, and activities of financial
institutions, to prescribe minimum requirements for such programs or to exempt financial institutions from
these requirements. In practice, the approach to determining whether to issue implementing regulations,
how they should be structured and what guidance to provide, is the result of a risk assessment conducted
by Treasury and FinCEN, in consultation with the federal functional regulators.
120. Treasury and FinCEN analyzed the actual and potential risks of money laundering and terrorist
financing presented by each general category of financial institution, as well as by various subsets within
each industry. This typically involved meetings and discussions with any relevant federal regulators,
representatives of different sectors of each industry and with their trade associations; a review of money
laundering investigations, prosecutions, and convictions in each industry and consideration of law
enforcement views; and consideration of international standards (including those of the FATF, European
Union and industry-specific associations). Following this analysis, if the sector is deemed of sufficient
money laundering risk, FinCEN typically publishes a notice of proposed rulemaking, setting forth its
proposal with respect to an AML rule for the industry, and seeking formal public input. However, in three
21
Title 31 USC 5312(a)(2)(Y) authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to include additional types of businesses within the
definition of “financial institution” if he/she determines that they engage in any activity similar to any listed business; and
subsection (Z) states that the Secretary of the Treasury can include within “financial institution” any other business he/she
designates as having cash transactions with a high degree of usefulness in criminal, tax, or regulatory matters.
22

The Federal functional regulators include the Federal Reserve, FDIC, OCC, OTS, NCUA, SEC, and CFTC.
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cases FinCEN chose instead to publish advance notices of proposed rulemaking, in order to obtain further
public comment with respect to particular types of financial institutions, before deciding whether to
proceed to a formal proposed rule.23
121. Following the issuance of a proposed rule, public comments are reviewed and considered, as is
other relevant information. This deliberative process may extend for a considerable period, it being
judged of utmost importance to Treasury and FinCEN to craft their AML/CFT regulations as carefully as
possible, in order to achieve the greatest benefit without needlessly imposing burdens on the relevant
financial sectors. For example, the public consultation on the proposed rules for the insurance industry
started in 2002, resulting in the publication of the final rules in October 2005. These became effective six
months after publication. Risk assessments in the future will consider the U.S. Money Laundering Threat
Assessment published in January 2006, as well as other relevant information.
Risk-based approach taken by financial institutions
122. Generally, U.S. financial institutions are required to apply a risk-based approach to their AML/CFT
obligations. There are, however, certain mandatory prescriptive requirements. For instance, the rules
implementing the "customer identification program", mandated for certain financial institutions by the
USA PATRIOT Act amendments to the BSA, prescribe the collection of specific minimum information
and certain recordkeeping requirements. Similarly, the Secretary of the Treasury has imposed many
recordkeeping requirements on wire transfer and other activities by regulation. More generally, the AML
Programs required to be implemented by certain financial institutions are very substantially risk-based,
providing broad discretion to the institutions to determine the extent of due diligence (both enhanced and
reduced) depending on their analysis of the overall risks of their business. This approach to institutional
risk management is reinforced within the AML/CFT examination manual that has been developed by the
Federal Banking Agencies as the basis for compliance monitoring in the banking sector.
Progress since the last mutual evaluation or assessment
123. Since the last mutual evaluation report (June 1997), the U.S. has implemented a very large number of
developments in its AML/CFT regime both in terms of statutory amendments and structural changes. The
most high-profile development was the enactment of the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (USA PATRIOT Act), and
many other significant improvements derived from it. This report discusses these changes in detail.

2

LEGAL SYSTEM AND RELATED INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES
Laws and Regulations

2.1

Criminalization of Money Laundering (R.1 & 2)

2.1.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 1 (Criminalization of money laundering)
Federal Laws
124. The U.S. criminalized money laundering on 27 October 1986 (Title 18 USC 1956 and 1957, Money
Laundering Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. 99-570). Sections 1956 and 1957 criminalize four different
types of money laundering: (1) basic money laundering [1956(a)(1)]; (2) international money laundering
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(where criminal proceeds are moved in or out of the U.S.) [s.1956(a)(2)]; (3) money laundering in the
context of an undercover "sting" case (where the money being laundered has been represented by a law
enforcement officer as being criminal proceeds) [s.1956(a)(3)]; and (4) knowingly spending greater than
USD 10,000 in criminal proceeds (s.1957). A five year statute of limitations applies to these offenses
(Title 18 USC 3282).
Basic money laundering provision: Laundering of monetary instruments [18 USC 1956(a)(1)]
125. The prosecution must prove the following five elements to obtain a conviction for this offense.
(a)

Knowledge: The defendant knew that the property was the proceeds of some form of unlawful
activity. It is not necessary to establish which particular unlawful activity.24

(b)

Intent: At the time of the transaction, the defendant acted with any one of the following four
specific intents:
(i)

The defendant intended to promote the carrying on of a specific unlawful activity (SUA).
Most commonly, prosecutors satisfy this element by showing that the defendant reinvested
the proceeds of the offense to keep the criminal scheme going ("plowing back")
[subsection (a)(1)(A)(i)].

(ii)

The defendant intended to commit tax crimes described in 26 USC 7201 (tax evasion)
or 7206 (Fraud and False Statements) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986)
[subsection (a)(1)(A)(ii)].

(iii)

The defendant intended to conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, ownership or
control of the proceeds of the SUA. This is the most commonly alleged intent for money
laundering [subsection (a)(1)(B)(i)].

(iv)

The defendant intended to avoid a transaction reporting requirement. This includes IRS
reporting requirements [subsection (a)(1)(B)(ii)].

(c)

Actus reus: The defendant conducted or attempted to conduct a financial transaction.

(d)

Factual predicate: The property does, in fact, “involve” the proceeds of an SUA.

(e)

Factual predicate: The financial transaction either:
(i)

affected interstate or foreign commerce (in any way or degree) involving the movement of
funds, one or more monetary instruments, or the transfer of title to property; or

(ii)

involved the use of a financial institution which is engaged in (or the activities of which
affect) interstate or foreign commerce in any way or degree.

126. Sections 1956(a)(1) and1956(a)(3) cover the laundering of the proceeds of specified unlawful
activity in certain specified situations. Proof that the defendant simply possessed or concealed the
proceeds of a specified unlawful activity is not sufficient for a conviction under section 1956(a)(1),
because under U.S. law, in the absence of some sort of financial transaction, no laundering has occurred.
In order to constitute a violation of sections 1956(a)(1) or 1956(a)(3) the possession or concealment must
involve a financial transaction which in turn must involve a defined type of transaction. It is clear that the
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prosecution must adduce proof on these two distinct issues (i.e. the prosecution must prove that the
defendant conducted a “transaction” and that this transaction constituted a “financial transaction”).25
127. To qualify as a “financial transaction” for the purposes of section 1956(a)(1) and 1956(3), the
transaction must be either:
(a)

a transaction that “in any way or degree affects interstate foreign commerce” and either involves
the movement of funds by wire or other means; involves one or more monetary instruments (which
will cover any transaction involving domestic or foreign currency) or transfers title to land, vehicles,
vessels or aircraft; or

(b)

a transaction that involves the use of a financial institution which is engaged in, or the activities of
which affect, interstate or foreign commerce in any way or degree.26

128. According to the legislative history of the section, the phrase “affects interstate or foreign commerce”
“is intended to reflect the full exercise of Congress’s power under the Commerce Clause of the U.S.
Constitution”.27 Consequently, the requirement to prove this element provides both sections 1956(a)(1)
and 1956(a)(3) with constitutional validity pursuant to the commerce power of the U.S. Constitution.28 U.S.
courts have interpreted this phrase very broadly requiring only a de minimis connection to interstate
commerce. When interpreting the phrase, U.S. courts can defer to codified Congressional findings and
declarations on the relevant predicate offense to establish whether particular conduct affects interstate
commerce. For example, 21 USC 801 makes it clear that Congress intended drug trafficking to be
interpreted as affecting interstate commerce. Accordingly the court will infer that a transaction involving the
proceeds of drug trafficking should also be interpreted as affecting interstate commerce.29
129. To qualify as a “transaction” the defendant’s conduct must include a purchase, sale, loan, pledge,
gift, transfer, delivery or other disposition. This includes making a deposit or withdrawal, transfer between
accounts, exchange of currency, loan, extension of credit, using a safe deposit box, or purchasing or
selling securities/monetary instruments [s.1956(c)(3)]. It also includes “activities not involving banks,
such as the purchase, sale, or other disposition or property of all kinds”.30 The legislative history of the
provision indicates that Congress intended this term to cover “those transactions that can be said to
constitute the core of money laundering”.
130. A key element of the definition of “transaction” is the requirement for a “disposition” of the
property. It is clear that the term transaction requires the government to prove that there has been “a
placing elsewhere, a giving over to the care or possession of another”.31 The mere possession or
25

See United States v Leslie 103 F.3d 1093 (where court ruled separately on the ‘interstate commerce” element which arises as
part of the definition of “financial transaction” and whether conduct was a transaction) and United States v Gallo 927 F.2d 811
(where the court ruled on the “interstate commerce” element but was not asked to determined whether defendant’s actions
constituted a “transaction”).
26
The term “financial institution” is also defined very broadly and includes banks, insurance companies, securities brokers and
dealers, money remitters, foreign exchange dealers, casinos, persons involved in real estate closing (including lawyers) and
settlement, trust companies, pawnbrokers, telegraph companies, travel agencies, the U.S. postal service and vehicle sellers.
27
See Senate Report No. 99-433 which accompanied Senate Bill No, 2683, page 13.
28
Both sections also derive constitutional validity from the “currency power” in the U.S. Constitution because this power
provides that “Congress can properly regulate the use to which its currency is put, and other activities that affect banks” (United
States v Canavan 153 F. Supp. 2d 811).
29
United States v Gallo 927 F.2d 815.
30
Senate Report No. 99-433 which accompanied Senate Bill No. 2683 at p.10 and 12, and is also discussed in U.S. v Samour 9 F.3d
531 (6th Cir. 1993), overruled by United States v. Reed, 77 F.3d 139 (6th Cir. 1996).
31
This point is illustrated by U.S. v Puig-Infante, 19 F. 3d 929 (5th Cir. 1994). In that case, the defendants appealed against a
conviction under section 1956(a)(1)(A)(i) on the basis that they did not engage in a financial transaction involving the proceeds of an
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transportation of proceeds will not necessarily meet the definition of “financial transaction”. There must
be more to the transportation, for example transferring the proceeds of drug trafficking to a courier could
constitute a transaction.32 Similarly, a concealment or disguise of proceeds may not be covered under
section 1956(a)(1) if the activity does not involve a transaction (e.g. merely placing money in a shoe box
and keeping it).33
131. Section 1956 also requires the prosecution to prove the relevant criminal intent in relation to the
defendant’s conduct namely that the perpetrator engaged in a “financial transaction” that he or she
intended would achieve one of the specified outcomes. For example, under subsection 1956(a)(1)(A)(i),
the prosecutor must prove that, with the proceeds of an illegal activity, the defendant engaged in a
financial transaction that was intended to promote the illegal activity. Under subsection 1956(a)(1)(B)(i),
the prosecutor must prove that the defendant engaged in a financial transaction that was intended to
conceal or disguise the proceeds of the illegal activity.34 Most money laundering prosecutions will fall
under either subsections 1956(a)(1)(A)(i) or 1956(a)(1)(B)(i).
International money laundering offense [18 USC 1956(a)(2)]
132. This offense will apply to the transportation, transmission or transfer of monetary instruments or
funds across, but not within, U.S. borders with one of three possible intents. Section 1956(a)(2)(A) does
not require proof that the monetary instrument or funds that are transported, transmitted or transferred are
the proceeds of any criminal activity. It merely requires proof that the defendant moved the monetary
instrument or funds with the intent to promote an SUA. To prove a violation of 1956(a)(2)(A), the
prosecution must prove the following elements:
unlawful activity. The evidence against the appellant was that in a hotel room in Florida she received USD 47 000 cash in exchange
for a load of marihuana. The informant and the appellant then drove with the money to Laredo on the border of Texas and Mexico.
Although the informant testified that the last time she saw the money it was still in the possession of the appellant, she could not say
what happened to the money after that. The court agreed with the appellant’s argument that while the money received in payment for
marihuana was the proceeds of an unlawful activity, the appellant’s subsequent transportation of that money by car from Florida to
Laredo did not constitute a “financial transaction” within the meaning of section 1956(a)(1)(A)(i). The court held that: “…(a)lthough
it is clear that the transportation of money by car is not a “purchase, sale, loan, pledge, or gift” whether such transportation is a
“transfer” or “delivery” is less clear. However the statute makes plain that for something (not involving a financial institution or its
facilities), to be a transaction, it must be a “disposition”. “Disposition” most commonly means a “placing elsewhere, a giving over to
the care of possession of another.” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, 654(1961)…(t)he only permissible inference from
the government’s proof is that Abigail was in possession of the proceeds of unlawful activity. Nowhere is there any evidence that
Abigail effected a disposition of those proceeds; i.e. that she “g(ave) over to the care of possession of another’ the money she received
in exchange for the marihuana. Without such proof, her mere transportation of the proceeds of unlawful activity is not a transaction
within the statute.
32
United States v. Reed, 77 F.3d 139 (6th Cir. 1996): Reed was a defense attorney who represented S. M was Reed’s neighbour.
Reed knew that S and M were involved in the ongoing distribution of marihuana and she conveyed messages back and forth
between them. Reed arranged for M and S’s wife to meet at her office to transfer some of M’s marihuana proceeds to a courier.
Two transfers took place. Reed momentarily left her office and M gave S’s wife approximately USD 96,000. M left and Reed
returned and pursuant to a prearranged plan, Reed and S’s wife hid the USD 96,000 in a bag in Reed’s office. A few days later a
courier arrived and at Reed’s direction the office receptionist gave the bag containing the money to the courier. The court was
asked to conduct an “en banc” review of the lower court’s decision that delivery or transfer of cash, which is the proceeds of
unlawful activity, to another person was not a “financial transaction”. The court overruled the lower court’s decision holding that
Reed’s conduct in delivering the money to a courier amounted to a financial transaction. The court made it clear that “we do not
hold that the mere transportation nof cash meets the definition of ‘financial transaction’.” Also see United States v GonzalesRodriguez, 966 F.2d 918 (5th Cir. 1992) where the court held that carrying cash through the airport was not a transaction in
violation of the money laundering statute because there was no evidence that the person carrying the cash intended to conceal or
disguise the nature or the source of the money.
33
United States v Ramirez 954 F.2d 1035 (5th Cir. 1992).
34
See United States v Jackson 935 F.2d 832 where the U.S. Court observed that the Government will tend to make its case under
one or other subsection and only in unusual cases would it be able to prove that a single transaction was intended to both promote
an illegal activity and conceal the origin of the funds used in that activity.
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(a)

Knowledge: The defendant knew that the funds or monetary instruments were being moved across
the U.S. border;

(b)

Actus reus: The defendant moved (transported, transmitted or transferred) a monetary instrument or
funds either to or from the U.S.;

(c)

Intent: The defendant acted with the intent to promote the carrying on of an SUA.

133. To prove a violation of 1956(a)(2)(B), the prosecution must prove the following three elements to
obtain a conviction for the offense.
(a)

Knowledge: The defendant knew the funds or monetary instruments were the proceeds of some
form of unlawful activity. Knowledge may be established by proof that a law enforcement officer
represented the funds or monetary instruments to be proceeds and the defendant’s subsequent
actions indicated that he/she believed that representation to be true.

(a)

Actus reus: The defendant moved (transported, transmitted or transferred) a monetary instrument or
funds either to or from or through the U.S.

(b)

Intent: The defendant acted with either of the following intents.

(c)

(i)

to conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of the proceeds of
the SUA; or

(ii)

to avoid a transaction reporting requirement, including IRS reporting requirements.

Factual predicate: The property is a monetary instrument or funds

Money laundering in the context of an undercover “sting” case [18 USC 1956(a)(3)]
134. Section 1956(a)(3) makes it possible to prosecute persons who engage in the laundering of "sting
money" (i.e. money that is not really criminal proceeds but is represented to be such by a law enforcement
officer or a person acting at his/her direction). The prosecution must prove the following three elements
to obtain a conviction for laundering sting money:
(a)

Actus reus: The defendant conducted or attempted to conduct a financial transaction. [The term
“financial transaction” has the same meaning as in section 1956(a)(1)].

(b)

Intent: The defendant acted with any of the following intents.

(c)

(i)

to promote the carrying on of an SUA;

(ii)

to conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of the proceeds of
the SUA; or

(iii)

to avoid a transaction reporting requirement, including IRS reporting requirements.

Factual predicate: The property involved in the financial transaction conducted or attempted to be
conducted is represented to be proceeds of specified unlawful activity.

Engaging in monetary transactions in property derived from SUA: (18 USC 1957)
135. Section 1957 is referred to as the “spending statute” in that it criminalizes the spending of proceeds
of crime without the additional requirement (as in section 1956) that this spending be accompanied by the
relevant criminal intent.35 Under this provision it is a criminal offense for a third-party to do business with
35

See United States v Allen 129 F.3d 1159 citing United States v Rutgard, 116 F.3d 1270 and describing the statute as having the
effect of freezing the proceeds of specific crimes out of the banking system. “As long as the underlying crime has been completed
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the wrongdoer or for the wrongdoer to spend the proceeds or engage in a transaction in which he/she was
involved. The prosecution must prove the following four elements to obtain a conviction for this offense:
(a)

Actus reus: The defendant conducted a monetary transaction (i.e. the transaction must be conducted
by, to, or through a financial institution).

(b)

Knowledge: The defendant knows that the monetary transaction is criminally derived property.

(c)

Factual predicate: The property is, in fact, derived from the proceeds of a SUA.

(d)

Factual predicate: The monetary transaction must involve more than USD 10,000. Each monetary
transaction is a separate offense but it is possible to aggregate separate transactions to reach the
USD 10,000 threshold if they are closely related to each other. For example, multiple purchases
from the same vendor on the same day, or installment payments on the same item, can constitute a
single transaction in some circumstances.

136. The term “monetary transaction” in section 1957 is defined much more narrowly than the term
“financial transaction” in section 1956(a)(1) and 1956(3) though there is no separate requirement to prove
that the “monetary transaction” involved a “transaction”. In proving that the defendant conducted a
monetary transaction, the prosecution must prove that the defendant deposited, withdrew, transferred or
exchanged funds by, through or to a financial institution. The term “financial institution” includes not
only banks and other traditional institutions, but also casinos, persons involved in real estate closing
(including lawyers) and settlement, pawnbrokers, telegraph companies, travel agencies, the U.S. postal
service and vehicle sellers.
137. Despite the absence of a requirement in section 1957 to prove criminal intent, the DOJ confirmed
that prosecutions under section 1957 are generally more difficult than prosecutions under 1956(a)(1)
because under section 1957 the prosecution must prove:
(a)

that the defendant’s conduct must be via the much more narrowly defined “monetary transaction”;

(b)

that the proceeds were of a value greater than USD 10,000; and

(c)

that at least USD 10,000.01 of the property which is the subject of the monetary transaction was
“derived” from SUA. (This is only problematic when the transaction involves commingled funds).
In contrast, under section 1956(a)(1) the prosecution only has to prove that the financial transaction
“involves” proceeds from SUA.)

Other related offenses
138. The U.S. authorities acknowledge that sometimes it can be difficult to secure prosecutions under
either of section 1956(a)(1) or section 1957 due to the USD 10,000 threshold requirement in section 1957
and the requirement of proof of specific intent either to promote another offense or to conceal or disguise
the criminal proceeds in section 1956. When some elements of the money laundering offenses cannot be
proved, the U.S. prosecuting authorities also seem to rely on two other offenses as “fall back”
prosecutions. For instance, the prohibition of unlicensed money transmitting business offense
(Title 18 USC 1960) contains neither of the above requirements and can be used as a “default charge” to
section 1956(a)(1) and section 1957 where the facts permit. The U.S. suggests that these other charges
“may prove more potent than either section 1956 or 1957 as a prosecutor’s tool”. Although the criminal
sanction for violation of section 1960 is much lower than for a violation of sections 1956 or 1957, all
property involved in a section 1960 offense is subject to civil and/or criminal forfeiture
and the defendant “possesses” the funds at the time of deposit, the proceeds cannot enter the banking system without a new crime
being committed”.
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[18 USC 981(a)(1)(A) or 18 USC 982(a)(1)]. Likewise, in appropriate circumstances, the offense of bulk
cash smuggling (Title 31 USC 5332) may be pursued. Neither of these provisions creates a money
laundering offense. The section 5332 and section 1960 offenses are discussed in more detail in section 2.7
and section 3.11 of this report respectively.
Consistency with the United Nations conventions
139. The Vienna and Palermo conventions require countries to establish as a criminal offense the
following intentional acts: conversion or transfer of proceeds; concealment or disguise of the true nature,
source, location, disposition, movement or ownership of or rights with respect to proceeds; and the
acquisition, possession or use of proceeds [Article 3(1)(b)(i)-(ii) of Vienna; Article 6(1)(a)(i)-(ii) of
Palermo]. This obligation is subject to the fundamental/constitutional principles and basic concepts of the
country’s legal system [Article 2(1), Vienna convention; Article 6(1), Palermo convention].
140. Section 1956(a)(1) criminalizes money laundering through the conversion, transfer, concealment,
disguise or use of proceeds—activities that almost always involve a transaction. However there are a
limited number of cases in which there is no “disposition” and, therefore, no “transaction” involved in the
concealment or disguise of the proceeds (e.g. concealment in a shoe box). In such situations, there can be
no conviction under section 1956(a)(1). Likewise, section 1956(a)(1) does not criminalize ML through
the acquisition or possession of proceeds (including simple transportation within U.S. borders) because
these activities do not involve a “transaction”. These limitations are therefore inconsistent with the
Vienna and Palermo conventions and cannot be justified on the basis of the jurisdictional requirements of
the U.S. Constitution.
141. The DOJ has confirmed that facts giving rise to a finding that there will be no “transaction” are
extremely rare. In the case of possession by transportation of monetary instruments the federal government
does have jurisdiction over activities that cross the national border of the U.S under section 1956(a)(2) but
this will not apply to proceeds that are not monetary instruments or funds.
142. The limited number of cases involving the mere concealment or disguise of proceeds and the mere
possession of proceeds within the U.S. which are not criminalized by the federal government because of
the definition of “transaction” could also be picked up by relevant state legislation. There is the potential
for a gap where the conduct occurs within a state that does not have applicable provisions or where the
state’s provisions also require proof of a transaction. Without analyzing the legislation in each of the 38
States it is difficult to assess the size of this gap. Accordingly the fact that a limited category of conduct
in the U.S. may not be criminalized according to all of the requirements of the Vienna and Palermo
Conventions will not, of itself, significantly affect the rating on Recommendation 1.
Definition of “proceeds”
143. Neither the term “proceeds” nor the term “property” is defined in section 1956(a)(1). Case law
which has developed from litigation surrounding this provision and section 1957 (which also uses these
terms) demonstrates that the courts have defined the terms broadly enough to include any type of property
that directly or indirectly represents the proceeds of crime. For example, it seems clear that the term
“proceeds” can apply to property other than money or cash equivalents. For the same reasons, it would
seem clear that the section 1956(a)(3) offense would cover any type of property that is represented to be
the proceeds of crime.
144. Although the term “criminally derived property” as used in section 1957 has been interpreted by the
U.S. Courts to have the same broad meanings as “proceeds” in section 1956(a)(1), the definition of
“property” in section 1957 is restricted in terms of value. The offense only applies to property of a value
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greater than USD 10,000. Courts have noted that this threshold was imposed by Congress, conscious of
the absence of the criminal intent requirement on an offense that can be applied to persons who simply
spend dirty money.36 The threshold in the section 1957 offense would be problematic but for
section 1956(a)(1). Where property that might otherwise be the subject of a section 1957 offense is less
than USD 10,000 in value, the defendant may be prosecuted under section 1956(a)(1) provided that the
conduct involves a “financial transaction” and the relevant criminal intent can be proven.37 Consequently,
the threshold on the definition of “property” in section 1957 does not negatively impact the U.S.’s overall
compliance with Recommendation 1.
145. Section 1956(a)(2) does not apply the wider definition of “proceeds”. It involves the international
transportation of only funds or monetary instruments. Consequently, proceeds in other forms (e.g.
precious stones, metals, art or other high value goods) would not be covered.38 This limitation is
ameliorated by the fact that, in instances where there is a transmission or transfer in or out of the U.S.
borders that would qualify as a “transaction”, prosecutors can use section 1956(a)(1) instead.
Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined above, however, section 1956(a)(1) cannot be used to capture cases
involving the simple transportation of proceeds other than funds or monetary instruments. This limitation
does not significantly affect the rating on Recommendation 1.
Predicate Offenses
146. Money laundering is an autonomous offense. When proving that property is the proceeds of crime,
it is not necessary that a person be convicted of a predicate offense.
147. The U.S. has adopted a list approach to define the scope of predicate offenses. The underlying
predicate offenses for money laundering are listed in section 1956(c)(7) and include all of the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO) predicates listed in 18 USC 1961(1).
There are
approximately 250 predicate offenses for money laundering, including a range of offenses in 18 out of the 20
designated categories of offenses set out in the Glossary to the FATF 40 Recommendations (which defines
the minimum scope of predicate offenses required). However, two designated categories are not specifically
listed by name in sections 1961(1) and 1956(c)(7): insider trading and market manipulation, and piracy.
148. The U.S. authorities have provided citations of cases which demonstrate that unlawful conduct
covered by the offenses of insider trading and market manipulation could be captured by relying on other
USC offenses such as fraud in the sale of securities.39
149. In the same way, conduct constituting piracy could also be covered by other specified unlawful
activity despite the fact that sections 1956(c)(7) and 1961(1) do not specifically include an offense called
“piracy” in their lists. Section 1956 includes in its list of specified unlawful activities violations of
modern U.S. statutes that reach piracy-type activities: violence against maritime navigation (in violation
36

United States v Brown 186 F.3d 661.
The reverse is not true, since the definition of a monetary transaction is more narrow than the definition of financial transaction.
38
Official from the DOJ advise that it could be argued that the term “funds” is broader than “currency” and could include
anything of value. However, this has not yet been tested.
37

39

SEC v. O'Hagan, 901 F.Supp. 1461 (D. Minnesota 1995) where the defendant was charged with securities fraud under SEC
Rule 10b-5. The court drew a link between insider trading and securities fraud on the facts of that case by explaining that the
offense of insider trading requires proof of the use of a fraudulent “device” in the sale of securities. The court noted that
O’Hagan’s conduct in using information he acquired as a member of a law firm representing the tender offeror to purchase stock
in the target corporation prior to tender constituted the use of a fraudulent device. Other cases include United States v. Newman,
74 Fed.Appx. 126 (2d Cir. 2003) (describing the defendant’s pump and dump market manipulation scheme as a securities fraud
scheme); United States v. Scop, 846 F.2d 135 (2d Cir. 1988) (describing market manipulation as securities fraud).
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of 18 USC 2280), and violence against fixed platforms (in violation of 18 USC 2281). Furthermore, U.S.
authorities pointed out that piracy activities could form the basis of money laundering charges relying on
other predicate offenses such as 18 USC 659 (relating to theft from interstate shipment);
section 1201(relating to kidnapping); section 1203 (relating to hostage taking); section 1363 (relating to
destruction of property within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction); and could also be covered
by indictments relying on drug trafficking.40
150. Only some of the predicate offenses contained in the SUA list are predicate offenses for money
laundering if they occurred in another country [18 USC 1956(c)(7)(B)]. Eight out of the 20 categories of
designated offenses are not included as foreign predicates offenses under U.S. legislation:
(1) participation in an organized criminal group and racketeering; (2) illicit trafficking in stolen and other
goods; (3) fraud which is not fraud against a foreign bank; (4) counterfeiting currency; (5 counterfeiting
and piracy of products; (6) environmental crime; (7) forgery; (8) piracy; and (9) insider trading and market
manipulation. Officials from the DOJ indicated that the most critical omission from the SUA list in
relation to prosecuting offenses is where the predicate offense in the foreign country is simple fraud. The
DOJ points out that while they may not be able to prosecute for money laundering where the predicate
offense is simple fraud outside the U.S., they can sometimes prosecute individuals and entities using
several domestic statutes, such as the Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property Act (involving property
valued at more than USD 5,000 taken by theft, fraud, or conversion), and the mail and wire fraud
statutes.41 The DOJ also attempts to capture as much fraudulent activity as it can under the heading “fraud
by or against a foreign bank.” Nonetheless, the fact that an offense like simple fraud is not covered is
potentially troublesome. It is noted that the U.S. is recognized as a global financial center. In this context,
the U.S., in criminalizing money laundering, should seek to ensure that as many foreign predicate offenses
as possible are covered.
151. Officials from the DOJ also indicated that prosecuting offenses under sections 1956 and 1957
would be much easier if a threshold approach to categorizing predicate offenses (rather than the current
list approach) was adopted.42
Self-laundering and ancillary offenses
152. Self-laundering is a crime (i.e. a person who may have committed the underlying predicate offense
may also be charged with money laundering the proceeds of that predicate).
153. There are ancillary offenses to all of the money laundering offenses, including conspiracy to
commit money laundering [18 USC 1956(h), which applies to both section 1956 and 1957 offenses] and
attempt to commit money laundering [18 USC 1956(a)(1)-(3) and 1957(a)]. Additionally, anyone who
40
U.S. v. Monaco, 194 F.3d 381 (2d Cir. 1999) dealt with an assertion that the prosecution was time barred. The court indicated
that the defendants continued to conceal the proceeds of their specified unlawful activities, "viz., drug trafficking and piracy" until
that time. United States v. La Spina, 299 F.3d. 175 [quoting 18 USC 1956(a)(1)(B)(I)].
41
Examples included the Mizuno case in which Japanese citizen Ken Mizuno defrauded hundreds of victims of millions of dollars
in Japan. He transferred the money to the U.S. where he invested in property. The defendant was successfully prosecuted for
violation of the Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property Act and Section 1956. Likewise, Pavel Lazarenko, the former Prime
Minister of Ukraine, was successfully prosecuted for money laundering in the U.S. when he moved stolen monies to and through
the U.S. Both of these cases were prosecuted in the U.S. because the “home” jurisdictions were unable to do so.
42

On 13 March 2006, the Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act of 2006 bill was introduced in the U.S.
Senate (S 2402). The bill provides for both domestic and foreign "all crimes" money laundering. If this bill becomes law, it will
simplify and expand the definition of "specified unlawful activity" to mean "(A) any act or activity constituting an offense in
violation of the laws of the United States or any Sate punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding 1 year; and (B) any act or
activity occurring outside of the United Sate that would constitute an offense covered under subparagraph (A) if the act or activity
had occurred within the jurisdiction of the United States or any State."
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aids and abets, counsels, commands, induces, procures or willfully causes a money laundering offense can
be prosecuted and punished as a principal (18 USC 2).
Additional elements
154. Generally, the U.S. cannot prosecute someone for money laundering if the proceeds of crime are
derived from conduct that occurred in another country, which is not an offense in that country but would
have constituted a predicate offense had it occurred in the U.S.
State laws
155. The general elements of the federal money laundering offenses described above apply throughout
the U.S. Additionally, 38 of the 50 states and three U.S. territories have enacted money laundering
statutes. Georgia, Vermont and the Virgin Islands only regulate money laundering in the sense of
requiring reports of certain activity. The remaining states have statutes that create an offense of money
laundering; however, the state-level money laundering offenses of Kansas, North Dakota and Oklahoma
relate to a limited category of predicate offense (i.e. certain drug offenses). The other states have broader
money laundering statutes.43 The assessment team did not visit or consider the situation in any of
the 12 states that have not criminalized money laundering. For the purposes of this evaluation, the
assessment team examined the state legislation of New York and Arizona.
Case study – New York
New York’s money laundering statutes are set out in Article 470 of Part Four, Title X of the New York
Penal Code. The language of the provision largely mirrors that of the basic money laundering federal
statute section 1956(a)(1). There are separate offenses depending on the total value of the property
involved in the financial transaction.44
The predicate offenses for the New York statutes are referred to as “specified criminal conduct”. These
include as predicate offenses all the offenses under the federal racketeering laws. The statute of
limitations for prosecutions under Article 470 is five years.
Discussions with prosecutors from the District Attorney’s office in New York demonstrate that while a
particular money laundering offense could fall within either state or federal jurisdiction, the state and
federal prosecuting authorities work well together to ensure crimes are prosecuted by the most
appropriate authority. Federal prosecutions might be preferred where there are assets eligible for
confiscation as the federal laws permit greater recoveries.

43

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Virgin Islands and Washington.
44
Section 470.20 “Money laundering in the first degree” applies where the total value of the property exceeds USD 500,000;
s.470.15 “Money laundering in the second degree” applies where the total value of the property exceeds USD 50,000; s.470.10
“Money laundering in the third degree” applies where the total value of the property exceeds USD 10,000; and s.470.21 “Money
laundering in the fourth degree” applies where the total value of the property exceeds USD 1,000.
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Case study – Arizona
Arizona’s money laundering statutes can be found at section 13—2317 in Title 13, Chapter 23 of the
Criminal Code in the Arizona Revised Statutes. Arizona’s laws are seemingly more far reaching than
the federal laws and extend beyond what would be considered the mere laundering of proceeds of
crime. Apart from a basic money laundering provision similar to section 1956(a)(1), the statute picks
up conduct pertaining to AML measures that are set out in other parts of the statute and deems failures
in these requirements to also be money laundering. For example, intentionally making a false
statement or representation in any financial statement or report that must be maintained or filed under
the AML laws, or intentionally knowingly failing to disclose information is all deemed to be money
laundering in the second degree [sections 13-2317(B)(4), (5) and (6)].
Arizona’s money laundering statute has a strong focus on money transmitters who will also be guilty of
money laundering in the second degree if they intentionally or knowingly accept false personal
identifying information from any person or otherwise knowingly incorporate false personal identifying
information in any report which is required. The statute also captures the customers of money
transmitters who will be guilty of money laundering in the third degree if they seek to bribe a money
transmitter to not comply with any reporting or identification requirement. Any money transmitter or
employee thereof who accepts anything of value and agrees to not comply with any reporting or
identification requirement will also be guilty of money laundering in the third degree.
The predicate offenses for Arizona’s money laundering statutes are defined extremely broadly to
include “conduct for which a sentence to a term of incarceration is provided by any law of the United
States”. Arizona also creates a specific tier of offenses for money laundering where racketeering
proceeds are involved. There is a “king pin” style of money laundering offense whereby a person will
be found guilty of money laundering in the first degree if the person:
(a)

knowingly organizes, plans, finances, directs, manages, supervises or is in the business of
money laundering involving racketeering proceeds [section 13-2317(A)(1)]; or

(b)

acquires or maintains an interest in, transacts, transfers, transports, receives or conceals that
existence of racketeering proceeds or makes racketeering proceeds available for the purposes
of facilitating terrorism or murder [section 13-2317(B)(1)].

Recommendation 2 (Criminalization of money laundering)
Scope of liability
156. The offense of money laundering applies to natural persons who knowingly engage in money
laundering activity (1 USC 1). The law permits the intentional element of the money laundering offense to
be inferred from objective factual circumstances. Proof of the intentional elements of the offense can occur
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either from direct evidence or from circumstantial evidence. The case law provides many examples of
circumstantial evidence being successfully used to prove this element of the offense.45
157. Criminal liability for money laundering also extends to legal persons. Title 1 USC 1 Provides that in
all statutes enacted by Congress the words “person” and “whoever” shall include corporations, companies,
associations, firms, partnerships, societies, and joint stock companies as well as individuals. Congress may
stipulate that a corporation can acquire criminal intent and thus criminal liability through its employees or
agents pursuant to the doctrine of vicarious liability/respondeat superior. A legal person can therefore be
criminally liable for the illegal acts of its employees and agents if they are acting within the scope of their
authority and their conduct is intended to benefit the legal person.
Sanctions for money laundering
158. Making natural and legal persons subject to criminal liability for money laundering does not
preclude the possibility of parallel civil or administrative proceedings. Persons who commit a criminal
offense of money laundering are also liable to a civil penalty [section 1956(b)] or, in the case of a legal
person, having their license revoked.
159. Both natural and legal persons are subject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive criminal, civil
and administrative sanctions for money laundering. Criminal sanctions for violating section 1956 are a
fine of not more than USD 500,000 or twice the value of the property involved in the transaction
(whichever is greater) or imprisonment for not more than 20 years or both. Criminal sanctions for
violating section 1957 are a fine and/or imprisonment for not more than 10 years “or an alternate fine of
not more than twice the amount of criminally derived property and/or imprisonment for not more
than 10 years. These enhanced fines may be utilized by sentencing tribunals in the instances of egregious
conduct. The DOJ confirmed that enhanced fines have been imposed on corporations.
160. Criminal sanctions are imposed with regard to the federal sentencing guidelines which were
implemented in 1987. In January 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court held that, although federal courts must
consult the sentencing guidelines, they are not bound to apply them. Based on the severity of the offense, the
guidelines assign most federal crimes to one of 43 “offense levels.” Each offender is also assigned to one of
six “criminal history categories” based upon past misconduct. The point at which the offense level and
criminal history category intersect on the Commission’s sentencing table determines an offender’s guideline
range. Judges can then choose a sentence from within the guideline range.
161. Civil sanctions for violating both sections 1956 and 1957 are imposed by way of civil penalty the
maximum amounts of which are prescribed by section 1956(b) as being either the value of the property,
funds, or monetary instruments involved in the transaction or USD 10,000 (whichever is greater).

45
For instance, in U.S. v. Golb, 69 F.3d 1417 (9th Cir.1995), the court held that the jury could infer that the defendant, who
brokered an airplane sale, (1) knew that the purchase money was illegally derived because the money came as multiple,
anonymous wire transfers and bundles of checks, (2) made statements about the purchaser's involvement in drug trafficking, and
(3) made threats of violence, showing he/she knew he/she was not representing a legitimate business person. For additional
examples, see: U.S. v. Otis, 127 F.3d 829 (9th Cir. 1997) (defendant's "pager contacts, associations, and criminal history"
sufficient to show that defendant knew that the USD 60 000 he/she turned over to a third-party in a parking lot was criminal
proceeds); U.S. v. Hurley, 63 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 1995) (even underlings who never dealt with drug dealers knew that money they
were laundering was drug proceeds because no other cash-generating business would require the laundering of such huge
quantities of cash); U.S. v. Campbell, 977 F.2d 854 (4th Cir. 1992) (real estate agent willfully blind to client's use of drug
proceeds to purchase house); and U.S. v. Long, 977 F.2d 1264, 1270-71 (8th Cir. 1992) (car dealer willfully blind to use of drug
proceeds to purchase car).
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162. Persons who attempt or conspire to commit one of these offenses, or commit any of the other
ancillary offenses to money laundering are subject to the same criminal and civil sanctions as the
principals to the offense.
163. If a financial institution or any officer, director or employee of a financial institution is found guilty
of a money laundering offense pursuant to sections 1956 or 1957, the Attorney General must provide a
written notice of conviction to the financial institution’s regulatory agency [section 1956(g)]. Parallel
civil and administrative actions are also applicable as discussed in section 3 of this report.
Effectiveness of the money laundering offenses (Recommendations 1 & 2)
164. The U.S. takes a robust approach to dealing with money laundering prosecutions and has achieved a
significant number of convictions. The number of convictions per year is substantially higher than it was
at the time of the second mutual evaluation of the U.S. The following statistics show the number of
defendants sentenced in fiscal years 2002 to 2004 where money laundering was at least one of the counts
of conviction.
Fiscal
year

Number of Defendants convicted of 18 USC 1956

Number of Defendants convicted of 18 USC 1957

TOTALS

2002

1,034

217

1,251

2003

955

163

1,118

2004

970

178

1,148

2005

749

326

1,075

165. Additionally, money laundering convictions have been obtained at the state level; however, no
overall statistics are available.
166. Information from officials of the DOJ and the U.S. Attorney’s Office suggests that money
laundering offenses are being aggressively prosecuted. However, officials were candid about technical
difficulties in securing successful prosecutions for money laundering and the tendency to pursue the easier
option of prosecuting the predicate offense (and consequential forfeiture applications) rather than the
money laundering offense. Nevertheless, the information provided (including copies of pending
indictments and a large body of reported case law on these offenses) demonstrates no apparent lack of will
in prosecuting money laundering offenses and creativity in getting around these difficulties.
167. The U.S. proactively investigates and prosecutes money laundering cases and has a record of
successful prosecutions and convictions over a number of years. While there are a few deficiencies in the
criminalization of money laundering, this record demonstrates that the system is working effectively overall.

2.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

168. The U.S. federal anti-money laundering laws are largely comprehensive. Some state legislation,
particularly that of Arizona, also comprehensively addresses a range of criminal conduct relating to money
laundering. The following comments relate to the federal legislation.
169. The U.S. should take legislative measures to ensure that the definition of “transaction” is broadened
to cover all conduct as required by the Vienna and Palermo Conventions.
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170. The U.S. should take legislative measures to ensure that the scope of the section 1956(a)(2) offense
is broadened include proceeds other than funds or monetary instruments.
171. The list of SUA does not fully cover two of the 20 designated categories of offenses required by the
FATF Recommendations. It is recommended that the list of SUA be amended to include the offenses of
piracy, market manipulation and insider trading. Discussions with securities organizations and the SEC
indicated that there was no particular view from industry or supervisors as to why market manipulation
and insider trading were not included in the list of SUA.
172. In 1997, the second mutual evaluation report of the U.S. recommended that the U.S. review its list of
foreign predicate offenses. At that stage, it was indicated that there were current legislative proposals to this
effect. This should be reviewed as soon as possible. In particular, the U.S. should expand the list of foreign
predicate offenses to include all of the domestic predicate offenses (including piracy, market manipulation
and insider trading). It is noted that the limited number of foreign predicate offenses also results in
limitations on the U.S. system for freezing, seizing and forfeiting assets based only on violations of the
money laundering statutes as noted in section 2.3 of this report below.

2.1.3

Compliance with Recommendations 1 & 2
Rating

R.1

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

The list of domestic predicate offenses does not fully cover 2 out of the 20 designated
categories of offenses specifically (insider trading and market manipulation, and piracy).

•

The list of foreign predicate offenses does not cover 8 out of the 20 designated categories of
offenses.
The definition of “transaction” in s.1956(a)(1) means that mere possession as well as
concealment of proceeds of crime , does not constitute the laundering of proceeds.

•

R.2

C

•

The definition of “property” in relation to the section 1956(a)(2) offense (international money
laundering) only includes monetary instruments or funds.

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

2.2

Criminalization of Terrorist Financing (SR.II)

2.2.1

Description and Analysis

Special Recommendation II (Criminalization of terrorist financing)
Federal laws
173. There are four federal offenses which deal directly with financing of terrorism or terrorist
organizations:46
(a)

18 USC 2339A (enacted in September 1994 and came into effect in April 1996 )–providing material
support for commission of certain offenses;

(b)

18 USC 2339B (enacted by Congress and signed by the President in April 1996, and implemented
with State Department designations of FTOs on 8 October 1997)–providing material support or
resources to designated FTOs; and

46
18 USC section 2339D was added to the federal criminal code in December 2004 to directly criminalize the act of receiving
military-type training from a foreign terrorist organization. While the offense is related to the other terrorist support statutes, it
does not by itself directly affect the financing of terrorism or terrorist organizations, and so is not discussed here more fully.
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(c)

18 USC 2339C(a) (enacted 25 June 2002)–providing or collecting terrorist funds

(d)

18 USC 2339C(c) (enacted 25 June 2002)–concealing or disguising either material support to FTOs
or funds used or to be used for terrorist acts.

174. These offenses are subject to an eight year limitation period, but 18 USC 3286 provides for an
extension of this limitation period for certain terrorism offenses, including no limitation period where the
act results in death.
175. Additionally, Executive Orders made by the U.S. President pursuant to the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) prohibit the contribution of funds to certain designated persons and
organizations. In the case of EO 13224, the designated persons and organizations are “Specially
Designated Global Terrorists” (SDGTs). Consequently, violations of EO 13224 are de facto terrorist
financing offenses. Prosecutions pursuant to EO 13224 operate as alternatives to prosecutions under
sections 2339A, 2339B and 2339C. U.S. authorities reported that, to date, “most defendants” have
preferred to plead guilty to “IEEPA offenses” under EO 13224.
Providing material support to terrorists (18 USC 2339A)
176. Although the heading of section 2339A refers to providing material support to a “terrorist” this term
is not used in the provision. Instead, the provision makes it an offense to provide material support or
resources intending that such material support be used to carry out violations of listed offense provisions.
To obtain a conviction, the prosecution must prove the following.
(a)

Actus reus: The defendant either provided or concealed or disguised material support or resources .

(b)

Intent: The defendant knew or intended that the material support or resources were to be used to
prepare for or carry out:
(i)

violations of certain offense provisions;

(ii)

the concealment of an escape from committing any such violations; or

(iii)

an attempt or conspiracy to commit such violations.

177. There is no definition of “terrorist act” as this phrase is not actually used in the provision. Rather
the prosecution must prove that the defendant knew that the funds were to be used in preparation for or in
the carrying out of a violation of any one of 37 federal offenses. There does not need to be a prior
conviction for these specified offenses. Included in the 37 listed offenses, (for which material support
must have been provided), is the “Federal Crime of Terrorism” [31 USC 2332(b)(g)(5)(B)] which requires
proof of the following two elements:
(a)

the act was calculated to influence the conduct of the U.S. government or to retaliate against the
conduct of the U.S. government; and

(b)

the act is a violation of another lengthy list of specified offenses. This list repeats all of those
offense provisions in section 2339A(a) and includes several more offense provisions. These offense
provisions generally relate to the conduct specified in the Treaties as required by Article 2(1) of the
United Nations International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (1999)
(Terrorist Financing Convention).

178. Rather than providing funds, a conviction under this section requires provision of “material support
or resources”. This term is broadly defined to encompass virtually all tangible and intangible property
(including currency, monetary instruments or financial securities) and services (including financial
services), except for medicine or religious materials. The definition also extends beyond pure funding
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support to include lodging, training, expert advice or assistance, personnel (one or more individuals who
may be or include oneself), transportation, weapons, false documentation etc. [18 USC 2339A(b)(1)].
Providing material support or resources to designated foreign terrorist organizations (18 USC 2339B)
179. Title 18 USC 2339B makes it an offense to provide material support or resources to a foreign
terrorist organization (as opposed to the perpetrators of terrorist acts under section 2339A). To obtain a
conviction, the prosecution must prove the following.
(a)

Actus reus: The defendant provided material support or resources to a foreign terrorist
organization. The term “material support or resources” has the same meaning as it does in
section 2339A. The term “terrorist organization” means an organization that has been designated as
such by the Secretary of State pursuant to section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act and
section 302 of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA)
[s.2339B(g)(6)]. As of May 2006, there were 41 organizations that had been listed by the U.S. as
FTOs pursuant to the AEDPA. A list of the current FTOs and the legal criteria used to identify and
publish additions to the list can be found on the State Department’s website. All FTOs currently on
the AEDPA list have also been designated pursuant to EO 13224 which list is administered by
OFAC. Consequently, a violation of section 2339B will usually also give rise to a violation of
IEEPA which is discussed below.

(b)

Knowledge: The defendant acted with the knowledge that:
(i)

the organization is a designated terrorist organization; and

(ii)

the organization has engaged or engages in terrorist activity or the organization engages in
terrorism.

180. The term “engage in terrorist activity” is defined by reference to other legislation namely
section 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and Nationality Act [Title 8 USC 1182(a)(3)(B)(iv)]. This
lengthy definition relies on a further definition of “terrorist activity” which is defined in
Title 8 USC 1182(a)(3)(B)(iii) and includes the following:
(a)

the highjacking or sabotage of any conveyance (including an aircraft, vessel, or vehicle);

(b)

the seizing or detaining, and threatening to kill, injure, or continue to detain, another individual in
order to compel a third person (including a governmental organization) to do or abstain from doing
any act as an explicit or implicit condition for the release of the individual seized or detained;

(c)

a violent attack upon an internationally protected person or upon the liberty of such a person;

(d)

an assassination;

(e)

the use of any (1) biological agent, chemical agent, or nuclear weapon or device, or (2) explosive,
firearm, or other weapon or dangerous device (other than for mere personal monetary gain), with
intent to endanger, directly or indirectly, the safety of one or more individuals or to cause
substantial damage to property; or

(f)

a threat, attempt, or conspiracy to do any of the foregoing.

181. The term “terrorism” is defined in section 140(d)(2) of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act [see
also 22 USC 2656f(d)(2)] as meaning “premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against
noncombatants by subnational groups or clandestine agents”.
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Terrorist financing—Provision or collection [18 USC 2339C(a)]
182. Section 2339C(a) tracks the language of Article 2(1) of the Terrorist Financing Convention and
criminalizes the provision or collection of funds for terrorist financing. Under section 2339C(a), the
prosecution must prove the following.
(a)

Knowledge: The defendant acted willfully.

(b)

Intent: The defendant knew or intended the funds to be used, in full or in part, to carry out specified
acts. These are defined in sections 2339C(a)(1)(A) and 2339C(a)(1)(B) which mirror the
definitions in the Terrorist Financing Convention except in the following respect.
Section 2330C(a)(1)(B) defines “terrorist act” to be an act which constitutes an offense within the
scope of all of the treaties listed in the Annex to the Terrorist Financing Convention [reproduced at
section 2339C(e)(7)], to the extent that these treaties have been implemented by the U.S. All of the
listed treaties have entered into force in the U.S.

(c)

Actus reus: The defendant provided or collected funds, directly or indirectly, by any means. The
term “funds” is defined in similar terms to that in the Terrorist Financing Convention.

(d)

Factual predicate:
discussed below.

There must be jurisdiction [set out in section 2339C(b)]. This is further

183. There is no requirement under section 2339C(a)(1) for the prosecution to prove that the funds were
actually used to carry out a terrorist act.
Terrorist financing—Concealment or disguise of material support or funds [18 USC 2339C(c)]
184. Section 2339C(c) makes it an offense to knowingly conceal or disguise terrorist assets.
(a)

Actus reus: The defendant concealed or disguised the nature, location, source, ownership or control
of any material support or resources, funds or proceeds.

(b)

Knowledge: The defendant acted knowingly.

(c)

Intent: The defendant knew or intended that the concealed property was (or would be) provided to
a designated foreign terrorist organization (in violation of s.2339B) or were (or would be)
provided/collected [in violation of § 2339C(a)].

(d)

Factual predicate: The defendant was either:
(i)

inside the U.S.; or

(ii)

outside the U.S. and is a U.S. national or legal entity.

185. Sections 2339C(a) and 2339A cover the same sort of criminal conduct and could be used
interchangeably. To date there have been no successful prosecutions under section 2339C. The DOJ has
confirmed that prosecutions under section 2339A would be much easier than those under section 2339C.
The definition of “material support and resources” under section 2339A covers a much broader range of
activity than the definition of “funds” under section 2339C. Section 2339A does not require proof of
specific jurisdiction as is required in section 2339C. Prosecution under both provisions does, however,
require the prosecution to prove that the funds or material support were or are to be used to carry out an act
that is not clearly defined and requires reference to other legislation or treaties.
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Violation of Executive Order 13224
186. On 23 September 2001, pursuant to powers and authorities under the IEEPA (50 USC 1702
and 1702), the U.S. President issued EO 13224 “Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions with
Persons Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism”. Although EO 13224 is principally
directed towards the blocking of various transactions involving designated persons and organizations
[known as SDGTs)–discussed further in Section 2.4.1 and Section 6], EO 13224 also prohibits U.S.
persons (including U.S. legal entities, their branches worldwide, and in some circumstances, foreign
subsidiaries of U.S. companies) from making or receiving any contribution of funds, goods, or services to
or from those persons listed in the Annex to the Executive Order or subsequently designated by the
Secretaries of the Treasury and State under the terms of the Executive Order. Persons who violate the
prohibition under EO 13224 can be prosecuted which makes it a de facto terrorist financing offense.
EO 13224 is discussed in more detail in section 2.4 of this report.
Ancillary offenses
187. It is also an offense to attempt or conspire to commit any of the above-noted terrorist financing
offenses [s.2339A(a); s.2339B(d)(1)(F); s.2339C(a)(2); s.1705, IEEPA; s.2, EO 13224]. Additionally, it is
an offense to aid and abet, counsel, command, induce, procure or willfully cause any of these terrorist
financing offenses. Persons who commit these ancillary offenses may be prosecuted as principals
(18 USC 2).
Predicate offenses for money laundering
188. Section 2339A, Section 2339B, and Section 2339C are predicate offenses for money laundering
[see 18 USC 1956(c)(7)(D)]. Section 2339C was recently added to the list of money laundering predicates
by section 409 of the USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005, enacted on
9 March 2006 as Public Law No. 109-177.
Scope of liability
189. Sections 2339A, 2339B and 2339C all apply to “whoever” and, as discussed below, this is
interpreted to include legal persons. Making legal persons subject to criminal liability for terrorist
financing does not preclude the possibility of parallel civil liability under section 2339C(f) for violations
under section 2339C(a).
190. There are no specific jurisdictional limits to prosecutions under Section 2339A. Section 2339B (the
offense of providing material support to designated FTOs) defines those liable for these offenses as
anyone within the U.S. or subject to its jurisdiction. The crime also expressly provides for extraterritorial
federal jurisdiction [18 USC 2339B(a)(1) and (d)]. The U.S. terrorist financing enforcement program uses
these provisions to allow for the prosecution of U.S. citizens and U.S. persons for conduct they commit
overseas, or non-U.S. persons whose criminal conduct occurs within the U.S. Non-U.S. persons,
including persons who have never been in the U.S., have been charged with a section 2339B conspiracy,
as long as overt acts of the conspiracy have occurred within the territory of the U.S.
191. The jurisdictional limitations for prosecutions under section 2339C(a) are somewhat confusing.
Essentially where the offense takes place in the U.S. there either needs to be some physical connection to
another country or otherwise the prosecution must prove: (1) that the offense was directed towards a predicate
act committed in an attempt to compel the U.S. to do or abstain from doing anything [2339C(b)(5)]; or (2) that
either the offense or the predicate act affects interstate or foreign commerce. The broad interpretation of the
“interstate or foreign commerce” requirement by the courts has been previously noted.
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192. Section 2 of EO 13224 states that any U.S. person or person within the U.S. may be found liable for
violating the order. The term “person” is defined as being any natural or legal person, including a
partnership, association, corporation or other organization, group or subgroup (s.3, EO 13224).
193. The law permits the intentional element of the terrorist financing offense to be inferred from
objective factual circumstances. There is however very little case law on any of these offenses to assess
this issue properly. The small amount of litigation surrounding sections 2339A and 2339B revolves
around the constitutional validity of the provisions as well as whether allegations under these provisions
can form the basis of civil compensation claims by the victims.
Sanctions for terrorist financing offenses
194. The penalty for criminal violations of 18 USC 2339A and 2339B are fines and/or imprisonment for a
period of up to 15 years for each violation, and if death of any person results, for any term of years or for life.
The penalty for criminal violations of 18 USC 2339C is a fine and/or imprisonment for a period up to 20 years
for each violation. The penalty for criminal violations of 18 USC 2339C(c) is a fine or imprisonment for up
to 10 years. The penalty for criminal violations of EO 13224 (IEEPA) (50 USC 1701) include substantial fines
(up to USD 50,000) and/or imprisonment for up to 20 years.47
195. There are no civil penalty provisions relating to violations of sections 2339A or 2339C(c), however
legal entities (not individuals) either located in the U.S. or organized pursuant to U.S. law who violate
subsection 2339C(a) are subject to civil penalties of at least USD 10,000, if a person responsible for the
management or control of that legal person has, in that capacity, committed an offense [2339C(f)].
196. Financial institutions (as that term is broadly defined in the BSA) above which become aware that
they have possession of or control over any funds in which a foreign terrorist organization or agent has an
interest have a positive duty to retain possession or maintain control of these funds and report the
existence of such funds. Financial institutions will be subject to civil penalties where they violate this
subsection [2339B(a)(2)].
State laws
197. At least two states have enacted terrorist financing offenses—Arizona and New York.
information was provided concerning whether other states have terrorist financing offenses.

No

Effectiveness of the terrorist financing offenses
198. The U.S. provided materials showing that it has charged 126 individuals with criminal violations of
the specific terrorist financing offenses discussed above (i.e. 18 USC 2339A, 2339B, and 2339C). Of
those 126 so charged, 54 so far have either pleaded guilty or been convicted of either 18 USC 2339A or
2339B.

2.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

199. While the terrorist financing provisions cover conduct as required by the Terrorist Financing
Convention it is very difficult legislation to follow and in some aspects seemingly unnecessarily
complicated. For example, given that both provisions have the same constitutional limitations, it is not
clear why the prosecution is required to work through a series of options to prove a jurisdictional
47

The maximum penalty for a violation of a provision of the IEEPA was recently enhanced from ten to twenty years by section 402 of
the USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005, enacted on 9 March 2006 as Public Law No. 109-177.
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requirement in section 2339C(a) when there are no such jurisdictional requirements for prosecutions under
section 2339A. The main difficulty with the U.S. terrorist financing provisions is that they are not self
contained, in that many key terms such as “terrorist act”, “terrorist activity” and “foreign terrorist
organization” are defined by reference to other legislation. The need for cross referencing to other
legislation makes it quite difficult to understand the elements of the offenses. More importantly
prosecutors have confirmed that this adds to difficulties in prosecutions as judges and juries have to be
guided through what seems to be an unnecessarily complex legislative chain. Even the newest and
clearest terrorist financing provision (2339C) is not wholly self-contained with the key element of the
terrorist act being defined by reference to a series of treaties as implemented by the U.S. Prosecutors have
to therefore firstly prove that the defendant’s conduct falls within that prohibited by one of these nine
international treaties and then prove that that part of the treaty has been implemented by the U.S. These
comments do not, however, affect the rating.

2.2.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation II
Rating

SR.II

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

2.3

Confiscation, freezing and seizing of proceeds of crime (R.3)

2.3.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 3 (Freezing, seizing and confiscation)
Federal laws
Forfeiture
200. The U.S. has parallel civil (in rem) and criminal (in personam) forfeiture systems, which provide
for the forfeiture of both the instrumentalities and proceeds of crime. Administrative forfeiture can also be
applied under certain conditions.
201. Criminal forfeiture (18 USC 982) is dependant on the conviction of the defendant and is imposed
concurrently. The burden of proof in money laundering cases requires that both the government and
claimants (persons contesting the forfeiture) establish their respective claims by a preponderance of the
evidence. In addition to the specific and express penal provisions of 18 USC 982, property is subject to
criminal forfeiture in all cases where civil forfeiture is provided for [Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform
Act 2000 (CAFRA), 28 USC 2461(c)].
202. Civil forfeiture actions (18 USC 981) are not conviction-related and are instituted against the
offense-generated or related property itself on a preponderance of evidence standard, as opposed to the
reversed onus of proof before the CAFRA. The legal controversy about the concurrent use of civil
forfeiture actions and criminal proceedings, which in the past affected the use of civil forfeiture, was
solved by a Supreme Court ruling confirming that this did not constitute “double jeopardy”.
203. Administrative forfeiture (or “nonjudicial civil forfeiture”) through the seizing law enforcement
authority is possible if no claims contesting the forfeiture are timely filed. The procedures are detailed
in 18 USC 983(a)(1) & (2), and 19 USC 1602. The availability of administrative forfeiture is limited to
four categories of property:
(a)

where the value does not exceed USD 500,000 per individual item;

(b)

where its importation is illegal;
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(c)

where it is a means of transportation used in moving or storing controlled substances; or

(d)

where it is currency or monetary instrument of any value.

204. As long as the forfeiture remains uncontested, the judiciary authorities are not involved. As the
statistics show, most forfeitures are dealt with this way.
205. There is no general provision imposing forfeiture for instrumentalities used in or proceeds from all
crime. Forfeiture of property is only possible when provided in a specific statute and when related to a
large number of offenses specified in 18 USC 981 and 982, including ML and TF:
(a)

Title 18 USC 981(a)(1)(A) and 982(a)(1) provide for civil or criminal confiscation in a money
laundering context (18 USC 1956, 1957 and 1960), in addition to the predicates constituting SUA
[18 USC 981(a)(1)(C)].

(b)

In terrorist financing cases forfeiture (both civil and criminal) is made possible by:
(i)

Title 18 USC 981(a)(1)(C) which provides for the forfeiture of the proceeds of all specified
unlawful activities (including supporting and financing terrorism as in 18 USC 2339A, 2339B
and 2339C);

(ii)

Title 18 USC 981(a)(1)(G) for terrorism activities; and

(iii)

Title 18 USC 981(a)(1)(H) for collecting or providing funds for terrorist purposes
[18 USC 2339C(a)].

206. Confiscation is mandatory in a criminal case whenever the court considers the facts established.
207. The statute of limitations for criminal forfeiture proceedings follows that of the money laundering
and terrorist financing offenses, namely five years (for money laundering) or eight years (for terrorist
financing) counting from discovery of the facts or termination of the criminal activity. The statute of
limitations for civil forfeiture is five years from the date of the discovery of the offense or two years from
the discovery of the involvement of the property in the offense whichever is later (19 USC 1621).
208. The law provides for the forfeiture of “any property, real or personal, involved” in particular
offenses, “or any property traceable to such offense” (18 USC 981 and 982). The term “property” is not
strictly defined, but jurisprudence has held that the term “property involved” should be read broadly to
include: the money or other property being laundered (the corpus or “subject matter” of the money
laundering offense); any commissions and fees paid to the money launderer; and any property used to
facilitate the money laundering offense. Applying this definition, the property subject to forfeiture in a
money laundering case falls into the following categories:
(a)

the proceeds of the SUA being laundered and consequently becoming the corpus or the subject
matter of the money laundering offense (i.e. property part of, or integral to, the money laundering
transaction). Moreover jurisprudence in conspiracy and attempt cases has established that the
proceeds the defendant conspired or attempted to launder could be forfeited, even if the offense was
not completed;

(b)

property other than the SUA proceeds which is also part of the subject matter of the money
laundering offense (commingled property). This may include “clean” money being used to commit
a criminal offense and property that is the subject of a purchase, sale or exchange constituting a
money laundering offense. Thus any time that a money laundering offense is committed through a
financial transaction, the assets purchased or sold or obtained are “involved” in the offense and
constitute part of the subject matter of the crime that can be forfeited (i.e. property used to facilitate
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the money laundering offense or so-called “instrumentalities”). It can be deduced from the very
broad notion of “involvement” that instrumentalities used or intended for use in the commission of
an offense are also subject to confiscation. Such confiscation is expressly provided in the context of
the criminal forfeiture procedure under 21 USC 853(a)(2) on condition of the “property used or
intended to be used” belonging to the defendant;
(c)

property (other than the proceeds) used to facilitate the money laundering offense; and

(d)

substitute assets, investment yields and other benefits of the proceeds of crime. The import of the
wording “involved” and “traceable” is indeed broad enough to encompass all direct and indirect
derivatives of the proceeds of crime. In the same reasoning, any other asset or valuable, material or
immaterial (such as licenses), can be forfeited if in any way linked to or resulting from an offense.

209. In the terrorism financing offense context of 18 USC 2339C(a), legitimate assets, used to that
purpose, are to be forfeited pursuant to 18 USC 981(a)(1)(H). Mutatis mutandis the other categories
applicable to the ML also apply here. No confiscation is however specifically provided in connection with
the terrorism support offenses of 18 USC 2339A and 2339B. This may arguably be covered
by 18 USC 981(a)(1)(C) forfeiting the proceeds of SUA offenses (including sections 2339A and 2339B)
where the term “proceeds” is then considered broad enough to include the corpus of the offense. Any
controversy over this apparent lacuna however is now being pre-empted by draft legislation expressly
stipulating forfeiture for these specific offenses.
210. Equivalent value forfeiture is only possible in a criminal procedure, as then confiscation is always
compulsory. Since the forfeiture is directed against the defendant personally and not at particular items of
property, the court can enter a money judgment against the defendant for the value of the property, to be
executed against the defendant’s personal assets, or can order the forfeiture of substitute assets if the
property has been dissipated or cannot be found. This concept is primarily based on Rule 32.2 of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and is firmly embedded in case law.
211. All property constituting the subject matter of a money laundering offense being subject to
forfeiture, the forfeiture is not limited to the net profits realized from a sale or exchange, but includes any
property that was involved in the offense. Also, when money laundering activity relates to commingled
funds, forfeiture applies to the commingled funds as “property involved” in the offense.
212. Only property belonging to the defendant can be forfeited in a criminal case considering the in
personam character of the procedure. Consequently property that belongs to third parties cannot be forfeited
criminally, even if the defendants used it to commit the offenses for which they were convicted, except if the
third party itself is charged and convicted for (aiding and abetting or conspiracy to) money laundering.
However, property held by nominees, delegates and persons who did not acquire their interest until after the
crime was committed can be forfeited as property of the defendant.
213. To forfeit property belonging to third parties at the time the crime was committed (for instance in the
case of money seized in the hands of couriers), or that was derived from or used to commit crimes other than
the one for which the defendant has been convicted, the government must use the civil in rem forfeiture.
This obviously requires the presence of an object (res) upon which the forfeiture can be applied, together
with a causal link between that object and the originating offense (“involved” or “traceable”).
214. The combination of both confiscation proceedings gives the system a versatility that enhances
effective asset recovery. The Supreme Court’s rejection of the double jeopardy challenge between the
criminal and civil forfeiture proceedings has ended the dispute over this issue and enables the prosecution
to switch from criminal to civil forfeiture whenever the need arises (e.g. in the event that the defendant
dies before a final conviction could be secured).
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Seizure:
215. Property subject to forfeiture can be seized, frozen (restrained), or otherwise preserved prior to trial
in order to ensure that it remains available, provided that there is probable cause to believe that the
property is subject to confiscation. The court in a criminal case is permitted to issue both pre-indictment
and post-indictment restraining orders under 21 USC 853(e). The property can also be seized with a
criminal seizure warrant [s.853(f)] if it is demonstrated that a restraining order would not be adequate to
preserve the property. Similarly, federal courts have broad authority in forfeiture proceedings in rem to
“take any...action to seize, secure, maintain, or preserve the availability of property subject to...forfeiture,”
pursuant to 18 USC 983(j), as well as authority to issue a seizure warrant pursuant to 18 USC 981(b).
216. However, only property “involved in” or “traceable to” the offense can be seized. Consequently the
seizure of unrelated property aimed at securing assets for the execution of a money judgment is not
covered, nor provided for by any statute, except in one very specific circumstance. A special
seizure/confiscation regime is provided by section 319 of the USA PATRIOT Act allowing the
government to seize funds subject to forfeiture which are located in a foreign bank account, by authorizing
the seizure of the foreign bank’s funds that are held in a correspondent U.S. account, regardless of whether
or not the money in the correspondent account is directly traceable to the money held in the foreign bank
account. The funds in the U.S. account are then seized as a substitute for the foreign deposit. This
provision enhances the ability of prosecutors to obtain the criminal proceeds that have been placed
offshore. The provision has already been used in 11 cases.
217. Nevertheless, the equivalent value confiscation and seizure regime is problematic. Equivalent value
confiscation is not possible in civil forfeiture proceedings because of its strict in rem nature and the
condition of the assets having some relation to the offense. In the criminal confiscation regime, money
judgments against the (assets of the) defendant may be considered to have the effect of an equivalent value
forfeiture, but in that case no statute provides for the restraint/seizure of property that is unrelated to any
offense for the purpose of avoiding dissipation of the assets and enabling effective execution of the money
judgment against untainted property. Jurisprudence is apparently quite divided on this issue, with the
majority rulings going against the possibility of such seizure. This shortcoming in the confiscation regime
should be remedied (preferably through legislative action) to allow for equivalent value seizure.48
218. The initial application to restrain or seize property subject to confiscation can be made ex-parte and
without prior notice. No pre-restraint hearing is required for either a pre-indictment or post-indictment
order or a civil seizure warrant [21 USC 853(e)].
219. The power to identify and trace property that is subject to forfeiture under the relevant statutes is a
basic investigative tool for all law enforcement agencies. Those powers include the use of grand jury
subpoenas and/or administrative subpoenas as well as search warrants. Through the reporting
obligations—SAR, Currency Transaction Reports (CTR), and Forms 8300, among others—FinCEN is
also in a position to identify and discover potential forfeitable assets, and to make that information
available to the law enforcement agencies.
Third party protection
220. Civil forfeiture: To protect the interests of innocent property owners who were unaware that their
property was used for illegal purposes or of true bona fide purchasers for value, there is the possibility of a
“uniform innocent owner” defense. If somebody claims he/she is a bona fide purchaser, he/she must be a
48

Draft legislation is pending before Congress which will allow for equivalent value seizure.
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"purchaser" in the commercial sense, but he/she must also show that at the time of the purchase he/she
"did not know and was reasonably without cause to believe that the property was subject to forfeiture."
Under that statute, persons contesting the forfeiture must establish their ownership interests and their
innocence by a preponderance of the evidence [18 USC 983(d)].
221. Criminal forfeiture: Only property belonging to the defendant can be criminally forfeited. Criminal
proceeds and property owned by the defendant at the time of the offense, but later transferred to a third
party are considered property of the defendant for purposes of criminal forfeiture. Ownership issues are
not addressed in the forfeiture phase of the criminal procedure. Third party interests are dealt with in an
ancillary proceeding set forth in 21 USC 853(c) and (n), and Rule 32.2(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure to determine the ownership of the property. If the ownership of the defendant is established,
the forfeiture becomes valid and final, otherwise it is declared void and the property must be restored to
the third party concerned.
222. It is interesting to note that, according to some law enforcement authorities, the reinforcement of
third parties’ rights with the introduction of the CAFRA has given rise to abusive practices and generated
an increase of disruptive actions, where numerous claims are being filed against the property by family
members of the defendant or other proclaimed interested parties in an attempt to negate the forfeiture
action and recover the assets. The circumstance that the government is liable for payment of the
defendant’s lawyer fee if it loses the case is also considered a restraining factor.
223. In preventing or voiding actions taken to avoid the consequences of forfeiture, the “relation back”
doctrine applies [21 USC 853(c) and (n)(6)(B) for criminal forfeiture and 18 USC 981(f) and 983(d)(3) for
civil forfeiture]. Pursuant to this doctrine, once the government obtains a judgment of forfeiture, title
vests as of the time that the commission of the act giving rise to the forfeiture occurs. Therefore, unless
subsequent transferees are bona fide purchasers, those subsequent transfers can be invalidated.
Additional elements
224. The property of organizations that are primarily criminal in nature are subject to forfeiture. The RICO
statute authorizes the forfeiture of all assets of an “enterprise,” or any property affording a defendant a
“source of influence” over the enterprise [18 USC 1963(a)]. Additionally, all assets (foreign or domestic) of
a domestic or international terrorist or terrorist organization are subject to civil and criminal forfeiture
[18 USC 981(a)(1)(G)] if directed against the U.S., its citizens and residents, or their property. As noted
above, the U.S. has also effectively implemented a system of civil forfeiture.
225. U.S. forfeiture law generally does not allow reversal of the burden of proof. In fact civil forfeiture
has lost some of its appeal since the CAFRA did away with the burden of proof reversal to the defendant.
Now, in most in rem forfeiture cases, the government must establish by a preponderance of the evidence
that the property is subject to forfeiture [some exceptions to this rule are possible is in the context of
terrorism cases under 18 USC 981(a)(1)(g), see 18 USC 987, and some cases under U.S. customs laws].
In criminal forfeiture cases, the prosecution must first prove the defendant’s guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt and then establish the extent of the forfeiture by a preponderance of the evidence standard.
State laws
226. Forfeiture provisions at the state level typically relate to “racketeering” offenses. They generally
follow the line of the federal forfeiture laws and predominantly have a complementary character.
Seizure/confiscation measures in a specific money laundering context obviously only exist in the 38 States
that have promulgated anti-money laundering statutes. Of the samples reviewed by the evaluation team,
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Arizona’s in rem and in personam forfeiture system was of particular interest for its protection of the
innocent third party or victim, its broad scope and its versatility.
Effectiveness of the freezing, seizing and confiscation measures
227. It is clear from the available relevant data that the U.S. has made a priority of the recovery of
criminal assets and is systematically and vigorously pursuing seizure and confiscation. To achieve that
goal law enforcement can count on a comprehensive and solid legal basis, and on the support of
specialists. The forfeiture system is quite flexible to offer the possibility to use the most effective and
adequate procedure: civil, criminal or administrative. If the money laundering statutes are not applicable
or suitable for any reason, there are a series of related penal provisions the authorities can and do use
frequently to recover the criminal assets (such as bulk cash smuggling, structuring and other BSA
offenses, IEEPA violations, bank fraud offenses, etc).
228. To enhance the asset seizure and forfeiture effort, law enforcement can rely on the support of
specialized prosecutors, offices and agents, such as the attorneys involved in the Justice and Treasury Asset
Forfeiture Funds, the IRS-CI field offices known as Asset Forfeiture Coordinators (AFCs), and US ICE
Asset Identification and Removal Groups (AIRG). These specialists are responsible for providing expert
advice to the field agents when they are conducting a money laundering or terrorist financing investigation
about the viability to seize and forfeit assets, and track the assets until final disposition.
229. The figures on amounts seized and forfeited are quite substantial, even taking into account the
proportionality with the size of the country. The statistics show that the U.S. freezing, seizing and
confiscation regime is performing. Significant (and steadily increasing) amounts of proceeds have been
forfeited in recent years: USD 564.5 million in 2003, USD 614.4 million in 2004 and USD 767.4 million
in 2005. The following statistics (which were provided by the DOJ) concern the amount of property that
was seized and confiscated relating to criminal proceeds and terrorist financing by law enforcement
agencies during fiscal years 2004 to 2005.
JUSTICE ASSET SEIZURES AND FORFEITURES BY AGENCY FOR FISCAL YEAR 2004
FORFEITURE
SEIZED
SEIZED VALUE
FORFEITED
FORFEITED AMOUNT
TYPE
ASSETS
ASSETS
DEA
Administrative
11,639
USD 260,669,786.50
10,699
USD 216,235,774.96
Civil/Judicial
2,001
USD 122,250,783.24
1,147
USD 79,957,319.37
Criminal
1,590
USD 76,602,535.23
1,146
USD 66,485,824.53
DEA TOTALS
15,230
USD 459,523,104.97
12,992
USD 362,678,918.86
FBI
Administrative
1,387
USD 62,803,379.11
1,104
USD 55,834,952.99
Civil/Judicial
774
USD 102,658,679.48
579
USD 86,484,310.09
Criminal
1,686
USD 113,793,994.87
1,190
USD 55,561,737.25
FBI TOTALS
3,847
USD 279,256,053.46
2,873
USD 197,881,000.33
FDA
Civil/Judicial
18
USD 2,508,102.12
4
USD 775,822.92
Criminal
8
USD 1,556,739.00
2
USD 1,255,000.00
FDA TOTALS
26
USD 4,064,841.12
6
USD 2,030,822.92

AGENCY
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Administrative
Civil/Judicial
Criminal
DHS TOTALS
USMS
Civil/Judicial
Criminal
USMS TOTALS
USPS
Civil/Judicial
Criminal
USPS TOTALS
FY 2004 TOTALS

0
4
1
5
22
49
71
117
218
335
19,514

USD 0
USD 1,457,599.84
USD 1
USD 1,457,600.84
33,101,708.76
USD 1,281,103.81
USD 34,382,812.57
6,261,092.81
USD 19,622,549.82
USD 25,883,642.63
USD 804,568,055.59

3,899
22
20
3,941
24
44
68
77
166
243
20,123

USD 8,098,066.23
USD 2,029,897.82
USD 557,747.37
USD 10,685,711.42
USD 30,872,594.21
USD 1,679,262.62
USD 32,551,856.83
USD 3,654,475.65
USD 4,927,405.58
USD 8,581,881.23
USD 614,410,191.59

JUSTICE ASSET SEIZURES AND FORFEITURES BY AGENCY FOR FISCAL YEAR 2005
FORFEITURE
SEIZED
SEIZED VALUE
FORFEITED
FORFEITED AMOUNT
TYPE
ASSETS
ASSETS
DEA
Administrative
10,903
USD 321,358,941.29
10,957
USD 295,265,225.97
Civil/Judicial
2,106
USD 119,286,467.87
1,214
USD 51,911,270.68
Criminal
1,380
USD 107,318,909.36
1,122
USD 49,196,100.56
DEA TOTALS
14,389
USD 547,964,318.52
13,293
USD 396,372,597.21
FBI
Administrative
1,504
USD 52,050,695.67
1,191
USD 46,372,723.73
Civil/Judicial
824
USD 266,200,272.30
594
USD 197,789,177.76
Criminal
1,715
USD 310,745,786.13
1,289
USD 93,402,716.81
FBI TOTALS
4,043
USD 628,996,754.10
3,074
USD 337,564,618.30
FDA
Civil/Judicial
24
USD 5,799,790.77
4
USD 905,845.00
Criminal
58
USD 6,150,357.94
41
USD 4,839,648.35
FDA TOTALS
82
USD 11,950,148.71
45
USD 5,745,493.35
DHS
Civil/Judicial
20
USD 1,832,018.10
24
USD 2,770,588.33
Criminal
0
USD 0
6
USD 92,819.96
DHS TOTALS
20
USD 1,832,018.10
30
USD 2,863,408.29
USMS
Civil/Judicial
24
USD 10,321,100.47
29
USD 8,082,023.08
Criminal
33
USD 1,513,288.99
52
USD 349,444.15
USMS TOTALS
57
USD 11,834,389.46
81
USD 8,431,467.23
USPS
Civil/Judicial
193
USD 43,158,507.65
70
USD 6,633,797.95
Criminal
187
USD 10,977,524.37
220
USD 9,742,585.49
USPS TOTALS
380
USD 54,136,032.02
290
USD 16,376,383.44
FY 2005 TOTALS
18,971
USD 1,256,713,660.91
16,813
USD 767,353,967.82

AGENCY

230. The following statistics (which were provided by the Treasury) concerning the amount of property
that was confiscated by various Treasury agencies for the years 2002 to 2005.
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Note – INS no longer exists as an agency. The functions performed by INS are now performed by ICE and CBP.
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AGENCY
ATF
USSS
IRS
ICE & CBP50
TOTAL

2.3.2

2002
USD 2,780,132
USD 5,968,707
USD 54,246,330
USD 92,359,804
USD 152,354,973

2003
USD 3,208,977
USD 14,407,909
USD 64,013,754
USD 152,444,062
USD 234,047,702

2004
USD 7,783,347
USD 9,762,931
USD 78,202,183
USD 194,785,019
USD 290,533,480

2005
USD 4,225,119
USD 3,707,194
USD 132,048,861
USD 145,608,128
USD 285,649,302

Recommendations and Comments

231. Overall, the U.S. system for freezing, seizing and forfeiture is quite robust and is achieving good
results. There are, however, some weaker areas. For instance, as a consequence of the limitation of the
money laundering offense in respect of foreign predicate criminal activity, confiscation is equally restricted.
Even though U.S. Attorneys will then endeavor to seek conviction and confiscation based on offenses other
than money laundering, or based on domestic specified unlawful activities by virtue of the fact that the
proceeds or other objects of the offense traveled through foreign commerce and were laundered in the U.S.,
the restriction represents a deficiency that needs to be addressed. Likewise, insofar as the money laundering
offense does not cover all designated categories of predicate offenses as SUA (insider trading, market
manipulation and, to a certain extent, piracy are not predicate offenses for money laundering), confiscation is
similarly affected. (For a more detailed discussion of the gap in predicate offenses, see section 2.1 above).
As well, the inability to freeze or seize assets of equivalent value is problematic.
232. The U.S. should therefore extend domestic and foreign predicates to fully cover all 20 categories of
predicate offenses listed in the Glossary to the FATF 40 Recommendations. It should also take measures
to ensure that property which may be subject to equivalent value confiscation may be seized/restrained to
prevent its being dissipated.

2.3.3

Compliance with Recommendation 3
Rating

R.3

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

Where the proceeds are derived from one of the designated categories of offenses that are
not domestic or foreign predicate offenses for ML, a freezing/seizing or confiscation action
cannot be based on the money laundering offense.

•

Property of equivalent value which may be subject to confiscation cannot be
seized/restrained.

2.4

Freezing of funds used for terrorist financing (SR.III)

2.4.1

Description and Analysis

Special Recommendation III (Freezing and confiscating terrorist assets)
Freezing
233. The U.S. implements its obligations relating to financial sanctions under both United Nations
Security Council Resolution S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001) through Executive Order 13224
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ICE and CBP are part of DHS, not Treasury. However, assets forfeited by ICE and CBP are placed in the Treasury Asset
Forfeiture Fund (prior to the creation of DHS, legacy U.S. Customs was part of the Treasury Department).
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“Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions with Persons Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or
Support Terrorism” (EO 13224) issued by the U.S. President on 23 September 2001, in response to the
terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001.
234. EO 13224, as amended, authorizes the Secretaries of the Treasury and State, in consultation with
the DOJ and the DHS, to implement the President’s authority to combat terrorists, terrorist organizations
and terrorist support networks systemically and strategically. EO 13224 prohibits any U.S. person or
entity from transacting or dealing with individuals and entities owned or controlled by, acting for or on
behalf of, financially, technologically, or materially assisting or supporting, or otherwise associated with
SDGTs, namely, persons listed in the Executive Order or subsequently designated by the Secretaries of the
Treasury and State under the terms of the Executive Order. The Executive Order also blocks all property
or interests in property of designated persons in the United States. The designation is done ex parte
without notifying the involved party.
235. The OFAC list (which is administered by the Treasury) also comprises FTOs that are named under
section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act and section 302 of the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act (AEDPA). These designations only apply to terrorist organizations. The FTO list is
administered by the State Department.
236. OFAC administers and enforces the EO 13224 sanctions against terrorists and terrorist organizations,
as well as the U.S. economic and trade sanctions against designated foreign countries, international drug
traffickers and persons involved in weapons of mass destruction proliferation. It has 125 staff and currently
administers 30 economic sanctions programs against foreign governments, entities and individuals.
237. EO 13224 gives the government authority to:
(a)

identify and designate terrorists and support structures related to terrorist organizations (not limited
to, but also including those parties designated by the UN 1267 Committee and related to Al-Qaida,
Usama bin Laden, and the Taliban);

(b)

prohibit U.S. persons from having dealings with these designated parties; and

(c)

demand that U.S. persons freeze assets related to these designated parties and report these actions to
the OFAC.

238. EO 13224 thus targets not only Al-Qaida and the Taliban, but includes terrorist groups such as
Hamas, Hizballah, the FARC, the Real IRA, and associated individuals and entities. A designation puts
U.S. persons on notice that they are prohibited from having dealings with those specific persons and must
block their assets.
239. The designation makes it unlawful for a person in the United States or subject to the jurisdiction of the
U.S. to have dealings with the designated person, called an SDGT. Any U.S. financial institution that
becomes aware that it has possession of or control over funds in which a SDGT or its agent has an interest
must retain possession of or control over the funds and report the funds to OFAC. Generally, U.S. financial
institutions must block or freeze funds that are remitted by or on behalf of a blocked individual or entity, are
remitted to or through a blocked entity, or are remitted in connection with a transaction in which a blocked
entity has an interest. Additionally, OFAC enforcement officers may serve blocking orders on designated
persons within the U.S. These actions may involve the complete shutdown of the entity and the placement
of blocked non-financial property in permanent storage. Once funds are blocked, they may be released only
by specific authorization from the Treasury. As of July 2005, 438 persons had been designated since the
beginning of the terrorism program under EO 13224. Approximately 330 of the designations have been
bilateral and/or through the UN.
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240. Whenever an individual or entity is proposed for inclusion on the UN 1267 consolidated list by
another country through the UN or is proposed to the U.S. bilaterally, OFAC or the State Department is
responsible for preparing an administrative record or “evidentiary” in support of a U.S. domestic
designation under EO 13224. This process may require continued discussions with the initiating party and
further coordination through the UN or with other countries in order to obtain sufficient information to
meet domestic legal criteria. These procedures apply in cases in which:
(a)

new designations are being proposed; or

(b)

there is a request to introduce a new name or alias (a.k.a.) to an existing designation.

241. Not all persons and entities designated in the context of S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001)
were accepted by the U.S. to be included in the EO 13224, because the U.S. considered them not to contain
sufficient identifying information to make the listing of these names operationally constructive.
Consequently, only one of the 143 Taliban names has been placed on the OFAC list for fear of the
counterproductive effects as a result of the confusion and uncertainty such a list would create leading to
unjustified blockings. The Taliban was designated as an entity as a whole, whereby all individuals involved
in that organization are deemed to be included. In this system, OFAC takes on the responsibility of
organizing the information supply and appropriate support to the relevant sectors. However, this raises an
issue: although domestic designation in the context of S/RES/1373(2001) is indeed largely dependant on the
acceptance of the adequacy of the information supplied by the requesting jurisdiction, S/RES/1267(1999) is
fully mandatory and apparently does not allow (nor does SRIII) any free interpretation.51
242. Blocking actions pursuant to EO 13224 extend to all property and “interests in property” that come
within the U.S. or that thereafter come within the U.S., or that thereafter come within the possession or
control of U.S. persons. The term “interests in property” means an interest of any nature whatsoever, direct
or indirect, in whole or in part (CFR 594.306). The broad definition of “assets and property” and “property
interests” can affect most products and services provided by financial institutions located in the U.S. or
organized under the laws of the U.S., including their overseas branches. Blocked property may not be
transferred, withdrawn, exported, paid, or otherwise dealt in without prior authorization from OFAC.
Communicating actions taken under freezing mechanisms and guidance
243. To give effect to the sanctions programs, OFAC publishes, updates and maintains an integrated list of
designated parties that U.S. persons cannot deal with and whose assets must be frozen and reported. Parties
designated under EO 13224 are included on this integrated list. Designations are subsequently published in the
U.S. Government's Federal Register. The OFAC list is continually being revised.
244. The U.S. authorities advised that every regulatory agency (both at the federal and state level)
receives priority electronic notice of all of OFAC's designations and other actions affecting the financial
community. The regulators assist in disseminating that information to their examiners and the institutions
under their supervision. Furthermore, OFAC maintains an Internet list on its website that informs all its
subscribers of any update of its information. OFAC also uses a fax broadcast system as well as a separate
e-Alert system to reach financial and securities associations, which in turn are expected to transmit the
notice to their members. When an institution identifies an entity that is an exact match, or has many
similarities to a subject listed on the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) and Blocked Persons List, the
institution can call OFAC’s Compliance Hotline for verification.
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As of 22 February 2006, S/RES/1267(1999) listed 492 designated persons and entities, of which 143 (about one third) are
persons or entities belonging to or associated with the Taliban.
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245. The functional regulators issue guidelines for banks and other entities, and their examiners ensure
compliance with sanctions administered by OFAC. OFAC provides assistance in developing such
guidance. OFAC has issued general guidance which is applicable to any person or entity. It has also
issued industry-specific guidance to the following sectors: banking, securities, insurance, MSB, real estate
settlement, corporate registration and NPO sectors, among others. Nevertheless, these communications do
not seem to be working effectively outside of the banking, securities and MSB sectors. Indeed, some
representatives from the private sector that the assessment team met with were not aware of their
responsibilities pursuant to the OFAC list. This seemed particularly the case with the state-regulated
sectors. OFAC might benefit from additional resources to continue to increase its outreach efforts further
to various industries.
Delisting and unfreezing requests
246. There are policies and procedures in place to consider de-listing requests and to allow for the
“unfreezing” of funds belonging to a de-listed individual or entity. A blocked person may seek administrative
reconsideration of its designation or assert that the circumstances resulting in the designation no longer apply,
and thus seek to have the designation rescinded (31 CFR 594.201 and 501.807). The procedures apply to
persons blocked pursuant to any of the U.S. government sanctions programs administered by OFAC, including
the terrorism program established pursuant to EO 13224.
247. A de-listing request must be made by the blocked person and addressed to the Director of OFAC. If
upon review it is established that there is no longer a sufficient basis for the designation or it is
demonstrated that the circumstances resulting in the designation no longer exist, OFAC proposes removal.
The U.S. government then takes appropriate administrative actions, including removing the person as an
SDGT from the SDN List on the OFAC website, and, if appropriate, working with the UN to remove the
person from the UN’s 1267 Consolidated List. Pursuant to these procedures, OFAC has de-listed 10
individuals and entities initially designated under EO 13224.
248. Furthermore, the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA) provides that a
FTO may file a petition for revocation two years after its designation date or two years after the
determination date on its most recent petition for revocation. Finally, the Secretary of State may at any time
revoke a designation upon a finding that the circumstances forming the basis for the designation have
changed in such a manner as to warrant revocation, or that the national security of the United States warrants
a revocation. A designation may also be revoked by an Act of Congress, or set aside by a Court order.
249. Although there is an administrative procedure for seeking de-listing, there is always the possibility to
challenge SDGT designations and other OFAC decisions in court. Furthermore by law an organization
designated as an FTO may seek judicial review of the designation in the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit not later than 30 days after the designation is published in the Federal Register.
250. Legal challenge of the ex parte designation procedure as “undue process” has already been rejected
by the Courts. Several other approaches have been used, such as seeking a preliminary injunction or
arguing violation of the APA on the grounds that the decisions are arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse
of discretion or otherwise not in accordance with the law. Other challenges were based on an alleged
violation of constitutional protections such as the First Amendment right to free speech and association or
the Fifth Amendment right not to be deprived of property without due process of law. The courts have
rejected all these challenges. The USA PATRIOT Act, enacted in October 2001, has enhanced OFAC’s
ability to implement sanctions and to co-ordinate with other agencies by clarifying OFAC’s authority to
block assets of suspect entities prior to a formal designation in “aid of an investigation” to prevent the
disappearance or deterioration of assets.
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251. Similarly, in cases a party to a transaction believes funds have been blocked due to mistaken
identity, that party may seek to have funds unblocked through administrative procedures published in the
CFR. Any person who is a party to the transaction that resulted in blocked funds pursuant to OFAC
regulations may address OFAC for the release of funds. In the event the Director of OFAC determines
that the funds should be released, OFAC will direct the financial institution to return the funds to the
appropriate party. OFAC may also issue letters to innocent parties that share a similar name to that of a
designated party informing any concerned party of the distinction between the innocent bearer party and a
designated party sharing a similar name (31 CFR 501.806).
252. Requests to unfreeze assets blocked in the context of an OFAC designation can also be brought
before a U.S. Federal Court. The Civil Division of the DOJ is charged with the responsibility for litigating
such cases.
Authorizing access to frozen funds or other assets
253. There are procedures in place for authorizing access to funds or other assets that were frozen pursuant
to either S/RES/1267(1999) or S/RES/1373(2001) and that have been determined to be necessary for the
payment of certain types of expenses. OFAC can license or authorize access to blocked property or accounts
on a case-by-case basis to ameliorate the effects of the designation. It may permit access by a designated
person to his assets to the extent necessary for basic or even extraordinary expenses OFAC can also
authorize the transfer into the U.S. of non-blocked assets, which prevents the assets from being blocked upon
receipt by a U.S. person. OFAC, across its 30 sanctions programs, processes approximately 42,000 specific
license applications and requests for interpretive rulings each year, and receives approximately 15,000
telephone calls involving license queries each year.
Seizure and Confiscation
254. In contexts other than a designation pursuant to S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001), funds
or other assets provided or used in violation of 18 USC 2339A, 2339B and 2339C are subject to seizure
and forfeiture when:
(a)

involved in a transaction or attempted transaction in violation of 18 USC 1956-1957 (laundering of
terrorist related assets);

(b)

they represent the proceeds of a 18 USC 2339A or 2339B offense (supporting and resourcing
terrorists or terrorist organizations); or

(c)

they represent funds involved in a violation of section 2339C (financing of terrorism) (see also
section 2.2 above).

255. More generally, 18 USC 981(a)(1)(G) and 18 USC 2331 make subject to forfeiture—all foreign or
domestic assets
(a)

of any individual, entity or organization engaged in planning or perpetrating any act of domestic
terrorism or international terrorism and all assets, foreign or domestic, affording any person a
source of influence over any such entity or organization, acquired or maintained by any person with
the intent and for the purpose of supporting, planning, conducting, or concealing an act of domestic
terrorism or international terrorism, or

(b)

derived from, involved in, or used or intended to be used to commit any act of domestic terrorism or
international terrorism.
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256. Until recently this provision only applied when U.S. interests were implicated. With the enactment of
the USA PATRIOT Improvements and Reauthorization Act of 2006 of 9 March 2006, however, 18 USC
981(a)(1)(G) was expanded to include individuals, entities and organizations that plan or perpetrate acts of
international terrorism against international organizations (such as the UN) or foreign governments.
257. As with all other forfeitures covered by 18 USC 981, the rights of innocent third parties are
protected (see section 2.3 above).
Compliance
258. Measures to ensure compliance with SR III are based on the IEEPA and the AEDPA that place the
burden for effecting compliance on the affected financial institution or other affected entity. Both statutes
impose civil money penalties on financial institutions that fail to comply with its obligations. Moreover, a
knowing violation of the obligation by the financial institution or entity could lead to a criminal charge of
providing material support or resources to a designated foreign terrorist organization or of engaging in a
transaction with a blocked person or entity [18 USC 2339B(a), and 50 USC 1705].
259. For the regulated financial sector compliance monitoring is mainly the responsibility of the
regulators and supervisors, such as the U.S. federal bank regulatory agencies — the Federal Reserve, the
FDIC, the NCUA, the OCC and the OTS. The regulators review OFAC compliance policies and
procedures under their general safety and soundness supervisory authority. They generally focus their
attention on the quality of the compliance program in place, commensurate with the risk profile of the
supervised entity. Occasionally examiners proceed to case sampling on the basis of the OFAC list.
260. OFAC also works with other U.S. government agencies to enforce its regulations, especially in other
high-risk industries such as export-import and travel, and receives operational support from law enforcement
agencies. Treasury also conducts outreach to educate and inform the financial sector, high risk industries
and the general public about the economic and financial sanction programs administered by OFAC.
261. OFAC’s enforcement process relies heavily on the examination of the blocked transaction reports
that are reviewed and maintained for investigative and compliance purposes. Relevant information is
shared with law enforcement agencies. Serious indications of inadequate compliance, also from other
sources (such as law enforcement and regulators) are investigated by sending an administrative subpoena
to the suspected violator requesting an explanation from the suspected violator. OFAC may refer the case
to ICE, the FBI, IRS-CI or another law enforcement agency for further investigation. If OFAC believes a
U.S. person has or may have violated the law, one of several possible actions may result: the issuance of a
cease-and-desist order, warning letter, or cautionary letter; the assessment or settlement of a civil penalty;
or the suspension or even revocation of a specific license. A willful or egregious violation may lead to
more severe action such as a referral to the DOJ for criminal charges.
262. OFAC has civil monetary penalty authority. The office retains discretion in determining whether to
administer a civil penalty and if so, the appropriate amount. Penalties range from USD 50,000 to USD 1.075
million. Since 1993, OFAC has collected nearly USD 30 million in civil penalties for sanctions violations
and has processed more than 8,000 matters across all its sanctions programs. OFAC collected USD 2,925 in
penalties for terrorism violations in 2003, and none in 2004 and 2005.
263. Compliance is also enforced through criminal sanctions in cases where persons willfully engage in
unlicensed transactions involving blocked property or a designated person or entity. Criminal
investigations of IEEPA violations are accomplished by federal law enforcement agencies, principally the
FBI in terrorist financing cases. Responsibility for criminal prosecution rests with the DOJ, often
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represented by the U.S. Attorney for the respective federal district. OFAC may provide technical advice
and assistance during the criminal investigation and prosecution phase.
264. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the compliance measures is not consistent across all sectors. As
indicated above, knowledge among the financial sector and, indeed, the regulatory agencies was patchy,
particularly within the state-regulated sectors. For instance, a state insurance regulator that the assessment
team visited confirmed that it was not checking for compliance with EO 13224.
Additional elements
265. In addition and in support of the above described measures the U.S. has also implemented other
recommendations that are set out in the FATF Best Practices Paper for Special Recommendation III, such as:
(a)

Drafting a packet of identification information for each designation: When a determination has
been made to proceed with a designation action, the Department of the Treasury and/or the State
Department work with the interagency community to produce an unclassified Statement of the Case
(SOC). The SOC serves as an unclassified summary of the factual basis for the public
announcement of a designation and includes identifier information for use in implementing
blocking and freezing actions.

(b)

Addressing concerns about the use of sensitive information: Although the administrative record
may contain classified information underlying a designation, effort is made to declassify the
information. In most cases, however, there are sensitivities that prevent full disclosure. This may raise
an issue in respect of the sharing of information with foreign jurisdictions (see section 6.5.1)

(c)

Prohibitions against publishing sensitive information: The USA PATRIOT Act explicitly
authorizes submission of classified information to a court, in camera and ex parte, upon a legal
challenge to a designation.

(d)

Consultation with other governments during designation process: Countries that are preconsulted are encouraged and welcomed to contribute additional identifier or factual information
they may have available, such as information available in public records that is not readily
accessible within the U.S.

(e)

Pre-notification of pending designations to other governments: The U.S. has developed a system
for early and rapid pre-notification of pending designations to other jurisdictions, inviting those
jurisdictions to join in a designation or freeze funds / other assets simultaneously across jurisdictions.
When the U.S. government decides to designate individuals and entities in accordance with
S/RES/1373(2001), the State Department, through its embassies and missions, and other U.S. agencies
engage their international counterparts on a bilateral basis in order to encourage support for the
designation and to facilitate implementation. Background information is shared in the form of an
unclassified “statement of case”. Some FATF members indicated that they experienced difficulties
with their requests for additional information. Although OFAC maintains that they satisfy these
queries whenever possible. However, they are bound by the classified status of the data and are
totally dependant from their sources for declassification.

(f)

Guidance for financial institutions: OFAC works with the regulators to provide guidance for the
development of effective compliance programs. Most recently, OFAC has worked with the federal
banking regulators to develop written guidance for banks and their examiners to promote
compliance with sanctions administered by OFAC. The FFIEC Examination Manual includes a
section on assessing OFAC compliance programs in financial institutions.

(g)

Sharing information with other jurisdictions: OFAC submits requests to FinCEN to work through
its bilateral FIU-to-FIU channels and/or through the Egmont Group of FIUs to request and share
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additional financial intelligence relating to designated parties. FinCEN offers reciprocity for similar
requests from foreign FIUs.
(h)

Integrate, publish and update lists without delay: Newly named SDGTs are immediately
incorporated into OFAC’s SDN List and posted on OFAC's website. In cases involving technical
amendments to designations that already appear on the UN 1267 list (i.e. spelling changes, ordering
names, or new identifying information —other than new names and “also know as” (aka’s), the U.S.
accepts this information on its face from a submitting country in relation to the submitting country’s
own nationals in conjunction with the 1267 Monitoring Team’s vetting of the information.

(i)

Process for responding to inquiries concerning potential identification mismatches: When an
institution identifies an entity that is an exact match, or has many similarities to a subject listed on
the SDN and Blocked Persons List, the institution may contact OFAC by telephone for verification.
Unless a transaction involves an exact match, it is recommended that the institution contact OFAC
before blocking assets.

Effectiveness of the measures for freezing and confiscating terrorist assets
266. As of 26 March 2006, the U.S. has designated 438 individuals and entities for terrorist and terrorist
financing-related activities pursuant to EO 13224. Over 300 of these entities are associated with Usama
bin Laden, Al-Qaida or the Taliban, which has provided the basis to propose these names to the UN AlQaida and Taliban Sanctions Committee for inclusion on its consolidated list of individuals and entities.
The remainder of parties designated under EO 13224 represents terrorist and terrorist financing-related
threats independent of those presented by Al-Qaida or the Taliban.
267. The following statistics concerning the number of persons or entities and the amounts of property
frozen pursuant to the UN Resolutions relating to terrorist financing were submitted.
As
of 19 August 2005, the U.S. has frozen/blocked a total of USD 281,372,910 worth of assets as follows:
•

24 Taliban-related individuals/entities totaling USD 264,935,075;

•

258 Al-Qaida-related individuals/entities totaling USD 9,322,159; and

•

21 other terrorist individuals/entities totaling USD 7,115,676

268. Of the USD 281,372,910, USD 12,488,924 remains blocked by OFAC as of 19 August 2005. The
USD 264,935,075 blocked under the Taliban program was unblocked upon removal of Taliban control. In
addition, other funds were unblocked due to licensing actions, delisting actions, and account
maintenance/management fees.
269. As of 19 August 2005, assets seized pursuant to U.S. investigations with possible terrorist links
totaled USD 37,314,379.
270. No statistical details were submitted on the number and amount of TF related confiscations.

2.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

271. Overall, the U.S. has built a solid, well-structured system aimed at effectively implementing the UN
sanctions under S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001). The statistics on the frozen terrorist related
assets speak for themselves. Indeed, the measures in place correspond to most recommendations set out in
the FATF Best Practices Paper for SR III. Combating terrorism in all its facets and targeting particularly
the financial aspects obviously being a prime concern in U.S. policy, it has engaged substantive resources
to cut off the financial basis from terrorist entities and activities. The OFAC plays a central role in this
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process. This authority has powerful means, both legal and structural, at its disposal to fulfill its mission
and it uses them quite adequately, as the figures show. Although the information supporting the
designation process is not always fully accessible to the designated parties, the process is balanced by the
possibility for these parties to challenge the designation and defend their rights through legal or
administrative means, and by the ability of an independent federal judge to fully review, in camera, the
evidence submitted in support of a designation that is challenged in federal court.
272. The implementation by the U.S. of the obligations resulting from S/RES/1267(1999) raises the
question if countries can deviate from a formal transposition obligation of the name list into their national
preventive system and, if so, to what extent. A strong argument for the U.S. approach is the effectiveness of
their system, which is shown abundantly by the figures. Indeed, a literal copying of the list without effective
implementation serves no purpose and does not meet the obligations under the UN resolution. Also such a
purely formal approach based on incomplete, vague or unreliable identification carries a serious risk of
acting counterproductively. On the other hand the obligation under S/RES/1267(1999) to transpose the
complete list is quite clear and gives little latitude to the countries for divergent interpretations. In addition,
the reliability of the names on the UN list has been improved through successive rounds of corrections and
additions of identifiers, year after year. It continues to evolve into a much more accurate and reliable
document, so a radical refusal to place all of the Taliban names on the OFAC list does not seem to be wholly
justified. Moreover, it deprives the industry of a practical tool that may help them in their evaluation of the
situation in respect of EO 13224. Publication of the UN 1267 list through the OFAC list would obviously
not be sufficient in itself without accompanying support measures, such as the assistance role that OFAC
now fulfills. This being said, the assessment team takes the view that this formal deficiency in transposing
the 1267 list is to a large extent counterbalanced by the substantive quality and the undeniable effectiveness
of the approach adopted by the U.S. which has been translated in a large amount of frozen assets. Therefore,
this deficiency only has a limited impact on the rating.
273. A real challenge for OFAC lies in the effectiveness of the compliance monitoring process. The
sheer number of financial institutions and other entities/persons affected by the designations defies even
the substantial organizational resources that are meant to ensure full compliance. The system
predominantly relies on examination by the regulators and supervisors, but they focus mainly on the
quality of the compliance program in place and occasional checking of name samples. In particular,
monitoring of the less or non-federally regulated sectors (such as insurance or DNFBPs) is problematic.
OFAC has too limited resources to monitor such a large number of entities (138 employees, of which two
dozen are dedicated to monitoring and outreach, to administer all 29 of OFAC’s sanctions programs). Of
course the system checks itself to a certain extent as somewhere along the line some subjected entity may
pick up indications of non-compliance and will report those deficient links in the chain. Overall, further
efforts will have to be made to improve compliance monitoring of all targeted entities, particularly the
state-regulated sectors and DNFBPs.

2.4.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation III
Rating

SR.III

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•
•

Compliance monitoring in non-federally regulated sectors (e.g. insurance, MSBs) is
ineffective.
Not all S/RES/1267(1999) designations are transposed in the OFAC list.
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2.5

The Financial Intelligence Unit and its functions (R.26)

2.5.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 26 (FIU)
274. FinCEN (which was created in 1990) is the financial intelligence unit of the U.S. The USA
PATRIOT Act of 2001 re-established FinCEN as a bureau within the Treasury. The authority of the
Secretary of the Treasury to administer Title III of the BSA (codified at 31 USC 5311-et. seq. with
implementing regulations at 31 CFR Part 103) has been delegated to the Director of FinCEN.
275. The mission of FinCEN is to fulfill the duties and powers assigned to the Director by the USA
PATRIOT Act [codified in relevant part at 31 USC 310(b)], support law enforcement efforts, foster interagency
and global co-operation against domestic and international financial crimes, and provide U.S. policy makers
with strategic analysis of domestic and worldwide trends and patterns (Treasury Order 180-01
dated 26 September 2002). FinCEN works toward those ends through information collection, analysis and
sharing, as well as technological assistance and innovative, cost-effective implementation of the BSA and other
Treasury authorities that have been assigned to it. FinCEN is considered to be a law enforcement support
agency, although it has no criminal investigative or arrest authority. As the sole administrator of the BSA,
FinCEN retains a high-degree of operational independence.
276. FinCEN fulfils three main roles. Its role as an FIU is discussed in this section. Its role as a
regulator is discussed in section 3 of this report. Finally, its role as an information network is discussed in
section 6.1 of this report.
Functions and responsibilities of the FIU
277. FinCEN is responsible for collecting, housing, analyzing and disseminating financial information
that is collected under the BSA and other authorities, and which relates to investigations of illicit finance
(including money laundering). The duties and powers of FinCEN expressly include “analyz(ing) and
disseminat(ing) the available data...to determine emerging trends and methods in money laundering and
other financial crimes” [31 USC 310(b)(2)(C)], among other things, and to gain an increased
understanding of methodologies, typologies, geographic patterns of activity and systemic vulnerabilities
relating to terrorist financing.
278. FinCEN receives the following types of suspicious transaction reports that must be filed by various
types of financial institutions pursuant to the BSA: SAR; SAR by a Money Services Business (SARMSB); SAR by Casinos & Card Clubs (SAR-C); and SAR by Securities & Futures Industries (SAR-SF).
Beginning in May, 2006, FinCEN will begin receiving SARs from insurance companies, and effective
October 2006, FinCEN will begin receiving SARs from mutual funds.
279. FinCEN also receives the following other types of reports: CTRs; CTR by a Casino (CTR-C); CTR
by a Casino-Nevada; Foreign Bank Account Report (FBAR); CTR Filing Exemption Form (Designation
of Exempt Persons); Report of International Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instruments (CMIR);
Report of Cash Payments over USD 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business (Form 8300); and
Registration of Money Services Business.
280. In general, SARs are filed with FinCEN (electronically or in paper form) within 30 to 60 days of the
suspicious activity being detected by the reporting entity, which is a long period of time. SARs may also
be reported through a telephone hotline; however, in such cases an electronic or paper SAR must still be
filed. Only about 30% of the reports are received electronically; approximately 70% are filed in paper
form. Pursuant to an agreement with FinCEN, the IRS is responsible for entering reports into the
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database. The agreement stipulates that all reports must be entered in the database within 10 days of being
received by the Detroit computing center. FinCEN reports that, over the years, its checks have confirmed
that this obligation is mostly being met.
281. Given the very large number of reports being received by FinCEN annually (over 14 million
in 2004, including over 600,000 SARs), FinCEN is not able to perform a comprehensive analysis of each
SAR, but instead devotes its analytical resources to those SARs considered most valuable to law
enforcement, in accordance with the following parameters.
282. At the strategic level, FinCEN assigns analysts to study BSA data and all other available
information for trends and patterns based on the needs of FinCEN’s law enforcement, regulatory, and
policy customers. Such analysis includes identifying geographic and systemic “hot spots,” identifying
new and emerging phenomena, and providing detailed lead information to law enforcement and the
intelligence community.
283. FinCEN also provides operational analysis and case support to a broad range of federal, state and local
law enforcement agencies, and international law enforcement agencies in ongoing CFT investigations.
FinCEN refers proactive lead information, case studies, and analysis to U.S. and international law
enforcement agencies. This analysis is increasingly geared toward complex cases in which law enforcement
agencies need assistance in identifying multiple subjects, mapping criminal financial activity over large
geographic areas and establishing international linkages that are not apparent in initial investigative activity.
Through the use of sophisticated technology and information extracted from the numerous data sources to
which FinCEN has access, intelligence analysts link together various aspects of a case and add value to what
is already known by investigators. FinCEN’s analysts also develop threat assessments, industry reports, and
technical guides to financial transaction mechanisms.
284. The single most important stated operational and tactical priority for FinCEN is providing counterterrorism support to law enforcement and the intelligence community. To emphasize the importance of
this work, FinCEN has implemented a comprehensive counter-terrorism strategy that draws resources and
expertise from FinCEN’s analytical support to law enforcement, regulatory tools and international
networking capabilities. Elements of this strategy include reviewing, for both tactical and strategic value,
virtually all SARs filed where the filer has indicated suspected terrorism financing activity. After
reviewing those terrorist financing-related SARs, FinCEN performs additional, more complex analysis on
those SARs determined by FinCEN through its review as most likely to be indicative of terrorism
financing. The products of these reviews are intelligence reports on individuals and businesses potentially
providing financial support to terrorist groups or objectives. FinCEN allocates considerable operational
resources in support of law enforcement and intelligence counter-terrorism efforts.
285. FinCEN has adopted an alternative operational approach in its work in relation to anti-money
laundering cases. FinCEN continues to develop (from the BSA information in its database) proactive lead
information, and to forward these cases to the appropriate law enforcement agencies. FinCEN reports that
recent feedback from customers of FinCEN’s proactive products on money laundering and terrorism
shows a high level of satisfaction. However, FinCEN reports are not always welcomed by law
enforcement, some law enforcement agencies hold the position that they are more able to make their own
analysis of BSA data and that their analysis are more in concert with their ongoing investigations because
they are in a better position to judge the relevant information. For instance, during the on-site visit, the
assessment team was advised that not all local FBI agents use the FinCEN database for their work, but
rather pursue more traditional methods of information gathering.
286. FinCEN indicated that it understands the law enforcement position with regards to straight-forward
investigations which can be approached in a more linear fashion. To respond to this view, FinCEN has
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enhanced its role as a network by providing broader access to its databases by law enforcement agencies
working both on and off of FinCEN’s premises. By enhancing its role as a network, FinCEN plays an
important role in facilitating domestic coordination and cooperation (as is discussed in more detail in
section 6.1 of this report). Having given direct access to its database, there is a concern that FinCEN does
not receive adequate feedback from the authorized agencies. This could ultimately impede FinCEN’s
analytical functions and its own ability to give guidance regarding the manner of reporting and to develop
its expertise about ML/FT methods, trends and typologies.
287. It is therefore essential that FinCEN maintains its key role within the AML/CTF chain and does not
become a FIU with solely a database to be explored by others. The added value of FinCEN is its
prominent role within the AML/CTF chain and the ability to make broader linkages and bring a more
‘macro’ perspective to an investigation thanks to the massive amount of domestic and international data
stored in its databases. Moreover, FinCEN’s expertise in trends and typologies (which have been
developed through its strategic analysis) can further facilitate an investigation.
288. Although FinCEN’s stated mission and operational priority has shifted towards supporting the law
enforcement and the intelligence communities as far as counter terrorism is concerned, the methods used
by organized crime to launder money do not differ substantially from the methods used by terrorist
financiers. Consequently, a similar operational approach in relation to SARs which may be related to
money laundering would be appropriate. One would not like to see that experience gained at other
agencies when analyzing transaction information gets lost.
289. Given the large number of SARs received annually by FinCEN, appropriately sophisticated filters are
needed to facilitate and target this work. It would be worthwhile for FinCEN to work closely together with
law enforcement, to know in what kind of e.g. transaction-information they are interested, what are the crime
areas of interest, what kind of analysis are needed, etc.. Additionally, although it will be a challenge, it is
important that FinCEN and the law enforcement agencies themselves work to change perceptions in the law
enforcement community and promote FinCEN’s strategic and operational products as having added value in
both expertise and scope of information. During the development of new systems or products within
FinCEN, such work should include FinCEN devoting sufficient time to match the new products with the
needs of its customers. At the case level, such work should include FinCEN receiving specific feedback
from the law enforcement agencies on its products, so that it can better use its database, develop appropriate
products for law enforcement and provide adequate feedback to reporting entities.
Access to information
290. The information that FinCEN collects under the BSA and the ability to link this data with a variety of
law enforcement and commercial databases makes FinCEN one of the largest repositories of information
available to law enforcement in the country. FinCEN’s information sources fall into three categories, all of
which can be accessed by FinCEN in a timely manner: (1) direct access to its financial database; (2) direct
access to commercial databases; and (3) indirect access to law enforcement data.
291. The financial database is comprised of the reports that must be filed under the BSA, such as data on
large currency transactions conducted at financial institutions or casinos, suspicious transactions and
international movements of currency or negotiable monetary instruments. The scope of information
contained in this database will expand as the obligation to report SARs is extended to additional sectors
that FinCEN/Treasury determines should be subject to these requirements.
292. Commercial databases contain information from commercially available sources such as state
corporation records, property records, and people locator records, as well as professional licenses and
vehicle registrations.
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293. Finally, FinCEN is able to access (indirectly) various law enforcement databases through written
agreements with each agency. Additionally, the fact that law enforcement liaisons work within FinCEN
provides–within the limits of the existing laws and regulations—the possibility for FinCEN to explore the
data of these agencies in a timely fashion. The allocation of FinCEN liaisons to the HIFCAs also presents
opportunities for information exchange with law enforcement agencies.
294. FinCEN also has the authority to go to reporting parties for additional information (such as for
original supporting documentation for filing a suspicious transaction report that may be needed to properly
undertake its functions) directly or through law enforcement. The regulations governing the filing of
SARs enable FinCEN and appropriate law enforcement and financial institution supervisory agencies to
request all supporting documentation related to the filing of the SAR [31 CFR 103.18(d) and (e)(affecting
banks); 31 CFR 103.19(d) and (e) (affecting brokers or dealers in securities); 31 CFR 103.20(c) and (d)
(affecting MSBs); and 31 CFR 103.21(d) and (e) (affecting casinos) and 103.16(e), governing insurance
company SARs, as of 2 May 2006]. Under these provisions, supporting documentation is "deemed" to
have been filed with the SAR and is therefore available to FinCEN, law enforcement or supervisory
agencies, without a subpoena or court order.
Dissemination of information
295. FinCEN disseminates financial information to domestic authorities for investigation in a number of
ways. In 2001, FinCEN put in operation a hotline encouraging financial institutions to report suspicious
transactions that may relate to terrorist activity by calling FinCEN’s HOTLINE which is operational 7
days a week, 24 hours a day. The purpose of the HOTLINE is to facilitate the immediate transmittal of
this information to law enforcement. This HOTLINE provides law enforcement and other authorized
recipients of SAR information with details of the suspicious activity in an expedited fashion. Using the
HOTLINE is voluntary and is not a substitute for an institution's responsibility to file a SAR in accordance
with applicable regulations.
296. Additionally, FinCEN refers intelligence reports (that it develops based on its review of SARs which
identify terrorist financing as the alleged violation) to appropriate law enforcement and intelligence agencies.
FinCEN also shares the strategic and financial information and resources with its federal law enforcement
partners and provides analytical support to complex investigations of all types. As well, in its role as a
network, FinCEN disseminates information to law enforcement agencies via the Gateway, Platform and, in
the future, through BSA Direct programs, as well as through the processes implemented pursuant to
section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act. For a more detailed description of these programs, see section 6.1
of this report. FinCEN publishes (in “The SAR Activity Review-Trends, Tips & Issues”) statistics relating
to the section 314(a) process, broken down by the number of new accounts and transactions identified by
industry responses to 314(a) requests, as well as the number of subpoenas, search warrants, arrests, and
indictments resulting from 314(a) information.
Secure protection of information
297. In its role as the administrator of the BSA, FinCEN is the central point of dissemination of BSA
information. FinCEN’s authority to share BSA report information is set forth in 31 USC 5319
and 31 CFR 103.53. Such sharing must be consistent with one or more of the purposes contained
in 31 USC 5311 (including the support of a law enforcement investigation or proceeding). The manner in
which BSA report information is shared (e.g. on an individual subject query basis or in a bulk download to
facilitate data mining) is left to the discretion of FinCEN. However, by sharing the BSA reports with law
enforcement (or “so many agencies”), FinCEN runs the risk of leakage of this valuable and (sometimes)
sensitive information. In June 2004, FinCEN issued “Re-dissemination Guidelines for Bank Secrecy Act
Information” which elaborates these principles.
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298. Additionally, FinCEN imposes strict procedural safeguards on all reports filed under the BSA,
including reports of the cross-border transportation of monetary instruments, and CTRs. All persons with
electronic access to the computerized database in which such reports are maintained must have successfully
completed a background investigation. Moreover, all state and local agency personnel, and all federal
personnel outside the Treasury with electronic access must have successfully completed appropriate training.
FinCEN employs passwords and access controls, and all non-Treasury agencies are required to enter into
signed agreements outlining usage and dissemination rules before electronic access is authorized.
299. Procedural and physical safeguards include the logging of all queries and periodic review of such
query logs, compartmentalization of information to restrict access to authorized personnel, physical
protection of sensitive hard copy documents and magnetic tapes, encryption of electronic
communications, intruder alarms and other security devices, and 24-hour building guards. FinCEN does
not provide BSA records to members of the general public.
300. Reports and records of reports filed under the BSA are exempt from access under the Freedom of
Information Act (31 USC 5319). In addition, FinCEN has exempted the system of records in which BSA
reports are maintained from the access and amendment provisions of the Privacy Act [31 CFR 1.36(c),
1.36(g), and 31 CFR Part 1, Subpart C, Appendix N]. FinCEN also authorizes Gateway users, trains
them, and monitors their use to ensure that the data, which are considered law enforcement sensitive, are
properly used, disseminated, and kept secure.
301. In general, a federal, state, or local government agency may not re-disseminate BSA information to
another government agency or to any other person without first obtaining FinCEN’s approval (which may
be obtained on an expedited basis in the extremely rare case where the information is required on an
urgent basis). However, there are a few exceptions.
302. For instance, a federal, state or local government agency may disclose BSA information to another
federal, state or local government agency that is working on the same (or related) investigation or
prosecution. Likewise, federal, state or local government agencies may also disclose BSA information to
each other, provided that they are members of the same joint task force and the sharing of the information
is in furtherance of the joint task force’s common objectives. In both cases, the information sharing is
subject to a number of conditions, including: (1) the receiving agency must sign in advance a written
acknowledgement which reflects its understanding that no further dissemination of the information may be
made without the prior approval of FinCEN; (2) each BSA Report or item of BSA information being
shared must contain the warning statement pertaining to its use and further re-dissemination; (3) copies of
the acknowledgment form must be maintained by the federal, state or local government agency; and (4) in
the case of joint task forces, a record of each disclosure of BSA information to task force participants shall
be kept. Such records must be provided to FinCEN upon its request. FinCEN made 48 such requests in
fiscal year 2004. See below for a further discussion of this issue.
303. In very limited circumstances, a federal prosecutor may disclose BSA information in the course of a
judicial proceeding without first obtaining the approval of FinCEN. However, such disclosures
(particularly of a SAR) should only be made when “necessary to fulfill the official duties of such officer
or employee” [31 USC 5318(g)(2)]. A government official may not disclose a SAR to the subject of such
report except in cases where a prosecutor believes that disclosure of the SAR is compelled by
constitutional, statutory or regulatory authority. FinCEN and the DOJ have issued guidance to federal
prosecutors on the limited circumstances in which it is appropriate to disclose SARs in a judicial
proceeding. Disclosure of a SAR or the information in a SAR that might reveal its existence, should be
distinguished from disclosure of records constituting the transactions discussed in a SAR, such as a wire
transfer record, which can be treated as ordinary evidence. Because the underlying documents prove the
transaction, and the SAR does not, it should rarely be necessary to use a SAR in the prosecution’s case.
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304. Additionally, FinCEN and the Federal Banking Agencies each have a concurrent authority to redisseminate a SAR (including any information that might reveal its existence) that is filed with FinCEN
by a bank or banking organization, under rules issued under the authority of 31 USC and the SAR rules
issued by each of the Federal Banking Agencies [31 USC 5318(g)(2)]. Such disclosure authority must be
exercised in accordance with other federal law or regulation (e.g. consistent with BSA purposes, Privacy
Act routine use, etc.).
305. FinCEN also has safeguards in place to ensure that the information which it disseminates in
accordance with its network functions is only distributed in appropriate cases. For instance, requests made
pursuant to section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act are made via a secure website. Additionally, FinCEN
requires federal law enforcement to provide assurances that the request has been subject to appropriate
scrutiny at the agency level and that the matter under investigation satisfies FinCEN’s standards for
processing a formal Section 314(a) inquiry. This includes submitting a form certifying that the investigation
is based upon credible evidence of terrorist financing or significant money laundering.
Guidance concerning the obligation to report
306. FinCEN provides various types of guidance and general feedback to domestic financial institutions and
DNFBPs regarding the detection and reporting of suspicious activity. Much of this guidance and feedback is
posted on FinCEN’s website. FinCEN’s guidance materials include the following:
(a)

letter rulings explaining how SAR requirements apply to specific facts and circumstances;

(b)

answers to frequently asked questions about SAR requirements;

(c)

a document entitled “Guidance on Preparing a Complete and Sufficient Suspicious Activity Report
Narrative”;

(d)

a document entitled “Suspicious Activity Reporting Guidance for Casinos”; and

(e)

SAR Bulletins on specific issues, like automatic teller machines, phone cards, indicators of the
financing of terrorism, and SARs filed by casinos;

(f)

the annual “SAR Activity Review—Trends, Tips & Issues and its companion publication “SARs by
the Numbers”. These publications are discussed in more detail in section 3.7 below.

307. However, financial institutions indicated that they also prefer case-specific feedback.
Periodic reports
308. FinCEN produces reference materials that provide law enforcement and intelligence agencies with a
better understanding of financial transactions. These reference manuals are developed in close consultation
with representatives of the relevant industries and assist investigative officials in explaining the intricate
operations of financial systems, record retrieval procedures, and audit trail identification and analysis.
309. In addition, in 2004 FinCEN published its first Annual Report which highlights the operations of
FinCEN’s various units.
Egmont Group
310. FinCEN is one of the founding members of the Egmont Group. FinCEN’s Deputy Director serves
as the Chairman of the Egmont Committee and FinCEN is represented on all five of the Egmont working
groups. On behalf of the Egmont Group, FinCEN maintains the Egmont Secure Web, which permits
members of the group to communicate with one another via secure email about ongoing case
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investigations, requests for financial information, posting and accessing information regarding trends,
analytical tools, and technological developments.
311. As a member of the Egmont Group of FIUs, FinCEN representatives were actively involved in
helping to draft and revise the Statement of Purpose and Principles of Information Exchange between
Financial Intelligence Units for Money Laundering Cases. FinCEN’s memoranda of understanding (MOUs)
are all based on Egmont’s Principles of Information Exchange. FinCEN handles the information/requests of
foreign FIUs with great care. With the exception of terrorism-related requests, information contained in
requests from foreign FIUs is shared with law enforcement only if the requesting FIU grants authorization
for networking. FinCEN’s ability to cooperate with foreign FIUs is discussed in more detail in section 6.5 of
this report. The fact that terrorism-related information in requests from foreign FIUs is shared with law
enforcement without, as is mentioned by the U.S. authorities, the foreign FIU’s authorization for networking
is—though it is a highly sensitive issue—not in line with the international principles of information
exchange (among others, the Egmont Principles).
Effectiveness of the FIU
312. FinCEN receives over 14 million reports (including about 600,000 SARs) annually, of which only
about 11% of the total number of reports (and 30% of SARs) are filed electronically. The U.S. authorities
advised that SARs are entered into the database no later than 10 days after being received. However,
increasing the amount of electronic filing would be much more efficient and timely—particularly given the
importance of making SAR information available to law enforcement as quickly as possible. This would
also ensure that FinCEN becomes more independent of the administrative process in Detroit. The chart
below shows the number of reports received by FinCEN in 2003 and 2004.
TYPE OF REPORT
Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
Currency Transaction Reports (CTRs)
Reports of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts
Reports for Cash Payments over USD 10,000 received in a trade or business
(Form 8300)
TOTALS

FY 2003
413,052
13,341,699
199,738
129,824

FY 2004
663,655
13,674,114
218,667
151,998

14,084,313

14,708,434

313. Since FinCEN receives such a huge amount of reports, through a mixture of a rule- and risk-based
system, one should be constantly aware of whether all the CTRs have the same added value (periodic
review of CTR obligations could be worthwhile). The suggestion to invest more in a risk-based approach
(without neglecting the need for rule-based reporting) is that reporting institutions are better able to judge
whether a transaction is unusual/suspicious. It is also a FIUs (FinCEN) role to support the reporting
institution on this issue, by giving advice to them based on their gained experience either by working
together with law enforcement and/or foreign FIUs.
314. According to FinCEN, the quality of SARs varied substantially from institution to institution. In
order to improve the quality of filings by reporting institutions FinCEN should improve its feedback and
guidance to reporting institutions.
315. Over the five-year period 2000 through 2004, FinCEN conducted research on a yearly average of
29,246 individuals or businesses, each of which would have been checked for SAR filing histories. On
average another 6,500 individuals or businesses were checked for SAR filing histories by federal law
enforcement agencies using FinCEN facilities and another 47,000 checks were conducted by state and local
government law enforcement agencies. All of the state and local government law enforcement agency
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checks were conducted for SAR filing histories. SAR analysis was conducted on 314 strategic projects
causing the analysis of thousands of SARs. No exact count is maintained on this analysis. Additionally,
FinCEN’s Annual Report for 2004 provides the following indicia of its performance.
Analytic products produced by FinCEN
Analytic products completed by FinCEN employees and contractors to support law enforcement
investigations
Subjects researched by FinCEN employees and contractors
Analytical products to support intelligence community
Proactive analysis initiated by FinCEN and referred to law enforcement
Analytical products related to geographic threat assessments, money laundering, illicit financing
methodologies and/or analysis of BSA compliance patterns
Law enforcement cases supported through information exchanges with foreign jurisdictions

FY 2003
4,403

FY 2004
2,913

30,429
175
249
79

19,304
79
266
56

724

844

316. Dissemination of SARs is tracked and over the five-year period 2000-2004 a total of 3,417 SARs were
disseminated to foreign FIUs and 237,095 to domestic agencies. FinCEN disseminates SARs to domestic
law enforcement (state and federal) and regulatory clients and foreign requesters routinely and records this
data in an in-house database. Statistics are not gathered on the dissemination of CTRs and CMIRs. SAR
dissemination statistics for 2000 through 2004 are reflected below.
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2.5.2

Suspicious Activity Reports Disseminated from 2000-2004
To Foreign Requestors
To Domestic Requestors
# Cases
# SARs
# Cases
# SARs
31
1,718
677
7,423
50
172
735
5,335
77
674
1,177
20,658
132
957
1,316
105,835
169
1,512
1,156
98,844

Recommendations and Comments

317. Overall, FinCEN substantially meets the requirements of Recommendation 26. However, there are
a few issues that should be addressed to improve its effectiveness and strengthen its role in the AML/CTF
chain. First, FinCEN should invest in a faster and more efficient reporting system with a preference to:
(1) mandatory e-filing for all reporting institutions, and (2) the use of a single form for all reporting
institutions.
318. The position of FinCEN, within the AML/CTF chain, could be influenced by BSA-direct, if the
access and feedback it is not well regulated.
319. FinCEN should improve its guidance and feedback to reporting entities with a view to improving
the quality of reports filed by these entities. FinCEN should also ensure that its information and guidance
for reporting entities is combined and/or coordinated with the law enforcement agencies and regulators
that issue similar or related material.
320. FinCEN should focus on promoting the added-value of its analytical products to law enforcement.
In turn, the law enforcement agencies should work at the operational level to change their perceptions
concerning the value of FinCEN’s products (i.e. by promoting within their agencies a broader use of
FinCEN’s ability to produce operational and/or strategic analysis).
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321. Since the U.S. shares terrorism-related information in requests from foreign FIUs with law
enforcement in the U.S. without the authorization of the foreign FIU, it does not act in accordance with
international principles of information exchange between FIUs that were established by the Egmont
Group. The US authorities are advised to act in this matter with caution and only on the basis of mutual
agreement between the concerning FIUs.

2.5.3

Compliance with Recommendation 26
Rating

R.26

LC

Summary of factors relevant to s.2.5 underlying overall rating
•

The effectiveness of FinCEN, is impeded by:
- perceptions concerning the value of its products and the risk that over-emphasis on
FinCEN’s network function will weaken its place in the AML/CFT chain;
- the handling of the huge amount of 14 million reports of which 70% are still filed in a paper format;
- the fact that SAR filing is only done in 30-60 days after detection; and
- insufficient adequate/timely feedback to reporting institutions.

•

Since terrorism-related information in requests from foreign FIUs is shared with law
enforcement—for networking—without the prior authorization of the foreign FIU, the U.S.
does not act in accordance with international principles of information exchange established
by the Egmont Group.

2.6
Law enforcement, prosecution and other competent authorities – the framework for
the investigation and prosecution of offenses, and for confiscation and freezing (R.27 & 28)
2.6.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 27 (Law enforcement and prosecution authorities)
Designated law enforcement authorities
322. The U.S. Constitution places responsibility for the investigation and prosecution of federal crimes
in the executive branch. Investigatory jurisdiction for the crime of money laundering rests by statute with
the Treasury, the DOJ, DHS, and the Postal Service.
323. Department of Justice (DOJ): The DOJ is the central authority for the investigation and prosecution
of federal laws in the U.S., including the federal money laundering and terrorist financing offenses. The
vast majority of federal criminal prosecutions are handled by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in the district
where the offense occurred. Money laundering and terrorist financing cases, however, routinely raise
unique problems, cross judicial districts, or require particular expertise. Therefore, if the U.S. Attorney’s
Office does not have the expertise or resources to handle a complicated money laundering or financing
terrorism case, the matter is referred to the DOJ headquarters in Washington, D.C., where specialized
sections investigate and, if appropriate, prosecute the matter.
324. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): Primary investigative responsibility for the investigation of
terrorism and terrorist financing rests with the FBI-led multi agency JTTF. The FBI has specialized units
located at their Headquarters in Washington DC for investigating terrorist financing. Additionally, the
FBI promotes the investigation and prosecution of money laundering across all investigative programs in
which it participates. To do this, the FBI utilizes a two pronged investigative approach. Prong one targets
the underlying criminal activity, while prong two follows the money to discover the financial
infrastructure of the criminal or terrorist organization.
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325. Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Financial Operations (FO): The FO is the primary
office responsible for the monitoring of money laundering/financial investigations within DEA. It
provides the field with guidance on how to best utilize approved money laundering operations and plans
initiatives to include the evaluation, auditing, and monitoring of all financial investigations and approved
money laundering operations. The FO provides guidance, assistance and coordination for the
implementation of specialized money laundering groups in DEA’s 21 domestic field divisions. The FO
also assists the Sensitive Undercover Operations Unit with on-site reviews to ensure compliance with
manual and policy requirements. FO also provides oversight, coordination and support to each of DEA’s
Sensitive Activity Review Committee-approved proactive money laundering operations and to the priority
target investigations under its supervision. Additionally, FO provides the majority of all of DEA’s money
laundering/financial investigations training. The following chart shows investigative statistics for the FO
for the fiscal years 2003 to 2005.
YEAR
2003
2004
2005

INVESTIGATIONS
236
253
319

ARRESTS
76
112
156

326. Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): ICE is
responsible for deterring, interdicting, and investigating threats arising from the movement of people and
goods into and out of the U.S. This includes investigating bulk cash smuggling, drug smuggling, alien
trafficking and commercial fraud. ICE targets the financial component of all investigations within its
areas of jurisdiction. ICE has made it a priority to target the financial component to all investigations of
criminal activity within its areas of jurisdiction, including narcotics smuggling, alien trafficking and
commercial fraud. The ICE Financial and Trade Investigations Division (FTID) applies a systems-based
approach to “follow the money” (i.e. identify, disrupt and dismantle organizations that potentially serve as
sources of terrorists funding). The following chart shows investigative statistics for ICE for the fiscal
years 2003 to 2005.
YEAR
2003
2004
2005

Money laundering offense (s.1956)
Arrests
Indictments
Convictions
260
274
204
312
335
183
228
170
100

Money laundering offense (s.1957)
Arrests
Indictments
Convictions
28
39
11
67
56
38
20
28
10

327. Department of Homeland Security, Customs and Border Protection (CBP): The CBP was created with
the consolidation of legacy U.S. Customs inspection functions, the Border Patrol and the inspection functions
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Agriculture and Plant Health Inspection Service. The
role of CBP is to control and protect the nation’s borders, at and between the official points of entry.
328. Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI): The IRS-CI (which is part of the
Treasury) has primary investigative jurisdiction for money laundering crimes involving banks and other
financial institutions and for currency reporting violations under Titles 31 (the BSA) and 26 (the Tax
Code). IRS-CI also has joint investigative jurisdiction of money laundering violations and asset forfeiture
provisions contained in the criminal code of Title 18. This authority is often shared between IRS-CI and
the federal law enforcement agency with the investigative authority over the predicate crime, if such crime
is outside the investigative jurisdiction of IRS-CI. Finally, IRS-CI is involved with terrorist financing
investigations as an active member of the JTTFs. IRS-CI has formed at each of its field offices SAR
Review Teams with other federal law enforcement personnel to review all SARs filed in the U.S. for
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possible money laundering and terrorist financing activity. For the past five years, IRS-CI special agents
have investigated about 1,600 money laundering investigations each year of which 86% resulted in
recommendations for prosecution. Eighty-nine percent of the cases that were forwarded for prosecution
resulted in a plea agreement (information) or an indictment.
329. Internal Revenue Service Lead Developmental Centers (LDC): Since the last mutual evaluation,
the IRS-CI has implemented specialized centers—the LDC—to develop cases for investigations. In the
U.S. context, it is very difficult for law authorities to obtain valuable tax information. The analytical work
of the LDC involves searching for the same information (i.e. the information that is reported on a tax
form, for instance) in a publicly available source (such as a company or property registry) and then
bringing all of that publicly available information together (so-called “parallel construction” techniques).
The package of publicly available information can then be made available to law enforcement agencies.
The LDC in Garden City, New York (started in January 2003) is devoted solely to identifying terrorist
financing investigations.
Since the Garden City LDC began operations, it has received
approximately 1,300 leads to evaluate. It has completed research of 531 leads (involving 1,161 targets
and associates), of which 15 referrals were sent to the field for further investigation. In addition, to
researching leads, the Garden City LDC initiated the Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN) Project
in May 2005. Under this project all requests for ITINs made to the IRS are matched against the OFAC’s
SDN list to identify any suspected terrorists making this request. Since, May 2005, 4,477 ITIN requests
have been received, of which 761 applications have been researched due to an apparent match to the
OFAC list. This work has resulted in two probable matches to the OFAC SDN list, both of which are
being investigated further. The LDC in Tampa, Florida (started in October 2004) focuses on money
laundering investigations and works closely with the SAR Review Teams. Since it began operations, the
Tampa LDC has evaluated 470 leads for possible money laundering violations. Twenty of these leads
were developed through its own proactive data mining.
330. U.S. Postal Service: Title 18 USC 3061, cites the investigative powers of Postal Service personnel
and grants investigative authority to the Postal Inspection Service. Where appropriate, the Postal Service
is able to use this power in the context of money laundering or terrorist financing investigations. In
particular, U.S. postal inspectors work with JTTFs across the country to investigate domestic and
international terrorism.
Waiver or postponement of arrest or seizure
331. There are no legislative or regulatory provisions in place allowing for or regulating the use of the
technique of postponing or waiving the arrest of suspects. However, in practice, during the course of long
term financial investigations or undercover operations, in many cases, arrests will be deferred for substantial
periods of time until sufficient evidence has been obtained to prosecute the full extent of the unlawful
scheme and all of the significant participants. Once a suspect is arrested, he or she has a right to a finding of
probable cause, to a speedy trial, and to the disclosure of the government's evidence against him. Therefore,
unless exigent circumstances exist, such as the possibility of harm to victims or the flight of the defendant,
the government is usually best served by making arrests according to its own timetable as determined by the
coordinated decisions of the prosecutor and the investigators.
Additional elements
332. During the onsite visit, it was clear that law enforcement agencies are of the opinion that all the
measures are in place that provide law enforcement or prosecution authorities with an adequate legal basis
to use of a wide range of special investigative techniques when conducting ML/FT investigations. For
instance, each law enforcement agency has guidelines that govern controlled deliveries of contraband,
such as drugs or weapons, and cash. With respect to contraband, the policy is that the government will not
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allow drugs or weapons to be released outside of the government agents' control. Thus, in such cases,
seizure cannot be postponed for any significant period of time. With respect to controlled deliveries of
money, these are allowed according to the guidelines of each law enforcement agency and are closely
monitored by the law enforcement agencies and the DOJ. Law enforcement agencies also have the ability
to use wiretap and undercover operations in AML/CFT investigations.
333. Additionally, many of the law enforcement agencies have units that specialize in investigating the
proceeds of crime and are staffed with trained financial investigators. For example, the DEA’s FO focuses
on the financial component of drug investigations. Numerous interagency working groups and task forces
also specialize in money laundering and terrorist financing investigations, such as the HIFCAs (for ML) and
the JTTFs (for FT). Other interagency working groups focus on intelligence sharing. All of these groups are
discussed in more detail in section 6.1 of this report. Additionally, special units, such as the AFMLS, have
been established to focus on the seizure, freezing and confiscation of the proceeds of crime.
334. As well, cooperative investigations sometimes take place with appropriate competent authorities in
other countries. Such investigations may include the use of special investigative techniques.
335. At the information and intelligence gathering stage, the USA PATRIOT Act provides valuable
tools, including roving wiretaps and nationwide search warrants, which allow a U.S. federal judge, with
adequate predication, to issue warrants for searches to be conducted outside that judge’s judicial district.
Many such provisions would have expired at the end of calendar 2005 as a result of “sunset” provisions on
many of the most useful provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act. However, Congress took interim steps to
extend these provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act long enough to enable them to pass a more permanent
extension of those provisions. On 9 March 2006, the President of the United States signed into law the
USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 (Public Law 109-177) and the USA
PATRIOT Act Additional Reauthorizing Amendments Act of 2006 (S. 2271).
Recommendation 28 (Law enforcement powers)
Powers to compel production, search and seize
336. Although there is a legal basis for secrecy between banks and their account holders,—the Right to
Financial Privacy Act (RFPA), enacted in 1978 (12 USC 3401-22)—law enforcement and other
competent authorities have the power to compel production of financial records through the issuance of
administrative, grand jury or civil subpoenas. Law enforcement authorities can conduct searches of
persons or premises to obtain evidence of money laundering or other financial crimes, including the
seizure of financial documents, if a search warrant is obtained from an appropriate judicial authority or
where there are exigent circumstances which negate the necessity of obtaining a search warrant. The
documents obtained through the issuance of subpoenas or obtained through searches can be used in the
investigation and prosecution of money laundering or terrorist financing or in a forfeiture action.
337. The RFPA generally prohibits disclosure of information to federal government authorities without
notice to the customer and an opportunity for the customer to challenge the request. However, exceptions
exist in the context of administrative, grand jury or civil subpoenas. Criminal and civil penalties exist for
making certain disclosures involving offenses regarding the subpoena: criminal fines and prison terms of
up to five years [18 USC 1510(b)] and RFPA civil penalties for disclosure [12 USC 3420(b)]. See section
3.4 below for a more detailed discussion of the RFPA.
338. The DOJ is able to apply for grand jury subpoenas and search and seizure warrants on behalf of
U.S. federal law enforcement agencies from the U.S. judiciary system in order to compel production of,
search persons or premises for, and seize and obtain transaction records, etc., to be used in conducting
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investigations and prosecutions of money laundering, terrorist financing, and the underlying predicate
offenses and related actions such as asset seizure and forfeiture. A similar system is in place at the state
and local level. Representatives from the DOJ confirmed that a subpoena can be obtained quickly. See
section 5.1 below for a description of the process for obtaining a grand jury subpoena.
339. U.S. law enforcement authorities also have additional powers, including the use of Geographic
Targeting Orders (GTO). A GTO gives Treasury the authority to require a financial institution or a group
of financial institutions in a geographic area to file additional reports or maintain additional records above
and beyond the ordinary requirements imposed by BSA regulations. Pursuant to 31 USC 5326, as
implemented by 31 CFR 103.26, the Secretary of the Treasury, upon a finding that reasonable grounds
exist for concluding that additional recordkeeping and reporting requirements are necessary to carry out
the purposes of this subtitle, may target specified financial institutions in a geographic area to submit
reports for currency transactions of USD 10,000 or less, for up to 60 days (subject to renewal).
340. A GTO has at least two important and complementary functions. First, it serves as an information
gathering device that enables law enforcement authorities to gain greater knowledge of patterns of money
laundering. The information gathered helps to establish better estimates of the volume of illicit funds
laundered, and assists in more effective targeting of illegal activities by law enforcement. Second, a GTO
helps to prevent evasion of the BSA regulations by disturbing established patterns of money laundering
through the introduction of uncertainty and heightened risk into the cost-benefit and other calculations of
illicit money movers who would circumvent the standard BSA reporting and record keeping requirements.
Powers to take witness statements
341. As part of their investigatory powers, the relevant law enforcement authorities have the power to
interview and take witness’ statements for use in a criminal investigation and prosecution, as well as in
civil litigation.

2.6.2

Recommendations and Comments

342. The U.S. has designated law enforcement authorities that have responsibility for ensuring that
ML/FT offenses are properly investigated. These authorities have adequate powers, are producing good
results and seem to be working effectively.

2.6.3

Compliance with Recommendation 27 and 28
Rating

Summary of factors relevant to s.2.6 underlying overall rating

R.27

C

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

R.28

C

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

2.7

Cross Border Declaration or Disclosure (SR.IX)

2.7.1

Description and Analysis

Special Recommendation IX (Cash couriers)
343. Cash can be smuggled out of the U.S. through the 317 official U.S. land, sea, and air ports of entry
(POE), and any number of unofficial routes out of the country along the Canadian and Mexican borders.
The northern border recorded 77 million individual crossings and 37 million vehicle crossings in 2004.
The southern border has five times more traffic than the northern border. There are 35 official POE on the
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U.S. border with Mexico and some 1 million individuals who cross over daily.52 Canada and Mexico are
the two largest U.S. trading partners with USD 446 billion and USD 267 billion in merchandise trade last
year, creating ample opportunity to smuggle cash out of the country in shipping containers. The 2006
“U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment” confirms that the nature of money laundering in the U.S.
has reverted from using the financial system back to more “basic” methods of simply moving cash. This
assessment is supported by anecdotal evidence received from state and federal prosecutorial authorities
throughout the onsite visit.
344. The two primary agencies responsible for the seizure and investigation of cash smuggling in the U.S. are
CBP and ICE. Both fall under the DHS. ICE targets key debarkation ports that are most likely to be used by
international couriers, including the perceived threat of currency smuggling at particular ports.
Implementation of a declaration system
345. The U.S. has implemented a declaration system that applies to incoming or outgoing physical
transportations of cash and monetary instruments—Reports of International Transportation of Currency or
Monetary Instruments (CMIR) [31 CFR 103.23(a) and 31 USC 5316 and 5317]. The bearer is obligated
to declare to the CBP the total amount of currency, coins or other monetary instruments being brought into
the U.S. ICE has primary investigative jurisdiction for violations of this reporting requirement. A
definition of “monetary instruments” is included in the instructions of the CMIR and meets the definition
of “bearer negotiable instruments” as that term is used in Special Recommendation IX.
346. The obligation to make a truthful written declaration is triggered when a person physically
transports, mails, ships, or causes to be physically transported, mailed or shipped, currency (U.S. or
foreign) or other monetary instruments in an aggregate amount exceeding USD 10,000 on any one
occasion to or from the U.S. In addition, 31 CFR 103.23(b) states that each person in the U.S. who
receives currency or other monetary instruments in excess of USD 10,000, from a place outside the U.S.,
must report the amount, the date of receipt, the form of monetary instruments, and the person from whom
the currency or monetary instruments were received.
347. It should be noted that the CMIR requirement does not apply to certain types of financial
institutions/entities, including the Federal Reserve, a bank or an SEC-registered securities broker dealer with
respect to currency or other monetary instruments which are mailed or shipped through the Postal Service or
by a common carrier [31 CFR 103.23(c)]. In addition, with respect to overland shipments, commercial
banks and trust companies are exempt from reporting currency shipped to or received from the account of an
established customer who maintains a deposit relationship with the bank, provided the item amounts are
commensurate with the customary conduct of business of the customer concerned. However, such entities
would still be obligated to make a truthful disclosure if asked by customs authorities.
348. With respect to incoming transportation of cash or monetary instruments, all travelers entering into
the U.S. must complete CBP Form 6059B, Customs Declaration for Passengers. At different stages
people are informed that they are obliged to report the transport or transfer of USD 10,000 or more, either
by signs along the road towards the border and/or through an interview by the CBP-officer. The CBP
Form 6059B is provided either on an airplane, vessel or at the border crossing. Question 13 of the form
asks if the traveler is entering with USD 10,000 or more or its equivalent in currency or monetary
instruments and advises the traveler that this money or monetary instruments must be declared upon entry.
If the answer is “yes”, then the traveler must fill out FinCEN Form 105, which is the CMIR form
described above. In addition, CBP Form 1304 Customs Declaration is specifically used for crewmembers
52
Fisk, Daniel W., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, Statement Before the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations, 6 April 2005.
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(and also asks if the traveler is entering with USD 10,000 or more or its equivalent in currency or
monetary instruments and advising the traveler that this money or monetary instruments must be declared
upon entry). Within approximately three weeks this form is filed in a database and by then accessible for
further analysis and/or investigation purposes.
349. The system described above is enforced through intelligence-driven targeting, inbound and outbound
blitzes and increased scrutiny of courier hubs. CBP and ICE emphasized that they, at this moment, place
greater emphasis on stringent preliminary and intensified inbound examinations. Inbound roving operations
take place at airports during which inspectors in plain clothes act as spotters and uniformed inspectors
conduct field interviews of suspicious travelers as they wait for their luggage.
Implementation of a disclosure system
350. The U.S. has also implemented a disclosure system in relation to outgoing physical transportations
of cash and monetary instruments. Random and target-specific outbound operations take place with cash
leaving the U.S. Notification of the reporting requirements for passengers departing the U.S. is
accomplished through the placement of posters in the departure lounges and border crossings, entrances to
the jet way and inside the jet way. In addition, announcements of the currency reporting requirements are
made over the public address system before initiating any inspections. Interviews are conducted on those
individuals who merit further examination and a number of questions are asked to determine if the
declaration, disclosure, or both, are truthful.
351. These obligations also apply to containers and the mail. Individuals who are shipping goods
through containerized cargo are notified of the requirements in the Shippers Export Declaration form
(SED). With respect to transportations effected through the mail, first class mail (including Express Mail
and mail destined for delivery in foreign countries) is sealed against inspection under U.S. law. This
means that mail cannot be opened by law enforcement personnel without a court order granting authority
to open mail. There is no legal provision for a person to claim the value of any cash that may be included
in mail pieces. That notwithstanding, the Postal Inspection Service aggressively investigates proceeds
from illicit activities being sent through the mail. The Inspection Service has seized, pursuant to courtordered search and seizure warrants, millions of dollars of illicit proceeds from the mail. In addition,
Postal Inspectors initiated 1,534 investigations involving the illegal mailing of controlled substances in FY
2005. Inspectors made 1,855 arrests and reported 1,279 convictions for mail-related violations.

Powers of competent authorities upon discovery of a false declaration/disclosure or suspicion of ML/FT
352. Upon discovery of a false declaration/disclosure of currency or monetary instruments or a failure to
declare/disclose them, the funds are subject to seizure/forfeiture and the subject is subject to arrest and
prosecution. When a subject is placed under arrest, an attempt is made to interview him concerning the
source of the funds. In concert with this interview, an investigation is initiated to determine what, if any,
connection the funds have to criminal or terrorist activity. These actions are implemented by CBP officers
using procedures established by the former U.S. Customs Service. Officers perform thorough inspections of
passengers, conveyances and cargo when it is suspected that currency and bearer-negotiable instruments may
be falsely declared or disclosed or that they may be related to terrorist financing or money laundering.
353. Furthermore, CBP, ICE and other competent authorities have the authority to obtain subpoenas and
search warrants for the purpose of gaining additional information and evidence. Border authorities also
have the authority to demand production of witnesses and records. Additional ICE/CBP authorities to
request and obtain further information include:
(a)

Title 19 USC 482: Authority to search persons and conveyances;
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(b)

Title 19 USC 1486: Authority to administer oaths;

(c)

Title 19 USC 1581: Authority to search and seize;

(d)

Title 19 USC 1582: Authority to detain persons; and

(e)

Title 19 USC 1589: Authority to carry weapons, make arrests, execute warrants.

354. In addition to the above, Customs authorities under Title 19, ICE and CBP have the authority to
conduct searches without a warrant pursuant to border search authority under 19 USC 1595. Under Title
19 (Customs Duties), ICE and CBP are the designated competent authorities vested with the authority to
stop, search, seize, forfeit and arrest for cross-border crimes. ICE and CBP have the authority through a
number of statutes (31 USC 5316, 31 USC 5317 and 31 USC 5332) to stop or restrain currency for a
reasonable time that is unreported or falsely reported.
355. For purposes of ensuring compliance with the CMIR requirements or any other suspected violation of
law, a customs officer may stop, search and seize, at the border without a search warrant, any vehicle, vessel,
aircraft, or other conveyance, any envelope or other container, and any person entering or departing the U.S.
(31 USC 5316 and 31 USC 5317). Additionally, under 31 USC 5317, a search warrant may be executed
when law enforcement reasonably believes that a monetary instrument is being transported and a CMIR has
not been filed or contains a material omission or misstatement.
356. Detailed procedures exist for CBP and ICE officers who are initially involved in restraining persons
and currency at the border. In addition to interviews to determine suspicion of money laundering and
terrorist financing, a document review is conducted including a review of passports, tickets and other
evidence to scrutinize frequency of travel to source countries, or other indicators of suspicious travel. If
suspicion is developed that indicates there is evidence of money laundering or terrorist financing involved,
the funds will be detained by CBP or ICE as the competent authority during cross-border encounters.
Additionally, a money laundering or terrorist financing investigation is initiated by ICE or other
competent authority pursuant to 18 USC 1956 and 18 USC 2339, money laundering and terrorist
financing, respectively. When there is suspicion that the funds may be related to money laundering or
terrorist financing, or when there is a false declaration, these funds can be restrained through both criminal
and civil procedures.
Information collected and retained
357. When currency or monetary instruments are declared, the type and amount of currency and
monetary instrument as well as the bearer’s identification data is recorded on the CMIR and retained. In
addition, if the cash is not U.S. currency, the name and country of the currency must also be recorded.
Disclosure of the social security number is mandatory as this number is used as a means to identify the
individual who files the report [31 USC 5316(b) and 31 CFR 103.27(d)].
358. Additionally, when currency or monetary instruments are detected (either through false declaration or
suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing), the amount and bearer’s identification data are
recorded electronically in a seizure report and retained for use by the appropriate authorities. The amount,
type, and denomination of currency information is retained electronically in a seizure report available for all
competent authorities. Identification of an individual or company making outbound transportation of
currency, as well as amount, type, and denomination of declared currency is retained electronically as well as
identification of all individuals, planes, or vessels leaving the U.S. via air or sea, and all cargo containers.
When operations on land borders of outbound traffic are conducted information is recorded and retained.
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359. The data collected via CMIR and seizure reports are maintained in the computerized database
known as the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS) which is available to all competent
authorities involved in AML/CFT enforcement. Additionally, the information derived from the completed
CMIR, as well as any intelligence derived from currency seizures, is forwarded by CBP to FinCEN via
electronic database. In July 2003, the CMIR became a FinCEN form like other BSA reporting forms.
CBP and ICE seizure and arrest data is also captured in the Treasury Enforcement Communications
System II (TECS II). TECS II is one of the world’s largest databases containing over a decade of data
related to domestic and international financial crimes. All relevant U.S. law enforcement agencies have
access to this data through FinCEN.
360. The principal purpose for collecting the information contained on the CMIR is to assure
maintenance of reports or records having a high degree of usefulness in criminal, tax, or regulatory
investigations or proceedings. The information collected may be provided to those officers and employees
of CBP, ICE and any other constituent unit of the DHS that has a need for the records in the performance
of their duties. The records may be referred to any other department or agency of the federal government
upon the request of the head of such department or agency. The information collected may also be
provided to appropriate state, local, and foreign criminal law enforcement and regulatory personnel in the
performance of their official duties.
Coordination among domestic competent authorities
361. Following 9/11, the Homeland Security Act of 2002 created the DHS to secure the nation against
terrorist attacks, ensure a coordinated response to threats, crises, and disasters, and execute the border
security and immigration missions of the legacy Customs Service and Immigration and Naturalization
Service, into one entity. DHS is responsible for, among other things, securing the borders, territorial
waters, ports, terminals, waterways, and air, land, and sea transportation systems of the U.S., including
managing and coordinating those functions transferred to DHS at ports of entry.
362. The Task Force concept, which combines representatives from federal, state and local agencies, is
also widely employed in the implementation of SR IX. For example, to supplement the CBP/ICE staffing
at borders, cash interdiction task forces have been established at key border entry points on the southwest
border with Mexico. In addition, CBP has developed an Outbound Currency Interdiction Training (OCIT)
program. The training includes instruction and practical exercises to provide specialized knowledge in
currency interdiction, and has an anti-terrorism component. This training is provided to a variety of
federal, state and local inspectors and border officials.
363. Additionally, the DEA FO, has implemented a “bulk” currency initiative that is aimed at assisting in
the development of new investigations pertaining to seizures of large amounts of U.S. currency as well as
linking these seizures to ongoing drug investigations. This initiative endeavors to bring together all of the
information and intelligence from existing interdiction programs through cooperative and collaborative
sharing of information between federal, state, and local initiatives, and will include currency seizures made
on U.S. highways through the highly successful “Operation Pipeline” program, currency seizures made at
various U.S. commercial airports through “Operation Jetway” and seizures made by DEA-led investigations.
The EPIC acts as the central repository for all information related to “bulk” currency seizures.
364. To complement the ICE Bulk Cash initiatives being conducted primarily at the U.S. borders, the
IRS-CI is studying interceptions of bulk cash by state and local law enforcement in the interior of the U.S.
IRS-CI is planning to concentrate resources on the intra-country routes identified by this analysis to
provide resources to uncover and dismantle the money laundering organizations using these routes.
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International cooperation and assistance
365. The U.S. accomplishes the exchange of customs information both bilaterally and multilaterally
through the following mechanisms: DHS (ICE and CBP) Attachés posted in U.S. Embassies and
Consulates throughout the world; EUROPOL, INTERPOL and World Customs Organization Liaison
Officers; the International Bulk Currency Smuggling Training Initiative; the International Law
Enforcement Academies (ILEA); Passenger Pre-Clearance Programs; customs mutual assistance
agreements; and mutual legal assistance treaties.
366. In an effort to enlist and expand support on the Mexican side of the border for currency interdiction,
the U.S.-Mexico Border Partnership was signed in March 2002. In addition to sharing data on the
physical cross-border movement of cash, the initial bilateral efforts have focused on the following five
major programs (these programs are not exclusive to the U.S. Mexico partnership).
(a)

Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System (VACIS): The U.S. has 10 permanent devices capable of
scanning (x-ray or gamma ray) sealed containers, including vehicles as large as a railroad car.
Additionally, it has three mobile VACIS (for moveable truck or car inspection) and three portable
x-ray scanners (for inspecting luggage) at seven border crossing sites, international airports, and rail
stations. The U.S. plans to install the VACIS machines along the southern border this year.

(b)

Advanced Passenger Information System (APIS): APIS (which became operational in 2004)
enables the Mexican authorities to screen passenger manifests of incoming commercial air flights
against law enforcement, terrorism and immigration data banks in both Mexico and the U.S.

(c)

Secure Electronic Network for Travelers Rapid Inspection (SENTRI): SENTRI are special
land border crossing lanes for expedited inspection of pre-registered, low risk, frequent travelers to
reduce inspection loads. CBP now has fully-funded projects underway coordinated on both sides of
the border at six principal crossing sites.

(d)

Border Wizard: Border Wizard is software the U.S. uses that creates a simulated model of a border
crossing and inspection site as a management tool to analyze traffic flow and resource use. The
software is being adapted for Mexico.

(e)

Safety and Training courses are conducted for Mexican border law enforcement personnel.

367. The ICE Attaché in Mexico City, in coordination with Mexican authorities, conducts investigations
into the smuggling of U.S. bulk cash into Mexico and onward to Central and South America. Three
separate outbound operations conducted at Benito Juarez International Airport in Mexico City resulted in
the seizure of over USD 33 million and the arrest of over 50 individuals.
Sanctions for making a false declaration or disclosure
368. Depending on the severity of the offense, a number of different judicial, law enforcement and
regulatory authorities (e.g. U.S. Attorney, CBP, ICE, and FinCEN) have the power to impose criminal
penalties, civil penalties or administrative fines.
369. With respect to the CMIR declaration obligations, persons who make false disclosures or
declarations are subject to a wide range of criminal, civil and administrative sanctions. Civil and criminal
penalties, including under certain circumstances an administrative fine of not more than USD 500,000 and
imprisonment of not more than ten years, are provided for failure to file a report, filing a report containing
a material omission or misstatement, or filing a false or fraudulent report. Examples of criminal penalties
include, under the CMIR Statute (31 USC 5317), incarceration of up to 6 months for smuggling
USD 350,000.
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370. If currency or monetary instruments are not declared, it is considered a false declaration and they
are subject to seizure and forfeiture by the relevant competent authority (CBP/ICE). When unreported
currency is found, it is turned over to a Seized Property Custodian for storage or an ICE Special Agent for
further investigation. If the officers determine that an individual is in violation of the reporting
requirements during their examinations, the individual is detained and the local office of the U.S. Attorney
is contacted to determine the likelihood the case will be prosecuted and what action to take. If the U.S
Attorney declines to prosecute (e.g., extensive caseload or higher priority offenses), ICE can still seize the
currency and seek civil forfeiture of the funds. In addition, if the amount in question is less than
USD 500,000, the forfeiture may be pursued administratively.
371. These sanctions can be applied to all persons required to file a CMIR which includes: an individual,
corporation, partnership, trust or estate, joint stock company, association, syndicate, joint venture or other
unincorporated organization or group, an Indian Tribe (as that term is defined in the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act), and all entities cognizable as legal personalities. As far as the institutions are concerned
which the Federal Banking Agencies supervise, any failure to comply with BSA-related regulatory
requirements, the Federal Banking Agencies have a range of supervisory tools available to them in order to
encourage corrective action by the institutions and their institution affiliated parties (see section 3.10).
Sanctions for bulk cash smuggling
372. In addition, the Bulk Cash Smuggling Statute (31 USC 5332) also dramatically increased the
criminal penalties for currency smuggling. The criminal sanctions for violating section 5332 are a term of
imprisonment for not more than five years as well as the forfeiture of all property, real or personal,
involved in the offense. Under the Bulk Cash Smuggling Statute, sentencing guidelines call for a sentence
of 15 to 21 months for smuggling USD 30,000.
373. Section 5332(b) provides for criminal forfeiture of the property, real or personal, involved in the
offense, and any property traceable to such property. This includes a personal money judgment if the
directly forfeitable property cannot be found and the defendant does not have sufficient substitute assets to
satisfy the forfeiture judgment. The statute therefore targets individuals, criminal organizations, and
terrorists smuggling currency or monetary instruments in excess of the reporting requirement. One of the
main purposes of this statute is to authorize forfeiture of any cash or instruments of the smuggling offense.
Prior to this statute being enacted, the Supreme Court had denied the Government’s right to forfeit the
entire amount of currency that was not reported in violation of a cash transaction reporting statute (Title
31 USC 5316). The court held that forfeiture was grossly disproportionate sanction to the gravity of the
cash transaction reporting offense.53 Prosecutors under the bulk cash smuggling statute must prove that
the defendant intended to avoid the currency and monetary instrument reporting requirement. The U.S.
authorities have anticipated legal challenges suggesting that the new statute is nothing more than a recodification of the existing penalties for violating the currency reporting requirements which is why
Congressional findings as to the purpose of the statute have been included in the provision. The findings
emphasize the seriousness of currency smuggling and the importance of authorizing confiscation of the
smuggled money. In particular, the findings state that the intentional transportation of currency into or out
of the U.S. “in a manner designed to circumvent the mandatory reporting (requirements) is the equivalent
of, and creates the same harm as, smuggling goods.” Moreover, the findings state that “only the
confiscation of smuggled bulk cash can effectively break the cycle of criminal activity of which the
laundering of bulk cash is a critical part.” Section 5332(c) authorizes civil forfeiture for the same offense.

53

United States v Bajakajian, 524 U.S. 321 (1998).
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374. Section 5332 makes it a crime for anyone with the intent to evade the CMIR requirement to
knowingly conceal more than USD 10,000 in currency or monetary instruments and to transport or
transfer or attempt to transport or transfer such currency or monetary instruments into or out of the U.S.
This offense focuses on the intent to evade the reporting requirement rather than the source or destination
of the funds. To obtain a conviction under the section 5332 offense, the prosecution must prove the
following elements:
(a)

Actus Reus:
(i)

The defendant transports or transfers or attempts to transport or transfer from or to the U.S.

(ii) The defendant transports more than USD 10,000 in currency or other monetary instruments.
(iii) The defendant conceals the transferred or transported cash. Concealed is defined to include
either on the defendant’s person (including concealment in any article of clothing worn or in
any luggage carried) or in any conveyance, luggage, merchandise or other container. The
DOJ has confirmed that if the target entering or leaving the U.S. makes no attempt to conceal
the money, this offense cannot be proved.
(b)

Knowledge: The defendant must have knowingly concealed the money.

(c)

Intent: The defendant must have intended to evade the CMIR reporting requirement under
31 USC 5316 which requires reporting of monetary instruments transported into and out of the U.S.

Sanctions for making a cross-border transportation related to ML/FT
375. Sanctions also apply to persons who are conducting cross-border transportation of cash that may be
related to money laundering or terrorist financing. Persons who try to launder funds or monetary
instruments by transporting it across the U.S. border can be prosecuted criminally pursuant to
section 1956(a)(2) (the international money laundering offense). This offense is described in more detail
above in section 2.1. Criminal sanctions for violating section 1956 are a fine of not more than
USD 500,000 or twice the value of the property involved in the transaction (whichever is greater) or
imprisonment for not more than 20 years or both.
376. Additionally, persons found with currency or monetary instruments that is related to terrorist
financing can also be charged under 18 USC 2339C (Prohibitions Against Terrorist Financing) and
sentencing guidelines for this charge can be up to 20 years. The powers available to U.S. authorities are
both broad and proportionate to the severity of the situation. For example, if the amount in question is less
than USD 500,000, the forfeiture may be pursued administratively.
Seizing, freezing and confiscation
377. Many asset forfeiture provisions apply to persons who are smuggling cash or monetary instruments
that are related to terrorist financing or money laundering. These include the following:
(a)

Title 31 USC 5321 and 31 CFR 103.57 (Civil penalties for not filing or filing a false report);

(b)

Title 31 USC 5322 and 31 CFR 103.59 (Criminal penalties for concealed transportation with the
intention of evading reporting requirements);

(c)

Title 31 USC 5317 and 31 CFR 103.58 (Search and forfeiture of monetary instruments);

(d)

Title 31 USC 5324(c) (Criminal penalties for not filing or filing a false CMIR); and

(e)

Title 18 USC 981(a)(1) and 18 USC 982(a)(1) (Civil and criminal forfeiture for violations of 18
USC 1956).
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378. Persons who are conducting cross-border transportation of cash that are related to terrorist financing
are also subject to the following two statutes: Material Support to Terrorism and Terrorist Financing (18
USC 2339A) and Prohibitions Against the Financing of Terrorism (18 USC 2339C), both of which focus
on the movement of currency and monetary instruments in support of terrorist financing. In terms of
implementation, when targeting individuals, names are checked against the OFAC list and UN terrorist
watch lists. Systems are in place to freeze assets consistent with the travel ban requirements contained in
S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001).
Unusual cross-border movements of gold, precious metals or precious stones
379. If the U.S. discovers an unusual cross-border movement of gold, precious metals or precious stones,
notification of the appropriate customs service or other competent authorities of the countries from which
these items originated and/or to which they are destined is accomplished via the corresponding ICE
Attaché. For instance, ICE has cooperated with foreign customs authorities and notified them when
unusual shipments of gold are discovered.
Safeguards to ensure the proper use of information reported or recorded
380. The systems for reporting cross border transactions are subject to strict safeguards to ensure proper use
of the information or data that is reported or recorded. In addition, data of this type is protected by the BSA
of 1970 and the Privacy Act of 1974—both of which provide substantial penalties for any misuse or abuse.
Other measures
381. Additionally, the U.S. has implemented some of the measures set out in the Best Practices Paper for
SR IX. For instance, civil penalties impose a reverse burden of proof on the person carrying currency or
bearer negotiable instruments. In other words, if the person is unable to demonstrate the legitimate origin
and destination of the currency or bear negotiable instruments, those funds can be stopped or restrained.
Effectiveness of the measures relating to cash couriers
382. Since 1970, the U.S. has been collecting information relative to the international movement of
currency and monetary instruments through the use of the CMIR form. A table of the filings over the past
four years follows.
Reports of International Transportation of Currency and Monetary Instruments Filed
(2001-2004)
2001
298,483
2002
276,513
2003
232,665
2004
229,131
TOTAL
1,036,792

383. The assessment team met with ICE officers in New York, Miami, Phoenix and Washington DC. Both
groups do excellent work, especially in consideration of the significant volume of people and cargo that
cross the border annually. From 2001 through February 2005, ICE agents have arrested more than 260
individuals for bulk cash smuggling violations. Approximately 20% of the arrests resulted from seizures not
at a border or port of entry but within the interior of the U.S. In addition, ICE and CBP have seized a
combined total of more than USD 107 million in cases where bulk cash smuggling was charged. A
preliminary review of these records indicates approximately 16% of seizures were from Mexican
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nationals, 18% were inbound seizures from Mexico, and 18% of the seizures were believed to be destined to
Mexico. The following statistics show how many arrests, indictments and convictions for bulk cash
smuggling resulted from ICE investigations for the fiscal years 2003 to 2005.
Prosecutions for bulk cash smuggling offense (31 USC 5332)
Number of…
Cases
Defendants
Convictions

Fiscal year 2003

Fiscal year 2004

58
32

124
133
75

Fiscal year 2005
(first 9 months)
124
140
100

384. The following statistics show how many cases arose for not filing reports on the exportation and
importation of monetary instruments for the fiscal year 2004.
Prosecutions relating to reports on exporting and importing monetary instruments (31 USC 5316)
Number of…
Cases
Defendants
Successful charges
Terminated defendant count
Guilty

Fiscal year 2004
99
109
108
96
67

385. The following statistics show how many forfeiture cases arose during fiscal year 2004 in relation to
violations of sections 5313 (failing to file a report on domestic coins and currency transactions), 5316
(failing to file a report relating to the exportation or importation of monetary instruments) and 5324
(structuring transactions to avoid the reporting requirement).
Prosecutions relating to the search and forfeiture of monetary instruments (31 USC 5317)
Number of…
Cases
Defendants
Successful charges
Terminated defendant count
Guilty

Fiscal year 2004
27
39
19
19
6

386. ICE has been involved in various law enforcement projects that have focused successfully on
specific aspects of bulk cash smuggling. Operation Pipeline records seizures made from private cars and
trucks. Operation Convoy records highway seizures involving commercial vehicles. Operation Jetway
records seizures from airports, train and bus stations, package shipment facilities (e.g. FedEx and UPS),
U.S. Post Offices, and airport hotels/motels.
387. In 2003, ICE made a total of 575 cash seizures totaling over USD 62 million. In 2004, ICE made a
total of 311 cash seizures totaling over USD 18 million. All of these seizures were made pursuant to
31 USC 5316, 31 USC 5317 and 31 USC 5332. Over half of these seizures made in 2003-2004 resulted in
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a criminal conviction. The following table sets out the top ten origins and number of recorded seizures of
cash and monetary instruments from 2001 to 2003.54
2001
Texas
California
New York
Illinois
Georgia
Ohio
Michigan
Florida
Missouri
North Carolina
No State ID

2.7.2

2002
140
122
122
113
76
60
57
48
48
47
527

Texas
California
New York
Illinois
Georgia
Ohio
Florida
Michigan
Tennessee
Missouri
No State ID

2003
130
126
81
71
56
48
44
43
32
31
338

Texas
California
New York
Illinois
Georgia
Florida
Ohio
Tennessee
Michigan
Arizona
No State ID

128
115
78
77
59
45
45
39
37
36
331

Recommendations and Comments

388. The law enforcement authorities have a clear understanding of the procedures that are in place in
the U.S. for implementing Special Recommendation IX. Overall, the measures for implementing Special
Recommendation IX are working effectively. There are, however, a number of comments—none of
which affects the rating.
389. Since drugs are imported in the U.S. by international criminal organizations, for instance by
organizations located and operating out of/from Mexico and South America, the earnings of these
operations are smuggled out of the country via different means. This may include, alone or in
combination, using cash couriers, bulk smuggling (for instance via vehicles) and/or wire transfers.
Especially in a state like Arizona, close to the Mexican border, it was indicated that the money flow
coming into the State greatly exceeds the money leaving the state. However, the CBP and ICE
emphasized that they, at this moment, place greater emphasis on stringent preliminary and intensified
inbound examinations. The competent authorities should, however, ensure that they do not lose sight of
the fact that money and other bearer negotiable instruments which leave the country and is related to
ML/FT may return to the U.S. when it is placed, layered and finally integrated into the financial system.
The U.S. authorities are therefore advised to further invest in the detection and investigation as well as the
resources, techniques and methods to counter outgoing cross-border transportations of cash or any
negotiable bearer instrument.
390. Additionally, the authorities should focus on conducting thorough border checks of people,
vehicles, trains, cargo, etc., without allowing the level of thoroughness to be dictated by the volume of
traffic waiting to cross the border.

54
The decrease in reported seizures by ICE for 2004 is attributable to the fact that the 2003 figure represents the aggregate totals
reported by ICE, CBP, and the legacy U.S. Customs Service. Starting in 2004, seizure data is reported separately by ICE and
CBP.
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2.7.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation IX & Recommendation 32
Rating

SR.IX

3.

C

Summary of factors relevant to s.2.7 underlying overall rating
•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES - FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Preamble: Guidance as "other enforceable means"
391. Throughout this section of the report extensive reference is made to various types of guidance issued
by the regulatory agencies with respect to the financial sector's AML/CFT obligations and the regulators'
approach to compliance. The assessment team considers such guidance to be “other enforceable means” if
the following elements are met:
(a)

the guidance was issued by a competent authority, including securities SROs, or its existence
otherwise has a clear basis in law;

(b)

the guidance specifically addresses the issues required to be in place in accordance with the
methodology;

(c)

there is a clear means by which the guidance is legally enforceable (i.e. it underpins a legal
obligation) by criminal, civil or administrative means, either through powers directly available
under the BSA, or through the use of the regulators' own authority, including to ensure "safety and
soundness" within a financial institution;

(d)

there are effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for persons that fail to comply with the
obligation; and

(e)

there is clear evidence or precedent for the guidance being cited as a basis for enforcement action
that has actually been taken or remedial action required.

392. The extent to which such guidance can be deemed to be "other enforceable means" is central to the
evaluation of the financial sector preventive measures, and the position taken on the main forms of guidance
is as follows, unless otherwise stated in a specific context.
a)

Interpretive guidance published in the Federal Register: This typically takes the form either of a
preamble to the published regulations, or responses to informal enquiries on the application of the
regulations. Such guidance does not have direct force of law, but, according to a recent notice
published by FinCEN, is considered by the authorities to have "persuasive precedential effect". To the
extent that the authorities may cite non-compliance with such guidance in the general context of
enforcement action, this has been considered to represent "other enforceable means".

b)

FFIEC BSA AML Examination Manual: In June 2005 the Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council (comprising the five Federal Banking Agencies),55 working in conjunction
with FinCEN, published its Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual
("FFIEC Manual"). The intention was to ensure consistency in the application of the AML/CFT
requirements, and in the compliance examination procedures. This manual (which extends to 330
pages) provides a comprehensive description of the systems, controls and procedures that are
expected of federally-regulated banks, credit unions, trust companies and thrifts in order to comply

55

For further information on the role of the FFIEC, see section 3.10.1 below.
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with the legal and regulatory requirements. It also describes the examination techniques that will be
employed to test compliance with the requirements. Contained within the FFEIC Manual is a
considerable amount of guidance that is undoubtedly accepted by the banks as the benchmark for
the minimum standard for compliance with their AML/CFT obligations. While the guidance has no
direct force of law, the regulators consider that, since they conduct AML examinations both under
formal delegation from FinCEN (31 CFR 103.56) and in the broader context of their safety and
soundness procedures, non-compliance with the principles enunciated in the FFEIC Manual (in as
far as they are not directly supported by primary or secondary legislation) would provide a basis for
administrative enforcement action.
In support of this assertion, the authorities have shown precedent in the form of actions taken under
Title 12 (banking legislation) in respect of AML deficiencies. For example, the following sample
language that requires affirmative action to address safety and soundness deficiencies in customer
due diligence procedures is found in several actions taken by the Federal Reserve over the past two
years. This reflects concepts addressed within guidelines that preceded the FFIEC Manual.
"Within 60 days of this Agreement, the Bank shall submit to the Reserve Bank an acceptable
written customer due diligence program designed to reasonably ensure the identification and
timely, accurate, and complete reporting of all known or suspected violations of law against
or involving the Bank and suspicious transactions at the Bank to law enforcement and
supervisory authorities as required by the suspicious activity reporting regulations. At a
minimum, the program shall include:
(a)

a methodology for assigning risk levels to the Bank’s customer base;

(b)

a risk focused assessment of the Bank’s customer base to:

(c)

(i)

identify the categories of customers whose transactions and banking
activities are routine and usual; and

(ii)

determine the appropriate level of enhanced due diligence necessary for
those categories of customers that pose a heightened risk of conducting
potentially illicit activities at or through the Bank;

for each customer whose transactions require enhanced due diligence, procedures to:

(d)

(i)

determine the appropriate documentation necessary to verify the identity
and business activities of the customer; and

(ii)

understand the normal and expected transactions of the customer; and

procedures designed to ensure proper identification and reporting of all known or
suspected violations of law and suspicious transactions, including but not limited to:
(i)

effective monitoring of customer accounts and transactions, consistent
with industry sound practices; and

(ii)

appropriate participation by senior management in the process of
identifying, reviewing, and reporting potentially suspicious activity."

In addition, the OCC has cited two cases where BSA enforcement actions involving non-compliance
with the guidelines set forth in the OCC’s BSA Handbook (a predecessor to the FFIEC Manual)
were brought:
•

Banco do Estado Parana (Federal Branch) (April 1998) — cease and desist
action and formal order of investigation brought for, among other things, unsafe
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and unsound banking practices for failure to comply with the “know-yourcustomer” (customer due diligence) guidelines and the guidelines concerning
payable though accounts contained in the BSA/AML Handbook.
•

Broadway National Bank (April 1998) - cease and desist action and formal order
of investigation brought for, among other things, unsafe and unsound banking
practices resulting from failure to comply with the “know-your-customer”
(customer due diligence) guidelines contained in the BSA/AML Handbook.

Therefore, the prescriptive elements of this manual (as opposed to those that are clearly "for
consideration") are deemed to be "other enforceable means" for the purposes of this report.
c)

Interagency guidance: The regulatory authorities have issued a number of joint guidance notes
addressing specific details of the AML requirements (e.g. under cover of Supervision and
Regulation Letters issued by the Federal Reserve). These may take the form of statements of future
practice, interpretive guidance or frequently asked questions. The language adopted in such
guidance is of an interpretive nature, and the authorities have indicated that institutions may
reasonably rely on the guidance in fulfilling their responsibilities, to the extent that an "aggressive"
position is taken by the regulators in respect of its application by the institutions. Guidance issued
in this form appears to have the same status as that contained in the FFIEC Manual and is, therefore,
considered to be "other enforceable means".

d)

Guidance issued by SROs to Securities Sector Participants: In addition to information published
in the Federal Register as part of their rule making process, both the NYSE and NASD provide
guidance to broker-dealers that are member firms in the form of NYSE Information Memos and
NASD Notices to Members (NtMs), respectively. For instance, in February 2006, NYSE issued
NYSE Information Memo 06-04 and NASD issued NtM 06-07 discussing recent changes to their
respective AML Program rules. NASD and NYSE also have previously provided guidance to brokerdealers on AML compliance programs required under the BSA (e.g. NASD NtM 02-21). In addition,
NASD has published an AML Template for Small Firms to assist broker-dealers in fulfilling their
responsibilities to establish an AML Program in compliance with applicable rules and regulations.
The SROs and the SEC consider that a failure to comply with BSA regulations as interpreted in the
SRO guidance constitutes a basis for administrative enforcement action.

e)

Advisories: FinCEN routinely issues Advisories relating to specific threats, and these frequently
contain guidance on appropriate measures to be taken to counter the threat. An Advisory places a
financial institution on notice of high risk activity. Consequently, an institution’s failure to
incorporate these risks into its anti-money laundering program, and in particular, its procedures for
filing suspicious activity reports, could be a factor in determining whether a financial institution
failed to comply with its BSA obligations. According to a notice issued by FinCEN, if published in
the Federal Register, the guidance in such Advisories has "persuasive precedential effect and may
be relied upon by those financial institutions subject to the specific provision of 31 CFR part 103".
In such circumstances it constitutes "other enforceable means"; otherwise it is considered to provide
"useful insight" into FinCEN's application of the AML legislation.

Preamble: Effectiveness
393. The assessment team considered very carefully how best to assess the effectiveness of the
implementation of the preventive measures in the financial sector and, where relevant, in the DNFBP
sectors. Typically, this might be achieved by reviewing the procedures undertaken by a sample of private
sector institutions, combined with discussions with the regulatory community about their findings (and
enforcement action) resulting from their examination program. The team undertook a number of visits to
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financial institutions of various types and in different locations. However, as the U.S. financial sector is
extremely large and diverse, it was clearly impossible, within the constraints of this type of evaluation, to
take a representative sample of institutions. Therefore, the main approach adopted by the team was to
explore with both federal and state regulators their experience of undertaking BSA compliance
examinations, to see if there were any trends emerging that might give rise to questions about the quality
of implementation of the legal and regulatory requirements by different sectors of the financial industry.
In the following review of the financial and DNFBP sectors, the measures described in the report are
deemed by the evaluation team to have been implemented effectively, except where explicit references to
the contrary are made.
Preamble: Approach taken towards ratings
394. The diversity and complexity of the U.S. institutional and financial systems, combined with the fact
that different components of the AML regime have been applied to different parts of the financial sector (in
line with the risk-based approach adopted by the U.S.), has posed a particular challenge for the evaluation
team in arriving at the ratings for compliance with many of the FATF Recommendations. The team based
its final view of the level of compliance with the individual Recommendations on its sense of the overall
effect of the measures in achieving a robust regime. Necessarily, this involved taking a view that certain
financial and other activities (as defined in the Recommendations) were more prone to the risk of money
laundering than others, or were more dominant within the U.S. economy. Therefore, the report has focused
on these core activities, and has not sought to describe the situation with respect to each of the thirteen
financial activities listed in the Recommendations. Also, in the interests of brevity, the team has, for the
most part, not sought to describe the relative weighting of the factors that it took into account in each case.

Customer Due Diligence & Record Keeping
3.1

Risk of money laundering or terrorist financing

395. The definition of "financial institution" within the BSA encompasses not only core financial service
providers, but also a range of non-financial businesses. Implementing regulations have been issued for all
of the significant types of financial institutions, and proposed rules have been issued for certain additional
types of financial institutions deemed to pose a less significant risk of money laundering, based upon risk
assessments of each type of institution performed by Treasury and FinCEN, in consultation with law
enforcement and the relevant federal regulators when appropriate. A description of the overall risk
assessment process is contained in section 1 of this report.
396. The following explains the current U.S. view about the extent to which certain activities should be
brought within the coverage of the AML rules.
Banking sector
397. The vast majority of institutions included in the very broad category of “bank” under the BSA
regulations are subject to the full range of BSA AML requirements, including requirements to file SARs
and CTRs, to maintain records of bank and cashiers check purchases and funds transfers, and all other
required transactions, and to implement AML compliance and customer identification programs. Through
an historical regulatory anomaly, the only types of “banks” not yet directly subject to AML Program
requirements are a small number of limited purpose entities (discussed further below in paragraph 431).
However, FinCEN intends to amend its regulations to eliminate the regulatory anomaly to bring
uniformity to the banking sector.
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Securities broker-dealers and futures commission merchants (FCMs)
398. Substantive implementing regulations have been issued in respect of the primary securities and
commodities sectors. Broker-dealers and FCMs are by far the most important in these industries,
inasmuch as they form the backbone of the securities and futures sectors. They maintain the vast majority
of accounts in these sectors and are involved in virtually all transactions.
Mutual funds and other investment companies
399. Section 356(c) of the USA PATRIOT Act required a study of investment companies which was
completed in December 2002. The study concluded that mutual funds (i.e., registered investment
companies) present a money laundering risk because they offer to redeem their shares continuously.
Accordingly, they were required to implement an anti-money laundering program in April 2002 and a
customer identification program in September 2003. In April 2006, FinCEN issued a final rule that will
require mutual funds to file suspicious activity reports beginning in October 2006. In addition, FinCEN,
in consultation with the SEC and the CFTC, has been reviewing other types of investment companies that
may pose a risk of money laundering or terrorist financing [67 FR 60617 (26 September 2002) (NPRM)],
and has concluded that companies which offer interests that are not redeemable, or that are redeemable
only after a lengthy holding or “lock-up” period, lack the liquidity that would make them attractive to
money launderers in the first place. According to FinCEN, such illiquid investments as real estate
investment trusts (investment vehicles in which the contributions of the participants are pooled to invest in
real estate and sometimes in real estate-related securities) require lengthy investment periods without the
ability to redeem assets, and, therefore, pose a low risk of money laundering.
400. In light of this approach, FinCEN has issued proposed rules (which are not in force) that would
narrow the definition of “unregistered investment company” to exclude certain types of illiquid
companies. FinCEN is continuing to review this type of financial institution, and the federal functional
regulators have further refined their definitions of various investment companies and investment advisers,
and have subjected certain participants to further regulation [69 FR 72054 (10 December 2004)
Registration Under the Advisers Act of Certain Hedge Fund Advisers].
Investment advisers56
401. The U.S. has considered the risks posed by investment advisers, defined as anyone who, for
compensation, engages in the business of advising others as to the value of securities or as to the
advisability of investing in, purchasing, or selling securities, or who issues reports concerning securities.
Investment advisers may also engage in managing clients’ assets with varying degrees of discretionary
authority. However, investment advisers registered with the SEC are generally prohibited from directly
holding clients’ funds or securities [17 CFR 275.205(4)-2]. Instead, assets are held in custody of qualified
custodians, a role typically fulfilled by banks or broker-dealers, but it is possible that advisory clients’
assets may be held in accounts where the underlying clients are known only to the investment adviser.
Services provided to mutual funds represent an important part of investment advisers’ business in the U.S.
As of April 2006, approximately USD 9.2 trillion of the total USD 31.4 trillion of investment advisers’
assets under management were those managed for mutual funds, and already subject to the AML/CFT
regime applicable to mutual funds.
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402. The U.S. concluded that investment advisers who manage assets are at a greater risk of having
clients who are money launderers and terrorist financiers than those that issue research reports, assist in
financial planning, or are involved in pension planning. FinCEN and the SEC have also analyzed the
degree of risk posed to an investment adviser by different types of customers. For example, an employee
retirement savings plan sponsored by a public corporation that accepts assets only in the form of payroll
deductions or rollovers from other similar plans presents no realistic opportunity for money laundering,
whereas an offshore vehicle not itself subject to any AML Program requirement would present a more
significant risk.
403. In light of these conclusions, FinCEN has issued a proposed rule (in May 2003) that would include
investment advisers in the definition of “financial institutions” in the BSA (as businesses that engage in
similar activities to those businesses included in the definition of “financial institutions”) (68 FR 23674).
The proposed rule would require investment advisers to establish AML Programs and would permit them
to tailor their programs to address the risks presented by the nature of their services and clients in a
manner reasonable in light of the firms’ size and resources.
404. The proposed rule defines two groups of advisers located within the U.S. that would be required to
have AML Programs. The first group consists of advisers that: (1) have a principal office and place of
business in the U.S. (U.S. advisers), (2) are registered with the SEC, and (3) report to the SEC that they
have assets under management. This group includes advisers registered with the SEC that have either
discretionary or non-discretionary authority to manage client assets. It excludes, however, advisers that
are not registered with the SEC because they are smaller, state-registered firms that have less than USD 30
million of assets under management, as well as advisers that are registered with the SEC but do not
manage client assets. Because these excluded firms, unlike many financial institutions such as banks or
broker-dealers, do not accept funds or hold financial assets directly, and have relatively few (or no) assets
under management, the U.S. authorities consider that these firms are unlikely to play a significant role in
money laundering.
405. The second group consists of U.S. advisers that are not registered with the SEC, but have
USD 30 million or more of assets under management and are relying on the registration exemption
provided by section 203(b)(3) of the Advisers Act [15 USC 80b–3(b)(3)] (unregistered advisers). Under
this section, advisers that have fewer than 15 clients and do not hold themselves out generally to the public
as investment advisers are exempted from SEC registration. Many of the advisers that use this registration
exemption may control substantial client assets, either because they have a few individual clients with
very large accounts or because they advise certain types of pooled investment vehicles, such as limited
partnerships. Subsequent to the proposed rule, however, the SEC adopted rules requiring hedge fund
advisers to include investors in hedge funds in the count of “clients” for purposes of section 203(b)(3). As
of the end of April 2006, approximately 2,400 hedge fund advisers were registered with the SEC,
approximately 1,180 of them as a result of the new rules. Many of the newly registered hedge fund
advisory firms may now be included in the first group of advisers. With respect to this second group of
investment advisers, the proposed rule would exclude those entities that would qualify as unregistered
advisers but that are otherwise required to have an AML Program under the BSA because they are dually
registered as a financial institution in another capacity and are examined by a federal functional regulator
for compliance with the requirement in that other capacity.
406. FinCEN is currently preparing, in consultation with the SEC, final rules relating to application of AML
Program requirements to investment advisers. FinCEN also continues to consider whether investment advisers
should be subject to additional BSA requirements, including filing suspicious activity reports and complying
with account holder identification and verification procedures. In preparing a final rule, FinCEN is taking into
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consideration amended SEC rules under the Investment Advisers Act which requires investment advisers to
certain pooled investment vehicles to register with the SEC.
Commodity trading advisors57
407. Commodity trading advisors (CTAs) are defined as “financial institutions” under the BSA, but are
not currently required to implement AML Programs. In May 2003, FinCEN issued a notice of proposed
rulemaking (68 FR 23640) seeking public comment on whether to impose AML Program requirements on
commodity trading advisors. The proposed rule defines “commodity trading advisor” as any person
registered or required to be registered with the CFTC under the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) that
directs client commodity futures or options accounts. The CEA defines a CTA generally as any person
who, for compensation or profit, engages in the business of advising others, either directly or indirectly, as
to the value or advisability of trading futures contracts or commodity options authorized under the CEA,
or issues analyses or reports concerning trading futures or commodity options.
408. FinCEN limited the application of its proposed rule to CTAs that not only provide trading advice
tailored to the circumstances of particular clients, but also direct such clients’ accounts. This is because a
CTA that only provides commodity trading advice, without directing the account, is not in a position to
actually observe potentially suspicious activity; indeed, a CTA whose service is limited to providing
trading advice may not even know whether the client actually follows that advice.
409. FinCEN is currently preparing, in consultation with the CFTC, final rules relating to the application
of AML Program requirements to CTAs. FinCEN also continues to consider whether CTAs should be
subject to additional BSA requirements, including filing suspicious activity reports and complying with
accountholder identification and verification procedures.
Insurance sector
410. The issuance by FinCEN of the final rules requiring insurers to establish AML Programs and file
SARs, published in November 2005, was based upon an AML/CFT risk assessment of the insurance
industry. Before FinCEN published its proposed rules in 2002, Treasury and FinCEN studied the industry to
make a preliminary determination as to the potential AML risks. This included reviewing existing data and
analyses, meeting with industry trade associations, research groups, and National Association of Insurance
Commissioners representatives, and obtaining law enforcement input. Evidence suggests that most money
laundering schemes involving the insurance sector have used life insurance policies or other products with
investment or cash redemption features. Variations in typologies have emerged as the range of retail
insurance products has expanded to include sophisticated investment options and other features that make
products vulnerable to money laundering. Based upon this data, Treasury and FinCEN determined that the
life insurance sector (including annuities) posed a significant risk of money laundering (and not
property/casualty or health insurance).
411. Treasury and FinCEN also made a preliminary determination that the insurance distribution system,
which includes independent insurance agents and insurance brokers, could most efficiently be addressed
by requiring their insurance company principals to integrate them into their program, rather than imposing
an independent obligation on the agents and brokers. However, it is noted that it may pose a challenge for
life insurers to integrate independent insurance agents and insurance brokers into their AML Programs.
412. This assessment is confirmed by the “U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment” which identifies that:
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“A number of money laundering methods have been used to exploit the insurance sector, primarily
term life insurance policies and annuity products. Money launderers exploit the fact that insurance
products are often sold by independent brokers and agents who do not work directly for the
insurance companies. These intermediaries may have little know-how or incentive to screen clients
or question payment methods. In some cases, agents take advantage of their intermediary status to
collude with criminals against insurers to perpetrate fraud or facilitate money laundering.”
413. Additionally, the U.S. authorities acknowledged in their response to the mutual evaluation
questionnaire that even when insurers have AML Programs in place, agents who sell insurance policies
and investment contracts often are not employed directly by the insurer or service provider, potentially
making it difficult for companies to ensure their AML policies and procedures are followed. Further
complicating AML practices, the policyholder, or purchaser of an insurance contract, may not be the
beneficiary or even the subject of the insurance coverage. The potential for multiple parties to be involved
in a single contract makes it difficult to perform customer due diligence. The inclusion of investment
products with the usual portfolio of insurance policies increases the potential for insurance companies to
be used as money laundering conduits. Money laundering through insurance has been generally confined
to life insurance products although the actual typologies vary significantly.
414. FinCEN also determined through its risk assessment process that certain life insurance products,
including group products and term insurance, do not present a significant risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing.58 Thus, the final rules focus on those covered insurance products possessing features
that make them susceptible to being used for money laundering or the financing of terrorism. As such,
FinCEN’s final rules cover the following insurance products:
(a)

permanent life insurance policies;

(b)

annuity contracts; and

(c)

any other insurance products with features of cash value or investment features.

415. The insurance products that are not covered are:
(a)

group life insurance policies;

(b)

group annuity contracts;

(c)

reinsurance and retrocession contracts;

(d)

term life (which includes credit life) insurance;

(e)

property and casualty insurance;

(f)

health insurance; and

(g)

any other kinds of insurance products to the extent that they do not exhibit features of cash value or
investment features.

416. This approach does comply in substance with the FATF’s 40 Recommendations that defined
“financial institutions” to include “underwriting and placement of life insurance and other investment
related insurance” and footnote 9 which clarified that “this applies both to insurance undertakings and to
insurance intermediaries (agents and brokers)”. Although agents who sell insurance products subject to the
AML and SAR rules are not directly subject to those rules, the insurance companies that issue the
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products subject to these rules are required to integrate such agents into their AML Programs and to
ensure that their AML policies and procedures are followed.
417. In addition, it is important to note that many of the insurance products that involve an investment risk
(i.e. products where the cash value or death benefit depend upon the investment experience of the amounts
paid in under the policy) must be sold by registered securities broker-dealers who are the only persons
permitted to offer certain variable insurance products on behalf of insurance companies. These persons are
required to adopt and implement separate AML and suspicious activity reporting programs under separate
AML regulations that apply to securities broker-dealers.
418. So far, the insurance sector is not yet subject to CIP rules that would require insurers to establish and
verify the true identity of their customers. The U.S. authorities said that this was done based on a risk
assessment which determined the risk as being sufficiently low to justify an exception to these requirements
at this time. However, the team was not provided with a risk assessment on this issue and is, in any event,
not convinced by the reasonableness of that conclusion, having regard to the other risk assessments available
on the insurance sector (see, in particular, the preambles of the AML Program and SAR reporting rules
applicable to the insurance industry) as well as the latest U.S. Threat Assessment 2006.
Scope issues
419. As previously discussed, with respect to the banking sector, the overwhelming majority of
institutions included in the category of “bank” under the BSA are subject to the full range of BSA AML
requirements [e.g. recordkeeping and reporting for suspicious activities, CTRs, wire transfers, and
implementation of a Customer Identification Program (CIP)], and all but four categories (which are not
significant in terms of number or of AML risk) are also subject to the AML program requirement. With
respect to the securities sector, the most significant category has been subject to AML and SAR rules
since 2002; while mutual funds have been required to have an AML Program since 2002 and will be
subject to SAR reporting in October 2006. Unregistered investment companies, investment advisers and
commodity trading advisors have had proposed rules pending for some time and these are expected to be
brought on line in the near future. In the life insurance sector, all those institutions issuing products
posing a greater risk of money laundering are subject to AML and SAR rules beginning May 2006, and
are required to integrate their agents into their AML Programs.
420. These gaps in the scope of the AML obligations affect the ratings relative to some of the
Recommendations discussed in section 3.

3.2
3.2.1

Customer due diligence, including enhanced or reduced measures (R.5 to 8)
Description and Analysis

Introduction
421. The BSA is currently the cornerstone of the U.S. AML legal framework. The amendments to the
BSA contained in the USA PATRIOT Act (signed into law on 26 October 2001) were the most significant
of recent amendments in a series of legislative acts intended to codify and enhance the U.S. response to
money laundering. The law was expanded significantly to require application of AML safeguards to a
number of businesses beyond depository financial institutions. The term “financial institution” is very
broadly defined in the BSA (31 USC 5312) to include:
•

insured banks (1)

•

commercial banks or trust companies (1)
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•

private bankers (5)

•

agencies or branches of foreign banks in the U.S. (1)

•

credit unions (1)

•

thrift institutions (1)

•

brokers or dealers registered with the SEC (1)

•

brokers or dealers in securities or commodities (1)

•

investment bankers or investment companies [includes mutual funds (1) and unregistered
investment companies (2)]

•

currency exchanges (1)

•

issuers, redeemers or cashiers of travelers' checks, money orders or similar instruments (1)

•

operators of a credit card system (1)

•

insurance companies (1)

•

dealers in precious metals, stones or jewels (1)

•

pawnbrokers (3)

•

loan or finance companies (3)

•

travel agencies (4)

•

money services businesses (MSBs), including persons engaged in providing informal remittance
services (1)

•

telegraph companies

•

businesses engaged in vehicle sales, including automobile, airplane and boat sales (4)

•

persons involved in real estate closings and settlements (4)

•

the U.S. Postal Service (1)

•

agencies of the U.S. government or of a state or local government carrying out a duty or power of a
listed business

•

casinos or gaming establishments (including Indian gaming operations) with an annual gaming
revenue of USD 1 million (1)

•

any business or agency that engages in any activity which the Secretary of the Treasury determines,
by regulation, to be an activity which is similar to, or a substitute for any activity in which any of
the above businesses is authorized to engage.
•

Futures commission merchants (1)

•

Commodity trading advisors (2)

•

Commodity pool operators (2)

•

Investment advisers (2) (Treasury/FinCEN has issued a proposed AML rule determining
investment advisers to be financial institutions)
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Key:
(1) Subject to AML rule and other AML requirements
(2) Proposed AML rule issued
(3) AML/CFT risk analysis completed, proposed rule to be issued
(4) Advance notice of proposed rulemaking issued, risk analysis ongoing
(5) Only one “private banker” (as that term is described in the discussion under
Recommendation 5) is known to exist, and it is subject to some BSA AML requirements and
to examination by the New York Stock Exchange and the New York State Banking
Department.
(No number indicates no AML rule planned due to a determination by the U.S. authorities
that these activities pose a low risk of money laundering, or to the fact that no such entities
are known to exist).
422. The application of the BSA requirements to these financial activities is subject, in all cases, to the
promulgation of implementing regulations. A number of these institutions have been subjected to AML
Program requirements since enactment of the BSA, and more have been incorporated since the enactment of
the USA PATRIOT Act. Proposed rules have been issued and are pending, following risk assessments
performed with respect to certain types of institutions. In other cases, FinCEN intends to issue proposed
rules or is still conducting a risk analysis. For those sectors where AML Program requirements have not yet
been introduced, Form 8300 reporting requirements apply to those industries, which is a BSA requirement
(31 CFR 103.30) (see section 3.7 of this report for a more detailed description of these requirements).
423. Subject to the promulgation of implementing regulations for specific categories of business,
financial institutions are required (under the amendment introduced by section 352 of the USA PATRIOT
Act) to establish an AML Program, which, at a minimum, must include: (1) development of internal
policies, procedures, and controls; (2) designation of a compliance officer; (3) an ongoing employee
training program; and (4) an independent audit function to test programs. Rules were issued in 2002
stating that institutions subject to regulation by a federal functional regulator (i.e. the Federal Banking
Agencies, the SEC and the CFTC) or a self-regulatory organization (SRO) would meet this requirement if
they complied with equivalent provisions specified by their regulators. The Federal Banking Agencies
had previously issued regulations in relation to BSA compliance (e.g. in respect of the Federal Reserve
Board under 12 CFR 208.63). The SROs issued AML Program rules applicable to securities brokerdealers, futures commission merchants and futures introducing brokers in 2002. FinCEN has issued
separate AML Program requirements for credit card operations, MSBs, mutual funds, insurance
companies, and dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels, and has proposed AML rules for
unregistered investment companies, investment advisers, and commodity trading advisors.
424. Financial institutions subject to AML Program rules are required to establish and implement
“policies, procedures, and internal controls reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the BSA and
the implementing regulations thereunder.” Regulators generally interpret this to require customer
identification and verification, monitoring of transactions, and reporting of suspicious activity to
appropriate authorities, all as required or appropriate. In addition, section 326 of the USA PATRIOT Act
mandated the promulgation of regulations establishing minimum standards for financial institutions
regarding the identification of customers opening new accounts at financial institutions. The
implementing regulations require those financial institutions for which account relationships actually exist
to implement reasonable CIP procedures for: (1) verifying the identity of any person seeking to open an
account, to the extent reasonable and practicable; (2) maintaining records of the information used to verify
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the person’s identity, including name, address, and other identifying information; and (3) determining
whether the person appears on any lists of known or suspected terrorists or terrorist organizations provided
to the financial institution by any government agency.
425. FinCEN, in conjunction with other federal regulators, has issued CIP final rules for banks (both
federally and state regulated), savings associations (thrifts), trust companies, credit unions, securities
broker-dealers, futures commission merchants, introducing brokers, and mutual funds (or open-end
investment companies). These rules impose specific requirements in terms of the information that must be
gathered at the account-opening stage (see discussion in the banking section below). In January 2006,
FinCEN also issued final rules requiring special due diligence with respect to correspondent banking and
private banking accounts for non-U.S. persons, including PEPs.
426. In implementing its AML requirements generally, the U.S. uses a risk-based approach to the extent
that this is not overridden by the prescriptive requirements under the USA PATRIOT Act. This risk-based
approach is coupled with supervision, regulatory oversight and enforcement by the supervisory agencies.
The FFEIC Manual (pp. 37-39) expressly provides that the cornerstone of a strong BSA/AML compliance
program is the adoption and implementation of comprehensive customer due diligence (CDD) policies,
procedures and processes for all customers, particularly those that present high risk for money laundering
and terrorist financing. The risk-based approach for CDD requires that policies and procedures should
focus on higher risk areas and customers within an institution, based on that individual institution's
assessment of the overall AML/CFT risk within its business. This risk assessment should weigh a number
of factors, including the risk identification and measurement of products and services offered, volume of
business, nature and demographic composition of the customer base, and geographic locations, and it
should assist the institution in effectively managing its AML/CFT risks.
427. Due to the wide variety and disparity of financial institutions and financial products and services
offered, this risk-based approach is widely supported by the financial industry, although some smaller
institutions (and some of the business lines within the larger organizations) have expressed a preference to
have greater certainty (i.e. more specific rules) on some of their obligations. In discussions with individual
institutions, it was apparent that a considerable amount of effort and investment is currently being put into
developing risk-based models and procedures. One of the primary challenges cited by the industry is the
need to balance their business needs with the required risk assessment, including the risk that they see of
regulatory action resulting from a divergence of view between the institution and its regulators on the
effectiveness of the risk mitigation. In this context, it should be noted that the regulatory agencies have
made considerable efforts to provide appropriate guidance to certain parts of the financial sector.
Recommendation 5 (Customer identification and due diligence)
428. For ease of reference in the following discussion of CDD, unless otherwise specified, the term
"bank" is used to cover all banks (whether federally or state regulated), thrifts, trust companies and credit
unions; while "securities" is used to encompass broker-dealers, futures commission merchants,
introducing brokers and mutual funds.
Banking sector
429. The application to the banking sector of the various AML and customer identification program
requirements is described in the table below. This should be referenced in the following discussion of the
CDD requirements for the banking sector.
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Type of Institution
(Including Approximate Number)

BSA
Regulations*

AML
Program

CIP

Correspondent
and Private
banking

Shell
Bank
Dealings

Insured, federally-regulated banks (including federally
regulated trust companies) (8960)
Uninsured national trust company (90)
Uninsured, non-federally regulated trust company
(113)
Insured, federally-regulated savings association (862)
Uninsured, non-federally regulated bank or savings
association (7)
Federally Insured, federally-regulated credit union
(8695)
Privately insured, non-federally regulated credit union
(319)
Foreign bank branches and agencies (269)
Private Banking Group/Partnership (1)
Edge Act corporations (79)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

*Includes requirements to file suspicious activity and currency transaction reports and maintain all BSA records, including
check purchases and fund transfers above USD 3000 and records of all other required transactions.

430. Since 1987, all federally regulated banks have been subject to an AML Program requirement
prescribed by their federal regulator. These institutions comprise the overwhelming preponderance of all
depository institutions in the U.S. by both numbers and size.
431. However, there are currently the following four categories of non-federally insured state chartered
banks in the U.S. which are not subject to an AML Program requirement:
(1) According to information provided by the National Association of State Credit Union
Supervisors, 319 privately insured credit unions are chartered in nine states and territories. These
are small institutions that offer accounts only to members of a group who share a “common bond.”
Their state regulators use the same AML examination procedures for them as for other banks that
they examine, and generally take the position that, in order to comply with these requirements,
they must implement an AML Program, just like that required for federally insured credit unions
and other banks.
(2) Based on a recent survey conducted by the CSBS, there are estimated to be approximately 113
state chartered non-depository trust companies in the U.S.59 These entities, which are more like
investment advisers than banks, are typically smaller than depository trust companies and provide
investment management, estate planning and trust administration services. They cannot accept
deposits, maintain transaction accounts, or execute wire transfers. All of these entities are subject to
examination by their state banking department for compliance with the applicable AML requirements.
(3) There is only one known private banking group/partnership currently operating in the U.S. It
operates one private banker that is chartered, regulated, and examined for AML compliance by the
New York Banking Department and one private bank that is chartered, regulated and examined by

59
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the Pennsylvania Department of Banking. The group/partnership is also a member of, and is subject
to the AML rules of and examined for AML compliance by, the NYSE.
(4) Based on a recent survey conducted by the CSBS, there appear to be seven active uninsured state
chartered banks in the U.S., of which six are savings and loan or building and loan associations and
one is owned by the state of North Dakota. All of them are examined by their state regulator for
AML compliance. Additionally, the activities of these entities are generally restricted and, with the
exception of the state-owned bank, they are generally small in size.
432. The U.S. approach to dealing with certain types of depository institutions in different ways, which
has an historical basis, results in the appearance of an excessively complex system. For instance, there
seems to be no compelling reason why certain non-federally regulated institutions are subject to all of the
individual BSA requirements (including filing SARs and implementing a CIP), but are exempt from the
AML Program obligation. This appears at odds with the concept, generally stated by the authorities, that
the CIP has normally to operate within the framework of the AML Program. However, the authorities
justify this on the following grounds. First, in order to comply with all of the AML requirements to which
these institutions are subject, as a practical matter they would have to establish a program substantially
similar to the type of AML Program required of the federally regulated banks. (In fact, this is the position
taken by the states that charter and examine the privately insured credit unions that make up the largest
group of these entities.) Second, as discussed above, due to the inherent restrictions on the activities of
these entities and their generally small size, they present a relatively low money laundering risk.
Nevertheless, FinCEN intends to amend its regulations to eliminate this regulatory anomaly to bring
uniformity to the banking sector.
433. Anonymous accounts: There is no explicit prohibition on the maintenance of anonymous accounts
or accounts in fictitious names. However, the CIP rules require an institution to have procedures that enable
it to form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of each customer. Therefore, the effective
implementation of these rules should preclude such accounts from being opened.
434. The BSA requires financial institutions to identify and verify the identity of customers that open an
account. In addition, financial institutions must identify and verify the identity of customers undertaking
certain transactions whether or not an account at the financial institution is involved. This transactionbased identification and verification arises when customers engage in large currency transactions, the
purchase of certain financial instruments, or certain wire transfers. The details of account-based and
transaction-based identification and verification are discussed below.
435. When establishing business relations: The statutory requirement on account-opening procedures
has been implemented through regulations (31 CFR 103.121 for banks) issued jointly by FinCEN and the
regulatory agencies. In the case of the banking sector, an account is defined to mean "a formal banking
relationship established to provide or engage in services, dealings, or other financial transactions including
a deposit account, a transaction or asset account or other extension of credit", and it is further defined to
include "a relationship established to provide a safety deposit box or other safekeeping services, or cash
management, custodian, and trust services".
436. The regulations require covered financial institutions to implement a written CIP. The CIP must be part
of the financial institution’s AML Program required by the BSA. Specifically, the CIP "must include riskbased procedures for verifying the identity of each customer to the extent reasonable and practical", and "must
enable the (institution) to form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of each customer". Further,
the regulations require that procedures must be based on the institution’s assessment of the risks presented by
the various types of accounts it maintains, the various methods it provides for opening accounts, the type of
identifying information available, and the institution's size, location and customer base. The CIP must also
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include procedures for responding to circumstances in which the financial institution cannot form a reasonable
belief that it knows the true identity of a customer.
437. While the regulations generally emphasize the need for a risk-based approach to customer
identification, they specifically require that, as part of its CIP, a financial institution must collect (at a
minimum) the following identifying information about a customer at the time the customer seeks to open
the account: (1) name; (2) for individuals, date of birth; (3) for individuals, a residential or business street
address, or, if there is no street address available, an Army Post Office or Fleet Post Office box number or
the street address of next of kin or of another contact individual; or, for persons other than individuals, the
principal place of business, local office or other physical location; and (4) for U.S. persons, a U.S.
taxpayer identification number; or, for non-U.S. persons, one or more of the following: a U.S. taxpayer
identification number, passport number and country of issuance; alien identification card number, or
number and country of issuance of any other government-issued document evidencing nationality or
residence and bearing a photograph or similar safeguard.
438. The CIP must also contain documented procedures for verifying the identity of customers within a
reasonable time after the account is established. The regulations specify that verification may be done
through documentary or non-documentary methods or a combination of the two. They further specify
that, for individuals, documentary verification may be completed using such items as an unexpired,
government-issued photo-identification card evidencing nationality or residence (e.g. passport or drivers
license). For persons other than an individual, reliance may be placed on documents showing the
existence of the entity, such as certified articles of incorporation, a government-issued business license, a
partnership agreement or a trust instrument. Non-documentary methods specified by the regulations
include verifying identity through the comparison of the information from the customer with information
from a consumer reporting agency, public database or similar source. The non-documentary procedures
are also required to address the situation where some of the basic identification documents may not be
available or may be unfamiliar to the institution.
439. When carrying out occasional transactions: The BSA requires financial institutions to report to
FinCEN "each deposit, withdrawal, exchange of currency or other payment or transfer, by, through or to
such financial institution which involves a transaction in currency of more than USD 10,000"
(31 USC 5313 and 31 CFR 103.22). Such reports are filed on a CTR form (FinCEN Form 104). The
customer identification requirements in making such filings are described in section 3.7 of this report.
440. When purchasing certain financial instruments: Financial institutions must also keep records and
identifying information pertaining to the sale of bank checks, drafts, cashier’s checks, money orders, and
traveler’s checks in excess of USD 3,000 in currency (3 CFR 103.29). Verification, in the case of an existing
account holder, may be either through a signature card or other file or record at the financial institution,
provided the account holder’s name and address were previously verified, or by examination of a document
that is normally acceptable within the banking community as a means of identification when cashing checks for
non-depositors. If the purchaser does not have a deposit account with the financial institution, the institution is
required to record the name and address of the purchaser, the social security or alien identification number and
date of birth, and must verify the name and address by examination of a document which is normally
acceptable within the banking community as a means of identification when cashing checks for non-depositors
and which contains the name and address of the purchaser, and the institution must also record the specific
identifying information, such as state of issuance and number of driver’s license.
441. When carrying out wire transfers: The BSA authorizes Treasury to issue regulations requiring
financial institutions to keep records of wire transfers. These regulations (31 CFR 103.33) require records
to be maintained of wire transfers by non-customers of USD 3,000 or more. Financial institutions must
record the name, address and taxpayer or alien identification number, and verify the identity of the person
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placing the payment order (if made in person) and of the person to whom the proceeds of the wire are
delivered (if delivered in person). Verification is by examination of a document (other than a customer
signature card). The document, preferably one that contains the person’s name, address, and photograph,
must be one that is normally acceptable by financial institutions as a means of identification when cashing
checks for persons other than established customers (see the extended discussion in section 3.5.1 on
Special Recommendation VII).
442. The primary focus of the occasional transaction regime under the BSA is cash. With the exception
of the specific provisions on the purchase of certain monetary instruments and on wire transfers, there are
no requirements in the legislation in relation to occasional non-cash transactions of any size undertaken
by, or on behalf of, persons who do not have an ongoing business relationship.
443. When there is a suspicion of money laundering: There is no legal obligation to review the CDD
process when an institution has suspicions that a customer may be engaged in money laundering. However, if
a bank’s CDD information is incorrect or contrary to actual experience with a particular customer, the bank
would be expected to investigate and update its CDD information accordingly. Allowing inadequate or
inaccurate CDD information may be considered a compliance program deficiency. Should a bank have
suspicions that a customer is engaged in money laundering, then it should investigate the circumstances and
consider filing a SAR consistent with its SAR policy and the SAR regulations.
444. When there are doubts about the veracity/adequacy of previously obtained customer
identification data: The CIP must include procedures for responding to circumstances in which the
financial institution cannot form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of a customer
[31CFR 103.121(b)(2)(ii)]. These procedures are required to address circumstances when the institution
should not open the account, or, if already opened, when it should close it; the terms under which a customer
may use the account pending verification of identity; and the circumstances under which it should file a
SAR. Guidance is also contained in the FFIEC Manual (pp. 33-34). In principle under this provision, if the
institution has doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained customer identification data,
then it cannot have a reasonable belief as to the true identity of its customer under the regulation, and must
take additional steps to verify the customer’s identity or terminate the account relationship.
445. Legal persons, legal arrangements and beneficial ownership: The CIP rule is a critical part of a
bank’s AML/CTF compliance program and effective CDD. The concept of CDD begins with verifying
the customer’s identity and assessing the risks presented by that customer. The CIP rule (31 CFR 103.121
for banks) defines "customer" to include only (a) a person who opens a new account and (b) an individual
who opens a new account for (1) an individual who lacks legal capacity, such as a minor, and (2) an entity
that is not a legal person, such as a civic club. Therefore, the customer is essentially the individual or
entity in whose name the account is opened. In general, the CIP rules do not require a financial institution
to look through a customer that is an entity to its beneficial owners. However, the preamble to the final
rule implementing section 326 of the USA PATRIOT Act provides that, based on a bank’s risk assessment
of a new account opened by a customer that is not an individual, a bank may need to take additional steps
to verify the identity of the customer by seeking information about individuals with ownership or control
(including beneficial owners) over the account in order to identify the customer [e.g.
31 CFR 103.121(b)(2)(ii)(C) for banks] or may need to look through the account in connection with the
customer due diligence procedures required under other provisions of its BSA compliance program. In
addition, as noted below, the Federal Banking Agencies have issued detailed “frequently asked questions”
(FAQs) that provide guidance concerning the term “customer” and related beneficial ownership issues
concerning trust accounts, escrow accounts and powers of attorney.
446. Because of the risk based system in the U.S., the CIP rules do not require the bank to verify the
identity of a signatory for every account where the account may be held in a corporate name. An original
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proposal to require this was withdrawn following opposition from the banking industry on the grounds of
relevance and administrative burden. For persons other than an individual, the financial institution is
required to establish its principal place of business, local office or other physical location, and a taxpayer
identification number (in the case of U.S. entities) or some other government-issued identifier (in the case
of non-U.S. entities). As means of verification, the institution must obtain documents that show the
existence of the entity, such as certified articles of incorporation, a government-issued business license, a
partnership agreement or a trust instrument [e.g. 31 CFR 103.121(b)(4)(ii)(A) for banks]. Other than as
noted above, there is no other specific reference in this provision to the concept of beneficial ownership,
and there is no elaboration on what the additional information specified might include.
447. The only statutory requirements to identify the beneficial owner before or during the course of
establishing a business relationship appear in sections 311 and 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act. Section 311
permits the Secretary of the Treasury to require institutions to obtain and retain information on the beneficial
ownership of any account opened or maintained in the U.S. by a foreign person (other than a listed company)
resident in a country that the Secretary has designated to be of primary money laundering concern (see
further discussion under Recommendation 21 in section 3.6 of this report).
448. Section 312 sets minimum due diligence requirements for a private banking account opened for a
non-U.S. person only. Specifically, "a financial institution must take reasonable steps to ascertain the
identity of the nominal and beneficial owners of, and the source of funds deposited into, the private
banking account, as necessary to guard against money laundering and to enable it to report suspicious
transactions". Section 312 also requires a bank to identify the owners of certain non-U.S. banks for which
correspondent facilities are being provided (see discussion under Recommendation 7 below). Section 312
was self-implementing in July 2002 even though FinCEN was unable to issue a final rule by that time. An
interim final rule published that month deferred application of the rule to some categories of depository
institutions, and required others to apply a risk-based approach to implementing the strict provisions of
section 312, while paying attention to regulatory guidance, specifically a paper issued by the Federal
Reserve in June 1997, entitled “Private Banking Activities”.
449. On 28 April 2005 FinCEN and the Federal Banking Agencies published inter-agency guidance (in
the form of FAQs) to the banking sector on various CIP issues [e.g. Federal Reserve Supervision and
Regulation Letter (SR) 05-9]. The banks may reasonably rely on this guidance in relation to trust, escrow
and power-of-attorney accounts. In the case of trust accounts, the “customer” is stated to be the trust,
whether or not the financial institution is the trustee for the account. A financial institution will not be
required to look through the trust to verify the identities of the beneficiaries, and instead will only be
required to verify the identity of the named accountholder. A similar principle is stated with respect to
escrow accounts, where the person who opens the account is deemed to be the customer, and not the
underlying owner of the funds. However, the additional verification principle applies (as for corporate
entities) if, based on the financial institution’s risk assessment, it considers it necessary to obtain
additional information in order to verify the customer’s identity. The guidance states that, in certain
circumstances, for example, involving revocable trusts, the financial institution may need to gather
information about the settler, grantor, trustee, or other persons with the authority to direct the trustee, and
who thus have authority or control over the account, in order to establish the true identity of the customer.
This additional verification method will apply only when the financial institution cannot adequately verify
(to its satisfaction) the customer’s identity using the documentary or non-documentary methods described
in the CIP regulation.
450. With respect to an account opened by an individual who has power-of-attorney (or other agency
designations) for a competent person, the guidance specifies that the “customer” will be the named owner
of the account rather than the individual with a power-of-attorney who is regarded merely as an agent. By
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contrast, an individual with power-of-attorney will be the “customer” if the account is opened for a person
who lacks legal capacity [e.g. 31 CFR 103.121(a)(3)(i)(B)(1) for banks].
451. In July 2002, FinCEN issued an Interim Final Rule implementing, for certain financial institutions,
the correspondent and private banking provisions of section 312. On 4 January 2006, FinCEN issued a
final rule refining and expanding the application of the regulatory requirements under section 312. The
private banking provisions of the final rule apply to depository institutions, securities broker-dealers,
futures commission merchants and introducing brokers, and mutual funds, and relate only to private
banking accounts held by non-U.S persons, where the institution itself requires a minimum aggregate
deposit of funds or other assets of not less than USD 1 million dollars. In this context alone, the final rule
issued under Section 312 requires institutions to identify both the nominal and beneficial owner of an
account. The beneficial owner of an account is defined as:
"an individual who has a level of control over, or entitlement to, the funds or assets in the account
that, as a practical matter, enables the individual, directly or indirectly, to control, manage or direct
the account. The ability to fund the account or the entitlement to the funds of the account alone,
however, without corresponding authority to control, manage or direct the account (such as in the
case of a minor child beneficiary), does not cause the individual to be a beneficial owner."
452. Thus, the term excludes those who have a financial interest in the account and no corresponding
ability to “control, manage or direct” the funds in the account.
453. FinCEN has provided further guidance as to what measures it expects institutions to take, as follows:
"We expect that covered financial institutions will look through the nominal owner of the account to
determine who has effective control over the account. For example, when an account is opened by a
natural person, the financial institution should establish whether the client is acting on his or her
own behalf and should perform additional diligence if doubt exists as to the identity of the beneficial
owner(s). For an account holder that is a legal entity that is not publicly traded (such as a private
investment company), a financial institution should ensure that it has sufficient information about
the structure of the entity, including its directors, shareholders, and those with control over the
account, and should determine which individual (or individuals) constitutes the beneficial owner(s)
for purposes of due diligence. Likewise, in the case of a trust, the financial institution should
ascertain which individual (or individuals) controls the funds of the trust, should identify the source
of the funds, and should perform due diligence as appropriate."
454. The final rule will become effective on 5 July 2006 for private banking (and correspondent
banking) accounts opened after that date, and will become effective on 2 October 2006 for accounts
opened prior to 5 July.
455. The practices adopted by the sample of banks interviewed during the evaluation varied in relation to
the identification of beneficial ownership. Generally, the larger banks appear to apply the risk-based
approach, and seek to drill down to the beneficial owner only in the case of certain structures specified
within their risk framework. Personal investment companies and trusts were typically identified as
triggering such action, while commercial and other businesses would not, unless there were exceptional
circumstances. On the other hand, the smaller banks indicated that their general practice was to identify
beneficial ownership as a matter of course. The difference in practice may be determined by the scale,
risk assessment and diversity of the respective products, services and customer bases, rather than
conservatism on the part of the smaller banks.
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456. Purpose for the account: There is no specific requirement within the CIP rules that financial
institutions should obtain information on the purpose and intended nature of the business relationship.
However, page 38 of the FFIEC Manual states that:
"Management should have a thorough understanding of the money laundering or terrorist financing
risks of the bank's customer base. Under this approach, the bank will obtain information at account
opening sufficient to develop an understanding of normal and expected activity for the customer's
occupation or business operations."
457. The FFEIC Manual also provides a more specific list of information and documents that might be
expected in the case of a high-risk customer, both at account opening and throughout the relationship, including
the purpose of the account, the customer's occupation or type of business, and description of the business
operations, the anticipated volume of currency and total sales, and a list of major customers and suppliers.
458. Ongoing due diligence: There is no explicit legal requirement to undertake ongoing due diligence
in all cases. However, the U.S. authorities interpret the SAR reporting obligations as necessarily requiring
institutions to have policies and procedures in place to undertake ongoing due diligence generally. This is
based on the fact that the SAR regulations require financial institutions to report any transaction that “is
not the sort in which the particular customer would normally be expected to engage, and the bank knows
of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after examining the available facts . . .” (31 CFR
103.18(a)(2)(iii)). Consequently, the authorities argue this presupposes the existence of ongoing customer
due diligence in order for the institution to be able to know what sort of transactions the customer
normally undertakes.
459. There are specific requirements only with respect to correspondent banking and private banking,
including PEPs. Title 31 CFR 103.178(b)(4) requires each covered financial institution that has a
qualifying private banking account to “review the activity of the account to ensure that it is consistent with
the information obtained about the client’s source of funds, and with the stated purpose and expected use
of the account, as needed to guard against money laundering, and to report, in accordance with applicable
law and regulation, any known or suspected money laundering or suspicious activity conducted to, from,
or through a private banking account.”
460. The AML Program requirements are risk-based, and so a financial institution’s AML policies,
procedures, and processes are expected to include guidelines that are commensurate with the financial
institution’s AML risk profile, paying particular attention to high-risk customers. For the banking sector the
FFIEC Manual states generally (p.38) that "CDD procedures should include periodic monitoring of the
customer relationship to determine whether there are substantive changes to the original CDD information
(e.g. change in employment or business operations)"; and that (p.37) "procedures should include enhanced
CDD for high-risk customers and ongoing due diligence of the customer base". The essential components of
CDD policies and procedures are also deemed to include processes to "ensure that the bank maintains current
customer information". For high-risk customers, there is an expectation that "customers and their
transactions should be reviewed more closely at account opening and more frequently throughout the term of
their relationship with the bank" (p.38). Allowing inadequate or inaccurate CDD information may
constitute a compliance program deficiency.
461. Banks have an obligation to report both suspicious transactions and certain transactions over
designated thresholds. To comply with this obligation, they are expected to establish and maintain
systems that will permit them to monitor transactions under risk-based procedures. According to the
FFIEC Manual (p.41) "the level of monitoring should be dictated by the bank's assessment of risk, with
particular emphasis on high-risk products, services, customers and geographic locations".
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462. The FATF standard on ongoing monitoring of accounts requires the obligation to be framed
explicitly in law or regulation. At present, the U.S. relies on the regulatory guidance (which is considered
to be "other enforceable means") and on a reasonable expectation that, in order to comply with the SAR
requirements, institutions will have to undertake account monitoring on a risk-sensitive basis. The
regulators enforce this expectation and will cite the failure to have effective SAR identification procedures
as a cause of concern (or violation of law or regulation i.e. 12 CFR 21.11) during examinations.
Therefore, in practice it appears reasonable to rely upon an institution fulfilling the SAR obligation
coupled with its CDD obligation to understand the customer and routine transactions as the basis for its
undertaking ongoing monitoring processes.
463. Customer risk: The anti-money laundering program requirements that apply to U.S. financial
institutions are risk-based, requiring institutions to have CDD procedures commensurate with the risk in
the business identified by management. To complement this approach, the U.S. has also enacted
legislative measures against certain potential higher risk scenarios, requiring enhanced CDD in such cases,
thereby strengthening the effectiveness of the AML requirements (e.g. sections 311-313 of the USA
PATRIOT Act, dealing with jurisdictions of primary money laundering concern, correspondent accounts
and private banking accounts for foreign customers, and shell banks).
464. Under the regulations, a financial institution’s CIP must enable it to have a reasonable belief that it
knows the true identity of a customer. To establish a CIP, the regulations [e.g. 31 CFR 103.121(b)(2) for
banks] require a financial institution to assess relevant risks, including those presented by the various
types of accounts maintained by the institution, the various methods of opening accounts provided by the
institution, the various types of identifying information available, and the institution’s size, location, and
customer base. The FFIEC Manual (pp.19-21) provides guidance to banks on the factors that should be
taken into account in the risk assessment. These factors include the nature of the customer’s business
activity, occupation, or anticipated transaction activity, the range of products and services and the
geographic location. Furthermore, the FFEIC Manual provides lists of what may be high-risk situations
under these categories.
465. Potentially higher risk customers are identified in the FFEIC Manual to include: foreign financial
institutions, non-bank financial institutions, senior foreign political figures, non-resident aliens and other
non-U.S. persons, foreign corporations with transaction accounts, particularly offshore corporations
located in high-risk jurisdictions, deposit brokers (particularly foreign), cash-intensive businesses, nongovernmental organizations and charities, and professional service providers. Examples cited of
potentially higher-risk products include: electronic funds payment services, electronic banking, private
banking, trust and asset management services, monetary instruments, foreign correspondent accounts,
international trade finance (letters of credit), special use or concentration accounts, lending activities,
particularly loans secured by cash collateral, marketable securities, and credit card lending, and nondeposit account services. Examples of high-risk geographic locations include: countries subject to OFAC
sanctions, countries identified as supporting international terrorism, jurisdictions of primary money
laundering concern, NCCTs and offshore financial centers.
466. With respect to trusts and other agency accounts, guidance contained in the FFIEC Manual (p.150)
suggests that banks should assess account risk based on factors that could include: (1) the type of trust or
agency account and its size; (2) the types and frequency of transactions; (3) the country of residence of the
principals or beneficiaries, or the country where established, or source of funds; and (4) accounts and
transactions that are not usual and customary for the customer or for the bank. Based on this assessment,
the banks are advised that enhanced due diligence may be appropriate in situations such as those where the
financial institution is entering into a relationship with a new customer; the account principals or
beneficiaries reside in a foreign jurisdiction, or the trust or its funding mechanisms are established
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offshore; international funds transfers are conducted, particularly through offshore funding sources;
accounts or relationships are maintained in which the identities of the principals, or beneficiaries, or
sources of funds are unknown or cannot easily be determined; accounts benefit charitable organizations or
other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that may be used as a conduit for illegal activities; account
assets include personal investment companies; and PEPs are parties to any accounts or transactions.
467. The FFIEC Manual specifies that “due diligence policies, procedures and processes should be
enhanced” in respect of high risk customers. Further guidance (pp.38-39) recommends that, in such cases,
banks “should consider obtaining” the following information both at account opening and throughout the
relationship: (1) purpose of the account; (2) source of funds and wealth; (3) beneficial owners of the
accounts, if applicable; (4) customer’s (or beneficial owner’s) occupation or type of business; (5) financial
statements; (6) bank references; (7) domicile (where the business is incorporated); (8) proximity of the
customer’s residence, place of employment, or place of business to the bank; (9) description of the
customer’s primary trade area and whether international transactions are expected to be routine;
(10) description of the business operations, the anticipated volume of currency and total sales, and a list of
major customers and suppliers; and (11) explanations for changes in account activity.
468. Section 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act amended the BSA to add a new provision that requires each
U.S. financial institution that establishes, maintains, administers, or manages a correspondent account or a
private banking account in the U.S. for a non-U.S. person to subject such accounts to certain additional AML
measures (see more detailed discussion below under Recommendations 6 and 7). In particular, financial
institutions must establish appropriate, specific, and, where necessary, enhanced due diligence policies,
procedures, and controls that are reasonably designed to enable the financial institution to detect and report
instances of money laundering through these accounts. Section 312 sets minimum due diligence
requirements for a private banking account for a non-U.S. person. Specifically, "a financial institution must
take reasonable steps to ascertain the identity of the nominal and beneficial owners of, and the source of
funds deposited into, the private banking account, as necessary to guard against money laundering and to
enable it to report suspicious transactions". The interim final rule, issued in July 2002, directed institutions
to apply a risk-based approach to dealing with non-US private banking clients, and to adopt a program
consistent with guidance issued previously by the federal banking regulators, specifically the 1997 paper on
“Private Banking Activities”.
469. The final rule was published on 4 January 2006. This requires certain financial institutions to
establish, as a part of the institution’s general AML Program, risk-based due diligence policies, procedures
and internal controls for private banking accounts involving non-US persons, which, at a minimum, must
include procedures to:
(a)

identify the beneficial owner of non-U.S. private banking accounts (see discussion of beneficial
ownership above)

(b)

ascertain whether the account holder or beneficial owner is a senior political person (see discussion
of PEPs below)

(c)

ascertain the source of funds, and the purpose and expected use of the account; and

(d)

review the account to ensure that its operation is consistent with the information obtained about the
source of funds.

470. The rule comes into effect on 5 July for accounts opened on or after that date, and
on 2 October 2006 for accounts opened prior to 5 July.
471. Reduced CDD: In terms of reduced CDD options, the CIP rules explicitly do not apply with
respect to certain easily identifiable customers, specifically U.S. or State government entities, financial
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institutions regulated by a federal functional regulator, banks regulated by a state regulator, and entities
whose stock is listed on the NYSE, the American Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ, provided that, if the
entity is a financial institution, the exemption applies only to its U.S. domestic operation (dealings with its
foreign offices being subject to normal CIP procedures). In all other cases, institutions are required to
apply the CIP rules on a risk-sensitive basis, subject to the minimum requirements laid down in the
regulations (see above).
472. U.S. regulators have chosen not to designate specific countries where reduced due diligence may be
applied. However, they have listed the types of geographic locations that are to be considered high risk,
where enhanced due diligence would be appropriate and necessary. These locations would not include
jurisdictions that subject their financial institutions to requirements consistent with the FATF
Recommendations. Under the CIP rules financial institutions must assess the potential risks of their
customer base and formulate their own risk-based CDD policies. According to the guidance provided in
the FFIEC Manual the geographic location of the customer is a factor to be taken into account in assessing
the level of risk.
473. The approach to customer risk for AML purposes is something that is clearly engaging the banks in
considerable reflection and work. All of the banks interviewed were seeking to develop automated
systems, of varying degrees of complexity, to provide at least an initial filter for their account opening and
monitoring procedures. The concern expressed by some (including some regulators, based on their
examination experience) was the uncertainty of the quality of output from such systems. Undoubtedly, all
the institutions have practical problems of identifying the higher risk customers, and many are seeking to
make their systems more sensitive to a range of variables, while hoping for further guidance from the
regulators on specific instances of what they consider to be higher risk categories.
474. Timing of verification: There is no statutory obligation to complete the verification process before
or during the establishment of the relationship. Instead, financial institutions are required to verify the
identity of their customers "within a reasonable time after the account is opened" (e.g. 31 CFR 103.121 for
banks). In finalizing this rule the Treasury noted that the amount of time it may take to verify the
customer’s identity may depend on a variety of factors, such as the type of account opened, whether the
customer is physically present when the account is opened, and the type of identifying information
available. Thus, financial institutions have been given some flexibility in when they complete the
verification process. In practice, the financial industry interprets "reasonable time" to mean up to 30 days,
and the authorities have concurred with this view.
475. The authority to verify the identity of the customer after the establishment of the business
relationship is granted generally, and is not predicated on an essential need not to interrupt the normal
course of business. There are no restrictions imposed, by regulation, on the operation of the account
pending completion of the verification process. However, the rules require that the financial institution’s
CIP must include risk-based procedures for responding to circumstances in which the financial institution
cannot form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of the customer. These procedures should
describe: (1) when the bank should not open an account; (2) the terms under which a customer may use an
account while the bank attempts to verify the customer’s identity; (3) when the bank should close an
account, after attempts to verify the customer’s identity have failed; and (4) when the bank should file a
SAR in accordance with applicable law and regulation. In addition, the preamble to the final rule notes
that a bank may maintain an account at the direction of a law enforcement or intelligence agency, even
though the bank does not know the true identity of the customer. It may constitute a compliance program
deficiency and a violation of the CIP rule if the terms for maintaining accounts pending the verification of
a customer’s identity were unreasonable. [31 CFR 103.121(b)(2)(iii) for banks].
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476. The preamble to the rule states that the rule does not specifically require a bank to close the account of a
customer whose identity the bank cannot verify, but instead leaves this determination to the discretion of the
bank (68 FR 25101). The preamble notes certain concerns raised by financial institutions that to require
closure would violate certain state regulatory and borrower liability laws governing consumer rights. However,
these concerns may be overstated in light of the fact that bank account relationships in the U.S. are not a right
or entitlement, and that financial institutions may terminate account relationships subject to the terms of their
agreements with customers and applicable law.
477. This flexibility for verification procedures is not provided in the case of specified occasional
transactions involving cash transactions in excess of USD 10,000, the purchase for cash of certain
financial instruments in excess of USD 3,000 (bank checks and drafts, cashier's checks, money orders, and
travelers' checks) and wire transfers in excess of USD 3,000. In these cases, the verification must be
completed prior to the completion of the transaction.
478. Treatment of existing customers: The general provisions of the CIP are not retroactive. For the
purposes of the CIP, a customer is defined specifically to exclude "a person who has an existing account
with the (institution), provided that the (institution) has a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity
of the person" [e.g. 31 CFR 103.121(a)(3)(ii)(C) for banks]. Therefore, there is no obligation to apply the
formal CIP procedures to such customers, subject to the proviso being met. According to guidance
provided by the Federal Banking Agencies on 28 April 2005 (SR 05-9 issued by the Federal Reserve
Board) this principle applies also when an existing client opens a new account with the same institution.
In the same guidance, the agencies indicated their interpretation as to how an institution could demonstrate
that it had a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of an existing customer, as follows:
"Among the ways a bank can demonstrate that it has “a reasonable belief” is by showing that prior to
the issuance of the final CIP rule, it had comparable procedures in place to verify the identity of
persons that had accounts with the bank as of October 1, 2003, though the bank may not have
gathered the very same information about such persons as required by the final CIP rule. Alternative
means include showing that the bank has had an active and longstanding relationship with a
particular person, evidenced by such things as a history of account statements sent to the person,
information sent to the IRS about the person’s accounts without issue, loans made and repaid, or
other services performed for the person over a period of time. This alternative, however, may not
suffice for persons that the bank has deemed to be high risk.
479. In circumstances where the institution could not demonstrate this level of knowledge of the
customer's true identity, it is required by the regulations to perform the CIP procedures, as for a new
customer. However, no guidance appears to have been provided on the timing of the review of existing
customer files to determine whether the institution did indeed have a suitable level of comfort that it
knows the customer's true identity. Existing accounts are subject to all other aspects of the AML Program
required to be implemented by institutions.
480. The only provisions that must explicitly be applied retrospectively to existing customers are in relation
to correspondent banking and private banking facilities provided to non-U.S. persons (section 312 of the
USA PATRIOT Act). Under an Interim Final Rule issued In July 2002, the correspondent and private
banking provisions of section 312 were implemented for depository institutions, and the private banking
provisions of section 312 were implemented for securities broker-dealers and futures commission merchants
and introducing brokers in commodities. Under the final rule issued by FinCEN on 4 January 2006, the
enhanced due diligence procedures must be applied to all accounts established on or after 5 July 2006.
Institutions have until 2 October 2006 to complete this.
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Securities sector
481. The legal provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to customer identification
and due diligence are essentially the same as those described above for the banking sector.
482. The following table seeks to draw out which entities are subject to which rules addressing key
elements within the CDD process:
Institution

Securities brokers - dealers registered with the
SEC
Futures Commission Merchants and
Introducing Brokers registered with the CFTC
Unregistered investment companies
Investment and Commodity trading advisers
Mutual Funds

BSA
regulations
apply
Yes

AML
Program

CIP

Correspondent
banking

Yes

Private
banking
(incl. PEPs)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

483. When establishing business relations: The CIP requirements on account opening for securities
sector participants are set out as follows: securities broker-dealers (31 CFR 103.122), mutual funds
(31 CFR 103.131), futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities
(31 CFR 103.123). These regulations require sector participants to implement reasonable procedures to
verify the identity of any person seeking to open an account, to the extent reasonable and practicable; and
to maintain records of the information used to verify the person’s identity. While the guidance contained
within the FFIEC Manual does not apply to the securities sector, FinCEN, the SEC, and the SROs have
issued guidance specific to the securities sector.
484. In the case of a securities broker-dealer, an account is deemed to include "a formal relationship with
the broker-dealer established to effect transactions in securities, including, but not limited to, the purchase or
sale of securities and securities loaned and borrowed activity, and to hold securities or other assets for
safekeeping or as collateral". This notion does not include accounts that the broker-dealer acquires through
any acquisition, merger, purchase of assets, or assumption for liabilities. Similar concepts of the account
relationship are defined for other institutions within the securities sector.
485. Securities broker-dealers are also subject to SRO rules requiring them to “Know Your Customer”.
NASD member firms are required, under NASD Rule 3110, to
“obtain certain information about their customers when opening an account, including the
following: the customer’s name and residence; whether the customer is of legal age; the signature
of the registered representative introducing the account and signature of the member or partner,
officer, or manager who accepts the account; and if the customer is a corporation, partnership, or
other legal entity, the names of any persons authorized to transact business on behalf of the entity.
Member firms are also required to make reasonable efforts to obtain the following additional
information (for accounts other than institutional accounts and accounts in which investments are
limited to transactions in open-end investment company shares not recommended by the member
or its associated persons) prior to the settlement of an initial transaction in the account: a
customer’s tax identification and SSN; the customer’s occupation and name and address of the
employer; and whether the customer is an associated person of another member"
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486. In its initial guidance to member firms on the USA PATRIOT Act (NASD Notice to Members 0221, pages 5-7), NASD stated that securities broker-dealers are required to make reasonable efforts to
obtain and verify information about a customer. If the customer is an individual, a firm will need, to the
extent reasonable and practicable, to obtain and verify certain information concerning the individual’s
identity, such as the individual’s name, address, date of birth, and government issued identification
number”. NASD issued later guidance to its firms when the final customer identification regulations were
issued by Treasury and the SEC [NASD Notice to Members 03-34 (June 2003)]. Securities broker-dealers
that are NYSE members must exercise diligence as to accounts “to learn the essential facts relative to
every customer, every order, every cash or margin account accepted” (NYSE Rule 405).
487. The SEC confirmed that the overriding philosophy is that, at the time of account opening, the
securities participant must know and believe who the customer is. In addition, broker-dealers must contact
customers at least every three years to confirm, as applicable, the customer's name, tax identification
number, address, telephone number, date of birth, employment status, annual income, net worth
(excluding value of primary residence), and the account's investment objectives. [17 CFR 240.17a3(a)(17)(B)(i)] In the case of a corporate customer, at account opening, securities participants examine the
company’s articles of incorporation. In the ordinary course, the initial CDD process will not go further—
unless the identity of the company cannot be verified (e.g. because the company’s documentation comes
from an unfamiliar jurisdiction) , the company is identified as being a high risk client, or in the course of
the broker-dealer’s ongoing CDD of the company’s account, the company’s activity appears inconsistent
with its investment objectives or otherwise appears suspicious. In such cases, further CDD must take
place, including, where appropriate, looking through to the ultimate beneficial owner. Securities regulators
have brought enforcement actions for failure to identify beneficial owners in these circumstances (e.g. in
2005, NASD sanctioned and fined a firm for failure to determine the beneficial owners of certain
Panamanian accounts carried by the firm).
488. Similarly, futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities have customer
identification obligations that are separate and apart from their obligations under the BSA. For example,
CFTC Rules address the following issues:
•

17 CFR 1.37 requires customer identification including the true name and address of the person for
whom such account is carried or introduced and the principal occupation or business of such
person; name of any other person guaranteeing such account or exercising any trading control over
the account;

•

17 CFR 17.01 requires enhanced due diligence for reportable accounts including omnibus accounts;
identify owner and its registration, legal organization, and principal business/occupation; name and
location of all persons having a ten percent or more financial interest in the account; and the names
and addresses of all persons with trading authority, if there are five or fewer such persons;

•

17 CFR 18.04 requires reporting and enhanced due diligence for customers with large/reportable
trading position; name, address, principal business and occupation, name and address of each
person whose trading is controlled by the reporting trader; name, address and business phone of
each person who controls the trading of the reporting trader; names and locations of guarantors and
persons with a financial interest of 10 percent or more in the reporting trader or its accounts; and

•

NFA Rules 2-30 requires customer identification including true name, address, principal occupation
or business, current estimated annual income and net worth, age, previous investment and futures
trading experience.

489. Financial intermediary accounts: Securities brokers-dealers, mutual funds, futures commission
merchants and introducing brokers in commodities engage in transactions through omnibus accounts and
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sub-accounts established by financial intermediaries. In these situations, (1) the omnibus account or
relationship is established by or on behalf of a financial intermediary for the purpose of executing
transactions that will clear or settle at another financial institution, or the omnibus accountholder provides
limited information to the broker-dealer solely for the purpose of delivering assets to the custody account of
the beneficial owner at another financial institution; (2) the limited information given to the financial
institution about the beneficial owner is used primarily to assist the financial intermediary with
recordkeeping or to establish sub-accounts that hold positions for a limited duration to facilitate the transfer
of assets to another financial institution; (3) all transactions in the omnibus account or sub-accounts at the
financial institution are initiated by the financial intermediary; and (4) the beneficial owner has no direct
control over the omnibus account or sub-accounts at the broker-dealer.
490. With respect to such omnibus accounts, guidance, in the form of question and answer releases, has
been issued to broker-dealers, futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities to
clarify who should be regarded as the customer in such cases. The guidance confirms that institutions are
not required to look through the intermediary to the underlying beneficial owners, if the intermediary is
identified as the accountholder. Even if the institution has some information about a beneficial owner of
assets in an omnibus account (e.g. batch execution account) or a sub-account, under the circumstances
described above, the financial intermediary (not the beneficial owner) should be treated as the customer
for purposes of the CIP rule.
491. Guidance has also been issued on similar matters relating to mutual funds. Mutual fund shares that
are purchased by investors through third parties (such as banks and securities broker-dealers) often are
maintained in omnibus accounts. When mutual fund shares are purchased through a broker-dealer, the
broker-dealer would be the customer of the mutual fund for purposes of the customer identification rule.
Similarly, if a mutual fund sells its shares to a qualified retirement plan or to a trust, then the plan or trust,
and not its participants, will be the mutual fund’s customer for purposes of the CIP rule.
492. Much of the customer identification information that must be collected under the CIP already had to
be collected pursuant to the industry’s books and recordkeeping rules (e.g. customer name, address and date
of birth). The requirement to verify such information was, however, a new step for the industry.
493. The securities industry (like the banking sector) applies a risk-based approach with regards to its
implementation of the BSA obligations, including CDD. The SEC reports that, even before the
amendments to the USA PATRIOT Act came into effect, larger securities firms had extensive experience
using the risk-based approach and had implemented very robust customer identification programs. This
was confirmed during the on-site visit. One of the larger securities firms, for example, reported having
spent millions of dollars implementing the CIP rule (apart from annual maintenance costs). Another large
firm confirmed that a substantial part of its client intake procedure is now focused on meeting the CDD
requirements of their AML Program. Nevertheless, through drill-down testing, the SEC has found that the
smaller and mid-size securities firms have had more difficulty in applying the risk-based approach and
still have some way to go in implementing these obligations (even though the concept is not unfamiliar to
them given that the securities industry itself is a risk-based industry). Nevertheless, progress is ongoing,
and no particularly serious concerns have arisen. Moreover, it should be noted that the ten largest brokerdealers in terms of customer accounts hold about 81% of customer accounts, and the ten next largest hold
about 12% of customer accounts. The SEC and NASD advised that their view of the risk based approach
is that, if a securities broker determines that a particular entity presents more risk, then that broker must
take additional steps pursuant to the CIP that often include identifying the beneficial owner.
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Insurance sector
494. There are currently no CIP rules requiring an insurance company to have procedures to verify the
identity of each customer and enable it to form a reasonable belief that it knows the customer’s true
identity. The CIP provisions of the BSA enacted in the USA PATRIOT Act were designed to impose a
set of specific CDD obligations on financial institutions that maintain account relationships [see
31 USC 5318(1), “Identification and verification of account holders”]. The U.S. has not yet determined
that it would be appropriate to apply these specific provisions to the insurance industry separate and apart
from the overall CDD obligations under AML Program requirements. The U.S. authorities state that they
will continue to assess the industry and the need and efficacy of imposing these requirements.
495. Despite the absence of a CIP rule, under 31 CFR 103.137(c), a life insurer is required to have
policies and procedures for obtaining “all relevant customer-related information necessary for an effective
anti-money laundering program”. According to the preamble of the regulation, a life insurance company
is also “responsible for integrating its agents and brokers into its anti-money laundering program, for
obtaining relevant customer-related information from them, and for using that information to assess the
money laundering risks presented by its business and to identify any ‘red flags’. The specific procedures
for conducting such a program are left to the discretion of the insurance company.” In addition, under the
regulation introducing SAR reporting for insurance companies [31 CFR 103.16(b)(3)(i)], an insurance
company “shall establish and implement policies and procedures reasonably designed to obtain customerrelated information necessary to detect suspicious activity from all relevant sources including from its
insurance agents and insurance brokers”. However, neither the AML Program nor SAR reporting
requirements expressly require life insurers to collect and verify the specific customer identification
information that is required by Recommendation 5.
496. Life insurance companies are not expressly required to undertake CDD measures when establishing
business relations or when they have doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained customer
identification data. However, it is noted that insurance products that fall within the definition of a “security”
under the federal securities laws and do not fall within the “insurance exemption” found in the Securities Act
of 1933 must be sold by registered securities broker-dealers, who are required to adopt and implement AML
Program rules, CIPs, and suspicious activity reporting programs under the BSA regulations.
497. When carrying out a cash transaction exceeding USD 10,000 in value, insurance companies are
required to file a Form 8300 instead of a CTR. The customer identification requirements in making such
filings are described in section 3.7 of this report.
498. Generally, the covered insurance products (i.e. life policies) are purchased by individuals and not by
legal persons or arrangements. The exception is a “key-man” policy where the policyholder is the
employer and, therefore, likely to be a legal person. However, “key-men” policies are generally bought
on the lives of more than one employee and therefore are group policies that are not insurance products
covered under the BSA. As such, the legal status, ownership and control structure of legal persons or
legal arrangements are not required to be verified in the implementation of the final rule on AML
Program, unless the risk assessment of the transaction or the customer required to be conducted by the
insurance company warrants such additional due diligence.
499. The insurance laws of some U.S. states provide for viatical settlements and/or life settlements (see
the Viatical Settlement Act of California, Florida and New York; see also subchapter of the Texas
Insurance Code on “Life and Viatical Settlements”. A viatical settlement occurs when a person who is
terminally ill (i.e. a person whose illness will cause them death within 24 months) sells his/her life
insurance policy to a viatical settlement provider. A viatical settlement provider is a company that
purchases the life insurance policy by paying the insured person a fraction of the policy’s value in
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exchange for the insured person naming the company as the policy’s beneficiary. Upon the insured’s
death, the benefits payable under the policy are paid out to the viatical settlement provider. A life
settlement follows the same basic model, except that the insured is not terminally ill. Usually, the insured
is 65 or more years of age with a life expectancy of approximately 10 years. Viatical settlements are
considered to be registerable securities.60
Money services business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
500. An MSB is generally defined within the BSA to include: (1) a currency dealer or exchanger; (2) a
check casher; (3) an issuer, seller or redeemer of travelers' checks, money orders or stored value; (4) a
money transmitter; and (5) the U.S. Postal Service (except with regards to its sale of postage or philatelic
products. The following table identifies the relative obligations imposed on the MSB sector.
Institution
MSB

BSA regulations
apply
Yes

AML Program

CIP

Yes

No

PEPs
requirements
No

Correspondent
banking
No

501. MSBs do not maintain what would typically be considered account relationships with their customers,
but they must obtain and maintain a record of identification information when a customer: (1) buys a
monetary instrument involving currency in amounts of USD 3,000 to USD 10,000 inclusive
(31 CFR 103.29); or (2) makes a funds transfer of USD 3,000 or more (31 CFR 103.33). In the former case
the MSB must obtain the customer’s name and account information; in the latter case it must obtain the
customer’s name and address; in each case, the MSB must verify the identity of the customer [31 CFR 103
125(d)(1)(A)]. In addition, MSBs must meet the CTR filing requirements. The customer identification
requirements in making such filings are described in section 3.7 of this report.
502. As with other financial institutions, MSBs are required to implement AML Programs which, in the
case of this particular sector, includes a requirement to have policies, procedures and internal controls “for
verifying customer identification”.
Operators of credit card systems
503. The BSA implementing regulations define an operator of a credit card system as a person doing
business in the U.S. that operates a system for clearing and settling transactions in which the operator's
credit or debit card is used to purchase goods or services or to obtain cash advances. The regulations do
not impose any specific customer identification requirements on such operators, but require them to
maintain risk-based systems and controls to guard against their cards being used to facilitate ML or FT.
This requirement focuses on the relationship between the operator and the "issuing" and "acquiring"
institutions (i.e. the banks). The obligation to identify the credit card holder lies with the banks since the
definition of an account under 31 CFR 103.121(a)(i) includes a relationship involving the extension of
credit. There is, therefore, no obligation or need for credit card operators to identify the credit card holder.
504. In practice, it appears that the credit card operators exercise control through their contractual relations
with the card issuers, wherein they can specify the standards and procedures (including AML) that the issuer
expects be maintained. Ongoing monitoring of the performance under these contracts is undertaken by the
operator, and there has been confirmation that several issuing banks have been suspended by the operators
60

In the case of SEC v. Life Partner, the SEC successfully argued that viatical settlements are securities that are registerable under
the securities laws in the Appellate Court of Columbia. Some promoters of viatical settlements register them under the federal
securities laws.
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for failure to comply with defined AML standards. Where such action is considered necessary, the operator
has the power contractually and technically, to deactivate the cards instantly.
Recommendation 6 (Politically exposed persons)
Banking sector
505. Financial institutions are required, as part of their AML Program to implement procedures for
identifying potentially high-risk customers and products. The Federal Banking Agencies, the Treasury
and the State Department issued “Guidance on Enhanced Scrutiny for Transactions that May Involve the
Proceeds of Foreign Official Corruption” on 16 January 2001 (“2001 Guidance”). Although the context
of this document clearly indicates that its application extends beyond the banking sector, neither the
document itself nor the accompanying press release provide an indication of the scope of the term
"financial institution". This guidance urges U.S. financial institutions to apply enhanced scrutiny to their
private banking and similar high dollar-value accounts and transactions where such accounts or
transactions may involve the proceeds of corruption by senior foreign political figures, their immediate
families or close associates (“covered person”). A "senior foreign political figure" is defined as a senior
official in the executive, legislative, administrative, military or judicial branches of a foreign government,
a senior official of a major foreign political party, or a senior executive of a foreign government-owned
corporation. It extends also to any corporation, business or other entity that has been formed by, or for the
benefit of, a senior foreign political figure. The "immediate family" is deemed to include parents, siblings,
spouse, children and in-laws. A "close associate" is a person who is widely and publicly known to be a
close associate of the senior foreign political figure.
506. The 2001 Guidance advises that financial institutions should ascertain the identity of the account
holder (and the account’s beneficial owner) in the course of opening or maintaining an account for a covered
person. Financial institutions should also obtain adequate documentation regarding covered persons,
understand the covered person’s anticipated account activity, determine the covered person’s source of
wealth and funds and apply additional oversight to the covered person’s account. The guidance goes on to
list suspicious activities or red flags to which financial institutions should pay particular attention. It also
indicates that the decision to accept or reject establishing an account for a covered person should directly
involve a person more senior than the usual account-opening officer.
507. Section 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act requires institutions to establish special due diligence
procedures with respect to private banking accounts held by, or on behalf of, a non-U.S. person. Such
accounts are narrowly defined to include only those that meet two conditions, namely that the bank requires
the account to be maintained in an amount of USD 1 million or more; and that it be "assigned to, or
administered or managed by, in whole or in part, an officer, employee, or agent of a financial institution
acting as a liaison between the financial institution and the direct or beneficial owner of the account". The
due diligence must include ascertaining the identity of the nominal and beneficial owners of, and the source
of the funds deposited into, the account. In addition, enhanced scrutiny is required of private banking
accounts that are maintained by or on behalf of senior foreign political figures, their immediate families and
close associates. In July 2002, FinCEN issued an interim final rule implementing the private banking
provisions of section 312 for depository institutions, securities broker-dealers, futures commission merchants
and introducing brokers in commodities. (67 FR 48348) The interim final rule directs the financial
institutions to review the existing 2001 Guidance. It states that, pending the introduction of the final rule, "a
program that is consistent with applicable government guidance on private banking accounts…..would be
reasonable, so long as it incorporates the requirements of (section 312)" (67 FR 48350).
508. The FFIEC Manual (p.76) (which was published prior to adoption of the final rule and will be
updated to reflect its provisions) recognized that institutions would be unable to craft and implement final
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comprehensive due diligence policies, procedures and controls pursuant to the requirements of section 312
until the final rule is issued. The FFEIC Manual advises that banks should specifically identify PEP
accounts and assess the degree of risks involved. Furthermore, banks are directed to mitigate the risk
posed by offering such accounts by having senior management involved in the decision to accept a PEP
account. If bank management determines after-the-fact that an account is a PEP account, they should
"evaluate the risks and take appropriate steps".
509. A final rule was published on 4 January 2006. It defines a private banking account as:
"an account (or any combination of accounts) maintained at a covered financial institution that
(1) requires a minimum aggregate deposit of funds or other assets of not less that USD 1,000,000;
(2) is established on behalf of or for the benefit of one or more non-U.S. persons who are direct or
beneficial owners of the account; and
(3) is assigned to, or is administered or managed by, in whole or in part, an officer, employee, or
agent of a covered financial institution acting as a liaison between the covered financial institution
and the direct or beneficial owner of the account."
510. Within this context, the final rule requires institutions to have CDD programs that permit them to
identify whether a customer is a senior foreign political figure. The definition of a senior political figure is
the same as contained in the 2001 Guidance, except with respect to the definition of close associate, which
was modified to include "a person who is widely and publicly known (or is actually known by the relevant
covered financial institution) to be a close associate" of the senior foreign political figure. Although the
rule itself is silent on what measures an institution might reasonably be expected to take to identify such
persons, the preamble in the Federal Register (71 FR 510) offers specific guidance on the due diligence
procedures as follows:
"As we believe most covered financial institutions already do, the procedures should require
obtaining information regarding employment and other sources of income. First, the institution
should seek information directly from the individual regarding possible senior foreign political
figure status. Second, the institution should check references, as appropriate, to determine whether
the individual holds or has previously held a senior political position or may be a close associate of
a senior foreign political figure. Third, the institution should also make reasonable efforts to review
public sources of information in meeting this obligation."
511. The enhanced due diligence procedures for PEPs under the rule are generally the same as for other
non-US holders of private banking accounts, and include an obligation to ascertain the source of funds and
the purpose for which the account is being opened. The rule imposes an additional obligation, specific to
PEPs, to establish arrangements for enhanced scrutiny of the account such that the institution may
reasonably identify and report transactions that might involve the proceeds of foreign corruption.
Although there is no specific mention in the rule, the preamble (71 FR 511) indicates that a financial
institution should involve senior management when deciding to open an account for PEP, and that
information regarding the account should be available for review also by senior management.
512. FinCEN’s final rule relating to the section 312 requirements, which was published 4 January 2006,
is effective on 5 July 2006 for accounts opened after that date, but is also retrospective, requiring the
application of the measures to all existing accounts by 2 October 2006.
513. The difficulty of identifying PEPs, and the weaknesses in procedures to facilitate this, was a
common theme during discussions with the financial sector and regulators. Within the U.S. this has been
a high profile issue since the action taken against Riggs Bank, and a common refrain from the banking
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industry was that they hoped for more concrete information from the authorities on actual names, rather
than definitions. This is not a realistic expectation, and in practice many of the banks are relying on
commercial databases to interface with their account-opening and monitoring systems. While these are
undoubtedly of considerable value, there is a risk that the banks may be relying on them as their sole
warning system, rather than developing concurrent in-house monitoring procedures.
514. While the underlying requirements and guidance on dealing with PEPs are reasonable, it is
surprising that they have been circumscribed by the narrow definition of private banking. In principle,
this is a significant weakness that could undermine the clear objectives of the U.S. authorities in this area.
During the consultation period on the rule, the banks themselves questioned the potential loophole that
would exempt an institution from applying the PEP standards, simply because it did not require
USD 1 million as a condition of maintaining the account. When publishing the final rule, FinCEN
recognized this point, but stressed that it had to work within the strict letter of section 312 of the USA
PATRIOT Act. However, it indicated that it would review the application of the law if there were
evidence of abuse of the principles. More significantly, although this is not apparent from the preamble to
the section 312 rule, FinCEN and the Federal Banking Agencies have also indicated that the 2001
Guidance remains in force in dealing generally with PEPs, and that they would take a robust position on
banks' adherence to the guidance (pp 153-154 of the FFIEC Manual). This guidance does not contain the
value threshold specified within section 312 and is not limited to private banking operations. Thus, a
financial institution’s BSA compliance program is expected to provide enhanced due diligence procedures
over PEPs, even if the account is not subject to the final section 312 rule. Financial institutions have been
sanctioned for failing to comply with the 2001 Guidance, one such example being In the Matter of Banco
de Chile, Federal Reserve Board of Governors Docket No., 05-001-B-FR (1 February 2005).
Securities sector
515. The legal provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to politically exposed
persons are the same as those described above for the banking sector.
Insurance and money service business (including money remitters and foreign exchange) sectors
516. Insurance companies and MSBs are not currently covered under rules introducing the PEP
requirement, although they are both subject to the AML Program and SAR reporting rules. As indicated
above, PEPs have been defined only within the context of private banking regulations. However,
registered securities broker-dealers, who are the only individuals permitted to sell any insurance product
that is considered a security, are subject to all the AML requirements (including those relative to PEPs)
that apply to securities broker-dealers, as noted earlier in this report. In the preamble to the private
banking rules in which its risk assessment process is described, FinCEN indicated that, in its
understanding, no sectors other than banking and securities offer such facilities.
Additional elements
517. The U. S. was one of the first nations to sign the United Nations Convention Against Corruption
when it was opened for signature in December 2003. It is currently proceeding with its internal processes
to ratify the convention.
518. The U.S. has no intention of extending the definition of a senior political figure to encompass
residents of the U.S., but expects institutions to be alert to the money laundering threats that may arise
from such customers, and to mitigate the risks through their normal CDD processes.
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Recommendation 7 (Correspondent banking and similar relationships)
Banking sector
519. All financial institutions, when providing correspondent banking services for non-U.S. persons, are
required by section 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act to "establish appropriate, specific and, where necessary,
enhanced due diligence policies, procedures and controls that are reasonably designed to detect and report
instances of money laundering through those accounts". In addition, special enhanced due diligence policies
and procedures are required when opening or maintaining a correspondent account in the U.S. on behalf of
certain foreign banks operating under: (1) an offshore banking license;61 (2) a banking license issued by a
foreign country that has been designated as non-cooperative with international AML principles or
procedures by an intergovernmental group or organization of which the U.S. is a member, and with whose
designation the U.S. representative to the group or organization concurs; or (3) a banking license issued by a
foreign country that has been designated by the Secretary of the Treasury as warranting special measures due
to money laundering concerns.
520. In circumstances where special enhanced due diligence is required, section 312 states that banks
must establish policies, procedures, and controls to ensure that the bank takes reasonable steps to:
(a)

ascertain, for any such foreign bank whose shares are not publicly traded, the identity of each of the
owners of the foreign bank, and the nature and extent of the ownership interest of each such owner;

(b)

conduct enhanced scrutiny of any accounts held by such banks to guard against money laundering
and report any suspicious transactions in accordance with SAR regulations; and

(c)

ascertain whether such foreign bank provides correspondent accounts to other foreign banks and, if
so, to ascertain the identity of those foreign banks and conduct due diligence as appropriate under
the requirements of subsection 5318(i)(1) (i.e., the bank’s general due diligence program)
[31 USC 5318(i)(2)(B)(i) through (iii)].

521. On 23 July 2002 FinCEN issued an interim final rule (31 CFR 103.81 and 103.82) implementing
the correspondent provisions of section 312 for depository institutions, and deferring application of such
provisions to other types of financial institutions pending adoption of a final rule. The deferral was on the
grounds that a final rule could not reasonably be implemented within the statutory deadline, that there was
no immediate evidence that correspondent relationships existed in other than the banking sector, and that
the term “correspondent account” had not yet been defined outside the banking sector. The preamble to
the Federal Register notice of the interim final rule contains guidance that indicates what FinCEN regards
as "reasonable" practice for a bank pending publication of the final rule. It encourages banks to give
priority to conducting due diligence on:
(a)

high-risk foreign financial institutions for which it maintains correspondent deposit or equivalent
accounts;

(b)

correspondent accounts used to provide services to third parties; and

(c)

high-risk correspondent accounts maintained for foreign financial institutions other than banks, such
as money remitters.

522. Reference is also made to the need to follow current best practice on dealing with correspondent
accounts, including guidelines issued by the New York Clearing House Association (NYCHA) in March
61

The USA PATRIOT Act defines an offshore banking license as a license to conduct banking activities that, as a condition of
the license, prohibits the licensed entity from conducting banking activities with the citizens of, or with the local currency of, the
country that issued the license. Refer to 31 USC 5318(i)(4)(A).
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2002 (Guidelines for Counter Money Laundering Policies and Procedures in Correspondent Banking), and
the Basel Committee's paper on Customer Due Diligence for Banks published in October 2001. Among
other things, the NYCHA guidance states, “the bank should develop and maintain policies, procedures and
controls under which all applicants are approved by at least one person other than the relationship
manager primarily responsible for the establishment of the applicant’s correspondent account, which other
person may be an officer senior to the relationship manager in the same department as the relationship
manger, or an officer in another department (for example, the risk management department or compliance
department) of the Bank.” In terms of complying with the enhanced due diligence requirements for high
risk correspondent relationships, banks were advised in the Federal Register to take reasonable measures
to comply with the strict directives of section 312, but within the broad context of a risk-based approach.
523. Page 73 of the FFIEC Manual states that a bank's general due diligence program should include
policies, procedures and processes to assess the risks posed by the bank's foreign financial institution
customers, and provides the following factors that may be used to help identify potential risk
characteristics of such customers:
(a)

the foreign financial institution’s jurisdiction of organization, chartering, and licensing;

(b)

products and services offered by the foreign financial institution;

(c)

markets (including customer base) and locations served by the foreign financial institution;

(d)

purpose of the account (e.g., a proprietary operating account or a customer-directed account);

(e)

anticipated activity (e.g., dollar amount, number, and types of transactions) of the account;

(f)

the nature and duration of the bank’s relationship with the foreign financial institution (and, if
relevant, with any affiliate of the foreign financial institution); and

(g)

any information known or reasonably available to the bank about the foreign financial institution's
AML record, including public information in standard industry guides, periodicals and major
publications.

524. In terms of defining the relationship with the correspondent institution, the FFIEC Manual (p.98)
states that:
"Each relationship that a U.S. bank has with a foreign correspondent financial institution should be
governed by an agreement or a contract describing each party's responsibilities and other relationship
details (e.g. products and services provided, acceptance of deposits, clearing of items forms of
payments, and acceptable forms of endorsement). The agreement or contract should also consider the
foreign correspondent’s AML responsibilities, customer base, due diligence procedures, and customer
referrals from the correspondent to the U.S. bank, clearly defining all referral terms (e.g., customer
type and business profile, customer’s geographic location, and any special terms)."
525. On 4 January 2006, FinCEN issued a final rule (31 CFR 103.176) on dealing with most aspects of
correspondent accounts opened for foreign financial institutions, and sought additional comment for 60
days on enhanced due diligence measures for high-risk accounts (see below). Until a final rule relating to
enhanced due diligence is issued and becomes effective, banks are required to continue to apply the
enhanced due diligence provisions of section 312 to their correspondent accounts in accordance with the
July 2002 interim final rule. The final rule extends the scope of the banking sector that is covered to
include uninsured trust banks and trust companies that are federally regulated and that are subject to an
AML Program requirement. Credit unions and non-depository trust companies that do not have a federal
functional regulator remain outside the net until an unspecified future date; however, this is not a
substantive AML issue. The rule applies to all correspondent accounts opened for foreign financial
institutions, which are defined to include foreign banks; the foreign offices of covered financial
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institutions; non-U.S. entities that, if they were located in the United States, would be a securities brokerdealer, futures commission merchant, or mutual fund; and non-U.S. entities that are engaged in the
business of, and are readily identifiable as, a currency dealer or exchanger or a money transmitter.
526. The general principle contained within the final rule is that banks should include within their AML
Program specific policies, procedures and controls as are appropriate to mitigate the risk in establishing
and maintaining accounts for foreign correspondents. In determining the risk, the rule requires institutions
to take account of the following:
(a)

the nature of the foreign financial institution’s business and the markets it serves;

(b)

the type, purpose, and anticipated activity of the correspondent account;

(c)

the nature and duration of the covered financial institution’s relationship with the foreign financial
institution (and any of its affiliates);

(d)

the anti-money laundering and supervisory regime of the jurisdiction that issued the charter or
license to the foreign financial institution, and, to the extent that information regarding such
jurisdiction is reasonably available, of the jurisdiction in which any company that is an owner of the
foreign financial institution is incorporated or chartered; and

(e)

information known or reasonably available to the covered financial institution about the foreign
financial institution’s anti-money laundering record.

527. The rule also contains a specific obligation to include within the procedures a periodic review of
each correspondent account to determine consistency with the information obtained about the type,
purpose and anticipated activity of the account. The rule does not contain any reference to the
involvement of senior management in approving the opening of individual correspondent accounts, and
the closest to any such requirement appears in the NYCHA guidance, which specifies the separation of the
approval process from the relationship management function. However, the overall AML Program,
including the procedures relating to correspondent accounts, must be approved by the board of directors,
but senior management involvement in decisions on opening individual accounts is determined by the
institution’s risk-based procedures and is not required on a systematic basis.
528. The rule comes into effect on 5 July 2006 for accounts opened after that date, but is retroactive,
with effect from 2 October 2006, for accounts opened before 5 July.
529. Separately, regulations adopted pursuant to Section 319(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act (dealing with
record keeping) require any covered financial institution that provides a correspondent account to any
foreign bank (irrespective of the whether the jurisdiction is high-risk for money laundering) to maintain
records of the foreign bank’s owners (except when the shares are publicly traded) and the name and
address of an agent in the U.S. designated to accept service of legal process for the foreign bank for
records regarding the correspondent account. The regulations also prohibit the provision of correspondent
banking services on behalf of foreign shell banks, defined as banks with no physical presence. U.S.
financial institutions subject to section 313 of the Patriot Act are further prohibited from providing such
services “indirectly.” The regulation provides a safe harbor for compliance with this prohibition and the
service of process record-keeping requirements, provided that a covered financial institution obtains a
certification from its foreign bank customers and renews this at least once every three years. If the
certificate is not obtained within thirty days after the date on which the account was established, the
institution is required to close all correspondent accounts for the foreign bank "within a commercially
reasonable time". Information on correspondent accounts existing prior to the introduction of the
regulations had to be obtained by 31 March 2003. If the institution, at any time, has reason to suspect that
the information contained in the certificate (or otherwise provided) is no longer correct, it must request the
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foreign bank to verify or correct it. Failure to obtain an adequate response within 90 days also triggers a
requirement to close all accounts for the foreign bank.
530. The Federal Banking Agencies have discouraged U.S. banks from maintaining payable-through
accounts (PTAs) for their foreign correspondents, and it is believed that their use is relatively rare, and
restricted largely to the national banks operating in Miami. In March 1995 the banking agencies published
guidance (SR 95-10) on the need to maintain systems that allowed financial institutions to be able to
identify the ultimate users of such accounts. More recently, the FFIEC Manual (p. 103) states that:
"U.S. banks offering PTA services should develop and maintain adequate policies, procedures and
processes to guard against possible illicit use of these accounts. At a minimum, policies,
procedures, and processes should enable each U.S. bank to identify the ultimate users of its
foreign financial institution PTA and should include the bank’s obtaining (or having the ability to
obtain through a trusted third-party arrangement) substantially the same information on the
ultimate PTA users as it obtains on its direct customers.
Policies, procedures, and processes should include a review of the foreign financial institution’s
processes for identifying and monitoring the transactions of sub-accountholders and for complying
with any AML statutory and regulatory requirements existing in the host country and the foreign
financial institution’s master agreement with the U.S. bank. In addition, U.S. banks should have
procedures for monitoring transactions conducted in foreign financial institutions’ PTAs.
In an effort to address the risk inherent in PTAs, U.S. banks should have a signed contract (i.e.,
master agreement) that includes:
•

Roles and responsibilities of each party.

•

Limits or restrictions on transaction types and amounts (e.g., currency deposits, funds
transfers, check cashing).

•

Restrictions on types of sub-accountholders (e.g., casas de cambio, finance companies, funds
remitters, or other non-bank financial institutions).

•

Prohibitions or restrictions on multi-tier sub-accountholders.

•

Access to the foreign financial institution’s internal documents and audits that pertain to its
PTA activity.

U.S. banks should consider closing the PTA in the following circumstances:
•

Insufficient information on the ultimate PTA users.

•

Evidence of substantive or ongoing suspicious activity.

•

Inability to ensure that the PTAs are not being used for money laundering or other illicit
purposes."

531. The decision (announced in the January 2006 notice) to seek additional comment on rules
governing enhanced due diligence procedures for specified high-risk correspondent accounts was based on
the significant number of industry comments received on the original notice of proposed rule-making
published in May 2002. On 4 January 2006, FinCEN published another proposal, seeking comments for
60 days on a risk-based approach to dealing with accounts opened by banks falling within the three
specific categories identified under section 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act. The proposal would require
the risk assessment to include the following:
(a)

obtaining and reviewing documentation relating to the foreign bank's anti-money laundering program;
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(b)

considering whether such program appears to be reasonably designed to detect and prevent money
laundering;

(c)

monitoring transactions to, from, or through the correspondent account in a manner reasonably
designed to detect money laundering and suspicious activity; and

(d)

obtaining information from the foreign bank about the identity of any person with authority to direct
transactions through any correspondent account that is a payable-through account, and the sources
and beneficial owner of funds or other assets in the payable-through account.

532. In addition, an institution would be required: (a) to determine (and apply appropriate measures) if
the account opened by the foreign bank was, in turn, also able to be used by other banks through "nested"
correspondent accounts maintained by the foreign bank; and (b) to identify any person who, directly or
indirectly controls 10% or more of any class of the foreign bank's securities, where it is not a publiclytraded entity.
533. The obligations imposed on banks with respect to foreign correspondent accounts have given rise to
criticism from the industry that the section 312 requirements are excessively prescriptive and burdensome.
Some regulators have reported that failure to comply fully with the obligations is a relatively common
theme identified during their AML examinations. Some banks say they have selectively closed foreign
correspondent accounts on the basis solely that the cost of compliance with the monitoring requirements
exceeds the commercial value of the business. Others (particularly the smaller institutions) have adopted
a general practice of not offering this service, apart from in exceptional circumstances (which, on a risk
basis, may be a desirable outcome for a small institution). The substantially risk-based approach provided
within the final rule may allay some of the concerns expressed by industry, and there is every indication
that the focus on this issue has instilled a culture of caution within the industry.
Securities sector
534. In its final rule published in January 2006, FinCEN extended the obligations on correspondent
relationships to securities broker-dealers, mutual funds, and futures commission merchants and
introducing brokers. In the case of broker-dealers, such accounts are deemed to be: (1) accounts to
purchase, sell, lend or otherwise hold securities; (2) prime brokerage accounts that clear and settle
securities transactions for clients; (3) accounts for trading foreign currency; (4) custody accounts for
holding securities or other assets in connection with securities transactions as collateral; and (5) over-thecounter derivatives contracts. In the case of mutual funds, the rule relates to accounts for foreign financial
institutions in which they may hold investments in the mutual funds as principals or for their customers,
and which the foreign financial institution may use to make payments or handle transactions. For futures
commission merchants and introducing brokers, a correspondent account includes accounts for foreign
institutions to engage in futures or commodity options transactions, funds transfers, or other financial
transactions, whether for the financial institution or its customers.
535. The basic rules governing these accounts are the same as for correspondent banking relations, but
there is currently not the same supplementary guidance that has been issued to the banking industry.62
Other sectors
536. The U.S. has concluded in the preamble to the rule published in January 2006 (31 CFR 103.175)
that no similar types of relationship exist in other parts of the financial sector.
62

FinCEN, the SEC and the CFTC have indicated that they intend to issue such guidance in due course.
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Recommendation 8 (New payment technologies)
Banking sector
537. The Federal Banking Agencies recognize electronic banking as a higher risk area and require that
banks ensure that their procedures and monitoring systems adequately address the risks that may arise in
this area. The FFIEC Manual (p.113) states that:
"Banks should establish BSA/AML monitoring, identification, and reporting for unusual and
suspicious activities occurring through e-banking systems. Useful management information systems
for detecting unusual activity in high-risk accounts include ATM activity reports, funds transfer
reports, new account activity reports, change of Internet address reports, Internet Protocol (IP)
address reports, and reports to identify related or linked accounts (e.g., common addresses, phone
numbers, e-mail addresses, and tax identification numbers). In determining the level of monitoring
required for an account, banks should include how the account was opened as a factor. Banks should
consider whether customers seeking certain financial services, such as electronic banking, should be
required to open accounts on a face-to-face basis. Other controls, such as establishing transaction
dollar limits for large items that require manual intervention to exceed the preset limit, may also be
instituted by the bank."
538. The implementing regulation to Section 326 of the USA PATRIOT Act specifically requires that, as
part of its risk-based CIP, a financial institution must take particular precautions when opening an account
in a non-face-to-face situation. Specifically, a financial institution’s non-documentary procedures must
address situations where an individual is unable to present an unexpired government-issued identification
document that bears a photograph or similar safeguard; the financial institution is not familiar with the
documents presented; the account is opened without obtaining documents; the customer opens the account
without appearing in person at the financial institution; and where the financial institution is otherwise
presented with circumstances that increase the risk that it will be unable to verify the true identity of a
customer through documents [e.g. 31 CFR 103.121(b)(2)(ii)(B)(2)].
539. In August 2001, the Federal Banking Agencies developed interagency guidance (published under
the auspices of the FFIEC) entitled “Authentication in an Electronic Banking Environment”. It
summarized the risks and risk management controls of a number of existing and emerging authentication
tools necessary to verify the identity of new customers and authenticate existing customers that access
electronic banking services. This guidance was updated with the publication, in October 2005, of
"Authentication in an Internet Banking Environment". The latest publication was introduced to reflect the
significant legal and technological changes since 2001 with respect to the protection of customer
information; the increasing incidents of fraud, including identity theft; and the introduction of improved
authentication technologies. The document is divided into two parts; the main portion provides financial
institutions with guidance on authentication and discusses appropriate risk assessments, customer
authentication, verification of new customers, and monitoring and reporting; while an appendix provides
more detail about various authentication technologies.
540. The latest publication stresses that the agencies consider single-factor authentication, as the only
control mechanism, to be inadequate for high-risk transactions involving access to customer information or
the movement of funds to other parties. It requires institutions to apply techniques that are appropriate to the
risks associated with the products and services, and states that they should periodically:
(a)

ensure that their information security program:
– identifies and assesses the risks associated with Internet-based products and services;
– identifies risk mitigation actions, including appropriate authentication strength; and
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– measures and evaluates customer awareness efforts;
(b)

adjust, as appropriate, their information security program in light of any relevant changes in
technology, the sensitivity of its customer information, and internal or external threats to
information; and

(c)

implement appropriate risk mitigation strategies.

541. The appendix to the document provides an extensive list of authentication techniques, processes and
methodologies. Institutions are advised that the use of any technique should be based on its own risk
assessment.
Securities sector
542. Certain sectors of the securities industry routinely operate on a non-face-to-face basis, which has
been recognized in the regulations. Investors in securities or debt securities can place their orders through
a broker by telephone, online by computer, or in person, but the majority of orders are currently placed by
telephone. Brokerage firms also can buy and sell securities and commodities on electronic
communication networks (ECNs), which are computer networks that automatically list, match, and
execute trades. ECNs may be registered with the SEC as a securities broker-dealer or as a securities
exchange. Securities broker-dealers may provide large investors with direct access to ECNs, exchange
facilities, or dealer markets.
543. The legal provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to non-face-to-face
business are the same as those described above for the banking sector.
Insurance sector
544. Even though some insurers and insurance agents offer covered insurance products through the
Internet, there is no federal law requiring insurers to have policies and procedures in place to address any
specific risks associated with non-face to face business relationships or transactions.
Money services business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
545. There is no legal provision requiring MSBs to have policies and procedures in place to address any
specific risks associated with non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions. FinCEN is working
with law enforcement to better understand the risks posed by various types of stored value and Internet
payment products. Once its risk analysis is completed, FinCEN anticipates amending current rules to
better address any risks that are found

3.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

546. The U.S. regulations address in detail a substantial number of the FATF requirements on CDD.
However, as indicated, in certain key areas on which the FATF places considerable emphasis, the approach
adopted by the U.S. appears to fall short. Therefore the following recommendations are made:
(a)

Introduce a primary obligation to identify the beneficial owners of accounts (which may, of course, be
implemented on a risk-based approach with respect to low-risk customers or transactions).

(b)

Implement a CIP requirement for the insurance sector.

(c)

Introduce an explicit obligation that financial institutions should conduct ongoing due diligence, rather
than rely on an implicit expectation within the SAR requirements and on the existing guidance.
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(d)

In the case of occasional transactions, extend the customer identification obligation to non-cash
transactions.

(e)

Other than with respect to non-face-to-face business, securities transactions, and life insurance
business, limit the circumstances in which institutions may open an account prior to completing the
verification process, and introduce a presumption that institutions should close an account whenever
the verification cannot be completed, for whatever reason. If necessary, accompany this with some
form of indemnification against other conflicting statutes.

(f)

Introduce an explicit requirement that the opening of individual correspondent accounts should
involve senior management approval.

(g)

Extend AML/CFT obligations (including the PEPs requirements) to investment advisers and
commodity trading advisers, in line with those applicable to the rest of the securities industry.

(h)

Publish confirmation that, despite the promulgation of the final section 312 rule, the 2001 Guidance
on PEPs remains in force and that it applies to all relevant financial institutions.

(i)

Introduce an explicit requirement for the life insurance and MSB sectors to address the specific
risks associated with non-face to face business relationships or transactions.

(j)

Extend the obligation for AML Programs and CIP (as applicable) to all depository institutions to
remove the historical anomaly.

3.2.3

Compliance with Recommendations 5 to 8
Rating

R.5

PC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

No obligation in law or regulation to identify beneficial owners except in very specific
circumstances (i.e. correspondent banking and private banking for non-U.S. clients).

•

No explicit obligation to conduct ongoing due diligence, except in certain defined
circumstances.

•

Customer identification for occasional transactions limited to cash deals only.

•

No requirement for life insurers issuing covered insurance products to verify and establish the
true identity of the customer (except for those insurance products that fall within the definition
of a “security” under the federal securities laws).

•

No measures applicable to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

•

Verification of identity until after the establishment of the business relationship is not limited to
circumstances where it is essential not to interrupt the normal course of business.

•

No explicit obligation to terminate the business relationship if verification process cannot be
completed.

•

The effectiveness of applicable measures in the insurance sector (which went into force on 2
May 2006) cannot yet be assessed.

R.6

LC

•

Measures relating to PEPs do not explicitly apply to MSBs, the insurance sector, investment
advisers and commodity trading advisors.

R.7

LC

•

No obligation to require senior management approval when opening individual correspondent
accounts.

R.8

LC

•

No explicit provision requiring life insurers MSBs, or investment and commodity trading advisers to
have policies and procedures for non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions.
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3.3

Third parties and introduced business (R.9)

3.3.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 9 (Third parties and introduced business)
Banking sector
547. The BSA implementing regulations (31 CFR 103.121) permit an institution to rely on the
performance of any of the elements of the CIP procedures (including identity verification and recordkeeping) by another financial institution (including an affiliate) located in the U.S. under very specific
circumstances. This is limited to where:
(a)

the customer will have an account with both financial institutions, the reliance is reasonable under
the circumstances;

(b)

the relied-upon financial institution is required to establish and maintain an AML Program and is
regulated by a federal functional regulator; and

(c)

there is a written contract requiring the relied-upon financial institution to certify annually to the
relying financial institution that it has implemented its own AML Program, and that it will perform
the specified elements of the CIP on the relying financial institution’s behalf.

548. Under this arrangement, the relying financial institution will not be liable for any failure of the reliedupon financial institution if the relying financial institution demonstrates that its reliance was reasonable, it
enters into the required contract, and it obtains the required certification from the relied-upon financial
institution. Such an arrangement is quite separate from any agency agreement that an institution might have
with a service provider, where the BSA obligations remain entirely with the institution.
549. The regulations do not permit reliance on financial institutions located outside the U.S.; nor may
reliance be placed on a third party to accomplish identity verification of customers undertaking large
currency transactions, the purchase of specified financial instruments, and certain wire transfers. In
addition, no reliance may be placed on a third party for any of the broader aspects of CDD.
550. Regardless of whether the CIP is performed by a financial institution or a different financial institution
under the reliance provision, the CIP rule requires that identifying information obtained about a customer at
the time of account opening be retained for five years after the date the account is closed. It is expected that
the financial institutions using the reliance provision for obtaining CIP information will have policies,
procedures and processes in place to obtain the required information from any institution that has performed
the financial institution’s CIP requirements. However, there is no legal or regulatory requirement specifying
what minimum information must be obtained at the outset by the relying institution.
551. Section 319 of the USA PATRIOT Act requires a financial institution to respond to a request by an
appropriate Federal Banking Agency for information related to AML compliance by a financial institution or a
customer of such financial institution within 120 hours after receiving the request. As a result, a bank that
relies on another institution to conduct CIP or other records management functions must be in a position to
ensure that the documents can be retrieved within 120 hours to comply with section 319.
552. It is generally believed that the narrow conditions under which introduced business is permitted,
combined with the existence of the 120-hour rule, provide very little incentive to institutions to adopt this
approach, and this was supported by comments from the banking industry. However, where use is made
of the provision, there is no explicit requirement as to what minimum information the bank must obtain
from the introducing institution. Reliance seems to be placed on the fact that the bank will wish to protect
its interests with respect to the 120-hour rule.
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Securities sector
553. The legal provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to third parties and
introduced business are identical to those described above for the banking sector.
Insurance
554. Insurers may sell insurance products directly or rely on third parties such as insurance agents and
insurance brokers to introduce business. However, there are no measures in place to implement the
specific obligations of Recommendation 9 in the insurance sector. For instance, there is no express legal
provision for insurers that rely on insurance agents and insurance brokers to introduce business to
immediately obtain from them the necessary information relating to CDD requirements.
Regulation 31 CFR 103.16(b)(3) only requires insurers to have procedures in place reasonably designed to
obtain customer-related information from its insurance agents and insurance brokers necessary to detect
suspicious activity. The specific means to obtain such information are left to the discretion of the insurer,
including amending existing agreements with them to integrate them into its AML Program [70 FR 66756;
31 CFR 103.137(a)-definitions] and to ensure that it receives the necessary customer identification
information and other relevant documentation upon request without delay. For the reasons mentioned
earlier in this report, it is questionable how the covered life insurers could effectively rely on introducers
like independent insurance agents and insurance brokers to provide them with the necessary information
relating to CDD requirements.
Money services business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
555. This Recommendation does not apply to MSBs given the nature of their business.

3.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

556. The U.S. is substantially compliant with the FATF requirements on third-party introduced business.
However, the U.S. should introduce a requirement that the relying bank or other financial institution
should obtain immediately from the introducing institution details relating to the identity of the account
holder, the beneficial owner, and the reason for which the account is being opened. Additionally, it should
extend such measures to investment and commodity trading advisers, and the insurance sector ( including
insurance agents and brokers).

3.3.3

Compliance with Recommendation 9
Rating

R.9

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

No explicit obligation on relying institution to obtain core information from introducer.

•

No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors, or
the insurance sector.

3.4

Financial institution secrecy or confidentiality (R.4)

3.4.1

Description and Analysis

Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA)
557. The principal U.S. statute protecting the confidentiality of financial information is the Right to
Financial Privacy Act (RFPA), codified at 12 USC 3401-22. Generally, the RFPA governs both how U.S.
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federal agencies obtain information from financial institutions and under what circumstances they may
disclose such information. The overall purpose of the RFPA is to protect individuals who are customers
of financial institutions from unwarranted intrusion into their records by the government. The Act makes
it unlawful for a financial institution to release financial records of any individual customer or partnership
of five or fewer individuals to the U.S. Government, except in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
It defines “financial institution” to include any of the following entities located in any state or territory of
the U.S.: any office of a bank; savings bank; card issuer [as defined in 15 USC 1602(n)]; industrial loan
company; trust company; savings association; building and loan or homestead association (including
cooperative banks); credit union; and consumer finance institution.
558. The RFPA states that no federal government agency may have access to information contained in
the financial records of any individual or partnership of five or fewer individuals from a “financial
institution” (as defined in the RFPA) unless the financial records are reasonably described and:
(a)

the customer authorizes access;

(b)

there is an appropriate administrative subpoena or summons

(c)

there is a qualified search warrant;

(d)

there is an appropriate judicial subpoena; or

(e)

there is an appropriate written request from an authorized government authority.

559. The RFPA also governs the transfer of covered financial records by the federal agencies holding
those records; the RFPA permits transfer of records by a financial institution supervisor to the Attorney
General if there is reason to believe that the records are relevant to a federal crime, or to the Secretary of
the Treasury "for criminal investigative purposes relating to money laundering and other financial crimes"
[12 USC 3412(f)].
560. The RFPA applies to requests for information by the federal government, not by U.S. state or local
governments, and it does not govern uses of information by private firms. As indicated, it applies only to
accounts of individuals or partnerships of five or fewer individuals at depository institutions, credit card
issuers, and consumer finance institutions. Thus, it does not cover any account information of
corporations, or larger partnerships, (except in the relatively rare situation in which a corporation or other
legal entity is acting as an "authorized representative" of an individual or small partnership), and it has no
application to business relationships between any persons and securities broker-dealers or other classes of
non-depository financial institutions (except credit card issuers and consumer finance companies).
561. The RFPA generally prohibits disclosure of information to federal government authorities without
notice to the customer and an opportunity for the customer to challenge the request. However, there are
numerous exceptions that work to assure the free flow of information to the government with respect to
criminal investigations. In particular, the RFPA generally does not apply to information subject to a grand
jury subpoena. Accordingly, when it uses a grand jury subpoena to obtain the financial records of a
customer from a financial institution, DOJ is not required by the RFPA to give any notice to the customer
or provide certification of RFPA compliance to the financial institution.
562. The RFPA also provides for access to financial records through other mechanisms, including an
administrative subpoena or judicial subpoena. Administrative subpoenas or summons are issued by an
agency in order to gather evidence in contemplation of an administrative or civil enforcement action, and
are authorized by different statutes and federal regulations for different agencies and purposes. Of
particular note, federal offices of inspectors general have authority to issue administrative subpoenas
pursuant to the Inspector General Act of 1978 (5 USCA app.3). Administrative subpoenas, as well as
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subpoenas issued by a court in other proceedings, such as civil forfeiture proceedings, would be subject to
notice and challenge procedures. However, the government can apply for an ex parte court order to
authorize delay of customer notification (12 USC 3405, 3407, 3409). Alternatively, law enforcement also
may execute a judicially approved search warrant to obtain financial records [12 USC 3406(a)].
563. There are exceptions, in which disclosure by a “financial institution” is always permitted, and no
authorization, subpoena, or warrant is required under the RFPA. These exceptions include:
(a)

examinations by an appropriate supervisory agency, which includes the Federal Banking Agencies,
the SEC, State banking or securities departments or agencies, and, with respect to the BSA, the
Secretary of the Treasury [12 USC 3413(b) and 3401(7)];

(b)

financial records or information required to be reported in accordance with any federal statute or
rule promulgated there under [12 USC 3413(d)];

(c)

disclosures by financial institution supervisors and other agencies of information (including
documents) to the Attorney General or the Secretary of the Treasury if there is reason to believe that
the information is relevant to a violation of federal criminal law [12 USC 3412(f)]; and

(d)

disclosure to federal agencies authorized to conduct investigations of, or intelligence or
counterintelligence analyses relating to, international terrorism, or other national security protective
functions. [12 USC 3414(a)]

564. The RFPA does not apply to mandatory SARs. That is, although the RFPA contemplates that
notice will be given to customers when financial records are transferred from one agency to another,
notice is not given to customers when SARs are furnished by FinCEN to law enforcement officials. SARs
may be disclosed and disseminated only under strict guidelines.
State-level privacy laws
565. Many states have imposed financial privacy laws similar to the provisions of the RFPA.
Information sharing systems
566. Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act permits financial institutions, upon providing notice to
the Treasury, to share information with one another in order to identify and report to the federal
government activities that may involve money laundering or terrorist activity. Financial institutions may
share the information after providing notice to the Department of the Treasury by filing the "Notice for
Purposes of Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act and 31 CFR 103.110" (notice form). The final rule
became effective 26 September 2002. However, only those financial institutions [as defined by
31 USC 5312(a)(2)] that are located in the U.S. and required to have AML compliance programs pursuant
to Section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act may participate in the voluntary program. A financial
institution that is not subject to such an AML Program and does not abide by the conditions set forth in the
implementing rules found at 31 CFR 103.110, (notice, verification of counterpart, and use and security
information), cannot enjoy the statutory safe harbor from liability for the voluntary information sharing
under section 314(b). The right to share information shall be effective for the one-year period beginning
on the date of the notice, which is the execution date appearing on the notice form. To continue the
sharing of information after the end of the one-year period, a financial institution or association of
financial institutions must submit a new notice form. Section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act also
requires certain financial institutions to receive specific information requests from federal government
agencies through FinCEN, conduct record searches, and respond to FinCEN with positive record matches
of targeted individuals or entities (31 CFR 103.100). Effective 1 March 2005, FinCEN implemented its
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web-based USA PATRIOT Act 314(a) secure communications system allowing financial institutions to
access subject information. The system allows for more efficient reporting of matches to FinCEN.

3.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

567. The U.S. is compliant with this Recommendation.

3.4.3

Compliance with Recommendation 4
Rating

R.4

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

3.5

Record keeping and wire transfer rules (R.10 & SR.VII)

3.5.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 10 (Record keeping)
Banking sector
568. U.S. regulations do not require that banks necessarily retain copies of the documentation upon which
reliance was placed for verification of the customer's identity, on the grounds that such a practice might fall
foul of certain state laws governing privacy and consumer protection, and that it may increase the risk of
identity theft. Instead, the institution must maintain a record of all identifying information about a customer,
as well as noting the type of document, any identification number, the place and date of issue, and the
expiration date of any document it used to obtain that information. The record must also include a
description of the method used to verify identity. Records of customer identification data collected under the
CIP rules (31 CFR 103.121 for banks) must be retained for a period of five years after the date on which the
account is closed. With regard to the maintenance of records of correspondent accounts for foreign banks
[pursuant to Section 319(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act] originals or copies of documents provided by the
foreign bank must be retained for at least five years after account closure [31 CFR 103.177(e)]. A similar
retention period is specified for any reports (including background documentation) filed with FinCEN under
the CTR and SAR requirements.
569. There is a requirement [31 CFR 103.38(d)] that all such records required under the range of rules
promulgated under Part 103 must be retained for a period of at least five years from the date of the
transaction. There is no general obligation to maintain whatever records might be necessary to allow all
transactions to be reconstructed. However, the specific records identified under Part 103 [31 CFR 103.33,
103.34(b) and elsewhere] are extensive and, indeed, appear to be duplicative in some instances and are
applicable to all “banks,” a term which is very broadly defined for these purposes. These records include:
•

information regarding the purchaser and purchase transaction with respect to the issuance or sale of
a bank check or draft, cashier’s check, money order, or traveler’s check for currency amounts
between USD 3,000 and USD 10,000;

•

a record of each extension of credit in an amount over USD 10,000, except when the extension is
secured by an interest in real property;

•

a record of each advice, request or instruction given or received regarding a transaction which
resulting in the transfer of funds, currency, checks, investment securities, other monetary
instruments, investment securities, or credit, of more than USD 10,000, to or from any person,
account or place outside the U.S.;
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•

a record of each advice, request or instruction given to another financial institution or other person
located within or outside the U.S., regarding a transaction intended to result in a transfer of funds,
currency, checks, investment securities, other monetary instruments or credit, of more than
USD 10,000, to a person, account or place outside of the U.S.;

•

the original or copy of each statement, ledger card or other record on each deposit or share account
showing each transaction involving the account;

•

the original or copy of each document granting signature authority over each deposit or customer
account;

•

the original or copy of each item (including checks, drafts, or transfers of credit) relating to a
transaction of more than USD 10,000 remitted or transferred to a person, account or place outside the
U.S.;

•

the original or copy of each check or draft in an amount in excess of USD 10,000 drawn on or issued
by a foreign bank which the domestic bank has paid or presented to a non-bank drawee for payment;

•

each item relating to any transaction, including a record of each receipt of currency, other monetary
instruments, checks, or investment securities and of each transfer of funds or credit, of more than
USD 10,000 received on any one occasion directly and not through a domestic financial institution
from a bank, broker or dealer in foreign exchange outside the U.S. or from any person, account or
place outside of the U.S.;

•

the original or copy of records prepared or received by a bank in the ordinary course of business
which would be needed to reconstruct a demand deposit account and to trace a check in excess of
USD 100 deposited in such demand deposit account through its domestic processing system or to
supply a description of a deposited check in excess of USD 100;

•

a record containing the name, address and taxpayer identification number, if available, of any
person presenting a certificate of deposit for payment, as well as a description of the instrument and
the date of the transaction;

•

the original or copy of each deposit slip or credit ticket reflecting a transaction in excess of
USD 100 or the equivalent record for direct deposit or other wire transfer deposit transaction
including the amount of any currency involved;

•

blotters, ledgers, or records of original entry regarding all purchases and sales of securities, all
receipts and deliveries of securities, all receipts and disbursements of cash and all other debits and
credits, with respect to cash and margin accounts; and

•

a memorandum of each brokerage order, and of any other instruction, given or received for the
purchase or sale of securities, whether executed or unexecuted, and copies of confirmations of all
purchases and sales of securities.

570. In addition, the U.S. imposes specific recordkeeping obligations on banks and other financial
institutions that conduct funds transfers. These are discussed in detail with respect to Special
Recommendation VII below.
571. The Federal Banking Agencies do not have separate regulations regarding all transaction records of a
financial institution other than those that are required by the Bank Secrecy Act and its regulations. In
section 1829(b)(1) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, the U.S. Congress authorized the U.S. Treasury to
prescribe regulations for the maintenance of bank records that have been determined to have “a high degree
of usefulness in criminal, tax, or regulatory investigations or proceedings.” Regulation 31 CFR 103.34(b)
describes the category of records that satisfy these requirements.
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Securities sector
572. The basic BSA provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to record keeping
are similar to those described above for the banking sector. However, the BSA includes a section
regarding additional records to be made and retained for five years by securities broker-dealers in which it
also incorporates other records by reference to 17 CFR 240.17a-3 (31 CFR 103.35). Securities brokerdealers are required to make and keep current books and records detailing, among other things, securities
transactions, money balances, securities positions, and emails. They also must keep records for required
periods and furnish copies of those records to the SEC on request. In addition, securities broker-dealers
must notify the SEC and the appropriate SRO regarding recordkeeping and other operational problems,
and in some cases file reports regarding those problems, within certain time periods (17 CFR 240.17a-2,
240.17a-7, 240.17a-8, 240.17a-10 and 240.17a-13). Institutions are required to preserve these records in
an easily accessible place for the first two years (17 CFR 240.17a-4).
573. Futures commission merchants (FCM) and introducing brokers in commodities (IB-C) are required
to keep full, complete and systematic records along with all relevant data and memoranda of all
transactions relating to its business dealings in commodity futures, commodity options and cash
commodities (17 CFR 1.32-37). Such records should include all orders (filled, unfilled or cancelled),
trading cards, signature cards, street books, journals, ledgers, canceled checks, copies of confirmations,
copies of statements of purchase and sale and all other records, data and memoranda prepared in the
course of business dealing in commodity futures, commodity options and cash commodities. FCMs and
IB-Cs are also required to maintain records of all securities and property received from customers or
option customers in lieu of money to margin, purchase, guarantee or secure the commodity, or commodity
option transactions of those customers.
Insurance Sector
574. Record keeping by insurers appears to be limited to the SAR [31 CFR.103.16(e)] and Form 8300
and related documents, which must be kept for five years from the date of filing and which must be made
available to FinCEN and other appropriate law enforcement and supervisory authorities, on request
[s.103.16(e)]. Insurance companies also are required to retain all records that support their AML Program,
e.g., the program itself and all records regarding customers, information relating to the customers, and
records showing training and audits.
575. Requirements imposed at the state level may vary from state to state. For instance, in California,
under Section 10508 of the California Insurance Code, every insurer in the state is required to maintain
records related to the activities of its life, life and disability and disability agents for examination by the
Commissioner. Records are required to be delivered within 30 days of receipt of the written request. The
records may be maintained in originals, carbon copies, facsimile copies, microfilm copies or electronic
data processing records, as long as printouts are readily available. Records are to be maintained for a
minimum of five years and kept readily available for inspection as all times. Civil penalties are applied
for non-compliance.
Money services business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
576. The BSA requires MSBs to collect, and retain for a period of at least five years, certain information
for reports and records specified in the Act. Records, including supporting documents, must be kept
relating to the following.
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(a)

Currency transactions involving more than USD 10,000 in currency during any one day by or
on behalf of one person (31 CFR 103.22): The information required includes name, address
taxpayer identification number and details of the transaction (31 CFR 103.28).

(b)

Suspicious activity involving USD 2,000 or more in funds or other assets, or USD 5,000 for
issuers of traveler’s checks or money orders reviewing clearance records: However, this record
keeping requirement does not apply to check cashers (31 CFR 103.20). A copy of the SAR and
the supporting documentation must be retained.

(c)

Purchases of bank checks and drafts, cashier’s checks, money orders and travelers checks
instrument involving currency in amounts of USD 3,000 to USD 10,000 inclusive
(31 CFR 103.29): The information required includes the name, address, social security number
and date of birth of the purchaser in addition to the data relating to the transaction.

(d)

Each funds transfer of USD 3,000 and more (31 CFR 103.33): The information required
includes the name and address of the transmitter and the recipient, together with details of the
transfer (see further discussion below on SR VII).

Special Recommendation VII (Wire transfers)
577. Wire transfers have been monitored in the U.S. since the introduction of the recordkeeping
requirements and the “Travel Rule” (described below), which required financial institutions in the U.S. to
include originator information in all wire transfers equal to, or greater than, USD 3,000, other than
transactions exempted under 31 CFR 103.11(jj).
Obligations on the originating institution to obtain and maintain information
578. For each payment order in the amount of USD 3,000, handled by a bank, the ordering institution
must obtain and retain the following records [31 CFR 103.33(e)(1)(i)]:
(a)

name and address of the originator;

(b)

amount of the payment order;

(c)

execution date of the payment order;

(d)

any payment instructions received from the originator;

(e)

identity of the beneficiary’s institution; and

(f)

information, if any, that was provided to identify the beneficiary.

579. If the originator of a payment order is not an established customer of the bank, the ordering
institution must obtain and retain not only the information listed above, but also the following additional
information, depending on whether or not the payment order is made in person [31 CFR 103.33(e)2)]. If
an originator that is not an established customer makes the payment order in person, the ordering
institution must verify the identity of the person placing the payment order before it accepts the order. If it
accepts the payment order, the ordering institution must obtain and retain a record of the following:
(a)

name and address of the person placing the order;

(b)

type of identification reviewed;

(c)

number of the identification document (e.g. driver’s license); and

(d)

the person’s taxpayer identification number (TIN) [e.g. Social Security number (SSN) or employer
identification number (EIN)] or, if none, the alien identification number or passport number and
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country of issuance, or a notation in the record of the lack thereof. If the originator’s bank has
knowledge that the person placing the payment order is not the originator, the originator’s bank
must obtain and record the originator’s TIN (e.g. SSN or EIN) or, if none, the alien identification
number or passport number and country of issuance, or a notation of the lack thereof.
580. If an originator that is not an established customer does not make the payment order in person, the
ordering institution must obtain and retain a record of the following:
(a)

name and address of the person placing the payment order; and

(b)

the person’s TIN (e.g. SSN or EIN) or, if none, the alien identification number or passport number
and country of issuance , or a notation in the record of the lack thereof, and a copy or record of the
method of payment (e.g. check or credit card transaction) for the funds transfer. If the originator’s
bank has knowledge that the person placing the payment order is not the originator, the originator’s
bank must obtain and record the originator’s TIN (e.g. SSN or EIN) or, if none, the alien
identification number or passport number and country of issuance, or a notation of the lack thereof.

581. Separate, but similar, provisions relate to transmittals of funds by non-bank financial institutions
[31 CFR 103.33(f)]. It should be noted that insurance companies do not execute funds transfers.
The Travel Rule
582. Financial institutions in the U.S. are required to include, if received from the sender, originator
information collected under the recordkeeping rule that will travel throughout the payment chain in all
domestic and cross-border wire transfers of USD 3,000 or more. This is commonly known as the “Travel
Rule” In addition to the information collected by the originating institution, as described above, any
intermediary institution must also pass on as many of the following items that as are received with the
payment order;
(a)

name and address of the beneficiary;

(b)

account number of the beneficiary; and

(c)

any other specific identifier of the beneficiary.

583. Intermediary financial institutions have no duty to obtain information not provided by the
transmitter’s financial institution or the preceding financial institution.
584. The beneficiary institution also has defined record-keeping responsibilities (31 CFR 103.33). The
beneficiary’s institution must keep the original or a copy of each payment order of USD 3,000 or more. In
addition, if the beneficiary is not an established customer of the bank, the institution must retain the
following information for each payment order of USD 3,000 or more, depending on whether the proceeds
are delivered in person or not. If the proceeds are delivered in person to the beneficiary or its
representative or agent, the beneficiary institution must verify the identity of the person receiving the
proceeds and retain a record of the following:
(a)

name and address;

(b)

the type of document reviewed;

(c)

the number of the identification document;

(d)

the person’s TIN, or, if none, the alien identification number or passport number and country of
issuance, or a notation in the record of the lack thereof; and
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(e)

if the institution has knowledge that the person receiving the proceeds is not the beneficiary, the
institution must obtain and retain a record of the beneficiary’s name and address, as well as the
beneficiary’s identification.

585. If the proceeds are not delivered in person to either the beneficiary or its representative or agent, the
beneficiary institution must retain a copy of the check or other instrument used to effect the payment, or
the institution must record the information on the instrument. The institution must also record the name
and address of the person to whom it was sent.
586. Certain transactions and transmittals of funds can be exempted from the requirements of the record
keeping requirements [31 CFR 103.33(e) and (f)] under the following circumstances—if the originator
and the beneficiary are:
(a)

banks, securities broker–dealers, futures commission merchants, introducing brokers in
commodities, or their wholly-owned domestic subsidiaries;

(b)

government entities; or

(c)

the same person and the transmittal involves a single bank, securities broker-dealer, futures
commission merchant, introducing broker in commodities [31 CFR 103.33(e)(6) and (f)(6)].

587. In all cases, records of the information must be stored at a location that would facilitate easy
retrieval and allow them to be accessible within a reasonable amount of time. In addition, they generally
must be retrievable by name of the originator, transmitter, beneficiary or recipient and in cases where
established customer relationships exist, by the account numbers used by the customer. Records must be
maintained for a period of five years as required under the BSA.
588. Recent legislation has revised the statutory authority regarding records of wire transfers to allow for
additional reporting to FinCEN of certain cross-border transmittals of funds if the Secretary of the
Treasury determines that such reporting is “reasonably necessary to conduct the efforts of the (Treasury
Department) against money laundering and terrorist financing” (s.6302 of the Intelligence Reform and
Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004).63
589. Transfers that are not accompanied by complete originator information may result in additional due
diligence, including contacting the sending institution for further information, or the filing of a SAR.
Although a beneficiary financial institution is not required to obtain complete originator information if it is
not received with a wire transfer, when there are other indicia of suspicious activity, the financial
institution will need to conduct follow-up investigations to determine if the preparation of a Suspicious
Activity Report is required and file the form in accordance with regulation, if deemed necessary. The
adoption of risk-based procedures for identifying and handling such wire transfers is part and parcel of the
risk-based policies, procedures, and processes that banks are to adopt for reporting suspicious transactions.
The FFIEC Manual (page 290) specifically identifies the following as a money laundering and terrorist
financing red flag: “Funds transfers that do not include information on the originator, or the person on
whose behalf the transaction is conducted, when the inclusion of such information would be expected.”
Batch transfers
590. The U.S. ACH system is a nationwide electronic payments system used by more than 20,000
participating financial institutions, covering 4 million corporations and 145 million consumers. More than
63

In accordance with this Act, FinCEN will provide Congress with a feasibility report on this issue. This report should assess
what additional information would support U.S. efforts to identify money laundering and terrorist financing, and the situations in
which reporting would be required.
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12 billion ACH payments were made in 2004, a 20% increase over 2003.64 Consumers initiated almost
one billion ACH payments via the Internet, worth more than USD 300 billion last year, which was a
40.4% increase over 2003.65 The Federal Reserve Banks’ FedACH International (FedACHi) transactions
are a relatively new method for making cross-border payments. FedACHi transactions represent only a
tiny fraction of both total ACH transactions in the U.S. and total cross-border payments involving the U.S.
According to the National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA) (which is the private sector
rule-making body for the U.S. ACH system), 13.9 billion ACH payments were made in 2005. More than
99.99% of these transactions were entirely domestic (both the originating and receiving financial
institutions were in the U.S.). There were only 427,000 cross-border FedACHi transactions in 2005. Of
this amount, fewer than 3% were commercial transactions. The rest were U.S. government payments.
Approximately 75% of all FedACHi payments are between the U.S. and Mexico. Within the ACH
system, these participants and users are known by the following terms.
(a)

“Originators” are the organizations or persons that initiate an ACH transaction and either receive
funds from the receiver’s account or credit funds to the receiver’s account.

(b)

“Originating Depository Financial Institutions” (ODFIs) are the depository financial institutions for the
originators that forward ACH transactions into the national ACH network through an operator.

(c)

“Operators” are the two intermediary organizations (the Federal Reserve Banks and the Electronic
Payments Network) that process all ACH transactions that flow between different depository
financial institutions.

(d)

“Receiving Depository Financial Institutions” (RDFIs) are the depository financial institutions that
receive the ACH transaction from the operators and the national network and credit or debit funds
from their receivers’ accounts.

(e)

“Receivers” are the organizations or persons that authorize the initiation of an ACH transaction and
either receive funds from the originator or have funds debited from their accounts that are credited
to the originator.

591. The Federal Reserve Banks are collectively the largest automated clearinghouse operators in the
U.S. and, in 2004, processed more than six billion commercial inter-bank ACH transactions through their
FedACHSM service to depository institutions. Agreements are in place between ACH operators and their
customers. The Federal Reserve Banks, for example, issue a standard operating circular that serves as a
legal agreement with their ACH customers. Finally, ODFIs and their originators, and RDFIs and their
receivers, establish bilateral agreements (either as part of their account agreements or separately) with
respect to their use of the ACH system. As part of these agreements, the depository financial institutions
and their customers agree to follow the rules of the NACHA. The Electronic Payments Network (EPN) is
the only private-sector ACH operator that processes ACH transactions. EPN operates through legal
contracts with its customers. Along with the Federal Reserve Banks, EPN offers a variety of products and
services to manage ACH payments risk.
592. The NACHA issues and is responsible for the primary legal agreement binding ACH participants
and users for commercial ACH payments. NACHA is a non-profit private-sector organization with a
rulemaking board made up of a limited set of voting members. The NACHA Operating Rules, revised
throughout the year and published annually, govern all interregional ACH transactions and those
intraregional ACH transactions not implemented by a local rule. NACHA board members create and
amend the operating rules. The twenty regional ACH associations around the country are each full voting
64
65

Source: The National Automated Clearing House Association.
Ibid.
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members of NACHA board. The twenty regional ACH associations represent more than 11,000
depository financial institutions across the country.
593. ACH transactions are batch transfers that are transmitted in electronic files between customers and
their financial institutions and among financial institutions and ACH operators. Within each file are
batches of individual ACH payment records and their related addenda records. These ACH files, batches,
records, and addenda records are formatted in accordance with specifications in the NACHA Rules to
include various types of data and information.
594. Other applicable rules and regulations include: regulation 31 CFR 210 (for government ACH
payments); The Green Book (an annual publication of detailed operational procedures for government ACH
payments that is issued by the Financial Management Service (FMS) of the Treasury); the Electronic Fund
Transfer Act (EFTA) and its implementing regulation (Regulation E) (for consumer ACH transactions); and
Article 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code (for non-consumer ACH credit transactions).
595. The revised Interpretive Note to SRVII (adopted in October 2005) states that where several
individual wire transfers from a single originator are bundled in a batch file for transmission to
beneficiaries in another country, they shall be exempted from including full originator information,
provided they include the originator’s account number or unique reference number (as described in
paragraph 8 of the Interpretative Note), and the batch file contains full originator information that permits
the transaction to be traced within the recipient country. The Interpretive Note recognizes that countries
will need time to make relevant legislative or regulatory changes and to allow financial institutions to
make necessary adaptations to their systems and procedures, and further states that this period should not
extend beyond December 2006.
596. Current NACHA rules enable financial institutions to include all originator identification
information required by SR VII. Specifically, the current NACHA formatting and data inclusion rules
mandate the inclusion of the originator’s name and permit the inclusion of the originator’s address and
account number with each ACH transaction record or its associated addenda record. In addition, each
cross-border ACH transaction record and its associated addenda record contain a reference or trace
number that ties them together as well as to a specific batch within a particular ACH file. The current
NACHA cross-border ACH rules also mandate the inclusion of the receiver’s (beneficiary’s) account
number, require the receiver’s name, and permit the inclusion of the receiver’s address within either the
cross-border ACH transaction record or its associated addenda record.
597. NACHA is in the process of developing and approving a rule that would mandate cross-border
ACH transfers to meet the new requirements created by the revised Interpretive Note to SRVII.66
Applicable threshold
598. The U.S. applies a threshold of USD 3,000 for recordkeeping associated with wire transfers and
other payment orders. FinCEN is evaluating the utility of the current threshold and exploring the
feasibility of lowering the threshold to USD 1,000 in line with the revised Interpretive Note to SR VII. No
timeframe has been established for completing this review; however, the revised Interpretive Note to SR
VII recognizes that countries will need time to make relevant legislative or regulatory changes and to
66

Changes being considered in the ongoing NACHA rulemaking process would mandate the inclusion of all originator and
receiver information within each cross-border ACH transaction record and its associated addenda records so that it could be made
available to a receiving gateway operator in another country. This would ensure that full originator information is available and
fully traceable within the recipient country, as required by paragraph 7 of the Interpretative Note to SR VII.
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allow financial institutions to make necessary adaptations to their systems and procedures, and further
states that this period should not extend beyond December 2006.
Statistics relating to wire transfers
599. No statistics are available concerning the volume of wire transfer activity into or out of the U.S.
annually. Such transactions are only specifically recorded if a SAR (wire transfer fraud, unusual use of
wire transfer as a violation category or suspicious wire transfer activity recorded in the narrative) has been
made. Statistics on wire transfer fraud and unusual use of wire transfer as recorded on SARs are routinely
recorded in the FinCEN publication, “Suspicious Activity Reports – By The Numbers”. A summary of
that information is reflected below.
Suspicious Activity Reports: Wire Transfer as Violation Category
Depository Inst.
MSB
Casino
Security/Futures
2000
972
Not Available
4
Not Available
2001
1,527
Not Available
9
Not Available
2002
4,747
Not Available
11
Not Available
2003
6,660
Not Available
54
Not Available
2004*
1,553
Not Available
27
589
*Through June 2004

Monitoring compliance with Special Recommendation VII
600. Each of the Federal Banking Agencies, the SEC and the SROs has authority to monitor for
compliance with BSA requirements, including the wire transfer regulations. Examiners assess the banking
organization’s compliance with U.S. statutory and regulatory requirements for funds transfers. This includes
determining whether an audit trail of funds transfer activities exist and verifying that the organization
transmitted payment information as required by U.S. regulation (FFIEC Manual Core Examination
Procedures-Funds Transfers, page 196). There appear to be no reliable indicators on the number of wire
transfers that lack the relevant information. In the securities sector, auditing by the SROs in relation to
implementation of the travel rule found only a limited number of deficiencies overall.
Sanctions
601. Treasury (through FinCEN) has statutory authority under the BSA to take sanctions in this area. Each
of the Federal Banking Agencies has the statutory authority under various provisions of Section 8 of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 12 USC 1818(b), (c), (e), and (i), and the SEC has authority under the
Securities Exchange Act and the Investment Company Act to impose regulatory sanctions against
noncompliant financial institutions and institution-affiliated parties. This includes the ability to take
appropriate supervisory or enforcement action against financial institutions for non-compliance with the
record keeping and Travel Rule requirements. Federal and state banking supervisors have indicated that no
specific verification or audit has been performed, but according to some representative of the U.S. private
sector about 50% of the incoming wire transfers are received with incomplete originator information.
FinCEN has not sanctioned a financial institution directly for violations of the record-keeping requirements
for wire transfers. However, FinCEN has assessed civil money penalties for failure to implement adequate
anti-money laundering program measures with respect to wire transfers. Specifically, recent enforcement
actions have been based, in part, on failures to implement adequate systems and controls and other measures
to ensure compliance with the SAR requirements for wire transfer transactions.
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Additional elements
602. When a bank processes a transaction for a correspondent bank, the regulations require transaction
details to be maintained in the bank’s records and also passed along to the next correspondent (if any).
While the bank would not be expected to interrupt an automated transfer, it would be expected to review,
whether manually or automatically, its transactions to identify any suspicious transaction. Even if the
bank could fulfill its recordkeeping obligations, if the payment order lacked sufficient information to
enable the U.S. institution to perform its due diligence obligations and comply with SARs obligations, the
bank might need to conduct follow-up investigation and contact the correspondent bank.
603. Finally, all financial institutions are subject to U.S. law prohibiting the conduct of transactions for
any person whose assets are required under U.S. law to be blocked or frozen. These requirements
generally do require the interruption of automated transfers, and they are generally implemented by means
of filtering software that is designed for use with automated wire transfer systems.

3.5.2

Recommendations and Comments

604. The U.S. is mostly compliant with the standard record-keeping requirements of Recommendation
10. Life insurers are only required to keep limited records relating to their AML Program, and SAR and
Form 8300 reporting requirements. The U.S. should extend full record-keeping requirements to the
insurance sector, including insurance brokers and agents. Overall, the record-keeping requirements appear
extremely complex with an excessive number of separate obligations, applicable to different sectors and
different types of transactions. The U.S. may wish to consider simplifying this framework, thereby
reducing the burden on institutions to have to identify each and every discrete obligation.
605. With regard to Special Recommendation VII, the failure to implement a USD 1,000 threshold
impacts on the effectiveness of the U.S. system, particularly given the risks identified with low value wire
transfers.67 As well, the failure to require all of the originator information to be attached to the batch file
(as required by SR VII) is a concern, given the very high volume of batch transfers that are processed
through the U.S. ACH system (USD 300 billion worth of batch payments in 2005). The U.S. should
ensure that NACHA completes its current process of developing and approving a rule that would allow
cross-border ACH transfers to meet the new FATF requirements with respect to batch transfers before
January 2007, in accordance with the revised Interpretive Note to SRVII. Similarly, the U.S. should lower
the threshold to USD 1,000 before January 2007.

3.5.3

Compliance with Recommendation 10 and Special Recommendation VII
Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating

R.10

LC

•

Life insurers of covered products are only required to keep limited records of SARs,
Form 8300s, their AML Program and related documents.

SR.VII

LC

•

Threshold of USD 3,000 instead of USD 1,000 as is required by the revised Interpretative
Note.

•

It is not mandatory to include all required originator information on batch transfers.

67

As mentioned in the revised Interpretative Note to Special Recommendation VII, it is recognized that countries will need time
to make relevant legislative or regulatory changes and to allow financial institutions to make necessary adaptations to their
systems and procedures. This period should not extend beyond December 2006.
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4.

Unusual, Suspicious and other Transactions

3.6

Monitoring of transactions and relationships (R.11 & 21)

3.6.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 11 (Attention to unusual transactions)
Banking and Securities sectors
606. Banks (as broadly defined), securities broker-dealers, futures commission merchants and
introducing brokers in commodities are obligated under the BSA to file suspicious activity reports, and
reports on a number of specified types of transactions. Regulation 31 CFR 103.18 characterizes the
obligation, in part, as one where "the bank knows, suspects, or has reason to believe that…the transaction
has no business or apparent lawful purpose or is not the sort in which the particular customer would
normally be expected to engage, and the bank knows of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after
examining the facts available, including the background and possible purpose of the transaction". As a
result, the FFIEC Manual (p.41) states that, as part of their AML compliance program, financial
institutions must have appropriate policies, procedures and processes in place to monitor and identify
unusual activity, with particular emphasis on high-risk products, services, customers and geographic
locations. In addition, NASD NtM 02-21 specifies a number of red flags that indicate suspicious activity
in the securities sector, including transactions that have no apparent economic, business, or lawful
purpose, unusual patterns of transactions (such as excessive journal entries between unrelated accounts
without any apparent business purpose or transactions that appear to be structured to avoid government
reporting requirements), and complex and large transactions.
607. All of these written records must be retained by the reporting financial institution for at least five years.
608. With respect to complex, unusual, large transactions that do not result in the filing of a BSA form, the
FFIEC Manual (p.41) states that "after thorough research and analysis, decisions to file or not to file a SAR
should be documented". In cases of non-filing, such documentation would then be available to supervisors
during examinations, and in cases where SARs are filed, FinCEN and law enforcement have immediate
access. The legal provisions that are applicable to broker-dealers require that reports produced to review for
unusual activity in customer accounts (commonly referred to as “exception reports”) be preserved in a form
that can be provided to a representative of the SEC or an SRO [17 CFR 240.17a-4(e)(8)]. Firms are
generally required to review these exception reports and determine whether further investigation into the
account holders or transactions is required. [31 CFR 103.19].
609. Mutual funds are required to develop and implement a written AML Program. An effective AML
Program must monitor customer and shareholder accounts for suspicious and unusual transactions. The
five (or more) year retention requirement for mutual funds is applicable to BSA records, including records
related to suspicious and unusual transactions. Mutual funds track ‘red flags’ that identify questionable
transactions and the appearance of a red flag will tag an account and generate an exception report. Mutual
funds are required to review these reports and determine whether further investigation into the account
holders or transactions is required.
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Insurance and MSB sectors
610. The legal provisions that are applicable to the insurance and MSB sectors in relation to monitoring for
suspicious activity are the same as those described above for the banking and securities sectors.68
Recommendation 21 (Countries that apply the FATF Recommendations insufficiently)
General
611. Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act granted the Secretary of the Treasury the authority, upon
finding that reasonable grounds exist for concluding that a foreign jurisdiction, institution, class of
transactions, or type of account is of “primary money laundering concern,” to require domestic financial
institutions to take certain “special measures” against the primary money laundering concern. The authority
to take such action has been delegated to the Director of FinCEN. Section 311 establishes a process for
FinCEN to follow, and identifies federal agencies to consult before FinCEN may conclude that a subject is
of primary money laundering concern. The statute also provides similar procedures, including factors and
consultation requirements, for selecting and imposing specific special measures.
612. Before making a finding that reasonable grounds exist for concluding that a foreign financial
institution is of primary money laundering concern, the Secretary is required by the BSA to consult with
both the Secretary of State and the Attorney General. The Secretary also is required by section 311 to
consider ‘‘such information as the Secretary determines to be relevant, including the following potentially
relevant factors:
(a)

the extent to which such financial institution is used to facilitate or promote money laundering in or
through the jurisdiction;

(b)

the extent to which such financial institution is used for legitimate business purposes in the
jurisdiction; and

(c)

the extent to which the finding that the institution is of primary money laundering concern is
sufficient to ensure, with respect to transactions involving the institution operating in the
jurisdiction, that the purposes of the BSA continue to be fulfilled, and to guard against international
money laundering and other financial crimes."

613. Section 311 provides a range of special measures that can be imposed individually, jointly, in any
combination, and in any sequence. These are implemented through various orders and regulations that are
incorporated into 31 CFR Part 103. The measures listed under section 311 are as follows.
(i) Recordkeeping and Reporting of Certain Financial Transactions
614. FinCEN may require domestic financial institutions and domestic financial agencies to maintain
and/or to file reports concerning the aggregate amount of transactions or the specifics of each transaction
with respect to a subject that is of the primary money laundering concern. The records and reports shall
include whatever information FinCEN deems to be relevant, including, but not limited to:
(a)

the identity and address of the participants in the transaction or relationship;

(b)

the legal capacity in which the participants are acting;

68
In order to clarify the requirements in relation to the monitoring of unusual transactions and associated record-keeping, FinCEN
is publishing in May 2006 an FAQ in its SAR Activity Review- Trends, Tips & Issues to confirm that the statement in the FFIEC
Manual applies to all financial institutions subject to a SAR rule.
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(c)

the identity of the beneficial owner of the funds involved; and

(d)

a description of the transaction.

(ii) Information Relating to Beneficial Ownership
615. FinCEN may require domestic financial institutions and domestic financial agencies ‘‘to take such
steps as FinCEN may determine to be reasonable and practicable to obtain and retain information
concerning the beneficial ownership of any account opened or maintained in the U.S. by a foreign person
(other than a foreign entity whose shares are subject to public reporting requirements or are listed and
traded on a regulated exchange or trading market)’’ or a representative of such foreign person, that
involves a subject that is of primary money laundering concern.
(iii) Information and Action Relating to Certain Correspondent and Payable-Through Accounts
616. FinCEN may require domestic financial institutions and domestic financial agencies that open or
maintain a correspondent or payable-through account in the U.S. involving a subject that is of primary
money laundering concern to: (1) identify each customer (and representative) who is permitted to use the
account or whose transactions are routed through the account; and (2) obtain information about each such
customer (and representative) that is substantially comparable to that which a U.S. depository institution
obtains in the ordinary course of business with respect to its customers residing in the U.S. As is most
often the case, FinCEN, after the respective consultations, can also prohibit, or impose conditions on,
domestic financial institutions and financial agencies opening or maintaining such accounts in the U.S.
617. Pursuant to Section 311, any of the above information-gathering or reporting measures can be
imposed by order, regulation, or as otherwise “permitted by law.” If an order is issued, it can remain in
effect for 120 days, unless authorized by a regulation promulgated before the end of the 120-day period.
Prohibiting or conditioning the opening or maintenance of correspondent and payable through accounts
can only be imposed through the issuance of a regulation. Thus far, Treasury has issued four final
rulemakings (three against foreign financial institutions, and one against a jurisdiction); seven
determinations of primary money laundering concern (one of which was subsequently withdrawn); and six
proposed rules (five against foreign financial institutions and one against a jurisdiction).
618. Outside the specific powers granted under the USA PATRIOT Act, the U.S. uses a number of
channels to advise financial institutions about concerns in the AML/CFT systems of other countries.
These include the following:
(a)

Alerts: The Federal Banking Agencies and Treasury periodically issue alerts, advisories and
rulemakings concerning institutions or individuals who may be engaged in fraudulent activities or
be deemed to be of high-risk for money laundering or terrorist financing activities.

(b)

Secure Web Sites: Secure web-sites maintained by the Federal Banking Agencies provide access
to authorized user to various information on potential terrorist activity that the FBI or other law
enforcement agencies may issue.

(c)

FinCEN Advisories: FinCEN issues Advisories to financial institutions operating in the U.S.
advising them, among other things, to give enhanced scrutiny to all financial transactions originating
in or routed to or through certain identified countries, in which there are concerns about weaknesses
in the AML/CFT systems.

(d)

FATF Non-Cooperative Countries and Territories: Institutions are directed to pay attention to
the NCCT listing.
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(e)

International Narcotics Control Strategy Report (INCSR): The INCSR, published annually in
March by the State Department, identifies major money laundering countries and jurisdictions. The
INCSR’s mandate is to address money laundering related to narcotics trafficking. Given the
difficulty of identifying the specific crime from which the illegal proceeds emanate, the INCSR,
however, discusses money laundering from all relevant crimes. Additionally, the INCSR now
addresses each jurisdiction’s efforts to deter terrorist financing, and includes a prescriptive
paragraph for each country. This report now includes summaries and comparative analyzes on more
than 130 governments.69

(f)

OFAC Sanctioned Countries & SDNs: OFAC is responsible for issuing regulations that restrict
transactions by U.S. persons or entities (including banks) with certain foreign countries, their
nationals, or SDNs. Violations of these laws can expose financial institutions to substantial
penalties.

(g)

Other publications: A list of the countries identified as supporting international terrorism under
section 6(j) of the Export Administration Act of 1979, as determined by the Secretary of State
appears in the State Department’s annual report “Patterns of Global Terrorism.”

Banking sector
619. The AML Program requirements that apply to U.S. financial institutions are risk-based. Thus, a
financial institution’s AML policies, procedures, and processes are expected to be commensurate with the
financial institution’s risk profile, paying particular attention to high-risk customers and other risk factors. In
the FFIEC Manual (p.20) indicators of high-risk geographical locations are deemed to include:
(a)

countries subject to OFAC sanctions, including state sponsors of terrorism;

(b)

countries identified as supporting international terrorism under section 6(j) of the Export
Administration Act of 1979, as determined by the Secretary of State;

(c)

jurisdictions determined to be “of primary money laundering concern” by FinCEN, through
authority delegated to FinCEN by the Secretary of the Treasury, and jurisdictions subject to special
measures imposed by the Secretary of the Treasury, through FinCEN, pursuant to section 311 of the
USA PATRIOT Act;

(d)

jurisdictions/countries identified as non-cooperative by the FATF;

(e)

major money laundering countries and jurisdictions identified in the State Department’s annual
INSCR, in particular, countries that are identified as jurisdictions of primary concern;

(f)

offshore financial centers (OFCs) as identified by the State Department; and

(g)

other countries identified by the financial institution as high-risk because of its prior experiences,
transaction history, or other factors (e.g. legal considerations, or allegations of official corruption).

620. Transactions identified as unusual must be treated in accordance with the general procedures for
dealing with such cases (see the above discussion of Recommendation 11).

69

On 6 March 2006, the House passed legislation (The Regulatory Relief Act) which, if approved, by the Senate and enacted into
law, would require the Treasury to publish annually a report that “identifies the applicable standards of each country against
money laundering and states whether that country is a country of primary money laundering concern”. The assessment would
have to include “a determination of whether the efforts of a country to combat money laundering and terrorist financing are
adequate or inadequate”.
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Securities sector
621. The general provisions described above apply to the securities industry. While the guidance
contained in the FFIEC Manual does not apply to the securities sector, broker-dealers are required to
perform additional due diligence before proceeding with a transaction involving a customer that is from,
or has accounts in, a country identified as a non-cooperative country or territory by the FATF. (NASD
Notice to Members 02-21, page 10)
Insurance sector
622. Section 103.137(c) requires an insurer to develop a risk-based AML Program that considers all
relevant factors affecting risks inherent in its covered products, including whether it issues or underwrites
covered products to persons in a jurisdiction, among others, that has been designated by the FATF as noncooperative with international AML principles.
Money Services Business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
623. According to an interpretive release published in the Federal Register in December 2004
(69 FR 74439), MSBs that utilize foreign agents or counterparties, must have AML Programs that include
risk-based policies, procedures, and controls designed to identify and minimize money laundering and
terrorist financing risks associated with foreign agents and counterparties that facilitate the flow of funds
into and out of the U.S. These obligations extend to all foreign agents or counterparties—not just those
who are located in countries that may not or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations. The
specific requirements are described in section 3.8.1 below.
Countermeasures
624. Countermeasures are available and have been applied. Treasury (through FinCEN) has utilized its
authority under section 311 on several occasions to designate financial institutions and jurisdictions of
primary money laundering concern. On each such occasion, it has gone beyond imposing the requirement
to obtain information on beneficial ownership, and instead has prohibited the opening or maintaining of
correspondent accounts with such financial institutions or institutions in such jurisdictions. To date, the
Treasury has applied Section 311 to specific jurisdictions on three occasions, each in support of the
FATF’s NCCT process, by issuing a finding of primary money laundering concern against Ukraine, Nauru
and Burma. In the case of Ukraine, Treasury ultimately revoked its finding of primary money laundering
concern owing to rehabilitative measures undertaken by Ukraine and the subsequent removal of Ukraine
from the FATF’s NCCT list. In the cases of Nauru and Burma, Treasury issued proposed rules that would
require U.S. financial institutions to terminate and prohibit any and all correspondent accounts with any
financial institution organized or licensed under the laws of that jurisdiction. In the case of Burma,
Treasury issued a subsequent final rule requiring U.S. financial institutions to terminate and prohibit any
and all correspondent accounts with any financial institution organized or licensed under the laws of that
jurisdiction. Treasury has also applied Section 311 in a targeted fashion by designating a number of
foreign financial institutions as primary money laundering concerns, and by issuing associated proposed
and final rules terminating and prohibiting correspondent accounts with these designated foreign financial
institutions, and prohibiting the use of existing correspondent accounts for the benefit of these designated
foreign financial institutions.
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3.6.2

Recommendations and Comments

625. The U.S. is largely compliant with Recommendation 11. However, the requirement to establish and
retain (for five years) written findings that relate to unusual transactions should be extended to those
participants in the securities sector that are currently not subject to a requirement to file SARs.
626. The U.S. is compliant generally with Recommendation 21. However, in the insurance sector, the U.S.
should require institutions to establish and retain written records of transactions with persons from/in
countries that do not or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations to the extent that this is not already
addressed by the AML Program and SAR requirements as discussed above. Additionally, these
requirements should be extended to those participants in the securities sector that are currently not covered.

3.6.3

Compliance with Recommendations 11 & 21
Rating

R.11

R.21

LC

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

In the insurance, and MSB sectors, there is no specific requirement to establish and retain
(for five years) written records of the background and purpose of complex, unusual large
transactions or unusual patterns of transaction that have no apparent or visible economic or
lawful purpose (outside of the SAR, CTR and Form 8300 requirements).

•

No measures have been applied to investment and commodity trading advisers.

•

In the insurance sector, there is no specific requirement to establish and retain written
records of transactions with persons from/in countries that do not or insufficiently apply the
FATF Recommendations.

•

No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

3.7

Suspicious transaction and other reporting (R.13-14, 19, 25 & SR.IV)

3.7.1

Description and Analysis70

Recommendation 13 and Special Recommendation IV (Suspicious transaction reporting)
627. FinCEN has issued federal regulations implementing 31USC 5318(g) that require a broad range of
financial institutions to report suspicious transactions relating to both money laundering and terrorist
financing.71 These regulations apply to banks (as broadly defined) (through regulations initially adopted
in 1996), securities broker-dealers (through regulations adopted in 2002), MSBs, except check cashers
(through regulations adopted in 2000), futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in
commodities (through regulations adopted in 2003) and insurance companies (through regulation adopted
in 2005 which came into force on 2 May 2006). FinCEN is in the process of finalizing rules that would
also require mutual funds to file reports of suspicious transactions.
628. Separately under Title 12, all the Federal Banking Agencies require the financial institutions that they
supervise to file suspicious transaction reports with FinCEN (e.g. 12 CFR 208.62 with respect to banks
regulated by the Federal Reserve). Federal Banking Agency rules apply to banks, bank holding companies,
and non-depository institution affiliates and subsidiaries of banks and bank holding companies.
70

The description of the system for reporting suspicious transactions in s.3.7 is integrally linked with the description of the FIU in
s.2.5, and the two texts need to be complementary and not duplicative.

71

There is no separate text relating to SR.IV because all of the relevant issues are the same as for R.13 and the Recommendations
are rated on the same basis.
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629. Upon conducting a risk analysis, FinCEN determined that it was appropriate to establish certain
transactional thresholds with respect to suspicious transaction reporting. For covered financial institutions
other than money services businesses, suspicious transactions must be reported only when they involve,
singly or in aggregate, at least USD 5,000. MSBs must generally report suspicious transactions when they
involve or aggregate at least USD 2,000, but the threshold is USD 5,000 for the issuers of money orders or
travelers' checks when they identify suspicious activity from a review of the clearance records.
630. Subject to these monetary thresholds, a bank, securities broker-dealer, futures commission
merchant, introducing broker in commodities, insurance company or MSB must file a SAR, if it knows,
suspects, or has reason to suspect that:
(a)

the transaction involves funds derived from illegal activities or is intended or conducted in order to hide
or disguise funds or assets derived from illegal activities (including without limitation, the ownership,
nature, source, location, or control of such funds or assets) as part of a plan to violate or evade any
federal law or regulation or to avoid any transaction reporting requirement under federal law;

(b)

the transaction is designed to evade any regulations promulgated under the BSA, including
structuring to avoid reporting thresholds; or

(c)

the transaction has no business or apparent lawful purpose or is not the sort of transaction in which
the particular customer would normally be expected to engage, and the financial institution knows
of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after examining the available facts, including the
background and possible purpose of the transaction.

631. A fourth criterion is added with respect to securities broker-dealers, insurance companies and MSB,
requiring them to report transactions over the threshold where they identify that the institution is being
used to facilitate criminal activity generally [e.g. 31 CFR 103.2(a)(2)(iv) for MSBs].
632. Despite the language of subparagraph (a) above, the suspicious activity reporting rule for banks is
not limited to violations of federal law (such as money laundering and terrorist financing offences). Under
the regulations of the Federal Banking Agencies and FinCEN, financial institutions must file a SAR on a
transaction at the applicable threshold (e.g. USD 5,000 or more for banks) if the financial institution
knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect that “the transaction involves funds derived from illegal
activities or is intended or conducted in order to hide or disguise funds…as part of a plan to violate or
evade any law or regulation…” or that “the transaction has no business or apparent lawful purpose or is
not the sort in which the particular customer would normally be expected to engage…” [12 CFR
208.62(c)(4)]. Similarly, the release accompanying the final rule for broker-dealer SAR obligations
explicitly states that the broad language used in the rule “should be interpreted to require the reporting of
transactions that appear unlawful for virtually any reason...[and that] all criminal violations are required to
be reported under the final rule.” Thus, the rule requires reporting of known or suspected violations of
any law or regulation, not only federal law. Moreover, the regulation does not direct that the
determination of whether a transaction has a business or lawful purpose is to be made by reference to
federal law. These obligations apply to both attempted and completed transactions.
633. The SAR form itself identifies particular crimes to be reported that are not confined to federal
criminal violations or violations of the BSA. For example, the SAR form lists check fraud, bribery,
presenting counterfeit checks, and embezzlement, all of which are generally also violations of state
criminal laws.
634. In addition to the BSA requirements, banks have an obligation under Title 12 to file reports with
respect to criminal violations involving insider abuse in any amount; criminal violations aggregating USD
5,000 or more when a suspect can be identified; and criminal violations aggregating USD 25,000 or more
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regardless of a potential suspect. Banks are also "encouraged" under Title 12 to file a copy of their SARs
with the state and local law enforcement authorities.
635. Generally, any institution may voluntarily file a SAR under the established threshold specific to
their industry when it believes that it is relevant to the possible violation of any law or regulation, but
where there is no mandatory reporting obligation [e.g. 31 CFR 103.18(a)(1) for banks].
Preparation of the SAR Form
636. Financial institutions use SAR forms that contain boxes to be checked indicating the particular
suspected illegal activity. These boxes correspond to the most common types of suspicious activity,
though all forms contain a category marked “other” intended to cover any illegal activity not explicitly
listed elsewhere. All of the forms currently contain a category for “terrorist financing”, introduced when
the form was revised in July 2003.
637. The SAR rules require the financial institution to complete detailed information about the suspect(s)
conducting the transaction, the type of suspicious activity, the dollar amount involved, along with any loss to
the financial institution, and information about the reporting financial institution. Every SAR form requests
a narrative description of the suspect violation and transactions. The narrative is also used to document what
supporting information and records the financial institution retains and is considered very critical in terms of
explaining the apparent criminal activity to law enforcement and regulatory agencies. The information
provided in the narrative should be complete, accurate, and well-organized. It should also contain additional
information on suspects, describe instruments and method of facilitating the transaction, and provide any
follow-up action by the financial institution.
638. The financial institution is also encouraged to provide a detailed listing of documentation available
that supports the SAR filing. All documentation supporting the SAR must be stored by the financial
institution for five years and is considered property of the U.S. government.
639. Section 103.16(b)(3)(ii) acknowledges that certain insurance agents and insurance brokers who are
also broker-dealers in securities with respect to the sale of variable insurance products may have a
separate obligation to report suspicious activity under another section of the BSA. As a result, FinCEN’s
SAR rule provides for the filing of a joint suspicious activity report where only one of the filing
institutions should be identified as the “filer” in the filer identification section in the form. The SAR’s
narrative must include the words “joint filing” and must identify the other financial institution or
institutions on whose behalf the report is being filed.
SAR Filing deadlines and methods
640. By regulation, SAR forms are required to be filed no later than 30 calendar days after the date of
initial detection of facts that may constitute a basis for filing a SAR. If no suspect was identified on the
date of detection of the incident requiring the SAR filing, a financial institution may delay filing for an
additional 30 calendar days in order to identify a suspect. In no case shall reporting be delayed more
than 60 days after the date of initial detection of a reportable transaction.
641. SARs can be filed in paper form, by magnetic tape, or through BSA E-filing. Financial institutions
may contact law enforcement and their financial institution regulatory agency to notify them of the
suspicious activity, and these contacts should be noted on the SAR form.
642. In October 2001, FinCEN established a financial institution hotline operational seven days a
week, 24 hours a day, for expedited reporting of suspicious transactions that may relate to terrorist activity
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and transmittal of this information to law enforcement. Use of the hotline is voluntary and is not a
substitute for an institution's responsibility to file a SAR in accordance with applicable regulations.
FinCEN has also encouraged financial institutions to contact their local FBI field office regarding
terrorist-related transactions that require the immediate attention of law enforcement.
Statistics relating to SAR reporting
643. The number of institutions subject to BSA reporting runs in the hundreds of thousands:
approximately 19,000 depository institutions (commercial banks, savings and thrift institutions, trust
companies, branches of foreign chartered banks doing business in the U.S.) and over 200,000 non-bank
financial institutions.
644. As of 30 June 2005, more than 2.6 million SARs had been filed. These filings reveal the following.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Depository Financial Institutions filed 1,921,798 SARs from April 1996 through 30 June 2005.
-

The volume of SAR filings in the first six months of 2005 increased 45% over those filed in
the same period in 2004.

-

The filing category “BSA violations/Structuring/Money Laundering” continues to be the
leading suspicious activity in SARs filed by depository institutions.

Money Services Businesses filed 689,462 SARs from October 2002 through 30 June 2005.
-

The volume of filings in the first six months of 2005 increased 25% over those filed during
the same period in 2004.

-

In the first six months of 2005, money transmitters filed 122,218 or 51% of all SARs, followed
by issuers of money orders at 38,834 (16%) and sellers of money orders at 23,852 (10%).

-

In the first six months of 2005, the characterization of suspicious activity, “alters transaction to
avoid filing a CTR form (USD 10,000 or more) increased 132% over the same period in 2004.

-

In the first six months of 2005, the characterization of suspicious activity, “offers a bribe in
the form of a tip/gratuity” increased 144% over the same period in 2004.

-

Filers reported money transfers as the most frequent type of financial service involved in the
suspicious activity.

Securities and Futures Industries Firms filed 13,277 SARs from the mandated reporting date of
1 January 2003 through 30 June 2005.
-

The volume of SAR filings in the first six months of 2005 increased 27% over those filed
during the same period in 2004.

-

Between January 2003 and June 2005, the most prevalent characterization of suspicious
activity was “Other” (with 4,648 filings or 22.99%), followed by money
laundering/structuring at 16.43%.

-

In the first six months of 2005, 1,552 filings (58%) reported cash or its equivalent as the type
of instrument used in the suspicious activity.

-

In the first six months of 2005, 1,580 filings (29%) indicated clearing brokers as the primary
type of reporting institution, followed by introducing brokers in commodities with 1,279
filings (23%).

The U.S. Postal Service, one of the largest issuers of money orders, files an average of 47,500 SARs
per year relating to postal money orders.
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645. The following chart shows the number of SARs filed by depository institutions ranked by
suspicious activity, based on filings from 1 April 1996 to 30 June 2004. The category “computer
intrusion” was added June 2000 and “identity theft” and “terrorist financing” were added July 2003.
Violation Type
BSA/Structuring/Money Laundering
Check Fraud
Other
Credit Card Fraud
Counterfeit Check
Check Kiting
Unknown/Blank
Defalcation/Embezzlement
Mortgage Loan Fraud
Consumer Loan Fraud
False Statement
Misuse of Position or Self Dealing
Wire Transfer Fraud
Mysterious Disappearance
Debit Card Fraud
Commercial Loan Fraud
Identity Theft
Computer Intrusion
Counterfeit Credit/Debit Card
Counterfeit Instrument (Other)
Bribery/Gratuity
Terrorist Financing

Filings (Overall)
769,502
185,839
136,021
77,970
74,891
55,940
46,783
46,323
40,016
27,240
26,724
18,460
17,634
17,375
11,315
10,699
10,188
8,319
6,573
5,142
1,799
971

Percentage (Overall)
48.22%
11.65%
8.52%
4.89%
4.69%
3.51%
2.93%
2.90%
2.51%
1.71%
1.67%
1.16%
1.11%
1.09%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%
Less than 1%

646. The following chart shows the number of SARs filed by each of the different types of reporting
institutions from 1996 to 30 June 2005.
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORT FILINGS
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Depository
62,388 81,197 96,521 120,505 162,720
Institutions
Securities
and Futures
Industries
MSBs
Source: The SAR Activity Review, By The Numbers, Issue 5 February 2006

2001

2002

2003

2004

30 June
2005

203,538

273,823

288,343

381,671

251,092

-

-

4,267

5,705

3,305

-

5,723

209,512

296,284

177,943

647. The following chart shows the top ten states for SAR filings from depository institutions from
1 April 1996 through 30 June 2004, which account for two-thirds of all SARs for the period.
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State/Territory
California
New York
Texas
Florida
Illinois
Arizona
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Michigan

Filings (overall)
351,784
167,635
92,168
89,413
51,004
48,691
41,403
37,765
34,634
34,506

Percentage (overall)
24.26%
11.56%
6.36%
6.17%
3.52%
3.36%
2.86%
2.60%
2.39%
2.38%

648. Overall, the SAR reporting system has produced impressive results. However, the volume of filings
has been uneven across sectors. For instance, large numbers of SARs are being filed by the banking and
MSB sectors. However, in the securities sector, the number of filings has been relatively low so far,
possibly reflecting the lower risk of laundering cash because the sector does not generally operate on a
cash basis. NASD has a webpage devoted to AML/CFT and has issued weekly e-mails to its members
(securities brokers) to ensure that they know how to implement their AML/CFT requirements. Concerns
were raised by representatives of the banking sector about the risk of defensive filing which could be a
reason for the large number of SARs being filed by banks. There have also been reports that improved
reporting systems and technology innovations (such as automated transactions monitoring systems) have
resulted in an increase in the number and quality of SAR filings. In contrast, the NFA indicated that
defensive filings are not a problem in the securities industry which has only been under an obligation to
report for about 1.5 years.
649. A weakness of the reporting system is the threshold (of USD 5,000 for financial institutions and
USD 2,000 for MSBs). This impacts, in particular, the effectiveness of the reporting requirement with
respect to terrorist financing-related transactions, as the importance of tracking relatively low-value
transactions has been highlighted in this field.
Recommendation 14 (Tipping off)
650. Federal law [31 USC 5318(g)(3)] provides protection from civil liability for all reports of suspicious
transactions made to appropriate authorities, including supporting documentation, regardless of whether
such reports are filed pursuant to the SAR instructions. Specifically, the law provides that a financial
institution and its directors, officers, employees, and agents that make a disclosure of any possible
violation of law or regulation, including a disclosure in connection with the preparation of SARs, “shall
not be liable to any person under any law or regulation of the U.S., any constitution, law, or regulation of
any state or political subdivision of any state, or under any contract or other legally enforceable agreement
(including any arbitration agreement), for such disclosure or for any failure to provide notice of such
disclosure to the person who is the subject of such disclosure or any other person identified in the
disclosure.” The safe harbor applies to SARs filed within the required reporting thresholds as well as to
SARs filed voluntarily on any activity below the threshold. In the case of the insurance sector (which has
newly become subject to a SAR reporting requirement), the safe harbor provision also applies in the
following circumstances: (1) reporting suspicious activity not involving any covered life insurance
product; and (2) insurance agents and insurance brokers even though they do not have direct responsibility
to report suspicious activity under the final rules.
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651. The implementing regulations do not require the report to be made in good faith to obtain such
protection from liability. This is significant because, in combination with the safe harbor provision, the
subject of a SAR would not be able to bring a lawsuit against a SAR filer even under the pretext that the
filing was malicious.
652. No financial institution, and no director, officer, employee, or agent of a financial institution, that
reports a suspicious transaction may notify any person involved in the transaction that the transaction has
been reported. The same prohibition applies to government officials and employees, other than is necessary
to fulfill their official duties [31 USC 5318(g)(3)]. Any financial institution that is subpoenaed by or is
otherwise requested to disclose to others information contained in a SAR or the fact that a SAR was filed
should decline to produce the SAR and should not provide any information or statements that would disclose
that a SAR has been prepared or filed [e.g. 31 CFR 103.18(e) with respect to banks and 31 CFR 103.16(f)
with respect to insurers]. This prohibition does not preclude disclosure of business records that are the basis
of the SAR, as long as the disclosure does not state or imply that a SAR has been filed on the underlying
information. In addition, the prohibition does not apply to requests by FinCEN or an appropriate law
enforcement or federal functional regulator and appropriate supervisory self-regulatory organization.
653. The statute and the implementing regulations state clearly that the prohibition on disclosure applies
only with respect to any person involved in the transaction. However, FinCEN holds that it interprets the
requirement much more tightly than the statutory language. This has been asserted most recently in the
“Interagency Guidance on Sharing Suspicious Activity Reports with Head Offices and Controlling
Companies”, issued on 20 January 2006, which states that "Implementing regulations issued by (FinCEN)
have construed this confidentiality provision as generally prohibiting a banking organization from
disclosing the existence of a (SAR) except where such disclosure is requested by appropriate law
enforcement agencies, bank supervisory agencies, or (FinCEN)". However, the text of the regulations
continues to mirror the language of the statute.
654. Under regulations issued under Title 12, SARs filed by the banks are deemed to be confidential.
For example, 12 CFR 208.62(j) states that "SARs are confidential. Any member bank subpoenaed or
otherwise requested to disclose a SAR or the information contained in a SAR shall decline to produce the
SAR or to provide any information that would disclose that a SAR has been prepared or filed". Courts
that have reviewed this issue have opined that the statute and the regulation create an unqualified privilege
that cannot be waived by the financial institution or the government. Examples include Wuliger v. OCC,
394 F. Supp. 2d 1009 (N.D. Ohio 2005); Gregory v. Bank One Corp. 200 F. Supp. 2d 1000 (S.D. Ind.
2002); Lee v. Bankers Trust Co., 166 F.3d 540, 543 (2d Cir. 1999) (“Disclosure of even the filing of a
SAR, let alone its substance, is prohibited by law.”); Whitney Nat’l Bank v. Karam, 306 F. Supp.2d 678
(S.D. Tex. 2004) (holding not only a SAR itself to be protected from disclosure, but also communications
pertaining to a SAR or its contents)]. However, it has to be noted that some of these cases hinged on
whether the scope of the Title 12 restrictions on SAR disclosure was reasonable, not on whether the BSA
restrictions prohibited disclosure to third parties. It is unclear whether this interpretation would apply in
cases where there are no relevant supplementary regulations issued by federal regulators.
Recommendation 25 (Feedback and guidance related to SARs)
655. Financial institutions indicated that they do not receive specific feedback from FinCEN on their
filed SARs. However, FinCEN does provide general information in their SAR Bulletins on specific
issues, the quarterly reports and/or on the website.
656. FinCEN provides feedback to the industry in the form of two separate publications: the “SAR
Activity Review—Trends, Tips and Issues”, and a companion piece entitled “SARs by the Numbers”.
“The SAR Activity Review-Trends, Tips & Issues” has been published twice annually since
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October 2000, but since late 2005, has been published three times per year. The publication is a product
of continuing dialogue and close collaboration among financial institutions, law enforcement officials, and
regulatory agencies, which provides information about the preparation, use and value of SARs filed by all
industries subject to reporting under the BSA regulations. The publication also provides numerous
examples of SAR filings that resulted in significant prosecutions.
657. The publication is divided into six sections covering trends and analyses of money laundering and
terrorist financing methodologies identified in SAR narratives; summaries of law enforcement cases
where SAR filings were helpful; tips on the preparation and filing of SARs; issues and guidance for
financial institutions on procedural matters, topics warranting attention and recent court decisions; an
industry forum open to financial institutions to outline issues of concern to their community; and a
mailbag and feedback section which addresses issues raised by the financial institution industry, such as
filing of SARs and identification of suspicious activity categories.
658. The companion publication, “The SAR Activity Review-By The Numbers”, is also published on
FinCEN’s website. This provides statistics outlining the number of filings for each of the SARs required
to be filed by depository institutions, money services businesses, casinos and card clubs, and securities
and futures industries. The statistics accumulated in the publication include number of filings by U. S.
states and territories, by violation reported, and by year and month of filing.
659. FinCEN has also published industry-specific guidance such as information for the money services
business sector, for which there is a dedicated website that includes information concerning how MSBs
are to comply with the reporting obligation.
660. FinCEN co-ordinates with law enforcement agencies (such as ICE) that are also publishing
guidance to industry (For a more detailed discussion of the guidance that ICE gives to industry, see
section 3.9 below).
Recommendation 19 (Other types of reporting)
661. The U.S. has implemented a system where financial institutions report certain transactions in
currency above a fixed threshold to FinCEN. The various types of large cash transaction reports that must
be file with FinCEN are described below.
Currency Transaction Report (CTR)
662. A financial institution (except for insurance companies which must file Form 8300s as described
below) must file a CTR (FinCEN Form 104) with FinCEN for all non-exempt transactions (i.e. deposit,
withdrawal, exchange of currency, or other payment or transfer, by, through, or to the financial institution)
in currency over USD 10,000 involving the physical transfer of currency or other payment or transfer by,
through, or to such financial institution.
663. Currency is defined to include notes and coins that are legal tender in the U.S. or any other country,
and a transaction is deemed to include multiple transactions where the institution has knowledge that they
were carried out by, or on behalf of, any one person.
664. Prior to completing a reportable transaction, the institution is required (31 CFR 103.28) to verify and
record the name, street address (a post office box number is not acceptable), SSN or TIN (for non-U.S.
resident) and date of birth of the individual presenting the transaction, as well as any person on whose behalf
the transaction is being undertaken. The CTR also contains information about the amount and kind of
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transaction (transactions involving foreign currency should identify the country of origin and report the U.S.
dollar equivalent of the foreign currency on the day of the transaction).
665. If the individual indicates that he or she is an alien or not a resident of the U.S., the financial
institution must verify identity through examination of a passport, alien identification card, or other
official document evidencing nationality or residence. For other individuals, the financial institution must
verify identity through examination of a document that is normally acceptable within the banking
community as a means of identification when cashing checks for non-depositors (e.g. a driver‘s license).
The financial institution must also record the identity, account number and taxpayer identification number,
if any, of any person on whose behalf the transaction is conducted. This information is transmitted to
FinCEN with the CTR.
666. Financial institutions are permitted to exempt certain customers from the reporting process. These
exemptions include banks, U.S. governmental departments and agencies, companies quoted on the major
U.S stock exchanges (and their subsidiaries), and any U.S.-incorporated commercial enterprise (with
respect only to its domestic business) that has maintained an account with the institution for at least 12
months and regularly engages in cash transactions in excess of USD 10,000. The exemption for
commercial enterprises does not extend to a range of specified business activities [31 CFR 103.22(d)].
667. Upon receipt, CTRs are maintained in a BSA reporting database (Currency Banking Retrieval
System), which is made available to various federal financial institution regulators and law enforcement.
A completed CTR must be filed with FinCEN within 15 days after the date of the transaction (25 days if
filed magnetically or electronically). The bank must retain copies of CTRs for five years from the date of
the report [31 CFR 103.27(a)(3)].
668. The following chart shows the number of CTRs filed from 2001 to 2004.
Currency Transaction Reports Filed 2001-2004
2001
12,711,154
2002
12,576,736
2003
13,299,135
2004
13,355,837
Total
51,942,862

Form 8300 - Reports of Cash Payments Over USD 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business
669. FinCEN/IRS Form 8300 is mandated under both the Internal Revenue Code (26 USC 60501) and
the BSA (31 USC 5331), and requires any person engaged in a trade or business (as defined in the form
and implementing regulations, and other than financial institutions required to file CTRs) to report to the
IRS/FinCEN the receipt of currency in amounts over USD 10,000. This obligation applies to any trade,
business or profession, (including insurance companies, jewelry stores, precious metals dealers, real estate
sales, attorneys, accountants, automobile dealerships, boat sales, etc.) that receives more than USD 10,000
in cash or certain monetary instruments in a single transaction or in two or more related transactions. Any
transactions conducted between a payer, or its agent and the recipient in a 24-hour period are related
transactions. Transactions are considered related even if they occur over a period of more than 24 hours if
the recipient knows, or has reason to know, that each transaction is one in a series of connected
transactions. A transaction is defined as occurring when:
(a)

goods, services, or property are sold;

(b)

property is rented;
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(c)

cash is exchanged for other cash;

(d)

a contribution is made to a trust or escrow account;

(e)

a loan is made or repaid; and

(f)

cash is converted to a negotiable instrument, such as a check or a bond.

670. Persons who are required to report a transaction under section 5331 must make that report by filing
a joint FinCEN/IRS form (Form 8300) with the IRS (31 CFR 103.2231, CFR 103.30
and 26 USC 6050I).72 This reporting obligation is similar to, but separate from the CTR obligations
imposed on financial institutions under the BSA.
671. In order to file a Form 8300 properly, the person conducting the transaction, as well as the
beneficial owner, must be identified and their identities must be verified "by examination of a document
normally acceptable as a means of identification when cashing or accepting checks (for example a driver's
license or credit card)" [31 CFR 103.30(e)(2)]. Verification of the identity of any person who purports to
be an alien must be made by examination of such person’s passport, alien identification card, or other
official document evidencing nationality or residence. Trades and businesses are required to provide all
requested information on the Form 8300, including the following for the person conducting the
transaction: name, street address (a post office box number is not acceptable), SSN or TIN (for non-U.S.
residents), date of birth and the document used to verify the identifying information. Additionally, the
trade/business must verify and record the identity, account number, and the social security number or tax
payer identification number (if any) of any person or entity on whose behalf such transaction is to be
effected (31 CFR Part 103.28).
672. Cash is defined as currency and coin of the U.S. or any other country as long as it is customarily
accepted as money in the country of issue, and a cashier's check, bank draft, traveler's check, or money
order (31 CFR 103.22). Multiple cash transactions under USD 10,000 shall be treated as a single
transaction if the transactions are related. For example, related transactions would include:
(a)

any transactions between a buyer (or an agent of the buyer) and a seller that occur within a 24-hour
period are related transactions;

(b)

transactions are related even if they are more than 24 hours apart if the trade or business knows, or
has reason to know, that each is one of a series of connected transactions;

(c)

installment payments that cause the total cash received within one year of the initial payment to
total more than USD 10,000; or

(d)

other previously unreported payments that cause the total cash received within a 12-month period to
total more than USD 10,000.

673. Trades and businesses are also encouraged to voluntarily file a Form 8300 if they receive
USD 10,000 or less in cash, and the transaction appears to be suspicious, for example, if it appears that a
person is trying to cause the trade or business not to file Form 8300 or is trying to cause the filing of a
false or incomplete Form 8300, or if there is a sign of possible illegal activity. In addition to filing the
Form 8300 under these circumstances, the trade or business is also encouraged to contact the local IRS
Criminal Investigation Division as soon as possible or call a toll-free telephone number to report the
transaction. Every trade or business must ensure that it has appropriate procedures in place to report such
transactions. IRS Publication 1544, Reporting Cash Payments of Over USD 10,000 (Received in a Trade
or Business), is published to aid trade and businesses in implementing these procedures. This publication
72

FinCEN’s interim rule (66 FR 67680) that took effect from 1 January 2002.
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outlines the circumstances in which a Form 8300 needs to be filed, what information needs to be included
on the form, and the penalties associated with failure to file the form or filing a false form.
674. Upon receipt, Forms 8300 are maintained in a BSA reporting database (Currency Banking Retrieval
System), which is made available to various Federal Banking Agencies, other regulatory agencies, and law
enforcement. A completed Form 8300 must be filed with FinCEN within 15 days after the date of the
transaction. The trade or business must retain copies of Forms 8300 for five years from the date of the report.
675. Although filing a Form 8300 is a requirement under the BSA, the trade or business required to file
may or may not be subject to the BSA’s AML regime. Businesses subject to this reporting requirement
are liable to compliance inspection by the IRS, but not on a routine basis. Civil penalties associated with
Form 8300 are available for failure to: (1) file a correct Form 8300 by the date it is due; and (2) provide
the required statement to those named in the Form 8300. If a trade or business intentionally disregards the
requirement to file a correct Form 8300 by the date it is due, the penalty is the larger of: (1) USD 25,000;
or (2) the amount of cash the trade or business received and was required to report (up to USD 100,000).
676. Criminal penalties associated with Form 8300 are available for:
(a)

willful failure to file Form 8300;

(b)

willfully filing a false or fraudulent Form 8300;

(c)

stopping or trying to stop Form 8300 from being filed; and

(d)

setting up, helping to set up, or trying to set up a transaction in a way that would make it seem
unnecessary to file Form 8300.

677. If a trade or business willfully fails to file Form 8300, it can be fined up to USD 250,000
(USD 500,000 for corporations) or sentenced to up to five years in prison, or both (26 USC 7203;
18 USC 3571). The penalties for failure to file may also apply to any person (including a payer) who
attempts to interfere with or prevent the seller (or business) from filing a correct Form 8300. This includes
any attempt to structure the transaction in a way that would make it seem unnecessary to file Form 8300.
678. The following chart shows the filings of Form 8300 from 2001 to 2004.
Forms 8300 Filed 2001-2004
2001
Not Available
2002
120,920
2003
130,795
2004
152,674
Total
404,389

Compliance with the large cash transaction reporting requirements
679. The following chart shows the number of prosecutions for violations of the reporting requirements
relating to domestic currency transactions (31 USC 5313) for fiscal year 2004.
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Prosecutions for violations of the domestic currency transaction reporting requirements
(31 USC 5313)
Number of…
Fiscal year 2004
Cases
14
Defendants
28
Successful charges
21
Terminated defendant count
28
Guilty
9

3.7.2

Recommendations and Comments

680. There is one key issue that arises with respect to the general SAR requirements. There exists a
general USD 5,000 threshold for mandatory reporting, (USD 2,000 for MSBs) although institutions may
report voluntarily below this threshold. This conflicts with the FATF standard that requires the reporting
of all suspicious transactions, regardless of the amount. An appropriate amendment to the legislation is
recommended to bring the U.S. into compliance.
681. Another issue of importance is the failure to extend the SAR obligations to several financial
institutions—namely investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.
682. The exclusion of insurance agents and insurance brokers from being directly responsible in filing
SARs is unlike the AML regulatory scheme for MSBs and their “agents” which have independent BSA
compliance responsibilities. However, as noted in FinCEN’s final rule on reporting SAR (70 FR 66765)
that “suspicious activity that occurs at the time of sale of the covered product is most likely to be observed
by the agent and broker, while suspicious activity that occurs following the issuance of a policy and
during the ongoing administration of the product would most likely to be observed by the insurance
company.” As these insurance intermediaries are in the best position to detect suspicious activity when
they sell the covered insurance policies to their customers in a face-to-face situation, the authorities should
consider imposing direct AML obligations on them in compliance with the FATF’s Recommendations.
683. Additionally, there are some uncertainties about the scope of the confidentiality provisions relating
to SARs. Although the courts have upheld the general confidentiality of SARs under the regulations
issued by the Federal Banking Agencies, it remains unclear as to whether the more limited disclosure
restrictions under the BSA (i.e. to any person involved in the transaction) would apply in the absence of
such supplementary regulations. While the practice has been to regard disclosure to third parties as being
prohibited (supported by the courts, so far), the U.S. authorities are encouraged to take action to put this
beyond all doubt.
3.7.3

Compliance with Recommendations 13, 14, 19 and 25 (criteria 25.2), and Special
Recommendation IV
Rating

R.13

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

The existence of a USD 5,000 threshold for reporting suspicious activity.

•

No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

•

The effectiveness of measures in the insurance and mutual funds sectors cannot yet be
assessed.

R.14

C

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

R.19

C

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.
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R.25

C

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

SR.IV

LC

•

The existence of a USD 5,000 threshold for reporting suspicious activity.

•

No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

•

The effectiveness of measures in the insurance and mutual funds sectors cannot yet be
assessed.

Internal controls and other measures
3.8

Internal controls, compliance, audit and foreign branches (R.15 & 22)

3.8.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 15 (Internal controls) and Recommendation 22 (Foreign operations)
Banking sector
684. Section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act requires financial institutions to establish AML Programs,
including, at a minimum: (1) the development of internal policies, procedures and controls; (2) the
designation of a compliance officer; (3) an ongoing employee training program; and (4) an independent
compliance function to test programs. In 2002 FinCEN issued an interim final rule stating that a financial
institution that is subject to regulation by a federal functional regulator will be deemed to be in compliance
with the requirements of section 5318(h)(1) of the BSA if it complies with the regulations of its regulator
governing the establishment and maintenance of AML Programs [31 CFR 103.120(b)]. In view of the
scope of the BSA, the policies, procedures and controls must, at a minimum, address CDD, recordkeeping, the detection of large, unusual and suspicious transactions, and the reporting to FinCEN of
certain defined transactions. In all cases, section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act requires that regulations
introduced to implement this provision should be commensurate with the size, location and activities of
the institutions to which they apply (i.e. they should be risk-based). When introducing the rule in
April 2002, FinCEN deferred subjecting certain non-federally regulated banks to the AML Program
requirements. FinCEN intends to amend its regulations to eliminate the regulatory anomaly to bring
uniformity to the banking sector.
685. Since 1987, each of the Federal Banking Agencies has adopted regulations requiring AML Programs
for the financial institutions under their respective jurisdictions. These regulations currently require that
"each bank shall develop and provide for the continued administration of a program reasonably designed to
ensure and monitor compliance with the record-keeping and reporting requirements [of the BSA] and the
implementing regulations promulgated thereunder. The compliance program shall be reduced to writing,
approved by the board of directors and noted in the minutes" (e.g. 12 CFR 208.63 for entities supervised by
the Federal Reserve). The regulators' expectations in terms of compliance with the AML Program
requirements are covered extensively in the FFIEC Manual.
686. Section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act specifically requires financial institutions to appoint an
AML compliance officer. For the banking sector, the FFIEC Manual (pp.27-28) defines the regulators'
expectations as follows:
"The bank’s board of directors must designate a qualified employee to serve as the BSA compliance
officer. The BSA compliance officer is responsible for coordinating and monitoring day-to-day
BSA/AML compliance. The BSA compliance officer is also charged with managing all aspects of
the BSA/AML compliance program and with managing the bank’s adherence to the BSA and its
implementing regulations; however, the board of directors is ultimately responsible for the bank’s
BSA/AML compliance.
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While the title of the individual responsible for overall BSA/AML compliance is not important, his or
her level of authority and responsibility within the bank is critical. The BSA compliance officer may
delegate BSA/AML duties to other employees, but the officer should be responsible for overall
BSA/AML compliance. The board of directors is responsible for ensuring that the BSA compliance
officer has sufficient authority and resources (monetary, physical, and personnel) to administer an
effective BSA/AML compliance program based on the bank’s risk profile.
The BSA compliance officer should be fully knowledgeable of the BSA and all related regulations.
The BSA compliance officer should also understand the bank’s products, services, customers, and
geographic locations, and the potential money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated
with those activities. The appointment of a BSA compliance officer is not sufficient to meet the
regulatory requirement if that person does not have the expertise, authority, or time to satisfactorily
complete the job.
The line of communication should allow the BSA compliance officer to regularly apprise the board
of directors and senior management of ongoing compliance with the BSA. Pertinent BSA-related
information, including the reporting of SARs filed with FinCEN, should be reported to the board of
directors or an appropriate board committee so that these individuals can make informed decisions
about overall BSA/AML compliance. The BSA compliance officer is responsible for carrying out
the direction of the board and ensuring that employees adhere to the bank’s BSA/AML policies,
procedures, and processes."
687. As part of the core examination procedures outlined in the FFIEC Manual (p.177), examiners are
required to determine if the individual designated as the bank’s compliance officer has the necessary
authority and resources to effectively execute all the duties of the position.
688. With regard to the requirement of section 352 to provide for independent testing for compliance, the
FFIEC Manual (pp.26-27) states that, for banks, this should, at a minimum, include the following:
(a)

an evaluation of the overall integrity and effectiveness of the BSA/AML compliance program,
including policies, procedures, and processes;

(b)

a review of the bank’s risk assessment for reasonableness given the bank’s risk profile (products,
services, customers, and geographic locations);

(c)

appropriate transaction testing to verify the bank’s adherence to the BSA recordkeeping and reporting
requirements (e.g. CIP, SARs, CTRs, CTR exemptions and information sharing requests);

(d)

an evaluation of management’s efforts to resolve violations and deficiencies noted in previous
audits and regulatory examinations, including progress in addressing outstanding supervisory
actions, if applicable;

(e)

a review of staff training for adequacy, accuracy, and completeness;

(f)

a review of the effectiveness of the suspicious activity monitoring systems (manual, automated, or a
combination) used for BSA/AML compliance; and

(g)

an assessment of the overall process for identifying and reporting suspicious activity, including a
review of filed or prepared SARs to determine their accuracy, timeliness, completeness, and
effectiveness of the bank’s policy.

689. The FFIEC Manual further requires that "any violations, policy or procedures exceptions, or other
deficiencies noted during the audit should be included in an audit report and reported to the board of
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directors or a designated committee in a timely manner. The board or designated committee and the audit
staff should track audit deficiencies and document corrective actions".
690. With regard to the BSA compliance program requirement to provide for employee training, the
FFIEC Manual (pp.28-29) states that:
"Banks must ensure that appropriate personnel are trained in applicable aspects of the BSA.
Training should include regulatory requirements and the bank’s internal BSA/AML policies,
procedures, and processes. At a minimum, the bank’s training program must provide training for all
personnel whose duties require knowledge of the BSA. The training should be tailored to the
person’s specific responsibilities. In addition, an overview of the BSA/AML requirements should be
given to new staff. Training should encompass information related to applicable operational lines,
such as trust services, international, and private banking.
The board of directors and senior management should be informed of changes and new developments
in the BSA, its implementing regulations and directives, and the federal banking agencies’ regulations.
While the board of directors may not require the same degree of training as banking operations
personnel, they need to understand the importance of BSA/AML regulatory requirements, the
ramifications of noncompliance, and the risks posed to the bank. Without a general understanding of
the BSA, the board of directors cannot adequately provide BSA/AML oversight; approve BSA/AML
policies, procedures, and processes; or provide sufficient BSA/AML resources.
Training should be ongoing and incorporate current developments and changes to the BSA and any
related regulations. Changes to internal policies, procedures, processes, and monitoring systems
should also be covered during training. The program should reinforce the importance that the board
and senior management place on the bank’s compliance with the BSA and ensure that all employees
understand their role in maintaining an effective BSA/AML compliance program.
Examples of money laundering activity and suspicious activity monitoring and reporting can and
should be tailored to each individual audience. For example, training for tellers should focus on
examples involving large currency transactions or other suspicious activities; training for the loan
department should provide examples involving money laundering through lending arrangements.
Banks should document their training programs. Training and testing materials, the dates of training
sessions, and attendance records should be maintained by the bank and be available for examiner
review".
691. As a matter of law, specific BSA requirements are not applicable to foreign branches and offices of
domestic banks. An initial proposal by FinCEN to extend certain provisions to the foreign branches was
dropped after the consultation stage, one consequence being that the foreign branches of U.S. banks must
be treated as non-U.S. persons as far as the U.S. institutions are concerned. However, as a matter of safety
and soundness, domestic banks are expected by the regulators to have BSA/AML compliance programs
that apply to all departments of the banks, including its foreign branches and operations, to protect against
the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing. The FFIEC Manual (pp.93-94) states that:
"a sound practice for complex organizations is to establish effective programs through the holding
company or lead financial institution that view BSA/AML risks across legal entities, and allow
management to demonstrate to their boards of directors that they have effective compliance programs
in place across the consolidated organization. The program should reflect the organization’s structure
and be tailored to its size, complexity, and legal requirements that may vary due to the specific
business line or host jurisdiction. Enterprise-wide systems that operate on a global basis need to
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consider the various jurisdictions in which they operate as well as the AML laws and requirements
they are subject to, and then incorporate these into their overall program. Internal audit should assess
the level of compliance with the enterprise-wide BSA/AML compliance program."
692. The FFEIC Manual goes on further to state that "although specific BSA requirements are not
applicable at foreign branches and offices, banks are expected to have policies, procedures, and processes
in place at all their branches and offices to protect against risks of money laundering and terrorist
financing. In this regard, foreign branches and offices should be guided by the U.S. bank’s BSA/AML
policies, procedures, and processes. The foreign branches and offices must comply with OFAC
requirements and all local AML-related laws, rules, and regulations".
693. With respect to bank's operations in jurisdictions that may not apply the FATF Recommendations,
the FFIEC Manual (p.108) states that:
"Branches and offices of U.S. banks located in high-risk geographic locations may be vulnerable to
abuse by money launderers. To address this concern, the U.S. bank’s policies, procedures, and
processes for the foreign operation should be consistent with the following recommendations:
•

The U.S. bank’s head office and management at the foreign operation should understand the
effectiveness and quality of bank supervision in the host country and understand the legal and
regulatory requirements of the host country. The U.S. bank’s head office should be aware of
and understand any concerns that the host country supervisors’ may have with respect to the
foreign branch or office.

•

The U.S. bank’s head office should understand the foreign branches’ or offices’ risk profile
(e.g., products, services, customers, and geographic locations).

•

The U.S. bank’s head office and management should have access to sufficient information in
order to periodically monitor the activity of their foreign branches and offices, including the
offices’ and branches’ level of compliance with head office policies, procedures and
processes. Some of this may be achieved through management information systems reports.

•

The U.S. bank’s head office should develop a system for testing and verifying the integrity and
effectiveness of internal controls at the foreign branches or offices by conducting in-country
audits. Senior management at the head office should obtain and review copies, written in
English, of audit reports and any other reports related to AML and internal control evaluations.

•

The U.S. bank’s head office should establish robust information sharing practices between
branches and offices, particularly regarding high-risk account relationships.

•

The U.S. bank’s head office should be able to provide examiners with any information
deemed necessary to assess compliance with U.S. banking laws.

Foreign branches and offices are expected to be guided by the U.S. bank’s BSA/AML policies,
procedures, and processes. These systems and processes should be risk based and certain high-risk
geographies should be a determinative risk factor is assessing overall and account/customer risk."
694. A bank that is unable to observe appropriate AML/CFT measures because of local law prohibitions
is not required to inform its home country supervisor of this legal limitation or legal conflict in laws.
However, the bank is expected to have an AML compliance program in place that adequately monitors the
risks associated with the business. If local laws limit the effectiveness of the financial institution’s
compliance program, the financial institution would be expected to assess the impact of the local law on
its compliance program and determine whether the program can function effectively under this limitation,
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taking into consideration the adequacy of the existing system to monitor the heightened risks or the
possibility of implementing other risk mitigating processes.
695. Section 327 of the USA PATRIOT Act amends section 3(c) of the Bank Holding Company Act and
requires that the Federal Reserve take into consideration the effectiveness of an applicant company in
combating money laundering activities, including in its overseas branches, when the Board or a Reserve
Bank acts on an application filed under section 3 of the Bank Holding Company Act (i.e. the acquisition
of bank shares or assets). Section 327 also requires the Federal Reserve and the other federal financial
institutions supervisory agencies to consider the effectiveness of an insured depository institution in
combating money laundering activities, including in its overseas branches, in connection with any
application filed under the Bank Merger Act. The provisions of Section 327 apply to all applications filed
under either of these two laws after 31 December 2001.
696. In terms of the banks' implementation of effective internal controls, it is apparent that considerable
time and effort has been, and continues to be, devoted to this issue. It is generally regarded that BSA
compliance is the most important issue on which institutions are focusing at present. This was certainly the
impression from discussions with the banking sector, which has been alerted to the perils of non-compliance
by the heavy fines exacted on several institutions in recent years. However, the regulators report that
compliance issues continue to arise from the examinations, although most of the issues are resolved through
informal enforcement action. Typical of the problems identified are (in no particular sequence):
(a)

weaknesses in systems to identify high-risk customer, including PEPs and their associates;

(b)

inadequate independent testing arrangements;

(c)

weaknesses in the automated transactions monitoring systems, including inadequate parameters for
exceptions reporting; and

(d)

deficiencies in the SAR procedures;

697. At the systemic level, the credit union sector as a whole has been identified as having greater
problems than other institutions in implementing effective systems. In addition, there has been some
indication that the smaller community banks have failed to maintain their procedures at a level to match
their search for growth in markets and services.
698. With respect to the application of the BSA principles to their foreign branches, the banks
interviewed have reported that they aim to do this as a matter of policy. However, they indicated that the
bank secrecy laws in certain jurisdictions hinder them from exercising a centralized, or consolidated
approach to AML risk management because the institutions are not permitted to transfer customer
information outside the jurisdiction. The regulators also report that their ability to examine compliance in
the foreign branches is limited by similar factors, in that they are not permitted to examine individual
customer files as part of their sampling procedures. Such restrictions are clearly a hindrance to the
implementation by banks of effective global systems and controls.
699. With regard to employee screening there is no explicit obligation imposed upon either banks or
other financial institutions, but they are strongly encouraged by the federal regulators to use reasonable
employment screening processes to minimize the risk of fraud, embezzlement, money laundering, and
other crimes. The authorities consider that a reasonable policy might include checking references,
performing credit and/or background checks, Internet searches, and performing criminal background
checks, including an FBI fingerprint check, for prospective employees. Financial institutions are also
expected to check the websites of its federal regulator to determine if there has been a removal action,
personal cease and desist order, or other formal action against the proposed employee. These measures
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would have particular relevance to those institutions regulated at the federal level, but their application
would be limited in respect of institutions such as MSBs and insurance companies.
Securities sector
700. The legal provisions that are applicable to the securities sector in relation to internal controls are similar
to those described above for the banking sector, with the following elaboration and/or differences.
701. In 2002 FinCEN permitted the securities and futures SROs to adopt their own rules requiring
members to implement AML Programs to meet the requirements of the USA PATRIOT Act, subject to the
rules being approved by the SEC. In addition, FinCEN has issued an interim final rule that requires
mutual funds to establish AML Programs (31 CFR 103.130). The result is that following securities
businesses are currently obligated to establish an AML Program:
(a)

securities broker-dealers (31 CFR 103.120; NYSE Rule 445, and NASD Rule 3011);

(b)

futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities [31 CFR 103.120; NFA
Rule 2-9(c)];

(c)

mutual funds (31 CFR 103.130).

702. Rules have also been proposed that would extend the obligation to establish an AML Program to the
following sectors:
(a)

unregistered investment companies [67 FR 60617, (26 September 2002)];

(b)

investment advisers [68 FR 23646 (5 May 2003)]; and

(c)

commodity trading advisers [68 FR 23640 (5 May 2003)].

703. With respect to securities broker-dealers, futures commission merchants, and introducing brokers in
commodities, SRO rules also require their members to designate an AML Compliance Officer reporting to
senior management and establish, maintain, and enforce a system of supervisory control policies and
procedures that, for example, test and verify that the member’s supervisory procedures are reasonably
designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations and applicable SRO rules
(e.g. NASD Notice to Members 02-21, pages 13-14). Firms also may be required to create additional
supervisory procedures or amend existing ones if such a need is identified by the testing and verification
[e.g. NASD Rule 3012. Supervisory Control System, NFA Compliance Rule 2-9(c) and NFA Compliance
Rule 2-9 Interpretive Note].
704. SEC staff examining securities broker-dealers and mutual funds and SRO staff examining securities
broker-dealers ensure that AML compliance officers designated under relevant Treasury regulations also
have sufficient authority and resources to effectively implement the firm’s AML Programs under SRO rules.
705. SROs have also advised their members that AML employee training should be developed under the
leadership of a firm's AML Compliance Officer or senior management, and should be implemented on at
least an annual basis. SROs urge their members to instruct their employees about the following topics, at
a minimum:
(a)

how to identify "red flags" and possible signs of money laundering that could arise during the
course of their duties;

(b)

what to do once the risk is identified;

(c)

what their roles are in the firm's compliance efforts;
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(d)

how to perform their roles;

(e)

the firm's record retention policy; and

(f)

disciplinary consequences, including civil and criminal penalties for non-compliance with the BSA.

706. Securities SROs have also advised that a securities broker-dealer should scrutinize its operations to
determine if there are certain employees who need additional or specialized training due to their duties and
responsibilities, including appropriate instruction to ensure compliance with the BSA.
707. Effective August 2004, the SEC amended its rules (17 CFR 240.17i-4) to require supervised
investment bank holding companies and consolidated supervised entities (which include the largest
securities broker-dealers, and which often have foreign subsidiaries), as part of their group-wide internal
risk management control systems, to establish, document, and maintain procedures for the detection and
prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing. With respect to smaller broker-dealers that are
not part of a consolidated supervised entity or supervised investment bank holding company no precise
requirement asks for specific implementation by securities broker-dealers to foreign subsidiaries of their
home country requirements. A securities broker-dealer that is unable to observe appropriate AML/CFT
measures because of local law prohibitions is not required to inform its home country supervisor of this
legal limitation or legal conflict in laws.
708. Prospective employees of broker-dealers are subject to extensive screening procedures to ensure
high standards. Broker-dealers must have their employees fingerprinted and submit the fingerprints to the
Attorney General of the United States for identification and appropriate processing. (17 CFR 240.17f-2).
Furthermore, broker-dealers are required by SRO rules to screen prospective employees. For example,
NYSE Rule 345.11 (Investigation and Records) requires firms to investigate the records of individuals
they contemplate hiring and NYSE Rule 346(f) requires approval when hiring someone subject to
statutory disqualification. In addition, under NASD Rule 3010(e) broker-dealers that do business with the
public are required to investigate the qualifications of individuals that they are proposing to hire. Firms
are required to “ascertain by investigation the good character, business repute, qualifications, and
experience of any person” prior to “making a certification in the application of such person for
registration” with NASD.
709. Futures commission merchants are required to obtain such information, keep such records, and
implement such procedures, policies and controls that are necessary for it to monitor and control the
financial and operational risks to it resulting from the activities of any of its affiliates
[7 USC 2(c)(2)(B)(ii)(III) and 6f(c); see also 17 CFR 1.14 and 1.15] Consequently, futures commission
merchants that are part of a holding company system, should, as part of their group-wide internal risk
management control system, establish, document and implement procedures for the detection and
prevention of money laundering and terrorism financing.
Insurance sector
710. When the BSA was enacted in 1970, the law provided for statutory authority for record-keeping and
reporting for “financial institutions”, a term that was defined to include an
insurer [31 USC 5312(a)(2)(M)]. Section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act, which became effective
on 24 April 2002, amended 31 USC 5318(h) to require AML Programs for all financial institutions
defined in 31 USC 5312(a)(2)—including insurers.
711. In anticipation of the new responsibilities for the insurance sector under the Act, several state
insurance regulators (e.g. Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi,
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia and Wyoming) issued circular letters to
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advise persons or entities regulated by their respective Insurance Departments of the enactment of the
USA PATRIOT Act and noted that insurers were required to be in compliance with the Act
by 24 April 2002. Among others, the circular letters advised of the new responsibilities under that Act, i.e.
(1) insurers are included in the BSA’s definition of financial institution; (2) section 352 of the Act amends
the BSA to require that all financial institutions establish an AML Program; and (3) section 326 amends
the BSA to require the Secretary of the Treasury to adopt minimum standards for financial institutions
regarding the identity of customers that open accounts.
712. In April 2002, FinCEN deferred the AML Program requirement contained in 31 USC 5318(h) that
would have applied to the insurance industry.73 As a result, the state insurance regulators had to issue
Supplements to their Circular Letters to update insurers that the Treasury had exercised its authority under
section 5318(a)(6) of the BSA to exempt insurers and certain other specified financial institutions, for a
period of no more than six months, from the requirement in 31 USC 5318(h)(1) that they establish AML
Programs. The deferral was to allow the Treasury time to study the insurance industry and to consider
how AML controls could best be applied to that industry, considering the size, location, and services
within the industry. The final rules under the BSA requiring insurers to establish AML Programs, as well
as to file SARs were issued in 2005.
713. Under these rules, which become effective on 2 May 2006, an insurer that issues or underwrites covered
insurance products as a business has to establish an AML Program applicable to its covered life insurance
products that is reasonably designed to prevent it from being used to facilitate money laundering or the
financing of terrorist activities (70 FR 66754). An insurance company’s AML Program must include:
(1) policies, procedures, and internal controls based upon its assessment of the money laundering and terrorist
financing risks associated with its covered products; (2) designation of a compliance officer who will be
responsible for the effective implementation of the program; (3) provide ongoing training for appropriate
persons concerning their responsibilities under the program; and (4) provide for independent testing to monitor
and maintain an adequate program [31 USC 5318(h)(1)]. These requirements mirror the existing obligation
imposed on the banking and securities sector, the details of which have been discussed above.
714. Unlike a life insurance company, an insurance agent or broker is not required to establish an AML
Program. Instead, each insurance company is required to integrate its insurance agents and insurance
brokers into its AML Program and to monitor their compliance with its program.
715. Also after 2 May 2006, an insurance company is required to provide training for appropriate
persons as an integral part of its AML Program. In order for its AML Program to be effective, its
employees with responsibilities under the program as well as its insurance agents and insurance brokers
must be trained in the requirements of the program and money laundering risks generally so that “red
flags” associated with covered products can be identified. Such training could be conducted by outside or
in-house seminars, and computer-based training. The nature, scope, and frequency of the training will
depend on the functions performed and should include periodic updates and refreshers regarding the AML
Program. Instead of training its insurance agents and insurance brokers directly, an insurance company
may satisfy the requirement in 31 CFR 103.137(c)(3) by verifying that its agents and brokers have
received the required training by another insurance company or by a competent third party with respect to
its covered products.
716. BSA requirements do not apply to the foreign branches and offices of domestic life insurers issuing
and underwriting covered life insurance products.
73

31 CFR 103.170, as codified by IFR published at 67 FR 21110 (29 April 2002) amended at 67 FR 67547 (6 November 2002)
and corrected at 67 FR 68935(14 November 2002).
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Money Services Business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
717. MSBs are required to develop an anti-money laundering program (31 CFR 103.125). The principles
underlying this requirement are the same as for other financial institutions. Specifically, the AML Program
must include: (1) written internal policies and procedures (relating to verifying customer identification,
filing reports, creating and retaining records, and responding to law enforcement requests); (2) designation of
a compliance officer (to make sure policies and procedures are followed and updated); (3) ongoing employee
training (to explain policies and procedures and identify suspicious activities); and (4) independent review of
the program (to test the anti-money laundering program and ensure its effectiveness).
718. The U.S. authorities advise that MSBs that are authorized to operate in the U.S. do not have foreign
branches or subsidiaries. However, MSBs that utilize foreign agents or counterparties, must have AML
Programs that include risk-based policies, procedures, and controls designed to identify and minimize money
laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with foreign agents and counterparties that facilitate the
flow of funds into and out of the U.S. FinCEN issued interpretive guidance with respect to its expectations
in this area on 14 December 2004 (69 FR 74439). Relevant risk factors are specified to include:
(a)

the foreign agent or counterparty’s location and jurisdiction of organization, chartering, or
licensing. This would include considering the extent to which the relevant jurisdiction is
internationally recognized as presenting a greater risk for money laundering or is considered to have
more robust anti-money laundering standards;

(b)

the ownership of the foreign agent or counterparty. This includes whether the owners are known,
upon reasonable inquiry, to be associated with criminal conduct or terrorism. For example, have the
individuals been designated by Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control as Specially Designated
Nationals or Blocked Persons (i.e. involvement in terrorism, drug trafficking, or the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction);

(c)

the extent to which the foreign agent or counterparty is subject to anti-money laundering
requirements in its jurisdiction and whether it has established such controls;

(d)

any information known or readily available to the MSB about the foreign agent or counterparty’s
AML, including public information in industry guides, periodicals, and major publications;

(e)

the nature of the foreign agent or counterparty’s business, the markets it serves, and the extent to
which its business and the markets it serves present an increased risk for money laundering or
terrorist financing;

(f)

the types and purpose of services to be provided to, and anticipated activity with, the foreign agent
or counterparty; and

(g)

the nature and duration of the MSB’s relationship with the foreign agent or counterparty.

719. According to the interpretive guidance, a MSB’s AML Program should include procedures for
conducting reasonable, risk-based due diligence on potential and existing foreign agents and counterparties
to help ensure that such foreign agents and counterparties are not themselves complicit in illegal activity
involving the money services business’ products and services, and that they have in place appropriate antimoney laundering controls to guard against the abuse of the money services business’ products and services.
Such due diligence must, at a minimum, include reasonable procedures to identify the owners of the money
services business’ foreign agents and counterparties, as well as to evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the
operations of those foreign agents and counterparties and their implementation of policies, procedures, and
controls reasonably designed to help assure that the MSBs’ products and services are not subject to abuse by
the foreign agent’s or counterparty’s customers, employees, or contractors. The extent of the due diligence
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required will depend on a variety of factors specific to each agent or counterparty. FinCEN expects MSBs to
perform due diligence in a manner consistent with the assessed risk.
720. In addition to the due diligence described above, in order to detect and report suspected money
laundering or terrorist financing, MSBs should establish procedures for risk-based monitoring and review of
transactions from, to, or through the U.S. that are conducted through foreign agents and counterparties. Such
procedures should also focus on identifying material changes in the agent’s risk profile, such as a change in
ownership, business, or the regulatory scrutiny to which it is subject. The review of transactions should
enable the MSB to identify and, where appropriate, report as suspicious such occurrences as: instances of
unusual wire activity, bulk sales or purchases of sequentially numbered instruments, multiple purchases or
sales that appear to be structured, and illegible or missing customer information. Additionally, MSBs should
establish procedures to assure that their foreign agents or counterparties are effectively implementing an antimoney laundering program and to discern obvious breakdowns in the implementation of the program by the
foreign agent or counterparty.
721. Similarly, money transmitters should have procedures in place to enable them to review foreign
agent or counterparty activity for signs of structuring or unnecessarily complex transmissions through
multiple jurisdictions that may be indicative of layering. Such procedures should also enable them to
discern attempts to evade identification or other requirements, whether imposed by applicable law or by
the MSBs’ own internal policies. Activity by agents or counterparties that appears aimed at evading the
MSB’s own controls can be indicative of complicity in illicit conduct; this activity must be scrutinized,
reported as appropriate, and corrective action taken as warranted.
722. MSBs should also have procedures for responding to foreign agents or counterparties that present
unreasonable risks of money laundering or the financing of terrorism. Such procedures should provide for
the implementation of corrective action on the part of the foreign agent or counterparty, or for the
termination of the relationship with any foreign agent or counterparty that the MSB determines poses an
unacceptable risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, or that has demonstrated systemic, willful, or
repeated lapses in compliance with the MSB’s own anti-money laundering procedures or requirements.
723. There is no explicit obligation in federal law or regulation with regard to employee screening by
MSBs to ensure high standards when hiring employees; however, the authorities have advised that some
states do include such obligations in their licensing standards and requirements.
Credit Card Operators
724. Under 31 CFR 103.135, the operators of credit card systems are required to maintain AML
Programs. In addition to the standard AML Program requirements described above, these programs are
required to ensure that:
(a)

the operator does not authorize any person to serve as an issuing or acquiring institution without the
operator taking appropriate steps to guard against that person issuing the operator’s credit card in
circumstances that facilitate money laundering; and

(b)

the operator applies risk-based procedures which, at a minimum, recognize that the following
entities pose a heightened risk of money laundering: (1) shell banks; (2) a person appearing on the
OFAC lists; (3) a person located in a jurisdiction designated by the Department of State as a
sponsor of international terrorism; (4) a foreign bank operating under an off-shore license (except
when it is subject to comprehensive supervision); (5) a person located in a jurisdiction designated as
non-cooperative in the fight against money laundering; and (6) a person located in a jurisdiction
designated pursuant to 31 USC 5318A.
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3.8.2

Recommendations and Comments

725. The requirements imposed on the banking sector to maintain proper AML systems and controls are
extensive, and the legal requirements are supported by the specific regulatory expectations addressed in
the comprehensive FFIEC Manual. A limited number of non-federally regulated depository institutions
remain exempted from the AML Program requirement. However, this exemption which exists for
historical reasons, does not give rise to substantive AML concerns, but FinCEN intends to amend its
regulations to eliminate this regulatory anomaly to bring uniformity to the banking sector.
726. The requirements imposed on the securities sector to maintain proper AML systems and controls also
are extensive. However, while FinCEN has proposed rules that extend the obligations to maintain AML
Programs to unregistered investment companies, investment advisers and commodity trading advisers, they
have yet to be finalized. The U.S. is strongly encouraged to complete this process.
727. FinCEN’s regulations require insurance companies that offer covered products to implement
internal controls as part of the AML program by 2 May 2006, the effective date of the regulation. It is not
possible yet to assess the effectiveness of these measures in the insurance sector. The regulations do not
apply to operations outside the U.S.
728. Financial institutions in the securities sector are required to screen prospective employees for high
standards. Other financial institutions should be required to ensure high standards when hiring employees.

3.8.3

Compliance with Recommendations 15 & 22
Rating

R.15

R.22

LC

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

AML Program requirements have not been applied to certain non-federally regulated banks,
investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

•

It is not yet possible to assess the effectiveness of these measures in the insurance sector

•

There is no obligation under the BSA for financial institutions to implement employee
screening procedures.

•

BSA requirements do not apply to the foreign branches and offices of domestic life insurers
issuing and underwriting covered life insurance products.

3.9

Shell banks (R.18)

3.9.1

Description and Analysis

729. The establishment of shell banks is not permitted in the U.S, either at federal or state level. In
addition, from the sample of states visited that engage in large-scale formation of companies for nonresidents (Delaware and Nevada), legal or administrative arrangements are in place to prevent the
registration of companies bearing banking names. There is no evidence to suggest that these arrangements
are not working effectively.
730. The BSA was amended by section 313 of the USA PATRIOT Act (and implemented
by 31 CFR 103.177) to prohibit U.S. financial institutions from establishing, maintaining, administering or
managing a correspondent account in the U.S. for any foreign shell bank (other than a regulated affiliate of
a U.S. or foreign bank). This section became effective in December 2001, and FinCEN issued final
implementing regulations in September 2002.
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731. A foreign shell bank is defined as a foreign bank without a physical presence in any country. For a
bank to have a physical presence, the regulation requires that it must maintain a place of business at a
fixed address (other than solely a post office box or electronic address) in a country in which it is
authorized to conduct banking activities. At this location, the bank must employ one or more full-time
individuals, maintain operating records, and be subject to inspection by a regulatory authority that licensed
the bank’s activities.
732. Section 313(a)(ii) of the USA PATRIOT Act (and its implementing regulations) requires financial
institutions to take reasonable steps to ensure that correspondent accounts provided to foreign banks are
not being used to provide banking services indirectly to foreign shell banks (i.e. that the foreign
correspondent bank of the U.S. financial institution does not in turn give a foreign shell bank the ability to
access the U.S. correspondent account through its account – in other words, indirect access through a
nested account). A financial institution is required to terminate immediately any account that it knows to
be the account of a foreign shell bank or that it knows is being used indirectly by a foreign shell bank.
733. The final regulation issued under Section 313 provides a safe harbor for compliance with the
requirement prohibiting dealings with shell banks (31 CFR 103.177). Pursuant to the safe harbor, a financial
institution is required to obtain a certification from its foreign bank customers, and to obtain re-certification at
least every three years, to the effect that the customer is neither a foreign shell bank nor provides financial
services to foreign shell banks through a correspondent account maintained at the covered financial institution.
If a financial institution fails to obtain all the information required by the initial certification within the
necessary time period, it must close that account. The institution must also verify such information whenever it
might have reason to believe that the information is no longer correct.

3.9.2

Recommendations and Comments

734. The U.S. is fully compliant with the standards to combat the abuse of shell banks.

3.9.3

Compliance with Recommendation 18
Rating

R.18

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

Regulation, supervision, guidance, monitoring and sanctions (R17, 23, 25 & 29)
3.10

Supervision and oversight

3.10.1

Description and Analysis

Role of FinCEN
735. The administration of the regulatory regime under the BSA is a core responsibility for FinCEN. Its
regulatory functions are administered by the Regulatory Policy and Programs Division, which consists of
three offices:
(a)

The Office of Regulatory Policy is committed to administer effectively the BSA through the
development and implementation of policy via outreach, training, and the issuance of regulations
and guidance. Specifically, the Office:
-

issues new BSA regulations in key financial sectors;

-

identifies issues and areas of concern regarding existing BSA regulations;
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(b)

-

provides interpretive guidance to clarify BSA regulations;

-

educates and trains financial institutions, regulatory partners and law enforcement officials;

-

facilitates the BSA Advisory Group;

-

develops and administers BSA forms;

-

contributes significantly to the “SAR Activity Review”;

-

issues Interagency Advisories with banking agencies;

-

operates a “hotline” that facilitates the reporting of suspicious activity concerning terrorist
financing and a “helpline” that serves as a resource to financial institutions with questions on
regulatory matters; and

-

coordinates with state regulatory agencies on a variety of issues, such as state and tribal
Gaming Commissions, Associations of State Insurance Commissions, Conference of State
Bank Supervisors, Money Transmitter Regulators Association and State Banking
Associations.

The Office of Compliance works to help ensure industry compliance with the BSA through
supporting and working in partnership with the agencies and organizations directly examining
financial institutions for compliance. The Office provides support for regulatory agencies that
examine financial institutions for BSA/AML compliance by:
-

formulating examination best practices across industries;

-

providing training to BSA/AML examiners;

-

tracking the performance of financial institutions experiencing significant BSA compliance
deficiencies;

-

analyzing examination, BSA and other data to identify activities or financial institutions that
may require further review; and

-

identifying trends in BSA/AML compliance deficiencies and violations.

The Office also monitors and assesses the level of BSA compliance across industries and
communicates with industry representatives, regulatory partners and law enforcement concerning
patterns and trends in BSA deficiencies and violations. In addition, this Office is responsible for
negotiating and finalizing Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with federal and state regulatory
agencies that examine financial institutions for BSA compliance.
(c)

The Office of Enforcement seeks to sanction violations committed by financial institutions, obtain
corrective action and deter future non-compliance. It also seeks to educate and provide guidance to
financial institutions. Under the BSA, FinCEN has the authority to:
-

investigate alleged violations;

-

issue letters of caution or warning letters;

-

seek injunctions;

-

impose civil money penalties; and

-

refer apparent criminal violations to the DOJ.

736. In order to leverage existing examination resources and avoid unnecessary duplication of compliance
inspections, FinCEN has formally delegated its authority to examine financial institutions for compliance
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with the BSA to federal functional and financial regulatory agencies (31 CFR 103.56). These agencies
comprise: the FDIC, Federal Reserve, OCC, IRS-SBSE, OTS, NCUA, SEC and CFTC.
737. In the case of the SEC and the CFTC, most of their examination and investigation responsibilities
have been further delegated to the SROs, principally the NYSE, NASD and the NFA.
738. The financial regulatory agencies and the SROs have the statutory authority, derived from various
sources, to:
(a)

examine the institutions that they supervise for compliance with the BSA;

(b)

refer BSA violations to FinCEN for action; and

(c)

take their own enforcement, supervisory and other actions for BSA violations.

739. While the programs and schedules for examining financial institutions under the delegated authority
vary depending on the industry and the regulatory agency, there are several basic concepts that are
applicable to all industries and all agencies, specifically:
(a)

examinations and inspections are conducted independent of outside influence or pressure;

(b)

examinations and inspections are generally conducted pursuant to regular cycles, although special
examinations and inspections are initiated whenever necessary;

(c)

examiners use standardized procedures to determine compliance with BSA requirements;

(d)

examiners review the financial institution’s policies, procedures, and internal controls as contained
in its written AML Program;

(e)

examiners review how the financial institution implements its AML Program, scrutinizing the
institution’s books and records and its operations;

(f)

examiners conduct independent transaction testing as necessary; and

(g)

regulatory actions are taken and sanctions imposed for instances of non-compliance.

740. The relationship between FinCEN and the federal regulators with delegated authority does not
extend to automatic feedback of the results of all BSA examinations. Under the terms of an MOU (dated
September 2004) between FinCEN and the federal banking agencies, the latter provide routine quarterly
and annual data on their examination programs, but are required to report back on individual examinations
only where there is a “significant BSA violation or deficiency”. This phrase is defined to include “a
systemic or pervasive BSA compliance program deficiency; systemic or pervasive BSA reporting or
record-keeping violations; or a situation where a banking organization fails to respond to supervisory
warnings concerning BSA compliance program deficiencies or continues a history of program, or
systemic or pervasive record-keeping or reporting deficiencies”. A similar MOU is being negotiated with
the SEC and the CFTC.
Banking sector
Regulatory Framework
741. U.S. banks may be chartered at either national or state level. However, in the overwhelming
majority of cases they are supervised by a “primary” federal bank supervisory agency, regardless of
whether the charter is national or state. More than 98 percent of all depository institutions, holding well
over 99 percent of all deposits, fall into this category. The OCC charters, regulates, supervises and
examines all national banks. The Federal Reserve supervises and examines all state banks that choose to
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be members of the Federal Reserve System (member banks), as well as Bank Holding Companies. It is
also the dominant supervisor for foreign banks operating in the U.S. The FDIC supervises and examines
all insured state–chartered banks that choose not to become members of the Federal Reserve System (nonmember banks), but due to its role as the provider of deposit insurance, it also has backup supervisory
authority over banks that are primarily overseen by the OCC or the Federal Reserve. The OTS is the
primary federal supervisor of U.S. savings associations and their holding companies, and the NCUA has
responsibility for federally insured credit unions. The effect of the separate federal and state
responsibilities is that most institutions have at least two banking regulatory bodies. The respective
responsibilities of the various regulators may be summarized as follows:
Type of institution

Charter

Supervision

National bank/trust company

OCC

OCC, FDIC

State member bank/trust company

State

Fed, FDIC, State

State non-member bank/trust company

State

FDIC, State

Uninsured, state-chartered bank/trust company

State

State, IRS-SBSE

Federal savings association

OTS

OTS, FDIC

State savings association (insured)

State

FDIC, State

State savings association (uninsured)

State

State, IRS-SBSE

Federal credit union

NCUA

NCUA

State credit union (federally insured)

State

NCUA, State

State credit union (privately insured)

State

State, IRS-SBSE

742. Since 1987, the Federal Banking Agencies have been charged (under federal banking laws 12 USC
1818(s) and 12 USC 1786(q) for banks and thrifts) with ensuring that banks and other depository institutions
maintain effective BSA/AML compliance programs. The roles, functions, and duties of the Agencies in this
respect are similar, and each has issued two regulations in relation to the BSA: the BSA compliance
regulation (e.g. 12 CFR 208.63 for member banks of the Federal Reserve System) and the SARs regulation
(e.g. 12 CFR 208.62). The language of each agency’s regulations is nearly identical.
743. There remains one small group of state chartered entities, the privately insured credit unions, which
are not subject to prudential regulation by a Federal Banking Agency, and therefore have no Federal
Banking Agency to which BSA compliance can be delegated. There are currently approximately 319 such
institutions. Since, constitutionally, it is not possible to delegate a responsibility from federal to state level
without congressional funding, FinCEN has delegated examination authority for BSA compliance of this
sector to the IRS. However, it should also be noted that these institutions are examined for BSA
compliance by their state supervisors in the eight states and one territory in which they are chartered. As
discussed elsewhere in this report, the IRS has been handed a similar role for a very broad range of
financial and non-financial businesses that otherwise have no federal regulator, thus putting considerable
strain on its resources. The IRS has not yet established a cycle for examination of the credit unions.
744. The Federal Banking Agencies, co-ordinate their supervisory efforts through the FFIEC, which was
established by statute in 1979. The FFIEC is a formal inter-agency body, which prescribes uniform
federal principles and standards for the examination of depository institutions, promotes coordination of
bank supervision among the federal agencies that regulate financial institutions, and encourages better
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coordination of federal and state regulatory activities. A key output for the purposes of this report was the
FFIEC Manual published in June 2005. The Federal Banking Agencies work cooperatively with other
functional regulators of financial firms where such firms are part of a banking group. These regulators
include the SEC, the CFTC, and state insurance and securities authorities.
745. For the reasons noted above, there has been no delegation of BSA examination responsibilities by
FinCEN to the state banking regulators, and, therefore, this report does not examine the state regulatory
systems in any detail. However, all state banking departments have Joint Supervisory Agreements in
place with the federal agencies, and these agreements set forth their respective and/or shared supervisory
responsibilities. According to data compiled by the CSBS,74 44 state regulators, the District of Columbia
and the territory of Puerto Rico undertake AML compliance inspections in conjunction with the Federal
Banking Agencies. The exceptions are Colorado, Kentucky, Michigan, New Mexico, South Carolina and
Wisconsin. Similarly, credit unions are subject to joint supervision by the NCUA and their state
supervisor, pursuant to a Document of Cooperation executed by the NCUA and the National Association
of State Credit Union Supervisors. In addition, FinCEN has entered into information-sharing agreements
with 38 state bank regulators, two state credit union regulators, and the banking regulator in Puerto Rico in
order to leverage on their experience, although much information on compliance issues at state level
comes to FinCEN via the reporting arrangements under its MOU with the federal agencies. Where
agreements have not been established with the states, it is usually because their legislatures would need to
enact statutory changes to allow for sharing of information with these entities, or because they have
delegated their BSA compliance authority to the primary federal regulators.
746. Any degree of reliance on the work of state regulators occurs only where there are formal
arrangements for either joint or alternate examinations with the federal agencies. In the case of the joint
BSA examinations, the states work closely with the management of the federal agency for BSA compliance.
Greater reliance is placed on the states under the procedures whereby alternate annual examinations are
undertaken by the state and federal agencies, but the federal agency still remains responsible in all cases for
reviewing the work of the state agency. In all cases where the state banking agencies are involved in BSA
compliance inspections, they are now required to use the FFIEC Manual in order to have their work
recognized as equivalent to that of the federal agencies. Before the advent of the FFIEC Manual, bilateral
agreements on examination procedures were agreed between each federal agency and the states.
747. By way of example of the relationship between federal and state authorities, the New York State
Banking Department works on an alternate year basis with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Consultation takes place between the agencies in advance of any examination by the state authorities, and all
examination papers are made available to the Federal Reserve through a shared electronic database. Any
enforcement action in respect of BSA compliance failures, using the State Banking Department’s powers in
respect of safety and soundness, may only be carried out in consultation with the Federal Reserve Bank. A
similar relationship is exemplified in the case of the Florida Office of Financial Regulation and the FDIC,
which also undertake alternate examinations. Annual meetings are conducted between the two agencies to
discuss the examination plan. All examination exit meetings are attended jointly by the agencies, and any
compliance issues requiring follow-up action, including formal enforcement action, are handled jointly.
Examinations reports are routinely shared between the agencies, but not the underlying work papers,
although there is no statutory obstacle to this.
748. For routine supervisory standards, the CSBS operates a system of accreditation of state agencies,
which has been designed to try to ensure consistency in standards of regulation at state level, and is
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The CSBS is a professional organization representing bank supervisors in the 50 states. It promotes standards within its
membership, and acts as a liaison between the states and the federal agencies.
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described by the CSBS as involving "a comprehensive review of the critical elements that assure a
banking department's ability to discharge its responsibilities through an investigation of its administration
and finances, personnel policies and practices, training programs, examination policies and practices,
supervisory procedures, and statutory powers". Accreditation takes place every five years. Five states
(Alaska, Nevada, New Hampshire, South Carolina and South Dakota) together with the District of
Columbia) have yet to be given accreditation, but this is not considered by the federal authorities to be a
factor in determining whether they will enter into a cooperative arrangement with any particular state for
BSA compliance examinations. FinCEN does not impose any conditions under which the federal agencies
may enter into an arrangement with the states.
749. There is one exception to such cooperative arrangements between the federal and state regulatory
agencies. Under the principles of federal pre-emption, national banks are not subject to state licensing
requirements, and so the state agencies have no authority over such banks for safety and soundness
purposes. Therefore, only the OCC is involved in BSA compliance examinations, and there is no
established mechanism for sharing information on such examinations with the state agencies.
Market Entry
750. All persons wishing to engage in banking and other depository business in the U.S. must be chartered
at either federal or state level. The choice of which charter to seek is left to the prospective owners of the
financial institution. The OCC requirements for national banks are typical of procedures adopted by other
federal agencies. In reaching its decision, the OCC must consider whether the proposed bank:
(a)

has organizers who are familiar with national banking laws and regulations;

(b)

has competent management that has ability and experience relevant to the type of products and
services to be provided, and the scope and size of the projected risks;

(c)

has capitalization, access to liquidity, and risk management systems that are sufficient to support the
projected volume and type of business; and

(d)

can reasonably be expected to achieve and maintain profitability; and will operate in a safe and
sound manner.

751. Central to this process is an evaluation of the fitness and propriety of the management team. In its
charter manual the OCC states that it application process "is designed to assure that a director or senior
executive officer nominated for a position with a national bank will direct the bank's affairs in a safe,
sound and legal manner. A person whose competence, experience, character, or integrity is inconsistent
with this objective may serve as a senior executive officer or director in a national bank. The OCC will
scrutinize more closely a person with experience in a failed or troubled financial institution". The due
diligence procedures employed are discussed below.
752. Similar authorization procedures must be applied to depository institutions that wish to obtain
deposit insurance from the FDIC, and to state-chartered banks that wish to become members of the
Federal Reserve System.
753. Following the initial licensing process, the Change in Bank Control Act is designed to ensure the
probity of persons taking a significant or controlling interest in a bank or a bank holding company. This
Act is relevant to all federal agencies that have responsibilities for the authorization of banks. Prior notice
is required under the Change in Bank Control Act by any person that seeks to acquire control, directly or
indirectly, of an insured depository institution. A "person" may include an individual, a group of
individuals acting in concert, or certain entities (e.g. corporations, partnerships, trusts) that own shares of
banking organizations but that do not qualify as bank holding companies. A person acquires "control" of a
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banking organization whenever the person acquires ownership, control, or the power to vote 25 percent or
more of any class of voting securities of the institution.
754. The applicant must generally give 60 days prior written notice to the relevant federal regulator of a
proposed acquisition of a controlling ownership interest. The notice should include biographical and
financial information on the filer(s); details of the proposed acquisition; information on any proposed
structural, managerial, or financial changes that would affect the banking organization to be acquired; and
other relevant information required by the regulator. The primary forms to be completed as a part of a
notice are the Interagency Biographical and Financial Report form and the Interagency Notice of Change
in Control. The application may be turned down on the grounds that "the competence, experience, or
integrity of any acquiring person or of any of the proposed management personnel indicates that it would
not be in the interest of the depositors of the bank, or in the interest of the public to permit such person to
control the bank".
755. Similarly, the Bank Holding Company Act, as amended, requires that any company (including
corporations, partnerships, business trusts, and associations) that seeks to form a BHC by acquiring control
over the voting shares of one or more banks must obtain prior approval of the Federal Reserve Board. Federal
Reserve approval is also required for an existing bank holding company to expand its banking activities by
acquiring an additional bank or BHC if, after the acquisition, the bank holding company would own more than
five percent of the voting shares of the additional bank or BHC. Applicants must meet competitive, financial,
and managerial requirements, including requirements with respect to the competence, experience and integrity
of their principals. Foreign bank applicants also must be found to be subject to comprehensive, consolidated
supervision by their home country regulators.
756. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 requires, in part, that, upon receiving a notice of acquisition of
control, the Federal Banking Agency shall conduct an investigation of the competence, experience,
integrity and financial ability of each person named in a notice of acquisition of control and shall make an
independent determination of the accuracy and completeness of any information required of such person.
Upon completion of the investigation, a written report of the finding shall be prepared which will become
a record of the agency.
757. Each of the Federal Banking Agencies is also authorized to suspend from office an institutionaffiliated party that has been charged with a criminal violation of 18 USC 1956, 1957 or 1960 (conducting
an unlicensed money transmitting business) or 31 USC 5322 or 5324. The suspension order prohibits the
individual from participating in any manner in the affairs of any financial institution supervised by the
agencies until the criminal case is resolved [12 USC 1818(e) and (g)]. If an institution-affiliated party is
convicted of one of these crimes, the appropriate Federal Banking Agency may permanently bar the
individual from further participation in the affairs of any regulated financial institution. In addition, any
individual who has been convicted of a criminal violation of 18 USC 1956 or 1957 may not own or
control an insured depository institution, or participate in its affairs for a minimum of 10 years after the
conviction [12 USC 1829(a)]. After that period, the individual may only participate with the prior
approval of the FDIC.
758. When conducting their due diligence, the financial banking agencies scrutinize the backgrounds of
persons who are the organizers, senior executive officers, directors or principal shareholders of the bank.
These individuals are investigated to determine whether they have the appropriate experience,
competence, integrity, character, and financial ability to direct and/or manage a bank’s affairs in a safe,
sound and legal manner. On 22 January 1988, the FFIEC issued the "Joint Statement of Guidelines on
Conducting Background Checks and Change in Control Investigations." This provides guidance
regarding conducting checks on individuals seeking either to establish new depository institutions or
holding companies, or to effect changes in control. The guidance details the steps that these agencies will
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take in investigating the accuracy and completeness of the information submitted by such individuals. All
signatories currently perform background investigations in accordance with the guidelines. In 2003, the
background check process was enhanced and now generally requires the submission of fingerprints from
individuals who are subject to background checks in the applications process (SR letter 0310, 28 May 2003). Particular attention is paid to any person who was previously associated with a failed
or problem financial institution or other situation that may bring into question the person’s personal or
fiduciary integrity.
759. Requests for background investigations are forwarded to the FBI and other federal agencies,
including, but not limited to, the U.S. Customs Service, IRS, DEA, the State Department, Interpol and the
Central Intelligence Agency. In some instances, requests for background investigations may be sent to
foreign law enforcement or regulatory authorities. Checks are also made through internal agency
databases and the FinCEN database of persons named in SARs. The agencies may also access a variety of
other databases, many of which are publicly available. These include Lexis/Nexis for legal proceedings
and news, company financial reports from such providers as Dun & Bradstreet Business Information
Reports, and public records such as bankruptcy filings, tax liens, and judgments.
Supervisory Procedures
760. The supervision and regulation of U.S. banking organizations by the Federal and State Banking
Agencies for safety and soundness purposes is accomplished through a combination of off-site reviews
and on-site examinations.
761. Off-site supervision involves continual surveillance and assessment of information from a variety of
sources, including the supervised institution, external auditors, and other supervisors, both foreign and
domestic. The information includes standard regulatory reports, reports of recent examinations and
inspections, internal management and internal and external auditor reports, reports filed by public companies
(e.g. 10-Qs and 10-Ks) application materials, and publicly available material (e.g. information published in
the financial press and elsewhere). The number and the type of report forms that must be filed depend on the
size of an institution and the scope of its operations. Examiners also routinely conduct a review of the
FinCEN databases of SARs and CTRs (to which they have online access) to determine if a banking
organization that is about to be examined has filed such reports and that they appear complete and timely.
762. On-site examinations of banks, thrifts, credit unions and the U.S. branches and agencies of foreign
banking organizations are required by regulation to occur once every twelve to eighteen months
(e.g. 12 FR 208.64) for entities subject to federal oversight. The agencies make risk assessments with
respect to the banking organization’s operations, and those that are deemed to present higher compliance
risks or have a history of compliance problems may be examined more frequently than the norm. For
larger organizations, the Federal Banking Agency maintains resident on-site examiners who provide
continuous supervision of the institution and at least quarterly updates on the institution’s condition and
risk assessment. Examination areas for all depository institutions include any cross-border operations.
763. Between 1 October 2004 and 30 September 2005, the Federal Banking Agencies and the IRS (with
respect to its responsibilities for depository institutions) undertook a total of 10,409 BSA/AML
examinations and put in place a total of 71 formal enforcement actions due to BSA violations. The
following table provides the numbers of examinations conducted and formal enforcement actions taken by
each agency:
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Federal Regulator
BSA/AML Exams conducted in FY 2005
Formal Enforcement Actions* taken in FY 2005
FDIC
2,755
16
Federal Reserve
682
9
NCUA
4,715
0
OCC
1,530
32
OTS
722
14
IRS
5
0
Total
10,409
71
*A formal enforcement action is a supervisory action used to compel a bank to address egregious violations of the law. Examples of
these types of actions are Orders to Cease and Desist and Civil Money Penalties. Formal actions generally are public. In addition, the
regulators took in excess of 2,000 “informal” enforcement actions, which relate primarily to technical violations of the BSA requirements.

764. In on-site examinations, supervisory staff generally: (1) evaluate the soundness of the institution’s assets
and the effectiveness of its internal operations, policies, and management; (2) analyze key financial factors such
as the institution’s capital, earnings, liquidity, and sensitivity to interest rate risk; (3) assess the institution’s
exposure to off-balance-sheet risks; (4) check for compliance with banking laws and regulations; and
(5) determine the institution’s overall soundness and solvency. A key component of the AML part of the
examination, under the delegation from FinCEN as well as on safety and soundness grounds, is to ensure that
the banking organization has properly implemented a BSA/AML compliance program.
765. In terms of the application of supervisory measures to assess compliance with AML/CFT
obligations, the federal and state banking regulators have adopted the FFIEC Manual, which was issued in
June 2005. This manual (over 300 pages) provides a detailed description of the objectives and processes
to be applied when conducting onsite examinations for AML compliance. It establishes minimum
procedures that are to be used in every examination, and provides core and expanded procedures to review
and test the individual components of a bank's AML Program. The FFIEC Manual focuses attention on
the need for examiners to identify how risk is identified and managed within institutions, and to assess the
effectiveness of risk management by a review of the systems and controls, and by mandatory transaction
testing. While the FFIEC Manual was developed primarily as an examiners' tool to ensure consistency in
the AML examination procedures across the entire banking sector, it has also been structured to provide
extensive guidance to the industry on its AML responsibilities in general, and on risk management in
particular. The FFIEC Manual has been formally published and is available in its entirety to the banking
sector and wider public.
766. Examiners are required, first, to determine whether the institution has included BSA/AML
procedures in all of its operational areas, including retail operations, credit, private banking, and trust, and
has adequate internal audit procedures to detect, deter and report money laundering activities, as well as
other potential financial crimes. In addition, examiners will review a banking organization’s fraud
detection and prevention capabilities, and its policies and procedures for cooperating with law
enforcement (whether through responding to subpoenas, acting on information requests under the USA
PATRIOT Act, or otherwise). Transaction testing (including the SAR reporting arrangements) is a core
part of the examination process.
767. Examinations carried out by state banking agencies under the cooperative agreements with the
federal authorities are conducted in accordance with the FFIEC Manual and procedures used by the
federal authorities.
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768. The federal regulatory agencies also undertake special examination projects that are designed to
address identified or emerging risks on a regional or national level. These would typically involve
examining a group of banks, along a common theme (e.g. foreign correspondent banking), in order to
establish industry practice and the risks posed. Such special examinations are undertaken in full
consultation with the institutions selected for the process, and will often be used as the basis for providing
additional guidance to the industry as a whole.
769. The production of the FFIEC Manual has been universally welcomed by the banks, as has been the
outreach program by the regulators to alert the industry to the details of the document. The banks have
expressed the view that this process leads to a more informed review of their overall systems and controls,
rather than a narrow focus on individual breaches of the detailed regulations. They are expecting that the
regulators will now take a longer term view of the effectiveness of compliance procedures. As a result,
they feel that the quality of examinations has improved significantly in recent months, particularly with
respect to the consistency of the messages that are being delivered. However, they have expressed some
concerns that the FFIEC Manual does not fully grasp the complexities of some of the situations, and that,
over time, there may be a tendency to convert into mandatory requirements those issues that are indicated
as being "for consideration" in the manual.
770. The Federal Banking Agencies have broad statutory authority to examine all books and records of
any financial institution that they regulate. In addition, the USA PATRIOT Act also requires that
financial institutions respond to requests for information and account documentation for any account
opened, maintained, administered or managed in the U.S. by the financial institution within 120 hours
after receiving the request from a Federal Banking Agency [31 USC 5318(k)(2)]. The Federal Banking
Agencies also have investigation authority, separate from examination authority, permitting them to take
sworn testimony and issue subpoenas for the production of documents from third parties [12 USC 1818(n)
and 1784(b); and 12 USC 1820(c) and 1786(p)].
771. In addition, the USA PATRIOT Act provides that the Secretary of the Treasury or the Attorney
General may issue a subpoena to any foreign bank that maintains a correspondent account in the U.S. and
may request records related to such correspondent account, including records maintained outside of the
U.S. relating to the deposit of funds into the foreign bank [31 USC 5318(k)(3)].
772. Since the federal banking agencies undertake BSA/AML examinations under delegated authority
from FinCEN, all the agencies have entered into a common MOU with FinCEN, signed in
September 2004. The MOU provides for the regular passage of information from the agencies to FinCEN
on the number and scope of examinations undertaken, the resources applied to the process (including
details of the training program), and the number and types of violations identified. In exchange, FinCEN
is committed to providing regular information on its enforcement actions and on its analytical products,
specifically those derived from the data provided by the banking agencies. The federal banking agencies
have also entered into information-exchange MOUs with those state banking agencies that undertake BSA
compliance examinations.
Securities sector
Regulatory Framework
773. As with the banking sector, there are several players in the regulatory framework for the securities
industry. The SEC administers the U.S. securities laws, and adopts rules implementing those laws. It also
oversees and examines market participants, including broker-dealers and mutual funds, and has the
authority to take civil enforcement actions against persons and entities suspected of violating the securities
laws. Section 19(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and implementing rules have delegated some
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examination and enforcement authority to securities SROs (such as the NYSE and NASD). In addition,
NFA’s examination and enforcement authority is derived from 7 USC 7(b), 7(d), 12c and 21. However,
the federal regulators retain and exercise the authority to: (i) approve SRO rules; (ii) review the
examination, compliance and enforcement procedures of the SROs; (iii) take action against the SROs if
they are deemed to be inadequately fulfilling these functions; (iv) examine supervised entities either
independently or jointly with the SRO; and (v) enforce SRO rules directly against registered entities. This
arrangement is consistent with the IOSCO Core Principles (see Principles 6 and 7). Mutual funds must
register directly with, and be examined by, the SEC, as there is no SRO for this sector.
774. The SEC also generally regulates investment advisers with over USD 25 million in assets under
management, multi-state investment advisers, advisers to registered investment companies, and non-U.S.
investment advisers. The states generally regulate investment advisers with less than USD 25 million in
assets under management. Although state-registered advisers are governed primarily by state law, several
provisions of the Investment Advisers Act (Advisers Act) and SEC rules apply to them. For example,
among other provisions, section 206 of the Advisers Act, which prohibits fraudulent conduct, applies to
state-registered advisers. The SEC has authority to bring enforcement actions against state-registered
advisers for fraud under this section.
775. The CFTC is responsible for the regulation of futures commission merchants and introducing
brokers in commodities. However, much of the day-to-day examination work is delegated to the NFA.
As an oversight agency, the CFTC has the authority to review NFA’s examination, compliance and
enforcement procedures, and is authorized to take action against NFA if it deems that NFA has
inadequately fulfilled these functions. In summary, the respective responsibilities of the various
regulatory authorities are shown in the following table.
Type of institution
Broker-dealer
Mutual fund
Futures commission brokers
Introducing brokers in commodities
Investment advisers

Registration
SEC, NASD, NYSE
SEC
CFTC, NFA
CFTC, NFA
SEC, state

Supervision
SEC, NASD, NYSE
SEC
CFTC, NFA
CFTC, NFA
SEC, state

Market Entry
776. Securities broker-dealers register with the SEC by filing a Form BD, which elicits information
about the background and anticipated business of the broker-dealer and its principals, controlling persons,
and key employees. The broker-dealer must meet statutory requirements involving defined professional
standards and become a member of at least one SRO, such as the NYSE or NASD, both of which have
extensive due diligence procedures in their membership application process. Moreover, a broker-dealer
must comply with all applicable state requirements, and its “associated persons” must satisfy applicable
examination, licensing and qualification requirements. Associated persons are individuals who work for a
registered securities broker-dealer as an employee, an independent contractor, or otherwise. Although
associated persons usually do not have to register separately as securities broker-dealers with the SEC,
securities broker-dealers are required to supervise associated persons with a view to preventing violations
of the federal securities laws.
777. SRO rules also require their members to establish, maintain, and enforce a system of supervisory
control policies and procedures that, for example, test and verify that the member’s supervisory
procedures are reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations
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and applicable SRO rules. Firms also may be required to create additional supervisory procedures or
amend existing ones if such a need is identified by the testing and verification.
778. Registered persons who are found to have violated securities rules and regulations face the
following sanctions that jeopardize their continued employment in the securities industry:
(a)

bar from the securities industry;

(b)

suspension for a specific period of time, often only being re-admitted after paying fines and/or requalifying by passing specified qualification examinations; and

(c)

fines and, in certain situations, orders to make restitution if customers were harmed financially.

779. In addition, persons who have engaged in certain types of misconduct are ineligible to serve or act
in the capacity of employee, director, member of an advisory board, investment adviser or depositor of
any registered investment company (e.g. mutual funds). Although investment advisers are not yet subject
to AML Program requirements, it is helpful to note that the SEC may deny registration to persons who
have engaged in certain misconduct that are seeking to become investment advisers and may bar, suspend,
or place limitations on the activities of persons who are, or are seeking to become, associated with an
investment adviser if those persons have engaged in certain misconduct.
780. A person who is subject to a statutory disqualification resulting from an arrest or conviction for
certain financial-related crimes and other regulatory actions must undergo a rigorous application process
when seeking employment in the securities industry. Re-admission would only be approved if the
employer agrees to subject that person to special supervision and the SRO and the SEC determines that
investor protection concerns are satisfied.
781. There are similar registration requirements placed on persons engaged in the futures and
commodities industry. With certain exceptions, all persons and organizations that intend to do business as
futures professionals must register with the CFTC pursuant to the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA). The
primary purposes of registration are to screen an applicant's fitness to engage in business as a futures
professional and to identify those individuals and organizations whose activities are subject to federal
regulation. In addition, all individuals and firms that wish to conduct futures-related business with the
public must apply for membership with the NFA. The CFTC has broad, specific power to bar criminals
and alleged criminals from being involved in the futures industry. The CFTC is specifically authorized to
refuse to register persons convicted of certain crimes, and to suspend or modify the registration of any
person registered that is charged with certain crimes [CEA Sections 8a(2), (3) and (11)].
Supervisory Procedures
782. The SEC and CFTC resources dedicated to combating money laundering are integrated into their
major program areas, and a risk-based approach forms an integral part of the SEC’s and CFTC’s strategy
to meeting their money laundering responsibilities. In the securities and futures industries, the SROs
examine their members for compliance with BSA/AML requirements, as well as with other federal
securities regulations and their own rules and regulations (including AML-related rules).
783. The NYSE and NASD have examination cycles designed to address the regulatory concerns posed
by different categories of firms. Accordingly, firms with substantial capital, investor or market exposure
or, in some instances, a history of regulatory problems, are examined annually. Other firms, which
present less public exposure and risk, generally are examined less frequently. The examination programs
are reviewed by the SEC. The SEC covers BSA compliance in every oversight examination where it
reviews the SROs’ examination processes and findings. In addition, SEC staff selects several firms
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nationally each year to be the subject of “full-scale” AML examination, based on certain risk factors.
These examinations provide data regarding national trends, and are designed to oversee the work of the
SROs. As a matter of routine, the SEC, NASD, NYSE and FinCEN hold quarterly meetings to share
information on the examination process, and to establish guidelines for examiners, where necessary. In
addition, the SEC has sought to move to greater standardization of BSA examination procedures to help
ensure consistency. The following table shows the recent record of examinations by the various agencies.
FY 2005

SEC broker-dealers
NYSE broker-dealers
NASD Broker-dealers
SEC mutual funds
SEC transfer agents

Exams
completed
745
484
1,750
526
55

AML included
381
173
1,676
136
37

AML
deficiencies
220
50
710
23
4

Formal
enforcement
5
74
-

784. NFA has responsibility to examine members for compliance with AML, financial integrity,
financial reporting, sales practice, recordkeeping, and other requirements. These examinations are
conducted pursuant to an examination module that it has developed in consultation with the CFTC. NFA
employs risk-based auditing guidelines, whereby the frequency and scope of the examination will be
based on NFA’s overall assessment of the financial and operational risk posed by the particular firm.
However, such examinations must occur every nine to eighteen months for futures commission merchants,
and every three years for introducing brokers in commodities.
In 2003, NFA
conducted 365 examinations, all of which included assessment of AML compliance. The NFA advised
the assessment team that, to date, none of its formal enforcement actions have related to non-compliance
with AML/CFT measures. The CFTC was also of the opinion the implementation of the new AML/CFT
requirements has posed no substantial problems for this part of the securities sector.
785. Pursuant to Sections 17(a) and (b) of the Securities Exchange Act [15 USC 78(q)(a) and 78(q)(b)],
there are no restrictions upon examiner access to the books and records of broker-dealers. SEC examiners
also have unlimited access to the books and records of mutual funds that are required under the federal
securities laws (15 USC 80a-30). In addition to these rules granting the SEC general access to the books
and records requirements of regulated entities, all securities broker-dealers must also comply with the
reporting, recordkeeping, and record retention requirements of regulations adopted pursuant to the BSA
(17 CFR 240.17a-8).
786. For examination purposes, section 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act provides authority for the
SEC to request all records of registered broker-dealers, transfer agents and other entities, including but not
limited to required records, to be made available for examination by an SEC representative. In general, this
provision enables the SEC to examine all records, regardless of whether or not the SEC requires the record to
be kept by the entity. In addition to being able to examine any of a registrant's records without limitation,
pursuant to section 17(b), the SEC is authorized to examine a registrant any time it deems appropriate, as
often as it deems appropriate, and according to whatever type of cycle it wishes. The SEC has taken the
position that its examination authority is unconditional except for the requirement that any such record
examination be reasonable. To be sure firms understand the extent of the authority granted by the various
securities laws and the firm's rights thereunder, SEC representatives provide Form 1661 (which identifies
and explains, in general, the rules to which the firms are subject) to firms prior to an examination.
787. The SEC need not conduct a formal examination to obtain copies of registrants’ books and records.
For example, the SEC may issue subpoenas pursuant to section 21(b) of the Exchange Act to obtain
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documents from both regulated and unregulated persons and entities in connection with investigations of
any violations of the federal securities laws. The SEC may issue subpoenas without giving notice that the
target is under investigation.
788. The securities firms generally are of the opinion that the quality of examinations has improved over
the last two years. They feel that examiners are now adding value through the BSA compliance program,
and are responsive in providing guidance. However, contrary to the practice adopted by the banking
regulators, the securities regulators’ examination procedures have not been made available to the industry.
This is consistent with current practice in all areas of securities regulation, not just BSA compliance.
789. It should be noted that since investment advisers and commodity trading advisers have no AML
Program requirements at present, examination procedures for these institutions do not cover BSA compliance.
Insurance sector
Regulatory Framework
790. The insurance industry in the U.S. is currently subject to state rather than federal regulation, primarily
for safety and soundness rather than AML purposes. States vary in their regulatory and supervisory
approach, in particular with respect to the structure of examinations, frequency of examinations and training
of examiners. In some states, insurance companies are already subject to AML statutes, currency reporting
requirements, and/or suspicious activity reporting requirements under state law. According to an
unpublished survey, conducted by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), of state
statutes or rules applicable to insurance companies, 38 states have money laundering statutes, 21 have
currency reporting requirements and one has a suspicious activity requirement.75 However, state regulators
are not involved in the examination of life insurers of covered insurance products for BSA purposes. This
function has been delegated to the IRS.
791. In the case of banks that sell insurance products, the Federal Banking Agencies will play a
supervisory role. Insurance products are typically sold to bank customers through networking
arrangements with an affiliate, an operating subsidiary, or other third party insurance providers. Banks
also provide cross-selling opportunities for customers by expanding the insurance products they offer.
The types of insurance products sold may include life, health, property and casualty, and fixed or variable
annuities. In this regard, the FFIEC Manual describes the examination techniques that will be employed
to assess the adequacy of a bank’s systems to manage risks associated with insurance sales and the
management’s ability to implement effective monitoring and reporting.
Market Entry
792. As insurance is a state matter, it is not appropriate to describe in this report all the licensing
processes adopted by all state insurance regulators. Therefore, this section on market entry will only
address the processes and procedures of the California Department of Insurance in admitting and licensing
insurers to operate in the state of California. California has been selected because it is one of the five
states with the most premiums written in all lines of insurance. While the assessment team has been led to
understand that state licensing procedures are broadly similar, there are no assurances that the following
reflects what takes place in other states.

75

It should be noted that, although a copy of this survey was requested by the assessment team, it was not made available.
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Case study – California
The applicant proposing to form and operate an insurance company in California is required to
apply to the Insurance Commissioner requesting approval of the name under which he/she
intends to transact its business (s.881, California Insurance Code). Name approval requests for
domestic companies in the process of formation must be accompanied by a disclosure of the
company’s principals. The applicant must also file articles of incorporation with the Secretary of
State. After the corporation has been formed and duly qualified, it may apply to the Department
of Insurance for an organizational permit so that it can raise the necessary capital to commence
its operations. The permit application is an important step in the qualification of the insurer in
that it requires detailed biographical information concerning the officers and directors, the
contemplated plan of operation of the corporation, a projection of anticipated income and
disbursements for a substantial period of years, and other essential data.
The admission procedure involving the licensing of a new insurer is detailed and timeconsuming. It requires detailed actuarial and financial studies and projections indicating the
company’s anticipated income and disbursements over a period of five years; detailed field
investigation of the background of each officer, director, and key management personnel of the
applicant so as to determine their fitness and capability to engage in the insurance business;
and detailed description and analysis of the applicant’s proposed plan of operation in California,
including samples of the contracts which it intends to issue, methods to be employed in the
training and recruitment of its sales force, description of the method by which its accounting and
bookkeeping records will be maintained so as to provide the periodic statements required by the
Department of Insurance.
The California Insurance Code also sets out the minimum capital and surplus requirements for
every insurer admitted to transact business in California (whether organized under the laws of
the State of California or another jurisdiction). Section 2275, Article 1 of Subchapter 3 of the
California Code of Regulations provides that the Insurance Commissioner will, in considering an
applicant insurer for admission to transact business in California, determine each case largely
upon its individual merits as to operating record and financial condition, and a reasonable
surplus sufficient to meet all ordinary contingencies will be required in every case in addition to
the minimum capital requirements specified in the statutes. The applicant must establish that its
financial condition is such that the policyholders and creditors with which it will deal will be
reasonably safe. Compliance with the minimum capital requirements does not guarantee
admission of the applicant. Each application for admission is determined after a consideration of
all of the qualifications of the applicant.
A foreign insurer (including an insurer operating in another U.S. state) also has to submit its
most recent Report of Examination by, together with an original certification from, its domiciliary
state insurance regulatory agency if it does not meet all of the following requirements:
(a)

Such insurer has transacted insurance business under the same corporate name and
management for at least five years immediately preceding the date of its application for
the admission to the State of California. Such insurer is, and for at least five years
immediately preceding the date of its application for admission to the State, has been,
authorized to transact insurance business in not less than five states.

(b)

Such insurer, through its duly authorized officers who have full knowledge of the facts,
files a verified statement under oath that it has never been denied admittance in any
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state and that its certificate of authorization to transact business in any state has never
been revoked or suspended.
(c)

Such insurer has been officially examined by the insurance commissioner or similar
official of its home state as of a date not more than two years preceding the date of its
application for admission to California.

(d)

Such insurer, in addition to all other papers required to be filed, files with the Department
of Insurance a certified copy of the last report of such examination.

(e)

Such insurer has a cash capital of not less than USD 500,000 and a surplus over all
liabilities of not less than USD 250,000.

The foregoing regulation 2276, Article 1 of Subchapter 3 is not to be construed as waiving the
statutory right of the Insurance Commissioner to make or cause to make such examination in
the case of any foreign insurer who meets all of the foregoing requirements.

Supervisory Procedures
793. At the time of the on-site visit, the IRS had yet to commence its AML/CFT examination of the
insurance sector. This is because insurers have been given until 2 May 2006 to implement the AML
Programs and begin filing SARs as required by the new final rules. In the meantime, the IRS is taking the
following action (in consultation with FinCEN): (1) developing and adding to its Standard Examination
Manual a new Part for examining the insurance sector for AML compliance; (2) including the examination
of the insurance sector in its next annual examination work plan for fiscal year
commencing 1 October 2006 to 30 September 2007; and (3) assigning examiners for the insurance sector
depending on its available resources. Examinations will include the review of policies, procedures, books
and records and sample transaction testing of SARs.
794. In the case of banks that sell insurance products, the Federal Banking Agencies will apply the following
examination procedures (set out in the FFIEC Manual) for assessing a bank’s sale of insurance policies.
(a)

Review the policies, procedures, and processes related to insurance sales. Evaluate the adequacy of
the policies, procedures and processes given the bank’s insurance sales activities and the risks they
present. Ensure that controls are adequate to reasonably protect the bank from money laundering
and terrorist financing.

(b)

Review the contracts and agreements for the bank’s networking arrangements with affiliates,
operating subsidiaries, or other third-party insurance providers conducting sales activities on bank
premises on behalf of the bank.

(c)

Depending on the bank’s responsibilities as set forth in the contracts and agreements, review
management information system (MIS) reports (e.g. large transaction reports, single premium
payments, early policy cancellation records, premium overpayments and assignments of claims) and
internal risk rating factors. Determine whether the bank effectively identifies and monitors
insurance product sales.

(d)

Depending on the bank’s responsibilities as set forth in the contracts and agreements, determine
whether the bank’s system for monitoring insurance products for suspicious activities, and for
reporting suspicious activities, is adequate given the bank’s size, complexity, location, and types of
customer relationships.

(e)

If appropriate, refer to the OFAC procedure.
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(f)

If the bank or its majority-owned subsidiary is responsible for the sale of direct monitoring of insurance,
then examiners should perform transaction testing procedures. On the basis of the bank’s risk
assessment of its insurance sales activities, as well as prior examination and audit reports, select a sample
of insurance products. From the samples selected, perform the following procedures:
- review account opening document and on-going due diligence information;
- review account activity, compare anticipated transactions with actual transactions; and
- determine where activity is unusual or suspicious.

(g)

On the basis of procedures completed, including transaction testing, examiners form a conclusion
about the adequacy of policies, procedures, and processes associated with insurance sales.

(h)

Examiners are also guided on the insurance documents that they should review during their on-site
visits.

Money Services Business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
795. The regulatory framework as it applies to MSBs, including foreign exchange operations is described
in section 3.11 of this report.
Credit Card Operators
796. Responsibility for the oversight of BSA compliance by the credit card operators has been delegated
to the IRS. For a description of the IRS regulatory structure and procedures (see section 3.11 below).
Examinations of credit card operators started in the course of 2005, but no information was available on
levels of compliance within this sector. The operators are also examined by the FFIEC (as an umbrella for
the various functional regulators) on the basis of the systemic importance of the integrity of its data
processing service, but there does not appear to be an AML element to this inspection program.
Enforcement and Sanctions
General—FinCEN
797. While examination authority for BSA compliance has been delegated to the Federal Banking
Agencies, the same does not apply to enforcement powers under the BSA, which remain with FinCEN.
However, the banking agencies have their own enforcement powers under Title 12 provisions
(12 USC 1786 and 1818) which cover violations of “any law or regulation” (including the BSA). Under
the BSA (31 USC 5311 et seq.) and its implementing regulations (31 CFR Part 103), FinCEN may bring
an enforcement action for violations of the reporting, recordkeeping or other requirements of the BSA.
For example, civil money penalties may be assessed for recordkeeping violations under 31 CFR 103.29,
for reporting violations for failing to file a CTR in violation of 31 CFR 103.22, for failing to file a
suspicious activity report in violation of 31 CFR 103.21, or for failing to have an adequate AML Program
in place, in violation of 31 CFR 103.120.
798. Civil money penalties for willful violations of the BSA range from USD 25,000 per violation (or
per day that an entity fails to have an adequate anti-money laundering program in place) to the actual
amount involved in the violation, not to exceed USD 100,000 per violation under 31 CFR 103.57.
Additionally, under 31 USC 5321(a)(7), civil money penalties equal to but not less than two times the
amount of the transaction, but not greater than USD 1,000,000 may be imposed on institutions that violate
special
international
counter
money
laundering
provisions
of
the
BSA
codified
under 31 USC 5318(i), 31 USC 5318(j), or 31 USC 5318A. Finally, under 31 USC 5321(a)(6)(b), civil
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money penalties up to USD 50,000 may be imposed on any financial institution or non-financial trade or
business that engages in a pattern of negligent violations of the BSA.
799. The factors taken into account by FinCEN in determining any civil money penalty amount include.
(a)

severity of the violations (number, time-span, rate of failure);

(b)

nature of violations (cause, repetitive/isolated, program breakdown);

(c)

method of discovery (internal audit, supervisory examination, law enforcement tip);

(d)

corrective action taken (immediate, comprehensive, management supervised);

(e)

other law enforcement/supervisory agency actions;

(f)

year of violations; and

(g)

size and financial health of institution.

800. Once FinCEN’s Office of Enforcement has determined that there is a case to answer, it will issue a
charging letter to the entity listing the grounds for possible enforcement action. The issuance of a charging
letter usually results in a process of negotiation with the institution to agree on the level at which a civil
money penalty should be applied. In circumstances where the entity does not consent to the assessment of a
civil money penalty, FinCEN may consider passing the matter to the DOJ for possible criminal litigation,
with Treasury as the plaintiff. However, in the vast majority of cases, the entity will prefer to consent to the
assessment of a civil money penalty for a regulatory violation, since criminal prosecution for a money
laundering offense would have a potentially fatal impact on the entity.
801. FinCEN has separate authority to assess a civil money penalty against a financial institution or nonfinancial trade or business, and a partner, director, officer, or employee of a financial institution or nonfinancial trade or business, or individual for willful violations of the BSA or FinCEN regulations issued
thereunder (31 USC 5321, 31 CFR 103.57). A civil penalty may be levied not to exceed the greater of the
amount (up to USD 100,000) involved in the transaction or USD 25,000 (31 CFR 103.57). Other sanctions
are available to FinCEN to resolve civil enforcement matters include letters of warning or caution;
injunctions in the appropriate U.S. District Court; and the imposition of consent orders. The following chart
provides data on the enforcement measures taken by FinCEN in fiscal years 2003, 2004 and 2005.
Regulatory activity
Compliance matters referred to FinCEN for possible
enforcement action reviewed by FinCEN pursuant to its
enforcement authority
Assessments of civil money penalties
Civil money penalties assessed

2003
49

2004
52

2005
229

4
USD 24.45 million

2
USD 25.01 million

3
USD 34.7 million

802. Generally, criminal penalties for violations of the BSA (prosecuted by the DOJ) are available under
31 USC 5322. Persons convicted of violating the BSA may be subject to up to five years’ imprisonment,
and a criminal fine of up to USD 250,000. Persons convicted of engaging in a pattern of illegal activity
involving more than USD 100,000 in a twelve-month period may be subject to up to ten years’
imprisonment and a criminal fine of up to USD 500,000. Criminal penalties for violations of the
structuring and bulk cash smuggling statutes are prescribed within the respective statutes. The first
criminal prosecution against a bank for money laundering was brought in 2002 in the case of Broadway
National Bank, on the grounds that it had no compliance program in place and persistently failed to
monitor and report suspicious transactions. Subsequent convictions were achieved against Banco Popular
de Puerto Rico in 2003 and AmSouth Bank in 2004.
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803. The following chart summarizes the civil and criminal penalties for willful and negligent violations
of the BSA.
BSA Civil Penalties (Willful violations)
Currency Transaction Reports (CTRs)
Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
AML Compliance Program
Record-keeping
Report of Foreign Financial Accounts (FBARs)
Structuring
USD 10,000 Received by Trade or Business (Form 8300s)
International Counter-Money Laundering Provisions
BSA Civil Penalties (Negligent)
Negligence
Pattern of negligent activity
BSA Criminal Penalties
General

USD 25,000 to USD 100,000 per violation
USD 25,000 to USD 100,000 per violation
USD 25,000 per day
USD 1,000 per violation
USD 25,000 to USD 100,000 per violation
Dollar Amount Involved in Transactions
USD 25,000 to USD 100,000 per violation
2X Transaction Dollar Amount to USD 1 million
USD 500 per violation
USD 50,000
5 Years Imprisonment
USD 250,000 Fine
10 Years Imprisonment
USD 500,000 Fine

Pattern of Illegal Activity

Banking sector—Federal Banking Agencies
804. The Federal Banking Agencies have broad authority under their own statutory authority to take
informal and formal administrative sanctions against the financial institutions that they supervise. In general,
AML/CFT problems that give rise to enforcement actions relate to compliance with the four-part BSA/AML
compliance program rule and with SAR filing requirements. In cases where examiners have identified a
violation of the BSA/AML compliance program requirement, the Federal Banking Agencies are required by
law to take enforcement action requiring the financial institution to correct the problem [12 USC 1818(s)].
The provisions of each such action are tailored to address the particular violations and weaknesses identified
by the examiners. Generally, banking organizations consent to the issuance of formal enforcement actions
and move quickly to implement the required remedial measures. Depending on the degree of noncompliance, a regulatory agency can issue written orders, that impose remedial actions, impose civil money
penalties, reprimand individuals or bar them from employment within the industry, restrict or suspend the
operation of the institution, revoke the license of the institution, refer the matter to DOJ for possible criminal
penalties, and/or refer the matter to FinCEN for possible civil money penalties.
805. The most serious administrative sanction that the Federal Banking Agencies may impose is to
terminate the activities of a financial institution that has been found guilty of any of certain criminal
offenses relating to money-laundering. These offenses are: laundering of monetary instruments
(18 USC 1956); engaging in monetary transactions in property derived from specified unlawful activities
(18 USC 1957); and the willful violation of certain provisions of the BSA or regulations issued thereunder
(31 USC 5322). For domestic U.S. banking organizations, the FDIC may be appointed as a receiver of
any insured depository institution that has been found guilty of the enumerated criminal offenses
[12 USC 1821(c)(5)(M)].
806. Various statutes authorize individual Federal Banking Agencies to take specific action. Separately,
the FDIC may terminate the deposit insurance of any state-chartered insured depository institution that has
been convicted under 18 USC 1956 or 1957 [12 USC 1818(w)]. The OCC may revoke the charter of any
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national bank that has been convicted of the crimes described in 18 USC 1956 or 1957, or 31 USC 5322
or 5324 [12 USC 93(d)]. For branches and agencies of foreign banks, the Federal Reserve, the OCC, or
the FDIC, as appropriate, may commence termination proceeding against a branch or agency of a foreign
bank guilty of a money laundering offense [12 USC 3105(i); 12 USC 93(d); 12 USC 1821(c)(5)(M)]. The
OTS has authority to revoke the charter of any Federal savings association [12 USC 1464(w)]. The
NCUA has authority to appoint itself conservator of any insured credit union or terminate the deposit
insurance of any insured credit union [USC 1786(h)(1)(C) and (v)].
807. The Federal Banking Agencies are authorized to take formal administrative action against any officer,
director, employee, controlling stockholder or agent of any financial institution, and, in certain cases, any
independent contractor (collectively “institution-affiliated party”) of any financial institution
[12 USC 1813(u) and 1818(b), (c), (e), (g), and (i)]. Such actions include: (1) Cease and Desist Orders;
(2) Orders of Suspension, Removal, or Prohibition; and (3) Civil Money Penalty Assessments.
808. By law, the Federal Banking Agencies must make formal enforcement actions public. Several
banks in recent years faced severe criminal and civil penalties as a consequence of BSA lapses (see also
the data under Recommendation 32). The number of formal enforcement actions taken by each of the
banking agencies in the period 2001-2005 is tabulated below.
Agency
Federal Reserve
FDIC
NCUA
OCC
OTS

Number of formal actions
37
47
1
76
38

809. Typically, these enforcement actions would result in cease and desist orders, civil money penalties,
prohibition orders or supervisory agreements. The table below describes some examples of recent
enforcement actions taken by the U.S. authorities for violations of BSA requirements.
NAME AND DATE
March 2004
Riggs Bank, N.A.

PENALTY
USD 25 million

•
•
•

October 2004
AmSouth Bank of
Birmingham

USD 10 million

•
•
•

December 2005
ABN AMRO Bank,
N.V.

USD 80 million

•
•

April 2006
BankAtlantic

USD 10 million

•
•
•

DESCRIPTION OF THE VIOLATION
Willful violation of the AML Program requirement of the BSA.
Deficiencies in designing a program tailored to the risks of its business that
would ensure appropriate reporting, implementing the procedures it did
have, and responding to classic “red flags” of suspicious conduct.
Failure to correct the violations and implement an adequate BSA program in
a timely manner.
Failure to establish an adequate AML Program
Failure to file accurate, complete and timely SARs
Systemic defects in its program with respect to internal controls, employee
training, and independent review that resulted in failures to identify, analyze
and report suspicious activity.
Unsafe and unsound practices
Systemic defects in its internal controls to ensure compliance with U.S. AML
laws and regulations which resulted in failures to identify, analyze and report
suspicious activity
Participation in transactions that violated U.S. sanctions laws
Failure to maintain an AML Program
Failure to detect, identify and report suspicious transactions
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810. In addition to the formal action procedures described above, the federal banking agencies are able to
take “informal action” with respect to more technical violations of the AML requirements. These
typically might involve agreements between the regulators and the institutions that certain measures will
be taken to address deficiencies within a defined period. According to data collated for a recent GAO
study, in fiscal year 2005, over 2,000 such informal actions were taken.
Securities sector—SEC, CFTC and the SROs
811. The SEC may investigate and impose its full range of sanctions against any person that violates the
federal securities laws (15 USC 78u, 15 USC 78u-2, and 15 USC 78u-3). In addition, the SROs may
suspend or otherwise sanction members (and their associated persons) that fail to comply with the federal
securities laws or the SRO’s own rules. AML-related infractions of the BSA or the rules promulgated
under the BSA may constitute violations of the federal securities laws, and accordingly could serve as a
basis for SEC- or SRO-initiated enforcement actions (17 CFR 240.17a-8 and 17 CFR 270.38a-1).
Securities Exchange Act Rule 17a-8 requires all securities broker-dealers to comply with the reporting,
recordkeeping and record retention requirements of regulations adopted under the BSA. The SEC could
assess a civil money penalty against, or otherwise sanction, a securities broker-dealer that fails to comply
with those requirements. Similarly, Investment Company Act Rule 38a-1 requires all mutual funds to
adopt and implement policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent violation of the federal
securities laws, including applicable provisions of the BSA. Under this rule, mutual funds must also
designate a chief compliance officer to be responsible for administering the fund’s policies and
procedures. The SEC could assess a civil monetary penalty against, or otherwise sanction, a mutual fund
for failure to comply with those provisions.
812. Enforcement remedies available to the SEC include (1) cease and desist orders; (2) injunctions
obtained by court order; (3) censures or suspensions or bars from the securities industry; (4) agreements
with regulated entities to undertake specific activities to correct deficient behavior; and (5) the assessment
of civil monetary penalties. Separate from enforcement action, the SEC may issue deficiency letters under
its examination program, and the SROs may also take formal enforcement actions against their members
or may pursue informal remedies. NASD issues Letters of Caution and holds Compliance Conferences
and the NYSE issues Letters of Admonition. The SEC and SROs also inform registered entities to take
corrective action to address weaknesses in their AML Programs. Securities broker-dealers and mutual
funds are required to demonstrate that the issues raised in the deficiency letters have been addressed. The
SEC and SROs generally hold exit conferences with registered entities at the conclusion of an on-site
examination to discuss their initial concerns.
813. Under Section 15(b)(4) of the Exchange Act, the SEC may censure, suspend, or revoke the license
of a securities broker-dealer that fails to reasonably supervise a person subject to his supervision in this
manner. In addition, under SRO rules, securities broker-dealers must adopt and implement written policies
and procedures reasonably designed to prevent violation of the federal securities laws and designate a
chief compliance officer to be responsible for administering the policies and procedures. Securities
broker-dealers’ supervisory personnel may be sanctioned for failure to supervise subordinates.
814. The NFA has the authority to file disciplinary complaints against futures commission merchants
and/or introducing brokers in commodities that are found to have BSA deficiencies. Such action is taken in
consultation with the CFTC, with which it also holds quarterly meetings (sometimes involving law
enforcement) to discuss experience with the examinations. In its role as an oversight authority, the CFTC
conducts rule enforcement reviews of NFA, and would take action against NFA if it were inadequately
enforcing future commission merchant and IB compliance with their AML obligations.
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815. In addition, the CFTC may take direct enforcement action against future commission merchants
and/or introducing brokers in commodities for failure to comply with the CFTC’s rules including its rule
requiring firms to comply with their BSA obligations (17 CFR 42.2). The CFTC has broad sanction
authority, including the imposition of civil monetary penalties, for violations of CFTC rules.
816. In 2005 (through September), the NASD identified 710 cases of AML deficiencies in the 1,676
AML examinations that it undertook of broker-dealers. Of these, 100 were referred to the enforcement
division, resulting in 74 enforcement actions. Generally, these enforcement actions were brought against
smaller firms with a limited risk profile. For example, most of these firms had few clients, few registered
representatives, and no branches. The firms engaged in application-way mutual fund sales, non-ERISA
retirement account transactions and other similar types of business at lower risk for money laundering.
The firms that engaged in a general securities business did not execute large numbers of trades per month.
From the 173 AML examinations undertaken in the same period by the NYSE, 50 found cases of
deficiencies, with nine resulting in formal enforcement action. In the mutual funds sector, the SEC
undertook 136 AML reviews, leading to 23 adverse findings.
817. As a result of the 365 direct examinations of futures commission merchants and introducing brokers
in commodities that were conducted in 2003, the NFA issued 238 audit reports, 54 of which identified
AML deficiencies by nine futures commission merchants and 39 introducing brokers in commodities. The
reports cited deficiencies that included failure to have adequate AML procedures in place, failure to
follow AML procedures, and failure to have senior management approve the AML procedures. But the
primary deficiencies cited were failures to comply with the annual audit and training requirements. NFA
usually communicates deficiencies to a firm during the audit process, thereby providing the firm the
opportunity to correct the deficiency. Deficiencies that are not resolved may result in the filing of a
disciplinary complaint. The deficiency reports issued during 2003 have resulted in filing of two NFA
disciplinary complaints against IBs that included charges of AML violations indicative of a firm’s overall
failure to supervise as prescribed by NFA rules.
818. Since 2002, the NYSE has examined all of its members at least once for compliance with
AML/CFT obligations. In that time, seven disciplinary actions have been taken and an additional 22 are
pending. Most of these related to failure to detect suspicious activity, file SARs in a timely manner or
conduct continuing education programs. As part of an examination, the NYSE may conduct random
transaction testing in relation to SAR filings and hits on the OFAC list. The NYSE conducted 484
examinations overall between 1 October 2004 and 31 October 2005, of which 173 had an AML
component. Of these, 50 examinations identified AML/CFT deficiencies, mostly in relation to
implementation of AML Programs. Five of these were referred to a formal disciplinary group.
819. Overall, for the securities sector, implementation of AML/CFT requirements is still in the early days.
For instance, although some firms have been found to have uncured BSA violations, the CFTC has deferred to
SRO enforcement and has not yet had cause to take direct action beyond that taken by the SRO.
Money Services Business sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange)
820. Sanctions in the MSB sector (including money remitters and foreign exchange) are discussed in
section 3.11 of this report.
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Insurance sector—FinCEN and the IRS
821. Each state insurance regulator has the power to supervise and sanction its respective insurance
sector for safety and soundness in the interest of the insuring public but does not monitor life insurers
transacting covered life insurance products for AML compliance.
822. Although FinCEN has delegated examination authority for BSA compliance to the IRS, it has
retained the enforcement powers under the BSA. The measures available to FinCEN are described above.
Since the effective date of the insurance AML rule is 2 May 2006, FinCEN has not yet exercised its
sanction powers against insurers.
Guidance for financial institutions (other than on SARs)
FinCEN
823. FinCEN, in conjunction with the federal financial regulators, provides various types of guidance to
domestic financial institutions in complying with AML/CFT requirements. All such guidance is posted on
FinCEN’s website. FinCEN’s guidance materials include the following:
(a)

letter rulings explaining those BSA requirements that apply to specific facts and circumstances;

(b)

answers to frequently asked questions about BSA requirements; and

(c)

advisories and bulletins on: (1) specific ML/FT schemes; (2) jurisdictions with seriously deficient
AML/CFT regimes; and (3) institutions or individuals who may be engaged in fraudulent activities
or be deemed to be of a high ML/FT risk.

824. FinCEN also maintains a separate website specifically dedicated to providing guidance to MSBs.
The website contains interactive guides for assisting a business in determining whether it is a covered
financial institution, answers to frequently asked questions about requirements applicable to MSBs,
reference guides that have been specifically prepared to educate MSBs on their responsibilities under the
BSA generally and SARs specifically, and links to Issue 4 of FinCEN’s SAR Bulletin, a publication that
provides information on detecting financial transactions indicative of terrorist funding.
825. In addition to creating a special website to provide guidance to MSBs, FinCEN hired a contractor to
prepare guidance materials for MSBs. These free materials include guidance pamphlets, training videos
and CD-ROMs, and materials that MSBs can display in their place of business, or provide to their
customers, to explain why MSBs are required to obtain customer identification with respect to certain
transactions. Posters are available in several foreign languages including Spanish, Arabic, Chinese,
Korean, Spanish and Vietnamese, and FinCEN is implementing plans to translate existing guidance
materials into a number of other languages.
826. In order to better ensure that money services businesses continue to operate within the regulated
financial sector, on 26 April 2005, FinCEN and the Federal Banking Agencies issued "Interagency
Guidance on Providing Banking Services to Money Services Businesses Operating in the U.S." The
guidance outlines with specificity BSA compliance expectations when banks open and maintain accounts
for money services businesses. FinCEN also issued a concurrent "Advisory to Money Services
Businesses on Obtaining and Maintaining Banking Services" to emphasize the BSA obligations of money
services businesses and to notify those businesses of the types of information they would be expected to
provide to a banking organization in the course of opening or maintaining account relationships. This
guidance and future advisories may be obtained from FinCEN’s web site.
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Federal Banking Agencies
827. The FFIEC Manual, published in June 2005, provides comprehensive guidance to the banking sector.
Following its publication, conference calls were held by the FDIC, FRB, OCC, and OTS to provide an
introduction and overview of the FFIEC Manual for the banking industry. Approximately 8,200 persons
participated in these calls. Additionally, the FDIC, FRB, OCC, and the OTS conducted regional banker
outreach and examiner training events in five large metropolitan cities in which approximately 2,800
individuals attended. One outreach event was broadcast via the Internet, and approximately 12,400 people
viewed this broadcast. FinCEN and OFAC participated in all these events.
828. Outreach programs are also in place, whereby the Federal Banking Agencies, in partnership with
FinCEN, conduct symposiums for banking industry representatives to discuss current issues, trends,
regulatory requirements, challenges, and coordination with law enforcement. On a day-to-day basis, the
Federal Banking Agencies provide interpretive guidance to banking organizations subject to their
supervision regarding AML regulations through formal and informal methods. This is promulgated
through Supervision and Regulation (SR) letters, bulletins, advisories and other forms of notification, all
of which are readily accessible on the agency websites.
Securities regulators and SROs
829. The SEC and, with respect to securities broker-dealers, the SROs provide various types of guidance
and feedback to assist securities broker-dealers and mutual funds in implementing and complying with
their AML/CFT obligations.
830. The SEC has issued letters to industry representatives (called no action letters) advising them of
certain aspects of BSA regulations. The SEC maintains a webpage specifically dedicated to providing
guidance to regulated firms’ about their anti-money laundering obligations. It has also published
guidance, often jointly with Treasury, and has prepared a webcast together with a Securities Industry
Association informing securities broker-dealers of their anti-money laundering obligations and the SEC’s
AML/CFT exam process. Among other things, the guidance has addressed specific questions and answers
relating to the customer identification program.
831. SROs provide guidance to their members by issuing Notices to Members (NASD) or Information
Memos (NYSE). For example, NASD has issued several Notices to Members on AML obligations,
including Special Notice to Members 02-21 (Anti-Money Laundering: NASD Provides Guidance to
Member Firms Concerning Anti-Money Laundering Programs Required by Federal Law), Notice to
Members 02-47 (Treasury Issues Final Suspicious Activity Reporting Rule for Broker/Dealers) and Notice
to Members 03-34 (Treasury and SEC Issue Final Rule Regarding Customer Identification Programs for
Broker/Dealers). More recently, in February 2006, NYSE issued NYSE Information Memo 06-04 and
NASD issued NtM 06-07 discussing recent changes to their respective AML program rules. These
Notices to Members advised members about their obligation to adopt and implement an AML Program,
suspicious activity reporting, customer identification requirements, and about members’ other AML/CFT
obligations. NASD has also published a comparison of the differing legal obligations for customer
identification and record-keeping between the BSA and the SEC rules. In order to assist, specifically, the
smaller firms within its membership, NASD has developed a "small firms template", which provides a
model for the written policy for an AML Program. NASD also created a web-page dedicated to providing
securities firms with AML information and guidance. NASD has also created an AML web cast (AML:
Do You Know Your Customer?) and several on-line AML training courses that are available to member
firms to assist in training and educating their associated persons. Approximately 90,000 persons have
taken NASD’s on-line AML courses.
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832. The CFTC and NFA have adopted a multi-level approach to educate futures commission merchants
and introducing brokers in commodities regarding their AML obligations. For example, the CFTC
maintains a webpage outlining the AML responsibilities of its financial institutions. The CFTC has
published guidance, often jointly with Treasury, advising futures commission merchants and introducing
brokers in commodities with respect to specific AML compliance issues (e.g. on the CIP). Both CFTC
and NFA also seek to educate futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities
through participation in futures industry seminars, conferences, training sessions and conference calls.
Insurance regulators and industry bodies
833. FinCEN has initiated outreach initiatives with insurance trade associations to provide guidance to the
sector before and after 2 May 2006, the effective date of the regulations. In addition, The following are some
of the initiatives of the NAIC in preparing the insurance sector for its AML obligations:
(a)

established an Ad Hoc (Government Affairs Executive Committee) Task Force on the USA
PATRIOT Act with the objective to consider policy issues, develop and coordinate appropriate
examination standards, and coordinate with state and federal regulators regarding the USA
PATRIOT Act AML amendments to the BSA;

(b)

invited FinCEN to present its rules on AML Program and SAR requirement at the NAIC Winter
2005 National Meeting in Chicago on 5 December 2005 that was attended by insurance supervisors
from various states and jurisdictions; and

(c)

published FinCEN’s “AML Program and SAR Requirements for Insurance Companies” FAQ in the
NAIC website to assist insurers in understanding the scope of the final rules.

834. During the on-site visit, the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) informed that it has established
a working group to create a uniform template to integrate agents, including certification that the agents
subscribe to a certain company’s training focus on core AML policies and procedures for gathering the same
kind of information required by the authorities that every agent needs to know. Training for agents will
identify areas that are vulnerable to money laundering, and establish procedures and guidance to agents to
forward the relevant information to their insurers, which will relay the information to the authorities. The
Life Insurance Management Resources Association (LIMRA) has AML training for agents that includes the
processes that will certify that the agents have completed their AML training.
ICE Cornerstone initiative
835. The mission of the ICE’s Cornerstone initiative is to develop private sector partnerships with
industries involved in financial, trade, transportation and immigration-related areas and to identify and
eliminate vulnerabilities in the systems that are subject to exploitation by criminal and terrorist
organizations. ICE alerts industry partners to “red flag” items that indicate a vulnerability within a
particular industry and provides training for industry on the same. ICE maintains over 100 specially
trained Cornerstone field liaisons throughout the U.S. Additionally, the Cornerstone program publishes a
quarterly report that highlights significant investigations, “red flags”, and other useful information for the
private sector. It also maintains a website for the public to visit, which contains useful information and
guidance. Cornerstone also produces the “The Cornerstone Report”, a quarterly newsletter provided to the
financial, manufacturing, and trade sectors to address emerging trends, patterns, and typologies in the
money laundering arena.
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3.10.2 Recommendations and Comments
836. The U.S. regulatory framework for the banking sector is complex, but overall there are considerable
resources applied to the task, undertaken by well-trained examiners in a number of federal agencies,
usually working in cooperation with state agencies. The legal authority of the regulators to conduct
examinations, to acquire information and to conduct enforcement proceedings against financial
institutions and their employees for AML compliance failures is broad, and there is clear evidence that
these powers are used extensively and on a regular basis. The publication, in June 2005, of the FFIEC
Manual seems to have been a watershed in the understanding between the regulators and the banks as to
the latter's expectations of what constitutes an effective AML regime, and this move can be expected to
help improve the levels of compliance considerably. On the basis of the response in the banking industry
to this document, it is strongly recommended that additional guidance be issued to the securities and
insurance sectors. The SEC, NYSE, and NASD have advised that they have reached out to the securities
sector to identify areas of BSA compliance where further guidance would be helpful.
837. There are, however, two areas of potential concern. The first relates to the approximately 400
uninsured state-chartered banks and other depository institutions which are currently not subject to AML
Program requirements. FinCEN intends to amend its regulations to eliminate this regulatory anomaly to
bring uniformity to the banking sector.
838. The second issue relates to resources. The delegation of responsibilities to the IRS to conduct BSA
examinations of the privately insured, state-chartered credit unions gives that agency a critical task for
which it does not appear to have the appropriate resources. This comment is made in the context of the
extensive responsibilities that the IRS has also been given to conduct oversight of the MSB and the nonfinancial businesses. This indicates that their resources will be pressed extremely thinly, although IRSSBSE is in the process of hiring an additional 90 examiners. Nevertheless, it is recommended that
consideration be given to providing more and better resources to examining AML compliance in the
privately insured credit union sector.
839. IRS-SBSE representatives have met with FinCEN, the SEC, and the Federal Banking Agencies to
discuss the overlapping jurisdiction and the need for consistency. FinCEN has issued a tentative listing of
insurance companies impacted by the regulation that fall under IRS-SBSE jurisdiction. IRS-SBSE is working
with FinCEN to develop an implementation and examination strategy. A basic outline of draft examination
procedures has been developed; these procedures parallel established guidelines issued by the FFIEC.
840. The sanctions regime in the U.S. is wide-ranging in terms of the options available, and the penalties
are applied without reticence and the general implementation appears to be effective. This is clearly acting
as an incentive to institutions to implement effective AML/CFT procedures. Institutions that have been
found to be deficient have faced severe financial penalties. However, the scope of the AML/CFT
requirements does not yet address all of the sectors in the financial industry that have been determined to
pose a lower risk of money laundering. With respect to the insurance industry, its enhanced obligations did
not come into force until May and, therefore, the sanctions regime for the new measures only recently came
into force and cannot yet be measured for effectiveness. In addition, the investment advisers and commodity
trading advisers currently have no AML Program obligations and, therefore, the broader sanctions currently
do not apply to them, although those sectors have been considered by the U.S. to pose a lower risk of money
laundering than other sectors to which BSA AML/CFT obligations have been applied. There are also
concerns about the availability of resources within the IRS to undertake comprehensive examinations of the
large number of institutions for which it is responsible. This may have an effect upon the degree to which
these sectors are properly sanctioned for AML/CFT compliance, particularly in view of the wide perception
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among U.S. law enforcement agencies that the MSB sector has a high level of non-compliance (see the
discussion in section 3.11).
841. The U.S. has extended considerable efforts towards providing guidance to the financial sector and
there are clear signs that it will continue to do so as and when new institutions are brought within the
AML/CFT framework.

3.10.3 Compliance with Recommendations 23, 29, 17 & 25
Rating
R.17

R.23

LC

LC

Summary of factors relevant to s.3.10 underlying overall rating
•

Some banking and securities participants are not subject to all AML/CFT requirements and
related sanctions at the federal level.

•

The effectiveness of the measures in the insurance sector can not yet be assessed.

•

There are concerns about how effectively sanctions are applied in the MSB sector given the
current level of the IRS’s resources.

•

Some securities sector participants are not subject to supervision for AML/CFT requirements.

•

The effectiveness of the measures in the insurance sector can not yet be assessed.

•

Concerns about IRS examination resources.

R.25

C

•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

R.29

C

•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

3.11

Money or value transfer services (SR.VI)

3.11.1

Description and Analysis

842. This section must be read in conjunction with the relevant descriptions, elsewhere in the report, of
the obligations imposed on MSBs, specifically in relation to CDD, monitoring for, and filing of, SARs,
and internal control procedures.
Definition of a money transmitter (money or value transfer service provider)
843. Money or value transfer services provided in the U.S. by non-bank financial institutions are
included in the category of money services businesses, defined under the BSA regulations
[31 CFR 103.11(uu)] as: “Each agent, agency, branch, or office within the U.S. of any person doing
business, whether or not on a regular basis or as an organized business concern, in one or more of the
capacities listed in paragraphs (uu)(1) through (uu)(6) of this section.” The listed capacities include a
currency or exchange dealer, a check casher, an issuer or seller of travelers' checks, money orders or
stored value, and a money transmitter. The term “money services business” does not include a bank, nor a
person registered with, and regulated or examined by, the SEC or the CFTC.
844. Money transmitters and are defined to mean:
(A) “Any person, whether or not licensed or required to be licensed, who engages as a business in
accepting currency, or funds denominated in currency, and transmits the currency or funds, or the
value of the currency or funds, by any means through a financial agency or institution, a Federal
Reserve Bank or other facility of one or more Federal Reserve Banks, the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, or both, or an electronic funds transfer network; or
(B) Any other person engaged as a business in the transfer of funds.”
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845. Whether a person “engages as a business” is a matter of facts and circumstances. Generally, the
acceptance and transmission of funds as an integral part of the execution and settlement of a transaction
other than the funds transmission itself (for example, in connection with a bona fide sale of securities or
other property) will not cause a person to be a money transmitter.
846. FinCEN has adopted a broad interpretation of the BSA regulations with regard to their application to
money transmitters. Also, the definition of money transmitter was amended by section 359(a) of the USA
PATRIOT Act to clarify that the term includes “any person who engages as a business in an informal money
transfer system or any network of people who engage as a business in facilitating the transfer of money
domestically or internationally outside of the conventional financial institution system.” Therefore under
U.S. law, all money transfer services, both formal and informal systems, are considered money services
businesses (MSBs) under the law, and are subject to any BSA requirement applicable to any money
transmitter, including registration as an MSB with FinCEN, the establishment of an AML Program,
appropriate record keeping, and the reporting of suspicious activity.
Registration requirements
847. As of 5 April 2006, 24,884 MSBs had registered with FinCEN. As indicated in section 1 of this
report, a 1997 study by Coopers & Lybrand suggested that the total number of such business in the U.S. at
that time could have exceeded 200,000. This figure includes agents, which are exempted by registration
due to primary MSB requirements to maintain lists of all agents with/through which they transact/conduct
business, U.S. postal service offices, and MSBs that are solely seller/issuers/redeemers of stored value.
Since the Coopers & Lybrand study was issued, the regulations as amended by the USA PATRIOT Act
have made more comprehensive the definition of an MSB for purposes of registration, and the application
as a covered institution for purposes of compliance with the BSA.
848. Authorities continue to believe that there may potentially be many MSBs that continue to be
unregistered, or unlicensed in the U.S. Identifying and tracing unregistered MSBs poses a major
challenge to the authorities and their drive to bring them within the law will have significant resource
implications for the regulators.
849. FinCEN Form 107, Registration of Money Services Business, requires that the registrant provide
contact information, identify its owner or controlling person, provide a governmentally-issued
identification number for that person, and identify the business’ primary transaction account (used to
provide money services). The registrant is also required to indicate if any part of the money services
business is an informal value transfer system. Not all MSBs are required to register; those exempt from
registration are:
(a)

money services businesses that are MSBs solely because they are agents of another MSB;

(b)

branches of an MSB;

(c)

money services businesses that are MSBs solely because they are issuers/sellers/redeemers of stored
value; and

(d)

U.S. Postal Service, federal or state government agencies.

850. MSBs established after 31 December 2001 that are required to register, are required initially to
register within 180 days after the date of establishment, and their registration renewal (or two-year update) is
due on or before 31 December, of the second calendar year of their initial registration period.
851. A money services business is required to re-register when one or more of the following events occur:
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(a)

the MSB must be re-registered under state law due to change in ownership or control;

(b)

more than 10% transfer of equity interest; and

(c)

more than 50% increase in agents.

852. An MSB Registration List has been published by FinCEN, pursuant to FinCEN’s BSA rules
at 31 CFR 103.41. A registered MSB that has agents must also prepare and maintain a list of those agents
(31 CFR 103.41). This list must be updated by January 1 of each year. An MSB must make its list of
agents available to FinCEN, as well as other appropriate law enforcement agencies, including the IRS,
upon request. Generally, the agent list must include:
(a)

the name of the agent, including any trade names or doing-business-as names;

(b)

the address of the agent, including street address, city, state, and ZIP code;

(c)

the type of MSB services the agent provides on behalf of the MSB maintaining the list;

(d)

a listing of the individual months in the 12 months preceding the date of the agent list in which the
agent’s gross transaction amount, for financial products or services issued by the MSB maintaining
the agent list, exceeded USD 100,000;

(e)

name an address of any depository institution at which the agent maintains a transaction account for
any of the funds received in or for the MSB services the agent provides on behalf of the MSB
maintaining the list;

(f)

the year in which the agent first became an agent of the MSB; and

(g)

the number of branches and sub-agents the agent has, if any.

State licensing
853. In addition to the federal registration process through FinCEN, 46 states have MSB licensing
requirements, but they are not uniform. Some license only money transmitters and/or check cashers. In the
Money Laundering Suppression Act of 1994, the U.S. Congress recommended that the States enact uniform
laws to regulate MSBs. In response, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
(NCCUSL) has promulgated a model law regulating MSBs, which it recommended that all States enact.
However, this has not been universally adopted, and MSBs reported that, when they operate across state
lines, some of the legal requirements conflict between states.
854. Title 18 USC 1960 makes it a federal offense to operate a money transmitting business in the
absence of compliance with any applicable state licensing requirements or failure to register as a MSB
with FinCEN or to transport or transmit funds that are known to the defendant to have been derived from a
criminal offense or intended to be used to promote or support unlawful activity. The USA PATRIOT Act
specifically provides that a conviction for failure to comply with a state licensing requirement does not
require proof that the defendant knew of the state licensing requirement. Prior to its amendment, this
section had only applied to money transmitting businesses intentionally operating without an appropriate
state license. The penalty for knowingly conducting, controlling, managing, supervising, directing or
owning all or part of an unlicensed money transmitting business is a fine or five years imprisonment
[18 USC 1960(a)].
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Regulatory Framework
Internal Revenue Service
855. The IRS is integrated into the National Money Laundering Strategy. Due to the IRS’ separate
budget from Congress, it remains autonomous from undue influence from the DOJ and from Treasury.
This permits the IRS to allocate resources to assist in implementing the AML/CFT laws within the scope
of its primary mission to administer the U.S. tax laws. In terms of AML compliance, the IRS has been
delegated a responsibility for examining those institutions that do not otherwise have a federal financial
regulator, including MSBs. To assist in this goal, the IRS has assigned responsibilities to two of its five
compliance divisions:
(a)

Small Business and Self Employed (IRS-SBSE): The IRS-SBSE is responsible for ensuring that
MSBs register with FinCEN, and for conducting compliance examinations – including for
AML/CFT – of MSBs, insurance companies, non-federally regulated credit unions, and credit card
operators, as well as casinos, card clubs and jewelers in the non-financial sector. It is also
responsible for inspections of any trade or business that has an obligation to file CTRs (Form 8300).
The BSA function of the IRS-SBSE now forms a standalone structure within the IRS-SBSE
division, which has a total of 315 examiners in the field. A full description of these IRS resources
is in Section 7 of this report.

(b)

Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI): The IRS-CI is responsible for investigating possible criminal
violations of the money laundering laws, the BSA, and terrorist financing laws, (including
violations of the BSA by MSBs). These investigations can be initiated from referrals. The
authorities mentioned that approximately 50% of their 4,000 investigations each year are devoted to
proceeds of criminal activities.

856. IRS examinations include a review of the examined entity’s policies, procedures, books and
records, and sample testing of relevant currency transactions to ensure a form has been correctly filed.
IRS has two methods to compel the production of records—the administrative summons (which is not
predicated upon a court order) or the grand jury subpoena (which can only be issued during the course of a
criminal investigation). IRS is able to issue the administrative summons itself, and the grand jury
subpoena is obtained from the prosecuting U.S. Attorney’s Office.
857. The IRS-SBSE examines both the corporate headquarters of MSBs and their agents which,
according to the BSA, are MSBs in their own right. The IRS completed 3,712 BSA examinations
in Fiscal Year 2005 and will undertake approximately 6,400 BSA compliance examinations in FY 2006
across the range of businesses for which it is responsible, including MSBs. In addition, for FY 2006, it
plans to conduct approximately 2,600 examinations for Form 8300 compliance. In FY 2005, 2,366 Form
8300 examinations were completed. Unlike the federal banking and securities regulators, the IRS is not
obligated to undertake examinations on any particular cycle. Its program is largely determined on a risk
basis and by the relative size of the institutions for which it is responsible. Large MSBs are examined as a
matter of course with the IRS performing a centralized examination of the MSBs corporate headquarters.
Smaller MSBs are targeted for an audit if they have been identified as high risk, including for terrorist
financing, as determined by leads from other federal or state agencies and their SAR filing history. The
IRS-SBSE reports that, given their limited resources, they must rely on a risk-based approach when
formulating their examination schedule. Work is underway to refine the risk assessment process.
Regulators
858. The primary federal regulator for MSBs is the IRS. To date, 35 states have signed MOUs with the
IRS-SBSE for information sharing. The primary purpose of these MOUs is to enhance interagency
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cooperation in BSA matters They are also intended to foster the flow of information between the IRSSBSE and the states in a manner that avoids undue regulatory duplication, conserves regulatory resources,
and better ensures consistency in the application of the regulatory provisions of BSA. The scope of
activities covered by these MOUs includes:
•

sharing BSA and AML examination information, including upcoming examination schedules;

•

sharing lists of MSBs and other Non-Bank Financial Institutions (NBFIs) and providing access to
certain information maintained on the State Regulator databases;

•

sharing MSB and other NBFI information available from the State Regulator, including, but not limited
to, the status of licenses or charters granted by the State Regulator to MSBs and other NBFIs;

•

training and orientation of IRS examiners and examiners for the state regulator; and

•

sharing Program Documents such as examination manuals and policy directives.

859. Although most states have licensing requirements, seven states do not regulate MSBs at all and the
statutes of nine states prevent them from entering into a MOU (Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Hawaii, Iowa,
Montana, South Carolina, New Hampshire, and New Mexico). Even where licensing requirements exist,
only about 12 states conduct onsite examinations (including California, Florida, Maryland, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and Texas). Where this occurs, it is not uncommon for the regulators to look at BSA
compliance, as well as state requirements, since the state legislation normally requires compliance with
federal law as a condition of licensing. Where MSBs operate across several states they will be subject to
multiple examinations by individual state regulators. Typically, this takes place at headquarters level,
irrespective of the state in which it is physically located, and larger MSBs have reported having 6 to 10
separate examinations by different state authorities in any one year, all using different methodologies. The
MTRA has established a committee to consider formulating standardized examination procedures, but it is
understood that several states are reluctant to move away from their existing procedures.
860. In the case of those states that license MSBs but do not examine as a matter of routine, regulatory
action is triggered only as a response to customer complaints or other external factors. The private sector is
calling for more coordination amongst state regulators; however, it will probably be another two to three
years before this is fully implemented. Currently, those states that belong to the MTRA and have signed the
cooperative agreement exchange examination reports, albeit on an infrequent basis except in the case of the
largest MSBs. MTRA would ideally wish to move towards the concept of joint examinations.
861. From discussions with the state authorities, it appears that the level of cooperation and coordination
in the examination process between the IRS and state regulators has been limited. Joint state/federal
examinations do not take place. However, MOUs between FinCEN, states and IRS provide for
information sharing on examination and compliance issues.
MSBs and their agents
862. While the licensing/registration process at both federal and state level applies to the MSB itself, the
majority of such businesses operate through extensive networks of independent agents whose primary
business is unrelated to financial services (e.g. grocery stores, gas stations, etc). The possible multiplier
effect of this relationship may be illustrated by a case in Arizona where there are 56 registered MSBs with
a total of 7,288 authorized agents, although Arizona may not be representative of the U.S. as a whole.
863. In most cases, there is an obligation on the MSB to require its agents to implement appropriate
systems and controls, and to have effective oversight of the agents' implementation of such systems. It is
not the practice to impose an independent obligation on agents. It is recognized that the level of
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compliance by some agents in certain geographical areas is relatively low, and that the ability/willingness
of some MSBs to expend resources on ensuring compliance is limited.
864. While, in most cases the regulators have the right to conduct examinations of the agents (and in
some states, such as Maryland, a limited number of on-site inspections of agents are conducted), they
typically do not have any direct enforcement authority over them, since any action can only be taken
against the MSBs themselves. Moreover, given the very large number of agents, the regulators cannot
realistically undertake anything other than a very limited sampling of the agents. Consequently, the focus
is more often on the MSB’s own internal audit programs and supervision of its agents.
Applicability of the FATF Recommendations
865. The limitations identified under Recommendation 5, 8, 13 and SR.IV with respect to the MSB
sector (as discussed previously in Section 3 of this report) also affect compliance with Special
Recommendation VI.
Enforcement and Sanctions
866. FinCEN is responsible for bringing civil enforcement actions and assessing civil money penalties
with respect to violations of the BSA regulations by MSBs. Enforcement of criminal penalties is under
the jurisdiction of the DOJ.
867. Any MSB that fails to register with FinCEN (under 31 USC 5330), or files false or incomplete
information in the registration statement, is subject to civil penalties of USD 5,000 per day, while the
violation continues. In addition, under 18 USC 1960, any person who knowingly conducts, controls,
manages, supervises, directs or owns all or part of an unlicensed money transmitting business, may be
subject to criminal fines, imprisonment of not more than five years, or both. For purposes
of 18 USC 1960, the term “unlicensed money transmitting business” means a money transmitting business
that is operated without an appropriate state license (in a state where operation without an appropriate
license is punishable as a misdemeanor or a felony under state law), whether or not the defendant knew
that the operation was required to be licensed or knew that operation without such license was a criminal
offense, or fails to comply with the registration requirements under the BSA, or otherwise involves the
transportation or transmission of funds that are known to have been derived from a criminal offense or are
intended to be used to promote or support unlawful activity.
868. The following statistics show the cases that were prosecuted in relation to operating a money
remittance business without a license.
Number of…
Cases
Defendants
Successful charges
Terminated defendant count
Guilty

Fiscal year 2004
45
68
40
40
27

869. To help identify/uncover informal value transfer systems (or alternative remittance systems),
FinCEN is participating in an Interagency IVTS Working Group with other federal law enforcement and
regulatory agencies. FinCEN is also working with banks and state licensing departments, analyzing
Internet, printed media, and other advertising as well as SARs and CTRs that have been filed, and
consulting with registered MSBs with respect to their unregistered or unlicensed competitors. As part of
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an awareness raising campaign, FinCEN has continued its industry training and public presentation
efforts, issuance of guidance on its website, and working with the IRS-SBSE, which is responsible for
examining MSBs for their compliance with BSA regulations, and with the IRS Communications, Liaison
and Disclosure Division to conduct enhanced outreach efforts. FinCEN has also made the list of
registered MSBs publicly available on its website. These efforts are described in greater detail below.
Additionally, some states such as Maryland and New York have dedicated some resources to proactively
seeking out unregistered/unlicensed money remitters; however, most states do not have such programs in
place due to a lack of resources.
870. In terms of compliance with general BSA requirements (e.g. AML Program, record keeping, and
reporting), the sanctions available FinCEN are as described generally in section 3.10 above. The IRS has
only limited civil enforcement powers in its own right. In cases where it identifies deficiencies that are not
significant, it may issue a "letter 1112" which defines the issues and provides notice of follow-up action to
assess the corrective measures taken by the entity. A total of 1,368 such letters were issued in 2005 (again
for all businesses, not simply MSBs). All cases of more egregious non-compliance must be referred to
FinCEN. There were nine such referrals in FY 2005. If the examiner believes the deficiencies are criminal
in nature, the information is also referred to IRS-CI for possible investigation.
871. From discussions with the state regulators who examine for compliance with state law rather than
BSA requirements, the sense is that the level of compliance within the MSB sector is relatively low. The
weaknesses most commonly identified were a lack of skilled resources within the businesses and poor
control environments. This typically leads to poor standards of customer identification and failures to file
SARs and CTRs. As indicated above, the problems often lie with the agents rather than the MSBs
themselves, although a lack of adequate oversight of the agents by the MSBs may be the root cause.
Outreach Efforts
872. See section 2.5 for a discussion of some of the general outreach efforts that FinCEN has taken in
relation to the MSB sector. FinCEN has indicated that it will continue to improve its ability to provide
information to the regulated MSB community to help identify potential terrorist financing activity, in
particular, by:
(a)

educating segments of the MSB industry most vulnerable to terrorist abuse, which include small
businesses that typically offer money remittance services, check cashing, money orders, stored
value products and other IVTS; and

(b)

providing training on how terrorists have used and continue to use MSBs; the reason for and
importance of the MSB registration requirement; and the importance of complying with the
reporting requirements of the BSA, especially suspicious activity reporting.

873. To enhance outreach and compliance efforts with money/transfer services providers, and to balance
enforcement efforts with outreach needs, an Interagency MSB Informal Value Transfer System (IVTS)
Working Group was formed with the goal of identifying and locating IVTS (such as hawalas) and
ascertaining MSB and alternative remittance systems (ARS) understanding of their compliance obligations
and assessing the level of their compliance with the BSA. The Working Group consists of representatives
from IRS-CI, IRS-SBSE, ICE, FBI, DEA, CIA and Treasury/FinCEN. To facilitate conducting targeted
outreach to IVTS nationwide, FinCEN is contracting for translation of its currently existing MSB
regulatory materials that explain requirements in Arabic, Hindi and Persian, among other languages.
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Case study--Arizona
A disproportionate volume of wire transfers goes through the state of Arizona. Law enforcement
reporting indicates that a large amount of illicit funds laundered through money transmitter services
are sent to the southwest border of the U.S.—particularly southern Arizona, where USD 12 is
received for every USD 1 sent. This is accounted for in bulk cash movements south of the border.
There are only three sizeable licensees in Arizona that engage in received transactions. (This is in
contrast to the situation in some areas, such as south Florida, New York and south Texas which
have large networks of small and unauthorized MSBs.)
All MSBs doing business in the state of Arizona must register itself and a list of its agents with
FinCEN. Additionally, the MSB must be licensed with the state of Arizona.
The relationship between the principal MSB (the licensee) and its agents is different in Arizona than
it is in many other states. Agents have an “agent/delegate” relationship with the licensee. They are
not “stand alones” and do not have to register separately with FinCEN—unless they are performing
another service (other than remittance) that requires registration. (In such cases, the registration of
the licensee will not cover that activity and the agent/delegate will have to register separately.)
Likewise, the agent/delegate does not have to comply with state licensing requirements. The
licensee remains liable for all of the activities of its agent/delegates. Consequently, enforcement
actions are taken against the licensee (not against the agent/delegate directly).
At the state level, Arizona has a USD 1,000 threshold for reporting and recording transactions.
Additionally, MSBs operating in Arizona must comply with the federal reporting and recording
requirements which apply to transactions above the USD 3,000 threshold.
MSBs are supervised the federal level (by the IRS) and at the state level (by the State of Arizona
Department of Financial Institutions). A licensee may be subject to license responsibility if there is a
pattern of negligent supervision or may lose its license in the case of a widespread pattern of abuse.
Additionally, there is close cooperation between law enforcement agencies and the private sector.
At the law enforcement level, Arizona has focused on identifying and stopping wire transfers of
proceeds through the state. The Arizona Task Force (ARS) (which was created in 2001) is an
independent task force that monitors wire transfers through MSBs (including transfers that fall well
below the state reporting threshold of USD 1,000). The ARS proactively analyzes this information
with a view to identifying and stopping the movement of proceeds of crime. The Arizona authorities
have a wide range of tools that facilitate stopping such flows, including geographic targeting orders
(GTO) and sweep warrants. This work has resulted in seizures of about USD 16 million and
hundreds of arrests. The ARS reports that recently, as a result of these efforts, the number of wire
transfers of wire transfers being sent through Arizona has been decreasing and the number being
sent through neighboring states been increasing accordingly. The ARS is working to take its model
and share it with other states in the country, particularly with neighboring states such as California,
New Mexico and Texas.
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3.11.2 Recommendations and Comments
874. The U.S. has introduced a federal registration system which also includes a requirement to maintain
a list of agents for each registered MSB. It has also introduced a regulatory and oversight system.
However, the size of the MSB sector poses a major challenge to the authorities in implementing an
effective oversight system and, although the IRS is seeking to take up the challenges, its resources seem
wholly inadequate. The current registered sector exceeds 24,000 businesses with an extremely large
number of agents and the authorities recognize that there is probably an even greater number of MSBs
that remain unregistered – making registration and subsequent assessments for compliance a key issue.
To tackle this overall issue, the IRS has approximately 315 examiners in the field, although it is currently
in the process of hiring another 90 examiners. Moreover, these examiners have responsibility for
examining compliance in numerous other sectors. The IRS has adopted a risk-based approach to
examination, but recognizes that there will be a very significant number of MSBs that may not be
examined at all in the foreseeable future. This situation could, in part, be alleviated by greater
coordination between the IRS and the state authorities that license and examine MSBs and the U.S.
authorities are strongly recommended to pursue this line as a matter of urgency. However, this alone
would not resolve the problem, and the steps below highlight the enhanced coordination efforts the IRS
has been undertaking to specifically address this issue. Associated with this, it is recommended that
further efforts are made to standardize the AML examination procedures both between the states, and
between the individual states and the IRS.
875. It is recommended that a thorough review be undertaken of the workload and resources of the IRS
in the area of BSA compliance to ensure that the allocation of responsibilities is delivering the most
effective and efficient results (i.e. are other agencies better placed to take on some of these
responsibilities?). Irrespective of any reallocation of responsibilities, it is clearly the case that the IRS
needs to be allocated significantly more resources simply to address the MSB sector. This is particularly
important since there is common acknowledgement that a major problem of compliance exists among
MSB agents which are currently only examined on a sample basis albeit using a risk-based approach. The
problem is partly due to a failure by the operators to exercise effective oversight over the agents. If the
system of regulatory oversight is to be effective, it seems necessary to extend the examination program for
agents quite extensively.

3.11.3 Compliance with Special Recommendation VI
Rating
SR.VI

4.

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

The limitations identified under Recommendation 5, 8, 13 and SR.IV with respect to the MSB
sector also affect compliance with Special Recommendation VI.

•

Major concerns with respect to resources of the IRS for monitoring of this sector.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES – DESIGNATED NON-FINANCIAL BUSINESSES AND PROFESSIONS

876. Since the enactment of the USA PATRIOT Act in October 2001, but in some cases even prior to that
point, some of the entities defined as DNFBPs by the FATF have been subject to some of the requirements
of the BSA. As a result, Treasury and FinCEN have promulgated regulations that impose certain of the
reporting, recordkeeping, and/or AML Program requirements of the BSA on these entities.
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Scope of application of the BSA obligations in the DNFBP sectors
877. The current position of each of the DNFBP under the BSA is addressed below. With the exception
of the casino sector (which files CTRs), all of the following DNFBPs have a responsibility to file
Form 8300 as a minimum requirement under the BSA. See section 3.7 of this report for a description of
CTR and Form 8300 filing requirements respectively.
Accountants
878. Accountants in the U.S. are not defined as “financial institutions” under the BSA, and accordingly
they are not currently subject to most of the AML requirements under the BSA (other than the obligation to
file Form 8300s). Since accountants have access to companies’ operations and financial records, there have
been discussions in Congress on how existing accounting standards can incorporate AML safeguards.
During the first on-site visit, the team was informed that accountants in one state have met with the
government authorities to discuss and prepare for any possible additional BSA obligations.
Casinos
879. The BSA defines a “casino” as being a gaming establishment with a gross annual revenue that
exceeds USD 1 million. Casinos (as defined in the BSA) are subject to the following BSA requirements:
suspicious transaction reporting (31 CFR 103.21); reporting of transactions in currency
[31 CFR 103.22(b)(2) and (c)(3)]; record keeping (31 CFR 103.36); and establishing AML Programs (i.e.
internal controls) [31 CFR 103.64(a) and 120(d)]. Gaming establishments with a gross annual revenue of
USD 1 million or less do not fall within the BSA’s definition of “casino” and are, therefore, not subject to
these requirements.
880. Financial services available at casinos are similar and, in some cases, identical to those generally
provided by banks and other depository institutions and by other financial services providers (check cashers,
money transmitters, issuers, sellers and redeemers of money orders and traveler’s checks, and currency
dealers and exchangers) and can include customer deposit or credit accounts, facilities for transmitting and
receiving funds transfers directly from other institutions, and check cashing and currency exchange services.
Because of this, state-licensed gambling casinos whose gross annual gaming revenues exceeded
USD 1 million were generally made subject to the BSA by regulation in 1985 [50 FR 5069
(6 February 1985)]. The Money Laundering Suppression Act76 explicitly added casinos (both state-licensed
and tribal), or other gaming establishments (e.g., card clubs), to the list of financial institutions specified in
the BSA statute. In the case of state-licensed casinos, the applicable state legislation contains, in some cases,
requirements that are substantially similar to those encompassed in the BSA and its regulations.
881. Gambling casinos authorized to do business under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act became subject
to the BSA, by statutory amendment in 1994 and by regulation in 1996 [61 FR 7054 – 7056
(23 February 1996)], and the class of gaming establishments known as “card clubs” became subject to the
BSA by regulation in 1998 [63 FR 1919 - 1924 (13 January 1998)]. Thus, the BSA requirement applies to
state-licensed casinos (both land-based and riverboat), tribal casinos and state-licensed and tribal card clubs.
882. Although casinos conduct many financial transactions at their cage operations, they may contract
out certain services. For example, many tribal casinos in the U.S. typically contract out their check
cashing to third party check cashing operators. These casinos lease space within the facilities to these
check cashing operators. If these operators cash checks totaling more than USD 1 000 for one person in
76

Title IV of the Riegle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994 – Pub. L 103-325.
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any one day [31 CFR 103.11(uu)(2)] they are deemed to be an MSB and must comply with MSB
requirements such as 31 CFR 103.22(b)(1), 103.38, 103.41, and 103.125. Similarly, many large to midsize casinos offer wire transfer services to customers and typically contract out to private agents of MSB
issuers for these services. These casinos lease space within the casinos to MSB money transfer agents of
MSB issuers, and these agents operate the money transfer services. Since these private agents conduct
money transfers [31 CFR 103.11(uu)(5)] they must comply with the same MSB requirements, as well as
the SAR requirement in 31 CFR 103.20.
883. The U.S. prohibits Internet gaming or operating an Internet casino in the U.S. This includes using
the telephone or telecommunications to conduct an illegal gambling business [18 USC 1084].
Dealers in precious metals and stones
884. Although a dealer in “precious metals, stones, or jewels” has long been defined as a financial
institution under the BSA, FinCEN had not previously defined the term or issued regulations regarding the
dealers. On 29 April 2002 (four days after section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act came into force),
FinCEN deferred the AML Program requirement contained in 31 USC 5318 (h) that would have applied
to dealers. The deferral was to allow FinCEN time to study the industry and to consider how AML
controls could be best applied to them.
885. The U.S. reviewed, analyzed and discussed (with input from both industry representatives and law
enforcement) the extent to which the industry may be used by money launderers or terrorist financiers, and
assessed the money laundering risks posed by the business, and the overall risks posed by the business.
Although these dealers do not perform the same functions as depository institutions, the review concluded
that this industry presents identifiable money laundering risks. Precious metals, stones or jewels are easily
transportable, highly concentrated forms of wealth and can be highly attractive to money launderers and
other criminals, including those involved in the financing of terrorism.
886. FinCEN has issued an interim final rule requiring certain dealers in precious metals, stones, or
jewels to establish an AML Program pursuant to the provisions of section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act
of 2001 [70 FR 33702 (9 June 2005)]. The rule was issued as an interim final rule because FinCEN is
seeking additional public comment regarding issues such as whether silver should be removed from the
definition of the term, “precious metal,” whether “precious stones” and “jewels” should be defined more
specifically, for example, by reference to a minimum price per carat, etc. FinCEN has received comments
on these issues but indicated that these comments would not result in any major changes to the rule.
However, the rule became effective 1 January 2006 and the requirements are now in place.
Lawyers
887. Lawyers and other legal professionals in the U.S. are not defined as “financial institutions” under the
BSA and are not currently subject to most of the AML requirements under the BSA (other than the obligation
to file Form 8300s). Representatives of the American Bar Association (ABA) Task Force on Gatekeeper
Regulation and the Profession (ABA Gatekeeper Task Force) stated that the ABA has no objection in principle
to the application of certain AML requirements on lawyers, as long as they do not conflict with established
ethics requirements and the attorney-client privilege. The ABA represents more than 400,000 lawyers in the
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United States. FinCEN is reviewing the status of attorneys under the BSA,77 particularly with respect to their
involvement in certain real estate transactions and corporate formation capacities.
Real Estate Agents
888. Although the BSA defines “persons involved in real estate closings and settlements” as a type of
financial institution, for which the Treasury should consider applying AML and other BSA requirements,
the U.S. has not yet adopted a final rule relating to such persons. The U.S. recognizes that the real estate
industry and persons involved in the industry could be vulnerable to money laundering and other financial
crime because of the high value of the product. In light of these potential vulnerabilities, FinCEN issued
an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) in April 2003 to solicit public comments on four
main questions: (1i) what are the money laundering risks in this sector; (2) how should "persons involved
in real estate closings and settlements” be defined; (3) should there be any exemptions for any category of
persons; and (4) how should the AML Program requirement be structured. In terms of the definition, the
NPRM recognizes that the term is undefined in the BSA itself, and that, in principle, it could encompass a
range of participants well beyond the real estate agent. Nothing further has been published by FinCEN on
this sector following the NPRM.
Trust and company service providers
889. Trust companies that are authorized to act in a fiduciary capacity are defined as financial institutions
under the BSA. They are chartered and regulated at either federal or state level, on a basis similar to that for
banks, and are mostly subject to the same AML requirements (see section 3). The business of acting as an
agent in the formation and administration of companies is not similarly defined, and so such businesses are
not currently subject to AML requirements. In its most recent threat assessment (January 2006), the U.S.
identified the formation of shell companies within certain states as a serious cause for concern. However, to
date no proposals have been published with respect to bringing the company formation agents within the
AML framework. For ease of reference throughout this section, unless otherwise specified, the term TCSP
is used only to refer to the activities of trust and company service providers where that activity is not carried
out by a licensed trust company.

4.1

Customer due diligence and record-keeping (R.12)
(Applying R.5, 6 & 8-11)

4.1.1

Description and Analysis

Applying R.5 (Customer identification)
Casinos
890. The customer identification obligations described below are triggered when a customer conducts a
financial transaction in a casino.
891. The BSA does not permit casinos to keep anonymous accounts or accounts in fictitious names involving
deposits and credits. There is no systematic identification of customers who enter casinos in the U.S.
However, casinos are required to collect and verify customer identification information when there is:

77

Also, the ABA Section of International Law and Practice, Ad Hoc Task Force on Professional Responsibilities Regarding
Money Laundering, and the ABA Gatekeeper Task Force have been established to monitor the issue of imposing an AML regime
on lawyers.
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(a)

a deposit of funds, account opened or line of credit extended. In such cases, the name, permanent
address and social security number of the person involved (or a passport number, in the case of a
non-resident alien), as well as similar information for other persons having a financial interest in the
account, regardless of residency must be obtained and verified [31 CFR 103.36(a)];

(b)

a transaction for or through a customer's deposit or credit account [31 CFR 103.36(b)(1)];

(c)

an extension of credit in excess of USD 2,500 [31 CFR 103.36(b)(4)];

(d)

an advice, request or instruction with respect to a transaction involving persons, accounts or places
outside the U.S., regardless of residency [31 CFR 103(b)(5)];

(e)

a transaction with a face value of USD 3,000 or more, including transactions involving personal
checks (excluding instruments which evidence credit granted by a casino strictly for gaming, such
as markers); business checks (including casino checks); official bank checks; cashier's checks;
third-party checks; promissory notes; traveler's checks; or money orders conducted with a customer,
regardless of whether currency is involved [31 CFR 103.36(b)(9)]; and

(f)

transmittals of funds in excess of USD 3,000 [31 CFR 103.33(f) and (g)].

892. The customer identification obligations that apply to casinos require them to verify and record the
customer’s name, address and social security number; however, it is not deemed to be in violation of these
obligations “in the event that a casino has been unable to secure the required social security number”
provided that it has made reasonable efforts to obtain the number and maintains a list of the names and
addresses of those persons from the number could not be obtained. This list must be available for
inspection by the competent authorities upon request [31 CFR 103.36(a)].
893. Casinos do not have to obtain information on the purpose and intended nature of this business
relationship unless customers are opening credit or check cashing accounts. For credit or check cashing
accounts, casinos must conduct ongoing due diligence reviews of the business relationships with such
customers.
894. Customer identification and verification for casinos under the BSA requires the use of reliable,
independent sources, documents, data or information (identification data) for both deposit and credit
accounts and for filing FinCEN Form 103, CTR by Casinos (CTRC)s. Acceptable forms of identification
include a driver's license, military or military/dependent identification card, passport, alien registration
card, state issued identification card, cedular card (foreign), or a combination of other documents that
contain an individual's name and address and are normally acceptable by financial institutions as a means
of identification when cashing checks for persons other than established customers. Reportable currency
transactions include both financial transactions and gambling transactions.
895. For casino customers with accounts for credit, deposit, or check cashing, or on whom a CTRC has
been filed, acceptable identification information previously obtained and maintained in the casino's internal
records may be used for purposes of completing a CTRC, as long as the following conditions are met:
(a)

the customer's identity is re-verified periodically;

(b)

any out-of-date identifying information is updated in the internal records; and,

(c)

the date of each re-verification is noted on the internal record.
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Case study—One Arizona tribal gaming casino
In 2005, a typical Arizona tribal gaming casino filed 881 CTR-C and no SARC forms. Typically, the
customer identification includes recording the client’s social security number when the client’s cash
in/cash out transactions exceed USD 3,000 or USD 10,000 per day. “Cash in” refers to currency the
casino receives from the clients (e.g. in exchange for chips or playing tokens, or when exchanging
currency). “Cash out” refers to currency the casino gives to the patron for exchange of chips or
other gaming instruments (like redemption of chips or other gaming instruments, payment on
jackpots, cashing of negotiable instruments including casinos checks).
Some CDD is undertaken if a client opens a player account (which is the case for only of 32% of the
clients in the mentioned example). In such instances, the identification will be limited to the name
and address. If a client does not want to open a player account, the casino will sometimes try to
perform limited CDD. This may involve a casino employee asking the client to provide his/her name
so that it can be written down on a invitation for a free meal. No PEP identification and no OFAC
lists screening requirements had been implemented by the casinos that were visited by the
assessment team.
Accountants, dealers in precious metals and stones, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs
896. These businesses and professions have no customer identification obligations beyond the Form
8300 reporting requirement.
Applying R.6-9 and 11 (PEPs, payment technologies, introduced business and unusual transactions)
897. No regulations have been introduced extending any of the specific obligations under
Recommendations 6, 8, 9 or 11 to any category of DNFBP.
Applying R.10 (Record keeping)
Casinos
898. Casinos are required to maintain and retain the original or a copy of certain records for a period of
five years, including:
(a)

records of each deposit of funds, account opened or line of credit extended, including a customer’s
identification and the verification of that identification as well as similar information for other
persons having a financial interest in the account, regardless of residency [31 CFR 103.36(a)];

(b)

records showing transactions for or through each customer's deposit or credit account, including a
customer’s identification and the verification of that identification, regardless of residency
[31 CFR 103.36(b)(1)];

(c)

other records pertaining to each customer’s deposit and credit accounts [31 CFR 103.36(b)(2)-(b)(3)
and (b)(6)]; and

(d)

records of extensions of credit in excess of USD 2,500, including a customer’s identification and
the verification of that identification, regardless of residency [31 CFR 103.36(b)(4)].
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899. Further, casinos are required to record transactions with a face value of USD 3,000 or more,
including a customer’s name and address, involving personal checks (excluding instruments which
evidence credit granted by a casino strictly for gaming, such as markers); business checks (including
casino checks); official bank checks; cashier's checks; third-party checks; promissory notes; traveler's
checks; or money orders conducted with a customer, regardless of whether currency is involved
[31 CFR 103.36(b)(9)]. In addition, casinos are required to maintain records of transmittals of funds in
excess of USD 3,000, verify customer identification, and provide for retrievability and reporting of this
information to other financial institutions in the payment chain [31 CFR 103.33(f) and (g)].
900. For customer gambling transactions, the BSA also requires a casino to maintain and retain the
original or a copy of records prepared or used to monitor a customer's gaming activity (e.g., player rating
records, currency multiple transaction logs, etc.) [31 CFR 103.36(b)(8)]. However, the BSA does not
define the information that must be contained in these records. Casinos maintain gambling transaction
records, in the ordinary course of business as follows. Some casinos use a manual system to track
customer gambling activities at the gaming tables based on physical observations by casino employees.
Others use a computerized slot data system to track customer gambling activities at slot machines or video
lottery terminals through the use of “membership cards” inserted into the machines. Both of these systems
provide a broad estimate of the funds placed by individual players. The customer's computerized player
rating account record or slot account record typically contains the customer's name, permanent address,
date of birth, sometimes other identification information, as well as the player’s gaming activity. In
addition, the player rating system will include the amount of currency received from a customer for the
purchase of chips or cash bets, chip buy-in amount, credit buy-in amount, as well as other information
such as average bets, estimated win or loss, etc. The player rating system reflects all rated player cash
activity recorded on player rating cards (regardless of the amount) that has occurred on the gaming floor.
As a corollary, the slot data systems will include customers’ coin-in/number of credits played (i.e. total
play), currency placed in the bill acceptor, wins/losses, jackpot wins, electronic funds transfer (EFT/AFT)
processing, tickets in, tickets out, etc.
901. Additionally, a casino must maintain any supporting documentation or business record equivalents
with its copy of the filed SAR form for five years from the date of filing. Documentation may include
canceled checks, credit bureau reports, credit slips/vouchers, deposit/withdrawal slips, multiple transaction
logs, player rating records, slot club player records, identification credentials, spreadsheets, photographs,
surveillance audio and/or video recording media and surveillance logs. Upon request, the casino or card
club must make the SAR, along with any supporting documentation to FinCEN and any other appropriate
law enforcement or supervisory agencies (including the IRS in its capacity as BSA examination authority)
[31 CFR 103.21(d)].
902. The BSA regulations require in 31 CFR 103.38(d) the retention for five years of the source records
(either originals or copies or reproductions of the documents) of all records required to be retained by 31
CFR Part 103 (e.g., 31 CFR 103.36 requires detailed casino and card club recordkeeping) and, if made,
casino computer records, source documentation and related programs, of all the records described
in 31 CFR 103.32, 103.33 and 103.36. Also, these records must be filed or stored in such a way as to be
accessible within a reasonable period of time.
903. A casino that inputs, stores, or retains, in whole or in part, for any period of time, any records
required to be maintained under BSA regulations at 31 CFR 103.33 or 103.36(a) and (b) on computer
disk, tape, or other machine-readable media also is required to retain these records in such media. In
addition, a casino is required to maintain the indexes, books, file descriptions and programs that would
enable a person readily to access and review these computer records [31 CFR 103.36(c)].
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904. Additional checks, controls and requirements are imposed on casinos under state, tribal or local
laws. For example, most casinos maintain multiple transaction logs, which are used to record currency
transactions above a given threshold, usually USD 2,500 to USD 3,000. Generally, casinos record on
these logs customers' purchases of chips or tokens with currency, redemption of chips or tokens for
currency, currency exchanges, and wagers in currency.
Accountants, lawyers, dealers in precious metals and stones, real estate agents and TCSPs
905. These categories of DNFBP are required to maintain the information collected for the purpose of
meeting their Form 8300 reporting requirements for five years.

4.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

906. Casinos are subject to customer identification and record keeping requirements that meet several of
the requirements of Recommendation 5, and meet Recommendation 10. The existing obligations seem to
be implemented effectively. However, some of the components of Recommendation 5 are missing. In
particular, casinos are not explicitly required to perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk categories
of customers, nor is there a requirement to undertake CDD when there is a suspicion of money laundering
or terrorist financing. The U.S. should make casinos subject to these obligations. There is very limited
application of Recommendations 5 and 10 to accountants, dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels,
lawyers and real estate agents. Customer identification and record keeping requirements only apply to
these sectors in relation to their obligation to file Forms 8300. The U.S. should extend customer
identification, record keeping and account monitoring obligations that are consistent with FATF
Recommendations to these sectors as soon as possible.
907. DNFBPs are not subject to obligations that relate to Recommendations 6, 8 or 11, with the
exception of casinos which are subject to suspicious activity reporting and are thus responsible for
monitoring of unusual transactions (Recommendation 11).
908. In the short term, a proposed final rule should be issued to expedite the introduction of AML
obligations for “persons involved in real estate closings and settlements.” Additionally, the U.S. should
prepare an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking in the near future in relation to the TCSP sector—
especially in light of the views that were expressed in the January 2006 threat assessment. This proposal
should extend both the AML Program and CIP requirements to this sector.

4.1.3

Compliance with Recommendation 12
Rating

R.12

NC

Summary of factors relevant to s.4.1 underlying overall rating
•

Casinos are not required to perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk categories of
customer, nor is there a requirement to undertake CDD when there is a suspicion of money
laundering or terrorist financing (R.5).

•

Accountants, dealers in precious metals and stones, lawyers and real estate agents are not
subject to customer identification and record keeping requirements that meet
Recommendations 5 and 10.

•

None of the DNFBP sectors is subject to obligations that relate to Recommendations 6, 8 or 11
(except for casinos in relation to R.11).
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4.2

Monitoring transactions and other issues (R.16)
(applying R.13-15 & 21)

4.2.1

Description and Analysis

Applying R.13 (Suspicious transaction reporting)
Casinos
909. As part of its required AML Program, a casino must have procedures for filing a report of any
activity when there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing at the required reporting
threshold [31 CFR 103.21(a)(1)]. This suspicious activity reporting obligation applies to all casinos and
card clubs with gross annual gaming revenues of USD 1,000,000 or more, including those in the state of
Nevada (31 CFR 103.21). It is expected that casinos will follow a risk-based approach in monitoring for
suspicious transactions, and will report all detected suspicious transactions that involve USD 5,000 or
more in funds or other assets. A well-implemented AML compliance program should reinforce a casino’s
efforts in detecting suspicious activity.
910. Casinos must file a report of any suspicious transaction that it believes is relevant to the possible
violation of any law or regulation that is conducted or attempted by, at, or through a casino, and involves or
aggregates at least USD 5,000 in funds or other assets, and the casino knows, suspects, or has reason to
suspect that the transaction (or a pattern of transactions of which the transaction is a part):
(a)

Involves funds derived from illegal activity or is intended or conducted in order to hide or disguise
funds or assets derived from illegal activity (including, without limitation, the ownership, nature,
source, location, or control of such funds or assets) as part of a plan to violate or evade any federal
law or regulation or to avoid any transaction reporting requirement under federal law or regulation;

(b)

Is designed, whether through structuring or other means, to evade any requirements of this part or of
any other regulations promulgated under the BSA, Public Law 91-508, as amended, codified at
12 USC 1829b, 12 USC 1951-1959, and 31 USC 5311-5332;

(c)

Has no business or apparent lawful purpose or is not the sort in which the particular customer would
normally be expected to engage, and the casino knows of no reasonable explanation for the
transaction after examining the available facts, including the background and possible purpose of
the transaction; or,

(d)

Involves use of the casino to facilitate criminal activity [31 CFR 103.21(a)(2)(iv)]. This pertains to
transactions involving legally derived funds that the casino knows, suspects or has reason to suspect
are being used for a criminal purpose, such as money laundering or terrorist financing.

911. Casinos are required to report transactions that appear, for whatever reason, to be conducted for an
unlawful purpose. Additionally, casinos may voluntarily file suspicious transaction reports in situations in
which mandatory reporting is not required, such as transactions that fall below the USD 5,000 reporting
threshold. As well, casinos can contact FinCEN’s Financial Institutions Hotline (1-866-556-3974), to
voluntarily to report to law enforcement suspicious transactions that may relate to terrorist activity.
Casinos reporting suspicious activity by calling the Financial Institutions Hotline must still file a timely
FinCEN Form 102, Suspicious SARC, to the extent required by 31 CFR 103.21.
912. On 16 October 2000, the state of New Jersey imposed a suspicious activity reporting requirement
on casinos in that state (P.L. 1977, which amended the New Jersey’s "Casino Control Act"), which was in
effect before the BSA’s casino suspicious activity reporting requirement (31 CFR 103.21) took effect
nationwide for all applicable casinos and card clubs, on 25 March 2003.
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913. FinCEN publishes statistics concerning the rate of casino SAR reporting twice annually in “The SAR
Activity Review-By The Numbers”, which is available on FinCEN’s website and covers the periods 1 January
to 30 June and 1 July to 31 December. The statistics included in the publication include number of filings by
U.S. states and territories, by violation reported, by type of establishment (state licensed, tribal licensed, card
club, other and unspecified) and by year and month of filing. The following chart shows the number of SARs
filed by casinos or card clubs for the calendar years 2001 through 2005.
YEAR
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

NUMBER OF SARs FILED
1,377
1,827
5,095
5,754
2,827

Accountants, dealers in precious metals and stones, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs
914. These categories of DNFBPs are not required at this time to file SARs. They are permitted to report
suspicious transactions voluntarily. However, as discussed below, because they are defined as “financial
institutions” under the BSA, only dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels, and persons involved in
real estate closings and settlements, are protected from liability for making a disclosure to appropriate
authorities. More generally, all persons subject to Form 8300 reporting (including accountants and
TCSPs) may complete Item 1 of the Form that has a box for reporting a “suspicious transaction”. In this
context, a “suspicious transaction” is defined as “a transaction in which it appears that a person is
attempting to cause Form 8300 not to be filed, or to file a false or incomplete form. The term also
includes any transaction in which there is an indication of possible illegal activity.” (For a detailed
description of the Form 8300 requirements, see section 3.7 of this report).
Applying R.14 (Protection from liability and tipping off)
Casinos
915. Casinos, and any directors, officers, employees, or agents of such casinos, like other financial
institutions, enjoy broad protection from civil liability for making reports of suspicious transactions
(whether such reports are required by 31 CFR 103.21 or made voluntarily) [31 USC 5318(g)(3) and
31 CFR 103.21(e)]. Persons filing suspicious activity reports are prohibited from disclosing that a report
has been prepared or filed, except to appropriate law enforcement and regulatory agencies
[31 USC 5318(g)(2) and 31 CFR 103.21(e)].
Dealers in precious metals and stones
916. Any financial institution (as defined under the BSA, and which includes dealers in precious metals,
stones and jewels, as well as persons involved in real estate closings and settlements) that chooses to file a
suspicious transaction report is prohibited from notifying the subject of the report that the transaction has
been reported [31 USC 5318(g)(2)]. The business is also protected from liability for making a disclosure
or failing to notify the subject of the disclosure or any other person identified in the disclosure
[31 USC 5318(g)(3)].
Accountants, lawyers, and TCSPs
917. Since they are not defined as “financial institutions” under the BSA, accountants, lawyers, and TCSPs
are not covered by the voluntary disclosure provisions and protections of 31 USC 5318(g). The protection
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from liability and tipping off provisions do not apply to businesses that complete the suspicious transaction
box on Form 8300. (For a detailed description of the Form 8300 requirements, see section 3.7 of this report).
Applying R.15 (Internal controls)
Casinos
918. BSA statute and regulation require each financial institution (including a casino or card club) to develop
an effective AML compliance program [31 USC 5318(h) and 31 CFR 103.64(a) and 103.120(d)]. Each
program must be commensurate with the risks posed by the products and financial services provided by the
casino and card club. An effective program is one that is developed, implemented, maintained and reasonably
designed to prevent the casino and card club from being used to facilitate money laundering or terrorist
financing. At a minimum, each AML Program must be in writing and must have, among other things:
(a)

System of internal controls to assure ongoing compliance with the BSA’s suspicious and currency
reporting, identification, recordkeeping, record retention, and compliance program requirements;

(b)

Internal and/or external independent testing for compliance with a scope and frequency
commensurate with the money laundering and terrorist financing risks posed by the products and
services provided;

(c)

Training of casino personnel (e.g., providing education and/or training of appropriate personnel),
including training in the identification of unusual or suspicious transactions, to the extent that the
reporting of such transactions is required;

(d)

Designation of an individual or individuals (e.g., a compliance officer) responsible for day-to-day
compliance with the BSA and the program;

(e)

Procedures for using all available information to determine:

(f)

-

when required, the name, address, social security number, and other information, and
verification, of a person, and

-

the occurrence of any transactions or patterns of transactions required to be reported as
suspicious; and

For casinos that have automated data processing systems, the use of computers to aid in assuring
compliance.

Dealers in precious metals and stones
919. FinCEN has issued an interim final rule (IFR) requiring certain dealers in precious metals, stones,
or jewels to establish an AML Program [70 FR 33702 (9 June 2005)]; after issuance of a notice of
proposed rule making in 2003 [68 FR 8480 (21 February 2003)]. Dealers in covered goods who are
required to comply with the rule must develop AML Programs by 1 January 2006. At a minimum, the
AML Program must be comprised of the following four elements:
(a)

Policies, procedures and internal controls, based on the dealer’s assessment of the money
laundering and terrorist financing risk associated with its business;

(b)

A compliance officer who is responsible for ensuring that the program is implemented effectively;

(c)

Ongoing training of appropriate persons concerning their responsibilities under the program; and

(d)

Independent testing to monitor and maintain an adequate program.
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920. The IFR covers manufacturers, refiners, wholesalers, certain retailers considered dealers, and any other
entity engaged in the business of purchasing and selling jewels, precious metals, precious stones, or jewelry.
921. The IFR applies to “dealers” that have purchased and sold at least USD 50,000 worth of “covered
goods” during the preceding year. FinCEN has defined the term “dealer” as it is commonly understood: A
person who both purchases and sells covered goods. Additionally, FinCEN has included dollar thresholds
in the definition of “dealer”: A person must have purchased at least USD 50,000 and sold at least
USD 50,000, worth of covered goods during the preceding year. The dollar threshold is intended to
ensure that the rule only applies to persons engaged in the business of buying and selling a significant
amount of items rather than small businesses, occasional dealers and persons dealing in such items for
hobby purposes. For example, the rule excludes the buying or selling of value-added fabricated goods
containing minor amounts of precious metals or gemstones, such as dealers in computers or drills with
industrial diamond cutting tools or other goods containing minor amounts of precious metals or gemstones
used for their strength.
922. Significantly, the interim rule distinguishes between a “dealer” and “retailer” of covered goods.
FinCEN has defined the term retailer as a person engaged within the U.S. in sales of covered goods,
primarily to the public. Based on the risk assessment conducted, FinCEN determined that retailers, as
defined, do not pose the same level of risk for money laundering as do dealers. Thus, most retailers will
not be required to establish AML Programs. “Covered goods” include jewels, precious metals, and
precious stones, and finished goods (including but not limited to, jewelry, numismatic items, and antiques)
that derive 50% or more of their value from jewels, precious metals, or precious stones contained in or
attached to such finished goods.
923. A dealer’s AML Program must incorporate policies, procedures, and internal controls based upon the
dealer’s assessment of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with its line(s) of
business [31 CFR 103.140(c)(1)]. Policies, procedures, and internal controls must also include provisions for
complying with applicable BSA requirements. Thus, a dealer’s program must address its obligation to report
on Form 8300 the receipt of cash or certain non-cash instruments totaling more than USD 10,000 in one
transaction or in two or more related transactions. If dealers become subject to additional BSA requirements,
their AML Programs will need to be updated accordingly.
924. For purposes of making the required risk assessment, a dealer must consider all relevant factors,
including the specific factors contained in the rule, which require a dealer to:
(a)

assess the money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with its products, customers,
supplies, distribution channels, and geographic locations;

(b)

take into consideration the extent to which the dealer engages in transactions other than with
established customers, or sources of supply, or other dealers subject to this rule; and

(c)

analyze the extent to which it engages in transactions for which payment or account reconciliation
is routed to or from accounts located in jurisdictions that have been identified as vulnerable to
terrorism or money laundering.

925. The rule is intended to give a dealer the flexibility design its program to meet specific money
laundering and terrorist financing risks presented by the dealer’s business, based on the dealer’s
assessment of those risks [31 CFR 103.140(c)(1)(i)].
926. A dealer’s policies, procedures, and internal controls must be reasonably designed to detect
transactions that may involve use of the dealer to facilitate money laundering or terrorist financing
[31 CFR 103.140(c)(1)(ii)]. In addition, a dealer’s program must incorporate procedures for making
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reasonable inquiries to determine whether a transaction may involve money laundering or terrorist
financing. A dealer that identifies indicators that a transaction may involve money laundering or terrorist
financing should take reasonable steps to determine whether its suspicions are justified and respond
accordingly, including refusing to enter into, or complete, a transaction that appears designed to further
illegal activity. However, the dealer is not required to report such a suspicious transaction to FinCEN as
there is no SAR requirement for the dealer.
927. The obligation on dealers in precious metals and stones to implement AML Programs is very recent.
Consequently, the obligation is in the early stages of being implemented. Additionally, industry associations
such as the Jewelers’ Vigilance Committee (JVC) and Manufacturing and Jewelers Suppliers of America
(MJSA), who reach a combined membership of over 12,000 members, are working with their members to
make them aware of their obligations. This includes providing them AML packages and templates that will
assist them in developing effective internal controls. However, these efforts are challenged by the diverse
characteristics of the sector and the fact that many participants do not belong to any industry association. The
situation is further complicated because most of these businesses have never been subject to regulation
before. FinCEN has published guidance [e.g. Frequently Asked Questions: Interim Final Rule – Anti-Money
Laundering Programs for Dealers in Precious Metals, Stones, or Jewels (3 June 2005); FinCEN Ruling 20061 – Anti-Money Laundering Programs for Dealers in Silver (30 December 2005)].
Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs
928. There are currently no AML internal control obligations imposed on these categories of business.
Applying R.21 (Countries that insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations)
Casinos
929. As part of their required AML Programs, casinos must have procedures for reviewing country
advisories issued by FinCEN that urge enhanced scrutiny of financial transactions with countries that have
deficient AML controls.
Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs
930. FinCEN has issued country advisories urging enhanced scrutiny of financial transactions with
countries that have deficient AML controls (see detailed discussion in section 3.10.1). These advisories
are generally available and can be accessed by DNFBPs. However, no specific obligations have been
imposed on accountants, lawyers, real estate agents or TCSPs in this regard.

4.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

931. Although casinos are required to report suspicious transactions, there is a threshold on that
obligation. This threshold should be removed because Recommendation 13 requires that all suspicious
transactions should be reported, regardless of amount. As well, the obligation to report suspicious
transactions should be extended to all other DNFBP sectors.
932. Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSP should be made subject to the “tipping off”
provision and should be protected from liability when they choose to file a suspicious transaction report.
They should also be required to implement adequate internal controls (i.e. AML Programs).
933. Continued work is needed to ensure that dealers in precious metals and stones are aware of their
obligation to establish AML Programs and are implementing them effectively.
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934. The U.S. should obligate accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs to give special
attention to the country advisories that FinCEN has issued and which urge enhanced scrutiny of financial
transactions with countries that have deficient AML controls.

4.2.3

Compliance with Recommendation 16
Rating

R.16

NC

Summary of factors relevant to s.4.2 underlying overall rating
•

Casinos are the only DNFBP sector that is required to report suspicious transactions; however,
there is a threshold on that obligation.

•

Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs are not subject to the “tipping off”
provision or protected from liability when they choose to file a suspicious transaction report.

•

Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs are not required to implement adequate
internal controls (i.e. AML Programs).

•

Dealers in precious metals, precious stones, or jewels are required to implement AML
programs; however, the effectiveness of implementation cannot yet be assessed.

•

There are no specific obligations on accountants, lawyers, real estate agents or TCSPs to give
special attention to the country advisories that FinCEN has issued and which urge enhanced
scrutiny of financial transactions with countries that have deficient AML controls.

4.3

Regulation, supervision and monitoring (R. 17, 24 & 25)

4.3.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendations 24 (Regulation and supervision of DNFBP)
Casinos
935. In the U.S., gambling regulation is primarily a matter of state/territory law, reinforced by federal
law in the case of AML laws or where the presence of interstate or foreign elements might otherwise
frustrate the enforcement policies of state law. Where duly licensed or authorized to do business, casinos
and card clubs are regulated, in differing degrees, by various state, local and tribal governmental agencies,
and federally for compliance with AML/CFT requirements.
936. For U.S. commercial casinos (i.e., non-tribal), each must apply for gambling licenses from casino
commissions located in relevant states/territories. The state gaming commissions require that each of these
commercial gaming establishments be a separate business and therefore grants each a separate casino
license. The focus of these non-federal requirements are typically investigating the qualifications of each
applicant seeking a gaming license (owners and principal shareholders, key casino employees and, in some
cases, all casino employees), issuing casino licenses, promulgating regulations (e.g., on the types of games
offers, the integrity of the games and consumer protection issues, internal controls, etc.), investigating
violations of these gaming regulations, initiating regulatory compliance actions against licensees, hearing
and deciding licensing cases, and interaction with other regulators and law enforcement agencies.
937. A casino that is duly licensed or authorized to do business as such, and has gross annual gaming
revenue in excess of USD 1 million, is a “financial institution” under the BSA [31 USC 5312(a)(2)(X) and
31 CFR 103.11(n)(5)(i) and (n)(6)(i)]. While the statutory definition is written to include casinos or other
types of gaming establishments, the regulatory definition, at this time, applies to duly licensed or
authorized casinos which includes state/ territory -licensed casinos (both land-based and riverboat), tribal
casinos, and card clubs, which includes state/territory and tribal card clubs.
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938. The key AML/CFT requirements which are applicable to casinos are contained in the BSA rules (31
CFR Part 103). Specifically, casinos must meet the following requirements:
(a)

the reporting of suspicious activity when a casino knows, suspects or has reason to suspect that the
transaction or pattern of transactions is both suspicious and involves USD 5 000 or more
(31 CFR 103.21);

(b)

the reporting of each transaction in currency, involving either "cash in" or "cash out", of more than
USD 10 000 in a gaming day [31 CFR 103.22(b)(2) and (c)(3)];

(c)

detailed recordkeeping (31 CFR 103.36); and

(d)

a written compliance program [31 CFR 103.64 and 103.120(d)].

939. In addition to the casino specific requirements, there are other reporting, general recordkeeping, and
special rules under the BSA that apply to all financial institutions, including casinos and card clubs, such as:
(a)

reports of transportation of currency or monetary instruments (31 CFR 103.23);

(b)

reports of foreign financial accounts (31 CFR 103.24);

(c)

filing of timely and complete reports (31 CFR 103.27);

(d)

identification required (31 CFR 103.28);

(e)

records and identification required for purchase of certain monetary instruments with USD 3,000 to
USD 10,000 in cash (31 CFR 103.29);

(f)

records by persons having financial interests in foreign financial accounts (31 CFR 103.32);

(g)

records of transmittals of funds in excess of USD 3,000 requiring recordkeeping, verification of
identity, retrievability and reporting of this information to other financial institutions in the payment
chain, regardless of the method of payment [31 CFR 103.33(f) and (g)];

(h)

nature of records and retention period (31 CFR 103.38); and

(i)

structured transactions (31 CFR 103.63).

940. FinCEN is responsible for administering the BSA. FinCEN is accountable for ensuring compliance
with the BSA, but does not itself directly examine financial institutions for compliance with that law.
Instead, FinCEN has delegated examination responsibility to the IRS for state/territory licensed casino
gaming operations, other than Nevada gaming operations, as well as tribal casinos [31 CFR 103.56(b)(8)].
The National Indian Gaming Commission (in the case of Indian gaming operations) will examine some tribal
casinos pertaining to BSA casino recordkeeping and CTRC reporting requirements as part of its efforts to
ensure compliance with its Minimum Internal Control Standards (25 CFR 542). Where duly licensed or
authorized to do business, casinos are also regulated by various state, local and tribal governmental agencies.
The following table seeks to draw out which authorities examine for BSA compliance.
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Type of gaming operations
State/territory “commercial” licensed casino
gaming operations, other than Nevada
gaming operations, as well as tribal casinos
Nevada gaming operations

Indian gaming operations pertaining to
casino recordkeeping and CTRC reporting
requirements

BSA examination authority has been delegated by FinCEN to:
IRS-SBSE

Nevada Gaming Commission, NGC (whereby both FinCEN and IRS are
allowed to accompany NGC personnel during certain examinations. Relating
to SARs, the authority to examine Nevada casinos compliance belongs not to
the NGC but in full to FinCEN and the IRS.
National Indian Gaming Commission and Tribal Gaming Commission
(established at States level in the frame of State Compacts).
IRS-SBSE

941. IRS conducts examinations of casinos to ensure they are complying with their obligations under the
BSA, including their Form 8300 filing obligations (which require them to file reports for currency received
in excess of USD 10,000) (31 USC 5331 and 26 USC 6050I). This includes approximately 845 casinos or
other gaming organizations located in some 34 states and territories and on tribal lands.
942. Since 1999, FinCEN has provided to the IRS detailed written guidance to assist it in developing
effective programs and procedures for examining casinos. IRS personnel educate gaming operations as to
their responsibilities under the BSA, provide information concerning the specific reporting, identification,
recordkeeping, record retention, and compliance program requirements, and provide practical information
on the discharge of these responsibilities. These education and outreach efforts are important to keep
these gaming operations informed of their BSA compliance obligations. Also, the IRS may provide a
copy of 31 CFR Part 103 along with the applicable reporting forms and other informational documents.
State/territory-licensed casino gaming operations
943. State/territory-licensed casino gaming operations are found in fourteen jurisdictions, each of which
has a gaming regulator.
944. State-licensed gambling casinos whose gross annual gaming revenues exceeded USD 1 million
were generally made subject to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) by regulation in 1985 [50 FR 5069
(6 February 1985)]. Special BSA regulations relating to casinos were issued in 1987, and amended in
1989 and (more significantly) in 1994 [52 FR 11443 (8 April 1987), 54 FR 1165 (12 January 1989), and
59 FR 61660 (1 December 1994) (modifying and putting into final effect the rule originally published at
58 FR 13538 (12 March 1993)]. The Money Laundering Suppression Act (Title IV of the Riegle
Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994 – Pub. L 103-325) explicitly added
casinos (both state-licensed and tribal), or other gaming establishments (e.g., card clubs), to the list of
financial institutions specified in the BSA.
945. The state gaming commissions typically investigate the qualifications of each applicant seeking a
gaming license, issue casino licenses, promulgate regulations (e.g., on the types of games offered, the
integrity of the games and consumer protection issues, internal controls, etc.), investigate violations of
these gaming regulations, initiate regulatory compliance actions against licensees, hear and decide
licensing cases, and interact with other regulators and law enforcement agencies.
946. It is common for many state regulators also to impose internal control standards on the casinos that
they license. Although these state standards vary somewhat from each other, they typically include
procedures for handling table games, rules of the game, electronic gaming devices, casino cashiering and
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credit, check cashing, casino accounting, internal audit, surveillance, security, etc. Several of these
regulators also have internal control procedures for CTRC reporting (e.g., Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,
Louisiana, Michigan, and Missouri). It is normally within a state’s CTRC reporting internal control
standards that one finds the requirement to prepare currency multiple transaction logs.
Nevada gaming operations
947. Nevada legalized gaming 1931 and was the first U.S. state to do so. The oversight of the Nevada
casinos and of the administration of the state laws and regulations that govern gaming is exercised by the
Nevada Gaming Commission (NGC). The NGC is comprised of 5 part-time persons and by the State
Gaming Control Board (which is comprised of 3 persons serving in a full time capacity). The Gaming
Board has a staff of more than 350 people who are assigned to 7 divisions. It has offices in 6 locations
(Las Vegas, Carson City, Elko, Laughlin and Reno).
948. The Nevada Gaming Commission (“Commission”) and State Gaming Control Board (“Board”)
control who may have a gaming license. Specifically, the Commission determines if a person is qualified
to receive a gaming license and to be qualified the Commission, pursuant to Nevada Revised Statutes
(“NRS”) 463.170, must be satisfied that the applicant for a licensee is:
“(a) A person of good character, honesty and integrity;
(b) A person whose prior activities, criminal record, if any, reputation, habits and associations do
not pose a threat to the public interest of this State or to the effective regulation and control of
gaming or charitable lotteries, or create or enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair or illegal
practices, methods and activities in the conduct of gaming or charitable lotteries or in the carrying
on of the business and financial arrangements incidental thereto; and
(c) In all other respects qualified to be licensed or found suitable consistently with the declared
policy of the State.”
949. Further, the Board, pursuant to NRS 463.1405, must “investigate the qualifications of each
applicant” before any gaming license is issued. Also, Commission Regulation 3.110 allows for the
Commission to require that any key employee (e.g. management personnel) be licensed.
950. As far as AML/CFT requirements are concerned, Nevada Regulation6A (Regulation 6A) is a key
requirement. The Secretary of the Treasury may exempt [31 CFR 103.55(c)] from the BSA’s CTRC
reporting and recordkeeping requirements for casinos any state whose regulatory system contains
substantially similar requirements. On 8 May 1985, the Secretary of the Treasury entered into a
Memorandum of Agreement with the State of Nevada, through its Gaming Commission and Gaming
Control Board (the Nevada exemption agreement). The agreement, among other things, granted Nevada
casinos an exemption from certain record keeping and reporting requirements of the BSA. Specifically,
the agreement exempts Nevada casinos, subject to Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 6A, from the
requirement to file the standard “CTR by Casinos” form. The agreement did however require Nevada to
maintain its own CTRC reporting system that is required to be substantially similar to the BSA.78 Nevada
has implemented its system through Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 6A.
78

Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 6A, “Cash Transactions, Prohibitions, Reporting, and Recordkeeping,” was adopted in
1985, amended in 1997, and currently requires certain Nevada casinos to report to FinCEN and the Gaming Control Board
currency transactions in excess of USD 10,000, to keep records of certain casino transactions, to maintain appropriate internal
controls, and to maintain written compliance programs.
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951. Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 6A, “Cash Transactions, Prohibitions, Reporting and
Recordkeeping,” was adopted in 1985, amended in 1997, and currently requires certain Nevada casinos to
report currency transactions in excess of USD 10,000, to keep records of certain casino transactions, to
maintain appropriate internal controls, and to maintain written compliance programs. Under that system,
Nevada casinos are required to file CTRs with FinCEN on FinCEN Form 103-N “CTR by Casinos –
Nevada.” Also, the Nevada Gaming Control Board has on-line access to Form 103-Ns, pursuant to an
interagency agreement with FinCEN.
952. As a result of the Nevada exemption agreement and Regulation 6A, neither FinCEN nor the IRS has
authority to examine Nevada casinos for compliance with CTRC-N reporting requirements under Nevada
law. However, FinCEN may request that Nevada conduct an examination of a casino at any time and both
FinCEN and the IRS are authorized to accompany Nevada personnel during such an examination. Finally,
because of the agreement, FinCEN has no authority to take civil enforcement action against a Nevada
casino for failing to file the CTRC-Ns because the Nevada casino has no obligation to file under the BSA
or FinCEN’s regulations.79 Nonetheless, the Nevada regulator has authority to penalize Nevada casinos
for non-compliance with Regulation 6A. In addition to the Regulation 6A requirements, all Nevada
casinos with gross annual gaming revenues of USD 1,000,000 or more are subject to the following BSA
requirements: (1) the requirement to establish and maintain a written anti-money laundering program [31
CFR 103.64(a) and 103.120(d)]; and (2) the requirement to report suspicious activity when a casino
knows, suspects or has reason to suspect that the transaction or pattern of transactions is both suspicious
and involves USD 5,000 or more (31 CFR 103.21). Further, Nevada casinos that are not subject to
Regulation 6A, but that have gross annual gaming revenues in excess of USD 1,000,000, are subject to all
of the provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act applicable to casinos generally (31 CFR Part 103). Nevada
casinos are subject to federal regulation under the BSA relating to the filing of SARs because Nevada
Regulation 6A does not have a similar requirement. Consequently, the IRS has the authority to examine
Nevada casinos for compliance with, and FinCEN has the authority to take enforcement action with
respect to, SAR requirements [31 CFR 103.21, 103.64(a), and 103.56(b)(8)].
953. The Nevada exemption agreement implementing the exemption acknowledges, and is contingent
upon, the existence and continuance of a state casino regulatory regime that is substantially similar to the
federal standards. With respect to compliance and enforcement, the agreement, along with Nevada
Regulation 6A, holds Nevada responsible for assuring compliance with the reporting and record keeping
obligations of casinos under Nevada rules. The agreement further provides that Nevada must maintain
sufficient safeguards to assure compliance with obligations of the state requirements and take appropriate
action to administer, enforce and examine for compliance with Nevada Regulation 6A.
954. Although pursuant to the Nevada exemption agreement, Nevada casinos are exempt from the CTRC
reporting and certain record keeping requirements of the BSA, the exemption is contingent on Nevada’s
regulation remaining substantially similar to the BSA’s regulation. For instance, the Nevada Gaming
Commission has issued for its Regulation 6A, detailed minimum internal control standards for CTRC-N
reporting and recordkeeping.
955. In some respects, Regulation 6A has been revised to keep it in line with the revisions of the BSA’s
provisions and in order to provide reporting path to the IRS. However, Regulation 6A does differ from
the BSA in some respects—namely relating the threshold of USD 1 million or more of gross revenue.
This threshold is based on a risk assessment that the Nevada authorities, working with FinCEN, did in
1997. The risk assessment concluded that the BSA threshold definition of a “casino” was too low, and
79

Nevada casinos are subject to federal regulation under the BSA relating to the filing of SARs because Nevada Regulation 6A
does not have a similar requirement. Consequently, FinCEN and the IRS have the authority to examine casinos for compliance
with, and take enforcement action with respect to, suspicious activity reporting requirements. See 31 CFR 103.21.
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captured places such as a bar or grocery store with 20 slot machines manned by a person who does
nothing more than sell change. The Nevada authorities advised FinCEN that they did not see these
establishments as posing a money laundering risk. In 1997, FinCEN finally agreed that these small places
probably should not be subject to Regulation 6A and accepted the threshold being moved to
USD 10 million. However, in November 2003 the Nevada Gaming Control Board submitted to FinCEN
an extensive survey of about 145 smaller Nevada casino licensees that identified about 50 of the larger
ones that offered a variety of cage financial services to customers other than just gambling (e.g. deposit
and credit accounts, check cashing, currency exchange, money transfers). There are now about 114
casinos which fall into the exemption. An additional 145 casinos have less than USD 10 million but more
than USD 2 million in gross revenue. Another significant difference between Nevada Regulation 6A and
the BSA is in prescribing when multiple currency transactions that aggregate to more than USD 10,000 in
a single gaming day must be reported, with the BSA requirements being more inclusive [31 CFR
103.22(c)(3)] than Nevada Regulation 6A.040(2). Nevada casinos currently report to FinCEN using
CTRN forms which are somewhat close in substance to the forms used by all non-Nevada casinos and
which must also be filed with the IRS (Detroit Computing Center) ), except the types of transactions and
the currency aggregation requirements under Regulation 6A is more limited than under the BSA
(discussed above). In addition, all casinos subject to the BSA’s suspicious transaction reporting
requirement, including those in Nevada, report to FinCEN using Form 102 (SARC). Moreover, Nevada
casinos that are not subject to Regulation 6A, but that have gross annual gaming revenues in excess of
USD 1,000,000, are subject to all of the provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act applicable to casinos
generally (31 CFR Part 103).
956. In May 2003, FinCEN advised the Nevada Gaming Control Board that its regulation no longer
“substantially meets” [31 CFR 103.55(c)] the BSA’s regulation. Given the discrepancies between the
Nevada Regulation 6A and the BSA regulation, and in light of the importance of consistency among the
many jurisdictions permitting gaming, FinCEN has discussed with the Nevada Gaming Control Board the
outstanding issues between the two casino regulatory systems in an effort to resolve the variances. In
May 2005, the Nevada Gaming Control Board recommended to the Nevada Gaming Commission that it
repeal Regulation 6A. With the repeal of Regulation 6A, all BSA examination and enforcement of the
Nevada casino industry would become the responsibility of the IRS and FinCEN. As of August 2005,
FinCEN is still discussing with the Nevada Gaming Control Board how an orderly transition of these
responsibilities could occur.
957. The Nevada legislature has legalized interactive gambling, pending the adoption by the Gaming
Commission of corresponding regulations. However, as long as no such regulations exist, Internet gaming
is not legal in Nevada and such operations would be prosecuted.
Indian gaming operations
958. Tribal government-sponsored gaming is an evolution dating back to the late 1970’s. After the
Supreme Court confirmed (in 1987) the right of the tribal governments to establish gaming operations,
Congress passed in 1988 the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) (25 USC 2701) which recognized, but
limited, the right of tribes "to conduct gaming operations" and embodies a compromise between state and
tribal interest. According to the IGRA, the states are given a voice in determining the scope and extent of
tribal gaming by requiring tribal-state compacts for all forms of casinos style gambling—so called Class III,
Class II (bingo style games) is jointly regulated by tribes and the National Indian Gaming Commission.
Class I (traditional Indian gaming involving minimal prizes) is regulated exclusively by tribes.
959. Gambling casinos authorized to do business under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act became
subject to the BSA, by amendment in 1994 and by regulation in 1996 [61 FR 7054 – 7056
(23 February 1996)], and the class of gaming establishments known as “card clubs” became subject to the
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BSA by regulation in 1998 [63 FR 1919-1924 (13 January 1998)]. The same gross annual gaming
revenue threshold of in excess of USD 1 million applies to these gaming establishments.
960. Tribal Gaming is present in 27 states across the U.S. The 307 tribal casinos are located in the following
states: Alabama (3), Arizona (22), California (52), Colorado (2), Connecticut (2), Florida (6), Idaho (3), Iowa
(3), Kansas (5), Louisiana (3), Michigan (17), Minnesota (18), Mississippi (2), Montana (5), Nebraska (1), New
Mexico (14), New York (6), North Carolina (1), North Dakota (5), Oklahoma (50), Oregon (9), South Dakota
(10), Texas (1), Washington State (27), Wisconsin (17), and Wyoming (2).
961. The IGRA establishes the jurisdictional framework that governs Indian gaming. The IGRA created
certain classes of gaming. The two that are relevant to the BSA are Class II tribal card clubs and all forms of
Class III gaming, which is comparable to casino gaming. Class II gaming is jointly regulated by the Tribes and
the National Indian Gaming Commission. Class III gaming is lawful on Indian lands only if such activities are,
among other things, conducted in conformance with a tribal-state compact entered into by an Indian tribe and a
state and approved by the Secretary of the Interior. The National Indian Gaming Commission has recognized
that the Treasury has established unique AML requirements when it promulgated Minimum Internal Control
Standards [64 FR 590, (5 January 1999)] for Class II and III tribal gaming operations which require that such
operations establish standards which shall comply with 31 CFR Part 103.
962. The IGRA also created the National Indian Gaming Commission (NGIC) as an independent federal
regulatory agency whose primary mission is to regulate gaming activities on Indian lands for the purposes
of shielding Indian tribes from organized crime and other corrupting influences, ensuring that Indian tribes
are the primary beneficiaries of gaming revenues, and assuring that gaming is conducted fairly and
honestly by both operators and players.
963. The National Indian Gaming Commission is authorized to: conduct background investigations of
primary management officials and key employees of a gaming operation, conduct audits, review and
approve tribal gaming ordinances and management contracts, promulgate federal regulations, investigate
violations of these gaming regulations, and undertake enforcement actions (including the assessment of fines
and issuance of closure orders). The NGIC maintains six field offices (Washington DC, Portland,
Sacramento, Phoenix, St.-Paul and Tulsa) that assist tribes in developing compliance with the law,
monitoring Indian gaming operations, conducting background investigations of individuals and companies
seeking approvals of management contracts. Since it became operational in 1993, the NGIC has been
submitted 233 management contracts. A large number have been withdrawn or modified one or more times.
964. Additionally, many tribal gaming commissions have been established to oversee tribal gaming and
are typically semi-autonomous or independent agencies of tribal governments. The primary purpose of a
tribal gaming commission is to regulate and oversee Class II and Class III gaming operations consistent
with rules and procedures established under tribal gaming ordinances. However, there is potential for a
lack of clear and sufficient separation between the tribal commissions and the tribal nations themselves.
965. Tribal governments are required to submit their gaming ordinances or resolutions (including a copy
of the tribal-state compact for Class III gaming) as well as any management contracts for the operation of
gaming activities to the National Indian Gaming Commission for approval (25 USC 2710). The ordinance
submitted to the National Indian Gaming Commission may define how a tribe is operating its gaming
establishments (i.e., are they identified as separate operations or one operation). Tribes also have
authority to regulate and oversee Class III gaming operations pursuant to tribal-state compacts, which
typically recognize and require various degrees of tribal regulation on the gaming enterprises.
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Case Study – Arizona Tribal Gaming
According to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act 1988, Tribes must negotiate with the states in the
form of a Compact concerning the conditions at which casinos can be operated in a given State.
In the state of Arizona, 22 casinos are set that way. In Arizona, the Arizona Department of
Gaming exercises oversight over gaming activities and conducts a yearly audit performed with
field examiners. The size of the casinos, the types of games authorized and the betting limits
vary significantly. A small/medium sized in Arizona will have, for example, according to the
Compact, a USD 500 betting limit.
Dealers in precious metals and stones
966. While FinCEN is responsible for administering the BSA and is accountable for ensuring dealers in
precious metals, stones, and jewels comply with the BSA, it does not itself directly examine them for
compliance with that law. FinCEN has delegated examination responsibility to the IRS, which examines
dealers in precious metals, stones, and jewels to ensure they are complying with their obligations under
the BSA, including their Form 8300 filing obligations (which require them to file reports for currency
received in excess of USD 10,000) (31 USC 5331 and 26 USC 6050I).
967. Dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels must implement their AML Program by
1 January 2006 [s.103.140(d)] or six months after the date they become subject to the provisions of the
IFR. The IRS has indicated that it will commence AML compliance examination of dealers in precious
metals, stones and jewels six months after that date. It is unclear, however, whether the IRS will have
sufficient resources to manage this new responsibility.
968. The Jeweler’s Vigilance Committee (JVC) is an industry organization that handles legal compliance
for the sector. Most applicable legal requirements relate to trade practices; however, the JVC has been very
proactive in educating its members about the new requirements and helping them to develop AML/CFT
programs. Of the existing trade associations, the JVC has the broadest reach into the industry, representing a
cross-section of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers at the national and international level. Moreover,
the JVC is the only industry association that promotes compliance with legal requirements, although some
others promote ethics. The JVC monitors the trade practices of its members and, in appropriate cases, will
impose sanctions which may include delisting the member. However, the JVC only covers about one third of
the sector nationwide. Many dealers do not belong to any trade association or read any trade publications, so
they may be completely unaware of the BSA obligations that now apply to them. Nevertheless, most of the
biggest players in each part of the industry do belong to the JVC.
Other DNFBP
969. FinCEN has delegated authority to IRS to examine all business and trades (including all the categories
of DNFBPs) for compliance with Form 8300 reporting requirements. IRS conducts examinations of such
businesses to ensure they are complying with their Form 8300 filing obligations (which require them to file
reports for currency received in excess of USD 10,000) (31 USC 5331 and 26 USC 6050I). By end-2005,
the IRS had conducted 2,366 such examinations. In other respects there are no oversight procedures for
compliance with AML obligations by accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs, since no such
specific obligations have yet been introduced. However, general conduct of business oversight does exist for
some of the businesses and professions, as follows.
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Accountants
970. Accountants are subject to Codes of Professional Conduct and state licensing and accreditation.
Certified public accountants in the U.S. were solely subject to oversight by a state governmental entity
that has the authority to revoke the accountant’s license for improper conduct, until July 2002, when the
U.S. Congress enacted the landmark Sarbanes-Oxley Act (hereinafter “Sarbanes-Oxley”) (15 USC 7201).
Public accountants are now subject to oversight by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(PCAOB), a federal entity which was created by Sarbanes-Oxley to oversee the auditors of public
companies in order to, among other things, ensure preparation of fair and impartial audit reports,
strengthen auditor independence rules, increase accountability of officers and directors, and enhance the
timeliness and quality of financial reports of public companies.
Lawyers
971. Legal professionals in the U.S. are currently subject to substantial regulation by primarily state, and to
a more limited extent, federal entities, as well as self regulatory organizations, in a way that has a bearing on
AML concerns. A legal professional’s professional and, in some cases, nonprofessional activities are
regulated by state rules of professional conduct. A lawyer who litigates before any state or federal court is
subject to that court’s rules. In addition, some federal agencies impose limitations and due diligence
requirements on the professional activities of lawyers practicing before those agencies. Those agencies can
sanction lawyers who engage in proscribed activities. Finally, lawyers are subject to criminal and civil
sanctions (including disbarment) and liability arising from federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
rules that apply to other citizens. As well, the ABA Section of the International Law and Practice,
Committee on Anti-Money Laundering and Professional Ethics, and the ABA Task Force on Gatekeeper
Regulation and the Profession (“ABA Gatekeeper Task Force”) have been established to, among other
things, monitor the issue of imposing an AML regime on lawyers and promote understanding within the
ABA and legal profession of AML and CFT requirements. The ABA represents approximately 400,000 of
the estimated 1.1 million attorneys in the U.S.
972. The regulation of lawyers, including the licensing, is done by the states. Each state sets its own
competency requirements for lawyers which may include passing a bar examination and the successful
completion of continuing legal education requirements. In the U.S., legal professionals who are not
lawyers may operate or practice only under the supervision or oversight of a lawyer and, as a result, are
subject to the same regulatory regime as lawyers. Once a lawyer is duly licensed to practice in a
jurisdiction, he/she is allowed to engage in any business activity in that jurisdiction as long as the activity
is within the parameters of federal and state law, and the activity adheres to the guidelines set forth in the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct issued by the American Bar Association (ABA) and each state bar.
These requirements generally mandate that lawyers must maintain the integrity and competence of the
profession, exercise independent judgment and avoid improper conduct.
973. Legal ethics involve many responsibilities which, while obligatory, are rooted in non-legal or quasilegal concerns, such as morality and professional tradition. Conduct rules such as the Code of
Professional Responsibility or the Rules of Professional Conduct, once adopted as positive law in a
jurisdiction, become a dominant source of binding rules in that jurisdiction. Many of the norms applicable
to lawyers are self-designed by private bar associations and then adopted by courts and other
governmental agencies. The most obvious example is the adoption of the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct by courts in the various jurisdictions, after the rules were proposed by the ABA. Even though the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct do not have the force of law, they are widely followed and cited by
courts as establishing rules of conduct for lawyers in the U.S. Forty-one states and the District of
Columbia have adopted the Model Rules as rules for the conduct of lawyers. Violation of any Model Rule
or other law is professional misconduct under Model Rule 8.4(a) and could result in disbarment of a duly
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licensed lawyer. Since private bar associations, other governmental agencies and, particularly, the courts,
are dominated by lawyers, regulation may be said to be largely self-imposed. In most situations the rules
are activated and self enforced by individual lawyers. When serious violations of the rules are alleged,
enforcement also is through the profession and its members, including ultimately members of the judiciary
(Enforcement mechanisms; see s.104).
974. Engaging in money laundering activities or knowingly assisting a client in money laundering
activities violates every state’s rules of professional conduct and could subject the lawyer to severe
sanctions, such as disbarment, and the loss of the privilege to practice law. Model Rule 1.2(d) makes it
clear that a “lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows
is criminal or fraudulent”. Violating that rule would subject the lawyer to action by the disciplinary
authority. It also is professional misconduct to “commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the
lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer in other respects” or to “engage in conduct
involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation” or conduct “that is prejudicial to the
administration of justice” (Model Rule 8.4). Finally, rules of professional conduct require a lawyer not to
represent a client, or to withdraw from the representation, where representing the client will result in the
lawyer violating rules of professional conduct or other law.
Real estate agents
975. In large part, real estate agents are governed by state law. State real estate boards (which usually
have regulatory authority over real estate agents) establish licensing requirements which may include
coursework and passing an examination.
Trust and company service providers
976. TCSPs that are not licensed with fiduciary powers under federal or state law, are not “financial
institutions” under 31 USC 5312(a)(2), and are not required by law or regulation to comply with BSA
requirements, such as establishing AML Programs or filing SARs. Although there is no clearly defined
sector within the U.S. that provides the company formation services usually associated with TCSPs, the
company laws in certain states create an environment where such services have developed significantly.
Delaware, Nevada and Wyoming are the prime examples. Since the activities of such TCSPs are
inextricably linked with the corporate law framework in these states, detailed discussion of this sector is
addressed under section 6 below (Legal Persons and Arrangements), which contains case studies on
Delaware and Nevada.
Applying R.17 to the DNFBP sector
977. The civil and criminal penalties outlined in the BSA and in FinCEN regulations are applicable to all
“financial institutions” covered by the BSA and apply to any violations of the BSA and implementing
regulations that meet the threshold requirements for imposition of those sanctions. However, since the broad
implementing regulations have not been extended to any category of DNFBP, other than casinos and dealers
in precious metals and stones sanctions may only be applied in relation to the customer identification and
record-keeping requirements associated with the filing of Form 8300.
978. Under certain circumstances, businesses can be held criminally liable for the acts of their
employees. Criminal penalties for violating a BSA requirement is a fine of up to USD 250,000 or a term
of imprisonment of up to 5 years, or both. These penalties can be doubled if another federal law is
violated or the illegal activity pattern exceeds USD 100,000 in a 12-month period.
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979. IRS personnel conduct periodic examinations of non-bank financial institutions to assess their overall
effectiveness in complying with these requirements. In instances of ineffective or unsuccessful BSA
compliance procedures/program or when reporting and recordkeeping violations have occurred, IRS
personnel prepare referral reports for FinCEN’s disposition, including for consideration of civil money
penalties or other sanctions. These reports to FinCEN are made based on referral guidelines established by
FinCEN. If the examiner believes the conduct is criminal in nature, it is referred to IRS-CI for investigation.
Casinos
980. Examples of BSA deficiencies that would normally prompt an IRS casino referral to FinCEN or
IRS-CI may include: (1) failure to maintain or implement an effective AML compliance program,
including any requirement of that program; (2) failure to file suspicious activity report by casinos forms
when required; (3) significant failures to file CTR by casinos forms; (4) notable deficiencies in procedures
for verification of customer identity and related filing of incomplete CTR by casinos forms; and/or
(5) failure to preserve required records. If IRS examination referrals do not warrant a civil money penalty
FinCEN may take lesser action by sending the casino a cautionary or warning letter. Also, FinCEN may
seek: (1) a permanent injunction against future violations of the BSA pursuant to 31 USC 5230; (2) civil
money penalties of not more than the greater of the amount (not to exceed USD 100,000) involved in the
transaction or pursuant to 31 USC 5231(a)(1) and 31 CFR 103.57(f); and (3) other appropriate relief. In
addition, FinCEN may seek civil money penalties of USD 25 000 a day per violation of any compliance
program requirement under 31 CFR 103.64(a), pursuant to 31 USC 5231(a)(1). These civil sanctions for
willful violations of the BSA may be applied to any casino that is subject to the BSA, or to any partner,
director, officer, or employee of such gaming operations.
Dealers in precious metals and stones
981. Until BSA obligations were extended to this sector, it was primarily unregulated. As these measures are
only newly in force, the IRS has not yet started conducting compliance examinations of this sector.
Lawyers
982. Although lawyers in the U.S. are currently not required to implement any AML regimes or adhere
to the BSA obligations, it is noted that they are regulated to the extent that they themselves might engage
in money laundering activities. In many cases, state bar associations have authority for regulating,
supervising, and monitoring lawyers for the purpose of ensuring that they adhere to the applicable
standards of professional responsibility. Courts and legislatures have created attorney disciplinary
agencies to investigate and prosecute alleged breaches of the professional conduct rules. In some
jurisdictions, the highest court has delegated this function to the state bar association, but those courts
retain ultimate responsibility and authority. Charges against attorneys are investigated and prosecuted at a
hearing if they are found to have merit. Hearing committees composed of other attorneys and members of
the general public serve as fact finders—in effect, jurors. The committees’ decisions are reviewed by the
highest court of the jurisdiction or by a separate disciplinary review board, established for that purpose. In
some jurisdictions, the decision not to prosecute a matter can be reviewed as well. If appropriate, the
hearing committee may recommend sanctions against a lawyer, but generally it is the court that ultimately
decides the sanction to be imposed, ranging from a reprimand to disbarment.
983. Individual state bar associations can be aware of cases involving lawyers who violate the state rules
of professional conduct by engaging in money laundering activities or knowingly assisting a client in
money laundering activities. Individual state bar associations prosecute them. These organizations,
supported by their respective state supreme courts, or the state’s equivalent courts, have sometimes
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disciplined attorneys who assist clients with money laundering or who launder funds themselves.80 In
disciplinary proceedings administered by state regulatory officials, even when criminal conduct is not
proven, severe penalties authorized by the appropriate set of rules have been imposed where money
laundering has been involved. State bar disciplinary proceedings for money laundering activity can go
forward even when criminal charges have not been brought.81
Recommendation 25 (Guidance for DNFBPs other than guidance on SARs)
984. FinCEN and the federal functional regulators provide guidance in numerous ways and various forms
to financial institutions subject to the BSA to assist those financial institutions in implementing and
complying with BSA requirements. In addition to issuing regulations to implement the provisions of the
BSA, FinCEN and the federal functional regulators issue technical bulletins, advisories, interpretive rulings
and opinions, and a variety of publications, as well as maintaining websites with BSA information, guidance,
regulations, statutes and forms. These have been described in detail in the financial sector part of this report,
and, although they may not all be directly relevant to the DNFBPs, they offer general guidance.
Casinos
985. With respect to issuing guidance, in July 1998, FinCEN published an initial casino guidance
document entitled “Suspicious Activity Reporting & Casinos”. In August 2000, FinCEN issued a SAR
Bulletin indicating the use of wire transfers and cashier’s checks to deposit funds into casino accounts,
with little or no gaming activity, followed by cashing out. In December 2003, FinCEN released new
Suspicious Activity Reporting Guidance for Casinos that supplements the FinCEN Form 102, Suspicious
Activity Report by Casinos and Card Clubs, instructions and explains how to prepare a complete and
sufficient “Narrative”. Also, FinCEN has issued extensive guidance to the MSB industry that can be
found its websites.
986. FinCEN has also issued guidance to casinos concerning how they will be examined by the IRS for
compliance with the obligation to implement an AML Program. The guidance document states that IRS’s
“...compliance examinations will look at the whether a casino’s written program is designed to address the
money laundering risks of your particular business, whether the casino and its employees are following
the program, whether employees are being properly trained, whether the program is being audited and the
results of that audit, and whether the casino responds to red flags and other indicia that the compliance
program is deficient” [Suspicious Activity Reporting Guidance for Casinos (December 2003, p.4)].
Dealers in precious metals and stones
987. The interim final rule which requires certain dealers in precious metals, stones, or jewels to establish an
AML Program [70 FR 33702 (9 June 2005) (Interim Final Rule); 68 FR 8480 (21 February 2003) (NPRM)]
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For example: In re Lee, 75 A.2d 1034 (D.C. 2000) (disbarring attorney who conspired to launder drug trafficking proceeds); In
re Calhoun, 492 S.E.2d 514 (Ga.1997) (disbarring attorney who participated in a scheme to launder proceeds of client’s illicit
drug business through the purchase of real estate); In re Berman, 769 P.2d 984 (Cal. 1989) (disbarring attorney who proposed
scheme to undercover agents that would result in the laundering of money that would have been obtained through drug sales); In
re Ciardelli, 514 N.E.2d 1006 (Ill. 1987) (three-year suspension of attorney who assisted a client in laundering proceeds of illegal
activity by borrowing such proceeds for real estate purchase and who encouraged another attorney to do the same); In re Rech,
1995 Calif. Op. LEXIS 14, 3 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 310 (1995) (recommending disbarment of attorney who admitted to assisting
his client in concealing drug proceeds through investments in two real estate ventures).

81

For example: In re Belgrad, 1999 Ill. Atty. Reg. Disc. LEXIS 96 (1999) (recommending suspension of attorney who
misappropriated USD 900 from a client trust account and tried to disguise the transaction by writing a check from the account to
his law partner and having the partner write a USD 900 check to the attorney’s personal account).
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contains a series of Frequently Asked Questions that are designed to assist dealers in determining whether they
are subject to the rule and, if so, in establishing their AML Programs.
Lawyers
988. During the last six years, the organized bars in the U.S. have performed nearly 50 AML educational
conferences. The speakers have included federal governmental officials and national and local bar leaders
knowledgeable about AML matters. The conferences tend to focus on compliance issues as well as the
impact AML laws have on various practice disciplines (such as banking law, trusts and estates law,
corporate law, international law, and real estate law). The specific AML Program offerings tend to grow.
Most states have continuing legal education requirements that legal professionals must comply with to
remain entitled to practice law, many legal professionals will necessarily be exposed educational programs
non specifically devoted to AML issues.
989. The ABA, the American College of Trusts and Estates Counsel (“ACTEC”), the American College of
Real Estate Lawyers (“ACREL”) and other state and local bar groups have all produced AML and CFT
educational programs. The educational efforts are thus national in scope, thereby ensuring that legal
professionals throughout the U.S. have access to these types of course and program offerings. The efforts
also entail varying program delivery methods, including in-person programs, teleconferences, on-line
programs, and study materials. The nature and content of such educational training needs to take into
account the circumstances of individual legal professionals, in terms of their practice specialties, the risk of
money laundering activity in their client representations, the existing ethical rules to which they are subject,
their economic circumstances, and the institutional structure of their practice.
990. In addition to these educational programs, legal practitioners and academics have published articles
on AML issues and their impact on the attorney-client privilege and the duty of client confidentiality.
These articles have been published in local, regional, and national publications, some of which have
significant circulation levels within the bar. For example, the article on the USA Patriot Act recently
published in the “Real Property Probate & Trust Journal” reached over 30,000 practitioners in the U.S.
This Journal has the second highest circulation level of any law review-style publication in the U.S.
Real estate agents
991. No specific guidance has been issued by the authorities to the real estate sector, but the real estate
industry itself has taken steps to identify potential money laundering vulnerabilities. For instance, the
American Land Title Association has identified several potential ‘‘red flag’’ situations involving real
estate transactions, including:
(a)

Where a prospective buyer is paying for real estate with funds from a high risk country, such as a
‘‘non-cooperative country or territory’’ as designated by the FATF or a country designated by the
Treasury Secretary as ‘‘a primary money laundering concern’’ pursuant to Section 311 of the USA
PATRIOT Act;

(b)

Where the seller requests that the proceeds of a sale of real estate be sent to a high risk country;

(c)

Where a person is seeking to purchase real estate in the name of a nominee and has no apparent
legitimate explanation for the use of a nominee;

(d)

Where a person is acting, or appears to be acting, as an agent for an undisclosed party and is
reluctant or unwilling to provide information about the party or the reason for the agency
relationship;
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(e)

Where a person does not appear to be sufficiently knowledgeable about the purpose or use of the
real estate being purchased;

(f)

Where the person appears to be buying and selling the same piece of real estate within a short
period of time or is buying multiple pieces of real estate for no apparent legitimate purpose;

(g)

Where the prospective purchaser or seller seeks to have the documents reflect something other than
the true nature of the transaction; and

(h)

Where the person provides suspicious documentation to verify his or her identity.

4.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

992. The regulatory regime applied to the casino sector generally appears to be working effectively.
However, the work to further harmonize Nevada’s regulatory requirements with the BSA should continue as
rapidly as possible. Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs82 should be made subject to
AML/CFT obligations and appropriate regulatory oversight. In the case of TCSPs a registration process should
be introduced for agents engaged in the business of providing company formation and related services (perhaps
with a de minimis threshold to ensure that single company agents are not required to register). In view of the
threat clearly identified in the latest U.S. threat assessment, work on addressing the TCSP issue should have a
higher priority than appears to be the case currently (see discussion under section 5.1).

4.3.3

Compliance with Recommendations 24 & 25 (criteria 25.1, DNFBP)
Rating

R.24

R.25

4.4

PC

C

Summary of factors relevant to s.4.3 underlying overall rating
•

There is no regulatory oversight for AML/CFT compliance for accountants, lawyers, real estate
agents or TCSPs.

•

The supervisory regime for Nevada casinos is currently not harmonized with the BSA
requirements.

•

The Recommendation is fully observed.

Other non-financial businesses and professions
Modern secure transaction techniques (R.20)

4.4.1

Description and Analysis

Dealers in high value goods
993. In February 2003, FinCEN issued an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (68 FR 8568)
seeking public comment on a wide range of questions pertaining to imposing the AML and customer
identification program requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act to businesses engaged in vehicle sales,
including automobile, airplane, and boat sales, which are defined as “financial institutions” under the
BSA. The NPRM also sought comment on the money laundering risks that are posed by these businesses,
whether these businesses should be subject to these requirements, and if so, how the requirements should
be structured. The business of vehicle sellers encompasses various segments, including sellers of:
(1) new land-based vehicles, such as automobiles, trucks, recreational vehicles, and motorcycles; (2) new
aircraft, including fixed wing airplanes and helicopters; (3) new boats and ships; and, (4) used vehicles (as
82

As indicated above, this relates only to TCSPs acting as company formation agents, since trust companies are already subject to
the BSA requirements on the same basis as banks.
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well as those who broker the sale of used vehicles). There appears little likelihood that BSA obligations
will be imposed on this sector in the foreseeable future.
Automated teller machines
994. While most ATMs are owned and/or controlled by regulated financial institutions, there is a
growing industry in the leasing of such machines to non-financial businesses wishing to provide an
incidental service to their customers. Typically, this might be in small convenience stores, shopping
malls, bars or other locations where there is a volume of passing trade. Many of the ATMs are owned by
large-scale operators, but it is also possible for then to be purchased outright by the businesses where they
are located. In the majority of states there is no requirement to register ownership of ATMs and there is
no oversight of their use.
995. Law enforcement and regulatory authorities in the U.S. have identified privately-owned ATMs as a
material money laundering risk, particularly where the owner is directly responsible for replenishing the
cash, rather than this being contracted out to a professional vault currency provider. They are also seen as
posing particular risks of fraud and identity theft. The ATMs are linked to a transaction network which
routes the data on customer withdrawals to the customer's bank (for debit to his/her account) and to the
owner's account (for corresponding credit). Some, but not all, the transaction networks require an owner
to be sponsored by a bank, and for such cases the banking regulators have specified due diligence
standards that they expect to be followed in such circumstances (FFIEC Manual pp.126-128). However,
these measures do not address all the risks, and law enforcement reports high levels of abuse in some parts
of the U.S. U.S. authorities are now considering appropriate measures and control with respect to
privately-owned ATMs. It is important that the authorities undertake further action, possibly with the
objective of introducing a registration and monitoring system for the owners of ATMs.
Terrorist financing over the Internet
996. The Treasury and DOJ have established a working group that focuses on terrorist financing on the
Internet. In addition, recently, the U.S. presented a white paper to the FATF to address the need for
countries to implement real measures to address, through regulation, these new payment methods and
Internet cyber currency.

4.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

997. The authorities are engaged in considering the need to extend BSA requirements to a number of key
areas, and this work should clearly proceed as quickly as possible. On the basis of comments by law
enforcement, the money laundering risk appears to have been appropriately identified; however,
insufficient AML/CFT measures been implemented to address the risk for these businesses, although they
are subject to Form 8300 reporting under the BSA, as are all trades and businesses operating in the U.S..
The U.S. should take additional action to address this issue as soon as possible.

4.4.3

Compliance with Recommendation 20
Rating

R.20

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

This Recommendation is fully observed.
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5.

LEGAL PERSONS AND ARRANGEMENTS & NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

5.1

Legal Persons – Access to beneficial ownership and control information (R.33)

5.1.1

Description and Analysis

998. In preventing the use of legal person for illicit purposes, the U.S. government primarily relies on an
investigatory approach.83
Federal laws
999. The U.S. uses a combination of the following mechanisms to comply with Recommendation 33:
(a)

corporate reporting requirements.

(b)

general purpose compulsory powers available to certain law enforcement, regulatory supervisors
and judicial authorities during an investigation; and

(c)

a tax registration system for employers administered through the issue of Employer Identification
Numbers (EIN)

SEC corporate reporting requirements for publicly traded companies
1000. The U.S. imposes reporting requirements at the federal level for companies (both domestic and
foreign) that offer securities to the public, or whose securities are listed on a U.S. stock exchange. These
account for approximately 10,000 of the over 13 million active legal entities registered in the U.S.
1001. For the purposes of investor protection and fair dealing, Section 13(d)(1) of the Securities Exchange
Act requires any person who acquires either directly or indirectly the beneficial ownership of more than 5%
of a class of equity security, (required to be registered with the SEC), to file a statement with the SEC and
the issuer of that security within 10 days of acquisition. The statement must disclose the identity and amount
of shares held by the beneficial owner. Rule 13d-1 made pursuant to this provision sets out the detail of the
reporting requirements. Section 13(d)(2) requires any material change to the statements to be reported with
the SEC. These forms are required to be submitted electronically and are made available immediately, so the
public will be able to search for a report.84
1002. There are further reporting requirements imposed on beneficial owners by the SEC which are aimed at
the prevention of illegal insider trading. “Insiders” under section 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act
includes not only directors and officers of the issuer, but also any person who is the beneficial owner of more
than 10% of any class of equity security (other than an exempted security85) that is registered under the
Securities Exchange Act. Such persons must disclose their holdings to the company and are required to file
certain statements, known as “insider reports”, with the SEC. Within 10 days of becoming a reporting
83

This is Option 3 in the OECD paper entitled “Behind the Corporate Veil” (2001) (see p.83-88).

84
Certain exemptions from the 10 day reporting rule are permitted for institutional funds where they were not acquired for
takeover reasons [17 CFR 240.16a-1(a)(1)]. Those funds exempted from the 10 day rule are still required to file a statement with
the SEC by the end of the calendar year if, at the time of filing that statement, the fund is still a beneficial owner of more than 5%
of the class of equity shares. However, if the fund owns more than 10% of the class of equity securities at the end of any month,
the fund must file the statement within 10 days of the end of the month [17 CFR 240.13d-1(b)(2)]. Further, while noninstitutional holders of more than 5% but less than 20% of the class of equity security, and without takeover intent, must file a
statement within 10 days of acquisition, such holders may file the same abbreviated statement as the exempt institutional funds
[17 CFR 240.13d-1(c)].
85

Rule 3a12-3 (17 CFR 240) provides that securities registered by a foreign private issuer are exempt from Section 16.
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person (officer, director or 10% beneficial holder), the beneficial owner must file a statement (Form 3) of the
amount of all equity securities in that issuer which is beneficially owned by that person. The person is
required to file a further statement (Form 4) when there is any change in such ownership86 indicating any
changes. “Ownership” is broadly defined to include either investment control and/or voting interest.
1003. Certain securities are exempt from registration and therefore exempt from these reporting
requirements. Categories exempt from registration are: private offerings to a limited number of persons or
institutions, offerings of a limited size, intrastate offerings and securities of municipal, State and Federal
governments. Further, a company is not required to file reports with the SEC in the rare case that it “goes
private”, or reduces the number of its shareholders to fewer than 300.
Compulsory powers available during an investigation
1004. The DOJ and other federal law enforcement entities (including DEA, FBI, and ICE), in addition to
the IRS, SEC and CFTC have general purpose compulsory powers enabling them to obtain beneficial
ownership and control information for legal persons created in, or operating in, the U.S. These powers are
triggered when illicit activity is suspected.
1005. In criminal matters, federal law enforcement entities can utilize judicial processes in obtaining
records of beneficial ownership. Information is generally obtained through the use of the Grand Jury
Subpoena. This type of process involves the assistance of the Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA)
assigned to the investigation. The AUSA represents the Grand Jury and authorizes the issuance of the
subpoena.87 The agent will then "serve" the subpoena upon the recipient (bank, title company, business, a
registered agent, individual, etc.). AUSAs may subpoena witnesses, compel the attendance and testimony
of witnesses, and require the production of any records (including books, papers, documents, and other
tangible things which constitute or contain evidence) which the Attorney General finds relevant or
material to the investigation. The attendance of witnesses and the production of records may be required
from any place in any State or in any territory or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States
at any designated place of hearing. Depending upon the type of record requested the length of time from
service to compliance can vary. In most instances there is compliance by a date specified on the
subpoena. There are other types of judicial process that can be used to obtain records/testimony, but the
most common is the subpoena. Compliance with the subpoena is compulsory and is subject only to the
constitutional bar against self incrimination. The privilege against self-incrimination does not extend to
legal persons or legal arrangements.
1006. As part of any federal criminal investigation, the prosecutor can also apply to a federal court for the
issue of a search warrant to be executed upon a legal person. The Constitutional requirements of due
process mean that courts cannot automatically issue a search warrant. Evidence on oath, usually by
affidavit, that the legal burden of suspicion of a felony has been met, is required.
1007. In some select types of investigations law enforcement has administrative subpoena authority. The
scope of this authority, preconditions to its use and who can exercise this authority will depend on the
particular statute. Some statutes, such as the Internal Revenue Code, use the term “administrative
summons” rather than “subpoena”. As with a grand jury subpoena the administrative subpoena generally
86
Statements are also required where the owner purchased or sold any security based swap agreement involving the equity
security.
87

Subpoena duces tecum: A process by which the court, at the instances of a party, commands a witness who has in his
possession or control some document or paper that is pertinent to the issues of a pending controversy, requires production of
books, paper and other things. Subpoena ad testificandum - Subpoena to testify: A technical and descriptive term for the ordinary
subpoena.
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has a compliance date, records are then provided by that date by the recipient of the subpoena. If the
statute permits, the administrative subpoena can be immediately issued at the first line investigative
supervisory level without the need for a court order.
1008. The SEC’s subpoena powers under section 21(b) of the Securities Exchange Commission Act enable
it to compel the production of documents or testimony from any person or entity anywhere within the U.S.
where the SEC has reason to believe there has been a violation of federal securities laws.
Employer identification number
1009. The IRS uses an Employer Identification Number (EIN) as an information tool to identify taxpayers
that are required to file various business tax returns. Title 26 IRC 6109, requires any “person,” including a
legal person, who is required to file a return to include a prescribed identification number in order to
properly identify that person. Treasury regulation 1.6109-1(a)(ii)(c states that any person other than an
individual (“such as corporations, partnerships, non-profit organizations, trust estates and similar nonindividual persons”) must use an employee identification number as prescribed identification number for
the purposes of Title 26 IRC 6109. Information contained in the application forms for EINs is used as a
tool to identify potential taxable accounts of employers, sole proprietors, corporations, partnerships,
estates, trusts, and other entities.
1010. A legal person or arrangement must apply to the IRS for an EIN if any one of the following
conditions applies:
(a)

it has employees;

(b)

it has a qualified retirement plan;

(c)

it files returns for employment taxes, excise taxes or income taxes;

(d)

it opens a checking, saving or brokerage account or applies for a safe deposit box.

1011. Apart from their tax responsibilities, BSA regulations also require that all persons other than
individuals (such as a corporation, partnership or trust) must provide an EIN or other taxpayer
identification number when opening an account.88
1012. EINs are obtained by filing Form SS-4 with the IRS, which requires the following information
about the entity:
(a)

the legal name and mailing address of the entity;

(b)

the name and social security number (or other tax identification number) of the principal officer,
general partner, grantor, owner or trustor;

(c)

type of entity, including the state in which it is incorporated (if the entity is a corporation);

(d)

the date that the business was started; and

(e)

the type of business activity.

1013. IRS officials confirmed that it is possible that a legal arrangement may not need an EIN and that
such situations would be rare. However, it should be noted that it is a common typology that a corporation
would be established to hold assets (e.g. real estate) which would not require the use of an account at a
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financial institution or the employment of personnel and, therefore, there would be no requirement under
U.S. law to apply for an EIN.
1014. The U.S. describes the requirement for legal persons to apply for an EIN as a “starting point” for
acquiring beneficial or controlling ownership of that legal person in that entities are required to provide
certain information in the application form (Form SS-4) which is filed with the IRS. This includes the
entity’s legal and trade names, its mailing address and, depending on the type of entity, the name of either
the principal officer, general partner, grantor, owner, or trustor, as well as any other tax identifier number
of this person. The principal officer is the individual who is to be the contact person for the IRS. This
person could be a manager, director, employee or agent acting on behalf of the legal person and, therefore,
may not be an adequate, accurate and timely source of information on the beneficial ownership and
control of the legal person.
1015. The concept of ownership under the EIN regime is different from the concept of beneficial
ownership under the FATF Recommendations. This is demonstrated by the EIN rules relating to “change
of ownership” in the legal entity. A new EIN is required when there is a “change of ownership” in these
legal persons or arrangements. For U.S. federal tax purposes, change of ownership does not mean change
in beneficial ownership, but rather a change in the type of taxable organization or a change in the location
of the organization.89 Where there is a change of beneficial ownership or control of the particular legal
entity, but no change in the type of taxable organization, there is no requirement to apply for a new EIN.
1016. The IRS is invested with compulsory powers to verify that the information placed on an EIN
application is accurate. The IRS has four compliance divisions that can verify EIN information during the
course of the audits of the legal persons. The IRS advises that very few legal entities would be audited to
ascertain the accuracy of information contained in the application for an EIN.90
1017. Federal law enforcement entities are able to share information both domestically and internationally
through mechanisms described elsewhere in this report. However, IRS-CI can only share this information
directly with law enforcement agencies when conducting a money laundering or terrorist financing
investigation jointly with a criminal tax investigation. Where there is no criminal tax investigation (and
therefore no IRS-CI involvement) law enforcement agencies do not have direct access to the IRS Form SS-4s
or the information contained therein. In such cases, law enforcement agencies can obtain this information by
requesting an ex parte order from a U.S. Judge.91 EIN information placed on the application form to the IRS is
not authorized to be disclosed by the IRS to AML/CTF regulators.
State laws
1018. The formation, operation and dissolution of U.S. corporations are governed mostly by state law.
Corporations and other types of licensed business entities in any state in the U.S. are also subject to certain
federal criminal laws, and corporate or other business activity suspected of being illegal under federal law
is subject to investigation and enforcement under federal jurisdiction. The Model Business Corporation
Act (MBCA) is a model act originally developed by the American Bar Association in the 1980's to
89

A trust becomes a corporation; an unincorporated association becomes a corporation; a corporation reincorporates in another
state; a state corporation reincorporates under an Act of Congress; an individual/sole proprietor changes to a partnership; an
individual/sole proprietor changes to a corporation; or a corporation becomes a partnership.
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Once a criminal investigation has commenced, IRS-CI will also become involved. During the course of a criminal investigation,
IRS-CI can use an administrative summons, or a grand jury subpoena, or apply for a search warrant to compel the receipt of the
records to prove true ownership of a legal person.
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encourage uniformity within the corporation laws of each U.S. state. The MBCA is only a guide for state
governments, but most states have adopted significant portions of the MBCA for their corporate laws.
The corporate laws in each state have evolved quite differently, with some states promoting the concept of
establishing corporations within the state for the purpose of conducting business outside the state.
1019. Ordinarily, forming a corporation is a simple process, much of which may be performed by a
competent legal secretary. The actual mechanics of creating a corporation vary from state to state, although
they are usually quite similar. Every state requires the filing of a corporate governance document (called the
"articles of incorporation, “certificate of incorporation,” or “charter”) with a state official (usually the
Secretary of State) together with the payment of a filing fee. The Office of the Secretary of State reviews
each filing to ensure that it meets the state’s statutory requirements; however, the information contained in
the filing is generally not verified. Thirteen states have additional filing requirements. Delaware, for
example, requires local filing in the county in which the corporation's registered office is located in addition
to filing in the state office. Twelve states, including Arizona, require that evidence be submitted that the
statutory agent has accepted his/her appointment. Arizona, Georgia and Pennsylvania also require
publication of the entity’s formation by way of a notice in a local newspaper.
1020. The articles of incorporation must, generally, set forth the following information: (1) the name of
the proposed corporation; (2) the period of its duration; (3) the purpose for its formation (a requirement
which, in some states, may be satisfied by the very general statement of “for any lawful purpose”); (4) the
amount of capital stock; (5) the address of the corporate office or place of business, and the name of its
registered agent; (6) the number and names of the founding board of directors (who may, in some cases,
only serve until the first annual shareholders meeting); and, (7) the names and addresses of the
incorporator(s). All states provide that the incorporators must sign the articles of incorporation, and their
signatures must, ordinarily, be verified. Additionally, some states require that duplicate originals of the
articles of incorporation be filed with the secretary of state.92
1021. All states require that every corporation maintain a registered office within the state and a
registered/statutory agent at that office. The registered office may, but need not be, the corporation's
business office. One of the primary purposes of the requirements for a registered office and registered
agent are to provide an agent for service of process and a place of delivery for legal/tax notices and other
official communications. The original registered office and registered agent is specified in the articles of
incorporation; if either is changed thereafter a statement describing the change must be filed with the
secretary of state. Many attorneys suggest that they be designated as the registered agent and their office
be designated as the registered office.
1022. The following case studies describe the situation in the states of Delaware and Nevada. The
assessment team focused on these particular states since they actively promote the establishment of
corporations by non-residents.
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Subsequent to the on-site visits, in April 2006, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) published a document entitled
“Company Formations: Minimal Ownership Information is Collected and Available” which states that “Most states do not require
ownership information at the time a company is formed, and while most states require corporations and LLCs to file annual or
biennial reports, few states require ownership information on these reports. Similarly, only a handful of states mandate that
companies list the names of company managers on formation documents, although many require managers’ information on
periodic reports. States may require other types of information on company formation documents, but typically they do not ask
for more than the name of the company and the name and address of the agent for service of process (where legal notices for the
company should be sent). Most states conduct a cursory review of the information submitted on these filings, but none of the
states verify the identities of company officials or screen names against federal criminal records or watch lists”.
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A Case Study – Delaware
Delaware is one of the leading states within the U.S. for the incorporation of business entities. There are
currently some 695,000 active entities registered in Delaware, including approximately 50% of the
corporations publicly traded on the U.S. stock exchanges. The state is considered to be particularly
attractive for the undertaking of mergers and acquisitions. New business formations are currently running
at about 130,000 per annum, with the majority being established in the form of "alternative entities" (i.e.
non-traditional corporations). Many are formed for the purposes of a single transaction (e.g. structured
finance), upon the completion of which the company may typically be allowed to lapse. Also, Delaware
entities are widely used for asset protection purposes by private individuals. Possible legal structures
include Stock Corporations, Non-Stock Corporations, Close Corporations, Foreign Corporations, Limited
Liability Companies, Foreign Limited Liability Companies, General Partnerships, Foreign Partnerships,
Statutory Trusts, Foreign Statutory Trusts, Limited Partnerships and Foreign Limited Partnerships.
The primary reasons commonly given for Delaware's popularity are that:
(a)

Delaware’s laws governing corporations, limited liability companies, limited partnerships and
statutory trusts are among the most advanced and flexible laws in the nation.

(b)

Jurisdiction over most questions arising under Delaware’s corporation, limited liability company,
statutory trust and partnership laws is vested in the Delaware Court of Chancery, which has
developed over 200 years of legal precedent in corporation and business law, and is noted for its
sophistication and its mediation between the rights of investors and managers.

(c)

The Delaware State Legislature seeks routinely (on an annual basis) to update its laws, while
maintaining a stable core.

Key Delaware corporate and other business legislation includes: the General Corporation Law, Revised
Uniform Partnership Act, Limited Partnership Act, and Limited Liability Company Act. The concept of the
Limited Liability Company (LLC) was first created in 1992, and since then it has become the vehicle of
choice for the majority of businesses wishing to establish a Delaware entity. One of its primary
attractions is the ability to combine a tax treatment similar to that of a partnership with the limited liability
of a corporate structure. However, another key feature is that the LLC can dispense with most of the
common trappings of a corporation (e.g. board meetings, minutes, etc), with the relationship between the
shareholders and the management typically being defined in a written LLC agreement, and not in statute
except for certain default rules that apply in the absence of an agreement.
The vast majority of Delaware corporations and LLCs are established by non-residents in order to do
business outside the state. The only territorial obligation is that all entities must have a physical registered
address within the State of Delaware for the service of process. Typically, such an address is provided by a
registered agent (see below), many of whom cite as a particular attraction the fact that entities can be
established without the principals having to go to Delaware. Incorporation is routinely possible within 24
hours, and the Delaware Division of Corporations offers a one-hour service on demand.
All information held on the corporate registry is available to the public. However, there is no obligation to
file the name of any shareholder or beneficial owner when establishing either a corporation or an LLC.
Section 102 of the General Corporation Law requires such information in principle, but notes that "if the
powers of the incorporator or incorporators are to terminate upon the filing of the certificate of
incorporation, the names and mailing addresses of the persons who are to serve as the directors until the
first annual meeting of the stockholders or until their successors are elected" should be supplied. The
initial directors may simply be appointees by the registered agents. Section 219 provides that a list of the
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stockholders eligible to vote must be drawn up by the company ten days before any meeting of the
stockholders, but the substantial case law on the relative rights of nominee stockholders and beneficial
owners clearly shows that the practice of using nominees is not unusual and is common practice in the
United States where mutual funds hold a large percentage of all publicly-held stock. Bearer shares are
expressly prohibited by section 158 of the Law.
In the case of LLCs there are no requirements to file the names of either the managers or members at
formation. Section 18-201 of the Limited Liability Company Act requires the submission only of the name
of the company, the registered address and "any other matters the members determine to include
therein" (i.e. disclosure is entirely voluntary). Other features of both corporations and LLC are:
(a)

one person can be the sole director and officer of a corporation or the sole member and manager
of a LLC;

(b)

shareholders can act in writing rather than holding meetings;

(c)

records need not be kept in the state of Delaware; and

(d)

no obligations are imposed on registered agents with respect to customer identification or recordkeeping.

As a result of the requirement to maintain a physical address in the state, anyone from out of state wishing
to establish a Delaware corporation must use the services of a registered agent to provide the appropriate
address. Section 132 of the General Corporation Law provides that the registered agent may, among
others, be an individual resident in the state, a corporation, a limited partnership, a limited liability company
or a statutory trust. At present some 30,000 natural persons, professional service providers or companies
offer this service in Delaware, although the vast majority are dedicated agents representing just one
company. Approximately 240 formation agents represent more than 50 companies each. Delaware offers a
special one-hour service for registration, when a registered agent facilitates formation.
The role of the agent may range from fulfilling the minimal legal requirements of maintaining a physical
presence in the State of Delaware for service of process, including subpoenas, to a much broader range
of client services. The degree of knowledge that the agent might have of its client will, therefore, vary
significantly. There is no legal obligation to verify the identify of the customer, and in cases where the
ultimate customer may be a private individual, it would typically be the case that the agent would deal
with an intermediary, such as an attorney or other professional adviser. As a matter of business practice,
the agent would seek to maintain three contact points, one for onward service of process, one for tax
affairs, and one for the billing of fees (who could be one and the same person).
There are currently no controls imposed on the majority of registered agents. The limited exception is for
those agents who wish to have access to online incorporation facility. In order to be considered for such
access (which facilitates, but is not a necessary pre-requisite, for using the one-hour and other expedited
filing services), an agent simply has to meet certain performance criteria. Specifically, he/she must have
been actively involved in the business of providing registered agents services for at least one year,
he/she must hold a deposit account with the Division of Corporations, and he/she must enter into a
standard contractual arrangement with the Division. Registered agents with online access do facilitate
the overwhelming majority of all Delaware business formations.
The Delaware state authorities are conscious of the potential reputational damage that can be caused by
unscrupulous or incompetent registered agents, and are considering introducing amendments to
Section 132 to impose some degree of regulation over their activities. This might involve defining the role
of the agent relative to the service of process, requiring agents to retain client contact information
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including the name, business address and phone number of a natural person who is a director, officer,
employee or designated agent of the company, and requiring a Delaware business license. Legislation
may also provide for some sanctions for agents who consistently fail to meet their obligations or have
been convicted of a felony or engaged in practices intended or likely to deceive or defraud the public,
including the possibility of the authorities making an application to the Court of Chancery to have an
agent closed down. There is no proposal to extend a broader regulatory regime to this sector, or to
require registered agents to adopt due diligence standards with respect to their clients.
In many respects, registered agents in Delaware are in competition for business with TCSPs operating in
traditional offshore financial centers (OFCs). The style of advertising by many tends to portray an image
that the standards of secrecy offered are greater than those in most OFCs. For example, one Internet
site, when talking of the attraction of Delaware for non-resident aliens, states:
"To our many international clients, anonymity is important. Many of our clients select singlemember Delaware LLCs as one component of their asset protection strategy. The Delaware LLC
provides the anonymity that most international jurisdictions do not offer. As a Delaware
Registered Agent, (name of company) is NOT required to keep any information on the beneficial
owner, and the State of Delaware does NOT require that the beneficial owner is disclosed."
In terms of seeking to acquire information on the ownership and control of state-registered entities, the
law enforcement and regulatory authorities in Delaware have a range of investigative powers including
subpoena powers when fraud or other illegal activity is suspected. Delaware’s authority, as a state, does
not extend beyond the state borders except through the exercise of statutorily provided long-arm
jurisdiction, and, given the very limited amount of information that might typically be held within the state
with respect to the owners and activities of the majority of Delaware-incorporated entities, these
investigative powers on their own would appear to be encumbered by the process of exercising such
jurisdiction in order to trace beneficial ownership. It is possible, as previously described, for federal law
enforcement agents to access beneficial ownership information regarding a Delaware corporate vehicle
or other business formation through parallel jurisdiction when a federal offense is suspected.

A Case Study – Nevada
In recent years, Nevada has sought to mount a challenge to Delaware as the favored location for
incorporation by out-of-state residents. It currently has approximately 280,000 active business entities
registered with the Division of Corporations, with 80,000 to 85,000 new registrations each year. About 30,000
entities fail to renew their registration each year, suggesting that many are established for one-off
transactions. The establishment of LLCs has been available in Nevada since the early-1990s, and they
currently account for about 50% of new registrations.
About 20% of the registrations are completed by residents of Nevada, in part reflecting the fact that Las
Vegas has one of the country’s highest population growth rates. However, a significant proportion
(about 40%) of the registrations emanate from persons in California, with the other 40% largely spread
around the other states within the U.S. California provides a major source of business because of its
geographical proximity, its high rate of taxation, and the sheer size of its economy. There is reported to have
been a dramatic decline in the number of registrations on behalf of non-U.S. persons since the introduction of
the USA PATRIOT Act.
The primary advantages commonly cited for registration in Nevada are:
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(a)

the absence of any state corporation tax;

(b)

the absence of an information sharing agreement with the IRS;

(c)

one person can hold all corporate positions;

(d)

minimal filing requirements, both on initial registration and annually thereafter; and

(e)

a high degree of privacy offered by these filing requirements.

More generally, Nevada is also seen to offer better indemnification to officers and directors than any other
state. This, together with the tax advantages associated particularly with the LLC structure, make Nevada
favored as a jurisdiction for holding assets. Delaware law, by contrast, has a tradition of being more
conducive to the interests of investors, and is, therefore, more widely used as a base for raising capital. A
significant proportion of Nevada registrations are on behalf of private individuals, rather than established
corporations.
The process for the registration of a corporate or other entity is not onerous. Where it does not physically
conduct business in the state, each entity must appoint a resident agent in Nevada, and submit to the
Division of Corporations a form containing the name and address of the agent, the number of shares and their
par value, the name of the incorporators, and a letter from the resident agent accepting his/her appointment.
Within two months of registration, the entity must also file the names of the president, secretary and treasurer.
Thereafter, an annual filing containing the names of the officers is required. Nevada does not offer a "fast
track" incorporation process, and all filings (which subsequently become available to the public) are currently
made by physical documentation. There is no requirement at any stage to file the name of the beneficial
owners or controllers, and the names of the incorporators and officers submitted to the Division of
Corporations may be those of the agents or other nominees. In the case of an LLC, if the entity appoints a
manager, there is no requirement to include the names of the managing members (i.e. the owners) on the
annual filing. There is no obligation imposed on the agents to know, or to maintain records of, the beneficial
owner.
Nevada is one of only two states in the U.S. where bearer shares are not prohibited (the other being Wyoming),
although there has been speculation that a bill will shortly be introduced to the state legislature to outlaw them.
However, the authorities and agents have reported that the use of bearer shares by investors is extremely
limited, probably due to the fact that they offer no particular advantage over registered shares, which have
minimal filing requirements, and as bearer instruments, pose a risk of loss.
The Division of Corporations has no authority to refuse a filing provided that it is completed correctly, that the
name selected for the entity does not replicate that of an existing entity, and that it does not use a term that is
given statutory protection under state regulatory laws (e.g. bank, trust, insurance, etc). The Division does not
verify the accuracy of the information contained in the filing. The Division has no investigatory powers in
relation to any of the registered entities, and any concerns that it may have, including potential fraudulent
filing of documents, must be passed to the Attorney General or the district attorney for investigation.
In 2003 provisions were introduced requiring all corporations to apply for a business license from the
Department of Taxation. The application form for the license asks for details of the beneficial owners.
However, in 2005 an amendment was adopted that limited the obligation to entities "providing service or
conducting business for profit" in Nevada. This amendment was introduced specifically to take outside the
scope of the process all private investment, asset holding or similar vehicles that do not conduct a physical
business in Nevada. To date, only about 50% of the affected corporations have made the requisite filings. In
addition, the accuracy of the information contained in the filing is not verified. The information in the
possession of the Department of Taxation is protected by privacy laws, and it may only be accessed by law
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enforcement under a grand jury subpoena, supported by a Governor's Order.
As in the case of Delaware, the statutory role of the resident agents is to provide an address for service of
notice, but they will usually also provide services relating to the submission of the initial registration, and to
any subsequent routine filings. The function may be provided by any person (individual or corporate) that has
a physical presence in the state, but in most cases it is performed by professional agents. For example, the
Resident Agents Association has as its membership 40 firms that, between them, represent
approximately 50,000 registered companies. There is no obligation on the agents to identify the beneficial
owner of the entities for which they act, and an attempt in recent years to require disclosure of beneficial
ownership by the registered agents without a proper court order (i.e. a subpoena) did not pass through the
legislature. By law the agents must either hold the entities' stock register at the registered address, or
maintain a record of where the register is held. In many cases, the register is held outside the state, and
there is no restriction on the use of nominee shareholders. Bearer shares are also permitted. Of particular
note is that many of the service provider websites advertise their ability to open bank accounts within the
state on behalf of the client corporation.
The resident agents are not subject to any form of regulatory oversight, and proposals in the past to introduce
a regulatory framework in Nevada have been deflected under pressure from the agents.
Summary of state issues
1023. The activities of the TCSPs are clearly instrumental in the rapid growth of company formation in
these states. While the use of the states (Delaware, in particular) for capital formation by quoted
companies will be transparent through the SEC and exchange disclosure requirements, reliable
information on the identity of individuals for whom the very large number of private investment vehicles
are being formed is held, at best, with the TCSPs. In many cases, such information, or its location, may be
unknown even to the TCSPs. While many agents will undoubtedly wish to identify their clients for their
own business reasons (e.g. reputation risk, assurances on fee payments), it is clear that others are actively
marketing the states as locations where anonymity can be assured.
1024. In its threat assessment published in January 2006, the U.S. authorities have highlighted the risks
posed by the incorporation arrangements in states such as Delaware, Nevada and Wyoming. Some of the
conclusions in this assessment are very stark, e.g.
"The FBI has found that certain nominee incorporation services (NIS) form corporate entities, open
full-service bank accounts for those entities, and act as the registered agent to accept service of legal
process on behalf of those entities in a jurisdiction in which the entities have no physical presence.
An NIS can accomplish this without ever having to identify beneficial ownership on company
formation, registration, or bank account documents. The FBI believes that U.S. shell companies and
bank accounts arranged by certain NIS firms are being used to launder as much as USD 36 billion a
year from the former Soviet Union. It is not clear whether these NIS firms are complicit in the
money laundering abuse.
Several international NIS firms have formed partnerships or marketing alliances with U.S. banks to
offer financial services such as Internet banking and wire transfer capabilities to shell companies and
non-U.S. citizens. The FBI reports that the U.S. banks participating in these marketing alliances open
accounts through intermediaries without requiring the actual account holder’s physical presence,
accepting by mail copies of passport photos, utility bills, and other identifying information.
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FinCEN reports that 397 SARs were filed between April 1996 and January 2004 involving shell
companies, Eastern European countries, and the use of correspondent bank accounts. The aggregate
violation amount reported in those 397 SARs totaled almost USD 4 billion.
The State of New York Banking Department recently noted that Suspicious Activity Reports filed
by New York banks indicate an increase in the volume of shell company wire transfer activity
through high-risk correspondent bank accounts, both in terms of dollar amounts and the number of
transactions. These reports indicate that money is passing through correspondent accounts
established for Eastern European banks."
1025. FinCEN has indicated that in the longer term it will be mounting a three-pronged program to raise
awareness further. First, this will involve an advisory to banks, highlighting the threat assessment and
specifying the type of questions that it would expect banks to be asking when dealing with certain types of
corporate customer. Second (possibly before the end of 2006), it plans to issue the long awaited notice of
proposed rulemaking with respect to CIP requirements for company formation agents. Third, it will
engage in an immediate outreach program to the key states to encourage them to legislate for greater
transparency of ownership of corporate entities. However, with respect to the third objective, FinCEN
recognizes that the federal government has no authority to force the states to amend their domestic
legislation, and must, therefore, rely on their goodwill.
1026. In discussions with the state authorities, it was clear that there was a realization of the threats posed by
the current "light-touch" incorporation procedures, including the failure to obtain meaningful information on
individuals who effectively control the entities. However, the states primarily see this activity as a revenueraising enterprise to substitute in part for their partial tax-free environment, and the company formation agents
represent a powerful lobby to protect the status quo. Therefore, any proposals to enhance the disclosure
requirements have not progressed, with defenders of the status quo arguing that, since the money laundering
threat only crystallizes when the company gains access to the financial system, an effective safeguard should
already exist in the form of the institutions' CDD obligations.
Bearer Shares
1027. The issue of bearer shares is prohibited in all States and Territories in the U.S. apart from Nevada
and Wyoming. Website searches reveal a level of promotion of trading in these instruments in these
States. As discussed, the Corporations Division in Nevada advised, however, that they were not aware of
any trading in bearer shares in that state. This was separately confirmed by legal practitioners in that
jurisdiction. There are no State laws regulating the issue of bearer shares in either state and in particular
there are no systems to ensure that information regarding beneficial or control ownership is available.

5.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1028. The U.S. relies on a combination of systems and measures to satisfy the requirements for access by
authorities to accurate and current information on the beneficial ownership and control of legal persons upon
suspicion in order to investigate money laundering. At both the federal and state level there is a range of
investigatory powers available to law enforcement and certain regulators to compel the disclosure of
ownership information. It is acknowledged that these are generally sound and widely used. However, the
system is only as good as the information that is available to be acquired. In the case of companies that do
not offer securities to the public or whose securities are not listed on a U.S. stock exchange, the information
available within the jurisdiction is often minimal with respect to beneficial ownership. In the case of the
states visited, the company formation procedures and reporting requirements are such that the information on
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beneficial ownership may not be adequate and accurate, and competent authorities would not be able to
access this information in a timely fashion.
1029. It is recommended that the U.S. authorities undertake a comprehensive review to determine ways in
which adequate and accurate information on beneficial ownership may be available on a timely basis to
law enforcement authorities for companies which do not offer securities to the public or whose securities
are not listed on a recognized U.S. stock exchange. It is important that this information be available
across all states as uniformly as possible. It is further recommended that the federal government seek to
work with the states to devise procedures which should be adopted by all individual states to avoid the risk
of arbitrage between jurisdictions. As the January 2006 threat assessment indicates, the U.S. authorities
are well aware of the problems created by company formation arrangements, and have formulated an
initial program to try to address the issue. This should be pursued in a shorter timescale than seems to be
envisaged at present. In particular, the proposal to bring company formation agents within the BSA
framework, and to require them to implement AML Programs and CIP procedures should be taken
forward in the very near future.

5.1.3

Compliance with Recommendations 33
Rating

R.33

NC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

While the investigative powers are generally sound and widely used, there are no measures in
place to ensure that there is adequate, accurate and timely information on the beneficial
ownership and control of legal persons that can be obtained or accessed in a timely fashion by
competent authorities.

•

There are no measures taken by those jurisdictions which permit the issue of bearer shares to
ensure that bearer shares are not misused for money laundering.

5.2

Legal Arrangements – Access to beneficial ownership and control information
(R.34)

5.2.1

Description and Analysis

1030. In the U.S. a trust is a legal entity that is created under state law. The IRS retains oversight of
income generated by trusts through federal tax laws.
1031. Virtually all U.S. state jurisdictions recognizing trusts have purposely chosen not to regulate trusts
like other corporate vehicles. The U.S. authorities confirm that this is because in the U.S. a trust is
essentially a contractual agreement between two private persons. This means that, unlike corporations,
there are no registration requirements, other than tax filing requirements imposed on trusts by the IRS.
Trusts are subject to the same general investigative powers exercised by those regulators and law
enforcement agencies as discussed in Section 5.1, beneficiaries have some corporate reporting
requirements under the Securities Exchange Act, and trusts also have obligations to apply for an EIN.
IRS Filing Requirements
1032. For U.S. federal tax purposes, there are three types of trusts:
(a)

Simple Trust: A trust that requires that all income be distributed currently, with no authority to
make charitable contributions or permanently set aside any amount for charitable purposes. A trust
can be a simple trust only for a year during which it distributes income and makes no other
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distributions to beneficiaries. After a year, or when the trust does not otherwise meet these
requirements, it is a "complex trust."
(b)

Complex Trust: A trust that does not qualify as a "simple trust" for a taxable year.

(c)

Grantor Trust: A trust that is set up by a living individual or an organization of which the grantor
or some other person is treated as the owner of the trust, so that the income of the trust is taxable
income of the owner.

1033. The trustee of a trust is a fiduciary. A beneficiary is a person to or for whom distributions from the
trust may be made; the term “beneficiary” may also include an ultimate recipient of the assets remaining
in the trust at its termination. The corpus or res is the principal sum or capital of a trust, as distinguished
from interest or income. The settlor or grantor is the person(s) or organization(s) who created and/or
funded the trust.
1034. Under federal tax law, to the extent the trust is not a grantor trust, the tax on income generated by
the trust property is payable by the trust, and/or by one or more of the beneficiaries. This tax serves as a
check on the validity of financial transfers via a private trust. Trusts may not be used to transform a
taxpayer's personal, living, or educational expenses into deductible items, or to avoid tax liability by
ignoring either the true ownership of income or assets or the substance of the transactions. Therefore, the
tax results promised by the promoters of abusive trust arrangements that hide illicit transactions are not
allowed under U.S. law, and the participants and promoters of these arrangements may be subject to civil
or criminal penalties.
1035. The income of a trust is required to be reported via IRS Form 1041.93 These returns are required to
include the name and taxpayer identification number of each beneficiary deemed to have received a distribution
from the trust for that year, as well as the amount to be reported as income by that beneficiary. The taxation of
trusts’ income through the filing of Form 1041 allows the IRS to track the earnings and wealth transfers to and
from beneficiaries. Under U.S. law the relevant forms filed with the IRS by the trust detail any distributions of
income to the beneficiaries, including the identifying information about the beneficiary, such as name, address,
and identifying number. For grantor trusts, this income and the deductions and credits are not reported on IRS
Form 1041 return, but are shown on a separate statement which is attached to IRS Form 1041 return; that
information is then reported on the grantor’s own income tax return. Individual beneficiaries must report on
their individual income tax returns for that year their share of the trust’s distributable net income, if any, as
shown on the trust’s return. The filing of individual income tax returns by beneficiaries also allows the IRS to
monitor some transactions into, and out of, a taxable trust. The IRS can audit the filer and serve administrative
subpoenas on the beneficiaries and the preparer.
Investigative Powers
1036. As discussed in Section 5.1, the SEC’s subpoena powers under section 21(b) of the Securities
Exchange Commission Act enable it to compel the production of documents or testimony from any person
or entity anywhere within the U.S. where the SEC has reason to believe there has been a violation of
federal securities laws. This includes the ability to compel the production of a trust document and the
ability to compel testimony from parties to the trusts that are located in the U.S.
1037. As with legal persons the DOJ and other law enforcement entities, through the use of administrative
or grand jury subpoenas, can also compel the production of documents or testimony from parties to a trust
subject to the Constitutional bar to self-incrimination.
93

Charitable trusts are also required to file tax return information with the IRS. Donors of gifts to the trust must file gift tax
returns.
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Employee Identification Number
1038. Although trusts (apart from grantor trusts) are required to apply for an EIN by filing Form SS-4
with the IRS the trust is only required to provide the name of the principal officer or the trustor (i.e. settlor
or grantor) and the trustee. There is no requirement to identify any beneficiary on this form.
SEC Corporate Reporting Requirements
1039. Trusts are subject to the reporting requirements of section 16 of the Securities Exchange Act if the trust
is a beneficial owner of more than 10% of any class of equity securities.94 A trust beneficiary who is a section
16 insider95 must report a trust transaction in issuer securities in which he or she has a pecuniary interest if the
beneficiary has investment control with respect to the trust transaction or shares that investment control with
the trustee.96 A settlor who is a section 16 insider who reserves the right to revoke the trust without the consent
of another is required to report trust transactions in issuer securities, unless the settler does not exercise or share
investment control over the issuer securities held by the trust.97 This reporting requirement, however, is subject
to the same qualifications discussed in Section 5.1 which notes that these forms are publicly available and
forms that are submitted electronically are made available immediately.

5.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1040. The U.S. relies on a combination of systems and measures to satisfy the requirements for access by
authorities to accurate and current information on the beneficial ownership and control of trusts. This
includes the investigatory powers available in respect of legal persons. It is acknowledged that the
investigatory powers are generally sound and widely used. However, the system is only as good as the
information that is available to be acquired. In the case of trusts, the information available within the
jurisdiction can often be minimal with respect to beneficial ownership.
1041. Under U.S. law, the IRS has access to beneficial owner information when distributions are made to
the beneficiary or income is earned by the trust. However, the IRS-CI can only share this information
with law enforcement agencies in the course of an on-going investigation that has criminal tax
implications. Where there are no criminal tax implications, law enforcement agencies can only access the
information by obtaining an ex parte order from a U.S. judge. The U.S. should implement measures to
ensure that adequate, accurate and timely information is available to law enforcement authorities
concerning the beneficial ownership and control of trusts.

5.2.3

Compliance with Recommendations 34
Rating

R.34

NC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

While the investigative powers are generally sound and widely used, there is minimal
information concerning the beneficial owners of trusts that can be obtained or accessed by the
competent authorities in a timely fashion.

94

17 CFR 240.16a-8(a)(1).

95

See section 5.1 of this report.

96

17 CFR 240.16a-8(a)(3).

97

17 CFR 240.16a-8(a)(4).
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5.3
5.3.1

Non-profit organizations (SR.VIII)
Description and Analysis

1042. The FATF issued an Interpretative Note to Special Recommendation VIII (INSR VIII) about a
month after the last on-site visit of the U.S. Nevertheless, the U.S. has agreed to be evaluated on its
compliance with Special Recommendation VIII, taking into account the new INSR VIII. It should be
noted, however, that the methodology criteria for INSR VIII have not yet been agreed by the FATF.
1043. Statistics provided on the NPO sector were based on data kept by the IRS. According to the IRS the
sector consists of nearly one million public charities and private foundations. There are also
approximately 350,000 churches or smaller public charities which are exempt from applying to the IRS.
The IRS estimates that the charitable sector controls approximately USD 3 trillion in assets. Overall,
these tax-exempt organizations form an important part of the U.S. economy, employing about one of
every four workers in the U.S., and represent a significant portion of the financial resources under control
of the NPO sector and a substantial share of the sector’s international activities.
Review of the NPO sector
1044. Under U.S. law, any person or group may establish a charitable organization, and the creators of the
organization are free to choose any charitable endeavor they wish to pursue. The U.S. has conducted a
number of internal reviews of its domestic charitable sector.98
1045. In the review of its non-profit sector, the U.S. identified the following terrorist financing related risks:
(a)

Charities most vulnerable to terrorist financing abuse, or those established, at least in part, to
facilitate terrorist financing, naturally focus their relief efforts on areas of conflict, which tend to
also be prime locations for terrorist networks. Charities provide excellent cover for the movement
of money, personnel, and even military supplies to and from high-risk areas.

(b)

Unlike the funds or assets of for-profit commercial organizations, charitable funds and assets are
usually meant to move in one direction only; accordingly, large charitable transfers do not raise
suspicion merely because there is no corresponding return or transfer of value.

(c)

Charities attract large numbers of unwitting donors along with the witting, thus increasing the
amount of money available to terrorists, and the attractiveness of charities to raise and move funds
in support of terrorist-related activities.

(d)

Many of these charities engage in the legitimate delivery of aid to needy beneficiaries through
legitimate activities, such as the operation of schools, religious institutions, and hospitals, which
provide necessary cover and create fertile recruitment grounds, allowing terrorists to generate
support for their causes and to propagate extremist ideologies.

(e)

The provision of genuine relief affords these charities vast public support and an attendant
disinclination by many governments to take enforcement action against them, particularly when aid
is being delivered in areas where they are the only provider of assistance.

1046. In light of these factors and the immense size of its domestic charitable sector, the U.S. has
concluded that it is important to develop a strategy that maximizes limited resources through a coordinated

98

The U.S. presented the results of one review to the FATF Working Group on Terrorist Financing in a paper entitled, “Terrorist
Financing and the U.S. Charitable Sector: A U.S. Discussion Paper for the FATF Working Group on Terrorist Financing.”
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risk-based approach to examining and investigating suspected cases of terrorist abuse within the charitable
sector, and targeting enforcement action accordingly.
Identifying, preventing and combating terrorist misuse of NPOs
1047. In developing its strategy to combat terrorist financing in the charitable sector, the U.S. has focused
on the investigatory and enforcement powers afforded to numerous authorities. The U.S. has adopted a
four-pronged approach to identify, prevent and combat the terrorist misuse of non-profit organizations
(NPOs). This approach involves: (1) outreach to the NPO sector; (2) coordinated oversight, supervision
or monitoring; (3) information gathering, investigation, designation, and prosecution; and (4) mechanisms
for international cooperation.
Outreach to the NPO sector concerning terrorist financing issues
1048. The U.S. has undertaken an outreach program to raise awareness in the NPO sector about the
vulnerabilities of NPOs to terrorist abuse and terrorist financing risks, and the measures that NPOs can
take to protect themselves against such abuse. In November 2002, the Treasury Department released
“Anti-Terrorist Financing Guidelines: Voluntary Best Practices for U.S.-Based Charities.” This
document includes measures set out in the Best Practices Paper for SRVIII. In addition to providing
practical best practices that NPOs should apply to protect against terrorist abuse, these Guidelines serve to
raise awareness of the risks of terrorist financing abuse in a sector that previously had not recognized the
seriousness of the threat.99
1049. Following consultations with the sector, a working group primarily comprised of international
grant-makers and service delivery groups as well as some nonprofit sector organizations was formed in
April 2004 regarding replacement Guidelines. Treasury worked with the NPO sector to refine the
Guidelines with a view to more effectively protecting the sector from terrorist abuse. On 5 December
Treasury released a revised version of the November 2002 Guidelines seeking public comment by
1 February 2006. Treasury’s ongoing discussion and debate with the NPO sector in settling these
Guidelines demonstrates a high level of engagement with the NPO sector.
1050. The Guidelines are provided as a tool to help guide charities to better protect themselves from
potential terrorist financing abuses, where the risk of such abuse is identified. They would appear to
promote transparency, integrity and public confidence in the administration and management of all NPOs.
In particular, the Guidelines encourage NPOs to conduct transactions via regulated financial channels (e.g.
making disbursements by wire transfer or check) wherever feasible, keeping in mind that normal financial
services may not always exist or other exigencies require making disbursement in currency (as in the case of
humanitarian assistance being provided in developing countries). They also encourage NPOs to enact and
practice sound governance and fiscal policies, which includes detailed record-keeping, as well as to collect
information on and vet key employees, members of the governing body, and potential grantees. There is
also guidance on the adoption of specific practices that help better facilitate compliance with OFAC
sanctions programs, (including those that address terrorist financing), and provide information on directing
inquiries and/or suspicions and referrals to the appropriate state and federal law enforcement authorities.

99

The Guidelines also led to a strong engagement with the American-Muslim NPO community, which often faces heightened
risks due to the high-risk regions in which many American-Muslim NPOs operate (see Paragraph 1094 for a more detailed
discussion of this dialogue). Treasury’s parallel engagement with the American-Muslim NPO sub-sector and the larger NPO
sector have resulted in NPOs adopting more proactive approaches to protect their assets and the integrity of their operations.
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Supervision or monitoring of the NPO sector
1051. In the U.S., the NPO sector is monitored by the federal government and state authorities.
Transparency is facilitated by federal tax laws, which provide that most information reported by tax-exempt
NPOs to the Tax Exempt and Government Entities Division (TEGC) of the IRS is available to the public.
The other main transparency mechanisms include the certification program for USAID. Charities operating
in the U.S. are also subject to self-regulation managed by umbrella and watchdog organizations. The U.S.
states and the District of Columbia oversee the fund-raising practices of charities domiciled or operating in
their jurisdictions. Many of the larger states have a separate agency to oversee charities, including the
Offices of the Attorneys General and State Charities Officials. Thirty-nine U.S. states require any charity to
register before soliciting funds within the state, no matter where the charity is domiciled.
FEDERAL LAWS
Scope of the sector that is subject to supervision or monitoring
1052. Any organization may apply to the IRS for recognition of tax-exempt status provided it shows that
it meets the requirements of section 501(c)(3) of the IRC. If an NPO for some reason does not choose to
apply for tax exempt status, it will still have obligations to pay tax and the IRS will have oversight of such
organizations in its role as the administrator of the US tax system. U.S. federal income tax law affords
two principal advantages to organizations that qualify as charities under section 501(c)(3). First, charities
are not taxed on income from their charitable activities. Second, under section 170(c), donors to eligible
charities generally will be able to reduce their own federal income taxes (and usually State income taxes
as well) by a percentage of the amount of their donation (as much as 40%). This second advantage helps
to encourage donations to charities by making the gifts less of a burden to the donor.
1053. Churches and equivalent institutions such as synagogues, temples, and mosques have a preferred
status among other section 501(c)(3) organizations. They need not file applications for exempt status
(Form 1023), as they are automatically recognized as being exempt.100 Section 6033(2)(A) of the IRC
creates a mandatory exception from the requirement to file annual information returns (Form 990) for
churches, their integrated auxiliaries, and conventions or associations of churches and organizations which
conduct exclusively religious activities. Further, civil tax examinations of churches are subject to strict
approval and notice procedures before they can begin. Although exempt from filing both Form 1023
applications (and annual Form 990 information returns), these organizations must still meet the financial
record keeping requirements of IRC section 501(c)(3). Many churches seek IRS recognition of exempt
status because it provides certain benefits, such as assuring church leaders, parishioners, and contributors
that the church is eligible for tax-exemption and related tax benefits. In addition, State and local laws that
exempt charitable organizations from State and local income and property taxes generally require the
organization to demonstrate tax-exempt recognition by the IRS.
1054. Foreign charities may also apply for tax exempt status in the U.S., however, foreign charities are not
eligible to receive tax-deductible charitable contributions from U.S. taxpayers except as tax treaties may
allow. A U.S. charity can carry on or financially support overseas charitable programs as part or all of its
activities as long as it can demonstrate that the funds are used for charitable purposes.
1055. Organizations claiming tax-exempt status under section 501(c)(3) must, within 27 months of their
establishment, apply to the IRS for recognition of their exempt status. Section 501(c)(3) sets out those
organizations eligible for tax-exempt status. Generally they must be organized and operated exclusively
100

Public charities whose annual gross receipts are normally less than USD 5,000 are also not required to file for tax exempt
status.
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for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary or educational purposes or to foster
national or international amateur sports competition or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals.
Section 170(c) sets out those organizations eligible to receive tax deductible donations. These are listed in
IRS Publication 78 (Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986), which is also available to the public on the IRS website.
1056. Under section 501(c)(3), charities applying for tax-exempt status must complete IRS Form 1023
and relevant associated documents, including various 1023 Schedules that apply to particular forms of
charities (e.g., schools, hospitals, houses of worship, etc.). Form 1023 includes identifier and
organizational information, such as:
(a)

Employer Identification Number (whether or not it has employees);

(b)

the name and address of the organization;

(c)

the form of organization (e.g., corporation, trust, association) and copies of organizing documents
(e.g. Articles of Association);

(d)

full description of activities and operational information including standards, criteria or procedures;

(e)

names, addresses, and titles of officers, directors, trustees, etc., and their compensation;

(f)

detailed financial statements showing receipts and expenditures for current year and preceding
3 years; and

(g)

any additional information as required by the IRS.101

1057. In addition to being organized as not-for-profit organizations the organizing documents which
accompany Form 1023 must include provisions regarding distribution of its income upon dissolution and,
in the case of a private foundation, prohibiting any self-dealing (section 508 IRC).
1058. The IRS may need to request additional information from an applicant during consideration of its
application. Charities which have one of more subordinates under general supervision or control can seek a
“group exemption” covering affiliated subordinates. A charity may have its section 501(c)(3) application
denied or its existing tax-exempt status revoked by the IRS if it does not comply with the requirements
described above. Since November 2003, a charity will have its exempt status (and deductibility of
contributions) suspended under IRC section 501(p) when and while it is designated as a terrorist financing
organization under applicable U.S. law (discussed further below), and will subsequently be removed from
the list of tax exempt organizations in the IRS’s Publication 78.
1059. Charities receiving tax-exempt status must still file various returns and reports after their accounting
period. These include annual information returns (Form 990; Form 990-PF for a private foundation).102
1060. Annual information returns are required to include the organization’s gross income for the year, its
expenses and disbursements, a balance sheet showing its assets, liabilities, and net worth, the total of the
contributions and gifts received by it during the year, and the names and addresses of all substantial
contributors, the names and addresses of its foundation managers and “highly compensated employees”,
101

IRS Publication 557 cites examples of such additional information as representative copies of advertising place; copies of
publications such as magazines; distributed written material used for expressing views on proposed legislation; and copies of
leases, contracts or agreements into which the organization has entered.
102

Other information required to be filed by a tax exempt organization includes tax returns for business unrelated to the charity,
employment tax returns, reporting requirements for certain political organizations, information to donors and Form 8300 reports
where an amount of USD 10,000 is received that is not a charitable contribution.
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and the compensation and other payments made during the year to each of these people. IRS
Publications 1771 and 4221 provide tax exempt organizations and charities with general compliance
guidelines for recordkeeping, reporting and disclosure requirements. Exempt organizations are required to
keep records that support an item of income or a deduction on a return until the statute of limitations for
that return runs out—usually a period of three years. However, in practice, exempt organizations that
engage in international transactions must maintain records for at least five years – notwithstanding the
general three year statute of limitations on assessment and collection of tax imposed by Section 6501(a) –
because financial and other records concerning grants, programs, etc., generally apply to more than one
tax year. Thus, an organization cannot merely discard financial records for a year once the statute date for
that year has expired.
1061. Additionally, exempt organizations are required (by Section 6104 of the Code) to maintain, and make
available to the public, a copy of their approved application for recognition of exemption (Form 1023),
including documents and supporting information submitted with the application. This information must be
maintained and made available for far more than five years, as it applies as long as the organization
continues to be recognized exempt. To the extent this information changes, the changes are required to be
reported on the Form 990, as well as major changes in its purposes or activities.
Supervision and monitoring for compliance - IRS
1062. The IRS-TEGE currently employs approximately 340 examiners in its examination program for
charities. The IRS will add an estimated 30 additional examiners over the next year to expand its program.
1063. An examination program by the IRS monitors compliance with the tax laws by reviewing and
verifying the information on annual returns filed by exempt organizations, conducting audits to determine
if organizations continue to operate as required by the tax laws, and imposing taxes and other IRS
sanctions for non-compliance. As part of the review of each application, Treasury advises that IRS
personnel have been instructed to cross-check names on the application (the applicant itself as well as its
directors and officers) against a list that sets forth those organizations and individuals (as well as their
aliases) that have been designated as being associated with terrorism, known as the SDN List. The
appropriate investigative office at IRS is notified for further action where names on the application match
those on this list. IRS-TEGE monitors changes to the SDN List, and OFAC concurrently informs the IRS
of any new designated charities and takes action as described above regarding the suspension of its tax
exempt status. Section 501(p) of the IRC requires the IRS to suspend a charity’s tax-exempt status when
and while the charity is designated as a terrorist financing organization under applicable U.S. law.
Supervision and monitoring for compliance - IEEPA and AEDPA designations
1064. NPOs that are suspected of being involved with terrorist financing activity may be designated as
such. This can occur either by Presidential Order pursuant to Executive Orders 13224 and 12947, or by
the Secretary of the Treasury, who has the authority to designate charitable organizations and other
entities or individuals that meet the criteria contained in the Executive Orders, or by the Secretary of State
(pursuant to Section 302 of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA) and
Section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act), who can designate charitable organizations as FTOs.
Once designated any U.S. person is prohibited from dealing with the NPO, and that NPO’s assets are
subsequently blocked or “frozen.” All future transactions are also accordingly blocked. Conversely USbased charities are prohibited from accepting contributions from or otherwise dealing with any designated
entities or persons.
1065. As of May 2006, the United States has designated 41 charities under EO 13224 and EO 12947
because of their support for terrorist activity. This includes five U.S.-based charities and 36 additional
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international charities (two of which have branch offices located in the U.S.). On February 19, 2006, the
United States blocked the assets of a sixth U.S.-based charity pending further investigation, which has the
effect of freezing all assets located within U.S. jurisdiction and prohibiting U.S. nationals from transacting
with the charity. In addition, several FTOs, also designated under EO 13224, have operated under names
that appear as potential fundraising fronts for terrorist activities.
Supervision and monitoring for compliance–Umbrella, watchdog and academic organizations
1066. The U.S. charitable community’s self-regulatory system includes umbrella organizations that focus
on management support and other operational issues that affect all or parts of the charitable community,
“watchdog” organizations that focus on helping donors make informed choices, and academic
organizations that study how well the charitable community is meeting societal needs and how its
effectiveness can be improved.
1067. These “umbrella” organizations focus on issues that affect the entire charitable community or
particular segments. The most well known of these is Independent Sector, a nonprofit, nonpartisan
coalition of more than 700 national organizations, foundations, and corporate philanthropy programs that
collectively represent many thousands more organizations throughout the United States. Its many
research activities include studies of the impact of public policy on charitable giving, and defining and
addressing ways to improve accountability in the charitable sector. The Independent Sector has played a
key role in the sector’s participation and dialogue with the U.S. Treasury regarding guidance to the sector,
and its concerns about the revised “Anti-Terrorist Financing Guidelines: Voluntary Best Practices for
U.S.-Based Charities” are set out on its website.
1068. Other umbrella organizations focus on particular segments of the charitable sector. The Council on
Foundations focuses on issues affecting private foundations. The Evangelical Council for Financial
Accountability (ECFA) serves a major segment of the religious community as an accreditation organization
that either grants or withholds membership based on an examination of the financial, grant-making and
management practices and accomplishments of charitable organizations that apply. It provides public
disclosure of its more than 900 members' financial practices and accomplishments, including on its website.
While the U.S. Treasury has engaged with ECFA regarding terrorist financing abuse and methodologies to
combat such abuse in the charitable sector, there appears to be no mention of Treasury’s “Anti-Terrorist
Financing Guidelines: Voluntary Best Practices for U.S.-Based Charities” on the EFCA website. ECFA is
also the U.S. member of the International Committee for Fundraising Organizations (ICFO), an umbrella
organization that links the accreditation organizations of 9 countries (US, UK, Canada, Norway, Sweden,
France, Germany, Switzerland, and Austria).
1069. Watchdog organizations focus on providing the contributing public with the information needed to
make informed decisions. Well-known organizations include the Philanthropic Research Institute, whose
Guidestar organization maintains a database containing IRS filings and other financial information of over
200 000 charities, which it makes accessible through its website. Another donor-information /watchdog
organization, the Better Business Bureau (BBB) Wise Giving Alliance, focuses on organizations that
conduct broad-based fund-raising appeals. It collects and distributes information about the programs,
governance, fundraising practices, and finances of hundreds of nationally soliciting charitable
organizations that are the subject of donor inquiries. BBB asks the selected organizations for information
about their programs, governance, fund raising practices, and finances, and measures the results against
general guidelines and standards it has developed for measuring organizational efficiency and
effectiveness. BBB publishes these results, including whether the selected organization refused to supply
information, on its website.
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1070. The wide variety of academic research organizations which deal with charitable organizations in the
U.S. include: The National Council on Charitable Statistics (NCCS), a project of The Urban Institute, the
National Center on Philanthropy and Law of the New York University Law School, and the Center on
Philanthropy at Indiana University
Certification program
1071. The U.S. has implemented mechanisms to ensure that NPOs participating in the USAID program
follow a “know your beneficiaries and associate NPOs” rule. To provide USAID with assurances that it is
not entering into assistance agreements with organizations that provide or have provided assistance to
terrorists or for terrorist activity, USAID issued Acquisition and Assistance Policy Directive (AAPD) 0219 in December 2002, also known as the Anti-Terrorism Certification (ATC). Under this Directive,
before making any award or grant to any grantee worldwide, USAID requires any grantee worldwide to
certify that, to the best of its current knowledge, the grantee did not provide, within the previous ten years,
and it will take all reasonable steps to ensure that it does not and will not knowingly provide, material
support or resources to any individual or entity that has engaged or engages in terrorist activity, as
described in the Certification. Revised versions of the AAPD (04-07 and 04-14) were issued in March and
September 2004, respectively. The latest version (AAPD 04-14) of the Anti-Terrorism Certification is
located on the USAID website.
1072. In addition to the USAID certification program, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
revised the rules pertaining to the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC), which is a program allowing
federal employees to contribute money directly from their paychecks to participating NPOs. The new
regulation (5 CFR Part 950), issued on November 7, 2005, states that any NPO wishing to participate in
the CFC program must complete a certification that it is in compliance with all statutes, Executive Orders,
and regulations relating to economic sanctions programs administered by OFAC. The certification also
requires participants to be aware of the Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN) List
and other sanctions programs administered by OFAC. Finally, the guidance accompanying the new
certification rule, CFC Memorandum 2005-13, encourages charities to follow Treasury’s Anti-Terrorist
Financing Guidelines, Voluntary Best Practices for U.S.-based Charities, adopt the risk-based approach
contained in those Guidelines, and review the OFAC Web site regarding obligations and compliance
information with existing sanctions programs.
Information gathering, investigation, designation, and prosecution
1073. The IRS has established a number of mechanisms to ensure that IRS-TEGE and the Criminal
Investigation Division of the IRS (IRS-CI) communicate and work together on potential cases of terrorist
financing. These mechanisms include: cross-training initiatives, including a two-week training class, and
programs whereby IRS-TEGE examiners and IRS-CI investigators learn about each other’s operations,
resources and needs; staffing IRS-TEGE examiners on task forces dedicated to investigating terrorist
financing leads in the charitable sector; and sharing red flags, typologies and information from IRS-CI to
IRS-TEGE to assist in conducting examinations on charities particularly vulnerable to terrorist abuse.
1074. Based on these interactions, IRS-TEGE has recently revised the Form 1023 application for tax-exempt
status to include more relevant information for criminal investigators in terrorist financing and criminal
cases. These new sections request information on whether the organization operates in a foreign country and
whether the organization makes grants loans or other distributions to other organizations including foreign
organizations. IRS-TEGE has also created a new Compliance Unit to target high risk charities for
examination, based in part on information gained from IRS-CI. IRS-TEGE has also established a Screening
Center to process leads from all sources, including state and local officials, on potentially abusive charities.
Finally, IRS-TEGE identifies media reports concerning abuses within the charitable sector.
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1075. The IRS has also identified areas where IRS-CI can have a greater impact addressing terrorism
related financial issues without duplicating the efforts of any other law enforcement agency. IRS-CI has
created a Lead Development Center (LDC) to pilot a counter-terrorism project focusing on charitable
abuse by using advanced analytical technology, along with subject matter experts, to support ongoing
investigations and proactively identify potential patterns and perpetrators. The LDC is comprised of a
staff of IRS-CI special agents, investigative analysts, and representatives from TEGE, who will research
investigative leads and field office inquiries concerning terrorism investigations. The LDC integrates its
work within the larger U.S. law enforcement community; largely through IRS-CI representatives on Joint
Terrorism Task Forces (JTTFs) led by the FBI. The target information packages developed by the LDC
will be sent to the JTTF or IRS field office that requested the analysis and to such other law enforcement
entities as may be appropriate and consistent with the statutory limitations on disclosure.
1076. IRS-CI has also used new funding to construct a data warehouse to house information gathered
from internal IRS sources, including the LDC described above, and from other public and government
databases. The data warehouse has sophisticated data mining tools that will supplement and expand the
LDC’s analytical capabilities. Data storage at the warehouse will be based on the statutes and rules
governing or restricting disclosure of certain classes of information (tax disclosure rules, grand jury
secrecy rules, etc.), and dissemination of that information will be made only in accordance with those
rules. The following sources of information have been used in this integrated analysis:
(a)

Tax-based information, including all publicly available IRS Form 990 and IRS Form 1023
information and confidential Form 990 Schedule B donor information;

(b)

Government information obtained from other government agency databases, to which IRS-CI may
be given access under the terms of specific agreements;

(c)

Criminal investigation information received or to which IRS-CI has access from grand jury
investigations and others in the law enforcement community;

(d)

Intelligence that may be obtained from the intelligence agencies, whether as part of an ongoing data
sharing arrangement or as case-specific data; and

(e)

Commercial information from LEXIS-NEXIS, Choicepoint, and other commercially available data
services.

1077. Because of the sensitive and private nature of tax information received by the IRS, Federal tax laws
generally preclude sharing certain tax-related information outside of the IRS. The U.S. has addressed this
constraint to some extent through the joint task force and LDC mechanisms described above. Tax-related
information falls into three categories: information received by the IRS about a taxpayer that is received
from returns filed with the IRS (taxpayer information), information obtained from tax returns filed by the
taxpayer and subsequent information provided by the representative for the taxpayer pursuant to an audit
(taxpayer return information), and information gathered by the IRS during audits and investigations
received independently of the taxpayer’s returns (return information). In addition, the U.S. Tax Disclosure
Law (26 U.S.C. 6103) was amended103 permitting the disclosure of the taxpayer’s identity and return
information “other than taxpayer return information” to federal officers or employees for administration of
federal laws not relating to tax administration that may be related to a terrorist incident, threat, or activity
to the extent necessary to investigate or respond to such terrorist incident, threat, or activity.
1078. The exclusion of “taxpayer return information” from these exceptions may appear confusing. But
what this exclusion means is simply that information provided by the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s
103
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representative to the IRS may not be disclosed. However, any additional information that the IRS has
obtained during an audit or investigation may be disclosed under appropriate circumstances. Therefore,
the information that may be disclosed consists of any information that the IRS has gathered that was not
directly derived from filed tax returns, and includes information gathered from third parties, such as
banks, customers of taxpayers, real estate companies, and car dealerships,
1079. Prosecutorial actions against charities suspected of terrorist financing crimes form another central
component of the comprehensive U.S. strategy to fight terrorist financing in the NPO sector. DOJ’s
Counter-Terrorism Section (CTS) is comprised of a group of experienced prosecutors that guide U.S.
attorneys across the country. Past and ongoing criminal cases demonstrate this group’s effectiveness.
International cooperation
1080. As reflected in Section 6 and elsewhere in this report, the U.S. has in place comprehensive
mechanisms to facilitate information sharing with its international counterparts depending on the type and
intent of the request. These include mechanisms for FIU to FIU information sharing, provision of mutual
legal assistance, law enforcement, diplomatic and regulatory channels, and other information sharing
conduits. In addition to these established channels, Treasury’s Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial
Crimes (TFFC) serves as the primary point of contact for responding to international requests for
information regarding particular NPOs suspected of terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist support.
TFFC acts as the appropriate point of contact for such requests by marshalling U.S. intelligence and
enforcement capabilities with the twin aims of combating terrorist financing in the charitable sector and
promulgating policies and other initiatives to better safeguard charities from the threat of terrorist abuse.
Based on this active engagement with other agencies involved in investigation, enforcement, and/or
oversight of the charitable sector, TFFC is able to send out requests for information promptly to the
relevant agency or individual.
State Laws
1081. The states also exercise oversight of charities that complements or supplements federal authority.
All 50 U.S states and the District of Columbia oversee the practices of charities domiciled or operating in
their jurisdictions,. State Attorneys-General have statutory jurisdiction over the charitable assets of these
organizations and the fundraising activities of charities. Oversight responsibilities and practices vary from
state to state, and are directed at consumer protection issues. Thirty-nine of the 50 states require that any
charity raising money in their state register with that state.104 In addition, state charities officials have
formed a national-level organization, the National Association for State Charity Officials (NASCO).
Among other things, NASCO has promoted harmonization in registration requirements among the states,
and has advanced a “Model Act Concerning the Solicitation of Funds for Charitable Purposes” for
adoption by state legislators. NASCO has also promoted the Unified Registration Statement, which is a
project aimed at consolidating the data requirements of all states in order to standardize and simplify
compliance with State registration laws. Currently, 35 of the 39 States that have registration requirements
are cooperating with this project.105 In addition, NASCO and the federal government have consistently
worked together to share information and coordinate on law enforcement actions taken against NPOs.
This past cooperation resulted in the recent development of a working group to discuss new policies and
share information and other developments relating to charitable organizations and terrorist financing abuse
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These states are: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida,
Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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The four states that are not yet participating in the Unified Registration Statement are Alaska, Colorado, Florida, and Oklahoma.
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within the sector. The first jointly chaired working group meeting was held in March 2006 and included
officials from Treasury, IRS-CI, IRS-TEGE, DOJ, and NASCO members.
1082. For the purposes of this evaluation, the assessment team considered the state-level measures that
have been implemented in New York.
Case study—New York
The Charities Bureau of the New York State Attorney General is responsible for overseeing the
administration of charitable assets in the State of New York, representing the interests of beneficiaries of
charitable dispositions and enforcing laws governing the conduct of fiduciaries of charitable entities. This
includes authority to oversee the solicitation of charitable assets from New Yorkers including investigation
and prosecution of fraudulent charitable solicitations, registration of charitable entities which solicit
monies in the State of New York and registration and regulation of professional fund raisers.106
The Attorney-General’s registration and oversight extends to charitable trusts created under the laws of
other jurisdictions including foreign jurisdictions and to foreign charitable corporations that conduct
activities in New York. Not all NPOs are required to be registered. Groups that are regulated by other
State agencies (such as hospitals and educational institutions) or groups that are essentially for the
benefit of their own members (such as fraternal and patriotic organizations and veterans groups) are
exempted from registration and reporting requirements. Religious groups are also exempted.
If an NPO is required to be registered by the New York State Attorney-General’s Charities Bureau there
are detailed financial reporting requirements.
The New York Attorney-General’s Department confirmed that one of the biggest problems for State
Regulators of NPOs is that despite recent changes to the tax disclosure laws under Federal law
permitting disclosure to Federal employees in terrorist cases, the IRS still cannot disclose any information
to State Charities officials.107
Another problem raised by the New York Attorney-General’s office is the size of the charitable sector in
the State of New York. With a staff of 18 lawyers, the office of the Charities Bureau of the New York State
Attorney General is one of the largest State Regulatory offices. Even in such a large office it is difficult to
review and verify the operational program of all registered charities. Most State Charities offices with
staff of only one or two lawyers would have even more difficulty. Nonetheless within the constraints of
resourcing the New York Attorney-General’s oversight role in the operational activities of registered
NPOs is impressive and backed up by active enforcement actions.

5.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

1083. Overall, the measures which are being implemented to ensure that the NPO sector cannot be abused
by terrorists or terrorist financiers are working effectively. U.S. authorities at both a state and federal
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Sections 8-1.1 & 8-1.4 Estate, Powers and Trusts Law.
In November 2005 the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee passed a tax bill containing
reform provisions relating to the regulation of charities which included a provision that will allow the IRS to share with State
enforcement officials more information concerning ongoing IRS actions with respect to specific charities. However this provision
is not yet law.
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level take action against illegitimate or fraudulent charities particularly where they are able to demonstrate
that these charities have been established to facilitate terrorist financing.
1084. In May 2002, the International Committee on Fundraising Organizations (ICFO) published the
results of a comparative survey of ICFO members and their countries which included the U.S. In relation
to the IRS requirements to file Form 990, the IFCO noted that:
“because of the high volume only those organizations which are exposed by media
investigations or are otherwise the subject of numerous complaints, get investigated.
The same limited resource is true of State monitoring agencies. The result is a lightly
regulated industry brought about in part because of the lack of resources to monitor so
many organizations, plus the very real constitutional protections that are afforded U.S.
charities. The issues of free speech and separation of Church and State allow NPOs
considerable latitude in functioning without close oversight”
1085. The U.S. has taken many steps to improve oversight of NPOs as discussed above. The U.S. should
continue to devote resources to preventing the abuse of this sector from terrorist organizations, including
ensuring the effective flow of information between competent authorities. Federal cooperation and
information-sharing with NASCO officials has yielded enhanced communication, a greater understanding of
federal policies on the part of state officials, and increased outreach to the NPO sector through state officials.

5.3.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation VIII
Rating

SR.VIII

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

6.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

6.1

National cooperation and coordination (R.31)

6.1.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 31 (Domestic cooperation and coordination)
Policy level cooperation and coordination mechanisms
1086. The interagency process is widely used within the U.S. government to enhance the development and
implementation of AML/CFT policies and strategies. National policy to combat terrorist financing is
coordinated by the National Security Council (NSC) Terrorist Financing Policy Coordinating Committee
(TF PCC), a high-level interagency group that reports to the National Security Advisor, who in turn reports
directly to the President. The TF PCC meets regularly to assess the effectiveness of current policies and to
coordinate appropriate adjustments. No agency exists at a similarly high level in relation to AML.
1087. National policy to combat money laundering is primarily coordinated by the Treasury in the context
of the Money Laundering Working Group. The Money Laundering Working Group focuses on a wide
range of AML/CFT issues (particularly those related to the FATF and FSRBs) and cooperates on specific
courses of action relative to particular issues or concerns. Chaired by the Treasury Department/TFFC, it
includes representative from the DOJ, State Department, DHS, FinCEN, law enforcement agencies and
financial regulators.
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1088. The U.S. authorities also consult with the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG) which is
comprised of representatives from the Treasury, FinCEN, the DOJ, the Office of National Drug Control
Policy, various law enforcement agencies, financial regulatory agencies (including SROs and state
regulatory agencies) as well as financial services industry representatives which are subject to BSA
regulation (including trade groups and practitioners).108 The BSAAG receives, for consideration and
comment, information from the Secretary of the Treasury or his designee(s) concerning the administration
and enforcement of the BSA and associated reporting requirements, and law enforcement’s use of such
data. It also informs the participating private sector representatives about how law enforcement agencies
make use of the filed reports. On the basis of this dialogue, the BSAAG advises the Secretary of the
Treasury on ways in which the reporting requirements could be modified to enhance the ability of law
enforcement agencies to use the information and/or to reduce the burden on reporting entities.

Operational level cooperation and coordination mechanisms amongst law enforcement agencies and the FIU
1089. Interagency coordination among U.S. law enforcement agencies is formalized through interagency
agreements. In the area of CFT, a memorandum of agreement between the DHS and DOJ (entered into in
May 2003) delineates specific coordination of terrorist financing investigations to the FBI’s Terrorist
Financing Operations Section (TFOS) and Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTFs), both of which are described
below. In the area of AML, statutorily required MOUs between the Attorney General, the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Postmaster General specify the jurisdiction of the various law enforcement agencies and
require them to coordinate their ML investigations with each other. Additionally, cooperation and
coordination is facilitated through the use of interagency groups and task forces.
Interagency working groups and task forces focused on CFT
1090. Coalition Building Group (CBG): The CBG, chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic and Business Affairs, includes the NSC, State, Treasury, Justice, FBI and intelligence agencies.
It coordinates U.S. diplomatic engagements on terrorist financing, including sanctions under UN
resolutions. Overall direction is provided by the NSC.
1091. Terrorist Finance Working Group (TFWG): The State Department chairs the TFWG, which
brings together State, Justice, Treasury, Homeland Security, USAID and financial regulators to coordinate
U.S. planning, funding and delivery of training and technical assistance to a selected group of some two
dozen countries where financial systems are particularly vulnerable to abuse by terrorists. TFWG bilateral
assistance programs utilize a comprehensive model aimed at developing or reinforcing legal, judicial,
financial regulatory, financial intelligence, and law enforcement capabilities.
1092. Terrorist Financing Operations Section (TFOS): The TFOS is an inter-agency group that is
spearheaded by the FBI. A main focus of TFOS is to conduct full financial analysis of terrorist suspects
and their financial support structures in the U.S. and abroad. It was created during the early stages of the
9/11 investigation when the FBI and the DOJ identified a critical need for a more comprehensive,
centralized approach to terrorist financial matters. To better coordinate this work, an ICE official has been
designated to serve as the Deputy Section Chief of TFOS with a view to ensuring that ICE financial leads
are thoroughly evaluated for any terrorist nexus which may exist. The TFOS works jointly with the
intelligence community, prosecutors, domestic law enforcement agencies, foreign law enforcement
agencies (through the FBI Legal Attaché program) and financial sector regulators to develop predictive
models and conduct data analysis to facilitate the identification of previously unknown terrorist suspects.
108
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1093. Antiterrorism Advisory Councils (ATAC): ATACs promote and ensure proper training and
information sharing on terrorism cases and terrorism threats (including terrorist financing) among federal,
state and local law enforcement and private sector representatives.109
1094. Joint Vetting Unit (JVU): The JVU is staffed by ICE and FBI personnel who have full access to
relevant ICE and FBI databases to conduct reviews to determine whether a nexus to terrorism or terrorism
financing exists in a given investigation. Where such a nexus is found to exist, the JTTF is responsible for
conducting an investigation.
1095. Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTF): The FBI sends all terrorism leads and terrorism related
information directly to the FBI-led JTTFs which have primary investigative responsibility for the
investigation of terrorism and terrorist financing. Eighty-four JTTFs exist across the country.110 Various
federal, state and local agencies participate, including representatives from the ICE, the IRS, the Treasury,
State Department, Department of Defense, the Postal Inspection Service and the Environmental Protection
Agency. In cases where ICE has significant investigative equity, ICE agents assigned to the JTTF serve as
lead agents and affiants on violations within ICE’s authority.111 Every agency has an open-ended
invitation to participate in the JTTF. Additionally, each USAO has been encouraged to create a multiagency task force (as part of either the FBI-led JTTF or the Anti-Terrorism Advisory Council) to
periodically review all SARs that may be terrorism/terrorist financing related and ensure that each is
properly examined and further investigated, when appropriate. All participating agencies have full access
to each others' information systems and files, and can use the full resources of the entire task force when
required for the purpose of investigating terrorism cases.
1096. National Joint Terrorism Task Force (NJTTF) and the Foreign Terrorist Asset Targeting
Group (FTAT-G): The NJTTF and FTAT-G are interagency task forces that coordinate federal, state
and local investigative agencies on terrorist-related investigations which are targeting key money
laundering professionals and financial mechanisms (e.g. bulk cash movement and wire transfers).
1097. National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC): At the intelligence level, the NCTC orchestrates an
interagency CFT action plan and/or response by integrating diplomatic, financial, military, intelligence,
homeland security and law enforcement activities within and among relevant agencies. This work
involves receiving, retaining and disseminating information from any federal/state/local government or
other sources (as needed), and coordinates the information flows which are generated by the U.S.
intelligence agencies. Agencies authorized to conduct CFT activities may access NCTC intelligence data
for any information to assist in their respective responsibilities.
Interagency working groups and task forces focused on AML
1098. High Intensity Financial Crime Areas (HIFCAs): HIFCA Task Forces seek to improve the
quality of federal money laundering and other financial crime investigations by concentrating the expertise
of the participating federal, state and local agencies in a unified task force that can utilize all of the
FinCEN, DEA/SOD and DHS/ICE MLCC financial databases. Seven HIFCAs have been designated:
California Northern District, California Southern District, Chicago, New York/New Jersey, Puerto Rico
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This body was not referenced by the U.S. authorities prior to or during the on-site visit. Consequently, the assessment team
did not have the opportunity to meet with this agency or discuss its AML/CFT role.
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Prior to September 11th there were 34 JTTFs in existence.
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and dual-use technology, alien smuggling, identity and immigration benefit fraud along with various administrative violations
pertaining to the Immigration and Naturalization Act.
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and the Southwest Border of the U.S. The ICE is a core member within each HIFCA. Other participating
agencies include the DEA, FinCEN and IRS-CI. The most highly developed and successful HIFCA is the
ICE-led El Dorado Task force which is located in New York/New Jersey HIFCA and funded through the
New York High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) program. (Similar in structure to the HIFCAs,
the HIDTA program is intended to concentrate the AML efforts of federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies in designated high-intensity drug trafficking zones.)
1099. Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF): Led by the DOJ, the following
agencies also participate in the OCDETFs: the DEA, FBI, the Department of Alcohol Tobacco and
Firearms, the USMS, the IRS, ICE and the U.S. Coast Guard–in cooperation with the DOJ’s Criminal and
Tax Divisions, the 94 U.S. Attorneys’ Offices (USAOs), and state and local law enforcement. The
OCDETFs conduct intelligence-driven investigations that target the most significant, high-priority drug
trafficking organizations in their region. Every OCDETF investigation must include a financial
investigative plan for attacking the financial structure of the criminal organization and identifying
forfeitable assets.
1100. Drug Enforcement Administration Special Operations Division (DEA/SOD): The DEA/SOD is
a DEA-led division with participation from ICE, CBP, the FBI, the IRS and DOJ’s Criminal Division. Its
mission is to dismantle major national and international drug trafficking organizations by attacking their
command and control communications. The DEA/SOD acts as a ’force multiplier’ for drug law
enforcement by providing a medium for communication, intelligence sharing and coordination between
the major U.S. drug law enforcement agencies. Significant and successful operations supported by SOD
include the targeting of international money brokers responsible for laundering drug proceeds.
1101. Money Services Business Working Group (MSB-WG): The MSB-WG is comprised of
representatives from ICE, IRS, FinCEN, Treasury, the FBI the DEA and members of the intelligence
community. Its mission is: (1) to gather intelligence to identify unlicensed MSBs that may be providing
remittance services to persons associated with “countries of interest” (as listed by the U.S. Foreign
Terrorist Tracking Task Force) and identify any criminal associations; (2) to conduct outreach to
unlicensed MSBs which have no known links to any other criminal activity; and (3) to take enforcement
actions targeting unlicensed MSBs which are involved in criminal activity or have failed to comply with
licensing and registration requirements.
Interagency information-sharing mechanisms and networks
1102. In addition to the interagency working groups and task forces described above, the cooperation and
coordination of U.S. law enforcement agencies and the FIU is facilitated by a number of informationsharing mechanisms and networks.
1103. Platform Program: FinCEN maintains the Platform Program, an information system that
facilitates the sharing of terrorism-related data between domestic and international law enforcement
agencies, and financial intelligence units. In addition to the 12 domestic law enforcement agencies that
are represented at FinCEN, an additional 22 law enforcement agencies participate in the Platform
Program. Through this program, agencies can come to FinCEN and access its BSA and commercial
databases. Law enforcement information can also be queried, but cannot be disseminated until
authorization is received from the owning agency. If multiple agencies, domestic or foreign, express
interest in the same entities involved in illegal activities, FinCEN coordinates the various agencies and
links them together or networks them to facilitate information sharing.
1104. Gateway Program: FinCEN also disseminates SARs to domestic law enforcement agencies who
participate in the Gateway Program, a system which permits state and local law enforcement, and an ever
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expanding number of federal law enforcement agencies, to directly query the BSA repository without
making a formal request for research to FinCEN. SAR dissemination statistics for the Gateway Program
for 2000 through 2004 are reflected below.
Gateway Program Suspicious Activity Report Disseminations from
2000-2004
Year
# Cases
# SARs
2000
713
2,736
2001
1,139
3,861
2002
1,615
5,793
2003
2,181
8,765
2004
3,387
14,772

1105. In addition, some U.S. federal law enforcement agencies can directly access the BSA database at
the Detroit Computing Center (DCC). IRS-CI has a liaison situated at the DCC, who can conduct special
analytical projects at the request of field agents.
1106. Section 314(a) requests: In its role as a network, FinCEN receives requests made by domestic
federal law enforcement authorities pursuant to section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act and FinCEN’s
implementing regulations at 31 CFR 103.100 (Information Sharing Between Federal Law Enforcement
Agencies and Financial Institutions) and transmits them to designated contacts within financial institutions
across the country.112 Upon receiving a request, the financial institution is required to query its records for
matches, including accounts maintained by the named subject during the preceding 12 months and
transactions conducted within the last six months. Generally, financial institutions have two weeks from
the transmission date of the request to respond. Section 314(a) provides lead information only and is not a
substitute for a subpoena or other legal process. To obtain documents from a financial institution that has
reported a match, a law enforcement agency must meet the legal standards that apply to the particular
investigative tool that it chooses to use to obtain the documents.113 Requests must be very explicit
concerning what kind of information is being sought, since the financial institutions will not automatically
deliver all available information about their clients (i.e. stock accounts, loans/mortgages, etc.). Moreover,
law enforcement may not receive relevant information that falls outside the period defined in the request
itself. Despite these limitations, section 314(a) requests have yielded productive leads for both terrorist
financing and money laundering investigations, including the identification of new accounts and
transactions (see Annex 6, Table 1 for some examples of the processing of section314(a) requests).
1107. OCDETF Fusion Center (OFC): The OFC is a comprehensive data center containing all drug and
related financial intelligence information from six OCDETF-member investigative agencies, the National
Drug Intelligence Center and FinCEN. The technical infrastructure that supports the Center (and which is
in the process of being developed) is designed to conduct cross-agency integration and analysis of drug
and related financial data with a view to creating comprehensive intelligence pictures of targeted
organizations (including those identified as Consolidated Priority Organization Targets (CPOTs) which
are the U.S.’s ‘most wanted’ international drug and money laundering targets, and regional priority
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More than 40,000 points of contact at over 20,000 financial institutions have been designated by those financial institutions to
receive such requests pursuant to Section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act and FinCEN’s implementing regulations. Financial
institutions also are permitted, pursuant to Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act and FinCEN’s implementing regulations at
31 CFR 103.110, to share information among themselves under the circumstances described in the rule.
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targets. This will allow the OFC to pass actionable leads through the DEA/SOD to OCDETF participants
in the field. It is anticipated that the OFC will reach an initial operating capability in mid-June 2006.
Operational level coordination/cooperation mechanisms amongst law enforcement and regulatory agencies
1108. In addition to reporting incidents of possible money laundering to appropriate authorities, the Federal
Banking Agencies actively cooperate with the IRS, ICE, the DOJ and other law enforcement agencies in
money laundering investigations. Furthermore, in special cases, bank examiners have been designated as
agents of a grand jury to assist in the investigation and development of particular cases. Interagency
working groups are also used to facilitate coordination and cooperation amongst law enforcement and
regulatory agencies. An example of this is the Drug Enforcement Administration Financial Office which
conducts and maintains liaison with other federal law enforcement and regulatory agencies concerning
money laundering techniques and financial investigative techniques, provides a full-time staff coordinator to
FinCEN and represents the DEA before numerous multi-agency groups involved in AML/CFT.
Operational level coordination/cooperation mechanisms amongst regulatory agencies
1109. There is a significant amount of coordination and cooperation amongst regulatory agencies in the
banking sectors, most of which is formalized through a series of MOUs. For a more detailed discussion of
how regulatory agencies for the banking sector coordinate their work, see section 3.10 of this report.
1110. In the securities sector, FinCEN is in the process of finalizing MOUs with the SEC and the CFTC.
Additionally, the SEC and the SROs have numerous ongoing cooperative efforts to combat money
laundering and terrorist financing. The SEC and SROs meet quarterly to discuss examination techniques,
goals and trends. FinCEN and OFAC have participated in these meetings as well. Additionally, the SEC
conducts AML/CFT examinations jointly with the NYSE and the NASD.
1111. In the insurance sector, coordination among the various state/territorial supervisors/regulators is
facilitated through the NAIC. This is a voluntary organization of chief insurance regulatory officials from 50
U.S. states, the District of Columbia and four U.S. territories (American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands). The NAIC was created in 1871 by state insurance regulators to address the need to
coordinate regulation of multi-state insurers. The NAIC’s role is to, among others: (1) provide its members
with national forums for discussing common issues and interests as well as for working cooperatively on
regulatory matters and the development of uniform policy; (2) help regulators to fulfill the obligation of state
regulators’ primary responsibility in protecting the interests of insurance consumers; (3) advise state
regulators on policy implications of federal legislation and other federal and international actions affecting
their authority over the business of insurance; and (4) support and improve state regulation of insurance.
The NAIC also collects national statistics on the insurance sector. In support of the NAIC’s role and
responsibilities, state insurance laws provide for their insurers to cooperate and furnish the NAIC with the
necessary information for it to carry out its functions effectively.114 The NAIC’s Ad Hoc (EX) Task Force
on USA PATRIOT Act Compliance considers policy issues, develops and coordinates appropriate
examination standards, and coordinate with state and federal regulators regarding the USA PATRIOT Act
AML amendments to the BSA.
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For example, section 931 of the California Insurance Code, requires each domestic, foreign, and alien insurer doing business in
California annually to file with the NAIC a copy of its annual and quarterly statements exhibiting its condition and affairs together
with any additional filings as prescribed by the Commissioner for the preceding year. Further, section 934 empowers the
Commissioner to suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew the certificate of authority of any insurer failing to file its annual or
quarterly statement with the NAIC when due or within any extension of time which the Commissioner, for good cause, may grant.
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1112. In the MSB sector, interagency coordination is formalized by MOUs. The IRS has signed MOUs
with FinCEN and with individual states to share examination information and leverage examination
resources at the state and federal levels. Pursuant to its MOU with FinCEN, the IRS provides to FinCEN,
on a quarterly basis, extensive information concerning their inspection and examination procedures, the
number of examinations conducted, and the results of the examinations of MSBs. In return, FinCEN
provides the IRS with quarterly aggregate reports, notice and status of possible enforcement actions,
analytical products, assistance in identifying institutions with BSA compliance deficiencies, and prior
review of public documents, all of which will assist them in the overall supervision and monitoring of
MSBs. Coordination amongst state MSB regulators is facilitated by the MTRA. The MTRA is a national
non-profit organization that works towards the effective and efficient regulation of money transmitters and
check sellers. Its membership is comprised of the relevant regulators in 37 states and the District of
Columbia.115 In order to help states enact or modernize their money transmission legislation, MTRA
drafted model legislative guidelines and made them available to the states. MTRA has also referred to the
states for consideration and adoption a uniform annual renewal form and cooperative interstate
examination agreement which promotes coordination and information sharing amongst state regulators.
Effectiveness of domestic cooperation and coordination
1113. The U.S. has implemented mechanisms at both the policy and operational level to enhance domestic
cooperation and coordination in the area of AML/CFT. However, overall, a gap still seems to remain
between the policy level and the factual operational law enforcement work.
1114. The law enforcement arena appears to be fragmented. The U.S. authorities have tried to overcome
this problem by, among other initiatives, undertaking a series of important reorganizations with a view to
better coordinating its ability to combat terrorism and terrorist financing. The creation of the DHS
represents the most comprehensive reorganization of the federal government in a half-century. DHS
consolidates 22 agencies and 180,000 employees, unifying multiple federal functions in a single agency
dedicated to protecting America from terrorism. Similarly, the U.S. has accomplished the most thorough
reorganization of the U.S. intelligence community in more than a half-century with the creation of a
National Intelligence Director to oversee the U.S. intelligence community and the establishment of the
National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC). The overall effectiveness of this strategy cannot be clearly
measured, as the reorganization is still in the relatively early days. Certainly, since the attacks of 9/11, the
U.S. has very much focused its resources and strategies to combat terrorism and terrorist financing. The
evaluation team noted the important reorganizations that have occurred, but also noted that there is a
discrepancy between the policies in place and the actual law enforcement work being undertaken.
Officially the law enforcement agencies indicated to the assessment team that cooperation between them
works well; however, unofficially when met with individually there was some mention that cooperation
between the agencies is not always as effective as was indicated in the official meetings. However,
challenges remain for the continued integration of well-established and successful law enforcement
agencies (such as ICE) within the large, still young and evolving framework of the DHS.
1115. The assessment team also acknowledges the efforts that are currently being undertaken by the U.S. to
improve the efficiency of its co-ordination mechanism by establishing joint task forces. The examples which
the assessment team witnessed in the U.S. show that the concept works effectively. For instance, the HIFCA
Task Forces generate an effective level of cooperation amongst law enforcement agencies; however, despite
being a sound strategy, no budgetary resources have been allocated to support them. Consequently, the
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HIFCAs are at various stages of development. The Task Force concept, like the HIFCAs and HIDTAs,
seems to work extremely well; they are providing a useful tool to improve the coordination among the
various relevant agencies and a platform for inter-agency cooperation in investigations. The example of the
ICE-led El Dorado HIFCA in New York should be considered as a model for the rest of the country.
However, during the onsite visit, it became apparent that coordinating problems still exist, particularly
outside of the joint task force model where there is competition between law enforcement agencies. The fact
that the Treasury recently has presented a government-wide analysis on money laundering (the U.S. Money
Laundering Threat Assessment, 2006) could create an opportunity to evaluate the present fragmented
system. Such an analysis should not lead towards the creation of new entities, but rather should initiate a
discussion on the basic law enforcement framework in a country as big as the U.S.
1116. Another complicating factor is the fact that, at the operational level, there is a great deal of overlap
between the jurisdictions of the relevant law enforcement agencies. For instance, the DEA, the ICE, the
FBI and the IRS all handle money laundering investigations. Multiple mechanisms exist at the operational
level to co-ordinate the work of these various law enforcement agencies, including multi-agency task
forces (such as the HIFCAs, HIDTAs and JTTFs) and bilateral working agreements (such as the MOU
between the DEA and the FBI). Some of the interagency task forces work particularly well in this regard.
For instance, the OCDETF concept seems to work very well where it concerns targeting the most
significant drug trafficking organizations in their regions for investigation and prosecution. Also, the
HIFCAs (where they are properly funded and developed, as is the case with the El Dorado/New York
HIFCA) produce excellent results and opportunities for coordinated collaboration. Moreover, in some
jurisdictions at least, the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks resulted in a more cooperative environment
amongst law enforcement agencies. Although these mechanisms have significantly improved operational
coordination amongst law enforcement agencies, given the amount of jurisdictional overlap amongst the
relevant law enforcement agencies, there remains a need for more refined coordination.
1117. With regards to the securities sector, the SEC and the SROs all reported during the on-site visit that
they experience very good interagency coordination. As well, no issues were raised concerning
interagency cooperation in the insurance and MSB sectors.
1118. In the banking sector, private sector representatives noted that, historically, approaches taken by the
various banking regulators towards supervision and examination have not always been consistent.
Consequently, the development and issuance of the common manual for BSA examination has been
strongly welcomed by the private sector. At the time of the on-site visit, this FFIEC Manual had only
been in existence for seven months, so it is too early to draw any final conclusions about its effectiveness
in improving domestic cooperation and coordination; however, it is a promising step.

6.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1119. Overall, the U.S. has implemented sufficient policy- and operational-level mechanisms to facilitate
interagency cooperation and coordination at all levels. However, the U.S. should continue to work towards
closing the gap that still seems to remain between the policy level and the factual operational law enforcement
work. The HIFCA and HIDTA model seems to be generally effective, provided that it is appropriately
resourced and developed. The assessment team is of the view that, with appropriate monitoring, it would be
beneficial to expand this initiative and allocate additional resources to it.
1120. At the operational level, there is a great deal of overlap between the jurisdictions of the various law
enforcement agencies. This creates the need for more refined coordination. The fact that the Treasury
recently has presented a government-wide analysis on money laundering could create an opportunity to
evaluate the present fragmented Law Enforcement system. Such a study should not lead to the creation of
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new entities, but rather initiate a discussion on the basic law enforcement framework in a system as
complex as that in the U.S.

6.1.3

Compliance with Recommendation 31
Rating

R.31

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

There remains a gap between the policy level and operational level law enforcement work.

•

More refined coordination is needed amongst law enforcement agencies with overlapping
jurisdictions.

6.2

The Conventions and UN Special Resolutions (R.35 & SR.I)

6.2.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 35 and Special Recommendation I:
1121. The U.S. ratified the Vienna Convention on 20 February 1990. The U.S. signed the Palermo
Convention on 13 December 2000 and ratified it on 3 November 2005.
1122. The U.S. has adopted a range of measures to substantially implement the Vienna and Palermo
Conventions. However, some aspects of these Conventions have not been completely implemented. In
particular, not all conduct specified in Article 3 (Vienna) and Article 6 (Palermo) has been criminalized.
Additionally, the U.S. system does not include a sufficiently comprehensive list of foreign predicates
related to organized criminal groups as required by Article 6(2)(c) of the Palermo Convention.
1123. The U.S. ratified the UN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism on
26 June 2002. Title II of Public Law 107-197, the “Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism Convention
Implementation Act of 2002,” created a new Section 2339C in Title 18 of the U.S. Code (Prohibitions
against the financing of terrorism) which implements Article 2 of the Convention. This section as well as
sections 2339A and 2339B is discussed in Section 2.2.
1124. As discussed in section 2.4 of this report, the U.S. has sufficiently implemented S/RES/1373(2001)
and is substantially in compliance with S/RES/1267. In its report dated 17 April 2003 to the UN Security
Council 1267 Committee116, the U.S. government confirmed that its administration of sanctions imposed
pursuant to EO 13224 (which deals with blocking property and prohibiting transactions with persons who
commit or support terrorism) through OFAC as the way in which the 1267 Committee’s List has been
incorporated into the U.S. legal system. EO 13224 is also discussed above in section 2.4. The preamble to
EO 13224 notes that the Order is made pursuant to the authority of various U.S. statutes117 and in view of
UN Security Council Resolutions 1214 (8 Dec 1998), 1267 (15 Oct 1999) and 1333 (19 Dec 2000).
Additional elements
1125. The U.S. signed the Inter-American Convention against Terrorism on 3 June 2002 and ratified it on
15 November 2005.
116

This report was submitted by the U.S. in accordance with paragraph 6 of resolution 1455 (2003) and follows the template
suggested by the 1267 Committee in its Guidance for these reports.
117

IEEPA (50 USC 1701), the National Emergencies Act (50 USC 1601), section 5 of the UN Participation Act 1945 (22 USC
287c) and Title 3 Section 301 of the USC.
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6.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1126. The U.S. has ratified and substantially implemented the relevant sections of the Vienna, Palermo
and Terrorist Financing Conventions. The U.S. should, in particular, review its money laundering
offenses to ensure that all conduct specified by the Vienna and Palermo Conventions is covered.
Additionally, the U.S. should include a sufficiently comprehensive list of foreign predicates as required by
Article 6(2)(c) of the Palermo Convention. The U.S. should also transpose all S/RES/1267(1999)
designations in the OFAC list.

6.2.3

Compliance with Recommendation 35 and Special Recommendation I
Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating

R.35

LC

•

Not all conduct specified in Article 3 (Vienna) and Article 6 (Palermo) has been criminalized, and
there is not a sufficiently comprehensive list of foreign predicates related to organized criminal
groups as required by Article 6(2)(c) (Palermo).

SR.I

LC

•

Not all S/RES/1267(1999) designations are transposed in the OFAC list.

6.3

Mutual Legal Assistance (R.36-38 & SR.V)

6.3.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 36 and Special Recommendation V (Mutual Legal Assistance)
1127. All legal assistance requests are channeled through the Office of International Affairs of the Department
of Justice (OIA) that serves as the U.S. Central Authority for all such matters. The OIA, as the conduit for
mutual legal assistance (MLA) requests coordinates all international evidence gathering. OIA has attorneys
and support staff with responsibilities and expertise in various parts of the world and different substantive areas.
Typically, at least one OIA attorney will have primary responsibility for coordinating all incoming and
outgoing mutual legal assistance and extradition requests for every country in the world, and in some cases an
OIA attorney is also posted overseas in the U.S. embassies.
1128. Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs) provide the normal appropriate basis for executing
requests. As of 19 July 2005, the U.S. has 50 bilateral MLATs in force.118 The following other
arrangements also further the expediency of the MLA process.
(a)

An agreement was entered into on 25 June 2003 between the U.S. and the EU concerning mutual
legal assistance which, among other things, provides a mechanism for more quickly exchanging
information regarding bank accounts held by suspects in criminal investigations. The OIA and the
State Department are now in the process of concluding implementing bilateral agreements with
each member of the European Union;

118

Namely with the following countries: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, the Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium,
Belize, Brazil, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Dominica, Egypt, Estonia, France, Grenada, Greece, Hong Kong (SAR),
Hungary, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico, Morocco, the Netherlands (including its
Caribbean territories - Aruba and the Netherlands Antilles), Nigeria, Panama, the Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, South
Africa, South Korea, Spain, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and
Tobago, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United Kingdom with respect to its Caribbean overseas territories (Anguilla,
the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands, Montserrat, and the Turks and Caicos Islands), and Uruguay. MLATs have been
signed but have not yet taken effect with the following countries: Colombia, Germany, India, Ireland, Japan, Sweden and
Venezuela.
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(b)

International multilateral conventions providing for mutual legal assistance, including: the InterAmerican Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance of the Organization of American States; the
1999 United Nations International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism;
and the 1988 United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances; the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime; and

(c)

Executive agreements for cooperation in criminal matters with the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) and Taiwan.

1129. The U.S. can also respond to requests in the form of letters rogatory on an ad hoc basis.
Range of mutual legal assistance provided
1130. Generally, the U.S. government is able to provide a very wide range of mutual legal assistance in
AML/CFT investigations, prosecutions and related proceedings. The range of legal assistance provided in
its bilateral mutual legal assistance treaties (MLAT) is substantial and includes:
(a)

taking the testimony or statements of persons;

(b)

providing documents, records, and other items;

(c)

locating or identifying persons or items;

(d)

serving documents;

(e)

transferring persons in custody for testimony or other purposes;

(f)

executing searches and seizures;

(g)

assisting in proceedings related to immobilization and forfeiture of assets and restitution;

(h)

collection of fines; and

(i)

any other form of assistance not prohibited by the laws of the Requested State.

1131. Pursuant to multilateral treaties that the U.S. is party to, such as the 1988 Vienna Convention and
the 1999 UN Terrorism Financing Convention, the U.S. can also provide wide measures of mutual legal
assistance to foreign authorities for criminal investigations, prosecutions and related proceedings for
offenses covered by these conventions.
1132. Apart from foreign requests for assistance on a treaty basis, the U.S. also responds to requests in the
form of a letter rogatory on an ad hoc basis and through direct letters of request by Ministries of Justice. In
such a case, the OIA (through which all such requests are routinely channeled) can seek the appointment of a
commissioner pursuant to 28 USC 1782, when compulsory process is necessary to obtain the requested
assistance. The authority of commissioners appointed pursuant to section 1782 is limited. They are only
authorized to issue subpoenas to compel testimony as well as the production of documents and other items for
use in foreign proceedings, excluding search warrants and other compulsory measures. OIA can seek
authorization from a federal judge for search warrants and other compulsory measures. Any person can
voluntarily give testimony or produce documents or surrender other items for use in any foreign proceeding.
1133. Execution of incoming requests for assistance is organized in close cooperation/coordination between
OIA and other law enforcement authorities, typically the FBI, the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS), and/or
Interpol Washington. The USMS is responsible for locating and arresting fugitives sought for extradition by
foreign authorities. At the request of the OIA, FBI Special Agents are tasked to collect evidence sought by
foreign authorities, the gathering of which does not require the use of compulsory process. To facilitate this
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coordination, a Deputy U.S. Marshal and an FBI Special Agent are detailed to OIA. OIA also works with
International and National Security Coordinators designated in each of the 94 USAOs located throughout the
U.S. Although no statistics were available on the duration of the processing of the MLA requests, there are no
reports or indications of undue delays or non-executions.
1134. Pursuant to formal mutual legal assistance requests, the U.S. can also provide assistance in the
freezing, seizure, and confiscation of assets. When a mutual legal assistance request seeks the freezing,
seizure, or confiscation of assets, OIA works closely with the DOJ’s Asset Forfeiture Money Laundering
Section and a network of asset forfeiture experts in the USAOs located throughout the U.S. to provide the
requested assistance.
1135. Federal law enforcement agencies may also enter into case-specific MOUs with other countries for
money laundering and the financing of terrorism investigative assistance. These are purely operational tools
and are not legally binding. No comprehensive statistics are kept concerning these case-specific agreements.
Prohibitions and conditions
1136. Mutual legal assistance is not subject to excessive conditions. For instance, the fact that no judicial
proceedings have been initiated in the requesting country or a conviction has not yet been obtained is no ground
for refusal. Title 28 USC 1782 even specifically authorizes assistance for “criminal investigations conducted
before formal accusation.” U.S. MLATs are based on the principle of reciprocity in the investigation and
prosecution of crime. Furthermore most U.S. MLATs cover a broad range of crimes without requiring that a
request for assistance relate to activity that would be criminal in the requested state, although some MLATS
still require dual criminality in respect of coercive measures.
1137. Most of the bilateral MLATs entered into by the U.S. contain no dual criminality requirement as a
condition for granting assistance. Furthermore, there is no dual criminality requirement for court orders
issued pursuant to 28 USC 1782.119 For the treaties with dual criminality provisions, those provisions are
mostly limited to requests for assistance requiring compulsory or coercive measures.
1138. Dual criminality does not affect terrorism-related MLA procedures, as the scope of terrorism related
offenses is quite broad under U.S. law and largely corresponds with the definitions provided in the
Terrorist Financing Convention.
1139. The fact that a MLA request contains fiscal aspects is not considered a ground for refusal. In fact,
although some MLATs include an exemption on purely fiscal matters, the U.S. does not have a general
law or policy prohibiting mutual legal assistance for these types of offenses.120 Further to this, as provided
for in the UN Terrorist Financing Convention, a request for mutual legal assistance in a terrorism
financing matter is never refused on the grounds that it concerns a fiscal offense.
1140. Information is readily provided from banks, financial institutions and the DNFBP located in the
U.S., if needed by way of court order. Information properly protected by the attorney-client privilege is,
however, exempted from disclosure. Nevertheless, attorney-client privilege can be overcome where it can
119
According to section 1782, a court may order a person to give testimony or a statement, or produce a document or other thing
“for use in a proceeding in a foreign or international tribunal, including criminal investigations conducted before formal
accusation”.
120

For instance the MLATs between the U.S. and Switzerland, the Bahamas and the Cayman Islands exclude fiscal matters,
including offenses involving taxes, customs duties, governmental monopoly charges and/or exchange control regulations, from
the scope of available assistance. Assistance is however generally available for criminal tax matters relating to the proceeds from
criminal offenses.
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be shown that the attorney in question was actively participating in the criminal activities of his client
(crime fraud exception).
Powers of competent authorities when responding to MLA requests
1141. OIA and other U.S. authorities helping OIA to execute foreign requests have the authority to obtain
documents and information for use in ML and FT investigations and in prosecutions and related proceedings.
The extent of the authority will depend on the legal basis for the request, in particular whether there is an
applicable bilateral MLAT or multilateral convention. Even in the absence of an applicable treaty or
convention, OIA may seek the appointment of a commissioner pursuant to 28 USC 1782 in response to any
rogatory request or letter request from a foreign authority. The commissioner has the authority to order
someone to give testimony or produce a document or other evidence “for use in a proceeding in a foreign or
international tribunal, including criminal investigations conducted before formal accusation.”. As stated
above, their authority does not extend to search or seizure warrants.
1142. FinCEN also has the authority to respond to requests for lead information and has procedures in
place to facilitate this. It routinely responds to requests for information from foreign FIUs and serves as a
conduit for domestic law enforcement requests directed to foreign FIUs for information in support of their
investigative efforts.
Conflicts of jurisdiction
1143. When OIA receives a request for mutual legal assistance relating to a criminal investigation or
prosecution overlapping with an ongoing U.S. criminal investigation or prosecution, OIA generally
encourages the foreign and U.S. prosecuting authorities to communicate and work out, wherever possible, a
mutually beneficial cooperative arrangement. If a mutually agreeable arrangement cannot be worked out by
the U.S. and foreign prosecuting authorities, OIA will not generally deny a request for assistance but,
depending on the precise terms of any applicable treaty, execution of the assistance request may be
postponed until such time that its execution will no longer interfere with the ongoing U.S. criminal
investigation. There is also the possibility for the U.S. to waive its authority and hand over the criminal case
to the foreign jurisdiction (and vice versa), although this procedure is said to be an exception to the norm.
Additional elements
1144. Requests for formal mutual legal assistance in a criminal investigation or proceedings, in particular
any requests necessitating the use of compulsory measures for the production of records held by financial
institutions and other persons, for the search of persons and premises, and for the seizure and obtaining of
evidence in the U.S. cannot be made directly to the prosecutorial or law enforcement authorities. They must
be directed to OIA, which serves as the U.S. central authority for all formal mutual legal assistance requests.
Recommendation 37 and Special Recommendation V (dual criminality relating to MLA and extradition)
1145. Most of the bilateral MLATs entered into by the U.S. contain no dual criminality requirement as a
condition for granting assistance. For the treaties with dual criminality provisions, those provisions are
mostly limited to requests for assistance requiring compulsory or coercive measures. Furthermore, there
is no dual criminality requirement for court orders issued pursuant to 28 USC 1782 in aid of requests for
assistance from foreign authorities. The requirement also does not affect mutual legal assistance in TF
matters as the Terrorist Financing Convention applies here.
1146. However, considering the ML offense under 18 USC 1956 and 1957 is not an “all crimes” offense but
limited to a series of predicate offenses, it is not to be excluded that MLA may be negatively affected by the
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dual criminality requirement, especially when coercive measures are called for. This particularly may be the
case when the foreign request is based on money laundering activity that is not specified in terms of the
predicate criminal activity, either because the predicate is unknown or there is no legal requirement in the
requesting country to identify the predicate offense. Moreover the U.S. authorities indicated that, as the
delivery of a search warrant is subject to the probable cause examination by the court, the non-specification of
the predicate could also be problematic in that respect.
1147. When dual criminality issues do arise under certain treaties, technical differences between the
categorization of the crime in the U.S. and requesting state do not affect the provision of the requested
assistance. The qualification of the offense is irrelevant, as long as the underlying acts are punishable in
both states. In the case of extraditions, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that dual criminality requirement
“does not require that the name by which the crime is described in the two countries shall be the same; nor
that the scope of liability be coextensive, or, in other respects, the same in the two countries. It is enough
if the particular act charged is criminal in both jurisdictions.” The same principle applies to mutual legal
assistance requests made pursuant to treaties that include a dual criminality requirement.
Recommendation 38 and Special Recommendation V (MLA – Freezing, seizing and confiscation)
Mechanisms to respond to requests for identification, freezing, seizing and confiscation
1148. There are a number of mechanisms in place through which assistance can be given to other
governments in confiscation proceedings. Assistance in tracing and identifying assets normally does not
necessitate formal proceedings and can mostly be done in an informal way via police-to-police
communication (foreign law enforcement attachés.) Obtaining evidence and implementing coercive
measures on criminal assets typically require formal requests, generally on a treaty or agreement basis.
This is done either by the U.S. authorities enforcing the foreign court order or by initiating their own
(criminal or civil) seizure/confiscation proceedings. Such actions may be applied to requests for the
identification, freezing, seizure or confiscation of proceeds or the instrumentalities of crime.
1149. If the U.S. initiates a criminal or civil confiscation action, whether on its own initiative or at the
request of a foreign country, it may seize or restrain the assets subject to confiscation pending further
judicial proceedings. The U.S. can also restrain property located in the U.S. at the request of a foreign
country where there is a treaty or agreement that provides for forfeiture cooperation in order to preserve
the property in anticipation of receiving an enforceable foreign judgment of confiscation.
Procedures if the U.S. plans to open its own criminal or civil confiscation action
1150. If the U.S. authorities opt for a separate confiscation action, they can restrain assets as in any other
civil in rem confiscation action upon a showing of probable cause that the property is subject to
confiscation to the U.S. The foreign government must then provide evidence sufficient for the U.S. to
establish probable cause of a predicate offense for confiscation under U.S. law. Upon receipt of such
evidence, the U.S. judicial authorities may seek a pre-trial seizure warrant, a restraining order
immobilizing the property, or an arrest warrant in rem for the property, and would simultaneously or
subsequently file a civil or criminal confiscation action. Criminal seizure is however only possible in
conjunction with a criminal prosecution based on a violation of U.S. statutes.
1151. Property can be restrained without probable cause for 30 days (extendable) if the foreign country
has arrested or charged someone in connection with criminal conduct that would serve as a basis for the
U.S. seeking independent confiscation of the property. An independent domestic forfeiture action can be
initiated against property involved in eleven categories of foreign offenses that are deemed specified
unlawful activities under 18 USC 1956(c)(7)(B). In addition, forfeiture is also available for property
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involved in other foreign crimes (which domestic counterpart would be an SUA) where the proceeds or
other objects of the offense travel through interstate or foreign commerce.
Procedures if the U.S. anticipates enforcing a final foreign judgment for criminal or civil confiscation
1152. The U.S. can enforce both property focused and value based judgments. In order for the U.S. to
enforce a foreign confiscation judgment under 28 USC 2467, the requesting state seeking enforcement of
its judgment must be a party to the 1988 United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances or to a treaty or other international agreement with the U.S. that
provides for confiscation assistance. In anticipation of a foreign criminal or in rem confiscation judgment
property can also be restrained either by registering and enforcing a foreign restraining order or by seeking
a U.S. restraining order based upon an affidavit from the foreign authorities as prescribed by
28 USC 2467(d)(3)(B)(i).
1153. In order to use one of these bases to restrain property in anticipation of enforcing a foreign
judgment, a Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) can be issued under the procedures of 18 USC 983(j)
when it is established that there is a reasonable basis to believe that the foreign government will issue an
enforceable final confiscation judgment 18 USC 983(j). In the event a civil complaint has been filed
against the property, alleging that the property to which the order is sought is subject to civil forfeiture, the
restraining order will continue in effect for 90 days. In order to maintain the restraint, evidence must be
presented that there is a substantial likelihood that the foreign government will issue an enforceable final
confiscation order that would be enforceable under U.S. law. In some instances the 90 day limit can be
extended by the court.
1154. The principle of dual criminality may also cause problems in registering and enforcing foreign
criminal or in rem confiscation judgments in money laundering cases where the predicate offense falls
outside the categories of foreign offenses for which initiation of an independent U.S. criminal action is
authorized. In that case, only when the violation of foreign law would also constitute a violation for
which confiscation would be available if the crime were committed in the U.S., the U.S. can enforce a
foreign confiscation judgment. Such foreign confiscation judgments can be confiscation orders directed at
particular property or value judgments ordering a defendant to pay a sum of money. An additional
question relates to the controversy about the validity of the seizure orders or warrants issued by
investigating magistrates in civil law jurisdictions, as these may not be generally accepted in the U.S. as
“court orders”. This issue remains, however, untested under section 2467.
Powers to confiscate property
Criminal (in personam) confiscation actions
1155. A criminal in personam confiscation action depends on a criminal conviction against the defendant.
Where a foreign government seeks confiscation assistance in connection with a foreign offense, criminal
prosecution often is not possible in the U.S. because the underlying offense occurred outside U.S. jurisdiction
or because the defendant is not located in the U.S. This means that most often the U.S. would execute a request
for confiscation assistance by initiating civil in rem proceedings.
Civil (in rem) confiscation actions
1156. Because U.S. civil in rem confiscation authority generally permits the confiscation of property only
if involved in or derived from the offense, the property must be traced to the criminal offense. An
exception applies in cases involving electronic funds in a bank account, which are considered fungible,
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making strict tracing to the offense unnecessary as long as the confiscation action is commenced within
one year of the offense (18 USC 984).
1157. A conviction for the underlying criminal offense in the foreign country is not required. Generally, this
procedure of initiating independent confiscation proceedings in the U.S. seems efficient as it provides greater
flexibility and more rapid authority to impose a provisional restraint. Although there are some limitations to
the ability for the U.S. to offer full assistance, criminal forfeiture is not possible when there is no offense under
U.S. criminal law (foreign offense, no predicate offense under U.S. law), while equivalent value confiscation is
impossible in civil forfeiture proceedings.
1158. The U.S. can seek the registration and enforcement of a foreign forfeiture judgment whether it is for
specific property or is an order to pay a sum of money. Where the foreign judgment is an order to pay a
sum of money, the exchange rate in effect at the time that the application to enforce the foreign judgment
is filed will be used in calculating the amount of the judgment (28 USC 2467).
Freezing, seizure and confiscation of property of corresponding value
1159. Pre-trial seizure of untainted property to safeguard the execution of a money judgment in a criminal
prosecution is generally not considered possible by U.S. jurisprudence on the grounds that the untainted
property is not “involved in” or “traceable to” an offense. This raised the question if this limitation would
not also affect the ability for the U.S. to enforce such foreign seizure orders. Nothing in 28 USC 2467,
however, prevents the authorities from restraining such assets in the U.S. as long as these are subject to
forfeiture and provided all the other requirements are met, regardless of whether the assets are actual
proceeds or represent equivalent value. This assumption was recently confirmed by a ruling of the DC
District Court that allowed the pre-trial restraint of untainted property at the request of a foreign jurisdiction.
Arrangements for coordinating seizure and confiscation actions
1160. Coordination with other countries on seizure and confiscation is facilitated by the OIA along the
same lines as the MLA process. Moreover, the U.S. has also entered into executive agreements on
forfeiture cooperation, including: (1) an agreement with the United Kingdom providing for forfeiture
assistance and asset sharing in narcotics cases; (2) a forfeiture cooperation and asset sharing agreement
with the Kingdom of the Netherlands; and, (3) a drug forfeiture agreement with Singapore. The U.S. has
asset sharing agreements with Canada, the Cayman Islands (which was extended to Anguilla, British
Virgin Islands, Montserrat, and the Turks and Caicos Islands), Colombia, Ecuador, Jamaica, Mexico and
the United Kingdom.
Asset forfeiture funds
1161. The use of forfeiture funds is an integral part of the forfeiture system in the U.S. Confiscated assets
are deposited in one of the following two forfeiture funds:
(a)

the Justice Forfeiture Fund (JFF), established in 1984, into which all forfeited cash and proceeds
from the sale of forfeited property are to be deposited (28 USC 524). Interest from the investment
of JFF balances and interest from the Seized Asset Deposit Fund are also deposited into the JFF.121

(b)

the Treasury Forfeiture Fund (TFF) (31 USC 9703) since 12 October 1993 receives the proceeds of
all forfeitures that have occurred as a result of a law enforced or administered by a Treasury law
enforcement organization or those law enforcement agencies that are now part of the Department of

121

See Section 2.3.1, paragraphs 240 to 243 for statistical details.
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Homeland Security.122 Interest from the investment of TFF balances and interest from seized funds
held in the Suspense Account are also deposited into the TFF.
1162. The use of JFF and TFF funds is strictly defined and is generally intended to cover asset management
and case-related expenses, payment of qualified third-party interests, sharing payments, program management
and investigative expenses. Also, the TFF and JFF funds are used to support the investigative needs of the
participating agencies, such as case-related travel, law enforcement equipment, translation/transcription of
documents, investigative databases/data mining systems, and agent training.
Sharing of confiscated assets
1163. It is U.S. policy and practice to share the proceeds of successful forfeiture actions with countries
that made possible, or substantially facilitated, the forfeiture of assets under U.S. law. The level or
amount of sharing is in direct relationship with the importance and degree of the foreign assistance. From
1989 through June 2005, the international asset sharing program administered by the DOJ shared
USD 227,886,820.94 with thirty-three foreign governments which cooperated and assisted in the
investigations. From FY 1994 through December 2004, the international asset sharing program
administered by the Department of Treasury shared USD 27,408,032.00 with twenty foreign governments
which cooperated and assisted in investigations.
1164. Similarly, the U.S. has received a share of forfeited assets from other countries. Such shared proceeds
are deposited into the JFF or the TFF, as appropriate, and made available for law enforcement purposes.
Effectiveness of measures relating to mutual legal assistance
1165. The capability and willingness of the U.S. for cross-border cooperation generally, and on
AML/CFT specifically, is quite evident. Although based primarily on treaties and multilateral conventions
allowing for extensive assistance, mutual legal assistance may also be granted in response to and on the
sole ground of letters rogatory, although this can prove somewhat restricted in terms in respect of coercive
measures. These restrictions are, however, not unreasonable and remain within the internationally
accepted standard.
1166. The following chart sets out the number of incoming and outgoing mutual legal assistance requests
(including requests relating to the freezing, seizing and confiscation of property) from the period 1
January 2000 to 22 July 2005.
MLA requests related to money laundering
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Incoming MLA requests related to money laundering and criminal
forfeiture
Granted
496
Denied (reasons include lack of evidence, offense not covered by treaty, and
36
unable to execute the request)
Pending
313
Other (includes canceled, deceased person, request not sufficient to proceed,
139
no response from requestor, withdrawn, and partially granted)
Inexecutable under U.S. law
3
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
987
122

See Section 2.3.1, paragraphs 240 to 243 for statistical details.
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NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Outgoing MLA requests related to money laundering and criminal
forfeiture
Granted
605
Denied (reasons include denied by U.S. Court, jurisdiction problems, and unable
12
to execute)
Pending
521
Other (includes canceled, request not sufficient to proceed, no response from
321
requestor, partially granted, referred to other office for response, and withdrawn)
Inexecutable under foreign law
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS

5
1,464

MLA requests related to terrorist financing
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Incoming MLA requests related to financial transactions with a
designated country/terrorism and providing material support or resources/terrorism
Granted
17
Pending
18
Other (includes assistance no longer needed)
2
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
37
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Outgoing MLA requests related to financial transactions with a
designated country/terrorism and providing material support or resources/terrorism
Granted
44
Denied (grounds include lack of dual criminality)
2
Pending
67
Other (includes cancelled, partially granted and withdrawn)
20
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
133

1167. The total number of exchanges shows a frequent use of the MLA process as is to be expected with
cross-border phenomena as ML and FT. However, the number of denied incoming requests seems rather
high in proportion.. According to OIA this is mainly a quality issue in that there is a lack of connection
between the crime under investigation or prosecution and the evidence being sought.
1168. The system for providing international cooperation in relation to freezing, seizure and confiscation is
notable for its flexibility which assists in achieving maximum efficiency. If for some reason an MLA request
cannot directly be complied with in its own right, the U.S. authorities can seek implementation by initiating
their own procedures based on a violation of U.S. statutes, with the only condition that the underlying
activity can be translated in a criminal act punishable under U.S. law. This is particularly important within
the context of foreign seizure and confiscation requests that can be met either through enforcement of the
foreign order or by the U.S. authorities initiating their own criminal or civil forfeiture proceedings.
1169. The generally comprehensive and robust MLA system is however marred by some (minor) issues.
First, it should make no difference to the U.S. whether the foreign seizure or other coercive order is issued
by a court or by an investigation judge operating within a civil law jurisdiction whose warrants are
equivalent to a court order. These latter are the subject of a controversy about the validity of the seizure
orders or warrants issued by civil law jurisdiction investigating judges which are not generally accepted in
the U.S. as “court orders”.
1170. Also, the dual criminality principle again may prove problematic when registering and enforcing
foreign criminal or in rem confiscation judgments in money laundering cases where the predicate offense
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falls outside eleven categories of foreign offenses for which initiation of an independent U.S. criminal
action is authorized. In that case, only when the violation of foreign law would also constitute a violation
for which confiscation would be available if the crime were committed in the U.S., the U.S. can enforce a
foreign confiscation judgment. Such foreign confiscation judgments can be confiscation orders directed at
particular property or value judgments ordering a defendant to pay a sum of money.

6.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

1171. The U.S. MLA system is generally comprehensive and robust. To complete this system, the
following issues need to be addressed. The introduction of equivalent value seizure in the U.S. legal
system will provide for a formal legal basis for the implementation of such measures upon a foreign
request. Also, the U.S. may not be able to provide mutual legal assistance in circumstances where the
request relates to underlying conduct that has not been made a predicate offense for money laundering in
the U.S. (see the discussion in section 2.1 of this report). Although there is no international standard
imposing an “all crimes” money laundering offense, the U.S. is not fully compliant in respect of the
designated predicate offenses, so the predicate list should at least be extended in that sense.

6.3.3

Compliance with Recommendations 36 to 38 and Special Recommendation V
Rating

Summary of factors relevant to s.6.3 underlying overall rating

R.36

LC

•

Dual criminality may impede MLA where the request relates to the laundering of proceeds that
are derived from a designated predicate offense which is not covered.

R.37

C

•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

R.38

LC

•

Dual criminality may impede MLA where the request relates to the laundering of proceeds that
are derived from a designated predicate offense which is not covered.

SR.V

LC

•

With regards to these elements, this Recommendation is fully observed.

6.4

Extradition (R.39, 37 & SR.V)

6.4.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 39 and Special Recommendation V (Extradition)
Extradition procedures
1172. Extraditions from the U.S. are generally governed by Chapter 209 of Title 18 USC 3181-3186.
Pursuant to 18 USC 3184, offenses are extraditable when “provided for by” the extradition treaty or
convention in force between the U.S. and the requesting country. As of July 2005, the U.S. had bilateral
extradition treaties in force with over 115 countries. U.S. extradition treaties negotiated during
approximately the last 40 years generally rely on the dual criminality principle rather than a list of crimes
covered by the treaty, thus permitting extradition when, in general, the act in question is a serious crime in
both countries. However, there are some exceptions to the treaty requirement:
(a)

Section 3181(b) allows for the surrender of persons, other than U.S. citizens or residents of the U.S.,
who have committed crimes of violence against nationals of the U.S. in foreign countries when
certain criteria are fulfilled.

(b)

Chapter 209 of Title 18 is applicable to extraditions from the U.S. to the International Tribunal for
Yugoslavia and the International Tribunal for Rwanda based upon agreements entered into between
the U.S. and these tribunals.
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1173. The OIA and the Department of State coordinate and review all extradition requests received from
foreign countries. In urgent circumstances fugitives can be provisionally arrested in advance of the receipt
of a formal extradition request. The request is subject to court scrutiny on whether:
(a)

there are criminal charges pending or an outstanding sentence against the individual before the court;

(b)

the charges are included under the treaty as extraditable offenses; and

(c)

there is probable cause to believe that a crime was committed.

1174. The final decision to surrender the fugitive rests with the Secretary of State.
Extraditable offenses
1175. The United States extradites defendants only if the there is a bilateral extradition treaty between the
U.S. and the requesting state. Money laundering, as defined by U.S. law, is an extraditable offense for
requests made under the dual criminality treaties. When extradition is governed by a treaty that lists the
extraditable offenses, however, extradition will depend on what offenses are listed in that treaty. Finally,
regarding States with which the U.S. has a bilateral extradition treaty, extradition is also possible pursuant
to multilateral conventions, such as Article 3 of the Vienna Convention (for narcotics-related money
laundering offenses) and Article 6 of the Palermo Convention (for organized crime offenses, where the
U.S. and requesting States are both parties. Those multilateral treaties “deem” offenses established by
those conventions to be included in the extraditable offenses listed in the relevant bilateral treaty.
1176. The U.S. vigorously combats any form of or participation in terrorism and actively pursues a policy
of bringing suspect individuals to justice, domestic or foreign. Terrorism and terrorist financing offenses
are considered extraditable offenses for requests made under the dual criminality treaties. However,
whether these offenses are extraditable under extradition treaties that list the extraditable offenses will
depend on what offenses are listed in the treaty, or on the requesting country and the U.S. 1) having a
bilateral extradition treaty and 2) both being party to relevant multilateral conventions, such as the UN
Terrorist Financing Convention, which makes all offenses covered by its Article 2 extraditable. Although
U.S. extradition law and treaties foresee the possibility to refuse extradition on the grounds of the offense
having a political character, U.S. jurisprudence has provided that terrorist acts or the financing thereof do
not fall within the political offense exception.
1177. The dual criminality principle is to be understood as permitting extradition when, in general, the act
in question is a serious crime in both the requesting country and the U.S. Technical differences between
the categorization of the crime in the U.S. and requesting state do not prevent granting extradition. The
question is not how the crimes are categorized, but whether the underlying acts are punishable in both
states. This interpretation has constantly been upheld by the courts. However, even then it is quite
conceivable that the limitation in respect of the predicate offenses may jeopardize an extradition request
based on money laundering if it relates to predicate activity outside the U.S. list.
Extradition of U.S. nationals
1178. The U.S. has no law barring the extradition of its nationals. Moreover, the Secretary of State may
authorize the extradition of U.S. nationals even in cases where the applicable bilateral extradition treaty does
not require the extradition of nationals. 18 USC 3196. Although rather exceptional in practice, there is no legal
impediment in principle for the U.S., instead of extraditing, to take over the foreign case and initiate its own
criminal proceedings if the case in some way or another falls under U.S. jurisdiction.
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Timeliness of handling extradition requests
1179. The centralizing and coordinating function of the OIA of the DOJ is aimed at ensuring an expedient
processing of extradition requests and proceedings. Although no statistics were available on the duration
of the extradition proceedings, it was stated that the handling of an unchallenged extradition is a matter of
a few weeks up to two months, as consent to extradition eliminates the necessity of the court conducting a
hearing to determine whether the fugitive is extraditable. In case the extradition request is seriously
challenged in court, the delay can be substantially longer.
Additional elements
1180. Most recent extradition treaties permit the direct transmission of provisional arrest requests between OIA
(as the designated representative of the U.S. DOJ) and the Justice Ministry of the foreign state. Persons cannot
be extradited from the U.S. based simply upon the presentation of a foreign arrest warrant, however, a certified
copy of a foreign conviction for an extraditable offense will generally be sufficient proof during the extradition
proceedings. Fugitives sought for extradition by foreign states can either “waive” or “consent” to extradition at
any point during the extradition process in the U.S. A fugitive who elects to waive extradition can be removed
as soon as foreign authorities can arrange to travel to the U.S. to take custody of the fugitive. A fugitive can
also elect to consent to extradition. It takes a bit longer to process a consent to extradition because the State
Department has up to two months to issue the surrender warrant before foreign authorities can take custody of
the fugitive. Finally, the U.S. can make use of immigration laws to remove and expel fugitives sought for
extradition by foreign countries and return them to their country of origin.
Effectiveness of measures relating to extradition
1181. The U.S. extradition regime, based on a network of treaties supplemented by conventions, is
underpinned by a solid legal framework allowing for an efficient and active use of the extradition process. The
shift from rigid list based treaties to agreements primarily based on dual criminality has given the system much
more flexibility and opportunities. The possibility to extradite their own nationals is an additional asset that can
assist in dealing with issues of double jeopardy, jurisdiction and coordination. The following statistics cover
the period between 1 January 2000 and 22 July 2005. No statistics per annum were provided.
Extradition requests related to money laundering
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Incoming Extradition requests related to money laundering
Granted (includes deportation, and waiver of extradition)
6
Denied (grounds for denial include double jeopardy, lack of evidence, extradited
5
to another country, and unable to execute)
Pending
24
Other (includes arrested in requesting country, request not sufficient to proceed,
19
and withdrawn)
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
54
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Outgoing Extradition requests related to money laundering
Granted (includes deportation, expulsion, returned voluntarily, and waiver)
169
Denied (includes lack of dual criminality, lack of evidence, statute of limitations,
22
charges dismissed and unable to execute)
Pending
274
Other (includes arrested in requesting country, located/arrested in another
89
country, request not sufficient to proceed, and withdrawn)
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
554
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Extradition requests related to terrorism financing
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Incoming extradition requests related to financial transactions with
a designated country/terrorism and providing material support or resources/terrorism
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
0
NATURE OF THE REQUEST: Outgoing Extradition requests related to financial transactions with
a designated country/terrorism and providing material support or resources/terrorism
Granted (includes deportation)
2
Denied (includes double jeopardy)
2
Pending
7
Other (includes deceased person, located/arrested in another country and
4
withdrawn)
TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
15

1182. These figures show an active use of the extradition process by the U.S. authorities, both in ML and
TF. Conversely the number of extradition requests to the U.S. is relatively low (ML) or even nil (TF).
Again one notices a proportionally rather high incidence of refusals and non-execution of incoming
extradition requests.
1183. As with mutual legal assistance, the limitation to the ML offense in terms of predicate criminality
may constitute a negative element in the light of the dual criminality condition. Indeed, if (in case of a non
U.S. listed underlying offense) the facts cannot be translated to a criminal conduct punishable under U.S.
law, the dual criminality principle will not be met and extradition may be obstructed or prohibited.
1184. Dual criminality does not affect terrorism-related extradition procedures, as the scope of terrorism
related offenses is quite broad under U.S. law and largely corresponds with the definitions provided in the
Terrorist Financing Convention.
1185. The older, list based extradition treaties that were concluded before the introduction of money
laundering and terrorism financing offenses in the respective legislations and that have not been
supplemented since, may also prove to cross the extradition process if the underlying criminal conduct
constituting the money laundering or terrorism financing activity cannot be translated in an offense
included in the treaty list and no multilateral convention can be invoked because of the absence of
mutuality. Even if this situation has not occurred yet and may be considered rather exceptional, this
eventuality needs to be addressed. Besides completing the “list” treaties by adding ML and TF offenses,
consideration may be given allowing extradition according to the principles of the UN TF Convention on
an ad hoc and unilateral basis. In addition, it has been noted that a new fast-track extradition treaty with
the U.K., introduced specifically to expedite the transfer of terrorist suspects, has not been ratified by
Congress some three years after its signature. Apparently, this delay has been caused by concerns among
certain members of Congress that the treaty may be used to extradite Irish Republican Army suspects.

6.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

1186. The list of designated predicate offenses for money laundering should be extended to cover all 40
designated categories of offenses.
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6.4.3

Compliance with Recommendations 37 & 39 and Special Recommendation V
Rating

R.39

LC

Summary of factors relevant to s.6.4 underlying overall rating
•

Dual criminality may impede extradition where the request relates to the laundering of
proceeds that are derived from a designated predicate offense which is not covered.

•

List-based treaties do not cover ML.

R.37

C

•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

SR.V

LC

•

List-based treaties do not cover FT.

6.5

Other Forms of International Co-operation (R.40 & SR.V)

6.5.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 40 and Special Recommendation V (Other forms of cooperation)
1187. In order to enhance the capacity of foreign governments to more effectively engage in international
cooperation on anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing, the U.S. government has established
the interagency TFWG (see section 6.1 above). This body provides coordinated, comprehensive training
to select priority countries designed to assist their efforts to implement FATF recommendations. For
example, the TFWG is the only body to offer foreign counterparts training on implementing Special
Recommendation IX.
FIU Cooperation
Ability to cooperate with foreign counterparts
1188. FinCEN is able to respond to requests for assistance from foreign FIUs and serves as the primary portal
through which foreign FIUs request information from U.S. law enforcement, regulatory and/or supervisory
bodies. FinCEN also assists U.S. agencies that are seeking information from foreign FIUs relating to law
enforcement investigations, regulatory/supervisory actions or to counter terrorist activities.
1189. Depending on the information requested, FinCEN can go to third agencies for records and
information. Certain types of information, such as bank records, can only be obtained through letters
rogatory or an MLAT request; however, FinCEN does have the authority to release BSA information as it
is the owner of that data. All other information requires prior permission by the third agency and is
routinely requested and received when no impediments (such as grand jury information or classified
information) exist. The information is forwarded via the FIU with appropriate caveats on the handling and
use of the information clearly specified. Additionally, FinCEN makes requests of its foreign counterparts,
either on its own behalf or on behalf of U.S. law enforcement agencies. When doing so, FinCEN specifies
the source of the request, the violation suspected, whether it is civil or criminal, whether there is an active
case and whether the information is needed for court proceedings.
1190. FinCEN also exchanges terrorist financing investigative and analytical information with other
foreign financial intelligence units around the world. For instance, it worked closely with the Spanish FIU
following the Madrid bombing and has offered assistance to the British FIU following the subway and bus
bombings in London. FinCEN routinely serves as an intermediary between U.S. law enforcement and its
FIU counterparts by requesting information on terrorism-related investigations. All requests from foreign
FIUs relating to terrorism or terrorist funding receive immediate attention and comprehensive research and
analysis. FinCEN is also upgrading its response to incoming requests for information from financial
intelligence units by providing appropriate information and analysis tailored to what is requested.
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1191. FinCEN’s approximate time to respond to a request from a foreign FIU is: two months for routine
requests; one to two days for urgent requests (those with impending court dates or law enforcement
actions for example); and from two days to a week for terrorist financing related requests. FinCEN
responds to all requests from foreign FIUs and places a priority on requests involving possible terrorist
financing allegations. FinCEN is taking steps to reduce its response time for a routine foreign FIU request
to one month in accordance with Egmont Group Best Practices.
Mechanisms to facilitate cooperation
1192. FinCEN does not require a Memorandum of Understanding in order to share information with its foreign
counterparts. FinCEN, however, does negotiate and enter into MOUs with its foreign counterparts that are
required by their domestic law to exchange information pursuant to such Memoranda. As of 30 June 2005,
FinCEN has entered into 20 MOUs with its Egmont counterparts.123

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

FOREIGN REQUESTS MADE TO FINCEN
Number of
Number of
Requests
Subjects
Requesters
199
2,196
32
325
2,562
53
511
6,058
56
530
4,996
72
613
6,362
73

1193. Requests are facilitated via the Egmont Secure Web, but are also accepted via correspondence and
facsimile. Where possible, responses are also routed via the Egmont Secure Web. However, where this cannot
be done, the responses are sent to the requesters by commercial express courier or by facsimile.
1194. FinCEN occasionally receives unsolicited information from foreign banking authorities through the
host government FIU about particular customers or financial transactions. Depending on the nature of the
information provided and if authorized by the referring foreign FIU, FinCEN will share it with the
appropriate regulators, law enforcement agencies, FinCEN’s regulatory staff (for information) or network
with other FIUs, domestic law enforcement and/or regulators.
Conducting inquiries or investigations on behalf of foreign counterparts
1195. FinCEN is authorized to conduct inquiries on behalf of its foreign counterparts. When a foreign
FIU requests investigative assistance from FinCEN, it must complete a case request form and provide all
relevant subject identifying data and case background information. Upon receiving the case request form,
FinCEN immediately acknowledges receipt and provides the requesting agency with a case number and
point of contact. FinCEN then screens the request to ensure that the requesting FIU has provided an
adequate amount of identifying and background information. If there is insufficient data, FinCEN will
correspond with the requesting FIU, via the Egmont Secure Web, to obtain additional identifying data. In
the past FinCEN has ceased acting upon a request when the requester did not provide, despite repeated
follow up, sufficient details to identify the nature of the request or to allow effective research on the
subjects of the request. As there are several other reasons a case may be closed under this category
FinCEN is unable to determine the number of cases that may have been closed due to a lack of response
by the requester.
123

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Cyprus, France, Guatemala, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Paraguay, Poland, Russia,
Netherlands Antilles, Panama (letter agreement), Singapore, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, and the United Kingdom.
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1196. After the initial screening process is complete, an analyst is assigned to the case. The assigned
FinCEN analyst is responsible for making all relevant queries on the subjects named in the request,
expanding their research as necessary (and as agreed upon) to include any ‘new’ entities that are identified
through the research. Queries are made on all commercial databases, financial databases and law
enforcement databases to which FinCEN has access. If other agencies have requested data on the same
entities (and all parties agree), FinCEN can facilitate networking amongst the agencies involved (i.e. by
sharing the contact names and telephone numbers of the other requesting agencies).
1197. In general, based on the needs of the requesting agency, FinCEN can provide a foreign FIU with
three types of data: commercial data (public record information);124 financial data (BSA information);125
and law enforcement data (foreign travel, criminal history, and driver history records). FinCEN prepares a
report that summarizes its findings and forwards it to the requester.
1198. During the on-site visit, the Director of FinCEN expressed a commitment to improving the quality
of the research reports that FinCEN analysts produce in response to requests from foreign FIUs. In
particular, FinCEN’s stated objective is to generate a report that is more functional, contains a deeper level
of analysis and is more tailored to the specific investigative needs of the requesting FIU. To facilitate this
goal, FinCEN has undergone a reorganization that includes the adoption of a new mission statement and a
restructuring of FinCEN’s Analytics Division. It is important that FinCEN continue working toward this
goal in the future.
1199. When a foreign FIU requests information from a U.S. law enforcement agency whose records
FinCEN cannot access directly, the case is sent to the appropriate law enforcement agency representative
at FinCEN for completion of the relevant queries. The law enforcement agency will then notify FinCEN
if it has positive information on file and may authorize FinCEN to disseminate that information. If
FinCEN receives dissemination authority, it will in turn notify the foreign FIU of the existing information.
However, it is important to note that, at times, a U.S. law enforcement agency will choose against
releasing the results of a positive query directly to FinCEN. Instead, U.S. law enforcement agencies often
opt to release details of a match directly to the foreign FIU by directing the FIU to contact the relevant
overseas Law Enforcement or Legal Attaché. It is also important to note that U.S. law enforcement
agencies require good personal identifier data to perform conclusive checks of their databases.
1200. The practice of referring a foreign FIU to an outside law enforcement agency is FinCEN’s standard
procedure when dealing with the dissemination of law enforcement information to its foreign counterparts.
This policy has been adopted because FinCEN is not the owner of (nor does it have direct access to) law
enforcement information. Consequently, FinCEN does not have the authority to approve the
dissemination of an outside law enforcement agency’s information. The decision to release any law
enforcement information is left to the discretion of the agency from which the information originated.
1201. In a great majority of cases, FinCEN’s referral policy has been unproblematic and has resulted in
the successful exchange of information between U.S. law enforcement and foreign FIUs. However, there
have recently been some concerns regarding the utilization of this policy when dealing with the small
number of FIUs that are restrained by law from having any contact with law enforcement. In such cases,
it is often difficult for the requesting foreign FIU to obtain the needed law enforcement information.
124

Includes general identifying information (name, address, social security number, driver license information, credit history
information, tax payer identification number), as well as judgment, lien, incorporation data and property records for individuals
and businesses.
125

FinCEN has access only to account information in reports that have been filed by financial institutions as required under the
BSA and does not have direct access to official bank documentation. The securing of such information requires the use of the
MLAT process.
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FinCEN understands the restrictions that are placed upon those foreign FIUs that are unable to contact law
enforcement; however, it is bound to follow the information sharing procedures of U.S. law enforcement
agencies and must honor the decision of those agencies when they choose to release information directly
to a foreign FIU rather than to FinCEN.
Conditions on the exchange of information and grounds for refusal
1202. Neither the Egmont Principles regarding information sharing nor the provisions of the MOUs
FinCEN has entered into are burdensome. FinCEN requests enough identifiers and information to process
a request and will not provide information that will be used as evidence in court (this is done by OIA
through a MLAT or letters rogatory as described above). FinCEN responds to all requests received from
foreign FIUs where the information is available. It also seeks dissemination authority from law
enforcement as necessary and provides points of contact information as warranted.
1203. FinCEN does not refuse requests for cooperation or support, except for those relating to due diligence
checks. Law enforcement research is conducted only for requests involving criminal investigations.
Controls and safeguards on the exchange of information
1204. FinCEN abides by the Egmont Group Principles of Information Exchange. In addition, FinCEN
undertakes strict safeguards to protect the confidentiality of information it collects pursuant to law or
regulation as well as to any information received from foreign counterparts. FinCEN does not provide
BSA records to members of the general public. Reports and records of reports filed under the BSA are
exempt from access under the Freedom of Information Act (31 USC 5319). In addition, FinCEN has
exempted the system of records in which BSA reports are maintained from the access and amendment
provisions of the Privacy Act [31 CFR 1.36(c), 1.36(g), and 31 CFR Part 1, Subpart C, Appendix N].
1205. All FinCEN employees undergo a rigorous security background check before being accepted into
employment. Background checks are repeated/updated every five years on all FinCEN employees. Once
on the job employees are required to sign confidentiality agreements as well as undergo several security
training seminars covering such subjects as: Procedures for Protecting Information, Personal Conduct and
Reporting Requirements, U.S. Government Ethics Standards, Computer and Other Technical
Vulnerabilities, and Personal Safety Measures.
1206. FinCEN employs passwords and access controls, and all non-Treasury agencies are required to
enter into signed agreements outlining usage and dissemination rules before electronic access is
authorized. Procedural and physical safeguards include the logging of all queries and periodic review of
such query logs, compartmentalization of information to restrict access to authorized personnel, physical
protection of sensitive hard copy documents and magnetic tapes, encryption of electronic
communications, intruder alarms and other security devices, and 24-hour building guards.
Diagonal cooperation
1207. FinCEN prefers to share information with partner FIUs, but engages in information sharing with
non-counterparts on a case-by-case basis depending on the facts and circumstances. Because of the
sensitivity of BSA information, FinCEN needs to ensure that there is accountability for how that
information is to be used. With a non-FIU partner additional internal controls must be applied
because the non-counterpart may not understand the sensitivity or importance of SARs and related
information supplied by the FIU.
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1208. Typically an exchange with non-counterparts would take place indirectly usually where a U.S. authority
(for example, law enforcement or legal attaché based in the country) is jointly involved in a case with the noncounterpart and serves as an intermediary to facilitate the request. Under this process, the U.S. authority can
provide FinCEN with assurances that there is a bona fide need for the information and FinCEN can hold the
U.S. authority accountable for any problems with the non-counterpart's use of the information. The reference
to indirect exchange of information with foreign authorities other than counterparts covers the situation where
the requested information passes from the foreign authority through one or more domestic or foreign authorities
before being received by the requesting authority.
Effectiveness of the FIU’s cooperation with foreign counterparts
1209. All requests for assistance received from foreign FIUs are accepted, with the exception of due
diligence requests. FinCEN records all foreign FIU requests and domestic law enforcement requests sent to
foreign financial intelligence units in its management information system, the FinCEN Database. The table
below reflects requests that FinCEN received from foreign FIUs during the years 2000 to 2004.
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Requests
199
325
511
530
613

FOREIGN REQUESTS MADE TO FINCEN
Number of Subjects
2,196
2,562
6,058
4,996
6,362

Number of Requesters
32
53
56
72
73

1210. The following chart shows the requests that FinCEN made to foreign FIUs on behalf of U.S. law
enforcement agencies during the years 2000 to 2004.
U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT REQUESTS REFERRED TO FOREIGN FIU’S
Year
Requests
Resulting Referrals*
# of Subjects
# of Requesters
Requests Declined
2000
19
25
75
10
2001
39
141
559
15
2002
116
341
2,457
20
2003
110
218
1,569
24
2004
127
287
1,556
27
* A single request made by a U.S. law enforcement agency may be referred to multiple FIU’s. For statistical purposes this
requested is counted as one referral only.

1211. FinCEN also records all spontaneous referrals made by foreign FIUs in its management information
system. No such referrals were received in 2000; 48 were received in 2001 (primarily immediately after
the events of 9/11); 36 were received during 2002; 21 during 2003 and 49 in 2004. According to that same
in-house database, FinCEN made one pro-active referral to a foreign FIU in 2003 and again in 2004.
1212. FinCEN continues to expand the assistance that it provides to its international partners. Examples
of such assistance include: (1) rapid and direct involvement in assisting Spanish authorities after the
Madrid bombing; (2) expanding the analyst exchange training program; and (3) providing expert
assistance to FIUs to maintain the Egmont Secure Web.
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Law Enforcement Cooperation
1213. The primary pathway for the exchange of information with foreign law enforcement is through the use
of MLATs, handled by DOJ/OIA as the competent authority, or through requests initiated by the country’s
FIU to FinCEN. However, law enforcement agencies (including ICE, the DEA, the CBP, the FBI and the
IRS-CI) are also able to assist their foreign counterparts in the investigation and prosecution of money
laundering offenses through informal means. Requests for simple investigative assistance and information
sharing can be made by foreign police authorities to their DEA, FBI, IRS-CI or ICE counterparts in-country,
who in turn will pass the request for informal assistance to the appropriate agents in the U.S. By having
attachés assigned to foreign posts, IRS-CI, DEA, FBI and ICE have developed companion channels that
permit the agencies to more effectively and expeditiously exchange the information once the formal request
is received from the competent authority. Additionally, the role of the overseas attachés is to help their
foreign law enforcement counterparts in a more rapid, constructive, and effective manner. Through constant
interaction in face-to-face meetings, barriers are reduced and the type of assistance needed can be identified
and provided expeditiously.
1214. Law enforcement and other agencies of the U.S. have entered into a number of general agreements
that would, in most instances, cover cases involving money laundering. For instance, the legacy U.S.
Customs Service, now ICE and CBP, has entered into 44 Customs Mutual Assistance Agreements
(CMAAs) that allow ICE and CBP to assist another party in a wide variety of cases. Other law
enforcement agencies with similarly broad agreements include the FBI and, with respect to narcotics and
associated offenses, the DEA.
1215. All such exchanges of information between the various U.S. attachés and their foreign law
enforcement counterparts can be made both spontaneously and upon request in relation to money laundering
and the underlying predicate offenses. If needed, the respective attachés would forward the information to
other U.S. federal law enforcement personnel that have jurisdiction over the predicate offense, such as DEA
if it pertained to narcotics trafficking or IRS-CI for a tax-related offense and IRS-CI and ICE for a money
laundering related offense. As mentioned above, if it is a request requiring the compulsion of records the
foreign agency would be referred to the appropriate competent authority.
1216. All federal law enforcement agencies are authorized to conduct inquiries on behalf of their foreign
counterparts. Such inquiries can be made pursuant to a qualified competent authority request such as a
MLAT or more informally, when the inquiry does not require the use of compulsory process or the
information can be attained through public databases. Law enforcement agencies (such as the DEA, IRSCI, and ICE) may also work with their foreign counterparts by developing sources of information,
conducting undercover operations, executing search warrants and interviewing witnesses.
1217. In general, information received by federal law enforcement agencies from their foreign
counterparts is subject to controls and safeguards to ensure that such information is used only in an
authorized manner. The placement of attachés overseas was done to facilitate the exchange of information
with foreign counterparts. The attaché’s responsibility is to assist in ensuring requests for information are
not subject to disproportionate or unduly restrictive conditions.
1218. In particular, requests for assistance are not generally refused because judicial proceedings have not
commenced in the requesting country or because a conviction has not yet been obtained.
Title 28 USC 1782 specifically authorizes assistance for “criminal investigations conducted before formal
accusation.” In response to a properly supported request for mutual legal assistance, the U.S. will provide
assistance in relation to fiscal offenses, for example, criminal offenses involving the failure to pay taxes
and customs duties.
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1219. Federal law enforcement officers are subject to a general prohibition against disclosing confidential
information. In this regard, unless specifically authorized by law, it is a crime for an employee of the U.S.
federal government to disclose certain confidential commercial and financial information that has been
obtained in the course of his or her employment or performing official duties.
Regulatory Cooperation in the banking sector
1220. The Federal Banking Agencies all have similar statutory authority to share information (including
specific customer information) with foreign bank supervisors, spontaneously or upon request, in
appropriate circumstances, and to assist with investigations by foreign banking supervisors. They also
have authority to exchange information with foreign bodies other than banking supervisors, but such
exchanges are limited to information already in the possession of the U.S. agency. All of the agencies
have established procedures under which requests for information are processed.
1221. As shown in the following table, the Federal Banking Agencies are party (either separately or
jointly) to a number of bilateral supervisory information sharing arrangements with foreign bank
supervisors. Such formal arrangements, however, are not a prerequisite to sharing.
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
El Salvador
France
Germany
Guatemala
Guernsey
Hong Kong
Jersey
Latvia
Mexico
Netherlands
Nicaragua
Panama
Poland
Slovakia
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Type of Document
Statement of Cooperation
Statement of Cooperation
Exchange of Letters
Memorandum of Understanding
Statement of Cooperation
Memorandum of Understanding
Exchange of Letters
Memorandum of Understanding
Memorandum of Understanding
Exchange of Letters
Memorandum of Understanding
Statement of Cooperation
Exchange of Letters
Exchange of Letters
Statement of Cooperation
Statement of Cooperation
Exchange of Letters
Statement of Cooperation
Memorandum of Understanding
Exchange of Letters
Statement of Cooperation
Memorandum of Understanding

Agency
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC
OCC
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC
FDIC
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC
OCC
OCC + Federal Reserve
OCC + Federal Reserve
FDIC
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC
OCC
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC
OCC + Federal Reserve + FDIC

Date
9/3/1999
6/3/2003
9/17/2001
4/24/1998
4/16/1998
6/17/2004
12/8/2003
5/19/2004
8/10/2000
11/5/2003
2/3/1999
2/19/2001
9/10/2003
7/9/2003
7/3/2002
1/28/2003
9/24/2004
1/30/2004
10/23/2004
8/27/2002
5/24/2005
5/28/1998

1222. Section 8(v) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act [12 USC 1818(v)] permits the Federal Banking
Agencies to provide assistance to foreign banking authorities, if the foreign authority is conducting an
investigation to determine whether there is a violation of law or regulation dealing with banking matters or
currency transactions that are administered or enforced by the foreign authority. In determining whether
to provide assistance pursuant to this provision, the Federal Banking Agencies must consider whether the
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foreign banking authority has agreed to provide reciprocal assistance concerning banking matters within
its jurisdiction, and whether compliance with the request will prejudice the U.S. public interest.
1223. Section 15 of the International Banking Act (12 USC 3109) authorizes sharing information with
foreign bank regulatory or supervisory authorities, if such disclosure does not prejudice the interests of the
U.S., and the foreign authority agrees to maintain the confidentiality of the information to the extent
possible under applicable law. The conditions imposed on exchanges of information by the Federal
Banking Agencies are limited to those necessary to preserve the confidentiality of information to the
extent necessary. In addition, the Federal Banking Agencies will seek assurances that information will
only be used by the foreign authority for lawful supervisory purposes.
1224. The Federal Banking Agencies do not refuse requests for cooperation on supervisory matters on the
sole ground that the request is also considered to involve fiscal matters.
1225. Information received by the Federal Banking Agencies from foreign authorities is subject to
controls and safeguards to ensure that such information is used only in an authorized manner. Employees
of the Federal Banking Agencies are subject to a general prohibition against disclosing confidential
information. In this regard, unless specifically authorized by law, it is a crime for an employee of the U.S.
federal government to disclose certain confidential commercial and financial information that has been
obtained in the course of his or her employment or performing official duties (18 USC 1905). The Federal
Banking Agencies, in appropriate situations, will share: (a) with other federal and state banking authorities
and regulatory agencies such as securities and insurance regulators, and (b) with U.S. law enforcement
authorities, if information comes to their attention that indicates a possible violation of criminal law. In
addition, it should be noted that the Federal Banking Agencies will respond to subpoenas issued by
Congress or by a grand jury or pursuant to a court order. In such cases, the recipients of confidential
information generally are required to protect the confidentiality of such information.
1226. The Federal Reserve and the OCC both maintain databases that include a record of requests for
assistance made by foreign supervisors. The information exchanged by both agencies with foreign supervisors
is related primarily to supervisory matters. The Federal Reserve reports that for the period January 2004October 2005 approximately 60 instances of correspondence with foreign supervisors were recorded, of
which 2 contained a reference to AML/CFT. Those two requests for assistance were granted. The OCC
figures indicate that, in the course of 2005, there 32 requests for confidential information, of which only one
related to AML issues. All the requests were addressed, mostly within one month.
Regulatory Cooperation in the securities sector
1227. The SEC has the statutory ability to exercise its broad powers on behalf of, and share information
with, “foreign securities authorities,” a term very broadly defined in the Securities Exchange Act. The
SEC is able to obtain non-public information and testimony from individuals and entities on behalf of
foreign securities authorities, both formally through information-sharing arrangements with foreign
counterparts such as memoranda of understanding, and informally through ad hoc arrangements. The SEC
has entered into cooperative enforcement arrangements with the following foreign counterparts:
Australia, Brazil, Canadian provincial regulators, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Jersey, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom. The SEC is also a signatory to the IOSCO MMOU (which is the first global informationsharing arrangement among securities regulators).
1228. The SEC has authority to provide a wide range of assistance to foreign authorities in the investigation
and prosecution of offenses that relate to potential securities violations, including matters related to the
financing of terrorism. Pursuant to its statutory authority, the SEC can provide foreign regulators,
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investigators and prosecutors with a range of information, including financial records, witness statements
and testimony. Specifically, the SEC may compel this information on behalf of foreign securities regulators
[15 USC 78(u)(a)(2)] and for other entities, the SEC may provide them relevant information held in the
SEC's files [15 USC 78x(c)]. This assistance does not depend on a formal arrangement.
1229. At the request of a foreign securities authority, the SEC can use its compulsory investigative powers
to assist a foreign securities authority investigating violations, or potential violations, of any laws or rules
administered or enforced by the foreign securities authority [s.21(a)(2), Securities Exchange Act]. These
powers include requiring the production of documents held by regulated entities, as well as the ability to
use the SEC’s subpoena powers to compel the production of documents or testimony from any person or
entity anywhere within the U.S. Notably, section 21(a)(2) specifically states that the SEC may provide
assistance to foreign securities regulators regardless of whether the facts stated in the request would
constitute a violation of U.S. laws. In exercising this authority, section 21(a)(2) of the Exchange Act
directs the SEC to consider: (1) whether the requesting authority has agreed to provide reciprocal
assistance to the SEC, and (2) whether compliance with the request would prejudice the public interest of
the U.S. As part of providing assistance to a foreign securities authority, the SEC may conduct an
investigation and use its compulsory powers under section 21(b) of the Exchange Act as it would in its
own investigations. SEC subpoenas are issued by SEC staff to whom authority is delegated by the
Commission, and do not require any judicial process or assistance by another regulator.
1230. The SEC has no provisions that restrict or limit a foreign authority’s use of information and documents
for the purposes of investigating potential violations of the securities laws and related criminal charges,
including money laundering, conducting a civil or administrative enforcement proceeding, assisting in a selfregulatory organization's surveillance or enforcement activities or assisting in a criminal prosecution. While
the SEC requires assurances of confidentiality under section 24(c) of the Exchange Act and Rule 24c-1, these
confidentiality assurances do not restrict the foreign authority’s ability to use the information for the purposes
of its investigation and/or any related proceedings, or its ability to transfer the information to criminal law
enforcement authorities and self-regulatory organizations.
1231. The SEC does not refuse requests for assistance related to potential violations of securities laws on the
sole ground that the request is also considered to involve fiscal matters. No secrecy or blocking laws are
imposed in the U.S. on information sharing with foreign securities authorities. Under section 24(d) of the
Exchange Act, the SEC is able to protect from unnecessary public disclosure information regarding requests
made by foreign securities authorities as well as information received from foreign securities authorities.
With the exception of a formal request from the U.S. Congress or a court order in an action commenced by
the SEC or the U.S. government, section 24(d) states that the SEC shall not be compelled to disclose records
obtained from a foreign securities authority if the foreign securities authority has stated that public disclosure
of the records would violate its laws. This section explicitly exempts from disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act any records obtained from a foreign securities authority. Under section 24(a) of the
Exchange Act, the term “records” is defined to include “applications, statements, reports, contracts,
correspondence, notices and other documents,” and would cover correspondence from the foreign securities
authority and notes from consultations between or among the authorities involved requesting assistance.
Section 24(d) also permits the SEC to refuse third party discovery requests to access confidential information
received from a foreign securities regulator. This provision in effect gives such information greater
protection than that afforded information gathered by purely domestic processes, which may be available to
such discovery requests. At the same time, section 24(d) yields to a Constitutional principle that a defendant
named in an action instituted by the SEC or the DOJ must have reasonable access to the information upon
which the government relies or to information otherwise relevant to the government’s allegations.
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1232. The SEC can share information in its public and non-public files with other foreign authorities, including
bank supervisory authorities and criminal authorities, provided that the SEC receives assurances of
confidentiality where appropriate. The SEC may share the information in its files with any foreign or domestic
person/entity (as the SEC by rule deems appropriate), spontaneously or upon request, “in its discretion and
upon a showing that such information is needed…provided the SEC receives assurances of confidentiality from
the person or entity requesting the records or information” [Section 24(c), Exchange Act]. Rule 24c-1
implementing Section 24(c) of the Exchange Act defines “appropriate” persons or entities to include federal,
state, local or foreign governments or any political subdivision, authority, agency or instrumentality of such
government, and foreign financial regulatory authorities.
1233. As a general matter, all information and documents obtained by the SEC in the course of any
investigation (including an investigation initiated to assist a foreign securities authority) are deemed
nonpublic and confidential, unless made a matter of public record (e.g., as part of a court proceeding).
Officers and employees of the SEC are prohibited from making such confidential information or
documents of the SEC available to anyone other than a member, officer or employee of the SEC without
Commission authorization. The relevant provisions mandating the nonpublic nature of this information
may be found at Subpart M of the SEC’s Rules on Organization, Conduct and Ethics; and Information and
Requests, Rule 2 of the SEC’s Rules Relating to Investigations, Securities Act Rule 122, Exchange Act
Rule 0-4, and Trust Indenture Act Rule 0-6.
1234. In 2005, the SEC’s Office of International Affairs made 438 requests to foreign authorities for
enforcement assistance and handled 315 requests from foreign authorities related to enforcement
investigations and cases.
Regulatory Cooperation in the insurance sector
1235. As the insurance industry is regulated primarily at the state level, the extent of regulatory cooperation
allowed with international regulators depends upon state law. In 2000, the NAIC undertook an initiative to
update the confidentiality and information sharing provisions of several key model laws to allow for the
sharing of information with international regulators. Specifically, the Model Examination Law, Standard
Valuation Law, Risk-Based Capital For Insurers Model Act and Insurance Holding Company System
Regulatory Act were revised to allow, through the state’s insurance commissioner, the sharing of:
“documents, materials or other information, including the confidential and privileged documents,
materials or information subject to Paragraph (1), with other state, federal and international
regulatory agencies, with the National Association of Insurance Commissioners and its affiliates and
subsidiaries, and with state, federal and international law enforcement authorities, provided that the
recipient agrees to maintain the confidentiality and privileged status of the document, material,
communication or other information.”
1236. Also, beginning 1 January 2006, the NAIC accreditation standard for Information Sharing has been
amended to provide that states should allow for such information sharing and each state insurance
department should have a documented policy to cooperate and share information with respect to domestic
companies with the regulatory officials of any state, federal agency, or foreign countries and the NAIC
directly and also indirectly through committees established by the NAIC which may be reviewing and
coordinating regulatory oversight and activities. Additionally, the International Insurance Relations Division
of the NAIC signs MOUs with countries to demonstrate the intention to work together. MOUs have been
signed with China, Brazil, Iraq, Vietnam, and drafts are underway with the EU, Russia, and Hong Kong.
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Regulatory Cooperation in the MSB sector
1237. All information that IRS gathers pursuant to its regulatory capacity for BSA is the property of
FinCEN, and only through FinCEN can a foreign regulatory counterpart request the information.

6.5.2

Recommendations and Comments

1238. The U.S. has implemented mechanisms that allow its FIU, law enforcement agencies and regulators
to provide to their foreign counterparts with a wide range of international cooperation. Similar
mechanisms exist to facilitate international cooperation diagonally (i.e. from FIU to law enforcement, or
from law enforcement to regulator). In general, exchanges of information concerning money laundering
or terrorist financing may be provided promptly, either spontaneously or upon request, and without unduly
restrictive conditions. Additionally, many U.S. agencies (including the FIU) are authorized to make
inquiries or conduct investigations on behalf of their foreign counterparts.
1239. For the most part, other FATF members reported experiencing a satisfactory level of informal
cooperation with U.S. authorities at all levels. Only a very limited number of FATF members have
encountered some difficulty in exchanging information with FinCEN. It is, therefore, recommended that
FinCEN improve the quality of its analytical research reports so that they contain a more practical and
deeper level of analysis tailored to the specific investigative needs of the requesting FIU.

6.5.3

Compliance with Recommendation 40 and Special Recommendation V
Rating

Summary of factors relevant to s.6.5 underlying overall rating

R.40

C

•

This Recommendation is fully observed.

SR.V

LC

•

With regards to these elements, this Recommendation is fully observed.

7

RESOURCES AND STATISTICS

7.1

Resources of Competent Authorities (R.30)

7.1.1

Description and Analysis

Resources and structure of the FIU
1240. FinCEN is organized into the Office of the Director and four major operating divisions. The four
divisions cover regulatory activity, analysis, client liaison and services, and administration and
communications. In addition, the Office of Chief Counsel provides legal services to all these units.
Following a major restructuring in 2004-2005 with the overall aim to align FinCEN’s functional units with
its strategic priorities, four executive-level managers, the Associate Directors for the Regulatory Policy
and Programs, Analytic, Client Liaison and Services, and Administration and Communications Divisions
were recruited and selected. Among other changes, the realignment set up a new Office of Compliance
with responsibility for assuring that examinations for compliance with the BSA and related requirements
are uniform and effective. FinCEN’s staff includes about 107 analysts.126
1241. FinCEN’s technology indicates when different agencies are searching the same data so those
agencies can be put together–avoiding investigative overlap and permitting the agencies to leverage
126

See Annex 6, Table 2 for more detailed description of FinCEN’s divisions. See Annex 6, Table 3 for a description of
FinCEN’s staffing levels. See Annex 6, Table 4 for a description of FinCEN’s budgetary resources.
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resources and information. FinCEN uses a secure information technology infrastructure to manage the
collection, processing, storage and dissemination of BSA data. The Gateway and Platform programs
enable regulatory agencies and law enforcement to access BSA data.
1242. FinCEN’s re-structuring also focused on improving its technological resources, in particular the
systems required to store, collect, and ease the dissemination of the data. For example, FinCEN launched
a major initiative to make BSA data and analytical tools available to authorized users through an easy-touse, secure, web-based program. In addition, FinCEN began taking the necessary steps to ensure its
analysts greater access to classified information crucial to anti-terrorism efforts. This ongoing effort
includes upgrading employee background investigation and security clearance requirements, tightening
physical security, and upgrading computer security.
1243. FinCEN insists that its staff maintain high professional standards, adhere to confidentiality requirements,
exhibit high integrity, and undergo adequate and relevant training. Every new FinCEN employee undergoes a
rigorous security background check before being accepted into employment. Background checks are repeated /
updated every five years on all FinCEN employees. Once on the job employees are required to sign
confidentiality agreements as well as undergo several security training seminars covering such subjects as:
Procedures for Protecting Information, Personal Conduct and Reporting Requirements, U.S. Government
Ethics Standards, Computer and Other Technical Vulnerabilities, and Personal Safety Measures. FinCEN
attracts, develops, and retains a high-performing, diverse workforce through implementation of a new
recruitment program and using effective performance management and individual development plans. The
team was informed that FinCEN has–at this moment–sufficient resources.
1244. Since the last evaluation, FinCEN has enhanced employee development by establishing a new
training function charged with developing career path progressions for all employees and providing
training to 93% of FinCEN’s employees. Some 75% of the training expenditures were for technical skills,
and 14% of training expenditures were for executive, managerial, and supervisory training. The
remainder was for equal employment opportunity and retirement planning training. FinCEN sought to
narrow gaps in technology skills by providing training in 39 areas related to information technology and
software. FinCEN also offers its employees an extensive array of courses, including courses on: Illicit
International Monetary Flows, International Banking Operations, Financial Crimes Seminar, Combating
Terrorist Financing, Life Insurance Company Products, and Funds Transfer Training.
Resources and structure of the law enforcement and prosecutorial authorities
1245. Information concerning the structure, funding, staffing, technical and other resources of U.S. law
enforcement and prosecutorial authorities is set out below. The authorities are listed alphabetically by
acronym.
1246. Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section, Criminal Division (AFMLS) (DOJ): As of
2 September 2005, the AFMLS has 34 attorneys and 12 support personnel. In addition, the Section has
approximately 30 contract employees that are paid with funds from the Assets Forfeiture Fund. The staff
is divided into four units, each headed by a Deputy Chief. See Annex 6 Table 5 for additional information
concerning the structure of AFMLS. AFMLS, in partnership with the Executive Office for the OCDETF,
has conducted 24 Financial Investigation Training Seminars in every OCDETF region in the country
during the past two and a half years. These seminars have trained more than 1,800 federal, state and local
prosecutors and agents from 16 federal law enforcement agencies.
1247. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA): In 2003, the DEA issued a directive restoring DEA’s
primary focus to the financial aspects of drug investigations. Consequently, every DEA investigation
includes a financial investigation. Also, the DEA established: (1) an Office of Financial Operations;
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(2) specialized money laundering groups in every DEA Field Division; and (3) a “Bulk Currency
Initiative” to coordinate all U.S. highway money seizures for the purpose of developing the evidence
necessary to identify, disrupt and dismantle large-scale narcotics trafficking organizations. It also
increased Special Agent resources devoted to money laundering in key foreign offices. The Special
Agents in Charge of each of the DEA’s 21 field divisions have established at least one Financial
Investigative Team (FIT). Many of the FIT Teams are staffed with DEA special agents and also with
special agents from the IRS-CI, ICE, FBI, the Postal Inspection Service, and state and local law
enforcement officers. These FIT Teams are responsible for handling the more complex drug-money
laundering investigations.
1248. The DEA’s Financial Operations (FO) office provides training in money laundering and financial
investigative techniques to: DEA personnel; foreign, state, and local law enforcement counterparts;
private financial sector management personnel (Operation Contact); and information and training (upon
request) to private companies and banking institutions regarding money-laundering trends. The FO also
provides support and guidance in establishing and building specialized money laundering groups.
1249. Department of Justice (DOJ): The DOJ is organized into several divisions located in Washington
D.C. and 94 U.S. Attorneys Offices located in 94 different judicial districts across the country. The
Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, and each of the Assistant Attorneys General in charge of
DOJ’s divisions, as well as each U.S. Attorney in each district are appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. U.S. Attorney Offices ordinarily establish a specialized forfeiture unit
or designate primary responsibility for forfeiture matters to particular attorneys. Each office also has
named a senior prosecutor as its Antiterrorism Advisory Council Coordinator (ATAC), to serve as the
district’s terrorism prosecution point of contact, and to promote and ensure proper training and
information sharing on terrorism cases and terrorism threats (including terrorist financing), throughout the
district.
1250. While the DOJ has specialized sections to handle AML and CFT prosecutions (the AFMLS, the
Counterterrorism Section, and the OCDETF), the DOJ is staffed by career prosecutors, some of whom
handle a general docket. Others are experts in investigating and prosecuting complex and specialized
matters, including those involving fraud, narcotics trafficking, organized crime, money laundering, public
corruption, terrorism, or the financing of terrorism offenses.
1251. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): In an effort to improve its data management, the FBI is
implementing a next generation electronic file management system. The new system will support the FBI’s
mission by helping manage investigative, administrative, and intelligence needs while also improving ways to
encourage information sharing with other agencies. Among the enhancements the FBI envisions is the ability
to exploit SARs and other BSA data from FinCEN by using computer software to visualize financial patterns,
link distinct criminal activities, and display the activity in link analysis charts.
1252. Department of Homeland Security Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): Pursuant to
enactment of the BSA in 1970, the former U.S. Customs Service, Office of Investigations (transferred to
ICE in 2003) began conducting financial investigations With border search authority, ICE was also well
suited for investigative activity pursuant to the “Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act” under
31 USC and 18 USC 1956. The FTID of ICE attempts to identify, investigate, disrupt, and dismantle
criminal and terrorist organizations and the complex systems used to launder funds. The FTID is
composed of four distinct units: (1) the Cornerstone Unit; (2) Trade Transparency Unit (which includes
Money Laundering Coordination Center); (3) Financial Operations Unit; and (4) the Commercial Fraud
Unit and National Center for Intellectual Property Rights. See Annex 6, Table 6 for a more detailed
description of the four units of ICE.
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1253. Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI): IRS-CI has approximately 4 500
employees, of which 2,800 are special agents devoted to enforcing money laundering, terrorist financing
and criminal tax statutes. The special agents are distributed into field offices throughout the country, but
concentrated in the major money laundering centers in the U.S. such as New York, South Florida, Los
Angeles, and the Southwest Border. The IRS-CI has 35 field offices, each with an SAR review team that
reviews SARs for possible money laundering and other illicit finance activity. IRS-CI provides money
laundering statistical data on its website. The Department of Treasury has provided USD 3.1 million per
year to IRS-CI to equip and staff task forces located in HIFCAs. These funds are also used to support
other money laundering task forces, SAR review teams, and to develop an electronic BSA report filing
system for FinCEN.
1254. Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDEFT) Program (DOJ): The OCDETF
operates nationwide with agent resources and Assistant U.S. Attorneys in the 94 judicial districts
organized into nine geographic regions: the Florida/Caribbean Region; the Great Lakes Region; the MidAtlantic Region; the New England Region; the New York/New Jersey Region; the Pacific Region; the
Southeast Region; the Southwest Region; and the West Central Region. Within each region, one U.S.
Attorney oversees the region’s OCDETF Coordination Group with includes investigative agencies
throughout the region.
1255. Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC): OFAC is divided into three divisions: an
Investigations and Enforcement division, a Program Policy and Implementation division, and a Resource
Management division. In fiscal year 2005, OFAC had a staff of 138 full-time employees (nine of which
are responsible for outreach) and an operating budget of USD 22.1 million. Not all of these staff would
administer the OFAC programs that relates to EO 13224, as OFAC is responsible for administering 29
economic sanctions programs against foreign governments, entities and individuals. OFAC maintains
offices in Miami, Mexico City, Bogotá and Bahrain and maintains a close working relationship with other
federal departments and agencies to ensure that sanctions programs are implemented properly and
enforced effectively. OFAC works directly with the Department of State; the Department of Commerce;
the DOJ, the FBI, the CBP and ICE; bank regulatory agencies; and other law enforcement agencies to
fulfill its mission. In addition, OFAC conducts significant public outreach programs to work with the
broad range of industries potentially affected by OFAC-administered sanctions programs. Section 2.4 of
this report describes the great deal of work involved in administering the OFA programs and, as discussed
in that section, the size of the task presents a significant challenge for 138 full-time employees.
1256. Office of International Affairs, Criminal Division (OIA): First created in 1979, the DOJ’s OIA
now has nearly 50 attorneys with expertise in various geographical and substantive areas. Most attorneys
are assigned to handle cases from one of the following main geographic areas: (1) the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the English-speaking Caribbean; (2) Western Europe; (3) Central and
Eastern Europe; (4) Central America and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean; (5) South America; and,
(6) Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. OIA's Fugitive Unit coordinates location and extradition efforts for
"career fugitives" who remain at large despite extensive law enforcement efforts, and its Multilateral
Team helps advance U.S. law enforcement interests in multinational organizations. OIA also has attorneys
posted overseas in Brussels, Mexico City, Rome, London, Paris, San Salvador, and Manila. OIA
coordinates its assistance with International and National Security Coordinators designated in each of the
94 United States Attorneys' Offices located throughout the U.S. These coordinators serve as points of
contact for both incoming and outgoing requests for fugitives and evidence.
1257. U.S. Postal Service: In 2004, the U.S. Postal Inspection Service established an Intelligence Group
at its Headquarters office in Washington, DC. This Group acquires access to a multitude of commercial
and federal agency databases, including financial-related data from various sources within the Postal
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Service, such as the Postal Service’s BSA Suspicious Activity database. The U.S. Postal Inspection
Service has over 70 postal inspectors are assigned as liaison officers to the Terrorist Screening Center, the
NJTTF, and the National Counter-Terrorism Center, which includes the Interagency Intelligence
Committee on Terrorism. These inspectors work with Joint Terrorism Task Forces across the country to
investigate domestic and international terrorism. In fiscal year 2004, the Inspection Service arrested 1 724
suspects for drug trafficking and money laundering through postal products and services.
1258. Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts: The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, a part of
the Judicial Branch, is responsible for the training of judges. The team was informed that judges, at the
different courts, receive preliminary training, but are generally not trained sufficiently to be able to deal
with complicated ML/FT offenses/cases as well as freezing/seizing and confiscation.
1259. There was a general perception among the law enforcement agencies that they were underresourced. Nevertheless, they seem to be working effectively and their staff are well trained.
Resources and structure of supervisors
Banking sector
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
1260. The Federal Reserve is an independent agency that does not rely on Congressional appropriations
for funding. The seven members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System are nominated
by the President and confirmed by the Senate to serve 14-year terms of office. The President designates,
and the Senate confirms, two members of the Board to the Chairman and Vice Chairman, for four-year
terms. In making appointments, the President is directed by law to select a “fair representation of the
financial, agricultural, industrial, and commercial interests and geographical divisions of the country”.
These aspect of selection are intended to ensure representation of regional interests and the interests of
various sectors of the public.
1261. The System comprises the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ("the Board") and 12
Reserve Banks located in major cities across the U.S. The Federal Reserve budget expenditures for
BSA/AML supervision is covered within the overall supervision and regulation budget and not tracked
separately. The 2005 calendar year budget for the Division of Supervision and Regulation of Federal
Reserve Banks was USD 519.3 million. Additionally, the Board’s Division of Banking Supervision and
Regulation had a 2004-2005 annual budget of USD 84.3 million.
1262. The Federal Reserve BSA examination staffing and resources include supervision and regulatory
policy staff at the Board and throughout the twelve Federal Reserve Districts. The Board’s staff in
Washington, D.C. is responsible for developing and coordinating BSA/AML supervisory policy and nationwide training for the Federal Reserve System and overseeing system-wide compliance with BSA/AML
requirements. The Reserve Banks are responsible for examining banking organizations subject to Federal
Reserve supervision in their Districts and report findings quarterly to Board staff. The individual Reserve
Banks have a high degree of autonomy with respect to their day-to-day regulatory functions, but are
accountable to, and subject to oversight by, the Board in Washington.
1263. As of the end of calendar year 2004, the Federal Reserve had a total of 1,671 credentialed
examiners of which 950 were commissioned field staff. Commissioned field examiners are those who
have successfully completed the Federal Reserve’s examiner education and proficiency process. Of these
examiners 108 possess advanced BSA/AML skills, including 15 who have advanced Large Complex
Banking Organization skills. In addition, there are 337 examiners who possess intermediate skills and
another 478 with a basic skill level.
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1264. The Federal Reserve’s training plan for staff members seeking to obtain an examiner commission
requires the individual to master a core curriculum and to successfully pass a proficiency test in each core
area. For the BSA/AML proficiency test, an individual must demonstrate an understanding of the concept of
money laundering, the purpose of the BSA, and the minimum requirements of Board’s regulations on
BSA/AML compliance programs, and requirements for filing SARs. Informal training is provided by Board
and Reserve Bank staffs through a variety of means. Specifically, Board staff holds semi-annual fora with
senior BSA/AML supervisory staff to provide the Reserve Bank staff with policy updates, and discuss recent
examination experiences. In addition, the Board’s senior BSA/AML examiners participate in select
examinations throughout the country to provide on-the-job training to Reserve Bank examiners. Each
Reserve Bank also provides ongoing training to supervision staff to keep them informed of the changes to
regulations, laws, and procedures. Typically, BSA/AML training is offered at each Reserve Bank’s annual
examiner conference.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
1265. The FDIC is an independent agency of the federal government. It receives no Congressional
appropriations, but is funded by premiums that banks and thrift institutions pay for deposit insurance
coverage and from earnings on investments in U.S. Treasury securities. BSA is an integral part of all safety
and soundness examinations and as such, all examiners and supervisory staff are expected to be
knowledgeable of and either perform BSA/AML examination work, or review the results of the
examinations. FDIC staff that covers BSA/AML as part of their work or review processes is as follows:
FDIC resources
Examiners
Supervisory Examiners
Field Supervisors
Regional Office Professional Staff
Washington Office Professional Staff
Total
*Excludes regional senior management, accountants, and reporting staff.

Number
1,296
131
51
174*
8
1,660

1266. The BSA/AML examination staffing and resources include risk management supervisory examiners
from over 80 Field Offices, professional risk management staff and management from six Regional Offices
and professional staff from the Washington Office, AML Section. The AML Section is responsible for
developing and coordinating BSA/AML supervisory policy, training risk management staff, and
coordinating and monitoring FDIC-supervised institutions with significant BSA/AML Program deficiencies.
The AML Section's resources were increased in 2004 to enhance its coordination and oversight role. The
Regional and Field Offices are responsible for examining and reviewing findings of FDIC-supervised banks.
The Washington Office also reviews significant BSA/AML problems, and provides interpretations, advice
and guidance to FDIC Regional staff and others.
1267. The FDIC’s risk management examiner training program requires the individual to master a core
curriculum and to pass a proficiency examination. The pre-commission training program embodies basic
concepts that every examiner is expected to know in order to perform at the commissioned level including
BSA/AML. Additionally, there are approximately 320 BSA/AML subject-matter experts in the FDIC, of
which 300 are at the field office level, 12 at the regional office level and eight in the Washington office.
One primary role of such experts is to provide guidance to staff on any BSA/AML issue. Regional and
Field Offices provide ongoing training to examination staff to keep them abreast of changes to regulations,
laws, and procedures through on-the-job training and face-to-face sessions.
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National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
1268. The following table shows the number of employees of NCUA and the number of persons dedicated
to AML/CFT issues in the agency.
Date

Total NCUA Employees

30 Sep 2004
30 Sep 2005

915
924

Examiners responsible for reviewing
compliance with BSA/AML
513
521

Other staff involved with
BSA/AML actions
7
7

1269. While NCUA does not have specialists who are solely devoted to AML, NCUA’s consumer
compliance subject matter examiners are provided with additional training on AML issues and serve as a
resource for other staff. NCUA had 25 consumer compliance subject matter examiners in 2005, one fewer
than the previous year. These examiners are included in the count above.
1270. NCUA examiners review compliance with BSA at all exams, and periodic AML training is
provided to all NCUA examiners.
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
1271. The OCC is an independent bureau within the Treasury. It is headed by the Comptroller of the
Currency, who is appointed for a five-year term by the President, with the advice and consent of the
Senate. The Comptroller is vested with general administrative powers and duties for the administration of
the national banking laws, and is charged with the duty of supervising national banks. By statute,
Treasury may not intervene in any matter or proceeding before the OCC unless otherwise provided by
law. The Comptroller can be removed from office by the President upon reasons communicated by him to
the U.S. Senate, and the U.S. Congress exercises oversight responsibilities over the OCC and may hold
hearings and subpoena documents from the OCC. The position is non-partisan.
1272. The OCC has its headquarters in Washington D.C., a data center in Maryland, and four district
offices in Chicago, Dallas, Denver and New York. It also has 48 field offices and 23 satellite locations in
cities throughout the U.S., resident examiner teams in the 25 largest banking companies that it supervises,
and an examining office in London, England.
1273. The OCC’s revenue is derived primarily from assessments and fees paid by national banks and income
on investments in U.S. government securities. It does not receive congressional appropriations to fund any of
its operations. By federal statute 12 USC 481, the OCC’s funds are maintained in a U.S. government trust
revolving fund. The funds remain available to cover the annual costs of the OCC’s operations in accordance
with policies established by the Comptroller. To achieve its strategic goals and accomplish its mission, the
OCC separates its activities into three major project areas: supervise, regulate and charter. It formulates its
budget and tracks costs and full-time equivalents (FTEs) by these programs.
1274. The “supervise program”, which is by far the largest program, encompasses the supervision of
national banks and their subsidiaries, federal branches and agencies of foreign banks, national trust
companies, bank data software vendors, and data processing service providers. For fiscal year 2004 the
OCC devoted 2,212 FTEs (or 82% of total FTEs) to this program, which cost USD 392.1 million. The
“regulate program” establishes regulations, policies and operating guidance, and interpretations of general
applicability to national banks. The “charter program” involves activities related to chartering national
banks, as well as evaluating the permissibility of structures and activities of national banks and their
subsidiaries. The OCC devoted 14% and 4% of total FTEs, respectively, to each of these programs.
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1275. The OCC has nearly 1,824 examiners in the field, many of whom are involved in both safety and
soundness and compliance with applicable laws including the BSA. It has over 300 examiners onsite at
the largest national banks, engaged in continuous supervision of all aspects of their operations. In 2005,
the OCC had the equivalent of approximately 49 full time employees involved in BSA/AML supervision.
It has seven full time BSA/AML compliance specialists in Washington D.C. dedicated to developing
policy, training, and assisting on complex examinations; and one full-time fraud expert, who is responsible
for tracking the activities of offshore shell banks and other vehicles for defrauding banks and the public.
1276. The OCC has an extensive training program that examiners must complete in order to take and pass
the Uniform Commission Examination (UCE) to be commissioned as a National Bank Examiner. The
OCC’s AML School is a 28-hour classroom course designed to train participants to recognize the potential
money laundering risks confronting financial institutions, assess the adequacy of an institution’s policies,
procedures and practices in complying with BSA and AML Programs and provide access to information to
maintain updated knowledge on AML issues. The OCC has also implemented an annual BSA/AML
Examiner Specialized Skills Program.
1277. In 2005, the OCC undertook to provide extensive BSA/AML training to all of its bank examiners,
which includes Community Bank and Mid-Size Bank examiners reporting to the four OCC District
Offices and resident on-site Large Bank examiners. This training focused on the new FFIEC Examination
Manual and incorporated modules on high risk products, services and customers.
1278. In addition to formal course offerings, the OCC periodically provides training in the form of
agency-wide teleconferences, and provides external training opportunities to its employees, including the
industry Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist certification, as appropriate.
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)
1279. The OTS was established in 1989 as a bureau of the Treasury. The Director is appointed by the
President, with Congressional confirmation, for a five-year term. The OTS is headquartered in
Washington D.C. with four regional offices located in Jersey City, Atlanta, Dallas, and San Francisco. Its
budget in 2005 was approximately USD 187 million, which is expected to rise to about USD 215 million
in 2006. As of September 2005, OTS had 474 examiners in the field examining for safety and soundness,
compliance with applicable laws including BSA, and trust and asset management activities. In addition,
approximately 100 staff, both in Washington and the regions, devote time to BSA compliance issue.
1280. The OTS educates its examiners for the BSA/USA PATRIOT Act in its Compliance I and
Compliance II schools which involve 1.5 days of BSA training modules.
1281. OTS has hosted a number of regional conferences solely dedicated to BSA/USA PATRIOT Act
issues. In early 2003, OTS held mandatory all-day training sessions for examiners from all four regions.
At these conferences, case studies of BSA issues that may be encountered at savings associations were
discussed as well as new BSA/USA PATRIOT Act regulations or other guidance that had been issued.
During 2004 and 2005, BSA and USA PATRIOT Act examination issues were discussed at examiner
team meetings and other examiner education initiatives. OTS regional offices also provide training
sessions for examiners. Topics at such sessions have included BSA Program Review requirements
(12 CFR 563.177); money laundering red flags and money laundering schemes; and AML case studies.
General integrity standards for Federal Banking Agency Staff
1282. Federal laws and regulations, as well as the individual conflict-of-interest rules and codes of
conduct of each of the Federal Banking Agencies, set standards of integrity for agency staff. Under a
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newly enacted federal law introduced following the Riggs Bank case, an examiner may not, for a period of
one year after leaving an agency, accept employment at any financial institution for which the examiner
had served as senior examiner during the last year of employment at that agency [12 USC 1820(k)]. Other
federal laws prohibit examiners from accepting loans or gratuities from financial institutions that they
examine (18 USC 213). The agencies’ rules prohibit an employee from holding a financial interest in any
financial institution that is supervised by that agency and also impose certain limitations on borrowing
relationships between examiners and institutions for which the particular agency is the primary supervisor.
Staffs of each of the Federal Banking Agencies are required to complete ethics training annually.
1283. The confidentiality of information obtained by the Federal Banking Agencies through the
supervisory and examination processes and the reports and records of reports obtained by FinCEN through
required reporting under its regulations (“Supervisory Information”) is protected by a number of federal
statutes and regulations. In the first instance, Supervisory Information is exempt from release to the
public under section (b)(8) of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 USC 552), as it is information
“contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for
the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions.” In addition,
depending on the nature of the information, certain Supervisory Information may also be exempt from
disclosure under section (b)(4) of the FOIA as trade secrets information. Such information is also subject
to the Trade Secrets Act (18 USC 1905), which is a federal criminal law that forbids a federal officer or
employee from disclosing “trade secrets” information unless the disclosure is “authorized by law.”
1284. Supervisory Information is also considered property of the U.S. and, as such, federal criminal law
prohibits the unauthorized use of Supervisory Information for personal use or gain (18 USC 641).
Further, to the extent that the Supervisory Information contains customer identifying information, its
disclosure is also subject to the Right to Financial Privacy Act, which generally prohibits a U.S.
government agency (and its officers and employees) from disclosing financial records of a customer to
another U.S. government agency except in limited circumstances, such as disclosure to other financial
regulators or law enforcement agencies (12 USC 3401 et seq.). The law defines customer as any
individual or partnership of five or fewer individuals.
1285. Finally, each of the Federal Banking Agencies has promulgated regulations that specify the
circumstances under which Supervisory Information may be disclosed to other regulators, other
government agencies, and third parties generally (e.g. 12 CFR Part 261, subpart C and 12 USC 326).
1286. As regards general training, examination staff from each of the Federal Banking Agencies regularly
participates in FFIEC workshops on BSA/AML compliance. The curriculum includes sections on
planning and conducting a BSA/AML examination, customer due diligence, private banking, foreign
correspondent banking, funds transfers, SARs, CFT, OFAC, and non-bank financial institutions. The
FFIEC also has a web accessible “Info-Base” that provides the Federal Banking Agencies’ field examiners
with a quick source of training and basic information. The Info-Base is an automated tool for examiners
and industry that provides information on the FFIEC Manual. The long-term goal of the Info-Base is to
serve as a resource to examiners in the field and to provide training for development in the field to
enhance on-the-job training of BSA/AML examinations examiners and for other topics of specific concern
to examiners in FFIEC’s five member agencies. The Info-Base features the entire Manual, together with
laws, regulations and video presentations, as well as frequently asked questions and links to other
resources that may be helpful in understanding BSA/AML requirements and examination expectations.
State Supervisory Agencies
1287. As indicated previously, although there has been no delegation of BSA compliance responsibilities
to the state banking agencies, the majority of such agencies undertake examinations under cooperative
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arrangements with the federal agencies. These examinations are either performed jointly or on an
alternate basis with the federal agencies. According to the CSBS data, of the 46 state, District of Columbia
and Puerto Rican agencies that undertake BSA examinations, 18 have designated BSA/AML specialists or
subject matter experts. The numbers of such experts in each agency range from one to 12. In almost all
cases the designated experts have undertaken training provided through the federal agencies. This is
usually facilitated under the auspices of the CSBS, which maintains a close relationship with the federal
agencies, which participate in the BSA 4-day BSA training program that it has developed. The third such
program takes place in early 2006. It has also to be noted that a number of states have their own AML
statutes, which may or may not contain provisions similar to those of the BSA. Therefore, in these cases
examiners will already have exposure to AML concepts.
Securities sector
Securities and Exchange Commission and the SROs
1288. The SEC is an independent federal agency whose primary mission is to protect investors and
maintain the integrity of the securities markets. The SEC resources dedicated to combating money
laundering are integrated into its major program areas, and a risk-based approach forms an integral part of
the SEC’s approach to meeting its money laundering responsibilities. While the SEC did not separately
track in its Fiscal Year 2006 Congressional Budget Request the portion of its budget attributable to AML
initiatives, the SEC’s total budget for fiscal year 2005 was USD 888 Million. In fiscal year 2005, the SEC
employed 3,871 full-time equivalent employees, 1,258 of whom were employed in the SEC’s Division of
Enforcement, which is responsible for investigating and bringing enforcement actions on behalf of the
SEC. Another 870 were employed in the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations, which is
responsible for conducting compliance examinations and inspections of entities regulated by the SEC.
The SEC stated in its Fiscal Year 2006 Congressional Budget Request that one of its strategic goals will
be continuing to assess compliance of its regulated entities with AML rules.
1289. Rules for examiners focus on possible conflicts of interest that could arise during examinations,
including potential corrupting influences of money launderers or other criminals who may have infiltrated
a financial institution. For example, applicable criminal law imposes absolute prohibitions on job seeking
with institutions an examiner is currently examining. Day to day interactions are preserved on a
professional basis with such basic controls as a prohibition on the acceptance of meals and other gifts by
examined institutions. See generally the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive
Branch 5 CFR Part 2635 et seq.
1290. Each SEC regional office has at least one Ethics Liaison, and most have an Ethics Liaison from the
examination staff. In addition, the SEC’s Office of the General Counsel has an entire group of attorneys
devoted to ethics issues, and there is an “Ethics Officer of the Day” available for consultation at all times.
Counseling is available to anticipate potential problems and advise staff regarding applicable ethics
obligations. The agency also conducts ethics training as an integral part of the annual training for
examiners in both the broker-dealer and mutual fund exam programs. Advanced training sessions,
videoconferences and teleconferences are held throughout the year. In order to assure an agency-wide
focus on ethics issues, each SEC regional office also has at least one Ethics Liaison, and most have an
Ethics Liaison from the examination staff.
1291. In the post-employment area, the SEC’s line managers are expected to respond to any potential
conflict of interest arising from staff accepting employment from a firm that they recently examined. In
addition, for the first two years after leaving the SEC, all former SEC staff must notify the Commission
before they make an appearance before the Commission, which includes dealing with SEC examiners.
The agency also administers an aggressive program to assure that former employees do not “switch sides”
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on matters for which they were responsible while working for the federal government. Departing staff are
counseled with respect to their obligations to protect nonpublic information, and to avoid projects with
which they have conflicts. Law firms that hire examiners (many of whom are lawyers subject to
professional responsibility rules) who may have worked on a matter being handled by a law firm must
make explicit representations regarding the walling off of that former employee in order to continue their
participation in a matter. The SEC is developing a more formalized exit procedure on ethics issues that
will include asking all departing staff for the identity of their new employer, so line managers can followup on any identifiable conflicts.
1292. The SEC provides its staff with several AML training sessions each year and the sessions vary
depending on experience level. The SEC recently has formed an internal AML Working Group consisting
of examiners in each regional and district office. This Working Group serves as a discussion forum for
issues that arise in the field and also an important communication channel for new regulatory and practical
developments, Further, to ensure that examiners keep current on new developments and technologies,
industry representatives and consulting firms regularly give presentations to the SEC as part of its
professional development series. SEC regional offices throughout the country also conduct their own
local training sessions.
NASD
1293. NASD (formerly known as the National Association of Securities Dealers) is an SRO with statutory
examination and enforcement authority over all of its members -- approximately 5300 firms, of which
approximately 50% are very small (typically one-person) operations. There are approximately 900 staff in
the department of member regulation and 200 in the enforcement area. The NYSE has 349 member firms,
of which 217 deal with the public. Those firms dealing with the public must be members of the NASD.
As discussed below, there are firms that are members of both NASD and the NYSE and for those firms,
the SROs reach an agreement as to which SRO will undertake AML compliance examinations.
1294. In an effort to educate SRO examiners about AML and to keep them up to date on AML initiatives,
SRO examiners attend in-house AML training sessions and seminars as well as industry conferences. In
addition, the NASD prepared web-based training regarding AML and BSA requirements which is
available to NASD staff as well as the industry. The NASD also offers a one-day seminar regarding AML
rules through its Institute for Professional Development. The SEC and SROs also work together to offer
joint AML training for examiners. AML is covered annually in the “Joint Regulatory Conference.” In
February 2005, the SEC, NYSE and NASD conducted a two-day, intensive AML training session for
examiners. SRO and SEC staffs regularly attend outside training sessions, including the Securities
Industry Association’s annual AML conference.
New York Stock Exchange
1295. The NYSE is an SRO with statutory examination and enforcement authority over its membership,
which comprises 349 broker-dealers, of which 217 deal with the public and 132 have only broker-dealer
clients. The Member Firm Regulation Division protects investors through regular and for-cause on-site
examinations of NYSE member firms. It is the largest of the NYSE's four divisions employing more that
300 professionals. The NYSE has 187 examiners, of whom 67 specialize in AML work. In addition, there
are 188 staff within the enforcement area. When violations of NYSE rules and federal securities laws are
uncovered, the cases are sent to the Enforcement division for further action.
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Commodity Futures Trading Commission and National Futures Association
1296. The CFTC is an independent federal agency whose primary mission is to protect market users and the
public from fraud, manipulation, and abusive practices related to the sale of commodity and financial futures
and options. The CFTC’s resources dedicated to combating money laundering are integrated into its major
program areas, and a risk-based approach forms an integral part of the CFTC’s approach to meeting its
money laundering responsibilities. In fiscal year 2005, the CFTC employed 511 full-time equivalent
employees, 136 of whom were employed in the CFTC’s Division of Enforcement, which is responsible for
investigating and bringing enforcement actions on behalf of the CFTC.
1297. The NFA has about 230 employees covering some 4000 members, not all of which are currently
subject to BSA requirements.
1298. All CFTC employees are subject to a comprehensive security background check that includes, by way
of example: (1) checking each employee’s employment, educations, residence and credit histories; credit
checks, and checks with both local and federal law enforcement authorities; and (2) cross-checking with both
local and federal law enforcement agencies. CFTC employees are also subject to ethical and conflict-ofinterest guidelines that apply both during and after their tenure with the CFTC. All CFTC staff are subject to
Office of Government Ethics annual training requirements and senior staff are required to file annual
financial disclosure forms. Staff are also subject to government-wide restrictions on post-CFTC
employment designed to minimize potential conflicts of interest.
1299. The CFTC provides in-house training opportunities for its entire staff, which includes auditors that
conduct oversight examinations. The training covers all aspects of the anti-money laundering regulatory
requirements applicable to futures firms. In addition to on-the-job training, all NFA examiners are
required to attend formal training in AML such as instructor-led training sessions and technical
roundtables on various anti-money laundering issues, such as the requirements for futures commission
merchants and introducing brokers in commodities customer identification programs. In addition to inhouse training, NFA also hosts outside agencies, such as FinCEN, to make presentations on relevant and
timely issues related to AML requirements.
Insurance, MSB and DNFBP sectors DNFBPs
IRS-SBSE
1300. The IRS-SBSE is responsible for supervising the insurance sector (except for variable annuities
brokers which will be supervised by the SEC), non-federally insured credit unions, credit card companies,
MSBs (including money remitters and foreign exchange offices), casinos (tribal and non-tribal), some card
clubs and dealers in precious metals/stones.
1301. The IRS-SBSE has 315 BSA examiners in 31 groups housed in 183 offices located in the 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. IRS-SBSE is in the process of hiring an additional 90 examiners.
Applicants have been interviewed and hiring began in April 2006. Examiners are not specialized; however,
their grade level and training will determine what types of examinations they will conduct. These auditors
only do audits for BSA compliance. The IRS has other auditors that handle tax audits. About 20% of the
IRS-SBSE resources are devoted to supervising compliance with the Form 8300 reporting requirements. As
noted in the discussion in section 3.11 of this report, the limited resources in the IRS have to be devoted to a
very broad range of compliance monitoring duties. This task appears to be unrealistic.
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Non-profit sector
1302. Another issue concerns the size of the charitable sector in the U.S. and whether existing resources
particularly at state level are sufficient. The evident diligence and professionalism of both the IRS and
State officers in this area is not in question. Within existing resources, it is also clear that anti-terrorism is
a priority for IRS-TEGE. For example, recent public statements127 by the IRS regarding priorities for
FY2006 included four specific anti-terrorism initiatives commenced in 2005 which carried on from similar
anti-terrorism initiatives for FY2004. The 2005 initiatives are:
(a)

commencing examinations on foreign grant-making organizations to ensure that grant funds are
being used for intended charitable purposes;

(b)

providing fraud training to all Exempt Organization employees;

(c)

training Criminal Investigation agents on exempt organization issues, and providing technical
assistance to Criminal Investigations in terrorism-related investigations; and

(d)

continuing to work closely with Treasury and other agencies, including the DOJ, on terrorism task
forces and specific cases.

7.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1303. Overall, authorities seem to be well-equipped, staffed, resourced and trained. However, there is one
particular weakness—specifically, the IRS which is understaffed and thus may not be equipped to carry
out its responsibilities as currently defined.

7.1.3

Compliance with Recommendation 30
Rating

R.30

LC

Summary of factors relevant to s.2.5 underlying overall rating
•

The IRS is not adequately resourced to conduct examinations of the entities that it is
responsible for supervising, in particular, the MSB and insurance sectors.

7.2

Statistics (R.32)

7.2.1

Description and Analysis

Regular review of the AML/CFT system
1304. The U.S. regularly reviews the effectiveness of their AML/CFT systems. Most recently, the U.S.
issued the 2006 U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment which sets out key AML risks that the U.S. is
currently facing.
1305. Additionally, the U.S. government dedicates resources to monitoring the number of BSA
examinations, blocked transactions and BSA enforcement actions taken by the U.S. against violators. Based
on the results of this monitoring, FinCEN has taken steps to develop civil cases, where appropriate, that
address non-compliance across the spectrum of financial institutions subject to the BSA. This has included
the assessment of penalties and other appropriate remedies as the facts warrant. The U.S. government also
has an ongoing process in place of taking a critical look at the regulations, assessing how they are working in
practice, and making any necessary adjustments to ensure that they achieve their goals. The federal
127

See letter from IRS-TEGE dated 25 October 2005 announcing Exempt Organization implementation guidelines for FY2006
published on the IRS website.
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government also works to engage state governments, and in some instances tribal and municipal
governments, in AML/CFT, particularly as AML regulation is extended to categories of financial institutions
that are predominately regulated at the state level.
Statistics on suspicious transactions and other forms of reporting
1306. Twice annually, FinCEN publishes on its website the “The SAR Activity Review-By The
Numbers”. This publication provides statistics outlining the number of filings for each of the SARs
required to be filed by depository institutions, MSBs, casinos and card clubs, and securities and futures
industries. The statistics accumulated in the publication include number of filings by U.S. states and
territories, by violation reported, and by year and month of filing. Additional law enforcement case
summaries are published, again twice annually in the spring and fall, on FinCEN’s website.
1307. FinCEN’s annual report contains statistics relating to the number of SARs analyzed and
disseminated.
1308. The U.S. also maintains comprehensive statistics on the number of reports filed on cash transactions
above USD 10,000 (the CTR and Form 8300 reporting requirements) and cross border transportations of
currency.128
1309. However, the U.S. does not keep statistics concerning the volume of wire transfer activity into or
out of the U.S. annually. If wire transfer activity is considered to be suspicious, however, it may be
reported to FinCEN. In such cases, the SAR may indicate, as a violation category, that the suspicious
activity relates to wire transfer fraud or the unusual use of wire transfer. Statistics concerning the
violation category that is recorded on SARs are maintained and routinely published by FinCEN in its
annual publication, “Suspicious Activity Reports – By The Numbers”.
Statistics relating to ML/FT investigations, prosecutions and convictions
1310. The U.S. collects and maintains statistics concerning the number of prosecutions and convictions that
relate to the federal money laundering offenses. Statistics concerning the number of federal investigations
for money laundering seem to be maintained by the federal law enforcement agency involved in the
investigations as well as the DOJ which conducts the prosecutions. The statistics provided by law
enforcement agencies on money laundering prosecutions are categorized broadly into the type of offense
(e.g. “white collar crime) rather than according to particular felony violations.
1311. The executive branch is compelled by law to maintain records and statistics concerning, and to
periodically report to Congress on, foreign terrorism investigations, prosecutions and convictions. Among
the reports periodically prepared by the Executive Branch are semi-annual reports on each of the
emergencies declared by the President under that authority. In addition, the executive branch is required
to report to Congress semi-annually in relation to financial intelligence on terrorist assets [s.342(a) of the
Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2003 amended Title I of the National Security Act of 1947].
Such reports must include information on: (1) the number of asset seizures, designations, and other
actions against individuals or entities found to have engaged in financial support of terrorism; (2) the
number of applications for asset seizure and designations of individuals or entities suspected of having
engaged in financial support of terrorist activities granted, modified, or denied; (3) the number of searches
of individuals or entities suspected of having engaged in financial support for terrorist activity; and
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Reports concerning cash transactions over USD 10,000 are filed on a Form 104 (CTR) (in the case of a financial institution) or
a Form 8300 (in the case of a person engaged in a trade and business—other than a financial institution required to file a CTR).
Reports concerning the cross border transportation of currency are filed on a CMIR.
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(4) whether the financial intelligence information seized in these cases has been shared on a full and
timely basis with other entities of the U.S. government involved in related intelligence activities. These
reports and statistics were not made available to the assessment team. Due to the lack of information, it is
not possible to assess the effectiveness of statistics collection in this area.
Statistics relating to freezing, seizing and confiscation
1312. The U.S. also maintains statistics concerning the amount of assets frozen, seized and confiscated.
The statistical figures present an overall view on the amounts of assets forfeited. However, no
differentiation is made between instrumentalities and proceeds. Likewise, there is no breakdown
concerning which freezing/seizing and confiscation actions specifically relate to money laundering or
terrorist financing cases. Additionally, no statistics were provided concerning the number and amount of
TF-related confiscations. Nevertheless, overall, the statistics give an accurate picture of the performance
of the forfeiture system as a whole.
Statistics relating to mutual legal assistance and international requests for cooperation
1313. The statistics that were provided to the assessment team are sufficiently detailed as to give a reliable
picture of the MLA activity in respect of AML and CFT. However, although they cover a period of
nearly 5 years, they are not broken down per year. Consequently, it is difficult to deduce any evolution in
the annual number of requests.
1314. The U.S. keeps statistics on the number of incoming and outgoing mutual legal assistance requests
relating to both money laundering and terrorist financing. OIA’s electronic case tracking system reflects
the approximate numbers of incoming and outgoing requests for mutual legal assistance and extradition
from 1 January 2000 to 22 July 2005 (see section 6.4) for both money laundering and terrorist financing.
In the area of terrorism financing, these cases are categorized in the OIA case tracking system as either
“financial transactions with designated countries/terrorism” or “providing material support or
resources/terrorism.” Requests relating to the freezing, seizing and confiscation of property are included
in the overall figure, but not specified. The statistics indicate the grounds of the request and whether it
was granted or refused. However, the statistics do not show the nature of the request or the time that was
required to respond.
1315. FinCEN maintains statistics concerning the number of requests for assistance received from foreign
FIUs. All such requests (except those relating to due diligence) are accepted. Other statistics maintained
by FinCEN include: (1) the number of requests that it makes to foreign FIUs on behalf of U.S. law
enforcement agencies (although no statistics are maintained concerning whether such requests are granted
or refused); and (2) the number of spontaneous referrals made to FinCEN by foreign authorities.
1316. However, FinCEN does not maintain statistics relating to the number of spontaneous referrals made
by it to foreign FIUs. It is, however, researching the feasibility of tracking this information using its
existing database tools.
Statistics relating to supervisory and other action
1317. The federal regulators maintain a broad range of statistics, including a record of examinations for
AML/CFT compliance, and numbers and types of enforcement actions taken and penalties imposed for
non-compliance.
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Additional elements
1318. Although FinCEN does not maintain comprehensive statistics on SARs resulting in investigation,
prosecution, or convictions for ML, FT or underlying predicate offenses, examples of investigations that
have been assisted by this information can be found in various issues of “The Suspicious Activity Review
– Trends, Tips & Issues”, which is published twice a year; statistics for the “Suspicious Activity Review –
By the Numbers” are published quarterly. Standard features of the SAR Activity Review include
summaries of law enforcement cases in which Suspicious Activity Reports played a role in a successful
investigation. All published SAR Activity Reviews are available on FinCEN’s public website in the
publications section. In addition FinCEN’s public website provides links to various law enforcement
agencies which provide examples where SARs assisted in their investigations for the period of December
2003 to May 2005.
1319. The U.S. does maintain some statistics concerning the criminal sanctions that have been applied to
persons convicted of money laundering offenses, including the period of incarceration actually served.
1320. As noted above, FinCEN publishes the “SAR Activity Review” which includes statistics relating to
the Section 314(a) process, broken down by the number of new accounts and transactions identified by
industry responses to 314(a) requests, as well as the number of subpoenas, search warrants, arrests, and
indictments resulting from 314(a) information. As well, each of IRS-CI’s foreign posts maintains
comprehensive statistics on all requests for assistance made by foreign counterparts to those posts,
including those for money laundering and terrorist financing. IRS-CI is in the process of designing a new
database that will allow the consolidation of this information into a centralized database stored in
headquarters. All requests for assistance are tracked from receipt until completion. Upon completion, the
disposition of the request is noted in the database.

7.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1321. FinCENs statistics do not provide a complete picture of the extent to which SARs ultimately
contribute to investigations and convictions. This reflects the lengthy nature of money laundering and
financial crime investigations, which makes it difficult for FinCEN and law enforcement to coordinate
feedback on the ultimate utility of individual SARs; law enforcement may not immediately recognize the
value of SAR information to an investigation. Furthermore, under U.S. law (generally) SARs cannot be
used for evidentiary purposes and can only be used as a pointer to evidentiary documentation that is
ultimately used in trial proceedings, perhaps months or years after the initial filing of a SAR. FinCEN
does, however, collect and maintain data on the number of SARs analyzed and disseminated in connection
with the law enforcement investigations it supports, as well as the pro-active products it refers to its law
enforcement customers. FinCEN also tracks SAR value through FinCEN’s Gateway system, which
provides direct access to BSA data for law enforcement users. The Gateway system records pro-active
use of SARS, as well as users’ evaluations of whether SARs viewed by users are of interest for their
investigations (see the discussion under section 2.5 in the discussion of Recommendation 26). Finally,
FinCEN exerts considerable effort to obtain and record case-specific feedback from its law enforcement
customers about the usefulness of FinCEN’s products to law enforcement investigations, and FinCEN
publishes case-specific information on SAR value through the SAR Activity Review.
1322. The statistics held in respect of terrorism and terrorist financing should also focus on the
confiscation aspect.
1323. Statistics relating to supervisory actions are not comprehensive. In particular, there are no statistics
that measure the supervisory actions that has been taken specifically in relation to the AML/CFT
obligations in the MSB sector.
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7.2.3

Compliance with Recommendation 32
Rating

R.32

7.3

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
•

Freezing, seizing and confiscation statistics are not specified into ML and TF related seizures
and confiscations.

•

No statistics on TF related confiscations.

•

FinCEN collects and maintains substantial valuable statistical BSA data, which can be used
to provide a partial picture of the effectiveness of the U.S. AML/CFT regime; however,
FinCEN’s data would need to be coupled with that of other federal agencies and departments
in order to produce a comprehensive view of overall effectiveness of U.S. AML/CFT systems.

•

MLA and extradition statistics are not broken down annually, and do not show the time
required to respond to a request.

Other relevant AML/CFT measures or issues

1324. There are no other additional measures or issues to discuss in this section.

7.4

General framework for AML/CFT system (see also section 1.1)

1325. There are no particular structural elements of the general legal and institutional framework that
significantly impair or inhibit the effectiveness of the AML/CFT system.
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TABLES
Table 1: Ratings of Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Table 2: Recommended Action Plan to improve the AML/CFT system
Table 1. Ratings of Compliance with FATF Recommendations
The rating of compliance vis-à-vis the FATF Recommendations should be made according to the four levels of compliance
mentioned in the 2004 Methodology [Compliant (C), Largely Compliant (LC), Partially Compliant (PC), Non-Compliant (NC)],
or could, in exceptional cases, be marked as not applicable (na).
Forty Recommendations

Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating129

Legal systems
1. ML offense

LC

• The list of domestic predicate offenses does not fully cover 2 out of the 20
designated categories of offenses specifically (insider trading and market
manipulation, and piracy).
• The list of foreign predicate offenses does not cover 8 out of the 20
designated categories of offenses.
• The definition of “transaction” in s.1956(a)(1) means that mere possession
as well as concealment of proceeds of crime , does not constitute the
laundering of proceeds.
• The definition of “property” in relation to the section 1956(a)(2) offense
(international money laundering) only includes monetary instruments or funds.

2. ML offense–mental
element and corporate liability

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

3. Confiscation and
provisional measures

LC

• Where the proceeds are derived from one of the designated categories of
offenses that are not domestic or foreign predicate offenses for ML, a
freezing/seizing or confiscation action cannot be based on the money
laundering offense.
• Property of equivalent value which may be subject to confiscation cannot
be seized/restrained.

4. Secrecy laws consistent
with the Recommendations

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

5. Customer due diligence

PC

• No obligation in law or regulation to identify beneficial owners except in
very specific circumstances (i.e. correspondent banking and private
banking for non-U.S. clients).
• No explicit obligation to conduct ongoing due diligence, except in certain
defined circumstances.
• Customer identification for occasional transactions limited to cash deals only.
• No requirement for life insurers issuing covered insurance products to
verify and establish the true identity of the customer, (except for those
insurance products that fall within the definition of a “security” under the
federal securities laws).
• No measures applicable to investment advisers and commodity trading
advisors.
• Verification of identity until after the establishment of the business
relationship is not limited to circumstances where it is essential not to
interrupt the normal course of business.
• No explicit obligation to terminate the business relationship if verification
process cannot be completed.
• The effectiveness of applicable measures in the insurance sector (which
went into force on 2 May 2006) cannot yet be assessed.

Preventive measures

129 These

factors are only required to be set out when the rating is less than Compliant.
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6. Politically exposed
persons

LC

• Measures relating to PEPs do not explicitly apply to MSBs, the insurance
sector, investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

7. Correspondent banking

LC

• No obligation to require senior management approval when opening
individual correspondent accounts.

8. New technologies & non
face-to-face business

LC

• No explicit provision requiring life insurers MSBs, or investment advisers
and commodity trading advisors to have policies and procedures for nonface-to-face business relationships or transactions.

9. Third parties and
introducers

LC

• No explicit obligation on relying institution to obtain core information from introducer.
• No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity
trading advisors, or the insurance sector.

10. Record keeping

LC

• Life insurers of covered products are only required to keep limited records
of SARs, Form 8300s, their AML Program and related documents.

11. Unusual transactions

LC

• In the insurance, and MSB sectors, there is no specific requirement to
establish and retain (for five years) written records of the background and
purpose of complex, unusual large transactions or unusual patterns of
transaction that have no apparent or visible economic or lawful purpose
(outside of the SAR, CTR and Form 8300 requirements).
• No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.

12. DNFBP – R.5, 6, 8-11

NC

• Casinos are not required to perform enhanced due diligence for higher
risk categories of customer, nor is there a requirement to undertake CDD
when there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing (R.5).
• Accountants, dealers in precious metals and stones, lawyers and real estate
agents are not subject to customer identification and record keeping
requirements that meet Recommendations 5 and 10.
• None of the DNFBP sectors is subject to obligations that relate to
Recommendations 6, 8 or 11 (except for casinos in relation to R.11).

13. Suspicious transaction
reporting

LC

• The existence of a USD 5,000 threshold for reporting suspicious activity.
• No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity
trading advisors.
• The effectiveness of measures in the insurance and mutual funds sectors
cannot yet be assessed.

14. Protection & no tipping-off

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

15. Internal controls,
compliance & audit

LC

• AML Program requirements have not been applied to certain non-federally
regulated banks, investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.
• It is not yet possible to assess the effectiveness of these measures in the
insurance sector.
• There is no obligation under the BSA for financial institutions to implement
employee screening procedures.

16. DNFBP – R.13-15 & 21

NC

• Casinos are the only DNFBP sector that is required to report suspicious
transactions; however, there is a threshold on that obligation.
• Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs are not subject to
the “tipping off” provision or protected from liability when they choose to
file a suspicious transaction report.
• Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs are not required to
implement adequate internal controls (i.e. AML Programs).
• Dealers in precious metals, precious stones, or jewels are required to
implement AML programs; however, the effectiveness of implementation
cannot yet be assessed.
• There are no specific obligations on accountants, lawyers, real estate
agents or TCSPs to give special attention to the country advisories that
FinCEN has issued and which urge enhanced scrutiny of financial
transactions with countries that have deficient AML controls.
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17. Sanctions

LC

• Some banking and securities participants are not subject to all AML/CFT
requirements and related sanctions at the federal level.
• The effectiveness of the measures in the insurance sector can not yet be
assessed.
• There are concerns about how effectively sanctions are applied in the MSB
sector given the current level of the IRS’s resources.

18. Shell banks

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

19. Other forms of reporting

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

20. Other NFBP & secure
transaction techniques

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

21. Special attention for
higher risk countries

LC

• In the insurance sector, there is no specific requirement to establish and
retain written records of transactions with persons from/in countries that
do not or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations.
• No measures have been applied to investment advisers and commodity
trading advisors.

22. Foreign branches &
subsidiaries

LC

• BSA requirements do not apply to the foreign branches and offices of domestic
life insurers issuing and underwriting covered life insurance products.

23. Regulation, supervision
and monitoring

LC

• Some securities sector participants are not subject to supervision for
AML/CFT requirements.
• The effectiveness of the measures in the insurance sector can not yet be
assessed.
• Concerns about IRS examination resources.

24. DNFBP - regulation,
supervision and monitoring

PC

• There is no regulatory oversight for AML/CFT compliance for accountants,
lawyers, real estate agents or TCSPs.
• The supervisory regime for Nevada casinos is currently not harmonized
with the BSA requirements.

25. Guidelines & Feedback

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

Institutional and other measures
26. The FIU

LC

• The effectiveness of FinCEN, is impeded by:
- perceptions concerning the value of its products and the risk that overemphasis on FinCEN’s network function will weaken its place in the
AML/CFT chain;
- the handling of the huge amount of 14 million reports of which 70% are
still filed in a paper format;
- the fact that SAR filing is only done in 30-60 days after detection; and
- insufficient adequate/timely feedback to reporting institutions.
• Since terrorism-related information in requests from foreign FIUs is shared
with law enforcement—for networking—without the prior authorization of
the foreign FIU, the U.S. does not act in accordance with international
principles of information exchange established by the Egmont Group.

27. Law enforcement authorities

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

28. Powers of competent
authorities

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.

29. Supervisors

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

30. Resources, integrity and
training

LC

• The IRS is not adequately resourced to conduct examinations of the entities that
it is responsible for supervising, in particular, the MSB and insurance sectors.

31. National co-operation

LC

• There remains a gap between the policy level and operational level law
enforcement work.
• More refined coordination is needed amongst law enforcement agencies
with overlapping jurisdictions.
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32. Statistics

LC

• Freezing, seizing and confiscation statistics are not specified into ML and
TF related seizures and confiscations.
• No statistics on TF related confiscations.
• FinCEN collects and maintains substantial valuable statistical BSA data,
which can be used to provide a partial picture of the effectiveness of the
U.S. AML/CFT regime; however, FinCEN’s data would need to be coupled
with that of other federal agencies and departments in order to produce a
comprehensive view of overall effectiveness of U.S. AML/CFT systems.
• MLA and extradition statistics are not broken down annually, and do not
show the time required to respond to a request.

33. Legal persons –
beneficial owners

NC

• While the investigative powers are generally sound and widely used, there are
no measures in place to ensure that there is adequate, accurate and timely
information on the beneficial ownership and control of legal persons that can
be obtained or accessed in a timely fashion by competent authorities.
• There are no measures taken by those jurisdictions which permit the issue of
bearer shares to ensure that bearer shares are not misused for money
laundering.

34. Legal arrangements –
beneficial owners

NC

• While the investigative powers are generally sound and widely used, there
is minimal information concerning the beneficial owners of trusts that can
be obtained or accessed by the competent authorities in a timely fashion.

35. Conventions

LC

• Not all conduct specified in Article 3 (Vienna) and Article 6 (Palermo) has
been criminalized, and there is no a sufficiently comprehensive list of
foreign predicates related to organized criminal groups as required by
Article 6(2)(c) (Palermo).

36. Mutual legal assistance
(MLA)

LC

• Dual criminality may impede MLA where the request relates to the
laundering of proceeds that are derived from a designated predicate
offense which is not covered.

37. Dual criminality

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

38. MLA on confiscation
and freezing

LC

• Dual criminality may impede MLA where the request relates to the
laundering of proceeds that are derived from a designated predicate
offense which is not covered.

39. Extradition

LC

• Dual criminality may impede extradition where the request relates to the
laundering of proceeds that are derived from a designated predicate
offense which is not covered.
• List-based treaties do not cover ML.

40. Other forms of co-operation

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

International Co-operation

Nine Special
Recommendations

Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating

SR.I Implement UN
instruments

LC

• Not all UN1267 designations are transposed in the OFAC list.

SR.II Criminalize terrorist
financing

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

SR.III Freeze and
confiscate terrorist assets

LC

• Compliance monitoring in non-federally regulated sectors (e.g. insurance,
MSBs) is ineffective.
• Not all S/RES/1267(1999) designations are transposed in the OFAC list.

SR.IV Suspicious
transaction reporting

LC

• The existence of a USD 5,000 threshold for reporting suspicious activity.
• No measures have been applied to investment and commodity trading
advisers.
• The effectiveness of measures in the insurance and mutual funds sectors
cannot yet be assessed.
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SR.V International cooperation

LC

• List-based treaties do not cover FT.

SR VI AML requirements
for money/value transfer
services

LC

• The limitations identified under Recommendation 5, 8, 13 and SR.IV with
respect to the MSB sector also affect compliance with Special
Recommendation VI.
• Major concerns with respect to resources of the IRS for monitoring of this
sector.

SR VII Wire transfer rules

LC

• Threshold of USD 3,000 instead of USD 1,000 as is required by the
revised Interpretative Note.
• It is not mandatory to include all required originator information on batch
transfers.

SR.VIII Non-profit
organizations

C

• This Recommendation is fully observed.

SR.IX Cross Border
Declaration & Disclosure

C

• The Recommendation is fully observed.
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Table 2: Recommended Action Plan to Improve the AML/CFT System
AML/CFT System

Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)

1. General
2. Legal System and Related Institutional Measures
2.1 Criminalization of Money
Laundering (R.1 & 2)

• Expand the list of foreign predicate offenses to include all of the domestic
predicate offenses (including piracy, market manipulation and insider trading).
• Amend the list of SUA to include the offenses of piracy, market manipulation
and insider trading.
• Take legislative measures to ensure that the definition of “transaction” is
broadened to cover all conduct as required by the Vienna and Palermo
Conventions.
• Take legislative measures to ensure that the scope of the section 1956(a)(2) offense
is broadened include proceeds other than funds or monetary instruments.

2.2 Criminalization of Terrorist
Financing (SR.I)

• There are no recommendations for this section.

2.3 Confiscation, freezing and
seizing of proceeds of crime (R.3)

• Extend domestic and foreign predicates to fully cover all 20 categories of
predicate offenses listed in the Glossary to the FATF 40 Recommendations.
• Take measures to ensure that property which may be subject to equivalent
value confiscation may be seized/restrained to prevent its being dissipated.

2.4 Freezing of funds used for
terrorist financing (SR.III)

• Take further efforts to improve compliance monitoring of all targeted entities,
particularly the state-regulated sectors and DNFBPs.
• Given that the reliability of the 1267 list has been improved through successive
rounds of corrections and additions of identifiers, the U.S. should consider
revising its approach to listing the Taliban as an entity, rather than including
individual names, particularly where those names have sufficient identifiers.

2.5 The Financial Intelligence Unit
and its functions (R.26)

• FinCEN should invest in a faster and more efficient reporting system with a
preference to: (1) mandatory e-filing for all reporting institutions, and (2) the use
of a single form for all reporting institutions.
• FinCEN should ensure that it receives adequate and continual feedback from
law enforcement agencies using the BSA-direct system so that it does not lose
its important position within the AML/CTF chain.
• FinCEN should improve its guidance and feedback with a view to improving the
quality of reports filed by reporting entities.
• FinCEN should also ensure that its information and guidance for reporting
entities is combined and/or coordinated with the law enforcement agencies and
regulators that issue similar or related material.
• FinCEN should focus on the challenge of promoting the added-value of its
analytical products to law enforcement.
• Law enforcement agencies should work at the operational level to change their
perceptions concerning the value of FinCEN’s products (i.e. by promoting within
their agencies a broader use of FinCEN’s ability to produce operational and/or
strategic analysis).
• The U.S. should handle terrorism-related information received in requests from
foreign FIUs in accordance with international principles of information exchange.

2.6 Law enforcement, prosecution
and other competent authorities
(R.27 & 28)

• There are no recommendations for this section.
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2.7 Cross Border Declaration &
Disclosure

• Further invest in the detection and investigation as well as the resources,
techniques and methods to counter outgoing cross-border transportations of
cash or any negotiable bearer instrument.
• Focus on conducting thorough border checks of people, vehicles, trains, cargo,
etc., without allowing the level of thoroughness to be dictated by the volume of
traffic waiting to cross the border.

3. Preventive Measures – Financial Institutions
3.1 Risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing

• Extend AML/CFT measures to investment advisers and commodity trading
advisors, and the limited number of depository institutions that are currently not
covered,

3.2 Customer due diligence,
including enhanced or reduced
measures (R.5 to 8)

• Introduce a primary obligation to identify the beneficial owners of accounts
(which may, of course, be implemented on a risk-based approach with respect
to low-risk customers or transactions).
• Implement a CIP requirement for the insurance sector.
• Introduce an explicit obligation that financial institutions should conduct ongoing
due diligence, rather than rely on an implicit expectation within the SAR
requirements and on the existing guidance.
• In the case of occasional transactions, extend the customer identification
obligation to non-cash transactions.
• Other than with respect to non-face-to-face business, securities transactions,
and life insurance business, limit the circumstances in which institutions may
open an account prior to completing the verification process, and introduce a
presumption that institutions should close an account whenever the verification
cannot be completed, for whatever reason. If necessary, accompany this with
some form of indemnification against other conflicting statutes.
• Introduce an explicit requirement that the opening of individual correspondent
accounts should involve senior management approval.
• Extend AML/CFT obligations (including the PEPs requirements) to investment
advisers and commodity trading advisors, in line with those applicable to the
rest of the securities industry.
• Publish confirmation that, despite the promulgation of the final section 312 rule,
the 2001 Guidance on PEPs remains in force and that it applies to all relevant
financial institutions.
• Introduce an explicit requirement for the life insurance and MSB sectors to
address the specific risks associated with non-face to face business
relationships or transactions.
• Extend the obligation for AML Programs and CIP (as applicable) to all
depository institutions to remove the historical anomaly.

3.3 Third parties and introduced
business (R.9)

• Introduce a requirement that the relying bank or other financial institution should
obtain immediately from the introducing institution details relating to the identity
of the account holder, the beneficial owner, and the reason for which the
account is being opened.
• Extend such measures to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors,
and the insurance sector (including insurance agents and brokers).

3.4 Financial institution secrecy or
confidentiality (R.4)

• There are no recommendations for this section.
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3.5 Record keeping and wire
transfer rules (R.10 & SR.VII)

• Ensure that NACHA completes its current process of developing and approving
a rule that would allow cross-border ACH transfers to meet the new FATF
requirements with respect to batch transfers before January 2007.
• Ensure that the threshold is lowered to USD 1,000 before January 2007.
• Extend full record-keeping requirements to the insurance sector, including
insurance brokers and agents.
• Consider simplifying the record keeping framework.

3.6 Monitoring of transactions and
relationships (R.11 & 21)

• Extend the requirement to establish and retain (for five years) written findings
that relate to unusual transactions to those participants in the securities sector
that are currently not subject to a requirement to file SARs.
• Require insurers to establish and retain written records of transactions with
persons from/in countries that do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations to the extent that this is not already addressed by the AML
program and SAR requirements
• Extend the requirements to establish and retain written records of transactions
with persons from/in countries that do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations to those participants in the securities sector that are
currently not covered.

3.7 Suspicious transaction reports
and other reporting (R.13-14, 19,
25 & SR.IV)

• Remove the threshold from the reporting obligation.
• Extend the SAR obligations to investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.
• Consider imposing direct SAR reporting requirements on independent insurance
agents and brokers.
• Clarify that confidentiality of SARs applies to the more limited disclosure
restrictions under the BSA (i.e. to any person involved in the transaction) to put
current practice beyond doubt.

3.8 Internal controls, compliance,
audit and foreign branches (R.15
& 22)

• Extend the AML Program requirement to the limited number of non-federally
regulated depository institutions that are currently exempted.
• Complete the process of extending AML Program requirements to unregistered
investment companies, investment advisers and commodity trading advisors.
• Ensure that insurance companies are required to apply AML/CFT measures to
their foreign branches and subsidiaries.
• Require all financial institutions (not just those in the securities sector) to screen
prospective employees for high standards.

3.9 Shell banks (R.18)

• There are no recommendations for this section.

3.10 The supervisory and
oversight system - competent
authorities and SROs. Role,
functions, duties and powers
(including sanctions) (R.23, 29, 17
& 25)

• In the securities and insurance sectors issue guidance similar to the FFEIC
manual.
• Extend AML Program requirements to the limited number of uninsured, statechartered banks and other depository institutions that are currently exempt.
• Consider providing more and better resources to examining AML compliance in
the privately insured credit union sector.
• Ensure that the new AML/CFT measures applicable to the insurance sector are
implemented effectively.
• Once AML/CFT measures are applied to the investment advisers and commodity
trading advisors, ensure that they are effectively supervised, monitored and (if
appropriate) sanctioned for compliance.
• Ensure that the IRS has sufficient resources to undertake comprehensive
examinations of the large number of institutions for which it is responsible.
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3.11 Money value transfer
services (SR.VI)

• Undertake a thorough review of the workload and resources of the IRS in the
area of BSA compliance to ensure that the allocation of responsibilities is
delivering the most effective and efficient results (i.e. are other agencies better
placed to take on some of these responsibilities?).
• Irrespective of any reallocation of responsibilities, it is clearly the case that the
IRS needs to be allocated significantly more resources simply to address the
MSB sector.
• Extend the examination program for agents quite extensively.
• Make further efforts to standardize the AML examination procedures both
between the states, and between the individual states and the IRS.

4. Preventive Measures – Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
4.1 Customer due diligence and
record-keeping (R.12)

•
•
•
•
•

Explicitly require casinos to perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk
categories of customers and to undertake CDD when there is a suspicion of
money laundering or terrorist financing.
Extend customer identification, record keeping and account monitoring
obligations that are consistent with FATF Recommendations to these sectors as
soon as possible.
Extend obligations that relate to Recommendations 6, 8 or 11 to all DNFBPs.
(This does not apply to casinos in relation to R.11).
In the short term, a proposed final rule should be issued to expedite the
introduction of AML obligations for “persons involved in real estate closings and
settlements.”
Prepare an advance notice of proposed rulemaking in the near future in relation
to the TCSP sector to extend both the AML Program and CIP requirements to
this sector.

4.2 Suspicious transaction
reporting (R.16)

• Remove the threshold on the SAR reporting obligation for casinos.
• Extend the obligation to report suspicious transactions to the other DNFBP sectors.
• Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSP should be made subject to
the “tipping off” provision and should be protected from liability when they
choose to file a suspicious transaction report.
• Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSP should also be required to
implement adequate internal controls (i.e. AML Programs).
• Continued work is needed to ensure that dealers in precious metals and stones
are aware of their obligation to establish AML Programs and are implementing
them effectively.
• The U.S. should obligate accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs
to give special attention to the country advisories that FinCEN has issued and
which urge enhanced scrutiny of financial transactions with countries that have
deficient AML controls.

4.3 Regulation, supervision and
monitoring (R.24-25)

• Accountants, lawyers, real estate agents and TCSPs should be made subject to
AML/CFT obligations and appropriate regulatory oversight.
• In the case of TCSPs a registration process should be introduced for agents
engaged in the business of providing company formation and related services
(perhaps with a de minimis threshold to ensure that single company agents are
not required to register).
• The regulatory regime applied to the casino sector generally appears to be
working effectively. However, the work to further harmonize Nevada’s
regulatory requirements with the BSA should continue as rapidly as possible.
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4.4 Other non-financial businesses
and professions (R.20)

• Consideration of extending BSA requirements to other sectors should proceed
as quickly as possible.

5. Legal Persons and Arrangements & Non-Profit Organizations
5.1 Legal Persons – Access to
beneficial ownership and control
information (R.33)

• Undertake a comprehensive review to determine ways in which adequate and
accurate information on beneficial ownership may be available on a timely basis to
law enforcement authorities for companies which do not offer securities to the
public or whose securities are not listed on a recognized U.S. stock exchange. It
is important that this information be available across all states as uniformly as
possible. It is further recommended that the federal government seek to work with
the states to devise procedures which should be adopted by all individual states to
avoid the risk of arbitrage between jurisdictions. As the January 2006 threat
assessment indicates, the U.S. authorities are well aware of the problems created
by company formation arrangements, and have formulated an initial program to try
to address the issue. This should be pursued in a shorter timescale than seems to
be envisaged at present. In particular, the proposal to bring company formation
agents within the BSA framework, and to require them to implement AML
Programs and CIP procedures should be taken forward in the very near future.

5.2 Legal Arrangements – Access •
to beneficial ownership and control
information (R.34)
5.3 Non-profit organizations
(SR.VIII)

Implement measures to ensure that adequate, accurate and timely information
is available to law enforcement authorities concerning the beneficial ownership
and control of trusts.

• Continue to devote resources to preventing the abuse of this sector from
terrorist organizations, including ensuring the effective flow of information
between competent authorities.

6. National and International Co-operation
6.1 National co-operation and
coordination (R.31)

• Continue to work towards closing the gap that still seems to remain between the
policy level and the factual operational law enforcement work.
• Consider expanding the HIFCA and HIDTA model, provided that it is
appropriately resourced and developed
• Law enforcement agencies should take more refined coordination at the
operational level, perhaps in the context of the Treasury’s recent governmentwide analysis on money laundering. Such a study should not lead to the
creation of new entities, but rather initiate a discussion on the basic law
enforcement framework in a system as complex as that in the U.S.

6.2 The Conventions and UN
Special Resolutions (R.35 & SR.I)

• Review the money laundering offenses to ensure all conduct required to be
criminalized by the Vienna and Palermo Conventions is covered.
• Include “participation in an organized criminal group” as a foreign predicate
offense as required by Article 6(2)(c) of the Palermo Convention.
• Transpose all S/RES/1267(1999) designations in the OFAC list.

6.3 Mutual Legal Assistance
(R.36-38 & SR.V)

• A formal legal basis should be provided to allow for equivalent value seizure upon a
foreign request.
• Extend the list of domestic and foreign predicate offenses to all 20 designated categories.

6.4 Extradition (R.39, 37 & SR.V)

• Extend the list of domestic and foreign predicate offenses to all 20 designated categories.
• Ensure that older, list based extradition treaties that were concluded before the
introduction of money laundering and terrorism financing offenses in the respective
legislations and that have not been supplemented since do not pose an obstacle to
extradition.
• Consider allowing extradition according to the principles of the UN TF Convention on an
ad hoc and unilateral basis.
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6.5 Other Forms of Co-operation
(R.40 & SR.V)

• FinCEN should improve the quality of its analytical research reports so that they
contain a more practical and deeper level of analysis tailored to the specific
investigative needs of the requesting FIU.

7. Other Issues
7.1 Resources and statistics (R.
30 & 32)

•
•
•
•

Ensure that the IRS is adequately resourced to effectively supervise all of the
entities that it is responsible for.
Ensure that all of the statistics required by R.32 are collected and maintained.
The statistics held in respect of terrorism and terrorist financing should also focus
on the confiscation aspect.
Statistics relating to supervisory actions are not comprehensive. In particular,
there are no statistics that measure the supervisory actions that has been taken
specifically in relation to the AML/CFT obligations in the MSB sector.
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This guidance on suspicious transactions is applicable to all casinos that are subject to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCMLTFA) and associated Regulations. It is recommended that this guidance be read in conjunction with other suspicious transaction report (STR) guidance,
including:
What is a suspicious transaction?
Reporting suspicious transactions to FINTRAC
This guidance provides money laundering (ML) and terrorist financing (TF) indicators (ML/TF indicators) organized by topic:
ML/TF indicators related to identifying the person
ML/TF indicators related to client behaviour
ML/TF indicators surrounding the financial transactions in relation to the person profile
ML/TF indicators related to products and services
ML/TF indicators related to change in account activity
ML/TF indicators based on atypical transactional activity
ML/TF indicators related to transactions structured below the reporting or identification requirements
ML/TF indicators involving wire transfers (including electronic funds transfers)
ML/TF indicators related to transactions that involve non-Canadian jurisdictions
ML/TF indicators related to use of other parties
Indicators specifically related to terrorist financing
ML/TF indicators specific to casinos
ML/TF indicators are potential red flags that could initiate suspicion or indicate that something may be unusual in the absence of a reasonable explanation. Red
flags typically stem from one or more factual characteristics, behaviours, patterns or other contextual factors that identify irregularities related to financial
transactions. These often present inconsistencies with what is expected of your client based on what you know about them.
The ML/TF indicators in this guidance were developed by FINTRAC through a three-year review of ML/TF cases, a review of high quality STRs, published
literature by international organizations such as the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the Egmont Group, and consultation with reporting entity sectors.
These ML/TF indicators do not cover every possible situation but were developed to provide you with a general understanding of what is or could be unusual or
suspicious. On its own, a single ML/TF indicator may not appear suspicious. However, observing an ML/TF indicator(s) could lead you to conduct an assessment
of the transaction(s) to determine whether there are further facts, contextual elements or additional ML/TF indicators that require the submission of an STR.
Criminal organizations often combine various methods in different ways in order to avoid the detection of ML/TF. If you detect unusual or suspicious behaviour or
a transaction that prompts the need for an assessment, ML/TF indicators combined with facts and context can help you determine if there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. These ML/TF indicators may also be used
to explain or articulate the rationale for your reasonable grounds to suspect in the narrative portion of an STR, as they provide valuable information from a
financial intelligence perspective.

Important considerations
One piece of the puzzle
The ML/TF indicators in this guidance are not an exhaustive list of ML/TF indicators to support all suspicious scenarios. These ML/TF indicators should be
considered as examples to guide the development of your own process to determine when you have reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is
related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. These ML/TF indicators are one piece of the puzzle and are designed to complement
your own STR program and can be used in conjunction with other publicly-available ML/TF indicators.
During an assessment, FINTRAC will review your policies and procedures to see how you use ML/TF indicators within your STR program. Part of the
assessment will include evaluating how the actual policies follow your documented approach and determining its effectiveness with respect to the use of ML/TF
indicators. This can include a review of transactions to determine how your STR program identifies potential STRs and assesses them using facts, context and
ML/TF indicators. For example, you can receive questions if you have not reported an STR for a client you have assessed as high risk and that client activity also
matches against multiple ML/TF indicators.

Combination of facts, context and ML/TF indicators
If the context surrounding a transaction is suspicious, it could lead you to assess a client's financial transactions. Facts, context and ML/TF indicators need to be
assessed to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF
offence. On its own, a single financial transaction or ML/TF indicator may not appear suspicious. However, this does not mean you should stop your assessment.

Additional facts or context about the associated individual or their actions may help you reach the reasonable grounds to suspect threshold.

Alert or triggering system
FINTRAC acknowledges that a reporting entity may have developed a system that relies on specific alerts or triggering events to signal when to assess a
transaction to determine if an STR should be submitted to FINTRAC. If you rely on such a system, FINTRAC expects that you review the alerts in a timely
manner in order to determine if an STR should be submitted. Regardless of how you choose to operationalize these ML/TF indicators, FINTRAC expects that
you will be able to demonstrate that you have an effective process to identify, assess and submit STRs to FINTRAC.

General ML/TF indicators
The ML/TF indicators in the following section are applicable to both suspected money laundering and/or terrorist financing. The ability to detect, prevent and
deter money laundering and/or terrorist financing begins with properly identifying the person in order to review and report suspicious financial activity.
As a casino, you may observe these ML/TF indicators over the course of your business activities with a client. It is important to note that depending on your
business activities, some of these ML/TF indicators may not apply.

ML/TF indicators related to identifying the person
The following are examples of ML/TF indicators that you may observe when identifying persons.
There is an inability to properly identify the client or there are questions surrounding the client's identity.
When opening an account, the client refuses or tries to avoid providing information required, or provides information that is misleading, vague, or difficult to
verify.
The identification presented by the client cannot be verified (e.g. it is a copy).
There are inconsistencies in the identification documents or different identifiers provided by the client, such as address, date of birth or phone number.
Client produces seemingly false information or identification that appears to be counterfeited, altered or inaccurate.
Client displays a pattern of name variations from one transaction to another or uses aliases.
Client alters the transaction after being asked for identity documents.
The client provides only a non-civic address such as a post office box or disguises a post office box as a civic address for the purpose of concealing their
physical address.
Common identifiers (e.g. addresses, phone numbers, etc.) used by multiple clients that do not appear to be related.
Transactions involve individual(s) identified by media, law enforcement and/or intelligence agencies as being linked to criminal activities.
Attempts to verify the information provided by a new or prospective client are difficult.

ML/TF indicators related to client behaviour
The contextual information acquired through the know your client (KYC) requirements or the behaviour of a client, particularly surrounding a transaction or a
pattern of transactions, may lead you to conduct an assessment in order to determine if you are required to submit an STR to FINTRAC. The following are some
examples of ML/TF indicators that are linked to contextual behavior and may be used in conjunction with your assessment and your risk based approach.

Client makes statements about involvement in criminal activities.
Client conducts transactions at different physical locations, or approaches different staff.
Evidence of untruthfulness on behalf of the client (e.g. providing false or misleading information).
Client exhibits nervous behaviour.
The client refuses to provide information when required, or is reluctant to provide information.
Client has a defensive stance to questioning.
Client presents confusing details about the transaction or knows few details about its purpose.
Client avoids contact with reporting entity employees.
The client refuses to identify a source for funds or provides information that is false, misleading, or substantially incorrect.
Client makes inquiries/statements indicating a desire to avoid reporting or tries to persuade the reporting entity not to file/maintain required reports.
Insufficient explanation for source of funds.
Client closes account after an initial deposit is made without a reasonable explanation.

ML/TF indicators surrounding the financial transactions in relation to the person profile
Clearly understanding the expected activity of a person will allow you to assess their financial/gaming activity with the proper lens. For example, a person
conducting financial transactions atypical of their financial or gaming profile. The following are some examples of ML/TF indicators surrounding the financial
transactions related to person profile.
The transactional activity (level or volume) is inconsistent with the client's apparent financial standing, their usual pattern of activities or occupational
information (e.g. student, unemployed, social assistance, etc.).
Client appears to be living beyond their means.
Large and/or rapid movement of funds not commensurate with the client's financial profile.
Size or type of transactions atypical of what is expected from the client.
Opening accounts when the client's address or employment address are outside the local service area without a reasonable explanation.

There is a sudden change in client's financial profile, pattern of activity or transactions.
Client uses notes, monetary instruments, or products and/or services that are unusual for such a client.

ML/TF indicators related to products and services
Accounts can take different forms (e.g. chequing, savings, investment, etc.) and for the purposes of this section, the ML/TF indicators below will aim to address
the ML/TF risks linked to different types of accounts held by various reporting entities in Canada. There are many ML/TF indicators related to account activity.
Your process to evaluate risk for accounts and any other products and services you provide should be documented as part of your KYC and risk assessment
requirements. The following ML/TF indicators will focus on products or services that may be applicable within your business.
A product and/or service opened on behalf of a person that is inconsistent based on what you know about that client.
Use of multiple foreign bank accounts for no apparent reason.
Credit card transactions and payments are exceptionally high for what is expected of the client including an excessive amount of cash advance usage,
balance transfer requests or transactions involving luxury items.

ML/TF indicators related to change in account activity
Certain changes regarding an account may be indicative of ML/TF for a multitude of reasons including, but not limited to, the use of an account to suddenly
launder or transmit funds, an increase in volume, changes in ownership of an account, etc. Changes in account activity may trigger a need for further
assessment of the person holding the account and some examples to consider are listed below.
An inactive account begins to see financial activity (e.g. deposits, wire transfers, withdrawals).
Abrupt change in account activity.

ML/TF indicators based on atypical transactional activity
There are certain transactions that are outside the normal conduct of your everyday business. These transactions may be indicative of a suspicious transaction,
and would require additional assessment. Some examples of ML/TF indicators based on atypical transactional activity are listed below.
A series of complicated transfers of funds that seems to be an attempt to hide the source and intended use of the funds.
Transactions displaying financial connections between individuals who have previously raised suspicion.
Transaction is unnecessarily complex for its stated purpose.
Client presents notes or financial instruments that are packed, transported or wrapped in an uncommon way.
Transaction consistent with publicly known trend in criminal activity.
Client presents musty, odd smelling or extremely dirty bills.
Client frequently exchanges small bills for larger bills.
Suspicious pattern emerges from a client's transactions (e.g. transactions take place at the same time of day).
Atypical transfers by client on an in-and-out basis, or other methods of moving funds quickly, such as a cash deposit followed immediately by a wire transfer
of the funds out.
Funds transferred in and out of an account on the same day or within a relatively short period of time.

ML/TF indicators related to transactions structured below the reporting or identification requirements
Structuring of transactions to avoid reporting or identification requirements is a common method for committing or attempting to commit an ML/TF offence. There
are multiple thresholds which trigger reporting/identification requirements by a reporting entity. Some examples of ML/TF indicators which may be indicative of a
person attempting to evade identification and/or reporting thresholds are listed below.
Client appears to be structuring amounts to avoid client identification or reporting thresholds.
Client appears to be collaborating with others to avoid client identification or reporting thresholds.
Multiple transactions conducted below the reporting threshold within a short time period.
Client makes inquiries that would indicate a desire to avoid reporting.
Client conducts transactions with different representatives in an apparent attempt to avoid detection.
Client exhibits knowledge of reporting thresholds.

ML/TF indicators involving wire transfers (including electronic funds transfers)
In our current global environment, it is increasingly easier to transfer funds to, from or through multiple jurisdictions (municipal, national or international) in a rapid
fashion. This presents an increased ML/TF risk as transactions through multiple accounts and/or jurisdictions increases the difficulty for reporting entities and law
enforcement to trace illicit funds. Examples of these types of transactions which may require further assessment include the following.
Large wire transfer or high volume of wire transfers are conducted or received through the account that does not fit the expected pattern of that account.
Client uses various wire deposit methods and disbursement amounts in an attempt to test the vulnerability of the system and/or account.

ML/TF indicators related to transactions that involve non-Canadian jurisdictions

There are certain types of transactions that may be sent or received from jurisdictions outside of Canada where there is higher ML/TF risk due to more
permissible laws or the local ML/TF threat environment. The following are examples to consider when making an assessment of the financial transaction
conducted by a person through your business.
Transactions with jurisdictions that are known to produce or transit drugs or precursor chemicals or are sources of other types of criminality.
Transactions with jurisdictions that are known to be at a higher risk of ML/TF.
Transaction/business activity involving locations of concern, which can include jurisdictions where there are ongoing conflicts (and periphery areas),
countries with weak money laundering/terrorist financing controls, or countries with highly secretive banking or other transactional laws such as transfer
limits set by a government.
Transactions involving any countries deemed high risk or non-cooperative by the Financial Action Task Force.
Client makes frequent overseas transfers, not in line with their financial profile.
Due to the ever-evolving nature of the ML/TF environment, high risk jurisdictions and trends are often subject to change. To ensure that you are referencing
accurate information, FINTRAC encourages you to research publicly-available sources on a regular basis to support these ML/TF indicators as part of your STR
program. There are multiple sources that identify jurisdictions of concern, including the FATF which publishes contextual information on high-risk jurisdictions in
relation to their risk of money laundering and terrorist financing. You may also observe funds coming from or going to jurisdictions that are reported in the media
as locations where terrorists operate/carry out attacks and/or where terrorists have a large support base (state sponsors or private citizens). Identifying high-risk
jurisdictions or known trends can also be included as part of your risk based approach and internal STR program.

ML/TF indicators related to use of third parties
Transactions that involve parties not typically associated with a transaction can present an elevated risk of money laundering and/or terrorist financing. These
additional parties can be used to allow a criminal to avoid being identified or being linked to an asset or account. This section includes examples of how the
involvement of other parties may be indicative of the structure of a criminal enterprise.

Use of third party
A third party is any individual or entity that instructs someone to act on their behalf for a financial activity or transaction. There are some situations where there is
an apparent and discernable rationale for the inclusion of the third party in a transaction and this may not be suspicious. However, you may become suspicious in
a situation where the reason for a third party acting on behalf of another person does not make sense based on what you know about the client or the third party.
Use of third parties is one method that money launderers and terrorist financiers use to distance themselves from the proceeds of crime or source of criminally
obtained funds. By relying on other parties to conduct transactions they can distance themselves from the transactions that can be directly linked to the
suspected ML/TF offence. Some examples of ML/TF indicators related to the use of a third party can be found below.
Multiple deposits which are made to an account by non-account holders.
A client conducts transaction while accompanied, overseen or directed by another party.
A client makes numerous payments to unrelated parties shortly after they receive funds.
Wire transfers, deposits or payments to or from unrelated parties (foreign or domestic).
Client appears or states to be acting on behalf of another party.
Account is linked to seemingly unconnected parties.

Indicators related to terrorist financing
In Canada, terrorist financing offences make it a crime to knowingly collect or provide property, which can include financial or other related services, for terrorist
purposes. This section is focused on examples that are specific to the possible commission of a terrorist financing offence. However, please note that the other
ML/TF indicators in this guidance may also prove relevant in determining when you have reasonable grounds to suspect the commission of terrorist financing as
the methods used by criminals to evade detection of money laundering are similar.

Indicators specifically related to terrorist financing:
The indicators below are some examples of indicators relating to terrorist financing.
Transactions involving certain high-risk jurisdictions such as locations in the midst of or in proximity to, armed conflict where terrorist groups operate or
locations which are subject to weaker ML/TF controls.
Client identified by media or law enforcement as having travelled, attempted or intended to travel to high-risk jurisdictions (including cities or districts of
concern), specifically countries (and adjacent countries) under conflict and/or political instability or known to support terrorist activities and organizations.
Transactions involve individual(s) identified by media and/or sanctions lists as being linked to a terrorist organization or terrorist activities.
Law enforcement information provided which indicates individual(s) may be linked to a terrorist organization or terrorist activities.
Individual's online presence supports violent extremism or radicalization.
Client donates to a cause that is subject to derogatory information that is publicly available (e.g. crowdfunding initiative, charity, NPO, NGO, etc.).

ML/TF indicators specific to Casinos
In addition to the general ML/TF indicators that have been highlighted in this guidance, there may be more specific ML/TF indicators related to your casino
business. Below are some examples of sector specific ML/TF indicators that you should consider as part of your STR program.

Any casino transaction of $3,000 or more when an individual receives payment in casino cheques made out to third parties or without a specified payee.
Client requests a winnings cheque in a third party's name.
Acquaintances bet against each other in even-money games and it appears that they are intentionally losing to one of the parties.
Client attempts to avoid the filing of a report for cash by breaking up the transaction.
Client requests cheques that are not for gaming winnings.
Client enquires about opening an account with the casino and the ability to transfer the funds to other locations when you do not know the client as a
regular, frequent or large volume player.
Client purchases large volume of chips with cash, participates in limited gambling activity with the intention of creating a perception of significant gambling,
and then cashes the chips for a casino cheque.
Client puts money into slot machines and claims accumulated credits as a jackpot win.
Client exchanges small denomination bank notes for large denomination bank notes, chip purchase vouchers or cheques.
Client is known to use multiple names.
Client requests the transfer of winnings to the bank account of a third party or a known drug source country or to a country where there is no effective antimoney-laundering system.
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Subject: Recognizing Suspicious Activity - Red Flags for Casinos and Card Clubs
This guidance is intended to assist casinos and card clubs1 with the reporting of suspected money
laundering, terrorist financing and related financial crimes. This guidance contains examples of
circumstances or “red flags” - based on actual reports, the observations of examiners and the
experience of law enforcement - that may indicate the presence of money laundering, terrorist
financing, and related financial crimes.
Casinos that are subject to the federal Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”) have an obligation to
implement anti-money laundering programs that include procedures for detecting and reporting
suspicious transactions. Casinos are required to implement risk-based anti-money laundering
programs that assist with the identification and reporting of suspicious transactions, including
employee training and written procedures on recognizing and addressing indicia of suspicious
activity and vulnerabilities that may arise in the provision of particular products and services.

Recognizing Suspicious Customer Activity
Casino employees who monitor customer gaming activity or conduct transactions with customers
are in a unique position to recognize transactions and activities that appear to have no legitimate
purpose, are not usual for a specific player or type of players, or are not consistent with
transactions involving wagering. Many casinos routinely obtain a great deal of information
about their customers through deposit, credit, check cashing, player rating and slot club accounts.
These accounts generally require casinos to obtain basic identification information about the
accountholders and to inquire into the kinds of wagering activities in which the customer is
likely to engage.

Attempts to Evade BSA Reporting or Recordkeeping Requirements

1

See 31 U.S.C. § 5312(a)(2)(X) and 31 C.F.R. § 103.11(n)(5)(i) and (n)(6)(i). In this guidance, the term “casino” is
used to refer to casinos, card clubs and other gaming establishments that fall within the BSA and FinCEN’s
regulations, unless otherwise noted.

1

Be alert to customers who try to keep their transactions just below the reporting or recordkeeping
thresholds, such as:
•

Two or more customers each purchase chips with currency in amounts between $3,000 and
$10,000, engage in minimal gaming, combine the chips (totaling in excess of $10,000), and
one of them redeems the chips for a casino check.

•

A customer seeks to cash out chips, tickets or tokens in excess of $10,000, but when asked
for identification for completing a CTRC, reduces the amount of chips or tokens to be cashed
out to less than $10,000.

•

A customer pays off a large credit debt, such as markers or bad checks, of more than $20,000
over a short period of time (e.g., less than one week), through a series of currency
transactions, none of which exceeds $10,000 in a gaming day.

•

A customer receives a race book or sports pool payout in excess of $10,000 and requests
currency of less than $10,000 and the balance paid in chips. The customer then goes to the
cage and redeems the remaining chips for currency in an amount that is less than the CTRC
reporting threshold.

•

A customer, who is a big winner, enlists another individual (who is not a partner of the
customer in the gaming activity), to cash out a portion of the chips or tokens won to avoid the
filing of a CTRC, IRS Form W-2G or other tax forms.

•

A customer attempts to influence, bribe, corrupt, or conspire with an employee not to file
CTRCs.

Using a Cage Solely for Its Banking-Like Financial Services
Be alert to customer activity involving unusual banking-like transactions at the cage, such as:
•

A customer wires funds derived from non-gaming proceeds, to or through a bank and/or a
non-bank financial institution(s) located in a country that is not his/her residence or place of
business.

•

A customer appears to use a casino account primarily as a temporary repository for funds by
making frequent deposits into the account and, within a short period of time (e.g., one to two
days), requests money transfers of all but a token amount to domestic or foreign-based bank
accounts.

Minimal Gaming Activities Without Reasonable Explanations
Be alert to customers conducting large transactions on the floor with little or no related gaming
activity and without reasonable explanation, such as:

2

•

A customer purchases a large amount of chips with currency at a table, engages in minimal
gaming, and then redeems the chips for a casino check.

•

A customer draws casino markers (e.g., between $5,000 and $10,000) which he/she uses to
purchase chips, engages in minimal or no gaming activity, and then pays off the markers in
currency and subsequently redeems the chips for a casino check.

•

A customer makes a large deposit using numerous small denomination bills (e.g., $5s, $10s
and $20s); and withdraws it in chips at a table game, engages in minimal gaming, and
exchanges remaining chips at a cage for large denomination bills (e.g., $100), a casino check
or a money transfer.

•

While reviewing computerized player rating records, an employee determines that a customer
frequently purchases chips with currency between $5,000 and $10,000, engages in minimal
gaming, and walks away with the chips.

•

A customer using a slot club account card inserts $2,990 of paper money (or an amount just
below established thresholds) into a bill acceptor on a slot machine or video lottery terminal
(e.g., contemporaneously inserting $5s, $10s and $20s), accumulating credits with minimal
or no gaming activity, presses the “cash out” button to obtain a ticket. The customer goes to
three other machines and conducts the same activity for $2,990 at each machine. Then the
customer redeems the tickets for large denomination bills or casino checks with different
cage cashiers at different times in a gaming day.

•

A customer transfers funds to a casino for deposit into a front money account in excess of
$5,000; and withdraws it in chips at a table game, engages in minimal or no gaming activity,
and exchanges remaining chips at a cage for a casino check.

Unusual Transaction Characteristics or Activities
Be alert to transactions with any unusual characteristics, such as:
•

A pair of bettors frequently cover between them both sides of an even bet, such as:
- Betting both “red and black” or “odd and even” on roulette;
- Betting both with and against the bank in baccarat/mini-baccarat; or
- Betting the “pass line” or “come line” and the “don’t pass line” or “don’t come line” in
craps; and,
the aggregate amount of both bettors’ total wagering is in excess of $5,000.

•

A customer routinely bets both sides of the same line for sporting events (i.e., betting both
teams to win) and thus the amount of overall loss to the customer is minimal (known as
hedging).
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•

A customer requests the issuance of casino checks, each less than $3,000, which are made
payable to third parties or checks without a specified payee.

•

A customer furnishes a legitimate type of identification document, in connection with the
completion of a CTRC, or the opening of a deposit, credit or check cashing account, which:
- Does not match the customer’s appearance (e.g., different age, height, eye color, sex); or
- Is false or altered (e.g., address changed, photograph substituted).

•

A customer presents information for the completion of CTRCs for different gaming days that
contains conflicting identification information, such as:
- Different address or different spelling or numeration in address;
- Different state driver’s license number; or
- Different social security number.

•

A customer makes large deposits or pays off large markers with multiple instruments (e.g.,
cashier's checks, money orders, traveler’s checks, or foreign drafts) in amounts of less than
$3,000.

•

A customer withdraws a large amount of funds (e.g., $30,000 or more) from a deposit
account and requests that multiple casino checks be issued each of which is less than
$10,000.

•

A customer arranges large money transfers out of the country which are paid for by multiple
cashier's checks from different financial institutions in amounts under $10,000.

Criminal Activities
Be alert to a customer conducting illegal activity, such as:
•

A customer conducts transactions that the casino believes to be the result of some illegal
activity or from an illegal source (e.g., narcotics trafficking).

•

A customer or a group of individuals forge signatures or use counterfeit business or personal
checks to obtain currency, chips or tokens.
*****

Questions or comments regarding the contents of this Guidance should be addressed to the
FinCEN Regulatory Helpline at
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PREFACE - INFORMATION AND METHODOLOGY USED FOR THE EVALUATION 1
1.
The evaluation of the anti-money laundering (AML) and combating the financing of terrorism
(CFT) regime of Canada was based on the Forty Recommendations 2003 and the Eight Special
Recommendations on Terrorist Financing 2001 of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and was
prepared using the AML/CFT Methodology 2004 2. The evaluation was based on the laws, regulations
and other materials supplied by Canada, and information obtained by the evaluation team during its
on-site visit to Canada from 19 to 30 March 2007, and subsequently. During the on-site visit, the
evaluation team met with officials and representatives of all relevant Canadian government agencies
and the private sector. A list of the bodies met is set out in Annex II to the mutual evaluation report.
2.
The evaluation was conducted by an assessment team which consisted of members of the FATF
Secretariat, APG Secretariat and FATF and APG experts in criminal law, law enforcement and
regulatory issues: Mr. John Carlson and Ms. Catherine Marty from the FATF Secretariat, Dr. Gordon
Hook from the APG Secretariat, Ms. Anne Juniel, financial expert, Bank of France (France), Mr. Jack
de Kluiver, legal expert, Department of Justice (United States), Mr. Marc Penna, law enforcement
expert, Cellule de Traitement des Informations Financières (Belgium), Mr. Bill Peoples, law
enforcement expert, New Zealand Police (New Zealand) and Mr. Jeremy Platts, financial expert, Hong
Kong Monetary Authority (Hong Kong). Mr. Robin Sykes, Central Bank of Jamaica participated as an
observer. The assessment team reviewed the institutional framework, the relevant AML/CFT laws,
regulations, guidelines and other requirements, and the regulatory and other systems in place to deter
money laundering (ML) and the financing of terrorism (FT) through financial institutions and
Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBP), as well as examining the capacity,
the implementation and the effectiveness of all these systems. 3
3.
This report provides a summary of the AML/CFT measures in place in Canada as at the date of
the on-site visit or immediately thereafter. It describes and analyses those measures, and provides
recommendations on how certain aspects of the system could be strengthened (see Table 2). It also
sets out Canada’s levels of compliance with the FATF 40+9 Recommendations (see Table 1). 4

1

Generally, FATF reports are written in United Kingdom English; however, this report is written in
Canadian English to avoid any confusion that may be caused by the spelling of Canadian agencies or citations
from Canadian laws, regulations and other sources.
2
As updated in February 2007.
3
The list of all bodies met during the on-site mission, the copies of the key laws, regulations and other
measures and the list of all laws, regulations and other materials received and reviewed by the assessors are
available in the Annexes of this report.
4
Also see Table 1 for an explanation of the compliance ratings (C, LC, PC and NC).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

Background Information

4.
This report provides a summary of the AML/CFT measures in place in Canada as of June 2007.
The report describes and analyses those measures and provides recommendations on how certain
aspects of the system could be strengthened. It also sets out Canada’s levels of compliance with the
FATF 40 + 9 Recommendations (see attached table on the Ratings of Compliance with the FATF
Recommendations).
5.
Canada has strengthened its overall AML/CFT regime since its last FATF mutual evaluation
(1997) by implementing a number of changes both in terms of statutory amendments and structural
changes. The most important developments were the enactment of the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act and the creation of the Canadian Financial Intelligence Unit
(FINTRAC) in 2000. With regard to the legal measures (ML and TF offences, confiscation, freezing
mechanisms), the legal framework is generally in line with the FATF standards however further steps
could be taken to enhance effective implementation. The Canadian FIU has been provided with
extensive powers and responsibilities. Since it became operationally effective in November 2001,
FINTRAC has undertaken extensive outreach and assistance to reporting entities and has developed
close relationships with government partners. There are concerns about its effectiveness in disclosing
money laundering and terrorist financing cases to law enforcement authorities.
6.
Canada has recently introduced a significant set of new requirements for financial institutions
that aim at implementing the FATF standards. A large number of these new requirements will only be
in force in June 2008, and these, together with further amendments applicable to DNFBPs due to come
into force in December 2008, have not been analysed in the context of this evaluation. As it currently
stands however, the preventive system is generally insufficient to meet the FATF Recommendations.
In addition, certain financial institutions that undertake financial activities, as defined by the FATF
Recommendations, are not currently covered by the AML/CFT regime. Moreover, both the scope of
coverage and the AML/CFT requirements for the designated non-financial businesses and professions
(DNFBPs) are insufficient to meet the FATF standards. Although FINTRAC and the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) are involved in comprehensive supervisory actions,
there are varying degrees of supervision for AML/CFT purposes in the financial sector.
7.
Illicit proceeds from a variety of criminal activities contribute to the ongoing money laundering
situation in Canada with drug trafficking as the source of much of the money laundered. Other sources
of proceeds of crime include, but are not limited to, prostitution rings, contraband smuggling, illegal
arms sales, migrant smuggling, and white-collar crime such as securities offences, real estate fraud,
credit card fraud and telemarketing fraud. While there is no estimate for the total annual proceeds of
crime, drug sales are estimated to amount to several billion dollars.
8.
The money laundering methods used in Canada have remained relatively consistent in recent
years. They essentially consist of: smuggling; money service businesses and currency exchanges;
casinos; purchase of real estate; wire transfers; establishment of offshore corporations; credit cards,
stored value cards and new payment methods; use of nominees; use of foreign bank accounts; use of
professional services (lawyers, accountants, etc.); and reinvestment and distribution in illicit drugs. At
the placement stage, criminals are using money service businesses or casinos. Electronic funds
transfers are being used for layering and at the integration stage, criminal proceeds are used to
purchase high-value assets in attempts to conceal the origin of the funds. Most recently, there have
been signs that criminals are turning to such methods as Internet payments or cross-border movement
of gold bullion.
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9.
Canadian law enforcement authorities have identified a number of terrorist organisations
operating in Canada. Investigations have shown that terrorist cells have a tendency to remain selfsufficient by generating funds locally. In some instances, they may do so by committing petty crimes,
such as welfare fraud or credit card fraud. In other instances, cell members have started businesses to
glean financial information from unsuspecting customers in order to clone credit cards and commit
identity thefts. Law enforcement authorities have intelligence indicating that suspected terrorist
entities in Canada are raising funds through drug trafficking.
10. The financial sector in Canada is diverse, mature, well developed and includes many service
providers. The sector is significantly integrated, as many players offer similar services and a small
group of “financial groups” or conglomerates offer a large variety of financial products directly or
through subsidiaries. A wide range of financial institutions exist in Canada and are subject to
AML/CFT requirements: banks; credit unions and caisses populaires; life insurance companies; trust
companies (that offer services similar to those provided by banks but can also administer estates,
personal and institutional trusts, trustee pension plans and agency contracts); securities firms and
money service businesses (MSBs). Financial leasing, factoring, finance companies (i.e. entities
specialised in consumer lending, credit cards, equipment financing and small business loans that are
not loan companies), providers of e-money, Internet payment providers and cheque cashers are also
engaged in financial activities as defined by the FATF.
11. The following DNFBPs are currently subject to AML/CFT requirements: casinos, real estate
agents and accountants. In addition, the Government of Canada has recently enacted regulations to
cover the following DNFBPs as of December 2008: lawyers, notaries (relevant in Québec and British
Columbia only) and dealers in precious metals and stones. Trust and company service providers are
not separately recognised nor regulated as a discrete category of entity in Canada and do not fall under
the AML/CFT regime. Trust companies, accountants, lawyers and other independent legal professions
provide most services of this nature, though it appears that some other businesses exist that engage in
TCSP activity.
2.

Legal System and Related Institutional Measures

12. The anti-money laundering offences are comprehensive and Canada generally meets the
requirements under Recommendations 1 and 2. The money laundering offence (section 462.31
Criminal Code (CC)) is part of a broader proceeds of crime regime designed to cover all obligations in
the 1988 Vienna Convention and the 2000 Palermo Convention. Section 462.31 encompasses acts of
using, transferring the possession of, sending or delivering to any person or place, transporting,
transmitting, altering, disposing of or otherwise dealings with, in any manner and by any means, any
property or any proceeds of any property. The Section 462.31 offence is however technically
inconsistent with the relevant UN Conventions in that it has a specific intent mental element that is not
consistent with those Conventions. Designated offence refers to virtually all indictable offences and
also covers all ancillary offences.
13. There is also a second offence of possession of proceeds of crime (s.354(1), CC), whereby it is
an offence to knowingly possess money or property derived directly or indirectly from any indictable
Canadian criminal offence or any foreign offence, that had it been committed in Canada would have
been an indictable offence in Canada. The two offences cover almost all of the requirements of R.1 &
2, with only some minor technical deficiencies (see comments above). Despite this, the emphasis on
and preference for pursuing the predicate crimes and the offence of possession of property obtained by
crime, and the low number of s.462.31 convictions indicates that the statutes available for countering
ML are not being used as effectively as they could be. Canada should develop a more proactive
approach to prosecuting the specific money laundering charge under s.462.31.
14. Canada has three criminal offences related to the financing of terrorism (s. 83.02-83.04, CC).
The offences are broadly defined and wide-reaching in effect. These offences cover the provision or
collection of property intending or knowing that it will be used, in whole or in part, to carry out or
7

facilitate a “terrorist activity”, to possess or use property for that purpose, or to benefit a terrorist
group. The offences and related provisions cover all types of property; include ancillary offences; and
generally meet all the requirements of the FATF standards. The offences have been in existence for
several years and there have been a large number of investigations, but only three persons have been
charged with terrorist financing and these charges have not been heard yet. There have been no
convictions. Given these facts, the authorities should consider how the TF offence could be more
effectively implemented. The overall effectiveness of the TF offence and regime is an issue that the
authorities will need to pay close attention to going forward.
15. The CC and the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) contain extensive provisions that
authorise the forfeiture of proceeds of crime and instrumentalities used in or intended for use in
offences. Forfeiture is available for all money laundering and terrorist financing offences, as well as
all predicate offences. Conviction for any indictable offence or a conspiracy or attempt to commit an
indictable offence is a prerequisite to forfeiture. There are also discretionary provisions for a fine in
lieu of forfeiture, which is the action that Canada has taken to seek to deprive criminals of property of
equivalent value. If there are no assets to which such a fine can be applied the court must impose a jail
sentence, otherwise the fine is enforced as a civil judgement against any other property of the offender,
but cannot be applied against third party property in such cases.
16. Other legislative provisions are broad and allow the authorities to restrain or seize and search
for proceeds of crime or instrumentalities. The definition of “property” is broad, and includes any
benefit or advantage obtained or “derived directly or indirectly” as a result of the offence. The
available data on seizure/restraint and forfeiture is not comprehensive and suggests that it could be
more effective.
17. Canada’s United Nations Act and its related regulations enable the Canadian government to
implement the decisions contained in the resolutions of the United Nations Security Council. The
United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulations (UNAQTR), and the Regulations Implementing the
United Nations Resolutions on the Suppression of Terrorism (RIUNRST), were enacted under the
authority of Canada’s United Nations Act. These regulations allow Canada to list a terrorist individual
or entity for the purpose of freezing the funds or assets owned or controlled by that individual or entity
or its associates. A third listing mechanism exists under the Criminal Code for threats to Canada’s
domestic security. Canada has laws and regulations to freeze terrorist funds or other assets of persons
designated in the context of S/RES/1267(1999) and S/RES/1373(2001) that are in line with the legal
international requirements. However, although the lists are published in the Canada Gazette, there
needs to be more communication on listed persons provided to certain categories of financial
institutions and other potential asset holders as well as more clear and practical guidance to reporting
entities (including DNFBPs and MSBs) that may be holding targeted funds or other assets concerning
their obligations in taking action under freezing mechanisms. Canada should also enhance the existing
measures to monitor the compliance with the legislation governing the obligations under SRIII (except
for federally regulated financial institutions supervised by OSFI).
18. In 2000, Canada established the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC) as a national centre for receiving, analyzing and disseminating information concerning
suspected money laundering or terrorist financing. In addition to mandatory reporting by financial
institutions and DNFBPs, FINTRAC can receive voluntary information concerning suspicions of
money laundering or terrorist financing from the general public and various other sources, including
information about cases being investigated by law enforcement agencies and foreign FIUs. FINTRAC
has a high level of operational independence and information held by FINTRAC is securely protected.
19. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC is authorized to disseminate financial information to domestic
authorities for further action when it has reasonable grounds to suspect that the information would be
relevant and useful to the investigation or prosecution of a money laundering or terrorist activity
offence. FINTRAC provides comprehensive guidance to reporting entities regarding the manner of
reporting and the procedures that should be followed when reporting. In February 2006, FINTRAC
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launched an updated secure online report capture system that provides reporting entities with a reliable
mechanism to file reports through the Internet. However, the format of reporting forms is perceived by
certain reporting entities as being too rigid and reduces the capacity to communicate a maximum level
of information. FINTRAC develops very few typologies and is not allowed by the PCMLTFA to ask
(directly or indirectly) for additional financial information from reporting entities in line with the
FATF requirements.
20. The information that FINTRAC can provide to a disclosure recipient is referred to as
“designated information” and includes key details that identify individuals or entities and their
financial transactions. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC has the authority to collect information from
databases maintained for law enforcement or national security purposes and in respect of which an
agreement is entered into. FINTRAC currently has access to two major national police databases.
However, FINTRAC has limited access to intelligence information from certain administrative
authorities (such as the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)).
21. There are serious issues in relation to effectiveness with respect to FINTRAC. Although Canada
decided to establish a FIU that would make maximum use of advanced technologies in its analytical
work, the number of staff dedicated to the analysis of potential ML/FT cases is low, especially in light
of the number of reports FINTRAC receives, and FINTRAC has decided to concentrate its efforts on
large or significant ML/TF cases. At the time of the on-site visit, the feedback provided by some
organizations that receive FINTRAC disclosures was generally negative (unsatisfactory timelines for
disclosures, relatively limited added value of FINTRAC disclosures in law enforcement investigations,
FINTRAC disclosures positively contributed to existing investigations but rarely generated new ones).
It seems that since March 2007, more positive feedback has been received from law enforcement
authorities, especially with regard to the timeliness of disclosures. Another important issue is that,
FINTRAC disclosures are largely based on voluntary information reports made by law enforcement
authorities (80% of cases). This raises serious concerns with respect to the capability of FINTRAC to
generate new ML/TF cases independent from existing investigations. Finally, until 2007, no
conviction for ML or TF had directly resulted from a FINTRAC disclosure.
22. While all Canadian police forces can investigate money laundering and terrorist financing
offences, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), and in particular its Integrated Proceeds of
Crime Initiative, IPOC, Units, and, to a lesser extent, the provincial law enforcement authorities in
Ontario (the Ontario Provincial Police) and Québec (Sûreté du Québec) undertake virtually all money
laundering and terrorist financing investigations. The powers and capacity of the law enforcement
services are sound and they have appropriate investigative techniques at their disposal. The RCMP
acknowledges that, due to resources constraints, it essentially focuses its resources on large, complex
ML investigations related to organised crime groups. The RCMP could undertake a larger number of
investigations and tackle a larger spectrum of ML/TF cases with additional resources. In addition,
consideration should be given to improving the educational and training programmes provided for
judges and courts concerning ML and TF offences.
23. Canada has implemented comprehensive measures to detect the physical cross-border
transportation of currency and bearer negotiable instruments that are related to ML or FT. These
measures are fully in line with the FATF requirements and are effectively implemented.
3.

Preventive Measures - Financial Institutions

24. To combat money laundering, the Canadian Parliament enacted the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) Act which received Royal Assent on 29 June 2000. To help fight terrorism, it amended
and renamed the legislation the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCMLTFA). The PCMLTF Regulations and the PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting
Regulations implement the provisions of the Act. In October 2006, a Bill proposing to further
strengthen the PCMLTFA was introduced in Parliament to expand the scope of preventive measures.
The Bill received Royal Assent in December 2006. Some new provisions of the PCMLTFA came into
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force on 10 February 2007 and on 27 June 2007, the Regulations Amending Certain Regulations Made
Under the PCMLTFA were enacted and published in the Canada Gazette. Some of these provisions
came into force on 30 June 2007; others will take effect on 23 June 2008. A second package of
regulatory amendments, the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing
Registration Regulations setting out a framework for the registration of MSBs will come into force on
30 June 2008. Further regulations were enacted on 26 December 2007 that will come into force in
December 2008. However, for the purpose of this report, none of the changes coming into force after
June 2007 were considered.
25. FINTRAC (for all reporting parties), OSFI (for Federally Regulated Financial Institutions) and
IDA (for securities dealers) have developed guidelines to assist persons and entities subject to the
PCMLTFA and the Regulations to understand their obligations. IDA By-laws, Policies and
Regulations are legally enforceable and can be considered as “other enforceable means”. OSFI and
FINTRAC Guidance are considered as non-binding guidance for the purpose of this report.
26. In Canada, certain entities that undertake financial activities, as defined by the FATF
Recommendations, are not currently covered by the AML/CFT regime (except for entities that are
caught because they also engage in financial activities which are captured under the regime). These
include: financial leasing entities; factoring entities; finance companies (i.e. mostly entities specialized
in consumer lending, issuing certain types of credit cards, equipment financing and unregulated small
business lending entities); providers of e-money; Internet payment providers 5; and cheque cashers 6
when their only activity is cashing cheques issued to denominated persons. Canada considers that
these entities pose little or no threat of money laundering/terrorist financing. Canada’s approach to risk
is not in line with the FATF approach as defined in the Methodology where a list of activities and
operations must be covered by the AML/CFT regime unless there is a proven low risk of ML/TF.
Canada has applied the opposite approach and has extended coverage of the PCMLTFA only to
activities for which there is a proven ML/TF risk. Moreover, the risk assessment process carried out by
Canada to reach conclusions on the exposure of certain sectors to ML/TF risks is either non-existent or
very fragmented and ad-hoc.
27. Customer identification measures in Canada are currently insufficient to meet the FATF
standards 7. Current legislation does not impose a requirement for financial institutions to conduct
CDD in all cases covered by the FATF standards, including when there is a suspicion of ML or TF or
when financial institutions have doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained CDD
data. The current customer identification measures for natural persons are insufficient and, except for
IDA supervised entities, financial institutions are not required to understand the ownership and control
structure of the customer nor obliged to determine the natural persons that ultimately own or control
the customer. There are currently no requirements (except for IDA supervised entities) to obtain
information on the purpose and intended nature of the business relationship. There is no obligation to
perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk categories of customer, business relationship or
transaction and the current approach is not in line with the FATF standards regarding situations of
lower risk. Finally, the timing of verification of customer identity is inadequate for certain financial
entities vis-à-vis certain customers. Financial institutions (except IDA supervised entities in some
circumstances) are not prohibited from opening an account or commencing a business relationship or
performing a transaction and they are not required to make a suspicious transaction report where they
are unable to identify the customer.
5

Internet payment and e-money providers are only subject to the Act if they also offer funds remittance or
transmission services and, as such, would be considered money services businesses.
6
Cheque cashing businesses that also offer money remittance services are included in the definition of
MSBs under the PCMLTFA and are therefore subject to the requirements of the PCMLTFA.
7
New provisions will enter into force in June 2008 and December 2008. These provisions will impose a
number of additional requirements including in the following areas: CDD, politically exposed persons, SR VII,
record keeping, reporting of suspicious transactions, requirements for DNFBPs, and beneficial ownership
information in company legislation. These changes were not assessed as the changes fall outside the period of
the evaluation.
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28. At the time of the on-site visit, there were no specific legislative or other enforceable
requirements in relation to PEPs and limited requirements in relation to correspondent banking
relationships. Provisions in relation to the prevention of misuse of technological developments in
ML/TF schemes and the mitigation of risks associated with non-face to face business were not in
compliance with the FATF requirements. New provisions entered into force in June 2007 for
correspondent banking, and will enter into force in June 2008 in relation to PEPs. Although introduced
business arrangements exist in Canada, Canada has not implemented adequate requirements in relation
to third party introduced business.
29. There is no financial institution secrecy law that inhibits the implementation of AML/CFT
requirements. Canada’s record-keeping requirements are generally satisfactory. At the time of the onsite visit, Canada had not implemented SRVII on wire transfers.
30. Under the PCMLTFA, there is currently no explicit provision requiring financial institutions to
pay special attention to all complex, unusual large transactions. Such a requirement may only be
indirectly deduced from (a) the requirement to report to FINTRAC suspicious transactions that may be
related to money laundering or terrorist financing, and (b) the obligation to report large international
electronic funds transfers and large cash transactions. Canada should ensure that the new provisions
coming into force in June 2008 will fully and effectively address these issues. The obligation to give
special attention to business relationships and transactions with persons from countries which do not
or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations is also not fully met.
31. All financial institutions subject to the PCMLTFA are required to report to FINTRAC
transactions of any amount for which there are reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the
commission of a money laundering offence or a terrorist financing offence. However, certain
categories of financial institution (see comments above) are not subject to the PCMLTFA and,
consequently, to any mandatory reporting requirement to FINTRAC. Under the current legislation,
reporting entities are only required to report completed transactions to FINTRAC. As from June 2008,
the reporting requirement will be broadened to the reporting of any suspicious attempted transactions
related to money laundering or terrorist financing. The total number of STRs sent by the financial
sector appears satisfactory (an average of 20 000 every year since 2004). The different financial
institutions however contributed unequally to the total number of STRs (securities dealers, life
insurance companies and life insurance brokers and dealers have sent limited numbers of STRs).
32. No criminal or civil proceedings lie against persons and entities for making a suspicious
transaction report, a terrorist property report, a large cash transaction report or an electronic funds
transfer report in good faith or for providing FINTRAC with information about suspicions of money
laundering or of the financing of terrorist activities. The provisions in relation to tipping off are also
fully in line with the FATF standards. FINTRAC gives very detailed guidance related to STRs to
assist financial institutions in implementing and complying with STR requirements and provides
satisfactory general feedback to large financial institutions. Specific feedback is provided within the
legislative limitations. The PCMLTFA requires reporting entities to submit reports to FINTRAC on
large cash transactions and electronic funds transfers and the FATF requirements in that area are met.
33. The requirements in relation to internal procedures, policies and controls to prevent ML and FT
are generally sound, but some changes are needed to bring them fully in line with the FATF standards.
FRFIs have generally adopted enterprise-wide AML/CFT standards based on the OSFI Guideline and
supervisory practice. There is no specific requirement regarding the enforcement of AML/CFT
measures consistent with Canadian or FATF requirements in foreign branches and subsidiaries.
34. In addition, Canadian financial entities are prohibited from entering into a business relationship
with shell banks or with foreign financial institutions that have correspondent banking relationships
with shell banks. Canada is broadly in compliance with the FATF requirements in this regard.
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35. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA. FINTRAC’s
compliance program is based on a collaborative risk-based approach divided into two categories: the
promotion of compliance and the monitoring of compliance. FINTRAC has signed MOUs with certain
financial and gaming regulators or supervisors to share AML/CFT supervisory information. In
addition, some regulators have provisions under their own legislation or codes of conduct that impose
similar requirements to, or which complement the key provisions in the PCMLTFA. Globally, there
are unequal degrees of regulation and supervision, depending on the sectors and provinces although
OSFI is responsible for regulating well over 80% of the Canadian financial sector as measured by total
assets. It is worth mentioning that the entities which are currently not subject to the PCMLTFA are not
subject to prudential supervision either.
36. The number of examinations performed by FINTRAC appears to be relatively low compared
with the total number of reporting financial entities (potentially more than 100 000) although a single
FINTRAC examination can cover a large number of reporting entities (e.g. in the case of life insurance
companies/agents and securities firms/dealers). Even including examinations conducted by
FINTRAC’s MOU partners, the figures remain rather low, except for the banking and federally
regulated trust companies sectors which have a good supervisory coverage by OSFI. The use of a
sophisticated risk-based model helps FINTRAC prioritise its supervisory activities. Those activities
encompass not only examinations of reporting entities but also guidance, outreach, self-assessment
tools and follow-up actions after examinations.
37. The securities sector is regulated by provincial securities regulatory authorities (SRAs) and has
been subject to limited AML/CFT supervision. The on-site AML/CFT assessments conducted by
OSFI since 2003 in the federally regulated life insurance sector amount to 90% of the industry
measured by its assets but less than 10% of the supervised population. AML/CFT supervision by
provincial financial supervisors appears to be less effective for life insurance agents because
AML/CFT controls are mostly assessed by FINTRAC. In addition, despite the focus put on that sector,
FINTRAC had managed to perform controls on only 60 credit unions and caisses populaires up to
mid-2007, out of a total population of 1 250 reporting entities.
38. Under the current version of the PCMLTFA and its Regulations, FINTRAC has limited powers
of enforcement against reporting entities and their directors or senior management for failure to
comply with or properly implement AML/CFT requirements. Currently, FINTRAC cannot impose
penalties and is limited to referring cases to law enforcement for investigation. Strengthening the
sanctions regime in June 2008 with the introduction of administrative and monetary penalties should
be a crucial enhancement of the system. The current PCMLTFA provides for a series of criminal
sanctions for contraventions of various provisions of the Act. These can lead to criminal penalties of
up to CAD 2 million in fines and five years in prison for non-compliance. The December 2006
amendments expanded the regime of criminal sanctions to the violations of most of the provisions of
the PCMLTFA and regulations.
39. OSFI has a wider range of possible enforcement actions or sanctions than FINTRAC.
Nevertheless, sanctions remain infrequently used, and do not appear to be sufficiently effective,
proportionate and dissuasive, though this may be partially due to the early intervention strategy
adopted by OSFI. In the securities sector, except for IDA which has effectively applied in a number of
cases heavy sanctions to its members for non compliance with AML/CFT standards, it seems that the
powers of sanction have generally not been used by SRAs or SROs in that area, as they have rarely
issued specific rules or regulations related to AML/CFT and consider such issues to be mainly
FINTRAC’s responsibility.
40. Measures aimed at preventing criminals or their associates from holding a significant or
controlling interest or holding a management function in a financial institution, as well as the “fit and
proper” principle are widespread. There is no systematic harmonization of these requirements across
the federal and provincial systems. At the time of the on-site visit, there was no compulsory obligation
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for FRFIs to implement screening procedures for directors or senior management, after the initial
incorporation or authorisation procedures are concluded.
41. There was no registration regime for MSBs at the time of the on-site visit although Canada has
created a federal registration regime that will enter into force in June 2008. The preventive measures
currently applicable to MSBs (especially in relation to CDD, reporting of suspicious transactions or
SRVII) present serious weaknesses and the MSB sector is subject to a limited range of preventive
measures that are not in compliance with international standards. In addition, the sanction regime
applicable to MSBs that fail to comply with the PCMLTFA is currently not effective, proportionate
and dissuasive. Canada should ensure effective implementation of the registration system for MSBs in
force in June 2008 and ensure that the requirements applicable to MSBs fully meet the FATF
requirements.
4.

Preventive Measures – Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs)

42. The PCMLTFA currently covers casinos, real estate brokers and sales representatives and
accountants and accounting firms. Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in precious metals
and stones, Internet casinos, and TCSPs are not currently captured by the PCMLTFA and therefore are
not subject to the requirements under Recommendations 5, 6 and 8-11. It should be noted that Internet
casinos are illegal in Canada, but servers hosting such activity exists in Canada, and Canada should
either take law enforcement action to eliminate this illegal activity, or regulate these casinos. The
requirements in relation to Recommendation 5 and 13 applicable to land-based casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants do not meet the FATF standards. Canada has not
implemented any specific AML/CFT measures concerning PEPs that are applicable to DNFBPs. There
are no specific legislative or other enforceable obligations for DNFBPs to take measures to prevent the
misuse of technological developments in ML/TF schemes. The DNFBPs are not required to have
policies and procedures in place to address any specific risk associated with non face-to-face business
relationships or transactions. Provisions in relation to record-keeping with regard to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants are not fully in line with the FATF standards.
43. Because of limited staff resources, FINTRAC is not in a position to ensure an efficient
monitoring of the effective application of AML/CFT legislation in the non-financial sectors captured
by the PCMLTFA, especially in sectors/provinces where the primary regulators or SROs are not or
insufficiently involved in AML/CFT compliance supervision. Canada should ensure that supervisory
actions (especially on-site examinations) vis-à-vis casinos and more generally with regard to all
DNFBPs are reinforced. With regard to DNFBPs, the sanction regime available to FINTRAC is
currently inadequate but should be strengthened when administrative and monetary penalties are
introduced in June 2008.
5.

Legal Persons and Arrangements & Non-Profit Organisations

44. Canada’s corporate registry and information collection system does not adequately focus on
obtaining information relating to the beneficial owner or controller of bodies corporate in Canada. The
information collected and maintained (including changes in information) relates almost solely to
persons and other corporations that are the immediate owners or controllers of a corporation through
shareholdings. The federal corporate registrar should consider measures to mitigate the threat that may
arise from the use of legal persons to perpetrate money laundering and terrorist financing. Canada
should ensure that competent authorities have access to accurate and current information on the
ultimate beneficial owners and controllers of all legal persons on a timely basis.
45. The Canada Business Corporations Act (CBCA) appears to allow for the ownership of
corporations through the use of bearer shares, although it is likely that the number of bearer shares is
limited. Nonetheless, there do not appear to be any special measures in place to ensure disclosure of
beneficial owners of these shares in order to mitigate the ML or TF risk.
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46. Except for the province of Quebec (where the fiducie is similar to the trust), all provinces are
common law jurisdictions and have trust laws. Canada relies on the investigatory powers of law
enforcement to obtain or have access to information concerning the beneficial ownership and control
of trusts and fiducies. These powers are generally sound and widely used. In the case of trusts and
fiducies, limited, partial information is available, and even where certain information is recorded by
agencies such as CRA or FINTRAC, agencies can only share this information with law enforcement
authorities in limited circumstances. Canada should implement measures to ensure that adequate,
accurate and timely information is available to law enforcement authorities concerning the beneficial
ownership and control of trusts and fiducie in Québec.
47. Canada has a well-established registration system for charities and has taken considerable steps
to implement SR VIII. Registered charities include most organizations that raise and distribute funds
for social or humanitarian purposes. Charities represent the most significant portion of the financial
resources of the NPO sector and account for a substantial share of the sector's foreign activities.
Nevertheless, in line with the FATF's risk-based approach, Canada should continue to monitor risks in
other segments of the NPO sector.
6.

National and International Co-operation

48. Canada has developed a large number of initiatives to improve co-operation mechanisms among
the different domestic stakeholders taking part in the fight against money laundering and terrorist
financing. The interagency cooperation between the FIU and law enforcement authorities is not fully
effective and should be enhanced in order for Canada to optimise its capacity to investigate ML and
TF cases. Canada should consider encouraging more bilateral contacts among agencies.
49. Almost all of the provisions of the Palermo and Vienna Conventions have been fully
implemented, and only some minor technical deficiencies remain. Canada has extensive formal and
limited informal means of providing mutual legal assistance (MLA) to requesting countries. Where the
evidence can only be gathered pursuant to a court order, Canada’s Mutual Legal Assistance in
Criminal Matters Act (“MLACMA” or “the Act”) is the domestic legislation that enables a Canadian
court to issue orders compelling the production or authorizing the seizure of evidence at the request of
a treaty partner. Canada has a centrally-coordinated MLA regime involving: the Department of
Justice, Crown prosecutors, the Judiciary and, on occasion, law enforcement agents who execute
Canadian courts’ orders. Canada should focus on improving the effectiveness of the current regime
and the collection of adequate data.
50. Under the MLACMA, Canada can directly enforce foreign orders for the restraint, seizure and
forfeiture of assets on receipt of a request from a treaty partner or designated entity in line with the
FATF requirements. However, in terms of implementation, there is limited evidence of effective
confiscation assistance, and Canada should consider how this could be enhanced.
51. The money laundering and terrorist financing offences are extraditable offences under Canada’s
Extradition Act. The current legal provisions on extradition meet the FATF standards; however
Canada should maintain better extradition request data, so as to better assess the timeliness of
assistance.
52. In general, law enforcement authorities can engage in a wide range of international cooperation. FINTRAC can also share its intelligence with foreign counterparts. As the AML/CFT
supervisor, FINTRAC has the legal capacity to exchange supervisory information with foreign
regulators, but has not yet entered into any MOUs that will allow it to share in practice. On the other
hand, OSFI can exchange compliance information with foreign counterparts.
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7.

Other issues

53. Overall, authorities seem to be well-equipped, staffed, resourced and trained. There are concerns
about the availability of resources within FINTRAC to undertake a sufficient number of
comprehensive examinations. The number of staff at FINTRAC dedicated to the analysis of ML/TF
cases is also too low. Finally, the authorities in charge of processing MLA requests should acquire
additional resources to fulfil their tasks.
54. Canada collects a large set of statistics although more comprehensive data should be gathered
regarding ML investigations and sentencing, MLA and extradition requests.
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MUTUAL EVALUATION REPORT
1.

GENERAL

1.1

General Information on Canada

55. Canada consists of 10 provinces (Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Newfoundland and
Labrador, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Québec and Saskatchewan),
and three territories (the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon). Ottawa, Ontario, is the national
capital. Geographically, it is the second-largest country in the world, with a land area of 9.9 million
square kilometres. Canada is bordered by the United States of America to the south and northwest
(Alaska), with coastlines on the Pacific Ocean to the west, the Arctic Ocean to the north and the
Atlantic Ocean to the east. Approximately 86 % of Canada’s 32 million people live in the country’s
four largest provinces: Ontario (39 %), Québec (24 %), British Columbia (13 %) and Alberta (10 %).
Canadians have an average life expectancy of 80 years and the median age is currently 39 years.
Canada’s two official languages are English and French.
56. Canada is the eighth-largest economy in the world with about 70% of the economy devoted to
services. Manufacturing now accounts for just over 25% and the primary sectors account for around
5%. In 2006, Canadian per capita gross domestic product (GDP) was CAD 44 083.
System of government
57. Canada is a federal state. Pursuant to the Constitution Act, 1867, the governing power of the
country is divided between the federal government and provincial governments. The federal
government is responsible for matters that affect all of Canada, including national defence, criminal
law, banking, citizenship and foreign relations. Provincial and territorial governments look after such
matters as education, health care and social services. They share responsibilities with the federal
government in some areas. For instance, the federal government has legislative jurisdiction over
criminal law and procedure, while the provinces are responsible for the administration of the courts of
criminal jurisdiction including federal courts constituted under section 96 of the Constitution. This
provincial jurisdiction includes the constitution, maintenance and organization of provincial courts in
both civil and criminal jurisdictions, and civil procedure as applied in provincial courts. There is also a
third level of government at the community level, known as municipal (or local) government, which is
responsible for local matters.
58. Canada has a Westminster parliamentary system of government. Parliament is divided into three
heads of power: the Queen, the Senate (the upper house of 105 members) and the House of Commons
(the lower house of 308 members). Canada is a constitutional monarchy; Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
II is Canada’s official head of state. She is represented in Canada by the Governor General, who gives
Royal Assent, in the name of the Queen, to all legislation passed by Parliament. The Queen appoints
the Governor General on the advice of the Prime Minister. One of the most important roles of the
Governor General is to ensure that Canada always has a Prime Minister. The House of Commons, the
Senate and the Governor General must approve all parliamentary bills before they become law. The
government introduces most parliamentary legislation, but the Senate can also introduce its own bills,
except bills to spend public money or impose taxes.
Legal system and hierarchy of laws
59. Canada is governed by the common law, or rule of precedent, and by a civil law system in
Québec. Every federal law must be drafted in both official languages but, because of Canada’s dual
legal system, it must also respect both the common law and civil law traditions in the provinces.
Provinces have a similar system for passing legislation into force with the exception that provincial
legislatures do not have an upper house. As such, in order for provincial legislation to become law, it
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requires enactment by the provincial legislature. The Queen’s provincial representatives, the lieutenant
governors, give Royal Assent, in the name of the Queen, to all legislation enacted by provincial
legislatures. Territorial and local governments are not sovereign units. The powers of territories are
delegated by Parliament, while those of local governments are delegated mainly by provincial
governments.
60. Legislation and regulations are developed in a transparent manner to ensure they reflect the
values of society and to ensure that use of the government’s legislative and regulatory powers result in
the greatest net benefit to Canadian society.
61. When a legislative proposal is made to the Cabinet, it is up to the sponsoring Minister to
demonstrate that there are no other ways to achieve the policy objectives effectively. The decision to
address a matter through a bill or regulation is made by Cabinet on the basis of analysis of the matter
and its alternative solutions, consultations with partners and stakeholders, analysis of impacts of the
proposed solution and analysis of the resources that the proposed solution would require. A bill must
pass through a series of parliamentary stages (in the House of Commons and the Senate) before it
becomes law. The final stage is Royal Assent. The Constitution Act, 1867 states that the approval of
the Crown, signified by Royal Assent, is required for any bill to become law after passage by both
Houses. Royal Assent can be given by the Governor General as the Queen’s representative in Canada
or a Deputy of the Governor General.
62. Regulations are another form of law that often stem from the introduction or amendments to
legislation. Regulations are not made by Parliament but are made by persons or bodies to whom
Parliament has delegated the authority to make them (such as the Governor in Council, a Minister or
an administrative agency). Authority to make regulations must be expressly delegated by an Act.
63. The Statutory Instruments Act and the Regulatory Policy of the Government of Canada guide
the development of regulations. The Statutory Instruments Act establishes a process designed to
ensure that regulations are made on a legally secure foundation. A key element of the Policy is that
Canadians are consulted, and that they have an opportunity to participate in developing or modifying
regulations and regulatory programs. Each proposed regulation must pass through a series of steps
before coming into force, including pre-publication, “making” the regulation, registration, publication,
and distribution.
64. Draft regulations are pre-published in Part I of the Canada Gazette to give those who are
interested in a regulatory proposal an opportunity to express their views. The length of pre-publication
depends on the type of regulation, but typically lasts between 30 and 75 days. Following the period of
pre-publication, regulations are “made” by the authority designated in the enabling Act and then
transmitted to the Clerk of the Privy Council (within 7 days) for registration. Registration is a crucial
step in the case of regulations because it determines when they take effect. Typically, regulations that
must be registered come into force on the day they are registered. Following registration, regulations
are published, in Part II of the Canada Gazette within 23 days after their registration.
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
65. Canada has always sought to protect individual rights and freedoms through legislative
enactments such as the Canadian Bill of Rights. This bill became law in 1960 and, as a federal statute,
is limited in scope and has no application to provincial laws. On the other hand, the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms enacted in 1982 is part of Canada’s Constitution. Unlike the Bill of Rights, it
constitutionally entrenches the basic principles and values by which Canadians live and govern
themselves. It applies to both federal and provincial jurisdictions and guarantees, among other things,
that everyone, regardless of colour, religion, race, belief or a ground analogous thereto, has certain
fundamental rights and freedoms “subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”
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66. The Charter outlines fundamental rights and freedoms such as the right to life, liberty and
security of the person; equality rights, such as the right to protection against discrimination; legal
rights of persons accused of crimes, such as the right to a fair trial; freedom of conscience; freedom of
religion; freedom of thought and freedom of association.
Canada’s Privacy Laws
67. Public Sector. Privacy laws regulating the collection, use and disclosure of personal information
by governments and the public sector have been in place in Canada since the early 1980s. On 1 July
1983, the Canadian federal government enacted the Privacy Act. This Act imposes obligations on
some 150 federal government departments and agencies to respect privacy rights. Companion freedom
of information legislation, called the Access to Information Act, was enacted at the same time. Most of
Canada’s provincial governments have followed suit with similar legislation covering both access to
information and protection of privacy in provincial and municipal operations.
68. In relation to the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing, the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) sets out numerous provisions
specifically designed to protect the privacy of individuals and defines the circumstances under which
the Canadian Financial Intelligence Unit (the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of
Canada, FINTRAC) may disclose personal information. The impact of the PCMLTFA on the privacy
of Canadians and the existence of sufficient safeguards in the anti-money laundering and counter
terrorist financing legislation has raised discussions in Canada 8. The amendments that are being
brought to the AML/CFT legislation are scrutimized to ensure that the new requirements do not
unduly compromise the privacy of Canadians.
69. Private Sector. As of 2007, Canadian business and private sector organizations are also subject
to federal or provincial privacy protection legislation governing both customer and, with some
exceptions, employee information. Québec was the first Canadian jurisdiction to introduce privacy
protection legislation applicable to the private sector when it implemented its Act Respecting the
Protection of Privacy in the Private Sector in 1994. The federal government enacted the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) effective January 1, 2001. PIPEDA
applies to federally-regulated private sector organizations (i.e. organizations in the transportation,
communications, broadcasting, federal banking and offshore sectors, as well as in Canada’s three
territories), and to other private sector organizations in provinces that have not enacted “substantially
similar” legislation. It applies to personal information and health information that is collected, used or
disclosed in the course of commercial activity that takes place across the Canadian border, between
provinces, and within a Canadian province that has not enacted “substantially similar” legislation. To
date, Alberta and British Columbia have joined Québec in enacting their own private sector privacy
legislation. The Privacy Act gives individuals the right to access and request correction of personal
information about themselves held by these federal government organizations.
70. The governments of all provinces and territories in Canada, except for Newfoundland and
Labrador, also have legislation governing the collection, use and disclosure of personal information.
The legislation varies from province to province, but the general right to access and correct personal
information exists in all, and each has a commissioner or ombudsman who is authorised to handle
complaints.
Court System
71. Canada’s court system comprises four levels of courts with varying jurisdictions. First there are
provincial and territorial courts, which handle the great majority of criminal cases and some civil cases
(e.g. family law). Second are the provincial and territorial superior courts (which are federally
constituted but provincially administrated, Courts under 96 of the Constitution). Generally, these
8

See for instance Bill C-25, An Act to amend the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act, the Opening Statement by the Privacy Commissioner of Canada at:
http://www.privcom.gc.ca/parl/2006/parl_061213_e.asp.
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courts deal with more serious crimes. They may also take appeals from provincial and territorial court
judgments. On the same hierarchical level is the Federal Court, which is responsible for various
matters of federal jurisdiction, including immigration and tax cases. At the next level in the hierarchy
are the provincial and territorial courts of appeal (again federally constituted) and the Federal Court of
Appeal. The final arbiter of the law and highest court of appeal for all matters is the Supreme Court of
Canada. The Supreme Court of Canada also plays a special role as adviser to the federal government
on interpretation of law. In such a case, a specific question reaches the Supreme Court not after
making its way through the court system, but via a direct referral from the government. Such cases are
often called “Supreme Court references.” Under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
individuals accused of the most serious criminal offences (classified as indictable offences) generally
have the right to choose to be tried by a judge and jury.
Measures against corruption
72. Corruption is considered to be a serious offence and the Canadian authorities have indicated that
it is given high priority in Canadian domestic law. The federal government has amended existing
legislation (including the Income Tax Act) and enacted new legislation (Corruption of Foreign Public
Officials Act), parliamentary rules and administrative provisions to prevent and prohibit corruption.
73. Most recently, the Government adopted the Federal Accountability Act which puts in place a
five-year lobbying ban, eliminates corporate and union donations, and protects whistleblowers, among
other reforms. It also updated indictable offences for fraud with respect to public money or money of a
Crown corporation, as well as penalties for these offences that include fines and imprisonment. An
amendment to the Criminal Code makes persons convicted of those fraud offences ineligible for
employment by the Crown, as well as being unable to otherwise contract with the Crown or benefit
from contracts between the government and another person.
74. Canada plays an active role in the fight against corruption in a number of fora, such as the
United Nations (UN), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Organization of American States (OAS). In 1998,
Canada ratified the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions, thus triggering the convention’s entry into force. Canada also
ratified the OAS’s Inter-American Convention Against Corruption at the OAS. More recently, efforts
have focused on the negotiation of the UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) on 31 October
2003, and Canada signed the UNCAC on 21 May 2004, and ratified it on October 2, 2007.
Ethics
75. Under the Constitution, the judiciary is separate from and independent of the other two branches
of government, the executive and the legislative. Judicial independence is a guarantee that judges will
make decisions free of influence and based solely on fact and law. It has three components: security of
tenure, financial security and administrative independence. The Canadian Judicial Council, which is
responsible for federally appointed judges, consists of the chief justices of all of the federal courts and
provincial and territorial superior courts. The federal government created it to promote efficiency,
consistency and good service in these courts. The Council has developed a set of ethical principles for
judges, designed to assist judges in maintaining their independence, integrity and impartiality.
76. Prosecutors, known in Canada as Crown counsel, exercise their independence as representatives
of an Attorney General. As such, the “independence” of Crown counsel is a delegated independence.
Federal Crown counsel are obliged to make decisions in accordance with the policies of the Attorney
General in the Federal Prosecution Deskbook. In general, each province also has a deskbook or a
similar document to guide the provincial Crown counsel in their day-to-day work. Crown counsel is
obliged to exercise independent judgment in making decisions. They are accountable for their
decisions, and they must consult where required. Police officers are also subject to strict professional
and ethical codes of conduct.
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1.2

General Situation of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism

Predicate offences
77. Illicit proceeds from a variety of criminal activities contribute to the ongoing money laundering
situation in Canada although drug trafficking is considered the source of much of the money
laundered. Other sources of proceeds of crime include, but are not limited to, prostitution rings,
contraband smuggling, illegal arms sales, migrant smuggling, and white-collar crime such as securities
offences, real estate fraud, credit card fraud and telemarketing fraud.
78. The sales of illegal drugs in Canada amount to several billion dollars annually. Marijuana is one
of the few drugs produced on a large scale in Canada. As such, an increasing amount of drugs is being
smuggled into other countries, primarily the United States. There is evidence that in certain areas, both
cocaine- and marijuana-trafficking organizations use money service businesses and currency
exchanges to convert Canadian and U.S. dollars without going through formal exchange channels.
FINTRAC disclosures to law enforcement
79. Financial transactions in FINTRAC’s drug-related case disclosures were cash intensive and,
very often, of significant dollar value. Related financial activity frequently involved the use of foreign
currency exchanges and casinos, and the physical or electronic movement of funds into or out of
Canada. The vast majority of 2005/2006 disclosures fell into two readily identifiable categories of
predicate offences: suspected illegal drugs and suspected fraud.
80. Suspected drug case disclosures were most prevalent and revealed the activity of small,
homogenous networks of individuals. Suspected fraud cases were the largest in terms of scope,
volume of transactions and dollar value. As opposed to the drug cases, suspected fraud cases appeared
more complex and more organized. Many had a significant international dimension, and usually
involved more than four businesses and four individuals. These companies often made heavy and
uneconomical use of electronic funds transfers, and used multiple companies to conceal criminal
funds.
Types of Criminal Organizations
81. Increasingly over the last several years, the Integrated Proceeds of Crime Units 9 (IPOC Units)
have focused their investigation and assistance work on organized crime. Overall, more than 80% of
the major files involved organized crime groups, climbing from 74% prior to 2001 to over 85% in the
years since. Outlaw motorcycle gangs and other types of organised crime are present in Canada.
Money Laundering Methods
82. The money laundering methods used in Canada have remained relatively consistent in recent
years. They essentially consist of: smuggling; money service businesses and currency exchanges;
casinos; purchase of real estate; wire transfers; establishment of offshore corporations; credit cards,
stored value cards and new payment methods; use of nominees; use of foreign bank accounts; use of
professional services (lawyers, accountants, etc.); and reinvestment and distribution in illicit drugs.
83. At the placement stage, criminals are using money service businesses or casinos. Electronic
funds transfers are being used for layering and at the integration stage, criminal proceeds are used to
purchase high-value assets – such as cars, boats, jewellery, gold, diamonds and collectible items – in
attempts to conceal the origin of the funds. Most recently, there have been signs that criminals are
turning to such methods as Internet payments or cross-border movement of gold bullion.
9

The IPOC Initiative brings together the skills, knowledge and abilities of a diverse group of experts
including law enforcement officers, lawyers from the Department of Justice, forensic accountants and property
managers from Public Works and Government Services Canada, Officers from Canada Border Services Agency,
as well as Tax Agents from Canada Revenue Agency. The integration of the partner agencies facilitates a
coordinated approach towards combating organized crime. For more information, see Section 2.6 of the report.
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84. Currency smuggling. Cash continues to be a vehicle of choice for money laundering in
Canada. Investigators regularly make large cash seizures of Canadian and U.S. currency and seize
assets purchased with cash, such as real property, vehicles, personal property (jewellery, furniture and
appliances), collectibles (antiques, coins, stamps) and other assets. Money launderers seem to be
increasingly using the most rudimentary forms of money laundering, such as physically smuggling
cash domestically and across international borders. Since 1994, nearly CAD 3 billion worth of
contraband and cash has been seized as a result of the Pipeline/Convoy/Jetway Program 10.
85. Money Service Businesses and Currency Exchanges. Money service businesses (MSBs) and
currency exchanges (F/Xs) play a role in money laundering activities, especially in large marijuanaproducing areas, such as the Greater Vancouver region of British Columbia, where proceeds from
sales in the U.S. must be converted into Canadian dollars. Both cocaine- and marijuana-trafficking
organizations use some F/Xs to handle transactions involving different currencies used in cross-border
activities. It appears that some foreign exchange dealers have also purposely dealt with other MSBs or
foreign exchange dealers to avoid more traditional financial services, thereby limiting potential
suspicions of links to criminal activity. Cheque cashing businesses have also been used as fronts for
money laundering.
86. Casinos. Criminals use the Canadian casino industry extensively to launder illicit funds. They
employ various techniques, including refining, exchanging currency, and chip purchases.
87. Refining. This term usually refers to the exchange of CAD 20 bills for CAD 50 or CAD 100
bills at the cash counter. In a variation often called the “ticket in ticket out” technique, criminals feed
street-level money (CAD 5, CAD 10 and CAD 20 bills) into video lottery terminals. After minimal
play, they cash the ticket stub at the counter for CAD 100 bills. In some instances, organized groups
divide money to be refined among a number of individuals. They then enter the casino and go their
own way. Once they have refined the money, they meet again outside the casino to assemble the total
amount.
88. Currency exchange. Criminals are using casinos more frequently for currency exchange
services. Several individuals associated with marijuana grow operations have used casinos to convert
their proceeds of crime from U.S. currency into Canadian currency. Also, on occasion, they try to
obtain casino cheques. In one case, a known chemical drug trafficker travelled to a casino outside his
province of residence to exchange U.S. currency, obtained in Canada from drug-trafficking activities,
for Canadian currency. Groups of people will also divide U.S. currency into small amounts to be
exchanged for Canadian currency. They tend to use multiple casino locations. After exchanging the
currencies, they meet again to assemble the total amount.
89. Chip Purchases. Buying casino chips in excess of the level of play and then cashing them out
for a casino cheque is a known money laundering technique, frequently used by groups attempting to
launder large sums of money. Some groups will travel outside their province of residence to use this
technique. Reports from casinos to FINTRAC show that criminals tend to divide this money
laundering activity into two separate tasks: some individuals buy casino chips, while others redeem
these chips for a casino cheque. The group meets outside the casino to assemble the total amount. The
separation of tasks makes it difficult to identify the individuals involved and to introduce detection
methods. There is also evidence that casino chips are used as currency to purchase narcotics and
contraband.
90. Front companies. Businesses that are especially attractive to money launderers are ones that
customarily handle a high volume of cash transactions, such as retail stores, restaurants, bars, video
rental stores, arcades, gas stations and food markets. As mentioned earlier, F/Xs, MSBs, and payday
loan and cheque cashing businesses can also be used as fronts.
10

The RCMP program’s focus is the detection and seizure of contraband moving across Canada in cars and
transport trucks.
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91. Real Estate. Ongoing trends related to money laundering in the real estate sector include the
following: (1) the use of nominees to register and make payments associated with real properties; (2)
the use of facilitators — lawyers, real estate agents and mortgage brokers — to circumvent legal
procedures, falsify documents and obscure the true nature of real estate transactions; and (3) the use of
private mortgages (often involving the previous owner of a real property), and loan-back schemes.
92. Gatekeepers. Professionals such as accountants and lawyers act as “gatekeepers” when they
provide access to the financial sector for their clients. This fact is open to abuse by criminals, who
seek to use the gatekeeper to access the financial system, while themselves remaining anonymous.
These professionals can also help clients move or conceal the proceeds of illegal activity.
93. Credit Cards. Credit cards are being used more frequently in every step of the money
laundering process. In the initial placement stage, such techniques as “smurfing” or “structuring” can
be used. Credit cards can be used to “commingle” legitimate revenues with proceeds of crime. At the
layering stage, credit cards can be used in various ways: to transfer funds between accounts, to buy
financial instruments and to carry out transactions in offshore jurisdictions. In the final integration
stage, criminals primarily use credit cards to buy financial investments and luxury, “big ticket” items.
94. Precious Stones. Some investigations have revealed that the Canadian diamond industry is
vulnerable to the threat of organized crime and money laundering.
95. Stored Value and New Payment Methods. Canadian law enforcement agencies have
identified the use of credit cards, stored value cards and prepaid credit cards as an element of a
growing number of money laundering schemes in Canada.
96. Internet payment systems (IPSs) are still quite new; one of the most popular systems, PayPal,
was founded in 1998. IPSs allow users to send money around the world without going through the
normal paths of the world’s banking system. IPS accounts could be used to settle purchases of
narcotics, contraband items, cigarettes, alcohol or stolen properties, for example.
97. Trade-Based Money Laundering (TBML). The Canadian law enforcement authorities have
identified cases of TBML in relation to Colombian criminal organizations and cocaine importation in
Canada.
98. White-Label ATMs. The Canadian law enforcement authorities have been confronted with
cases involving White-Label automated teller machines (ATMs) which are owned and operated by
independent service operators — individuals or companies — rather than banks. There are limited
requirements on who can own or operate a white-label ATM due to a Competition Tribunal decision 11.
The owners of white-label ATMs have access cards that enable them to load cash into the machine.
However, they are asked to identify the source of those funds only once, when they first set up the
machine.
Terrorist Financing
99. Canadian authorities have identified a number of terrorist organisations operating in Canada.
Investigations have shown that terrorist cells have a tendency to remain self-sufficient by generating
funds locally. In some instances, they may do so by committing petty crimes, such as welfare fraud or
credit card fraud. In other instances, cell members have started businesses to glean financial
information from unsuspecting customers in order to clone credit cards and commit identity thefts.
The RCMP has intelligence indicating that suspected terrorist entities in Canada are raising funds
through drug trafficking or donating a portion of their criminal proceeds to support terrorism.
11

In its decision of June 20, 1996, (CT-95 / 2) the Federal Competition Tribunal made an order that opened
up the ATM market to independent operators. Prior to this decision, only banks and other deposit taking
financial institutions had been allowed to join the Interac Association and operate ATMs.
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100. Terrorists use techniques similar to those used by money launderers to evade authorities’
attention and to protect the identity of their sponsors and the ultimate beneficiaries of the funds.
Terrorist financing methods seen in Canada include the following: (1) the physical transportation of
cash and other valuables; (2) the formal banking system; (3) MSBs and F/Xs; and (4) Internet value
transfer systems. The most common venue for moving funds for the purpose of terrorism is the
traditional banking system, since terrorism-related transactions can be camouflaged in the sheer
volume of normal banking transactions.
101. In the course of fiscal year 2005/2006 12, FINTRAC made 34 case disclosures with a value of
some CAD 256 million related to other threats to the security of Canada. FINTRAC observed that a
large percentage of its case disclosures had an international component, where funds were wired to
locations known to be terrorist hot spots. A number cases involved large cash deposits, made to
personal or business accounts, where the funds were subsequently wire transferred out of the country.
102. Value Cards. Apart from wire transfers, value cards used to transfer funds for the purposes of
terrorism are a relatively new trend in Canada and internationally. Value cards can be assets to
terrorist supporters as they offer a convenient mechanism to quickly and easily transfer funds, often
under the cloak of anonymity.
103. Internet Payment Systems. The newest terrorist financing method observed in RCMP
investigations is the use of the Internet, where terrorist entities have set up accounts with electronic
money services. These accounts can be credited from anywhere in the world by any person, and
credits can be transferred from one account to another. These accounts can then be used to make
purchases online. Credits can be purchased with cash at participating stores in the form of value cards
in increments such as CAD10 or CAD20, similar to pre-paid telephone calling cards. Each card has a
serial number. Once that number is entered on the money services website, the value of the card can be
credited to a specific account. Such money services accounts facilitate the issuing of credit card
accounts where electronic money services have agreements with banks. Users can transfer credits from
these electronic money services accounts to credit card accounts, then use the credit cards in the
normal fashion. These electronic money services are of particular concern because they are managed
outside Canada.
104. Charities. Charities may collect donations from the public to support humanitarian causes
overseas and forward the funds to overseas locations via the regulated banking system. At the
receiving end, however, a portion of the funds may be diverted to support terrorism, with or without
the complicity of Canadian donors and collectors. Analysis shows that charities and other non-profit
organizations (NPOs) have figured in over one-third of FINTRAC disclosures related to suspected
terrorist activity financing. These cases appeared to be associated with the collection of funds and
financial movement suspected of being related to terrorist financing activity. These included: the use
of multiple accounts by several NPOs, making the tracing of funds more difficult; the movement of
funds to locations/countries of conflict, making it difficult to determine whether or not they are used
for legitimate charitable purposes; and finally, the use of personal accounts by individuals or business
accounts directly associated to NPOs, suggesting the possibility that accounts, other than the NPO
accounts, are being used to collect and move funds.
Terrorist Financing Charges Brought Before Canadian Courts
105. Since the Anti-Terrorist Act came into effect in Canada in December 2001, there have been
two instances where terrorist financing charges have been laid. Those two cases are currently before
the courts.
106. The first case involves an individual named Momin Khawaja. He has been charged with
seven offences under the Anti-Terrorist Act, including one charge related to terrorist financing under
12

As is standard practice for the Government of Canada, fiscal years cover the period of April 1st to March
31 of the following year.
st
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section 83.03 of the Criminal Code (providing property or services for terrorist purposes). This case
has not been adjudicated yet. The case is linked to ongoing court proceedings in the U.K., where a
terrorist allegedly attempted to build a 600-kilogram fertilizer-based bomb to attack targets in that
country.
107. The second case involves the “Toronto 18” group. In June 2006, 18 individuals were arrested
and charged in Canada with various offences under the Anti-Terrorist Act. Three of the 18 individuals
were charged with terrorist financing offences under section 83.03 of the Criminal Code. None of
these cases have been adjudicated yet. The most notable activities of this group included undergoing
para-military training in Canada in December 2005, allegedly for terrorist purposes. This training
allegedly spawned the formation of a sub-group in March 2006 that had the clear intention of building
truck bombs to carry out terrorist attacks in the Toronto area.
1.3

Overview of the Financial Sector and DNFBP

Overview of the financial sector
Background
108. Overall, the financial sector contributes 6 percent of Canada’s gross domestic product and has a
yearly payroll of over CAD22 billion. The city of Toronto – located in Canada’s most populous
province, Ontario – is recognized as the centre of Canada’s financial sector, with most of the large
banks’ headquarters, the country’s equity exchanges (the Toronto Stock Exchange), the country’s sole
central securities depository (the Canadian Depository for Securities), the country’s largest securities
regulator (the Ontario Securities Commission), and offices of various regulators and other financial
institutions. Two other major cities – Montréal, located in the province of Québec, and Vancouver, in
the province of British Columbia – have vibrant financial sector activities.
109. While the financial sector in Canada is diverse and includes many service providers, it should
be noted that the sector is significantly integrated, as different players offer similar services and
“financial groups” or conglomerates offer a variety of financial products. Most notably, banks
represent the largest portion of the Canadian financial services industry, reporting CAD1 257 billion in
domestic assets in 2003, or over 70% of total assets within the financial sector. This integration is even
more significant in light of the fact that Canada’s six largest domestic banks account for the bulk of
the activity, holding over 90% of all banking assets. Further, in the securities industry, the 11 largest
firms (six of which are owned by the same largest domestic banks) account for 71% of total industry
revenues. The five largest life insurance companies account for over 60% of the net premiums written
by life insurers in Canada.
110. The following table compares the financial activities that define financial institutions under the
FATF standards with financial sector entities subject to Canada’s AML/CFT requirements:
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Canada Post (Money
Orders)

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3

3
3

Crown Corporations
That Accept Deposits

3

3
3

Credit Card
Companies

Portfolio Managers/
Investment Counsellors

3

3
3
3

Money Service Businesses

Mutual Fund Dealers

3

Life Insurance
Companies, Brokers
and Agents

Investment Dealers

Trust and Loan Companies

Credit Unions, Caisses
Populaires, Cooperative
Cooperative Credits
Societies

Banks

Financial Activities as
Defined by the FATF
1. Accepting deposits
2. Lending
3. Financial leasing
4. Transferring money or
value
5. Issuing or managing
means of payment
6. Providing financial
guarantees
and
commitments
7. Trading: money market
instruments,
foreign
exchange,
securities,
futures
8.
Participating
in
securities issues
9. Managing portfolios
10. Safekeeping and
custodial services
11.
Investing
and
managing funds on behalf
of others
12. Providing life insurance
13. Changing money and
currency

3
3

3

Notes
1.

There are businesses that specifically provide financial leasing arrangements. However, based on a risk
analysis, the government has decided not to impose AML/CFT requirements on financial leasing companies.

2.

Some businesses are involved solely in providing the credit card payment infrastructure to allow information
to flow from the merchant to the company that manages the credit card accounts. These businesses have
been excluded from the AML/CFT requirements due to their limited involvement in financial transactions.

Banking sector
111. Background. As of October 2006, there were 21 domestic banks, 25 foreign bank subsidiaries
and 25 foreign bank branches operating in Canada (20 full-service branches and 5 lending branches).
At the end of 2005, these institutions had over CAD2.1 trillion in global assets, including CAD1.5
trillion in domestic assets – accounting for about 70% of the total assets within the Canadian financial
services sector. The six largest domestic banks account for the bulk of the activity, holding over 90%
of banking assets as of the end of 2005 13. The market concentration is as follows (December 2005):

13

This does not include the assets of non-bank deposit-taking institutions, such as credit unions and caisses
populaires.
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Bank
Royal Bank of Canada
Toronto Dominion Bank
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Bank of Montreal
Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce
National Bank of Canada
Total

112. Assets
(CAD billions)

Number of Deposittaking branches in
Canada
1 104
1 014
950
968
1 100

Number of ATMs
in Canada

Market Share (%)

3 906
2 400
2 500
2 700
4 000

486
369
324
301
289

23.6
17.9
15.8
14.6
14

457
5 593

788
15 994

104
1 872

5.1
91.0

Source: Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions.

113. Canada’s banks operate through an extensive network that includes close to 6 000 branches and
about 15 000 automated teller machines (ATMs) across the country. Canadians have access to an
additional 35 000 ATMs operated by non-bank third parties. Canada has the highest number of ATMs
per capita in the world and benefits from the highest penetration levels of electronic channels such as
debit cards, Internet banking and telephone banking.
114. Regulation and supervision. Under the Bank Act, the federal government is responsible for the
regulation of banks in Canada. However, given the diverse nature of the banks’ activities, some of
their subsidiary activities – such as trustee services and securities dealing – are provincially regulated.
FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements by banks and the
Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) is the federal agency responsible for
supervising banks in Canada. The Bank of Canada, Canada’s central bank, works with other agencies
and market participants to promote the safe and efficient operation of the financial system's key
elements.
Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
115. Background. Credit unions and caisses populaires are cooperative financial institutions owned
and controlled by their members. Their ownership and corporate governance are based on cooperative
principles, and their primary commitment is to serve their members’ financial needs. In most
provinces, each customer is required to become a member of the credit union or caisse populaire.
Each member of a credit union or caisse populaire becomes a shareholder and has one vote, regardless
of the size of deposit or share capital held. Members may run for election to the board, attend the
annual meeting and vote on the election of directors and other matters. As shareholders, members are
also entitled to yearly dividends and profit sharing.
116. In Québec, the provincially regulated Desjardins Group is the largest financial institution and
consists of a network of caisses populaires. Outside Québec, all credit unions are shareholders in one
of the nine provincial centrals, which are responsible for ensuring liquidity at the provincial level and
providing services as a trade association. In turn, all nine provincial centrals are the primary
shareholders of Credit Union Central of Canada (CUCC), which is responsible for establishing
liquidity policy and overseeing liquidity maintenance at the national level.
117. Credit unions and caisses populaires are diversifying their services into non-traditional areas
including full-service brokerage functions, mutual funds, commercial lending and wealth
management. Some credit unions and caisses populaires are active in the insurance market as well.
Credit union and caisse populaire membership was approximately 10.7 million by the end of 2005, or
one third of Canada’s population. Membership is highest in Québec, where 68 % of the population
belongs to a caisse populaire.
118. At the end of 2005, the cooperative financial sector had 3 450 locations and about 4 800 ATMs.
Credit unions and caisses populaires have also been purchasing bank branches, particularly in isolated
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areas, helping to ensure that all Canadians continue to have access to financial services. At the end of
2005, Canada’s credit union sector consisted of some 1 250 institutions. Credit unions and caisses
populaires have maintained strong market shares in such key service areas as residential mortgage
financing (14% as of 2005), consumer credit (7%) and deposit services (13%).
119. Regulation and Supervision. All credit unions and caisses populaires are provincially or
territorially incorporated, as there is no federal legislation providing for the incorporation of credit
unions or caisse populaires. As a result, the sector is regulated at the provincial / territorial level for
prudential soundness and market conduct. As with the banking sector, FINTRAC is responsible for
ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements by credit unions and caisses populaires. Both the
provincial centrals that elected to be regulated by the federal level and the CUCC are supervised for
prudential purposes by OSFI.
Insurance sector
120. In Canada, insurance companies are categorized as either life and health, or property and
casualty. Consistent with FATF standards, AML/CFT requirements apply only to life and health
insurance companies. Insurance products are sold by agents and brokers, some of them selling
exclusively a single company’s products (tied agents) while others sell insurance products of multiple
companies (independent agents and brokers). AML/CFT requirements also directly apply to these
insurance agents and brokers.
121. Background. In 2004, about 24 million Canadians and their dependants were covered by some
form of life and health insurance. The total value of life insurance owned by Canadians was over
CAD2.6 trillion. In 2004, Canada’s life and health insurance industry comprised 105 firms, down from
120 firms in 2004 and 163 firms in 1990. This decline is largely the result of foreign insurers selling
their operations to Canadian insurance companies, although there has been significant merger and
acquisition activity among Canadian companies as well. In 2004, the 5 largest companies accounted
for approximately 64% of the net premiums written by life insurers in Canada. Four of these firms,
and 7 of the top 10 firms, are Canadian companies, as noted with a (C) in the following table. In the
insurance industry, the market concentration is as follows (December 2005):
Market
share
(%)
17.8
16.8
15.4
6.9
6.7
63.7
100.0

Company
Great-West Life (C)
Manulife (C)
Sun Life (C)
Munich Re
Desjardins Life (C)
Total (top five)
Industry Total

Sources: Department of Finance calculations, using data from OSFI, l’Autorité des marchés
financiers du Québec and corporate annual reports.

122. Regulation and Supervision. The federal and provincial governments share jurisdiction over the
regulation of life insurance companies. In practice, the industry is largely regulated for financial
soundness by OSFI, as federally incorporated companies account for over 90% of the total premium
income of life insurers. While provinces reserve the power to ensure that federally incorporated
companies conducting business in their jurisdictions are financially sound, all provinces except
Québec accept federal regulation in this regard. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring compliance with
AML/CFT requirements for all life insurance companies.
Trust and Loan Companies
123. Background. Trust and loan companies offer services similar to those provided by banks; for
instance, they accept deposits and make personal and mortgage loans. Trust companies, however, can
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also administer estates, personal and institutional trusts, trusted pension plans and agency contracts.
Although banks themselves are not permitted to undertake these activities directly, banks own the
largest trust companies.
124. Before the 1990s, trust and loan companies – with their wide network of branches – provided
major competition to the banks. In 1992, prohibitions on the ability of banks to acquire trust
companies were removed. As a result the landscape in this industry changed dramatically. The
recession and subsequent drop in the real estate market at that time also dealt a heavy blow to trust
companies. As a result, the independent trust industry, as measured by assets owned, declined by more
than half from 1990 to 1999.
125. Currently, 81 relatively small trust and loan companies operate in Canada. They account for less
than 2% of the assets in the financial sector. The few remaining independent trust companies – among
them Equitable Trust, Home Trust and Effort Trust – deal primarily in mortgage lending.
126. Regulation and Supervision. Both levels of government regulate trust and loan companies.
Market conduct is regulated at the provincial level, and federally incorporated trust and loan
companies are regulated for prudential purposes by OSFI under the Trust and Loan Companies Act.
FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements for all trust and loan
companies.
Securities
127. Background. The Canadian securities industry plays a key role in Canada’s financial services
sector. The securities industry is made up of integrated, institutional and retail firms. Integrated firms
offer products and services that cover all aspects of the industry for both the institutional and retail
markets. Their functions include raising debt and equity capital for companies, helping governments
raise capital to fund their operations and serving retail investors. Institutional firms provide services to
large corporate clients such as pension funds, insurance companies, mutual fund organizations, banks
and trust companies. Retail firms, which include full-service firms and discount brokers, offer a wide
range of products and services to retail investors. Some 90 000 Canadians are licensed or registered as
dealers and advisers participants.
128. There are a large number of firms in Canada that are involved in the securities industry.
Generally speaking, the firms can be broken down into four categories: investment dealers firms that
can sell all types of securities, mutual fund dealers firms that can only sell mutual fund products,
investment counsel and portfolio management firms that provide investment advice and counselling,
and restricted dealers/limited market dealers that can only sell restricted types of securities.
129. The number of firms participating in the Canadian securities industry has risen consistently
throughout the last two decades. In the investment dealers firms category, the market is dominated by
retail firms, followed by institutional firms and integrated firms. However, integrated securities firms,
the six largest of which are owned by the big six domestic banks, account for 71% of total industry
revenues. Retail firms accounted for 18% of revenues, while institutional firms accounted for 11%.
130. Regulation. In Canada, securities regulation is an area of provincial responsibility. FINTRAC is
responsible for ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements for all securities dealers. Provincial
and territorial securities regulatory authorities are members of Canadian Securities Administrators
(CSA), an umbrella organization of the 13 regulators that serves as a forum for coordinating and
harmonizing the regulation of Canadian capital markets. Securities regulators also delegate certain
aspects of securities regulation to self-regulatory organizations, including the Investment Dealers
Association of Canada, Market Regulation Services, Inc. and the Mutual Fund Dealers Association of
Canada.
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Money Service Businesses (MSBs) including Foreign Exchange Dealers
131. Background. Money service businesses (MSBs) in Canada refer to firms that remit or transmit
funds by any means, through any person, entity or electronic funds transfer network. It also applies to
those parties who issue or redeem money orders, travellers’ cheques or other similar negotiable
instruments. MSBs include alternative money remittance systems (such as hawala, hundi or chitti).
They also include financial entities that remit or transfer funds – or issue or redeem money orders,
travellers’ cheques or other similar negotiable instruments – for anyone who is not an account holder.
Banks, trust companies, caisses populaires and credit unions, for example, are only considered to be
MSBs when they do occasional transactions, such as transactions for non-account holders.
132. The MSB sector includes currency exchange dealers and comprises many different businesses in
Canada, including established money transfer companies such as Western Union and MoneyMart; and
one-person businesses that offer money transfer or currency exchange services in tandem with another
activity, such as operating a convenience store, video rental service or ethnic store. FINTRAC has
identified some 700 businesses offering money transfer or currency exchange services throughout
Canada. A number of these MSBs entered into a contract with agents to offer their products at various
locations.
133. Regulation and Supervision. Although MSBs are not specifically covered by prudential or
market conduct regulation in Canada, these businesses are subject to AML/CFT requirements and
FINTRAC assesses AML/CFT compliance standards of MSBs.
Overview of the Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs)
Background
134. The following designated non-financial businesses and professions (DNFBPs) are subject to
Canada’s AML/CFT requirements: casinos, real estate agents and accountants. In addition, the
Government of Canada is currently in discussion with the following DNFBPs to cover these entities
under AML/CFT requirements: lawyers, notaries (in Québec and British Columbia only) and dealers
in precious metals and stones. Trust and company services providers are not separately recognised nor
regulated as a separate business category and do not fall under the AML/CFT regime. Trust
companies, accountants, lawyers and other independent legal professions provide such services.
135. The DNFBPs in Canada are as follows:
Reporting
Entities
Casinos
Real estate agents

# of Reporting
Entities
91
100 000

Accountants
Lawyers/notaries
Dealers in precious
metals and stones

157 000
89 000
4 000

Primary Regulator
Provincial authorities
Provincial authorities
and SRO
SRO
SRO
None

AML/CFT
Regulator
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC

136. It should be noted that the number of reporting entities generally represents the entire sector. As
some DNFBPs are subject to the PCMLTFA only in specific circumstances, only a small fraction of
the sector will actually be required to comply with the AML/CFT requirements. For example, the
majority of accountants are employed by corporations or in public practice, while only a small fraction
of the 157 000 are actually employed within professional firms in private practice.
Casinos
137. Permanent casinos. Permanent casinos were established in Canada starting in the early 1990s.
Currently, there are casinos in seven provinces (Nova Scotia, Québec, Ontario, Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia) and one territory (Yukon). These include 34 commercial
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casinos, 23 charity casinos, 22 Slot facilities and 8 First Nation casinos. Combined revenues for
commercial casinos only were CAD3.5 billion in 2004 and CAD3.7 billion in 2005.
138. Gaming products include a wide variety of card games, roulette and slot machines. Varied
financial services area available at casinos, including some that resemble services provided by
financial institutions. Depending on the province, casinos can open customer deposit or credit
accounts, have facilities for transmitting and receiving funds transfers directly from other institutions,
and offer cheque cashing and foreign exchange dealer services. These services are ancillary to their
core financial services, which are the sale and redemption of chips/tokens.
139. In Canada, provinces are responsible for licensing, operating and regulating legal forms of
gaming, a responsibility that includes creating the rules for gaming products and financial services
available within the casinos. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring that casinos have implemented
AML/CFT requirements outlined in the PCMLTFA. Gaming regulators are provincial agencies and
exchange information through the Canadian Association of Gaming Regulators (CAGRA). This
informal group provides a forum for exchanging regulatory information and techniques; collecting and
disseminating regulatory and enforcement information, procedures and experiences; and providing
ongoing education and training.
140. Internet and cruise ship casinos. Internet casinos do not fall in the scope of the PCMLTFA as
no province has approved an Internet casino to date. Despite this, servers hosting illegal online casino
gaming facilities exist within Canada. In addition, cruise ships can offer casino facilities under strict
conditions in Canadian waters and are not covered by the AML/CFT legislation.
Real Estate Agents
141. The real estate industry in Canada consists of approximately 100 000 licensed real estate
brokers and sales representatives working through 99 local real estate boards, 10 provincial
associations, a territorial association and a national association. Brokers and sales representatives work
with either a purchaser or a seller of real estate to manage a real estate transaction.
142. Provinces are responsible for the regulation of real estate industry professionals. In addition to
provincial regulators, industry associations or boards at the national, provincial and local levels
provide support, advocacy and training for real estate professionals. The Canadian Real Estate
Association (CREA) comprises all provincial real estate associations and local boards throughout the
country and is concerned with improving real estate practices across Canada. A key focus of
CREA’s activities is educating members about federal issues, including AML/CFT issues. There are
11 provincial and territorial real estate associations whose members are local real estate boards within
the province or territory. The associations offer educational programs. Many provincial associations
also provide real estate licensing courses. Local real estate boards maintain close contact with
practising agents and provide detailed information about the local market. Local boards promote
standards and make their members aware of publications and training courses available from federal
and provincial associations. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring that real estate agents have
implemented the AML/CFT requirements outlined in the PCMLTFA.
Accountants
143. The accounting industry consists of firms and individuals providing a range of accounting
services, which include auditing and reviewing financial records, preparing financial statements and
accounting reports, developing budgets, designing accounting systems and providing advice on
accounting matters. Accountants may also provide other related services, such as bookkeeping and
payroll services, tax return preparation, and management consulting and insolvency services. In 2005,
almost 22 000 establishments provided accounting services. The largest 20 firms generated 54% of the
total operating revenues.
144. There are three main categories of professional accountants in Canada: chartered accountants
(CAs), certified general accountants (CGAs) and certified management accountants (CMAs). There
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are approximately 60 000 CAs, 51 000 CGAs and 35 000 CMAs. All of these accountants may be
required to report to FINTRAC, depending on the types of financial transactions they undertake for
clients. Each of the three categories of accountants is represented by a national association: the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Certified General Accountants Association of
Canada or the Society of Management Accountants of Canada. The associations representing CAs and
CGAs are working to form a single body.
145. Provinces are primarily responsible for regulating the professional activities of accountants.
Provincial accounting associations within each designation enforce the by-laws, codes of ethics and
rules of professional conduct established by each designation to ensure that accountants are protecting
the public interest. Provincial associations can discipline members for violations of the standards by
imposing sanctions and revoking registration. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring that accountants
have implemented the AML/CFT requirements outlined in the PCMLTFA.
Lawyers and Notaries
Legal Counsel
146. The Federation of Law Societies of Canada is the national coordinating body of the 14 law
societies in Canada (one for each of the 10 provinces except Québec, which has two societies and one
for each of the three territories), which are responsible for regulating Canada’s 88 500 lawyers and
Québec’s 3 500 notaries in the public interest. The Federation addresses key issues associated with the
legal profession in Canada and sponsors two major national continuing legal education programs and
intervenes in cases where protection of the public is of national concern.
147. The legal profession in Canada is governed by the laws, rules and regulations of the provincial
or territorial law society of which a lawyer is a member. Provincial law societies regulate provincial
legal professionals to ensure a competent and ethical bar. Provincial legislation authorises law
societies to educate and license lawyers, and to regulate conduct, competence and capacity. Law
society by-laws and rules of professional conduct set out the professional and ethical obligations of all
members of the profession. Members failing to meet these obligations are subject to the provincial
society’s complaints and disciplinary process.
148. The Canadian Bar Association is a professional, voluntary organization formed in 1896. It was
incorporated by a Special Act of Parliament on April 15, 1921. Today, the association represents some
35 000 lawyers, judges, notaries, law teachers and law students from across Canada. The main
functions of the Canadian Bar Association are to act as an advocate and to provide personal and
professional development and support.
Notaries
149. Unlike notaries in the province of Québec, who provide legal advice under Québec’s civil code,
notaries in British Columbia do not provide legal advice and are governed by the British Columbia
Notaries Act. They are permitted to undertake only limited activities and they are allowed to hold trust
accounts to carry out their duties.
150. It should be noted that notaries in provinces other than Québec and British Columbia are
restricted to oath taking and document certification, except in Prince Edward Island where the
profession is prohibited by law. These notaries do not conduct any financial transactions and the
transfer of property is done exclusively through lawyers in these provinces.
151. British Columbia notaries are a self-governing profession under the Society of Notaries Public
in British Columbia. The society enacts rules and by-laws, and regulates and sanctions its members, in
a manner similar to that of a provincial law society. The governing legislation assigns the number of
notaries that can be active in each of 84 specified provincial districts. The total number of notaries
allowed in the province is 332.
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Dealers in Precious Metals and Stones (DPMSs)
152. The precious metals and stones 14 industry in Canada consists of many stages and intermediaries.
Canadian companies are active in sectors of the industry ranging from mining to retailing. While large
firms predominate in the mining and production sector, dealers in precious metals and stones are
primarily small firms. Of the more than 4 400 businesses in Canada involved in retailing, wholesaling,
repairing and manufacturing jewellery, 90% have 20 or fewer employees. Estimates are that these
activities employ 30 000 to 35 000 people, with over 60% working in the retail segment. Membership
in industry associations and regulatory bodies is voluntary.
153. Canada has risen to become the world’s third largest diamond-producing country by value. The
rise in standing is due largely to the recovery of higher-quality stones than previously expected. The
RCMP (see its Annual Report 2004) believes that accompanying the increase in diamond production is
a corresponding increase in vulnerabilities and potential points of infiltration by organized crime
groups. In general, more mines are in operation, more diamond-related companies are formed and a
larger secondary diamond industry is developing. Organized crime interest in the diamond industry is
monitored by the RCMP-led diamond protection service with the cooperation of the Canadian
diamond and diamond exploratory industry.
154. The Canadian Jewellers Association is the dominant industry association, with a membership
base that includes the majority of Canadian jewellery wholesalers and retailers. The Jewellers
Vigilance Committee of Canada plays a role in preventing money laundering and fraud in the
jewellery industry. As a voluntary, not-for-profit association, its mandate includes promoting
consumer protection, publishing ethical guidelines, assisting law enforcement agencies and providing
information on illegal activities, including fraud, smuggling and money laundering. It is funded in
large part by industry contributions.
1.4

Overview of commercial laws and mechanisms governing legal persons and arrangements

Types of legal persons or arrangements recognised in Canada
155. Various types of business structures are available to Canadian entrepreneurs, including sole
proprietorships, partnerships, limited or incorporated companies, and cooperatives. While the most
appropriate corporate structure depends on factors such as the number of people involved, the type of
business, tax issues, liability concerns and financial requirements of the firm, most Canadian
businesses are incorporated to create a distinct legal entity separate from their owners. For this reason,
most businesses elect to use the corporation as their legal form. There are an estimated 1.5 million
corporations in Canada.
156. Incorporation may be done provincially, territorially or federally, giving a company the right to
operate under its corporate name in a particular province or territory, or throughout Canada. However,
a federally incorporated business must still register in each province in which it does business. A
provincially or territorially incorporated corporation must also register in other provinces and
territories, and can also conduct business in those other jurisdictions and nationally. While roughly
15% of corporations are incorporated federally, these firms are generally the largest companies and the
most active ones, nationally and internationally. The main federal law establishing the legal and
regulatory framework for corporations is the Canada Business Corporations Act (CBCA). Most
provinces and territories have incorporation systems with measures broadly similar to the requirements
in this Act. Cooperatives may also be incorporated either federally or provincially.
157. Most corporations in Canada are structured as private corporations, public corporations,
unlimited liability companies or cooperatives, which are defined as follows:

14

Precious metals and stones refer to high-value commodities used in the jewellery industry, such as gold,
platinum, diamonds, tanzanite, emeralds, rubies and sapphires.
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Private corporations: One or more people can form a private corporation. A private
corporation cannot sell shares or securities to the public. Most small businesses are private
companies, and virtually all corporations start out that way.



Public corporations: A public corporation is one that issues securities for public distribution.
Besides filing incorporation documents, a public corporation must employ outside auditors
and must distribute audited financial statements. It is subject to extensive disclosure and other
requirements imposed by provincial securities regulators and corporate law. See section (c),
below.



Unlimited liability companies: These are currently permitted in Nova Scotia and Alberta only.
They shelter shareholders from liability in most circumstances except on liquidation, when
shareholders are liable for the excess of debts over assets.



Cooperatives: These enterprises are jointly owned by the members who use their services. All
members of a co-op are equal decision-makers in the cooperative, using a democratic system
of one member, one vote. Federal cooperatives may issue shares and, therefore, have both
members and shareholders.

158. Although the corporation is the most popular type of legal arrangement for Canadian
businesses, the following types of legal persons and arrangements are also available in Canada:


Trusts: A trust encompasses any relationship in which the legal and equitable (beneficial)
titles to property are separated. Various types of trusts can be created in Canada. They are
discussed in more detail in section 5.2 of this report.



Not-for-profits: A not-for-profit organization is an organization not intending or intended to
earn a profit for its members. Both provincial and federal not-for-profit legislation exists. The
federal law governing not-for-profit organizations is the Canada Corporations Act, Part II.



Sole proprietorships: A sole proprietorship is an unincorporated business that is owned by one
individual and has no legal existence apart from the owner. Its liabilities are the owner’s
personal liabilities.



General partnerships: A general partnership is the relationship between two or more persons
who carry on a trade or business together. Each person contributes money, property, labour or
skill, and expects to share in the profits and losses of the business.



Limited partnerships: A limited partnership is an unincorporated business with at least one
general partner and one or more limited partners. General partners have unlimited liability and
limited partners have limited liability up to the amount of their investment.



Limited liability partnerships: Most Canadian jurisdictions permit the formation of limited
liability partnerships (LLPs). Under such a structure, which is generally restricted to eligible
professions such as lawyers and accountants, a partner is not personally liable for any debts,
obligations or liabilities of the LLP that arise from any negligent act by another partner or by
any person under that partner’s direct supervision and control. The law does not reduce or
limit the liability of the firm. All of the firm’s assets and insurance protection remain at risk.
In addition, all partners of an LLP remain personally liable for their own actions and for the
actions of those they directly supervise and control.

1.5

Overview of strategy to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing

a)

AML/CFT Strategies and Priorities

159. Canada has continuously increased the responsibilities, funding and powers of domestic
organizations working to identify, disrupt and dismantle money laundering and terrorist financing
networks. It has also committed to engaging more actively in international fora.
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160. Canada’s AML/CFT regime has three primary objectives: detecting and deterring money
laundering; preventing terrorist financing; and facilitating the investigation and prosecution of money
laundering and terrorist financing offences. To do this, Canada has targeted the three stages of money
laundering – placement, layering and integration – in its legislation (this report provides detailed
information on this particular point).
Role of the Private Sector
161. As Canada moves forward with new legislation and regulations, some time and effort is
invested in comprehensive discussions – with reporting entities in particular, and with the private
sector generally – to get views and comments. These views are generally taken into account in rolling
out new processes or requirements, or in amending existing ones.
Balance with Privacy Rights
162. The PCMLTFA strikes a careful balance between the privacy rights of Canadians and the needs
of law enforcement and national security agencies. The Act upholds the principles outlined in the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (part of the Canadian Constitution), where Section 8
establishes a constitutional protection against unreasonable search and seizure, and the Privacy Act,
which regulates the dissemination of personal information collected by government agencies. As a
result, the PCMLTFA contains significant provisions specifically designed to balance the obligation to
submit reports with an obligation to strictly control the release of information obtained from submitted
reports.
Assessments
163. Canada’s AML/CFT regime has undergone three separate, independent evaluations in recent
years. Two of the evaluations – one performed by the Office of the Auditor General (OAG 15) and the
other by EKOS Research Associates, Inc., an independent research group – occurred in 2004 16. The
last assessment was a parliamentary review that a committee of the Senate of Canada carried out in the
summer of 2006; its interim report was tabled in October 2006 (see Section 6.1 of the report for
further information).
Parliamentary Review of the PCMLTFA
164. Section 72 of the PCMLTFA calls for a parliamentary review of the administration and
operation of the Act five years after the legislation was passed. Therefore, in the summer of 2006, the
Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce held hearings in which witnesses from
both the private sector and federal public service provided comments on Canada’s AML/CFT regime
and its effectiveness.
165. The Senate Committee tabled a report 17 that highlighted the need for the AML/CFT regime to
meet domestic requirements, as well as the importance of meeting international obligations to ensure
that the world is “safer and more secure.” The report reiterated the importance of an appropriate
balance between providing law enforcement and security agencies with the proper information to fight
money laundering and terrorist financing, and protecting the privacy rights of Canadians. The review
was conducted in the knowledge that the federal government had proposed legislative changes
stemming from a consultation paper released by the Department of Finance in June 2005. The
15

To ensure accountability and transparency, the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) independently audits
federal government departments and agencies, most Crown corporations, and many other federal organizations.
The OAG reports publicly up to four times a year to the House of Commons on matters that the Auditor General
believes should be brought to the attention of the House. In addition, the OAG testifies before parliamentary
committees on the Office’s audits.
16
See report at: http://www.fin.gc.ca/activty/pubs/nicml-incba_e.pdf.
17
Stemming the Flow of Illicit Money: A Priority for Canada. Parliamentary Review of the Proceeds of
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. Ottawa: Standing Senate Committee on Banking,
Trade and Commerce, October 2006.
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recommendations made in the Senate report reinforced the proposed amendments to the PCMLTFA
(see below).
Recent Initiatives
166. In June 2005, the federal government issued a consultation paper “Enhancing Canada’s AntiMoney Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Regime”. Extensive consultations took place with
financial intermediaries and professional groups following the release of the paper. A description of
the key amendments to the PCMLTFA enacted on December 14, 2006 can be found in Section 3 of
the report.
167. Further to the above amendments, complementary initiatives are planned (for instance,
FINTRAC is working to provide more frequent and more valuable feedback to reporting entities and
FINTRAC will issue guidance for new requirements including the reporting of suspicious attempted
transactions, the implementation of the risk-based approach and the treatment of politically exposed
persons and for new reporting sectors) 18..
The Institutional Framework for Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
b)

Key Partners in the AML/CFT Regime

168. The current AML/CFT regime is grounded in the “National Initiative to Combat Money
Laundering” (NICML), which was established in 2000. The original partners of the NICML included
the following.
Department of Finance
169. Along with broad responsibility for regulation of the financial sector, the Minister of Finance
has had – since 1999 – responsibility for Canada’s AML/CFT regime (originally known as the
NICML). However, as noted, a number of key departments and agencies in the federal government are
responsible for implementing different aspects of the regime.
170. As the lead organization, the Department of Finance develops AML/CFT policy, including the
PCMLTFA and its associated regulations. The department coordinates all activities under the
AML/CFT regime, including consultations with stakeholders. It does so in conjunction with other
government departments and agencies, provincial governments, the private sector – including industry
associations – and non-governmental bodies. The department also participates in strategic domestic
and international activities that support the Canadian government’s AML/CFT commitments.
Specifically, the department leads the Canadian delegation to the FATF, the Caribbean Financial
Action Task Force and the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering.
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (FINTRAC)
171. FINTRAC, Canada’s financial intelligence unit was established in July 2000 under the
PCMLTFA to help detect and deter money laundering and terrorist financing activity. FINTRAC is an
independent government agency that reports to Parliament through the Minister of Finance. It operates
as an independent agency at arm’s length from law enforcement, security and other agencies to which
it discloses information (see further developments in Section 2.5 of the report).

18
In addition, an AML/CFT advisory committee was created in late 2007, and comprises both public and
private sector representatives. This body will work to enhance cooperation and coordination (see Section 6.1 of
the report).
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Department of Justice
172. A single minister, holding the twin titles of Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada,
heads the Department of Justice. Criminal law, as a statute of national jurisdiction exclusively under
the constitutionally legislative authority of Canada, includes criminal offences and criminal procedure.
Authority to develop that law and procedure is given to the minister of justice. The minister is
responsible for the Criminal Code of Canada and the development of criminal offences, as well as all
laws on criminal procedure. The minister is responsible for the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal
Matters Act and the Extradition Act.
Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC)
173. The PPSC is a federal government organization, created on December 12, 2006, pursuant to the
Director of Public Prosecutions Act. The PPSC fulfills the responsibilities of the Attorney General of
Canada in the discharge of his criminal law mandate by prosecuting criminal offences under federal
jurisdiction and by contributing to strengthening the criminal justice system. The PPSC is an
independent organization, reporting to Parliament through the Attorney General of Canada.
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC)
174. PSEPC is responsible for providing support to the minister of public safety on all matters of
public safety and national security, including money laundering and terrorist financing. PSEPC
support is multi-dimensional and touches on many aspects of Canada’s AML/CFT regime. PSEPC
provides the minister with policy development and advice on AML/CFT policies and programs. In
addition, PSEPC also works with other regime partners – the RCMP, CSIS and CBSA – that are
accountable to the minister on issues of horizontal or mutual interest. PSEPC chairs the
Interdepartmental Working Group on Terrorist Listings, in support of the minister’s statutory
responsibilities to recommend entities to be listed under the Criminal Code.
175. The Minister of Public Safety, with the Minister of Revenue, is also responsible for a critical
aspect of Canada’s AML/CFT regime under the Charities Registration (Security Information) Act
(CRSIA) to prevent the use of charities for terrorist financing.
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
176. One of the CRA’s responsibilities is to ensure that each person pays the taxes associated with all
of his or her income and activities. If FINTRAC discloses information suspected of being relevant to
the investigation or prosecution of a money laundering offence or terrorist activity financing offence to
law enforcement, and also determines that the information is relevant to an offence of evading or
attempting to evade taxes or duties under an Act of Parliament, it will disclose the same information to
the CRA. The information received from FINTRAC may lead the CRA to initiate a new enforcement
action or serve as additional information in support of an ongoing enforcement action.
177. The CRA’s mandate to administer the Income Tax Act in respect of registered charities gives it
a responsibility to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada’s charities are not used to provide
terrorist financing in the guise of charity. The enactment of the CRSIA as Part V of the Anti-Terrorism
Act redefined the CRA’s role and the importance of protecting the integrity of Canada’s registration
system for charities.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS)
178. CSIS has a mandate to collect, analyze, and retain information or intelligence on activities that
may on reasonable grounds be suspected of constituting threats to the security of Canada. CSIS is the
Government of Canada’s principal advisor on national security. CSIS’s role in the regime is to receive
FINTRAC disclosures regarding suspected threats to the security of Canada and to gather intelligence,
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which may be passed to the RCMP for potential criminal proceedings. CSIS also provides voluntary
information reports to FINTRAC.
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
179. As the national police force – and as the provincial or local police force, in many jurisdictions
across Canada – the RCMP plays a fundamental role in Canada’s AML/CFT regime. The RCMP
investigates money laundering and terrorist financing cases and acts as a liaison in exchanging
criminal intelligence with international police forces. RCMP liaison officers around the globe assist
Canada in pursuing AML/CFT cases.
180. In response to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the U.S., the RCMP Financial
Intelligence Branch was created to address the issue of terrorist fundraising. This
intelligence/investigative body was established to support national security efforts to identify financial
intelligence and enforcement opportunities related to terrorist financing, as well as to provide direction
and support to field units. An Internet investigation team was established as part of the branch to
investigate terrorist fundraising on the Internet.
181. Finally, the RCMP plays a significant training and awareness-raising role among AML/CFT
partners and the private sector, and in international fora. Indeed, the RCMP has provided direct
technical assistance and training to police forces in developing countries to help them conduct AML
and terrorist financing investigations and enhance their investigative techniques.
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
182. The PCMLTFA requires that all large amounts of currency and monetary instruments imported
or exported to or from Canada, including those transported by mail, be reported to a border services
officer (BSO). In addition, BSOs now have the responsibility to enforce the physical cross-border
reporting initiative, which includes the authority to examine baggage and conveyances, and to
question and search individuals for unreported or falsely reported currency and monetary instruments.
CBSA also plays a key role in denying admission to Canadian territory to non-citizens who pose
security threats to Canada.
Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI)
183. OSFI regulates and supervises federally regulated financial institutions, which comprise banks,
federally regulated insurance companies, cooperative credit associations, and federally regulated trust
and loan companies. It administers financial institution governing statutes (the Bank Act, the
Insurance Companies Act, the Trust and Loan Companies Act, and the Cooperative Credit
Associations Act). OSFI issues guidance to federally regulated financial institutions, as well as
warning notices regarding entities that it believes may be of concern to the business community and
the public.
Other Participants in AML/CFT Efforts
184. In addition to the nine key partners in the AML/CFT regime discussed above, other departments
also participate in the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade
185. The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) has responsibility for
international elements of Canada’s efforts to address money laundering and terrorist financing. The
Minister of Foreign Affairs is responsible for the designation of entities and individuals in Canada
associated with terrorist activities listed by the United Nations 1267 Sanctions Committee or under
Resolution 1373 of the United Nations Security Council. This designation effectively freezes their
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assets and prohibits fundraising on their behalf. DFAIT is also the primary interlocutor and negotiator
for Canada in terms of international conventions and treaties that address money laundering, terrorist
financing and other related public safety issues, such as bribery, corruption or illicit drugs.
Industry Canada
186. The Minister of Industry is responsible for the Canada Business Corporations Act, under which
companies can federally incorporate their business with Industry Canada. When a business does so,
the department collects information about the enterprise, including the business name and address, and
information about the directors.
Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada
187. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner plays an important role in ensuring that the necessary
safeguards protecting privacy are upheld. The Privacy Commissioner is an officer of Parliament who
reports directly to the House of Commons and the Senate and who regularly provides views on
Canada’s AML/CFT regime. The Privacy Commissioner has the ability to audit FINTRAC and
financial institutions etc. to ensure privacy laws are respected.
Public Works and Government Services Canada, Seized Property Management Directorate
188. The Seized Property Management Directorate is responsible for the management and
disposition of assets – including movable property, real estate, cash and securities – that have been
seized or forfeited for illicit drug trafficking and money laundering offences. It also acts as a holding
facility for currency and monetary instrument seizures.
Provincial Bodies
189. A number of provincial department and agencies, regulators and self-regulatory organizations
have a role to play in the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing. These organizations
include the following (further information is provided in Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the report):
•
•
•
•

Provincial, territorial and municipal law enforcement agencies, such as the Ontario Provincial
Police, la Sûreté du Québec and city police forces, who participate as part of various IPOC
units.
Provincial Crown prosecutors and courts.
Provincial and territorial financial sector regulators, such as the Financial Services
Commission of Ontario, the Ontario Securities Commission, l’Autorité des marchés financiers
du Québec and the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
Self-regulatory organizations, such as the Law Society of Upper Canada, the Investment
Dealers Association and Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants.

c) Approach concerning risk (see Section 3.1 of the report)
Application of AML/CFT obligations to certain sectors
190. In Canada, certain financial institutions as defined by the FATF Recommendations are not
covered by the AML/CFT regime since Canada considers that these entities pose little or no threat of
money laundering/terrorist financing. Canada’s risk based approach is centred around the principle
that financials sectors are brought into the AML/CFT regime if there is a proven risk of ML/TF. This
differs from the FATF approach to risk as defined in the Methodology where a list of activities and
operations must be covered by the AML/CFT regime unless there is a proven low risk of ML or TF
(see Section 3.1 of the report for further analysis).
Risk-based approach taken by financial institutions
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191. The government takes risks into account at various levels for regulatory purposes. For example,
the PCMLTFA requires reporting entities to file reports with FINTRAC for cash transactions of
CAD10 000 or more. However, a specific risk assessment identified legitimate cash-intensive
businesses, such as big box stores and grocery store chains, whose large cash transactions would not
have to be reported to FINTRAC. Further, reporting entities are not required to identify clients that are
publicly listed companies in Canada, since such companies already have to meet comprehensive
disclosure and other filing requirements set by provincial securities regulators.
Use of a Risk-Based Approach in Supervision of Compliance by Competent Authorities
192. The competent authorities use a risk-based approach when supervising reporting entities for
compliance with the legislation. FINTRAC and OSFI have taken a risk-based approach in developing
and implementing their supervisory programs (see Section 3.1 of the report).
d) Progress since the last mutual evaluation or assessment
193. Since the last mutual evaluation report (1997), Canada has implemented a large number of
developments in its AML/CFT regime both in terms of statutory amendments and structural changes.
The most high-profile development was the enactment of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act. This report discusses these changes in detail.
2

LEGAL SYSTEM AND RELATED INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES

Laws and Regulations
2.1

Criminalisation of Money Laundering (R.1 & R.2)

2.1.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 1
194. In Canada, all criminal offences must be set out in national law, as passed by the Parliament of
Canada. Most criminal offences are found in the Criminal Code 19. However other federal laws,
including a number of profit motivated criminal offences (for example drug offences) are established
in other federal laws, such as the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act 20.
195. Criminalisation of ML on the basis of the UN Conventions. The Vienna and Palermo
conventions require countries to establish as a criminal offense the following intentional acts:
conversion or transfer of proceeds; concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location,
disposition, movement or ownership of or rights with respect to proceeds; and the acquisition,
possession or use of proceeds (Article 3(1)(b)(i)-(ii) of Vienna; Article 6(1)(a)(i)-(ii) of Palermo). This
obligation is subject to the fundamental/constitutional principles and basic concepts of the country’s
legal system (Article 2(1), Vienna convention; Article 6(1), Palermo convention).
196. In Canada, the money laundering offence, which can be found under section 462.31 of the
Criminal Code (CC) is part of a broad proceeds of crime regime designed to cover all obligations in
the 1988 Vienna Convention and the 2000 Palermo Convention to criminalize the concealment or
laundering of proceeds of crime and the possession of such proceeds or criminal instrumentalities.
Section 462.31 encompasses acts of using, transferring the possession of, sending or delivering to any
person or place, transporting, transmitting, altering, disposing of or otherwise dealings with, in any
manner and by any means, any property or any proceeds of any property. The prohibited activity must
be undertaken with an intent to conceal or convert that property or those proceeds, and knowing or
believing that all or a part of that property or of those proceeds was obtained or derived directly or
19
20

R.S.C. , 1985, c. C-46 as amended-See http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/C-46/index.html.
S.C. 1996, Chap. 19, see http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/c-38.8/229593.html.
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indirectly as a result of the commission of a designated offence. A designated offence means (a) any
offence that may be prosecuted as an indictable offence under the Criminal Code or any other Act of
the Parliament, other than an indictable offence prescribed by regulation or (b) a conspiracy or an
attempt to commit, being an accessory after the fact in relation to, or any counselling in relation to, an
offence referred to in paragraph a) (see s. 462.3 (1) CC). The possession of proceeds of crime is
covered in section 354(1) of the Criminal Code. That section makes it an offence to knowingly possess
money or property derived directly or indirectly from any indictable Canadian criminal offence or any
foreign offence, that had it been committed in Canada would have been an indictable offence in
Canada. There is also an offence covering the importation of property derived from foreign crimes into
Canada (s.357).
197. The elements of Canada’s primary money laundering offence are for the most part criminalised
in line with all of the requirements of the Vienna and Palermo Conventions. However, in one aspect
the Canadian money laundering offence in Section 462.31 requires an additional mental element that
is not required under either Convention. Namely, Section 462.31 requires that the person handling
property or proceeds of property has the intent to conceal or convert same. (“Every one commits an
offence who uses, transfers the possession of, sends or delivers to any person or place, transports,
transmits, alters, disposes of or otherwise deals with, in any manner and by any means, any property or
any proceeds of any property with intent to conceal or convert that property or those proceeds,
knowing or believing that all or a part of that property or of those proceeds was obtained or derived
directly or indirectly as a result of (a) the commission in Canada of a designated offence; or (b) an act
or omission anywhere that, if it had occurred in Canada, would have constituted a designated offence”
(emphasis supplied).
198. The Conventions require the conversion or transfer of property to be an offence where the
defendant knows that the property involved is the proceeds of crime and does so for one of the
following two purposes: (1) concealing or disguising its illicit origin; or (2) for the purpose of helping
any person who is involved in the commission of the predicate offence to evade the legal
consequences of his or her action (Palermo, Article 6(1)(a)(i) and Vienna, Article 3(1)(b)(i)).
However, section 461.31 sets out only one purpose element (for the purpose of concealing or
disguising its illicit origin) instead of the two alternatives required by the Convention. Canada notes
that in the alternative the relevant conduct may be covered by s.354, though the assessment team
believes that will not be the case for many of the factual scenarios criminalised by s.462.31. This is a
minor technical deficiency that could inhibit some prosecutions.
199. Property that represents the proceeds of crime. As indicated above, the money laundering
offence extends to property or proceeds of property that was obtained or derived directly or indirectly
as a result of the commission of a designated offence. The concept of “property” is broadly defined in
section 2 of the Criminal Code and meets the FATF requirements. Under this section, property
includes “(a) real and personal property of every description and deeds and instruments relating to or
evidencing the title or right to property, or giving a right to recover or receive money or goods, and
(b) property originally in the possession or under the control of any person, and any property into or
for which it has been converted or exchanged and anything acquired at any time by the conversion or
exchange”.
200. The Criminal Code includes a wide definition of possession in subsection 4(3). It provides that a
person possesses anything when he has it in his personal possession or knowingly (i) has it in the
actual possession or custody of another person, or (ii) has it in any place, whether or not that place
belongs to or is occupied by him, for the use or benefit of himself or of another person. Where one of
two or more persons has anything in his custody or possession, with the knowledge and consent of the
rest, it shall be deemed to be in the custody and possession of each and all of them.
201. It is not necessary that a person is convicted of a predicate offence when proving that property is
the proceeds of crime, only proof that the property emanates from a criminal acquisition is sufficient
(beyond a reasonable doubt is the standard of proof). This principle has been confirmed by case law.
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Further clarity is provided in the forfeiture provision in subsection 462.37(2) CC: (2) where the
evidence does not establish to the satisfaction of the court that the designated offence of which the
offender is convicted, or discharged under section 730, was committed in relation to property in
respect of which an order of forfeiture would otherwise be made under subsection (1) but the court is
satisfied, beyond a reasonable doubt, that that property is proceeds of crime, the court may make an
order of forfeiture under subsection (1) in relation to that property. The targeted property is subject to
forfeiture without a conviction for the predicate offence.
202. Predicate offences for ML. Canada essentially applies an all crime approach to its money
laundering scheme by including all indictable offences i.e. those offences subject to imprisonment for
more than six months, as designated (or predicate) offences (see the definition above) with some
exceptions. Summary conviction offences as those with a fine of not more than two thousand dollars
or imprisonment for up to six months or to both. For example, the financing of terrorism is an
indictable offence subject to up to 10 years in prison.
203. In addition, the Canadian offence classification system includes a hybrid offence classification
approach to some offences. That approach provides that the offence may be treated as a less serious
summary conviction offence or a more serious indictable offence at the discretion of the prosecutor.
For example, theft can be an indictable offence with varying jail terms or a summary conviction
offence depending on the amount stolen. Section 34 of the Interpretation Act (that provides
interpretation of legislation) applies to hybrid offences, providing: “(1) where an enactment creates an
offence, (a) the offence is deemed to be an indictable offence if the enactment provides that the
offender may be prosecuted for the offence by indictment; (b) the offence is deemed to be one for
which the offender is punishable on summary conviction if there is nothing in the context to indicate
that the offence is an indictable offence; and (c) if the offence is one for which the offender may be
prosecuted by indictment or for which the offender is punishable on summary conviction, no person
shall be considered to have been convicted of an indictable offence by reason only of having been
convicted of the offence on summary conviction”. As a result, any hybrid offence is treated as an
indictable offence until the prosecutor makes an election.
204. The offence of possession of property derived from a crime under Section 354 and Section 357
are essential elements in Canada’s broader money laundering and proceeds of crime approach. The
possession offence covers the possession of any property or thing, or any proceeds of any property or
thing, where there is knowledge that all or any part of the property, thing, or of the proceeds was
obtained directly or indirectly from: (a) the commission in Canada of an offence punishable by
indictment; or (b) an act or omission anywhere that, if it had occurred in Canada, would have
constituted an offence punishable by indictment. Again, the predicate offences for the offence of
possession of property derived from crime cover all serious (indictable) offences in Canada. There is
no excluded predicate offence for the offence of possession of property derived from crime. This
offence, which is broad in scope, also covers factual circumstances that amount to possession of stolen
property offences e.g. stolen motor vehicles, or simple cases of persons caught in possession of small
quantities of drugs and cash. While the assessors were advised that a large majority of s.354 cases
dealt with such conduct, a statistical breakdown of s. 354 offences prosecuted by the Attorney General
of Canada indicated that none of those offences were cases where the particular charge was receiving
of stolen property.
205. There is also a separate criminal offence, which is a designated offence for the purposes of the
definition of proceeds of crime, in section 357 of the Criminal Code. Section 357 creates an offence
where importing anything into Canada that a person obtained outside Canada by an act that, if it had
been committed in Canada, would have been the offence of theft or an offence under Section 342
(theft, forgery, etc., of credit card) or 354 (possession of property obtained by crime). This is an
indictable offence in Canada.
206. As mentioned earlier, the money laundering offence specifies that the predicate offence must be
a designated offence. The definition of designated offences, in section 462.3 of the Criminal Code,
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provides that some indictable offences, prescribed by regulation, will not be designated offences for
the purposes of money laundering 21. The following provides the list of excluded offences:
The indictable offences under the following Acts are excluded from the definition of “designated
offence” in subsection 462.3(1) of the Criminal Code:
(a) Budget Implementation Act, 2000.
(b) Canada Agricultural Products Act.
(c) Copyright Act.
(d) Excise Act, except for the indictable offences under subsections 233(1) and 240(1).
(e) Excise Tax Act.
(f) Feeds Act.
(g) Fertilizers Act.
(h) Foreign Publishers Advertising Services Act.
(i) Health of Animals Act.
(j) Income Tax Act.
(k) Meat Inspection Act.
(l) Nuclear Safety and Control Act, except for the indictable offence under section 50 (offence to
possess certain nuclear substances, etc.
(m) Plant Protection Act.
(n) Seeds Act.
207. Indictable offences in these 14 Acts have been excluded from the scope of relevant indictable
offences for the purposes of Section 462.31 ML offences as these offences are penalized through other
Acts. However, if charges were instituted under other federal laws, including the Criminal Code, and
they were prosecuted by indictment, they would fall within the money laundering offence since all
other indictable offences are covered by the money laundering offence 22. The absence of provisions on
copyright offences in the Criminal Code means that copyright related offences are not predicate
offences for Section 462.31 ML, although offences involving trademarks and trade descriptions
(Sections 406 to 410, Criminal Code) are predicate offences for Section 462.31 ML. Canada takes the
position that Section 354 criminalizes possession of the proceeds of copyright offences. However,
Section 354 covers only one portion of the three types of ML offences that Canada should criminalize
under the relevant Conventions, and thus gaps still exist as Section 354 does not cover all varieties of
ML offences contemplated by this Recommendation. Although this constitutes a minor technical
failure and is a relatively small gap in the regime, this deficiency should be addressed by the Canadian
authorities. To avoid any potential gaps of this sort, the assessors suggest the removal of the list of
excluded offences and recommend that Canada include all indictable offences (including those
prescribed by regulations) as predicate offences for Section 462.31 ML.
208. The scope of the offence category lists, as set out in the FATF 40 Recommendation’s Glossary
Description of Designated Categories of Offences, are covered as money laundering offences in the
Criminal Code and offences in specific federal statutes. The FATF categories are cross-referenced to
some of the Criminal Code or other indictable offences, in relevant federal laws, as follows:
•
•

Participation in an organised criminal group and racketeering- Criminal Code sections
467.11, 467.12 & 467.1.
Terrorism, including terrorist financing- Criminal Code sections 83.02, 83.03, 83.94
83.12 and 83.18 to 83.231.

21

Regulations Excluding Certain Indictable Offences from the Definition of “Designated Offence”.
SOR/2002-63 see- http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partII/2002/20020213/html/sor63-e.html.
22
Canadian provinces and territories also enact laws that contain provincial offence provisions. No province
may enact a criminal law, with the result that none of the provincial offences are offences for the purposes of
money laundering or possession of property derived from crime provisions in the Criminal Code.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trafficking in human beings and migrant smuggling- Criminal Code section 279.01
and sections 117 & 118 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.
Sexual exploitation, including sexual exploitation of children- Criminal Code
section 212.
Illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances -Sections 5 to 7 of the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.
Illicit arms trafficking- Criminal Code sections 99 to 108.
Illicit trafficking in stolen and other goods- Criminal Code sections 354 & 462.31.
Corruption and bribery- Criminal Code sections 119 to 125; 426 and Section 3 of the
Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act.
Fraud- Criminal Code sections 341, 342(3), 371, 374 to 376, 378, 380, 381, 385 to
394 and 396.
Counterfeiting currency- Criminal Code sections 449 to 460.
Counterfeiting and piracy of products- Criminal Code sections 406 to 411.
Environmental crime- Sections 272 to 274 and 276 of the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999.
Murder, grievous bodily injury- Criminal Code sections 229 to 240 and 264.1 to 273.
Kidnapping, illegal restraint and hostage-taking- Criminal Code sections 279 to 283.
Robbery or theft- Criminal Code sections 343 and 322 to 334.
Smuggling-Sections 153 to 160 of the Customs Act.
Extortion- Criminal Code section 346.
Forgery- Criminal Code sections 57, 342 & 342.1 369 to 378.
Piracy- Criminal Code sections 74 & 75.
Insider trading and market manipulation- Criminal Code section 382.1.

209. Extraterritorial predicate offences. Jurisdiction to prosecute the money laundering and
possession of property offences under Canadian law is established so long as the foreign conduct
would have been an offence had it occurred in Canada (and whether or not the offence constitutes an
offence in the foreign country). This explicit extension of jurisdiction is permitted under the general
rule found in subsection 6(2) of the Criminal Code, which states that no person can be convicted of an
offence committed outside Canada unless federal law explicitly extends jurisdiction to do so.
210. As is the case with money laundering, Canadian courts may assert criminal jurisdiction over
acts taking place in another state if they are connected to other acts that take place in Canada in
furtherance of criminal behaviour, or if the acts in the other state have some injurious consequence
within Canada. For example, as defined in subsection 4(3) of the Criminal Code, possession of
property derived from crime or the laundering of such property give rise to jurisdiction in Canada.
211. The leading Supreme Court of Canada case on jurisdiction is R. v. Libman, [1985] 2 S.C.R.
178, in which the Court held that “all that is necessary to make an offence subject to the jurisdiction of
our courts is that a significant portion of the activities constituting that offence took place in Canada.
As it is put by modern academics, it is sufficient that there be a “real and substantial link” between an
offence and this country, a test well-known in public and private international law. (par. 74)”. The
Court stated that Canada “should not be indifferent to the protection of the public in other countries”
(par.77).
212. The determination of what a “significant portion” or a “real and substantial link” will depend on
the particular fact situation, but does not depend on an extensive physical connection between the
offence and Canada 23. In summary, if the crime giving rise to the possession of property occurred
outside of Canada but the possession element of the offence occurs in Canada, the crime could be
prosecuted in Canada.
23

See Canada (Human Rights Commission) v. Canadian Liberty Net, [1988] 1 S.C.R. 626; United States of
America v. Lépine, [1994] 1 S.C.R. 286 and R v. Hammerbeck (1993), R.F.L. (3d) 265, 26 B.C.C.A.
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213. Self-money laundering. In Canada, an individual who launders their own proceeds commits a
money laundering offence given the extensive definition of “person” and “property” in section 2 of the
Criminal Code. Canadian case law supports this position 24.
214. Ancillary offences. Canada’s Criminal Code includes ancillary or inchoate criminal offences.
Section 21 CC criminalizes being party, which includes aiding and abetting, to the offence of money
laundering 25. Section 22 CC provides for a general counselling offence 26. Section 23 CC provides for
accessory after the fact. The actus reus and mens rea of an attempt are set out in Section 24(1) CC that
creates liability for attempting to commit an offence regardless of whether it was, in fact, possible to
commit the offence. It is a question of law whether an act or omission by a person who has the intent
to commit an offence is mere preparation or an attempt to commit the offence. To illustrate how the
courts normally draw the line between mere preparation and attempt, see the following two cases: R.
v. Deutsch, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 2 and R. v. Sorrell and Bondett (1978), 41 C.C.C. (2d) 9.
215. Section 465 CC contains the relevant provisions on conspiracy. Section 465(1)(c) states that
everyone who conspires with anyone to commit an indictable offence is guilty of an indictable offence
and liable to the same punishment as that to which an accused who is guilty of the offence would, on
conviction, be liable. Section 465(3) makes it an offence to conspire in Canada to do anything abroad
referred to in section 465(1), if it is an offence under the laws of that place. Additionally, it is an
offence under section 465(4) to conspire outside Canada to do anything in Canada referred to in
465(1). Canada explains that it is not a defence to a charge of conspiracy that an accused, having
agreed to carry out the unlawful act with the intention to carry out the common design, later withdraws
from the conspiracy, as the offence is complete upon the making of the agreement. Further to
subsection 34(2) of the Interpretation Act, section 465 of the Criminal Code (conspiracy) would apply
to the offences in the Act.
216. Section 463 CC sets out the sentence for anyone convicted of the inchoate offence. Section 464
provides for the offence of counselling offences that are not committed. Finally, to clarify any possible
ambiguity in respect to the concept of designated offences for money laundering, Section 462.3 (b) CC
refers to inchoate offences in the definition of “designated offences”. Therefore, every indictable
offence, including ancillary offences, is covered by the money laundering offence, unless they have
been excluded by regulation as described above.
217. Additional elements. As discussed above, Canada’s money laundering and possession of
property offences establish jurisdiction so long as the foreign conduct would have been an offence if it
had occurred in Canada. Whether or not the offence constitutes an offence in the foreign country is not
taken into account. More specifically, the concept of “proceeds of crime” establishes the parameters of
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See R. v. Falahatchia (1995) 99 C.C.C. (3d) 420 (On C.A.); R. v. Cazzetta [2003] J.Q. N. 43 (Que C.A.).
Section 21 (1) CC: “Everyone is a party to an offence who (a) actually commits it; (b) does or omits to do
anything for the purpose of aiding any person to commit it; or (c) abets any person in committing it. (2) Where
two or more persons form an intention in common to carry out an unlawful offence and to assist each other
therein and any one of them, in carrying out the common purpose, commits an offence, each of them who knew
or ought to have known that the commission of the offence would be a probable consequence of carrying out the
common purpose is a party to that offence”. For case law, see R. V. Fraser (1984), 13 C.C.C. (3d) 292
(B.C.C.A.) or R. V. Dunlop and Sylvester [1979] 2 S.C.R. 881 or R. V. Thatcher [1987] 1 S.C.R. 652.
26
Section 22 CC: 22. (1) Where a person counsels another person to be a party to an offence and that other
person is afterwards a party to that offence, the person who counselled is a party to that offence, notwithstanding
that the offence was committed in a way different from that which was counselled. (2) Every one who counsels
another person to be a party to an offence is a party to every offence that the other commits in consequence of
the counselling that the person who counselled knew or ought to have known was likely to be committed in
consequence of the counselling.
25
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the nature of the property that may be relevant to a money laundering offence 27. See also Sections
462.31 and 354(1) and Section 357 CC as described above).
Recommendation 2
218. Natural persons that knowingly engage in ML activities. Authority to prosecute a natural person
has always existed in Canada. The criminal offences of money laundering and possession of property
derived from crime clarify any ambiguity. They provide that the offence covers activity undertaken by
“everyone”. The Criminal Code defines “everyone” in section 2 in an expansive fashion to include an
“organization”. An “organization” is itself defined to mean a public body, body corporate, society,
company, firm, partnership, trade union, municipality, or an association of persons that is created for a
common purpose and has an operational structure. The concept includes natural and legal persons.
219. As regards knowledge, or intent, it is an essential element in all criminal offences, including the
money laundering and possession of property derived from crime offences. Since these are criminal
offences, the onus to prove the knowledge element beyond a reasonable doubt rests on the prosecution
(known as the Crown in Canada). However, in Canada the prosecutor does not have to establish actual
knowledge. A prosecutor can establish the required knowledge element by establishing that the
accused was wilfully blind or reckless. In R. v. Sansregret, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 570, the Supreme Court
held that recklessness and wilful blindness can be used to establish the criminal law requirement for
intention. In addition, for the money laundering offence in Section 462.31 of the Criminal Code,
further clarification was provided by an amendment adding the words “or believing” to the knowledge
element in that offence 28.
220. Inference from objective factual circumstances. Canadian prosecutors may rely upon both direct
and circumstantial evidence to prove their case in any criminal prosecution. The authority to use such
evidence was recently canvassed by the Manitoba Court of Appeal in R. v. Jenner (2005), 195 C.C.C.
(3d) 364 at paragraph 20: “…It was contended that proof of knowledge as to the character of the
substance would place upon the Crown a difficult, if not impossible, burden. I cannot agree with the
contention. Proof of knowledge is no more difficult than the proof of intent in any criminal
prosecution. Knowledge, like intent, is a state of mind. It cannot, generally speaking, be proved as a
fact but can only be inferred from facts which are proved. A jury, on properly established facts, should
experience no more difficulty in finding knowledge than it does in finding intent”.
221. The Ontario Court of Appeal, in R. v. Aiello (1978), 38 C.C.C. (2d) 485 affirmed 46 C.C.C.
(2d) 128n (S.C.C.), opined, at page 488, on the same point: “…The trial Judge in our view should
have further directed the jury that it was not necessary for the prosecution to prove the required
knowledge by direct evidence, but that it could be inferred from the surrounding circumstances, such
as, for example, the finding of the drug on the accused person in his trouser pant leg, his evidence that
he figured that it must be a drug, the circumstances in which, and the place where he had picked up
the package”.
222. The ability to rely on circumstantial evidence in a ML case is more specifically enhanced by
Section 462.39 CC, which provides that: “…the court may infer that property was obtained or derived
as a result of the commission of a designated offence where evidence establishes that the value, after
the commission of that offence, of all the property of the person alleged to have committed the offence
exceeds the value of all the property of that person before the commission of that offence and the court
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Section 462.3 CC: “in this Part, “proceeds of crime” means any property, benefit or advantage, within or
outside Canada, obtained or derived directly or indirectly as a result of (a) the commission in Canada of a
designated offence, or (b) an act or omission anywhere that, if it had occurred in Canada, would have
constituted a designated offence”.
28
An amendment in May 1997 added “belief” to the money laundering offence, so as to overcome the
problem that “sting” operations could not be conducted by the police as the use of government money as
“proceeds” meant that no offence was committed.
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is satisfied that the income of that person from sources unrelated to designated offences committed by
that person cannot reasonably account for such an increase in value”.
223. Criminal liability for legal persons. Authority to prosecute a legal person exists in Canada. As
indicated above, the scope of any relevant criminal offence is found in the specific money laundering
and possession of property derived from crime offences. These offences refer to “everyone” and the
Criminal Code defines “everyone” to include an “organization”. Section 2 defines “organization”
expansively to mean a public body, a body corporate, a society, a company, a firm, a partnership, a
trade union or an unincorporated association.
224. Following recent modifications to the Criminal Code to deal with legal persons, corporations
may be held criminally liable: (a) as a result of the actions of those who oversee day-to-day operations
but who may not be directors or executives; (b) when officers with executive or operational authority
intentionally commit, or direct employees to commit, crimes to benefit the organization; (c) when
officers with executive or operational authority become aware of offences being committed by other
employees but do not take action to stop them; and (d) when the actions of those with authority and
other employees, taken as a whole, demonstrate a lack of care that constitutes criminal negligence.
225. Fines imposed against corporations that are found criminally liable can range from up to
CAD100 000 for a prosecution on summary conviction, a less serious offence, to no set limit for
indictable or more serious offences. The Criminal Code was also amended with respect to sentencing
and the concept of corporate probation 29.
226. Sanctions for ML. Canada’s possession of property derived from crime (Subsection 354(1) CC
carries a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment if the property involved is a “testamentary
instrument,” or exceeds CAD5 000 in value (otherwise it is only a 2 year maximum), as does the
separate offence of bringing into Canada property obtained by crime (Section 357). The Section
462.31 ML offence also carries a maximum penalty of 10 years, regardless of the value of the property
involved. A person convicted of an attempt to commit such a crime or as an accessory after the fact
may be subjected to a penalty of one-half of that available for actual committing the underlying
offence (Section 463). If the charge is for counselling an offence that is not committed, the maximum
penalty is the same as if the person was convicted of an attempt, namely one-half of that available for
actual committing the underlying offence (Section 464). If the person is convicted of a conspiracy, the
maximum penalty is five years imprisonment (subparagraph 465(1)(b)(ii)). It should also be noted that
the proceeds of crime are forfeitable. If the property that would otherwise be forfeitable is no longer
available for forfeiture, Section 462.37 provides for a fine in lieu of forfeiture alternative with
consecutive jail time in default ranging from a maximum of six months to ten years depending on the
amount of the fine.
227. All of the referenced terms of incarceration can apply to a natural person, but it is not possible
to incarcerate a legal person. As a result, the Criminal Code deals with this reality in Sections 718.21
and 735(1) and imposes an additional fine ranging from a maximum of CAD100 000 for summary
conviction offences to an amount determined by the court for the more serious indictable offences.
228. Limited information was given to the assessment team on ML sentencing (a sample of 28 ML
sentences from 1993 to 2006 was provided and no example was given of a Section 462.31 ML
sentence of a legal person). In the examples that were provided, penalties for Section 462.31 ML
ranged from 6 months (for CAD29 000 laundered) to 10 years (conviction for laundering proceeds,
conspiracy to launder, drug trafficking and CAD30 million laundered). No comprehensive statistics
are available on Section 462.31 ML sentencing, nor on possession of proceeds cases and the data
provided is a snap shot of cases that cover a long period of time. A lack of statistics on sanctions
imposed on natural and legal persons means that the effectiveness of sanctions for ML cannot be
properly assessed.
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See Section 718.21CC which sets out sentencing factors that the court must consider while sections 721,
730, 732.1, 734 and 735 updated other sentencing considerations for convicted corporations.
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Statistics (Recommendation 32)
229. The following table provides the number of charges pursuant to Section 462(31) CC (ML
offence) and the outcomes of the trials.
Year
Charges
laid
down
pursuant to S.462(31)
CC
Guilty
pursuant
to
S.462(31) CC
Committed
for
trial
(ongoing case) pursuant
to 462(31) CC

2003/2004

2004/2005

2005/2006

Total

220

292

211

723

5

6

10

21

8

6

3

17

230. There is no figure on the number of Section 462.31 ML cases that are either self-money
laundering or third-party money laundering.
231. The following table provides the number of charges pursuant to Section 354 (possession of
property obtained by crime) and the outcomes of the trials. The assessment team was not provided
with information to indicate how many of these cases were more in the nature of simple possession of
stolen goods type offences as compared to possession of the proceeds of serious offences i.e. what is
considered as traditional money laundering. Nor was data available on how many offences involved
more than CCAD5 000 in assets. The team was advised that the data in the s. 354 table includes a
large majority of minor possession offences involving either minor cases of possession of small
quantities of drugs and cash or receipt of stolen goods. Canada analysed a sample of approximately
1 000 cases which showed a large majority were linked to funds derived from drug offences and a
much smaller number were linked to thefts.
Year
Charges laid down
pursuant to S.354
CC
Guilty pursuant to
S.354 CC
Committed for trial
(ongoing
case)
pursuant to S.354
CC

2003/2004

2004/2005

2005/2006

Total

24 434

24 410

16 971

65 815

3 962

4 025

2 163

10 150

587

579

249

1 415

232. The following table provides an overview of the number of charges laid by the RCMP’s IPOC
units in money laundering and possession of proceeds of crime cases. The other category includes
weapons related charges, drug related charges, breach of probation and fraud charges, to name a few.
Charge Type

Files

Possession
of POC
Money
laundering
Other
TOTAL

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Total

Number

28

231

157

78

31

16

541

Percent

52.8%

40.3%

52.3%

17.5%

10.8%

34.9%

31.7%

Number

4

319

109

57

97

25

611

Percent
Number

7.6%
21

55.7%
23

36.3%
34

12.8%
311

33.7%
160

54.4%
5

35.8%
554

Percent

39.6%

4.0%

11.3%

69.7%

55.6%

10.9%

32.5%

Number

53

573

300

446

288

46

1,706

Percent

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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2.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

233. The anti-money laundering offences are comprehensive and Canada generally meets the
requirements under Recommendations 1 and 2. The primary ML offence set forth in Section 462.31 is
broad in its scope, but the assessors recommend that all indictable offences, including those prescribed
by regulations, should be predicate offences for ML, since copyright offences are currently not
covered by this provision. Conversely, the Section 354 possession of property offence covers property
from all indictable offences, and the two offences should thus be consistent in their scope. The Section
462.31 offence is technically inconsistent with the relevant UN Conventions in that it injects an
additional specific intent mental element that is not required by those Conventions. Section 462.31
should be rewritten to make clear that the perpetrator need not have the specific intent to conceal (or
disguise), but that that instead that only “purpose” or result of the particular transaction must be such.
In addition, Canada should craft language that makes sure Section 462.31 covers transfers and
conversions that have as their purpose helping any person who is involved in the commission of a
predicate offence or offences evade the legal consequences of his or her actions. Alternatively, Canada
should consider removing the purpose element from Section 462.31 completely, thus making it
consistent with s.354, albeit it broader than the Convention requirements.
234. The assessment team has concerns on whether prosecutions of ML offences have been
effectively implemented. A reasonable number of charges are laid for section 462.31 ML offences
(723 from 2003 to 2006) in a country where, based on the information made available, money
laundering is considered to be a significant criminal problem. However, the number of convictions in
that period for that offence is very limited, 21 from 2003 to 2006. In addition there are 17 charges
currently committed to trial. This means less than 3% of Section 462.31 charges laid have resulted in
convictions. There have been more than 65,000 charges laid under s.354 from 2003 to 2006, with
10 150 convictions for that offence. Another 1 415 charges are pending trial. The team was advised
that this was because prosecutors either pursue predicate offences or a s.354 possession offence which
they are more familiar with, and which is easier to prove as it does not require the additional intent
element set forth in Section 462.31. Canada advised the assessment team that the volume of s.354
offences charged and convicted shows that it is aggressively pursuing the crime of money laundering.
However, in summary, the team is concerned about the overall effectiveness of action taken to convict
money launderers, due to the following considerations:
(a) The very low number of convictions for s.462.31 (which is the offence focussed on active
money laundering).
(b) The information which suggests that the bulk of s.354 offences are not ML offences as
contemplated by FATF (an examination of the Criminal Code shows that this offence, which
was created in 1974, is closely linked to actions to be taken in relation to possession of stolen
property – Canada also indicated in paragraph 152 above that s.354 (and also s.462.31) are
offences dealing with illicit trafficking in stolen goods and other property) or that the charges
laid under s.354 often involve minor offence.
(c) Other important government agencies that combat ML and TF are focused on s.462.31
e.g.FINTRAC can only make disclosures to law enforcement when it has reason to believe a
TF offence or s.462.31 ML offence is implicated, but cannot make such a disclosure when a
s.354 offence is suspected. Moreover, when FINTRAC receives law enforcement VIRS, it
focuses its analytical resources on VIRS that involve s.462.31 offences, and not VIRS that
involve s.354 offences. IPOC units lay more s.462.31 charges than s. 354 charges in spite of
the 99 to 1 ratio in favour of s.354 that exists elsewhere.
235. (d) If the property is valued at less than CAD5 000 and does not involve a “testamentary
instrument” the maximum penalty is 2 years as opposed to the 10 year sentence that is available for the
more serious Section 354 offences as well as all Section 462.31 offences.
(e) Even if the assessment team where to credit s.354 offences as ML offences in all cases
(which it does not), the fact remains that only 17% of s. 354 charges laid resulted in
convictions or have been committed to trial, which is still very low.
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236. The emphasis on and preference for pursuing the predicate crimes and the offence of possession
of property obtained by crime, in addition to the lack of comprehensive data on investigations and
prosecutions at federal and provincial levels, lead the evaluation team to conclude that the statutes
available for countering ML are not being used as effectively as they could be. Canada should develop
a more proactive approach to prosecuting the specific money laundering charge under s.462.31.
2.1.3

Compliance with Recommendations 1 & 2

Rec.
R.1

Rating
LC

R.2

LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 The ML offence does not cover all designated categories of predicate
offences (copyright related offences).
 Section 462.31 ML offence contains a purposive element that is not broad
enough to meet the requirements of the Conventions or R.1.
 The number of convictions for Section 462.31 ML is very low, as is the
percentage of convictions in comparison to charges laid.
 The number of convictions for Section 462.31 ML is very low.
 Due to the lack of data on ML sentencing, is not possible to assess whether
natural and legal persons are subject to effective, proportionate and
dissuasive sanctions for ML.

2.2

Criminalisation of Terrorist Financing (SR.II)

2.2.1

Description and Analysis

237. The terrorist financing offence. In 2001, the Anti-terrorism Act (ATA) amended the Criminal
Code to create three criminal offences related to the financing of terrorism. These amendments to the
Criminal Code enabled Canada to implement international obligations under the UN Security Council
Resolution 1373 and the UN International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism. The three terrorist financing offences under the Code are broadly defined and operate in an
expansive fashion.
238. Section 83.02 of the Criminal Code makes it an offence to “wilfully and without lawful
justification or excuse, directly or indirectly provide or collect property intending or knowing that it
will be used, in whole or in part, to carry out a “terrorist activity” as defined in section 83.01(1) or any
other act or omission intended to cause death or serious bodily harm to a civilian or to any other
person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, if the purpose of that
act or omission, by its nature or context, is to intimidate the public, or to compel a government or an
international organization to do or refrain from doing any act”.
239.
240. Section 83.03 makes it an offence to “directly or indirectly collect property or to make
available, provide, or invite a person to provide property or financial or other related services: (a)
intending or knowing that they be used, in whole or in part, for the purpose of facilitating or carrying
out a terrorist activity, or for the purpose of “benefiting” a person who is facilitating or carrying out a
terrorist activity; or, (b) knowing that, in whole or part, they will be used by or will benefit a terrorist
group”.
241. Section 83.04 makes it an offence to “use property, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part,
for the purpose of facilitating or carrying out a terrorist activity”. It is also an offence under this
section to possess property, intending or knowing that it will be used, directly or indirectly, in whole
or in part, for the purpose of facilitating or carrying out a terrorist activity.
242. Under Section 83.01 of the Criminal Code, "terrorist activity" means:
(a) an act or omission that is committed in or outside Canada and that, if committed in Canada, is
one of the following offences:
(i) the offences referred to in subsection 7(2) that implement the Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, signed at The Hague on December 16, 1970,
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(ii) the offences referred to in subsection 7(2) that implement the Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation, signed at Montreal on
September 23, 1971,
(iii) the offences referred to in subsection 7(3) that implement the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including
Diplomatic Agents, adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 14,
1973,
(iv) the offences referred to in subsection 7(3.1) that implement the International Convention
against the Taking of Hostages, adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on
December 17, 1979,
(v) the offences referred to in subsection 7(3.4) or (3.6) that implement the Convention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, done at Vienna and New York on March 3, 1980,
(vi) the offences referred to in subsection 7(2) that implement the Protocol for the Suppression
of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, supplementary
to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation,
signed at Montreal on February 24, 1988,
(vii) the offences referred to in subsection 7(2.1) that implement the Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation, done at Rome on
March 10, 1988,
(viii) the offences referred to in subsection 7(2.1) or (2.2) that implement the Protocol for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental
Shelf, done at Rome on March 10, 1988,
(ix) the offences referred to in subsection 7(3.72) that implement the International Convention
for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, adopted by the General Assembly of the United
Nations on December 15, 1997, and
(x) the offences referred to in subsection 7(3.73) that implement the International Convention
for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on December 9, 1999, or
(b) an act or omission, in or outside Canada,
(i) that is committed
(A) in whole or in part for a political, religious or ideological purpose, objective or cause,
and
(B) in whole or in part with the intention of intimidating the public, or a segment of the
public, with regard to its security, including its economic security, or compelling a person,
a government or a domestic or an international organization to do or to refrain from doing
any act, whether the public or the person, government or organization is inside or outside
Canada, and
(ii) that intentionally
(A) causes death or serious bodily harm to a person by the use of violence,
(B) endangers a person’s life,
(C) causes a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or any segment of the public,
(D) causes substantial property damage, whether to public or private property, if causing
such damage is likely to result in the conduct or harm referred to in any of clauses (A) to
(C), or
(E) causes serious interference with or serious disruption of an essential service, facility or
system, whether public or private, other than as a result of advocacy, protest, dissent or
stoppage of work that is not intended to result in the conduct or harm referred to in any of
clauses (A) to (C),
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and includes a conspiracy, attempt or threat to commit any such act or omission, or being an accessory
after the fact or counselling in relation to any such act or omission, but, for greater certainty, does not
include an act or omission that is committed during an armed conflict and that, at the time and in the
place of its commission, is in accordance with customary international law or conventional
international law applicable to the conflict, or the activities undertaken by military forces of a state in
the exercise of their official duties, to the extent that those activities are governed by other rules of
international law.
243. In line with the UN Convention, safeguards have been incorporated into the ATA with respect
to the terrorist financing offences, including the legal threshold of knowledge and intention. In
addition, the Attorney General’s consent is required to institute proceedings.
244. In Canada’s criminal code, the provisions that criminalize terrorist financing use the term
“property”, as opposed to the term “funds” that is used in the TF convention. As seen in Sections
83.02, 83.03, and 83.04 of the Criminal Code, terrorist financing offences refer to “property”, which is
defined in section 2 as including (a) real and personal property of every description and deeds and
instruments relating to or evidencing the title or right to property, or giving a right to recover or
receive money or goods, (b) property originally in the possession or under the control of any person,
and any property into or for which it has been converted or exchanged and anything acquired at any
time by the conversion or exchange” (see Section 2.1 of the report). This definition is very broad and
is consistent with the definition of “funds” in the Terrorist Financing Convention.
245. The TF Convention states that the terrorist financing offence need not require that the funds: (i)
were actually used to carry out or attempt a terrorist act(s); or (ii) be linked to a specific terrorist act(s).
The wording in the Canadian terrorist financing offence makes reference to the collection of property
with the intention that it be used, or knowing that it will be used for terrorist activity. The threshold of
criminal conduct is met here if there is an intention to carry out terrorist activity and therefore does not
require that funds are actually used to carry out the activity. This is consistent with the requirements of
the TF Convention and the Recommendation. The Code, unlike the TF Convention, does not make
reference to specific acts of terrorism, the use of funds by a terrorist organisation or to an individual
terrorist, but uses the broadly defined term “terrorist activity”. Terrorist activity as defined in the code
includes an act or omission, committed to achieve specific ends. The Code also requires that the act be
concluded with intention to achieve specific listed outcomes. The Code does not make direct reference
to a specific terrorist individual, but the existing terrorist offences in part II.1 of the Criminal Code,
together with the definition and jurisdiction sections in s. 7 can be used to define and cover the issue.
The terrorist offences in Part II.1 of the Code and the reference to “terrorist activity” are specifically
designed to interrelate. A terrorist activity is an act or omission, in other words conduct. That conduct
is undertaken by individuals and terrorist groups. Indeed “terrorist groups” are defined as an “entity”.
An “entity” is defined as a person and the definition includes an “organization”. Section 2 of the
Criminal Code reinforces this by providing an expansive definition of an “organization” as any legal
person. Finally every criminal offence that could be committed is structured to cover natural and legal
persons by the word “everyone”. As a result a specific terrorist individual is included in every relevant
offence.
246. Section 24 of the Criminal Code provides that “every one who, having an intent to commit an
offence, does or omits to do anything for the purpose of carrying out his intention is guilty of an
attempt to commit the offence whether or not it was possible under the circumstances to commit the
offence.” As such, the Criminal Code offences referred to above include attempts to commit them.
Further, the definition of “terrorism offence” in the Criminal Code (see above) specifically includes
attempts to commit them as part of the definition of this term.
247. The terrorism financing offences include a conspiracy or attempt to commit, being an accessory
after the fact or counselling in relation to the offences. This covers “participating as an accomplice” in
the Terrorist Financing Convention. Further, sections 21 (parties to an offence), 22 (counselling an
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offence), 23 (accessory after the fact), and 465 (conspiracy) of the Criminal Code confirm that the
specific offences include being an “accomplice”.
248. Regarding organizing or directing others to commit an offence, section 83.03 in its prohibition
of inviting others to provide property, financial or other services would cover most of this activity.
Further, the offence of instructing to carry out activity for a terrorist group (section 83.21) and
instructing to carry out terrorist activity (section 83.22) could cover as well the activity of organizing
or directing others to commit terrorist financing offences.
249. Finally, the terrorist financing offences and the definitions of terrorist activity and terrorist
group provide that individuals alone or as part of a group of persons that act intentionally to further
criminal purposes would be covered.
250. FT as a predicate offence for ML. Terrorism offences, as indictable offences under the Criminal
Code, are predicate offences to which Canada’s proceeds of crime legislation apply. These offences
fall within the definition of “designated offences” found in section 462.3 of the Criminal Code. A
conspiracy, an attempt, being an accessory after the fact in relation to, or counselling in relation to, a
terrorism offence are also “designated offences” that are subject to this regime.
251. The terrorist financing regime in the Criminal Code includes provisions on the freezing,
seizure/restraint, forfeiture and disposition of property as well. They are found in sections 83.08-83.15
and link with the existing provisions on proceeds of crime and forfeiture of offence-related property
(Part XII.2 and sections 490.1-490.9).
252. Jurisdiction over FT offences. The specific terrorism financing offences apply in Canada
regardless of whether the person alleged to have committed the offence is in Canada or in a different
country than that of the terrorist group or in which the terrorist activity has or will occur. In addition,
terrorism financing offences could be prosecuted, under certain limitations as required by the general
principle of international criminal law jurisdiction, even if these offences have taken place in another
country (see Sections 3.73 to 3.75 of the Criminal Code).
253. Finally, of note is the expansive territorial reach of section 354 (possession of property obtained
by crime includes act or omission outside Canada) and section 462.3 (“proceeds of crime” includes
any property outside Canada derived from an act or omission occurring outside Canada).
254. Inference from objective factual circumstances. In Canada, the intentional element of terrorism
offences may be inferred from objective factual circumstances that are themselves proven through
admissible evidence.
255. It is a well-established principle of criminal evidence that “any fact from which may be inferred
a fact in issue or a fact relevant to an issue is admissible; it is called “circumstantial evidence”
(McWilliams’ Canadian Criminal Evidence, 4th ed., 2003). As regards knowledge, or intent, it is an
essential element in all criminal offences, including the money laundering and possession of property
derived from crime offences. Since these are criminal offences, the onus to prove the knowledge
element beyond a reasonable doubt rests on the prosecution (known as the Crown in Canada).
However, in Canada the prosecutor does not have to establish actual knowledge. A prosecutor can
establish the required knowledge element by establishing that the accused was wilfully blind or
reckless. In R. v. Sansregret, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 570, the Supreme Court held that recklessness and wilful
blindness can be used to establish the criminal law requirement for intention. The rules of evidence
apply with equal force to proof by circumstantial evidence as to proof by direct evidence. The
evidence in both instances must be equally credible, admissible and relevant 30.
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256. Criminal liability of legal persons. In Canada, criminal liability for terrorism offences, including
financing of terrorist activities and groups, applies to “everyone”, which includes “an organization”,
defined in section 2 of the Criminal Code (see Section 2.1 of the report).
257. Section 22.2 defines the liability of an organization as a party to an offence, where the offence is
one that requires proof of fault other than negligence. The prosecution must prove that one of the
“senior officers” at least had the intent in part to benefit the organization and either: (a) such officer
acting within the scope of his authority was a party to the offence; (b) the senior officer had the
requisite mens rea (mental element) for the offence, was within the scope of his authority and directed
others to do the required act, or (c) the officer did not take reasonable measures to stop the
commission of the offence by others. In addition, corporations may be held criminally liable for
actions of employees who are their directing minds 31.
258. Parallel criminal, civil or administrative proceedings. There is no prohibition on such parallel
proceedings in Canada. Section 11 of the Criminal Code provides that “no civil remedy for an act or
omission is suspended or affected by reason that the act or omission is a criminal offence.”
259. Sanctions. A person or organization that is convicted of a terrorist financing offence (sections
83.02, 83.03 or 83.04 of the Criminal Code) may be sentenced to up to 10 years imprisonment in
Canada.
260. The actual sentence imposed will reflect the purpose and principles of sentencing set out in
sections 718 and following of the Criminal Code. The purpose of sentencing is to contribute to respect
for the law and maintenance of a just, peaceful and safe society by imposing just sanctions that
denounce unlawful conduct, deter the offender and others from committing offences, separate the
offenders from society where necessary, assist in rehabilitating offenders and provide reparation for
harm done to victims or to the community. The fundamental principle of sentencing is that a sentence
must be proportionate to the gravity of the offence and degree of responsibility of the offender.
261. The fact that the offence is a terrorist offence is an aggravating circumstance that should result
in an increase in the sentence (section 718.2(a)(v) of the Criminal Code.)
262. In respect of criminal liability of legal persons (organizations), section 735 of the Criminal Code
provides for fines in lieu of imprisonment in certain circumstances.
Statistics (Recommendation 32)
263. The RCMP’s National Security branch maintains a summary of key activities and milestones
which contain the following statistics for a two month period:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of terrorist groups disrupted.
Cases submitted for prosecutions.
Number of active anti-terrorism financing investigations.
Number of tactical intelligence packages disseminated to field units.
Number of disclosures to FINTRAC.
Number of hours spent listing terrorist entities, and the number of charities de-registered.

264. For example for the time period of 1 April – 30 June 2006, the following statistics were
recorded:
Active Anti-Terrorist Financing Investigations in Canada –
Disclosures to FINTRAC
Number of requests responding to Foreign Governments –
Number of Files Successfully concluded
31

See Canadian Dredge & Dock Co. v. The Queen, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 662.
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7
72
601

Number of Terrorist Groups disrupted

6

265. Other mechanisms which are reported are monthly reports in a narrative format with respect to
central coordination of Anti-terrorism financing investigations, anti-terrorism training and the
coordination and monitoring the status of charities.
266. Regarding prosecutions, one person, Mohammad Momin Khawaja has been charged with
7 terrorism offences, including providing, inviting a person to provide, and making available property
and financial services, to a terrorist group in the United Kingdom, intending or knowing that they
would be used, in whole or in part, for the purpose of facilitating or carrying out terrorist activity, or
for the purpose of benefiting the terrorist group or others who were facilitating or carrying out terrorist
activity, contrary to Section 83.03(a) of the Criminal Code. This case has not been adjudicated yet.
267. A total of 20 individuals have been charged with terrorist offences in two cases, including three
persons charged under, Section 83.03 of the Criminal Code. Neither of these cases have been
adjudicated yet, and since 2001 there have been no other prosecution or convictions. Given the not
insignificant number of investigations, and the more than 600 files successfully concluded, the lack of
any convictions since 2001 indicates a lack of effectiveness, despite the two prosecutions that are now
before the courts.
2.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

268. The definition of “terrorist activity” in the Criminal Code incorporates by reference to specific
offences set out in the Code, acts committed in a large number of international conventions. Canadian
authorities should give consideration to ways to rationalise the references currently found in disparate
locations, without losing the applicability within their country of the additional acts defined in the
conventions.
269. The statistics compiled by the RCMP provide a clear indication of an increase in levels of
terrorist related activity in Canada, with a large number of investigations and files. Only three persons
have been charged with terrorist financing and these charges have not yet been heard. Nobody has
been convicted. Given these facts it does not appear that as yet the TF offence is being effectively
used. The overall effectiveness of the TF offence and regime is an issue that the authorities will need
to pay close attention to going forward.
2.2.3
Rec.
SR.II

Compliance with Special Recommendation II
Rating
LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 The lack of any TF convictions and the very limited number of prosecutions
shows that the offence has not yet been fully and effectively used.

2.3

Confiscation, freezing and seizing of proceeds (R.3)

2.3.1

Description and Analysis

270. Confiscation. Canada’s Criminal Code contains provisions that authorise the confiscation
(hereinafter “forfeiture”) of proceeds of crime while the Criminal Code and its Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) each have provisions to forfeit “offence-related property,” which is Canada’s
term used to cover “instrumentalities.” Forfeiture of “proceeds of crime” is fully covered in Criminal
Code in sections 462.37, 462.38, and 462.43. Forfeiture of “offence-related property” is accomplished
under the Criminal Code sections 490.1 and 490.2 and the CDSA sections 16 & 17. Offence related
property includes instrumentalities intended for use in the commission of specified crimes (see
definition of “offence-related property,” Criminal Code Section 2). Only simple possession of
controlled substances, which is a standalone offence in the CDSA, is not included in that Act’s
definition of “offence related property.” Forfeiture is available for all money laundering and terrorist
financing offences, as well as direct forfeiture as an option for all predicate offences. Conviction for
any indictable offence or a conspiracy or attempt to commit an indictable offence can give rise to
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forfeiture (see definition of “designated offence,” Criminal Code section 462.3(1)). Subsection
462.3(1) of the Criminal Code exempts, by regulation, certain offences arising under 14 designated
Acts of Parliament from the money laundering predicates and hence also the forfeiture regime.
271. Subsections 462.37 (3) & (4) of the Criminal Code provides for a fine or imprisonment in lieu
of forfeiture. Canada considers this alternative as the forfeiture of property of equivalent value.
However, the fine in lieu option is discretionary as subsection 462.37(3) states “the court may” impose
same rather than “shall.” The fine in lieu option arises in a proceeds of crime case where counsel for
the Attorney General applies for forfeiture, thus it is an option completely in the control of the
prosecutor and one that is rarely pursued in practice as only CAD3.3 million has been collected
through this method. Moreover, the court, in theory could, elect not to impose such a fine. Nor is it
clear that “fines,” which are generally deemed to be a form of punishment, are to be treated the same
way as “forfeitures” would be under Canadian law. For example, it does not appear that Criminal
Code section 491.1 could be used to disburse such a fine to victims. Fines in lieu of forfeiture can be
imposed for the amount of proceeds of crime that have been dissipated or located outside Canada. If
there are no assets to which such a fine can be applied the court “shall” impose a jail sentence. The
fine is enforced as a civil judgement against any other property that the offender owns at that time or
may acquire in the future. It does not apply to non proceeds property the perpetrator transferred to
third persons before the fine was imposed. If the accused later obtains wealth or accesses hidden illicit
wealth not discovered at sentencing, he or she can be forced to comply with the monetary fine
previously imposed. The prosecutor would have to anticipate such a windfall in advance and take the
extra steps in the prosecution to obtain such an order, which does not seem to be a very practical
solution. It is not prosecution service policy to get such an order in all cases in which forfeiture is an
issue, and likely is only done if proceeds are spent and the prosecutor learns that non-tainted assets
exist before sentencing. Section 734.7 of the Criminal Code provides the Attorney General with the
flexibility to enforce the fine rather than apply to the court to have the offender serve the mandatory
time in default. The fine and imprisonment in lieu of forfeiture option is an awkward attempt to
ameliorate the problem of dissipated forfeitable assets.
272. Section 2 of the Criminal Code broadly defines “property” to include all real and personal
property of every description and deeds and instruments relating to or evidencing the title or right to
property, or giving a right to recover or receive money or goods as well as property originally in the
possession or under the control of any person, and any property into or for which it has been converted
or exchanged and anything acquired at any time by the conversion or exchange. The definition of
“proceeds of crime,” in section 462.3(1) of the Criminal Code specifically includes any property,
benefit or advantage obtained or “derived directly or indirectly” as a result of the commission of a
designated offence. Thus, in light of the definitions of “property” and “proceeds of crime” Canada’s
forfeiture provisions appear to permit the forfeiture of “income, profits or other benefits” as proceeds
of crime 32.
273. Property is forfeited to Canada, whether it is held by the criminal defendant or a nominee third
party. The relevant Canadian forfeiture provisions focus on identity of the property as either the
“proceeds of crime” or “offence-related property” as the deciding factor as to whether it can be
forfeited, rather than the actions or relationship of a property’s owner to the offence committed.
However, the latter inquiry may be relevant to the issue of the “innocent ownership” in any challenges
made to the restraint, seizures and forfeiture of property by purported bona fide third-party owners of
property that might be subject to forfeiture.
274. Seizure. Canada has a wide range of search and seizure or restraint authorities in its criminal
laws to assist in confiscation matters. Canada does not use the term “freezing” in its law with the only
exception being terrorist property as described and provided for in section 83.08 of the Criminal Code.
In Canada, “freezing” is simply accomplished via restraint orders.
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275. Search Warrants. Criminal Code section 487 and section 11 of the CDSA permit the police or a
“public officer” to obtain judicial warrants, on the basis of reasonable grounds to believe that in a
building, place or receptacles items described in the warrant will be found, and gives one authority to
enter, search and seize the things set out in the warrant. The things to be searched for may include
anything “in respect of which” an offence against any Act of Parliament has been or is suspected of
having been committed, anything that will afford evidence of an offence, and anything intended to be
used to commit an offence, and any offence-related property. See, e.g. subsections 487(1)(a) through
(c.1). Section 487 of the Criminal Code sets out a broad search and seizure authority in Canadian
criminal law but other Acts, including the CDSA, have stand alone search warrant provisions as well.
In spite of those provisions, in light of Canada’s Interpretation Act and case decisions, a Criminal
Code section 487 search warrant is available in the investigation of every criminal offence. The
authority to issue a search warrant to search and seize almost “anything” does have some limitations.
The most significant is that intangible items, such as money on deposit in a bank account or real
property, cannot be seized under the authority of a search warrant 33.
276. These Criminal Code search warrants can be issued by a justice of the peace and are available
at any relevant stage in the investigative process. In the course of any execution of a search warrant,
section 489 of the Criminal Code authorises the peace officer executing a search warrant to seize other
things not listed in the warrant which he or she discovers that are obtained from the commission of
crime, used in the commission of crime or afford evidence of another offence under any Act of
Parliament. The issuing court, may order the detention and preservation of the property for three
months (see Subsection 490(2)). However, the detention period can be extended and it is automatically
extended as soon as charges are instituted.
277. Special search warrant for proceeds of crime. Section 462.32 of the Criminal Code provides
authority for counsel for the Attorney General (i.e. the crown prosecutor) to obtain a special search
warrant to seize property that is subject to forfeiture, which includes the proceeds of crime, but is
obtained from a Judge, as opposed to a Justice of the Peace. Once a special search warrant against
proceeds of crime is obtained and executed, section 462.35 provides that any seizure is effective for
six months after execution. This period of detention may be extended and such an extension is
continued once a criminal charge is initiated where a forfeiture of the property may occur. Pursuant to
subsection 462.32(2.1) a special search warrant’s search authority, once issued, is effective throughout
Canada. It is not possible to obtain a special search warrant to search and seize proceeds of crime that
may be forfeitable pursuant to the relevant forfeiture provisions when the relevant thing (i.e. the
property) is outside of Canada. The Attorney General is required to give undertakings for damages and
costs when obtaining such warrants, which according to Canadian officials “has not presented any
problems” because since 1993, Canada has paid less than CAD50,000 in undertakings.
278. Restraint order provisions for proceeds of crime and offence related property. Sections 462.33
and 490.8 of the Criminal Code, respectively, permit the Attorney General to apply for restraint orders
to restrain forfeitable proceeds of crime and forfeitable offence-related property. Such restraint orders
are in personam orders prohibiting the persons named in the order from disposing or dealing with any
property specified in the order. The order, once issued before a judge, is effective throughout Canada
but also applies to property all over the world, and the persons subject to, i.e. served with, the order
will commit an indictable offence for knowingly breaching the order (see Subsections 462.33 (3.01),
(3.1) and (11), and 490.8 (3.1) and (9). The restraining order, to be effective, must be served upon all
relevant parties in Canada, and it applies only against such served persons. The Attorney General must
provide undertakings for damages and costs when restraining forfeitable proceeds of crime, which,
according to Canadian officials, has not presented any problems (Criminal Code section 462.33(7). No
undertaking is required for the restraint of offence-related property (Criminal Code section 490.8).
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279. For forfeitable property located abroad, with the exception of a restraining order served on a
person in Canada who controls property located abroad, Canada, like most nations, would have to rely
upon its treaty relationships to obtain the restraint or seizure of such foreign property.
280. Seizure made ex parte. An ordinary search warrant for evidence or offence related property,
under either section 487 the Criminal Code or section 11 the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, are
in practice ex-parte applications. The regular Criminal Code search warrant provisions do not
expressly state that the application may be made ex-parte as a matter of right 34. The CDSA Section 11,
as well as Criminal Code section 490.8, for the restraint of offence-related property, the special search
warrant for proceeds of crime under Criminal Code section 462.32, the restraint order for proceeds of
crime under Criminal Code section 462.33, and the CDSA’s restraint order for offence related
property under section 14, all specify that the application may be ex-parte. However, in the case of the
seizure or restraint of proceeds of crime the provisions include an additional consideration for the
issuing judge. Subsections 462.32(5) and 462.33(5) each provide that the issuing judge may require
that the applicant Attorney General provide notice of the application to any person, unless giving such
notice before the issuance of the warrant would result in the disappearance, dissipation or reduction in
value of the property or otherwise affect the property so that all or a part thereof could not be seized
pursuant to the warrant. The Attorney General’s filed materials in support of the application must
make showing of factors that justify an ex-parte hearing as a matter of course, or only after the issue is
raised by the court. There were no statistics showing how often Canadian judges required the Attorney
General to provide notice. Canada advised that the practice is that courts grant such orders ex-parte.
281. Criminal Code search warrant. Criminal Code section 487 search warrants are available to law
enforcement officers to help trace assets subject to forfeiture (see above). A law enforcement officer
applying for a search warrant must provide the issuing justice or judge with reasonable grounds to
believe an offence has occurred and that there is evidence in the place to be searched. The officer need
not disclose the entirety of the investigation but must disclose information which would tend to call
into question the reliability of the grounds relied on to obtain the warrant. Law enforcement agents
pointed out that in response to Canadian case law on the reliability of evidence in search warrants, the
applications for regular search warrants have become very lengthy, and often hundreds, even
thousands, of pages in length. In practice, there often is a full-disclosure of all evidence that might be
relevant to the case, rather than just evidence relevant to the specific search in question. This extra
detail, although possibly not legally required, is provided in an abundance of caution. Thus, in
practice, this makes obtaining a search warrant a very time-consuming and labour-intensive process.
282. A Criminal Code confirmation order. Section 487.013 of the Criminal Code provides authority
for law enforcement to obtain essential information confirming the existence of an account
relationship from any financial institution, as defined in section 2 of the Bank Act or any other entity
covered by the PCMLTFA. A law enforcement officer applying for a confirmation order must provide
the issuing justice or judge with reasonable grounds to suspect an offence has occurred or will occur
and that the financial institution’s information will assist the investigation of the offence. The single
restriction on the confirmation order is that the person or organization named in the order that is
required to confirm information must not be a target of the investigation. Finally, section 487.017
creates an offence when the person subject to the confirmation order fails to produce the documents or
data. Confirmation of an account relationship will allow a law enforcement official to aver that such
records exist whenever they seek a search warrant or production order against the relevant entities.
283. Criminal Code Production order. Frequently there are cases where evidence is required, but the
more invasive search warrant is unnecessary. The Criminal Code also provides for a less intrusive
obligation to produce documents or data in section 487.012. Section 487.015 allows that party subject
to a production order to apply to the court for an exemption if disclosure would breach legal privilege
34
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or the documents or data are not in the person’s possession or control. Section 487.016 specifically
provides that the person may not object to production on the basis of self incrimination while insuring
that the documents or data may not be used against the producing person except for perjury charges.
Finally, section 487.017 creates an offence when the person subject to the production order fails to
produce the documents or data. The production order, similar to a confirmation order, provides that the
person or organization named in the order to produce must not be a target of the investigation.
284. A Criminal Code general warrant. The Criminal Code confirmation order reveals the existence
of an account relationship and a production order will result in the production of existing data and
documents. A search warrant will allow for the seizure of things, including documents or data that
exist in the place at the time the place is searched. The problem with all of these provisions is that they
provide a means to obtain existing evidence, rather than anticipatory evidence that may come into
existence at a known or reasonable time in the future. There are cases where the financial data or other
information will come into existence at a period in the future. There are also cases where law
enforcement may wish to undertake a surreptitious search and inspection. The Criminal Code
addresses these scenarios in its section 487.01 general warrant authority. The court issuing a general
warrant must be satisfied, by information on oath in writing that an offence has or will occur and that
information, but not necessarily evidence, concerning the offence will be obtained. Provided that the
judge is satisfied that a general warrant is in the best interests of the administration of justice and that
no other specific authority exists for would provide for a warrant, authorisation or order then the
requested authority for the required technique, procedure or device to be used or thing to be done is
authorised by the general warrant. Using this authority it is possible to obtain a general warrant for a
financial monitoring order for a specified time into the future.
285. Tax Information. Section 462.48 of the Criminal Code provides a specific process to properly
obtain the production of income tax information in a criminal investigation, at the investigatory stage.
Such production is limited to investigations of drug, organised crime, money laundering offences with
a drug or organised crime predicate, and terrorism offences. Hence, it is not available to trace assets
pre-indictment in cases that do not involve organised crime, drug or terrorism charges. The importance
of a Criminal Code production order for tax information in any investigation for the offences set out in
subparagraph 462.48(1.1) is that the tax authorities, pursuant to section 241 of the Income Tax Act, are
otherwise immune from criminal search warrants.
286. Voluntary Disclosures and Privacy Laws. Canada’s professional law enforcement relies on
cooperation from voluntary witnesses for much criminal investigation activity. This cooperation is
reinforced by means of a safe harbour protection in respect to proceeds of crime in Criminal Code
section 462.47, which states in the relevant part: “. . . subject to section 241 of the Income Tax Act, a
person is justified in disclosing to a peace officer or the Attorney General any facts on the basis of
which that person reasonably suspects that any property is proceeds of crime or that any person has
committed or is about to commit a designated offence. 35”
287. Subsection 7(2) of PIPEDA provides that an organization may elect to use “personal
information” that it has reasonable grounds to believe could be useful in the investigation of a
contravention of the laws of Canada, a province or a foreign jurisdiction that has been, is being or is
about to be committed, and the information is used for the purpose of investigating that contravention.
Subsection 7(3), or more specifically subparagraphs (c.1), (d) and (e), allow an organization to
voluntarily disclose “personal information” without disclosing the fact of that disclosure to their
customer.
288. Subsection 7(3) (c) of PIPEDA requires organizations to comply with subpoenas or warrants
issued as well as any orders made by a court, person or body with jurisdiction to compel the
production of information, or to comply with rules of court relating to the production of records. While
35.
Section 241 of the Income Tax Act creates an offence for any Revenue Canada employee to disclose any
income tax information to anyone absent a court order or specific but limited exceptions in the Income Tax Act.
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PIPEDA was carefully constructed to still permit voluntary disclosures to law enforcement, and
clearly does not prohibit same, several regulated private sector persons that met with the FATF
assessment team wrongly thought that PIDEDA was at odds with the voluntary disclosure provisions
in the Criminal Code, and the mandatory disclosures to FINTRAC that are required by the
PCMLTFA. Law enforcement further opined that the enactments of PIPEDA and the PCMLTFA have
had a chilling effect on the number of voluntary disclosures to law enforcement under the Criminal
Code.
289. Bona fide third party - immediate relief from seizure. Subsection 489.1 provides that the seizing
peace officer, if satisfied as to ownership of the thing and that its detention is not required for the
investigation or other proceeding, may elect to return the thing they seized to the lawful owner or
person lawfully entitled to possession of the thing, rather than detaining the thing after obtaining a
detention order from the court. In that case the peace officer must obtain a receipt from the person to
whom the officer returned the thing and file that receipt with the justice issuing the warrant. A search
warrant directed to a public officer (i.e. a person who has been appointed or designated to administer
or enforce the applicable federal or provincial laws and who is named in the warrant) is subject to
subsection 489.1(2) with the result that anything seized by that public officer may not be returned, but
rather the public officer must file a report or bring the thing to the court for the court’s determination
on detention or return. If the thing is required for a subsequent proceeding, such as a forfeiture
application, the officer must, like any public officer, make a section 490 return to the court. This return
is for the purpose of either seeking a detention order or allowing the court to determine its return.
290. Post seizure judicial release. Section 490 applies to all seized property other than seized or
restrained proceeds of crime seized as a result of a special search warrant under section 462.32 of the
Criminal Code and restraint order under section 462.33 of the Criminal Code. If an item is seized
under the authority of section 14 of the CDSA, then the section 490 Criminal Code’s process applies,
with the exception of a controlled substance pursuant to sections 13 & 15 of the CDSA. Under Section
490 a person in possession at the time of seizure or the owner has a right to seek the return of the
seized thing. In the case of the person in possession they may demonstrate hardship that may be
caused by the continued possession of the thing by the state (see subsections 490(7) & (8)). The lawful
owner or person lawfully entitled to possession of the seized thing may, at any time, institute an
application for the return of the seized thing pursuant to subsection 490(10). The court considering any
return application must consider if the seized thing is required for some other purpose, such as a
forfeiture application (see subsections 490(9) & (11)). These provisions apply up until the time that the
court considers any relevant forfeiture application.
291. Release of offence related property. There are special provisions for offence-related property,
since that property may be forfeited upon conviction. It is also possible for the person in possession of
offence-related property to successfully apply for the return of the seized thing due to a claim of
hardship (see subsection 490(8). In that case, a criminal recognizance is an option for the court to
consider, pursuant to subsection 490.9 (1), if the thing falls under the Criminal Code’s definition of
offence-related property. If the property is offence-related property under the CDSA’s definition
subsection 13 (6) of that Act also contemplates return under the supervision of a criminal
recognizance. If the court elects to return seized or restrained offence-related property to the relevant
person the court ordered recognizance can require the owner to preserve and retain the thing, making it
available for the subsequent forfeiture application. The terms can include a requirement to surrender
the thing in advance of the forfeiture application. Any failure to comply with the recognizance can
lead to the forfeiture of the amount covered by the recognizance.
292. Relief from a seizure or restraint of proceeds of crime. Section 462.34(a) of the Criminal Code
provides that any person with an interest in the seized or restrained property may apply to the court to
return their seized proceeds of crime or vacate any restraint order against proceeds of crime. These
applications must be brought upon notice to the Attorney General under Criminal Code section
462.34(2). The court may order return and the judge may impose a criminal recognizance, under
Criminal Code section 462.34(4)(a). Alternatively, the court may simply return the property if it is
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satisfied that the original order should not have been issued per section 462.34(6), or the applicant is
an innocent owner in a case where the property is not required for any investigation or proceeding per
section 462.34(6)(b). Things seized pursuant to a section 462.32 special search warrant may be
immediately released to their lawful owner by the seizing agent under section 462.32(4.1) if certain
mitigating factors are present.
293. Section 462.34 provides an immediate opportunity to apply to vary or vacate the special search
warrant or restraint order. That authority is used in support of the more frequent application under
section 462.34 to obtain access to the property for the purposes of the persons business, living and
legal expenses under section 462.34(4)(c). The argument that such property, as property obtained from
crime, may create an offence when it is placed in the hands of a third-party, such as legal counsel, is
addressed by subsection 462.34(7). As a result, it is common to have the court deal with applications,
against seized or restrained proceeds of crime, for the purposes of funding a person’s business, living
and legal expenses. Between 2000 and 2007 Canada seized or restrained CAD572.8 million in assets,
while in the same period court ordered payouts for all business, living and legal expenses was CAD8.3
million. Nonetheless, the forfeiture statistics suggest that a significant proportion of property seized
for forfeiture is not actually being forfeited.
294. There are checks and balances in the ability to seek such funding since the property is
theoretically dissipated by such orders. Subsection 462.34(4) requires an order unless “… the judge is
satisfied that the applicant has no other assets or means available for the purposes set out in this
paragraph and that no other person appears to be the lawful owner of or lawfully entitled to possession
of the property.” This means that if the applicant has other assets or means or if there is a lawful owner
of the relevant property the court cannot dissipate that property to fund the applicant’s expenses. Of
course, it is often difficult for the Attorney General to prove that the applicant has other assets in cases
were the accused is particularly adept at hiding his or her criminal proceeds. The authority to seek
funded legal expenses out of seized or restrained proceeds of crime is further circumscribed by
subsections 462.34(5) to (5.2) of the Criminal Code. If there is a lawful owner (i.e. a victim) of the
relevant property, the court should not dissipate that property to fund the applicant’s expenses. Finally,
the court may, but is not required to, consider the applicable legal aid tariff rate in releasing funds to
cover legal expenses under Criminal Code Section 462.34(5).
295. Forfeiture and third party relief. In addition to the protecting the rights of bona fide thirdparties in cases where seizure or restraint occurred, the same parties have rights at the time of a
forfeiture application of offence-related property or proceeds of crime. Section 490.4 of the Criminal
Code and section 19 of the CDSA require third-party protection in the case of forfeiture against
offence-related property. Section 462.41 provides a similar protection for third-parties in the case of a
forfeiture application against proceeds of crime.
296. All bona fide third-parties have a right to notice of the forfeiture application and the right to
participate in that application. In addition, section 490.5 of the Criminal Code and Section 20 of the
CDSA establish the right of these third parties to also seek relief from forfeiture if they did not appear
at the original forfeiture application. In the same fashion section 462.42 of the Criminal Code creates
an identical right of third-parties to seek relief from forfeiture of proceeds of crime if they did not
appear at the original forfeiture application. Finally, in all cases, the forfeited property may not be sold
for thirty (30) days to give all parties an opportunity to institute an appeal (see s. 490.7 of the Criminal
Code or s. 22 of the CDSA for offence related property and section 462.45 of the Criminal Code for
proceeds of crime).
297. Victims of crime and forfeiture. Victims may not have a direct and valid interest in the property
that is targeted for forfeiture simply because their property had been laundered long before the seizure
and forfeiture issues developed. Those victims have and interest in the criminal but not a specific
interest in property targeted for forfeiture. As a result they will not have standing to challenge the
forfeiture order. This issue is addressed by sections 738 and 740. It is further ameliorated by
subsection 462.49 of the Criminal Code, which continues and gives priority to any Act of Parliament
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respecting restitution to or compensation of victims. The Criminal Code does contain restitution to
persons affected by crime provisions in sections 738 to 740. As a result, victim restitution and
forfeiture effectively coexists in Canada.
298. Authority to prevent or void actions. Canada does have the authority, in any appropriate case, to
void actions designed to frustrate the forfeiture of property. If the targeted asset is offence-related
property, section 490.3 of the Criminal Code or section 18 of the CDSA can be used to set aside a
conveyance that occurs after the seizure or restraint. In the case of proceeds of crime section 462.4
provides for the same authority. In addition, if the person receiving the relevant property knew or
should have known that the property was proceeds of crime and the transfer occurred before the
seizure or restraint that person commits the offence of possession of property derived from an
indictable offence under section 354(1) of the Criminal Code. A convicted owner is also subject to a
fine in lieu of forfeiture resulting from that owner’s dissipation of the property.
Additional elements
299. Membership in a criminal organization is not an offence in Canada. Nor are all the assets of an
organization engaged in criminal activity something that can be seized, restrained or forfeited, simply
because it is owned by an organization found to be operating for criminal purposes. Those assets
would have to be either offence-related property or the proceeds of crime from an offence committed
by the organization before they can be subject to forfeiture.
300. Several Canadian provinces have enacted civil forfeiture laws 36. Other legislation has been
passed but not yet in force (Alberta’s Victims Restitution and Compensation Act, 2001) or pending
before a Legislative Assembly (Quebec’s Bill 36 “An Act respecting the forfeiture, administration and
appropriation of proceeds and instruments of unlawful activities”). Generally, these provisions allow
proceeds of crime to be forfeited in a civil setting under a civil standard. In addition, for indictable
offences under the Criminal Code, if an information has been laid against a person, and that person
subsequently dies or absconds, a criminal court can issue an in rem forfeiture judgment against the
proceeds of crime or offence-related property upon a showing beyond a reasonable doubt that the
subject property is the proceeds of, or relates to, the offence charged in the information. See Criminal
Code sections 462.38 and 490.2. Finally, after conviction on any designated offence, a criminal court
can order the forfeiture of property that is shown, beyond a reasonable doubt, to be the proceeds any
other indictable offence, even if the property is not the proceeds of the offence of conviction. See
Criminal Code section 462.37(2).
301. On November 25, 2005 a significant revision to the criminal forfeiture provisions, created a
reverse onus provision against some proceeds of crime. Subsection 462.37(2.01 to 2.08) of the
Criminal Code apply to these cases. The provision covers organized crime offences and drug offences
contrary to sections 5, 6 and 7 of the CDSA, including a conspiracy or an attempt to commit, being an
accessory after the fact in relation to, or any counselling in relation to an offence under those sections
if they were prosecuted by indictment.
Implementation Issues
302. Canadian forfeiture statistics reveal that between 2000 and 2007 Canada’s property manager
was responsible for the post seizure/restraint of CAD572.8 million in assets. In the same period the
realized value of forfeited assets was only CAD203.93 million (roughly 36% of property sought for
forfeiture has actually been realised). Canada informed the assessors that the property manager
currently has another CAD325.5 million in assets under its management but it is unclear what portion
of that amount includes recent seizures or what portion involves assets already captured in the
forfeiture statistics. Forfeited funds are often maintained for appeals and other reasons well after they
36

Remedies for Organized Crime and Other Unlawful Activities 2001, see http://www.elaws.gov.on.ca/DBLaws/Archives/20050101/Statutes/English/01r28_e.htm; Manitoba The Criminal Property
Forfeiture Act, 2004 see http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/c306e.php; Saskatchewan, The Seizure of
Criminal Property Act 2005, see http://www.qp.gov.sk.ca/documents/English/Statutes/Statutes/S46-001.pdf ;
British Columbia , The Civil Forfeiture Act 2005.
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are on the forfeiture side of the ledger so property under management figures could include large
amounts of forfeited property. It appears that in the period 2000-2007, the RCMP’s IPOC Units were
responsible for approximately for 40% (CAD82.39 million) of Canada’s total forfeitures. Thus, the
IPOC Unit forfeiture data is the best model for measuring the overall effectiveness of Canada’s
forfeiture program, particularly as IPOC Units specialize in proceeds of crime investigations and
therefore should be getting above-average results.
303. The value of the IPOC Unit seizures appears to be declining over the last 3 years, particularly if
the 2004 figures are omitted, and certainly compared to the first three years of data. This is possibly
due to the IPOC Unit’s relatively recent focus on more labour intensive cases intended to dismantle
criminal organizations, which naturally takes away resources from pure proceeds of crime recovery
efforts that had been the initial focus of the IPOC Units. A better measure of effectiveness is the IPOC
Units overall seizure to forfeiture ratio from 2000 to 2007. Considering that 96% of the IPOC Unit
cases from 2000 through 2007 are already closed, it means the lag-time between seizures and
forfeitures is not that significant and the cumulative figures are fairly up-to-date. The cumulative
IPOC Unit forfeitures over the seven-year period is about 45% the value of the property initially
seized or restrained for forfeiture. Over the past seven years Canada is averaging about CAD27
million a year in forfeitures, and over the last 4 years about CAD33 million a year, and has declined
slightly over the last two years. If the IPOC units are losing or releasing 55% of restrained assets prior
to forfeiture, and the forfeiture numbers are stagnating or declining over time, this suggests that
effective is declining. Based on studies, IPOC representatives suggested the 55% seizure-forfeiture
gap was potentially due to payment of attorney fees and living expenses of accused persons, and/or.
plea bargains. IPOC representatives acknowledged that the seizure/forfeiture gap is still an area of
concern. Lack of systemized forfeiture training may be a factor affecting the stagnation of forfeiture
numbers.
304. The loss of potentially forfeitable assets, in theory, could be offset by fines in lieu of forfeiture.
Section 462.37(3)(d) of the Criminal Code permits a court to substitute a fine for assets no longer
available for forfeiture. Even assuming a court would later punish an accused for having successfully
petitioned the same court for living or legal expenses under section 462.34(4), in IPOC Unit cases only
CAD3.3 million of fines in lieu of forfeiture were “imposed” in the last six years, a small amount
when compared to the close to CAD100 million of assets that were seized but not forfeited over that
same time period. Further, it is unclear what portion of the CAD3.3 million was actually paid to the
Crown. Finally, fines in lieu of forfeiture that are not paid to the Crown may result in higher sentences
for the person convicted of the underlying offence. However, the government of Canada has not
provided any IPOC Unit data or other law enforcement data indicating how often sentences have been
increased for a failure to pay fine in lieu of forfeiture. Thus, it is very difficult to assume that this
aspect of the law has been an effective and adequate deterrent to the judicially assisted wasting away
of forfeitable assets that IPOC representatives and the statistical data has identified. According to the
forfeiture data, it appears a great majority of the assets sought for forfeiture in Canada are not being
forfeited.
305. Outside of the IPOC units, there seemed to be less emphasis on confiscation efforts in other law
enforcement units or the Crown counsel in general. In an effort to fill some of the deficiencies of the
criminal forfeiture regime, certain provinces are experimenting with specialized units and nonconviction based forfeiture regimes, but those programs are still in their infancy and their impact to
date has been very limited. Several non-IPOC law enforcement units complained that IPOC units no
longer have the resources to assist them with most of their forfeiture needs and feel that they do not
have the expertise or resources to handle the forfeiture part of the case. IPOC representatives admitted
that they have had to turn down work presented by other agencies and units because the increasing
complexity of their cases and their limited resources require them to focus on other aspects of the
cases. The IPOC units are hoping to address the assistance shortfall by providing training to other law
enforcement agencies so that these entities could handle their own forfeiture matters. IPOC
representatives have trained a few hundred law enforcement agents in the last couple of years, but the
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scope of the training was limited and Canada has many thousands of agents that did not receive such
training.
306. The IPOC Units have been asked to do more complex matters with limited resources. There also
seemed to be very little if any coordinated or sophisticated training efforts in the forfeiture area. One
legal expert mentioned that he gave at least six lectures to law enforcement groups per annum. It was
unclear if he is the only prosecutor giving such lectures. In any event, at most this training is
discretionary and not mandatory. Nor does there seem to be any one entity responsible for
coordinating Canada’s day-to-day forfeiture efforts, forfeiture policy, or forfeiture strategy, or even
the collection of forfeiture data, outside of the federal property manager (the federal property manager
manages seized assets derived from federal law enforcement cases, i.e. RCMP, but also from
provincial police forces cases that led to prosecution at the federal level). Since virtually any police
officer or prosecutor in Canada can become involved in a criminal case that gives rise to forfeiture, it
was surprising there was not a more coordinated national approach to forfeiture efforts or training.
Statistics
307. The confiscation statistics provided by Canada are incomplete (clearly some provincial data was
not captured as noted by prosecutors interviewed by the assessment team). Canada has not provided an
accurate picture of what all agencies or provinces in Canada seize or forfeit in any given year, but
instead has given statistics from various different sources in somewhat incompatible formats and
seemingly focused only on “proceeds of crime and money laundering” cases. The scope of
Recommendation 3 is slightly broader than that. Under the Vienna and Palermo Conventions
possession of criminal proceeds offences relating to covered offences can be characterized as money
laundering offences. However, it is highly unlikely that the bulk of Canada’s “possession of criminal
proceeds” cases resulted from either the organized criminal offences or the drug offences covered by
those two treaties. What percentage of Canada’s forfeiture involved drug cases, stolen property cases,
fraud or organized crime cases can not be determined from the statistics provided by Canada. One
thing is certain; Canada has a mostly conviction-based forfeiture system and had only 21 Section
462.31 money laundering convictions in 5 years. In the same five year period the charge and
conviction figures show that Canada had 10 150 convictions for the possession of property derived
from criminal offence, which could cover a range of different underlying offences.
308. The property manager reports that it managed or supervised the management of CAD572.8
million in seizures between 2000 and 2007. It further reports that it realized CAD203.93 million from
forfeitures. Finally it reports that as of September 25, 2007 it currently manages or supervises assets
having a value of CAD325.5 million. The amount of property under management by Public Works
and Government Services in Table 13 does not help explain what is actually being forfeited in any one
year, nor does it explain the actual value of the assets “added” in any one year as it is likely assets are
managed for more than one year. Arguably, the steady growth in the amount of property under
government management while forfeiture numbers are stabilizing or even decreasing over that time
period actually suggests that such property is not being efficiently forfeited, but, instead, is held for
long period of times. It would be interesting to see if criminal cases involving substantial amounts of
forfeitable assets take longer than similar cases without such forfeitable assets considering the ability
to access restrained proceeds of crime for legal fees and other expenses.

# Cases Opened
Value of Seizures
# Closed Cases
Value of Forfeitures

RCMP’s Integrated Proceeds of Crime Program
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006

2000-2001

2001-2002

239

231

256

226

256

228

204

19 946 000

23 795 000

36 582 000

16 015 000

39 220 000

18 982 000

26 064 321

213

198

211

253

289

199

206

7 643 504

7 387 364

11 024 119

14 494 264

10 200 981

15 116 644

16 524 728
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2006-2007

Total
1 640
CAD180 604 321

309.
4

1 569
CAD82 391 60

Year
00-01
01-02
02-03
03-04
04-05
05-06
06-07
Total

Case
Count
239
231
256
226
256
228
204
1 640

Seized Property Management Directorate
Gross Seizures from RCMP’s IPOC Units
Fiscal Years 2000-01 to 2006-07
Asset Count by Type
Total
Value
Fin.
(CAD’000) Cash
Instr. Hydro Aircraft Vehicle Vessel
19 946
322
67
26
0
96
6
23 795
311
45
16
7
176
11
36 582
374
43
9
1
178
9
16 015
293
28
8
0
89
2
39 220
429
136
28
0
162
4
18 982
265
5
16
0
97
6
26 064
265
16
24
1
125
8
180 604
2 259
340
127
9
923
46

Other
260
551
219
48
86
65
71
1 300

Real
Est.
20
53
47
26
82
42
56
326

Value of the seized property managed by Public Works
Fiscal Year
Value of property
CAD152.0 million
2000-01
2001-02
CAD172.7 million
2002-03
CAD216.3 million
2003-04
CAD235.6 million
2004-05
CAD286.8 million
2005-06
CAD324.5 million
Value of property forfeited in Money Laundering cases
Fiscal Year
Value of property forfeited
Number of Cases
2000-01
CAD19.03 million
1 686
2001-02
CAD19.01 million
2 127
2002-03
CAD29.01 million
3 216
2003-04
CAD33.68 million
4 405
2004-05
CAD36.4 million
5 350
2005-06
CAD35.13 million
5 180
2006-07
CAD31.4 million
9 953
Total
CAD203.93 million

2.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

310. Canada should improve its mechanisms for collecting, maintaining and analyzing confiscation
data. It should consider authorizing a study to identify why the IPOC Unit seizures and forfeiture
numbers are decreasing, and why there is a large gap between the amount of property seized for
forfeiture and the amount of property actually forfeited. Canada should consider ways to combat the
dissipation of criminal proceeds and offence-related property to criminals for use as legal, business
and living expenses even in non-victim cases. The Criminal Code should provide a specific process to
properly obtain income tax information in the investigatory stage that is not limited to investigations
of drug, organised crime, terrorist and money laundering offences with a drug, terrorist or organised
crime predicate.
311. Canada should consider increasing funding to its IPOC units as they have some difficulties
handling both major case responsibilities and every-day forfeiture responsibilities with the current
resources allocated. Canada should consider creating mandatory specialized one or two day forfeiture
and financial investigation training programs for all new law enforcement personnel and Crown
counsel. Canada should create national or provincial entities that sets confiscation policies and
standards and can develop and manage any training programs, as well as generally encourage the use
of forfeiture in any criminal case in which an economic benefit was obtained by the accused by
promoting confiscation.
2.3.3
Rec.

Compliance with Recommendation 3
Rating

Summary of factors underlying ratings
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R.3

LC

 The fine in lieu forfeiture provision does not fully and effectively meets the
requirement for equivalent value provisions and does not apply to property
held by third parties.
 Based on the limited quantitative and qualitative information available, it does
not seem that the confiscation and seizure regime is fully effective,
particularly with respect to value based confiscation.

2.4

Freezing of funds used for terrorist financing (SR.III)

2.4.1

Description and Analysis

General
312. Canada’s United Nations Act and its related regulations enable the Canadian government to
implement the decisions contained in the resolutions of the United Nations Security Council. The
United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulations (UNAQTR), and the Regulations Implementing the
United Nations Resolutions on the Suppression of Terrorism (RIUNRST), were enacted under the
authority of Canada’s United Nations Act. These regulations allow Canada to list a terrorist individual
or entity for the purpose of freezing the funds or assets owned or controlled by that individual or entity
or its associates. A third listing mechanism exists under the Criminal Code for threats to Canada’s
domestic security. The Criminal Code explicitly defines a “terrorist group” and listed individual or
entities are determined on the basis of this definition. In combination, these mechanisms allow Canada
to list either domestic and foreign terrorist individuals or entities.
313. The decision to list a terrorist entity ultimately lies with the Governor-in-Council, with the
exception of those entities listed by the UN 1267 Committee. UNSCR 1267 and successor resolutions
are implemented in Canada through the United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulations (UNAQTR)
which automatically incorporate into Canadian law, by direct reference, the list of individuals and
entities who are designated by the 1267 Committee. Paragraph 4(b) of UNSCR 1267 is implemented
in accordance with s. 4, 4.1, 5 and 5.7 of the UNAQTR. The primary difference between listing an
entity pursuant to regulations under the United Nations Act and the Criminal Code is the evidentiary
threshold required to support the listing. To list an individual or entity using the UNAQTR, there must
be “reasonable grounds to believe” that the individual or entity is involved in terrorist activity. The
evidentiary standard is stronger with respect to Criminal Code listings as the Governor-in-Council
must have “reasonable grounds to believe that the entity was knowingly” involved in a terrorist
activity.
Procedures to freeze terrorist funds or other assets in accordance with S/RES/1267(1999)
314. The United Nations Afghanistan Regulations (1999) gave effect to S/RES/1267(1999).
Amendments were made to these regulations on 23 June 2006 and these regulations are now referred
to as the United Nation Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulations (UNAQTR).
315. These regulations prohibit persons in Canada and Canadians outside Canada from having
financial dealings with the Taliban and Usama Bin Laden and his associates or persons acting on their
behalf (Section 4 of the UNAQTR). This includes all funds or assets that are directly or indirectly
used, or intended to be used, by these designated individuals or entities. Persons designated by the
United Nations 1267 Committee are automatically covered by the regulations.
Procedures to freeze terrorist funds or other assets in accordance with S/RES/1373(2001)
316. The Regulation implementing the United Nations Suppression of Terrorism Regulations
(RIUNRST) gives effect to S/RES/1373(2001). The RIUNRST provides a list of individuals or entities
for which there are reasonable grounds to believe they are involved in or associated with terrorist
activities and prohibits persons in Canada and Canadians outside Canada from having financial
dealings with these individuals or entities.
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Listing procedures under the Criminal Code
317. The Criminal Code listing mechanism was developed in 2001 as part of the omnibus Antiterrorism Act. The Anti-terrorism Act was developed to combat terrorism, while ensuring that human
rights, such as the right to privacy, are respected. Part II.1 of the Criminal Code has provisions that
prohibit the financing of terrorism which are designed to address threats to Canadian security. These
provisions include the listing of individuals or entities for which there are reasonable grounds to
believe that the individual or entity has knowingly carried out, attempted to carry out, participated in
or facilitated a terrorist activity; or the entity is knowingly acting on behalf of, at the direction of or in
association with an entity involved in a terrorist activity (Section 83.05 of the Criminal Code).
318. Listing under the Criminal Code allows assets to be frozen and subject to seizure, restraint and
forfeiture through the automatic statutory authority in Section 83.08 of the Criminal Code.
Laws and procedures to examine and give effect to the actions initiated under the freezing mechanisms
of other jurisdictions
319. The UNAQTR, the RIUNRST and the Criminal Code listing mechanisms provide Canada with
the ability to respond to international listings through the United Nations, undertake joint listings and
list both domestic and foreign individuals and entities.
320. In the case where intelligence relating to a proposed listing is received from another country, it
is the responsibility of CSIS and/or the RCMP to determine the credibility of the information received.
Both CSIS and the RCMP work with their international counterparts when collecting intelligence
relating to a potential listing.
321. The process of listing under the Criminal Code begins with criminal and/or security intelligence
reports on an entity disclosing the reasonable grounds to believe that the entity has knowingly carried
out, attempted to carry out, participated in or facilitated a terrorist activity; or the entity is knowingly
acting on behalf of, at the direction of or in association with an entity involved in a terrorist activity.
The legislation provides for the Governor in Council to establish by regulation a list on which the
Governor in Council may place any entity, on the recommendation of the Minister of Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness Canada.
322. The criminal and/or security intelligence reports are submitted to the Minister of Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness Canada for consideration. If the Minister has reasonable grounds to
believe that the above test is met, the Minister may make a recommendation to the Governor in
Council to place the entity on the list.
323. If the Governor in Council is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the above
test has been met, the entity may be placed on the list of individuals or entities. The listing of an
individual or entity is published in the Canada Gazette and on the Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness Canada website under “Currently listed entities”. As of 31 December 2006, there were
40 entities listed pursuant to section 83.05 of the Criminal Code.
Funds subject to freezing actions
324. The freezing mechanism in place at Section 4 of the RIUNRST prohibits any person in Canada
and Canadians outside Canada, to knowingly:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Deal directly or indirectly in any property of a listed person owned or controlled directly or
indirectly by that perso.
Enter into or facilitate, directly or indirectly, any transaction related to a dealing referred in
(a).
Provide any financial or other related service in respect to the property referred in (a).
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(d)

Make any property or any financial or other related service available, directly or indirectly, for
the benefit of a listed person.

325. Property is defined at Section 1 of the regulations and includes property of every description
and documents relating to or evidencing the title or right to property, or giving a right to recover or
receive money or goods, and includes any funds, financial assets or economic resources. This is in line
with the FATF definition of “funds and other assets”.
326. Section 4 and 4.1 of the UNAQTR have basically the same provisions for individuals and
entities listed by the UN 1267 Committee, specifically the Taliban or a person associated with them,
acting on their behalf or at their direction, Usama bin Laden or his associates, or by persons acting on
their behalf or at their direction. In addition, a breach of either the UNAQTR or the RIUNRST gives
rise to a criminal offence in Section 3 of the United Nations Act, which upon a summary conviction,
can lead to fines of up to CAD100 000 and/or imprisonment up to one year. Imprisonment of up to
10 years can result on conviction on indictment.
327. The prohibitions outlined above, combined with the criminal offences of dealing in assets
controlled or owned by listed individuals or entities, freezes all that individual or entity’s assets within
Canada and prevents Canadians outside of Canada from dealing with such property. Although the
legal underpinnings are sound, the effectiveness of the freeze mechanisms are impacted by the degree
to which information on the listed persons and entities is communicated to Canadians in general and
the financial sector and other potential holders of assets of listed persons in particular.The names of
listed persons are published in the Canada Gazette and on the Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness Canada website, and a range of financial intermediaries are required to conduct monthly
checks for a “listed entity” in section 83.11. This covers a significant amount of assets but is not
exhaustive of the persons who can “deal, directly or indirectly, in property.” The assessment team
believes that the enforcement provisions in the criminal code, the RIUNSRT, the UNAQTR and the
United Nations Act are relatively difficult to enforce as they require that the Crown prove
“knowledge” of a listing, and this is likely to be even more difficult for entities and persons that are
not required to undertake monthly checks .
328. Section 83.08(1) and s. 83.03 of the Criminal Code have basically these same provisions for
entities defined as a terrorist group or for terrorist activity. The definition of a terrorist group as it
applies to the Criminal Code is defined as: (i) an entity that has as one of its purposes or activities
facilitating or carrying out any terrorist activity, or (ii) a listed entity, and includes an association of
such entities. For the purposes of the Criminal Code provisions property is defined at Section 2 of the
Criminal Code and includes real and personal property, funds, financial assets and their substituted
property.
329. In addition to the freeze provision, Sections 83.13 through 83.17 permit Canada to seize and
forfeit property owned or controlled by Section 83.05 listed entities and property that has been or will
be used to facilitate terrorist activity. These provisions can be used cases where assets slip through the
section 83.08 freezing net, naturally assuming that the relevant Canadian officials are aware of the
forfeitable property and the requisite terrorist nexus. The procedure set forth in Sections 83.13 through
83.17 is a judicial process that very much mirrors the processes set out in forfeiture matters under the
Proceeds of Crime provisions located in Part XII.2 of the Criminal Code. This terrorist property
seizure and forfeiture regime appears to be in rem and is not conviction-based. The standard of proof
in terrorist property forfeitures under Part II.1 is a “balance of the probabilities” test, which is a civil
standard. For violations of the RIUNRST and the UNAQTR regulations, the United Nations Act also
provides for forfeiture of property dealt with in violation of that Act, and the conviction-based
forfeiture scheme set forth in Part XII.2 of the Criminal Code appears to apply to such assets.
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Communicating actions taken under the freezing mechanisms and guidance
330. There are several processes that are used to ensure that financial institutions and other
individuals and entities are properly notified of a new listing or change to the UNAQTR, the
RIUNRST and the Criminal Code. The listing of an individual or entity is published in the Canada
Gazette (the official newspaper of the federal government) in conjunction with a press release issued
by the Minister of Public Safety and/or the Minister of Foreign Affairs. The Regulations themselves
require a continuing monitoring and determination of the existence of property in the possession or
control of the institutions. And a failure to undertake the required monitoring is a criminal offence
under the regulations and the United Nations Act.
331. To assist financial institutions to search against these listed terrorist names, OSFI, in
cooperation with the Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness and the Department of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade maintains on its website a database, in various formats, of all
terrorist names subject to Canadian laws, including known identifiers for those terrorists. Each time a
new terrorist name is listed under Canadian law, or there are changes to existing information, OSFI
notifies financial institutions by posting a notification to its website and also notifies all its e-mail
subscribers. At the same time OSFI updates the databases with the listing or changes. Since October 1,
2001 OSFI has posted over 90 letters informing financial institutions and the public of updates to the
terrorist lists.
332. OSFI also issues a monthly written reminder to federal financial institutions, as well as
provincial regulators and SROs that financial institutions are required to file (by the 15th of the
following month) a report with OSFI or the appropriate provincial regulator showing, in aggregate, the
number of accounts and the dollar value of terrorist property frozen and reported to law enforcement.
333. FINTRAC provides advice and assistance to reporting entities through its website and through
the efforts of its Compliance Officers in attending meetings with reporting entities and industry
associations. During these outreach sessions and on its website, in particular in its Guideline 5 on
Submitting Terrorist Property Reports, FINTRAC refers all reporting entities to OSFI’s website,
which contains a consolidated list of names.
334. Federally regulated financial institutions, and some other categories of financial institutions 37
are required to determine on a continuous basis whether they are in possession of terrorist property and
must report to their regulator on a monthly basis on whether they are in possession of frozen assets.
Nil reports are also required. OSFI reminds financial institutions of this obligation every month
including their obligations to continuously search their customer names against the OSFI Consolidated
List.
335. In addition, federally regulated financial institutions are expected to search their client names
against newly listed terrorist names as soon as possible after those new names are posted. If a financial
institution discovers terrorist assets it is required to report to the RCMP and CSIS immediately.
Reporting entities to FINTRAC must also submit a Terrorist Property Report to FINTRAC if the
assets are those of an entity listed under the Criminal Code. It is a criminal offence (section 83.12 of
the Criminal Code) to fail to report to RCMP or CSIS.
336. The monitoring systems put in place by financial institutions vary considerably and proper
screening against existing lists may take place in some institutions on a monthly basis only. The
assessment team believes that this raises some issues of effective implementation of the freezing
requirement. In addition, although OSFI provides guidance to federally regulated financial institutions
(and forwards its Guidance to provincial regulators and SROs such as IDA in that area, no equivalent
measures are in place for other financial institutions, e.g. MSBs, and the DNFBPs (in addition to
outreach initiatives and advices and limited guidance provided by FINTRAC). For these entities, the
37

This does not include MSBs as these entities are not authorised to offer accounts in Canada.
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existing communication and guidance is insufficient. This may have an impact on Canada’s ability to
freeze terrorist funds or other assets without delay.
Publicly-known procedures for considering de-listing requests and for unfreezing the funds of delisted persons
337. Any Canadian or person in Canada may apply to be delisted. There are clear processes for
delisting those entities listed pursuant to the UNAQTR, the RIUNRST and the Criminal Code; (1) on
application in writing by a listed individual or entity to the appropriate Minister; and, (2) an applicant
may apply to a judge for judicial review of the Ministerial decision.
338. The Minister shall notify the petitioner, within 60 days after receiving the petition, of his or her
decision on whether to consider the petition. Within 60 days after the date of receipt of the Minister’s
decision, the petitioner may apply to a judge for judicial review of the Minister’s decision. The
regulations or the Criminal Code provide more details of the procedure that has to be followed by the
judge when reviewing the Minister’s decision.
339. There is a two-year review process for Criminal Code listings by the Minister of PSEPC to
ensure accuracy. Delisting procedures for each mechanism are set out in Sections 5.3 and following of
the UNAQTR; Sections 2.1 and following of the RIUNRST; and Section 83.05(1) of the Criminal
Code. Such procedures are in line with the FATF requirements.
Publicly-known procedures for unfreezing the funds or other assets of persons or entities inadvertently
affected by a freezing mechanism
340. Section 5.6 of the UNAQTR, section 10 of the RIUNRST and section 83.07 of the Criminal
Code allow for a person or entity to apply for a certificate stating that it is not a listed entity. If it is
established that the applicant is not the person or entity referred to under the listing, the Minister has
15 days after receiving the application to issue a certificate.
341. Canadian law enforcement and intelligence agencies have procedures in place to verify
identifiers. Verifying identifiers is done through open and classified sources. Full identifiers
accompany all domestic listings. Identifiers for individuals may include date of birth, place of birth,
country of residence, and address; whereas for entities, a fulsome description is made of the type of
activities it engages in and its country of origin. Attempts are made to clarify aliases and alternative
spellings of names especially when another country requests that Canada make an addition to its list.
Authorising access to funds or other assets
342. Under the UNAQTR and the RIUNRST, a person whose property has been affected by the
freezing, may apply to the Minister for a certificate to exempt property from the freezing procedures if
such property is necessary for basic or extraordinary expenses.
343. The Minister shall issue a certificate if the necessity of that property is established with Security
Council Resolution 1452 (2002) of December 20, 2002: a) in 15 days after receiving the application if
the property is necessary for basic expenses, if the Committee of the Security Council (or the CSC
established under Resolution 1267 (19990 OF October 15, 1999, for property frozen pursuant to the
UNAQTR) did not refuse the release of the property; and b) in 30 days after receiving the application
if the property is necessary for extraordinary expenses, if the release of the property was approved by
the Committee of the Security Council. This is set out in Section 5.7 of the UNAQTR and
Section 10.1 of the RIUNRST.
344. It is different for property frozen pursuant to the Criminal Code. Pursuant to Section 83.09 of
the Criminal Code, the Minister may authorise any person in Canada or any Canadian outside Canada
to carry out a specified activity or transaction prohibited by the freezing under the Criminal Code. The
authorisation may be subject to any terms and conditions that are required in the opinion of the
Minister, including amending, suspending, revoking or reinstating the authorisation. In theory it is
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possible to apply to the court to actually seize or restrain the same property. Such an application has
never occurred since the provisions amount to an automatic statutory freeze. If the property was seized
or restrained pursuant to an order issued under Section 83.13 of the Criminal Code, any person with an
interest in the property may apply to have access to it to pay for reasonable living business and legal
expenses. However subsection 462.34(6) (b) applies in such cases. The court considering the
application must be satisfied that the property is not required for any proceeding. In light of section
83.08 the property is, in fact and law, required for another proceeding, namely the statutory freezing
obligation in the criminal law. As a result the section 462.34 process has never been used in a terrorist
property case.
Right to challenge freezing measures
345. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 of the UNAQTR, Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of the RIUNRST and provisions in
Section 83.05 of the Criminal Code allow for listed entities to apply to a judge for judicial review if
the Minister has given it notice that it will remain a listed entity. The judicial review process is stated
in these sections and requires that the judge examine the application without delay and provides the
applicant with a reasonable opportunity to be heard.
346. If the property was seized or restraint pursuant to an order issued under Section 83.13 of the
Criminal Code, any person with an interest in the property may apply to have the property or part of it
returned to him/her. In the case of a restraint order, the judge may revoke or vary the order or make the
order subject to such reasonable conditions as the judge thinks fit. However no such property has ever
been seized or restrained pursuant to a section 83.13 order.
Freezing, Seizing and Confiscation in other circumstances
347. The seizing and confiscation mechanisms as stated in Section 2.3 of the report also apply to
cases of FT and terrorist-related funds. In addition to the civil seizure, restraint and forfeiture
provisions described above, the normal seizure and restraint provisions for evidence, offence related
property and proceeds of crime applies to all terrorist offences established in Part 11.1 of the Criminal
Code.
348. For all offences in the Criminal Code, including all terrorism offences in Part 11.1,
instrumentalities or, as the concept is described in Canada, “offence related property” provisions apply
with the result that all instrumentalities of a terrorist offence are included in the definition. The
Criminal Code definition of proceeds of crime, found in section 462.3, also applies to terrorism
offences, under either the Criminal Code or as indictable offence in the United Nations Act. Those
offences fall within Criminal Code section 462.3’s definition of a designated offence. Finally, it is
relevant to consider, for both offence related property and proceeds of crime as they relate to terrorist
offences, that the broad definition of “property” in s. 2 of the Criminal Code applies to the search,
seizure, restraint and forfeiture provisions.
Rights of bona fide third parties
349. As described above, the UNAQTR, the RIUNRST and the Criminal Code have procedures in
place for any person, to make an application to be delisted or to have their property unfrozen.
350. In addition, if the property was seized or restrained pursuant to an order issued under Section
83.13 of the Criminal Code, any person with an interest in the property may apply to have access to it
to pay for their reasonable living business and legal expenses, to have the property or part of it
returned to him/her. In the case of a restraint order, the judge may revoke or vary the order or make the
order subject to such reasonable conditions as the judge thinks fit.
351. Before the forfeiture hearing of property seized or restraint pursuant to the Criminal Code, a
judge may require notice to be given to any person who appears to have an interest in the property.
Such person shall be entitled to be added as a respondent to the application (par. 83.14(7). If the judge
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is satisfied that the person has an interest in the property and has exercised reasonable care to ensure
that the property would not be used to facilitate or carry out a terrorist activity and is not a member of
a terrorist group, the judge shall order that the interest is not affected by the forfeiture. The order shall
declare the nature and extent of the interest in question (par. 83.14(8).
352. There are specific provisions to protect bona fide third party if the property was seized or
restraint as proceeds of crime or offence related property.
Monitor compliance with the obligations under SR III and sanctions
353. Federal, provincial and municipal law enforcement authorities are responsible for enforcing the
Criminal Code, UNAQTR and RIUNRST. Persons committing offences under these regulations are
liable upon conviction to the penalties set out in the United Nations Act.
354. Reporting entities are required to submit Terrorist Property Reports to FINTRAC if they have
property in their possession or control that they know is owned or controlled by or on behalf of a
terrorist or a terrorist group. FINTRAC refers all reporting entities to the OSFI website, which
contains a consolidated list of names. Reporting entities must also put in place policies and procedures
that incorporate the verification of lists of terrorists and terrorist entities published in Canada.
FINTRAC is responsible to ensure that all reporting entities comply with their AML/CFT obligations
under the PCMLTFA and its associated regulations.
355. Section 74 of the PCMLTFA outlines the sanctions that can be imposed on reporting entities on
conviction of a summary offence for non-compliance. Reporting entities are subject to fines of up to
CAD500 000, imprisonment up to 6 months, or both 38. Should the same entity be charged with any
subsequent summary offence, that entity is liable for a fine up to CAD1 000 000, imprisonment up to
1 year, or both 39. The PCMLTFA also provides sanctions for a person or entity charged for with an
indictable offence for failure to adhere to compliance measures. If a person or entity is charged with an
indictable offence for failing to meet compliance obligations, that person or entity is liable for a fine
not more than CAD2 000 000, imprisonment for not longer than 5 years, or both 40.
356. Pursuant to section 78 of the PCMLTFA, any officer, director or agent of a reporting entity who
directed, authorised, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in the commission of an offence is a
party to and guilty of the offence and liable on conviction to the punishment provided for the offence,
whether or not the reporting entity has been prosecuted or convicted.
357. Federal and provincial regulators are responsible for ensuring that their regulated financial
institutions have procedures in place to continuously monitor and take action against designated
entities. Except for OSFI, on-site inspections do not systematically include checks on financial
institutions measures to comply with the regulations containing obligations to freeze funds or other
assets as well as the prohibition on making funds available to the groups and individuals listed, and the
monitoring measures generally are insufficient.
Additional elements
358. Canada has in place some of the measures set out in the Best Practices Paper for SRIII. In
particular, there is appropriate communication and co-operation with foreign governments. However,
the communication to the private sector, including monitoring of compliance is not sufficient and
should be enhanced (with the exception of federally regulated financial institutions supervised by
OSFI).

38
39
40

PCMLTFA, Section 75 (1)(a)(i).
PCMLTFA, Section 75 (1)(a)(ii).
PCMLTFA, Section 75 (1)(b).
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359. As of December 2006, there has not been a request to free up frozen funds for basic or
extraordinary expenses under the RIUNRST or the UNAQTR.
Statistics
360. This table shows the number of Listed Persons and Entities (as of December 2006):
UNAQTR
RIUNRST

477
36

Criminal Code

40

361. This table shows the number of Terrorist Assets Frozen in Accounts:
Date
November 2001
February 2002
June 2002
September 2002
December 2002
April 2003
September 2003
March 2004
October 2004
April 2005
September 2005
August 2006

2.4.2

N° of
accounts
28
44
16
17
15
17
17
13
14
15
7
10

Total
CAD
360 000
460 000
350 000
355 000
335 000
340 000
340 000
181 000
144 000
126 000
68 800
186 300

Recommendations and Comments

362. There needs to be more communication on listed persons provided to certain categories of
financial institutions and other potential asset holders as well more clear and practical guidance to
reporting entities (including DNFBPs and MSBs) that may be holding targeted funds or other assets
concerning their obligations in taking action under freezing mechanisms. This would assist the private
sector to understand the process to follow and the action to take in such cases (this does not apply to
those types of institutions that already receive specific guidance, as noted above).
363. Canada should enhance the existing measures to monitor the compliance with the legislation
governing the obligations under SRIII (except for federally regulated financial institutions supervised
by OSFI).
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2.4.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation III

Rec.
SR.III

Rating
LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 The actions taken to communicate the names of listed persons or entities do
not cover all types of financial institutions and the lists are not effectively
communicated to other types of asset holders.
 With the exception of guidance given to federally regulated financial
institutions (and copied to provincial regulators/SROs), Canada has issued
insufficient guidance to other financial institutions and DNFBPs that may be
holding funds of other assets concerning their obligations in taking action
under freezing mechanisms. This may have an impact on Canada’s ability to
freeze terrorist funds or other assets for such entities without delay;
 The existing measures to effectively monitor the compliance with the
legislation governing the obligations under SRIII are insufficient (except for
federally regulated financial institutions supervised by OSFI).

2.5

The Financial Intelligence Unit and its functions (R.26 & 30)

2.5.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 26
Functions and responsibilities of the FIU
364. General. Canada has established the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of
Canada (FINTRAC) as a national centre for receiving, analyzing and disseminating information
concerning suspected money laundering or terrorist financing. The Canada FIU was created in 2000
under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) Act. FINTRAC’s mandate was expanded to include
the detection and deterrence of the financing of terrorism and other threats to the security of Canada in
2001 when FINTRAC’s enabling legislation was amended and became the PCMLTFA.
365. FINTRAC is an ‘administrative’ FIU, meaning it does not have investigative powers.
FINTRAC is an independent agency that acts at arm’s length (it receives no explicit direction) from
the recipients of its information and reports its activities to the Parliament of Canada through the
Minister of Finance.
366. In addition to its core FIU functions, FINTRAC has a mandate to ensure compliance among
financial institutions and other reporting entities with Canada’s AML/CFT legislation and regulations
(see Section 3.10 of the Report) and promote public awareness of money laundering and terrorist
financing issues.
367. Receiving disclosures of STRs and other types of reports. FINTRAC receives from reporting
parties the following types of reports:
•
•
•
•

Suspicious transaction reports related either to money laundering or to terrorist activity
financing regardless of dollar value (STRs).
Terrorist property reports that report the existence of terrorist property in their possession or
control, or information about a transaction or proposed transaction in respect of such property
(TPRs).
Large international electronic funds transfer reports involving CAD10 000 or more (EFTRs) 41.
Large cash transaction reports of CAD10 000 or more (LCTRs).

368. In addition, CBSA provides the following reports to FINTRAC on behalf of individuals, and
any entity who is importing or exporting currency or monetary instruments of CAD10 000 or more:
• Cross-border currency or monetary instruments reports (CBCMIRs) involving movements of
CAD10 000 or more in currency or monetary instruments.
• Cross-border currency seizure reports (CBCSRs).
41

Only financial entities, MSBs and casinos are required to report EFTRs.
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369. In addition to the reports received from obligated reporting entities, FINTRAC receives
information concerning suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing voluntarily from the
general public and various other sources, including law enforcement agencies, CSIS, CBSA, CRA and
foreign FIUs. This additional information, referred to as ‘voluntary information’ or ‘VIR’, is included
in FINTRAC’s data holdings and is available to assist in its analytical work. FINTRAC provides
acknowledgement of voluntary information received from law enforcement, CBSA, CRA and CSIS
within approximately four weeks of its receipt through the delivery of response letters 42. FINTRAC
has received and continues to receive a significant amount of voluntary information from law
enforcement and CSIS relating to both money laundering and terrorist activity financing (more than
2,500 voluntary reports since 2001).
370. Conducting analysis of disclosures of STRs and other types of reports. To assist in the analytical
process, FINTRAC has developed policies and procedures, which identify criteria to be considered in
the selection of cases for further analysis and provide guidance in determining that cases have met the
legally prescribed disclosure threshold.
371. Once a case has been assigned to an analyst, that person will review and assess the information
available to all the analysts (transactions, voluntary information, data from commercial and law
enforcement databases, registries of companies, registries of personal property, business profile and
open sources 43) to identify and verify linkages between transactions, people and entities that may be
indicative of money laundering and terrorist financing.
372. Once analysis demonstrates that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the financial
activity would be relevant to a money laundering or terrorist activity financing investigation (see
below description in “Disclosing intelligence”), the analyst prepares the following: (1) an ‘analytical
report’ that provides a description of the case, the analysis that took place, and sets out the rationale
for disclosure; (2) a link analysis chart, a visual depiction of the linkages between key transactions,
individuals and businesses; (3) a compilation of all relevant publicly available information that the
analyst has used in developing the case; and (4) a ‘disclosure statement’ which sets out the ‘designated
information’ that will be provided to the disclosure recipient. Additional detail on the ‘designated
information’ that FINTRAC is able to disclose is provided below in ‘FINTRAC disclosures’.
373. The analytical report and disclosure statement go through a series of vetting and management
approvals before a recommendation is presented to the FINTRAC Disclosure Committee, a FINTRAC
Committee consisting of senior management representatives 44 that makes a recommendation to
FINTRAC’s Director concerning whether cases should be disclosed (i.e. whether the case meets the
disclosure threshold) and if so, to whom (i.e. what is the appropriate police force or other agency in
each case). Ultimately, it is the Director that approves disclosures. This review and approval process
ensures that, prior to disclosing information, FINTRAC is satisfied that it has met two fundamental
criteria. First, that the legislative threshold to disclose has been met and, second, that the information
provided is what is allowed under the legislation. This threshold and the list of information that may
42

If FINTRAC’s preliminary analysis of the information shows that there is insufficient information to
warrant a more comprehensive analysis, FINTRAC issues a letter indicting that FINTRAC is not currently in a
position to communicate designated information and provides confirmation that the voluntary information has
been incorporated into FINTRAC’s database. If the preliminary analysis shows that there is sufficient
information to warrant a more comprehensive analysis, FINTRAC will advise the provider, in writing, that
FINTRAC is proceeding with the analysis of the information. If FINTRAC meets its threshold for disclosure
following a more comprehensive analysis, it will disclose information to the provider of the voluntary
information. If the threshold is not met, FINTRAC will follow up by sending the information provider a
‘negative response’ letter.
43
‘Open source’ refers to information that is available from sources that can be accessed by everyone such
as the Internet, media articles etc.
44
Currently, FINTRAC’s Disclosure Committee consists of: the Director, all Deputy Directors, Assistant
Directors (some on a rotational basis), Legal Counsel (in an advisory role) and any other persons appointed by
the Director.
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be provided are set out in sub-Sections 55(3), and 55(7), 55.1(1), 55.1(3), 56.1(1) and 56.1(5) of the
PCMLTFA. However given the variety of circumstances seen in money laundering and terrorist
financing schemes, FINTRAC makes its decision to disclose on a case-by-case basis.
374. All cases that culminate in a disclosure are coded and entered into a disclosure database. This
also allows for the maintenance of a running tally of disclosures made to disclosure recipients. In
addition, analysts entering case information check the original disclosure information for any
inconsistencies or errors in logging or detailing case information. The assessment team was told that
this database is also queried on every case opened by an analyst, which allows FINTRAC to link new
cases to previous disclosures and potentially provide secondary or “follow-up” disclosures to law
enforcement.
375. The time required to complete a disclosure will vary based on the complexity of the case. For
complex disclosures that include thousands of transaction reports, more time is obviously necessary
for FINTRAC to complete analysis of such cases. The assessors were told that FINTRAC has
disclosed urgent cases in less than 48 hours (see further comments on effectiveness).
376. FINTRAC’s case analysis can have a variety of starting points. In most cases, the initiator for a
case to be developed is one particular information source. The majority of FINTRAC cases disclosed
have been built with information contained in voluntary information provided by law enforcement,
CSIS, or the public. In 2005/2006, queries submitted by foreign FIUs (FIUQs) were also frequent case
originators. It is cross-referenced against all financial transaction and other data held by FINTRAC to
identify transactions or patterns of transactions that may be indicative of money laundering or terrorist
financing. Cases also originate from other sources such as STRs or open source information. However,
the number of these types of cases has declined as the number of voluntary information reports from
law enforcement have increased (see comments below on effectiveness).
377. Disclosing intelligence. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC is authorised to disseminate financial
information to domestic authorities for further action when it has reasonable ground to suspect that the
information would be relevant and useful to the investigation or prosecution of a money laundering or
terrorist activity offence. The following summarizes the various agencies that FINTRAC discloses to,
and under what circumstances:
•

Where FINTRAC has reasonable grounds to suspect that designated information would be
relevant to investigating a money laundering or a terrorist activity financing offence,
FINTRAC must disclose this information to the appropriate police force 45.

•

Where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that designated information would be relevant
to threats to the security of Canada 46, FINTRAC must disclose designated information to
CSIS.
FINTRAC also discloses to the CRA or the CBSA under certain circumstances. For these
disclosures, FINTRAC must meet a dual test. First, FINTRAC must suspect that the
designated information will be relevant to investigating or prosecuting money laundering or
terrorist activity financing offence and then, for example, if FINTRAC also determines that
the information is relevant to tax evasion, FINTRAC must disclose to CRA. Similarly, once
the first test is met, and FINTRAC also determines that the information is relevant to
determining if a person is inadmissible or relevant to certain offences under the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Act or to the evasion of customs taxes or duties, FINTRAC must
disclose to the CBSA.
When FINTRAC has reasonable grounds to suspect that designated information would be
relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a money laundering or terrorist financing

•

•

45

PCMLTFA, 55(3).
‘Threats to the security of Canada’ is defined in the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act,
Section 2.

46
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offence or a substantially similar offence, FINTRAC also has the authority to disclose
information to foreign financial intelligence units with which it has entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to govern such exchanges (see additional information
about FINTRAC’s international cooperation in Section 6.5 of the report).
378. FINTRAC analysts use a variety of indicators from a number of sources to determine whether a
transaction is related to money laundering or terrorist financing (including indicators developed by the
reporting entities themselves). FINTRAC has developed a reference guide of indicators with input
from law enforcement units. However, the assessment team was told that these indicators are solely
based on typologies and indicators issued by the FATF; the Egmont Group as well as AML guidelines
issued by a number of FIUs to their reporting entities. They are not based on ML/TF trends developed
by FINTRAC itself. Furthermore, a list of 13 of these indicators has been disclosed to the assessment
team. In the assessment team’s views, this list spots relatively basic and unsophisticated indicators.
379. During the on-site visit, the assessors were told by a law enforcement agency that FINTRAC
may occasionally disclose ML/CF cases to the wrong police authority, which may delay the course of
the investigation though FINTRAC indicated that it had never heard of such a case.
FINTRAC Disclosures
380. As stated previously and as set out in sub-Sections 55(7), 55.1(3) and 56.1(5) of the PCMLTFA,
the information that FINTRAC can provide to a disclosure recipient is referred to as “designated
information”. The designated information includes key details that identify individuals or entities and
their financial transactions. Designated information provided in FINTRAC’s case disclosures includes
any or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and address of company(ies) involved in the transaction(s).
Name, address and type of business where the transaction(s) occurred.
Location, date and time of the transaction(s).
Type and value of the transaction(s) including the amount and type of currency or monetary
instruments involved.
Transaction, transit and account number(s).
Name of importer or exporter, in the case of importation or exportation of currency or
monetary instruments.
Name and alias of person(s) involved in the transaction(s).
Address of person(s) involved in the transaction(s).
Date of birth.
Citizenship.
Passport, record of landing or permanent resident card number.

381. Disclosures may also contain publicly available information about transactions, persons or
entities contained in the report as well as a visual display highlighting relevant linkages and money
flows.
382. The decision to provide police and other recipients with designated information only when
FINTRAC reaches its threshold, rather than to provide unrestricted access to FINTRAC’s data
holdings, reflects the fact that FINTRAC receives a large amount of varied financial information on
persons and entities, the vast majority of which is legitimate and not relevant to any investigation or
prosecution. By having FINTRAC disclose designated information, under specific circumstances
(reaching the disclosure threshold), the assessors were told that lawmakers have struck a balance
between the needs of police and other recipients to pursue ongoing and new investigations, and the
privacy rights of Canadians guaranteed under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Instead
of providing direct access to its data holdings, FINTRAC discloses cases that provide new leads to law
enforcement authorities and other partners, either in support of ongoing investigations or in support of
other intelligence related to new investigative targets.
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383. Although delineating designated information assists in protecting the privacy of Canadians, the
2004 Report of the Auditor General of Canada and the Year Five Evaluation of the National Initiatives
to Combat Money Laundering and Interim Evaluation of Measures to Combat Terrorist Financing,
stated that the effectiveness of FINTRAC disclosures was limited by legislative restrictions that
constrain the information that can be disclosed. This was seen to have a direct impact on law
enforcement ability to effectively investigate ML and TF cases.
384. The two above-mentioned reports encouraged the government to re-examine the list of
designated information and identify potential additions to the list with the objective of expanding the
information available in FINTRAC disclosures while continuing to respect the privacy and Charter
rights of Canadians. Designated information was enhanced as a result of amendments to the
PCMLTFA which came into force on June 30, 2007. Since that date, FINTRAC may disclose the
following, in addition to the original list of designated information identified above:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The existence of pending criminal charges or of criminal records of the parties involved in or
related to any transaction.
The relationship or association of any person or entity to a corporations or any other entity
referred to in the disclosure, if the transaction was/were made on behalf of a corporations or
other entity.
The name, address and telephone number of each partner, corporate director or officer of a
corporation or other entity, its business number and its place of business, or principal location
of activities.
Whether the parties referred to in the disclosure have any beneficial or financial interest in the
partnership, corporation or other entity.
In disclosures where more then one person is involved in, associated with, or related in any
manner to the money laundering and/or terrorist financing activity, the principal or controlling
entity or individual involved in or related to the money laundering and/or terrorist financing
activity.
The number and type of reports or types of information a disclosure is based on.
The number and type of reporting entities who filed the reports.
A summary of indicators (e.g. rapid movement of funds and transactions inconsistent with
customer profile).
The reporting entity’s reason for submitting a suspicious transaction report to FINTRAC.

385. Production Orders. When law enforcement or CSIS want additional information from
FINTRAC that is not included in a case disclosure of designated information, they may seek a court
order, which requires FINTRAC to provide them with additional information. In most cases, a
production order will be served on FINTRAC after an initial disclosure has been made; however,
under the Act, a disclosure of designated information is not a precondition to a production order.
386. A production order may include the transaction reports (STRs, LCTRs, etc,) and the case
analysis report, which contains the facts on which the analysis is based, the detailed reasons for
suspecting money laundering or terrorist financing (the rationale for disclosure), and any other
information named in the order. These facts are gathered from the financial transaction reports
received and publicly available information, among other sources. To get a production order, the
police must satisfy a judge that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a money laundering or
terrorist-activity financing offence has been committed by the person in respect of whom the police
are seeking information or that that person has benefited from such an offence. In addition, the police
must satisfy the judge that the information that they are seeking is likely to be of substantial value to
the investigation of the offence. The judge may then issue a production order requiring FINTRAC to
permit the police officer named in the order to examine, or be provided certified copies of, all
information and documents described in the court order, subject to conditions the judge considers
advisable in the public interest.
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387. To date, FINTRAC has been served with only 14 production orders from law enforcement. Law
enforcement authorities cite two basic reasons for the reluctance to apply for production orders. One is
that the legislative threshold is high, the same as for a search warrant: the applicant must satisfy the
court that there are “reasonable grounds to believe” an offence has been committed. A search warrant
is preferable because it provides direct access to target information that could be used as evidence.
Second, the information contained in FINTRAC disclosure is generally considered below the
legislative threshold that a production orders requires.
Guidance on reporting
388. FINTRAC provides comprehensive guidance to reporting entities regarding the manner of
reporting and the procedures that should be followed when reporting. FINTRAC has defined very
structured reporting forms for STRs, LCTRs, EFTRs and CBCMIRs.
389. In order to ensure that FINTRAC is able to receive and process large volumes of reports quickly
and efficiently, a mandatory requirement was established in the PCMLTFA Regulations, requiring
reporting entities to submit reports electronically to FINTRAC when the sender ‘has the capacity to do
so’ 47. Today, approximately 99.9% of all reports are submitted electronically.
390. Given the IT requirements for submitting reports, FINTRAC works very closely with reporting
entities, particularly the larger ones, with respect to the development and implementation of technical
specifications. To assist with this, FINTRAC has created and hosts regular meetings of a technical
support group for technology specialists within some of the major reporting sectors, to act both as a
consultative body and to ensure that technical questions and issues on reporting to FINTRAC are
addressed and communicated within the group. FINTRAC also developed and provided the software
to reporting entities to allow them to encrypt and transmit batch files to FINTRAC.
391. In February 2006, FINTRAC launched an updated secure online report capture system, F2R,
that provides reporting entities with a reliable mechanism to file reports through the Internet. This tool
further facilitates the reporting of financial transactions for the many individuals and businesses that
are obliged to do so under the PCMLTFA. This newly implemented reporting system has also been
designed to increase data quality through new functions which return LCTRs and EFTRs to reporting
entities for revision (RRFA: Reports Return for Further Action) when the required information is not
included in the report. The new reporting system also has built in controls to ensure that more
complete reports are provided to FINTRAC through the implementation of automatic, immediate error
messages that go to reporting entities concerning any errors made in specific fields of their submitted
transaction reports. The system does not accept the reports if certain key fields are not completed.
392. The assessment team believes that such IT tools can generate positive outcomes. However,
during the on-site visit, the assessors were told on several occasions by reporting entities that the
format of reporting forms is somewhat too rigid and reduces the capacity to communicate a maximum
level of information. FINTRAC indicated to the assessment team that reporting entities were consulted
during the development of the new reporting system in order to offer a product that meets reporting
entities expectations and needs as well as FINTRAC’s requirements. FINTRAC has also worked
closely with reporting entities to explain the importance of including a clear and complete description
of events and reasons for suspicion in the narrative portion of the form (section G), which has no space
limitation.

47

A reporting entity needs only have basic information technology infrastructure, such as a PC and
connection to the Internet in order to be able to report electronically to FINTRAC.
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Access to information
393. FINTRAC now has over 45 million reports in its data holdings, and data holdings continue to
grow at the rate of approximately 15 million reports each year. All of the data on these reports is
available for analysis within FINTRAC.
394. FINTRAC analysts have ongoing, direct access to many different commercially and publicly
available databases (e.g. Registries of companies, Registries of Personal Property, and Business
Profiles), as well as the Internet.
395. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC has authority to collect information from databases
maintained for law enforcement or national security purposes and in respect of which an agreement is
entered into. FINTRAC currently has access to two major national police databases.
396. The first database is a computerized system that provides tactical information about crimes and
criminals. It is an integral part of the RCMP’s National Police Services (NPS) as it is the only national
information-sharing system that links criminal justice and law enforcement partners across Canada and
internationally. This database is responsible for the storage, retrieval and communication of shared
operational police information to all accredited criminal justice and other agencies involved with the
detection, investigation and prevention of crime. This database has been operational since 1972, and is
located in the RCMP Headquarters complex in Ottawa, Ontario. It allows for over 80 000 law
enforcement officers to connect to the central computer system within 3 185 police departments,
RCMP detachments, and federal and provincial agencies across the country. This system has four data
banks, Investigative, Identification, Intelligence and Ancillary (containing information not found in the
other categories), which includes files and information such as: vehicles, persons and property.
397. The second database is the RCMP's automated information management system used to store,
update and retrieve information on operational case records/occurrences being, or having been,
investigated. This electronic indexing system is used by the RCMP operational units, some municipal
police agencies, by Firearms Officers (FO) across Canada, and by other federal partners. The database
captures data on individuals who have been involved in investigations under the Criminal Code,
federal and provincial statutes, municipal by-laws and territorial ordinances. According to the RCMP,
in addition to details of an event in a brief synopsis, the database contains limited information relating
to investigations and criminal histories. Unlike the first database, which essentially contains factual
information (e.g. charges and convictions), this database may also contain information provided by
witnesses, victims and other associated subjects that can be highly subjective, as well as the names of
the witnesses, victims, and acquaintances of the accused individual. It also contains information on
occurrences and incidents that never resulted in charges.
398. FINTRAC continues to work with law enforcement and national security partners to identify
databases, assess FINTRAC’s interest in their content and if appropriate develop agreements for
access.
399. FINTRAC has dedicated staff (Law Enforcement Liaison Officers) that are responsible for
liaising and maintaining a relationship with FINTRAC’s law enforcement partners. These liaison
officers are responsible for delivering FINTRAC’s disclosures to and obtaining feedback about these
disclosures from law enforcement. They also facilitate law enforcement’s provision of voluntary
information to FINTRAC.
400. FINTRAC does not have access to information on the income of suspects of money laundering
or terrorism financing activities. FINTRAC has no authority under the PCMLTFA to collect
information from the CRA. FINTRAC has no direct or indirect access (i.e. cannot query) to databases
maintained by the CSIS, which can provide information on suspects of terrorism financing activities,
nor to databases maintained by the Canadian Customs Agency. However the assessment team was told
that CSIS provides FINTRAC with general analysis of threats to the security of Canada that can help
FINTRAC to analyze the reports it receives.
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401. FINTRAC must rely on voluntarily information provided by the law enforcement authorities to
carry out the analysis of the reports it receives. When receiving and analysing such reports, FINTRAC
does not ask information directly or via its liaison officers to specific or local law enforcement
agencies but limits itself to collect information from the two available law enforcement databases that
are not fully integrated and not entirely complete.
Additional information from reporting parties
402. FINTRAC is not allowed by the PCMLTFA to ask additional financial information from
reporting entities at the analytical stage. FINTRAC can return STRs to reporting entities because of
missing information or other errors (e.g. some fields in the electronic form are not completed. Since
the adoption of the secure online report capture system (F2R), this process has become more
formalized and systematic under the “Reports Returned for Further Action” or RRFA. RRFAs are
returned by FINTRAC to reporting entities that must complete insufficient data. Once the reporting
entity has made the corrections required (i.e. has completed the missing field(s)), the STR is forwarded
back to FINTRAC. However, at this stage, no substantive analysis of the report has been made yet.
Therefore FINTRAC can only ask reporting parties to supplement an incomplete report but cannot
obtain from the reporting entities additional information during the analytical process (for instance,
FINTRAC cannot ask the reporting entity about other financial operations carried out in that
institution by the same person which are not covered by the report but knowledge of which could help
in fully understanding the ML mechanisms they might be using). Canada has advised that Section 8 of
the Charter that sets out that “everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search and
seizure” would not allow FINTRAC to request additional financial information to the reporting
entities.
403. The assessment team was told that the legislated reporting requirements were developed in such
a way as to ensure that FINTRAC has a broad and detailed amount of transaction information to link
suspect transactions and develop intelligence products for the police forces and others. FINTRAC also
relies on additional information from reporting entities it can get through other types of reports than
STRs (i.e. its compliance work as well as from commercial databases and publicly available
information).
404. The Suspicious Transaction Report includes a wide range of fields to be complete by the
reporting entities (certain fields are mandatory – for all other fields the reporting entity has to make
reasonable efforts to get the information). The report has been built by FINTRAC to oblige the
reporting entities to provide FINTRAC with as many information as possible on the suspicious
financial transactions (multiple suspicious transactions can be reported simultaneously) and the
suspects of money laundering or terrorist financing activities. Amongst other things, mandatory fields
on how the transaction was initiated (where the money came from) and on the disposition of the funds
(where the money went) are included in the report. With respect to STRs, special attention is given to
the section of the report dealing with the description of the suspicious activity regarding a transaction
(Section G). The ideal response clearly and completely describes the factors or unusual circumstances
which led the reporting entity to a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing, and provides
as many relevant details as possible.
405. However, the assessment team does not consider such mechanisms sufficient to meet the FATF
requirement. The current legal framework does not permit FINTRAC to go back at reporting entities
to ask for additional potentially relevant information available within the financial sector. As
FINTRAC has no authority to obtain additional financial information from the reporting entities, law
enforcement authorities may be provided with incomplete pictures of the suspicious ML/TF cases, i.e.
a partial description of the financial information.
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Operational independence and autonomy
406. The PCMLTFA established FINTRAC as an independent agency and, as such, FINTRAC has a
high level of operational independence and does not take direction concerning day-to-day operations
from any external parties. The Director is appointed for a 5-year term, has supervision over, and
direction of, FINTRAC’s work and employees, and may exercise any power and may perform any
duty or function of FINTRAC.
407. The Minister of Finance is responsible for FINTRAC and may direct FINTRAC on its strategic
direction or matters that affect public policy. Similarly, the Director is required to keep the Minister
informed of any matter that could materially affect public policy or the strategic direction of
FINTRAC. The PCMLTFA prohibits the Director from disclosing any information to the Minister that
would directly identify an individual who provided a report or information to FINTRAC, or a person
or entity about whom a disclosure was provided by FINTRAC under the PCMLTFA.
408. In addition, FINTRAC is mandated to operate at arm’s length from those to whom it discloses
information and FINTRAC cannot take direction from police forces or other agencies that it discloses
to.
Protection of the information
409. Information held by FINTRAC is securely protected and is disseminated only in accordance
with the PCMLTFA. FINTRAC has a legislated mandate to ensure that personal financial information
in its possession is protected and remains confidential. This piece of its mandate guides every aspect
of FINTRAC’s operations.
410. The PCMLTFA upholds the principles outlined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
and the Privacy Act, and contains significant provisions specifically designed to protect the privacy of
individuals.
411. FINTRAC employs a robust integrated security program that incorporates state of the art
technology including both smart cards and biometric technology to control physical and computer
access. Continuous improvement and vigilance of physical and electronic security systems ensure that
FINTRAC maintains a high standard of information protection 48.
412. When delivering domestic disclosures, all information is handled in a highly secure manner. A
FINTRAC Law Enforcement Liaison Officer hand delivers all outgoing disclosures to the appropriate
law enforcement or intelligence agency recipient. The disclosure package is presented in both paper
and electronic format to facilitate use by the receiving agency. All disclosure activity is logged,
whereby the recipient signs for receipt of disclosures and both parties retain a receipt for their records.
This process is practiced on a consistent basis and adheres to the Government of Canada’s “Security
Policy”.
413. The protection of information is a paramount consideration in the decision to enter into an
agreement with a foreign FIU for the exchange of information. As required by the PCMLTFA, these
agreements contain specific provisions that commit those organizations to protect the information, to
use it only for purposes related to the investigation or prosecution of money laundering or terrorist
activity financing offences (or substantially similar offence), and to treat the information in a
confidential manner. Further disclosure of the information to a third party is done only with
FINTRAC’s explicit consent. Disclosures to foreign FIU are made via the Egmont Secure Web (a
48

For instance, all employees must obtain ‘Top Secret’ security clearance as a condition of employment.
Staff operate under the ‘need to know’ principle, meaning that staff has access only to information they require
in order to perform their specific duties. Measures to control physical access to FINTRAC offices include
security staff, high security locks, electronic access control, closed circuit monitoring, electronic intrusion
detection and monitoring.
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secure communications channel used by most Egmont-member FIUs) or more secure means, if
necessary.
Periodic reports
414. Part of FINTRAC’s mandate is to enhance public awareness and understanding of matters
related to money laundering and terrorist financing activity. Subsection 72(1) of the PCMLTFA
requires the Director to prepare and submit on or before 30 September of each year an annual report
on the operations of FINTRAC for the preceding year to the Minister of Finance. Subsequently, the
Minister tables the report in Parliament.
415. FINTRAC’s Annual Report contains a range of information regarding financial transaction
reporting statistics, agency highlights, staffing matters, future priorities and performance summaries.
FINTRAC has released Annual Reports since 2002. FINTRAC’s Annual Report has evolved over its
five publications. In the 2005 Annual Report, FINTRAC provided a sanitized money laundering case
in an effort to further enhance the public’s understanding of money laundering and FINTRAC’s role in
detecting it. In 2006, before Parliament, FINTRAC provided detailed televised testimony, on
FINTRAC’s business flow and how it produces financial intelligence. This material has subsequently
been published on FINTRAC’s website and replicated in the 2006 Annual Report, in order to reach a
wider audience.
416. The Annual Report 2006 provides the following statistical tables: reports received by fiscal year
and type; suspicious transaction reports by sector; disclosures and value of transactions; number of
reporting entities represented in disclosures; percentage of case disclosures supported by each type of
report; regional distribution of money laundering case disclosures; and agreements with foreign FIUs.
With regard to ML/TF trends, it describes trends that FINTRAC has observed with respect to drug and
fraud-related cases. One complex sanitized case is also presented that includes: description of the
facts; a brief summary of the result of the case (such as number of arrests); where appropriate, a
description of the inquiries made by the FIU; and, lessons learned. However, the assessment team
believes that the FINTRAC Annual Reports could provide more statistical information (such as for
instance the number of STRs sent to law enforcement authorities), typologies and ML/TF trends
related information considering the number of ML/FT cases FINTRAC annually deals with and the
amount of information FINTRAC at its disposal (out of 45 pages of the annual report 2006, only
12 pages are dedicated to statistical information, typologies and ML/TF trends). This is to be linked to
the need for FINTRAC to improve its capacity to produce typologies works and studies on ML/TF
trends in Canada.
Egmont Group membership
417. FINTRAC became a member of the Egmont Group in June 2002. Since that time it has
participated actively in many of its activities, committees and working groups. Currently, FINTRAC’s
Director holds a seat on the Egmont Committee as Vice-Chair and is Chair of the Information
Technology Working Group.
Egmont Group Statement of Purpose and its Principles for Information Exchange Between Financial
Intelligence Units for Money Laundering Cases
418. FINTRAC takes into account both the Egmont Group Statement of Purpose and its Principles
for information Exchange between Financial Intelligence Units 49.

The Egmont principles stipulate that FIUs should be able to exchange information freely with other FIUs
on the basis of reciprocity or mutual agreement and consistent with procedures understood by the requested and
requesting party.

49
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Recommendation 30 (Resources)
General
419. In 2000, FINTRAC was established as Canada’s FIU with an initial annual budget of
approximately CAD18 million and 70 employees. In 2001, FINTRAC was given additional
responsibilities for combating terrorist financing as part of the Anti-terrorism Act, and the budget was
increased to CAD42 million. In the 2006 Budget, the Government announced its priority to bolster
existing capacity to combat money laundering and terrorist financing by providing incremental
resources to the AML/CFT regime, including an additional CAD16.2 million and 102 employees to
FINTRAC. The following table outlines FINTRAC’s past, current and planned annual budget.

Full-Time Employee (FTE)
Total Funding FINTRAC
(CAD ’000)

200001

200102

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

70

135

150

189

184

180

265.4

271

17 985

36 093

42 158

33 255

32 003

33 973

51 081

49 839

420. FINTRAC has three regional offices (Western, Central, and Eastern) 50 of approximately ten
staff each with responsibilities for the various aspects of the national compliance program (policy
interpretation, reporting entity assistance, risk assessment and examinations, data quality, timing and
volume, reporting entity feedback and disclosures of non-compliance to law enforcement) as well as
for liaison with law enforcement agencies (delivery of disclosures, receipt of voluntary information,
and relationship management).
FINTRAC’s Organizational Chart
Director

General Counsel

Senior Deputy Director,
Operations

Deputy Director
Strategies & Partnerships

Deputy Director & CIO,
Information Technology/
Information Management

421. Operations Sector. The Operations Sector (117 employees) is responsible for detection and
deterrence activities with the support of the following three functions: Regional Operations and
Compliance (ROC), Tactical Financial Intelligence (TFI) and Macro Research and Integration (MAI).

50

Western – located in Vancouver, covers British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and the Yukon;
Central – located in Toronto, covers Ontario Manitoba, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut; Eastern – located
in Montreal, covers Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and
Labrador.
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Senior Deputy Director
Operations

Assistant Director
Regional Operations &
Compliance

Assistant Director
Tactical Financial Intelligence

Assistant Director
Macro Analysis and Integration

Manager
East

Manager
Money Laundering

Manager
Operational Integration & Support

Manager
West

Manager
Money Laundering

Manager
Macro Analysis & Research

Manager
Central

Manager
Terrorist Financing / FIU Queries

Manager
Business Transformation

Manager
Compliance

Manager
ML STR / Open Source

Manager
Program Development

422. Regional Operations and Compliance (49 employees) is responsible for interpreting policy and
regulations, providing advice and assistance to reporting entities; conducting risk assessment and
examinations; monitoring data quality and volume; providing feedback to reporting entities; making
disclosures of non-compliance to law enforcement; conducting regional liaison with disclosure
recipients; and developing and implementing new programs.
423. Tactical Financial Intelligence (36 employees) is responsible for developing cases and
FINTRAC’s disclosures. The Tactical Financial Intelligence Unit comprises four units. Three units are
dedicated to the analysis of ML cases and the fourth unit deals with terrorist activity financing cases as
well as FIU queries. The three ML units are structured to ensure FINTRAC’s disclosures are provided
in a most timely fashion. For example, one ML unit is set up to deal with the less complex cases.
These cases often have fewer transactions and can be analysed within a short time frame and disclosed
quickly. The second ML unit deals with more complex cases. This allows analysts to spend the
necessary time on the preparation and analysis of these cases to ensure they are worked on
immediately and disclosed in a timely manner. The third unit is set up to deal with cases generated by
STRs and open source or media articles. The TF unit deals entirely with terrorist activity financing and
threats to the security of Canada cases as well as with any queries FINTRAC receives from other
FIUs. There is a manager in charge of each unit and a total of 36 analysts handle the workload.
424. Macro Analysis and Integration (29 employees) is responsible for operational integration and
support (including handling of Voluntary Information and disclosures, and support on production
orders), macro analysis and research (statistics and reports to support FINTRAC’s operations, research
and exploit available macro level information sources) and business transformation (i.e. development
and review of business processes within Operations Sector and the development of user requirements
in support of new systems development).
425. Strategies and Partnerships Sector. The Strategies and Partnerships Sector (63 employees)
manages the key relationships that FINTRAC has with domestic and international partners, and is the
primary conduit for ensuring that FINTRAC’s views are put forward in the development of public
policy and international standards and is responsible for establishing, maintaining and nurturing
positive and productive relationships with critical partners such as law enforcement, other government
departments and foreign FIUs relationships. This sector also supports corporate needs, including
human resources, finance and administration, facilities management, and security. The
Communications group is responsible for internal and external communications and public awareness.
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Deputy Director
Strategies and Partnerships
Assistant Director
Human Resources

Assistant Director
Finance and Administration

Manager
Security

Assistant Director
Communications

Assistant Director
Government Relationships
Manager
International Relationships

Manager
Domestic Relationships

426. Information Management/Information Technology Sector. The Information Management and
Information Technology Sector (75 employees) provides support to FINTRAC’s operations in five key
areas: the receipt and processing of financial transaction reports, the provision of high quality financial
intelligence products, the production of insightful strategic intelligence, compliance and the protection
of personal information. This sector develops and applies information management and information
technology methodologies that support and advance all of FINTRAC’s objectives. It designs,
maintains, implements, secures and supports IT infrastructure and system solutions to meet internal
and external end user requirements.
Deputy Director
IM/IT
Assistant Director
Solutions Delivery

Assistant Director
Infrastructure Services

Chief
Service Delivery

Chief
Information Management

Chief
Project Office & EU Reporting

Chief
Architecture and R&D

427. Legal Services. FINTRAC’s Legal Services unit is staffed by Department of Justice Canada
lawyers who provide advice to FINTRAC on legal questions pertaining to FINTRAC’s mandate and
operations.
428. Conclusion. Canada decided to establish an FIU that would make maximum use of advanced
technologies in its analytical and compliance work, allowing FINTRAC to effectively manage a very
important and growing database and to analyse incoming reports within a short time frame.
FINTRAC’s analysts certainly benefit from support from advanced technologies as well as from many
experts in the agency. As such, FINTRAC’s analysts are significantly focussed on conducting analysis
and developing cases for disclosure recipients. Much of the work done outside of the Tactical
Financial Intelligence (TFI) unit directly supports this analytical work.
429. Taken into account the above-mentioned considerations and while the total number of staff
seems more than adequate, the assessment team has concerns with regard to the number of staff
dedicated to the analysis of potential ML/FT cases. Only 36 analysts out of 271 employees (13%) are
responsible for developing cases and elaborating FINTRAC disclosures. It seems very challenging for
these staff to deal with the amount of reports coming in (15 million reports in 2005-2006, including
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nearly 30 000 STRs). Having regard to total resources, FINTRAC should review its internal resource
allocation and use, and consider the best and most effective results are being achieved.
Professional standards
430. FINTRAC staff is a diverse group with relevant experiences and skills from both the public
(41.7%) and private sectors (58.3%) such as the financial industry, accounting, law enforcement,
customs, justice, and public safety. Also, FINTRAC relies upon, and leverages a multidisciplinary
team of analysts with backgrounds in various reporting entity sectors, other government departments
and international organizations.
431. Employees in the Operations sector bring a varied background of education, including
undergraduate and graduate degrees as well as affiliations with professional associations such as
Chartered Accountants, Certified Fraud Examiners, International Association of Crime Analysts, and
International Association of Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysts.
432. More specifically for the Tactical Financial Intelligence sector, FINTRAC seeks analysts that
have sound knowledge and understanding of complex financial manipulations, and a degree from a
recognized university. FINTRAC analysts also have experience in using software to analyse data and
previous experience in the Canadian or international sector in banking, securities, intelligence
analysis, law enforcement, or law.
Standards concerning confidentiality
433. FINTRAC has implemented enhanced security measures and employees participate in security
awareness sessions. A robust and effective security program, and a full suite of policies and
procedures to protect privacy, and prevent unauthorised disclosures of information, are in place and
are vigorously upheld. As mentioned above, FINTRAC employees must obtain a ‘Top Secret’ security
clearance as condition of employment.
Training
434. Employees are able to undergo training and attend conferences on ML/TF issues. FINTRAC
provides ongoing internal and external training opportunities to enhance analysts’ skills and
development. New analysts complete a two-day Operations Orientation Session that covers the
operational working and structure of FINTRAC including its legal framework and domestic and
international relationships. Entry level analysts also take part in pertinent courses offered regularly,
such as courses relating to tactical and strategic intelligence analysis, international AML/CFT
standards, effective use of the Internet, and report writing.
Statistics
435. FINTRAC keeps a broad set of statistics, including statistics relating to the number and type of
reports received by sector and other relevant information. FINTRAC also maintains statistics on
disclosures, in order to track the amount, type, recipient, and foundational information such as the
types of financial transaction reports that supported disclosures and the number of reporting entities
represented in disclosures.
Effectiveness
436. The following table shows, by report types, the total reports submitted to FINTRAC, by fiscal
year, since beginning to receive reports in November 2001:
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Report Type
CBCSRs/CBCMIRs
LCTRs
EFTRs
STRs

200120021

Terrorist Property
Reports
Total

---3 772

20022003
2003-2004
650
29 369
226 918 2 792 910
1 859 237 6 689 626
17 358
14 794

2004-2005
75 821
3 658 462
7 077 675
19 113

2005-2006
54 506
6 003 493
8 887 097
29 367

200620072
19 914
3 119 156
4 814 423
18 431

Total
180 260
15 800 939
29 328 058
102 835

6
9 526 705

6
10 831 077

1
14 974 464

-7 971 924

32
45 412 124

-3 772

19
2 104 182

1

For the period of November 2001 to March 2002 (FINTRAC became operational in November 2001 and fully
operational in March 2003).
2
Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only the first two Quarters (up to September 30, 2006).

437. The number of FINTRAC disclosures since 2001 is as follows:
Number
of
disclosures

2001/2003

2003/2004

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007*

Total

104

197

142

168

92

703

* Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only the first two Quarters (up to September 30, 2006).

438. The following table breaks down FINTRAC disclosures, by recipient and fiscal year. The
RCMP has received the largest number of FINTRAC disclosures. FINTRAC discloses to the RCMP
both as the national police force, but also as the provincial police service for all Canadian provinces
except Ontario and Quebec. Foreign financial intelligence units, CSIS, and other police forces,
(including provincial services for Ontario and Quebec, and municipal services) all receive FINTRAC
disclosures.
Disclosure Recipient
Royal Canadian Mounted
Police
Canadian Security Intelligence
Service
Foreign Financial Intelligence
Unit
Other Government Agency
Other Law Enforcement
Agency
Total

1

2001-2003

20032004

2004-2005

2005-2006

200620071

Total

%

88

163

97

111

63

522

56%

23

38

22

21

9

113

12%

10
3

22
1

22
2

28
4

17
3

99
13

11%
1%

28
152

66
290

34
177

38
202

27
119

192
939

20%
100%

Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only the first two Quarters (up to September 30, 2006).

439. The number of disclosures to ‘Other Government Agency’ (CRA, CBSA) is reflective of the
dual test that must be satisfied in order to disclose to these agencies. As a recipient of information
from multiple law enforcement agencies, international counterparts and reporting entities, FINTRAC
often identifies links between reports and other information, and this means that disclosures are
sometimes made to more than one recipient (i.e. multiple police forces in one province, different levels
of domestic law enforcement, domestic and international agencies at the same time).
440. The following table shows the number of STRs used in disclosures since 2001:

1

Disclosures including STRs
Total disclosures made
Number of STRs in these
disclosures
Total STRs received

2002-2003
89
104

2003-2004
117
197

2004-2005
78
142

2005-2006
108
168

2006-20071
62
92

5 814
17 358

3 080
14 794

1 040
19 113

1 368
29 367

787
18 431

Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only the first two Quarters (up to September 30, 2006).
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441. The total number of STRs used in the cases disclosed has strongly decreased from 5 814 in
2002/2003 (33.5%) to 1 368 (4.6%) in 2005/2006.
442. The following table provides an overview of disclosures by fiscal year, in terms of numbers of
disclosures made, the relative dollar amount and the number of transactions contained in the
disclosure.
Fiscal Year
2001-2003

1

Number

CAD Amount

Transactions

104

471 359 543

12 571

2003-2004

197

696 434 493

12 235

2004-2005

142

2 048 445 054

19 263

168

5 004 349 860

43 771

2005-2006
2

2006-2007
92
2 265 046 135
25 706
Too few disclosures were made in 2001-2002 to present separately. FINTRAC became
operational (November 2001).
2
Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only the first two Quarters (up to September 30, 2006).
1

443. The above-mentioned tables indicate a very low number of disclosures in comparison with the
total number of reports that FINTRAC receives. In 2005/2006, out of 14 974 464 reports received and
out of 29 367 STRs, only 168 disclosures were sent to law enforcement authorities for further
investigations (out of these 168 disclosures, 108 included STRs and these disclosures related to more
than 43 000 transactions and contained 1 368 STRs). FINTRAC believes that the large number of
transactions being disclosed is a positive indicator of the amount of financial data that FINTRAC
delivers to law enforcement authorities.
444. FINTRAC disclosures are essentially based on cases generated by law enforcement authorities.
The assessors were told that 80% of the cases disclosed by FINTRAC resulted from voluntary
information from law enforcement or another recipient 51. The remaining 20% of the disclosed cases
concern new cases that are not already under investigation by law enforcement. This raises serious
concerns with respect to the capability of FINTRAC to generate new ML/TF cases (as opposed to
positively contributing to existing investigations) on the basis of the STRs it receives (i.e. the financial
information provided by the private sector).
445. FINTRAC initiated a case disclosure feedback framework in November 2005, which was
developed in cooperation with law enforcement agencies throughout Canada. The objective was (1) to
enhance FINTRAC’s understanding of how law enforcement uses its intelligence product; (2) to
initiate steps to strengthen FINTRAC’s disclosure process and product; and (3) to be able to report
publicly, as a performance measure, the results of FINTRAC’s disclosures to law enforcement.
446. Of the feedback forms received as of the end of September 2006, 85% of the responses indicate
that the FINTRAC disclosure related to persons, businesses or entities of interest to their current
investigation and 60% indicate that the FINTRAC disclosure provided leads on previously unknown
persons, businesses or entities of interest. Overall, close to half of the responses indicate that the
FINTRAC disclosure provided a major contribution to an ongoing investigation, while about 15%
indicate that a FINTRAC disclosure triggered a new investigation. Approximately 15% of the
responses also indicated that a FINTRAC disclosure had contributed to an investigation that is
expected to be prosecuted.

51

More than 2 500 voluntary reports were sent to FINTRAC since 2001 (the RCMP provides the majority
of these reports).
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447. The general view of some organizations that receive FINTRAC disclosures and that were met
by the assessment team during the on-site visit is that the balance has been so far too strongly in
favour of privacy concerns. The approach that prevailed until the amendment of the PCMLTFA in
June 2007 – characterized as too “conservative” or “risk-averse” by some –led to insufficient
information in disclosures, which reduced the usefulness for investigations (in particular, for new
cases), and difficulty in obtaining production orders for more information.
448. In addition, law enforcement partners have expressed a need for more details (i.e. a narrative) on
the analysis and rationale underlying FINTRAC disclosures in addition to the factual information that
must be provided under the PCMLTFA (as revised). They argue that if more details were provided,
this would reduce unnecessary duplication of intelligence effort (i.e. there would be no need to redo
the analysis already conducted by FINTRAC), enhance availability of timely information, improve the
usefulness of disclosures for investigations, and ultimately enhance the effectiveness of the AML/CFT
regime.
449. A number of recipients initially indicated that the timeliness of disclosures should be improved
to increase relevance to ongoing investigations. The assessors were told that FINTRAC has worked to
decrease the time it takes to build a case and make a disclosure, and feedback since April 2006 has
indicated an increasing satisfaction with timeliness of disclosures.
450. FINTRAC has an obligation to disseminate financial information to domestic authorities for
further action when it has reasonable ground to suspect that the information would be relevant to the
investigation or prosecution of a money laundering (Section 462.31) or terrorist activity offence seems
to be too strictly implemented using a higher threshold that the one required by law. The assessors
have concerns about the interpretation that is made by FINTRAC of the “threshold to disclose” level
that might be reached to disclose. Assessors understood during the on site visit that certain financial
transactions are not disclosed because they considered as not important enough to be investigated,
even if law enforcement information is available. FINTRAC indicated however that all relevant
transactions are transmitted to law enforcement as soon as the legal threshold is reached.
451. Based on all of these factors, the assessment team has serious concerns with regard to the added
value of the information generated by FINTRAC on ML/TF cases. Importantly, during the on-site
visit, the assessors were advised that since the creation of FINTRAC, no conviction for ML or TF has
resulted from a FINTRAC disclosure 52. Although FINTRAC has no role in investigation, prosecution
or conviction of ML, TF and the predicate offences, the assessment team believes that this is an
additional factor to consider when looking at FINTRAC’s ability to produce intelligence that is able to
be used in criminal investigations and prosecutions.
2.5.2

Recommendations and Comments

452. FINTRAC should be authorised to develop a more proactive approach for collecting data on
suspicious cases of money laundering or terrorist financing and should consider more actively employ
its liaison officers to interact with the law enforcement authorities. FINTRAC should be authorised to
have access to more intelligence data from CSIS, CRA and the Canadian Customs Agency to reinforce
its analytical work. FINTRAC should envisage employing liaison officers from these agencies.
453. FINTRAC should be able to obtain additional financial information from the reporting entities,
especially during the analytical process.

52
On 23 January 2008, Canada informed the assessors that one investigation resulted in a conviction for
money laundering and was initiated as a result of a STR-driven FINTRAC disclosure case. In addition,
FINTRAC indicated that in 22 cases, its disclosures supported investigations that resulted in convictions for ML,
proceeds of crime, fraud and other offences.
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454. While it will always take a certain level of judgment to decide what constitutes “reasonable
grounds” for suspicion, an explicit framework helps produce consistent decisions among analysts and
over time. Such indicators should be developed based on ML/TF trends elaborated by FINTRAC.
FINTRAC should improve its capacity to produce typologies works and studies on ML/TF trends in
Canada.
455. Canada should ensure that the format of reporting forms developed by FINTRAC provides
some flexibility and allows the reporting parties to enter all the information in their possession
(including annexes such as banking records) that could be relevant for further investigation.
456. Canada should clarify on what basis and criteria FINTRAC decides to which law enforcement
authority disclose ML/TF cases. FINTRAC should timely provide law enforcement authorities with
more comprehensive and clearer narratives of the cases it discloses.
457. So far, the number of disclosures made by FINTRAC to the CRA has been rather low. It is
important that FINTRAC provide information to the CRA because often where cases do not meet the
threshold for criminal prosecution, civil liability for unpaid taxes may be possible. FINTRAC and
CRA seem to work on developing indicators that would allow FINTRAC to more readily determine
whether the information it has in its possession would meet the test of being relevant to an offence of
evading or attempting to evade taxes.
458. Canada should ensure that FINTRAC has sufficient analysts that are in charge of developing
ML/TF cases and processing disclosures to law enforcement authorities for further investigations.
459. Canada should examine FINTRAC effectiveness in disclosing ML/TF cases to law enforcement
authorities including whether all relevant information in FINTRAC possession is disclosed within the
restrictions imposed by law, whether this information positively and timely participates in prosecuting
ML and TF and whether FINTRAC discloses cases strictly in the circumstances imposed by law.
Canada should also consider the use made of STRs and other forms of reports when disclosing cases
and consider the current disproportionate reliance on voluntary information reports.
2.5.3
Rec.
R.26

Compliance with Recommendation 26
Rating
PC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 FINTRAC has insufficient access to intelligence information from
administrative and other authorities (especially from CRA , CSIS and
Customs).
 FINTRAC is not allowed by the PCMLTFA to gather additional financial
information from reporting entities.
 Effectiveness: (1) the number of staff dedicated to the analysis of potential
ML/FT cases is low especially in comparison with the amount of reports
coming in, which may have an impact on the number of cases that FINTRAC
generate; (2) feedback from law enforcement authorities outlines the
relatively limited added value of FINTRAC disclosures in law enforcement
investigations; (3) the timeliness of FINTRAC disclosures to law enforcement
authorities was raised as an issue at the time of the on-site visit; (4) 80% of
the disclosures made by FINTRAC result from voluntary information from law
enforcement; only 20% result from STRs which raises serious concerns with
respect to the capability of FINTRAC to generate ML/TF cases on the basis
of STRs or other reports it receives from the private sector; (5) so far, very
few if any convictions for ML or TF have resulted from a FINTRAC disclosure
which is an additional factor to consider when looking at FINTRAC’s ability to
produce intelligence to be used in criminal investigations and prosecutions.

2.6
Law enforcement, prosecution and other competent authorities – the framework for the
investigation and prosecution of offences, and for confiscation and freezing (R.27, 28 & 30)
2.6.1

Description and Analysis
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Recommendation 27
Law Enforcement authorities
460. Canadian efforts to combat organized crime and terrorism are shared by law enforcement
agencies throughout the country. As such, Canadian law enforcement authorities are tasked with
enforcing federal, provincial, territorial and municipals laws. Statistics indicate that in 2005, there
were 229 police forces in Canada, with a total of 61 050 peace officers to enforce various statutes
throughout the country. Canada has one national police force (RCMP), two provincial police forces in
Ontario and Quebec (Newfoundland’s provincial police force is focused largely in St. John’s),
169 municipal, and 56 First Nations police forces.
461. While all Canadian police forces can investigate money laundering and terrorist financing
offences, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and, to a lesser extent, the provincial law
enforcement authorities in Ontario (the Ontario Provincial Police) and Québec (Sûreté du Québec)
undertake virtually all money laundering and terrorist financing investigations. While all police
services in Canada are potential recipients of FINTRAC disclosures, the majority of disclosures are
made to the RCMP, then CSIS and the Ontario Provincial Police (see table in Section 2.5).
RCMP
462. The RCMP is unique as it is a national, federal, provincial and municipal policing body. The
RCMP is organized under the authority of the RCMP Act and is headed by a Commissioner. The
RCMP is an agency of the PSEPC. It is divided into four regions and 15 Divisions plus the
headquarters located in Ottawa.
463. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police enforces throughout Canada laws made by, or under the
authority of the Canadian Parliament. Administration of justice within the provinces, including
enforcement of the Criminal Code, is part of the power and duty delegated to the provincial
governments. The RCMP provides police services under the terms of policing agreements to all
provinces (except Ontario and Quebec), Yukon, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut, and under
separate municipal policing agreements to 197 municipalities.
464. Money Laundering and Proceeds of Crime
465. The RCMP Proceeds of Crime Program falls under the Federal Policing Services program,
which coordinates the RCMP's components in combating money laundering in relation to two federal
government initiatives targeting money laundering and criminal proceeds of crime: the Integrated
Proceeds of Crime Initiative (IPOC) and the AML/CFT regime.
466. The goal of the IPOC initiative is to contribute to the disruption and dismantling of targeted
organized criminals and crime groups (see Section 1.2 of the report for more information on the IPOC
Units). The IPOC initiative is currently comprised of 14 units located across Canada and has a total of
257 regular member police officers, 19 civilian members, 59 public servants and approximately
30 seconded provincial and regional police officers.
467. The AML/ CFT regime is led by the Department of Finance. The RCMP coordinates its
activities through its Money Laundering Program and currently operates 12 money laundering units,
located across Canada and within either Integrated or non-Integrated Proceeds of Crime Sections. The
Money Laundering Program has a current workforce of 28 regular member police officers and four
civilians.
468. The assessment team believes that the Integrated Proceeds of Crime Units (IPOCs) have
demonstrated an ability to enforce proceeds of crime and ML offences and are effective at
investigating proceeds of crime and ML offences despite insufficient resources (see also comments in
relation to Recommendation 30).
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National Security/Terrorist Financing
469. The RCMP has an integrated model for responding to National Security Investigations (NSI),
which forms part of the overall Public Safety Anti-Terrorism (PSAT) initiative. The NSI centrally
coordinates and directs all national security investigations, intelligence and policy. At the operational
level in each province of Canada, NSI serves as the policy centre for the Integrated National Security
Enforcement Teams (INSETs) and the National Security Investigation Sections (NSIS).
470. The NSI includes a unit in Ottawa called the Anti-Terrorist Financing Team which consists of
the RCMP and CRA. The team is responsible for (1) monitoring and coordinating major ongoing
investigational projects related to terrorist organizations focusing primarily on their financial and
procurement infrastructures and (2) liaising on a routine basis with partner agencies such as
FINTRAC, CSIS and CRA Charities Directorate. The unit has also hosted terrorist financing courses
in 2005 and 2006.
471. National Security Operations Branch (NSOB) supports and coordinates all national security
field operations by reviewing, analyzing and disseminating information from all sources, including
international partners, the CSIS, third parties and RCMP field investigations. NSOB also prepares
subject profiles, case briefs and briefing notes for senior management, ensures compliance with
RCMP policy, and tasks RCMP liaison officers in support of RCMP National Security investigations.
472. The Anti-Terrorist Financing Team (ATFT) supports counter-terrorism strategies with respect
to financial intelligence investigations, enforcement, and the listing process in respect to Terrorist
Entities.
473. Using existing resources from NSIS, and complemented by PSAT funding, the RCMP created
new Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSETs). INSETs have two mandates: to
increase the capacity for the collection, sharing and analysis of criminal intelligence among partners;
and to enhance enforcement capacity with respect to criminal activities relating to national security.
474. Supplemented by several other agencies (e.g. Canada Border Services Agency, CSIS and
Transport Canada), partners work closely in the collection and sharing of intelligence relating to the
activities of terrorist groups or individuals. INSET units are located in Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa
and Montreal and total approximately 300 staff. In 2005/2006, the INSET Units concluded
approximately 2 900 files.
Provincial Police Forces
475. Ontario Provincial Police (OPP). The OPP is comprised of over 5 500 uniformed members,
2 000 civilian employees and 850 Auxiliary members.
476. The OPP established the Ontario Provincial Police Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU) as the group
responsible for the application of all asset forfeiture legislation and the coordination of asset forfeiture
initiatives within Ontario. The main activities of the AFU include the identification, investigation, and
seizing of offence-related property and proceeds of crime, including the investigation of moneylaundering activities resulting from the commission of designated offences found in Part XII.2 of the
Criminal Code. The AFU also identifies assets as proceeds of crime, instruments, or conspiracies as
defined under the Civil Remedies for Illicit Activities Act (Ontario). The AFU supports local
investigative units with their investigation of the substantive criminal offence(s) by providing
investigative expertise, training, case management, asset management, expert witness, and external
agency liaison.
477. The AFU has developed a core of specialized investigators who investigate asset forfeiture to
carry out these activities. To assist in the investigations, the AFU has a full-time forensic accountant.
Also, the AFU uses a Currency Reading and Tracing System (CRATS) for searching and tracing
seized Canadian or U.S. currency to determine its involvement in criminal offences.
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478. With the expanding and changing criminal activity in Ontario, there is a parallel need for
substantive investigations and related asset forfeiture investigations. The AFU reviews new trends in
crime and law enforcement and adapts their specialized investigative resources accordingly.
479. Sûreté du Québec. The Sûreté du Québec (usually translated as "Quebec Provincial Police") is
the provincial police force of Quebec, employing approximately 5,200 officers. The primary function
of the Sûreté du Québec is to enforce provincial laws, some municipal bylaws, the criminal code, and
many other laws throughout Quebec and to assist municipal police forces when needed. The Sûreté du
Québec created the first team of investigators specialized in proceeds of crime in 1996. Until 2003,
some 12 investigators were specifically assigned to proceeds of crime investigations. Since then, the
Sûreté has adopted an integrated approach to organized crime investigations by incorporating a
proceeds of crime focus in each major investigation.
480. In the last five years, the Sûreté has initiated or completed approximately 20 major
investigations that had a significant proceeds of crime component. Overall in these five years, over
CAD20 million dollars have been forfeited as a result of the work of the Sûreté du Québec and a
number of criminal organizations have been dismantled.
Prosecution
481. The attorney general of Canada is the chief litigator for the Government of Canada. The
Criminal Code establishes jurisdiction to undertake criminal prosecutions in Canada. Criminal
prosecution responsibility is divided, by tradition and the law of criminal procedure, between the
attorney general of Canada and provincial attorneys general. Generally the attorney general of Canada
is responsible for undertaking money laundering prosecutions whenever the offences giving rise to the
property being laundered are derived directly or indirectly from offences under criminal law other than
the Criminal Code. The provincial attorneys general have the jurisdictional responsibility for money
laundering prosecutions for offences found in the Criminal Code. The attorney general of Canada and
the provincial attorneys general have concurrent jurisdiction over all terrorist financing prosecutions.
482. The attorneys general prosecute through public prosecution offices established under the
authority of their federal or provincial departments. Public prosecutors, known as Crown counsel, are
distributed throughout Canada and prosecute on the basis of the jurisdiction to prosecute set out in the
Criminal Code. Each province and the attorney general of Canada has a delegated head of criminal
prosecutions. Those heads of prosecution meet regularly to coordinate prosecution issues and help
each other develop prosecution policies. Money laundering is a regular topic of discussion within the
heads of prosecution group. The group has established a subcommittee, the National Liaison
Committee on Proceeds of Crime, to coordinate prosecutions issues on money laundering.
483. Counsel for attorneys general have the authority to take over private prosecutions, issue stays of
prosecution and generally manage the prosecution function in the Criminal Code. That function
includes authority to approve charges. Under the money laundering prosecution authority, only the
attorneys general – through their prosecution counsel – may apply for special search warrants, restraint
orders, forfeiture orders and wiretap authorisations. Additional responsibilities associated with the
PCMLTFA include attorney general applications for production orders and prosecutions related to
new offences created within that Act, such as failure to report suspicious transactions.
484. There are 2 349 prosecutors, known as Crown Counsel, working for the ten provincial
Attorneys General departments or in a provincial Director of Public Prosecutions office in the
province. These prosecutors work in cities or towns throughout their provinces and they are assisted
by other legal counsel, acting as standing agents, as the prosecution volume requires. Each of the
provincial prosecution services has their own crown counsel prosecution manual and the distribution
of money laundering or organized crime cases is managed within the operational structures of the
provincial Attorneys General departments of Director of Public Prosecution office.
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485. In addition, there are 411 federal prosecutors, now under the supervision of the Director of
Public Prosecution in the Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC). These prosecutors work in
13 regional prosecution offices and sub-offices, strategically distributed across Canada. There are also
800 standing agents working for the PPSC who are widely scattered across Canada and operating
under the local supervision of the thirteen regional prosecution offices.
486. The federal prosecutor complement includes 70 prosecutors working on proceeds of crime and
money laundering litigation in Canada. These include the federal prosecutors assigned to the 12 IPOC
units in the RCMP as well as counsel who prosecute the cases generated by the IPOC units. The
70 PPSC prosecutors are dedicated to POC prosecution. They do not prosecute cases generated by
NSIS or IBETS. In the larger provinces (Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta, as well as in
New Brunswick) special teams of crown counsel work with provincial investigative units that are
assigned to undertake money laundering investigations.
487. Measures to postpone or waive the arrest of suspected persons
488. There is no specific legislative measure in place that allows a law enforcement official to
postpone or waive the arrest of suspected persons and/or the seizure of the money for the purposes of
identifying persons involved in such activities or for evidence gathering. Rather, the competent
authorities have discretionary powers to determine when such enforcement action will be taken. It is
important to note, that this power brings with it the responsibility to ensure that the discretion
complies with the internal policies of the authority and is in the best interest of Canadians.
Additional elements
489. In Canadian law, there is no separate legislative framework that applies to special investigative
techniques (SITs). Law enforcement is covered under the general legal framework of criminal law, as
well as under legislation governing the establishment and conduct of police forces and other
enforcement agencies. Within this framework, specific kinds of SITs are subject to specific legal
requirements. It should be emphasized, as well, that laws providing for SITs, and law enforcement
activity in using SITs, are subject to review by the courts under the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms and in respect of compliance with other general requirements, such as those that govern
abuse of process.
490. Some SITs, such as general undercover police operations, non-intrusive police observation
techniques, and use of informants are not subject to specific provisions of statutory law addressing
when and how they can be used. Nevertheless, general legal standards and common law requirements
apply. Common law standards, such as the abuse of process doctrine, also come into play: police
conduct which is unacceptable as an abuse of process is that which violates a community’s sense of
decency and fair play and police use of such techniques may lead to a judicial staying of proceedings
against the accused. It should be noted that the use of SITs such as undercover operations are also
governed by internal police policy and procedures. Comprehensive administration and accountability
provisions addressing law enforcement activity is provided by laws addressing the establishment and
organization of police forces, codes of conduct, and internal discipline (deontology), and public
complaints.
491. Certain other SITs do have detailed provisions in law requiring prior judicial authorisation.
These include, for example, interception of private communications and searches. Judicial
authorisation requirements also apply to additional special procedures such as the taking of DNA
samples, installation of tracking devices and installation of devices recording telephone numbers
dialled (and the numbers from which calls are received).
492. In respect of SITs in which police would engage in illegal conduct, the Supreme Court of
Canada has ruled that police have no inherent immunity from liability for unlawful conduct committed
in good faith during the course of an investigation. The Supreme Court further noted that if immunity
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were necessary, it was for Parliament to provide for it. On its face, this restrictive principle could
apply, depending on the circumstances, to certain SITs. Parliament has, however, adopted provisions
allowing law enforcement officers to engage in conduct that would otherwise be illegal for the purpose
of investigations and enforcement, subject to controls and limitations. For example, measures under
the Criminal Code provide a limited justification for designated law enforcement officers – and others
acting at their direction – for acts and omissions that would otherwise be offences. The justification
includes a fundamental requirement of “reasonable and proportional” conduct. Three factors are set
out as relevant to determining reasonableness and proportionality: the nature of the act or omission,
the nature of the investigation, and the reasonable availability of other means for carrying out
enforcement duties. Certain conduct that would otherwise be an offence is justified only if a public
officer has the prior written authorisation of a senior official responsible for law enforcement or in
exigent circumstances. Certain other conducts, such as the intentional causing of death or bodily harm,
obstruction of justice, or conduct that would violate the sexual integrity of an individual, are not
justified.
493. Certain other exemptions and exceptions for specific law enforcement SITs that would
otherwise be illegal are provided by separate legal provisions. For example, the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (Police Enforcement) Regulations governs the use of controlled deliveries and reverse
stings in drug investigations.
494. In the proceeds of crime context, provisions of the Criminal Code provide exceptions,
respectively, for possession of property obtained by crime and for money laundering where this is
done by a law enforcement officer – or a person acting under the direction of a law enforcement
officer – for the purpose of an investigation or otherwise in the execution of the law enforcement
officer’s duties.
495. Canadian law enforcement undertakes co-operative investigations with appropriate authorities
in other countries, especially with the US. Canadian authorities actively participate with foreign
jurisdictions in both money laundering and criminal proceeds investigations. During these cooperative investigations, compliance with Canadian legislation is ensured. The participation of
Canadian authorities is limited to its domestic legislative parameters, most notably with respect to the
use of special investigative techniques.
Recommendation 28
496. Through authority in criminal law, law enforcement has the ability to compel production, to
search persons or premises and seize or obtain documents, information or data while conducting ML,
TF and underlying predicate offence investigations. The accessible information includes bank account
records, customer identification records, and other records maintained by financial institutions and
other persons through lawful process, as necessary, to conduct investigations of money laundering,
terrorist financing and predicate offences.
497. Most of the procedures allowing law enforcement to compel production of, to search persons or
premises and seize or obtain documents, information or data are found in the Criminal Code. The
following list is describes several of the procedures frequently used by the police:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Search warrant under s. 487 of the Criminal Code – search and seizure of evidence.
Special search warrant seizures under s. 462.32 of the Criminal Code – search and seizure of
proceeds of crime.
Search warrant under s. 11 of the CDSA – search and seizure of evidence for a drug offence.
Production order under s. 487.012 of the Criminal Code – production of documents or copies
or preparation of a document.
Production order under 487.013 of the Criminal Code – for financial and commercial
information.
General warrant under s. 487.015 of the Criminal Code.
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•
•
•

Order for gathering evidence under s. 83.28 of the Criminal Code (for terrorist offence only) –
order the examination on oath or not of a person, order the person to bring any thing in their
possession or control.
Order for disclosure of information in respect of FINTRAC – for money laundering or
terrorist activity financing offences only – for information or documents obtained by or on
behalf of the Director of FINTRAC.
Order for disclosure of income tax information under 462.48 of the Criminal Code – for a
money laundering or possession of proceeds of crime offence, for a designated drug offence or
a terrorism offence – tax information from Canada Revenue Agency.

498. Pursuant to paragraph 34(2) of the Interpretation Act, these procedures can be used while
investigating suspected money laundering, terrorist financing, and all other offences of federal
legislation, except if the legislation otherwise provides.
499. These procedures are issued by either a judge of the peace, a Provincial Court judge or a
Superior Court judge. Before making an order, the justice or judge must be satisfied, on the basis of an
ex parte application containing information on oath in writing, that there are reasonable grounds to
believe that ( a) an offence against this Act or any other Act of Parliament has been or is suspected to
have been committed; (b) the documents or data will afford evidence respecting the commission of the
offence; and (c) the person who is subject to the order has possession or control of the documents or
data.
500. During the on-site visit, the assessment team was told that such threshold is difficult to reach in
practice, especially under Article 487.013 of the Criminal Code for collecting financial and
commercial information. The law enforcement authorities met were also unanimous with regard to the
difficulty to get valuable information from FINTRAC (limited data contained in “designated
information” (although new PCMLTFA requirements in force since June 30, 2007 address this issue),
lack of narrative information, delays in responding - see conclusions in relation to Recommendation
26 in Section 2.5 of the report). The law enforcement authorities met during the on-site visit also
identified other types of impediments to the conduct of ML/TF investigation including access to
information in possession of lawyers and access to ownership information on legal persons.
501. The RCMP has demonstrated an advanced capability in terms of using special investigative
techniques for money laundering and proceeds of crime investigations. An example is the 'store front'
operation referred to as Project Eldon, which involved establishing and operating an import / export
business that provided money laundering services to organized crime. This investigation was
conducted over several years, including the time that it took to establish the business and technical
infrastructure, and to infiltrate and dismantle an international organised crime group with extensive
involvement in money laundering offences. The investigation relied primarily on undercover policing
techniques and was supported, among other things, by electronic surveillance and computer crime
investigation capability. The RCMP has indicated that further covert money laundering investigations
will be conducted based on the experiences learned from Project Eldon.
502. Law enforcement agencies in Canada have a wide range of investigative powers and capabilities
for use against organized and serious crime, including for the investigation of ML, TF and predicate
offences. The evaluation team noted that while the Canadian undercover policing programme was
used for the investigation of money laundering, to attack the upper most levels of organised crime,
there is no provision for protecting the true identity of the undercover police officer - instead, the true
identity of the officer must be revealed to the accused person. This situation arises due to there being
no dedicated legislative regime for conducting undercover policing operations. When compared with
internationally equivalent jurisdictions, this was considered to be a weakness for special investigative
techniques that may be used for money laundering investigations.
503. Competent authorities have the powers to take witness statements for use in investigations and
prosecutions of ML, TF, and other underlying predicate offences and related actions.
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504. In money laundering and terrorist financing cases, witness statements are taken voluntarily in
accordance with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Canada Evidence Act. However, in
terrorist financing investigations, witnesses are bound to provide a statement. There are legislative
provisions outlined under Part II.1 of the Criminal Code (Terrorism) whereby an investigative hearing
can take place for the purposes of gathering evidence, including the questioning of persons, in respect
to a terrorism offence. Those offences are outlined under Section 2 of the Criminal Code and include
the financing of terrorism offences (Sections 83.02, 83.03 and 83.04 of the Criminal Code).
Recommendation 30 – structure, staff and resources
Law Enforcement
505. The RCMP provides federal policing services in all provinces and territories and
provincial/municipal policing services in three territories, eight provinces (except Ontario and
Quebec), more than 200 municipalities, 165 Aboriginal communities, three international airports and
numerous smaller airports. In total, the RCMP employs approx. 23 466 employees, of which
16 327 are peace officers.
506. One of the RCMP’s division or directorate that is particularly relevant for combating criminal
activity and money laundering is the Federal and International Operations (FIO) group. This group
works to ensure the safety and security of Canadians and their institutions, domestically and globally,
through intelligence-based prevention, detection, investigation, and law enforcement measures taken
against terrorists, organized criminals, and other criminal activity. The strategic priorities are: (1)
effective support of international operations; (2) reducing the threat and impact of organized crime and
(3) effective delivery of federal programs.
507. FIO works closely with other activities for the national delivery of federal programs. The
assistance of Criminal Intelligence Directorate is crucial to timely, effective and efficient service
delivery. Technical Operations provides specialized investigative supports services which encompass
and enhance research and development on techniques and tools to ensure FIO’s ability to conduct high
level investigations. Under the FIO umbrella is Drugs and Organized Crime, Border Integrity,
International Policing and Financial Crime.
508. Drugs and Organized Crime focuses on combating Organized Crime as well as drug related
social and economic harm to Canadians. It works to reduce supply of and demand for illicit drugs
using an integrated approach involving measures for prevention, education, enforcement, counseling,
treatment and rehabilitation.
509. Border Integrity is responsible for enforcement issues related to Canada’s borders, and
enforcement of more than 250 federal statutes in a variety of areas. It also builds partnerships with
stakeholders throughout all segments of Canadian society to provide the best response(s) to policing
concerns, whether by investigating criminal offences, assisting federal government departments,
informing and seeking input from general community and implementing problem oriented policing.
510. International Policing enhances international cooperation at strategic and tactical levels
between RCMP and foreign police and law enforcement agencies. It provides support and assistance,
through the liaison officers, to Canadian law enforcement agencies in the prevention and detection of
offences to Canadian federal laws, liaises with foreign criminal police agencies and related
institutions, and coordinates activities related to Interpol. In accordance with Canada’s foreign policy,
it selects, trains and deploys Canadian police personnel on UN civilian police missions and provides
logistical support to them and their families.
511. Financial Crime contributes to the security of the Canadian economy and seeks to protect
Canadians and their governments from financial crimes perpetrated by organized crime and others. It
reduces, controls and prevents business-related or white-collar crime, including fraud, false pretenses,
and offences against the Government of Canada, corruption of public officials, insolvency process,
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counterfeiting and others. It also oversees RCMP’s contribution to the Integrated Proceeds of Crime
(IPOC) partnerships against money laundering.
Proceeds of Crime Program
512. The Proceeds of Crime Program coordinates the RCMP’s components in combating money
laundering and terrorist financing in relation to 2 federal government initiatives targeting Money
Laundering and Criminal Proceeds of Crime, being the IPOC and the AML/CFT regime (see
comments above under Recommendation 27). The following table provides the funding available for
the RCMP’s Proceeds of Crime Program as a result of the IPOC and AML/CFT regime.
Year
2005-2006
2004-2005
2003-2004
2002-2003

Funding arrangements for the RCMP Proceeds of Crime Program
IPOC
AML/CFT regime
TOTAL
CAD40 796 662
CAD4 900 000
CAD45 696 662
CAD38 838 869
CAD4 900 000
CAD43 738 869
CAD38 693 000
CAD4 900 000
CAD43 593 000
CAD36 848 960
CAD4 900 000
CAD41 748 960

513. In addition to the resources identified above that are directly linked to the Proceeds of Crime
Program, the program has access to other technical investigational support from within the RCMP.
These resources include police undercover operations, source/agent operations and support, electronic
and physical surveillance, and forensic science support to name a few.
514. Further statistics in relation to the resources available to the RCMP were provided to the
assessment team. The first table identifies resources available to the RCMP in the context of the
National Initiative to Combat ML (NICML) established in 2000. In that context, the RCMP got 12
extra staff in December 2006. The second table makes inventory of the resources of IPOC Units in
2007.

2002-2003

RCMP Resources in the context of the National Initiative to Combat ML (NICML)
FUNDING
REGULAR
PUBLIC
Civilian
TOTAL POSITIONS
MEMBERS
SERVICE
Member
CAD4 900 000
30
1
4
35

2003-2004
2004-2005

CAD4 900 000
CAD4 900 000

30
30

1
1

4
4

35
35

2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008

CAD4 900 000
CAD4 900 000
CAD6 962 000

30
30
42

1
1
1

4
4
4

35
35
47

YEAR

IPOC Units Resources
Proceeds of Crime
RCMP DIVISIONS
2007

Regular
Member

Civilian
Member

Public
Service

Total

A Division (Ottawa)
B Division (Newfoundland)
C Division (Quebec)
D Division (Manitoba)
E Division (British Columbia)
F Division ( Saskatchewan)
G Division (Northwest Territories)
H Division ( Nova Scotia)

10
5
62
10
39
10
1
9

1
0
5
1
3
2
0
0

3
3
16
2
12
2
0
2

14
8
83
13
54
14
1
11

J Division (New Brunswick)

11

1

2

14

27
0
11
56
251

2
0
1
2
18

6
0
3
12
63

35
0
15
70
332

K Division ( Alberta)
L Division ( Prince Edward Island
N Division ( HQ Ottawa)
O Division (Ontario)
TOTAL
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515. As far as IPOC Units are concerned, RCMP has the same level of resources as of 1996 when the
Units were set up. RCMP representatives insist on the fact that the type of investigations they carry out
are more complex and require more time and resources than it was the case in the 1990's. In addition,
the increase allowed in December 2006 (plus 12 staff) brings the resources to their level before the
budget cuts that took place in the late 1990’s. The evaluation team was informed that the RCMP
received funding for an additional 1 000 positions to restore staffing in several programs where gaps
had been identified: commercial crime; drug enforcement; federal enforcement services; customs and
excise; immigration and passport, criminal intelligence; and technical operations. Initiatives, such as
IPOC, were not identified for additional funding and positions could not be reallocated outside of the
programs targeted.
516. Following September 11, 2001, the Government of Canada enhanced its terrorism response
capabilities and improved the legislative framework for terrorist threats. The RCMP received funding
to enhance analytical, intelligence sharing and operational technology; support protective operations;
enhance security activities at airports, ports and borders; and focus on human resourcing for activities
targeting cross-border criminal activities. The following enforcement units and funding were put in
place to address National Security enforcement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSETs) – CAD64M over 5 years.
Integrated Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs) – CAD125M over 5 years.
Financial Intelligence – CAD1M.
Investigative Operations Support – CAD25M.
Police Reporting and Occurrence System – CAD10M.
Marine Security – CAD115M.
National Ports Enforcement Teams – CAD11.5M over five years.
Integrated Immigration Enforcement Teams –CAD18.7M over five years.

517. Despite the increase of budget, the RCMP lacks the resources that would allow it to focus on a
larger spectrum of ML/TF investigations. The RCMP acknowledges that, due to resources constraints,
it is essentially dedicates its resources to large and complex ML investigations related to organised
crime groups.
Marine Security
518. The marine sector supports a vital trade gateway, connecting Canada to the world. In 2000,
Canadian international marine trade, including traffic between Canada and the US, was valued at more
than CAD100B, equalling one-eighth of the country’s total trade, and employing more than 30 000
people.
519. The role of Canada’s marine security includes the investigation of occurrences dealing with
national security, organized crime and other federal statutes, such as those involving smuggling, illegal
drugs and immigration. They also work with various Government departments as part of its integrated
response to marine security, to help deter and detect any illicit and/or terrorist activity, cargo or people
within Canadian waters. Budget 2004 included CAD115M for marine security issues and
improvements to Canada’s marine security.
National Ports Strategy
520. Through its National Ports Strategy, the RCMP strategically and tactically addresses criminal
activities and terrorism at Canada’s major marine ports. The objective is to take an intelligence-led,
multi-disciplinary and integrated approach to prevent, deter and detect any illicit and/or terrorist
activity, cargo or people at major marine ports that may pose a threat to national, US and global safety
and security. The RCMP enforce federal statutes dealing with issues such as migrant smuggling,
illegal drugs, illegal firearms.
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National Ports Enforcement Teams (NPETs)
521. NPETs were established in 2003 to conduct investigations of federal offences relating to
Canadian seaports. Comprised of partners from federal, provincial and municipal law enforcement
agencies, NPETs are complemented by local management teams to resolve conflicts and identify roles
and responsibilities. There are currently 24 RCMP members dedicated to NPETs, centered at Canada’s
three major ports. Commencing in 2003/04, CAD11.5M in funding over five years will be used to
position investigators in major ports; increase training for marine intervention (i.e. ASB); and, conduct
records checks of port employees for Transport Canada.
Airports
522. Airport Federal Enforcement Sections (AFES) are mandated to combat organized crime and
terrorism by providing enforcement of numerous federal statutes, as well as assistance to various
federal programs and departments. Since the inception of the AEFS system in 1999 the Airport
Federal Enforcement Sections have seized over CAD460M worth of contraband, including drugs and
weapons. A funding strategy is under development to expand the program at the Toronto site, as well
as include other airports (i.e. Calgary and Ottawa).
Smuggling and Trafficking of Persons
523. Canada’s long border, with high volumes of people and goods passing across, provides
opportunity for the smuggling of contraband and prohibited goods. Challenges are also posed by
expanding global migration by land, sea and air. In June 2002, Canada introduced the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Act, creating new offences that directly address trafficking in human beings. In
addition, as of November 2005, three new Criminal Code offences came into effect relating to
trafficking in persons.
524. The Immigration and Passport Program (IPP) is being regionalized to meet evolving
expectations and demands. The roll-out of the program continues, with the reallocation of funded
positions to six locations – Vancouver, Calgary, the Greater Toronto Area, Ottawa, Montreal and
Halifax. The focus of these teams will be to combat and disrupt organized migrant smuggling and the
trafficking of persons, with more recent emphasis on those individuals and/or organizations posing a
threat to the security of Canada. As of June 2006, the CBSA gained responsibility for criminal
investigations related to migrant smuggling.
525. In addition to these regional teams, a new trafficking unit will be co-located with the Ottawa
Immigration and Passport Section, focusing on the coordination of domestic and international
trafficking investigations; interacting with foreign law enforcement agencies in support of
Immigration and Passport teams; and, advocating education, prevention and awareness of these global
problems 53.
526. A federal interdepartmental working group, consisting of 16 departments and agencies, is
developing Canada’s position on the UN Trafficking Protocol. The working group is responsible for
co-ordinating federal activities to address trafficking including the development, promotion and
implementation of a comprehensive anti-trafficking strategy, in keeping with Canada’s international
commitments.
527. Specialists from the RCMP have developed training material for the recognition of fraudulent
travel documents. A collaborative effort is underway between BCDE and Interpol forensic analysts to
improve Interpol’s central databank for lost and stolen passports – Canada was selected as one of the
countries to participate in this important pilot project.

53

This unit has been formed and is fully functional. Information about the Human Trafficking National
Coordination Centre (HTNCC) can be found at http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/imm_pass/htncc_e.htm.
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Prosecution
528. Until December 12, 2006 the Federal Prosecution Service of Canada was an integral branch of
the Attorney General of Canada’s function as part of the Canadian Department of Justice. On
December 12, 2006 the Director of Public Prosecution Act came into force, resulting in the seamless
transition of the Federal Prosecution Service into an independent public prosecutions office that
reports to the Parliament of Canada through the Attorney General of Canada. The new Public
Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC) assumes carriage and control of all prosecution functions
previously undertaken by the Federal Prosecution Services and the PPSC is tasked with all of the
consultation and coordination responsibilities previously undertaken by the Federal Prosecution
Service. The federal prosecutor complement includes 70 prosecutors working on proceeds of crime
and money laundering litigation in Canada. These include the federal prosecutors assigned to the
12 IPOC units in the RCMP as well as counsel who prosecute the cases generated by the IPOC units.
The 70 PPSC prosecutors are dedicated to POC prosecution
529. The provincial heads of prosecution manage and supervise all provincial crown prosecutors. As
a result, this group of prosecution heads regularly meets to discuss and coordinate common
prosecution issues. In the area of money laundering and proceeds of crime, there are two committees
that have been created. The National Liaison Committee comprised of money laundering prosecutors,
selected by and reporting to the heads of prosecution, meets yearly or more frequently to coordinate
common issues relevant to money laundering prosecutions. The second committee is the Coordinating
Committee of Senior Officials (CCSO) on Proceeds of Crime. It is also comprised of money
laundering prosecutors and criminal law policy lawyers and reports to the Justice Deputy Ministers
Committee (Federal, Provincial and Territorial).
530. The PPSC is also a partner in a national memorandum of understanding with the RCMP for the
Integrated Proceeds of Crime Program. This integrated program includes a significant number of full
time prosecutors, who are PPSC prosecutors, assigned to be members of the 12 IPOC investigative
units. In addition, the program also funds PPSC prosecutors to actually prosecute the money
laundering cases investigated by the IPOC units and general law enforcement. There is a regular series
of meetings between the RCMP’s national Proceeds of Crime program and the PPSC on money
laundering and proceeds of crime. In addition, the PPSC has quarterly meetings with RCMP Federal
Police Service to discuss and plan for investigative and prosecution issues, both in the proceeds of
crime and general prosecution area.
531. There are also regional IPOC unit and PPSC regional office meetings, as mandated in the
existing Memorandum of Understanding with the RCMP. These meetings resolve local problems and
concerns that may develop in the proceeds of crime program. In addition, the PPSC will carry on the
Federal Prosecutions Service’s Cross Border Crime Forum meeting with law enforcement and the
United States Attorneys Office. The Forum works on common prosecution issues, including proceeds
of crime, with counterparts in the United States. The PPSC is a member of the International
Association of Prosecutors and it attends that organization’s annual meetings. Finally, the PPSC has
counsel in its headquarters assigned to coordinate all proceeds of crime issues. That counsel conducts
a quarterly video conference with all counsel in the IPOC units and the IPOC unit counsel have an
IPOC common electronic mail room that is used daily to discuss money laundering and proceeds of
crime issues between counsel.
Recommendation 30 – staff professional standards
Law Enforcement
532. Municipal, regional, and federal policing agencies conduct activities in accordance with the
laws of Canada. To ensure enforcement and adherence to the laws and values of Canadian society,
policing agencies have established professional and ethical codes of conduct. These matters are
monitored through both internal and external processes, and may result in criminal judicial
proceedings and/or internal disciplinary action.
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533. The RCMP employs both regular (peace officers) and civilian members, who are subject to the
provisions of the RCMP Act. The RCMP Act is a Federal statute, which governs the structure,
operations, and ethical conduct of the membership. Members must pledge an Oath of Allegiance and
an Oath of Secrecy pursuant to their engagement with the RCMP. The RCMP also employs public
servants who take oaths of office and secrecy pursuant to the Public Service Act.
534. The Proceeds of Crime/Money Laundering investigative sections are integrated units tasked
with conducting complex financial investigations. Professionals from the legal, accounting, asset
management and taxation fields work with police investigators, from the RCMP and
Regional/Municipal police services to conduct proceeds of crime/money laundering investigations.
Each person assigned to the investigative unit is bound by the professional and ethical standards
established by their respective organizations.
535. The Security of Information Act permanently binds all RCMP employees, which includes those
assigned to the Proceeds of Crime/Money Laundering units and the National Security, who have
access to special operational information to secrecy. Sensitive information obtained through the dayto-day operations of the Proceeds of Crime/ Money Laundering Units is classified using the RCMP
security classification system. Access to this information is limited to those persons with the
appropriate security clearance and who have an operational requirement to access the said information.
Breaches with respect to classified, sensitive and or private information can be dealt with through
criminal or internal disciplinary proceedings.
Prosecution
536. Prosecutors, as opposed to standing agents, are all full time appointment positions within the
public service of Canada or a province. Each prosecutor must sign an oath of office and maintain their
legal duty relative to solicitor client privilege. Just as full time prosecutors maintain privileged
communications the same professional obligation applies to every standing agent. There are strong
conflict of interest obligations and prohibitions against accepting outside work as legal counsel.
537. Every prosecutor, whether they work for a provincial Attorney General, director of public
prosecutions or the federal Director of Public Prosecution, must be a full member of a provincial or
territorial law society who is in good standing with that professional society. In addition they all
operate independently of law enforcement and separate from the judiciary. Every prosecutor fully
appreciates their responsibility as a quasi minister as described by Supreme Court of Canada and
courts of appeal decisions. This role is best seen in the following excerpts from two cases: R. v.
1353837 Ontario Inc. and R.. v. Boucher 54.
Recommendation 30 – training
Law Enforcement
538. Since the inception of the Proceeds of Crime Program, the RCMP has taken the lead role in
training investigators who specialize in these investigations.

54

The tradition of Crown counsel in this country in carrying out their role as “ministers of justice” and not
as adversaries has generally been very high (R. v. 1353837 Ontario Inc., et al, February 24, 2005, C42378, at
par. 34, per Laskin J.A. (Ont. C.A.)). It cannot be over-emphasized that the purpose of a criminal prosecution is
not to obtain a conviction; it is to lay before a jury what the Crown considers to be credible evidence relevant to
what is alleged to be a crime. Counsel have a duty to see that all available legal proof of the facts is presented; it
should be done firmly and pressed to its legitimate strength, but it also must be done fairly. The role of
prosecutor excludes any notion of winning or losing; his function is a matter of public duty than which in civil
life there can be none charged with greater personal responsibility. It is to be efficiently performed with an
ingrained sense of the dignity, the seriousness and the justness of judicial proceedings. (R.. v. Boucher [1955]
S.C.R. 16, at pp. 23-24; 100 C.C.C. 263, at p. 270.).
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539. Specific eligibility requirements have been established in an effort to ensure that qualified and
motivated personnel are hired by the RCMP. These requirements include specific language, education,
physical and age restrictions. Upon completion of an extensive recruitment process which includes
medical, physical and psychological testing the successful candidate attends the RCMP Training
Academy situated in Regina, Saskatchewan for a five month training program. This training program
is comprised of a number of courses including: Criminal Law, Firearms training, Driver training,
Police Incident Reporting procedures, and witness/suspect interviewing techniques. This training
provides the foundation for all aspects of policing within the RCMP.
540. Subsequent to the successful completion of this basic training, the candidate is given the legal
authority to enforce the criminal laws of Canada. Human Resources Department will assess the needs
of the RCMP and assign the new police officers to detachments throughout Canada. These police
officers will further develop their policing skills through work experience and additional work related
training. The “Proceeds of Crime” units seek experienced investigators who have developed their
skills from both front line uniform and plain-clothes aspects of policing. To further enhance the skills
of these investigators, the RCMP developed two training courses specific to “money laundering”.
541. The RCMP currently offers a “Basic” and “Advanced” proceeds of crime investigators course.
These courses, based at the RCMP’s Centralized Training Facilities in Regina, Saskatchewan, follow
the adult based learning model. Training is targeted primarily around RCMP proceeds of crime/money
laundering personnel as well as employees of the initiatives partner agencies. Positions on these
courses are based on the operational requirements of units and whenever possible, training is also
given to non-program related investigators in order to increase both awareness and understanding of
the program, while developing expertise for potential future proceeds of crime/money laundering
investigators.
542. The Basic Proceeds of Crime course is offered to members of the RCMP assigned to the
Proceeds of Crime program as well as employees of partner agencies. This course is seven days in
length and concentrates primarily on the basic structure and methods used to investigate money
laundering offences. A combination of experienced facilitators and a “problem base” method of
instruction, allows participants to share their work experiences and explore different strategies in
conducting these complex investigations.
543. In addition, municipal and provincial police partner agencies representatives have participated
in these courses. The RCMP has also made efforts to educate other agencies, at both the federal and
provincial levels. Federal agencies such as FINTRAC and the Competition Bureau have received
training, while provincial agencies such as Revenue Quebec, have also been given the opportunity to
partake in these courses. Internationally, the RCMP has trained six international law enforcement
officers and continues to field requests from countries for this training.
544. The Advanced Proceeds of Crime Course is offered primarily to investigators, with
approximately three years of proceeds of crime/money laundering experience and who have received
the Basic Proceeds of Crime Course. Candidates are primarily from within the Proceeds of Crime/
Money Laundering Program and partner agencies. In addition, this training is also offered to seconded
policing partners, both provincial and municipal, who have developed their expertise within their
respective units. The course is also offered to other RCMP investigators. From January, 2001 to
December, 2005, the RCMP has presented 20 Basic Proceeds of Crime courses and 8 Advanced
Proceeds of Crime courses to close to 775 candidates.
545. To further meet the needs of the more complex investigations within the mandate of the RCMP,
the RCMP has developed training programs which concentrated primarily on complex investigative
techniques including wiretaps, search warrants, human source development and undercover police
operations. The instructors for these training courses include police investigators and lawyers who are
specialists in these areas. These techniques are used traditionally in drug investigations. With the
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evolution of money laundering investigations, the RCMP has modified this training to demonstrate the
application of these techniques within these types of investigations.
546. Within the money laundering/proceeds of crime investigators program, there are approximately
30 investigators who form an “Expert Witness Program” and provide “expert testimony” in criminal
court pertaining to money laundering offences. To further supplement their experience, the RCMP
provides a bi-annual expert and senior investigator’s training workshop where these investigators
share their knowledge on money laundering investigative techniques, trends and typologies.
Prosecution
547. All prosecutors must maintain their status as members of their relevant provincial or territorial
law society. Every law society has a continuing legal education obligation for its members. In addition
every Attorneys General department, including the federal Attorney General of Canada, and the Office
of the Director of Public Prosecutions has a continuing legal education policy and extensive training
courses in their manuals and procedures. In the case of federal prosecutors working for the Office of
the Director of Public Prosecutions each must have an annual performance review report, which
includes a specific component on continuing legal education.
548. Every year, the Director of Public Prosecution organizes the School for Prosecutors and the
Advanced School for Prosecutors. Each school is an intensive seven-day training course on
substantive law, policies and practice. Every year, approximately 30 prosecutors attend each school.
Each provincial prosecution service has similar training obligations and programs.
549. The federal Department of Justice and the Office of the director of Public prosecutions has a
formal Continuing Legal Education Policy, which requires each of its lawyers to take a minimum of
12 hours of training, or to teach for at least four hours, every year. The policy is based on a number of
principles, one of them being that “Crown counsel are expected to maintain a high level of expertise
by keeping abreast of developments in the law.” The policy may be found on the Department’s
intranet site, under the heading Continuing Legal Education. Finally, every prosecutor’s mandatory
annual performance review includes a detailed consideration of the prosecutor’s successful completion
of their training obligations and their training plans for the next year.
550. Training initiatives dedicated to combat ML and TF seem limited in practice.
Additional elements
551. The National Justice Institute is dedicated to the development and delivery of educational
programs for all federal, provincial and territorial judges.
552. The Institute has conducted a Criminal Law Seminar in March 2007 that has focused on
financial Crimes. One of the agenda items dealt specifically with money laundering issues.
553. In addition, an RCMP senior investigator and a Department of Justice prosecutor traveled to
Ottawa in 2004 and 2005 to provide training on money laundering investigations and prosecutions to
the CBSA’s Adjudications Division. Also, a senior investigator of the RCMP made a money
laundering presentation to the Osgoode Hall Law School continuing development program on
February 11, 2006.
Statistics
554. The following table provides an overview of the investigative work at the IPOC units in recent
years.
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Trends in All Files Opened, by Year and Predicate Offence
2002
2003
2004
Predicate Offence
#
%
#
%
#
%
Drug related
643
39.7%
606
35.7%
1288
42.1%
Proceeds of crime /Money
laundering
476
29.4%
552
32.5%
1329
43.5%
Customs related
54
3.3%
51
3.0%
87
2.9%
National security
17
1.0%
5
0.3%
7
0.2%
Other Criminal Code
offences
68
4.2%
54
3.2%
155
5.1%
International requests
178
11.0%
161
9.5%
54
1.7%
Predicate undetermined
185
11.4%
267
15.7%
137
4.5%
TOTAL
1621
100%
1696
100%
3057
100%

2.6.2

2005
#
%
1511
45.3%
1481
101
1

44.4%
3.0%
0.1%

240
0
0
3334

7.2%
0.0%
0.0%
100%

Recommendations and Comments

555. Canada should ensure that additional resources are allocated to law enforcement authorities to
allow them to carry out a larger number of ML/TF investigations (including at provincial level) in
addition to the biggest ML cases they can actually tackle.
556. Canada should also collect more data on current ML investigations (especially in Ontario and
Quebec).
557. Canada should consider reviewing the possible existing impediments to ML/TF investigations
(including access to information in possession of lawyers and access to ownership information on
legal persons). Access to tax information, while provided for, could also be enhanced.
558. Canada should improve the educational and training programmes provided for judges and courts
concerning ML and TF offences.
2.6.3

Compliance with Recommendations 27 & 28

Rec.
R.27

Rating
LC

R.28

C

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 The RCMP lacks the resources that would allow it to focus on a larger
spectrum of ML/TF investigations.
 The Recommendation is fully met.

2.7

Cross Border Declaration or Disclosure (SR.IX)

2.7.1

Description and Analysis

Declaration system
559. Canada’s mandatory cross-border currency reporting regime came into force in January 2003.
Under Part II of the PCMLTFA, any person or entity is required to report to Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA) officers the importation or exportation of currency and monetary instruments of an
amount of CAD10 000 or more. The requirements apply whether the currency or monetary
instruments are brought across the border by the importer or exporter themselves, (e.g. carried in
baggage) or imported or exported by mail, courier, rail or by any other means. This reporting
requirement applies to the physical movement of money, not to funds transferred electronically.
560. Section 12 of the PCMLTFA establishes the requirement to report the cross-border movement
of currency or monetary instruments over a set amount. The Cross-Border Currency and Monetary
Instrument Reporting Regulations set out the reporting threshold and other modalities of the reporting
obligations.
561. The regulations define the term “monetary instruments” as including, among other things,
stocks, bonds, bank drafts, traveller’s cheques or any other financial instruments in bearer form or in
such form as title to them passes on delivery, and set the reporting threshold at CAD10 000 or its
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equivalent in a foreign currency. The report must be made in writing using the forms designed by the
CBSA – the Cross-Border Currency or Monetary Instrument Report (CBCMIR). Limited provisions
exist to allow for reporting from remote locations. If there is no CBSA office in the vicinity, reporting
may be done by telephone. The CBSA officer could request that the importer or exporter present
themselves at a specified place for examination of the currency or monetary instruments.
562. The regulations also provide for certain exceptions from reporting, such as when currency or
monetary instruments are brought into Canada aboard a commercial passenger conveyance (airplane,
charter bus, cruise ships or ferry), and where Canada is a transit point rather than the final destination.
It does not apply where the passenger disembarks and reports to CBSA. Also exempt are movements
of currency by or on behalf of the Bank of Canada that the Bank is manufacturing for other
jurisdictions, as well as stocks, bonds and debentures imported into Canada by courier or as mail, if
the importer is a financial institution or a securities dealer as defined in section 1(2) of the PCMLTFA.
563. In practical terms, the system used to detect the physical cross-border transportation of currency
varies among the modes of transportation as well as whether individuals are coming to or leaving
Canada. For example, in the case of incoming flights to Canada, all passengers must complete a CBSA
Declaration Card where they declare if they are in possession of currencies and monetary instruments
of a value equal or greater than CAD10 000 and hand over this declaration to a CBSA officer who
may ask additional questions. For outgoing flights, CBSA will use a mix of intelligence information
and random searches to target flights where passengers will be asked whether they are transporting
CAD10 000 or more.
Failure to declare
564. Subsection 12(4) of the PCMLTFA imposes an obligation to any person arriving or leaving
Canada to answer truthfully any questions from CBSA officers in respect of the reporting of currency
or monetary instruments. The PCMLTFA provides for a maximum fine of CAD500 000 and a
maximum jail term of five years for failure to report or for failure to cooperate with the border services
officer when a report is submitted. This would include refusing to answer questions posed by the
border services officer or failing to open packages or containers.
565. The CBCMIR form requires individuals to report the value of currency and monetary
instruments being exported or imported, the country from which the funds are being exported or
imported and key identifying information. If an individual fails to report the currency or monetary
instruments whose value is equal to or greater than the CAD10 000 threshold CBCMIR, the CBSA
officer may seize the currency. The individual CBCMIR can recover the currency or monetary
instruments on payment of a monetary penalty ranging from CAD250 to CAD5 000. If the CBSA
officer believes there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the funds are the proceeds of crime or
linked to terrorist activities, the funds cannot be recovered.
Stop or restrain currency or bearer negotiable instruments
566. When an individual fully complies with the requirement to report on currency above the
threshold, a CBSA officer who has reasonable grounds to suspect that information contained in the
report or any other information may be relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a money
laundering or terrorist financing offence is permitted to immediately disclose this information to law
enforcement authorities. The CBSA officer may also provide information to FINTRAC where the
information could be useful in the detection, prevention or deterrence of money laundering or terrorist
financing.
567. Section 18 of the PCMLTFA grants authority to CBSA to seize unreported currency or
monetary instruments. All seizures are reported to FINTRAC. If the border services officer suspects
the seized money to be proceeds of crime or funds for use in financing a terrorist activity, it is forfeited
to the Crown. Otherwise the CBSA will release the funds upon payment of a penalty ranging from
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CAD250 to CAD5 000. The PCMLTFA allows the person from whom the funds were seized, or their
owner, to appeal the seizure.
568. Under section 14 of the PCMLTFA, when an individual or entity does not have all the
information needed to complete a report, the CBSA can temporarily retain the money until a border
services officer is satisfied that they have been reported or the importer/exporter has decided not to
proceed with the importation/exportation. If CBSA is not provided further information for seven days
(30 days for mailed or items sent by courier), the money is forfeited to the Crown.
Retention of information
569. Every person or entity is obliged to complete a CBCMIR on the importation or exportation of
currency or monetary instruments of a value equal to or greater than CAD10,000 in Canadian dollars
or its equivalent in foreign currency. CBSA sends the reports to FINTRAC, which incorporates them
into its database for analysis. The schedules to the Cross-Border Currency and Monetary Instrument
Reporting Regulations set out the information that must be provided in the mandatory reports,
including identifying information on the person transporting, mailing or shipping the currency or
monetary instruments, as well as information on the person or entity on behalf of which the
importation or exportation is made. Information on the amount and type of currency or monetary
instruments must also be provided.
570. When unreported currency or monetary instruments are seized, a seizure report is prepared by
CBSA officials and forwarded to FINTRAC. The seizure report includes, among other things,
identifying information on the importer or exporter, the funds seized and the circumstances of the
seizure.
Information accessible to the FIU
571. CBSA forwards all Cross-border Reports submitted by importers or exporters as well as seizure
reports to FINTRAC electronically. FINTRAC analyzes this information in conjunction with other
reports in order to identify potential money laundering and terrorist financing activities. The border
services officer will report through the Occurrence Reporting System (ORS) an explicative summary
of the circumstances and detailed information on the occurrence, the individual or any other
information that the officers evaluate to be of importance for the intelligence community. This report
is submitted to the Intelligence Directorate by the Regional Intelligence Officer for analysis. The
relevant information is then disclosed to FINTRAC.
Co-ordination among customs, immigration and other related authorities
572. Domestic authorities co-ordinate their activities to stop and restrain the illegal cross-border
transportation of currency and other monetary instruments through a variety of different mechanisms:
the IPOC Units, Integrated Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs), and the sharing of cross-border
reporting information by CBSA.
573. Within IPOC units, CBSA Regional Intelligence Officers provide expertise and intelligence on
CBSA matters linked to the border concerning proceeds of crime investigations. CBSA Regional
Intelligence Officers also provide a service to border services officers by responding at the ports of
entry to incidents related to forfeitures of currency that may be associated to organised criminal
groups. In return, CBSA receives expert advice and intelligence information from the IPOC partners to
assist in CBSA matters.
574. Integrated Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs) are a Canada/U.S. initiative set out in the Smart
Border Accord. These Teams combine the intelligence and law enforcement expertise of various
agencies (Canada Border Services Agency, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement and U.S. Coast Guard) and use a
coordinated approach to identify and stop the high-risk movement of people and goods between the
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ports of entry on the Canada - United States border. The CBSA and RCMP jointly operate IBETs.
They share the responsibility for collecting critical information to develop criminal intelligence to
assist in investigations relating to national security or criminality such as organized crime and human
smuggling.
575. In addition, the CBSA sends Cross-border Reports and Seizure Reports to FINTRAC for
analysis (see description above).
International co-operation and assistance amongst customs, immigration and other related authorities
576. Section 38 of the PCMLTFA allows the CBSA to enter into information sharing agreements
with other countries that impose similar requirements in respect of reporting the importation or
exportation of currency or monetary instruments. The CBSA is currently negotiating with the United
States to enter into such an agreement.
577. Canada has a partnership agreement with the United States under the Shared Border Accord,
allowing the governments of both countries to better manage the flow of refugee claimants at their
shared border. This agreement allows for exchange of information between the two countries on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advance Passenger Information and agreed-to Passenger Name Records on flights between
Canada and the United States, including in-transit flights in order to identify risks posed by
passengers on international flights arriving in each other’s territory.
Data related to Customs fraud, and agreed upon customs data pursuant to NAFTA, as well as
any additional commercial and trade data, for national security purposes.
Advance information on designated individuals and organizations for the purpose of freezing
of terrorist assets.
Refugee and asylum claimants in order to ensure that applicants are thoroughly screened for
security risks.
Marine in transit containers arriving in Canada and the United States.
Anti-terrorism efforts through the Cross-Border Crime Forum and Project Northstar.

578. Canada entered into a trilateral agreement with the U.S and Mexico called the Security and
Prosperity Partnership (SPP) in June 2005. The Partnership is a trilateral effort to increase security and
enhance prosperity among the three countries through greater cooperation and information sharing. It
includes efforts to develop and implement a comprehensive North American strategy for combating
transnational threats to the three countries, including terrorism, organized crime, illegal drugs, migrant
and contraband smuggling, and human trafficking.
Sanctions
579. Section 74 of the PCMLTFA provides for a maximum criminal fine of CAD500 000 and a
maximum jail term of five years for failure to report or to cooperate with the border services officer
when a report is submitted, such as falsely or not answering questions posed by border services
officers or failing to open packages or containers as requested.
580. Part II of the PCMLTFA also provides that non-reported currency or monetary instruments is
seized. Where there is no suspicion that the funds are linked to money laundering or terrorist
financing, the owner may retrieve the forfeited funds after payment of penalties from CAD250 to
CAD5 000 set out in the regulations. The funds cannot be retrieved when such a suspicion exists.
Under section 18 of the PCMLTFA, unreported currency or monetary instruments in respect of which
a border services officer has reasonable grounds to suspect are related to money laundering or the
financing of terrorist activities are seized and forfeited and cannot be retrieved by the importer or
exporter, subject to the appeals provisions.
581. In instances where a CBSA officer intercepts a foreign national or non-Canadian citizen
suspected of involvement in money laundering or terrorist financing activities, they are instructed to
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forward the file to CBSA’s Organized Crime Section (OCS) at National Headquarters. OCS then
analyzes the file based on in-house databases and research tools, and will request, if necessary, support
from the appropriate units of partner agencies in law enforcement and intelligence, as well as
FINTRAC. Once a portfolio-wide analysis has been completed, OCS contacts the originating officer
with an assessment to assist that officer in deciding upon the proper course of enforcement action,
possibly in concert with law enforcement partners, depending on the specific details of the case.
Confiscation, freezing and seizing measures
582. Generally, the provisions in Canada in respect of the confiscation, freezing and seizing of
proceeds of crime or funds for terrorist activities also apply to the cross-border movements of currency
or monetary instruments. When there is suspicion that the funds may be related to money laundering
or terrorist financing, the various provision described in Section 2.3 of this report apply, in respect of
the restraining of funds through criminal or civil procedures. Provisions under the PCMLTFA, the
Criminal Code and other criminal or civil procedures for the confiscation, freezing and seizing of
terrorist funds also apply to the cross-border movements of currency or monetary instruments. The
measures are described in detail in Section 2.4.
Unusual cross-border movement of gold, precious metals or precious stones
583. Section 110 of the Customs Act gives CBSA officers the authority to seize goods where he or
she has reasonable grounds to believe that the Customs Act or regulations have been contravened with
respect to those goods. Gold, precious metals and stones are goods that are required to be declared
upon importation. In cases where they are not properly declared, the CBSA can seize them with terms
of release. In addition, section 101 of the Customs Act gives officers the authority to detain goods until
he or she is satisfied that they have been dealt with in accordance with the Customs Act or any act of
Parliament that prohibits, controls or regulates the importation or exportation of goods. This provision
would apply to rough diamonds that are dealt with under the Export and Import of Rough Diamonds
Act. CBSA officers also have authority under s.489(2) of the Criminal Code to seize goods where he
or she has reasonable grounds to believe that the goods have been: obtained through the commission
of an offence; used in the commission of an offence; or, will afford evidence of an offence under the
Criminal Code or any other Act of Parliament.
Data protection
584. Section 36 of the PCMLTFA prohibits the unauthorised disclosure by a customs officer of
information contained in a Cross-border currency and monetary instrument report or other information
obtained in the course of enforcing the reporting requirement. Information forwarded to FINTRAC is
subject to the privacy safeguards applicable to other information received by FINTRAC under the
PCMLTFA. The CBSA sends the completed reports electronically, in a secure manner, to FINTRAC
(see also comments in relation to FINTRAC detention of information in Section 2.5 of the report).
Additional elements
585. Canada has implemented the measures outlined in the Best Practices Paper. A number of these
measures have been described earlier. In addition, the following measures are also in place:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The threshold that triggers the reporting requirement is less than the threshold suggested by
the FATF (CAD10 000 is roughly equal USD10 000 or EUR6 600).
CBSA uses canine units, scanners and other sophisticated equipment to detect currency.
The Bank of Canada stopped issuing the CAD1 000 bank notes in 2000. The largest note in
active circulation is the CAD100 note.
CBSA performs risk assessments and uses intelligence information to target all modes of
transportation and travellers.
CBSA officers are trained to detect suspicious behaviour by identifying indicators that are
taught in various training courses.
CBSA regularly performs examinations of passengers, vehicles, cargos, etc.
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586. The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) uses a variety of technological tools to help stop
the entry of contraband and dangerous goods into Canada. The use of detection technology tools
enables CBSA officers to conduct effective, non-intrusive inspections, allowing them to focus on
high-risk individuals and goods.
587. In the past, the CBSA’s detection tools were developed primarily for the identification of
contraband commodities (i.e. narcotics, weapons, child pornography, etc.). Recently, new legislation,
policies, and programs initiated in support of fighting terrorism placed greater focus on border
security. An integral part of Canada’s plans in the fight against terrorism includes providing the
necessary resources to purchase detection equipment. The CBSA has spent over CAD70 million in the
last few years on new technology to improve border security.
588. Some of key interdiction technologies are: Gamma-ray Imaging Program (VACIS – Vehicle
and Cargo Inspection System); the Remote Operating Vehicle (ROV), X-Ray Program and Ion
Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) Technology. The CBSA also utilizes many smaller handheld tools. For
example, the Snake Eye Camera is a self-contained, lightweight video inspection system. The Merlin
Density Meter is a hand-held non-intrusive detection device that can indicate the presence of hidden
contraband by measuring the density of a surface or an object. Videoprobes are used to inspect narrow
spaces for hidden contraband in the air and land modes. The CBSA utilizes Contraband Outfitted
Mobile Examination Truck, Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear (CBRN) Detection Teams as
well as Detector Dog Service.
Resources
589. The CBSA is part of the Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness (PSEPC) portfolio and is
an integral component of Canada’s national security approach along with other portfolio partners such
as the RCMP, CSIS, etc. The CBSA integrates complementary business lines to protect public security
and facilitate and control the movement of people and goods. Employing approximately 10 000 public
servants, for which 7 500 are border services officers, the CBSA operates at 1 369 service points
across Canada and nearly 40 locations abroad.
590. The 7 500 border services officers located at Canada’s point of entry, among many other duties,
are responsible to enforce the reporting requirement of Part II of the PCMLTFA. CBSA Intelligence
officers located either in the regions or at Headquarters provide information or intelligence concerning
individuals and organizations suspected of involvement in money laundering or terrorist financing
activities to the officers. Then, senior program officers located at Headquarters coordinate and provide
functional guidance on the program policies and procedures and address any issues relevant to the
program’s enforcement or administration.
591. The CBSA’s current budget for the Cross-Border Currency Reporting Program is CAD2.43M
yearly. CBSA will receive an additional CAD3.5M yearly in order to expand its intelligence mandate,
cross border currency reporting, currency dog teams and deal with the seizure appeals. This will bring
the CBSA’s allocation to CAD5.93M yearly.
592. CBSA employees have relevant experiences and skills in sectors such as the law enforcement,
customs, immigration, justice, and public safety as well as backgrounds in other government
departments and international organizations.
593. The CBSA has implemented enhanced security measures and employees participate in security
awareness sessions. A security program, and a range of policies and procedures to protect privacy, and
prevent unauthorised disclosures of information, are in place and are upheld. They include the
application of the need-to-know principle, guiding principles for the handling of sensitive and
classified information and application of measures surrounding the analysis and disclosure processes.
In addition, the clearance level required for CBSA employees involved in these issues demonstrates
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the importance attached to the confidentiality of sensitive financial and personal information that is
obtained and analyzed by its employees.
594. New CBSA officers graduate from the Port of Entry Recruit Training program at the CBSA
training facility in Rigaud, Québec. Among other things, they are taught how to recognize and
investigate based on key indicators, intelligence information, and suspicious activities and are
provided with a web-based training for cross border currency related infractions as well as information
related to money laundering and terrorist financing. Adjudicators working on behalf of the Public
Safety Minister receive a half-day training course from the RCMP and Crown Prosecutor on money
laundering and terrorist financing activities. A handout of the RCMP indicators as well as a booklet
prepared by the RCMP on Money Laundering is provided at the training session.
Statistics
595. Statistics are available on the number of CBCMIRs involving movements of CAD10 000 or
more in currency or monetary instruments.
Effectiveness
596. The number of CBCMIRs and seizure reports since 2002/2003 is as follows:
20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

200620071

Total

Cross Border Currency Report

631

28 289

74 103

52 626

19 289

174 938

Seizure Report

19

1 080

1 718

1 880

625

5 322

Total

650

29 369

75 821

54 506

19 914

180 260

Report Type

1

Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include only what was received from CBSA up to September 30, 2006. CBSA
receives CBCMIRs, captures the information electronically and transfers it to FINTRAC.

597. In 2005-06, 18% of FINTRAC’s case disclosures were supported by cross-border currency and
seizure reports.
598. Since the program implementation in January 2003, there have been over 5 000 currency
seizures totalling more than CAD132 million. Approximately CAD34 million has been forfeited to the
Crown, and penalties have been assessed in excess of CAD2 million. Over 500 seizures have resulted
in forfeiture as suspected proceeds of crime or funds for the use of terrorist activities. Border services
officers have collected over 100 000 cross-border currency reports.
599. Seizures related to cross-border currency transportation are classified into four levels based on
the degree of concealment, previous seizures and the source of currency or monetary instruments. In
levels one to three, a fine must be paid prior to release of the seizure. When seizures are made based
on the suspicion it stems from proceeds of crime or terrorist financing (the fourth level), there are no
terms of release. The following table describes the four levels of seizure related to cross-border
currency interdictions and the fines that must be paid prior to the release of the seizure.
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Level

I

II

III

IV

APPLICATION
Applied when an individual or entity
• has not concealed the currency or monetary instruments,
• has made a full disclosure of the facts concerning the currency or
monetary instruments on their discovery, and
• has no previous seizures under the Act;
Applied when an individual or entity
• has concealed the currency or monetary instruments, other than by
means of using a false compartment in a conveyance, or who has made a
false statement with respect to the currency or monetary instruments, or
• has a previous seizure under the Act, other than in respect of any type of
concealment or for making false statements with respect to the currency or
monetary instruments; and
Applied when an individual or entity
• has concealed the currency or monetary instruments by using a false
compartment in a conveyance, or
• has a previous seizure under the Act for any type of concealment or for
making a false statement with respect to the currency or monetary
instruments.
Applied when
• CBSA Officers, who suspect on reasonable grounds that non-reported
currency or monetary instruments are proceeds of crime or terrorist
finances.

FINE

CAD250

CAD2500

CAD5000

No terms
of release

600. Since 2003, the RCMP has been asked to provide investigational assistance in 147 Level IV
seizures conducted by CBSA officials. The following table provides a yearly breakdown of requests
from CBSA to the RCMP’s Money Laundering Program for assistance in these seizures.
Reports of Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) Callouts
2003
2004
2005
Number of Callouts
72
53
22

Total
147

601. Since 2003, the Adjudications Division has seen numerous challenges of these enforcement
actions. Level IV forfeiture enforcement actions tend to be highly litigious. Since 2003, of the 6 007
enforcement actions taken by the CBSA (at September 30, 2006), 666 of those actions have been
appealed to the Recourse Directorate. Of those 666 appealed actions, only 55 have been cancelled and
all funds have been returned. There are currently 45 active cases before the courts.
602. In 2004, the largest number of currency and proceeds of crime seizures (732) were made at
customs points of entry located in the Pacific region, representing 45% of all seizures made. Customs
officers in the Greater Toronto Area made 367 seizures, while officers in the Québec region made 338,
officers at Niagara Falls/Fort Erie made 85, those in Windsor/St. Clair made 39, Prairie region made
27, Northern Ontario made 24 seizures and the Atlantic region made 4 interceptions. Combined, the
Pacific, Quebec and the three regions of southern Ontario intercepted the bulk of all unreported
currency and proceeds of crime totalling CAD42 301 608 million, accounting for 96% of the national
total. In most cases, currency and proceeds of crime interceptions involved citizens of Canada, China
and the United States. Canadians were involved in 10% (165) of the seizures totalling CAD4.1
million; citizens of China accounted for 21% (345) of the seizures totalling CAD7.6 million, and
citizens of the United States were involved in 25% (401) of the interceptions yielding CAD18.1
million.
603. The following table shows the number and value of seizures made by type of currency for the
year 2004.
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Currency Type Seized
Banker’s drafts
Bonds
Cheques
Currency
Money orders
Other instr. in bearer form
Stocks
Traveller’s cheques
Treasury bills
TOTAL

Number of Seizures
26
3
54
1450
20
1
1
60
1
1,616

Value of Currency
CAD919,046
CAD141,456
CAD2,503,720
CAD39,062,887
CAD350,494
CAD1,360
CAD12,300
CAD998,874
CAD24,180
CAD44,014,317

Source: Cross-Border Currency and Proceeds of Crime Report 2004, Canada Border Services
Agency.

604. This table shows the interceptions made in 2004, by referral type. The final two columns
indicate the value and percentage (relative to the total) of seizures that were related to proceeds of
crime.

Referral Type

Number of
Seizures

Total Value of
Currency
Seized
CAD

Value of which
are Level IV –
Proceeds of
Crime
CAD
7 412 250
4 343 478
374 202
29 787

Percent of
Total

Selective referrals
Lookouts
Random referrals
Targeting
Canine indicators
(DDS)
Export
examinations
U.S. Customs
referrals
Other

1 382
75
38
17

34 635 545
5 284 884
956 416
292 124

29

753 210

224 538

29.8%

56

1 589 496

633 796

39.9%

5
14

197 818
304 825

44 284
0

22.4%
0.0%

TOTAL

1 616

44 014 318

13 062 335

21.4%
82.2%
39.1%
10.2%

29.7%
Source: Cross-Border Currency and Proceeds of Crime Report 2004, Canada Border Services Agency.

2.7.2

Recommendations and Comments

605. Canada has a comprehensive system to protect the physical cross border transportation of
currency and monetary instruments of a value of CAD10 000 or more and the law enforcement
authorities have a clear understanding of the procedures that are in place in Canada for implementing
SRIX. A range of methods and technologies are employed at the border to enhance capability relating
to cross border currency enforcement. The legal authority for this is supported by a strategic and
operational response that demonstrates close cooperation between agencies, especially enforcement
agencies from the United States.
606. The effectiveness of Canada's cross border currency enforcement is demonstrated in the
significant volume and value of currency seizures – 5 130 currency seizures totalling more than
CAD132 million since January 2003. Seizures have been result of a broad range of enforcement
methods, across a broad range of monetary instruments and currency, at various entry points into
Canada - all of which indicates a broad enforcement response by Canadian authorities.
607. The assessment team however believes that competent authorities should further invest in the
detection and investigation of out-going cross-border transportations of cash or any negotiable bearer
instrument.
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2.7.3
Rec.
SR.IX

3.

Compliance with Special Recommendation IX
Rating
C

Summary of factors underlying ratings
 The Recommendation is fully met.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES - FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Overview of legal and regulatory framework
PCMLTFA and its Regulations
608. To combat money laundering, the Canadian federal government enacted the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) Act which received Royal Assent on June 29, 2000. To help fight terrorism, it
enacted the Anti-Terrorism Act (Bill C-36) which came into force on December 24, 2001 and
amended the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) Act, which became the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA).
609. The basis for the AML/CFT preventive legislation in Canada is the PCMLTFA that consists of
five parts:







Part I sets out record keeping requirements and requires the reporting of suspicious and
prescribed financial transactions.
Part II creates the obligation to report to Customs the importing or exporting of currency or
monetary instruments of a value equal to or greater than CAD10 000 or its equivalent.
Part III establishes FINTRAC as an independent agency to collect, analyze, assess and
disclose designated information on financial transactions to assist in the detection, prevention
and deterrence of money laundering and the financing of terrorist activities, while protecting
Canadian’s privacy.
Part IV authorises the Governor in Council to make regulations.
Part V creates offences, including the failure to report suspicious financial transactions and the
prohibited use of information under the control of FINTRAC.

610. The PCMLTF Regulations implement a portion of Part I of the Act by requiring the financial
institutions and financial intermediaries that are subject to the Act to identify their customers, keep
certain records, report large cash transactions and international electronic funds transfers of
CAD10 000 or more to FINTRAC and develop an internal compliance regime.
611. The PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations implement the remainder of Part I
of the Act by requiring financial institutions and financial intermediaries to report financial
transactions where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that they are related to money laundering or
terrorist financing activities.
Recent amendment of the PCMLTFA and its Regulations
612. The Department of Finance issued a consultation paper in June 2005 outlining policy proposals
to enhance the AML/CFT regime. These proposals included a series of new requirement such as the
obligation to identify beneficial owners of client entities and to conduct enhanced due diligence for
correspondent banking relationships and politically exposed persons. The adoption of a new
registration scheme for money services businesses and of an administrative monetary penalties scheme
was also proposed.
613. In October 2006, the Minister of Finance tabled Bill C-25, which proposed amendments to the
PCMLTFA to expand the customer due diligence and transaction reporting requirements for financial
institutions and financial intermediaries, set out a framework for the registration of money services
businesses and extend the list of information that FINTRAC may disclose to law enforcement and
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intelligence agencies. This Bill received Royal Assent in December 2006. However, a series of
successive regulations is due to be adopted for the PCMLTFA to be fully effective.
614. Some new provisions of the PCMLTFA came into force on February 10, 2007 including
technical amendments and information sharing in respect of cross border reporting regimes,
FINTRAC record retention time limits, information sharing on charities and terrorist financing and a
review of the Act by Parliament and the Office of the Privacy Commissioner. A “carve out” for
suspicious transaction reporting by legal counsel also took effect.
615. On March 10, 2007, in the format of a pre-publication in the Government Gazette, the Canadian
Department of Finance opened two proposed regulations (Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist Financing Registration Regulations and Regulations Amending Certain Regulations Made
Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act) to consultation 55. The
consultation period ended on April 9, 2007. Quite a large number of financial institutions, financial
sector associations and professional associations sent representations regarding the feasibility of the
proposed amendments and possible coming-into-force dates for the new provisions. Overall, the
assessors were told that stakeholders were supportive of the proposed enhancements to Canada’s
regime. However, with regard to the proposed registration system, some of them have suggested
modifications to the proposed amendments to reduce the compliance burden 56.
616. On June 27, 2007, the Regulations Amending Certain Regulations Made Under the PCMLTFA
were enacted and published in the Canada Gazette (Part II). A second package of regulatory
amendments, the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Registration
Regulations was published, which sets out a framework for the registration of MSBs.
617. Additional amendments are necessary for the regulations to implement fully the legislation. For
instance, amendments to the PCMLTF Regulations and PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting
Regulations were pre-published on June 30, 2007 to address some of the measures that still need to be
adopted. The proposed amendments extend coverage of the PCMLTFA to three non-financial
professions (see Section 4.1 of the report). A proposed PCMLTF Administrative Monetary Penalties
Regulations also set out specific measures for an administrative monetary penalties scheme. These
proposed amendments were open to consultation until August 2007 57.
55

Draft regulations in Canada must be pre-published in Part I of the Canada Gazette, before they can be
made. Pre-publication in Part I of the Canada Gazette gives various interested groups and individuals, as well as
Canadians in general, a final opportunity to review and comment on a proposed regulation at the last stages of
the regulation-making process, before it is enacted and published in Part II of the Canada Gazette. Prepublication also gives interested parties, and those stakeholders previously consulted at the beginning of the
regulatory process, the opportunity to see whether the final draft proposal is in keeping with previous
consultation drafts and to comment on the implementation timeline.
56
The regulatory impact analysis of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing
Registration Regulations of 7 June 2007 states the following: “for example, as requested by a group of money
services businesses, amendments to the Regulations exempt the sector from customer due diligence requirements
when they enter into a service agreement with a publicly traded company or public body. Other exemptions to
the client identification and record-keeping requirements have been added to alleviate the compliance burden for
securities dealers and other sectors. As proposed by banks and credit unions, the definition of politically exposed
foreign persons has been limited to fewer family members and the timeframe for the identification of such
persons has been extended. Following discussions with banks, the record-keeping requirements applicable to
financial entities for funds transfers of CAD 1 000 or more have been limited to international electronic funds
transfers and domestic SWIFT MT103 transfers. Likewise, the obligation to keep a record of the address of the
beneficiary for such transfers has been removed from the amendments to the Regulations. Many sectors have
expressed their concerns regarding the amount of information that would have to be collected on partnerships
and other entities if the published amendments were to come into force. To reduce this compliance burden, the
amendments to the Regulations no longer require persons and entities to obtain information on the partners or
directors of an entity other than a corporation”.
57
The amendments were enacted on 26 December 2007 and come into force in December 2008, see
http://www.fin.gc.ca/news07/07-105e.html.
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618. The present report takes into account (for analysis and rating purposes) the amended version of
the PCMLTFA dated February 10, 2007. The report also takes into account (for analysis and rating
purposes) the provisions of the PCMLTF Regulations that have been in force since June 30, 2007 (i.e.
in relation to correspondent banking relationships, shell banks and a broader set of information
released in FINTRAC disclosures). However, the provisions of the PCMLTF Regulations and the
PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations also published on June 27, 2007 that will
enter into force on June 23, 2008 (such as information to collect on beneficiaries and the politically
exposed foreign person’s related requirements) have not been analysed by the assessors. However, the
existence of such provisions has been taken into account when drafting the recommendations given to
Canada to improve its AML/CFT regime. Annex 1 of the report provides an inventory of the changes
brought to the Canadian AML/CFT regime since December 2006.
Enforceability of AML provisions issued by competent authorities
619. There are 14 legislative bodies in Canada: the Parliament of Canada, and the legislatures of
10 provinces and three territories. Statutes enacted by these legislative bodies are primary legislation.
Regulations are made under a statute or an Act by the government department or ministry
administering that Act (see Part IV of the PCMLTFA) and are another form of law. This is the
generally-recognized hierarchy of authority: the Constitution, human rights legislation, other
legislation, regulations, case law from higher courts, other case law, treaties/international law and
doctrine.
620. FINTRAC (for all reporting parties), OSFI (for Federally Regulated Financial Institutions) and
IDA (for securities dealers) have developed guidelines to assist reporting entities understanding their
obligations under the Act and associated regulations. During consultations on the proposed
Regulations, stakeholder groups have identified the need for guidelines to assist persons and entities
understanding their obligations under upcoming regulatory changes.
621. Repeated reference is made in this section of the report to various types of guidance issued by
regulatory agencies with respect to the financial sector’s AML/CFT obligations and the regulators’
approach to compliance. The extent to which such guidance can be deemed to be “other enforceable
means” is central to the evaluation of the financial sector preventive measures and the following
summary reflects the view taken by assessors on the main forms of guidance.
622. Within the FATF, “other enforceable means” refers to guidelines, instructions or other
documents or mechanisms that set out enforceable requirements with sanctions for non-compliance,
and which are issued by a competent authority (e.g. a financial supervisory authority) or an SRO. The
sanctions for non-compliance should be “effective, proportionate and dissuasive”.
OSFI guidance
623. In relation to AML/CFT issues, OSFI has issued two pieces of guidance. Firstly, there is the
Guideline E-13 entitled “Legislative Compliance Management”, dated March 2003, which is a general
guideline on managing regulatory risk that “conveys OSFI’s expectations of federally regulated
financial institutions regarding controls through which they manage regulatory risk inherent in their
activities worldwide”. Second, there is Guideline B-8 entitled “Deterring and Detecting Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing”, published originally in April 2003 and amended in November
2004 after publication of the Basel Committee paper “Consolidated KYC Risk Management”. B-8 is
applicable to domestic and foreign banks, trust & loan companies and life insurance companies,
referred to collectively as federally-regulated financial institutions (FRFIs) although the text focuses
more on banking related matters. OSFI advised the assessors that B-8 is scheduled for update and
amendment after the introduction of the new regulations.
624. Based on the definition of “other enforceable means”, the assessors have given consideration to
a number of basic requirements when considering whether OSFI Guideline B-8 can be considered as
“other enforceable means”. These requirements are as follows:
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1) A document or mechanism that sets out enforceable requirements addressing the issues in the
FATF Recommendations. Guideline B-8 only addresses a very limited range of AML/CFT
issues (essentially Recommendation 15 and to a lesser extent Recommendations 5, 6, 9, 22, 18
and 29). In relation to customer identification for instance, the Guidance essentially addresses
some enhanced due diligence situations and suggests that beneficial ownership identification
is particularly important. The most comprehensive part of the guideline deals with internal
control procedures to prevent ML and TF (role and position of the CAMLO, oversight by the
Board, compliance reporting processes, self-assessment program, independent procedures
testing, etc.) in relation to Recommendation 15. Finally, the Guideline refers FRFIs to the
website of FATF, FINTRAC and BIS and encourages them to familiarise themselves with the
various standards contained therein. Looking at whether OSFI Guideline B-8 sets out
enforceable means, the assessment team has considered:




The nature of the document: OSFI itself defines the guidelines it publishes (see OSFI
website) as “essentially best or prudent practices that it expects financial institutions
to follow. Guidelines are used to set standards to govern industry activities and
behaviour”. OSFI has indicated that its guidelines aim at promoting the adoption of
policies and procedures designed to control and manage risk. Based on these
clarifications and looking at the current form of such guidelines, they appear to be
more similar to general advice than mandatory obligations and there is no contrary
indication that the guidelines place mandatory obligations on FRFIs.
The language of the document: OSFI has intentionally opted for a gradation of the
language in the B-8 Guidance (from FRFIs “must” to FRFIs “should consider” or
FRFIs “are encouraged”. Except on four occasions where the wording of the guidance
is assertive (using a "must” 58) the guidelines are generally worded in a permissive
manner (FRFIs “should” do or “should consider”; OSFI “encourages”, OSFI
“recommends”, OSFI “suggests”) which do not adequately substantiate OSFI’s
expectations of FRFIs and leaves a great deal of discretion in the hands of the FRFIs.
So, even if OSFI addresses the FRFIs’ compliance with the Guideline in its regular
on-site assessments, it is not clear which provisions of these guidelines could be
considered as “requirements”, most of them being “recommendations” or “best
practice”.

2) The document/mechanism must be issued by a competent authority (e.g. a financial
supervisory authority) or an SRO. OSFI regulates and supervises federally regulated financial
institutions and administers financial institution governing statutes. As a financial supervisory
body, it is a competent authority.
3) There are sanctions for non-compliance, which should be effective, proportionate and
dissuasive and there is evidence that effective and dissuasive sanctions have been applied in
practice. When reviewing the compliance of FRFIs with the AML/CFT regime, OSFI
explicitly includes in its scope and objectives the assessment of compliance with OSFI
Guideline B-8. Sanctions are available to OSFI based on a failure of the financial institution to
conduct its business in a safe and sound manner in relation to AML/CFT failings and OSFI
Guidelines are enforceable to ensure “safety and soundness” within a financial institution. To
encourage financial institutions to implement the AML/CFT provisions (including OSFI
Guidance), OSFI's related supervisory powers are very much focused on early intervention
58
1. “To identify their level of exposure to potential MLTFA and the associated risks, FRFIs must
understand the nature of the risks associated with the different parts of their operations”; 2. “With respect to
introduced business, FRFIs must obtain the necessary customer information for their records prior to, at, or at a
reasonable time after, the time that the business is accepted”; 3. “The board of directors and senior management
must be strongly committed to ensuring that measures designed to address risks associated with these activities
(that are risky) are implemented” and 4. “Front-line staff plays an essential role in implementing anti- MLTFA
measures and, therefore, must receive appropriate training to understand problems associated with MLTFA, the
financial institution’s anti- MLTFA policies, and the proper application of procedures”.
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and OSFI strongly relies on a remedial program through the normal supervisory process to
address compliance failures.


Applicable sanctions. OSFI has a range of supervisory tools and sanctions at its
disposal, including written interventions, staging, directions of compliance, placing
terms and conditions in the FRFI’s Order To Commence And Carry On Business
(operating licence) and imposing an Administrative Monetary Penalties (AMP) under
the OSFI Act.



Sanctions that have been applied:
(a) OSFI issues supervisory letters after each AML/CFT assessment. The letters
contain “required actions” on compliance issues or “recommendations”. In
most cases, interventions in the form of “recommended action” (vs.
“required action”) have been applied for failing to implement OSFI
Guidance B-8 as a result of OSFI inspections. OSFI issues “Recommended
actions” to address deficiencies in risk management controls or other
supervisory requirement not directly related to a legal requirement.
However, when OSFI feels it necessary to deliver a stronger signal to the
financial institution, they may use the term “require” as more prescriptive
language when dealing with deficiencies under B-8. This may be because
the lack of compliance with the B-8 provision resulted in a markedly
weaker AML program overall. So, for example, OSFI will sometimes say
they “require” a self-assessment and at other times “recommend” it. OSFI
claims that there is indeed no procedural difference applied to the terms
“requirement” and “recommendation” and that FRFIs work to quickly
implement the necessary changes, whether required or recommended.
(b) Beyond the supervisory letters, OSFI has a range of supervisory tools
(including sanctions) at its disposal. Staging is a supervisory measure
implemented by the Supervisory Sector of OSFI based on its overall view of
the level of risk in the FRFI balanced against the effectiveness of the risk
controls. It results in progressively more and more intense oversight and
detailed intervention by OSFI on the issues that led to the Staging. It also
results indirectly in a financial charge to the staged deposit-taking financial
institutions as it attracts a higher OSFI assessment fee and may attract a
higher deposit premium by CDIC. Cumulatively, in the period 2004-2006
inclusive, OSFI staged 4 financial institutions for AML/CFT control
deficiencies (2 of them on this sole basis). The AML/CFT deficiencies
giving rise to the staging were a mixture of regulatory non-compliance and
non-compliance with B-8 requirements. The amount of OSFI and CDIC
surcharges ranged from CAD 45 000 up to CAD 500 000.
(c) Supervisory tools such as direction of compliance or prudential agreements
(see Section 3.10 for further details) are available but have never been used
for a failure to implement OSFI Guidance or even for any AML
deficiencies. OSFI considers that such actions have never been necessary, as
weaknesses have always been adequately addressed with measures taken
under (a) and (b) above.
(d) OSFI can issue Administrative Monetary Penalties (AMPs) but these
penalties only apply in case of a contravention of a provision of a financial
institutions Act (such as the Bank Act) or of a direction of compliance,
terms and conditions or a prudential agreement (see OSFI ACT, art. 25).
They cannot be administered directly in case of non-compliance with the
PCMLTFA, its regulations or a fortiori OSFI Guidance.
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625. In conclusion, sanctions for non-application of OSFI Guideline B-8 do not appear to be
sufficiently effective, proportionate and dissuasive. OSFI essentially use written recommendations as a
main supervisory tool and in some limited occasions, closer monitoring (only staging (to stage 1) was
used in a limited number of cases although very serious deficiencies were identified in a number of
assessments). These supervisory tools have been the only ones that OSFI has used so far for failure to
implement Guideline B-8. Looking at the language of the guidelines and the sanctions that have been
applied by OSFI, the assessors’ believe that OSFI Guidelines cannot be considered as “other
enforceable means”.
IDA guidance
626. The IDA is the national self-regulatory organisation of the securities industry in Canada and
regulates the activities of investment dealers in terms of both their capital adequacy and conduct of
business. The IDA is the front-line regulator of full securities dealers. A number of provisions in
provincial securities regulations recognize IDA rules as an alternative to provincial regulations,
generally by explicitly granting or allowing the granting of exemptions from the provincial rules to
members who abide by IDA rules.
627. The IDA regularly publishes By-laws, Regulations and Policies that set out detailed
requirements to be implemented by its members in carrying out their business (such as opening
account rules, recordkeeping requirements, etc. that are applicable in the AML/CFT context). IDA Bylaws, Regulations and Policies use prescriptive language (securities dealers “must” do). Penalties for
breaches of the By-laws, Policies and Regulations include a wide range of sanctions for registered
employees and member firms and have been used by IDA in the past (see section 3.10 of the report).
The assessors took the view that IDA By-laws, Policies and Regulations are legally enforceable and
can be considered as “other enforceable means”.
628. In the AML area more specifically, the IDA published “Deterring ML activity, A Guide for
Investment Dealers” in October 2002. This Guide is intended to highlight the key elements for a
Canadian investment dealer to consider in developing an effective AML program. The language of the
document clearly states that securities dealers are encouraged to take certain AML/CFT measures.
There is no sanction directly applicable for a failure to comply with an AML/CFT measures contained
in the Guide. For the purpose of this report, this Guide is considered as non-binding guidance which is
neither law, regulation nor other enforceable means as defined by the FATF.
FINTRAC guidance
629. Under the PCMLTFA (Section 40(e)), FINTRAC has responsibility for ensuring compliance,
reporting, record-keeping and client identification requirements of the reporting parties. FINTRAC has
therefore developed a series of guidelines defined by FINTRAC as “'helpful hints” 59 that do not
remove the responsibility for reporting entities to be familiar with or comply with the PCMLTFA and
related Regulations. Such guidelines have therefore been developed by a competent authority that
deals with AML/CFT issues. The language of the FINTRAC Guidance is direct, forceful and explicit
with clear direction and requirements and points out how criminal sanctions exist to tackle breaches on
record-keeping requirements set out by the PCMLTFA and the PCMLTF Regulations. However,
FINTRAC Guidelines in themselves do not impose any mandatory requirements with sanctions for
non-compliance, and indeed state in the preamble to each guidance note that “it is provided as general
59

The list of FINTRAC Guidance is as follows (as of June 2007): 2 – Suspicious transactions; 3A –
Submitting Suspicious transactions Reports to FINTRAC Electronically; 3B - Submitting Suspicious
transactions Reports to FINTRAC By Paper; 4 - Implementation of a Compliance regime; 5 -Submitting
Terrorist property Reports; 6-Record keeping and Client Identification; 7A – Submitting Large Cash Transaction
Reports to FINTRAC Electronically; 7B - Submitting Large Cash Transaction Reports to FINTRAC By Paper;
8A – Submitting Non-SWIFT Electronic Funds Transfers Reports to FINTRAC Electronically; 8B - Submitting
SWIFT Electronic Funds Transfers Reports to FINTRAC Electronically; 8C - Submitting Non-SWIFT
Electronic Funds Transfers Reports to FINTRAC By Paper and 9 – Alternative to Large Cash Transaction
Reports to FINTRAC.
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information only. It is not legal advice and is not intended to replace the Act and Regulations”.
Furthermore, under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC cannot impose penalties or sanctions but only has the
option of referring cases to law enforcement (see Section 3.10). For the purposes of this report, the
requirements of such Guidelines cannot be considered as “other enforceable means”.
3.1

Risk of money laundering or terrorist financing (R.5 – 8)

Application of AML/CFT obligations to certain sectors
630. As described in the FATF Recommendations, a country may decide not to apply certain
AML/CFT requirements, or to reduce or simplify the measures being taken, on the basis that there is a
low or little risk of ML or TF in a given business sector. The country may decide the extent to which
certain measures need to be applied on a systemic basis by each general category of financial
institution, as well as by various subsets within each industry.
631. In Canada, certain financial institutions that undertake financial activities, as defined by the
FATF Recommendations are not currently covered by the AML/CFT regime. These sectors or
activities 60 are as follows (excluding entities that are caught because they also engage in financial
activities under the regime): financial leasing; factoring; finance companies (i.e. entities specialized in
consumer lending, credit cards, equipment financing and small business loans that are not loan
companies); providers of e-money; Internet payment providers 61; and cheque cashiers 62 when only
cashing cheques issued to denominated persons 63. Canada considers that these entities pose little or no
threat of money laundering/terrorist financing. It is worth noting that these different activities
represent a not insignificant part of the financial sector: for instance, the three finance companies that
are members of the ACFC (Association of Canadian Financial Corporations) serve 1.74 million
customers and have CAD 8 billion in assets. This is still smaller than the banking sector which has
1.5 trillion in assets.
632. Canada’s AML/CFT risk-based approach was described to the assessment team as follows 64: the
starting point is that government first looks at ML/FT risks to determine whether particular parts of the
financial sector should be covered by AML/CFT legislation. Based on that risk assessment, decisions
are then made to regulate or not that sector for AML/CFT purposes. Canada indicated that this general
approach has applied with the exception of finance companies which approached the Department of
Finance in 2001 to clarify that their risk of AML/CFT was low and they should not be caught by the
regime. Based on this, a decision was made not to regulate the sector but subsequent voluntary
reporting of suspicious transactions has resulted in that sector remaining under monitoring by
competent authorities in order to ensure that emerging risks are addressed if necessary.
633. When considering in more details the process that takes place to assess ML/TF risks, the
assessment team was told that risk assessments are presented and discussed at meetings involving
relevant departments and agencies, including the RCMP, the Department of Justice and FINTRAC.
The assessment team was advised that the Department of Finance looks at the sector structure (types
60

That came to the knowledge of the assessors.
Internet payment and e-money providers are only subject to the Act if they also offer funds remittance or
transmission services and, as such, would be considered money services businesses.
62
Cheque cashing businesses that also offer money remittance services are included in the definition of
MSBs under the PCMLTFA and are therefore subject to the requirements of the PCMLTFA.
63
Credit card issuers are covered by the AML/CFT regime. The assessment team was advised that VISA,
Mastercard and American Express are the only general purpose credit cards available in Canada. As a result of
VISA and Mastercard internal rules, credit cards are only issued by regulated and supervised financial
institutions, both for PCMLTFA and prudential purposes. Finance companies that are not caught under the
PCMLTFA can also issue general purpose credit cards (in addition to stored value cards) but do so through
subsidiaries that are regulated for AML/CFT and prudential purposes.
64
At the different stages of the evaluation process, the assessment team was provided with varying
descriptions of processes in place in Canada to assess ML/TF risks. Some information in that Section was
provided in January 2008.
61
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of products and clients involved, etc.) and takes into consideration risk analysis carried out at national
and international level. However, no formal minutes or documentation were kept in respect of the
decisions to regulate or not a given sector for AML/CFT purposes and consequently the risk
assessments underlying the decisions, if any, could not be obtained by the assessment team. Limited
documentation was provided for a risk assessment conducted on financial leasing (see below). The
following paragraph illustrates how sectors were not included within the coverage of the PCMLTFA.
634. Importantly, Canada subsequently clarified that its risk based approach is centred around the
principle that financial sectors will be brought into the AML/CFT regime only if there is a proven risk
of ML/TF.
635. Canada’s approach to risk is not in line with the FATF approach to risk as defined in the
Methodology where a list of activities and operations must be covered by the AML/CFT regime unless
there is a proven low risk of ML of TF. Canada has taken the opposite approach to extend coverage of
the PCMLTFA only to activities for which there is a proven ML/TF risk. This approach is even more
problematic since the risk assessment process carried out by Canada to reach conclusions on the
exposure of certain sectors to ML/TF risks is either non-existent or very fragmented and ad-hoc. In the
cases where such a process has taken place, the risk assessment has provided clear indicators that
certain sectors were at risk (based in particular on studies carried out by the RCMP). Despite this, the
decision has been taken not to cover these sectors from the AML/CFT framework (this is the case for
financial leasing, stored value cards and white label ABMs – see Section 4.4 of the report). In other
scenarios, no proper risk analysis has been carried out or at least there is no evidence that such
analysis has taken place. However, based on the general assumption that these sectors present low
ML/TF risks or that ML or TF activities can be prevented and detected in these sectors through other
entities subject to the PCMLTFA, the decision has been taken not to bring them under the PCMLTFA
coverage (this applies to finance companies, factoring, cheque cashiers, Internet payment and e-money
providers).
636. A clear example of the approach taken is provided by the financial leasing sector, as a distinct
activity, “due to the relatively low money laundering and terrorist risks involved”. The assessors were
referred to a study undertaken by the Department of Finance (“Financial leasing industry in Canada
and ML”) but this was only an undated discussion draft. This paper clearly identifies the risks attached
to financial leasing activities and suggests some options to regulate the sector to address its
vulnerabilities vis-à-vis ML (such as amending the criminal code). The paper concludes that further
consultation is necessary before taking a decision to regulate the sector for AML/CFT purposes.
However, no further action has been taken by competent authorities to follow-up the conclusions of
the report and at the time of the on-site visit, no further steps had been taken to include the financial
leasing sector in the scope of the Act despite the demonstrated risk of money laundering (as underlined
in the paper) attached to this sector.
637. Finance companies have not been subject to any risk assessment and, as a sector, they remain
unregulated. There is the perception that since they do not take deposits, they are not in a position to
launder money when in fact, sub-prime lending offers many opportunities through taking out loans
and then using illegal funds for repayment. It is worth mentioning that three big finance companies
have formed a professional association (ACFC, Association of Canadian Financial Corporations) and
decided to implement AML/CFT standards on a voluntary basis; they also regularly send voluntary
STRs to FINTRAC.
638. According to another undated document entitled “Risk Assessment Issues” (presented more as a
policy paper) received post evaluation in response to assessors’ requests for additional information on
risk assessments, certain areas such as factoring, stored value cards or e-money, Internet payment
providers and financial leasing are either under consideration or have been assessed as low risk.
However, the document did not fully address assessors’ request to see the risk assessment itself.
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639. In general, the assessors believe that the justifications underlying decisions to exclude certain
categories of financial institutions or activities from the AML/CFT regime are either insufficient or
non-existent and that the approach applied by Canada to do so is the opposite of the agreed approach
by the FATF in the 40 Recommendations.
640. Canada should rely on a more comprehensive, thorough and formal risk assessment process.
This should typically involve meetings and discussions with any relevant AML/CFT stakeholders
(Department of Finance, FINTRAC, OSFI, RCMP, Department of Justice, etc.) as it is already the
case but also representatives of different sectors of each industry and with their trade associations; a
review of money laundering investigations, prosecutions, and convictions in each industry and
consideration of law enforcement views; and consideration of international standards (including those
of the FATF). Most importantly, the underlying principle should be that the financial activities
referred to in the FATF standards should be covered unless there is a proven low risk of ML/TF.
Risk-based approach taken by financial institutions
641. Canada uses a risk-based approach throughout its financial sector AML/CFT regulations. The
regulations identify lower risk sectors, products and customers (in close co-operation with the private
sector) and determine the related measures that should be in place. The government has defined a
common standard for most situations and allows reduced measures in certain specific lower-risk
situations.
Use of a Risk-Based Approach in Supervision of Compliance by Competent Authorities
642. The competent authorities use a risk-based approach when supervising reporting entities for
compliance with the legislation. FINTRAC and OSFI have taken a risk-based approach in developing
and implementing their supervisory programs.
643. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA
and its Regulations. The legislation permits FINTRAC to enter into agreements with regulators that
supervise reporting entities. While FINTRAC does not devolve its responsibility for ensuring
compliance to these regulators, it assesses the risks related to the regulator’s supervisory activities and
plans accordingly. For instance, FINTRAC may target relatively fewer compliance resources to a
particular sector, such as federally regulated financial institutions, where a MOU with OSFI is in
place.
644. When assessing the level of risk for reporting entities, FINTRAC looks at a range of factors,
including such elements as open source information, reporting volumes, observations gleaned from
outreach activities, voluntary information FINTRAC has received on non-compliance, results of
compliance questionnaires completed by reporting entities, other database checks, information from
regulators, quality and quantity assurance reviews, and the results of compliance examinations.
645. OSFI’s supervisory powers are established through the OSFI Act. These set out the framework
and limitations within which federally regulated financial institutions can operate in Canada. Within
this framework, OSFI uses a risk-based approach to supervision to effectively allocate staff and
resources, as well as to allow for private sector development and innovation. Under its supervisory
framework, OSFI applies more supervisory resources when a financial institution’s risk profile
increases – when, for instance, the institution takes on new types of business or faces risks to its
solvency.
646. OSFI uses a number of factors to determine the prioritization of AML/CFT assessments. These
factors include: the size of the financial institution; the number of branches in Canada and the number
of subsidiaries and branches outside Canada; the product mix and client base of each institution; and
OSFI’s overall view of the institution’s compliance and risk management structure.
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Scope of the PCMLTFA
647. Article 5 of the PCMLTFA defines the persons and entities to which the Act applies. The Act
lists on the one hand, specific categories of entities regulated by federal or provincial acts and, on the
other hand, persons or entities engaged in some specific businesses, professions or activities explicitly
referred to in the text or further specified in the regulations. The list of persons or entities is as follows:













3.2

Authorised foreign banks within the meaning of section 2 of the Bank Act in respect of their
business in Canada, or banks to which that Act applies.
Cooperative credit societies, savings and credit unions and caisses populaires regulated by a
provincial Act and associations regulated by the Cooperative Credit Associations Act.
Life companies or foreign life companies to which the Insurance Companies Act applies or
life insurance companies regulated by a provincial Act.
Companies to which the Trust and Loan Companies Act applies.
Trust companies regulated by a provincial Act.
Loan companies regulated by a provincial Act.
Persons and entities authorised under provincial legislation to engage in the business of
dealing in securities or to provide portfolio management or investment counselling services.
Persons and entities engaged in the business of foreign exchange dealing.
Life insurance agents and brokers.
Persons or entities engaged in the business of “remitting or transmitting funds by any means
or through any person, entity or electronic funds transfer network or issuing or redeeming
money orders, traveller’s cheques or other similar negotiable instruments” (namely money
services businesses).
Departments and agents of Her Majesty in right of Canada or of a province when it accepts
deposit liabilities or sells or redeems money orders in the course of providing financial
services to the public).
Customer due diligence, including enhanced or reduced measures (R.5-8)

3.2.1 Description and Analysis
Recommendation 5
648. Customer’s identification measures in Canada are currently insufficient to meet the FATF
standards 65. The assessors believe that the current practice, in the bigger financial groups at least, may
show better results and be de facto closer to the international AML/CFT requirements.
Anonymous and numbered accounts
649. There is no direct prohibition on opening anonymous accounts but basic CDD exists where
financial institutions have been required since 1993 to obtain information on and ascertain the identity
of all new account holders 66. The assessment team was told that neither OSFI/FINTRAC nor law
enforcement authorities in the course of an investigation have ever found an instance of a financial
institution operating an anonymous account.
650. Numbered accounts are permissible. This would be the case for instance for corporate
acquisitions where the premature circulation of information could jeopardize the transaction. In this
case, the ordinary records of this account may only have a number with no name attached. However,
even in those circumstances, Canada has informed the assessors that someone in the financial
institution has to ascertain the existence of the corporation that is the account holder, and be able to
link this account with the actual account holder. The compliance officer has in principle complete
access to the customer’s information. However, there are no detailed rules or guidance on how such
65

The substantial compliance with Recommendation 5 should improve as the new regulations that Canada
enacted on June, 27 2007 come into force on June, 23 2008.
66
Under Section 9.2 of the PCMLTFA, financial institutions cannot open an account when the customer’s
identity has not been obtained. This provision will come in force in June 2008.
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accounts should be managed by the financial institutions. The obligation for compliance officers to
have access to CDD information is not clearly stated either.
651. In the securities area, certain firms may permit confidential accounts for appropriate reasons,
such as a client’s prominence or due to concerns for personal safety. The IDA Guidance on Deterring
ML sets out that sufficient documentation identifying the underlying owners should be obtained and
on file with the firm and available to appropriate compliance staff.
Account opening and CDD
652. General. The PCMLTF Regulations establish the circumstances where customer identification
is required. Section 53 requires financial institutions to ascertain the identity of any individual in
respect of whom they have to keep a large cash transaction record (for cash transactions of
CAD 10 000 or more) at the time of the transaction. FINTRAC has developed guidance in relation to
client identification for the following financial sectors: financial entities, MSBs, securities dealers, life
insurance companies, brokers and agents and foreign exchange dealers. As far as customer
identification requirements are concerned, FINTRAC guidelines expand very little on the provisions
set out in the PCMLTFA and related regulations.
653. Financial entities 67. Financial entities, as the backbone of the industry, have additional client
identification requirements (Section 54 of the PCMLTF Regulations and FINTRAC Guideline 6G
“Record Keeping and Client Identification for Financial Entities”) in certain circumstances, namely:
•

•

•
•

Signature cards 68: the institution must identify any individual who signs a signature card. In cases
where a business account which has more than three individuals authorised for it, the institution
must identify at least three of the individuals.
Where the account holder is an entity, the financial institution must, in addition to identifying the
persons authorised to act with respect of the account, confirm the existence of the entity 69 and, in
the case of a corporation, ascertain the name and address of the corporation and the names of its
directors.
Foreign currency exchange transactions in which an individual conducts a foreign currency
exchange transaction of CAD 3 000 or more at the time of the transaction.
electronic funds transfers 70 of CAD 3 000 or more.

654. Trust companies. Trust companies must identify any person who is the settlor of a personal trust
(other than a trust created by a will) or who is authorised to act as a co-trustee of any trust (Section 55
of the PCMLTF Regulations). Trust companies must also confirm the existence of any entity (for
corporations the name and address must also be ascertained) that is the settlor of an institutional trust.
The existence of an entity that is authorised to act as the co-trustee of any trust and, in the case of a
corporation, its name and address must be ascertained as well as all persons (up to three) who are
authorised to give instructions with respect to the entity’s activities as co-trustee.
655. Life insurance companies, agents or brokers. Life insurance companies, agents or brokers who
receive CAD 10 000 or more for an annuity or life insurance policy over the duration of the product,
must keep a client identification record (Section 56 of the PCMLTF Regulations and FINTRAC
67

In the PCMLTF Regulations,: "financial entities” are banks, credit unions, caisses populaires, trust and
loan companies, agents of the Crown that accept deposit liabilities.
68
Signature card in respect of an account means any record that is signed by a person who is authorised to
give instructions in respect of the account.
69
Entity” in the PCMLTFA means a body corporate, a trust, a partnership, a fund or an unincorporated
association or organisation.
70
“Electronic funds transfer” means the transmission – through any electronic, magnetic, or optical device,
telephone instrument or computer – of instructions for the transfer of funds, other than the transfer of funds
within Canada. In the case of SWIFT messages, only SWIFT MT 100 and SWIFT MT 103 messages are
included”.
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Guideline 6A “Record Keeping and Client Identification for Financial Entities”). When the
transaction referred to above is conducted on behalf of an entity, the insurance company, broker and
agent must also confirm the existence of every entity, and if such entity is a corporation ascertain its
name and address, and the names of the corporation’s directors within 6 months of creating this
record 71.
656. Securities dealers. Securities dealers have to identify any individual who is authorised to give
instructions for any account the dealer has to maintain a record for. In the case of a business account,
the securities dealer does not have to identify more than three individuals who are authorised to give
instructions for an account (Section 57 of the PCMLTF Regulations and FINTRAC Guideline 6E
“Record Keeping and Client Identification for Financial Entities”). In addition, where the account is
opened in the name of an entity, the securities dealer must confirm its existence and, in the case of a
corporation, ascertain the name and address of the account holder and the name of its directors.
657. The identification procedures of securities firms start with the basic KYC requirements
mandated by the PCMLTF Regulations. IDA Regulations, Policies and By-Laws add further
requirements. IDA Policy 2 (“Minimum Standards for Retail Account Supervision”) sets out precise
requirements for opening new accounts. To comply with the "Know-Your-Client" rule each IDA
Member must establish procedures to maintain accurate and complete information on each client. The
first step towards compliance with this rule is completing proper documentation when opening new
accounts. The IDA has elaborated a “New Client Application Form” that sets out the type of
information that has to be obtained when opening new accounts. This includes, in particular, client’s
name, address and date of birth, client’s social insurance number, client’s occupation, client’s
employer details and insider information.
658. MSBs. In addition to remittance or transmission of CAD 3 000 or more by any means through
any person, entity or electronic funds transfers network, MSBs are required to keep client information
records if they have an on-going business relationship with a client and for the issuance or redemption
of money orders, traveller’s cheques or other similar negotiable instruments in excess of CAD 3 000
(Section 59 of the PCMLTF Regulations and FINTRAC Guideline 6C “Record Keeping and Client
Identification for MSBs”). The money services business must confirm the existence of any entity for
which it is required to keep client information record (for the purpose of an ongoing relationship). In
the case of a corporation, the MSB must also ascertain the corporation’s name and address and the
names of its directors within this timeframe (see comments under “timing of verification”).
659. The current requirements are insufficient to meet the FATF standards that identify the
circumstances where financial institutions have to perform customer identification (criterion 5.2 of the
Methodology). There is no requirement to carry out CDD measures when there is a suspicion of ML or
TF or when financial institutions have doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained
CDD data 72. Financial entities only identify customers when carrying out occasional transactions that
are cross-border wire transfers and above CAD 3 000 73. This threshold is currently too high. With
regard to the identification of domestic wire transfers, the assessors were advised that the competent
authorities’ interpretation of the provision “the remittance or transmission of CAD 3 000 or more by
any means through any person, entity or electronic funds transfers network” is that the list of persons,
entities and electronic funds transfers networks are part of a non-exhaustive list of illustrations of what
can constitute the "any means" by which a transaction can be carried out and that gives rise to
identification obligations. In their view, the expression "any means" would therefore include any type
of electronic transfer funds system or network, be it domestic or international. The assessors’ view is
that the language is ambiguous, that electronic funds transfers is definitionally limited to cross-border
71

PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 reduce this period
from 6 months to 30 days (see 64(2)(d), 65(2)(c) and 66(2)(c) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
72
Regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 addresses these deficiencies.
73
Regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 addresses these deficiencies.
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wire transfers and that therefore this is not sufficient. There is no direct, clear and unambiguous
identification requirement for domestic wire transfers.
660. Financial institutions have to ascertain the identity of any individual for large transactions
(CAD 10 000 or more). In FINTRAC Guidance (“Guideline 7A: Submitting Large Cash Transaction
Reports to FINTRAC Electronically”), financial institutions have to make transaction report to
FINTRAC in the following situations:
•
•

The financial institution receives an amount of CAD 10 000 or more in cash in the course of a
single transaction. Or
The financial institution receives two or more cash amounts of less than CAD 10 000 each that
total CAD 10 000 or more. Entities must make a large cash transaction report if their
employee or senior officer knows the transactions were made within 24 consecutive hours of
each other by or on behalf of the same individual or entity.

661. The assessment team believes that the 24 consecutive hour rule impedes the application of the
FATF requirement (see C.5.2b) of the Methodology) since financial institutions should be able to
detect smurfing activities with no limit in time between two or more operations that appear to be
linked.
662. With regard to the obligation for financial institutions to ascertain the identity of customers for
occasional non-cash transactions, requirements in line with the FATF standards are set in Sections
54(1)(b) and (c), 58(1)(b) and 59(a) of the PCMLTF Regulations.
Required CDD measures
663. Sections 64, 65 and 66 of the PCMLTF Regulations describe the measures that financial
institutions are required to take for ascertaining the identity of an individual, corporation and entity
other than a corporation, respectively.
664. Natural persons. The PCMLTF Regulations state that the identity of a person shall be
ascertained when the person is physically present “by referring to the individual’s birth certificate,
driver’s license, provincial health insurance card, passport or other similar document.” “Other similar
documents” include a record of landing, permanent resident card, an old age security card, a certificate
of Indian status or a card with an individual’s signature and photograph on it issued by any of the
following (see FINTRAC Guideline 6G):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia.
Alberta Registries.
Saskatchewan Government Insurance.
Department of Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Relations.
Department of Transport and Public Works of Prince Edward Island.
Service New Brunswick.
Department of Government Services and Lands of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Department of Transport of North West Territories;
Department of Community Government and Transportation of Nunavut.

665. For a document to be acceptable for identification purposes, it must be valid and have a unique
identifier number. Also, the document must have been issued by a provincial, territorial or federal
government in Canada, or the equivalent in a foreign jurisdiction. When a reporting entity refers to a
document to identify an individual, it must be an original and not a copy. Valid foreign identification,
if equivalent to an acceptable type of Canadian identification document would also be acceptable
(FINTRAC Guidance 6G).
666. The extent to which photographic identification is a requirement is not clear but certain
identification documents, such as birth certificates and records of landing, would not contain the
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bearer’s photograph 74 (which may raise potential risk especially when relying on similar
documentation for foreign customers).
667. For individuals not physically present, financial institutions, with the current exception of MSBs
must ascertain the identity of the individual by confirming that a cheque drawn by that individual on
an account at a financial entity has been cleared (Section 64(1) of the PCMLTF Regulations). This
means a cheque that was written by the individual, cashed by the payee and cleared through the
individual’s account. It does not include pre-authorised payments as these are not cheques written by
the individual. Life insurance companies, brokers and agents, securities dealers and departments and
agents of Her Majesty in right of Canada or of a province can also ascertain the identity of their client
by confirming that the individual holds an account in their name with a financial entity.
668. In the PCMLTF Regulations, the two distinct requirements – identification and verification of
customer’s identity - are covered by the requirement to “ascertain” customer’s identity. In practice,
this means that financial institutions must obtain certain data to establish the identity of the customer
and verify it by referring to an identification document. It is worth noting that the verification
requirement is clearly articulated in the PCMLTFA (Section 6.1) since “reporting entities shall verify
the identity of any person or entity”. Canadian financial institutions are not required to necessarily
retain copies of the documentation upon which reliance is placed for verification of the customer’s
identity on the grounds that such a practice may not respect certain provisions governing privacy and
customer protection.
669. In the case of non face-to-face business, the assessors were uncomfortable with the third party
cleared cheque confirmation process as it was seen as a potential loophole for illegal use. As a sole
means to confirm identity in non face-to-face situations, it is unreliable 75.
670. Corporations. When the account is opened, the reporting entity must confirm the existence of
the corporation as well as the corporation’s name and address and the names of its directors (Section
65 of the PCMLTF Regulations) by referring to the following documents (FINTRAC Guidelines 6G):
•
•
•

The corporation’s certificate of corporate status (including the list of the corporation’s
directors submitted with the application for incorporation).
A record that has to be filed annually under provincial securities legislation. Or
Any other record that confirms the corporation’s existence. Examples of these include such
other records as the corporation’s published annual report signed by an independent audit
firm, or a letter or a notice of assessment for the corporation from a municipal, provincial,
territorial or federal government.

671. The record that is used to confirm a corporation’s existence can be a paper or an electronic
version. An electronic version of a record has to be from a public source. If the record is in paper
format, the reporting entity has to keep the record or a copy of it. If the record is an electronic version,
the reporting entity has to keep a record of the corporation’s registration number, the type and source
of the record (Section 65(2) of the PCMLTF Regulations).

74

The General Guide to Account Opening and Customer Identification issued by the Basel Committee
states that natural persons should be identified using “an official personal identification number or other unique
identifier contained in an unexpired official document (e.g. passport, identification card, residence permit, social
security records, driving licence) that bears a photograph of the customer”.
75
In the case of non face-to-face business, the regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force on
June 23, 2008 strengthen Canada’s non-face-to-face identification methods. In addition to the current third party
cleared cheque method various acceptable combinations of identification methods are required for Canadian
customers and when the client is a non-resident, face-to-face identification through an agent is required (see
64(1)(b), 64(1.1)(b), 64(1.2), 64(1.3), 64.1 and Schedule 7 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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672. There is currently no requirement to identify through personal identification means shareholders
of corporations who are beneficial owners (except for IDA supervised entities). Names of directors are
obtained from the statutory returns 76.
673. Entity other than corporation. The existence of an entity other than a corporation (e.g. a
partnership, an association or a trust) must be confirmed by referring to a partnership agreement,
articles of association or any other similar record (which could include a declaration of trust in the
case of a trust) that confirms the entity’s existence. Trust companies must identify the settlor (who
may be individuals, corporations or entities) and co-trustees of a trust (Section 55 of the PCMLTFA
Regulations). In the context of the third party determination, Section 11 of the PCMLTF Regulations
sets out the obligation to keep a record of the name, address and principal business and occupation of
each of the beneficiaries that are known at the time that the trust company becomes a trustee for the
trust. Section 66 of the PCMLTF Regulations sets out very general requirements to ascertain the
existence of entities other than corporations and no specific documentation is required to verify the
legal status of trusts.
Identification of persons acting on behalf of the customer
674. Financial entities must ascertain the identity of every person who signs a signature card in
respect of an account that the financial entity opens, except in the case of a business account of which
is signed by more than three persons authorised to act with respect to the account, if the financial
entity has ascertained the identity of at least three of those people (Section 54(1)(a) of the PCMLTF
Regulations for financial entities). Trust companies (Section 55(d)) and securities dealers (Sections
57(1) and 57(2)(a) must also identify every person – up to three – who is authorised to give
instructions in respect of an account. The requirement to identify up to three persons who are allowed
to give instructions in respect of an account is too restrictive since any person purporting to act on
behalf of the customer should be identified and her/his authorisation to do so should be verified.
Third party determination
675. The PCMLTFA Regulations require financial institutions to determine whether their customers
are acting on behalf of another person (see FINTRAC Guidelines 6A, 6C, 6E, 6G). These provisions
are generally referred to as “third party determination” (Sections 8 to 11 of the PCMLTF Regulations).
676. Whenever a financial institution is required to keep a large cash transaction record (i.e. for cash
transactions of CAD 10 000 or more), it must take reasonable measures to determine whether the
individual who provides the cash is acting on the instructions of a third party. Whenever a financial
institution opens an account, it must take reasonable measures to determine whether the account is to
be used by or on behalf of a third party. Such measures also have to be taken by all financial
institutions that are required to keep a client information record (MSBs, insurance companies, etc.).
677. Where the person or entity determines that the individual is acting on behalf of a third party, the
person or entity shall keep a record that sets out (a) the third party’s name and address and the nature
of the principal business or occupation of the third party, if the third party is an individual; (b) if the
third party is an entity, the third party’s name and address and the nature of the principal business of
the third party, and, if the entity is a corporation, the entity’s incorporation number and its place of
issue; and (c) the nature of the relationship between the third party and the individual who gives the
cash or between the third party and the account holder. Where the person or entity is not able to
determine whether the individual is acting on behalf of a third party but there are reasonable grounds
to suspect that the individual is doing so, the person or entity shall keep a record that (a) indicates
whether, according to the individual, the transaction is being conducted on behalf of a third party; and
76

Section 11.1 of the PCMLTF Regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008,
requires financial institutions to take reasonable measures to obtain and keep information on the beneficial
owners of corporations, including keeping a record of the name and occupation of all directors and the name,
address and occupation of any person who owns or controls 25 per cent or more of the shares of the corporation.
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(b) describes the reasonable grounds to suspect that the individual is acting on behalf of a third party.
If an account is for or on behalf of future and unknown clients or employees of the individual or entity
opening the account, the financial institution must keep a record indicating that the account is to be
used by or for third parties who are not known at the time of account opening.
678. If a person is acting on behalf of a corporation, the financial institution must keep a copy of the
part of official corporate records that contains any provision relating to the power to bind the
corporation in respect of the transactions or in respect of the account, as the case may be (see Sections
14(b), 20, 23(1)(b), 26(b), 30(b) of the PCMLTF Regulations).
Identification of beneficial ownership
679. General. Apart from the third party determination requirement, there are significant gaps in the
current requirements to establishing beneficial ownership. There is only the requirement to identify the
person who is acting on behalf of another person. Financial institutions (except securities dealers) are
neither required to understand the ownership and control structure of the customer nor obliged to
determine who are the natural persons that ultimately own or control the customer. There is no
requirement to identify the beneficiaries of life insurance contracts either. OSFI Guidance B-8 states
that “the FATF recommends that financial institutions “understand the ownership and control
structure” of their customers. OSFI suggests that this principle is particularly important when dealing
with privately owned companies, trusts and customers that may have more complex legal structures”.
OSFI Guidance therefore imposes no requirement in this area. The question was raised during
meetings with the Canadian Bankers Association about the methods banks would adopt to identify the
beneficial owner in a complex scenario involving corporate shareholdings and whether they would
drill down until they identified a personal beneficiary. It seems that in practice there is no
identification of the natural person who ultimately owns or controls a customer or exercises ultimate
effective control over a legal person or arrangement 77.
680. Securities dealers. When opening an initial account for a corporation or similar entity, IDA
Members (Regulation 1300 on “Beneficial ownership of non-individual accounts”) shall: (i) ascertain
the identity of any natural person who is the beneficial owner, directly or indirectly, of more than 10%
of the corporation or similar entity, including the name, address, citizenship, occupation and employer
of each such beneficial owner, and whether any such beneficial owner is an insider or controlling
shareholder of a publicly traded corporation or similar entity; and (ii) as soon as is practicable after
opening the account, and in any case no later than six months after the opening of the account, verify
the identity of each individual beneficial owner identified in using such methods as enable the
Member to form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of each individual and that are in
compliance with any applicable legislation and regulations of the Government of Canada or any
province (Regulation 1300). This does not apply to: (i) a corporation or similar entity that is or is an
affiliate of a bank, trust or loan company, credit union, caisse populaire, insurance company, mutual
fund, mutual fund management company, pension fund, securities dealer or broker, investment
manager or similar financial institution subject to a satisfactory regulatory regime in the country in
which it is located (ii) a corporation or similar entity whose securities are publicly traded or an affiliate
thereof.
681. When opening an initial account for a trust, an IDA Member shall: (i) ascertain the identity of
the settlor of the trust and, as far as is reasonable, of any known beneficiaries of more than 10% of the
trust, including the name, address, citizenship, occupation and employer of each such settlor and
beneficiary and whether any is an insider or controlling shareholder of a publicly traded corporation or
77

Under Section 11.1 of the PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 and entering into force in June
2008, financial institutions are required to confirm the existence of an entity and to take “reasonable measures”
to obtain information on the beneficial owners. It is also necessary to keep a record of information on all
directors, all partners and owners of 25% or more of the shares of an entity. In so doing, financial entities are
required to obtain the name, address, date of birth and occupation of all shareholders with more than 25%
holdings.
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similar entity. (ii) as soon as is practicable after opening the account, and in any case no later than six
months after the opening of the account, verify the identity of each individual identified in using such
methods as enable the Member to form a reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of each
individual and that are in compliance with any applicable legislation and regulations of the
Government of Canada or any province. This does not apply to a testamentary trust or a trust whose
units are publicly traded.
682. In its Notice of June 7, 2004, IDA provides further guidance to securities dealers on beneficial
ownership identification. The requirement is to identify natural persons owning a greater than 10%
interest in a corporation or similar entity, or that are settlors or beneficiaries of trusts. Where interests
are held through other corporations or entities, Members are required to determine the identities of
those individuals whose net interest in the accountholder exceeds 10%. So for example, where
Corporation A holds a 50% interest in a corporate client, the Member is required to identify any
natural persons beneficially owning, again directly or indirectly, more than 20% of Corporation A.
The requirement is keyed on ownership interest, not on voting control. Where a corporation subject to
the requirement has a complicated ownership structure, Members will have to make reasoned
judgments to determine who falls within the requirements through discussions with the corporation’s
representatives. Members should, in compliance with their general know-your-client obligations,
obtain a good understanding of the control structure of corporate and other non-individual clients and
the nature of their business or other purposes. Members should view with suspicion any indications
that a corporation has been structured so as to conceal its true beneficial ownership or avoid any
requirement to identify beneficial owners. Any such suspicions should result in additional enquiries
before a decision is made to do business with the prospective client.
683. In relation to trusts, the requirement applies for both formal and informal trusts. Some trusts are
structured such that the identity of the beneficiaries and/or level of their interest is not known or is
subject to alteration under specific conditions; some trusts split different types of beneficial interests,
for example between income and underlying assets. A Member is expected to make enquiries
sufficient to enable it to understand the nature and details of the trust, but may rely on summary
representations made by the settlor or trustee or attorneys for either, without having to examine
lengthy and detailed constating documents. The Member should record the essential details including
any reasons for the beneficiaries being unknown.
Purpose & intended nature of the business relationship
684. There are currently no requirements to obtain information on the purpose and intended nature of
the business relationship 78.
685. Certain information obtained when completing the IDA “New Client Application Form” (such
as client’s occupation, type of business, account objectives) give helpful indications on the intended
nature of the business relationship. The IDA Guide on “Deterring ML Activity” sets out that a firm’s
AML program should be designed to permit the firm to make a reasonable risk-based determination as
to its customers, its customers’ source of income and its expected activity.
Ongoing Due Diligence
686. There are currently no requirements to conduct ongoing due diligence on the business
relationship (except for IDA members) although the need to identify customers for large cash
transactions and electronic fund transfers provide certain automatic trigger points. OSFI Guideline B-8
(that only sets out recommended actions) states: “where appropriate (for example, where the volume
of transactions is high), FRFIs should consider whether monitoring activity could be strengthened by
information technology solutions.” The OSFI Guideline also stipulates that “the policies and
procedures should include measures to permit FRFIs to identify and report large cash transactions
78

Paragraph 14(c.1) of the PCMLTF Regulations, enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June
2008, requires financial entities to keep a record of the intended use of the account.
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(…). The policies and procedures should also include measures to monitor transactions”. Many banks
appear to have introduced transaction monitoring systems. IDA Policy 4 (“Minimum Standards for
Institutional Account Opening, Operation and Supervision”) states that supervisory procedures and
compliance monitoring procedures should be reasonably designed to detect account activity that is or
may be a violation of applicable securities legislation, including transactions raising a suspicion of ML
or TF activity 79.
687. Financial institutions are not required to ensure that documents, data and information collected
under the CDD process are kept up-to-date and relevant 80. However, IDA Policy 2 requires the
maintenance of accurate and current documentation to ensure that all recommendations made for any
account are appropriate for the client and in keeping with the client's investment objectives.
Higher risk
688. There is currently no requirement in the PCMLFT Regulations to perform enhanced due
diligence for higher risk categories of customer, business relationship or transaction 81.
689. OSFI requires FRFIs to understand the nature of the risks associated with the different parts of
their operations. OSFI Guidance makes an inventory of risk categories such as products and services,
customers, reliance on others and geographic consideration... Certain transactions have been
prescribed as low risk which allow FRFIs some exemption from customer identification requirements.
On the contrary, OSFI Guidelines suggest that “certain customers may merit additional due diligence.
Examples could include businesses that handle large amounts of cash, or that deal in luxury or high
end consumer goods. Finally customers that hold important public positions (often referred to as
“politically exposed persons”) may require special attention.”
690. With regard to private banking, the Canadian Bankers Association believes that the form of
private banking offered by Canadian banks is a lower risk business model since in their view private
banking services are an extension of retail banking and brokerage services offered to primarily
Canadian high net worth individuals. However, there is a clear recognition at international level that
private banking services are a higher ML/TF risk category of business relationships that require
enhanced scrutiny, irrespective of the nationality of the customer 82.
691. IDA Guidance (“Deterring ML activity, a Guide for Investment Dealers”) identifies higher risk
customers (such as offshore customers) and provides indicators in assessing the risk posed by
particular customers or transactions (whether the customer is an individual, an intermediary, public,
private, domestic or foreign corporation, a financial or non-financial institution, or a regulated person
79

Regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 require all reporting entities to
conduct ongoing monitoring for the purpose of detecting suspicious transactions and keep client information upto-date when a situation or client represents higher risks) (see Section 71.1 of the amended PCMLTF
Regulations).
80
This has been addressed through December 2006 changes to the legislation and the regulations coming
into force in June 2008 (see Section 71.1 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations, which must be read in
conjunction with new section 9.6 of the PCMLTFA).
81
New provisions enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 require reporting entities to
have written policies and procedures to be used in assessing the risk of ML or TF and take, in the case of higher
risk situations, reasonable measures to conduct ongoing monitoring, keep information up-to-date and take any
other necessary measures to mitigate the risks. The new regulations include enhanced non-face-to-face methods
that take into account the higher risk inherent to a non-face-to-face environment, especially when the customer is
a non-resident (see Section 71, Section 71.1 and Sections 64(1)(b), 64(1.1)(b), 64(1.2), 64(1.3), 64.1 and
Schedule 7 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
82
PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 (Section 71) and coming into force in June 2008 require
written policies and procedures to be used in assessing the risk of ML or TF offence under the compliance
program to include, taking into consideration the type of client and the nature of the relationship between the
person or entity and the client, the type of product, and the delivery channels for the product and the geographic
location and any other relevant factor.
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or entity; whether the customer has been an existing customer for a significant period of time; how the
client became a customer of the firm; whether the business of the customer, or the particular type of
account, is a type more likely to be involved in illicit activity (e.g. cash intensive businesses); etc.).
For higher risk customers, investment dealers may carry out extra due diligence that may include
credit checks, checking of outside databases through the Internet, verification of personal details and
references or other more extensive background checks using external resources.
Lower risk
692. The PCMLTF Regulations provide for certain exemptions from the client identification and
record-keeping requirements in certain specific circumstances of lower risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing. These exemptions mean that, rather than reduced or simplified CDD measures, no
CDD measures apply whatsoever for these cases, which is not in line with the FATF requirements that
only permit reduced or simplified CDD in certain circumstances.
693. Sections 62 and 63 of the PCMLTF Regulations prescribe the exceptions to ascertaining identity
of individuals and existence of entities. Section 9 prescribes the exceptions to third party
determination. The assessment team was told that these exemptions were developed following
extensive discussions between the Department of Finance, FINTRAC, the RCMP and the reporting
entities. No more information was provided at the time of the on-site visit.
694. General exemptions from CDD requirements. The general exceptions (Section 63) are as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Once a reporting entity has ascertained the identity of an individual, it does not have to
confirm their identity again if it recognizes the individual at the time of a future event that
would otherwise trigger the identification requirement.
Once a reporting entity has confirmed the existence of a corporation and confirmed its name,
address and the names of its directors, it is not required to confirm that same information in
the future;
Once a reporting entity has confirmed the existence of an entity other than a corporation, it is
not required to confirm that same information in the future.
When the corporation is a securities dealer, the reporting entity is not required to ascertain the
name of the directors.

695. Specific exemption from CDD requirements. In the insurance sector, more specific exceptions
are proposed under the PCMLTF Regulations (Sections 62 & 63), again to address low risk situations,
namely:







The purchase of an immediate or deferred annuity that is paid for entirely with funds that are
directly transferred from a registered pension plan or from a pension plan that is required to be
registered under the Pension Benefits Standards Act, 1985, or similar provincial legislation.
The purchase of a registered annuity policy in respect of an annuity referred to in subsection
(5) or a registered retirement income fund.
The purchase of an immediate or deferred annuity that is paid for entirely with the proceeds of
a group life insurance policy.
A transaction that is part of a reverse mortgage or of a structured settlement.
The opening of a registered plan account, including a locked-in retirement plan account, a
registered retirement savings plan account and a group registered retirement savings plan
account.
The opening of an employees profit sharing plan account or a deferred profit sharing plan
account, unless the account is funded in whole or in part by contributions by a person or entity
other than the employer. Or
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The opening of a dividend reinvestment plan account sponsored by a corporation for its
investors, unless the account is funded in whole or in part by a source other than the
corporation.

696. Financial entities, securities dealers and the insurance sector are not required to ascertain
identity if:



The person already has an account with the financial entity or the securities dealer, as the case
may be. Or
There are reasonable grounds to believe that the account holder is a public body or a
corporation that has minimum net assets of CAD 75 million on its last audited balance sheet
and whose shares are traded on a Canadian stock exchange or a stock exchange that is
prescribed by section 3201 of the Income Tax Regulations and operates in a country that is a
member of the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (Section 62(2)(b)).

697. The second exemption raises concerns since the exemption is broad in scope (and “the
reasonable grounds to believe” element introduces a weak and indefinite threshold). The assessors
were told that a thorough risk assessment was conducted before deciding on this exemption. The
decision was based on the fact that corporations with a minimum of CAD 75 million in net assets are
already under considerable public scrutiny and regulation. There are numerous documents publicly
available outlining their financial situation, ownership, structure and management. These corporations
are also subject to provincial securities legislation as public issuers and are subject to sanctions if they
provide false or misleading information. From the assessment team’s point of view, the exemption in
the securities industry to identify corporations that, among other criteria, operate in FATF countries is
not satisfactory since it is only based on the principle of presumption of conformity. The assessors
were told that the decision to exempt entities from FATF member countries is based on the fact that
AML/CFT requirements and CDD measures in particular, can reasonably be expected to be stronger
and more effective in these countries.
698. Finally, the identity requirement does not apply if the account holder or settlor is a pension fund
that is regulated under an Act of Parliament or of the legislature of a province. The assessors were told
that pension funds are subject to strict information disclosure requirements and to fines or
imprisonment if these rules are violated. Financial entities are not required to ascertain identity in
respect of (a) employees profit sharing plan accounts and deferred profit sharing plan accounts, unless
the accounts are funded in whole or in part by contributions from a person or entity other than the
employer; or (b) dividend reinvestment plan accounts sponsored by a corporation for its investors,
unless the accounts are funded in whole or in part from a source other than the corporation. These
plans are considered to be lower risk because they do not provide the opportunity for the members to
place additional funds in the plan beyond small payroll deductions prescribed under the plan 83.
699. Exemptions from third party determination. The third party determination provision does not
apply in respect of an account where the account holder is a financial entity or a securities dealer
engaged in the business of dealing in securities in Canada. Also, in cases where the account holder is a
person or entity engaged in the business of dealing in securities outside Canada only, securities dealers
do not have to make a third party determination if any of the following conditions are met:
•
•

The account is in a country that is a member of the FATF.
The account is in a country that is not a member of the FATF, but, when opening the account,
the security dealer gets written assurance from that account holder that the country where the
account is located has implemented the FATF Recommendations concerning customer
identification. Or

83

Under regulations that have been enacted in June 2007 and come into force in June 2008, clients that want
to make lump-sum payments to these plans will have to be identified in addition to the administrator of the plan
(see Subsection 62(3) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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•

The account is in a country that is not a member of the FATF and that country has not
implemented the FATF recommendations concerning customer identification, but the
securities dealer has ascertained the identity of all third parties relating to the account.

700. In addition, financial institutions do not have to make a third party determination for an account
if the following conditions are met: (1) the account is opened by a legal counsel, an accountant or a
real estate broker or sales representative; and (2) the reporting entity has reasonable grounds to believe
that the account is to be used only for their clients.
701. The assessors were told that Canada has taken a risk-based approach in deciding to provide
certain exemptions to third party determination. As such, all the exemptions are with respect to
professionals in Canada that are subject to strict rules and codes of conduct and that are supervised by
an SRO that can impose severe sanctions or, where the professional is not in Canada, is located in a
FATF country or has identified its clients. The assessment team believes that despite these safeguards
the exemptions to carry out third party determination bring in very far reaching exceptions that
introduce potential gaps in the customer identification process and create some potential risky
situations as far as ML and FT are concerned.
702. FATF Recommendations allow financial institutions to apply simplified or reduced CDD
measures to customers resident in another country provided that the original country is satisfied that
the other country is in compliance with and has effectively implemented the FATF Recommendations.
Section 62(2)(b) and Section 9(5) as described earlier give financial institutions, in certain
circumstances, the permission to exempt from CDD requirements or third party determination
obligations certain customers resident in another country. However, Canada has not carried out a
systematic country risk analysis to ensure that third countries in which customers of Canadian
financial institutions are resident are in compliance with and have effectively implemented the FATF
Recommendations.
703. CDD or third party determination exemptions are applicable where there is a suspicion of ML or
FT or specific higher risk scenarios apply. This should be corrected.
Guidelines on the risk-based approach
704. Where financial institutions are permitted to determine the extent of the CDD measures on a
risk sensitive basis, this should normally be consistent with guidelines issued by the competent
authorities. At present, there are no detailed specific guidance measures that permit financial
institutions to determine the extent of CDD measures on a risk sensitive basis.
705. OSFI Guideline B-8 refers institutions to the Basel Committee paper on Customer Due
Diligence, issued in 2001, and encourages them to familiarise themselves with the standards outlined
in the BCBS paper.
706. FINTRAC has issued a range of guidance, including “Implementation of a Compliance
Regime” but this focuses primarily on the need to appoint a compliance officer, develop policies and
procedures, conduct periodic reviews of policies and procedures and implement a training program. It
does not specifically advise reporting entities on how to conduct a risk assessment, the risk-based
approach to determination of vulnerabilities and the appropriate and proportional risk-based
approaches to high-risk areas.
Timing of Verification
707. In line with the FATF requirements, financial institutions should be required to verify the
identity of the customer and beneficial owner before or during the course of establishing a business
relationship or conducting transactions for occasional customers. Subsections 64(2), 65(2) and 66(2)
of the PCMLTF regulations set out the requirements for ascertaining the identity of individuals,
corporations and other entities as follows:
134

Type of transactions or reporting party in charge of
verification
Verification of natural person identity
Signature of a signature card on an account managed
by a financial entity

Timelines to carry out verification

 Large cash transactions of CAD 10 000 or more
 Electronic fund transfers of CAD 3 000 or more
 Foreign currency exchange transactions of
CAD 3 000 or more
 Issuance or redemption of money orders, traveller’s
cheques or other similar negotiable instruments
Trust company

At the time of the transaction

Before any transaction other than an initial
deposit is carried out on an account 84

Within 15 days after the trust company
becomes the trustee
Life insurance company or life insurance broker or Within six months after the client information
agent
record is created 85
Securities dealers
Within six months after the account is
86
opened
Verification of corporation identity (including directors) or entity other than corporation
Financial entities
Before any transaction other than an initial
87
deposit is carried out on an account
Trust company
Within 15 days after the trust company
becomes the trustee
Life insurance company or life insurance broker or Within six months after the client information
agent
record is created 88
Foreign exchange dealing
Within six months after client information
record is created
Money Services Businesses
Within six months after the client information
record is created 89
Securities dealers
Within six months after the account is
opened 90

708. The regulations establish generally acceptable timelines for ascertaining customer identity in
some scenarios and especially when such verification is carried out by financial entities (for
verification of identity of natural persons, corporations and entities other than corporations). However,
certain serious weaknesses exist for the verification of identity carried out by some financial sectors
(such as securities and insurance sectors) and/or vis-à-vis certain types of customers (such as
corporations or entities other than corporations). The Canadian authorities recognise the risks involved
here and the PCMLFT Regulations shorten these timelines in certain circumstances. The assessors
believe that the proposed 30 day timeline for corporations’ verification in the MSBs, insurance and
securities sectors is too long, especially in normal business circumstances.
709. IDA Policy 2 requires IDA members to have procedures in place to ensure supporting
documents are received within a reasonable period of time of opening the account. Incomplete New
Client Application Form and documentation not received must be noted, filed in a pending
documentation file and be reviewed on a periodic basis. Failure to obtain required documentation
84

In June 2008 credit card issuers will have to identify clients before the card is activated (see Sections
64(2)(b.2) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
85
In June 2008 this timeline will be within 30 days (see Sections 64(2)(d) of the amended PCMLTF
Regulations).
86
In June 2008, before any transaction other than an initial deposit is carried out on an account (see Section
64(2)(a) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
87
In June 2008, credit card issuers must identify the account holder before any card is issued on the account
(see Sections 65(2)(a.1) and 66(2)(a.1) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
88
In June 2008 this timeline will be within 30 days (see Sections 65(2)(c) and 66(2)(c) of the amended
PCMLTF Regulations) .
89
In June 2008 this timeline will be within 30 days (see Sections 65(2)(c) and 66(2)(c) of the amended
PCMLTF Regulations).
90
In June 2008 this timeline will be within 30 days (see Sections 65(2)(d) and 66(2)(d) of the amended
PCMLTF Regulations).
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within 25 clearing days must result in positive actions being taken. The nature of the positive action
must be specified in the Member’s written procedures.
710. For IDA Members, verification of the identity of the beneficial owners must be completed “as
soon as practicable” after account opening, and in any case no longer than six months after the account
is opened. Verification procedures must begin at the time of account opening. Delaying efforts to
verify the identity of beneficial owners with a view only to the six-month deadline will be viewed by
the Association as non-compliance with the regulation. IDA Sales Compliance reviews will examine
Members’ practices to ensure that verification efforts are begun on a timely basis and are diligently
pursued. In keeping with their obligations under anti-money laundering regulations, Members should
consider imposing higher standards for accounts posing a higher risk of use for money laundering or
other improper activity, for example requiring prior verification of the identity of beneficial owners or
maintaining closer supervision of account activity until beneficial ownership has been verified.
711. OSFI has advised FRFIs that with respect to loans, including mortgage loans, there is only one
“transaction”, which is the disbursement of the proceeds of the loan. OSFI expects institutions to
verify the identity of individuals, corporations, and entities other than corporations that open accounts
for the borrowing of funds prior to the disbursement of such funds, and to refrain from disbursing such
funds until such identify is satisfactorily verified.
Failure to complete CDD
712. In situations where the financial institution has already commenced a business relationship but
is unable to perform adequate CDD and establish beneficial ownership, FATF Recommendations
require the business relationship to be terminated and consideration given to making a suspicious
transaction report. However, the current regulations, in case of failure to satisfactorily complete CDD,
are not in line with the FATF standards 91 as there is no explicit requirement to close an account when
a financial institution fails to properly identify a customer. However, OSFI Guideline B-8 makes
reference to closing accounts, namely “FRFIs should consider terminating relationships with
introducers that cannot, or fail to, provide the FRFI with the requisite customer identification and
verification data that the FRFI is required to obtain under the PCMLTFA and Regulations”.
However, as mentioned before, financial entities are generally required to identify their customers at
the outset and institutions that continue to operate the business relationship without ascertaining the
customer’s identity are liable to criminal penalties. FINTRAC has also identified the refusal of a
customer to provide information or identification as one of the suspicious transaction indicators that
would merit a suspicious transaction report.
713. In IDA Regulation 1300, if securities dealers are unable to obtain the information on the
beneficial owner of non-individual accounts, they shall not open the account. If an IDA Member is
unable to verify the identities of individuals within six months of opening the account, the Member
shall restrict the account to liquidating trades and transfers, payments or deliveries out of funds or
securities only until such time as the verification is completed. Similarly, any delays in verification
that appear to result from lack of client cooperation should result in a careful assessment of the
circumstances. Appropriate responses could include heightened supervision of account activity, filing
of suspicious transaction reports with FINTRAC and/or closing of the account.
Existing Customers
714. Financial institutions are not required to apply CDD requirements to existing customers on the
basis of materiality and risk and to conduct due diligence on such existing relationships at appropriate
times 92.Subsection 63(1) of the PCMLTF Regulations only states that “where a person has ascertained
91

Section 9.2 of the PCMLTFA that will enter into force in June 2008 prohibits financial institutions from
opening an account when the customer’s identity was not obtained.
92
New requirements to come into force in June 2008 will apply the CDD requirements to existing
customers on the basis of materiality and risk (see Section 71.1 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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the identity of another person in accordance with section 64, the person is not required to subsequently
ascertain that same identity again if they recognize that other person”. The interpretation that Canada
gives to that provision is that if the identity of a person was not ascertained in accordance with
Section 64 (e.g. because they opened an account 20 years ago before CDD requirements were in place)
and this person wants to open another account., this person, even though they are an existing customer,
will have to be identified. The assessment team believes that this insufficiently addresses the
requirement under Recommendation 5 (criterion 5.13).
Recommendation 6
715. Legislative and regulatory requirements. No specific legislative or other enforceable
requirements in relation to PEPs are currently in force 93.
716. OSFI Guidance. The OSFI Guideline B-8 advises institutions that “certain customers may merit
additional due diligence. Examples could include businesses that handle large amounts of cash, or that
deal in luxury or high-end consumer goods. Finally, customers that hold important public positions
(often referred to as “politically exposed persons”) may require special attention”. However, the
guidance goes no deeper than this and banks, to a large extent, are left to decide how best to tackle the
situation. The assessment team was told that OSFI has communicated its expectations to FRFIs in
relation to PEPs and the need to have measures in place commensurate with the risks attached to PEPs
although no binding requirement is currently in place.
717. In the insurance sector, although federally regulated life insurance companies are bound by
OSFI Guidance B-8 (since the Guidance applies to all FRFIs), the CLHIA, the life insurance
association, believes that Guideline B-8 is primarily intended to apply to the banking sector. As a
consequence, the assessment team was advised that there is a perception that the guideline does not
contain requirements that the insurance sector has to implement, for example no obligation to identify
PEPs. The representatives of the association confirmed that no screening for PEPs actually takes place
in the industry.
718. Discussions with the banking industry indicate that at least the larger banks have undertaken
their own measures to help identify customers who may be PEPs, normally by investing in proprietary
software solutions. However, this is not standard across the industry and indeed smaller banks
indicated that they were not addressing the issue, largely as a result of cost factors. A similar position
appears to exist for other types of financial institutions.
Recommendation 7
719. Definition. A correspondent banking relationship is defined in the PCMLTFA as a relationship
created by an agreement or arrangement under which banks to which the Bank Act applies,
cooperative credit societies, savings and credit unions and caisses popularies, companies to which the
Trust and Loan Companies Act applies, and trust companies regulated by a provincial act or certain
prescribed entities undertake to provide to a prescribed foreign entity services such as international
electronic funds transfers, cash management, cheque clearing and any prescribed services.
720. Legislative and regulatory requirements. Canada enacted new requirements in June 2007 (that
entered into force on June 30, 2007) that deal with correspondent banking related issues, and address
many of the requirements of Recommendation 7. Section 9.4 (1) of the PCMLTFA came into force in
June 2007 and requires every financial entity to take the following measures before entering into a
correspondent banking relationship with a prescribed foreign entity: (1) obtain prescribed information
about the foreign entity and its activities; (2) ensure that the foreign entity is not a shell bank as
defined in the regulations; (3) obtain the approval of senior management; (4) set out in writing their
93

New requirements in relation to PEPs that were introduced under amendments to the PCMLTFA
(Section 9.3) and the PCMLTF Regulations will come into force on 23 June 2008.
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obligations and those of the foreign entity in respect of the correspondent banking services; and (5)
any prescribed measures.
721. New provisions in the PCMLTF Regulations in relation to correspondent banking have also
been in force since June 30, 2007. These provisions require that every financial entity that enters into a
correspondent banking relationship shall (Section 55 of the PCMLTF Regulations):
•

•

Ascertain the name and address of the foreign financial institution by examining a copy of the
foreign financial institution’s banking licence, banking charter, authorisation or certification to
operate from the relevant regulatory agency or certificate of corporate status or a copy of
another similar document.
Take reasonable measures to ascertain, based on publicly available information, whether there
are any civil or criminal penalties that have been imposed on the foreign financial institution in
respect of anti-money laundering or anti-terrorist financing requirements and, if so, to conduct,
for the purpose of detecting any transactions that are required to be reported under the Act,
ongoing monitoring of all transactions in the context of the correspondent banking relationship.

722. The same regulations state that every financial entity shall, when it enters into a correspondent
banking relationship, keep a record in respect of the foreign financial institution containing the
following information and documents (Section 15.1(2) of the PCMLTF Regulations):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The name and address of the foreign financial institution.
The names of the directors of the foreign financial institution.
The primary business line of the foreign financial institution.
A copy of the most recent annual report or audited financial statement of the foreign financial
institution.
A copy of the foreign financial institution’s banking licence, banking charter, authorisation or
certification to operate from the relevant regulatory agency or certificate of corporate status or a
copy of another similar document.
A copy of the correspondent banking agreement or arrangement, or product agreements,
defining the respective responsibilities of each entity.
The anticipated correspondent banking account activity of the foreign financial institution,
including the products or services to be used.
A statement from the foreign financial institution that it does not have, directly or indirectly,
correspondent banking relationships with shell banks.
A statement from the foreign financial institution that it is in compliance with anti-money
laundering and anti-terrorist financing legislation in its own jurisdiction.

723. Finally, the Regulations require these types of financial institutions to take reasonable measures
to ascertain whether the foreign financial institution has in place anti-money laundering and antiterrorist financing policies and procedures, including procedures for approval for the opening of new
accounts and, if not, for the purpose of detecting any transactions that are required to be reported to
FINTRAC, take reasonable measures to conduct ongoing monitoring of all transactions conducted in
the context of the correspondent banking relationship. All of these measures apply to all foreign
financial institutions, regardless of country of origin. However, there is no requirement to assess the
respondent institution’s AML/CFT controls, and ascertain that they are adequate and effective. Nor are
there requirements for the financial institutions to determine the reputation of the foreign financial
entity (other than take reasonable measures to ascertain, based on publicly available information,
whether there are any civil or criminal penalties that have been imposed on the foreign financial
institution in respect of anti-money laundering or anti-terrorist financing requirements) or the quality
of supervision of that entity.
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724. Payable through accounts. The PCMLTF Regulations require that in situations where the
customer of the respondent entity has direct access to the services provided under the correspondent
banking relationship, the entity shall take reasonable measures to ascertain that:
•

•

The respondent entity has performed the customer due diligence obligations, in accordance with
the measures for ascertaining customer identity set out in the Regulations, in respect of those of
its customers that have direct access to the accounts of the correspondent entity.
The respondent entity has agreed to provide relevant customer identification data upon request
to the correspondent entity.

725. The respondent entity must carry out customer identification based on the CDD requirements
set out in the PCMLTF Regulations (as applicable from time to time). However the full set of CDD
measures in the Regulations will not be in force until June 2008, and the current requirements are not
in line with the FATF standards (see conclusions of the report in relation to Recommendation 5).
Financial institutions are therefore not currently required to be satisfied that the respondent financial
institutions have performed all the normal CDD obligations set out in Recommendation 5 on those of
their customers that have direct access to the accounts of the correspondent financial institutions.
726. OSFI Guidance. Guidance to all banks and federally regulated trust & loan companies since
2002 has taken the form of a letter from OSFI, dated February 22, 2002 entitled “Enhanced Due
Diligence for Correspondent Accounts”. This letter advises recipients of the introduction of the USA
PATRIOT Act and the prohibition on dealing with shell banks. The letter goes on to draw recipients’
attention to the Basel Committee Paper “Customer Due Diligence for Banks” issued October 2001
and states, “In light of these two initiatives, we believe that Canadian deposit taking institutions
should be aware of the enhanced BIS standard for dealing with correspondent banking accounts and
encourage them to adopt measures which will ensure that they do not enter into correspondent
accounts with shell banks”. There is also passing reference in OSFI Guideline B-8 about the risks
involved in entering into correspondent relations with shell banks, namely; “We draw the attention of
FRFIs to the risks involved in dealing with “shell” banks…and in the light of applicable international
standards, OSFI encourages all FRFIs to adopt measures which will ensure that they do not enter into
correspondent relationships with shell banks”.
727. Canada has indicated that Canadian financial institutions with correspondent banking
relationships have branches or subsidiaries in the U.S. These financial institutions have applied to their
Canadian operations the requirements of the 2002 US PATRIOT Act on correspondent banking
relationships.
Recommendation 8
728. Legislative and regulatory requirements. At the time of the on-site visit, there were no specific
legislative or other enforceable obligations addressing the risks posed by the application of new
technological developments to the provision of financial services other than the fundamental
identification requirements of each person or entity under the PCMLTFA, regardless of delivery
channel.
729. Financial institutions are currently not required to have policies and procedures in place to
address any specific risk associated with non face-to-face business relationships or transactions 94.
730. OSFI Guidance. OSFI Guideline B-8 currently encourages Canadian FRFIs to implement the
customer due diligence standards set out in the Customer Due Diligence for Banks paper released by
the Basel’s Committee in 2001 in a manner that is appropriate with the size, the complexity and the
94

New regulations that will enter into force in June 2008 include enhanced identification measures to
ascertain the identity of a client who is not physically present (see Sections 64(1)(b), 64(1.1)(b), 64(1.2) 64(1.3),
64.1 and Schedule 7 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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nature of the entity’s activities. This paper highlights the necessity for banks to have adequate
measures to mitigate higher risks, including non-face-to-face transactions or relationships. The
guidelines further require these institutions to have in place a non-face-to-face identification process
that is as effective as when the client is physically present. The assessors were told that in the course
of its examinations of correspondent banking operations, it has never seen any direct or indirect
relationship with a shell bank.
731. The assessors were advised of an emerging technology known as “white label” automated teller
machines, the development of which is being monitored by the Department of Finance, together with
the use of stored value cards and Internet payment providers. “White label” automated teller machines,
are operated by non-financial institutions and represent approximately 60% of the total number of cash
dispensers in Canada. They are generally located in non-traditional places, including supermarkets and
bars. The main concern is that they can be loaded by the owner and may create opportunities to ‘place’
illicit cash.
732. Interac has developed limited mechanisms to prevent the misuse of these machines, such as
enhancing the process for accepting new members and strengthening the regulation of owners, but
concerns reflected by the RCMP suggested that bar owners or other entertainment complexes that
provide heavily cash-based services could in effect recycle their own money each night,
supplementing it with other illegal funds. Discussions seem to take place with Interac to enhance
existing mechanisms in respect of customer due diligence and record keeping. A number of gaps in
Interac’s existing CDD rules have been identified (e.g. the acquirer, or the Interac member that
ultimately provides connection for an ATM to the Interac network, has to conduct CDD on their direct
business partners only (the payments processor), but are not required to perform CDD on the ATM
owner if he is not a direct partner). Discussions are ongoing to determine additional measures.
733. The Department of Finance has also conducted a preliminary analysis of the AML/CFT risks of
the stored value card market and intends to examine in more detail the shortfalls in the client
identification practices of these vendors. The RCMP acknowledge that such gift cards represent a
serious money laundering option, especially in the absence of any money laundering control at retail
locations. In addition, the Department of Finance has engaged a number of Internet payment providers
to discuss the AML/CFT risks and the structure of that sector. These are positive moves at the
Government level but there remains nothing in force at the financial institution level that requires them
to implement policies and procedures addressing new technologies when face to face identification is
not possible.
734. The current CDD measures in relation to non face-to-face business are rather weak (see
comments in relation to Recommendation 5 – Required CDD measures) since the only measure for the
reporting entities is to ascertain the identity of the individual by confirming that a cheque drawn by
that individual on an account at a financial entity has been cleared 95.
735. Some large financial institutions met during the on-site visit seem to apply higher internal
standards in this area. However, the assessment team met with a limited sample of financial
institutions and was also told that in other institutions such higher standards were not in place yet.
3.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

736. Scope issues. Financial leasing, factoring, finance companies (entities specialized in consumer
lending, credit cards, equipment financing and small business loans); providers of e-money; Internet
payment providers; cheques cashiers when only cashing cheques issued to denominated persons are
not currently included in the scope of the PCMLTFA, and are thus not covered by the CDD
95

The PCMLTF Regulations (Section 64) introduce new non-face-to-face identification methods that are
applicable to any person or entity covered by the PCMLTFA and are applicable to any non-face-to-face
circumstances.
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requirements. This is an important omission and Canada should take steps to bring them within the
CDD requirements unless it can prove, based on a formalised and thorough risk assessment analysis
that these categories of institutions are of lower ML/TF risks.
737. So far, financial institutions (except the securities dealers monitored by the IDA) have received
very little guidance spelling out the measures to take to implement proper AML/CFT measures.
FINTRAC guidance focuses primarily on meeting record keeping and reporting requirements and is
not very detailed. OSFI Guidance is also very limited since it covers a limited range of requirements.
It is important for financial institutions to have detailed and comprehensive guidance at their disposal
as a tool to properly and uniformly implement the AML/CFT requirements.
738. Recommendation 5. With regard to numbered or confidential accounts, Canada should consider
adopting detailed rules or guidance on the use of such accounts by financial institutions. Such rules
should clearly set out the obligation for compliance officers to have access to CDD information.
739. New provisions will come into force in 2008 with regard to the circumstances where financial
institutions have to perform customer identification. Canada should ensure that the new provisions are
fully in line with the FATF requirements.
740. With regard to the identification measures for natural persons, Canada should ensure that only
reliable CDD documentation is acceptable, especially in non face-to-face situations. Canada should
consider introducing additional requirements for identifying foreign customers.
741. New provisions will come into force in June 2008 with regard to identification of beneficial
owners. Canada should ensure that the new provisions are fully in line with the FATF requirements
and are properly implemented by all financial institutions.
742. The requirement to identify up to three persons who are authorised to give instructions in
respect of an account should be extended to any person purporting to act on behalf of the customer.
743. The PCMLTF Regulations, enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 require
financial entities to keep a record of the intended use of the account. Canada should ensure that such
requirement is implemented by all financial institutions in line with the FATF standards. Based on the
provisions adopted in June 2007 and coming into force in 2008, Canada should ensure that financial
institutions fully implement the obligation to conduct ongoing due diligence on the business
relationship and ensure all documents, data and information collected under the CDD process in line
with the FATF standards (as it is already the case for securities dealers) are kept up-to-date and
relevant.
744. In relation to ML/FT risks, Canada should ensure that financial institutions perform enhanced
due diligence for higher risk categories of customer, business relationship or transaction once the new
regulations enter into force in June 2008. This should be done in line with the FATF standards.
Current scenarios of full exemptions from CDD and third party determination should be subject to
simplified or reduced CDD. Where financial institutions are permitted to apply simplified or reduced
CDD measures to customers resident in another country, this should be limited to countries that
Canada is satisfied are in compliance with and have effectively implemented the FATF
recommendations (i.e. Canada should not rely on presumption of conformity of FATF countries for
instance). Canada should adopt explicit provisions that set out that such exemptions are not acceptable
where there is a suspicion of ML or FT or specific higher risk scenarios apply. Canada should consider
developing guidelines for financial institutions that are permitted to determine the extent of the CDD
measures on a risk sensitive basis.
745. With regard to the timing of customer’s identity verification, new regulations that will enter into
force in June 2008 should be implemented in line with the FATF standards and Canada should
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consider adopting shorten timelines in the insurance, foreign exchange, MSBs and securities sectors
for corporations’ or entities’ identification, especially in normal business circumstances.
746. Recommendation 6. Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in June 2007 are
fully in line with the FATF requirements and ensure that reporting entities implement measures that
meet the FATF standards.
747. Recommendation 7. Canada should require financial entities to assess the respondent
institution’s AML/CFT controls and to ascertain that these controls are adequate and effective.
Institutions should also be required to further determine the reputation of the foreign financial entity
and the quality of supervision of that entity.
748. In the context of payable through accounts, financial institutions should be required to be
satisfied that the respondent financial institutions have performed all the normal CDD obligations set
out in Recommendation 5 on those of their customers that have direct access to the accounts of the
correspondent financial institutions. Canada should ensure that reporting entities implement measures
that meet the FATF standards.
749. Recommendation 8. Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in June 2007 are
fully in line with the FATF requirements and ensure that reporting entities implement measures that
meet the FATF standards.
3.2.3
Rec.
Rec.5

Compliance with Recommendations 5 to 8
Rating
NC

Scope issue

Summary of factors underlying ratings

•

The requirement to conduct CDD does not extend to all financial
institutions as defined by the FATF (notably financial leasing, factoring and
finance companies).
Numbered accounts

•

Although numbered accounts are permissible and used, there is no direct
requirement to maintain them in such a way that full compliance can be
achieved with the FATF Recommendations.
When CDD is required

•

There is no requirement to carry out CDD measures when there is a
suspicion of ML or TF and when financial institutions have doubts about
the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained CDD data.
• Customer identification for occasional transactions that are cross-border
wire transfers takes place for transactions above CAD 3 000. This
threshold is currently too high and no equivalent requirement is in place
for domestic wire transfers.
Required CDD measures

•

The current customer identification measures for natural persons are
insufficient, especially in relation to non face-to-face business
relationships.
Identification of persons acting on behalf of the customer

•

The requirement to identify up to three persons who are allowed to give
instructions in respect of an account is too limitative.
Third party determination and identification of beneficial owners

•

Except for IDA supervised entities, financial institutions are neither
required to understand the ownership and control structure of the
customer nor obliged to determine who are the natural persons that
ultimately own or control the customer.
Purpose & intended nature of the business relationship
• There are currently no requirements (except for securities dealers) to
obtain information on the purpose and intended nature of the business
relationship.
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Rec.

Rating

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Ongoing Due Diligence

•

Except for securities dealers, there are currently no requirements to
conduct ongoing due diligence on the business relationship although the
need to identify customers for large cash transactions and electronic fund
transfers provide certain automatic trigger points.
• Except for securities dealers financial institutions are not required to
ensure that documents, data and information collected under the CDD
process is kept up-to-date and relevant.
ML/FT risks – enhanced due diligence

•

There is no requirement to perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk
categories of customer, business relationship or transaction.
ML/FT risks – reduced or simplified due diligence

•

The current exemptions mean that, rather than reduced or simplified CDD
measures, no CDD apply, which is not in line with the FATF standards.
• Exemptions from CDD and third party determination bring in very far
reaching exceptions that introduce potential gaps in the customer
identification process (especially the exemptions apply to financial entities
that operate in FATF countries based on presumption of conformity only).
• There is no explicit provisions that set out that CDD or third party
determination exemptions are not acceptable where there is a suspicion of
ML or FT or specific higher risk scenarios apply.
• Financial institutions, in certain circumstances, are given the permission to
exempt from CDD requirements or third party determination obligations
certain customers resident in another country. However, Canada has not
carried out a systematic country risk analysis to ensure that third countries
in which customers of Canadian financial institutions are resident are in
compliance with and have effectively implemented the FATF
Recommendations.
Timing of verification

•

PCMLTF Regulations sets out unreasonable verification timelines to be
carried out by certain financial sectors and/or in relation to certain
customers.
Failure to satisfactorily complete CDD

•

•

Rec. 6

NC

•

Rec. 7

PC

•
•

•

Rec. 8

NC

•
•
•

Financial institutions (except securities dealers in some circumstances)
are not prevented from opening an account or commencing business
relationship or performing a transaction and they are not required to make
a suspicious transaction report.
In situations where the financial institution has already commenced a
business relationship but is unable to perform adequate CDD and
establish beneficial ownership, there is no requirement to terminate the
business relationship and to consider making a suspicious transaction
report.
There were no mandatory legislative or other enforceable requirements in
relation to PEPs at the time of the on-site visit.
Financial entities are not required to assess the respondent institution’s
AML/CFT controls and to ascertain that these controls are adequate and
effective.
Financial institutions are not required to determine the reputation of the
foreign financial entity (other than take reasonable measures to ascertain
whether there are any civil or criminal penalties that have been imposed
on the foreign financial institution in respect of AML/CFT requirements)
and the quality of supervision of that entity.
In the context of payable through accounts, the respondent entity is not
required to perform all the normal CDD obligations set out in
Recommendation 5 on its customers that have direct access to the
accounts of the correspondent institution in line with the FATF standards.
The effectiveness of the measures in place cannot yet be assessed.
There are no specific legislative or other enforceable obligations.
addressing the risks posed by the application of new technological
developments.
Financial institutions are not required to have policies and procedures in
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Rec.

Rating

•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
place to address any specific risk associated with non face-to-face
business relationships or transactions.
No effective CDD procedures for non face-to-face customers are in place.

3.3

Third parties and introduced business (R.9)

3.3.1

Description and Analysis

750. General. The two scenarios of introduced business (where CDD is completed by someone who
is neither an employee, nor a person in a contractual agency relationship) and outsourcing or agency
relationships agreements (where the agent is to be regarded as synonymous with the financial
institution i.e. the processes and documentation are those of the financial institution itself) exit in
Canada. Under the Regulations, only two scenarios of introduced business are contemplated (Sections
56(2) and 57(5)). Outside these two situations, the assessment team was told that financial institutions
are expected to either carry out the CDD process themselves or enter into an agency agreement with
the entity authorised to act on their behalf 96.
751. Regulatory provisions on agency relationships. Section 6(2) of the PCMLTF Regulations
addresses the issue of agency relationships. Where a person, other than a life insurance broker or
agent, is an agent of or is authorised to act on behalf of another person or entity (banks, trust
companies, etc.), it is that other person or entity rather than the agent or the authorised entity or person
who is responsible for meeting the requirements under the PCMLTF Regulations. Based on that
provision, FINTRAC and OSFI have developed further guidance, including with respect to persons or
entities who may be appointed as agent but who are not subject to the regulations.
752. Regulatory provisions on introduced business. In the PCMLTF Regulations, only two
provisions are applicable to the introduced business scenario (although in a very indirect way). Section
56(2) states that a life insurance company or life insurance broker or agent is not required to ascertain
the identity of a person where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the person’s identity has
been ascertained by another life insurance company or life insurance broker or agent in respect of the
same transaction or of a transaction that is part of a series of transactions that includes the original
transaction. Section 57(5) states that a securities dealer is not required to ascertain the identity of a
person who is authorised to give instructions in respect of an account that is opened for the sale of
mutual funds where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the person’s identity has been
ascertained by another securities dealer in respect of (a) the sale of the mutual funds for which the
account has been opened; or (b) a transaction that is part of a series of transactions that includes that
sale. These are the only exceptions where reliance on a third party or introduced business is allowed
without an agreement or arrangement (and where the outsourcing scenario applies). When these
scenarios apply, there is no explicit requirement in the Regulations for financial institutions to obtain
from the third party the necessary information concerning certain elements of the CDD process and
satisfy themselves that copies of identification data are made available from the third party upon
request without delay. The Regulations do not set out that the ultimate responsibility for customer
identification and verification should remain with the financial institution relying on the third party.
753. Existing guidance. In FINTRAC guidance on record keeping and client identification, where
reporting entities choose to rely on a third party (called “agent”) to identify their customers, they
should enter into a written agreement with the agent outlining what they expect the agent to do for
them. The guidelines clearly states that even if reporting entities use an agent, they remain responsible
for making sure the identification requirements are met. FINTRAC Interpretation Notice n°3 of
January 17, 2006 sets out that all persons and entities subject to the PCMLTFA can rely on the use of
the agent scenario to ascertain customer’s identity; however the ultimate responsibility of ascertaining
identity and making any third party determination remains with the person or entity and not their
96

An amendment enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 clarifies the requirements in
respect of agency agreements.
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agent. FINTRAC Interpretation Notices provide technical interpretation and positions regarding
certain provisions contained in the PCMLTFA and related regulations.
754. OSFI Guideline B-10 (“Outsourcing of Business Activities, Functions and Processes”) deals
with outsourcing arrangements that are outside the scope of Recommendation 9. OSFI Guideline B-8
clearly refers to outsourcing record keeping or other functions (including customer identification) that
form part of their obligations, or that utilize introducers to gather new business.. In this Guideline,
FRFIs that outsource record keeping or other functions that form part of their PCMLTFA compliance
regime, or that utilize introducers to gather new business (such as deposit brokers, mortgage brokers,
correspondents, law firms, accounting firms, etc., including those outside Canada) are reminded that
they retain full accountability for having customer identification and verification processes, and for
obtaining customer records with respect to accounts opened through such sources. With respect to
introduced business, FRFIs must obtain the necessary customer information for their records prior to,
at, or at a reasonable time after, the time that the business is accepted. OSFI recommends that
relationships with introducers be subject to written agreements to ensure that the responsibility for
collecting and verifying customer identification information is clearly understood. FRFIs should
consider terminating relationships with introducers that cannot, or fail to, provide the FRFI with the
requisite customer identification and verification data that the FRFI is required to obtain under the
PCMLTFA and the Regulations.
755. Business practice. As confirmed by the financial sector representatives during the on-site visit,
introduced business mechanisms are broadly used by the industry in Canada. For instance, in practice,
where banks are not able to verify the identity of a customer directly, verification is typically provided
through a Canadian embassy, lawyers, and in the case of businesses, lawyers external to the business,
accounting firms, referrals from another financial institution, or other types of agents for particular
products or services that a financial institution provides. here is typically no formal contract between
the bank and these other parties (there is no outsourcing arrangement). The banking sector believes
that in some circumstances, a requirement to enter into contractual arrangements is operationally
impractical, as banks would need to enter into multiple contracts with agents in every country in which
clients reside or operate or in which signing officers reside or work. In this case, the introduced
business scenario takes place (since financial institutions do not enter into formal outsourcing
arrangements) although no measures in line with Recommendation 9 are in force.
756. In the securities sector, there are many situations in which businesses make use of agents to act
on their behalf. The relationship between a dealer and individuals acting on its behalf may be a
principal-agent relationship. IDA By-law 39 covers such relationships. In such cases the agent may be
largely indistinguishable from an employee. By contrast, the term "introducer" has a variety of
meanings in different contexts. In general, it suggests a pre-existing relationship between the
introducer and the customer or prospective customer. It refers to a specific type of services
relationship between dealers. IDA Members make use of accounting and law firms to conduct money
laundering verification on their behalf using letters of instruction rather than contracts. For IDA, it is
always essential that the terms of the relationship be clear. The principal is always responsible for the
acts of its agent done within those terms and for keeping proper records of things done by the agent on
its behalf.
757. Insurance companies invariably use introduced business too. In the life insurance field,
independent brokers and agents are a separate reporting entity under the PCMLTFA and are permitted
to identify customers under the PCMLTF regulations. The MSB sector relies largely on its own agents
to promote and expand the business network and companies enter into agreements with agents as a
general practice.
758. Trust companies utilise introducers to varying degrees to gather new deposit and loan business
but remain well aware of their ultimate responsibility and accountability for having full customer
identification and verification. Introducers fall under two categories, namely SRO and Non-SRO.
Under the former category, they source new business through the IDA or the MFDA members who are
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subject to the PCMLTFA. Non-SRO introducers include mortgage brokers and “Guaranteed
Investment Certificate” (GIC) Agents/Brokers such as the FCIDB. Business introduced by this
category is considered to have a somewhat higher risk profile relative to compliance because they are
not directly subject to the PCMLTFA and therefore do not represent the same assurance of
compliance. Risks are mitigated by requiring agent/broker certifications as required in signed
agreements. In order for business to be accepted by trust companies, each introducer must have a
signed agreement in place which specifies the customer information requirements and provides rights
of audit to ensure the introducer has appropriate processes in place to meet trust company
requirements.
759. Conclusion. Outside the very specific situations covered under Sections 56(2) and 57(5), no
other introduced business scenarios are contemplated or controlled by the PCMLTF Regulations
although the financial sector uses introduced business mechanisms (in addition to outsourcing or
agency arrangements) as a business practice. However, no specific requirements as set out in
Recommendation 9 apply to these scenarios (since Section 6(2) of the PCMLTF Regulations
exclusively covers agency relationships type of arrangements that are outside the scope of
Recommendation 9).
3.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

760. Since introduced business arrangements exist in Canada in other circumstances than those
captured by Sections 56(2) and 57(5) of the PCMLTF Regulations, Canada should adopt provisions
that address all aspects of Recommendation 9 and ensure that financial institutions implement them.
3.3.3
Rec.
Rec.9

Compliance with Recommendation 9
Rating
NC

•
•

3.4

3.4.1

Summary of factors underlying ratings
In the only two scenarios where reliance on a third party or introduced
business is legally allowed without an agreement or arrangement, the
measures in place are insufficient to meet the FATF requirements.
In addition to the two reliance on third parties/introduced business
scenarios contemplated by the Regulations, the financial sector uses
introduced business mechanisms as a business practice. However, no
specific requirements as set out in Recommendation 9 apply to these
scenarios.

Financial institution secrecy or confidentiality (R.4)

Description and Analysis

761. Access to information for competent authorities. Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms (the Charter) establishes a fundamental principle that everybody has the right to be
secure against unreasonable search and seizure. This Charter protection has a direct impact on law
enforcement’s ability to seize information and evidence and generally, prior judicial authorisation is
required before intrusions can be made upon individual privacy.
762. Section 5 of PIPEDA (which is Canada’s data protection law) requires organizations to comply
with specific obligations concerning the collection, use and dissemination of customers’ personal
information but Subsection 7(2) of PIPEDA provides that an organisation can elect to disclose
personal information that it has reasonable grounds to believe could be useful in the investigation of a
contravention of the laws of Canada, a province or a foreign jurisdiction that has been, is being or is
about to be committed and the information is used for the purpose of investigating that contravention.
Further subsections of PIPEDA allow an organisation to voluntarily disclose personal information
without disclosing the fact to their customer and to comply with subpoenas, warrants and court orders
to compel the production of court orders. Section 7(3)(c.1) allows organizations to disclose personal
information to government institutions without the knowledge or consent of the individual and without
judicial authorisation in certain specified circumstances related to law enforcement and national
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security (especially the government institution must identified its lawful authority to obtain the
information) 97.
763. The assessment team was told that law enforcement efforts are actually being thwarted by
stringent interpretations of PIPEDA with respect to obtaining non-sensitive personal information on a
voluntary basis from companies. This finding is also reflected in the Fourth Report of the Standing
Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics that published a review of PIPEDA in May
2007 98. The report mentions that in some occasions (for instance, a police officer may be in the early
stages of an investigation, in which he or she is trying to determine if in fact a crime has occurred. He
or she may have to solicit the assistance of a financial institution because he or she needs to know if
that person used a credit card for instance and for this information he or she relies on paragraph
7(3)(c.1), which permits disclosure upon lawful authority), companies insist on seeing a court order
from a law enforcement or investigative agency before disclosing any personal information pursuant
to Section 7(3)(c.1). Some companies interpret “lawful authority” to mean that a warrant or court
order is required before they comply. This interpretation may not be consistent with the intent of the
drafting of the Act and seems overly restrictive. The Standing Committee agrees that there is a valid
concern around what constitutes lawful authority for the purposes of disclosure under section
7(3)(c.1). The Committee agrees that clearly something other than judicial authorisation is required for
the purposes of this section given that section 7(3)(c) provides for disclosure without knowledge or
consent in compliance with a warrant or subpoena 99. The RCMP indicated to the assessment team that
this issue is not a concern as far as AML/CFT investigations are concerned and the RCMP has access
to the information it needs to carry out such investigations. Nevertheless, the assessment team believes
that further clarification should be brought to the Act to ensure that competent authorities have the
ability to access information they require to properly perform their functions.
764. Sharing of information between competent authorities. The Canadian Privacy Act requires all
federal departments, agencies and most Crown corporations to have lawful, authorised purposes for
collection of the personal information of individuals. It also requires these departments, agencies and
corporations to notify individuals of those purposes; restricts the purposes for which information
collected can later be used or disclosed; and provides individuals a right of access to the personal
information about them held by government institutions. The implementation of the Privacy Act does
not seem to have caused problems as far as AML/CFT issues are concerned. More issues seem to arise
from the PCMLTFA and the interpretation of FINTRAC of “designated information” 100 (see Section
2.5 of the report for further comments).
97

Section 7(3)(c.1) says: “For the purpose of clause 4.3 of Schedule 1, and despite the note that
accompanies that clause, an organization may disclose personal information without the knowledge or consent
of the individual only if the disclosure is made to a government institution or part of a government institution
that has made a request for the information, identified its lawful authority to obtain the information and
indicated that (i) it suspects that the information relates to national security, the defense of Canada or the
conduct of international affairs, (ii) the disclosure is requested for the purpose of enforcing any law of Canada,
a province or a foreign jurisdiction, carrying out an investigation relating to the enforcement of any such law or
gathering intelligence for the purpose of enforcing any such law, or (iii) the disclosure is requested for the
purpose of administering any law of Canada or a province”.
98
Pursuant to its mandate under Standing Order 108(2), the Committee publishes Statutory Reviews of the
Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA).
See http://cmte.parl.gc.ca/Content/HOC/committee/391/ethi/reports/rp2891060/ethirp04/05-rep-e.htm
99
The Committee believes that it is important, for both organizations and law enforcement agencies, that
what is meant by “lawful authority” be clarified in section 7(3)(c.1). Moreover, the Committee feels that
consideration should be given to changing the word “may” in the opening part of section 7(3) in order to make
the provision mandatory as opposed to permissive.
100
FINTRAC obligation to disseminate financial information to domestic authorities for further action when
it has reasonable ground to suspect that the information would be relevant to the investigation or prosecution of a
money laundering or terrorist activity offence seems to be too strictly implemented using a higher threshold that
the one required by law. The assessors have concerns about the interpretation that is made by FINTRAC of the
“threshold to disclose” level that might be reached to disclose.
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765. Sharing of information between financial institutions. The Bank Act contains provisions
regulating the use and disclosure of personal financial information by banks. Most provinces have
legislation dealing with consumer credit reporting. These acts typically impose an obligation on credit
reporting agencies to ensure the accuracy of the information, place limits on the disclosure of the
information and give consumers the right to have access to, and challenge the accuracy of, the
information. Provincial laws governing credit unions typically have provisions dealing with the
confidentiality of information relating to members' transactions. There are a large number of
provincial acts that contain confidentiality provisions concerning personal information collected by
professionals. Such provisions do not seem to inhibit the implementation of the FATF
Recommendations.
766. Generally the banks are of the view that the PIPEDA has served Canadians well in protecting
information collected, used and disclosed about them by private sector organizations and has provided
the necessary structure to allow private sector organizations to effectively implement its requirements
into their business operations. The assessment team was told that FRFIs can share information with
foreign financial institutions where this information is required by Recommendations 7, 9 or Special
Recommendation VII. The exchange of information in the context of SRVII has raised concern in the
past in relation to Principle 4.1.3 of Schedule 1 of the PIPEDA 101. In 2006, the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner of Canada received a complaint against six Canadian financial institutions as a result of
the disclosures by the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) of
personal information to US authorities. The complainant was of the view the banks were responsible
for the personal information that was transferred to SWIFT for processing of money orders and
maintained that the disclosures were for an inappropriate purpose since they circumvented established
approved processes for transferring data as set out in the PIPEDA. The Privacy Commissioner of
Canada analysed the issue (see “Responsibility of Canadian financial institutions in SWIFT’s
disclosure of personal information to US authorities”, PIPEDA case summary 365) and considered the
contractual documentation that exists between SWIFT and the banks. She concluded that they are
meeting their obligations under the Act, specifically, Principle 4.1.3, to ensure a comparable level of
protection when processing wire transfers.
767. A comparable case was also discussed by the Privacy Commissioner of Canada in a context of
outsourcing of financial services by a Canadian bank to the United States. While the PIPEDA does not
prohibit the use of foreign-based third-party service providers, it does oblige Canadian-based
organizations to have provisions in place, when using third-party service providers, to ensure a
comparable level of protection. The Privacy Commissioner of Canada concluded that the Canadian
Bank had in place a contract with its third-party service provider that provided guarantees of
confidentiality and security of personal information and that an organization with a presence in
Canada that outsources the processing of personal information to a U.S. firm cannot prevent its
customers' personal information from being lawfully accessed by U.S. authorities. the Commissioner
finally recommended that a company in Canada that outsources information processing to a third
country should notify its customers that the information may be available to the U.S. government or its
agencies under a lawful order made in that country.
768. Sharing information within corporate groups is another issue raised by the banking sector. Many
corporations that have multiple separate subsidiary companies, as required by federal/provincial
regulatory requirements nevertheless operate as one unit under a single management team. With AML
requirements, the parent bank’s compliance officers must look at the activities of each client across
their dealings with the entire banking group, not just each entity separately. In the securities field too,
related parties assessments must include information from all parts of the financial group, not each
entity separately. The AML requirements require that information about individuals be available to
101

Principle 4.1.3 sets out that “an organization is responsible for personal information in its possession or
custody, including information that has been transferred to a third party for processing. The organization shall
use contractual or other means to provide a comparable level of protection while the information is being
processed by a third party”.
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compliance officers, which may result in the sharing of information. In this situation, the institutions
must fully apply the PIPEDA provisions and insure that their customers are aware of and consent to
that practice so as to satisfy PIPEDA’s requirements not to share information with different parts of
the corporate group. The banking sector has called for amendments to PIPEDA that would
acknowledge these other legislative requirements and facilitate regulatory reporting 102.

3.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

769. Canada should verify that the implementation of the data protection law (PIPEDA) is not
subject to excessively strict interpretations that might prevent law enforcement authorities accessing
information in the course of investigations.
3.4.3

Compliance with Recommendation 4

Rec.
Rec.4

Rating
C

•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
The Recommendation is fully met.

3.5

Record keeping and wire transfer rules (R.10 & SR.VII)

3.5.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 10
770. Section 6 of the PCMLTFA states that every reporting entity shall keep and retain prescribed
records in accordance with the regulations.
771. The requirement to retain records for a period of at least five years applies across the board to
all reporting entities, although it seems a general practice to have a record retention policy and
procedures in place to maintain records for at least seven years, largely for tax purposes. Section 69 of
the PCMLTF Regulations states that all records that relate to signature cards, account operating
agreements, client credit files and account application forms must be kept for at least five years after
the date the account is closed. Client information records (i.e. client’s name and address and the nature
of the client’s principal business or occupation), records of certificates of corporation status, records
that ascertain the existence of a corporation or entity must be kept for at least five years after the last
business transaction is conducted. In respect of all other records, the records must be maintained from
the day on which they have been created.
772. Financial entities have to keep the following records:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large cash transaction records.
Account opening records.
Certain records created in the normal course of business.
Certain records about the operation of an account (such as account statements).
Foreign currency exchange transaction tickets.
Certain records about transactions with non-account holders.
The name and address of the client initiating a wire transfer for CAD 3 000 or more
when the financial entity is acting as an MSB.
Trust related records (trust companies) 103.

102

See in particular the Canadian Bankers Association response to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
of Canada on PIPEDA, 7 September 2006.
103
Receipt of funds records will have to be kept from June 2008 (see Sections 1(2), 36(1), 39(1) (these
provisions were finalized on June 27, 2007) and 33.2 and 33.4 (these provisions were pre-published on June 30,
2007) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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773. Large cash transaction record. For any large cash transaction, the information to be kept in a
large cash transaction record includes the following:







The amount and currency of the cash received.
The name of the individual from whom the financial entity received the cash and that
individual’s address and principal business or occupation 104.
The date of the transaction.
The purpose, details and type of transaction (for example, the cash was deposited, or the cash
was used to buy traveller’s cheques, etc.) including whether any other individuals or entities
were involved in the transaction.
How the cash was received (for example, in person, by mail, by armoured car, or any other
way).
If an account was affected by the transaction, include the following:
- The number and type of any such account.
- The full name of the client that holds the account.
- The currency in which the account’s transactions are conducted.

774. If the financial entity has to identify the individual, the large cash transaction record also has to
contain the following information:



The individual’s date of birth.
The type of document used to confirm the individual’s identity, the document’s reference
number and its place of issue.

775. In the case of a deposit, the large cash transaction record also has to include the following:
776.
 The name of the client in whose account the amount is deposited. If the amount was deposited
to more than one client’s account, the record has to include the names of each client.
 The time of the deposit, if it was made during normal business hours, or an indication of
“night deposit” for any such deposit made outside your normal business hours.
777. Account opening records. These records include those required when the financial entity opens
an account, such as signature cards, copies of official corporate records (binding provisions) and other
information 105.
778. Certain Records Created in the Normal Course of Business. Financial entities have to keep the
following records:




Account operating agreement.
Debit or credit memos.
Client credit files 106.

779. Certain Records About the Operation of an Account. Financial entities have to keep the
following records relating to the operation of an account:



A copy of every account statement.
A deposit slip 107 for every deposit made to an account.

104

The regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 require that the person’s date of
birth also be recorded (see Subsection 1(2), of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
105
Information in relation to the intended use of the account will have to be recorded from June 2008 (see
Sections 14(c.1) and 23(1)(a.1) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
106
“Client credit file” means a record that relates to a credit arrangement with a client and includes the name,
address and financial capacity of the client, the terms of the credit arrangement, the nature of the principal
business or occupation of the client, the name of the business, if any, and the address of the client’s business or
place of work.
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Every cleared cheque drawn on or deposited to an account.

780. Foreign Currency Exchange Transaction Tickets. For every foreign currency exchange
transaction financial entities conduct, regardless of the amount, they have to keep a transaction ticket.
A transaction ticket means a record that sets out the following information:



The date, amount and currency of the purchase or sale.
The method, amount and currency of the payment made or received.

781. Transactions of CAD 3 000 or More with Non-Account Holders. Financial entities have to keep
a record for every one of the following transactions that they conduct with a person or entity that is not
an account holder:





If they receive CAD 3 000 or more for the issuance of traveller’s cheques, money orders or
other similar negotiable instruments. In this case, they shall keep a record of the date, the
amount received and the name and address of the individual who carried out the transaction.
This record also must indicate whether the amount was received in cash, cheques, traveller’s
cheques, money orders or other similar negotiable instruments.
If they cash CAD 3 000 or more in money orders. In this case, they must keep a record of the
name and address of the individual cashing the money order. This record also must indicate
the name of the issuer of the money order. Or
If they remit or transmit CAD 3 000 or more by any means or through any individual, entity or
electronic funds transfer network. In this case, keep a record of the name and address of the
client who initiated the transaction 108.

782. Trust-Related Records. Every trust company shall also keep the following records in respect of
a trust for which it is trustee: (a) a copy of the trust deed; (b) a record of the settlor’s information
record; and (c) where the trust is an institutional trust and the settlor is a corporation, a copy of the part
of official corporate records that contains any provision relating to the power to bind the settlor in
respect of the trust (Section 15(1)).
783. Third Party Records. In case of third party determination, financial entities have to keep a
record of the following information:





The third party’s name, address and principal business or occupation.
The incorporation number and place of incorporation if the third party is a corporation.
In the case of a large cash transaction, the nature of the relationship between the third party
and the individual who gives the cash. Or
In the case of an account, the nature of the relationship between the third party and the account
holder.

784. If financial entities are not able to determine that there is in fact a third party, but they have
reasonable grounds to suspect that there are instructions of a third party involved, they have to keep a
record to indicate the following:



In the case of a large cash transaction, whether, according to the individual giving the cash, the
transaction is being conducted on behalf of a third party. Or
In the case of an account, whether, according to the individual authorised to act for the
account, the account will be used by or on behalf of a third party.

107

A “deposit slip” means a record that sets out the date of a deposit, the holder of the account in whose
name the deposit is made, the number of the account, the amount of the deposit and any part of the deposit that is
made in cash.
108
For all these transactions, the date of birth will have to be recorded from June 2008 (see Sections 14(k),
(l), (m), 30(c), (d) and(e) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
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785. This record must also indicate details of why financial entities suspect the individual is acting
on a third party’s instructions.
786. Life insurers offering certain annuities or life insurance with a savings component or a cash
surrender value must retain client information records, including the date of birth (Section 19).
787. Every securities dealer shall keep the following records:








In respect of every account that the securities dealer opens, a signature card, an account
operating agreement or an account application that (i) bears the signature of the person who is
authorised to give instructions in respect of the account, and (ii) sets out the account number,
where that person’s identity was ascertained.
Where the securities dealer opens an account in respect of a corporation, a copy of the part of
official corporate records that contains any provision relating to the power to bind the
corporation in respect of that account.
Where the securities dealer opens an account in the name of a person or of an entity other than
a corporation, a record of the name and address and the nature of the principal business or
occupation of the person or entity, as the case may be.
Every new account application, confirmation of purchase or sale, guarantee, trade
authorisation, power of attorney and joint account agreement, and all correspondence that
pertains to the operation of accounts, that the securities dealer creates in the normal course of
business.
A copy of every statement that the securities dealer sends to a client, if the information in the
statement is not readily obtainable from other records that the securities dealer keeps and
retains under the Regulations (Section 23).

788. Every money services business shall keep the following records:








Every client information record that is created for the purpose of an ongoing business
relationship between the money services business and a client.
Where a client information record is in respect of a client that is a corporation, a copy of the
part of official corporate records that contains any provision relating to the power to bind the
corporation in respect of transactions with the money services business, if the copy of that part
is obtained in the normal course of business.
Where CAD 3 000 or more is received in consideration of the issuance of traveller’s cheques,
money orders or other similar negotiable instruments, a record of the date, the amount
received, the name and address of the person who in fact gives the amount and whether the
amount received was in cash, cheques, traveller’s cheques, money orders or other similar
negotiable instruments.
Where money orders of CAD 3 000 or more are cashed, a record of the name and address of
the person cashing the money orders and the name of the issuer of the money orders.
Where CAD 3 000 or more is remitted or transmitted by any means or through any person,
entity or electronic funds transfer network, a record of the name and address of the client who
initiated the transaction (Section 30 of the PCMLTF Regulations).

789. The PCMLTF Regulations set out detailed rules to maintain records of account files and
business correspondence. Canadian financial institutions are not required to necessarily retain copies
of the documentation upon which reliance is placed for verification of the customer’s identity.
Reporting entities are expected to note down the type and reference number and place of issue of the
identity document but the actual market practice in this area seems to vary. At a provincial level,
financial entities are prevented in some cases from taking copies of personal health cards while other
banks advised that they would routinely take and retain copies of photo identification, a practice that is
supported if not actively encouraged by OSFI. Other banks advised that this practice was not feasible
on the basis of practical storage issues.
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790. In the PCMLTF Regulations, the obligation to retain records of transactions is limited to certain
operations that are listed by type of financial institutions. This may create potential gaps (for instance,
there is no obligation in the Regulations to keep a record of all types of business correspondence but
only of a limited list of such correspondence).
791. Section 68 of the PCMLTF Regulations states that where any record is required to be kept, a
copy of it may be kept (1) in a machine-readable form, if a paper copy can be readily produced from it
or (2) in an electronic form, if a paper copy can be readily produced from it and an electronic signature
of the person who must sign the record in accordance with the Regulations is retained.
792. Financial institutions must ensure that all records required to be kept under the PCMLTFA can
be provided within 30 days (Section 70). Although this may describe an extreme scenario and despite
that financial entities advised that they can normally comply in a much shorter timescale, the current
rule does not meet the requirement to make CDD records available on a timely basis to competent
authorities, especially in normal business circumstances.
793. IDA Regulation 200 sets out detailed record keeping requirements of business transactions. The
Regulation does not require the various books and records to be kept in any prescribed form. It is
expected, however, that the means of recording the information will be complemented by appropriate
internal controls to guard against the risk of falsification and will make available clear and accurate
information to the Financial Compliance within a reasonable length of time.
Special Recommendation VII
794. At present, Canada has no provisions that address the requirements in relation to SRVII 109.The
only existing obligations in relation to electronic funds transfers in the PCMLTF Regulation are as
follows:
•

•

Financial entities shall ascertain the identity of every person who requests an electronic funds
transfers of CAD 3 000 or more (Section 54(1)(b)) of the PCMLTF Regulations) 110. The
identity of such person shall be ascertained by referring to the person’s birth certificate,
driver’s licence, provincial health insurance card, passport or any similar record (Section
64(1)(a)). The current threshold of CAD 3 000 (that only applies to cross-border transfers) is
not in line with SR VII;
Financial entities (Section 12(1)(b) & (c) and money services businesses (Section 28(1)(b) &
(c)) are required to report incoming and outgoing international electronic funds transfers of
CAD 10 000 or more to FINTRAC. Information to be reported includes the name, address and
account number of the client ordering the electronic funds transfer.

795. There are currently no requirements for ordering financial institutions either to obtain or
maintain full originator information or to include such information in cross border wire transfers. The
assessors were told that, at present, only originating customer name and address are included in such
transfers as the account number is considered to be private personal information.
796. While the assessors were told that financial entities and money services businesses are taking
measures in identifying and handling wire transfers that are not accompanied by complete originator
information, there is currently no regulatory or legal requirements to adopt risk-based procedures or
conduct enhanced due diligence.
109

New provisions will come into force on 23 June 2008 (see Section 66.1 of the amended PCMLTF
Regulations that must be read in conjunction with Section 9.5 of the amended PCMLTFA).
110
“Electronic funds transfer” means the transmission – through any electronic, magnetic or optical device,
telephone instrument or computer- of instructions for the transfers of funds, other than the transfers of funds
within Canada. In the case of SWIFT messages, only SWIFT MT 103 messages are included” (PCMLTF
Regulations).
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797. FINTRAC has a responsibility to ensure compliance with the legislative requirements under the
PCMLTFA, including the customer due diligence and originator information inclusion requirements
for wire transfers. Until the legislative changes take effect and formalise the requirement for full
originator information, enforcement measures can only be on a best efforts basis without any formal
powers of sanction or penalty.
798. The assessment team was advised that casinos process electronic funds transfers using their own
internal corporate system, i.e. outside the banking sector. The team is not aware of any controls that
exist, and no more details were provided despite the team’s request (in this situation, casinos are
considered as financial institutions since they conduct a business that is covered under the FATF
definition of financial institutions).
3.5.2

Recommendations and Comments

799. Recommendation 10. Canada should ensure that all types of transactions (including business
correspondence) carried out by financial institutions (except for IDA members) are subject to proper
record keeping requirements that permit their reconstruction so as to provide, if necessary, evidence
for prosecution of criminal activity. Canada should ensure that all customer and transactions records
and information are available on a timely basis to domestic competent authorities.
800. SR.VII. Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in December 2006 and coming
into force in June 2008 are fully in line with the FATF requirements and ensure that reporting entities
implement measures that meet the FATF standards. Canada should ensure that the wire transfers
operated by casinos outside the banking network are subject to equivalent requirements.
3.5.3

Compliance with Recommendation 10 and Special Recommendation VII

Rec.
Rec.10

Rating
LC

SRVII

NC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Scope issue
• The record keeping requirement does not extend to all financial institutions
as defined by the FATF (notably financial leasing, factoring and finance
companies);
• Financial institutions must ensure that all records required to be kept under
the PCMLTFA can be provided within 30 days which does not meet the
requirement to make CDD records available on a timely basis to competent
authorities, especially in normal business circumstances.
• Canada has not implemented SRVII.

3.6

Monitoring of transactions and relationships (R.11 & 21)

3.6.1

Description and Analysis

801. Under the PCMLTFA, there is currently no explicit provision requiring that financial
institutions must pay special attention to all complex, unusual large transactions 111. As noted earlier,
there is no explicit obligation to conduct on-going monitoring of accounts or transactions under the
current legislation.
802. Thus, such a requirement may only be indirectly deduced from the requirement to report to
FINTRAC suspicious transactions that may be related to money laundering or terrorist financing, as
well as the obligation to report large international electronic funds transfer reports involving
CAD 10 000 or more (EFTRs) and large cash transaction reports of CAD 10 000 or more (LCTRs).
803. In its Guidelines, which are provided as general information only, FINTRAC provides
indicators, both common and industry-specific, to financial institutions on how suspicious transactions

111

The PCMLTFA as amended in June 2007 sets out new requirements in this area that will enter into force
in June 2008.
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can be detected. These indicators include, among others, patterns of unusually large or complex
transactions with no economic purpose, such as :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transaction that seems to be inconsistent with the client’s apparent financial standing or usual
pattern of activities.
Transaction that appears to be out of the ordinary course for industry practice or does not
appear to be economically viable for the client.
Transaction that is unnecessarily complex for its stated purpose.
Activity that is inconsistent with what would be expected from declared business.
Client who starts conducting frequent cash transactions in large amounts when this has not
been a normal activity for the client in the past.
Client who asks reporting entity to hold or transmit large sums of money or other assets when
this type of activity is unusual for the client.

804. It is worth noting that some regulators or regulatory organizations have introduced additional
recommendations or rules relating to the monitoring of unusual transactions:
•

Concerning federally regulated financial institutions, OSFI states in very general terms in its
Guidelines, that “the policies and procedures should […] include measures to monitor
transactions. These measures will help FRFIs to identify potentially suspicious transactions by
using criteria that will enable them to detect unusual or abnormal activity”. OSFI also
encourages FRFIs to implement the Basel Customer Due Diligence for Banks paper “in a
manner appropriate to the size, complexity and nature of the institution’s business activities”.

•

Concerning securities dealers firms, the IDA has issued regulations and policies related to the
supervision of accounts (see Regulation 1300 and Policy n° 2) which contain precise rules
relating to the performance by members of reviews aiming at detecting “items for further
investigation or an examination of unusual trading activity or both”. The IDA Guide on
“Deterring money laundering activity – A Guide for Investment Dealers” sets out that “a firm
should adopt procedures setting forth appropriate parameters and methods of monitoring
account activity so that unusual or suspicious transactions can be detected”.

805. The assessors were not provided with any specific AML requirements (excluding FINTRAC
non-binding guidelines) that included obligations relating to unusual transactions issued by primary
supervisors to other sectors such as credit unions. However, the AMF, in Quebec, indicated that it was
in the process of developing AML/CFT standards.
806. The assessors met with a number of large financial institutions, and in practice it seems that
such institutions have adopted procedures and systems to detect and further examine complex,
unusual large transactions in order to comply with their reporting obligations. Such transactions are
usually identified by financial institutions in two different ways: 1) at the front line in executing the
transaction for the client; and 2) through the use of software based on rules or profiles to monitor and
identify unusual transactions. Unusual transactions are forwarded to corporate security and/or the
AML compliance group for further analysis. Where the unusual transaction meets the test of
reasonable grounds to suspect ML or TF, a suspicious transaction report is prepared and sent to
FINTRAC.
807. Nevertheless, there is insufficient information available to determine whether this practice is
universal and the current legislative and regulatory framework remains too general and implicit with
respect to the monitoring of complex, unusual large transactions to meet the FATF requirements. In
particular, there is no specific requirement that financial institutions examine the background and
purpose of such transactions and, especially, set forth their findings in writing. Under the current
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legislation, financial institutions are not required to keep a record of the STRs that they file with
FINTRAC 112.
808. As a business practice, a number of financial institutions that detect such unusual transactions
indicated that they would usually conduct further research on the customer’s transactions in order to
determine whether, based on the knowledge in hand, the threshold for determining suspicion has been
met and hence an STR must be filed with FINTRAC. The section of the report describing the
suspicious activity is very important as it explains what led the financial institution to believe there is
something suspicious about the transaction. Financial institutions are expected to clearly and
completely describe all of the factors or unusual circumstances which led them to a suspicion of
money laundering or terrorist financing, and provide as many relevant details as possible to support
this determination. Financial institutions are also required to describe what action, if any, was taken by
them, as a result of the suspicious transaction, in addition to reporting to FINTRAC. Such action could
include, for example, sending a report to law enforcement in addition to FINTRAC. Nevertheless,
there are no provisions under the PCMLTFA and PCMLTFR requiring that such actions and their
results be documented and kept available for competent authorities, especially if no STR is finally
filed with FINTRAC 113.
809. Large financial institutions met by the assessment team such as banks generally appear to
comply with this requirement on a voluntary basis. Moreover, concerning securities dealers, the IDA
Rulebook requires in Policy n° 2 that “evidence of supervisory reviews must be maintained. Evidence
of the review, such as inquiries made, replies received, actions taken, date of completion etc. must be
maintained for seven years and on-site for 1 year”. But there is no evidence that this practice is
generalized among the other types of financial institutions.
Recommendation 21
Special attention to business relationships and transactions with persons from or in countries which
do not or insufficiently apply the FATF recommendations
810. Requirement to give special attention to business relationships and transactions with persons
from or in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations. On every
occasion that the FATF has invoked Recommendation 21 in the context of the NCCT (Noncooperative Country and Territory) process, FINTRAC and OSFI have issued advisories asking
financial institutions and reporting entities to pay special attention with respect to any business or
affairs being transacted with persons or entities from identified countries or territories. Financial
institutions are requested to take this into account directly or through any subsidiary or branch
operations. In addition, competent authorities in Canada (including FINTRAC, OSFI and IDA)
communicated on a regular basis with the reporting entities to provide regular updates and required
financial institutions to pay “special attention by exercising appropriate due diligence and caution in
conducting any transactions with such persons or entities” 114.

112

The PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations enacted in June 2007 that will come into
force in June 2008 require reporting entities to keep a copy of every STR they file with FINTRAC for five years
(Section 12.1).
113
As mentioned above and under Section 12.1 of the PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting
Regulations financial institutions will be required from June 2008 to keep a record of every STR that they file
with FINTRAC for five years. A Suspicious Transaction Report, and the related record includes detailed
information about the person or entities involved, the nature and type of transaction and a description of the
suspicious activity. The Regulations require details of suspicious attempted transaction reports to also be kept on
file for five years. Under the new regime, financial institutions have to ensure that such records can be provided
to a FINTRAC compliance officer within 30 days. Law enforcement representatives can access these records if
they obtain a search warrant or production order from a court.
114
In October 2007 and consistent with the FATF action, OSFI and FINTRAC issued statements to indicate
that Canadian financial institutions and reporting entities should give heightened attention to transactions to Iran.
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811. Advisories describe how OSFI administers and interprets provisions of existing legislation,
regulations or guidelines, or provide OSFI’s position regarding certain policy issues. OSFI clearly
states that advisories are not law and that readers should refer to the relevant provisions of the
legislation, regulation or guideline, including any amendments that came into effect subsequent to the
Advisory’s publication, when considering the relevancy of the Advisory. The assessment team was
told that failure to implement OSFI advisories could result in regulatory action by OSFI.
812. In FINTRAC and OSFI advisories, reporting entities are generally asked to exercise an
enhanced level of scrutiny when dealing with transactions from or in NCCTs involving exercising
appropriate due diligence and caution in conducting transactions.
813. Based on these advisories, FINTRAC has included the monitoring of transactions and enhanced
due diligence with respect to NCCTs within its compliance verification structure although the
advisories are not enforceable and failure to implement them cannot be subject to sanction. There is a
section related to NCCTs in FINTRAC’s Compliance Questionnaires. As well, it is standard practice
in FINTRAC examinations of financial institutions to review the policies and procedures of an entity,
with respect to enhanced due diligence with any jurisdictions that the FATF has identified as being of
particular concern.
814. FINTRAC Guideline 2 on suspicious transaction reporting provides indicators for identifying
suspicious transactions involving other countries, including “transactions involving countries deemed
by the FATF as requiring enhanced surveillance”. OSFI Guideline B-8 also addresses the need for
federally regulated financial institutions to develop higher levels of due diligence when processing
transactions connected to NCCTs.
815. When the FATF no longer has concerns regarding a particular jurisdiction, e.g. when NCCTs
were de-listed or their status was otherwise changed, both FINTRAC and OSFI have issued further
advisories to reporting entities to inform them on the change and request them to continue monitoring
transactions from such a jurisdiction as long as it remains of concern.
816. For securities dealers, the IDA requires its members to heighten scrutiny of accounts and
transactions from NCCT countries: it requires that its members give special attention to business
relations and transactions with persons, including companies and financial institutions, from the
NCCT list. The IDA requires that its members ensure strict adherence to the client identification and
verification requirements of the Regulations under the PCMLTFA and that relevant sales and
operational personnel are made aware of the countries and territories which have been identified as
NCCTs.
817. Measures to ensure that financial institutions are advised of concerns about weaknesses in the
AML/CFT systems of other countries. As regards countries (other than NCCT countries) which do not
or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations, FINTRAC and OSFI Guidelines call for special
vigilance when doing business with a range of entities, including those in countries with inadequate
AML/CFT controls; located in offshore jurisdictions; located in countries with highly secretive
banking and corporate law; or in countries known or suspected of facilitating money laundering
activities. FINTRAC Guideline points out the International Narcotics Control Strategy Report,
released by the U.S. Department of State, to assist reporting entities in undertaking a risk analysis of
foreign dealings. OSFI also advises banks with correspondent banking operations to implement
additional safeguards when dealing with banks operating in jurisdictions they consider to be of higher
risk. The IDA advises its members to ensure proper application of the provisions under the PCMLTFA
to clients in countries without adequate anti-money laundering regimes such as in the case of the
FATF NCCTs list. With the exception of the general advice described above, financial institutions
have not been advised of concerns about specific countries that do not or insufficiently apply the
FATF Recommendations, or which have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems(even if their
system overall could be considered adequate). For example, such advice could result from a mutual
evaluation within the FATF or within an FATF Style Regional Body).
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818. Requirement to examine the background and purpose of transactions and keep written records.
There is no explicit requirement for financial institutions to examine the background and purpose of
those transactions that have no apparent economic or visible lawful purpose. Financial institutions are
not required to document in writing the findings in relation to these transactions and to keep the later
available for competent authorities and auditors.
Countermeasures
819. When counter-measures have been considered by FATF against some NCCTs, FINTRAC and
OSFI have advised reporting entities to apply enhanced due diligence to financial transactions
emanating from, or destined to the specified jurisdiction and viewed them as potentially suspicious.
Reporting entities were urged to exercise an enhanced level of scrutiny when dealing with transactions
involving the identified jurisdiction and undertake heightened customer identification due diligence
measures to ensure that the principals or beneficial owners are identified. In FINTRAC non-binding
advisories, financial institutions were advised that financial transactions emanating from, or destined
to countries subject to FATF countermeasures had to be viewed by reporting entities as potentially
suspicious.
820. The Minister of Finance, under the Bank Act, has the authority to approve the establishment of
subsidiaries and branches of foreign financial institutions. In addition to requiring criminal checks and
broad fit and proper tests, the Minister considers the “National Security” and “Canada’s international
relations and obligations” tests during the application process. The assessment team was told that this
includes consideration of whether a country was found to be severely deficient in its implementation
of AML/CFT standards by the FATF. However, there is no evidence that this mechanism has not been
used in the context of countermeasures.
821. Canada also notes that it takes counter-measures against countries that pose specific economic
and security risks to Canada through the Special Economic Measures Act (SEMA). This legislation
provides for a wide range of economic and financial measures against a foreign state, including:
seizing or freezing assets of a foreign state, or of persons from that state, restricting or prohibiting
Canadians from dealing in property of that state, from exporting, selling, importing, acquiring goods
from that state or from providing or acquiring any financial or other services to or from that state.
These mechanisms have not been used in a context of a country that continues not to apply or
insufficiently applies the FATF recommendations 115.
3.6.2

Recommendations and Comments

822. Recommendation 11. In order to comply with Recommendation 11, Canada should ensure that
the new provisions enacted in June 2007 are fully in line with the FATF requirements and ensure that
reporting entities implement measures that meet the FATF standards.
823. Recommendation 21. The requirement to give special attention to business relationships or
transactions with persons from or in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations should be included in an enforceable legal instrument applicable to all financial
institutions. Effective measures should be put in place whereby financial institutions are advised of
other countries that have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems. This should be completed
by a provision requiring that the background and purpose of such transactions having no apparent
economic or visible lawful purpose be examined and the findings documented.
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For example, Canada used SEMA in December 2007 against Myanmar - on December 13, 2007, the
Special Economic Measures (Burma) Regulations came into force in order to respond to the “abhorrent human
rights and humanitarian situation in Burma”.
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3.6.3
Rec.
Rec.11

Compliance with Recommendations 11 and 21
Rating
PC

•

•
•
Rec.21

PC

•

•
•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
There is no explicit nor enforceable requirement for financial institutions to
examine all complex, unusual large transactions under the current
legislation (except for IDA members). Except for IDA members, the
monitoring obligation is implied and indirect (it flows from reporting
suspicious transactions, large international electronic funds transfer and
large cash transactions) and it does not cover the full range of monitoring
situations as stipulated in Recommendation 11;
There is no explicit requirement to examine the background and purpose of
these unusual transactions (except for IDA members)
There is no requirement to keep record of financial institutions’ findings in
relation to complex, unusual large or unusual patterns of transactions.
There is no general enforceable requirement for financial institutions to give
special attention to transactions or business relationships connected with
persons from or in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations.
There are no effective measures in place whereby financial institutions are
advised of other countries that have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT
systems
There is no requirement to examine the background and purpose of these
transactions and to document the related findings.

3.7

Suspicious transaction and other reporting (R.13-14, 19, 25, 32 & SR.IV)

3.7.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 13 & Special Recommendation IV
824. Suspicious transactions reporting obligation. All financial institutions subject to the PCMLTFA
are required to report to FINTRAC transactions of any amount for which there are reasonable grounds
to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission of a money laundering offence or a terrorist
financing offence (Section 7 of the PCMLTFA). The requirement applies to all persons and entities
subject to Part I of the PCMLTFA, including the following financial institutions:
825.
• Financial entities: banks, credit unions, caisses populaires, trust and loan companies and
agents of the Crown that accept deposit liabilities.
• Life insurance companies, brokers and agents.
• Securities dealers including portfolio managers and investment counsellors.
• Money services businesses including the business of foreign exchange dealing and alternative
remittance systems, such as hawala, hundi and chitti.
• Canada Post for money orders.
826. However, as stated above in Section 3.1 of the report, several categories of financial institution,
such as financial leasing, factoring, electronic money institutions, finance companies of customer
credit, credit and debit cards companies are not subject to the PCMLTFA and, consequently, to any
mandatory reporting requirement to FINTRAC.
827. In the PCMLTFA, the terms “money laundering offence” and “terrorist financing offence” refer
directly to their definition in the Criminal Code which indicates that suspicious transaction reports
must be made in relation to all the predicate offences to money laundering and terrorist financing.
These offences include virtually all indictable offences under the Criminal Code or any other federal
Act. The few exceptions are for offences such as those related to tax evasion or breach of copyright
and some others that involve administrative and monetary penalty structure.
828. The PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations establish the form and manner for
reporting, including the list of information to report and prescribe the reporting time limits. A
Suspicious Transaction Report must be filed with FINTRAC within 30 days from the date the
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suspicion was formed about the transaction. Failure to report a suspicious transaction could lead to up
to five years imprisonment, a fine of CAD 2 million, or both.
829. FINTRAC’s Suspicious Transactions Reporting guideline further elaborates on the requirement
and explains that financial institutions should look at what is reasonable under the circumstances,
including normal business practices and systems within the industry, to reach the “reasonable grounds
to suspect” threshold. The guideline also provides an extensive list of general and sector specific
indicators to help financial institutions assess the behaviour of the customer and their transactions.
830. A Suspicious Transaction Report must include detailed information about the person or entities
involved, the nature and type of transaction and a description of the suspicious activity. Certain fields
in the report must be filled on a mandatory basis, while others on reasonable efforts, which means that
the financial institution must make every effort to obtain the information required in the report. If the
information is available or can be obtained from the financial institution’s records, it must be included
in the report. The suspicious transaction report explains what led the financial institution to identify
the transaction as suspicious (part G of the suspicious transaction report). Financial institutions are
expected to describe clearly and completely all of the factors or unusual circumstances which led them
to a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing, and provide as many relevant details as
possible to support this determination. Financial institutions are also required to describe what action,
if any, has been taken by them as a result of the suspicious transaction, in addition to reporting to
FINTRAC. Such action could include, for example, sending a report to law enforcement in addition to
FINTRAC, monitoring or closing the account.
831. Attempted transactions and threshold. There is no monetary threshold associated to the
requirement to report STRs to FINTRAC, all suspicious transactions must be reported regardless of
the amount of the transaction.
832. Under the current legislation, reporting entities are only required to report completed
transactions to FINTRAC. FINTRAC Guideline 2 indicates that “the requirement (…) to report a
suspicious transaction applies only when the financial transaction has occurred. (…) If you decide or
the client decides not to complete the transaction, there is no obligation to report it as a suspicious
transaction to FINTRAC”.
833. Financial institutions can choose to report an uncompleted transaction and a suspicion about it
directly to law enforcement and can also decide to report it to FINTRAC on a voluntary basis. As a
matter of fact, IDA, in a notice of October 2001 about the “Implementation of Suspicious Transaction
Reporting Regulations” strongly recommends that its members voluntarily report to either to
FINTRAC or the police, of any approach that raises a suspicion of being related to criminal activity or
money laundering. Nevertheless, the assessment team was told that by the banking sector that sending
such reports is not a current practice in this sector.
834. The PCMLTF Regulations broaden the reporting requirement to the reporting of any suspicious
attempted transactions related to money laundering or terrorist financing, but as the implementation of
the measure requires IT developments both at FINTRAC and in financial institutions, it will not be in
force until June 2008.
835. Tax matters. The PCMLTFA requires the reporting of all completed transactions, where there
are reasonable grounds to suspect that they relate to the commission of a money laundering or a
terrorist financing offence, regardless of the involvement in tax matters. Furthermore, the PCMLTFA
allows FINTRAC to disclose information to the Canada Revenue Agency when it meets the dual test
of firstly having reasonable grounds to suspect that the information contained in the disclosure would
be relevant to money laundering or terrorist financing investigation and secondly, if FINTRAC also
determines that the information is relevant to an offence of evading or attempting to evade paying
taxes or fraudulently attempting to obtain a tax rebate, refund or credit.
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836. Additional elements. The predicate offences for money laundering include the commission in
Canada of a designated offence or an act or omission anywhere that, had it occurred in Canada would
have constituted a designated offence.
837. Statistics. The number of STRs reported to FINTRAC is as follows:
STR

2001/2002
3 772

2002/2003
17 358

2003/2004
14 794

2004/2005
19 113

2005/2006
29 367

Total
102 835

2006/2007
18 431

838. The following table indicates the number of STRs per fiscal year and by financial sector:

Banks
Caisses
Populaires
Cooperative
Credit
Society
Life
insurance
brokers
or
agents
Life
insurance
companies
MSBs
Provincial
Savings
Office
Credit
Unions
Securities
dealers
Trust
and
loan
companies
Total

Total

2001/2002

2002/2003

2003/2004

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

576
1 045

3 623
3 357

4 077
1 946

5 665
3 151

12 084
4 918

5 174
5 185

31 199
19 602

20

29

-

1

6

0

56

1

1

11

2

4

0

19

10

30

52

29

32

78

231

1 207
5

6 962
61

5 165
17

6 176
202

8 090
336

5 826
114

33 426
735

639

2 415

2 767

3 905

2 837

1 377

12 940

42

169

80

74

83

48

496

31

37

64

214

438

388

1 172

3 576

16 684

14 179

19 419

23 910

18 190

95 958

839. The total number of STRs sent by the financial sector appears globally satisfactory (an average
of 20 000 every year since 2004). Since FINTRAC first became operational, in fiscal year 2001-2002,
it has received about one hundred thousand STRs from financial institutions (95 958), representing
97 % of the total of STRs received. The annual total number of STRs has been steadily increasing
since 2001/2002.
840. The different categories of financial institutions have however contributed unequally to the total
number of STRs received by FINTRAC, with the majority of STRs received from MSBs, followed by
banks, caisses populaires and credit unions. On the other hand, securities dealers, life insurance
companies and, even more noticeably life insurance brokers and dealers have sent limited numbers of
STRs.
841. Based on further statistics made available to the assessment team (on Canada request, such
statistics cannot be published), it appears that only a limited number of MSBs report STRs to
FINTRAC considering the wide range of MSBs active in Canada. Most of the STRs filed are sent by
the larger players of the sector.
842. The quality of the reports is improving, following the numerous information and training
sessions delivered by FINTRAC to reporting entities. The electronic format of the STRs, although
quite constraining (see comments in Section 2.5 of the Report), and the electronic feedback of missing
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information on every report filed electronically, help financial institutions to meet their obligations in
that respect. An extensive use of the section of the STR intended to receive comments describing the
suspicious activity generally helps however to overcome the rather rigid format of the STRs.
843. Indicators of terrorist financing (e.g. terrorist listings, particular products and countries
involved) have been used by reporting entities in the narrative section of a number of reports
submitted to FINTRAC. However, FINTRAC was not able to provide to the assessors the approximate
number of STRs reported which have involved suspected terrorist financing.
Recommendation 14
844. Protection from criminal liability of reporting entities. Section 10 of the PCMLTFA prescribes
the immunity provisions for reporting entities. No criminal or civil proceeding lie against persons and
entities for making a suspicious transaction report, a terrorist property report, a large cash transaction
report or an electronic funds transfer report in good faith or for providing FINTRAC with information
about suspicions of money laundering or of the financing of terrorist activities. In addition, Section
462.47 and 487.014 of the Criminal Code establishes a safe harbour defence for persons or entities
disclosing a suspicion of money laundering to the police or the Attorney General.
845. Tipping off. Section 8 of the PCMLTFA specifies that no person or entity can disclose that they
have made a suspicious transaction report, or disclose the contents of a report, with the intent to
prejudice a criminal investigation, whether or not a criminal investigation has begun. Failure to
comply with these requirements could result in up to two years imprisonment.
846. Additional elements. Subsection 58(2) of the PCMLTFA prohibits FINTRAC from disclosing
any information that would directly or indirectly identify an individual who provided a report or
information to FINTRAC, or a person or an entity about whom a report or information was provided.
FINTRAC employees and contractors are subject to criminal penalties of up to five years in jail or a
fine of CAD 500 000 or both, for unauthorised disclosure or use of information.
847. FINTRAC is subject to the Privacy Act that strictly regulates how federal institutions can use
and disclose personal information collected about individuals. In addition, the PCMLTFA stipulates
that one of FINTRAC’s objectives is to ensure that the personal information under its control is
protected from unauthorised disclosure. High standards of information privacy and security are
important for FINTRAC and FINTRAC continually monitors its systems and recently made
improvements to its security monitoring capabilities.
848. Based on the discussions that took place during the on-site visit, the assessment team came to
the conclusion that no major issues arise in relation to the implementation of the requirement sunder
Recommendation 14.
Recommendation 25 (only feedback and guidance related to STRs)
Guidance related to STRs
849. FINTRAC gives very detailed guidance related to STRs to assist financial institutions in
implementing and complying with STR requirements. FINTRAC has developed standard reporting
form for all types of existing reporting. Such guidelines are posted on the FINTRAC website.
850. In relation to STR requirements, FINTRAC has adopted two guidelines that deal specifically
with STRs: Guideline 2: Suspicious Transactions provides information on identifying suspicious
transactions, including common an sector-specific indicators related to money laundering and
indicators related to terrorist financing. Guideline 3: Submitting Suspicious Transaction Reports to
FINTRAC; delivers very detailed information on, among other things: timelines and format (electronic
vs. paper) of the report, instructions for completing reporting forms including the type of information
to deliver under each field of the reporting form, etc.
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851. The industry bodies spoken to by the evaluation team expressed satisfaction at the guidance
provided in relation to the reporting requirement.
Feedback
852. The ways FINTRAC may provide feedback includes the following general and specific
elements:


The Annual Report provides general feedback such as:
−
−
−
−
−









statistics on reports received
disclosures made
contribution of each type of report to these disclosures
a sanitized ML case
typologies and indicators of ML and TF

Electronic feedback on every report filed electronically.
Feedback session, at least once a year, to the Canadian Bankers Association (CBA) and the
CBA Anti-Money Laundering Working Group.
Annual presentation to ten of the largest providers of reports.
Presentations to each reporting sector at least once a year.
Meeting on a one-on-one basis with individual reporting entities to discuss any issues an entity
may have.
FINTRAC staff also make presentations at, and participate in, industry conferences attended
by representatives of reporting entities.
Macro analysis of patterns, typologies and trends (international, national, regional and
sectoral) that characterize money laundering and terrorist activity financing.

853. FINTRAC provides financial institutions and DNFPBs with general and specific feedback.
General Feedback
854. FINTRAC provides feedback presentations to each reporting entity sector (e.g. at industry
association conferences or other meetings) at least once a year. These feedback sessions include
discussions of general reporting trends for the sector and how STRs and other reports from that sector
contributed to FINTRAC’s disclosures to law enforcement. Other issues, including quality of
reporting, are also discussed.
855. Presentations are tailored specifically to either a reporting entity, or an association covering a
group of reporting entities, by illustrating the percentage of reports they submitted versus other
reporting entities and pinpointing the percentage of their reports that factored into ML and/or TF
disclosures.
856. For example, FINTRAC meets at least once a year with the Canadian Bankers Association
(CBA) and the CBA Anti-Money Laundering Working Group. CBA members provide approximately
65% of all reports received by FINTRAC. These feedback sessions are a minimum of half a day in
duration and address everything from their membership’s contribution to reporting (by report type),
systematic quality or timing issues, and the way in which their member’s reports contributed to ML
and/or TF disclosures. FINTRAC tactical analysts participate to these sessions and present various
sanitized ML and/or TF cases.
857. FINTRAC also provides similar presentations to about ten of the largest providers of reports. In
2005-06, FINTRAC staff prepared 17 presentations to be delivered to individual reporting entities and
industry associations representing different types of reporting entities and in 2004-05, there were
20 such meetings.
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858. FINTRAC provides reporting entities with information about internationally recognized trends
and typologies. With time, the volume of STRs (and other reports) and the number of disclosures
continue to increase considerably, allowing FINTRAC to identify patterns, typologies and trends
based on its own work (international, national, regional and sectoral) that characterize domestic money
laundering and/or terrorist activity financing.
859. FINTRAC’s annual report is another way to provide feedback to reporting entities. For instance,
the 2006 annual report presents a very complex sanitized ML case to demonstrate how it uses reports
received from reporting entities and what FINTRAC includes in a disclosure to law enforcement.
FINTRAC’s annual reports also provide statistics on various types of reports received from reporting
entities and on disclosures made to law enforcement and the contribution of each type of report to
these disclosures. Annual reports also present indicators of ML and TF. Every year, FINTRAC’s
Annual Report is tabled before the Canadian Parliament in the fall, and is provided in hardcopy format
to reporting entities, as well as posted on the FINTRAC’s website.
860. There is a need for FINTRAC to publish more concrete and targeted information on ML and
TF. The information published by FINTRAC is in general very descriptive and does not provide very
in depth analysis. FINTRAC should be able to provide more comprehensive data on techniques and
trends in specific sectors. The Annual Report 2006 for instance publishes one sanitised case; the
assessors are of the view that more ML/TF cases should be made public in sanitized form in order to
increase awareness and improve compliance and reporting. FINTRAC is in quite a unique position to
develop and disseminate strategic intelligence but has not taken advantage so far to develop more
substantive information.
Specific Feedback
861. FINTRAC automatically provides electronic feedback on every report filed electronically (over
99% of reports submitted to FINTRAC are filled electronically). This feedback highlights to reporting
entities any data quality issues that are present or any potential data quality issues they may want to
review on a report-by-report basis. FINTRAC also immediately advises a reporting entity if its report
was accepted or rejected due to significant data quality issues. FINTRAC can also request that
reporting entities re-submit reports received if certain data elements are missing.
862. Given the time sensitivity of STRs, FINTRAC will also provide direct verbal follow-up on the
quality of the reports. However, the PCMLTFA prohibits FINTRAC from providing feedback on the
outcome of the individual reports made to FINTRAC.
863. FINTRAC has developed comprehensive guidance and quite good general feedback for
reporting entities. FINTRAC has initiated a series of feedback presentations for a number of large
reporting entity sectors and entities. These presentations offered initial insights on reporting levels, the
use of reports in our case disclosures, as well as some examples of sanitized cases. However, the
general feedback concentrates more on large financial institutions.
Recommendation 19
864. The PCMLTFA requires reporting entities to submit reports to FINTRAC on large cash
transactions and electronic funds transfers.
865. Section 9 of the PCMLTFA establishes a requirement for all persons and entities subject to
Part 1 of the PCMLTFA to report to FINTRAC any transaction prescribed in regulations. Two types
of reportable transactions are prescribed under the PCMLTF Regulations: large cash transactions and
international electronic funds transfers.
866. Financial institutions (as well as accountants, casinos and real estate brokers and sales
representatives) are required to report to FINTRAC the receipt of an amount in cash of CAD 10 000 or
more in Canadian currency or its equivalent in foreign currency. Reportable cash transactions include
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single transactions and two or more transactions by or on behalf of the same individual or entity that
are conducted in a 24-hour period and that total CAD 10 000 or more, as described under section 3 of
the PCMLTF Regulations. A Large Cash Transaction Report (LCTR) must be submitted to FINTRAC
within 15 days of the transaction.
867. With respect to the large cash transaction reporting regime, an exception scheme – called the
Alternative to Large Cash Transaction Reports to FINTRAC – is provided for in the PCMLTF
Regulations. In order to assist reporting entities, FINTRAC has developed a guideline on the
Alternative to LCTRs, Guideline 9, which is posted on the FINTRAC website.
868. Alternative to sending large cash transaction reports applies only to certain clients of financial
entities (banks, credit unions, caisses populaires, trust and loan companies and an agent of the crown
that accepts deposit liabilities) that are corporations. Criteria have to be met before financial entities
can choose for the alternative to large cash transaction reports:






The client of the financial entity is a corporation that carries on business within a list of
business excluding business with high risk of ML or TF.
The client of the financial entity must have an account with the financial entity or another
financial entity for at least 24 months.
The client deposited CAD 10 000 or more in cash at least twice a week, on average, for the
preceding 12 months.
The cash deposits are consistent with the usual practices of the business;
Reasonable measures have been taken to determine the source of the cash for the deposits.

869. Where these conditions are met, financial entities are not obliged to submit large cash
transaction reports to FINTRAC but have to:





Send a report to FINTRAC about the business client for whom they are making this choice.
Report certain changes about the business client to FINTRAC.
Verify annually that conditions are met for each client and report this to FINTRAC.
Maintain a list with the name and address of each client for whom they have chosen not to
report large cash transactions.

870. Reportable information in a LCTR is listed in Schedule 1 to the PCMLTF Regulations. The
record includes identifying and banking information on the person or entities involved, including
persons on behalf of who the transaction is conducted and the purpose and details of the transaction.
871. Similar reporting requirements apply to deposit taking institutions and money services
businesses (including foreign exchange dealers) in respect of outgoing and incoming international
electronic funds transfers of CAD 10 000 or more (including single transactions and two or more
transactions by or on behalf of the same individual or entity that are conducted in a 24-hour period and
that total CAD 10 000 or more). These include both transfers made using the SWIFT system, as well
as those using proprietary systems (non-SWIFT). An Electronic Funds Transfer Report (EFTR) must
be filed within five working days of the transfer.
872. Since FINTRAC first became operational, in fiscal year 2001-2002, it has received about 16
million LCTRs and 29 million EFTRs.
873. The criminal penalty for failure to report a LCTR or EFTR could lead to a fine of up to
CAD 500 000 for a first time offence and CAD1 000 000 for a subsequent offence.
874. FINTRAC devotes resources to improving the data quality, refining analytical tools and
upgrading systems.
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875. High standards of information privacy and security are important for FINTRAC, as already
explained in section 2.5. FINTRAC continually monitors its systems and recently made improvements
to its security monitoring capabilities.
Statistics
876. Statistics available at FINTRAC are generally very comprehensive (especially on STRs, LCTRs
and EFTRs). However, this report delivers a limited range of them on Canada request and for
confidentiality purposes.
3.7.2

Recommendations and Comments

877. All financial institutions covered by the definition of the FATF should be subject to the
suspicious transactions reporting requirement unless a proven low risk of ML and FT is established in
the sectors that are currently exempted. The different categories of financial institutions contribute
unequally to the total number of STRs received by FINTRAC, this is an issue that FINTRAC should
address further.
878. FINTRAC should develop more general feedback for smaller reporting entities. While
legislation prevents FINTRAC from giving feedback on how it has used specific reports, FINTRAC
should consider implementing more specific feedback mechanisms.
879. FINTRAC could consider disseminating more figures and data that do not breach applicable
confidentially rules. This would certainly help increasing awareness and improving general
compliance and reporting. FINTRAC should collect more data on the number of reports that it
receives in relation to suspected terrorist financing.

3.7.3
Rec.
Rec.13

Compliance with Recommendations 13, 14, 19, 25 and Special Recommendation IV
Rating
LC





Rec.14
Rec.19
Rec.25

C
C
LC





SR.IV

LC




Summary of factors underlying ratings
Some financial institutions as defined by the FATF (especially financial
leasing, finance companies, providers of e-money) are not covered by the
obligation to report;
There is no requirement to report attempted transactions;
The low numbers of STRs sent by certain financial sectors raise concerns in
relation to the effectiveness of the reporting system.
The Recommendation is fully met.
The Recommendation is fully met.
There is not enough general feedback given outside the large financial
institutions sector.
Some financial institutions as defined by the FATF (especially financial
leasing, finance companies, providers of e-money) are not covered by the
obligation to report;
There is no requirement to report attempted transactions.

Internal controls and other measures
3.8

3.8.1

Internal controls, compliance, audit and foreign branches (R.15 & 22)

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 15
880. Currently, the PCMLTFA itself contains no specific requirement for the development and
maintenance of an AML/CFT compliance regime by the reporting entities 116. Such a requirement is
116

Article 9.6 (1) of the PCMLTFA provides for a general compliance program requirement in force in June
2008. The compliance regime requirements will be expanded to include, among other things, a written
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prescribed in Section 71 of the PCMLTF Regulations that requires every person or entity subject to the
PCMLTFA to establish a compliance regime for complying with the PCMLTFA. The compliance
regime must include, “as far as practicable”, the following four core elements:
a. The appointment of a person who is responsible for the implementation of the compliance
regime.
b. The development and application of compliance policies and procedures.
c. A review of those policies and procedures that is conducted as often as necessary to test
their effectiveness by an internal or external auditor of the person or entity or, if it does not
have such an auditor, by the person or entity itself (the proposed regulations require
minimum review once every 2 years).
d. Where the person or entity has employees or agents or persons authorised to act on behalf
of the person or entity, an ongoing compliance training program for those employees,
agents or persons.
881. The “as far as practicable” illustrates the need to adopt more or less sophisticated or formal
policies and procedures depending on the size of the business.
882. FINTRAC’s Guideline 4 provides more specific direction on what is expected to be in place for
each component of the compliance program based on the type and the size of the business of the
reporting entity. Other financial sector regulators impose similar requirements on their respective
supervised entities.
Internal Policies, Procedures and Controls
883. The current PCMLTF Regulations require reporting entities to develop and apply policies and
procedures to comply with the anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing requirements
imposed under Part I of the PCMLTFA. FINTRAC’s Guideline 4 provides further details on what
these policies and procedure should encompass, including policies and procedures that must show the
business’s commitment to prevent, detect and address non-compliance. In addition, such policies and
procedures must incorporate, at a minimum, the reporting, record-keeping and client identification
requirements applicable to the business and it is suggested that they specify situations where an
enhanced level of caution is required. Nevertheless, it is not specifically required that rules regarding
detection of unusual and suspicious transactions be included. However, when performing its
compliance assessments, FINTRAC does inform reporting entities that they should have policies and
procedures to identify and report suspicious transactions.
884. OSFI Guideline B-8 goes beyond the basic requirements laid down by the PCLMLTF
Regulations and the FINTRAC Guidelines by specifying that “the policies and procedures should
include measures to permit the FRFIs to identify and report Large Cash Transactions. The policies
and procedures should also include measures to monitor transactions”. The IDA rules specify that
“firms should have procedures in place that are designed to assist personnel in detecting unusual or
suspicious activities”. The IDA has generally advised that AML/CFT policies and procedures should
be integrated into a dealer’s general compliance regime, for example in the guide “Deterring Money
Laundering Activity”, the IDA notes: “a firm’s existing policies and procedures for its various
business functions should form the basis for its overall money laundering prevention program. This
will assure that anti-money laundering compliance reaches all aspects of a firm’s business. As an
initial matter, a firm could consider reviewing and evaluating those procedures and, where
appropriate, enhance them to address anti-money laundering issues”.
885. The degree of detail and formality of the procedures and policies depends on the business’s type
of activities and on risk of exposure to money laundering and terrorist financing. Currently, it is not
assessment of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks through regulations enacted in June 2007 and in
force in June 2008.
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specified in the PCMLTF Regulations that such procedures and policies should be written and kept up
to date 117, even if this requirement is considered by FINTRAC as being implicit. OSFI specifies in its
Guideline B-8 that “policies and procedures should be formally documented”. IDA requires “written
anti-money laundering procedures” in its non-binding “Deterring money laundering activity” Guide.
886. According to FINTRAC Guidelines, the business’s policies and procedures must be
communicated, understood and adhered to by any employee who deals with clients and their assets or
who could be affected by the requirements under Part1 of the PCMLTFA and its Regulations. They
need enough information to process and complete a transaction properly as well as to identify clients
and keep records as required. They also need to know when an enhanced level of caution is required in
dealing with transactions, such as those involving countries or territories that have not yet established
adequate anti-money laundering regimes consistent with international standards. Information about
this, including updates to the list of NCCTs issued by the FATF is available on FINTRAC’s website118
and all of the advisories that FINTRAC has issued throughout the years can be found in the
‘FINTRAC Advisories’ section of the website 119. Although directors and senior officers may not be
involved in day-to-day compliance, they need to understand the statutory duties placed upon them,
their staff and the entity itself.
Appointment of a Compliance Officer
887. Section 71 of the PCMLTF Regulations requires reporting entities to appoint a compliance
officer who is responsible for the implementation of the compliance regime.
888. According to FINTRAC Guidelines, the compliance officer should have the authority and the
resources necessary to discharge his or her responsibilities effectively. Depending on the type of
business, the compliance officer should report, on a regular basis, to the board of directors or senior
management, or to the owner or chief operator.
889. If the reporting entity is a small business, the appointed officer could be a senior manager or the
owner or operator of the business. If the reporting entity is comprised of an individual, this person can
appoint themselves as compliance officer or they may choose to appoint another individual to help
them implement a compliance regime. In the case of a large business, the compliance officer should be
from a senior level and have direct access to senior management and the board of directors. Further, as
a good governance practice, the appointed compliance officer in a large business should not be directly
involved in the receipt, transfer or payment of funds.
890. For consistency and ongoing administration of the compliance regime, the appointed
compliance officer may choose to delegate certain duties to other employees, for example, the officer
may delegate an individual in a local office or branch to ensure that compliance procedures are
properly implemented and enforced at that location.
891. OSFI’s Guideline B-8 states that the compliance officer should ensure that every division
potentially exposed to money laundering or terrorist financing activities appoints an officer to ensure
that these divisions implement their policies and procedures. These officers should report regularly on
compliance issues and weaknesses in policies and procedures. The financial institution should also
designate employees to be accountable for ensuring that policies and procedures intended for these
branches are applied. The identification of the AML/CFT compliance officer (CAMLO) must be
communicated to OSFI as part of the annual “OSFI-57: Return of Corporate Information” report (for
domestic entities) and “OSFI-57A Return of Corporate Information (for foreign entities. In addition,
an amended return must be filed disclosing the name of a new CAMLO should a new person be
117

The PCMLFT Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 fill this gap. They require that compliance policies
and procedures are written, approved by a senior officer and kept up to date (see Section 71 of the amended
PCMLTF Regulations).
118
http://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/intro-eng.asp.
119
http://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/publications/avs/1-eng.asp.
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appointed to the position during the year. OSFI Guideline B-8 advises that the CAMLO’s mandate be
enterprise-wide.
892. Other regulators of financial institutions in Canada have had similar requirements in place, that
in some cases have preceded the PCMLTFA requirements. For example, every IDA member is
required to designate its Chief Executive Officer, its President, its Chief Operating Officer or its Chief
Financial Officer (or such other officer designated with the equivalent supervisory and decisionmaking responsibility) to act as an “Ultimate Designated Person”, responsible for the conduct of the
firm and employees. An “Alternate Designated Person” must also be approved to act as Chief
Compliance Officer (see IDA By-Law No.38). Firms may be required to designate more than one
Chief Compliance Officer depending on the scope and complexity of its business. Alternatively, the
Ultimate Designated Person can also act as the Chief Compliance Officer. The responsibilities of the
Ultimate Designated Person and Chief Compliance Officer include ensuring firm compliance with
IDA and provincial Securities Act regulations, along with federal regulations, such as, the PCMLTFA.
893. Apart from the very generic wording in the FINTRAC Guidelines, there is no explicit
requirement to ensure that the AML/CFT compliance officer has timely access to customer
identification data and other CDD information, transactions records and other relevant information.
The assessors were told that OSFI, in conducting its AML/CFT assessments, has never identified a
situation where the CAMLO has not had timely access to all the information needed.
Review of the Compliance Policies and Procedures
894. Another component of a comprehensive compliance regime is a review of the reporting entity’s
compliance policies and procedures, as often as is necessary, to test their effectiveness.
895. Section 71 of the PCMLTF Regulations requires reporting entities to review their anti-money
laundering and anti-terrorist financing policies and procedures “as often as necessary” to test their
effectiveness by an internal or external auditor, or if there is no auditor, by the person or entity itself.
FINTRAC’s Guideline 4 provides a list of triggers that might suggest when a review is needed, such
as changes in the legislation, the issuance of new products or services and non-compliance issues 120.
896. It is specified in FINTRAC Guideline 4 that the review is to be completed by an external or
internal auditor, if the entity has one. It is indicated that the review could include interviews, tests and
sampling. The scope and results of the review should be documented and deficiencies should be
identified and reported to senior management or the board of directors. A request for a response
indicating corrective actions and a timeline for the implementation of such actions must be sent with
the report to senior management and both the request and the response should be documented.
897. FINTRAC’s Guideline 4 also indicates that reporting entities must conduct a self-review when
it is impossible to have an auditor. The person conducting the review has to be independent, “if
feasible”, of the reporting, record-keeping and compliance monitoring functions. The review has the
same objectives as those conducted by an auditor and should be documented. It should address
whether policies and procedures are in place and are being adhered to, and whether procedures and
practices comply with legislative and regulatory requirements. It should include corrective measures
and follow-up actions.
898. The scope and details of a review will depend, according the FINTRAC’s Guideline 4, on the
nature, size and complexity of the operations of the reporting entity.
899. Thus, there is no actual requirement for an independent audit function to test AML/CFT regime
compliance for small financial institutions (including small MSBs)for which a simple self-assessment
is admitted. Moreover, the review of the AML/CFT compliance has to be performed only “as often as
120

Amendments to section 71 will require, as of June 2008 that this review be conducted every two years.
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necessary” and the methods to be used to perform the review (including sample testing) are only
quoted in the FINTRAC Guideline as an indication.
900. OSFI’s Supervisory Framework considers internal audit to be a key risk management function
and assesses it accordingly during the review cycle. Moreover, pursuant to OSFI’s Guideline E-13 Legislative Compliance Management (LCM), FRFIs are obligated to implement a compliance
management control on an enterprise-wide basis to ensure that they have the ability to meet all
regulatory requirements.
901. OSFI Guideline B-8 states that the independent audit of the AML/CFT Compliance Program
should be conducted annually. The Guideline indicates that the review of the business’s AML/CFT
program should encompass three processes. First, FRFIs have to establish an internal compliance
reporting process, which should demonstrate at a minimum conformity with all AML and CFT
requirements. It should also review regularly compliance issues and identify and document any
weaknesses. These weaknesses shall be reviewed with OSFI.
902. The second process is an annual self-assessment, which must evaluate on a group-wide basis the
effectiveness of the AML/CFT procedures to identify the areas and types of risks and suggest
corrective measures to address weaknesses and gaps in the risk management system. The results must
be reported to senior management and the board of directors. The document should contain the scope
of the review, the main elements of policies and procedures, as well as the extent to which policies and
procedures comply with the PCMLTFA and its Regulations and OSFI’s Guidelines.
903. The last process consists of independent procedures testing to be conducted by the internal audit
department, compliance department, or by an outside party such as an external auditor. The testing
must cover the entire operation of the entity and must be performed at least annually. The results
should be documented and reported to senior management and the board of directors. The report
should not only include steps to be taken to address weaknesses and gaps, but could also address areas
such as the employees’ knowledge of policies and procedures, systems for client identification, large
cash transaction and suspicious transactions identification and reporting, and record keeping.
904. Together, the annual self-assessment and independent procedures testing, coupled with LCM
requirement, create a control environment which, if implemented effectively, will identify weaknesses
or compliance deficiencies in a timely fashion and permit corrective measures to be taken by the
financial institutions’ senior management and boards of directors. To reinforce the importance of a
strong control framework, evidenced through measures such as policies, procedures and other
controls, OSFI held information sessions for the industry on November 9, 2005 and October 17, 2006.
905. Other regulators of financial institutions in Canada require similar policies and procedures. In
the securities industry for example, IDA By-law 29.27 requires member firms to establish and
maintain internal procedures, policies and controls, including compliance procedures for monitoring
and reporting adherence to all laws, rules, regulations, requirements, policies and procedures
governing their business. The broad scope of the requirement covers AML/CFT laws and regulations.
IDA members must establish a compliance monitoring system to prevent and detect violations, that
includes a procedure for reporting results of its monitoring efforts to management and, where
appropriate, the Board of Directors or its equivalent. Under IDA By-law 38 IDA the Chief
Compliance Officer must, at a minimum, report annually to the Board of Directors or its equivalent on
the state of compliance at the dealer. The Board of Directors is subsequently required to review the
report and determine necessary actions to address any compliance deficiencies noted in the report.
Another example can be found in Quebec where the designation of a Compliance Officer (CO) is
required by Québec securities regulation and the compliance officer must have access to all necessary
information to carry out his function.
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906. Furthermore IDA “Deterring money laundering activity” Guide specifies that “except for very
small firms”, the audit should be at least annual and that firms should keep records of measures taken
to correct any weaknesses identified in the audit.
Ongoing Compliance Training
907. Section 71 of the PCMLTF Regulations requires every reporting entity to provide ongoing
training to their employees, agents or any other person authorised to act on behalf of the business.
908. As further explained in FINTRAC’s Guideline 4, reporting entities must not only develop
compliance policies and procedures, but ensure that these policies and procedures are understood by
all employees within the organization and agents who have contact with customers, who see customer
transaction activity, or who handle cash in any way understand the reporting, client identification and
record-keeping requirements. This includes those at the front line as well as senior management. In
addition, others who have responsibilities under the compliance regime, such as information
technology and other staff responsible for designing and implementing electronic or manual internal
controls should receive training. This could also include the appointed compliance officer and internal
auditors.
909. Reporting entities must address standards for the frequency and method of training, such as
formal, on-the-job or external. New people should be trained before they begin to deal with customers.
All should be periodically informed of any changes in anti-money-laundering or anti-terrorism
legislation, policies and procedures, as well as current developments and changes in money laundering
or terrorist activity financing schemes particular to their jobs. Those who change jobs within the
organization should be given training as necessary to be up-to-date with the policies, procedures and
risks of exposure to money laundering or terrorist financing that are associated with their new job.
910. The method of training may vary greatly depending on the size of the business and the
complexity of the subject matter. The training program for a small business may be less sophisticated
and not necessarily formalized in writing. In line with FINTRAC guidelines and when assessing
training needs, a reporting entity should consider the following elements:





Requirements and related liabilities: the training should give those who need it an understanding
of the reporting, client identification and record-keeping requirements as well as penalties for not
meeting those requirements.
Policies and procedures: the training should make the entity’s employees, agents, or others who
act on its behalf aware of the internal policies and procedures for deterring and detecting money
laundering and terrorist financing that are associated with their jobs. It should also give each one a
clear understanding of his or her responsibilities under these policies and procedures and of how
their institution, organization or profession is vulnerable to abuse by criminals laundering the
proceeds of crime or by terrorists financing their activities. Training should include examples of
how the entity’s particular type of organization could be used to launder illicit funds or fund
terrorist activity.
Background information on money laundering and terrorist financing: any training program
should include some background information on money laundering so everyone who needs to
understand what money laundering is, why criminals choose to launder money and how the
process usually works. They also need to understand what terrorist financing is and how that
process usually works. FINTRAC makes material available on its website that can provide help
with training.

911. OSFI’s Guideline B-8 further stipulates that employees of FRFIs should receive sufficient
training. This training must encompass the policies and procedures of the entity, the techniques used
by money launderers in financial institutions and current AML/CFT legislation and regulation. Special
attention must be given to front-line staff.
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912. When OSFI undertakes AML/CFT assessments it reviews the material produced by each
financial institution to train its staff. The assessors were told that employee knowledge is ascertained
through interviews, during on-site reviews and assessing the account opening process. It is expected
that all new employees receive adequate training before dealing with customers and that continuing
employees receive training appropriate to their responsibilities at least on an annual basis. In this
regard, a number of recommendations and requirements have been given to improve the AML/CFT
training given by financial institutions to assist employees in understanding money laundering and
terrorist financing and its consequent reporting processes.
913. AML/CFT requirements have been included in the IDA’s mandatory courses for those dealing
with the public or holding supervisory positions. Those courses touch on conduct and practices
handbook for securities industry professionals, partners, directors and senior officers’ examination,
branch managers’ course and chief compliance officers course (under development).
914. In addition to mandatory courses, the IDA has a mandatory continuing education program and
sets guidelines for acceptable continuing education course content, length and rigor (see IDA Policy
6). The guidelines recommend a process to aid firms in identifying appropriate suppliers and courses.
The IDA requires that certain persons successfully complete a compliance course within a three-year
cycle. These courses must review critical regulations and application, regulatory changes, rules
relating to new products and ethics. Anti-money laundering laws and regulations and their
implementation at the member is highlighted in the IDA Policy 6. As part of the audit process, the
IDA will review member-developed compliance courses to ensure they satisfy the guidelines. IDA
member firm AML/CFT training is reviewed during the IDA’s sales compliance audits.
Screening procedures when hiring employees
915. There is currently no general enforceable requirement for Canada’s financial institutions to
screen candidates for employment.
916. Under OSFI’s Supervisory framework, the FRFI’s senior management and/or the board of
directors are responsible for planning, directing and controlling the strategic direction and general
operations. One of their key responsibilities includes developing sound business practices, culture and
high ethical standards within the financial institution that help protect its reputation. This is primarily
achieved by the developing of sound human resource policies associated with staff selection, hiring,
retention, conflict of interest and code of conduct. As such, it is in the best interest of senior
management and the board at the financial institutions to adopt appropriate and relevant screening
procedures when hiring employees to ensure that potential employees have high ethical standards so as
to minimize exposure by the financial institution or its clients to potential abuses or reputational risks
issues. Consequently, as part of its supervisory role and in assessing the board and senior management
control functions, OSFI would expect them to have adopted appropriate screening procedures at the
financial institution to ensure high standards when hiring potential new employee. In this respect,
OSFI has issued a draft Guideline (E-17) outlining principles to assist FRFIs in establishing policies
and procedures regarding the conduct of assessments of their Responsible Persons (i.e. directors,
senior officers, principal officers, chief agent or any person playing a significant role in the
management of the financial institution) upon their initial appointment and at regular intervals. This
Guideline will nevertheless remain limited to responsible persons and will not concern all employees.
917. As a practice, Canada’s largest banks screen all new potential employees to determine if they
have criminal records. Such screening is made possible by a Memorandum of Understanding between
the Canadian Bankers Association and the RCMP. In addition, participating banks can screen the
names of potential employees against a list of previous bank employees who may have been dismissed
by another participating bank for undertaking unethical activities against the bank or its client.
918. The IDA also oversees the professional standards and educational programs that ensure the
competence of securities industry employees. The IDA screens all investment advisors employed by
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member firms to ensure that those entering the industry are of good character and have successfully
completed all the required educational courses and programs. The IDA requires that member firm
employees who deal with the public interest must be licensed. The IDA does this more as part of its
mandate to protect the public interest and the integrity of the capital markets rather than as a service to
members. The IDA has good access to information that its members may not have, such as reports
from previous employers and occasionally other confidential information.
Recommendation 22
919. Section 15(4) of the Bank Act states that “subject to this Act, a bank has the capacity to carry on
its business, conduct its affairs and exercise its powers in any jurisdiction outside Canada to the extent
and in the manner that the laws of that jurisdiction permit.” A similar provision is set out in the
Insurance Companies Act (Section 15.4). However, Canadian financial institutions and any branches
or subsidiaries are generally subject to the laws of the jurisdiction in which they are incorporated. The
assessment team believes that the provisions as set out in the Bank Act and in the Insurance
Companies Act are insufficient to address the specific requirements in the context of
Recommendation 22.
920. Currently, the PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Regulations contain no specific enforceable provision
requiring financial institutions to ensure that their foreign branches and subsidiaries observe
AML/CFT measures consistent with home country requirements 121. There is no legal obligation in the
PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Regulations that, where the minimum AML/CFT requirements of the home
and host countries differ, branches and subsidiaries in host countries are required to apply the higher
standard, to the extent that local (i.e. host country) laws and regulations permit. Equally, there is no
requirement that financial institutions be required to inform their home country supervisor when a
foreign branch or subsidiary is unable to observe appropriate AML/CFT measures because this is
prohibited by local (i.e. host country) laws, regulations or other measures.
921. As the home regulator, OSFI already expects FRFIs with international operations to implement
enterprise-wide policies consistent with the Core Principles. One such policy would relate to the
implementation of an enterprise-wide AML/CFT Programme, as outlined in its Guideline B-8. As
such, OSFI expects the international operations of financial institutions to implement policies and
procedures consistent with the domestic financial institutions enterprise-wide standards - regardless of
whether the country is an FATF member or not.
922. The one exception to this would be where the AML/CFT standard in a particular jurisdiction is
higher than or in addition to the enterprise-wide standard. Under those circumstances OSFI would
expect the international operation in the particular jurisdiction, whether the operation is a branch of a
domestic financial institution or a separate legal subsidiary, to implement AML/CFT standards that go
beyond the enterprise-wide or group standards.
923. Moreover, Guideline B-8 states that FRFIs should ensure that subsidiaries having potential
exposure to money laundering or terrorist financing activities follow the guideline.
924. OSFI examinations in financial institutions are performed on all parts of the FRFIs’ enterprisewide operations, including branches and subsidiaries located outside Canada. Deficiencies in any
subsidiary or branch of the financial institution have been subject of deficiency letters by OSFI, or can
trigger the issuance of a direction of compliance if the deficiency amounts to the commission of an
unsafe or unsound practice in conducting the business of the institution. With respect to subsidiaries,
OSFI’s usual practice is to share any identified material weaknesses with host regulators. Furthermore,
OSFI shares the results of its AML/CTF examinations with FINTRAC (except for information

121

Some provisions in relation to Recommendation 22 have been adopted in the PCMLTFA in December
2006. They will enter into force in June 2008.
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pertaining to non-Canadian subsidiaries) who, in turn, has the ability to impose legal sanctions with
respect to compliance deficiencies.
925. To date OSFI has undertaken 6 separate reviews of the international operations of Canadian
domestic banks to verify that AML/CFT policies and procedures are being implemented on an
enterprise-wide basis.

3.8.2

Recommendations and Comments

926. Recommendation 15. The current requirements should be expanded, made more explicit and
enforceable, in particular:
•
•
•
•

Written policies and procedures should be explicitly required, and should be kept up to date,
and their minimum mandatory content should include the detection of unusual and suspicious
transactions.
There should be an explicit requirement to ensure that the AML/CFT compliance officer has a
timely access to customer identification data and other CDD information, transactions records
and other relevant information.
The requirement for an independent audit function (internal or external) to test on a regular
basis the compliance of the AML regime should be strengthened for MSBs and small financial
institutions, and made more explicit generally.
Canada should impose screening procedures when hiring employees for financial institutions.

927. Recommendation 22. Canada should ensure that the provisions in relation to Recommendation
22 that will enter into force in June 2008 are in line with the FATF requirements and are properly
implemented by all financial institutions.

3.8.3

Compliance with Recommendations 15 & 22

Rec.
Rec.15

Rating
LC

•
•
•
•
•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
The requirement for internal controls does not extend to all financial
institutions as defined by the FATF (notably financial leasing, factoring and
finance companies).
There is no mandatory explicit requirement to maintain up to date internal
procedures, policies and controls and such policies do not include the
detection of unusual and suspicious transactions.
There is no explicit requirement to ensure that the AML/CFT compliance
officer has a timely access to customer identification data and other CDD
information, transactions records and other relevant information.
There is no mandatory requirement for an independent audit function to
test AML/CFT regime compliance for small financial institutions (including
some MSBs) for which a simple self-assessment is admitted.
There is no general requirement concerning screening procedures when
hiring employees.
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Rec.
Rec.22

Rating
NC

•

•
•

•

3.9

3.9.1

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Currently, the PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Regulations contain no explicit
provision requiring financial institutions to ensure that their foreign
branches and subsidiaries observe AML/CFT measures consistent with
home country requirements although foreign branches of Canadian
financial institutions are Canadian entities under the Bank Act and the
Insurance Companies Act that are subject to Canadian laws.
There is no requirement that particular attention be paid to branches and
subsidiaries in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations.
There is no legal obligation in the PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Regulations
that, where the minimum AML/CFT requirements of the home and host
countries differ, branches and subsidiaries in host countries are required to
apply the higher standard, to the extent that local (i.e. host country) laws
and regulations permit.
There is no requirement that financial institutions be required to inform their
home country supervisor when a foreign branch or subsidiary is unable to
observe appropriate AML/CFT measures because this is prohibited by local
(i.e. host country) laws, regulations or other measures.

Shell banks (R.18)

Description and Analysis

Establishment or continued operations of shell banks
928. The Bank Act does not permit the incorporation of a shell bank since all banks operating in
Canada must have a physical presence. All banks incorporated in Canada must be listed in Schedule I
or Schedule II of the Bank Act and such a listing must always include a reference to the place in
Canada where the head office is situated. Section 237 of the Bank Act also provides that a bank
incorporated in Canada must have, at all times, a head office within Canada that is specified in either
the Bank’s incorporating instrument or its by-laws.
Correspondent banking relationships with shell banks
929. Legislative amendments enacted in December 2006 and regulatory amendments that were
brought into force on 30 June 2007 specifically address the issue of shell banks in Canada’s
AML/CFT legislative and regulatory texts. Section 9.4(2) of the PCMLTFA specifically prohibits
Canadian financial entities from entering into a business relationship with shell banks. There is no
prohibition to continue business relationships with shell banks.
930. Prior to these legislative changes, financial regulators had issued guidance and regulations in
this area. OSFI, for example, has been providing guidance to all banks and federally regulated trust
and loan companies in the area of correspondent banking since 2002. OSFI Guideline B-8
‘’encourages FRFIs to pay special attention to business relationships with shell banks and to adopt
measures that will ensure that they do not enter into correspondent banking relationships with shell
banks’’. The practice was first communicated in guidance sent to banks and trust and loan companies
on February 22, 2002 encouraging them to adopt measures to ensure that they do not enter into
correspondent banking relationships with shell banks and added to Guideline B-8 when it was
subsequently revised. In the securities sector, the IDA has had a regulation in place since 2004 that
prohibits member securities dealers from dealing with shell banks, with an exception for affiliates of
banks subject to a suitable regulatory regime in their home jurisdiction.
931. It should be noted that as part of its assessment of a bank’s correspondent banking business,
OSFI verifies that the bank has adopted in writing such controls against dealing with shell banks and
that it does not have any correspondent banking relationships with shell banks.
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Possible use of respondent financial institutions accounts by shell banks
932. Under the December 2006 PCMLTFA provisions that entered into force on June 30, 2007, there
is a compulsory requirement for financial institutions to satisfy themselves that respondent financial
institutions in a foreign country do not permit their accounts to be used by shell banks. Section 15 of
the PCMLTF Regulations adopted on June 27, 2007 and in force since June 30, 2007 requires every
financial entity that enters into a correspondent banking relationship to obtain a statement from the
foreign financial institution that it does not have, directly or indirectly, correspondent banking
relationships with shell banks.
933. The assessors were advised that when OSFI reviews the files of the correspondent accounts, it
expects to see evidence that the bank has conducted enhanced due diligence in managing the money
laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with correspondent banking activities. OSFI looks
for evidence that the bank has requested information and documentation from the respondent bank that
verifies, among other things, that the respondent is a regulated bank, is not a shell bank and does not
deal directly or indirectly with shell banks. The assessment team was told that OSFI has never
encountered instances where one of its regulated institutions had correspondent relationships with a
shell bank.

3.9.2

Recommendations and Comments

934. Canada should adopt a requirement for financial entities to terminate business relationships with
shell banks as well as with any foreign financial institution that has, directly or indirectly,
correspondent banking relationships with shell banks. Canada should ensure that the measures adopted
in relation to shell banks are fully implemented by financial institutions.

3.9.3

Compliance with Recommendation 18

Rec.
Rec.18

Rating
LC

•
•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Financial entities are not required to terminate business relationships with
shell banks, nor with any foreign financial institution that has, directly or
indirectly, correspondent banking relationships with shell banks.
The effectiveness of the measures in place cannot yet be assessed.

Regulation, supervision, guidance, monitoring and sanctions
3.10

Supervision and oversight (R. 23, 30, 29, 17, 32, & 25)

3.10.1 Description and Analysis
Authorities/SROs roles and duties & Structure and resources - R.23, 30
General
935. The overall Canadian supervisory regime is complex due to the federal and provincial structure
of government. However, AML/CFT compliance is in principle straightforward as FINTRAC is solely
responsible. In order to assist it, FINTRAC has signed MOUs with certain regulators or supervisors to
share information. In addition to this, some regulators have provisions under their own legislation or
codes of conduct that impose similar requirements to, or which complement the key provisions in the
PCMLTFA through separate enforcement powers (for example, OSFI advises FRFIs to have proper
due diligence procedures; IDA requires securities dealers to properly identify beneficial owners).
FINTRAC supervision provides the minimum standard; however, having regard to all the elements, it
is not easy to get a complete overview of the supervision of AML/CFT compliance that is being
applied in practice to each category of financial institution.
936. It is worth mentioning that the financial sectors which are currently not covered by the
PCMLTFA (see Section 3.1 of the report) are generally subject neither to specific regulation nor to
prudential supervision concerning AML/CFT issues. For example, for financial leasing, the industry is
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represented by the Canadian Leasing and Finance Association (CLFA) which provides information on
the industry and input into the policy-making process, but does not provide any regulatory oversight.
Membership in the CLFA is voluntary. As stated above, it is only on a voluntary basis that some
finance companies have decided to comply with minimum AML/CFT standards and they are not
subject to any supervision in that area.
937. The following table generally summarizes the list of existing regulators per reporting entities:
Reporting Entities
Banks
Credit unions and
caisses populaires
Life insurance
companies

Number of
reporting Entities
71
1 250
105 - federal
33 - provincial

Life insurance
brokers and agents

73 000

Trust and Loan
companies
Investment dealers
firms2

81
208

Mutual Fund
2
dealers firms

197

Investment Counsel
and Portfolio
Management firms2
Other securities
2
firms
Money service
businesses

397
309
700

Sector Particularities
Biggest six hold 90% of
assets
Majority located in
Quebec
Five largest are federally
regulated and handle
64% of net premiums
A significant number
work for insurance
companies
Largest are banks’
subsidiaries
Biggest 11 firms hold
71% of revenues. 6 of
these are owned by the
largest banks
Only deal in mutual
funds. Many of the
largest are owned by the
large banks.
Activities limited to
providing investment
advice and counselling
Limited trading in
securities
A few large firms cover
the large majority of the
market

Primary Regulator
OSFI
Provincial authorities
(e.g. AMF in Quebec)
OSFI - 90% of firms
Provincial authorities 10% of firms
Provincial authorities
(e.g. AMF, FSCO)
OSFI and some
1
provinces
IDA

AML/CFT
Regulator
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC
FINTRAC

MFDA
AMF in Quebec

FINTRAC

Provincial authorities
(e.g. AMF and OSC)

FINTRAC

Provincial authorities
(e.g. AMF and OSC)
None

FINTRAC
FINTRAC

Notes:
1

Ontario only permits the operation of federally regulated trust companies.
Some 90 000 securities participants are licensed/registered to sell securities in these firms and are subject to
AML/CFT requirements.
OSFI: Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions.
AMF:
L’Autorité des marchés financiers du Québec.
OSC:
Ontario Securities Commission.
FSCO: Financial Services Commission of Ontario.
IDA:
Investment Dealers Association of Canada.
MFDA: Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada

2

938. The basis on which the regulators (excluding FINTRAC) perform AML/CFT compliance
supervision varies from one organization to another, as they are not specifically mandated by law to
ensure compliance with PCMLTFA/PCMLTF Regulations:
•

OSFI, for instance, as the prudential regulator of federal financial institutions is primarily
concerned with ensuring safety and soundness which are key elements in its supervisory
interventions in the AML/CFT area. If OSFI determines that a FRFI has failed to implement
AML/CFT requirements in a manner that amounts to the commission of an unsafe or unsound
practice it can apply a full range of supervisory enforcement actions including a “Direction of
Compliance”. It has adopted AML/CFT guidance (Guideline B-8) to help FRFIs to comply
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with the various legal requirements. Failure to comply with B-8 gives rise to recommendations
aimed at strengthening risk management controls.
•

Under various provincial Acts governing financial institutions, compliance with federal law
and regulation is a condition for obtaining and keeping a license. Thus regulators, even if they
do not have direct jurisdiction to administer the PCMLTFA, are entitled to verify that the
entities they supervise comply with it as they have, in a number of cases, the mandate to
ensure compliance with any federal or provincial legislation. But some actually do not look
specifically at those aspects in their compliance regime or look at it in a very cursory and
limited way: for instance, average time spent by DICO, which is in charge of the supervision
of credit unions in Ontario, to the review of AML/CFT compliance (i.e. the review of the
financial institution report to FINTRAC) is two hours per inspection. Alberta Securities
Commission compliance officers look only at the existence of procedures and policies but
would not make sample testing to assess their effectiveness. For its part, FSCO, the Ontario
provincial regulator for life insurance companies (4 provincially regulated) and agents 122,
which has a memorandum of understanding with OSFI for the supervision of the four Ontario
life insurance companies does not perform any on-site review for AML/CFT purposes in the
other entities it supervises. Another example of limited on-site reviews performed by the
provincial regulator is the control exercised by the AMF, the provincial regulator of Quebec of
the caisses populaires of the Desjardin group, as it relies mainly on the controls performed by
the Federation itself on its member entities.

•

Other regulators, such as the IDA for investment dealers, have issued code of conducts or
mandatory regulations establishing standards comparable to or higher than PCMLTFA and
control the compliance of reporting entities with these standards.

939. Thus the role of the different regulators and SROs regarding the control of AML/CFT
compliance may differ considerably, and, depending on their different levels (and in some cases
absence) of involvement in that area, the different financial sectors are subject to disparate degrees of
supervision for AML/CFT purposes.
940. The MSBs sector which comprises 700 identified reporting entities and possibly more than
20 000 branches or agents is only supervised by FINTRAC. FINTRAC has given priority to
inspections in this sector after commencing its compliance reviews and has covered about 300 entities
during the last four last fiscal years.
941. FINTRAC has entered in agreements with 12 regulators and SROs in the financial sector to
exchange AML/CFT supervisory information, the most recent having been signed in February 2007.
Information provided by these regulators to FINTRAC feeds into FINTRAC’s risk assessment.
942. In general, under the MOUs, the regulators provide FINTRAC with the following information
regarding their activities related to the compliance of the entities they regulate with the PCMLTFA:
lists of entities that they plan to examine; a copy of their compliance review program; results of
compliance reviews undertaken; copies of correspondence regarding deficiencies; descriptions of
actions the regulator has required to be taken to correct deficiencies; and descriptions of corrective
actions taken by entities.
943. The following table describes FINTRAC’s MOU partners in the financial sector, the entities
supervised by the regulator, and the process undertaken by the given regulator to carry out AML/CFT
inspections.
122

The definition of agents in the Insurance Act of Ontario is intended to capture all conduct for someone
placing business with a life insurance company, whether the person is appointed by an insurance company or
he/she is acting on behalf of the consumer.
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Region

Regulator

Number of FIs Supervised
by the Regulator

71 Banks
Office of the Superintendent 46 Trust Companies
Canada
of Financial Institutions
22 Loan Companies
96 Life Ins. Companies
Investment Dealers
Canada
208 securities firms
Association of Canada
53 Credit Unions
Financial Institutions
British
2 Life Ins. Companies,
Commission of British
Columbia
5 500 agents
Columbia (FICOM)
7 Trust Companies
Credit Union Deposit
Manitoba
58 Credit Unions
Insurance Corporation
New Brunswick Office de
stabilisation de la
New Brunswick
33 Caisse Populaires
Fédération des caisses
populaires acadiennes
New Brunswick Department
New Brunswick of Justice, Insurance
2 Life Ins. Companies
Branch
Credit Union Deposit
Guarantee Corporation of
Newfoundland
13 Credit Unions
Newfoundland and
Labrador
New Brunswick Credit
New Brunswick Union Federation
23 Credit Unions
Stabilization Board
Nova Scotia Credit Union
Nova Scotia
Deposit Insurance
34 Credit Unions
Corporation

Regulator AML/CFT Inspections
Methodology
Detailed exams in all sectors
Risk based
Examine one-quarter of regulated
entities annually
Risk based. One-third annual coverage.
Risk & random. No set examination
program with exams primarily selected
by weaknesses identified in risk
management system
Risk based.
25% annual exam coverage
Risk & random.
All entities examined within 18-month
exam cycle
Random, 3-year exam cycle
All entities examined within a 2-year
cycle
Risk & random.
All entities examined within 18-month
exam cycle
Risk & random, with each entity
examined in 18-month cycle

Risk based, currently being refined.
221 Credit Unions & Caisses
Conduct apprx. 70 exams annually, with
populaires
15-20 targeted
300 securities firms
600 Caisses populaires
Risk based
28 Life Ins. Companies

Ontario

Deposit Insurance
Corporation of Ontario

Québec

L’Autorité des marchés
financiers du Québec

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan Credit Union
Deposit Guarantee
88 Credit Unions
Corporation

Risk based, annual exams of each
entity

944. FINTRAC provides these regulators with information related to the risk assessment undertaken
by FINTRAC, results of FINTRAC’s compliance actions and copies of correspondence between
FINTRAC and the supervised entities.
945. It is to be noted that FINTRAC does not delegate its supervisory role through MOUs to other
regulators. Information obtained by other regulators through their own supervisory activities,
including examinations, is provided to FINTRAC under the MOU and is taken into consideration by
FINTRAC during its risk assessment process. In addition to the audits and examinations performed by
the regulators under their own supervisory framework, the results of which, with respect to AML/CFT
relevant issues are provided to FINTRAC, FINTRAC conducts examinations in each sector, whether
or not it is covered by an MOU. In fact, FINTRAC has conducted examinations in every sector
covered by the PCMLTFA with the exception of financial institutions supervised by OSFI since
FINTRAC fully relies on OSFI to conduct AML/CFT compliance initiatives.
946. Sanctions available under the PCMLTFA can only be administered by FINTRAC (see belowRecommendations 17 and 29).
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947. In conclusion, beyond the centralized role of FINTRAC, it has been difficult for the assessment
team to have a completely reliable overview of the efficiency of the supervision of AML/CFT
compliance, except at the federally regulated level.
948. These preliminary remarks and observations will be illustrated and further developed in the
following parts of this section, describing some of the main features and participants in the AML/CFT
regime. The assessment team has opted for a sample approach whereby the AML/CFT supervision
carried out by FINTRAC, OSFI and IDA, being the principal players, will be developed in more depth
and detail when compared with the supervisory regimes implemented by SROs or provincial
regulators where detailed and comprehensive information is not so readily available.
Overview of the main regulators acting in the AML/CFT area (with the exception of FINTRAC)
OSFI
949. OSFI is the prudential regulator for all banks, federally regulated trust and loan companies,
federally regulated insurance companies, cooperative retail associations and cooperative credit
associations and is given its responsibilities and authority by the OSFI Act and federal financial
institution legislation.
950. FRFIs supervised by OSFI are subject to prudential regulation through legislated authorities and
powers provided in the Bank Act, the Trust and Loan Companies Act, the Insurance Companies Act,
and the Cooperative Credit Associations Act. The Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions Act provides the Superintendent with authority to assess controls designed to ensure that
each FRFI is operated in a safe and sound manner and complies with its governing statute.
Securities regulators
951. General. The regulation of the securities industry is under provincial and territorial jurisdiction
and is carried out through provincial/territorial securities regulatory authorities (SRAs). Selfregulatory organizations (SROs) and market infrastructure entities, such as exchanges and clearing
agencies, supplement direct regulation by the SRAs in Canada’s ten provinces and three territories. All
SROs and market infrastructure entities set and enforce requirements that restrict access to the
securities markets; however, some are for-profit organizations, others are not, and some have
competitors while others are monopolies. The Canadian securities regulatory regime relies on these
organizations and entities to help protect investors and promote fair, efficient and competitive capital
markets. They develop standards of practice and business conduct, monitor their members’ or
participants’ compliance with these standards and take appropriate enforcement actions against those
who violate these requirements.
952. The current regulatory regime provides for parallel regulation of members and participants of
these organizations and entities. For instance, SRAs make general rules for dealers, while SROs make
rules that are consistent but may be more restrictive on the same subject matter; therefore, both SRAs
and SROs may take enforcement actions against members. Some provinces and territories have
delegated certain powers under their securities legislation to the SROs, such as registration and
compliance 123.
953. Since there are different types of SROs and market infrastructure entities with varying functions
and purposes, the nature and degree of the reliance of securities regulators on them may vary. For
example, they rely heavily on certain SROs, such as the Bourse de Montréal Inc. (Bourse) 124, the
123

The Alberta Securities Commission, the British Columbia Securities Commission and the Ontario
Securities Commission have delegated certain registration functions to the Investment Dealers Association of
Canada. The Autorité des marchés financiers (Québec) delegated registration and inspection functions and
powers to the Investment Dealers Association of Canada.
124
The Bourse is an exchange and also a recognized SRO in Quebec.
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Investment Dealers Association of Canada (IDA), the Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada
(MFDA) and Market Regulation Services Inc. (RS) to perform front-line regulatory functions.
954. The principle of reliance on SROs is well entrenched in Canadian securities legislation, for
example, through explicit authorisation for the SRAs to recognize SROs 125. In order to ensure the ongoing reliance is appropriate, SRAs conduct regular oversight of SROs to evaluate their effectiveness,
to confirm that they are acting in the public interest and to ensure that any conflicts of interest between
the public and their members/users and any conflicts among members/users are properly managed.
Legislation in many jurisdictions outlines this responsibility when regulators rely on SROs 126.
955. IDA. The IDA is a provincially recognized SRO in all provinces 127. Recognition is done through
an order of the SRA in the Province, generally subject to conditions set forth in or with the order. The
IDA is the front-line regulator of investment dealers and a number of provisions in provincial
securities regulations recognize IDA rules as an alternative to provincial regulations, generally by
explicitly granting or allowing the granting of exemptions from the provincial rules to members who
abide by IDA rules.
956. MFDA. The MFDA, established in June 1998, is the national SRO for the distribution side of
the Canadian mutual fund industry. The MFDA regulates the operations, standards of practice and
business conduct of its members and their representatives with a mandate to enhance investor
protection and strengthen public confidence in the Canadian mutual fund industry. In general, the
MFDA has a similar regulatory regime as the IDA, which includes rules and detailed requirements
MFDA members must comply with, including particulars respecting business structures, capital
requirements, insurance, books and records, client reporting, and business conduct. Subject to limited
exceptions (for example, for firms for whom the mutual fund business is incidental to their primary
business of advising), in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, a mutual fund dealer must be a member of the MFDA 128.
957. OSC. The following provides examples where SRAs regulate registrants directly. These
examples pertain specifically to the case of securities regulation in the largest province, Ontario, by
the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC).
958. Investment Counsel/Portfolio Managers (IC/PMs). This is the largest category of registrants
reviewed directly by the OSC. IC/PMs have discretionary investment authority over client funds. The
OSC considers them to be low risk for AML/CFT purposes since most advisers do not have access to
client funds, trades are executed through an IDA member and assets are held by a custodian. As a
result, the OSC only reviews policies and procedures relating to compliance with money laundering
legislation and does only limited substantive testing such as the client identification procedures as part
of its know-your-client testing procedures. To the extent that the policies and procedures are deficient,

125

For example, section 2.1 of the Securities Act (Ontario) states, in part, that “In pursuing the purposes of
this Act, the Commission shall have regard to the following fundamental principles: ... 4. The Commission
should, subject to an appropriate system of supervision, use the enforcement capability and regulatory expertise
of recognized self-regulatory organizations”. Section 21.1 of the Securities Act (Ontario) sets out the statutory
authority to recognize SROs.
126
For example, section 2.1 of the Securities Act (Ontario) sets out the principle of “an appropriate system of
supervision.” Subsection 21.1(4) provides that “the Commission may, if it is satisfied that to do so would be in
the public interest, make any decision with respect to any by-law, rule, regulation, policy, procedure,
interpretation or practice of a recognized self-regulatory organization.” Subsection 21.7(1) allows the Ontario
Securities Commission to hear appeals from “a direction, decision, ruling or order” made by a recognized SRO.
127
With the exception of Prince Edward Island which has no authority in its Securities Act to recognize a
SRO and there is a pending recognition application with New Brunswick.
128
While the MFDA is not formally recognized as an SRO by the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF), it
has entered into a co-operative agreement with the AMF and actively participates in the regulation of mutual
fund dealers in Québec.
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the OSC issues a deficiency notice as part of its field review deficiency report and provides a copy of
the deficiency notice to FINTRAC periodically.
959. Scholarship Plan Dealers (SPDs). SPDs are relatively low risk for AML/CFT purposes because
they deal with relatively small amounts of money from a large numbers of investors. Given the nature
of the scholarship plans, the risk of money laundering was considered low. Money is locked in for a
number of years. Although the money can eventually be withdrawn, only the amount net of enrolment
fees would be returned.
960. Limited Market Dealers (LMDs). In Ontario, there are approximately 550 LMDs engaged in the
business of selling “exempt” securities to accredited investors. The majority of LMDs do not receive
money from clients. Client cheques are payable directly to the issuer of a security. In January 2006,
78 of those LMDs were registered both as mutual fund dealers and LMDs and therefore were subject
to on-site compliance reviews by MFDA. LMDs are subject to on-site compliance reviews of OSC.
Credit Unions regulators
961. All credit unions and caisses populaires are provincially incorporated and almost exclusively
regulated at the provincial level. The legislative and regulatory framework for credit unions and
caisses populaires generally run parallel to that of federal financial institutions, such as banks. In
addition, the provinces provide deposit insurance for members of credit unions or caisses populaires.
962. Regulation in Ontario. The Financial Services Commission of Ontario (FSCO), an arm’s-length
agency of the Department of Finance, regulates registration of credit unions and caisses populaires
under the Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires Act, 1994. The Deposit Insurance Corporation of
Ontario (DICO) has signed a Letter of Understanding (LOU) with the FSCO. DICO is responsible for
conducting onsite verifications and reviews and copies of all on-site examinations reports are shared
with FSCO.
963. Regulation in Quebec. The Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF), the integrated supervisor in
Quebec, regulates caisses populaires, securities firms and insurance companies and agents, regulates
caisses populaires under an Act respecting financial services cooperatives. Under this Act, the
Desjardins federation, the joint supervisor of the caisses populaires with the AMF, must inspect the
internal affairs of each caisse populaire, including that AML/CFT requirements are being followed, at
least once every 18 months and must transmit to the AMF its findings.
Insurance regulators
964. Canadian insurance companies can be either federally or provincially incorporated. Branches of
foreign insurance companies are regulated at the federal level only. Federally incorporated regulated
life insurance companies dominate Canada’s life and health sector. At the end of 2005 there were
about 107 active life insurance companies operating in Canada and out of these, some 80 (which
includes 30 foreign branches) were federally regulated, generating almost 92% of total life and health
premium income. In addition the 3 largest federally regulated insurance companies and their life
insurance subsidiaries account for 81% of the life and health sector’s assets.
965. OSFI also prudentially supervises provincially chartered life companies regulated by three
provinces; Manitoba, Ontario and New Brunswick under MOUs with those provinces. In 2005 these
MOU’s together cover 6 provincial companies. The remaining active provincial life insurers were
incorporated in Quebec (17), British Columbia (2) and Alberta (1).
966. Provincial Regulation. In Ontario, FSCO licenses and regulates insurers that sell life and health
insurance in the province of Ontario to ensure they comply with the provincial market conduct
legislation. Life and health insurance products are sold to consumers directly by companies or through
insurance agents. In Québec, the Autorité des marchés financiers supervises life insurers while the
Chambre de la sécurité financière oversees insurance agents.
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Recommendation 30 (Structure and resources of the supervisory authorities)
967. Due to the number of existing supervisors and regulators liable to intervene in the area of
AML/CFT, a complete overview of their resources and efficiency would be quite complex, so for the
purpose of this report, only the principal authorities, namely, FINTRAC, OSFI and IDA will be
assessed in more detail.
968. With regard to the level of resources made available to the different supervisory authorities,
there are contrasting situations. Generally, FINTRAC, as the primary regulator specifically
empowered with ensuring compliance with PCMLTFA has resources that are too limited to ensure
proper supervision in the AML/CFT area. It has to rely on other primary regulators in a number of
cases (securities dealers, FRFIs, credit unions, etc.) who themselves do not always have sufficient
resources to dedicate to the task.
969. Professional standards applicable to the staff of the main regulators and supervisors are quite
comprehensive. The quality and frequency of training for combating ML and TF are also satisfactory
as far as FINTRAC, OSFI and IDA are concerned. Again, the assessors believe that training of
FINTRAC staff is essential to carry out properly its supervisory responsibility in a very diverse range
of businesses.
FINTRAC
970. Resources. In its budget of May 2006, the Government of Canada announced its priority to
bolster existing capacity to combat money laundering and terrorist financing by providing incremental
resources to FINTRAC in the amount of CAD 16.2 million and 102 employees. FINTRAC has a total
of 233 employees (as of September 30, 2006) and a current budget of almost CAD 51 million.
971. Although the total headcount may seem adequate, the deployment of staff between the different
FINTRAC departments appears to be unbalanced, with the bulk being dedicated to IT management
(FINTRAC was created as an FIU that would rely heavily on technology) and comparatively fewer
human resources assigned to AML/CFT inspections, especially if compared with the vast number of
entities that are subject to supervision.
972. Within FINTRAC, Regional Operations and Compliance (ROC), is responsible for the
development, implementation and monitoring of the national compliance program. This includes
interpreting policy and regulations, providing advice and assistance to reporting entities; conducting
risk assessment and examinations; monitoring data quality, timing and volume; providing feedback to
reporting entities; making disclosures of non-compliance to law enforcement; conducting regional
liaison with disclosure recipients (i.e. law enforcement agencies); and developing and implementing
new programs.
973. ROC is comprised of the Compliance and Program Development Units in Ottawa and three
regional offices with responsibilities for compliance and for liaison with law enforcement. The
Western regional office in Vancouver covers British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and the
Yukon. The Central regional office in Toronto covers Manitoba, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut,
and Ontario. The Eastern regional office in Montreal covers Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland & Labrador.
974. ROC has a budget, for the fiscal year of 2006-07, of approximately CAD 5 million. ROC in
Ottawa, which includes the Compliance and Program Development Units, as well as the Assistant
Director’s Office, has a total of more than 20 staff members. The three regional offices have
approximately 10 staff members each.
975. With approximately 50 people dedicated to compliance, FINTRAC manages to perform about
150 examinations in financial institutions annually which has to be compared with an estimated
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number of reporting financial entities exceeding 150,000 (not taking into account DNFBPs). However,
it should be noted that the examinations are targeted at firms and in most cases, a single FINTRAC
examination of a parent entity will cover a number of reporting entities, as the parent entity may cover
hundreds of individual entities (for example, in a corporate entity securities dealers or an MSB).
Therefore, FINTRAC exams cover significantly more than 150 reporting entities in a year, but there
are no statistics on the exact number of entities effectively assessed.
976. Moreover, in order to optimize the allocation of its supervisory resources, FINTRAC has
adopted a risk-based approach, based on the risk profiles both of the sector and the individual entities,
which are regularly updated through the collection of information from a large range of various
sources. Reporting entities are mainly selected for examination on the basis of the scores resulting
from this approach, while 10% of the examined entities are selected randomly. The assessment team
believes that FINTRAC has developed a sophisticated risk-based model that certainly helps FINTRAC
to prioritise its supervisory functions.
977. From a technical resource perspective, ROC makes use of the FINTRAC Risk Assessment Tool
(FRAT), database software that was developed in-house. This tool helps to ensure that Compliance
Officers have access to accurate and up-to-date information, as well as ensuring the timely
maintenance of reporting entity information and risk assessment information. This is an important
element in meeting information management needs and helping to manage effectively FINTRAC’s
national compliance program. In addition, FINTRAC Compliance Officers are equipped with various
types of technological hardware.
978. However, the FRAT does not cover all reporting entities, as it is mainly focused at the firm
level: it covers about 26 000 entities. Moreover, under the risk-based approach, lots of entities
included in the FRAT would never have an examination by FINTRAC, even if a limited number of
examinations are selected randomly each year. In these conditions, it is the opinion of the assessment
team that, unless FINTRAC can rely to a greater degree on primary regulators and SROs in the future,
its current organisation and resources dedicated to supervision do not allow it to perform its
compliance function in a totally effective way.
979. It is to be noted that ROC is currently expanding as the result of new legislative initiatives that
were introduced by the Government of Canada in late 2006.
980. Professional standards. ROC is comprised of a diverse group of people with relevant
experiences and skills from both the public and private sectors such as the financial industry,
accounting, law enforcement, customs, revenue, and public safety. In general, Compliance Officers
possess a university degree in such disciplines as the social sciences, accounting, commerce and
administration. In addition, many FINTRAC employees are affiliated with professional associations
such as Chartered Accountants and Certified Fraud Examiners.
981. ROC team members must conform to the enhanced security measures that FINTRAC has
implemented. Like all other FINTRAC employees, compliance officers must obtain ‘Top Secret’
security clearance as a condition of employment.
982. Further to this, ROC team members receive Compliance Officer Authorisation Training, which
assists in preparing the Compliance Officer for conducting examinations in the field, including on how
to comport themselves in this kind of environment. A number of policies and procedures have also
been developed to guide Compliance Officers, including one on the Professional Expectations for
Compliance Officers which comprises fair treatment, courtesy and consideration, privacy and
confidentiality, bilingual service, information.
983. Moreover, the following provisions apply to all FINTRAC compliance officers, who are the
public face of FINTRAC :
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•

•

•
•

Integrity: perform their work with honesty, diligence, and responsibility; observe the law and
make disclosures expected by the law and the PCMLTFA; not knowingly be a party to any
illegal activity, or engage in acts that are discreditable to the organization; and respect and
contribute to the legitimate and ethical objectives of the organization.
Objectivity: not participate in any activity or relationship that impairs or will be seen as
impairing their unbiased assessment; not accept anything that may impair or be presumed to
impair their professional judgment; and disclose all material facts known to them that, if not
disclosed, may distort the reporting of activities under examination.
Confidentiality: be prudent in the use and protection of information acquired in the course of
their duties; and not use information for any personal gain or in any manner that would be
contrary to the law.
Competency: engage only in those services for which they have the necessary knowledge,
skills, and experience; perform compliance examinations in accordance with FINTRAC
policies and procedures; and continually improve their proficiency and the effectiveness and
quality of their services. Compliance Officers are required to pass a written course
examination in order to become an authorised compliance officer. Compliance officers also
then undergo an annual review to maintain their authorisation.

984. FINTRAC Compliance Officers are expected to apply and uphold these principles and rules in
addition to the FINTRAC Code of Conduct and Ethics for all employees, available on FINTRAC’s
Intranet. This is consistent with the Code of Values and Ethics for the Public Service of Canada which
came into effect in September 2003. In addition, there are severe penalties in place for any unlawful
disclosure made by a FINTRAC employee.
985. Training. FINTRAC’s Compliance Officers receive rigorous training. New team members
receive Orientation training shortly after their arrival. This training focuses on the following:
FINTRAC’s Legal Framework; the Canadian AML/CFT Regime; International Efforts and
Cooperation; Regional Operations and Compliance; Macro Analysis and Integration; Tactical
Financial Intelligence (Analytical and Disclosure Process; Production Orders; Sanitized Cases); Macro
Analysis and Integration (Strategic intelligence; Operational Statistics; Research and Analysis).
986. In addition, FINTRAC Compliance Officers also receive Compliance Officer Authorisation
Training, a nine day comprehensive course that covers numerous areas relating to risk assessment and
compliance examinations with cases study.
987. Following the successful completion of the training, all Compliance Officers are authorised in
writing by FINTRAC’s Director, which then permits them to perform examinations of reporting
entities.
988. FINTRAC’s Regional Operations and Compliance Section also holds training sessions twice
yearly. These are usually a week long and address various subject matters relevant to the work
undertaken by Compliance Officers. Team members also attend various AML/CFT conferences and a
number are members of the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS).
OSFI
989. Resources. OSFI is the sole supervisor of banks and other federally incorporated financial
institutions. The OSFI Act provides that the Minister of Finance is responsible for OSFI. It also
provides that the Superintendent is solely responsible for exercising the authorities under the financial
legislation and is required to report to the Minister of Finance from time to time on the administration
of the financial institutions legislation. The Superintendent is given operational independence through
an appointment for a fixed term of seven years.
990. The OSFI Act authorises the Superintendent to act independently in order to meet staffing and
other resource requirements to fulfil the supervisory obligations. The Superintendent is authorised to
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exercise the powers and perform the duties and functions of Treasury Board under the Financial
Administration Act that relate to personnel management, including the determination of terms and
conditions of employment and the responsibility for employer/employee relations.
991. OSFI’s revenue attributable to the regulation and supervision of FRFIs is raised through assetbased, premium-based or membership-based assessments on the financial services industry, and a user
pay program for selected services. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2007, this revenue amounted to
CAD 69.7 million. Assessments are allocated to industry sectors based on the approximate amount of
time spent on supervising and regulating the industry. Costs are then assessed to individual FRFIs in
each sector based on a formula, with a minimum or base level assessment for the smallest FRFIs. The
assessments are required by law to be paid and there is no appeal on assessments allocated to FRFIs.
Thus, OSFI’s program of supervision and regulation of FRFIs is not funded by the government. This
affords OSFI a further measure of operational independence from government.
992. OSFI has a staff complement of about 450 and is organized primarily into three sectors:




The Regulation Sector (123 personnel) is primarily concerned with rule-making,
administering registrations and approvals, compliance, and the supervision of pension plans.
The Supervision Sector (162 personnel) is responsible for supervising and monitoring
federally regulated financial institutions.
The Corporate Services Sector (115 personnel) is responsible for administrative, human
resources, systems and technical services.

993. The Compliance Division, which is a part of the Regulation Sector, is responsible for leading
AML/CFT assessments of financial institutions in conjunction with the Supervision Sector. The
following diagram illustrates the placement of the AML/CFT unit within the OSFI organizational
structure:
Executive
(Superintendent)

Supervision Sector

FI
Relationship Mgr.

Regulation Sector

Operational Risk
Group

Compliance
Division

994. In 2001 two factors contributed to OSFI’s decision to allocate more resources to AML/CFT as
well as introduce a specific AML/CFT assessment program: the passage of the legislation creating
FINTRAC and the introduction of mandatory transaction reporting, and the events of September 11,
2001 with the implementation shortly thereafter of the requirement of financial institutions to search
for listed terrorist and terrorist entities and to freeze their assets, with mandatory monthly reporting of
frozen assets to regulators.
995. In September 2002, OSFI designated two fulltime employees from OSFI’s Compliance Division
to commence an AML/CFT assessment program. By 2006, the resources allocated to AML/CFT had
grown to 10 employees, of which 8 perform on-site assessments. In addition to this, three employees
were redeployed internally from the Supervision Sector in 2006 to support AML/CFT assessments of
Canadian conglomerate banks.
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996. This increase in staff allowed OSFI to extend its program of examinations into smaller
institutions for the first time in 2005. With the current staffing level, it manages to perform 10 to
30 examinations per year, eventually covering a higher number of individual entities when subsidiaries
are also concerned (40 entities covered in 2006 for a total number of missions of 13). Excluding from
the 215 FRFIs subject to the PCMLTFA those that are otherwise part of conglomerate groups already
included or which bear no inherent AML/CFT risk (e.g. reinsurers, restricted foreign branches), OSFI
is supervising 135 reporting entities. OSFI has instituted a target frequency of about 3 years for
institutions presenting higher inherent risk. This includes all conglomerate banks and most
conglomerate life insurance companies, and is generally consistent with OSFI’s regular prudential
examination cycle. Smaller entities will be risk ranked using various ML/TF risk criteria unrelated to
financial risk (capital, earnings, liquidity, etc.). Smaller entities that present medium to high inherent
risk (due to their business profile matched against the AML/CFT criteria) will also be cycled through
an assessment approximately every 3 years. The small, low- to no-risk entities will be the subject of
regular monitoring with on site work taking place at longer intervals.
997. Professional standards. OSFI’s minimum qualification for employment includes a degree from
a recognized university or college in a relevant field and/or being a member in good standing in a
professional organization. All OSFI employees are subject to a Code of Professional Conduct, and are
also subject to an annual review to ensure compliance. The Code requires that OSFI staff act in a
professional manner in undertaking their responsibilities. Among other things, the Code requires staff
to treat all information obtained in the course of their work as confidential. This refers particularly to
any information regarding the affairs of a financial institution and of persons dealing with them.
Unauthorised disclosure of any information or use of information for personal reasons by OSFI staff is
prohibited in accordance with section 22 of the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions
Act, the Privacy Act and employees’ oaths of office and secrecy.
998. The Code also contains a Conflict of Interest Code to which staff must adhere. The Conflict of
Interest Code minimizes the possibility of conflicts arising between an OSFI employee’s private
interests and the employee’s public service duties and provides for the resolution of unavoidable
conflicts in a timely fashion. Failure to comply with the Code of Professional Conduct or the Conflict
of Interest Code can lead to appropriate disciplinary measures including termination of employment.
999. All new OSFI staff must pass an enhanced reliability check. At a minimum this involves a
background check by law enforcement (RCMP), a credit check and a check of the employee’s
references to determine the employee’s suitability. In situations where the employee will deal with
information classified beyond the normal confidentiality level, the check will also include a more
extensive review that is conducted by security intelligence officials.
1000. Finally, as part of the employment contract, OSFI employees are required to take an oath of
allegiance to Her Majesty in Right of Canada, and each employee’s performance is assessed annually
to ensure that work is completed in a satisfactory manner.
1001. Taken together, all these controls ensure that OSFI employees are competent in undertaking
their responsibilities, subject to high professional and ethical standards and treat information that they
deal with during the course of their duties in a confidential manner.
1002. Training. All OSFI supervisory staff receive compulsory training on OSFI’s Supervisory
Framework. Most OSFI staff involved in AML/ CFT assessments were originally general supervisors
before transferring to the Compliance Division.
1003. The staff in Compliance Division receive both formal and on-the-job training related to money
laundering and terrorist financing. All staff assigned to AML/CFT assessments are experienced
examiners and many have extensive industry experience.
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1004. To date, six OSFI staff members (four of which are in the Compliance Division) have attended
training at the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) AML School in Washington, DC. In
addition nine Compliance employees are members of the Association of Certified Money-Laundering
Specialists (ACAMS) and three of these employees have qualified as Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialists. OSFI employees have attended financial crime and AML/CFT conferences in
Canada, the United States and Europe. In addition senior Compliance Division staff have made
numerous presentations on the subject of AML/CFT at industry conferences in Canada and elsewhere.
IDA
1005. Resources. The Investment Dealers Association of Canada has four offices across Canada:
Montreal, Calgary, Vancouver and its head office located in Toronto. Its 280 employees fulfill its
mission of protecting investors and enhancing the efficiency and competitiveness of the Canadian
capital markets. It has attracted a group of highly skilled professionals with collective experience in all
facets of the securities industry, as well as expertise in various fields including law and accounting.
1006. The IDA Sales Compliance Department has an authorised staff complement of 48. The
Enforcement Department has 83. It manages to review all reporting entities at least every five years,
but the most important firms may be reviewed yearly.
1007. Professional standards. The IDA has a set of values that shapes the way its employees and
members carry out their responsibilities and work with each other and the industry. The IDA maintains
integrity by conducting itself in an honest and ethical manner and ensures a high degree of
professionalism. It is dedicated to carrying out its duties in a timely and reliable fashion. It is
accountable through a transparent process with open communication with stakeholders.
1008. The IDA also has a Code of Business Conduct, a Privacy Policy and a Whistleblower policy and
process.
1009. Training. The IDA’s training program for new Sales Compliance Officers includes AML
training. The IDA Enforcement Department also organise seminars the AML/CFT topic.
MFDA
1010. Resources. The Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada has three offices across Canada:
Calgary, Vancouver and its head office located in Toronto. Its 155 employees fulfill its vision of
raising the standard of firm, fair and transparent regulation in Canada for the protection of investors
through commitment to collaboration, staffing excellence and regulatory best practices. MFDA staff is
comprised of highly skilled professionals with expertise in various fields including the securities
industry, securities regulation, law and auditing and accounting.
1011. The MFDA Compliance Department is comprised of 52 compliance staff, the majority of which
or members of a professional association. The Enforcement Department has 45 staff. The MFDA
reviews all Members at least once every three years but may perform more frequent examinations if
necessary.
1012. Professional standards and training. The MFDA has established policies and procedures for the
conduct of its activities. These standards are continually reviewed and assessed annually by the
MFDA and subject to oversight by the Canadian Securities Administrators. The MFDA had devoted
significant resources to staff training and has conducted AML seminars for staff including sessions
with FINTRAC.
1013. The MFDA also has a Code of Business Conduct, a Privacy Policy and a Whistleblower policy
and process.
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Other regulators
1014. During the on-site visit, several regulators asserted that they could not perform on-site reviews
or in-depth AML assessments as they are not mandated to do so and lack resources. In particular,
resources within the AMF, DICO and the MFDA are limited to deal with AML/CFT issues especially
in carrying out supervisory visits and examinations.
Authorities’ powers and sanctions (Recommendations 29 & 17)
Recommendation 29
FINTRAC
1015. FINTRAC has responsibility for ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA. The PCMLTFA
includes certain key provisions that assist FINTRAC in meeting its responsibility.
1016. FINTRAC has the right to enter any premises (other than a dwelling-house), to access any
document, computer system or data and to reproduce any document under Sections 62(1) and 62(2) of
the PCMLTFA, and records that are required to be kept by the reporting entity under the regulations
must be retained in such a way that they are accessible to an authorised person (including a FINTRAC
Compliance Officer, Section 70). However, this provision authorises a possible period up to 30 days to
deliver the information, which seems somewhat excessive (see comments in Section 3.5 of the report).
If consent is not granted by the reporting entity for a compliance officer to enter a dwelling, FINTRAC
must obtain a warrant to allow a compliance officer to do so although to date this has not been
necessary. Reporting entities located in dwelling houses represent a small percentage of the total
number of reporting entities. To date, whenever consent has been requested by FINTRAC, it has been
granted.
1017. In most circumstances, a FINTRAC compliance officer will contact the reporting entity to be
examined a minimum of 30 days before an examination is to commence to allow adequate time for the
reporting entity to prepare the requested records for examination. FINTRAC, however, still maintains
the authority to conduct on-site compliance examination activities, with no advance notice to the
reporting entity.
1018. Subsections 65(2) and 65(3) of the PCMLTFA also provide FINTRAC with an important tool to
ensure effective supervision of financial institutions which enables it to exchange compliance
information with federal and provincial agencies that regulate entities and individuals with obligations
under the PCMLTFA. Subsection 65(10) allows FINTRAC to exchange information with foreign
regulators regarding the compliance of reporting entities.
1019. In addition, Section 63.1 of the PCMLTFA provides FINTRAC with the authority to require
reporting entities to provide any information that FINTRAC needs for compliance purposes. Reporting
entities are therefore obliged to complete and return compliance questionnaires sent by FINTRAC.
1020. Finally, FINTRAC currently has no powers to sanction non compliant institutions and the only
action it can take is to transmit the file to law enforcement for investigation related to the criminal
sanctions provided by the PCMLTFA (see comments below) 129.
OSFI
1021. OSFI has no mandate under PCMLTFA to ensure compliance of FRFIs with the PCMLTFA. Its
mandate, under the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Act is to supervise financial
129

Part 4.1 of the PCMLTFA, Notices of Violation, Compliance Agreements and Penalties, provides for an
administrative and monetary penalties regime for FINTRAC with reporting entities that do not comply with their
AML/CFT obligations. The regulations implementing this regime were enacted in December 2007 and will come
into force in December 2008.
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institutions in order to determine whether they are in sound financial condition and are complying with
their governing statute law and supervisory requirements under that law as well as to promote the
adoption by management and boards of directors of financial institutions of policies and procedures
designed to control and manage risk. OSFI also has specific powers of supervision under the
governing statutes of all federal financial institutions.
1022. More specifically, Subsection 6(1) of the OSFI Act indicates the Superintendent’s powers and
duties in relation to the Bank Act, the Trust and Loan Companies Act, the Cooperative Credit
Associations Act and the Insurance Companies Act. The supervisory powers of the Superintendent are
uniform under these Acts. The Bank Ac (Articles 643 and 644), for instance, illustrates the
Superintendent’s power as follows: “the Superintendent, from time to time, but at least once in each
calendar year, shall make or cause to be made any examination and inquiry into the business and
affairs of each bank that the Superintendent considers to be necessary or expedient to determine
whether the bank is complying with the provisions of this Act and whether the bank is in a sound
financial condition and, after the conclusion of each examination and inquiry, shall report on it to the
Minister. (2) The Superintendent or a person acting under the Superintendent’s direction (a) has a
right of access to any records, cash, assets and security held by a bank; and (b) may require the
directors, officers and the auditor or auditors of a bank to provide information and explanations, to
the extent that they are reasonably able to do so, in respect of the condition and affairs of the bank or
any entity in which the bank has a substantial investment. The Superintendent has all the powers of a
person appointed as a commissioner under Part II of the Inquiries Act for the purpose of obtaining
evidence under oath, and may delegate those powers to any person acting under the Superintendent’s
direction.”
1023. The indirect involvement of OSFI in ensuring AML/CFT compliance tends to place a limit on
its powers. It is only insofar as incidences of AML non compliance can be considered as an unsafe or
unsound practice in conducting the business of the bank, that the Superintendent may take
enforcement actions and direct the bank or person to cease or refrain from pursuing the course of
conduct or to perform such acts as in the opinion of the Superintendent are necessary to remedy the
situation. Unlike FINTRAC, it cannot make a direct disclosure of non compliance with PCMLTFTA
to law enforcement authorities.
1024. The assessment team was told that OSFI has never been denied access to any information or
documentation it requests to conduct an AML/CFT assessment.
Securities regulators including IDA
1025. The SRAs are not mandated by PCMLTFA to ensure compliance of reporting entities with the
AML legislative requirements. Nevertheless, they may also rely on the principle of “safe and sound
business practice” and on the fact that compliance with the law and regulations is part of the fit and
proper criteria that a financial entity must meet to be granted and to maintain registration or a license.
In general, the investigation and enforcement powers of the SRAs are comprehensive but specific
powers may vary among the provinces and territories. Generally, the SRAs have the power to compel
testimony and evidence as well as large powers of sanction. There is also authority in some
jurisdictions for the SRA to recover investigation and hearing costs.
1026. The IDA is given the authority to ensure compliance by financial institutions through the
individual SRAs. For example, in the case of Ontario, section 21.1 of Ontario’s Securities Act
recognizes the IDA as a self-regulatory organization, and sets conditions that the IDA must meet. For
example (this list is not exhaustive), the IDA shall enforce compliance by its members to IDA rules,
provide prompt report and notification of any misconduct by its members to the SRA, advise the
public and media of any disciplinary settlement hearing, provide monthly notifications to the SRA of
all new investigations, operational reviews and similar matters.
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1027. As the national self-regulatory organization of the Canadian securities industry, it has
enforcement rules and regulations of member firms and their registered employees, including noncompliance with obligations that are similar to those of the PCMLTFA. These conditions can be found
in the IDA By-Laws. The IDA reports all compliance deficiencies to FINTRAC and has on occasion
provided extra notice of egregious cases.
1028. Concerning AML issues, the IDA may be considered to have more direct enforcement powers
than some other regulators since it has its own set of enforceable by-laws, which sometimes go beyond
FINTRAC’s requirements and have been used previously to sanction some of its members.
Recommendation 17
FINTRAC
1029. Canada has designated FINTRAC as the authority responsible for determining if a violation has
occurred and when appropriate for forwarding that information to law enforcement for investigation.
The PCMLTFA outlines the sanctions that can be imposed on reporting entities if they fail to comply
with their AML/CFT obligations. In addition, FINTRAC uses warning letters (deficiency letters) and
can order action plans to enforce compliance.
1030. Under the current version of the PCMLTFA and its Regulations, FINTRAC itself has very
limited powers of enforcement against reporting entities and their directors or senior management for
failure to comply with or properly implement AML/CFT requirements. FINTRAC cannot impose
penalties but only has the option of referring cases to law enforcement for investigation. The
PCMLTFA provides for a series of criminal sanctions for contraventions of various provisions of the
Act. This can lead to criminal penalties of up to CAD 2 million in fines and five years in prison for
non-compliance.
1031. Until the recent amendments brought to the PCMLTFA enacted in December 2006, these
sanctions were applicable in a limited range of cases, namely for the violations of: (1) the record
keeping duties, (2) the duty to answer and comply with the request of an officer in the reporting of
currency and monetary instruments during cross border movements; (3) the limitations related to
disclosure and use of information; (4) the duty to assist and provide information to FINTRAC; (5) the
obligation of retention of documents as it applies to legal counsel who claims privilege, as well as (6)
the reporting obligations (STRs, TPRs and prescribed transactions). For instance, failure to implement
a compliance program was not subject to sanctions under the law. The recent amendments have
expanded the regime of criminal sanctions to the violations of most of the law and regulations
provisions.
1032. Sanctions are applicable to any officer, director, or agent of the person or entity who directed,
assented to, acquiesced in, or participated in its commission, as described in Section 78 of the
PCMLTFA.
1033. Most of the sanctions provided by Sections 74 to 77 of the PCMLTFA are punishable (a) on
summary conviction to a fine of not more than CAD 50 000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more
than six months, or both, or (b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine of not more than CAD 500 000
or to imprisonment for a term of not more than five years, or both. Knowingly contravening to the
obligation of reporting suspicious transactions or transactions suspected of being related to terrorist
financing is an offence punishable (a) on summary conviction, (i) for a first offence, to a fine of not
more than CAD 500 000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than one year, or both, or (ii) for a
subsequent offence, to a fine of not more than CAD 1 000 000 or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than one year, or both, or (b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine of not more than
CAD 2 000 000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than five years, or both. Contraventions to
the reporting of prescribed financial transactions are punishable (a) on summary conviction to a fine of
not more than CAD 500 000 for a first offence and of not more than CAD 1 000 000 for each
subsequent offence.
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1034. Finally every person or entity that contravenes Section 8 is (a) guilty of an offence punishable
on summary conviction, or (b) guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term of
not more than two years.
1035. In nearly 4 years, FINTRAC has disclosed 7 such cases of egregious non-compliance by
reporting entities including financial institutions, to law enforcement agencies. In the event a
disclosure is made, the responsibility falls to law enforcement to investigate and, where appropriate,
pursue criminal sanctions for non-compliance. Disclosures have so far resulted in only one conviction
for non-compliance with the PCMLTFA. The person convicted was also convicted for money
laundering.
Non-Compliance Disclosures
2003/04
Number of disclosures
0

2004/05
2

2005/06
3

2006/07*
2

Total
7

*As of end of the second quarter.

1036. In the absence of other powers of sanction and, especially, of administrative and monetary
penalties, FINTRAC has favoured a “cooperative approach” to compliance, based on the principle
“trust but verify” and deals with less severe non compliance issues by issuing deficiency letters, which
require the reporting entity to respond with an action plan.
1037. In the majority of cases where FINTRAC has identified deficiencies in a reporting entity’s
compliance with the PCMLTFA, the entity takes corrective action based on a letter from FINTRAC
that outlines these deficiencies.
1038. Once the detailed examination findings have been communicated to the reporting entity
identifying the need for corrective action (“deficiency letter”), the reporting entity is required to
submit a corrective action plan to FINTRAC. The action plan, which must be submitted in writing,
must include timelines for correcting the identified deficiencies. If an action plan is received that does
not adequately address the deficiencies identified during the examination, the FINTRAC Compliance
Officer contacts the reporting entity compliance officer, both verbally and in writing, to request that
they provide a new action plan in order to rectify the deficiencies in a timely manner. The written
correspondence is sent to the senior executive of the reporting entity, with a copy to the reporting
entity’s compliance officer. The letter clearly outlines that the reporting entity is in non-compliance
with its legislative obligations under the PCMLTFA.
1039. Should a reporting entity submit a further inadequate action plan, the reporting entity is clearly
informed of the shortcomings and is required to re-submit an acceptable plan. The action taken by the
reporting entity may influence FINTRAC’s decision to refer to the non-compliance disclosure to law
enforcement. The compliance officer then follows up with the reporting entity to ensure that the action
plan is being undertaken in a timely manner and that deficiencies are being corrected appropriately.
1040. Where a reporting entity makes no demonstrable effort to address deficiencies identified by
FINTRAC, FINTRAC can disclose such a case of non-compliance to law enforcement for
investigation and prosecution.
1041. The current regime of sanctions administered by FINTRAC is clearly insufficient as it does not
allow FINTRAC to apply a graduated and proportionate range of sanctions and limits the possibilities
of imposing prompt corrective actions in cases where criminal sanctions would not apply. Thus, it
cannot be considered as effective, proportionate and dissuasive 130.
130

In order to enhance the effectiveness of the system and provide greater flexibility and authority for
FINTRAC in ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA and its regulations, it was decided to create an
administrative and monetary penalties regime. Such a measure has been incorporated in the December 2007
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OSFI
1042. The federal financial institutions’ governing legislation gives OSFI the power to oversee
financial institutions’ AML/CFT risk management controls. OSFI has the power under the Office of
the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Act to impose sanctions when the nature of the noncompliance is determined to be an unsafe and unsound practice.
1043. OSFI has a range of supervisory tools and sanctions at its disposal, including written
interventions, staging (which involves higher CDIC – Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation –
premiums), directions of compliance, placing terms and conditions in the FRFI’s Order To Commence
And Carry On Business (operating licence) and imposing an Administrative Monetary Penalties
(AMP) under the OSFI Act. Section 25 of the OSFI Act sets out a range of administrative monetary
penalties that OSFI can use. However, these AMPs, which were introduced in 2005, only apply in case
of a contravention of a provision of a financial institutions Act or in case of non-compliance with any
order or Direction of Compliance, any terms and conditions imposed, any undertaking given or any
prudential agreement entered into under a provision of a financial institutions Act. Thus, they cannot
be administered directly in cases of non-compliance with the PCMLTFA or its regulations which do
not amount to unsafe or unsound practice, which would have justified such an intervention in any
event. Stronger sanctions include the ability to go to court to obtain an order to stop the unsafe or
unsound practice, or in extreme cases OSFI can remove a director from the board or senior officer for
his or her position. These supervisory tools or sanctions are further detailed in the following
paragraphs.
1044. OSFI issues Supervisory letters after each AML/CFT assessment. The letters contain “required
actions” on compliance issues or “recommendations” as follows:


“Required action” speaks to a deficiency that relates to non-compliance with a specific provision
of the PCMLTFA. Failures to comply with Guideline B-8 are met with a “requirement for action”
when it also involves a breach of the PCMLTFA or in some cases, when OSFI feels it necessary to
deliver a strong signal to the financial institution.



“Recommended action” speaks to a deficiency in risk management controls or other supervisory
requirement not directly related to a legal requirement. Failures to comply with Guideline B-8
provisions that are not requirements under the PCMLTFA are in principle subject to recommended
actions (for instance when a financial institution fails to have measures in place in relation to PEPs
for which legal requirements are not in force yet).

1045. OSFI can also impose a more intrusive supervisory schedule on institutions, called Staging,
which consists of raising the stage rating of a FRFI (normal stage, for no problem institutions being 0,
the other stages ranging from 1 “early warning” to 4 “not viable/insolvency imminent”). Elevation
from stage 0 to stage 1 results in more intense oversight by OSFI. It also results in a higher OSFI
assessment fee and in an increase in their deposit insurance premiums charged by the Canada Deposit
Insurance Corporation. Further increases in stage ratings attract additional deposit insurance
premiums.
1046. If OSFI determines that directors or senior management of a FRFI have, or are about to, fail to
comply with or properly implement AML/CFT requirements in a manner that amounts to the
commission of an unsafe or unsound practice in conducting the business of the FRFI, or that would
constitute a course of conduct that is an unsafe or unsound practice in conducting the business of the
FRFI, the Superintendent has authority to issue unilateral instructions called Directions of Compliance
under the FRFI’s governing statute. For example subsection 645(1) of the Bank Act provides as
follows: “(1) where, in the opinion of the Superintendent, a bank, or a person with respect to a bank,
amendments to the PCMLTFA that were enacted on 14 December 2006 and in a new set of regulations, the
PCMLTF Administrative Monetary Penalties Regulation, enacted on 26 December 2007. These provisions will
come into force in December 2008.
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is committing, or is about to commit, an act that is an unsafe or unsound practice in conducting the
business of the bank, or is pursuing or is about to pursue any course of conduct that is an unsafe or
unsound practice in conducting the business of the bank, the Superintendent may direct the bank or
person to (a) cease or refrain from committing the act or pursuing the course of conduct; and (b)
perform such acts as in the opinion of the Superintendent are necessary to remedy the situation.”
1047. The failure of a FRFI to comply with a Direction of Compliance is an offence under the
financial institution’s governing statute and is sanctionable under the OSFI Act.
1048. The Superintendent of OSFI also has the power to enter into a Prudential Agreement with a
FRFI. For example section 644.1 of the Bank Act provides as follows: “the Superintendent may enter
into an agreement, called a “prudential agreement”, with a bank for the purposes of implementing
any measure designed to maintain or improve its safety and soundness.”
1049. In extreme cases, OSFI can remove directors or officers from office and take control of a
financial institution. In addition, OSFI can require external auditors to extend the scope of their audit
and request that the board of directors meet with the Superintendent.
1050. In summary, these measures constitute a progressively more intrusive array of supervisory
measures that can be utilized to change undesirable behaviour by financial institutions in order to meet
ongoing regulatory requirements and expectations.
1051. Concerning AML/CFT issues, the usual way of intervention is via written communication: the
78 assessments between 2002 and the end of the first quarter 2007 resulted in supervisory letters
containing 247 required actions on compliance issues with PCMLTFA/PCMLTFR and
381 recommended actions to strengthen risk management controls.
1052. No measure of direction of compliance, terms or conditions imposed or prudential agreement
was ever taken on AML/CFT issues. However, in the period 2004 – 2006 inclusive OSFI staged four
financial institutions primarily for AML/CFT control deficiencies (one in 2004, 2 more in 2005 and
the fourth in 2006). Further, a fifth assessment conducted in 2005 led to the institution, already at
Stage 1, remaining there for an extended period of time. These stagings (to stage 1) led to OSFI and/or
CDIC surcharges ranging from CAD 45 000 up to CAD 500 000.
1053. In addition, OSFI brings matters related to non-compliance with the PCMLTFA to the attention
of FINTRAC immediately following each on-site assessment.
1054. Thus, OSFI has a wider range of possible enforcement actions or sanctions than FINTRAC.
Nevertheless, even if these tools exist, sanctions remain rarely used which may be due to the fact that
the “sound and safe business practice” principle on which OSFI’s intervention is based, imposes a
higher threshold than simple non compliance.
1055. It is worth mentioning that, when the proposed PCMLTF Regulations comes into force, the
Administrative & Monetary Penalties scheme for non compliance with PCMLTFA will be
administered only by FINTRAC and will not be accessible to OSFI or other regulators.
Securities regulators
1056. SRAs have a range of measures they can choose from to rectify circumstances where a market
intermediary fails to meet ongoing requirements and protect the public. They include suspending or
terminating the intermediary’s license, imposing terms and conditions on the intermediary requiring
for instance restrictions on the type or amount of business that the intermediary may conduct or the
number of salespersons or advisers a firm may hire.
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1057. Additionally, the SRAs may order that exemptions contained in the securities laws in the
jurisdiction do not apply to the intermediary. This order is often made if an intermediary has been
suspended or terminated in order to prevent the intermediary from conducting business based on
registration and prospectus exemptions. In Ontario and Quebec, the SRAs also may order a registrant
to submit to a review of practices and procedures and institute such changes as recommended by the
SRA where the SRA has concerns about the practices and procedures of the intermediary.
1058. In certain other provinces, the SRA can appoint a person to review the business and conduct of
a registrant or former registrant to determine whether the registrant is complying, or has complied,
with the legislation in the jurisdiction, any decision made under that legislation or any requirement of
an exchange or SRO to which the registrant belongs. An SRA also may order that a document be
produced by a registrant if the SRA is satisfied that securities laws have not been complied with.
Additionally, most SRAs may reprimand a registrant or issue a caution letter when the SRA
determines that the behaviour of the registrant merits a reprimand or caution, for example, where the
behaviour of the registrant is contrary to the public interest.
1059. Compliance officers and branch managers can be sanctioned for contravening a specific
requirement to supervise conduct within the firm. In addition, pursuant to this power, an SRA can
make an order against a person or company whose behaviour or inaction contributed to the violation,
for example, a director, officer or partner of the registrant or parent company of the registrant, if the
SRA concludes that it is in the public interest to do so. Certain SRAs have the authority to impose a
financial penalty on a registrant for contraventions of securities laws. These SRAs and the other SRAs
also have the authority to apply to the court for such an order, for example, where the court finds that
there has been a violation of securities laws.
1060. Similarly, the IDA and MFDA may suspend a member’s membership rights and privileges,
suspend the approval of an individual and/or impose conditions on the continued membership of a
member or approval of an individual if, for example, the member or individual fails to meet ongoing
requirements, contravenes Canadian securities laws, or engages in any business conduct or practice
that the SRO concludes is unbecoming or contrary to the public interest.
1061. The SROs can also impose sanctions against their members (and registered employees of
members) for contraventions of SRO requirements, including AML and supervision requirements.
1062. The IDA and MFDA have the power to impose financial penalties on their members and
approved individuals if the SRO determines that, for example, the member or individual fails to meet
ongoing requirements, contravenes Canadian securities laws or engages in any business conduct or
practice that the SRA concludes is unbecoming or contrary to the public interest.
1063. The IDA can discipline its member firms and their employees using a broad range of sanctions
that are proportionate to the severity of the situation. For instance, IDA penalties can include fines, up
to a maximum of the greater of CAD 1 million per contravention or an amount equal to three times the
profit made or loss avoided by reason of the contravention for registered employees or fines up to a
maximum of the greater of CAD 5 million per contravention or an amount equal to three times the
profit made or loss avoided by reason of the contravention for member firms. The IDA can also
suspend or ban individuals for life from registration as a broker, or suspend and expel firms from
membership. The latter has the effect of closing down firms from operating in the securities industry.
1064. The IDA’s Enforcement Process is an essential element in assuring investors that the IDA’s
member firms are effectively regulated and that each adheres to the highest standards of conduct. It is
comprised of three stages that ensure that sanctions are proportionate to the severity of the situation.
All matters presented to the Association are initially considered during the Complaint Review process.
If this initial review indicates that further investigation is warranted, the matter is referred to
Investigations staff. If the investigation finds sufficient evidence of a regulatory breach, the matter is
subsequently referred to Enforcement Counsel for disciplinary action. The IDA’s Enforcement
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Counsel reviews the investigation file and, if appropriate, prepares charges, penalty recommendations
and a settlement offer for the respondent. If Enforcement Counsel is successful in negotiating a
settlement with the respondent, the settlement agreement is put before the Hearing Panel, which may
accept or reject the settlement agreement. If a settlement offer is not successfully negotiated between
Enforcement Counsel and the respondent, a Notice of Hearing and Particulars is issued and a contested
hearing is held. Hearing Panels are comprised of two industry representatives and a member of the
public who acts as Chair. The public members are not associated with any investment dealer and have
legal training, usually as an experienced securities lawyer or retired judge.
1065. IDA hearings are generally open to the public. Notice is provided to the public in advance of
any hearing and the IDA subsequently makes information on its disciplinary decisions public.
1066. In general, it has to be noted that, except for IDA which has effectively applied in a number of
cases heavy sanctions to its members for non compliance with AML/CFT standards (for instance,
CAD 600 000 fine and revocation of the firms membership along fines and suspensions applied to the
firms directors for violation of IDA Regulation 1300.1 (a) which requires each member to use due
diligence to learn and remain informed of the essential facts relative to every customer and to every
order or account accepted and subsequent violation of the PCMLTFA requirements for verifying client
identity), it has emerged from the meetings that the assessment team has had with professionals during
its on-site visit, that these powers of sanction have generally not been used by SRAs or SROs in that
area, as they have rarely issued specific rules or regulations related to AML/CFT and consider it to be
mainly FINTRAC’s responsibility.
Other regulators
1067. The other regulators are not entrusted with the responsibility of ensuring compliance with the
PCMLTFA but, as already stated, some of them include controls related to AML/CFT requirements in
their compliance programs, based on their various statutory powers: their intervention in that area is
based either on the “safety and soundness” principle, or on the mandate given to them to ensure
compliance with any federal law or regulation or still on codes of conduct or mandatory guidance that
they have developed at their level for their regulated entities.
Recommendation 23 – Market entry and ongoing supervision
1068. The number of regulators, both federal and provincial, as well various SROs makes this a
complex regulatory system.
1069. Although there is no systematic harmonization of the requirements in terms of market entry
among the federal and provincial levels and among the different provinces, the information that the
assessment team could obtain shows that the measures aimed at preventing criminals or their
associates from holding a significant or controlling interest or holding a management function in a
financial institution, as well as the “fit and proper” principle are widespread. However, provinces have
variations in their supervisory treatment. For instance, for finance companies, not all provinces have
adopted such a requirement in their respective Acts regulating the sector.
1070. Currently, MSBs are supervised by FINTRAC for AML/CFT purposes while not subject to
registration or licensing.
1071. The following section will further elaborate on the requirements imposed by the main regulators
or in the main sectors but they cannot be considered as exhaustive.
Financial institutions supervised by OSFI
1072. All applications to incorporate or register FRFIs must be approved by the Minister of Finance
(who issues the letters patent) and Licences To Commence And Carry On Business must be approved
by the Superintendent. Such approvals are required by the federal statutes governing the specific
financial institution.
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1073. Each application is subject to the proposed financial institution meeting a number of criteria,
and submitting detailed information in support of the application.
1074. The suitability and integrity of individuals responsible for the oversight and management are
important prudential concerns for OSFI. The integrity and suitability of owners, directors and senior
managers are verified upon incorporation or authorisation of a FRFI. The Minister of Finance
considers an applicant’s character, integrity, business record and experience and the competence and
experience of the directors and senior officers. To incorporate a FRFI in Canada, the major direct and
indirect (i.e. all beneficial) shareholders (detaining above 10 % of the shares), and the directors and
senior officers of the applicant, must submit personal information on themselves including place and
date of birth, current address, curriculum vitae, etc. This information is used by OSFI to evaluate
whether they have the required qualifications and expertise to manage or direct a financial institution’s
business and affairs. They must also submit a completed OSFI Security Information Form so that the
RCMP and CSIS can conduct security assessments. There are similar requirements in respect of the
senior officers of foreign financial institutions that make applications to establish branches in Canada.
1075. Whenever there is a change in ownership through the acquisition of significant interest of a
federally regulated financial institution, it has to be submitted to the approval of the Minister who will
rely on the same type of controls as those performed at the time of the initial incorporation.
1076. However, there is no specific legal obligation in federal financial institutions legislation for
FRFIs to implement screening procedures for those who are hired, or appointed to the Board, after the
initial incorporation or authorisation procedures are concluded. In May 2007 OSFI issued a draft
Guideline E-17: Assessment of Responsible Persons by FREs 131. The purpose of the Guideline is to
ensure that FRFIs implement policies and procedures to ensure that those individuals responsible for
the oversight and management of financial institutions (defined in the Guideline as “Responsible
Persons”) are evaluated, both initially and on a regular basis, with respect to suitability and integrity
(i.e. Fit and Proper).
Securities dealers
1077. The SRAs and SROs regulate the activities of securities dealers and other intermediaries from
both a prudential and market conduct basis, including registering qualified member firms and
employees. Participants in this sector must meet stringent capital requirements, demonstrate an ability
and willingness to conduct its business in a manner consistent with securities legislation, and SRO rule
books and are subject to ongoing supervision.
1078. Canadian securities laws contain various fundamental provisions regarding the licensing of
market intermediaries. They set out: (1) the requirements to be registered, (2) exemptions from the
registration requirements and (3) certain basic standards and requirements for registrants (for example,
the duty to deal fairly, honestly and in good faith with clients), as well as rights of registrants. These
fundamental provisions generally are incorporated into securities statutes.
1079. Canadian securities laws also contain more detailed requirements respecting registration. These
more detailed requirements generally are incorporated into subordinate instruments such as regulations
and rules. These more detailed provisions also may establish additional exemptions from the
registration requirements. In addition to the requirements in Canadian securities laws, the IDA and the
MFDA rulebooks contain complementary requirements which apply to their members as a matter of
contract.
1080. The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA), the coordinating body of Canadian SRAs, has
undertaken a project to modernize the regulation of securities registrants. The CSA’s Registration
131

This includes FRFIs.
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Reform Project is intended to update, streamline and harmonize the categories of registration and the
regulation of securities registrants in Canada, effective July 2008.
1081. There are three important general criteria to the fit and proper standard that applicants for
registration must meet to be considered acceptable for registration: (1) proficiency; (2) financial
stability; and (3) suitability, a concept that encompasses but is not limited to integrity. The core
principles and most of the detailed provisions for registration are set out in Canadian securities laws. If
an SRO has been authorised by an SRA to carry out certain registration functions, additional
requirements may be set out in the SRO’s rules.
1082. To be registered, a securities intermediary must demonstrate: (1) the appropriate financial
resources to carry on the proposed business, such as the minimum capital requirements are met; and
there are additional capital resources available to meet the continuing demands of the business; (2)
adequate operational systems and controls for the businesses it proposes to carry on, such as proper
books and records, internal controls, risk management, and supervisory systems; (3) senior
management, with the appropriate knowledge, resources, skills and ethical attitude (including a
consideration of past conduct) necessary to perform their proposed roles; (4) directors with the
appropriate knowledge, resources, skills and ethical attitude (including a consideration of past
conduct) necessary to perform their proposed roles; and (5) substantial owners/shareholders with the
appropriate resources and ethical attitude (including a consideration of past conduct) necessary to
perform their proposed roles.
1083. While Canadian securities laws do not provide detailed minimum criteria of suitability for
registration, a general fit and proper requirement applies. Canadian securities laws authorise the SRAs
to refuse to register a person or company if the applicant is not suitable for registration or the proposed
registration is objectionable. An SRA will examine the applicant’s past conduct, including the
applicant’s criminal record, employment history, history with the SRA and other regulators, civil
actions against the applicant making allegations relating to the applicant’s integrity and any other
information that the SRA believes may reflect upon the applicant’s suitability. The IDA and MFDA
consider criteria similar to those considered by the SRAs in deciding whether to grant membership
status to a firm or to approve an individual.
Provincially supervised insurance companies, agents and brokers
1084. A number of life insurance companies (about 10 %), representing a limited share of the sector in
terms of premiums, are provincially registered and regulated. The requirements applying to them
could not be examined and assessed in detail but it may be generally assumed that the registration
process is subject to a similar scheme to OSFI’s one, relying on a complete review of the business case
and of the individuals’ files. It is worth mentioning that the Canadian Council of Insurance Regulators
has engaged a process aiming at harmonizing practices among the different provinces.
1085. Insurance agents are licensed and registered provincially in Canada. For example, FSCO issues
licences authorizing persons to conduct business as insurance agents. There are three classes of agent
licences: Life Insurance (including accident & sickness), Accident & Sickness, General. Agents listed
may hold a combination of the insurance licences listed above. An insurance licence is issued by
FSCO for a two-year term. Any person who acts as an insurance agent without being licensed is guilty
of an offence under the Insurance Act, and may be prosecuted for such violation.
Licensing or registration of money or value transfer services
1086. The current legislation does not provide for a registration regime for persons or entities that are
engaged in the business of money service business or foreign exchange dealing, that is persons and
entities engaged in the business of foreign exchange dealing, of remitting funds or transmitting funds
by any means or through any person, entity or electronic funds transfer network, or of issuing or
redeeming money orders, traveller’s cheques or other similar negotiable instruments.
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1087. The PCMLTFA currently requires these entities to abide by reporting, client identification,
record-keeping and internal compliance requirements. FINTRAC has conducted significant outreach
to identify MSBs, including presentations to community groups that use remittance services, searches
of telephone records, reviews of ethnic newspapers, and advertising. The objective is to inform MSBs
of their obligations and ensure they are included within the compliance program (i.e., Compliance
Questionnaires, examinations, etc.).
1088. The sector is diverse, ranging from large multinational firms with many agents, which have
developed strict checks before accepting their agents and oversight functions upon them, to individuals
“operating in relative obscurity” 132, making the sector highly attractive to money launderers.
1089. In these conditions and in order to comply with FATF recommendations, Canada decided to
create a registration regime in force in June 2008 133.
1090. To date, FINTRAC has been able to identify some 700 MSBs and foreign exchange dealers in
Canada, largely located in major urban areas.
1091. FINTRAC has focused its examination resources in the MSBs sector with over 50% of all
examinations over the last three years covering this sector. This reflects, in part, the risks associated
with the MSB sector, as well as the absence of a flow of information from a primary regulator.
Ongoing supervision and monitoring – Recommendation 23
FINTRAC
1092. In order to effectively fulfill its role, FINTRAC has developed a National Compliance Program
to ensure that reporting entities are complying with their obligations under the PCMLTFA.
FINTRAC’s compliance program makes use of risk management strategies to identify those sectors
and reporting entities most in need of improving compliance. Efforts are focused on areas where there
is the greatest risk of non-compliance and in which the failure to comply could have significant impact
on FINTRAC’s ability to detect and deter money laundering and terrorist financing.
1093. FINTRAC has developed the FINTRAC Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT) to assist compliance
officers in assessing the risk of non-compliance by reporting entities and to centralize compliance
information. When assessing the level of risk for reporting entities, FINTRAC looks at a range of
factors, including such elements as open source information, reporting volumes, observations gleaned
from outreach activities, voluntary information which FINTRAC has received on non-compliance,
results from compliance questionnaires completed by reporting entities (see below), other database
checks, information received from regulators, quality and quantity assurance reviews, and the results
of compliance examinations.

132

See “Enhancing Canada’s Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Regime” Consultation
Paper, of June 2005.
133
The PCMLTFA requires that all money service businesses register and creates a criminal penalty for
operating an unregistered business. The application of the registration requirement includes informal money
remitters commonly known as Hawala and is also applicable to departments and agencies of Her Majesty in
Right of Canada, for example, postal orders. Section 11.11 of the PCMLTFA specifies persons or entities that
are ineligible for registration, such those that have been previously convicted of a money laundering offence, a
terrorist financing offence, an organized crime offence, any other criminal offence under the PCMLTFA and
certain serious offences under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act such as drug trafficking. FINTRAC is
designated by the PCMLTFA to function as the Registrar and is responsible for accepting, denying, revoking and
verifying applications for registration, maintaining the information contained in the registry and verifying
compliance with the registration requirement. Registrants will have to inform FINTRAC of any material changes
to their information within 30 days and renewal of registration will have to take place every 2 years or longer if
prescribed by regulation
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1094. Based on these risk factors, FINTRAC has assigned a general risk level to each reporting entity
sector. This guides FINTRAC’s overall compliance work (outreach, examinations, etc.) as in general,
FINTRAC focuses more of its compliance resources on entities in higher risk sectors. FINTRAC also
conducts assessments to rate the relative risk of non-compliance of entities and individuals within each
sector. 26 000 entities are currently rated, which represents all big players and firms as well as some
individuals.
1095. Compliance Questionnaires (CQs) are also used by FINTRAC to help focus examination
resources, primarily for those entities at highest risk for non-compliance. FINTRAC developed the CQ
as a tool to support its risk assessment and examination function. CQs are particularly useful as they
can assist in assessing compliance levels in a large number of entities using relatively few resources.
1096. While the exact content of a CQ varies by sector, the CQ assists FINTRAC’s Compliance team
in assessing the risk of non-compliance within a particular entity by asking questions related to the
size and scope of the reporting entity’s operation, the institution where the entity does its banking (this
information allows FINTRAC to cross-reference this entity with any reports that may have been filed
by the bank), the entity’s business lines, the implementation of a compliance regime, compliance
policies and procedures, review of compliance policies and procedures and ongoing compliance
training. CQs have proven to be an effective supervisory tool for FINTRAC.
1097. FINTRAC has sent over 3 000 CQs to financial institutions as of March 31, 2006. In 2006-07,
FINTRAC is disseminating an additional 4 000 CQs to reporting entities (including DNFBPs) and
1 500 of these will be to the life insurance sector. The average response rate among financial
institutions to CQs sent by FINTRAC is 89%: It should increase in the future since responding to these
CQs is now mandatory as the amendment to the PCMLTFA, under section 63.1, which came into
force in February 2007, requires reporting entities to “provide (…) the documents or other information
with respect to the administration of Part 1 that [an] authorized person may reasonably require”.
1098. In order to make it easier for reporting entities to respond to a CQ, they are now done
electronically. Reporting entities receive a letter informing them that they have been selected to fill out
a CQ. They are given a login and password and requested to go to FINTRAC’s website to fill out the
CQ on-line. In addition to facilitating responses, electronic forms assist FINTRAC Compliance
Officers in scoring responses.
1099. Another key element that assists FINTRAC in its assessment of the risks of entities being noncompliant with their AML/CFT obligations is its consultation and coordination with other agencies
that have responsibility for regulating entities covered under the PCMLTFA.
1100. The PCMLTFA permits FINTRAC to exchange compliance-related information with regulators
at the federal and provincial levels. FINTRAC has signed Memoranda of Understanding to govern
these information-sharing relationships (12 to date) with regulators of financial institutions. Under
these MOUs, FINTRAC and the regulators on a regular basis exchange statistics, risk assessment
information, examination results, and examination plans. FINTRAC also makes presentations and
provide training to staff of MOU partners. In 2005-06, FINTRAC staff had 86 meetings with
regulators and in 2004-05, 100 meetings of that type took place. The relationship with the regulators is
still in its early stages, the first MOU having been signed in mid-2004 and the most recent in February
2007.
1101. As of September 30, 2006, FINTRAC had conducted almost 400 examinations of financial
institutions, while its MOU partners had carried out more than 100 further examinations of financial
institutions. These figures have to be compared to the total number of financial reporting entities
which exceeds 100 000 (this figure includes individuals such as life insurance agents or securities
dealers). However, FINTRAC examination may cover a large number of reporting entities (e.g. in the
case of life insurance companies/agents and securities firms/dealers) and it is difficult to draw
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definitive conclusions about supervisory coverage by comparing the reported examinations each year
with the total number of reporting entities.
1102. The on-site portion of the examinations conducted by FINTRAC can, in practice, and depending
on the size and complexity of the reporting entity, take anywhere from 3-4 hours to more than five
days (in the case of a large, national reporting entity) to perform, which is somewhat less than average
time spent by OSFI (see below). FINTRAC’s examinations include sample testing of customers’
transactions and files. The pre-examination stage, which can take weeks of preparation, consists of a
review of documentation (including the results of audit reviews by FINTRAC MOU partners, a review
of the entity’s policies and procedures, etc.) that assists FINTRAC in scoping the on-site portion of the
examination.
1103. A FINTRAC compliance examination will determine if the entity is meeting its obligations
under the legislation. Areas of review can include:
•

•

•
•

Implementation of a compliance regime: (1) The FINTRAC compliance officer will
determine if a compliance officer has been appointed within the reporting entity and if this
person is at the appropriate level and has the appropriate access to senior management; (2)
The compliance officer will review the policies and procedures for compliance with the
PCMLTFA that the reporting entity has established and assess them to determine if they
are appropriate for the scope of the reporting entity’s business and obligations under the
PCMLTFA; (3) He will assess the entity’s policies and procedures to determine their
effectiveness. For example, large entities would be expected to have an annual external
audit of their policies and procedures; (4) He will assess the on-going compliance training
program that the entity has in place for any employees, agents or any other individual
authorised to act on behalf of the reporting entity, including a review of such
documentation as training materials, schedules, and agendas.
Reporting of all required transactions: the compliance officer, who will have a detailed
account of the entity’s reporting history, will examine transaction records kept by the
reporting entity to determine if a report (suspicious transaction, large cash transaction,
electronic funds transfer or terrorist property) should have been filed by the entity.
Implementation of client identification requirements: the compliance officer will examine
records to determine if the reporting entity has identified its clients in a manner consistent
with the PCMLTFA and regulations
Record keeping requirements: the compliance officer will examine the reporting entity’s
records to determine if the entity has kept records in accordance with the PCMLTFA and
regulations.

1104. So far, FINTRAC has concentrated most of its examination activities in the MSB, real estate,
Credit union, caisses populaires and securities sectors: 86% of the examinations conducted by
FINTRAC took place in these sectors.
1105. With regard to financial institutions, the following table shows the total examinations conducted
by FINTRAC in each sector by fiscal year:
FINTRAC Examinations Conducted in Financial Institutions
Sector

Bank
CU/CP*
LI**
Securities
Trust & Loans
MSB
TOTAL

2004-05
0
8
1
3
0
164*
176

2005-06
1
29
4
29
1
56
120

2006-07
(as of end of Q2)
0
23
3
14
0
43
83

Total
(by sector)
1
60
8
46
1
263*
379

*Note: In fiscal year 2003-04, FINTRAC began to conduct examinations and completed a total of 26 examinations
during the latter part of this time period. The focus of these examinations was largely on the MSB sector.
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1106. At the end of 2005/06, FINTRAC had identified an average of 2.75 deficiencies, in general
evenly spread across all categories: reporting, ascertaining identification, record keeping and
compliance regime elements, as a result of its examinations.
OSFI
1107. FRFIs are subject to ongoing supervision by OSFI, based on its Supervisory Framework, a riskbased process to assess the safety and soundness of FRFIs developed in 1997/98, and released in 1999.
1108. The Framework evaluates the risk profiles of FRFIs, their financial condition, risk management
processes and legislative compliance. The Framework evaluates inherent risks in the following areas:
credit risk; market risk; insurance risk; operational risk; liquidity risk; legal and regulatory risk; and
strategic risk. The Framework applies a risk-based supervisory approach to all types and sizes of
FRFIs and which is administered on a consolidated basis. FRFIs are informed of OSFI’s overall risk
assessment, including a consolidated net risk rating. The risk assessment determines the type and
extent of prudential supervisory work carried out on financial institutions.
1109. OSFI’s AML/CFT methodology is broadly based on the approach taken in the Supervisory
Framework. However, inherent risk measurement for AML/CFT purposes is based primarily on the
product mix offered by financial institutions, together with the geographical spread of operations. For
example, institutions which focus heavily on retail deposits and lending, or which offer correspondent
banking services, or where insurance products have large cash values are ranked at higher risk than
those that focus primarily on term insurance products or that have little or no deposit taking.
1110. OSFI considers inherent risks associated with money laundering and terrorist financing as a
factor of operational risk as well as legal and regulatory risk. Therefore, at the highest level, issues
such as weak AML/CFT controls can potentially harm the reputation of FRFIs. Although the
Framework does not formally recognize reputation risk as an identified area of risk, OSFI typically
treats reputation risk as a composite inherent risk arising from underlying risks, especially operational
risk and legal & regulatory risk.
1111. The quality of risk management controls for prudential supervision is viewed from the
following perspectives; operational management; financial analysis; compliance; internal audit; risk
management; senior management and board oversight. Net risk is defined as inherent risks, mitigated
by risk management control functions. Similarly, for AML/CFT purposes, OSFI examines the risk
management controls exerted by the Board, senior management, compliance and internal audit when
conducting AML/CFT assessments to conclude whether the inherent risks of ML/TF are being
managed appropriately. Because this process differs from the analysis of traditional prudential risks to
capital and earnings, OSFI has placed AML/CFT assessment into a separate unit (Compliance
Division) and not in its Supervision Sector.
1112. OSFI supervises a large number of institutions that deal in a very significant amount of total
assets and that offer a broad range of financial sector activities as shown by the following table.
Type of Federally Regulated Financial
Institution
Six largest Conglomerate Domestic 134 banks and
affiliates
All other Domestic Banks
Subsidiaries of Foreign Banks
Branches of Authorised Foreign Banks
Trust and Loan Companies
Trust and Loan Companies subsidiaries of

No. of federal
institutions FRFIs
9
13
21
24
30
20

134

Total Assets
(CAD 000)
Q3 2006
CAD1 990 039 189

%
69.4

CAD 37 044 174
CAD 120 204 087
CAD 48 262 271
CAD 16 852 035
CAD 212 553 043

1.3
4.2
1.7
0.6
7.4

.
“Domestic ” means the entity was incorporated in Canada by Letters Patent under the appropriate
governing legislation and is not a subsidiary of a foreign bank.
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Type of Federally Regulated Financial
Institution
Canadian banks
Cooperative Credit Associations 1
Cooperative Retail Associations
Three largest Conglomerate Domestic Life
Insurance Companies and their affiliates
All other domestic Life Insurance Companies
Branches of Authorised Foreign Life Insurance
Companies
Total
1

No. of federal
institutions FRFIs

Total Assets
(CAD 000)
Q3 2006

%

7
1
9

CAD 11 889 712
CAD 3 236 524
CAD 365 692 000

0.4
0.1
12.8

30
41

CAD 45 506 966
CAD 16 291 088

1.6
0.5
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CAD 2 866 584 842

100

4th quarter 2005.

1113. Since 2002, OSFI has conducted on-site assessments to assess FRFIs AML/CFT programs.
These assessments assess both the quality of AML/CFT risk management at such institutions,
including their subsidiaries and branches both within and outside Canada, as well as their ability to
comply with their obligations under the PCMLTFA and Regulations. The results of these assessments
are shared regularly with FINTRAC. Quarterly meetings are also held with FINTRAC to, among other
things, review these results.
1114. OSFI’s current AML/CFT methodology was developed in 2002 and subsequently refined to
reflect its experience in assessing financial institutions. OSFI has instituted a target frequency of about
3 years for institutions presenting higher inherent risk. This includes all conglomerate banks and most
conglomerate life insurance companies, and is generally consistent with OSFI’s regular prudential
examination cycle. Smaller entities will be risk ranked using various ML/TF risk criteria unrelated to
financial risk (capital, earnings, liquidity, etc). Smaller entities that present medium to high inherent
risk (due to their business profile matched against the AML/CFT criteria) will also be cycled through
an assessment approximately every 3 years. The small, low- to no-risk entities will be the subject of
regular monitoring with on site work taking place at longer intervals.
1115. On-site assessments typically involve:
•
•
•
•

Iinterviews with senior management of risk control functions (AML, Internal Audit, and
Risk Management) and selected lines of business.
Review of systems technology used to support transaction reporting to FINTRAC,
including business rules and lines of accountability.
review of account opening procedures and sample customer files in business lines selected
for their exposure to ML and TF.
Exit meeting to verbally communicate principal findings and recommendations in advance
of the written supervisory letter.

1116. Moreover, OSFI also administers a program to support implementation of, and ensure
compliance with, section 83 of the Criminal Code, section 7 of the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC
Guideline 5, the Regulations Implementing the United Nations Resolutions on the Suppression of
Terrorism (RIUNRST), United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulations (UNAQTR), the United
Nations Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Regulations and the regulations to implement the
United Nations Security Council Resolution 1737 on Iran. Under this program OSFI includes in its
AML/CFT assessment methodology a review of the policies and procedures in place at FRFIs to
assure compliance with their obligations to search for terrorist and terrorist entities and freeze their
assets and report thereon to the RCMP, CSIS and OSFI. OSFI has emphasised to all federal financial
institutions that the terrorist name searches must be done on a regular basis to comply with the
“continuous” search requirement in the UN regulations and the Criminal Code regulations. Generally,
deposit taking institutions and large conglomerate life insurance companies are expected to perform a
full search for listed persons’ names at least weekly, with larger institutions, including the five largest
conglomerate banks, scrubbing customer name databases as frequently as daily.
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1117. The examination of a conglomerate bank takes on average 2 to 3 weeks of preparation and
3 weeks of on-site work involving a team of about six persons. On-site work comprises a review of
AML/CFT policies and procedures and reports generated by or for risk management control functions,
interviews with senior management of risk control functions and selected lines of business, review of
system technology used to support transaction reporting to FINTRAC and review of account opening
procedures and sample customer files in business lines selected for their exposure to ML and TF.
1118. OSFI supervises financial institutions on a consolidated basis. It regularly reviews the
operations of conglomerate banking and insurance companies with significant operations outside
Canada, and the AML/CFT assessment program is included in this approach. Since the inception of
the AML/CFT assessment program OSFI has reviewed selected financial institutions’ offshore
operations to test the effectiveness of their enterprise-wide AML/CFT standards. From 2002 to date
OSFI has conducted reviews, of varying scope, in subsidiary and/or branches of FRFIs located in the
UK, Jamaica, Mexico, Cayman Islands, Jersey, and Guernsey.
1119. In recent assessments of conglomerate financial institutions with securities subsidiaries, and as
part of its consolidated supervision responsibilities, OSFI has also tested the effectiveness of these
standards in securities dealer subsidiaries of a number of banks. Such securities dealers are regulated
by the IDA.
1120. OSFI conducted 73 AML/CFT assessments from November 2002 to December 2006, including
6 follow-up assessments on institutions identified as having significant weaknesses in AML/CFT
controls. OSFI has also conducted 5 projects consisting of thematic work associated with cross-sector
activity, or assessments of selected Canadian Bank subsidiary operations located outside Canada. In
2006, OSFI upgraded the quality of its assessment work and focused primarily on more labour
intensive second generation AML/CFT assessments at Canada’s 6 largest banks. These banks had
previously been assessed in either 2003 or 2004. Although the total number of assessments conducted
by OSFI in 2006 (13) was lower than in 2005 as a result, each assessment was far more significant in
scope. Five of the 13 assessments conducted by OSFI in 2006 therefore covered a grand total of
40 FRFIs (comprising 12 banks, 5 life insurance companies and 23 trust and loan companies).
1121. In summary, the 2006 AML/CFT assessment program covered a total of 40 FRFIs, which in
turn comprised 87% of the assets of all federally regulated deposit-taking institutions and about 75%
of the assets of all FRFIs, gave both FINTRAC and OSFI quite a thorough view of the state of
AML/CFT compliance and risk management controls in the federally regulated sector in Canada.
1122. In 2004, OSFI entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with FINTRAC under which
OSFI and FINTRAC agreed to share information related to federal financial institutions’ compliance
with Part 1 of the PCMLTFA. The MOU was authorised under the Public Safety Act, which removed
previous restrictions in the PCMLTFA on the ability of FINTRAC to share such information with
financial regulators. It also removed similar restrictions under the Office of the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions Act, which had prevented OSFI from sharing compliance information with
FINTRAC. As a result of the MOU, the PCMLTFA and its Regulations, when combined with
FINTRAC Guidelines and OSFI Guideline B-8 represent the primary instruments for reviewing the
implementation of AML/CFT requirements in the federally regulated financial sector in Canada.
FINTRAC now receives each examination findings letter sent to a FRFI and discusses each in detail at
regularly scheduled quarterly meetings with OSFI, unless more urgent discussions are required.
FINTRAC also sees all of the action plans.
1123. The following table summarizes the number of OSFI on-site AML/CFT assessments and
projects from 2002 to 2006:
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Type of actions
Assessments undertaken
Follow-up Assessments
Sub Total
Thematic Projects
Total Assessments and Projects
Required Actions
Recommended Actions
Total Actions

1.

2002
5
0
5
0
5
5
21
26

2003
12
0
12
0
12
29
66
95

2004
11
1
12
2
14
31
49
80

2005
29
2
31
2
33
128
185
313

2006
10
3
13
1
14
29
62
91

Total
67
6
73
5
78
222
383
605

The following table summarizes the reasons for intervention that OSFI has made at FRFIs.
Subject
AML/CFT Policy Development &
Implementation
Self-Assessment Program Implementation
Independent Procedures Testing &
Reporting
Role of the CAMLO
Total Oversight Recommendations
Training
Large cash transactions, Suspicious
transactions and Electronic fund transfers
Customer Identification Issues
Other Business Line Specific Issues
Retention of records
Outsourcing
Terrorist Searching and Freezing
Total Operational Recommendations
Grand Total

Required
Action
17

Recommended
Action
69

Total
86

14
11

57
47

71
58

6
48
16
7

43
216
26
43

49
264
42
50

69
26
2
1
55
176
224

65
18
2
3
8
165
381

134
44
4
4
63
341
605

1124. In 2005 OSFI improved the scope of AML/CFT assessments by including more detailed
assessments of the various lines of businesses at the conglomerate banks (including lines believed to
have a higher vulnerability to ML/TF) and a consistent focus on customer record keeping. The
conglomerate reviews post-2005 are referred to as “second generation assessments”.
IDA
1125. The IDA’s Sales Compliance Department ensures that member firms implement policies and
procedures to comply with all non-financial regulatory requirements, including those of the IDA,
provincial securities acts and federal legislation including the PCMLTFA. The IDA’s Sales
Compliance staff conducts regular reviews and on-site examinations of member firms, focusing on
issues of compliance, anti-money laundering due diligence, supervision, corporate finance and
research, employee activities and internal controls; 70% of staff time is spent directly on member firm
reviews.
1126. The Sales Compliance Risk Assessment Model helps identify, define, assess and weigh risks in
respect to IDA member business activities and behaviour patterns to assist in determining the
frequency, scope and principal focus of the individual Sales Compliance Reviews to be conducted for
each firm. The objective of the Risk Assessment Model is to identify member firms having a higher
than average probability of being found to be non-compliant. To achieve this, the Association runs
both qualitative and quantitative evaluations for every dealer and combines their respective outcomes
into a single Net Residual Risk score. With this information, the IDA ensures that its regulatory focus
is placed on higher risk firms. These objectives are enhanced by the model’s ability to indicate the
comparable risk assessed for each member firm relative to all other firms under the jurisdiction of the
IDA – and to subsets, or “peer groups,” of firms engaged in comparable activities.
1127. Providing best practice guidance and rule interpretations is also part of Sales Compliance’s
work, as well as providing feedback on policy development to the Regulatory Policy Department.
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1128. The IDA uses its sales compliance risk assessment model to assist in assigning firms to
examination cycles. The cycles are: annual for high risk firms; every 18 months for large, integrated
firms; 2 years for low risk firms; a five-year cycle is assigned to minimal risk firms, such as dealers of
Alternative Trading Systems (which provide facilities through which other dealers and large
institutions trade) and proprietary-trading only firms that have no clients and therefore do not present
any risk to IDA rules.
1129. In other respects, the Enforcement Department of the IDA may undertake investigations into the
conduct, business or affairs of its members and their employees. Investigations can also be undertaken
on the basis of: a complaint received from a member of the public; a directive from the IDA’s Board
of Directors; a request from an SRA; or any information obtained or received by the IDA.
1130. The Investigator reviews the findings of the investigation and makes a recommendation as to
whether there appears to be sustainable evidence that a breach of the Association’s By-laws,
Regulations or Policies has occurred. Files with insufficient evidence are closed and files with
sufficient evidence are sent to the Association’s Enforcement Counsel for prosecution.
1131. The IDA provides AML/CFT findings to FINTRAC under an MOU, and had previously
provided such information voluntarily. The IDA provides FINTRAC with its review schedule,
periodic compendia of deficiency findings involving AML/CFT issues and the remedial action taken
by firms. The IDA also provides information to FINTRAC to assist it in the risk assessments it uses to
determine what reporting entities it will audit.
1132. From 2001 to 2005 the IDA conducted 526 head office and 100 branch office reviews. Some
separate reviews of large branches were also conducted, however, the IDA generally conducts branch
reviews in conjunction with a head office reviews to understand how compliance controls are
operating at all levels.
MFDA
1133. The activities of the MFDA’s Enforcement Department are integral in providing firm, fair and
transparent regulatory processes in enforcing the MFDA requirements that enhance investor
protection. The activities of the Enforcement Department also directly support the MFDA’s goal of
participating in the Canadian securities regulatory framework, by developing and maintaining
collaborative working relationships with other securities regulatory authorities and law enforcement
agencies. The MFDA’s Enforcement Department investigates when MFDA member firms and their
registered persons breach its rules.
1134. The Enforcement Department receives referrals of the results of sales compliance examinations
done by the MFDA Compliance Department, where the nature or extent of the examination results
exceeds a threshold that the MFDA has established to identify areas where Enforcement action is
required in addition to resolution through normal Compliance follow-up process. The MFDA has
committed by letter to FINTRAC that it will report any such referrals that identify situations of noncompliance with AML detected during MFDA Sales Compliance examinations. To date, there have
been no findings of conduct exceeding the threshold that would require reporting to FINTRAC under
this arrangement.
OSC
1135. The OSC, in its reviews of registrant firms, assesses firms according to an internally developed
risk management tool to help focus its resources on the relatively higher risk firms. A regular field
review includes a review of the operations of the firm including, for example, detailed testing of
portfolio management functions, trading functions, conflicts of interest, financial condition, money
laundering, etc. Know your client and suitability reviews are done as part of testing of the portfolio
management and trading functions. The review of money laundering is limited to ensuring there are
policies and procedures in place to comply with money laundering legislation, and testing of client
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identification procedures as part of know your client and suitability reviews. The OSC does not
publicly disclose its review cycles.
DICO
1136. DICO conducts inspections of its members’ compliance with AML/CFT legislation during its
regularly scheduled on-site verifications and reviews. DICO inspects all member institutions on a
regular basis with frequency determined by size, complexity and risk. At a minimum, each institution
is reviewed at least once every three years. Inspections of the money laundering policy and antiterrorism aspect of the inspection module is rather marginal and the controls in that area remain
limited to a rapid examination of procedures and policies (2 hours on average), without sample testing
of transactions or files but can take a longer timeframe should major deficiencies were noted. A copy
of the report is also provided to FINTRAC.
1137. During the course of the review, should it come to the attention of the inspector that the member
has failed to comply with the requirements of the Money Laundering Legislation review, DICO
requires the member to provide an Action Plan to address the identified issue. The Action Plan is also
provided to FINTRAC for their agreement. DICO will follow to ensure the Action Plan is
implemented as set out.
AMF
1138. Under the AML Act, the Desjardins federation, the joint supervisor of the caisses populaires
with the AMF, must inspect the internal affairs of each caisse populaire, including that AML/CFT
requirements are being followed, at least once every 18 months and must transmit to the AMF its
findings. AMF relies mainly on these reports and performs seldom on-site reviews at Desjardins
caisses populaires, favouring a “second level” control on this sector.
FSCO
1139. FSCO licenses and regulates insurers that sell life and health insurance in the province of
Ontario to ensure they comply with the provincial market conduct legislation. In Ontario, life and
health insurance products are sold to consumers directly by companies or through insurance agents.
All agents (as defined in the Insurance Act of Ontario) are required to be licensed with FSCO.
1140. FSCO monitors, investigates and takes appropriate regulatory action when there is noncompliance with legislation and regulations that relate to the regulated sectors. Non-compliance may
result in enforcement action.
Comments from the assessment team in relation to Recommendations 29 & 17
1141. The previous developments illustrate the unequal degrees of regulation and supervision,
depending on the sectors and provinces although OSFI is responsible for regulating well over 80% of
the financial sector, by total assets.
1142. The number of examinations performed by FINTRAC appears to be small compared with the
total number of reporting financial entities (more than 100, 000) although FINTRAC examination may
cover a large number of reporting entities (e.g. in the case of life insurance companies/agents and
securities firms/dealers). Even including examinations conducted by FINTRAC’s MOU partners,
which except for OSFI’s are not always as detailed as FINTRAC’s (see in this respect DICO’s
assessments which are generally made in 2 hours), the figures remain rather low, except for the
banking and federally regulated trust and loan companies sectors which have a good supervisory
coverage by OSFI.
1143. The securities sector seems to be regularly controlled, though on a lesser extent, as non IDA or
MFDA members are regulated by provincial SRAs which do generally review policies and procedures
but do not perform a thorough testing of AML controls in their on-site reviews.
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1144. The on-site AML/CFT assessments conducted by OSFI since 2003 at the major life insurance
companies have represented 90% of the industry measured by its assets but less than 10% of the
supervised population. The supervision appears to be weak for life insurance agents as AML/CFT
controls relies mainly upon FINTRAC’s actions. In addition, despite the focus put on that sector,
FINTRAC had managed to perform controls on only 60 credit unions and caisses populaires up to
mid-2007, out of a total population of 1 250 reporting entities.
1145. It should also be noted that except for the main sectors like FRFIs, FINTRAC does not take into
account the quality of the supervision by the primary regulators in its risk assessment tool, and the
assessment tool is focussed significantly on the risk of non-compliance with the legislative and other
requirements, as compared to the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing.
Statistics
1146. Canada provided statistics regarding the on-site examinations conducted by FINTRAC and its
MOU partners relating to or including AML/CFT during the last three fiscal years. On the other hand,
there was no statistics centrally available concerning the involvement of supervisors which have not
signed an MOU with FINTRAC in AML/CFT compliance oversight (number of on-site reviews,
sanctions taken). Such information would certainly be useful to help FINTRAC implement an
effective risk-based compliance supervision program.
Guidelines – R.25 (Guidance for financial institutions other than on STRs)
FINTRAC
1147. FINTRAC provides Guidelines on its website for reporting entities and the general.
Cumulatively, these Guidelines provide reporting entities with an understanding of all of their
requirements and obligations under the PCMLTFA. Furthermore, these Guidelines all include a
section on how to contact FINTRAC for more information if it is required.
1148. Aside from the Guidelines themselves, FINTRAC’s website also contains information tailored
specifically to the needs of the various reporting sectors. The information on the website for each of
the sectors covers what needs to be reported, record keeping, ascertaining identification, third-party
determination, and information on the compliance regime requirements and compliance
questionnaires. For each reporting sector, the information can be found on FINTRAC’s website.
1149. In addition, FINTRAC launched, in March 2005, an additional type of guidance in its
FINTRAC Interpretation Notices (FINs), which are documents developed by FINTRAC to provide
explanations and clarifications regarding certain provisions contained in the PCMLTFA and its
Regulations. FINs are primarily used by FINTRAC staff, reporting entities and their legal counsel, and
other individuals who have an interest in having clear interpretations of some key aspects of the
PCMLTFA. To date, four FINs, have been developed, dealing with specific topics concerning money
services businesses/foreign exchange dealers, accountants, securities dealers and banks. The following
FINs are available on FINTRAC’s website: (1) Criteria for determining if an entity is “Engaged in the
Business of Money Services Business or Foreign Exchange Dealer” (Annex B10); (2) Accountants Giving Instructions Versus Providing Advice (Annex B11); (3) Opening an Account for a Person or
Entity Engaged in the Business of Dealing in Securities Only Outside of Canada (Annex B12); and (4)
Large Cash Transaction and Electronic Funds Transfer Reporting Requirements: Two or More
Transactions in a 24-Hour Period (The ‘24-Hour Rule’) (Annex B13).
1150. FINTRAC is currently in the process of updating the guidelines and FINs to take into account
amendments to the PCMLTFA and regulations.
1151. FINTRAC also undertakes an extensive outreach and assistance program for reporting entities
that includes information sessions, presentations at industry conferences (in 2004-05 and 2005-06,
FINTRAC participated in nearly 1 300 presentations involving more than 27,000 participants), articles
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in trade magazines, and has developed and published sector-specific information sheets and pamphlets
for distribution to reporting entities. FINTRAC provides these publications to reporting entities free of
charge, and they are also available on FINTRAC’s website. In addition, FINTRAC operates a call
centre that is open 12 hours a day from Monday to Friday, to answer general inquiries about
FINTRAC’s operations, as well as more specific questions about reporting requirements and systems.
In 2005-2006, FINTRAC received 3,253 inquiries through the call centre, mostly from reporting
entities.
1152. In general, FINTRAC guidance is aimed at explaining and detailing the obligations that
different sectors have under the PCMLTFA and its regulations. The Guidelines are supplemented by
significant outreach activity undertaken by FINTRAC through regular meetings and presentations at
conferences and meetings of industry associations. However, they give few indications on how
tailoring them and putting them effectively into practice in the various financial sectors. Further
guidance to assist their respective financial institutions in complying with AML/CFT requirements
that may be detailed in various statutes may be provided by prudential regulators but it is not yet
generalised (see life insurance sector, for example).
OSFI
1153. In early 1990, in support of the initiatives resulting from the 1989 G-7 Paris Summit, OSFI
implemented for adoption by federal deposit-taking institutions, a Best Practices Paper to Deter and
Detect Money Laundering. The key best practices contained in the paper focused on the following
areas: (1) designating an officer within the financial institution to be responsible for compliance with
the procedures; (2) implementing a system of formal internal controls procedures to deter and detect
money laundering that included a source of funds declaration; (3) implementing a system of
independent procedures testing; (4) implementing a record retention policy; (5) developing and
providing appropriate training to financial institution staff on AML.
1154. In 1996, the Best Practices paper was converted to a formal OSFI guideline and revised to
reflect changes implemented as a result of the promulgation of the Proceeds of Crime (money
laundering) Act and Regulations. It also added further insights into deterring and detecting money
laundering, such as the adoption of an annual Self Assessment Program, as well as a program of
(voluntary) suspicious transaction disclosure to law enforcement.
1155. In addition the application of the guidance was extended to federal life insurers in 2001. In 2002
the guideline was further amended to add CFT requirements. Further changes are contemplated in the
near future for the OSFI Guideline B-8, Deterring and Detecting Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing, which was last revised in November 2004. In addition, OSFI commenced offering
information sessions to the industry in 2005 and continued to do so in 2006.
1156. It may be noted that this Guideline is more specifically suited to the banking sector than to life
insurance companies The life insurance industry trade association (CLHIA) has developed in
consultation with FINTRAC a guidance Manual intended for helping life insurance agents and brokers
across Canada meet their AML obligations. CLHIA and LIMRA (Life Insurance Marketing and
Research Association) have also developed jointly supporting on-line training lessons for Canada's life
insurance agents and brokers. At the time of the evaluation the guidance Manual and the training
lessons were not yet available. Representatives from OSFI have also spoken at a number of sessions
on money laundering at various life insurance and banking sector industry educational events.
IDA
1157. The IDA provides regular notices to its members on developments in regulations, including the
PCMLTFA, along with information on risks and trends. The IDA developed a guide, Deterring Money
Laundering Activity: A Guide for Investment Dealers to help members effectively develop effective
anti-money laundering programs in compliance with anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist
financing obligations. In general, the guide discusses requirements under the PCMLTFA and refers to
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guidance available from FINTRAC, know your client procedures, suspicious transaction reporting,
monitoring of account activity, anti-money laundering training, audit program and relationship
between introducing and carrying brokers.
1158. Representatives from the IDA have also spoken at a number of sessions on money laundering at
various industry educational events.

3.10.2 Recommendations and Comments
1159. The Canadian AML/CFT supervisory structure has several significant weaknesses:
-

-

The exclusion from the AML regime of a number of categories of financial institutions
without proper and formalized prior risk assessments or without adequate justifications of low
AML risks.
Heterogeneous levels of AML compliance oversight in the different financial sectors, which is
due to an insufficient level of compliance staff resources in FINTRAC compared to the
number of reporting entities, and to variable levels of involvement by the various primary
regulators (MSBs, life insurance intermediaries, some provincial credit unions and caisses
populaires, etc.).
The lack of adequate sanctions provided to FINTRAC under the PCMLTFA which is not
compensated by the sanctions administered under their own statute by the other primary
regulators (since the regime of administrative monetary penalties is not in force yet).
The current absence of a registration regime for money service businesses and foreign
exchange dealers (since the registration regime adopted in June 2007 will only be in force in
June 2008).

1160. Canada could consider allowing FINTRAC to delegate formally its authority to examine
financial institutions for AML/CFT compliance to its MOU partners and other primary regulators, so
that the basis for their intervention in that area is sound and clear and in order to leverage existing
examination resources and to avoid possible duplication of compliance inspections. Such a measure
would also ensure a better knowledge by the AML compliance supervisor of the specifics of the
sector. Such a delegation should go together with the settling by FINTRAC of objectives (frequency,
coverage of risks) and common rules and standards for the conduct of examinations and inspections on
its behalf by its partners.
1161. More generally, Canada should encourage the development of specific AML/CFT guidance by
the various primary provincial regulators and a more active involvement in AML/CFT supervision. It
could also envisage encouraging the creation of SROs in sectors which are less regulated, such as life
insurance brokers or MSBs. It is essential too that sufficient resources be dedicated to the supervisory
authorities responsible for AML/CFT oversight.
1162. The strengthening of the sanctions regime with the introduction of administrative and monetary
penalties, as included in the amended PCMLTFA, should be a crucial enhancement for the
effectiveness of the Canadian AML/CFT system. The delegation of the administration of these
sanctions to the MOU partners could also be envisaged.
1163. Canada should ensure that market entry rules among the different provinces and sectors are
compliant with FATF requirements.
1164. Finally, the creation of a registration regime for the MSBs will be an essential step in the
necessary strengthening of the AML supervision of this highly risky sector.
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3.10.3 Compliance with Recommendations 17, 23, 25, 29 & 30
Rec.
Rec.17

Rating
PC

•

•
•

Rec.23

PC

•
•

•
•

Rec.25

LC

•
•

Rec.29

LC

•

3.11

Summary of factors underlying ratings
With the exceptions of OSFI and IDA regulated institutions, only criminal
sanctions are available to FINTRAC under the PCMLTFA for all other types
of financial institutions and these are only applicable for the most serious
failures, and need to be proved to the criminal standard.
OSFI only uses a limited range of actions/sanctions in the AML/CFT
context (namely supervisory letters and in a limited number of cases,
staging).
The lack of effective sanctions applied in cases of major deficiencies raises
real concern in terms of effectiveness of the sanction regime, particularly
taking into account that only one criminal sanction and a very limited
number of administrative sanctions have been applied.
Exclusion from the AML/CFT regime of certain financial sectors (such as
financial leasing, factoring, finance companies, etc.) without proper risk
assessments.
For the financial institutions subject to the PCMLTFA, there is a very
unequal level of supervision of AML/CFT compliance, with certain
categories of financial institution appearing to be insufficiently controlled
(MSBs, certain credit unions/caisses populaires, life insurance
intermediaries…). This is due to the limited staff resources of FINTRAC
dedicated to on-site assessments compared to the high number of
reporting entities, which has not always been compensated by the
involvement of the primary prudential regulators in AML/CFT issues.
“Fit and proper” requirements are not comprehensive.
At the time of the on-site visit, there was no specific obligation for FRFIs to
implement screening procedures for persons who are hired, or appointed to
the Board, after the initial incorporation or authorisation procedures are
concluded.
There is currently no registration regime for MSBs.
There is a lack of specific guidelines intended for sectors such as life
insurance companies and intermediaries.
FINTRAC has no power to impose administrative sanctions.

Money or value transfer services (SR. VI)

3.11.1 Description and Analysis
1165. Definition. Under the PCMLTF Regulations, “money services business” means a person or
entity that is engaged in the business of remitting funds or transmitting funds by any means or through
any person, entity or electronic funds transfer network, or of issuing or redeeming money orders,
traveller’s cheques or other similar negotiable instruments. It includes a financial entity when it carries
out one of those activities with a person or entity that is not an account holder.
1166. To assist the private sector, FINTRAC Interpretative Note March 1, 2005 provides guidance on
what it means to be “engaged in the business”.
1167. A business is considered to be a MSB if any of the following applies: (1) the business issues or
redeems money orders, traveller’s cheques or other similar negotiable instruments for more than
CAD1 000 with the same person on the same day; (2) the individuals running the business advertise
(by means of newspaper, television, yellow pages, Internet, any other media, or by an interior or
exterior sign) the fact that they engage in the activity; (3) the business holds a permit or licence related
to the activity; (4) the business is registered as someone carrying on the activity; or reports the income
of that activity as income from a separate business for tax purposes”. Money services businesses
include alternative money remittance systems, such as Hawala, Hundi, Chitti, etc.
1168. Issue of registration/licensing. At the time of the assessment, there were no federal licensing
requirements in place for MSBs. Under the Canadian constitution, licensing of these types of
businesses falls within the powers of the provincial governments. However, given that Canada’s
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AML/CFT legislation is a federal Act and after consultation with the provinces, Canada has moved to
create a federal registration regime 135. At the time of the on-site visit, some provinces regulated the
sector, but only in relation to “payday” lending services and in respect of customer protection rules.
1169. FINTRAC has made use of different techniques in identifying MSBs and raising awareness in
this sector, including: (1) searching telephone and business directories; (2) field research (walk/drive
through neighbourhoods looking for commercial signs); (3) awarded contracts to conduct searches for
advertisements in ethnic newspapers; and (4) held regional open house workshops on legislative
obligations (all MSBs were sent an invitation). Generally speaking, FINTRAC’s outreach activities
with the MSB sector include overview presentations about FINTRAC, and presentations concerning
reporting entities’ obligations under the PCMLTFA and its associated regulations.
1170. With these measures, FINTRAC has been able to identify some 700 MSBs in Canada, largely
located in major urban areas. The market is dominated by a few large firms but is also composed of a
vast number of relatively small entities compared to other types of reporting entities in the financial
sector. However, it has been very difficult to build a complete inventory of the sector since many
money services are a part of other businesses such as travel agencies, small grocery stores and gas
stations; and they might not advertise. Complicating the task further, these services go in and out of
business at a high turnover rate.
1171. The MSB sector has generated more STRs than banks since 2001, with almost one third of all
STRs received by FINTRAC coming from this sector. Nevertheless, detailed statistics show that only
a limited number of MSBs (mostly the largest players) report STRs to FINTRAC. The following table
shows the MSB sector compared with all reporting entities from 2002 to 2006:
Number of reporting entities
Suspicious Transaction Reports
Large Cash Transaction Reports
Electronic Fund Transfer
Reports

MSB
about 700
33 426
214 247
96 790

Total reporting entities
Over 300 000
102 835
15 800 939
29 328 058

% of Total
0.2
33
1.4
0.3

1172. One of the key challenges the larger players currently face is the selection of agents in which
some of the bigger MSBs will conduct extensive checks on individual companies and criminal records
checks on individuals but this does not apply in all cases. The key players met by the assessment team
indicated that they would like the sector to be licensed as it would build market confidence and image.
1173. Application of the FATF Recommendations. The MSB sector is subject to client identification,
record keeping and reporting requirements under the PCMLTFA. However, the preventive measures
currently applicable to financial institutions including MSBs in Canada (especially in relation to CDD,
reporting of suspicious transactions or SRVII) present very serious weaknesses (see in particular
Sections 3.2, 3.5 and 3.7 of the report). The MSB sector is therefore subject to a limited range of
preventive measures that are not in compliance with international standards.
1174. Monitoring. FINTRAC is responsible for supervising the MSB sector for AML/CFT
purposes 136. In order to fulfill its responsibilities effectively under section 62 of the PCMLTFA,
FINTRAC has established a compliance program. In particular, FINTRAC has made use of
Compliance Questionnaires (CQs) (see Section 3.10 of the report). As part of its outreach activities,
135

A registration system is due to come into force on 23 June 2008. Individuals and entities that engage in
MVT services will be required to register with FINTRAC. The registration regime is designed to facilitate
compliance with existing obligations under the PCMLTFA and to help FINTRAC supervise an otherwise
unregulated sector. It will also create a new criminal offence for operating an unregistered MSB.
136
Under regulations enacted in June 2007 and in force in June 2008, FINTRAC is responsible for accepting,
denying, revoking and verifying applications for registration, maintaining the information contained in the
registry and verifying compliance with the registration requirement.
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FINTRAC has also had 149 meetings with entities in that sector since 2004-05, which involved over
400 participants (12% of FINTRAC outreach activities (presentations and meetings) over the last three
years have been targeted at entities from that sector and 29% of all CQs having been sent to entities in
the sector).
1175. The following table illustrates the percentage of positive responses to questions in the CQ about
key compliance elements (as of the end of 2005-06):
AREA OF COMPLIANCE
Implemented Compliance Regime
Designated Compliance Officer
Implemented Compliance Policies &
Procedures
Review of Policies & Procedures
Ongoing Compliance Training

MSB
85%
75%
91%
77%
71%

1176. The following table indicates the number of FINTRAC examinations conducted in the MSB
sector:
Sector

MSB
All Other Financial
Institutions
Total

2004-05
164
12
176

2005-06
56
64
120

2006-07
(as of end 09/06)
43
40

Total
(by sector)
263*
116

83

379

Note: In fiscal year 2003-04, FINTRAC began to conduct examinations and completed a total of 26
examinations. The focus of these examinations was largely on the MSB sector.

1177. FINTRAC has, to a significant degree, focused its examination resources in the MSB sector,
especially in the early years, with 69% of all its examinations of financial institutions having been
conducted in that sector over the last 2.5 fiscal years (about 40% of the identified MSBs have been
examined by FINTRAC) but clearly there is scope for further progress in this area although it should
be noted that a single FINTRAC examination covers the parent entity and potentially may cover many
agents of the MSB.
1178. List of agents. There is currently no legal requirement for each MSB to maintain a list of
agents 137.
1179. Sanctions applicable to MSBs failing to apply the AML/CFT requirements. At the time of the
on-site visit, under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC could not impose penalties to MSBs failing to apply the
PCMLTFA and its Regulations but only had the option of referring a case of non-compliance to law
enforcement for investigation and prosecution (see Section 3.10 of the report) 138. To date, FINTRAC
has disclosed seven such cases of non-compliance to law enforcement agencies and one MSB operator
has been convicted for non-compliance with the PCMLTFA and for money laundering. However, at
the time of the on-site visit, the sanction regime available to FINTRAC was not effective,
proportionate and dissuasive.
1180. Additional element. The Best Practices Paper for SRVI outlines five areas in which preventative
measures should be considered, namely: licensing/registration; identification and awareness raising;
AML Regulations; compliance monitoring and sanctions. In terms of compliance monitoring, a
substantial body of work has already been conducted in this field by FINTRAC, along the
137

The registration regime enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 requires the MSBs to
submit a list of agents to FINTRAC as part of the registration process (see Schedule 1 Part C of the PCMLTF
Registration Regulations).
138
The PCMLTFA enacted measures in December 2006 that come into force in December 2008 and
introduce a new regime of sanctions.
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recommended lines in the Best Practice Paper. Other elements were very partially in place at the time
of the on-site visit although the overall implementation of the Best Practices Paper should significantly
improve after the introduction of the regulatory changes under the PCMLTFA.

3.11.2 Recommendations and Comments
1181. Canada should ensure effective implementation of the registration system for MSBs in force in
June 2008 and ensure that the requirements applicable to MSBs fully meet the FATF requirements.

3.11.3 Compliance with Special Recommendation VI
Rec.
SR. VI

Rating
NC

•
•
•
•

Summary of factors underlying ratings
There is no registration regime for MSBs as contemplated by SR VI.
Overall, requirements and implementation of Recommendations 4-11, 2123 and SR. VII is inadequate which has a significant negative impact on the
effectiveness of AML/CFT measures for money transmission services..
MSBs are not required to maintain a list of their agents.
The sanction regime available to FINTRAC and applicable to MSBs is not
effective, proportionate and dissuasive.

4.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES – DESIGNATED NON-FINANCIAL BUSINESSES AND
PROFESSIONS

4.1

Customer due diligence and record-keeping (R.12) (applying R.5, 6 & 8-11)

4.1.1

Description and Analysis

Definitions and scope
1182. The PCMLTF Regulations currently cover casinos, real estate brokers and sales representatives,
and accountants/accountant firms as reporting entities to FINTRAC. The AML/CFT preventive
measures do not currently apply to lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries nor to dealers in precious
metals and stones 139.
1183. “Casinos” means a person or entity that is licensed, registered, permitted or otherwise
authorised to do business under any of paragraphs 207(1)(a) to (g) of the Criminal Code and that
conducts its business activities in a permanent establishment (i) that the person or entity holds out to
be a casino and in which roulette or card games are carried on; or (ii) where there is a slot machine,
which, for the purposes of this definition, does not include a video lottery terminal. It does not include
a person or entity that is a registered charity as defined in subsection 248(1) of the Income Tax Act
and is licensed, registered or otherwise authorised to carry on business temporarily for charitable
purposes, if the business is carried out in the establishment of the casino for not more than two
consecutive days at the time under the supervision of the casino.
1184. Gambling is permitted pursuant to the Criminal Code of Canada and regulated through
provincial gaming legislation (along with its regulations, rules, directives, terms and conditions, and
policies). Part VII of the Criminal Code makes it an offence to operate a commercial gaming
enterprise. The two main exceptions to this prohibition are gambling activities conducted and managed
by the province, or pursuant to a licence issued by the province. The Criminal Code does not contain
any exceptions from the broad prohibition that would allow for the establishment of an Internet casino.

139

The regulations enacted on 26 December 2007 extend coverage of the Act to these new sectors as of
December 2008: legal counsel and legal firms, BC notaries public and notary corporations and dealers in
precious metals and stones. See http://www.fin.gc.ca/news07/07-105e.html.
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1185. Yet despite prohibitions against non-governmental Internet gambling, there are signs that the
online gaming industry is growing in Canada and for some years now, a community in Quebec is
hosting servers and has been selling “licences” for the operation of Internet gaming businesses.
Interestingly, the RCMP advised it has limited capacity for handling illegal activity related to Internet
casinos. Having tried previously to tackle the issue, they found they did not have the resources as the
criminals were tracking investigations online and moving their servers off-shore. Internet casinos do
not fall within the scope of the PCMLTFA.
1186. Cruise ships. Cruise ships operate out of Canadian waters and do offer casino facilities. As
indicated by the Department of Transport, after the Caribbean and the Mediterranean, Alaska cruises
through British Columbia's Inside Passage are the third most popular in the world. Large cruise vessels
calling at Canada’s ports are owned by foreign-based companies. Sailing under foreign flags, these
vessels offer two basic types of extended cruises: the luxury cruise and the “pocket cruise”,
distinguished by vessel capacity of more or less than 150 passengers. Vancouver is the main hub in the
Canadian cruise ship industry although Vancouver’s share of this traffic is decreasing since 2001 to
reach some 830 000 passengers in 2006.
1187. In March 1999, amendments to Canada's Criminal Code came into effect, easing restrictions on
casino gambling aboard cruise ships. International cruise lines are now able to operate on-board
casinos until they are within five nautical miles of a Canadian port of call (as compared to the
12 nautical mile limit for Canadian territorial waters). Previously, vessels had to close casinos as soon
as they reached Canadian territorial waters. Some limitations exist: voyages must be at least 48 hours
in length to offer gaming services, and passengers embarking in Canada cannot be scheduled to
disembark without first calling at one or more non-Canadian ports. Cruise ships are not covered under
the PCMLTFA as Canada believes that there is a limited capacity to misuse the casino facilities.
1188. “Accountant” means a chartered accountant, a certified general accountant or a certified
management accountant. Accountants and accountant firms are subject to the PCMLTFA when they:
a) Engage in any of the following activities on behalf of a person or entity:

y
y
y

Receiving or paying funds.
Purchasing or selling securities, real property or business assets or entities. Or
Transferring funds or securities by any means.

b) Give instructions on behalf of any person or entity in respect of above activities.
c) Receive professional fees in respect of any activity referred to in a) or b).
1189. The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) believes the accountant must be acting
on behalf of a third party, i.e. to be an intermediary or a facilitator in the transaction. This means that
the accountant has to be actually involved in the transaction, representing either the client or some
third party.
1190. “Real estate broker or sales representative” means a person or entity that is registered or
licensed under provincial legislation. Real estate agents are subject to the PCMLTFA when they
engage in any of the following activities on behalf of any person or entity in the course of a real estate
transaction:
y
Receiving or paying funds.
y
Depositing or withdrawing funds. Or
y
Transferring funds by any means.
1191. Real estate developers. Home builders and real estate developers are two more sectors which
the Government proposes to bring within the ambit of the PCMLTFA since they can carry out much
the same role and activities as licensed real estate agents by selling homes directly to the public.
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1192. Lawyers and Quebec notaries (who provide legal advice under the Quebec civil code) were
exempted from complying with the provisions of the PCMLTFA in March 2003 when the Government
revoked the regulatory provisions as they applied to legal counsel. This followed a legal challenge by
the profession when the Government had initially proceeded to require mandatory suspicious and
prescribed reporting, client identification, record keeping and internal compliance requirements of
legal counsel when engaged in the following activities on behalf of a person or entity including the
giving of instructions on behalf of any person or entity in respect of:

y
y
y

Receiving or paying funds, other than those received or paid in respect of professional
fees, disbursements, expenses or bail.
Purchasing or selling securities, real properties or business assets or entities. Or
Transferring funds or securities by any means.

1193. The professional legal bodies had argued that requiring lawyers to report information on their
clients to the state is contrary to the right to solicitor-client privilege and the principle of an
independent bar and judiciary.
1194. During the on-site visit, the legal profession acknowledged that there is a risk of money
laundering in the “layering” stage in the business they conduct but seemed to imply money laundering
was primarily a cash-based activity and that the Government was not explaining adequately where the
risks lie in their discussions with the profession. The profession expressed willingness to the assessors
to conduct identification and record keeping, while at the same time protecting access to that
information but reporting remains an issue for them.
1195. The assessors were familiar with lawyer-client legal privilege argument but noted with interest
that lawyers remain exempted when involved in the more routine purchase and sale of real property
while real estate agents, engaged in exactly the same type of transaction, are required to report. The
assessors were told that as a matter of business practice, the banking sector asks mortgage brokers and
the legal profession to identify mortgage borrowers in accordance with the PCMLTFA at the closing
of a real estate transaction.
1196. The amendments to the PCMLTF Regulations pre-published on June 30, 2007 propose to
subject legal counsel and legal firms to Part I of the PCMLTFA when they engage in any of the
following activities on behalf of any person or entity: (a) receiving or paying funds, other than those
received or paid in respect of professional fees, disbursements, expenses or bail or (b) giving
instructions in respect of any activity referred to in paragraph (a) 140.
1197. BC Notaries were not included in the PCMLTFA in 2001. They do not provide legal advice,
undertake limited activities but they are allowed to hold trust accounts to carry out their duties and
carry out real estate activities. While the number of BC Notaries is limited by statute to 332, they are
at risk of being used for ML/TF. Regulations pre-published on June 30, 2007 extend coverage of the
PCMLTFA to them when they act as financial intermediaries 141.
1198. Trust and company service providers. TCSPs are not separately recognised nor regulated as a
separate business category operating in Canada although there was some acknowledgement during the
on-site visit that there are businesses other than lawyers, accountants and trust companies that offer
such services 142. They do not fall under the scope of the PCMLTFA if they are not an entity or person
otherwise covered by the legislation (trust and loan companies).

140

The PCMLTF Regulations were enacted in December 2007.
The PCMLTF Regulations were enacted in December 2007.
142
See for example businesses listed at:
http://ca.dir.yahoo.com/business_and_economy/business_to_business/corporate_services/incorporation_services
141
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1199. Dealers in precious metals and stones. Dealers in precious metals and stones are not covered by
the PCMLTFA. The profession has met with the Department of Finance to discuss their coverage by
the AML/CFT regime. The proposed amendments to the PCMLTF Regulations pre-published on June
30, 2007 extend such coverage to them143. The assessors were told that the record keeping requirement
is generally perceived as the most challenging issue due to the PIPEDA potential restrictions on
customer’s information retention and the very small size of the large majority of the retail businesses
dealing precious metals and stones. The assessors were told that the industry would not oppose to any
reporting requirement, in particular LCTRs since cash transactions are quite a limited practice in this
sector (90% of the transactions seem to occur using a credit card).
Applying Recommendation 5
1200. No CDD requirements as set out in Recommendation 5 apply to Internet casinos, ship based
casinos, lawyers and Quebec notaries, BC Notaries, trust and company service providers (except trust
companies and accountants that may provide that type of services) and dealers in precious metals and
stones.
1201. Casinos. Casinos are subject to special measures to identify the following individuals or entities
(Section 60(b) of the PCMLTF Regulations):

y
y
y
y
y
y

Any individual who signs a signature card in respect of an account that the casinos
opens.
Any individual who conducts a transaction with the casino for which a large cash
disbursement record is required to be kept.
Any individual carrying out foreign exchange transactions of CAD 3 000 or more or
equivalent in foreign currency.
Any individual conducting a large cash transaction.
Any individual who conducts a transaction of CAD 3 000 or more for which an
extension of credit needs to be kept.
Any corporation or entity which opens an account.

1202. There is no requirement to carry out CDD measures when there is a suspicion of ML or TF and
when financial institutions have doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained CDD
data. There is no obligation to carry out customer identification for occasional transactions that are
wire transfers 144. The requirement to identify any individual for large cash transactions (above
CAD10 000 which is a too high threshold) does not cover non-cash occasional transactions 145.
1203. Section 64 of the PCMLTF Regulations requires casinos to ascertain customer’s identification
by referring to the person’s birth certificate, driver’s licence, provincial health insurance card, passport
or any similar record. FINTRAC Guidance 6F provides further indications on the type of documents to
use (see Section 3.2 of the report for further developments).
1204. Casinos are subject to equivalent customer identification requirements as financial entities in
relation to the identification of:



Individual not physically present (Section 64(1(a)(ii) of the PCMLTF Regulations).
Corporation or entity other than corporation (Sections 65 & 66of the PCMLTF Regulations).

143

The PCMLTF Regulations were enacted in December 2007.
Regulations enacted in June 2007 and which come into force in June 2008 will require that casinos identify
clients in respect of these situations (see Section 60(b)(iv) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
145 Regulations pre-published in October 2007 will require casinos to identify clients, keep records and make
reports with respect to all large disbursements regardless of the form of payment (e.g. chips, wire transfers, cash,
etc.) (see Sections 42, 43(g), 44, 60(b)(i) and Schedule 8 of the PCMLTF Regulations, as amended by the
regulations published in October 2007).
144
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Individuals acting on behalf of the customer (third party determination, Section 8 of the
PCMLTF Regulations).

1205. Exceptions to ascertaining identity apply also to casinos: (1) if the customer has already an
account (Section 62(2)(a) the PCMLTF Regulations); (2) if there are reasonable grounds to believe
that the account holder is a public body or a corporation that has minimum net assets of
CAD 75 million on its last audited balance sheet and whose shares are traded on a Canadian stock
exchange or a stock exchange that is prescribed by section 3201 of the Income Tax Regulations and
operates in a country that is a member of the FATF (Section 62(2)(a) the PCMLTF Regulations) or (3)
for the opening of a business account for which the casino has already ascertained the identity of at
least three persons who are authorised to give instructions in respect of the account (Section 60(a) of
the PCMLTF Regulations).
1206. Casinos are not required to carry out customer identification in relation to: beneficial ownership;
ongoing due diligence for accounts that the casinos open and higher risk categories of customers.
Casinos are not required to collect information on the purpose and intended nature of the business
relationship and on existing customers. There is no specific provision in the case casinos fail to
complete CDD 146.
1207. The customer identification (natural or legal person) must be carried out before any transaction
other than an initial deposit is carried out on an account.
1208. Real estate agents and sales representatives. Real estate agents and sales representatives are
subject to customer identity verification (see Article 6.1 of the PCMLTFA) when they engage in any
of the following activities on behalf of any person or entity in the course of a real estate transaction
(Section 37 of the PCMLTF Regulations):




Receiving or paying funds.
Depositing or withdrawing funds. Or
Transferring funds by any means.

1209. The PCMLTF Regulations also requires real estate brokers and sales representatives to ascertain
the identity of their client when they receive §10,000 or more from the client in the course of a single
transaction or two or more transactions carried out within a 24-hour period.
1210. In determining the identity of individuals, the PCMLTFA requires that brokers and sales
representatives refer to a government issued identification document, such as a birth certificate,
driver’s license, passport, record of landing, permanent resident card or other similar record, and a
provincial health card in certain provinces (see FINTRAC Guideline 6B of June 2005).
1211. When dealing with a corporation or any other entity, there is no specific requirement applicable
to real estate agents and sales representatives to ascertain the identity of legal persons 147.
1212. The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales representatives have to carry out
customer identification is too restrictive since they should be required to do so when they are involved

146

Regulations which were enacted in June 2007 and come into force in June 2008, will close some of those
gaps by requiring that casinos take reasonable measures to conduct ongoing monitoring; keep client information
up-to-date in higher risk situations; and prohibiting casinos from opening an account if the identity of the client
cannot be established (see Sections 71.1 and 53.2 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
147
Section 59.2 of the PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 and entering into force on 23 June
2008 requires real estate agents and sales representatives to confirm the existence and ascertain the name and
address of every corporation/entity on whose behalf a transactions is conducted and the names of directors.
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in transactions for a client concerning the buying and selling of real estate (see FATF
Recommendation 12) 148.
1213. The CDD requirements applicable to real estate agents and sales representatives are
substantially very basic and limited. They do not meet the FATF standards set out in Recommendation
5. Only Section 8 of the PCMLTF Regulations on third party determination (see Section 3.2 of the
report “Third party determination” for a complete description of the provision) - that is applicable to
every person or entity that is required to keep a large cash transaction report - applies to real estate
agents and sales representatives. FINTRAC Guideline 6B for real estate agents and sales
representatives states that what constitutes reasonable measures in making a third party determination
will vary in accordance with the context in which they occur, and therefore could differ from one
situation to the next. However, reasonable measures would include retrieving the information already
contained in the agent’s files or elsewhere within the business environment, or obtaining the
information directly from the client.
1214. Accountants and accountant firms. Accountants are required to carry out customer identification
when they (Section 34 of the PCMLTF Regulations):
a) engage in any of the following activities on behalf of a person or entity:
y Receiving or paying funds.
y Purchasing or selling securities, real property or business assets or entities. Or
y Transferring funds or securities by any means.
b) give instructions on behalf of any person or entity in respect of above activities
c) receive professional fees in respect of any activity referred to in a) or b).
1215. Accountants and accountant firms are subject to client identification obligations when they
receive professional fees to engage in any of the activities listed above. This means that they would be
subject to the client identification requirements when they engage in any of the activities mentioned
above even if they were doing them on a volunteer basis. Activities of accountants or accounting firms
other than those listed above, such as audit, review or compilation engagements carried out according
to the recommendations in the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) Handbook, do not
trigger record keeping or client identification obligations. Giving advice to a client, in the context of
your accountant-client relationship, is not considered providing instructions (FINTRAC Guidelines 6B
of June 2005).
1216. The PCMLTF Regulations also requires accountants and accountant firms to ascertain the
identity of their client when they receive CAD 10 000 or more from the client in the course of a single
transaction or two or more transactions carried out within a 24-hour period.
1217. In determining the identity of individuals, the PCMLTFA requires that accountants refer to a
government issued identification document, such as a birth certificate, driver’s license, passport,
record of landing, permanent resident card or other similar record, and a provincial health card in
certain provinces (see FINTRAC Guideline 6B).
1218. When dealing with a corporation or any other entity, there is no specific requirement applicable
to accountants/accountants firms to ascertain the identity of legal persons 149.
148

This issue is addressed in the PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 that will enter into force on
23 June 2008 (see Section 59.2 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations that must be read in conjunction with
section 39 of the same regulations).
149
Section 59.1 of the PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 and entering into force on 23 June
2008 requires accountants and accountant firms to confirm the existence and ascertain the name and address of
every corporation/entity on whose behalf a transactions is conducted and the names of directors.
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1219. The circumstances in which accountants have to carry out customer identification are too
restrictive since they should also be required to do so in the following circumstances (see FATF
Recommendation 12):

y
y
y
y

Management of bank, savings or securities accounts.
Management of client money, securities and other assets (and not only purchasing or
selling of these).
Organisation of contributions for the creation, operation or management of companies.
Creation, operation or management of legal persons or arrangements.

1220. The current CDD requirements applicable to accountants are substantially very basic and
extremely limited. They meet a very limited range of requirements under Recommendation 5.
1221. Accountants and real estate agents and sales representatives must inform individuals concerning
the collection of personal information about them. However, they do not have to inform individuals
when they include personal information about them in any reports that they are required to make to
FINTRAC (see FINTRAC Guideline 6B).
Applying Recommendation 6
1222. Canada has not implemented any specific AML/CFT measures concerning PEPs that are
applicable to DNFBPs and discussions with the private sector representatives met by the assessment
team suggest that this is not perceived as an area of high priority.
Applying Recommendation 8
1223. There are no specific legislative or other enforceable obligations for DNFBPs to take measures
to prevent the misuse of technological developments in ML/TF schemes 150.
1224. The DNFBPs are not required to have policies and procedures in place to address any specific
risk associated with non face-to-face business relationships or transactions 151.
Applying Recommendation 9
1225. There are currently no provisions for DNFBPs that address the issue of relying on
intermediaries or third parties to perform elements of the CDD process (see Section 3.3 of the report).
FINTRAC's current Guideline 6 indicates that DNFBPs may choose to use an agent/introducer or third
party for customer identification purposes and, should they chose to do so, they need to enter into a
written agreement with the agent/introducer which specifies what is expected from the
agent/introducer. Where the DNFBP chooses to enter into such an agreement, it is ultimately
responsible for ensuring that the identification requirements are met. This covers an outsourcing type
of scenario that falls outside the scope of Recommendation 9.

150

The Regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June 2008 will require all reporting
entities to conduct ongoing monitoring and keep client information up-to-date in higher risk situations, such as
when new technologies are used to delivers products and services (see Sections 71 and 71.1 of the amended
PCMLTF Regulations).
151
Section 64 of the PCMLTF Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 (and due to enter into force on 23 June
2008) requires real estate agents and sales representatives, casinos and accountants/accountant firms to take
specific customer identification steps if the person is not physically present at the time the business relationship
is established.
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Applying Recommendation 10
1226. No record keeping as described in Section 6 of the PCMLTFA apply to Internet casinos, ship
based casinos, lawyers and Quebec notaries, BC Notaries, trust and company service providers (except
trust companies) and dealers in precious metals and stones.
1227. Casinos. The record keeping requirements in relation to casinos are comprehensive. Casinos
have to keep the following records: (1) large cash transaction records; (2) large cash disbursement
records; (3) certain records about client accounts; (4) extension of credit records; and (5) foreign
currency exchange transaction tickets. The record keeping requirements for the large cash transaction
reports as well as the large cash disbursement records (Section 41 & 42 of the PCMLTF Regulations)
are as follows:
Large cash transaction reports
Type
of
transactions
for
which a record
has to be kept






The sale of chips, tokens or plaques.
Front cash deposits.
Safekeeping deposits.
The repayment of any form of credit,
including repayment by markers or counter
cheques.
 Bets of currency.
 Sales of your casino’s cheques.

Large cash disbursement records










Record keeping
exemption
Contents of the
record 152

Extra record to
keep for client
identification

If the cash is received from a financial entity.
(bank, credit union or caisse populaire; trust
and loan company; or an agent of the Crown
that accepts deposit liabilities)
 The amount and currency of the cash
received.
 The name of the individual from whom you
received the cash and that individual’s
address and principal business or
occupation.
 The date of the transaction.
 The purpose, details and type of
transaction (for example, the cash was
used to buy chips, etc.), including whether
any other individuals or entities were
involved in the transaction.
 How the cash was received (for example,
in person, by mail, by armoured car, or
any other way).
 If an account was affected by the
transaction, include the following: the
number and type of any such account; the
full name of the client that holds the
account; and the currency in which the
account’s transactions are conducted.
 The individual’s date of birth.
 The type of document used to confirm the
individual’s identity, the document’s
reference number and its place of issue.

152

-

The redemption of chips, tokens or plaques.
Front cash withdrawals.
Safekeeping withdrawals.
Advances on any form of credit, including
advances by markers or counter cheques.
Payments on bets, including slot jackpots.
Payments to clients of funds received for credit to
that client or any other client.
Cashing of cheques or other negotiable
instruments.
Reimbursements to clients of travel and
entertainment expenses.

 The name of the individual to whom the
disbursement is made.

 That individual’s address and principal business
or occupation.

 The date and what kind of disbursement it is.

 The individual’s date of birth.
 The type of document used to confirm the

individual’s identity, the document’s reference
number and its place of issue.

Information on individual’s date of birth will have to be kept from June 2008 (see the definition of “large
cash transaction record” in 1(2) and paragraph 42(2)(d) of the amended PCMLTF Regulations. Please note that
once the large disbursement reporting requirement comes into force (as introduced in the regulations that were
published in October 2007), casinos will be required to keep a copy of the large disbursement report instead of a
large cash disbursement record. However, the report also contains the date of birth of the person requesting the
disbursement (see new Schedule 8, Part D, item 8 under PCMLTF Regulations).
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1228. The record keeping requirements for client accounts are as follows (Section 43 of the PCMLT
Regulations):










Account operating agreements: an account operating agreement is any document that is
received or created in the normal course of business and outlines the agreement between the
casino and its client about the account’s operation. If the casino has to identify the individual,
the account operating agreement for that individual also has to contain the following
information: (1) the individual’s date of birth; and (2) the type of document used to identify
the individual, its reference number and its place of issue. If the casino has identified the
individual based on a cleared cheque, the account operating agreement has to contain the
financial entity and account number of the account on which the cheque was drawn.
Deposit slips: casinos have to keep a deposit slip for every deposit made to an account. A
deposit slip means a record that sets out the date of a deposit, the amount of the deposit, and
any part of it that was made in cash. A deposit slip also sets out the holder of the account in
whose name the deposit is made and the number of the account.
Debit or credit memos: casinos have to keep any debit or credit memo that they create or
receive regarding an account in the normal course of business.
Accounts for corporations: if the account is opened for a corporation, casinos have to keep a
copy of the part of the official corporate records showing the provisions that relate to the
power to bind the corporation regarding the account. This could be the articles of
incorporation that set out those duly authorised to sign on behalf of the corporation, such as an
officer, the comptroller, etc. If there were changes subsequent to the articles, then the board
resolution stating the change would be included in this type of record.
Accounts for an individuals or entities other than corporations: if the account is opened for an
individual or any entity that is not a corporation, the casinos have to keep a record of the
name, address and principal business or occupation of that individual or entity.
A signature card in respect of every account holder: casinos have to keep a signature card in
respect of any account they open, which must include the date of birth of the person, the type
and number of the identification document used to identify the individual and its place of
issue.

1229. Casinos have also to keep an extension of credit record for every extension of credit to a client
of CAD 3 000 or more. This record has to indicate the following information: (1) the name of the
client; (2) the client’s address and principal business or occupation; (3) the terms and conditions of the
extension of credit; and (4) the date and amount of the extension of credit (Section 43(d) of the
PCMLTF Regulations).
1230. Third party record requirements in relation to third party determination are equivalent to these
applicable to financial entities (see Section 3.5 of the report).
1231. Casinos are recommended to maintain an effective record keeping system to enable FINTRAC
to have access to the records in a timely fashion. Such records have to be kept in such a way that they
can be provided to FINTRAC within 30 days of a request to examine them (Section 69 of the
PCMLTF Regulations and FINTRAC Guideline 6F).
1232. Real estate agents and sales representatives and accountants. Real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants have record keeping obligations when they engage in one of the
activities described above (see this section of the report in relation to “Applying Recommendation 5”)
as well as for large cash transactions and third party determination (see Section 3.5 of the report that
sets out the details of the record keeping requirements in the case of large cash transactions and third
party determination). However, the circumstances in which real estate agents and sales representatives
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and accountants have to keep record are not satisfactory since the list of activities covered is too
restrictive (see this section of the report in relation to “Applying Recommendation 5”) 153.
1233. Large cash transactions records must be kept for a period of at least five years following the
date they were created. The records’ retention rules are otherwise described in Section 69 of the
PCMLTF Regulations and are equivalent to those applicable to financial entities (see Section 3.5 of
the report). FINTRAC Guideline 6B recommend real estate agents and sales representatives and
accountants to maintain an effective record keeping system to enable FINTRAC to have access to the
records in a timely fashion. Such records have to be kept in such a way that they can be provided to
FINTRAC within 30 days of a request to examine them. Records must be in a machine-readable or
electronic form, as long as a paper copy can be readily produced. Also, for records that are kept
electronically, an electronic signature of the individual who must sign the record has to be retained.
Applying Recommendation 11
1234. There is currently no explicit provision requiring that DNFBPs pay special attention to all
complex, unusual large transactions that have no apparent or visible economic or lawful purpose.
Similar to financial institutions, such a requirement may only be indirectly deduced from the
requirement to report to FINTRAC suspicious transactions that may be related to money laundering or
terrorist financing, as well as the obligation to report large international electronic funds transfer
reports involving CAD 10 000 or more (EFTRs) and large cash transaction reports of CAD 10 000 or
more (LCTRs).

4.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1235. Scope issues. The assessors noted that Canada is working on addressing the outstanding scope
issues and such an effort should continue in order to bring all DNFBPs in line with FATF
Recommendations 154. The participation of lawyers in the AML/CFT effort is essential since their
current exemption leaves a very significant gap in coverage. The circumstances in which real estate
agents and sales representatives and accountants have to carry out customer identification and keep
records should be extended to be in line with the types of activities targeted under Recommendation
12 155.
1236. Recommendation 5. Canada should ensure that the entire set of requirements under
Recommendation 5 apply to all non-financial professions.
1237. Recommendations 6, 8, 9 and 11. Canada should require the non-financial professions to
implement requirements in relation to Recommendations 6, 8, 9 and 11.
1238. Recommendation 10. Canada should ensure that all types of transactions carried out by the nonfinancial professions are subject to proper record keeping requirement that permits their reconstruction
so as to provide, if necessary, evidence for prosecution of criminal activity. Canada should ensure that
all customer and transactions records and information collected by the non-financial professions are
available on a timely basis to domestic competent authorities.

153

These circumstances are expanded in regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into force in June
2008 (see Section 39 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
154
Canada enacted regulations on December 2007 to extend coverage of the PCMLTFA to the following
sectors as of December 2008: legal counsel and legal firms, BC notaries public and notary corporations and
dealers in precious metals and stones.
155
Canada indicates that the regulations coming into force in June 2008 will resolve this issue.
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4.1.3
Rec.
R.12

Compliance with Recommendation 12
Rating
NC

Scope issue

Summary of factors underlying ratings

y

Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in precious metals and
stones, Internet casinos, ship based casinos and TCSPs are not captured
by the PCMLTFA and therefore are not subject to the requirements under
Recommendations 5, 6 and 8-11.
Application of Recommendation 5 to casinos
y
The requirements applicable to casinos are insufficient in relation to: (1)
when CDD is required; (2) required CDD measures; (3) identification of
persons acting on behalf of the customer; (4) third party determination
and identification of beneficial owners ; (5) purpose & intended nature of
the business relationship ; (6) ongoing Due Diligence; (7) ML/FT risks and
(8) failure to satisfactorily complete CDD.
Application of Recommendation 5 to real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants

y

The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales representatives
and accountants have to carry out customer identification are too
limitative.
y
The CDD requirements that real estate agents and sales representatives
and accountants are subject to are substantially very basic and extremely
limited.
Application of Recommendation 6 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants
y
Canada has not implemented any specific AML/CFT measures
concerning PEPs that are applicable to DNFBPs.
Application of Recommendation 8 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives, accountants

y

There are no specific legislative or other enforceable obligations for
DNFBPs to take measures to prevent the misuse of technological
developments in ML/TF schemes.
y
The DNFBPs are not required to have policies and procedures in place to
address any specific risk associated with non face-to-face business
relationships or transactions.
Application of Recommendation 9 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants
y
There are currently no provisions for DNFBPs that address the issue of
relying on intermediaries or third parties to perform elements of the CDD
process outside the outsourcing type of scenario.
Application of Recommendation 10 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants
y
The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales representatives
and accountants have to keep records are too limitative.
y
Real estate agents and sales representatives, casinos and accountants
institutions must ensure that all records required to be kept under the
PCMLTFA can be provided within 30 days which is not in line with the
FATF requirement to make CDD records available on a timely basis to
competent authorities.
Application of Recommendation 11 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants
y
There is currently no explicit provision requiring that DNFBPs pay special
attention to all complex, unusual large transactions that have no apparent
or visible economic or lawful purpose (the monitoring obligation is implied
and indirect (it flows from reporting suspicious transactions, large
international electronic funds transfer and large cash transactions) and it
does not cover the full range of monitoring situations as stipulated in
Recommendation 11). The other requirements under Recommendation
11 are not met either.
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4.2

4.2.1

Monitoring transactions and other issues (R.16) (applying R.13-15, 17 & 21)

Description and Analysis

Applying Recommendation 13
1239. Every person or entity subject to Part I of the PCMLTFA is required to report to FINTRAC
financial transactions for which there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related
to the commission of a money laundering or a terrorist financing offence (Section 7 of the
PCMLTFA). Since 2002, reporting persons or entities have to send a terrorist property report to
FINTRAC if they have property in their possession or control that they know is owned or controlled
by or on behalf of a terrorist or a terrorist group. This includes information about any transaction or
proposed transaction relating to that property. In addition to making a terrorist property report to
FINTRAC about this type of property, there is also a requirement under the Criminal Code that applies
to anyone in Canada and any Canadian outside Canada. Whether or not they are a reporting person or
entity, they must disclose to the RCMP and CSIS, the existence of property in their possession or
control that they know is owned or controlled by or on behalf of a terrorist or a terrorist group.
Reporting entities are also required to report all cash transactions of CAD 10 000 or more.
1240. No suspicious transaction reporting requirement applies to Internet casinos, ship based casinos,
lawyers and Quebec notaries, BC Notaries, trust and company service providers (except trust
companies and accountants that may provide that type of services) and dealers in precious metals and
stones.
1241. The PCMLTFA explicitly excludes, under Section 10.1, legal counsel and legal firms from STR
and LCTR requirements “when they are providing legal services”, which seems to be interpreted
widely, as the profession considers that legal services cannot be in practice distinguished from
financial services. It is worth mentioning that the Federation of Law societies is preparing a model rule
on Client identification and verification requirements, which will be incorporated in the regulatory
instruments of each law Society. It would apply when a lawyer acts as financial intermediary for a
client and would include a provision stating that if a lawyer reasonably suspects that he might be
assisting a client in dishonesty, fraud, crime or illegal conduct, he must withdraw from representation
of the client and record the results of his reasonable suspicions.
1242. Suspicious transactions reporting for casinos. Under Article 5 of the PCMLTFA, casinos as
defined in the regulations (see Section 4.1 of the report, “definitions and scope”) are subject to the
suspicious transactions reporting requirement. FINTRAC has elaborated indicators (Guideline 2
“Suspicious Transactions” of March 2003) for casinos to detect suspicious transactions.
1243. Under Section 40 of the PCMLTF Regulations, casinos are required to report to FINTRAC the
receipt of an amount of cash of CAD 10 000 or more in the course of a single transaction unless the
amount is received by a financial entity.
1244. Suspicious transactions reporting for real estate agents and sales representatives. Real estate
agents and sales representatives have to submit STRs to FINTRAC according to Section 7 of the
PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations when they engage in any of the following
activities on behalf of any person or entity in the course of a real estate transaction: (1) receiving or
paying funds; (2) depositing or withdrawing funds; or (3) transferring funds by any means. However,
the circumstances in which they have to report suspicious transactions are not satisfactory since the list
of activities covered is too restrictive (see comments in Section 4.1 of the report). 156
156

Canada indicated that the amendments to the PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations
enacted in June 2007 and coming into force on 23 June 2008 extend these circumstances to any situation where
real estate agents and sales representatives act as an agent in respect of the purchase or sale of real estate.
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1245. Suspicious transactions reporting for accountants and accountant firms. Accountants and
accountant firms are required to submit STRs to FINTRAC when they (Section 34 of the PCMLTF
Regulations):
a) Engage in any of the following activities on behalf of a person or entity:
y Receiving or paying funds.
y Purchasing or selling securities, real property or business assets or entities. Or
y Transferring funds or securities by any means.
b) give instructions on behalf of any person or entity in respect of above activities
c) receive professional fees in respect of any activity referred to in a) or b).
1246. However, the circumstances in which accountants have to carry out customer identification are
too restrictive (see comments in Section 4.1 “definitions and scope”).
1247. The CICA has been active in developing comprehensive guidelines for compliance with the
PCMLTFA (the guidelines were published in November 2004). These guidelines provide the CGAs
with an overview of the obligations under the legislation and assist them developing a “knowledge
base” from which the accountants can exercise their judgement in carrying out their obligation to
report suspicious transactions. The assessors believe that such guidelines provide useful information to
the profession.
1248. In practice, professionals face some difficulties to clearly determine which firms or individuals
are subject to the requirement and what should be reported.
1249. With regard to accountants and real estate agents, it is worth noting that the effective
implementation of the STR requirement is limited by the fact that these professions are only required
to identify and ascertain identity of their clients in the case of large cash transactions. 157
1250. Provisions in relation to Recommendation 16 applicable to casinos, real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants/accountant firms. The PCMLTFA requires the reporting of all
completed transactions, where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that they relate to the
commission of a money laundering or a terrorist financing offence, regardless of the involvement in
tax matters. Attempted suspicious transactions are not yet covered by the Suspicious Transaction
Reporting requirement 158.
1251. Casinos, real estate agents and sales representatives and accountants/accountant firms have to
submit suspicious transaction reports to FINTRAC, containing specific information (see FINTRAC
Guideline 3A). Once they have determined that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the
transaction is related to the commission of a money laundering or terrorist financing offence, their
report, including all required and applicable information, must be sent within 30 calendar days. This
30-day reporting time limit begins when their employees first detect a fact about a transaction that
constitutes reasonable grounds to suspect that it is related to the commission of a money laundering or
terrorist financing offence. If such a fact is detected at the time of the transaction, the reporting
timeline begins at the time of the transaction. However, if the fact is not detected at the time of the
transaction, the 30-day time limit could begin at some time after.

157

Canada indicated that the amendments to the PCMLTF regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 and coming
into force on 23 June 2008 require that all reporting entities identify their clients in respect of a suspicious
transaction or a suspicious attempted transaction.
158
The PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations enacted on 27 June 2007 introduces an
obligation to report attempted transactions as of 23 June 2008 (the requirement is in section 7 of the PCMLTFA.
The PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations provide more details on the person or entities
subject to the reporting requirement and on the information that must be reported).
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1252. FINTRAC has elaborated indicators (Guideline 2 “Suspicious Transactions” of March 2003) for
casinos to detect suspicious transactions including: (1) any casino transaction of CAD 3 000 or more
when an individual receives payment in casino cheques made out to third parties or without a specified
payee; (2) client requests a winnings cheque in a third party’s name; (3) acquaintances bet against each
other in even-money games and it appears that they are intentionally losing to one of the party; (4)
client attempts to avoid the filing of a report for cash by breaking up the transaction; (5) client requests
cheques that are not for gaming winnings; (6) client enquires about opening an account with the casino
and the ability to transfer the funds to other locations when you do not know the client as a regular,
frequent or large volume player; (7) client purchases large volume of chips with cash, participates in
limited gambling activity with the intention of creating a perception of significant gambling, and then
cashes the chips for a casino cheque; (8) client exchanges small denomination bank notes for large
denomination bank notes, chip purchase vouchers or cheques; (9) client is known to use multiple
names or (10) client requests the transfer of winnings to the bank account of a third party or a known
drug source country or to a country where there is no effective anti-money-laundering system.
1253. Equivalent guidelines have been published by FINTRAC for the real estate agents and sales
representatives as well as for accountants.
1254. Statistics. The following table indicates the number of STRs per fiscal year and by DNFBPs:
Accountants
Casinos
Legal
159
counsel
Real
estate
agents/sales
representatives

2001/2002
7
143
5

2002/2003
20
498
2

2

8

2003/2004
20
360
3
6

2004/2005
40
390
0
6

2005/2006
20
420
0
12

2006/2007
12
223
0
1

Total
119
2 034
10
35

1255. Some concern raised by the current STR requirement applicable to DNFBPs is the relatively
low number of reports actually sent to FINTRAC by certain DNFBPs, in particular accountants and
real estate brokers and sales representatives in spite of the outreach they have benefited from
FINTRAC.
Applying Recommendation 14
1256. Section 10 of the PCMLTFA provides immunity provisions for reporting entities. No criminal
or civil proceeding lie against a person or entity for making a suspicious transaction report, a terrorist
property report, a large cash transaction report or an electronic funds transfer in good faith or for
providing FINTRAC with information about suspicions of money laundering or the financing of
terrorist activities.
1257. In addition to the immunity provision, Section 8 of the PCMLTFA specifies that no person or
entity can disclose that they have made a suspicious transaction report, or disclose the contents of a
report, with the intent to prejudice a criminal investigation, whether or not a criminal investigation has
begun. Failure to comply with these requirements could lead to up to two years imprisonment.
Applying Recommendation 15
1258. Every person or entity subject to the Part I of the PCMLTFA, including DNFBPs, has to
implement a compliance regime, as far as practicable, which means that, depending on the various
size and activities of the reporting entities, a regime may be adapted. This includes the appointment of
a person responsible for its implementation, the development and application of policies and
procedures, a review of those procedures and policies to test their effectiveness by an internal or
159

Legal counsel was removed from reporting obligations to FINTRAC in 2003.
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external auditor or by the person or entity itself, as often as necessary and an ongoing compliance
training program for the employees or agents (Section 71 of the PCMLTF Regulations, see Section 3.8
of the report) 160.
1259. Apart from the specific scope issues related to DNFBPs, the main deficiencies applicable to
financial institutions apply also to DNFBPs, since the core obligations for both DNFBPs and financial
institutions are based on the same general AML/CFT regime contained in the PCMLTF Regulations.
The requirements to keep up to date internal procedures, that the policies include the detection of
unusual and suspicious transactions and ensuring that the AML/CFT compliance officer has timely
access to customer identification data and other CDD information, transactions records and other
relevant information are only implicit. There is no mandatory requirement for an independent audit
function to test AML/CFT regime compliance, even if certain provincial gambling Acts include such
requirements. Measures exist in the casino industry to ensure the screening of key employees and
employees with direct access to gaming facilities, so as to prevent criminals owning or controlling
casinos. For some other categories of DNFBPs, there are entry requirements for the business or
profession, but these do not amount to screening of employees as contemplated by R.15.
Applying Recommendation 21
1260. All reporting parties, including DNFBPs, received information from FINTRAC in relation to
the NCCT process when that process was still under way (including the need to enhance the level of
scrutiny in the case of counter-measures). However, there is no enforceable requirement to give
special attention to transactions or business relationships connected with persons from or in countries
which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations, no effective measures in place
whereby DNFBPs are advised of other countries that have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT
systems, and no requirement to examine the background and purpose of these transactions and to
document the related findings.

4.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1261. Recommendation 13. All DNFBPs as defined by the FATF should be subject in Canada to the
suspicious transactions reporting requirement in all circumstances defined in Recommendation 16.
The current incomplete coverage of certain DNFBPs has an impact on the effective implementation of
the suspicious transactions report requirement. FINTRAC should address the issues raised by the low
number of STRs provided by some non-financial professions (especially real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants).
1262. Recommendation 15. The current requirements should be expanded, specified and enforced,
especially:
•
•
•
•

The policies and procedures should be required to be written and their minimum mandatory
content should include the detection of unusual and suspicious transactions for all DNFBPs. 161
There should be a requirement to ensure that the AML/CFT compliance officer has a timely
access to customer identification data and other CDD information, transactions records and
other relevant information.
The requirement for an independent audit function (internal or external) to test on a regular
basis the compliance of the AML regime should be strengthened.
Canada should impose screening procedures when hiring employees to DNFBPs.

160

The compliance regime requirements were expanded in regulations enacted in June 2007 which will come
into force in June 23, 2008 (see Section 71 of the amended PCMLTF Regulations).
161
Canada indicated thar the compliance regime requirements were expanded in regulations enacted in June
2007 which will come into force in June 23, 2008.
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1263. Recommendation 21. The requirement to give special attention to business relationships or
transactions with persons from or in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations should be included in an enforceable legal instrument applicable to DNFBPs.
Effective measures should be put in place whereby DNFBPs are advised of other countries that have
specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems. Finally a provision should be introduced requiring
that the background and purpose of such transactions having no apparent economic or visible lawful
purpose be examined and the findings documented.

4.2.3

Compliance with Recommendation 16

Rec.
Rec.16

4.3

4.3.1

Rating
NC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Scope issue
y
Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in precious metals and
stones, Internet casinos, ship based casinos and TCSPs are not captured
by the PCMLTFA and therefore are not subject to the suspicious
transactions reporting requirements.
Application of Recommendation 13 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants/accountant firms
y
The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales representatives
and accountants have to report suspicious transactions under the
PCMLTFA are too limited.
y
Attempted transactions are not yet covered by the Suspicious Transaction
Reporting requirement.
y
The relatively low numbers of STRs sent by real estate agents/sales
representatives and accountants raise significant concerns in relation to
the effectiveness of the reporting system in these sectors.
Application of Recommendation 15 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants/accountant firms
y
There is no explicit requirement to: (1) keep up to date internal
procedures, (2) have policies to monitor for and detect unusual and
suspicious transactions and (3) ensure that the AML/CFT compliance
officer has timely access to customer identification data and other CDD
information, transactions records and other relevant information.
y
There is no mandatory requirement for an independent audit function to
test AML/CFT regime compliance.
y
Except for casinos, there are no requirements concerning screening
procedures when hiring employees.
Application of Recommendation 21 to casinos, real estate brokers and sales
representatives and accountants/accountant firms
y There is no general enforceable requirement for DNFBPs to give special
attention to transactions or business relationships connected with persons
from or in countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations but only through general guidance or advisories sent
on a case by case basis.
•
There are no effective measures in place whereby DNFBPs are advised of
other countries that have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems.
y There is no requirement to examine the background and purpose of these
transactions and to document the related findings.

Regulation, supervision and monitoring (R. 24-25)

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 24
1264. FINTRAC is responsible for ensuring that DNFBPs comply with their obligations under the
PCMLTFA. In order to effectively use its powers to ensure compliance, FINTRAC has developed a
comprehensive Compliance Program using a risk-based approach to ensuring compliance includes the
development of comprehensive sector profiles and the active gathering of information on individual
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reporting entities (see Section 3.10 of the report). However, given the very high number of persons or
entities likely to be subject to the PCMLTFA as non-financial professions and the limited staff
resources of FINTRAC dedicated to compliance, the assessment team is of view that FINTRAC is not
in a position to ensure on its own an efficient monitoring of the effective application of AML/CFT
legislation in these sectors. In these conditions, regulators and SROs have an important role to play to
assist FINTRAC in ensuring compliance with the AML/CFT requirements.
1265. As already stated under Section 3.10 of the report, Subsections 65(2) and 65(3) of the
PCMLTFA permit FINTRAC to exchange information with regulators for compliance purposes. As a
result, FINTRAC works with regulators who, under their own powers, examine entities that are
covered under the PCMLTFA. Information provided by these regulators to FINTRAC feeds into
FINTRAC’s risk assessment and assists FINTRAC to target the highest proportion of its compliance
resources to the sectors and entities at highest risk for non-compliance. Where entities are covered by
a regulator with a robust compliance program which includes examinations for issues related to
compliance with the PCMLTFA (reporting, record-keeping, client identification, existence of a
compliance regime), FINTRAC may decide to allocate fewer resources to examinations in that sector
than in a sector that is not well regulated.
1266. Regarding DNFPBs, FINTRAC has currently entered only into 5 agreements with regulators of
the gaming sector (see below). FINTRAC always reserves the right to examine the reporting entities
covered by an MOU. For some regulators, if significant non-compliance is detected, they could issue
sanctions under their respective legislation. In the case of other regulators, they will advise FINTRAC
of the results and FINTRAC may complete an on-site examination of the reporting entity and take the
appropriate action as necessary.
Casinos
General
1267. Under Section 207 of the Criminal Code, provinces have the responsibility to license, operate,
and regulate legal forms of gaming, including the rules for gaming products and financial services
available within the casinos. Gaming products include a wide variety of card games, roulette and slot
machines. There are also a wide variety of financial services available at casinos, including some that
resemble services provided by financial institutions. Depending on the province, casinos can open
customer deposit or credit accounts, have facilities for transmitting and receiving funds transfers
directly from other institutions, and offer cheque cashing and currency exchange services. These
services are ancillary to their core activities, which is the sale and redemption of chips.
1268. Provinces permit the delivery of gaming services through one or a combination of the following
operational models:




Commercial Casinos – the province through a crown corporation or through service contracts
with private corporations delivers gaming services at the casinos;
Charity casinos – charities participate directly in the provision of the gaming activities at
designated “charity” casinos or they are provided a direct grant from a fund generated from
casino revenues;
First Nation Casinos – based on either the charity or commercial casino models, First Nations
operate casinos on First Nation land.

1269. The table below shows the distribution of casinos among categories and provinces.
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Province
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon
TOTAL

Commercial
Casinos
0
19
2
2
4
3
3
1
34

Slots

Charity

3
2
0
0
17
0
0
0

18
0
0
0
5
0
0
0

First
Nation
1
0
2
0
1
0
4
0

22

23

8

Seasonal

Total

1
1
0
0
2
0
0
0

23
22
4
2
29
3
7
1

4

91

1270. Internet casinos. Part VII of the Criminal Code makes it an offence to operate a commercial
gaming enterprise. The two main exceptions to this prohibition are gambling activities conducted and
managed by the province, or pursuant to a licence issued by the province. The Criminal Code does not
contain any exceptions from the broad prohibition that would allow for the establishment of an
Internet casino.
1271. Despite the legal prohibitions against online gaming, for a number of years the “Gaming
Commission” of the Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake (Quebec) is hosting servers and has been
issuing “licenses” for the operation of Internet gaming businesses. Licenses cost from CAD 5 000 to
CAD 25 000 and it appears that there are now more than 400 “permit holders” operating Internet
casino and gambling sites, with some reports suggesting that up to 60% of on-line casino gaming is
passing through the Kahnawake based servers. In Canada, courts have explicitly rejected First
Nations’ claims to an inherent right to conduct gaming activities. The Quebec Minister of Public
Security has spoken out against the operation of these online casinos, and in late 2007 one of the
“licensees” that had offices in Montreal pled guilty to a charge of illegal gambling. However, no
action has been taken against other “licensees”. Despite this decision the Mohawks of Kahnawake
continue to assert that they have jurisdiction to issue gaming licenses for gaming operations, and
continue to host Internet casinos on their reserve.
1272. Having recognized the need to create a regulatory environment designed specifically for the
interactive gaming industry, the Kahnawake community created the Kahnawake Gaming Commission
which in turn enacted a “regulatory” framework for online gaming, under the “the Kahnawake
Gaming Law” and the “Kahnawake Regulations Concerning Interactive Gaming”. The measures were
designed to ensure that all interactive gaming and gaming related activities conducted within, or from
the Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake, satisfy three basic principles: (1) that only suitable persons and
entities are permitted to operate within Kahnawake; (2) that the games offered are fair to the player;
and (3) that winners are paid.
1273. However, these activities are not subject to AML/CFT regulations and Canada’s federal and
provincial governments are faced with substantial challenges in determining the appropriate course of
action to be taken concerning Internet gambling. The industry has grown rapidly and huge revenues
are generated. Canada must either enforce its prohibition effectively or introduce comprehensive
AML/CFT regulation for the industry.
1274. Cruise ships. Cruise ships operate out of Canadian waters and do offer casino facilities (except
within five nautical miles of a Canadian port). No AML/CFT measures apply to such casino gambling.
1275. Regarding the legal forms of casinos, the methods of licensing and registration depend on the
operational model used. The measures in place to prevent criminals or their associates from holding or
being the beneficial owner of a significant or controlling interest, holding a management function in,
or being an operator of a casino are comprehensive (with the exception of Internet and ship based
casinos).
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Commercial Casinos
1276. Under section 207(1)(a) of the Criminal Code, provinces have the authority to operate gaming
facilities or authorise a commission to operate gaming on their behalf. In practice, six
provinces (British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Québec, and Saskatchewan) have
authorised casinos (including slot facilities) under section 207(1)(a) of the Criminal Code. Each has
established a provincial gaming corporation to operate gaming within the province as described in the
following table.
Province
British Columbia
Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Québec
Saskatchewan

Provincial Gaming Corporation
BC Lottery Corporation
Manitoba Lotteries Corporation
Nova Scotia Gaming Corporation
Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation
Loto Québec
Saskatchewan Gaming Corporation

1277. In British Columbia, Nova Scotia and Ontario, the gaming corporations have contracted to
private corporations to provide at least some of the day-to-day casino operations 162. The contracts do
not alleviate the crown corporations of their legal role of operator, as they are required to monitor the
activities of the private corporations with whom they enter into contracts.
1278. To ensure the sound running of the casino industry, private gaming service providers must also
disclose detailed corporate information to the provincial gaming regulator, including the structure,
business relationships, and finances (including tax returns), as well as a documented history of
criminal charges, civil proceedings, insolvency, gaming permits, and taxes.
1279. To ensure that criminals and their associates are unable to become involved in the casino
industry, regulations under the provincial gaming legislation require that the following groups register
with the regulator before becoming involved in gaming operations:
•
•
•

The casino operator (private corporation).
Executive members and key employees (e.g. the Chief Executive, Chief Financial, and Chief
Operating Officers, floor managers, directors of security or any position that has direct
gaming-related decision making responsibilities within the casino).
And all other gaming employees (e.g. employees that have access to the casino floor or
restricted areas of the casino as part of their regulator or continuing employment functions).

1280. An application for registration will be refused where there are reasonable grounds to believe that
the applicant will not act as a supplier or gaming assistant in accordance with the law or with honesty
and integrity. Suppliers are also required to meet high standards of financial responsibility.
1281. In assessing whether an applicant meets the requisite standards of honesty, integrity and
financial responsibility, the applicant must disclose detailed information describing their past conduct,
including work history, finances, criminal and civil proceedings, bankruptcies / insolvencies, as well
as personal investments. In addition, information is required on interested persons of the applicant,
including business partners, persons who have or may have a beneficial interest in the applicant's
business, persons who exercise or may exercise direct or indirect control over the applicant's business,
or persons who have or may have given direct or indirect financing to the applicant.

162

The 17 slot facilities at racetracks (“racinos”) and 5 charity casinos in Ontario are operated by Ontario
Lottery and Gaming Corporation while private corporations operate the four commercial casinos.
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1282. On an ongoing basis, regulators must be notified if there is any change to the facility licensee’s
executive or key employees at the casino. Failure to disclose any changes to the regulator can result in
sanctions, including the cancellation of registration and fine.
1283. The assessors were told that investigators from the provincial regulators undertake civil,
criminal and credit history checks of individual registrants and conduct interviews with associates to
ensure the information provided by a registrant is accurate. In cooperation with the RCMP, regulators
query the Canadian Police Information Centre database for the disposition of charges for which a
person had been fingerprinted (indicating they have a criminal record) and all outstanding charges
currently before the courts. Local infraction checking is also conducted through any source that
regulators deem appropriate.
1284. For corporations, investigators review the application information and evaluate the financial,
business and criminal history of the corporation using information from international, national,
provincial, state, county or municipal law enforcement or security agencies; police services and
sheriff’s offices; government ministries or regulatory agencies; banks, trust companies, brokerage
houses, credit bureaus; professional or industry associations, licensing bodies or regulators; and former
or current customers.
1285. The Provincial Gaming Corporations have developed corporate governance policies. For
instance, the BC Lottery Corporation has corporate governance that refers to clearly defined processes
with respect to the selection and composition of the board and senior management and the division of
responsibilities, decision making and accountability among the Board, Senior Management and the
Shareholder (Government of BC) to ensure the organization's short- and long-term success is
consistent with its mandate and mission. The British Columbia Lottery Corporation practices and
policies meet the Best Practice Guidelines on Governance and Disclosure for public sector
organizations, which was issued by government in February 2005. The corporation has developed a
Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest Guidelines applicable to casinos’ directors.
1286. In Manitoba, Québec and Saskatchewan, the crown corporations directly operate the
commercial gaming facilities according to government and corporation standards, policies and
procedures, including the establishment of new casino operations. Because they have been established
to run the gaming in the provinces, they do not require gaming registrations or licenses. However, key
gaming employees and gaming employees are required to register and must undergo a similar process
as employees of private corporations. As well, Officers and Directors of the crown corporations are
required to file a personal disclosure and are subject to a full background investigation prior to their
involvement in gaming activities.
Charitable Casinos
1287. Under section 207(1)(b) of the Criminal Code, provinces have the authority to issue charitable
gaming licenses to registered charities and religious organizations. Gaming takes place in established
charity casinos operated by a private corporation in cooperation with the charity. Charity casinos are
not allowed to operate without a participating charity.
1288. Of the 23 charity casinos operating in Canada, 17 are in Alberta. Religious and charity groups
apply to the Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission (AGLC) for 2-day 163 charitable gaming licences
that allow the charity to assist in the operation of gaming at a casino. In return for their participation,
charities receive a portion of the gaming proceeds to be used for an identified purpose.
1289. Private corporations own the charity casinos in Alberta. Each has a casino facility license with
the AGLC that allows it to operate a gaming facility in conjunction with religious or charity group.
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Because licenses are only available for two-day events, compliance with the AML/CFT requirements
under the PCMLTFA is the responsibility of the casino operator, not the charity.
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The private corporation provides key operating personal including gaming employees, security and
surveillance.
1290. Prior to obtaining a casino facility license, a corporation must undergo a multi-step screening
process. The first step is providing the AGLC with an overview of the proposed casino. The AGLC
then publicly advertises the proposal and solicits expressions of interest from other potential applicants
to encourage the best possible proposal for a casino in a given market area. The ALGC evaluates the
applications based on several factors, including financial footing of the applicant, proposed physical
attributes and security features of the casino, and the applicant’s understanding and compliance with
relevant federal, provincial and municipal legislation and requirements.
1291. Once the market assessment is complete and the successful applicant is chosen, the AGLC will
undertake a thorough due diligence investigation into the applicant and any other key persons
associated with the applicant. According to the ALGC Casino Terms and Conditions and Operating
Guidelines, the investigation is to ensure criminal interests, or those who otherwise would be a
detriment to the integrity or lawful conduct of gaming in the province, are prevented from operating,
having a financial interest in or having an association with a casino facility license. The ALGC can
refuse to issue a casino facility license if they are not satisfied with the integrity of the applicants,
individuals involved in the operation of the casino, or business associates, including the officers and
directors of corporations controlled by the applicant, and their families. Part of the due diligence
investigation on an applicant is a records check to determine whether anyone associated with the
application has been charged or convicted with an offence under the Criminal Code, the Excise Act,
the Food and Drugs Act or the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.
1292. The Yukon uses a charity model similar to Alberta’s and imposes the same stringent conditions.
In Ontario’s five “charity casinos”, charities do not participate in the operation of casinos but are
eligible to receive a percentage of the gaming proceeds from the designated casinos. The Ontario
Lottery and Gaming Corporation, a crown corporation established by the province, owns and operates
the charity casinos. Although considered charity casinos because of the fund raising component,
Ontario’s charity casinos are authorised under section 207(1)(a) of the Criminal Code.
First Nations Casinos
1293. First Nations casinos and slot facilities operate in Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario and
Saskatchewan 164. Subsection 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, affirms and recognizes aboriginal
rights in Canada. The Supreme Court of Canada in one ruling covering two cases R. v. Pamajewon
and R. v. Gardiner Pitchenese and Gardiner (1996), 138 D.L.R. (4th) 204, ruled that gaming (or the
regulation of gaming) was not integral to the cultures of the two First Nations claimants at the time of
first European contact, which is the test for a claimed aboriginal right. As a result, the First Nations
involved in the cases did not have the inherent right to regulate gambling on Indian reserves.
Provincial legislation governs the operation of casinos on First Nation land. All First Nations casinos
operate under either the charity model or the commercial model and are required to comply with the
registration requirements of these models.
Compliance Risk Assessment and Examinations
1294. As of September 30, 2006, FINTRAC had conducted a total of 12 examinations in the
commercial casino sector as follows:
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In Saskatchewan, First Nation gaming is conducted through an agreement between the provincial
government and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (FSIN). FSIN formed the Saskatchewan Indian
Gaming Authority (SIGA) to operate the casino on its behalf.
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FINTRAC Examinations Conducted in Casinos
2004-05

2005-06

5

5

Casinos

2006-07
(as of end Q2)
2

Total
12

1295. As of the end of 2005-2006, the assessors were told that it had also sent 83 questionnaires
regarding the implementation of an AML/CFT compliance regime (CQs) to reporting entities in the
casino sector, all of which were returned, with globally high rates of positive responses to questions
about key compliance elements.
1296. Moreover, to date, FINTRAC has signed five agreements with regulators having supervisory
authority over casinos (see table below). Under these MOUs, the assessors were told that FINTRAC
and these regulators regularly exchange statistics, risk assessment information, examination results,
and examination plans.
Signed MOUs with Casino Regulators (to date)
1
British Columbia Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch (GPEB)
2
Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority (SLGA)
3
Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission (AGLC)
4
Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO)
5
Nova Scotia Alcohol and Gaming Authority (NSAGA)

July 9, 2004
November 16, 2004
December 20, 2004
December 21, 2004
May 6, 2005

1297. These MOU partners had conducted additional 38 examinations in reporting entities for the
fiscal years 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 (as of September 30, 2006). These examinations were not
systematically dedicated to audit compliance with the PCMLTFA requirements.
Role of Provincial Regulators
1298. In addition to requirements under the PCMLTFA, casinos must comply with the provincial
gaming legislation and regulations.
1299. Provincial gaming legislation imposes requirements on gaming service providers and gaming
employees to ensure the integrity of the industry. These requirements include mandatory registration,
internal control systems, and security and surveillance systems, gaming rules and permitted financial
transaction. The legislation also identifies the regulator responsible for the administration of the
legislation. The following table identifies the provincial regulator and the key gaming legislation
within each province.
Province

Regulator

Primary Gaming Legislation

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Ontario

Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch,
Manitoba Gaming Control Commission
Nova Scotia Alcohol and Gaming Authority
Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario

Québec

Loto Québec

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority

Gaming and Liquor Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Act
An Act Respecting Lotteries, Publicity
Contests And Amusement Machines
The Alcohol and Gaming Regulation
Act

1300. Beyond the requirements in the PCMLTFA, most provinces have adopted AML/CFT measures
into internal control procedures or provincial gaming legislation, which then become the responsibility
of the provincial regulator to enforce, including:
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Alberta
Reporting large, suspicious, and large currency exchange
transactions to FINTRAC;
•
Record-keeping of large cash and suspicious transactions;
•
Implementation of a compliance regime.
British Columbia
•
Reporting Criminal Code violations to the provincial regulator
(which includes money laundering, possession of proceeds
of crime and terrorist financing).
Nova Scotia
•
ID and record-keeping requirements for large cash
transactions.
Ontario
•
ID and record-keeping requirements for large cash
transactions.
•
Record-keeping requirement for tracking multiple
transactions of CAD 2 500 to an aggregate of CAD 10 000.
•
Compliance regime
•
Internal controls for AML/CFT requirements
Saskatchewan
•
Requirement for the Saskatchewan Gaming Corporation to
maintain written procedures on recording large cash
transactions.
•

Section 5.9 of Alberta Casino
Terms and Conditions and
Operating Guidelines

Section 86 of BC Gaming Control
Act

Section 248 of NS Casino
Regulations
Section 24, 27 and 28, Ontario
Regulation 385/99 under the
Ontario Gaming Control Act.

Section 17 of the Saskatchewan
Gaming Corporation Casino
Regulations

1301. To ensure that casinos are complying with provincial gaming legislation, terms and conditions
of registrations and internal control policies, regulators conduct regular and unscheduled audits,
compliance reviews and investigate any alleged offences.
1302. The assessors were told that regulators perform audits at least annually to review the financial
and reporting records, operating procedures and security systems in place. In addition, regulators
conduct interviews with gaming employees to ensure they are familiar with all relevant legislation.
Some provinces audit specifically for compliance with PCMLTFA. For example, British Columbia
and Ontario have developed a module through which it determines compliance with all of the
requirements for casinos under the PCMLTFA.
1303. When minor non-compliance issues are identified, the regulator will work with the casino to
resolve the issue. However, when more significant non-compliance issues such as violations to a
provincial gaming act are discovered, the regulator undertakes an investigation.
1304. Each province has established an investigative unit within its regulator. These units usually
include former or active law enforcement officers with significant expertise in gaming and proceeds of
crime investigations. Investigators work cooperatively with the gaming industry, other gaming
agencies, law enforcement and other regulatory bodies to identify unlawful activity, and conduct
timely and thorough investigations.
1305. Investigators are responsible for the investigation of gaming related complaints and allegations
of illegal behaviour and will recommend charges relating to provincial gaming legislation. Law
enforcement officials (either RCMP or municipal police forces), in cooperation and with the assistance
of the investigative unit, will investigate and lay charges relating to offences found in the Criminal
Code.
1306. In Ontario, for instance, the Casino Enforcement Unit provides 24-hour Ontario Provincial
Police coverage in the casinos, and is responsible for conducting criminal investigations in relation to
gaming inside the casino. The members of this unit liaise with casino security and surveillance staff
and with the local police service according to formal protocol agreements. In addition, there are
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Compliance Inspectors on-site at the casinos, who are responsible for monitoring the casino for
compliance with the approved policies, procedures and internal controls.
1307. If an investigation concludes that there was a violation of the condition of licence or
registration, regulators have the authority to impose administrative sanctions and prosecution.
1308. Administrative sanctions may include a warning; refusal to issue or renew a license; suspension
or cancellation of a license; imposition of conditions on a license; the imposition of a fine; or other
administrative settlements. Regulators can apply additional monetary or other penalties for offences
that are contrary to provincial gaming legislation or the Criminal Code. Regulatory or criminal
infractions may also result in administrative sanctions, including the cancellation of registration.
1309. In conclusion, casinos in Canada, except for Internet and ship based casinos, are globally
subject to a reasonably comprehensive regulatory and supervisory regime. However, it is difficult to
express a global opinion regarding the adequacy and effectiveness of the AML/CFT compliance
supervision as it may vary a lot from one province to another. While FINTRAC is in principle the sole
regulator of casinos for AML/CFT, based on a risk-based approach, the quality of supervision may
nevertheless vary from one casino to another depending on whether its provincial supervisor has
signed an MOU or not with FINTRAC and whether it performs or not controls in that area. As the
provincial regulators are not directly responsible for ensuring compliance with PCMLTFA, their
involvement in AML/CFT activities is unequal: some of them, like Alberta or Ontario have
incorporated in their own regulatory framework detailed AML/CFT rules, covering most or all of the
PCMLTFA requirements, while others, like Manitoba have not included such rules in their compliance
program. The methodology and the frequency of examinations may also differ: Saskatchewan Liquor
and Gaming Authority, for instance, has no AML/CFT compliance assessment methodology, while
Alberta Gaming, Liquor Commission and Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario perform
regular and detailed audits. Moreover, the assessment team was not provided with any data or statistics
regarding possible sanctions taken by these regulators on the ground of AML/CFT non-compliance
issues.
Other DNFBPs covered by the PCMLTFA
1310. Due to the large number of potential entities within the accountants and real estate sectors (in
total, about 146 000 accountants and accounting firms and 100,000 licensed real estate agents could be
covered under the PCMLTFA if they perform certain activities), FINTRAC is not in a position to
monitor closely their compliance with PCMLTFA requirements, even if a large majority of these
persons or entities are not actually concerned (as they are not engaged in the specific activities covered
by the requirements) and despite the risk-based approach for compliance adopted by FINTRAC.
1311. FINTRAC’s compliance program makes use of risk management strategies to identify those
reporting entities most in need of improving compliance (see comments below). In order to assist
FINTRAC’s Compliance team in assessing the risk of non-compliance within particular entities,
almost 3 000 CQ had been sent, as of the end of 2005-06, to reporting entities in the accountants and
real estate sectors. A further 1 500 have been forwarded to the accountants sector in early
fiscal 2006/07, and an additional 1 500 are planned for the real estate sector later in the fiscal year.
1312. Due to the potentially large number of entities within the accountants and real estate sectors and
high turnover, continued awareness raising campaigns/outreach are required to ensure obligations are
understood. It should be noted that FINTRAC is committed to ongoing outreach with these sectors. As
of the end of September 2006 FINTRAC had conducted 139 outreach meetings/presentations with the
accounting sector with nearly 2200 participants and 272 meetings/presentations with the real estate
sector, with more than 15 000 participants). However, the response rates to Compliance
Questionnaires remains relatively low for accountants (75%) and real estate brokers (63%), compared
to 89% for financial institutions and 100% for casinos.
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1313. The results measured by the positive responses regarding compliance regime are somewhat
lower than those for financial institutions or casinos: for instance, only 58% of responding accountants
have declared having implemented a compliance regime and 34% an ongoing compliance training
program in their entity. This can be partially explained by the fact that, for example, a number of
accountants receiving a CQ are not engaged in any of the activities covered under the
PCMLTFA (such as receiving or paying funds; purchasing or selling securities, real estate, business
assets or entities; or, transferring funds or securities).
1314. As of September 30, 2006, FINTRAC had conducted a total of 26 examinations in the
accounting sector, and a total of 95 examinations in the real estate sector. The assessment team was
not given any detailed information about the results of these examinations.

Accountants
Real Estate

2004-05

2005-06

0
9

19
52

2006-07
(as of end Q2)
7
34

Total
26
95

1315. Quite obviously, such a limited number of on-site examinations made by FINTRAC compared
with the number of potential reporting entities cannot be considered as sufficient to ensure an effective
monitoring of compliance even if FINTRAC targets its examinations based on a comprehensive risk
assessment. It should be completed by interventions of provincial regulators or SROs. However, these
institutions are not in charge of ensuring AML/CFT compliance and, as for the other sectors examined
above, their level of involvement in that area, the regulatory basis on which they rely and the
methodology adopted may strongly differ from one province or sector to another.
Provincial Regulation of DNFBPs
Accountants
1316. As mentioned earlier in the report, there are three designations of accountants, all of whom are
represented by a national association: Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA), Certified
General Accountants Association of Canada (CGA) and the Society of Management Accountants of
Canada (CMA). It is the role of the provincial institutes and associations to ensure that accountants are
complying with the rules of professional conduct and corresponding by-laws to ensure that
accountants are protecting the public interest.
1317. Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. For the purpose of outlining the monitoring and
supervisory regime, focus will be placed on CICA, the group of accountants with the most likelihood
of undertaking the types of financial transactions covered by the PCMLTFA.
1318. The CICA has developed a Guide (originally published in 2002 and updated in 2004) to assist
CAs and CA firms in understanding the obligations imposed by the PCMLTFA. It indicates that CAs
should be mindful of the possibility of money laundering and risks of becoming a party to the offence
by failing to take the appropriate action. Early in 2006, the CICA established an Anti-money
laundering advisory Committee whose objectives are to provide advice to Department of Finance on
proposed changes to AML regime and to provide advice to CICA staff for updating the 2004 Guide. It
is currently elaborating detailed guidance regarding the activities which should be considered as
covered by the AML/CFT regime. Rules of professional conduct specifically address “unlawful
activity” and establish the minimum level of ethical conduct for accountants.
1319. Provincial institutes of Chartered Accountants work in partnership to develop and enforce
national standards, which are not relating specifically to money laundering but are designed to protect
the public interest and maintain the good reputation and integrity of the CA profession. To help ensure
that accountants are complying with the rules of professional conduct, provincial institutes undertake
inspections of all members in public practice.
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1320. Each year, approximately 25% of all firms in private practice are inspected. The selection of
firms is made on an ongoing, cyclical, basis. New firms are selected within the first year of operation
while other offices are normally selected every four years from the date of their last inspection. The
inspection primarily focuses on the firm’s quality control system and a review of current engagement
files and related financial statements in order to assess adherence to professional standards. If
inspection reveals significant shortcomings, the matter is referred to the professional conduct
committee.
1321. After assessment, the committee may conclude that a breach of the rules of professional conduct
has taken place and a charge or charges should be laid. In this event a formal hearing is held before the
CICA discipline committee. The discipline committee has the authority to summon witnesses and
require the production of evidence relevant to the case. The discipline committee has the power to
impose administrative fines; suspend or expel a member; restrict a firm's practice; and publicize the
decision of the committee. All cases that result in a finding of guilty of professional misconduct are
made publicly available on provincial institutes’ websites. Details of cases are made available to law
enforcement authorities to assist in their investigation. No further information was provided to the
assessment team on actions taken in relation to non-compliance with AML/CFT obligations.
1322. In addition to the role of the provincial accounting institutes and associations, the Canadian
Public Accountability Board (CPAB) plays an oversight role of its member firms to ensure the
integrity of financial reporting of publicly listed companies by promoting high quality, independent
auditing. CPAB conducts inspections of public accounting firms that audit publicly listed companies
to ensure compliance with professional standards and participation requirements. Firms with 50 or
more clients that are publicly listed companies are inspected annually while those with less than
50 will be inspected on a three-year cycle. CPAB has entered into MOUs with the provincial
accounting oversight bodies under which those institutes will inspect the smaller firms on behalf of
CPAB. Where appropriate, CPAB imposes sanctions and restrictions on public accounting firms that
publicly listed companies and, where necessary require remedial action, including referring matters to
provincial accounting organizations for discipline purposes or to securities regulators.
1323. General Accountants Association of Canada. The Certified General Accountants Association of
Canada has developed a Code of ethical principles and rules of conduct designed to protect the public
and ensure that CGAs maintain the highest ethical standards. Specific provisions prohibit members
from participating in or providing services to any activity that the member knows or which a
reasonably prudent person would believe to be unlawful.
1324. Provincial associations have adopted the Canadian Association’s standards of conduct contained
in the Code of ethical principles and rules of conduct. In the case of breach of professional conduct as
defined by the Code, members are subject to disciplinary action through the member’s Provincial
association or Ordre professionnel. Every registered public practitioner is required to have a peer
review or audit at least every three years and to have a Policies and procedures Manual.
Real Estate Agents
1325. General. In addition to AML/CFT compliance supervision by FINTRAC, real estate agents are
subject to monitoring by provincial regulators to ensure compliance with the provincial real estate
legislation. In addition, real estate agents have industry associations that represent them at the local,
provincial and federal levels. The associations also provide awareness and information on AML/CFT
requirements for the real estate industry through training and workshops. The following
section describes the compliance and oversight activities of the provincial regulators and the industry
associations in the real estate industry.
1326. Regulators. Provinces are responsible for the regulation of real estate industry professionals.
Provincial real estate legislation establishes the regulatory function within an agency or council in
seven provinces (Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Ontario,
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Québec and Saskatchewan). In the other six provinces and territories (Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, Northwest Territories, Yukon Territories and Nunavut), the government
performs these activities directly.
1327. The responsibility of the regulator includes licensing of professionals (including admission
exams and education requirements); setting and enforcing standards of conduct and business practices;
and administering the provincial real estate acts and the bylaws and rules that have been established by
the provincial regulating body.
1328. Audit and investigation. To ensure that real estate agents are complying with their requirements
under provincial real estate legislation, regulators in Alberta, British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Ontario,
Québec and Saskatchewan use a risk-based approach to determine which firms are selected for audit.
In determining risk provinces include factors such as the size and location of the firm, deficiencies in
accountant reports and previous audits and the amount of trust monies held. In addition, the regulator
chooses some firms on a random basis for audit.
1329. Regulators provide courtesy audits to new brokers. A courtesy audit is an educational resource
to ensure that new brokers are aware of the provisions of provincial real estate legislation as it applies
to brokerage accounting. During the process, an auditor reviews the agent’s books and records and
provides assistance to make appropriate changes.
1330. During the audit, the auditor may review books and records, policies and procedures, trust and
other account details and samples of open and closed files. Firms are required to keep records for a
minimum of three years. Serious concerns discovered during an audit are forwarded to an
investigation unit. Investigators determine whether there has been conduct that deserves sanction.
Investigators have the power to collect all evidence relevant to the investigation, including interviews
with the complainant and the industry member. The investigator has the authority to inspect or
examine the books, documents and accounts (including the trust accounts) of any broker. In addition,
industry members are required by the provincial real estate acts to cooperate with investigations,
including responding to questions and providing requested documentation. If evidence of criminal
activity is obtained during an investigation, it can be forwarded to law enforcement for a criminal
investigation.
1331. Following an investigation, the regulator has the power to impose sanctions, including
administrative penalties; suspension of the license to practice; and prosecution in the courts. It is worth
noting that in provinces where the regulator does not conduct regular audits, each firm is required to
submit reports from a public accountant verifying that transactions and accounts are being managed in
accordance with provincial legislations.
1332. The assessment team did no get evidences that such audits and investigations are dedicated to
check compliance with the AML/CFT requirements.
Dealers in Precious Metals and Stones
1333. Dealers in precious metals and stones do not have an established regulator. The Jewellers
Vigilance Canada (JVC) has established a code of ethics and standards of practice to guide the
professional behaviour of jewellers. Although it does not play an enforcement function, Jewellers
Vigilance Canada provides members information and training on AML/CFT issues and has developed
a crime prevention training package for members of the jewellery industry. In addition, Jewellers
Vigilance Canada works closely with the RCMP to provide them educational support on the jewellery
industry and information pertaining to specific crime. JVC also works closely with the Department of
Finance on the new regulations covering the sector.
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Lawyers and BC Notaries
Legal Counsel
1334. General. As described in Section 1.3, access to the profession and professional conduct for legal
counsel is regulated and supervised at the provincial/territorial level of government through
self-regulatory organizations (SRO). Each SRO is empowered through provincial/territorial legislation
to regulate the profession to ensure a competent and ethical bar and authorises the SRO to educate,
license and regulate the conduct, capacity and competence of legal counsel. Only members of an SRO
can practice law in a given jurisdiction.
1335. There are nine provinces and three territories governed by the common law tradition and each
jurisdiction has separately empowered SROs (law societies). The province of Québec follows the civil
law tradition and has two separate SROs for the legal profession, the Barreau du Québec and the
Chambres des notaires du Québec.
1336. Due to the differences between the civil and common law traditions, only notaries in Québec
provide legal advice and are thus considered legal counsel. In the common law provinces, except
British Columbia, licensed legal counsel only provide notary services. In British Columbia, a separate
self-regulatory organization licenses 332 individuals to provide notary services and supervises the
profession. These notaries are not considered legal counsel and the protections afforded under
solicitor-client privilege do not apply.
1337. Legal counsel in Canada can be a member of multiple jurisdictions. In doing so, they must abide
by the rules and conditions placed on them by the law society of that province/territory. In addition,
each law society is a member of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, the national coordinating
body. In total the 14 SROs regulate Canada’s lawyers and notaries.
1338. SRO by-laws and Rules of Professional Conduct set out the professional and ethical obligations
for their members, including conduct and procedures relating to trust accounts and cash prohibition.
Members failing to meet these obligations are subject to the SRO’s disciplinary process. Each SRO
has procedures and resources for dealing with professional misconduct and for taking action when
appropriate. The SROs have the authority to impose fines, suspend the member from practicing,
impose conditions on the member’s practice and in serious cases, disbar the member.
1339. Each provincial and territorial law society, including both SROs in Québec, have implemented
rules of professional conduct that prohibit legal counsel from accepting CAD 7 500 or more in cash in
connection with a single client file or matter. This in essence limits the ability of criminals to place
cash into the financial system through legal counsel. These rules are binding on the profession and
enforceable by each provincial/territorial SRO. The SROs have incorporated the compliance
examination of the cash prohibition rule into their standard compliance procedures pertaining to trust
accounts. The standard compliance procedures include the use of an annual attestation by members
indicating that they have not accepted cash of CAD 7 500 or more as well as spot and random audits
of members’ files and trust account statements. While the frequency of full audit varies amongst
SROs, generally, each legal counsel undergoes an audit of their practice every three years, with every
legal counsel being required to file annual reports to the appropriate law society. The cash prohibition
rule has only been fully implemented in all jurisdictions since March 20006 and thus at the time of
publication of the MEQ has not yet been subject to an annual report in all jurisdictions.
1340. There is no AML/CFT supervision per se as far as legal counsel is concerned.
British Columbia Notaries
1341. As indicated above, notaries in the province of British Columbia are supervised and regulated
by a separate SRO. They are not considered legal counsel. The profession is governed by the British
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Columbia Notaries Act, however, for the purposes of AML/CFT requirements, there is no authority
for monitoring and ensuring compliance of BC notaries 165.
Recommendation 25 (Guidance for DNFBPs other than guidance on STRs)
1342. Guidance available to casinos, real estate agents/sale representatives and accountants is
generally comprehensive and rather detailed.
1343. Guidance for casinos, real estate agents/sale representatives and accountants. FINTRAC
provides casinos, real estate brokers and sales representatives, and accountants with specific guidance
concerning the implementation of a compliance regime (Guideline 4), and record keeping and client
identification (Guideline 6).
1344. FINTRAC has also developed a number of other resources to assist reporting entities in
understanding their obligations under the PCMLTFA. These include Sector Specific Information
Sheets and various pamphlets, which can be found on FINTRAC’s website. Furthermore, a nineminute video was produced to inform reporting entities of their legal obligations and helps explain
FINTRAC’s role. The video is accessible on FINTRAC’s website and has also been distributed to
reporting entities on DVD.
1345. Finally, FINTRAC also directs the operations of a call centre and a toll-free telephone line to
serve the public and reporting entities. The service is available for 12 hours each day, from Monday to
Friday.
1346. In addition to the guidance provided by FINTRAC, the industry associations and regulators in
some provinces also provide AML/CFT guidance to their members.
1347. Guidance for accountants. As described above, CICA has developed a guidance document to
assist CAs in their understanding of the requirements under the PCMLTFA and to outline the
responsibilities of CAs flowing from those requirements. Ongoing money laundering information is
provided through the CICA monthly magazine sent to all members called the CA Magazine. Articles
inform members of ongoing changes to legislation, report on recent money laundering conferences and
training, and inform on trends and cases.
1348. Guidance for real estate agents. Real estate industry associations at the local, provincial and
federal levels provide members with significant guidance on their AML/CFT requirements under the
PCMLTFA. The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) is comprised of provincial real estate
associations and local boards throughout the country and is concerned with improving real estate
practices across Canada. A key focus of CREA’s activities is to educate members on federal issues,
including providing awareness and requirements of real estate professionals on AML/CFT issues.
1349. In addressing this, CREA has developed an AML/CFT Internet site for members of the real
estate industry called “the Canadian Real Estate Money Laundering Compliance Centre”. Through
this site, real estate agents (brokers and sales representatives) have access to online training, the
procedures that real estate agents must have in place to be compliant with the PCMLTFA, as well as
direct access to FINTRAC large cash, suspicious and terrorist property reporting forms.
1350. Continuous learning is a requirement of maintaining a real estate license in most provinces. To
meet this requirement, provincial real estate associations have made available courses on money
laundering that give real estate agents an awareness of the susceptibilities of the industry and their
requirements under the PCMLTFA. In addition, a component of the required course to obtain a real
estate license focuses on money laundering. Local boards work closely with local agents and promote
the training available from the federal and provincial associations. In addition, local boards organize
165

Canada indicated that BC Notaries are covered by regulations enacted in December 2007 and coming into
force in December 2008.
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discussions and presentations on topics of interest to their members. For example, the Ottawa Real
Estate Board arranged for the RCMP and FINTRAC to give presentations to better inform members of
their requirements under the PCMLTFA.
1351. Other initiatives. In order to provide advice and assistance to, as well as maintain relationships
with the 91 casinos, FINTRAC has had 73 meetings with the majority of the reporting entities from
that sector since 2004/2005. These meetings, in a number of cases, would have involved more than
one reporting entity. These meetings and presentations are with, or are attended by, all levels of the
organization in question. A total of 542 casinos’ employees attended these meetings.
1352. In order to provide advice and assistance and maintain relationships with accountants and real
estate brokers, FINTRAC had 411 meetings with these sectors since 2004/2005. 2 186 accountants and
15 316 real estate agents attended these meetings.

4.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

1353. Recommendation 24. Canada should ensure that supervisory action (especially on-site
examinations) vis-à-vis casinos, but more importantly with respect to all other DNFBPs is strongly
reinforced. The role, functions and monitoring powers of other regulators and SROs in ensuring
compliance of DNFBPs with the AML/CFT requirements should be clarified. Canada should consider
revisiting the supervision issue as a whole and give further consideration on whether FINTRAC
should be the only authority in charge of ensuring compliance with the AML/CFT requirements (see
conclusions in Section 3.10 of the report). The Department of Finance or FINTRAC should collect
detailed information about the AML/CFT regulation and supervision role and action of all the
provincial regulators/SROs in order to get a complete overview of the current situation.
1354. The sanction regimes applicable to DNFBPs, including casinos, should be reinforced and
Canada should ensure that the sanctions available for failures to apply AML/CFT requirements are
effective, proportionate and dissuasive.

4.3.3

Compliance with Recommendations 24 & 25

Rec.
Rec.24

Rating
NC

Rec.25

LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Scope issue
y
Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in precious metals and
stones, Internet casinos, ship based casinos and TCSPs are not captured
by the PCMLTFA and not subject to FINTRAC supervision.
Supervision of casinos
y
The sanction regime available to FINTRAC is currently inadequate (see
conclusions in relation to Rec. 17). Provincial regulators may have
administrative sanctions at their disposal but there is no evidence that
these are dissuasive, effective and proportionate, since no data or
statistics regarding sanctions taken by these regulators on the grounds of
AML/CFT non-compliance issues have been made available to the
assessment team.
Supervision of other DNFBPs
y
Limited staff resources deprives FINTRAC from closely and efficiently
monitoring DNFBPs’ compliance with the PCMLTFA requirements
especially in sectors/provinces where the primary regulators or SROs are
not or insufficiently involved in AML/CFT compliance supervision.
y
The sanction regime available to FINTRAC is currently inadequate (see
conclusions in relation to Rec. 17). Provincial regulators may have
administrative sanctions at their disposal but there is no evidence that
these are dissuasive, effective and proportionate, since no data or
statistics regarding sanctions taken by these regulators on the ground of
AML/CFT non-compliance issues have been made available to the
assessment team.
y
Lack of sufficiently sector-tailored guidance - see factors in Sections 3.7 &
3.10 of the report.
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4.4
Other non-financial
techniques (R.20)
4.4.1

businesses

and

professions

–

Modern

secure

transaction

Description and Analysis

Considering applying AML regime to other non-financial businesses and professions at risk of being
misused for ML
1355. As part of the development of the amendments to the PCMLTFA and in preparation of the
Government of Canada June 2005 Consultation Paper, research and analysis was conducted on the
domestic money laundering and terrorist financing risks and the operational feasibility of expanding
the coverage of the Act to other non-financial businesses and professionals that are not explicitly
subject to the FATF Recommendations.
1356. A number of new sectors were discussed, including auto dealers and auction houses. They have
been targeted for further examination and ongoing monitoring. A lack of perceived risk led the
Government to conclude that the application of PCMLTFA measures to these sectors was not
warranted at this time.
“White label” automated banking machines
1357. White label ATMs in Canada provide alternative source of cash dispensing vis-à-vis traditional
ATMs owned and operated by banks, other financial institutions and cash back debit services offered
by retailers at the point of sale. In Canada, most deposit taking financial institutions have their own
branded ATMs located throughout the country. These ATMs prominently display the logo of the
financial institutions. A "white label" or no name ATM, which are usually located in non-traditional
places (bars, shops, etc.), while branded, display no major financial institution labels on the actual
ATM. After 1997, independent operators were allowed to operate ATMs, not owned by major
financial institutions. In 2006, a little more than half of the 51 000 ATMs in operation in Canada were
"white label".
1358. White-label ATMs are owned and operated by non-financial institutions. They are not under
federal jurisdiction because they are not considered as financial institutions. However, concerns have
been raised due to the unregulated nature of the business and the fact that the white label owner or
operator can load these machines himself, thus creating an opportunity to “place” illicit cash into the
financial system.
1359. Interac is the organization responsible for the development and operation of a national network
of two shared electronic financial services: Shared Cash Dispensing at automated banking machines
and Interac Direct Payment (“IDP”), Canada’s national debit service. In June 1996, the Competition
Tribunal ordered that Interac must broaden its membership to non-financial institutions and allow
these non-financial corporations to deploy automated teller machines (ATMs).
1360. The Government’s approach to date has been to rely on safeguards put in place by the Interac
Association and on financial institutions holding the settlement account of the owner of the ATMs.
When a small or unknown corporation applies for membership, Interac carries out corporate and other
searches (e.g. background and bankruptcy checks). In 2003, Interac amended its regulations in order to
enhance the safety and soundness of the network and assure the integrity of its system. The regulations
increased due diligence requirements for all financial and non-financial organisations involved in the
delivery of Interac services and strengthened inventory control procedures for ATMs and point-of-sale
terminals. The regulations emphasized Interac members’ accountability and responsibility for all their
downstream business partners in order to address fraudulent attacks against their systems. Interac has
developed new measures in the following areas:
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New member process: changes to the new member process to include an enhanced review of
the business plans and enhanced background searches.



Regulations governing acquirers: acquirers provide access to the Interac network and process
ATM transactions for White Labels. Acquirers are required to conduct due diligence tests on
business partners with whom they have a direct business relationship, such as independent
sales organizations. Acquirers will have to actively monitor ATMs for fraudulent activity.

1361. However, there is currently no supervision of the acquirers themselves: the Shared Cash
Dispensing service is built on a decentralized model with the individual members wholly responsible
for their own business and their performance. Regulation and requirements regarding the monitoring
of transactions by a third party (in order, for instance, to detect atypical profiles of transactions on
certain ATMs such as withdrawals significantly above the norm in volume or value , or at atypical
times, cash replenishments by the owner non consistent with his activity etc.) should be implemented.
1362. The assessors were told that the Department of Finance, the RCMP, FINTRAC and Interac
continue to examine the AML/CFT risks created by white label machines and measures to address
these risks. Measures could include a prohibition on self-loading and self-servicing of the ATM,
and/or requiring a source of funds declaration from machine owners. The industry is committed to
addressing any ML related risks and recognises that any gap poses a reputation risk. In addition, there
is a clear recognition from the industry that these risks need to be addressed whether by industry or
regulatory solutions. Possible measures contemplated include enhanced due diligence requirements on
acquirers, including the requirement to obtain more information from the machine owner or operator,
such as the source of funds, enhanced record-keeping (bearing in mind that every transaction from
every machine is recorded and kept by the acquirer for a minimum of 7 years in order to comply with
tax laws) and compliance enforcement.
1363. The legislative framework currently in place provides certain safeguards. For instance, the
Minister of Finance has the authority under the Canadian Payments Act to designate and oversee a
payment system, if it is in the public interest to do so. When a system is designated, the Canadian
Payments Act requires that a copy of every rule be sent to the Minister of Finance and gives the
Minister of Finance the power to disallow the whole or a part of a rule, as well as the power to issue
guidelines and directives. In determining whether a system should be designated, a number of factors
are considered, including the safety, efficiency, competitiveness and the best interests of the financial
system. Further work needs to be done to address the risks of ML and TF with the industry. The risk
issues are being addressed through further discussions with the industry.
1364. The assessment team believes that the current measures do not adequately address the risks and
that it is important that the authorities undertake further action, possibly with the objective of
introducing a registration and monitoring system for the owners of the ATMs.
Stored Value Cards
1365. Another new trend that is currently monitored is the use of stored value cards. An increasing
number of these cards are put in circulation by certain financial institutions and a growing number of
retailers. The assessment team was told that there is anecdotal evidence that stored value cards have
been used to carry funds into and out of Canada.
1366. Requirements of financial services provided via the Internet
1367. Internet payments are an emerging area in Canada, with the largest industry player being
PayPal. Finance is currently involved in discussions with PayPal and other Internet Payment
Processors (IPPs) in an effort to better understand their business models and determine where the
transactions are domiciled, who their client base are and whether the services offered by IPPs to
Canadians carry money laundering and terrorist financing risks. In addition, Finance commissioned a
research study by an outside consultant on this issue and is reviewing the findings of that study.
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Real estate developers
1368. The sales of new homes or buildings are covered by the PCMLTFA and its regulations to the
extent that home builders rely on a real estate broker or sales representative to sell the property.
However, many real estate developers use an in-house employee to conduct the same work. The
purchase of a new property often involves progress payments over the construction of the house or
building, which offers criminals opportunities to place illicit funds in the system 166.
Reducing reliance on cash and secure automated transfer systems
1369. Canada’s clearing and settlement system is secure and efficient, enabling consumers and
businesses to make and receive payments and transfer funds throughout the country quickly and
reliably. This has fostered a greater reliance and early adoption of non-cash payment mechanisms.
1370. The Canadian Payments Association operates national clearing and settlement systems that
facilitate this flow of funds and mitigate risk to payment system participants. Its membership consists
of financial institutions, which are reporting entities under the PCMLTFA.
1371. The Canadian Payments Act sets out the legal framework for the Canadian Payments
Association, including its mandate, the types of organizations that are eligible for membership, the
role of the Board of Directors and oversight responsibilities for the Minister of Finance. A key element
of the Canadian Payments Association’s mandate is facilitating the development of new payment
methods and technologies.
1372. On average, some 20.6 million non-cash payment items, representing CAD 164 billion in
transactions, were cleared and settled through the Canadian Payments Association’s Automated
Clearing Settlement System and Large Value Transfer System each business day during 2005. These
include cheques, wire transfers, direct deposits, pre-authorised debits, bill payments and point-of-sale
debits.
1373. Canadians have been early adopters of new banking technologies. Since the launch in 1986 of
the Interac Association, the operator of the national debit card network, Canadians have been one of
the highest per capita users worldwide of debit cards. According to the Bank for International
Settlements, Canadians made 3.1 billion debit card transactions in 2005, or 95 transactions per person,
worth over CAD 137.5 billion.
1374. MasterCard and Visa operate the principal credit card networks in Canada. In 2005, Canadians
made 1.9 billion credit card transactions, or 60 transactions per person, worth CAD 209.5 billion
according to the Bank for International Settlements. Other credit card networks operating in Canada
include American Express, Discovery Card and Dinner’s Club.
Discontinuation of the CAD 1 000 note
1375. On May 12, 2000 the Bank of Canada stopped issuing CAD 1 000 bank notes and began to
withdraw them from circulation. The announcement followed the federal government’s approval of an
amendment to the Bank of Canada Notes Regulations to eliminate the CAD 1 000 note as part of the
fight against money laundering and organized crime. This decision was recommended by the
Department of Finance in consultation with the Bank of Canada, the federal Solicitor General, the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and other Canadian law enforcement agencies.
1376. At that time, the Bank of Canada indicated that after it stopped issuing CAD 1 000 notes, the
notes already in circulation would remain legal tender and would retain their full face value.
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The Department of Finance views this situation as a gap and, Canada indicated that, for this reason,
Finance pre-published new regulations in October 2007 to subject the sector to the same requirements as real
estate brokers and sales representatives.
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Individuals are free to hold and use the notes for as long as they want. This is true for all Bank of
Canada notes that are no longer issued, such as one- and two-dollar notes.
1377. The CAD 1 000 notes were withdrawn from circulation over time with the help of financial
institutions, which return the notes to the Bank of Canada as they are deposited or exchanged by the
public. All CAD 1 000 notes returned to the Bank of Canada are destroyed.
1378. The withdrawal of the CAD 1 000 note had little impact on Canada's currency system and its
ability to meet the needs of businesses and individuals. The note was rarely used for cash transactions.
In 1999, for example, there were about 3.8 million CAD 1 000 notes in circulation, representing less
than 0.3% of all notes in circulation. As of October 31, 2006, 1.4 million CAD 1 000 notes were in
circulation. The largest note in active circulation is the CAD 100 note.

4.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

1379. The authorities are engaged in considering the need to extend the AML/CFT requirements to a
number of key areas, and this work should clearly proceed as quickly as possible. On the basis of
comments by law enforcement, the money laundering risk appears to have been appropriately
identified; however, insufficient AML/CFT measures have been implemented to address the risk for
these businesses and products (especially “White Label” ATMs). Canada should take additional action
to address this issue as soon as possible.

4.4.3

Compliance with Recommendation 20

Rec.
Rec.20

Rating
C

y

Summary of factors underlying ratings
The Recommendation is fully met.

5.

LEGAL PERSONS AND ARRANGEMENTS & NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS

5.1

Legal Persons – Access to beneficial ownership and control information (R.33)

5.1.1

Description and Analysis

Transparency concerning the beneficial ownership and control of legal persons
1380. The principal form of legal person in Canada is a company/corporation. Canadian corporate law
(both federal and provincial) permits private, public and unlimited liability companies. The principle
federal law is the Canada Business Corporations Act (CBCA); however, the laws of Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and New Brunswick reflect most provisions of CBCA. The majority
of corporations operating in Canada are incorporated under Ontario business corporation law but a
substantial number of companies are incorporated under the laws of Alberta, Quebec and British
Columbia and the federal jurisdiction. Given the similarity in systems, the assessment team focused
primarily on the federal CBCA.
1381. The CBCA requires the following information on incorporation:
•
•
•
•

Name of the corporation and descriptions of the business activities and intended clients.
Provincial or territorial location and civic address of the registration office.
Descriptions of the shares, classes of shares and the maximum share capital that the
corporation may issue.
Description of any limits on share transfer (companies will provide this information if they are
registering as a private corporation and so will not have to comply with the registration and
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•
•
•

prospectus filings requirements and other related procedures set out in the CBCA and
provincial/territorial securities law 167).
Number of directors of the corporation and the name and residential addresses of the directors
of the company.
Names and addresses of the incorporators, who must be least 18 years of age and not in a state
of bankruptcy.
Additional rules and regulations that will govern the conduct of the company members and
directors.

1382. CBCA also requires corporations to file an annual return with details such as the name of the
corporation, the date of incorporation and any changes in corporate information, and to file notice of
any changes to directors or the address of the registered office within 15 days. Broadly similar
requirements exist in Ontario and Quebec.
1383. There is no requirement to list identifying information relating to shareholders when filing
incorporation documentation. No information on the beneficial owners (as defined by the FATF) of
the company being established is collected. The information provided in the incorporation process is
reviewed by staff at the applicable corporate registries to ensure that the entity meets the legal
requirements for incorporation, but there is no requirement in legislation for those registries to verify
the accuracy of the information provided.
1384. Corporations are also required by the CBCA to prepare and maintain records at their registered
office or at any other place in Canada designated by the directors and be available for inspection by
directors, shareholders, creditors and incorporation authorities. These records must include a register
of directors, officers and shareholders (including a list of the names and addresses of all shareholders
by class of shares) and be available to directors, shareholders and creditors. Inspection of these records
under the CBCA has to be supported by an affidavit that the information used shall be only in respect
of the company’s affairs. Also the CBCA requires that in the annual information circular companies
should identify the shareholders who hold the largest number of shares. However, it is important to
note that there is no requirement that the ultimate beneficial owners of shares be identified in the
corporate records of private companies and, moreover, there is no legal requirement to indicate in
these records if, or when, a transfer of shareholding has occurred. Public companies are, on the other
hand, required to disclose on the company's information circular any shareholder who beneficially
owns, directly or indirectly, or controls or directs, voting securities carrying 10% or more of the voting
rights attached to any class of shares. This requirement is, however, limited to the persons who are the
immediate holders of the beneficial interest and not the ultimate beneficial owners as required by
Recommendation 33.
Access by competent authorities to information on the beneficial ownership and control of legal
persons
1385. Regulatory, taxation, intelligence agencies, supervisory and law enforcement authorities
(including Police, CRA, FINTRAC and securities regulatory authorities) have a variety of powers that
enable them to secure information about the control and ownership of legal persons in Canada both
from publicly available sources and through a variety of coercive measures. Regulatory and
supervisory authorities also maintain records on persons who are the beneficial owners of their
regulated/supervised institutions. For example, information is obtained by OSFI on persons that hold
10% of more of the shares in federally regulated banks & insurance companies, and the Director of
Corporations Canada and securities regulators obtain information on persons that hold 10% or more of
the shares in listed companies.
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To qualify as a private company, there must be fewer than 50 shareholders and shares must not be offered
to the public.
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1386. Coercive measures include production orders, search warrants in justifiable circumstances and
court ordered inspections in others. Law enforcement authorities may also take statements from
witnesses. Securities regulatory authorities have a wide range of powers to secure information
including the authority to compel production of information, compel testimony and evidence, as well
as other powers. For publicly available information those authorities may search the appropriate
corporate registries in addition to other publicly available data bases relating to corporations for any
relevant information.
1387. Through its regulatory reviews, civil audits and investigative actions, and information filed in
tax returns, the CRA has access to a large amount of information. However, this does not extend to
beneficial shareholder information. In addition, throughout the conduct of its administration, the CRA
is bound by its own legislation and policies regarding the disclosure of information. The provision of
information is permissible if the sharing of such information can reasonably be regarded as necessary
for the administration or enforcement of the applicable Act, specifically the Income Tax Act or Excise
Tax Act. This agency is constrained with regards to the information (and the circumstances) in which
it can share information uncovered in the course of its administration of the tax statutes. For example,
it can only share information with the RCMP when an information/indictment has already been laid.
To obtain information via court order, the RCMP must prove that the information will be of
substantial value to the case.
1388. As mentioned earlier in this report (see Section 2.5), FINTRAC is limited in the nature of
information it is able to provide to law enforcement authorities 168. In addition, the financial institutions
that report to FINTRAC are not required by law to obtain information relating to the beneficial owner
of legal arrangements. Under the PCMLTFA, the requirement is to establish the existence of the legal
person, but not the ultimate beneficial owner (see Section 3.2 of the report).
1389. Law enforcement has a number of powers to gather information on control and beneficial
ownership of legal persons from a variety of sources as outlined in this section, and also may use
powers to access further information from non-public sources in the course of investigations.
However, these powers are constrained insofar as several entities and persons that ought to be
repositories of this type of beneficial owner information (i.e. company services providers, financial
institutions and registries) do not currently maintain this sort of information. This is likely to affect the
ability of the authorities to access accurate and current information on the ultimate beneficial owners
and controllers of legal persons on a timely basis.
Bearer shares
1390. While s 24(1) of the CBCA provides that shares of a Canadian corporation must be in registered
form and without nominal or par value, ss 48(1) and 187(9) of the CBCA appear to permit bearer
shares to be issued by corporations. Similar provisions recognising the use of bearer shares also exist
in the Manitoba Corporations Act (though not in Ontario). The CBCA provisions appear to establish
that bearer shares remain a legal means of taking an ownership interest in a Canadian company.
CBCA section 54 in particular indicates that securities (including shares) are fungible and that delivery
may be effected either in bearer form or in registrable form. But there is no legal mechanism to require
disclosure of the person or entity which holds, or is the beneficial owner of, bearer shares of any
particular corporation incorporated under the CBCA.
1391. The assessment team were advised by Canadian officials, who had in turn been advised by
various corporate share registrars, custodians/trustees, and securities participants in general, that they
had not seen bearer shares in practice. However, it should be noted that it is most unlikely that bearer
shares issued in private corporations would pass through registrars or custodians anyway, and the
assessment team is not aware as to how broad a sample of private sector representatives provided
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Fintrac can disclose a broader set of information to law enforcement since 30 June 2007.
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information. In practice it is likely that the number of bearer shares may be quite limited, but it is
important that the right to issue such shares exists, and there are no mitigating measures.
Additional elements
1392. Outside the information contained in the corporate registry documents of corporations, which
contains limited information on shareholders as indicated above, there are limited mechanisms to
ascertain beneficial ownership information for corporations in the Canada.

5.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1393. Although the authorities may be able to get some information on legal or beneficial ownership
of a limited class of companies, such as public companies or certain classes of financial institution,
these only constitute a small percentage of the total number of companies, and also those which appear
to be lower risk. Canada’s general corporate registry and information collection system does not focus
on obtaining information relating to the beneficial owner or controller of bodies corporate in Canada.
The information maintained (including changes in information) relates almost solely to persons and
other corporations that are the immediate owners or controllers of a company through shareholdings.
1394. The assessors noted that the federal companies registry did not seem to be focussing on the
issues relating to money laundering and the financing of terrorism and were not implementing any
special measures in this regard. For example, the registry did not cross-reference applications for
company formations against the terrorist lists issued by the other agencies of Government. Measures
such as these could act to mitigate to some extent the threat that arises through the use of legal persons
to perpetrate terrorist financing.
1395. Canada should ensure that competent authorities have access to accurate and current
information on the ultimate beneficial owners and controllers of all legal persons on a timely basis.
The current powers of the competent authorities are hampered to the extent that the repositories of
information from which the authorities could obtain beneficial ownership information do not maintain
beneficial ownership information, and for authorities such as CRA there are statutory barriers to the
sharing of the information that is held with law enforcement or other competent authorities.
1396. The Canadian CBCA appears to allow for the ownership of companies through the use of bearer
shares (as does the Manitoba legislation, though not Ontario) although it is likely that these shares
have limited use in practice. Nonetheless, there do not appear to be any special measures in place, in
particular with private corporations, to ensure that disclosure of beneficial owners of these shares so
that they cannot be exploited by money launderers or those who would finance terrorism.
5.1.3

Compliance with Recommendation 33

Rec.
Rec.33

Rating
NC

y

y

y

Summary of factors underlying ratings
There is no requirement to ensure adequate transparency, for instance
there is no obligation that information on the beneficial ownership of
shares in legal persons is required to be collected by either the corporate
registry, within corporate records held by legal persons or by lawyers,
accountants or TCSPs.
While law enforcement and other authorities have sufficient powers, those
powers are not adequate to ensure the existence of adequate, accurate
and timely information on the beneficial ownership of legal persons, which
can be accessed or obtained in a timely fashion by competent authorities.
There are no measures to ensure that bearer shares are not misused for
ML, particularly for private corporations.
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5.2
5.2.1

Legal Arrangements – Access to beneficial ownership and control information (R.34)
Description and Analysis

General
1397. Under the Constitution of Canada, property and civil rights are a matter of provincial legislative
jurisdiction. Except for the province of Quebec, all provinces are common law jurisdictions and have
trust law which requires three essential components: a settlor, a trustee, and beneficiaries. Essentially,
the establishment of a trust results in a transfer of proprietary rights. The trust property can be any
form of property whether real or personal, tangible or intangible. In general terms, a settlor transfers
legal title of specific property to a trustee but beneficial ownership to specified beneficiaries 169.
1398. In Québec, the fiducie results from an act whereby a person transfers property from his or her
patrimony to another patrimony that he or she constitutes; the property is appropriated for a particular
purpose and a trustee undertakes to hold and administer it (Article 1260 of the Civil Code). As a legal
arrangement, the fiducie in Quebec is similar to the trust as defined above. The assessment team was
not provided with information on measures taken to ensure adequate transparency concerning the
beneficial ownership and control of fiducie in Québec.
1399. There are a number of different kinds of trusts in Canada with a range of purposes, but there is
no general legal requirement that a trust be evidenced in writing. For those trusts that are evidenced in
writing a trust instrument, such as a declaration or trust agreement (including a deed), setting out the
rights and obligations of the trustees and beneficiaries, and in some cases certain third parties, is
usually employed as the appropriate vehicle. Provincial legislation provides for the rules to be
followed by trustees. Trusts are not separate legal entities however. Trustees are persons responsible
for the trust property; hence, the trustee is liable for the obligations incurred in the name of the trust.
1400. A number of persons offer services to establish and administer trusts on behalf of trustees in
Canada and they include: trust companies, lawyers and accountants (for the most part). Other trust and
company service providers exist in Canada (which is discussed in Section 4.1 of the report) but limited
information was available on the extent of the role of such service providers in the business of
establishing or servicing trusts. There is no legal requirement that obliges these trust providers to
collect information on the settlor, trustees and beneficiaries notwithstanding that as a matter of
practice they would normally collect this information as vital to the establishment of a trust. However,
for those entities which fall within the definition of “financial institution” under the PCMLTFA (to a
large degree trust companies would be so defined), there are specific provisions requiring the
collection of information relating to settlors, trustees and beneficiaries (see Section 3.2 of the report).
1401. Some pooled investment funds, such as mutual funds, or pension plans use trusts as vehicles to
administer the funds on behalf of their beneficiaries. These types of trusts are frequently referred to as
“pooled funds” or “pension trusts” (usually managed by a trust company or a board of trustees). In
Canada, pension trusts are regulated by the federal government or by provincial governments. OSFI
supervises federally regulated pension plans. These plans and the other investment plans noted fall
within the definition of a “financial entity” within the PCMLTF and are therefore required to collect
beneficial owner information. Income trusts are sometimes referred to as publicly-traded flow-through
entities because they can flow income and the associated tax liabilities to their investors. These income
trusts are registered and regulated by securities exchange commissions.
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Although the Civil Code in Québec provides for the creation of a “trust”, the definition used differs from
a common law trust because there is no division of ownership interest.
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Prevention of the unlawful use of legal arrangements
1402. There are limited measures in place to prevent the unlawful use of trusts and fiducie in Canada.
For instance, there is no system of central registration of trusts and there is no legal requirement for
the recording of trusts and for maintaining the trust instrument by the settlor or any other party to the
trust. The main situations where a legal obligation arises to maintain relevant information on trusts (i.e
information on settlors, trustees, beneficiaries and protectors) are (a) where the trustee is also a
“financial entity” such as a trust company under the PCMLTF regulations and (b) where the trust is
required to lodge a tax return with the CRA. The examiners noted however that with respect to trust
companies, the information requirements under the PCMLTF require the collection of “third party”
information. But the term “third party” as defined in those regulations does not extend to cover the full
scope of “beneficial owner”as defined in the FATF Recommendations. If a trust receives income, the
trust is required to lodge a tax return with the CRA, and the information in that return may contain
certain beneficial ownership/control information depending on the nature of the trust in question, but
not necessarily.
Access by competent authorities to information on the beneficial ownership and control of legal
arrangements
1403. Under certain conditions, trustees on behalf of a trust have to file income tax and information
returns with CRA. In these returns, trusts are required to provide specific information on the name of
the trust, type of trust, amounts of income and property for tax purposes, including amounts paid or
payable to beneficiaries, whether the trust holds foreign property in excess of CAD 100 000 and the
name, address and telephone number of trustees, executor, liquidator, or administrator. For the initial
return, a trust must attach a copy of the trust document or will, and a list of assets at death (unless filed
with the deceased final personal income tax return). The trust document or will contains information
on the beneficiaries of the trust.
1404. Throughout the conduct of its investigations, the CRA is bound by the confidentiality provisions
outlined within the Income Tax Act and the Excise Tax Act to ensure that tax information is used only
for its intended purpose of administering or enforcing the applicable act. However, CRA is able to
provide voluntary information reports to FINTRAC on ongoing investigations. These could include
information about trusts. However the CRA may only disclose taxpayer information in the case of
investigations relating to the administration of the Income Tax Act, the Canada Pension Plan, the
Unemployment Insurance Act or the Employment Insurance Act, which then limits its usefulness.
1405. In addition to the information that is proactively disclosed to FINTRAC by federal tax
authorities, law enforcement also has the powers to compel production of tax information on trusts
held by the CRA in certain circumstances. There are two statutory exceptions that allow the CRA to
provide taxpayer information to the RCMP. In both cases, the information being sought must be
relevant to the substantive offences being investigated.
1406. First, the CRA will provide tax information to the RCMP where criminal proceedings, either by
indictment or on summary conviction, have been commenced by the laying of an information or the
preferring of an indictment under an Act of Parliament. Second, the CRA will also provide taxpayer
information on trusts to the RCMP pursuant to a judicial order. This section authorises ex parte
applications by the RCMP that are supported with a sworn affidavit. The judge must find that the
information being sought will be of substantial value to the investigation.
1407. In addition, law enforcement may also approach trustees to ask for the voluntary provision of
information on their control, ownership and activities. Law enforcement also has access to powers to
compel the production of information from trustees themselves or information about trusts (via
production orders or search warrants). There are no specific provisions in trust legislation that protects
information from law enforcement apart from the usual confidentiality restrictions that the government
imposes upon itself, e.g., the Privacy Act, section 241 of the Income Tax Act or the Personal
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Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act for trusts engaged in business activities.
Production orders or warrants may also be used by law enforcement to compel the production of
information on the formation of a trust from the office of a lawyer that created the trust, provided that
the information is not subject to legal professional privilege. Applications of this nature have been
very rare. Law enforcement may also conduct interviews with persons connected with the trust as
witnesses or suspects.
1408. If additional information from FINTRAC is required, law enforcement may seek a production
order against FINTRAC. Law enforcement can obtain information from reporting entities through
voluntary cooperation or various court orders described in Section 2.3 of the report
(Recommendation 3). However given the fact that the reporting entities do not cover what could
potentially be a significant portion of the persons providing trust services (i.e. lawyers and TCSPs), the
law enforcement authorities may be handicapped in obtaining leads which can arise from the reporting
regimes imposed on reporting entities.
1409. The assessment team believes that the agencies that receive information on legal arrangements
(namely the CRA and FINTRAC) have significant limitations on their ability to disclose information.
Tax information from certain trusts and law enforcement powers provide the means to access certain
information on beneficial ownership and control of certain trusts. However, overall the mechanisms to
obtain and have access in a timely manner to beneficial ownership and control of legal arrangements,
and in particular the settlor, the trustee, and the beneficiaries of express trusts, are significantly
weakened by the lack of legal record-keeping requirements and the limitations on information
exchange.

5.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1410. Canada relies on the investigatory powers of law enforcement to obtain or have access to
information concerning the beneficial ownership and control of trusts and fiducie in Québec. These
powers are generally sound and widely used. However, the system is only as good as the information
that is available to be acquired. In the case of trusts, limited, partial information is available within the
jurisdiction, and even where certain information is recorded by agencies such as CRA or FINTRAC,
they can only share this information with law enforcement authorities in very limited circumstances,
and the information may not be up to date. Canada should implement measures to ensure that
adequate, accurate and timely information is available to law enforcement authorities concerning the
beneficial ownership and control of trusts and fiducie in Québec.

5.2.3

Compliance with Recommendation 34

Rec.
Rec.34

Rating
PC

y
y

Summary of factors underlying ratings
There are limited and indirect legal requirements to obtain, verify, or retain
information on the beneficial ownership and control of trusts and fiducie in
Québec;
While the investigative powers are generally sound and widely used,
there is minimal information that is adequate, accurate and timely
concerning the beneficial owners of trusts and fiducie in Québec that can
be obtained or accessed by the competent authorities in a timely fashion.
Where some information is held, such as by CRA, there are limits on the
circumstances in which information on trusts can be shared.
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5.3
5.3.1

Non-profit organisations (SR.VIII)
Description and Analysis

General
1411. The NPO sector in Canada is substantial and is comprised of various types of registered
charities and corporations in relation to education, health, faith, human rights, social justice,
environment, arts and culture, and sports and recreation. There are:
•
•

More than 82 500 registered charities.
An estimated 63 000 additional NPO corporations operating in Canada.

1412. Registered charities (which receive in excess of USD 5.5 BN annually) represent a significant
portion of the financial resources of the NPO sector accounting for approximately 68% of all revenues
and 95% of all donations. In addition, they account for a substantial share of the sector’s foreign
activities: 75% of international organisations in Canada are registered charities. In 2004, over
22 million Canadians made a financial donation to a charitable or other non-profit organisation.
Review of the non-profit sector
1413. Canada has conducted several reviews of the NPO sector, and the potential risks of terrorist
financing. First, in 1999 the Senate examined “the international threat environment with particular
reference to terrorism as it relates to Canada”, including the issue of fundraising and it found that
registered charities in Canada were particularly susceptible to abuse in this regard because of the
credibility and deniability such status affords. Second, an inter-departmental group reviewed the
adequacy of its laws and regulations as they relate to non-profit organizations in considering its antiterrorism legislation. Lastly, in 2004 a five-year Regulatory Reform Action Plan for the Charities
Directorate was announced based on the result of a comprehensive review of the regulatory framework
for the non-profit sector in Canada undertaken as a joint voluntary sector and government initiative.
1414. In September 2004 Canada reviewed the adequacy of its laws and regulations in relation to risks
of terrorist financing posed within the NPO sector as part of its obligations to the FATF. A report
entitled “A Review of the Canadian Non-Profit Organisation Sector (A Discussion Paper for the FATF
Working Group on Terrorist Financing)” was presented to the FATF WGTYP the following year.
Charitable registration
1415. All charities are required to apply to the CRA for registration and abide by the provisions of the
Income Tax Act (ITA). Charities that fail to meet these legal requirements can be de-registered. To
qualify for charitable registration, an organisation must be established for charitable purposes and
devote its resources to charitable activities. The charity must also be resident in Canada and cannot use
its income for the benefit of its members. There are four kinds of recognised charitable purposes:
relieving poverty, advancing education, advancing religion and providing certain other community
benefits (including, homes for the elderly, hospitals, disaster relief efforts). To qualify for registration
a charity must meet a “public benefit” test. An organisation must show that its activities and purposes
are legal and (1) provide a tangible benefit to the public, (2) benefit the public or a significant portion
of the public, and (3) do not serve a political purpose.
1416. A registered charity can be one of three entities: (1) a charitable organisation (which comprise
90% of registered charities), (2) a public foundation (which comprise 5% of the charities and generally
funds the charitable activities of other charities), or (3) a private foundation (comprising the remaining
5% controlled by a group of related persons which can carry out charitable activities or fund the
charitable activities of others).
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1417. An organisation will not be registered under the Income Tax Act (or its existing registration will
be revoked) when there are reasonable grounds to believe it is connected to terrorism. Most often, the
regular rules and procedures under the Income Tax Act can be used to deny or revoke registration. To
assist in cases where highly classified information must be used to substantiate a charity’s links to
terrorism, the Charities Registration (Security Information) Act was enacted as part of the Antiterrorism Act. This legislation establishes a ministerial process whereby sensitive information can be
used to determine whether to deny (or revoke) a charitable registration. In reviewing new applications
and existing registered charities, the CRA requests information from the RCMP and CSIS when there
are concerns an organization may be connected to terrorism.
Supervision, monitoring and data collection
1418. At the federal level, law enforcement and intelligence agencies monitor and investigate charities
suspected of providing support for terrorist activities. In addition, the CRA closely monitors registered
charities. Organisations seeking registration are required to apply to the CRA’s Charities Directorate.
Applicants use a standard form, which requires them to provide the organisation’s current legal name,
a list of the directors or trustees, key financial data and a detailed description of the organisation’s
programs. This description includes the location of the activities, the identity of the intended
beneficiaries and the mechanisms to ensure that the organisation retains control of its resources.
Applicants must also include copies of the governing documents under which they operate, such as
certificates of incorporation or organisational by-laws.
1419. The Charities Directorate’s compliance program is largely based on information from the annual
returns, internal analysis of trends in the charitable sector, complaints from the public and tips from
informants. The CRA is also authorised by statute to release certain other information regarding
registered charities to the public. This includes: (1) the organization’s governing documents and other
prescribed information provided on applying for registration; (2) the notification of registration issued
by the CRA; (3)the names of the persons who at any time were the charity’s directors; and (4) any
notice of the grounds for revocation of registration issued by the CRA. Certain other information, such
as the addresses of trustees and directors, is reported to the CRA but remains subject to confidentiality
rules
1420. These supervisory mechanisms appear to be effective for charities even though limited to the
latter (and not applicable to other non profit organisations). Existing corporation law mechanisms
under the Canada Corporations Act, which are administered or maintained by Industry Canada are
utilized such as a mandatory submission of specific corporation information and requirements that
compel corporations to maintain corporation records and financial reports available for inspection. If
potentially illegal activities are detected by Industry Canada, it is standard practice to refer these
matters to law enforcement. Canadian provinces generally have reporting and supervision mechanisms
of a similar nature under their corporation laws.
1421. Canada also has a number of “umbrella organizations” that provide guidance and varying
degrees of oversight such as the Canadian Council of Christian Charities which offers its members a
certification program. Charities, which participate in this program, can display a special “seal of
approval”. Certification requires that the member organization has an independent board, audited
financial statements, and that it has adopted the Council’s “Code of Ethical Fundraising and Financial
Accountability”.
1422. Similarly, the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy encourages its members to adopt its "Ethical
Fundraising and Financial Accountability Code". The 500 charities that have adopted this Code are
committed to responsibly managing the funds that they receive and reporting their financial affairs
accurately and comprehensively. The Association of Fundraising Professionals also encourages its
members to adopt a code of ethics, a donor’s bill of rights and put in place a mechanism to register
complaints. Other charitable organizations with chapters or branches in Canada also play an important
role in ensuring that high standards of accountability are observed by their affiliates.
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1423. The specialized supervisory and monitoring measures under the CRSIA do not apply to the
other parts of the NPO sector. This sector is estimated to be almost of comparable size to the
registered charities sector, but the Canadian risk reviews suggest that it is far less significant in terms
of risk profile. There is acknowledged coverage as regards outreach and data collection (insofar as the
CRA does obtain substantial information as regards the operations of NPOs). However, if an entity
does not register under the ITA, then there are no similar supervisory measures.
Sanctions
1424. The ITA provides CRA with the ability to apply a range of interim sanctions against registered
charities that are non-compliant. These include financial penalties and/or the temporary suspension of
certain privileges such as the ability to issue tax receipts. The scope of activities that can be subject to
sanctions range from, but are not limited to, certain business activities, unjustly enriching principals of
the organization, gifting resources to non-eligible recipients and furnishing false statements with
respect to tax receipts. The severity of the penalty increases with subsequent infractions and may
ultimately lead to revocation.
1425. Out of a pool of 82 500, about 2 000 charities have their registrations revoked each year. These
are mostly organizations that have ceased operations or have failed to file annual returns. CRA
conducts comprehensive field audits of about 800 registered charities each year. Recent experience
suggests that, on average, about 10 charities a year lose their registrations as a result of serious noncompliance issues, including dubious fund-raising schemes, political activities, lack of proper books
and records, and improper personal benefit. In addition, registered charities that have failed to
demonstrate sufficient control over their foreign operations have been de-registered.
1426. Under the CRSIA, a special mechanism has been established to deny an organization’s
application for registration (or revoke its existing registration) when terrorist connections are
suspected. As outlined above, the CRSIA establishes a ministerial process whereby sensitive
information can be used to determine whether to deny (or revoke) charitable registration.
Record keeping requirements
1427. In the process of applying for registered status, a charity must provide key financial data to the
CRA, including information on the mechanisms to ensure that the organization retains control of its
resources. Once registered, a charity must annually provide the CRA with a copy of its financial
statements and a return providing information on its board of directors, its sources of revenue, its types
of expenditures and its general operations. A charity is required to maintain such records for a period
of six years from the date of the last taxation year to which they relate. A revocation of a charity’s
registration could take place where the record keeping requirements are not met.
Information gathering and domestic co-operation
1428. Cooperation exists between law enforcement and intelligence and security agencies and other
key agencies including the CRA, CSIS, RCMP and FINTRAC.
1429. Departments and agencies share information and cooperate in the charitable registration process.
In reviewing new applications and assessing compliance, the CRA is able to obtain information held
by the RCMP and CSIS that may reveal an organization’s ties to terrorist groups.
1430. As part of the CRA, the Charities Directorate is subject to the Income Tax Act’s stringent
provisions on the confidentiality of taxpayer information. However, the ITA does permit the
Directorate to share its information when such disclosures can reasonably be regarded as necessary to
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enforce the ITA or the Charitable Registration (Security Information) Act 170. The CRA can share
information about a registered charity or an organization that has applied for such status with law
enforcement and intelligence agencies where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that information
held by the CRA might be relevant to the investigation of a terrorism offence under the Criminal Code
or to threats to the security of Canada 171.
1431. The measures implemented by the CRSIA relate to the reliance on security information with
regards to a decision whether to permit an entity to be registered or continue to be registered as a
charity. There is no automatic trigger between the decision to issue a certificate under the CRSIA and
the process leading to listing and/or freezing procedures. However, the measures implemented by
CRSIA are supported by formal liaison agreements between the CRA and authorities responsible for
conducting investigations which lead to the commencement of listing and/or freezing procedures (i.e.
the RCMP and CSIS) and CRA information that is shared for purposes of CRSIA may be used to
further investigations that could lead to commencing such procedures.
Access to information
1432. During the course of TF investigations, the RCMP will access the publicly available
information as provided by the Canadian government registries and/or regulatory bodies and any
additional information that can permissibly be obtained from the CRA. It may also seek information
directly from the entity or individual under suspicion using existing law enforcement powers. The
RCMP must abide by legislation that dictates the legal process, i.e. obtain search warrant or
production order, under which information pertinent to a criminal investigation may be obtained.
Through these methods, law enforcement is able to access all available information on the
administration and management of an NPO in the course of an investigation.
1433. Under section 462.7 of the Criminal Code, and subject to section 241 of the Income Tax Act
any person may make a disclosure to the Attorney General or a peace officer where a reasonable
suspicion exists that property is the proceeds of crime or that the person has committed or is about to
commit a designated offence. Section 241 of the Income Tax Act also provides an avenue for the law
enforcement authorities to obtain information from the CRA where it is proven that a terrorism
offence is being investigated is underway and that the information sought is likely to be of substantial
value to the investigation.
Sharing of information
1434. Intelligence agencies have expertise and capability to examine NPOs that are suspected either
being exploited by or actively supporting terrorist activity or terrorist organizations. CSIS investigates
NPOs as part of their terrorist investigations and will disclose information to the police or other
jurisdiction in the same manner as for any other investigations. Additionally, the CSIS Financial
Analysis Unit works closely with the Charities Directorate of CRA in reviewing renewals and
applications for charitable status. This unit, as the primary contact, conducts the research related to the
requests and formulates the response on behalf of the CSIS.
1435. FINTRAC conducts analysis of the information it receives from reporting entities and other
government departments and has made disclosures that have included information about the suspicious
activities of NPOs. As of July 2005, FINTRAC had made over 120 case disclosures of suspected
terrorist activity financing and other threats to the security of Canada. NPOs, both foreign and
domestic, have figured in over one-third of the case disclosures related to suspected terrorist activity
financing, with slightly more Canadian NPOs represented in these disclosures than foreign ones.
170

To assist in the administration and enforcement of the CRSIA, an amendment has been made to the
PCMLTFA to allow FINTRAC to disclose information to the CRA on suspected cases of terrorist financing
involving charities.
171
Amendments to section 241 of the Income Tax Act brought in force on February 10, 2007.
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FINTRAC is however currently unable to make disclosures to the CRA and may only disclose a
limited amount of information (see comments on “designated information” in Section 2.5 of the
report).
1436. The CRA is constrained under section 241 of the Income Tax Act as regards the circumstances
in which it can voluntarily share taxpayer information though there are a number of exceptions to the
general rule that confidentiality must be maintained. One such exception is set out in s.241(3.2) which
allows the disclosure to any person of certain information related to registered charities such as
governing documents, names of directors, financial statements etc. Other information on registered
charities or on other tax payers, including other NPOs, can be disclosed as part of criminal
proceedings that have commenced (s.241(3)). Equally, defined classes of information relating to
registered charities and any other NPO that has sought registration (though not all taxpayer
information) can be shared with law enforcement, intelligence agencies and FINTRAC for purposes of
investigating terrorism (including terrorist financing) in prescribed circumstances i.e. reasonable
grounds to suspect the information would be relevant to an investigation of whether a terrorism
(including TF) offence may have been committed (s.241(9)). In addition, under s.241(9.1) any
information about a registered charity or an NPO that has applied for such status (other than individual
Canadian donors information) which the CRA has provided to CSIS or the RCMP for purposes of
administering or enforcing the CRSIA can also be used by those agencies for purposes of investigating
terrorism. Finally, s.241 allows the release of all taxpayer information, without any restriction,
pursuant to a court order or CSIS warrant.
1437. The assessment team believes that the CRA maintains an extensive information collection
regime for all NPOs for taxation purposes. The team notes that a broader amount of information can
be shared with respect to registered charities and NPOs that have sought registration than other types
of taxpayers (including other NPOs). However, except in cases where it is acting under the authority
of a court order or a CSIS warrant, the CRA can only share a broad class of tax payer information
relating to all NPO with law enforcement when criminal proceedings have commenced, and a more
limited class of information with FINTRAC when the requirements of s.241(9) are met. The
requirements of s.241 thus impose some limitations on the type of information to be obtained, or the
circumstances in which it can be obtained by FINTRAC or law enforcement, which may limit the
investigative value of the information..
International requests
1438. Formal and informal mechanisms are used to provide and receive international information
regarding the terrorist-support activity in the NPO sector. These are the same channels that are used by
law enforcement, intelligence organizations and judicial authorities to share information on terrorist
financing and money laundering activities (see Section 6.5 of the report).
Law Enforcement Cooperation
1439. Police forces in Canada regularly provide informal assistance to police forces from other
countries. Generally, police are able to provide information or documentation that is publicly available
or which may be obtained on a voluntary basis. This usually involves direct communication between
police forces and may include transmission of information through Interpol.
Cooperation between Financial Intelligence Units
1440. For its part, FINTRAC also can exchange information relevant to the investigation or
prosecution of a money laundering or terrorist financing offence involving non-profit organizations
with international counterparts. To provide information, however, FINTRAC must have a
memorandum of understanding with the counterpart FIU, which governs how the information will be
used and protected. Further information about FINTRAC and its information sharing agreements are
available in Sections 2.5 and 6.5.
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Judicial Cooperation
1441. The International Assistance Group (IAG) of the Department of Justice is the focal point where
all Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs) requests are processed. The IAG has received MLAT
requests for information related to NPOs suspected of terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist
support. The IAG has applied the same process as for any other MLAT requests. The process is
explained in Section 6.3 of the report.

5.3.2

Recommendations and Comments

1442. Canada has taken considerable steps to implement SR VIII in relation to registered charities,
which it considers to be the sector most at risk, based on the risk assessment studies it has done. A
large segment of the NPO population is not covered by the current measures using the risk based
approach, but Canada should continue to monitor the risks in these other sectors. Canada should
improve the existing co-ordination mechanisms between competent authorities, especially between the
CRA and the parties responsible for listing and freezing applications. Again, Canada should review the
capacity of CRA and FINTRAC to share information with law enforcement authorities related to the
non-profit sector.
5.3.3

Compliance with Special Recommendation VIII

Rec.
SR.VIII

Rating
LC

y

Summary of factors underlying ratings
The existing co-ordination mechanisms between competent authorities,
especially between the CRA and the parties responsible for listing and
freezing applications is insufficient to fully address the risk in some
segments of the NPO sector.

6.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

6.1

National co-operation and coordination (R.31 & 32)

6.1.1

Description and Analysis

Recommendation 31
1443. The lead for policy and coordination in the AML/CFT area rests with the Department of
Finance. The Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness (PSEPC) takes a lead role in
coordinating the Government of Canada’s response and activities related to terrorist listings.
1444. Canada has developed several structures which are aimed at ensuring proper coordination in
AML/CFT matters.
Department of Finance Committee Structures
1445. Interdepartmental Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) Steering Committee (ISC) and Working
Group. The ADM Steering Committee has representation from the key departments and agencies
within the federal AML/CFT regime – FINTRAC, OSFI, PSEPC, RCMP, CSIS, CBSA, CRA, and the
Department of Justice. The ISC meets a minimum of twice a year and serves as a forum for the
discussion of policy and operational issues relative to the regime. This ADM Steering committee also
serves as a forum for a high level assessment of the effectiveness of the regime and discussion of
issues of strategic importance. In addition, there is a working level group that undertakes activities as
directed by the committee through regular meetings (about 10 times annually), as required. This
working level committee’s work includes the development of new policy, legislative and regulatory
proposals, the co-ordination of audits and evaluations of the effectiveness the regime, discussion of
funding pressures and operational challenges among the partners and their potential impact on results.
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1446. Informal Group. The Department of Finance originally established the Informal Group in 2002
to facilitate an integrated federal/provincial response to events in financial markets related to investor
confidence. Some of the more recent issues that the Informal Group has dealt with include
enforcement issues in capital markets, challenges posed by hedge funds and enhancements to
Canada’s AML/CFT regime.
1447. Heads of Agencies. The Governor of the Bank of Canada chairs the Heads of Agencies group,
which meets three to four times each year. The group brings together regulators, such as OSFI and the
chairs of the provincial securities commissions, as well as the Department of Finance, to exchange
information regarding financial market regulatory developments.
1448. Federal-Provincial-Territorial Financial Sector Policy Officials Meetings. The Department of
Finance chairs meetings of federal, provincial and territorial financial sector policy officials twice each
year. The range of issues discussed is very broad and evolves with current developments. Although
these meetings are generally focused on information sharing, they also serve to identify areas where
coordinated intergovernmental action is required.
PSEPC Committee - Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee (ICC)
1449. The ICC is a working level group created in 2001, to address operational and administrative
issues relating to the listing of terrorist entities pursuant to Security Council Resolutions 1267 and
1373, as well as under the Criminal Code. It is currently chaired by the Counter Terrorism Policy and
Coordination Division within PSEPC and is attended by representatives of the Department of Finance,
RCMP, CSIS, OSFI and DFAIT. The ICC meets on a monthly basis or as needed. The committee
provides a forum for departments and agencies to assess operational challenges and requirements to
implement the listing regime and the efficiency and effectiveness of that regime.
1450.
Department of Justice Prosecution Coordination Structure
1451. The new Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC) assumes carriage and control of all
prosecution functions previously undertaken by the Federal Prosecution Services and the PPSC is
tasked with all of the consultation and coordination responsibilities previously undertaken by the
Federal Prosecution Service. The PPSC continues the three times a year coordination meeting with the
heads of prosecutions in the provinces. In the area of money laundering and proceeds of crime, there
are two committees that have been created. The National Liaison Committee, comprised of money
laundering prosecutors, meets yearly or more frequently to coordinate common issues relevant to
money laundering prosecutions. The second committee is the Coordinating Committee of Senior
Officials (CCSO) on Proceeds of Crime. It is also comprised of money laundering prosecutors and
criminal law policy lawyers and reports to the Justice Deputy Ministers Committee (Federal,
Provincial and Territorial). The PPSC is also a partner in a national memorandum of understanding
with the RCMP for the IPOC.
Additional Co-ordination Initiatives
1452. Canada Drug Strategy (CDS). The CDS aims to strike a balanced, integrated approach to
reducing both the demand for and the supply of drugs through integrated efforts of a number of federal
organizations including the RCMP, Correctional Service of Canada, CBSA, Department of Justice,
Drug Treatment Courts, Federal Prosecution Service, Foreign Affairs Canada. The programme of
work includes law enforcement activities aimed at disrupting activities surrounding the production and
supply of illicit substances, as well as substance abuse programs for Federal inmates.
1453. First Nations Organized Crime Initiative (FNOC). The First Nations Organized Crime Initiative
assists First Nations police services in addressing organized crime and cross-border criminality. It
enables sustained participation in multi-agency law enforcement activities. Furthermore, it provides
training and opportunities for intelligence gathering and sharing.
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1454. Integrated Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs). Established after September 11, 2001, the
Integrated Border Enforcement Team (IBET) program is an intelligence-led cooperative that supports
national security investigations associated to the Canada/US border and investigates cross-border
illegal activities, between the Ports of Entry (POE). The RCMP and the Canadian Border Services
Agency work with U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the US Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, and the US Coast Guard to share information and work together daily with other local,
state and provincial enforcement agencies on issues relating to national security, organized crime and
other criminality transiting the Canada/US border between the POE.
1455. Integrated Proceeds of Crime Initiative (IPOC). See description in Section 2.6 of the report.
1456. National Coordinating Committee on Organized Crime (NCC). The NCC, a body composed of
federal, provincial and territorial (FPT) government senior officials, prosecutors, and representatives
from the law enforcement community, identifies key issues for action and develops national strategies
and initiatives to address them. The NCC has three main responsibilities: (1) to identify issues and
policy priorities related to the problem of organized crime; (2) to advise FPT Deputy Ministers on the
development, coordination and implementation of policies, legislation and programs aimed at
combating organized crime; and (3) to encourage coordination of anti-organized crime activities
among various players at the regional and local level.
1457. Governance of Initiatives. Initiatives such as FNOC, IBET, IMET, IPOC and NCC operate
under a similar governance structure, with both a Partners Advisory Committee and a Senior
Governance Committee. The Partners Advisory Committee is composed of representatives from each
of the partner organizations at the Director and Senior Analyst levels. These committees meet several
times a year or more frequently to address urgent issues. These working groups focus on a myriad of
issues, including communications, research, evaluation and risk management and emerging issues, and
have been established to support decision-making by the ADM Steering Committee.
Additional elements
1458. Finance is the primary lead in terms of consultations with stakeholders, and has a close working
relationship with industry regulators and associations that represent the reporting entities. Finance also
maintains a list of stakeholders to ensure that they are adequately consulted and informed of any new
legislative and regulatory changes. A recent example is the release of Finance’s consultation paper,
“Enhancing Canada’s Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Regime” in June 2005,
which led to over 50 written submissions and nine months of face-to-face consultations with
stakeholders throughout the country. These consultations played a significant role in the drafting of the
new legislation that was passed in December 2006, and the resulting changes to regulations and
industry guidance. FINTRAC and OSFI, in particular, play an essential role with the Department of
Finance, in liaising with the private sector to ensure their commitment to and compliance with the
AML/CFT regime.
1459. Further, law enforcement maintains its own contacts with the private sector in order to ensure a
supportive environment. There is an ongoing dialogue with the Canadian Bankers Association and
with specific large banks.
1460. AML/CFT Advisory Committee (AC). One of the recommendations coming from domestic
assessments of the Canadian regime was the creation of a new AML/CFT Advisory Committee. The
AC had its first meeting in November 2007 172.

172

With the aim of increasing outreach, cooperation and coordination, the new Advisory Committee
comprises both public and private sector representatives. The AC consists of members of the key departments
and agencies, in addition to representatives from each sector of the reporting entities. It is chaired by the
Department of Finance and has high-level representation from approximately 30 members.
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1461. Federal partners interact regularly with each other and with external stakeholders in relation to
AML/CFT issues. The federal partners primarily use the interdepartmental working group led by the
Department of Finance. The group meets regularly and, although no minutes of the meetings are kept,
participants acknowledge that it provides an effective means of discussing common issues. However,
at more operational level, the assessment team found signs of friction, especially between FINTRAC
and the law enforcement authorities. Some signs of reluctance to share information remain which has
an impact on the effectiveness of the implementation of the AML/CFT regime.
Recommendation 32
1462. Canada reviews quite extensively the effectiveness of the AML/CFT system on a regular basis
and through different authorities and bodies.
1463. Canada’s system of government has numerous means by which to ensure that its policies and
programs are effectively meeting their intended goals, and Canada’s anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorist financing regime has been subjected to these checks and audits. This included an indepth audit by the Office of the Auditor General 173, an independent government agency that ensures
that government programs are effectively using public funds for their intended purpose. The
AML/CFT regime has also been evaluated by a private research group 174 as a condition for a renewal
of funds by the Treasury Board. Lastly, as stipulated under the PCMLTFA, the regime s recently
underwent a five year review by a committee of the Senate 175 to review administrative and operational
effectiveness and efficiency since the legislation was originally passed. Section 72(1) of the
consolidated legislation mandates that such a review take place every five years by a committee of the
House of Commons, of the Senate, or of both Houses.
1464. In the first review, the results of the 2004 OAG report were favourable. However, the auditors
highlighted three areas for further consideration:
•
•
•

The PCMLTFA limits the information that FINTRAC can disclose to law enforcement and
security agencies as a result of Charter and privacy rights. This inhibits to some degree the
usefulness of disclosures in generating new investigations.
The partners involved in the initiative could enhance coordination through the introduction of
an overarching advisory committee to discuss issues of common interest and develop
approaches for dealing with emerging issues.
Accountability mechanisms to monitor the impact and usefulness of the intelligence that
FINTRAC provides law enforcement and security agencies could be enhanced.

1465. Overall, the AML/CFT system was viewed positively by EKOS that made the following key
recommendations:
•
•
•

Reporting entities require feedback from FINTRAC concerning the impact of their reports.
Additional funding should be allocated to meet specific needs, such as IT renewal at
FINTRAC and expansion of investigation capacities for the RCMP and CBSA.
Information in FINTRAC disclosures could be expanded to increase the value to law
enforcement and security agencies.
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•

Updating the logic model and evaluation framework should be undertaken, among other
things, to ensure outcomes and cost effectiveness of the program.

1466. The Senate Committee tabled a report, “Stemming the Flow of Illicit Money: A Priority for
Canada”, on October 5, 2006, which highlighted the need for the AML/CFT regime to meet domestic
requirements, but also the importance of meeting international obligations in order to ensure that the
world is “safer and more secure”. The review was conducted with the understanding that there were
proposed legislative changes underway stemming from a consultation paper released by the
Department of Finance in June 2005. Recommendations and the Government’s response included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a registration system for money service businesses.
Require dealers of precious metals and stones to report suspicious transactions and other
prescribed reports to FINTRAC.
Require customer identification in non-face-to-face transactions.
Use a risk-based approach to determine the level of client-identification and record keeping
for reporting entities.
Oblige lawyers to follow client-identification, record keeping and reporting requirements,
while still respecting solicitor-client privilege, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
and the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.
Enable FINTRAC to disclose to law enforcement and intelligence agencies the rationale for
the disclosure and any other publicly available information.
Determine the likelihood and extent of money laundering and terrorist financing activities that
could be taking place with emerging modes of financial services delivery, like white label
ATMs and Internet banking.
Require feedback from law enforcement and security agencies to FINTRAC on the value of
their disclosures. As well, FINTRAC should provide feedback to reporting entities on the
usefulness of their reports in the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.
Require the reporting of suspicious attempted transactions.
Examine whether the reporting threshold of CAD 10 000 is appropriate to activities in Canada
and consistent with other countries.
Ensure that FINTRAC is adequately funded to carry out its mandate under the PCMLTFA.
Ensure that the RCMP has the required financial resources and expertise to investigate cases
of money laundering and terrorist financing.
Ensure appropriate oversight of FINTRAC.

1467. In response to these evaluations, the responsible government departments and agencies have
been working to ensure that the recommendations made in each of these three evaluations were
followed-up and that the appropriate changes to the regime were made.
1468. Canada’s AML/CTF regime will be subject to a further third party evaluation in fiscal year
2009-2010 in order to secure continued funding. Similarly, Treasury Board also recommended,
following the 2006 increase in funding for FINTRAC, the RCMP, CBSA and the Department of
Justice in Budget 2006, that the evaluation framework be re-assessed to see if it is capturing the results
of the regime appropriately. This new evaluation framework must be completed by October 2007. In
addition, an assessment of the impacts of data collection and disclosures provided under Canada’s
AML/CFT regime on Canadians’ privacy will be conducted.

6.1.2

Recommendations and Comments

1469. Canada has developed quite a large number of initiatives to improve co-operation mechanisms
among the different stakeholders taking part in the fight against money laundering and terrorist
financing. However, from the discussions that took place during the on-site visit, the assessment team
believes that interagency cooperation between the FIU and law enforcement authorities is not fully
effective and needs to be enhanced, in order to optimise Canada’s capacity to investigate ML and TF
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cases. Canada should consider encouraging more bilateral (ad-hoc and more formalised) contacts
among agencies.
1470. The assessment team welcome the setting up of an AML/CFT Advisory Committee that allows
private and public stakeholders to discuss emerging AML/CFT issues and support implementing the
existing standards. It is important that private sector and provincial stakeholders are fully involved in
the consultation process, including regional and provincial organisations that have important
connections with practitioners in their respective sectors.

6.1.3

Compliance with Recommendation 31

Rec.
Rec.31

6.2
6.2.1

Rating
LC

y

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Interagency cooperation between the FIU and law enforcement
authorities is not fully effective and needs to be enhanced.

The Conventions and UN Special Resolutions (R.35 & SR.I)
Description and Analysis

Ratification and implementation of conventions
1471. Canada signed the Vienna Convention on December 20, 1988, and ratified the Convention on
July 5, 1990. Canada signed the Palermo Convention on December 14, 2000 and ratified the
Convention and its Protocols on May 13, 2002. Canada signed the United Nations International
Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism on February 10, 2000, and ratified the
Convention on February 19, 2002.
1472. The provisions of the Palermo and Vienna Conventions relating to the ML offence have been
almost entirely implemented; however there are two small deficiencies, the ML offence does not cover
all designated categories of predicate offences/all indictable offences since Canada has a threshold
approach to criminalising money laundering (including indictable offences such as offences under the
Copyright Act which carry a penalty of up to 5 years imprisonment). Also, Section 462.31 ML offence
contains a purposive element that is not broad enough to meet the requirements of the Conventions or
Recommendation 1 (see conclusions in Section 2.1). Most of the provisions of the CFT Convention
have also been fully implemented. However, Article 18(1)(b) of the Terrorist Financing Convention
requires countries to implement efficient measures to identify customers in whose interest accounts are
opened is insufficiently implemented. Canada’s implementation of Recommendation 5 currently does
not include adequate measures to ascertain the identity of beneficial owners through CDD procedures
(see discussion in relation to Recommendation 5)176.
Implementation of the U.N. Security Council Resolutions
1473. Canada implemented UNSCR 1267 (1999) by adopting the United Nations Afghanistan
Regulations in November 1999. These regulations, which were renamed the United Nation Al - Qaida
and Taliban Regulations in June 2006, incorporate by reference the list of individuals and entities
maintained by the 1267 Committee for the purpose of freezing, seizing or confiscating the funds or
assets owned or controlled by those listed individuals and entities. They also implement successor
resolutions 1333, 1390, 1452, 1526 and 1617. Canada implemented UNSCR 1373 (2001) in
October 2001, with the adoption of the Canadian UN Suppression of Terrorism Regulations, which in
2006 were renamed the Regulations Implementing the United Nations Resolutions on the Suppression
of Terrorism.

176

Canada indicated that shortfalls have been addressed in regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into
force on 23 June 2008. Such regulations have not been assessed by the assessors.
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1474. Canada has fully implemented S/RES/1267(199) and its successor resolutions as well as
UNSCR 1373(2001).
Additional elements
1475. Canada ratified the Inter-American Convention against Terrorism on December 2, 2002. It
appears Canada has implemented the 2002 Inter-American Convention against Terrorism, with the
possible exception of Article 4(b) of that Convention.

6.2.2

Recommendations and Comments

1476. Canada should ensure that the ML offence does cover all designated categories of predicate
offences and Canada should consider removing the purpose element from Section 462.31 of the CC to
be in line with the UN Conventions (see Section 2.1 of the report). Canada should enact stronger
measures to customer identification so as to be more compliant with Article 18(1)(b) of the CFT
Convention 177.

6.2.3
Rec.
Rec.35

SR.I

6.3
6.3.1

Compliance with Recommendation 35 and Special Recommendation I
Rating
LC

LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
Implementation of the Palermo and Vienna Conventions:
y
Canada has ratified the Palermo and Vienna Conventions and
implemented them with some omissions however (the ML offence does
not cover all required categories of predicate offences and Section 462.31
ML offence contains a purposive element that is not broad enough to
meet the requirements of the Conventions);
Implementation of the CFT Convention:
y
Article 18(1)(b) of the Convention, which requires countries to implement
efficient measures to identify customers in whose interest accounts are
opened is insufficiently implemented. Canada’s implementation of
Recommendation 5 does not include adequate measures to ascertain the
identity of beneficial owners.
Implementation of the CFT Convention:
y
Article 18(1)(b) of the Convention, which requires countries to implement
efficient measures to identify customers in whose interest accounts are
opened is insufficiently implemented. Canada’s implementation of
Recommendation 5 does not include adequate measures to ascertain the
identity of beneficial owners.

Mutual Legal Assistance (R.36-38, SR.V, R.30 & 32)
Description and Analysis

Recommendation 36 & Special Recommendation V
Scope of assistance allowed
1477. Canada has extensive formal and limited informal means of providing mutual legal assistance
(MLA) to requesting countries. Canadian police, directly or through Interpol, can provide assistance
on the basis of a simple request but only where the evidence or information can be obtained without a
court order. However, since 2006, the RCMP is more restricted in both the amount and type of
informal information they can provide to foreign law enforcement partners without formal
arrangements. Often, this forces the requesting law enforcement partners to resort to the much slower
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Canada indicated that shortfalls have been addressed in regulations enacted in June 2007 and coming into
force on 23 June 2008. Such regulations have not been assessed by the assessors.
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and more cumbersome formal legal assistance processes. This may over-burden the formal MLA
process.
1478. Where the evidence can only be gathered pursuant to a court order, Canada’s Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters Act (“MLACMA” or “the Act”) is the domestic legislation that enables
a Canadian court to issue orders compelling the production or authorizing the seizure of evidence at
the request of a treaty partner. Canada is a party to 34 bilateral mutual legal assistance treaties, and as
mentioned previously in Section 6.2.1 of the MER, Canada is also a party to multilateral treaties such
as the Vienna, Palermo and Terrorist Financing Conventions.
1479. Under the MLACMA, the following mechanisms can be used to obtain evidence in compliance
with Recommendation 36 (Criterion 36.1 (a) through (f)): search warrants; productions orders
(typically used to compel production of evidence from disinterested third-parties such as banks, phone
companies and other telecommunications service providers and to compel statements); any other
warrant available under Canada’s Criminal Code (such as a warrant for a number recorder on a
telephone line); video or audio-link of a witness in Canada to proceedings in a foreign jurisdiction; an
order for the lending of exhibits which have been tendered in Canadian court proceedings; an order for
the examination of a place or site in Canada; the transfer of a sentenced prisoner (with his or her
consent) to testify or assist in an investigation; service of documents; the enforcement of orders made
by a court of criminal jurisdiction for the restraint, seizure or forfeiture of property situated in Canada;
enforcement of foreign criminal fines; and enforcement of foreign criminal restraint and forfeiture
orders.
1480. Canadian courts can also issue compulsory process for the evidence of witnesses and the
production of documents in response to a request from a court in the foreign state via the letters
rogatory process, but in such cases Canada cannot use the other compulsory means that are available
to Treaty partners under the MLACMA.
1481. The tools most commonly used to obtain evidence on behalf of a requesting state are evidence
gathering orders and search warrants. In order for a Canadian judge to issue a MLACMA search
warrant or evidence gathering order, he or she must be satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to
believe that “an offence under the foreign law has been committed” and that evidence of the
commission of the offence will be found in Canada. The request for assistance must provide sufficient
information to satisfy the judge on these two points. However, while treaty parties have access to the
full slate of Canadian law enforcement tools to seek information and evidence, obtaining such orders
appears, in practice, to be quite burdensome. To obtain simple production orders, in addition to the
usual content required for executable MLA requests, the requesting state must provide Canada both a
detailed explanation as to why it believes any evidence is located in Canada, and how such evidence
will be relevant to proving elements of the foreign criminal case.
1482. Canada has a centrally-coordinated MLA regime involving: the Department of Justice which
acts as a gatekeeper; Crown prosecutors who present the requests to Canadian Courts for execution;
the Judiciary, and, on occasion, law enforcement agents who execute the Canadian court’s compulsory
orders. The MLACMA includes extensive judicial oversight of the process of collecting evidence for
foreign governments. For example, no evidence that was obtained through compulsory orders obtained
under MLACMA may be sent to a requesting state without judicial authorisation. The Department of
Justice, while charged with guiding MLA requests through the MLA process, has very little control
over the speed with which the MLA process is completed and has to rely upon the diligence of
prosecutors, and the expectation that judges appreciate that timely responses to MLA requests are
central to international criminal assistance. Undue delays in responding to MLA requests can hinder
the ability of the requesting authorities to bring an accused to trial, given the short legal deadlines that
often exist. This, in part, may explain the high number of abandoned requests in Canada’s MLA
regime.
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1483. Canada can respond to a letters rogatory request from a foreign court addressed to a court in
Canada. Assuming the letter rogatory contains sufficient information, counsel with the Department of
Justice will bring an application before a Superior Court in Canada under the Canada Evidence Act for
an order compelling the testimony of a witness or for the production of documents.
1484. Canada will also provide what assistance it can in response to a non-treaty letter of request.
However, the scope of such assistance is limited to what can be provided without a court order since
the evidence gathering powers in the MLACMA are available only to treaty partners and designated
entities.
Conditions for refusal
1485. Where assistance is provided pursuant to a Treaty, the treaty itself restricts the use that can be
made of the evidence concerning the matters set out in the letter of request. Where evidence has been
gathered in Canada on behalf of a requesting state under the MLACMA, before the evidence can be
sent to the requesting state, a judge must, by order, authorise the transmittal of the evidence. Affected
parties may ask the judge to impose conditions on the sending of the evidence to the requesting state.
In the majority of cases, sending orders are unconditional. In the few instances where a judge does
impose conditions on the sending of the evidence, they are usually restricted to protecting the interests
of those from whom evidence has been obtained. In this regard, a typical condition would be that the
evidence be returned at the conclusion of all proceedings in the requesting state.
1486. Canada does not require that there be judicial proceedings underway in order to provide legal
assistance. The exception is in cases where assistance is provided pursuant to a letters rogatory request
and where a treaty request is made for the enforcement of foreign orders for restraint, seizure and
forfeiture. In order for a letters rogatory request to be executed, there must be a matter pending before
the court in the foreign jurisdiction, and therefore pre-trial investigatory assistance would not be
available in the absence of a treaty. In the case of requests for the enforcement of foreign orders of
restraint or seizure, the person must be charged with an offence which is also an indictable offence in
Canada. In the case of requests for enforcement of a forfeiture order, the person must have been
convicted of an offence which would be an indictable offence in Canada, if it had occurred in Canada.
This latter situation is the only instance where Canada requires evidence of a conviction in order to
provide assistance.
1487. Except in the case of requests for the enforcement of foreign orders of restraint, seizure and
forfeiture, Canada does not require dual criminality in order to provide assistance and does not seek to
include dual criminality as a requirement in the mutual legal assistance treaties that it negotiates. The
analysis of whether dual criminality is established is conduct-based. That is, if the conduct is
criminalized in both countries, it will be concluded that this criterion is satisfied, whether or not the
denomination or the precise constituent elements of the respective offences are identical.
1488. Canada’s MLATs typically contain a provision allowing for the refusal of a request for mutual
assistance on the basis that it would be contrary to Canada’s public interest to execute the request.
Canada may use this provision to delay the execution of a request if execution would compromise a
Canadian investigation.
1489. Fiscal matters. Canada does not impose a restriction on mutual legal assistance in criminal
matters requests in Canada on the sole ground that the offence is also considered to involve fiscal
matters. The MLACMA does not contain any reference to such limitations and it is not contained in
Canada’s bi-lateral treaties.
1490. Secrecy. According to the IAG, requests to Canada for mutual legal assistance will not be
refused on the grounds of laws that impose secrecy or confidentiality requirements on financial
institutions or DNFBP. Records of financial institutions are obtainable in Canada under the MLACMA
and the PCMLTF does not contain any restrictions in that regard either.
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1491. Where legal professional privilege, known in Canada as solicitor-client privilege, affects
evidence sought in Canada and it is not waived, the evidence will not be ordered, produced or sent.
The search of law offices in Canada is subject to many restrictions and close judicial oversight (see
Lavallee, Rackel and Heintz v. Canada (Attorney General); White, Ottenheimer and Baker v. Canada
(Attorney General; R. v. Fink [2002] S.C.C. 61).
Process for executing requests
1492. The Department of Justice is responsible for the implementation of mutual legal assistance
agreements and the administration of the MLACMA. The IAG carries out the functions assigned to the
Minister of Justice under the MLACMA and provides advice to the Minister regarding his or her
responsibilities under the statute. The IAG is designated as Canada’s Central Authority in mutual
assistance agreements. It is located at the headquarters of the Department of Justice in Ottawa. The
MLA process is thus a centrally coordinated process.
1493. The MLACMA establishes a two-phase process for the gathering of evidence, which is briefly
summarized as follows. The first phase is performed by counsel at the IAG. As the Minister’s
delegates, counsel at the IAG receive, review, approve and arrange for the execution by competent
Canadian authorities of mutual legal assistance requests made to Canada by treaty partners or
designated entities in criminal matters. The IAG ensures that all mutual legal assistance requests
comply with treaty provisions and any other international or domestic standards that may be
applicable. Canada did not provide any statistics on how long this stage generally lasts.
1494. Once a request has been approved, the second or judicial phase is triggered. It is at this stage
that an application must be made to court for an order compelling the production of evidence or
authorizing its seizure. Canada is a federal state with prosecutorial authorities at both the federal and
provincial level. An approved request from a foreign state will be sent to either the regional office of
the federal Department of Justice or to the office of the relevant provincial Attorney General
depending upon the nature of the offence under investigation or prosecution in the requesting state. If
the offence relates to drug trafficking, immigration, tax evasion, or another matter that is prosecuted
by federal officials in Canada, the request will be sent to a regional office of the Department of Justice.
If the offence is one that would be prohibited by Canada’s Criminal Code, the request will be sent to
the office of the provincial Attorney General in the province where the evidence is believed to be
located. After the evidence has been gathered or seized pursuant to orders obtained under MLACMA,
a second application must be made to a superior court judge for an order authorizing the transmittal to
the requesting state of the gathered evidence.
1495. The MLA work of the IAG is handled by six of the 16 IAG lawyers, with the other ten lawyers
focusing on extradition. The 6 paralegals and support staff are divided into extradition and mutual
legal assistance teams. The IAG works in close cooperation with federal and provincial investigative
and prosecutorial officials in executing incoming requests and in the process of making requests to
other countries. In the major urban centres of Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal, the regional offices
of the federal Justice Department also maintain teams of lawyers dedicated to handling both
extradition and mutual assistance requests. The British Columbia Regional Office of the Department
of Justice in Vancouver executes all incoming requests for assistance which are to be executed in that
province. In Ontario and Quebec, the provincial Attorneys General similarly maintain teams dedicated
to the execution of incoming requests.
1496. Canada has posted two experienced Canadian criminal counsel abroad. Two liaison positions
have been established in Europe: one in Brussels for the European Union, and the other in Paris
dealing primarily with extradition and mutual assistance requests to and from France.
1497. Canada did not provide information (as requested) about the actual or average length of time it
takes to respond to money laundering assistance requests. In the absence of such data, the
effectiveness of the system cannot be assessed.
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1498. Statistics provided reveal that in the last five years Canada received 167 MLA requests
(143 requests for evidence in money laundering cases). 46 of the total MLA requests were withdrawn
by the requesting state (41 of these were ML MLA requests), which is about 25% of the total.
Information on the reasons for these withdrawals is unknown to the team and Canada. Canada
executed and complied 90 of the remaining 121 total MLA requests, currently leaving 31 outstanding
requests which are presumed to be more recent requests.
Application of Recommendation 28 to request for mutual legal assistance
1499. The powers of competent Canadian authorities required under Recommendation 28 are
available for use in response to requests for mutual legal assistance. Canada’s mutual legal assistance
measures apply equally to money laundering, terrorism and financing of terrorism offences. Where the
request is made pursuant to a treaty, the offence must be one covered by the treaty. If there is no
treaty, and the request is one by letter rogatory, then there are serious limitations. Under the
MLACMA, there is the power to compel a witness to provide a statement other than at trial, which is
not provided to Canadian police in domestic investigations, except for the investigation into a
terrorism offence (see section 83.28 of the Criminal Code).
Mechanisms for determining the best venue for prosecution
1500. While there is no statute that applies to the determination of which country is best equipped to
prosecute a matter, there is case law that sets forth the criteria that govern the exercise of discretion by
Canadian prosecutorial authorities. The Supreme Court of Canada decision in U.S.A. v. Cotroni sets
forth the test for when Canadian citizens should be prosecuted in Canada or abroad for their alleged
criminal conduct. The determination of where a person may be prosecuted depends to a large extent on
where the person is arrested. In cases where there has been a joint investigation involving Canadian
police and their foreign counterparts, Canadian police do take part in consultations with their
counterparts about the ultimate point of arrest. In cases where a person is arrested in Canada, who
might simultaneously face the possibility of a Canadian and foreign prosecution based on the same
conduct, there may be a request made to Canada for extradition 178. There may be consultation between
Canadian and foreign prosecution authorities on the appropriate territorial jurisdiction for the
prosecution. Many of Canada’s extradition treaties specifically provide for such consultation.
Ultimately, the Courts in Canada leave the decision to prosecute or extradite in the hands of the
Prosecution Service and the Department of Justice.
Additional elements
1501. As noted above, the powers to compel the production of evidence or authorise its seizure at the
request of foreign authorities under the MLACMA are available only when the request is made
pursuant to treaty or by a designated entity. Such requests must be made to Canada’s central authority
by the central authority of the requesting state or designated entity and if made directly police-topolice an MLACMA request is subsequently required to actually process the court order. Not all of the
criminal investigatory tools are available for a judge who is considering a letter rogatory request,
which limits the methods for obtaining evidence to the more limited production orders. Subsection
3(2) of the MLACMA specifically recognizes and maintains normal police to police contacts and
arrangements. Where a foreign police agency provides evidence to its Canadian counterpart of the
commission of an offence under Canadian law, Canadian police may choose to obtain an order under
the Criminal Code or other domestic legislation to obtain the evidence for the Canadian investigation
and may then be able to share that evidence with foreign authorities.
178

Article 6 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects the “right to remain in Canada for
Canadian citizens”, in cases where a Canadian citizen might either be prosecuted in Canada or extradited in
relation to the same alleged conduct, the appropriate Attorney General within Canada (either federal or
provincial) will perform an assessment based on factors identified under Canadian case law in order to determine
whether prosecution in Canada is a “realistic” option in all of the circumstances.
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1502. The discussions regarding Recommendation 36 (Criteria 36.1 – 36.6) also apply to mutual legal
assistance requests related to terrorist acts and the financing of terrorism as they are offences in
Canada.
Recommendation 37 & Special Recommendation V
1503. Except where direct enforcement of foreign orders for restraint or forfeiture of assets is
requested, Canada does not require dual criminality for execution pursuant to the MLACMA.
1504. Canada does require dual criminality for extradition. However, because Canada uses a conduct
oriented test, Canada will extradite where the conduct in issue would be a serious offence if it had
been committed in Canada regardless of the fact that all of the elements of the foreign offence are noncongruent with all the elements of an offence in Canada (see section 3(2) of the Extradition Act).
1505. The discussions regarding Recommendation 37 (Criteria 37.1 – 37.2) also apply to mutual legal
assistance requests related to terrorist acts and the financing of terrorism as they are offences in
Canada.
Recommendation 38 & Special Recommendation V
1506. Under the MLACMA, Canada can directly enforce foreign orders for the restraint, seizure and
forfeiture of assets on receipt of a request from a treaty partner or designated entity (see MLACMA
sections 9.3 and 9.4). An order made by a court of criminal jurisdiction can be filed with the court in
Canada and enforced as though it were an order of a Canadian court where the person has been
charged in the requesting state or by the designated entity with an offence that would be an indictable
offence were it to have been committed in Canada. This means, for example, that the owner or person
in possession may challenge the order or apply to the Canadian court for the payment of legal, living
and business expenses from the seized or restrained property. The property remains under the
Canadian court’s control while the foreign proceedings continue.
1507. With respect to foreign forfeiture orders, they may be filed and enforced as though they had
been issued in Canada where the order has been issued by a court of criminal jurisdiction and the
person has been convicted in the requesting state of an offence that would be an indictable offence
were it to have been committed in Canada. The Minister of Justice must refuse a request for the
enforcement of a foreign forfeiture order where the Minister has reasonable grounds to believe the
request has been made for the purpose of punishing a person by reason of their race, sex, religion or
other prohibited grounds. The Minister must also refuse where, in his or her opinion, giving effect to
the order would prejudice an ongoing investigation, would impose an excessive burden on Canadian
government resources, might prejudice Canada’s security or where refusal of the request is in the
public interest. Enforcing foreign restraint orders and forfeiture judgments can be cumbersome since
the enforcement of such orders depends more upon the sufficiency of the foreign requests than would
be the case in requests for legal assistance seeking evidence. The requesting state has to provide very
detailed information regarding the grounds for the restraint, almost to a level of detail ordinarily
reserved for obtaining domestic restraint in the first instance, even though under MLACMA the
Canadian courts are not supposed to look behind the foreign order, but simply enforce same as if it
were an order issued by a Canadian court. See MLACMA Section 9.3(4). Enforcing forfeiture orders
has been done successfully, but it seems that the number of successful requests is not numerous: only
four times in five years. Canada was unable to demonstrate to the assessors the effectiveness of the
assistance it provides to foreign governments in confiscation matters.
1508. Although Canada initially provided statistics on the number of MLA requests it handled in a
5-year period, and then later provided some information on the success rate of those requests, it did
not provide information about the average time in which MLA requests were executed in general or
with regards to the relatively few forfeiture matters it handled nor explained any of the results Only
40% of forfeiture requests over the last five years were executed. In the absence of more compelling
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MLA and extradition statistical data, the assessment of the MLA system’s effectiveness is based on
other information that was made available to the assessors. Canada on average has shared a little under
CAD 100 000 in forfeited funds a year with its foreign partners. Considering that Canada forfeits
about CAD 33 million in assets per annum, this international sharing figure seems low.
1509. Canada’s MLA provisions for confiscation seem to encourage duplicative and potentially
conflicting litigation in Canada. Presumably, Canada would not enforce forfeiture orders from foreign
states that did not permit affected innocent owners the opportunity to challenge a confiscation order in
the requesting state as the MLACMA gives the Minister relatively broad discretion to refuse to
execute MLA requests if they are not in the interest of Justice. Nonetheless, Canada’s MLA
provisions, via MLACMA Section 9.4(9), incorporates Sections 462.41(3) and 462.42 of the Criminal
Code, which permit any person, other than the accused, who is affected by a foreign restraint, seizure
or forfeiture order to fully challenge the validity of the same in Canada and raise the “innocent owner”
defence in Canada. There is no presumption of validity of the foreign order under Canadian law nor
does MLACMA recognize that third-party property rights may have already been adequately protected
by similar procedures in the foreign jurisdiction. This lack of comity results in the potential
duplication of legal decisions made abroad, superimposes Canada’s version of forfeiture onto foreign
forfeiture regimes and proceedings, and creates the possibility of conflicts with the laws of requesting
state and previous legal decisions made in the requesting state. A foreign judge handling a foreign
forfeiture case would always be in better position to determine who is or is not an innocent owner, but
Canada reserves the right to possibly hear or rehear that issue in Canada. Similarly, a Canadian judge
can reduce a foreign forfeiture order of offence related property based upon “the proportionality” of
the forfeiture to the offence giving rise to forfeiture and that claim can be brought by the accused. See
MLACMA Section 9.4(9) incorporating Section 490.41(3) of the Criminal Code. This issue would
normally be litigated in the requesting state.
1510. This duplication of the opportunity to make challenges in international confiscation matters
increases the chances that defendants can bring lengthy legal battles in Canada. Proceeds of crime
restrained for foreign governments may be released by a Canadian court to pay for legal fees and
living expenses of the foreign criminal defendant under Canadian law prior to property being forfeited
under the foreign law even if that would not be permitted under the applicable foreign law. This has
the potential of undermining the criminal or forfeiture processes taking place abroad. The statement
that the Section 462.34 financial hardship provisions apply to foreign forfeitures is odd given the fact
that the innocent owner and proportionality provisions of the Criminal Code are expressly
incorporated into the MLACMA, but the Criminal Code provisions that permit the release of frozen
proceeds to pay for attorney fees or business and living expenses provisions are not as there is no
specific reference to Section 462.34 of the Criminal Code in the MLACMA. Compare Section 9.3(4)
with Section 9.4 (6) and (9).
1511. Canada can enforce foreign criminal orders for restraint, seizure or forfeiture, as described
above, as long as they relate to the proceeds of crime or offence-related property. MLACMA does not
provide for the enforcement of orders against property that is the equivalent value of forfeitable
property, but has the power to enforce an order for “the payment of a fine” imposed in respect of an
offence by a “court of criminal jurisdiction”. Canada treats value based forfeiture judgements as fines.
This means generally that Canada cannot enforce preliminary orders from legal systems that allow
Courts to issue restraining orders in anticipation of an equivalent value forfeiture judgment until after
the requesting state has actually obtained a final forfeiture judgement. The problem with this approach
is that some jurisdictions, including Canada, do not have restraint mechanisms that can be used to
place pre-judgement holds on non-tainted assets in anticipation of obtaining a fine or a value-based
forfeiture judgement. Moreover, while the MLACMA has provisions that authorize Canadian courts to
enforce foreign pre-judgment orders that seize or restrain proceeds or offence related property in
anticipation of a forfeiture judgement against such identified proceeds or offence related property, the
MLACMA does not provide similar authority for the enforcement of pre-judgment restraint or seizure
orders obtained for anticipated fines or value-based forfeiture judgments.
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1512. The IAG as Canada’s central authority works closely with other central authorities and with
investigative agencies. The timing of the execution of searches and seizures may be coordinated if
Canada is provided with sufficient notice of the impending action in the requesting state. In situations
where Canadian police are in a position to apply for orders under the Criminal Code for seizure, they
may coordinate their actions with foreign counterparts. However, Canada has no formal arrangements
or mechanisms were the confiscation experts in one country regularly meet with their Canadian
counter parts. Confiscation coordination is ad hoc at best, and has been problematic with at least one
major treaty partner. Canada does not seem to involve specialized confiscation points of contact, but,
instead, seems to rely upon a central authority competence in confiscation law that rarely is present in
most central authorities throughout the world.
1513. At the Federal level, Canada has not established an asset forfeiture fund that allows dedicated
use of forfeited assets in a systematic way. Canada advised the assessment team that it had considered
an asset forfeiture fund at a federal level to promote law enforcement, health education or other
appropriate purposes, and decided against it, although Canada did not detail the process of their
consideration. Forfeited funds can be shared with domestic and foreign law enforcement partners and
the recipients themselves determine how those funds may be used or spent. There are riders on
forfeited funds that the Federal government shares with the provinces requiring that the shared funds
be used law enforcement, criminal justice and drug education purposes. Forfeited funds that are not
shared eventually go into the general treasury and are spent by the Canadian Parliament as it sees fit.
1514. The Seized Property Management Act, which outlines Canada’s proceeds of crime and offence
related property asset management regime, includes authority to share anything forfeited to Canada in
section 9(d) of that Act. Essentially, this provision allows Canada to share the “proceeds of
disposition” (i.e. the money realised from the sale of forfeited assets). The Seized Property
Management Act also specifically recognizes international sharing in section 11of the Act. Sharing
must occur in accordance with the Act and the applicable Regulations.
1515. The Canadian Sharing Regulations allow Canada to share with a foreign government that
participated in an investigation or prosecution that resulted in the forfeiture or provided information
relevant thereto. There also must be a reciprocal forfeiture agreement with Canada for such sharing to
be authorised. Canada has entered into many asset sharing arrangements with foreign states and is
negotiating a number of additional agreements. Canada shares net proceeds after the forfeited items
are liquidated, and cannot share an item in specie, that is, give the item to the other government to
place into official use.
Additional elements
1516. As mentioned above, foreign orders for forfeiture must have been made by a “court of criminal
jurisdiction” in order to be eligible to be enforced under the MLACMA. As most non-conviction
based confiscation systems are “civil” in nature Canada cannot enforce such orders, even though many
foreign Courts issuing such judgment are enforcing criminal laws and may in fact be acting under their
criminal jurisdiction. This inability to enforce foreign in rem judgments does not apply in several
Canadian provinces which have enacted comprehensive civil forfeiture legislative regimes. Canada
indicated that constitutional issues eliminated this as a federal option, as only provinces have the
competence to run civil court systems.
1517. The discussions regarding Recommendation 38 (Criteria 38.1 – 38.3) also apply to mutual legal
assistance requests related to terrorist acts and the financing of terrorism as they are offences in
Canada.
Statistics
1518. Inadequate statistics are maintained by the Department of Justice on some matters relevant to
the effectiveness and efficiency of Canada’s extradition and mutual legal assistance activities in
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combating money laundering and terrorist financing. The IAG electronically records the receipt of a
request, the requesting country, the nature of the request and when the file is closed. Special note is
made of mutual assistance requests related to terrorism, money laundering and proceeds of crime.
1519. Canada responds to requesting countries immediately to confirm receipt of requests. The IAG is
in regular contact with its counterparts to provide timely information regarding the execution of
requests for assistance. Information was sought on the average time within which a request for
assistance is executed but the data was not provided.
1520. The following table indicates the mutual legal assistance requests received and made by Canada
for all offences from 2001-2006:
Requests
incoming
387
406
311
318
350

2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006

Requests
outgoing
140
104
84
77
84

Total
527
510
395
395
434

1521. The following table indicates the mutual legal assistance requests received and made by Canada
relating to money laundering, terrorism and financing of terrorism from 2001-2006:

2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006

Requests
involving
money
laundering –
incoming
22
32
28
23
38

Requests
involving
money
laundering –
outgoing
38
15
14
32
14

Requests
involving
terrorism –
incoming
5
8
6
4
4

Requests
involving
terrorism –
outgoing
5
2
4
1
4

Requests
involving
financing of
terrorism –
incoming
2
3
1
2
1

Requests
involving
financing of
terrorism –
outgoing
0
0
0
0
0

1522. Canada indicated that the total number of mutual legal assistance requests received in all
categories for the period between 2001 and 2006 is 167 and as follows:
MONEY LAUNDERING
Requests receive
Requests executed
Requests withdrawn/abandoned
Requests still active

143
78
41
24

RESTRAINT/FORFEITURE
Requests received
Requests executed
Requests withdrawn/abandoned
Requests refused
Requests still active

10
4
3
1
2

TERRORIST FINANCING
Requests receive
Requests execute
Requests withdrawn
Requests still active

14
8
2
4
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1523. The following table indicates the value of the forfeited goods shared with other states:
Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

6.3.2

Value of forfeited goods
CAD 153 000 (shared with Foreign States)
CAD 18 500 (shared with Foreign States)
CAD 270 000 (shared with Foreign States)
CAD 54 000 (shared with Foreign States)
N/A

Comments and Recommendations

1524. Canada has some problems with providing efficient MLA assistance. Canada should keep better
MLA statistics than were provided to the assessors. Canada should consider options for streamlining
judicial assistance such as streamlining processes to get financial and business records for foreign
criminal investigations and consider devising a system that requires less judicial oversight of such
matters. Not all involuntary production of business records or testimony should require judicial
inquiries or oversight. For example, only if a party raises a valid legal objection to a production order
should there be a need for judicial intervention.
1525. Canada should consider ways to give foreign confiscation requests more weight and become
less subject to Court interference with the foreign criminal process. For example, Canada could make
forfeiture assistance contingent upon the requesting state having a process that permits affected thirdparties to challenge the forfeiture and that the proceedings in the foreign state otherwise comport with
the Canadian concepts of due process, and then let the AG make that initial determination and place
the burden upon the party challenging the foreign request to show that the requesting state’s process
for challenging a forfeiture falls below Canadian Constitutional standards. Canada should consider
devising a way of executing foreign value based forfeiture judgments and related freeze, seizure or
restraint orders to the same extent it can encumber proceeds and offence related assets before a foreign
forfeiture judgment is obtained. Or, in the alternative, within the parameters of Canada’s
Constitutional framework, provide for pre-conviction restraint of an accused’s assets for the payment
of any potential fine, thereby protecting those assets from dissipation before the foreign court issues
the fine, or value based forfeiture judgment.. Canada should create an informal process for the
coordination of international confiscation cases jointly with the RCMP, the IAG and the prosecution
service entities that execute MLA requests and their counter-parts in foreign governments so that these
case can be handled more expeditiously and by persons who are experts in forfeiture law.
1526. Canada should allocate more resources to the authorities in charge of processing MLA requests.
6.3.3

Compliance with Recommendations 36 to 38 and Special Recommendation V

Rec.
Rec.36

Rating
LC

Rec.37
Rec.38

C
LC

SR.V

LC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
y
There are concerns about the ability of Canada to handle MLA requests in a timely
and effective manner and effectiveness of the current regime cannot be
demonstrated due to the lack of adequate data.
y
The Recommendation is fully met.
y
There are doubts about the effectiveness of the measures in place under
Recommendation 38: there is limited evidence of effective confiscation assistance
as only four cases have been successful in last 5 years and international sharing
statistics indicate that while asset sharing with foreign states is possible, it rarely
occurs. Canada executes requests to enforce corresponding value judgments as
fines, which has limitations and cannot be enforced against property held by third
parties.
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 38
y
All elements missing in R. 38 are missing for SR.V;
y
There are concerns about the ability of Canada to handle MLA requests in a timely
and effective manner and effectiveness of the current regime cannot be
demonstrated due to the lack of adequate data.
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6.4
6.4.1

Extradition (R.39, 37 & SR.V)
Description and Analysis

Recommendation 39 & Special Recommendation V
1527. ML as an extraditable offence. The money laundering offence is an extraditable offence under
Canada’s Extradition Act. Money laundering is a criminal offence under the Criminal Code and thus
the dual criminality aspect of extradition can usually be met.
1528. The Minister of Justice is responsible for the implementation of extradition agreements, the
administration of the 1999 Extradition Act (“Act”), including the processing of requests for extradition
or provisional arrest under the Act or an applicable agreement. The Act provides that if certain
preconditions are met a person may be extradited: 1) for the purpose of prosecution, 2) for the purpose
of imposing a sentence on the person, or 3) for the purpose of enforcing a sentence already imposed on
the person. Canada is party to 50 bilateral extradition treaties and has designated a number of countries
as extradition partners.
1529. Canada's assistance under the Act may be engaged on the basis of 1) an extradition treaty
between Canada and the state or entity making the request, 2) a multilateral agreement to which both
Canada and the requesting party are signatories and which contains a provision on extradition, 3) a
specific agreement entered into between Canada and the requesting state or entity with respect to a
person or persons in a particular case, and 4) a general designation of the requesting state or entity as
an "extradition partner" under the Act thereby allowing the extradition partner full coverage under the
provisions of the Act notwithstanding the absence of an extradition treaty. In addition to a number of
members of the Commonwealth, Canada has designated as extradition partners, two noncommonwealth countries, Costa Rica and Japan, as well as the International Criminal Court, and
International Criminal Tribunals concerned with the prosecution of persons responsible for violations
of international law in Rwanda and in the Former Yugoslavia.
1530. A request for provisional arrest may precede a formal request for extradition. Provisional arrest
refers to a request for the apprehension of an individual, generally in circumstances of urgency or a
similar ground of public interest, prior to the preparation of the documentary material upon which the
formal extradition will be requested. A provisional arrest request may be made through Interpol.
1531. The Minister of Justice has the discretion to approve an application for a provisional arrest
warrant if satisfied that a) the offence in question is subject to certain minimum penalty requirements
set out in the Act, and 2) the extradition partner will make a formal request for the extradition of the
person within a given time-period (specified by the treaty, other agreement or the Act) subsequent to
the person’s provisional arrest. Once a formal extradition request is received, the Minister of Justice
may issue an authority to proceed. An authority to proceed authorises an extradition hearing to be held
in order to consider whether the person should be committed for extradition.
1532. Once approved, the IAG forwards the request and all supporting material to the regional office
of the Department of Justice in the jurisdiction where the person sought is believed to be located. That
regional office will assign legal counsel to initiate and assume conduct proceedings before a judge to
seek an order for the committal for extradition of the person. Regional counsel will also represent the
extradition partner and the Minister of Justice throughout any appeal or judicial review proceedings.
1533. The person whose extradition is sought appears at the extradition hearing and participates
through his legal counsel or directly. The Canadian offence that corresponds to the conduct supported
by the foreign request will be identified by IAG counsel and named in a document called an Authority
to Proceed (“ATP”), which is filed with the Canadian court before judicial proceedings begin. In the
case of a person sought for the purpose of prosecution, the judge will determine if the evidence
provided by the extradition partner is such that the person would be committed for trial in Canada if
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the conduct had occurred in Canada and the corresponding offence had been charged in Canada. In the
case of a person sought for the imposition or enforcement of a sentence the judge will determine if the
person has been convicted with respect to conduct that corresponds to the Canadian offence listed in
the ATP. Where the person sought for extradition has been convicted in the foreign State in absentia,
the matter will be treated in Canada has though it were a request for prosecution rather than imposition
or enforcement of a sentence.
1534. The Extradition Act allows evidence to be presented at the extradition hearing in a variety of
ways: 1) in the usual manner applicable to Canadian domestic proceedings such as through the
testimony of witnesses, or 2) in reliance on the provisions for the introduction of evidence set out in an
applicable extradition arrangement, or 3) by means of a "record of the case". Evidence gathered in
Canada must satisfy the rules of evidence under Canadian law in order to be admitted.
1535. The Extradition Act renders admissible at the extradition hearing a document called the Record
of the Case, which summarizes the evidence available to the extradition partner for use in the
prosecution, notwithstanding the fact that this document contains evidence otherwise inadmissible in
Canadian domestic proceedings, as long as certain safeguards are respected. This includes having a
judicial or prosecuting authority of the extradition partner certify that the evidence summarized is
available for trial and is either sufficient to justify prosecution or gathered in accordance with their
law. If the presiding judge is satisfied with the evidence, he or she will order the person detained
pending the Minister of Justice’s decision whether to surrender the person. Otherwise, the person will
be discharged and released.
1536. The judicial phase of the extradition process is a determination only that the evidence is
sufficient to warrant that the person be extradited. The ultimate decision with respect to whether the
person will in fact be surrendered to the extradition partner is that of the Minister of Justice. At this
phase of the process the Minister of Justice will consider any representations from the person or the
person's counsel with respect to why the person should not be extradited or concerning any conditions
to which the surrender order should be subject. In reaching a decision on surrender the Minister of
Justice will be obliged to weigh the submissions of the person against Canada's international
obligations with respect to extradition. The Minister of Justice in reaching his or her decision must
respect the rights of the person sought as guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
1537. If the person sought for extradition is serving a sentence in Canada, the Minister of Justice may
order temporary surrender so that the person can face prosecution or appeal proceedings in the courts
of the extradition partner and then be returned to Canada to serve the remainder of his or her
outstanding sentence here. While the Minister of Justice relies upon advice from the IAG, he or she
decides personally in each case. When the Minister of Justice agrees to surrender the person, the IAG
helps coordinate arrangements for the actual transfer of the person to authorised agents of the
requesting state or entity.
1538. Extradition of nationals. Canada can extradite its own nationals subject to the discretionary
ground of refusal set out in section 47 of the Extradition Act or the relevant extradition agreement.
Any actions taken by Canadian authorities in relation to a foreign request for extradition will be
governed by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Charter is a part of Canada’s
Constitution, which is the supreme law of Canada. The Charter guarantees certain rights and freedoms.
For example, Section 6 of the Charter gives Canadian citizens “the right to remain in Canada.” This
means that where the person sought for extradition is a Canadian citizen and the offence for which
extradition is requested is one that is capable of being prosecuted in Canada, the relevant Canadian
Attorney General (either federal or provincial) must perform an assessment of whether prosecution in
Canada is a “realistic” option. The assessment, known as a “Cotroni assessment”, is based on factors
that were enumerated in a decision from the Supreme Court of Canada called U.S.A. v. Cotroni [1989]
1 S.C.R. 1469. Historically, the result of most of these assessments has been to favour extradition.
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1539. Delays to process extradition requests. The Extradition Act sets out time lines for specific steps
to ensure minimal delays. For example, it is expected that extradition cases are to take priority at
courts. The Extradition Act contains provisions calling for early dates to be set in extradition matters.
The Department of Justice Canada has also created specialized teams throughout the country to help
deal more swiftly and efficiently with requests for extradition and mutual legal assistance.
1540. The Extradition Act sets out time lines for specific steps in the extradition process to ensure
minimal delay. Extradition cases are to take priority in accordance with section 21(3) of the
Extradition Act: “The judge shall set an early date for the extradition hearing, whether that date is in
or out of the prescribed sessions of the court.” Extradition appeal cases are to take priority in
accordance with section 51 of the Extradition Act: “An appeal under this Act shall be scheduled for
hearing by the court of appeal at an early date whether that date is in or out of the prescribed sessions
of that court.”
1541. The use of the diplomatic channel is not mandatory in Canada as the Department of Justice is
designated by Statute as the Central Authority for the implementation of extradition agreements, the
administration of the Extradition Act and requests for extradition made under them. A few of Canada’s
more recent extradition treaties reflect this by providing for direct transmission of extradition requests
between Canada’s Department of Justice and Canada’s treaty partner’s appropriate authority.
However, per international convention and the great majority of Canada’s extradition agreements,
extradition requests generally continue to be conveyed through diplomatic channels.
1542. Statistics. Canada provided the number of formal extradition requests it has received in a five
year period from 2001 to 2006 and data showing the number of completed and abandoned incoming
MLA requests, but did not provide any data on how long those requests were pending, or explain why
requests were abandoned or denied. Only 24 of 106 persons requested for extradition over the last five
years (less than 25%) have been returned to the requesting state.
1543. The following table indicates the number of extradition requests received and made by Canada
for all offences from 2001-2005:

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Incoming
requests
148
187
200
178
183

Outgoing
requests
52
37
41
36
31

Total
200
224
241
214
214

1544. The following table indicates the number of extradition requests received and made by Canada
relating to money laundering, terrorism and financing of terrorism from 2001-2005:

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Requests
involving
money
laundering –
incoming
9
5
9
17
14

Requests
involving
money
laundering –
outgoing
4
2
1
2
1

Requests
involving
terrorism –
incoming
4
3
1
1
3

Requests
involving
terrorism –
outgoing
0
0
0
0
0

Requests
involving
financing of
terrorism –
incoming
2
0
2
0
0

Requests
involving
financing of
terrorism –
outgoing
0
0
0
0
0

1545. There were 58 incoming requests relating to money-laundering and TF, but there were
106 persons sought for extradition as follows:
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Money Laundering: Total of 103 persons sought for extradition 179
•
•
•

23 individuals were returned to the Requesting State.
The requests for 28 individuals were abandoned or withdrawn.
For 52 individuals, the cases are still pending (that is, either the person has still not
been located or the case is still at some stage of the extradition process, including the judicial,
ministerial and appellate stages).

Terrorist Financing: Total of 3 persons sought for extradition
•
•
•

1 returned.
1 request withdrawn.
1 still ongoing.

1546. Recommendation 39 (Criteria 39.1 – 39.4) also applies to extradition proceedings related to
terrorist acts and the financing of terrorism as they are offences in Canada.
Additional elements
1547. Persons cannot be extradited based only on warrants of arrests or judgements. There must be an
assessment of the evidence, which takes place in the course of the judicial phase, which is followed by
the Ministerial phase of the extradition proceedings.
1548. The simplified procedure of extradition of consenting persons who waive formal extradition
proceedings will speed up the process and is set out in sections 70 -71 (consent) and section72 (waiver
of extradition) of the Extradition Act For purposes of waiver, a description of the evidence (record of
the case) is sufficient and certain ministerial acts are waived. Some of the cumbersome Ministerial
approvals are dispensed with as well.
Recommendation 37 (dual criminality relating to extradition) and Special Recommendation IV
1549. With respect to extradition, dual criminality is required. Dual criminality requires that the
conduct constitute an offence in both countries and that it be punishable by a prescribed period of
incarceration. By default, as provided in the Extradition Act, in most cases, for the offence to be
extraditable, it must carry a maximum penalty of at least two years of imprisonment. However,
particular treaties may fix a lower sentence as a minimum, as does the Canada-U.S. treaty, for
example. Canada uses a conduct test and will only extradite where the conduct in issue constitutes an
offence that carries the relevant sentence minimum. However, it is not necessary that the offence
under Canadian law have the same name or precise constituent elements as the foreign offence.

6.4.2

Recommendations and Comments

1550. Canada should maintain better extradition request data and should consider doing a critical
evaluation of the extradition process.

179

Of the 52 matters on 24 May 2007, there were only 32 requests still pending.
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6.4.3

Compliance with Recommendations 37 & 39 and Special Recommendation V

Rec.
Rec.37
Rec.39

Rating
C
LC

SR.V

LC

6.5
6.5.1

Summary of factors underlying ratings
The Recommendation is fully met.
Insufficient statistical data was provided to make a thorough assessment,
particularly the assessment of the delay element, but even the limited
data provided indicates that obtaining extradition from Canada quickly
may be difficult.
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 39
y
No meaningful statistical data provided to assess delay element
(effectiveness issue).

y
y

Other Forms of International Co-operation (R.40, SR.V & R.32)
Description and Analysis

Obligation to provide the widest range of international co-operation
Law enforcement authorities
1551. Law enforcement authorities in Canada regularly provide informal assistance to police forces
from other countries, in accordance with the laws of Canada. Generally, Canadian police are able to
provide information or documentation that is publicly available or those that can be obtained on a
voluntary basis. This usually involves direct communication between the police forces and may
include transmission of information through Interpol.
1552. The RCMP is able to provide international cooperation to their foreign counterparts under
Interpol, the international Liaison Officer (LO) program, MLAT and Extradition requests. The RCMP
has formal arrangements that it can enter into with foreign counterparts for exchange of information,
such as, Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) or Letters of Agreement (LOA). When sensitive
information in the national interest is shared with or released to other governments, departments or
organizations not covered by the Security Policy and Standards of the Government of Canada, the
RCMP must ensure, through written agreements, e.g. MOU, that appropriate safeguards are
established for the safekeeping of the information.
1553. The RCMP, in accordance with the Privacy Act, will share information related to domestic
national security information with appropriate international agencies depending on that agency’s
“need and right to know” and in considering how such information would help further a criminal
investigation. The RCMP includes with all outgoing written correspondence, messages and documents
shared with other foreign agencies the required caveats that concern the ownership and the
classification of the shared information. The RCMP may, with the Minister of PSEPC’s prior
approval, enter into a written or oral arrangement, or otherwise cooperate, with foreign security and
intelligence organizations. This does not apply to foreign law enforcement agencies or organizations.
National Security Investigations Section (NSIS) of the RCMP will be the point of contact for all
foreign intelligence agencies in matters of national security.
1554. The RCMP Liaison Officer program was established to train and deploy highly skilled and
multi-lingual regular members to strategic locations throughout the world. Partnering with
international law enforcement agencies, foreign governments and Canadian embassies, the role of a
LO is to maintain a link between Canadian law enforcement and the law enforcement agency of a host
country to prevent and detect criminal offences against Canadian federal laws. Currently there are
35 RCMP liaison officers in 25 different locations in three geographic regions: Asia-Pacific/South
Africa; Europe-Middle East-Africa; and Western Hemisphere.
1555. Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) requests and Extradition requests from participating
countries are other mechanisms in which information is exchanged between international law
enforcement agencies. A review of the money laundering investigational files indicate that through the
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use of MLATs, Canada Law Enforcement provided the evidence/support for the restraint and eventual
forfeiture of assets in the United States, Cuba, Antigua, the Cayman Islands, Switzerland and
Luxembourg.
1556. The RCMP receives numerous requests to provide additional training internationally. Training
has been provided to representatives from many countries including Columbia, Dominican Republic,
Jamaica, Cuba, Austria, Czech Republic, Russian Federation, Peru, Venezuela, Hong Kong, Kenya,
Panama, Bogotá, Pakistan, Bahrain, and Guatemala.
FINTRAC as an FIU
1557. FINTRAC is authorised to share information about suspected money laundering or terrorist
financing with a foreign financial intelligence unit or similar foreign entity if a Memorandum of
Understanding is signed between the two organisations. FINTRAC is authorised to receive
information from these similar foreign entities when no MOU is signed between the two
organizations. According to the PCMLTFA, the Minister of Finance or FINTRAC, with approval of
the Minister may enter into a written agreement with a similar foreign entity for the exchange of
information that there are reasonable grounds to suspect would be relevant to investigating or
prosecuting a money laundering offence or a terrorist activity financing offence, or an offence that is
substantially similar to either offence.
1558. When deciding to pursue an MOU with a similar foreign entity (hereafter FIU), FINTRAC
considers a number of factors, including the following: Canadian foreign policy; FINTRAC’s
operational priorities; the FIU’s enabling legislation; other jurisdictional legislation relating to curbing
money laundering or terrorist financing; the privacy/access laws that exist in the jurisdiction (physical,
IT and others); the jurisdictions participation in the FATF or FATF Regional-Style Bodies; the FIUs
standing in the Egmont Group and adherence to the Egmont Principles of Information Exchange; and
the measures that the FIU has in place to protect information. FINTRAC’s signed MOUs are
consistent with the Egmont Group Model MOU Template.
1559. Requests for information from MOU partners are normally received through the Egmont Secure
Website (ESW) a secure communication channel used by most Egmont-member FIUs. Once an FIU
query (FIUQ) is received FINTRAC sends an acknowledgment of receipt email via ESW. A copy of
the FIUQ is made and immediately assigned to an analyst in order to determine if FINTRAC has
transaction information related to the FIUQ. If so, analysts use all information available to them to
build a case in response to the query. If FINTRAC does not have financial transaction information
relating to the query received, a negative response is provided to the querying FIU. As a matter of
practice, the assessment team was told that all queries are dealt with at least on a preliminary basis
within 30 days or sooner for an urgent request. Negative responses are generally provided within five
days of receipt of the query.
1560. The threshold for disclosing to foreign counterparts is the same as for domestic police forces,
and once the analysts are of the view that the threshold has been met, the disclosure is worked through
the same approval process described earlier with respect to domestic disclosures. Similarly, in its
disclosures to foreign FIUs, FINTRAC provides the same designated information as it does
domestically (see Section 2.5).
1561. If FINTRAC is in a position to disclose designated information in response to a FIUQ it is sent
via ESW (provided the FIU has a current security certificate, to ensure the information that is being
sent is encrypted). One of the stipulations of the MOU between FINTRAC and its foreign counterparts
is that any information provided to the foreign agency may only be used for its intended purpose
(investigation or prosecution of a money laundering or terrorist financing offence), and the
information may not be further disseminated to any third party without the explicit prior consent of
FINTRAC. FINTRAC also adheres to these stipulations regarding the information received from
foreign FIUs.
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1562. FINTRAC currently has 44 MOUs in place and continues to actively negotiate additional
MOUs.
International Fora
1563. Canada has responded to the challenges of international cooperation by posting experienced
Canadian criminal counsel abroad. Two liaison positions have been established in Europe: one in
Brussels for the European Union, and the other in Paris, to coordinate Federal Prosecution Service
(FPS) 180 (see Section 6.3 of the report).
Supervisors co-operation
1564. FINTRAC. Until the new provisions were enacted in December 2006, the PCMLTFA did not
allow FINTRAC to exchange compliance-related information with its foreign counterparts.
PCMLTFA now allows FINTRAC to enter into information sharing arrangements or agreements
under new section 65(2) with any agency in a foreign state that has responsibility for verifying
AML/CFT or with an overseas organization with respect to compliance information relating to any
reporting entity under the Act as well as the assessment of risk relating to the institution’s level of
compliance.
1565. FINTRAC advised the examiners that at this time the organisation had not entered into any
arrangements or agreements of this nature. In addition, FINTRAC has MOUs with most of the
Canadian financial sector supervisors both at a federal and provincial level to receive compliance
information from these agencies. Given the fact that FINTRAC is the supervisory agency as regards
AML/CFT compliance issues and the wide range of institutions under AML/CFT obligations in
Canada, to a large extent, FINTRAC would rely on the information received from federal and
provincial regulatory agencies to meet requests for information from supervisory counterparts.
However, the actual mechanisms for sharing are still in discussion.
1566. OSFI. Under the OSFI and Bank Act, the Superintendent of Financial Institutions is empowered
to share information relating to banks with other agencies that are involved in the regulation of
financial institutions provided that the Superintendent is satisfied that the information will be held by
those agencies on a confidential basis.
1567. Although not required by law, OSFI generally shares information with overseas regulators via
MOU. OSFI MOUs refer specifically to sharing information relating to terrorism and financial crimes.
Financial crimes are specifically defined as money laundering, unauthorised banking, investment or
insurance business and all other violations of law on financial markets. The crime of financing
terrorism would not seem to be included as “…violations of law on financial markets”.
1568. OSFI demonstrates effectiveness based on its co-operation in conducting cross border
examinations in a number of countries in which its licensees have subsidiaries. Assistance has been
rendered to OSFI in the absence of formal MOUs. However cross border examinations of institutions
in Canada would be subject to a formal MOU requirement.
1569. Provincial regulators. Four provincial Securities Regulators (Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and
British Columbia) are signatories under IOSCO’s Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding
Concerning Consultation and Co-operation and the Exchange of Information. However, the MOU
examined did not refer to the exchange of information relating to AML/CFT. The definition of “laws
180

The Federal Prosecution Service, through the National Security Group, is responsible for developing
operational policy related to the prosecution of terrorism offences, providing legal advice to investigative bodies
(e.g. Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA), etc.) in relation to the
investigation of terrorism offences, and conducting prosecutions of terrorism offences involving the national
interest and supporting prosecutions conducted by the provincial Attorneys General.
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and regulations” under the MOU is expressly limited to issues relating to securities. However, this
does not preclude securities regulators to exchange AML/CFT compliance information should their
securities legislation permit it.
1570. The Ontario Securities Commission has its Office of Domestic and International Affairs that
deals with overseas governments and regulators. Its governing statute at section 153 does also
specifically refer to wide powers of the Commission to share information internationally with foreign
regulators, stock exchanges, SRO and law enforcement authorities. This may permit the OSC to share
information even in the absence of a MOU. The IDA has broad powers to share information with other
regulatory and police agencies whether or not a formal information sharing agreement is in place. In
Québec, section 297 and following of the Securities Act refer to broad powers of the Autorité des
marchés financiers for sharing information with foreign and national authorities, including securities
regulators, police forces, the Minister of Revenue or any other department, body or organization with
whom the Autorité des marchés financiers may enter into an agreement to facilitate the administration
or enforcement of securities and fiscal legislation as well as penal or criminal legislation.
1571. In the case of Credit Unions, there are several supervisors. In the case of the Deposit Insurance
Corporation of Ontario, the Credit Union and Caisses Populaires Act does not provide DICO with the
express power to share information (whether AML/CFT related or otherwise) cross border. In the case
of the Financial Services Commission of Ontario the governing statute also seems to have this
shortfall (there is no statutory authority for the Superintendent to share information under his general
powers and duties in Section 5 of the Financial Services Commission of Ontario Act, 1997).
Desjardins Group also plays a supervisory role in the case of its group of credit unions. Whilst
Desjardins has demonstrated outreach to other jurisdictions to assist in development of Co-operative
movement, the assessors did not see any basis for or evidence of the sharing of information with other
supervisory counterparts on a cross border basis. Canada indicated that all credit union supervisors can
exchange compliance information with international counterparts although there is no legal framework
that explicitly authorises the exchange of such data.
1572. The assessors take the view that the main avenue for the cross-border sharing of supervisory
information relating to AML/CFT compliance issues would be through FINTRAC, the main
AML/CFT supervisory authority although there is no barriers to OSFI, the OSC, the IDA or the AMF
sharing AML/CFT supervisory information with foreign counterparts. This mechanism of directing
AML/CFT information through FINTRAC appears necessary given in particular the absence of legal
framework for certain provincial regulators that explicitly authorises them to exchange AML/CFT
compliance information with foreign counterparts.
Gateways and channels for prompt and constructive exchanges of information
Law enforcement authorities
1573. Canada became a member of International Criminal Police Organization in 1949, and the
RCMP was delegated the responsibility for administering and operating the National Central Bureau
(Interpol Ottawa). Interpol Ottawa is located at RCMP National Headquarters and forms part of the
International Liaison Program. Interpol Ottawa works closely with the Canadian Central Authority and
serves as the link between official Canadian and international law enforcement agencies. Interpol
Ottawa is the central coordination point for the Canadian law enforcement community in pursuing
criminal investigations abroad, establishing rapid contact with foreign police agencies and liaison
officers, transmitting requests for information required in investigations to NCBs in other countries
and assisting on judicial proceedings. Interpol Ottawa provides information on various organized
crime groups and their activities, criminal activity with international ramifications, and provides
money laundering information for use in countering international money laundering.
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FINTRAC as an FIU
1574. FINTRAC has developed and implemented a process to obtain feedback from its partner FIUs
about the query process and disclosures. The assessment team was told that FINTRAC has generally
received positive feedback and is currently considering how best to respond to comments and to
further strengthen these relationships.
Supervisors co-operation
1575. While FINTRAC as AML/CFT compliance supervisor now has legislative authority to share
supervisory information, it must do so via agreement or arrangements with its international
supervisory counterparts. FINTRAC has not entered yet into arrangements or agreements of this
nature (although Canada indicated that FINTRAC is currently negotiating with several counterparts
abroad) and therefore a serious issue arises as to the effectiveness of the system and the perceived
inability at this point for an international supervisory counterpart to receive supervisory information
relating to AML/CFT in sectors outside of those supervised by OSFI, IDA, the OSC and the AMF.
1576. Whilst OSFI is able to share AML/CFT compliance information on its FRFIs under the MOU
that it executes with supervisory counterparts (and even possibly in the absence of such a MOU under
the OSFI Law), the IOSCO MOU is restricted in terms of the information that can be shared and in
several cases (not including the Ontario Securities Commission and the AMF in Québec the regulators
themselves do not appear to have an inherent jurisdiction to share information on a cross border basis.
The same situation appears to exist in the case of other provincial regulators.
Spontaneous exchanges of information or upon request
Law Enforcement authorities
1577. As described earlier in this Section, the RCMP is able to assist foreign counterparts with both
spontaneous and more formally administered requests for information. These exchanges are subject to
the RCMP information sharing protocols (see comments latter in this Section on controls and
safeguards).
FINTRAC as an FIU
1578. As stipulated in the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC is authorised to exchange information, either
spontaneously or upon request, in relation to money laundering offences, terrorist activity financing
offences and offences that are substantially similar. Although FINTRAC can receive information
about money laundering and the underlying predicate offence, FINTRAC can only provide
information relevant to the money laundering offence (not about the underlying predicate offence).
Since June, 30 2007, FINTRAC is able to share a larger amount of designated information, including
“the grounds on which a person or entity made a report under section 7 (i.e. a suspicious transaction
report) about the transaction or attempted transaction and that the Centre considers relevant in the
circumstances”. An MOU between FINTRAC and the foreign agency must be in place to govern this
exchange.
Supervisors co-operation
1579. FINTRAC’s powers to share supervisory information will be dependent on the terms of the
agreements or arrangements that would be established between FINTRAC and its supervisory
counterpart. As these have not yet been established it is not clear whether information will be provided
on a spontaneous basis as well as upon request.
1580. Information exchange will occur with OSFI in practice within the context of an MOU. However
provided that the requirements of the Bank and OSFI laws are met, there would be no bar to
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spontaneous information exchange. The MOU provides that for the most part, information requests
must be made in writing but that in cases where expedition is required, then the request should be
followed up in writing. The assessors also consider that the OSFI laws are framed widely enough for
OSFI to share information even in the absence of a MOU.
1581. Similarly under the Securities Act of Ontario, the OSC can receive and provide information
broadly with regulators and law enforcement. There is no legal limitation as to whether the
information must be the subject to a request or whether it may be shared on a spontaneous basis.
Canada indicated that the same holds true for the Autorité des marches financiers in Québec.
1582. The IDA has broad powers to share information with other regulatory and police agencies
whether or not a formal information sharing agreement is in place.
1583. The assessors noted limitations as regards other provincial securities regulators whose
information sharing is based on the IOSCO MOU. In addition there was no express power of
provincial credit union supervisors to share AML/CFT information internationally.
Authorisation to conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts
Law Enforcement authorities
1584. The RCMP can use a number of criminal intelligence and police databases to conduct inquiries
on behalf of foreign counterparts. The information contained in those systems is governed by different
sharing protocols that aim at protecting the right to privacy of the individuals mentioned in the
different databases.
FINTRAC
1585. FINTRAC is able to conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts in relation to with
which it has an MOU. In such cases, FINTRAC is able to access its databases of all report types.
FINTRAC is also able to access federal and provincial databases maintained for purposes related to
law enforcement information or national security, and in respect of which there is an existing
agreements, and to publicly available information, including commercially available databases, in
developing the case. The threshold and limitations on designated information for disclosing the results
of inquiries conducted on behalf of foreign counterparts is the same as previously discussed for
domestic disclosures.
Supervisors co-operation
1586. Provided that there is an agreement or arrangement in place, FINTRAC may make queries
relating to AML/CFT supervisory information on behalf of international counterparts and relate their
findings to the requesting authority. FINTRAC has overarching powers to carry out inspections and
otherwise obtain information from of financial institutions that are covered by the PCMLTFA.
Additionally, it may rely on information received from domestic supervisors to respond to queries
from these overseas counterparts.
1587. Both OSFI and the Ontario Securities Commission can make enquiries on behalf of
international partners as regards AML/CFT issues and communicate these findings to the counterpart
supervisor. In the case of other securities regulators, such exchanges may not be possible in the
absence of express power to share AML/CFT information internationally.
1588. OSFI is not an investigatory body per se, and would be limited by its governing law to
conducting investigations which relate to obligations under their own governing statutes.
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Exchanges of information without disproportionate or unduly restrictive conditions
Law Enforcement authorities
1589. The RCMP is committed to exchanging information with foreign counterparts in circumstances
that help to effectively combat money laundering and terrorist financing. The RCMP handles requests
in accordance with all Canadian laws and its own internal procedures and protocols for information
sharing. These procedures and protocols provide clear guidelines for proportionate classification of
material along with the necessary conditions that must be enforced on protected, classified material.
1590. The RCMP also uses Interpol and the RCMP International Liaison Officer Program to help
facilitate the flow of information between international policing agencies.
FINTRAC as an FIU
1591. FINTRAC’s legislation requires that an MOU be signed and that a legal threshold be met to
exchange information related to suspected money laundering and terrorist financing with an MOU
partner. It is important to note that disclosures to MOU partners are similar to disclosures to domestic
law enforcement and national security agencies.
Supervisors co-operation
1592. The exchange of supervisory information is not made subject to disproportionate or unduly
restrictive conditions. FINTRAC’s main criteria with regards to supervisory information is that there is
an appropriate agreement or arrangement in place and that the compliance information will be kept
confidential and used only for the purposes of ensuring compliance and measuring risks. In OSFI’s
case, the criteria are that the recipient agency is a supervisory agency and that the agency will keep the
information confidential. In the case of the OSC the powers are broader. Other provincial regulators
would have to rely on FINTRAC acting as a conduit for the exchange of information internationally.
Cases involving fiscal matters
1593. Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC may disclose designated information to an MOU partner
when it has reasonable grounds to suspect that this information would be relevant to investigating or
prosecuting a money laundering or a terrorist activity financing offence, or that is substantially similar
to either offence. Whether or not the query involves fiscal matters, FINTRAC will consider disclosing
information as long as the query also involves money laundering and/or terrorist financing activity
matters.
1594. For OSFI, once an MOU is in place with another regulator, information is shared as permitted
under the MOU subject to the conditions contained therein.
Existence of secrecy or confidentiality requirements
Supervisors co-operation
1595. The supervisory authorities in Canada including FINTRAC, OSFI, the provincial supervisors
and SROs all have very clear and broad power to access information from their supervised entities,
which may then be passed on to overseas counterparts through the appropriate channels provided that
the statutory or administrative preconditions are met (e.g. the execution of an information sharing
agreement or arrangement). In the case of supervisory authorities that do not have the appropriate
power to share directly, such information exchange would be likely to occur through FINTRAC. The
assessors did not consider that secrecy or confidentiality laws would have affected the ability of the
relevant supervisors to co-operate with their counterparts, through the abovementioned avenues.
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Controls and safeguards
Law Enforcement authorities
1596. The RCMP supports the concept of integrated policing through the exchange of criminal
intelligence and information with external partners. The RCMP also recognizes this exchange and
sharing process is governed by federal legislation, Ministerial Treasury Board Directives, Ministerial
directives, and RCMP policies, and various specific caveats and conditions. There are fundamental
protocols and Best Practices the RCMP uses to ensure that criminal intelligence and information that
is shared with foreign partners and agencies is used only in an authorised manner. The RCMP have
policies that help guide it to appropriate decisions for handling requests and sharing or exchanging
criminal intelligence and information with foreign partners and agencies. The large majority of RCMP
information is subject to security classification. The security level of the information in question will
govern many aspects of information sharing or exchange process with external partners.
1597. RCMP documents containing police information or criminal intelligence also include standard
caveats that provide further direction on how, and with whom, the document can be shared. These
caveats generally outline conditions that are binding on the recipient, regarding the use and disclosure
of the information contained in the document.
FINTRAC as an FIU
1598. Consistent with Canada’s privacy legislation, FINTRAC undertakes strict safeguards to protect
the confidentiality of the information collected through the PCMLTFA. This principle of protecting
information is also applied to information received from other competent authorities. A confidentiality
clause in FINTRAC’s MOU template stipulates that all information exchanged will be subject to strict
controls and safeguards to ensure that the information is used only in an authorised manner and treated
in a confidential manner and will be protected by FINTRAC and the foreign authority by the same
confidentiality as provided by the legislation of the country of the receiving Authority for similar
information received from domestic sources.
Supervisory authorities
1599. FINTRAC as AML/CFT supervisor is subject to the safeguards indicated above. In OSFI’s case,
the criterion is that the recipient agency is a supervisory agency and that the agency will keep the
information confidential. In the case of the OSC the powers appear to be broader.
Additional elements
1600. The RCMP may, with the Minister of PSEPC’s prior approval, enter into a written or oral
arrangement, or otherwise cooperate, with foreign security and intelligence organizations. As such,
there are working arrangements and understandings between the RCMP and those intelligence
agencies in respect to the sharing of information. Information received from any of these agencies will
be treated to the standard care maintained by the agency which generated the document and any other
conditions they wish to impose.
1601. Other arrangements with foreign agencies are established and maintained as long as they remain
compatible with Canada's foreign policy towards the country or international organization in question.
1602. OSFI does not have authority to deal with non-counterparts in respect of confidential
information on supervised financial institutions. However, OSFI can and does assist both domestic and
foreign regulators where non-confidential information is involved. For examples, OSFI has an active
program of tracking alleged unauthorised banking and insurance activity in Canada and elsewhere.
Information received as part of this activity is freely and regularly exchanged with law enforcement,
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other regulators, prosecutors (domestic and foreign), supervised financial institutions, and others.
Where appropriate OSFI also posts this information to its web site.
Statistics
1603. FIU. FINTRAC keeps adequate statistics concerning the number of formal request for
assistance made to or received by the FIU from foreign counterparts, including the number of
spontaneous referrals. No statistics are kept on the number of requests granted or refused and the time
requested to respond.
1604. Supervisory authorities. OSFI keeps statistics on the number of formal requests for assistance
made or received.
Data on other forms of international co-operation
1605. The following tables provide summary information about FINTRAC exchange of information
with foreign FIUs (up to date as of October 17, 2006). The number of disclosures made by FINTRAC
to foreign FIUs continues to increase.
2002200320042003
2004
2005
Spontaneous Disclosures
2
3
0
Disclosures in response to a Query
8
19
22
1
Fiscal year 06-07 statistics include data up to October 17, 2006.

20052006
4
27

200620071
9
13

Totals
18
89

1606. At the time of the on-site visit, FINTRAC had received 264 requests from foreign FIUs and sent
46 requests to its counterparts (in Australia, Barbados, Bahamas, Belgium, Denmark, Japan, UK and
USA).
1607. The number of queries from FINTRAC (46 since 2000-2001) to foreign FIUs is relatively low,
taking into account that the majority of these queries were sent to one neighbouring country.
FINTRAC has signed up to now 44 MOUs with foreign FIUs. Nevertheless, a wide range of these
MOUs has been signed in 2005 (9) and 2006 (16). This could partly explain the low number of
requests until now.
1608. The following tables provide an overview of requests received and made by OSFI to foreign
counterparts.
Regulator’s Country
receiving request
Jamaica
Mexico
Cayman Islands
Jersey
Guernsey
Regulator’s Country
making request
UK
Germany
USA

Reason
Review of Canadian bank's subsidiary operations conducted by OSFI
Review of Canadian bank's subsidiary operations conducted by OSFI
Review of Canadian banks' subsidiary operations conducted by OSFI
Review of Canadian bank's subsidiary operations conducted by OSFI
Review of Canadian bank's subsidiary operations conducted by OSFI
Status of Canadian Banks' AML/CFT programs
Provide Results of OSFI's AML Review of German Bank's Canadian
operations
Provide Results of OSFI's AML Review of US Bank's Canadian
operations

1609. No information exchanges (in either direction) have been refused. No statistics are kept by OSFI
on the time requested to respond to a request initiated by its counterparts.
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6.5.2

Recommendations and Comments

1610. FINTRAC as a supervisory authority. FINTRAC, if it is to act as a conduit for overseas
supervisors to obtain information relating to AML/CFT compliance within the Canadian system,
should rapidly enter into agreements with key supervisory counterparts in order to allow proper
information sharing. This is necessary in order for FINTRAC to be in a position to render assistance to
supervisory counterparts. This requirement is even more critical as a number of Canadian regulatory
bodies (not including OSFI, the OSC, the IDA and the AMF) have not been given the explicit power
to share AML/CFT information with overseas regulatory counterparts.
1611. Canadian Authorities may wish to consider removing the requirement in the PCMLTFA for
formal arrangements or agreements between FINTRAC and foreign supervisory counterparts in order
to provide international assistance on a more prompt and effective basis.
1612. Canadian Authorities should ensure that the MOUs established between FINTRAC and
Canadian regulatory authorities make appropriate reference to the use of the information received in
international requests. If there are requirements for the governing laws of the regulators to be changed
to allow for international exchange of information, then this should be implemented.
6.5.3

Compliance with Recommendation 40 and Special Recommendation V

Rec.

Rating

Summary of factors underlying ratings

Rec.40

LC

SR.V

LC

FINTRAC as a supervisory authority
•
FINTRAC has the legal capacity to exchange information with foreign
counterparts but has not yet put the arrangements and agreements in
place.
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 40
FINTRAC as a supervisory authority
•
FINTRAC has the legal capacity to exchange information with foreign
counterparts but has not yet put the arrangements and agreements in
place.

7.

RESOURCES AND STATISTICS

7.1

Resources and Statistics (R. 30 & 32)

1613. The text of the description, analysis and recommendations for improvement that relate to
Recommendations 30 and 32 is contained in all the relevant sections of the report i.e. all of Section 2,
parts of sections 3 and 4, and in section 6. There is a single rating for each of these Recommendations,
even though the Recommendations are addressed in several sections. Section 7.1 of the report contains
only the box showing the rating and the factors underlying the rating.
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Rec.
Rec.30

Rating
PC

Summary of factors underlying ratings
In relation to the FIU:
y
The number of staff dedicated to the analysis of ML/TF cases is too low,
especially considering the amount of reports coming in.
In relation to law enforcement agencies:
y
The RCMP lacks resources to properly undertake ML/TF investigations.
In relation to the Department of Justice
There seems to be very little if any coordinated or sophisticated training
efforts in the forfeiture area.
y
The authorities in charge of processing MLA requests lack resources.

y

In relation to prosecution agencies:
y
Insufficient training is provided for combating ML and TF.

Rec.32

7.2

LC

In relation to supervisors:
y
FINTRAC current internal organisation and resources dedicated to
supervision are insufficient to allow it to perform its compliance function
effectively.
y
Incomplete statistics are kept in relation to ML investigations.
y
Incomplete statistics are kept in relation to ML sentencing.
y
Statistics on confiscation are incomplete.
y
There is no data available on the time requested to respond to extradition
and MLA requests.
y
No statistics are kept by OSFI on the time to respond to a request initiated
by its counterparts.

Other relevant AML/CFT measures or issues

N/A
7.3

General framework for AML/CFT system

N/A
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TABLES

Table 1. Ratings of Compliance with FATF Recommendations
The rating of compliance vis-à-vis the FATF Recommendations should be made according to the
four levels of compliance mentioned in the 2004 Methodology (Compliant (C), Largely
Compliant (LC), Partially Compliant (PC), Non-Compliant (NC), or could, in exceptional cases,
be marked as not applicable (NA).
Forty Recommendations

Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating

1. ML offence

LC

2. ML offence – mental element
and corporate liability

LC

3. Confiscation and provisional
measures

LC

 The ML offence does not cover all designated categories
of predicate offences (copyright related offences).
 Section 462.31 ML offence contains a purposive element
that is not broad enough to meet the requirements of the
Conventions or R.1.
 The number of convictions for Section 462.31 ML is very
low, as is the percentage of convictions in comparison to
charges laid.
 The number of convictions for Section 462.31 ML is very
low.
 Due to the lack of data on ML sentencing, is not possible
to assess whether natural and legal persons are subject to
effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for ML.
 The fine in lieu forfeiture provision does not fully and
effectively meets the requirement for equivalent value
provisions and does not apply to property held by third
parties.
 Based on the limited quantitative and qualitative
information available, it does not seem that the
confiscation and seizure regime is fully effective,
particularly with respect to value based confiscation.

Legal systems

Preventive measures
4. Secrecy laws consistent with
the Recommendations
5. Customer due diligence

C
NC

 The Recommendation is fully met.
Scope issue
 the requirement to conduct CDD does not extend to all
financial institutions as defined by the FATF (notably
financial leasing, factoring and finance companies).
Numbered accounts
 Although numbered accounts are permissible and used,
there is no direct requirement to maintain them in such a
way that full compliance can be achieved with the FATF
Recommendations.
When CDD is required
 There is no requirement to carry out CDD measures when
there is a suspicion of ML or TF and when financial
institutions have doubts about the veracity or adequacy of
previously obtained CDD data.
 Customer identification for occasional transactions that are
cross-border wire transfers takes place for transactions
above CAD 3 000. This threshold is currently too high and
no equivalent requirement is in place for domestic wire
transfers.
Required CDD measures
 The current customer identification measures for natural
persons are insufficient, especially in relation to non face-
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Forty Recommendations

Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating
to-face business relationships.
Identification of persons acting on behalf of the customer
 The requirement to identify up to three persons who are
allowed to give instructions in respect of an account is too
limitative.
Third party determination and identification of beneficial
owners
 Except for IDA supervised entities, financial institutions are
neither required to understand the ownership and control
structure of the customer nor obliged to determine who are
the natural persons that ultimately own or control the
customer.
Purpose & intended nature of the business relationship
 There are currently no requirements (except for securities
dealers) to obtain information on the purpose and
intended nature of the business relationship.
Ongoing Due Diligence
 Except for securities dealers, there are currently no
requirements to conduct ongoing due diligence on the
business relationship although the need to identify
customers for large cash transactions and electronic fund
transfers provide certain automatic trigger points.
 Except for securities dealers financial institutions are not
required to ensure that documents, data and information
collected under the CDD process is kept up-to-date and
relevant.
ML/FT risks – enhanced due diligence
 There is no requirement to perform enhanced due
diligence for higher risk categories of customer, business
relationship or transaction.
ML/FT risks – reduced or simplified due diligence
 The current exemptions mean that, rather than reduced or
simplified CDD measures, no CDD apply, which is not in
line with the FATF standards.
 Exemptions from CDD and third party determination bring
in very far reaching exceptions that introduce potential
gaps in the customer identification process (especially the
exemptions apply to financial entities that operate in FATF
countries based on presumption of conformity only).
 There is no explicit provisions that set out that CDD or
third party determination exemptions are not acceptable
where there is a suspicion of ML or FT or specific higher
risk scenarios apply.
 Financial institutions, in certain circumstances, are given
the permission to exempt from CDD requirements or third
party determination obligations certain customers resident
in another country. However, Canada has not carried out a
systematic country risk analysis to ensure that third
countries in which customers of Canadian financial
institutions are resident are in compliance with and have
effectively implemented the FATF Recommendations.
Timing of verification
 PCMLTF Regulations sets out unreasonable verification
timelines to be carried out by certain financial sectors
and/or in relation to certain customers.
Failure to satisfactorily complete CDD
 Financial institutions (except securities dealers in some
circumstances) are not prevented from opening an
account or commencing business relationship or
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Forty Recommendations

Rating

6. Politically exposed persons

NC

7. Correspondent banking

PC

8. New technologies & non faceto-face business

NC

9. Third parties and introducers

NC

10. Record keeping

LC

11. Unusual transactions

PC

Summary of factors underlying rating
performing a transaction and they are not required to
make a suspicious transaction report.
 In situations where the financial institution has already
commenced a business relationship but is unable to
perform adequate CDD and establish beneficial
ownership, there is no requirement to terminate the
business relationship and to consider making a suspicious
transaction report.
 There were no mandatory legislative or other enforceable
requirements in relation to PEPs at the time of the on-site
visit.
 Financial entities are not required to assess the
respondent institution’s AML/CFT controls and to ascertain
that these controls are adequate and effective.
 Financial institutions are not required to determine the
reputation of the foreign financial entity (other than take
reasonable measures to ascertain whether there are any
civil or criminal penalties that have been imposed on the
foreign financial institution in respect of AML/CFT
requirements) and the quality of supervision of that entity.
 In the context of payable through accounts, the
respondent entity is not required to perform all the normal
CDD obligations set out in Recommendation 5 on its
customers that have direct access to the accounts of the
correspondent institution in line with the FATF standards.
 The effectiveness of the measures in place cannot yet be
assessed.
 There are no specific legislative or other enforceable
obligations addressing the risks posed by the application
of new technological developments.
 Financial institutions are not required to have policies and
procedures in place to address any specific risk
associated with non face-to-face business relationships or
transactions.
 No effective CDD procedures for non face-to-face
customers are in place.
 In the only two scenarios where reliance on a third party or
introduced business is legally allowed without an
agreement or arrangement, the measures in place are
insufficient to meet the FATF requirements.
 In addition to the two reliance on third parties/introduced
business scenarios contemplated by the Regulations, the
financial sector uses introduced business mechanisms as
a business practice. However, no specific requirements as
set out in Recommendation 9 apply to these scenarios.
Scope issue
 The record keeping requirement does not extend to all
financial institutions as defined by the FATF (notably
financial leasing, factoring and finance companies).
 Financial institutions must ensure that all records required
to be kept under the PCMLTFA can be provided within
30 days which does not meet the requirement to make
CDD records available on a timely basis to competent
authorities, especially in normal business circumstances.
 There is no explicit nor enforceable requirement for
financial institutions to examine all complex, unusual large
transactions under the current legislation (except for IDA
members). Except for IDA members, the monitoring
obligation is implied and indirect (it flows from reporting
suspicious transactions, large international electronic
funds transfer and large cash transactions) and it does not
cover the full range of monitoring situations as stipulated
in Recommendation 11.
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Forty Recommendations

12. DNFBP – R.5, 6, 8-11

Rating

NC

Summary of factors underlying rating
 There is no explicit requirement to examine the
background and purpose of these unusual transactions
(except for IDA members).
 There is no requirement to keep record of financial
institutions’ findings in relation to complex, unusual large
or unusual patterns of transactions.
Scope issue
 Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in
precious metals and stones, Internet casinos, ship based
casinos and TCSPs are not captured by the PCMLTFA
and therefore are not subject to the requirements under
Recommendations 5, 6 and 8-11.
Application of Recommendation 5 to casinos
 The requirements applicable to casinos are insufficient in
relation to: (1) when CDD is required; (2) required CDD
measures; (3) identification of persons acting on behalf of
the customer; (4) third party determination and
identification of beneficial owners ; (5) purpose & intended
nature of the business relationship ; (6) ongoing Due
Diligence; (7) ML/FT risks and (8) failure to satisfactorily
complete CDD.
Application of Recommendation 5 to real estate brokers and
sales representatives and accountants
 The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants have to carry out
customer identification are too limitative.
 The CDD requirements that real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants are subject to are
substantially very basic and extremely limited.
Application of Recommendation 6 to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants
 Canada has not implemented any specific AML/CFT
measures concerning PEPs that are applicable to
DNFBPs.
Application of Recommendation 8 to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives, accountants
 There are no specific legislative or other enforceable
obligations for DNFBPs to take measures to prevent the
misuse of technological developments in ML/TF schemes.
 The DNFBPs are not required to have policies and
procedures in place to address any specific risk
associated with non face-to-face business relationships or
transactions.
Application of Recommendation 9 to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants
 There are currently no provisions for DNFBPs that
address the issue of relying on intermediaries or third
parties to perform elements of the CDD process outside
the outsourcing type of scenario.
Application of Recommendation 10 to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants
 The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants have to keep records are
too limitative.
 Real estate agents and sales representatives, casinos and
accountants institutions must ensure that all records
required to be kept under the PCMLTFA can be provided
within 30 days which is not in line with the FATF
requirement to make CDD records available on a timely
basis to competent authorities.
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Forty Recommendations

13.
Suspicious
reporting

Rating

transaction

LC

14. Protection & no tipping-off
15. Internal controls, compliance
& audit

C
LC

16. DNFBP – R.13-15 & 21

NC

Summary of factors underlying rating
Application of Recommendation 11 to casinos, real estate
brokers and sales representatives and accountants
 There is currently no explicit provision requiring that
DNFBPs pay special attention to all complex, unusual
large transactions that have no apparent or visible
economic or lawful purpose (the monitoring obligation is
implied and indirect (it flows from reporting suspicious
transactions, large international electronic funds transfer
and large cash transactions) and it does not cover the full
range of monitoring situations as stipulated in
Recommendation 11). The other requirements under
Recommendation 11 are not met either.
 Some financial institutions as defined by the FATF
(especially financial leasing, finance companies, providers
of e-money) are not covered by the obligation to report.
 There is no requirement to report attempted transactions.
 The low numbers of STRs sent by certain financial sectors
raise concerns in relation to the effectiveness of the
reporting system.
 The Recommendation is fully met.
 The requirement for internal controls does not extend to all
financial institutions as defined by the FATF (notably
financial leasing, factoring and finance companies).
 There is no mandatory explicit requirement to maintain up
to date internal procedures, policies and controls and such
policies do not include the detection of unusual and
suspicious transactions.
 There is no explicit requirement to ensure that the
AML/CFT compliance officer has a timely access to
customer identification data and other CDD information,
transactions records and other relevant information.
 There is no mandatory requirement for an independent
audit function to test AML/CFT regime compliance for
small financial institutions (including some MSBs) for
which a simple self-assessment is admitted.
 There is no general requirement concerning screening
procedures when hiring employees.
Scope issue
 Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in
precious metals and stones, Internet casinos, ship based
casinos and TCSPs are not captured by the PCMLTFA
and therefore are not subject to the suspicious
transactions reporting requirements.
Application of Recommendation 13 to casinos, real estate
brokers
and
sales
representatives
and
accountants/accountant firms
 The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants have to report suspicious
transactions under the PCMLTFA are too limited.
 Attempted transactions are not yet covered by the
Suspicious Transaction Reporting requirement.
 The relatively low numbers of STRs sent by real estate
agents/sales representatives and accountants raise
significant concerns in relation to the effectiveness of the
reporting system in these sectors.
Application of Recommendation 15 to casinos, real estate
brokers
and
sales
representatives
and
accountants/accountant firms
 There is no explicit requirement to: (1) keep up to date
internal procedures, (2) have policies to monitor for and
detect unusual and suspicious transactions and (3) ensure
that the AML/CFT compliance officer has timely access to
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Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating

17. Sanctions

PC

18. Shell banks

LC

19. Other forms of reporting
20. Other NFBP & secure
transaction techniques
21. Special attention for higher
risk countries

C
C

customer identification data and other CDD information,
transactions records and other relevant information.
 There is no mandatory requirement for an independent
audit function to test AML/CFT regime compliance.
 Except for casinos, there are no requirements concerning
screening procedures when hiring employees.
Application of Recommendation 21 to casinos, real estate
brokers
and
sales
representatives
and
accountants/accountant firms
 There is no general enforceable requirement for DNFBPs
to give special attention to transactions or business
relationships connected with persons from or in countries
which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations but only through general guidance or
advisories sent on a case by case basis.
 There are no effective measures in place whereby
DNFBPs are advised of other countries that have specific
weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems.
 There is no requirement to examine the background and
purpose of these transactions and to document the related
findings.
 With the exceptions of OSFI and IDA regulated
institutions, only criminal sanctions are available to
FINTRAC under the PCMLTFA for all other types of
financial institutions and these are only applicable for the
most serious failures, and need to be proved to the
criminal standard.
 OSFI only uses a limited range of actions/sanctions in the
AML/CFT context (namely supervisory letters and in a
limited number of cases, staging).
 The lack of effective sanctions applied in cases of major
deficiencies raises real concern in terms of effectiveness
of the sanction regime, particularly taking into account that
only one criminal sanction and a very limited number of
administrative sanctions have been applied.
 Financial entities are not required to terminate business
relationships with shell banks, nor with any foreign
financial institution that has, directly or indirectly,
correspondent banking relationships with shell banks.
 The effectiveness of the measures in place cannot yet be
assessed.
 The Recommendation is fully met.
 The Recommendation is fully met.

22.
Foreign
subsidiaries

branches

&

PC

NC

 There is no general enforceable requirement for financial
institutions to give special attention to transactions or
business relationships connected with persons from or in
countries which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations.
 There are no effective measures in place whereby
financial institutions are advised of other countries that
have specific weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems.
 There is no requirement to examine the background and
purpose of these transactions and to document the related
findings.
 Currently, the PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Regulations
contain no explicit enforceable provision requiring financial
institutions to ensure that their foreign branches and
subsidiaries observe AML/CFT measures consistent with
home country requirements although foreign branches of
Canadian financial institutions are Canadian entities under
the Bank Act and the Insurance Companies Act that are
subject to Canadian laws.
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Rating

23. Regulation, supervision and
monitoring

PC

24.
DNFBP
regulation,
supervision and monitoring

NC

Summary of factors underlying rating
 There is no requirement that particular attention be paid to
branches and subsidiaries in countries which do not or
insufficiently apply the FATF Recommendations.
 There is no legal obligation in the PCMLTFA and PCMLTF
Regulations that, where the minimum AML/CFT
requirements of the home and host countries differ,
branches and subsidiaries in host countries are required to
apply the higher standard, to the extent that local (i.e. host
country) laws and regulations permit.
 There is no requirement that financial institutions be
required to inform their home country supervisor when a
foreign branch or subsidiary is unable to observe
appropriate AML/CFT measures because this is prohibited
by local (i.e. host country) laws, regulations or other
measures.
 Exclusion from the AML/CFT regime of certain financial
sectors (such as financial leasing, factoring, finance
companies, etc.) without proper risk assessments.
 For the financial institutions subject to the PCMLTFA,
there is a very unequal level of supervision of AML/CFT
compliance, with certain categories of financial institution
appearing to be insufficiently controlled (MSBs, certain
credit
unions/caisses
populaires,
life
insurance
intermediaries…). This is due to the limited staff resources
of FINTRAC dedicated to on-site assessments compared
to the high number of reporting entities, which has not
always been compensated by the involvement of the
primary prudential regulators in AML/CFT issues.
 “Fit and proper” requirements are not comprehensive.
 At the time of the on-site visit, there was no specific
obligation for FRFIs to implement screening procedures
for persons who are hired, or appointed to the Board, after
the initial incorporation or authorisation procedures are
concluded.
 There is currently no registration regime for MSBs.
Scope issue
 Lawyers, Quebec Notaries, BC Notaries, dealers in
precious metals and stones, Internet casinos, ship based
casinos and TCSPs are not captured by the PCMLTFA
and not subject to FINTRAC supervision.
Supervision of casinos
 The sanction regime available to FINTRAC is currently
inadequate (see conclusions in relation to Rec. 17).
Provincial regulators may have administrative sanctions at
their disposal but there is no evidence that these are
dissuasive, effective and proportionate, since no data or
statistics regarding sanctions taken by these regulators on
the grounds of AML/CFT non-compliance issues have
been made available to the assessment team.
Supervision of other DNFBPs
 Limited staff resources deprives FINTRAC from closely
and efficiently monitoring DNFBPs’ compliance with the
PCMLTFA requirements especially in sectors/provinces
where the primary regulators or SROs are not or
insufficiently involved in AML/CFT compliance supervision.
 The sanction regime available to FINTRAC is currently
inadequate (see conclusions in relation to Rec. 17).
Provincial regulators may have administrative sanctions at
their disposal but there is no evidence that these are
dissuasive, effective and proportionate, since no data or
statistics regarding sanctions taken by these regulators on
the ground of AML/CFT non-compliance issues have been
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25. Guidelines & Feedback

LC

Institutional and other measures
26. The FIU

PC

27. Law enforcement authorities

LC

28. Powers of
authorities
29. Supervisors

C

competent

LC

30. Resources, integrity and
training

PC

31. National co-operation

LC

32. Statistics

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
made available to the assessment team.
 There is a lack of specific guidelines intended for sectors
such as life insurance companies and intermediaries.
 There is not enough general feedback given outside the
large financial institutions sector.
 FINTRAC has insufficient access to intelligence
information from administrative and other authorities
(especially from CRA , CSIS and Customs).
 FINTRAC is not allowed by the PCMLTFA to gather
additional financial information from reporting entities.
 Effectiveness: (1) the number of staff dedicated to the
analysis of potential ML/FT cases is low especially in
comparison with the amount of reports coming in, which
may have an impact on the number of cases that
FINTRAC generate; (2) feedback from law enforcement
authorities outlines the relatively limited added value of
FINTRAC disclosures in law enforcement investigations;
(3) the timeliness of FINTRAC disclosures to law
enforcement authorities was raised as an issue at the time
of the on-site visit; (4) 80% of the disclosures made by
FINTRAC result from voluntary information from law
enforcement; only 20% result from STRs which raises
serious concerns with respect to the capability of
FINTRAC to generate ML/TF cases on the basis of STRs
or other reports it receives from the private sector; (5) so
far, very few if any convictions for ML or TF have resulted
from a FINTRAC disclosure which is an additional factor to
consider when looking at FINTRAC’s ability to produce
intelligence to be used in criminal investigations and
prosecutions.
 The RCMP lacks the resources that would allow it to focus
on a larger spectrum of ML/TF investigations.
 The Recommendation is fully met.
 FINTRAC has no power to impose administrative
sanctions.
In relation to the FIU:
 The number of staff dedicated to the analysis of ML/TF
cases is too low, especially considering the amount of
reports coming in.
In relation to law enforcement agencies:
 The RCMP lacks resources to properly undertake ML/TF
investigations.
In relation to the Department of Justice
 There seems to be very little if any coordinated or
sophisticated training efforts in the forfeiture area.
 The authorities in charge of processing MLA requests lack
resources.
In relation to prosecution agencies:
 Insufficient training is provided for combating ML and TF.
In relation to supervisors:3
 FINTRAC current internal organisation and resources
dedicated to supervision are insufficient to allow it to
perform its compliance function effectively.
 Interagency cooperation between the FIU and law
enforcement authorities is not fully effective and needs to
be enhanced.
 Incomplete statistics are kept in relation to ML
investigations.
 Incomplete statistics are kept in relation to ML sentencing.
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33. Legal persons – beneficial
owners

NC

34. Legal arrangements
beneficial owners

PC

–

International Co-operation
35. Conventions

36. Mutual
(MLA)

legal

LC

assistance

LC

37. Dual criminality
38. MLA on confiscation and
freezing

C
LC

39. Extradition

LC

Summary of factors underlying rating
 Statistics on confiscation are incomplete.
 There is no data available on the time requested to
respond to extradition and MLA requests.
 No statistics are kept by OSFI on the time to respond to a
request initiated by its counterparts.
 There is no requirement to ensure adequate transparency,
for instance there is no obligation that information on the
beneficial ownership of shares in legal persons is required
to be collected by either the corporate registry, within
corporate records held by legal persons or by lawyers,
accountants or TCSPs.
 While law enforcement and other authorities have
sufficient powers, those powers are not adequate to
ensure the existence of adequate, accurate and timely
information on the beneficial ownership of legal persons,
which can be accessed or obtained in a timely fashion by
competent authorities.
 There are no measures to ensure that bearer shares are
not misused for ML, particularly for private corporations.
 There are limited and indirect legal requirements to obtain,
verify, or retain information on the beneficial ownership
and control of trusts and fiducie in Québec.
 While the investigative powers are generally sound and
widely used, there is minimal information that is adequate,
accurate and timely concerning the beneficial owners of
trusts and fiducie in Québec that can be obtained or
accessed by the competent authorities in a timely fashion.
Where some information is held, such as by CRA, there
are limits on the circumstances in which information on
trusts can be shared.
Implementation of the Palermo and Vienna Conventions:
 Canada has ratified the Palermo and Vienna Conventions
and implemented them with some omissions however (the
ML offence does not cover all required categories of
predicate offences and Section 462.31 ML offence
contains a purposive element that is not broad enough to
meet the requirements of the Conventions).
Implementation of the CFT Convention:
 Article 18(1)(b) of the Convention, which requires countries
to implement efficient measures to identify customers in
whose interest accounts are opened is insufficiently
implemented.
Canada’s
implementation
of
Recommendation 5 does not include adequate measures
to ascertain the identity of beneficial owners.
 There are concerns about the ability of Canada to handle
MLA requests in a timely and effective manner and
effectiveness of the current regime cannot be
demonstrated due to the lack of adequate data.
 The Recommendation is fully met.
 There are doubts about the effectiveness of the measures
in place under Recommendation 38: there is limited
evidence of effective confiscation assistance as only four
cases have been successful in last 5 years and
international sharing statistics indicate that while asset
sharing with foreign states is possible, it rarely occurs.
Canada executes requests to enforce corresponding value
judgments as fines, which has limitations and cannot be
enforced against property held by third parties.
 Insufficient statistical data was provided to make a
thorough assessment, particularly the assessment of the
delay element, but even the limited data provided indicates
that obtaining extradition from Canada quickly may be
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Rating

40. Other forms of co-operation

LC

Nine
Recommendations
SR.I
instruments

Special
UN

LC

Criminalise terrorist

LC

SR.III
Freeze and confiscate
terrorist assets

LC

SR.IV
Suspicious transaction
reporting

LC

SR.V
operation

International co-

LC

SR VI
AML requirements for
money/value transfer services

NC

SR.II
financing

Implement

Rating

Summary of factors underlying rating
difficult.
FINTRAC as a supervisory authority
 FINTRAC has the legal capacity to exchange information
with foreign counterparts but has not yet put the
arrangements and agreements in place.
Summary of factors underlying rating
Implementation of the CFT Convention:
 Article 18(1)(b) of the Convention, which requires countries
to implement efficient measures to identify customers in
whose interest accounts are opened is insufficiently
implemented.
Canada’s
implementation
of
Recommendation 5 does not include adequate measures
to ascertain the identity of beneficial owners.
 The lack of any TF convictions and the very limited
number of prosecutions shows that the offence has not yet
been fully and effectively used.
 The actions taken to communicate the names of listed
persons or entities do not cover all types of financial
institutions and the lists are not effectively communicated
to other types of asset holders.
 With the exception of guidance given to federally regulated
financial
institutions
(and
copied
to
provincial
regulators/SROs), Canada has issued insufficient
guidance to other financial institutions and DNFBPs that
may be holding funds of other assets concerning their
obligations in taking action under freezing mechanisms.
This may have an impact on Canada’s ability to freeze
terrorist funds or other assets for such entities without
delay.
 The existing measures to effectively monitor the
compliance with the legislation governing the obligations
under SRIII are insufficient (except for federally regulated
financial institutions supervised by OSFI).
 Some financial institutions as defined by the FATF
(especially financial leasing, finance companies, providers
of e-money) are not covered by the obligation to report.
 There is no requirement to report attempted transactions.
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 38
 All elements missing in R. 38 are missing for SR.V.
 There are concerns about the ability of Canada to handle
MLA requests in a timely and effective manner and
effectiveness of the current regime cannot be
demonstrated due to the lack of adequate data.
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 39
 No meaningful statistical data provided to assess delay
element (effectiveness issue).
Regarding compliance with Recommendation 40
FINTRAC as a supervisory authority
 FINTRAC has the legal capacity to exchange information
with foreign counterparts but has not yet put the
arrangements and agreements in place.
 There is no registration regime for MSBs as contemplated
by SR VI.
 Overall,
requirements
and
implementation
of
Recommendations 4-11, 21-23 and SR. VII is inadequate
which has a significant negative impact on the
effectiveness of AML/CFT measures for money
transmission services.
 MSBs are not required to maintain a list of their agents.
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SR VII Wire transfer rules
SR.VIII Non-profit organisations

NC
LC

SR.IX Cross Border Declaration
& Disclosure

C

Summary of factors underlying rating
 The sanction regime available to FINTRAC and applicable
to MSBs is not effective, proportionate and dissuasive.
 Canada has not implemented SRVII.
 The existing co-ordination mechanisms between
competent authorities, especially between the CRA and
the parties responsible for listing and freezing applications
is insufficient to fully address the risk in some segments of
the NPO sector.
 The Recommendation is fully met.
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Table 2: Recommended Action Plan to Improve the AML/CFT System
AML/CFT System

Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)

1. General
2. Legal System and Related Institutional Measures
Criminalisation of Money Laundering (R.1
&, 2)

Criminalisation of Terrorist Financing
(SR.II)
Confiscation, freezing and seizing of
proceeds of crime (R.3)

Freezing of funds used for terrorist
financing (SR.III)

The Financial Intelligence Unit and its
functions (R.26 & 30)

Law enforcement, prosecution and other
competent authorities (R.27 & 28)

 Canada should cover all designated categories of predicate
offences.
 Canada should amend Section 462.31 ML offence (in relation
to the intent mental element) in order to fully met the
requirements of the Conventions or Recommendation 1.
 Canada should ensure that the statutes available for
countering ML are effectively used.
 Canada should develop a more proactive approach to
prosecuting the specific money laundering charge under
s.462.31.
 Canada should pay attention to the overall effectiveness of the
TF offence and regime and ensure that the TF offence is
effectively used.
 Canada should review the fine in lieu forfeiture provision to be
in line with the FATF requirements.
 Canada should ensure that the confiscation and seizure
regime is fully effective, particularly with respect to value
based confiscation.
 There needs to be more communication on listed persons
provided to certain categories of financial institutions and
other potential asset holders as well more clear and practical
guidance to reporting entities (including DNFBPs and MSBs)
that may be holding targeted funds or other assets concerning
their obligations in taking action under freezing mechanisms.
 Canada should enhance the existing measures to monitor the
compliance with the legislation governing the obligations
under SRIII (except for federally regulated financial institutions
supervised by OSFI).
 FINTRAC should be able to obtain additional financial
information from the reporting entities, especially during the
analytical process.
 FINTRAC should be authorised to have access to more
intelligence data from CSIS, CRA and the Canadian Customs
Agency to reinforce its analytical work.
 Canada should examine FINTRAC effectiveness in disclosing
ML/TF cases to law enforcement authorities.
 Canada should ensure that FINTRAC has sufficient analysts
that are in charge of developing ML/TF cases and processing
disclosures to law enforcement authorities for further
investigations.
 Canada should ensure that the RCMP gets sufficient
resources that would allow it to focus on a larger spectrum of
ML/TF investigations.

Cross Border declaration or disclosure
 There are no recommendations for this section.
(SR.IX)
3. Preventive Measures – Financial Institutions
Risk of money laundering or terrorist
 Canada should rely on a more comprehensive, thorough and
financing
formal risk assessment process. The underlying principle
should be that the financial activities referred to in the FATF
standards should be covered unless there is a proven low risk
of ML/TF.
Customer due diligence, including
In relation to Recommendation 5:
enhanced or reduced measures (R.5 to 8)
 With regard to numbered or confidential accounts, Canada
should consider adopting detailed rules or guidance on the
use of such accounts by financial institutions. Such rules
should clearly set out the obligation for compliance officers to
have access to CDD information.
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Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)
 New provisions will come into force in 2008 with regard to the
circumstances where financial institutions have to perform
customer identification. Canada should ensure that the new
provisions are fully in line with the FATF requirements.
 With regard to the identification measures for natural persons,
Canada should ensure that only reliable CDD documentation
is acceptable, especially in non face-to-face situations.
Canada should consider introducing additional requirements
for identifying foreign customers.
 New provisions will come into force in June 2008 with regard
to identification of beneficial owners. Canada should ensure
that the new provisions are fully in line with the FATF
requirements and are properly implemented by all financial
institutions.
 The requirement to identify up to three persons who are
authorised to give instructions in respect of an account should
be extended to any person purporting to act on behalf of the
customer.
 The PCMLTF Regulations, enacted in June 2007 and coming
into force in June 2008 require financial entities to keep a
record of the intended use of the account. Canada should
ensure that such requirement is implemented by all financial
institutions in line with the FATF standards.
 Based on the provisions adopted in June 2007 and coming
into force in 2008, Canada should ensure that financial
institutions fully implement the obligation to conduct ongoing
due diligence on the business relationship and ensure all
documents, data and information collected under the CDD
process in line with the FATF standards (as it is already the
case for securities dealers) are kept up-to-date and relevant.
 In relation to ML/FT risks, Canada should ensure that financial
institutions perform enhanced due diligence for higher risk
categories of customer, business relationship or transaction
once the new regulations enter into force in June 2008. This
should be done in line with the FATF standards. Current
scenarios of full exemptions from CDD and third party
determination should be subject to simplified or reduced CDD.
Where financial institutions are permitted to apply simplified or
reduced CDD measures to customers resident in another
country, this should be limited to countries that Canada is
satisfied are in compliance with and have effectively
implemented the FATF recommendations (i.e. Canada should
not rely on presumption of conformity of FATF countries for
instance). Canada should adopt explicit provisions that set
out that such exemptions are not acceptable where there is a
suspicion of ML or FT or specific higher risk scenarios apply.
Canada should consider developing guidelines for financial
institutions that are permitted to determine the extent of the
CDD measures on a risk sensitive basis.
 With regard to the timing of customer’s identity verification,
new regulations that will enter into force in June 2008 should
be implemented in line with the FATF standards and Canada
should consider adopting shorten timelines in the insurance,
foreign exchange, MSBs and securities sectors for
corporations’ or entities’ identification, especially in normal
business circumstances.
In relation to Recommendation 6:
 Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in
June 2007 are fully in line with the FATF requirements and
ensure that reporting entities implement measures that meet
the FATF standards.
In relation to Recommendation 7:
 Canada should require financial entities to assess the
respondent institution’s AML/CFT controls and to ascertain
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Third parties and introduced business
(R.9)

Financial institution secrecy or
confidentiality (R.4)
Record keeping and wire transfer rules
(R.10 & SR.VII)

Monitoring of transactions and
relationships (R.11 & 21)

Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)
that these controls are adequate and effective.
 Institutions should also be required to determine the
reputation of the foreign financial entity (other than take
reasonable measures to ascertain whether there are any civil
or criminal penalties that have been imposed on the foreign
financial institution in respect of AML/CFT requirements) and
the quality of supervision of that entity.
 In the context of payable through accounts, the respondent
entity should be required to perform all customer identification
in line with the FATF standards.
 Canada should ensure that reporting entities implement
measures that meet the FATF standards.
In relation to Recommendation 8:
 Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in
June 2007 are fully in line with the FATF requirements and
ensure that reporting entities implement measures that meet
the FATF standards.
 Since introduced business arrangements exist in Canada in
other circumstances than those captured by Sections 56(2)
and 57(5) of the PCMLTF Regulations, Canada should adopt
provisions that address all aspects of Recommendation 9 and
ensure that financial institutions implement them.
 There are no recommendations for this section.
In relation with Recommendation 10:
 Canada should ensure that all types of transactions (including
business correspondence) carried out by financial institutions
(except for IDA members) are subject to proper record
keeping requirements that permit their reconstruction so as to
provide, if necessary, evidence for prosecution of criminal
activity.
 Canada should ensure that all customer and transactions
records and information are available on a timely basis to
domestic competent authorities.
In relation with SRVII:
 Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in
December 2006 and coming into force in June 2008 are fully
in line with the FATF requirements and ensure that reporting
entities implement measures that meet the FATF standards.
 Canada should ensure that the wire transfers operated by
casinos outside the banking network are subject to equivalent
requirements.
In relation with Recommendation 11:
 Canada should ensure that the new provisions enacted in
June 2007 are fully in line with the FATF requirements and
ensure that reporting entities implement measures that meet
the FATF standards.
In relation with Recommendation 21:
 The requirement to give special attention to business
relationships or transactions with persons from or in countries
which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations should be included in an enforceable legal
instrument applicable to all financial institutions.
 Effective measures should be put in place whereby financial
institutions are advised of other countries that have specific
weaknesses in their AML/CFT systems. This should be
completed by a provision requiring that the background and
purpose of such transactions having no apparent economic or
visible lawful purpose be examined and the findings
documented.
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Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)

Suspicious transaction reports and other
reporting (R.13-14, 19, 25 & SR.IV)

In relation with Recommendation 13 & SRIV
 All financial institutions covered by the definition of the FATF
should be subject to the suspicious transactions reporting
requirement unless a proven low risk of ML and FT is
established in the sectors that are currently exempted.
 Canada should ensure that the different categories of financial
institutions contribute more equally to the total number of
STRs received by FINTRAC.
In relation with Recommendation 14
 There are no recommendations for this section.
In relation with Recommendation 19
 There are no recommendations for this section.
In relation with Recommendation 25
 FINTRAC should develop more general feedback for smaller
reporting entities.
In relation to Recommendation 15
 The current requirements should be expanded, made more
explicit and enforceable, in particular (1) written policies and
procedures should be explicitly required, and should be kept
up to date, and their minimum mandatory content should
include the detection of unusual and suspicious transactions;
(2) there should be an explicit requirement to ensure that the
AML/CFT compliance officer has a timely access to customer
identification data and other CDD information, transactions
records and other relevant information; (3) the requirement for
an independent audit function (internal or external) to test on a
regular basis the compliance of the AML regime should be
strengthened for MSBs and small financial institutions, and
made more explicit generally; (4) Canada should impose
screening procedures when hiring employees for financial
institutions.
In relation to Recommendation 22
 Canada should ensure that the provisions in relation to
Recommendation 22 that will enter into force in June 2008 are
in line with the FATF requirements and are properly
implemented by all financial institutions.
 Canada should adopt a requirement for financial entities to
terminate business relationships with shell banks as well as
with any foreign financial institution that has, directly or
indirectly, correspondent banking relationships with shell
banks.
 Canada should ensure that the measures adopted in relation
to shell banks are fully implemented by financial institutions.
In relation to Recommendation 17, 23 & 29
 Canada should ensure a proper and effective implementation
of the regime of administrative and monetary penalties and
ensure that competent authorities put in place effective,
proportionate and dissuasive sanctions.
 Canada should implement a more equal level of supervision of
AML/CFT compliance vis-à-vis certain categories of financial
institution (MSBs, certain credit unions/caisses populaires, life
insurance intermediaries…).
 Canada should ensure that “fit and proper” requirements are
in place.
 Canada should adopt screening procedures for persons who
are hired, or appointed to the Board, after the initial
incorporation or authorisation procedures are concluded.
 Canada should implement the registration regime for MSBs.
In relation to Recommendation 25
 Canada should provide more specific guidelines for sectors
such as life insurance companies and intermediaries.

Internal controls, compliance, audit and
foreign branches (R.15 & 22)

Shell banks (R.18)

The supervisory and oversight system competent authorities and SROs
Role, functions, duties and powers
(including sanctions) (R.23, 30, 29, 17 &
25)
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Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)

Money value transfer services (SR.VI)

 Canada should ensure effective implementation of the
registration system for MSBs in force in June 2008 and ensure
that the requirements applicable to MSBs fully meet the FATF
requirements.
4. Preventive Measures –Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
Customer due diligence and record All DNFBPs as defined by the FATF should be subject to the
keeping (R.12)
AML/CFT regime.
 The circumstances in which real estate agents and sales
representatives and accountants have to carry out customer
identification and keep records should be extended to be in
line with the types of activities targeted under
Recommendation 12.
In relation to Recommendation 5:
 Canada should ensure that the entire set of requirements
under Recommendation 5 apply to all non-financial
professions.
In relation to Recommendations 6, 8, 9 and 11:
 Canada should require the non-financial professions to
implement requirements in relation to Recommendations 6, 8,
9 and 11.
In relation to Recommendation 10:
 Canada should ensure that all types of transactions carried
out by the non-financial professions are subject to proper
record keeping requirement that permits their reconstruction
so as to provide, if necessary, evidence for prosecution of
criminal activity.
 Canada should ensure that all customer and transactions
records and information collected by the non-financial
professions are available on a timely basis to domestic
competent authorities.
Suspicious transaction reporting (R.16)
In relation to Recommendation 13:
 All DNFBPs as defined by the FATF should be subject in
Canada to the suspicious transactions reporting requirement
in all circumstances defined in Recommendation 16.
In relation to Recommendation 15:
 The current requirements should be expanded, specified and
enforced, especially: (1) the policies and procedures should
be required to be written and their minimum mandatory
content should include the detection of unusual and
suspicious transactions for all DNFBPs; (2) there should be a
requirement to ensure that the AML/CFT compliance officer
has a timely access to customer identification data and other
CDD information, transactions records and other relevant
information; (3) the requirement for an independent audit
function (internal or external) to test on a regular basis the
compliance of the AML regime should be strengthened; (4)
Canada should impose screening procedures when hiring
employees to DNFBPs.
In relation to Recommendation 21:
 The requirement to give special attention to business
relationships or transactions with persons from or in countries
which do not or insufficiently apply the FATF
Recommendations should be included in an enforceable legal
instrument applicable to DNFBPs.
 Effective measures should be put in place whereby DNFBPs
are advised of other countries that have specific weaknesses
in their AML/CFT systems.
 Finally a provision should be introduced requiring that the
background and purpose of such transactions having no
apparent economic or visible lawful purpose be examined and
the findings documented.
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Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)

Regulation, supervision and monitoring
(R.24-25)

 All DNFBPs as defined by the FATF should be subject to the
AML/CFT regime.
 Canada should ensure that supervisory action (especially onsite examinations) vis-à-vis casinos, but more importantly with
respect to all other DNFBPs is strongly reinforced.
 The role, functions and monitoring powers of other regulators
and SROs in ensuring compliance of DNFBPs with the
AML/CFT requirements should be clarified.
 Canada should consider revisiting the supervision issue as a
whole and give further consideration on whether FINTRAC
should be the only authority in charge of ensuring compliance
with the AML/CFT requirements.
 The sanction regimes applicable to DNFBPs, including
casinos, should be reinforced and Canada should ensure that
the sanctions available for failures to apply AML/CFT
requirements are effective, proportionate and dissuasive.
 There are no recommendations for this section.

Other designated non-financial businesses
and professions (R.20)

5. Legal Persons and Arrangements & Non-Profit Organisations
Legal Persons – Access to beneficial
 Canada should adopt further requirements to prevent the
ownership and control information (R.33)
unlawful use of legal persons in relation to ML and TF.
 Canada should ensure that competent authorities have
access to accurate and current information on the ultimate
beneficial owners and controllers of all legal persons on a
timely basis.
 Canada should adopt measures to ensure that bearer shares
are not misused for ML, particularly for private corporations.
Legal Arrangements – Access to beneficial  Canada should ensure that competent authorities have
ownership and control information (R.34)
access to accurate and current information on the ultimate
beneficial owners and controllers of all legal arrangements on
a timely basis.
 Canada should implement measures to ensure that adequate,
accurate and timely information is available to law
enforcement authorities concerning the beneficial ownership
and control of trusts and fiducie in Québec.
Non-profit organisations (SR.VIII)
 Canada should improve the existing co-ordination
mechanisms between competent authorities, especially
between the CRA and the parties responsible for listing and
freezing applications.
6. National and International Co-operation
National co-operation and coordination
 Canada should enhance interagency cooperation between the
(R.31)
FIU and law enforcement authorities.
The Conventions and UN Special
Resolutions (R.35 & SR.I)

Mutual Legal Assistance (R.36-38, SR.V)

Extradition (R.39, 37, SR.V)
Other Forms of Co-operation (R.40, SR.V)
7. Resources and Statistics
Resources of Competent Authorities
(R.30)

 Canada should ensure that the ML offence does cover all
designated categories of predicate offences and Canada
should consider removing the purpose element from Section
462.31 of the CC to be in line with the UN Conventions.
 Canada should enact stronger measures to customer
identification so as to be more compliant with Article 18(1)(b)
of the CFT Convention.
 Canada should ensure that MLA requests are handled in a
timely and effective manner.
 Canada should consider ways to improve the mechanisms to
respond to foreign confiscation requests.
 Canada should ensure that extradition requests are handled in
a timely and effective manner.
 FINTRAC should rapidly enter into agreements with key
supervisory counterparts in order to allow proper information
sharing.
In relation to the FIU:
 FINTRAC should increase the number of staff dedicated to the
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Statistics (R.32)

Recommended Action (listed in order of priority)
analysis of ML/TF cases.
In relation to law enforcement agencies:
 Canada should increase the resources of the RCMP in
relation to ML/TF investigations.
In relation to the Department of Justice
 Canada should put in place more sophisticated training efforts
in the forfeiture area.
 The authorities in charge of processing MLA requests should
be given more resources.
In relation to prosecution agencies:
 More training should be provided for combating ML and TF.
In relation to supervisors:
 Resources of FINTRAC to carry out its supervision duties
should increase.
 Canada should collect more statistics in relation to ML
investigations.
 Canada should collect more statistics in relation to ML
sentencing.
 Canada should collect more statistics on confiscation.
 Canada should collect more data on the time requested to
respond to extradition and MLA requests.
 OSFI should collect more statistics on the time to respond to a
request initiated by its counterparts.
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Table 3: Authorities’ Response to the Evaluation
Relevant sections
and paragraphs
General

Section 2.5

Country Comments
Legislative amendments to the PCMLTFA passed in December 2006 and associated
regulations enacted in June 2007 and December 2007 will address a substantial
number of deficiencies identified in this report. Please see Annex 1 for a detailed list
of legislative and regulatory amendments to Canada’s AML/CFT regime that came
into force after June 2007 and have not been considered in this evaluation.
Canada’s regulations allow a period of time between enactment and coming into
force to provide an opportunity for businesses and sectors to modify systems.
Recommendation 26
Canada believes that a partially compliant rating does not adequately reflect
Canada’s legal reality and FINTRAC’s sophisticated organisation.
First, it should be noted that, in order to safeguard Canadians’ rights under the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, FINTRAC has no investigative powers.
FINTRAC is not able to request further information directly from reporting entities for
analysis purposes as this activity corresponds to investigative powers. There is
therefore a clear constitutional impediment to requesting additional information and
this should have been properly reflected in the analysis.
Second, FINTRAC is effective in receiving, analysing and disclosing information to
competent authorities:

Section 2.5

FINTRAC has one of the most sophisticated FIU information technology
systems in the world. Its unique technology-driven approach to analysis permits
effective analysis of large volumes of transactions by its 36 tactical financial
analysts. As the report notes in para 371, total staff at FINTRAC is “more than
adequate”.
•
The report notes in para 388 that FINTRAC disclosures provide added value to
recipients in terms of identifying new leads and contributing to investigations.
•
The timeliness of disclosures is an issue that has been addressed by FINTRAC,
as indicated in feedback received since 2006 and has also been improving, as
noted in para 391.
•
Disclosures related to voluntary information (VIRs) demonstrate FINTRAC’s
responsiveness to the investigative priorities identified by law enforcement.
•
Like many FIUs, FINTRAC is not responsible for investigation or prosecution of
cases. As such, it is not appropriate that its effectiveness be measured on the
basis of convictions for ML/TF.
Recommendation 30

Sections 3.1-3.2

Canada believes that a partially compliant rating does not adequately reflect the
situation of resources in Canadian authorities, in particular those of FINTRAC.
FINTRAC has one of the world’s most sophisticated FIU IT systems, which supports
the analysis of STRs and other transactions. 35 analysts conduct the analysis of
financial transactions to develop FINTRAC disclosures. The work of these analysts is
supported by FINTRAC’s 80 information technology staff through, for example, the
electronic filing of all report data, matching software that links incoming reports to
current/former cases and other reports in the system based on a variety of data
elements (e.g. name, account number, address, etc.), and tools that permit efficient
database searches and case compilation. FINTRAC designed its compliance
program based on a sophisticated risk-based model and has staffed the appropriate
number of compliance officers to carry out the supervisory activities required to
discharge its mandate of ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA. As the report
notes in para 371, total staff at FINTRAC is “more than adequate”.
Recommendation 5

•

Canada believes that a non compliant rating clearly fails to recognize the broadbased record-keeping and client identification measures that have been in place in
Canada since 2002. In addition, OSFI, the IDA and FINTRAC have issued and
enforced guidance on implementation.
Regulatory amendments enacted in June 2007 introduce enhanced customer due
diligence provisions that come fully into force in June 2008. These provisions will
further reinforce compliance with this recommendation and address most
deficiencies identified.
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Relevant sections
and paragraphs
Section 3.2

Country Comments
Recommendation 6

Section 3.2

Regulatory provisions enacted in June 2007 which come into force in June 2008
address the deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 8

Section 3.3

Rregulatory provisions enacted in June 2007 which come into force in June 2008
address the deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 9

Section 3.5

Canada believes that the report fails to recognize that there are only two specific
situations where no written agreements are necessary for Canadian financial
institutions to rely on another entity to identify their customers. When reliance is done
through written agreements, Canada believes that these relationships fall outside the
scope of Recommendation 9.
In addition, a clarifying provision in the regulations enacted in June 2007 which come
into force in June 2008 will address deficiencies identified.
Special Recommendation VII

Section 3.6

Legislative and regulatory provisions enacted in June 2007 which come into force in
June 2008 address deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 11

Section 3.6

Regulatory provisions enacted in June 2007 which come into force in June 2008
address the deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 21

Section 3.8

Regulatory provisions enacted in June 2007 which come into force in June 2008
address the deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 22

Section 3.10

Canada believes that the report fails to recognize that the Bank Act currently applies
to bank branches outside Canada. As the PCMLTFA applies to banks, it also de
facto applies to foreign bank branches.
Legislative amendments enacted in December 2006 and coming into force in June
2008 will make it explicit that the PCMLTFA applies to foreign branches and
subsidiaries.
Recommendation 23

Section 3.10

Canada believes that a partially compliant rating does not adequately reflect the
supervisory situation in Canada.
OSFI and FINTRAC have been effectively enforcing AML/CFT requirements for
years. FINTRAC designed its compliance program based on a sophisticated riskbased model and has staffed the appropriate number of compliance officers to carry
out the supervisory activities required to discharge its mandate of ensuring
compliance with the PCMLTFA.
Recommendation 17

Section 3.11

Legislative amendments enacted in December 2006 and regulatory provisions
implementing an administrative monetary penalty regime enacted in December 2007
which come into force in December 2008 address the gaps in compliance with this
recommendation.
Special Recommendation VI

Section 4.1

MSBs have been subject to broad-based reporting, CDD, and record keeping
requirements since 2001. These obligations are being further expanded in
regulations enacted in June 2007 which come into force in June 2008. There has
been effective compliance monitoring of the sector by FINTRAC.
Legislative amendments enacted in December 2006 and regulatory provisions
enacted in June 2007 will establish an MSB registration regime as of June 2008.
Recommendation 12
Casinos, accountants and real estate agents have been subject to some CDD and
record-keeping requirements since 2001. Regulations enacted in June 2007 which
come into force in June 2008 will expand requirements for these sectors. New
regulations enacted in December 2007 and coming into force in December 2008
cover additional DNFBP sectors, thereby further addressing deficiencies identified.
Regarding Internet and cruise ship casinos, it should be noted that Internet casinos
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Relevant sections
and paragraphs

Country Comments

Section 4.2

are illegal under the Criminal Code and enforcement action has been taken. There
are no Canadian flagged ships operating casinos and shipboard casinos are subject
to restrictions to limit access and abuse.
Recommendation 16

Section 4.3

Casinos, accountants and real estate agents have been subject to suspicious
transaction reporting requirements since 2001. Regulations enacted in December
2007 which come into force in December 2008 will expand these requirements to
cover additional DNFBP sectors, thereby further addressing deficiencies identified.
Recommendation 24
Supervision mechanisms have been in place since 2001 for the casino, real estate
and accounting sectors.
Legislative amendments enacted in December 2006 and regulatory provisions
enacted in December 2007 which come into force in December 2008 will further
address deficiencies.
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ANNEX 1
Legislative and regulatory Changes to the Canadian AML/CFT regime
Amendment
Extending record retention time period for
FINTRAC
Enhanced information sharing on non-profit
organisations
Enhanced FINTRAC disclosure information
Prohibition against correspondent relationships
with shell banks
Correspondent
banking
due
diligence
requirements
Explicit prohibition on opening accounts for
unidentified customers
Application to foreign branches or subsidiaries
Non-face-to-face CDD measures
Use of an agent or mandatary for customer
identification (clarifying provision)
Beneficial owner requirements
Enhancing CDD and Record Keeping
PEPs requirement for financial institutions
Special attention to complex and unusual
transactions (i.e. risk assessment)
Reporting suspicious attempted transactions
Special attention to business from countries of
risk (i.e. risk assessment)
MSB registration
Wire transfers travel rule
Enhancing measures for casinos, accountants
and real estate, including:
•
Enhanced CDD and record-keeping.
•
Non face to face measures.
•
Use of agent and mandatary.
•
Special attention to transactions.
Inclusion of Lawyers, BC Notaries and Jewellers,
including measures on:
CDD and record-keeping.
Non face to face measures.
Use of agent and mandatary.
Special attention to transactions.
Triggers for STR reporting (except lawyers).
Coverage by FINTRAC to ensure
compliance.
Administrative Monetary Penalties provisions
Application to businesses and professions at risk
(real estate developers)

Legislation
Enacted

Regulations
Enacted

Measure Fully
In Force

Dec 14, 2006

n/a

Feb 10, 2007

Dec 14, 2006

n/a

June 30, 2007

Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006

June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007

June 30, 2007
June 30, 2007

Dec 14, 2006

June 27, 2007

June 30, 2007

Dec 14, 2006

n/a

June 23, 2008

Dec 14, 2006
n/a
n/a

n/a
June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007

June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008

n/a
Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006

June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007

June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008

Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006

June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007

June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008

Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006
Dec 14, 2006

June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007
June 27, 2007

June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008
June 23, 2008

Dec 14, 2006

Dec 2007

Dec 2008

Dec 14, 2006
n/a

Dec 2007
Feb 2008

Dec 2008
Feb 2009

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Exhibit 17

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK
IN THE MATTER OF:
Artichoke Joe’s, a California Corporation
d/b/a Artichoke Joe’s Casino
San Bruno, California

)
)
)
)
)
)

Number 2017-05

ASSESSMENT OF CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
I.

INTRODUCTION
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) has determined that grounds exist to

assess a civil money penalty against Artichoke Joe’s, a California corporation d/b/a Artichoke Joe’s
Casino (AJC), pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and regulations issued pursuant to that Act.1
FinCEN has the authority to investigate and impose civil money penalties on card clubs for
violations of the BSA.2 Rules implementing the BSA state that “[o]verall authority for enforcement
and compliance, including coordination and direction of procedures and activities of all other
agencies exercising delegated authority under this chapter” has been delegated by the Secretary of
the Treasury to FinCEN.3

The Bank Secrecy Act is codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 1829b, 1951-1959 and 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311-5314, 5316-5332.
Regulations implementing the Bank Secrecy Act appear at 31 C.F.R. Chapter X.
1

2

31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(a); Treasury Order 180-01 (July 1, 2014).

3

31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(a).

AJC is a card club located in San Bruno, California and has been in operation since 1916. It
contains 38 tables offering card and tile games, including baccarat, blackjack, poker, and Pai Gow.
AJC was a “financial institution” and a “card club” within the meaning of the BSA and its
implementing regulations during the time relevant to this action.4 The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) examines card clubs for compliance with the BSA under authority delegated by FinCEN.5
IRS conducted an examination of AJC in 2015 that identified significant violations of the BSA.
On May 9, 2011, AJC entered into a stipulated settlement with the California Bureau of
Gambling Control. AJC agreed to pay a fine of $550,000, with $275,000 stayed for a two-year
period, and agreed to modify its surveillance, work with the city of San Bruno to improve
coordination with law enforcement, replace employees at the Pai Gow tables, and provide additional
training on loan-sharking, illegal drugs, and compliance with the BSA.6
II.

DETERMINATIONS
FinCEN has determined that AJC willfully violated the BSA’s program and reporting

requirements from October 19, 2009 through the date of this Assessment of Civil Money Penalty
(Assessment).7 As described below, AJC: (a) failed to implement and maintain an effective antimoney laundering program;8 and (b) failed to detect and adequately report suspicious transactions in

4

31 U.S.C. § 5312(a)(2)(X); 31 C.F.R. § 1010.100(t)(6).

5

31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(b)(8).

6

In the Matter of the Accusation Against: Artichoke Joe’s, a California corporation dba Artichoke Joe’s Casino,
California Gambling Control Commission Case No. 2011 03-04-2 (May 9, 2011).
In civil enforcement of the Bank Secrecy Act under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1), to establish that a financial institution or
individual acted willfully, the government need only show that the financial institution or individual acted with either
reckless disregard or willful blindness. The government need not show that the entity or individual had knowledge that
the conduct violated the Bank Secrecy Act, or that the entity or individual otherwise acted with an improper motive or
bad purpose.
7

8

31 U.S.C. §§ 5318(a)(2), 5318(h); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.210.
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a timely manner.9
A. Violations of the Requirement to Establish and Implement an Effective Anti-Money
Laundering Program
The BSA and its implementing regulations require card clubs to develop and implement
written anti-money laundering (AML) programs reasonably designed to assure and monitor
compliance with the BSA.10 AJC was required to implement an AML program that, at a minimum,
provided for: (a) a system of internal controls to assure ongoing compliance; (b) independent testing
of the card club’s AML program by card club personnel or parties external to the card club;
(c) training of personnel; (d) the designation of an individual or individuals responsible for assuring
day-to-day compliance; (e) procedures for using all available information to determine and verify
name, address, social security or taxpayer identification number, and other identifying information
for a person, to the extent determining and verifying the information is otherwise required under the
BSA; (f) procedures for using all available information to determine the occurrence of any
transactions or patterns of transactions required to be reported as suspicious; (g) procedures for
using all available information to determine whether any records must be made and maintained
pursuant to the BSA; and (h) for card clubs with automated data processing systems, use of such
systems to aid in assuring compliance.11
1.

Internal Controls

AJC failed to implement an adequate system of internal controls to assure ongoing
compliance with the BSA. AJC’s failure to implement adequate internal controls exposed the card

9

31 U.S.C. § 5318(g); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.320.

10

31 U.S.C. §§ 5318(a)(2), 5318(h); 31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(1).

11

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2).

3

club to a heightened risk of money laundering and criminal activity. Indeed, a federal criminal
investigation led to the 2011 racketeering indictment and conviction of two AJC customers and
others for loan-sharking and other illicit activities conducted at AJC with the direct assistance of the
card club’s employees.12 Loan-sharks, who extended extortionate and unlawful credit to patrons of
AJC, openly used AJC to facilitate their activities by conducting illicit transactions within the card
club, using the card club’s gaming chips and U.S. currency. Some AJC employees knew that the
transactions involved loan-sharking funds and, in some instances, acted to facilitate the
transactions.13 AJC failed to implement adequate policies and procedures to identify and report the
criminal activity that took place inside the card club.
Deficiencies in AJC’s internal controls persisted over an extended period of time. For
example, through 2013, the program AJC instituted was incomplete and contained numerous gaps.
The 2012 AML program’s section on the negotiable instruments log consisted solely of a
highlighted phrase, “Describe Card Club procedures.” Other sections of the AML program are
blank, omitted, or contain placeholders such as “Insert explanation of how we intend to
accomplish,” “Insert Description of Systems in Place,” and “find actual wording.”
Other internal controls deficiencies persisted beyond 2012. AJC continued to lack adequate
policies and procedures to determine when a customer should receive additional scrutiny after the
filing of a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR). When it filed multiple SARs on a customer, AJC often
failed to adequately monitor and review subsequent customer activity. For example, in 2016, AJC
subjected the card club to a high risk of money laundering when it failed to monitor one customer,
on whom it filed nine SARs for suspicious source of funds between 2012 and 2015. Despite the fact

J. in a Criminal Case, United States v. Cuong Mach Binh Tieu, et al., No. CR-11-00097 (N.D. CA. July 5, 2012), ECF
No. 263, ECF No. 554.
12

13

Id.
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that the customer engaged in over $1.8 million of cash-in transactions from June 2016 through
September 2016, AJC did not adequately monitor that customer’s transactions to determine if it
should file a SAR.
To date, AJC still has not implemented adequate procedures to ensure that it files complete
and accurate BSA reports. From 2010 through the date of this Assessment AJC has completed Item
seven, subject “Occupation or type of business,” in only 2.5% (eleven) of its 448 SAR filings.
Further, although AJC filed multiple SARs that describe activity where customers used agents to
cash in more than $10,000, AJC did not file corresponding currency transaction reports (CTRs).
Even on transactions where this activity was reported in both CTRs and SARs, AJC failed to
correctly report activity of agents making cash in transactions on behalf of customers. In January
2017, for example, a SAR was filed on an individual for suspiciously conducting transactions on
behalf of a customer. However, the three corresponding CTRs for this transaction failed to identify
the customer for whom the transaction was conducted.
Backline Betting, Kum Kum Betting, and Kum Kum Banking
Despite offering backline betting, Kum Kum betting, and Kum Kum banking, AJC did not
have internal controls in place to mitigate the risks associated with these activities.14 Only one
acknowledgement of “backline betting” was contained in AJC’s written compliance program,
which stated only that the practice takes place. The program failed to address risks presented by
practices that could allow customers to pool or co-mingle their bets with relative anonymity. In
fact, AJC contended that “players at card rooms have the right to play anonymously.”

Kum Kum betting allows customers to move, add, subtract or pool their wagers around a table or at different player
positions to form one wager. Generally, the individual with the highest wager is the only one to see the cards dealt.
Kum Kum banking is the practice of players pooling their funds to form one bank, which is used to bet against the other
players at a table game.
14

5

Accordingly, AJC had no procedures in place to identify individuals participating in backline
betting, Kum Kum betting, or Kum Kum banking, nor did it have procedures for the collection of
customer information in situations where conduct by the individuals could be indicative of
suspicious activity. The failure to incorporate these practices into its policies and procedures
detrimentally impacted AJC’s ability to collect information on customers’ identities, which was
required to meet its BSA reporting obligations. FinCEN has stated repeatedly that card clubs must
have procedures for ensuring the identification of individuals involved in backline betting, Kum
Kum betting, or Kum Kum banking.15
2.

Procedures for Using All Available Information

The regulations covering card clubs require the institution to use all available information to
identify and verify customer information including name, permanent address, and social security
number and to determine occurrences of transactions or patterns of transactions that warrant the
filing of a SAR.16
FinCEN has made it clear that propositional players must be incorporated into programs for
ensuring compliance with the BSA.17 The BSA requires card clubs to monitor and file reports on
suspicious activity that it knows or reasonably should know occurred by, at, or through the card
club. AJC did not establish procedures for obtaining and utilizing information from propositional

FIN-2007-G005, Frequently Asked Questions: Casino Recordkeeping, Reporting, and Compliance Program
Requirements (Nov. 14, 2007); FIN-2012-G004, Frequently Asked Questions: Casino Recordkeeping, Reporting, and
Compliance Program Requirements (Aug. 13, 2012).
15

16

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2)(v).

FIN-2007-G005, Frequently Asked Questions: Casino Recordkeeping, Reporting, and Compliance Program
Requirements at 7-8 (Nov. 14, 2007). A propositional player is paid by a casino or card club to wager at a game. The
propositional player wagers with his or her personal funds and retains any winnings and absorbs any losses. A
propositional player's function is to start a game, to keep a sufficient number of players in a game, or to keep the action
going in a game. The propositional player may be an employee of the casino or card club, or the casino or card club
may enter into a contractual arrangement with a "third party provider of propositional player services.”
17

6

players who may have observed suspicious transactions. Despite its use of propositional players to
wager at the card club, AJC did not mention propositional players in its AML program. In a 2011
interview with law enforcement, a third party propositional player contracted by AJC provided
information identifying a customer lending money to other customers at the Pai Gow area — no
policies and procedures were in place to use this information to determine whether or not a SAR
should have been filed.
AJC failed to implement adequate procedures to ensure that it used available information to
file complete SARs that fully described the extent of suspicious activity when it was in fact
identified. Of the twelve SARs that AJC filed from 2010 to 2011, all contained inadequate
narratives. The narratives, consisting solely of one to three sentence statements, failed to include
information on the transactions in question that was essential to ensuring that the reports would
prove useful to law enforcement.
AJC failed to implement adequate policies and procedures to monitor transactions for
structuring or to determine the source of chips redeemed when there was not an accompanying chip
purchase, or to gather and utilize information and monitor customers in response to indicia of
suspicious activity. For example, when questioned specifically about loan-shark activity, the former
Facilities Manager replied, “It’s a Casino. There’s always [expletive] loan-sharks.” The former
Facilities Manager claimed that AJC’s practice was to kick out suspected loan-sharks and bar them
from returning to the club. The former General Manager and the former Pai Gow Manager also
acknowledged that loan-sharking activity at AJC was prevalent over a period of four to five years.
AJC did not have adequate policies and procedures in place for ensuring that any of this information
was used in identifying suspicious transactions and reporting the transactions to the broader law
enforcement community through the filing of SARs. This shortcoming persisted even after state and

7

federal law enforcement executed search warrants and made arrests at AJC in March 2011, and a
federal indictment charging several of AJC’s patrons was made public.
3.

Independent Testing

AJC failed to conduct adequate independent testing. 18 AJC’s first independent test was
conducted in August 2011, following the execution of search warrants and arrests by state and
federal officials. This independent test was the first the card club had conducted — 13 years after
FinCEN established the program requirement for casinos and card clubs.19 Periodic independent
testing enables a financial institution to identify and correct deficiencies in its AML program.
Among other findings, the 2011 independent test identified weaknesses in AJC’s policies and
procedures for identifying suspicious transactions, issues with transaction aggregation in the
multiple transaction log, the use of out of date SAR and CTR forms, an incomplete risk assessment,
and the failure to file a SAR. This 2011 independent test, which was conducted six months after
state and federal law enforcement executed their search warrants, specifically stated that “the types
of suspicious activity that might occur in each department [are] not adequately defined.” Further, it
identified weakness in AJC’s ability to monitor chip transfers between customers, suggesting that
“surveillance should monitor the participants to determine whether there appears to be intent to
circumvent reporting requirements.” At the time of the IRS 2015 examination, AJC had not
conducted any additional independent testing since its initial test in 2011. The scope and frequency
of independent testing must be commensurate with the money laundering and terrorist financing
risks confronting the card club.20
18

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2)(ii).

Amendments to Bank Secrecy Act Regulations Regarding Reporting and Recordkeeping by Card Clubs, 63 F.R. 1919
(Jan. 13, 1998).
19

20

31 C.F.R. § 1021.210(b)(2)(ii).
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B. Violations of Suspicious Activity Reporting Requirements
The BSA and its implementing regulations require a card club to report a transaction that the
card club “knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect” is suspicious, if the transaction is conducted or
attempted by, at, or through the card club, and if the transaction involves or aggregates to at least
$5,000 in funds or other assets.21 A transaction is “suspicious” if the transaction: (a) involves funds
derived from illegal activity; (b) is intended or conducted in order to hide or disguise funds or assets
derived from illegal activity, or to disguise the ownership, nature, source, location, or control of
funds or assets derived from illegal activity; (c) is designed, whether through structuring or other
means, to evade any requirement in the BSA or its implementing regulations; (d) has no business or
apparent lawful purpose or is not the sort in which the particular customer would normally be
expected to engage, and the card club knows of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after
examining the available facts, including the background and possible purpose of the transaction; or
(e) involves use of the card club to facilitate criminal activity.22
AJC failed to report suspicious transactions involving AJC chips used to facilitate loansharking. AJC senior-level employees and managers acknowledged the prevalence of loan-sharks;
the former Pai Gow Manager claimed that he had reported “numerous occasions” of loan-sharking
to local law enforcement and that AJC’s practice was to kick suspected loan-sharks out of the card
club and bar them from returning.23 Nevertheless, AJC failed to file SARs for several transactions,
conducted during the period from 2009 to 2011, in which loan-sharks provided $5,000 or more in

21

31 C.F.R. § 1021.320(a)(2).

22

31 C.F.R. § 1021.320(a)(2)(i)-(iv).

Notifying law enforcement does not relieve a card club of its obligation to file a timely SAR. 31 CFR §
1021.320(a)(3) (“In situations involving violations that require immediate attention, such as ongoing money laundering
schemes, the casino shall immediately notify by telephone an appropriate law enforcement authority in addition to filing
a [timely SAR]…”). Reports filed under the BSA are a source of financial intelligence for multiple agencies.
23
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AJC chips to customers on the gaming floor and within plain sight of AJC employees. In fact, AJC
failed to file any SARs in 2009, filed four SARs in 2010, and filed eight SARs in 2011. None of the
SARs filed discuss or identify loan-sharking. Further, none of the 12 SARs filed over those three
years identify a law enforcement agent, local or federal, contacted about the suspicious activity on
which the SAR was filed.
While the volume of AJC’s SARs increased over time, AJC continued to experience
difficulties in complying with suspicious activity reporting requirements. Over one quarter of the
SARs that AJC filed between 2010 and 2014 were filed later than 90 days after the initial detection
of facts that would constitute the basis for filing a SAR.24 Additionally, AJC failed to file SARs for
suspicious transactions conducted by 59 patrons. AJC admitted that it should have filed SARs on
the transactions of ten of these patrons. At least 16 of these patrons had conducted multiple
transactions at or just below $10,000 over the course of one week or less. None of those
transactions were flagged by AJC for review prior to the IRS examination. Other transactions
include a patron redeeming $40,000 in chips in one day with no cash-in or gaming activity, and a
patron who redeemed over $90,000 in chips over the course of approximately five months with no
cash-in activity. AJC failed to produce any records that its examinations of the available facts
provided a reasonable explanation for the transactions.25

24

31 C.F.R. § 1021.320(b)(3).

25

31 C.F.R. § 1021.320(a)(2)(iii).
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III.

CIVIL MONEY PENALTY

FinCEN has determined that AJC willfully violated the BSA and its implementing
regulations and that grounds exist to assess a civil money penalty for these violations.26 FinCEN
has determined that the appropriate penalty in this matter is $8,000,000.
FinCEN may impose a civil money penalty of $25,000 for each willful violation of AML
program requirements that occurs on or before November 2, 2015.27 The BSA states that a
“separate violation” of the requirement to establish and implement an effective AML program
occurs “for each day that the violation continues.”28 FinCEN may impose a penalty not to exceed
the greater of the amount involved in the transaction (but capped at $100,000) or $25,000 for each
willful violation of SAR requirements that occurs on or before November 2, 2015.29
FinCEN reviewed financial statements provided by AJC and considered AJC’s financial
condition and ability to pay. FinCEN considered the size and sophistication of AJC, one of the
larger clubs operating in California, generally with few customers from outside the state.
Furthermore, FinCEN noted the severity and duration of AJC’s BSA violations. During the eightyear period covered by this Assessment, AJC failed to implement adequate internal controls, to
conduct sufficient independent testing, and to comply with SAR requirements. FinCEN also
considered AJC’s awareness of loan-sharking activity on its premises, as well as AJC’s culture of
compliance. AJC’s adoption of remedial measures and its cooperation with the IRS examination

26

31 U.S.C. § 5321 and 31 C.F.R. § 1010.820.

For each willful violation of AML program requirements that occurs after November 2, 2015, a civil money penalty of
$54,789 may be imposed. 31 C.F.R. § 1010.821.
27

28

31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1).

For each willful violation that occurs after November 2, 2015, the ceiling is increased from $100,000 to $219,156, and
the floor is increased from $25,000 to $54,789. 31 CFR § 1010.821.
29
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and FinCEN’s investigation were factored into FinCEN’s determination. FinCEN considered its
recent enforcement actions against casinos and card clubs and the impact that its penalty against
AJC would have on compliance with the BSA by the casino and card club industry.
FinCEN hereby imposes a penalty in the amount of $8,000,000 due in 30 days.
By:
/S/
November 15, 2017
Jamal El-Hindi
Date
Acting Director, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
U.S. Department of the Treasury
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BACKGROUND
The modern casino is an entertainment venue that offers its patrons highly regulated gaming,
often combined with multiple dining options and live performances. To facilitate gaming activity,
casinos ordinarily provide some financial services to their patrons. Although the vast majority of
patrons visit casinos for entertainment, fun and diversion, those engaged in illegal activity may
attempt to use the casino’s financial services to conceal or transfer illicit wealth. To discourage
such behavior and safeguard the integrity of the casino industry, casino companies have
developed risk-based programs that ensure compliance with the legal requirements of the
federal Bank Secrecy Act and associated anti-money laundering (AML) statutes and regulations.
Risk-based AML compliance efforts are essential to the casino industry.
Since 1985, commercial casinos have been defined as “financial institutions” under the Bank
Secrecy Act (BSA). Accordingly, they must file currency transaction reports (CTRs) when a
patron either provides to the casino or takes away from the casino more than $10,000 in
currency during a casino’s defined 24-hour gaming day.
Casinos also must file suspicious activity reports (SARs) when a casino knows, suspects, or has
reason to suspect that a transaction aggregating at least $5,000:







Involves funds derived from illegal activity;
Is intended to disguise funds or assets derived from illegal activity;
Is designed to avoid BSA reporting or recordkeeping requirements;
Uses the casino to facilitate criminal activity;
Has no business or apparent lawful purpose; or
Is not the sort of transaction in which the particular patron would be expected to engage,
and the casino knows of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after examining
the available facts.

More broadly, the BSA also requires casinos to design and implement risk-based AML
programs that include, at a minimum:









A system of internal controls, policies, and procedures to assure ongoing compliance,
which should include procedures for using all reasonably available information to
determine:
When required by BSA regulations, the name, address, Social Security number, and
other information, and verification of the same, of a person;
Whether SARs need to be filed;
Whether any other records required under the BSA must be made and retained.
Internal and/or external independent testing for compliance;
Appropriate, ongoing training of casino personnel;
An individual or individuals charged with assuring day-to-day compliance (the “AML
officer”); and
Lastly, to assure compliance by integrating and sharing data as appropriate and feasible
among different parts of the casino enterprise.

In the interest of maintaining the integrity of gaming, each casino company implements a
comprehensive and robust anti-money laundering compliance program that identifies and
mitigates its risks and also ensures that it submits appropriate CTRs and SARs as required.
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A discussion of criteria for casino compliance programs appears at the website of the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (FinCEN).
This risk-based compliance effort involves many complexities. For our patrons, casinos are
generally not viewed as financial institutions, but rather are entertainment venues they enter and
leave as it suits them. Many patrons are not, and never will be, personally known to casino
employees.
Even those patrons who become identified to the casino, because they are frequent visitors or
because they require assistance with financial transactions, ordinarily have no reason to
disclose to casino employees their business or professional activities. Most are, after all, at the
casino to pursue entertainment.
Some, for legitimate personal reasons, may not care to have their gambling activities known. In
addition, the relatively small number of patrons who may attempt to launder funds through
casinos take considerable pains to conceal that purpose from the casino.
To help address money laundering risks, casinos have developed comprehensive risk-based
programs to identify patrons whose gaming activity approaches the CTR reporting threshold.
That requires the aggregation of currency transactions from several different parts of the casino:
the gaming tables, electronic gaming machines, and casino cage activity, including credit (or
marker limit) and front-money transactions.
To detect and report suspicious activity, casino employees and supervisors must make complex,
nuanced judgments based on available information about a patron’s activities. The legal
standard for filing a SAR is a subjective one, applying to situations where the casino “knows,
suspects, or has reason to suspect” reportable activity.
Moreover, as stressed in the National Money Laundering Risk Assessment issued by the U.S.
Department of the Treasury in June 2015, “most often criminals who use casinos to launder
illicit proceeds do it through gambling and spending on entertainment” 1 – the exact same
activities that the casino’s other patrons are pursuing. Consequently, there is often little
observable basis for distinguishing between those patrons laundering funds in the casino and all
other casino patrons.
In some situations, suspicions can be confirmed or disproved only with information that is
ordinarily unavailable to the casino, or by making inquiries of the patron -- for example,
concerning the source of the patron’s funds. Senior managers – rather than front-line
employees – may be best suited to determine whether to make such an inquiry and to conduct
the inquiry.
For example, the matter may involve issues that the casino ordinarily would have no business
reason to investigate, and some patrons may have little or no incentive to review those issues
with the casino. The involvement of senior managers may facilitate the interaction with the
patron, as well as signal the importance of the inquiry.

National Money Laundering Risk Assessment, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist-illicitfinance/Documents/National%20Money%20Laundering%20Risk%20Assessment%20%E2%80%93%200
6-12-2015.pdf, page 75, (June 2015).
1
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To promote and foster a culture of compliance, a BSA/AML compliance program requires
adequate resources, including the appointment of an AML compliance officer for the casino, the
assignment of substantial employee time to AML compliance measures, and oversight of the
AML compliance effort by a compliance committee.
Casinos also have found it useful for AML compliance to participate in the voluntary informationsharing program with other entities defined as financial institutions under Section 314(b) of the
USA PATRIOT Act.
To ensure that compliance obligations are properly weighted against business concerns, AML
compliance training should explain how BSA-required reports are used to achieve national
policy goals.
In addition, the casino’s senior leadership and Board of Directors (whether directly or through
the Board’s Audit Committee) should be engaged in the AML compliance effort, receiving
periodic updates on regulatory developments, changes to the program, resources, and audit
findings by regulators and by other independent compliance reviews.
This document is an attempt to distill the practices that a wide range of casinos and Internet
gaming sites have adopted to meet these challenges. This document uses the term “casino” to
cover both in-person and lawful Internet gaming operations, because the BSA/AML compliance
effort applies to both.
This document is not intended to be a checklist of correct actions required of every casino and
should not be applied arbitrarily to any individual situation, or on a blanket basis. In some
instances, industry practices may go beyond a legal requirement established by statute or
regulation, so this document should not be considered a guide to those legal requirements.
In addition, individual casinos will have good reasons for departing from or modifying a
procedure in this document, or for developing supplemental or alternative procedures, including
appropriate approvals and documentation of decision-making.
The goal of this document is to provide a resource for industry and law enforcement to help
guide their efforts to protect the gaming industry and the broader financial system from money
launderers and others involved in illegal activity.
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RISK ASSESSMENT
Because every financial institution is potentially at risk of being used for illegal purposes or
accepting funds that were obtained illegally, casinos should identify and assess the money
laundering risk in order to adopt effective measures to mitigate the risk.
The risk assessment should be tailored to each specific casino and the nature and
characteristics of its enterprise and customers. Many factors may be relevant to the risk
assessment for a specific casino, but the risk assessment process begins with asking basic
questions:




First, what are the entry and exit points at the casino for patron funds that may come
from illicit sources?
Second, what casino departments or employees are best positioned to detect the entry
and exit of such funds?
Finally, what are characteristics of transactions that may involve illicit funds, or of
patrons who are more likely to engage in suspicious activity?

In answering these questions, a casino will assess the BSA-related risks present at different
parts of its business. There is no substitute for the exercise of judgment based on experience
with casino transactions. Nevertheless, some basic characteristics of a casino’s business can
guide the assessment of the risk that a casino transaction may involve the proceeds of illegal
activity or involve money laundering.

State Regulatory Requirements

Every state that grants casino licenses also imposes exacting regulation on casino operations,
though specific requirements vary from state to state. State regulations define the games that
can be offered and the rules of each game; they also establish what financial services can be
offered and the procedures casinos must follow in providing them. State regulation also will
extend to the nature of the surveillance and security measures employed at the casino.

Gaming Volume and Character

Because money launderers often deal with substantial amounts of money, they may be drawn
to larger casinos with higher gaming activity, where large-value transactions are more frequent
and less likely to draw attention, and where the casino’s surveillance systems may have greater
capacity.
For the same reasons, money laundering may be more likely to involve patrons bringing large
amounts of money to a casino and playing games at higher-dollar values. Accordingly, larger
gaming venues will likely need more robust AML/BSA compliance procedures. Nevertheless,
smaller volume casinos must be alert to a patron’s departure from ordinary patterns of play and
the suspicious use of the financial services offered by the casino; similarly, the structuring of
transactions to avoid reporting requirements can occur at any casino, regardless of business
volume.

Range of Financial Services

The broader the array of financial services available at the casino (e.g., front-money deposit
accounts, marker limit/credit extensions, wire transfer procedures, the receipt and issuance of
negotiable instruments, the offering of safe deposit boxes), the greater the opportunity for a
money launderer to exploit several different services for illicit purposes.
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Characteristics of Certain Games

The rules of certain games may make money laundering more likely. For example, if a game
allows patrons to bet either side of a bet (e.g., baccarat, craps or roulette), confederated patrons
might bet both sides in order to launder funds through the game. Similar risks may arise in the
case of sports betting when a patron places a bet with a legally operating sports book on behalf
of an unidentified third party, concealing the origin and owner of the funds.2
Because poker is not a house-banked game, transactions at the poker tables may occur
between customers, rather than with the casino. Accordingly, the casino may be less likely to
detect potential suspicious activity because unlike table games, race and sports book wagers,
or electronic games, poker does not afford the casino the ability to determine verified win/loss.
If a casino does not permit cash wagering in poker rooms, the risk of money laundering may be
correspondingly reduced.

Country Risk

Some patrons with casino accounts may be deemed to present a higher risk if the casino learns
that they are non-resident aliens or foreign nationals or residents of countries that have been
defined by the United States as jurisdictions of concern for narcotics trafficking, human
trafficking, money laundering, terrorism, or other forms of illicit finance, or if the foreign nation
has been identified as non-cooperative by the Financial Action Task Force, or if the foreign
nation has been identified by Transparency International or a similar reputable organization as
having a high level of public corruption. 3

Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs)

Also known as Senior Political Figures, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who
have been entrusted with a prominent public function, or individuals who are closely related to
such persons. PEPs and their transactions may warrant further inquiry and consideration by the
casino, such as investigating source of wealth or funds. As appropriate, casinos will identify and
assess the risks of both foreign and domestic PEPs.

Patron Behaviors

Unusual patterns of patron behavior on the gambling floor may suggest the risk of money
laundering. For example, a patron’s betting activity or his financial transaction activity may
increase significantly without explanation.
Or a patron may appear to be coordinating his gaming with another patron or patrons (e.g.,
passing chips or cash back and forth) in an attempt to evade notice. Or a patron might abruptly
change the methods he uses for bringing money into or out of the casino, or unexpectedly use
multiple sources or multiple destinations for funds. A patron also may request multiple
monetary instruments for a jackpot or wager win.
All of these behaviors may be entirely legitimate, but casinos should be attentive to the risk that
they are not. Many of these considerations are detailed further in later sections of this
document.
In addition, as the U.S. Department of the Treasury noted in its 2015 National Money
Laundering Risk Assessment, money laundering activity at a casino most often involves exactly
the same activities – gambling and spending money – that all casino patrons engage in.
See FinCEN Correspondence with the American Gaming Association Regarding Sports Betting Conducted on
Behalf of Third Parties, https://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/pdf/01162015.pdf, (Jan. 16, 2015).
3 For example, see the State Department’s annual International Narcotics Control Strategy Report and regulations
and guidance issued by FinCEN.
2
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That reality may limit the utility of applying data analytics to casino information, given that licit
and illicit activity so often look the same to the casino’s compliance team. Nevertheless, data
analytics may help identify certain specific types of illicit activity, such as “bill stuffing” in slot
machines.

Patron Characteristics

In some instances, a casino may learn information about a specific patron which warrants
further inquiry or examination of the patron’s transactions. Examples of such information
include formal actions against the patron by law enforcement agencies, public reports of
negative information concerning the patron’s integrity, or evidence that the patron is under
investigation by law enforcement.
In addition, information about the patron’s financial situation may be relevant, to the extent
known by the casino, including (as examples) the presence of IRS tax liens or personal
bankruptcies in recent years.
Because all of these criteria are necessarily general, individual casinos have adopted a range of
implementation measures and guidelines that aim to detect, block, and report efforts to present
illicit funds at casinos.
The following discussion of available compliance techniques should not be viewed as
mandatory for every casino. Variations in patron mix, games offered, volume of gaming, and
many other factors may render some steps listed below less applicable to a specific casino, or
may warrant measures in that casino that are not identified in this document. A discussion of
risk assessment factors for casinos appears at the FinCEN website, www.fincen.gov, along with
responses to Frequently Asked Questions.

BSA/AML OFFICER
As required by federal BSA regulations, at least one employee at a casino must be designated
as responsible for compliance with BSA and AML requirements, policies, and training, and
should be available to other employees to consult on related questions as they arise. The
BSA/AML compliance officer should be fully knowledgeable of the BSA and all related
regulations.
The BSA/AML compliance officer should also understand the casino’s products, services,
customers, entities, and geographic locations, and the potential money laundering and terrorist
financing risks associated with those factors, as well as how BSA-required reports are used by
law enforcement agencies.
The BSA/AML officer, along with the AML compliance function more broadly, should be vested
with appropriate authority and resources to implement the program and assist the casino in
managing risk.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Ongoing training on AML procedures and BSA compliance requirements should be provided to
employees who assist with or review patron transactions that may be subject to the BSA. The
extent and intensity of the training should vary according to the responsibilities of the
employee, but should address CTR and SAR reporting and the casino’s AML Program.
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Training materials should be updated regularly to reflect regulatory and enforcement
developments under the BSA. If such regulatory developments may warrant a revision in
the casino’s compliance practices, relevant personnel should receive information on a
timely basis about both those developments and any revised casino practice.
The following categories of employees should receive training at least once per year, and more
frequently if changes in the law or circumstances require it. Following the training, the
employees should be required to pass a test on the subjects covered and to sign an
acknowledgement form agreeing to comply with company BSA/AML policies.
Training should extend to the following general categories of employees:








Those engaged in the operation of casino games (table games, poker, slots, keno and
bingo, and sports betting), at least beginning with supervisors and above;
Casino marketing employees, including domestic and international hosts, branch office
employees, and if applicable special events employees;
Cage employees;
Surveillance employees;
Property compliance and AML compliance employees;
Audit employees, including Internal Audit and Fraud Department employees; and
Senior gaming management.

Training on BSA and AML policies of the casino also may be incorporated in job training for
other casino employees, such as dealers.
The casino’s AML compliance performance, as well as the compliance actions of individual
employees, should be a factor in performance reviews of those employees involved with BSA
compliance, and should be considered in calculating compensation and bonus and in
determining any negative personnel action, including performance improvement plans through
to termination from employment.
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PREVENTIVE STEPS
Casinos should consider adopting policies and procedures that have the purpose of preventing
patrons from attempting transactions that have a higher likelihood of involving BSA violations or
other violations of law. Such policies and procedures should be tailored to the casino’s specific
business profile.
Some examples of such policies and procedures may include:


Requiring that “ticket-in/ticket-out” (TITO) redemptions at slot machine kiosks be capped
at an amount determined by the risk assessment for such transactions at that casino.



Barring cash for cash exchanges above a threshold consistent with the risk assessment
for such transactions at that casino, while permitting senior management to approve
such exchanges above that threshold for an appropriate business purpose (e.g., foreign
currency exchanges for established patrons at reasonable levels). Such approvals
should be documented.



Declining to accept cash to purchase a casino check or other monetary instrument or to
initiate a wire transfer. This would not restrict the cage from issuing a check or funds
transfer for documented casino winnings, or from doing so in legitimate circumstances.
Such approvals should be documented.



Issuing casino checks and wires to a patron only for the amount of his/her winnings, in
the absence of legitimate circumstances for such actions (e.g. the remaining funds from
a cashier’s check which already has been negotiated).



A check for winnings should be payable only to the patron, and a wire transfer should be
made only to the patron’s account or, if applicable, to the account from which the
originating wire was received.



Casinos may wish to consider adopting procedures allowing cage management or senior
management to approve making checks and/or wires payable to the patron’s business or
other account, or to someone other than the patron, when an appropriate business
purpose for the action is documented, and/or an appropriate connection is documented
between the patron and the business.



Suspending a patron’s loyalty club account and/or barring the patron if the patron’s
activity has generated the filing of an incomplete CTR and the patron has declined to
produce the required information, until the missing information is provided. Filing a SAR
for the episode should be considered. In such instances, the patron may be prohibited
from further gaming and redemption of complimentaries.



Senior management should have discretion on such matters if the patron is cooperative,
the complimentaries were already earned, and the expectation is that acquisition of
verifying identification will be facilitated by maintaining the patron relationship.



Although not required by law, directing International Branch Offices of the casino to
adhere to the same recordkeeping and reporting requirements under the BSA that are
consistent with the laws of the jurisdiction in which the International Branch Office is
located.
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Additionally, all traveling marketing executives, prior to travel outside the U.S. should be
trained on the laws that relate to gaming and marketing for the specific jurisdiction(s)
they are visiting. If a traveling marketing executive is authorized to conduct a financial
transaction in an international location, the casino may also need to report the
transaction under the BSA.



Eliminating cash play at poker tables.

CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE
The risk-based approach to BSA compliance is driven by a periodic risk assessment that
identifies those customers and transactions that potentially pose the greatest risk of money
laundering, so higher levels of scrutiny and evaluation can be applied to those situations, when
appropriate.
As noted above, the risk assessment allows casinos to determine and implement proportionate
controls to mitigate the different levels of risk present in differing circumstances.

Patron Identification and Verification

No front money or marker limit/credit account or safety deposit box agreement will be opened,
nor will any transaction involving such services be conducted, unless the patron provides a full
name, a permanent address and (for U.S. citizens) a Social Security number (as required by law
or regulation). This requirement does not apply to the establishment or use of player loyalty
club accounts.
No transaction(s) known to be reportable under the BSA or AML procedures will be
completed unless the individual conducting the transaction(s) provides valid, current,
Government-issued photo identification, including Government-issued Real IDs and a
permanent address.
If the patron asserts that his only permanent address is a post office box, the casino should
confirm this assertion by examining available databases and acquiring the patron’s attestation to
this fact.
Examples of acceptable government-issued photo identification are:





Driver's License4
Passport
Alien Registration Card
State Issued Identification Card (including Real IDs)5

Other than a Driver’s Authorization Card, a casino generally may rely on government-issued
identification as verification of a customer's identity; however, if a document shows obvious
indications of fraud, the casino must consider that factor in determining whether it can form a
reasonable belief that it knows the customer's true identity.

This does not include “driver authorization” cards or international driver’s licenses/permits, which are not
an acceptable form of identification.
4

All state issued IDs that are compliant with the Real ID Act are sufficient for BSA reporting purposes, even those
that contain the disclaimer, ‘Not for Federal Identification.’

5
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In some instances, information in the casino’s records will suggest that certain information on
the official identification document – most often, the patron’s permanent address – is no longer
accurate.
In those situations, if the casino is able to verify by reasonable inquiry the more recent
information, it may wish to report the more recent information on any CTRs and SARs filed for
that patron. The reason for using an address other than one on the customer’s governmentissued ID should be maintained in the casino’s records.
If the patron is a U.S. citizen, or a U.S. resident with a Social Security number, a Social Security
number is also required. Patrons may verbally provide a S o c i a l S e cu r i t y number. If the
casino knows or has reason to believe that a previous Social Security number provided by the
patron was incorrect, then the patron may be required to complete and sign a W-9 Form before
any pending transaction can be completed. Casinos should consider filing a SAR if
inconsistencies in identifying information are suspicious.
If a patron declines to provide a Social Security number when one is required, the casino should
not complete any pending transaction with that patron. If the patron has exceeded the reporting
threshold for a CTR without providing a Social Security number, a casino employee will attempt
to acquire that information from publicly available information. Declining to provide a Social
Security number may warrant completion of a SAR for the incident, although it is not, by itself,
automatically and in all circumstances a suspicious activity that should trigger the filing of a
SAR.
If the patron does not provide proper identification and/or required information, the casino
should consider whether to continue engaging in transactions with that patron and whether
the patron should be barred from further gaming activity until satisfactory identification and/or
t h e required information is provided. Documentation of the incident should be added to the
patron’s account in the management information system.
The same patron identification requirements apply to any person(s) who, acting as an Agent(s)
for another person, performs transactions on behalf of that patron, and to any person who
performs transactions in conjunction with that other patron, if the transactions trigger a CTR filing.
In those circumstances, both the person(s) conducting the reportable currency transactions as
well as the person on whose behalf they are acting must provide the identification and required
information described above. If any of these individuals cannot provide the identification and/or
required information, that individual will be barred from further gaming activity, and the casino
will consider filing a SAR.
For purposes of currency reporting, independent agents that contract with the casino are agents
for the patron and not the casino if that designation has been established in the independent
agent agreement. Independent agents should acknowledge, in writing, the responsibility of the
casino under the BSA and the casino’s obligations to report suspicious activity and agree to
report to the casino any suspicious activity they become aware of.
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Although separate from BSA/AML requirements, casinos should check whether patrons and
related entities appear on the list of “Specially Designated Nationals” maintained by the Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the U.S. Department of the Treasury.6 Such due diligence
may be conducted on a risk basis, and should encompass procedures for checking against
updates to the OFAC list.

Ongoing Due Diligence

The casino’s compliance policies should be calibrated to increase scrutiny of customer play and
background in situations that pose greater risk of money laundering and the use of funds that
may derive from criminal activity.
For high-volume patrons, whose activity (in terms of bills-in, marker play, or total play) exceeds
a level determined by the risk assessment for that casino or who are otherwise identified as
posing a risk of BSA/AML violations, the casino should review the patron’s identity against
public records and third-party database(s) to determine whether that person (or related entity):


Is a Politically Exposed Person (“PEP”);



Is the subject of negative reports concerning possible criminal activity or doubtful
business practices; or



Has a prior criminal history, relevant to AML risk.

For high-volume patrons or transactions identified as possibly posing a risk of BSA/AML
violations, the casino also may need to assess the source of the funds being used by the patron
to gamble and whether they may derive from illegal activity or from legitimate sources.
This may require the casino to obtain information concerning the patron’s financial and business
circumstances by querying available databases, through information-sharing arrangements with
other financial institutions, or directly from the patron, to reach judgments on whether the patron:


Has sources of wealth or income commensurate with his or her gaming activity; and



Has provided the casino with identification information and business-related information
that can be readily confirmed.

Further due diligence may be warranted if the casino has information indicating that the patron:


Has financial fiduciary obligations (e.g., trustee, accountant, attorney, nonprofit/charity
executive) that may create a risk of misappropriation or other illicit financial activity;



Is associated with individuals or entities known to be connected with the illicit generation
of funds;



Claims connections with businesses that have no actual operations;



Is the subject of substantial tax liens, or has gone through a recent personal bankruptcy
proceeding; or



Otherwise may present an unacceptable risk of money laundering or violating the
casino’s AML policies.

Data bases that may be relevant to consult in such situations include records of court activity
such as PACER, the antifraud website maintained by the Federal Trade Commission, the listing
of “Specially Designated Nationals” of the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), and
commercial screening products offered by third-party vendors, though such resources are
considerably more limited for persons and activity located in non-U.S. jurisdictions.
US persons and entities (including casinos) are prohibited from doing business with persons or entities designated
by OFAC, and any assets of the designees must be “frozen” immediately.
6
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TRANSACTION MONITORING
On a regular basis, compliance personnel will complete a review of those transactions above
thresholds determined by the risk assessment for that casino. To facilitate this effort, data held
by relevant casino departments and functions should be consulted, and such data should be
shared and integrated to the extent feasible among those relevant departments and functions.
As warranted by the facts of any situation reviewed, compliance personnel may further review
third-party databases (as described in the previous paragraph) to determine the patron’s
business connections and history and any other information that will assist in explaining the
patron’s transactions or in determining the source of funds presented to the casino by the
patron, in order to decide whether or not to file a SAR and/or terminate the relationship.
These circumstances may include the following:


Patrons with large cash-in transactions with no cash-out transactions, which cannot be
reasonably explained through transaction review (i.e., little or no gaming activity);



Patrons with large cash-out transactions with limited cash-in transactions, which cannot
be reasonably explained through transaction review;



Patrons with large credit card advances with limited play;



Patrons with cash transactions, including aggregated transactions that are just below the
CTR reporting threshold;



Checks or wire transfers received for the benefit of the patron (or multiple patrons) from
third parties whose connection to the patron is not known;



Multiple transactions over a period of time with the apparent purpose of avoiding BSA
reporting requirements;



A single payment received by the casino (e.g., negotiable instrument or wire transfer) for
the benefit of multiple patrons if the casino cannot determine a relationship or business
association between the source of the payment and the beneficiaries.

In addition, Compliance personnel will conduct a review of relevant daily audit summaries, logs
and reports, such as Marker Summaries, Front-Money/Safekeeping Summaries, multiple
transaction logs, Monetary Instrument Logs, Check Logs and wire reports to identify potential
suspicious activity.
Based on the result of due diligence reviews of high-volume patrons or of certain events
identified by the risk assessment for that casino (e.g., the filing of one or multiple SARs for a
patron, or the receipt of a law enforcement request for information concerning a patron), the
casino may consider whether to terminate its relationship with a patron.
The termination of a patron relationship will be warranted if the patron’s activities present an
actual or unacceptable risk of violation of Title 18, 1956 and 1957 and the BSA related
requirements or the casino’s AML policies.
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POTENTIAL SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
The BSA requires casinos to file a suspicious activity report (SAR) if the casino knows, suspects,
or has reason to suspect that a transaction or attempted transaction aggregating at least $5,000:







Involves funds derived from illegal activity;
Is intended to disguise funds or assets derived from illegal activity;
Is designed to avoid BSA reporting or recordkeeping requirements;
Involves the use of the casino to facilitate criminal activity, or
Has no business or apparent lawful purpose; or
Is not the sort in which the particular patron would normally be expected to engage, and
the casino knows of no reasonable explanation for the transaction after examining the
available facts.

Given that the SAR rule encompasses attempted transactions, casinos should ensure that they
track both attempted and completed transactions for potential SAR filings.
The following categories are examples of potentially suspicious situations that often will prompt
consideration of whether a SAR should be filed under the casino’s risk assessment criteria.
Casinos also should consult with FIN-2008-G0077, which discusses “red flags” for suspicious
activity at casinos.

GAMING FLOOR ACTIVITY











Minimal gaming despite large financial transactions with the casino;
Structuring of transactions to stay at or slightly below the $10,000 reporting threshold for
CTRs;
Placing currency in a slot machine, then cashing out after minimal or no play and
redeeming the TITO ticket at a kiosk on the gaming floor (“bill stuffing”);
At a racing venue, inserting cash into a tote machine, cashing out for vouchers and then
cashing vouchers at a teller’s station with little or no wagering;
A transaction that has no apparent business or lawful purpose (e.g., confederated
gamblers placing offsetting bets on red and black on a roulette wheel);
Patrons pass a large quantity of chips, cash, or TITO tickets between themselves, in an
apparent effort to conceal the ownership of the chips, cash, or TITO tickets although if
patrons are closely related, such activity may not be suspicious;
A patron’s gaming activity dramatically increases with no known substantiation for the
source of those funds;
A patron leaves the casino floor with a significant amount of chips in their possession
without offsetting chip redemptions or chip buy-ins at another table, and there is no
known disposition or whereabouts of the chips , although this may not be deemed
suspicious if there is a reasonable, experience-based expectation that the patron will
return to the casino in the near future; or
A patron with a safe-deposit box connected to the poker room accesses that safedeposit box with a frequency that is disproportionately high when compared to the time
and frequency of his poker play.

See, FinCEN Guidance, ‘Recognizing Suspicious Activity – Red Flags for Casinos and Card Clubs’
(August 1, 2008), https://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/html/fin-2008-g007.html.
7
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RACE AND SPORTS BOOK ACTIVITY





Inquiring with race and sports book staff about reporting and identification thresholds
either before or after a wager and possibly adjusting wagering activity to fall below the
applicable thresholds;
Structuring wagers across multiple tickets / locations so the payout of each ticket is
under the reportable identification thresholds, but in aggregate, would have exceeded
the thresholds on one ticket;
Indications of insufficient wealth or income to support betting patterns; or
Significant changes in wagering patterns or unusual spike in play that cannot be
explained.

CAGE-FOCUSED ACTIVITY














Presenting a third-party check or wire transfer – whether apparently deriving from a
business or an individual – for payment of markers or for use in gambling-related activity
in an amount at or above a threshold determined by the risk assessment for that casino.
In such situations, the casino should ascertain whether the beneficiary (patron) has a
documented connection to the sender (e.g., spouse or immediate family member or
business), either in the casino’s records or by means of a database search or other
reasonable inquiry. If no appropriate connection can be established between the
source of the funds and the patron, those employees responsible for deciding whether
to file a SAR also may consider whether or not to proceed with the transaction;
A negotiable instrument or wire transfer is presented for the benefit of multiple patrons,
or multiple patrons engage in play on a single patron account;
A patron refuses to provide required information for the completion of a CTR, or
identifying information more broadly;
A patron requests information about how to avoid BSA reporting requirements;
A patron requests establishment of an “AKA” account in a name other than the one by
which the casino knows the patron;
A patron attempts to deposit front money or to make payments using complex means,
such as multiple sources of funds or multiple methods of transmission, which could
mask the source of the funds transmitted;
A patron presents funds which the casino has a basis for suspecting to be the proceeds
of illegal activity;
A patron presents funds in any form that derive from a foreign jurisdiction declared by
the United States government to be a jurisdiction of concern for narcotics trafficking,
human trafficking, money laundering, terrorism, or other illicit activity, or if the foreign
jurisdiction has been identified as non-cooperative by the Financial Action Task Force,
or by Transparency International or similar reputable organization as a country with a
high degree of public corruption;8
A patron provides a wire transfer, cashier’s check or other form of payment and such
instrument reflects that the transaction is being made for a purpose other than related to
gaming;
A patron presents chips for cashing and there is little or no gaming activity recorded for
the patron in the casino’s system to establish the source of the chips.

For example, see the State Department’s annual International Narcotics Control Strategy Report
(http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/239561.pdf) and regulations and guidance issued by FinCEN
(https://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/bsa/).
8
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INFORMATION FROM BACK-OF-THE-HOUSE





Law enforcement agencies deliver to the casino a formal request for records concerning
the patron;
News articles or other media reports alleged acts of financial wrongdoing by the patron;
Patron is the owner of a business, the nature of which has been profiled by the Federal
Trade Commission as high risk for fraud schemes;
A patron raises his or her financial transactions to levels well above the ordinary levels
for that patron with no reasonable explanation.

This list is by no means exhaustive; other patron activities may trigger BSA/AML concerns due
to the circumstances in which they arise. Each casino should develop its own scenarios tailored
to its business.
Further, the SAR requirement encompasses suspicious activity conducted by
employees/insiders. Therefore, casinos should have adequate communication lines between
the group(s) responsible for employee-related investigations and disciplinary issues, and the
team(s) responsible for filing SARs.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORT REVIEW PROCEDURES
A suspicious activity report (SAR) review – aimed at determining whether a SAR should be filed
for a situation – may be prompted by direct observations by property employees, by data
analysis performed through back-of-house procedures, or by other means (e.g., incoming law
enforcement inquiry).
On an annual basis and as part of its ongoing risk assessment, the casino should
review its filed SARs for the previous year to analyze patterns of suspicious activity.
The SAR review measures identified in this section ordinarily should be performed by
AML/BSA compliance personnel.
In examining the casino’s SAR procedures, the casino’s review should consider the
following components of a SAR compliance effort:


If prompted by direct observation, information about a transaction and the patron
should be gathered promptly (e.g., patron name, Social Security number, player’s card
number, observed suspicious activity with supporting documentation) without alerting
the patron that filing a SAR is being considered.



The compliance officer or committee will examine the transaction in light of other
available facts known about the patron or established during a due diligence review of
the situation and the patron, plus the background or possible purpose of the
transaction.



Based on that investigation, the compliance officer may determine that there is a
reasonable, non-suspicious explanation for the transaction and that no SAR should be
filed, or that a SAR should be filed.



In either event, the c om p l i a n c e of f ic e r will make a record of that review and its
conclusions. The situation then may be reviewed by the casino’s SAR Committee or
those employees responsible for SAR filings. If that review determines that a SAR
should not be filed, the reason for not filing should be documented.
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Among the further steps that may be warranted:
o

Review when a single patron conducted payments to or deposited funds with the
casino through the use of multiple instruments deriving from more than one financial
institution, in an aggregated amount exceeding a threshold determined by the
casino’s risk assessment, or in transactions spread over multiple days in an
aggregated amount exceeding such a threshold;

o

Trace redeemed sports tickets above a certain transaction amount, consistent with
the casino’s risk assessment, to the original wagers to determine whether the patron
redeeming the ticket was the same as the patron making the wager;

o

Ensure that the casino has identified those individuals (some of whom may be
independent agents registered with state regulatory agencies) who have organized
visits to the casino by patrons and that all patrons arriving due to the efforts of such
individuals have been identified so that available funds for each patron are
accurately reflected in the patron management system and the play of each patron is
recorded as warranted;

o

For chip redemptions in excess of a threshold determined by the casino’s risk
assessment, examine recorded play to determine whether the patron had a
significant value of unredeemed chips at the end of play and how the chips were
obtained;

o

For front-money deposits and marker payments above a level consistent with the risk
assessment for that casino, analyze that patron’s deposit and payment patterns;
and/or

o

If the casino participates in voluntary information sharing under Section 314(b) of the
USA PATRIOT Act, it may contact officials at other participating casinos or banks or
other financial institutions for additional information concerning a patron’s business
connections and other relevant matters.



Receipts for slot tickets purchased with chips will be reviewed if they exceed a threshold
determined by the casino’s risk assessment, to determine if those tickets were used for
gaming or cashed out.



Once a decision has been made to file a SAR, the fields on the SAR form must be
completed correctly and thoroughly, and the narrative should be sufficiently detailed to
explain the circumstances, individuals, and amounts involved. Explanatory documents
and other due diligence from the transaction/patron should be maintained and, where
appropriate, be attached to the copy of the SAR retained by the casino as part of the
casino’s recordkeeping processes.



A SAR should include all contact information (e.g., mobile telephone numbers, email
addresses) that is reasonably available from the casino’s records for those persons who
are the subject of the SAR.



If a SAR is filed for a patron, compliance personnel should evaluate further activity by
the patron for the following 90 days, and consider whether a continuing report of
suspicious activity should be filed within 120 days of the previous SAR.



When one or more SARs is filed for a patron’s activities, casino management may
consider whether the casino wishes to continue its relationship with that patron.



Casinos also shall establish controls for maintaining the confidentiality of SARs and any
information that reveals that a SAR was filed.
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AUDIT PROCEDURES
The BSA regulations require independent testing of the casino’s overall program, as well as
specific functions, by qualified auditors. The independent test must cover all elements of the
casino’s AML program, including but not limited to:






Customer due diligence;
Transaction monitoring;
Required reporting and recordkeeping;
Training; and
The AML Officer function.

Auditors of BSA/AML compliance must be independent, but may be either external or internal to
the casino, depending on the casino’s corporate structure and practices.
The auditors will report their findings to senior management officials who have the authority to
direct those corrective actions warranted by audit findings.
If the casino utilizes an internal audit function, that function must be independent from AML
compliance, in order to ensure the independence of the internal audit function. Casinos also
may consider a reporting process to communicate to the Board of Directors the results of AML
independent tests.

Special Testing Procedures for CTRs

On a scheduled basis, the casino’s independent auditor, or audit team for CTR filings, will
review currency transactions by using all relevant records, including but not limited to Multiple
Transaction Logs (MTLs), player-rating records, and patron deposit and withdrawal records, that
were prepared during the 24-hour reporting period, as well as all system reports for the period.
A detailed audit program should be maintained to document all audit procedures performed by
independent auditors.
After completion of the initial audit, a secondary review should be performed which should
ensure:




That a CTR has been prepared for all reportable transactions – either single or
aggregated – that exceed $10,000; and
That the information recorded on the CTR is complete and accurate.
CTRs shall be electronically filed within 15 days of the transaction date.

The Monetary / Negotiable Instrument Log (MIL/NIL) will also be reviewed by independent
auditors for proper completion and for retention for at least five years.
A system query should identify those patrons, if any, who inserted into a gaming device bill
validator(s) funds in excess of a threshold determined by the casino’s risk assessment. For
patrons who have reached the log threshold for the gaming day, the total of their inserted bills
shall be entered onto the multiple transaction log for reporting when required by law.
All currency transactions above an amount established by the risk assessment for that casino
will be logged, with the exception of slot jackpots, which are not reportable on CTRs.
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Exception notices will be prepared for all instances of noncompliance noted during the daily
audit, including but not limited to logging errors, MIL completion errors, inaccurate identification,
missing information and other requirements not met.
The exception notices should be sent to applicable casino supervisory personnel at the
conclusion of the independent audit and secondary review. Exception notices should be returned
within a reasonable time indicating corrective action taken, and the results of these periodic
audits should be part of the firm’s overall independent testing.

Special Testing Procedures for SARs

The independent test function will establish testing parameters for both SAR and no-SAR
decisions. This review will consider the completeness of investigation processes and
documentation and timeliness of the review. In instances where SARs were filed, auditors will
test the completeness of SAR fields and narrative and timeliness of the filing.
This review also should test the casino’s monitoring systems (if appropriate) and how the
system(s) fits into the casino’s overall suspicious activity monitoring and reporting process.
Auditors will test information flow across the casino, including but not limited to the
fraud/security and host functions, as well as test whether information regarding employee
misconduct is appropriately communicated to the group responsible for SAR decisions.
When evaluating the effectiveness of the casino’s monitoring systems, auditors should consider
the casino’s overall risk profile (higher-risk products, services, customers, entities, and
geographic locations), volume of transactions, and adequacy of staffing.

RECORDKEEPING AND RETENTION
The casino shall adopt a recordkeeping system to preserve the following for each patron who is
the subject of customer due diligence procedures:





A record of those specific procedures performed to analyze a patron’s gaming patterns
and financial transactions;
Any due diligence report created;
Any risk determination; and
Any action taken as a result, including monitoring of the patron, reports to law
enforcement agencies, or changes in casino services available to the patron.

Such records should be maintained for at least five years after the relationship is terminated.
The casino also shall maintain CTRs, SARs (and supporting documentation) for at least five
years after filing. In order to assist law enforcement, the casino may elect to establish a protocol
for receiving and responding to authorized requests for SAR supporting documentation without
a subpoena.

CONCLUSION
These steps reflect the continuing efforts of the AGA member casino operators to mitigate the
risks of money laundering and illegal activity connected with their businesses. The guidelines in
this document must be adapted to match the specific circumstances of individual casinos and
companies.
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When dealing with businesses as complex as modern casinos, and with judgments as
subjective as those required by the BSA, no compliance effort can be perfect or immune from
retrospective re-evaluation.
Casinos should reconsider their AML/BSA compliance efforts on a regular basis to ensure they
account for new risks and emerging patterns of illegal activity.
Though perfection cannot be expected of a process that involves so many variables and
periodic shifts in financial practices and regulations, effective AML/BSA compliance programs
should ensure that the gaming industry continues not to attract significant illegal money
laundering activity.
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GLOSSARY
Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”): Adopted in 1970 and amended several times since, the

statute authorizes the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury to impose on U.S. financial institutions the
requirement to keep such records and submit such reports that have a high degree of
usefulness in criminal, tax, and regulatory matters and in the conduct of intelligence activities to
protect against international terrorism. 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311, et seq.

Cage: A secured area adjacent to the gambling floor of a casino where casino cashiers

conduct marker/credit, front-money and other gambling-related transactions, and where
currency and chips are often kept. Safe-deposit boxes are often available at the cage. A large
casino may have more than one cage location.

Chip Walk: When a patron leaves the casino floor with a significant amount of chips in their

possession without offsetting chip redemptions or chip buy-ins at another table, and there is no
known disposition or whereabouts of the chips. A chip walk may not be deemed suspicious if
there is a reasonable, experience-based expectation that the patron will return to the casino in
the near future.

Credit: Under the regulations of many state licensing authorities, casinos are authorized to

issue gaming chips or other representatives of value to patrons for gambling purposes up to the
amount of a “marker” (see below), which is a negotiable instrument signed by the patron and
made out to the benefit of the casino by the patron. Although state regulations refer to such
arrangements as credit transactions, the markers may be negotiated immediately at the
discretion of the casino.

Front money: Cash, wired funds, or negotiable instruments that are deposited with the
casino by a patron who will draw down on those funds for gambling. Front-money accounts are
sometimes described as safekeeping accounts.
Marker: A negotiable instrument (sometimes called a “counter-check”) executed by a casino

patron and made payable to the casino that authorizes the casino to recover the amount of the
marker from the patron’s bank account. The casino will advance funds to the patron up to the
amount of the marker. Under state casino regulations, casinos are not required to conduct full
credit investigations before issuing a marker, but will confirm that the patron’s bank account
contains sufficient funds to cover the requested marker.

Monetary/Negotiable Instrument Log: Required by the BSA, it must reflect

transactions of monetary instruments (e.g., money orders, cashier’s checks, traveler’s checks
and bank drafts) between the casino and the patron with a value above $3,000.

Multiple Transaction Log: This is a record of cash-in and cash-out transactions in a pre-

determined amount which also records identifying information about the patron in order to
determine when a person has exceeded a reportable threshold.

Risk Assessment: The formal process of examining a casino’s mix of gambling activity,

patrons, and overall economic environment in order to identify those activities and levels of play
or other transaction that pose a risk of money laundering to be addressed by the casino’s AML
compliance procedures.

Ticket In/Ticket Out (“TITO”): A system for slot machine play through the use of a
barcoded paper ticket. The ticket may be purchased in advance of slot machine play, or issued
from the slot machine if there are credits remaining at the conclusion of the patron’s gaming
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session. When the patron has completed his play, balances on the ticket can be redeemed for
cash at a kiosk or the casino cage, or used for further play at the casino that issued the ticket.

ABOUT AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION
The American Gaming Association is the premier national trade group representing the $240
billion U.S casino industry, which supports 1.7 million jobs in 40 states.
AGA members include commercial and tribal casino operators, suppliers and other entities
affiliated with the gaming industry. It is the mission of the AGA to be the single most effective
champion of the industry, relentlessly protecting against harmful and often misinformed public
policies, and paving a path for growth, innovation and reinvestment.
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Reporting suspicious transactions to FINTRAC

Reporting suspicious transactions to FINTRAC
April 2020
This guidance came into force on 1st June 2020.
Suspicious transaction reporting requirements under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) and associated
Regulations are applicable to all reporting entity sectors.
It is recommended that this guidance be read in conjunction with other STR guidance, including:
What is a suspicious transaction report?
Money laundering (ML) and terrorist financing (TF) indicators (ML/TF indicators)
**Note: All references to financial transactions should be read to include attempted or completed financial transactions.
This guidance provides information on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When must a suspicious transaction be reported?
Service provider agreements
How to submit STRs
Review and validation of reports by FINTRAC
Completing the STR form
Field completion instructions

Exclusions
Accountants and accounting firms
If you are an accountant or an accounting firm, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to the receipt of professional fees.

British Columbia notaries
If you are a British Columbia notary, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to the receipt or payment of professional fees,
disbursements, expenses or bail.

Dealers in precious metals and stones
If you are a dealer in precious metals and stones, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply if you engage in a purchase or sale carried out
for, in connection with, or for the purpose of manufacturing jewellery, extracting precious metals or precious stones from a mine or cutting or polishing precious
stones.

Financial entities
If you are a financial entity and you have foreign subsidiaries or foreign branches, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to the
operations of these subsidiaries or branches outside Canada.

Life insurance companies, brokers and agents
If you are a life insurance company and you have foreign subsidiaries or foreign branches, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to the
operations of these subsidiaries or branches outside Canada.

Real estate brokers or sales representatives
If you are a real estate broker or sales representative, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to your activities related to property
management.

Securities dealers
If you are a securities dealer and you have foreign subsidiaries or foreign branches, the suspicious transaction reporting requirement does not apply to the
operations of these subsidiaries or branches outside Canada.

1. When must a suspicious transaction be reported?
Pursuant to subsection 9(2) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations, "the person or
entity shall send the report to the Centre as soon as practicable after they have taken measures that enable them to establish that there are reasonable grounds
to suspect that the transaction or attempted transaction is related to the commission of a money laundering offence or a terrorist activity financing offence."
These measures include:
screening for and identifying suspicious transactions;
assessing the facts and context surrounding the suspicious transaction;
linking ML/TF indicators to your assessment of the facts and context; and
explaining your grounds for suspicion in an STR, where you articulate how the facts, context and ML/TF indicators allowed you reached you grounds for
suspicion.
After completing the measures that enabled you to determine that you have reasonable grounds to suspect that a financial transaction is related to the
commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence, you must submit an STR to FINTRAC as soon as practicable 1. These measures must be described
in your policies and procedures.
As soon as practicable should be interpreted to mean that you have completed the measures that have allowed you to determine that you reached the RGS
threshold and as such the development and submission of that STR must be treated as a priority report. FINTRAC expects that you are not giving unreasonable
priority to other transaction monitoring tasks and may question delayed reports. The greater the delay, the greater the need for a suitable explanation. STRs can
be complex yet you must treat them as a priority and ensure they are timely; you must also complete the measures that enabled you to conclude that you have
RGS the commission of an ML/TF offence before you submit the report to FINTRAC.
There is no monetary threshold associated with the reporting of a suspicious transaction and under the Canadian anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist
financing (AML/ATF) regime they may also contain transactions that must be submitted to FINTRAC in other types of reports. For example, if a completed
transaction reported in an STR involved the receipt of cash from a client of 10,000 Canadian Dollars (CAD) or more, you would also be required to report this
transaction to FINTRAC in a large cash transaction report.

2. Service provider agreements
A service provider can submit and correct STRs on your behalf. However, as the reporting entity, you are ultimately responsible for meeting your obligations
under the PCMLTFA and associated Regulations, even if a service provider is reporting on your behalf. This legal responsibility cannot be delegated.

3. How to submit STRs
If you have a computer and an internet connection, you must submit STRs to FINTRAC electronically. You must submit by paper if you do not have the
technological capacity to send an STR electronically.
There are two options for electronic reporting that provide for secure encrypted transmission that ensures your data's confidentiality and integrity. These two
electronic reporting options are listed below.
FINTRAC's secure website – FINTRAC web reporting
Batch file transfer
For more information about FINTRAC's electronic reporting system enrolment, see our electronic reporting page.
FINTRAC web reporting FINTRAC web reporting is a secure application accessed through the internet that allows you to manually submit individual reports, as
well as correct them if needed. It is geared towards reporting entities with lower reporting volumes. To report STRs electronically, you must be enrolled and
logged in to the FINTRAC web reporting system. For more information on FINTRAC web reporting, see the following document:
FINTRAC web reporting: for instructions on how you can enroll in web reporting and the browser requirements

Batch reporting
Batch reporting is a secure process that allows for the submission and correction of multiple reports (up to 10,000) in 'Batch files' that are formatted according to
FINTRAC's specifications. To use the Batch reporting system, FINTRAC will provide you with Batch transmission software but you will also need to enroll in
FINTRAC web reporting and apply for a public key infrastructure (PKI) certificate. For more information on Batch reporting, see the following links and
documents.
How can I use Batch reporting? for instructions on how you can enroll in FINTRAC web reporting and apply for a PKI certificate.
Batch transmission guide: to assist you with installing and configuring the Batch transmission software and to instruct you in how to transmit Batch files to
FINTRAC.
Batch documentation: to assist you with how to create, submit and correct Batch files.

Paper reporting
FINTRAC's STR paper reporting form can be printed from the reporting forms webpage or you can request a form to be faxed or mailed to you by calling
FINTRAC at 1-866-346-8722.

To ensure that the information provided is legible and to facilitate data entry, it would be preferable if the free-text areas of the STR (Parts G and H) were
completed using word-processing equipment. For reports completed by hand, please use black ink and CAPITAL LETTERS.
There are two ways you can send a completed paper STR form to FINTRAC:
by fax: 1-866-226-2346; or
by mail to the following address:
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
Section A
234 Laurier Avenue West, 24th floor
Ottawa, ON K1P 1H7
CANADA
There is no official acknowledgement of receipt when you send a completed paper STR form to FINTRAC. However, FINTRAC will contact you and request that
you resubmit electronically if you have the capability to do so.

4. Review and validation of reports by FINTRAC
FINTRAC reviews each report that is submitted to ensure that mandatory information is provided as per the PCMLTFA and associated Regulations. There are
three types of validation rules that FINTRAC uses to validate reports and these rules are described below.
Presence – is there an entry in the field?
Format – is the entry in the correct structure?
Content – is the correct information entered in the appropriate field?
FINTRAC validation rules identify possible reporting problems or information gaps but do not cover all scenarios. While FINTRAC conducts a review of report
submissions to assess the quality of reports, you should have your own proactive quality assurance practices independent of FINTRAC's review and validation of
reports.
The report validation processes for FINTRAC web reporting and Batch are different. Each report validation process is described in more detail below.

FINTRAC web reporting report validation
Reports submitted through FINTRAC web reporting are immediately validated by the application. FINTRAC web reporting will indicate where information is
missing, incorrect, or improperly formatted. You must correct all errors for mandatory fields before you can submit a report.

Batch report validation
Once a Batch file has been submitted, FINTRAC validates the Batch file against the validation rules. If there is an error with the structure or format of the file then
you will receive a "Rejected" message and the Batch file and reports within it will not be processed any further. You must correct and resubmit the entire
Batch file. Once you resubmit a Batch file, it is revalidated against all validation rules.
If there is a potential issue in a reporting field then you may also receive a "Warning" message. If you receive a "Warning" message, the report has been
accepted by FINTRAC but you should review the information submitted for accuracy and completeness.
Once your Batch file has been accepted and validated, FINTRAC will send you a Batch "Acknowledgement" message that will include the validation rule
number(s) for any report(s) that require further action and any warning messages.
See FINTRAC's Standard Batch Reporting Instructions and Specifications for more information.

5. Completing the STR form
FINTRAC's expectations for completing an STR
It is your responsibility to ensure that the information provided in an STR is complete and accurate. Your policies and procedures must include details on the
process for how you identify, assess and submit STRs to FINTRAC. It is possible that your organization has an automated or triggering system that detects
unusual or suspicious transactions that would require assessment by a person to determine if you must submit an STR. A person with the appropriate knowledge
and training is expected to be able to determine whether a transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. It is also
important to note that the value of the transaction is not always the most important aspect of an STR. Training employees to perform this function is considered
to be part of your compliance program obligations.
Please note, an employee of a reporting entity can be considered a 'reporting entity' and report a completed or attempted suspicious transaction to FINTRAC
when:
they have reasonable grounds to suspect that a transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence; and
their employer did not or will not report.

This stipulation is in place to cover the rare instances where an individual suspects that the threshold to report has been reached and their employer did not or
will not send an STR. No individual or entity will be prosecuted for sending an STR in good faith or for providing FINTRAC with information about suspicions of
money laundering or terrorist financing. To submit an STR in this scenario, you may use the paper report form. For more information, please see field completion
instructions to submit STRs by paper.
It is important to FINTRAC's analysis process and disclosure recipients that the STRs you submit are comprehensive and of high quality. In Part G or H of the
STR, it is important to avoid jargon or non-public references, such as terms and acronyms that are specific to your organization. Please consider an outside
reader and use simple, clear and concise language.
A variety of information is often collected as part of an assessment to determine if you are required to submit an STR and this information is valuable to include in
your report to FINTRAC. A well-completed STR should consider the following questions.
1. Who are the parties to the transaction?
List the conductor, beneficiary and holders of all accounts involved in the transaction.
Take reasonable measures to identify the conductor of the transaction. This means that you are expected to ask the client for this information unless
you think doing so will tip them off to your suspicion.
Provide identifying information on the parties involved in the transaction. This could include the information you recorded to identify the conductor,
as well as any information you have on the other parties to the transaction or its recipients.
List owners, directors, officers and those with signing authority, when possible. If the transaction involves a business, you could include
information on the ownership, control and structure of the business in the STR.
Provide clear information about each individual or entity's role in each of the financial transactions described. It is important to know who is
sending and receiving the funds and this may be relevant in Part G of the STR.
Explain the relationships among the individuals or entities (if known). This is very helpful to FINTRAC when trying to establish networks of
individuals or entities suspected of being involved in the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence.
2. When was the transaction(s) completed/attempted? If it was not completed, why not?
Provide the facts , context and ML/TF indicators regarding the transaction.
3. What are the financial instruments or mechanisms used to conduct the transaction?
4. Where did this transaction take place?
5. Why the transaction(s) or attempted transaction(s) are related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence?
State the ML/TF indicators used to support your suspicion.
State the suspected criminal offence related to ML/TF, if known.
6. How did the transaction take place?
Once you have reached reasonable grounds to suspect, you must keep reporting as long as the suspicion remains. You are expected to periodically re-assess
the client to verify that the level of suspicion has not changed. This process may be part of your documented risk based approach or ongoing monitoring. If you
continue to report STRs(s) on the same person or entity, you can reference a previous STR in Part G by:
entering the FINTRAC STR number and date of submission;
providing the reasonable grounds to suspect (facts, context and ML/TF indicators) that were included in the first STR submission; and
by providing any new additional information.
If you are reporting STRs because the assessment has changed due to new facts, context and/or ML/TF indicators, you are expected to provide them. For
example, through the course of your assessment, you may have identified new ML/TF indicators or new parties transacting with your client. You may choose to
include that information under a separate heading in Part G so that it is properly labeled as new information.
You must keep a copy of all STRs submitted to FINTRAC. For more information on your record keeping obligations related to STRs, see your sector specific
record keeping guidance.

STR submission limitations
Each STR must include at least one transaction and may include up to 99 transactions as long as all the transactions:
have the same transaction status (e.g., all completed transactions or all attempted transactions); and
took place at the same location.
For example, someone brings a money order for $6,000 CAD and successfully sends an electronic funds transfer for $6,000 CAD (first completed
transaction). Later that day, the same person returns to the same location and brings $5,000 CAD cash and receives a money order (second completed
transaction). In this case, if there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the two completed transactions, conducted at the same location, are related to the
commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence, you should provide the transaction details for the two transactions in the same STR. While the
transactions may be referenced in Part G as part of the facts, context and/or ML/TF indicators, the transaction details themselves must be entered in
Parts B1 through F.
In a situation where related suspicious transactions took place at different locations, an STR must be submitted for each location and only detail the
transactions that occurred at that specific location. In addition, all transactions should have the same status as either completed or attempted to be included in a
single report.

If you have more than 99 transactions to report at one time, you must submit the additional transaction(s) in a separate STR. You cannot insert a spreadsheet
or include the additional transactions in Part G of the STR. If the information is available, you can reference related STRs in Part G by entering the FINTRAC
STR number and date of submission.

Common STR deficiencies to avoid
The following are examples of deficiencies that FINTRAC has identified through its assessments and other compliance activities. FINTRAC is sharing these
examples to illustrate common errors that you can avoid.
Using a higher threshold as your basis for reporting: You are required to submit an STR when you have determined that there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that a transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. This means that there is a possibility
of an ML/TF offence and that you do not have to prove the facts or information that led to your suspicion.
In some cases, it is possible that you have determined that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the transaction is related to the commission or
attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. Reasonable grounds to believe means that there are verified facts that support the probability that an ML/TF
offence has occurred. In other words, there is enough evidence to support a reasonable and trained person to believe, not just suspect, that ML/TF has
occurred.
If you identify a transaction whereby you reach reasonable grounds to believe that an ML/TF offence has occurred, you must begin an assessment of the
related transactions immediately as you have surpassed the RGS threshold. If assessed by FINTRAC and there are reasonable grounds to believe that a
transaction is related to the commission of an ML/TF offence, and you have not begun an assessment of the facts, context or ML/TF indicators, you may be
sighted for a missed STR.
Failing to list all the transactions and accounts relevant to your suspicion in Parts B through F: You are required to report all the transactions and
accounts in Parts B through F that led to your determination that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission
or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. Providing a summary of the transactions in Part G is not enough.
Not listing or naming all parties to the transactions when the information is available: All parties to the transaction must be listed, including third
parties. You should also specify whether the parties are known or unknown. This has been observed in transactions involving multiple parties such as wire
transfers. For example, if you are reporting a wire transfer, you should include any information you have regarding both the ordering client and beneficiary.
This could include (but is not limited to) their names, their account number and institution, their relationship, and any known identifiers. FINTRAC
acknowledges that this information may not always be at your disposal, but when you know it, it should be provided.
Part G does not elaborate on your grounds for suspicion or link them to the transactions reported in Parts B through F: You are required to
articulate the reasons for your determination that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted
commission of an ML/TF offence in an STR. This includes providing all of the relevant facts, context and ML/TF indicators related to the transactions
reported in Parts B through F that support your suspicion in Part G. This deficiency has been observed when a reporting entity does not articulate the
reasons for their suspicion or does not explain how or why certain information is relevant to their suspicion.

6. Field completion instructions
**Note: Unless otherwise stated, this section details specific instructions that apply to both electronic and paper reporting.

Parts of a suspicious transaction report
STRs contain eight specific parts:
Part A: Information about where the transaction took place
In Part A of the STR, you must provide information about you as the reporting entity, and about the physical location where the completed or attempted
suspicious transaction took place.
When completing Part A it is important to note that:
Reporting entity's full name is your entity's full legal name. Even if you have entered into a contractual relationship with another entity to conduct
transactions on your behalf, it is your name that must be entered into this field.
Reporting entity number is the number that was assigned to you when you enrolled in FINTRAC web reporting.
Reporting entity location number is the location number where the transaction took place or was attempted. If you have multiple locations, your
FINTRAC web reporting administrator is responsible for adding the other locations, as well as maintaining the location information.
Reporting entity report reference number is a unique internal reference number generated by your entity. The recording of the internal reference
number on the STR may help you to quickly identify the report if required to at a later date.
Activity Sector is the type of business and/or activities you undertake.
Part B1: Information about how the transaction was initiated
In Part B1 of the STR, you must provide the date of the transaction, the transaction amount, the detail of the funds involved in initiating the transaction, how
the transaction was conducted, as well as information on any other institution, entity or individual that was involved in the transaction.
When completing Part B1 it is important to note that:
the date of transaction is the date that the transaction occurred. Whereas, the date of posting is the date on which the funds from the transaction are
received in an account; and

you must provide (if applicable) the name of any other person or entity or the name and number of the other institution involved in the initiation of
the transaction.
If you need to report more than one transaction in an STR, a separate Part B1 will have to be completed for each transaction.
Part B2: Information about how the transaction was completed
In Part B2 of the STR, you must detail:
how the funds were used in the completed transaction or how they were going to be used in an attempted transaction; and
whether the individual who conducted or attempted the suspicious transaction did so on anyone else's behalf.
The funds in a transaction may have been used in several ways, therefore resulting in more than one disposition having to be detailed in your STR. For
example, your client may initiate a transaction in cash, then use some of the funds to send an electronic funds transfer (disposition 1), order a bank draft
(disposition 2), and deposit the remaining funds (disposition 3). If there is more than one disposition, you will need to complete a separate Part B2 for each
disposition.

Part C: Account information, if the transaction involved an account
In Part C of the STR, you must provide the account details for each disposition that involved an account (completed transaction) or was going to involve
an account (attempted transaction), if applicable. For example, if the related disposition was a "Deposit', this part is required.
Part D: Information about the individual conducting the transaction
In Part D of the STR, you must provide information about the individual who completed or attempted to complete the transaction.
If more than one transaction is reported in an STR, a separate Part D will have to be completed for each transaction.
Part E: Information about the entity on whose behalf the transaction was conducted
In Part E of the STR, if applicable, you must provide information about the entity on whose behalf the transaction was conducted or attempted.
Part E needs to be completed if you indicated in Part B2 that the transaction was conducted "On behalf of an entity".
A separate Part E must be completed for each disposition that was conducted or attempted on behalf of an entity.
Part F: Information about the individual on whose behalf the transaction was conducted
In Part F of the STR, if applicable, you must provide information about the individual on whose behalf the transaction was conducted or attempted.
Part F must be completed if you indicated in Part B2 that the transaction was conducted "On behalf of another individual."
A separate Part F must be completed for each disposition that was conducted or attempted on behalf of another individual.
Part G: Description of suspicious transaction and any facts or context associated with the suspicion
This section is the narrative that explains your grounds for suspicion and should include the results of your assessment of facts, context and ML/TF
indicators that led to your decision to submit an STR to FINTRAC. The narrative should include the explanation of this assessment and should not assume
that the reader will be familiar with acronyms or terminology specific to your business. Detailed and high quality STRs provide valuable and actionable
intelligence for FINTRAC and this section is shared with law enforcement and intelligence agencies in FINTRAC disclosures.
The narrative provided in this section should focus on the question: "Why do you think the transaction is suspicious of ML/TF?"
The following are examples of the type of information that, when available, have been provided in STRs and have contributed greatly to FINTRAC analysis:
any client identification information not already captured in the transaction details listed in part B, i.e., known aliases or nicknames;
additional contact information (phone numbers, email addresses, etc.);
details for credit card activity including details of purchases (dates, amounts, retailer (online or in-store) and details of payments (dates, amounts,
conductor and source of payment);
details for electronic transfers (such as e-mail money transfers, wire transfers) including IP addresses and sender/recipient email addresses;
location of ATM withdrawals;
any related STR number(s) and the date(s) previously submitted;
the history the client has with you;
links made to other people, businesses and accounts;
information on the ownership, control and structure of an entity that is not already captured in Part B, particularly for any business entities that have a
complex structure;
the intended or expected use of an account versus the activity you may have observed;
any other information about your interactions with the client;
the ML/TF indicators or factors that assisted in forming the basis of your suspicion;
any information, including publicly available information and/or information from law enforcement, that made you suspect distinctly that the transaction
might be related to terrorist financing, money laundering, or both;
any details surrounding why an attempted transaction was not completed; and
any context or clarification about the information that was reported in the structured sections (Parts B through F).
FINTRAC has been able to identify networks of suspected money launderers and terrorist financiers through pieces of information such as email addresses
and secondary identifiers (nicknames) or phone numbers. This type of information may seem insignificant but can be very important to FINTRAC, as it may
identify connections among individuals, entities or crimes when compared against other FINTRAC intelligence.

It is important that your narrative is consistent with the information in Parts B through F of the STR form. For example, if you are referring to specific
account activity in this section the details of those accounts and transactions should be entered in the structured fields. It is also important that you do not
refer to any internal files or documents since FINTRAC cannot have access to these internal files or documents for its analysis. It is also not possible to see
graphics, underlined, italicized or bolded text included in the STR.
Part H: Description of action taken
Describe any actions taken by you, in addition to reporting to FINTRAC, in response to the suspicious transaction.
Examples of additional actions that you may take include:
reporting the information directly to law enforcement;
initiating enhanced transaction monitoring;
closing the account(s) in question or exiting the business relationship; and/or
cancelling, reversing or rejecting the transaction.
Reporting an STR to FINTRAC does not prevent you from contacting law enforcement directly. However, even if you do contact law enforcement
directly about your suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing, you must still submit an STR to FINTRAC. Some STRs have included
the law enforcement agency's contact information in Part H of the STR when the information was reported directly to law enforcement and this information
can be helpful.

Standardized field instructions
This section includes standardized instructions for the level of effort that is required for certain fields as well as standard instructions for completing fields for
identification, addresses, telephone numbers and occupation.
1. Each field within an STR is categorized as either mandatory, mandatory if applicable, or reasonable measures.
a. Mandatory:
Mandatory fields require you to obtain the information to complete the STR and will be marked with an asterisk (*).
However, in the case of an attempted transaction, you are to take reasonable measures to obtain the information for any mandatory field.
b. Mandatory, if applicable:
Mandatory if applicable fields must be completed if they are applicable to you or the transaction being reported. If applicable, you must provide
the information if you obtained it at the time of the transaction, or if it is contained within your institution.
These fields will be indicated with both an asterisk (*) and "(if applicable)" next to them.
c. Reasonable measures:
For all other fields that do not have an asterisk, you must take reasonable measures to obtain the information.
Reasonable measures can include asking for the information as long as you don't think it will tip off the person that you are submitting an STR.
Reasonable measures also means that you must provide the information if you obtained it at the time of the transaction, or if it is contained
within your institution.
**Note: In certain circumstances a required report field may not be applicable. Do not enter "N/A" or "n/a" or substitute any other abbreviations,
special characters (e.g., "x", "-" or "*") or words (e.g., unknown) in these fields. They are to be left blank.
2. Client identification
If you used the dual process method to identify an individual, you only need to provide the details of one of the identifiers. You can use your judgement to
determine which identifier would be most advantageous to FINTRAC analysis. Please note that a Social Insurance Number (SIN) must not be reported to
FINTRAC.
The record keeping requirement for the dual process method includes the source of the information, so FINTRAC expects the issuing jurisdiction and
country to align with the source of the information, but would only expect, as per the validation rules, that the reporting entity include the country of issue for
the dual process method.
In addition, you cannot use a provincial health card for identification purposes where it is prohibited by provincial legislation.
For more information on how to identify individuals and examples of acceptable photo identification documents, refer to FINTRAC's guidance on Methods
to verify the identity of an individual and confirm the existence of a corporation or an entity other than a corporation.
3. On behalf of indicator
Applies to Part B2 of an STR.
You are required to take reasonable measures to determine if there is a third party instructing your client to conduct an activity or a transaction. Reasonable
measures include asking your client if they are acting on someone else's instructions or retrieving the information that may already be contained in your
records.
When determining whether an individual has conducted or attempted a suspicious transaction on anyone else's behalf, it is not about who owns or benefits
from the money, or who is carrying out the transaction or activity, but rather about who gives the instructions to handle the money or conduct the
transaction or particular activity. Refer to FINTRAC's guidance on third party determination requirements for more information including the record keeping
requirements.

If you determine that a third party was instructing your client, then you must indicate if the transaction was conducted on behalf of an entity or on behalf of
another individual.
When an individual is acting on behalf of their employer, the employer is considered to be the third party, unless the individual is conducting a cash deposit
to the employer's business account. If there is no third party, or you were not able to determine whether there is a third party, then indicate that this part is
not applicable.
4. Address fields
Applies to the following fields of an STR:
A3* – A6* (mandatory)
D5 – D9
D20 – D24
E3 – E7
F4 – F8
F19 – F23
The complete physical address includes the street number, street name, the city, province, and country. If there is no province or state applicable to the
address, leave this field blank.
Please note that the following are not valid addresses and should not be provided:
a post office box without a complete physical address (e.g., PO Box 333);
a general delivery address; or
only a suite number (e.g., Suite 256) without additional address information.
It is possible that some of the examples above may be included in Part G of the STR because they are relevant but they are not considered a valid address
in terms of the client identification.
In cases where the individual or entity resides in an area where there is no street address, provide a detailed description which clearly describes the
physical location. For example, in these unique cases you could enter "the third house to the right after the community center" as the street address where
an individual lives.
A legal land description can be acceptable so long as the legal land description is specific enough to pinpoint the physical location of where the client lives.
If the legal land description refers to an area or a parcel of land on which multiple properties are located, the legal land description would not be sufficient.
For individuals who are transient (e.g., travelling in a recreational vehicle, temporarily working in a camp, etc.) and have no fixed address, you are required
to provide the following:
for Canadian residents, their permanent address is required, even if that is not where they are currently residing;
for non-Canadian residents travelling in Canada for a short period of time, their foreign residential address is required; and
for non-Canadian residents living in Canada for a longer period of time (e.g., a student), then the individual's temporary Canadian address should be
provided.
5. Telephone number fields
Applies to the following fields of an STR:
A10* – A10A
D11
D18 – D18A
D25 – D25A
E8 – E8A
F9
F10 – F10A
F24 – F24A
If the telephone number is from Canada or the United States, enter the area code and local number (e.g., 999-999-9999).
If the telephone number is from outside Canada or the United States, enter the country code, city code and local number using a dash (-) to separate each
one. For example,'99-999-9999-9999' would indicate a two-digit country code, a three-digit city code and an eight digit local number.
6. Occupation fields
Applies to the following fields of an STR:
D17
F17
When entering an individual's occupation information, you must be as descriptive as possible. For example:
If the individual is a manager, the occupation provided should reflect the area of management, such as "hotel reservations manager" or "retail clothing
store manager."
If the individual is a consultant, the occupation provided should reflect the type of consulting, such as "IT consultant" or "forestry consultant".
If the individual is a professional, the occupation provided should reflect the type of profession, such as "petroleum engineer" or "family physician".

If the individual is a labourer, the occupation provided should reflect the type of labour performed, such as "road construction worker" or "landscape
labourer".
If the individual is not working, the occupation provided should still be as descriptive as possible, such as "student", "unemployed" or "retired".
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1

Introduction

1.1

The law concerning money laundering is based on the general and wide-ranging
prevention and detection of the use of any proceeds of crime, and the prevention and
detection of terrorist financing. For some businesses (including casinos) this includes the
more specific requirements of the business and its employees to have policies, procedures
and controls in place covering the risks they face from money laundering and terrorist
financing.

1.2

Using money in casinos, regardless of the amount, that is the proceeds of any crime can
amount to money laundering if the person using or taking the money knows or suspects
that it is the proceeds of crime. Money laundering offences can be committed by both the
customer and casino employees, depending on their respective levels of knowledge or
suspicion.

What is meant by the proceeds of crime and money laundering?
1.3

Broadly, the term 'proceeds of crime' or 'criminal proceeds' refers to all property from which
a person benefits directly or indirectly, by being party to criminal conduct, for example,
money from drug dealing or stolen in a burglary or robbery (this is commonly referred to as
criminal property). It also includes property that a person gains by spending the proceeds
of criminal conduct, for example, if a person uses money earned from drug dealing to buy a
car or a house, or spends money gained in a bank robbery to gamble.

1.4

Money laundering is a term that is often misunderstood. It is defined in section 340 of the
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA)1 and covers wide ranging circumstances involving
any activity concerning the proceeds of any crime. By way of example, this may include:
• trying to turn money raised through criminal activity into 'clean' money (that is,
classic money laundering)
• possessing or transferring the benefit of acquisitive crimes such as theft and fraud,
and funds generated from crimes like tax evasion (this includes the possession by
an offender of the proceeds of their own criminal activity)
• possessing or transferring stolen goods
• being directly involved with any criminal or terrorist property, or entering into
arrangements to facilitate the laundering of criminal or terrorist property
• criminals investing the proceeds of their crimes in the whole range of financial
products.

1.5

Typically, classic money laundering consists of a number of stages:
• placement
• layering
• integration.

1.6

Placement is the first stage in the money laundering cycle. The laundering of criminal
proceeds is often required because of the cash-intensive nature of the underlying crime (for
example, drug dealing where payments are in cash, often in small denominations). The
monies are placed into the financial system or retail market, or are smuggled to another
country. The aim of the money launderer is to avoid detection by the authorities and to then
transform the criminal proceeds into other assets.

1.7

Layering is the next stage and is an attempt to conceal or disguise the source and
ownership of the criminal proceeds by creating complex layers of financial transactions
which obscure the audit trail and provide anonymity. The purpose of layering is to
disassociate the criminal proceeds from the criminal activity which generated them.

1

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2002/29/contents
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Typically, layers are created by moving monies in and out of various accounts and using
electronic fund transfers.
1.8

Integration is the final stage in the process. It involves integrating the criminal proceeds into
the legitimate economic and financial system, and assimilating it with other assets in the
system. Integration of the 'clean' money into the economy is accomplished by the money
launderer making it appear to have been legally earned or obtained.

1.9

There is potential for the money launderer to use gambling at every stage of the process.
The land-based gambling industry is particularly vulnerable during the placement stage as
the use of cash is prevalent. Although the remote gambling industry might appear less
vulnerable as electronic transfers are required for placements, identity theft and identity
fraud can enable the money launderer to move criminal proceeds with anonymity.
Furthermore, the use of multiple internet transactions can facilitate the layering stage of
money laundering.

1.10

Casino operators should be mindful that the offence of money laundering also includes
simple criminal spend (the use of criminal proceeds to fund gambling as a leisure activity),
and may not include all the typical stages of the laundering process (if any at all).

Legal background
The FATF Recommendations
1.11

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is the inter-governmental body responsible for
setting the international standards for anti-money laundering (AML) and countering terrorist
financing (CTF). They issue recommendations which member countries should implement
in order to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. These recommendations are
implemented by over 190 countries.

1.12

The FATF Recommendations2 set out the essential measures that countries should have in
place to:
• identify the risks, develop policies and provide domestic coordination
• pursue money laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation
• apply preventative measures for the financial and other designated sectors
• establish powers and responsibilities for competent authorities and implement other
institutional measures
• enhance the transparency and availability of beneficial ownership information of
legal persons and arrangements
• facilitate international cooperation.

The Proceeds of Crime Act
1.13

Criminal offences of money laundering were first introduced in the United Kingdom (the
UK) in the Criminal Justice Act 1988 and the Drug Trafficking Offences Act 1986. POCA
consolidated, updated and reformed the criminal law relating to money laundering to
include any dealing in 'criminal property', which is defined widely as the proceeds of any
type of crime, however small the amount.

1.14

POCA establishes several money laundering offences including:
• the principal money laundering offences
• offences of failing to report suspected money laundering
• offences of tipping off about a money laundering disclosure, tipping off about a
money laundering investigation and prejudicing money laundering investigations.

The latest Recommendations are available here: http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfrecommendations/documents/fatfrecommendations.html.
2
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1.15

The principal offences criminalise any involvement in the proceeds of any crime if the
person knows or suspects that the property is criminal property.3 These offences relate to
the concealing, disguising, converting, transferring, acquisition, use and possession of
criminal property, as well as an arrangement which facilitates the acquisition, retention, use
or control of criminal property. For example, in the gambling industry, this may involve the
taking of cash, cheque, or card payments, based on funds which are the proceeds of
crime, in the form of a bet or wager, or holding money on account for a customer for the
purposes of gambling.

1.16

Section 327 of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if he:
• conceals criminal property (for example, by depositing funds obtained through
criminal activity into a gambling account)
• disguises criminal property (for example, by placing funds obtained through criminal
activity into a gambling account and then withdrawing them later)
• converts criminal property (for example, by placing bets in a gambling
establishment and then cashing in the winnings)
• transfers criminal property (for example, by transferring property to another person
or to a casino operator)
• removes criminal property from the UK (for example, by taking their winnings
overseas).
Concealing or disguising property includes concealing or disguising its nature, source,
location, disposition, movement or ownership, or any rights with respect to it. Whilst
'converting' criminal property is not defined in POCA, it is suggested that this be given its
conventional legal meaning, that is that the 'converter' has dealt with the property in a
manner inconsistent with the rights of the true owner of the property. For example, a
criminal steals cash in a bank robbery and then uses that cash to open a gambling account
and gamble.

1.17

Section 328 of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if they enter into or
become concerned in an arrangement which they know or suspect facilitates, by whatever
means, the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by or on behalf of
another person. An example of this in the gambling industry would be for a casino operator
knowingly to accept stakes that are the proceeds of criminal activity.

1.18

Section 329(1) of POCA provides that a person commits an offence if they:
• acquires criminal property
• uses criminal property
• has possession of criminal property (for example, via stakes).
Acquisition, use and possession under section 329(1) includes, for example, when a
person carries, holds or looks after criminal property or acquires criminal property for
'inadequate consideration'. This means when a person buys or exchanges something
which is significantly below market value (inadequate consideration). However, a person
does not commit such an offence if they acquired or used or had possession of the
property for adequate consideration.4

1.19

The principal money laundering offences are wide and can be committed by any person,
including, for example, a casino employee, who has knowledge or suspicion that a
customer is using the proceeds of crime, or has possession of the proceeds of criminal
activity.

1.20

The offence of money laundering and the duty to report under POCA apply in relation to
the proceeds of any criminal activity, wherever conducted, including abroad, that would
constitute an offence if it took place in the UK. However, a person does not commit an
offence of money laundering where it is known or believed, on reasonable grounds, that

3
4

Sections 327, 328 and 329 of POCA.
Section 329(2)(c) of POCA.
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the relevant criminal conduct occurred outside the United Kingdom and the relevant
conduct was not criminal in the country where it took place and is not of a description
prescribed by an order made by the Secretary of State.5
1.21

The money laundering offences assume that a criminal offence has occurred in order to
generate the criminal property which is now being laundered. This is often known as a
predicate offence. No conviction for the predicate offence is necessary for a person to be
prosecuted for a money laundering offence.6

1.22

The penalty for conviction on indictment for an offence under sections 327, 328 or 329 of
POCA is imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years, a fine, or both7. In addition,
POCA contains provisions for the recovery of the proceeds of crime and forfeiture can be
granted, regardless of whether a conviction for any offence has been obtained or is
intended to be obtained. Under certain circumstances, criminal property can be
recoverable even if it is disposed of to another person.8

The Terrorism Act
1.23

The Terrorism Act 2000 (the Terrorism Act) establishes several offences about engaging in
or facilitating terrorism, as well as raising or possessing funds for terrorist purposes. It
establishes a list of proscribed organisations that are believed to be involved in terrorism.
In December 2007, tipping off offences and defences to the principal terrorist property
offences were introduced9.

1.24

The Terrorism Act applies to all persons and includes obligations to report suspected
terrorist financing. The offences of failing to disclose and tipping off are specific to people
working in firms covered by the Money Laundering Regulations (the Regulations), and who
are therefore in the regulated sector, which includes casinos.

The Money Laundering Regulations
1.25

The Regulations10 represent the UK's response to the FATF Recommendations and
implement the law in the UK on this topic. They set requirements for the AML/CTF regime
within the regulated sector (which includes casinos).

1.26

The Regulations apply to non-remote and remote casinos, licensed by the Commission,
who act in the course of business carried on by them in the UK. This includes remote
casinos which either:
• have at least one piece of remote gambling equipment situated in Great Britain, or
• do not have remote gambling equipment situated in Great Britain, but the gambling
facilities provided by remote casino are used in Great Britain.11

1.27

The Regulations impose additional requirements on the regulated sector. These include
risk assessments and requirements in respect of written policies, procedures and controls,
internal controls, CDD, record keeping and training.

Sections 327(2A), 328(3) and 329(2A) of POCA.
Note that, following the decision in relation to R v Anwoir [2008] 2 Cr. App. R. 36, the Prosecution does not need to prove a specific
criminal offence, but can instead show that it derived from conduct of a specific kind or kinds and that conduct of that kind or those
kinds was unlawful, and by evidence of the circumstances in which the property had been handled, which were such as to give rise to
the irresistible inference that it could only have been derived from crime.
7
Section 334 of POCA.
8
Section 304 of POCA.
9
Introduced by the Terrorism Act 2000 and Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Amendment) Regulations 2007.
10
The current regulations (The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations
2017) came into effect on 26 June 2017 and implemented the 4th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive. Amending Regulations
implementing the 5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive were promulgated in January 2020. The United Kingdom’s exit from the
European Union has no impact on the Regulations.
11
Regulations 8 and 9.
5
6
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1.28

This guidance sets out how casino operators must and can comply with the law governing
money laundering and terrorist financing. The law places responsibilities on the
Commission as the supervisory authority for casinos. The Commission should produce
guidance that helps casino operators to meet the requirements of the law, is workable in
the remote and non-remote casino environments and is approved by HM Treasury. This
guidance, therefore, covers the full requirements of the UK law as it affects casinos.

The role of gambling operators
1.29

Operators have a responsibility to uphold the three licensing objectives set out in the
Gambling Act 2005 (the Act). The first of those licensing objectives is to prevent gambling
from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with crime or disorder or being
used to support crime.

1.30

As described in the preceding paragraphs, money laundering in the gambling sector takes
two main forms:
• Exchanging money, assets, goods and property that were acquired criminally for
money or assets that appear to be legitimate or 'clean' (so called classic money
laundering). This is frequently achieved by transferring or passing the funds through
some form of legitimate business transaction or structure.
• The use of criminal proceeds to fund gambling as a leisure activity (so called
criminal or 'lifestyle' spend).

1.31

In order to avoid committing offences under POCA, operators should report instances of
known or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing by customers to the National
Crime Agency (the NCA) and, where a defence (appropriate consent) is requested, wait for
such defence (consent) to deal with a transaction or an arrangement involving the
customer, or wait until a set period has elapsed before proceeding.

1.32

Operators should be aware that there is no minimum financial threshold for the
management and reporting of known or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing
activity.

The role of the Gambling Commission
1.33

The Commission requires operators to prevent gambling being a source of crime or
disorder, being associated with crime or disorder or being used to support crime. This
guidance document is an important frame of reference to help casino operators meet that
objective. Whilst potential breaches of POCA and the Terrorism Act will normally be
reported to the NCA and fall to the police to investigate, the Commission, in its role as the
gambling regulator, seeks assurance that risks to the licensing objectives posed by money
laundering activity and terrorist financing are effectively managed, and this guidance will
assist casino operators to meet their obligations under POCA, the Regulations and the
Terrorism Act, where appropriate.

1.34

Under the Regulations12, the Commission is designated as the supervisory authority for
casinos. The Regulations13 stipulate that a supervisory authority must:
• effectively monitor the relevant persons for which it is the supervisory authority and
take necessary measures for the purpose of securing compliance by such persons
with the requirements of the Regulations
• adopt a risk-based approach to the exercise of its supervisory functions, having
identified and assessed the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to
which the relevant persons for which it is the supervisory authority are subject

12
13

Regulation 7(1)(d).
Regulation 46(1) and (2).
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•
•
•
•

ensure that its employees and officers have access to relevant information on the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing which affect its sector
base the frequency and intensity of its on-site and off-site supervision on the risk
profiles it has prepared
keep a record in writing of the actions it has taken in the course of its supervision
and of its reasons for deciding not to act in a particular case
take effective measures to encourage its sector to report breaches of the provisions
of the Regulations to it14.

1.35

In accordance with its risk-based approach, the supervisory authority must take appropriate
measures to review:
• the risk assessments carried out by relevant persons to identify and assess the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to which the business is subject
• the adequacy of the policies, procedures and controls adopted by the relevant
persons and the way that those policies, procedures and controls have been
implemented15.

1.36

The Commission therefore adopts a risk-based approach to its role as supervisory
authority. We focus our attention on circumstances where the processing of criminal funds
or criminal spend indicates serious failures in an operator’s arrangements for the
management of risk and compliance with POCA, the Regulations and the Terrorism Act or
a breach of a licence condition, or makes a reasonably significant contribution to the
financial performance of the business, particularly concerning their continued suitability to
hold a licence16.

1.37

Where a casino operator fails to uphold the licensing objectives, for example by being
ineffective in applying AML/CTF controls or ignoring their responsibilities under POCA, the
Regulations and the Terrorism Act, or breaches an applicable licence condition, the
Commission will consider reviewing the operating licence under section 116 of the Act.
This could result in the suspension or revocation of the operator’s licence under sections
118 and 119 of the Act. The Commission may also consider imposing a financial penalty
where a licence condition has been breached, in accordance with section 121 of the Act.

1.38

Certain activities carried out by casinos in respect of the services they offer to customers
are categorised as money service business (MSB) activities. By acting as a cheque casher
or currency exchange, accepting winners’ cheques and foreign currency, or transmitting
money, casinos are subject to registration with, and supervision by, HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC). The exemptions that remove this requirement, where the MSB activities
are occasional or very limited, do not apply to casinos because of the value of the
transactions typically involved. However, in order to avoid dual regulation, and as provided
by the Regulations17, there is an agreement between HMRC and the Commission that the
Commission performs the supervisory role for the MSB activities in question. This means
that it is not necessary for non-remote casinos to register with HMRC in this regard.
Casinos should however note that, in its capacities as a supervisory authority and a law
enforcement authority, HMRC may use the UK AML regime to gather information for tax
purposes18.

This requirement is implemented through licence condition 15.2.3(1). See paragraphs 1.54 and 1.55.
Regulation 46(4).
16
See the public statements available here: http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news-action-andstatistics/news/news.aspx?searchKeywords=&categories=0/1/24/51&page=0#main.
17
Regulation 7(2) and (3).
18
Regulations 3 and 44 define HMRC as a law enforcement authority for the purposes of the Regulations. Regulation 52 allows
supervisory authorities to disclose AML information to law enforcement authorities to fulfil the law enforcement authorities' functions,
which, in the case of HMRC, includes collecting information for tax purposes. There are also obligations at regulations 21, 43-45, 49-50,
52, 63 and 64 in respect of law enforcement authorities, which broadly require relevant persons to respond to certain enquiries from law
enforcement authorities and to provide information, and for law enforcement authorities and supervisors to cooperate and share
information.
14
15
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Purpose of the guidance
1.39

All gambling operators have a responsibility to keep financial crime out of gambling. POCA
places an obligation on gambling operators to be alert to attempts by customers to gamble
money acquired unlawfully, either to obtain legitimate or 'clean' money in return (and, in
doing so, attempting to disguise the criminal source of the funds) or simply using criminal
proceeds to fund gambling. Both modes of operation are described as money laundering.

1.40

The purpose of this guidance is to:
• outline the legal framework for AML and CTF requirements and systems across the
remote and non-remote casino sector;
• summarise the requirements of the relevant law and regulations, and how they may
be implemented in practice;
• indicate good industry practice in AML/CTF procedures through a proportionate
risk-based approach;
• assist casino operators to design and implement the policies, procedures and
controls necessary to mitigate the risks of being used in connection with money
laundering and the financing of terrorism.

1.41

This guidance sets out what is expected of casino operators and their employees in
relation to the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, but allows them
some discretion as to how they apply the requirements of the AML/CTF regime in the
particular circumstances of their business. It will be of direct relevance to senior
management and nominated officers in remote and non-remote casinos.

1.42

While the guidance focuses primarily on the relationship between casino operators and
their customers, and the money laundering risks presented by transactions with customers,
operators should also give due consideration to the money laundering risks posed by their
business-to-business relationships, including any third parties they contract with19.

How should the guidance be used?
1.43

The purpose is to give guidance to those who set casino operators’ risk management
policies, procedures and controls for preventing money laundering and terrorist financing.
The guidance aims to assist casino operators with detail about how to comply with the
Regulations and the wider legal requirements, and is intended to allow operators flexibility
as to how they comply. Casino operators will need to establish more detailed and more
specific internal arrangements directed by senior management and nominated officers to
reflect the risk profile of their business.

1.44

This guidance is not intended to be a substitute for legal advice and nothing in this
document should be construed as such. Anyone requiring clarification on the legal issues
contained in this document should seek their own independent legal advice. Neither is this
document a substitute for casino operators’ individual risk management plans. Casino
operators should refer to the Regulations and associated legislation in making decisions in
relation to the Regulations. The examples used throughout are for illustrative purposes
only. The references to legislation and case law are accurate at the time of writing, but
these may be subject to repeal or amendment.

Content of the guidance
1.45

19

In this guidance, the word 'must' denotes a legal obligation, while the word 'should' is a
recommendation of good practice, and is the standard that the Commission expects casino
operators to adopt and evidence. The Commission will expect casino operators to be able
to explain the reasons for any departures from that standard.

Attention is drawn to paragraph 2.11 and code provision 1.1.2.
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1.46

The guidance emphasises the responsibility of senior management to manage the casino
operator’s money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and how this should be carried
out on a risk-based approach. It sets out a standard approach to the identification of
customers and verification of their identities, separating out basic identity from other
measures relating to CDD, including the obligation to monitor customer activity.

1.47

It is accepted that a proportionate risk-based approach must meet a variety of scenarios
and, as such, must be based on an understanding of how the business is designed to
operate. There is, therefore, a need for ongoing and repeated assessments of risk to meet
changing circumstances.

1.48

The guidance contains the following sections:
• the importance of adopting a risk-based approach
• the importance of senior management taking responsibility for effectively managing
the money laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by the casino operator’s
businesses
• the role and responsibilities of the nominated officer
• the proper carrying out of the CDD obligations, including monitoring customer
transactions and activity
• record keeping
• the identification and reporting of suspicious activity.

Status of the guidance
1.49

POCA requires a court to take account of industry guidance, such as this, that has been
approved by a Treasury minister when considering whether a person within the regulated
sector has committed the offence of failing to report. Similarly, the Terrorism Act requires a
court to take account of such approved industry guidance when considering whether a
person has failed to report under that Act20. The Regulations require that a court must
consider whether someone has followed this guidance if they are prosecuted for failing to
comply with the Regulations.21

1.50

Casino operators must be able to demonstrate that they have taken all reasonable steps to
comply with all the AML requirements. If they can demonstrate to a court and/or the
Commission that they have followed this guidance, then the court or the Commission is
obliged to take that into account.

1.51

While the Commission is not a 'designated supervisory authority' under the Regulations22,
an ordinary code provision23 within the licence conditions and codes of practice requires
casino operators to act in accordance with this guidance.

1.52

The Commission and other agencies or authorities that have the appropriate authorisation
under POCA in England and Wales24 can, in certain circumstances, apply for orders and
warrants in relation to money laundering, for the purpose of, for example:
• requiring a specified person to produce certain material
• permitting the search of and seizure of material from specified premises
• requiring a financial institution to provide customer information relating to a
specified person.

1.53

The guidance provides a sound basis for casino operators to meet their statutory and
regulatory obligations when tailored by operators to their particular business risk profile.

Section 21A(6) of the Terrorism Act.
Sections 330 and 331 of POCA, section 21(6) of the Terrorism Act and Regulation 86(2).
22
Regulation 76.
23
Ordinary code provision 2.1.1.
24
See The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (References to Financial Investigators) (England and Wales) Order 2015 (Statutory Instrument
No. 2015/1853), as amended.
20
21
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Departures from this guidance, and the grounds for doing so, should be documented and
may have to be justified to, amongst others, the Commission.

Licence conditions and codes of practice
1.54

Casino operators are required to comply with the applicable licence conditions and codes
of practice25, and should read this guidance in conjunction with the conditions and codes.
Should casino operators breach the licence conditions or not follow the code provisions,
the Commission may consider reviewing the operating licence in accordance with section
116 of the Act. This could result in the suspension or revocation of the operator’s licence
under sections 118 and 119 of the Act. The Commission may also consider imposing a
financial penalty where we think that a licence condition has been breached, in accordance
with section 121 of the Act.

1.55

Operators should take note of the following licence conditions and codes of practice, in
particular:
• Licence condition 12.1.1, which requires operators to:
o conduct an assessment of the risks of their business being used for money
laundering and terrorist financing26
o have appropriate policies, procedures and controls to prevent money
laundering and terrorist financing27
o ensure that such policies, procedures and controls are implemented
effectively, kept under review, revised appropriately to ensure that they
remain effective, and take into account any applicable learning or guidelines
published by the Gambling Commission from time to time
• Licence condition 12.1.2, which requires operators based in foreign jurisdictions to
comply with Parts 2 and 3 of the Regulations
• Licence condition 15.2.1(4)(c), which requires operators to report the appointment
of a person to a position where the holder of which has overall responsibility for the
licensee’s AML/CTF compliance and/or for the reporting of known or suspected
money laundering or terrorist financing activity
• Licence condition 15.2.2(1d), which requires operators to report any actual or
potential breaches by the licensee of the requirements imposed by or under Parts 7
or 8 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, or Part III of the Terrorism Act 2000
• Licence condition 15.2.3, which requires operators to report:
o any actual or potential breaches by the licensee of the provisions of the
Regulations
o the appointment, replacement, departure or removal of the officer
responsible for the licensee’s compliance with the Regulations or the
nominated officer
• Ordinary code provision 2.1.1, which requires operators to take into account the
Commission’s guidance on anti-money laundering.

2

Risk-based approach
Introduction

2.1

The Regulations impose compulsory requirements and a breach can constitute a criminal
offence.28 However, within this legal framework of requirements, casinos have flexibility to
devise policies, procedures and controls which best suit their assessment of the money
laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by their business. The Regulations require the
identification and assessment of money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and the

www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/for-gambling-businesses/Compliance/LCCP/Licence-conditions-and-codes-of-practice.aspx
This must be in writing. See paragraph 2.10.
These must be in writing. See paragraph 4.9.
28
Regulation 86.
25
26
27
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establishment and maintenance of proportionate policies, procedures and controls to
mitigate and manage effectively the risks identified.29
2.2

Operators are already expected to manage their operations with regard to the risks posed
to the licensing objectives in the Act, and measure the effectiveness of the policies,
procedures and controls they have put in place to manage the risks to the licensing
objectives. The approach to managing the risks of the operator being used for money
laundering or terrorist financing is consistent with the regulatory requirements.

2.3

Most operators manage their commercial or business risks and measure the effectiveness
of the policies, procedures and controls they have put in place to manage those risks. A
similar approach is appropriate to managing the operator’s regulatory risks, including
money laundering and terrorist financing risks. Existing risk management systems should,
therefore, address the regulatory and money laundering and terrorist financing risks, or a
separate system should be in place for that purpose. The detail and complexity of these
systems will depend on the operator’s size and the complexity of their business.

2.4

The risk-based approach involves a number of discrete steps in assessing the most
proportionate way to manage and mitigate the money laundering and terrorist financing
risks faced by the operator. These steps require the operator to:
• identify the money laundering and terrorist financing risks that are relevant to the
operator
• design and implement appropriate policies, procedures and controls to manage and
mitigate the identified and assessed risks
• monitor and improve the effective operation of these policies, procedures and
controls
• record what has been done, and why.

2.5

The possibility of gambling facilities being used by criminals to assist in money laundering
or terrorist financing poses many risks for casino operators. These include criminal and
regulatory sanctions for operators and their employees, civil action against the operator
and damage to the reputation of the operator, leading to a potential loss of business.

2.6

Casino operators can offset any burden of taking a risk-based approach with the benefits of
having a realistic assessment of the threat of the operator being misused in connection
with money laundering or terrorist financing. It focuses the effort where it is most needed
and will have most impact. It is not a blanket one size fits all approach, and therefore
operators have a degree of flexibility in their methods of compliance.

2.7

A risk-based approach requires the full commitment and support of senior management,
and the active co-operation of all employees. It should be part of the casino operator’s
philosophy and be reflected in the operator’s policies, procedures and controls. There
needs to be a clear communication of the policies, procedures and controls to all
employees, along with robust mechanisms to ensure that they are carried out effectively,
weaknesses are identified, and improvements are made wherever necessary. Where the
casino operator forms part of a larger group of companies, there needs to be sufficient
senior management oversight of the management of risk.

2.8

The Figures attached to this guidance include a proposed architecture for the risk-based
process which operators can adopt as good practice within their businesses. While this
architecture represents a suggested approach, it does nonetheless contain elements which
are requirements under the Regulations or other financial crime legislation. These
requirements are detailed throughout the guidance.

29

Regulations 18 and 19.
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Identifying and assessing the risks
2.9

The Regulations require casino operators to take appropriate steps, taking into account the
size and nature of its business, to identify and assess the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing to which its business is subject, taking into account:
• information on the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing made available
to them by the Commission
• risk factors, including factors relating to:
o its customers
o the countries or geographic areas in which it operates
o its products or services
o its transactions
o its delivery channels30.

2.10

Casino operators must:
• keep an up-to-date record in writing of all the steps taken to identify and assess the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to which its business is subject
• provide the written record, the risk assessment it has prepared and the information
on which it was based to the Commission on request31.

2.11

The casino operator should assess its risks in the context of how it is most likely to be
involved in money laundering, criminal spend or terrorist financing. Assessment of risk is
based on a number of questions, including:
• What risk is posed by the business profile and customers using the casino?
• What risk is posed to the casino operator by transactions with business associates
and suppliers, including their beneficial ownership and source of funds?
• Is the business high volume consisting of many low spending customers?
• Is the business low volume with high spending customers, perhaps who use and
operate within their cheque cashing facilities?
• Is the business a mixed portfolio? Are customers a mix of high spenders and lower
spenders and/or a mix of regular and occasional customers?
• Are procedures in place to monitor customer transactions across outlets, products
and platforms and to mitigate any money laundering potential?
• Is the business local with regular and generally well-known customers?
• Are there a large proportion of overseas customers using foreign currency or
overseas based bank cheque or debit cards?
• Are customers likely to be individuals who hold public positions (PEPs)?
• Are customers likely to be engaged in a business which involves significant
amounts of cash?
• Are there likely to be situations where the source of funds cannot be easily
established or explained by the customer?
• Are there likely to be situations where the customer’s purchase or exchange of
chips is irrational or not linked with gaming?
• Is the majority of business conducted in the context of business relationships?
• Is there a local clustering of gambling outlets which makes it easier for a person to
launder criminal proceeds over multiple venues and products?
• Does the customer have multiple or continually changing sources of funds (for
example, multiple bank accounts and cash, particularly where this is in different
currencies or uncommon bank notes)?
• Does the customer have multiple or changing addresses?
• Has the customer ever presented a fraudulent identity document or failed to provide
an identity document repeatedly on request?
• Does the customer’s behaviour follow a pattern or is it constantly changing, or did it
change suddenly recently?

30
31

Regulation 18(1), (2) and (3).
Regulation 18(4) and (6).
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•

In relation to remote gaming, does the customer use shared internet protocol
addresses, dormant accounts or virtual private network (VPN) connections? Among
other things, this could indicate that a group of people are using the same device or
location to gamble for the purposes of committing fraud.

As noted in paragraph 1.42, operators should also give due consideration to the money
laundering risks posed by their business-to-business relationships, including any third
parties they contract with. The assessment of these risks is based, among other things, on
the risks posed to the operator by transactions and arrangements with business associates
and third-party suppliers such as payment providers and processors, including their
beneficial ownership and source of funds. Effective management of third-party
relationships should assure operators that the relationship is a legitimate one, and that they
can evidence why their confidence is justified.32

Risk assessments
2.12

A money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment is a product or process based
on a methodology, agreed by the parties involved, that attempts to identify, analyse and
understand money laundering and terrorist financing risks. It serves as the first step in
addressing the risks and, ideally, involves making judgments about threats, vulnerabilities
and consequences.

2.13

Risk, therefore, is a function of three factors:
• threats – which are persons, or groups of people, objects or activities with the
potential to cause harm, including criminals, terrorist groups and their facilitators,
their funds, as well as past, present and future money laundering or terrorist
financing activities
• vulnerabilities – which are those things that can be exploited by the threat or that
may support or facilitate its activities and means focussing on the factors that
represent weaknesses in AML/CTF systems or controls or certain features of a
country, particular sector, financial product or type of service that make them
attractive for money laundering and terrorist financing
• consequences – which refers to the impact or harm that money laundering or
terrorist financing may cause, including the effect of the underlying criminal and
terrorist activity on financial systems and institutions, the economy and society
more generally.

2.14

The key to any risk assessment is that it adopts an approach that attempts to distinguish
the extent of different risks to assist with prioritising mitigation efforts, rather than being a
generic box-ticking exercise. The risk assessment process should consist of the following
standard stages:
• identification
• analysis
• evaluation.

2.15

The identification process begins by developing an initial list of potential risks or risk factors
when combating money laundering and terrorist financing. Risk factors are the specific
threats or vulnerabilities that are the causes, sources or drivers of money laundering and
terrorist financing risks. This list will be drawn from known or suspected threats or
vulnerabilities. The identification process should be as comprehensive as possible,
although newly identified or previously unidentified risks may also be considered at any
stage in the process.

2.16

Analysis involves consideration of the nature, sources, likelihood, impact and
consequences of the identified risks or risk factors. The aim of this stage is to gain a

An example of good practice guidelines on conducting third party due diligence can be found here:
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_PACI_ConductingThirdPartyDueDiligence_Guidelines_2013.pdf.
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comprehensive understanding of each of the risks, as a combination of threat, vulnerability
and consequence, in order to assign a relative value or importance to each of them. Risk
analysis can be undertaken with varying degrees of detail, depending on the type of risk,
the purpose of the risk assessment, and the information, data and resources available.
2.17

The evaluation stage involves assessing the risks analysed during the previous stage to
determine priorities for addressing them, taking into account the purpose established at the
beginning of the assessment process. These priorities can then contribute to development
of a strategy for the mitigation of the risks.

2.18

Money laundering and terrorist financing risks may be measured using a number of factors.
Application of risk categories to customers and situations can provide a strategy for
managing potential risks by enabling casino operators to subject customers to
proportionate controls and monitoring. The standard risk categories used by FATF for
casinos are as follows:
• country or geographic risk
• customer risk
• transaction risk.
Casinos should also consider the risks posed by particular products they offer.33

Country/geographic risk
2.19

Some countries pose an inherently higher money laundering and terrorist financing risk
than others. In addition to considering their own experiences, casino operators should take
into account a variety of other credible sources of information identifying countries with risk
factors in order to determine that a country and customers from that country pose a higher
risk. Casino operators may wish to assess information available from FATF and nongovernmental organisations which can provide a useful guide to perceptions relating to
corruption in the majority of countries.

2.20

Customers that are associated with higher risk countries, as a result of their citizenship,
country of business or country of residence may present a higher money laundering and
terrorist financing risk, taking into account all other relevant factors. Remote casinos should
check customer location because of the additional risks which arise from cross-border
operations.

2.21

The country/geographic risk can also be considered in conjunction with the customer risk.

Customer risk
2.22

Determining the potential money laundering and terrorist financing risks posed by a
customer, or category of customers, is critical to the development and implementation of an
overall risk-based framework. Based on its own criteria, a casino should seek to determine
whether a particular customer poses a higher risk and the potential impact of any mitigating
factors on that assessment. Application of risk variables may mitigate or exacerbate the
risk assessment. Categories of customers whose activities may indicate a higher risk
include:
• customers who are PEPs, family members of PEPs or known close associates of
PEPs
• high spenders – the level of spending which will be considered to be high for an
individual customer will vary among casino operators, and among casinos managed
by the same operator

The risk categories used by the Commission in Money laundering and terrorist financing risk within the British gambling industry are
customer, product and means of payment (as well as operator controls, and licensing and integrity controls). Regulation 18 of the
Regulations require casinos to take into account risks factors, including factors in relation to their customers, the countries or
geographic areas in which they operate, their products or services, transactions and delivery channels (see paragraph 2.9).
33
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•

disproportionate spenders – casino operators should obtain information about
customers’ financial resources so that they can determine whether customers’
spending is proportionate to their income or wealth
casual customers – this includes tourists, participants in junkets and local
customers who are infrequent visitors
regular customers with changing or unusual spending patterns
improper use of third parties – criminals may use third parties or agents to avoid
CDD undertaken at the threshold or to buy chips, or they may be used to gamble so
as to break up large amounts of cash
junkets – junkets can pose several higher risks, including criminal control of the
junket operator or participants, the movement of funds across borders which
obscures the source and ownership of the money gambled by participants and their
identities, and structuring, refining and currency exchange risks
multiple player accounts – some customers will open multiple player accounts
under different names to hide their spending levels or to avoid breaching the CDD
threshold
unknown or anonymous customers – these customers may purchase large
amounts of chips with cash at casino tables, and then redeem the chips for large
denomination notes after minimal or no play.

Transaction risk (including means of payment)
2.23

Casinos should consider operational aspects (products, services, games, accounts and
account activities) that can be used to facilitate money laundering and terrorist financing. In
addition, land-based and remote casinos have the following potential transaction risks:
• proceeds of crime – there is a risk that the money used by a customer has been
gained through criminal activity, so greater monitoring of high spenders will help to
mitigate the risk
• cash – customers may use non-remote casinos to exchange large amounts of
criminal proceeds, or may deposit criminal proceeds into an internet gambling
account at a non-remote casino
• transfers between customers – customers may transfer money between themselves
or may borrow money from unconventional sources, including other customers,
which can offer criminals an opportunity to introduce criminal proceeds into the
legitimate financial system through the casino
• use of casino deposit accounts – criminals may use accounts to deposit criminal
proceeds and then withdraw funds with little or no play
• redemption of chips, tickets or tokens for cash or cheque, particularly after minimal
or no play
• particularly in remote casinos:
o multiple gambling accounts or wallets – customers may open multiple
accounts or wallets with an operator in order to obscure their spending
levels or to avoid CDD threshold checks
o changes to bank accounts – customers may hold several bank accounts
and regularly change the bank account they use for the remote casino
operator
o identity fraud – details of bank accounts may be stolen and used on remote
gambling websites, or stolen identities may be used to open bank accounts
or remote gambling accounts
o pre-paid cards – these cards pose the same risks as cash, as remote casino
operators normally cannot perform the same level of checks on the cards as
they can on bank accounts
o e-wallets – some e-wallets accept cash on deposit or cryptocurrencies,
which pose a higher risk, and some customers may use e-wallets to
disguise their gambling
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o

games involving multiple operators – for example, poker games often take
place on platforms shared by a number of remote gambling operators, which
can facilitate money laundering by customers, such as chip dumping.

Product risk
2.24

Product risk includes the consideration of the vulnerabilities associated with the particular
products offered by the casino operator. In non-remote casinos there are a number of
gambling opportunities that offer the potential for a money launderer to place funds and
generate a winning cheque or similar with minimal play. These are more fully discussed in
paragraph 2.23, and include the use of cash and casino deposit accounts, and the
redemption of chips. Also, a number of gambling activities take place in remote and nonremote casinos where customers effectively play against each other. This offers the money
launderer a means to transfer value by deliberately losing to the individual to whom they
want to transfer the funds.

2.25

Products which may pose a money laundering risk for the casino operator therefore
include:
• peer to peer gaming
• gaming where two or more persons place opposite, equivalent stakes on even, or
close to even, stakes (for example, the same stake on red and on black in a game
of roulette, including electronic roulette)
• gaming machines, which can be used to launder stained or fraudulent bank notes.

2.26

The risk categories or factors described above are not intended to be prescriptive or
comprehensive. They will not apply universally to all casino operators and, even when they
are present, there may be different risk outcomes for different operators and premises,
depending upon a host of other factors. However, the factors are intended as a guide to
help casino operators conduct their own risk assessments, and to devise AML/CTF
policies, procedures and controls which accurately and proportionately reflect those
assessments.

2.27

The weight given to the risk factors used by the casino operator in assessing the overall
risk of money laundering and terrorist financing, both individually or in combination, may
vary from one operator or premises to another, depending on their respective
circumstances. Consequently, casino operators also must make their own determination as
to the weight given to risk factors.

2.28

Risk levels may be impacted by a number of variables, which will also have an impact on
the preventative measures necessary to tackle the risks in a proportionate manner. These
variables include:
• whether the casino operator’s business model is focused on:
o attracting a large number of customers who gamble relatively small amounts
o attracting a small number of customers who gamble relatively large amounts
• speed and volume of business
• for non-remote casinos, the size of the premises
• the customer profile, for example whether:
o the majority of customers are regular visitors or are members
o the casino relies on passing trade, including tourists or those who are part of
junkets (for non-remote casinos)
• for non-remote casinos, whether the casino has VIP rooms or other facilities for
high rollers
• types of financial services offered to customers
• types of customer payments and payment methods
• types of gambling products offered
• the customers’ gambling habits
• staffing levels, and staff experience and turnover
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•
•

•
•

the type and effectiveness of existing gambling supervision measures and
mechanisms
whether the casino operator:
o owns or manages other non-remote and remote casinos
o offers different types of gambling
o has other internet gambling websites
whether the casino is standalone or integrated with other leisure facilities
whether the casino operator is based in one country or has a gambling presence in
multiple countries.

2.29

Deciding that a customer presents a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist financing
does not automatically mean that the person is a criminal, money launderer or terrorist
financer. Similarly, identifying a customer as presenting a low risk of money laundering or
terrorist financing does not mean that the customer is definitely not laundering money or
engaging in criminal spend. Employees therefore need to remain vigilant and use their
experience and common sense in applying the casino operator’s risk-based criteria and
rules, seeking guidance from their nominated officer as appropriate.

2.30

Many customers carry a lower money laundering or terrorist financing risk. These might
include customers who are regularly employed or who have a regular source of income
from a known source which supports the activity being undertaken (this applies equally to
pensioners, benefit recipients, or to those whose income originates from their partner’s
employment or income).

2.31

Conversely, many customers carry a higher risk of money laundering. These may include
known criminals, customers who are not regularly employed or who do not have a regular
source of income from a known source which supports the level of activity being
undertaken, or problem gamblers.

Examples
•

A drug dealer, whose only legitimate source of income for ten years was state benefits,
spent more than £1million in various gambling establishments over the course of two
years, and lost some £200,000. All the transactions appeared to involve cash.

•

A grandparent with no previous gambling history, on a state pension, began to make
weekly bets of about £100. Investigations later revealed that the grandparent was placing
the bets on behalf of a grandson, a known criminal, and that the money spent was the
proceeds of his criminal activity.

•

An individual was in receipt of state benefits with no other apparent form of income, but
then gambled significant amounts through a licensed operator. Deposits of over £2million
were made to an online gambling account over the course of about two years from multiple
sources, such as debit card and credit card, and various e-money and e-wallet services.
Investigations revealed that their gambling was funded by criminal activity.

•

Over an extended period, an individual who claimed to be a gambling addict stole
equipment worth a substantial amount of money from their employer and resold it for their
own gain. They then used most of these criminal proceeds to gamble, depositing almost
£6million into an online gambling account and losing almost £5million, involving about
40,000 individual gambling transactions. The individual remained in employment
throughout this period.

•

A customer spent a large volume of cash at a casino, including a significant quantity of
Northern Irish and Scottish bank notes. The customer told staff that the cash came from
restaurants and takeaway food establishments that they ran around the United Kingdom.
This explanation was accepted at face value by the staff, however, in reality the customer
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did not own any legitimate businesses and was later convicted of money laundering
offences arising from criminal activity.
2.32

Where a customer is assessed as presenting higher risk, additional information in respect
of that customer should be collected. This will help the casino operator judge whether the
higher risk that the customer is perceived to present is likely to materialise, and provide
grounds for proportionate and recorded decisions. Such additional information should
include an understanding of where the customer’s funds and wealth have come from.
While the Commission recognises that some relationships with customers will be transient
or temporary in nature, casino operators still need to give consideration to this issue.

2.33

If casinos adopt the threshold approach to CDD, part of the risk-based approach will
involve making decisions about whether or when verification should take place
electronically. Casino operators must determine the extent of their CDD measures, over
and above the minimum requirements, on a risk-sensitive basis depending on the risk
posed by the customer and their level of gambling.

2.34

In order to be able to detect customer activity that may be suspicious, it is necessary to
monitor all transactions or activity.34 The monitoring of customer activity should be carried
out using the risk-based approach. Higher risk customers should be subjected to a
frequency and depth of scrutiny greater than may be appropriate for lower risk customers.
Casino operators should be aware that the level of risk attributed to customers may not
correspond to their commercial value to the business.

2.35

Casino operators are best placed to identify and mitigate risks involved in their business
activity. A crucial element of this is to have systems and controls to identify and link player
activity, and for senior management to oversee risk management and determine whether
their policies, procedures and controls are effective in design and application. Reliance on
third parties to conduct risk assessment and management functions does not relieve the
operator of its responsibility to assess and manage its own risks. Third party services
should not be used in isolation or relied upon solely, and casino operators should be
satisfied that the information supplied by the third party is sufficiently detailed, reliable and
accurate.

2.36

There is a risk that customers will place and layer criminal proceeds through gambling
transactions. We recommend that one way of mitigating this risk is to link the pay out of
winnings with the means by which a customer pays for gambling transactions. We
acknowledge that this will not eliminate the risk, but returning winnings in the same form,
for example in cash or back to the same bank account, limits the opportunity for a money
launderer to layer the proceeds of criminal activity. Where it is not feasible to return funds
to the source or in the same form, casino operators should have controls in place to
manage the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing occurring in these
circumstances.

Dynamic risk management
2.37

A money laundering/terrorist financing risk assessment is not a one-off exercise. Casino
operators must therefore ensure that their policies, procedures and controls for managing
money laundering and terrorist financing risks, including the detection of criminal spend,
are kept under regular review. For example, industry innovation may expose operators to
new risks and an appropriate assessment of the risk is recommended before implementing
any new product, system, control, process or improvement35.

2.38

Casino operators need to continually identify, assess and manage these risks, just like any
other business risk. They should assess the level of risk in the context of how their

34
35

Regulation 8.
See paragraph 2.39 in relation to specific requirements for the adoption of new products, business practices or technology.
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business is structured and operated, and the controls in place to minimise the risks posed
to their business by money launderers and terrorist financers, including those engaged in
criminal spend. The risk-based approach means that casino operators focus their
resources on the areas which represent the greatest risk. The benefits of this approach
include a more efficient and effective use of resources, minimising compliance costs and
the flexibility to respond to new risks as money laundering and terrorist financing methods
change.
2.39

There is a specific requirement in the Regulations that, when new products, business
practices or technology are adopted by casino operators, appropriate measures are taken
in preparation for, and during, the adoption of such products, business practices or
technology to assess and, if necessary, mitigate any money laundering or terrorist
financing risks the new product, business practice or technology may cause.36

3

Customer relationships

3.1

Casino operators should be mindful that some risk indicators (for example, a pattern of
increasing spend or spend inconsistent with apparent source of income) could be indicative
of money laundering, but also equally of problem gambling, or both. There may also be
patterns of play (for example, chasing losses) that appear to be indicative of problem
gambling that could also be considered to indicate other risks (for example, spend that is
inconsistent with the individual’s apparent legitimate income could be the proceeds of
crime). While patterns of play may be one indicator of risk, casino operators should satisfy
themselves that they have asked, or are prepared to ask, the necessary questions of
customers when deciding whether to establish a business relationship, maintain the
relationship or terminate the relationship. In summary, it is perfectly plausible that an
individual attempting to spend criminal proceeds or launder money could also be a problem
gambler, but one does not necessarily follow the other. The responsibility is on the operator
to be able to understand these dynamics and mitigate any risks to the licensing objectives.

3.2

Casino operators are subject to certain provisions of POCA, the Regulations and the Act
(and the relevant licence conditions and codes of practice). Operators have the
responsibility to comply with the licensing objectives and, therefore, they should carry out
appropriate enquiries and assessments to ensure they do so. While the conclusions drawn
and actions taken may differ according to whether money laundering and/or social
responsibility risks are identified, the effective identification and management of these risks
rests upon the ability of casino operators to have a comprehensive knowledge of their
customer relationships and for managers to be clear on their responsibilities.

3.3

It is also important that the casino operator is able to reconcile information relating to
customers’ gambling activities in different parts of the business so that they have a more
complete picture of the risks posed by the activities of individual customers.

3.4

Commercial and business information should be considered for AML as well as social
responsibility purposes when transacting with an individual. This should include
arrangements for the monitoring of customers with whom a business relationship has been
established. For example, information about customer spend can be used by the casino
operator to proactively monitor high risk customers in relation to their money laundering
risk.

3.5

Customer relationships need to be managed proficiently and records should be maintained
as to what information was communicated to the customer, why it was communicated and
what considerations were made. If players expect that customer interaction is likely should
they play with large amounts of money, or for lengthy periods, and such interaction is
consistently applied, there would be less reason for players to question or become

36

Regulation 19(4)(c).
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suspicious of the motives of these interactions. Casino operators may find it helpful to
provide their customers with a leaflet which explains why they are being asked questions
about their game play.
3.6

The Commission recognises that some casino operators may find their obligations under
POCA and the Regulations challenging, particularly in relation to the management of
customer relationships, but it is incumbent on operators to have policies, procedures and
controls in place to ensure that they comply with all relevant provisions of POCA and the
Regulations (and the Act and the relevant licence conditions and codes of practice), in
particular in relation to CDD, the reporting of money laundering activity by customers and
the obtaining of a defence (appropriate consent) where necessary.

3.7

Customer relationships for AML purposes consist of three aspects:
• the establishment of the business relationship with the customer, including
verification of the customer’s identity to a reasonable degree
• the monitoring of customer activity, including account deposits and withdrawals
• the termination of the business relationship with the customer.

3.8

At all stages of the relationship it is necessary to consider whether the customer is
engaging in money laundering or terrorist financing (including criminal spend); whether
there is a need to report suspicious activity or seek a defence (appropriate consent); and
any risks posed to the licensing objectives.

Establishment of business relationship
3.9

A business relationship is a business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer which arises out of the business of the casino operator
and is expected by the operator, at the time when the contact is established, to have an
element of duration.37 Casino operators are advised to interpret this definition widely.

3.10

A business relationship with a customer of a casino operator:
• is likely to occur when, for example:
o a customer opens an account with the casino operator or becomes a
member of a casino (when a membership scheme is operated by the
casino), or
o a customer obtains a cheque cashing facility
• may occur when, for example:
o the casino starts tracking a customer's drop/win figures, other than to
establish when the customer reaches the €2,000 threshold for CDD.

3.11

The list above is not exhaustive and a casino operator will need to form its own view of
when contact is established, or circumstances otherwise arise, with a customer from which
it expects, or it could reasonably be inferred that it expects, that the relationship with the
customer will have an element of duration. The Commission acknowledges that this may
not necessarily be the case when a casino operator permits a customer to join a casino
loyalty scheme.

3.12

When establishing a business relationship, casino operators will need to give consideration
to the following:
• the potential risk posed by the customer
• appropriate due diligence checks on the customer
• whether it is known or suspected that the customer may launder money (including
criminal spend).

3.13

Where it is known that the customer is attempting to use the casino operator to launder
criminal proceeds (including criminal spend), the operator must carefully consider whether

37

Regulation 4(1).
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either not to establish the business relationship, or to suspend or terminate the business
relationship at the earliest opportunity. In either case, it is recommended that a SAR is
submitted to the NCA and, where there are funds to be returned to the customer, seek a
defence (appropriate consent) to a principal money laundering offence.
3.14

There is further discussion of business relationships in paragraphs 7.5 to 7.9.

Customer monitoring
3.15

Where, through their customer profile or known pattern of gambling activity, the customer
appears to pose a risk of actual or potential money laundering, the casino operator must
monitor the gambling activity of the customer and consider whether further due diligence
measures are required. This should include a decision about whether a defence
(appropriate consent) should be sought for future transactions (on a transaction by
transaction basis), or whether the business relationship with the customer should be
terminated where the risk of breaches of POCA are too high.

3.16

Casino operators should ensure that the arrangements that they have in place to monitor
customers and the accounts they hold across outlets, products and platforms (remote and
non-remote) are sufficient to manage the risks that the operator is exposed to. This should
include the monitoring of account deposits and withdrawals. Those casino operators that
rely heavily on gaming machines should also have practical systems in place to effectively
monitor and reconcile customer spend on gaming machines. Any suspicious activity should
be reported by means of a SAR to the NCA.

3.17

Once knowledge or suspicion of criminal spend is linked to a customer in one area of the
business (for example, gaming machine play), casino operators should monitor the
customer’s activity in other areas of the business (for example, table games).

3.18

If the customer’s patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money
laundering, or to actual knowledge of money laundering, casino operators should seriously
consider whether they wish to allow the customer to continue using their gaming facilities,
otherwise the operator may potentially commit one of the principal money laundering
offences.

3.19

Customer monitoring forms part of ongoing monitoring, which is discussed in paragraphs
6.27 and 6.28, and 7.8 and 7.9.

Termination of business relationship
3.20

As already discussed, to avoid potentially committing one of the principal money laundering
offences, casino operators need to consider ending the business relationship with a
customer in the following circumstances:
• where it is known that the customer is attempting to use the operator to launder
criminal proceeds or for criminal spend
• where the risk of breaches to POCA are considered by the operator to be too high
• where the customer’s gambling activity leads to an increasing level of suspicion, or
actual knowledge of, money laundering
• where the customer is proven to a reasonable degree of confidence to not be the
identity they claim to be.

3.21

Additionally, where, in relation to any customer, the casino operator is unable to apply CDD
measures, the business relationship with the customer must be terminated and the
operator must submit a SAR to the NCA where they consider the circumstances to be
suspicious.38

38

Regulation 31.
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3.22

Where the casino operator terminates a business relationship with a customer and they
know or suspect that the customer has engaged in money laundering, they should seek a
defence (appropriate consent) from the NCA before paying out any winnings or returning
funds to the customer.

4

Senior management responsibility
Introduction

4.1

For the purposes of the Regulations and this guidance, 'senior management' means
officers or employees of the casino operator with sufficient knowledge of the operator's
money laundering and terrorist financing risk exposure, and of sufficient authority, to take
decisions affecting its risk exposure.39

4.2

Senior management must be fully engaged in the processes for a casino operator’s
assessment of risks for money laundering and terrorist financing, and must be involved at
every level of the decision making to develop the operator’s policies and processes to
comply with the Regulations. Disregard for the legal requirements, for example, turning a
blind eye to customers spending criminal proceeds, may result in criminal or regulatory
action.

4.3

It is considered best practice, and is explicit in parts of the Regulations, that a risk-based
approach should be taken to tackling money laundering and terrorist financing.

4.4

Casino operators, using a risk-based approach, should start from the principle that most
customers are not money launderers or terrorist financers. However, operators should
have policies, procedures and controls in place to highlight those customers who,
according to criteria established by the operator, may present a higher risk. The policies,
procedures and controls should be proportionate to the risks presented.

Obligations on all casino operators
4.5

An officer of a licensed casino operator which is subject to the Regulations (that is, a
director, manager, secretary, chief executive, member of the management committee, or a
person purporting to act in such a capacity) who consents to, or connives in, the
commission of offences under the Regulations, or where the commission of any such
offence is attributable to any neglect on their part, will be individually liable for the
offence.40

4.6

Senior management should require that the nominated officer provides an annual report
covering the operation and effectiveness of the operator’s systems and controls to combat
money laundering and terrorist financing, and take any action necessary to remedy
deficiencies identified by the report in a timely manner. In practice, senior management
should determine the depth and frequency of information provided by the nominated officer
that they feel is necessary to discharge their responsibilities. The nominated officer may
also wish to report to senior management more frequently than annually, as circumstances
dictate. The nominated officer may not need to provide the names of suspected persons in
any report.

Policies, procedures and controls
4.7

39
40

Casino operators must establish and maintain policies, procedures and controls to mitigate
and manage effectively the risks identified in the operator's risk assessment of money
laundering and terrorist financing. The policies, procedures and controls must be:

Regulation 3(1).
Regulation 92.
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•
•

proportionate with regard to the size and nature of the operator's business
approved by its senior management.41

4.8

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators may take into account any guidance issued by the
Commission or appropriate body, and approved by HM Treasury.42 An appropriate body is
a body which regulates or is representative of any trade, profession, business or
employment carried on by a casino operator43 (and includes trades bodies such as the
Betting and Gaming Council).

4.9

Casino operators must maintain a record in writing of:
• their policies, procedures and controls
• any changes to those policies, procedures and controls
• the steps they have taken to communicate the policies, procedures and controls, or
any changes to them, within the operator's business.44

4.10

The policies, procedures and controls must include:
• risk management practices
• internal controls
• CDD measures and ongoing monitoring, including enhanced measures for high risk
customers
• reliance and record keeping
• the monitoring and management of compliance with, and the internal
communication of, such policies, procedures and controls.45

4.11

The policies, procedures and controls must also include specific policies, procedures and
controls:
• that provide for the identification and scrutiny of any case where:
o a transaction is complex or unusually large, or there is an unusual pattern of
transactions, or the transaction or transactions have no apparent economic
or legal purpose
o and other activity or situation that the casino operator regards as particularly
likely, by its nature, to be related to money laundering or terrorist financing
• that specify the undertaking of additional measures, where appropriate, to prevent
the use for money laundering or terrorist financing of products or transactions that
might favour anonymity
• which ensure that, when new products, business practices or technology are
adopted by the casino operator, appropriate measures are taken in preparation for,
and during, the adoption of such products, business practices or technology to
assess and, if necessary, mitigate any money laundering or terrorist financing risks
this new product, business practice or technology may cause
• under which anyone in the operator's business who knows or suspects, or has
reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting, money laundering or terrorist
financing must report such knowledge or suspicion to the operator's nominated
officer.46

4.12

The casino operator’s policies, procedures and controls should also cover:
• the arrangements for nominated officer reports to senior management
• the systems for customer identification and verification, including enhanced
arrangements for high risk customers, including PEPs
• the circumstances in which additional information in respect of customers will be
sought in the light of their activity

Regulation 19(1) and (2).
Regulation 19(5).
43
Regulation 3(1).
44
Regulation 19(1)(c).
45
Regulation 19(3).
46
Regulation 19(4).
41
42
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•
•

•
•
•

•
•

4.13

the procedures for handling SARs, covering both reporting by employees and
submission to the NCA
the mechanisms for contact between the nominated officer and law enforcement or
the NCA, including the circumstances in which a defence (appropriate consent)
should be sought
the arrangements for recording information not acted upon by the nominated officer,
with reasoning why no further action was taken
the monitoring and management of compliance with internal policies, procedures
and controls
the communication of such policies, procedures and controls, including details of
how compliance is monitored by the nominated officer, and the arrangements for
communicating the policies, procedures and controls to all relevant employees;
employee training records
supporting records in respect of business relationships, and the retention period for
the records.

Casino operators must, where relevant, communicate the policies, procedures and controls
they establish and maintain to their branches and subsidiary undertakings which are
located outside the United Kingdom.47

Internal controls
4.14

Where appropriate, with regard to the size and nature of the business, a casino operator
must appoint a member of its board of directors (or equivalent management body if there is
no board) or of its senior management as the officer responsible for the operator's
compliance with the Regulations.48

4.15

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators must take into account their risk assessment and should
take into account any guidance issued by the Commission or appropriate body, and
approved by HM Treasury.49 An appropriate body is a body which regulates or is
representative of any trade, profession, business or employment carried on by a casino
operator50 (and includes trades bodies such as the Betting and Gaming Council).

4.16

Where the casino operator appoints a board member as the officer responsible for the
operator's compliance with the Regulations, it is important that this member and the
director or senior manager who is allocated the overall responsibility for the establishment
and maintenance of the operator's AML and CTF systems (where they are not the same
person) are clear on their responsibilities.

4.17

The casino operator must, within 14 days of the appointment, inform the Commission of the
identity of the individual appointed as the officer responsible for the operator's compliance
with the Regulations, and any subsequent appointment to that position.51 In order to meet
this requirement, operators should comply with licence condition 15.2.3(2) and (3).

4.18

The internal controls envisaged in paragraph 4.10 must, where appropriate with regard to
the size and nature of the casino operator's business, also provide for:
• carrying out screening of relevant employees appointed by the operator, both
before the appointment is made and during the course of the appointment, where:
o screening means an assessment of the skills, knowledge and expertise of
the individual to carry out their functions effectively, and the conduct and
integrity of the individual
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a relevant employee is an employee whose work is:
▪ relevant to the operator's compliance with any requirement in the
Regulations
▪ otherwise capable of contributing to the identification or mitigation of
the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing to which the
operator is subject, or the prevention or detection of money
laundering and terrorist financing in relation to the operator's
business
the establishment of an independent audit function with the responsibility to:
o examine and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies,
procedures and controls adopted by the operator to comply with the
Regulations
o make recommendations in relation to those policies, procedures and
controls
o monitor the operator's compliance with those recommendations.52
o

•

4.19

In determining what is appropriate or proportionate with regard to the size and nature of
their business, casino operators must take into account their risk assessment and should
take into account any guidance issued by the Commission or appropriate body, and
approved by HM Treasury.53 An appropriate body is a body which regulates or is
representative of any trade, profession, business or employment carried on by a casino
operator54 (and includes trades bodies such as the Betting and Gaming Council).

4.20

Casino operators must establish and maintain systems that enable them to respond fully
and rapidly to enquiries from financial investigators accredited under section 3 of POCA,
persons acting on behalf of the Scottish Ministers in their capacity as an enforcement
authority under POCA, or constables or equivalent officers of any law enforcement
authority, in relation to:
• whether it maintains, or has maintained during the previous five years, a business
relationship with any person, and
• the nature of the relationship.55

Training
4.21

The Regulations require that all relevant employees of casinos must be trained on the
prescribed AML and CTF topics56. Casino operators must ensure that their employees
understand the Regulations, the Terrorism Act and POCA, and data protection, and apply
the operator’s policies, procedures and controls, including the requirements for CDD,
record keeping and SARs.

4.22

One of the most important controls for the prevention and detection of money laundering is
to have employees who are alert to the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing,
and who are well trained in the identification of unusual activities or transactions which
appear to be suspicious, as well as in the accurate verification of customers’ identities. The
effective application of even the best designed control systems can be quickly
compromised if the employees applying the systems are not adequately trained. The
effectiveness of the training will therefore be important to the success of the casino
operator’s AML/CTF strategy.

4.23

Casino operators should devise and implement a clear and well-articulated policy and
procedure for ensuring that relevant employees are aware of their legal obligations in
respect of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, and for providing
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them with regular training in the identification and reporting of anything that gives grounds
for suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing. Casino operators should also
monitor the effectiveness of such training, to ensure that all employees are trained in an
appropriate and timely manner, and that the training is fit for purpose.
4.24

Under POCA and the Terrorism Act, individual employees face criminal penalties if they
are involved in money laundering or terrorist financing. If they do not make an internal
report to their nominated officer when necessary, they may also face criminal sanctions. It
is important, therefore, that employees are made aware of their legal obligations, and are
given training in how to discharge them.

4.25

The Regulations require casino operators to take appropriate measures so that their
relevant employees, and any agents they use for the purposes of their business whose
work is of a kind mentioned in paragraph 4.27, are:
• made aware of the law relating to money laundering and terrorist financing, and to
the requirements of data protection, which are relevant to the implementation of the
Regulations
• regularly given training in how to recognise and deal with transactions and other
activities or situations which may be related to money laundering or terrorist
financing.57

4.26

Casino operators must maintain a record in writing of the appropriate training measures
they have taken and, in particular, of the training given to their relevant employees and to
any agents they use for the purposes of their business whose work is of a kind mentioned
in paragraph 4.27.58

4.27

'Relevant employees' are employees whose work is:
• relevant to the casino operator's compliance with any requirements in the
Regulations, or
• able to contribute to:
o the identification or mitigation of the risk of money laundering or terrorist
financing to which the operator's business is subject, or
o the prevention or detection of money laundering or terrorist financing in
relation to the operator's business.59
This includes the holders of personal management licences and personal functional
licences issued by the Commission, as well as employees responsible for completing CDD
measures and any agents used by the operator to undertake the work mentioned above.

4.28

In deciding what training measures are appropriate, a casino operator:
• must take account of the nature of its business, its size, and the nature and extent
of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks to which its business is subject
• should take account of the guidance issued by the Commission or by any body
which represents the casino industry in Britain, such as the Betting and Gaming
Council.60

4.29

The content of any training, the regularity of training and the assessment of competence
following training are matters for each casino operator to assess and decide in light of the
money laundering and terrorist financing risks they identify, provided the requirements of
regulation 24 are met. The Commission will expect such issues to be covered in each
operator’s policies and procedures. These should make provision for the attainment of an
appropriate competence level by the relevant employees identified in paragraph 4.27, prior
to them undertaking the duties for which they will be responsible. This may, for example,
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be achieved by the attainment of an appropriate pass rate in a competency test following
training.
4.30

Casino operators should also ensure that relevant employees are aware of and
understand:
• their responsibilities under the operator’s policies and procedures for the prevention
of money laundering and terrorist financing
• the money laundering and terrorist financing risks faced by an operator and each of
its casino premises
• the operator’s procedures for managing those risks
• the identity, role and responsibilities of the nominated officer, and what should be
done in their absence
• the potential effect of a breach upon the operator and upon its employees
• how the casino will undertake CDD
• how the casino will track customers when CDD is not undertaken on entry to the
casino
• how PEPs, family members of PEPs and known close associates of PEPs will be
identified, and how to distinguish PEPs who present a relatively higher risk from
those who present a relatively lower risk.

4.31

There is no single solution when determining how to deliver training and a mix of training
methods may, therefore, be appropriate. Online training systems can provide a solution for
many employees, but this approach may not be suitable for all employees. Classroom
training can be more effective in these circumstances.

4.32

Procedure manuals, whether paper or electronic, are useful in raising employee awareness
and can supplement more dedicated forms of training, but their main purpose is generally
to provide ongoing reference rather than being written as training material.

4.33

Ongoing training must be given to all relevant employees at appropriate intervals. Records
should be maintained to monitor who has been trained, when they received the training,
the nature of the training and the effectiveness of the training.

4.34

The nominated officer should be heavily involved in devising and managing the delivery of
such training, taking particular care to ensure that systems are in place to cover all parttime or casual employees.

4.35

The NCA publishes a range of material at www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk, such as threat
assessments and risk profiles, of which casino operators may wish to make their
employees aware. The information available on this website could usefully be incorporated
into operators’ training materials. The Home Office publishes guidance that may help staff
identify fraudulent identity documents61.

4.36

It is also recommended that casino operators consult the Commission’s AML webpage,
which has useful information (including statements regarding AML controls) and links to
other AML resources.62

5

Nominated officer

5.1

Casino operators must appoint an individual in their firm63 as a nominated officer64, who is
responsible for:
• receiving internal disclosures under Part 7 of POCA and Part III of the Terrorism Act

Guidance on examining identity documents:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/536918/Guidance_on_examining_identity_documents_v.
_June_2016.pdf
62
www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/for-gambling-businesses/Compliance/General-compliance/AML/Anti-money-laundering.aspx
63
In the context of the Regulations, 'firm' means the holder of a casino operating licence issued by the Commission.
64
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•
•
•

deciding whether these should be reported to the NCA
if appropriate, making such external reports
ensuring that a defence (appropriate consent) is applied for as necessary.

5.2

As a matter of good practice, each entity licensed by the Commission should have a
dedicated nominated officer. Where the function is performed by one person for multiple
licensees within the same group, the Commission would seek assurances, with supporting
information, that the nominated officer has sufficient oversight of AML across all those
licensed entities. This does not allow the nominated officer function to be outsourced to an
individual independent of the firm. The requirement to appoint a nominated officer does
not apply where the casino operator does not employ, or act in association with, any other
person65. The casino operator must, within 14 days of the appointment, inform the
Commission of the identity of the individual appointed as the nominated officer and any
subsequent appointment to that position66.

5.3

The role of the nominated officer is to apply the same rigour in their approach to managing
money laundering and terrorist financing risk as the operator does in managing its
commercial systems. The nominated officer should report to the board internally (or to the
chief executive for small organisations), and direct to the NCA in relation to known or
suspected money laundering or terrorist financing activity (including criminal spend) and/or
to request a defence (appropriate consent).

5.4

The nominated officer should be able to monitor the day-to-day operation of the operator’s
AML/CTF policies and respond promptly to any reasonable request for information made
by the Commission or law enforcement bodies. The nominated officer is expected to take
ultimate managerial responsibility for AML issues, but this does not diminish senior
management responsibility for AML.

5.5

The term 'nominated officer' is used and defined in the Regulations67.

Standing of the nominated officer
5.6

The nominated officer is responsible for the oversight of all aspects of the casino operator’s
AML/CTF activities at all premises. They are the focal point for all activity within the
operator relating to AML. The individual appointed as nominated officer must have a
sufficient level of seniority. The nominated officer should hold a personal management
licence (PML) issued by the Commission. The job description of the nominated officer
should clearly set out the extent of the responsibilities given to them and their objectives.
The nominated officer will need to be involved in establishing the basis on which a riskbased approach to the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing is put into
practice.

5.7

The nominated officer must:
• have the authority to act independently in carrying out their responsibilities
• be free to have unhindered access to the Commission and appropriate law
enforcement agencies, including the NCA
• be free to liaise with the NCA on any question of whether to proceed with a
transaction in the circumstances, that is, in relation to a defence (appropriate
consent).

5.8

In determining the status of the nominated officer and identifying the appropriate position
for this officer within the overall organisational structure, casino operators need to ensure
their independence within the business and that they have access to all relevant
information to enable them to discharge their duties. Responsibilities will include objectively
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reviewing decisions and, on occasions, making recommendations that may conflict with, for
instance, short term operational goals.
5.9

The Commission recognises that some casino operators may have a structure in which the
nominated officer will hold other roles and responsibilities. The Commission is content, for
example, that the nominated officer may take on other compliance roles and
responsibilities. However, this is subject to the key principles set out here, including the
ability to report directly to the board (or the head of the organisation) and the NCA, and the
ability to make AML decisions independently of operational concerns.

5.10

The casino operator's senior management must ensure that the nominated officer has
sufficient resources available, including appropriate employees, technology and training.
This should include arrangements that apply in the temporary absence of the nominated
officer.

5.11

Where a nominated officer is temporarily unavailable, another PML holder may deputise.
Casino operators should consider appointing a permanent deputy nominated officer.

5.12

Where a casino operator’s nominated officer delegates to another employee, the
nominated officer remains responsible for AML issues and is likely to remain liable for the
commission of any criminal offences relating to POCA, the Terrorism Act or the
Regulations. The Commission strongly recommends that in such circumstances:
• the fact, date and time of such delegation be entered contemporaneously in a
written record
• the delegate should counter-sign by way of acceptance of responsibility
• all employees who need to be aware of the delegation should be notified
immediately.

Internal and external reports
5.13

A casino operator must require that anyone working for the operator, to whom information
or other matter comes in the course of business, as a result of which they know or suspect,
or have reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting, that a person is engaged in money
laundering or terrorist financing makes an internal report to their nominated officer.

5.14

Whilst disclosure to another of the fact that a person may be engaged in money laundering
is generally an offence68, such disclosures to a nominated officer, constable or customs
officer are specifically protected, where they are made as soon as is practicable and the
information came to their attention in the course of their trade, profession, business or
employment.69 We recommend that casino operators make employees aware that they
have a legal defence to prosecution if they make an internal report to the nominated officer
as soon as is reasonably practicable after the information or other matter comes to their
attention. Whether or not this defence would be successful would be a matter for the court
based on the exact circumstances of the case.

5.15

Any internal report should be considered by the nominated officer, in the light of all other
relevant information available to the nominated officer, to determine whether or not the
report gives rise to knowledge or suspicion, or reasonable grounds for knowledge or
suspicion, that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing.

5.16

The nominated officer should consider any information held about the customer’s personal
circumstances that is available to the casino operator; and review transaction patterns and
volumes through the account or other accounts held in the same name, the length of the
business relationship and the identification records held.

68
69

Section 333A of POCA.
Section 337 of POCA.
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5.17

The nominated officer must be fully conversant with the legal obligations to make external
reports to the NCA.

5.18

Many of the records required by the Regulations relate to work done, or decisions made,
by the nominated officer, including records of why reports have not been made to the NCA.

6

Customer due diligence
Introduction

6.1

In the Regulations, a key requirement is to make checks on customers, known as customer
due diligence or CDD, which is designed to make it more difficult for the casino industry to
be used for money laundering or terrorist financing purposes. CDD is an integral part of the
risk-based approach. It involves gathering information about the customer in order for the
operator to assess the extent to which the customer exposes it to money laundering and
terrorist financing risks. CDD should be applied on a risk-sensitive basis depending on the
type of customer, the business relationship or the nature of the transactions or activity.

Risk-based customer due diligence and risk profiling
6.2

Customer risk assessments or customer risk profiling will be informed by the operator’s
money laundering/terrorist financing risk assessment. The operator should assess the
extent to which a particular customer triggers the risk factors considered in the risk
assessment and graduate the risk profile of the customer accordingly. This allows
operators to take a risk-based approach to customer due diligence, with measures being
proportionate to their risk rating. The information that is collected at the commencement of
the business relationship with the customer will enable the operator to determine the level
of risk associated with the customer and, in turn, the initial and ongoing customer due
diligence and monitoring that is required. Operators will need to consider who the customer
is, what they do, where they live and do business, and the nature of the product or service
they require. Full details of the source of funds to be used in the relationship will also need
to be established using a risk-based approach.

6.3

The objective of risk-based customer due diligence is to ensure that, as the risks within the
business relationship increase, so the level of information obtained and verified increases
proportionally. The operator should have a policy that is graduated to reflect the risk of the
customer. Any risk profiling should also include screening for politically exposed persons
(PEPs) and sanctioned persons. Operators are reminded that sanctions legislation
prohibits doing business with sanctioned persons, and PEPs are considered high risk
under UK AML legislation70.

6.4

The authority for signing off new customers should be graduated according to risk. Higherrisk customers should always be escalated to senior management.

6.5

There is also an expectation that firms will have systems in place to monitor customer
behaviours and amend customer risk ratings accordingly. For example, a customer may
initially be assessed as low risk but may later display activity which moves them to a highrisk category.

6.6

For those customers rated as high risk, either initially or later in the business relationship,
the firm will need to conduct mandatory enhanced customer due diligence71. This means
employing additional measures, including approval from senior management for the
business relationship, and conducting enhanced ongoing monitoring. For some types of
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higher-risk accounts and relationships, the customer’s source of wealth will also need to be
established. Source of wealth checks are mandatory for PEPs72 and in the case of business
relationships with customers situated in high-risk third countries or transactions where either
of the parties to the transaction are resident in a high-risk third country73.
6.7

For those customers assessed as low risk, the firm can conduct simplified customer due
diligence. Those customers who are medium risk should undergo standard customer due
diligence.

Customer due diligence requirements
6.8

Casino operators must apply CDD measures if they:
• establish a business relationship (see paragraphs 3.9 to 3.13 and 7.5 to 7.9)
• suspect money laundering or terrorist financing
• doubt the veracity or adequacy of documents or information previously obtained for
the purposes of identification or verification
• carry out an occasional transaction that amounts to a transfer of funds74 which is
more than €1,00075.

6.9

Regardless of whether they have established a business relationship with the customer,
suspect money laundering or terrorist financing, or doubt the veracity or adequacy of
documents or information previously obtained for the purposes of identification or
verification, casino operators must also apply CDD measures in relation to any transaction
that amounts to €2,000 or more, whether the transaction is executed in a single operation
or in several operations which appear to be linked.76

6.10

'Transaction' consists of:
• the wagering of a stake, including:
o the purchase from, or exchange with, the casino of tokens for use in
gambling at the casino
o payment for the use of gaming machines
o the deposit of funds required to take part in remote gambling, or
• the collection of winnings, including the withdrawal of funds deposited to take part in
remote gambling or winnings arising from the staking of such funds.77

6.11

In determining whether a transaction amounts to €2,000 or more, casino operators do not
need to take account of winnings from a previous transaction which had not been collected
from the casino, gaming machine or remote gambling, but are being re-used in the
transaction in question.78 This means that casino operators do not need to include restaked winnings (so called 'recycled winnings', 'turnover' or 'churn') when determining
whether a customer has reached the €2,000 threshold.

6.12

Casino operators must also apply CDD measures:
• at other appropriate times to existing customers on a risk-based approach
• when the operator becomes aware that the circumstances of an existing customer
relevant to its risk assessment for that customer have changed.79

Regulation 35(5).
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In this context, 'transfer of funds' means any transaction at least partially carried out by electronic means on behalf of a payer through
a payment service provider, with a view to making funds available to a payee through a payment service provider, irrespective of
whether the payer and the payee are the same person and irrespective of whether the payment service provider of the payer and that
of the payee are one and the same, including: (a) a credit transfer as defined in point (1) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 260/2012;
(b) a direct debit as defined in point (2) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 260/2012; (c) a money remittance as defined in point (13) of
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6.13

In determining when it is appropriate to apply CDD measures to existing customers, casino
operators must take into account the following, among other things:
• any indication that the identity of the customer, or of the customer’s beneficial
owner, has changed
• any transactions which are not reasonably consistent with the operator’s knowledge
of the customer
• any change in the purpose or intended nature of the operator’s relationship with the
customer
• any other matter which could affect the operator’s assessment of the money
laundering or terrorist financing risk in relation to the customer.80

Customer due diligence measures
6.14

CDD measures consist of:
• identifying the customer, unless the identity of the customer is known to, and has
been verified by, the casino operator
• verifying the customer’s identity, unless the customer’s identity has already been
verified by the casino operator
• where there is a beneficial owner who is not the customer, identifying the beneficial
owner and taking reasonable measures to verify the identity of the beneficial owner
so that the casino operator is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is
• assessing and, where appropriate, obtaining information on the purpose and
intended nature of the business relationship.81

6.15

Where a person claims to act on behalf of a customer (such as an agent), the casino
operator must:
• verify that the person is authorised to act on the customer’s behalf
• identify the person
• verify the person’s identity on the basis of documents or information which, in either
case, is obtained from a reliable source which is independent of both the person
and the customer.82

6.16

For the purposes of CDD, 'verify' means verifying on the basis of documents or information
which, in either case, have been obtained from a reliable source which is independent of
the person whose identity is being verified. Documents issued or made available by an
official body are to be regarded as being independent of a person even if they are provided
or made available to the casino operator by, or on behalf of, that person.83

6.17

Information may be regarded as 'obtained from a reliable source which is independent of
the person whose identity is being verified' where:
• it is obtained by means of an electronic identification process, including by using
electronic identification means or by using a trust service84, and
• that process is secure from fraud and misuse and capable of providing an
appropriate level of assurance that the person claiming a particular identity is in fact
the person with that identity.85

6.18

These requirements apply to customers of both remote and non-remote casinos. Aside
from these checks being a statutory requirement in the Regulations, they also help casino
operators to avoid the commission of criminal offences under POCA.
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6.19

The Regulations define casino as 'the holder of a casino operating licence'.86 The holder of
a casino operating licence does not need to repeat CDD if a customer visits another casino
operated by that licensee. CDD records held by a casino operator will need to be available
across the operator’s different casino premises and the policies and procedures must
include details of how the operator will manage this. Casino operators should note that
CDD is ongoing and may need updating for changes in the customer’s circumstances and
personal details.

6.20

The ways in which a casino operator meets the requirements for CDD and the extent of the
measures it takes must reflect the risk assessment it has carried out, and its assessment of
the level of risk arising in any particular case. This may differ from case to case.87

6.21

In assessing the level of risk arising in a particular case, casino operators must take
account of factors including, among other things:
• the purpose of a customer account, transaction or business relationship
• the amount deposited by a customer or the size of the transactions undertaken by
the customer
• the regularity and duration of the business relationship.88

6.22

A casino operator is not required to continue to apply CDD measures in respect of a
customer where all of the following requirements are met:
• the operator has taken CDD measures in relation to the customer,
• the operator has submitted a suspicious activity report under POCA or the
Terrorism Act, and
• continuing to apply CDD measures in relation to the customer would result in the
operator committing tipping off offences under POCA or the Terrorism Act.89

6.23

Casino operators should satisfy themselves that the sources of information employed to
carry out CDD checks are suitable to mitigate the full range of risks to which they might be
exposed, and these would include money laundering and social responsibility risks. For
example, local or open source information, such as press reports, may be helpful in
carrying out these checks. However, operators should ensure that they are not placing an
overreliance on one source of information to conduct these checks.

6.24

Casino operators must be able to demonstrate to the Commission that the extent of the
CDD measures they take are appropriate in view of the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing, including risks:
• identified by the operator’s risk assessment
• identified by the Commission and in information made available by the
Commission.90

Timing of verification
6.25

Casino operators must comply with the requirement to verify the identity of the customer,
any person claiming to act on behalf of the customer and, where applicable, any beneficial
owner before the establishment of a business relationship or the carrying out of the
transaction.91

6.26

The Regulations, however, permit casino operators to complete verification during the
establishment of a business relationship if:
• this is necessary so as not to interrupt the normal conduct of business
• there is little risk of money laundering and terrorist financing occurring, but
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•

only provided that the verification is completed as soon as practicable after contact
is first established with the customer.92

Ongoing monitoring
6.27

The Regulations require casino operators to conduct ongoing monitoring of a business
relationship. This must include the following:
• scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of the relationship
(including, where necessary, the source of funds) to ensure that the transactions
are consistent with the casino’s knowledge of the customer, the customer’s
business and risk profile
• undertaking reviews of existing records and keeping the documents or information
obtained for the purpose of applying CDD measures up-to-date.93

6.28

Casinos are expected to approach this requirement on a risk-sensitive basis. Dependent
on how frequently a casino forms business relationships, it may be good practice to apply
ongoing monitoring more widely. Regular players should be the subject of closer scrutiny
and their level of play should be assessed with reference to the information already known
about them, and where necessary, additional information must be collected and retained
about the source of their funds.

Enhanced customer due diligence and enhanced ongoing
monitoring
6.29

Casino operators must apply enhanced customer due diligence measures and enhanced
ongoing monitoring, in addition to the required CDD measures, to manage and mitigate the
money laundering or terrorist financing risks arising in the following cases:
• in any case identified by the operator or in information provided by the Commission
to the operator as one where there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist
financing94
• in any business relationship with a customer situated in a high-risk third country
identified by the European Commission or in relation to any transaction in relation to
which the operator is required to apply CDD measures95, where either of the parties
to the transaction is resident96 in a high-risk third country97
• if the operator has determined that a customer or potential customer is a PEP, or a
family member or known close associate of a PEP
• in any case where the operator discovers that a customer has provided false or
stolen identification documentation or information and the operator proposes to
continue to deal with the customer
• in any case where a transaction is complex or unusually large, or there is an
unusual pattern of transactions, or the transaction or transactions have no apparent
economic or legal purpose
• in any other case which, by its nature, can present a higher risk of money
laundering or terrorist financing.98

6.30

In the case of business relationships with customers situated in high-risk third countries or
transactions where either of the parties to the transaction are resident in a high-risk third
country, the enhanced measures undertaken must include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

obtaining additional information on the customer and on the customer’s beneficial
owner
obtaining additional information on the intended nature of the business relationship
obtaining information on the source of funds and source of wealth of the customer
and of the customer’s beneficial owner
obtaining information on the reasons for the transactions
obtaining approval of senior management for establishing or continuing the
business relationship
conducting enhanced monitoring of the business relationship by increasing the
number and timing of controls applied, and selecting patterns of transactions that
need further examination.99

6.31

In the case of transactions that are complex or unusually large, or where there is an
unusual pattern of transactions, or the transaction or transactions have no apparent
economic or legal purpose, the enhanced measures undertaken must include:
• as far as reasonably possible, examining the background and purpose of the
transaction
• increasing the degree and nature of monitoring of the business relationship in which
the transaction is made, to determine whether the transaction or relationship appear
to be suspicious.100

6.32

Depending on the requirements of the case, the enhanced measures undertaken in any
case listed in paragraph 6.29 may also include, among other things:
• seeking additional independent, reliable sources to verify information provided or
made available to the casino operator
• taking additional measures to understand better the background, ownership and
financial situation of the customer, and other parties to the transaction
• taking further steps to be satisfied that the transaction is consistent with the
purpose and intended nature of the business relationship
• increasing the monitoring of the business relationship, including greater scrutiny of
the transactions.101

6.33

When assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing in a
particular situation, and the extent of the measures which should be taken to manage and
mitigate the risk, casino operators must take account of the following risk factors, among
other things:
• whether:
o the business relationship is conducted in unusual circumstances
o the customer is resident in a geographical area of high risk (see below)
o the customer is the beneficiary of a life insurance policy
o the customer is a third country national who is applying for residence rights
in or citizenship of an EEA state in exchange for transfers of capital,
purchase of a property, government bonds or investment in corporate
entities in that EEA state
o the product or transaction might favour anonymity
o the situation involves non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions
(as in the case of remote casinos), without certain safeguards such as an
electronic identification process which meets the requirements set out in
paragraph 6.17102
o payments will be received from unknown or unassociated third parties of the
customer

Regulation 33(3A).
Regulation 33(4).
Regulation 33(5).
102
Other safeguards mentioned by the European Supervisory Authorities in their Joint Guidelines under Articles 17 and 18(4) of
Directive (EU) 2015/849 are electronic identification certificates issued in accordance with Regulation EU (No) 910/2014, and antiimpersonation fraud checks. If no safeguards are in place, non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions must be considered
to present a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing.
99
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new products and new business practices are involved, including new
delivery mechanisms, and the use of new or developing technologies (such
as virtual currencies) for both existing and new products
the business relationship or transaction involves countries:
o identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluations, detailed
assessment reports or published follow-up reports, as not having effective
systems to counter money laundering or terrorist financing
o identified by credible sources as having significant levels of corruption or
other criminal activity, such as money laundering, terrorism, and the
production and supply of illicit drugs
o subject to sanctions, embargoes or similar measures issued by, for
example, the European Union or the United Nations
o providing funding or support for terrorism
o that have organisations operating within their territory which have been
designated, by the government of the UK, as proscribed organisations under
the Terrorism Act or, by other countries, international organisations or the
European Union as terrorist organisations
o identified by credible sources (such as evaluations, detailed assessment
reports or follow-up reports published by FATF, the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, the organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development or other international bodies or non-governmental
organisations) as not implementing requirements to counter money
laundering and terrorist financing that are consistent with the FATF
recommendations.103
o

•

6.34

The Commission recommends that casino operators also consider the following factors
when assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing:
• the customer transacts with significant amounts of cash
• the customer provides false, forged or stolen identification documentation upon
establishing a business relationship
• the customer transacts with multiple remote gambling operators, particularly where
this occurs across multiple geographical areas
• the product, service or transaction involves peer-to-peer gaming
• the product is electronic roulette
• the product, service or transaction involves Ticket In/Ticket Out (TITO) or similar
technology.104

6.35

In assessing whether there is a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, casino
operators must bear in mind that the presence of one or more of the risk factors listed
above may not always indicate that there is a high risk in a particular situation. 105

Threshold approach
6.36

As discussed in paragraphs 6.9 to 6.11, the Regulations set out thresholds which, if
customer transactions reach these levels, require the casino operator to apply customer
due diligence measures. These limits are:
• in non-remote casinos the 'threshold approach for tokens' – identification and
verification are required when a customer purchases from or exchanges with the
casino tokens for use in gambling at the casino with a value of €2,000 or more
• in non-remote casinos the 'threshold approach for gaming machines' – identification
and verification are required when a customer pays €2,000 or more for the use of
gaming machines, or collects winnings amounting to €2,000 or more

Regulation 33(6).
These factors are considered by the Commission in Money laundering and terrorist financing risk within the British gambling industry.
105
Regulation 33(7).
103
104
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•

in remote casinos the 'threshold approach for remote gaming' – identification and
verification are required when a customer deposits funds to take part in remote
gambling or withdraws such funds or winnings amounting to €2,000 or more.

6.37

The threshold applies to the wagering of a stake or the collection of winnings, and is to be
applied to single transactions or transactions that appear to be linked. Customers may
execute a series of linked transactions that are individually below the €2,000 threshold but,
when taken cumulatively, they meet or exceed the threshold. Transactions should be
considered to be linked if, for example, they are carried out by the same customer through
the same game or in one gaming session, or in the case of remote casinos, if they are part
of the overall activity undertaken by a customer during a single period of being logged on to
the operator's gambling facilities. These examples are not exhaustive and casino
operators will need to consider whether there are other circumstances in which
transactions are linked. Casino operators will also need to consider, among other things,
whether a customer is deliberately spreading their wagering or collection of winnings over a
number of transactions in order to circumvent the CDD requirements. They should also
ensure that the triggering of the threshold by a customer is not evaded through the
customer opening multiple accounts under fictitious names. The measures taken by the
operator must be balanced against the requirement to conduct CDD upon establishing a
business relationship with a customer (discussed in paragraphs 6.8 and 6.9), requirements
for the timing of verification (discussed in paragraphs 6.25 and 6.26) and the need to
conduct enhanced customer due diligence in high risk situations (discussed in paragraphs
6.29 to 6.35)106. This should be informed by the risk profile of the particular customer,
including circumstances which alter the risk attributed to the customer (see paragraphs
6.12, 6.20 and 6.21).

6.38

The gaming machine limits only apply in premises-based casinos. By separating the
purchase or exchange of tokens from the payment to use gaming machines there is the
potential for customers to spend up to €2,000 in gaming machines in addition to the
purchase or exchange of tokens up to €2,000.

6.39

It should be noted that, under the Regulations, 'gaming machine' has the same meaning as
that in the Act107. In premises-based casinos, automated and semi-automated table games
such as touch-bet roulette are not defined as gaming machines and therefore the take in
these games should be counted towards the threshold approach for tokens.

6.40

Casino operators will have to satisfy the Commission that they have the mechanisms in
place that are appropriate for the spend profile in each premises. For example, a casino
with a customer drop/win average considerably below the threshold will need mechanisms
in place to monitor customer transactions to be sure that any customer reaching the
threshold is picked up in good time to allow CDD to be conducted. Where the casino
operator has a number of premises, the Commission will consider the use of the threshold
approach for each casino premises rather than for an operator.

6.41

Casinos adopting the threshold approach may wish to defer both identification and
verification until the threshold is triggered. Alternatively, they may consider that it is more
practical to conduct both identification and verification on entry, or conduct identification on
entry and defer verification until the threshold is triggered. For example, a premises-based
casino may operate a membership scheme where customers are identified on admission to
the casino but verification only occurs once the threshold is triggered. Similarly, remote
casinos may require customers to identify themselves (and undertake age verification) on
registering with the casino, but only require verification of identity if the threshold is
triggered. This is sometimes called the hybrid approach.

Remote casinos should note that, where no safeguards are in place, non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions must be
considered to present a high risk of money laundering or terrorist financing, which requires the use of enhanced customer due diligence
measures. See paragraph 6.33.
107
Regulation 27(6)(a)(ii).
106
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6.42

There may be advantages in asking customers for their identification on entry, even if
verification of this information is deferred until the threshold is reached, for example,
identifying customers on entry means it will not be necessary to interrupt the customer’s
gambling once the threshold is reached and verification becomes necessary. In deciding
which approach to take, operators must satisfy themselves and the Commission on a
premises-by-premises basis that they have effective procedures, controls and systems in
place to track and monitor customers across all the products and platforms that are offered.

6.43

A key challenge for casinos wishing to adopt the threshold approach is keeping track of all
an individual customer’s purchases and exchanges of tokens, spend on gaming machines,
and the collection of their winnings. However, it may be appropriate to do so in light of the
known spend patterns in each premises.

6.44

Should casino operators choose to adopt the threshold approach, they must satisfy the
Commission, on a premises-by-premises basis, that they have the appropriate procedures
in place to manage the threshold in light of the assessed money laundering and terrorist
financing risk and spending profile at each premises.

6.45

Some remote casinos operate a 'wallet' system which allows customers to use the money
in their wallet in different parts of the operator’s site. An operator’s site may include some
casino games as well as other games. It is only when a customer first enters the casino
part of an operator’s website and deposits money that the CDD requirements apply. The
Regulations do not apply to people 'window shopping' in a remote casino’s website, it
applies only when money is deposited. Where an operator is unsure of what the funds in
the wallet will be used for (for example, casino or sports betting), they should consider
applying these controls to all customers.

6.46

Casinos using the threshold approach must be sure that they are able to end transactions
with a customer who reaches the threshold if they are unable to comply with the CDD
requirements.

Identification and verification on entry
6.47

The on-entry approach requires casinos to identify and verify the identity of the customer
before entry to any premises where gaming facilities are provided, or before access is
given to remote gambling facilities (see paragraphs 6.25 and 6.26). Once the customer’s
identity is verified, they may commence gaming.

6.48

If a casino using the on-entry approach to CDD is unable to complete the appropriate CDD,
they must not allow the customer access to the premises or to the remote gambling. In
non-remote casinos this does not allow guests of known customers a single entry without
undertaking CDD. However, casino operators should consider using variations of the
threshold CDD approach for guests of casino members.

Identification and verification
6.49

Applying CDD measures involves several steps. The casino operator is required to identify
customers and then verify their identities, either upon establishing a business relationship,
upon entry or when reaching the threshold. Identification of a customer means being told or
coming to know of the customer’s identifying details, such as their name and address.
Verification, as outlined in paragraph 6.16, means proving a customer is who they claim to
be, by obtaining and validating documents or information which supports this claim of
identity. The operator identifies the customer by obtaining a range of information about the
customer. The verification of the identity consists of the operator verifying some of this
information against documents, data or information obtained from a reliable and
independent source.
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Identification
6.50

Identification of customers consists of a number of aspects, including the customer’s name,
current and past addresses, date of birth, place of birth, physical appearance, employment
and financial history, and family circumstances.

6.51

Casino operators should identify their customers by asking them for personal information,
including name, home address and date of birth, or by using other sources of identity,
including:
• identity documents, such as passports and photo card driving licences presented by
customers
• other forms of confirmation, including assurances from persons within the regulated
sector (for example, banks) or employees within the same casino or casino group
who have dealt with the customer for some time.

6.52

It may also be helpful to obtain information on customers’ source of funds and level of
legitimate income, for example their occupation. This information may assist casinos with
their assessment about whether a customer’s level of gambling is proportionate to their
approximate income, or whether it is suspicious.

Verification
6.53

Information about customer identity must then be verified through documents, data and
information which come from a reliable and independent source. There are a number of
ways that a person’s identity can be verified, including:
• obtaining or viewing original documents and ensuring that they are valid and
genuine, by comparing them to published, authoritative guidance that outlines
security features (which protect against forgeries)
• comparing the person presenting the document, or making the document available,
to the document itself (for example, photograph comparison or comparison of
information)
• conducting electronic verification through a scheme which properly establishes the
customer’s identity, not just that the customer exists
• obtaining information from another person in the regulated sector (for example,
from banks), that can be used in conjunction with other documents and information
to prove a customer’s legitimacy over time, or positive or negative information.
No method of verification, either documentary or electronic, can conclusively prove that the
customer is who they claim to be. However, the Commission expects casinos to be
reasonably satisfied, following appropriate inquiry, that customers are who they claim to be.
Where confirmation of a customer’s identity is obtained from employees in the same casino
group, the Regulations still require casino operators to verify this identity using an
independent source. This is particularly relevant where the casino providing the
confirmation is located in another jurisdiction.

6.54

It is considered good practice to request from a customer the evidence below:
• one document from an authoritative source108 that verifies their full name and
address, or their full name and date of birth
• one supporting document that verifies their name and either their address or date of
birth, whichever was not checked on the first document.

An 'authoritative source' is an authority which has access to sufficient information from an issuing source to enable them to confirm
the validity of the information and/or documentation provided by the customer to support their claimed identity. An issuing source is an
authority that is responsible for the generation of data and/or documents that can be used as evidence of identity. See this guidance
published by the Government Digital Service: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/identity-proofing-and-verification-of-anindividual.
108
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Where the evidence provided by the customer is photographic, operators should conduct a
comparison of the customer to the evidence provided.
6.55

Some casinos have adopted the practice of allowing celebrities who are household names
to by-pass the identification procedures agreed under the 2003 Regulations. Identification
under these circumstances is not an issue. Verification may not be an issue owing to the
easy availability of open source data and public knowledge that can be relied on as
'information from an independent and reliable source'. If such circumstances apply, then
the casino must keep records of the celebrity’s presence at the casino, how their identity
has been verified and, where necessary, the supporting records of their gaming. The way
in which CDD is conducted in relation to a customer’s celebrity status is a subjective
decision and must be supported by adequate records, and, as with other cases, still
requires the casino to be reasonably satisfied that the customer is who they say they are.

Electronic verification
6.56

Increasingly casinos use reliable electronic systems to help with verification. Some of these
systems also have the advantage of assisting with the identification of PEPs. The amount
of electronic information available about individuals will vary, depending on the extent of
their electronic 'footprint'.

6.57

Electronic data sources can provide a wide range of confirmatory material without
necessarily requiring the customer to produce documents. Electronic sources can be a
convenient method of verification. They can be used either as the sole method of
verification, or in combination with traditional document checks, on a risk basis. For an
electronic check to provide satisfactory evidence of identity on its own it must use data
from multiple sources, and across time, and incorporate qualitative checks that assess the
strength of the information supplied. An electronic check that accesses data from a single
source (for example, a single check against the electoral roll) is not enough on its own to
verify identity.

6.58

Where such sources are used for a credit check, the customer’s permission is required
under the Data Protection Act 2018 (the Data Protection Act). Credit checks can provide
inexpensive information on which to assess a customer’s access to funds and to obtain a
credit profile to match against spending patterns. For example, a criminal spending large
amounts of criminal property would most likely not match their credit profile. A search for
identity verification for AML/CTF purposes, however, leaves a different footprint on the
customer’s electronic record, and the customer’s permission is not required, but they must
be informed that this check is to take place. There are systems available that give typical
financial and lifestyle profiles of people in a given postcode. Such systems do not amount
to a credit check and do not require the use of personal information, but can provide helpful
indicators of someone’s expected financial profile.

6.59

Some external electronic databases are accessible directly by casinos, but it is more likely
they will be purchased from an independent third-party organisation. The size of the
electronic 'footprint' in relation to the depth, breadth and quality of data, and the degree of
corroboration of the data supplied by the customer may provide a useful basis for an
assessment of the degree of confidence in the product.

6.60

A number of commercial agencies which access many data sources are accessible online
by casino operators and may provide a composite and comprehensive level of electronic
verification through a single interface. Such agencies use databases of both positive and
negative information, and many also access high-risk alerts that utilise specific data
sources to identify high-risk conditions, for example, known identity frauds or inclusion on a
sanctions list.
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6.61

Positive information (relating to full name, current address, date of birth) can prove that an
individual exists, but some can offer a higher degree of confidence than others. Such
information should include data from more robust sources. This may be a source that
requires an individual to prove their identity, or address, in some way in order to be
included, as opposed to one where no such proof is required.

6.62

Negative information includes, but is not limited to, consideration of lists of known
fraudulent individuals, lists of known fraudulent identity documents, lists of persons
associated with known fraudulent identity documents, lists of persons utilising documents
made or obtained with fraudulent identity documents, registers of deceased persons,
registers of PEPs, lists of sanctioned persons, or information sources for current fraudulent
trends or activity. Checking against such information may be appropriate where other
factors suggest an increased risk of impersonation fraud.

Criteria for use of an electronic verification provider
6.63

Before using a commercial agency for electronic verification, casino operators should be
satisfied that information supplied by the verification provider is considered to be
sufficiently extensive, reliable and accurate. This judgement may be assisted by
considering whether the provider meets all the following criteria:
• it is recognised, through registration with the Information Commissioner’s Office, to
store personal data
• it uses a range of positive information sources that can be called upon to link an
applicant to both current and previous circumstances
• it accesses negative information sources, such as databases relating to identity
fraud and deceased persons
• it accesses a wide range of alert data sources
• it has transparent processes that enable the operator to know what checks were
carried out, what the results of these checks were, and what they mean in terms of
how much certainty they give as to the identity of the subject.

6.64

In addition, a commercial agency should have processes that allow the enquirer to capture
and store the information they used to verify identity.

6.65

It is important that the process of electronic verification meets a standard level of
confirmation before it can be relied on. The standard level of confirmation, in circumstances
that do not give rise to concern or uncertainty, is:
• one match on an individual’s full name, date of birth and current address
• a second match on an individual’s full name and either their current address or their
date of birth.

6.66

Commercial agencies that provide electronic verification use various methods of displaying
results – for example, by the number of documents checked or through scoring
mechanisms. Casino operators should ensure that they understand the basis of the system
they use, in order to be satisfied that the sources of the underlying data meet the required
standard.

Documentary evidence
6.67

If verification is undertaken using documents, casino operators should usually rely upon
documents issued by an authoritative source that can be assessed against official and
published guidance on identity documents.

6.68

Original documents should be examined so that, as far as reasonably practicable, forgeries
are not accepted. Casino operators should recognise that some documents are more
easily forged than others. If suspicions are raised in relation to any document offered,
operators should take whatever practical and proportionate steps are available to establish
whether the document offered is a forgery or has been reported as lost or stolen. While the
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presentation of false documents does not, in itself, amount to money laundering, it may
constitute an offence under the Fraud Act 2006 or Identity Cards Act 2006 and should, in
appropriate circumstances, be reported to the police or the NCA. Casino operators should
also be aware that, even if documents appear to be legitimate and issued by a government
department, they may be false, for example, fake European Driving Permits, International
Drivers Licenses [sic] and National Identity Cards which are freely available through the
internet. Commercial software is available that checks the algorithms used to generate
passport numbers. This can be used to check the validity of passports of any country that
issues machine-readable passports.
6.69

If documents are in a foreign language, appropriate steps should be taken to be reasonably
satisfied that the documents in fact provide evidence of the customer’s identity, for
example, a translation of the relevant sections.

6.70

Documentation purporting to offer evidence of identity may emanate from several sources.
These documents differ in their integrity, reliability and independence. Some are issued
after CDD on the holder of the document is carried out by the issuing authority. There is a
broad hierarchy of documents.

6.71

Documents issued by government departments and agencies that contain a photograph
may be considered reliable. In practical terms, for face-to-face verification conducted by
non-remote casinos, production of a valid passport or photo card driving licence should
enable most individuals to meet the identification requirement for AML/CTF purposes.
These documents will also confirm either residential address or date of birth.

6.72

Alternatively, documents from an authoritative source without a photograph which
incorporate the customer’s full name may be used, supported by a second document,
which is issued by an authoritative source, or issued by a public sector body or authority.
This second document must also include the customer’s full name and either their
residential address or their date of birth.

6.73

The following sources may, therefore, be useful for verification of UK-based customers:
• current signed passport
• birth certificate
• current photo card driving licence
• current EEA member state identity card
• current identity card issued by the Electoral Office for Northern Ireland
• residence permit issued by the Home Office
• firearms certificate or shotgun licence
• benefit book or original notification letter from the Department of Works and
Pensions confirming the right to benefits
• council tax bill
• utility bill or statement that can, on a risk basis, be verified as true by the company
that issued it, commonly by confirmation of a reference number, name and address,
or a certificate from a utilities supplier confirming an arrangement to pay services on
pre-payment terms
• bank, building society or credit union statement or passbook containing current
address that can, on a risk basis, be verified as true by the company that issued it,
commonly by confirmation of a reference number, name and address - bank or
credit cards alone will not be sufficient as these do not provide either residential
address or date of birth.
Wherever the following type of evidence is used, adopting a risk-based approach, you may
consider confirming these sources as valid by checking with the issuing authority:
• confirmation from an electoral register that a person of that name lives at that
address
• recent original mortgage statement from a recognised lender
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solicitor’s letter confirming recent house purchase or land registry confirmation of
address
local council or housing association rent card or tenancy agreement
HMRC self-assessment statement or tax demand
house or motor insurance certificate.

6.74

Customers who are not resident in the UK should be asked to produce their passport,
national identity card or photo card driving licence. If the casino has concerns that the
identity document presented by a customer is not genuine, they should contact the relevant
embassy or consulate. Confirmation of the customer’s address can be obtained from:
• an official overseas government source
• a reputable directory of addresses
• a person regulated for money laundering purposes in the country where the
customer is resident (for example, a casino or bank) who confirms that the
customer is known to them and lives or works at the overseas address supplied.

6.75

Non-remote casinos have adopted the practice of photographing new customers on their
first visit to the casino as part of the CDD records. Doing so assists with casino security
issues and with customer tracking. It is a matter for each casino operator, but the
Commission views the use of customer photographs as good practice in the casino
environment that contributes to the prevention and detection of money laundering and
terrorist financing.

Politically exposed persons (PEPs)
Definition
6.76

A PEP is an individual who is entrusted with prominent public functions, other than middleranking or more junior officials, including the following individuals:
• heads of state, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers
• members of parliament or of similar legislative bodies
• members of the governing bodies of political parties
• members of supreme courts, constitutional courts or other high-level judicial bodies
whose decisions are not subject to further appeal, except in exceptional
circumstances
• members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks
• ambassadors, chargés d’affaires and high-ranking officers in armed forces
• members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of state-owned
enterprises
• directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an
international organisation.109

6.77

The following individuals are also regarded as PEPs by virtue of their relationship or
association with the individuals listed above:
• family members of the individuals listed above, including spouse, partner, children
and their spouses or partners, and parents
• known close associates of the individuals listed above, including individuals with
whom joint beneficial ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement is held, with
whom there are close business relations, or who is a sole beneficial owner of a
legal entity or arrangement set up for the benefit of the PEP.110

6.78

When deciding whether an individual is a known close associate of a PEP, casino
operators need only consider information which is in their possession, or credible
information which is publicly available.111

Regulation 35(12) and (14). See paragraph 6.88 in relation to the treatment of PEPs.
Regulation 35(12). See paragraph 6.88 in relation to the treatment of family members and known close associates of PEPs.
111
Regulation 35(15).
109
110
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6.79

PEP status itself does not incriminate individuals or entities. It does, however, put a
customer into a high-risk category.

Risk-based approach to PEPs
6.80

The nature and scope of a particular casino’s business will help to determine the likelihood
of PEPs in their customer base, and whether the casino operator needs to consider
screening all customers for this purpose.

6.81

Establishing whether individuals are PEPs is not always straightforward and can present
difficulties. Where casino operators need to carry out specific checks, they may be able to
rely on an internet search or consult relevant reports and databases on corruption risk
published by specialised national, international, non-governmental and commercial
organisations. Resources such as the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions
Index, which ranks approximately 150 countries according to their perceived level of
corruption, may be helpful in assessing the risk. This can be found at cpi.transparency.org.
Another useful source of information is www.knowyourcountry.com. The International
Monetary Fund, World Bank and some non-governmental organisations also publish
relevant reports. If there is a need to conduct more thorough checks, or if there is a high
likelihood of a casino operator having PEPs for customers, subscription to a specialist PEP
database may be a valuable tool in assessing the risk.

6.82

New and existing customers may not initially meet the definition of a PEP, but that position
may change over time. Equally, individuals who are initially identified as PEPs may cease
to be PEPs. For example, the Regulations provide that casino operators must continue
applying enhanced customer due diligence to PEPs for at least 12 months after they cease
to hold a prominent public function112. The casino operator should, as far as practicable, be
alert to public information relating to possible changes in the status of its customers with
regard to political exposure. Casino operators should also be alert to situations which
suggest that the customer is a PEP. These situations include:
• receiving funds from a government account
• correspondence on an official letterhead from the customer or a related person
• general conversation with the customer or related person linking the person to a
PEP
• news reports suggesting that the customer is a PEP or is linked to one.

6.83

Although under the definition of a PEP an individual ceases to be so regarded after they
have left office for 12 months, casino operators are encouraged to apply a risk-based
approach in determining whether or when they should cease carrying out appropriately
enhanced monitoring of transactions. In cases where the PEP presents a high risk of
money laundering or terrorist financing, a longer period might be appropriate in order to
ensure that the higher risks associated with the individual’s previous position have
adequately abated.113

PEPs requirements
6.84

112
113

Casino operators are required, on a risk-sensitive basis, to:
• have in place appropriate risk management systems and procedures to determine
whether a customer (or the beneficial owner of a customer) is a PEP, or a family
member or known close associate of a PEP
• have approval from its senior management for establishing or continuing a business
relationship with such persons

Regulation 35(9)(a).
Regulation 35(9)(b).
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•

take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds
which are involved in the proposed business relationship or transaction with such
persons
where a business relationship is entered into, conduct enhanced ongoing
monitoring of the business relationship with such persons.114

6.85

Each casino operator’s policies and procedures should cover when and how customers will
be checked for PEP status and how and when senior management approval will be sought
and provided, and deal with how the customer will be dealt with if there is any delay to
approval being provided by senior management.

6.86

The appropriateness of the risk management systems and procedures adopted must take
account of:
• the money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment that the casino
operator has conducted
• the level of risk of money laundering or terrorist financing inherent in the operator's
business
• the extent to which that risk would be increased by a business relationship with a
PEP, or a family member or known close associate of a PEP
• any relevant information made available by the Commission.115

6.87

Where the casino operator has determined that a customer or potential customer is a PEP,
or a family member or known close associate of a PEP, the operator must assess:
• the level of risk associated with that customer
• the extent of the enhanced due diligence measures to be applied in relation to that
customer, taking into account any guidance issued by the Commission or any other
appropriate body (and approved by HM Treasury), and any relevant information
made available by the Commission.116

6.88

There is a hierarchy of risk for individual PEPs, where some PEPs have higher relative risk
and others have lower relative risk. The measures taken for particular PEPs should
therefore be informed by the relative risk attributed to the PEP, including consideration of
the jurisdiction from which they originate. The Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) has
published guidance in relation to the treatment of PEPs and, while casino operators are not
subject to the rules made by the FCA117, they are advised to consult this guidance when
considering the level of risk posed by a particular PEP. The guidance provides advice on
who should be treated as a PEP, who should be treated as a family member or known
close associate of a PEP, and the level of risk posed by particular PEPs, family members
and close associates. Among other things, it recommends that only those individuals in the
UK who hold truly prominent positions should be treated as PEPs, and not to apply the
definition to local government, more junior members of the senior civil service or anyone
other than the most senior military officials118. However, this recommendation does not
apply when dealing with PEPs from foreign jurisdictions. The FCA guidance also notes
that a PEP entrusted with a prominent public function by the UK should be treated as lower
risk, unless a regulated firm assesses that risk factors not linked to their position as a PEP
mean that they pose a higher risk.

6.89

A casino operator who proposes to have, or to continue, a business relationship with a
PEP, or a family member or known close associate of a PEP must, in addition to the
enhanced customer due diligence measures described in paragraphs 6.29 to 6.35:
• have approval from its senior management for establishing or continuing the
business relationship with that person

Regulation 33(5).
Regulation 35(2).
116
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117
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118
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•

•

take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds
which are involved in the proposed business relationship or transactions with that
person
where the business relationship is entered into, conduct enhanced ongoing
monitoring of the business relationship with that person.119

6.90

Where an individual who was a PEP is no longer entrusted with a prominent public
function, casino operators must continue to apply the requirements for PEPs:
• for a period of at least 12 months after the date on which the individual ceased to
be entrusted with a public function
• or for a longer period that the casino operator considers appropriate to address the
risks of money laundering or terrorist financing in relation to that individual.120

6.91

When an individual who was a PEP is no longer entrusted with a prominent public function,
casino operators are no longer required to apply enhanced customer due diligence
measures to the family members or close associates of the PEP. The 12-month period
referred to above does not apply in this case.121

Simplified customer due diligence
6.92

A casino operator is permitted to apply simplified customer due diligence measures in
relation to a particular business relationship or transaction if it determines that the business
relationship or transaction presents a low degree of money laundering and terrorist
financing risk, taking into account its money laundering and terrorist financing risk
assessment, any relevant information made available by the Commission and the risk
factors in the paragraph that follows.122 The casino operator’s risk assessment should
identify what products, services, transactions, customers or countries present a low degree
of money laundering and terrorist financing risk. Remote casinos operators should note
that business relationships and transactions with its customers cannot be considered to
present a low degree of money laundering and terrorist financing risk, if no safeguards are
in place (see paragraph 6.33).

6.93

When assessing whether there is a low degree of risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing in a particular situation, and the extent of the simplified customer due diligence in
that situation, casino operators must take account of the following risk factors, among other
things:
• the country where the customer is resident is:
o an EEA state
o a third country which has effective systems to counter money laundering
and terrorist financing
o a third country identified by credible sources as having a low level of
corruption or other criminal activity, such as terrorism, money laundering,
and the production and supply of illicit drugs
o a third country which, on the basis of credible sources, such as evaluations,
detailed assessment reports or follow-up reports published by FATF, the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development or other international bodies or
non-governmental organisations, has requirements to counter money
laundering and terrorist financing that are consistent with the
Recommendations published by FATF and effectively implements those
Recommendations.123

Regulation 35(5).
Regulation 35(9). This requirement does not apply to individuals who were no longer entrusted with a prominent public function
before 26 June 2017 (Regulation 35(10)).
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6.94

In making an assessment of a low degree of risk, casino operators must bear in mind that
the presence of one or more risk factors may not always indicate that there is a low risk of
money laundering and terrorist financing in a particular situation.124

6.95

Where a casino operator applies simplified due diligence measures, it must:
• continue to comply with the customer due diligence requirements, but it can adjust
the extent, timing or type of the measures it undertakes to reflect the determination
it has made under paragraph 6.92 in regard to the low degree of money laundering
or terrorist financing risk associated with a particular business relationship or
transaction, and
• carry out sufficient monitoring of any business relationships or transactions subject
to simplified measures to enable it to detect any unusual or suspicious
transactions.125

6.96

A casino operator must discontinue applying simplified due diligence measures, if:
• it doubts the veracity or accuracy of any documents or information previously
obtained for the purposes of identification or verification
• its money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment changes and it no
longer considers that there is a low degree of risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing
• it suspects money laundering or terrorist financing, or
• any of the high-risk situations or conditions in paragraph 6.29 apply.126

Reliance
6.97

A casino operator may rely on certain third parties to apply the required CDD measures,
however, the operator remains liable for any failure to apply such measures.127

6.98

The third parties which may be relied on are:
• other persons who are subject to the requirements of the Regulations (financial
institutions, credit institutions, auditors, insolvency practitioners, external
accountants, tax advisers, independent legal professionals, trust or company
service providers, estate agents, high value dealers, and other casinos)
• persons who carry on business in another EEA state (other than the UK) who is
subject to requirements in national legislation implementing the Directive as an
obliged entity, and is supervised for compliance with the requirements in the
Directive
• persons who carry on business in a third country who are subject to requirements in
relation to CDD and record keeping which are equivalent to those in the Directive,
and are supervised for compliance with those requirements.128

6.99

A casino operator may not rely on a third party established in a country which has been
identified by the European Commission as a high risk third country.129

6.100 When a casino operator relies on a third party to apply CDD measures, it:
• must immediately obtain from the third party all the information needed to satisfy
the requirements for the identification and verification of the customer, any
beneficial owner and any person acting on behalf of the customer
• must have an arrangement with the third party that:
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o

o

enables the operator to obtain from the third party immediately on request
copies of any identification and verification data and other relevant
documentation on the identity of the customer, beneficial owner or any
person acting on behalf of the customer
requires the third party to retain copies of such data and documents for a
period of five years beginning on the date that the business relationship with
the customer ended.130

6.101 A casino operator will be treated as having complied with the requirements listed in the
previous paragraph if:
• the operator is relying on information provided by a third party which is a member of
the same group as the operator (for example, in the case of group companies with
overseas casinos)
• that group applies CDD measures, rules on record keeping and programmes
against money laundering and terrorist financing in accordance with the
Regulations, the Directive or rules having equivalent effect
• the effective implementation of these requirements is supervised at group level by
an authority of an EEA state with responsibility for implementation of the Directive
or by an equivalent authority of a third country.131
6.102 A casino operator is permitted to apply CDD measures by means of an agent or an
outsourcing service provider, provided that the arrangements between the operator and the
agent or service provider make clear that the operator remains liable for any failure to apply
the CDD measures.132
6.103 In this context, an outsourcing service provider is a person who performs a process,
service or activity on behalf of the casino operator and is not an employee of the
operator.133
6.104 Your attention is also drawn to paragraph 1.42 which highlights the need for operators to
consider the risks posed by third parties they contract with.

Requirements to cease transactions or terminate relationship
6.105 Where a casino operator is unable to apply the required CDD measures in relation to a
particular customer, the operator:
• must not carry out a transaction with or for the customer through a bank account
• must not establish a business relationship or carry out a transaction with the
customer other than through a bank account
• must terminate any existing business relationship with the customer
• must consider whether they are required to make a report, or a further report, to the
NCA. 134
6.106 Where the casino operator is required not to carry out a transaction with or for a customer
through a bank account, this does not prevent money deposited in a customer's gambling
account being repaid to the customer, provided that, where the operator is required to
make a report to the NCA, the operator has a defence (appropriate consent) under POCA,
or consent under the Terrorism Act, to the transaction.135
6.107 Casinos must therefore have clear policies in place on how they will manage situations
where they are unable to apply the CDD measures.
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Requirements for remote casinos
6.108 Where remote casino operators are unable to complete or apply the required CDD
measures136 in relation to a particular customer at the point the CDD threshold for
transactions137 is reached, and are accordingly required to cease transactions or terminate
the business relationship with the customer138, they should adopt the following procedure:
• at the point where the threshold is reached, remote casino operators should put all
funds owed to the customer into an account (or equivalent) from which no
withdrawals can be made
• further deposits can be made to that account as long as they are also locked into it
until CDD is completed
• bets can be made from the account, again providing any winnings are locked until
CDD is completed
• once CDD is completed, the account can be unlocked and business continue as
normal
• if CDD cannot be completed, then the operator must proceed in line with regulation
31(1)(c) and terminate the existing business relationship with the customer
• if funds are to be repaid, then the amount repaid should consist of all funds owed to
the customer at the point that the threshold was reached, plus all deposits made at
that point and thereafter
• funds should be refunded back to the originating account, and:
o there should be appropriate risk mitigation
o where it is suspected that the funds are the proceeds of crime, remote
casino operators should submit SARs or seek a defence (appropriate
consent) before refunding any of the funds
• if the refund is to be completed back to another account (whether partially or
completely):
o risk assessment must be done that should take into account information
such as:
▪ multiple destinations – is the customer requesting that the money be
sent to several bank accounts?
▪ high-risk destination – is the customer requesting that the money be
returned to a country where there is a significant money laundering
or terrorist financing concern?
▪ above €2,000 – is the amount above the threshold for CDD?
o there should be appropriate risk mitigation
o where it is known or suspected that the funds are the proceeds of crime,
remote casino operators should submit SARs or seek a defence
(appropriate consent) before refunding any of the funds
• there should be ongoing monitoring of the account and, if necessary, reporting of
findings via relevant fraud monitoring services in the public and private sector.
6.109 The customer should be made fully aware of the procedures adopted by the remote casino
operator when they first register with the operator so that there is no misunderstanding at a
later stage.

List of persons subject to financial sanctions
6.110 The UK operates financial sanctions on persons and entities following their designation at
the United Nations or in accordance with other international obligations. The UK also
operates a domestic counter-terrorism regime, where the Government decides to impose
financial restrictions on certain persons and entities. There are specific financial restrictions
targeted at organisations and entities involved in terrorism and terrorist financing.
These measures are discussed in paragraphs 6.14 to 6.24.
See paragraphs 6.9 to 6.11.
138
In accordance with regulation 31(1).
136
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6.111 Financial restrictions in the UK are governed by the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering
Act 2018139 and various regulations thereunder. The purpose of imposing financial
restrictions is to restrict access to finance by designated persons and to prevent the
diversion of funds to terrorism and terrorist purposes. In all circumstances where an asset
freeze is imposed, it is unlawful to make payments to, or allow payments to be made to,
designated persons.
6.112 A list of all financial restrictions currently in force in the UK is maintained by HM Treasury’s
Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation (OFSI). The Consolidated List of persons
designated as being subject to financial restrictions can be found on the government
website at: www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-consolidated-list-oftargets. The purpose of the Consolidated List is to draw together, in one place, all the
names of designated persons for the various financial restrictions regimes effective in the
UK. Further information on financial restrictions, including guidance, can be found on the
OFSI website: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/office-of-financial-sanctionsimplementation.
6.113 There are prohibitions for carrying out certain activities or behaving in a certain way if
financial sanctions apply. This will depend on the exact terms of the UK legislation which
imposes the financial sanction in the given situation.
6.114 Further information regarding the prohibitions can be found in the OFSI publication
available here: www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-faqs.
6.115 OFSI has the power to grant licences exempting certain transactions from the financial
restrictions. Requests to disapply the financial restrictions in relation to a designated
person are considered by OFSI on a case-by-case basis to ensure that there is no risk of
funds being diverted to otherwise restricted purposes. To apply for a licence, OFSI can be
contacted using the contact details provided below. Further regime-specific guidance
concerning licensing and compliance can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/financial-sanctions-regime-specificconsolidated-lists-and-releases.
6.116 Casino operators need to have the necessary policies, procedures and controls in place to
monitor financial transactions so that payments are not made to designated persons,
thereby preventing breaches of the financial restrictions legislation. For manual checking,
operators can register with the OFSI update service (directly or via a third party). If
checking is automated, operators will need to ensure that the relevant software includes
checks against the latest Consolidated List.
6.117 OFSI may also be contacted to provide guidance and to assist with any concerns regarding
financial restrictions at:
Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation
Tel: 020 7270 5454 (Weekdays 9am to 5pm)
Email: ofsi@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk
6.118 In the event that a customer or a payee is identified as a designated person, payments
must not proceed unless a licence is granted by OFSI, as this would be a breach of the
financial restrictions. OFSI should be informed immediately and the transaction suspended
pending their advice. No funds should be returned to the designated person. The operator
may also need to consider whether there is an obligation to report to the NCA under POCA
or the Terrorism Act.
6.119 Written reports can be made to OFSI via email.
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6.120 Casino operators should consider the likelihood of sanctioned persons using the casino’s
facilities, taking into account matters such as where the person is resident, and the local
demographics of the casino and its customer base. Operators should bear in mind that
sanctioned persons are not exclusively resident abroad but may also live and operate in
the UK and use either a high-end casino or a small provincial casino.
6.121 Casino operators should also note that PEPs and financial sanctions cannot be conflated
as the requirements in relation to each are different. The Regulations do not prohibit doing
business with a PEP, whereas there is a prohibition on doing business with a person on the
financial sanctions list, so the way in which casino operators manage the respective risks
should be different.

7

Record keeping
General legal and regulatory requirements

7.1

This chapter provides guidance on appropriate record-keeping procedures required by the
Regulations. The purpose of the record-keeping requirement is to ensure that there is an
audit trail that could assist in any financial investigation by a law enforcement body. These
records are also important when the Commission is conducting an investigation for
compliance purposes.

7.2

The casino operator’s record-keeping policy and procedure should cover records in the
following areas:
• details of how compliance has been monitored by the nominated officer
• delegation of AML/CTF tasks by the nominated officer
• nominated officer reports to senior management
• information or other material concerning possible money laundering or terrorist
financing not acted upon by the nominated officer, with reasoning why no further
action was taken
• customer identification and verification information
• supporting records in respect of business relationships
• employee training records
• internal and external SARs, including decisions and actions taken by the nominated
officer
• contact between the nominated officer and law enforcement or the NCA, including
records connected to requests for a defence (appropriate consent).

7.3

The policy and procedure for record keeping should also make provision for the retention of
records held by an employee who leaves the business.

7.4

The record-keeping requirements for supporting records, that is, the records of ongoing
transactions with a customer, are based on the nature of the relationship with that
customer. There is either:
• no relationship, or
• a 'business relationship', depending on the circumstances.

Business relationships
7.5

A business relationship is a business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer which arises out of the business of the casino operator
and is expected by the operator, at the time when the contact is established, to have an
element of duration.140 Casino operators are advised to interpret this definition widely.

7.6

A business relationship with a customer of a casino operator:

140

Regulation 4(1).
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•

•

is likely to occur when, for example:
o a customer opens an account with the casino operator or becomes a
member of a casino (when a membership scheme is operated by the
casino), or
o a customer obtains a cheque cashing facility
may occur when, for example:
o the casino starts tracking a customer's drop/win figures, other than to
establish when the customer triggers the €2,000 threshold for CDD.

7.7

The list above is not exhaustive and a casino operator will need to form its own view of
when contact is established, or circumstances otherwise arise, with a customer from which
it expects, or it could reasonably be inferred that it expects, that the relationship with the
customer will have an element of duration. The Commission accepts that this may not
necessarily be the case when a casino operator permits a customer to join a casino loyalty
scheme.

7.8

Ongoing monitoring of business relationships is a requirement for casino operators, and
includes scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of the relationship
(including, where necessary, the source of funds) to ensure that the transactions are
consistent with the casino’s knowledge of the customer, the customer’s business and risk
profile.141

7.9

As noted in paragraph 6.28, casinos are expected to approach this requirement on a risksensitive basis. Dependent on how frequently a casino forms 'business relationships' it may
be good practice to apply ongoing monitoring more widely. Regular players should be the
subject of closer scrutiny and their level of play should be assessed with reference to the
information already known about them, and where necessary, additional information must
be collected and retained about the source of their funds.

Other casino customers
7.10

Some casino customers may not fall into the business relationship definition. For example,
customers spending low amounts at gaming during single, infrequent and irregular visits to
a casino and who are not subject to tracking. There may not be an expectation at any
stage that there will be any duration to the relationship with the customer. Strictly speaking,
such business falls outside of the record-keeping requirements (provided the transactions
are below the €2,000 threshold for CDD), however, the Commission nonetheless considers
it good practice to retain such records.

Customer information
7.11

In relation to the evidence of a customer’s identity, casino operators must keep a copy of
any documents or information obtained to satisfy the CDD measures required under the
Regulations.142

7.12

A casino operator may often hold additional information beyond identity in respect of a
customer for the purposes of wider CDD. As a matter of best practice, this information and
any relevant documents should also be retained.

7.13

There is a separate requirement in the Regulations to ensure that documents, data or
information held by casinos are kept up to date.143 A trigger event for refreshing and
extending CDD may be if a customer returns to a casino after a period of non-attendance.
Refreshing information about existing customers will ensure that matters such as change of
address or a customer being appointed into a role which attracts PEP status, will be picked
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up. Keeping information up to date is also a requirement under the Data Protection Act.
How these issues will be dealt with in practice should be covered in the casino’s policies,
procedures and controls.
7.14

Where documents verifying the identity of a customer are held in one casino premises they
do not also need to be held in duplicate form in another premises in the same group. For
the purposes of compliance with the Regulations, the whole group forms part of the same
'relevant person'. The records need to be accessible to all premises that have contact with
the customer, the nominated officer and law enforcement. The Regulations accept that
casino operators may have more than one casino premises or more than one remote
casino site. It is sufficient for the operator to undertake identification and verification
provided the information is available to each premises or site.

Supporting records (non-remote casinos)
7.15

The requirement to keep supporting records is linked to 'business relationships', which is
defined in the Regulations144, and the extent and nature of the records created. In many
casinos, customers (regardless of whether or not they have formed a business
relationship) purchase chips with cash at gaming tables where, in low risk situations, no
records are created and therefore are not available to be kept.

7.16

The Commission expects casino operators to use reasonable endeavours to create and
keep supporting records and to make it clear in their policies, procedures and controls what
records will be created in light of the known spending patterns and the assessed money
laundering and terrorist financing risks at each premises.

7.17

Some casinos undertake a process at the end of each business day to count the total drop
(cash used to purchase chips) to compare against the total amount recorded through
tracking individual customer spend. The difference between the two figures is the amount
of drop that is not attributable to particular customers. This in turn can be calculated
against known attendance figures and the number of customers tracked to give an average
amount of money used to purchase chips per customer that has not been tracked, and
therefore without supporting records. Where this process is used, it should be the subject
of ongoing risk assessment for each premises and the records created during the process
should also be retained.

7.18

Any casino operator devising its record-keeping policy and procedure should decide how
its business fits within the definition of 'business relationship'. The variation in the recordkeeping requirements for different circumstances illustrates the flexibility available to
casinos which allows them to focus their resources on situations with higher money
laundering or terrorist financing risk.

7.19

For the purposes of supporting records, the Commission takes the view that, in most
cases, this will consist of records covering the drop/win figures (subject to paragraph 7.10)
for each customer. There is no requirement to keep detailed records for each customer for
each table or game for AML purposes. However, HMRC may require casino operators to
maintain records for each table or game, but not broken down by each customer’s
transactions.

Supporting records (remote casinos)
7.20

144

Remote casinos will, by the nature of their business, generate detailed records of all
transactions with each customer but, for the purposes of the record-keeping requirements,
it is sufficient to retain the deposit and withdrawal figures for each named customer.

Regulations 3 and 4.
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Supporting records (gaming machines)
7.21

Cash-in with cash-out gaming machines do not produce any supporting records that can be
attributed to a customer. They do generate overall cash-in and cash-out data that must be
retained by the casino. However, 'ticket in, ticket out' (TITO) and 'smart card' technology
may mean that machines produce supporting records that can be attributed to a customer
who falls within the record-keeping requirements, in which case such records must be
retained in accordance with the Regulations.

7.22

The essentials of any system of monitoring are that:
• it flags up transactions and/or activities for further examination
• these reports are reviewed promptly by the nominated officer
• appropriate action is taken on the findings of any further examination.

7.23

Monitoring can be either:
• in real time, in that transactions and/or activities can be reviewed as they take place
or are about to take place
• after the event, through the nominated officer’s review of the transactions and/or
activities that a customer has undertaken.
In either case, unusual transactions or activities should be flagged for further examination.

7.24

In designing monitoring arrangements, it is important that appropriate account be taken of
the frequency, volume and size of transactions with customers, in the context of the
assessed customer risk.

7.25

Monitoring is not a mechanical process and does not necessarily require sophisticated
electronic systems. The scope and complexity of the process will be influenced by the
casino operator’s business activities, and whether the operator is large or small. The key
elements of any system are having up-to-date customer information, on the basis of which
it will be possible to spot the unusual and ask pertinent questions to elicit the reasons for
unusual transactions or activities, in order to judge whether they may represent something
suspicious.

Retention period
7.26

Records of identification and verification of customers must be kept for a period of five
years after the business relationship with the customer has ended, for example where the
customer closes their gambling account with the operator or ceases to visit or use the
casino.145

7.27

Supporting records must be retained for a period of five years from the date the business
relationship ended.146

7.28

Upon expiry of the five-year retention period, any personal data must be deleted unless:
• the casino operator is required to retain records containing personal data by or
under any law or the purposes of any court proceedings
• the subject of the data has agreed to the retention of the data, or
• the casino operator has reasonable grounds for believing that records containing
the personal data need to be retained for the purposes of legal proceedings.147

7.29

Records of internal and external reports on suspicious activity should be retained for five
years from when the report was made.

Regulation 40(3).
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Form in which records are to be kept
7.30

Most casino operators have record-keeping procedures which they keep under review, and
will seek to reduce the volume and density of records which have to be stored, whilst still
complying with statutory requirements. Retention may therefore be:
• by way of original documents
• by way of photocopies of original documents
• on microfilm
• in scanned form
• in computerised or electronic form.

7.31

Records relating to ongoing investigations should, where possible, be retained until the
relevant law enforcement agency has confirmed that the case has been concluded.

7.32

Where the record-keeping obligations under the Regulations are not observed, an operator
or person is open to prosecution and sanctions, including imprisonment for up to two years
and/or a fine, or regulatory censure.148

Data protection
7.33

Any personal data obtained by casino operators for the purposes of the Regulations may
only be processed for the purposes of preventing money laundering and terrorist
financing.149

7.34

Personal data should not be used for any other purpose unless:
• use of the data is permitted by or under any law other than the Regulations, or
• the casino operator has obtained the agreement of the subject of the data to the
proposed use of the data.150

7.35

Casino operators are obliged to provide new customers with the following information
before they establish a business relationship with them:
• the registrable particulars of the operator
• a statement that any personal data received from the customer will be processed
only for the purposes of preventing money laundering or terrorist financing, or as
permitted by the circumstances described in paragraph 7.34 above.151

8

Suspicious activities and reporting
Introduction

8.1

Employees in casinos are required to make a report in respect of information that comes to
them in the course of their business:
• where they know
• where they suspect
• where they have reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting,
that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing, including criminal
spend, or attempting to launder money or finance terrorism. In this guidance, these
obligations are collectively referred to as 'grounds for knowledge or suspicion'.

8.2

In order to provide a framework within which suspicion reports may be raised and
considered:

Regulation 83(1).
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•

•
•

8.3

each casino operator must ensure that any employee reports to the operator’s
nominated officer where they have grounds for knowledge or suspicion that a
person or customer is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing
the operator’s nominated officer must consider each such report, and determine
whether it gives grounds for knowledge or suspicion
the operator should ensure that employees are appropriately trained in their
obligations, and in the requirements for making reports to their nominated officer.

If the nominated officer determines that a report does give rise to grounds for knowledge or
suspicion, they must report the matter to the NCA. Under POCA, the nominated officer is
required to make a report to the NCA as soon as is practicable if he has grounds for
suspicion that another person, whether or not a customer, is engaged in money laundering.
Under the Terrorism Act, similar conditions apply in relation to disclosure where there are
grounds for suspicion of terrorist financing.

What is meant by knowledge and suspicion?
8.4

In the context of POCA, knowledge means actual knowledge. Having knowledge means
actually knowing something to be true. In a criminal court, it must be proved that the
individual in fact knew that a person was engaged in money laundering. Knowledge can be
inferred from the surrounding circumstances, so, for example, a failure to ask obvious
questions may be relied upon by a jury to infer knowledge152. The knowledge must,
however, have come to the casino operator (or to the employee) in the course of casino
business or (in the case of a nominated officer) as a consequence of a disclosure under
section 330 of POCA. Information that comes to the casino operator or employee in other
circumstances does not come within the scope of the regulated sector obligation to make a
report. This does not preclude a report being made should the operator or employees
choose to do so. Employees may also be obliged to make a report by other parts of the
Act. Further information can be found in Part 7 of POCA.153

8.5

In the case of Da Silva [2006] EWCA Crim 1654, the Court of Appeal stated the following in
relation to suspicion:
”It seems to us that the essential element in the word "suspect" and its affiliates, in this
context, is that the defendant must think that there is a possibility, which is more than
fanciful, that the relevant facts exist. A vague feeling of unease would not suffice.”
There is thus no requirement for the suspicion to be clear or firmly grounded on specific
facts, but there must be a degree of satisfaction, not necessarily amounting to belief but at
least extending beyond mere speculation, that an event has occurred or not.

8.6

Whether a person holds a suspicion or not is a subjective test. If a person thinks a
transaction is suspicious, they are not required to know the exact nature of the criminal
offence or that particular funds are definitely those arising from the crime. The person may
have noticed something unusual or unexpected and, after making enquiries, the facts do
not seem normal or make commercial or financial sense. It is not necessary to have
evidence that money laundering is taking place to have suspicion.

8.7

A transaction that appears to be unusual is not necessarily suspicious. Many customers
will, for perfectly legitimate reasons, have an erratic pattern of gambling transactions or
account activity. Even customers with a steady and predictable gambling profile will have
periodic transactions that are unusual for them. So, an unusual transaction may only be the
basis for further enquiry, which may in turn require judgement as to whether the transaction
or activity is suspicious. A transaction or activity may not be suspicious at the time, but if
suspicions are raised later, an obligation to report the activity then arises. Likewise, if
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concern escalates following further enquiries, it is reasonable to conclude that the
transaction is suspicious and will need to be reported to the NCA.
8.8

Unusual patterns of gambling, including the spending of particularly large amounts of
money in relation to the casino or customer’s profile, should receive attention, but unusual
behaviour will not necessarily lead to grounds for knowledge or suspicion of money
laundering, or the making of a report to the NCA. The nominated officer is required to
assess all of the circumstances and, in some cases, it may be helpful to ask the customer
or others more questions. The choice depends on what is already known about the
customer and the transaction, and how easy it is to make further enquiries.

8.9

In order for either an internal or external report to be made it is not necessary to know or to
establish the exact nature of any underlying criminal offence, or that the particular funds or
property were definitely those arising from a crime. Furthermore, it is not necessary to
await conviction of a customer for money laundering or other criminal offences in order to
have suspicion that money laundering has taken place.

What is meant by reasonable grounds to know or suspect?
8.10

In addition to establishing a criminal offence relating to failing to report when there is
suspicion or actual knowledge of money laundering, POCA creates criminal liability for
failing to disclose information when reasonable grounds exist for knowing or suspecting
that a person is engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing. This lower test, which
introduces an objective test of suspicion, applies to all businesses covered by the
Regulations, including remote and non-remote casinos. The test would likely be met when
there are demonstrated to be facts or circumstances, known to the employee in the course
of business, from which a reasonable person engaged in a casino business would have
inferred knowledge, or formed a suspicion, that another person was engaged in money
laundering or terrorist financing.

8.11

To defend themselves against a charge that they failed to make a report when the
objective test of suspicion has been satisfied, employees within remote and non-remote
casinos would need to be able to demonstrate that they took reasonable steps in the
particular circumstances (and in the context of a risk-based approach) to conduct the
appropriate level of CDD. It is important to bear in mind that, in practice, a court will be
deciding, with the benefit of hindsight, whether the objective test was met.

What constitutes suspicious activity?
8.12

There are numerous things that can make someone either know or suspect that they are
dealing with the proceeds of crime. Some examples of how suspicions may be raised are
listed below, although this is not an exhaustive list and there may be other circumstances
which raise suspicion.

Examples
•

A man convicted of dealing in drugs is released from prison and immediately starts gambling
large amounts of money. He is known to be out of work and other customers inform
employees that he is supplying drugs again. This will give rise to the suspicion that he is
spending the proceeds of his criminal activity.

•

Stakes wagered by a customer become unusually high or out of the ordinary and the customer
is believed to be spending beyond their known means. This requires some knowledge of the
customer but, nevertheless, there may be circumstances that appear unusual and raise the
suspicion that they are using money obtained unlawfully. It may be that the customer lives in
low cost accommodation with no known source of income but nonetheless is spending money
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well above their apparent means. There is no set amount which dictates when a SAR should
be made and much will depend on what is known or suspected about the customer.
•

A customer exhibits unusual gambling patterns with an almost guaranteed return or very little
financial risk (sometimes across multiple operators). It is accepted that some customers prefer
to gamble in this way but, in some instances, the actions may raise suspicion because they
are different from the customer’s normal gambling practices.

•

Money is deposited by a customer or held over a period and withdrawn by the customer
without being used for gambling. For instance, suspicions should be raised by any large
amounts deposited in gaming machines or gambling accounts that are then cashed out or
withdrawn after very little game play or gambling.

•

A customer regularly gambles large amounts of money and appears to find a level of losses
acceptable. In this instance, the customer may be spending the proceeds of crime and sees
the losses as an acceptable consequence of the process of laundering those proceeds.

•

A customer’s spend increases over a period of time, thereby masking high spend and
potential money laundering.

•

A customer spends little, but often, and their annual aggregate spend is high and out of kilter
with their expected spend. This could indicate potential money laundering.

•

A customer displays gambling patterns where spend is high, but the risk is low, for example
gambling on red and black in roulette. The customer could be laundering money in a way that
guarantees minimal loss.

•

A customer gambles with significant amounts of money in a currency without a reasonable
explanation for the source of that currency, such as Scottish and Northern Irish bank notes
presented by a customer in an English casino.

•

Instances of high spend by customers that lead to significant commercial risk for the operator
may also indicate suspicious activity.

8.13

It is important to note that, once knowledge or suspicion of criminal spend is linked to a
customer in one area of the business (for example, table games), it is good practice to
monitor the customer’s activity in other areas of the business (for example, gaming
machine play).

Internal reporting
8.14

Employees of a casino operator have a legal defence if they report to the nominated officer
where they have grounds for knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist
financing. All casino operators therefore need to ensure that all relevant employees know
they should report suspicions to their nominated officer. Internal reports to a nominated
officer, and reports made by a nominated officer to the NCA, must be made as soon as is
practicable.

8.15

All suspicions reported to the nominated officer should be documented or electronically
recorded. The report should include full details of the customer who is the subject of
concern and as full a statement as possible of the information giving rise to the grounds for
knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing. All internal enquiries
made in relation to the report should also be documented or electronically recorded. This
information may be required to supplement the initial report or as evidence of good practice
and best endeavours if, at some future date, there is an investigation by a law enforcement
agency or the Commission.
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8.16

Once an employee has properly reported their suspicion to the nominated officer, or to an
individual to whom the nominated officer has delegated the responsibility to receive such
internal reports, they have satisfied their statutory obligation.

Evaluation and determination by the nominated officer
8.17

The casino operator’s nominated officer must consider each report and determine whether
it gives rise to grounds for knowledge or suspicion. The operator must permit the
nominated officer to have access to any information in the operator’s possession, including
CDD information, that could be relevant. The nominated officer may also require further
information to be obtained from the customer, if necessary. Any approach to the customer
should be made sensitively and preferably by someone already known to the customer, to
minimise the risk of alerting the customer or an intermediary that a disclosure to the NCA is
being considered.

8.18

If the nominated officer decides not to make a report to the NCA, the reasons for not doing
so should be clearly documented or electronically recorded and retained. These records
should be kept separately by the nominated officer in order that the information therein is
not disclosed accidently.

8.19

It should be noted that the submission of a report to the NCA is not intended to be used as
a way to obtain information from law enforcement in order to assist the nominated officer in
deciding whether to continue with the business relationship with the customer, nor should
the absence of a response or feedback from the NCA be taken to imply that the casino
operator should continue with the business relationship until adverse information about the
customer is received from the NCA or other law enforcement agency.

External reporting
8.20

To avoid committing a failure to report offence, the nominated officer must make a
disclosure to the NCA where he decides that a report gives rise to grounds for knowledge
or suspicion. The national reception point for the disclosure of knowledge and suspicions,
and for seeking a defence (consent) to proceed with the transaction or activity, is the UK
Financial Intelligence Unit (UKFIU) within the NCA.

8.21

The nominated officer must report to the NCA any transaction or activity that, after their
evaluation, they know or suspect, or have reasonable grounds to know or suspect, may be
linked to money laundering or terrorist financing. Such reports must be made as soon as is
practicable after the information comes to the nominated officer.

8.22

In addition, depending on the circumstances, a casino operator being served with a court
order in relation to a customer may have cause for suspicion, or reasonable grounds for
suspicion, in relation to that customer. In such an event, the nominated officer should
review the information that is held about that customer in order to determine whether or not
such grounds for suspicion exist and, if necessary, make a report to the NCA. Where the
nominated officer decides not to make a report to the NCA, the reasons for not doing so
should be clearly recorded and retained.

8.23

The Secretary of State may by order prescribe the form and manner in which a disclosure
under section 330, section 331, section 332, or section 338, may be made. A consultation
paper on the form and manner of reporting was issued by the Home Office in the summer
of 2007, however, the Home Office decided not to proceed with the introduction of a
prescribed form and manner for reporting.
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Submission of suspicious activity reports 154
8.24

The NCA accepts the submission of SARs in three main ways:
•

SAR Online, which is a secure web-based reporting system for small or medium sized
reporting entities with access to the internet, which allows SARs to be submitted
electronically through www.ukciu.gov.uk/saronline.aspx. It is the NCA’s preferred
method of reporting. Reporters must register themselves as a source (reporting entity)
on the system once, and then submit SARs by completing linked electronic screens
that reflect the fields included in the paper-based reports.
Requests for a defence (appropriate consent) can be submitted using SAR Online and,
as long as the box for consent is checked at the start of the process, the system alerts
the Consent Team automatically, ensuring swift identification and management of
requests for a defence (appropriate consent). It is not necessary to send the request by
fax as well as submission online.
SAR Online is the NCA’s preferred method for small and medium sized reporting
entities to submit SARs. The benefit to the reporter is 24/7 reporting, an automatic
acknowledgment of receipt with the ELMER reference number, and investigators are
able to access the information more rapidly.

•

Paper-based reporting, using the standard NCA Suspicious Activity Report Form. The
NCA prefers submissions to be typed to enable them to be scanned and prevent errors
in data entry. The form and guidance on using the form can be found on the NCA
website at: https://nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/moneylaundering-and-terrorist-financing/suspicious-activity-reports.
Completed forms should be posted to UKFIU, PO Box 8000, London, SE11 5EN. If
using the form to request a defence (appropriate consent), it should be faxed
immediately to 0207 238 8286, but it is not necessary to post and fax a request.
The paper-based reporting system will not elicit an acknowledgment of receipt or an
ELMER reference number for your records, and the SAR will take some time to reach
investigators.

•

Encrypted bulk data exchange, is used by high volume reporters, namely reporters
with more than 10,000 reports a month. If an operator believes this would be the most
appropriate method of reporting for their group, they should contact the UKFIU on 0207
238 8282 to discuss the matter.

8.25

Casino operators should include in each SAR as much relevant information about the
customer, transaction or activity that it has in its records. The NCA has published a
glossary of terms which they prefer operators to use when completing SARs.155 This will
assist in consideration of the report by the NCA.

8.26

Casino operators should ensure that they check all the facts they have about the customer
and include all relevant information when submitting a SAR, which may include the
following:
• Do the staff know the customer’s identity?
• Is a physical description of the customer available?

Remote casino operators, particularly those based in a foreign jurisdiction, should consult the Commission's advice note on Antimoney laundering: Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote operators. It is intended to assist remote operators in
determining to which body or Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) known or suspected money laundering activity should be reported, and
the circumstances in which a defence (appropriate consent) should be sought.
155
https://nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing/suspicious-activity-reports
154
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•
•
•

Has the customer provided any records that will assist in identifying him, for
example credit or debit card details?
Has the customer ever self-excluded?
What are the customer’s product preferences, and does he hold other gambling
accounts (for example, prefers casino gaming, but also uses online gambling
facilities)?

8.27

In order that an informed overview of the situation may be maintained, all contact between
the casino operator and law enforcement agencies should be controlled through, or
reported back to, the nominated officer or a deputy acting in the absence of the nominated
officer. The NCA may apply to the magistrates’ court (or, in Scotland, the sheriff) for an
order (a further information order), following the submission of a SAR, requiring the
nominated officer to provide more information in respect of the SAR156. Law enforcement
agencies may also apply for a disclosure order requiring any person considered to have
information relevant to an investigation to answer questions, provide information or to
produce documents157.

8.28

POCA also makes provision for the voluntary sharing of information between persons in
the regulated sector when deciding whether to submit a SAR, and joint SARs by persons in
the regulated sector, subject to certain limitations. The exchange of information in these
circumstances is protected from breaching any confidentiality obligations or other
restrictions.158

Requesting a defence
8.29

If casino operators handle any proceeds of crime, they may commit one of the principal
money laundering offences in POCA or the Terrorism Act. However, if the nominated
officer submits a SAR to the NCA, this can provide a defence. There is a statutory
mechanism which allows the NCA either to grant or to refuse the 'prohibited act' going
ahead, or to prevent the suspected money laundering going ahead159. This statutory
mechanism is called 'appropriate consent' and is referred to by the NCA as Requesting a
defence from the NCA under POCA and TACT.160

8.30

The decision whether or not to obtain a defence (appropriate consent) will arise in the
following scenarios:
• concealing, disguising, converting, transferring or removing criminal property161
• facilitating the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by, or on
behalf of, another person162
• acquisition, use or possession of criminal property163.
These are referred to as 'prohibited acts'.

8.31

In any of these scenarios, casino operators will have two choices. They may choose not to
go ahead with the activity in question, or they may choose to proceed. A decision to
proceed will mean that the operator may be committing a money laundering offence.
However, if they have made an authorised disclosure and have obtained a defence
(appropriate consent), they will not be committing an offence.

8.32

Nominated officers need to consider how they will approach their reporting obligations and
consider:
• the timing of the report(s) – particularly second or subsequent reports

Section 339ZH of POCA.
Section 357 of POCA.
158
Sections 339ZB to 339ZG of POCA.
159
Section 335 of POCA.
160
https://nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing/suspicious-activity-reports
161
Section 327 of POCA.
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Section 328 of POCA.
163
Section 329 of POCA.
156
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•

whether the casino operator wishes to continue to do business with the customer
while awaiting a defence (appropriate consent).

8.33

A nominated officer, police constable, NCA employee or customs officer can give a person
(which may include, for example, a casino employee) actual 'appropriate consent' to a
suspect transaction proceeding.164 However, it should be noted that the NCA is the only
body able to issue formal notification of a defence (consent) by means of an official NCA
letter, which the nominated officer can then retain for their records.

8.34

Alternatively, a person will be treated as having appropriate consent if notice is given to a
police constable or customs officer (but, note, not the nominated officer) and either:
• consent is not refused within seven working days (beginning with the day after the
notice is given)
• if consent is refused and following such refusal, the 'moratorium period' (31
calendar days starting with the day on which the person receives notice that
consent to the doing of the act is refused) has expired (but see paragraph 8.35).165
Although notice can be given to a constable or customs officer, there is a need to ensure
that the practices of all law enforcement agencies are consistent in this area. Therefore,
the NCA operates as the national centre for all SARs and for the issue of decisions
concerning the granting or refusal of a defence (appropriate consent). To avoid confusion
requests for a defence (consent) should be routed through the NCA. See paragraphs 8.45
to 8.56 for more detail.

8.35

Casino operators should be aware that the NCA and other authorities, such as the FCA
and Serious Fraud Office, can apply to the Crown Court (or, in Scotland, the sheriff) for an
order to extend the moratorium period for a further 31 days. An order can be given on up
to six occasions which allows the moratorium period to be extended for a maximum period
of 186 days in total. To grant an order for an extension, in each case the Court must be
satisfied that the NCA or other authority’s investigation is being carried out "diligently and
expeditiously", additional time is needed to complete the investigation and an extension
would be reasonable in the circumstances.166

8.36

However, POCA provides that a nominated officer must not give appropriate consent
unless he has himself already made a disclosure to an authorised officer of the NCA and,
either:
• the NCA employee has provided a defence (consented to the transaction)
• a defence (consent) is not refused within seven working days (beginning with the
day after the notice is given)
• if a defence (consent) is refused and following such refusal, the 'moratorium period'
(31 calendar days starting with the day on which the person receives notice that
consent to the doing of the act is refused) has expired (but see paragraph 8.35).167

8.37

Reporting suspicious activity before or reporting after the event are not equal options which
a casino operator can choose between, and retrospective reporting is unlikely to be seen in
the same light as reporting prior to the event. A report made after money laundering has
already taken place will only be a legal defence if there was a 'reasonable excuse' for
failing to make the report before the money laundering took place.168 Where a customer
request is received prior to a transaction or activity taking place, or arrangements being put
in place (for example, where a customer requests the opening of a gambling account), and
there is knowledge or suspicion, or reasonable grounds for suspicion, that the transaction,
arrangements or the funds/property involved may relate to money laundering, a SAR must
be submitted to the NCA and a defence (consent) sought to proceed with that transaction
or activity. In such circumstances, it is an offence for a nominated officer to agree to a

Section 335(1) of POCA.
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transaction or activity going ahead within the seven working day notice period from the
working day following the date of disclosure, unless the NCA provides a defence (gives
consent).169
8.38

The defence (consent) provisions can only apply where there is prior notice to the NCA of
the transaction or activity. The NCA cannot provide a defence (consent) after the
transaction or activity has occurred. A defence (consent) request which is received after
the transaction or activity has taken place will therefore be dealt with as an ordinary SAR.

8.39

In the casino environment, business is often conducted out of normal office hours. In
addition, gambling transactions may sometimes be more 'immediate' than, for example,
depositing funds into a bank account where the funds may be withdrawn at a later date.
In these circumstances it may sometimes not be feasible or practical to obtain a defence
(appropriate consent) prior to or during a transaction. Knowledge or suspicion of money
laundering or terrorist financing may be triggered after a customer has completed all the
stages of a gambling transaction (bought in, played and then cashed out). Under those
circumstances, it may be reasonable to report after the transaction. However, the defence
of 'reasonable excuse' when reporting after the transaction is untested by case law and
should be considered on a case-by-case basis.170 Where the relationship with the
customer is expected to have an element of duration and involves numerous transactions,
it is advisable to seek a defence (consent) prior to transacting with the customer.

8.40

Casinos should include in their policies, procedures and controls details on how they will
manage circumstances where there is knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or
terrorist financing. If knowledge or suspicion is present, particularly if this occurs out of
normal office hours, there must be a mechanism for involvement of the senior manager on
duty and contact with the nominated officer as soon as is practicable. If the circumstances
amount to reasonable grounds to suspect, then reporting the matter to the nominated
officer should be sufficient, and for the nominated officer to receive the matter at the
earliest practicable opportunity.

8.41

The nominated officer will need to think very carefully about whether or not to continue to
do business with the suspected customer. Relevant considerations should be the potential
commission of criminal offences under POCA or the Terrorism Act, as well as potential
damage to business reputation and other commercial factors.

8.42

Casino operators should also note that, in the Commission’s view, the reporting defence is
not intended to be used repeatedly in relation to the same customer. In the case of
repeated SAR submissions on the same customer, it is the Commission’s view that this is
not a route by which operators can guarantee a reporting defence retrospectively. If
patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money laundering, or to
actual knowledge of money laundering, operators must seriously consider whether they
wish to allow the customer to continue using their gambling facilities. Casino operators are,
of course, free to terminate their business relationships if they wish and, provided this is
handled appropriately, there will be no risk of 'tipping off' or prejudicing an investigation.
However, operators should think about liaising with the law enforcement investigating
officer to consider whether it is likely that termination of the business relationship would
alert the customer or prejudice an investigation in any other way.

8.43

How customers suspected of money laundering or terrorist financing will be dealt with is an
important area of risk management for all casino operators. They should deal with the
issue in their policies, procedures and controls. As all operators are at risk of committing
the principal offences, it is advisable to consider these issues carefully before they arise in
practice.

169
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8.44

For example, the casino operator may consider one transaction to be suspicious and report
it to the NCA accordingly, but may be less concerned that all of an individual’s future
transactions are suspicious. In these circumstances, each transaction should be
considered on a case-by-case basis and reports made accordingly, and a defence
(appropriate consent) sought where necessary. Where subsequent reports are also made
after actual or suspected money laundering or terrorist financing has taken place or
appears to have taken place, the nominated officer is encouraged to keep records about
why reporting was delayed, and about why a defence (appropriate consent) was not
requested before the suspected money laundering or terrorist financing took place.

Applying for a defence
8.45

Where SAR Online is used and a defence (appropriate consent) is needed, this can be
done by ticking the 'consent requested' box. Alternatively, requests can be faxed to the
NCA UKFIU Consent Desk (see the NCA website www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk). You
are advised to make it explicit in your report that you are seeking a defence (consent) from
the NCA.

8.46

Requests must be for a specified activity (or specified series of activities) and should not be
open-ended, such as seeking a defence (consent) to 'handle all business dealings or
transactions' relating to the subject of the request or the relevant account.

8.47

The SAR requesting a defence (appropriate consent) should set out concisely:
• who is involved
• what and where the criminal property is, and its value
• when and how the circumstances arose and are planned to happen
• why you have knowledge or are suspicious.

8.48

The UKFIU Consent Desk applies the criteria set out in the Home Office Circular 029/2008
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002: Obligations to report money laundering – the consent
regime171 to each request for a defence (consent), carry out the necessary internal
enquiries, and will contact the appropriate law enforcement agency, where necessary, for a
consent recommendation. Once the NCA’s decision has been reached, the disclosing
nominated officer will be informed of the decision by telephone, and be given a reference
number, which should be recorded. A formal letter from the NCA will follow.

8.49

Home Office Circular 029/2008 contains guidance on the operation of the consent regime
in POCA. It was issued to ensure consistency of practice on the part of law enforcement in
considering requests for consent under Part 7 of POCA. This was in response to concerns
from the financial services industry and other sectors and professions that decisions should
be taken in an effective and proportionate way, with due engagement with all participants.
The circular was formulated in agreement with key partner agencies and sets out the highlevel principles by which the law enforcement agencies should make decisions on consent,
and how these principles should be applied.

8.50

Although POCA provides that consent can be granted by a constable (which includes
authorised NCA officers) or a customs officer, there is a recognised need to ensure that the
practices of all law enforcement agencies are consistent in this area. Therefore, as a result
of the circular, the NCA operates as the national centre for all authorised disclosures and
for the issue of decisions concerning the granting or refusal of a defence (consent). To
avoid confusion those making requests for a defence (consent) should route requests
through the NCA. The decision-making process will consist of a collaborative effort
between the NCA and the other law enforcement agencies, with the latter providing a

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130125102358/http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/about-us/corporate-publicationsstrategy/home-office-circulars/circulars-2008/
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recommendation to the NCA. While the final decision will be taken by the NCA, in most
cases it is likely to be based largely on the recommendation provided by the interested law
enforcement agency.
8.51

All requests for a defence (consent) are dealt with by the NCA on a case-by-case basis. It
may take the maximum of seven working days to deal with a defence (consent) request,
however, in most cases the NCA is able to respond to requests for a defence (consent)
within three days.172 Nominated officers should take this into account when deciding
whether it is practical and reasonable to request a defence (consent) prior to the
transaction or activity, rather than making a report after the transaction or activity.

8.52

In the event that the NCA does not refuse a request for a defence (consent) within seven
working days (the notice period) following the working day after the report is made, the
casino operator may continue to transact with the customer. However, if the request for a
defence (consent) is refused within that period, the NCA can prevent the transaction or
activity for a further 31 calendar days (the moratorium period) from the day the request for
a defence (consent) is refused.

8.53

Once a matter has been appropriately reported to the NCA, the decision to proceed or not
to proceed with a transaction or arrangement remains with the casino operator. Even if a
defence (consent) is obtained from the NCA, the operator is not obliged to proceed with the
transaction or arrangement.

8.54

Casino operators should note that a defence (consent) only applies in relation to individual
prohibited acts and cannot provide cover to deal with a particular customer. Any
subsequent activity will require separate consideration and, if necessary, separate requests
for a defence from the NCA. Where a single money laundering offence consists of a course
of conduct, the NCA may give consent for a series of similar transactions over a specified
period. In cases where there is a range of different money laundering offences that may be
committed, such as acquiring (section 329(1)(a) of POCA) and transferring (section
327(1)(d) of POCA) criminal property, the NCA may give a single consent to that person
being concerned in an arrangement to facilitate acquisition and use under section 328(1) of
POCA.

8.55

The NCA’s ability to grant a defence (consent) in such circumstances will depend on
having sufficient detail about the future course of activity or repeated transactions in order
to make an informed decision. This is considered on a case-by-case basis. It is not
possible for the NCA to give 'blanket' consent for a reporter to carry out all activity and
transactions on a suspicious account, individual or arrangement.

8.56

The NCA cannot give advice to nominated officers and casino operators in relation to the
specific circumstances where SARs should be submitted or the terms for requesting a
defence (appropriate consent). Comprehensive guidance on requesting a defence is
available on the NCA’s website. We draw your attention, in particular, to the following NCA
publication: Requesting a defence from the NCA under POCA and TACT173.

Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote casinos
8.57

172
173

For the purposes of this section, 'British customer' is inferred to mean a customer who is
physically located in Great Britain when they use gambling facilities provided in reliance on
a remote casino licence issued by the Commission, regardless of their usual residential
address.

NCA Annual Report.
Available from www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk
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8.58

'Non-British customer' on the other hand means a customer who is not physically located in
Great Britain when they use gambling facilities provided in reliance on a remote casino
licence issued by the Commission, regardless of their usual residential address.

8.59

The Commission is aware that some remote casino operators not physically located in
Great Britain may be required by local law to report instances of known or suspected
money laundering activity by British customers to the FIU of the jurisdiction in which the
operator is situated, rather than the NCA.

8.60

Commission is of the view that remote casino operators should report suspicious activity to
the authorities in the area where the remote gambling equipment used in the specific
suspicious transaction is located. However, in relation to transactions concerning British
customers, it is the Commission's view that such reports should also be received by the
authorities in this jurisdiction.

Suspicious activity reporting
8.61

Where any of the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or
suspected to involve money laundering is located in Great Britain (as well as equipment
located in Northern Ireland), the known or suspected money laundering activity must be
reported to the NCA. Operators must provide the Commission with the unique reference
numbers allocated by the UKFIU of the NCA, for reports submitted by them, within five
working days of receipt thereof, in accordance with licence condition 15.2.1.

8.62

Where the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or suspected
to involve money laundering is located outside Great Britain, but involves a British
customer, and the jurisdiction in which the equipment is located is not a member of the
Egmont Group (or the jurisdiction does not include gambling businesses under AML or
CTF legislation, or prohibits online gambling), the known or suspected money laundering
activity must be reported to the NCA. Operators must provide the Commission with the
unique reference numbers allocated by the UKFIU of the NCA, for reports submitted by
them, within five working days of receipt thereof, in accordance with licence condition
15.2.1.

8.63

In all other cases, the known or suspected money laundering activity must be reported to
the FIU of the jurisdiction in which the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction,
which is known or suspected to involve money laundering, is located. The relevant report
will then be shared with the NCA through the Egmont Group, where appropriate.174 Where
circumstances permit, operators should provide the Commission with the unique reference
numbers allocated by the applicable FIU, for reports concerning British customers, within
five days of receipt thereof.

8.64

These reporting requirements are summarised in the table below:
Customer

British or
Non-British
customer*
British
customer*

Location of
remote
gambling
equipment
Britain** or
Northern
Ireland
Outside
Britain**

Member of Egmont
Group?

Report
suspicious
activity to

Unique reference numbers (URNs)

Yes

NCA

No
Yes, but domestic
FIU does not receive
gambling SARs
Country prohibits
online gambling

NCA

Operators should provide the Commission with
the URNs allocated by the NCA within five
working days
Operators should provide the Commission with
the URNs allocated by the NCA within five
working days

Note that in the case of operators where the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or suspected to
involve money laundering is located in Gibraltar and involves a British customer, known or suspected money laundering activity must
be reported to the Gibraltar FIU and the UKFIU.
174
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British or
Non-British
customer*
*
**
***

Outside
Britain**

Yes

Domestic
FIU***

Where circumstances permit, operators should
provide the Commission with the URNs
allocated by the FIU, for reports concerning
British customers, within five working days

See paragraphs 8.57 and 8.58
Britain means England, Scotland and Wales
In the case of operators where the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or suspected
to involve money laundering is located in Gibraltar and involves a British customer, known or suspected money
laundering activity must be reported to the Gibraltar FIU and the UKFIU

Applying for a defence
8.65

Where remote casino operators wish to make use of the defences provided by sections
327(2)(a), 328(2)(a) and 329(2)(a) of POCA where they believe that, by proceeding with a
transaction with a British customer, they will be committing a prohibited act, they should
apply for a defence (appropriate consent), in accordance with section 335 of POCA, from
the NCA.175

Failing to report
8.66

POCA and the Terrorism Act create offences of failing to report suspicious activity 176.
Where a person fails to comply with the obligations to make disclosures to a nominated
officer and/or the NCA as soon as practicable after the information giving rise to the
knowledge or suspicion comes to the employee, they are open to criminal prosecution. The
criminal sanction, under POCA or the Terrorism Act, is a prison term of up to five years,
and/or a fine.

8.67

For all failure to disclose offences under POCA, it will be necessary to prove that the
person or nominated officer either:
• knows the identity of the money launderer or the whereabouts of the laundered
property
• believes the information on which the suspicion was based may assist in identifying
the money launderer or the whereabouts of the laundered property.177

8.68

Casino operators and nominated officers, therefore, must comply with the reporting
requirements imposed on them by POCA and the Terrorism Act.

After a report has been made
8.69

When an enquiry is under investigation, the investigating officer may contact the nominated
officer to ensure that they have all the relevant information which supports the original
SAR. This contact may also include seeking supplementary information or documentation
from the reporting operator and from other sources by means of a court order.

8.70

The investigating officer will work closely with the nominated officer, who will usually
receive direct feedback on the stage reached in the investigation. There may, however, be
cases when the nominated officer cannot be informed of the state of the investigation,
either because of the confidential nature of the enquiry or because the case is being
considered by a court.

Tipping off, or prejudicing an investigation
8.71

Under section 333A of POCA a person in the regulated sector commits an offence if:
• the person discloses that they or another person has made a disclosure under Part
7 of POCA to a constable, an officer of Revenue or Customs, a nominated officer or

See paragraphs 8.45 to 8.56.
Sections 330 and 331 of POCA, and section 19 of the Terrorism Act.
177
Sections 330(3A) and 331(3A) of POCA.
175
176
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•
•

a member of staff of the NCA of information that came to that person in the course
of a business in the regulated sector
the disclosure is likely to prejudice any investigation that might be conducted
following the disclosure referred to above
the information on which the disclosure is based came to the person in the course
of a business in the regulated sector.

A person also commits an offence under section 333A if:
• the person discloses that an investigation into allegations that an offence under Part
7 of POCA has been committed, is being contemplated or is being carried out
• the disclosure is likely to prejudice the investigation
• the information on which the disclosure is based came to the person in the course
of a business in the regulated sector.
8.72

Under section 342 of POCA a person also commits an offence if the person:
• knows or suspects that an appropriate officer or, in Scotland, a proper person is
acting (or proposing to act) in connection with a confiscation investigation, a civil
recovery investigation, a detained cash investigation or a money laundering
investigation which is being or is about to be conducted
• makes a disclosure which is likely to prejudice the investigation
• falsifies, conceals, destroys or otherwise disposes of, or causes or permits the
falsification, concealment, destruction or disposal of, documents which are relevant
to the investigation.

8.73

Under POCA, a person does not falsify, conceal, destroy or otherwise dispose of, or cause
or permit the falsification, concealment, destruction or disposal of, documents which are
relevant to the investigation if the person:
• does not know or suspect that the documents are relevant to the investigation
• does not intend to conceal any facts disclosed by the documents from any
appropriate officer or (in Scotland) proper person carrying out the investigation.178

8.74

POCA therefore, in this regard, contains separate offences of tipping off and prejudicing an
investigation. These offences are similar and overlapping, but there are also significant
differences between them. It is important for those working in the regulated sector to be
aware of the conditions for each offence. Each offence relates to situations where the
information on which the disclosure was based came to the person making the disclosure
in the course of a business in the regulated sector. The Terrorism Act contains similar
offences179. There are a number of disclosures which are permitted and that do not give
rise to these offences (permitted disclosures) – see paragraphs 8.77 to 8.79.

8.75

Once an internal or external report of suspicious activity has been made, it is a criminal
offence for anyone to release information that is likely to prejudice an investigation that
might be conducted following that disclosure. An offence is not committed if the person
does not know or suspect that the disclosure is likely to prejudice an investigation, or if the
disclosure is permitted under POCA or the Terrorism Act180. Reasonable enquiries of a
customer, conducted in a tactful manner, regarding the background to a transaction or
activity that is inconsistent with the normal pattern of activity is prudent practice, forms an
integral part of CDD measures and should not give rise to tipping off.

8.76

Where a confiscation investigation, a civil recovery investigation, a detained cash
investigation or a money laundering investigation is being, or is about to be, conducted, it is
a criminal offence for anyone to disclose this fact if that disclosure is likely to prejudice the
investigation. It is also a criminal offence to falsify, conceal, destroy or otherwise dispose of
documents which are relevant to the investigation (or to cause or permit these offences). It

Section 342(6) of POCA.
Sections 21D and 39 of the Terrorism Act.
180
Section 342(3) of POCA and section 20 of the Terrorism Act.
178
179
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is, however, a defence if the person does not know or suspect that disclosure is likely to
prejudice the investigation, or if the disclosure is permitted under POCA or the Terrorism
Act (see paragraphs 8.77 to 8.79).
8.77

An offence is not committed under POCA or the Terrorism Act if the disclosure is made to
the relevant supervisory authority (the Commission) for the purpose of:
• the detection, investigation or prosecution of a criminal offence in the UK or
elsewhere
• an investigation under POCA
• the enforcement of any order of a court under POCA.181

8.78

An employee, officer or partner of a casino operator does not commit an offence under
POCA or the Terrorism Act if the disclosure is to an employee, officer or partner of the
casino operator.182

8.79

A person does not commit an offence under POCA or the Terrorism Act if the person does
not know or suspect that the disclosure is likely to prejudice:
• any investigation that might be conducted following a disclosure
• an investigation into allegations that an offence under Part 7 of POCA or Part III of
the Terrorism Act has been committed, is being contemplated or is being carried
out.183

8.80

The fact that a transaction is notified to the NCA before the event, and the NCA does not
refuse a request for a defence (consent) within seven working days following the day after
disclosure is made, or a restraint order is not obtained within the moratorium period, does
not alter the position so far as 'tipping off' is concerned.

8.81

This means that a casino operator:
• cannot, at the time, tell a customer that a transaction is being delayed because a
report is awaiting a defence (consent) from the NCA
• cannot, later, tell a customer that a transaction or activity was delayed because a
report had been made under POCA or the Terrorism Act, unless law enforcement
or the NCA agrees, or a court order is obtained permitting disclosure
• cannot tell the customer that law enforcement is conducting an investigation.

8.82

The judgement in K v Natwest [2006] EWCA Civ 1039 confirmed the application of these
provisions. The judgement in this case also dealt with the issue of suspicion stating that the
‘The existence of suspicion is a subjective fact. There is no legal requirement that there
should be reasonable grounds for the suspicion. The relevant bank employee either
suspects or he does not. If he does suspect, he must (either himself or through the Bank’s
nominated officer) inform the authorities.’ It was further observed that the ‘truth is that
Parliament has struck a precise and workable balance of conflicting interests in the 2002
Act’. The Court appears to have approved of the seven and 31 day scheme and said that,
in relation to the limited interference with private rights that this scheme entails, ‘many
people would think that a reasonable balance has been struck’. A copy of the judgement is
available on the NCA website (www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk).

8.83

The existence of a SAR cannot be revealed to any customer of the casino at any time,
whether or not a defence (consent) has been requested. However, there is nothing in
POCA which prevents casino operators from making normal enquiries about customer
transactions in order to help remove any concerns about the transaction and enable the
operator to decide whether to proceed with the transaction. These enquiries will only
constitute tipping off if the operator discloses that a SAR has been made to the NCA or a

Section 333D of POCA and section 21G of the Terrorism Act.
Section 333B of POCA and section 21E of the Terrorism Act.
183
Section 333D of POCA and section 21G of the Terrorism Act.
181
182
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nominated officer, or that a money laundering investigation is being carried out or is being
contemplated.
8.84

The combined effect of these two offences is that one or other of them can be committed
before or after a disclosure has been made.

8.85

The offence of money laundering, and the duty to report under POCA, apply in relation to
the proceeds of any criminal activity, wherever conducted, including abroad, that would
constitute an offence if it took place in the UK. A person does not commit an offence where
it is known or believed, on reasonable grounds, that the conduct occurred outside the UK;
and the conduct was not criminal in the country where it took place. However, if the
criminal activity would constitute an offence in the UK if committed here and would be
punishable by imprisonment for a maximum term in excess of 12 months, then the defence
does not apply, except if the offence is an offence under section 23 or 25 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000.

8.86

There is also a specific offence of failure to disclose terrorist financing which was added to
the Terrorism Act through the Anti-terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001. This offence is
limited to the regulated sector, which includes casinos. The offence can be committed if a
person forms knowledge or suspicion of terrorist financing or reasonable grounds for
suspecting terrorist financing during the course of working for a casino, but does not make
a report. Guidance issued by the Commission and approved by HM Treasury must be
taken into account by any court considering whether this offence has been committed184.

Interaction with customers
8.87

Normal customer enquiries will not, in the Commission’s view, amount to tipping off or
prejudicing an investigation under POCA, unless you know or suspect that a SAR has
already been submitted and that an investigation is current or impending and make the
enquiries of the customer in a way that it discloses those facts. Indeed, such customer
enquiries are likely to be necessary not only in relation to money laundering but also in
connection with social responsibility duties (for example, problem gambling). In regard to
this offence, counter or frontline staff may not be aware that the nominated officer has
submitted a SAR to the NCA. Reasonable and tactful enquiries regarding the background
to a transaction or activity that is inconsistent with the customer’s normal pattern of activity
is good practice, forms an integral part of CDD measures (and may be driven by social
responsibility concerns) and should not give rise to tipping off or the prejudicing of an
investigation.

8.88

If patterns of gambling lead to an increasing level of suspicion of money laundering, or
even to actual knowledge of money laundering, casino operators should seriously consider
whether they wish to allow the customer to continue using their gaming facilities. If a casino
operator wishes to terminate a customer relationship, provided this is handled sensitively,
there will be low risk of tipping off or prejudicing an investigation. However, if the decision
has been made to terminate the relationship and there is a remaining suspicion of money
laundering with funds to repatriate, consideration should be given to asking for a defence
(appropriate consent).

8.89

In circumstances where a law enforcement agency requests a casino operator to continue
trading with a customer as they conduct further investigations, the operator is advised to
record the factors considered when agreeing or declining to do so (for example, the risks of
participating in such activity, assurances provided by law enforcement, possible money
laundering offences, relevant timescales provided, the gravity of the offences being
investigated and the purpose of the request), and how this may change the management of
risks to the licensing objectives. Given the casino operator’s heightened exposure to risk, it
is advisable for the operator to ask for confirmation in writing of such requests from law

184

Sections 330 and 331 of POCA and Regulation 86(2).
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enforcement. The operator should also continue to submit SARs and/or seek a defence
(consent) from the NCA if they decide to continue with a business relationship with such
customers.
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Figure 1: The risk-based approach
Customer low risk
for money
laundering or
terrorist financing

Customer high risk
for money
laundering or
terrorist financing

Identification:
Name +
Address or date of
birth

Identification:
Name +
Address or date of
birth

Additional
information:
Occupation, source
of funds, business
interests, credit
checks, etc

Verification

Verification

Note:
Casino operators should undertake risk assessments of each premises and each
remote site and:
(a) look at the average drop/win per customer, and
(b) risk assess each customer.
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Figure 2: Architecture for the risk-based process

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
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STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7
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Figure 3: The risk framework and risk-based customer due diligence
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Figure 4: Customer due diligence
Threshold model
Customer known to the operator:
CDD done previously at the same
or another premises

Customer not known to the
operator

Does the CDD
information need
updating?

Does the CDD
information match
the risk assessment
of the customer? If
higher risk, is more
information
required?

Customer does not
reach threshold
limit

Customer reaches
threshold limit

No CDD required

CDD required
immediately before
or after limit
reached

On entry model
Customer known to the operator:
CDD done previously at the same
or another premises

Customer not known to the
operator

Does the CDD information need
updating?

CDD required before entry to
premises

Does the CDD information match
the risk assessment of the
customer? If higher risk, is more
information required?

Notes:
1. Operator to be reasonably satisfied that the customer is who they claim to be.
2. The requirement applies to an operator, not to each premises.
3. Identification: Name, plus residential address or date of birth.
4. Verification: Documents or electronically.
5. Records of CDD to be kept for five years from the end of the business relationship or
last visit to the premises run by the operator.
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Figure 5: Determining when the threshold is reached (non-remote
casinos) – tokens and gaming machines
Purchase or exchange
of tokens

Payment for use of
gaming machines

Threshold = €2000
(purchase or
exchange)

Threshold = €2000
(money paid or
collected)

A: Purchases of
tokens at cash desk
or tables

B: Exchanges of
tokens for money

If A or B = €2000 or
more, then CDD is
required

Amounts paid into
gaming machines or
collected as
winnings

If = €2000 or more,
then CDD is
required

Notes:
1. A customer could spend €1800 on tokens and a further €1800 in a gaming machine
and not reach the threshold.
2. Risk-based approach – operator analysis of spending behaviours at each premises and
an objective assessment made of the likelihood of customers reaching either threshold.
Measures then put in place need to capture all customers likely to hit either threshold.
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Figure 6: Determining when the threshold is reached (non-remote
casinos) – casino account
Depositing or withdrawing
casino account funds

Threshold = €2000
or more
(deposit or
withdrawal)

B: Withdrawals of
casino winnings for
money

A: Deposits for
casino gaming

If A or B = €2000 or
more, then CDD is
required

Note:
Risk-based approach – operator analysis of spending behaviours at each premises and an
objective assessment made of the likelihood of customers reaching the threshold.
Measures then put in place need to capture all customers likely to hit the threshold.
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Figure 7: Determining when the threshold is reached (remote
casinos)
Payment to remote casino or
withdrawal of funds/winnings

Threshold = €2000 or
more

Funds deposited or
funds/winnings
withdrawn with remote
casino

If = €2000 or more, then
CDD is required

Note:
Risk-based approach – operator analysis of spending behaviours and an objective
assessment made of the likelihood of customers reaching the threshold. Measures then
put in place need to capture all customers likely to hit the threshold.
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Figure 8: Record keeping
Machines: if no records
generated that are
attributed to a customer,
keep the records for the
overall use of each
machine for five years.

CDD records or
reference to CDD

Supporting records
(drop/win data, etc)

Business
relationship

No business
relationship

No supporting records required,
unless the CDD threshold for a
customer is triggered (in which case
CDD records are to be kept for five
years)

Five years from end of the
business relationship

Business relationship: a
business, professional or
commercial relationship
between as casino operator
and a customer, which is
expected by the operator, at
the time when the contract is
established, to have an element
of duration.

Supporting records to be kept
for five years

Note:
Operators should devise and implement a clear and articulated policy and procedure for
ensuring all relevant employees are aware of their legal obligations in respect of the
prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing.
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Figure 9: Reasonable grounds to suspect (objective test)
Customer:
CDD done or CDD
not done

Behaviour
inconsistent with
knowledge of the
customer

Other suspicious
activity

A reasonable person working in a casino had specific
knowledge or specific suspicion, or had knowledge or
suspicion of criminal activity giving rise to criminal property

Report customer
and suspicious
activity to the
nominated officer

Nominated officer
to consider all
information and
decide whether to
report to the NCA.
Decision to be
recorded.
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Figure 10: Knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist
financing (subjective test)
Customer:
CDD done or CDD
not done

Knowledge that the
customer is using
criminal property

Suspicion that the
customer is using
criminal property

Report to nominated officer

Nominated officer to make
decision

Opportunity to obtain a
defence (consent)?

Yes

Submit to the NCA
for a defence
(consent)

Terminate business with
customer?

No

Yes

Report after the
transaction - record
decision and
reasons for decision

Nominated officer
still to consider
reporting to the
NCA
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No

Figure 11: Defence under POCA or Terrorism Act
Knowledge that a
customer is using
criminal property

Suspicious activity
report to the NCA
seeking a defence
(appropriate
consent)

Defence (consent) is refused within 7 working
days, then a restraint order must be obtained
by the authorities within a further 31 calendar
days (the moratorium period) from the day
the defence (consent) is refused if they wish
to prevent the transaction going ahead after
that date, otherwise it can go ahead, but the
NCA can apply for a court order to extend the
moratorium period for a further 31 days (up to
a total of 186 days). In cases where consent is
refused, the law enforcement agency refusing
consent should be consulted to establish what
information can be provided to the customer.

Must have reasonable excuse
for failing to make report prior
to the transaction.
Where a customer instruction
is received prior to the
transaction and money
laundering is suspected, then a
defence (appropriate consent)
must be sought first.

Suspicion that a
customer is using
criminal property

Suspicious activity
report to NCA post
transaction

Defence (consent)
given within 7
working days

If there is no feedback from the
NCA or other law enforcement,
then future transactions can
continue and further SARs
submitted, providing there is no
change in circumstances

Transaction may
continue
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Nominated officer
to keep levels of
knowledge or
suspicion under
review in the light
of repeated SARs

Figure 12: Suspicious activity reporting requirements for remote casinos
Is the customer
located in Britain ?

No

Yes

Where is the
remote gambling
equipment
located ?

Outside Britain

Where is the
remote gambling
equipment
located ?

Britain or
N Ireland

Outside Britain

Is the country a
member of the
Egmont group ?

Report to
domestic FIU

Report to the NCA

Provide Gambling
Commission with NCA
unique reference number

A ) Country is
Egmont member,
but gambling is
excluded from
domestic reporting
B ) Country
prohibits remote
gambling
C) Country is not
Egmont member

Country is Egmont
member

Report to
domestic FIU*

Provide Gambling
Commission with domestic
FIU unique reference
number (where available)

* In the case of operators where the remote gambling equipment used in a transaction which is known or suspected to involve money
laundering is located in Gibraltar and involves a British customer, known or suspected money laundering activity must be reported to
the Gibraltar FIU and the UKFIU.
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Annex A – Glossary of terms
AML

Anti-money laundering.

Beneficial ownership

Beneficial ownership is enjoyed by anyone who has the benefits of
ownership of property, but does not apparently own the asset itself.
The term is defined in the Regulations.

Business relationship

A business, professional or commercial relationship between a
casino operator and a customer, which is expected to have an
element of duration.

Business-to-business

A term used to describe commerce transactions between
businesses, or the exchange of products, services or information
between businesses. In other words, it is business which is
conducted between firms, rather than between firms and consumers
(or customers).

Casino operators

Firms holding a casino operating licence issued by the Commission.

Criminal spend

In the context of gambling, the use of the proceeds of crime to fund
gambling as a leisure activity (also known as lifestyle spend).

CTF

Countering terrorist financing.

Customer tracking

The process of capturing drop and win data for a customer.

Drop/win figures

Data recorded by casinos that covers the total value of chips
purchased as well as the total loss or win for a customer over a 24hour period.

Money laundering

The process by which criminal or 'dirty' money is legitimised or made
'clean', including any action taken to conceal, arrange, use or
possess the proceeds of any criminal conduct. Defined in section
340 of POCA.

Non-remote casinos

Casinos licensed to operate commercial casino premises.

Operators

Firms holding an operating licence issued by the Commission.

PFL

Personal functional licence.

POCA

The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, which is intended to reduce money
laundering and the profitability of organised crime using tools such
as asset recovery.

PML

Personal management licence.

Proceeds of crime

Property from which a person benefits directly or indirectly, by being
party to criminal activity, for example, stolen money, money from
drug dealing or property stolen in a burglary or robbery.

Remote casinos

Casinos licensed to offer casino games by means of remote
communication.
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SAR

A suspicious activity report - the means by which suspicious activity
relating to possible money laundering or the financing of terrorism is
reported to the NCA under POCA or the Terrorism Act.

Source of funds

Where the funds, money or cash to finance the transaction come
from.

Source of wealth

The origin of a person’s overall body of wealth (that is, their total
assets), which should give an indication of the volume of wealth the
person actually has, and how they acquired it.

Supervisory authorities

Supervisory authorities, which are listed in regulation 7 of the
Regulations. The Commission is the supervisory authority for
casinos.

The Act

The Gambling Act 2005.

The Commission

The Gambling Commission.

The NCA

The National Crime Agency, which became operational in October
2013. It is a crime-fighting agency with national and international
reach that works in partnership with other law enforcement
organisations to cut serious and organised crime. The NCA is the
organisation to which suspicious activity is reported.

The Regulations

The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017.

The Terrorism Act

The Terrorism Act 2000.

Third country

A country which is outside the European Union.

UKFIU

The United Kingdom Financial Intelligence Unit, which is the unit
within the NCA that operates the disclosure regime for money
laundering.

Approved by HM Treasury

November 2020 (5th Edition Revision 1)

Keeping gambling fair and safe for all
www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk
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Official Journal of the European Union

L 156/43

DIRECTIVES
DIRECTIVE (EU) 2018/843 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 30 May 2018
amending Directive (EU) 2015/849 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the
purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, and amending Directives 2009/138/EC and
2013/36/EU
(Text with EEA relevance)
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 114 thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the European Commission,
After transmission of the draft legislative act to the national parliaments,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Central Bank (1),
Having regard to the opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee (2),
Acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure (3),
Whereas:
(1)

Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council (4) constitutes the main legal instrument
in the prevention of the use of the Union financial system for the purposes of money laundering and terrorist
financing. That Directive, which had a transposition deadline of 26 June 2017, sets out an efficient and compre
hensive legal framework for addressing the collection of money or property for terrorist purposes by requiring
Member States to identify, understand and mitigate the risks related to money laundering and terrorist financing.

(2)

Recent terrorist attacks have brought to light emerging new trends, in particular regarding the way terrorist groups
finance and conduct their operations. Certain modern technology services are becoming increasingly popular as
alternative financial systems, whereas they remain outside the scope of Union law or benefit from exemptions
from legal requirements, which might no longer be justified. In order to keep pace with evolving trends, further
measures should be taken to ensure the increased transparency of financial transactions, of corporate and other
legal entities, as well as of trusts and legal arrangements having a structure or functions similar to trusts (‘similar
legal arrangements’), with a view to improving the existing preventive framework and to more effectively
countering terrorist financing. It is important to note that the measures taken should be proportionate to the risks.

(3)

The United Nations (UN), Interpol and Europol have been reporting on the increasing convergence between
organised crime and terrorism. The nexus between organised crime and terrorism and the links between
criminal and terrorist groups constitute an increasing security threat to the Union. Preventing the use of the
financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing is an integral part of any strategy
addressing that threat.

(1) OJ C 459, 9.12.2016, p. 3.
(2) OJ C 34, 2.2.2017, p. 121.
(3) Position of the European Parliament of 19 April 2018 (not yet published in the Official Journal) and decision of the Council of
14 May 2018.
(4) Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the
financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and
Commission Directive 2006/70/EC (OJ L 141, 5.6.2015, p. 73).
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(4)

While there have been significant improvements in the adoption and implementation of Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) standards and the endorsement of the work of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development on transparency by Member States in recent years, the need to further increase the overall trans
parency of the economic and financial environment of the Union is clear. The prevention of money laundering and
of terrorist financing cannot be effective unless the environment is hostile to criminals seeking shelter for their
finances through non-transparent structures. The integrity of the Union financial system is dependent on the
transparency of corporate and other legal entities, trusts and similar legal arrangements. This Directive aims not
only to detect and investigate money laundering, but also to prevent it from occurring. Enhancing transparency
could be a powerful deterrent.

(5)

While the aims of Directive (EU) 2015/849 should be pursued and any amendments to it should be consistent
with the Union’s ongoing action in the field of countering terrorism and terrorist financing, such amendments
should be made having due regard to the fundamental right to the protection of personal data, as well as the
observance and application of the proportionality principle. The Communication from the Commission to the
European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the
Regions entitled ‘The European Agenda on Security’ indicated the need for measures to address terrorist
financing in a more effective and comprehensive manner, highlighting that the infiltration of financial markets
allows for the financing of terrorism. The European Council conclusions of 17-18 December 2015 also stressed
the need to take rapidly further action against terrorist financing in all domains.

(6)

The Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and to the Council entitled ‘Action Plan for
strengthening the fight against terrorist financing’ underscores the need to adapt to new threats and to amend
Directive (EU) 2015/849 accordingly.

(7)

Union measures should also accurately reflect developments and commitments undertaken at international level.
Therefore, UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 2195 (2014) on Threats to international peace and security
and UNCSRs 2199(2015) and 2253(2015) on Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts,
should be taken into account. Those UNSCRs deal with, respectively, the links between terrorism and transnational
organised crime, preventing terrorist groups from gaining access to international financial institutions and
expanding the sanctions framework to include Islamic State in Iraq and Levant.

(8)

Providers engaged in exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies (that is to say coins and
banknotes that are designated as legal tender and electronic money, of a country, accepted as a medium of
exchange in the issuing country) as well as custodian wallet providers are under no Union obligation to
identify suspicious activity. Therefore, terrorist groups may be able to transfer money into the Union financial
system or within virtual currency networks by concealing transfers or by benefiting from a certain degree of
anonymity on those platforms. It is therefore essential to extend the scope of Directive (EU) 2015/849 so as to
include providers engaged in exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies as well as custodian
wallet providers. For the purposes of anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT),
competent authorities should be able, through obliged entities, to monitor the use of virtual currencies. Such
monitoring would provide a balanced and proportional approach, safeguarding technical advances and the high
degree of transparency attained in the field of alternative finance and social entrepreneurship.

(9)

The anonymity of virtual currencies allows their potential misuse for criminal purposes. The inclusion of providers
engaged in exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies and custodian wallet providers will not
entirely address the issue of anonymity attached to virtual currency transactions, as a large part of the virtual
currency environment will remain anonymous because users can also transact without such providers. To combat
the risks related to the anonymity, national Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs) should be able to obtain information
allowing them to associate virtual currency addresses to the identity of the owner of virtual currency. In addition,
the possibility to allow users to self-declare to designated authorities on a voluntary basis should be further
assessed.
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(10)

Virtual currencies should not to be confused with electronic money as defined in point (2) of Article 2 of Directive
2009/110/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), with the larger concept of ‘funds’ as defined in
point (25) of Article 4 of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council (2), nor with
monetary value stored on instruments exempted as specified in points (k) and (l) of Article 3 of Directive (EU)
2015/2366, nor with in-games currencies, that can be used exclusively within a specific game environment.
Although virtual currencies can frequently be used as a means of payment, they could also be used for other
purposes and find broader applications such as means of exchange, investment, store-of-value products or use in
online casinos. The objective of this Directive is to cover all the potential uses of virtual currencies.

(11)

Local currencies, also known as complementary currencies, that are used in very limited networks such as a city or
a region and among a small number of users should not be considered to be virtual currencies.

(12)

Business relationships or transactions involving high-risk third countries should be limited when significant weak
nesses in the AML/CFT regime of the third-countries concerned are identified, unless adequate additional mitigating
measures or countermeasures are applied. When dealing with such cases of high-risk and with such business
relationships or transactions, Member States should require obliged entities to apply enhanced customer due
diligence measures to manage and mitigate those risks. Each Member State therefore determines at national
level the type of enhanced due diligence measures to be taken with regard to high-risk third countries. Those
different approaches between Member States create weak spots on the management of business relationships
involving high-risk third countries as identified by the Commission. It is important to improve the effectiveness
of the list of high-risk third countries established by the Commission by providing for a harmonised treatment of
those countries at Union level. That harmonised approach should primarily focus on enhanced customer due
diligence measures, where such measures are not already required under national law. In accordance with inter
national obligations, Member States should be allowed to require obliged entities, where applicable, to apply
additional mitigating measures complementary to the enhanced customer due diligence measures, in accordance
with a risk based approach and taking into account the specific circumstances of business relationships or trans
actions. International organisations and standard setters with competence in the field of preventing money
laundering and combating terrorist financing may call for the application of appropriate countermeasures to
protect the international financial system from the ongoing and substantial risks relating to money laundering
and terrorist financing emanating from certain countries. In addition, Member States should require obliged entities
to apply additional mitigating measures regarding high-risk third countries identified by the Commission by taking
into account calls for countermeasures and recommendations, such as those expressed by the FATF, and respon
sibilities resulting from international agreements.

(13)

Given the evolving nature of threats and vulnerabilities relating to money laundering and the financing of
terrorism, the Union should adopt an integrated approach on the compliance of national AML/CFT regimes
with the requirements at Union level, by taking into consideration an effectiveness assessment of those national
regimes. For the purpose of monitoring the correct transposition of the Union requirements in national AML/CFT
regimes, the effective implementation of those requirements and the capacity of those regimes to achieve an
effective preventive framework, the Commission should base its assessment on the national AML/CFT regimes,
which should be without prejudice to assessments conducted by international organisations and standard setters
with competence in the field of preventing money laundering and combating terrorist financing, such as the FATF
or the Committee of Experts on the Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering Measures and the Financing of
Terrorism.

(14)

General purpose prepaid cards have legitimate uses and constitute an instrument contributing to social and
financial inclusion. However, anonymous prepaid cards are easy to use in financing terrorist attacks and logistics.
It is therefore essential to deny terrorists this means of financing their operations, by further reducing the limits
and maximum amounts under which obliged entities are allowed not to apply certain customer due diligence
measures provided for by Directive (EU) 2015/849. Therefore, while having due regard to consumers’ needs in

(1) Directive 2009/110/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on the taking up, pursuit and
prudential supervision of the business of electronic money institutions amending Directives 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and
repealing Directive 2000/46/EC (OJ L 267, 10.10.2009, p. 7).
(2) Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on payment services in the internal
market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and repealing
Directive 2007/64/EC (OJ L 337, 23.12.2015, p. 35).
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using general purpose prepaid instruments and not preventing the use of such instruments for promoting social
and financial inclusion, it is essential to lower the existing thresholds for general purpose anonymous prepaid cards
and to identify the customer in the case of remote payment transactions where the transaction amount exceeds
EUR 50.

(15)

While the use of anonymous prepaid cards issued in the Union is essentially limited to the Union territory only,
that is not always the case with similar cards issued in third countries. It is therefore important to ensure that
anonymous prepaid cards issued outside the Union can be used in the Union only where they can be considered to
comply with requirements equivalent to those set out in Union law. That rule should be enacted in full compliance
with Union obligations in respect of international trade, especially the provisions of the General Agreement on
Trade in Services.

(16)

FIUs play an important role in identifying the financial operations of terrorist networks, especially cross-border,
and in detecting their financial backers. Financial intelligence might be of fundamental importance in uncovering
the facilitation of terrorist offences and the networks and schemes of terrorist organisations. Due to a lack of
prescriptive international standards, FIUs maintain significant differences as regards their functions, competences
and powers. Member States should endeavour to ensure a more efficient and coordinated approach to deal with
financial investigations related to terrorism, including those related to the misuse of virtual currencies. The current
differences should however not affect an FIU’s activity, particularly its capacity to develop preventive analyses in
support of all the authorities in charge of intelligence, investigative and judicial activities, and international
cooperation. In the exercise of their tasks, FIUs should have access to information and be able to exchange it
without impediments, including through appropriate cooperation with law enforcement authorities. In all cases of
suspected criminality and, in particular, in cases involving the financing of terrorism, information should flow
directly and quickly without undue delays. It is therefore essential to further enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of FIUs, by clarifying the powers of and cooperation between FIUs.

(17)

FIUs should be able to obtain from any obliged entity all the necessary information relating to their functions.
Their unfettered access to information is essential to ensure that flows of money can be properly traced and illicit
networks and flows detected at an early stage. The need for FIUs to obtain additional information from obliged
entities based on a suspicion of money laundering or financing of terrorism might be triggered by a prior
suspicious transaction report reported to the FIU, but might also be triggered through other means such as the
FIU’s own analysis, intelligence provided by competent authorities or information held by another FIU. FIUs should
therefore in the context of their functions be able to obtain information from any obliged entity, even without a
prior report being made. This does not include indiscriminate requests for information to the obliged entities in the
context of the FIU's analysis, but only information requests based on sufficiently defined conditions. An FIU should
also be able to obtain such information on a request made by another Union FIU and to exchange the information
with the requesting FIU.

(18)

The purpose of the FIU is to collect and analyse the information which they receive with the aim of establishing
links between suspicious transactions and underlying criminal activity in order to prevent and combat money
laundering and terrorist financing, and to disseminate the results of its analysis as well as additional information to
the competent authorities where there are grounds to suspect money laundering, associated predicate offences or
financing of terrorism. An FIU should not refrain from or refuse the exchange of information to another FIU,
spontaneously or upon request, for reasons such as a lack of identification of an associated predicate offence,
features of criminal national laws and differences between the definitions of associated predicate offences or the
absence of a reference to particular associated predicate offences. Similarly, an FIU should grant its prior consent to
another FIU to forward the information to competent authorities regardless of the type of possible associated
predicate offence in order to allow the dissemination function to be carried out effectively. FIUs have reported
difficulties in exchanging information based on differences in national definitions of certain predicate offences,
such as tax crimes, which are not harmonised by Union law. Such differences, should not hamper the mutual
exchange, the dissemination to competent authorities and the use of that information as defined by this Directive.
FIUs should rapidly, constructively and effectively ensure the widest range of international cooperation with third
countries’ FIUs in relation to money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing in accordance
with the FATF Recommendations and Egmont Principles for Information Exchange between Financial Intelligence
Units.
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(19)

Information of a prudential nature relating to credit and financial institutions, such as information relating to the
fitness and properness of directors and shareholders, to the internal control mechanisms, to governance or to
compliance and risk management, is often indispensable for the adequate AML/CFT supervision of such institu
tions. Similarly, AML/CFT information is also important for the prudential supervision of such institutions.
Therefore, the exchange of confidential information and collaboration between AML/CFT competent authorities
supervising credit and financial institutions and prudential supervisors should not be hampered by legal uncertainty
which might arise as a result of the absence of explicit provisions in this field. Clarification of the legal framework
is even more important since prudential supervision has, in a number of cases, been entrusted to non-AML/CFT
supervisors, such as the European Central Bank (ECB).

(20)

Delayed access to information by FIUs and other competent authorities on the identity of holders of bank and
payment accounts and safe-deposit boxes, especially anonymous ones, hampers the detection of transfers of funds
relating to terrorism. National data allowing the identification of bank and payments accounts and safe-deposit
boxes belonging to one person is fragmented and therefore not accessible to FIUs and to other competent
authorities in a timely manner. It is therefore essential to establish centralised automated mechanisms, such as
a register or data retrieval system, in all Member States as an efficient means to get timely access to information on
the identity of holders of bank and payment accounts and safe-deposit boxes, their proxy holders, and their
beneficial owners. When applying the access provisions, it is appropriate for pre-existing mechanisms to be used
provided that national FIUs can access the data for which they make inquiries in an immediate and unfiltered
manner. Member States should consider feeding such mechanisms with other information deemed necessary and
proportionate for the more effective mitigation of risks relating to money laundering and the financing of
terrorism. Full confidentiality should be ensured in respect of such inquiries and requests for related information
by FIUs and competent authorities other than those authorities responsible for prosecution.

(21)

In order to respect privacy and protect personal data, the minimum data necessary for the carrying out of
AML/CFT investigations should be held in centralised automated mechanisms for bank and payment accounts,
such as registers or data retrieval systems. It should be possible for Member States to determine which data it is
useful and proportionate to gather, taking into account the systems and legal traditions in place to enable the
meaningful identification of the beneficial owners. When transposing the provisions relating to those mechanisms,
Member States should set out retention periods equivalent to the period for retention of the documentation and
information obtained within the application of customer due diligence measures. It should be possible for Member
States to extend the retention period on a general basis by law, without requiring case-by-case decisions. The
additional retention period should not exceed an additional five years. That period should be without prejudice to
national law setting out other data retention requirements allowing case-by-case decisions to facilitate criminal or
administrative proceedings. Access to those mechanisms should be on a need-to-know basis.

(22)

Accurate identification and verification of data of natural and legal persons are essential for fighting money
laundering or terrorist financing. The latest technical developments in the digitalisation of transactions and
payments enable a secure remote or electronic identification. Those means of identification as set out in Regulation
(EU) No 910/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council (1) should be taken into account, in particular
with regard to notified electronic identification schemes and ways of ensuring cross-border legal recognition, which
offer high level secure tools and provide a benchmark against which the identification methods set up at national
level may be checked. In addition, other secure remote or electronic identification processes, regulated, recognised,
approved or accepted at national level by the national competent authority may be taken into account. Where
appropriate, the recognition of electronic documents and trust services as set out in Regulation (EU) No 910/2014
should also be taken into account in the identification process. The principle of technology neutrality should be
taken into account in the application of this Directive.

(1) Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 on electronic identification and trust
services for electronic transactions in the internal market and repealing Directive 1999/93/EC (OJ L 257, 28.8.2014, p. 73).
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(23)

In order to identify politically exposed persons in the Union, lists should be issued by Member States indicating the
specific functions which, in accordance with national laws, regulations and administrative provisions, qualify as
prominent public functions. Member States should request each international organisation accredited on their
territories to issue and keep up to date a list of prominent public functions at that international organisation.

(24)

The approach for the review of existing customers in the current framework is risk-based. However, given the
higher risk of money laundering, terrorist financing and associated predicate offences associated with certain
intermediary structures, that approach might not allow for the timely detection and assessment of risks. It is
therefore important to ensure that certain clearly specified categories of existing customers are also monitored on a
regular basis.

(25)

Member States are currently required to ensure that corporate and other legal entities incorporated within their
territory obtain and hold adequate, accurate and current information on their beneficial ownership. The need for
accurate and up-to-date information on the beneficial owner is a key factor in tracing criminals who might
otherwise be able to hide their identity behind a corporate structure. The globally interconnected financial
system makes it possible to hide and move funds around the world, and money launderers and terrorist
financers as well as other criminals have increasingly made use of that possibility.

(26)

The specific factor determining which Member State is responsible for the monitoring and registration of beneficial
ownership information of trusts and similar legal arrangements should be clarified. Due to differences in the legal
systems of Member States, certain trusts and similar legal arrangements are not monitored or registered anywhere
in the Union. Beneficial ownership information of trusts and similar legal arrangements should be registered where
the trustees of trusts and persons holding equivalent positions in similar legal arrangements are established or
where they reside. In order to ensure the effective monitoring and registration of information on the beneficial
ownership of trusts and similar legal arrangements, cooperation between Member States is also necessary. The
interconnection of Member States’ registries of beneficial owners of trusts and similar legal arrangements would
make this information accessible, and would also ensure that the multiple registration of the same trusts and
similar legal arrangements is avoided within the Union.

(27)

Rules that apply to trusts and similar legal arrangements with respect to access to information relating to their
beneficial ownership should be comparable to the corresponding rules that apply to corporate and other legal
entities. Due to the wide range of types of trusts that currently exists in the Union, as well as an even greater
variety of similar legal arrangements, the decision on whether or not a trust or a similar legal arrangement is
comparably similar to corporate and other legal entities should be taken by Member States. The aim of the
national law transposing those provisions should be to prevent the use of trusts or similar legal arrangements
for the purposes of money laundering, terrorist financing or associated predicate offences.

(28)

With a view to the different characteristics of trusts and similar legal arrangements, Member States should be able,
under national law and in accordance with data protection rules, to determine the level of transparency with regard
to trusts and similar legal arrangements that are not comparable to corporate and other legal entities. The risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing involved can differ, based on the characteristics of the type of trust or
similar legal arrangement and the understanding of those risks can evolve over time, for instance as a result of the
national and supranational risk assessments. For that reason, it should be possible for Member States to provide for
wider access to information on beneficial ownership of trusts and similar legal arrangements, if such access
constitutes a necessary and proportionate measure with the legitimate aim of preventing the use of the
financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing. When determining the level of
transparency of the beneficial ownership information of such trusts or similar legal arrangements, Member States
should have due regard to the protection of fundamental rights of individuals, in particular the right to privacy and
protection of personal data. Access to beneficial ownership information of trusts and similar legal arrangements
should be granted to any person that can demonstrate a legitimate interest. Access should also be granted to any
person that files a written request in relation to a trust or similar legal arrangement which holds or owns a
controlling interest in any corporate or other legal entity incorporated outside the Union, through direct or indirect
ownership, including through bearer shareholdings, or through control via other means. The criteria and
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conditions granting access to requests for beneficial ownership information of trusts and similar legal arrangements
should be sufficiently precise and in line with the aims of this Directive. It should be possible for Member States to
refuse a written request where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the written request is not in line with
the objectives of this Directive.

(29)

In order to ensure legal certainty and a level playing field, it is essential to clearly set out which legal arrangements
established across the Union should be considered similar to trusts by effect of their functions or structure.
Therefore, each Member State should be required to identify the trusts, if recognised by national law, and
similar legal arrangements that may be set up pursuant to its national legal framework or custom and which
have structure or functions similar to trusts, such as enabling a separation or disconnection between the legal and
the beneficial ownership of assets. Thereafter, Member States should notify to the Commission the categories,
description of the characteristics, names and where applicable legal basis of those trusts and similar legal
arrangements in view of their publication in the Official Journal of the European Union in order to enable their
identification by other Member States. It should be taken into account that trusts and similar legal arrangements
may have different legal characteristics throughout the Union. Where the characteristics of the trust or similar legal
arrangement are comparable in structure or functions to the characteristics of corporate and other legal entities,
public access to beneficial ownership information would contribute to combating the misuse of trusts and similar
legal arrangements, similar to the way public access can contribute to the prevention of the misuse of corporate
and other legal entities for the purposes of money laundering and terrorist financing.

(30)

Public access to beneficial ownership information allows greater scrutiny of information by civil society, including
by the press or civil society organisations, and contributes to preserving trust in the integrity of business trans
actions and of the financial system. It can contribute to combating the misuse of corporate and other legal entities
and legal arrangements for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, both by helping investigations
and through reputational effects, given that anyone who could enter into transactions is aware of the identity of
the beneficial owners. It also facilitates the timely and efficient availability of information for financial institutions
as well as authorities, including authorities of third countries, involved in combating such offences. The access to
that information would also help investigations on money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist
financing.

(31)

Confidence in financial markets from investors and the general public depends in large part on the existence of an
accurate disclosure regime that provides transparency in the beneficial ownership and control structures of
companies. This is particularly true for corporate governance systems that are characterised by concentrated
ownership, such as the one in the Union. On the one hand, large investors with significant voting and cashflow rights may encourage long-term growth and firm performance. On the other hand, however, controlling
beneficial owners with large voting blocks may have incentives to divert corporate assets and opportunities for
personal gain at the expense of minority investors. The potential increase in confidence in financial markets should
be regarded as a positive side effect and not the purpose of increasing transparency, which is to create an
environment less likely to be used for the purposes of money laundering and terrorist financing.

(32)

Confidence in financial markets from investors and the general public depends in large part on the existence of an
accurate disclosure regime that provides transparency in the beneficial ownership and control structures of
corporate and other legal entities as well as certain types of trusts and similar legal arrangements. Member
States should therefore allow access to beneficial ownership information in a sufficiently coherent and coordinated
way, by establishing clear rules of access by the public, so that third parties are able to ascertain, throughout the
Union, who are the beneficial owners of corporate and other legal entities as well as of certain types of trusts and
similar legal arrangements.

(33)

Member States should therefore allow access to beneficial ownership information on corporate and other legal
entities in a sufficiently coherent and coordinated way, through the central registers in which beneficial ownership
information is set out, by establishing a clear rule of public access, so that third parties are able to ascertain,
throughout the Union, who are the beneficial owners of corporate and other legal entities. It is essential to also
establish a coherent legal framework that ensures better access to information relating to beneficial ownership of
trusts and similar legal arrangements, once they are registered within the Union. Rules that apply to trusts and
similar legal arrangements with respect to access to information relating to their beneficial ownership should be
comparable to the corresponding rules that apply to corporate and other legal entities.
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(34)

In all cases, both with regard to corporate and other legal entities, as well as trusts and similar legal arrangements,
a fair balance should be sought in particular between the general public interest in the prevention of money
laundering and terrorist financing and the data subjects’ fundamental rights. The set of data to be made available to
the public should be limited, clearly and exhaustively defined, and should be of a general nature, so as to minimise
the potential prejudice to the beneficial owners. At the same time, information made accessible to the public
should not significantly differ from the data currently collected. In order to limit the interference with the right to
respect for their private life in general and to protection of their personal data in particular, that information
should relate essentially to the status of beneficial owners of corporate and other legal entities and of trusts and
similar legal arrangements and should strictly concern the sphere of economic activity in which the beneficial
owners operate. In cases where the senior managing official has been identified as the beneficial owner only ex
officio and not through ownership interest held or control exercised by other means, this should be clearly visible
in the registers. With regard to information on beneficial owners, Member States can provide for information on
nationality to be included in the central register particularly for non-native beneficial owners. In order to facilitate
registry procedures and as the vast majority of beneficial owners will be nationals of the state maintaining the
central register, Member States may presume a beneficial owner to be of their own nationality where no entry to
the contrary is made.

(35)

The enhanced public scrutiny will contribute to preventing the misuse of legal entities and legal arrangements,
including tax avoidance. Therefore, it is essential that the information on beneficial ownership remains available
through the national registers and through the system of interconnection of registers for a minimum of five years
after the grounds for registering beneficial ownership information of the trust or similar legal arrangement have
ceased to exist. However, Member States should be able to provide by law for the processing of the information on
beneficial ownership, including personal data for other purposes if such processing meets an objective of public
interest and constitutes a necessary and proportionate measure in a democratic society to the legitimate aim
pursued.

(36)

Moreover, with the aim of ensuring a proportionate and balanced approach and to guarantee the rights to private
life and personal data protection, it should be possible for Member States to provide for exemptions to the
disclosure through the registers of beneficial ownership information and to access to such information, in
exceptional circumstances, where that information would expose the beneficial owner to a disproportionate risk
of fraud, kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, harassment, violence or intimidation. It should also be possible for
Member States to require online registration in order to identify any person who requests information from the
register, as well as the payment of a fee for access to the information in the register.

(37)

The interconnection of Member States’ central registers holding beneficial ownership information through the
European Central Platform established by Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and of the
Council (1) necessitates the coordination of national systems having varying technical characteristics. This entails
the adoption of technical measures and specifications which need to take account of differences between registers.
In order to ensure uniform conditions for the implementation of this Directive, implementing powers should be
conferred on the Commission to tackle such technical and operational issues. Those powers should be exercised in
accordance with the examination procedure referred to in Article 5 of Regulation (EU) No 182/2011 of the
European Parliament and of the Council (2). In any case, the involvement of Member States in the functioning
of the whole system should be ensured by means of a regular dialogue between the Commission and the
representatives of Member States on the issues concerning the operation of the system and on its future devel
opment.

(38)

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council (3) applies to the processing of personal
data under this Directive. As a consequence, natural persons whose personal data are held in national registers as
beneficial owners should be informed accordingly. Furthermore, only personal data that is up to date and

(1) Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 relating to certain aspects of company law
(OJ L 169, 30.6.2017, p. 46).
(2) Regulation (EU) No 182/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 2011 laying down the rules and general
principles concerning mechanisms for control by the Member States of the Commission’s exercise of implementing powers (OJ L 55,
28.2.2011, p. 13).
(3) Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General
Data Protection Regulation) (OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p. 1).
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corresponds to the actual beneficial owners should be made available and the beneficiaries should be informed
about their rights under the current Union legal data protection framework, as set out in Regulation (EU)
2016/679 and Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), and the procedures
applicable for exercising those rights. In addition, to prevent the abuse of the information contained in the registers
and to balance out the rights of beneficial owners, Member States might find it appropriate to consider making
information relating to the requesting person along with the legal basis for their request available to the beneficial
owner.

(39)

Where the reporting of discrepancies by the FIUs and competent authorities would jeopardise an on-going
investigation, the FIUs or competent authorities should delay the reporting of the discrepancy until the
moment at which the reasons for not reporting cease to exist. Furthermore, FIUs and competent authorities
should not report any discrepancy when this would be contrary to any confidentiality provision of national
law or would constitute a tipping-off offence.

(40)

This Directive is without prejudice to the protection of personal data processed by competent authorities in
accordance with Directive (EU) 2016/680.

(41)

Access to information and the definition of legitimate interest should be governed by the law of the Member State
where the trustee of a trust or person holding an equivalent position in a similar legal arrangement is established
or resides. Where the trustee of the trust or person holding equivalent position in similar legal arrangement is not
established or does not reside in any Member State, access to information and the definition of legitimate interest
should be governed by the law of the Member State where the beneficial ownership information of the trust or
similar legal arrangement is registered in accordance with the provisions of this Directive.

(42)

Member States should define legitimate interest, both as a general concept and as a criterion for accessing
beneficial ownership information in their national law. In particular, those definitions should not restrict the
concept of legitimate interest to cases of pending administrative or legal proceedings, and should enable to
take into account the preventive work in the field of anti-money laundering, counter terrorist financing and
associate predicate offences undertaken by non-governmental organisations and investigative journalists, where
appropriate. Once the interconnection of Member States’ beneficial ownership registers is in place, both national
and cross-border access to each Member State’s register should be granted based on the definition of legitimate
interest of the Member State where the information relating to the beneficial ownership of the trust or similar legal
arrangement has been registered in accordance with the provisions of this Directive, by virtue of a decision taken
by the relevant authorities of that Member State. In relation to Member States’ beneficial ownership registers, it
should also be possible for Member States to establish appeal mechanisms against decisions which grant or deny
access to beneficial ownership information. With a view to ensuring coherent and efficient registration and
information exchange, Member States should ensure that their authority in charge of the register set up for the
beneficial ownership information of trusts and similar legal arrangements cooperates with its counterparts in other
Member States, sharing information concerning trusts and similar legal arrangements governed by the law of one
Member State and administered in another Member State.

(43)

Cross-border correspondent relationships with a third-country’s respondent institution are characterised by their
on-going, repetitive nature. Accordingly, Member States, while requiring the adoption of enhanced due diligence
measures in this particular context, should take into consideration that correspondent relationships do not include
one-off transactions or the mere exchange of messaging capabilities. Moreover, recognising that not all crossborder correspondent banking services present the same level of money laundering and terrorist financing risks,
the intensity of the measures laid down in this Directive can be determined by application of the principles of the
risk based approach and do not prejudge the level of money laundering and terrorist financing risk presented by
the respondent financial institution.

(44)

It is important to ensure that anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing rules are correctly imple
mented by obliged entities. In that context, Member States should strengthen the role of public authorities acting
as competent authorities with designated responsibilities for combating money laundering or terrorist financing,

(1) Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or
prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement of such data, and repealing
Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA (OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p. 89).
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including the FIUs, the authorities that have the function of investigating or prosecuting money laundering,
associated predicate offences and terrorist financing, tracing and seizing or freezing and confiscating criminal
assets, authorities receiving reports on cross-border transportation of currency and bearer-negotiable instruments
and authorities that have supervisory or monitoring responsibilities aimed at ensuring compliance by obliged
entities. Member States should strengthen the role of other relevant authorities including anti-corruption authorities
and tax authorities.
(45)

Member States should ensure effective and impartial supervision of all obliged entities, preferably by public
authorities via a separate and independent national regulator or supervisor.

(46)

Criminals move illicit proceeds through numerous financial intermediaries to avoid detection. Therefore it is
important to allow credit and financial institutions to exchange information not only between group members,
but also with other credit and financial institutions, with due regard to data protection rules as set out in national
law.

(47)

Competent authorities supervising obliged entities for compliance with this Directive should be able to cooperate
and exchange confidential information, regardless of their respective nature or status. To this end, such competent
authorities should have an adequate legal basis for exchange of confidential information, and collaboration
between AML/CFT competent supervisory authorities and prudential supervisors should not be hampered uninten
tionally by legal uncertainty which may stem from a lack of explicit provisions in this field. The supervision of the
effective implementation of group policy on AML/CFT should be done in accordance with the principles and
modalities of consolidated supervision as laid down in the relevant European sectoral legislation.

(48)

The exchange of information and the provision of assistance between competent authorities of the Members States
is essential for the purposes of this Directive. Consequently, Member States should not prohibit or place unreas
onable or unduly restrictive conditions on this exchange of information and provision of assistance.

(49)

In accordance with the Joint Political Declaration of 28 September 2011 of Member States and the Commission on
explanatory documents (1), Member States have undertaken to accompany, in justified cases, the notification of
their transposition measures with one or more documents explaining the relationship between the components of
a directive and the corresponding parts of national transposition instruments. With regard to this Directive, the
legislator considers the transmission of such documents to be justified.

(50)

Since the objective of this Directive, namely the protection of the financial system by means of prevention,
detection and investigation of money laundering and terrorist financing, cannot be sufficiently achieved by the
Member States, as individual measures adopted by Member States to protect their financial systems could be
inconsistent with the functioning of the internal market and with the prescriptions of the rule of law and Union
public policy, but can rather, by reason of the scale and effects of the action, be better achieved at Union level, the
Union may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty on
European Union. In accordance with the principle of proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does
not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that objective.

(51)

This Directive respects the fundamental rights and observes the principles recognised by the Charter of Funda
mental Rights of the European Union (‘the Charter’), in particular the right to respect for private and family life
(Article 7 of the Charter), the right to the protection of personal data (Article 8 of the Charter) and the freedom to
conduct a business (Article 16 of the Charter).

(52)

When drawing up a report evaluating the implementation of this Directive, the Commission should give due
consideration to the respect of the fundamental rights and principles recognised by the Charter.

(53)

Given the need to urgently implement measures adopted with a view to strengthen the Union’s regime set in place
for the prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism, and seeing the commitments undertaken by
Member States to quickly proceed with the transposition of Directive (EU) 2015/849, the amendments to Directive
(EU) 2015/849 should be transposed by 10 January 2020. Member States should set up beneficial ownership
registers for corporate and other legal entities by 10 January 2020 and for trusts and similar legal arrangements by
10 March 2020. Central registers should be interconnected via the European Central Platform by 10 March 2021.
Member States should set up centralised automated mechanisms allowing the identification of holders of bank and
payment accounts and safe-deposit boxes by 10 September 2020.

(1) OJ C 369, 17.12.2011, p. 14.
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(54)

The European Data Protection Supervisor was consulted in accordance with Article 28(2) of Regulation (EC)
No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council (1) and delivered an opinion on 2 February 2017 (2).

(55)

Directive (EU) 2015/849 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:

Article 1
Amendments to Directive (EU) 2015/849
Directive (EU) 2015/849 is amended as follows:
(1) point (3) of Article 2(1) is amended as follows:
(a) point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) auditors, external accountants and tax advisors, and any other person that undertakes to provide, directly or
by means of other persons to which that other person is related, material aid, assistance or advice on tax
matters as principal business or professional activity;’;
(b) point (d) is replaced by the following:
‘(d) estate agents including when acting as intermediaries in the letting of immovable property, but only in
relation to transactions for which the monthly rent amounts to EUR 10 000 or more;’;
(c) the following points are added:
‘(g) providers engaged in exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies;
(h) custodian wallet providers;
(i)

persons trading or acting as intermediaries in the trade of works of art, including when this is carried out by
art galleries and auction houses, where the value of the transaction or a series of linked transactions
amounts to EUR 10 000 or more;

(j)

persons storing, trading or acting as intermediaries in the trade of works of art when this is carried out by
free ports, where the value of the transaction or a series of linked transactions amounts to EUR 10 000 or
more.’;

(2) Article 3 is amended as follows:
(a) point (4) is amended as follows:
(i) point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) terrorist offences, offences related to a terrorist group and offences related to terrorist activities as set
out in Titles II and III of Directive (EU) 2017/541 (*);
___________
(*) Directive (EU) 2017/541 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2017 on
combating terrorism and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA and amending
Council Decision 2005/671/JHA (OJ L 88, 31.3.2017, p. 6).’;
(ii) point (c) is replaced by the following:
‘(c) the activities of criminal organisations as defined in Article 1(1) of Council Framework Decision
2008/841/JHA (*);
___________
(*) Council Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA of 24 October 2008 on the fight against organised crime
(OJ L 300, 11.11.2008, p. 42).’;
(1) Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data
(OJ L 8, 12.1.2001, p. 1).
(2) OJ C 85, 18.3.2017, p. 3.
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(b) in point (6), point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) in the case of trusts, all following persons:
(i) the settlor(s);
(ii) the trustee(s);
(iii) the protector(s), if any;
(iv) the beneficiaries or where the individuals benefiting from the legal arrangement or entity have yet to be
determined, the class of persons in whose main interest the legal arrangement or entity is set up or
operates;
(v) any other natural person exercising ultimate control over the trust by means of direct or indirect
ownership or by other means;’;
(c) point (16) is replaced by the following:
‘(16) “electronic money” means electronic money as defined in point (2) of Article 2 of Directive 2009/110/EC,
but excluding monetary value as referred to in Article 1(4) and (5) of that Directive;’;
(d) the following points are added:
‘(18) “virtual currencies” means a digital representation of value that is not issued or guaranteed by a central
bank or a public authority, is not necessarily attached to a legally established currency and does not
possess a legal status of currency or money, but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means of
exchange and which can be transferred, stored and traded electronically;
(19) “custodian wallet provider” means an entity that provides services to safeguard private cryptographic keys
on behalf of its customers, to hold, store and transfer virtual currencies.’;
(3) Article 6 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph (2), points (b) and (c) are replaced by the following:
‘(b) the risks associated with each relevant sector including, where available, estimates of the monetary volumes
of money laundering provided by Eurostat for each of those sectors;
(c) the most widespread means used by criminals to launder illicit proceeds, including, where available, those
particularly used in transactions between Member States and third countries, independently of the identi
fication of a third country as high-risk pursuant to Article 9(2).’;
(b) paragraph (3) is replaced by the following:
‘3.
The Commission shall make the report referred to in paragraph 1 available to Member States and obliged
entities in order to assist them to identify, understand, manage and mitigate the risk of money laundering and
terrorist financing, and to allow other stakeholders, including national legislators, the European Parliament, the
European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs), and representatives from FIUs, to better understand the risks. Reports
shall be made public at the latest six months after having been made available to Member States, except for the
elements of the reports which contain classified information.’;
(4) Article 7 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph (4), the following points are added:
‘(f) report the institutional structure and broad procedures of their AML/CFT regime, including, inter alia, the
FIU, tax authorities and prosecutors, as well as the allocated human and financial resources to the extent that
this information is available;
(g) report on national efforts and resources (labour forces and budget) allocated to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing.’;
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(b) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:
‘5.
Member States shall make the results of their risk assessments, including their updates, available to the
Commission, the ESAs and the other Member States. Other Member States may provide relevant additional
information, where appropriate, to the Member State carrying out the risk assessment. A summary of the
assessment shall be made publicly available. That summary shall not contain classified information.’;
(5) Article 9 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
The Commission is empowered to adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 64 in order to identify
high-risk third countries, taking into account strategic deficiencies in particular in the following areas:
(a) the legal and institutional AML/CFT framework of the third country, in particular:
(i) the criminalisation of money laundering and terrorist financing;
(ii) measures relating to customer due diligence;
(iii) requirements relating to record-keeping;
(iv) requirements to report suspicious transactions;
(v) the availability of accurate and timely information of the beneficial ownership of legal persons and
arrangements to competent authorities;
(b) the powers and procedures of the third country’s competent authorities for the purposes of combating
money laundering and terrorist financing including appropriately effective, proportionate and dissuasive
sanctions, as well as the third country’s practice in cooperation and exchange of information with
Member States’ competent authorities;
(c) the effectiveness of the third country’s AML/CFT system in addressing money laundering or terrorist
financing risks.’;
(b) paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:
‘4.
The Commission, when drawing up the delegated acts referred to in paragraph 2, shall take into account
relevant evaluations, assessments or reports drawn up by international organisations and standard setters with
competence in the field of preventing money laundering and combating terrorist financing.’;
(6) in Article 10, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall prohibit their credit institutions and financial institutions from keeping anonymous
accounts, anonymous passbooks or anonymous safe-deposit boxes. Member States shall, in any event, require
that the owners and beneficiaries of existing anonymous accounts, anonymous passbooks or anonymous safedeposit boxes be subject to customer due diligence measures no later than 10 January 2019 and in any event
before such accounts, passbooks or deposit boxes are used in any way.’;
(7) Article 12 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 1 is amended as follows:
(i) in the first subparagraph, points (a) and (b) are replaced by the following:
‘(a) the payment instrument is not reloadable, or has a maximum monthly payment transactions limit of
EUR 150 which can be used only in that Member State;
(b) the maximum amount stored electronically does not exceed EUR 150;’;
(ii) the second subparagraph is deleted;
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(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall ensure that the derogation provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article is not
applicable in the case of redemption in cash or cash withdrawal of the monetary value of the electronic
money where the amount redeemed exceeds EUR 50, or in the case of remote payment transactions as
defined in point (6) of Article 4 of the Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the
Council (*) where the amount paid exceeds EUR 50 per transaction.
___________
(*) Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on
payment services in the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 2013/36/EU
and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC (OJ L 337, 23.12.2015, p. 35).’;
(c) the following paragraph is added:
‘3.
Member States shall ensure that credit institutions and financial institutions acting as acquirers only accept
payments carried out with anonymous prepaid cards issued in third countries where such cards meet
requirements equivalent to those set out in paragraphs 1 and 2.
Member States may decide not to accept on their territory payments carried out by using anonymous prepaid
cards.’;
(8) Article 13(1) is amended as follows:
(a) point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) identifying the customer and verifying the customer’s identity on the basis of documents, data or
information obtained from a reliable and independent source, including, where available, electronic identi
fication means, relevant trust services as set out in Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European
Parliament and of the Council (*) or any other secure, remote or electronic identification process regulated,
recognised, approved or accepted by the relevant national authorities;
___________
(*) Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 on electronic
identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market and repealing Directive
1999/93/EC (OJ L 257, 28.8.2014, p. 73).’;
(b) at the end of point (b), the following sentence is added:
‘Where the beneficial owner identified is the senior managing official as referred to in Article 3(6)(a) (ii), obliged
entities shall take the necessary reasonable measures to verify the identity of the natural person who holds the
position of senior managing official and shall keep records of the actions taken as well as any difficulties
encountered during the verification process.’;
(9) Article 14 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 1, the following sentence is added:
‘Whenever entering into a new business relationship with a corporate or other legal entity, or a trust or a legal
arrangement having a structure or functions similar to trusts (“similar legal arrangement”) which are subject to
the registration of beneficial ownership information pursuant to Article 30 or 31, the obliged entities shall
collect proof of registration or an excerpt of the register.’;
(b) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:
‘5.
Member States shall require that obliged entities apply the customer due diligence measures not only to all
new customers but also at appropriate times to existing customers on a risk-sensitive basis, or when the relevant
circumstances of a customer change, or when the obliged entity has any legal duty in the course of the relevant
calendar year to contact the customer for the purpose of reviewing any relevant information relating to the
beneficial owner(s), or if the obliged entity has had this duty under Council Directive 2011/16/EU (*).
___________
(*) Council Directive 2011/16/EU of 15 February 2011 on administrative cooperation in the field of taxation
and repealing Directive 77/799/EEC (OJ L 64, 11.3.2011, p. 1).’;
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(10) Article 18 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 1, the first subparagraph is replaced by the following:
‘In the cases referred to in Articles 18a to 24, as well as in other cases of higher risk that are identified by
Member States or obliged entities, Member States shall require obliged entities to apply enhanced customer due
diligence measures to manage and mitigate those risks appropriately.’;
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall require obliged entities to examine, as far as reasonably possible, the background and
purpose of all transactions that fulfil at least one of the following conditions:
(i) they are complex transactions;
(ii) they are unusually large transactions;
(iii) they are conducted in an unusual pattern;
(iv) they do not have an apparent economic or lawful purpose.
In particular, obliged entities shall increase the degree and nature of monitoring of the business relationship, in
order to determine whether those transactions or activities appear suspicious.’;
(11) The following Article is inserted:
‘Article 18a
1.
With respect to business relationships or transactions involving high-risk third countries identified pursuant to
Article 9(2), Member States shall require obliged entities to apply the following enhanced customer due diligence
measures:
(a) obtaining additional information on the customer and on the beneficial owner(s);
(b) obtaining additional information on the intended nature of the business relationship;
(c) obtaining information on the source of funds and source of wealth of the customer and of the beneficial
owner(s);
(d) obtaining information on the reasons for the intended or performed transactions;
(e) obtaining the approval of senior management for establishing or continuing the business relationship;
(f) conducting enhanced monitoring of the business relationship by increasing the number and timing of controls
applied, and selecting patterns of transactions that need further examination.
Member States may require obliged entities to ensure, where applicable, that the first payment be carried out
through an account in the customer’s name with a credit institution subject to customer due diligence standards
that are not less robust than those laid down in this Directive.
2.
In addition to the measures provided in paragraph 1 and in compliance with the Union’s international
obligations, Member States shall require obliged entities to apply, where applicable, one or more additional miti
gating measures to persons and legal entities carrying out transactions involving high-risk third countries identified
pursuant to Article 9(2). Those measures shall consist of one or more of the following:
(a) the application of additional elements of enhanced due diligence;
(b) the introduction of enhanced relevant reporting mechanisms or systematic reporting of financial transactions;
(c) the limitation of business relationships or transactions with natural persons or legal entities from the third
countries identified as high risk countries pursuant to Article 9(2).
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3.
In addition to the measures provided in paragraph 1, Member States shall apply, where applicable, one or
several of the following measures with regard to high-risk third countries identified pursuant to Article 9(2) in
compliance with the Union’s international obligations:
(a) refusing the establishment of subsidiaries or branches or representative offices of obliged entities from the
country concerned, or otherwise taking into account the fact that the relevant obliged entity is from a
country that does not have adequate AML/CFT regimes;
(b) prohibiting obliged entities from establishing branches or representative offices in the country concerned, or
otherwise taking into account the fact that the relevant branch or representative office would be in a country
that does not have adequate AML/CFT regimes;
(c) requiring increased supervisory examination or increased external audit requirements for branches and
subsidiaries of obliged entities located in the country concerned;
(d) requiring increased external audit requirements for financial groups with respect to any of their branches and
subsidiaries located in the country concerned;
(e) requiring credit and financial institutions to review and amend, or if necessary terminate, correspondent rela
tionships with respondent institutions in the country concerned.
4.
When enacting or applying the measures set out in paragraphs 2 and 3, Member States shall take into account,
as appropriate relevant evaluations, assessments or reports drawn up by international organisations and standard
setters with competence in the field of preventing money laundering and combating terrorist financing, in relation
to the risks posed by individual third countries.
5.
Member States shall notify the Commission before enacting or applying the measures set out in paragraphs 2
and 3.’;
(12) in Article 19, the introductory part is replaced by the following:
‘With respect to cross-border correspondent relationships involving the execution of payments with a third-country
respondent institution, Member States shall, in addition to the customer due diligence measures laid down in
Article 13, require their credit institutions and financial institutions when entering into a business relationship to:’;
(13) The following Article is inserted:
‘Article 20a
1.
Each Member State shall issue and keep up to date a list indicating the exact functions which, according
national laws, regulations and administrative provisions, qualify as prominent public functions for the purposes
point (9) of Article 3. Member States shall request each international organisation accredited on their territories
issue and keep up to date a list of prominent public functions at that international organisation for the purposes
point (9) of Article 3. Those lists shall be sent to the Commission and may be made public.

to
of
to
of

2.
The Commission shall compile and keep up to date the list of the exact functions which qualify as prominent
public functions at the level of Union institutions and bodies. That list shall also include any function which may be
entrusted to representatives of third countries and of international bodies accredited at Union level.
3.
The Commission shall assemble, based on the lists provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, a single
list of all prominent public functions for the purposes of point (9) of Article 3. That single list shall be made public.
4.
Functions included in the list referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article shall be dealt with in accordance with
the conditions laid down in Article 41(2).’;
(14) in Article 27, paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities to which the customer is referred take adequate steps to
ensure that the third party provides immediately, upon request, relevant copies of identification and verification data,
including, where available, data obtained through electronic identification means, relevant trust services as set out in
Regulation (EU) No 910/2014, or any other secure, remote or electronic, identification process regulated, recognised,
approved or accepted by the relevant national authorities.’;
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(15) Article 30 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 1 is amended as follows:
(i) the first subparagraph is replaced by the following:
‘Member States shall ensure that corporate and other legal entities incorporated within their territory are
required to obtain and hold adequate, accurate and current information on their beneficial ownership,
including the details of the beneficial interests held. Member States shall ensure that breaches of this
Article are subject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive measures or sanctions.’;
(ii) the following subparagraph is added:
‘Member States shall require that the beneficial owners of corporate or other legal entities, including through
shares, voting rights, ownership interest, bearer shareholdings or control via other means, provide those
entities with all the information necessary for the corporate or other legal entity to comply with the
requirements in the first subparagraph.’;
(b) paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:
‘4.
Member States shall require that the information held in the central register referred to in paragraph 3 is
adequate, accurate and current, and shall put in place mechanisms to this effect. Such mechanisms shall include
requiring obliged entities and, if appropriate and to the extent that this requirement does not interfere
unnecessarily with their functions, competent authorities to report any discrepancies they find between the
beneficial ownership information available in the central registers and the beneficial ownership information
available to them. In the case of reported discrepancies, Member States shall ensure that appropriate actions be
taken to resolve the discrepancies in a timely manner and, if appropriate, a specific mention be included in the
central register in the meantime.’;
(c) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:
‘5.

Member States shall ensure that the information on the beneficial ownership is accessible in all cases to:

(a) competent authorities and FIUs, without any restriction;
(b) obliged entities, within the framework of customer due diligence in accordance with Chapter II;
(c) any member of the general public.
The persons referred to in point (c) shall be permitted to access at least the name, the month and year of birth
and the country of residence and nationality of the beneficial owner as well as the nature and extent of the
beneficial interest held.
Member States may, under conditions to be determined in national law, provide for access to additional
information enabling the identification of the beneficial owner. That additional information shall include at
least the date of birth or contact details in accordance with data protection rules.’;
(d) the following paragraph is inserted:
‘5a.
Member States may choose to make the information held in their national registers referred to in
paragraph 3 available on the condition of online registration and the payment of a fee, which shall not
exceed the administrative costs of making the information available, including costs of maintenance and devel
opments of the register.’;
(e) paragraph 6 is replaced by the following:
‘6.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities and FIUs have timely and unrestricted access to all
information held in the central register referred to in paragraph 3 without alerting the entity concerned. Member
States shall also allow timely access by obliged entities when taking customer due diligence measures in
accordance with Chapter II.
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Competent authorities granted access to the central register referred to in paragraph 3 shall be those public
authorities with designated responsibilities for combating money laundering or terrorist financing, as well as tax
authorities, supervisors of obliged entities and authorities that have the function of investigating or prosecuting
money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing, tracing and seizing or freezing and
confiscating criminal assets.’;
(f) paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:
‘7.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities and FIUs are able to provide the information
referred to in paragraphs 1 and 3 to the competent authorities and to the FIUs of other Member States in a
timely manner and free of charge.’;
(g) paragraphs 9 and 10 are replaced by the following:
‘9.
In exceptional circumstances to be laid down in national law, where the access referred to in points (b)
and (c) of the first subparagraph of paragraph 5 would expose the beneficial owner to disproportionate risk, risk
of fraud, kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, harassment, violence or intimidation, or where the beneficial owner is
a minor or otherwise legally incapable, Member States may provide for an exemption from such access to all or
part of the information on the beneficial ownership on a case-by-case basis. Member States shall ensure that
these exemptions are granted upon a detailed evaluation of the exceptional nature of the circumstances. Rights
to an administrative review of the exemption decision and to an effective judicial remedy shall be guaranteed. A
Member State that has granted exemptions shall publish annual statistical data on the number of exemptions
granted and reasons stated and report the data to the Commission.
Exemptions granted pursuant to the first subparagraph of this paragraph shall not apply to credit institutions
and financial institutions, or to the obliged entities referred to in point (3)(b) of Article 2(1) that are public
officials.
10.
Member States shall ensure that the central registers referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article are
interconnected via the European Central Platform established by Article 22(1) of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of
the European Parliament and of the Council (*). The connection of the Member States’ central registers to the
platform shall be set up in accordance with the technical specifications and procedures established by imple
menting acts adopted by the Commission in accordance with Article 24 of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 and with
Article 31a of this Directive.
Member States shall ensure that the information referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article is available through
the system of interconnection of registers established by Article 22(1) of Directive (EU) 2017/1132, in
accordance with Member States’ national laws implementing paragraphs 5, 5a and 6 of this Article.
The information referred to in paragraph 1 shall be available through the national registers and through the
system of interconnection of registers for at least five years and no more than 10 years after the corporate or
other legal entity has been struck off from the register. Member States shall cooperate among themselves and
with the Commission in order to implement the different types of access in accordance with this Article.
___________
(*) Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 relating to certain
aspects of company law (OJ L 169, 30.6.2017, p. 46).’;
(16) Article 31 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall ensure that this Article applies to trusts and other types of legal arrangements, such
as, inter alia, fiducie, certain types of Treuhand or fideicomiso, where such arrangements have a structure or
functions similar to trusts. Member States shall identify the characteristics to determine where legal arrangements
have a structure or functions similar to trusts with regard to such legal arrangements governed under their law.
Each Member State shall require that trustees of any express trust administered in that Member State obtain and
hold adequate, accurate and up-to-date information on beneficial ownership regarding the trust. That
information shall include the identity of:
(a) the settlor(s);
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(b) the trustee(s);
(c) the protector(s) (if any);
(d) the beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries;
(e) any other natural person exercising effective control of the trust.
Member States shall ensure that breaches of this Article are subject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive
measures or sanctions.’;
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall ensure that trustees or persons holding equivalent positions in similar legal
arrangements as referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, disclose their status and provide the information
referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article to obliged entities in a timely manner, where, as a trustee or as person
holding an equivalent position in a similar legal arrangement, they form a business relationship or carry out an
occasional transaction above the thresholds set out in points (b), (c) and (d) of Article 11.’;
(c) the following paragraph is inserted:
‘3a.
Member States shall require that the beneficial ownership information of express trusts and similar legal
arrangements as referred to in paragraph 1 shall be held in a central beneficial ownership register set up by the
Member State where the trustee of the trust or person holding an equivalent position in a similar legal
arrangement is established or resides.
Where the place of establishment or residence of the trustee of the trust or person holding an equivalent
position in similar legal arrangement is outside the Union, the information referred to in paragraph 1 shall be
held in a central register set up by the Member State where the trustee of the trust or person holding an
equivalent position in a similar legal arrangement enters into a business relationship or acquires real estate in the
name of the trust or similar legal arrangement.
Where the trustees of a trust or persons holding equivalent positions in a similar legal arrangement are
established or reside in different Member States, or where the trustee of the trust or person holding an
equivalent position in a similar legal arrangement enters into multiple business relationships in the name of
the trust or similar legal arrangement in different Member States, a certificate of proof of registration or an
excerpt of the beneficial ownership information held in a register by one Member State may be considered as
sufficient to consider the registration obligation fulfilled.’;
(d) paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:
‘4.
Member States shall ensure that the information on the beneficial ownership of a trust or a similar legal
arrangement is accessible in all cases to:
(a) competent authorities and FIUs, without any restriction;
(b) obliged entities, within the framework of customer due diligence in accordance with Chapter II;
(c) any natural or legal person that can demonstrate a legitimate interest;
(d) any natural or legal person that files a written request in relation to a trust or similar legal arrangement
which holds or owns a controlling interest in any corporate or other legal entity other than those referred to
in Article 30(1), through direct or indirect ownership, including through bearer shareholdings, or through
control via other means.
The information accessible to natural or legal persons referred to in points (c) and (d) of the first subparagraph
shall consist of the name, the month and year of birth and the country of residence and nationality of the
beneficial owner, as well as nature and extent of beneficial interest held.
Member States may, under conditions to be determined in national law, provide for access of additional
information enabling the identification of the beneficial owner That additional information shall include at
least the date of birth or contact details, in accordance with data protection rules. Member States may allow for
wider access to the information held in the register in accordance with their national law.
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Competent authorities granted access to the central register referred to in paragraph 3a shall be public
authorities with designated responsibilities for combating money laundering or terrorist financing, as well as
tax authorities, supervisors of obliged entities and authorities that have the function of investigating or pros
ecuting money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing, tracing, and seizing or freezing
and confiscating criminal assets.’;
(e) the following paragraph is inserted:
‘4a.
Member States may choose to make the information held in their national registers referred to in
paragraph 3a available on the condition of online registration and the payment of a fee, which shall not
exceed the administrative costs of making the information available, including costs of maintenance and devel
opments of the register.’;
(f) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:
‘5.
Member States shall require that the information held in the central register referred to in paragraph 3a is
adequate, accurate and current, and shall put in place mechanisms to this effect. Such mechanisms shall include
requiring obliged entities and, if appropriate and to the extent that this requirement does not interfere
unnecessarily with their functions, competent authorities to report any discrepancies they find between the
beneficial ownership information available in the central registers and the beneficial ownership information
available to them. In the case of reported discrepancies Member States shall ensure that appropriate actions be
taken to resolve the discrepancies in a timely manner and, if appropriate, a specific mention be included in the
central register in the meantime.’;
(g) paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:
‘7.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities and FIUs are able to provide the information
referred to in paragraphs 1 and 3 to the competent authorities and to the FIUs of other Member States in a
timely manner and free of charge.’;
(h) the following paragraph is inserted:
‘7a.
In exceptional circumstances to be laid down in national law, where the access referred to in points (b),
(c) and (d) of the first subparagraph of paragraph 4 would expose the beneficial owner to disproportionate risk,
risk of fraud, kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, harassment, violence or intimidation, or where the beneficial
owner is a minor or otherwise legally incapable, Member States may provide for an exemption from such access
to all or part of the information on the beneficial ownership on a case-by-case basis. Member States shall ensure
that these exemptions are granted upon a detailed evaluation of the exceptional nature of the circumstances.
Rights to an administrative review of the exemption decision and to an effective judicial remedy shall be
guaranteed. A Member State that has granted exemptions shall publish annual statistical data on the number
of exemptions granted and reasons stated and report the data to the Commission.
Exemptions granted pursuant to the first subparagraph shall not apply to the credit institutions and financial
institutions, and to obliged entities referred to in point (3)(b) of Article 2(1) that are public officials.
Where a Member State decides to establish an exemption in accordance with the first subparagraph, it shall not
restrict access to information by competent authorities and FIUs.’;
(i) paragraph 8 is deleted;
(j) paragraph 9 is replaced by the following:
‘9.
Member States shall ensure that the central registers referred to in paragraph 3a of this Article are
interconnected via the European Central Platform established by Article 22(1) of Directive (EU) 2017/1132.
The connection of the Member States’ central registers to the platform shall be set up in accordance with the
technical specifications and procedures established by implementing acts adopted by the Commission in
accordance with Article 24 of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 and with Article 31a of this Directive.
Member States shall ensure that the information referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article is available through
the system of interconnection of registers established by Article 22(2) of Directive (EU) 2017/1132, in
accordance with Member States’ national laws implementing paragraphs 4 and 5 of this Article.
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Member States shall take adequate measures to ensure that only the information referred to in paragraph 1 that
is up to date and corresponds to the actual beneficial ownership is made available through their national
registers and through the system of interconnection of registers, and the access to that information shall be
in accordance with data protection rules.
The information referred to in paragraph 1 shall be available through the national registers and through the
system of interconnection of registers for at least five years and no more than 10 years after the grounds for
registering the beneficial ownership information as referred to in paragraph 3a have ceased to exist. Member
States shall cooperate with the Commission in order to implement the different types of access in accordance
with paragraphs 4 and 4a.’;
(k) the following paragraph is added:
‘10.
Member States shall notify to the Commission the categories, description of the characteristics, names
and, where applicable, legal basis of the trusts and similar legal arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 by
10 July 2019. The Commission shall publish the consolidated list of such trusts and similar legal arrangements
in the Official Journal of the European Union by 10 September 2019.
By 26 June 2020, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council
assessing whether all trusts and similar legal arrangements as referred to in paragraph 1 governed under the
law of Member States were duly identified and made subject to the obligations as set out in this Directive.
Where appropriate, the Commission shall take the necessary steps to act upon the findings of that report.’;
(17) the following Article is inserted:
‘Article 31a
Implementing acts
Where necessary in addition to the implementing acts adopted by the Commission in accordance with Article 24 of
Directive (EU) 2017/1132 and in accordance with the scope of Article 30 and 31 of this Directive, the Commission
shall adopt by means of implementing acts technical specifications and procedures necessary to provide for the
interconnection of Member States’ central registers as referred to in Article 30(10) and Article 31(9), with regard to:
(a) the technical specification defining the set of the technical data necessary for the platform to perform its
functions as well as the method of storage, use and protection of such data;
(b) the common criteria according to which beneficial ownership information is available through the system of
interconnection of registers, depending on the level of access granted by Member States;
(c) the technical details on how the information on beneficial owners is to be made available;
(d) the technical conditions of availability of services provided by the system of interconnection of registers;
(e) the technical modalities how to implement the different types of access to information on beneficial ownership
based on Article 30(5) and Article 31(4);
(f) the payment modalities where access to beneficial ownership information is subject to the payment of a fee
according to Article 30(5a) and Article 31(4a) taking into account available payment facilities such as remote
payment transactions.
Those implementing acts shall be adopted in accordance with the examination procedure referred to in
Article 64a(2).
In its implementing acts, the Commission shall strive to reuse proven technology and existing practices. The
Commission shall ensure that the systems to be developed shall not incur costs above what is absolutely
necessary in order to implement this Directive. The Commission’s implementing acts shall be characterised by
transparency and the exchange of experiences and information between the Commission and the Member States.’;
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(18) in Article 32 the following paragraph is added:
‘9.
Without prejudice to Article 34(2), in the context of its functions, each FIU shall be able to request, obtain and
use information from any obliged entity for the purpose set in paragraph 1 of this Article, even if no prior report is
filed pursuant to Article 33(1)(a) or 34(1).’;
(19) the following Article is inserted:
‘Article 32a
1.
Member States shall put in place centralised automated mechanisms, such as central registries or central
electronic data retrieval systems, which allow the identification, in a timely manner, of any natural or legal
persons holding or controlling payment accounts and bank accounts identified by IBAN, as defined by Regulation
(EU) No 260/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*), and safe-deposit boxes held by a credit
institution within their territory. Member States shall notify the Commission of the characteristics of those national
mechanisms.
2.
Member States shall ensure that the information held in the centralised mechanisms referred to in paragraph 1
of this Article is directly accessible in an immediate and unfiltered manner to national FIUs. The information shall
also be accessible to national competent authorities for fulfilling their obligations under this Directive. Member
States shall ensure that any FIU is able to provide information held in the centralised mechanisms referred to in
paragraph 1 of this Article to any other FIUs in a timely manner in accordance with Article 53.
3.
The following information shall be accessible and searchable through the centralised mechanisms referred to in
paragraph 1:
— for the customer-account holder and any person purporting to act on behalf of the customer: the name,
complemented by either the other identification data required under the national provisions transposing
point (a) of Article 13(1) or a unique identification number;
— for the beneficial owner of the customer-account holder: the name, complemented by either the other identi
fication data required under the national provisions transposing point (b) of Article 13(1) or a unique identi
fication number;
— for the bank or payment account: the IBAN number and the date of account opening and closing;
— for the safe-deposit box: name of the lessee complemented by either the other identification data required under
the national provisions transposing Article 13(1) or a unique identification number and the duration of the lease
period.
4.
Member States may consider requiring other information deemed essential for FIUs and competent authorities
for fulfilling their obligations under this Directive to be accessible and searchable through the centralised mech
anisms.
5.
By 26 June 2020, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council
assessing the conditions and the technical specifications and procedures for ensuring secure and efficient inter
connection of the centralised automated mechanisms. Where appropriate, that report shall be accompanied by a
legislative proposal.
___________
(*) Regulation (EU) No 260/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 establishing
technical and business requirements for credit transfers and direct debits in euro and amending Regulation (EC)
No 924/2009 (OJ L 94, 30.3.2012, p. 22).’;
(20) the following Article is inserted:
‘Article 32b
1.
Member States shall provide FIUs and competent authorities with access to information which allows the
identification in a timely manner of any natural or legal persons owning real estate, including through registers or
electronic data retrieval systems where such registers or systems are available.
2.
By 31 December 2020, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council
assessing the necessity and proportionality of harmonising the information included in the registers and assessing
the need for the interconnection of those registers. Where appropriate, that report shall be accompanied by a
legislative proposal.’;
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(21) in Article 33(1), point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) providing the FIU directly, at its request, with all necessary information.’;
(22) in Article 34, the following paragraph is added:
‘3.
Self-regulatory bodies designated by Member States shall publish an annual report containing information
about:
(a) measures taken under Articles 58, 59 and 60;
(b) number of reports of breaches received as referred to in Article 61, where applicable;
(c) number of reports received by the self-regulatory body as referred to in paragraph 1 and the number of reports
forwarded by the self-regulatory body to the FIU where applicable;
(d) where applicable number and description of measures carried out under Article 47 and 48 to monitor
compliance by obliged entities with their obligations under:
(i) Articles 10 to 24 (customer due diligence);
(ii) Articles 33, 34 and 35 (suspicious transaction reporting);
(iii) Article 40 (record-keeping); and
(iv) Articles 45 and 46 (internal controls).’;
(23) Article 38 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 38
1.
Member States shall ensure that individuals, including employees and representatives of the obliged entity who
report suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing internally or to the FIU, are legally protected from
being exposed to threats, retaliatory or hostile action, and in particular from adverse or discriminatory employment
actions.
2.
Member States shall ensure that individuals who are exposed to threats, retaliatory or hostile actions, or
adverse or discriminatory employment actions for reporting suspicions of money laundering or terrorist
financing internally or to the FIU are entitled to present a complaint in a safe manner to the respective
competent authorities. Without prejudice to the confidentiality of information gathered by the FIU, Member
States shall also ensure that such individuals have the right to an effective remedy to safeguard their rights
under this paragraph.’;
(24) in Article 39, paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:
‘3.
The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 of this Article shall not prevent disclosure between the credit
institutions and financial institutions from the Member States provided that they belong to the same group, or
between those entities and their branches and majority owned subsidiaries established in third countries, provided
that those branches and majority-owned subsidiaries fully comply with the group-wide policies and procedures,
including procedures for sharing information within the group, in accordance with Article 45, and that the groupwide policies and procedures comply with the requirements set out in this Directive.’;
(25) in Article 40, paragraph 1 is amended as follows:
(a) point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) in the case of customer due diligence, a copy of the documents and information which are necessary to
comply with the customer due diligence requirements laid down in Chapter II, including, where available,
information obtained through electronic identification means, relevant trust services as set out in Regulation
(EU) No 910/2014 or any other secure, remote or electronic, identification process regulated, recognised,
approved or accepted by the relevant national authorities, for a period of five years after the end of the
business relationship with their customer or after the date of an occasional transaction;’;
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(b) the following subparagraph is added:
‘The retention period referred to in this paragraph, including the further retention period that shall not exceed
five additional years, shall also apply in respect of the data accessible through the centralised mechanisms
referred to in Article 32a.’;
(26) Article 43 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 43
The processing of personal data on the basis of this Directive for the purposes of the prevention of money
laundering and terrorist financing as referred to in Article 1 shall be considered to be a matter of public interest
under Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*).
___________
(*) Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and
repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) (OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p. 1).’;

(27) Article 44 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 44
1.
Member States shall, for the purposes of contributing to the preparation of risk assessment pursuant to
Article 7, ensure that they are able to review the effectiveness of their systems to combat money laundering or
terrorist financing by maintaining comprehensive statistics on matters relevant to the effectiveness of such systems.
2.

The statistics referred to in paragraph 1 shall include:

(a) data measuring the size and importance of the different sectors which fall within the scope of this Directive,
including the number of natural persons and entities and the economic importance of each sector;
(b) data measuring the reporting, investigation and judicial phases of the national AML/CFT regime, including the
number of suspicious transaction reports made to the FIU, the follow-up given to those reports and, on an
annual basis, the number of cases investigated, the number of persons prosecuted, the number of persons
convicted for money laundering or terrorist financing offences, the types of predicate offences, where such
information is available, and the value in euro of property that has been frozen, seized or confiscated;
(c) if available, data identifying the number and percentage of reports resulting in further investigation, together
with the annual report to obliged entities detailing the usefulness and follow-up of the reports they presented;
(d) data regarding the number of cross-border requests for information that were made, received, refused and
partially or fully answered by the FIU, broken down by counterpart country;
(e) human resources allocated to competent authorities responsible for AML/CFT supervision as well as human
resources allocated to the FIU to fulfil the tasks specified in Article 32;
(f) the number of on-site and off-site supervisory actions, the number of breaches identified on the basis of
supervisory actions and sanctions/administrative measures applied by supervisory authorities.
3.

Member States shall ensure that a consolidated review of their statistics is published on an annual basis.

4.
Member States shall transmit annually to the Commission the statistics referred to in paragraph 2. The
Commission shall publish an annual report summarising and explaining the statistics referred to in paragraph 2,
which shall be made available on its website.’;
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(28) in Article 45, paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:
‘4.
The Member States and the ESAs shall inform each other of instances in which the law of a third country
does not permit the implementation of the policies and procedures required under paragraph 1. In such cases,
coordinated actions may be taken to pursue a solution. In the assessing which third countries do not permit the
implementation of the policies and procedures required under paragraph 1, Member States and the ESAs shall take
into account any legal constraints that may hinder proper implementation of those policies and procedures,
including secrecy, data protection and other constraints limiting the exchange of information that may be
relevant for that purpose.’;
(29) in Article 47, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall ensure that providers of exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies,
and custodian wallet providers, are registered, that currency exchange and cheque cashing offices, and trust or
company service providers are licensed or registered, and that providers of gambling services are regulated.’;
(30) Article 48 is amended as follows:
(a) the following paragraph is inserted:
‘1a.
In order to facilitate and promote effective cooperation, and in particular the exchange of information,
Member States shall communicate to the Commission the list of competent authorities of the obliged entities
listed in Article 2(1), including their contact details. Member States shall ensure that the information provided to
the Commission remains updated.
The Commission shall publish a register of those authorities and their contact details on its website. The
authorities in the register shall, within the scope of their powers, serve as a contact point for the counterpart
competent authorities of the other Member States. Financial supervisory authorities of the Member States shall
also serve as a contact point for the ESAs.
In order to ensure the adequate enforcement of this Directive, Member States shall require that all obliged
entities are subject to adequate supervision, including the powers to conduct on-site and off-site supervision, and
shall take appropriate and proportionate administrative measures to remedy the situation in the case of
breaches.’;
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities have adequate powers, including the power to
compel the production of any information that is relevant to monitoring compliance and perform checks, and
have adequate financial, human and technical resources to perform their functions. Member States shall ensure
that staff of those authorities are of high integrity and appropriately skilled, and maintain high professional
standards, including standards of confidentiality, data protection and standards addressing conflicts of interest.’;
(c) paragraph (4) is replaced by the following:
‘4.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities of the Member State in which the obliged entity
operates establishments supervise the respect by those establishments of the national provisions of that Member
State transposing this Directive.
In the case of credit and financial institutions that are part of a group, Member States shall ensure that, for the
purposes laid down in the first subparagraph, the competent authorities of the Member State where a parent
undertaking is established cooperate with the competent authorities of the Member States where the estab
lishments that are part of group are established.
In the case of the establishments referred to in Article 45(9), supervision as referred to in the first subparagraph
of this paragraph may include the taking of appropriate and proportionate measures to address serious failings
that require immediate remedies. Those measures shall be temporary and be terminated when the failings
identified are addressed, including with the assistance of or in cooperation with the competent authorities of
the home Member State of the obliged entity, in accordance with Article 45(2).’;
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(d) in paragraph (5), the following subparagraph is added:
‘In the case of credit and financial institutions that are part of a group, Member States shall ensure that the
competent authorities of the Member State where a parent undertaking is established supervise the effective
implementation of the group-wide policies and procedures referred to in Article 45(1). For that purpose,
Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities of the Member State where credit and financial
institutions that are part of the group are established cooperate with the competent authorities of the Member
State where the parent undertaking is established.’;
(31) Article 49 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 49
Member States shall ensure that policy makers, the FIUs, supervisors and other competent authorities involved in
AML/CFT, as well as tax authorities and law enforcement authorities when acting within the scope of this Directive,
have effective mechanisms to enable them to cooperate and coordinate domestically concerning the development
and implementation of policies and activities to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, including with a
view to fulfilling their obligation under Article 7.’;
(32) in Section 3 of Chapter VI, the following subsection is inserted:
‘S u b s e c t i o n I I a
Cooperation between competent authorities of the Member States
Article 50a
Member States shall not prohibit or place unreasonable or unduly restrictive conditions on the exchange of
information or assistance between competent authorities for the purposes of this Directive. In particular Member
States shall ensure that competent authorities do not refuse a request for assistance on the grounds that:
(a) the request is also considered to involve tax matters;
(b) national law requires obliged entities to maintain secrecy or confidentiality, except in those cases where the
relevant information that is sought is protected by legal privilege or where legal professional secrecy applies, as
described in Article 34(2);
(c) there is an inquiry, investigation or proceeding underway in the requested Member State, unless the assistance
would impede that inquiry, investigation or proceeding;
(d) the nature or status of the requesting counterpart competent authority is different from that of requested
competent authority.’;
(33) Article 53 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 1, the first subparagraph is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall ensure that FIUs exchange, spontaneously or upon request, any information that may
be relevant for the processing or analysis of information by the FIU related to money laundering or terrorist
financing and the natural or legal person involved, regardless of the type of associated predicate offences and
even if the type of associated predicate offences is not identified at the time of the exchange.’;
(b) in paragraph 2, second subparagraph, the second sentence is replaced by the following:
‘That FIU shall obtain information in accordance with Article 33(1) and transfer the answers promptly.’;
(34) in Article 54, the following subparagraph is added:
‘Member States shall ensure that FIUs designate at least one contact person or point to be responsible for receiving
requests for information from FIUs in other Member States.’;
(35) In Article 55, paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2.
Member States shall ensure that the requested FIU’s prior consent to disseminate the information to
competent authorities is granted promptly and to the largest extent possible, regardless of the type of associated
predicate offences. The requested FIU shall not refuse its consent to such dissemination unless this would fall beyond
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the scope of application of its AML/CFT provisions or could lead to impairment of an investigation, or would
otherwise not be in accordance with fundamental principles of national law of that Member State. Any such refusal
to grant consent shall be appropriately explained. Those exceptions shall be specified in a way which prevents
misuse of, and undue limitations to, the dissemination of information to competent authorities.’;
(36) Article 57 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 57
Differences between national law definitions of predicate offences as referred to in point 4 of Article 3 shall not
impede the ability of FIUs to provide assistance to another FIU and shall not limit the exchange, dissemination and
the use of information pursuant to Articles 53, 54 and 55.’;
(37) in Section 3 of Chapter VI, the following subsection is added:
‘S u b s e c t i o n I I I a
Cooperation between competent authorities supervising credit and financial
institutions and other authorities bound by professional secrecy
Article 57a
1.
Member States shall require that all persons working for or who have worked for competent authorities
supervising credit and financial institutions for compliance with this Directive and auditors or experts acting on
behalf of such competent authorities shall be bound by the obligation of professional secrecy.
Without prejudice to cases covered by criminal law, confidential information which the persons referred to in the
first subparagraph receive in the course of their duties under this Directive may be disclosed only in summary or
aggregate form, in such a way that individual credit and financial institutions cannot be identified.
2.

Paragraph 1 shall not prevent the exchange of information between:

(a) competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions within a Member State in accordance with this
Directive or other legislative acts relating to the supervision of credit and financial institutions;
(b) competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions in different Member States in accordance with
this Directive or other legislative acts relating to the supervision of credit and financial institutions, including the
European Central Bank (ECB) acting in accordance with Council Regulation (EU) No 1024/2013 (*). That
exchange of information shall be subject to the conditions of professional secrecy indicated in paragraph 1.
By 10 January 2019, the competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions in accordance with this
Directive and the ECB, acting pursuant to Article 27(2) of Regulation (EU) No 1024/2013 and point (g) of the first
subparagraph of Article 56 of Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council (**), shall
conclude, with the support of the European Supervisory Authorities, an agreement on the practical modalities
for exchange of information.
3.
Competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions receiving confidential information as
referred to in paragraph 1, shall only use this information:
(a) in the discharge of their duties under this Directive or under other legislative acts in the field of AML/CFT, of
prudential regulation and of supervising credit and financial institutions, including sanctioning;
(b) in an appeal against a decision of the competent authority supervising credit and financial institutions, including
court proceedings;
(c) in court proceedings initiated pursuant to special provisions provided for in Union law adopted in the field of
this Directive or in the field of prudential regulation and supervision of credit and financial institutions.
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4.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions cooperate
with each other for the purposes of this Directive to the greatest extent possible, regardless of their respective nature
or status. Such cooperation also includes the ability to conduct, within the powers of the requested competent
authority, inquiries on behalf of a requesting competent authority, and the subsequent exchange of the information
obtained through such inquiries.
5.
Member States may authorise their national competent authorities which supervise credit and financial insti
tutions to conclude cooperation agreements providing for collaboration and exchanges of confidential information
with the competent authorities of third countries that constitute counterparts of those national competent author
ities. Such cooperation agreements shall be concluded on the basis of reciprocity and only if the information
disclosed is subject to a guarantee of professional secrecy requirements at least equivalent to that referred to in
paragraph 1. Confidential information exchanged according to those cooperation agreements shall be used for the
purpose of performing the supervisory task of those authorities.
Where the information exchanged originates in another Member State, it shall only be disclosed with the explicit
consent of the competent authority which shared it and, where appropriate, solely for the purposes for which that
authority gave its consent.
Article 57b
1.
Notwithstanding Article 57a(1) and (3) and without prejudice to Article 34(2), Member States may authorise
the exchange of information between competent authorities in the same Member State or in different Member
States, between the competent authorities and authorities entrusted with the supervision of financial sector entities
and natural or legal persons acting in the exercise of their professional activities as referred to in point (3) of
Article 2(1) and the authorities responsible by law for the supervision of financial markets in the discharge of their
respective supervisory functions.
The information received shall in any event be subject to professional secrecy requirements at least equivalent to
those referred to in Article 57a(1).
2.
Notwithstanding Article 57a(1) and (3), Member States may, by virtue of provisions laid down in national law,
authorise the disclosure of certain information to other national authorities responsible by law for the supervision of
the financial markets, or with designated responsibilities in the field of combating or investigation of money
laundering, the associated predicate offences or terrorist financing.
However, confidential information exchanged according to this paragraph shall only be used for the purpose of
performing the legal tasks of the authorities concerned. Persons having access to such information shall be subject to
professional secrecy requirements at least equivalent to those referred to in Article 57a(1).
3.
Member States may authorise the disclosure of certain information relating to the supervision of credit
institutions for compliance with this Directive to Parliamentary inquiry committees, courts of auditors and other
entities in charge of enquiries, in their Member State, under the following conditions:
(a) the entities have a precise mandate under national law to investigate or scrutinise the actions of authorities
responsible for the supervision of those credit institutions or for laws on such supervision;
(b) the information is strictly necessary for fulfilling the mandate referred to in point (a);
(c) the persons with access to the information are subject to professional secrecy requirements under national law at
least equivalent to those referred to in Article 57a(1);
(d) where the information originates in another Member State, it shall not be disclosed without the express consent
of the competent authorities which have disclosed it and, solely for the purposes for which those authorities
gave their consent.
___________
(*) Council Regulation (EU) No 1024/2013 of 15 October 2013 conferring specific tasks on the European Central
Bank concerning policies relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions (OJ L 287, 29.10.2013,
p. 63).
(**) Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on access to the activity
of credit institutions and the prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms, amending
Directive 2002/87/EC and repealing Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC (OJ L 176, 27.6.2013, p. 338).’;
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(38) in Article 58(2), the following subparagraph is added:
‘Member States shall further ensure that where their competent authorities identify breaches which are subject to
criminal sanctions, they inform the law enforcement authorities in a timely manner.’;
(39) Article 61 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities, as well as, where applicable, self-regulatory bodies,
establish effective and reliable mechanisms to encourage the reporting to competent authorities, as well as,
where applicable self-regulatory bodies, of potential or actual breaches of the national provisions transposing
this Directive.
For that purpose, they shall provide one or more secure communication channels for persons for the reporting
referred to in the first subparagraph. Such channels shall ensure that the identity of persons providing
information is known only to the competent authorities, as well as, where applicable, self-regulatory bodies.’;
(b) in paragraph 3, the following subparagraphs are added:
‘Member States shall ensure that individuals, including employees and representatives of the obliged entity who
report suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing internally or to the FIU, are legally protected from
being exposed to threats, retaliatory or hostile action, and in particular from adverse or discriminatory
employment actions.
Member States shall ensure that individuals who are exposed to threats, hostile actions, or adverse or discrimi
natory employment actions for reporting suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing internally or to
the FIU are entitled to present a complaint in a safe manner to the respective competent authorities. Without
prejudice to the confidentiality of information gathered by the FIU, Member States shall also ensure that such
individuals have the right to effective remedy to safeguard their rights under this paragraph.’;
(40) the following Article is inserted:
‘Article 64a
1.
The Commission shall be assisted by the Committee on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing (the “Committee”) as referred to in Article 23 of Regulation (EU) 2015/847 of the European Parliament
and of the Council (*). That committee shall be a committee within the meaning of Regulation (EU)
No 182/2011 (**).
2.

Where reference is made to this paragraph, Article 5 of Regulation (EU) No 182/2011 shall apply.

___________
(*) Regulation (EU) 2015/847 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on information
accompanying transfers of funds and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1781/2006 (OJ L 141, 5.6.2015, p. 1).
(**) Regulation (EU) No 182/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 2011 laying
down the rules and general principles concerning mechanisms for control by the Member States of the
Commission’s exercise of implementing powers (OJ L 55, 28.2.2011, p. 13).’;
(41) Article 65 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 65
1.
By 11 January 2022, and every three years thereafter, the Commission shall draw up a report on the
implementation of this Directive and submit it to the European Parliament and to the Council.
That report shall include in particular:
(a) an account of specific measures adopted and mechanisms set up at Union and Member State level to prevent
and address emerging problems and new developments presenting a threat to the Union financial system;
(b) follow-up actions undertaken at Union and Member State level on the basis of concerns brought to their
attention, including complaints relating to national laws hampering the supervisory and investigative powers
of competent authorities and self-regulatory bodies;
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(c) an account of the availability of relevant information for the competent authorities and FIUs of the Member
States, for the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering and terrorist
financing;
(d) an account of the international cooperation and information exchange between competent authorities and FIUs;
(e) an account of necessary Commission actions to verify that Member States take action in compliance with this
Directive and to assess emerging problems and new developments in the Member States;
(f) an analysis of feasibility of specific measures and mechanisms at Union and Member State level on the
possibilities to collect and access the beneficial ownership information of corporate and other legal entities
incorporated outside of the Union and of the proportionality of the measures referred to in point (b) of
Article 20;
(g) an evaluation of how fundamental rights and principles recognised by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union have been respected.
The first report, to be published by 11 January 2022, shall be accompanied, if necessary, by appropriate legislative
proposals, including, where appropriate, with respect to virtual currencies, empowerments to set-up and maintain a
central database registering users’ identities and wallet addresses accessible to FIUs, as well as self-declaration forms
for the use of virtual currency users, and to improve cooperation between Asset Recovery Offices of the Member
States and a risk-based application of the measures referred to in point (b) of Article 20.
2.
By 1 June 2019, the Commission shall assess the framework for FIUs’ cooperation with third countries and
obstacles and opportunities to enhance cooperation between FIUs in the Union including the possibility of estab
lishing a coordination and support mechanism.
3.
The Commission shall, if appropriate, issue a report to the European Parliament and to Council to assess the
need and proportionality of lowering the percentage for the identification of beneficial ownership of legal entities in
light of any recommendation issued in this sense by international organisations and standard setters with
competence in the field of preventing money laundering and combating terrorist financing as a result of a new
assessment, and present a legislative proposal, if appropriate.’;
(42) in Article 67, paragraph (1) is replaced by the following:
‘1.
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply
with this Directive by 26 June 2017.
Member States shall apply Article 12(3) as of 10 July 2020.
Member States shall set up the registers referred to in Article 30 by 10 January 2020 and the registers referred to in
Article 31 by 10 March 2020 and the centralised automated mechanisms referred to in Article 32a by 10 September
2020.
The Commission shall ensure the interconnection of registers referred to in Articles 30 and 31 in cooperation with
the Member States by 10 March 2021.
Member States shall immediately communicate the text of the measures referred to in this paragraph to the
Commission.
When Member States adopt those measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be accompanied by
such a reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making such reference shall be laid
down by Member States.’;
(43) in Annex II, point (3), the introductory part is replaced by the following:
‘(3) Geographical risk factors — registration, establishment, residence in:’;
(44) Annex III is amended as follows:
(a) in point (1), the following point is added:
‘(g) customer is a third country national who applies for residence rights or citizenship in the Member State in
exchange of capital transfers, purchase of property or government bonds, or investment in corporate
entities in that Member State.’;
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(b) point (2) is amended as follows:
(i) point (c) is replaced by the following:
‘(c) non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions, without certain safeguards, such as electronic
identification means, relevant trust services as defined in Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 or any other
secure, remote or electronic, identification process regulated, recognised, approved or accepted by the
relevant national authorities;’;
(ii) the following point is added:
‘(f) transactions related to oil, arms, precious metals, tobacco products, cultural artefacts and other items of
archaeological, historical, cultural and religious importance, or of rare scientific value, as well as ivory
and protected species.’.
Article 2
Amendment to Directive 2009/138/EC
In Article 68(1), point (b) of Directive 2009/138/EC, the following point is added:
‘(iv) authorities responsible for supervising the obliged entities listed in points (1) and (2) of Article 2(1) of Directive (EU)
2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*) for compliance with that Directive;
___________
(*) Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the
use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, amending Regulation (EU)
No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Directive 2005/60/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council and Commission Directive 2006/70/EC (OJ L 141, 5.6.2015, p. 73).’.
Article 3
Amendment to Directive 2013/36/EU
In the first paragraph of Article 56 of Directive 2013/36/EU, the following point is added:
‘(g) authorities responsible for supervising the obliged entities listed in points (1) and (2) of Article 2(1) of Directive (EU)
2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*) for compliance with that Directive.
___________
(*) Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the
use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, amending Regulation (EU)
No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Directive 2005/60/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council and Commission Directive 2006/70/EC (OJ L 141, 5.6.2015, p. 73).’.
Article 4
Transposition
1.
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with
this Directive by 10 January 2020. They shall immediately communicate the text of those provisions to the Commission.
When Member States adopt those measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be accompanied by such a
reference on the occasion of their official publication.
2.
Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of national law which they
adopt in the field covered by this Directive.
Article 5
Entry into force
This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the
European Union.
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Article 6
Addressees
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
Done at Strasbourg, 30 May 2018.

For the European Parliament

For the Council

The President

The President

A. TAJANI

L. PAVLOVA

Exhibit 22
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a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International licence
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses).
For the avoidance of doubt, this means this licence only
applies to material as set out in this document.
The details of the relevant licence conditions are available
on the Creative Commons website as is the full legal code
for the CC BY 4.0 licence (www.creativecommons.org/licenses).

USE OF THE COMMONWEALTH COAT OF ARMS
The terms under which the Coat of Arms can be
used are detailed on the It’s an Honour website
(www.pmc.gov.au/government/its-honour).

CONTACT US
For enquiries regarding the license and any use of this
report please email
or phone

FEEDBACK
AUSTRAC is committed to continual improvement and
values your feedback on its products. We would appreciate
notification of any outcomes associated with this report
by contacting AUSTRAC at austrac.gov.au/contact-us/form.

This risk assessment is intended to provide a summary and
general overview; it does not assess every risk relevant to
junket tour operations. It does not set out the comprehensive
obligations under the Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act), the Anti Money
Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing (Prescribed
Foreign Countries) Regulations 2018 (AML/CTF Regulations)
or the Anti Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing
Rules Instrument 2007 (No. 1) (AML/CTF Rules). It does not
constitute nor should it be treated as legal advice or opinions.
The Commonwealth accepts no liability for any loss suffered as
a result of reliance on this publication. AUSTRAC recommends
that independent professional advice be sought.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

OVERALL RISK RATING
Low

Medium

AUSTRAC assesses the overall money laundering
and terrorism financing (ML/TF) risk associated
with the junket tour operations sector to be high.
This rating is based on assessments of the criminal
threat environment, the vulnerabilities present in
the sector and the consequences associated with
the criminal threats.
Not all junket tour operations are the same, and
the level of risk associated with each operation
varies depending on many factors, including but
not limited to the domicile of junket tour operators

High

(JTOs) and players, and the effectiveness of the risk
mitigation systems applied by casinos.
This assessment draws upon a range of information
and intelligence held by Australian government
agencies. While efforts have been made to convey
the classified findings for a public audience where
the intelligence has been classified as sensitive,
some of the information relied upon to support
AUSTRAC’s conclusions cannot be released publicly.
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CRIMINAL THREAT ENVIRONMENT
Low

High

Medium

AUSTRAC assesses that junket tour operations are
associated with a medium level of criminal threat.
Some junket tour operations have been exploited,
and in some instances infiltrated, by serious
and transnational criminal entities, including by
individuals reported to be engaged in activities that
could possibly be regarded as foreign interference.
The use of offsetting arrangements used by some
junket tour operators to facilitate junket-related
funds flows is highly likely to be exploited by
criminal entities, and in being conducted can

circumvent international funds transfer reporting
requirements and facilitate the laundering of
domestically-generated proceeds of crime.
Some junket tour operators have been identified
as having been associated with a range of illicit
activities including instances of tax evasion, visa
misuse, links to sanctioned entities and possible
corruption.
AUSTRAC did not identify any links between
junket tour operations and terrorism financing.

VULNERABILITIES
Low

Medium

AUSTRAC assesses that junket tour operations are
exposed to a high level of ML/TF vulnerability.
At a sector level, the junket model has a number
of money laundering vulnerabilities. A key
vulnerability is the lack of transparency and level
of anonymity created by the pooling of all players’
funds and transactions under the name of the JTO,
and that the financial arrangements between the
JTO and junket players are not disclosed to the
casino. There is also a long and complex value chain
associated with junkets’ funds flows that makes it
difficult for a single reporting entity to understand
the purpose of transactions or the beneficial
owner/ultimate beneficiary of value moved.
A number of JTOs and JTRs have been identified
as having criminal or foreign political associations.

High

JTOs’ casino accounts are being used to facilitate
the storage and movement of significant amounts
of money, both domestically and internationally.
On a per-transaction and per-customer basis, the
junket tour operations sector is also significantly
exposed to the risks associated with high-value
cash activity. The destination of large cash withdrawals
from JTO accounts remains a key intelligence gap.
Inherent to the junket tour operations sector is
exposure to some higher ML/TF risk jurisdictions,
with 95 per cent of junket players over the
reporting period being foreign nationals. There
is a particular vulnerability associated with
jurisdictions with currency flight and gambling
restrictions in place as these measures create
demand for covert money remittances which
can be exploited by criminal groups.
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and internationally. AUSTRAC encourages casinos
to review the robustness of their risk mitigation and
management processes, having regard to the threats
and vulnerabilities identified as being associated
with junket tour operations, in order to better
protect their businesses from criminal exploitation.

Collectively, these elements can undermine the
robustness of due diligence and enhanced due
diligence efforts. In accordance with existing
regulatory obligations and good practice, casinos
have implemented a range of measures to help
mitigate the risks posed by junket tour operations,
including:
• systems and controls to monitor transactions,
lodge suspicious matter and other transaction
reports
• conducting due diligence on persons applying
to be JTOs
• collaboration with state-based regulatory and
law enforcement agencies.
It is recognised that Australian casinos compete
in a highly competitive junket market, both locally

For example, AUSTRAC considers there is scope for
casinos to enhance their risk mitigation systems,
having regard to their tolerance for higher-risk JTOs/
JTRs and large cash transactions, implementing
more effective systems to exclude third-party
transactions on junket accounts, and reducing their
reliance on due diligence performed by third parties.
In particular, AUSTRAC considers casinos should
review the reliance they place on the visa grant
process to ensure that JTOs, JTRs and players are
of sufficiently good character to play on junkets.

CONSEQUENCES
Minor

Moderate

Major

AUSTRAC assesses the consequences of criminal
abuse and exploitation of the junket tour operations
sector to be moderate.

Actions that may contravene visa conditions to
facilitate junket tour operations undermines the
integrity of Australia’s migration system.

Individuals are likely to be affected by some
crimes associated with the sector, such as persons
suffering from dependence on illicit drugs.

Widespread criminality through the junket sector
would also be likely to impact on Australia’s
international AML/CTF reputation and attractiveness
as a place to do business.

The casino sector has recently been the subject of
adverse media relating to alleged criminal activities
associated with junket tour operations. As has been
observed to date, criminal exploitation of junket tour
operations may decrease VIP patronage, increase
regulatory scrutiny and heighten public expectations
concerning the operations of the casinos sector.
It may also make casinos’ relationships with their
private sector partners, such as banks, more difficult.
The Australian community and economy is also
impacted by criminality in this sector. Money
laundering allows criminals to profit from their
crimes, enabling further crimes to be committed.
Further, any decline in the operation of junket
activity will have implications for the taxation
revenue of the states that host junkets.

The exploitation of junkets by foreign interference
entities can undermine and compromise Australia’s
national security and broader public confidence
in our institutions.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CASINO
OPERATIONS
Like many Australian businesses, casinos have been
profoundly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The
data and insights analysed during the development
of this report predate the pandemic, and this
risk assessment examines the risks of junket tour
operations in a fully operational environment.
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PURPOSE

As JTOs and JTRs are not captured as reporting
entities under the AML/CTF Act and therefore not
regulated by AUSTRAC, this assessment’s primary
aim is to assist casinos to identify, mitigate and
manage the risks of ML/TF enabled through the
conduct of junket tour activity.
This assessment may provide additional insight
and understanding to other regulated businesses
including financial institutions and remittance
providers which provide financial services to
casinos, JTOs or junket participants. It will also assist
JTOs, law enforcement and regulatory agencies to
better understand the ML/TF risk associated with
junkets, in order to consider potential responses.

FINTEL ALLIANCE-ENHANCED
RISK ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
In September 2018, Australia’s Minister for Home
Affairs, the Hon Peter Dutton MP, announced nearly
$5.2 million in funding to AUSTRAC to work with
industry partners on additional targeted national
money laundering and terrorism financing (ML/TF)
risk assessments for Australia’s largest financial sectors
– the banking, remittance and gambling sectors.
This report represents one of two risk assessments
on Australia’s casino sector that are being completed
under this program of work. The other risk assessment
will review non-junket casino operations.
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BACKGROUND

WHAT IS A JUNKET?
For the purpose of this report, a junket is an
arrangement between a casino and a junket tour
operator to facilitate a period of gambling by one,
or a group, of high wealth player(s) at the casino.1
In return for bringing the player(s) to the casino,
the casino pays the JTO a commission based on
the collective gambling activity of player(s) on
the junket. Junket tour operations are an element
of international tourism business for Australia,
generating both gaming revenue (and associated
taxes), employment and indirect revenue in the
economy. Casinos have negotiated with state
and territory governments to levy a lower gaming
tax rate, in order to remain competitive in the
global market and thereby attracting players
from interstate and foreign jurisdictions.
1

Some junkets operate for a finite number of days, but some casinos allow perpetual or “rolling” junkets that do not end, and players are added
and removed from the junket at the request of the JTO.
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Players may prefer to participate in junkets over
individual play for several reasons:
• junkets are often organised as holiday
entertainment for tourists, and can involve
complimentary transport, accommodation, food
and beverages provided by the casino. JTOs can
organise tours to casinos across the world, and
the customer only has to liaise with one entity
• junket players will generally be accompanied
by a JTO or JTR who may be able to see to their
needs in a manner beyond that which could be
facilitated by the casino
• the JTO or JTR is responsible for conducting all
financial transactions with the casino, enabling
players to focus on their gambling activity
• JTOs often offer financial incentives to players,
such as a portion of the commission the casino
pays the JTO
• JTOs often offer credit to players to gamble with,
meaning the player only has to be able to pay
for their losses, and
• players can play in a group of their peers and
pool their funds which may be more enjoyable.
Junkets are also attractive to casinos for several
reasons:
• JTOs are often foreign nationals who have
greater capacity to identify and attract players
from foreign jurisdictions, and pursue them
for gaming debts
• the JTO is the primary customer of the casino,
therefore, it is logistically more convenient
to administer a financial arrangement with
one person than it is to administer several
arrangements with several people, and

/

HOW DO JUNKETS
OPERATE?
The operation of junkets is different between
state and territory jurisdictions and can vary
further depending on the casino, the JTO, and the
arrangement made between the two in respect of
each individual junket program. Operations may also
differ based on the regulatory requirements in the
state in which the casino is located. Broadly speaking,
however, junkets work in the following way:

Step 1:
The casino conducts a range of due diligence
and credit checks on a prospective JTO (and their
nominated representatives) and, if deemed suitable
to operate a junket, the casino and the JTO enter
into a written agreement setting out the terms
of the arrangement between the two parties.

Step 2:
The JTO will identify prospective junket players who
will generally be residents of a foreign country. The
junket players enter into an arrangement directly
with the JTO to either provide an amount of front
money to, or more likely by entering into a private
funding arrangement with the JTO which may
include borrowing front money from, the JTO. The
casino is not privy to any financial arrangement
between the players and the JTO.

• JTO business models rely on repeat access to the
same casinos, making them more likely to repay
their debts.
Australian casinos operate in a highly competitive
global environment in terms of junket tour
operations, predominantly from South East Asia
casinos. Eight of the thirteen licensed casinos in
Australia conducted junket programs during the
reporting period, with over two-thirds of junket
programs being conducted by two casinos.
There were in excess of 1,000 junket programs at
Australian casinos in the assessment period with
estimates of transactional activities associated
with those junket tours in the multi-billion dollars.
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Step 3:
Once the JTO has identified all the players who
will participate in a specific junket program, and
the total amount of front money for gambling
purposes, the JTO will enter into an agreement with
the casino for that specific program. The agreement
will set out whether the JTO will provide the front
money for all the players from their casino account,
or whether the casino will provide the front money
to the JTO as a line of credit or via cheque cashing
facility. The agreement will also set out:
• the relevant terms of any credit or cheque
cashing facility negotiated with the casino
(if applicable)
• the amount of front money/turnover expected
of the players
• the amount of commission payable to the JTO
by the casino (having regard to the amount of
front monies and/or turnover of the junket), and
• what, if any, “complimentaries”2 will be provided
by the casino as part of the agreement.
• The casino does not enter into an arrangement
or agreement with the junket players.

Step 4:
Players arrive at the casino and their identities are
verified by casino staff. The casino provides the JTO
or JTR with specialised chips up to the equivalent
dollar amount of the front money provided.3
The JTO then distributes these chips amongst
the players as privately agreed by the JTO and the
players. The amount of funds available for gambling
purposes can be increased by agreement between
the JTO/JTR and the casino as the program
progresses, and this may result in revisions to the
agreement. The JTO (or their JTR) is responsible for
financial transactions with the casino while players
determine their own gaming and betting activity.

2
3
4

/

Step 5:
Players gamble using the specialised chips for
the duration of the junket. These chips cannot
be exchanged for cash or the equivalent value. In
some circumstances, individual junket players may
leave the program before it ends, settling privately
with the JTO, and new players may be added to a
program while it is progressing.

Step 6:
At the end of the program, players return all chips
either won or not used to the JTO. The casino
calculates turnover, to determine whether the junket
won or lost, in turn determining the amount of tax
payable to the state government, the commission
payable to the JTO and any liability the JTO may
have to the casino. For example, in the event of
a loss where front money was advanced to the
JTO via a line of credit or a cheque cashing facility.
The casino pays out any winnings and commission
as instructed by the JTO.4 This may be by paying all
monies to the JTO, who will then distribute the funds
as privately agreed to the players. This distribution
will often occur offshore. In other circumstances,
the JTO may instruct the casino to disburse funds
directly to the players, or, in some cases, to third
parties. If the junket loses, the JTO is liable for paying
the amount of the loss to the casino, irrespective
of which players’ bets contributed to the loss.

“Complimentaries” refers to incentives such as food and drinks packages and free/subsidised accommodation, transport and/or entertainment.
These chips are only for junkets and are used to help calculate the amount of state gaming taxes and the commission payable to the JTO. These
chips cannot be used on the main gaming floor or redeemed at the cage for cash and must be returned to the casino for junket settlement.
The JTO or their agent must formally sign the settlement arrangements with the casino.
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JUNKET TOUR OPERATIONS
IN AUSTRALIA 1 APRIL 2018 - 31 MARCH 2019
8 out of 13
casinos

of junket
programs held
at 2 casinos

More than
two-thirds

conducted
junket
programs 5

ACTIVITY ON JTO ACCOUNTS AT CASINOS

387 SMRs
with a value of

$130.4m

651 IFTIs
INCOMING
$352.9m

4,638 TTRs
$104.5m

OUTGOING

INCOMING
$81.1m

$165.2m

OUTGOING

NON-JUNKET PLAY ACTIVITY BY JTOs AND JTRs AT CASINOS

153 SMRs

with a value of

$107.1m

31 IFTIs
INCOMING
$15.6m

1,401 TTRs
$760,886

OUTGOING

INCOMING
$29.7m

$38.5m

OUTGOING

ACTIVITY OF JTOs OR JTRs OUTSIDE OF CASINO SECTOR

95 SMRs

with a value of

$125.6m
Each year in
Australia
5

880 IFTIs
INCOMING
$164.5m

321 TTRs
$46.3m

INCOMING
$5.0m

OUTGOING

1,000+

junket programs
at casinos

One casino that offered junkets over the time period has ceased its junket operations.

$5.1m

OUTGOING

500+

individual junket tour
operators or representatives
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology used for this risk assessment
draws on Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
guidance that states that ML/TF risk can be seen
as a function of criminal threat, vulnerability to
exploitation, and consequences of exploitation.
According to this methodology:
• Criminal threat environment refers to the
nature and extent of ML, national security
and relevant predicate offences in a sector.6

This assessment considered 19 risk factors across
the above three categories. An average risk rating
was determined for each category, and the average
of each category determined an overall risk rating
for the sector.
Further information on the methodology and how
it was applied to the sector is in Appendix A.

• Vulnerability refers to the characteristics
of a sector that make it attractive for ML/TF
purposes, including features of the sector that
can be exploited, such as customer types,
products and services, delivery channels and the
foreign jurisdictions with which the sector deals.
Vulnerability is also influenced, and in certain
circumstances minimised, by the risk mitigation
strategies the sector has implemented.
• Consequence refers to the impact or harm that
ML/TF activity through the sector may cause.

6

For ML/TF risk assessments, predicate offence refers to an offence which generates proceeds of crime, or other related crimes such as identity fraud.
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Four main intelligence inputs informed the risk
ratings within this assessment:
• analysis of transaction reports submitted during
the reporting period, as well as other AUSTRAC
information and intelligence
• reports and intelligence from a variety of state
and Commonwealth government agencies,
including intelligence, law enforcement and
regulatory agencies
• feedback and professional insights offered
during interviews and consultations with a
range of casinos, banks and regulatory and

/

law enforcement bodies at the state and
Commonwealth levels, and
• qualitative and quantitative information about
the scale and nature of junket operations carried
out in Australian casinos between 1 April 2018
and 31 March 2019. Casinos provided this
information voluntarily and in response to two
notices issued to them under section 167 of the
AML/CTF Act.
The information and intelligence held by AUSTRAC
or partner agencies used to inform this assessment
was for the period up to 19 November 2019.7

ESTIMATIVE LANGUAGE
HIGHLY LIKELY
WILL

WILL NOT

HIGHLY UNLIKELY

UNLIKELY

LIKELY

Certain words are used in this assessment to convey confidence and analytical judgement regarding the
probability of a development or event occuring. Judgements are often based on incomplete or fragmentary
information and are not fact, proof or knowledge. The figure above describes the relationship of the terms
to each other.

7

AUSTRAC acknowledges various adverse allegations about the activities of junkets have been reported in the public domain. AUSTRAC cannot
comment on the nature or extent of any investigations into these allegations.
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CRIMINAL THREAT
ENVIRONMENT
Low

The criminal threat environment refers to the nature
and extent of ML/TF and other national security and
predicate offences that are associated with junket
tour operations in Australia.
AUSTRAC assesses that junket tour operations are
associated with a medium level of criminal threat.
This assessment is based on suspicious matter
reports (SMRs) submitted by reporting entities
indicating suspect criminal activities associated
with junket tour operations and service providers,8
ongoing analysis and referral of intelligence
by AUSTRAC, and intelligence and information
collected from Australian Commonwealth and statebased government agencies, banks and casinos.

8
9

High

Medium

SUSPICIOUS MATTER REPORTING RELATING TO JTOs
AND JTRs FROM 1 APRIL 2018 TO 31 MARCH 2019:9

• 635 SMRs were submitted by 15 reporting entities
in the casino, banking and remittance sectors.
• The total value of transactions reported
in SMRs was $363.1 million, including
a cash component of $64.7 million.
• Seven casinos submitted 540 SMRs.10
• Seven banks submitted 94 SMRs.
• One remittance provider submitted 1 SMR.
• Two casinos accounted for over two-thirds
of the SMRs submitted.

Service providers refers to JTO and JTRs.
This dataset consists of SMRs identified by casinos as relating to activity on junket accounts, SMRs lodged by any reporting entity that involved
a junket tour operator or representative identified by casinos as operating from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019, SMRs in which the industry/
occupation of a party referred to “junket”, and SMRs that had “junket”, “JTO” and/or “JTR” in the Grounds for Suspicion field of the SMR. False-positives
were manually excluded from the dataset.
10 One casino submitted an SMR about a JTR despite the casino not offering junket programs during the reporting period.
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SUSPECTED THREATS AND METHODOLOGIES REPORTED IN SMRs

50%

47%

40%

31%

30%

15%

20%

2%

10%
0%
Money
laundering

Other threat
types

No threat type
identified - transfers
to/from third parties

No threat type
identified - large
or frequent losses

Percentage amounts sum to more than 100 because some SMRs were assigned more than one threat type/described
more than one activity.
Potential money laundering was the key threat
indicated in SMRs, with 47 per cent of SMRs
indicating suspicion in relation to possible money
laundering activity. A small number of SMRs were
in the “other threat type” category, and included
suspicions relating to corruption, counterfeit
currency and money lending.11

Fifty-one per cent of SMRs were not assigned a
threat type. This is because activity described in the
SMRs, while unusual, was not indicative of a specific
criminal or related offence. For example, 31 per cent
of SMRs in the dataset were reported as a result of
domestic electronic funds transfers, international
funds transfers or transfers within the same casino
group to/from third parties whom the casino noted
were not participating in the relevant junket and
15 per cent were reported because players had
large or frequent gambling losses.

11 Counterfeit currency and money lending are not assessed as being significant threats and are not discussed further in this risk assessment.
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SMRs PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN
SUPPORTING LAW ENFORCEMENT
Under the AML/CTF Act, reporting entities have
an obligation to report suspicious matters to
AUSTRAC. A reporting entity must submit an
SMR if they form a suspicion on reasonable
grounds that a transaction they have facilitated
or been asked to facilitate may be relevant to the
investigation or prosecution of a crime. The full
range of circumstances in which an SMR must be
submitted is set out in section 41 of the AML/CTF Act.

While the submission of SMRs is a central obligation
for reporting entities, there is a range of other
measures required to be undertaken to identify,
mitigate and manage their ML/TF risk. Submission
of an SMR should not be seen by reporting entities
as the only necessary or final response to suspicious
activity or behaviour by customers.

SMRs submitted by reporting entities provide
valuable intelligence to AUSTRAC. Working with
its partner agencies, AUSTRAC pieces together
intelligence from a range of sources to develop a
picture of criminal activities and networks. Many
of AUSTRAC’s partner agencies – including the
Australian Federal Police (AFP), Australian Criminal
Intelligence Commission (ACIC) and the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) – have access to SMRs
in order to generate leads and conduct further
analysis and investigation.
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MONEY LAUNDERING
AUSTRAC considered the nature and extent of the
money laundering threats associated with junket
tour operations, and assesses the risk to be high.
Money laundering through junket tour operations
has been identified as being associated with:
• the misuse of offsetting, often relating to
the evasion of international funds transfer
instruction (IFTI) reporting and laundering
of domestically-generated proceeds of crime
• the onshore supply of large volumes of cash
for unknown purposes
• extensive cash, remittance and gamblingrelated transactions by JTO/JTRs through bank
accounts, indicating use of banks to further
layer funds and obscure financial activity, and
• involvement of international criminals and
organised crime groups.

/

OFFSETTING
The assessment found that some junket tour
operations use offsetting arrangements as a
means of transferring value between jurisdictions.
Broadly speaking, offsetting involves a financial
credit and debit relationship between entities in
different countries. Organisations that facilitate
offsetting arrange for money debited from
an entity in one jurisdiction to be credited
to (sometimes the same) entity in a second
jurisdiction. This requires the offsetting facilitator
to have access to funds in both jurisdictions.
There is a range of legitimate reasons for the
existence of this approach to money transfer,
including:
• cheaper and faster remittances
• cultural preferences
• inconsistent availability of formal banking
services in some areas
• lower confidence in banking systems.12
However, the fact that offsetting enables the
movement of value internationally without the use
of the formal banking system also makes it attractive
to people who wish to move money between
jurisdictions without having the transaction reported
to authorities. This is because they may wish to:
• evade currency controls and international sanctions
• evade taxation obligations
• transfer or conceal criminal proceeds.13
AUSTRAC assesses the offsetting arrangements
used to facilitate the movement of funds for junket
activity have, in some circumstances, been targeted
and exploited for the purpose of evading capital
flight restrictions, and for money laundering.

12 www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/Role-of-hawala-and-similar-in-ml-tf.pdf
13 Ibid.
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HOW OFFSETTING WORKS
FOR JUNKETS
In relation to junkets, a typical offsetting scenario
involves a prospective junket player making money
available which may include depositing money
into an offshore account controlled by the entity
providing the offsetting service.
That money remains in the offshore location, and
when the player arrives in Australia to gamble,
an agreed amount of value is made available to
them from the funds the JTO has access to, either
through the casino or through their own source
funds. Simultaneous demand for informal outgoing
and incoming remittances means money can be
offset in both directions, and illicit funds can flow
both into and out of Australia without detection.
Offsetting does not necessarily indicate that the
money being moved is illegitimately sourced or
that Australian laws are being broken. However,
AUSTRAC and partner agencies consider it highly
likely the offsetting activity facilitated in relation
to junkets is being exploited by some people in
order to circumvent IFTI reporting obligations and
launder domestically-generated proceeds of crime.

/

SHARES IN FOREIGN COMPANIES
One of AUSTRAC’s partners is aware of a potential
methodology whereby money to fund players’
junket activity is raised by directing the player to
purchase shares in a foreign company, rather than
simply depositing the money into an offshore bank
account. While more complex and sophisticated,
this is essentially the same process as the offsetting
model described.
ILLICIT CASH
There is a high likelihood that funds held in some
JTOs’ casino accounts to offset against money in
accounts held overseas is partially derived from
onshore individuals known as “cash collectors”
moving money from domestic serious organised
crime groups (SOCGs) to JTO casino accounts.
During consultations, partner agencies indicated
the proceeds of drug sales to be the likely source
of illicit cash deposited into JTO accounts. One
partner agency indicated cash may also be derived
from trade at brothels and entertainment venues likely as a means to evade tax.
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR
JTO ACCOUNTS
AUSTRAC identified 25 SMRs totalling $5.6 million
in the reporting period that related to cash deposits
made into 18 JTO accounts by persons who were
not recorded by the casinos as players on the
junket or operating as the JTO/JTR.14 A total of
10 SMRs indicated that 13 JTOs were transferring
cash domestically between one another. A further
45 SMRs indicated 28 JTOs were electronically
transferring funds domestically between each
other, and 187 SMRs indicated funds were being
deposited into 35 JTOs’ accounts via domestic
electronic transfer.
Further, information provided by casinos
demonstrates the majority of front money for
junkets is provided to the JTO by the casino as
a line of credit or via a cheque cashing facility.
The domestic source of funds or lines of credit
used to gamble by predominantly foreign players
supports AUSTRAC’s finding that some JTOs use
offsetting, whereby the funds paid to the JTO by
players are collected and remain offshore, and the
JTO offsets these with domestically-sourced funds
to meet their financial commitments to the players
and/or the casino.

/

PROVISION OF CASH
There is evidence that some junket tour operations
provide cash to players and third parties while they
are onshore.
Industry reported 64 SMRs concerning 33 JTOs
during the reporting period that related to large
cash withdrawals from junket accounts with a total
value of $23.6 million. These SMRs described JTOs
providing large cash amounts under a range of
circumstances, such as persons who were losing,
persons withdrawing large amounts of cash and
then immediately leaving the gaming floor, and
junket staff providing cash to individuals who
were not players on the junket.
The ultimate use of much of the cash provided by
junkets remains an intelligence gap. While some
of the cash is very likely used for tourism and retail
purposes, there is some indication it may be used
to pay for goods and services (including illicit
goods and services) supplied onshore. In some
cases JTOs and JTRs may also be retaining the cash
themselves, in order to avoid taxation obligations.

14 These transactions may be indirect. For example, cash deposits may have been made by a third party into their own casino account and then
transferred to a junket account even though they were not playing on the junket. In other reports, casino staff observed a third party giving cash
to a JTO/JTR, who made the actual deposit into the account.
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ACTIVITY OF JTOs/JTRs ON BANK
ACCOUNTS
The assessment identified SMRs lodged by banks
in relation to JTOs and JTRs that describe extensive
gambling-related transactions. These SMRs
indicate a number of JTOs/JTRs have Australian
bank accounts on which they transact outside of
the casino environment, including for additional
gambling-related activities. In itself, this may not
be unusual or suspicious, however given the
account and remittance facilities offered by casinos,
extensive gambling transactions on personal bank
accounts can indicate efforts to layer or further
obfuscate financial activity.
Such activity can also indicate attempts to disguise the
origins of funds by spreading activity across several
reporting entities. One partner agency emphasised
the difficulty for banks and law enforcement when
customers make deposits of monies that originated
at a casino, because source of funds can often be
justified as winnings even if it was not actually won.
These bank accounts are also used by JTOs and
JTRs to receive incoming funds transfers, and SMRs
demonstrate significant cash activity, including
structuring and possible cuckoo smurfing.15
Accounts are also used to send international
funds transfers and purchase high-value assets
such as real estate and luxury vehicles.

/

PURCHASE OF
HIGH-VALUE ASSETS
The purchase of high-value assets is an established
money laundering method. High-value assets may
be the final destination of the proceeds of crime, or
may be on-sold by the money launderer, inserting
another transaction between the wealth and its
illicit origins.
SMRs reported by banks in relation to JTO and
JTR activity describe trade in high-value assets in
Australia - $500,000 in luxury motor vehicles and
$3 million in property. A key indicator of this activity
was the purchase of large bank cheques issued
in favour of lawyers, real estate agents, property
developers and luxury car dealers. Activity on the
personal bank accounts of the JTO/JTR in these
SMRs also often included incoming and outgoing
transactions with casinos, and large cash deposits.
AUSTRAC identified that one of the JTRs operating
in Australian casinos is also a real estate agent,
magnifying the money laundering risk associated
with that particular JTR.
AUSTRAC and partner agency intelligence also links
the criminal infiltration/exploitation of junket tour
operations with the purchase of high-value assets,
notably real estate, in Australia.

15 As defined in the Glossary in Appendix B, cuckoo smurfing is a money laundering process in which non-complicit beneficiary customers
of international remittances have the proceeds of crime deposited in their bank accounts, in consideration for the legitimate funds sent
to them from offshore.
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OCCUPATION OF JTOs AND JTRs
In submitting SMRs relating to junket activity,
casinos regularly report the occupation of the
JTO and/or JTR accordingly. However, it is not
uncommon for JTOs/JTRs to have additional
employment which serves as their primary or
secondary income, which is unrelated to junket
play. Suspicious matter reporting from banks
about these entities indicates they are supplying
secondary occupations as their source of funds
when dealing with the banks.
Consultations with banks indicated that customers
employed in junket provision may be considered
higher risk, or even entirely outside the bank’s risk
appetite. Some transaction patterns observed in SMRs
that may assist banks to identify JTOs or JTRs are:
• incoming IFTIs followed by transfers or bank
cheques to casinos
• incoming transfers from casinos, the value
of which is then transferred to multiple third
parties, including third parties located offshore
• incoming transfers from one casino, followed
by transfers to another casino

/

JUNKETS AND DOMESTIC AND
TRANSNATIONAL SOCGs
AUSTRAC assesses the junket tour operations
sector is exposed to infiltration by transnational
and serious organised crime groups (SOCGs),
with partner agency intelligence indicating that:
• Several international JTOs are or were linked
to organised crime groups.
• Overseas-based transnational serious and
organised crime (TSOC) groups exploit
junkets in order to move money to Australia
and launder the proceeds of crime through
Australian casinos. Given the use of offsetting
practices to transfer value into Australia for
use by a number of junkets, overseas TSOC
groups are effectively creating an opportunity
for domestic SOCGs to launder illicit cash by
arranging for it to be deposited into junket
accounts at casinos as a means to balance
the domestic side of the offsetting ledger.
• Some junket tour operations have links to Asian
crime groups.

• large and frequent transfers between casinos
and individuals who do not appear to have
occupations that support their financial activity
(e.g. student, retired, unemployed, home duties)
• lower-value cash deposits, possibly indicating
remuneration for services being paid in cash.
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NATIONAL SECURITY
AUSTRAC assesses that junket tour operations present
a medium threat from a national security perspective.
TERRORISM FINANCING
AUSTRAC did not identify any links between junket
activity and the financing of terrorism. AUSTRAC
notes one partner agency observed that the
anonymity facilitated by the junket business model
makes it impossible to assess whether junkets pose
a risk in relation to terrorism financing because the
source and beneficiary of transactions is obscured,
and the transactions of individual targets cannot
be assessed against actual gaming.
FOREIGN INTERFERENCE
For the purposes of this assessment, foreign
interference includes covert, deceptive and
coercive activities intended to affect an
Australian political or governmental process
that are directed, subsidised or undertaken
by (or on behalf of ) foreign actors to advance
their interests or objectives. In contrast, foreign
influence, is commonly practiced by governments
and is lawful when conducted in an open and
transparent manner.

/

The junket business model facilitates the transfer
of large amounts of foreign funds or value into
Australia, often outside the formal banking system
and with the potential to obscure the purpose of,
and beneficial ownership of the source of funds.
Further, and as described in the Vulnerabilities
section below, junkets are facilitated by and involve
play by individuals who may also be classified as
foreign politically exposed persons (PEPs). The
involvement of foreign PEPs in junket tour operations
increases the vulnerability of this sector to exploitation
for the purposes of foreign interference because these
individuals are inherently more likely to hold political
ideologies, wield political power and have access
to government funds.
AUSTRAC has identified a small number of links
between junket tour operations and possible
foreign interference activities. Transactions indicate
that entities who may be of concern from a
foreign interference perspective could be using
money held in casino accounts to make political
donations with a link to foreign interference. The
provision of political donations in itself is not illegal,
however the unusual source of the funds, involving
potentially covert international money movement,
raises concerns for potential foreign interference.

The seriousness of this activity means that even
a small number of entities engaging in this
activity through a sector represents a significant
risk to Australia.
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/

INDEPENDENT COMMISSION
AGAINST CORRUPTION (ICAC)
INQUIRY INTO POLITICAL
DONATIONS – OPERATION AERO16
Open source information indicates that a $100,000
cash withdrawal from a junket funded by an entity
may have donated to a NSW political party in
a manner contrary to political donation laws.17
The entity was:
• one of the key figures in the 2019 ICAC inquiry
into political donations
• the subject of extensive suspicious matter
reporting by banks and casinos
• heavily involved in Australian property
development
• noted in open source information as being
involved in corruption in both Australia and his
country of origin.
Open source information further indicates this entity
has been excluded from re-entering Australia due to
concerns over his association with foreign influence
activities,18 and that his assets have been frozen
at the request of the ATO, which is pursuing him
for over $100 million in unpaid tax.19

16 www.icac.nsw.gov.au/investigations/current-investigations/2019/political-donations-operation-aero
17 Australian Broadcasting Corporation – ‘ICAC hears $100,000 cash withdrawn from The Star casino days before same amount banked by NSW Labor’
(https://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-12/icac-cash-withdrawal-from-star-casino-before-labor-banked-money/11794496).
18 The Sydney Morning Herald - ‘Dodgy donations and influence peddling: explosive allegations to be investigated by ICAC’
(www.smh.com.au/politics/nsw/dodgy-donations-and-influence-peddling-explosive-allegations-to-be-investigated-by-icac-20190802-p52d9g.
html); The Guardian – ‘Packer sold share of Crown Resorts to tycoon who was director of ‘banned’ company’
(www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/aug/08/packer-sold-share-of-crown-to-tycoon-who-was-director-of-banned-company).
19 The Sydney Morning Herald – ‘ATO seeks to bankrupt Huang Xiangmo over $140 million bill’
(www.smh.com.au/national/ato-seeks-to-bankrupt-huang-xiangmo-over-140-million-bill-20191017-p531ll.html).
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PREDICATE OFFENCES
AUSTRAC assesses that some junket tour operations
are associated with a medium level of threat in
relation to predicate offences, perpetrated at both
the player and JTO/JTR levels.
TAX EVASION
Taxation obligations in relation to junket activity
are complex and will differ according to a range
of different criteria. However, partner agency
information does indicate a level of noncompliance with Australian taxation laws
in relation to junket activity.
Risks to Australia’s taxation base arising from
junkets include:
• JTOs incorrectly treating the three per cent
foreign resident withholding (FRW) tax paid on
their behalf by casinos as a final tax, and failing
to declare income earnt through junkets on
income tax returns
• application of the FRW rate (which is based
on a flat corporate tax rate) to individuals
who should be subject to marginal tax rates
• casinos inadvertently applying the FRW rate to
resident JTOs (to be eligible for the FRW, JTOs
need to have an ABN and be foreign residents
for taxation purposes)
• JTOs failing to register for pay-as-you-go
withholding in relation to their remuneration
of JTRs, and JTRs failing to submit income
tax returns/declaring the income they earnt as
part of their JTR duties on income tax returns

/

• JTRs receiving taxable income in the form
of cash or “in-kind” remuneration – such as in
accommodation, transport or entertainment –
which is easier to conceal from the ATO
• JTOs and JTRs with relevant turnover failing to
register for GST, and, relatedly, casinos claiming
GST credits in relation to GST that is never paid
to the ATO by the JTO/JTR, and
• given the international reach of many junket
tour operations, personal income/commissions
paid to JTOs/JTRs in relation to work done in
Australia may be said to have been derived in
another jurisdiction for the purposes of taxation
law. This may have implications for Australia’s
ability to tax that income.
One of AUSTRAC’s partner agencies assessed that
a resident JTO had set up complex arrangements
to avoid their taxation obligations, including using
their junket accounts to anonymously purchase
assets, and distribute profits from the junket to
family and friends.
WORKING AGAINST VISA CONDITIONS
It is highly likely some JTOs and JTRs are working in
contravention of visa conditions. Data matching with
partner agency holdings indicates approximately
one-third of the JTOs and JTRs on junkets that
occurred over the reporting period were on
tourist or bridging visas, which are unlikely to
allow the holder to work except in some cases
of financial hardship.
AUSTRAC notes that casinos are likely to require
JTOs (but not JTRs) to have an ABN so that they
meet that part of the FRW test. However, a person
with an ABN can be a foreign resident for tax
purposes (hence their ability to meet the second
part of the FRW test) and does not necessarily have
to have work rights.
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VISA ENTITLEMENT
VERIFICATION ONLINE
Consultations with casinos indicate many of them
subscribe to Visa Entitlement Verification Online
(VEVO), which allows them to check customers’ visa
statuses. The Department of Home Affairs, which
maintains the database, states VEVO allows visa
holders, employers, education providers and other
organisations to check visa conditions.20 The ATO
further advises in relation to FRW, that it is business’
responsibility to check if foreign resident workers
can legally work in Australia.21
Therefore, AUSTRAC encourages casinos to use
VEVO to understand the visa conditions of their
foreign national JTOs and JTRs so they can satisfy
themselves the junket tour operations they are
facilitating are only provided by persons who
have relevant rights to work in Australia.

CORRUPTION
AUSTRAC identified SMRs from a bank in relation
to a customer who acted as a JTR for a casino
over 2017-18. The bank reported the customer
for multiple cash deposits, collectively in excess
of $150,000. Bank records indicated the customer
was unemployed, but open source information led
the bank to identify that the customer was in fact
a politically exposed person who had been implicated
in a corruption probe in their home country.

/

SANCTIONS
AUSTRAC has received intelligence that a person
who was the subject of a United Nations travel ban
participated in junkets in Australia, both during
and subsequent to the ban. AUSTRAC is aware that
the junket tour operation with which the travel
ban subject played was still operating in Australian
casinos as at 2018. One partner agency assessed
that it was likely that the subject of the ban was
laundering the proceeds of crime as a junket
participant in Australia.

NON-GAMBLING ACTIVITIES
OF JUNKET PARTICIPANTS
AUSTRAC is aware of information indicating that
some junket participants engage in illegal recreational
activities while in Australia, such as the purchase and
consumption of illicit drugs and unregulated sexual
services. AUSTRAC is also aware that one of the JTRs
operating in Australian casinos is alleged to have been
associated with a brothel operation, itself implicated
with exploiting vulnerable women by forcing them
into sexual servitude.
AUSTRAC recognises the harms that these
activities cause in the Australian community,
however, they are outside of the scope of this
report as they do not involve the provision
of gambling services by casinos.

Further review of the customer’s transaction
reports in AUSTRAC’s database revealed significant
TTR activity with casinos, SMRs from casinos in
relation to significant losses on junkets, as well as
a residential property purchase which is likely to
have been funded at least in part with a significant
amount of cash.
It can be difficult for reporting entities to identify
transactions related to corruption in real time.
However, the higher exposure of junket tour
operations to foreign PEPs increases the risk of
corruption being facilitated through the sector.
20 immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/already-have-a-visa/check-visa-details-and-conditions/check-conditions-online
21 www.ato.gov.au/Business/International-tax-for-business/In-detail/Australian-income-of-foreign-residents/Withholding-from-a-foreign-resident/
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/

VULNERABILITIES

Low

Medium

Vulnerability refers to the characteristics of a sector
that make it susceptible to criminal exploitation.
AUSTRAC’s assessment of vulnerabilities falls into five
categories: customers, products and services, delivery
channels, exposure to foreign jurisdictions and level
of implementation of risk mitigation strategies.
Overall, AUSTRAC assesses the junket tour operations
sector is subject to a high level of ML/TF vulnerability.
While individual casino mitigation systems may
reduce the level of vulnerability associated with
their junkets, AUSTRAC makes this assessment
on the nature of the vulnerabilities at a national
level, and it will be open to reporting entities to
determine the extent to which their risk mitigation
measures address their exposure.

High

CUSTOMERS
AUSTRAC assesses that the customer base
associated with junket tour operations poses
a medium level of vulnerability. The size of the
customer base is very small compared to other
sectors assessed by AUSTRAC, but the average
transaction value is relatively high, and the
customer base is associated with several higherrisk attributes that increase vulnerability.
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SIZE OF THE CUSTOMER BASE
AUSTRAC assesses the size of the junket tour
operations sector’s customer base to present a
low level of vulnerability. Information provided by
casinos indicates the numbers of JTOs, JTRs and
players combined amount to a very low exposure
in terms of numbers. However, the transactional
activity relating to junkets is relatively high.
AUSTRAC recognises junket tour operations may
be unique in some of the services they offer, and
the types of customers they have, as well as the
fact it is not unusual for junkets (or casinos more
broadly) to be associated with higher levels of
cash transactions than may be typically observed
in other sectors, as stated in the Products and
Services section. However, the relatively high
transactional activity associated with junket tour
operations increases the vulnerability level above
what would generally be assessed for a customer
base of its size.
HIGHER-RISK CUSTOMERS
Although not all customers are high-risk,
AUSTRAC assesses that the general risk profile of
persons involved in junkets is high. Under current
arrangements, it is not possible to clearly determine
beneficial ownership and control of the funds while
the use of cash increases anonymity. Under the
junket arrangements, the primary customer of the
casino is the JTO while the relationship between
the casino and the junket players is more opaque.
THE “CUSTOMER” OF THE CASINO AND OWNERSHIP
OF FUNDS

Consultation with AUSTRAC’s partner agencies
highlighted concerns arising from the obscuring
of the ultimate beneficiary of activity on junket
accounts, identifying it as a key vulnerability
associated with the sector, in terms of criminal
exploitation of the casino as well as the
intelligence gaps faced by law enforcement.

/

When a transaction occurs on a casino junket
account, the customer of the casino is the JTO (or
any JTRs who may be acting as agents of the JTO).
However, the funds being deposited in, stored
in or withdrawn from the JTO’s account may not
be in practice owned by the JTO, because it is
credit the JTO has extended under arrangement
to the players and for the use of the players. In
fact, it would be assumed for the purposes of the
junket that much of the money stored in the JTO’s
account would be, in effect, associated with players.
This arrangement causes two significant
vulnerabilities. First, the pooled nature of the funds
in junket accounts makes it more difficult for the
casino and law enforcement to link transactions
made by the JTO/JTR to specific junket players.
Second, transaction reports submitted to AUSTRAC
about transactions requested by players are likely
to be reported under the JTO’s name (with the JTR
as agent) rather than under the player’s name. This
obscures the true actor and makes it difficult for
AUSTRAC and its partners to understand who is
causing what transactions to occur, who or where
the funds come from, and where they go.
To add a further layer of complexity, SMRs assessed
by AUSTRAC reveal that junket accounts are also
used by persons who do not appear to have any
direct association with the conduct of the junket.
AUSTRAC identified 193 SMRs in the dataset
that reported that a third party was depositing
money into a junket account. Some of these SMRs
indicated indirect deposits - for example, cash
deposits may have been made by a third party
into their own casino account and then transferred
to a junket account even though they were not
participating in the junket. In other reports, casino
staff observed a third party giving cash to a JTO/
JTR, who made the actual deposit into the account.

Under the AML/CTF Act, a reporting entity is
required to conduct due diligence on its customers
proportionate to the level of ML/TF risks they pose.
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THIRD-PARTY TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING JTO ACCOUNTS

Deposits

Disbursements

OTHER
CASINO
ACCOUNT

JTO

OTHER
CASINO
ACCOUNT

Of the 193 SMRs indicating third-party deposits,
• 156 SMRs indicated that $37.0 million was
deposited by domestic electronic funds transfer
(EFT) or transfer within the same casino group
into 27 JTO accounts22
• 25 SMRs indicated that $5.6 million was
deposited in cash into 18 JTO accounts
• nine SMRs indicated that $6.2 million was
deposited by IFTI into eight JTO accounts, and
• three SMRs indicated that $380,000 was
deposited in chips into four JTO accounts.
A further 61 SMRs described funds in junket
accounts being disbursed to third parties. Some
of these SMRs indicated indirect withdrawals or
disbursements – for example, cash withdrawals
from a junket account may have been made by
a JTO/JTR and then handed to a third party.

22
23
24
25

Of the 61 SMRs indicating disbursements to third
parties,
• 34 SMRs indicated that $25.8 million was
disbursed via domestic electronic funds transfer
or transfer within the same casino group from
28 JTO accounts23
• 23 SMRs indicated that $4.9 million was
disbursed in cash from 15 JTO accounts
• two SMRs indicated that $639,200 was
disbursed by IFTI into three JTO accounts,24 and
• two SMRs indicated that $214,000 in chips was
disbursed from two JTO accounts to third parties.25
This level of transacting on junket accounts by
persons identified by the casino as not being
related to the junket is consistent with AUSTRAC’s
finding that junket accounts can be used for
purposes other than junket activity. One partner
agency indicated its concern that transactions
from junket accounts to third parties may be going
towards the purchase of Australian real estate.

AUSTRAC acknowledges that casinos are unable to prevent electronic deposits into casino accounts.
Some SMRs described activity on more than one JTO account.
ibid.
AUSTRAC acknowledges it is difficult for casinos to decline to process some withdrawal transaction requests, given it would constitute denying
customers access to their own funds.
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MULTIPLE PARTIES
DEPOSITING CASH INTO
A JTO CASINO ACCOUNT
AUSTRAC identified a JTO whose account received
over $14 million in cash deposits of $10,000 or
more from 32 individuals over the reporting period.
However, only 15 of these depositors were registered
JTRs. Over $1.5 million dollars in cash was deposited
into this JTO’s account over the relevant period
by persons who were not the JTO or a JTR. One
$100,000 cash deposit was made by a second JTO.
This demonstrates that the casinos’ practice of
only allowing JTRs or the relevant JTO to transact
on JTO accounts can be inconsistently applied.
Further, this JTO has 80 separate JTRs listed over
the time period, presenting potential challenges
in managing and understanding the scale
of transactions on the JTO account.
AUSTRAC cautions that too large a number of JTRs
allowed to transact on JTOs’ accounts may diminish
effective control over transactors.

TREATING JTOs AS INDIVIDUALS RATHER THAN
CORPORATE ENTITIES

Consultations with casinos indicate they often consider
JTOs to be individuals and transact with them on
that basis. However, it is clear some JTOs operate as
part of large commercial operations that are often
international businesses.26 Differences in treatment
between a JTO as an individual or a business would
likely lead to the different application of due diligence
which would increase the vulnerability associated with
understanding of beneficial ownership and control.
The diversification of junket tour operations
into a range of different business lines increases
opportunities for comingling, and presents
difficulties for banks in understanding the origin of
funds. One partner agency expressed the view that
the financial significance of large corporate junket
operations to casinos may increase the likelihood
to persuade or influence casinos’ operations.

/

FOREIGN NATIONALS

Information provided by casinos indicates that 95
per cent of players on junkets over the relevant
period were foreign residents, which is consistent
with the expected demographic breakdown of
junket tour operations. However, at a general
level, a customer base composed predominantly
of foreign residents can increase a sector’s
vulnerability in several ways. For example, it can:
• increase the sector’s attractiveness and accessibility
to TSOC groups because it increases the global
reach of the sector
• obscure the source and destination of funds,
because entities and governments have more
limited visibility of financial activity in other
jurisdictions, and
• make information relating to customers’
criminal and financial history and associations
difficult to access, because it is held by foreign
governments.
Partner agencies indicated that these vulnerability
factors have been exploited or observed in the
junket tour operations sector.
Consultations with casinos highlighted that as
part of their customer due diligence processes,
some casinos were of the view that the granting
of a short-term tourist visa to enter Australia and
participate in a junket tour includes an assessment
of a person’s probity. Partner agencies confirmed
that the granting of these short term visas does
not include consideration of the criteria relevant
to the customer due diligence obligations.
In addition, AUSTRAC acknowledges that foreign
residents may have the right to work and live
in Australia for a significant portion of the year.
However, dual residency can bolster people’s
networks and sphere of influence and capacity to
arrange and facilitate exploitation of funds flows
between their countries of residence so increases,
rather than diminishes, their risk.

26 AUSTRAC acknowledges that states and territories’ regulation of junket activities differs, including in respect of the entity-types that can be
registered as JTOs. However, this does not negate the requirement under Commonwealth AML/CTF regulation to undertake applicable customer
identification processes based on entity-types contemplated in the AML/CTF Act.
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RELIANCE ON VISA
GRANT PROCESS
When describing their player due diligence
procedures, many casinos indicated they relied
heavily on the fact that the player had been granted
a visa by the Australian government to satisfy
themselves the player was of sufficiently good
character to play on junkets. AUSTRAC considers
it likely that this approach misunderstands visa
grant criteria and processes which are tailored
to meet foreign policy obligations, not to meet
the customer due diligence (CDD) requirements
under the AML/CTF Act.
AUSTRAC encourages casinos to review their CDD
processes, and while continuing to leverage third
party information, also employ in-house processes
that validate inputs within the assessment of the
player’s suitability in high stakes junket activity.

/

FOREIGN POLITICALLY EXPOSED PERSONS (PEPs)

Consistent with the nature of the activity, high net
worth foreign nationals are the primary target market
for junkets, which exposes junkets to patronage by
foreign PEPs. Use of a service by PEPs can increase
a reporting entity’s vulnerability to dealing in the
proceeds of corruption or exposing the business to
foreign influence or interference. As a reflection of
the ability to manage the risks posed in a business
relationship with foreign PEPs, the AML/CTF
framework requires reporting entities to conduct
enhanced customer due diligence (ECDD) whenever
they provide a designated service to a foreign PEP,
including seeking senior management approval
to establish and continue the business relationship.
AUSTRAC has identified circumstances where a
foreign PEP not only participated in junket activities,
but also operated as JTOs and JTRs.
AUSTRAC also notes a target market of foreign
nationals also increases junket tour operations’
exposure to internationally sanctioned entities.
For more information on the corruption
vulnerabilities caused by foreign PEPs, see
AUSTRAC’s strategic analysis brief: Politically
exposed persons, corruption and foreign bribery.27
CRIMINAL ASSOCIATIONS

As described in the Criminal Threat Environment
section, some junkets have been infiltrated by
criminals including Asian crime group members
and transnational money laundering operations.
Data-matching with partner agencies identified
16 per cent of JTOs and JTRs that operated over
the reporting period were associated with entities
known to be partner agency targets, even if not
actual targets themselves.

27 www.austrac.gov.au/business/how-comply-guidance-and-resources/guidance-resources/politically-exposed-persons-corruption-and-foreignbribery-strategic-analysis-brief
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ADVERSE MATCHES ON OPEN
SOURCE DATABASES
AUSTRAC undertook data matching between
the names of the JTOs and JTRs that operated
over the twelve month period 28 and a publicly
available database that many reporting entities
use when conducting due diligence on their
customers. This publicly available database uses
three broad categories as reflected below.
Results29 revealed:
• 62 matches under the category that broadly
includes:
– persons accused, investigated, arrested,
charged, indicted, detained, questioned,
or on trial for crimes, but not yet convicted
– individuals appointed to a PEP position
(as opposed to elected)
– individuals appearing on regulatory, law
enforcement, or global sanctions watch
lists such as Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC), disqualified directors
or Interpol, and
– immediate relatives or close associates
of primary PEPs.
• 4
 5 matches under the second category
indicating the subject had been convicted
of, pleaded guilty to or been sentenced for
crimes including financial crime, organised
crime and narcotics-related crime.
• Four matches under the third category
that includes:
– persons currently holding or having
held a political position
– persons who have been elected
to a government or PEP position
– individuals in a country where cabinet
ministers, state secretaries and the like
are appointed and not elected (e.g.
kingdom or military state), and

/

The JTO that was the subject of the greatest
number of SMRs over the period matched under
two of the above three subcategories, and
appears to have been sentenced to a period
of imprisonment in a foreign country for illegal
gambling activities.
Given casinos subscribe to this or similar
databases to discharge their customer due
diligence obligations, it is likely some, if not all,
of this information was available to casinos when
they agreed to allow these people to provide
junket services. This would suggest that casinos
have a high risk tolerance in terms of who they
will allow to provide junket services.
AUSTRAC encourages casinos to consider all
matches on whichever database they use to
conduct customer due diligence as triggers
to conduct ECDD.

HIGH-RISK CUSTOMER EXAMPLE
AUSTRAC identified a JTR who is a close business
associate of a former junket player recently
arrested and who has been the subject of
extensive adverse media attention in relation
to international crime, support of a foreign
government as well as links to domestic
government officials.
AUSTRAC received an SMR describing a large cash
deposit made by this JTR into an account held for
a law firm. The SMR indicated the cash deposited
by the JTR was converted by the law firm into
a bank cheque to a construction company –
possibly indicating the purchase of Australian
property. An SMR lodged by a casino the day after
the deposit was made into the law firm’s account
indicated the cash may have originated from
a JTO’s casino account.

– leaders of a political party.
28 There are over 500 JTOs/JTRs engaging in junket programs each year.
29 The total number of individuals matched with open source databases was 75, however several individuals returned matches for more than one
category.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
AUSTRAC assesses the products and services
associated with junket tour operations to present
a high ML/TF vulnerability.
Gambling is globally recognised as being a key
channel for criminals looking to launder proceeds
of crime.30 There are several reasons for this:
• Money deposited and then withdrawn with
minimal gaming activity will appear to have
a legitimate origin, even though very little
money was actually risked. Further, any losses
sustained can give the incorrect appearance
that the customer is engaging in genuine
gaming activity.
• Value washed through gambling services is
highly liquid, and can be easily transferred
between fiat currency and gaming chips, or
transferred to another player, another gambling
establishment, or a domestic or foreign bank.
• Recreational gambling winnings are not taxable
in Australia, meaning that if pre-tax income
is turned-over, source of funds can be justified
as winnings and go untaxed.
• It is possible to win very large amounts of
money from a relatively small outlay, so it
is difficult for banks that hold the accounts
of gamblers to form a suspicion based on
transactions being inconsistent with their
claimed income source.
These vulnerabilities associated with gambling
in general can apply to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the context of the gambling activity.
Given the much higher average transaction value
and the higher personal wealth of most players
(making illegitimately obtained wealth harder to
identify), AUSTRAC considers the gambling services
associated with junkets to be relatively high risk.

/

FRONT MONEY PROVIDED
BY CASINOS
A key harm minimisation measure in Australian casinos
is the prohibition of the use of credit (in particular
the use of credit cards) for gambling purposes.
This prohibition is generally restricted to local
residents. Some states and territories have,
however, provided exemptions to this obligation
by allowing high net worth gamblers who are
domiciled in a foreign jurisdiction access to casino
credit or cheque cashing facilities under specified
terms and conditions.
Casinos consulted for this risk assessment indicated
the vast majority of front money used for junkets is
provided to the JTO by the casino as a loan or via
a cheque cashing facility in accordance with the
terms and conditions relevant to that jurisdiction.
The money is gambled by junket players, and at the
end of the junket, the JTO directs the disbursement
of any winnings, or pays the casino for any losses.
The nature of this funding model for junket tour
operations significantly diminishes the amount
of money JTOs need to have onshore to balance
front money provided offshore by players. Without
access to credit or cheque-cashing facilities offered
by casinos, AUSTRAC considers it would be more
difficult for JTOs to source sufficient front money
without involving the financial services sector.
A further vulnerability related to casinos’ provision
of front money is that it diminishes the opportunity
for the casino to understand which players are
responsible for what amount of front money.
Hypothetically, if casinos were to require front
money to be directly credited to the casino by
individual players, they would likely be better
able to understand source of funds, compare
front money amounts with betting activity
and settlement instructions, and monitor for
transactions inconsistent with the players’ profiles.

30 For more information on the money laundering risks associated with gambling in general, please see AUSTRAC’s Money Laundering in Australia
report 2011, www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/Vulnerabilities%20of%20Casinos%20and%20Gaming%20Sector.pdf,
news.gov.bc.ca/files/German_Gaming_Final_Report.pdf and www.dia.govt.nz/pubforms.nsf/URL/AMLCFT_Casino-Sector-Risk-Assessment_
April-2014.pdf/$file/AMLCFT_Casino-Sector-Risk-Assessment_April-2014.pdf.
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USE OF CASH
From a money laundering perspective, cash is
inherently high risk because it is anonymous,
readily exchangeable and untraceable.
Cash exposure in casinos is typically higher than
in other sectors regulated under the AML/CTF
framework because state regulations impose
harm minimisation standards prohibiting the
use of some non-cash means to fund gambling
activity (such as credit cards).
The incidence of cash transactions associated
with the junket tour operations sector is high,
with over 85 per cent of the JTOs that operated
over the period studied being the subject of
TTRs submitted by casinos. While many of these
transactions are likely to be legitimate, and
simply indicative of the convenience of using
cash to transact or move value between casinos,
they make illegitimate cash transactions less
conspicuous and harder to identify.
AUSTRAC assesses the high incidence of large
cash transactions in the junket tour operations
sector increases its vulnerability to money
laundering, in particular to a known money
laundering methodology of comingling illicit
and legitimate funds.

/

TTRs RELATING TO JUNKET ACTIVITY
SUBMITTED BY CASINOS DURING THE
PERIOD 1 APRIL 2018 – 31 MARCH 2019:
• 4,638 TTRs involving a total cash value of $246.3
million and an average cash value of $53,107:
– 1,160 incoming TTRs with a total cash value
of $81.1 million in relation to 78 JTOs
– 3,477 outgoing TTRs with a total cash value
of $165.2 million in relation to 116 JTOs.31
All in-scope casinos submitted at least one TTR
and one casino accounted for over half of the TTRs
submitted.

Incoming versus outgoing TTRs
The intelligence and suspicious matter reporting
studied by AUSTRAC for this risk assessment
focused predominantly on suspicious cash deposits.
Casinos indicated they held less concern about
cash withdrawals than deposits, because the source
of funds for withdrawals was clearer to them, and
because players may request large cash withdrawals
as a way of moving funds between casinos.
This approach is reflected in SMRs, in that casinos
lodged 129 SMRs that described $37.5 million in
cash deposits, but only 87 SMRs describing $28.3
million in cash withdrawals. SMRs indicate a key
concern held by casinos in relation to cash deposits
was the way large cash deposits were presented,
rather than the large cash deposits themselves.
In particular, casinos are less likely to find cash
deposits suspicious if the cash appeared to have
been issued by a casino (with casino straps), than
if the cash were presented in loose notes and/or
varying denominations.
However, threshold transaction report data
demonstrates that, both in number and value,
large cash activity in the junkets sector is actually
heavily skewed towards withdrawals, not deposits.
As described in the Criminal Threat Environment
section, the ultimate destination of these large
cash withdrawals is an intelligence gap. One
bank consulted for this risk assessment indicated
large cash withdrawals would likely end up being
deposited into bank accounts, increasing banks’
exposure to the risks associated with junket activity.

31 Total incoming and outgoing TTRs sum to 4,637 because the direction of one TTR was unspecified.
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/

To illustrate the relatively high exposure of junket
tour operations to large cash transactions, AUSTRAC
has compared threshold transaction reporting
percentages for these higher value transactions
from casinos that do not relate to junket activity,
and TTRs from the four major domestic banks
for the purposes of illustrating the cash intensive
nature of junket activity.
While acknowledging the typically higher use of
cash in the gambling sector, major banks facilitate
significantly more cash transactions, as do casinos
outside of their junket activities, the below figures
highlight that junkets have a substantially higher
exposure to singularly large cash transactions, than
casinos or the major domestic banks.32

TTR COMPARISON

Submitted by casinos junket related

4,638
TTRs

Submitted by casinos non-junket related

131,533
TTRs

Submitted by major
domestic banks

2.3 million
TTRs

31%

14%

> $50,000

> $100,000

5%

1%

> $50,000

> $100,000

3%

<1%

> $50,000

> $100,000

32 TTR figures from the major domestic banks include all TTRs, not just TTRs relating to transactions by individuals. AUSTRAC acknowledges
that some cash deposits into casino accounts may be identifiable by the casino as having been previously withdrawn from that casino
(because it was strapped and dated by the casino upon withdrawal).
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CASH DEPOSITS MADE DIRECTLY
INTO CASINO BANK ACCOUNTS
In addition to making cash deposits directly into
the JTO account at the casino, cash for junkets
can be deposited into casinos’ bank accounts.
These cash transactions are reported by the bank
rather than the casino, meaning that the above
summary of TTRs reported about junkets by
casinos understates the cash exposure created
by the subsector.
Given many banks’ extensive branch networks
and systems to facilitate easy cash deposits
below the threshold amount, casinos accepting
cash deposits for patron accounts through banks
is highly susceptible to cuckoo smurfing and
constitutes a further means of facilitating the
domestic transactions required for offsetting.

/

ABILITY TO STORE AND MOVE FUNDS
OR VALUE
AUSTRAC assesses junket tour operations to be
highly exposed to the risks posed by the ability
to store and move funds.
GAMING ACCOUNTS

Casinos reported 419 junket-related SMRs over the
reporting period that related to the use of gaming
accounts. Casino gaming accounts operate much like
an account held with a financial institution, offering a
safe place to store large amounts of money and the
ability to deposit and/or withdraw funds using various
means, including cash, chips, personal and bank
cheques,33 transfers within the casino/casino group
and domestic electronic transfers.34
Combined with the high degree of anonymity
associated with transactions on junket accounts
described above, and the risks associated with
the depositing of funds by third parties with no
association to the conduct of the junket, AUSTRAC
considers junket accounts at casinos to be highly
vulnerable to the storage and movement of
potentially illicit funds.

33 Personal and banks cheques can only be used for deposits.
34 Ability to transfer funds internationally is considered in the Foreign Jurisdiction section.
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DELIVERY CHANNEL
LEVEL OF CUSTOMER CONTACT
AUSTRAC assesses that the level of customer contact
involved in the provision of junket tour operations
creates a medium level of vulnerability. Junket tour
operations generally require the physical presence of
all players and at least one JTO or JTR in an Australian
casino, which all have sophisticated security
and monitoring systems. Casinos therefore have
significant scope and means to observe players’
and JTOs’/JTRs’ behaviour for suspicious activity.
However, the account through which junket
transactions are made is registered under the name
of the JTO, who is the casino’s primary customer in
relation to transactions on their accounts. Yet, the
JTO is frequently not present in person, particularly
in circumstances in which the JTO is an international
operation, thereby leaving all engagements to be
facilitated by their authorised JTR/s.
In many ways, JTO accounts operate as an
intermediary between the casino and the participants.
This increases the distance between the casino and
the underlying customer, in turn increasing the
obscurity of the source and purpose of transactions
on the account.
Similarly to bank accounts, casinos allow gaming
accounts, including JTO accounts, to receive funds
via international and domestic electronic transfers,
which allows for third parties, with whom the
casino has no face-to-face contact, to transact.

COMPLEXITY OF SERVICE DELIVERY
ARRANGEMENTS
AUSTRAC assesses the complexity of the service
delivery arrangements associated with the
provision of junket tour operations to create
a high level of vulnerability.
As described throughout this assessment, the
traditional casino gaming model involving the
interposed position of the JTO between the
casino and the player, and the further interposed
involvement of JTRs, complicates casinos’ service
delivery in a manner that increases vulnerability.
In particular, it increases the distance between
the reporting entity and the underlying customer,
making it difficult to assign beneficial ownership
to transacted funds, or to assess the rationality
of particular transactions.
Moreover, the extent to which casinos are able or
willing to influence the procedures or risk appetite
of JTOs is likely to vary across casinos and JTOs.
JTOs are often not in the country when a junket is
progressing, reducing their ability to manage the
procedures of the onshore JTRs. Partner agency
intelligence indicates that exploitation of junket
operations may be conducted by JTRs without the
knowledge and/or support of the overarching JTO.

CASINO ACCOUNTS WITH BANKS
Casinos also hold accounts with banks (sometimes several accounts across multiple banks), which receive
incoming transfers or cash deposits relating to both junket customers and non-junket customers. It is noted
that in some states and territories, the casino requires the approval of the regulator to open and operate
a bank account.
Banks consulted for this risk assessment indicated the junket business model made it more difficult to assess
the purpose and legitimacy of transactions on the casino accounts they held. This assessment by banks
is compounded by movements of funds between casino accounts held with different banks, as it severs
individual banks’ oversight of funds flows. Banks also noted the inability to isolate junket-related transactions
from other casino transactions presented obvious challenges in terms of transaction monitoring and analysis.
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE JUNKET VALUE CHAIN
The length of the value chain and pooling of various parties’ money in the same accounts causes difficulties
for casinos’ due diligence and for banks’ transaction monitoring activities, particularly if incoming funds are
transferred between different banks before being made available to the junket.

Junket players
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/

FOREIGN JURISDICTION
AUSTRAC assesses junket tour operations
to be subject to a high level of vulnerability
in relation to foreign jurisdiction exposure.
The ability to move funds between Australia
and other jurisdictions increases Australia’s
vulnerability to transnational money launderers,
terrorism financiers, foreign interference entities,
transnational tax evaders and the purchase or
sale of illicit goods internationally. In this context,
while casinos are exempted from registering on
the Remittance Sector Register, they do remit
funds overseas and are required to report IFTIs.

However, given 95 per cent of junket players
over the reporting period were foreign residents
gambling money in Australia, AUSTRAC assesses
there is a high exposure to the risk posed by
international funds flows. These risks are likely
to be exacerbated in situations where:
• the JTO has operations in several countries,
increasing the risk of offsetting between
accounts held at casinos in different
jurisdictions, and
• where the casino itself is part of a group
that operates casinos internationally.

MOVEMENT OF FUNDS OR VALUE
INTERNATIONALLY
UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT
OF FUNDS

This assessment has found that much of the
movement of value associated with junket activity is
unlikely to have been reported as IFTIs to AUSTRAC
due in part to the nature of some of the offsetting
processes described above, or because there is no
obligation to report an IFTI.
Further, casinos’ IFTI data is unable to provide
a quantitative representation of the foreign
jurisdiction exposure associated with the junket
tour operations sector for various reasons, including
but not limited to:
• use of loans or cheque cashing facilities as front
money, meaning
– front money to be gambled may not have
actually crossed the border
– repayments to the casino for losses
incurred during the junket paid from
offshore do not attract an IFTI obligation
for the casino, and
• much of the IFTI activity that relates to junkets
appears to be facilitated through JTOs’ and JTRs’
personal bank accounts, rather than through
casino accounts.
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IFTIs REPORTED BY BANKS
In order to provide a picture of the sector’s exposure to foreign jurisdictions, AUSTRAC extracted the
international transactions reported by banks in relation to the casino bank accounts in which junket
monies are received into and disbursed out of.
Incoming IFTIs 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019 – top five source countries (by $ amount)
Source country

Total amount (AUD)

No. of IFTIs

Average amount per IFTI (AUD)

Hong Kong

$201,349,353

326

$617,636

Macau

$172,782,695

90

$1,919,808

Indonesia

$130,172,769

525

$247,948

Singapore

$129,364,007

331

$390,828

Taiwan

$30,225,925

59

$512,304

Total

$663,894,749

1,331

$498,794

Outgoing IFTIs 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019 – top five destination countries (by $ amount)
Destination country

Total amount (AUD)

No. of IFTIs

Average amount per IFTI (AUD)

Macau

$34,496,300

3

$11,498,767

Singapore

$26,415,331

57

$463,427

Hong Kong

$12,541,891

28

$447,925

United Kingdom

$5,351,210

12

$445,934

Philippines

$3,280,527

1

$3,280,527

Total

$82,085,258

101

$812,725
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TRANSACTIONS WITH HIGHER-RISK
JURISDICTIONS
AUSTRAC assesses the transactional activity and
customer domicile associated with the junket tour
operations sector in Australia poses a high level
of ML/TF vulnerability.
AUSTRAC and its partner agencies assess that a
significant proportion of junket players and funds
ultimately originate from jurisdictions in which
gambling and currency restrictions apply. As
described in the Criminal Threat Environment
section, restrictions on the movement of currency
create a market for the covert movement of value,
even if the wealth were derived legitimately. The
covert movement of funds is also attractive to
criminal syndicates in Australia who have a surplus
of domestically-generated cash proceeds of crime
that can be used to fulfil the onshore portion of the
covert movement of funds.
Blanket gambling restrictions can also make
jurisdictions high-risk sources of junket players,
because gambling debts are not enforceable
in those countries so junket operations may be
associated with criminal networks that enforce
debts extra-judicially.
Further, jurisdictions in which transnational serious
and organised crime groups, money laundering
organisations and triads operate and can exploit
opportunities arising from international funds flows
associated with junkets in Australia and elsewhere,
can be considered higher risk for junkets.35
Various other jurisdictions – which may act as
conduits for such funds flows – may themselves,
pose a higher risk due to the associated factors
involved in facilitating money movements
which increases exposure to money laundering,
corruption or other serious crimes.

/

DETERMINING HIGHER-RISK JURISDICTIONS
There is no one-size-fits-all list of high-risk
jurisdictions. Reporting entities should adopt a
risk-based approach when determining which
jurisdictions to consider high-risk for their business.
AUSTRAC encourages the use of a range of sources
that assess jurisdictions on different AML/CTF
factors, including but not limited to their regulatory
frameworks, threat environment, and domainspecific vulnerabilities.
Some reporting entities may choose to use off-theshelf solutions that risk rate jurisdictions. If doing
so, reporting entities should consider their own risk
profile and be able to override default risk ratings. For
example, a casino with significant exposure to a highrisk industry in a specific jurisdiction might need to
increase the default rating of that jurisdiction.
In line with this approach, AUSTRAC has made its
own determination about which jurisdictions are
considered higher-risk for this report. This takes
into account Australia-specific factors – such as top
source or destination jurisdictions for higher-risk
financial flows – as well as global factors, such as
the strength or weakness of a jurisdiction’s AML/CTF
regulatory regime. Open sources AUSTRAC has
leveraged to inform these decisions include:
• F ATF’s high-risk and other monitored
jurisdictions list
• European Union’s high-risk third countries
with strategic deficiencies in their AML/CFT
regimes list
• US State Department’s International Narcotics
Control Strategy Report
• Transparency International’s Corruption
Perception Index
• European Union list of non-cooperative
jurisdiction in taxation matters.

35 Chapter 3, p34-35 - https://news.gov.bc.ca/files/German_Gaming_Final_Report.pdf
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Features of junket operations that make them
higher risk
Not all junket tour operations have the same
risk profile. Each casino may implement different
controls to mitigate and manage the ML/TF risks
of their junket operations, and they may also
implement different procedures with respect
to different JTOs that operate in the same casino.
Generally speaking, AUSTRAC considers that the
more of the following features that apply to a
specific junket tour operation, the higher its risk
in terms of its vulnerability to money laundering
and related financial crime:

/

While none of these features in and of itself
demonstrates that a particular junket is being
exploited, each constitutes a vulnerability that
can make an operation more attractive to money
launderers and other criminals.
In responding to the features above, each casino
may implement different controls to mitigate and
manage the ML/TF risks of their junket operations,
and they may also implement different procedures
with respect to different JTOs that operate in the
same casino.

• JTOs/players are from higher-risk jurisdictions
• casinos accept large cash deposits to make
up front money or repay debts
• casinos allow large cash withdrawals
• casinos allow movement of funds between
casino accounts
• JTOs are PEPs or have criminal associations
• casinos extending credit/cheque cashing
facilities to JTOs for front money
• casinos allowing non-junket related transactions
on JTO accounts, including:
– exchange of cash/”negotiable” chips
– allowing any deposits or withdrawals
during a junket
– allowing any non-winnings funds stored
in junket accounts to be used for purposes
other than gaming
– allowing transactions to or from third parties.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF RISK MITIGATION STRATEGIES
AUSTRAC assesses the level of implementation of risk
mitigation strategies in the junket tour operations
sector poses a high level of vulnerability. Risk
mitigation strategies include both measures that
are mandatory under AML/CTF legislation and other
measures that go towards mitigating ML/TF risks.

• Only allowing remittances from the junket
account to be sent to the JTO or players in
the junket.

AUSTRAC consulted all of the casinos that offered
junkets over the relevant period. Casinos outlined
a range of practices used to mitigate the risk
of criminal exploitation of junkets, including
a combination of the following:

• Recording all gambling activities.

• Implementing an AML/CTF program and
framework which includes policies and processes
concerning employee due diligence, transaction
monitoring, systems to report suspicious matters,
threshold transactions and IFTIs, and AML training
for staff members.
• Conducting due diligence on JTOs, generally
including an application process, identity
verification procedures, sanctions and PEPs
screening, obtaining international police
clearance certificates, credit checks and open
source database screening. Due diligence
may also be informed by activities conducted
by third parties such as law enforcement and
regulatory agencies (for example, the approval
or refusal of visas).
• Notifying state gaming regulators of JTOs/JTRs
and junket participant names. In Queensland,
JTOs/JTRs are required to undergo an approval
process administered by the gaming regulator.
• Requiring that JTOs enter the country at least
once per year, to ensure they are still deemed
suitable for the granting of a visa.
• Retaining detailed records of gaming activity
of all junket players.

• Attempting to establish a link between a JTO/
JTR/player and the beneficiary of any requests
for outgoing funds transfers.
• Using CCTV surveillance footage to identify
the context behind suspicious transactions.
• Screening higher-risk customers daily,
to ensure any adverse changes are noted.
• Conducting ECDD on higher-risk customers
including junket players and JTOs/JTRs.
AUSTRAC considers that these measures (or
a combination of these measures) contribute
to mitigating and managing the ML/TF risks
associated with the conduct of junket activity,
particularly in terms of the transaction and
suspicious matter reporting casinos undertake.
However, the relatively high number of JTOs/JTRs
with adverse findings in open source databases,
combined with the level of criminal exploitation
of the sector, indicates these systems could be
significantly strengthened.
AUSTRAC encourages casinos to develop industryleading practices in the application of their
ML/TF risk mitigation policies, systems and
processes, with emphasis on the robustness
of these efforts in order to better protect their
businesses from criminal exploitation.
For example, during the development of this risk
assessment AUSTRAC noted a number of areas in
which casinos could consider further strengthening
their systems and controls, to better mitigate
the risk to criminal exploitation faced by junkets.

• Authorising that only JTOs/JTRs can transact
on the relevant junket account. As described
above, SMRs demonstrate this expectation can
be compromised when unknown third parties
hand cash to the JTO/JTR, who deposits it on
their behalf, and when unknown third parties
deposit money electronically.
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TOLERANCE FOR LARGE CASH TRANSACTIONS

AUSTRAC considers that casinos have a high-risk
tolerance in relation to large cash transactions,
increasing their vulnerability in terms of accepting
the proceeds of crime, or providing cash that may
be used for illicit purposes. AUSTRAC is aware that
large cash transactions are not unusual for casinos,
but that does not, in and of itself, indicate they are
not suspicious. AUSTRAC encourages casinos to
review their risk appetite in relation to large cash
transactions, and, in particular, to heighten their
scrutiny of the likely origin/use of cash before
deciding whether to proceed with the transaction.

TOLERANCE FOR HIGHER-RISK JTOs

As previously described, AUSTRAC has identified a
large number of JTOs and JTRs with adverse records
on publicly available databases.
One casino stated during consultations for the
risk assessment that “police and state based casino
regulators have the powers to exclude customers,
including junket operators, representatives and players,
from the casino.” Although various competent
authorities have, and may use, such powers, this
does not lessen the opportunity for casinos to
proactively identify and use identified information
as a basis to collaborate with law enforcement.
In particular, given the difficulties faced by law
enforcement in sharing information that is not on
the public record, casinos’ vulnerability to criminal
exploitation would be significantly lessened if they
accepted adverse information beyond charges or
convictions as sufficient to reconsider relationships
with specific JTOs.
Overall, AUSTRAC encourages casinos to
reconsider their risk appetites in terms of the
JTOs and JTRs they allow to operate, irrespective
of law enforcement actions.

/

SOURCE OF FUNDS ACTUALLY TRANSACTED
ON JUNKET ACCOUNTS

Casinos conduct due diligence on junket players to
establish their source and level of wealth, to ensure
they genuinely have access to the money they bet.
However, it is not clear casinos have robust systems
to fully assess the source of the funds actually used
in junkets, given the:
• foreign residence of most junket players
• pooled nature of junket funds that are often
domestically sourced, and
• the large amounts of cash deposited into
junket accounts.
it is not clear casinos have robust systems to fully
assess the source of the funds actually used in
junkets. It is possible for a person to be legitimately
wealthy and to be utilising physical or electronic
wealth that has illicit origins. AUSTRAC encourages
casinos to consider the legitimacy of the source
the funds transacted in practice on junket accounts,
in addition to satisfying themselves the player has
access to that amount of wealth.

RELIANCE ON THIRD PARTIES

Casinos place significant reliance on the due
diligence conducted on junket players, JTOs and
JTRs by the Australian government when assessing
visa applications. It should be noted this process
may not fully align with the context and purpose
of the due diligence required of casinos under
AML/CTF legislation in relation to junket players,
JTOs or JTRs.
During consultations, a casino indicated that a
key vulnerability in relation to casinos accepting
smuggled cash is the Australian government failing
to identify the cash at the point of entry, and a
second suggested that it was the government’s
responsibility to identify JTOs without work rights
through the ABN application process. AUSTRAC
considers it is unreasonable for casinos to overtly
defer risks to third parties which are within
their due diligence, transaction monitoring and
contractual management of junket tour operations.
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TRANSACTIONS BY THIRD PARTIES

ACTIVITY BY JTOs AND JTRs

Several transactions on junket accounts studied for
this risk assessment were clearly unrelated to junket
activity. Casinos’ willingness to accept transactions
that do not have a clear relationship with a current,
recent or imminent junket increases the likelihood
that junket accounts will be used for illicit purposes.
AUSTRAC encourages casinos to improve the
systems they use to prevent third parties, directly
or indirectly, transacting on junket accounts, and
to ensure all transactions relate directly to past,
current or future junkets. This may require casinos
to separate accounts operated by JTOs for junkets
from those for their personal use.

Finally, AUSTRAC identified that some casinos allowed:

COLLABORATION WITH BANKS HOLDING ACCOUNTS

Consultations for this risk assessment indicate that
increased collaboration between casinos and banks
would benefit both cohorts in terms of mitigation
of ML/TF risk. In particular, improved understanding
between banks and casinos would allow each to
implement more tailored and robust systems and
controls that would result in more comprehensive
transaction reporting and better mitigation
outcomes, in respect to:
• the purpose of the casino’s account with
the bank
• who the ordering and beneficiary customers
for transactions are, and

• JTRs to simultaneously work for more than one
JTO, essentially meaning JTOs could transact on
each other’s accounts without being detected/
prevented
• JTRs to work for both the casino and a JTO,
which may present a conflict of interest, and
• JTOs to play on their own junkets.
In fact, AUSTRAC identified an SMR in which the
JTO was the only player on their junket. This may
have been simply so the JTO could benefit from the
commission on their own turnover, however, JTOs
playing on their own junkets makes it easier for
them to conduct non-junket related transactions
on their JTO accounts without raising suspicion.
AUSTRAC encourages casinos that allow these
practices to consider whether they are appropriate
in the context of the purpose of junket activity and
the high ML/TF risk of junkets.
AUSTRAC will continue to engage with the casinos
sector, to understand the complexities of their
operations, assess compliance with their obligations
under the AML/CTF Act, enhance the collective
understanding of ML/TF risks and vulnerabilities
of the sector, and provide casinos with information
to support best-practice approaches to identifying
and mitigating ML/TF risk.

• what due diligence and AML/CTF reporting
each does in relation to activity on accounts.
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CONSEQUENCES

Minor

The consequences of ML/TF activity in the junket
operations sector are assessed as moderate.
Consequence refers to the potential impact or harm
that ML/TF and other financial crimes may cause.
Financial crime in the junket tour operations sector
has consequences for a range of stakeholders.

Moderate

Major

INDIVIDUALS
AUSTRAC considers the consequences of the
criminal exploitation of junket tour operations for
individuals to be moderate. The individual victims
of the money laundering offences associated
with junket tour operations, can suffer substantial
harm as a result of criminality associated with
junkets. Unlike other sectors AUSTRAC regulates
that are subject to offences against individuals
like fraud and scams, the junket sector is unlikely
to perpetrate predicate offences itself – it is more
likely to be used to launder the resultant proceeds.
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JUNKET TOUR OPERATIONS SECTOR
AUSTRAC considers the consequences of systemic
criminal exploitation of junket tour operations for
the sector to be major.
As described above, gambling services are
recognised globally as being vulnerable to
criminals and criminal exploitation, and the casinos
which are providing the services are subject to a
high level of public and media scrutiny. Casinos
operate in a highly competitive global market and
competition to attract junkets is intense. Sustained
actual or perceived criminal exploitation of junkets
may cause reputational damage which, without
remedy, is likely to extend to include competitive
disadvantages affecting the casino licence, loss
of revenues through decreased patronage and/
or difficulties in casinos’ relationships with private
sector partners like banks.
By extension junket tour operations could face
exclusion from a particular market undermining
legitimate business operations.
Casinos are subject to significant oversight at
the state and Commonwealth levels in terms of
ensuring the integrity of casino operations and any
failure to effectively manage and mitigate against
criminal exploitation may expose a business to
regulatory action.
Not only may criminal exploitation of junket tour
operations indicate non-compliance with legislative
requirements in some situations, exposing casinos to
disciplinary action, but it may also lead to a review of
the effectiveness of the regulatory framework and an
increase in regulatory burden. Increased regulatory
burden or increased scrutiny of operations may
make Australian casinos less attractive to junket
players and JTOs, who may, for ease of operation,
take their business to competing jurisdictions.

/

AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM
AND COMMUNITY
AUSTRAC assesses the consequences of criminal
exploitation of junket tour operations on Australia’s
financial systems and community to be moderate.
Some junkets are used by serious organised crime
groups to move and otherwise launder money,
supporting the continued profitability of underlying
offences that affect the Australian community.
Where junkets are used to facilitate income tax
evasion, they erode Australia’s revenue base.
Where JTOs and JTRs may contravene visa
conditions, they undermine the integrity of
Australia’s migration system.
Were criminality through junkets to be widespread,
there would also be an impact on Australia’s
international AML/CTF reputation, which may
in turn affect Australia’s attractiveness as a place
to invest and otherwise do business. Adversely,
criminality facilitated though Australian junkets
may also make Australian casinos more attractive
to money launderers.
Finally, if widespread criminality in the junkets sector
were to result in significantly decreased patronage
of Australian junkets, this would have consequences
for international and domestic tourism, the taxation
revenue of states and territories, and the share price
of ASX-listed companies.
NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL
CONSEQUENCES
AUSTRAC assesses the potential consequences of
foreign interference activities facilitated though junket
tour operations to be moderate. Not only does
foreign interference have the capacity to influence
decision makers to act in a manner inconsistent
with, or even contrary to, Australia’s national interest,
but it is also likely to undermine confidence
in government and Australia’s political process.
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APPENDIX A: RISK ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY
The methodology used for this risk assessment follows Financial Action Task Force guidance, which states that ML/
TF risk at the national level should be assessed as a function of criminal threat, vulnerability and consequence.
This risk assessment considered 19 risk factors across the above three categories and each risk factor was
assessed as low, medium or high, as per the table below. These assessments were based on quantitative and
qualitative intelligence inputs, including analysis of SMR and other reporting data, intelligence assessments
from partner agencies, and feedback from industry.
The average scores of the criteria provides the total risk score for each category, and the average of the three
risk scores for each category provides the overall risk rating for the sector.
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CRIMINAL THREAT ENVIRONMENT
Low

Medium

High

Minimal variety of money laundering
methodologies. There is a low level
of involvement by SOCGs and other
higher-risk entities.

Money laundering methodologies
are moderately varied. There is a
medium level of involvement by
SOCGs and other higher-risk entities.

Money laundering methodologies
are highly varied. There is a high
level of involvement by SOCGs and
other higher-risk entities.

Low amount of money laundering
intelligence, investigations and
cases involving the sector, and low
associated values.

Moderate amount of money
laundering intelligence, investigations
and cases involving the sector, and
moderate associated values.

High amount of money laundering
intelligence, investigations and
cases involving the sector, and high
associated values.

Methodologies for terrorism
financing offences (or other national
security offences) are relatively
invariable, or are easy to detect. None
or a very small number of actors,
financiers, associates and facilitators
utilising the sector.

Methodologies for terrorism
financing offences (or other national
security offences) are somewhat
varied, or can sometimes be difficult
to detect. There is a small number
of actors, financiers, associates and
facilitators utilising the sector.

Methodologies for terrorism
financing offences (or other national
security offences) are highly varied,
or are often difficult to detect.
There are several actors, financiers,
associates and facilitators utilising
the sector.

Very few instances of terrorism
financing offences (or other national
security offences) in the sector, with
negligible or very low associated
values.

Some instances of terrorism financing
offences (or other national security
offences) in the sector, with low
associated values.

Multiple instances of terrorism
financing offences (or other national
security offences) in the sector, with
moderate or high associated values.

Minimal variety of predicate offences
that are easily detected. There is a low
level of involvement by SOCGs and
other higher-risk actors.

Predicate offences are moderately
varied and may sometimes be
difficult to detect. There is a medium
level of involvement by SOCG and
other higher-risk actors.

Predicate offences are highly varied
and are often difficult to detect.
There is a high level of involvement
by SOCG and other higher-risk
actors.

Low number of predicate offences in
the sector, and low associated values.

Moderate number of predicate
offences in the sector, and moderate
associated values.

High number of predicate offences
in the sector, and high associated
values.
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VULNERABILITIES
Low

Medium

High

Few higher-risk customers.

A moderate number of higher-risk
customers.

A high number of higher-risk
customers.

Sector has a small customer base.

Sector has a medium customer base.

Sector has a large customer base.

Provision of product/service rarely
involves cash, or involves cash in
small amounts

Provision of product/service
sometimes involves cash, or involves
cash in moderate amounts.

Provision of product/service often
involves cash, or involves cash in
large amounts.

Funds and/or value are not easily
stored or transferred.

Funds and/or value can be stored or
transferred with a small amount of
difficulty.

Funds and/or value are easily stored
or transferred.

Product/service is provided
predominantly through direct
contact, with minimal remote
services.

Mix of direct and remote services.36

Predominantly remote services, with
minimal direct contact.

Sector tends to have simple and
direct delivery arrangements.

Sector tends to utilise some complex
delivery arrangements.

Sector tends to utilise many
complex delivery arrangements.

Funds and/or value are generally not
transferred internationally.

Moderate amount of funds and/
or value can be transferred
internationally.

Significant amounts of funds and/
or value are easily transferred
internationally.

Transactions rarely or never involve
higher-risk jurisdictions.

Transactions sometimes involve
higher-risk jurisdictions.

Transactions often involve higherrisk jurisdictions.

At a sector level, significant systems
and controls have been implemented
to mitigate vulnerabilities.

At a sector level, moderate systems
and controls have been implemented
to mitigate vulnerabilities.

At a sector level, limited systems and
controls have been implemented to
mitigate vulnerabilities.

36 This risk factor assesses the extent to which service delivery is face-to-face. As described in the Delivery Channel section, while the physical
presence of players at the casino may indicate that the risk is low, the fact that transactions with the casino are always facilitated by the JTO/JTR
creates obscurity and mitigates the benefits of having players on-site.
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CONSEQUENCES
Minor

Moderate

Major

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector results in minimal personal
loss.

Criminal activity enabled through the
sector results in moderate personal
loss.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector results in significant
personal loss.

Criminal activity enabled through the
sector does not significantly erode
the sector’s financial performance or
reputation.

Criminal activity enabled through the
sector moderately erodes the sector’s
financial performance or reputation.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector significantly erodes the
sector’s financial performance or
reputation.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector does not significantly
affect the broader Australian financial
system and community.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector moderately affects the
broader Australian financial system
and community.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector significantly affects the
broader Australian financial system
and community.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector has minimal potential to
impact on national security and/or
international security.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector has the potential to
moderately impact on national
security and/or international security.

Criminal activity enabled through
the sector has the potential to
significantly impact on national
security and/or international
security.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Name

Description

AML/CTF program

A document that sets out how a reporting entity meets its AML/CTF
compliance obligations.

Beneficial owner

An individual who owns 25 per cent or more of, or otherwise controls
the business of, an entity.

Casino account

An account held by an individual (for example a JTO) with a casino.
Funds can be deposited and withdrawn from these accounts can be
funded in many ways including by domestic electronic funds transfer,
international funds transfer, cash deposit, and exchange of chips.
An arrangement whereby the casino accepts a cheque from the JTO
as a substitute for front money. The cheque will only be cashed after
settlement if the junket program loses, so the JTO does not need to
actually provide the front money amount to the casino.
A money laundering process in which non-complicit beneficiary
customers of international remittances have proceeds of crime
deposited in their bank accounts, in consideration for the legitimate
funds sent to them from offshore.
Enhanced customer due diligence is the process of undertaking
additional customer identification and verification measures in certain
circumstances deemed to be high-risk.
National currency, the coin and paper money of a country that is
designated as its legal tender. It is customarily used and accepted
as a medium of exchange in the issuing country.
The Financial Action Task Force is an inter-governmental body focused
on fighting money laundering, terrorism financing and other related
threats to the integrity of the international financial system, by ensuring
the effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational
measures.
The amount of money available to the junket players in a program to
bet. This is likely to be extended via credit or cheque cashing facility by
the casino, but is sometimes raised by the JTO and deposited into their
casino account. The front money amount for a specific junket program
can be increased during the program.

Cheque cashing facility

Cuckoo smurfing

Enhanced customer due
diligence (ECDD)
Fiat currency

Financial Action Task Force
(FATF)

Front money
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International funds transfer
instruction (IFTI)

Integration

Junket program

Junket tour operator (JTO)

/

An international funds transfer instruction (IFTI) involves either:
●
 an instruction that is accepted in Australia for money or property
to be made available in another country, or
●
 an instruction that is accepted in another country for money
or property to be made available in Australia.
The final stage of the money laundering cycle, in which illicit funds
or assets are invested in further criminal activity, ‘legitimate’ business
or used to purchase assets or goods. At this stage, the funds are
in the mainstream financial system and appear to be legitimate.
A discreet junket “tour” – a group of players with a set arrival and
departure date and pre-determined front money amount, at the
conclusion of which settlement occurs between the casino and the
JTO. Junket programs differ from “rolling junkets” which are ongoing 24/7
and have players arriving and leaving without pre-determined dates.
This is the person with whom the casino enters into an arrangement
to provide junket services to the JTO’s customers.

Junket tour representative (JTR) An agent of a junket tour operator, who has authority to transact
on the JTO’s casino account.
Layering

ML/TF

The second stage of the money laundering cycle, which involves
moving, dispersing or disguising illegal funds or assets to conceal
their true origin.
Money laundering/terrorism financing.

Offsetting

A practice which enables the international transfer of value without
actually transferring money. This is possible because the arrangement
involves a financial credit and debit (offsetting) relationship between
two or more entities operating in different countries.
Politically exposed person (PEP) A politically exposed person (PEP) is an individual who holds a
prominent public position or role in a government body or international
organisation, either in Australia or overseas. Immediate family members
and/or close associates of these individuals are also considered PEPs. PEPs
often have power over government spending and budgets, procurement
processes, development approvals and grants.
The AML/CTF Act identifies three types of PEPs:
 Domestic PEP – someone who holds a prominent public position
or role in an Australian government body.

●

 Foreign PEP – someone who holds a prominent public position
or role with a government body in a country other than Australia.

●

 International organisation PEP – someone who holds a prominent
public position or role in an international organisation, such as the
United Nations (UN), the World Trade Organisation (WTO) or the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO).

●
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Placement

The first stage of the money laundering cycle, in which illicit funds first
enter the formal financial system.

Predicate offence

For the purpose of this risk assessment, predicate offence is any offence
which generates proceeds of crime.

Suspicious matter report (SMR)

SOCG

A report that must be submitted by a reporting entity under the
AML/CTF Act if they have reasonable grounds to suspect that a
transaction may be related to money laundering, terrorism financing,
tax evasion, proceeds of crime or any other serious crimes under
Australian law. An SMR must also be submitted if the reporting entity
has reasonable grounds to suspect the customer or an agent of the
customer is not who they say they are.
Serious and organised crime group.

Structuring

Structuring is where a person deliberately:

/

 splits cash transactions to avoid a single large transaction being
reported in threshold transaction reports

●

 travels with cash amounts in a way that avoids declaring cross
border movements of the cash.

●

Transaction monitoring
program (TMP)

TSOC
Threshold transaction report
(TTR)

Structuring can be a money laundering technique and is against
the law under the AML/CTF Act.
Part A of a reporting entity’s AML/CTF program must include a riskbased transaction monitoring program that comprises of appropriate
systems and controls to monitor the transactions of customers and
identify suspicious transactions.
Transnational serious and organised crime.
A report submitted to AUSTRAC about a designated service provided to
a customer by a reporting entity that involves a transfer of physical or
digital currency of A$10,000 or more or the foreign currency equivalent.
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2014 BANK SECRECY ACT CONFERENCE
LAS VEGAS, NV
JUNE 12, 2014
Good morning. It is a pleasure to be joining all of you today for this event. I would first
like to thank the State Bar of Nevada’s Gaming Law Section, the American Gaming Association,
and UNLV’s International Gaming Institute, for sponsoring today’s event.
The fact that today’s conference is sold out tells me there is a clear need for more
programs like this one. It also tells me that the casino industry has a strong interest in
developing a deeper understanding about these issues. And I am very glad I could be here to be
a part of the discussion.
Let me start by recognizing the obvious: Casinos, like other financial institutions, are
increasingly spending time and money to comply with the Bank Secrecy Act. And we are
committed to working with you to maximize our ability to be effective partners.
As you likely already know, the Bank Secrecy Act, or “BSA,” is the common name for a
series of statutes and regulations that form this country’s anti-money laundering and countering
the financing of terrorism laws. Nearly every country around the world has similar laws in place
at this point. These laws are meant to protect the integrity of the financial system by leveraging
the assistance of financial institutions to make it more transparent and resilient to crime and
security threats, and by providing information useful to law enforcement and others to combat
such threats.
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Indeed, the threats that we face in the United States are quite serious and provide the
context for why we must work effectively together. The information that casinos and other
financial institutions provide is used to confront terrorist organizations, rogue nations, WMD
proliferators, foreign grand corruption, and increasingly serious cyber threats, as well as
transnational criminal organizations, including those involved in drug trafficking, and massive
fraud schemes targeting the U.S. government, our businesses, and our people.
With this backdrop, I want to focus my remarks today on the importance of the casino
industry understanding and embracing a risk-based approach to anti-money laundering (AML)
efforts. I will also discuss trends in the casino industry that are of concern to us at FinCEN,
revisit the importance of a strong culture of compliance within the casino industry, and discuss
our ongoing efforts to further strengthen our partnerships in this industry and with law
enforcement and federal regulators.
First, let’s discuss why a risk-based approach is so important, and why I think casinos are
uniquely positioned to make effective use of this approach. Casinos are no stranger to the
concept of risk. You calculate the risk of losing money as part of your business operations.
You safeguard yourselves from cheating and theft. You look out for those who attempt to game
the system. Illicit actors are also looking to game the system so that they can move or hide funds
among the many cash and non-cash transactions you conduct daily. In this way, casinos are well
suited to, and should, employ this same concept of risk to their AML programs.
We often hear the refrain “just tell us what to do” when we explain why a risk-based
approach to AML is needed. I can appreciate that a prescriptive yes-or-no/check-the-box
exercise may seem easier. I can also appreciate that a risk-based approach can create some
uncertainty. Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to AML. Every financial
institution – from its products, to its customers, to its internal procedures – is different. So every
financial institution needs to consider its own products and practices and assess its own risks, to
develop a program that works best for that financial institution to mitigate its particular risks.
FinCEN’s mission is to safeguard the financial system from illicit use. The most effective way
the financial industry can help us is to understand and address the unique risks faced by their
industry.
I recognize that casinos offer far more than financial services. Understandably, the
entertainment component is a significant driving force behind the decisions your casino makes as
a business.
But casinos are not simple cash intensive businesses. They are not arcades. They are
complex financial institutions with intricate operations that extend credit, and that conduct
millions of dollars of transactions every day. They cater to millions of customers with their bets,
2

markers, and redemptions. And casinos must continue their progress in thinking more like other
financial institutions to identify AML risks. Not only is this thinking necessary to safeguard
your corner of the financial sector, but it is also something that should be good for your
individual business too.
Think about what happens each time a customer enters your casino. Often, the first thing
a customer does is conduct a financial transaction – they buy chips. And the last action a
customer takes is usually also a financial transaction – they cash out those chips. And while the
vast majority of these transactions are purely for entertainment purposes, casinos can serve as the
vehicle for the use, movement, and concealment of ill-gotten gains. This is a risk inherent in all
financial institutions.
Casinos have the same responsibility as more traditional financial institutions to file
reports about certain financial transactions. For example, casinos need to report currency
transactions by any person of more than $10,000 in cash each day. In addition, casinos are
required to report suspicious activity when they know or have reason to suspect that a financial
transaction, or attempted transaction:
(i) involves funds derived from illegal activity or is an attempt to disguise funds derived
from illegal activity;
(ii) is designed to evade regulations promulgated under the BSA, or
(iii) lacks a business or apparent lawful purpose.
This is where the substantial investment in technology that casinos have made can be
extremely helpful. Casinos invest heavily in sophisticated monitoring tools to track a wide range
of customer activities and to understand their customers’ preferences. These same kinds of
monitoring and customer service capabilities can and should be leveraged for AML purposes.
I would ask those of you here today to think about the systems you already have in place and
how you can adapt these systems so that you can use all available information to assess risk more
effectively and improve monitoring on the AML side.
Building upon the importance of a risk-based approach, I would like to clarify the
obligations casinos have concerning the source of funds. I believe there may have been some
confusion caused by recent press reports on this issue.
For example, one article stated, in part, that existing rules do not require casinos to “vet”
the source of funds, and that rulemaking would be forthcoming to address this issue. That,
however, is not entirely accurate. Casinos are required to be aware of a customer’s source of
funds under current AML requirements.
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Specifically, under existing regulations, a casino is required to develop and maintain a
robust risk-based anti-money laundering program. In fact, the regulations explicitly state that
casinos must implement reasonably-designed procedures for “using all available information to
determine… the occurrence of any transactions or patterns of transactions required to be reported
as suspicious.”
Among the various reporting and recordkeeping obligations imposed on casinos is the
obligation to identify and report suspicious activity. Meeting this obligation relies largely upon
the casino’s ability to understand with whom it is doing business. FinCEN expects that casinos,
like other financial institutions, inquire about source of funds as appropriate under a risk-based
approach.
Significant amounts of money coming in from jurisdictions reported to have high crime
or corruption present greater risks to you. Under a risk-based approach, these situations
represent times when you may need to learn more about your customer and his or her source of
wealth to identify suspicious activity.
Think about what it means when you are dealing with money that comes to you from
overseas. This happens, for example, when you are affiliated with or have relations with a
casino in an overseas jurisdiction, such as Macau, or when you are receiving patrons through
overseas junket operators. In these situations, you need to be concerned about potentially illicit
sources of funds issues and the strength of AML controls in the originating overseas jurisdiction.
In particular, you should be paying attention to:










Source of Funds: Where precisely are the funds coming from? High-risk jurisdictions
with weaker controls and reputations for higher corruption? Foreign casinos with weaker
controls, including those that allow luxury goods stores on property to front cash for
fabricated goods sales?
Customer Due Diligence: Have the customers been linked to negative news reports, such
as links to crime or failing businesses? Are they politically exposed persons? In this
vein, it is important to keep in mind that bad actors are more than just drug dealers and
the money laundering predicates include a wide variety of illegal activity.
International Money Transfers: How are customers or junket operators moving the funds
to and from the United States? Are they utilizing third parties or possibly unregistered
money services businesses?
Pass Thru Activity: Are funds being passed through casino accounts without engaging in
much gambling activity? Are the funds forwarded to third parties or used to purchase
assets like real estate?
Dormant Accounts: Are accounts being used to park funds for an extended period of
time?
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In addition, with respect to junkets, casinos are reminded that they are required to
implement risk-based procedures for ensuring compliance with the requirement to report
suspicious transactions. A casino is required to implement procedures for identifying the junket
representative and each member of the junket, obtaining other information on these individuals,
and conducting due diligence, for front money accounts. (This is spelled out in one of the
Frequently Asked Questions guidance documents FinCEN put on its website two years ago.)
I want now to revisit the importance of a culture of compliance, which is an issue we
raised when I spoke here in Las Vegas last September. A strong culture of compliance within
any institution is key to its ability to comply with the BSA. From purely a business side, you
understandably want to be the casino that has the best reputation for catering to your guests. You
pride yourself in knowing what kind of wine a high-roller drinks, or his or her favorite music.
Your intelligence operations and the knowledge of your hosts, when it comes to pleasing your
guests, are second to none.
You have a culture of hospitality and entertainment that enables you to grant every
request a customer makes. To be sure, proper business etiquette suggests that the customer is
always right – although that might be true in many things, it certainly isn’t true in everything.
You could jeopardize your reputation and run afoul of the law in an effort to please your
customer. A casino’s capability for knowing its customers’ preferences and credit information,
combined with your security technology, can and should be leveraged to piece together relevant
information to understand your customers’ source of funds.
Another aspect of the culture of compliance relates to information sharing. As in other
financial sectors, for a casino’s compliance culture to be truly strong and effective, it should
promote appropriate information sharing to help achieve AML goals. Casinos should think
about the information that they have on an enterprise-wide basis and how to ensure it gets to the
right people in their compliance unit. In addition, FinCEN will continue to work with industry to
find opportunities to increase the amount of information sharing that can occur within the
industry among financial institutions and between casinos and the government.
On that point, I’d like to emphasize the need for information sharing across financial
institutions. Just like other FinCEN-regulated financial institutions, casinos have the ability to
share information with one another and with other regulated financial institutions, such as banks,
when they suspect that the information may relate to the proceeds of unlawful activities, and thus
be relevant to money laundering or terrorist activity.
The 314(b) safe harbor provisions permit financial institutions to share information under
the 314(b) program as it relates to transactions involving proceeds of foreign corruption offenses
and other specified unlawful activities (SUAs), the predicate offenses for money laundering, if
the financial institution suspects there is a nexus between the suspected foreign corruption, or
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other SUA, and possible money laundering or terrorist financing activity. And I can tell you as a
former money laundering prosecutor, anytime you have funds that you suspect are related to
foreign corruption or another SUA in or moving through your casino, you should also be
suspicious that transactions made with those funds may involve money laundering.
FinCEN’s website has details on how to take advantage of this program and the benefits
of doing so. While section 314(b) information sharing is a voluntary program, FinCEN strongly
encourages all financial institutions, including casinos, to participate.
To address concerns the casino industry may have about the potential disadvantages of
sharing such information directly with competitors, the industry may consider the utility of
314(b) sharing through a third-party association that may register with FinCEN, which has been
done in other financial sectors.
FinCEN also has another information sharing process called the 314(a) program. Under
this program, FinCEN, of its own accord – or at the request of law enforcement – regularly asks
industry to identify any accounts to help law enforcement locate financial assets and recent
transactions involving subjects that may be involved in terrorism or money laundering activity.
Presently, we send requests out to roughly 43,000 contacts primarily in the banking and
securities sectors, but we have branched out to certain institutions in other industries as well. We
have been discussing the utility of a similar approach for such requests to the casino industry. I
can’t overstate the importance of this program – based on feedback we received from law
enforcement, we estimate that approximately 95% of 314(a) requests have contributed to arrests
or indictments.
Finally, at the request of the casino industry, FinCEN is working on guidance that will
enable casinos filing SARs to share such reports within their domestic corporate structures,
similar to guidance that we have already issued with respect to the banking and securities sectors.
One very simple aspect of a culture of compliance is to make sure that your institution
and your industry take the requirements very seriously. Violating the BSA can result in FinCEN
imposing civil penalties against the casino itself, as well as its employees, partners, officers, and
directors. It can also result in the U.S. Department of Justice imposing criminal penalties. So I
would encourage you to make sure that the business side of your casinos takes AML controls just
as seriously as it treats its high-rollers.
That being said, I am very encouraged by the very productive discussions FinCEN has
engaged in over these past many months with the American Gaming Association (AGA). We
have met with representatives to discuss a variety of issues and we look forward to continuing
the active dialogue. Our participation in today’s conference is an example of how we are
reaching out to industry to provide more information about the BSA and regulatory expectations.
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In addition to working with industry, FinCEN regularly works alongside IRS BSA
examiners, who serve as FinCEN’s examiners for casinos and card clubs (as well as other
entities, such as money services businesses). We speak with one voice on these issues. Your
IRS BSA examiner is an important source of information on whether your AML program is on
the right track. FinCEN also coordinates and maintains an open line of communication with the
Nevada Gaming Control Board who we have found to be a valuable partner over the years.
Moreover, FinCEN conducts investigations alongside criminal law enforcement partners,
including IRS - Criminal Investigations (CI), FBI, U.S. Attorneys’ Offices, state authorities, and
other regulatory and law enforcement partners. These civil investigations run parallel to criminal
investigations with such agencies. In fact, I understand that at the end of today’s program IRSCI will be discussing some of the trends they are seeing on the exploitation of the casino industry
by bad actors. I encourage all of you to stay and listen to their feedback.
An active and open dialogue among everyone – industry, law enforcement, and regulators
– is important. For example, one issue we have been discussing with the IRS BSA examiners, as
well as the AGA, is chip walking. Chip walking in and of itself may not be suspicious. We
know there can be legitimate reasons why a patron would leave a casino and take chips with him
or her, but there may also be less innocent reasons. A customer who walks out of your casino
with a large amount of chips, or stores them on-site in a lock box for an extended period of time,
may be trying to hide their funds or structure. This might be the kind of activity that you should
report. Again, this speaks to the need for casinos to have procedures in place to monitor for this
kind of activity to help mitigate risk. It also speaks for the need of government to understand
from you the particulars of your business models and the precise areas of risk. That comes
through continuing engagement.
In closing, I want to thank each of you for being here today to be a part of these
discussions. The public has entrusted you with providing an entertainment service in an area
where we know that there are certain risks. We are counting on you to control for those risks.
I have also learned a great deal during my time here this week. For me, building these
partnerships – and learning from each of you – is truly the most rewarding and inspiring part of
my job. Being here today, where we can all learn how to better work together, is so important.
Keeping this dialogue going will benefit all of us.
###
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides a summary of the anti-money laundering and combating the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) measures in place in Canada as at the date of the on-site visit
(3-20 November 2015). It analyses the level of compliance with the FATF 40 Recommendations and
the level of effectiveness of Canada’s AML/CFT system, and provides recommendations on how the
system could be strengthened.

Key Findings

1.
The Canadian authorities have a good understanding of most of Canada’s money laundering
and terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks. The 2015 Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing in Canada (the NRA) is of good quality. AML/CFT cooperation and
coordination are generally good at the policy and operational levels.
2.
All high-risk areas are covered by AML/CFT measures, except legal counsels, legal firms and
Quebec notaries. This constitutes a significant loophole in Canada’s AML/CFT framework.

3.
Financial intelligence and other relevant information are accessed by Canada’s financial
intelligence unit, FINTRAC, to some extent and by law enforcement agencies (LEAs) to a greater
extent but through a much lengthier process. They are used to some extent to investigate predicate
crimes and TF activities, and, to a much more limited extent, to pursue ML.

4.
FINTRAC receives a wide range of information, which it uses adequately, but some factors,
in particular the fact that it is not authorized to request additional information from any reporting
entity (RE), limit the scope and depth of the analysis that it is authorized to conduct.
5.

Law enforcement results are not commensurate with the ML risk and asset recovery is low.

6.
Canada accords priority to pursing TF activities. TF-related targeted financial sanctions
(TFS) are adequately implemented by financial institutions (FIs) but not by designated non-financial
business and professions (DNFBPs). Charities (i.e. registered NPOs) are monitored on a risk basis.
7.
Canada’s Iran and Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) sanction regime is
comprehensive, and some success has been achieved in freezing funds of designated individuals,
there is no mechanism to monitor compliance with proliferation financing (PF)- related TFS.
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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8.
FIs, including the six domestic systemically important banks, have a good understanding of
their risks and obligations, and generally apply adequate mitigating measures. The same is not true
for DNFBPs. REs have gradually increased their reporting of suspicious transactions, but reporting
by DNFBPs other than casinos is very low.
9.
FIs and DNFBPs are generally subject to appropriate risk-sensitive AML/CFT supervision,
but supervision of the real estate and dealers in precious metals and stones (DPMS) sectors is not
entirely commensurate to the risks in those sectors. A range of supervisory tools are used effectively
especially in the financial sector. There is some duplication of effort between FINTRAC and the Office
of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) in the supervisory coverage of federally
regulated financial institutions (FRFIs) and a need to coordinate resources and expertise more
effectively.
10.

Legal persons and arrangements are at a high risk of misuse, and that risk is not mitigated.

11.
Canada generally provides useful mutual legal assistance and extradition. The authorities
solicit other countries’ assistance to fight TF and, to a somewhat lesser extent, ML. Informal
cooperation is generally effective and frequently used.

Risks and General Situation

12.
Canada has a strong framework to fight ML and TF, which relies on a comprehensive set of
laws and regulations, as well as a range of competent authorities.

13.
It faces an important domestic and foreign ML threat, and lower TF threat. As
acknowledged in the public version of the authorities’ 2015 assessment of Canada’s inherent ML and
TF risks (the NRA), the main domestic sources of proceeds of crime (POC) are fraud, corruption and
bribery, counterfeiting and piracy, illicit drug trafficking, tobacco smuggling and trafficking, as well
as (to a slightly higher level than assess) tax evasion. Canada’s open and stable economy and
accessible financial system also make it vulnerable to significant foreign ML threats, especially
originating from the neighbouring United States of America (US), but also from other jurisdictions.
The main channels to launder the POC appear to be the financial institutions (FIs), in particular the
six domestic systemically important banks (D-SIBs) due to their size and exposure, as well as money
service businesses (MSBs). While not insignificant, the TF threat to Canada appears lower than the
ML threat. A number of TF methods have been used in Canada and have involved both financial and
material support to terrorism, including the payment of travel expenses of individuals and the
procurement of goods.

Overall Level of Effectiveness and Technical Compliance

14.
Since its 2007 evaluation, Canada has made significant progress in bringing its AML/CFT
legal and institutional framework in line with the standard, but the fact that AML/CFT obligations
are inoperative for legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries is a significant concern. In terms
of effectiveness, Canada achieves substantial results with respect to five of the Immediate
Outcomes (IO), moderate results with respect to five IOs, and low results with respect to one IO.
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Assessment of Risks, coordination and policy setting (Chapter 2 - IO.1; R.1, R.2, R.33)

15.
The authorities have a generally good level of understanding of Canada’s main ML/TF risks.
The public version of the 2015 NRA is of good quality. It is based on dependable evidence and sound
judgment, and supported by a convincing rationale. In many respects, the NRA confirmed the
authorities’ overall understanding of the sectors, activities, services and products exposed to ML/TF
risk. While the NRA’s findings did not contain major unexpected revelations, the process was useful
in clarifying the magnitude of the threat, in particular the threat affecting the real estate sector and
emanating from third-party money launderers. The authorities nevertheless may be
underestimating the magnitude of some key risks, such as the risk emanating from tax crimes and
foreign corruption.
16.
All high-risk areas are covered by the AML/CFT regime, with the notable exception of the
legal professions other than British Columbia (BC) notaries, which is a significant loophole in
Canada’s AML/CFT framework, and online casinos, open loop prepaid cards, and white label ATMs.
17.
While supervisory measures are generally in line with the main ML/TF risks, more
intensive supervisory measures should be applied in some higher risk areas such as the real estate
and DPMS.

18.
AML/CFT cooperation and coordination appear effective at the policy level, but in some
provinces, greater dialogue between LEAs and the Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC)
would prove useful.

19.
While FIs generally appear adequately aware of their ML/TF risks, the same does not apply
in some DNFBP sectors, in particular the real estate sector.

Financial Intelligence, Money Laundering and Confiscation (Chapter 3 - IOs 6-8; R.3, R.4, R.2932)

20.
Financial intelligence and other relevant information is collected and used to some extent
only by competent authorities to carry out investigations into the predicate crimes and TF activities,
and, to a more limited extent, to pursue ML. FINTRAC receives a range of information from REs and
LEAs, which it adequately analyses. Some factors nevertheless hamper its ability to produce more
comprehensive intelligence products, in particular, the fact that FINTRAC is not authorized to obtain
from any RE additional information related to suspicions of ML/TF. FINTRAC’s analysis and
disclosures are mainly prepared in response to the requests made by LEAs in Voluntary Information
Records (VIRs). LEAs use these disclosures mainly to investigate the predicate offense, rather than to
carry out ML investigations. FINTRAC also produces strategic reports that address the LEAs’
operational priorities and advise them on new ML/TF trends and typologies. Information resulting
from cross-border transportation of cash and other bearer negotiable instruments is not exploited to
its full extent. The FIU and the LEAs cooperate effectively and exchange information and financial
intelligence on a regular basis and in a secure way.
21.
LEAs have adequate powers and cooperation mechanisms to undertake large and complex
financial investigations. This has notably resulted in some high-profile successes in neutralizing ML
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networks and syndicates. However, current efforts are mainly aimed at the predicate offenses, with
inadequate focus on the main ML risks other than those emanating from drug offenses,
i.e. standalone ML, third-party ML and laundering of proceeds generated abroad. Some provinces,
such as Quebec, appear more effective in this respect. LEAs’ prioritization processes are not fully in
line with the findings of the NRA, and LEAs generally suffer from insufficient resources and expertise
to pursue complex ML cases. In addition, legal persons are not effectively pursued and sanctioned for
ML, despite their misuse having been identified in the NRA as a common ML typology. Criminal
sanctions applied are not sufficiently dissuasive. The majority of natural persons convicted for ML
are sentenced in the lower range of one month to two years of imprisonment, even in cases involving
professional money launderers.
22.
Overall, asset recovery appears low. Some provinces, such as Quebec, appear more effective
in recovering assets linked to crime. Falsely and undeclared cross-border movements of currency
and other bearer negotiable instruments are rarely analysed by the FIU or investigated by the RCMP.
As a result, the majority of the cash seized by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) is returned
to the traveller at the border.

Terrorist Financing and Financing Proliferation (Chapter 4 - IOs 9- 11; R.5-8)

23.
The authorities display a good understanding of Canada’s TF risk and cooperate effectively
in CFT efforts. The intelligence services, LEAs and FINTRAC regularly exchange information, which
notably contributes to support prioritization of TF investigations. Canada accords priority to
investigations and prosecutions of terrorism and TF. There are a number of TF investigations, which
resulted in two TF convictions. Canada also makes regular use of other disruption measures.
24.
Implementation of TF-related targeted financial sanctions (TFS) is generally good but
uneven. Large FIs implement sanctions without delay, but DNFBPs do not seem to have a good
understanding of their obligations and are not required to conduct a full search of their customer
databases on a regular basis. In practice, few assets have been frozen in connection with TF-related
TFS, which does not seem unreasonable in the Canadian context.

25.
Charities (i.e. registered NPOs) are monitored by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) on a
risk basis, but the number of inspections conducted over the last few years does not reflect those TF
risks. The NRA found the risk of misuse of charities as high, but only a small percentage of charities
have been inspected. Nevertheless, to limit this risk, the CRA’s charities division has developed an
enhanced outreach plan which reflects the best practices put forward by the FATF.
26.
Canada’s framework to implement the relevant UN counter-proliferation financing
sanctions is strong and, in some respect, goes beyond the standard, but does not apply to all types of
assets listed in the standard. The current lists of designated persons are available on the OSFI
websites, and changes to those lists are promptly brought to the attention of the FRFIs (i.e. banks,
insurance companies, trust and loan companies, private pension plans, cooperative credit
associations, and fraternal benefit societies). There is a good level of policy and operational
cooperation between the relevant authorities including those involved in export control, border
control, law enforcement and AML/CFT supervision. Some success has been achieved in freezing
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funds of designated persons. None of the Canadian authorities has an explicit mandate to monitor
FIs’ and DNFBPs’ implementation of their counter-PF obligations but, in practice, OSFI has examined
implementation by FRFIs of TFS for both TF and PF, and has also identified shortcomings and
requested improvements.

Preventive Measures (Chapter 5 - IO4; R.9-23)

27.
AML/CFT requirements are inoperative towards legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec
notaries. These requirements were found to breach the constitutional right to attorney-client
privilege by the Supreme Court of Canada on 13 February 2015. In light of these professionals’ key
gatekeeper role, in particular in high-risk sectors and activities such as real-estate transactions and
the formation of corporations and trusts, this constitutes a serious impediment to Canada’s efforts to
fight ML.

28.
FRFIs, including the six domestic banks that dominate the financial sector, have a good
understanding of their risks and AML/CFT obligations. Supervisory findings on the implementation
of the risk-based approach (RBA) are also generally positive. The large FRFIs conducted
comprehensive group-wide risk assessments and took corresponding mitigating measures. In an
effort to mitigate some of the higher risks, a number of FRFIs have gone beyond the Canadian
requirements (e.g. by collecting information on the quality of AML/CFT supervision in the
respondent bank's country).
29.
Nevertheless, some deficiencies in the AML/CFT obligations undermine the effective
detection of very high-risk threats identified in the NRA, such as corruption. This is notably the case
of the current requirements related to politically exposed persons (PEPs). The identification of
beneficial ownership also raises important concerns. Although the legal requirements have recently
been strengthened, little is done by FIs to verify the accuracy of beneficial ownership information.
DNFBPs are not required to identify the beneficial ownership nor to take specific measures with
respect to foreign PEPs.

30.
Most DNFBPs are not sufficiently aware of their AML/CFT obligations. This is in particular
the case of real estate agents. Extensive work has been conducted by FINTRAC with relevant DPMS
trade associations, to increase the DNFBPs’ awareness, which is leading to some improvement in
compliance. REs have gradually increased the number of STRs and other threshold-based reports
filed with FINTRAC but reporting remains very low. The fact that no STRs have been filed by
accountants and BC notaries, and the low number of STRs received from the real estate sector raise
concern.

Supervision (Chapter 6 - IO3; R.26-28, R. 34-.35)

31.
FINTRAC and OSFI supervise FIs and DNFBPs on a risk-sensitive basis. FINTRAC should,
however, apply more intensive supervisory measures to DNFBPs. There is good supervisory
coverage of FRFIs, but FINTRAC and OSFI need to improve their coordination to share expertise,
maximize the use of the supervisory resources available and avoid duplication of efforts. FINTRAC
has increased its supervisory capacity in recent years. It adopted an effective RBA in its compliance
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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and enforcement program, but needs to further develop its sector-specific expertise and increase the
intensity of supervision of DNFBPs, particularly in the real estate sector and with respect to DPMS,
commensurate with the risks identified in the NRA.
32.
There are good market entry controls in place to prevent criminals and their associates
from owning or controlling FIs and most DNFBPs. There are, however, no controls for DPMS, and
fitness and probity controls at the provincial level are not conducted on an ongoing basis
(i.e. including after-market entry).

33.
Supervisors appear generally effective. Remedial actions are effectively used and have been
extensively applied by supervisors but the sanctioning regime for breaches of the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (the PCMLTFA) has not been applied in a
proportionate and/or sufficiently dissuasive manner. Supervisors have demonstrated that their
actions have largely had a positive effect on compliance by FIs and some categories of DNFBPs. They
have increased guidance and feedback to REs in recent years but further efforts are necessary,
particularly with regard to the DNFBP sector. The exclusion of most of the legal professions (legal
counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries) from AML/CFT supervision has a negative impact on the
effectiveness of the supervisory regime as a whole.

Transparency of Legal Persons and Arrangements (Chapter 7 - IO5; R. 24-25)

34.
Canadian legal entities and legal arrangements are at a high risk of misuse for ML/TF
purposes and that risk is not mitigated. This is notably the case with respect to nominee
shareholding arrangements, which are commonly used across Canada and pose real obstacles for
LEAs.
35.
Basic information on legal persons is publicly available, but beneficial ownership
information is more difficult to obtain. Some information is collected by FIs and to a limited extent
DNFBPs, the tax authorities and legal entities themselves, but is neither verified nor comprehensive
in all cases. LEAs have the necessary powers to obtain that information, but the process is lengthy.
Information exchange between LEAs and the CRA is also limited by stringent legal requirements.

36.
The authorities have insufficient access to information related to trusts. Some information
is collected by the CRA as well as by FIs providing financial services, but that information is not
verified, does not always pertain to the beneficial owner, and is even more difficult to obtain than in
the case of legal entities.
37.
LEAs have successfully identified the beneficial owners in limited instances only. Despite
corporate vehicles and trusts posing a major ML and TF risk in Canada, LEAs do not investigate many
cases in which legal entities or trusts played a prominent role or that involved complex corporate
elements or foreign ownership or control aspects.

International Cooperation (Chapter 8 - IO2; R. 36-40)

38.
range of mutual legal assistance (MLA) provided by Canada is generally broad, and
countries provided—through the FATF—largely positive feedback regarding the responsiveness and
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quality of the assistance provided. Canada solicits other countries’ assistance in relatively few
instances in pursuit of domestic ML, associated predicate offenses and TF cases with transnational
elements. Some concerns were nevertheless raised by some Canadian LEAs about delays in the
processing of incoming and outgoing requests. The extradition framework is adequately
implemented. Informal cooperation is effective. Cooperation between LEAs, FINTRAC, the CBSA and
OSFI and their respective foreign counterparts is more fluid, and more frequently used than MLA.
Nevertheless, some weaknesses in Canada’s framework (e.g. the impossibility for FINTRAC to obtain
additional information from REs, and the low quantity of STRs from DNFBPs) negatively affects the
authorities’ ability to assist their foreign counterparts.

Priority Actions


















Ensure that legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries engaged in the
activities listed in the standard are subject to AML/CFT obligations and
supervision. Bring all remaining FIs and DNFBPs in the AML/CFT regime.

Increase timeliness of access by competent authorities to accurate and up-todate beneficial ownership information - Consider additional measures to
supplement the current framework.
Increase timely access to financial intelligence – authorize FINTRAC to request
and obtain from any RE further information related to suspicions of ML,
predicate offenses and TF.
Use financial intelligence to a greater extent to investigate ML and traces assets.

Increase efforts to detect, pursue and bring before the courts cases of ML related
to all high-risk predicate offenses, third party ML, self-laundering, laundering of
POC of foreign predicate and the misuse of legal persons and trusts in ML
activities.

Ensure that asset recovery is pursued as a policy objective throughout the
territory.
Ensure compliance by all FIs with the requirement to confirm the accuracy of
beneficial ownership in relation to all customers.
Require DNFBPs to identify and verify the identity of beneficial owners and PEPs.

Coordinate more effectively supervision of FRFIs by OSFI and FINTRAC to
maximize the use of resource and expertise, and review implementation of the
current approach.

Ensure that FINTRAC develops sector-specific expertise, and applies more
intensive supervisory measures to the real estate and the DPMS sectors.
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Effectiveness & Technical Compliance Ratings
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MUTUAL EVALUATION REPORT
Preface

This evaluation was based on the 2012 FATF Recommendations, and was prepared using the
2013 Methodology as updated at the time of the on-site. The evaluation was based on information
provided by Canada, and information obtained by the evaluation team during its on-site visit to
Canada from 3-20 November 2015.
The evaluation was conducted by an assessment team consisting of:
 Nadim Kyriakos-Saad (team leader),

 Nadine Schwarz (deputy team leader),

 Antonio Hyman-Bouchereau (legal expert, IMF),

 Katia Bucaioni (financial sector expert, Unità di Informazione Finanziaria, Italy),
 Anthony Cahalan (financial sector expert, Central Bank of Ireland),
 Carla De Carli (legal expert, Regional Circuit Prosecution, Brazil),
 Gabriele Dunker (IMF consultant),
 John Ellis (IMF consultant),

 Sylvie Jaubert (law enforcement expert, Directorate of Intelligence and Customs

Investigations, France),

 Amy Lam (law enforcement expert, Hong Kong Police).

 The report was reviewed by Emery Kobor (US), Erin Lubowicz (New Zealand), Peter

Smit (South Africa), Richard Berkhout (FATF Secretariat) and Lindsay Chan (Asia
Pacific Group on Money Laundering—APG secretariat).

Canada previously underwent a FATF mutual evaluation in 2007, conducted according to the 2004
FATF Methodology. That evaluation concluded that Canada was compliant with 7 Recommendations;
largely compliant with 23; partially compliant with 8; and non-compliant with 11. Canada was rated
compliant or largely compliant with 13 of the 16 Core and Key Recommendations. Canada was
placed in the regular follow-up process, and reported back to the FATF in February 2009, February
2011, October 2011, October 2012, and February 2013. The FATF February 2014 follow-up report
found that overall, while some minor deficiencies remained, Canada had made sufficient progress
with respect to the Core and Key Recommendations. Canada was therefore removed from the followup process in February 2014.
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Preface

This report provides a summary of the anti-money laundering and combating the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) measures in Canada as at the date of the on-site visit. It analyses the level of
compliance with the FATF 40 Recommendations and the level of effectiveness of Canada’s AML/CFT
system, and provides recommendations on how the system could be strengthened.

PREFACE

Preface

The 2008 mutual evaluation report (MER) and February 2014 follow-up report have been published
and are available at www.fatf-gafi.org/countries/#Canada.
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39.
Canada extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific and northward into the Arctic Ocean,
covering 9.98 million square kilometres (3.85 million square miles) in total, making it the world's
second-largest country by total area (i.e. the sum of land and water areas) and the fourth-largest
country by land area. Canada is a developed country and the world's eleventh-largest economy as of
2015 (approximately USD1.573 trillion). As of 2015, the population of Canada is estimated to be
35 851 774. The foreign-born population of Canada represented 20.6% of the total population in
2011, the highest proportion among the G7 countries. 1

40.
Canada is a federation of ten provinces and three territories 2 in the northern part of North
America. Ottawa, in the province of Ontario, is the national capital. Canada is a federal parliamentary
democracy and a constitutional monarchy, with her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II being the Head of
State. The Governor General of Canada carries out most of the federal royal duties in Canada as
representative of the Canadian crown.

41.
Canada’s Constitution consists of unwritten and written acts, customs, judicial decisions,
and traditions dating from 1763. The composition of the Constitution of Canada is defined in
subsection 52(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982 as consisting of the Canada Act 1982 (including the
Constitution Act, 1982), all acts and orders referred to in the schedule (including the Constitution
Act, 1867 and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms), and any amendments to these documents.
42.
All provinces and territories within Canada follow the common law legal tradition, except
Quebec, which follows the civil law tradition. In addition, all federal laws also follow the common law
legal tradition and are applicable in every province and territory (Quebec’s civil tradition only
applies to provincial laws).

ML/TF Risks and Scoping of Higher-Risk Issues
Overview of ML/TF Risks

43.
Canada faces important ML risks generated both domestically and abroad. Estimates of the
total amount of POC generated and/or laundered in Canada vary: the Criminal Intelligence Service
Canada (CISC) estimated in 2007 that POC generated annually by predicate crimes committed in
Canada represent approximately 3-5% of Canada’s nominal gross domestic product (GDP), or
approximately USD47 billion. The RCMP estimated in 2011 that the amount of money laundered
annually in Canada to be somewhere between USD 5 billion and USD 15 billion. The NRA indicates
that profit-generating criminal activity generates billions of dollars in POC that might be laundered.
Statistics Canada (2011), Immigration and Ethnocultural Diversity in Canada − National Household Survey,
2011, www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/as-sa/99-010-x/99-010-x2011001-eng.cfm.
2 The 10 provinces are Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador,
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, and Saskatchewan. The three territories are Northwest
Territories, Nunavut, and Yukon.
1
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44.
Organized Criminal Groups (OCGs) pose the greatest domestic ML risk, as they are involved
in multiple criminal activities generating large amounts of POC. There are over 650 OCGs operating
in Canada. The public version of the NRA does not include a detailed analysis of the risks associated
with the methods and financial channels used to raise, collect or transfer funds for TF, due to reasons
of national security. The classified version of the NRA includes specific ratings for the TF risks
represented by each of the terrorist groups. However, this could not be shared and therefore not
assessed by the assessors due to national security concerns.
45.
Canada appears to be moderately exposed to PF risks, due primarily to the size of the
Canadian financial sector. Canada produces a range of controlled military and dual-use goods, and
while no estimates were provided regarding the value and volume of goods exported, they are
understood to be relatively large. In addition, Canada appears vulnerable to being used as a
transshipment or transit point for military controlled and dual-use goods produced in the US. There
are no estimates of the financial flows between Canada and either Iran or the DPRK, but, due to the
number of restrictions in place (see R.7 and IO.11), are understood to be low.

ML/TF Threats

46.
POCs in Canada are mainly generated from: human smuggling, payment card fraud, tobacco
smuggling and trafficking, mass marketing fraud, mortgage fraud, capital markets fraud, illicit drug
trafficking, counterfeiting and piracy, corruption and bribery, and commercial trade fraud. Canada is
exposed to very high ML threats of both local and foreign origin: (i) Fraud, including capital markets
fraud, trade fraud, mass marketing fraud, and mortgage fraud, is a major source of POC in Canada.(ii)
The proceeds of drug trafficking laundered in Canada are also significant, and derive predominantly
from domestic activity controlled by OCGs. (iii) Third-party ML has started to pose a significant
threat in recent years. The NRA found, and discussions on-site confirmed that large-scale and
sophisticated ML operations in Canada, notably those connected to transnational OCGs, frequently
involve professional money launderers 3 (i.e. individuals specialized in the ML of POC who offer their
services for a fee), nominees or money mules. It also found that, of the three, professional money
launderers pose the greatest threat both in terms of laundering domestically generated POC as well
as laundering, through Canada, of POC generated abroad. 4
47.
The threat emanating from other countries is significant but less easily definable. While
some countries have been identified as being the main source of POC laundered in Canada, the
authorities’ assessment of the foreign ML threat is less detailed and comprehensive than their
analysis of the domestic threat.

48.
The TF threat was assessed in relation to the terrorist organizations and associated
individuals that have financing or support networks in Canada. In particular, the TF threat posed by
the actors associated with the following ten terrorist groups and foreign fighters was

It is suspected that criminally-inclined real estate professionals, notably real estate lawyers, are used to
facilitate ML. OCGs involved in mortgage fraud appear to launder funds through banks, MSBs, legitimate
businesses and trust accounts.
4 Public version of the NRA, Department of Finance Canada (2015), Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing in Canada, p.22, www.fin.gc.ca/pub/mltf-rpcfat/index-eng.asp
3
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assessed: Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula; Al Qaeda Core; Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb; Al
Shabaab; Hamas; Foreign Fighters/Extremist Travellers; Hizballah; Islamic State of Iraq and Syria;
Jabhat Al-Nusra; Khalistani Extremist Groups; and Remnants of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam.
Using rating criteria and currently available intelligence, the terrorist groups were assessed as
posing a low, medium or high TF threat in Canada. The sectors and products exposed to very high TF
risks are corporations, domestic banks, national full-service MSBs, small family-owned MSBs and
express trusts. The NRA indicates the possible existence of TF networks in Canada suspected of
raising, collecting and transmitting funds abroad to various terrorist groups. 5 The only domestically
listed terrorist organizations that pose a TF threat to Canada are those that have financing or
support networks in Canada. 6 Terrorism and TF have been increasing in the last two years and more
resources were therefore shifted by the authorities to address these threats. As resources remain
limited, these issues are putting additional pressures on the AML/CFT regime, and in particular
LEAs. Additional funding for AML/CFT activities was authorized in Budget 2015, but these new
resources have yet to be fully deployed.

Vulnerabilities

49.
Canadian banks offer a number of inherently vulnerable products and services to a very
large client base, which includes a significant amount of high-risk clients and businesses. In addition,
banks are exposed to high-risk jurisdictions that have weak AML/CFT regimes and significant ML/TF
threats. The main channels to launder the POC appear to be the FIs, in particular the D-SIBs due to
their size and exposure, as well as MSBs. Terrorist financiers mostly use international and domestic
wire transfers to move funds within Canada and/or abroad.

50.
The legal profession in Canada is especially vulnerable to misuse for ML/TF risks, notably
due to its involvement in activities exposed to a high ML/TF risk (e.g. real estate transactions,
creating legal persons and arrangements, or operation of trust accounts on behalf of clients). 7
Following a 13 February 2015 Supreme Court of Canada ruling legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec
notaries are not required to implement AML/CFT measures, 8 which, in light of the risks, raises
serious concerns.

51.
Businesses that handle high volumes of cash are highly vulnerable to ML/TF as they are
attractive to launderers of drug proceeds. These include brick and mortar casinos, convenience
5 The TF methods that have been used in Canada include both financial and material support for terrorism,
such as the payment of travel expenses and the procurement of goods. The transfer of suspected terrorist
funds to foreign locations has been conducted through a number of methods including the use of MSBs, banks
and NPOs as well as smuggling bulk cash across borders.
6 Organizations posing a terrorist threat to Canada do not necessarily pose a TF threat to Canada. In such cases,
the level of threat may not be the same.
7 The use of trust accounts by lawyers has been recognized by the Department of Finance as a high
vulnerability. See: Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce (2013), Follow the Money: Is
Canada Making Progress in Combatting Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing? Not really, p. A-26Lawyers and legal firms, www.parl.gc.ca/Content/SEN/Committee/411/BANC/rep/rep10mar13-e.pdf.
8 See Judgements of the Supreme Court of Canada (2015), Canada (Attorney General) v. Federation of law
societies of Canada, 2015 SCC 7, https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/14639/index.do.
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stores, gas stations, bars, restaurants, food-related wholesalers and retailers, and DPMS (notably in
the diamonds sector). 9

52.
The real estate sector is highly vulnerable to ML, including international ML activities, and
the risk is not fully mitigated, notably because legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries (who
provide services in related financial transactions) are not required to implement AML. The sector
provides products and services that are vulnerable to ML and TF, including the development of land,
the construction of new buildings and their subsequent sale. Also, the real estate business is exposed
to high risk clients, including PEPs, notably from Asia 10 and foreign investors (including from
locations of concern).

53.
Other activities, such as the mining of diamonds, dealing in high value goods, virtual
currencies and open loop prepaid cards, are subject to higher ML/TF vulnerability. 1112 The NRA
classifies the virtual currency sector as having high vulnerability, in particular convertible virtual
currencies due to the increased anonymity that they can provide as well as their ease of access and
high degree of transferability. White-label automated teller machine (ATM) operators are vulnerable
to ML/TF. According to the RCMP, OCGs use white-label ATMs to launder POC in Canada. The money
withdrawn has previously been deposed into a bank accounts controlled by OCGs through third
parties.
54.
Legal persons and legal arrangements are inherently vulnerable to misuse for ML/TF
purposes to a high degree. There is no legal requirement for legal persons and entities to record and
maintain beneficial ownership information. Accordingly, companies and trusts can be structured to
conceal the beneficial owner and can be used to disguise and convert illicit proceeds. Privately-held
corporate entities can also be established relatively anonymously in Canada. Express trusts have
global reach; Canadians and non-residents can establish Canadian trusts in Canada or abroad.

55.
Full-service MSBs are vulnerable to ML/TF as they are widely accessible and exposed to
clients in vulnerable businesses or occupations, and clients conducting activities in locations of
concern. Drug traffickers are particularly frequent users of MSBs. 13

Ibid. p. 63.
For example, there are cases of Chinese officials laundering the PoC through the real estate sector,
particularly in Vancouver, and the Chinese government has listed Canada as a country that it wishes to target
for recovering the proceeds of Chinese corruption. Canada may be particularly vulnerable to such laundering,
as there is no extradition treaty with China.
11 See FATF (2013), ML and TF through Trade in Diamonds, pp. 30 and 41, www.fatfgafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/ML-TF-through-trade-in-diamonds.pdf.
12 See “Developing a ML/TF Risk Assessment Framework for Canada,” updated by the Public-Private Sector
Advisory Committee (PPSAC) in May 2014. In this regard, AML/CFT requirements have not been extended to
the other sectors (i.e. luxury goods, automobile, antiquities) when they engage in any cash transaction with a
customer equal to or above a designated threshold.
13 APG (2013), Yearly Typologies Report, www.apgml.org/includes/handlers/getdocument.ashx?d=e92a27b8-42d8-4f8e-bea0-6289dcb30b9b .
9

10
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International Dimension of ML/TF Vulnerabilities

1

56.
Some of Canada’s key attributes (e.g. political and economic stability, well-developed
international trade networks, cultural environment, and highly developed financial system and
regulatory environment) 14 also make it attractive to those seeking to launder money or finance
terrorism. Canada’s appeal as an investment setting also makes it an attractive destination for
foreign POC.

57.
Canada and the US share the longest international border in the world, at over 8 800
kilometers. Some passages are unguarded and provide opportunity for criminals to move easily
between both countries. OCGs in Canada and the US actively exploit the border for criminal gain.
Both countries endeavour to tackle this vulnerability through close cooperation and careful
monitoring of threats.
58.
Outflows of POC generated within Canada appear to be moderate in comparison with the
inflows of POC. Illicit proceeds from cocaine sales in Canada are often smuggled into the US.
Canadian individuals and corporations use tax havens and offshore financial centres to evade taxes,
in particular those located in the Caribbean, Europe and Asia.

59.
Canada’s multiethnic and multicultural character also leaves the country vulnerable to
exploitation by OCGs seeking to launder POC or terrorist organizations looking to conceal
themselves within law-abiding diaspora communities to finance and promote terrorist activities.
Some terrorist groups have also been known to use extortion to gain power over individuals to
further their objectives, including by extorting funds from diaspora communities in Canada.15
Moreover, informal diaspora remittances are open to criminal interference because they circumvent
exchange controls and can therefore facilitate ML.

Country’s risk assessment & Scoping of Higher Risk Issues

60.
The Canadian authorities recently undertook a comprehensive ML/TF NRA. They prepared
a classified, restricted NRA report that was shared within the government, as well as a shorter,
public version that was published in July 2015.

61.
The NRA weighs ML/TF threats against the inherent vulnerabilities of sectors (i.e. to assess
the likelihood of ML/TF) and then maps those inherent potential risk scenarios using ratings
(i.e. very high, high, medium, low) of individual threat and vulnerability profiles. The threats
analysed included some related to sectors that are not currently subject to the PCMLTFA (e.g. check
cashing businesses, closed-loop pre-paid access, financing and leasing companies). Ratings serve to
illustrate the relative importance of various factors/elements/components relevant to ML/TF.
14 In response to such threats, Canada created the Illicit Financing Advisory Committee (IFAC) in September
2010. IFAC is responsible for advising the Department of Finance and its Minister about high-risk jurisdictions,
and provides a formal mechanism to share information among Canadian government departments and
AML/CFT agencies in order to identify and assess the ML/TF threats posed by foreign jurisdictions and entities
to Canada.
15 Department of Finance Canada (2015), Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing in Canada (NRA), p. 26, www.fin.gc.ca/pub/mltf-rpcfat/index-eng.asp.
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Metrics were based on judgments and were heavily reliant on subject-matter experts’ input and
readily available information. Based on this approach, all assessed sectors and products were found
to be potentially exposed to inherent ML risks while a more limited number of them were found to
be exposed to inherent TF risks.

62.
While the NRA findings did not contain major unexpected revelations regarding inherent
ML or TF threats, the authorities reported that the exercise revealed the magnitude of the threat
affecting the real estate sectors and arising from third-party money launderers.

a) Scoping of Higher Risk Issues

63.
The assessment team gave increased attention to the following issues which it considered
posed the highest ML/TF risk in Canada or warranted more thorough discussions:
 Third-party money launderers (e.g. professional money launderers): The

NRA found that large-scale and sophisticated ML operations in Canada,
notably those connected to transnational OCGs, frequently involve
professional money launderers;

 Exposure of the Canadian economy to international ML/TF activities

(i.e. deposit taking sector, real estate sector, and illicit outflows from Canada
to so-called tax haven jurisdictions): A number of sectors are highly
vulnerable to ML/TF linked to foreign countries, notably due to the
openness of the Canadian economy, the volume of international migrants
and visitors, a large and accessible financial system, and a well-developed
international trading system;

 Inflows and outflows of POC (including with respect to fraud, corruption,

OCG and tax evasion): A better understanding of the nature and magnitude
of the inflows and outflows of POC was sought to analyse how Canadian
regulators and banks are mitigating the risks of the banking system and to
evaluate the effectiveness of international cooperation efforts;

 Sanctioning of ML activities (i.e. all ML offenses) and confiscation of POC:

The team gathered information on the number and nature of investigations,
prosecutions, sanctions imposed and confiscations related to ML and the
main predicate offenses in order to analyse trends since the 2008 mutual
evaluation report (MER).; and

 Transparency of legal persons and trusts: The high level of vulnerability of

Canadian legal persons and arrangements is reflected by the high level of
threat of third-party ML, the inoperativeness of AML/CFT requirements to
legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries, and the frequent use of front
companies by OCGs.
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Materiality

1

64.
Canada has a large and diversified economy, with assets totalling about 500% of GDP. 16 In
2014, 70% of the economy was devoted to services, while manufacturing and primary sectors
accounted for the remaining 30%. 17 International trade represents more than 60% of Canada’s GDP.
Most of Canada’s trade is with the US (74% of export and 64% of import) followed by China and
Mexico. 18

65.
Canada’s financial system plays a key role in the Canadian economy and the global financial
system. Canadian FIs provide substantial services to non-residents. The financial system is
dominated by banks that total 42% of the financial sector assets, and by a handful of players in most
sectors. The D-SIBs hold 93% of bank assets. The IMF’s 2014 Financial Sector Assessment Program
(FSAP) found that Canada’s regulatory and supervisory framework demonstrates strong compliance
with prudential international standards. Responsibility for supervision of FIs and markets is divided
among federal and provincial authorities. The majority of the prudential supervision of the financial
sector is regulated at the federal level by OSFI, though a significant segment is subject to provincial
regulation. 19 In regard to prudential and business conduct, financial supervision is generally well
coordinated across the federal oversight bodies.

Financial Sector and DNFBPs
66.

There are approximately 30 000 REs subject to the PCMLTFA.
Sector

Table 1. Entities by Sector (as of November 2015)
Number of Entities

Subject to
PCMLTFA (Y/N)

Domestic Systemically Important
Banks (D-SIBs)

6

Y

Domestic Banks (other than D-SIBs)

22

Y

Foreign Bank Subsidiaries

24

Y

Foreign Bank Branches

29

Y

White-Label ATM Operators (Non-bank
or financial institution)

43 100 (est.)

N

Mortgage Lenders

Not available

N

Leasing Companies

Over 200 (est.)

N

Life Insurance Companies

73 federal and 18 provincially-regulated

Y

Independent Life Insurance Agents
1
And Brokers

154 000 agents and 45 000 brokers (est.)

N

Canada is one of the 29 jurisdictions whose financial sectors are considered by the IMF to be systematically
important: Press Release NO 14/08 of 13 January 2014.
17 See Canada’s National Risk Assessment, p.27.
18 CIA World Factbook, 2015.
19 For more information on the financial sector, see IMF 2014 Financial Sector Stability Assessment of Canada
(www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2014/cr1429.pdf). Canada’s NRA states that the banking sector is highly
concentrated and holds over 60% of the financial system’s assets.
16
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Sector

1

Number of Entities

Subject to
PCMLTFA (Y/N)
Y

Trust and Loan Companies

63 federally-regulated trust companies and
loan companies and 14 provinciallyregulated

Securities Dealers

3 487 (The D-SIBs own six of the securities
dealers, accounting for 75% of the sector’s
transaction volume)

Y

696 CU/CPs9 that are provincially-regulated;
6 Cooperative Credit Associations and
1 Cooperative Retail Association that are
federally-regulated

Y

Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
(CU/CPs)

Money Services Businesses (MSBs)

850 registered MSBs

Y

Not available

N

Provincially-Regulated Casinos

39

Y

Ship-based casinos

0

N

20 784

Y

Dealers in Precious Metals and Stones

642

Y

British Columbia Notaries

336

Y

3 829

Y

104 938 lawyers, 36 685 paralegals and
3 576 civil law notaries

N (to legal
counsels, legal
firms and Quebec
notaries)

8

N

86 000 federally registered charities

N

Check cashing businesses

Real Estate Agents & Developers

Accountants
Legal Professionals

Trust & Company Services Providers
Registered Charities

1. While independent insurance agents and brokers are not directly covered under the PCMLTFA, life
insurance companies may use agents or brokers to ascertain the identity of clients on the basis of a
written agreement or arrangement, which must conform to the requirements of PCMLTFR, s.64.1.

67.
The broader deposit taking sector includes trust and loan companies. Canada’s largest trust
and loan companies are subsidiaries of major banks. Some trusts have provincial charters and are
regulated at that level of government. Credit unions and caisses populaires are provincially
incorporated and may not operate outside provincial borders. Relative to banks, these entities are
minor participants in the deposit-taking sector. However, caisses populaires represent a large portion
of the deposit-taking sector in the province of Quebec.
68.
The insurance industry is an important player in the financial services sector, providing
almost one-fifth of all financing to Canadian companies. Canadian-owned insurers take in more than
70% of total Canadian premium income. Canadian companies are also active abroad, especially in
south-east Asia, generating more than half of their premium income from foreign operations.

Structural Elements

69.
The key structural elements for effective AML/CFT controls are present in Canada. Canada
is generally considered to be a very stable democracy. Political and institutional stability,
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accountability, the rule of law and an independent judiciary are all well established. There also
appears to be a high-level political commitment to improve the effectiveness of Canada’s AML/CFT
regime, as evidenced by the Economic Action Plans 2014 and 2015. 20- 21 However, LEAs’ resources
are generally insufficient to pursue complex ML cases.
70.
Canada has an independent, efficient, and transparent Justice System. The judicial process is
widely trusted and effective, as well as relatively quick.

71.
Canada has a comprehensive legal framework that governs the protection of personal
information of individuals in both the public and private sectors. The primary source of
constitutionally enforced privacy rights is Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC) oversees compliance with both federal privacy laws
(see Box 1 below). Every province has its own privacy law and the relevant provincial act applies to
provincial government agencies instead of the federal legislation. The Canadian regime is
implemented while seeking an appropriate balanced between privacy and security considerations. In
that regard, in 2012 the OPC issued guidance for REs regarding reporting suspicions to FINTRAC, in
light of their customers’ privacy rights. 22

20 Budget 2014 announced the Government’s intention to take action to address the need to enhance the
AML/CFT framework. As a result, the Government introduced in 2015 legislative amendments and regulations
aiming to strengthen Canada’s AML/CFT regime and improve Canada’s compliance with international
standards. This reform was based on the five-year review of the PCMLTFA undertaken by the Standing Senate
Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce in 2013. Economic Action Plan 2015 (Budget 2015) provides
updates on these measures. The Government proposed to provide FINTRAC up to CAD 10.5 million over five
years and up to CAD 2.2 million per year subsequently. The Government also proposed to provide up to
CAD 12 million on a cash basis over five years to improve FINTRAC’s analytics system. This allocation intends
to better meet the needs of Canadian law enforcement and other regime partners. See Budget 2014,
www.budget.gc.ca/2014/docs/plan/pdf/budget2014-eng.pdf
21 Includes additional allocation of CAD 292.6 million over five years in intelligence and law enforcement
agencies
for
additional
investigative
resources
to
counter
terrorism.
See
www.budget.gc.ca/2015/docs/plan/budget2015-eng.pdf.
22 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (2012), Privacy and PCMLTFA: How to balance your
customers’ privacy rights and your organization’s anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing reporting
requirements, www.priv.gc.ca/information/pub/faqs_pcmltfa_02_e.asp.
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Box 1. Legal Framework for Information and Data Protection in Canada

The primary source of privacy rights is Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
which provides protection against unreasonable search and seizure by authorities. This means,
generally, that in situations where the person concerned has a reasonable expectation of privacy in
relation to an object or document, in order for the state (i.e. government authorities such as LEAs) to
have access to these items, prior judicial authorization will need to be obtained. Where such access
is sought for the purposes of a criminal investigation, LEAs will generally seek to obtain a search
warrant or a production order from a Canadian court. The latter is typically used for access to
financial information held by a third party, such as a FI. “Reasonable grounds to believe” that an
offense has been committed is the legal standard of proof in Canadian Law for the court to issue the
appropriate order. In addition, it is necessary to demonstrate that evidence of the offense is to be
found in the place to be searched. In certain cases, such as in relation to certain types of financial
information, a lower legal standard of “reasonable grounds to suspect” applies.
At the federal level, Canada has two different privacy acts which are enforced by the Office of the
Privacy Commissioner of Canada. The Privacy Act regulates the handling of personal information by
federal government departments and agencies. The Personal Information Protection and Electronic
Documents Act (PIPEDA) applies to the commercial transactions of organizations that operate in
Canada’s private sector. PIPEDA applies to all private sector entities in Canada, except in provinces
that have enacted substantially similar legislation. Every Canadian province and territory has its
own privacy law and the relevant provincial act applies to provincial government agencies instead
of the federal legislation.
The Privacy Act lists13 uses and disclosures that might be permissible without the consent of the
individual (e.g. national security, law enforcement, public interest). Canadian law provides for
lawful access to law enforcement and national security agencies to legally intercept private
communications and the lawful search and seizure of information, including computer data, without
the consent of either the sender or receiver to investigate serious crimes, including ML and threats
to national security, such as terrorism. Lawful access is provided for in the CC, the CSIS Act, the
Competition Act and other acts.

The Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA) provides law enforcement and national security agencies powers to
obtain electronic search warrants. The ATA also allows Canadian intelligence agencies to intercept
communications of Canadians in Canada, and allows the Attorney General to prevent the disclosure
of information on the grounds of national security.

Under the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC receives detailed personal information through reports from REs,
which can then be provided to the CRA (in cases which include tax matters), CSIS, CBSA, Citizenship
and Immigration Canada (in cases which include immigration matters) or to LEAs (e.g. when the
information is relevant to the investigation and prosecution of ML or TF offenses).
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Background and other Contextual Factors

1

72.
Canada ranks among the highest in international measurements of government
transparency, civil liberties, quality of life, economic freedom, and education. It enjoys a high rate of
financial inclusion, with 96% of the population having an account with a formal FI. Canadian banks
and other FIs operate an extensive network of more than 6 000 branches, and around 60 000 ATMs
of which about 16 900 are bank-owned (the rest are white-label ATMs). 23

73.
The authorities have identified corruption as a high-risk issue for ML. Recent assessments
of Canada’s implementation of international anti-corruption conventions indicate a rather moderate
range of positive outcomes in identifying and sanctioning cases of corruption and implementing
structures and systems to prevent corruption. 24 Nevertheless, corruption does not appear to hinder
the implementation of the AML/CFT regime. Canada is ranked as 9 out of 168 countries in
Transparency International’s 2015 Corruption Perception Index (with a score of 83/100). 25

Overview of AML/CFT strategy

74.
As formulated in Budget 2014, the Government’s priority in regards to AML/CFT is to
improve the ability to trace and detect criminal funds in Canada. Besides law enforcement goals, this
priority also aims to protect the tax base by supporting the Government’s efforts to ensure tax
compliance. Addressing this priority requires improving corporate transparency.

75.
Canada does not have formal ‘stand-alone’ AML, CFT or PF strategies. There is, however, a
set of relevant policies and strategies: the National Identity Crime Strategy (RCMP 2011); National
Border Risk Assessment 2013–2015 (CBSA); 2014–16 Border Risk Management Plan (CBSA);
Enhanced Risk Assessment Model and Sector profiles (FINTRAC); AMLC Division AML and CFT
Methodology and Assessment Processes (OSFI); Risk Ranking Criteria (OSFI); RBA to identify
registered charities and organizations seeking registration that are at risk of potential abuse by
terrorist entities and/or associated individuals (CRA) and CRA- RAD Audit Selection process. The
RCMP recently developed its National Strategy to Combat ML. 26 These AML strategies and policies
are linked to the Canadian Law Enforcement Strategy on Organized Crime adopted by senior police
officials across Canada in 2011.

23 In Canada, "white label" or "no name" ATMs are those run by independent operators and not by major
financial institutions. They are usually located in local small establishment retailers such as gas stations,
bars/pubs, and restaurants and do not display labels from financial institutions on the machine.
24 See 2014 review of the implementation by Canada of the Inter-American Convention against Corruption;
2013 Phase 3 report on implementation of the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public
Officials in International Business Transaction and the 2009 Recommendation of the Council for Further
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions.
25Transparency International (2015), 2015 Corruption Perception Index, www.transparency.org/cpi2015.
26 Royal Canadian Mounted Police (nd), Royal Canadian Mounted Police 2015–16 Report on Plans and
Priorities, www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/royal-canadian-mounted-police-2015-16-report-plans-and-priorities, this
strategy was finalized in 2016.
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76.
The Government’s other main AML/CFT concerns are reflected in Finance Canada’s Annual
Report on Plans and Priorities, 27 which describes the AML/CFT regime’s spending plans, priorities
and expected results. Canada’s CFT strategy policy guidance is derived from its 2012 Counterterrorism Strategy. 28 This comprehensive Strategy guides more than 20 federal departments and
agencies to better align them to address terrorist threats, including in regard to CFT activity and
initiatives. The Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, in consultation with the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, is responsible for the Strategy's implementation. Similarly, the country’s
PF strategy forms part of the broader strategy to counter the proliferation of chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear weapons.

Overview of the legal & institutional framework

77.
Canada's AML/CFT regime is organized as a horizontal federal program comprised of a
large number of federal departments and agencies. Finance Canada is the domestic and international
policy lead for the regime, and is responsible for its overall coordination, including guiding and
informing strategic implementation of the RBA. It chairs the four main governing bodies of Canada’s
AML/CFT regime, namely:

 The interdepartmental Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) Level Steering

Committee, which was established to direct and coordinate the
government's efforts to combat ML and TF activities. The ADM Committee
and its working group consists of representatives of all partners; 29

 The Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee (ICC), which provides a

forum for government working-level stakeholders 30 to assess the
operational efficiency and effectiveness of the regime;

 The National ML/TF Risk Assessment Committee (NRAC) provides a forum

for regime and ad hoc partners to exchange information on risks and discuss
about ML/TF risks in Canada and their mitigation; and

 The Public Private Sector Advisory Committee (PPSAC) which is a discussion

and advisory committee, with membership from (federal public sector)
regime partners and private sector REs, as well as provincial law
enforcement. 31

Department of Finance Canada (2014), Report on Plans and Priorities 2014–15,
www.fin.gc.ca/pub/rpp/2014-2015/index-eng.asp.
28 Public Safety (2012), Building Resilience Against Terrorism – Canada’s Counter-Terrorism Strategy,
www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/rslnc-gnst-trrrsm/index-eng.aspx.
29 The ADM Committee is composed of the following agencies: Finance Canada; Justice Canada; PPSC; Public
Safety Canada; CRA; FINTRAC; RCMP; CBSA; OSFI; and CSIS.
30 The ICC is composed of the following agencies: Finance Canada; PPSC; Public Safety Canada;
CRA; FINTRAC; RCMP; CBSA; CSIS; OSFI; Privy Council Office (PCO); and Global Affairs Canada.
31 This Committee consist of approximately 30 members, with more than half of the members coming from the
private sector. The public sector participants generally consist of members who already participate in the
Interdepartmental Steering Committee on this topic. The private sector participants will consist of participants
from sectors covered by the PCMLTFA. This includes financial entities, life insurance companies, securities
27
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78.
The AML/CFT regime operates on the basis of three interdependent pillars: (i) policy and
coordination; (ii) prevention and detection; and (iii) investigation and disruption. On this basis, the
following are the primary ministries, agencies, and authorities responsible for formulating and
implementing Canada’s AML/CFT policies (i.e. the regime partners):

Policy and Coordination:

 Finance Canada is the lead agency of the regime, responsible for developing

AML/CFT policy related to domestic and international commitments.

 Department of Justice Canada (DOJ) is responsible for the drafting and

amending of statutory provisions dealing with criminal law and procedure, and
to negotiate and administer mutual legal assistance (MLA) and extradition
treaties.
 Global Affairs Canada (GAC)

32

is responsible for the designation of entities
and individuals in Canada associated with terrorist activities listed by the United
Nations 1267 Sanctions Committee or under Resolution 1373 of the United
Nations Security Council. GAC also chairs the Counter-Proliferation Operations
Committee, coordinating responses to threats within Canada.

 Public Safety Canada (PSC, previously known as Public Safety and

Emergency Preparedness) chairs the Threat Resourcing Working Group
and ensures coordination across all federal departments and agencies
responsible for national security and the safety of Canadians, including on
terrorist financing matters. It is responsible for the listing of terrorist
entities under the Criminal Code and co-chairs the Interdepartmental
Coordinating Committee on Terrorist Listings.

Prevention and Detection:

 Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada

(FINTRAC) is Canada’s financial intelligence unit. It is also responsible for
supervising and monitoring all REs’ compliance with the PCMLTFA.

 Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada (OSFI)

prudentially supervises FRFIs.

 Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED, former

Industry Canada) collects information about business corporations,
including the business name and address, and information about the
directors.
dealers, money service businesses, accountants, the notarial profession, the real estate sector, casinos, dealers
in precious metals and stones, and home builders.
32 Global Affairs Canada’s Anti-Crime and Counter-Terrorism Capacity Building programs (ACCBP and CTCBP)
funding has been used to support the Regime’s AML and CFT projects in a number of regions.
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 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) ensures that the

1

necessary safeguards protecting privacy are upheld. The Privacy
Commissioner has the ability to audit the public (e.g. FINTRAC) and private
sector to ensure privacy laws are respected. The OPC is required to conduct
a privacy audit of FINTRAC every two years.

Investigation and Disruption:

 Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) is Canada’s main law

enforcement agency (LEA) responsible for investigating predicate offenses,
ML and TF.

 Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC) is responsible for

prosecuting criminal offenses under federal jurisdiction. It also provides
legal advice to the RCMP and other LEAs over the course of their
investigations, and for undertaking any subsequent prosecutions.

 Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)—the CRA’s Criminal Investigations

Directorate (CID) investigates cases of suspected tax evasion/tax fraud and
seeks prosecution through the PPSC where warranted. The CRA also has
responsibility for administering the registration system for charities under
the Income Tax Act through its Charities Directorate.

 Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) enforces the physical cross-

border reporting obligation.

 Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) collects, analyses and

reports to the Government of Canada information and intelligence
concerning threats to Canada's national security.

 Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC, previously Public

Works and Government Services Canada), under the Seized Property
Management Directorate (SPMD), is responsible for managing assets seized
or restrained by law enforcement in connection with criminal offenses and
for disposing and sharing the proceeds upon court declared forfeitures.

79.
The AML/CFT regime is also supported by a number of other partners including: provincial,
territorial and municipal LEAs, provincial and territorial financial sector regulators, and selfregulatory organizations.

80.
Canada’s AML/CFT framework is established in the PCMLTFA, supported by other key
statutes, including the Criminal Code (CC). The Parliament of Canada undertakes a comprehensive
review of the PCMLTFA every five years. The Government announced a series of measures to
enhance the AML/CFT regime in Budget 2014, which received Royal Assent in June 2014.
Accordingly, amended Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations
(PCMLTFR) were released in draft form for consultation by the Government on 4 July 2015.
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Proliferation Financing

1

81.
The principal legislation governing Canada's export control system is the Export and Import
Control Permits Act (EIPA), which provides for the requirements for exporters to report goods to the
Government of Canada and for the enforcement of national control lists. The Customs Act and
Canada Border Services Agency Act provide the CBSA with the authority to enforce Canada’s export
legislation. The country’s efforts to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and, to
some extent, its financing, are carried out by the following agencies: PSC (coordination of counterproliferation policy and main operational partner); Global Affairs Canada (lead on international
engagement on non-proliferation and disarmament and chairs the Counter-Proliferation Operations
Committee); CBSA (law enforcement regarding the illicit export and proliferation of strategic goods
and technology); Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (licensing of nuclear-related activities);
PWGSC (administers the Controlled Goods Program); FINTRAC (discloses financial intelligence that
can assist in investigations and prosecutions); RCMP (enforces the counter-proliferation regime,
investigates related criminal offenses, collects and analyses evidence to support prosecutions in
court); the Public Health Agency of Canada (national authority on biosafety and biosecurity for
human pathogens and toxins); and Finance (responsible for safeguarding Canada’s financial system
from illegitimate use, through the PCMLTFA and associated regulations, and the overall coordination
of Canada’s AML/CFT regime domestically and internationally).

Overview of preventive measures

82.
The legal framework relevant to the preventive measures includes the PCMLTFA, the OSFI
Act and the FRFIs’ governing legislation (i.e. the Bank Act, Trust and Loan Companies Act, the
Cooperative Credit Associations Act and the Insurance Companies Act). The PCMLTFA is applicable
to most of the financial activities and DNFBPs.

Overview of legal persons and arrangements

83.
Canada’s company law consists of federal, provincial and territorial frameworks. Legal
entities may be established at the federal level under the Canada Business Corporation Act (CBCA);
the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations Act (NFP Act), or the Canada Cooperatives Act (CCA). A
federally incorporated entity is entitled to operate throughout Canada. However, provincial and
territorial law requires federal entities to register with the province or territory in which the entity
is carrying out business. Incorporation on the federal level is carried out by Innovation, Science and
Economic Development Canada (ISED, formerly Industry Canada) is responsible for the
incorporation of federal corporate entities, while each province has its own system for incorporating
and administering legal entities.

84.
There are over 2.6 million corporations incorporated in Canada, including almost 4 000
publicly-traded companies. About 91% of corporations are incorporated at the provincial or
territorial levels and the remaining 9% at the federal level. Bearer shares are permitted in most
provinces and at the federal level, but seem to be rarely used. There is also a relatively small market
for stock warrants. All companies are obliged to file tax returns with the CRA on an annual basis.
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Provincial legal entities incorporated in Alberta and Quebec must also file tax returns with the
provincial tax authorities.

85.
Partnerships are created under provincial law only and, other than limited partnerships,
are created under the rules of the common law although subject to laws that codify and regulate
certain aspects of the partnership. In contrast, limited partnerships are created under statute and
subject to ongoing registration requirements.

86.
The only form of legal arrangement that exists in Canada is the trust in form of
testamentary or inter vivos trust. There is no general requirement for trusts to be registered, but
Canadian resident trusts and certain foreign-resident trusts are subject to obligations to file
information under the income tax laws. Specific-purpose trusts such as unit or mutual fund trusts
are also subject to the securities laws of the relevant province. Trusts created under the laws of
Quebec are required to register in some instances. According to the NRA, the total number of
Canadian trusts is estimated in the millions. As of 2007, only 210 000 trusts filed tax returns with the
CRA.

International Context for Legal Persons and Arrangements

87.
According to the UNCTAD 2014 World Investment Report, Canada ranks amongst the top
ten countries both with respect to inflowing and outflowing foreign direct investment, with much of
the activity taking place in the manufacturing and oil and gas sectors. Canada received over USD 53
billion of foreign direct investment in 2014 coming mostly from the EU, the US, and China. On the
outflow, Canada invested approximately USD 52 billion abroad in 2014, mostly in the EU and the US.
While detailed figures are not available with respect to foreign ownership of Canadian companies,
the statistics provided by the UNCTAD leads to the conclusion that foreign ownership of Canadian
legal entities is significant. Canada is not perceived as an international centre for the creation or
administration of legal persons or arrangements.

Overview of supervisory arrangements

88.
Financial regulation is shared by a number of government bodies in Canada. The Bank of
Canada has overall responsibility for financial stability, as well as for the conduct of monetary policy
and the issuance of currency. As mentioned above, OSFI supervises and regulates FRFIs (banks and
insurance companies, trust and loan companies, cooperative credit associations, fraternal benefit
societies, and private pension plans). All banks, including branch operations of foreign banks, are
regulated solely at the federal level. The securities sector including in respect of mutual funds, is
currently regulated on a province by province basis with connections between the provinces
through the Canadian Securities Administrators Association. Markets for securities and collective
investments are overseen by provincial securities commissions, which co-ordinate their activities
through the Canadian Securities Administrators. 33
Canada is currently developing a Cooperative Capital Markets Regulatory System (CCMRS), a new joint
federal and provincial initiative. Under this system, the provinces and the federal government would delegate

33
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89.
In March 2013, FINTRAC and OSFI entered into an agreement to conduct concurrent
examinations to improve the effectiveness and cohesion of supervision and allocation of resources,
and to reduce the regulatory burden on FRFIs. FINTRAC and OSFI thus concurrently assess FRFIs’
AML/CFT compliance and risk management regimes using a RBA. FINTRAC and OSFI mutually share
information under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed in 2004 with respect to
FRFIs. At the provincial level, FINTRAC conducts AML/CFT supervision on non-FRFIs with the
cooperation of other national and provincial supervisors under various MOUs.

their regulatory functions to the CCMR, which may be useful in regard to the identification of systemic risk and
criminal enforcement.
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Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings
The Canadian authorities have a good understanding of the country’s main ML/TF risks and have an
array of mitigating measures at their disposal. Canada’s NRA is comprehensive, and also takes into
account some activities not currently subject to the AML/CFT measures.

All high-risk areas are covered by AML/CFT measures, except activities listed in the standard
performed by legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries, which is a significant loophole in
Canada’s AML/CFT framework, and online casinos, open loop prepaid cards, and white label ATMs.
FIs and casinos have a good understanding of the risks. Other DNFBPs, and in particular those active
in the real estate sector, do not have a similarly good understanding.

Law enforcement action focus is not entirely commensurate with the ML risk emanating from highrisk offenses identified in the NRA.
Cooperation and coordination are good at both the policy and operational levels, except, in some
provinces, in the context of the dialogue between LEAs and the PPSC.
Communication of the NRA findings to the private sector was delayed, but is in progress.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:







Mitigate the risk emanating from legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries in their
performance of the activities listed in the standard.

Strengthen policies and strategies to address emerging ML risks (in particular white label
ATMs and online casinos).
Review LEAs’ priorities in light of the findings of the NRA.

In the context of the update of the NRA, examine more closely ML linked to tax evasion,
corruption, legal persons and arrangements, third-party ML and foreign sources of POC and
use results to implement mitigating actions.

The relevant Immediate Outcome considered and assessed in this chapter is IO1. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R1-2.
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Immediate Outcome 1 (Risk, Policy and Coordination)
2

90.
As indicated in Chapter 1 above, Canada completed in 2015 a national assessment of the
inherent ML/TF risks that it faces. The process and main findings of the NRA are described above.

Country’s understanding of its ML/TF risks

91.
The authorities’ understanding of ML/TF risks has been forged through the development of
several national threat and risks assessments undertaken by different governmental agencies over
the past decade on related matters (see Criterion 2.1). The Parliament’s Standing Senate Committee
on Banking, Trade and Commerce undertakes a comprehensive review of the PCMLTFA every five
years. As a result of the most recent review (completed in 2013), 34 the Government introduced
legislative amendments in 2014 to address the Committee’s recommendations (e.g. including
measures to strengthen customer due diligence (CDD) requirements, improve compliance,
monitoring and enforcement and enhance information sharing). The authorities demonstrated a
sound understanding of the issues highlighted in Chapter 1, including a good understanding of the
linkages between the threats and inherent vulnerabilities of the different sectors and the domestic
and foreign offenses that are a source of most of the ML/TF 35 in the country. The NRA process has
also contributed to a deeper understanding of the powers, resources and operational needs of all
regime partners. NRAC ensures that all regime partners generally have a similar level of
understanding of the ML/TF risks.
92.
Following the publication of the NRA in July 2015, the NRAC concluded a gap analysis in
September 2015 to categorize the residual risks (i.e. the risk remaining after the mitigation of the
identified threats and inherent vulnerabilities) and identify and prioritize the actions required to
mitigate the risk. The review and updating of the NRA is expected to be finalized by the fall of 2016.
The authorities indicated that as new, improved controls are put in place, the residual risk will be an
indicator of the areas that remain pending to be addressed. As of the date of the on-site visit, it was
not possible to establish if the publication of the NRA has led to improvements of the RE’s level of
compliance with AML/CFT requirements.

National policies to address identified ML/TF risks

93.
The adjustment of the national policies and strategies related to the identified ML/TF risks
is in its early stages and no updates have been completed. The authorities have been addressing the
inherent risks identified in different ways including through ongoing policy coordination through
NRAC, the discussion of draft amendments to the PCMLTF Regulations, adjusted supervisory
priorities, more focused police investigations, and amendments to the law regarding the seizure of
illicit assets, among others.

Standing Senate Committee on Banking Trade and Commerce (2013), Follow The Money: Is Canada Making
Progress In Combatting Money Laundering And Terrorist Financing? Not Really,
www.parl.gc.ca/Content/SEN/Committee/411/banc/rep/rep10mar13-e.pdf.
35 As elaborated in Chapter 1, the classified version of the NRA, which was not shared with the assessment
team, ranks in greater detail the TF risks associated with terrorist groups.
34
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94.
On the basis of the NRA, a package of regulatory amendments was issued in July 2015 for
public comment. The government is now moving forward with final publication and the Regulations
will come into force one year after registration of the regulations. Canada is preparing a second
package of regulatory amendments based on the NRA, including measures to cover pre-paid
payment products (e.g. prepaid cards), virtual currency as well as money service businesses without
a physical presence in Canada in the AML/CFT Regime. The authorities are also revisiting the
PCMLTFA provisions relating to legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries, in order to bring
forward new provisions for the legal professional that would be constitutionally compliant.
Furthermore, also informed by the NRA results, FINTRAC and OSFI are reviewing their RBA to
supervision, the RCMP developed its Money Laundering Strategy, and the CBSA is reviewing its
Cross-Border Currency Reporting program.
95.
As discussed in Chapter 1, Canada’s CFT strategy policy guidance is derived from its
2012 Counter-Terrorism Strategy. The PS coordinates Canada’s counter-proliferation policy
approach across the government, which includes PF.

Exemptions, enhanced and simplified measures

96.
Canada’s AML/CFT framework does not provide for simplified CDD measures, but the
PCMLTFR provide a small number of exceptions to REs based on the risk circumstances and
products (see Criterion 10.18). These exemptions correspond to lower-risk scenarios that are
consistent with the NRA findings in regard to FIs (i.e. in regard to life insurance companies, brokers,
or agents).

Objectives and activities of competent authorities

97.
FINTRAC and OSFI objectives and activities are largely consistent with the ML and TF risks
in Canada, as detailed in the NRA. With the exception of the legal professions (other than BC
notaries), the supervisory coverage is adequate.
98.
Law enforcement action is focused on LEAs current priorities, which include drug-related
offenses and OCGs, but is not commensurate with the ML risk emanating from these and other types
of offenses.
99.
In terms of the resources required, the Government’s Economic Action Plans for 2014 and
2015 included a commitment to ensuring that law enforcement and security agencies have the
investigative resources and tools to address the threats presented by OGCs, ML and terrorism and to
further their understanding of Canada’s ML/TF risks. Nevertheless, the authorities advised the
assessors that all regime partners are under significant pressures at the working level given the
increased terrorist threats and combined with the increased threat of professional ML with
transnational organized crimes and the number competing priorities.
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National coordination and cooperation
2

100.
AML/CFT policy cooperation and coordination to address Canada’s ML/TF risks is
adequate—with the exception of the dialogue between LEAs and the PPS in some provinces, which is
currently insufficient- and constitutes an essential strength of the Canadian AML/CFT framework, as
evidenced by the organization and process of the NRA. Canada has wide-ranging arrangements in
place for AML/CFT coordination and cooperation at both the policy and operational levels, including
with respect to strategic and tactical information sharing (See R.2). Coordination and cooperation at
the policy design platform is exceptional.

101.
The NRA has allowed the identification and inclusion of new partners for AML/CFT
(e.g. Defence Research and Development Canada and Environment Canada), and to reconsider the
roles and responsibilities of traditional partners that gained a more prominent role in the fight of
ML/TF over the years given enhanced understanding of ML/TF risks (e.g. Industry Canada). Overall,
the public version of the NRA is of good quality and is drafted in an accessible language. Moreover,
the assessment process has yielded reasonable findings that broadly reflect the country’s ML/TF
context and risk environment.

Private sector’s awareness of risks

102.
The public version of the NRA had not been circulated widely at the time of the on-site visit,
due to a broader prohibition on the federal public service undertaking consultations with private
sector stakeholders during the August to October 2015 federal election campaign. However, the
public NRA has been made available on Finance Canada’s, OSFI’s and FINTRAC’s website since July
2015. 36 The report was also shared with the PPSAC. As of the dates of the on-site visit, the authorities
had not formally presented the results of the communication strategy for the broader private sector,
but were in the process of reaching out to selected FIs. FINTRAC also provides access to guidelines,
Interpretation Notices reports on current and emerging trends and typologies in ML and TF on its
website to assist FIs and DNFBPs.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 1
103.

Canada has achieved a substantial level of effectiveness for IO.1.

The NRA has since been made available on several websites (e.g. OSFI, Investment Industry Organization of
Canada, among others).
36

34
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Key Findings
IO.6
Financial intelligence and other relevant information are accessed by FINTRAC to some extent, and
by LEAs to a greater extent but through a much lengthier process.

They are then used by LEAs to some extent to investigate predicate crimes and TF, and, to a more
limited extent, to investigate ML and trace assets.

FINTRAC receives a wide range of information, which it uses adequately to produce intelligence. This
intelligence is mainly prepared in response to Voluntary Information Records (VIRs; i.e. LEAs’
requests) and used to enrich ongoing investigations into the predicate offenses. FINTRAC also makes
proactive disclosures to LEAs, some of which have prompted new investigations.

Several factors significantly curtail the scope of the FIU’s analysis—and consequently the intelligence
disclosed to LEAs—in particular: the impossibility for FINTRAC to request from any RE additional
information related to suspicions of ML/TF or predicate offense, the absence of reports from some
key gatekeepers (i.e. legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries), and the inability for FINTRAC
to access to information detained by the tax administration. This is compensated by LEAs in their
investigations to some extent only due to challenges in the identification of the person or entity who
may hold relevant information.
FINTRAC also produces a significant quantity of strategic reports that usefully advise LEAs,
intelligence agencies, policy makers, REs, international partners, and the public, on new ML/TF
trends and typologies.
FINTRAC and the LEAs cooperate effectively and exchange information and financial intelligence in a
secure way.

IO.7

Canada identifies and investigates ML to some extent only. While a number of PPOC cases are
pursued, overall, the results obtained so far are not commensurate with Canada’s ML risks.

LEAs have the necessary tools to obtain information, including beneficial ownership information, but
the process is lengthy.
In some provinces, such as Quebec, federal, provincial, and municipal authorities are relatively more
effective in pursuing ML.

Nevertheless, overall, as a result of inadequate alignment of current law enforcement priorities with
the findings of the NRA and of resource constraints, LEAs’ efforts are aimed mainly at drug offenses
and fraud, with insufficient focus on the other main ML risks (corruption, tobacco smuggling,
standalone ML, third-party ML, ML of foreign predicate offenses). In addition, investigations
generally do not focus on legal entities and trusts (despite the high risk of misuse), especially when
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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more complex corporate structures are involved.

There is a high percentage of withdrawals and stays of proceedings in prosecution.
3

Sanctions imposed in ML cases are not sufficiently dissuasive.

IO.8

Canada has made some progress since its last evaluation in terms of asset recovery, but the fact that
assets of equivalent value cannot be recovered hampers Canada’s recovery of POC.
Confiscation results do not adequately reflect Canada’s main ML risks, neither by nature nor by scale.

Results are unequal, with some provinces, such as Quebec, being significantly more effective, and
achieving good results with adequately coordinated action (both at the provincial level and with the
RCMP) and units specialized in asset recovery.
Administrative efforts to recover evaded taxes appear more effective.

Sanctions are not dissuasive in instances of failure to properly declare cross-border movements of
currency and bearer negotiable instruments.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:

IO.6









IO.7




36

Increase timely access to financial intelligence. Authorize FINTRAC to request and obtain from
any RE further information related to suspicions of ML, predicate offenses and TF in order to
enhance its analysis capacity.
Use financial intelligence to a greater extent to investigate ML and trace assets.

Analyse and, where necessary, investigate further information resulting from undeclared or
falsely declared cross-border transportation of cash and bearer negotiable instruments.

Ensure that LEAs and FINTRAC can identify accounts and access records held by FIs/DNFBPs
in a timely fashion.

Consider granting FINTRAC access to information collected by the CRA for the purposes of its
analysis of STRs.
Increase efforts to detect, pursue, and bring before the courts cases of ML related to high-risk
predicate offenses other than drugs and fraud (i.e. corruption and tobacco smuggling), as well
as third-party ML, self-laundering, laundering of POC of foreign predicate offenses, and the
misuse of legal persons and trusts in ML activities.
Ensure that LEAs have adequate resources (in terms of number and expertise) for ML
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IO.8






investigations.

Engage prosecutors at an earlier stage for securing relevant evidence for ML/PPOC
prosecutions in order to limit instances where charges are dropped at the judicial process and
minimize waste of resources in ML investigations.
Ensure that effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions for ML are applied.

Ensure that asset recovery is pursued as a policy objective throughout the territory.

Make a greater use of the available tools to seize and restraint POC other than drug-related
instrumentalities and cash (i.e. including other assets, e.g. accounts, businesses, and
companies, property or money located abroad), especially proceeds of corruption, including
foreign corruption, and other major asset generating crimes.
Amend the legal framework to allow for the confiscation of property of equivalent value.

Consider increasing the sanctions and seizures related to falsely declared or undeclared crossborder movements of currency and bearer negotiable instruments.

The relevant Immediate Outcomes considered and assessed in this chapter are IO6-8. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R.3, R4 & R2932.

Immediate Outcome 6 (Financial intelligence ML/TF)
Use of financial intelligence and other information

104.
Financial intelligence derives from a wide range of information collected by LEAs and
received by FINTRAC. Both processes are closely linked. FINTRAC’s main financial intelligence
product takes the form of disclosures made in response to LEAs’ requests (i.e. voluntary information
records, VIRs). FINTRAC also disseminates information to LEAs spontaneously (i.e. through
“proactive disclosures”).

105.
LEAs request and obtain financial information held by the private sector either through a
court warrant or a production order, when they can establish (as per the CC) that assets are POC. To
obtain this judicial authorization, LEAs must identify the FI/DNFBP or entity that holds the
information (i.e. account or assets owned or controlled, financial transactions or operation). Various
methods are available (see TCA criterion 24.10) and used in practice, such as “grid searches,” VIRs to
FINTRAC, and consultation of other sources of information as well as use of a range of investigative
activities. In Ontario (where the major D-SIBs have their headquarters), “grid searches” are
frequently conducted: LEAs send a request to the six D-SIBs (as they dominate about 80% of the
deposit-taking market) inquiring whether a particular person is amongst their customers. If there is
indication that this person is in business relationships with another FI or with a DNFBP, a request
will be sent to that RE as well. Once a D-SIB (or other RE) confirms that a specific person is its
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customer, the LEAs apply for a court order requiring the D-SIB to produce the relevant account and
beneficial ownership information, as well as transaction records. If necessary, the production is
staged to expedite the procedure (i.e. the specific information stated in the order is produced first,
and the remainder of the information is provided at a later stage). Nevertheless, the D-SIBs typically
take up to several weeks to provide basic and beneficial ownership information to the LEA. As result
of the time required at the initial stage (i.e. identification of the relevant RE that may hold the
information), as well as the time imparted to implement the production order, it frequently takes 4590 days before LEAs can obtain the initial transaction records of potential POCs. If the culprit uses
numerous layering techniques before integration, it takes LEAs several months or even years to
trace POCs. The outlined process is useful only if the persons under investigation bank with the
D-SIBs or one of the other large FIs. In cases where a targeted person or entity is in a business
relationship with a smaller FI or a DNFBP, the tracing of assets is far more burdensome; given the
size of Canada and its financial and non-financial sectors, it is not possible for LEAs to check with
each FI and DNFBP individually whether it holds relevant information. In these instances, the
identification of the relevant FI or DNFBPs relies on other potentially lengthier methods
(e.g. surveillance).

106.
LEAs frequently obtain financial information and intelligence from FINTRAC, with or
without prior judicial authorization. Most often, they request the information by sending VIRs
(which do not require prior judicial authorization). This provides LEAs with a quicker access to the
information they need to obtain the judicial authorization (but timeliness of production of requested
information remains a challenge). The number of VIRs has increased steadily over the years. 37 This
indicates a greater appetite for and appreciation of FINTRAC’s reports. 38 Most LEAs expressed their
satisfaction with the richness of FINTRAC’s responses to VIRs and mentioned that these responses
adequately supplement their ongoing investigations. 39 In 2011, the Canadian Association of Chiefs of
Police also recognized the contribution of financial intelligence, and called on all Canadian LEAs to
include financial intelligence in their investigations and share their targets with FINTRAC. 40
107.
FINTRAC also provides information to LEAs on a spontaneous basis, through proactive
disclosures, both in instances linked to ongoing investigation and in cases that identify new potential
targets. Between 1 January 2010 and 31 November 2015, the RCMP received 2 497 FINTRAC

Number of VIRs received: 2010–2011: 1 186; 2011–2012: 1 034; 2012–2013: 1 082; 2013–2014: 1 320;
2014–2015: 1 380.
38 The Canadian authorities were not able to provide additional information regarding the proportion of
predicate offense investigations that lead to a VIR.
39 The Canadian authorities provided examples of written testimonies of some agencies’ satisfaction with
FINTRAC’s response to their VIRs. E.g. “The disclosure was very impressive in its detail and scope. Shortly after
receiving it, our General Investigation Service Unit generated a file resulting in a large seizure of drugs. The
individuals mentioned in the disclosure were identified as involved” (RCMP ‘G’ Division Federal Investigations
Unit); “The information obtained led us to start a new investigation focused on the money trail—namely the
illegal means used by the accused to launder the money they obtained in this case”(Sûreté du Québec); “Quick
turnaround time was appreciated. The disclosures provided new information of potential interest along with
account numbers not previously known. The Service was further able to identify additional relationships, which
assisted our national security investigation. The information in the electronic funds transfers was found to provide
valuable intelligence” (Canadian Security Intelligence Service).
40 Canadian Association of Chiefs Police (Resolution #06-2011).
37

38
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disclosures, 867 of which were proactive. 41 Of these proactive disclosures, the authorities indicated
that 599 generated a new investigation. 42 Very few resulted in ML charges (see IO.6.3 and IO.7). The
cases communicated to and discussed with the assessors highlighted that FINTRAC information (in
response to VIRs and/or shared proactively) is used by LEAs mainly as a basis for securing search
warrants, aiding in the selection of investigational avenues (including the identification of targets,
associates, and victims) and providing clarification of relevant domestic and international bank
accounts and cash flows.

108.
Additional relevant information is used to varying degrees: (i) The RCMP and other LEAs
receive relevant information from provincial Securities Commissions and recognize the value of such
information in combating ML/TF in the context where corporations are identified as very highly
vulnerable to be abused for ML/TF. In Toronto and Montreal, the RCMP now includes personnel
from the Securities Commission (Joint Securities Intelligence Unit—SIU) to facilitate intelligence
gathering, analysis, and dissemination functions. The Canadian authorities provided examples of the
use of information communicated to LEAs by the “Autorité des marches financiers” (AMF) (including
Project Carrefour detailed below, as well as projects Convexe, Jongleur, Incitateur, and Ilot). In these
cases, the financial intelligence was used to develop the financial part of the investigation into the
predicate offense, not to investigate potential ML activities. (ii) The CRA-CID also uses financial
intelligence to identify potential tax evasion. (iii) The CBSA forwards to FINTRAC and to the RCMP all
Cross-Border Currency reports (CBCRs) submitted by importers or exporters. It also forwards
seizure reports to FINTRAC. It seems that both FINTRAC and the RCMP use the CBSA information to
supplement ongoing analysis and investigations 43 and that they analyse or, in the case of LEAs,
investigate the CBSA information to a very limited extent, namely only when it has no link to existing
cases (see IO.7). Two cases originating from this intelligence have been communicated to the
assessors, including project Chun (see Box 4 in IO.7).

FINTRAC also makes disclosures to other LEAs.
According to the authorities, 297 completed feedback forms indicated that FINTRAC proactive disclosures
prompted a new investigation in 53 cases between 1 January 2008 and 31 November 2015. In 92 cases a
proactive disclosure provided the names of, or leads on, previously unknown persons or businesses/entities,
90 provided new information regarding persons or businesses of interest, 53 triggered a new investigation and
17 provided intelligence that may generate a future investigation. Only one of the 53 new investigations
prompted following a proactive disclosure was shared with the assessors.
43 RCMP indicated that of all ML, PPOC and TF investigations, cross-border currency reporting have been used
in 331 cases.
41
42
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Box 2. Project Carrefour

3

In December 2008, the Montreal Integrated Market Teams (IMET) Program 44 initiated an
investigation based on an AMF referral. The AMF is mandated by the government of Quebec to
regulate the province’s financial markets and provide assistance to consumers of financial products
and services. The referral indicated that individuals’ Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs)
and other types of retirement savings accounts were being emptied using methods that avoided
attention from regulatory and fiscal authorities. The scheme consisted of attracting the attention of
investors, through classified ads, with RRSPs and/or other types of retirement savings accounts
looking for financial aid. In order for the investors to receive that aid, they had to give up full control
of their accounts. The operators of the schemes would then empty those accounts to use the funds to
transact on a variety of publicly traded companies under their control, hence engaging in market
manipulation. On 15 February 2011, eleven Montréal and Toronto residents were charged with
various fraud related offenses committed against 120 investors. They were also charged with
fraudulent manipulation of stock exchange transactions estimated at USD 3 million.
109.
In sum, financial intelligence is used to some extent to develop evidence and trace criminal
proceeds. While a great deal of information provided by REs and others (i.e. in STRs and CBCRs) is
used by FINTRAC for tactical analysis, strategic analysis, and to take supervisory action, a large part
of this information is not further used by its partners for tactical cases, until it appears relevant for
an ongoing investigation. Moreover, a relatively small portion of the intelligence is used for the
specific purpose of pursuing ML activities.
110.
Financial intelligence and other relevant information are, however, more frequently used to
pursue TF. FINTRAC, in consultation with some of the other competent authorities, published
advisories that assisted the FIs in their efforts to identify potential ISIL and TF-related activities and
funding. Financial intelligence is accessed and used in TF investigation (see below and IO.9), and the
on-site discussions as well as the authorities’ submissions indicate that FINTRAC’s proactive
disclosures and responses to VIRs are appreciated by LEAs in their TF efforts. 45

STRs received and requested by competent authorities

111.
FINTRAC receives a significant quantity of information in various reports (see table below),
which it uses to develop its financial intelligence.
44 The objective of the IMET program is to effectively enforce the law against serious criminal capital market
fraud offenses in Canada. The authorities involved in the program are the RCMP, ODPP, DOJ, and Finance
Canada.
45 “FINTRAC is considered a key partner and has provided valuable financial intelligence on an ongoing basis that
contributed to “terrorist financing investigations.” FINTRAC through their disclosures identified new
linkages/nexus between entities and/or individuals through financial transactions which surfaced new avenues of
investigation. FINTRAC has always responded in a timely fashion to our priority VIRs” (RCMP Anti-Terrorist
Financing Team, National Security Criminal Operations, Headquarters, Ottawa. FINTRAC 2012 Annual Report,
pg. 11, Document 102).

40
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Table 2. Types of Reports Received by FINTRAC (excluding terrorist property reports)
2010–2011

Large Cash
Transaction Reports

2011–2012

2012–2013

2013–2014

2014–2015

7 184 831

8 062 689

8 523 416

8 313 098

8 445 431

11 878 508

10 251 643

10 993 457

11 182 829

12 348 360

STRs

58 722

70 392

79 294

81 735

92 531

Cross-Border
Currency Reports /
Cross-Border Seizure
Reports

40 856

35 026

31 826

42 650

47 228

Casino Disbursement
Reports

102 438

109 172

116 930

130 141

155 185

19 265 355

18 528 922

19 744 923

19 750 453

21 088 735

Electronic Funds
Transfer Reports

Total

112.
With respect to STRs, the authorities indicated that the quality of reporting has improved
over the years—notably as a result of FINTRAC’s efforts to reach out to REs—and that the
information filed is particularly useful for the analysis of individual behaviours and transactional
activity. Half of the STRs are sent by MSBs. Banks and credit unions and caisses populaires have
submitted more STRs to the FIU in the last two years, but the number of STRs filed by DNFBPs other
than casinos, while it has increased as a result of FINTRAC’s outreach efforts, remains very low (278
in 2014–2015), including those filed by the real estate sector despite the very high ML risk that it
faces. 46

113.
The wide range of systematic reports of transactions above CAD 10 000 that FINTRAC
receives constitutes an important source of information which has allowed FINTRAC to detect
unusual transactions, make links between suspected persons and/or detect bank accounts and other
assets held by these persons.
114.
Despite the important amount of information received, several factors limit the scope and
depth of the analysis that the FIU can do, namely: (i) the fact that some REs listed in the standard are
not required to file STRs (in particular legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries) – as a result,
FINTRAC does not receive information from key gatekeepers which would otherwise prove useful to
its analysis and/or highlight additional cases of potential ML; (ii) the fact that some REs, such as
those active in the real estate sector, file few STRs – as a result, information on some areas of high
risks is limited; (iii) delays in reporting (FINTRAC supervisory findings seem to confirm that STRs
are not filed promptly but within 30 days); and (iv) the fact that FINTRAC is not authorized to

46 Regarding the real estate sector, the authorities indicated that an important part of STRs received from
banks and credit unions and caisses populaires over the last three years related to suspicions of ML activities in
real estate transactions. This compensates partially but not fully the lack of reporting from legal
professionals—other than BC notaries (who, although subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements had not
filed STRs at the time of the assessment)- who are directly involved in these transactions. Real estate
brokers, sales representatives, and developers (when carrying out certain activities) have filed STRs but in
very small numbers.
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request additional information related to suspicions of ML, predicate offenses or TF from any REs –
as a result, FINTRAC is largely dependent on what is reported. These factors entail that it is
challenging for FINTRAC to follow the flows of potential POC in certain cases. For example, when an
STR indicates that suspicious funds have been transferred to another FI, FINTRAC can only follow
the trail of particular activities or transactions if other intermediaries and/or the final FI have also
filed an STR or another report above the required threshold. This is particularly acute when the
funds transferred are divided into multiple transfers below CAD 10 000. Enabling FINTRAC to
request additional information from REs would considerably facilitate and strengthen the analysis
and development of financial intelligence.

Operational needs supported by FIU analysis and dissemination

115.
FINTRAC nevertheless provides a significant amount of financial intelligence to LEAs. Over
the years, it has increased the number of disclosures sent to regime partners, both in response to
VIRs and proactively. In 2014–15, the FIU sent 2 001 disclosures to partners including the RCMP,
CBSA, CRA, CSIS, municipal and provincial police, as well as foreign FIUs. Of these, 923 were
associated to ML, while 228 dealt with cases of TF and other threats to the security of Canada.
109 disclosures had associations with all three. Additional statistics provided showed that
FINTRAC’s disseminations of financial information are appropriately spread between the different
provinces.
Year

Table 3. FINTRAC Disclosures to Regime Partners 1

Municipal
Police

Provincial
Police

CRA

CSIS

CBSA

CSEC

RCMP

Total

2012–13

182

144

149

164

96

32

580

1 347

2013–14

207

135

153

243

139

33

703

1 613

2014–15

331

214

173

312

169

23

779

2 001

1. A number of disclosures may have been sent to more than one regime partner.

116.
The main predicate offenses highlighted in the disclosures are drugs-related offenses (27%
of the cases disseminated), frauds (30%), and tax evasion (11%). Between FY 2010–2011 and 2013–
2014, the type of predicates was stable. 47 In FY 2014–2015, FINTRAC also provided information
pertaining to potential other predicate offenses to ML (namely crimes against persons, child
exploitation, prostitution, weapons and arms trafficking, cybercrimes, and illegal gambling). 48 These
predicate offenses are in line with the main domestic sources of POC identified in the NRA, except
corruption and bribery, counterfeiting and piracy and tobacco smuggling and trafficking. FINTRAC’s
disclosures have assisted LEAs in their ongoing investigations in a number of instances, such as in
the case of project Kromite described below.
The range of predicate offenses related to the cases disclosed were: drugs, fraud, “unknown,” i.e. unspecified,
tax evasion, corruption, customs/excise violations, theft, human smuggling/trafficking.
48 The percentages were the following: crimes against persons, 4%; child exploitation, 1%; prostitution/bawdy
houses, 1%; weapons/arms trafficking, 1%; cybercrimes, 0.3%; illegal gambling, 0.3%.
47
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Box 3. Project Kromite

In May 2013, the RCMP participated in an international investigation which focused on significant
amounts of heroin being imported from source countries (Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iran) to
Tanzania and South Africa. The investigation determined that the heroin was transported through
various methods to destinations in Europe, South America, the Far East, Australia, the United States,
and Canada. Profits from the distribution and sale of illicit drugs were being collected in Canada and
disbursed back to the criminal organization in South Africa and Tanzania.

The RCMP sent VIRs to, and received financial disclosures from FINTRAC. The disclosures were able
to identify accounts, businesses owned by the subjects and transactions which led to the
identification of relevant banking information and, ultimately, to the identification of targets. The
financial intelligence was used by the RCMP to collaborate with the DOJ and the PPSC to draft and
issue judicial authorizations. Authorizations took various forms including four MLATs, which were
issued to three foreign jurisdictions to provide a formal release of information, and Production
Orders and Search Warrants that were used to trace and seize POC, both assets and funds. Formal
drug-related charges under the Canada’s Controlled Drugs Substances Act were laid. The ML-related
component of the investigation has been concluded and potential ML/PPOC-related charges were
being prepared at the time of the assessment, but no charges had been laid.
117.
FINTRAC tailors its analysis to the LEAs’ operational priorities. It focuses mainly on
answering the VIRs and also discloses intelligence related to LEAs’ priorities. Regular operational
meetings 49 and discussions are conducted with disclosure recipients to discuss investigative
priorities, analytical processes, the development of indicators, and to provide assistance regarding
the use of FINTRAC intelligence. The CSIS Financial Intelligence Center (FIC), which is in charge of all
financial Intelligence related to national security investigations and linked notably to terrorism and
proliferation, also interacts with FINTRAC on a regular basis.

118.
FINTRAC’s financial intelligence products include its analysis of all relevant information
collected: the information contained in STRs, EFTRs, LCTRs, other reports and other information
received or accessed by the FIU are all an integral part for developing case disseminations. As
mentioned above, LEAs generally consider that FINTRAC’s disclosures provide useful supplements
to their investigations and generally meet their operational needs. FINTRAC also uses the
information gathered in the exercise of its AML/CFT supervisory function, as well as information
from a fair range of law enforcement and administrative databases maintained by—or on behalf of—
other authorities, and information from open and public sources. While this broad range of
information is undeniably useful, it does not necessarily provide FINTRAC with sufficient
information about the suspected person’s financial environment. In this context, it would prove
particularly useful to ensure that FINTRAC has adequate access, for the purposes of the analysis of
STRs, to information collected by the CRA, as this would assist FINTRAC with information that could
Seventy-six meetings have been laid in 2014–2015 between FINTRAC and different LEAs agencies, including
municipal, provincial and federal agencies, as intelligence services.
49
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strengthen its analysis further, such as information about a person’s or entity’s income and assets, as
well as information on trust assets and trustees (see IO.5).
3

119.
In addition to disclosures in response to VIRs and proactive disclosures, FINTRAC produced
from FY 2010/11 to 2014/15, 62 strategic intelligence and research products, which identify ML/TF
methods and techniques used by listed terrorist groups and criminal networks, emerging
technologies, as well as vulnerabilities in different sectors. These reports support the operational
needs of competent authorities and many of them are developed in collaboration with the Canadian
and international security, intelligence and law enforcement communities. FINTRAC’s classified
strategic financial intelligence assessments address the nature and extent of ML/TF activities inside
and outside of Canada. Canadian authorities provided testimonies of some partners’ satisfaction with
FINTRAC’s strategic intelligence reports. 50

120.
FINTRAC provides a significant amount of disclosures on TF to a variety of LEAs. FINTRAC
sent 234 disclosures related to TF and other threats to the security of Canada in 2013-14, and 228
disclosures in 2014-15. These disclosures were communicated to a variety of partner agencies,
including CBSA, CRA, CSIS, CSE and RCMP, as well as to municipal and provincial police, and other
FIUs, and generated 40 new RCMP TF investigations in 2014 and 126 in 2015.. FINTRAC has
increased its disclosures regarding TF to 161 for the first six months of FY 2015-2016, of which 82
were proactive disclosures. This increase in the number of disclosure shows the involvement of the
FIU in analysing and disseminating information regarding TF.

Cooperation and exchange of information/financial intelligence

121.
Most agencies adequately cooperate and exchange information including financial
intelligence. FINTRAC meets with partners on a regular basis, as seen above, and the FIU focuses on
priority investigations to support the LEAs’ operational needs. In particular, VIRs constitute an
important channel for cooperation and information sharing between FINTRAC and LEAs, as well as
between LEAs. FINTRAC may send a single disclosure to multiples agencies simultaneously, which
informs LEAs that another agency is working on a case. A LEA can further disseminate a disclosure
that was based on another agency’s VIR, provided that it obtains the permission from the source
agency to further disseminate to the requester. In 2014-2015, FINTRAC was authorized by the
source agency to disseminate further its disclosures to another LEA in some 41% of cases.

FINTRAC’s report, Mass Marketing Fraud: “Money Laundering Methods and Techniques, is helpful to Canadian
law enforcement and government agencies in understanding the complexity and international scope of mass
marketing fraud impacting Canada. The CAFC has been able to leverage this report to provide insight into the
prominent money laundering techniques used by criminal organizations engaged in mass marketing fraud”
(Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre); “FINTRAC’s report (on terrorism financing risks related to a particular group) …
have contributed to AUSTRAC’s understanding of the topic ... FINTRAC and AUSTRAC have been able to
collaborate on analytical products, supporting a multilateral approach to information sharing” (Australian
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre) ; “Public Safety Canada benefits from strategic financial intelligence
reports on ML and TF provided by FINTRAC to inform the overall analysis of national security and organized
crime issues. Strategic financial intelligence helps Public Safety to identify the nature and extent of money
laundering and terrorism financing and its potential links to Canada, international conflicts, crimes, sectors
and/or organizations, and the growing links between transnational organized crime and terrorism” (Public
Safety Canada).
50
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122.
In addition, FINTRAC has direct and indirect access to LEAs and Security (i.e. intelligence
services) databases. The authorities indicated that FINTRAC regularly queries LEA databases in the
course of its normal work. FINTRAC and LEAs have established privacy and security frameworks to
protect and ensure the confidentiality of all information under FINTRAC’s control (including
information collected, used, stored and disseminated). In October 2013, FINTRAC strengthened its
compliance policies and procedures to increase further the protection of the confidentiality of the
information it maintains.

123.
Where necessary, LEAs also share information indirectly via FINTRAC by highlighting the
disclosures that should be disclosed to other agencies: In this respect, the RCMP has, in specific
cases, flagged some files with cross border features to the FINTRAC for disclosure to the CBSA where
cross border elements. Similarly, the CBSA has advised FINTRAC to disclose the results of certain
VIRs to another regime partner where it determined that further investigations should be carried
out.

124.
Additionally, the CRA—Charities shares information with other government departments,
including RCMP, CSIS and FINTRAC, when there are reasonable grounds to suspect the information
would be relevant to an investigation of a terrorism offense or a threat to the security of Canada.
Similarly, CSIS shares information on security issues with a range of domestic partners, including
FINTRAC, on a regular basis. The sharing of intelligence includes financial intelligence.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 6
125.

Canada has achieved a moderate level of effectiveness for IO.6.

Immediate Outcome 7 (ML investigation and prosecution)
ML identification and investigation
126.
ML cases are primarily identified from investigations of predicate offenses, human sources
(e.g. informants, victims, suspects, informers, etc.), intelligence (including FINTRAC responses to
VIRs), coercive powers, and, in fewer instances, FINTRAC’s proactive disclosures, as well as referrals
from other government departments without ML investigative powers. LEAs mentioned that they
examine all cases with a financial component and assess whether a concurrent financial
investigation is warranted. The decisions on whether to investigate a case and how much resources
should be devoted to a specific investigation are guided by the LEAs’ prioritization processes. 51 As a
result, LEAs principally investigate the financial aspects of ML52 or PPOC 53 occurrences in serious
In the case of the RCMP: The Prioritization Process is designed to aid the judgment of RCMP management in
the application of its investigative resources against the most important (priority) criminal threats and
activities facing the country. It takes into consideration a series of variables designed to gauge the overall
profile of the investigation (or project), its targets, the expected impact against those targets, as well as the
expected cost in terms of investigative resources and the length of time they will be dedicated to the project.
Prioritization criteria include: economic, political and social integrity of Canada, strategic relevance to RCMP,
links to other GoC and partner priorities, etc. Investigations are scored in three tiers (Tier 1 being the highest
priority). Highest priority files afforded resources as required to successfully conduct the investigations.
52 ML encompasses the CC: ss. 462.31(1) and (2) for laundering property and proceeds of property.
51
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and organized crime cases, and in less serious investigations pursue PPOC charges if proceeds are
seized through the predicate investigation.
Table 4. ML and PPOC-Related “Occurrences1
(numbers extracted from all police services’ records management systems across Canada)

3

2010

ML-Related Occurrences

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

684

716

596

593

608

3 197

PPOC-related Occurrences

42 261

38 796

38 638

37 521

36 012

193 228

Total

42 945

39 512

39 234

38 114

36 620

196 425

1. The basic unit of this data capture system is an “incident”, which is defined as the suspected
occurrence of one or more criminal offense(s) during one single, distinct event. During the on-site visit,
authorities explained that the ML/PPOC related occurrences are classified when the offenses or
incidents fall into the definitions of PPOC/ML under the CC. E.g. a simple theft case can be regarded as a
PPOC incident; and if the thief further transfers the stolen good, it will be a ML occurrence.
Source: Statistics Canada’s Uniform Crime Reporting Survey (2015)

Table 5. ML/PPOC Occurrences Handled by the RCMP
2010

ML-Related Occurrences

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

945

844

692

619

664

3 764

PPOC-Related Occurrences

12 753

11 408

11 573

12 299

14 177

62 210

Total

13 698

12 252

12 265

12 918

14 841

65 974

Source: RCMP

127.
The ML/PPOC occurrences handled by RCMP (unlike the numbers provided in the table for
all police forces) include 1 599 ML- and 13 179 PPOC-related “assistance files,” i.e. cases where the
RCMP rendered assistance to foreign agencies. In practice, requests from foreign counterparts are
used to a limited extent to identify potential ML cases in Canada. In particular, requests from foreign
countries seeking information regarding Canadian bank accounts suspected of receiving or
transferring POC are generally only acceded to and a ML investigation initiated when the account
holder(s) is/are subject to ongoing investigation(s) in Canada, or there is clear indication of a
predicate offense having been committed in Canada. Although Canada has identified third-party ML
as one of the very high ML threat, it does not focus sufficiently on foreign requests that may reveal
the presence, in Canada, of third-party launderers.

128.
As mentioned in IO.6, FINTRAC provides a significant amount of information to LEAs.
FINTRAC responses to VIRs (which constitute the majority of FINTRAC’s disclosures) and proactive
disclosures that have a link with an existing file and/or target are adequately used by LEAs. LEAs
mentioned that due to time and resources considerations, in line with their prioritization process,
fewer investigations are initiated on the basis of a proactive disclosure which has no link to an
ongoing investigation. Between 2010 and 2014, FINTRAC made 867 proactive disclosures to the
RCMP, of which 599 led to new ML/PPOC related occurrences for further investigations.
53

PPOC includes CC s. 354 possession of property of proceeds obtained by crime.
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129.
While the CBSA may investigate fiscal crimes, it does not have the powers to investigate
related ML/PPOC cases, and in instances where it considers that there are reasonable grounds to
suspect that a person is or has been engaging in ML activities, it reports the case to the RCMP. The
latter recorded that between 2010 and 2014 there were 444 ML/PPOC occurrences related to cross
border currency reporting. The authorities provided one case (“Project Chun,” described in the Box
below) of a successful ML investigation started in 2002 on the basis of a CBSA referral. Whilst the
assessment team was also shown several ML cases involving parallel investigations arising from
CBSA’s enquiries into smuggling or customs related offenses, no other cases arising from CBSA’s
cross-border declaration/seizure reports were provided. It therefore appears that, in practice,
information collected at the border is analysed or investigated with a view to pursuing ML activities
to a very limited extent only. The cross-border declaration system is not adequately used to identify
potential ML activities.
Box 4. Case study: Project Chun

In October 2002, a male was intercepted at the Montreal International Airport with USD 600,000
cash in his hand luggage. In the absence of a valid explanation, the money was seized and the case
was referred to RCMP which initiated an investigation to determine the source and destination of
the money. Extensive enquiries unveiled that the male and his wife owned two currency exchange
companies in Canada and in 2000 they made an agreement with a drug trafficker to assist the latter
in laundering proceeds deriving from drug trafficking activities. The laundering included use of
various financial services and an elaborate scheme for the transfer of money to a bank in Cambodia
that was owned and controlled by the couple. The precise amounts involved in these activities are
estimated at more than CAD 100 million. Information received from FINTRAC indicated that the
couple dealt in large sums of cash and that their bank account activities did not fit their economic
profiles. Travel records of one of the accomplice money launderers were received from Cuba
through MLAT requests. The accomplice, who was detained in custody in the US, was later
transferred from the US to Canada to provide testimony for the prosecution. Canadian investigators
had travelled to Israel and Cambodia for tracing after and restraining the crime proceeds. The
couple applied delaying tactics during the prosecution and the Canadian authorities eventually
convicted the couple with six counts of Money Laundering and seven counts of tax offenses. In
March 2015, the couple was each sentenced to eight years of imprisonment and ordered to pay fines
of CAD 9 million. Two real properties, USD 600 000 and the shares of a bank in Cambodia were
forfeited.
130.
Canada’s main law enforcement policy objective is to prevent, detect and disrupt crimes,
including ML, but in practice, most of the attention is focused on securing evidence in relation to the
predicate offense and little attention is given to ML, as evidenced by the discussions held as well as
by the case studies provided. LEAs focus on criminal actions undertaken by OCGs (i.e. mainly drugrelated offenses and fraud). Cases studies and figures provided by LEAs demonstrated that they also
investigate other high-risk offenses (e.g. corruption and tobacco smuggling), but to a limited extent
only. Insufficient efforts are deployed in pursuing the ML element of predicate offenses and pursuing
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3

ML without a direct link to the predicate offense (e.g. third-party/professional money launderers).
Since 2010, when tax evasion became a predicate offense to ML, none of the tax evasion cases
finalized by the CRA have included sanctions for ML. There are, however, ongoing investigations that
contemplate the ML activities.

131.
The various LEAs adequately coordinate their efforts, both at the strategic level and at the
operational and intelligence levels, through working groups and meetings. Within the RCMP, a
centralized database is used to minimize the risk of duplicative investigative efforts against the same
groups or persons. Direct exchanges regularly occur during relevant LEAs meetings, as well as
through specific joint projects: in particular, the CRA-CID and the RCMP have entered into special
projects (i.e. Joint Forces Operations, JFOs) for a specific duration, to identify targets of potential
criminal charges including ITA/ETA offenses. Between 2010 and 2015, 10 JFOs were conducted. In
these cases, the JFO agreements do not supersede or override the confidentiality provisions of the
ITA/ETA, but they, nevertheless, enable the CRA to provide tax information to the RCMP if this is
reasonably regarded as necessary for the purposes of the administration and enforcement of the
Acts.
132.
LEAs regularly seek the production of a court order to obtain banking (or other relevant)
information for the purposes of their investigations. However, as detailed in R 31.3 and IO6, the
length of the process leading to the identification of relevant accounts considerably delays the
tracing of POC in ML/PPOC investigations.

133.
The LEAs also access tax information (outside JFOs) with prior judicial authorization.
During the period 1 April 2013 to 31 December 2015, the CRA CID received in excess of 2 500 LEA
requests for taxpayer information. One RCMP unit indicated that this information is obtained in all
significant cases by way of letter under S241 of ITA when charges are laid or by CC authorization of
Tax order. The RCMP sent 91 tax letters from 2010 to 2016.

134.
LEAs also regularly consult public registries of land and companies, but the paucity of
accurate basic and beneficial ownership information in these registries limit the usefulness of the
information obtained. Investigations in Canada typically do not focus on complex ML cases involving
corporate structures (and/or involving transnational activities). LEAs stated that, in the few cases
where legal entities were under investigation, the beneficial ownership information was typically
obtained from FIs, in particularly the D-SIBs. Investigators are aware of the risk of misuse of
corporate entities in ML schemes, but, in some provinces, do not investigate such cases to the extent
that they should mainly because of a shortage of adequate resources and expertise. As a result, some
targets are not pursued or bank accounts investigated (e.g. in instances where multiple targets and
accounts are involved), and LEA efforts are focused on easier targets where the chances of the
investigations being cost effective are greater.

Consistency of ML investigations and prosecutions with threats and risk profile, and national
AML policies

135.
According to the NRA, fraud, corruption, counterfeiting, drug trafficking, tobacco smuggling,
and (although a recent phenomenon) third-party ML pose very high ML threats in Canada. The LEAs
generally agreed with the NRA findings and have prioritized their resources on OCGs, which are
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mostly involved in drug and fraud related offenses (see table below). As described above, LEAs, in
particular the RCMP, have a prioritization process, which is continually evolving to address the
current threats, taking into account a number of factors. At the time of the assessment, that process
did not take the NRA’s findings sufficiently into account.
Prosecuted ML-Related Cases

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

Money Laundering (CC s462.31)

88

86

130

108

114

526

51.2%

Fraud

12

27

57

61

53

210

20.4%

Drug Offenses

14

18

9

14

14

69

6.7%

Others

27

52

45

51

47

222

21.6%

Total

141

183

241

234

228

1027

100.0%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Uniform Crime Reporting Survey (UCR) – all police services’ records

Prosecuted ML-Related
Cases

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

PPOC (CC 354, 355)

11930

11955

11179

10904

10292

56260

37.7%

Drug Offenses

4260

4351

4504

4020

3889

21024

14.1%

Fraud

3013

2690

2467

2352

2144

12666

8.5%

Others

13144

12602

12079

11656

9638

59119

39.7%

Total

32347

31598

30229

28932

25963

149069

100%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Uniform Crime Reporting Survey (UCR) – all police services’ records

136.
The authorities provided in the above tables the number of prosecution cases, broken down
by the most serious offense (MSO) of the case, in which at least one ML or PPOC charge was laid in
2010 to 2014. 54 This information does not distinguish third-party ML from self-laundering. These
statistics show that high-threat predicate offenses, i.e. drug trafficking and fraud, account for 27.1%
of ML or 22.6% of PPOC prosecutions only, which does not match the ML threats and risks identified
in the NRA (which suggest that a higher percentage would be necessary to mitigate the risks). The
figures provided do not show related prosecutions in the context of corruption, counterfeiting, and
tobacco smuggling cases, but these cases could be embedded in the “others”, “ML” or “PPOC”
categories, when they were not the MSO. Canada provided further information to show that there
were 68 counterfeiting related ML/PPOC cases, examples of tobacco smuggling related ML cases and
one case (Project LAUREAT highlighted below) of a successful prosecution of corruption-related ML
cases 55.

RCMP also provided that between 2010 and 2014, it laid 130 630 PPOC charges against 35 600 persons and
1 904 ML charges against 503 persons.
55 Two other corruption related ML cases, Project Ascendant and Project Assistance, were provided but both
cases were under court proceedings.
54
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Box 5. Case study: Project LAUREAT

3

In 2010, in order to obtain the CAD 1.3 billion contract of modernization of a Health Centre (“HC”),
the president (“P”) and vice-president (“VP”) of an engineer company (“EC”) had bribed the top
officials, “Y” and “Z,” of the HC to get the award. Upon the announcement of the award to EC, the VP
transferred a total of CAD 22.5 million to the shell companies in foreign countries owned by Y and Z.
Y further transferred the crime proceeds to the accounts of his wife’s (Y’s wife) shell companies.
Numerous MLAT requests were executed and bank accounts in nine other countries, worth more
than CAD 8.5 million, were blocked. Y, Z, P, VP were also extradited from other countries. The
syndicate was charged with corruption, fraud, ML along with other offenses. For Y’s wife, who has
only been involved in laundering the CAD 22.5 million, was sentenced to 33 months of
imprisonment.1 Upon her conviction, seven buildings (value at CAD 5.5 million) were confiscated.
1. The sentence of Y’s wife expires in December 2016, but she was granted full parole in September 2015.

137.
While Project LAUREAT was relatively successful, overall, on the face of the statistics and
cases provided as well as of the discussions held on-site, it was not established that Canada
adequately pursues ML related to all very high-risk predicate offenses identified in the NRA.

138.
As indicated in the statistics on standalone ML / PPOC prosecutions below, there were 35
(3.4%) and 14 271 (9.6%) standalone ML and PPOC concluded respectively in the last five years. As
professional money launderers are mostly involved in ML (rather than PPOC) cases, the fact that
Canada only led 35 prosecutions and obtained 12 convictions of single-charge ML cases in the last
five years is a concern. It is possible and, according to the authorities, very likely that a professional
money launderer would also be charged with another charge such as conspiracy, fraud, or organized
crime in addition to ML, but the numbers nevertheless appear too low in light of the risk.
Table 6. Results of Single Charge ML Cases
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

Guilty

2

2

4

3

1

12

34.3%

Acquitted

0

0

0

0

1

1

2.9%

Stayed

0

1

3

1

0

5

14.3%

Withdrawn

2

4

4

2

2

14

40.0%

Other decisions

0

0

1

0

2

3

8.6%

Total

4

7

12

6

6

35

100%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)
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Table 7. Results of Single Charge PPOC Cases

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

1332

1199

1108

1017

947

5603

39.3%

Acquitted

115

84

76

127

98

500

3.5%

Stayed

589

642

640

611

581

3063

21.5%

1158

1077

1022

904

806

4967

34.8%

53

23

24

23

15

138

1.0%

3247

3025

2870

2682

2447

14271

100%

Guilty

Withdrawn
Other decisions
Total

3

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)

139.
Canada’s NRA also identified very high ML vulnerabilities in the use of trusts and
corporations. LEAs confirmed that corporate vehicles and trusts are misused to a relatively large
extent for ML purposes. As the case study Dorade (below) indicates, the authorities have been
successful in identifying the legal persons and arrangements involved in the ML schemes and in
confiscating their assets in some instances. However, overall, it was clear from the discussions held
with police forces and prosecutors that legal persons are hardly ever prosecuted for ML offenses,
mainly because of a shortage of adequate resources and expertise. Investigators are nevertheless
aware of the risk of misuse of corporate entities in ML schemes and that more focus should be placed
on this risk.
Box 6. Case study: DORADE

During the investigation of a fraud syndicate, it was revealed that the director of a loan company
had set up, with the assistance of various professional accomplices, foreign shell companies located
in tax havens for receiving the crime proceeds and lending the sum back to loan company for its
legitimate loan business, thereby facilitating the director to evade tax payment and recycle crime
proceeds. It was estimated, between 1997 and 2010, a total of CAD 13 million of tax was evaded.
With the assistance of MLAT requests, the syndicate members were identified and the proceeds,
whether domestic or abroad, were restrained and eventually confiscated. The director and the
professionals were convicted of fraud and ML and sentenced to 36–84 months of imprisonment.
However, all the ML charges attracted an imprisonment term of less than 18 months and to be
served concurrently with the Fraud sentence.
140.
Overall, while there are exceptions, law enforcement efforts are not entirely in line with
Canada’s NRA risk profiles. As previously noted, LEAs’ prioritization processes place strong attention
to National Security investigations, OCGs, and, to a lesser extent, more recently third-party ML in an
international context. Other instances of high threat predicate offenses, especially fraud, corruption,
counterfeiting, tobacco smuggling, and related ML, as well as laundering activities in Canada of the
proceeds of foreign predicate offenses, third-party ML and ML schemes involving corporate
structures are not adequately ranked in the prioritization process and, consequently, are not
pursued to the extent that they should.
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Types of ML cases pursued

3

141.
Different types of ML and PPOC cases are prosecuted, but there is insufficient focus on the
types of ML that are more significant in Canada’s context, i.e. ML related to high-risk predicate
offenses. In addition, prosecutions of ML-related cases focus on the predicate offenses, with the ML
charge(s) often withdrawn or stayed after plea bargaining and re-packaging of charges. The number
of standalone ML cases is comparatively low, indicating few investigations and hence prosecutions of
third-party ML and foreign predicate offenses despite their high ranking in the NRA. According to the
authorities, as far as third-party ML is concerned, the low number of investigations and prosecutions
is that the magnitude of the threat has only recently reached a high level. Finally, legal persons are
frequently misused for ML purposes, but not often pursued for ML offenses. The tables below show
the results of ML cases brought before the courts and the charges laid in these cases.
2010
Guilty

Table 8. Results of ML-Related Cases
2011

82

2012

108

2013

140

2014

136

Total

146

612

%
59.6%

Acquitted

2

0

0

4

7

13

1.3%

Stayed

8

12

15

26

18

79

7.7%

49

63

74

64

53

303

29.5%

0

0

12

4

4

20

1.9%

141

183

241

234

228

1027

100%

Withdrawn
Other Decisions
Total

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)

Table 9. Results of ML-Charges

2010
Guilty
Acquitted
Stayed
Withdrawn
Other Decisions
Total

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

38

21

35

31

44

169

9.4%

5

1

8

6

9

29

1.6%

17

26

144

45

31

263

14.6%

132

190

366

327

294

1309

72.7%

2

2

14

7

5

30

1.7%

194

240

567

416

383

1800

100%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)

142.
Between 2010 and 2014, a total of 1,800 ML charges were concluded in 1,027 cases.
Although about 60% of these cases were led to convictions, only 169 ML charges (i.e. some 9%)
resulted in a conviction. Some 87% of the ML charges were either withdrawn or stayed. The reasons
provided for the withdrawal of the ML charges included insufficient evidence, the lack of public
interest in the pursuit of the charges, the avoidance of overcharging, as well as repackaging of
charges and plea bargaining (as the ML/PPOC charge will not normally add any additional sentence
to the defendant and it is easier for the defendant to accept the guilty plea of the predicate offenses
in order to contribute to a fair and efficient criminal justice system). The consultation with
prosecutors at an earlier stage of the ML cases is clearly useful in securing the necessary evidence
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and avoiding a waste of investigative efforts. The length of criminal proceedings in ML cases is also a
concern. Proceedings may take a number of years during which the subjects of the investigation and
prosecution may continue their unlawful businesses and dispose of the POCs (as was the case in
Project Chun for example).

143.
Over the last years, although 68.4% of PPOC cases resulted in convictions, 74.6% of the
PPOC charges were withdrawn / stayed or dealt with by other means, and the defendants were only
charged with and convicted of the predicate offenses.
Table 10. Results of PPOC-Related Cases

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

22 974

21 728

20 525

19 611

17 191

102 029

68.4%

388

349

339

404

391

1 871

1.3%

Stayed

2 769

3 193

3 157

3 148

2 857

15 124

10.1%

Withdrawn

5 961

6 140

6 021

5 606

5 380

29 108

19.5%

Guilty
Acquitted

Other Decisions
Total

%

255

188

187

163

144

937

0.6%

32 347

31 598

30 229

28 932

25 963

149 069

100%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)

Table 11. Results of PPOC-Related Charges

Guilty
Acquitted
Stayed
Withdrawn
Other decisions
Total

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

%

13 493

12 782

11 178

10 996

10 072

58 521

23.6%

736

715

1 716

674

817

4 658

1.9%

9 178

9 715

9 183

9 132

6 894

44 102

17.8%

28 776

28 388

27 402

27 375

25 130

137 071

55.2%

1 120

912

883

753

416

4 084

1.6%

53 303

52 512

50 362

48 930

43 329

248 436

100%

Source: Statistics Canada’s Integrated Criminal Court Survey (ICCS)

144.
Overall, of the 1 027 ML-related cases and 102 029 PPOC-related cases that entered the
court system, over 60% resulted in convictions, though most of the defendants were convicted of the
predicate offenses rather than the ML or PPOC charges. This indicates that Canada is able to
investigate and prosecute predicate offenses in ML/PPOC-related cases and disrupt some of the
ML/PPOC activities. One hundred sixty-nine ML charges were led to a conviction in the past five
years (i.e. 33.8 charges on average annually), which appears very low in light of the magnitude of the
ML risks identified. Canada does not pursue the ML charges sufficiently.
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Effectiveness, proportionality and dissuasiveness of sanctions

3

145.
The totality principle 56 always applies in the sentencing, and a ML/PPOC sentence is usually
ordered to be run concurrently with the predicate offenses. The statistics below indicate the
sanctions imposed for ML in instances where the ML charges were the most serious offenses (MSO).
The vast majority of natural persons (i.e. 89%) convicted for ML have been sentenced in the lower
range of one month to two years of imprisonment or awarded non-custodial sentences. 57 This is
proportionate with the type of ML activities most frequently pursued in Canada. However, although
this is not made evident in the statistics provided, it is apparent from the case examples provided,
and in Projects Dorade and Laurent mentioned above, that many sanctions imposed on money
launderers are low even in the (relatively few) cases of complex ML schemes and/or of professional
launderers brought before the courts. None of the PPOC convictions attracted a sentence of more
than two years. In these circumstances, the sanctions applied do not appear to be of a level
dissuasive enough to deter criminals from ML activities.
Table 12. Sanctions in ML Cases Where ML was the Most Serious Offense, from 2010 to 20141
Number

Percentage

Custodial Sentence
• Less than 12 months
• 12 to 24 months
• More than 24 months

80
47
17
16

55.2%
32.4%
11.7%
11.0%

Conditional sentence, probation, fine, restitution

65

44.8%

Total

145

100.0%

1. There are other undisclosed cases where the ML offense runs concurrently with another MSO.

Extent to Which Criminal Justice Measures are Applied Where Conviction is Not Applicable
146.
Information provided under IO.8 reveals that non-conviction based forfeiture amounted to
17% of the total forfeiture. Whilst it is not encouraged to drop the criminal charges during the
judicial process, Canada’s use of civil confiscation is not to be discounted. Plea bargaining and
repackaging of charges have also been used in the prosecution stage for shortening the length of
court proceedings.

Overall Conclusions of Immediate Outcome 7
147.

Canada has achieved a moderate level of effectiveness for IO.7.

Totality principle is a common law principle, which applies when a court imposes multiple sentences of
imprisonment. Section 718.2(c) of the CC stipulates that when a court that imposes a sentence shall take into
consideration of, amongst others, where consecutive sentences are imposed, the combined sentence should
not be unduly long or harsh.
57 A breakdown of sanctions for third-party ML cases and against legal persons is not available.
56
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Immediate Outcome 8 (Confiscation)
148.
Since its last assessment, Canada improved its ability to collect information on seizures and
confiscations and produce related statistics. It uses both criminal and civil (non-criminal based)
proceedings to confiscate proceeds and property related to an unlawful activity. At the Federal level,
there is an agency to manage seized and confiscated assets (SPMD). At the provincial level, the
management of these assets rests with the prosecution services. Canada also confiscates with no
terms of release any undeclared currency and monetary instruments from travellers entering and
exiting the country when there is reasonable grounds to suspect they are from illicit origin or that
the funds are intended for use in the financing of terrorist activities. It shares confiscated assets with
countries with which it has a sharing agreement.

Confiscation of proceeds, instrumentalities and property of equivalent value as a policy
objective

149.
While confiscation of criminal proceeds and instrumentalities is a policy objective, that
objective is pursued to some extent only. Canada is not able to confiscate property of equivalent
value; instead, it imposes fines in lieu. As a result of the deficiencies described in IO.7 confiscation
relate mainly to proceeds of criminal activities and offence related property conducted by OCGs, in
particular drug offenses, fraud, theft, and to the proceeds of tax evasion.
150.
Canada’s Integrated Proceeds of Crime (IPOC) Initiative aims at the disruption, dismantling,
and incapacitation of OCGs by targeting their illicit proceeds and assets. It brings together the CBSA,
CRA, PPSC, Public Safety Canada, PSPC (more specifically, its Forensic Accounting Management
Group, and the Seized Property Management Directorate), and the RCMP, which cooperate and share
information to facilitate investigations. According to the authorities, the IPOC is a distinct program
and a corner stone of the AML/CFT regime as a whole as modified in 2000. However, it is not
identified as one of the key goals of the latest articulation of the AML/CFT program.

151.
The RCMP’s Federal Policing Serious and Organized Crime/Financial Crime Teams (which
investigate ML cases) target the proceeds of organized crime for seizure. The return of frozen or
seized POC and instrumentalities to the defendant is avoided in the context of a plea bargain; in line
with the PPSC policy, both POC and instrumentalities must be sought. 58 According to the authorities,
the accused normally agree with the confiscation request when they plead guilty. At the provincial
level, measures aimed at tracing and seizing assets in view of confiscation are in some cases
conducted jointly by the RCMP and the provincial LEA. In the province of Quebec, for instance, the
cooperation between the RCMP and the relevant provincial police, i.e. the Sûreté du Québec, has
shown a number of cases of successful recovery of assets. At the municipal level, the Service de
Police of the City of Montreal has a unit specialized in the recovery of POC and in the investigation of
ML (Unité des produits de la criminalité—Programme UPC-ACCEF). The priority of the investigations
in Quebec and in Montreal in particular is clearly to identify assets for confiscation, especially in
According to the PPSC Deskbook, Guideline issued by the Director under Section 3(3)(c) of the Director of
Public Prosecutions Act, Chapter 5.3 Proceeds of Crime, in the context of ORP, “partial forfeiture is not a
negotiation tool. If the facts justify and application for total forfeiture, Crown counsel may not, as part of
negotiations, suggest partial forfeiture.”
58
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cases involving OCGs. These clear priorities and effective specialized units have resulted in greater
recovery of POC and instrumentalities by criminal law means both in scope and in type of assets,
including in more complex ML cases. Other provinces rely more on non-conviction based forfeiture,
where roughly CAD 100 million have been confiscated, nationally, during the relevant period.

152.
As a general rule, however, LEAs in other provinces and at the federal level do not seem to
adopt a “follow the money” approach in practice, nor to initiate a parallel financial investigation,
notably because of resource constraints. Overall, as a result of the shortcomings explained under
IO.6 and IO.7, asset recovery is pursued to a limited extent only.

Confiscations of proceeds from foreign and domestic predicates, and proceeds located abroad

153.
The total amounts recovered yearly have increased significantly since the previous
assessment, 59 but, nevertheless, appear to be low in the Canadian context (see table below). This is
likely to be due to the lack of focus on asset recovery mentioned above and the shortcomings
mentioned in IO.6 and IO.7, as well as the length of time needed to bring cases to closure: The delays
encountered (especially at the tracing stage) are likely to encourage and facilitate the flight of assets.
Criminal
Federal
Forfeiture

Table 13. Amounts Forfeited in Canada1
(in Canadian Dollars)
Federal
Fines in
Lieu

CBSA Cash
Forfeitures

Civil
Forfeiture
Results
(Nationally)

Québec
Criminal
Provincial
Forfeiture

Total

2009/10

46 368 327

101 600

5 277 676

7 600 000

2010/11

58 872 881

71 650

4 698 404

12 400 000

9 070 456

85 113 392

2011/12

77 698 566

31 700

1 960 038

18 900 000

10 905 959

109 496 264

2012/13

83 935 230

105 939

3 468 888

41 700 000

11 498 811

140 708 870

2013/14

75 997 602

312 178

4 054 089

18 900 000

12 453 244

111 717 114

2014/15

72 869 240

314 217

4 076 586

---

---

77 260 044

Total
In CAD

415 741 848

937 285

23 535 683

99 500 000

43 928 471

583 643 289

---

59 347 604

The table is a consolidation of statistics maintained by different authorities, using different criteria and
does not include forfeitures undertaken by federal departments that do not involve or are not reported
to the SPMD. At the provincial level, figures were provided for Quebec only (federal criminal results for
Quebec appear in the first column). They do not differentiate domestic from foreign predicate offenses
(though IO.2 shows that there have been forfeitures based on the direct enforcement of foreign orders)
and proceeds which have moved to other countries. According to the authorities, the link between
seized and forfeited assets cannot easily be made, as these actions occur over multiple years.

154.
Different types of assets are seized or restrained in federal criminal proceedings (see table
below) but, overall, Canada does not restrain businesses, company shares—despite the high risk of
misuse of legal entities—or property rights. 60 In general, Canadian authorities seem to be managing
59
60

An average of Can$ 27 million a year were forfeited from 2000 to 2007 (2008 MER, page 62).
The only exception appears to be a golf course seized on behalf of another country.
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effectively the seized and confiscated assets on both federal and provincial levels. Assets are
generally not sold before the conclusion of the criminal proceeding to maintain their value or reduce
the costs of management of the property, unless they are rapidly depreciating or perishable, or the
accused authorizes their disposal.
Asset Type
Aircraft

Table 14. Federally Seized/Restrained Assets by Appraisal Value
(in Canadian Dollars)
2009/2010

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

108 000

-

15 000

-

250 000

0

20 878 443

21 456 803

22 665 264

28 833 075

18 036 703

21 680 932

Financial
Instruments

365 247

961 557

5 938 052

732 443

26 924 056

723 834

Hydroponics

6 291

2 748

808

1 240

259

12

138 410

684 780

605 054

274 601

203 956

269 866

52 785 401

54 220 901

37 336 935

25 445 169

26 532 406

16 758 250

5 940 355

5 947 937

6 256 389

4 839 410

4 479 067

4 433 720

311 200

156 101

79 296

121 661

39 700

518 000

80 533 349

83 430 829

72 896 801

60 247 601

76 466 149

44 384 616

Cash

Other
Property (incl.
jewellery)
Real Estate
Vehicle
Vessel
Grand Total

155.
Revenue agencies, both at the federal and provincial level, have been successful in
recovering evaded taxes, including in instances where the monies were held offshore. In FY
2013/2014, Revenue Quebec alone recuperated over CAD 3.5 billion of evaded taxes, both by
criminal sanctions and civil compliance actions. During the same period, FY 2013/2014 the CRA
recuperated CAD 10.6 billion in its criminal and civil actions. As a result of the CRA’s investigations
into suspected cases of tax evasion, fraud and other serious violations of tax laws, and
recommendations to the PPSC, Canada secured convictions for tax crimes for CAD 162.3 million and
levied a total of CAD 70.7 million in criminal fines. However, it should be noted that these figures do
not solely represent confiscations related to the proceeds of crime, and that the Canadian authorities
were unable to provide such separate figures.

156.
Between 2008 and 2015, in an effort to recover proceeds that have been moved to other
countries, Canada sent 135 requests for tracing assets (bank or real estate records) to other
countries 43 requests for restraint of funds or assets and 4 requests for forfeiture. Discussions with
the authorities and the cases provided nevertheless established that the authorities pursue assets
abroad to some extent only, notably because such actions require resources that are currently
dedicated to other priorities. The fact that LEAs seem to have little expertise in pursuing complex
international ML schemes or in the investigation of professional money launderers also explain the
relatively low level of effort in seeking the recovery of assets abroad. Considering that there is no
possibility for the authorities to seize property of equivalent value, when POC cannot be forfeited,
fines in lieu are ordered, in addition to the custodial sentence. The total fines collected by the federal
Crown are CAD 937 285.95 for 2009-2015. The authorities share parts of the confiscated assets with
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their foreign counterparts, both in criminal and civil actions, when the property is in Canada, the
foreign country assisted Canada in the case and there is a signed sharing agreement. This would be
the case when the offense was committed partly or entirely abroad and laundered in Canada. 61 The
major part of the sharing occurred with the US, which appears justified in the Canadian context, and
property was also shared with Cuba and the UK.

Confiscation of falsely or undeclared cross-border transaction of currency/BNI

157.
CBSA agents seize monies when there is a suspicion that the latter are POC or funds
intended to be used to fund terrorism. As indicated in the table below, between 2009 and 2015,
Canada seized about CAD 263 million at the border, of which less than 9% were confiscated and
more than 91% were returned to the travellers. In the latter cases, according to the authorities, there
was no suspicion of ML, TF, or other illicit activities; therefore, the monies were returned to the
traveller and an administrative fixed fine (of CAD 250, CAD 2 500, or CAD 5 000) levied. In practice,
however, falsely or undeclared cross-border movements of currency and other bearer negotiable
instruments are analysed by the FIU, or investigated by the RCMP to a very limited extent, namely
only when they pertain to an ongoing analysis or investigation (See IO.6). Moreover, the level of the
sanctions for noncompliance with the obligation of disclosure of cross-border movements and the
frequency which it is applied does not seem effective, proportionate nor dissuasive.
FY

Seized
Amount

(in Canadian Dollars)

Returned at
Seizure by
CBSA

Final Penalty
Amount
Forfeited

Cash Seizures
Forfeited

Amount
Returned by
SPMD1

2009/2010

99 430 742

94 448 985

2 150 500

5 277 676

731 782

2010/2011

12 447 605

6 277 108

223 000

4 698.404

1 458 233

2011/2012

4 361 463

1 871 650

50 750

1 960 038

522 035

2012/2013

28 273 318

23 949 256

545 500

3 468 888

853 173

2013/2014

52 508 920

47 564 857

1 340 000

4 054 089

873 782

2014/2015

65 989 388

61 808 579

1 732 000

4 076 586

1 328 046

263 011 436

235 920 435

6 041 750

23 535 681

5 767 054

Total

1. This column contains only the amounts for closed cases where an appeal or other legal means of
challenging are no longer available to the travellers.

Canada shared the following amounts: 2007/2008: CAD 199 390; 2008/2009: CAD 75 620; 2009/2010:
CAD 357 844; 2010/2011: CAD 0; 2011/2012: CAD 93 013; 2012/2013: CAD 237 577; 2013/2014:
CAD 244 846.
61
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Consistency of confiscation results with ML/TF risks and national AML/CTF policies and
priorities.
158.
Law enforcement actions, including asset recovery efforts focus mostly on illicit drug
trafficking, fraud, and theft. 62 While drug-related offense and fraud are identified as very high ML
threats in Canada’s NRA, theft is not. In addition, the recovery of proceeds of other very high threats
identified in the NRA is pursued, but not to the same extent (this is notably the case for proceeds of
corruption and bribery, third-party ML, and tobacco smuggling, although some success was achieved
in a case of tax evasion perpetrated from 1991 to 1996 in relation to a large scale tobacco smuggling
operation 63). 64 As a result, Canada’s confiscation results are not entirely consistent with ML/TF risks
or national AML/CFT policy.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 8
159.

Canada has achieved a moderate level of effectiveness in Immediate Outcome 8.

As stated in the Research Brief-Review of Money Laundering Court Cases provided by FINTRAC, p. 1 and the
Authorities Submissions to IO.7, p. 12 and 13. This is consistent with the assessor’s findings after the
interviews with Canadian authorities during the on-site.
63 Project Oiler, where charges of tax fraud (through smuggling) and the possession of proceeds of crime were
laid in 2003 and ultimately a plea of guilty accepted for violations of the Excise Tax Act in 2008 and 2010. This
case resulted in the imposition of criminal fines and penalties totalling CAD 1.7 billion.
64 The authorities provided the assessment team with a table showing the seizures in relation to the offenses
(Seizures by Act), from 2009 until 2015. The higher values are related to the Controlled Drug and Substance
Act, followed by the offense of Possession of property obtained by crime, laundering of proceeds, PCMLTFA,
tax offenses and conspiracy. The values seized in relation to bribery of officers are insignificant (except in one
case where some CAD 4 million were confiscated). It is not possible to identify third-party ML in the statistics
provided. Seizures for possession of tobacco appear only in fiscal years 2012/2013 and 2013/2014, and
seizure for bribery of officers appear only in FY 2010/2011, 2011/2012 and 2013/2014. In FY 2009/2010,
2012/2013 and 2014/2015 the value of seizures in relation to bribery is zero.
62
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Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings

4

IO.9
The authorities display a good understanding of TF risks and close cooperation in CFT efforts. The
intelligence services, LEAs and FINTRAC regularly exchange information, which notably contributes
to support prioritization of TF investigations.

Canada accords priority to pursuing terrorism and TF, with TF investigation being one of the key
components of its counter-terrorism strategy.
The RCMP duly investigates the financial components of all terrorism-related incidents, considers
prosecution in all cases and the prosecution services proceed with charges when there is sufficient
evidence and it serves the public interest. Two TF convictions were secured since 2009. Sanctions
imposed were proportionate and dissuasive.
Canada also makes frequent use of other measures to disrupt TF.

IO.10

Implementation of TF-related targeted financial sanctions (TFS) is quite effective for FIs but not for
DNFBPs.

Canada takes a RBA to mitigate the misuse of NPOs (i.e. charities). A specialized division within CRACharities focuses specifically on concerns of misuse of organizations identified as being at greatest
risk. In addition, CRA-Charities has developed an enhanced outreach plan, which reflects the best
practices put forward by the FATF.
In practice, few assets have been frozen in connection with TF-related TFS.

IO.11

Canada’s Iran and DPRK sanction regimes are very comprehensive and in some respects go beyond
the UN designations.

Cooperation between relevant agencies is effective and some success has been achieved in
identifying and freezing the funds and other assets belonging to designated individuals.
Large FIs have a good understanding of their TFS obligations and implement adequate screening
measures but some limit their screening to customers only. DNFBPs, however, are not sufficiently
aware of their obligations and have not implemented TFS.

There is no formal monitoring mechanism in place; while some monitoring does occur in practice, it
is limited to FRFIs and is not accompanied by sanctioning powers in cases of non-compliance.
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Recommended Actions
Canada should:

IO.9
4



IO.10





IO.11



Pursue more and different types of TF prosecutions.
Require DNFBPs to conduct a full search of their customer databases on a regular basis.

Consider increasing the instances of proactive notification of changes to the lists to REs other
than FRFIs.
Consider enhancing the number of seizures and confiscations related to TF offenses.
Monitor and ensure FIs’ and DNFBPs’ compliance with PF-related obligations.

Conduct greater outreach. This should include information on the PF-risk that can be
published without compromising Canada’s security, as well as more detailed guidance on the
implementation of TFS and indicators of potential PF activity.

The relevant Immediate Outcomes considered and assessed in this chapter are IO9-11. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R.5-8.

Immediate Outcome 9 (TF investigation and prosecution)

Prosecution/conviction of types of TF activity consistent with the country’s risk-profile
160.
The RCMP investigates all occurrences of TF. This includes investigations into a wide range
of TF activities, such as the collection of funds and their movement and use by individual, entities or
wider organizations. The RCMP lays TF charges when approved by PPSC based on sufficient evidence
and when the prosecution would best serve the public interest. Between 2010 and 2015, charges
were laid against one individual, resulting in a conviction for TF in 2010 (see Box 7 below). Charges
were also laid in another case, but subsequently withdrawn for tactical and operational enforcement
reasons.
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Box 7. R v. THAMBITHURAI 2008

It came to the knowledge of the RCMP’s Integrated Security Enforcement Team (INSET) that a man
was in the process of collecting funds from his place of residence and businesses for the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), a listed terrorist entity in Canada. The person was arrested in
Vancouver. INSET found various materials in his possession, including donation forms for the LTTE
which were used for a CAD 600 donation and a CAD 300 pledge. The accused was charged with four
counts of “Providing or making available property for a terrorist organization” under CC 83.03,
three of which were later withdrawn. He pled guilty in 2010 and was sentenced to six months of
imprisonment.
161.
LEAs actively pursue the threat of individuals radicalized to violence, and in particular,
those seeking to travel abroad for terrorist purposes. The RCMP’s priority is to pursue charges that
are in the best interest of public safety, and to mitigate the possible threat of terrorist activity as
efficiently as possible. TF charges are not always determined to be the most appropriate means to
mitigate threat. In these instances, alternative measures are used. The below case showed that while
a boy obtained funds by robbery for travel abroad to join a terrorist organization, RCMP had pursued
terrorism and criminal charges instead of TF charges.
Box 8. Young Foreign Terrorist Fighter

In 2014, a 15-year-old boy who had become radicalized to violence became determined to travel
abroad to join a terrorist organization. He had previously tried unsuccessfully to purchase an airline
ticket for Syria with his father’s credit card. In October 2014, the father discovered CAD 870, a knife,
and a balaclava in the boy’s backpack. Feeling suspicious of money might have been stolen, the
father made a report to police. Investigation revealed that the boy had committed an armed robbery
in order to purchase ticket for Syria. The boy was charged and convicted of armed robbery.
Additional national security investigation by C-INSET resulted in the youth being convicted of
attempting to leave Canada to participate in the activity of a terrorist group (CC 83.131) and
commission of an offense for a terrorist group (83.2). He was sentenced to 24 months in youth
custody plus one-year probation, consecutive to the sentence of armed robbery.
162.
This and other cases discussed establish the authorities’ ability to pursue TF activities.
However the results obtained so far are not entirely commensurate with Canada’s risk profile, which,
as assessed in the NRA, points to more frequent and diverse TF occurrences. As a result, Canada has
demonstrated to some extent that it pursues the different types of TF activities that it faces.

TF identification and investigation

163.
The RCMP investigates the financial component of all terrorism-related incidents. It
employs various avenues to identify and investigate potential TF activities including human source
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or intelligence, referrals from international or domestic partners (e.g. the US Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI), FINTRAC, CRA, and CSIS, direct reporting from Canadian FIs), and national
security investigations.

4

164.
FINTRAC regularly provides proactive disclosures and responses to VIRs on TF cases, which
supports the prioritization of TF investigations. It mostly disseminates disclosures related to TF to
CSIS, but also to the RCMP, CBSA, CRA, municipal and provincial police, and foreign FIUs. According
to FINTRAC, roughly half of TF disclosures were proactive, and half in response to VIRs. The
authorities do not keep figures on the results of TF investigations arising from proactive disclosures.
Table 15. TF-Related VIRs and FINTRAC Disclosures (from and to RCMP only)
2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Total

Number of TF Disclosures

100

110

125

188

206

729

Number of TF-Related VIRs

26

65

78

84

61

314

165.
LEAs and FINTRAC accord priority to TF investigations, although there are exceptions
where priority would be accorded to other terrorism files, as highlighted in the Project Investigation
below. In urgent cases, FINTRAC provides TF-related financial intelligence to the RCMP within hours.
In normal circumstances, it may take days or weeks to respond to the VIRs. In one of the cases
provided, which dated back more than 10 years, timely intelligence from FINTRAC was instrumental
in identifying domestic and foreign accounts, as well as in establishing the foundations for the
necessary judicial authorization applications. 65 The CBSA also assists in the identification of an
investigation into TF activities.
166.
For example in the case of Project Investigation, a person was intercepted by the CBSA at a
Canadian airport for carrying undeclared currency in excess of CAD 10 000. CBSA notified the RCMP,
which assumed control of the investigation because of the nexus to TF. The investigation revealed
that funds destined to a foreign country to support an organization listed by Canada as a terrorist
entity had been collected across Canada by multiple individuals. Information received from FINTRAC
resulted in the identification of the funding networks of the entity and of its key members. Due to
operational and resource constraints imposed by higher priority national security investigations, the
RCMP was unable to proceed further with the file. A different approach was therefore adopted: the
suspect was charged under PCMLTFA for not reporting the importation or exportation of currency

The case in question was the Project Saluki: In 2002, the RCMP conducted a TF investigation to determine
whether monies were being raised in Canada by a front organization, the World Tamil Movement (WTM), for
the LTTE in Sri Lanka. Financial Intelligence provided by FINTRAC and banking records from FIs obtained by a
court order indicated that funds were being sent from a bank account in Canada to a bank account in a foreign
country registered to a legal entity. With the assistance of the foreign country, the RCMP gathered the bank
documents of the foreign account and identified the holders and the persons associated with or who
maintained control over the account, which involved a private deed of trust as well as a list of the appointed
trustees. RCMP officers went to the foreign country, interviewed the trustees and signatories of the foreign
bank account and determined details of their involvement and position with the legal entity. No person was
charged upon the conclusion of the investigation. The PPSC applied for civil forfeiture and in 2010 the Court
ordered forfeiture of the WTM building in Montreal and other property under terrorism legislation.
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or monetary instruments. He pleaded guilty and was fined CAD 5 000, and the funds previously
seized were forfeited to the Crown.

167.
All TF investigations are conducted by the RCMP’s INSET field units. These units are located
in Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal, and are comprised of officers
deployed from other partners (including municipal and provincial LEAs and the CSIS) in numbers
that fluctuate depending on operational needs. They are tasked by FPCO, which it is responsible for
the prioritization of investigations. TF activities are investigated in proportion with their scope and
complexity. As investigations become more complex and require more resources, the RCMP uses a
management tool to ensure that investigations align with national security priorities. Between 2009
and 2013, it identified five investigations as major TF cases, which led to two charges being laid (see
previous core issue).
Table 16. TF Investigations
2010

1

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

235

162

117

201

179

894

Participate/Contribute to Terrorist Group Activity

40

29

33

45

52

199

Provide/Collect Property for Terrorist Activity

31

26

17

21

9

104

30

31

15

25

34

135

0

2

1

2

79

84

Facilitate Terrorist Activity

15

3

6

10

15

49

Make Available Property/Service for Terrorist Act

10

15

8

5

8

46

Assistance Files

2

Information Files

Crime Prevention3

Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property

0

1

6

9

2

18

Use/Possess Property for Terrorist Activity

4

1

2

1

0

8

National Security Survey Codes

1

1

0

4

0

6

Instruct/Commit Act for Terrorist Group

2

3

0

1

3

9

Others (Criminal Intelligence, Fraud, etc.)

5

3

6

5

4

23

373

277

211

329

385

1 575

4

Total

1. An Assistance file is created when assisting domestic or foreign non-PROS/SPROS units or agencies.
2. Information File is information received, it is not a call for service, or the person or agency
supplying the information does not expect police action.
3. Crime Prevention are activities directed toward the tangible objective of preventing a specific type
of crime, e.g. breaking and entry, approved or accepted community-based policing program such as
Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE).
4. National Security Survey Codes are the combined collection of two different survey types: Threat
Assessments and VIP/Major Events.

TF investigation integrated with -and supportive of- national strategies

168.
CFT is an integral part of Canada’s strategy to combat terrorism. The RCMP confirms that it
assesses the existence of a TF component in every national security investigation. Cases provided
(including IRFAN-CANADA described in IO.10) showed that the authorities use TF investigations to
identify the structures, key persons, and activities of terrorist organizations. TF investigations are
integrated with, and used to support, national counter-terrorism strategies and investigations.
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Effectiveness, proportionality and dissuasiveness of sanctions

4

169.
Canada successfully pursued and convicted two individuals on TF charges. The first case (R
v. THAMBITHURAI described above) only attracted a six-month imprisonment despite PPSC
appealing against the sentence. In the second case (R v. KHAWAJA, see Box 9 below), the Court
sentenced the defendant to two years imprisonment for TF and to life imprisonment for “developing
a device to activate a detonator.”
Box 9. R v. KHAWAJA

In 2004, Canada initiated an investigation into a Canadian citizen linked to a terrorist group under
investigation in the United Kingdom (UK) for planning a fertilizer bomb attack targeting pubs,
nightclubs, trains and utility (gas, water and electric) supply stations in the UK. The evidence
collected indicated that the Canadian subject attended a training camp in Pakistan in July 2003 and
transferred on three occasions a total of about CAD 6 800 to his associates in the UK with the help of
a young woman to avoid suspicion of link. His parents were persuaded to evict tenants from their
residence in Pakistan so that the subject may make the facility available for use by the group’s
members. He also planned 30 devices to strap explosives onto model airplanes with remote triggers.
He was arrested by the RCMP in 2004, detained, and charged in 2008 with seven counts of offenses
under the CC, including one count of TF under 83.03(a). MLA requests were sent to the
US authorities for the subject’s Internet Service Provider and payment records as well as the
testimony of a US witness. In December 2010, upon the appeal by the PPSC, the subject was
sentenced to life imprisonment for “developing a device to activate a detonator” and 24 years of
imprisonment for the other offenses, including two years’ imprisonment for TF.
170.
While low, the number of instances prosecuted appears in line with Canada’s threat profile
and considering the alternative mitigating measures taken (see below). Sanctions applied appear to
be proportionate with the amounts involved and dissuasive. No legal person has been convicted of
TF offenses. No designations were made to the relevant UN bodies but Canada has been co-sponsor
to a number of designations.

Alternative measures used where TF conviction is not possible (e.g. disruption)

171.
Canada’s primary goal in counter terrorism efforts is to maintain public safety, and Canada
places a strong focus on disrupting terrorist organizations and terrorist acts before they occur. The
RCMP defines disruption in national security matters as the interruption, suspension or elimination,
through law enforcement actions of the ability of a group(s) and/or individual(s) to carry out
terrorist or other criminal activity that may pose a threat to national security, in Canada or abroad. It
includes disruption of TF activities
172.
During national security investigations, activities of participants and peripheral
participants may be tactically disrupted for a variety of reasons, including triggering reactions or
behavioural changes of the main targets. TF investigations therefore do not always result in TF
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charges, if other charges for terrorism or other offenses are being laid and the evidence is most
cogent and appropriate or would best serve the public interest. The authorities shared several cases
(including Project Smooth below) where despite clear evidence to substantiate a TF charge, other
means were preferable to ensure the public interest.
Box 10. Project SMOOTH

In August 2012, CSIS reported to RCMP that a male (“CE”) residing in Montreal had met another
male (“RJ”) in Toronto. RJ was known to the RCMP for recently distributing pro Al-Qaeda
propaganda. Investigation, including the use of an undercover US FBI agent who had gained the
trust of CE and RJ, revealed that the two men had plotted to cut a hole in a railway bridge to derail
the Canadian Via Rail passenger train between Toronto and New York. The FBI agent had
surreptitiously recorded their conversations, which made up the bulk of the case's evidence,
including CE’s description on the hierarchical structure and mode of communication of a terrorist
group and that CE was receiving orders from Al Qaeda through a middleman. It was also unveiled
during the investigation that CE had or intended to finance a total of CAD 4 200 to the terrorist
group. In 2013, CE and RJ were arrested. CE and RJ were both charged with four offenses: conspiring
to damage transportation property with intent to endanger safety for a terrorist organization,
conspiring to commit murder for a terrorist group, plus two counts of participating or contributing
to a terrorist. CE was found guilty of all four charges plus another he faced alone for participating in
a terrorist group. RJ was convicted of all charges except that of “conspiring to damage
transportation property with intent to endanger safety for a terrorist organization.” In March 2015,
both men were sentenced to life imprisonment.
173.
In other cases, TF prosecutions were not possible, especially in cases based largely on
intelligence that may fall short of the evidentiary threshold required by criminal courts. In instances
where prosecution is not deemed to be the best avenue to protect the public or human sources, or is
not possible, a wide-range of disruption techniques is employed. Such techniques typically include:
arrests; search-and-seizure raids; “intrusive surveillance” (in which police make it obvious to the
suspects that they are being watched); civil forfeiture; inclusion of specific persons in Canada’s no fly
list (which is particularly relevant considering the growing threat of foreign fighters); revocation of
the charitable status of NPOs identified as having been used for TF purposes; listing of terrorist
entity under the CC, barring of individuals who pose a threat to the security of Canada and
prohibition from entering or obtaining status in Canada or from obtaining access to sensitive sites,
government assets or information; and extradition. Canada frequently uses other criminal justice
and administrative measures to disrupt TF activities when a prosecution for TF is not practicable.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 9
174.

Canada has achieved a substantial level of effectiveness for IO.9.
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Immediate Outcome 10 (TF preventive measures and financial sanctions)
Implementation of targeted financial sanctions for TF without delay

4

175.
Canada implements UNSCR 1267 and UNSCR 1373 (and their successor resolutions)
through three separate domestic listing mechanisms: the United Nations Al-Qaeda and Taliban
Regulations (UNAQTR); the Regulations Implementing the United Nations Resolutions on the
Suppression of Terrorism (RIUNRST); and the CC. Canada plays an active role in co-sponsoring the
listing of new terrorist entities, as appropriate, and delisting defunct entities. The lists of entities
whose assets are to be frozen under UNSCR 1267 and its successor resolutions are automatically
incorporated into Canadian law by reference through UNAQTR. Accordingly, UNSC decisions to list
or delist an individual are given immediate effect in Canada; no additional action by Canadian
authorities is needed to give legal effect to a designation. These decisions are rapidly brought to the
attention of FRFIs, but not of other REs.

176.
The CC is Canada’s primary listing mechanism, and allows it to satisfy the obligations under
UNSCR 1373. While the RIUNRST also satisfies UNSCR 1373, no listings have been added to the
RIUNRST since 2006. In practice, this CC process entails a criminal intelligence report prepared by
the RCMP or a security intelligence report prepared by the CSIS, which is subjected to a legal review
by independent counsel to ensure that it meets the CC listing threshold (i.e. reasonable grounds to
believe), as well as interdepartmental consultations. The authorities can list an entity to Canada’s
domestic list (under the CC) in an expedited manner if necessary. 66 The Canadian authorities
provided a concrete example (IRFAN Canada, below) of the domestic listing of a NPO.
Box 11. IRFAN-Canada

In 2010, CRA-Charities suspended the receipting privileges of IRFAN-Canada. The suspension was
based on the organization’s failure to provide and maintain records, which interfered with CRACharities’ ability to carry out the audit that began in 2009. CRA-Charities continued with the audit
during the period of suspension and ultimately revoked IRFAN-Canada’s charitable registration in
2011. It shared information regarding IRFAN-Canada’s possible association with the listed
organization, Hamas, with partner organizations, including the RCMP. A CRA-Charities analyst
seconded to the RCMP was able to provide expertise to facilitate the sharing of information, as
authorized by legislation. The RCMP collaborated with and received financial intelligence from
FINTRAC.
In 2014, the RCMP officially opened the investigation, which resulted in an RCMP recommendation
to PS Canada to have IRFAN-Canada listed as a terrorist organization. The financial intelligence
provided by FINTRAC also served to inform deliberations on the listing of IRFAN. The RCMP, PS
Canada, and the DOJ worked together to prepare the documentation required for the Government to
make a decision as to the listing. In April 2014, IRFAN-Canada was listed as a terrorist entity by the
Government of Canada. Following the listing, criminal investigations were initiated by the RCMP’s
INSETs in Ontario and Quebec, and were still ongoing at the time the assessment.
Several factors may be considered, as for example: operational imperative to list more quickly to freeze
known assets; nexus to Canada; national security concerns; allied concerns, etc.
66
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177.
Third-party requests from foreign jurisdictions are considered under the CC framework.
Canada has received numerous requests from foreign jurisdictions since the establishment of the
regime and has given effect to both formal and informal requests, though it does not keep records on
the number of third-party requests for listing under the CC. The authorities also indicated that they
were able to list an entity on an expedited manner when necessary, following third-party requests.

178.
As of 7 April 2015, 54 entities were listed pursuant to the CC and 36 terrorist entities under
the RIUNRST. Once an entity has been listed, PS issues a news release advising of the new listing and
provides a notification on its sanctions website, and the listings are published in the Canada Gazette,
approximately two weeks after listing. To assist FIs search their list of customers against these listed
terrorist names, OSFI maintains on its website a database of all terrorist names (and known
identifiers) subject to Canadian laws, and notifies FIs without delay by posting instantly a
notification to its website and by notifying all its e-mail subscribers each time a new terrorist name
is listed under Canadian law, or there are changes to existing information. FRFIs are also required to
report to OSFI monthly that they have conducted the name screening and report any terrorist
property that they have identified and frozen. FINTRAC also provides a link to OSFI’s website on its
own website, as well as guidance to REs on the reporting requirements related to terrorist property.
Other than in the case of OSFI, the mechanism for informing the private sector about listed entities
appears to be rather passive, as it relies on REs consulting the Official Gazette and the websites of the
competent authorities and/or, when they are aware of this possibility, subscribing to RSS feeds (or
the UN notification system).
179.
The FRFIs met during the on-site had a good understanding of their screening obligation
regarding targeted financial sanctions (TFS) and implemented sanctions without delay. DNFBPs,
however, do not have a good understanding of their obligations (see IO.4). Furthermore, while they
are required to check the listings at the beginning of a business relationship, they are not required to
conduct a full search of their customer databases on a regular basis, which is a major limitation to an
effective implementation of TFS.

180.
Persons listed in Canada may apply for revocation of the designation under the framework
detailed in R.6. 67 Examples of delisting were shared with the assessors. One entity was delisted in
December 2012.

181.
Canada has not proposed a designation to the UN Sanctions Committees, but acted as cosponsor on several occasions.

Targeted approach, outreach and oversight of at-risk non-profit organisations

182.
The Canadian NRA concluded that registered charities present a high risk of TF, due to the
fact that a large number of the financial transactions that charities conduct may be performed via
delivery channels with a high degree of anonymity and some level of complexity (i.e. multiple
Under the Criminal Code regime, there are several ways an entity could be delisted. The Minister of Public
Safety and Emergency Preparedness can recommend to the Governor in Council that an entity be delisted at
any time, the entity could be recommended for delisting as part of the two-year review, or an entity can apply
for delisting as per the process outlined under section 83.05(2).
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intermediaries are involved). The NRA also highlights that the significant use of cash may make it
difficult for the authorities to establish the original source of funds, and that it may be difficult to
know how the funds or resources will be used once transferred to partner organizations or third
parties.

183.
Canada has implemented a targeted approach regarding the NPO sector vulnerability to TF.
In 2015, the CRA, which regulates charities under the Income Tax Act, conducted a review in
addition to the NRA, to examine the size, scope and composition of the NPO sector in Canada and to
determine which organizations, by virtue of their activities and characteristics, were at greater risk
of being abused for terrorist support purposes. The CRA found that, in Canada, the organizations at
greatest risk of terrorist abuse because of the nature of their activities and characteristics are
charities. As a result, the authorities concluded that, in the Canadian context, NPOs that fall within
the FATF definition are charities. Four reports had previously been published regarding the sector,
notably a “Non-profit Organisation Risk identification project” in 2009. Canada has a large NPO
sector, comprising of approximately 180 000 organizations. The sector can be divided into two
groups: charities and NPOs, depending on their legal structures. While both are exempt from paying
taxes, federally registered charities (of which there are approximately 86 000) receive additional
fiscal privileges and submit annual information returns, which include notably the names of the
directors or trustee, a description of its activity and financial information, including sources of
funding. Non-charity NPOs (of which there are approximately 94 000) having assets in excess of
CAD 200 000 or annual investment income exceeding CAD 10 000 are not required to register, but
must file an annual NPO Information Return with the CRA. 68 In addition, non-charity NPOs
incorporated provincially or federally would be required to file certain information with the
provincial or federal governments on an annual basis depending on the statute under which the
organization is formed. This typically includes information related to address, directors, and the date
of the last general meeting. In certain cases, organizations may have to provide detailed financial
information depending on value of assets or fund received.

184.
CRA-Charities reviews all applications for charitable registration and conducts audits of
registered charities. From 2008–2014, CRA-Charities completed approximately 5 000 audits in total;
16 these audits comprised a national security concern, eight of which resulted in revocation of
registration. 69 If an applicant charity does not meet the requirements of registration, e.g. due to
terrorism concerns, the CRA denies its application. 70 Through its work, CRA-Charities may take
administrative action to disrupt an organization’s activities where it has identified a risk of terrorist
abuse, and/or relay the information to LEAs. If a registered charity no longer complies with the
requirements of registration, for any reason including connections to terrorism, the division can
The annual NPO Information Return includes information about their activities, assets and liabilities.
Two led to penalties totalling CAD 440 000; four led to compliance agreements with the charity involved and
two resulted in education letters.
70 The Income Tax Act requires that charities devote their resources to charitable purposes and activities. An
organization that supports terrorism would be denied registration for carrying on activities contrary to public
policy, which would not qualify as charitable. Additionally, the Charities Registration (Security Information)
Act provides a prudent reserve power to deny or revoke registration when terrorist connections are
suspected.
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apply a range of regulatory interventions and, in the most the serious cases, may revoke the
registration.

185.
CRA-Charities conducts outreach to advise charities of their legislative requirements and
how to protect themselves from terrorist abuse. This includes general guidance on topics related to
sound internal governance, accountability procedures, and transparent reporting, as well as specific
tools such as a checklist on avoiding terrorism abuse and a web page on operating in the
international context. CRA-Charities will build on this existing outreach through its enhanced
outreach plan. CRA-Charities has begun consultations with the sector to educate them on the risk of
terrorist abuse and to gain a better understanding of their needs in terms of outreach and guidance.
186.
National coordination has been enhanced. The CRA shares information with relevant
partners where there are concerns that a charity is engaged in providing support to terrorism. If the
division encounters information that is relevant to a terrorism investigation when carrying out its
regulatory duties, it shares that information with national security partners and LEAs. The division
shared information with domestic national security partners in support of their mandate in 47 cases.
Similarly, the division received information from partners in 51 cases to assist with its analysis, in
2014/2015. In addition, to facilitate the sharing of information, a secondment program between the
CRA and its partners has been instituted: CRA employees are seconded to the partner agencies and
employees from the partner agencies are seconded to the CRA.

187.
According to the CRA’s NPO Sector Review of 2015 the 86 000 registered charities
represent 68% of all revenues of the NPO sector and nearly 96% of all donations (see R.8). CRA
registered charities also account for a substantial share of the sector’s foreign activities as about
75% of internationally operating NPOs are registered as charities. In addition, as detailed above, all
registered charities, regardless of the value of their assets, and all NPOs with assets in excess of
CAD 200 000 or annual investment income exceeding CAD 10 000 must file an annual information
return with the CRA, which includes the provision of financial information. In addition, registered
charities with revenue in excess of CAD 100 000, and/or property used for charitable activities over
CAD 25 000, and/or that have sought permission to accumulate funds, must provide more detailed
financial information. The authorities identify charities as being the organizations falling under the
FATF definition of NPOs and reviewed the NPO’s sector (see Box 12).
Box 12. Canadian NPO’s Sector Review

The national regulator of registered charities, i.e. the CRA, conducted a domestic review of the entire
NPO sector in Canada in order to identify which organizations, by virtue of their activities and
characteristics, were at greater risk of being abused for terrorist support purposes. The review
aimed to ensure that Canada (i) is not taking an overly broad interpretation of the FATF definition of
NPO, (ii) focuses on those organizations that are at greatest risk, and (iii) does not burden
organizations that not at risk with onerous reporting requirements for TF purposes.
The CRA reviewed existing publications and research by governmental, academic, and non-profit
organizations related to the non-profit sector, including reports by Statistics Canada on non-profit
institutes, consultations on regulations affecting the sector, and studies on trends in charitable
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giving and volunteering. In addition, it looked at existing laws and reporting requirements affecting
NPOs. To determine where there is risk, NPOs were categorized based on shared characteristics
such as purpose, activities, size and location of operation. The CRA compared those characteristics
with the elements of the FATF definition of NPO. It also took into consideration the findings of the
FATF typologies report Risk of Terrorist Abuse in NPOs to identify features that put organizations a
greater risk.
The CRA found that, in Canada, the organizations at greatest risk of terrorist abuse are charities. As a
result, the authorities concluded that, in the Canadian context, only charities fall within the FATF
definition of NPO. While organizations at greatest risk are charities, not all charities are at risk. The
insight obtained from the sector review allowed Canada to focus on charities as the starting point
for its NRA.
Source: FATF (2015), Best practices paper on combating the abuse of NPOs—October 2015.

188.
The registered charity met during the assessment is large and has a number of international
connections. It has a good understanding of its vulnerability to TF and has implemented adequate
measures to mitigate that risk, without disrupting legitimate NPO activities.

Deprivation of TF assets and instrumentalities

189.
As of February 2015, the total amount of frozen assets belonging to designated entities is
CAD 131 235 in 12 bank accounts, CAD 29 200 in six life insurance policies, nine house insurance
policies, and one automobile insurance policy, totalling CAD 3 248 612 frozen. The number of
entities that had their assets frozen was not provided.

190.
Despite the high number of TF occurrences (see IO.9), no assets and instrumentalities
related to TF were seized or confiscated in circumstances other than designations. There are several
reasonable explanations for this. LEAs indicated that, in several cases, no assets or instrumentalities
were found. In others cases, the lack of confiscation can be due to the fact that TF investigations do
not always result in TF charges and other means of disruption (see IO 9). The authorities also
provided cases of TF investigations unrelated to the UN designations where the RCMP seized some
assets and instrumentalities, 71 but did not proceed to seek their confiscation.

Consistency of measures with overall TF risk profile

191.
While the terrorist threat has grown in the recent years, in particular in light of an
increased number of Canadian nationals who have joined terrorist groups abroad, 72 not all terrorist
entities identified have financing or support in Canada. In October 2014, Canada was victim of two

The assets seized included over CAD 10 000 in cash, in one case, and tractor trailers in another.
As stated by the Director of CSIS following his appearance at the Senate Committee on National Security and
Defence, as of the end of 2015, the Government was aware of approximately 180 individuals with Canadian a
nexus who were abroad and suspected of engaging in terrorism related activities. The Government was also
aware of a further 60 extremist travellers who had returned to Canada.
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terrorist attacks in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and Ottawa, perpetrated by two Canadian citizens who
intended to travel abroad for extremist purposes, but had been prevented from doing so. The TF
investigation related to these events was still ongoing at the time of the assessment. In other
instances, the authorities detected the transfer of suspected terrorist funds to international
locations. These transfers had been conducted through a number of methods, including the use of
MSBs, banks, and NPOs, as well as smuggling bulk cash across borders.

192.
Canada has demonstrated to some extent only that it pursues the TF threat that it faces (see
IO.9). The system suffers from inadequate implementation of UNSCRs by DNFBPs. Nevertheless, it
must also be noted that, in some respect, Canada goes beyond the standard—this in particular the
case with respect to the CC terrorist list, which Canada reviews every two years to ensure that the
legal threshold for listing continues to be met for each entity listed.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 10
193.

Canada has achieved a substantial level of effectiveness for IO.10.

Immediate Outcome 11 (PF financial sanctions)
Implementation of targeted financial sanctions related to proliferation financing without delay
194.
Canada’s framework to implement the relevant UN CFP sanctions relies on three main
components: (i) a prohibition to conduct financial transactions to Iran and the DPRK, with a few
regulated exceptions, (ii) an obligation to freeze assets of designated persons; and (iii) an obligation
to notify the competent authorities of any frozen assets.
195.
Canada implemented the UNSCR 1737 and 1718 obligations, including part of the freezing
obligations, by issuing within the UN-requested timeline two regulations dealing with Iran and the
DPRK respectively. Both regulations impose freezing obligations that are generally comprehensive
(see R.7). The lead agency for their implementation is GAC. Canada also went beyond the standard by
imposing additional unilateral sanctions under the Special Economic Measures Act (SEMA). As a
result of its Controlled Engagement Policy towards both countries, the Canadian Government does
not engage in active trade promotion with Iran and the DPRK, and, with almost all commercial
financial transactions between Canada and Iran prohibited, the volume of existing bilateral trade
with both countries has dropped considerably. Canada also ensured that the exceptions to the
general prohibition of conducting financial transactions 73 do not apply with respect to designated
persons and entities.
196.
Decisions taken by the UNSC under 1737 and 1718 take immediate effect in Canada. The
current lists of designated persons and entities are published on the OSFI website. To facilitate the

Examples of these exceptions include: non-commercial remittances to the DPRK; financial banking
transactions of CAD 40 000 and under between family members in Canada and family members in Iran; and
other transactions permitted on a case-by-case basis, at the discretion of the Minister of Global Affairs. In
practice, exceptions have been granted mainly in the case of prospective Iranian immigrants for the purposes
of immigration fees and related transactions.
73
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implementation of the TFS, guidance is provided on the GAC and OSFI website. 74 In addition, OSFI
notifies the FRFIs of any changes to the lists on the same day as the changes occur, or on the day that
follows the receipt of the note verbale. It also reminds FRFIs on a monthly basis of their screening
and freezing obligations, either per web post or per email. Its guidance requires FRFIs to search their
records for designated names in two ways: (i) by screening new customers’ names against the
official lists at the time such customers are accepted; and (ii) by conducting a full search of all
customers’ databases “continuously,” which the guidance defines as “weekly at a minimum.” No
other authorities provide notifications to other REs of changes made to the lists. As a result, while
the legal obligations to implement PF-related TFS are the same across the range of REs, swift action
is actively facilitated in the case of FRFIs only. REs may nevertheless subscribe to the RSS feeds on
the GAC website, or to the UN notification system, in order to be notified of changes to the Iran and
DPRK regulations.

Identification of assets and funds held by designated persons/entities and prohibitions

197.
Canada has had some success in identifying funds and other assets of designated persons,
and preventing these funds from being used, as indicated in the table below. Two of the larger banks,
as well as one provincial FI and two life insurers have identified assets of designated persons, frozen
those assets (where available), and reported the case to the RCMP, OSFI, and FINTRAC. The assets
were detected through timely screening of the FIs’ customers’ (but not other parties such as the
beneficial owner, despite OSFI’s guidance in this respect) against the UN lists. While the freezing are
occurrences are low, they nevertheless indicate that FIs and in particular D-SIBs are taking measures
to prevent their potential misuse for PF activities. No information was provided on the timing of the
freezing measures.
Table 17. Assets Reported Under the Regulations Implementing the United Nations
Resolutions on both Iran and the DPRK, as of September 2015

Reporting Entity

Number of
Accounts/Contracts

Assets Frozen
Amounts in CAD
CAD equivalent of
amounts in foreign
currencies

Assets Reported
but Not Frozen (no
cash surrender
value) in CAD

Bank X (DTI)

1

78 838

Bank Y (DTI)

2

Provincial FI

4

Total re. Accounts

7

Federal Life Insurer X

6

29 200

Life Insurer Y

10

3 248 612

Total re. Insurance
Contracts

16

3 277 812

591.2

845
30 647

591.2

110 330

See Global Affairs Canada (nd), Canadian Sanctions Related to Iran,
www.international.gc.ca/sanctions/countries-pays/iran.aspx?lang=eng; Canadian Sanctions Related to North
Korea, www.international.gc.ca/sanctions/countries-pays/korea-coree.aspx?lang=eng.
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198.
Canada went beyond the UN listings by investigating the financial components of
proliferation activities detected on their territory. The authorities successfully prosecuted one
individual for the export of prohibited dual-use goods. The enforcement function is shared between
the RCMP and the CBSA, with the former taking the lead in instances that include a potential nexus
with national security or OCGs, and the CBSA taking the lead in other instances. So far, the
investigations revealed no need for freezing measures: the individuals had little assets, most of
which had been used to purchase unauthorized dual use goods.
199.
Through the analysis of STRs and other information, FINTRAC has detected potential
violations of the SEMA and import-export legislation which it disclosed to the CBSA and CSIS. 75 The
analysis of STRs notably pointed to some instances of potential wire stripping and sanctions evasion.
No figures were provided as the system does not keep track of STRs that also mention suspicion of
PF. According to the authorities, in most instances, the REs may not specifically refer to suspicions of
PF, but simply highlight that the transactions does not make economic sense. FINTRAC has discussed
some of these cases with its partner agencies in the operation meetings of the Counter-Proliferation
Operations Committee.

FIs and DNFPBs’ understanding of and compliance with obligations

200.
Large FIs, and in particular the D-SIBs, have a good understanding of their freezing
obligations, including with respect to PF. They generally have staff dedicated to the implementation
of TFS that regularly check the UN lists. They are also aware of the risk of wire stripping and have
reported instances of potential wire stripping to FINTRAC. Smaller FRFIs have a relatively good
understanding of their obligations, although several do not distinguish the PF-related from the TFrelated sanctions. DNFBPs, however, are far less aware of their PF-related obligations, so far, none of
them have frozen assets belonging to designated persons.
201.
Some outreach has been conducted, notably by the RCMP, with a view to increase the
general public’s awareness of the proliferation risk. Although some of the outreach activities include
information on red flags for potentially suspicious PF activities, these efforts have, so far, mainly
focused on proliferation activities rather than the implementation of related TFS.

Competent authorities ensuring and monitoring compliance

202.
There is no formal mechanism for monitoring and ensuring compliance by FIs and DNFBPs
with PF-related obligations. Nevertheless, some monitoring does take place in practice with respect
to FRFIs: OSFI, in the exercise of its general functions, has examined the systems put in place by
FRFIs to implement the sanctions regimes for both TF and PF. It has also identified shortcomings (in
particular the lack of screening of persons other than the customer) and requested improvements in
the screening processes. As a result of a sanction recently imposed by the US regulator on a foreign
bank with subsidiary operations in Canada and the US for violations of the PF-related sanctions, OSFI

While FINTRAC does not have an explicit mandate to receive reports of suspicions of PF, it is required by law
to disclose financial intelligence to assist in investigations and prosecutions for ML, TF and other threats to the
security of Canada, which could include PF.
75
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increased its dialogue with and monitoring of that specific bank. Ultimately, it was satisfied that the
activities conducted in Canada were different than those conducted in the US and that the risk was
limited in Canada. OSFI is not, however, habilitated to sanction any potential breach of PF-related
obligations.
203.
While this ad hoc monitoring by the OSFI is proving helpful with respect to FRFIs and useful
in identifying shortcoming in their implementation of TFS, it does not entirely compensate the lack
of a more comprehensive monitoring system.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 11
204.

76

Canada has achieved a moderate level of effectiveness with IO.11.
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Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings
Several, but not all REs listed in the standard are subject to Canada’s AML/CFT framework:




AML/CFT requirements were found to breach the constitutional right to attorney-client
privilege by the Supreme Court of Canada, and, as a result, are inoperative with respect to legal
counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries. The exclusion of these professions is not line with
the standard and raises serious concerns (e.g. in light of these professionals’ key gatekeeper
role in high-risk activities such as real-estate transactions and formation of corporations and
trusts).
TCSPs (other than trust companies), non FI providers of open loop pre-paid card, factoring
companies, leasing and financing companies, check cashing business and unregulated
mortgage lenders, online gambling, and virtual currencies do not fall under the AML/CFT
regime, but legislative steps have been taken with respect to online gambling, open-loop prepaid cards and virtual currencies.

FIs including the D-SIBs have a good understanding of the ML/TF risks and of their AML/CFT
obligations. While a number of FIs have gone beyond existing requirements (e.g. in correspondent
banking), technical deficiencies in some of the CDD requirements (e.g. related to PEPs) undermine
the effective detection of some very high-risk threats, such as corruption.

Requirements—on FIs only—pertaining to beneficial ownership were strengthened in 2014 but
there is an undue reliance on customers’ self-declaration for the purpose of confirming beneficial
ownership.
Although REs have gradually increased the number of STRs and threshold-based reports filed, the
number of STRs filed by DNFBPs other than casinos remains very low.

With the exception of casinos and BC notaries, DNFBPs—and real estate agents in particular—are
not adequately aware of their AML/CFT obligations.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:






Ensure that legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries are subject to AML/CFT
obligations when engaged in the financial transactions listed in the standard.

Ensure that TCSPs (other than trust companies) open loop pre-paid cards, including non FI
providers, virtual currency and on line gambling to AML/CFT requirements.

Require DNFBPs to identify and verify the identity of beneficial owners and PEP in line with
the standard.
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Require FIs to implement preventive measures with respect to PEPs, and wire transfers in line
with the FATF standards, and monitor (e.g. through targeted inspections) and ensure
compliance by all FIs of their obligation to confirm the accuracy of beneficial ownership in
relation to all customers.
Enhance the dialogue with DNFBPs other than casinos to increase their understanding of their
respective ML/TF vulnerabilities and AML/CFT obligations, in particular with real estate
agents, dealers in precious metals and stones (DPMS) (with greater involvement of the
provincial regulators and the relevant trade and professional associations). Update ML/TF
typologies and specific red flags addressed to the different categories of DNFBPs to assist in
the detection of suspicious transactions.
Consider introducing a licensing or registration regime, or other controls for DPMS.

Monitor and ensure DNFBPs’ and small retail MSBs’ compliance with TFS obligations.

Issue further guidance, especially to non-FRFIs, on the new requirements related to domestic
PEPs.
Strengthen feedback to small banks and the insurance sector on the use of STRs.

Issue guidance for all REs to facilitate the detection of the possible misuse of open loop prepaid
cards in ML and TF schemes.

The relevant Immediate Outcome considered and assessed in this chapter is I04. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R9-23.

Immediate Outcome 4 (Preventive Measures)

Understanding of ML/TF Risks and the Application of Mitigating Measures
205.
The level of understanding of ML/TF risks and AML/CFT obligations, as well as the
application of mitigating measures vary greatly amongst the various REs.

206.
FIs are aware of the main threats and high-risk sectors identified in the NRA, as well as of
the level of ML/TF vulnerabilities associated to their activities. Recent trends in the FIs’
understanding of risks and AML/CFT obligations is not immediately apparent in the supervisory
data (because the latter aggregates as “partial deficiencies” both minor and more severe failures),
but, according to the authorities, have been positive. The major banks have developed
comprehensive group-wide risk assessments and implement mitigating measures derived from
detailed consideration of all relevant risk factors (including lines of business, products, services,
delivery channels, customer profiles). Several other FIs stated that their risk assessment and
mitigating measures are already in line with the findings of the NRA. Specific attention is paid to cash
(including potentially associated to tax evasion) and to the geographic risk (which, especially in the
case of large banks, takes into account the index of corruption developed by relevant international
organization and includes offshore financial centres). Some FIs also consider trust accounts held by
lawyers and other legal professions as presenting a higher risk and, as a result, conduct enhanced
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monitoring of these accounts. Specific products associated to real estate transactions, such as
mortgage loans, are also considered as high-risk products. Over the last three fiscal years, a total of
9 556 STRs were filed with FINTRAC regarding suspected ML/TF activities in relation to real estate,
which represents 3,8% of the overall amount of STRs received, with most STRs coming from banks,
credit unions, caisses populaires, and trust and loan companies. The main typologies identified in this
respect range from the use of nominees by criminals to purchase real estate or structuring of cash
deposits to more sophisticated schemes where, for example, loan and mortgage schemes are used in
conjunction with the use of lawyer’s trust account.
207.
In some instances, however, the regulator’s on-site inspections revealed issues with the
quality and scope of the risk assessments, especially in relation to the elements taken into account as
inherent risk of individuals, and to the consistency among business-lines. Smaller FRFIs display a
weaker understanding of ML/TF risks, and tend to regard AML/CFT obligations as a burden.

208.
The life insurance sector appears to underestimate the level of risk that it faces. According
to FINTRAC supervisory findings, life insurance companies and trust and loan companies that are
non-FRFIs show the highest level of deficiency in their risk assessment, as well as the weakest
understanding of their AML/CFT obligations. Non-federally regulated life insurance companies have
a weak understanding of their ML/TF risks than federally regulated companies, and appear
particularly refractory to improving AML/CFT compliance.

209.
The representatives of the securities sector recognized the high risk rating of their
activities, but also noted that the higher level of risk lie mainly in smaller security firms and
individuals. Firms not involved in cross-border activities seem to underestimate their vulnerability
to ML risk, having a limited notion of geographic risk, as mainly referred to offshore countries.
Overall, securities dealers have a good understanding of their AML/CFT obligations, although
supervisory findings highlight that the level of understanding is weaker in more simplified
structures and that internal controls are a recurring area of weakness.

210.
MSBs' level of awareness of AML/CFT obligations is consistent with their size and level of
sophistication of their business model. MSBs that operate globally as part of larger networks are
aware of the specific ML/TF risks that they face (i.e. risks emanating mainly from the fact their
activity is essentially cash-based). They have developed specific criteria to evaluate certain risk
(e.g. the risks posed by their agents) to enable them to determine the appropriate level of controls.
While the assessment team did not have an opportunity to meet with representative from the
smaller independent MSBs, 76 representatives from other private sector entities as well as FINTRAC
confirm that smaller MSBs are far less aware of their AML/CFT obligations and their vulnerabilities
to ML/TF. According to FINTRAC, community-specific MSBs are reluctant to apply enhanced due
diligence to higher risk customers. To assist mainly small MSBs in the development of a RBA, on
1 September 2015 FINTRAC developed an RBA workbook for MSBs.
Under the glossary of the NRA the said category has been defined as these MSBs are focused on retail
transactions, and have stand-alone computer systems and street-level retail outlets across Canada. Of these,
one sub-group offers currency exchanges only, typically in small values, and is often found in border towns
(e.g. duty-free shops), while the other sub-group offers currency exchanges, but may also offer money orders
and EFTs, typically as an agent of a national full-service MSB.
76
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211.
Casinos vary greatly in size, complexity, and business models. All the relevant gaming
activities are subject to AML/CFT requirements where (on the basis of the model in place) the
province or the Crown corporation is responsible for their compliance. Representatives from casinos
demonstrated a good understanding of their AML/CFT obligations and of the most frequent ML
typologies in their sector. Nevertheless, their implementation of CDD measures seems to follow a
tick-box approach rather than be based on an articulated risk-assessment. Moreover, casinos seem
to be essentially focused on cash, and appear to underestimate to some extent the risk posed by
funds received from accounts with FIs.

212.
DPMS are highlighted as a high-risk in the NRA. Compliance examinations conducted
between 2012 and 2014 revealed industry-wide non-compliance. FINTRAC has worked with two
DPMS associations (namely the Canadian Jewelers Association, CJA, and the Jewelers Vigilance
Canada, JVC, which, together, represent about one quarter of the Canadian DPMS) to strengthen
compliance of this sector. This has led to an increase in these DPMS’ understanding of their AML/CFT
obligations, as shown in subsequent examinations. Nevertheless, the absence of licensing or
registration system or other forms of controls applicable to the sector in its entirety creates major
practical obstacles for FINTRAC to properly establish the precise range of subjects that it should
reach out to.
213.
The real estate agents met, despite being aware of the results of NRA, consider that they
face a low risk because physical cash is not generally used in real estate transactions. As the normal
practice is to accept bank drafts—agents consider banks have mitigated the ML/TF risk. In the
province of Quebec, notaries trust accounts are used to deposit the funds involved in real estate
transactions—real estate agents therefore consider that notaries are in a better position to detect
possible ML activities, but Quebec notaries are not currently covered by the AML/CFT regime. Real
estate agents are overly confident on the low risk posed by “local customer,” as well as non-resident
customer originating from countries with high levels of corruption.
214.
The accountants’ level of awareness of AML/CFT obligations is quite low. The competent
professional association underlined that, in the absence of guidance and outreach efforts,
accountants are often unclear as to when they are subject to the AML/CFT regime.
215.
BC notaries provide a wide range of services related to residential and commercial real
estate transfers. They are, however, not fully aware of the risk and their gatekeeper role in relation
to real estate transactions. Like real estate agents, they consider that all risks have been mitigated by
the bank whose account the funds originated from.
216.
In May 2015, FINTRAC issued guidance to assist REs in the implementation of their RBA.
Most representatives of DNFBPs considered this helpful, but also expressed the need for further
initiatives focused on their respective activities.

217.
AML/CFT obligations are inoperative towards legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec
notaries involved in the activities listed in the standard. In February 2015, the Supreme Court of
Canada declared that a portion of Canada's AML/CFT legislation is unconstitutional as to attorneys,
because it violates the solicitor-client privilege. Representatives from the private sector and the
Canadian authorities confirmed that lawyers in Canada are frequently involved in financial
transactions, often related to high-risk sectors, such as real estate, as well as in the formation of trust
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and companies. In the context of real estate transactions, in particular, lawyers and Quebec notaries
provide not only legal advice, but also trading services, 77 and receive sums from clients for the
purchase of a property or a business, deposited and held temporarily in their trust accounts.
Representatives of the Federation of Law Societies, although aware of the findings of the NRA, did
not demonstrate a proper understanding of ML/TF risks of the legal profession. In particular, they
appeared overly confident that the mitigation measures adopted by provincial and territorial law
societies (i.e. the prohibition of conducting large cash transactions 78 and the identification and
record-keeping requirements for certain financial transactions performed on behalf of the clients) 79
mitigate the risks. While monitoring measures are applied by the provincial and territorial law
societies, they are limited in scope and vary from one province to the other. The on-site visit
interviews suggested that the fact that AML/CFT requirements do not extend to legal counsels, legal
firms and Quebec notaries also undermines, to some extent, the commitment of REs performing
related functions (i.e. real estate agents and accountants).

CDD and Record-Keeping

218.
CDD obligations, and especially those dealing with beneficial ownership, politically exposed
foreign persons (PEFPs) and, for FIs, wire transfers, are not fully in line with FATF standards. In
addition, some DNFBPs are not subject to AML/CFT requirements and monitoring (see TCA for more
details).
219.
Since February 2014, FIs are required to obtain, take reasonable measures to confirm, and
keep records of the information about an entity’s beneficial ownership. In practice, FIs seem to
interpret this new provision as requiring mostly a declaration of confirmation by the customer that
the information provided is accurate, to be followed, in some cases, by an open source search. Only a
few of the FIs interviewed stated that they would spend time to check the information received and
verify the information through further documents and information, which raises concerns. The
undue reliance on a customer’s self-declaration (as a way to replace the duty to confirm the accuracy
of the information provided) appears to be a significant deficiency in the implementation of
preventive measures and OSFI has issued findings to FRFIs requiring that more robust beneficial
ownerships confirmation measures be undertaken. Moreover, REs have limited methods to confirm
the accuracy of beneficial ownership information (see IO.5). Several FIs are in the process of
implementing the new requirement by reviewing the information gathered for their existing
customers, but most of the FIs interviewed were unable to establish the current stage of this review.
220.
Due to the recent entry in force of the new beneficial ownership requirements, there is
limited information on how well FRFIs are complying with the new obligations. Recent supervisory
findings—albeit limited in numbers- suggest that serious deficiencies remain.

77 This is notably confirmed by the exemption from the requirement to be licensed as real estate agent granted
under the relevant provincial legislation ( for example in British Columbia, Real Estate Service Act, Section 3,
(3) lett. f, and, for Quebec Notaries, Quebec Notary Act, Art.18).
78 Model Rule on Cash Transactions adopted by the Council of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada on July
2004.
79 Model Rule on Client Identification and Verification Requirements, adopted by the Council of the Federation
of Law Societies of Canada on 20 March 2008 and modified on 12 December 2008.
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221.
Discussions with DNFBPs, in particular those with real estate representatives, highlighted
that even basic CDD requirements are not properly understood and that the implementation of the
“third-party determination rule” seems to be mainly limited to asking the customer whether he/she
is acting under the instructions of other subjects, without further enquiry.

5

222.
Measures to prevent and mitigate the risks emanating from corruption and bribery
(classified as very high threats in the NRA) are insufficient, because of shortcomings in the legal
framework (see TCA) and weak implementation of existing requirements. REs’ capacity to properly
detect these criminal activities is significantly undermined. This is in particular the case with
DNFBPs considering that they are not required to take specific measures when dealing with PEPs. In
order to determine whether they are in a business relationship with foreign PEPs (i.e. PEFPs) or
their family members, FIs combine the information gathered through the client identification forms
and the screening process (realized mainly through commercial databases). Most FIs interviewed
limited their search to the customer and did not seem to establish whether they were dealing with
“close associates” of PEFPs. Furthermore, the range of information required by FIs is limited to the
source of funds, and does not always include the source of wealth. Most FIs appear to be over-reliant
on the self-declaration of the customer to determine the source of funds, and do not perform further
verification of the accuracy of the information provided. The approval of senior management can be
obtained “within 14 days” from the day on which the account is activated, which will be extended to
30 days when the new provisions on domestic PEPs enter into force. Some FIs confirmed that, during
that timeframe, the PEPs can operate the account—the business relationship can therefore be
conducted without adequate controls having taken place. According to OSFI’s supervisory findings,
in some cases, the involvement of senior management occurs even beyond the prescribed timeframe.

223.
There are nevertheless some encouraging signs: over the last four fiscal years, FINTRAC
assessed non-FRFIs’ determination of PEFPs 80 in the context of 2 508 examinations in four different
sectors (credit unions and caisses populaires, trust and loan companies, MSB and securities dealers),
and identified shortcomings were identified in only 4% of the cases.

224.
Several FRFIs, including the D-SIBs, 81 interviewed, apply an onboarding procedure for all
customers who include the same determination in relation to “domestic PEPs” and the same
enhanced due diligence measures; in order to determine whether a customer is a “domestic PEP,”
the large banks rely mainly on the information contained in commercial databases. The notion of
“domestic PEP” that they apply varies greatly from one institution to the other, and focuses on
customers only, i.e. without taking the beneficial owners into account. Some non-FRFIs expressed
the need for timely guidance to clarify and facilitate the implementation of the new requirement
regarding domestic PEPs and their close associates.
80 The said determination is considered in relation to the following cases: the opening of new accounts
(financial entities and securities), when an EFT over CAD 10 000 is sent or received (financial entities and
MSBs) or a lump sum payment of CAD 100 000 or more in respect to an annuity or life insurance policy.
81 In this respect, OSFI Guidelines B-8, Deterring and detecting ML/TF, explain that FRFIs are not (currently)
under any legal obligation to identify domestic PEPs per se, nevertheless, where a FRFI is aware that a client is
a domestic PEP, the FRFI should assess what effect this may have on the overall assessed risk of the client. If
the assessed risk is elevated, the FRFI should apply such enhanced due diligence measures as it considers
appropriate.
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225.
DNFBPs, however, are not required to determine whether they are dealing with foreign
PEPs. The interviews conducted confirmed that the political role of customers is not an element that
DNFBPs take into account in practice to determine whether further mitigation measures are
necessary.
226.
While FRFIs have adequate record-keeping measures in place, the smaller credit unions,
retail money services business and DNFBPs active mainly in the real estate sector implement weaker
measures, which are mainly paper based or based on a combination of paper and manual
procedures. FINTRAC identified several deficiencies in record-keeping procedures of BC notaries as
well, especially with respect to the conveyancing of real estate.

227.
Correspondent banking services are mostly offered by D-SIBs. The D-SIBs have a
centralized global management and monitoring of correspondent banking relationships. In some
cases, they go above and beyond the current requirements: for example, when reviewing
correspondent bank relationships, they also take the quality of AML/CFT supervision into account.
Controls on correspondent banking seem to be also reviewed through visits on site and testing
procedures by the internal audit. According to OSFI supervisory findings, FRFIs properly assess
these services as a higher risk activity, taking necessary mitigation measures.

228.
Before introducing new technologies and products, banks typically conduct an assessment
of the potential ML/TF risks (and, in doing so, go beyond the requirements of Canadian law). Some
banks indicated the lack of information from the authorities regarding typologies on possible
exploitation of emerging products that would be helpful in their risk assessment. Among the new
products it is worth noting that pre-paid cards are used in Canada but are not currently subject to
AML/CFT requirements. 82 Nevertheless, OSFI has alerted FRFIs in the context of its inspections to
the need to consider that reloadable prepaid cards operate similarly to deposit accounts, and
therefore require equivalent mitigation measures. OSFI supervisory findings reveals that in two
cases, FIs had failed to integrate their risk assessment regarding prepaid cards into their overall risk
assessment methodology as well as to establish effective controls over their agents. Following OSFI’s
supervisory interventions, the two institutions are now implementing prepaid access controls in
reloadable card programs similar to controls over deposit accounts. Regulatory amendments to
include prepaid cards in the regulations are being developed. Other new products currently used—
albeit to a very limited extent—include virtual currencies, 83 which fall outside the current
framework but which the government has proposed to regulate for AML/CFT purposes. 84
82 Global

open loop prepaid card transaction volumes have grown by more than 20% over the past four years
and were expected to reach 16.9 billion annually in 2014. Despite pre-paid open loop access (thus meaning any
financial product that allows customers to load funds to a product that can then be used for purchases and, in
some cases, access to cash or person-to-person transfers) has been considered under the NRA of high
vulnerability rating, pre-paid cards are not currently subject to AML/CFT requirements.
83 According to the Canadian Payments Association, as of 10 April 2014, there were between 1 000 and 2 000
daily transactions in Canada involving bitcoin, which represent 1/100 of 1% of the total volume of Canada’s
daily payments transactions. See Senate Canada, Digital Currency: you can’t flip this coin!, June 2015, p. 23.
84 The legislation to include dealing in virtual currencies among MSBs has been passed, and the associated
enabling regulations are being developed.
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229.
Some of the larger FIs and money transfer companies go beyond current requirements for
wire transfers and the filing of EFTRs by applying stricter measures: they notably monitor such
transfers on a continuous basis through sample checks of wires received on behalf of customers in
order to verify whether they contain adequate originator information, and, if not, take up the matter
with the originating banks.
5

230.
FIs have a good understanding of their obligations with respect to TFS (see IO.10). MSBs
belonging to large networks, although they are not required to screen on a continuous basis their
customer base against the sanctions lists, in practice do so. On-site supervisory inspections revealed,
however, deficiencies in the timeliness of the name-screening processes, as well as in their scope
(because they do not always extend the screening to the beneficial owners and authorized signers of
corporate entities). According to industry representatives and FINTRAC, this is not the case in
smaller independent MSBs, where less sophisticated procedures of record-keeping and monitoring
are in place.
231.
DNFBPs, in particular in the real estate sector, acknowledged that they do not fully
understand the requirements related to TFS. They also recognized that their implementation of
these requirements is weak, largely because their procedures are mainly paper-based.

Reporting Obligations and Tipping Off

232.
With the exception of casinos, reporting by the DNFBPs sectors is very low, including in
high-risk sectors identified in the NRA.
Table 18. Number of STRs Filed by FIs and DNFBPs
2011–2012

FIs

2012–2013

2013–2014

2014–2015

Banks

16 739

17 449

16 084

21 325

Credit Unions/Caisses populaires

11 473

12 217

12 522

16 576

Trust and Loan Company

617

757

702

729

Life Insurance

379

379

453

427

35 785

42 246

46 158

47 377

811

1 284

2 087

1 825

Accountants

-

1

-

-

BC Notaries

1

-

-

1

4 506

4 810

3 472

3 994

DPMS

66

129

235

243

Real Estate

15

22

22

34

70 392

79 294

81 735

92 531

MSB
Securities dealers
DNFBPs

Casinos

Total

233.
Nevertheless, FINTRAC is of the view that the quality of STRs is generally good and
improving. The 1 256 examinations conducted in this respect from 2011/12 to 2014/15, revealed
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that 82% of REs examined complied with their obligation. In particular, the REs’ write-up for Part G
of the reporting form (which relates to the reason for the suspicions) has evolved over the years
from a basic summary to a very thorough and complex analysis of the facts. FINTRAC also noted that
the percentage of STRs submitted with errors has significantly decreased, namely from 84% (in
July 2011) to 17% (in July 2015). Most FIs interviewed rely on both front line staff and automated
monitoring systems to detect suspicions. At the end of their internal evaluation process, if the STR is
not filed, a record is kept with the rationale for the lack of reporting. STRs are generally filed within
30 days.

234.
Awareness and implementation of reporting obligations vary greatly amongst the various
sections. In particular: casinos are adequately aware of their reporting obligations. The larger
casinos detect suspicious transactions not only through front-line staff, but also through analytical
monitoring tools developed at the corporate level on the transaction performed and on the basis of
video-investigation in order to identify possible unusual behaviours (such as passing chips). They
also report to FINTRAC suspicious transactions that were merely attempted. The real estate sector,
however, appears generally unaware of the need to report suspicious transactions that have not
been executed. In brokerage firms, the detection of suspicious transactions is mainly left to the
“feeling” of the individual agents, rather than the result of a structured process assisted by specific
red flags. MSBs, securities dealers and DPMS have significantly increased the number of STRs filed,
mainly in response to the outreach, awareness raising and monitoring activities performed by
FINTRAC. The caisses populaires have also increased their reporting as a result of the centralized
system of detection of suspicious transactions developed by the Fédération des Caisses Desjardins du
Quebec.
235.
The larger REs interviewed had good communication channels with FINTRAC and receive
adequate feedback on an annual basis on the quality of their STRs and on the number of convictions
related to FINTRAC’s disclosure. In particular, a Major Reporter Group was established in FINTRAC
to foster dialogue. In this context, FINTRAC hosted, in May 2014, a first forum for D-SIBs to enhance
compliance with STRs obligations and targeted feedback sessions, and another, in 2015, for casinos.
D-SIBs and casinos met considered these forums particularly helpful. Small banks and most
categories of DNFBPs do not to receive the same kind of feedback.

236.
Tipping off does not appear to be a significant problem in Canada. REs have included in
their internal policies, controls and training initiatives some provisions that address the prohibition
of tipping off. The measures are considered effective by FINTRAC. So far, no charges have been laid
as regards tipping off.

Internal Controls and Legal/Regulatory Requirements Impending Implementation

237.
OSFI supervisory findings conducted in the last three years confirm that FRFIs apply
sufficient internal controls to ensure compliance with AML/CFT requirements with the five core
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elements of the compliance regime. 85 A key OSFI finding is the scope of the two-year review, which is
frequently more limited to the existence of controls rather than to their effectiveness.

5

238.
REs with cross-border operations include their overseas branches in their AML/CFT
program and extend their internal controls to their foreign subsidiaries. They also adopt the more
stringent of Canadian or host jurisdiction rules in their group-wide AML/CFT framework on areas
where host country requirements are stricter or more in line with FATF standards. The larger banks
reported that they had sharing information mechanisms at group level and, in cases where the local
jurisdiction had created obstacles to the information sharing, the local branches were closed.

239.
Three of the D-SIBs have branches in Caribbean countries: the two REs interviewed took
specific risk mitigating measures by adopting an enterprise-wide management to the highest level.
As a result, every high-risk client in the Caribbean must be pre-approved both by senior
management in the business and the compliance officer.

240.
The data provided by FINTRAC indicates an uneven level of compliance among non-FRFIs.
Credit unions and caisses populaires have good internal controls in place, which is not the case for
trust and loan companies, securities dealers, insurance sector and MSBs: several deficiencies have
been identified, including incomplete or not updated policies and procedures, the limited scope of
controls, a lack of comprehensive assessment of effectiveness, and no communication to senior
management.
241.
DNFBPs other than casino and BC notaries have either no or weak internal controls. The
discussions with real estate sector representatives also revealed some concerns about the effective
control of the proper implementation of AML/CFT requirements by their agents. Some DNFBPs
professional associations are working with their members to assist them in increasing their level of
compliance and in increasing their awareness with their obligations. In this context, the associations
felt that further engagement with FINTRAC would be useful.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 4
242.

Canada has achieved a moderate level of effectiveness for IO.4.

Under PCMLTFR s. 71 (1), the five elements of the compliance regime are the following: appointment of a
compliance officer, development and application of written compliance policies and procedures, assessment
and documentation of ML/TF risks and of mitigating measures, written ongoing training program, a review of
the compliance policies and procedures to test their effectiveness. The review has to be done every two years.
Failure to implement any of these five elements is considered serious violation under AMPR and shall lead to
an administrative monetary penalty of up to CAD 100 000 for each one (ss 4 and 5).
85
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Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings
FINTRAC and OSFI have a good understanding of ML and TF risks; and FIs and DNFBPs are generally
subject to appropriate risk-sensitive AML/CFT supervision, but supervision of the real estate and
DPMS sectors is not entirely commensurate to the risks in those sectors.

The PCMLTFA is not operative in respect of legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec notaries—as a
result, these professions are not supervised for AML/CFT purposes which represents a major
loophole in Canada’s regime.

A few providers of financial activities and other services fall outside the scope of Canada’s
supervisory framework (namely TCSPs other than trust companies, and those dealing with open
loop pre-paid card, including non FI providers on line gambling and virtual currency, factoring
companies, leasing and financing companies, check cashing business, and unregulated mortgage
lenders), but legislative steps have been taken with respect to online gambling, open-loop pre-paid
cards and virtual currencies.
Supervisory coverage of FRFIs is good, but the current supervisory model generates some
unnecessary duplication of effort between OSFI and FINTRAC.

FINTRAC has increased its supervisory capacity to an adequate level but its sector-specific expertise
is still somewhat limited. OSFI conducts effective AML/CFT supervision with limited resources.

Market entry controls are good and fitness and probity checks on directors and senior managers of
FRFIs robust. There are, however, no controls for DPMS, and insufficient fit-and-proper monitoring
of some REs at the provincial level.
Remedial actions are effectively used but administrative sanctions for breaches of the PCMLTFA are
not applied in a proportionate and/or sufficiently dissuasive manner.
Supervisory actions have had a largely positive effect on compliance by REs. Increased guidance and
feedback has enhanced awareness and understanding of risks and compliance obligations in the
financial sector and to a lesser extent in the DNFBP sector.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:






Ensure that all legal professions active in the areas listed in the standard are subject to
AML/CFT supervision.

Coordinate more effectively supervision of FRFIs by OSFI and FINTRAC to maximize the use of
resources and expertise and review implementation of Canada’s supervisory approach to
FRFIs.
Ensure that FINTRAC develops sector-specific expertise, continues to have a RBA in its
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examinations, and applies more intensive supervisory measures to the real estate and DPMS
sectors.

Ensure that there is a shared understanding between FINTRAC and provincial supervisors of
ML/TF risks faced by individual REs and ensure adequate controls are in place after market
entry at the provincial level to prevent criminals or their associates from owning or controlling
FIs and DNFBPs.
Ensure that the administrative sanctions regime is applied to FRFIs and that AMPs are applied
in a proportionate and dissuasive manner including to single or small numbers of serious
violations and repeat offenders. Ensure that OSFI’s guidelines relating to AML/CFT compliance
and fitness and probity measures are subject to the administrative sanctions regime for noncompliance.
Provide more focused and sector-specific guidance and typologies for the financial sector and
further tailored guidance for DNFBPs, particularly with respect to the reporting of suspicious
transactions.

The relevant Immediate Outcome considered and assessed in this chapter is IO3. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R26-28 & R.34
& 35.

Immediate Outcome 3 (Supervision)

Licensing, registration and controls preventing criminals and associates from entering the
market
243.
Market entry controls are applied at federal and provincial level. After market entry, there
are effective measures in place at the federal level to ensure that when changes in ownership and
senior management occur, FRFIs conduct appropriate fitness and probity (F&P) checks. The federal
prudential regulator, OSFI, applies robust controls when licensing a federally regulated financial
institution (FRFI). Due diligence measures, including criminal background checks on individuals, are
carried out at the market entry stage and OSFI has refused or delayed applications when issues arise.
OSFI provided an example where it became aware of misconduct by a small domestic bank’s former
CEO and ultimately undertook a suitability review of the person. OSFI concluded that he was not
suitable to be an officer of the bank and recommended that he not be a member of the board. The
bank removed the officer and as a result, OSFI’s supervisory oversight strategy of the bank was
downgraded. After market entry, FRFIs are responsible for implementing controls around the
appointment of senior managers and directors of FRFIs under OSFI Guidelines. OSFI supervises
FRFIs for compliance around conducting background checks but this control is not as robust as it is
the responsibility of FRFIs to apply fit and proper controls after market entry stage rather than
OSFI’s in the approval of the appointment of senior managers in FRFIs. Provincial regulators apply
market entry controls for non-FRFIs (e.g. securities dealers, credit unions, and caisses populaires).
These controls include criminal checks to verify the integrity of applicants and to ensure that RE’s
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implement fit and proper controls. The controls are usually conducted by the RE but are subject to
oversight by the provincial regulators. These market entry controls differ between provinces and
sectors but, overall, the market entry controls being applied by provincial regulators are robust.

244.
Since its last MER, Canada has implemented a money service business (MSB) registration
system under the supervision of FINTRAC. One exception to the federal system of registration is in
Quebec, where MSBs register with the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) and FINTRAC.
Applicants for registration undergo criminal record checks and fitness and probity checks by
FINTRAC and AMF. Individuals convicted of certain criminal offenses are ineligible to own or control
an MSB. FINTRAC monitors the control of MSBs as they are required to submit updated information
on owning or controlling individuals or entities when changes occur and again when the MSB applies
for renewal of its registration every two years. FINTRAC has refused to register applicants and has
revoked registration when the applicant was convicted for a criminal offense. An example was given
where FINTRAC revoked the registration of two MSBs after the conviction of two individuals that
owned both MSBs. Another example was provided where an MSB terminated its relationship with an
agent due to fitness and probity concerns about the agent as part of follow-up activity conducted
after an examination by FINTRAC. When an MSB registration is denied, revoked, expired, or pending,
FINTRAC follows-up appropriately, for example by conducting an offsite review or on-site visit to the
MSBs’ last known address to ensure that the entity is not operating illegally.
245.
There are market entry controls for most DNFBPs in Canada that require them to be
licensed or registered by provincial regulators or by self-regulatory bodies (SRBs). Criminal checks
are applied by supervisors and SRBs to casinos, BC notaries, accountants, and real estate brokers and
agents during the licensing or registration process. The only exception to this is in the DPMS sector
where there is no requirement to be registered or licensed or to be subjected to other forms of
controls to operate in Canada. All casinos are provincially owned and apply thorough fit and proper
procedures for employees.

246.
After market entry, provincial regulators conduct some ongoing monitoring of non-FRFIs
and DNFBPs and withdraw licenses or registration for criminal violations. The assessment team was
provided with examples of restrictions or cancellations of investment dealers’ registration by the
Investment industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) due to misconduct or a violation of
the law. However, FINTRAC does not have responsibility for the licensing or registration of FIs or
DNFBPs (apart from MSBs) and non-federal supervisors do not appear to implement the same level
of controls to monitor of non-FRFIs and DNFBPs to ensure that they are not controlled or owned by
criminals or their associates after the licensing or registration stage.

Supervisors’ understanding and identification of ML/TF risks

247.
Supervisors in Canada participated in the NRA process and understand the inherent ML/TF
risks in the country. FINTRAC and OSFI have a good understanding of ML/TF risks in the financial
and DNFBP sectors.
248.
FINTRAC is the primary AML/CFT supervisor for all REs in Canada and is relied upon by
provincial regulators to understand ML/TF risks within their population and to carry out AML/CFT
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specific supervision. Provincial supervisors integrate ML/TF risk into their wider risk assessment
models and leverage off FINTRAC for their assessment of ML/TF risks as FINTRAC has responsibility
for AML/CFT compliance supervision in Canada.

6

249.
OSFI is the prudential regulator for FRFIs and conducts an ML/TF specific risk assessment
that applies an inherent risk rating to entities on a group-wide basis rather than an individual basis.
It is also able to leverage off its prudential supervisors to better understand the vulnerabilities of
individual FRFIs complementing the results of the NRA. OSFI demonstrated that it understands the
FRFIs’ ML/TF risks through its risk assessment model that appropriately identifies the
vulnerabilities in the different sectors and REs under its supervision. It also collaborates well with
FINTRAC and other supervisors on their understanding of ML/TF risk. This is very important
strength of Canada’s system because FRFIs account for over 80% of the financial sector’s assets in
the country. The sector is dominated by a relatively small number of FRFIs: the six D-SIBs control the
banking market and hold a significant portion of the trust and loan company and securities markets
in Canada. The largest life insurance companies in Canada are also federally regulated. OSFI has
identified 34 FRFIs as high-risk, 32 as medium-risk, and 66 as low-risk. The D-SIBS are all rated as
high-risk, given their size, transaction volumes and presence in a range of markets. OSFI updates its
risk category for an FRFI or FRFI group on an ongoing basis following on-site assessments, ongoing
monitoring and follow-up work. The outcomes from OSFI’s risk assessment are effective.

250.
FINTRAC has recently developed a sophisticated risk assessment model that assigns risk
ratings to sectors and individual REs: the model was reviewed in detail by the assessment team and
was compared against the data being collected and analysed in FINTRAC’s case management tool.
The model is a comprehensive ML/TF analytical tool that considers various factors to predict the
likelihood and consequence of non-compliance by a RE. On the basis of its analysis, it rates reporting
sectors and entities and the rating is then used to inform its supervisory strategy. FINTRAC’s risk
assessment has rated all 31 000 REs under the PCMLTFA and identified banks, credit unions, caisses
populaires, securities dealers, MSBs and casinos as high-risk. FINTRAC has incorporated the findings
of the NRA into the model to take account of the inherent risk ratings identified in the real estate and
DPMS sectors.

251.
Other supervisors, notably AMF and IIROC, integrate ML/TF risk into wider operational risk
assessment models of entities that they supervise. They rely on FINTRAC to understand the ML/TF
risks among all REs and to disseminate this information to prudential or conduct supervisors, given
FINTRAC’s role as primary supervisor for AML/CFT compliance in Canada. This appears to be
happening in cases where AML/CFT issues arise in the course of prudential or conduct supervision.
However, FINTRAC does not share with other supervisors its understanding of ML/TF risks in
particular sectors on a regular basis. Provincial supervisors are therefore not aware of the ML/TF
risks faced in their respective sectors, particularly around vulnerabilities relevant to ownership and
management controls in the non-FRFI and DNFBP sectors. Similarly, FINTRAC and OSFI do not
sufficiently share their understanding of detailed risks in FRFIs, e.g. through sharing of existing tools
to carry out an integrated risk assessment of all FRFIs. As a result, they do not adequately leverage
off their respective knowledge of the different business models and compliance measures in place.
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Risk-based supervision of compliance with AML/CTF requirements
252.
The regulatory regime involves both federal and provincial supervisors. FINTRAC is
responsible for supervising all FIs and DNFBPs for compliance with their AML/CFT obligations
under the PCMLTFA. Other supervisors may incorporate AML/CFT aspects within their wider
supervisory responsibilities although the assessment team found that in instances where an
AML/CFT issue arose, the primary regulator would refer the issue to FINTRAC. Given the primary
responsibility held by FINTRAC for all REs and the federal and provincial division of powers for
financial supervision other than in the areas of AML/CFT, combined with the geographical spread of
the Canadian regulatory regime, the assessment team focused primarily on FINTRAC and OSFI’s
supervisory regime, but also met with provincial supervisors (e.g. AMF in Quebec) and other
supervisors (e.g. IIROC for investment dealers).
253.
FINTRAC has increased its resources and the level of sophistication of its compliance and
enforcement program (“supervisory program”) in recent years. In 2014/2015, there was 79 full-time
staff employed in FINTRAC’s supervisory program. Of this, 57 staff members were involved in direct
enforcement activities including outreach and engagement (10), reports monitoring (5),
examinations (37), and AMPs/NCDs (5). It has also developed, and continues to develop, its
supervisory capabilities on a RBA. Its understanding of the different sectors and business models
and of how AML/CFT obligations apply taking into account materiality and context is somewhat
limited. This was communicated to the assessors by REs in the banking and real estate sectors
during the on-site visit. FINTRAC has nevertheless increased its understanding of its different
reporting sectors which is a challenge given the large number and diverse range of entities it
supervises.

254.
A range of supervisory tools is used by FINTRAC to discharge its supervisory
responsibilities and, for the most part, those tools are applied consistently with the risks identified. A
case management tool determines the level and extent of supervision to be applied to sectors and
individual REs scoping specific areas for examinations, recording supervisory findings and managing
follow-up activities. High-risk sectors are subject to on-site and desk examinations (details of which
are contained in this report). Less intensive supervisory tools are used for lower-risk sectors. These
tools include self-assessment questionnaires (Compliance Assessment Reports or CARs);
observation letters (setting out deficiencies that require action); Voluntary Self Declarations of NonCompliance (VSDONC); and policy interpretations on specific issues that require clarification. The
use of observation letters was piloted with the caisses populaires sector in 2013/2014. FINTRAC had
identified that caisses populaires were reporting large cash transactions of more than CAD 10 000
through automated teller machines which was not possible given the low limit on transactions
through such machines. Observation letters were used to correct a misinterpretation of reporting
obligations and clarify the correct way to report these types of transactions. FINTRAC also uses
outreach tools for lower-risk sectors assistance and awareness building tools among smaller REs
with limited resources, compliance experience and works with industry representatives. While
supervisory measures are generally in line with the main ML/TF risks, more intensive supervisory
measures should be applied in higher risk areas such as the real estate and DPMS sectors. FINTRAC
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has updated its risk assessment to identify those sectors as high-risk, in line with the findings of the
NRA.

6

255.
OSFI applies a close touch approach to AML/CFT supervision of FRFIs. It engages with
FRFIs through its prudential supervisors on an ongoing basis and is well placed to supervise higherrisk entities from an AML/CFT perspective given its knowledge of RE’s business models OSFI has a
particular focus on the large banking groups (D-SIBs) and insurance companies that dominate the
financial market in Canada. These are identified as not only high-risk for prudential purposes but
also for ML/TF as identified by OSFI and in the NRA. There is a specialist AML compliance (AMLC)
division solely responsible for AML/CFT and sanctions supervision in OSFI and allocates its
resources on a risk sensitive basis to supervise FRFIs. OSFI’s “AML and ATF (i.e. CFT) Methodology
and Assessment Processes” assesses the adequacy of FRFIs’ risk management measures through its
program of controls and assesses FRFIs’ compliance with legislative requirements and OSFI
guidelines. The AMLC division has expertise in the sectors it supervises and is covering the principal
FRFIs leveraging off prudential supervision. OSFI has a good understanding of its sector, its staff has
a high degree of expertise and it is adequately supervising FRFIs for AML/CFT compliance (in
conjunction with FINTRAC). The number of OSFI AML/CFT supervisors (i.e. currently 10 supervisors
including senior management) is, however, too low given the size of supervisory population and the
market share and importance of FRFIs in the Canadian context.
256.
FINTRAC and OSFI provided comprehensive statistics, case studies, and sample files
relating to examinations of FIs and DNFBPs. There were a greater number of examinations of FIs
than DNFBPs; in line with Canada’s understanding of ML/TF risk and there were more desk-based
than on-site examinations. Between April 2010 and March 2015, 3 431 examinations (1 949 deskbased and 1 482 on-site) of FIs were conducted. During the same period, there were 1 300
examinations (895 desk-based and 405 on-site) of DNFBPs.
Table 19. AML/CFT Examinations Conducted by FINTRAC/OSFI in Canada 2009–2015

Sector

Activity Sector

Financial Institutions (FIs)
Financial
Banks
Entities
Trusts and Loans
Credit Unions
/Caisse Populaire
Life
Life Insurance
Insurance
Money
Money Service
Service
Businesses
Businesses
Securities
Securities
Dealers
Dealers
Total FI – Desk Exam
Total FI – On-site Exam
Total FIs

92

Number of ERs
(primary
population)
81
75
699

FINTRAC/OSFI Examinations

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Total
11
10
15
10
19
16
81
6
6
13
7
6
7
45
173
205
432
301
170
165 1 446

89

70

54

8

13

123

61

329

850

210

201

426

222

161

143

1 363

3 829

83

120

136

129

167

85

720

270
283
553

260
336
596

668
362
1 030

389
293
682

409
237
646

223
254
477

2 219
1 765
3 984
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Sector

Activity Sector

Number of ERs
(primary
population)

FINTRAC/OSFI Examinations

DNFBPs
2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Total
Accountants Accountants
3 829
48
20
0
25
11
10
114
BC Notaries BC Notaries
336
0
0
0
16
1
6
23
Casinos
Casinos
39
12
12
5
10
1
6
46
Dealers of
Dealers of
642
0
0
10
166
276
2
454
Precious
Precious Metals
Metals and
and Stones
Stones
Real Estate Real Estate
20 784
90
70
40
270
203
140
813
Total DNFBP – Desk Exams
83
41
27
322
391
114
978
Total DNFBP – On-site Exams
67
61
28
165
101
50
472
Total DNFBPs
150
102
55
487
492
164 1 450
Total FIs and DNFBPs – Desk Exams
353
301
695
711
800
337 3 197
Total FIs and DNFBPs – On-site Exams
350
397
390
458
338
304 2 237
Total FIs and DNFBPs
703
698
1 085
1 169
1 138
641 5 434

257.
Both FINTRAC and OSFI demonstrated that they apply scoping mechanisms within their
examination strategies. Factors used by FINTRAC to prioritize examinations include: its follow-up
strategy; concurrent assessments (with OSFI); market share; cycles; risk score; theme-based;
regional selections and compliance coverage (used for lower risk where the preceding factors may
not apply). OSFI primarily relies on its risk rating of FRFIs to inform its examination strategy and
supervises on a cyclical basis with high-risk entities supervised on a three-year cycle, medium risk
on a four-year cycle and low risk on a five-year cycle. It does, however, also supervise on a reactive
basis arising out of information received from FRFIs, prudential supervisors or FINTRAC. An average
on-site examination conducted by FINTRAC lasts between 2-3 days typically involving
2-3 supervisors, whereas on-site examinations of FRFIs typically last between 1 and 3 weeks and
involves 10 or more supervisors from both OSFI and FINTRAC.

Supervision of FRFIs

258.
Since 2013, FRFIs have been supervised by OSFI and FINTRAC concurrently. This involved
examinations of high and medium risk FRFIs by each agency concurrently but with OSFI taking a top
down (i.e. group wide) approach and FINTRAC taking a bottom up (i.e. individual entities/sector)
approach with the two agencies coordinating their approaches during examinations but issuing
separate supervisory letters setting out their respective findings. At the time of the on-site, it was
planned to move to a more coordinated approach through joint examinations. Between 2009 and
2015, OSFI and FINTRAC conducted 126 assessments of FRFIs (OSFI carried out 78, FINTRAC carried
out 48, and 22 were concurrent). During that period, OSFI and FINTRAC assessed all 6 D-SIBs
(18 assessments in total) that hold a significant share of the Canadian financial market. OSFI issued
373 findings, including 97 requirements relating to lack of processes to comply with AML/CFT
obligations and 276 recommendations relating to broader prudential AML/CFT risk management
findings. The largest number of findings reflected changes that were required to correct or enhance
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policies or procedures and the failure to ensure that risk assessment processed included prescribed
criteria, and weaknesses in applying these criteria.

6

259.
There is good supervisory coverage of FRFIs in Canada, which is being applied on a risksensitive basis. The level and intensity of the supervision of FRFIs was detailed to the assessment
team by FINTRAC and OSFI, sample files were reviewed and feedback was also received from
individual FRFIs during the on-site. OSFI provided examples of examinations and its follow-up
activity including an AML/CFT examination of a major bank (D-SIB). A 2010 assessment of the bank
found its AML/CFT program to be basic or rudimentary and there were 27 major findings ranging
from instances of non-compliance with the PCMLTFA and weak risk management processes and
policies. OSFI conducted an extensive follow-up program in tandem with the host regulators. When
OSFI determined that the action plan to remedy deficiencies was not progressing satisfactorily it met
with senior management in the bank. Enhanced monitoring by OSFI was implemented up until 2013
when the bank had adequately addressed the deficiencies to OSFI’s satisfaction. Another example
was provided involving a bank, which was a small subsidiary of a foreign bank and identified
significant issues in its AML/CFT program, OSFI conducted quarterly monitoring of the bank which
resulted in all recommendations being addressed by the bank. OSFI and FINTRAC provided examples
where they have leveraged off each-others’ supervisory findings including where a conglomerate life
insurance company had issues with the process for submitting electronic fund transfer reports to
FINTRAC that was subsequently reported to OSFI by FINTRAC that led to a prudential finding by
OSFI. FINTRAC has also used OSFI’s observations of compliance regime gaps to expand its standard
scope of that RE to include a review of the compliance regime.

260.
OSFI is taking measures to ensure that FRFIs heighten monitoring around overseas
investment in Canada to mitigate any risk of illicit flows of funds entering the financial system. OSFI
is also monitoring overseas branches of FRFIs as part of its group wide supervisory approach. There
are three D-SIBs with branches in the Caribbean and South America. OSFI supervises FRFI on a
group wide basis and FRFIs apply group wide policies and procedures and oversee controls
(including ongoing monitoring of transactions) applied in overseas branches in Canada. From the
discussions held and the material submitted it was found that OSFI exercises rigorous oversight of
parent banks’ group-wide controls in this key area.
261.
Despite there being good supervisory coverage of FRFIs, the split of AML/CFT supervision
generates some duplicative efforts. There are currently two agencies supervising FRFIs for AML/CFT
compliance, which may be desirable given the size and importance of FRFIs, but suffers to some
extent from insufficient coordination between the two agencies and duplication of supervisory
resources. OSFI has a good understanding of its sectors and is implementing an effective supervisory
regime with limited resources. FINTRAC has more resources but has a very wide population to
supervise for AML/CFT compliance that may hinder a full appreciation of FRFIs’ business models.

Supervision of non-FRFIs and DNFBPs

262.
FINTRAC is applying its supervisory program to non-FRFIs and DNFBPs on an RBA. It is
conducting more examinations in higher-risk sectors and using assistance, outreach, and compliance
questionnaires to a large extent in sectors that it sees as lower-risk.
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263.
FINTRAC has shown that it is focusing mostly on high-risk non-FRFIs, securities, MSBs, and
credit unions/caisses populaires for on-site examinations. It is, however, also conducting on-site
examinations in lower-risk sectors, although it is conducting more desk exams in those sectors.
FINTRAC also uses other supervisory tools for lower risk REs in the financial sector. On-site
examinations have been undertaken by FINTRAC of non-FRFIs including securities dealers, credit
unions and caisses populaires. The market share of credit unions is concentrated in a relatively small
number of credit unions that are being supervised by FINTRAC and credit unions in Canada do not
have cross-border operations. Another priority area for FINTRAC is the supervision of MSBs given
the high-risk assigned to the sector. It has conducted a high number of examinations of MSBs relative
to the size of the primary population figures provided to the assessment team. There appears to be
ongoing cooperation between primary regulators and FINTRAC concerning the supervision of nonFRFIs based on details of referrals from other supervisors under MOU arrangements that were
provided to the team. FINTRAC is adopting an adequate RBA to supervision of the non-FRFI sector.

264.
FINTRAC applies intensive supervisory measures to casinos in line with the risks identified
in the sector. This involves in-depth on-site examinations that are conducted on a cyclical basis that
ranges from a two to five year cycle based on key factors such as size, risk level and market share.
The three largest casinos (that represent 80% of the sector’s market share) are examined on a twoyear cycle. For other sectors, it has been relying on less intensive activities such as assistance and
outreach to DNFBPs to build awareness of compliance obligations. FINTRAC identified the real estate
sector and DPMS as medium-risk and accordingly is applying less intensive supervisory tools to
those sectors. In the NRA, however, both sectors have been identified as high-risk. FINTRAC is
therefore updating its risk assessment of these two sectors in line with the findings of the NRA with a
view to applying more intensive measures in the future (including on-site examinations). FINTRAC is
relying on the risk model (amongst other factors) of real estate agents to decide on examination
selections to cover the sector. It also does not appear to identify adequately DPMS businesses in
Canada that fall within the definition of the PCMLTFA.
265.
FINTRAC utilizes lower intensity activities to good effect for lower-risk REs. Between 2011
and 2013, close to 10 000 compliance questionnaires (CARs) were issued to mainly sectors
identified as lower or medium ML/TF risk. The questionnaire results were used to initiate close to
250 “themed-CAR” risk-informed examinations based principally on the significant non-compliance
identified in the CAR. Observation letters are also used to highlight repeated non-compliance or
reporting anomalies and remedial action is taken if the entity fails to respond or does not resolve the
issues.

266.
The legal profession is not currently subject to AML/CFT supervision due to a successful
constitutional challenge that makes the PCMLTFA inoperative in respect of legal counsels, legal
firms, and Quebec notaries. There is therefore no incentive for the profession to apply AML/CFT
measures and participate in the detection of potential ML/TF activities. The exclusion of the legal
profession from AML/CFT supervision is a significant concern considering the high-risk rating of the
sector and its involvement in other high-risk areas such as the real estate transactions as well as
company and trust formation. This exclusion also has a negative impact on the effectiveness of the
supervisory regime as a whole because it creates an imbalance amongst the various sectors,
especially for REs that perform similar functions to lawyers.
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Remedial actions and effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions

6

267.
Supervisors in Canada take a range of remedial actions. There is also an administrative
monetary penalties (AMPs) regime in place that is the responsibility of FINTRAC to apply under the
PCMLTFA. OSFI and FINTRAC require REs to remediate any deficiencies identified during the
assessment process. OSFI has implemented a graduated approach to applying corrective measures
or sanctions for FRFIs. Both OSFI and FINTRAC issue supervisory letters to entities subject to
AML/CFT assessment that contain supervisory findings and REs are required to take appropriate
remedial action. OSFI has provided examples of follow-up action it has taken when FRFI fails to take
remedial action.

268.
OSFI and FINTRAC have thorough ongoing monitoring and follow-up processes to ensure
remediation and have provided examples of steps taken to ensure that deficiencies have been
addressed in the FRFI sector, MSBs and a large FI. Measures taken by supervisors include follow-up
meetings, further examinations, action plans, and sanctions. OSFI may “stage” FRFIs, which is an
enhanced monitoring tool involving four stages where severe AML/CFT deficiencies remain
unaddressed. Staging is an effective tool to improve compliance as demonstrated by the Canadian
authorities in case studies. There were examples provided where a small bank had not applied
AML/CFT obligations correctly and where a staged RE underwent follow-up examinations
demonstrated the process increased compliance. FINTRAC also provided examples of monitoring
activities of non-FRFIs and DNFBPs where follow-up meetings and re-examinations of MSBs and
large FIs resulted in significant improvements in compliance. Remedial actions have also been
applied when REs failed to respond to mandatory CARs in the real estate sector. Follow-up activities
on all non-responders found that of 55 non-responders, 37 were inactive REs, 1 was a late
responder, 10 had inaccurate addresses, and 7 were true non-responders (i.e. increasing RE’s risk
profile). Where low levels of reporting have been identified, FINTRAC has conducted examinations
and put in place remedial actions to increase reporting. This appears to have had an effect on
reporting in the institutions concerned, but does not address the wider issue of general low levels of
reporting. Supervisors have demonstrated that effective steps have been taken to a large extent to
ensure that remediation measures are in place to address AML/CFT deficiencies.

269.
FINTRAC can apply sanctions on all REs (including FRFIs) under the AMP regime. AMPs
have been imposed and non-compliance disclosures (NCD) have been made to LEAs by supervisors
for serious AML/CFT breaches and failure to address significant deficiencies. A notice of violation
(NOV) is issued to the RE outlining the violation and penalty prior to an AMP being imposed. The
most common violations cited in a NOV were for compliance regime deficiencies and reporting
violations. AMPs are not always made public but can be published in egregious cases. AMPs have
been imposed in the credit unions and caisses populaires, securities, MSBs, casinos, and real estate
sectors but at the time of the on-site an AMP had not been applied to a FRFI. The imposition of AMPs
in the MSB and casino sector was reported to have had a significant dissuasive effect in those sectors
and FINTRAC confirmed that compliance had improved in those sectors as a result. However, the
level of AMPs being applied is low relative to the reporting population and the size of the Canadian
market. AMPs had not been applied to FRFIs at the time of the on-site is an issue that needs to be
addressed. The non-sanctioning of FRFIs, the low number of AMPs applied to other FIs and the low
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level of fines imposed to date is unlikely to have a dissuasive effect on FRFIs/larger FIs given their
market share and the resources available to them. FINTRAC provided the assessors with current
statistics at the time of the on-site (see table below) and with figures for NOVs, which included,
among others, the FRFI sector, but for which proceedings were not concluded. OSFI has published
guidelines for FRFIs on AML/CFT compliance, and while these guidelines cannot result in a financial
penalty under OSFI’s regulatory enforcement regime they are subject to measures such as staging.
Table 20. Administrative Monetary Penalties for AML/CFT Breaches
Between 1 April 2010 and 31 March 2015
NOV
Issued

Micro

4

0

0

0

4

Total Value of
NOVs Issued
(in CAD)
2 435 500

Financial
Entities
MSB

15

0

6

9

0

897 705

3

28

22

5

1

0

768 375

16

Real
Estate
Securities

7

6

1

0

0

197 310

2

5

0

3

2

0

587 510

4

59

28

15

12

4

4 886 400

25

Sector
Casino

Total

Reporting Entity Size
Small
Medium

Larger

6

Publicly
Named
0

270.
FINTRAC can submit an NCD to LEAs for failure to comply with the PCMLTFA, but this is
only done in the most serious cases. Between 2010/2011 and 2014/2015, FINTRAC submitted seven
NCDs (all from the MSB sector). These resulted in five investigations being commenced with two
cases leading to criminal charges and one conviction (two individuals and one RE).

271.
There are proportionate remedial actions being taken by supervisors, in particular
extensive follow-up activities by supervisors (e.g. staging by OSFI) that demonstrated their
dissuasive effect on the RE involved in the process as it exposes the RE being “staged” to costly
remedial activities over a long period of time and ancillary costs such as higher deposit insurance
premiums. While remedial actions, as opposed to AMPs, appear effective with respect to the
individual RE they apply to, their wider dissuasive impact on other entities is limited, notably
because they are not made public. More importantly, the lack of AMPs being applied to FRFIs and the
relatively low level of fines imposed negatively impact the effectiveness of the enforcement regime
as it affects its dissuasiveness. The non-application of the AMP regime to OSFI guidelines also affects
the effectiveness of the Canadian supervisory regime.

Impact of supervisory actions on compliance

272.
FINTRAC and OSFI provided examples where their actions have had an effect on
compliance through the use of action plans, follow-up activities and findings from subsequent
examinations. Feedback from the private sector indicates that supervisors’ actions have led to
increased compliance in the financial sector. There were examples given of increased compliance in
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the FRFI, MSB and insurance sectors arising out of examinations and follow-up activities conducted
by supervisors. It was reported by the private sector that the “close touch” nature of OSFI’s
supervision has enhanced compliance by FRFIs with their AML/CFT obligations. There has been an
increase in compliance by REs as FINTRAC’s compliance activities increased in recent years, e.g. MSB
and casinos, and with the publication of additional information about PCMLTFA obligations.

6

273.
FINTRAC and OSFI have provided written examples of examination findings and follow-up
outcomes that demonstrate their effect on compliance by specific FIs and DNFBPs. There has been an
increase in compliance among FRFIs and non-FRFIs (casinos) that are subject to cyclical
examinations. The more intensive focus on higher risk areas in examination selection strategies has
increased compliance in sectors such as FRFIs, MSBs, securities dealers and credit unions.

274.
OSFI and FINTRAC supervisory measures to ensure compliance and their remedial actions
are having a clear effect on the level of compliance of the individual RE that they apply to. OSFI has a
robust follow-up system to monitor the remediation of deficiencies identified. OSFI requires FRFIs
provide documentary evidence supporting progress on a continuous basis and requires validation
prior to closure of every finding. Quarterly monitoring meetings are conducted with every D-SIB, and
meetings with other FRFIs are frequently conducted at the request of OSFI or the FI when there are
significant concerns or outstanding issues. Significant remedial steps have been taken by FRFIs
based on findings by supervisors and OSFI has demonstrated that it has comprehensive supervisory
measures to ensure compliance including the use of more intensive supervision (staging). FINTRAC’s
follow-up activities have been shown to have a positive effect on compliance by non-FRFIs and
DNFBPs. It conducted 515 subsequent examinations across non-FRFIs and DNFBPs over a three-year
period and by comparing previous performance indicators with the follow-up indicators revealed
that the average deficiency rate had reduced by 13% due to increased compliance. AMPs, when
applied, have also had a positive effect on the compliance of REs as demonstrated in follow-up
examinations.
275.
FINTRAC uses a supervisory tool that assigns “deficiency rates” to REs that are examined. It
rates the levels of non-compliance on each specific area of the examination that leads to an overall
deficiency rating being assigned to the RE. The overall rating is high, medium, or low and the RE’s
rating is used to tailor appropriate remedial measures to be put in place. Once remediation has
occurred, a follow-up rating is applied and this is compared with the previous rating to identify
whether compliance improvements have been made by the RE. The use of deficiency rates at RE and
sector level is a useful tool to measure the effect the examination and follow-up process has on
compliance by REs. Overall, supervisory measures taken in Canada are having an effect on
compliance with improvements demonstrated –albeit to varying degrees- both in the financial and
DNFBP sectors. Information provided indicates that compliance has improved in the financial sector,
but less so in DNFBPs particularly in the real estate and DPMS sectors.

Promoting a clear understanding of AML/CTF obligations and ML/TF risks

276.
There is a good relationship and open dialogue between OSFI and FRFIs. The private sector
reports that OSFI has a good understanding of the compliance challenges faced by FRFIs and
provides constructive feedback. OSFI has published compliance guidelines and raises awareness
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through participation in outreach activities. FINTRAC has published a substantial amount of
guidance on its website and increased its level of feedback and guidance to both the financial and,
albeit to a lesser extent, the DNFBP sectors. FINTRAC deals with general enquiries through a
dedicated call line and has published query specific policy interpretations, both of which are
reported by the private sector to be good guidance tools. FINTRAC has dealt with a substantial
amount of queries and it has a “Major Reporters” team that provides guidance directly to the largest
reporters (mostly financial sector and casinos). It has also taken good steps to raise awareness
amongst the MSB sector around the requirement to register and to explain AML/CFT obligations.
However, more focused and sector-specific guidance and typologies is required for the financial
sector as well as further tailored guidance for DNFBPs to enhance their understanding of the ML/TF
risks that they face and of their AML/CFT obligations, particularly with respect to the reporting of
suspicious transactions.

277.
Supervisors have increased AML/CFT awareness through the use of presentations,
seminars, public-private sector forums, establishment of OSFI supervisory colleges, and meetings
with the industry. FINTRAC has engaged with non-FRFIs and DNFBPs conducting 300 presentations
between 2009 and 2015. It has also hosted events to raise awareness on compliance obligations
including a Major Reporters Forum in the financial sector in 2014 and a Casino Forum in 2015.

278.
Overall, in light of supervisors’ efforts and ML/TF risks in Canada, FINTRAC provides good
quality general guidance to REs, but not enough sector-specific compliance guidance and typologies
especially in the real estate and DPMS sectors.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 3
279.

Canada has achieved a substantial level of effectiveness with IO.3.
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CHAPTER 7. LEGAL PERSONS AND ARRANGEMENTS
Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings
Canadian legal entities and arrangements are at a high risk of misuse for ML/TF and mitigating
measures are insufficient both in terms of scope and effectiveness.

Some basic information on legal persons is publicly available. However, nominee shareholder
arrangements and, in limited circumstances bearer shares, pose challenges in ensuring accurate,
basic shareholder information.

Most TCSPs, including those operated by lawyers, are outside the scope of the AML/CFT obligations
and DNFBPs are not required to collect beneficial ownership information. These pose significant
loopholes in the regime (both in terms of prevention and access by the authorities to information).
FIs do not verify beneficial ownership information in a consistent manner.

The authorities rely mostly on LEAs’ extensive powers to access information collected by REs.
However, there are still many legal entities in Canada for which beneficial ownership information is
not collected and is therefore not accessible to the authorities.

Access to beneficial ownership is not timely in all cases and beneficial ownership information is not
sufficiently used.
For the majority of trusts in Canada, beneficial ownership information is not collected.

LEAs do not pay adequate attention to the potential misuse of legal entities or trusts, in particular in
cases of complex structures.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:












As a matter of priority, increase timeliness of access by for competent authorities to accurate
and up-to-date beneficial ownership information - consider additional measures to
supplement the current framework.
Take the necessary steps to make the AML/CFT requirements operative with regards to all
legal professions providing company or trust-related services.

Ensure that FIs and DNFBPs identify and take reasonable measures to verify the identity of
beneficial owners based on official and reliable documents.
Take appropriate measures to prevent the misuse of nominee shareholding and director
arrangements and bearer shares.

Ensure that basic information indicated in provincial and federal company registers is accurate
and up-to-date.
Apply proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for failure by companies to keep records; to file
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information with the relevant registry; or to update registered information within the required
15-day period.
Determine and enhance the awareness of the ML and TF risks from an operational perspective
and the means through which legal persons and trusts are abused in Canada, taking into
account ML schemes investigated in Canada as well as international typologies involving legal
entities and legal arrangements.

The relevant Immediate Outcome considered and assessed in this chapter is IO5. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R24 & 25.

Immediate Outcome 5 (Legal Persons and Arrangements)

Public availability of information on the creation and types of legal persons and arrangements
280.
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED, formerly Industry Canada)
provides a comprehensive overview and comparison on its internet homepage of the various types,
forms, and basic features of federal corporations under CBCA, and gives detailed guidance on the
incorporation process. 86 Similar information and services are provided through the homepages of all
provincial governments except that of New Brunswick. The relevant web links are easy to find
through ISEDC’s homepage and provide public access to the relevant provincial laws that describe
the various legal entities available; the name and contact information for the relevant authority
competent for registration; and the procedures to be followed to establish a legal entity. In addition,
the Canada Business Network, a collaborative arrangement among federal departments and
agencies, provincial and territorial governments, and not-for-profit entities aimed at encouraging
entrepreneurship and innovation also provides comprehensive information on the various types of
legal entities as well as various forms of partnerships available at the federal and
provincial/territorial levels. 87 For legal arrangements, the CRA provides on its homepage
comprehensive information on the various trusts structures available under Canadian law. 88

Identification, assessment and understanding of ML/TF risks and vulnerabilities of legal
entities

281.
Both legal entities and legal arrangements in Canada are at a high risk of being abused for
ML/TF purposes. The NRA indicates that organized crime and third-party ML schemes pose a very
high ML threat in Canada. Some of FINTRAC’s statistics reflected in the NRA suggest that well over
70% of all ML cases and slightly more than 50% of TF cases involved legal entities. Canadian legal
entities play a role in the context of channelling foreign POC into or through Canada, as well as in the
See www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cd-dgc.nsf/eng/cs04843.html#articles.
See Canada Business Network (nd), Sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation or co-operative?,
www.canadabusiness.ca/eng/page/2853/#toc-_corporations.
88 See Canada Revenue Agency (nd), Types of trusts, www.cra-arc.gc.ca/tx/trsts/typs-eng.html.
86
87
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laundering of domestically generated proceeds. 89 Typologies identified include: foreign PEPs
creating legal entities in Canada to facilitate the purchase, of real estate and other assets with the
proceeds of corruption; laundering criminal proceeds through shell companies in Canada and wiring
the funds to offshore jurisdictions; and utilization of Canadian front companies to layer and
legitimize unexplained sources of income and to commingle them with or mask them as profits from
legitimate businesses. 90

282.
LEAs generally concurred with the NRA’s findings, and have observed a high number of
companies being established without carrying out any business activities, and the use of corporate
entities and trusts in Canada to facilitate foreign investment. LEAs also stated that they encounter
difficulties in identifying beneficial owners of Canadian companies owned by entities established
abroad, particularly in the Caribbean, Middle East, and Asia. While the legal powers available to LEAs
are comprehensive and sufficient, the instances in which LEAs were able to identify the beneficial
owners of Canadian legal entities and legal arrangements appear to have been very limited and
investigations do not sufficiently focus on international and complex ML cases involving corporate
elements. Some LEAs are therefore less familiar with ML typologies involving corporate structures.
Also, in a number of cases that have been investigated and where Canadian companies were owned
by foreign entities or foreign trusts, it was not possible for LEAs to identify the beneficial owners.

Mitigating measures to prevent the misuse of legal persons and arrangements

283.
Canada has a range of measures available to collect information on the control and
ownership structures of legal entities as outlined below, and comprehensive investigation powers to
locate and obtain such information if and as needed (see also R. 24). (i) In cases where a legal entity
enters into a business relationship with a Canada FI, that FI must collect and keep beneficial
ownership information. (ii) The federal register or the provincial register where the legal entity is
incorporated must collect information; and the CRA collects information on legal entities as part of
the tax return. (iii) The legal entities themselves are required to keep records of their activities,
shareholders and directors. For public companies listed on the stock exchange disclosure
requirements exist for shareholders with direct or indirect control over more than 10% of the
company’s voting rights. Only measure (iii) —maintenance of records by the companies— apply to
all legal entities created in Canada.
284.
Legal entities in a business relationship with a Canadian FI must provide basic and
beneficial ownership information to the FI which has an obligation under the PCMLTFA to maintain
this information and confirm its accuracy as needed (see R.10). Many of the FIs that the assessors
met confirmed that beneficial ownership would generally be obtained through self-disclosure by the
customer, and, in some instances, be followed by an open data search to confirm the accuracy of the
information provided. Most FIs stated that they would not require the customer to provide official
FINTRAC Research Brief: Review of Money Laundering Court Case between 2000 and 2014 determines that
one of the most frequently used vehicles for ML (in a sample of 40 Canadian Court Cases reviewed) were
companies acting as shells for or allowing for a commingling of illicit proceeds with regular business
transactions.
90 Ibid. as well as Project Loupe and Project Chun.
89
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documents to establish the identity of the beneficial owners, nor carry out any independent
verification measures other than the open data search. Of the 2.5 million registered legal entities in
Canada and customers of a Canada FI, only a fraction had accuracy checks performed with respect to
beneficial ownership. In addition, the mitigation of risks is limited by the fact that TCSPs, including
those operated by lawyers, are outside the scope of the AML/CFT obligations and DNFBPs are not
required to collect beneficial ownership information.

7

285.
Federal and provincial registers record basic information on Canada companies and their
directors, as well as on partnerships with businesses in Canada, but do not require the collection of
beneficial ownership information. Alberta and Quebec have slightly more comprehensive
registration mechanisms, which also cover shareholder information. All information maintained in
the federal and provincial registers is publicly available. Updating requirements exist and violations
thereof can be sanctioned criminally, but no sanction has been imposed in practice. The reliability of
the information recorded raises concerns because there is no obligation on registrars to confirm the
accuracy of the basic company information provided at the time of incorporation. Once the
incorporation has been completed, companies are obliged to update their records held by the
government registrar when there is a material change (e.g. a change in directors) and on an annual
basis, and may do so electronically. The same situation applies to partnerships that register for a
business permit. The updating process of registered information involves the company reviewing the
information indicated in the register and confirming that the information is still correct. There is no
need to submit any supporting documents. Despite the absence of verification process at the
company registration stage, LEAs stated that basic company information would generally be reliable
and comprehensive both on the provincial and federal levels, but they also raised concerns with
respect to the accuracy and completeness of shareholder information in the registers of Quebec and
Alberta. The CRA, as part of its tax revenue collection obligation, also obtains information on legal
entities. However, such information does not include beneficial ownership information.
286.
All legal entities, whether incorporated or registered at the federal or provincial level, are
subject to record-keeping obligations. All statutes require the keeping of share registers, basic
company information, accounting records, director meeting minutes, shareholder meeting minutes
and the company bylaws and related amendments. While the relevant obligations are relatively
comprehensive, their implementation raises serious concerns. ISEDC and provincial company
registries indicated that they would consider company laws to be “self-enforcing” by shareholders,
interested parties and the courts, and that they would have no mandate to enforce the
implementation of the relevant provisions. While the Director of Corporations Canada has statutory
powers to inspect company records, this power has been used only in the context of a shareholder’s
complaint and not to verify whether a company complies with its record-keeping obligations or to
assist the RCMP in obtaining relevant information. So far, no company has been sanctioned
criminally for failure to keep accurate and comprehensive company records. The LEAs expressed
concern over the accuracy and completeness of companies’ records, and stated that it would often be
difficult to establish the true shareholder of a company as shareholder registers would often be
either outdated or imprecise as they would not indicate whether the registered shareholder is the
actual beneficial owner of the share or a proxy for another person.
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287.
Disclosure obligations for publicly listed companies are comprehensive and include
beneficial ownership information.

288.
Both bearer shares and nominee shareholders and directors are permitted in Canada.
According to the authorities, bearer shares are rarely issued, but nominee shareholder arrangements
are a frequent occurrence, and typically involve the issuance of shares in the name of a lawyer, who
holds the shares on behalf of the beneficial owner. While companies are generally obliged to keep
share registers, there is no obligation on nominees to disclose their status and information on the
identity of their nominator, nor to indicate when changes occur in the beneficial ownership of the
share.

Timely access to adequate, accurate and current basic and beneficial ownership information
on legal persons

289.
For information that is not publicly available, Canada has a wide range of law enforcement
powers available to obtain beneficial ownership information as discussed in R.24. While the legal
powers available to LEAs are comprehensive and sufficient, the instances in which LEAs were able to
identify the beneficial owners of Canadian legal entities or legal arrangements appear to have been
very limited and investigations do not sufficiently focus on international and complex ML cases
involving corporate elements. In a number of cases that have been investigated and where Canadian
companies were owned by foreign entities or foreign trusts, it was not possible for LEAs to identify
the beneficial owners. This was due mainly to foreign jurisdictions not responding to requests by the
Canadian authorities for beneficial ownership information.
290.
As indicated in IO 6, other important practical limitations hamper the effectiveness of
investigations relating to legal entities and legal arrangements. Despite the adequacy of their
powers, it is often difficult for LEAs to obtain beneficial ownership information. As a result, their
access to that information is not timely. The relevant Director under each corporate statute has the
power to request company records but in practice this power has never been used to assist the
RCMP in obtaining beneficial ownership information on a specific legal entity. Equally, at the time of
the on-site visit the CRA had not made use of its newly acquired power to refer information to the
RCMP in case of a suspicion of a listed serious offense.

Timely access to adequate, accurate and current basic and beneficial ownership information
on legal arrangements

291.
The level of transparency of legal arrangements is even lower than in the case of legal
entities. There are two mechanisms in place to collect information on trusts: (i) the CRA, as part of
the tax collection process, requires the provision of information on the trust assets and the trustee;
and (ii) FIs are required to obtain information in relation to customers that are or represent a trust.
These two measures suffer from significant shortcomings, both in terms of their scope and effective
implementation, for the same reasons as in the context of legal persons, and only a small fraction of
Canadian trusts file annual tax returns. There is also a fiduciary duty under common law principles
of trustees vis-a-vis those who have an interest in the trust. While this makes it necessary for the
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trustee to know who the beneficiaries are, it does not necessarily mean that trustees keep records or
obtain information on the beneficial ownership of the trust in practice.

7

292.
The information collected by FIs about legal arrangements raise the same concerns of
reliability as outlined for legal entities because FIs rely mostly on the customer to declare the
relevant information, they do not require official documentation to establish the identity of the
beneficial owners, and do not conduct an independent verification of the information provided.
Furthermore, there is no obligation on trustees to declare their status to the FI. As a result, in many
cases, the FI may not know that the customer is acting as a trustee. It is unclear how many of the
millions of trusts estimated to exist under Canadian law are linked with a Canadian FI.

Effectiveness, proportionality and dissuasiveness of sanctions

293.
Proportionate and dissuasive criminal sanctions are available under the PCMLTFA, the
CBCA and provincial laws for failure by any person to comply with the record-keeping obligations or
registration or updating requirements under the law (see write up for R.24 for more details), but
none have been imposed between 2009 and 2014.
294.
So far, there seems to have been few instances in which administrative measures were
applied for a failure by FIs to identify the beneficial owner or confirm the accuracy of the information
received. Similarly, no legal entity in Canada has been struck off the company registry based on in its
involvement in illicit conduct. In sum, sanctions have not been applied in an effective and
proportionate manner.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 5
295.
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Canada has achieved a low level of effectiveness for IO.5.
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Key Findings and Recommended Actions
Key Findings
International cooperation is important given Canada’s context, and Canada has the main tools
necessary to cooperate effectively, including a central authority supported by provincial
prosecution services and federal counsel in regional offices.

The authorities undertake a range of activities on behalf of other countries and feedback from
delegations on the timeliness and quality of the assistance provided is largely positive.
Assistance with timely access to accurate beneficial ownership information is, however,
challenging, and some concerns were raised by some Canadian LEAs about delays in the
processing of some requests.
The extradition framework is adequately implemented.

Canada also solicits other countries’ assistance to fight TF and, to a somewhat lesser extent, ML.

Informal cooperation appears effective amongst all relevant authorities, more fluid and more
frequently used than formal cooperation, but the impossibility for FINTRAC to obtain additional
information from REs, and the low quantity of STRs filed by DNFBPs limit the range of
assistance it can provide.

Recommended Actions
Canada should:








Ensure that, where informal cooperation is not sufficient, LEAs make greater use of MLA
to trace and seize/restraint POC and other assets laundered abroad.
Ensure that good practices, such as consultation with prosecution services are applied
across police services with a view to improve the use of MLA to identify and pursue ML,
associated predicate offenses and TF cases with transnational elements.

Assess and mitigate the causes for the delays in the processing of incoming and outgoing
MLA requests.

Consider amending the MLACMA to include the interception of private communications
(either by telephone, email, messaging, or other new technologies) as a measure that can
be taken by the authorities in response of a foreign country’s MLA request without the
need to open a Canadian investigation.

The relevant Immediate Outcome considered and assessed in this chapter is IO2. The
recommendations relevant for the assessment of effectiveness under this section are R.36-40.
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Immediate Outcome 2 (International Cooperation)
Providing constructive and timely MLA and extradition
296.
Since its previous assessment, Canada has greatly improved its statistics on MLA, and
is now able to show several different aspects of MLA related to ML and TF. Canada receives a
large number of MLA requests each year. From 2008 to 2015, it received a total of 4,087 MLA
requests across all offenses, including 383 for ML investigations and 34 related to TF
investigations.

8

297.
The IAG 91 prioritizes the requests (in terms of urgency, court date or other deadline,
seriousness of the offense, whether the offense is ongoing, danger of loss of evidence, etc.); it
contacts the foreign authorities to obtain further information if the request is incomplete or
unclear; and forwards it to the Canadian police for execution (if no court order is needed), or to
the IAG’s provincial counterparts, or to a counsel within federal DOJ Litigation Branch, if a court
order is required.
298.
cases:

Canada generally provides the requested assistance, both in the context of ML and TF
Table 21. Outcome of Incoming MLA Requests for ML
EXECUTED

WITHDRAWN

ABANDONED

REFUSED

2008–2009

24

0

4

2

2009–2010

23

1

1

0

2010–2011

21

1

5

1

2011–2012

42

5

4

0

2012–2013

39

1

8

3

2013–2014

56

5

8

0

2014–2015

48

4

6

1

TOTAL

253

17

36

7

FISCAL YEAR

Table 22. Outcome of Incoming MLA Requests for TF

FISCAL YEAR

EXECUTED

WITHDRAWN

ABANDONED

REFUSED

2008–2009

10

0

0

0

2009–2010

2

1

2

0

2010–2011

6

0

0

0

2011–2012

3

1

1

0

2012–2013

5

0

0

0

2013–2014

0

1

0

0

2014–2015

8

0

0

0

TOTAL

34

3

3

0

91 The IAG is part of the Litigation Branch of the federal DOJ, and which assists the Minister of Justice as
central authority for Canada.
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299.
The assistance provided is of good quality, as was confirmed by the feedback received
from 46 countries. There have been numerous good cases of assistance, especially with the US,
including covert operations, joint investigations and extraditions. This is an important positive
output of the Canadian framework in light of the risk context (e.g. the extensive border with the
US, the size of the US economy, and the opportunities it offers to criminal activity).

300.
Canada undertakes a range of activities on behalf of other countries. It is, however,
limited in its ability to provide in a timely manner accurate beneficial ownership information of
legal persons and arrangements established in Canada, for the reasons detailed in IO.5 and IO.7.
The fact that Canada cannot intercept, upon request, private communications (either telephone
or messaging) in the absence of a Canadian investigation can also hamper foreign investigations,
especially those pertaining to OCGs from or with links to Canada or international ML. While this
measure is not specifically required by the standard, it is particularly relevant in the Canadian
context given the high risk emanating from OCGs, including those with ties to other countries.
The scope of this practical shortcoming is, however, limited by the fact that, in most instances, a
domestic investigation is likely to be initiated, thus enabling the Canadian authorities to share
evidence collected from wiretaps.
301.
To facilitate MLA, Canada entered into 17 administrative arrangements with nontreaty partners over the past two years. It also executed over 300 non-treaty requests, mostly to
interview witnesses and to provide publicly available documents.

302.
Measures were also taken to expedite MLA. The IAG may now send the information
requested by a foreign country directly, without the need for a second judicial order. The
evidence shared includes, for example, transmission data for an electronic or telephonic
message, which help identify the party communicating, tracking data that identify the location
of a person or an object, information about a bank account and the account holder. In addition,
LEAs that have obtained evidence lawfully for the purposes of their own investigation, may
share this information with foreign counterparts without the need for a judicial order
authorizing this sharing. For example, evidence obtained through wiretapping by Canadian
police may be shared with foreign counterparts in this manner, as confirmed by case law. 92

303.
According to the feedback from delegations, the average time for Canada to respond to
their requests varies between 4 and 10 months. The majority of delegations stated that
assistance was timely, or did not comment on timeliness, with only one country commenting
that the process was slow. Some Canadian LEAs also expressed concerns with the length of time
taken to process some of the incoming and outgoing requests. The IAG explains that some of the
factors that contribute to lengthening the process include: (i) missing information in the request
and the requesting state’s slow response to requests for clarification or additional information;
(ii) litigation (i.e. when a party affected by the request contests the validity of the court order
required, particularly in instances the litigation continues into appellate courts; (iii) because the
fact that Canada is awaiting the fulfilment of a condition by the foreign authorities (e.g. in cases
where Canada has restrained assets, a final judgment of forfeiture issued by the relevant foreign
court may be pending); and (iv) the complexity of the file (e.g. cases involving multiple bank
accounts, many witnesses, several Canadian provinces and successive supplemental requests).
According to the Auditor General Report 2014, the DOJ processes formal requests for
extradition and obtains evidence from abroad appropriately, but does not monitor the reasons
92

See Supreme Court’s decision in Wakeling v. United States of America 2014 SCC 72.
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for delays in the process. 93 The report found that only 15% of the overall time needed to
process MLA requests are within Justice Canada’s control, and 30% of the overall time to
process extradition requests are within its control. Justice Canada can only take actions to
mitigate the delays when it develops insight about the reasons for the delays. In response to the
comments by the Auditor General of Canada and after consultations with its international
partners and closer research of its files in more recent years, there has been a significant
reduction in the delays associated with executing MLA requests made to Canada.

8

304.
Canada extradites its nationals. Pursuant to the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in
U.S. v. Cotroni, where the extradition of a Canadian citizen is sought based on facts that might
form the basis for a prosecution in Canada, certain consultations and an assessment of evidence
and circumstances must take place before a decision can be made as to whether to prosecute or
extradite. In 99% of such cases, the circumstances favour extradition. Between 2008 and 2015,
Canada received 92 extradition requests based on a charge for ML. From the 92 requests, 77
came from the US. As a result of these requests, a total of 48 persons were extradited, while 13
were subject to other measures such as deportation, discharge, voluntary return, or were not
located or the means of the return not listed. In the seven cases where the request was refused,
the grounds were related either to insufficient evidence to show knowledge of ML, concerns
with human rights record or prison conditions in the requesting state, or the defendant was not
located. Between 2008 and 2015, five persons were extradited for TF.

305.
More than half (52%) of the extradition requests take from 18 months to five years to
be completed; from which 28% take from three to five years to be completed. An approximate
of 4% take more than five years to be completed. Most of the delegations mentioned having
successful extradition requests with Canada, although some mentioned having experienced
delayed responses from the Canadian authorities regarding those requests.

Seeking timely legal assistance to pursue domestic ML, associated predicate and TF cases
with transnational elements
306.
From 2008 to 2015, Canada sent more than 700 MLA requests, including 124
(i.e. around 17%) on the grounds of ML charges. Some requests were made, e.g. in the context of
real estate or to obtain bank records, as well as to freeze and confiscate funds or assets
abroad. 94 Most of these requests were made on the basis of investigations conducted in the
province of Quebec (which is in line with the findings in IO.7 and IO.8). Between 2008 and 2015,
Canada also made 24 requests in the context of TF investigations, 11 of which during fiscal year
2014/2015 in light of increased concern about "foreign fighters."

307.
The number of request for assistance on ML cases has increased over the years, but
still appears relatively low in light of Canada’s risk profile. The authorities explained that they
frequently have recourse to informal means of cooperation (see core issue 2.3 below) in lieu of
MLA because it is quicker. However, while informal means do simplify and expedite the process
Office of the Auditor General of Canada (2014), Report of the Auditor General of Canada—Fall 2014,
p. 11, www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/docs/parl_oag_201411_02_e.pdf. The assessors reviewed
50 extradition and MLA files from between 2011 and 2013, which included incoming and outgoing
requests, and both ongoing and closed files.
94 From 2008 to 2005, Canada sent 113 requests with respect to tracing (bank or real estate records) and
33 requests with respect to freezing/restraint (funds or assets).
93
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of assistance, they cannot substitute formal MLA in all cases (e.g. when there is a need for the
tracing or the freezing of assets abroad). The relatively small number of outgoing requests may
also be explained by the fact that Canada is not pursuing complex and transnational ML schemes
to the extent that it should (see IO.7). Although the outflows of POC generated in Canada appear
to be moderate in comparison to the inflows of POC generated abroad, data suggests that
Canadian citizens and corporations use tax havens and offshore financial centres to evade taxes,
in particular those located in the Caribbean, Europe and Asia- cooperation with the relevant
countries in these regions would therefore prove helpful to Canada. Some domestic provincial
LEAs mentioned concerns about the delay in the sending of requests to foreign countries. In
response to that point, the IAG assures that the same case management prioritization measures
are in place for outgoing requests as for incoming requests.

Seeking other forms of international cooperation for AML/CTF purposes

308.
Canadian agencies regularly seek and provide other forms of international cooperation
to exchange financial intelligence and other information with foreign counterparts for AML/CFT
purposes. In particular, the cases studies provided as well as the discussions held on-site
indicate a regular use by LEAs of foreign experts, missions abroad to secure evidence and assets,
and joint investigations. Canada does not separate the information according to the function
(i.e. seeker or provider of assistance), and the information provided therefore combines the
objects of core issues 2.3 and 2.4.
309.

FINTRAC is both a FIU and a regulator/supervisor:

 As Canada’s FIU: FINTRAC is a member of the Egmont Group and shares

information only on the basis of MOUs with counterparts. FINTRAC is
open to sign a MOU with any FIU, and the process can be concluded
very quickly, but sometimes this does not happen due to the absence of
interest of the foreign FIU. At the time of the on-site there were 92
MOUs with foreign FIUs. In the absence of an MOU, they cannot share
information. According to the feedback provided by other delegations,
the information provided by FINTRAC is of good quality. Nevertheless,
some limitations have a negative impact on the type of information that
FINTRAC can share: more specifically, the fact that (i) FINTRAC is not
habilitated to request and obtain further information from any REs; (ii)
there are no STRs from lawyers. Canada receives far more requests for
assistance than it sends to support Canadian investigations and
prosecutions. Although there were fewer queries sent to its foreign
counterparts a few years ago, FINTRAC has recently increased the
number of requests sent. The queries received and sent to the US
(which, as mentioned above, is a major Canadian partner in
international cooperation) are generally comparable. In addition to
requests sent, the significant increase of FINTRAC’s numbers of
proactive disclosures sent to its counterparts (2012-2013:52; 20132014:93; 2014-2015:190) highlights the Canadian FIU’s willingness to
share the relevant information it holds with its foreign partners.
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 As a supervisor, FINTRAC regularly shares information with foreign

supervisors and consults with international partners. In addition to
general information, it also exchanges, on an on-going basis, since 2009,
compliance information on operational processes with AUSTRAC. After
several bilateral meetings, FINTRAC and AUSTRAC are working
together in compliance actions on an MSB that operates both in Canada
and in Australia. FINTRAC’s public MSB registry was also provided to
Australia and other jurisdictions, because the comparison of MSB lists is
useful during the criminal record check of MSBs, who may operate in
more than one country. FINTRAC has also an MOU with FINCEN.

8

310.
The RCMP regularly exchanges information with its foreign counterparts. Cooperation
is developed through police channels (Interpol, Europol, Five Eyes Law Enforcement Group),
through the Camden Asset Recovery Informal Network (CARIN) and through several MOUs,
including one with The People’s Republic of China. The existence of this MOU with China is
important in light of the risks of inward flow of illicit money generated in China; however, no
assistance with this country was reported in the province of British Columbia, despite the fact
that it appears to be at greater risk of seeing its real estate sector misused to launder POC
generated in China. The RCMP uses a well-established and effective network of liaisons officers
(42 officers and 10 intelligence analysts in 26 countries) to seek and provide assistance and
other types of information, in ML and TF investigations. It shares intelligence information,
carries out investigations on behalf of foreign counterparts, and participates in joint
investigations, as demonstrated in several cases studies provided by the authorities. From 2008
to 2013, it sent 98 requests for assistance on PPOC and ML/TF-related occurrences to the US, 94
to Europe and 60 to Asia. The RCMP and other police forces are also the ones who execute
incoming requests of assistance, when there is no need for a judicial order, and the information
or documentation is publicly available or can be obtained on a voluntary basis.

311.
OSFI concluded 30 MOUs with various international prudential supervisors. No
statistical information was provided in this respect but the authorities mentioned that OSFI
regularly exchanges information regarding FRFIs with its foreign counterparts. In 2012, OSFI
hosted an AML/CFT Supervisory College on five conglomerate banks with 19 foreign regulators
in attendance. The College provided an opportunity for the foreign regulators to provide
information on AML/CFT supervision in the host jurisdictions, and also for the banks
themselves to provide an overview of their AML/CFT programs. The OSFI Relationship
Management Team also hosts Supervisory Colleges of a general prudential nature, where
foreign regulators attend. When OSFI conducts assessments at foreign operations of FRFIs, it
seeks cooperation of the host regulator, who usually participates on the on-site with OSFI. The
Colleges are an important and effective way for the sharing of information with OSFI’s foreign
counterparts.

312.
The CBSA cooperates on a regular basis with US Immigration and Custom Enforcement
(ICE) and US Custom Border Protection for the Sharing of Currency Seizure Information,
including in AML/CFT matters. This cooperation is very important due to the extensive border
shared by Canada and the US Cases provided by the authorities demonstrated the CBSA’s
participation in joint operations. CBSA also receives information from the US Department of
Homeland Security, which helps the detection of suspected POC and leads to the seizure of the
currency. Its participation in the Homeland’s Security BEST Program resulted in the CBSA
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initiating 103 criminal investigations related to the smuggling of narcotics, smuggling of
currency and firearms and illegal immigration. The CBSA also receives international
cooperation from foreign governments or law enforcement and maintains strong collaboration
with the 5-Eyes Community. It shares FINTRAC results with partner agencies in the US on files
that indicate ML activities that cross the Canada/US border (Mexican Mennonites, outlaw
motorcycle gangs, Persian organized crime). Nevertheless, the authorities also mentioned that
financial information and information on import and export files declared in Canada are difficult
to obtain by their counterparts, due to Canada’s strong privacy framework.
313.
The CRA has 92 Tax treaties and 22 Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA)
with international partners. However, CRA and CBSA do not cooperate under the Customs
Mutual Assistance Agreement with the US. As is common for Canadian authorities, they would
always require and MLAT to share the information regarding trading operations (where there is
an important risk of trade-based ML, especially considering that more than 60% of Canada’s
GDP consists of international trade). Between 2009 and 2015, the CRA sent 72 requests and
received 11 requests for exchange of information to foreign counterparts, in the context of
criminal investigations.

314.
The CSIS regularly receives from and shares financial information with FINTRAC in
support of both organizations’ mandates. In relation to high-risk travellers, it uses financial
intelligence to determine how ready an individual may be to travel by determining whether
they have purchased equipment, or if they have saved up money that could be used to support
themselves while they are abroad. Due to confidentiality issues and matters of national security,
CSIS did not provide the assessors any statistical data.

315.
Feedback from the countries on Canada’s assistance through other forms of
cooperation is generally good. Most of the delegations indicated that the information received
from FINTRAC in response to their requests was useful, of good content and of high quality. The
limitation to request further information from any REs and bank information was, however, also
reported. FINTRAC’s average time to respond to request from its counterparts is 35 days (which
is in line with the Egmont Group standards).The feedback from the US FIU is very positive.
FINTRAC and FINCEN have had a strong working relationship for years, both as FIUs and as
AML/CFT supervisory/regulatory agencies, which is very important in light notably of the
extensive border between the two countries, the illicit flows of criminal money, as well as the
linkages between OCGs active in both countries. The US, which is Canada’s main partner in
cooperation, also reported and outstanding cooperation exchange with CRA. They indicated that
the CRA responds to American requests for records in a very timely manner and has provided
assistance in the location and coordination of witness interviews.

International exchange of basic and beneficial ownership information of legal persons and
arrangements
316.
While the authorities recognize the risk of misuse of Canadian legal persons and
arrangements, they do not appear to have identified, assessed and understood with sufficient
granularity the extent to which Canadian legal persons and legal arrangements are misused for
ML or TF in the international context. In addition, there are serious concerns about the
timeliness access to relevant information by competent authorities as well as with respect to the
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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quality of the information collected by REs. As a result, cooperation in relation to foreign
requests regarding BO of legal persons and arrangements cannot be fully effective.

8

317.
Canada, and FINTRAC in particular, regularly receives requests for corporate records
and information on beneficial ownership of both corporations and trusts (which points to the
relevance of Canadian legal entities and trusts in international ML operations). FINTRAC
provides the requested information as long as it already has it (i.e. it has received a STR or other
report including VIRs regarding the relevant corporation or trust), it can access it
(e.g. information from the corporate registries of Alberta and Quebec, or from the MSB registry,
when the ownership is 25% or more, or from any other public source). The IAG also receives
requests for basic and beneficial ownership information which it forwards to LEAs for
execution. Between 2008 and 2015, it received 222 for corporate or business records, including
78 related to ML and 1 to TF investigations. Most of these requests have been executed.

Overall Conclusions on Immediate Outcome 2
318.
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Canada has achieved a substantial level of effectiveness for IO.2.
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This annex provides detailed analysis of the level of compliance with the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) 40 Recommendations of Canada in their numerical order. It does not include descriptive text
on the country situation or risks, and is limited to the analysis of technical criteria for each
Recommendation (R.). It should be read in conjunction with the Detailed Assessment Report (DAR).
Where both the FATF requirements and national laws or regulations remain the same, this report
refers to analysis conducted as part of the previous Mutual Evaluation in 2008. The report for that
assessment or evaluation is available from the FATF website. 95

Recommendation 1 - Assessing Risks and applying a Risk-Based Approach

Obligations and Decisions for Countries
Risk Assessment

Criterion 1.1— The Government of Canada has developed a risk assessment framework to support
the identification, assessment and mitigation of ML/TF risks and includes a process to update and
enhance this assessment over time. ML and TF threats were documented separately. Canada
completed its first National Risk Assessment (NRA), the “Assessment of Inherent Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing Risks in Canada,” in December 2014. In April 2015, the senior officials of
participating federal departments and agencies endorsed the internal and draft public versions of
the report. In July 2015, the Minister of Finance, on behalf of the government, released the public
version of the NRA. 96 Canada’s ML/TF Inherent RA is supported by a documented NRA Methodology
with defined concepts on ML/TF risks and rating criteria. The report, which reflects the situation in
Canada up to 31 December 2014, provides an overview of the ML/TF threats, vulnerabilities and
risks in Canada before the application of mitigation measures.

The NRA consists of an assessment of the inherent (i.e. before the application of any mitigation
measures) ML/TF threats and inherent ML/TF vulnerabilities of key economic sectors and financial
products, while considering the contextual vulnerabilities of Canada, such as geography, economy,
financial system and demographics.

Pursuant to the Interpretative Note to R.1, if countries determine through their risk assessments that
there are types of institutions, activities, businesses or professions that are at risk of abuse from ML
and TF, and which do not fall under the definition of financial institution or DNFBP, they should

See FATF (2008), Third Mutual Evaluation on Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of
Terrorism, www.fatf-gafi.org/countries/a-c/canada/documents/mutualevaluationofcanada.html
96 See Department of Finance Canada (2015), Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing in Canada, www.fin.gc.ca/pub/mltf-rpcfat/index-eng.asp
95
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The requirements of R.1 were added to the FATF standard in 2012 and were, therefore, not assessed
during the previous mutual evaluation of Canada.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

consider applying AML/CFT requirements to such sectors. In that regard, the 2008 MER discussed
whether Canada had considered extending AML requirements to white-label ATMs (see paragraphs
1357 to 1364). In a 2007 FINTRAC report highlighted the vulnerability of white-label ATMs to ML,
and various press articles highlight the risk of misuse of white-label ATMs. The authorities are
considering mechanisms to address this risk.

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 1.2— The Department of Finance Canada (Finance Canada) is the designated authority for
coordinating the work associated with the ongoing assessment of ML/TF risks. In Canada
government responsibilities in regard to AML/CFT are divided between the federal government and
the ten provinces (the three territorial governments exercise powers delegated by the federal
parliament). In that regard, the execution of AML/CFT actions involves collaboration and
coordination across all levels of government.

The terms of reference for (i) the Interdepartmental Working Group on Assessing ML and TF Risks in
Canada and (ii) the permanent National Risk Assessment Committee (NRAC; the senior-level
AML/CFT Committee) establish Finance Canada as the designated authority for the initiative. The
Minister of Finance is the Minister responsible for the PCMLTFA. Therefore, as decided by the
Cabinet, the responsibility for coordinating the AML/CFT regime and the NRA falls also to Finance
Canada.

Criterion 1.3— Canada’s risk assessment framework contemplates a process to update and enhance
this assessment over time. In accordance with the document “Proposed Governance Framework for
Canada’s ML/TF Risk Assessment Framework” (endorsed on 13 November 2014), the NRA update is
now coordinated through the NRAC, the successor body to the Working Group that developed the
NRA. The Terms of Reference of NRAC were approved at the senior-level AML/CFT Committee in
April 2015. NRAC is composed of representatives of the federal departments and agencies that
comprise Canada’s AML/CFT (and may invite other public and private sector partners to
participate), which facilitates sharing findings across the organizations represented to help them
understand the evolving risks and ML/TF environment, as well as discuss and propose mitigations.
Finance Canada is the permanent co-chair of the NRAC; the other co-chair position rotates every two
years among other federal departments or agencies. NRAC is required to prepare a formal update
every two years on the results of the risk assessment and an informal update on an annual basis. The
reports are addressed to the senior level AML/CFT Committee. As Canada completed its NRA in
December 2014, it is relatively up to date. Furthermore, the Committee will meet every six months
or more frequently if needed, to review emerging threats and new developments and will report to
the senior-level Committee on an annual basis with updates.
Criterion 1.4—Information on the results of the NRA is provided to competent authorities, selfregulatory bodies, FIs and DNFBPs through different working groups, committees and outreach
activities. The NRA was released publicly on 31 July 2015 (and is available on the websites of
Finance, FINTRAC, and OSFI). The NRA methodology and results were also shared and discussed
beforehand by Finance
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Risk Mitigation
Criterion 1.5— The risk mitigation is implemented through various thematic national strategies, to
wit: National Identity Crime Strategy (2011), Canada’s Counter-terrorism Strategy (2013); National
Border Risk Assessment 2013–2015; 2014–2016 Border Risk Management Plan; Enhanced Risk
Assessment Model and Sector profiles; OSFI’s AMLC Division AML and CFT Methodologies and
Assessment Processes; OSFI-Risk Ranking Criteria; and the CRA’s techniques to identify registered
charities and organizations seeking registration that are at risk of potential abuse by terrorist
entities and/or associated individuals.

Except for the legal profession, all DNFBP sectors are required to apply AML/CFT preventive
measures. Lawyers are covered as obliged AML/CFT entities, pursuant to PCMLTR, Section (s.) 33.3;
however, the AML/CFT provisions are inoperative in relation to lawyers and Quebec notaries (who
provide legal advice and are, therefore, considered legal counsel, PCMLTFA s. 2) as a result of a 2015
Supreme Court of Canada ruling.

Supervision and Monitoring of Risk

Criterion 1.7— REs are required to implement enhanced or additional measures in high-risk
situations pursuant to PCMLTFA, ss.9.6(2) and 9.6(3) and PCMLTFR, §71(c) and 71.1(a) and (b) (see
discussion on R.10 for additional information on enhanced CDD measures). The REs are expected to
integrate the NRA results in their own risks assessments.
PCMLTFA, s.9.6(2) provides that REs develop and apply policies and procedures to address ML and
TF risks. PCMLTFA, s.9.6(3) and PCMLTFR, s.71.1(a) and (b) require REs to apply “prescribed special
measures” to update client identification and beneficial ownership information, and to monitor
business relationships when higher risks are identified through the entity’s risk assessment.
Nevertheless, the provisions discussed in the paragraphs above do not apply to the sectors that are
not subject to reporting obligations under the PCMLTFA. These include sectors such as the legal
counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries, factoring companies, financing and leasing companies,
among others. Of these sectors, the legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries are exposed to
ample ML opportunities and are exposed to higher risks. Therefore, as the legal profession is not
required to take enhanced measures regarding higher ML risks (or any ML risks, for that matter) the
risks associated with this sector are not being effectively mitigated.
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 1.6— Financial activities are subject to AML/CFT preventive measures as required in the
FATF Recommendations, except when these activities are conducted by the sectors that are not
subject to AML/CFT obligations under the PCMLTFA. These sectors include check-cashing
businesses, factoring companies, and leasing companies, finance companies, and unregulated
mortgage lenders, among others. The NRA assessed the ML/TF vulnerabilities of factoring, finance
and financial leasing companies as medium risk, while pointing out that these entities were very
small players as a proportion of Canada’s financial sector. However, the ML/TF risks for these
sectors has not been proven to be low and the non-application of AML/CFT measures is not based on
a risk assessment. .

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Exemptions
Criterion 1.8— PCMLTFR ss.9, 62 and 63 provide for exemptions from the customer identification
and record-keeping requirements in certain specific circumstances assessed as low risk by the
authorities (for details about the exemption regime, see discussion on R.10 below). OSFI and
FINTRAC continuously assess the risks associated with their supervised sectors and the current
assessment of low risks appear to be consistent with the findings of the NRA.

Criterion 1.9— PCMLTFA, s.40(e) requires FINTRAC to ensure compliance with PCMLTFA
provisions. PCMLTFA, s.9.6(1)-(3) requires REs Act to implement measures to assess ML and TF
risks, and monitor transactions in respect of the activities that pose high ML/TF risks. OSFI and
FINTRAC apply a risk-based approach to the supervision of their supervised sectors. As discussed
previously, the legal profession is not subject to AML/CFT obligations and is, therefore, not
monitored by FINTRAC. However, some high-risk DNFBPs are not subject to AML/CFT obligations
and are thus not supervised in relation to their obligations under R.1.
Technical compliance Annex

Obligations and Decisions for Financial Institutions and DNFBPs
Risk Assessment

Criterion 1.10— PCMLTFA, s.9.6(2) and PCMLTFR, §71(c) requires REs to conduct risk assessments
and consider all the relevant risk factors before determining what is the level of overall risk and the
appropriate level and type of mitigation to be applied. PCMLTFR, s.71(e) provides that the REs shall
keep their risk assessments up to date. All supervised entities and those subject to examination by
FINTRAC are obligated under their sector legislation or PCMLTFA, s.62 to provide any material that
FINTRAC or sector regulators may require. FINTRAC Guideline 4 (Implementation of a Compliance
Regime, February 2014) provides a checklist of products or services that should be considered highrisk. OSFI Guideline B-8 (Deterring and Detecting Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing)
provides instruction on the FRFIs risk assessment policies and procedures. As mentioned above,
none of the AML/CFT requirements are applicable to lawyers, legal firms, and Quebec notaries.

Risk Mitigation

Criterion 1.11— a) Under PCMLTFA s 9.6(1) and PCMLTFR, s.71, REs are required to develop
written AML/CFT compliance policies and procedures, which are approved by a senior officer of the
RE in accordance with PCMLFTR s.71(1)(b).

b) These policies and procedures, the risk assessment and training program are required to be
reviewed at least every two years (PCMLFTR, ss.71(1)(e) and 71(2)). The REs must also assess and
document ML and TF risks (PCMLTFA, s.9.6(2) and PCMLFTR, s.71(1)(c)).

c) There are several different provisions that require REs to implement enhanced or additional
measures in high-risk situations: Under PCMLTFA, ss.9.6(2) and 9.6(3), REs are required to assess
ML and TF risks and enhanced due diligence, record keeping and monitoring of financial
transactions that pose a high risk of ML or TF. The PCMLTFR requires REs to apply enhanced
measures when high risks are identified in their activities as a result of ongoing monitoring. The
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sectors covered by the PCMLTFR are banks and other deposit-taking institutions (s.54.4); life
insurance (s.56.4); securities (s.57.3); MSBs (s.59.02); accountants (s.59.12); real estate (s.59.22);
British Columbia Notaries (s.59.32); real estate developers (s.59.52), casinos (s.60.2); and
Departments and agents of the Queen in rights of Canada or a Province for the sale or redemption of
money orders for the general public (s.61.2). The provisions addressing the legal profession are not
applicable to legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries for the reasons stated earlier. FINTRAC,
Guideline 4 and OSFI Guideline B-8 provide additional guidance.
Criterion 1.12— The Canadian AML/CFT legislation does not provide for simplified measures.

Weighting and Conclusion:

The main inherent ML and TF risks were identified and assessed for the implementation of
appropriate mitigation.
Canada is largely compliant with R.1.

Recommendation 2 - National Cooperation and Coordination

Criterion 2.1— Several national strategies and policies are in place to inform AML/CFT policies and
operations. The main AML policies and strategies are the National Identity Crime Strategy (RCMP
2011); National Border Risk Assessment 2013–2015 (CBSA); 2014–16 Border Risk Management Plan
(CBSA); Enhanced Risk Assessment Model and Sector profiles (FINTRAC); AMLC Division AML and CFT
Methodology and Assessment Processes (OSFI); Risk Ranking Criteria (OSFI); Risk-Based Approach to
identify registered charities and organizations seeking registration that are at risk of potential abuse
by terrorist entities and/or associated individuals (CRA) and CRA-RAD Audit Selection process. The
RCMP is currently developing their National Strategy to Combat Money Laundering. These AML
strategies and policies are linked to the 2011 Canadian Law Enforcement Strategy on Organized
Crime. In addition, the Government’s other main AML/CFT concerns are reflected in Finance
Canada’s Report on Plans and Priorities, 97 which outlines the AML/CFT regime’s spending plans,
priorities and expected results. Canada’s CFT strategy forms part of the broader Counter-terrorism
Strategy. 98 Similarly, the country’s PF strategy forms part of the broader strategy to counter the
proliferation of chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear weapons. 99
The TRWG is an interdepartmental body that serves as a forum to enhance dialogue, coordination,
analysis and collaboration, among PS Portfolio members and government departments with an
intelligence mandate, on issues related to threat resourcing, including ML, TF and proliferation

Department of Finance Canada (2015), Report on Plans and Priorities 2015–16, p. 29,
www.fin.gc.ca/pub/rpp/2015-2016/index-eng.asp
98 Public Safety Canada (2013), Building Resilience Against Terrorism: Canada's Counter-terrorism Strategy,
www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/rslnc-gnst-trrrsm/index-en.aspx
99 Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (2005), The Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear Strategy of the Government of Canada, www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/rslnc-strtgrchvd/index-en.aspx
97
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Canada was rated LC in the 2008 MER with former FATF R.31; the cooperation between the FIU and
LEAs was not considered to be fully effective.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

activities, organized crime and other means through which threat actors resource their activities. It
also highlights the security and intelligence components of files associated with Canada’s AML/ATF
Regime.

Criterion 2.2— Finance Canada is the domestic and International policy lead for the whole
AML/CFT regime, and is responsible for its overall coordination, including AML/CFT policy
development and guiding and informing strategic operationalization of the NRA framework.

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 2.3— The Canadian regime is also supported by various interdepartmental formal and
informal working-level bilateral and multilateral working groups and committees, depending on the
nature of the issues to be addressed including: NRAC; NCC; IPOC ; IFAC; TRWG, and the ICC.

To combat ML, Canada also coordinates domestic policy on the federal criminal forfeiture regime
under the IPOC. IPOC’s interdepartmental Director General-level Senior Governance Committee led
by Public Safety Canada includes: CBSA, CRA, PPSC, PS, PWGSC and the RCMP. The Committee is
mandated to provide policy direction, promote interdepartmental policy coordination, promote
accountability, and to support the Initiative.

The NCC is the primary forum that reviews progress of the National Agenda to Combat Organized
Crime. NCC’s 5 Regional Coordinating Committees communicate operational and enforcement needs
and concerns to the NCC, acting as a bridge between enforcement agencies and officials and public
policy makers. Canada coordinates domestic AML policy on the federal criminal forfeiture regime
under the IPOC Advisory Committee and the IPOC Senior Governance Committee.

The IFAC is an interdepartmental consultative body that has the responsibility for the sharing,
analysis and monitoring of information related to ML/TF threats posed to Canada by foreign
jurisdictions or entities. The ICC assists the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
by providing the requisite analysis and considerations to inform the recommendations to the
Governor in Council regarding listing of entities.

OSFI and FINTRAC coordinate their activities through a common approach for supervision of FRFIs,
starting in 2013, by conducting simultaneous AML/CFT examinations. FINTRAC informs its
compliance enforcement strategies with findings provided by other federal and provincial regulators
in order to monitor and enforce AML/CFT compliance by REs. FINTRAC has established
17 Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with federal and provincial regulators for the purpose of
sharing information related to compliance with Part 1 of the PCMLTFA. The RCMP leads the
Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSETs) in major centers throughout the country).
INSETs are made up of representatives of the RCMP, federal partners and agencies such as CBSA,
CSIS, and provincial and municipal police services.

Criterion 2.4— Counter-proliferation (CP) efforts, including proliferation financing, are coordinated
via a formalized CP Framework created in 2013. PS chairs the Counter-Proliferation Policy
Committee, at which CP partners identify, assess and address policy and programming gaps that may
undermine Canada’s CP capacity. Global Affairs Canada chairs the Counter-Proliferation Operations
Committee, through which CP partners work together to address specific proliferation threats with a
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Canadian nexus. FINTRAC is a member of the Operations Committee, and as per PCMLTFA
s.55.1(1)(a), is able to disclose designated financial information to the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (CSIS) when it has reasons to suspect that it would be relevant to investigations of threats to
the security of Canada, which includes proliferation activities. FINTRAC can also disclose information
on threats related to proliferation to the appropriate police force and the CBSA if separate statutory
thresholds are met.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada has a number of standing committees, task forces and other mechanisms in place to
coordinate domestically on AML/CTF policies and operational activities.
Canada is compliant with R.2.

Recommendation 3 - Money laundering offense

Criterion 3.1— ML activities are criminalized through Criminal Code (CC), ss.354 (possession of
proceeds), 355.2 (trafficking in proceeds), and 462.31 (laundering proceeds). Conversion or Transfer:
CC, s.462.31 criminalizes the use, transfer, sending or delivery, transportation, transmission, altering,
disposal of or otherwise dealing with property with the intent to conceal or convert the proceeds
and knowing or believing that all or part of that property or proceeds was obtained or derived
directly or indirectly as a result of a predicate offense. S.462.31 falls somewhat short of the FATF
standard due mainly because the perpetrator must intend to conceal or convert the property itself
rather than the illicit origin thereof. Additionally, no alternative purpose element of “helping any
person who is involved in the commission of a predicate offense to evade the legal consequences of
his or her action” is provided for. S.355.2 criminalizes many of the same acts as s.462.31 but without
setting out any specific intent requirement. However, the Supreme Court in Canada in R. v. Daoust,
2004, 1 SCR 217, 2004 SCC 6 (CanLII) held that “the intention of parliament was to forbid the
conversion pure and simple, of property the perpetrator knows or believes is proceeds of crime,
whether or not he tries to conceal it or profit from it.” Acquisition, possession or use: Ss.354 and 355.2.
criminalize the sole or joint possession of or control over (s.354) and the selling, giving, transferring,
transporting, exporting or importing, sending, delivering or dealing with in any way (s.355.2) of
property or things that the person knows were obtained or derived directly or indirectly from an
indictable offense. Neither provision explicitly refers to the “acquisition or use,” but such acts would
be covered by “control over proceeds” in s.354 and the various material elements under s.355.2.
Concealment or disguise: Under CC, s.354 it is an offense to conceal or disguise property that the
perpetrator has possession of or control over, in which case liability is invoked for “possession and
trafficking of proceeds.” Additionally, the concealment or disguise is covered under s.355.2 and
liability is for “trafficking in proceeds.”
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Canada was rated LC with former R.1 and 2 based on a number of shortcomings. The range of
predicate offenses was slightly too narrow and for one part of the ML offense the mens rea
requirement was not in line with the FATF standard. Since 2008, the range of predicate offenses for
ML was expanded to include tax evasion, tax fraud, and copyright offenses.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Criterion 3.2— Ss.354 and 355.2 cover acts relating to proceeds of an “indictable offense;” and
s 462.31 to proceeds of a “designated offense.” “Designated offense” is defined as “any offense that
may be prosecuted as an indictable offense other than those prescribed by regulation”. Canada’s ML
provisions apply to all serious offenses under Canadian law and cover a range of offenses in each
FATF designated categories of predicate offenses, including tax evasion.

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 3.3— All serious offenses under Canadian law, defined as offenses with a statutory
sanction of imprisonment for more than six months, constitute a predicate offense for ML. As
indicated in the 2008 MER, federal laws criminalize a range of serious offenses under each FATF
designated categories of predicate offenses.
Criterion 3.4— Ss.354, 355.2, and 462.31 apply to any property or proceeds of property obtained or
derived, directly or indirectly, from the commission of an indictable offense. No value threshold
applies. “Property” is defined under s.2 of the CC to include real and personal property of every kind
and deeds and instruments relating to or evidencing the title or right to property, or giving a right to
recover or receive money or goods, including converted or exchanged property. The definition
covers material and immaterial, tangible and intangible, and corporeal and incorporeal property as
well as interest in such property.
Criterion 3.5— The legal provisions do not require a conviction for a predicate offense to establish
the illicit source of property. Case law further confirmed this principle. 100
Criterion 3.6— The text of ss.354, 355.2 and 462.31 apply the relevant offenses to indictable
offenses committed in Canada and to any act or omission committed abroad that would have
constituted an indictable offense had it occurred in Canada.

Criterion 3.7— Nothing in the relevant provisions prevent their application to the person who
committed the predicate offense. Canadian case law supports the notion that the ML provisions can
also be applied to the person who committed the predicate offense. 101
Criterion 3.8— As a general rule, Canada allows for the intentional element of criminal offenses to
be inferred from objective factual circumstances and based on credible, admissible and relevant
circumstantial evidence. This principle has been confirmed through case law in multiple instances, as
indicated in the 2008 MER. 102

Criterion 3.9— Offenses pursuant to s.354 are punishable with imprisonment for up to ten years (if
the value of the property exceeds CAD 5 000) or for up to two years (if the value of the property is
less than CAD 5 000). S.355.5 applies the same value thresholds but set out slightly stricter sanctions
of imprisonment for up to 14 years or up to five years, respectively. S.462.31 provides for a statutory
United States of America and the honorable Allan Honourable Allan Rock, Minister of Justice for Canada v.
Dynar, 1997, 2 SCR 462, 1997, CanLII 359 (SCC); R.c.Chun, 2015 QCCQ 2029 (CanLII); and R.c. Lavoie, 1999
CanLII 6126 (QCCQ).
101 R. v. Tortine, 1998, 2 SCR 972, 1993 CanLII 57 (SCC); and R. v. Trac at R. v. Trac, 2013 ONCA 246 (CanLII).
102 Manitoba Court of Appeal in R. v. Jenner (2005), 195 CCC (3d) 364 at para 20; and Ontario Court of Appeal
in R. v. Aiello (1978), 38 CCC (2d) 485 affirmed 46 CCC (2d) 128n SCC at page 488.
100
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sanction of imprisonment for up to ten years, regardless of the amounts involved. The statutory
sanctions may be increased or reduced pursuant to CC, s.718.2 based on aggravating or mitigating
circumstances. CC, s.718.1 requires that the sanction in all cases be proportionate to the gravity of
the offense and the degree of responsibility of the offender. The statutory sanctions are considered
to be both dissuasive and proportionate.

Criterion 3.11— Ancillary offenses are criminalized in the general provisions of the CC (s.24—
Attempt; s.21 (1)—aiding and abetting; s.21 (2)—conspiracy to commit; s.22— counselling,
procuring, soliciting or inciting to commit; s.23—accessory after the fact).

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.3.

Recommendation 4 - Confiscation and provisional measures
Canada was rated LC with former R.3.

Criterion 4.1— CC, s.462.37 (1) provides for the permanent forfeiture of proceeds of crime based on
a conviction for a designated offense. CC, s.490.1 (for all crimes) and Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA), ss.16 and 17 set out similar forfeiture provisions in relation to property used
or intended to be used for the commission of an indictable offense. In all cases, the court will
consider forfeiture based on the application by the Attorney General. In the context of convictions for
participation in a criminal organization or offenses under the CDSA, extended forfeiture orders may
be granted for material benefits received within 10 years before commencement of the proceedings
and income from sources that cannot be reasonably accounted for. In a standalone ML case, CC,
s.462.37(1) allows for the confiscation of the proceeds of the laundering activity as well as the
property laundered, although for the latter a stricter standard of proof would apply. CC, ss.462.37 (1)
and 490.1 allow for forfeiture of property from a third party. In cases where the accused has died or
absconded, forfeiture in rem is available under ss.462.38 and 490.2.
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Criterion 3.10— Legal entities may be subject to criminal liability and be held criminally
responsible for ML. Pursuant to CC, s.735 (1) a legal entity, partnership, trade union, municipality or
association convicted of an indictable offense is liable to a fine with the relevant amount being
determined by the court. In determining the relevant sanction, s.718.21 stipulates that factors such
as the advantage realized, the degree of planning involved in carrying out the offense, whether the
organization has attempted to conceal its assets or convert them to avoid restitution; and any
regulatory penalty imposed shall be taken into account. CC, s.718.1 requires that a sentence must in
all cases be proportionate to the gravity of the offense and the degree of responsibility of the
offender. Given the wide discretion the court has in determining the sanction, the statutory sanctions
are considered to be dissuasive and proportionate. Parallel civil or administrative sanctions may be
applied in addition to the criminal process.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Technical compliance Annex

Equivalent value confiscation is not permitted. CC, s.462.37(3) provides for the issuance of a fine in
lieu of forfeiture in cases where the court determined that a forfeiture order under CC, s.462.37
cannot be made in respect of any property. While the issuance of a fine may result in the same
outcome as an equivalent value confiscation, from a legal point of view the concept of a fine cannot
substitute equivalent value confiscation.

Criterion 4.2— The CC and CDSA set out a wide range of measures including search and seize
warrants pursuant to CC, ss.487, 462.32 and 462.35 and CDSA, s.11; production orders pursuant to
CC, s.487.018 regarding the existence of bank accounts; production orders pursuant to CC,
ss.487.014 and 487.015; warrants for transmission of data including computer and
telecommunication program recordings under CC, s.492.2; general information warrants under CC,
s.487.01 and tax information orders under CC, s.462.48. The power under CC, s.487.01 to “use any
device, investigation technique or procedure or do anything described in the warrant” is sufficiently
broad to also cover account monitoring, In addition, PCMLTFA, s.23 allows for the seizure and
forfeiture of cash or bearer-negotiable instruments for violations of the cross border declaration
obligation. Seizing and restraint warrants to secure property or instrumentalities for forfeiture are
available under CC, ss.462.33 and 490.8 and CDSA, s.14. Seizing and restraint orders may be issued
based on reasonable grounds to believe that a forfeiture order will be made in regards to the
relevant property. In both cases, the judge may opt to apply provisional measures ex parte and
without prior notice. CC, ss.490.3 and 462.4 permit the judge to void any conveyances of transfers
unless the transfer was for valuable consideration to a bona fide third party. Prior to the issuance of
a seizing or restraint order, the holder of such property may become subject to criminal liability
under CC, s.354(1) provided he acted knowingly. A specific forfeiture provision for property owned
or controlled by a terrorist group or property that has been or will be used to carry out a terrorist
activity is set out in CC, s.83.14.
Criterion 4.3— Rights of bona fide third parties are protected through CC, ss.462.42, 462.34 (b),
490.4 (3) and 490.5 (4), which allow for exclusion of certain property from a restraining, seizing, or
forfeiture order.

Criterion 4.4— The Seized Property Management Act regulates the management of seized or
restrained property and the disposal and sharing of forfeited property. Under the Act, the Minister of
Public Works and Government Service is competent to take into custody all such property and may
take any measures he deems appropriate for the effective management thereof. Forfeited property is
to be disposed of and the proceeds to be paid into the Seized Property Proceeds Account. Fines paid
in lieu of forfeited property and amounts received from foreign governments under asset-sharing
agreements are to be credited to the Proceeds Account as well. Excessive amounts in the Account are
to be credited to accounts of Canada as prescribed by the Governor in Council.

Weighting and Conclusion:

The confiscation framework has some shortcomings.
Canada is largely compliant with R.4.
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Recommendation 5 - Terrorist financing offence
Canada was rated LC with former SR. II.

Criterion 5.1— TF is criminalized through CC, ss.83.02 to 83.04: S. 83.02 criminalizes the direct or
indirect, wilful and unlawful collection or provision of property with the intent that the property is
to be used or knowing that the property will be used to carry out a terrorist activity. CC, s.83.04
criminalizes the use of property for the purpose of facilitating or carrying out a terrorist activity, and
the possession of property intending that it be used or knowing that it will be used to facilitate or
carry out a terrorist activity. CC, s.83.01 defines “terrorist activity” to cover all acts which (1)
constitute an offense as defined in one of the conventions and protocols listed in the Annex to the TF
Convention, all of which are criminalized in Canada; and (2) any other act or omission carried out
with terrorist intent.

Criterion 5.3— “Property” is defined under CC, s.2 to include real and personal property of every
kind and deeds and instruments relating to or evidencing the title or right to property or giving a
right to recover or receive money or goods, including converted or exchanged property. CC, ss.83.01
to 83.03 are not limited in scope to financing activities involving illicit property. The source of the
property used for the financing activity is irrelevant.

Criterion 5.4— CC, s.83.02 implies that the financing offense can also be applied in cases where a
person collects or provides property merely with the intention to finance a specific terrorist activity.
Thus, it is neither required that the financed activity has been attempted or committed, nor that the
money collected or provided is linked to a specific terrorist activity. CC, s.83.03(b) extends to the
collection or provision of funds for the benefit of a terrorist group, regardless of the purpose for
which the funds are eventually used, but does not cover financing merely with the intent to benefit
103

R. v. Nuttall, 2015 BCSC 943 CanLII.
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Criterion 5.2— CC, s.83.03(a) criminalizes the direct or indirect collection or provision of property
with the intent that such property is to be used or knowing that such property will be used to benefit
any person who is facilitating or carrying out a terrorist activity. The offense applies also where the
property is used by the financed person for a legitimate purpose. CC s.83.03(b) covers the direct or
indirect collection or provision of property, knowing that such property, in whole or in part, will
benefit a terrorist group. “Terrorist group” includes a person, group, trust, partnership, or fund or
unincorporated associations or organizations that has as one of its purposes or activities the
facilitating or carrying out of any terrorist activity. The mental element required under subsection
(b) is slightly stricter than under subsection (a) as the offense only applies where the perpetrator
knows that property will be used for the benefit of a terrorist group, but not where he merely
intends for this to be the case. For both CC, ss. 83.03 (a) and (b) the courts have interpreted the term
“facilitates” broadly to cover “any behaviour/activity taken to make it easier for another to commit a
crime.” 103 The term thus includes the “organizing or directing of others" to commit a terrorist
activity, or the “contributing to the commission of a terrorist activity by a group of persons acting
with a common purpose.”
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an individual terrorist or terrorist organization. For financing of individual terrorists, CC, s.83.03(a)
applies where the financed person is facilitating or carrying out a terrorist activity at the time the
financing activity takes place and CC, s.83.03(b) covers situations where the property collected or
provided is known to be used by or benefit a terrorist.

Criterion 5.5— Canada allows for the intentional element of criminal offenses to be inferred from
objective factual circumstances and based on credible, admissible and relevant circumstantial
evidence. This principle has been confirmed through case law in multiple instances, as indicated in
the 2008 MER. 104
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Criterion 5.6— The statutory sanctions for a natural person is imprisonment for up to ten years
with the possibility of an increased or reduced sentence pursuant to CC, ss.718.2 and 718.21 based
on aggravating or mitigating circumstances. The statutory sanctions are considered to be both
dissuasive and proportionate.

Criterion 5.7— Legal entities may be held criminally responsible for terrorism financing. Pursuant
to CC, s.735 (1) of the CC, a legal entity, partnership, trade union, municipality, or association may
fine in an amount that is in the direction of the court. CC, s.718.21 stipulates that factors such as the
advantage realized, the degree of planning involved in carrying out the offense, whether the
organization has attempted to conceal its assets or convert them to avoid restitution; and any
regulatory penalty imposed shall be taken into account by the court. CC, s.718.1. CC further requires
that the sentence be proportionate to the gravity of the offense and the degree of responsibility of
the offender. Given the wide discretion by court in determining the sanction, the statutory sanctions
are dissuasive and proportionate. Parallel civil or administrative sanctions may be applied.
Criterion 5.8— Ancillary offenses are criminalized in the general provisions of the CC (s.24—
Attempt; s.21 (1)—aiding and abetting; s.21 (2)—conspiracy to commit; s.22—counselling,
procuring, soliciting or inciting to commit; s.23—accessory after the fact). s.83.03 criminalizes
inviting another person to provide or make available property for TF and ss.83.21 and 83.22 to
knowingly instruct, directly or indirectly, any person to carry out an activity for the benefit of, at the
direction of or in association with a terrorist group for the purpose of enhancing the ability of that
group to facilitate or carry out a terrorist activity.
Criterion 5.9— Canada takes an all crimes approach to defining predicate offenses for ML. TF is,
thus, a predicate offense for ML.

Manitoba Court of Appeal in R. v. Jenner (2005), 195 CCC (3d) 364 at para. 20; and Ontario Court of Appeal
in R. v. Aiello (1978), 38 CCC (2d) 485 affirmed 46 CCC (2d) 128n SCC at page 488.
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Criterion 5.10— CC, ss.83.02 and 83.03 apply regardless of whether the underlying terrorist
activity is committed inside or outside Canada, or whether the terrorist group or financed person is
located inside or outside Canada.

Weighting and Conclusion

TF is set out as a separate criminal offense that covers all aspects of the offense set out in the
Terrorism Financing Convention, with minor shortcomings.
Canada is largely compliant with R.5.

Recommendation 6 - Targeted financial sanctions related to terrorism and terrorist
financing

Identifying and Designating

Under United Nations Act, s.2, the Governor in Council may issue regulations to give effect to
decisions and implement measures decided by the UNSC pursuant to Article 41, Chapter VII of the
UN Charter. Two Regulations were issued on this basis—the United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban
Regulations (UNAQTR) and the Regulations Implementing the United Nations Resolutions on the
Suppression of Terrorism (RIUNRST). In 2001, Canada enacted an additional domestic terrorist listing
procedure under CC, ss.83.05 to 83.12 in addition to the RIUNRST. Over time, the listing mechanism
under the CC has become the primary domestic listing regime and consequently no listings have
been added to the RIUNRST since 2006. The Security of Canada Information Sharing Act facilitates
implementation of the mechanisms by allowing for the exchange of information between
government agencies with regards to terrorism, either spontaneously or upon request.

Criterion 6.1— Sub-criterion 6.1a—Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Act,
s.10(2)(b) assigns responsibility to the Minister of Foreign Affairs for all communications between
Canada and international organizations, including for proposing designations under
UNSCR 1267/1989 or 1988 to the relevant UN Sanctions Committees.
Sub-criterion 6.1b—Based on the above mentioned s.10(2)(b), the Minister of Foreign Affairs
identifies, reviews and proposes individuals or entities for designation, in consultation with an
interdepartmental committee of security and intelligence officials. The interdepartmental committee
on average meets once a month to discuss all listing regimes.
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Canada was rated LC with former SR. III. For certain FIs and other persons or entities that may hold
targeted funds the assessors found that the names of designated persons and entities were not
effectively communicated, the guidance issued was not sufficient and the implementation of the
relevant legal provisions was not effectively monitored. The framework for the implementation of
the TF-related targeted financial sanctions remains substantially unchanged. A new Security of
Canada Information Sharing Act was adopted in 2015 to facilitate the sharing of information
between Canadian government agencies with regards to any activity that undermines the security of
Canada, including terrorism.
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Sub-criterion 6.1c—The authorities stated that the identification process outlined above is based on a
standard of “reasonable grounds to believe” and that a criminal conviction was not necessary for
proposing the designation of an entity or individual to the UN. In the absence of any written
procedures on this point, the assessors were not in a position to verify the authorities’ view.

Sub-criterion 6.1d—Canada supports co-designation and co-sponsorship and its experience in
proposing designations was so far limited to cosponsoring proposals for designations. To propose
designations, Canada would use the UN standard forms and follow the procedures outlined under
UNSCR’s 2160 and 2161 (2014) and the relevant Sanctions Committee Guidelines.
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Sub-criterion 6.1e—The authorities stated that Canada would provide as much relevant information
to support a proposal for designation as possible, including identifying information and a statement
of case.
Criterion 6.2— Sub-criterion 6.2a—Canada implements UNSCR 1373 through two distinct
mechanisms: (i) for terrorist groups, CC, s.83.05 grants the Governor in Council the authority to list,
on the basis of a recommendation by the Ministry of Public Safety Canada, a person, group, trust,
partnership or fund or unincorporated association or organization. Requests for designation from
another country can also be considered under the CC process; (ii) the RIUNRST designates the
Governor in Council as responsible for making designations on the basis of a recommendation by the
Minister of Foreign Affairs (Article 2 RIUNRST). The Minister may recommend a designation under
the RIUNRST also based on a request from another country. In practice the mechanisms under the CC
is the main one and no listings have been added to the RIUNRST since 2006.

Sub-criterion 6.2b—The CC and RIUNRST include mechanisms for identifying targets for designation
and to decide upon designations based on clearly stipulated criteria in line with the designation
criteria under UNSCR 1373.

Sub-criterion 6.2c—Foreign requests for designations are processed the same way as domestic
designations. As a first step, authorities ensure that a request for listing is supported by verified facts
that meet the legal threshold. Verification includes both factual and legal scrutiny. After verification
is completed, the proposed listing is presented to the Cabinet and the relevant Minister recommends
to the Governor in Council that the foreign request be granted. Authorities stated that the process
takes on average six months but can be expedited, if necessary.
Sub-criterion 6.2d—The Governor in Council takes the decision to designate based on “reasonable
grounds to believe” that a person meets the designation criteria in CC or the RIUNRST,
independently from any criminal proceedings.

Sub-criterion 6.2e—The authorities stated that when making 1373 request to other countries, as
much identifying information as possible would be provided to the requesting country to allow for a
determination that the reasonable basis test is met Canada stated that it is in regular contact with its
allies to discuss potential listings and notifies G7 partners prior to any domestic listing.
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Criterion 6.3— The Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act s. 12 grants the CSIS the power to
collect and analyse information on activities that may threaten Canada’s security and to report and
advise the government of any such activities. The Security of Canada Information Sharing Act, s.5
further allows government agencies to share such information. In the context of a criminal suspicion
or the designation procedure under CC, s.83.05 the authorities may also collect information under
criminal procedures. The outlined measures may in all cases be applied ex parte to avoid tipping off.

Freezing

Criterion 6.4— The UNAQTR, CC and RIUNRST set out a wide range of prohibitions to deal with
property of or provide financial services to designated persons. The prohibitions apply as soon as
any person is designated by the competent UN Sanctions Committee (for UNSCR 1267/1989 or
1988) or is added to the Regulations Establishing a List of Entities pursuant to the CC or is included
in Schedule 2 to the RIUNRST (for UNSCR 1373). The prohibitions apply without delays, as soon as a
person has been designated by the UN (for UNSCR 1267 and 1988) or was added to the domestic list.
The term “person” covers both natural and legal persons.

Sub-criterion 6.5a—The UNAQTR, CC and RIUNRST prohibit that any person or entity in Canada or
any Canadian outside Canada knowingly deals with; provides financial or other services to; or enters
into or facilitates any financial transaction involving funds or property of a designated person. The
prohibition applies as soon as a person is listed and covers all aspects of the freezing obligation, thus
also without prior notice.

Sub-criterion 6.5b—The UNAQTR, RIUNRST, and CC target funds or property owned or controlled,
directly or indirectly, by any designated person or by any person acting on behalf or at the direction
of a designated person. In the case of the UNAQTR but not the CC, does the prohibition extend also to
funds derived or generated from such property. The concepts of “ownership and control” also cover
property owned and controlled jointly. The obligations under all three procedures apply to property
of every kind, including any funds, financial assets or economic resources.
Sub-criterion 6.5c—The UNAQTR, the CC, and RIUNRST prohibit Canadians and any persons in
Canada from making property or financial or other services available, directly or indirectly, for the
benefit of a designated person (Articles 4 RIUNRST; CC, ss.83.08 and UNAQTR s.4 and 4.1. CC, s.83.03
further criminalizes the provision of property or services to a listed entity, but the prohibition does
not extend the provision of services to entities owned or controlled by a designated person or
persons acting on behalf or at the discretion of a designated person.

Sub-criterion 6.5.d—Canada makes public all designations under all three listing regimes on
government websites and through notification services. FRFIs have the option of signing up to
receive information notices regarding list changes from OSFI and/or directly from the 1267 Al-Qaida
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Criterion 6.5— No authority has been designated for monitoring compliance by FIs and DNFBPs
with the provisions of the UNAQTR, CC, and RIUNRST. Sanctions for violations of the Regulations are
available but have never been applied in practice.
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Sanctions Committee and the 1988 Taliban Sanctions Committee. OSFI receives a note verbale from
the 1267 Al-Qaida Sanctions Committee and the 1988 Taliban Sanctions Committee in advance of a
formal press release (i.e. before the Committees lists the entities publically). OSFI sends out email
alerts to those entities that subscribe to its email notifications of any changes to the lists the same
day or subsequent day from receiving the note verbale. However, if there are extensive changes to
the lists, this process can be delayed by two weeks. The UN 1267 Al-Qaida Committee and
1988 Taliban Sanctions Committee also notify all email subscribers, which can include FIs or any
persons, of new listings and de-listings the same day or the next UN business day. REs are informed
without delay of any entities listed under the CC and RIUNRST. When an entity becomes listed
pursuant to the CC, a notice is published in the Canada Gazette, which constitutes official public
notice of the listing. These changes are also included in OSFI’s email notifications. Public Safety also
issues a news release for all new listings and de-listings, and both Public Safety and OSFI include
information on its websites.

Sub-criterion 6.5.e—Banks, cooperative credit societies, savings and credit unions, and insurance
companies are required to determine, on a continuous basis, whether they are in possession of
targeted funds or property and must regularly report this and any associated information to the
competent supervisory authority (OSFI or FINTRAC depending on whether it is a FRFI or not). A
more general obligation applies to any person in Canada and any Canadian outside Canada to report
to the RCMP or the CSIS transactions or property believed to involve targeted funds.
Sub-criterion 6.5.f—The CC and the RIUNRST both prohibit persons from “knowingly” dealing with
listed entities. Third parties acting in good faith are thus protected in that they would not be covered
under these obligations. The CC further clarifies that any person who “acts reasonably in taking, or
omitting to take, measures to comply” with the relevant obligations shall not be liable in any civil
action if they took all reasonable steps to satisfy themselves that the relevant property was owned or
controlled by or on behalf of a terrorist group. The procedures under the UNAQTR, the RIUNRST and
the CC for delisting and access to frozen funds also apply to protect bona fide third parties.

De-Listing, Unfreezing and Providing Access to Frozen Funds or other Assets

Criterion 6.6— The UNAQTR, CC and RIUNRST set out mechanisms for the delisting of persons or
entities that do not meet the designation criteria (respectively in UNAQTR, ss.5.3. and 5.4.; CC,
ss.83.05(5) and 2.1., and RIUNRST, s.2.2). Both Regulations and the CC are published in the official
Gazette and the relevant procedures are thus “publicly known.” CC, s.85.05(9) requires the Minister
of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness to review the list of entities every two years to
determine whether there are still reasonable grounds for the entities to remain listed. The Minister
can recommend to the Governor in Council at any time that an entity be delisted, either as part of the
review process or upon application by the listed entity. Information on delisting processes is also set
out at www.international.gc.ca/sanctions/countries-pays/terrorists-terroristes.aspx?lang=eng.

Sub-criterion 6.6.a—Under the UNAQTR, the Minister based on written receipt of a motion to delist
under s 5.3 decides whether to forward a petition for delisting to the UN. The Minister’s submission
must be in accordance with guidance issued by the relevant UN Sanctions Committee. The possibility
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of a judicial review of the Minister’s decision is provided for under s.5.4. Procedures to unfreeze
funds of de-listed entities are not available but the obligations under the UNAQTR automatically
cease to apply once a person is removed from the UN’s list.

Sub-criterion 6.6.b—The delisting procedures under the CC and RIUNRST are similar to those under
the UNAQTR insofar as a listed entity may apply in writing to the relevant Minister to request to be
removed from the list. Upon receipt of a written application for delisting from the relevant Minister,
it has 60 days to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to recommend a delisting to the
Governor in Council. The applicant can seek a judicial review of this decision.
Sub-criterion 6.6.c—Judicial review of the listing decision is available upon receipt of a motion to
delist.

Sub-criterion 6.6d and 6.6e—UNAQTR, s.5.3 provides Canadians and any residents of Canada the
option to apply to the Minister to be delisted from the 1988 or 1267 sanctions lists in accordance
with the Guidelines of the 1988 and 1267 Sanctions Committees.

Sub-criterion 6.6.g—Any changes to designations under the UNAQTR, CC or RIUNRST result in the
publication of an updated Schedule to the relevant Regulation. For changes to the 1267/1988 lists,
FIs and DNFBPs can subscribe to an automatic notification system. OSFI also notifies those entities
that have subscribed to its email list of any changes to any of the three listing regimes.

Criterion 6.7— The Minister of Foreign Affairs or the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness (for the CC) may grant a person access to frozen funds to cover basic or extraordinary
expenses pursuant to UNAQTR, s.10.1, CC, s.83.09 or RIUNRST, s.5.7. Under the UNAQTR, the
Minister must notify (for basic expenses) or obtain authorization from (for extraordinary expenses)
the relevant UN Sanctions Committee before he/she may grant a motion for access to frozen funds.
Once granted, the Minister issues a certification exempting the relevant property or funds from the
scope of the Regulations. Under UNAQTR the procedures applied by the Minister have to be in line
with the requirements under UNSCR 1452 (2002).

Weighting and Conclusion

There are some shortcomings in regard to the requirements of UN Resolutions 1267, 1988, and
1373.
Canada is largely compliant with R.6.
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Sub-criterion 6.6f—Pursuant to UNAQTR, s.10 and RIUNRST, s.10 a person claiming not to be a listed
entity may apply to the Minister of Foreign Affairs for a certificate stating that the person is not a
listed entity. The Minister then has a specific period of time to issue the certificate if it is established
that the individual is not a listed entity. CC, s.83.07 allows an entity claiming not to be a listed entity
to apply to the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness for a certificate stating that it
is not a listed entity.
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Recommendation 7 – Targeted financial sanctions related to proliferation
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R.7 includes new requirements that were not part of the previous assessment.

Criterion 7.1— Two regulations implementing targeted financial sanctions (TFS) relating to Iran
and North Korea were issued under Canada’s United Nations Act—the Regulations Implementing the
United Nations Resolutions on Iran (RIUNRI) and the Regulations Implementing United Nations
Resolutions on the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (RIUNRDPRK). Both require any person in
Canada and any Canadian outside Canada to implement TFS in relation to individuals or companies
that have been designated by the UN under paragraph 8(d) of UNSCR 1718 (ss.7, 8, and 9
RIUNRDPRK for North Korea) or paragraphs 10 or 12 of UNSCR 1737 (ss.5, 6, 9 and 9.1 RIUNRI for
Iran). Under both regulations, it is clear that the relevant prohibition applies only from the date the
relevant UNSCR came into force and not retroactively. Neither regulation specifies that sanctions
must be applied “without delay” but the relevant obligations and prohibitions apply as soon as a
person or entity is included in the UN’s list of designated persons, and the communication
procedures described under criterion 7.2(d) are sufficient that new listings are brought to the
attention of the public. The Security of Canada Information Sharing Act facilitates the
implementation of the two regulations by allowing for the exchange of information between
government agencies with regards to proliferation of nuclear, chemical, radiological, or biological
weapons, either spontaneously or upon request.

Criterion 7.2— Under UN Act, s.2 the Governor in Council issues regulations to give effect to
decisions and implement measures decided by the UN Security Council (UNSC) pursuant to
Article 41, Chapter VII of the UN Charter. Section 9 of the RIUNRDPRK and RIUNRI impose freezing
obligations by prohibiting any person in Canada and any Canadian outside Canada from dealing
with; or entering into or facilitating any financial transaction relating to; or providing financial or
other related services in relation to property owned or controlled directly or indirectly by a
designated person or by a person acting on behalf or at the direction of a designated person.
Sub-criterion 7.2.a—The legal prohibitions are triggered without delay as soon as a person is
designated by the UN.

Sub-criterion 7.2b—The above-mentioned prohibitions apply to property owned or controlled by a
designated person, including those owned or controlled jointly, or by a person acting on behalf or at
the direction of a designated person.

Sub-criterion 7.2c—Under both regulations it is an offense to make property or any financial or other
related services available, directly or indirectly, for the benefit of a designated person. Article 3 of
the UN Act prescribes sanctions of a fine of up to CAD 100 000 or imprisonment for not more than
two years or both (upon summary conviction); or to imprisonment for a term of not more than
10 years (upon conviction on indictment).

Sub-criterion 7.2d—The communication procedures described in criterion 6.5d are also applicable in
the context of the RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK. Canada publishes new designations in the public Canada
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Gazette as well as on government websites and through notification services. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs has issued guidance for both sanction regimes. 105

Sub-criterion 7.2e—All FRFIs and casualty insurance companies, savings and credit unions, and other
provincially regulated FIs are required to determine, on a continuous basis, whether they are in
possession of targeted funds or property and must freeze such property and regularly report this
and any associated information to the competent supervisory authority (ss.11 RIUNRI and
RIUNRDPRK). More general obligations apply to any person in Canada and any Canadian outside
Canada to report to the RCMP or the CSIS transactions or property believed to involve targeted
funds.

Sub-criterion 7.2f—The RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK prohibitions apply only in cases where a person
acts “knowingly.” Bona fide third parties acting in good faith are, therefore, protected.

Criterion 7.4— Global Affairs Canada provides guidance on its homepage on the procedures and
content of the RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK. 106 While the homepage provides information that needs to
be submitted as part of an application to the Minister for delisting, it does not give information on
the procedures applied by the Minister to submit delisting requests to the UN on behalf of a
designated person or entity.

Sub-criterion 7.4.a—Neither the Regulations nor the Global Affairs’ homepage provide information
on the availability of the UN Focal Point as a direct or indirect way to effect a delisting.
Sub-criterion 7.4.b—Claims of false positives can be filed with and granted by the Minister under
RIUNRDPRK, s.14 and RIUNRI, s.16. Sub-criterion 7.4.c—RIUNRDPRK, s.15 and RIUNRI, s.17 further
provide for the possibility for the Minister to grant access to frozen funds subject to the conditions
and procedures set out in UNSCR 1718 and 1737.

Sub-criterion 7.4.d—FIs and DNFBPs can subscribe to the UNs automatic notification system found
on its website. OSFI also notifies those entities that have subscribed to its email list of any changes to
any of the three listing regimes. Detailed guidance on the provisions of the RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK
is provided on the Global Affairs’ homepage.
Criterion 7.5— Neither Regulation allows for additions to frozen accounts but the Minister may
permit such additions on the basis of a one-off exemption. Payments from frozen accounts are
Global Affairs Canada (nd), Canadian Sanctions Related to Iran,
www.international.gc.ca/sanctions/countries-pays/iran.aspx?lang=eng; Canadian Sanctions Related to North
Korea, www.international.gc.ca/sanctions/countries-pays/korea-coree.aspx?lang=eng.
106 See footnote 16.
105
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Criterion 7.3— Apart from the notification system outlined, under criterion 7.2.e, Canada does not
have a mechanism in place for monitoring compliance by FIs and DNFBPs with the provisions of the
RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK. Sanctions for violations of the Regulations are available, but have never
been applied in practice.
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permitted under the circumstances set out in relevant UNSCRs based on RIUNRI, s.19 and
RIUNDPRK, s.15.

Weighting and Conclusion

There are minor shortcomings in regard to the implementation of the RIUNRI and RIUNRDPRK.
Canada is largely compliant with R.7.

Recommendation 8 – Non-profit organisations

Technical compliance Annex

Canada was rated LC with former SR. VIII, with only one deficiency having been identified regarding
coordination amongst competent domestic authorities.
Criterion 8.1— Sub-criterion 8.1.a—The adequacy of laws and regulations relating to NPOs is
reviewed on an ongoing basis and has recently resulted in amendments of various laws and
regulations.

Sub-criterion 8.1.b—Canada has carried out a risk assessment of its NPO sector and determined that
registered charities pose the greatest risk of TF in Canada and, thus, shall fall within the functional
definition of “non-profit organization” as defined under the FATF standard. Canada’s risk mitigation
efforts are primarily focused on registered charities.

The NRA, which focuses on inherent risk, indicates that both for domestically and internationally
operating charities, it may be difficult in practice to determine the origin or ultimate use of funds. In
addition to the NRA, the CRA in 2015 conducted a comprehensive review of the entire NPO sector.
Other relevant studies and reviews include the Canadian Non-Profit and Voluntary Sector in
Comparative Perspective in March 2005; the Canada Survey on Giving, Volunteering and
Participating in 2010; and the CRA’s Non-Profit Organization Risk Identification Project, all of which
provide insight into the way NPOs are organized and operate in Canada. All registered charities,
regardless of the value of their assets, as well as non-charitable NPOs with assets in excess of
CAD 200 000 or annual investment income exceeding CAD 10 000, must file an annual Information
Return with the CRA, which includes information about their activities, assets and liabilities, and the
amount of money received during the fiscal period in question. Incorporated NPOs are subject to
additional filing obligations pursuant to the relevant statutes. NPOs must indicate whether they
carry out activities outside of Canada (and specify where) and disclose the physical location of their
books and records. Through information provided in these returns, the CRA has the capacity to
obtain timely information on the activities, size and relevant features of the NPO sector and to
identify those NPOs that are particularly at risk of abuse by virtue of their activities or
characteristics.
Sub-criterion 8.1.c—The efforts described under the previous sub-criteria are ongoing and
continuously integrate new information on the sector’s potential vulnerabilities.
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Criterion 8.2— Awareness raising events are focused on registered charities as those are the
organizations that fall within the FATF definition of NPOs. The CRA is undertaking efforts to increase
awareness amongst registered charities of terrorism financing risks and vulnerabilities, including on
international best practices for mitigating terrorism financing risks in the charities sector, sound
governance, accountability procedures, transparency reporting, as well as consultative processes
and presentations by senior management. The CRA also maintains a grants program to motivate and
reward the development and application of innovative compliance programs amongst charities.
Many of these activities include a TF component.

Criterion 8.4— Based on the information provided by the authorities, it is estimated that as of
December 2014 a total of 180 000 NPOs existed in Canada of which 86 000 or about 50%, were
registered under the ITA. According to the CRA’s NPO Sector Review of 2015, the 86 000 registered
charities represent 68% of all revenues of the NPO sector and nearly 96% of all donations. CRA
registered charities also account for a substantial share of the sector’s foreign activities as about
75% of internationally operating NPOs are registered as charities.

Sub-criteria 8.4.a and b—Charities registered under the ITA have comprehensive annual filing
obligations, including on their directors and trustees, and financial statements including balance
sheets and income statements. All this information is publicly available at the CRA’s webpage.
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Criterion 8.3— Canada imposes comprehensive registration and regulatory requirements on
charities under the Income Tax Act (ITA). Other NPOs may operate without being subject to any
registration requirements, but are subject to record-keeping obligations on their stated purpose,
administration, and management pursuant to the federal or provincial legislation under which they
were established. In addition, all registered charities, regardless of the value of their assets, and all
NPOs with assets in excess of CAD 200 000 or annual investment income exceeding CAD 10 000
must file an annual information return with the CRA. Based on the information provided by the
authorities, it is estimated that as of December 2014, a total of 180 000 NPOs existed in Canada of
which 86 000 or about 50%, were registered under the ITA. Under the ITA, a failure by a registered
charity to comply with the registration requirements, including links to terrorism, may result in
denial or revocation of registration. Under the Charities Registration (Security Information) Act the
CRA may utilize all information available to determine the existence of terrorism links for new
applications or existing registrations, including security or criminal intelligence and otherwise
confidential information. Once registered, charities are required to file annual information returns
and financial statements, including information on the directors and trustees, the location of
activities, the charity’s affiliation and the organization’s name. Much of the information is made
publicly accessible on the CRA’s homepage. Donations, spending and record keeping are regulated
under the ITA. The CRA is granted wide powers under Part XV of the ITA to administer and enforce
the provisions of the law. The CRA is responsible for ensuring compliance by registered charities
with the requirements under the ITA and to sanction non-compliance. In addition, law enforcement
and intelligence authorities monitor NPOs and investigate those suspected of having links to
terrorism.
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Sub-criterion 8.4.c—All registered charities, regardless of their assets, and all other types of NPOs
with revenue in excess of CAD 200 000, and/or annual investment income exceeding CAD 10 000,
must file an annual information return with the CRA, including financial information. In addition,
registered charities with revenue in excess of CAD 100 000 and/or property used for charitable
activities over CAD 25 000 and/or that have sought permission to accumulate funds, must provide
financial information. CRA-Charities must ensure that charities’ funds are fully accounted for by
reviewing and conducting analysis of information submitted in the annual information return.
Where there are irregularities or concerns CRA-Charities may conduct an audit to review charity’s
finances and activities in detail.
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Sub-criterion 8.4.d—Registration with the CRA is optional, not mandatory.

Sub-criterion 8.4.e—ITA registered charities are required to know intermediaries that provide
services on its behalf, and to ensure that charity funds are used only for charitable activities. As such,
there is an obligation to know enough about beneficiaries to meet this obligation. NPOs can be held
liable for acts by associated NPOs if the court finds that there is an agency relationship between the
two, which provides an additional incentive for NPOs to know associate NPOs. Records of registered
charities must be sufficient for the CRA to verify that the charity’s resources have been used in
accordance with its activities.

Sub-criterion 8.4.f—Comprehensive record-keeping obligations apply both for ITA registered
charities and other types of NPOs based on the provisions of provincial or federal legislation.

Criterion 8.5— As part of their annual information return charities must provide a breakdown of
financial information related to revenue and expenditures. This includes information on the total
expenditures for charitable activities, management and administration, and gift to qualified donees.
Charities must also report ongoing and new charitable programs. Where audits reveal financial
irregularities, the CRA may apply a range of sanctions set out in the ITA. The CRA is granted a wide
range of powers to monitor registered charities for compliance with the filing obligations under the
ITA and to apply sanctions, including financial penalties and suspensions, or revocation of
registration.
Criterion 8.6— Sub-criterion 8.6.a—For registered charities, the registration system under the ITA
is supported by the Charities Registration (Security Information) Act which allows the Minister of
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness to take into account criminal and security intelligence
reports on registered charities or those applying for registration. The CSIS and also the RCMP and
CBSA contribute information to these criminal and security intelligence report. The CRA has entered
into MOUs with the CSIS and RCMP to facilitate the process. Any suspicion that a specific charity is
linked to terrorism may result in registration being denied or revoked.

Sub-criterion 8.6.b—For ITA registered charities, the CRA may share certain information about
registered charities with the public, including foreign counterparts, online through the CRA’s
website, or upon request. Information that is publicly accessible, includes governing documents, the
name of directors or trustees, annual information returns and financial statements.
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Sub-criterion 8.6.c—For non-publicly available information, the ITA allows but does not oblige the
CRA to disclose to FINTRAC as well as the RCMP and CSIS information about charities suspected of
being involved in FT. Equally, the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act (SCISA) permits the
CRA to share any taxpayer information relevant to a terrorism offense (under part II of the CC) or
threats to the security of Canada (under the CSIS Act) with competent authorities, including any
information that the CRA may have on the broader sector of NPOs. FINTRAC is required under the
PCMLTFA to disclose information to the CRA with regards to registered charities. Additional
information sharing powers are available under the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act
whenever there is a threat to Canada’s national security. For NPOs other than registered charities
regular investigative and information-gathering powers under the criminal procedure code are
available to obtain records and information, they are required to maintain under provincial or
federal NPO legislation.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.8.

Recommendation 9 – Financial institution secrecy laws
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated C with R.4, and neither the relevant laws nor the applicable
FATF R. have subsequently changed. The MER assessors’ only concern was that data protection law
implementation was subject to excessively strict interpretations that might prevent LEAs accessing
information in the course of investigations.

Criterion 9.1— Various constitutional and legal provisions impose confidentiality obligations over
personal information and individuals’ privacy. In particular, s.8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms (which forms part of Canada’s Constitution) provides that everyone has the right to be
secure against unreasonable search and seizure. According to the Supreme Court of Canada, the
purpose of s.8 is to protect a reasonable expectation of privacy. Accordingly, those who act on behalf
of a government, including LEAs and supervisors, must carry out their duties in a fair and reasonable
way. Canada also has two privacy laws: the Privacy Act covers the personal information-handling
practices of federal government departments and agencies; and the PIPEDA is the main federal
private-sector privacy law.

PIPEDA, s.5 notably contains specific obligations concerning organizations’ collection, dissemination
and use of customers’ personal information. Every province and territory has its own public-sector
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Criterion 8.7— The CRA may share certain information about registered charities with foreign
counterparts, including governing documents, the names of directors or trustees, annual information
returns, and financial statements. Additional information may be shared by the CRA with foreign tax
authorities. If required, information on registered charities or NPOs may also be shared by FINTRAC
and the RCMP as described under R.40 or based on formal MLA. In sum, Canada is found to have
appropriate points of contact and procedures in place to respond to international request for
information sharing regarding particular NPOs.
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legislation and the relevant provincial act applies to provincial government agencies (in lieu of the
Privacy Act). Some provinces also have private-sector privacy legislation. Alberta, British Columbia
and Québec notably have legislation that have been declared “substantially similar” to the PIPEDA
and apply to private-sector businesses that collect, use and disclose personal information while
carrying out business within these provinces. Finally, several federal and provincial sector-specific
laws also include provisions dealing with the protection of personal information: The federal Bank
Act, in particular, contains provisions regulating the use and disclosure of personal financial
information by FRFIs ( ss.606 and 636 (1)); and most provinces also have laws governing credit
unions that require the confidentiality of information related to members’ transactions.

Various provisions also govern the authorities’ access to information: of the PIPEDA, s.7(3)(d), in
particular, provides that an organization may, without the individual’s knowledge or consent or
judicial authorization, disclose personal information that it has reasonable grounds to believe could
be useful in the investigation of a contravention of the laws of Canada, a province or a foreign
jurisdiction that has been, is being or is about to be committed and the information is used for the
purpose of investigating that contravention. The “substantially similar” laws in Alberta, British
Columbia and Quebec contain broadly equivalent provisions. The PCMLTFA also contains a number
of provisions that enable FINTRAC to access information (ss.62-63) and the Bank Act (ss.643-644)
and equivalent provisions governing other FRFIs gives OSFI powers to access all records of FRFIs.

As regards sharing of information between competent authorities, implementation of the Privacy
Act, which obliges federal government departments and agencies to respect privacy rights, does not
seem to have caused AML/CFT problems. The PCMLTFA (ss.55, 55.1, 56 and 65(1) and (2))
empowers FINTRAC to disclose information to a range of law enforcement and other competent
authorities within Canada in specified circumstances. Similarly, the PCMLTFA, s.65.1(1)(a) allows
FINTRAC to make agreements with foreign counterparts to exchange compliance information. The
Bank Act, s 636(2) also enables OSFI to disclose information to other governmental agencies.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.9.

Recommendation 10 – Customer due diligence
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with R.5. There were numerous deficiencies, and also the
CDD requirement did not cover all FIs as defined by the FATF. Subsequently, both the PCMLTFA and
PCMLTFR were amended to include measures covering the circumstances in which CDD must take
place. Further PCMLTFR amendments, effective from February 2014, addressed most of the
remaining deficiencies.

The 2008 MER noted that the requirement to conduct CDD excluded financial leasing, factoring and
finance companies. The Sixth FUR (2014) concluded that the set of sectors not covered by the
AML/CFT regime and not yet properly risk assessed was not a major deficiency. Since then, Canada’s
NIRA assessed the ML/TF vulnerabilities of factoring, finance and financial leasing companies as
medium risk, while pointing out that these entities were very small players. Sectors not covered by
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the AML/CFT regime are continually evaluated to identify trends indicating a higher ML/TF risk
rating. Their current exclusion from the scope of the AML/CTF regime is an ongoing minor
deficiency.

When CDD is Required

Criterion 10.2— PCMLTFR ss.54, 54.1, 55, 56, 57, 59(1), 59(2) and 59(3) of the require FIs to
ascertain the identity of their clients when establishing business relations. Similarly, all REs must
ascertain the identity of every client with whom they conduct an occasional large cash transaction of
CAD 10 000 or more. Two or more such transactions that total over CAD 10 000, conducted within a
period of 24 hours, are deemed a single transaction. CDD is required for both cross-border and
domestic wire transfers exceeding CAD 1 000.
Pursuant to PCMLTFR s.53.1(1) FIs must) take reasonable measures to verify the identity of every
natural person or entity who conducts, or attempts to conduct, a transaction that should be reported
to FINTRAC (i.e. where there is suspicion of ML or TF). This obligation applies (s.62(5) ) even when it
would not otherwise have been necessary to verify identity. Also, FIs must reconfirm (s.63 (1.1) of
the PCMLTFR) the client’s identity where doubts have arisen about the information collected.
However, this measure applies only to natural persons, not to legal persons or arrangements.

The limited application of this last measure remains a deficiency under 10.2(e).

Required CDD Measures for all Customers

Criterion 10.3— PCMLTFA, s.6.1 of the requires REs to verify the identity of a person or entity in
prescribed circumstances and in accordance with the Regulations. PCMLTFR ss.64 to 66 detail the
measures that REs must take to ascertain the identity of a prescribed individual, corporation and
“entity other than a corporation. 107” For individuals, acceptable identification documents include a
This is not defined in the Regulations, but would include any kind of unincorporated business or legal
arrangement.
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Criterion 10.1— In its 2008 MER, Canada explained that, while there was no explicit prohibition on
opening anonymous accounts, the basic CDD requirements on all new account holders effectively
prohibited anonymous accounts. This also applied to accounts in obviously fictitious names. The
legal position remains unchanged: The PCMLTFA, s.6.1, requires REs to verify identity in prescribed
circumstances and s.64 of the PCMLTFR sets out the measures to be taken for ascertaining identity.
However, the 2008 assessors were concerned about the absence of detailed rules or guidance for FIs’
use of numbered accounts, including compliance officers having access to related CDD information.
Subsequently, OSFI Guideline B-8 addressed this latter point, covering the provision of account
numbering or coding services that effectively shield the identity of the client for legitimate business
reasons. Thus, FRFIs should ensure that they had appropriately ascertained the identity of the client
and that the firm’s Chief AML Officer could access this information. Consequently, this deficiency has
been partially addressed through an adequate control mechanism, for FRFIs only, albeit not by
enforceable means. This is a relatively minor matter.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

birth certificate, driver’s license, passport, or other similar document. For corporations, the
corporation’s existence is confirmed, and the names and addresses of its directors ascertained, by
reference to its certificate of corporate status. However, other methods are acceptable, e.g. a record
that it is required to file annually under applicable provincial securities legislation, or any other
record that validates its existence as a corporation. The existence of an entity other than a
corporation must be confirmed by reference to a partnership agreement, articles of association, or
other similar record that ascertains its existence. These legal provisions meet the FATF standard.
Criterion 10.4— The “Third Party Determination” provisions of the PCMLTFR require FIs to
determine whether their customers are acting on behalf of another person or entity. Where an
account is to be used by or on behalf of a third party, the FI must collect CDD information on that
third party and establish the nature of the relationship between third party and account holder.

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 10.5— PCMLTFR s.11.1(1) requires FIs, at the time the entity’s existence is confirmed, to
obtain the following information:
For corporations, the name of all directors of the corporation and the name and address of all
persons who own or control, directly or indirectly, 25% or more of the shares of the corporation;

For trusts, the names and addresses of all trustees and all known beneficiaries and settlors of the
trust;

For entities other than corporations or trusts (typically, a partnership fund or unincorporated
association or organization), the name and address of all persons who own, directly or indirectly,
25% or more of the shares of the entity; and
In all cases, information establishing the ownership, control, and structure of the entity.

Under the PCMLTFR, s.11.1(2), REs further need to “take reasonable measures to confirm the
accuracy of the information obtained” on beneficial ownership. This requirement implies the need to
use reliable sources to obtain the requisite information and the FATF standard 108 allows
identification data to be obtained “from a public register, from the customer, or from other reliable
sources.” Also, OSFI Guideline B-8 usefully indicates that “reasonable measures” to identify ultimate
beneficial owners could include not only requesting relevant information from the entity concerned,
but also consulting a credible public or other database or a combination of both. This Guideline also
makes clear that the measures applied should be “commensurate with the level of assessed risk.”
No specific legal provisions cover beneficial ownership of personal accounts. However, the
PCMLTFR, in effect, establish beneficial ownership of personal accounts: in particular, s.9 requires
REs to determine whether personal accounts are being used on behalf of a third party and, for
personal accounts in joint names, all authorized signatories are subject to CDD measures.
FATF (2013), Methodology for assessing technical compliance with the FATF Recommendations and the
effectiveness of AML/CFT systems, p. 147,
www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/methodology/FATF%20Methodology%2022%20Feb%202013.pdf
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Criterion 10.6— PCMLTFR, s.52.1, requires every person or entity that forms a business
relationship under the Regulations to keep a record of the purpose and intended nature of that
business relationship. OSFI Guideline B-8 amplifies this requirement, requiring a FRFI to be satisfied
that the information collected demonstrates that it knows the client.

Criterion 10.7— PCMLTFR ss.54.3 (financial entities), 56.3 (life insurance sector), 57.2 (securities
dealers), 59.01 (MSBs), and 61.1 (departments or agencies of the government or provinces that sell
or redeem money orders) require all covered REs to conduct ongoing monitoring of their business
relationships. Section 1(2) defines this to mean monitoring on a periodic basis, according to assessed
risk, by a person or entity of their business relationships with clients for the purpose of (i) detecting
transactions that must be reported to FINTRAC; (ii) keeping client identification information up to
date; (iii) reassessing levels of risk associated with clients’ transactions and activities; and
(iv) determining whether transactions or activities are consistent with the information.

Specific CDD Measures Required for Legal Persons and Legal Arrangements

Criterion 10.8— The PCMLTFR requirements for FIs to understand the nature of the customer’s
business and its ownership and control structure cover legal persons or legal arrangements.

Criterion 10.9— See c.10.3 above, which covers identification and verification of legal persons and
arrangements. The PCMLTFR (ss.14(b), 14.1(b), 15(1)(c), 20, 23(1)(b), 30(b) and 49(b)) require the
collection of information on power to bind the legal person or arrangement in relation to an account
or transaction. However, the Regulations do not cover gathering the names of relevant persons
having a senior management position in the legal person or arrangement. Where an RE is unable to
obtain information about the ownership, control and structure of a trust or other legal arrangement,
the PCMLTFR (s.11.1(4)(a)) require reasonable measures to be taken to ascertain the identity of the
most senior managing officer of the entity concerned.

The Regulations (s.65(1)) require confirmation of a corporation’s existence, and its name and
address, by reference to its certificate of corporate status or other acceptable official record. The
existence of an entity other than a corporation must be confirmed by referring to a partnership
agreement, articles of association or other similar record. There is no specific requirement, in this
case, to obtain the address of the registered office or principal place of business, if different.
Consequently, for non-corporate legal persons and for legal arrangements such as trusts, the
standard is only partially met. Partnership agreements, etc., are unlikely to confirm details of address
and principal place of business. Similarly, while trust documents usually contain sufficient
information to satisfy the account-holding FI as to name, legal form, and proof of existence; such
documents usually do not provide additional information about the registered address or principal
business of the trust.
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Where higher risks are identified, PCMLTFR, ss.71.1(a)-(c)) require “prescribed special measures” to
be taken, which include enhanced measures to keep client identification and beneficial ownership
information up to date and also to monitor business relationships in order to detect suspicious
transactions. The Regulations do not explicitly cover scrutiny of the source of funds.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Technical compliance Annex

In addition, trust companies are required when acting as trustee of a trust (ss.55 (a)-(c)) to (i) of the
PCMLTFR) to ascertain the identity of every person who is the settlor of an inter vivos trust:
(ii) confirm the existence of, and ascertain the name and address of, every corporation that is the
settlor of an institutional trust; and (iii) confirm the existence of every entity, other than a
corporation, that is the settlor of an institutional trust. Under the Regulations (s.55 (d)), where an
entity is authorized to act as a co-trustee of any trust, the trust company must (i) confirm the
existence of the entity and ascertain its name and address; and (ii) ascertain the identity of all
persons—up to three—who are authorized to give instructions with respect to the entity’s activities
as co-trustee. Finally, under the Regulations (s.55 (e)), trust companies must ascertain the identity of
each person who is authorized to act as co-trustee of any trust. However, as natural persons who are
trustees are not REs under the PCMLTFA, they are not subject to CDD obligations.

PCMLTFR ss 11 (a)-(b) require trust companies, for inter vivos trusts, to (i) keep a record that sets
out the name and address of each of the beneficiaries that are known at the time that the trust
company becomes a trustee for the trust; (ii) if the beneficiary is a natural person, record their date
of birth and the nature of their principal business or their occupation; and (iii) if the beneficiary is an
entity, the nature of their principal business.
Criterion 10.10— The legal requirements for obtaining information on beneficial owners of
customers that are legal persons are set out under c.10.5 above.

REs must confirm the existence of a corporation or non-corporate legal entity at the opening of an
account or when conducting certain transactions. At the same time, they must obtain information
about the entity's beneficial ownership and confirm its accuracy. Beneficial ownership refers to the
identity of the individuals who ultimately control the corporation or entity, which extends beyond
another corporation or another entity. The PCMLTFR requirements for corporations and other
entities refer to “persons.” PCMLTFA, s.2 defines “person” to mean an individual, which therefore
requires the natural person to be identified. If the RE has doubts about whether the person with the
controlling ownership interest is the beneficial owner, then it is deemed to have been unable to
obtain the information referred to under PCMLTFR, s.11.1(1) or to have been unable to confirm that
information in accordance with PCMLTFR, s.11.1(2). In this case, the RE is required, under PCMLTFR
s.11.1(4), to: take reasonable measures to ascertain the identity of the most senior managing officer
of the entity; treat that entity as high risk for the purpose of PCMLTFA, s.9.6(3) and apply the
prescribed special measures set out in PMCLTFR, s.71.1. Where no individual ultimately owns or
controls 25% or more of an entity, directly or indirectly, REs must nevertheless record the measures
they took, and the information they obtained, in order to reach that conclusion. Also, REs must
comply with PCMLTFR, s.11.1(1)(d), which requires that information “establishing the ownership,
control and structure of the entity” be obtained.
Criterion 10.11— The legal requirements for collecting information on the identity of beneficial
owners of customers that are legal arrangements are set out under c.10.5 and 10.9 above. It is
unclear, in the case of trusts, what identification requirements apply to protectors. Beneficiaries of
trusts are covered by the ongoing monitoring provisions of s. 1(2) of the Regulations, which require
that client identification information and information be kept up to date.
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CDD for Beneficiaries of Life Insurance Policies
Criterion 10.12— All provincial Insurance Acts require life insurance companies to conduct CDD on
(and keep a record of) the beneficiaries of life insurance policies, so this requirement applies to
insurance companies nationally. There is no specific requirement to verify the identity of the
beneficiary at the time of pay-out.
Criterion 10.13— As life insurance companies are covered under the PCMLTFA, they must risk
assess all their clients and business relationships, products and services, and any other relevant risk
factors (which include the beneficiary of a life insurance policy). In cases of high risk, life insurance
companies must apply enhanced measures (prescribed special measures—s.71.1 of the Proceeds of
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations).

Timing of Verification

Criterion 10.15— PCMLTFR, s.1(2) defines “business relationship” to commence on account
opening or when a client conducts specified transactions that would require their identity to be
ascertained. Consequently, it is not possible for a customer to utilize a business relationship prior to
verification.

Existing Customers

Criterion 10.16— see c.10.7. These ongoing monitoring obligations apply to all clients, whether or
not they were clients at the date of new CDD obligations coming into force. Consequently, the
ongoing monitoring process covers clients whose identity had not previously been ascertained. REs
are required to take a risk-based approach to keeping information on client identification, beneficial
ownership and purpose and nature of intended business relationship up to date.

Risk-Based Approach

Criterion 10.17— PCMLTFR, s.71.1 details the “prescribed special measures” to be taken in cases of
high risk. This includes, for example, cases where beneficial ownership information cannot be
obtained or confirmed. These special measures comprise taking enhanced measures to (i) ascertain
the identity of a person or confirm the existence of an entity; (ii) keep client identification
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 10.14— PCMLTFR, ss.64(2), 65(2) and 66(2)) specify the timeframe for verifying the
identity of individuals, corporate and non-corporate entities. With certain exceptions, the legal
obligation is to verify identity either at the time of the transaction or before any transaction other
than an initial deposit is carried out. There are two main exceptions: (i) in relation to trust company
activities, identity may be verified within 15 days of the trust company becoming the trustee; (ii) in
relation to life insurance transactions and government or provincial departments or agencies
handling money orders, identity may be verified within 30 days of the client information record
being created. These exceptions are not justified according to what is reasonably practicable or
necessary to facilitate the normal conduct of business, nor is there any condition about managing the
ML/TF risks of delaying identity verification.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

information up to date (including beneficial ownership information); (iii) monitor business
relationships for the purpose of detecting suspicious transactions; and (iv) determining whether
transactions or activities are consistent with the information. In addition, Appendix 1 to FINTRAC
Guideline 4 provides a checklist of products or services that should be considered high-risk.

Criterion 10.18— No reduced or simplified CDD measures are in place. Instead, the PCMLTFR gives
exemptions from the client identification and record-keeping requirements in specific circumstances
assessed as low risk by the authorities. These exemptions are mainly contained in s. 9 (accounts used
by, or on behalf of, a third party) and s.62 (mainly concerning life insurance business). Furthermore,
PCMLTFR, ss.19 and 56 create a form of exemption by requiring that life insurers only conduct CDD
in relation to the purchase of an immediate or deferred annuity or a life insurance policy for which
the client may pay CAD 10 000 or more over the duration of the annuity or policy. However, these
exemptions do not apply where there is a suspicion of ML or TF.

Technical compliance Annex

Failure to Satisfactorily Complete CDD

Criterion 10.19— The PCMLTFA, s.9.2, provides that no RE shall open an account for a client if it
cannot establish the identity of the client in accordance with the prescribed measures. Consequently,
an FI that failed to conduct CDD, when obliged to do so, would be in breach of the Act and could be
fined. There is no explicit prohibition on REs commencing a business relationship or performing a
transaction when they are unable to comply with CDD measures if the identity of an individual
cannot be ascertained or the existence of an entity confirmed when they open an account, the FI
cannot open the account. This also means that no transaction, other than an initial deposit, can be
carried out. Also, if the RE suspects that the transaction is related to a ML or TF offense, it must file
an STR with FINTRAC. Under PCMLTFA, s.7, if the RE has reasonable grounds to suspect that the
client conducts or attempts to conduct a transaction that is related to the commission or the
attempted commission of an ML or TF offense, even if the client cannot be identified or his/her
identity cannot be properly verified, the RE must file a STR. This requirement is amplified in
FINTRAC guidance.

CDD and Tipping Off

Criterion 10.20— PCMLTFR, s.53.1 (2) specifies that the identity verification obligation does not
apply where the RE believes that complying with that obligation would inform the customer that the
transaction is being reported as suspicious. PCMLTFA s. 7 requires an STR to be filed in these
circumstances.

Weighting and Conclusion

A number of relatively minor deficiencies have been identified.
Canada is largely compliant with R.10.
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Recommendation 11 – Record-keeping
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with R.10. Two deficiencies were noted. First, the recordkeeping requirement did not cover all FIs as defined by the FATF (notably financial leasing, factoring
and finance companies). Second, FIs must ensure that all records required to be kept under the
PCMLTFA could be provided within 30 days, which did not meet the requirement to make CDD
records available on a timely basis. The FATF standard has not since changed, the requirement being
to make records available “swiftly”.

Criteria 11.1 and 11.2— The PCMLTFRs.69 detail the obligation to keep records for a period of at
least five years following completion of the transaction or termination of the business relationship.

Criterion 11.3— There is no clear legal obligation that transaction records be sufficient to permit
reconstruction of individual transactions. However, the Regulations do specify in detail the contents
of each piece of information that must be held in various records.
Criterion 11.4— The PCMLTFR s.70 requires REs to provide records upon request of FINTRAC
within 30 days. This does not meet the “swiftly” standard.

Weighting and Conclusion

The deficiencies noted in the 2008 MER remain.
Canada is largely compliant with R.11.

Recommendation 12 – Politically exposed persons
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with R.6. There were no relevant legislative or other
enforceable requirements in place.

Significant changes have been introduced since then. Requirements for FIs in relation to Politically
Exposed Foreign Persons (PEFPs) were introduced in June 2008 through amendments to the
PCMLTFA and PCMLTFR, specifying the enhanced customer identification and due-diligence
requirements for such clients.

Subsequently, as part of a package of amendments to the PCMLTFA introduced in 2014, the coverage
of the Act was extended to include Politically Exposed Domestic Persons (PEDP) and heads of
international organizations. The bill was enacted on 19 June 2014; however, implementing
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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The PCMLTFR outlines, for each type of covered entity, detailed record-keeping rules for CDD,
account files and business correspondence. The Regulations do not specifically require retention of
any internal analysis of client business that might lead to an STR. However, covered entities would
need to keep this information to substantiate that they were not in contravention of PIPEDA and that
the disclosure without consent would have been warranted. The Privacy Commissioner could
request this type of information under PIPEDA, s.18 as part of a compliance audit. In addition, OSFI
requires FRFIs to keep such information.
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regulations are required before the PEP provisions will come into force. These regulations,
announced on 4 July 2015, will come into force one year after registration of the regulations. They
will require REs to determine, under prescribed circumstances, whether a client is a PEFP, a PEDP, a
head of an international organization, or a close associate or prescribed family member of any such
person.
Criterion 12.1— The PCMLTFR ss.54.2, 56.1, 57.1, 59(5) require REs to take reasonable measures
to determine a person’s status as a PEFP. FINTRAC Guidance 6G explains the PEP determination and
OSFI Guideline B-8 is also relevant.

Technical compliance Annex

FINTRAC Guidance (s.8.1) makes clear that reasonable measures must be taken in relation to both
new and existing accounts, as well as certain electronic funds transfers (EFT). Also, those measures
include asking the client or consulting a credible commercially and/or publicly available database.
OSFI Guideline B-8 also details what would constitute reasonable measures to make a PEFP
determination.

PCMLTFA s. 9.3.2 requires REs, when dealing with a PEFP, to obtain the approval of senior
management in the prescribed circumstances and take prescribed measures. For existing accounts,
PCMLTFR, s. 67.1 (b) requires FIs and securities dealers to obtain the approval of senior
management to keep a PEFP account open. FINTRAC Guidance 6G explains when to obtain the
approval of senior management.

The Regulations (s. 67.2) also require REs to take reasonable measures to establish the PEFP’s
source of funds. FINTRAC Guidance 6G explains that reasonable measures include asking the client
and OSFI Guideline B-8 gives a number of examples of acceptable sources of funds. Source of wealth
is not mentioned in the Regulations; however, Guideline B-8 states that FRFIs should satisfy
themselves that the amount of clients’ accumulated funds or wealth appears consistent with the
information provided.
The Regulations (s. 67.1 (1)(c)) require FIs and securities dealers to conduct enhanced ongoing
transaction monitoring of PEFP and their family members’ accounts. However, no similar legal
requirement applies to other REs in relation to PEFPs, although FINTRAC Guidance 6G does specify
enhanced ongoing monitoring of PEFP account activities. OSFI Guideline B-8 states that enhanced
ongoing transaction monitoring may involve manual or automated processes, or a combination,
depending on resources and needs and gives some examples of what this could comprise.
Criterion 12.2— OSFI Guideline B-8 explains that FRFIs are not (currently) under any legal
obligation to identify domestic PEPs per se, whether by screening or flagging large transactions or in
any other way. Further, even if FRFIs know they are dealing with a domestic PEP, until new
regulations come into effect, they have no legal obligation to apply enhanced measures to PEDPs as
they do to PEFP accounts.
Nevertheless, this OSFI guidance states that, where a FRFI is aware that a client is a domestic PEP, it
should assess any effect on the overall assessed risk of the client. If that risk is elevated, the FRFI
should apply appropriate enhanced due-diligence measures.
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Criterion 12.3— Currently, PCMLTFA, s.9.3 includes family members of PEFPs and PCMLTFR,
(s.1.1) states that the prescribed family members of a PEFP are included in the definition of a PEFP.
Until the necessary implementing regulations take effect, close associates of any kind of PEP are not
covered in law or regulations.
Criterion 12.4— No provisions in law or regulations relate to beneficiaries of life insurance policies
who may be PEPs.

Weighting and Conclusion

Canada is non-compliant with R.12.

Recommendation 13 – Correspondent banking

Criterion 13.1— The PCMLTFR (s.15.1 (2)) cover correspondent banking relationships, requiring
FIs to collect a variety of information and documents on the respondent institution. That information
includes: the primary business line of the respondent institution; the anticipated correspondent
banking account activity of the foreign FI, including the products or services to be used; and the
measures taken to ascertain whether there are any civil or criminal penalties that have been
imposed on the respondent institution in respect of AML/CFT requirements and the results of those
measures. The Regulations contain no specific requirements about determining either the reputation
of the respondent institution or the quality of supervision to which it is subject. The PCMLTFR
(s.15.1(3)) require the taking of reasonable measures to ascertain whether the respondent
institution has in place AML/CFT policies and procedures, including procedures for approval for the
opening of new accounts. There is, however, no requirement to assess the quality of a respondent
institution’s AML/CFT controls. PCMLTFA s. 9.4 (1) requires senior management approval to be
obtained for establishing new correspondent relationships. The Regulations (s.15.1(2)(f)) specify the
collection of a copy of the correspondent banking agreement or arrangement, or product
agreements, defining the respective responsibilities of each entity.
Criterion 13.2— The PCMLTFR (s. 55.2) stipulate that where the customer of the respondent
institution has direct access to the services provided under the correspondent banking relationship
(the ‘payable-through account’ scenario), the FI shall take reasonable measures to ascertain whether
(i) the respondent institution has met the customer identification requirements of the Regulations;
and (ii) the respondent institution has agreed to provide relevant customer identification data upon
request.
Criterion 13.3— PCMLTFA, s.9.4 (2) prohibits correspondent banking relationships with a shell
bank. In addition, the PCMLTFR (s. 15.1 (2) (h) require FIs to obtain a statement from the
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In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated PC with R.7. Deficiencies were noted in relation to: assessment
of a respondent institution’s AML/CFT controls; assessment of the quality of supervision of
respondent institutions; and inadequate CDD for payable-through accounts.
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respondent institution that it does not have, directly or indirectly, correspondent banking
relationships with shell banks.

Weighting and Conclusion

Deficiencies remain under c. 13.1.

Canada is largely compliant with R.13.
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Recommendation 14 – Money or value transfer services
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with SR VI. The main deficiencies were: lack of a registration
regime for money services businesses (MSBs); no requirement for MSBs to maintain a list of their
agents; and the sanction regime available to FINTRAC and applicable to MSBs was deemed not
effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Subsequently, Canada has made significant progress, and the
FATF standard has been strengthened to require countries to take action to identify unlicensed or
unregistered MSBs and apply proportionate and dissuasive sanctions to them.
Criterion 14.1— PCMLTFA, s.11.1 stipulates that any entity or person covered by s.5(h) of the Act,
(persons and entities engaged in the business of foreign exchange dealing, of remitting funds or
transmitting funds by any means or through any person, entity or electronic funds transfer network,
or of issuing or redeeming money orders, traveller’s checks or other similar negotiable instruments)
and those referred to in s.5(l) of the Act ( those that sell money orders to the public), must be
registered with FINTRAC.

Criterion 14.2— Under its mandate (PCMLTFA, s. 40(e)) to ensure compliance with part 1 of the
Act, FINTRAC has a process for identifying MSBs that carry out activities without registration. This
includes searching advertisements and other open sources as well as through on-site visits.
Additionally, MVTS whose registration status is revoked are still tracked to ensure that they are not
conducting business illegally.
The PCMLTF Administrative Monetary Penalties (AMP) Regulations describe the classification of
different offenses under the PCMLTFA and the Regulations. Failure to register is classified as a
serious violation. These Regulations classify violations as minor, serious, and very serious, each with
a varying range of monetary penalties, up to CAD 500 000. In addition to criminal sanctions and
monetary penalties for non-compliance, FINTRAC uses other means to encourage compliance.
Monetary penalties are only considered after giving an entity or person a chance to correct
deficiencies. If a very serious violation has been committed, a fine is greater than CAD 250 000, or if
there is repeat significant non-compliance, FINTRAC considers publicly naming that entity or person,
using its powers under s.73.22 of the PCMLTFA.
Criterion 14.3— PCMLTFA s. 40 (e) gives FINTRAC the mandate to ensure compliance with the Act.
FINTRAC uses its powers under the PCMLTFA (ss. 62, 63 and 63.1) to examine records and inquire
into the business and affairs of REs to monitor MVTS providers for AML/CFT compliance.
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Criterion 14.4— PCMLTFA, ss.11.12(1) and (2) require that a list of agents, mandataries or
branches engaged in MSB services on behalf of the applicant be submitted upon registration of the
MSB with FINTRAC. S. 11.13 of the Act stipulates that a registered MVTS must notify FINTRAC of any
change to the information provided in the application or of any newly obtained information within
30 days of the MVTS becoming aware of the change or obtaining the new information. This includes
information about the MVTS’s agents.
This criterion is also met through the legal obligation described under c. 14.1 above.

Criterion 14.5— The PCMLTFR (s.71(1)(d)) require MVTS, who have agents or other persons
authorized to act on their behalf, to develop and maintain a written ongoing compliance training
program for those agents or persons. S. 71(1)(e) also requires MVTS to institute and document a
review of their agents’ policies and procedures, risk assessment and the training program for the
purpose of testing effectiveness. Such reviews must be carried out every two years.

Weighting and Conclusion

Canada is compliant with R.14.

In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with former R.8 due to the lack of legislative or other
enforceable obligations addressing the risks of new technological developments. Since then, some
40 legislative amendments to the PCMLTFA were tabled in Parliament (e.g. measures to subject new
types of entities to the PCMLTFA, including online casinos, foreign MSBs and businesses that deal in
virtual currencies such as Bitcoin). Canada is currently developing regulatory amendments to cover
pre-paid payment products (e.g. prepaid cards) in the AML/CTF regime. The NRA examined the
ML/TF vulnerabilities of 27 economic sectors and financial products, including new and emerging
technologies, both in terms of products (e.g. virtual currency and pre-paid access), and sectors
(e.g. telephone and online services in the banking and securities sectors).

Criterion 15.1— REs must conduct a risk assessment that includes client and business
relationships, products and delivery channels, and geographic location of activities of the RE and the
client(s), and any other relevant factors (PCMLTFR. s.71(1)(c)). While the requirements capture the
need to assess ML/TF risks related to products and delivery mechanisms, there is no explicit legal or
regulatory obligation to similarly risk assess the development of new products and business
practices, nor is there any such obligation relating to the use of new or developing technologies for
new and pre-existing products. However, Canada issued regulatory amendments for public comment
in July 2015 clarifying that REs must consider, in their risk assessment, any new developments in, or
the impact of new technologies on, the RE’s clients, business relationships, products or delivery
channels or the geographic location of their activities. A risk assessment review must be conducted
every two years by an internal or external auditor, or by the entity (s.71(1)(e) of the Regulations).
This ensures that risk assessments are regularly evaluated to capture risks, which may include new
technologies. FINTRAC Guideline 4 specifies that new technology developments (e.g. electronic cash,
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Recommendation 15 – New technologies

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

stored value, payroll cards, electronic banking, etc.) must be included in a company’s risk
assessment.

Criterion 15.2— While there is a regulatory expectation in FINTRAC’s risk-based approach
guidance 109 which states that REs should reassess their risk if there are changes due to new
technologies or other developments, there are no explicit requirements in law or regulation that FIs
undertake risk assessments prior to the launch or use of such products, practices and technologies.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is non-compliant with R.15.

Technical compliance Annex

Recommendation 16 – Wire transfers
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with SR VII, which had simply not been implemented. Canada
made some progress since then. The requirements have also been very substantially expanded in
R.16 (i.e. inclusion of beneficiary information in wire transfers and additional obligations on
intermediary and beneficiary FIs and MSBs).

Ordering Financial Institutions

Criterion 16.1— PCMLTFA, s.9.5 requires FIs to include with the transfer, when sending an
international EFT, the name, address, and account number or other reference number, if any, of the
client who requested it. The Act has no equivalent provision about including beneficiary name,
account number or unique transaction reference number in this ‘ordering FI’ scenario. However,
Schedule 2, Part K, of the PCMLTFR, which covers outgoing SWIFT payment instructions report
information, does stipulate that, for single transactions of CAD 10 000 or more, the beneficiary
client’s name, address and account number (if applicable) should be included. There are no
enforceable provisions requiring FIs to include beneficiary information in EFTs below CAD 10 000
(either as a single transaction, or multiple transactions within a 24-hour period).
Criterion 16.2— PCMLTFA, s.9.5 is not limited to single transfers—it, therefore, also applies in cases
where numerous individual cross-border wire transfers from a single originator are bundled in a
batch file for transmission to beneficiaries.
Criterion 16.3— There is no ‘de minimis’ threshold for the requirements of c.16.1.

Criterion 16.4— Originator information would be verified through CDD obligations (see R.10). In
addition, s. 53.1 of the Regulations states that the identity of every person that conducts a suspicious
transaction must be ascertained, unless it was previously ascertained, or unless the FI believes that
doing so would inform the individual an STR was being submitted.
Criterion 16.5— The Act’s s.9.5 requirements cover both domestic and international EFTs.

FINTRAC (2015), Guidance on the Risk-Based Approach to Combatting Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing, www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/publications/rba/rba-eng.pdf.
109
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Criterion 16.6— Canada does not permit simplified originator information to be provided.

Criterion 16.7— The PCMLTFR (ss. 14 (m) and 30 (e)) require FIs and MSBs to keep a record of the
name, address and account number, or transaction reference of the ordering client for all EFTs of
CAD 1 000 or more. In addition, a record must be kept of the name and account number of the
recipient of the EFT, as well as the amount and currency of the transaction.

Criterion 16.8— There is no explicit prohibition on executing wire transfers where CC, ss.16.1 to
16.7 above cannot be met. However, if an RE is unable to comply with the relevant legal
requirements, it cannot proceed with a wire transfer without breaking the law and being subject to
AMPs.

Intermediary Financial Institutions

Beneficiary Financial Institutions

Criterion 16.13— PCMLTFA, s.9.5(b) requires FIs to take reasonable measures to ensure that any
transfer received by a client includes information on the name, address, and account number or
other reference number, if any, of the client who requested the transfer. These requirements apply
equally to all EFTs, regardless of where they are situated in the payment chain. Where an FI is
transmitting a transfer received from another FI, it is, therefore, required to ensure that complete
originator information is included. There are no legal requirements relating to beneficiary
information.

OSFI Guideline B-8 states that FRFIs that act as intermediary banks should develop and implement
reasonable policies and procedures for monitoring payment message data subsequent to processing.
Such measures should facilitate the detection of instances where required message fields are
completed but the information is unclear, or where there is meaningless data in message fields. The
Guideline cites a few examples of reasonable measures that could be taken.
Criteria 16.14 and 16.15— There are no specific obligations on beneficiary FIs involved in crossborder EFTs.

Money or Value Transfer Service Operators

Criterion 16.16— All obligations identified in CC, ss.16.1–16.9 above apply to MSBs and their
agents.

Criterion 16.17— There are no specific legal requirements for MTVS providers either to review
ordering and beneficiary information to decide whether to file an STR or to ensure that an STR is
filed in any country affected and transaction information made available to the FIU.
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Criteria 16.9 to 16.12— The PCMLTFA and regulations use the terms “send/transfer” and “receive”
to apply obligations to intermediaries, which are, therefore, subject to the same requirements that
apply to ordering and beneficiary institutions. Thus, the implications of possible data loss and of
straight-through processing are not captured, as they should be to meet the standard.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Implementation of Targeted Financial Sanctions
Criterion 16.18— See the assessment of R.6 and R.7. The processing of EFTs, in terms of FIs taking
freezing action and complying with prohibitions from conducting transactions with designated
persons and entities, is adequately covered in law.

Weighting and Conclusion

The legal obligations applicable to ordering FIs and MSBs are broadly satisfactory, but there remain
some weaknesses.
Canada is partially compliant with R.16.

Technical compliance Annex

Recommendation 17 – Reliance on third parties
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with R.9. In the only two scenarios where reliance on a third
party or introduced business was legally allowed without an agreement or arrangement, the
measures in place were insufficient to meet the FATF standard. In addition to the two reliance on
third parties/introduced business scenarios contemplated by the Regulations, the financial sector
used introduced business mechanisms as a business practice. However, no specific requirements, as
set out in R.9, applied to these scenarios. Only minor changes have subsequently been introduced.
Criterion 17.1— The PCMLTFR (ss. 64(1)(b)(A)(I) and (II)) allow FIs, other than MSBs, and also
foreign entities that conduct similar activities, to rely on affiliated third parties, or those in the same
association, for the purpose of ascertaining the identity of a person.

More specific legal provisions apply to both the life insurance industry and securities dealers. A life
insurance company, broker, or agent is not required to ascertain the identity of a person where that
person’s identity has previously been ascertained by another life insurance company, broker, or
agent in connection with the same transaction or series of transactions that includes the original
transaction. Similarly, a securities dealer, when opening an account for the sale of mutual funds, is
not required to ascertain identity where another securities dealer has already done so in respect of
the sale of mutual funds for which the account has been opened. The PCMLTFR (s.56(2) and
s.62(1)(b)) refer.

Apart from the specific situations set out above, all requirements under the PCMLTFR continue to
apply to the FI that has the relationship with the customer.
The PCMLTFR (s.64.1) state that, when REs use an agent or a mandatary to meet their client
identification obligations, they must enter into a written agreement or arrangement with the agent
or mandatary. In addition, the RE must obtain from the agent or mandatary the customer
information that was obtained under the agreement or arrangement. The agent or mandatary can be
any individual or entity, provided these two conditions regarding written agreement and obtaining
customer information are met. Where the client is not physically present at the opening of an
account, establishment of a trust or conducting of a transaction, the agent or mandatary has the same
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two options, outlined in ss.64(1) and 64(1.1), that an RE does when dealing with a client who is not
physically present.
In the first option, the agent or mandatary must obtain the individual’s name, address, and date of
birth. Then, they must confirm that one of the following has ascertained the identity of the individual
by referring to an original identification document:

 a financial entity, life insurance company, or securities dealer affiliated with

them;

 an entity affiliated with them and whose activities outside Canada are

similar to those of a financial entity, life insurance company, or securities
dealer; or

 another financial entity that is a member of their financial services

cooperative association or credit union central association of which they
also are a member.

Where agents or mandataries with written agreements are concerned, the relying entity must obtain
customer information supplied under the agreement. However, life insurance
companies/brokers/agents or securities dealers are not required to obtain from the relied-upon
institution the necessary CDD information.

Similarly, life insurance companies/brokers/agents or securities dealers are not required to satisfy
themselves that copies of CDD information will be made available to them by the third party on
request without delay.
There is no explicit obligation, either for relying entities with agents and mandataries or for life
insurance companies/brokers/agents or securities dealers, to satisfy themselves that the FI relied on
is regulated and supervised or monitored for compliance with CDD and record-keeping obligations
in line with R.10 and R.11.

Criterion
17.2—
The PCMLTFA and PCMLTFR do
not
require
life
insurance
companies/brokers/agents or securities dealers to assess which countries are high risk for third
party reliance. The authorities state that reliance may only be placed on life insurance
companies/brokers/agents or on securities dealers that are subject to the PCLMTFA, and FINTRAC’s
oversight. If so, the scenario outlined in Criterion 17.2 would not arise.

While ss.56(2) and 62(1) (b) of the PCMLTFR do not actually preclude the possibility of reliance
being placed on third parties outside Canada, with no account taken of the level of country risk, an
RE can only rely on third parties outside Canada if they are affiliated with them. Canada issued
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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To use this option, the agent or mandatary must verify that the individual's name, address and date
of birth correspond with the information kept in the records of that other entity. The second option
requires the use of a combination of two of the identification methods set out in Part A of Schedule 7
of the PCMLTFR.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

regulatory amendments for public comment in July 2015 that included an amendment with respect
to Group-Wide Compliance Programs that would require REs to take into consideration as part of
their compliance programs the risks resulting from the activities of their affiliates.

Criterion 17.3— The PCMLTFR (ss.64(1)(b)(A)(I) and (II)) allow FIs, other than MSBs, and also
foreign entities that conduct similar activities to rely on affiliated third parties, or those in the same
association, for the purpose of ascertaining the identity of a person. PCMLTFA, ss9.7 and 9.8 require
foreign branches and subsidiaries, subject to there being no conflict with local laws, to develop and
apply policies to keep records, verify identity, have a compliance program, and exchange information
for the purpose of detecting or deterring an ML or TF offense or of assessing the risk of such an
offense. Thus, group-wide ML/TF standards should apply, providing appropriate safeguards.
Where there is a conflict with, or prohibition by, local laws, the RE must keep a record of that fact,
with reasons, and notify both FINTRAC and its principal federal or provincial regulator within a
reasonable time (PCMLTFA, s.9.7(4)).
Technical compliance Annex

Weighting and Conclusion

A number of deficiencies remain, even though that reliance on third parties appears to be of limited
practical application.
Canada is partially compliant with R.17.

Recommendation 18 – Internal controls and foreign branches and subsidiaries
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with R.15 due to minor deficiencies and NC with R.22 due to
the lack of legal obligation to ensure that foreign branches and subsidiaries applied AML/CFT
measures consistent with home country standards, and obligation to pay particular attention to
branches and subsidiaries in countries, which did not, or insufficiently, applied the FATF
Recommendations. The current FATF standards are broadly unchanged, although R.18 specifies in
more detail what should be done to manage ML/TF risk where host country requirements are less
strict than those of the home country. Significant changes came into force in Canada in June 2015.
Criterion 18.1— PCMLTFA s. 9.6 requires FIs to establish and implement a compliance program to
ensure compliance with the Act. The program must include the development and application of
policies and procedures for the FI to assess, in the course of their activities, the risk of an ML or TF
offense. The PCMLTFR (ss. 71 (1)(a) and (b)) specify that: a person must be appointed to be
responsible for implementation of the program; and the program must include developing and
applying written compliance policies and procedures that are kept up-to-date and approved by a
senior officer.
OSFI Guideline B-8 stipulates that FRFIs must have a Chief Anti-Money Laundering officer (CAMLO)
responsible for implementation of the enterprise AML/ATF program, who should be one person
positioned centrally at an appropriate senior corporate level of the FRFI. Separately, OSFI Guideline
E-13 requires that FRFIs must have a Chief Compliance officer with a clearly defined and
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documented mandate, unfettered access and, for functional purposes, a direct reporting line to the
Board.

Neither the PCMLTFA nor PCMLTFR contain any specific obligations regarding FIs’ screening
procedures when hiring employees. Similarly, there are no measures in place in sector legislation at
the federal or provincial level. OSFI Guideline E-17 details OSFI’s expectations in respect of screening
new directors and senior officers of FRFIs at the time of hiring. However, this applies only to a
defined set of “Responsible Persons,” not to all employees.
The PCMLTFR (s. 71(1)(d)) require REs that have employees, agents or other persons authorized to
act on their behalf to develop and maintain a written ongoing training program for those individuals.
In addition, OSFI Guideline B-8 advises FRFIs to ensure that written AML/ATF training programs are
developed and maintained. Appropriate training should be considered for the Board, Senior
Management, employees, agents and any other persons who may be responsible for control activity,
outcomes or oversight, or who are authorized to act on the Company’s behalf, pursuant to
the PCMLTFR.

Criterion 18.2— Measures which came into effect in June 2015 expanded section 9.7 of the
PCMLTFA to cover foreign branches as well as subsidiaries. The effect was to require FIs, securities
dealers and life insurance companies to implement policies and procedures for CDD, record-keeping
and compliance programs that are consistent with Canadian requirements and apply across a
financial group.

A new s.9.8(1) of the Act introduced requirements for REs to have policies and procedures in place
for how they will share information with affiliates for the purpose of detecting or deterring an ML or
TF offense or of assessing the risk of such an offense. This provision is sufficiently widely drawn to
cover the kind of customer, account and transaction information stipulated in the FATF standard.
There are no prohibitions in either the PCMLTFA or PIPEDA on sharing of information, including
STRs, within financial groups, domestically or cross-border.
The new law did not cover safeguards on the confidentiality and use of information exchanged.
However, the necessary safeguards already exist under PIPEDA (s.5 and Schedule 1), which apply
equally to client information received from a branch or subsidiary under the PCMLTFA.
Criterion 18.3— Under newly amended s.9.7(4) of the PCMLTFA, when local laws would prohibit a
foreign branch or foreign subsidiary from implementing policies that are consistent with Canadian
AML/ATF requirements, the RE must advise FINTRAC and their principal regulator. (In the case of
FRFIs, this is OSFI; for provincially regulated FIs, the relevant provincial supervisor).
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The PCMLTFR (s.71 (1) (e)) oblige all REs to institute and document a review of their policies and
procedures, the risk assessment and the training program for the purpose of testing effectiveness.
That review must be carried out every two years by an internal or external auditor of the RE, or by
the RE itself, if it has no auditor. OSFI Guideline B-8 amplifies the requirement in a number of ways
and also sets out an expected standard of self-assessment of controls applicable to FRFIs.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Weighting and Conclusion
There is a remaining deficiency regarding the internal controls aspect of R.18.
Canada is largely compliant with R.18.

Recommendation 19 – Higher-risk countries

Technical compliance Annex

In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated PC with R.21, because there were no general enforceable
requirement for FIs to give special attention to transactions or business relationships connected
with persons from higher-risk countries, no measures advising of other countries with AML/CFT
weaknesses, and no requirement to examine the background and purpose of transactions and to
document findings. The FATF standard remains broadly the same, but there have been major
changes in Canada since 2008.

Criterion 19.1 and 19.2— Part 1.1 of the PCMLTFA, which entered into force in June 2014,
introduced two new authorities for the Minister of Finance: (i) the authority to issue directives
requiring REs to apply necessary measures to safeguard the integrity of Canada’s financial system in
respect of transactions with designated foreign jurisdictions and entities. The measures
contemplated included CDD, monitoring and reporting of any financial transaction to FINTRAC; (ii)
the authority to recommend that the Governor-in-Council issue regulations limiting or prohibiting
REs from entering into financial transactions with designated foreign jurisdictions and entities.
These authorities enable Canada to take targeted, legally enforceable, graduated and proportionate
financial countermeasures against jurisdictions or foreign entities with insufficient or ineffective
AML/ATF controls. These measures can be taken in response to a call by an international
organization, such as the FATF, or unilaterally. The Minister has not issued any countermeasures
under Part 1.1; however, OSFI and FINTRAC have regularly drawn the attention of FRFIs and REs to
the FATF calls on members, and have issued regular guidance in Notices and Advisories following
each FATF meeting. OSFI has issued prudential supervisory measures against FRFIs it believes have
not implemented FATF expectations (PCMLTA (s.11.42) and PCMLTFR (s.71.1)).
Criterion 19.3— Risk assessments on jurisdictions with AML/ATF weaknesses are conducted
through the IFAC Under s.11.42(3) of the Act, the Minister’s decision to issue a Directive may require
the Director of FINTRAC to inform all REs. Additional guidance is provided through FINTRAC
advisories and OSFI notices, available online, encouraging enhanced CDD with respect to clients and
beneficiaries involved in transactions with high-risk jurisdictions.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.19.
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Recommendation 20 – Reporting of suspicious transaction
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with R.13 and SR. IV because some FIs (e.g. financial leasing,
factoring and finance companies) were not covered by the obligation to report and there was no
requirement to report attempted transactions. Some improvements have been made since then.

Criterion 20.1— PCMLTFA, s.7 requires REs to report to FINTRAC every financial transaction that
occurs, or that is attempted, in the course of their activities and in respect of which there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted
commission of an ML or TF offense. The scope of the PCMLTFA still excludes certain sectors
(financial leasing, finance and factoring companies), but this represents an ongoing minor deficiency.
ML is defined by reference to CC, s.462.31(1), which, in turn, is defined in CC, s.462.31(1) to mean
any offense that may be prosecuted as an indictable offense under this or any other Act of
Parliament, other than an indictable offense prescribed by regulation. As described under c.3.2, ML
now applies to a range of offenses in each FATF designated category of predicate offenses, including
tax evasion.

Criterion 20.2— Attempted transactions are now covered by the reporting requirement.

Weighting and Conclusion

The reporting requirement covers several, but not all elements, of the standard.

Canada is partially compliant with R.20.

Recommendation 21 – Tipping-off and confidentiality
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated C with R.14.

Criterion 21.1— The PCMLTFA (s.10) states that no criminal or civil proceedings lie against a
person or an entity for making an STR in good faith or for providing FINTRAC with information
about suspicions of ML or TF activities. However, the requirement does not explicitly extend to
reporting related to ML predicate offenses.

Criterion 21.2— PCMLTFA s.8 specifies that no person or entity can disclose that they have made an
STR, or disclose the contents of a report, with the intent to prejudice a criminal investigation,
whether or not a criminal investigation has begun. The law does not, however, cover a situation
where a person or entity is in the process of filing a STR but has not yet done so. Neither does the
legal obligation explicitly extend to reporting related to ML predicate offenses.
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Suspicious transactions must be reported “within 30 days” of detection of a fact that constitutes
reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction or attempted transaction is related to the
commission of an ML offense or a TF offense. (PCMLTF Suspicious Transaction Reporting
Regulations, s.9(2)).This does not meet the standard of reporting “promptly.”

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Weighting and Conclusion
The tipping off and confidentiality requirements do not explicitly extend to the reporting of
suspicions related to ML predicate offenses.
Canada is largely compliant with R.21.
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Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs)
Since the 2008 MER, Canada has extended the AML/CFT requirements to BC Notaries and DPMS. The
following DNFBPs are now subject to AML/CFT obligations: land-based casinos, accountants
(defined as chartered accountant, certified general accountant, certified management accountant) 110
and accounting firms, British Columbia Notaries Public and Notary Corporations (hereinafter
referred to as BC Notaries), real estate brokers or sales representatives, dealers in precious metals
and stones (hereinafter DPMS) and certain trust companies, which fall under PCMLTFA, s.5 (e). Legal
counsel and legal firms are covered as obliged AML/CFT entities, pursuant to PCMLTR, s.33.3, but, on
13 February 2015, 111 the Supreme Court of Canada concluded that the AML/CFT provisions are
inoperative, as they are unconstitutional, for lawyers and law firms in Canada. Canada extended the
AML/CFT regime to real estate developers when, under certain conditions, they sell to the public real
estate (PCMLTFR, s.39.5). Notaries in provinces other than Québec and British Columbia are
restricted to certifying affidavits under oath, and document certification. These notaries do not
conduct any financial transactions and the transfer of property is done exclusively through lawyers
in these provinces (see 2008 MER, para. 150). TCSPs are not a distinct category under the PCMLTFA
and PCMLTFR. The definition of casino (PCMLTFR, s.1(1)), which excludes registered charities
authorized to perform business temporarily, provides an unclear exemption. 112

All gambling is illegal, 113 unless specifically exempted under CC, s.207. Several provinces (British
Columbia, Quebec, Manitoba Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Newfoundland)
have introduced online gambling through an extensive interpretation of the notion of “lottery
scheme” allowed to them under CC, s.207(4)(c), which includes games operated through a computer.
When these provinces introduced internet gambling, FINTRAC sent them a letter to inform them that
PCMLTFR, Section 1. (2).
The Supreme Court of Canada on 13 February 2015 has concluded that the search provisions of the Act
infringe Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, while the information gathering and
retention provisions, in combination with the search provisions, infringe Section 7 of the Charter Canada
(Attorney General) v. Federation of Law Societies of Canada, 2015 SCC 7.
112 There is no definition of “charitable purposes” and the notion of “temporary” business, does not give an
exact timeframe, making unclear the reference to “not more than two consecutive days at a time,” without
fixing any further limit per week or per year. The exemption involving registered charities is to avoid
duplication in the AML/CFT regime, as the Provincial Authority or its designate are RE of FINTRAC.
Nevertheless, taking into account the possible operational models of casinos operating in Canada, the current
definition of casino and the resulting AML/CFT requirements lack clarity in addressing the respective
AML/CFT responsibilities of the different persons or entities that could be simultaneously involved in the
business of the same casino (Crown corporations or regulators branches involved in the conduct and
management of lotteries schemes, charitable organizations, First Nation organizations, casino’s service
providers).
113 CC, Section 206 (1).
110
111
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they were considered subject to AML/CFT obligations. Subsequently, these casinos started sending
to FINTRAC Casino Disbursement Reports (for example, FINTRAC has received 988 such reports in
the last 24 months). Nevertheless, the amendment to the definition of casinos that makes reference
to online gambling operators is not yet entered into force. 114
There are also land-based gaming and on line gambling 115 sites actually operating within Quebec,
whose legal status is unclear which are not supervised by the province and which are not subject to
AML/CFT obligations. These activities are authorized by the Kahnawake Gaming Commission
operating on the basis of an asserted jurisdiction by the Mohawks over their territory. They are
considered illegal by the authorities. Offshore gambling sites are deemed to be illegal as each casino
must be licensed by a Canadian province. The authorities clarified that these activities are a matter
for law enforcement to oversee.

Trust and company services are provided by trust companies, legal counsels, legal firms and
accountants—the PCMLTFA therefore does not identify TCSPs separately. Twenty-two trust
companies (covered by a provincial Act, falling under of PCMLTFA, s.5(e)) are subject to AML/CFT
obligations, but lawyers and accountants are not, despite the high vulnerability rating highlighted in
the NRA. 116

Recommendation 22 – DNFBPs: Customer due diligence

In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with these requirements due to deficiencies in the scope of
DNFBPs covered and in CDD and record-keeping requirements. Since then, Canada has extended the
scope of the AML/CFT requirements to BC Notaries and DPMS and addressed some deficiencies in
CDD requirements applicable to DNFBPs. 117
Criterion 22.1— Scope issue: Internet casinos, TCSPs are not covered and the relevant provisions
are inoperative with respect to legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries (PCMLTFR, ss.33.3,

114 Steps are being taken in this respect. Bill C-31 introduced legislative amendments to PCMLTFA s.5 k 1,
which will come into force once the regulations are finalized, aimed at establishing AML/CFT obligations for
online gambling conducted and managed by the provinces and covering those lottery schemes other than
bingo and the sale of lottery tickets that are conducted and managed by provinces in accordance with CC,
s.207(1)(a). These amendments will also extend the notion of relevant business to include other electronic
devices similar to slot machines (such as video lottery terminals, currently excluded from the AML/CFT
regime) but establishing a relevant threshold of “more than 50 machines per establishment” (PCMLTFA,
s.5(k)(ii)).
115 Online gaming operators that are licensed by the Commission must be hosted at Mohawk Internet
Technologies, a data centre, located within the Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake.
116 NRA, p.32.
117 In particular, introducing the obligation to collect information on the purpose and intended nature of the
business relationship and ongoing due diligence, extending the circumstances in which CDD is required,
providing for enhanced measures in higher risk scenarios, excluding the exemption regime in case of suspicion.
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Cruise ships that offer gambling facilities in Canadian waters are not obliged entities for AML/CFT
purposes. (See 2008 MER, para. 1186-1187). Lottery schemes cannot be operated within five
nautical miles of a Canadian port at which the ship calls (s.207.1 of the CC). Of note, there are no
Canadian cruise ships. The exemption of cruise ship casinos is based on a proven low risk.
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33.4, 33.5, 59.4, 59.41, 59.4). As regards accountants and BC notaries, not all the relevant activities
under the criterion are taken into account.

DNFBPs 118 are not required to obtain, take reasonable measures to confirm, and keep records of the
information about the beneficial ownership of legal persons and legal arrangements, nor as to
understand the ownership and control structure of the latter. DNFBPs are only required to confirm
the existence of and ascertain the name and address of every corporation or other entity on whose
behalf a transaction is being undertaken, and in the case of a corporation the names of its
directors. 119 The rule of “third party determination” (PCMLTFR, s.8) is limited to individuals and is
not applied to all relevant circumstances when CDD is required under the criterion. DNFBPs are not
explicitly required to establish that the person purporting to act on behalf of the customer is so
authorized. There are additional deficiencies for each relevant category. Casinos can perform a large
variety of financial services, including wire transfers (see 2008 MER, para. 138). The following
measures for ascertaining identity are carried out in line with the following threshold: on account
opening (no threshold), when dealing with EFTs (CAD 1 000) and, dealing with foreign exchange or
extension of credit (CAD 3 000). 120 The CAD 10 000 thresholds for ascertaining identity for cash
financial transactions and casinos disbursement121 are higher than the FATF standard. Not all the
range of non-cash occasional transactions are covered: in particular, the purchase of chips through
checks, credit, and debit cards, as well as prepaid cards are not captured. The redemption of “tickets”
under PCMLTFR, s.42(1)(a) is not included, even if some kind of tickets (TITO tickets)122 have been
detected by FINTRAC in typologies of ML. There are no enforceable provisions requiring casinos to
include beneficiary information in wire transfers, and no obligation for all REs to ascertain the
identity of authorized signers (PCMLTFR, ss.54(1)(a) and 62(1)(a)). As regards, accountants and BC
Notaries, not all the relevant activities under the criterion are included. In particular, no requirement
is provided in relation to activities related to organization of contributions for the creation,
operation and management of companies, legal persons and arrangements, and the scope of
“purchasing or selling” securities, properties and assets is more limited than the notion of
“management” included under the criterion. The definition of accountant (PCMLTFR, s.1(1) does not
include “Chartered Professional Accountant.” 123 In a real estate transaction, when the purchaser and
the vendor are represented by a different real estate broker, each party to the transaction is
identified by their own real estate broker. Real estate agents, in case of unrepresented party are
required to take reasonable measures only to ascertain the identity of the party (PCMLTFR, s.59.2 (2,
3, and 4)), rather than applying reasonable risk-based CDD measures to the party that is not their
client. DPMS are covered as required by the standards when they engage in the purchase or sale of

With the exception of legal counsel and legal firms for which however the provisions are inoperative
(Section 11.1 (1) of the PCMLTFR.
119 PMCLTFR 59.1(b) & (c), 59.2(1)(b) &(c), 59.3 (b) & (c), 59.5 (b) & (c), 60 (e) &(f)
120 PCMLTFR, Sections 60(a), 60(b)(iv), 60(b)(iii), 60(b)(ii)
121 PCMLTFR, Sections 53 and 60(b)(i).
122 Ticket In Ticket Out (TITO) “tickets” are also an increasingly popular casino value instrument used in many
Canadian casinos (FINTRAC, ML Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casino, Nov. 2009, p.8).
123 The unified new professional designation replaces the former three (Chartered Accountants, Certified
General Accountants and Certified Management Accountants), and it is currently completed in several
provinces (Quebec, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, Newfoundland and Labrador). Further work is underway
and expected to be included in forthcoming regulatory amendments.
118
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precious metals, precious stones or jewellery in an amount of CAD 10 000 or more in a single
transaction, other than those pertaining to manufacturing jewellery, extracting precious metals or
precious stones from a mine, or cutting, or polishing precious stones..

Criterion 22.2— Scope issue: see 22.1. The circumstances under which relevant DNFBPs have to
keep records do not fully match the list of activities required under R.10 (see 22.1). Furthermore, a
non-account business relationship is established when transactions are performed in respect of
which obliged entities are required to ascertain the identity of the person, rather than being based
on a mere element of duration. The said definition entails that, apart from the case of suspicion, the
record keeping requirements on a business relationship arise only when the prescribed thresholds
for the transactions are reached. The deficiencies identified in R.11 apply also to DNFBPs.
Criteria 22.3, 22.4 and 22.5— There are no requirements for DNFBPs to comply with specific
provisions covering PEPs, new technologies and reliance on third parties.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is non-compliant with R.22.

In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with these requirements, due to the limited scope of DNFBPs
included as well as to deficiencies with the underlying recommendations and to concern about the
effectiveness of the STR regime in these sectors. Canada has since extended the scope of DNFBPs to
some extent (See R.22), included attempted transactions in the STR regime and empowered the
Department of Finance to take financial countermeasures with respect to higher-risk countries.

Criterion 23.1— PCMLTFA, s.7 (transaction where reasonable grounds to suspect) does not apply
to all relevant categories of DNFBPs, nor to all relevant activities of accountants and BC Notaries as
described under R.22. 124 The analysis in relation to R.20 above equally applies to reporting DNFPBs.
There are no key substantive differences between the reporting regime for FIs and DNFBPs.
FINTRAC Guidelines no. 2 (Suspicious Transactions) includes industry-specific indicators.

Criterion 23.2— Scope issue: see 23.1. Accountants, accounting firms, legal counsels and legal firms,
BC Notaries, real estate agents and developers, land-based casinos, DPMS are all required to
establish and implement a compliance program (PCMLTFA, s.9.6 (1); PCMLTFR, s.71(1)). While
compliance procedures must be approved by a senior officer, PCMLTFA, ss.9.6 and PCMLTFR,
s.71(1)(a) do not stipulate that the designation of the compliance officer shall be at the management
level. DNFBPs, other than land-based casinos, are not required to have adequate screening
procedures to ensure high standards when hiring employees. Also, there is no specific requirement
that review of the compliance regime be performed by an independent audit function, as it can also
be carried out through a procedure of self-assessment (PCMLTFR, s.71(1)(e)).
Under PCMLTA, Section 5, Part 1 of the Act (including the STRs obligations) applies while carrying out the
activities described under the regulations.

124
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Recommendation 23 – DNFBPs: Other measures

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Criterion 23.3— Scope issue: see 23.1. See R.19 for a description of this requirement.

Criterion 23.4— Scope issue: see 23.1. The requirements for DNFBPs are the same as those applied
to FIs under R.21.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is non-compliant with R.23.

Technical compliance Annex

Recommendation 24 – Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal persons
Canada was rated NC with former R.33 based on concerns over a lack of transparency for legal
entities, the availability of bearer shares without adequate safeguards against misuse, and a lack of
powers by the authorities to ensure the existence of adequate, accurate and timely beneficial
ownership information for legal entities. Since 2008, the obligations for FIs to obtain information on
the identity of beneficial owners and the CRA’s ability to disseminate information on legal entities to
the RCMP have been strengthened.

Canada’s corporate legal framework consists of federal, provincial and territorial laws: (i) Legal
entities may be established at the federal level under the Canada Business Corporation Act (CBCA);
the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations Act (NFP Act), or the Canada Cooperatives Act (CCA).
Federally incorporated entities are entitled to operate throughout Canada but in addition to
registration at the federal level, are also subject to registration with the province or territory in
which they carry out business. (ii) Each of the thirteen territories and provinces regulates the types
of legal entities that can be established at the local level. Eight provinces and territories have enacted
specific laws that provide for the establishment of corporations and NPOs. Prince Edward Island,
Newfoundland and Labrador, Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec, and New Brunswick do not have specific
NPO legislation in place but regulate NPOs through the relevant provincial company law.

Legal entities incorporated at the provincial or territorial level enjoy business name protection only
in the province or territory where they are incorporated. To operate in another province in Canada,
they have to register with that province but there is no guarantee that they will be able to use their
corporate name (e.g. a business entity with the same name may already be operating in that
province). Federal, provincial and territorial corporate entities may carry out business
internationally if the foreign country recognizes the type of corporate entity.
In addition to legal entities, all provinces provide for the establishment of general and limited
partnerships pursuant to common law rules; and all provinces, but Yukon, Prince Edward Island and
Nunavut have passed statutes to provide for the establishment of limited liability partnerships.
Partnerships are not subject to registration as part of the establishment process, but most provinces
and territories require registration of businesses before a partnership may operate there. Business
registration obligations under provincial and territorial laws also apply to foreign entities wishing to
carry out business in Canada.
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Criterion 24.2— The NRA identified privately held corporations as being highly vulnerable to
misuse for ML/TF purposes. The conclusion was reached based on the understanding that such
corporations can easily be established and be used to conceal beneficial ownership. The risk
assessment determines the inherent risks involved with legal persons based on factors such as the
products and services offered by legal entities, the types of persons that may establish or control a
legal person, the possible geographic reach of a Canadian legal entity, and taking into account
FINTRAC statistics on typologies involving legal entities in Canada.

Basic Information

Criterion 24.3— Both federal and provincial corporations, NPOs with legal personality and
cooperatives are established through incorporation by the relevant incorporating department or
agency. Federal legal persons: On the federal level, ISED, as part of the incorporation and annual filing
process, collects and publishes information comprising the corporation’s name, type, status,
corporation number, registered office address in Canada, name and address of all directors, and
governing legislation. The regulating powers for federal corporations are set out in the legislation or
in the corporation’s articles, which are approved by the Director appointed under the relevant Act.
Provincial legal persons: Company information including the corporate name, type, status, registered
office in Canada, and name and address of directors is collected through the same process as on the
federal level, which is through annual filing procedures. Partnerships and foreign entities: Business
registration requirements vary between the different provinces and territories, but usually require
the provision of the name, registered office, mailing address, place of business in the
province/territory, the date and jurisdiction of incorporation (for extraterritorial companies) or type
125

www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cd-dgc.nsf/eng/cs04843.html#articles.
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Criterion 24.1— Federal legal persons: Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
(ISED), formerly Industry Canada, provides a comprehensive overview and comparison on its
internet homepage of the various legal entities available and their forms and basic features. All legal
entities established at the federal level are subject to registration. Given that corporations are by far
the most utilized type of legal entity in Canada, particular emphasis is put on information pertaining
to federal corporations under CBCA and their incorporation and registration process, which can be
initiated online or by sending all required documents to the competent registrar via email, fax, or
mail. 125 ISED also offers a search tool, which makes some basic information of federal companies
publicly available. The search function also indicates the legislation the corporation is incorporated
under, which in turn clarifies basic regulating powers. Provincial legal persons: Similar information
and services are provided through the homepages of all provincial governments except that of New
Brunswick. The relevant web links are easy to find through ISED’s homepage and provide public
access to the relevant provincial laws that describe the various legal entities available; the name and
contact information for the relevant authority competent for registration; and the procedures to be
followed to establish a legal entity or to register a corporation. Partnerships and foreign entities:
Partnerships and foreign entities operating in any of Canada’s provinces or territories are subject to
registration at the provincial level. The Canada Business Network maintains a homepage that
provides links to the various provincial and territorial business registries.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

of partnership, the name and address of directors or partners and a copy of the partnership contract
or the incorporation certificate or other proof of existence. Partnerships not carrying out any
business in Canada are not required to register as part of the establishment process.
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Criterion 24.4— Record-keeping obligations extend to the corporation’s articles and by-laws and
any amendments thereof, of minutes of shareholder meetings and resolutions, share registers,
accounting records, and minutes of director meetings and resolutions. Pursuant to CBCA, s.50,
companies must also keep a share register that indicates the names and address of each shareholder,
the number and class of shares held, as well as the date and particulars of issuance and transfer for
each share. Similar provisions are set out in provincial legislation. Federal as well as provincial
companies are required to keep records of basic information either in a location in Canada or at a
place outside Canada, provided the records are available for inspection by means of computer
technology at the registered office or another place in Canada and the corporation provides the
technical assistance needed to inspect such records (CBCA, s.20). There is no legal requirement to
inform the incorporating department or agency, or where applicable, the company register of the
location at which such records are being kept.

Criterion 24.5— Under CBCA, s.19 (4) federal corporations are required to inform the Director
appointed under the CBCA within 15 days of any change of address of the registered office. Changes
in legal form, name or status as well as amendments to the articles of incorporation take effect only
after they have been filed with the Director. More or less the same updating requirements are
especially provided for under provincial legislation, except in Quebec and Nova Scotia. 126 In Nova
Scotia, the updating requirement applies but changes to the registered office have to be filed within
28 days and there is only a general obligation to notify the Registrar “from time to time” of any
changes among its directors, officers, or managers. Directors, shareholders and creditors have access
to these documents and are permitted at all times to check their accuracy. However, no formal
mechanism is in place to ensure that shareholder registers are accurate. For partnerships and
extraterritorial corporations, some provinces and territories impose an annual filing obligation,
others require renewal of the license and updating of relevant information on a multi-year basis.

Beneficial Ownership Information

Criterion 24.6— Canada uses existing information to determine a legal entity’s beneficial
ownership, if and as needed, including as follows:

(i) FIs providing financial services to legal entities, partnerships or foreign companies. Since 2014,
obligations under the PCMLTFA for FIs to obtain ownership information of customers or
beneficiaries that are legal entities have been strengthened. Prior to 2014 FIs identified beneficial
owners of legal entities mostly based on a declaration of the customer. For those companies
established prior to 2014, it is, thus, questionable whether this measure did indeed result in the
availability of accurate and updated beneficial ownership information. Ongoing CDD obligation
under the PCMLTFA have resulted in BO information becoming available for a number of companies
that opened bank accounts in Canada prior to 2014, but most FIs interviewed by the assessors
For example Section 2 Ontario Corporations Information Act; Article 20 Alberta Business Corporation Act;
Article 19 Nova Scotia Companies Act.

126
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indicated that the ongoing CDD process has not yet been completed for all legal entities. For some
DNFBPs as outlined in R.22, certain limited CDD obligations apply as discussed under R.22 but those
do not amount to a comprehensive requirement to identify and take reasonable measures to verify
beneficial ownership information and the obligations also are inoperative with regards to lawyers.
(ii) The federal and provincial company registries record some basic information as discussed above,
but do not generally collect information on beneficial owners. Verification mechanisms for
registered information are not in place. The CRA as part of its general obligations, collects
information on legal entities that file tax returns. As indicated in the 2008 MER, however, this
information generally does not comprise beneficial ownership information. Furthermore, not all
legal entities in Canada file tax returns with the CRA; and

(iii) Legal entities themselves are required to collect certain information on holders of shares but no
mechanisms are in place to ensure that the registered information is accurate.

(iv) For public companies listed on the stock exchange, disclosure requirements exist for
shareholders with direct or indirect control over more than 10% of the company’s voting rights.

Criterion 24.7— As indicated under criterion 24.6, FIs are required to collect and update beneficial
ownership information. The registries, the CRA and legal entities themselves are not required to
ensure that accurate and updated beneficial ownership information is collected.

Criterion 24.8— Companies on both federal and provincial levels are obliged to grant the Director
under the relevant Act access to certain information, including in relation to company share registers
(Article 21 CBCA). There is no legal obligation on corporations or partnerships to authorize one or
more natural person resident in Canada to provide to competent authorities all basic information
and available beneficial ownership information; or for authorizing a DNFBP in Canada to provide
such information to the authorities.

Criterion 24.9— Legal entities are required to maintain accounting records for six years, but not
from the date of dissolution, but of the financial year to which they relate. In addition, pursuant to
s.69 of the PCMLFTR FIs/some DNFBPs holding information on legal entities must keep that
information for five years from termination of the business relationship or completion of the
transaction. The Director retains corporate records submitted under the CBCA for a period of six
years, except for articles and certificates which are kept indefinitely. In addition, s.225 of the CBCA
requires a person who has been granted custody of the documents or records of a dissolved
corporation to produce those records for six years following the date of its dissolution or such
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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As outlined under R.9 and 31, LEAs have adequate powers to obtain information from FIs, DNFBPs
and any other types of companies and the CRA. However, the process of linking a specific FI with a
legal entity or partnership subject to the investigation and accessing beneficial ownership
information may not be timely in all cases. In sum, while some of the information collection
mechanisms have been strengthened since 2008, deficiencies with regards to the collection and
availability of full and updated beneficial ownership information remain and timely access by law
enforcement authorities to such information is not guaranteed in all cases.
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shorter period as ordered by a court. Non-financial documents or records must be kept by the
corporation until the corporation is dissolved; and then for another six years or less period as
ordered by a court. The CRA, in partnership with the National Archivist of Canada, retains documents
obtained or created by the CRA for various periods of time depending on the nature of the
information. In relation to questions of beneficial ownership, the relevant retention periods are five
to ten years, in some instances indefinitely.
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Other Requirements

Criterion 24.10— Some basic company information is publicly available on various federal and
provincial government websites and is therefore available to the authorities in a timely fashion. For
information that is not publicly available, a wide range of law enforcement powers are available to
obtain beneficial ownership information, including search warrants, using informants, surveillance
techniques, wiretaps and production orders, and public sources (e.g.: law enforcement databases,
city databases, corporate companies, civil proceedings, bankruptcy records, divorce records, civil
judgments, land titles and purchase, building permits, credit bureau, insurance companies, liquor
and gambling licenses, death records, inheritance, shipping registers, federal aviation, trash
searches, automobile dealerships) and private source information searches. To be able to compel an
FI to produce records pertaining to the control or ownership structure of a legal entity or legal
arrangement, LEAs must first establish the link between a legal entity and a specific FI. Several tools
are available to this effect (e.g.: grid search request to all D-SIBs to establish if they count the target
person amongst their customers, VIRs to FINTRAC, requests to Equifax, mortgage and loan checks ,
consultations of NEPS to obtain an economic profile of an individual or private or public company).
Investigative techniques may also be used (e.g. informants, witnesses, wiretaps). The RCMP may also
request information from the CRA once charges have been laid in a criminal case, and on the basis of
a judicial authorization. Prior to the prosecution stage, a tax order under the CC can be obtained for
the RCMP to receive tax information from the CRA on a specific entity. Since 2014, the CRA may also
share information with the RCMP on its own motion in cases where the CRA considers that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the information in its possession would provide evidence of listed
serious offenses, including ML, bribery, drug trafficking and TF. In relation to tax crimes, the CRA CID
may also obtain information. The relevant Director under each corporate statute—in the case of the
CBCA the Director of Corporations Canada— also has the authority to inspect a corporation’s
records. Once it is established that a specific RE maintains a business relationship with a legal entity,
LEAs may obtain a court order and deploy the measures available under criminal procedures to
obtain, compel the production of, or seize relevant information—including beneficial ownership
information—from any person, as discussed under R.31.
Criterion 24.11— Bearer shares are permitted both under the CBCA and several provincial
company laws (for companies limited by shares). 127 While the CBCA generally requires the issuance
of shares to be in registered form, the CBCA also makes provision for the issuance of certain types of
shares in bearer form. In the absence of an express prohibition, the CBCA, therefore, still leaves some

Quebec, Prince Edward Island, North-Western Territories and Nunavut allow for the issuance of registered
shares only.
127
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room for the issuance of bearer shares and no safeguards are in place to ensure that such shares are
not being misused for ML or TF purposes.

Criterion 24.13— Under the CBCA and provincial company laws violation of a company’s
disclosure, filing or record-keeping obligations may be fined with up to CAD 5 000 and/or
imprisonment for up to six months in case of a violation by a natural person acting on behalf of the
company. FIs and those DNFBPs covered under the law are subject to criminal (imprisonment for up
to six months and/or a fine of up to CAD 50 000) as well as administrative sanctions if they fail to
comply with their identification obligations with regards to legal entities (PCMLTFA, ss.73.1 and 74).
In addition, officers, directors and employees of FIs and DNFBPs may be subject to sanctions
regardless of whether the FI or DNFBP itself was prosecuted or convicted, as discussed under R.35.
In summary, the statutory sanctions available are proportionate and dissuasive.
Criterion 24.14— Some basic information in the federal and provincial company registers is
publicly available and can be directly accessed by foreign authorities. For other information, the
powers and mechanisms described under criteria 37.1 and 40.9, 40.11, and 40.17 to 40.19 apply.

Criterion 24.15— Information on the quality of assistance received from other countries in the
context of MLA and in response to ownership information requests is kept by the International
Assistance Group (IAG) at the Department of Justice. The IAG maintains a copy of the requests made,
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 24.12— The CBCA requires corporations to keep shareholder registers in relation to
registered shares, whereby the term “holder” of a security is defined as “a person in possession of a
security issued or endorsed to that person.” Under Part XIII of the CBCA, the holder of a share is
permitted to vote at a meeting using someone else to represent them. The CBCA permits a registered
shareholder to authorize another person to vote on their behalf. The proxy form itself lists the
registered shareholder and the name of the “proxyholder” or person acting on their behalf. The
proxy is recorded at the shareholder meeting, which provides transparency in respect of the identity
of these individuals. However, the outlined arrangement still allows for nominee shareholding
arrangements if the relevant shares are not voted. CBCA, s.147 permits, for example, securities
brokers, FIs, trustees, or any nominees of such persons or entities to hold securities on behalf of
another person who is not the registered holder but beneficial owner of that security. Similar
provisions are found in provincial legislation such as, for example, Alberta Business Corporations
Act, s.153 and Quebec’s Business Corporations Act, s.2. Corporate directors are not permitted under
the CBCA and provincial statutes. Nominee director arrangements in form of one natural person
formally acting as director on behalf of another person may, however, still exist. Nominees (whether
shareholders or directors) are not required to be licensed, or disclose their status, or to maintain
information on or disclose the identity of their nominator. However, under the PCMLFTR, legal
entities when opening a bank account, are required to provide details on the natural person that
owns or controls a legal entity, which would include the nominating shareholder or director. For
publicly listed companies, the risk of abuse of nominee shares is properly mitigated based on rigid
reporting obligations for change of shares in excess of 10%. In sum, for companies other than those
listed on the stock exchange, there are insufficient mechanisms in place to ensure that nominee
shareholders are not misused for ML or TF purposes.
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the follow-up that takes place with regards to each request, and keeps copies of all documents and
information provided in response to the request. When forwarding the relevant information to the
requesting agency, the IAG inquires with that agency, whether the request should be considered
fulfilled. The authorities stated that the information collected by IAG suggests that the assistance
received is generally adequate, although the result vary according to the particular component of
basic/beneficial ownership sought.

Weighting and Conclusion

Serious gaps remain under criterion 6 with respect to the availability of beneficial ownership
information for legal entities and partnerships.
Canada is partially compliant with R.24.
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Recommendation 25 – Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal arrangements
Canada was rated PC with former R.34 as the obligations to obtain, verify, and retain beneficial
ownership information was considered to be inadequate. Since then, changes have been introduced
to the PCMLTFR to strengthen FI obligations with regards to the identification and verification of
beneficial ownership information for legal arrangements (whether created in Canada or elsewhere).
In addition, the CRA’s power to disseminate tax information to LEAs have been enhanced, taxpayer
information can be shared at the discretion of the CRA if the CRA has reasonable grounds to believe
that the information will afford evidence of certain designated offenses, including ML under CC s.
462.31. However, it is not clear for how many of the millions of trusts estimated to exist under
Canadian law beneficial ownership information is available and access to such information is in any
case difficult to obtain as there is no requirement for trustees to be licensed or registered.
Canada allows for the establishment of common law trusts as well as civil law fiducie (in Quebec).
There is no general registration requirement for trusts, and trustees may but do not have to be
licensed individuals or entities under the PCMLTFA. No specific statutes regulate the operation of
foreign trusts in Canada, or require the registration of such foreign trusts.

Criterion 25.1— In the case of professional trustees, the customer due-diligence obligations vary
depending on the trustee’s profession: TCSPs are not subject to the general identification and
verification obligations under the PCMLTFA as outlined under R.22. The CDD obligations applied to
accountants have limitations as discussed in R.22. The requirements for lawyers are inoperative as a
result of a Supreme Court decision. Trustees other than professional trustees are not subject to any
statutory customer due diligence or record-keeping obligations.
Criterion 25.2— TCSPs are not covered under the scope of the PCMLFTR. Accountants are subject
to basic ongoing CDD measures that do not amount to a comprehensive obligation to obtain and take
reasonable measure to verify the identity of beneficial owners. Other trustees are not subject to
comprehensive CDD or record-keeping requirements, as indicated under criterion 1.
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Criterion 25.3— There is no obligation on trustees to disclose their status without being prompted,
but under the PCMLFTR, FIs are required to determine whether a customer is acting on behalf of
someone else, to establish the control and ownership structure of legal entities they are providing
services to, and to obtain the names and addresses of all trustees, known beneficiaries and settlors.

Criterion 25.4— There is no prohibition under Canadian law for trustees to provide trust-related
information to competent authorities, except in the case of lawyers where legal privilege may
prevent authorities from accessing such information.

Criterion 25.6— The authorities may exchange information on trusts with foreign counterparts
based on the procedures outlined under criteria 37.1 and 40.9, 40.11, and 40.17 to 40.19 and 11.
LEAs have wide powers to exchange information with foreign counterpart. FINTRAC as well as the
CRA may also share information with foreign counterparts as part of their respective functions.
Investigative measures to obtain beneficial ownership can be taken upon foreign request.

Criterion 25.7— Under the PCMLFTR, failure to comply with the identification, verification or
record-keeping requirements is subject to a range of criminal and administrative sanctions (see
write-up under R.35 for more details). Trustees other than accountants are not subject to the
AML/CFT framework. Violations of the principles of a trustees’ breach of fiduciary duties may give
rise to claims by the beneficiary and legal liability of the trustee based on these claims. However, in
the absence of a specific obligation to collect and maintain beneficial ownership or general trust
information there are also no sanctions available to authorities for a failure of the trustee to do so.
Criterion 25.8— For accountants, a the PCMLFTR sanctions may be applied by supervisory
authorities as discussed under criterion 27.4. For other trustees, however, no sanctions are in place
in the case of a failure to grant competent authorities timely access to trust related information.
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 25.5— Where there are suspicions of a crime, LEAs may deploy a wide range of
investigative measures to obtain, compel the production of, or seize relevant information from any
trustee, whether subject to the PCMLFTR or not. The extent to which the information available
would include beneficial ownership information and information on the trust assets is unclear, as
apart from the PCMLFTR, no legal requirements to maintain such information exist. Furthermore,
linking a specific FI or DNFBP with a legal entity or partnership subject to the investigation and
accessing beneficial ownership information may not be timely in all cases. With regards to FIs and
accountants and trust companies acting as trustees, LEAs may also obtain information available to
FINTRAC in its capacity as FIU through a request for voluntary information records. FINTRACs
powers to access such information are, however, limited as outlined under criterion 29.2. In
situations where a trust owes taxes and is required to file income tax returns, the CRA also has
access to certain trust information, including the name and type of the trust and certain financial
information on the trust. Information available to the CRA typically includes beneficiary, but not
beneficial ownership information. The CRA may share taxpayer information upon request by LEAs
either based on a court order or after criminal charges have been laid; or upon its own initiative if
the CRA has reasonable grounds to believe that the information will afford evidence of certain
designated offenses, including ML under CC, s462.31.
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Weighting and Conclusion:
Canada is non-compliant with R.25.

Recommendation 26 – Regulation and supervision of financial institutions
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In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated PC with former R.23 due to the exclusion from the AML/CFT
regime of certain sectors without proper risk assessments, an unequal level of supervision of
AML/CFT compliance, lack of a registration regime for MSBs and concerns around fit and proper
screening requirements. Canada made significant progress since then.

Criterion 26.1— FINTRAC is the AML/CFT supervisor for all REs subject to the PCMLTFA. It is
assisted in the regulation and supervision of FIs by other federal and provincial regulators that are
responsible for prudential and conduct supervision. However, ultimate responsibility for supervision
and sanctioning under the PCMLTFA remains with FINTRAC. It is estimated that 80% of Canada’s
financial sector market is controlled by FRFIs. FRFIs are under the supervision of OSFI and include
six large conglomerates (DSIBs) that hold a substantial share of the financial sector and other
financial entities such as banks, insurance companies, cooperative credit and retail associations,
trust companies and loan companies. OSFI’s powers are mandated under the OSFI Act and governing
legislation for the various financial sectors such as the Bank Act, Trust and Loan Companies Act,
Insurance Companies Act and Cooperative Credit Associations Act. Non-FRFIs (e.g. credit unions) are
regulated and supervised by provincial regulators under provincial statute.
AML/CFT supervisory functions are concentrated in FINTRAC and have not been delegated to
primary regulators in Canada. At the federal level, OSFI and FINTRAC concurrently assess FRFI’s for
compliance with AML/CFT compliance obligations and are moving to a joint examination process
(see further details below). At the provincial level, FINTRAC conducts AML/CFT supervision on nonFRFIs with the cooperation of other supervisors and has signed 17 MOUs with supervisors in
relation to non-FRFIs. FINTRAC is authorized to share information with primary regulators at
national and provincial levels relating to AML/CFT to monitor compliance with the PCMLTFA, and
such regulators are also authorized to share information with FINTRAC.

Market Entry

Criterion 26.2— Federal and provincial authorities are the primary regulators of FIs with
responsibility for prudential and conduct supervision including the licensing and registration of
market entrants. FINTRAC is responsible for the registration and supervision of MSBs (along with
AMF for MSBs operating in Quebec).
Market entry rules for FRFIs are set out in the relevant federal governing legislation and the process
is entirely under the control and direction of OSFI. The Minister of Finance is responsible for
approving Letters Patent creating domestic FRFIs, and for authorizing foreign banks and life
insurance companies to operate branches in Canada by means of Ministerial Orders. OSFI is
responsible for managing the process leading up to Ministerial actions. Authorized banking is
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regulated both at the federal and provincial levels and it is not possible for the process to permit the
creation or authorization of shell banks.
The following table sets out the licensing or registration requirements in Canada.
Reporting
Entities
Banks

128

Credit Unions
and caisses
populaires

Life Insurance
Companies

Licensed/Registered

Federal-OSFI

Licensed. Domestic
banks are created by
the Minister pursuant
to an incorporation
process discussed
below. Authorized
foreign banks receive
certificates to operate
by one or more
branches in Canada.
Same as domestic
banks

Bank Act

Registration

Legislation includes Credit Unions Act; Financial
Institutions Act; Credit Union Incorporation Act;
Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires Act; Deposit
Insurance Act;
An act respecting financial services cooperatives;
An Act respecting the Mouvement Desjardins
Insurance Companies Act
Legislation includes Insurance Act; Financial
Institutions Act; Insurance Companies Act;
Life Insurance Act; Registered Insurance Brokers
Act; An Act respecting insurance (Quebec);
An Act respecting the distribution of financial
products and services(Quebec); Saskatchewan
Insurance Act

Federal-OSFI
for
Cooperative
Retail
Associations;
ProvincialCooperative
Credit
Associations
Provincial
authorities

Federal-OSFI
Provincial
authorities

129

Licensed
Either licensed or
registered

Legislation

Cooperative Credit Associations Act

OSFI's oversight of Cooperative Credit Associations, commonly referred to as credit union centrals, is
limited and quite different from its oversight of banks and other FRFIs. Cooperative Credit Associations are
organized and operated based on cooperative principles. With the exception of the Credit Union Central of
Canada ('CUCC'), the Cooperative Credit Associations are provincially incorporated, and regulated and
supervised at the provincial level. The CUCC, which is federally incorporated, functions as the national trade
association for the Canadian credit union system and does not provide any financial services. Cooperative
Retail Associations are federally incorporated and supervised by OSFI in the same way as for banks and other
FRFIs.
129 Domestic life insurance companies under OSFI’s jurisdiction are created by the Minister pursuant to an
incorporation process discussed below. Authorized foreign life insurance companies only operation under the
federal legislation and receive Ministerial Orders permitting one or more branches in Canada.
128
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Cooperative
Credit and
Retail
Associations

Primary
Regulator
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Technical compliance Annex

Reporting
Entities
Life Insurance
Brokers and
Agents

Primary
Regulator

Licensed/Registered

Provincial
authorities

Licensed or registered

Trust and
Loan
Companies

Federal-OSFI
Provincial
authorities

Licensed

Investment
Dealers

IIROC
Provincial
authorities

Registration
Licensed (Northwest
Territories) or
registered

Mutual Fund
Dealers

Mutual Funds
Dealers
Association
Provincial
authorities

Registered
Licensed (Northwest
Territories) or
registered

Investment
Counsel and
Portfolio
Management
Firms
Other
securities
firms

Provincial
authorities

Licensed (Northwest
Territories) or
registered

Provincial
authorities

Licensed (Northwest
Territories) or
registered

Money
Service
Businesses

FINTRAC
Autorité des
marchés
financiers
(Québec)

Registration
Licensed

Licensed or registered

Legislation
Legislation includes Insurance Act; Financial
Institutions Act; Insurance Companies Act;
Life Insurance Act; Registered Insurance Brokers
Act; Saskatchewan Insurance Act; An Act
respecting insurance (Quebec);
An Act respecting the distribution of financial
products and services (Quebec)
Trust and Loan Companies Act
Legislation includes Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Financial Institutions Act; Corporations Act;
Trust and Loan Companies Act; Trust and Loan
Companies Act; Deposit Insurance Act;
An act respecting trust companies and savings
companies (Quebec)
IIROC Dealer Member Rules
Legislation includes Securities Act;
Commodity Futures Act;
An Act pertaining to financial products and
services (Quebec);
Derivatives Act;
MFDA Rules
Legislation includes Securities Act;
Commodity Futures Act;
An Act pertaining to financial products and
services (Quebec);
Derivatives Act;
Legislation includes Securities Act;
Commodity Futures Act;
An Act pertaining to financial products and
services (Quebec);
Derivatives Act;
Legislation includes Securities Act;
Commodity Futures Act;
An Act pertaining to financial products and
services (Quebec);
Derivatives Act;
PCMLTFA and PCMLTF Registration Regulations
Money-Services Business Act

Criterion 26.3— Federal and provincial regulators are responsible for carrying out fit-and-proper
tests on persons concerned in the management or ownership of FIs in Canada. The measures are
used to prevent criminals or their associates from holding a significant or controlling interest in an
FI in Canada.
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OSFI conducts fit-and-proper tests on FRFIs at the application stage to assess the fit-and-proper
status of applicants, their principals (beneficial owners), senior management and Boards of
Directors. Fit-and-proper tests are conducted under the Bank Act (ss.27, 526 and 675), Trust and
Loan Companies Act (s.26), Cooperative Credit Associations Act (s.27) and Insurance Companies Act
(ss.27 and 712). OSFI requires that applicants provide details of whether applicants have been the
subject of any criminal proceedings or administrative sanction and it conducts security screening.

Persons and entities operating and controlling MSBs are required to register with FINTRAC under
the PCMLTF Registration Regulations. FINTRAC conducts criminal record checks when assessing
applications for registration as MSBs and it can refuse or revoke registrations where a person has
been convicted of certain criminal offenses.
Provincial regulators apply fit-and-proper controls to assess the suitability of persons who control,
own or are beneficial owners of provincially regulated FIs. General fit-and-proper requirements
apply in the securities and insurance sectors. For example, the Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization of Canada (IIROC) evaluates whether an individual appears to be “fit and proper” for
approval/registration and /or whether the individual’s approval is otherwise not in the public
interest. Included in the criteria are the evaluation of an individual’s integrity and criminal record.
Provincial securities regulators apply similar criteria. In addition, MSBs located in Quebec are
subjected to a “fit-and-proper” test by the Autorité des marches financiers (AMF) under the Money
Services Business Act (Quebec).
Provincial regulators have not adopted fitness and probity requirements for persons owning or
controlling financial entities after market entry to the same extent as what is achieved at federal
level.

Risk-Based Approach to Supervision and Monitoring

Criterion 26.4— OSFI and provincial regulators are responsible for prudential and conduct
supervision of Core Principle institutions in Canada under the OSFI Act, provincial legislation and
other governing legislation. OSFI applies an AML/CFT assessment program as part of the Core
Principles-based prudential supervision of FRFIs. All FRFIs are supervised by OSFI on a consolidated
130

OSFI issued an Advisory on Changes to the Membership of the Board or Senior Management.
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OSFI has the authority to apply fit-and-proper tests during the lifetime of a FRFI but only applies this
authority directly to changes of ownership and/or shareholding. To address changes in directors or
senior managers, OSFI has issued Guideline E-17 “Background Checks on Directors and Senior
Managers of Federally Regulated Entities” in that regard. These requirements are applied
throughout the life of FRFIs. After an FRFI is licensed, fit-and-proper testing on new senior officers
and Directors is conducted by the FRFI rather than by the regulator. However, OSFI continues to
apply fit-and-proper checks on new shareholders. OSFI assesses FRFIs’ compliance with the
Guideline and has issued prudential findings on background checks conducted by FRFIs on
responsible persons. Since 2014, FRFIs are required to notify OSFI of plans to appoint or replace
senior managers or directors. 130
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or group basis, as required by the Core Principles. Canada underwent an IMF FSAP in 2013 and OSFI
was found to comply with the implementation of the Core Principles in the banking and insurance
sectors and was rated LC.

Technical compliance Annex

FINTRAC is responsible for the supervision of all REs for AML/CFT compliance under the PCMLTFA,
including Core Principles institutions supervised by OSFI and provincial prudential regulators. OSFI
and FINTRAC have a coordinated approach to supervision of Core Principles institutions that are
FRFIs. FINTRAC consults and coordinates with other federal and provincial prudential supervisors
and has signed 17 MOUs with regulators to exchange compliance related information.

Both OSFI and provincial regulators adopt a risk-based approach to identify firms that have a higher
risk of AML/CFT activities. In 2013, OSFI and FINTRAC adopted a concurrent approach to conduct
AML/CFT examinations in the FRFI sector. Non-Core Principles institutions are supervised by
FINTRAC for compliance with the PCMLTFA. FINTRAC also receives information from provincial
regulators arising from their prudential/conduct supervisory activities that may be relevant to
AML/CFT compliance. MSBs are registered and supervised by FINTRAC (and AMF in Quebec) for
compliance with the PCMLTFA.
Criterion 26.5— AML/CFT supervision is conducted in Canada on a risk-sensitive basis. A shorter
version of the NRA identifying the inherent ML/TF risks in Canada has recently been published and
the findings are being incorporated into supervisors’ compliance activities. Supervisors have their
own operational risk assessment models and they use a range of programs, activities and tools to
supervise and monitor compliance with AML/CFT requirements. There has been an increase in the
frequency and intensity of on-site and offsite supervision of FIs in recent years. There has also been
an increase in resources at FINTRAC to carry out compliance activities since the last MER.
FINTRAC has developed an AML/CFT Supervisory Program that is risk-based to ensure that REs are
complying with their obligations under the PCMLTFA. It uses an enhanced risk-assessment model to
assign risk ratings to REs that allows the allocation of resources according to higher-risk areas. Its
risk model relies on information such as media information, ML/TF intelligence, financial transaction
reporting behaviour, information received from law enforcement and regulatory partners that have
MOUs with FINTRAC. It is updated regularly using information it collects through intelligence and
examinations and is adjusted following on-site and off-site examinations. The risk assessment
carried out on FRFIs is done in collaboration with OSFI.
FINTRAC’s Supervisory Program is influenced and guided by a number of factors including the risk
rating of the RE using the enhanced risk-assessment model and using other tools such as the
examination selection strategy. FINTRAC focuses its supervisory activities on a risk-based approach
using higher-intensity activities for higher-risk REs and using other lower-intensity activities for
medium- and lower-risk entities. FINTRAC’s primary tool to supervise for AML/CFT compliance is its
examinations strategy that is well developed. The examination strategy developed by FINTRAC
prioritized activities aimed at REs that have been found to be non-compliant previously and those
with high-risk ratings. It also focuses on key industry players with large market shares, which are
examined regularly, given the inherent risks that are associated with their size and respective
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business models and the consequences of non-compliance. FINTRAC also has a range of offsite
mechanisms to conduct supervision of FIs including compliance assessment reports (CAR), deskbased reviews, monitoring of financial transactions, observation letters, compliance enforcement
meetings, IT tools, voluntary self-disclosures of non-compliance and other awareness/assistance
tools. CARs are used to segment REs within a sector, with results being used to initiate desk and onsite exams.

FINTRAC and OSFI have agreed a concurrent approach to AML/CFT supervision of FRFIs allowing
for concurrent examinations in addition to individual examinations that both supervisors can
conduct of FRFIs. Both OSFI and FINTRAC exchange information that is relevant to FRFI’s
compliance with AML/CFT obligations. FINTRAC and provincial regulators also exchange
information and FINTRAC can conduct AML/CFT follow-up activities with provincially regulated REs
when AML/CFT issues are reported to it. Other supervisors also adopt risk assessments and
supervision that are related to AML/CFT. For example, IIROC uses a risk assessment model for
IIROC-regulated firms to determine priority focus and can apply an AML examination module by
IIROC that is judged to present an AML/CFT risk. The primary responsibility for AML/CFT
supervision remains with FINTRAC and any supervisory activity conducted by other supervisors’
supplements, but does not replace, FINTRAC’s responsibility to ensure compliance with the
PCMLTFA and Regulations made thereunder.
Criterion 26.6— FINTRAC reviews its risk model on an ongoing basis and recently reviewed its
sectoral analysis. FINTRAC also reviews its understanding of ML/TF risks for individual REs through
reviewing the institution’s compliance history, reporting behaviour and risk factors. In its ongoing
review of the risk assessment, FINTRAC regularly monitors and assesses actionable intelligence,
ML/TF risks and trigger events. OSFI reviews its AML/CFT risk profiles of FRFIs periodically. Risk
assessments are applied to DSIBs on a continuous basis, reflecting their dominance of the FRFI
sector and their very high-risk level. On-site assessments of DSIBs are conducted on a regular basis
and DSIBs may be subject to more intensive supervision (staging) where deficiencies have been
identified. The review of the risk profiling of other high-risk FRFIs is updated at less frequent
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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OSFI applies a risk-based approach to AML/CFT supervision. It has an AML/CFT risk assessment
separate from its prudential risk assessment model for FRFIs and directs its assessment program at
Canada’s largest banks and insurance companies and other FRFIs considered at highest risk of ML
and TF. OSFI’s risk assessment methodology focuses on the vulnerabilities of FRFIs to ML and TF,
looking at factors such as size, geographical spread, products, services and distribution channels and
quality of risk management generally. It assigns a risk profile on each institution considering the risk
factors and the quality of its risk management. OSFI’s risk assessment results in a classification of
FRFIs into categories of high, medium and low risk based on a combination of inherent risk, coupled
with broader prudential views on the quality of risk management. OSFI supervises FRFIs on a groupwide basis and it conducts examinations of FRFI’s on a cyclical basis depending on an FRFI’s risk
ratings and when information is received from prudential supervisors and other regulators including
FINTRAC. OSFI also monitors major events or developments impacting the management or
operations of FRFIs that informs both the content of AML/CFT assessments and also the assessment
planning cycle.
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intervals, due to their less complex risk profiles. Provincial regulators are also kept apprised of
ML/TF risks by FINTRAC and through the recently published NRA.

Weighting and Conclusion

Further fitness and probity controls are required.

Canada is largely compliant with R.26.

Recommendation 27 – Powers of supervisors

Technical compliance Annex

In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with these requirements, notably because FINTRAC had no
power to impose AMPs on REs. This has been remedied in December 2008.

Criterion 27.1— FINTRAC has authority to ensure compliance by all REs with parts 1 and 1.1 of the
PCMLTFA (s.40). OSFI and provincial supervisors also have supervisory powers over REs under their
own supervisory remit under federal and provincial legislation: e.g. the OSFI Act indicates the
Superintendent’s powers and duties in relation to the Bank Act, Trust and Loan Companies Act, the
Cooperative Credit Associations Act and the Insurance Companies Act and the supervisory powers of
the Superintendent are uniform under these Acts.

Criterion 27.2— FINTRAC has the authority to conduct inspections of FIs under the PCMLTFA. It
can carry out on-site examinations of REs under PCMLTFA, s.62(1). Such examinations can be
routine (with notice) but FINTRAC also has the authority to conduct unannounced examinations of
REs under the PCMLTFA. OSFI has no mandate under PCMLTFA, but it supervises FRFIs under the
OSFI Act and FRFIs’ governing legislation (e.g. Bank Act) to determine whether they are in sound
financial condition, are managed safely and are complying with their governing statute law. IIROC
and provincial regulators conduct audits of registered firms to ensure compliance with Canadian
securities laws.

Criterion 27.3— FINTRAC is authorized under the PCMLTFA to compel production of any
information relevant to monitoring compliance with AML/ATF requirements. It can enter any
premises (except a dwelling house) to access any document, computer system and to reproduce any
document “at any reasonable time” (PCMLTFA, ss.62(1) and (2)). FINTRAC also has the authority to
require REs to provide any information that FINTRAC needs for compliance purposes (s.62). There is
a 30-day period given to deliver the information (PCMLTFR, s.70). OSFI has general powers to
compel information from REs under OSFI Act, s.6 and federal governing legislation. While not
mandated under the PCMLTFA, other regulators have the power to compel information under
provincial or governing legislation to protect the public and market integrity. FINTRAC can exchange
information on compliance with Parts 1 and 1.1 of the PCMLTFA with federal and provincial agencies
that regulate entities.

Criterion 27.4— FINTRAC and OSFI have a range of supervisory tools to sanction REs for noncompliance. These tools include supervisory letters, action plans for FRFIs, staging by OSFI,
compliance agreements, revocation of registration of MSBs by FINTRAC, revocation of FRFIs’
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licenses by the AG of Canada 131 and criminal penalties. The PCMLTFA AMP Regulations provide
FINTRAC with the power to apply AMPs to any FI and DNFBPs subject to the AML/CTF regime for
non-compliance with the PCMLTFA. Provincial regulators, IIROC and MFDA have the power under
their own governing legislation to conduct investigations and undertake enforcement action where
necessary to protect the public and market integrity. They have the power to restrict, suspend and
cancel registration. Further information is provided under the analysis of R.35.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.27.

Recommendation 28 – Regulation and supervision of DNFBPs

Casinos

Criterion 28.1— a) Gambling activities are illegal in Canada, except if conducted and managed by
the province or pursuant to a license issued by the province on the basis of CC, ss.207(1)(a) to (g),
and three different models are in place (charity, commercial casinos, First Nation casinos, as
described in the 2008 MER pages 214–215). Internet gambling are not subject to AML/CFT
obligations, as the amendment to the definition of casino under PCMLTFA 132 is not yet into force, as
well as ship-based casinos (the latter is a very minor issue, considering that, according to the
authorities, no Canadian cruise ship are currently being operated, and lottery schemes cannot be
operated within 5 nautical miles of the Canadian shore). Several provinces have introduced internet
gambling (British Columbia, Quebec, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
and Newfoundland). Under the provincial legislation, also lottery schemes performed through
Internet are required to be licensed.

b) All provinces and territories have regulation on terms and conditions for obtaining the license and
a regulatory authority empowered to administer the relevant provincial legislation. Due-diligence
requirements of the applicants (casino operator, key persons associated with the applicants and
executive members) are part of the licensing process, where financial, business information,
information referring to criminal proceedings, and reputational elements are required and subject to
a review conducted by the competent provincial regulatory authorities. The licensing provisions
make reference to due-diligence procedure related to an extensive notion of “associates” of the
applicant, and when the applicant is a company or a partnership controls are extended to partners,
directors, as well as to any subject who directly or indirectly control the applicant or has a beneficial
131

This authority is subject to a number of conditions as set out in federal governing legislation.

132

In particular, PCMLTFA, Section 5, k, (i).
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In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated NC with these requirements (pages 229–243) notably because of
deficiencies in the scope of the DNFBPs covered and not subject to FINTRAC supervision, and the
sanction regime and resources available to FINTRAC were considered inadequate. Since then, the
scope of DNFBPs under the supervision of FINTRAC has been extended to BC Notaries and DPMS,
and FINTRAC was granted the power to impose sanctions under the PCMLTF AMP Regulations.
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interest in the applicant. Notice of changes in directors, officers, associated of the registrants are
submitted to the approval of the competent regulatory authority. Notification of charges and
convictions of the licensee, as well as of its officers, shareholders, owners are required. In respect of
charities that require a license to conduct casino events eligibility requirements must be met both
where a charitable model has been adopted 133 and where a corporation model is in place. 134
Charitable events may be licensed also by First Nations Authority under the agreement with the
relevant provincial legislator (Manitoba, Saskatchewan), 135 where the authority to issue license to
charitable gaming has been delegated by the competent provincial authorities in favour of First
Nations commissions. Under the Agreements (Part 10.1) the parties agree that the terms and
conditions that apply to licenses off and on reserve are essentially the same. Audits are performed in
order to ensure that the operators comply with the terms and conditions of the license.

Technical compliance Annex

Under the relevant provincial legislation, the same provisions apply also to lottery schemes
performed through Internet.

The table below summarizes the list of casino’s regulators identified under the provincial gaming
legislation and the relevant legislation. Licensing authorities do not have express AML/CFT
responsibility to qualify as competent authorities.
Province

Regulator

Provincial Legislation

Alberta

Alberta Gaming &Liquor Commission

Gaming and Liquor Act

British Columbia
Manitoba

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba
First Nations Gaming Commissions at reserve
charitable gaming within the municipality or
on reserve
Gaming Control Branch-Department of Public
Safety
Nova Scotia Alcohol and Gaming Division

Gaming Control Act
Liquor and Gaming Control Act

New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Act

Pursuant to Section 20.(1) of the Gaming and Liquor Regulation in Alberta charitable or religious
organisation in order to qualify for the license must satisfy the board that the proceeds generated from the
gaming activities must be used for charitable and religious activities. In this context, the volunteers of charities
are allowed to work in key positions at the casino events only if licensed, thus being subject to criminal record
checks. The Commission must ensure that the licensed organisation comply with the relevant legislation.
134 Where Lottery Corporations are empowered to conduct and manage gaming on behalf of the provincial
government, group or organization can be licensed to hold a gaming event by the competent regulator. In
British Columbia background investigations may be conducted also in respect of the eligible organisation, its
directors, officers employees or associated (Section 80 (1) (g) (vi) of the Gaming Control Act. Audit of the
licensee are performed conducted by the Charitable Gaming Audit Team of the Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch.
135 In Saskatchewan the Provincial regulatory authority, SLGA, owns and manage the slot machines at six
casinos operated by the Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority, a non-profit corporation licensed by SLGA,
while the Indigenous Gaming Regulator has a delegated authority under 207 (1) (b) of the CC to issue
charitable gaming licenses on designated reserves.
133
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Province

Regulator

Ontario

Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario

Quebec

Régie des alcools des courses et des jeux

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority
IGR responsible for licensing and regulating
charitable gaming on First Nations, operating
through a Licensing Agreement with SLGA
(2007).
Professional Licensing & Regulatory Affairs
Branch

Yukon
Newfoundland
and Labrador

Northwest
territories
Nunavut

Gaming Control Act
Alcohol and Gaming Regulation and
Public Protection Act
Act Respecting Lotteries, Publicity
Contest and Amusement Machines
An Act respecting the Société des
lotteries du Québec.
The Alcohol and Gaming Regulation
Act

Lottery Licensing Act Sec 2 (Eligibility)
and Sec 10 (Regulations) of the Lottery
Licensing Act
Lottery schemes-General rules

Lotteries Commission Act

Lotteries Act
Lottery Regulations
The Lotteries Act and Regulations

c)
FINTRAC is the only competent supervisory authority for compliance of casinos with
AML/CFT requirements. It has signed the MOUs with the following regulators: Alcohol and Gaming
Commission of Ontario (AGCO); British Columbia Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB);
Alcohol and Gaming Division of Service Nova Scotia; Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority
(SLGA). Online gambling is not covered by the definition of casino currently into force under
PCMLTFA.

DNFBPs Other than Casinos

Criterion 28.2— FINTRAC is the designated competent authority under PCMLTFA and PCMLTFR for
the AML/CFT supervision of all DNFBPs. FINTRAC supervises 26,000 DNFBPs in total, including
casinos (discussed under 28.1), trust and loan companies, accountants, dealers in precious metals
and stones, BC Notaries, and real estate agents and developers. As described under R.22 lawyers and
Quebec notaries, trust and company service providers that are not included among the trust and loan
companies are not monitored for AML/CFT purposes.
Criterion 28.3— All the categories of DNFBPs that fall into the scope of AML/CFT regime are
monitored by FINTRAC for compliance with AML/CFT requirements. Apart from real estate dealers
under certain condition, the AML requirements have not been extended to other categories in
addition to those provided for in the FATF standards.
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Prince Edward
Island

Department of Government Services and
Lands, Trades Practices and Licensing Division
(no specific provisions)
PEI Lotteries Commission /Department of
Community and Cultural Affairs for casinos
charities
Consumer Affairs, Department of Municipal
and Community Affairs
Department of Community and Government
Services

Provincial Legislation
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Criterion 28.4— a) FINTRAC powers to monitor and ensure compliance are the same for FIs and
DNFBPs (PCMLTFA s. 62). For details, see R.27.

b)
The powers to prevent criminals or their associates from being accredited, or from owning,
controlling or managing a DNFBPs other than casinos are more limited. No specific measure is in
place for DPMS. Referring to accountants the current process of creating a unified new professional
designation, the Chartered Professional Accountant, replacing the former three (Chartered
Accountants, Certified General Accountants and Certified Management Accountants), is at different
stages in the various provinces. The provincial associations are in charge of ensuring high
professional standards also through investigation of complaints and enforcement actions. In the
admission to membership disclosure of investigations and disciplinary proceedings is required and
consent must be provided permitting the Registrar to access the relevant information. 136 Members
are also required to promptly inform CPA after having being convicted of criminal offenses. 137
Allegations for a wide set of crimes, included ML, financial frauds, TF, entail a rebuttable
presumption of failing to maintain good reputation of the profession. 138 Accounting firms
(partnerships, limited liability partnerships and professional corporations) are required to disclose
investigations involving any partners 139 or shareholders and consent shall be provided permitting
the Registrar to access information regarding such investigation. Any change in partners,
shareholder must be notified and failure to provide such disclosure are considered breach of
memberships obligations. Regarding BC Notaries, under the Notaries Act of BC, the Society of
Notaries Public of BC is empowered to maintain standards of professional conduct. The procedure
for the enrolment include screening procedure conducted by the Credentials Committee of the
Society, where consent for disclosure of criminal records information in favour of the RCMP must be
provided. Under the Notary Act also Notary Corporation (Notary Act, ss.57 and 58(f) of ) are subject
to a permit and the procedure imply controls on the voting shares members (that must be members
of the Society in good standing, thus having passed the screening procedures described above
related to disclosure of criminal records) as well as the non-voting members (who can be only
members of the Society or relatives). The Society is empowered to impose fines, as well as take
disciplinary action and revoke the permits (Notary Act, s.35). In respect of real estate agents, as
shown in the attached each province has suitability requirements for licensee that apply as
individual, 140 which in most cases entail the provision of Certified Criminal Records Checks.
Nevertheless, in some cases the relevant provisions make reference both as a condition of refusal to
issuing and to suspending or cancelling a license to the notion of “public interest,” 141 which, despite
the authorities, consider broad to include a large number of factors, seems to be too vague and left to
the discretion of the competent regulatory authorities. The integrity requirements in respect of
Section 2 of Reg. 4-1 of CPA Ontario.
Rule 102. 1 of the Rules of professional conduct CPA Ontario.
138 Rule 201.2 of 1 of the Rules of professional conduct CPA Ontario.
139 Regulations 4-6, Section 11, CPA Ontario.
140 No specific integrity requirement under the Real Estate Agents Licensing Act. The convictions of offenses
against the CC shall be related to qualifications, functions or duties of the agent/sales persons (Section 18, (k)
and are cause for suspension or cancellation of license.
141 Manitoba, Section 11(1) of the Real Estate Brokers Act, New Brunswick, Section 10 (2) of the Real Estate
Act; Prince Edward Islands, Section 4 (3) of the Real Estate Trading Act.
136
137
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corporations and partnerships are not always expressly extended to partners, directors, officers. 142
Not always changes in the directors, officers, shareholders, partners must be notified to the
competent provincial Authority. 143 Furthermore, the relevant legislation is essentially orientated in a
perspective of consumer’s protection so that in some cases the condition for refusal of the license are
previous convictions of indictable offense “broker-related,” 144 as well as the notification of licensee
makes reference to convictions involving a limited set of offenses. 145 Moreover, as the presence of
criminal records is not necessarily a bar to registration, a case-by-case approach is taken by the
regulatory authority. Provincial legislation establishes an express exemption regime in favour of
lawyers, trust companies 146 and in some cases accountants from the requirement for license in
respect of real estate services provided in the course of their practice.
DNFBPS Category

Real Estate
Alberta

New Brunswick

Newfoundland and
Labrador
Manitoba

Nova Scotia
Ontario

Regulatory Authority
Real Estate Council of
Alberta

Real Estate Council of
British Columbia
New Brunswick Financial
and Consumer Services
Commission Division
The Financial Service
Regulation Division
Manitoba Securities
Commission for licensing
Nova Scotia Real Estate
Commission
Real Estate Council of
Ontario

Relevant Legislation

Provincial Legislation
Real Estate Act, in
particular Part 2, s. 17,
Real estate Act Rules (20
(1) for individuals, ss 30
and 34 for real estate
brokerage.
s. 10.3 of Real Estate
Regulations
Real Estate Services Act
ss 3 (1) and 10
New Brunswick Real Estate
Act ss 3 and 4.2
Real Estate Trading Act, s.
7
The Real Estate Brokers
Act and The Mortgage
Brokers Act
Real Estate Trading Act
ss.4, 12
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act
s. 9.1, 10 (19)

Market Entry Safeguards

All the provinces have suitability
requirements for licensee that
apply as individual. The integrity
requirements in respect of
corporations and partnerships
are not always expressly
extended to partners, directors,
officers. Not always changes in
the directors, officers,
shareholders, partners must be
notified to the competent
provincial Authority

In Saskatchewan, for example, under Section 26.1 (b) of the Real Estate Act the integrity requirements are
limited to officers and directors. The same requirement is established in Nova Scotia under 12 (1) (b) of the
Real Estate Trading Act.
143 Only change in officials and partners in New Brunswick, Section 15 (1) (b) and (c) of Real Estate Act
partners in Prince Edward Island Section 14 of Real Estate Trading Act.
144 Quebec, Section 37 of the Real Estate Brokerage Act.
145 New Brunswick, Section 15 (2) of the Real Estate Act (frauds, theft or misrepresentation).
146 See, for example in British Columbia, Real Estate Service Act, Section 3, (3) lett. e) and f) the exemption
regime in favour of FI that has a trust business authorization under the Financial Institutions Act and
practicing lawyers.
142
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British Columbia

Designated Competent
Authority

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

DNFBPS Category

Designated Competent
Authority

Relevant Legislation

Prince Edward Island

Office of the Attorney
General, Consumer and
Corporate and Insurance
Services
Organisme
d’autoréglementation du
courtage immobilier du
Québec
Real Estate Commission

Real Estate Trading Act,
ss.4 (3), 8 (2) b); 14

Quebec

Saskatchewan
Yukon Territories
Northwest Territories

Technical compliance Annex

Nunavut

Professional Licensing
and Regulatory Affairs
Municipal and
Community AffairsSuperintendent of Real
Estate
Consumer Affairs

Accountants and
Accounting Firms

Chartered Professional
Accountant, the Certified
Management
Accountant, the Certified
General Accountant and
provincial associations

DPMS

No designated
competent authority
The Society of Notaries
Public

BC Notaries

Market Entry Safeguards

Loi sur le courtage
immobilier
ss.4, 6, 37
The Real Estate Act
s. 18 (1) and 26 (1)
Real Estate Agents Act,
ss.6, 7
Real Estate Agents
Licensing Act, ss.2, 1; 8 (1);
18
Real Estate Agents
Licensing Act
conducts (as),

the Notary Act

As regards admission to
Membership see, for example,
Certified Management
Accountants of Ontario
(Regulation 4-1); CMA
Regulations of Alberta (s. 2 (2),
where it is stated that each
applicant for registration shall
provide evidence on conviction
of a criminal offense.
No measure in place
The procedure for the enrolment
include screening procedure
conducted by the Credentials
Committee of the Society, where
consent for disclosure of criminal
records information in favour of
the RCMP.
Notary Corporation (ss 57 and 58
f the Notary Act) are subject to a
permit and the procedure imply
controls on the voting shares
members (that must be in good
standing) as well as the nonvoting members (who can be
only members of the Society or
relatives)
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c)
There are civil and criminal sanctions 147 available for failure to comply with AML/CFT
obligations for DNFBPs as described under R.35, as well as the public notice of AMPs imposed. The
AMP regime allows administrative sanctions to be applied to REs although the maximum threshold
raises doubts about the dissuasiveness and/or proportionality of sanctions for serious violations or
repeat offenders. However, there is a range of measures available to supervisors to ensure
compliance that are both proportionate and dissuasive.

All DNFBPs

Criterion 28.5— FINTRAC has further developed its risk model that lead to a risk classification (low,
medium, high) of activity sectors and entities and the frequency and intensity of supervision is a
function of FINTRAC’s risk assessment. FINTRAC has started to integrate the results of inherent NRA
for 2015/2016. The risk model takes into account numerous sources of information in order to
assess the risk factor of specific REs. Further details on how the risk profile affects the scope and
frequency of controls are provided under IO.3.

Weighting and Conclusion

Canada is partially compliant with R.28.

Recommendation 29 - Financial intelligence units
In its third MER, Canada was rated PC with former R.26 (see paragraphs 364–418) notably due to
the fact that the FIU (i) had insufficient access to intelligence information from administrative and
other authorities, and (ii) was not allowed to gather additional information from REs. The first
deficiency has since been addressed. The FATF standard was strengthened by new requirements
which focus on the FIU’s strategic and operational analysis functions, and the FIU’s powers to
disseminate information upon request and request additional information from REs.

Criterion 29.1— In 2000, Canada established an administrative FIU—Financial Transactions and
Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC), which is a national centre for receiving, analysing and
disseminating information in order to assist in the detection, prevention, and deterrence of ML,
associated predicate offenses and TF activities: PCMLTFA, s.40. The definition of an ML offense

147

Sections 73.1 to 73.24 of PCMLTFA.
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AML/CFT obligations are inoperative for legal counsels, legal firms and Quebec notaries. Online
gambling, ship-based casinos, trust and company service providers that are not included among the
trust and loan companies are not subject to AML/CFT obligations and not monitored for AML/CFT
purposes. The entry standards and fit-and-proper requirements are absent in DPMS and TCSPs,
while for the real estate brokerage they are not in line with the standards. Taking into account the
deficiencies identified in the scope of DNFBPs and subsequent coverage of AML/CFT supervision and
in the fit-and-proper requirements for DPMS, TCSPs and for the real estate brokerage

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

under the PCMLTFA is based on the definition of the offenses established in the CC, which includes
information related to associated predicate offense. 148

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 29.2— FINTRAC serves as a national agency authorized to receive STRs and other
systematic reporting required by the PCMLTFA or the PCMLTF regulations, including Terrorist
Property Reports, Large Cash Transaction Reports (of CAD 10 000 or more), SWIFT and Non-SWIFT
Electronic Funds Transfer Reports (of CAD 10 000 or more), Casino Disbursement Reports (of
CAD 10 000 or more), physical cross-border currency or monetary instruments reports and seizures
reports and any financial transaction, or any financial transaction specified in PCMLTFA. In addition,
FINTRAC is authorized to receive voluntary information records (VIRs), i.e. information provided
voluntarily by LEAs 149 or government institutions or agencies, any foreign agency that has powers
and duties similar to those of the Centre (i.e. FINTRAC), or by the public about suspicions of ML or TF
activities. 150

Criterion 29.3— a) FINTRAC may request the person or entity that filed a STR to correct or
complete its report when there are quality issues such as errors or missing information, but not in
other instances where this would be needed to perform its functions properly. According to the
authorities, Canada’s constitutional framework prohibits FINTRAC from requesting additional
information from REs. This deficiency was highlighted in Canada’s Third MER, and Canada’s Sixth
Follow-up Report concluded that, despite the information-sharing mechanism put in place by
FINTRAC since its last evaluation, the deficiency has not been adequately addressed.
b) PCMLTFA, ss.54 (1) (a) to (c), states that FINTRAC may collect information stored in a database
maintained, for purposes related to law enforcement or national security, by the federal government,
a provincial government, the government of a foreign state or an international organization, if an
agreement to collect such information has been concluded. FINTRAC has direct or indirect access to
a wide range of law enforcement information, as the Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC), the
Public Safety Portal (PSP), CBSA’s cross-border currency reports and seizure reports databases,
RCMP’s National Security systems and Sûreté du Québec’s criminal information and the Canada Antifraud Centre of the RCMP databases, as well as to the CSIS database. However, FINTRAC still has
insufficient access to the information collected and/or maintained by–or on behalf of–administrative
and other authorities, such as CRA databases.
Criterion 29.4— a) FINTRAC must analyse and assess the reports and information received and/or
collected under PCMLTFA, ss.54(1)(a) and (b), namely, STRs, Large Cash Transaction Reports,
Electronic Funds Transfer Reports, Casino Disbursement Reports, physical cross-border currency or
monetary instruments reports and seizures reports, information provided voluntarily by LEAs and
See subsection 462.31(1) of the criminal code where “designated offence” means “a primary designated
offence or a secondary designated offence” under section 487.04 of the CC.
149 FINTRAC receives information provided voluntarily by CSIS, CBSA, CRA–Criminal Investigation Directorate–
and the RCMP, as well as provincial and municipal police.
150 VIRs are the mechanism used by LEAs and other partners of FINTRAC to send information to and advise
FINTRAC of investigative priorities without creating an obligation on FINTRAC to respond so as to respect the
principle of independence of the FIU. The majority of VIRs that FINTRAC receives focus on priority
investigations. VIRs are often the starting point of FINTRAC’s analysis (however, FINTRAC always maintains its
ability to proactively develop cases).
148
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other regime partners (i.e. the VIRs), queries from, foreign FIUs, as well as information collected
from several databases or open source information (s. 54(1) (c) PCMLTFA).

b) FINTRAC is also required to conduct research into trends and developments in the area of ML and
TF activities and to undertake strategic analysis (s. 58(1)(b) PCMLTFA). It does so by leveraging a
range of open and classified sources of information. It publishes Typologies and Trends Reports 151
on a broad array of issues. From 2010 to 2015, it produced 62 strategic intelligence and research
products, which identify ML/TF methods and techniques used by listed terrorist groups and criminal
networks, emerging technologies, as well as vulnerabilities in different sectors (both covered and
non-covered by the PCMLTFA). These reports provide feedback to REs, respond to Canada’s
intelligence priorities and build the evidence base for new policy development. FINTRAC has also
participated to the working out of Canada’s first formal NRA.

Criterion 29.6— Information held by FINTRAC is securely protected and is disseminated in
accordance with the PCMLTFA (s.40(c)). FINTRAC has internal procedures (FINTRAC’s Privacy
framework) governing the security and confidentiality of information, the respect of the
confidentiality and security rules by its staff members and limiting access to information, including
access to the IT system, to those who have a need to know in order to effectively perform their
duties.

Criterion 29.7— FINTRAC was established as an independent agency that acts at arm’s length and is
independent from LEAs and other entities to which it is authorized to disclose information under
ss.55(3), 55.1(1) or 56.1(1) or (2) (PCMLTFA, s.40(a)).
Mass Marketing Fraud: Money Laundering Methods and Techniques (January 2015), Money laundering
trends and typologies in the Canadian securities sector (April 2013), Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing Trends in FINTRAC Cases Disclosed Between 2007 and 2011 (April 2012), Trends in Canadian
Suspicious Transaction Reporting (STR) (April and October 2011), Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
(ML/TF) Typologies and Trends for Canadian Money Services Businesses (July 2010), Money Laundering
Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos (November 2009), Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
Typologies and Trends in Canadian Banking (May 2009).
152 The terms “designated information” cover a range of information, including the name and criminal records
of a person or entity involved in the reported transaction, the amounts involved, etc.
153 The appropriate police force means the police force that has jurisdiction in relation to the ML offense. This
includes federal, provincial and municipal police forces, as they receive their power from the province.
151
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Criterion 29.5— FINTRAC is able to disseminate “designated information,” 152 either spontaneously
or in response to a VIR, to the appropriate police force, 153 the CRA, CBSA, Communications Security
Establishment, Provincial Securities Regulators (as of 23 June 2015) and CSIS, through secure and
protected channels (ss.55(3)(a) to (g) and 55.1(1)(a) to (d) PCMLTA). It is also able to disseminate
information upon request to LEAs with a court order issued in the course of court proceedings in
respect of an ML, TF, or another offense (PCMLTFA, s.59(1). This process has not been used in recent
years, as LEAs obtain sufficient information from FINTRAC in response to their VIRs. FINTRAC’s
AML/CFT supervisory unit and FIU unit are able to exchange information in the exercise of their
respective functions. As indicated under R.30, some competent authorities, such as Environment
Canada or Competition Bureau, cannot request information from the FIU.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

a) The Director of FINTRAC is appointed by the Governor in Council for a reappointed term of no
more than five year with a maximum term of ten years, and has supervision over and direction of the
Centre regarding the fulfilment of its mission (internal organization, decisions taken, etc.) and in
administrative matters (staff and budget).

b) FINTRAC is able to make arrangements or engage independently with other domestic competent
authorities. Agreements or arrangements with foreign counterparts on the exchange of information
are entered either into by the Minister or by the Centre with the approval of the Minister (PCMLTFA,
s.56 (2)).

Technical compliance Annex

c) FINTRAC is not located within an existing structure of another authority: the FIU is an
independent agency under the responsibility of the Minister with legally established and distinct
core functions (PCMLTFA, ss.42 and 54).
d) The Minister is responsible for FINTRAC (PCMLTFA, s.42(1)) and the director of FINTRAC is the
chief executive officer of the Centre, has supervision over and direction of its work and employees
and may exercise any power and perform any duty or function of the Centre (PCMLTFA, s.45(1)).
Criterion 29.8— FINTRAC has been a member of the Egmont Group since 2002.

Weighting and Conclusion

FINTRAC has limited access to some information.
Canada is partially compliant with R.29.

Recommendation 30 – Responsibilities of law enforcement and investigative authorities
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with former R.27 due to an effectiveness issue. Minor changes
have since been made. There are also significant changes in the standard.

Criterion 30.1— LEAs are designated with the responsibility for investigating ML, predicate
offenses and TF. There is one national police force (the RCMP) and two provincial LEAs
(respectively, in Ontario and Quebec). The RCMP is a federal, provincial, and municipal policing
body. All Canadian police forces are potential recipients of FINTRAC disclosures under the PCMLTFA
and can investigate ML/TF offenses.

Most predicate offenses are investigated by provincial and municipal police forces, including the
RCMP when they are acting as provincial police (except Ontario and Quebec). Serious or proceedsgenerating crime investigations can be done by the RCMP either exclusively or in parallel with
provincial or municipal forces.

The RCMP has the primary law enforcement responsibility to investigate both terrorism and TF. The
Terrorist Financing Team of the RCMP’s Federal Policing Criminal Operations (FPCO) is responsible
for, inter alia, monitoring and coordinating major ongoing investigational projects related to
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terrorist organizations on financial and procurement infrastructures.

Criterion 30.2— All national, provincial and municipal police forces are authorized, under the CC, as
“peace officers” to conduct parallel financial investigations related to their criminal investigations.
They may refer the ML/TF case to other police units for investigation, regardless of where the
predicate offense occurred.
Criterion 30.3— All police forces are empowered to identify, trace, seize, and restrain property that
is, or may subject to forfeiture, or is suspected of being proceeds of crime. They are empowered with
a wide range of measures under the CC (see Criterion 4.2).

Criterion 30.5— All police forces are responsible for investigating corruption offenses (CC, ss.119121 and Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act, s.3). As mentioned in R.4 and above, they have the
powers to identify, trace, and initiate the freezing and seizing of assets.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with the R.30.

Recommendation 31 - Powers of law enforcement and investigative authorities
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated C with former R.28. Minor changes have since been implemented
in the Canadian legal framework as well as in the standard.

Criterion 31.1— a) CC, ss.487.014 (production order) and 487.018 (production order for financial
and commercial information) empower a justice or judge to order a person other than a person
under investigation to produce specified documents or data within the time to any peace or public
officer. S.487.018 production order for financial data is also available to compel a particular person
or entity to disclose the identity of the account holder of a given account number.

b) Search warrant under CC, s.487 is available for peace and public officers to search any prescribed
places for available information.
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 30.4— Other agencies, including the CRA (Income Tax Act), Competition Bureau
(Competition Act, ss.11-21) and Environment Canada (Environmental Protection Act 1999), have the
authority to conduct financial investigations related to the predicate offenses that they respectively
specialize in. In addition, law enforcement agencies in Canada have the authority under Common
Law to investigate crime and criminal offenses such as ML. They may seek judicial authority to seize
and freeze assets. For the CBSA, although it does not have the responsibility for pursuing financial
investigations of predicate offenses included in the Immigration Refugee Protection Act (IRPA), the
Customs Act and border related legislations, a referral mechanism is in place for RCMP to follow up
on the financial investigations. PCMLTFA, s.18 authorizes the seizure and forfeiture of cash by CBSA.
Section 36 of the same Act also authorizes the disclosure of the information to the RCMP for criminal
investigations into ML or TF.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

c) Law enforcement officers are authorized to take statements from voluntary witnesses under the
powers conferred by the Common Law and in accordance with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms
and the Canada Evidence Act. However, a witness cannot be compelled to provide a statement to
police in an investigation of ML or its associated predicate offenses. For TF investigations, witnesses
are bound to provide a statement in an investigative hearing under Part II.1 of the CC (Terrorism).

d) Search warrants under CC, s.487 (search and seizure of evidence) and 462.32 (search and seizure
of proceeds of crime) empower investigators to search and seize evidence. The General Warrant
under CC, s.487.01 further authorizes the use of any device or means to collect evidence.

Technical compliance Annex

Criterion 31.2— a) RCMP can mount undercover operations to infiltrate crime syndicates and
collect evidence for prosecution. Based on the principles in common law, the police are deemed to
have common law powers where such powers are reasonably necessary in order for them to execute
the mandate of investigating the commission of serious offenses, and undercover operations fall into
this category.
b) Law enforcement can intercept communications pursuant to an Order made under CC, s.186
without the consent of the targeted person. It applies to organized crime offenses or an offense
committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with a criminal organization; or a
terrorism offense. It applies to both ML and TF offenses.

c) Computer systems can only be accessed with the consent of the owner or by a search warrant /
General Warrant under the CC, but the courts 154 have found that particular considerations apply to
computers and the stored content therein, which may require authorities to obtain specific prior
judicial authorization to search computers found within a place for which a search warrant has been
issued.

d) Similar to (a) above, Canadian Police are conferred with the power to conduct controlled delivery
and is subject to stringent RCMP’s internal policy.

Criterion 31.3— a) CC, s.487.018 (production order for financial and commercial information)
empower a justice or judge to order a FI or DNFBP other than a lawyer to produce specified data
within the time to any peace or public officer. The s. 487.018 production order for financial data is
also available to compel a particular person or entity to disclose the identity of the account holder of
a given account number. Search warrant under the provision of CC, s.487 is also available for peace
and public officers to search any prescribed places for available information. However, the
mechanism used to identify whether legal or natural persons hold or control accounts is not timely
and deficient. In identifying whether a subject holds or controls accounts, law enforcement agencies
will apply for a court order and serve it to the FI/DNFBP they reasonably suspect of holding such
information and wait for the FI/DNFBP to respond. Each order can only be served to one specified
FI/DNFBP. In urgent cases, the order can be drafted to obtain an initial response within days or
otherwise it will take a longer time. The time required for such identification is considered not
timely enough and the mechanism is not exhaustive to identify all accounts held with FIs/DNFBPs.
154

(R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60 (CanLII))— www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc60/2013scc60.html. .
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LEAs may also use other informal processes, such as surveillance or FINTRAC disclosures, to identify
the FIs/DNFBPs. These informal processes are sometimes lengthier and again not exhaustive to
identify accounts held by the subject.
b) Warrants and production orders are normally obtained on an ex-parte basis. If the order is
directed to a third party, a condition may be added specifically to prohibit the third party from
revealing the fact of the warrant to the account holders. Assistance Order, under CC, s.487.02, can
also be applied by the law enforcement agencies to seek assistance from a person and request that
he/she refrain from disclosing the information to the suspect.

Criterion 31.4— Most law enforcement agencies can ask for information from FINTRAC by
submitting VIRs. FINTRAC is able, under PCMLTA, ss.55(3)(a) to (q) and 55.1(1)(a), to disseminate
“designated information” by responding to these VIRs. However, these provisions do not allow other
competent authorities such as Environment Canada or Competition Bureau conducting
investigations of ML and associated predicate offenses to ask for information held by the FINTRAC.

Weighting and Conclusion

Canada is largely compliant with R.31

Recommendation 32 – Cash Couriers
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated C for former SR IX (para 559–607).

Criterion 32.1— Canada has implemented a declaration system 155 for both incoming and outgoing
physical cross-border transportation of currency and bearer negotiable instrument. A declaration is
required for all physical cross-border transportation, whether by travellers or through mail, courier
and rail or by any other means of transportation. The declaration obligation applies to both natural
and legal persons acting on their own and behalf of a third party, and applies to the full range of
currency and BNI, as defined in the Glossary to the FATF Recommendations.
Criterion 32.2— The reporting of currency and bearer-negotiable instrument of an amount of
CAD 10 000 or more must be made in writing on the appropriate form and must be signed and
submitted to a CBSA officer. 156 The reporting requirements of the PCMLTFA are met once the
completed report is reviewed and accepted.

Criterion 32.3— This criterion is not applicable in the context of Canada, as it only applies to
disclosure systems.
Part 2 of the PCMLTFA.
The PCMLTFA Sec. 12(3) outlines who must report; this applies to conveyances regardless of mode (air;
marine; rail; land or postal).

155
156
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LEAs generally have the powers that they need to investigate ML/TF but there are some
shortcomings.
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Criterion 32.4— Upon discovery of a false declaration of currency or BNIs, or a failure to declare,
CBSA officers have the authority to request and obtain further information from the carrier with
regard to the origin of the money and its intended use, as to ask for the documents supporting the
legitimacy of the source of funds (Customs Act s. 11).

Criterion 32.5— Under PCMLTFA, s.18, when persons make a false declaration or fail to make a
declaration, CBSA officers have the power to seize as forfeit the currency or monetary instruments
and to impose an administrative fine. The officer shall, on payment of a penalty in the prescribed
amount (CAD 250, CAD 2 500, or CAD 5 000, depending of the circumstances, including the
particular facts and circumstances of any previous seizure(s) the individual has had under the
PCMLTFA), return the seized currency or monetary instruments to the individual from whom they
were seized or to the lawful owner. If the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the currency
or monetary instruments are proceeds of crime within the meaning of CC, s.462.3(1) or funds for use
in TF activities, there are no terms of release and the funds are forfeited. Overall, the administrative
sanctions could appear to be nor proportionate and nor dissuasive for undeclared or falsely declared
cross-border transportation of cash over the threshold.
Criterion 32.6— CBSA forwards all Cross-border Reports submitted by importers or exporters as
well as seizure reports to FINTRAC electronically. If the currency or monetary instruments have
been seized under PCMLTFA, s.18, the report is sent without delay to FINTRAC, in order to
undertake an analysis on seizure information.

Criterion 32.7— CBSA officers undertake customs as well as immigration matters. Under PCMLTFA
s. 36, CBSA is allowed to communicate information to FINTRAC, to the appropriate police force and
to the CRA. Reports and seizure reports are systematically sent to the FIU and reports are
communicated to the RCMP. The RCMP has a formal MOU with CBSA and a Joint Border Strategy
which stipulates the roles and responsibilities of each partner and how they will cooperate.
Criterion 32.8— When persons make a false declaration or fail to make a declaration, CBSA officers
have the power to seize as forfeit the currency or bearer negotiable instrument. No terms of release
are offered on funds that are suspected to be proceeds of crime within the meaning of CC, s.462.3(1)
or TF (PCMLTFA, s.18(2)). When an individual fully complies with the requirement to report on
currency above the threshold, but there are reasonable grounds to believe the funds are related to
ML/TF or predicate offenses, the CBSA contacts the RCMP who may carry out a seizure under the CC.
The CBSA is empowered to restrain currency or BNIs for a reasonable time in order to allow the
RCMP to ascertain whether evidence of ML/TF may be found, but there is no clear process is in place
to engage any authority in ascertaining these evidences following false declaration or undeclared
cross-border transportation of cash, nor where there is a suspicion of ML/TF or predicate offenses.
Criterion 32.9— False declaration leading to seizures of currency and bearer negotiable
instruments are entered and maintained into the Integrated Customs Enforcement System. These
information are also sent by CBSA to FINTRAC, which incorporates them into its database. These
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reports include information that must be provided in the mandatory reports.157 Under PCMLTFA,
ss.38 and 38.1, within an agreement or arrangement signed by the Minister, cross-border seizure
reports where ML/TF is suspected are provided to foreign counterparts if the CBSA has reasonable
grounds to suspect that the information would be relevant to investigating or prosecuting a ML or a
TF offense, or within Custom Act s. 107 in accordance with an agreement. Declaration which exceeds
the prescribed threshold are not retained by CBSA, but are forwarded to FINTRAC that should be in
position to disclose CBCRs to its foreign counterparts, what may complicate international
cooperation between customs regarding cash couriers.
Criterion 32.10— The information collected pursuant to the declaration obligation is subject to
confidentiality. 158 There are no restrictions on the amount of money that can be imported into or
exported from Canada; however, once the amount has reached or exceeded the threshold it must be
reported.

Weighting and Conclusion

There are some minor deficiencies.

Canada is largely compliant with R.32.

Recommendation 33 – Statistics
In its 2008 MER, Canada was assessed as LC with former R.32 because the absence of statistical
information on ML investigations and sentencing, confiscation, response times for extradition and
mutual legal assistance (MLA) requests, response times for requests to OSFI by its counterparts.
Some changes were introduced in the standard as well as in Canada.

Criterion 33.1— The compilation of AML/CFT related statistics are coordinated by Finance Canada
and provided by all regime partners including FINTRAC, the RCMP, the PPSC and Statistics Canada at
the federal and provincial level. The authorities maintain a comprehensive set of statistics that
appears suitable to assist in the evaluation of the effectiveness of its AML/CTF framework. As a
consequence of the NRA process, the authorities have improved the usefulness of existing data sets
and developed new ones. The authorities intend to maintain the AML/CFT related statistics with a
focus on periodically measuring the effectiveness of the AML/CFT regime.
Including amount and type of currency or BNI, identifying information on the person transporting, mailing
or shipping the currency or monetary instruments, as well as information on the person or entity on behalf of
which the importation or exportation is made.
158 PCMLTFA, article 36 and followings.
157
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Criterion 32.11— When there is reasonable grounds to believe the funds are related to ML/TF or
predicate offenses, the CBSA contacts the RCMP who may carry out subsequent criminal
investigation and laying of charges under the CC. If the suspicion is confirmed, seizure and
confiscation measures may be decided by the judicial authority under the conditions described in
R.4.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Sub-criterion 33.1 a: FINTRAC keeps statistics of STRs received and disseminated. Statistics on STRs
received by regions is also available. Regarding the statistics provided on the dissemination of
information by FINTRAC, it is unclear whether these disclosures derive from STRs, as required by
the FCFT standard statistics related to the FIU.

Technical compliance Annex

Sub-criterion 33.1 b: Canada maintains acceptable statistics regarding ML/TF investigations,
prosecutions and convictions. Statistical data on ML, proceeds of crime and TF investigations and
prosecutions is generated at the national, federal and provincial levels. It is generated from various
sources, such as Statistics Canada’s Uniform Crime Reporting Survey (UCR), the RCMP Occurrence
Data (a records management system), the Public Prosecution Service’s iCase, its case management
and timekeeping system. The RCMP has employed its Business Intelligence program to provide
statistical information on ML/TF investigations that is more detailed than UCR. This information is
derived from the RCMP’s various Operational Record Management Systems.
Sub-criterion 33.1 c: Canada maintains statistics on assets seized, forfeited and confiscated as
proceeds of crime and offense-related property (the equivalent of “instruments” or
“instrumentalities” in other countries). However, there is no legal requirement for the AG to keep
statistics on seizures.
Sub-criterion 33.1 d: Statistics on made and received mutual legal assistance or other international
requests for cooperation are maintained by the Department of Justice Canada. These statistics are
used by Justice Canada to track the timeliness of response and the nature of underlying predicate
crime.

Weighting and Conclusion

Canada is compliant with R.33.

Recommendation 34 – Guidance and feedback
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with these requirements due to the lack of specific guidelines
intended for sectors such as life insurance companies and intermediaries, and insufficient general
feedback given outside the large FIs sector. There has been a substantial increase in guidance and
feedback by Canadian authorities since the last MER.

Criterion 34.1— Canada provides guidance to industry on AML/CFT principally through regulators.
FINTRAC provides guidance to both FIs and DNFBPs that is accessible on its website. A range of
guidance has been published in the form of guidelines, trends and typologies reports, frequently
asked questions, interpretation notices, sector specific pamphlets, brochures and information sheets
on general topics such as the examination process. Guidance information is tailored to the different
reporting sectors and deals with reporting, record-keeping, customer due diligence, general
compliance information and questionnaires. Issues such as suspicious transaction reporting,
terrorist property reporting, record-keeping, client identification, and implementing compliance
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regime to comply with AML/CFT obligations. Global Affairs Canada has issued guidance for
countering proliferation (CP) sanctions regimes.

Feedback is given by FINTRAC to industry through an outreach and assistance program for REs. This
includes participating in conferences, seminars, presentations and other events providing feedback
on compliance with AML/CFT legislation. REs can liaise with FINTRAC and OSFI by email or an
enquiries telephone line. Each RE has a designated FINTRAC Compliance Officer to contact with any
queries. FINTRAC’s guidance and feedback to REs, in particular MSBs, is also reported as having
increased significantly. The RCMP provides guidance through lectures to various businesses
throughout Canada on recognizing and reporting suspicious transactions and has given conferences
and seminars on identifying, reporting, and investigating ML and materials produced by it on AML
related issues.
Since 2008, Canada has provided guidance to the life insurance sector that is very similar to what is
provided to other sectors. The guidance on AML/CFT provided by OSFI is applicable to all FRFIs
subject to the PCMLTFA including life insurance companies. The guidance provided by FINTRAC is
relevant to FIs and DNFBPs and there is sector specific guidance for the financial sector including life
insurance companies and brokers and MSBs.

Weighting and Conclusion

There is more specific guidance needed in certain sectors.
Canada is largely compliant with R.34.

Quebec: AMF published a notice on AML/CFT requirements of their regulated entities; Nova Scotia Credit
Union Deposit Insurance Corporation, Financial Institutions Commission of British Columbia, British Columbia
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch, Deposit Insurance Corporation Ontario, Prince Edward Island Credit
Union Deposit Insurance Corporation have all published guidance on their websites.

159
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OSFI has a dedicated section of its website for AML/CFT and sanctions issues and it has issued
prudential guidance that includes guidance on AML/CFT. A number of other guidelines issued by
OSFI are either directly or indirectly applicable to AML/CFT requirements of the FRFI sector. In
addition, OSFI’s Instruction Guide Designated Persons Listings and Sanction Laws sets out OSFI’s
expectations for FRFIs when implementing searching and freezing CP and sanctions reporting
obligations under the Criminal Code, UN Regulations and other sanctions laws. Other regulators such
as IIROC have issued AML guidance to IIROC Dealer members in 2010. OSFI’s guidance for FRFIs
focuses on prudent risk management and internal controls to address the risk of ML and TF. It
includes guidance on deterring and detecting ML and TF, background checks on directors and senior
management, oversight of outsourced AML/CFT functions, corporate governance and screening of
designated persons under the CC and UN Regulations. While FINTRAC is the main authority
responsible for issuing AML/CFT guidance, other regulators also provide guidance on AML issues 159
and consult FINTRAC for policy interpretations.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Recommendation 35 – Sanctions
In its 2008 MER, Canada was rated PC because: administrative sanctions were not available to
FINTRAC; OFI used a limited range of sanctions; and effective sanctions had not been used in cases of
major deficiencies. Several changes occurred since then, e.g. FINTRAC was granted the power to
apply AMPs for non-compliance with the PCMLTFA.

Criterion 35.1— Civil and criminal sanctions are available in addition to remedial actions. FINTRAC
is responsible for imposing AMPs for non-compliance with the PCMLTFA and its regulations.

Technical compliance Annex

The PCMLTFA and related legislation provide for penalties for non-compliance with AML/CFT
measures. Part V of the PCMLTFA sets out penalties for non-compliance with the Act. The United
Nations Act provides that, when the United Nations Security Council passes a resolution imposing
sanctions, such measures automatically become part of domestic law, and sets out penalties for noncompliance with its provisions.

The PCMLTFA covers a range of criminal offenses and a series of sanctions for contraventions of the
provisions of the Act. Criminal penalties for non-compliance can lead up to CAD 2 million in fines and
up to five years in prison. The criminal sanctions regime applies to most of the law and regulations
provisions in the PCMLTFA. LEAs can conduct investigations and lay criminal charges in cases of
non-compliance with the PCMLTFA.

The PCMLTF AMP Regulations govern the imposition of administrative sanctions for non-compliance
with the PCMLTFA and related regulations. They provide for penalties, classifying violations as
minor, serious or very serious. The maximum penalty for a violation by a person is set at
CAD 100 000 and for a RE it is CAD 500 000. The imposition of a penalty is on a per violation basis:
therefore, where there are multiple violations, an entity is potentially exposed to the maximum
penalty for each individual violation. The maximum AMP thresholds for serious violations raises
doubts whether it is proportionate or dissuasive (notwithstanding it relates to each instance of
violation), given that there may be circumstances where a single egregious breach (or a few) may
occur and the cumulative threshold might not be either a proportionate or dissuasive sanction. The
threshold may also not be dissuasive in circumstances of repeat offending.

There are also other non-monetary methods used by FINTRAC, in addition to the AMP procedure, to
apply corrective measures or sanction REs, including issuing deficiency letters, action plans for
FRFIs, compliance meetings and enquiries, public naming, revocation of registration of MSBs and
non-compliance case disclosures to LEAs.
OSFI has a range of powers as set out in OSFI Act, s.6. OSFI can apply written interventions, staging
(more intense/frequent supervision), put in place compliance agreements and directions of
compliance, place terms and conditions on a FRFI’s business operations and direct independent
auditors to extend the scope of their audit and guidance, which are enforceable. The staging process,
involving more intensive supervision of an FRFI, does have a dissuasive affect, as it attracts an
increase in the deposit insurance premiums paid by the FRFI concerned. OSFI can also remove
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directors and/or officers from office, and/or take control of an FRFI in extreme cases of noncompliance with federal legislation, including the PCMLTFA. While OSFI does have the power to
impose monetary penalties for non-compliance with general prudential provisions under an FRFI’s
governing legislation, violations of the PCMLTFA are dealt with by FINTRAC through the AMP
procedure. OSFI has regulatory guidelines for AML compliance and background checks of directors
and senior managers. OSFI cannot apply AMPs for non-compliance with the PCMLTFA.

Other regulators, such as securities regulators, can impose sanctions under securities legislation in
circumstances where a market intermediary fails to meet legal requirements. The measures that can
be taken include terminating the intermediary’s license and imposing terms and conditions that
restrict the intermediary’s business. Sanctions can also be imposed on members for contraventions
of self-regulatory organizations’ requirements, including AML and supervision requirements.

Criterion 35.2— PCMLTFA, s.78 provides that sanctions are applicable to any officer, director, or
agent of the person or entity that directed, assented to, acquiesced in, or participated in its
commission.
The dissuasiveness and/or proportionality of some of the sanctions is unclear.
Canada is largely compliant with R.35.

Recommendation 36 – International instruments
Canada was rated LC with former R.35 and SR I in the 2008 MER, because the ML offense did not
cover all designated categories of predicate offenses and contained a purposive element that was not
broad enough to meet the requirements of the Conventions, and because of inadequate measures to
ascertain the identity of beneficial owners.
Criterion 36.1— Canada is party to the conventions listed in the standard. 160

Criterion 36.2— Bill C-48 amended to the CC to meet the requirements of the Merida Convention,
especially by providing for the forfeiture of property used in the commission of an act of corruption
and to clarify that it may be direct or indirect, and that it is not necessary that the person who
commits the corrupt act receive the benefit derived from the act. Canada also addressed the
deficiencies identified in 2008 (see R. 3 and 10).

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.36.

Canada ratified the Vienna Convention on 5 July 1990, the Palermo Convention on 13 May 2002, and the
Merida Convention on 2 October 2007, the Convention on the Suppression of Terrorist Financing Convention
on 19 February 2002, and the Inter-American Convention against Terrorism. It has also signed the Council of
Europe Convention on Cybercrime (2001), on 23 November 2001.
160
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Weighting and Conclusion
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Recommendation 37 - Mutual legal assistance

Technical compliance Annex

In its third MER, Canada was rated LC with former R.36 and SR. V due to concerns about Canada’s
ability to handle MLA requests in a timely and effective manner and about the lack of adequate data
that would establish effective implementation. Canada’s legal framework for MLA was supplemented
by Canada’s new Protecting Canadians from Online Crime Act (PCOCA, in force 9 March 2015). The
requirements of the (new) R.37 are more detailed.

Criterion 37.1— Canada has a sound legal framework for international cooperation. The main
instruments used are the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Act (MLACMA); the relevant
international conventions, the Extradition Act; 57 bilateral treaties on MLA in criminal matters,
extradition and asset sharing; and MOUs for the other forms of assistance to exchange financial
intelligence, supervisory, law enforcement or other information with counterparts. These
instruments allow the country to provide rapid and wide MLA. In the absence of a treaty, Canada is
able to assist in simpler measures (interviewing witnesses or providing publicly available
documents), or, based in the MLACMA, to enter in specific administrative arrangements, that would
provide the framework for the assistance.
Criterion 37.2— Canada uses a central authority (the Minister of Justice, assisted by the
International Assistance Group—IAG) for the transmission and execution of requests. There are
clear processes for the prioritization and execution of mutual legal assistance requests, and a system
called “iCase” is used to manage the cases and monitor progress on requests.

Criterion 37.3— MLA is not prohibited or made subject to unduly restrictive conditions. Canada
provides MLA with or without a treaty, although MLA without a treaty is less comprehensive.
Requests must meet generally the “reasonable grounds to believe standard, in relation for example
to MLACMA ss 12 (search warrant) and 18 (production orders). However, certain warrants (financial
information, CC, s.487.018, tracing communications, and new s.487.015) may be obtained on the
lower standard of “reasonable ground to suspect.”

Criterion 37.4— Canada does not impose a restriction on MLA on the grounds that the offense is
also considered to involve fiscal matters, nor on the grounds of secrecy or confidentiality
requirements on FIs or DNFBPs.
Criterion 37.5— MLACMA, s.22.02 (2) states that the competent authority must apply ex parte for a
production order that was requested in behalf of a state of entity. In addition to that, the
international Conventions signed, ratified and implemented by Canada include specific clauses
requiring the confidentiality of MLA requests be maintained.

Criterion 37.6— Canada does not require dual criminality to execute MLA requests for non-coercive
actions.
Criterion 37.7— Dual criminality is required for the enforcement of foreign orders for restraint,
seizure and forfeiture or property situated in Canada. MLACMA, ss.9.3 (3) (a) and (b) and 9.4 (1) (3)
(5) (a) (b) and (c) allow the Attorney General of Canada to file the order so that it can be entered as a
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judgment that can be executed anywhere in Canada if the person has been charged with an offense
within the jurisdiction of the requesting state, and the offense would be an indictable offense if it
were committed in Canada. This applies regardless of the denomination and the category of offenses
used.

Weighting and Conclusion

The range of investigative measures available is insufficient.
Canada is largely compliant with R.37.

Recommendation 38 – Mutual legal assistance: freezing and confiscation
Canada was rated LC with R.38 in the 2008 MER due to the limited evidence of effective confiscation
assistance, the rare occurrence of sharing of assets and the fact that Canada executed requests to
enforce corresponding value judgments as fines. The framework remains the same.

Criterion 38.1— Canada has the authority to take expeditious action in response to requests by
foreign countries to identify, freeze, seize or confiscate laundered property and proceeds from crime
(MLACMA, ss.9.3, 9.4 and CC, ss.462.32, 462.33), and instrumentalities used in or intended for use in
ML, predicate offenses or TF. There is, however, no legal basis for the confiscation of property of
corresponding value. As was the case during its previous assessment, Canada still treats value-based
Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures in Canada - 2016 © FATF and APG 2016
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Criterion 37.8— Most, but not all of the powers and investigative techniques that are at the
Canadian LEAs’ disposal are made available for use in response to requests for MLA. The relevant
powers listed in core issue 37.1 are available to foreign authorities via an MLA request, including the
compulsory taking of a witness statement (according to MLACMA, s.18). Search warrants are not
possible to obtain via letters rogatory. However, the Minister may approve a request of a state or
entity to have a search or a seizure, or to use any device of investigative technique (MLACMA, s.11).
The competent authority who is provided with the documents of information shall apply ex parte for
the warrant to a judge of the province in which the competent authority believes evidence may be
found. Regarding the investigative techniques under core issue 37.2, undercover operations and
controlled delivery are possible through direct assistance between LEAs from the foreign country
and Canada. Production orders to trace specified communication, transmission data, tracking data
and financial data are possible by approval of the Minister in response to a foreign request. The
authorities will not grant interception of communications (either telephone, emails or messaging)
solely on the basis of a foreign request (this special investigative technique is not provided for in the
MLACMA and will not be provided for in bilateral agreements. According to MLACMA, s.8.1, requests
made under an agreement may only relate to the measures provided for in the bilateral agreement).
The only possibility to intercept communications is within a Canadian investigation in the case of
organized crime, or a terrorism offense, which would require that the criminal conduct occurred, at
least in part, in Canadian territory (including a conspiracy to commit an offense abroad). Foreign
orders for restraint, seizure and confiscation can be directly enforced by the Attorney General before
a superior court, as if it were a Canadian judicial order.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX
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forfeiture judgement as fines, which has limitations and cannot be executed against the property. If
the fine is not paid, it can be converted into a prison sentence. Regarding the identification of
financial assets new CC, s.487.018 allows the production of financial registration data in response to
requests from foreign states.

Criterion 38.2— In Canada, MLA is based on the federal power in relation to criminal law.
Therefore, the enforcement of some foreign non-conviction based confiscation orders is not possible
under the MLACMA because they were not issued by a “court of criminal jurisdiction.” However, in
cases where the accused has died or absconded before the end of the foreign criminal proceedings,
the MLACMA applies because the matter would still be criminal in nature. Due to Canada’s
constitutional division of powers, the Government of Canada cannot respond to a request for civil
forfeiture as such requests fall within the jurisdiction of Canada’s provinces. However, most of the
Canadian provinces have already adopted legislation on a civil confiscation regime. Even if Canada is
not able to provide assistance to requests for cooperation based on NCB proceedings, non-conviction
based confiscation is possible under Canadian law. Should a foreign state seek to recover assets from
Canada though NCB asset forfeiture, it must hire private counsel to act on its behalf in the province
where the property or asset is located.
Criterion 38.3— a) No particular legal basis is required in Canada for the coordination of seizure
and confiscation actions. It is a matter primarily for national and foreign police authorities at the
stage of seizure. Thus, via direct police-to-police contact, arrangements are made in relation to any
relevant case.

b) The Seized Property Management Act sets out the mechanisms for the management and, when
necessary, the disposition of property restrained, seized and forfeited. The Minister of Public Works
and Government Services is responsible for the custody and management of all property seized at
the federal level. The Minister may make an interlocutory sale of the property that is perishable or
rapidly depreciating, or destroy property that has little or no value. Property seized in the provincial
level is managed by the provincial prosecution services.
Criterion 38.4— Canada shares confiscated property on a mutual agreement basis, under the Seized
Property Management Act, s.11. Canada has 19 bilateral treaties regarding the sharing and transfer
of forfeited or confiscated assets and equivalent funds.

Weighting and Conclusion

The seizure and confiscation regime has a deficiency, which is the impossibility of confiscation of
equivalent value.
Canada is largely compliant with R.38.

Recommendation 39 – Extradition
Canada was rated LC with R.39 in the 2008 MER, mostly because of the difficulties in establishing the
delay element, due to insufficient statistical data. The legal framework remains unchanged.
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Criterion 39.1— Canada is able to execute extradition requests in relation to ML/TF without undue
delay. Statistics provided to this assessment have shown that at least 40% of the requests are
executed on a timely basis, what shows that the existing legal framework allows for extraditions
without delay.

a) Both ML and TF are extraditable offenses (Extradition Act, ss.3(1) (a) and (b) of the combined
with CC, ss.83.02, 83.03, 83.04 and 462.31).
b) Canada has a case management system (iCase) and clear processes in place for timely execution of
extradition including prioritization of urgent cases. The Extradition Act sets out timelines for specific
steps to ensure minimal delays, and requires judges to set an early date for the extradition hearing
when the person has been provisionally arrested (s.21(1)(b)(3).

c) Canada does not place unreasonable or unduly conditions on the execution of extradition
requests.

Criterion 39.3— Dual criminality is required for extradition. It is not relevant whether the
extraditable conduct is named, defined or characterized by the extradition partner in the same way
as it is in Canada (Extradition Act, s.3(2)).

Criterion 39.4— Direct transmission of an extradition request to Canada’s IAG or via Interpol is
possible unless a treaty provides otherwise. Requests for provisional arrest may be made via
Interpol by virtually all of Canada’s extradition partners. The extradition process is simplified when
the person consents to commit and surrender. Canada does not grant extradition based solely on a
foreign warrant for arrest, such as in an Interpol Red Notice, or a foreign judgment, or in the absence
of a treaty, based on reciprocity. There must be an assessment of the evidence, which takes place in
the course of the judicial phase, which is followed by the Ministerial phase of the extradition
proceedings.

Weighting and Conclusion:

Canada is compliant with R.39.
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Criterion 39.2— Nationality does not constitute grounds for refusal to extradite under the
Extradition Act, ss.44, 46, and 47 of the, but the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms gives
Canadian citizens the right to remain in Canada. The Supreme Court decided in U.S. v. Cotroni that
extradition is a reasonable limitation of the right to remain in Canada, and the decision whether to
prosecute or not in Canada and allow the authorities in another country to seek extradition is made
following consultations between the appropriate authorities in the two countries when various
factors, including nationality, are considered in weighing the interests of the two countries in the
prosecution. Historically, the result of most of these assessments has been to favour extradition, but
when it is not, the Canadian citizen can be prosecuted in Canada.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Recommendation 40 – Other forms of international cooperation
In the 2008 MER, Canada was rated LC with these requirements (para. 1551–1612). The main
deficiency raised was related to FINTRAC as a supervisory authority. 161

General Principles

Criterion 40.1— Canada’s competent authorities can broadly provide international cooperation
spontaneously or upon request related to ML/TF 162. Referring to FINTRAC as FIU, PCMLTFA allows
the Centre to disclose information to a foreign FIU spontaneously and makes reference to a
disclosure of designated information “in response to a request.”
Criterion 40.2— a) Competent authorities have the legal basis to provide international cooperation
(see criterion 40.1).

Technical compliance Annex

b) Nothing prevents competent authorities from using the most efficient means to cooperate.

c) FINTRAC as a FIU and as a supervisor, OSFI, CBSA, and RCMP use clear and secure gateways,
mechanism or channels for the transmission and execution of requests.

d) FINTRAC as an FIU has put in place processes for prioritizing and executing requests and answers
in five business days if the Centre has transaction information in its database and FINTRAC as a
supervisory authority processes the request and provides a response in a matter of days. In regard to
TF, RCMP prioritize, assign and respond to such requests in the most efficient and effective manner
on a National Level. It has not been established that LEA and supervisor authorities have clear
procedures for the prioritization and timely execution of bilateral requests.

e) Competent authorities have clear processes for safeguarding the information received. FINTRAC
policies and procedures for the safeguard of information apply to both the FIU and the supervisory
side of FINTRAC. All supervisory information received by OSFI is subject to the same standard of
confidentiality as domestic information (OSFI Act, s.22). RCMP has policies for handling requests and
sharing or exchanging criminal intelligence and information with foreign partners and agencies
(RCMP Operational manual Chapter 44.1s).
Criterion 40.3— Under the Privacy Act, competent authorities need bilateral or multilateral
arrangements to cooperate with foreign counterparts where a disclosure of personal information
about an individual is involved. FINTRAC as a FIU, RCMP and CBSA have signed a comprehensive
network of MOUs and letters of agreement with foreign counterparts, but FINTRAC as a supervisory
authority has entered into two MOUs so far. The Canadian authorities indicated that these bilateral
agreements were signed mostly in a timely way. Examples of MOUs signed promptly have been
FINTRAC as a supervisory authority had the legal capacity to exchange information with foreign
counterparts but had not put the arrangements and agreements in place.
162 FINTRAC as a FIU: PCMLTFA, section56; FINTRAC as a supervisory authority: PCMLTFA, section.65.1; RCMP:
Privacy Act and Memoranda of understanding or Letters of agreements; CBSA: PCMLTFA, art.38 and 38.1 and
Custom Act; OSFI: OSFI Act, section 22.
161
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provided to the assessors. The OSFI Act does not require that the Superintendent enter into a MOU
with a foreign counterpart in order to be able to cooperate.

Criterion 40.4— FINTRAC provides feedback upon requests to its foreign counterparts on the use
and usefulness of the information obtained (PCMLTFA, ss.56.2 and 65.1(3)). Canadian authorities
indicated that FINTRAC generally provides feedback to its foreign counterparts on the usefulness of
the information obtained within five to seven days. There is no restriction on OSFI’s ability to
provide feedback. There is no general impediments, which prevents Canada’s LEAs from providing
feedback regarding assistance received.
Criterion 40.5— Competent authorities do not prohibit or place unreasonable or unduly restrictive
conditions on information exchange or assistance on any of the four grounds listed in this criterion.

Criterion 40.6— Competent authorities have controls and safeguards to ensure that information
exchanged is used for the intended purpose for, and by the authorities, for whom the information
was provided. 163

Criterion 40.8— FINTRAC as an FIU, may conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts, by
accessing its databases (all report types, federal and provincial databases maintained for purposes
related to law enforcement information or national security, and publicly available information),
under PCMLTFA, s.56.1(2.1). FINTRAC as a supervisory authority can conduct inquiries on behalf of
foreign counterparts with which it has an MOU under PCMLTFA, ss.65.1(1)(a) and 65.1(2), but only
two MOUs have been signed so far. The RCMP can use a number of criminal intelligence and police
databases to conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts, under sharing protocols that aim at
protecting the right to privacy of the individuals mentioned in the databases.

Exchange of Information Between FIUs

Criterion 40.9— FINTRAC exchanges information with foreign FIUs in accordance with the Egmont
Group principles or under the terms of the relevant MOU, regardless of the type of its counterpart
FIU. The legal basis for providing cooperation is in PCMLTFA, s.56(1), which stipulates that the
Centre exchanges information if it has reasonable grounds to suspect that the information would be
relevant to investigating or prosecuting a ML or TF offense, or an offense that is “substantially similar
to either offense.”
Criterion 40.10— FINTRAC provides feedback on the usefulness of information obtained, when
feedback is specifically requested by foreign FIUs (PCMLTFA, s.56), and whenever possible as well as
on the outcome of the analysis conducted, based on the information provided.
Privacy Act—FINTRAC as a FIU: PCMLTFA, para 56 (3) and MOUs template; FINTRAC as a supervisory
authority: PCMLTFA, s.65.1 (1) (b) and MOUs template; RCMP: Operational manual on information sharing;
OSFI: OSFI Act, s.22.
163
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Criterion 40.7— Competent authorities are required to maintain appropriate confidentiality for any
request for cooperation and the information exchanged, consistent with data protection obligations

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

Criterion 40.11— FINTRAC have the power to exchange:

a) The information held in its database (c. 40.8), which does not cover the scope of the information
required to be accessible or obtainable directly or indirectly under R.29, as it does not include
additional information from REs.
b) The information FINTRAC has the power to obtain or access directly or indirectly at the domestic
level (c. 40.8), subject to the principle of reciprocity.

Exchange of Information Between Financial Supervisors
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Criterion 40.12— PCMLTFA, allows FINTRAC to enter into information sharing arrangements or
agreements under new s.65(2) with any agency in a foreign state that has responsibility for verifying
AML/CFT. OSFI has broad authority to share supervisory information with domestic and foreign
regulators or supervisors of FIs, including SROs.

Criterion 40.13— FINTRAC, as the AML/CTF supervisor for entities covered by the PCMLTFA, has
the authority to share with foreign supervisors compliance-related information that FINTRAC has in
its direct possession about the compliance of persons and entities. The information that FINTRAC
may exchange with foreign supervisors is defined by “FINTRAC supervisory MOU Template.”
Canadian authorities indicated that FINTRAC can exchange information domestically available,
including information held by FIs. As regards OSFI, under the OSFI Act a broad exemption is
provided under s.22(2) in favour of the exchange of supervisory information with any government
agency or body that regulates or supervises FIs.

Criterion 40.14— a) FINTRAC and OSFI do not require legislation to exchange regulatory
information, and that they currently exchange such information. Examples were given by FINTRAC
of cross-border cooperation with other regulators.
b) OSFI, under OSFI Act, s.22 can exchange supervisory information with foreign government agency
or body that regulates or supervises FIs which meets this Criterion.

c) PCMLTFA, subsection 65.1 enables FINTRAC to exchange supervisory information with other
supervisors about the compliance of persons and entities, record-keeping and reports. Through its
supervisory examinations and compliance assessment reports, FINTRAC normally obtains
information on REs’ internal AML/CFT procedures and policies, CDD, customer files and sample
accounts and transaction information. FINTRAC is able to exchange this information with other
supervisors. However, this possibility is limited to exchanges with counterparts who are MOU
partners.
Criterion 40.15— FINTRAC can conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts with which it
has an MOU under PCMLTFA, ss.65.1(1)(a) and 65.1(2).
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Criterion 40.16— FINTRAC can enter into agreements or arrangement with other supervisors to
exchange information pursuant to the PCMLTF. 164 Under such agreements or arrangements, there is
an obligation to keep such information confidential and not further disclose the information.
FINTRAC's tactical MOU sets out the requirements for use and release and confidentiality of
information exchanged between financial supervisors. It is provided in the tactical MOU that
information that has been exchanged will not be disclosed without the express consent of the
requested authority. It is also provided that if an authority has a legal obligation to disclose
information, it will notify and seek the consent of the other authority. OSFI can exchange information
with other supervisors on the basis that such information satisfies the requirements of the Act and
will be kept confidential.

Exchange of Information Between Law Enforcement Authorities (LEAs)

Criterion 40.18— Canadian LEAs can use the legislative powers available under the CC 165 and other
Acts 166 including investigative techniques available in accordance with domestic law, to conduct
inquiries and obtain information on behalf of foreign counterparts. However, it appears than the
range of powers and investigative techniques that can be used by LEA to conduct enquiries and
obtain information on behalf of foreign counterparts are very limited. 167 Both the PPOC and ML
offense definitions allow that the offense need not to have occurred in Canada “so long as the act or
omission anywhere that, if it had occurred in Canada, would have constituted a designated offence.”
Canada extensively cooperates with foreign law enforcement counterparts based on multilateral
agreements in the context of Interpol and on bilateral MOUs.
Criterion 40.19— Canadian LEAs are able to form joint investigative teams to conduct cooperative
investigations, and, when necessary, establish bilateral or multilateral arrangement to enable such
joint investigations on the basis of RCMP Act (and the RCMP Operational policy Chapter 15 provides
guidance on joint forces operation). Joint Forces Operations (JFO) involve one or more
PCMLTFA, s.40 (c). PCMLTFA, s.65.1 (1) (b) also provides a limit on how the information can be used by
both parties to a supervisory MOU. MOU Supervisory Template, Section 6 on Permitted Uses and Release of
Exchanged Information, and Section 7 on Confidentiality are also relevant.
165 CC, s.462.31 allows police to perform reverse sting operations to obtain information on ML cases and CC,
s.462.32 to seize POC.
166 Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Act, RCMP Act and Canada Evidence Act.
167 The only provisions which can be used allows police to perform reverse sting operations to obtain
information on ML cases and to seize POC (CC, ss.462.31 and 462.32).
164
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Criterion 40.17— Under article 44.1 of the RCMP Operational Manual on “Sharing of information
with Foreign Law Enforcement,” RCMP and other Canadian LEAs are able to exchange domestically
available information with foreign counterparts for intelligence or investigative purposes relating to
ML, associated predicate offenses or TF, including the identification and the tracing of proceeds and
instrumentalities of crime. Nevertheless, CBSA does not retain CBCRs, which have to be obtained
through international cooperation between FIUs, what could complicate their access by CBSA’s
foreign counterparts. PS works with other countries on national security, border strategies and
countering crime, including ML and TF. PS also participates in a number of fora and initiatives to
foster its international cooperation, including violent extremism and foreign fighters.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX

police/enforcement agencies working with the RCMP on a continuing basis over a definite period. A
JFO should be considered in major multi-jurisdictional cases that are in support of national priorities
and must be consistent with the mandated responsibility of the particular resource.

Technical compliance Annex

Exchange of Information Between Non-Counterparts

Criterion 40.20— Under PCMLTFA, FINTRAC as a FIU and a supervisor may enter into an
agreement or arrangement, in writing, with an institution or agency of a foreign state that “has
powers and duties, similar to those of the Centre,” which seems to exclude diagonal cooperation.
Nevertheless, Canadian authorities indicate than when FINTRAC receives a request from a noncounterpart, the Centre address it either through its domestic partners or through the foreign FIU or
supervisor. RCMP operational manual 44.1 outlines that sharing information will be managed on a
case-by-case basis and there is no element that prevents RCMP to exchange information indirectly.
OSFI has a broad ability to share information diagonally based on the wording of the OSFI Act, s.22.
The “any government agency that regulates or supervises FIs” wording does not seem to limit
disclosure to prudential regulators. However, OSFI would have to determine on a case-by-case basis
whether such agency “regulates or supervises FIs.” OSFI has shared information with foreign FIUs
where they are also AML/CFT supervisors.

Weighting and Conclusion

There is room for improvement in regard to non-MLA international cooperation.
Canada is largely compliant with R.40.
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Summary of Technical Compliance – Key Deficiencies
Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Recommendation

Rating

Factor(s) underlying the rating

LC

•

Lawyers, legal firms and Quebec notaries are not legally
required to take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate
risks identified in the NRA.

2. National cooperation and
coordination

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

3. Money laundering offence

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

4. Confiscation and provisional
measures

LC

•

The legal provisions do not allow for the confiscation of
property equivalent in value to POC.

5. Terrorist financing offence

LC

•

CC, s. 83.03 does not criminalize the collection or provision of
funds with the intention to finance an individual terrorist or
terrorist organization.

6. Targeted financial sanctions
related to terrorism & TF

LC

•

Persons in Canada are not prohibited from providing financial
services to entities owned or controlled by a designated
person or persons acting on behalf or at the discretion of a
designated person.
No authority has been designated for monitoring compliance
by FIs and DNFBPs with the provisions of the UNAQTR, CC and
RIUNRST.

•

7. Targeted financial sanctions
related to proliferation

LC

•
•

No mechanisms for monitoring and ensuring compliance by
FIs and DNFBPs with the provisions of the RIUNRI and
RIUNRDPRK.
Little information provided to the public on the procedures
applied by the Minister to submit delisting requests to the UN
on behalf of a designated person or entity.

8. Non-profit organisations

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met .

9. Financial institution secrecy
laws

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

10. Customer due diligence

LC

•

Exclusion of financial leasing, factoring and finance
companies from scope of AML/CTF regime.
Minor deficiency of existence of numbered accounts whose
use is governed only by regulatory guidance.
Minor deficiency of limited application, to natural persons
only, of requirements to reconfirm identity where doubts
arise about the information collected.
No explicit legal requirements to check source of funds.
No requirement to identify the beneficiary of a life insurance
payout.
Minor deficiency of exceptions to the timing requirements for
verifying identity are not clearly justified in terms of what is
reasonably practicable or necessary to facilitate the normal

•
•

•
•
•
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1. Assessing risks & applying a
risk-based approach

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX – Key Deficiencies

Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Recommendation

Rating

Factor(s) underlying the rating

Technical compliance

•

conduct of business.
Minor deficiency of the lack of a requirement to obtain the
address and principal place of business of non-corporate legal
persons and legal arrangements such as trusts.

11. Record keeping

LC

•

The legal obligation requiring REs to provide records to
FINTRAC within 30 days does not constitute “swiftly”, as the
standard specifies.

12. Politically exposed persons

NC

•

Only one element of the FATF standard is currently largely
met, although new legislation covering domestic PEPs will
come into force in July 2016.

13. Correspondent banking

LC

•

No requirement for a FI to assess the quality of AML/CFT
supervision to which its respondent institutions are subject.

14. Money or value transfer
services

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

15. New technologies

NC

•

No explicit legal or regulatory obligation to risk assess new
products, technologies and business practices, before or after
their launch.

16. Wire transfers

PC

•

No specific requirements for intermediary and beneficiary FIs
to identify cross-border EFTs that contain inadequate
originator information, and take appropriate follow-up
action. These are significant deficiencies.

17. Reliance on third parties

PC

•

No explicit requirements on life insurance entities and
securities dealers in relation to either necessary CDD
information to be provided by the relied-upon entity or
supervision of that entity’s compliance with CDD and recordkeeping obligations.
No requirements on life insurance entities or securities
dealers to assess which countries are high risk for third party
reliance.

•

18. Internal controls and foreign
branches and subsidiaries

LC

•

No specific legal requirements in relation to screening
procedures when hiring employees.

19. Higher-risk countries

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

20. Reporting of suspicious
transaction

PC

•

Minor deficiency that financial leasing, finance and factoring
companies are not required to report suspicious activity to
FINTRAC.
Lack of a prompt timeframe for making reports.

•
21. Tipping off and
confidentiality

206

LC

•

The tipping off and confidentiality requirements do not
explicitly extend to the reporting of suspicions related to ML
predicate offenses.
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Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Recommendation

22. DNFBPs: Customer due
diligence

Rating

NC

Factor(s) underlying the rating

•
•
•

•

23. DNFBPs: Other measures

NC

•
•

24. Transparency and beneficial
ownership of legal persons

PC

•

•

•

•
•
•

25. Transparency and beneficial
ownership of legal
arrangements

NC

•

•

AML/CFT obligations are inoperative for legal counsels, legal
firms and Quebec notaries.
TSCPs that are not trust and loan companies and on line
gambling are not subject to the AML/CFT obligations; the
circumstances under which accountants and BC notaries are
required to comply with STRs are too limitative.
Further deficiencies identified under R.20 for DNFBPs that are
subject to the requirements.
No appropriate mechanism to ensure that updated and
accurate beneficial ownership information is collected for all
legal entities in Canada, whether established under provincial
or federal legislation.
Timely access by competent authorities to all beneficial
ownership information is not warranted, in particular in cases
where such information is held by a smaller or provincial FI,
or a DNFBP.
Insufficient risk mitigating measures in place to address the
ML/TF risk posed by bearer shares and nominee shareholder
arrangements.
No obligation for legal entities to notify the registry of the
location at which company records are held.
In some provinces, there is no legal obligation to update
registered information within a designated timeframe.
No legal obligation on legal entities to authorize one or more
natural person resident in Canada to provide to competent
authorities all basic information and available beneficial
ownership information; or to authorize a DNFBP in Canada to
provide such information to the authorities.
No obligation for trustees to obtain and hold adequate,
accurate and current beneficial ownership information for all
legal arrangements in Canada, whether established under
provincial or federal legislation, or basic information on other
regulated agents or and service providers to the trust.
Professional trustees, including lawyers, are not required to
maintain beneficial ownership information for at least five
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•

AML/CFT obligations are inoperative for legal counsels, legal
firms and Quebec notaries.
On line gambling, TCSPs that are not trust companies are not
obliged entities.
No requirement on beneficial owner, PEP, new technologies,
reliance on third parties. With the exception of a limited set
of transactions the fixed threshold (CAD 10,000) of cash
financial transactions and casinos disbursement exceeds that
provided in the Recommendation.
The circumstances in which accountants and BC notaries are
required to perform CDD are not in line with the FATF
requirement.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE ANNEX – Key Deficiencies

Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Recommendation

Rating

Factor(s) underlying the rating

•

•

Technical compliance

•

years.
Insufficient mechanism in place to facilitate timely access by
competent authorities to all beneficial ownership information
and any trust assets held or managed by the FI or DNFBP.
No requirement for trustees to proactively disclose their
status to FIs and DNFBPs when forming a business
relationship or carrying out a financial transaction for the
trust.
Proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for a failure by the
trustee to perform his duties are not available in most cases.

26. Regulation and supervision of
financial institutions

LC

•

There are further fitness and probity controls needed for
persons owning or controlling financial entities after market
entry at provincial level.

27. Powers of supervisors

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

28. Regulation and supervision of
DNFBPs

PC

•

AML/CFT obligations are inoperative for legal counsels, legal
firms and Quebec notaries.
Online gambling, cruise ship casinos, TSCPs not included
among trust and loan companies are not subject to AML/CFT
obligations and thus not monitored for AML/CFT purposes.
The entry standards and fit and proper requirements are
absent in DPMS and TCSPs than trust companies, and they
are not in line with the standards for real estate brokerage.

•
•

29. Financial intelligence units

PC

•
•
•

FINTRAC is not empowered to request further information to
REs.
FINTRAC has a limited or incomplete access to some
administrative information (e.g. fiscal information),
FINTRAC is not able to disseminate upon request information
to some authorities (e.g. Environment Canada, Competition
Bureau)

30. Responsibilities of law
enforcement and
investigative authorities

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

31. Powers of law enforcement
and investigative authorities

LC

•

No mechanism in place to timely identify whether a natural
or legal person holds / controls accounts
No power to compel a witness to give statement in ML
investigation
Only LEAs can ask for designated information from FINTRAC

•
•

32. Cash couriers

LC

•
•
•

208

Administrative sanctions are not proportionate, nor
dissuasive.
It has not been established that a clear process was in place
to analyse or investigate cross-border seizures.
Cross-border currency reports are not retained by CBSA and
can only be exchanged with foreign Customs authorities
through FIUs’ international cooperation.
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Compliance with FATF Recommendations
Recommendation

Rating

Factor(s) underlying the rating

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

34. Guidance and feedback

LC

•

There is more specific guidance needed in certain sectors
such as DNFBPs to ensure that they are aware of their
AML/CFT obligations, the risks of ML/TF and ways to mitigate
those risks. There is also further feedback required arising out
of the submitting of STRs.

35. Sanctions

LC

•

The maximum threshold of administrative sanctions raises
doubts about the dissuasiveness of sanctions for serious
violations or repeat offenders.

36. International instruments

C

•

This Recommendation is fully met.

37. Mutual legal assistance

LC

•

The MLACMA does not allow for the interception of
communications (either telephone or messaging) based solely
on a foreign request, what hampers foreign investigations.

38. Mutual legal assistance:
freezing and confiscation

LC

•

Canada cannot respond to requests for the seizure and
confiscation of property of corresponding value.

39. Extradition

C

•

The Recommendation is fully met.

40. Other forms of international
cooperation

LC

•

The impediments raised in R.29 for FINTRAC, notably the fact
that the FIU is not empowered to request further information
from REs and the fact that some RE are not requested to fulfil
STRs, impacts negatively the international cooperation with
its counterparts.
LEAs are not able to use a large range of powers and
investigative techniques to conduct inquiries and obtain
information on behalf of foreign counterparts.

•
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33. Statistics

Table of Acronyms

TABLE OF ACRONYMS
AMF

Autorité des Marchés Financiers

AML/CFT

Anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism

APG

Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering

BC
CBCR
CBSA
CDR
CDSA
CRA
CRA-CID
Table of Acronyms

CSIS
DAR
DOJ
DPMS
DPRK
DNFBP
D-SIB
EFTR
FATF
FI
FINTRAC
FIU
FRFI
GAC
IAG
ICC
IMF
IO
IPOC
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British Columbia

Cross-border currency report

Canada Border Services Agency
Casino Disbursement Report

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
Canada Revenue Agency

Canada Revenue Agency—Criminal Investigations Directorate
Canadian Security Intelligence Service
Detailed Assessment Report
Department of Justice

Dealers in precious metals and stones

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
Domestic Systematically Important Bank
Electronic Funds Transfer Report
Financial Action Task Force
Financial institution

Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
Financial intelligence unit

Federally Regulated Financial Institution
Global Affairs Canada

International Assistance Group

Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee on Listings
International Monetary Fund
Immediate Outcome

Integrated Proceeds of Crime Initiative
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Table of Acronyms

ISEDC
LCTR
LEA
MER
MSB
ML
MLA
NPO
NRA
OCG
OPC
OSFI
PCMLTFA

PEFP
PEP
PF
PIPEDA
POC
PPSC
PS
PSPC
RBA
RCMP
RE
RIUNRST
STR
TCSP
TF
TFS

Large Cash Transaction Report
Law Enforcement Agency

Mutual Evaluation Report
Money service business
Money laundering

Mutual legal assistance

Non-profit organisation

National risk assessment

Organised criminal group

Office of the Privacy Commissioner

Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations

Table of Acronyms

PCMLTFR

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (former Industry Canada)

Politically exposed foreign persons
Politically exposed person
Proliferation financing

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
Proceeds of crime

Public Prosecution Service of Canada

Public Safety Canada (former Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness)

Public Services and Procurement Canada (former Public Works and Government
Services Canada)
Risk-based approach

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Reporting entity

Regulations Implementing the United Nations Resolutions on the Suppression of
Terrorism
Suspicious transaction report

Trust and company service provider
Terrorist financing

Targeted financial sanction
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Table of Acronyms

UNSCR
UNAQTR
US

United Nations Al-Qaida and Taliban Regulation
United States of America

Voluntary Information Record

Table of Acronyms

VIR

United Nations Security Council Resolution
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Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures - Canada
Fourth Round Mutual Evaluation Report
In this report: a summary of the anti-money laundering (AML) / counter-terrorist financing (CTF)
measures in place in Canada as at the time of the on-site visit on 3-20 November 2015. The report
analyses the level of effectiveness of Canada’s AML/CTF system, the level of compliance with the
FATF 40 Recommendations and provides recommendations on how their AML/CFT system could be
strengthened.
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Know your client requirements

Methods to verify the identity of an individual and confirm the existence of a corporation or an entity other than a corporation

Methods to verify the identity of an individual and confirm the
existence of a corporation or an entity other than a corporation
October 2019
The requirement to verify the identity of an individual and confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation under the Proceeds of
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) and associated Regulations applies to all reporting entities (REs).
This document answers the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What does it mean to verify the identity of an individual or to confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation?
How do I verify the identity of an individual?
How do I use an affiliate, agent, or mandatary?
How do I identify a child?
How do I confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation?
Are there restrictions on the use of personal information?

This document contains five annexes:
Annex 1: Summary of the methods to identify individuals and associated record keeping obligations
Annex 2: Summary of who can identify an individual on your behalf
Annex 3: Summary of how to confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation
Annex 4: Examples of acceptable photo identification documents
Annex 5: Examples of reliable sources of information for the dual-process method

1. What does it mean to verify the identity of an individual or to confirm the existence of a
corporation or of an entity other than a corporation?
The Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations (PCMLTFR) specify how and when you must identify an individual or confirm
the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation for the purpose of ensuring that the information in the identification documents or from
other informational sources corresponds to what the individual or entity provided to you.
The point at which you identify an individual or confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation will depend on the activity or
transaction being carried out.
*Note: For specific information on when (the timing requirement) to verify the identity of an individual or confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity
other than a corporation, see your sector's guidance on When to identify individuals and confirm the existence of entities.

2. How do I verify the identity of an individual?
There are three ways that you can verify the identity of an individual:
Government-issued photo identification method 1 where the document must be:
authentic, valid and current 2;
Credit file method 3 where the information must be valid and current 4; or
Dual-process method 5 where the information must be:
valid and current 6;and
from different sources.

a. Government-issued photo identification documents
A government-issued photo identification document must be issued by either a federal, provincial or territorial government in order to be used to verify the identity
of an individual. You may accept a foreign government-issued photo identification document if it is an equivalent to a Canadian document such as those listed in
this guidance. Photo identification documents issued by municipal governments, Canadian or foreign, are not acceptable. For examples of acceptable
government-issued photo identification documents please refer to Annex 4.
The photo identification document must:
1. indicate the individual's name;
2. include a photo of the individual;
3. include a unique identifying number; and

4. match the name and appearance of the individual being identified.
You can determine the authenticity of a government-issued photo identification document in person by looking at the characteristics of the original physical
document and its security features (or markers, as applicable) in the presence of the individual to be satisfied that it is authentic as issued by the competent
authority (federal, provincial, territorial government) that is valid (unaltered, not counterfeit) and current (not expired).
If an individual is not physically present, the authenticity of a government-issued photo identification document must be determined by using a technology
capable of assessing the document's authenticity. For example:
an individual could be asked to scan their government-issued photo identification document using the camera on their mobile phone or electronic device;
and
a technology would then be used by you, as the RE, to compare the features of the government-issued photo identification document against known
characteristics (for example, size, texture, character spacing, raised lettering, format, design), security features (for example, holograms, barcodes,
magnetic strips, watermarks, embedded electronic chips) or markers (for example, logos, symbols) to be satisfied that it is an authentic document as issued
by the competent authority (federal, provincial, territorial government).
When an individual is not physically present, you must still determine if the individual presenting the government-issued photo identification document matches
the name and photo of the person in the authenticated document provided. For example:
An individual could participate in a live video chat session and you, as the RE, would then be able to compare the name and the features of the live video
image to the name and photo on the authentic government-issued photo identification document; or
An individual could be asked to take a "selfie" photo using the camera on their mobile phone or electronic device, and an application used by you, as the
RE, would apply facial recognition technology to compare the features of that "selfie" to the photo on the authentic government-issued photo identification
document. A process would have to exist to also compare the name on the government-issued photo identification document with the name provided to
you, as the RE, by the individual.
*Note: It is not enough to just view a person and their government-issued photo identification document online through a video conference or any other type of
virtual application. You must use a software or some type of technology that would be able to authenticate the government-issued photo identification document.
You must also verify that the name and image match that of the individual on the authentic government-issued photo identification document.
Your compliance program's policies and procedures must describe the processes you follow to authenticate a government-issued photo identification document,
whether in person or not, and how you will confirm that it is valid and current. Your policies and procedures must also describe the steps used to verify that the
name and photograph are those of the individual. The processes for an RE to determine that a government-issued photo identification document is authentic,
valid and current, and the verification step (ensuring that the name and picture matches the name and face of the person), do not need to happen concurrently. It
is up to you to determine how you complete these two separate steps.

What information needs to be recorded when using the government-issued photo identification document method?
If you are using the government-issued photo identification document method, you must record 7:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the individual's name;
the date on which you verified the individual's identity;
the type of document used (for example, driver's licence, passport, etc.);
the unique identifying number of the document used;
the jurisdiction (province or state) and country that issued the document; and
the expiry date of the document, if available (if the information appears on the document or card, you must record it).

b. Credit file method
To be deemed an acceptable method, the credit file must 8:
1. be from a Canadian credit bureau (credit files from foreign credit bureaus are not acceptable);
2. have been in existence for at least three years; and
3. match the name, address and date of birth that the individual provided.
A credit file provides a rating on an individual's ability to repay loans; however, it is possible to request a credit file to verify an individual's identifying information
that does not include a credit assessment. You do not need a credit assessment to verify the identity of an individual. Equifax Canada and TransUnion Canada
are Canadian credit bureaus that provide credit file information for identification purposes.
To rely on the credit file method, you must conduct the search at the time you are verifying the individual's identity. An individual cannot provide you with a copy
of their credit file, nor can a previously obtained credit file be used (see section 3 for situations where information that had been obtained by an affiliate, agent, or
mandatary may be used).
It is acceptable to use an automated system to match the individual's information with the information contained in the individual's credit file. You may also rely on
a third party vendor to provide you with valid and current information contained in the individual's credit file. A third party vendor is an entity that is authorized by
a Canadian credit bureau to provide access to Canadian credit information.
If any of the information provided by the individual (name, address, or date of birth) does not match the information in the credit file, you cannot use that credit file
to verify the identity of this individual. You will need to use another source or method to verify the individual's identity.

On occasion, information found within the credit file may contain a variation of the name or a discrepancy in the address that was provided to you by the
individual. In these instances, you must determine whether the information in the credit file is a match to the information collected from the individual. For
example:
If there is a slight typo in the address or name, you may determine that the information still matches what the individual provided.
If there is a discrepancy in their date of birth, it is more likely that you will determine that the information does not match.
In this case, if this is your determination, you cannot rely on the information referred to in the credit file for identification purposes. An alternative
source or method (government-issued photo identification document or dual process) to verify the individual's identity must be used.
If there are multiple addresses in the credit file, it is possible that the address that the individual provided to you is not the primary address in the credit file
but does appear in the credit file as a secondary address. It is possible that this may still meet your requirements for ensuring that the information matches
what the individual provided.

What information needs to be recorded when using the credit file method?
If you use this method, you must record 9:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the individual's name;
the date you consulted or searched the credit file;
the name of the Canadian credit bureau or third party vendor holding the credit file; and
the individual's credit file number.

Your compliance program's policies and procedures must describe the processes you follow to use the credit file method to verify an individual's identity and how
you will ensure that the information is valid and current. It should also include the steps you will take if the information is not valid and current (for example,
search a different credit file, use another method, stop the transaction, etc.).

c. Dual-process method to verify the identity of an individual
You can verify the identity of an individual using the dual-process method. This method involves referring to information from two reliable sources.

How to use the dual process method to verify the identity of an individual
To verify an individual's identity by using the dual-process method

10,

you must refer to any two of the following:

information from a reliable source that includes the individual's name and address;
information from a reliable source that includes the individual's name and date of birth; or
information that includes the individual's name and confirms that they have a deposit account, credit card or other loan account with a financial
entity.
Information for this purpose may be found in statements, letters, certificates, forms or other sources and can be provided through an original version or you
may obtain another version of the information's original format, such as a fax, photocopy, scan, or electronic image. For further clarity, it is acceptable to rely on a
fax, photocopy, scan or electronic image of a government-issued photo identification document as one of the two sources of information required to verify the
identity of an individual.
The information you obtain must originate from two different sources and cannot come from the individual whose identity is being verified nor can it come from
the person or entity doing the verification 11. The name, address, date of birth or confirmation of a deposit account, credit card or other loan account must match
the information that was provided by the individual.
*Note: It is not acceptable to rely on information if the account number or number that is associated with the information is truncated or redacted. On occasion,
information contained in a source may contain a variation of the name or a typo in the address. In these instances, you must determine whether the information
matches the information collected from the individual. If it is a slight typo in the address or a misspelled name, you may determine that the information still
matches what the individual provided. However, in the case of an incorrect date of birth, it is more likely that you will determine that the information does not
match. In this case, you cannot rely on the information referred to in these two sources for identification purposes. An alternative source or method (governmentissued photo identification or credit file) to verify the individual's identity must be used or you must obtain a different source under the dual process method.
You cannot use the same source for the two categories of information you use to verify the individual's identity. For example, you cannot rely on a bank statement
from Bank A that includes the individual's name and address and another bank statement from Bank A that includes the individual's name and confirms that the
individual holds a deposit account, as Bank A would be the originating source of both categories of information. You can, however, refer to a bank statement from
Bank A that contains the individual's name and confirms that the individual holds a deposit account, and rely on an electronic image of a driver's licence to verify
the individual's name and address. For further precision:
1. You refer to one reliable source to verify an individual's name and address, and refer to a different reliable source to verify their name and date of birth.
2. You refer to one reliable source to verify an individual's name and address, and refer to a different source to verify their name and confirm a financial
account (specifically a deposit account, credit card account or loan account).
3. You refer to one reliable source to verify an individual's name and date of birth, and refer to a different source to verify their name and confirm a financial
account (specifically, a deposit account, credit card account or loan account).

What is a reliable source of information?

A reliable source is an originator or issuer of information that you trust. To be considered reliable, the source should be well known and considered reputable. For
example, a reliable source could be the federal, provincial, territorial or municipal levels of government, crown corporations, federally regulated financial
institutions, or utility providers. See Annex 5 for a table outlining examples of reliable sources of information for the dual process method.
* Note: If the information (two of either of the following: name and address, name and date of birth, or name and confirmation of a deposit account, credit card or
other loan account) you obtain through the identification process does not match the information provided by the individual, you cannot rely on it. Social media of
any kind is not an acceptable source of information to verify an individual's identity.
If you have already verified the identity of an individual, you do not need to re-verify it upon subsequent account openings or transactions, unless you have
doubts about the accuracy of the information that was used at the time of verification 12.

How to use a credit file under the dual process method to verify the identity of an individual
A Canadian credit file can be used as one of the two sources of information required to verify the identity of an individual. It can be used to verify the individual's
name and address, name and date of birth, or to verify the individual's name and confirm that the individual has a deposit account, credit card or loan account.
The credit file must have existed for at least six months.
Information from a second source, for example, a property tax assessment, must be used to verify the second category of information under the dual process
method. In this instance, the two reliable sources are the Canadian credit bureau that provided the credit file information and the municipal government that
issued the property tax assessment. The information from these two sources must match the information provided by the individual.
You can rely on information from a Canadian credit bureau if it acts as an aggregator and if it compiles information from different reliable sources (often referred
to as tradelines). In this instance, the Canadian credit bureau must provide you with information from two independent tradelines that verify two of either: the
individual's name and address, the individual's name and date of birth, or the individual's name and confirmation of a deposit account, credit card or loan
account. In this instance, each tradeline is a distinct source; the credit bureau is not the source.
The tradelines cannot be your own, as the reporting entity verifying the individual's identity, and each tradeline must originate from a different source (for
example, federally regulated financial institution, utility service provider, etc.).

What information needs to be recorded when using the dual-process method?
There is specific information you must keep if you use this method to verify an individual's identity. You must have the following information in your records
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

13:

the individual's name;
the date you verified the information;
the name of the two different sources that were used to verify the identity of the individual;
the type of information consulted (for example, utility statement, bank statement, marriage licence); and
the number associated with the information (for example, account number or if there is no account number, a number that is associated with the
information, which could be a reference number or certificate number, etc.).
If you receive two distinct sources from an aggregator of that information, you must record the tradeline account number or number associated to each
tradeline, not the aggregator number.

Your compliance program's policies and procedures must describe the processes you follow when using the dual process method to verify an individual's identity
and how you will ensure that the information is valid and current.

3. How do I use an affiliate, agent or mandatary?
To verify the identity of an individual, you can rely on:
a domestic or foreign affiliate 14;
a financial entity that is subject to the PCMLTFA and is a member of your financial services cooperative or credit union central
an agent or mandatary 16.

15;

or

The affiliates, agents and mandataries you rely on to verify the identity of individuals must have done their verification in accordance with the PCMLTFR as they
were written at the time of the verification. You are legally responsible for verifying client identity, even if you rely on someone else to do it. If you have any
concerns about the methods or information that your affiliates, agents, or mandataries used to verify an individual's identity, you should re-verify their identity 17.
In the case of a business merger or acquisition, you are not required to re-identify the acquired clients, if their identities were verified in accordance with the
PCMLTFA and associated Regulations at the time the verification took place. As a best practice, you are encouraged to review and update client information (for
example, name, address, date of birth, etc.), as determined by your risk assessment process. Newly acquired clients become the responsibility of the acquiring
entity; it must ensure compliance with the PCMLTFA and associated Regulations, and review any risks that these clients may pose to the entity and the
Canadian financial system.

Affiliates
What are domestic and foreign affiliates?
An entity is an affiliate of another entity if one of them is wholly owned by the other, if both are wholly owned by the same entity or if their financial statements are
consolidated 18.

To rely on your domestic affiliates for identification purposes, they must meet the definition of a bank, authorized foreign bank, cooperative credit society, savings
and credit union, caisse populaire, life insurance company, trust company, loan company, or securities dealer. In other words, your domestic affiliates must be
recognized as an entity under paragraphs 5(a) to (g) 19 of the PCMLTFA.

To rely on your foreign affiliates for identification purposes, they must carry out activities outside of Canada that are similar to the activities of a person or entity
referred to in paragraphs 5(a) to (g) of the PCMLTFA 20.

What is a financial entity that is a member of your financial services cooperative or credit union central?
Financial services cooperatives or credit union centrals act on behalf of a membership composed of financial entities and can provide financial services to that
group.
A financial services cooperative is regulated by the Act respecting financial services cooperatives.
A credit union central is a central cooperative credit society under the Cooperative Credit Associations Act or a credit union central, federation of credit unions, or
caisses populaires regulated by provincial Acts outside of Québec.
You can rely on a member of your financial services cooperative or credit union central to verify the identity of an individual

21

.

How can an affiliate or a member of the same financial services cooperative or credit union central be used to verify the identity of
individuals?
To rely on a domestic affiliate, foreign affiliate or a member of the same financial services cooperative or credit union central to verify the identity of an individual,
you must 22:
confirm that they verified an individual's identity using either the government-issued photo identification, credit file or dual process methods for identification;
and
verify that the individual's name, address and date of birth in their record are those of your client.

What information needs to be recorded when you rely on an affiliate to verify the identity of an individual?
When you rely on an affiliate to verify the identity of an individual, you must record
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

23:

the individual's name;
the date on which the affiliate verified the identity of the individual;
the name of the affiliate that verified the individual's identity:
the method that the affiliate used to verify the individual's identity; and
the information that the affiliate recorded based on the method it used.

* Note: If the affiliate verified the identity of the individual in accordance with the methods to verify identity that were in force prior to June 2017, you must record:
the method that the affiliate used to verify the individual's identity, as they read at the time; and
the information that was required to be recorded based on the method 24 the affiliate used.

Agent or mandatary
How can an agent or mandatary be used to verify the identity of an individual 25?
You can rely on an agent or mandatary to carry out your obligation to verify the identity of an individual, or you can verify the identity of an individual by relying on
the measures previously taken by an agent or mandatary if they were:
acting in their own capacity at the time, whether or not they were required to use the methods prescribed in the PCMLTFR; or
acting as an agent or mandatary under a written agreement or arrangement that was entered into with another reporting entity for the purposes of verifying
an individual's identity using one of the prescribed methods.
Whether you use an agent or mandatary to verify the identity of an individual on your behalf, or you rely on the measures previously taken by an agent or
mandatary you must 26:
have a written agreement or arrangement with the agent or mandatary before you rely on them to verify an individual's identity or you accept information
that they had previously taken in relation to the verification of identity of an individual 27;
obtain, as soon as feasible, all the information referred to by the agent or mandatary and the information that the agent or mandatory verified as being that
of the person 28;
if the person's identity was verified prior to June 17, 2017, the information that was obtained at the time in accordance with the requirements that were
in force at that time; and
be satisfied that
the identification information the agent provides you is valid and current (it is that of the individual being identified), and
the individual's identity was verified using one of the prescribed identification methods
Example 1 – Acceptable

Jane Smith would like to open an account with you. The agent verified Jane Smith's identity, in 2012, by referring to her driver's licence, which expired in
February 2014. In 2012, because Jane Smith's name and photograph matched with that on the driver's licence, her identity was verified in accordance with the
prescribed methods - regardless that the licence is now expired. As such, to rely on the information from this agent is acceptable, providing there is an
agreement in place to do so, and you will obtain the prescribed information, as soon as feasible.
Example 2 – Unacceptable
Jane Smith (maiden name – Jane Rogers) would like to carry out a transaction for which you must verify her identity. The agent verified Jane Rogers' identity, in
2012, by referring to her driver's licence, which has not yet expired. In 2012, because Jane Rogers' name and photograph matched with that on the driver's
licence, her identity was verified in accordance with the prescribed methods. However, regardless that the licence has not yet expired, it is not acceptable to rely
on the information from this agent, because the agent will provide you information on Jane Rogers, and she is now Jane Smith, so the information provided to
you by the agent will not be valid and current.
Example 3 – Unacceptable
Jane Smith would like to carry out a transaction for which you must verify her identity. The agent verified Jane Smith's identity, in 2012, by referring to her
driver's licence, which expired in 2011. In 2012, because Jane Smith's driver's licence had expired, her identity WAS NOT verified in accordance with the
prescribed methods. As such, it is not acceptable to rely on the information from this agent.

What information needs to be recorded when you rely on an agent or mandatary to verify the identity of an individual?
In addition to the applicable records associated with the prescribed identification method, if you rely on an agent or mandatary to verify the identity of an
individual, you must have the following in your records 29:
the written agreement or arrangement with the agent or mandatary for verifying an individual's identity;
the information that the agent or mandatary referred to in order to identify the individual; and
the information that the agent or mandatary verified as being about that individual.

4. How do I identify a child?
If a child is under 12 years of age, you must verify the identity of one parent or guardian and record the parent or guardian's information. You can rely on the
information provided by the parent, guardian, or tutor in order to record the child's identification details 30.

If a child is between 12 and 15 years of age, you can verify their identity directly by using one of the prescribed methods to verify an individual's identity.
If this is not possible, you can rely on one source of information that includes the name and address of the child's parent, guardian, or tutor 31 and a second
source that includes the child's name and date of birth. For example, if the child has a passport you can use it to verify their identity, if not, you could rely on the
parent's driver's licence to verify their common address and the child's birth certificate to verify the child's name and date of birth.

5. How do I confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation?
An entity can be a corporation, trust, partnership, fund, or unincorporated association or organization. However, corporations are subject to different requirements
than entities other than corporations.

Corporations
To confirm the existence of a corporation, you can refer to a paper record or an electronic record that was obtained from a source that is accessible to the public
32
, such as:
its certificate of incorporation;
a certificate of active corporate status;
a record that has to be filed annually under provincial securities legislation; or
any other record that confirms the corporation's existence, such as the corporation's published annual report signed by an audit firm, or a letter or notice of
assessment for the corporation from a municipal, provincial, territorial or federal government.
You can obtain a corporation's name and address and the names of its directors from a provincial or federal database such as the Corporations Canada
database, which is accessible from Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada. You may also get this type of information if you subscribe to a
corporation searching and registration service.
You must verify the corporation's name, address and the names of its directors. In the case of a corporation that is a securities dealer, you do not need to verify
the names of its directors when you confirm its existence 33.
You do not have to re-confirm the existence of a corporation nor to verify the corporation's name, address and the names of its directors unless you have doubts
about the accuracy of the information or the record used 34.

An entity other than a corporation
To confirm the existence of an entity, other than a corporation, you can refer to a paper record or an electronic record that was obtained from a source that is
accessible to the public 35, such as:

a partnership agreement;
articles of association; or
any other record that confirms its existence as a legal entity (for example, trust agreement).
You do not have to re-confirm the existence of an entity unless you have doubts about the accuracy of the information or the record used

36

.

Records required when confirming the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation
If you refer to a publicly accessible electronic record to confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation, you must keep a record of:
the corporation's registration number 37 or the entity's registration number
the type of record consulted; and
the source of the electronic version of the record.

38

;

If you consult a paper record to confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation, you must retain the record or a copy of the record
39
.

6. Are there restrictions on the use of personal information?
The use of personal information in Canadian commercial activities is protected by the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA),
or by similar provincial legislation. You have to inform clients about the collection of their personal information. However, you do not have to inform them when
you include their personal information in the reports you are required to submit to FINTRAC.
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada can provide further guidance, and has created a Question and Answer document about PIPEDA and the
Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, to help clarify your responsibilities under both federal Acts.

For further information, please contact FINTRAC.

Annex 1: Summary of the methods to verify the identity of individuals and associated record keeping
obligations
Identification method

Documents or information to
review

Identification details that must
match

Information that must be recorded

Photo identification

Photo identification document issued
by a government that is authentic,
valid and current

Name and photograph

Individual's name
Date of verification
Type of document
Document number
Province or state and country
that issued the document
Expiry date (if applicable)

Credit file

Valid and current information from a
Canadian credit file that has been in
existence for at least three years

Name, address and date of birth

Individual's name
Date you consulted/searched
the credit file
Name of the credit bureau
Individual's credit file number

Dual process

Valid and current information from
two reliable sources

A combination of two of the following:
name and address;
name and date of birth; or
name and confirmation of a financial
account

Individual's name
Date you verified the information
Name of the two different
sources used to verify the
identity of the individual
Type of information consulted
Account number or number
associated with the information

Annex 2: Summary of who can identify an individual on your behalf
Who

Documents or information to
review

Identification details that must
match

Information that must be recorded

Affiliate that verified the identity of
the individual:
a domestic affiliate;
a foreign affiliate; or
a member of the same
financial services cooperative
or credit union central.

Verify that the name, address and
date of birth in the affiliate's records
are those of the individual;
or
Where the identity was verified prior
to June 17, 2017, the information that
would have been required in
accordance with the requirements at
that time

The identification details listed under
the identification method used at the
time of the verification

Individual's name
Date of verification
Name of the entity that
previously verified the
individual's identity
Identification method used to
verify the individual's identity
Information gathered according
to the identification method that
was used at the time of the
verification

Agent or mandatary that:
acted in their own capacity;
acted for you; or
acted as an agent or
mandatary under a written
agreement or arrangement
with another person or entity
for the purposes of verifying
identity

Verify that the information is valid and
current when you receive it and that
the individual's identity was verified
using one of the prescribed
identification methods;
or
Where the identity was verified prior
to June 17, 2017, that the information
was valid and current at that time,
and that the individual's identity was
verified using one of the prescribed
identification methods at that time.

The identification details listed under
the identification method used at the
time of the verification

A written agreement or
arrangement with the agent or
mandatary for the purpose of
verifying an individual's identity
All of the information that the
agent or mandatary consulted
when verifying the individual's
identity
The information that the agent
or mandatary verified as being
that of the individual

Annex 3: Summary of how to confirm the existence of a corporation or of an entity other than a corporation
Type of entity

Documents to review

Identification details that must
match

Information that must be recorded

Corporation

Documents that you can rely on to
confirm the existence of a
corporation:

Name and address of corporation

If you consulted an electronic record:

Names of Directors

certificate of incorporation
certificate of corporate status
record that has to be filed
annually under provincial
securities legislation
published annual report signed
by an audit firm
letter or notice of assessment
from a municipal, provincial,
territorial or federal government
Entity other than a corporation

Documents that you can rely on to
confirm the existence of an entity
other than a corporation:

registration number;
type of document consulted;
and
source of the electronic
document
If you consulted a paper record:
the paper record, or a copy of
the record

Name and address of the entity

a partnership agreement
articles of association
any other similar record that
confirms the existence of the
entity
letter or notice of assessment
from a municipal, provincial,
territorial or federal government

If you consulted an electronic record:
registration number;
type of record consulted; and
source of the electronic record
If you consulted a paper record:
the paper record, or a copy of
the record

Annex 4: Examples of acceptable photo identification documents
The following list provides examples of acceptable government-issued photo identification documents from federal, provincial or territorial authorities. This is not
an exhaustive list.

Type of card or document

Issuing province or state and country

Canadian passport

Canada

Permanent resident card

Canada

Citizenship card (issued prior to 2012)

Canada

Secure Certificate of Indian Status

Canada
Driver's licences

British Columbia Driver's Licence

British Columbia, Canada

Alberta Driver's Licence

Alberta, Canada

Saskatchewan Driver's Licence

Saskatchewan, Canada

Manitoba Driver's Licence

Manitoba, Canada

Ontario Driver's Licence

Ontario, Canada

Québec Driver's Licence

Québec, Canada

New Brunswick Driver's Licence

New Brunswick, Canada

Nova Scotia Driver's Licence

Nova Scotia, Canada

Prince Edward Island Driver's Licence

Prince Edward Island, Canada

Newfoundland and Labrador Driver's Licence

Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada

Yukon Driver's Licence

Yukon, Canada

Northwest Territories Driver's Licence

Northwest Territories, Canada

Nunavut Driver's Licence

Nunavut, Canada

DND 404 Driver's Licence

Department of National Defence, Canada
Provincial services cards

British Columbia Services Card

British Columbia, Canada
Provincial or territorial identity cards

British Columbia Enhanced ID

British Columbia, Canada

Alberta Photo Identification Card

Alberta, Canada

Saskatchewan Non-driver photo ID

Saskatchewan, Canada

Manitoba Enhanced Identification Card

Manitoba, Canada

Ontario Photo Card

Ontario, Canada

New Brunswick Photo ID Card

New Brunswick, Canada

Nova Scotia Identification Card

Nova Scotia, Canada

Prince Edward Island Voluntary ID

Prince Edward Island, Canada

Newfoundland and Labrador Photo Identification Card

Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada

Northwest Territories General Identification Card

Northwest Territories, Canada

Nunavut General Identification Card

Nunavut, Canada
Types of card or international document

Global Entry Card

United States

NEXUS

United States or Canada

France driver's licence

France

Australian passport

Australia

Pennsylvania driver's licence

Pennsylvania, United States

* Note: You cannot use a provincial health card for identification purposes where it is prohibited by provincial legislation.

Annex 5: Examples of reliable sources of information for the dual-process method
This is not an exhaustive list. You must always rely on valid and current information whether it be through an original version or whether you obtain another
version of the information's original format, such as a fax, photocopy, scan, or electronic image.
Reliable sources of information to verify name
and address

Reliable sources of information to verify name
and date of birth

Reliable sources of information to verify name
and confirm a financial account (specifically a
deposit account, credit card account or loan
account)

Issued by a Canadian government body:

Issued by a Canadian government body:

Confirm that the individual has a deposit
account, credit card or loan account by means
of:

A fax, photocopy, scan or electronic image of
a government-issued photo identification
document
Any statement, form, certificate or other
source issued by a Canadian government
body (federal, provincial, territorial or
municipal):
Canada Pension Plan (CPP) statement
Property tax assessment issued by a
municipality
Provincially issued vehicle registration
Benefits statement:
Federal, provincial, territorial, or
municipal levels
Issued by other Canadian sources
Utility bill (for example, electricity, water,
telecommunications)
Canada 411
Record of Employment
Registered investment account statements
(for example, RRSP, TFSA or RRIF)
Canadian credit file that has been in
existence for at least six months
Product from a Canadian credit bureau or
other third party (containing two trade lines in
existence for at least six months)
Insurance documents (home, auto, life)

A fax, photocopy, scan or electronic image of
a government-issued photo identification
document
Any statement, form, certificate or other
source issued by a Canadian government
body (federal, provincial, territorial or
municipal):
Birth certificate
Marriage certificate or governmentissued proof of marriage document
(long-form which includes date of birth)
Divorce documentation
Permanent resident card
Citizenship certificate
Temporary driver's licence (non-photo)
Issued by other Canadian sources
Canadian credit file that has been in
existence for at least six months
Product from a Canadian credit bureau
(containing two trade lines in existence for at
least six months)
Investment account statements (for example,
RRSP, GIC)
Insurance documents (home, auto, life)

Credit card statement
Bank statement for deposit or chequing
accounts
Loan account statement (for example,
mortgage)
Cheque that has been processed in the last
statement period (cleared, insufficient funds)
by a financial institution
Telephone call, email, letter, or other
traceable means of confirmation from the
financial entity holding the deposit account,
credit card or loan account.
Product from a Canadian credit bureau
(containing two trade lines in existence for at
least six months)
Use of micro-deposits

Issued by a foreign government
Travel visa
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64(1)(a) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

2

64(1.4) as amended by SOR/2019-240 and in force as of June 25, 2019.

3

64(1)(c) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

4

64(1.4) as amended by SOR/2019-240 and in force as of June 25, 2019.

5

64(1)(d) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

6

64(1.4) as amended by SOR/2019-240 and in force as of June 25, 2019.

7

64.2(a) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

8

64(1)(c) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

9

64.2(c) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

10

64(1)(d) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

11

64(1.3) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

12

63 (1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

13

64.2(d) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

14

64(1)(e)(i) and 64(1)(e)(ii) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

15

64(1)(e)(iii) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

16

64.1 (1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

17

63(1) and 64.1(3)(c) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

18

1.12 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

19

64(1)(e)(i) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

20

64(1)(e)(ii) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

21

64(1)(e)(iii) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

22

64(1)(e) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

23

64.2(e) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

24

64(1) or 64(1.1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

25

64.1 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

26

64.1(3) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

27

64.1(3)(a) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

28

64.1(3)(b) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

29

64.2 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

30

64(1.1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

31

64(1.2) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.

32

65(1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations, SOR/2002-184.
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Exhibit 26

Notice to Customers:
A CTR Reference Guide
Why is my financial institution asking me for identification
and personal information?
Federal law requires financial institutions to report currency (cash or
coin) transactions over $10,000 conducted by, or on behalf of, one person,
as well as multiple currency transactions that aggregate to be over
$10,000 in a single day. These transactions are reported on Currency
Transaction Reports (CTRs). The federal law requiring these reports was
passed to safeguard the financial industry from threats posed by money
laundering and other financial crime. To comply with this law, financial
institutions must obtain personal identification information about the
individual conducting the transaction such as a Social Security number
as well as a driver’s license or other government issued document. This
requirement applies whether the individual conducting the transaction
has an account relationship with the institution or not.
There is no general prohibition against handling large amounts of
currency and the filing of a CTR is required regardless of the reasons for
the currency transaction. The financial institution collects this information
in a manner consistent with a customer’s right to financial privacy.

Can I break up my currency transactions into multiple,
smaller amounts to avoid being reported to the
government?
No. This is called “structuring.” Federal law makes it a crime to break
up transactions into smaller amounts for the purpose of evading the
CTR reporting requirement and this may lead to a required disclosure
from the financial institution to the government. Structuring transactions
to prevent a CTR from being reported can result in imprisonment for
not more than five years and/or a fine of up to $250,000. If structuring
involves more than $100,000 in a twelve month period or is performed
while violating another law of the United States, the penalty is doubled.

www.fincen.gov

The following scenarios are examples of structuring.

Examples of Structured Transactions
1.

John has $15,000 in cash he obtained from selling his truck. John
knows that if he deposits $15,000 in cash, his financial institution
will be required to file a CTR. John instead deposits $7,500 in cash
in the morning with one financial institution employee and comes
back to the financial institution later in the day to another employee
to deposit the remaining $7,500, hoping to evade the CTR reporting
requirement.

2.

Jane needs $18,000 in cash to pay for supplies for her woodcarving business. Jane cashes a $9,000 personal check at a financial
institution on a Monday, then cashes another $9,000 personal check
at the financial institution the following day. Jane cashed the checks
separately and structured the transactions in an attempt to evade the
CTR reporting requirement.

3.

A married couple, John and Jane, sell a vehicle for $15,000 in cash.
To evade the CTR reporting requirement, John and Jane structure
their transactions using different accounts. John deposits $8,000 of
that money into his and Jane’s joint account in the morning. Later
that day, Jane deposits $1,500 into the joint account, and then $5,500
into her sister’s account, which is later transferred to John and Jane’s
joint account.

4.

Bob wants to place $24,000 cash he earned from his illegal
activities into the financial system by using a wire transfer. Bob
knows his financial institution will file a CTR if he purchases a
wire with over $10,000 currency in one day. To evade the CTR
reporting requirement, Bob wires the $24,000 by purchasing wires
with currency in $6,000 increments over a short period of time,
occasionally skipping days in an attempt to prevent the financial
institution from filing a CTR.

For further assistance, please contact
FinCEN’s Resource Center at
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DIRECTIVES
DIRECTIVE (EU) 2015/849 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 20 May 2015
on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or
terrorist financing, amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the
Council, and repealing Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and
Commission Directive 2006/70/EC
(Text with EEA relevance)
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 114 thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the European Commission,
After transmission of the draft legislative act to the national parliaments,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Central Bank (1),
Having regard to the opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee (2),
Acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure (3),
Whereas:
(1)

Flows of illicit money can damage the integrity, stability and reputation of the financial sector, and threaten the
internal market of the Union as well as international development. Money laundering, terrorism financing and
organised crime remain significant problems which should be addressed at Union level. In addition to further
developing the criminal law approach at Union level, targeted and proportionate prevention of the use of the
financial system for the purposes of money laundering and terrorist financing is indispensable and can produce
complementary results.

(2)

The soundness, integrity and stability of credit institutions and financial institutions, and confidence in the
financial system as a whole could be seriously jeopardised by the efforts of criminals and their associates to
disguise the origin of criminal proceeds or to channel lawful or illicit money for terrorist purposes. In order to
facilitate their criminal activities, money launderers and financers of terrorism could try to take advantage of the
freedom of capital movements and the freedom to supply financial services which the Union's integrated financial
area entails. Therefore, certain coordinating measures are necessary at Union level. At the same time, the
objectives of protecting society from crime and protecting the stability and integrity of the Union's financial
system should be balanced against the need to create a regulatory environment that allows companies to grow
their businesses without incurring disproportionate compliance costs.

(3)

This Directive is the fourth directive to address the threat of money laundering. Council Directive 91/308/EEC (4)
defined money laundering in terms of drugs offences and imposed obligations solely on the financial sector.

(1) OJ C 166, 12.6.2013, p. 2.
(2) OJ C 271, 19.9.2013, p. 31.
(3) Position of the European Parliament of 11 March 2014 (not yet published in the Official Journal) and position of the Council at first
reading of 20 April 2015 (not yet published in the Official Journal). Position of the European Parliament of 20 May 2015 (not yet
published in the Official Journal).
(4) Council Directive 91/308/EEC of 10 June 1991 on prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering
(OJ L 166, 28.6.1991, p. 77).
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Directive 2001/97/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (1) extended the scope of Directive
91/308/EEC both in terms of the crimes covered and in terms of the range of professions and activities covered.
In June 2003, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) revised its Recommendations to cover terrorist financing,
and provided more detailed requirements in relation to customer identification and verification, the situations
where a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist financing may justify enhanced measures and also the
situations where a reduced risk may justify less rigorous controls. Those changes were reflected in Directive
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (2) and in Commission Directive 2006/70/EC (3).

(4)

Money laundering and terrorist financing are frequently carried out in an international context. Measures adopted
solely at national or even at Union level, without taking into account international coordination and cooperation,
would have very limited effect. The measures adopted by the Union in that field should therefore be compatible
with, and at least as stringent as, other actions undertaken in international fora. Union action should continue
to take particular account of the FATF Recommendations and instruments of other international bodies active in
the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing. With a view to reinforcing the efficacy of the fight
against money laundering and terrorist financing, the relevant Union legal acts should, where appropriate, be
aligned with the International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism and
Proliferation adopted by the FATF in February 2012 (the ‘revised FATF Recommendations’).

(5)

Furthermore, the misuse of the financial system to channel illicit or even lawful money into terrorist purposes
poses a clear risk to the integrity, proper functioning, reputation and stability of the financial system.
Accordingly, the preventive measures laid down in this Directive should address the manipulation of money
derived from serious crime and the collection of money or property for terrorist purposes.

(6)

The use of large cash payments is highly vulnerable to money laundering and terrorist financing. In order to
increase vigilance and mitigate the risks posed by such cash payments, persons trading in goods should be
covered by this Directive to the extent that they make or receive cash payments of EUR 10 000 or more.
Member States should be able to adopt lower thresholds, additional general limitations to the use of cash and
further stricter provisions.

(7)

The use of electronic money products is increasingly considered to be a substitute for bank accounts, which, in
addition to the measures laid down in Directive 2009/110/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (4),
justifies subjecting those products to anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
obligations. However, in certain proven low-risk circumstances and under strict risk-mitigating conditions,
Member States should be allowed to exempt electronic money products from certain customer due diligence
measures, such as the identification and verification of the customer and of the beneficial owner, but not from
the monitoring of transactions or of business relationships. The risk-mitigating conditions should include a
requirement that exempt electronic money products be used exclusively for purchasing goods or services, and
that the amount stored electronically be low enough to preclude circumvention of the AML/CFT rules. Such an
exemption should be without prejudice to the discretion given to Member States to allow obliged entities to
apply simplified customer due diligence measures to other electronic money products posing lower risks, in
accordance with Article 15.

(8)

As concerns the obliged entities which are subject to this Directive, estate agents could be understood to include
letting agents, where applicable.

(1) Directive 2001/97/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 December 2001 amending Council Directive 91/308/EEC on
prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering (OJ L 344, 28.12.2001, p. 76).
(2) Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of the use of the financial
system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing (OJ L 309, 25.11.2005, p. 15).
(3) Commission Directive 2006/70/EC of 1 August 2006 laying down implementing measures for Directive 2005/60/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council as regards the definition of politically exposed person and the technical criteria for simplified customer
due diligence procedures and for exemption on grounds of a financial activity conducted on an occasional or very limited basis
(OJ L 214, 4.8.2006, p. 29).
4
( ) Directive 2009/110/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on the taking up, pursuit and prudential
supervision of the business of electronic money institutions amending Directives 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive
2000/46/EC (OJ L 267, 10.10.2009, p. 7).
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(9)

Legal professionals, as defined by the Member States, should be subject to this Directive when participating in
financial or corporate transactions, including when providing tax advice, where there is the greatest risk of the
services of those legal professionals being misused for the purpose of laundering the proceeds of criminal activity
or for the purpose of terrorist financing. There should, however, be exemptions from any obligation to report
information obtained before, during or after judicial proceedings, or in the course of ascertaining the legal
position of a client. Therefore, legal advice should remain subject to the obligation of professional secrecy, except
where the legal professional is taking part in money laundering or terrorist financing, the legal advice is provided
for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing, or the legal professional knows that the client is
seeking legal advice for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing.

(10)

Directly comparable services should be treated in the same manner when provided by any of the professionals
covered by this Directive. In order to ensure respect for the rights guaranteed by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union (the ‘Charter’), in the case of auditors, external accountants and tax advisors, who,
in some Member States, are entitled to defend or represent a client in the context of judicial proceedings or to
ascertain a client's legal position, the information they obtain in the performance of those tasks should not be
subject to the reporting obligations laid down in this Directive.

(11)

It is important expressly to highlight that ‘tax crimes’ relating to direct and indirect taxes are included in the
broad definition of ‘criminal activity’ in this Directive, in line with the revised FATF Recommendations. Given
that different tax offences may be designated in each Member State as constituting ‘criminal activity’ punishable
by means of the sanctions as referred to in point (4)(f) of Article 3 of this Directive, national law definitions of
tax crimes may diverge. While no harmonisation of the definitions of tax crimes in Member States' national law
is sought, Member States should allow, to the greatest extent possible under their national law, the exchange of
information or the provision of assistance between EU Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs).

(12)

There is a need to identify any natural person who exercises ownership or control over a legal entity. In order to
ensure effective transparency, Member States should ensure that the widest possible range of legal entities
incorporated or created by any other mechanism in their territory is covered. While finding a specified
percentage shareholding or ownership interest does not automatically result in finding the beneficial owner, it
should be one evidential factor among others to be taken into account. Member States should be able, however,
to decide that a lower percentage may be an indication of ownership or control.

(13)

Identification and verification of beneficial owners should, where relevant, extend to legal entities that own other
legal entities, and obliged entities should look for the natural person(s) who ultimately exercises control through
ownership or through other means of the legal entity that is the customer. Control through other means may,
inter alia, include the criteria of control used for the purpose of preparing consolidated financial statements, such
as through a shareholders' agreement, the exercise of dominant influence or the power to appoint senior
management. There may be cases where no natural person is identifiable who ultimately owns or exerts control
over a legal entity. In such exceptional cases, obliged entities, having exhausted all other means of identification,
and provided there are no grounds for suspicion, may consider the senior managing official(s) to be the beneficial
owner(s).

(14)

The need for accurate and up-to-date information on the beneficial owner is a key factor in tracing criminals who
might otherwise hide their identity behind a corporate structure. Member States should therefore ensure that
entities incorporated within their territory in accordance with national law obtain and hold adequate, accurate
and current information on their beneficial ownership, in addition to basic information such as the company
name and address and proof of incorporation and legal ownership. With a view to enhancing transparency in
order to combat the misuse of legal entities, Member States should ensure that beneficial ownership information
is stored in a central register located outside the company, in full compliance with Union law. Member States can,
for that purpose, use a central database which collects beneficial ownership information, or the business register,
or another central register. Member States may decide that obliged entities are responsible for filling in the
register. Member States should make sure that in all cases that information is made available to competent
authorities and FIUs and is provided to obliged entities when the latter take customer due diligence measures.
Member States should also ensure that other persons who are able to demonstrate a legitimate interest with
respect to money laundering, terrorist financing, and the associated predicate offences, such as corruption, tax
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crimes and fraud, are granted access to beneficial ownership information, in accordance with data protection
rules. The persons who are able to demonstrate a legitimate interest should have access to information on the
nature and extent of the beneficial interest held consisting of its approximate weight.
(15)

For that purpose, Member States should be able, under national law, to allow for access that is wider than the
access provided for under this Directive.

(16)

Timely access to information on beneficial ownership should be ensured in ways which avoid any risk of tipping
off the company concerned.

(17)

In order to ensure a level playing field among the different types of legal forms, trustees should also be required
to obtain, hold and provide beneficial ownership information to obliged entities taking customer due diligence
measures and to communicate that information to a central register or a central database and they should
disclose their status to obliged entities. Legal entities such as foundations and legal arrangements similar to trusts
should be subject to equivalent requirements.

(18)

This Directive should also apply to activities of obliged entities which are performed on the internet.

(19)

New technologies provide time-effective and cost-effective solutions to businesses and to customers and should
therefore be taken into account when evaluating risk. The competent authorities and obliged entities should be
proactive in combating new and innovative ways of money laundering.

(20)

The representatives of the Union in the governing bodies of the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development are encouraged to implement this Directive and to publish on its website AML/CFT policies,
containing detailed procedures that would give effect to this Directive.

(21)

The use of gambling sector services to launder the proceeds of criminal activity is of concern. In order to
mitigate the risks relating to gambling services, this Directive should provide for an obligation for providers of
gambling services posing higher risks to apply customer due diligence measures for single transactions
amounting to EUR 2 000 or more. Member States should ensure that obliged entities apply the same threshold
to the collection of winnings, wagering a stake, including by the purchase and exchange of gambling chips, or
both. Providers of gambling services with physical premises, such as casinos and gaming houses, should ensure
that customer due diligence, if it is taken at the point of entry to the premises, can be linked to the transactions
conducted by the customer on those premises. However, in proven low-risk circumstances, Member States should
be allowed to exempt certain gambling services from some or all of the requirements laid down in this Directive.
The use of an exemption by a Member State should be considered only in strictly limited and justified circum
stances, and where the risks of money laundering or terrorist financing are low. Such exemptions should be
subject to a specific risk assessment which also considers the degree of vulnerability of the applicable
transactions. They should be notified to the Commission. In the risk assessment, Member States should indicate
how they have taken into account any relevant findings in the reports issued by the Commission in the
framework of the supranational risk assessment.

(22)

The risk of money laundering and terrorist financing is not the same in every case. Accordingly, a holistic, riskbased approach should be used. The risk-based approach is not an unduly permissive option for Member States
and obliged entities. It involves the use of evidence-based decision-making in order to target the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing facing the Union and those operating within it more effectively.

(23)

Underpinning the risk-based approach is the need for Member States and the Union to identify, understand and
mitigate the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing that they face. The importance of a supranational
approach to risk identification has been recognised at international level, and the European Supervisory
Authority (European Banking Authority) (EBA), established by Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010 of the European
Parliament and of the Council (1), the European Supervisory Authority (European Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority) (EIOPA), established by Regulation (EU) No 1094/2010 of the European Parliament and of
the Council (2), and the European Supervisory Authority (European Securities and Markets Authority) (ESMA),

(1) Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 establishing a European
Supervisory Authority (European Banking Authority), amending Decision No 716/2009/EC and repealing Commission Decision
2009/78/EC (OJ L 331, 15.12.2010, p. 12).
2
( ) Regulation (EU) No 1094/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 establishing a European
Supervisory Authority (European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority), amending Decision No 716/2009/EC and repealing
Commission Decision 2009/79/EC (OJ L 331, 15.12.2010, p. 48).
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established by Regulation (EU) No 1095/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), should be
tasked with issuing an opinion, through their Joint Committee, on the risks affecting the Union financial sector.

(24)

The Commission is well placed to review specific cross-border threats that could affect the internal market and
that cannot be identified and effectively combatted by individual Member States. It should therefore be entrusted
with the responsibility for coordinating the assessment of risks relating to cross-border activities. Involvement of
the relevant experts, such as the Expert Group on Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and the represen
tatives from the FIUs, as well as, where appropriate, from other Union-level bodies, is essential for the
effectiveness of that process. National risk assessments and experience are also an important source of
information for the process. Such assessment of the cross-border risks by the Commission should not involve the
processing of personal data. In any event, data should be fully anonymised. National and Union data protection
supervisory authorities should be involved only if the assessment of the risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing has an impact on the privacy and data protection of individuals.

(25)

The results of risk assessments should, where appropriate, be made available to obliged entities in a timely
manner to enable them to identify, understand, manage and mitigate their own risks.

(26)

In addition, to identify, understand, manage and mitigate risks at Union level to an even greater degree, Member
States should make available the results of their risk assessments to each other, to the Commission and to EBA,
EIOPA and ESMA (the ‘ESAs’).

(27)

When applying this Directive, it is appropriate to take account of the characteristics and needs of smaller obliged
entities which fall under its scope, and to ensure treatment which is appropriate to their specific needs, and the
nature of the business.

(28)

In order to protect the proper functioning of the Union financial system and of the internal market from money
laundering and terrorist financing, the power to adopt acts in accordance with Article 290 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) should be delegated to the Commission in order to identify thirdcountry jurisdictions which have strategic deficiencies in their national AML/CFT regimes (‘high-risk third
countries’). The changing nature of money laundering and terrorist financing threats, facilitated by a constant
evolution of technology and of the means at the disposal of criminals, requires that quick and continuous
adaptations of the legal framework as regards high-risk third countries be made in order to address efficiently
existing risks and prevent new ones from arising. The Commission should take into account information from
international organisations and standard setters in the field of AML/CFT, such as FATF public statements, mutual
evaluation or detailed assessment reports or published follow-up reports, and adapt its assessments to the
changes therein, where appropriate.

(29)

Member States should at least provide for enhanced customer due diligence measures to be applied by the obliged
entities when dealing with natural persons or legal entities established in high-risk third countries identified by
the Commission. Reliance on third parties established in such high-risk third countries should also be prohibited.
Countries not included in the list should not be automatically considered to have effective AML/CFT systems and
natural persons or legal entities established in such countries should be assessed on a risk-sensitive basis.

(30)

Risk itself is variable in nature, and the variables, on their own or in combination, may increase or decrease the
potential risk posed, thus having an impact on the appropriate level of preventative measures, such as customer
due diligence measures. Therefore, there are circumstances in which enhanced due diligence should be applied
and others in which simplified due diligence may be appropriate.

(31)

It should be recognised that certain situations present a greater risk of money laundering or terrorist financing.
Although the identity and business profile of all customers should be established, there are cases in which
particularly rigorous customer identification and verification procedures are required.

(1) Regulation (EU) No 1095/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 establishing a European
Supervisory Authority (European Securities and Markets Authority), amending Decision No 716/2009/EC and repealing Commission
Decision 2009/77/EC (OJ L 331, 15.12.2010, p. 84).
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(32)

This is particularly true of relationships with individuals who hold or who have held important public functions,
within the Union or internationally, and particularly individuals from countries where corruption is widespread.
Such relationships may expose the financial sector in particular to significant reputational and legal risks. The
international effort to combat corruption also justifies the need to pay particular attention to such persons and to
apply appropriate enhanced customer due diligence measures with respect to persons who are or who have been
entrusted with prominent public functions domestically or abroad and with respect to senior figures in interna
tional organisations.

(33)

The requirements relating to politically exposed persons are of a preventive and not criminal nature, and should
not be interpreted as stigmatising politically exposed persons as being involved in criminal activity. Refusing a
business relationship with a person simply on the basis of the determination that he or she is a politically
exposed person is contrary to the letter and spirit of this Directive and of the revised FATF Recommendations.

(34)

Obtaining approval from senior management for establishing business relationships does not need to imply, in all
cases, obtaining approval from the board of directors. It should be possible for such approval to be granted by
someone with sufficient knowledge of the institution's money laundering and terrorist financing risk exposure
and of sufficient seniority to take decisions affecting its risk exposure.

(35)

In order to avoid repeated customer identification procedures, leading to delays and inefficiency in business, it is
appropriate, subject to suitable safeguards, to allow customers whose identification has been carried out
elsewhere to be introduced to the obliged entities. Where an obliged entity relies on a third party, the ultimate
responsibility for customer due diligence should remain with the obliged entity to which the customer is
introduced. The third party, or the person that has introduced the customer, should also retain its own responsi
bility for compliance with this Directive, including the requirement to report suspicious transactions and
maintain records, to the extent that it has a relationship with the customer that is covered by this Directive.

(36)

In the case of agency or outsourcing relationships on a contractual basis between obliged entities and external
persons not covered by this Directive, any AML/CFT obligations upon those agents or outsourcing service
providers as part of the obliged entities could arise only from the contract between the parties and not from this
Directive. Therefore the responsibility for complying with this Directive should remain primarily with the obliged
entity.

(37)

All Member States have, or should, set up operationally independent and autonomous FIUs to collect and analyse
the information which they receive with the aim of establishing links between suspicious transactions and
underlying criminal activity in order to prevent and combat money laundering and terrorist financing. An
operationally independent and autonomous FIU should mean that the FIU has the authority and capacity to carry
out its functions freely, including the autonomous decision to analyse, request and disseminate specific
information. Suspicious transactions and other information relevant to money laundering, associated predicate
offences and terrorist financing should be reported to the FIU, which should serve as a central national unit for
receiving, analysing and disseminating to the competent authorities the results of its analyses. All suspicious
transactions, including attempted transactions, should be reported, regardless of the amount of the transaction.
Reported information could also include threshold-based information.

(38)

By way of derogation from the general prohibition against carrying out suspicious transactions, obliged entities
should be able to carry out suspicious transactions before informing the competent authorities where refraining
from such carrying out is impossible or likely to frustrate efforts to pursue the beneficiaries of a suspected money
laundering or terrorist financing operation. This, however, should be without prejudice to the international
obligations accepted by the Member States to freeze without delay funds or other assets of terrorists, terrorist
organisations or those who finance terrorism, in accordance with the relevant United Nations Security Council
resolutions.

(39)

For certain obliged entities, Member States should have the possibility to designate an appropriate self-regulatory
body as the authority to be informed in the first instance instead of the FIU. In accordance with the case-law of
the European Court of Human Rights, a system of first instance reporting to a self-regulatory body constitutes an
important safeguard for upholding the protection of fundamental rights as concerns the reporting obligations
applicable to lawyers. Member States should provide for the means and manner by which to achieve the
protection of professional secrecy, confidentiality and privacy.

(40)

Where a Member State decides to designate such a self-regulatory body, it may allow or require that body not to
transmit to the FIU any information obtained from persons represented by that body where such information has
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been received from, or obtained on, one of their clients, in the course of ascertaining the legal position of their
client, or in performing their task of defending or representing that client in, or concerning, judicial proceedings,
including providing advice on instituting or avoiding such proceedings, whether such information is received or
obtained before, during or after such proceedings.

(41)

There have been a number of cases where employees who have reported their suspicions of money laundering
have been subjected to threats or hostile action. Although this Directive cannot interfere with Member States'
judicial procedures, it is crucial that this issue be addressed to ensure effectiveness of the AML/CFT system.
Member States should be aware of this problem and should do whatever they can to protect individuals,
including employees and representatives of the obliged entity, from such threats or hostile action, and to provide,
in accordance with national law, appropriate protection to such persons, particularly with regard to their right to
the protection of their personal data and their rights to effective judicial protection and representation.

(42)

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), as transposed into national law, applies to
the processing of personal data for the purposes of this Directive. Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European
Parliament and of the Council (2) applies to the processing of personal data by the Union institutions and bodies
for the purposes of this Directive. The fight against money laundering and terrorist financing is recognised as an
important public interest ground by all Member States. This Directive is without prejudice to the protection of
personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, including
Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA (3), as implemented in national law.

(43)

It is essential that the alignment of this Directive with the revised FATF Recommendations is carried out in full
compliance with Union law, in particular as regards Union data protection law and the protection of fundamental
rights as enshrined in the Charter. Certain aspects of the implementation of this Directive involve the collection,
analysis, storage and sharing of data. Such processing of personal data should be permitted, while fully respecting
fundamental rights, only for the purposes laid down in this Directive, and for the activities required under this
Directive such as carrying out customer due diligence, ongoing monitoring, investigation and reporting of
unusual and suspicious transactions, identification of the beneficial owner of a legal person or legal arrangement,
identification of a politically exposed person, sharing of information by competent authorities and sharing of
information by credit institutions and financial institutions and other obliged entities. The collection and
subsequent processing of personal data by obliged entities should be limited to what is necessary for the purpose
of complying with the requirements of this Directive and personal data should not be further processed in a way
that is incompatible with that purpose. In particular, further processing of personal data for commercial purposes
should be strictly prohibited.

(44)

The revised FATF Recommendations demonstrate that, in order to be able to cooperate fully and comply swiftly
with information requests from competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, detection or investi
gation of money laundering and terrorist financing, obliged entities should maintain, for at least five years, the
necessary information obtained through customer due diligence measures and the records on transactions. In
order to avoid different approaches and in order to fulfil the requirements relating to the protection of personal
data and legal certainty, that retention period should be fixed at five years after the end of a business relationship
or of an occasional transaction. However, if necessary for the purposes of prevention, detection or investigation
of money laundering and terrorist financing, and after carrying out an assessment of the necessity and propor
tionality, Member States should be able to allow or require the further retention of records for a period not
exceeding an additional five years, without prejudice to the national criminal law on evidence applicable to
ongoing criminal investigations and legal proceedings. Member States should require that specific safeguards be
put in place to ensure the security of data and should determine which persons, categories of persons or
authorities should have exclusive access to the data retained.

(45)

For the purpose of ensuring the appropriate and efficient administration of justice during the period for transpos
ition of this Directive into the Member States' national legal orders, and in order to allow for its smooth
interaction with national procedural law, information and documents pertinent to ongoing legal proceedings for

(1) Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 281, 23.11.1995, p. 31).
(2) Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 8,
12.1.2001, p. 1).
(3) Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of personal data processed in the framework of
police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters (OJ L 350, 30.12.2008, p. 60).
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the purpose of the prevention, detection or investigation of possible money laundering or terrorist financing,
which have been pending in the Member States on the date of entry into force of this Directive, should be
retained for a period of five years after that date, and it should be possible to extend that period for a further five
years.

(46)

The rights of access to data by the data subject are applicable to the personal data processed for the purpose of
this Directive. However, access by the data subject to any information related to a suspicious transaction report
would seriously undermine the effectiveness of the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.
Exceptions to and restrictions of that right in accordance with Article 13 of Directive 95/46/EC and, where
relevant, Article 20 of Regulation (EC) No 45/2001, may therefore be justified. The data subject has the right to
request that a supervisory authority referred to in Article 28 of Directive 95/46/EC or, where applicable, the
European Data Protection Supervisor, check the lawfulness of the processing and has the right to seek a judicial
remedy referred to in Article 22 of that Directive. The supervisory authority referred to in Article 28 of Directive
95/46/EC may also act on an ex-officio basis. Without prejudice to the restrictions to the right to access, the
supervisory authority should be able to inform the data subject that all necessary verifications by the supervisory
authority have taken place, and of the result as regards the lawfulness of the processing in question.

(47)

Persons that merely convert paper documents into electronic data and are acting under a contract with a credit
institution or a financial institution and persons that provide credit institutions or financial institutions solely
with messaging or other support systems for transmitting funds or with clearing and settlement systems do not
fall within the scope of this Directive.

(48)

Money laundering and terrorist financing are international problems and the effort to combat them should be
global. Where Union credit institutions and financial institutions have branches and subsidiaries located in third
countries in which the requirements in that area are less strict than those of the Member State, they should, in
order to avoid the application of very different standards within the institution or group of institutions, apply to
those branches and subsidiaries Union standards or notify the competent authorities of the home Member State
if the application of such standards is not possible.

(49)

Feedback on the usefulness and follow-up of the suspicious transactions reports they present should, where
practicable, be made available to obliged entities. To make this possible, and to be able to review the effectiveness
of their systems for combating money laundering and terrorist financing, Member States should maintain, and
improve the quality of, relevant statistics. To further enhance the quality and consistency of the statistical data
collected at Union level, the Commission should keep track of the Union-wide situation with respect to the fight
against money laundering and terrorist financing and should publish regular overviews.

(50)

Where Member States require issuers of electronic money and payment service providers which are established in
their territory in forms other than a branch and the head office of which is situated in another Member State, to
appoint a central contact point in their territory, they should be able to require that such a central contact point,
acting on behalf of the appointing institution, ensure the establishments' compliance with AML/CFT rules. They
should also ensure that that requirement is proportionate and does not go beyond what is necessary to achieve
the aim of compliance with AML/CFT rules, including by facilitating the respective supervision.

(51)

Competent authorities should ensure that, with regard to currency exchange offices, cheque cashing offices, trust
or company service providers or gambling service providers, the persons who effectively direct the business of
such entities and the beneficial owners of such entities are fit and proper. The criteria for determining whether or
not a person is fit and proper should, as a minimum, reflect the need to protect such entities from being misused
by their managers or beneficial owners for criminal purposes.

(52)

Where an obliged entity operates establishments in another Member State, including through a network of
agents, the competent authority of the home Member State should be responsible for supervising the obliged
entity's application of group-wide AML/CFT policies and procedures. This could involve on-site visits in
establishments based in another Member State. The competent authority of the home Member State should
cooperate closely with the competent authority of the host Member State and should inform the latter of any
issues that could affect their assessment of the establishment's compliance with the host AML/CFT rules.
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(53)

Where an obliged entity operates establishments in another Member State, including through a network of agents
or persons distributing electronic money in accordance with Article 3(4) of Directive 2009/110/EC, the
competent authority of the host Member State retains responsibility for enforcing the establishment's compliance
with AML/CFT rules, including, where appropriate, by carrying out onsite inspections and offsite monitoring and
by taking appropriate and proportionate measures to address serious infringements of those requirements. The
competent authority of the host Member State should cooperate closely with the competent authority of the
home Member State and should inform the latter of any issues that could affect its assessment of the obliged
entity's application of group AML/CFT policies and procedures. In order to remove serious infringements of
AML/CFT rules that require immediate remedies, the competent authority of the host Member State should be
able to apply appropriate and proportionate temporary remedial measures, applicable under similar circumstances
to obliged entities under their competence, to address such serious failings, where appropriate, with the assistance
of, or in cooperation with, the competent authority of the home Member State.

(54)

Taking into account the transnational nature of money laundering and terrorist financing, coordination and
cooperation between FIUs are extremely important. In order to improve such coordination and cooperation, and,
in particular, to ensure that suspicious transaction reports reach the FIU of the Member State where the report
would be of most use, detailed rules are laid down in this Directive.

(55)

The EU Financial Intelligence Units' Platform (the ‘EU FIUs Platform’), an informal group composed of represen
tatives from FIUs and active since 2006, is used to facilitate cooperation among FIUs and exchange views on
cooperation-related issues such as effective cooperation among FIUs and between FIUs and third-country financial
intelligence units, joint analysis of cross-border cases and trends and factors relevant to assessing the risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing at national and supranational level.

(56)

Improving the exchange of information between FIUs within the Union is particularly important in addressing
the transnational character of money laundering and terrorist financing. The use of secure facilities for the
exchange of information, in particular the decentralised computer network FIU.net (the ‘FIU.net’) or its successor
and the techniques offered by FIU.net, should be encouraged by Member States. The initial exchange of
information between FIUs relating to money laundering or terrorist financing for analytical purposes which is
not further processed or disseminated should be permitted unless such exchange of information would be
contrary to fundamental principles of national law. The exchange of information on cases identified by FIUs as
possibly involving tax crimes should be without prejudice to the exchange of information in the field of taxation
in accordance with Council Directive 2011/16/EU (1) or in accordance with international standards on the
exchange of information and administrative cooperation in tax matters.

(57)

In order to be able to respond fully and rapidly to enquiries from FIUs, obliged entities need to have in place
effective systems enabling them to have full and timely access through secure and confidential channels to
information about business relationships that they maintain or have maintained with specified persons. In
accordance with Union and national law, Member States could, for instance, consider putting in place systems of
banking registries or electronic data retrieval systems which would provide FIUs with access to information on
bank accounts without prejudice to judicial authorisation where applicable. Member States could also consider
establishing mechanisms to ensure that competent authorities have procedures in place to identify assets without
prior notification to the owner.

(58)

Member States should encourage their competent authorities to provide rapidly, constructively and effectively the
widest range of cross-border cooperation for the purposes of this Directive, without prejudice to any rules or
procedures applicable to judicial cooperation in criminal matters. Member States should in particular ensure that
their FIUs exchange information freely, spontaneously or upon request, with third-country financial intelligence
units, having regard to Union law and to the principles relating to information exchange developed by the
Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units.

(59)

The importance of combating money laundering and terrorist financing should result in Member States laying
down effective, proportionate and dissuasive administrative sanctions and measures in national law for failure to
respect the national provisions transposing this Directive. Member States currently have a diverse range of
administrative sanctions and measures for breaches of the key preventative provisions in place. That diversity
could be detrimental to the efforts made in combating money laundering and terrorist financing and the Union's

(1) Council Directive 2011/16/EU of 15 February 2011 on administrative cooperation in the field of taxation and repealing Directive
77/799/EEC (OJ L 64, 11.3.2011, p. 1).
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response is at risk of being fragmented. This Directive should therefore provide for a range of administrative
sanctions and measures by Member States at least for serious, repeated or systematic breaches of the
requirements relating to customer due diligence measures, record-keeping, reporting of suspicious transactions
and internal controls of obliged entities. The range of sanctions and measures should be sufficiently broad to
allow Member States and competent authorities to take account of the differences between obliged entities, in
particular between credit institutions and financial institutions and other obliged entities, as regards their size,
characteristics and the nature of the business. In transposing this Directive, Member States should ensure that the
imposition of administrative sanctions and measures in accordance with this Directive, and of criminal sanctions
in accordance with national law, does not breach the principle of ne bis in idem.
(60)

For the purposes of assessing the appropriateness of persons holding a management function in, or otherwise
controlling, obliged entities, any exchange of information about criminal convictions should be carried out in
accordance with Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA (1) and Council Decision 2009/316/JHA (2), as
transposed into national law, and with other relevant provisions of national law.

(61)

Regulatory technical standards in financial services should ensure consistent harmonisation and adequate
protection of depositors, investors and consumers across the Union. As bodies with highly specialised expertise,
it would be efficient and appropriate to entrust the ESAs with the elaboration, for submission to the
Commission, of draft regulatory technical standards which do not involve policy choices.

(62)

The Commission should adopt the draft regulatory technical standards developed by the ESAs pursuant to this
Directive by means of delegated acts pursuant to Article 290 TFEU and in accordance with Articles 10 to 14 of
Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010 and (EU) No 1095/2010.

(63)

Given the very substantial amendments that would need to be made to Directives 2005/60/EC and 2006/70/EC
in light of this Directive, they should be merged and replaced for reasons of clarity and consistency.

(64)

Since the objective of this Directive, namely the protection of the financial system by means of prevention,
detection and investigation of money laundering and terrorist financing, cannot be sufficiently achieved by the
Member States, as individual measures adopted by Member States to protect their financial systems could be
inconsistent with the functioning of the internal market and with the prescriptions of the rule of law and Union
public policy, but can rather, by reason of the scale and effects of the action, be better achieved at Union level,
the Union may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the
Treaty on European Union. In accordance with the principle of proportionality, as set out in that Article, this
Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that objective.

(65)

This Directive respects the fundamental rights and observes the principles recognised by the Charter, in particular
the right to respect for private and family life, the right to the protection of personal data, the freedom to
conduct a business, the prohibition of discrimination, the right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial, the
presumption of innocence and the rights of the defence.

(66)

In accordance with Article 21 of the Charter, which prohibits discrimination based on any ground, Member
States are to ensure that this Directive is implemented, as regards risk assessments in the context of customer due
diligence, without discrimination.

(67)

In accordance with the Joint Political Declaration of 28 September 2011 of Member States and the Commission
on explanatory documents (3), Member States have undertaken to accompany, in justified cases, the notification
of their transposition measures with one or more documents explaining the relationship between the
components of a directive and the corresponding parts of national transposition instruments. With regard to this
Directive, the legislator considers the transmission of such documents to be justified.

(68)

The European Data Protection Supervisor was consulted in accordance with Article 28(2) of Regulation (EC)
No 45/2001 and delivered an opinion on 4 July 2013 (4),

(1) Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA of 26 February 2009 on the organisation and content of the exchange of information
extracted from the criminal record between Member States (OJ L 93, 7.4.2009, p. 23).
(2) Council Decision 2009/316/JHA of 6 April 2009 on the establishment of the European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS) in
application of Article 11 of Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA (OJ L 93, 7.4.2009, p. 33).
(3) OJ C 369, 17.12.2011, p. 14.
(4) OJ C 32, 4.2.2014, p. 9.
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HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
SECTION 1

Subject-matter, scope and definitions
Article 1
1.
This Directive aims to prevent the use of the Union's financial system for the purposes of money laundering and
terrorist financing.
2.

Member States shall ensure that money laundering and terrorist financing are prohibited.

3.
For the purposes of this Directive, the following conduct, when committed intentionally, shall be regarded as
money laundering:
(a) the conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such property is derived from criminal activity or from an act
of participation in such activity, for the purpose of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property or of
assisting any person who is involved in the commission of such an activity to evade the legal consequences of that
person's action;
(b) the concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement, rights with respect to, or
ownership of, property, knowing that such property is derived from criminal activity or from an act of participation
in such an activity;
(c) the acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at the time of receipt, that such property was derived from
criminal activity or from an act of participation in such an activity;
(d) participation in, association to commit, attempts to commit and aiding, abetting, facilitating and counselling the
commission of any of the actions referred to in points (a), (b) and (c).
4.
Money laundering shall be regarded as such even where the activities which generated the property to be
laundered were carried out in the territory of another Member State or in that of a third country.
5.
For the purposes of this Directive, ‘terrorist financing’ means the provision or collection of funds, by any means,
directly or indirectly, with the intention that they be used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part,
in order to carry out any of the offences within the meaning of Articles 1 to 4 of Council Framework Decision
2002/475/JHA (1).
6.
Knowledge, intent or purpose required as an element of the activities referred to in paragraphs 3 and 5 may be
inferred from objective factual circumstances.

Article 2
1.

This Directive shall apply to the following obliged entities:

(1) credit institutions;
(2) financial institutions;
(3) the following natural or legal persons acting in the exercise of their professional activities:
(a) auditors, external accountants and tax advisors;
(b) notaries and other independent legal professionals, where they participate, whether by acting on behalf of and
for their client in any financial or real estate transaction, or by assisting in the planning or carrying out of
transactions for their client concerning the:
(i) buying and selling of real property or business entities;
(ii) managing of client money, securities or other assets;
(iii) opening or management of bank, savings or securities accounts;
(1) Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (OJ L 164, 22.6.2002, p. 3).
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(iv) organisation of contributions necessary for the creation, operation or management of companies;
(v) creation, operation or management of trusts, companies, foundations, or similar structures;
(c) trust or company service providers not already covered under point (a) or (b);
(d) estate agents;
(e) other persons trading in goods to the extent that payments are made or received in cash in an amount of
EUR 10 000 or more, whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several operations which
appear to be linked;
(f) providers of gambling services.
2.
With the exception of casinos, and following an appropriate risk assessment, Member States may decide to exempt,
in full or in part, providers of certain gambling services from national provisions transposing this Directive on the basis
of the proven low risk posed by the nature and, where appropriate, the scale of operations of such services.
Among the factors considered in their risk assessments, Member States shall assess the degree of vulnerability of the
applicable transactions, including with respect to the payment methods used.
In their risk assessments, Member States shall indicate how they have taken into account any relevant findings in the
reports issued by the Commission pursuant to Article 6.
Any decision taken by a Member State pursuant to the first subparagraph shall be notified to the Commission, together
with a justification based on the specific risk assessment. The Commission shall communicate that decision to the other
Member States.
3.
Member States may decide that persons that engage in a financial activity on an occasional or very limited basis
where there is little risk of money laundering or terrorist financing do not fall within the scope of this Directive,
provided that all of the following criteria are met:
(a) the financial activity is limited in absolute terms;
(b) the financial activity is limited on a transaction basis;
(c) the financial activity is not the main activity of such persons;
(d) the financial activity is ancillary and directly related to the main activity of such persons;
(e) the main activity of such persons is not an activity referred to in points (a) to (d) or point (f) of paragraph 1(3);
(f) the financial activity is provided only to the customers of the main activity of such persons and is not generally
offered to the public.
The first subparagraph shall not apply to persons engaged in the activity of money remittance as defined in point (13) of
Article 4 of Directive 2007/64/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (1).
4.
For the purposes of point (a) of paragraph 3, Member States shall require that the total turnover of the financial
activity does not exceed a threshold which must be sufficiently low. That threshold shall be established at national level,
depending on the type of financial activity.
5.
For the purposes of point (b) of paragraph 3, Member States shall apply a maximum threshold per customer and
per single transaction, whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several operations which appear
to be linked. That maximum threshold shall be established at national level, depending on the type of financial activity.
It shall be sufficiently low in order to ensure that the types of transactions in question are an impractical and inefficient
method for money laundering or terrorist financing, and shall not exceed EUR 1 000.
6.
For the purposes of point (c) of paragraph 3, Member States shall require that the turnover of the financial activity
does not exceed 5 % of the total turnover of the natural or legal person concerned.
(1) Directive 2007/64/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 November 2007 on payment services in the internal market
amending Directives 97/7/EC, 2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive 97/5/EC (OJ L 319, 5.12.2007, p. 1).
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7.
In assessing the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing for the purposes of this Article, Member States
shall pay particular attention to any financial activity which is considered to be particularly likely, by its nature, to be
used or abused for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing.
8.
Decisions taken by Member States pursuant to paragraph 3 shall state the reasons on which they are based.
Member States may decide to withdraw such decisions where circumstances change. They shall notify such decisions to
the Commission. The Commission shall communicate such decisions to the other Member States.
9.
Member States shall establish risk-based monitoring activities or take other adequate measures to ensure that the
exemption granted by decisions pursuant to this Article is not abused.

Article 3
For the purposes of this Directive, the following definitions apply:
(1) ‘credit institution’ means a credit institution as defined in point (1) of Article 4(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013
of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), including branches thereof, as defined in point (17) of
Article 4(1) of that Regulation, located in the Union, whether its head office is situated within the Union or in a
third country;
(2) ‘financial institution’ means:
(a) an undertaking other than a credit institution, which carries out one or more of the activities listed in
points (2) to (12), (14) and (15) of Annex I to Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council (2), including the activities of currency exchange offices (bureaux de change);
(b) an insurance undertaking as defined in point (1) of Article 13 of Directive 2009/138/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council (3), insofar as it carries out life assurance activities covered by that Directive;
(c) an investment firm as defined in point (1) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council (4);
(d) a collective investment undertaking marketing its units or shares;
(e) an insurance intermediary as defined in point (5) of Article 2 of Directive 2002/92/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council (5) where it acts with respect to life insurance and other investment-related
services, with the exception of a tied insurance intermediary as defined in point (7) of that Article;
(f) branches, when located in the Union, of financial institutions as referred to in points (a) to (e), whether their
head office is situated in a Member State or in a third country;
(3) ‘property’ means assets of any kind, whether corporeal or incorporeal, movable or immovable, tangible or
intangible, and legal documents or instruments in any form including electronic or digital, evidencing title to or an
interest in such assets;
(4) ‘criminal activity’ means any kind of criminal involvement in the commission of the following serious crimes:
(a) acts set out in Articles 1 to 4 of Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA;
(b) any of the offences referred in Article 3(1)(a) of the 1988 United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances;
(1) Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential requirements for credit
institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 (OJ L 176, 27.6.2013, p. 1).
(2) Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on access to the activity of credit institutions and
the prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms, amending Directive 2002/87/EC and repealing Directives
2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC (OJ L 176, 27.6.2013, p. 338).
3
( ) Directive 2009/138/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009 on the taking-up and pursuit of the
business of Insurance and Reinsurance (Solvency II) (OJ L 335, 17.12.2009, p. 1).
(4) Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004 on markets in financial instruments amending
Council Directives 85/611/EEC and 93/6/EEC and Directive 2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and repealing
Council Directive 93/22/EEC (OJ L 145, 30.4.2004, p. 1).
(5) Directive 2002/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 December 2002 on insurance mediation (OJ L 9, 15.1.2003,
p. 3).
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(c) the activities of criminal organisations as defined in Article 1 of Council Joint Action 98/733/JHA (1);
(d) fraud affecting the Union's financial interests, where it is at least serious, as defined in Article 1(1) and
Article 2(1) of the Convention on the protection of the European Communities' financial interests (2);
(e) corruption;
(f) all offences, including tax crimes relating to direct taxes and indirect taxes and as defined in the national law of
the Member States, which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order for a maximum of
more than one year or, as regards Member States that have a minimum threshold for offences in their legal
system, all offences punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order for a minimum of more than six
months;
(5) ‘self-regulatory body’ means a body that represents members of a profession and has a role in regulating them, in
performing certain supervisory or monitoring type functions and in ensuring the enforcement of the rules relating
to them;
(6) ‘beneficial owner’ means any natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls the customer and/or the natural
person(s) on whose behalf a transaction or activity is being conducted and includes at least:
(a) in the case of corporate entities:
(i) the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a legal entity through direct or indirect ownership of
a sufficient percentage of the shares or voting rights or ownership interest in that entity, including through
bearer shareholdings, or through control via other means, other than a company listed on a regulated
market that is subject to disclosure requirements consistent with Union law or subject to equivalent interna
tional standards which ensure adequate transparency of ownership information.
A shareholding of 25 % plus one share or an ownership interest of more than 25 % in the customer held
by a natural person shall be an indication of direct ownership. A shareholding of 25 % plus one share or
an ownership interest of more than 25 % in the customer held by a corporate entity, which is under the
control of a natural person(s), or by multiple corporate entities, which are under the control of the same
natural person(s), shall be an indication of indirect ownership. This applies without prejudice to the right of
Member States to decide that a lower percentage may be an indication of ownership or control. Control
through other means may be determined, inter alia, in accordance with the criteria in Article 22(1) to (5) of
Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council (3);
(ii) if, after having exhausted all possible means and provided there are no grounds for suspicion, no person
under point (i) is identified, or if there is any doubt that the person(s) identified are the beneficial owner(s),
the natural person(s) who hold the position of senior managing official(s), the obliged entities shall keep
records of the actions taken in order to identify the beneficial ownership under point (i) and this point;
(b) in the case of trusts:
(i)

the settlor;

(ii) the trustee(s);
(iii) the protector, if any;
(iv) the beneficiaries, or where the individuals benefiting from the legal arrangement or entity have yet to be
determined, the class of persons in whose main interest the legal arrangement or entity is set up or
operates;
(v) any other natural person exercising ultimate control over the trust by means of direct or indirect
ownership or by other means;
(1) Joint Action 98/733/JHA of 21 December 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, on
making it a criminal offence to participate in a criminal organisation in the Member States of the European Union (OJ L 351,
29.12.1998, p. 1).
(2) OJ C 316, 27.11.1995, p. 49.
3
( ) Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on the annual financial statements, consolidated
financial statements and related reports of certain types of undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council and repealing Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC (OJ L 182, 29.6.2013, p. 19).
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(c) in the case of legal entities such as foundations, and legal arrangements similar to trusts, the natural person(s)
holding equivalent or similar positions to those referred to in point (b);
(7) ‘trust or company service provider’ means any person that, by way of its business, provides any of the following
services to third parties:
(a) the formation of companies or other legal persons;
(b) acting as, or arranging for another person to act as, a director or secretary of a company, a partner of a
partnership, or a similar position in relation to other legal persons;
(c) providing a registered office, business address, correspondence or administrative address and other related
services for a company, a partnership or any other legal person or arrangement;
(d) acting as, or arranging for another person to act as, a trustee of an express trust or a similar legal arrangement;
(e) acting as, or arranging for another person to act as, a nominee shareholder for another person other than a
company listed on a regulated market that is subject to disclosure requirements in accordance with Union law
or subject to equivalent international standards;
(8) ‘correspondent relationship’ means:
(a) the provision of banking services by one bank as the correspondent to another bank as the respondent,
including providing a current or other liability account and related services, such as cash management, interna
tional funds transfers, cheque clearing, payable-through accounts and foreign exchange services;
(b) the relationships between and among credit institutions and financial institutions including where similar
services are provided by a correspondent institution to a respondent institution, and including relationships
established for securities transactions or funds transfers;
(9) ‘politically exposed person’ means a natural person who is or who has been entrusted with prominent public
functions and includes the following:
(a) heads of State, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers;
(b) members of parliament or of similar legislative bodies;
(c) members of the governing bodies of political parties;
(d) members of supreme courts, of constitutional courts or of other high-level judicial bodies, the decisions of
which are not subject to further appeal, except in exceptional circumstances;
(e) members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks;
(f) ambassadors, chargés d'affaires and high-ranking officers in the armed forces;
(g) members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of State-owned enterprises;
(h) directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an international organisation.
No public function referred to in points (a) to (h) shall be understood as covering middle-ranking or more junior
officials;
(10) ‘family members’ includes the following:
(a) the spouse, or a person considered to be equivalent to a spouse, of a politically exposed person;
(b) the children and their spouses, or persons considered to be equivalent to a spouse, of a politically exposed
person;
(c) the parents of a politically exposed person;
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(11) ‘persons known to be close associates’ means:
(a) natural persons who are known to have joint beneficial ownership of legal entities or legal arrangements, or
any other close business relations, with a politically exposed person;
(b) natural persons who have sole beneficial ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement which is known to
have been set up for the de facto benefit of a politically exposed person.
(12) ‘senior management’ means an officer or employee with sufficient knowledge of the institution's money laundering
and terrorist financing risk exposure and sufficient seniority to take decisions affecting its risk exposure, and need
not, in all cases, be a member of the board of directors;
(13) ‘business relationship’ means a business, professional or commercial relationship which is connected with the
professional activities of an obliged entity and which is expected, at the time when the contact is established, to
have an element of duration;
(14) ‘gambling services’ means a service which involves wagering a stake with monetary value in games of chance,
including those with an element of skill such as lotteries, casino games, poker games and betting transactions that
are provided at a physical location, or by any means at a distance, by electronic means or any other technology for
facilitating communication, and at the individual request of a recipient of services;
(15) ‘group’ means a group of undertakings which consists of a parent undertaking, its subsidiaries, and the entities in
which the parent undertaking or its subsidiaries hold a participation, as well as undertakings linked to each other
by a relationship within the meaning of Article 22 of Directive 2013/34/EU;
(16) ‘electronic money’ means electronic money as defined in point (2) of Article 2 of Directive 2009/110/EC;
(17) ‘shell bank’ means a credit institution or financial institution, or an institution that carries out activities equivalent
to those carried out by credit institutions and financial institutions, incorporated in a jurisdiction in which it has
no physical presence, involving meaningful mind and management, and which is unaffiliated with a regulated
financial group.

Article 4
1.
Member States shall, in accordance with the risk-based approach, ensure that the scope of this Directive is
extended in whole or in part to professions and to categories of undertakings, other than the obliged entities referred to
in Article 2(1), which engage in activities which are particularly likely to be used for the purposes of money laundering
or terrorist financing.
2.
Where a Member State extends the scope of this Directive to professions or to categories of undertaking other
than those referred to in Article 2(1), it shall inform the Commission thereof.

Article 5
Member States may adopt or retain in force stricter provisions in the field covered by this Directive to prevent money
laundering and terrorist financing, within the limits of Union law.

SECTION 2

Risk assessment
Article 6
1.
The Commission shall conduct an assessment of the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing affecting
the internal market and relating to cross-border activities.
To that end, the Commission shall, by 26 June 2017, draw up a report identifying, analysing and evaluating those risks
at Union level. Thereafter, the Commission shall update its report every two years, or more frequently if appropriate.
2.

The report referred to in paragraph 1 shall cover at least the following:

(a) the areas of the internal market that are at greatest risk;
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(b) the risks associated with each relevant sector;
(c) the most widespread means used by criminals by which to launder illicit proceeds.
3.
The Commission shall make the report referred to in paragraph 1 available to the Member States and obliged
entities in order to assist them to identify, understand, manage and mitigate the risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing, and to allow other stakeholders, including national legislators, the European Parliament, the ESAs, and
representatives from FIUs to better understand the risks.
4.
The Commission shall make recommendations to Member States on the measures suitable for addressing the
identified risks. In the event that Member States decide not to apply any of the recommendations in their national AML/
CFT regimes, they shall notify the Commission thereof and provide a justification for such a decision.
5.
By 26 December 2016, the ESAs, through the Joint Committee, shall issue an opinion on the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing affecting the Union's financial sector (the ‘joint opinion’). Thereafter, the ESAs,
through the Joint Committee, shall issue an opinion every two years.
6.
In conducting the assessment referred to in paragraph 1, the Commission shall organise the work at Union level,
shall take into account the joint opinions referred to in paragraph 5 and shall involve the Member States' experts in the
area of AML/CFT, representatives from FIUs and other Union level bodies where appropriate. The Commission shall
make the joint opinions available to the Member States and obliged entities in order to assist them to identify, manage
and mitigate the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing.
7.
Every two years, or more frequently if appropriate, the Commission shall submit a report to the European
Parliament and to the Council on the findings resulting from the regular risk assessments and the action taken based on
those findings.

Article 7
1.
Each Member State shall take appropriate steps to identify, assess, understand and mitigate the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing affecting it, as well as any data protection concerns in that regard. It shall keep that
risk assessment up to date.
2.
Each Member State shall designate an authority or establish a mechanism by which to coordinate the national
response to the risks referred to in paragraph 1. The identity of that authority or the description of the mechanism shall
be notified to the Commission, the ESAs, and other Member States.
3.
In carrying out the risk assessments referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, Member States shall make use of the
findings of the report referred to in Article 6(1).
4.

As regards the risk assessment referred to in paragraph 1, each Member State shall:

(a) use it to improve its AML/CFT regime, in particular by identifying any areas where obliged entities are to apply
enhanced measures and, where appropriate, specifying the measures to be taken;
(b) identify, where appropriate, sectors or areas of lower or greater risk of money laundering and terrorist financing;
(c) use it to assist it in the allocation and prioritisation of resources to combat money laundering and terrorist
financing;
(d) use it to ensure that appropriate rules are drawn up for each sector or area, in accordance with the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing;
(e) make appropriate information available promptly to obliged entities to facilitate the carrying out of their own
money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessments.
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5.
Member States shall make the results of their risk assessments available to the Commission, the ESAs and the
other Member States.

Article 8
1.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities take appropriate steps to identify and assess the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing, taking into account risk factors including those relating to their customers, countries
or geographic areas, products, services, transactions or delivery channels. Those steps shall be proportionate to the
nature and size of the obliged entities.
2.
The risk assessments referred to in paragraph 1 shall be documented, kept up-to-date and made available to the
relevant competent authorities and self-regulatory bodies concerned. Competent authorities may decide that individual
documented risk assessments are not required where the specific risks inherent in the sector are clear and understood.
3.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities have in place policies, controls and procedures to mitigate and
manage effectively the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing identified at the level of the Union, the Member
State and the obliged entity. Those policies, controls and procedures shall be proportionate to the nature and size of the
obliged entities.
4.

The policies, controls and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 shall include:

(a) the development of internal policies, controls and procedures, including model risk management practices, customer
due diligence, reporting, record-keeping, internal control, compliance management including, where appropriate
with regard to the size and nature of the business, the appointment of a compliance officer at management level,
and employee screening;
(b) where appropriate with regard to the size and nature of the business, an independent audit function to test the
internal policies, controls and procedures referred to in point (a).
5.
Member States shall require obliged entities to obtain approval from their senior management for the policies,
controls and procedures that they put in place and to monitor and enhance the measures taken, where appropriate.

SECTION 3

Third-country policy
Article 9
1.
Third-country jurisdictions which have strategic deficiencies in their national AML/CFT regimes that pose
significant threats to the financial system of the Union (‘high-risk third countries’) shall be identified in order to protect
the proper functioning of the internal market.
2.
The Commission shall be empowered to adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 64 in order to identify
high-risk third countries, taking into account strategic deficiencies, in particular in relation to:
(a) the legal and institutional AML/CFT framework of the third country, in particular:
(i)

criminalisation of money laundering and terrorist financing;

(ii) measures relating to customer due diligence;
(iii) requirements relating to record-keeping; and
(iv) requirements to report suspicious transactions;
(b) the powers and procedures of the third country's competent authorities for the purposes of combating money
laundering and terrorist financing;
(c) the effectiveness of the AML/CFT system in addressing money laundering or terrorist financing risks of the third
country.
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3.
The delegated acts referred to in paragraph 2 shall be adopted within one month after the identification of the
strategic deficiencies referred to in that paragraph.
4.
The Commission shall take into account, as appropriate, when drawing up the delegated acts referred to in
paragraph 2, relevant evaluations, assessments or reports drawn up by international organisations and standard setters
with competence in the field of preventing money laundering and combating terrorist financing, in relation to the risks
posed by individual third countries.
CHAPTER II
CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE
SECTION 1

General provisions
Article 10
1.
Member States shall prohibit their credit institutions and financial institutions from keeping anonymous accounts
or anonymous passbooks. Member States shall, in any event, require that the owners and beneficiaries of existing
anonymous accounts or anonymous passbooks be subject to customer due diligence measures as soon as possible and
in any event before such accounts or passbooks are used in any way.
2.

Member States shall take measures to prevent misuse of bearer shares and bearer share warrants.

Article 11
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities apply customer due diligence measures in the following circumstances:
(a) when establishing a business relationship;
(b) when carrying out an occasional transaction that:
(i) amounts to EUR 15 000 or more, whether that transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several
operations which appear to be linked; or
(ii) constitutes a transfer of funds, as defined in point (9) of Article 3 of Regulation (EU) 2015/847 of the European
Parliament and of the Council (1), exceeding EUR 1 000;
(c) in the case of persons trading in goods, when carrying out occasional transactions in cash amounting to
EUR 10 000 or more, whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several operations which
appear to be linked;
(d) for providers of gambling services, upon the collection of winnings, the wagering of a stake, or both, when carrying
out transactions amounting to EUR 2 000 or more, whether the transaction is carried out in a single operation or
in several operations which appear to be linked;
(e) when there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing, regardless of any derogation, exemption or
threshold;
(f) when there are doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained customer identification data.
Article 12
1.
By way of derogation from points (a), (b) and (c) of the first subparagraph of Article 13(1) and Article 14, and
based on an appropriate risk assessment which demonstrates a low risk, a Member State may allow obliged entities not
to apply certain customer due diligence measures with respect to electronic money, where all of the following riskmitigating conditions are met:
(a) the payment instrument is not reloadable, or has a maximum monthly payment transactions limit of EUR 250
which can be used only in that Member State;
(b) the maximum amount stored electronically does not exceed EUR 250;
(1) Regulation (EU) 2015/847 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on information accompanying transfers of
funds and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1781/2006 (see page 1 of this Official Journal).
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(c) the payment instrument is used exclusively to purchase goods or services;
(d) the payment instrument cannot be funded with anonymous electronic money;
(e) the issuer carries out sufficient monitoring of the transactions or business relationship to enable the detection of
unusual or suspicious transactions.
For the purposes of point (b) of the first subparagraph, a Member State may increase the maximum amount to EUR 500
for payment instruments that can be used only in that Member State.
2.
Member States shall ensure that the derogation provided for in paragraph 1 is not applicable in the case of
redemption in cash or cash withdrawal of the monetary value of the electronic money where the amount redeemed
exceeds EUR 100.

Article 13
1.

Customer due diligence measures shall comprise:

(a) identifying the customer and verifying the customer's identity on the basis of documents, data or information
obtained from a reliable and independent source;
(b) identifying the beneficial owner and taking reasonable measures to verify that person's identity so that the obliged
entity is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is, including, as regards legal persons, trusts, companies,
foundations and similar legal arrangements, taking reasonable measures to understand the ownership and control
structure of the customer;
(c) assessing and, as appropriate, obtaining information on the purpose and intended nature of the business
relationship;
(d) conducting ongoing monitoring of the business relationship including scrutiny of transactions undertaken
throughout the course of that relationship to ensure that the transactions being conducted are consistent with the
obliged entity's knowledge of the customer, the business and risk profile, including where necessary the source of
funds and ensuring that the documents, data or information held are kept up-to-date.
When performing the measures referred to in points (a) and (b) of the first subparagraph, obliged entities shall also
verify that any person purporting to act on behalf of the customer is so authorised and identify and verify the identity
of that person.
2.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities apply each of the customer due diligence requirements laid down
in paragraph 1. However, obliged entities may determine the extent of such measures on a risk-sensitive basis.
3.
Member States shall require that obliged entities take into account at least the variables set out in Annex I when
assessing the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing.
4.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities are able to demonstrate to competent authorities or self-regulatory
bodies that the measures are appropriate in view of the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing that have been
identified.
5.
For life or other investment-related insurance business, Member States shall ensure that, in addition to the
customer due diligence measures required for the customer and the beneficial owner, credit institutions and financial
institutions conduct the following customer due diligence measures on the beneficiaries of life insurance and other
investment-related insurance policies, as soon as the beneficiaries are identified or designated:
(a) in the case of beneficiaries that are identified as specifically named persons or legal arrangements, taking the name
of the person;
(b) in the case of beneficiaries that are designated by characteristics or by class or by other means, obtaining sufficient
information concerning those beneficiaries to satisfy the credit institutions or financial institution that it will be able
to establish the identity of the beneficiary at the time of the payout.
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With regard to points (a) and (b) of the first subparagraph, the verification of the identity of the beneficiaries shall take
place at the time of the payout. In the case of assignment, in whole or in part, of the life or other investment-related
insurance to a third party, credit institutions and financial institutions aware of the assignment shall identify the
beneficial owner at the time of the assignment to the natural or legal person or legal arrangement receiving for its own
benefit the value of the policy assigned.
6.
In the case of beneficiaries of trusts or of similar legal arrangements that are designated by particular characteristics
or class, an obliged entity shall obtain sufficient information concerning the beneficiary to satisfy the obliged entity that
it will be able to establish the identity of the beneficiary at the time of the payout or at the time of the exercise by the
beneficiary of its vested rights.

Article 14
1.
Member States shall require that verification of the identity of the customer and the beneficial owner take place
before the establishment of a business relationship or the carrying out of the transaction.
2.
By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Member States may allow verification of the identity of the customer and
the beneficial owner to be completed during the establishment of a business relationship if necessary so as not to
interrupt the normal conduct of business and where there is little risk of money laundering or terrorist financing. In
such situations, those procedures shall be completed as soon as practicable after initial contact.
3.
By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Member States may allow the opening of an account with a credit
institution or financial institution, including accounts that permit transactions in transferable securities, provided that
there are adequate safeguards in place to ensure that transactions are not carried out by the customer or on its behalf
until full compliance with the customer due diligence requirements laid down in points (a) and (b) of the first
subparagraph of Article 13(1) is obtained.
4.
Member States shall require that, where an obliged entity is unable to comply with the customer due diligence
requirements laid down in point (a), (b) or (c) of the first subparagraph of Article 13(1), it shall not carry out a
transaction through a bank account, establish a business relationship or carry out the transaction, and shall terminate
the business relationship and consider making a suspicious transaction report to the FIU in relation to the customer in
accordance with Article 33.
Member States shall not apply the first subparagraph to notaries, other independent legal professionals, auditors,
external accountants and tax advisors only to the strict extent that those persons ascertain the legal position of their
client, or perform the task of defending or representing that client in, or concerning, judicial proceedings, including
providing advice on instituting or avoiding such proceedings.
5.
Member States shall require that obliged entities apply the customer due diligence measures not only to all new
customers but also at appropriate times to existing customers on a risk-sensitive basis, including at times when the
relevant circumstances of a customer change.
SECTION 2

Simplified customer due diligence
Article 15
1.
Where a Member State or an obliged entity identifies areas of lower risk, that Member State may allow obliged
entities to apply simplified customer due diligence measures.
2.
Before applying simplified customer due diligence measures, obliged entities shall ascertain that the business
relationship or the transaction presents a lower degree of risk.
3.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities carry out sufficient monitoring of the transactions and business
relationships to enable the detection of unusual or suspicious transactions.

Article 16
When assessing the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing relating to types of customers, geographic areas,
and particular products, services, transactions or delivery channels, Member States and obliged entities shall take into
account at least the factors of potentially lower risk situations set out in Annex II.
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Article 17
By 26 June 2017, the ESAs shall issue guidelines addressed to competent authorities and the credit institutions and
financial institutions in accordance with Article 16 of Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010, and (EU)
No 1095/2010 on the risk factors to be taken into consideration and the measures to be taken in situations where
simplified customer due diligence measures are appropriate. Specific account shall be taken of the nature and size of the
business, and, where appropriate and proportionate, specific measures shall be laid down.

SECTION 3

Enhanced customer due diligence
Article 18
1.
In the cases referred to in Articles 19 to 24, and when dealing with natural persons or legal entities established in
the third countries identified by the Commission as high-risk third countries, as well as in other cases of higher risk that
are identified by Member States or obliged entities, Member States shall require obliged entities to apply enhanced
customer due diligence measures to manage and mitigate those risks appropriately.
Enhanced customer due diligence measures need not be invoked automatically with respect to branches or majorityowned subsidiaries of obliged entities established in the Union which are located in high-risk third countries, where
those branches or majority-owned subsidiaries fully comply with the group-wide policies and procedures in accordance
with Article 45. Member States shall ensure that those cases are handled by obliged entities by using a risk-based
approach.
2.
Member States shall require obliged entities to examine, as far as reasonably possible, the background and purpose
of all complex and unusually large transactions, and all unusual patterns of transactions, which have no apparent
economic or lawful purpose. In particular, obliged entities shall increase the degree and nature of monitoring of the
business relationship, in order to determine whether those transactions or activities appear suspicious.
3.
When assessing the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing, Member States and obliged entities shall
take into account at least the factors of potentially higher-risk situations set out in Annex III.
4.
By 26 June 2017, the ESAs shall issue guidelines addressed to competent authorities and the credit institutions and
financial institutions, in accordance with Article 16 of Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010, and (EU)
No 1095/2010 on the risk factors to be taken into consideration and the measures to be taken in situations where
enhanced customer due diligence measures are appropriate. Specific account shall be taken of the nature and size of the
business, and, where appropriate and proportionate, specific measures shall be laid down.

Article 19
With respect to cross-border correspondent relationships with a third-country respondent institution, Member States
shall, in addition to the customer due diligence measures laid down in Article 13, require their credit institutions and
financial institutions to:
(a) gather sufficient information about the respondent institution to understand fully the nature of the respondent's
business and to determine from publicly available information the reputation of the institution and the quality of
supervision;
(b) assess the respondent institution's AML/CFT controls;
(c) obtain approval from senior management before establishing new correspondent relationships;
(d) document the respective responsibilities of each institution;
(e) with respect to payable-through accounts, be satisfied that the respondent institution has verified the identity of, and
performed ongoing due diligence on, the customers having direct access to accounts of the correspondent
institution, and that it is able to provide relevant customer due diligence data to the correspondent institution, upon
request.
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Article 20
With respect to transactions or business relationships with politically exposed persons, Member States shall, in addition
to the customer due diligence measures laid down in Article 13, require obliged entities to:
(a) have in place appropriate risk management systems, including risk-based procedures, to determine whether the
customer or the beneficial owner of the customer is a politically exposed person;
(b) apply the following measures in cases of business relationships with politically exposed persons:
(i)

obtain senior management approval for establishing or continuing business relationships with such persons;

(ii) take adequate measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds that are involved in business
relationships or transactions with such persons;
(iii) conduct enhanced, ongoing monitoring of those business relationships.

Article 21
Member States shall require obliged entities to take reasonable measures to determine whether the beneficiaries of a life
or other investment-related insurance policy and/or, where required, the beneficial owner of the beneficiary are
politically exposed persons. Those measures shall be taken no later than at the time of the payout or at the time of the
assignment, in whole or in part, of the policy. Where there are higher risks identified, in addition to applying the
customer due diligence measures laid down in Article 13, Member States shall require obliged entities to:
(a) inform senior management before payout of policy proceeds;
(b) conduct enhanced scrutiny of the entire business relationship with the policyholder.

Article 22
Where a politically exposed person is no longer entrusted with a prominent public function by a Member State or a
third country, or with a prominent public function by an international organisation, obliged entities shall, for at least
12 months, be required to take into account the continuing risk posed by that person and to apply appropriate and risksensitive measures until such time as that person is deemed to pose no further risk specific to politically exposed
persons.

Article 23
The measures referred to in Articles 20 and 21 shall also apply to family members or persons known to be close
associates of politically exposed persons.

Article 24
Member States shall prohibit credit institutions and financial institutions from entering into, or continuing, a
correspondent relationship with a shell bank. They shall require that those institutions take appropriate measures to
ensure that they do not engage in or continue correspondent relationships with a credit institution or financial
institution that is known to allow its accounts to be used by a shell bank.

SECTION 4

Performance by third parties
Article 25
Member States may permit obliged entities to rely on third parties to meet the customer due diligence requirements laid
down in points (a), (b) and (c) of the first subparagraph of Article 13(1). However, the ultimate responsibility for
meeting those requirements shall remain with the obliged entity which relies on the third party.
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Article 26
1.
For the purposes of this Section, ‘third parties’ means obliged entities listed in Article 2, the member organisations
or federations of those obliged entities, or other institutions or persons situated in a Member State or third country that:
(a) apply customer due diligence requirements and record-keeping requirements that are consistent with those laid
down in this Directive; and
(b) have their compliance with the requirements of this Directive supervised in a manner consistent with Section 2 of
Chapter VI.
2.
Member States shall prohibit obliged entities from relying on third parties established in high-risk third countries.
Member States may exempt branches and majority-owned subsidiaries of obliged entities established in the Union from
that prohibition where those branches and majority-owned subsidiaries fully comply with the group-wide policies and
procedures in accordance with Article 45.

Article 27
1.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities obtain from the third party relied upon the necessary information
concerning the customer due diligence requirements laid down in points (a), (b) and (c) of the first subparagraph of
Article 13(1).
2.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities to which the customer is referred take adequate steps to ensure
that the third party provides, immediately, upon request, relevant copies of identification and verification data and other
relevant documentation on the identity of the customer or the beneficial owner.

Article 28
Member States shall ensure that the competent authority of the home Member State (for group-wide policies and
procedures) and the competent authority of the host Member State (for branches and subsidiaries) may consider an
obliged entity to comply with the provisions adopted pursuant to Articles 26 and 27 through its group programme,
where all of the following conditions are met:
(a) the obliged entity relies on information provided by a third party that is part of the same group;
(b) that group applies customer due diligence measures, rules on record-keeping and programmes against money
laundering and terrorist financing in accordance with this Directive or equivalent rules;
(c) the effective implementation of the requirements referred to in point (b) is supervised at group level by a competent
authority of the home Member State or of the third country.

Article 29
This Section shall not apply to outsourcing or agency relationships where, on the basis of a contractual arrangement,
the outsourcing service provider or agent is to be regarded as part of the obliged entity.

CHAPTER III
BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP INFORMATION

Article 30
1.
Member States shall ensure that corporate and other legal entities incorporated within their territory are required
to obtain and hold adequate, accurate and current information on their beneficial ownership, including the details of the
beneficial interests held.
Member States shall ensure that those entities are required to provide, in addition to information about their legal
owner, information on the beneficial owner to obliged entities when the obliged entities are taking customer due
diligence measures in accordance with Chapter II.
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2.
Member States shall require that the information referred to in paragraph 1 can be accessed in a timely manner by
competent authorities and FIUs.
3.
Member States shall ensure that the information referred to in paragraph 1 is held in a central register in each
Member State, for example a commercial register, companies register as referred to in Article 3 of Directive
2009/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (1), or a public register. Member States shall notify to the
Commission the characteristics of those national mechanisms. The information on beneficial ownership contained in
that database may be collected in accordance with national systems.
4.
Member States shall require that the information held in the central register referred to in paragraph 3 is adequate,
accurate and current.
5.

Member States shall ensure that the information on the beneficial ownership is accessible in all cases to:

(a) competent authorities and FIUs, without any restriction;
(b) obliged entities, within the framework of customer due diligence in accordance with Chapter II;
(c) any person or organisation that can demonstrate a legitimate interest.
The persons or organisations referred to in point (c) shall access at least the name, the month and year of birth, the
nationality and the country of residence of the beneficial owner as well as the nature and extent of the beneficial interest
held.
For the purposes of this paragraph, access to the information on beneficial ownership shall be in accordance with data
protection rules and may be subject to online registration and to the payment of a fee. The fees charged for obtaining
the information shall not exceed the administrative costs thereof.
6.
The central register referred to in paragraph 3 shall ensure timely and unrestricted access by competent authorities
and FIUs, without alerting the entity concerned. It shall also allow timely access by obliged entities when taking
customer due diligence measures.
7.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities and FIUs are able to provide the information referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 3 to the competent authorities and to the FIUs of other Member States in a timely manner.
8.
Member States shall require that obliged entities do not rely exclusively on the central register referred to in
paragraph 3 to fulfil their customer due diligence requirements in accordance with Chapter II. Those requirements shall
be fulfilled by using a risk-based approach.
9.
Member States may provide for an exemption to the access referred to in points (b) and (c) of paragraph 5 to all or
part of the information on the beneficial ownership on a case-by-case basis in exceptional circumstances, where such
access would expose the beneficial owner to the risk of fraud, kidnapping, blackmail, violence or intimidation, or where
the beneficial owner is a minor or otherwise incapable. Exemptions granted pursuant to this paragraph shall not apply
to the credit institutions and financial institutions, and to obliged entities referred to in point (3)(b) of Article 2(1) that
are public officials.
10. By 26 June 2019, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council assessing
the conditions and the technical specifications and procedures for ensuring the safe and efficient interconnection of the
central registers referred to in paragraph 3 via the European central platform established by Article 4a(1) of Directive
2009/101/EC. Where appropriate, that report shall be accompanied by a legislative proposal.

Article 31
1.
Member States shall require that trustees of any express trust governed under their law obtain and hold adequate,
accurate and up-to-date information on beneficial ownership regarding the trust. That information shall include the
identity of:
(a) the settlor;
(b) the trustee(s);
(c) the protector (if any);
(1) Directive 2009/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on coordination of safeguards which, for
the protection of the interests of members and third parties, are required by Member States of companies within the meaning of the
second paragraph of Article 48 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent (OJ L 258, 1.10.2009, p. 11).
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(d) the beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries; and
(e) any other natural person exercising effective control over the trust.
2.
Member States shall ensure that trustees disclose their status and provide the information referred to in
paragraph 1 to obliged entities in a timely manner where, as a trustee, the trustee forms a business relationship or
carries out an occasional transaction above the thresholds set out in points (b), (c) and (d) of Article 11.
3.
Member States shall require that the information referred to in paragraph 1 can be accessed in a timely manner by
competent authorities and FIUs.
4.
Member States shall require that the information referred to in paragraph 1 is held in a central register when the
trust generates tax consequences. The central register shall ensure timely and unrestricted access by competent
authorities and FIUs, without alerting the parties to the trust concerned. It may also allow timely access by obliged
entities, within the framework of customer due diligence in accordance with Chapter II. Member States shall notify to
the Commission the characteristics of those national mechanisms.
5.
Member States shall require that the information held in the central register referred to in paragraph 4 is adequate,
accurate and up-to-date.
6.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities do not rely exclusively on the central register referred to in
paragraph 4 to fulfil their customer due diligence requirements as laid down in Chapter II. Those requirements shall be
fulfilled by using a risk-based approach.
7.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities and FIUs are able to provide the information referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 4 to the competent authorities and to the FIUs of other Member States in a timely manner.
8.
Member States shall ensure that the measures provided for in this Article apply to other types of legal
arrangements having a structure or functions similar to trusts.
9.
By 26 June 2019, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council assessing
the conditions and the technical specifications and procedures for ensuring safe and efficient interconnection of the
central registers. Where appropriate, that report shall be accompanied by a legislative proposal.

CHAPTER IV
REPORTING OBLIGATIONS
SECTION 1

General provisions
Article 32
1.
Each Member State shall establish an FIU in order to prevent, detect and effectively combat money laundering and
terrorist financing.
2.

Member States shall notify the Commission in writing of the name and address of their respective FIUs.

3.
Each FIU shall be operationally independent and autonomous, which means that the FIU shall have the authority
and capacity to carry out its functions freely, including the ability to take autonomous decisions to analyse, request and
disseminate specific information. The FIU as the central national unit shall be responsible for receiving and analysing
suspicious transaction reports and other information relevant to money laundering, associated predicate offences or
terrorist financing. The FIU shall be responsible for disseminating the results of its analyses and any additional relevant
information to the competent authorities where there are grounds to suspect money laundering, associated predicate
offences or terrorist financing. It shall be able to obtain additional information from obliged entities.
Member States shall provide their FIUs with adequate financial, human and technical resources in order to fulfil their
tasks.
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4.
Member States shall ensure that their FIUs have access, directly or indirectly, in a timely manner, to the financial,
administrative and law enforcement information that they require to fulfil their tasks properly. FIUs shall be able to
respond to requests for information by competent authorities in their respective Member States when such requests for
information are motivated by concerns relating to money laundering, associated predicate offences or terrorist financing.
The decision on conducting the analysis or dissemination of information shall remain with the FIU.
5.
Where there are objective grounds for assuming that the provision of such information would have a negative
impact on ongoing investigations or analyses, or, in exceptional circumstances, where disclosure of the information
would be clearly disproportionate to the legitimate interests of a natural or legal person or irrelevant with regard to the
purposes for which it has been requested, the FIU shall be under no obligation to comply with the request for
information.
6.
Member States shall require competent authorities to provide feedback to the FIU about the use made of the
information provided in accordance with this Article and about the outcome of the investigations or inspections
performed on the basis of that information.
7.
Member States shall ensure that the FIU is empowered to take urgent action, directly or indirectly, where there is a
suspicion that a transaction is related to money laundering or terrorist financing, to suspend or withhold consent to a
transaction that is proceeding, in order to analyse the transaction, confirm the suspicion and disseminate the results of
the analysis to the competent authorities. The FIU shall be empowered to take such action, directly or indirectly, at the
request of an FIU from another Member State for the periods and under the conditions specified in the national law of
the FIU receiving the request.
8.

The FIU's analysis function shall consist of the following:

(a) an operational analysis which focuses on individual cases and specific targets or on appropriate selected information,
depending on the type and volume of the disclosures received and the expected use of the information after dissem
ination; and
(b) a strategic analysis addressing money laundering and terrorist financing trends and patterns.

Article 33
1.
Member States shall require obliged entities, and, where applicable, their directors and employees, to cooperate
fully by promptly:
(a) informing the FIU, including by filing a report, on their own initiative, where the obliged entity knows, suspects or
has reasonable grounds to suspect that funds, regardless of the amount involved, are the proceeds of criminal
activity or are related to terrorist financing, and by promptly responding to requests by the FIU for additional
information in such cases; and
(b) providing the FIU, directly or indirectly, at its request, with all necessary information, in accordance with the
procedures established by the applicable law.
All suspicious transactions, including attempted transactions, shall be reported.
2.
The person appointed in accordance with point (a) of Article 8(4) shall transmit the information referred to in
paragraph 1 of this Article to the FIU of the Member State in whose territory the obliged entity transmitting the
information is established.

Article 34
1.
By way of derogation from Article 33(1), Member States may, in the case of obliged entities referred to in
point (3)(a), (b) and (d) of Article 2(1), designate an appropriate self-regulatory body of the profession concerned as the
authority to receive the information referred to in Article 33(1).
Without prejudice to paragraph 2, the designated self-regulatory body shall, in cases referred to in the first subparagraph
of this paragraph, forward the information to the FIU promptly and unfiltered.
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2.
Member States shall not apply the obligations laid down in Article 33(1) to notaries, other independent legal
professionals, auditors, external accountants and tax advisors only to the strict extent that such exemption relates to
information that they receive from, or obtain on, one of their clients, in the course of ascertaining the legal position of
their client, or performing their task of defending or representing that client in, or concerning, judicial proceedings,
including providing advice on instituting or avoiding such proceedings, whether such information is received or
obtained before, during or after such proceedings.

Article 35
1.
Member States shall require obliged entities to refrain from carrying out transactions which they know or suspect
to be related to proceeds of criminal activity or to terrorist financing until they have completed the necessary action in
accordance with point (a) of the first subparagraph of Article 33(1) and have complied with any further specific
instructions from the FIU or the competent authorities in accordance with the law of the relevant Member State.
2.
Where refraining from carrying out transactions referred to in paragraph 1 is impossible or is likely to frustrate
efforts to pursue the beneficiaries of a suspected operation, the obliged entities concerned shall inform the FIU
immediately afterwards.

Article 36
1.
Member States shall ensure that if, in the course of checks carried out on the obliged entities by the competent
authorities referred to in Article 48, or in any other way, those authorities discover facts that could be related to money
laundering or to terrorist financing, they shall promptly inform the FIU.
2.
Member States shall ensure that supervisory bodies empowered by law or regulation to oversee the stock, foreign
exchange and financial derivatives markets inform the FIU if they discover facts that could be related to money
laundering or terrorist financing.

Article 37
Disclosure of information in good faith by an obliged entity or by an employee or director of such an obliged entity in
accordance with Articles 33 and 34 shall not constitute a breach of any restriction on disclosure of information
imposed by contract or by any legislative, regulatory or administrative provision, and shall not involve the obliged entity
or its directors or employees in liability of any kind even in circumstances where they were not precisely aware of the
underlying criminal activity and regardless of whether illegal activity actually occurred.

Article 38
Member States shall ensure that individuals, including employees and representatives of the obliged entity, who report
suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing internally or to the FIU, are protected from being exposed to
threats or hostile action, and in particular from adverse or discriminatory employment actions.
SECTION 2

Prohibition of disclosure
Article 39
1.
Obliged entities and their directors and employees shall not disclose to the customer concerned or to other third
persons the fact that information is being, will be or has been transmitted in accordance with Article 33 or 34 or that a
money laundering or terrorist financing analysis is being, or may be, carried out.
2.
The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not include disclosure to the competent authorities, including the
self-regulatory bodies, or disclosure for law enforcement purposes.
3.
The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not prevent disclosure between the credit institutions and financial
institutions or between those institutions and their branches and majority-owned subsidiaries located in third countries,
provided that those branches and majority-owned subsidiaries fully comply with the group-wide policies and
procedures, including procedures for sharing information within the group, in accordance with Article 45, and that the
group-wide policies and procedures comply with the requirements laid down in this Directive.
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4.
The prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 shall not prevent disclosure between the obliged entities as referred to in
point (3)(a) and (b) of Article 2(1), or entities from third countries which impose requirements equivalent to those laid
down in this Directive, who perform their professional activities, whether as employees or not, within the same legal
person or a larger structure to which the person belongs and which shares common ownership, management or
compliance control.
5.
For obliged entities referred to in points (1), (2), (3)(a) and (b) of Article 2(1) in cases relating to the same customer
and the same transaction involving two or more obliged entities, the prohibition laid down in paragraph 1 of this
Article shall not prevent disclosure between the relevant obliged entities provided that they are from a Member State, or
entities in a third country which imposes requirements equivalent to those laid down in this Directive, and that they are
from the same professional category and are subject to obligations as regards professional secrecy and personal data
protection.
6.
Where the obliged entities referred to in point (3)(a) and (b) of Article 2(1) seek to dissuade a client from engaging
in illegal activity, that shall not constitute disclosure within the meaning of paragraph 1 of this Article.

CHAPTER V
DATA PROTECTION, RECORD-RETENTION AND STATISTICAL DATA

Article 40
1.
Member States shall require obliged entities to retain the following documents and information in accordance with
national law for the purpose of preventing, detecting and investigating, by the FIU or by other competent authorities,
possible money laundering or terrorist financing:
(a) in the case of customer due diligence, a copy of the documents and information which are necessary to comply with
the customer due diligence requirements laid down in Chapter II, for a period of five years after the end of the
business relationship with their customer or after the date of an occasional transaction;
(b) the supporting evidence and records of transactions, consisting of the original documents or copies admissible in
judicial proceedings under the applicable national law, which are necessary to identify transactions, for a period of
five years after the end of a business relationship with their customer or after the date of an occasional transaction.
Upon expiry of the retention periods referred to in the first subparagraph, Member States shall ensure that obliged
entities delete personal data, unless otherwise provided for by national law, which shall determine under which circum
stances obliged entities may or shall further retain data. Member States may allow or require further retention after they
have carried out a thorough assessment of the necessity and proportionality of such further retention and consider it to
be justified as necessary for the prevention, detection or investigation of money laundering or terrorist financing. That
further retention period shall not exceed five additional years.
2.
Where, on 25 June 2015, legal proceedings concerned with the prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution
of suspected money laundering or terrorist financing are pending in a Member State, and an obliged entity holds
information or documents relating to those pending proceedings, the obliged entity may retain that information or
those documents, in accordance with national law, for a period of five years from 25 June 2015. Member States may,
without prejudice to national criminal law on evidence applicable to ongoing criminal investigations and legal
proceedings, allow or require the retention of such information or documents for a further period of five years where
the necessity and proportionality of such further retention has been established for the prevention, detection, investi
gation or prosecution of suspected money laundering or terrorist financing.

Article 41
1.
The processing of personal data under this Directive is subject to Directive 95/46/EC, as transposed into national
law. Personal data that is processed pursuant to this Directive by the Commission or by the ESAs is subject to
Regulation (EC) No 45/2001.
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2.
Personal data shall be processed by obliged entities on the basis of this Directive only for the purposes of the
prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing as referred to in Article 1 and shall not be further processed in a
way that is incompatible with those purposes. The processing of personal data on the basis of this Directive for any
other purposes, such as commercial purposes, shall be prohibited.
3.
Obliged entities shall provide new clients with the information required pursuant to Article 10 of Directive
95/46/EC before establishing a business relationship or carrying out an occasional transaction. That information shall, in
particular, include a general notice concerning the legal obligations of obliged entities under this Directive to process
personal data for the purposes of the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing as referred to in Article 1
of this Directive.
4.
In applying the prohibition of disclosure laid down in Article 39(1), Member States shall adopt legislative measures
restricting, in whole or in part, the data subject's right of access to personal data relating to him or her to the extent
that such partial or complete restriction constitutes a necessary and proportionate measure in a democratic society with
due regard for the legitimate interests of the person concerned to:
(a) enable the obliged entity or competent national authority to fulfil its tasks properly for the purposes of this
Directive; or
(b) avoid obstructing official or legal inquiries, analyses, investigations or procedures for the purposes of this Directive
and to ensure that the prevention, investigation and detection of money laundering and terrorist financing is not
jeopardised.
Article 42
Member States shall require that their obliged entities have systems in place that enable them to respond fully and
speedily to enquiries from their FIU or from other authorities, in accordance with their national law, as to whether they
are maintaining or have maintained, during a five-year period prior to that enquiry a business relationship with specified
persons, and on the nature of that relationship, through secure channels and in a manner that ensures full confidentiality
of the enquiries.

Article 43
The processing of personal data on the basis of this Directive for the purposes of the prevention of money laundering
and terrorist financing as referred to in Article 1 shall be considered to be a matter of public interest under Directive
95/46/EC.

Article 44
1.
Member States shall, for the purposes of contributing to the preparation of risk assessments pursuant to Article 7,
ensure that they are able to review the effectiveness of their systems to combat money laundering or terrorist financing
by maintaining comprehensive statistics on matters relevant to the effectiveness of such systems.
2.

The statistics referred to in paragraph 1 shall include:

(a) data measuring the size and importance of the different sectors which fall within the scope of this Directive,
including the number of entities and persons and the economic importance of each sector;
(b) data measuring the reporting, investigation and judicial phases of the national AML/CFT regime, including the
number of suspicious transaction reports made to the FIU, the follow-up given to those reports and, on an annual
basis, the number of cases investigated, the number of persons prosecuted, the number of persons convicted for
money laundering or terrorist financing offences, the types of predicate offences, where such information is
available, and the value in euro of property that has been frozen, seized or confiscated;
(c) if available, data identifying the number and percentage of reports resulting in further investigation, together with
the annual report to obliged entities detailing the usefulness and follow-up of the reports they presented;
(d) data regarding the number of cross-border requests for information that were made, received, refused and partially
or fully answered by the FIU.
3.

Member States shall ensure that a consolidated review of their statistics is published.

4.

Member States shall transmit to the Commission the statistics referred to in paragraph 2.
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CHAPTER VI
POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND SUPERVISION

SECTION 1

Internal procedures, training and feedback
Article 45
1.
Member States shall require obliged entities that are part of a group to implement group-wide policies and
procedures, including data protection policies and policies and procedures for sharing information within the group for
AML/CFT purposes. Those policies and procedures shall be implemented effectively at the level of branches and
majority-owned subsidiaries in Member States and third countries.
2.
Member States shall require that obliged entities that operate establishments in another Member State ensure that
those establishments respect the national provisions of that other Member State transposing this Directive.
3.
Member States shall ensure that where obliged entities have branches or majority-owned subsidiaries located in
third countries where the minimum AML/CFT requirements are less strict than those of the Member State, their
branches and majority-owned subsidiaries located in the third country implement the requirements of the Member State,
including data protection, to the extent that the third country's law so allows.
4.
The Member States and the ESAs shall inform each other of instances in which a third country's law does not
permit the implementation of the policies and procedures required under paragraph 1. In such cases, coordinated action
may be taken to pursue a solution.
5.
Member States shall require that, where a third country's law does not permit the implementation of the policies
and procedures required under paragraph 1, obliged entities ensure that branches and majority-owned subsidiaries in
that third country apply additional measures to effectively handle the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing,
and inform the competent authorities of their home Member State. If the additional measures are not sufficient, the
competent authorities of the home Member State shall exercise additional supervisory actions, including requiring that
the group does not establish or that it terminates business relationships, and does not undertake transactions and, where
necessary, requesting the group to close down its operations in the third country.
6.
The ESAs shall develop draft regulatory technical standards specifying the type of additional measures referred to
in paragraph 5 and the minimum action to be taken by credit institutions and financial institutions where a third
country's law does not permit the implementation of the measures required under paragraphs 1 and 3.
The ESAs shall submit the draft regulatory technical standards referred to in the first subparagraph to the Commission
by 26 December 2016.
7.
Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards referred to in paragraph 6 of
this Article in accordance with Articles 10 to 14 of Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010 and (EU)
No 1095/2010.
8.
Member States shall ensure that the sharing of information within the group is allowed. Information on suspicions
that funds are the proceeds of criminal activity or are related to terrorist financing reported to the FIU shall be shared
within the group, unless otherwise instructed by the FIU.
9.
Member States may require electronic money issuers as defined in point (3) of Article 2 of Directive 2009/110/EC
and payment service providers as defined in point (9) of Article 4 of Directive 2007/64/EC established on their territory
in forms other than a branch, and whose head office is situated in another Member State, to appoint a central contact
point in their territory to ensure, on behalf of the appointing institution, compliance with AML/CFT rules and to
facilitate supervision by competent authorities, including by providing competent authorities with documents and
information on request.
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10. The ESAs shall develop draft regulatory technical standards on the criteria for determining the circumstances in
which the appointment of a central contact point pursuant to paragraph 9 is appropriate, and what the functions of the
central contact points should be.
The ESAs shall submit the draft regulatory technical standards referred to in the first subparagraph to the Commission
by 26 June 2017.
11. Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards referred to in paragraph 10 of
this Article in accordance with Articles 10 to 14 of Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010 and (EU)
No 1095/2010.

Article 46
1.
Member States shall require that obliged entities take measures proportionate to their risks, nature and size so that
their employees are aware of the provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive, including relevant data protection
requirements.
Those measures shall include participation of their employees in special ongoing training programmes to help them
recognise operations which may be related to money laundering or terrorist financing and to instruct them as to how to
proceed in such cases.
Where a natural person falling within any of the categories listed in point (3) of Article 2(1) performs professional
activities as an employee of a legal person, the obligations in this Section shall apply to that legal person rather than to
the natural person.
2.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities have access to up-to-date information on the practices of money
launderers and financers of terrorism and on indications leading to the recognition of suspicious transactions.
3.
Member States shall ensure that, where practicable, timely feedback on the effectiveness of and follow-up to
reports of suspected money laundering or terrorist financing is provided to obliged entities.
4.
Member States shall require that, where applicable, obliged entities identify the member of the management board
who is responsible for the implementation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply
with this Directive.
SECTION 2

Supervision
Article 47
1.
Member States shall provide that currency exchange and cheque cashing offices and trust or company service
providers be licensed or registered and providers of gambling services be regulated.
2.
Member States shall require competent authorities to ensure that the persons who hold a management function in
the entities referred to in paragraph 1, or are the beneficial owners of such entities, are fit and proper persons.
3.
With respect to the obliged entities referred to in point (3)(a), (b) and (d) of Article 2(1), Member States shall
ensure that competent authorities take the necessary measures to prevent criminals convicted in relevant areas or their
associates from holding a management function in or being the beneficial owners of those obliged entities.

Article 48
1.
Member States shall require the competent authorities to monitor effectively, and to take the measures necessary to
ensure, compliance with this Directive.
2.
Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities have adequate powers, including the power to compel
the production of any information that is relevant to monitoring compliance and perform checks, and have adequate
financial, human and technical resources to perform their functions. Member States shall ensure that staff of those
authorities maintain high professional standards, including standards of confidentiality and data protection, that they are
of high integrity and are appropriately skilled.
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3.
In the case of credit institutions, financial institutions, and providers of gambling services, competent authorities
shall have enhanced supervisory powers.
4.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities of the Member State in which the obliged entity operates
establishments supervise that those establishments respect the national provisions of that Member State transposing this
Directive. In the case of the establishments referred to in Article 45(9), such supervision may include the taking of
appropriate and proportionate measures to address serious failings that require immediate remedies. Those measures
shall be temporary and be terminated when the failings identified are addressed, including with the assistance of or in
cooperation with the competent authorities of the home Member State of the obliged entity, in accordance with
Article 45(2).
5.
Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities of the Member State in which the obliged entity
operates establishments shall cooperate with the competent authorities of the Member State in which the obliged entity
has its head office, to ensure effective supervision of the requirements of this Directive.
6.

Member States shall ensure that when applying a risk-based approach to supervision, the competent authorities:

(a) have a clear understanding of the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing present in their Member State;
(b) have on-site and off-site access to all relevant information on the specific domestic and international risks associated
with customers, products and services of the obliged entities; and
(c) base the frequency and intensity of on-site and off-site supervision on the risk profile of obliged entities, and on the
risks of money laundering and terrorist financing in that Member State.
7.
The assessment of the money laundering and terrorist financing risk profile of obliged entities, including the risks
of non-compliance, shall be reviewed both periodically and when there are major events or developments in their
management and operations.
8.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities take into account the degree of discretion allowed to the
obliged entity, and appropriately review the risk assessments underlying this discretion, and the adequacy and implemen
tation of its internal policies, controls and procedures.
9.
In the case of the obliged entities referred to in point (3)(a), (b) and (d) of Article 2(1), Member States may allow
the functions referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article to be performed by self-regulatory bodies, provided that those
self-regulatory bodies comply with paragraph 2 of this Article.
10. By 26 June 2017, the ESAs shall issue guidelines addressed to competent authorities in accordance with Article
16 of Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 1094/2010 and (EU) No 1095/2010 on the characteristics of a riskbased approach to supervision and the steps to be taken when conducting supervision on a risk-based basis. Specific
account shall be taken of the nature and size of the business, and, where appropriate and proportionate, specific
measures shall be laid down.

SECTION 3

Cooperation
S u bsec ti on I
N atio n a l co o p e ra tio n
Article 49
Member States shall ensure that policy makers, the FIUs, supervisors and other competent authorities involved in
AML/CFT have effective mechanisms to enable them to cooperate and coordinate domestically concerning the
development and implementation of policies and activities to combat money laundering and terrorist financing,
including with a view to fulfilling their obligation under Article 7.
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S u bsec ti on II
C oope ra tio n w ith the E SA s
Article 50
The competent authorities shall provide the ESAs with all the information necessary to allow them to carry out their
duties under this Directive.

S u bsec ti on III
C ooper a t ion b et we e n FI Us a n d w ith the Co m m issio n
Article 51
The Commission may lend such assistance as may be needed to facilitate coordination, including the exchange of
information between FIUs within the Union. It may regularly convene meetings of the EU FIUs' Platform composed of
representatives from Member States' FIUs, in order to facilitate cooperation among FIUs, exchange views and provide
advice on implementation issues relevant for FIUs and reporting entities as well as on cooperation-related issues such as
effective FIU cooperation, the identification of suspicious transactions with a cross-border dimension, the standardisation
of reporting formats through the FIU.net or its successor, the joint analysis of cross-border cases, and the identification
of trends and factors relevant to assessing the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing at national and suprana
tional level.

Article 52
Member States shall ensure that FIUs cooperate with each other to the greatest extent possible, regardless of their
organisational status.

Article 53
1.
Member States shall ensure that FIUs exchange, spontaneously or upon request, any information that may be
relevant for the processing or analysis of information by the FIU related to money laundering or terrorist financing and
the natural or legal person involved, even if the type of predicate offences that may be involved is not identified at the
time of the exchange.
A request shall contain the relevant facts, background information, reasons for the request and how the information
sought will be used. Different exchange mechanisms may apply if so agreed between the FIUs, in particular as regards
exchanges through the FIU.net or its successor.
When an FIU receives a report pursuant to point (a) of the first subparagraph of Article 33(1) which concerns another
Member State, it shall promptly forward it to the FIU of that Member State.
2.
Member States shall ensure that the FIU to whom the request is made is required to use the whole range of its
available powers which it would normally use domestically for receiving and analysing information when it replies to a
request for information referred to in paragraph 1 from another FIU. The FIU to whom the request is made shall
respond in a timely manner.
When an FIU seeks to obtain additional information from an obliged entity established in another Member State which
operates on its territory, the request shall be addressed to the FIU of the Member State in whose territory the obliged
entity is established. That FIU shall transfer requests and answers promptly.
3.
An FIU may refuse to exchange information only in exceptional circumstances where the exchange could be
contrary to fundamental principles of its national law. Those exceptions shall be specified in a way which prevents
misuse of, and undue limitations on, the free exchange of information for analytical purposes.
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Article 54
Information and documents received pursuant to Articles 52 and 53 shall be used for the accomplishment of the FIU's
tasks as laid down in this Directive. When exchanging information and documents pursuant to Articles 52 and 53, the
transmitting FIU may impose restrictions and conditions for the use of that information. The receiving FIU shall comply
with those restrictions and conditions.

Article 55
1.
Member States shall ensure that the information exchanged pursuant to Articles 52 and 53 is used only for the
purpose for which it was sought or provided and that any dissemination of that information by the receiving FIU to any
other authority, agency or department, or any use of this information for purposes beyond those originally approved, is
made subject to the prior consent by the FIU providing the information.
2.
Member States shall ensure that the requested FIU's prior consent to disseminate the information to competent
authorities is granted promptly and to the largest extent possible. The requested FIU shall not refuse its consent to such
dissemination unless this would fall beyond the scope of application of its AML/CFT provisions, could lead to
impairment of a criminal investigation, would be clearly disproportionate to the legitimate interests of a natural or legal
person or the Member State of the requested FIU, or would otherwise not be in accordance with fundamental principles
of national law of that Member State. Any such refusal to grant consent shall be appropriately explained.

Article 56
1.
Member States shall require their FIUs to use protected channels of communication between themselves and
encourage the use of the FIU.net or its successor.
2.
Member States shall ensure that, in order to fulfil their tasks as laid down in this Directive, their FIUs cooperate in
the application of state-of-the-art technologies in accordance with their national law. Those technologies shall allow FIUs
to match their data with that of other FIUs in an anonymous way by ensuring full protection of personal data with the
aim of detecting subjects of the FIU's interests in other Member States and identifying their proceeds and funds.

Article 57
Differences between national law definitions of tax crimes shall not impede the ability of FIUs to exchange information
or provide assistance to another FIU, to the greatest extent possible under their national law.

SECTION 4

Sanctions
Article 58
1.
Member States shall ensure that obliged entities can be held liable for breaches of national provisions transposing
this Directive in accordance with this Article and Articles 59 to 61. Any resulting sanction or measure shall be effective,
proportionate and dissuasive.
2.
Without prejudice to the right of Member States to provide for and impose criminal sanctions, Member States shall
lay down rules on administrative sanctions and measures and ensure that their competent authorities may impose such
sanctions and measures with respect to breaches of the national provisions transposing this Directive, and shall ensure
that they are applied.
Member States may decide not to lay down rules for administrative sanctions or measures for breaches which are subject
to criminal sanctions in their national law. In that case, Member States shall communicate to the Commission the
relevant criminal law provisions.
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3.
Member States shall ensure that where obligations apply to legal persons in the event of a breach of national
provisions transposing this Directive, sanctions and measures can be applied to the members of the management body
and to other natural persons who under national law are responsible for the breach.
4.
Member States shall ensure that the competent authorities have all the supervisory and investigatory powers that
are necessary for the exercise of their functions.
5.
Competent authorities shall exercise their powers to impose administrative sanctions and measures in accordance
with this Directive, and with national law, in any of the following ways:
(a) directly;
(b) in collaboration with other authorities;
(c) under their responsibility by delegation to such other authorities;
(d) by application to the competent judicial authorities.
In the exercise of their powers to impose administrative sanctions and measures, competent authorities shall cooperate
closely in order to ensure that those administrative sanctions or measures produce the desired results and coordinate
their action when dealing with cross-border cases.

Article 59
1.
Member States shall ensure that this Article applies at least to breaches on the part of obliged entities that are
serious, repeated, systematic, or a combination thereof, of the requirements laid down in:
(a) Articles 10 to 24 (customer due diligence);
(b) Articles 33, 34 and 35 (suspicious transaction reporting);
(c) Article 40 (record-keeping); and
(d) Articles 45 and 46 (internal controls).
2.
Member States shall ensure that in the cases referred to in paragraph 1, the administrative sanctions and measures
that can be applied include at least the following:
(a) a public statement which identifies the natural or legal person and the nature of the breach;
(b) an order requiring the natural or legal person to cease the conduct and to desist from repetition of that conduct;
(c) where an obliged entity is subject to an authorisation, withdrawal or suspension of the authorisation;
(d) a temporary ban against any person discharging managerial responsibilities in an obliged entity, or any other natural
person, held responsible for the breach, from exercising managerial functions in obliged entities;
(e) maximum administrative pecuniary sanctions of at least twice the amount of the benefit derived from the breach
where that benefit can be determined, or at least EUR 1 000 000.
3.
Member States shall ensure that, by way of derogation from paragraph 2(e), where the obliged entity concerned is
a credit institution or financial institution, the following sanctions can also be applied:
(a) in the case of a legal person, maximum administrative pecuniary sanctions of at least EUR 5 000 000 or 10 % of
the total annual turnover according to the latest available accounts approved by the management body; where the
obliged entity is a parent undertaking or a subsidiary of a parent undertaking which is required to prepare
consolidated financial accounts in accordance with Article 22 of Directive 2013/34/EU, the relevant total annual
turnover shall be the total annual turnover or the corresponding type of income in accordance with the relevant
accounting Directives according to the last available consolidated accounts approved by the management body of
the ultimate parent undertaking;
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(b) in the case of a natural person, maximum administrative pecuniary sanctions of at least EUR 5 000 000, or in the
Member States whose currency is not the euro, the corresponding value in the national currency on 25 June 2015.
4.
Member States may empower competent authorities to impose additional types of administrative sanctions in
addition to those referred to in points (a) to (d) of paragraph 2 or to impose administrative pecuniary sanctions
exceeding the amounts referred to in point (e) of paragraph 2 and in paragraph 3.

Article 60
1.
Member States shall ensure that a decision imposing an administrative sanction or measure for breach of the
national provisions transposing this Directive against which there is no appeal shall be published by the competent
authorities on their official website immediately after the person sanctioned is informed of that decision. The
publication shall include at least information on the type and nature of the breach and the identity of the persons
responsible. Member States shall not be obliged to apply this subparagraph to decisions imposing measures that are of
an investigatory nature.
Where the publication of the identity of the persons responsible as referred to in the first subparagraph or the personal
data of such persons is considered by the competent authority to be disproportionate following a case-by-case
assessment conducted on the proportionality of the publication of such data, or where publication jeopardises the
stability of financial markets or an on-going investigation, competent authorities shall:
(a) delay the publication of the decision to impose an administrative sanction or measure until the moment at which
the reasons for not publishing it cease to exist;
(b) publish the decision to impose an administrative sanction or measure on an anonymous basis in a manner in
accordance with national law, if such anonymous publication ensures an effective protection of the personal data
concerned; in the case of a decision to publish an administrative sanction or measure on an anonymous basis, the
publication of the relevant data may be postponed for a reasonable period of time if it is foreseen that within that
period the reasons for anonymous publication shall cease to exist;
(c) not publish the decision to impose an administrative sanction or measure at all in the event that the options set out
in points (a) and (b) are considered insufficient to ensure:
(i) that the stability of financial markets would not be put in jeopardy; or
(ii) the proportionality of the publication of the decision with regard to measures which are deemed to be of a
minor nature.
2.
Where Member States permit publication of decisions against which there is an appeal, competent authorities shall
also publish, immediately, on their official website such information and any subsequent information on the outcome of
such appeal. Moreover, any decision annulling a previous decision to impose an administrative sanction or a measure
shall also be published.
3.
Competent authorities shall ensure that any publication in accordance with this Article shall remain on their
official website for a period of five years after its publication. However, personal data contained in the publication shall
only be kept on the official website of the competent authority for the period which is necessary in accordance with the
applicable data protection rules.
4.
Member States shall ensure that when determining the type and level of administrative sanctions or measures, the
competent authorities shall take into account all relevant circumstances, including where applicable:
(a) the gravity and the duration of the breach;
(b) the degree of responsibility of the natural or legal person held responsible;
(c) the financial strength of the natural or legal person held responsible, as indicated for example by the total turnover
of the legal person held responsible or the annual income of the natural person held responsible;
(d) the benefit derived from the breach by the natural or legal person held responsible, insofar as it can be determined;
(e) the losses to third parties caused by the breach, insofar as they can be determined;
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(f) the level of cooperation of the natural or legal person held responsible with the competent authority;
(g) previous breaches by the natural or legal person held responsible.
5.
Member States shall ensure that legal persons can be held liable for the breaches referred to in Article 59(1)
committed for their benefit by any person, acting individually or as part of an organ of that legal person, and having a
leading position within the legal person based on any of the following:
(a) power to represent the legal person;
(b) authority to take decisions on behalf of the legal person; or
(c) authority to exercise control within the legal person.
6.
Member States shall also ensure that legal persons can be held liable where the lack of supervision or control by a
person referred to in paragraph 5 of this Article has made it possible to commit one of the breaches referred to in
Article 59(1) for the benefit of that legal person by a person under its authority.

Article 61
1.
Member States shall ensure that competent authorities establish effective and reliable mechanisms to encourage the
reporting to competent authorities of potential or actual breaches of the national provisions transposing this Directive.
2.

The mechanisms referred to in paragraph 1 shall include at least:

(a) specific procedures for the receipt of reports on breaches and their follow-up;
(b) appropriate protection for employees or persons in a comparable position, of obliged entities who report breaches
committed within the obliged entity;
(c) appropriate protection for the accused person;
(d) protection of personal data concerning both the person who reports the breaches and the natural person who is
allegedly responsible for a breach, in compliance with the principles laid down in Directive 95/46/EC;
(e) clear rules that ensure that confidentiality is guaranteed in all cases in relation to the person who reports the
breaches committed within the obliged entity, unless disclosure is required by national law in the context of further
investigations or subsequent judicial proceedings.
3.
Member States shall require obliged entities to have in place appropriate procedures for their employees, or
persons in a comparable position, to report breaches internally through a specific, independent and anonymous channel,
proportionate to the nature and size of the obliged entity concerned.

Article 62
1.
Member States shall ensure that their competent authorities inform the ESAs of all administrative sanctions and
measures imposed in accordance with Articles 58 and 59 on credit institutions and financial institutions, including of
any appeal in relation thereto and the outcome thereof.
2.
Member States shall ensure that their competent authorities, in accordance with their national law, check the
existence of a relevant conviction in the criminal record of the person concerned. Any exchange of information for
those purposes shall be carried out in accordance with Decision 2009/316/JHA and Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
as implemented in national law.
3.
The ESAs shall maintain a website with links to each competent authority's publication of administrative sanctions
and measures imposed in accordance with Article 60 on credit institutions and financial institutions, and shall show the
time period for which each Member State publishes administrative sanctions and measures.
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CHAPTER VII
FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 63
Point (d) of paragraph 2 of Article 25 of Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and the Council (1)
is replaced by the following:
‘(d) the CCP is established or authorised in a third country that is not considered, by the Commission in accordance
with Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*), as having strategic deficiencies
in its national anti-money laundering and counter financing of terrorism regime that poses significant threats to
the financial system of the Union.
(*) Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of
the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering or terrorist financing, amending Regulation
(EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Directive 2005/60/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council and Commission Directive 2006/70/EC (OJ L 141, 5.6.2015, p. 73).’.
Article 64
1.
The power to adopt delegated acts is conferred on the Commission subject to the conditions laid down in this
Article.
2.
The power to adopt delegated acts referred to in Article 9 shall be conferred on the Commission for an indeter
minate period of time from 25 June 2015.
3.
The power to adopt delegated acts referred to in Article 9 may be revoked at any time by the European Parliament
or by the Council. A decision to revoke shall put an end to the delegation of the power specified in that decision. It shall
take effect on the day following the publication of the decision in the Official Journal of the European Union or at a later
date specified therein. It shall not affect the validity of any delegated acts already in force.
4.
As soon as it adopts a delegated act, the Commission shall notify it simultaneously to the European Parliament and
to the Council.
5.
A delegated act adopted pursuant to Article 9 shall enter into force only if no objection has been expressed either
by the European Parliament or the Council within a period of one month of notification of that act to the European
Parliament and the Council or if, before the expiry of that period, the European Parliament and the Council have both
informed the Commission that they will not object. That period shall be extended by one month at the initiative of the
European Parliament or of the Council.
Article 65
By 26 June 2019, the Commission shall draw up a report on the implementation of this Directive and submit it to the
European Parliament and to the Council.
Article 66
Directives 2005/60/EC and 2006/70/EC are repealed with effect from 26 June 2017.
References to the repealed Directives shall be construed as references to this Directive and shall be read in accordance
with the correlation table set out in Annex IV.
Article 67
1.
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with
this Directive by 26 June 2017. They shall immediately communicate the text of those measures to the Commission.
When Member States adopt those measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be accompanied by such a
reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making such reference shall be laid down by
Member States.
2.
Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of national law which they
adopt in the field covered by this Directive.
(1) Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties
and trade repositories (OJ L 201, 27.7.2012, p. 1).
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Article 68
This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the
European Union.

Article 69
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.

Done at Strasbourg, 20 May 2015.
For the European Parliament

For the Council

The President

The President

M. SCHULZ

Z. KALNIŅA-LUKAŠEVICA
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ANNEX I

The following is a non-exhaustive list of risk variables that obliged entities shall consider when determining to what
extent to apply customer due diligence measures in accordance with Article 13(3):
(i)

the purpose of an account or relationship;

(ii) the level of assets to be deposited by a customer or the size of transactions undertaken;
(iii) the regularity or duration of the business relationship.
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ANNEX II

The following is a non-exhaustive list of factors and types of evidence of potentially lower risk referred to in Article 16:
(1) Customer risk factors:
(a) public companies listed on a stock exchange and subject to disclosure requirements (either by stock exchange
rules or through law or enforceable means), which impose requirements to ensure adequate transparency of
beneficial ownership;
(b) public administrations or enterprises;
(c) customers that are resident in geographical areas of lower risk as set out in point (3);
(2) Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors:
(a) life insurance policies for which the premium is low;
(b) insurance policies for pension schemes if there is no early surrender option and the policy cannot be used as
collateral;
(c) a pension, superannuation or similar scheme that provides retirement benefits to employees, where contributions
are made by way of deduction from wages, and the scheme rules do not permit the assignment of a member's
interest under the scheme;
(d) financial products or services that provide appropriately defined and limited services to certain types of
customers, so as to increase access for financial inclusion purposes;
(e) products where the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing are managed by other factors such as
purse limits or transparency of ownership (e.g. certain types of electronic money);
(3) Geographical risk factors:
(a) Member States;
(b) third countries having effective AML/CFT systems;
(c) third countries identified by credible sources as having a low level of corruption or other criminal activity;
(d) third countries which, on the basis of credible sources such as mutual evaluations, detailed assessment reports or
published follow-up reports, have requirements to combat money laundering and terrorist financing consistent
with the revised FATF Recommendations and effectively implement those requirements.
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ANNEX III

The following is a non-exhaustive list of factors and types of evidence of potentially higher risk referred to in
Article 18(3):
(1) Customer risk factors:
(a) the business relationship is conducted in unusual circumstances;
(b) customers that are resident in geographical areas of higher risk as set out in point (3);
(c) legal persons or arrangements that are personal asset-holding vehicles;
(d) companies that have nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form;
(e) businesses that are cash-intensive;
(f) the ownership structure of the company appears unusual or excessively complex given the nature of the
company's business;
(2) Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors:
(a) private banking;
(b) products or transactions that might favour anonymity;
(c) non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions, without certain safeguards, such as electronic signatures;
(d) payment received from unknown or unassociated third parties;
(e) new products and new business practices, including new delivery mechanism, and the use of new or developing
technologies for both new and pre-existing products;
(3) Geographical risk factors:
(a) without prejudice to Article 9, countries identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluations, detailed
assessment reports or published follow-up reports, as not having effective AML/CFT systems;
(b) countries identified by credible sources as having significant levels of corruption or other criminal activity;
(c) countries subject to sanctions, embargos or similar measures issued by, for example, the Union or the United
Nations;
(d) countries providing funding or support for terrorist activities, or that have designated terrorist organisations
operating within their country.
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ANNEX IV

Correlation table
This Directive

Directive 2005/60/EC

Directive 2006/70/EC

—

Article 1

—

Article 3

—

Article 5

—

Article 6

—

Article 7

Article 1

Article 1

Article 2

Article 2

Article 2(3) to (9)
Article 3

Article 4
Article 3

Article 3(9), (10) and (11)

Article 2(1), (2) and (3)

Article 4

Article 4

Article 5

Article 5

Articles 6 to 8

—

Article 10

Article 6

Article 11

Article 7

Article 13

Article 8

Article 14

Article 9

Article 11(d)

Article 10(1)

—

Article 10(2)

Articles 15, 16 and 17

Article 11

—

Article 12

Articles 18 to 24

Article 13

Article 22

Article 2(4)

Article 25

Article 14

—

Article 15

Article 26

Article 16

—

Article 17

Article 27

Article 18

Article 28

—

Article 29

Article 19

Article 30

—

Article 31

—
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Article 32

Article 21

Article 33

Article 22
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 2012-2020

THE FATF RECOMMENDATIONS
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ON COMBATING MONEY LAUNDERING AND THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM & PROLIFERATION

Number

Old Number1

A – AML/CFT POLICIES AND COORDINATION
1
2

R.31

Assessing risks & applying a risk-based approach *
National cooperation and coordination *
B – MONEY LAUNDERING AND CONFISCATION

3
4

R.1 & R.2
R.3

Money laundering offence *
Confiscation and provisional measures *
C – TERRORIST FINANCING AND FINANCING OF PROLIFERATION

5
6

SRII
SRIII

7
8

SRVIII

Terrorist financing offence *
Targeted financial sanctions related to terrorism and terrorist
financing *
Targeted financial sanctions related to proliferation *
Non-profit organisations *
D – PREVENTIVE MEASURES

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

R.4

Financial institution secrecy laws

R.5
R.10

Customer due diligence and record keeping
Customer due diligence *
Record keeping

R.6
R.7
SRVI
R.8
SRVII

Additional measures for specific customers and activities
Politically exposed persons *
Correspondent banking *
Money or value transfer services *
New technologies *
Wire transfers *

R.9
R.15 & R.22
R.21

Reliance, Controls and Financial Groups
Reliance on third parties *
Internal controls and foreign branches and subsidiaries *
Higher-risk countries *

R.13 & SRIV
R.14

Reporting of suspicious transactions
Reporting of suspicious transactions *
Tipping-off and confidentiality

R.12
R.16

Designated non-financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs)
DNFBPs: Customer due diligence *
DNFBPs: Other measures *

 2012-2020
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E – TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP
OF LEGAL PERSONS AND ARRANGEMENTS
24
25

R.33
R.34

Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal persons *
Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal arrangements *
F – POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPETENT AUTHORITIES
AND OTHER INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

R.23
R.29
R.24

Regulation and Supervision
Regulation and supervision of financial institutions *
Powers of supervisors
Regulation and supervision of DNFBPs *

R.26
R.27
R.28
SRIX

Operational and Law Enforcement
Financial intelligence units *
Responsibilities of law enforcement and investigative authorities *
Powers of law enforcement and investigative authorities
Cash couriers *

R.32
R.25

General Requirements
Statistics
Guidance and feedback

R.17

Sanctions
Sanctions
G – INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

36
37
38
39
40

R.35 & SRI
R.36 & SRV
R.38
R.39
R.40

International instruments
Mutual legal assistance
Mutual legal assistance: freezing and confiscation *
Extradition
Other forms of international cooperation *

1. The ‘old number’ column refers to the corresponding 2003 FATF Recommendation.
* Recommendations marked with an asterisk have interpretive notes, which should be read in
conjunction with the Recommendation.
Version as adopted on 15 February 2012.
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   Ǥ  
              
ǡ  
  Ǥ
              
ȋȌȋȌȋ  
Ǧ Ȍǡ ǡ  
     Ǣ        
Ǣ             
Ǥ
 ǡ 
  ǡ
    Ǥ

11.

Record-keeping
       ǡ     ǡ   
  ǡ ǡ 
 Ǥ   
       ȋ        
ǡȌǡ ǡ    Ǥ
  
ȋǤǤ     ǡ ǡ
      Ȍǡ       ǡ   
ȋǤǤ 
ǡ Ȍǡ
ǡ  Ǥ
               
Ǥ
    
Ǥ
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ADDITIONAL MEASURES FOR SPECIFIC CUSTOMERS AND ACTIVITIES
12.

Politically exposed persons *
     ǡ        
ȋȌȋ  Ȍǡ 
 ǡǣ
ȋȌ Ǧ 
  Ǣ
ȋȌ       ȋ ǡ  
Ȍ Ǣ
ȋ Ȍ
ȋȌ

  Ǣ
  Ǥ

 
  
       Ǥ       
 ǡ 
ȋȌǡȋ ȌȋȌǤ
  
 Ǥ

13.

Correspondent banking *
 ǡ Ǧ 
   ǡ         
ǡǣ
ȋȌ            
   ǯ        
ǡ 
  
 Ǣ
ȋȌ ǯȀ  Ǣ
ȋ Ȍ
ȋȌ

        
Ǣ
  Ǣ

ȋȌ  ǲǦ ǳǡ
      
ǡ              
Ǥ
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 ǡ ǡ 
    Ǥ        
 Ǥ

14.

Money or value transfer services *

 ȋȌ ǡ  
              
 Ǥ  
 ǡ Ǥ
                 
 ǡ            
    
Ǥ 
Ȁ   Ǥ

15.

New technologies
            
 ȋȌ 
    ǡ      ǡ  ȋȌ     
       Ǧ  Ǥ      
ǡ    ǡ
   Ǥ
Ǥ
ǡ 
 Ȁ ǡ 
               
    Ǥ

16.

Wire transfers *
             
ǡ ǡǡ

Ǥ
 
         Ȁ   ǡ  
Ǥ
ǡ  ǡ 
    
ǡ               
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ǡ     ͳʹ ȋͳͻͻͻȌ     ǡ  
ͳ͵͵ȋʹͲͲͳȌǡ Ǥ

RELIANCE, CONTROLS AND FINANCIAL GROUPS
17.

Reliance on third parties *
 ȋȌǦȋ Ȍ
 ͳͲ ǡ
Ǥ  ǡ
 Ǥ
 ǣ
ȋȌ             
      ȋȌǦȋ Ȍ       
 ͳͲǤ
ȋȌ

           
  
Ǥ

ȋ Ȍ

 ǡ
  ǡ          ǡ    Ǧ
 ͳͲͳͳǤ

ȋȌ     
ǡ  Ǥ
  ǡ
ȋȌ Ǧǡ ͳͲǡ
ͳͳͳʹǡ ǡ  
   ͳͺǢ  ȋȌ         
 ǦȀ 
 ǡ          
ȋȌȋ Ȍǡ
   ȋȌ               
Ȁ  Ǥ

18.

Internal controls and foreign branches and subsidiaries *
 
   Ǥ         Ǧ
       ǡ     
 Ȁ Ǥ
  Ǧ
Ȁ   
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    ǯ
 Ǥ

19.

Higher-risk countries *
   
 ǡ ǡ
    Ǥ  
 Ǥ
  
  Ǥ  
  Ǥ   Ǥ

REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTIONS
20.

Reporting of suspicious transactions *
                 
   ǡ ǡǡ
ǡ   ȋ ȌǤ

21.

Tipping-off and confidentiality
 ǡ ǡ ǣ
ȋȌ                 
           ǡ  
ǡ  ǡ
   ǡ
   Ǣ
ȋȌ  ȋǲǦǳȌ   
ȋȌ Ǥ
 ͳͺǤ

DESIGNATED NON-FINANCIAL BUSINESSES AND PROFESSIONS
22.

DNFBPs: customer due diligence *
   Ǧ ͳͲǡ
ͳͳǡͳʹǡͳͷǡͳǡǦ ȋ Ȍ
ǣ
ȋȌ  Ȃ             
 Ǥ
ȋȌ Ȃ    
Ǥ
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ȋ Ȍ

   Ȃ
   Ǥ

ȋȌ ǡǡ Ȃ
      ǣ


Ǣ



 ǡ Ǣ



ǡ  Ǣ



  ǡ
Ǣ



ǡǡ
Ǥ

ȋȌ   Ȃ  
    ǣ

23.



 Ǣ



 ȋ Ȍ  
ǡǡ
Ǣ



 ǡ ǡ
  ǡ
Ǣ



 ȋ Ȍ
 Ǣ



 ȋ Ȍ
Ǥ

DNFBPs: Other measures *
 ͳͺʹͳǦ 
ǡ  ǣ
ȋȌ ǡ ǡ         
  ǡ ǡ
                ȋȌ 
  ʹʹǤ         
  ǡ Ǥ
ȋȌ   
     
 Ǥ
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ȋ Ȍ

 2012-2020

            
  ǡ ǡ 
 ȋȌ ʹʹǤ
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E.

TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL PERSONS AND
ARRANGEMENTS

24.

Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal persons *

   Ǥ       ǡ    
   
  Ǥ  ǡ 
ǡ 
 ǡ 
 Ǥ 
     
  ͳͲʹʹǤ

25.

Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal arrangements *
            
 Ǥ  ǡ ǡ
 ǡ ǡ
 ǡ   Ǥ
              
             
 ͳͲʹʹǤ
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F.

POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPETENT AUTHORITIES, AND OTHER
INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES

REGULATION AND SUPERVISION
26.

Regulation and supervision of financial institutions *
             
          Ǥ 
  
  ǡ ǡ 
 ǡ ǡ Ǥ
ǡ ǡǤ
          ǡ    
ǡ 
 ǡȀ Ǥ
  Ȁ Ǥ
            ǡ 
 Ȁ ǡ
        Ǥ   ǡ    
 ǡ   ǡ
 ǡ    
Ȁ Ǥ

27.

Powers of supervisors
ǡ  ǡ
   ǡ
    Ǥ  
    ǡ
    ǡ      ͵ͷǡ       
Ǥ  
 ǡ      ǡ        ǯ
 ǡ Ǥ

28.

Regulation and supervision of DNFBPs *
 Ǧ           
Ǥ
ȋȌ   
  Ȁ Ǥ
ǣ


 2012-2020

 Ǣ
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  ǡ 
ǡ  ǡ ǡ
ǡ Ǣ



  
 Ȁ Ǥ

ȋȌ                
        Ȁ  Ǥ 
     Ǧ Ǥ      ȋȌ 
ȋȌǦȋȌǡ 
            
 Ǥ
ȋȌ  
        ǡ     
             
 ǡǤǤǲǳǢȋȌ
 ǡǡ  ͵ͷ
 Ȁ Ǥ

OPERATIONAL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
29.

Financial intelligence units *
  ȋ Ȍ 
     ǣ ȋȌ     Ǣ  ȋȌ  
ǡ    ǡ
      Ǥ        
ǡ  ǡ
             
Ǥ

30.

Responsibilities of law enforcement and investigative authorities *
 
           
Ȁ   Ǥ          Ǧ  ǡ 
        Ǧ    
    ǡ        
 Ǥ      
 Ǥ         
ǡ  ǡ
  ǡ     ǡ          Ǥ 
ǡ ǡǦ 
  Ǥǡ ǡ
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 Ǥ

31.

Powers of law enforcement and investigative authorities
      ǡ       
  ǡ             
        ǡ      
 Ǥ    
    ǡ        ǡ     
  ǡ    ǡ       
 Ǥ
   
            ǡ
    Ǥ  ǣ
  ǡ    ǡ     
Ǥ ǡ    ǡ
ǡ  Ǥ
              
 Ǥ  ǡ
    ǡ 
 Ǥ

32.

Cash couriers *
    Ǧ
 ǡ  Ȁ
 Ǥ
 
   
 ǡ  ǡ  Ǥ
 ǡ 
 ȋȌ ȋȌǤ    
         ǡ   
  ǡ ǡ  
 Ͷǡ      Ǥ

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
33.

Statistics
        
  Ȁ Ǥ   
 Ǣ        ǡ  
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  Ǣǡ  Ǣ 
 Ǥ

34.

Guidance and feedback
  ǡ      ǡ  
 ǡ  Ǧ 
  ǡ
ǡ ǡ   Ǥ

SANCTIONS
35.

Sanctions
          ǡ   
 ǡ  ǡ   ǡ       
     ǡ  ͺ  ʹ͵ǡ      Ȁ 
Ǥ    ǡ
 Ǥ
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G.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

36.

International instruments
              
ǡ ͳͻͺͺǢ   ǡ ʹͲͲͲǢ     
ǡʹͲͲ͵Ǣ  ǡͳͻͻͻǤ ǡ 
  ǡ 
  ǡʹͲͲͳǢ Ǧ 
ǡ ʹͲͲʹǢ         ǡ  ǡ  
    ǡʹͲͲͷǤ

37.

Mutual legal assistance
ǡ   
        ǡ       
 ǡ ǡ Ǥ
 ǡǡ 
ǡ   Ǥ  ǡ 
ǣ
ȋȌ ǡ   ǡ
 Ǥ
ȋȌ               
  Ǥ ǡ
  ǡ  
Ǥ     ǡ      
Ǥ
ȋ Ȍ

  
   Ǥ

ȋȌ                 
     ȋ 
              
  ȌǤ
ȋȌ              
 ǡ   ǡ
 Ǥ  
  ǡ
 Ǥ
      ǡ      
ǡ           Ǥ   
                  
   Ǥ
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         ǡ    
   
 ǡ ǡ
    Ǥ
   ǡ         
  ͵ͳǡ           
ǣ
ȋȌ  ǡ ǡ 
 ȋ   Ȍ ǡ
Ǣ
ȋȌ  Ǣ
 ǡǡ 
    ǡ            
   Ǥ
      ǡ        
  
     Ǥ
ǡ ǡ
                
ǡ  ǡǤ
ǡǡ 
 Ǥ
        ȋǤǤ   Ȍ  
    ǡ       Ǥ    
               
ǡ    ǡ
Ǥ

38.

Mutual legal assistance: freezing and confiscation *
 
     ǡ ǡ      Ǣ
 ǡ   Ǣ
ǡǡ  Ǣ 
Ǥ Ǧ
 Ǧ        ǡ   
          Ǥ    
        ǡ    
ǡ    ǡ
    Ǥ
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39.

Extradition
             
 ǡǤ
 
    ǡ      Ǥ   ǡ 
ǣ
ȋȌ   Ǣ
ȋȌ                
 Ǥ
 Ǣ
ȋ Ȍ

    Ǣ


ȋȌ Ǥ
  ǡǡ 
    ǡ   ǡ       
ǡ ǡǡ 
           Ǥ     
      
   Ǥ   
 ǡ   ǡ
    Ǥ
 ǡ
    
 ǡ         ǡ    
   Ǥ
        ǡ    
  ǡ           
ǡ
ǡ  
 Ǥ
 ǡ   Ǥ  
           ǡ  
   ǡ         
Ǥ

40.

Other forms of international cooperation *
        ǡ   
            
ǡ    Ǥ
ǡ Ǥ
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Ǥ          
ǡ ȋȌǡ
 Ǥ
    
  Ǥ
    ǡ
 Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTES TO THE FATF RECOMMENDATIONS
INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 1
(ASSESSING ML/TF RISKS AND APPLYING A RISK-BASED APPROACH)
ͳǤ

Ǧ ȋȌ  
 Ǥ  ǡ 
     Ǧ Ȁ      
ȋȀ Ȍ  Ǥ 
ǡ    ǡ      Ǧ 
ȋ Ȍ 
Ȁ    Ǥ  
  Ǥ
  Ǧ  ǡ  ǡ      

  ǡ 
   Ǥ

ʹǤ

ǡ    
ǡǡǡ Ǥ
 ǡǡ 
            
Ǣ  ǡ ǡ     ǡ    
Ǥ             
 Ǥ    
  Ǥǡ 
               
 ǡ                
 ǡ ȋȌǤǡ 
ǡ ǡ
 ǡ 
       ǡ     Ȁ 
  Ǥ
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ASSESSING PROLIFERATION FINANCING RISKS AND APPLYING RISK-BASED
MEASURES
͵Ǥ

  ͳǡǲ ǳ 
 ǡǦ  
 Ǥʹ   
      ǡ     ǦǤ    
 ǡǦ  
            
 ǡ Ǧǡ ǡ
  Ǥ 
  ǡ    
    Ǥ   Ǧ ǡ  ǡ  
  
ǡ  
  Ǥ

ͶǤ

    ǡǡǡ
 Ǥ͵
  Ȁ  Ǥ
  Ǥ
ǡ            
Ǥǡ
         ǡ    
   Ǥ






ͳʹ  ǡǡ
  Ǣ   
 Ǥ  
        ͳǡ ʹǡ   ͳͷ Ǥ   
 ͳ ǡǡ 
 Ǥ



    
ǡǡǡ ǡ
               Ǥ ǡ 
   
Ǥ

2

3
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A.

Obligations and decisions for countries

ML/TF risks
ͷǤ

Assessing ML/TF risksǦͶ
  ǡ
ǣȋȌ  ǯȀ ǡ  ǡ
   Ǣ ȋȌ         Ȁ 
    Ǣ  ȋȌ     Ȁ  
         Ǥ    
ǦǦǡ 
        Ǧ  ȋȌǡ  
 Ǥ

Ǥ

Higher risk Ǧ     ǡ      Ȁ 
ǡǡ 
ǡ   
 ǡ
    ǡ
Ǥ   
     ǡ 
ǡ    Ǥ

Ǥ

Lower risk Ǧ              
     ǡ
ǡ  ǯ
 ǡ͵Ǥ



    
ǡ             
 ȋȌǡ 
ȋǲ   ǳȌǡ
ǡǤ

ͺǤ

ExemptionsǦ    
    ǡǣ



4

ȋȌ

 Ǣ 
    Ǣ  
 ǡ Ǣ

ȋȌ

  ȋȌ 
            ȋ  
 Ȍǡ 
 Ǥ

ǡȀ Ǧ 
 Ǥ
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 ǡ
 ͳͳǤ
ͻ

Supervision and monitoring of risk Ǧ  ȋ       Ȍ
             
Ǥ  ǡǡ
             ʹ  ʹͺǡ
            
       ǡ        
Ǥ

PF risk
ͳͲǤ

Assessing PF risk Ǧ ͷ         
     ǡ     ǣ ȋȌ 
  ǯ ǡ  ǡ
Ǣ ȋȌ              
ǢȋȌ    
 ǤǦǦǡ
            
ǡ  Ǥ

ͳͳǤ

Mitigating PF risk Ǧ          
 Ǥ
     ǡ   Ǧ    
     
 Ǥ  
     ǡ            
Ǥ 
     Ǥ     ǡ     
  Ǥ
ǡǡ
ǡ
   Ǥ

B.

Obligations and decisions for financial institutions and DNFBPs

ML/TF risks
ͳʹǤ

Assessing MF/TF risks Ǧ           
 
ȋ ǡ  Ǣ ǡ ǡ 
ȌǤ 
ǡǡ 
      Ǥ      



5
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Ǥ   
 ǡ 
 ǡ  
  Ǥ
ͳ͵Ǥ

Risk management and mitigationǦ   
 ǡ   
ȋ   ȌǤ
  ǡ
 Ǥ ǡ  ǡ
ȋȌ
  Ǥ

ͳͶǤ

Higher risk Ǧ             
 Ǥ

ͳͷǤ

Lower riskǦǡ  
 Ǥ

ͳǤ

  ǡ          
               
   Ǥ           
ǡ ȋǤǤ 
ǡ    ǡ 
ǡ ȌǤ

PF risk
ͳǤ

Assessing PF risk Ǧ   
ǡ         Ǥ     
  Ȁ  Ǥ
 ǡ
   ǡ         
 Ǥ
              Ǥ
   ǡ
           
ǡ    
Ǥ

ͳͺǤ

Mitigating PF risk Ǧ          ǡ  
  Ǥ
            Ȁ  
Ǥ 
 ǡ Ǥ ǡ  
ǡ           ȋ  
Ȍ            
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Ǥ 
 Ǥǡ  
            ȋǤǤ  
         ǡ Ǧ   
   ȌǤǡ
ǡ ǡ
             
 Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 2
(NATIONAL COOPERATION AND COORDINATION)
ͳǤ

    Ǧ    Ǧ  Ǧ
  ǡ  
Ǥǡ  
 Ǥ

ʹǤ

 ǡ 
      Ǧ Ǧ
 Ǥ

͵Ǥ

Ǧ   ǡ  Ǥ
 ǡ 
 ǣ
Ȍ      ȋǤǤ  ǡ  
 ǡǡ ȌǢ
Ȍ  ǡ  Ǣ
Ȍ

  Ǣ

Ȍ     Ǣ
Ȍ Ǣ
Ȍ ǦǢ
Ȍ Ǣ
Ȍ   Ǣ
Ȍ ǡǡ Ǣ
Ȍ  ǡǤ
ͶǤ

    Ǧ
ǡ   ǡ Ǧ      
  ǡ
  ǡ Ǥ  ǣȋȌ 
ǡ  ǢȋȌ
 ȋǤǤ
  Ȍǡȋ Ȍ    Ǧ ȋǤǤ
ȌǤ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 3
(MONEY LAUNDERING OFFENCE)
ͳǤ

 
               ǡ ͳͻͺͺ ȋ 
ȌǡʹͲͲͲ
ȋȌǤ

ʹǤ

  ǡ
         Ǥ         
  Ǣ  Ǣ
   ȋ ȌǢ
  Ǣ  Ǥ

͵Ǥ

      ǡ     ǡ   ǡ
   ǡ
  ǯ
ǡǡ  
ǡ               
Ǥ

ͶǤ

  ǡ  ǡǡ  
   Ǥ 
ǡǡ  
   Ǥ          ǡ    
     Ǥ

ͷǤ

                
ǡ         ǡ       
         Ǥ      
            ǡ   
 Ǥ

Ǥ

 
     ǡ          
 Ǥ

Ǥ

ǣ
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     Ǥ

ȋȌ

 ǡ          
  Ǥ

ȋ Ȍ

    ǡ ǡ      ȋ  
  Ȍǡ  ǡ
  Ǥ       ǡ   
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Ǥ   
Ǥ  ǡǤ
ȋȌ

 2012-2020

              ǡ
  ǡ    ǡǡ
ǡ ǡ  ǡ
  Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATIONS 4 AND 38
(CONFISCATION AND PROVISIONAL MEASURES)
             
ǡ ǡǡǡ  Ǥ
     ǡ
 Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 5
(TERRORIST FINANCING OFFENCE)
A.

Objectives

ͳǤ

 ͷ  
     Ǥ 
  ǡ inter aliaǡǡ
     ͷ           
    Ǥ

B.

Characteristics of the terrorist financing offence

ʹǤ

    
ǡ  ǡ
ǡǡǣȋȌ 
 ȋȌǢȋȌǢȋ ȌǤ

͵Ǥ

   
            ǡ ǡ 
 ǡ    ǡ           
Ǥ

ͶǤ

           ǡ ǡ 
    Ǥ

ͷǤ

            ǡ   
 Ǥ

Ǥ

  ǣȋȌ 
  ȋȌǢȋȌ   ȋȌǤ

Ǥ

              
      Ǥ

ͺǤ

 ǡ           
  Ǥ

ͻǤ

 ǡǡȋ 
 Ȍǡ  ǡǤ
  ǡ   
  Ǥ 
  Ǥ 
 ǡǤ

ͳͲǤ

    Ǥ

ͳͳǤ

   ǣ
ȋȌ
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ȋȌ

   ǡʹͻ
 Ǣ

ȋ Ȍ

  ȋȌǡʹ
ͻ ǡ  Ǥ 
ǣȋȌ
   ǡ  
         Ǣ  ȋȌ    
   Ǥ

ͳʹǤ       ǡ        
 ȋȌ   
ȋȌȀȋȌ  ȋȌ Ȁ Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 6
(TARGETED FINANCIAL SANCTIONS RELATED TO TERRORISM
AND TERRORIST FINANCING)
A.

OBJECTIVE

ͳǤ

      
   ǡ
ǡǡ
     ǣ ȋȌ          
  ȋ    Ȍ          ǡ 
  ͳʹȋͳͻͻͻȌ ǢȋȌ
              ͳ͵͵
ȋʹͲͲͳȌǤ
ʹǤ   
                
      ǡ       ǡ  
   Ͷ ȋ     ȌͺǤ  
           
ǡ  ǡ 
      Ǥ ǡ        
  
   Ǣ           Ǥ 
ǡǡ  Ǧ
  ǡ       ǡ      ǡ 
  Ǥ



Ǥ



    ͳʹȋͳͻͻͻȌ
     Ǥ
  ǡȋ ʹͲͳʹȌǡ 
ͳʹȋͳͻͻͻȌǣͳ͵͵͵ȋʹͲͲͲȌǡͳ͵͵ȋʹͲͲͳȌǡͳ͵ͻͲȋʹͲͲʹȌǡͳͶͷʹȋʹͲͲʹȌǡͳͶͷͷȋʹͲͲ͵Ȍǡͳͷʹ
ȋʹͲͲͶȌǡ ͳͳ ȋʹͲͲͷȌǡ ͳ͵Ͳ ȋʹͲͲȌǡ ͳ͵ͷ ȋʹͲͲȌǡ ͳͺʹʹ ȋʹͲͲͺȌǡ ͳͻͲͶ ȋʹͲͲͻȌǡ ͳͻͺͺ ȋʹͲͳͳȌǡ  ͳͻͺͻ
ȋʹͲͳͳȌǤ



   ǡ   ǡ           
          ȋͳͻͺͺȌȋ  Ȍ    
     ȋʹͲͲͲȌ ȋ  Ȍǡ   
ǡ     Ǥ
ǡ   ȋͳͻͻͻȌȋ
  Ȍ ǡ  
     Ǥ        
   
 Ǥ

6
7
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 7
(TARGETED FINANCIAL SANCTIONS RELATED TO PROLIFERATION)
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D.

DE-LISTING, UNFREEZING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO FROZEN FUNDS OR OTHER ASSETS
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 8
(NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS)
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B.

OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES
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D.

RESOURCES FOR SUPERVISION, MONITORING, AND INVESTIGATION

Ǥ
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
Appropriate authorities

refers to competent authorities, including regulators, tax authorities, FIUs,
law enforcement, intelligence authorities, accrediting institutions, and
potentially self-regulatory organisations in some jurisdictions.

Associate NPOs

includes foreign branches of international NPOs, and NPOs with which
partnerships have been arranged.

Beneficiaries

refers to those natural persons, or groups of natural persons who receive
charitable, humanitarian or other types of assistance through the services
of the NPO.

Non-profit organisation or refers to a legal person or arrangement or organisation that primarily
NPO
engages in raising or disbursing funds for purposes such as charitable,
religious, cultural, educational, social or fraternal purposes, or for the
carrying out of other types of “good works”.
Terrorist financing abuse

 2012-2020

refers to the exploitation by terrorists and terrorist organisations of NPOs
to raise or move funds, provide logistical support, encourage or facilitate
terrorist recruitment, or otherwise support terrorists or terrorist
organisations and operations.
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 10
(CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE)
A.

CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE AND TIPPING-OFF
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Thresholds
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 12
(POLITICALLY EXPOSED PERSONS)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 13
(CORRESPONDENT BANKING)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 14
(MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 15
(NEW TECHNOLOGIES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 16
(WIRE TRANSFERS)
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OBJECTIVE
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
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wire transfer  
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
required originator information. ȋȌ ȋȌ
required beneficiary information.
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 17
(RELIANCE ON THIRD PARTIES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 18
(INTERNAL CONTROLS AND FOREIGN BRANCHES AND SUBSIDIARIES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 19
(HIGHER-RISK COUNTRIES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 20
(REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTIONS)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATIONS 22 AND 23
(DNFBPS)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 22
(DNFBPS – CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 23
(DNFBPS – OTHER MEASURES)
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 24
(TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL PERSONS)
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  Ͷͻ Ǥ 
  ǣ
ȋȌ

 ǡ    ǡ    ǡ    
 ǡ ȋǤǤƬ  Ȍǡ
 Ǣ

ȋȌ

ǡ 
       ͷͲ   
ȋ  ȌǤ

ͷǤ

   ͶȋȌǤ

Ǥ

            ͶȋȌ  
ǡ   Ǥ
ǡ   
 ǡ          ǡ  
 Ǥ

B.

BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP INFORMATION

Ǥ

ǣȋȌ  
    ǢȋȌ
     
 Ǥ

ͺǤ

        ǡ       
 ǣ



ȋȌ

  ǦǦ
 ǯ Ǣ

ȋȌ

     ͷͳ     ǦǦ
 ǯ Ǣ

ȋ Ȍ

ǡ ǣȋȌ 
Ȁ  ǡ        ͳͲ  ʹʹͷʹǢ ȋȌ 
   
ȋǤǤ  ǡ        ȌǢ ȋȌ
           Ǣ  ȋȌ 
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   ǡ 
ȋ             Ȍ 
  Ǥ
ͻǤ

  ǡ  
           
 Ǥ ǣ
ȋȌ

 
ͷ͵ǡ      ǡ     
      ǡ   
 ǢȀ

ȋȌ

   ǡ 
  ǡ          
ǡ ǢȀ

ȋ Ȍ

 ǡ   ǡ   
 Ǥ

ͳͲǤ

  ǡ     ǡ     ȋ 
ǡ Ȍǡ
  
  ǡ 
   Ǥ

C.

TIMELY ACCESS TO CURRENT AND ACCURATE INFORMATION

ͳͳǤ

  ǡ 
 ǡ Ǥ
                
ǦǦǡ
 Ǥ

ͳʹǤ

 ǡ        ǡ    
                  
Ǥ

ͳ͵Ǥ

              
ǡ  ǯ  
ǡ ǡ           ͶȋȌ Ǥ 
               
ͶȋȌǤ

D.

OBSTACLES TO TRANSPARENCY
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ͳͶǤ              
ǡ ǣȋȌ
Ǣ ȋȌ         ȋ  
ȌǢ ȋ Ȍ           
     Ǣ  ȋȌ    
 ǡ  Ǥ
ͳͷǤ

            
 ǡ            ǣ ȋȌ 
   
ǡ Ǣ
ȋȌ  ǡ
    ǡ        
ǡ Ǥ

E.

OTHER LEGAL PERSONS

ͳǤ

   ǡ ǡ    ǡ   
    ǡ     ǡ 
  Ǥ

ͳǤ

ǡ  
 ǡ
   ǡ 
   Ǥ   ǡ         
    ǡ
            Ǥ  
               
ǡǡǡ
        ǡ      
 Ǥ

F.

LIABILITY AND SANCTIONS

ͳͺǤ

             
ǡ ǡ ǡ
 Ǥ

G.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

ͳͻǤ

ǡ    
        ǡ      
 ͵ͶͲǤ ȋȌ   
        Ǣ ȋȌ    
Ǣ  ȋ Ȍ   ǡ         ǡ  
  Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 25
(TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS)
ͳǤ


ǡ ǡ  Ǥ
 ǡȋȌǡ ȋȌǡ
       ǡ        
  Ǥ
 ǡ 
ǡǡ ǡ ǡǤ

ʹǤ

               
 ǡǡ 
      Ǥ        
  
ͷͶǢ  ǡǡ
 
Ǥ

͵Ǥ

 ǡ
 Ǥ 
ǡǡǣ
ȋȌ

ȋǤǤ Ȍǡǡ
ǡ ǡǤ

ȋȌ

          ȋǤǤ 
    ȌǤ

ȋ Ȍ

        ǡ     
ǡǡ  Ǥ

ͶǤ

 ǡ        ǡ    
  ǡ
            ǣ ȋȌ   
ǢȋȌ Ǣȋ Ȍ 
 ǡ ǡ
   Ǥ

ͷǤ


ͳ Ǥ 
Ǧǡ
͵Ǥ



    
 Ǥ
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Ǥ

ͳ
        ǦǦ  ǡ     
 Ǥ

Ǥ

   
   ǡ        ͵ǡ   
  ͳͲʹʹǤ

ͺǤ

  ǡ  
Ǥ          ͳǡ ʹ    ǡ
  ȋǤǤ 
 ȌǤ

Other Legal Arrangements
ͻǤ

              ǡ 
ǡ 
  Ǥ   ǡ        
     ǡ
   Ǥ

International Cooperation
ͳͲǤ

ǡ    
ǡ  ǡ
         ͵  ͶͲǤ     ȋȌ
              
 ǢȋȌ  
Ǣȋ Ȍ ǯǡ  
  ǡ            
Ǥ

Liability and Sanctions
ͳͳǤ

  
 Ǣ
ͳǡʹǡȋ ȌͷǢ
    ǡ     ǡ  ǡ  
ǡ    Ǥͷͷ        ǡ
 ǡ ǡ ǡ
  
ͳͷǤ



  ǡǡ 
 Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 26
(REGULATION AND SUPERVISION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS)
Risk-based approach to Supervision
ͳǤ

Ǧ ǣȋȌ  ǡ
 ǡ  Ȁ ǢȋȌ
   Ȁ Ǧ Ǥ

ʹǤ

  Ǧ       ǯ Ȁ   
  
Ǥǡ   Ǥ
ǣȋȌ 
  ǢȋȌǦǦ 
                
ǡ         ǡ      
   ȋǡ 
  ȌǤ       Ǧ  Ǧ Ȁ 
    Ȁ        
 ǡ ǡ   
ȀǡǯȀǯ
ǡ  Ǥ

͵Ǥ

               
Ȁǡ Ǧ  ǡ 

 Ȁǡ   ǯ  
Ǥ       ǣ      
  Ǥ

ͶǤ

Ȁ  ȀǦ 
                
Ȁǡ ǡǡ
   ǡ           ǡ 
 Ǥ

ͷǤ

  ȀǤ Ȁ 
ǡ             
Ȁǡ           ǡ  
 Ǥ

Resources of supervisors
Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 28
(REGULATION AND SUPERVISION OF DNFBPS)
ͳǤ

Ǧ ǣȋȌ  
ǡ ǡ  Ȁ Ǣ
ȋȌ    Ȁ Ǧ
 Ǥ

ʹǤ

             
  
   ǡ            ǡ 
     ǡ       Ȁ   
Ǥ 
 ǣȋȌ ǢȋȌ  
ǡ  Ǥ

͵Ǥ

         Ȁ   ǡ   
   
  ǡ 
Ǥ

ͶǤ

            ȋ 
     Ȍǡ    ǡ       Ǥ
  
ǡ    ǡ
Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 29
(FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS)
A.

GENERAL

ͳǤ

                ȋ Ȍ 
  Ǥ ǡ
 ǡ ǯȀ ǡ
    Ǥ       ǡ
 ʹͻ ǯ   ǡ
Ǥ

B.

FUNCTIONS

(a)

Receipt

ʹǤ

     Ǥ
 ǡ          ǡ   
 ʹͲʹ͵ǡ 
ȋ   ǡǦ
 Ȁ ȌǤ

(b)

Analysis

͵Ǥ

  Ǥ
   ǡ            
       ǡ        
  ǡ Ǥ  
               
 Ǥ ǡ            
Ǥ   ǣ
 

  ȋǤǤǡǡ  Ȍǡ
   ǡ
  ǡ
ǡ   Ǥ
  ǡ 

 ǡ
 Ǥ
 
 
Ǥ  
 ǡȀ Ǥ
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(c)

Dissemination

ͶǤ

 ǡǡ
       Ǥ  ǡ     
Ǥ
 Spontaneous disseminationǣ 

 
 ǡ  
 Ǥ ǯǡ
   
 ȀǤ
 Dissemination upon request:  

 
 ͵ͳǤ   
ǡ   Ȁ

 Ǥ

C.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

(a)

Obtaining Additional Information from Reporting Entities

ͷǤ

 ȋ  Ȍǡ

Ǥ 
             
   ȋ ͳͲǡͳͳʹʹȌǤ

(b)

Access to Information from other sources

Ǥ

  ǡ  
 ǡ      Ǥ     
  ǡ  Ȁǡ
ǡǡǡ  Ǥ

D.

INFORMATION SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Ǥ

 ǡ ǡ   ǡ
    ǡ  
 Ǥ   ǡ ǡ          
 ǡ  ǡǡǡ
 ǡ  Ǥ 
             
 Ǥ 
  ǡ 
 Ǥ
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E.

OPERATIONAL INDEPENDENCE

ͺǤ

 ǡ 
            ǡ    
 ǡȀ  Ǥ  ǡ
           
Ǥ

ͻǤ

 Ǥ  
 ǡ ǯ   
Ǥ

ͳͲǤ

        ǡ       ǡ  
                
 Ǥ   
ǡ    ǡ
Ǥ

ͳͳǤ

             
    Ǥ

F.

UNDUE INFLUENCE OR INTERFERENCE

ͳʹǤ

    ǡ
ǡ ǡ 
 ǡ   Ǥ

G.

EGMONT GROUP

ͳ͵Ǥ

  
              
      ȋ       
        ǡ        
 ȌǤ  Ǥ

H.

LARGE CASH TRANSACTION REPORTING

ͳͶǤ

  
               
Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 30
(RESPONSIBILITIES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORITIES)
ͳǤ

 
  ǡ           
   Ǥ
ǡ ǡǡ
 ǡ   Ǥ

ʹǤ

 Ǯ  ǯ            
 ǡǣ
  Ȁ  Ǣ
    ǡ

ǡ ǡ   Ǣ
      Ǥ

͵Ǥ

Ǯ ǯ   ǡ
 ǡȋȌ ǡ 
Ȁ  ȋȌǤ   
            
  ǡ  
 Ǥ

ͶǤ

 ǡ ǡǡ
   
 Ȁǡ
   Ǥ
     
 Ǥ

ͷǤ

  ͵Ͳ      ǡ     
  ǡ per seǡ          
     ǡ        
    ͵ͲǤ

Ǥ

Ǧ            
          ǡ   ǡ
      ͵Ͳǡ      
 ǡ ǡǤ

Ǥ

             
  Ǧ  
Ǥ

ͺǤ

            ǡ
   Ǥ  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 32
(CASH COURIERS)
A.

OBJECTIVES

ͳǤ

  ͵ʹ          
     
  Ǧ        Ǥ
  ǡ ǣȋȌ   Ǧ
        Ǣ ȋȌ   
              
 Ǣȋ Ȍ  
       Ǣ ȋȌ        
    Ǣ  ȋȌ         
 Ǥ

B.

THE TYPES OF SYSTEMS THAT MAY BE IMPLEMENTED TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF CASH
COURIERS

ʹǤ

 ͵ʹ 
Ǥ ǡ 
         Ǧ     
ǣ

Declaration system
͵Ǥ
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 ȋ Ȍǡ          Ǧǡ   
ȀͳͷǡͲͲͲǡ  
Ǥ 
ǣȋȌ ǢȋȌ 
    ǢȋȌ
 Ǥ Ǥ ǡ
  Ǥ
ȋȌ

Written declaration system for all travellersǣ ǡ
        Ǥ    
    Ǥ   ǡ
                 ȋǤǤ
 ǲǳǲǳȌǤ

ȋȌ

Written declaration system for travellers carrying amounts above a threshold:  
ǡ    Ǧ
  Ǥ   ǡ
    
Ǥ
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ȋ Ȍ

Oral declaration system for all travellers:   ǡ     
      Ǥ
ǡ  
ǲ ǳȋ Ȍǲ ǳȋ ȌǤ
    Ǥ 
  ǡ     ǡ       
 Ǥ

Disclosure system
ͶǤ


Ǥ  ǡ
 Ǥ   ǡ
 Ǥ

C.

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS APPLICABLE TO BOTH SYSTEMS

ͷǤ

 ǡ  
ǣ
ȋȌ

  Ȁ          
   Ǥ

ȋȌ

       Ȁ       
      Ȁ  ǡ   
 
   Ǥ

ȋ Ȍ

 Ȁ  
 ǡ   Ǧ
 ǡ Ȁ 
  Ǥ

ȋȌ

    ǡ        
 ǡ          
 ͵ʹǤ

ȋȌ

 ǡ  
      ǡ          
 ǣȋȌ 
    Ǣ  ȋȌ         
 Ǥ

ȋȌ

  Ȁ          
     ͵
ͶͲǤ      ǡ    ǣ ȋȌ      
  ȀͳͷǡͲͲͲǢȋȌ
  ǢȋȌ 
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    ǡ        
 Ǥ   ǡ    ǣ ȋȌ   
   ǡ  ǢȋȌ 
ȋȌǤ
ȋȌ

 ͵ʹ  
 ǣȋȌ
 ǢȋȌ ǡǤ

D.

SANCTIONS

Ǥ

    ǡ
 ǡ  Ǥ 
    Ǧ            
 ǡ               ǡ
 ǡ ǡ ǡ
    ǡ      Ͷǡ     
     Ǥ

Ǥ

       ͵ʹ   
 ǡ   Ǥ  
        ǡ   
  ǡǤ

E.

GOLD, PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES

ͺǤ

     ͵ʹǡ ǡ       
 ǡ  
 Ǥ           
Ǥ    Ǧǡ 
 ǡ ǡǡ 
  Ȁ 
ǡ  ǡǡ
 ǡ Ǥ

Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
False declaration

   
ǡ          
 
Ǥ  Ǥ

False disclosure

   
ǡ 
 
Ǥ  Ǥ
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation
Physical cross-border
transportation

   Ǧ  Ǧ    
          Ǥ  
      ǣ ȋͳȌ  
ǡǯ 
   Ǣ ȋʹȌ        
 ȋ͵Ȍ   
Ǥ

Related to terrorist
financing or money
laundering

    ǡ   
ǣȋȌ ǡǡ ǡ
 ǡ Ǣ
ȋȌǡ   ǡ
 
 Ǥ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 38
(MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE: FREEZING AND CONFISCATION)
ͳǤ

  ǡǡ
         ǡ ǡ  ǡ  
 Ǥ             
          ǡ   ǡ 
      Ǥ

ʹǤ

 Ǧ    
 ǡ   ǡ
ǡ   
ǡǡ ǡǤ
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 40
(OTHER FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION)
A.

PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO ALL FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Obligations on requesting authorities
ͳǤ

 ǡ 
     ǡ  ǡ  ǡ     
   ǡ            ǡ    
     Ǥ  ǡ   
  
Ǥ

Unduly restrictive measures
ʹǤ

            
  Ǥ   
 ǣ
ȋȌ

  ǢȀ

ȋȌ

  ȋ 
     
Ȍ   ǢȀ

ȋ Ȍ

   ǡ         ǡ
 ǡ ǢȀ

ȋȌ

    ȋ ǡ ǡ   ǡ  ǤȌ   
 Ǥ

Safeguards on information exchanged
͵Ǥ

               
Ǥǡ
       ǡ ǡ     
ǡǡ 
 Ǥ

ͶǤ

         
 ǡ 
ͷǡ ǯ    Ǥ
  ǡ           
    Ǥ
   
Ǥ  
    ǡ       Ǥ  
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 ǡ  ǡ        
   Ǥ

Power to search for information
ͷǤ

   ǡ
  
   Ǥ

B.

PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Ǥ

               
Ǧ ǡ Ǥ

Exchange of information between FIUs
Ǥ

  ǡ Ǣ
ǡ ǡ Ǥǡ 
 ǡ  
  Ǥ

ͺǤ

     ǡ        
 ǡǡǡǡ   
 Ǥ
ǡ              
 ǡ            ǡ   
Ǥ

ͻǤ

 ǣ
ȋȌ

    
   ǡ  ʹͻǢ

ȋȌ

             ǡ   
 ǡ ǡ    Ǥ

Exchange of information between financial supervisors57
ͳͲǤ

        ǡ   
    Ǥ         
    Ȁ      Ǥ   ǡ  
 ǡ 
 ǡ   
Ȁ Ǥ

ͳͳǤ

            
    ǡ       ǡ  
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      Ǥ       
 Ȁ ǡ 
            
ǣ
ȋȌ

 ǡ          ǡ 
  Ǥ

ȋȌ

ǡ  ǡ 
 ǯ ǡ ǡǡ
Ǥ

ȋ Ȍ

Ȁ ǡ Ȁ    
ǡ     ǡ  ǡ    
 Ǥ

ͳʹǤ

    ǡǡ
ǡ    
 ǡ  Ǥ

ͳ͵Ǥ

            
Ǧǡ  
ǡ  
Ǥ   ǡǡ 
Ǥ 
Ǧ
         Ǧ  
          Ǧ
Ǥ

Exchange of information between law enforcement authorities
ͳͶǤ

             
           
ǡ    ǡ  
   Ǥ

ͳͷǤ

           ǡ   
    ǡ  
       Ǥ         
      ǡ       ǡ
 ǡ 
 Ǥ

ͳǤ

              
 ǡ ǡ   ǡ     
 Ǥ 
Ȁ  ǡǦ  
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  ǡ   ǡ 
  Ǥ

Exchange of information between non-counterparts
ͳǤ

   
Ǧ ǡ      Ǥ      

            Ǥ   
                 
     Ǥ      
 
Ǥ

ͳͺǤ

    
 Ǧ Ǥ
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LEGAL BASIS OF REQUIREMENTS ON FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND DNFBPS AND
VASPS
ͳǤ

 ǡ  ȋȌ
ȋ   ͳͲǡͳͳʹͲȌǡȋȌ
 ǡ ȋ  ȌǤ

ʹǤ

 ͳͲǡͳͳʹͲǡǲlawǳ
  ǯ
 ǡ          Ǧ
 Ǥ     Ǧ      ǡ  
ȋ ͵ͷȌǤ   
ǡ 
Ǥ

͵Ǥ

ǲEnforceable meansǳǡǡ  
  Ȁ 
 Ǧ  ǡ  Ǥ
   Ǧ      ǡ    ȋ
 ͵ͷȌǤ

ͶǤ

              
enforceable meansǡ  ǣ
ȋȌ

              
        ǡ    
  Ǥ ǣ
ȋȌ

       shall  mustǡ    
Ǣ

ȋȌ shouldǡ 
   
  Ǣ      are encouragedǡ are
recommended   should consider       
Ǥ  ǡ
      ȋ    
ȌǤ
ȋȌ

 Ȁ  Ǥ

ȋ Ȍ

      Ǧ   ȋ       
 ǡ  ǡ
           
 Ȍǡ      ǡ   Ǥ  
ǣ
ȋȌ         ǡ   
  Ǣ
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ȋȌ      
Ȁ Ǥ Ǧ  Ȁ 
           ǡ       
   ǡ        
         ǡ    
ǡǡȀ  
ȋȌ 
Ȁ Ǣ
ȋȌ          ǡ  
   Ǥ
ͷǤ
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GENERAL GLOSSARY
Terms

Definitions

Accounts

 ǲ ǳ 
  Ǥ

Accurate

  ͳǤ

Agent

      ͳͶ  ͳǡ agent    
ǡ  
 Ǥ

Appropriate
authorities

  ͺǤ

Associate NPOs

  ͺǤ

Batch transfer

  ͳǤ

Bearer
negotiable
instruments

Bearer negotiable instruments (BNIs)   
ǣǯ Ǣȋ  ǡ
Ȍǡ ǡ
  ǡ            Ǣ
 ȋ  ǡȌǡ
ǯǤ

Bearer shares

Bearer shares 
  Ǥ

Beneficial owner

Beneficial owner     ȋȌ   ͷͺ    
ͷͻȀ   Ǥ
    
Ǥ

Beneficiaries

  ͺǤ

Beneficiary

     beneficiary         
ǣ


ǡ 
Ǥ  
Ǥȋ 
Ǧ Ȍ



 ǲ ǳǲ  ǳ 
Ȁ     
Ǥ



  
  Ǥ
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Terms

Definitions
  Ǥ
  ǡ
   
   
ǡ Ǥ Ǧ
 
Ǥ


   
 ǡ ǡ
ǡ ǡ 
 Ȁ ǡ  
 Ǥ

  ͳǤ

Beneficiary
Financial
Institution

  ͳǤ

Competent
authorities

Competent authorities  Ͳ
 Ȁ Ǥ  ǡ 
Ǣ          Ȁ   
ǡ          ǡ  Ȁ
    Ǣ      Ǧ
    Ƭ  Ǣ     Ȁ   
           
   Ȁ  Ǥ         
Ǥ

Confiscation

confiscation,    ǡ
              Ǥ
    
 Ǥ
 ǡȋȌȋȌ 
            ǡ   ǡ  
 Ǥ 
       

Ǥ

Core Principles

Core Principles  
ǡ   
  ǡ
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Terms

Definitions
             
Ǥ

Correspondent
banking

Correspondent banking           ȋ
ǲ  ǳȌ    ȋ ǲ ǳȌǤ  
              Ǥ
           ǡ   
ȋǤǤǦ   Ȍǡ
ǡ  ǡǦ   Ǥ

Country

          country  countries   
 Ǥ

Cover Payment

 Ǥ ͳǤ

Criminal activity

Criminal activityǣȋȌ    
       Ǣ  ȋȌ     
            
 ͵Ǥ

Cross-border
Wire Transfer

  ͳǤ

Currency

Currency    Ǥ

Designated
categories of
offences

Designated categories of offences ǣ


   Ǣ



ǡ  Ǣ



 Ǣ



ǡ  Ǣ



       Ǣ



  Ǣ



  Ǣ
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Executive Summary
The U.S. gaming industry is one of the most heavily regulated and controlled
business sectors in the world. In addition to comprehensive and stringent
state gaming regulations, U.S. gaming operations are subject to federal
anti-money laundering (AML) laws.
This research study, commissioned by the American Gaming Association
and facilitated by Ernst & Young LLP, was undertaken to examine the
gaming industry’s commitment to and significant investment in preventing
money laundering and terrorist financing activity. In addition to assessing
the industry’s efforts to mitigate the risks posed by illicit finance, this
research study was also executed with a view toward the upcoming
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Mutual Evaluation of the U.S. AML legal
and regulatory regime.
The research was conducted through surveys and in-person interviews with
Compliance executives from 23 commercial and tribal gaming companies,
representing 245 associated properties with more than $30 billion in
combined revenues. These organizations operate casino properties in more
than half of the U.S. states that have legalized gambling.
In addition, regulators, government officials and law enforcement agents
were also interviewed to elicit their views on AML compliance efforts across
the industry. In total, 29 government officials from 11 different state and
federal government, and law enforcement agencies were interviewed.
The study found that the industry has taken significant steps to address
money laundering and terrorist financing risks. Research participants were
unanimous in their responses that AML compliance obligations are embraced
company-wide, across all levels of management. AML-related processes
and controls, such as careful assessment of money-laundering risks and
execution of patron due diligence, are viewed both as critical components of a
compliant AML program as well as sound business practices.
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Among the key findings:

Industry Boosts AML Compliance Investment Across the Board
The research, which was conducted via both an online survey and in-person interviews, revealed that
casino operators, across the board, have been increasing their AML compliance-related spending
over the last several years. In particular, almost two-thirds of the respondents reported that AML
compliance budgets are continuing to increase, with an average budget increase of 74%. This increased
investment has led to an overall strengthening of AML compliance programs across the industry. This
is consistent with the experience of other types of financial institutions; 66% of those institutions saw
an increase in their AML compliance budget from 2011 through 2013.1 Moreover, the average dollar
amount of AML compliance spending (as a percentage of gaming revenue) continues to increase and
companies’ AML compliance programs continue to grow, with an increasing number of new full-time
employee hires.

Robust Customer Due Diligence Programs Strengthen AML Programs
The increased investment in financial crime risk management has strengthened AML compliance
programs across the industry. Patrons who may pose elevated levels of risk are subject to enhanced
due diligence measures. This research revealed that most casinos now routinely include the following
components in the due diligence process, on a risk-determined basis:
•

Analysis of patron play;

•

Politically Exposed Person (PEP) checks;

•

Sanctions screening;

•

Searches for adverse reports in the media;

•

Criminal and civil litigation checks;

•

Verification of occupation; and

•

Understanding of patrons’ sources of wealth and sources of funds.

Finally, patrons with unsubstantiated sources of funds, or who follow suspicious gambling patterns,
are reviewed and may be banned or barred from further play due to money-laundering or other risks.

Filing Rates and Quality of BSA Reports Continue to Rise
The research study revealed that the industry is deploying more robust monitoring of patron
gambling activity. Casinos are filing Currency Transaction Reports (CTRs) and Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs) in record numbers. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) reports
indicate an increase of 164%2 in SARs filed by the gaming industry between 2011 and 2014. State
and federal law enforcement officials also remarked that the quality of these reports has improved.
This reflects the industry’s advancements in identifying specific suspicious behaviors and effectively
relaying that information to law enforcement and other interested parties.

Law Enforcement Recognizes Meaningful Value of Industry BSA Reports
Law enforcement and regulatory respondents indicate that the industry has made concerted efforts
and shown improvement in meeting their BSA reporting requirements through their AML compliance
programs. This progress is reflected in increased referrals and filings, enhanced communication
and integration with law enforcement and regulatory agencies, the hiring of diversified staff with
sophisticated gaming, regulatory, and law enforcement backgrounds, and the enhancement of casino
AML training programs.
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About Us

The American Gaming Association is the premier national trade group
representing the $240 billion U.S. casino industry, which supports 1.7 million
jobs in 40 states. AGA members include commercial and tribal casino
operators, suppliers and other entities affiliated with the gaming industry.
It is the mission of the AGA to be the single most effective champion of
the industry, relentlessly protecting against harmful and often misinformed
public policies, and paving a path for growth, innovation and reinvestment.

EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In
so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our
people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the
member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about
our organization, please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of Ernst & Young Global
Limited operating in the U.S.
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Gaming Industry Profile
The American Gaming Association (AGA) counts more than 1,300 casinos
and card rooms across the 40 states with some form of legal casino-style
gambling. According to several published reports, the U.S. gaming industry
continues to grow, with over $66 billion in gaming revenue recorded in fiscal
year 2014.
America’s commercial casino industry reported total gaming revenue
of $37.57 billion in fiscal year 2014, its second-highest-ever annual total,
according to data published by state regulatory agencies.3 This represents
a more than ten percent increase since 2006 across the 23 states with
commercial gaming operations. Of these states, six expanded gaming in 2013.
The National Indian Gaming Commission reported that tribes operated
gaming businesses in 459 establishments across 28 states in fiscal year
2014, an increase of 17.39% from 2006.4 Tribal gaming businesses generated
gross gaming revenues of approximately $28.58 billion5 compared to
approximately $26.14 billion in 2006, a rise of 8.86%.6
Publicly traded corporations with major stakes in Las Vegas and Atlantic
City also continue to top the list of casino markets. At least 16 major gaming
entities comprising 169 properties across the country are publicly traded and
accounted for $35.95 billion of revenue, as disclosed in recent 10-K filings.7
State Gaming Licensing and Regulation
In addition to federal laws and regulatory requirements, which are addressed in greater
detail below, casinos are subject to an extensive state licensing process. To receive a state
gaming license, applicants must submit to a comprehensive vetting process and thorough
background investigations of all beneficial owners, plus senior management of the casino
operating company, as well as key associated parties and casino employees.

The extensive nature of pre-licensing investigations and background reviews
significantly limits the possibility that casinos are operated for the purpose of
enabling or facilitating money laundering.
Additionally, as part of the licensing process, prospective casino operators must
demonstrate that they have sufficient controls in place to counter fraud, and also
provide evidence that they have developed adequate compliance and risk management
programs. The ability of certain companies to earn either licenses or franchises could
be directly tied to their regulatory history. Gaming licenses are ordinarily denied to
applicants with a history of significant regulatory or legal violations, and may be revoked
from licensees who commit comparable violations while licensed.
Licensing applications require a substantial amount of personal information including all
names, addresses and employment information, financial records, brokerage accounts,
real estate holdings and other assets. Applicants must also provide documentation, such
as marriage certificates, employment verification letters, mortgage statements, banking
and financial records, and brokerage statements, to support this information. Individual
net worth is calculated by taking into consideration all assets and liabilities held globally.
Every asset and liability must be verified through documentation (e.g., loan agreements,
purchase agreements, artwork held, valuation statements) which may be requested by
regulators at any point during the process.
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State investigators also conduct thorough background
checks, which cover all legal history, arrests and any
potential criminal convictions.
Understanding the applicant’s movement of funds is
also part of the process. This includes the collection and
analysis of credit card, bank, and brokerage statements on
every account held over a significant period of time.

Casino executives understand that, in the event
of a regulatory mishap, a track record of “good
compliance” can serve as a powerful deterrent
to potential license revocation. Therefore,
compliance remains top of mind across all
levels of management and employees within a
casino operation.

The extensive nature of the licensing process for the
gaming industry is most effectively illustrated through the
comprehensive nature of the “Multi-Jurisdictional Personal
History Disclosure Form”.8

Financial Products and Services Offered by Casinos

Finally, state regulators review ownership structure of the
license applicant, a process that includes identification
of individual beneficial owners, affidavits from relatives,
friends and family attesting to relationships and copies of
all passports ever held to identify cross-border movement.

However, as with other financial institutions, casinos may
provide financial services to their customers, including:

Many states impose high license application fees, plus
substantial annual fees to maintain that license. These fees
may either be fixed or based on certain data points (e.g.,
revenue, casino capacity, number of games or tables the
casino offers). Initial fees for operation can be as high as
$85 million9 in addition to required capital investments,
which frequently exceed hundreds of millions of dollars.
These high licensing fees also serve as a deterrent or
barrier to entry for potential bad actors looking to operate
a casino for the purpose of laundering illicit funds.
State licensing laws often limit the number of licenses that
may be granted. For example, many commercial gaming
jurisdictions limit the total number of gaming properties,
ranging from four through 10 facilities. This lower number
of licenses allows state and federal regulators to more
closely monitor the activity of the licensees. There is no
similar limit for any other non-bank financial institution
(NBFI) with AML obligations.
It is important to also note that gaming companies
and their employees are subject to ongoing licensing
requirements. So, while a significant amount of
information is initially required to obtain a license,
licensees are required to renew their licenses and update
regulatory bodies with new and updated information on
an annual or periodic basis.
Given the rigor of state licensing, gaming companies not
only commence operations with stringent and robust
compliance programs, but also continue to actively
manage their compliance risks on an ongoing basis.

Among institutions subject to AML compliance
obligations, the gaming sector is unique because it
operates primarily as an entertainment industry.

•

Acceptance of funds in the form of cash, checks or
wire transfers for use by patrons within the casino;

•

Issuance of markers (similar to a countercheck) signed
by the patron in exchange for casino chips or other
gaming instrumentality (e.g. slot voucher/ticket);

•

Limited check cashing services; 10

•

Issuance of checks drawn against that casino resort’s
bank account; 10

•

Facilitation of the wire transfers of funds through the
casino resort’s banking institution; 10 and

•

Limited currency exchanges.

Casinos vary in size and sophistication, from small
gambling parlors, offering a limited number of games and
services, to large corporate luxury resorts offering a full
range of games, services and entertainment. In addition
to a gambling casino, the larger resort-type casino may
include hotel facilities, restaurants, bars and lounges,
theaters and showrooms, sports and health facilities,
convention space, and retail shops.
A full-service casino offers a variety of different gaming
options to patrons including table games where patrons
“buy-in ” with cash to obtain chips in order to play. Many
casinos have slot machines which accept cash or tickets
that carry value.
Casinos and card houses may have poker tables at which
players wager against each other; the gaming facility
generally receives only a specified payment or “rake”
from the pot per hand played. For poker, cash is also
exchanged for chips, which are used to play in ongoing
cash games or tournaments. Many gaming facilities offer
bingo, where cash is exchanged for playing cards. Where
allowable under state law, gaming facilities may also
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house a sportsbook that accepts bets from patrons on
sporting events and horse racing. Players place sports
bets in cash or with winning tickets from earlier betting.
Although cash may be exchanged at gaming tables, in
slot machines, or in other games, much cash transaction
activity is focused on the casino “cage” window. The most
common cage transaction occurs when patrons “cashout” the chips or tickets they have acquired from table,
slot and poker play, though players may exchange chips
for other monetary instruments as discussed below.
Some state gaming statutes authorize casinos to advance
chips to patrons for a very short period of time – not more
than 30 days – through what is called a “credit” or marker
account, though such accounts vary considerably from
credit arrangements by other commercial entities.11
To secure the chip advance, the patron provides a
countercheck on his or her bank for the amount advanced,
which the casino may convert into cash at its discretion. No
interest accrues on the advance. Prior to authorizing this
type of arrangement, the casino also requires the patron
to submit a detailed application to the cage and the casino
will verify the patron’s liquid assets with his or her bank
if possible and obtain the patron’s bank rating on their
average balance and their credit reports, if available. Many
casino operators are also using this application process
as a trigger to conduct enhanced due diligence measures
on the patron (typically based on the “credit” or “marker”
exceeding a pre-defined dollar amount).
Casinos also offer front-money accounts at their cages.
Front-money accounts function like traditional deposit
accounts so patrons need not carry large amounts of
currency around with them. Patrons may deposit frontmoney funds (through checks, travelers checks, cash, or
wire transfer) and then draw down those funds, usually by
signing a marker, for gambling.
Patrons can remove casino winnings or front money
from the casino in forms other than cash. Some request
the funds in the form of casino checks made payable to
them. Others ask the casino to wire the funds through the
casino’s bank to the patron’s bank account. Patrons also
can acquire cash at the casino cage in return for travelers
checks or money orders verified with issuing institutions.
Some state regulators authorize casinos to exchange
foreign currency for U.S. dollars.

Commitment to Risk-Based AML Compliance
Casinos view risk-based AML compliance efforts as
essential to the integrity of the gaming industry.
AML compliance has evolved from a blanket “one size
fits all” approach to a risk-based regime. Comprehensive
risk-based compliance programs go beyond just meeting
the legal requirements of the BSA and associated
AML statutes and regulations, but also enable financial
institutions to augment their compliance efforts by:
•

Identifying unmitigated risks that require immediate
action by management and compliance staff;

•

Focusing the effort where it is most needed and
will have most impact (e.g., allocating compliance
resources to the highest-risk areas of the casino
operation); and

•

Providing effective reporting to executive
management regarding current and emerging money
laundering-related risks.

To effectively promote and foster a culture of compliance,
a BSA/AML compliance program also requires adequate
resources, including the appointment of an AML
compliance officer for the casino, the assignment of
substantial employee time to AML compliance measures,
and oversight of the AML compliance effort by a
compliance committee.
As a “covered financial institution” under the BSA, casinos
have developed risk-based AML compliance programs
in order to safeguard the integrity of their respective
operations and the U.S. financial sector as a whole. This
commitment is illustrated in the results of our research.
All of the research participants indicated that their
risk-based AML compliance programs had the full
commitment and support of senior management. The
consolidated results of our surveys and interviews
revealed that spending on AML compliance functions
has significantly increased over the last few years. AML
compliance programs are better funded and staffed.
In addition, casino companies increasingly use risk
assessments and other metrics to drive AML-related
policy enhancements and process improvements.

Casinos may also have gambling stations dedicated to
high-limit patrons. These areas of a casino generally have
dedicated surveillance, private cage windows, extensive buyin and cash-out tracking systems. These high-end players
generally have established relationships with the casino.
It’s important to note that all financial transactions
within a casino are monitored and subject to the
reporting and analysis required by the BSA and casino
AML compliance programs.
10
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United States Regulatory Landscape
Bank Secrecy Act (as amended by the USA PATRIOT Act)
In 1970, Congress passed the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act
(commonly known as the Bank Secrecy Act or “BSA”), which established recordkeeping
and reporting requirements applicable to private individuals, banks, and other financial
institutions in order to help identify the source, volume, and movement of currency and
other monetary instruments transported or transmitted into or out of the United States or
deposited in financial institutions.
In furtherance of that objective, the statute requires individuals, banks, and other
financial institutions to file currency reports with the U.S. Department of the Treasury
(U.S. Treasury), properly identify persons conducting transactions, and maintain a paper
trail by keeping appropriate records of financial transactions. These records enable
law enforcement and regulatory agencies to investigate criminal, tax, and regulatory
violations, if warranted, and provide evidence useful in prosecuting money laundering
and other financial crimes.12
Since May 7, 1985, casinos have been required to comply with the reporting and
recordkeeping requirements of the BSA.13 Specifically, casinos must keep records of cash
purchases of negotiable instruments, file reports of cash transactions exceeding $10,000
as a daily aggregate amount, and report suspicious activity that might signify money
laundering, tax evasion, or other criminal activities.14
In 2001, Congress passed the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act)
which, among other things, expanded the scope of the BSA.
Among other developments, the USA PATRIOT Act expanded the definition of a “covered
financial institution” to also include:
•

A casino, gambling casino, or gaming establishment with an annual gaming revenue
of more than $1,000,000 that —
○○ Is licensed as a casino, gambling casino, or gaming establishment under the laws
of any state or any political subdivision of any state; or
○○ Is an Indian gaming operation conducted under or pursuant to the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act other than an operation that is limited to class I gaming (as
defined in section 4(6) of such act).

As a result, in addition to complying with the reporting and recordkeeping requirements
of the BSA, casinos and card clubs that meet the definitions above also then had to
develop written risk-based AML compliance programs that provide for :

AML Officer

Training

Independent Testing

Internal Controls

AML Compliance Program

•

A system of internal controls to assure ongoing
compliance;

•

Internal and/or external independent testing for
compliance. The scope and frequency of the testing
shall be commensurate with the money laundering and
terrorist financing risks posed by the products and
services provided by the casino;

•

Training of casino personnel, including training in the
identification of unusual or suspicious transactions,
to the extent that the reporting of such transactions
is required by this chapter, by other applicable law or
regulation, or by the casino’s own administrative and
compliance policies; and

•

An individual or individuals responsible for assuring
day-to-day compliance.15

AML Risk Assessment
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Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
In 1990, the U.S. Treasury established the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN).
FinCEN’s mission is to safeguard the financial system from
illicit use and to combat money laundering and promote
national security through the collection, analysis, and
dissemination of financial intelligence and strategic use of
financial authorities.16
Among other things, in its role as administrator of the
BSA, FinCEN issues guidance interpreting its regulations
and enforces compliance with the BSA. With regard to the
gaming industry, FinCEN:
•

Promulgates regulations;

•

Has authority to examine institutions for compliance
with the BSA, but, for casinos and card clubs, has
delegated this examination authority to the Internal
Revenue Service Small Business/Self-Employed
Division (IRS);

•

Receives referrals and coordinates its enforcement
investigations with criminal law enforcement
agencies, including IRS-Criminal Investigations,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the
Department of Justice’s Asset Forfeiture and Money
Laundering Section, and U.S. attorneys’ offices and
state authorities, as well as other regulatory partners,
including state gaming commissions;

•

Pursues civil enforcement actions in certain
circumstances; and

•

Publishes reports and guidance and conducts
outreach to inform and advise the industry on AML
compliance matters.17

Examples of FinCEN-issued guidance include
correspondence on sports betting, guidance regarding
casinos’ compliance program assessment and riskbased compliance indicators, guides detailing casino
recordkeeping, reporting, and compliance program
requirements, and reports presenting trend analysis from
SARs filed by casinos.18
In August 2014, FinCEN also issued an advisory seeking
“to highlight the importance of a strong culture of BSA/
AML compliance for senior management, leadership and
owners of all financial institutions subject to FinCEN’s
regulations regardless of size or industry sector.” 19

Gaming companies have incorporated the guidance
outlined in this advisory in a manner that is commensurate
with their risk profile and business model.
Through the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group, and other
cooperative efforts, FinCEN works closely with various
industry trade groups, including the AGA. In 2014, FinCEN
coordinated with the AGA on the creation of the Best
Practices for AML Compliance, a guidance document for
the gaming industry. In December 2015, the AGA issued
an updated version of the Best Practices, which included
an enhanced emphasis on instilling a strong culture of
compliance; more robust assessment of money laundering
risks; incorporation of key conclusions from the U.S.
Treasury’s National Money Laundering Risk Assessment;
and improved employee training on the latest AML updates.

Regulatory Supervision and Examinations
FinCEN has designated the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
as the regulatory body that conducts BSA examinations
for non-banking financial institutions such as the U.S.
gaming industry. An IRS BSA/AML examination aims to
determine whether the financial institution has established
an effective AML program and is in compliance with
recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Significant
weaknesses or potential violations discovered during an
exam may be referred to FinCEN.
Generally, examination techniques and scope vary based
on the size, type of operation and technology capabilities
of the casino. At a minimum, the IRS exams will consist of
a review of the casino’s historical transactions, filed CTRs,
SARs, recordkeeping, and other special emerging issues.
When available, the IRS reviews computerized records
as part of the exam process. If the casino maintains a
combination of hard copy and electronic records, the IRS
may use a hybrid examination approach consisting of a
manual review and computerized examination techniques.
Casinos may retain records of customer interactions via
computer systems or other methods, which will impact
the type of testing performed.
In reviewing transactions to determine whether or not
a SAR should have been filed, examiners review any
case logs or dispositions from the casino to determine
reasonableness of the decision to file or not to file a SAR.
The examiners regularly update their field offices with any
recent money laundering trends that they have observed
in their review to consistently update examinations.

Criteria for casino compliance programs can be found on the “Casino” homepage on the website of the U.S.
Department of Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN). Refer to the following link on
FinCEN’s website: FinCEN Casino Hompage.
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For all potential reporting violations identified in the
exam, the casino must prepare a report listing every
transaction conducted by a customer during that gaming
day. The examiner will then review these transactions to
determine reasonableness of the casino’s decision to file a
SAR or not. The report should list, in chronological order
and in detail form, all of the customer’s individual account
transactions, whether or not conducted in currency.
In addition to reviews on reporting suspicious activity and
currency transactions, regulatory exam priorities have
expanded to include greater emphasis on areas such as
patron due diligence, employee training, risk assessments
and overall program management.

AGA Best Practices for AML Compliance
In December 2014, the AGA released Best Practices for
Anti-Money Laundering Compliance, which were updated
and re-issued in December 2015. This set of Best Practices
was created to, “provide a resource for industry and law
enforcement to help guide their efforts to protect the
gaming industry and the broader financial system from
money launderers and others involved in illegal activity.” 20
The document details best practices and guidance in the
principal areas of compliance concern:
•

Risk assessment

•

Employee training

•

Preventive steps

•

Customer due diligence

•

Transaction monitoring

•

Potential suspicious activity

•

Suspicious activity report review procedures

•

Audit procedures

•

Recordkeeping and retention21

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
The U.S. is a member of the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF), an intergovernmental body comprising 34
member countries and two regional organizations. The
objectives of the FATF are to set standards and promote
effective implementation of legal, regulatory, and
operational measures for combating money laundering,
terrorist financing, and other related threats to the
integrity of the international financial system.
The FATF has developed a series of recommendations
that are recognized as the international standard for
combating money laundering, the financing of terrorism
and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
Additionally, the FATF prepares guidance and best
practices reports, as well as typology reports on specific
products or industry sectors, such as the March 2009
report “Vulnerabilities of Casinos and Gaming Sector”.22
As part of setting these standards and promoting
effective implementation of AML policies, the FATF,
in part, conducts peer reviews, known as Mutual
Evaluations.23 These Mutual Evaluations are completed for
each member country’s financial sectors on an ongoing
basis and assess the jurisdiction’s level of implementation
of the FATF recommendations. The last evaluation of
the U.S. was completed in 2006, and a new evaluation is
taking place at the time of the publication of this report.
The U.S. gaming industry is included in the scope of the
FATF’s assessment process. The 2006 evaluation of the U.S.
resulted in three specific recommendations for the gaming
industry. These three recommendations are outlined in the
accompanying f table, along with a summary of the actions
that both the public and private sectors have taken to
address the FATF’s 2006 observations.

These areas of compliance are discussed in detail and
are the same areas that are addressed across all financial
institutions subject to AML regulations. This document
demonstrates that the industry is focused on maintaining
detailed criteria and guidance for gaming corporations.
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FATF’s 2006 Observations
FATF
Recommendation

Summary

Current State

Customer
Identification

Casinos should be required to
perform enhanced due diligence for
higher-risk categories of patrons and
to undertake customer due diligence
when there is a suspicion of money
laundering or terrorist financing.
This is consistent with providing
a risk-based approach for due
diligence measures as part of an AML
compliance regime.

Based on the results of the industry survey and inperson interviews (described in more detail in the
analysis section), most respondents indicated that
they have implemented a risk-based patron due
diligence process and conduct enhanced due diligence
on higher-risk patrons.

Suspicious
Transaction
Reporting

Regulators should remove the
minimum required dollar amount
threshold for the Suspicious Activity
Report (SAR) reporting obligation
for casinos, as well as all other
covered financial sectors with AML
compliance requirements. Please
note, FATF’s recommendation
was directed at all U.S. financial
institutions, not exclusively casinos.

Most of the research participants indicated that their
decisions on whether or not to file SARs are based
primarily on the type of suspicious activity identified
and not whether the activity in question exceeds the
$5,000 threshold. Several interviewees, for example,
indicated that they file SARs for amounts below the
$5,000 threshold when patrons refuse to present
identification when buying in at a casino table or
cashing out at the cage.

Regulation,
Supervision,
and Monitoring

Regulators and casinos should work to
further harmonize the Nevada Gaming
Commission’s (NGC) regulatory
requirements with the Bank Secrecy
Act (BSA) and that this should occur
as rapidly as possible. This includes
implementation of the elements of
compliance regime, such as having a
designated AML compliance officer,
a comprehensive risk assessment,
AML training for employees, and a
periodic independent assessment of
the program.

The BSA became applicable to casinos in May of
1985. At the time, this amendment allowed the U.S.
Treasury Department to exempt “casinos in any
state whose regulatory system substantially met the
reporting and recordkeeping requirements” of the BSA
regulations. As such, Nevada casinos were exempted
from the BSA because of Nevada’s rigorous gaming
regulatory regime (Regulation 6A). At its September
21, 2006, meeting, the Nevada Gaming Commission
(NGC) repealed NGC Regulation 6A effective June
30, 2007. The BSA became effective upon Nevada
casinos immediately thereafter. Since then, Nevada
casinos with annual gross gaming revenue in excess
of $1 million in a business year have been required to
comply with all BSA requirements, including the AML
program rule. This has now harmonized regulatory
supervision at a national level.
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Analysis of Research Results
The foundational elements of the research consisted of the following activities:
• Cataloging and understanding applicable regulatory guidelines and trends;
• Compiling an extensive inventory of regulatory pronouncements and
industry publications related to casino AML compliance;
• Developing and disseminating a comprehensive, online, industrytailored survey, and conducting interviews with both gaming company
executives and law enforcement professionals;
• Analyzing information and data collected to identify relevant patterns of
activity / effort (e.g., program management, compliance spend);
• Presenting the research results in a final report supplemented with
streamlined, easy-to-understand charts and graphics.
The online survey and interview templates were constructed to include
questions across the following key themes:
• Industry Commitment to Risk-Based AML Compliance
• AML Compliance Program Management
• Compliance Budget & Resources Dedicated to AML
• Patron Due Diligence
• Regulatory Engagement
The data and information gathered from the survey and interview responses
were consolidated into the above-mentioned categories and analyzed
accordingly. The results of this analysis are illustrated below.
Industry Commitment to Risk-Based AML Compliance
Over the past five years, as in many regulated financial sectors, the gaming industry
has taken a more prominent position in the fight against illicit finance and has deployed
a more focused approach to AML compliance. This commitment to compliance has
been demonstrated by the industry’s willingness to invest in additional AML compliance
personnel, improved processes and controls, more comprehensive employee AML training,
and more sophisticated technology for patron due diligence and transaction monitoring.
To evaluate the industry’s commitment to AML compliance, EY assessed the financial
and employee resources at gaming companies dedicated to AML compliance. From the
survey results, EY determined gaming companies’ average spend on compliance costs
generally, and on AML compliance specifically.
This can be used as a proxy to help evaluate whether the gaming industry is applying
the appropriate number of resources to AML compliance and, importantly, how that has
changed since the FATF mutual assessment in 2006.
As discussed in the results section below, on average, nearly half of the overall
compliance budget for gaming companies is allocated to the AML compliance function,
highlighting the level of importance the industry places on combating money laundering
and terrorist financing. In fact, all respondents indicated their AML compliance spending
increased or remained the same over the past five years.
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A number of interviewees, who are the designated
BSA / AML Compliance Officers for their
companies, stated that they are now consulted
before significant business decisions are made to
determine whether money laundering concerns
are present. This trend underscores the growing
internal information sharing that is taking place
throughout gaming companies to foster a strong
culture of compliance, while also highlighting
the elevated role of compliance in commercial or
business decisions.
The additional spending on AML compliance is aimed at
controls and other preventative measures that mitigate
risks and vulnerabilities. The relationship of a casino
to its patrons is unique and patrons have the ability to
perform transactions at numerous entry points, such as
cage windows, table games, slots, or ATM kiosks which
facilitate slot ticket redemption and cash withdrawals.
Gaming companies have developed robust AML
compliance functions that identify and investigate higherrisk patrons, monitor levels of play and other transaction
activity, and file regulatory reports, as applicable. Further
evidence of compliance in the industry is demonstrated
through the specifics of monitoring chip activity.
The industry is highly aware of the unique risks and
behaviors associated with chip-based activity and
monitors situations that may warrant further examination.
Chip activity on the casino floor is typically monitored by
the pit-bosses and shift managers and then reported to
surveillance, and vice versa. These casino employees can
then approach the patron to gather additional information
regarding the activity and the patron(s) involved. Gaming
personnel across all aspects of casino gaming operations
are trained to observe and report any unusual activity or
behaviors of patrons.

AML Compliance Program Management
Casinos, like other financial institutions, have implemented
risk-based AML compliance programs in accordance
with both the regulatory requirements stipulated by the
BSA and the expectations of regulatory agencies. In fact,
all of the research participants reported having AML
compliance programs that incorporated the four pillars
set forth in Section 352 of the USA PATRIOT Act and its
implementing regulation. All of the research participants
also stated that their programs include processes and
controls for additional patron due diligence, identification
of transactions involving physical currency, and monitoring
/ reporting of potentially suspicious customer transactions.

Casinos vary dramatically in geographic scope, nature of
clientele, gaming products and services offered, regional
traits, and size of operations. These factors influence
the design of casino AML compliance programs and
also dictate how these programs are governed and
administered (e.g., certain controls may be in place at the
corporate level for one company but at the property level
for another).
Regarding governance over their respective programs,
68% of the survey respondents reported that AML
compliance specialists are present at each individual
property, in addition to the centralized AML oversight.
This decentralized approach allows for direct onsite
access and involvement in the compliance process,
and applies to implementing training, ensuring proper
regulatory filings, and other key program components.
The interaction between the compliance officer and other
gaming employees also helps ensure information sharing
among departments.
Risk Assessments
All respondents reported conducting AML risk
assessments for their gaming operations as a first step
in implementing a sound, risk-based AML compliance
regime. Importantly, all respondents noted concrete
benefits from risk assessments.
Sixty-three percent of the respondents reported
conducting AML risk assessments on an annual or more
frequent basis, to enable the casino to appropriately review
and understand potential gaps in its current program.
The results of risk assessments are reported to senior
and executive management by 96% of respondents and
the same 96% indicated that they use the results of their
risk assessments to drive modifications to their AML
compliance programs.
Engaging leadership is one of the core principles outlined
in FinCEN’s Culture of Compliance24 advisory. This study
found that the risk assessment process engages executive
management by making them aware of unmitigated risks.

Research participants reported that senior
management has shown an increased interest
in results of AML risk assessments and support
programs to correct gaps identified by risk
assessments.
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Risk Assessment Frequency and Program Alignment
Conduct risk
assessments
Conduct risk
assessments on annual
or more frequent basis

100%

Another interviewee stated that their risk assessment
identified that their poker room presented a higher level
of inherent risk than what was previously determined. As
a result, this interviewee disclosed that enhanced control
measures were implemented over their poker room.
Risk assessments have also influenced gaming companies’
international policies, including the establishment and
oversight of branch offices.

63%

Share risk assessment
results with senior
management

96%

Use risk assessment
results to drive changes
to AML programs

For example, one interviewee indicated that AML
compliance staff was consulted by senior management for
input prior to opening a non-U.S. branch office.

96%

Another casino operator has even taken the step of
establishing a Money Laundering Reporting Officer
position for a branch office.

Interviews also revealed that business units are seeking
input from AML compliance teams prior to moving
forward with certain business transactions. An AML
compliance officer for a global casino reported flying to
all of the company’s locations worldwide every six months
to spend at least a week training property-level AML
compliance officers, as well as branch employees.
Respondents also indicated that the level of effort in
conducting risk assessments has increased over the past
five years. One interviewee indicated their risk assessment
covers more areas of the operation, contemplates
additional risks, more supporting documentation is
obtained, and more support is gathered than in prior
years. Another interviewee reported that the company’s
risk assessment grew from a three-page document to over
50 pages with additional supporting data.
Research participants were generally consistent in how they
viewed their operations. While over 95% of the respondents
considered their overall residual risk to be either low
or moderate, almost all acknowledge the existence of
inherently high-risk areas within their operations.
For example, almost every interviewee indicated that race
and sports betting operations present higher inherent
risks; accordingly, they have imposed compliance controls
intended to address these risks and mitigate them to an
appropriate level (e.g., additional AML training for ticket
writers, tracking large patron buy-ins and cash-outs,
additional monitoring for limit bets / parlays / off-sets).

In addition, at another institution that was accepting
payments from individuals through branch offices, the
AML compliance team reviews all incoming transfers from
branch offices for approval before acceptance of the funds.
Additionally, some casinos have their AML compliance
team complete control testing for international branches,
or hire outside advisors to complete this testing. These
compliance efforts involve monitoring and periodic testing
of internal controls at branch offices that accept currency
for either deposit to patrons’ front money accounts or for
the repayment of markers.
Compliance Budget and Resources
Dedicated to AML
Without adequate resources to pay for skilled staff and
other implementation and administration costs, no AML
compliance program can succeed.
Survey results strongly showed that gaming businesses
are making the investment needed for effective AML
compliance, as results overwhelmingly indicated that
gaming companies are investing significantly more of
their annual budgets to AML Compliance departments
and related functions.

No respondent reported a decrease in their AML
compliance budget over the last five years and
68% of respondents reported an increase in their
AML budget over the past five years, with an
average budget increase of approximately 74%.

Inherent risk: IIherent risk is the casino operator’s susceptibility to a material money laundering “issue/
problem,” without consideration of the existence or effectiveness of related controls.
Residual risk: Residual risk is the risk that remains after consideration of the quality of controls and
mitigating factors.
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This compares favorably with financial institutions from
other industries: a recent survey of 284 banks, brokerdealers, money service businesses (MSBs), and other
types of financial institutions revealed that 66% of
respondents reported an increase in their AML compliance
budget.25 Another recent survey of 317 AML and
compliance professionals from global banking institutions
reported AML budget increases averaging approximately
40-50% 26 over the last three years.

Five-Year Average Percentage Increase in AML
Compliance Spending

20%
1 - 25% increase
10%

70%

25 - 50% increase
Over 100% increase

Further, our research shows that AML compliance
spending will continue to grow.
Sixty-five percent of respondents reported a planned
increase in their AML compliance budget for the next
fiscal year. Respondents indicated that their AML
compliance budget increases would be, on average, 13%
for the upcoming fiscal years.

Planned Increases in AML Compliance Spending

27%

27%

1 - 5% increase
6 - 15% increase
15 - 25% increase

45%

This increase in budget towards AML compliance
functions reflects the trend that casinos are investing
and dedicating increasing resources to improving their
compliance programs.
Respondents applied these additional resources in a
variety of manners that best suited their needs, including
increased staff or for personnel with different skills,
increased training, or improved data systems.

Each casino operator appears to have a slightly different
strategy on how it can build the most effective AML
compliance program. One global casino operator indicated
their focus in the short term is on identifying a better
technology solution that will allow them to more efficiently
identify and research suspicious activity, with either a builtin or a stand-alone patron due diligence module.
Some casinos have allocated much of their planned
budget increase to the hiring of new personnel with
specific skill sets and experience (e.g., enhanced due
diligence). Still other companies reported that increases
in spend will largely be driven by the roll-out of additional
AML training courses to employees.
Full-Time Employees (FTEs)
The industry has expanded the number of dedicated
AML compliance resources used at both the corporate
and property levels. These employees are also getting
additional training and professional development
opportunities via interaction with the broader AML
community through organizations such as the Association
of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS).
On average, companies with over $3 billion in gaming
revenue reported that they have 60 compliance FTEs,
with an average of 40 FTEs being dedicated to AML
compliance. However, it is worth noting that the number
of properties was another important driver in the
composition of AML compliance functions. This highlights
the correlation between the number of properties and
the number of AML compliance FTEs. Gaming companies
appear to scale their compliance programs to maintain
strong AML-related internal controls across properties.
Companies with $1 billion to $3 billion in gaming revenue
reported that they have an average of 26 compliance
FTEs, with an average of 16 FTEs being dedicated to
AML compliance.
In discussions with the interview participants, multiple
strategies were noted on the best way to utilize
compliance staff. One respondent noted that it has
had better success hiring individuals who have prior
AML experience and teaching them the nuances of the
gaming industry.
Conversely, another respondent noted that it prefers
individuals with a gaming background since they are “used
to the 24/7 nature of the business” and then the casino can
teach them AML prevention and detection principles.
Regardless of their hiring strategies, casinos are
continuing to foster and grow programs that are based on
a strong commitment to compliance. The industry is even
more focused on hiring experienced professionals who
possess specific skill sets that are in demand (e.g., foreign
language, due diligence, investigations).
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As our research indicates, AML-related efforts are
distributed across several key areas, which is indicative
of the industry’s shift to more of a risk-based approach
to AML compliance. CTRs still demand the highest focus;
however, as the accompanying chart illustrates, new
priorities have emerged and are requiring both additional
attention from management and an increasing allocation
of employee resources.

AML Compliance Resource Allocation
10%
11%
41%
15%

100

Many casino operators indicated that their training
programs also include supplemental courses designed
to educate employees on the pertinent “red flags”
associated with their specific roles or job functions
(e.g., patron due diligence training targeted to hosts or
Marketing personnel). Some respondents stated that
course offerings will be expanded in future years to cover
additional areas of financial crime, such as fraud and
bribery / corruption.
In addition to training more employees on AML-related
matters, casino operators are also making significantly
greater investments in the professional development of
their AML Compliance personnel.

88% of respondents reported that spending

on continuing education for AML Compliance
employees has increased over the past five years.

This includes greater participation at AML-focused
conferences and seminars, and more involvement with
industry trade associations.
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Patron due diligence
Program management
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Employee Training and Continuing Education
Employee training is a critical aspect of a company’s
AML compliance program. It helps to ensure that casino
personnel have a proper understanding of money
laundering risks and the company’s obligations under
the BSA. In fact, over 82% of the respondents noted that
they would be increasing expenditures on AML-related
employee trainings over the next year.
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ACAMS Gaming Industry Members 2010-2015

Transaction monitoring
and SAR filings

Other
23%

The Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering
Specialists (ACAMS), currently counts 116 members from
the U.S. gaming industry. This is more than double the
number from two years ago and, as the accompanying
chart shows, represents nearly a 450% increase since 2010.
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Additionally, many of these members have attained their
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist (CAMS)
designations and, based on our research, it appears that
this number will continue to grow. A number of research
participants reported focusing on having their staff
obtain the CAMS certification. One global casino operator
indicated that over half of its AML Compliance employees
will be sitting for the CAMS examination in 2016.
USA PATRIOT Act Section 314(b)
Information Sharing Program
The USA PATRIOT Act’s 314(b) program, which authorizes
financial institutions to share confidential client
information with other institutions to bolster efforts to
identify financial criminals, is a valuable tool for regulated
industries to obtain critical information in order to protect
the integrity of the U.S. financial system.
Representatives of FinCEN are strong proponents of the
system and this has resonated with the industry. At the
2015 Bank Secrecy Act Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada,
FinCEN’s Associate Director of Enforcement, Stephanie
Brooker highlighted:
“Over the last year, FinCEN has also seen an
increase in information sharing between casinos
and card clubs through the 314(b) program…
Information sharing across financial institutions
can play a critical role in helping these institutions
achieve their BSA/AML goals. The 314(b) program
is a powerful tool for providing financial institutions
with a more comprehensive view of potential
money laundering or terrorist financing activity
that involves multiple institutions. We strongly
encourage all financial institutions to consider
participation in the 314(b) program.” 27
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As acknowledged by FinCEN, casino operator
participation in this voluntary program has grown
significantly over the course of the past five years.

The rankings are consistent with responses observed
across other industries and with surveys previously
conducted by the AML community. Due diligence and
transaction monitoring / SAR filings are typically the
biggest focus areas for AML Compliance Officers, and
managing evolving regulatory expectations has also
become a higher priority in recent years. 28

Approximately 40% of survey respondents
operating roughly 115 unique properties reported
being registered for FinCEN’s 314(b) program.
Of those companies, two thirds have specific policies and
procedures addressing the handling of 314(b) requests.
This is indicative of the industry’s willingness to conduct
more thorough investigations and to take additional
due diligence measures by gathering information from
institutions within the financial system. This additional
measure also reflects the industry’s increasing efforts to
maintain the integrity of the financial system with other
financial institution, including banks and other nonbank financial institutions (NBFIs). Respondents noted
that when gaming institutions engage with each other
regarding 314(b) information, the dialogue is useful and
advances their investigation or patron knowledge.

Some of these challenges were also acknowledged in
a recent Department of the Treasury report on money
laundering risk, which identified the unique complexities
facing this industry, as compared with other financial
institutions, in meeting its AML efforts. The Treasury
report concluded that, “most often criminals who use
casinos to launder illicit proceeds do it through gambling
and spending on entertainment.” These are the same
activities that the casino’s other patrons are pursuing.
Consequently, there is often little observable basis for
distinguishing between those patrons laundering funds in
the casino and all other casino patrons.
Nevertheless, casinos are strengthening their risk
management and control functions to better combat the
money laundering and terrorist financing risks they face.

AML Program Complexities and Focus Areas
Research participants were asked to identify their
top three challenges they face in implementing and
administering their AML programs. Their consolidated
responses are depicted in the accompanying chart:

Industry Recognition of AML Compliance Challenges
Patron due diligence
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Patron Due Diligence
One cornerstone of an effective casino AML compliance
program is the adoption of risk-based patron due
diligence policies, procedures, and processes. Our
research revealed that 83% of respondents indicated that
this was, indeed, their greatest challenge.

Breakdown of AML Compliance Cost
for Companies under $1 Billion in Assets
Technology
28%

Respondents indicated that they perform patron due
diligence at their properties and the implementation
of these processes continues to grow. All respondents
indicated that their due diligence programs are eventdriven, risk-based approaches versus universal due
diligence measures applied across their patron base.
On average, respondents indicated that 15% of their total
AML compliance spend is allocated to conducting patron
due diligence reviews. This represents an almost 100%
increase when compared to levels from five years ago.

All interviewees stated that they plan to build out
their patron due diligence processes even further
so we expect to see a continued rise in the
percentage of AML compliance budget allocated
to vetting patrons.

41%

38%
26%
21%

17%

Ongoing transaction
monitoring

Source: Trends in Anti-Money Laundering 2011 29

The breadth of measures considered when undertaking
patron due diligence highlights the advancements the
industry has made to sufficiently review high-risk patrons.
All of the research participants indicated that their
patron due diligence procedures included the risk-based
application of the following measures:
•

Identification and verification of sources of wealth
and funds;

•

Consideration of the financial crime risks posed by a
patron’s home jurisdiction;

•

Screening against sanctions lists;

•

Checks for Politically Exposed Persons (“PEPs”);

Training

•

Identification and evaluation of known associates;

Regulatory reporting

•

Analysis of adverse media posts (e.g., negative news);

Patron due diligence

•

Review of criminal and civil litigation histories;

Transaction monitoring

•

Review of host or marketing notes; and

•

Analysis of history of play (“ratings”).

Further research reveals that the gaming industry’s resource
allocation to patron due diligence is comparable with the
AML compliance cost breakdown for similarly sized financial
institutions in other sectors on customer due diligence and
account onboarding, as illustrated by the graph below.
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CDD or account
onboarding
15%

AML Compliance Priorities

15%

Training

Interviewees were nearly unanimous that increasing
patron due diligence remains a primary focus of their
ongoing enhancements to their AML programs.
Respondents reported that their limited access to
patron financial information is the top challenge when
conducting due diligence reviews. Given this challenge,
casinos have developed alternative approaches to identify
sources of wealth. One casino will request that the patron
declare his source of wealth for a certain level of play.
If the patron declines to provide this information, the
company will conduct patron due diligence.
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Another institution stated that it is in constant
communication with law enforcement to identify patrons
who are potentially attempting to utilize illicit funds and
welcome the opportunity to continue this dialogue with
law enforcement. This theme was echoed throughout all
industry interviews.

Regulatory and Law Enforcement Engagement

Casino operators are also staffing their due diligence teams
with more experienced and better qualified professionals.
For example, one interviewee reported a focus on
hiring former law enforcement agents with expertise in
conducting due diligence in Asia and Latin America and
“on the ground” contacts in these two regions.

Interviewees indicated that some of their companies’
properties had never been subject to a regulatory exam
covering AML prior to five years ago, but that these same
properties have now had two exams in the past three years.

Terminating Patron Relationships
Casino operators are terminating relationships with
patrons who pose unacceptable levels of risk. Most
respondents indicated that they have implemented
detailed escalation protocols and decision-making
processes that incorporate feedback from senior
management, casino operations, Legal and General
Counsel, and, of course, Compliance personnel.

Furthermore, based on industry interviews, it’s expected
that this growth in patron terminations will continue. One
casino operator indicated that it has terminated over three
times as many patron relationships in the first six months
of 2015, alone, than in all of 2014.
The increase in terminating patron relationships reflects
enhancements in the industry’s AML compliance programs
and highlights that the industry’s commitment will
outweigh potential business or commercial interests.

Patron Relationships Terminated
616

600

Most interviewees also cited greater interaction with Internal
Audit and senior management on regulatory matters. Again,
it was unanimously stated that both the frequency and the
comprehensiveness of the regulatory exams and internal
audits have dramatically increased in the past five years.
Research participants are also engaging with law
enforcement agencies on a regular basis in order to
proactively identify emerging threats in the industry.

Based on the data received from a subset of interviewees,
the number of patron terminations has substantially
increased over the last four years and continues to grow.
The number of patrons terminated in 2014 was 23 times
larger than the number banned in 2011.

700

According to our research, the level of regulatory
supervision over the gaming industry continues to
increase. All respondents reported that the frequency
and comprehensiveness of regulatory exams and internal
audits have significantly increased in recent years.

500

Multiple respondents reported receiving positive feedback
from regulatory authorities and law enforcement. The
feedback included:
•

High-quality policies and procedures related to
due diligence;

•

Improved relationship with law enforcement; and

•

SAR filings leading to investigations that resulted in
arrests due to criminal activity from Ponzi schemes
and narcotics dealing.

In addition, the AGA has had frequent meetings with
FinCEN and the U.S. Treasury Department to discuss
industry practices and is currently cooperating on an
initiative with the FBI to combat illegal gambling.
BSA Filings
Respondents reported that the primary triggers for a
SAR filing included, but were not limited to, the
following categories:
•

Structuring activity: Performing transactions in a
manner to evade BSA reporting thresholds and
certain recordkeeping requirements

•

Minimal gaming with large transactions: Instances
when patrons buy-in at table games for large
amounts of cash, but play only for a short period of
time before converting their chips back to cash or
other negotiable/monetary instruments

•

Transactions involving legal entities: Transactions
involving legal entities may lack transparency into
the beneficial owner of the funds

•

Exchanges of small bills for large bills or vice
versa: Activity to consolidate bills into more easily
transferable forms of currency
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Information sourced from research participants that tracked this data.
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•

Chip-related suspicious behavior: Transfers of
chips between patrons or walking from casino
premises with chip values in excess of BSA reporting
thresholds or in a manner that raises suspicion

•

Adverse patron information: Negative news or
criminal records identified on a patron during the
due diligence process

•

Suspicious use of counter checks, markers or wires:
Using the casino’s instruments or financial services
for apparent purposes other than facilitating gaming

Casinos are filing SARs not only for traditional
money laundering behavior such as structuring,
but also for more sophisticated activities.
By identifying specific types of suspicious
activity, casino SARs allow law enforcement to
adequately build their investigations.
This evolution can assist law enforcement in understanding
the type of activity that is suspicious in the casino setting.
In addition to the anecdotal comments of increased
engagement with regulators and law enforcement, over the
past four years, BSA-required filings have increased for the
gaming industry for both CTRs and SARs.
As illustrated in the chart below, FinCEN’s SAR stats for
the industry indicate an increase of 164% from 2011 to
2014. With regard to CTR filings, the last year that FinCEN
made this data publicly available was in 2008, in which
the industry collectively filed a total of 1,335,101 CTRs from
July 2006 to June 2008.31 Based on information gleaned
throughout the course of this research study, this number
is likely to have significantly increased since 2008, as
industry interviewees reported an overall increase of 75%
in the number of CTRs filed from 2011 to 2014.
One law enforcement official interviewed acknowledged
the value of increased CTR filings, indicating that during
2014, at least 2,419 CTRs filed by casinos were identified
by law enforcement as directly involved with illicit
financing or money laundering investigations.

SARs Filed by Casinos
2011
2012
2013
2014

More recently, regulatory exams examine patron due
diligence steps, banned patron episodes, and specific
business lines, such as poker and sports betting.
Casinos are also evolving in the way they prepare for
exams and their overall AML knowledge throughout the
organization. One industry respondent noted that the
internal audit department has been performing additional
reviews in order to evaluate their AML controls based
on external criteria rather than benchmark the program
against itself. That respondent also stated that internal
audits have evolved from focusing on whether or not
policies and procedures were followed to assessing the
reasonableness of those policies and procedures and
adjusting them as necessary.
Most research participants stated the scope of exams has
expanded over the past five years. One large casino noted
that prior to 2012, exams were a “rather static process,
less critical and more of a procedural review.”
Previously, regulatory exams were mainly focused on
compliance with CTR filings; however, additional testing
now addresses transaction monitoring and SAR filings. In
particular, one respondent stated that current regulatory
exams are approximately 80% focused on SARs and the
appropriateness of SARs compared to the prior focus of
CTR filings.
More recently, exam priorities have shifted and there is
now an increased focus on patron due diligence, banned
patrons, and offerings such as poker and sports betting.
One interviewee recounted that, during a recent IRS exam,
an in-depth review of the property’s patron due diligence
policy was conducted, and a sample of high-risk patrons
was tested to verify that the diligence was completed in
accordance with the casino’s policy.
Another gaming institution noted that the results of a
regulatory examination were used by the company as a
guide for its AML program design. The respondent also
noted that the Nevada Gaming Control Board has taken
an increased interest in AML compliance with frequent
touch points and interactions.

17,627
23,401
27,505
46,575

Source: FinCEN SAR Statistics 2011 to 2014
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Examination Environment
In addition to increased engagement with regulators and
law enforcement, interviewees indicated that regulatory
exams have evolved in recent years. Previously focused
on compliance with CTR filing requirements, those exams
now look closely at the reasonableness in SAR filings and
decisions not to file SARs.

Respondents also noted that their Internal Audit
departments are allocating a greater percentage of their
time towards AML-related audits. This has manifested
itself in significantly more testing.
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Law Enforcement and Regulatory Landscape
Regulators and law enforcement agents were interviewed in order to elicit
their views on AML compliance efforts across the industry.
In total, 29 government officials, from the following state and federal
government agencies, were interviewed during 16 different meetings.

• Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
• Local Tribal Gaming Commission
• New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement
• New York State Gaming Commission
• Nevada State Gaming Control Board
• Ohio Casino Control Commission
• U.S. Department of Justice - National Security Division Headquarters
and United States Attorneys District Office
• U.S. Department of the Treasury
• Federal Bureau of Investigation - Headquarters, Local Field Offices and
Resident Agencies
• Internal Revenue Service – Headquarters, Regional and Local Field Offices
• U.S. Department of Homeland Security - Regional Division
These agencies were located in 23 separate units across the U.S. To achieve
a diverse and broad perspective, interviewees ranged from executive-level
leadership and policymakers in agency headquarters to local working groups
comprised of investigators and analysts who regularly interface with casinos
in their area.
Respondents were in a position to provide firsthand insight as to their
experience working with the gaming industry or their review of SAR and
CTR reporting by the gaming industry. All expressed appreciation for
the opportunity to speak frankly and many acknowledged the industry’s
proactive efforts to increase engagement with law enforcement.
All government interviewees noted that they could offer only their individual
perspectives and experiences, not the official position of their respective
agencies. The representatives also only provided responses with the agreement
of anonymity. The information that follows reflects their understanding of the
challenges faced by casino operators and their ongoing compliance efforts.
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Summary of Interview Results
Many of the law enforcement and regulatory personnel
interviewed embraced the opportunity to converse frankly
and recognized this as an opportunity to open and enhance
dialogue, and further communicate expectations with
respect to BSA reporting and filings to the gaming industry.

Most respondents affirmed that the industry has
made concerted efforts and shown significant
improvement over the last several years in
meeting their BSA reporting requirements
through enhancements in AML compliance
programs and related reporting. This progress
is reflected in increased referrals and filings;
enhanced communication and coordination with
law enforcement and regulatory agencies; the
hiring of diversified staff with gaming, regulatory,
and law enforcement backgrounds; and the
expansion and improvement in the casino’s AML
training programs.

and investigators. The industry and the authorities are taking
proactive steps to increase this participation.
The government officials interviewed indicated that there is
strong communication between the parties and applauded
the marked increase in SAR filings. One regulatory agency
noted that the attitude at casinos has changed significantly
over the years, with a stronger commitment to review
transactions for potential money laundering.
Specifically, the agents cited strengthened AML training in
casinos, hiring employees with stronger skills, dedicating
certain employees to patron due diligence work, as well
as the setting of thresholds for when to conduct due
diligence. Similarly, the casinos now have dedicated
employees focused on patron due diligence and set
thresholds for when to complete due diligence.

Importantly, due to this increased focus on AML
compliance, money laundering-related filings
by the industry have generated more cases and
better prepared cases, which has resulted in
millions of dollars in seizures.

Interview Narratives
Law enforcement and regulatory officials were asked the
same questions regarding the gaming industry and the
industry’s compliance with regulatory filings, reported
activities and impact on active cases. Some of those
interviewed were unable to respond or declined to do
so; thus, the total number of responses does not always
correlate to the total number of individuals interviewed.30

Notably, 71% of government official interviewees
responded positively when asked if they believe
the gaming industry understands the SAR,
CTR, and monetary instrument log reporting
requirements and duties.
Fifty percent of the government officials advised that they
were aware of individual referrals made by the gaming
industry to their law enforcement or regulatory agency
about suspicious activity at the casino.

State Regulatory and Enforcement Agencies

With respect to training and hiring, some government
respondents observed a focused effort on the part of
casinos to hire experienced and knowledgeable individuals,
with diverse backgrounds, capable of implementing and
overseeing effective AML compliance programs.

Regional Federal Enforcement Agencies
Regional federal agents reported that casinos are making
efforts to be compliant with reporting requirements. They
also indicated that they see an overall positive interaction
with casinos in the investigation of criminal cases. One
office specifically described a cooperative environment.
This message was echoed by another office that has
received case referrals and relevant reporting by the casino
industry. In this region, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for that
district and the state regulatory agency are leading a
working group on casino AML controls which includes the
IRS, Homeland Security, the FBI, local prosecutors’ offices,
local police departments, and others. This allows for a more
cooperative environment where agents are able to share
information and work on cases jointly.

Most of the state regulatory and enforcement agents based
their positive comments on extensive interaction with the
casinos and the gaming industry within their jurisdiction.
Most state agencies maintain a regular presence in the
casinos and have audit and enforcement divisions that are
actively engaged with the casinos. In some jurisdictions, the
casinos are participating in working groups with federal,
state, and local law enforcement entities to ensure that
casino AML compliance reflects the concerns of regulators
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Another law enforcement agent noted a proactive
effort on the part of the industry to reach out
and establish regular meetings to discuss ways
to better work with law enforcement in detecting
and sharing potential money laundering-related
activity. This type of feedback is consistent with
what was emphasized in the interviews with
casino operators. There appears to be a very
concerted effort by casino operators to not only
remain compliant with regulatory requirements,
but to also take a more proactive approach in
working with law enforcement agents.

Many government officials interviewed confirmed
that access to SARs and CTRs, and AML reporting
documents and resources were readily accessible and
comprehendible. Government interviewees with longer
time in service responded that old, antiquated systems
that once made utilizing SARs and CTRs and other AML
documents unwieldy, have since been phased out and the
information is more accessible than in the past.

Overall, government officials interviewed
reported having a good working relationship
with casinos and feeling comfortable in calling
upon casinos for cooperation. Some government
officials commented that they received excellent
cooperation from casinos in investigations and
were provided extensive resources to support
their efforts.

Some regional agents also indicated that investigations
have been initiated from SAR or CTR reporting alone,
although many entities acknowledged that typically
SARs or CTRs are utilized as a tool to confirm previously
reported or known information.

Fusion Centers

Regional Agents also noted room for further growth
and expansion of the casinos’ understanding, and for
improving communication with law enforcement. One
Regional Agency also recognized that some casinos
have accomplished this by hiring personnel with
appropriate backgrounds to implement and execute
effective AML programs.

Intelligence fusion centers serve as state and locally
led centers to gather, assess, analyze, and disseminate
information between the federal government and state,
local, tribal, territorial, and private sector partners. There
are many fusion centers located in states and major cities
throughout the country. Their purpose is to raise awareness
and better inform decision-makers on security threats.

Law enforcement itself continues to improve and build
upon its ability to utilize BSA reporting. Some agencies
reported taking a very aggressive approach to the mining
of SAR data for the proactive identification of new
targets. This includes initiative in exploiting AML reporting
and blending it with other databases and intelligence to
actively identify targets as a predication to investigations.
This is an iterative process undergoing continual growth
and improvement that has been made possible with the
power of enhanced data analytic capabilities.

There are two major impacts of fusion centers on the
gaming industry. The first is that law enforcement is
able to work together and share information that allows
them to build stronger investigations. Agents can pool
resources and review recent themes that they see in
their investigations as well as jointly work on cases. In
the context of gaming, law enforcement can work to
identify suspects who may be visiting different casinos in
multiple locations.

Government official and law enforcement interviewees
expressed the view that most if not all of the casinos and
other legally authorized gambling facilities were adhering
to AML guidelines and procedures for reporting. They
do recognize that problems existed in the past in certain
regions, with unlicensed or improperly licensed gambling
facilities being a prime opportunity for money laundering,
but were careful to draw a distinction in legally operated
and illegal operations, and indicated that they do not
see the same issue in the legally operated and licensed
gaming industry.
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Secondly, fusion centers help raise awareness and share
information on money laundering and terrorist financing
risks so that casinos can update their AML programs
accordingly. Taking a more collaborative approach to law
enforcement investigations allows the overall industry to
improve its AML approach.
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Conclusion

Industry Boosts
AML Compliance
Investment Across
the Board

Robust Customer Due
Diligence Programs
Strengthen AML
Programs

This research study found that the gaming industry has taken significant
steps in complying with AML requirements and in preventing potential
money laundering and terrorist financing. It has embraced the 2006 FATF
recommendations and worked to improve the industry’s commitment to
compliance. Industry-wide compliance continues to take an increasingly
prominent role in all corporate structures.
This research initiative used a variety of sources to validate this conclusion, including
an industry-specific survey that was provided to a range of casinos to capture various
experiences ranging from Vegas strip casinos to riverboats to racinos. These survey
results were validated through in-depth interviews with various industry participants
to provide their unique experiences and expand on their responses. Finally, various law
enforcement agents and regulators were interviewed to provide a unique view from
outside of the industry.
Overall, companies are spending more money on AML compliance, developing new
systems and processes, and becoming more ingrained into the company. Patron due
diligence is a prime example of the industry’s willingness to improve their AML programs.
Casinos are hiring specific personnel to implement due diligence, with a focus on
language skills and investigation backgrounds.
Further, casinos are approaching hiring with an analytical perspective to ensure they have
the most qualified personnel on the front lines of their operations.

Filing Rates and
Quality of BSA Reports
Continue to Rise

Law Enforcement
Recognizes
Meaningful Value of
Industry BSA Reports

Similarly, casinos indicated that their exams and interaction with regulators has increased
both in frequency and in scope. Law enforcement and regulators report that the industry
has improved favorably over the past five years. Casinos have evolved their efforts from
basic BSA reporting to comprehensive risk management. Law enforcement agents
are seeing these results in the real world. The SARs that casinos are filing are more
descriptive and more expansive than they were previously. Importantly, the sheer volume
of SARs filed in the industry has increased dramatically. This provides law enforcement
with more information for them to be able to react to potential money laundering and
terrorist financing.
Over the past decade since the last FATF mutual evaluation, the gaming industry is
substantively more advanced in its AML compliance. The casinos have addressed
many key areas and continue to make improvements every day. This increase in AML
compliance focus has resulted in an increase in the overall AML compliance budgets,
especially in the past five years, with more increases planned. The gaming industry is
more successful in establishing risk-based AML programs than they have been at any
point in the past.
The US gaming industry is raising the bar. Casinos are strengthening their risk
management and control functions to better combat the money laundering and terrorist
financing risks they face.
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Appendix A

Research Study Objectives and Methodology
The Ernst & Young LLP team leveraged its industry
knowledge, survey development professionals, AML
and prior law enforcement experience, and network of
domestic gaming clients.

Ernst & Young LLP interviewed representatives from
several law enforcement and regulatory agencies in order
to gain their perspectives on the state of AML compliance
in the gaming industry.

Interview questions were structured in a manner to ensure
that requisite data was captured to meet the objectives
of this exercise and to gain further insight into how the
survey questions were answered. Additional statistics (e.g.,
Currency Transaction Report filings, Suspicious Activity
Report filings, number of patrons banned) were obtained
from a subset of survey participants to substantiate
responses received from surveys and interviews. Finally,

In order to produce a research study relevant across the
entire U.S. gaming industry and also be meaningful to
external stakeholders, a number of specific objectives
had to be met. These objectives were designed to ensure
that the research study not only gives a broad view of
the industry but also incorporates the perspectives of
public sector respondents. Specifically, the research study
objectives included:

Objective 1
Objective 6

Compliance with AML
Standards

Structure of Financial
institutions and Customer
Relationships

Objective 2
Developments Since 2006
FATF Report

Comprehensive Study
Objective 5

Objective 3

Vulnerability and Risk
Related to Casinos
Objective 4

Resources Dedicated to
Compliance

Revenue Allocation for
Compliance

Objective 1
Compliance with AML Standards

Objective 3
Resources Dedicated to Compliance

Gauging the overall level of compliance of gaming
institutions with AML compliance regulations is the
survey’s principal goal. To that end, a customized online
survey that incorporated all of the study’s objectives was
designed and in-person interviews were structured to
supplement survey responses.

The gaming industry’s financial and employee resources
dedicated to AML compliance were assessed through survey
responses and interviews, as well as through public reports,
and organization structure and financial statements were
analyzed to provide additional data points.

Objective 2
Developments since 2006 FATF Report
The survey also sought to evaluate AML compliance in the
gaming industry since the FATF’s 2006 Mutual Evaluation
report, so the survey and interviews specifically addressed
the three recommendations made in that report:

Objective 4
Revenue Allocation for Compliance
A comparative analysis of casino budget allotted for
gaming compliance staff and resources was calculated
and compared to revenue numbers. Data from survey
results and interviews were used to create these
calculations in addition to public financial statements.

1. Required casinos to perform enhanced due diligence
for high-risk patrons.

Objective 5
Vulnerability and Risk Related to Casinos

2. Remove the dollar threshold on SAR filing for casinos.

Interviews with law enforcement agents and regulators
assessed the money laundering risks facing casinos as well
as their view on how the casinos are addressing those risks.

3. Required greater harmony between the Nevada Gaming
Commission’s regulatory requirements and the BSA.
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Objective 6
Structure of Financial Institutions and
Customer Relationships
A structural description of the relationships between
casinos and their patrons was created to identify how

Analyze Data &
Survey Results

Research &
Planning
•

•

Identify universe of
applicable standards,
regulatory and
industry reports,
company financial
statements, etc.
Development of data
point categories
for interviews and
surveys.

•

Identify population
of research subjects.

•

Obtain participation
agreement from
research subjects.

those different relationships influence casinos’ money
laundering risk and their ability to mitigate those risks.
The methodology applied to the research study to
address these objectives consisted of a multi-tiered
approach, including the following processes:

Conduct Surveys &
Interviews
•

Circulate survey to
participating casino
operators.

•

Analyze returned
surveys and report
initial results to AGA.

•

Conduct group or
individual sessions
with participating
casinos to gather
additional contextual
information.

•

•

Obtain additional
data points from
relevant parties (e.g.,
law enforcement,
regulators, vendors).
Analyze internal
gaming and industry
reports, interview
responses, and
compliance statistics.

•

Document preliminary
observations and
themes.

•

Agree with AGA on
areas requiring followup.

Reporting & Results
Analysis
•

Compile survey /
interview findings,
observations and
analysis into an initial
report for circulation.

•

Compare results to
normative findings,
identify gaps and
validate findings.

•

Finalize report and
deliver a presentation
highlighting key
findings and
observations.

Regular updates and coordination with key AGA stakeholders
1. Research and Planning
AML requirements for the industry were established
through extensive research of regulatory guidance
analyzed from 2006 to 2015. Industry reports were also
compiled to provide insight to trends in both gambling
and illegal activity at casinos and gaming centers
nationwide. Public filings for companies in the U.S. casino
industry provided additional context for the survey results.
Finally, recent enforcement actions and regulator
speeches were reviewed to determine what changes in
the requirements may be planned.
To provide a wide range of participants, the population
of potential survey participants was created by reviewing
a third-party database of casinos. Finally, participation
agreements were sent to the potential survey and
interview participants.
Various tools and methodologies were used to plan
for and complete the objectives of the AML research
study. First and foremost was the team’s detailed AML
experience across various industries, including the gaming

industry. The team was composed of professionals with
the Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist (CAMS)
designation, as well as ex-law enforcement and regulatory
agents with experience developing improved policies
and procedures, conducting enhanced due diligence on
high-risk patrons, and investigating suspicious levels of
play. Through this AML knowledge, the team developed
an approach to reach all of the research study’s objectives
and provide a comprehensive view of the gaming industry
and the advancements implemented in the past ten years.
Extensive Industry and Regulatory Research
A critical component of this initiative was in-depth and
thorough industry-specific research. This consisted of
compiling various regulator and industry-published
documents, including the following:
•

FinCEN SAR Activity Reviews that are published
periodically as a collaboration between FinCEN’s
regulatory, law enforcement, and industry partners to
provide information about the preparation, use, and
value of SARs filed by different industries
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•

FinCEN Casinos and Card Club Activity reports that
provide further breakdowns of SARs filed for the
industry as well as identifying and analyzing trends.

•

FinCEN SAR Stats Reports that are published
periodically and provide number of SARs filed by
different industries

•

Best practice guides and industry risk assessments

•

Public casinos’ financial filings

•

Enforcement actions for the gaming industry

•

Recent news articles related to gaming and AML

For a complete list of documents used in the research
study, please see Appendix B.
Survey Development
The survey questionnaire design was created through a
survey instrument platform that included an introduction,
instructions, and 38 main questions and additional subquestions reflecting the research objectives. Prior to
launch, a pilot test was conducted of the questionnaire
utilizing three survey participants as test respondents. The
final survey instrument consisted of questions across the
following themes:
•

AML Compliance Program Management: casino
compliance policies and procedures, updates made
reflecting current regulatory requirements and
guidance, designation of an AML Compliance Officer,
information sharing pursuant to the 314(b) program,
AML program challenges, and implementation of a
risk assessment.

•

Compliance Resources and Budget Spent on
Compliance: The level of casino spending on
compliance, how much is devoted to AML
compliance, planned increases or decreases
in compliance budget, and dedicated full-time
employees for AML compliance programs.

•

Patron Due Diligence: Enhanced due diligence for
high-risk patrons, including percentage of patrons
risk-ranked, factors in determining patron risk, due
diligence procedures employed, and policies for
banning patrons.

•

Regulatory Engagement: Regulatory filings such as
SARs, triggers for inquiries into patron transaction
activity, the SAR filing decision process, key trends
and frequency of regulatory exams, significance of
findings, and interaction with regulatory authorities
and law enforcement.

For more details regarding the structure and
implementation of the survey tool, refer to Appendix D.
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2. Conduct Surveys and Interviews
The industry survey was provided to the sample of
potential participants identified through an extensive
population of casino properties located in the United
States. The listing was segmented by size, number, and
types of gaming services offered, whether the properties
were commercially owned or part of a Native American
tribe and other parameters. Participant questions were
addressed as they came up during completion of the
38-question survey.
Results were analyzed as the surveys were completed
to provide initial results. From these results, some
respondents were selected for follow-up interviews.
The participant’s survey responses were used to guide
these interviews.
Establish Survey Demographics and Population
The initial population of 1,355 domestic properties was
drawn from Casino City’s U.S. gaming business directory,
which includes the full range of gaming properties, from
the largest Las Vegas casino to the smallest local bingo
operation. The properties were broken into categories
based on estimated gaming stations at each.
Corporate relationships among the properties noted above
were identified to produce a list of 67 organizations that
were invited to participate in the industry survey. This
population included casinos operating in large markets and
in smaller regional markets, riverboat casinos, racetracks
with casino operations (racinos), and tribal casinos.
The companies selected also represent a large range
in the scale of their operations, from major operators
headquartered in Las Vegas to entities with a single
gaming property. Finally, the companies selected also
have properties hosting a large range of casino operations
including slots, table games, poker, sports wagering,
and bingo. All targeted organizations were invited to
participate in the industry survey.
Emails containing the survey link were sent to the
invited participants with an explanation of the study.
Twenty-three organizations responded, representing
245 associated properties with more than $30 billion in
combined revenues. The organizations operate properties
in 22 of the 40 states that have legalized gambling.
Surveys and Interviews with Key Industry Participants
As described above, these companies also presented
different compliance approaches through both centralized
and de-centralized compliance teams. Several casinos in
the survey also provided detailed statistics on the number
of CTRs and SARs filed and the number of patrons banned
due to suspected money laundering or terrorist financing.
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Relationships with Key Law Enforcement
and Regulator Contacts
To acquire an external perspective on casino AML
compliance efforts, EY conducted interviews with
regulators and law enforcement agencies. These
professionals could comment on areas in which the
gaming industry has contributed to law enforcement
efforts, how SARs and CTRs are used, and what industry
actions and policies are most useful to law enforcement.
The survey team consisted of various ex-law enforcement
and ex-regulators with, combined, over 80 years of
experience with their agencies and Top Secret Clearance.
While at their agencies, these professionals spearheaded
terrorist financing investigations, led task forces, including
the Organized Crime Task Force and the Foreign
Terrorist Task Force (FTTTF), and conducted largescale investigations into Racketeer Influenced Corrupt
Organizations (RICO).
This access provided the research study with a unique
perspective of law enforcement methodologies and
regulatory oversight. Importantly, the research study
utilized an expansive network of individuals who are still
working at these agencies. In total, information from 26
different law enforcement agents and regulators from
23 different agencies or field offices was collected. This
provided a unique perspective into the gaming industry’s
compliance with regulatory requirements and impact to
law enforcement.

3. Analyze Data and Survey Results
The results from the survey and participant interviews
were combined with data from various regulators, law
enforcement agents, and trade groups, and statistics on
regulatory filings (CTRs and SARs) and banned patron
data from eight major casino operators.

4. Reporting and Results Analysis
Analysis was performed of the U.S. gaming casino
industry and casino AML programs and compliance
enhancements made over the last ten years. In addition,
advancements related to the three key recommendations
from the FATF’s 2006 report were analyzed. The objective
of the analysis was to highlight areas of strength and
enhancements implemented across gaming company
AML compliance programs and, in comparison with
applicable U.S. standards, best practices and the prior
recommendations from the FATF.
Ernst & Young LLP looked closely at the degree to which
the gaming companies comply with all applicable and
relevant AML regulations and standards, in addition to
any potential areas of non-compliance. All results from
the various sources and analysis were compiled into this
report used for discussion. The results were compared
to the objectives to identify any potential gaps in the
research compiled. Gaps were addressed through followup discussions with industry participants as required.
Finally, the draft report was finalized, along with key
findings for publication.
The survey platform provided real-time reporting of
results to help quickly identify areas where follow up
was needed. At the conclusion of the study, descriptive
statistics and graphical data representation to help
visualize and understand trends and patterns in the data
were created and detailed below.
In total, the research study was a combination of
proprietary AML knowledge, industry research, an
industry survey enhanced with detailed interviews, and
law enforcement and regulator viewpoints to develop a
complete AML view of the gaming industry.

For further validation, the results from all parties were
compared to the industry and regulator reports.
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Source Research Documentation
FinCEN SAR Activity Reviews

Other FinCEN Guidance

•

2006 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 10

•

FinCEN SAR FAQ

•

2007 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 12

•

•

2008 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 13

FinCEN SAR Bulletin Suspicious Activity Reported by
Casinos Aug 2015

•

2008 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 14

•

FinCEN SAR Guidance for Casinos Dec 2003

•

2009 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 16

•

2010 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 17

•

2010 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 18

•

2011 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 19

•

2011 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 20

•

2012 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 21

•

2012 Oct – SAR Activity Review Issue 22

•

IRS Examples of Gaming Investigations FY13

•

2013 May – SAR Activity Review Issue 23

•

IRS Examples of Gaming Investigations FY14

FinCEN – Casinos and Card Club Activity

Other Government-Issued Documents
•

National Money Laundering Risk Assessment June
2015

•

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Worldwide
Threat Assessment

•

U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment

IRS Investigations and Data

•

IRS Examples of Gaming Investigations FY15

•

SAR Activity Report (FinCEN Form 102) Casinos and
Card Clubs 1 Aug 96 – 31 Dec 06

•

IRS Statistical Data – Gaming

•

SAR Activity Report (FinCEN Form 102) Casinos and
Card Clubs 1 Jan 03 – 31 Dec 12

•

Industry Guidance

•

•

SAR Filing Trend Analysis

AGA Best practice guides and industry risk
assessments - December 2014

•

2015 April - Section 1 – Casino and Card Club SARs

•

FATF 2006 Report

•

2014 July - Section 1 – Casino and Card Club SARs

•

FATF Risk-Based Approach Guidance for Casinos
2008

•

2013 May - Section 3 – Casino and Card Club SARs

•

FATF Vulnerabilities of Casinos and Gaming Sector
2006

FinCEN SAR Stats Reports
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Corporate Documents – 10K

•

5 Feb 2006 - SAR Stats Issue

•

6 May 2006 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Boyd Gaming Corporation

•

7 Nov 2006 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Caesars Entertainment Corporation

•

8 June 2007 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – MGM Resorts International

•

9 Feb 2008 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Penn National Gaming Inc.

•

10 May 2008 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Pinnacle Entertainment Inc.

•

11 Nov 2008 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Station Casinos

•

12 July 2009 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Tropicana Entertainment Inc.

•

13 Jan 2010 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Wynn Las Vegas LLC

•

14 June 2010 - SAR Stats Issue

•

2014 – Wynn Resorts Limited

•

15 Jan 2011 - SAR Stats Issue

•

16 May 2011 - SAR Stats Issue

•

17 May 2012 - SAR Stats Issue

•

18 May 2013 - SAR Stats Issue

•

SAR Stats Issue 1 – July 2014

•

SAR Stats Issue 2 – October 2015
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Regulatory Enforcement Actions & Civil Money Penalties
•

The Tonkawa Tribe of Oklahoma, Tonkawa, Oklahoma

•

The Lower Sioux Indian Community D/B/A/ Jackpot
Junction Casino Hotel, Morton, Minnesota

•

Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort for Significant and
Long-Standing AML Violations

•

Tinian Dynasty Hotel & Casino for Egregious AML
Violations

•

FinCEN Bars Casino Official from the Financial
Industry

•

Caesars Palace Settlement for Lax AML Controls on
High Rollers

In the News
•

U.S. Fines Pacific Island Casino Operator $75 Million
for Anti-Money-Laundering Violations – Wall Street
Journal

•

Caesars Entertainment Money Laundering
Allegations Could Cost Operator Millions in Fines –
Casino News

•

Caesars nears deal over anti-money laundering
lapses – Fortune

•

Amid U.S. probes, Caesars poaches top money
laundering expert – Reuters

•

U.S. Treasury warns casinos on illegal sports betting
– Reuters

•

Las Vegas Sands resolves laundering case with $47
million deal – CNN Money

•

Sands, U.S. Reach Money-Laundering Accord – Wall
Street Journal

•

AML Compliance Expectations Unabated - Fines,
Enforcement Actions and a Deferred Prosecution
Agreement Against Banks, Money Transmitters and
Casinos Underscore Evolving Expectations – JD Supra
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State Licensing Requirements
Below, please find a listing of the key information and
data points collected as part of the state licensing vetting
process. For a complete copy of the application, refer to
http://iagr.org/multi-jurisdictional-application.

Casino Licensing Due Diligence Checklist
Personal Data
• Name, home/ mailing address, business address,
contact information, date of birth, alternate names,
and distinguishing features.
Color Photograph (Taken within the last 6 months from
date of application)
Citizenship and Passport Information
• Date and place of birth, country of birth, passport
number, country of issue, place and date issued, and
expiration date.
Residence Data
• For the past 15 years or since age 18, whichever is
less, listing of all addresses, date of residence, status
of own or rent, and name, address and telephone
number of landlord or mortgage, bond holder.
Family/ Social Data
• Date and place of marriage; name, date of birth,
phone number, address and occupation of current
spouse.
•

Name, date and place of marriage, date of birth,
date and jurisdiction of annulment, separation,
divorce, divorce case number, and present address of
previous spouses.

•

Name, date of birth, birth place, and address for all
children, step-children, and adopted children, and the
amount of support, if dependent.

•

Names, dates of birth, address, phone number and
occupations of parents, parents-in-law, all former
parents-in-law.

•

Names, dates of birth, address, phone number
and occupations of siblings and of their respective
spouses.

Offices and Positions
• Dates, title or position held, name and address of
firm, and compensation received for all offices,
trusteeships, directorships or fiduciary positions held
with any firm, corporation, association, partnership,
or other business entity during the last ten-year
period.
•

Employment and Licensing Data
• Name, employer information, to and from dates, title
held, supervisor name, and reason for leaving for all
employment held during the past 20 years or from
age 18, whichever is less.
•

Dates of discharge, employer information, supervisor
name, and reason for discharge for all discharges,
suspensions or instances where applicant was forced
to resign.

•

Dates, employer information, and title / position of
all compensated employment held by spouse during
the past 12 months.

•

Dates, capacity, nature of trust or other fund, and
income received if spouse served as a trustee or
fiduciary officer in any capacity during the last
twelve-month period. Include all information on
reason for removal, if applicable.

•

Name on license, license type, dates, names of
licensing organization and disposition of application
of all previous applications of gaming and nongaming licenses applied for and held. Also include
disclosure of any direct ownership interest in any
group, firm, corporation, partnership or other
business entity that has applied to any licensing
agency. Information on denial, suspension,
revocation, or conditions, if applicable.

•

Date, name and addresses of business, current
business status, percentage of ownership, names and
addresses of other owners, and state, providence
and country of organization or incorporation of any
group, firm, partnership corporation, or any other
business where applicant has had an ownership
interest of 5% or more during the past 20 years, or
since age 18, whichever is less.

•

Name of licensing agency or commission, date
of appearance, nature of hearing, and whether or
not testimony was given for any instance where
applicant or spouse was called to testify, or
otherwise participate in a hearing or proceeding
before licensing agency or commission.

•

Name, relationship, name of business and address,
and business telephone of any family members
who are associated with or employed in any form

Military Service Data
• Dates of service, country, branch, rank, serial service
number.
•

Date and type of discharge or separation.

•

Past trials or charges by military court martial.

Educational Data
• Beginning with secondary school (high school),
listing of the name, address, description, degree
or certification obtained, date of attendance and
graduation information of each school, college,
graduate or post-graduate school attended.
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Dates, title or position held, name and address of all
government positions and offices, whether salaried
or unsalaried, held during the last ten-year period.
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of casino or gaming / gambling-related operation
or that have an ownership interest in any alcoholic
beverage entity in any jurisdiction.
Civil, Criminal, and Investigatory Proceedings
• Date, location, nature of charge, name and address
of law enforcement agency or court involved,
disposition and sentencing information of any arrests
or charges of crime in any jurisdiction.
•

•

Name and address of governmental agency or
organization involved, nature of proceeding, and
date of any criminal indictments, of any complaints
that have been filed but for which applicant was not
arrested or indicted.
Name and address of court or other agency, nature
of proceeding or investigation, whether testimony
was given, testimony date and time period of
investigation, of any investigations conducted by
any governmental agency or organization, court,
commission, committee, grand jury, or investigatory
body, or if applicant had ever been subpoenaed to
appear or testify before said organizations.

•

Name, relationship, nature and date of charge or
offense, name and address of law enforcement
agency or court involved, disposition, and sentencing
information of arrests or charges of any crime or
offense of spouse, children, step-children, or adopted
children.

•

Date filed, name and address of court, docket or
case number, other parties to suit, nature of suit,
disposition and date of disposition of any lawsuits or
arbitration in the past 15 years.

•

Name and type of entity, approximate date of
lawsuit, arbitration, bankruptcy, and location where
action was filed if applicant was associated as
an owner, officer, director, or party of a general
partnership, business venture, sole proprietorship, or
closely held corporation that has been a party to a
lawsuit, arbitration or bankruptcy in the past 15 years.

•

Governmental agency, organization, nature of
charge, date, and disposition of any citation, charge,
or accusation of any violation of a statute, regulation
or code of any local, county, municipal, provincial,
federal or national government.

•

Gaming / Gambling agency, and date and reason
for exclusion if applicant has ever been barred or
otherwise excluded from any form or type of casino
or gaming/ gambling-related operation in any
jurisdiction.

Financial Data
• Net Worth Statement of Assets and Liabilities
•

Cash in Bank

•

Loans, Notes and Other Receivables

•

Securities

•

Real Estate Interests

•

Cash Value - Life Insurance

•

Cash Value - Pension/ Retirement Funds

•

Vehicles

•

Other Assets

•

Notes Payable

•

Loans and Other Payables

•

Taxes Payable

•

Mortgages of Liens Payable on Real Estate

•

Loans Against Insurance or Pension Plans

•

Any Other Indebtedness

•

Contingent Liabilities

Signature on Statement of Truth

Vehicle Operator Data
• All current motor vehicle operator licenses
(automobiles, motorcycles, airplanes, boats,
recreational vehicles, etc.) issued in any jurisdiction.
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Appendix D

Survey Tool - Details on Structure & Implementation
SNAP survey software was utilized for the data collection
component of the survey effort. The SNAP Surveys
company provides survey software and web-based survey
services to a wide variety of organizations worldwide.
SNAP Surveys was independently audited and certified
by Bureau Veritas as being compliant with ISO 27001, the
internationally recognized gold standard for information
security systems. Per the ISO website, “ISO 27001 assists
organizations in the development of an information
security management system that is integrated,
comprehensive and incorporates globally-recognized
best practices.” 32
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Ernst & Young LLP ran SNAP’s online survey management
system on its own servers to maximize data security. Due
to the proprietary nature of many of the AGA survey
questions, any personal or company information gathered
as a direct or indirect result of the AGA questionnaire
remains confidential. The confidentiality of survey
responses is protected by a secure website, using up to
256-bit encryption. All responses are housed on a limitedaccess server. Any reported information or findings from
the survey or any resulting analyses were aggregated such
that no individual, project, program, facility, or company
was identifiable. Ernst & Young LLP also pledges not to
share any respondent information with anyone other than
the respondent unless that data is publicly available or the
respondent’s prior permission has been secured in writing.
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Exhibit 31

Hunter Litigation Chambers

File No: 1027.107

March 17, 2021
BY EMAIL
PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL

Ersnt & Young LLP
personal information

Attention:

Bob Boyle
Senior Manager, Assurance
Services, Forensic &
Integrity Services

Dear Mr. Boyle:

Re:

AML Practices in Other Jurisdictions (Point in Time)
Commission of Inquiry into Money Laundering in British Columbia (the
"Inquiry")

In connection with your privileged and confidential engagement by us in this matter we are
providing the following redacted copies ofBCLC documents produced and/or, where
indicated below, entered as publicly accessible exhibits in this Inquiry, as set out below via
Sync.
(a)

A document describing BCLC's PGF program, entitled "PGF Due Diligence
Process" is enclosed as Schedule A (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Affidavit #1 of
Daryl Tottenham made October 30, 2020 ("Tottenham Affidavit"), Ex. 16);

(b)

A Source of Funds form dated October 2009 for use in the opening of the PGF
account during the pilot project phase is enclosed as Schedule B (Produced as
BCLC0016819 in the Inquiry);

(c)

A copy of a redacted email recording the date BCLC placed its first patron on
sourced cash and chip conditions in November 2014 is enclosed as Schedule
C (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 6);

(d)

A copy ofBCLC's email to service providers dated August 5, 2015 setting out
the terms of the conditions is enclosed as Schedule D (Inquiry Exhibit 148:
Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 45);

Hunter Litigation Chambers Law Corporation

personal information

K. Michael Stephens
direct:

email:
www.litigationchambers.com

1740862-2
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(e)

A redacted copy of the BCLC letter to service providers placing 3 6 further
patrons on cash conditions in September 2015 is enclosed as Schedule E
(Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 8);

(f)

A copy of BCLC' s protocol for interviewing patrons dated April 2015 is
enclosed as Schedule F (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 46);

(g)

A copy of an email to BCLC investigators attaching BCLC's operational plan
for Priority One Interviews dated September 15, 2015 is enclosed Schedule G
(Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 9);

(h)

Public copies of a selection of redacted BCLC patron interviews are enclosed
as Schedule H (Inquiry Exhibit 149: Affidavit #2 of Daryl Tottenham made
October 30, 2020);

(i)

A copy ofBCLC's STR Reduction Initiative dated May 2016 is enclosed
Schedule I (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 49);

(j)

A copy ofBCLC's protocol and directive dated October 2016 is enclosed
Schedule J (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 4);

(k)

A copy of the BCLC directive on the Source of Funds Receipting
Requirement of January 2018 is enclosed as Schedule K (Inquiry Exhibit 148:
Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 90); and

(1)

A copy of BCLC's directive dated March 2018 de-risking MSBs is enclosed
Schedule L (Inquiry Exhibit 148: Tottenham Affidavit, Ex. 54).

Yours truly,
Hunter Litigation Chambers

KMS/bbtd
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Player Gaming Fund (PGF) Due Diligence Process
Prepared by: BCLC AML Unit
Date: 2017 Oct 06

The following outlines the process for when a Player Gaming Fund (PGF) is opened at a casino.

Player:
1. Requests to open a PGF account with a minimum authorized deposit type of $10,000 which the
casino will hold in trust for gaming purposes only

Casino Employee:
1. Verifies Identity of Player who provides Government issued photo identification
2.

A PGF application form is filled out collecting information (Name, Address, Telephone,
Occupation, Company Name)
3. The authorized deposit type is verified by the employee as one of the following :
•

Bank Draft/Certified Cheque/Electronic Funds Transfer from a regulated financial
institution (Office of Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) definition),

•
•

Verified Win Cheque or a Return of Funds cheque from a Canadian Casino
Debit card transaction

•

Cash or Chips from a Verified Win issued at the same casino to the same patron

•
Cash sourced as a withdrawal from the credit card kiosk at the casino
Cash sourced from a financial institution with a same day receipt
•
4. A declaration of source of funds is completed
5. The player's name is searched against the (OSFI) Terrorist List
6. An incident is logged in the Provincial casino incident management system as 'New PGF Account'

BCLC Investigator:
1. All information is reviewed to insure the casino employee followed the policy and procedures
(Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures Section : 3-8.3 Cage Patron Gaming Funds Accounts)
2. If any discrepancies are noted follow up is conducted with casino employee
3. Upon confirming all steps have been followed, comments are entered into the Provincial casino
incident management system's 'New PGF Account' incident

BCLC AML Unit:
1. A 'New PGF Account' incident alert from the Provincial casino incident management system
2.

notifies the AML unit by email
AML Analysts review the incident and collected information to conduct the following open
source queries using the name/occupation/company name of the player:

•
•

Internal databases (Salesforce/Playnow)
Global Adverse Media, Politically Exposes Persons (PEP) and other Intelligence lists

•
•

Global Company Records
International Court Cases (USA, Hong Kong, UK, Australia, New Zealand)

•

Canadian Court Cases
Canadian Tribunal Hearings

•
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•

BC Company Registry

•
•

BC Criminal Courts
BC Civil Courts

•
3.

Ad hoc Internet Searches (online occupation queries, company, socia l media)
All confirmed associates to player from the queries mentioned above are checked for activity in
the Provincial casino incident management system . If found, the associates are queried in BC
Criminal Courts.
If anything adverse is found warranting a request to the RCMP. An additional request is sent to
the RCMP to confirm organized crime or gang activity or other criminality.
The incident in the Provincial casino incident management system is updated stating that due
diligence has been completed .
All find ings are saved on BCLC's network
Adverse findings are escalated to BCLC AML managers who will determine next steps. One of
which includes issuing a 5 year Undesirable Provincial Ban under the authority of the Gaming
Control Act- Right to refuse Entry Sec 92 (b) .

4.
5.
6.
7.

DECLARATION OF SOURCE OF FUNDS
Casino:

Amount of Deposit:

Account Number:

Patron Information
Name
Address

Occupation (Occupation must describe the Patron's Occupation specifically, such as "Real Estate Agent" or
"Plumber" . Vague business titles alone cannot be accepted.)

Residency Status

D

Canada Resident

Identification:

Source of Funds

•

Other

Passport Number:

(i.e. investment; inheritance; casino play; employment earnings; sale of business;

earnings from business - include details.)

Patron's description of the source of all funds being deposited:

Source of Dunds Declaration
I hereby declare that I am not involved in any criminal or money-laundering activity and the funds
that are and will be held on the above mentioned account are clear and are not derived from any
illegal activities.
Patron Signature

X
Cage/Cashier Supervisor (Signature, Print Full Name, Print Full Position Title, GPEB#)
X
Date:
October 2009

BCLC0016819
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PERSONAL INFO
To:
PERSONAL INFO
Dolinski
From:
Jim D. Lightbody
Sent:
Thur2014-11-27 3:52:11 AM
Subject: Re: Kesi Wei

PERSONAL INFO
Monica B
o h ~; Susan

""))
Thanks Brad, well done.

Sent from my Black Berry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
-- -- - - - - -~
-·- -- -- -·- - - - From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Wednesday, November 26, 2014 7:18 PM
To: Monica Bohm; Jim D. Lightbody; Susan Dolinski
Subject: Kesi Wei
-

- - --

----

-

-

This VVIP tried to come into the RR with $SOOK after being spoken to twice about using cash
originating from our person of interest. The RR has declined to accept the cash and he departed. He also
said he had a large amount of chips but was advised he could use them if he verified source. All LMD
Casinos have been advised not to accept cash from this person and he will be banned from cash play at
our Casinos until interviewed by BCLC investigators .
Sent from my BlackBerry IO smartphone on the TELUS network.
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PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO

PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO

PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO

PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO

Good morning,
This morning certain conditions were imposed on a list of 10 Casino Patrons which I have attached to this
ema il. Their iTrak profiles will be shortly updated.
All players on the list are no longer perm itted to buy-in at any BC Casino w ith any "un -sourced" cash or
gam ing chips until further notice.
BCLC has attempted to contact all 10 players to arrange an interview with each patron to inform them of the
conditions and discuss certain recent activity which has resulted in these conditions. Unfortunately at this
time due to sensitivity I am not at liberty to discu~s that activity further.
Below are the following conditions to be Imposed effective IMMEDIATELY:
1/ Un-sourced Cash and Chips
If any of the players on the list decides to buy-in using cash (any amount), this buy-in must be
accompanied by a withdrawal slip from an accredited financial institution showing the same date as the
attempted buy- in.
If any of the players on the list decides to buy-in with gaming chips, the site must be able to show that
the chips were the resu lt of a previous verified w in, otherwise they will not be accepted at this time until
BCLC has conducted a player interview.
No player on this list can accept any cash or chips (either sourced or un -sourced ) from any other
persons at any time . Eg no "chip passing" of any kind
Please note the above applies to al l transactions, regardless of amount
2/ Bank Drafts
If any of the players on the list make a deposit Into their PGF Account using a bank draft, the following
restrictions apply:
- Bank Draft must be from an accredited financial institution
- The player must be able to show that the Bank Draft is derived from their own bank account, and must be
made payable to the Casino accepting the deposit
Any deviation from the above cond itions, may result in immediate additional measures, including sanctions
such as possible suspension or outright prohibition of the players gaming privileges.
As we value our business partnership with all our players, it is critical that all Service Partners assist in

BCLC0008927
001 f"'nnnon">7
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ensuring these conditions are followed without exception . BCLC will continue to reach out to all players today
in the hope of alleviating the need for any future sanctions.
As always we appreciate the assistance of our business partners.

If there are any comments or questions pl ease feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience and I will
attempt to answer as much as I am able .
Thank you for your cooperation
Regards

Ro::,~ Altie1so11 ( 'AM S

Director. AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtua l Way , Vancouver, BC . VSM 0A6
_ _ _ _ 604 225 6488
T PERSONAL
_
C PERSONAL
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PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO
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INFO
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TottenhamPERSONAL INFO
PERSONAL INFO

From:
Ross Alderson
Sent:
Fri 11/09/2015 8:12:49 PM
Subject: BCLC Request for assistance - Casino Patrons RESENT
List of players Sept 11 2015.pdf
Letter to SP Sept 11 2015.pdf
Hi, there appears to have been an issue with outlook and some among you have not received the previo us
ema il. I have resent to all just to be safe .
There is also a t hree letter acronym on the top of the player list in the last email. There has been specu lation
around the meaning of the acronym
which refe rs to a BCLC Interna l investigation file number. I would
appreciate if you did not share that file number with staff to avoid any confus ion or specula tion and please
black out the reference, or prefe ra bly use the new edited player li st above.

Many thanks

Good morning,
Please fi nd attached a letter regarding conditions to be placed on a small number of Casino Players.
Also attached is a list of the players involved.
The letter outlines what the conditions are and the rationale.
I appreciate this may have a significant impact to your business and is not a decision made lightly.
I apologize fo r not be ing able to convey this news in pe rson but I wanted to assure everyone was notified at
the sa me time and it is a time sensi tive matter.
It is BCLC's desire to interview these players and we would ask for your assistance in facilitating t hat if
possible. We encou rage any player on th is list to contact BCLC Consumer Services on 1-866-815-0222 or email
th rough http.// corporate. bclc.com/customer-su pport. htm I
to schedule an interview so we can ensure we have the appropriate resources including translation services.
Investigators will be available from Monday September 14, 2015 .
I appreciate if you can make you r operational staff aware of the conditions.
Many thanks for your cooperation .

Rc:is. A.rlerc.0 11

(; A

:s

Director. AML & Operational Analysis

BCLC0004504
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Corporate Security and Compliance Di vision , BCLC
2~
y. Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
PERSONAL

PERSONAL

T-c •
• - · ;· 604 225 6488
INFO
INFO
PERSONAL INFO

BCLC0004504
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BCLC0004505
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11 Sept 2015

RE: BCLC Direction to BC Gaming Service Providers

Good Morning,
Today certain conditions are to be imposed on a small number of Casino Patrons.
The list of patrons is attached in a separate PDF document attached to this email.

b>ele
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The iTrak profiles of these players will be updated shortly. This list includes the previous
list of patrons from my email dated August 5, 2015 .
All players on the list are no longer permitted to buy-in at any BC Casino with any "un sourced11 cash or "un-sourced" gam ing chips until further notice.
BCLC continues to use a sound evidence based approach to all player activity. Decisions
made regarding the player behavior of the players on this list are made unique to each
individual player and/or circumstance. They align with both BCLC's Anti Money
Laundering Program and with BCLC's key values specifically, Social Responsibility and
Integrity.

/ :M1J •.Jutu-t• 1l11r_,
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Below are the following conditions to be imposed effective IMMEDIATELY:

Un-sourced cash and Chips
•

If any of the players on this list wish to buy-in using cash (any$ amount), this
buy-in must be accompanied by a withdrawal slip from an accredited financial
institution (including from an ATM) withdrawn within 2 Business days of the
attempted Casino buy-in.

•

If any of the players on this list wish to buy-in with gaming chips, the site must
be able to show that the chips were the result of a previous verified win,
otherwise they will not be accepted until BCLC has conducted a player interview
to ascertain the origin of those chips .

•

No player on this list will be able to accept any cash or chips (either sourced or
un -sourced) from any other persons while in a facility at any time. Eg: no " cash
passing or chip passing" of any kind.

•

No player on this list will be allowed to dictate game play to a third party while
in a Gaming Facility.

Please note the above applies to all transactions, regardless of amount. We would
strongly encourage players to utilize the cash alternative options available to them .

~
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Any deviation from the above conditions may result in immediate additional measures,
including possible suspension or outright prohibition of the players gaming privileges.
We value our business partnership with all our players. It is critica l that all Service
Partners assist in ensuring these conditions are followed without exception. It is equally
imperative for the integrity of this industry that we discourage all our players from using
funds which are potentially borrowed from unknown or unfamiliar sources.
When there are reasonable grounds to believe players are willingly associated with
criminality they will be banned outright. When there are reasonabl e grounds to believe
players may be un-wittingly associated with criminality, they will be banned from buying
in with any un-sourced financial instrument until the source of that instrument can be
reasonably confirmed as legitimate.
BCLC Investigations will attempt to contact all players to arrange an interview with each
patron to discuss the activity which has resulted in these conditions .
NOTE: All patrons who have been interviewed previous ly wi ll not be required to be
interviewed. Any players on this list who are currently banned or VSE will not be
interviewed until the ban/VSE has expired .
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As always we appreciate the assistance of our business partners.
PERSONAL

PERSONAL INFO
Please feel free to contact me at o
if
INFOn - or via email on
there are any comments or concerns and I will attempt to answer as much as I am able.

Thank you once again for your cooperation
Regards

Ross Alderson
Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC
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Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming, BCLC
Rob Kroeker
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
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BCLC Investigations Protocol for
Educating, Warning, Sanctioning or
Barring Patrons
April 16, 2015

Prepared By:
BCLC Corporate
Security & Compliance
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Implementation Date:

April 16, 2015

Corporate Security &
Compliance

RE:
BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning, Sanctioning or Barring
Patrons

BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning, Sanctioning or Barring
Patrons
When the behaviour, activity or conduct of a patron:
-

is considered a risk to his or her safety or the safety of others;
is considered unacceptable or suspicious in nature;
is inconsistent with anti-money laundering strategies.

and a decision is made to escalate action to be taken to correct the behaviour, activity or
conduct, a BCLC Investigator will make a verbal notification to the Service Provider
representative that has been identified to BCLC by the Service Provider as the main Point of
Contact for the purposes of this protocol.
Note: If the behaviour, activity or conduct il, or possibly is, unlawful in nature, the required
notification will be made to the appropriate Law Enforcement agency and this protocol is not
applicable.
Note: The Service Provider should identify a main Point of Contact with a designate(s) to allow
for the necessary notification to be communicated in a timely manner.

Subsequent to the verbal notification, the BCLC Investigator will follow up with an email
notification to the Point of Contact and designate(s).

eele
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Course of Action Options
Depending on the circumstances, the following are possible courses of action:
1. Service Provider Session with Patron to Educate is appropriate when :

The patrons behaviour, activity or conduct is not considered serious in nature
and/ or there is no or limited previous history.
2. Service Provider Session with Patron to Warn

The patron's behaviour, activity or conduct is minor in nature and reasonable
efforts have been made to educate, or a session to educate is not appropriate .
3. BCLC Investigator Interview of Patron to Educate

The patron's behaviour, activity or conduct is minor in nature and the Service
Provide r has had a session(s) to educate the patron or the Service Provider
chooses to have the BCLC Investigator have the session to educate the patron or
a session to educate by the Service Provider is not appropriate.
4. BCLC Investigator Interview of Patron to Warn

The patrons behaviour, activity or conduct is such that a warning is appropriate
for the circumstances and/ or a Service Provider session(s) to educate was
unsuccessful and/ or a session(s) to educate by BCLC Investigator was
unsuccessful.
S. Immediate barring from gambling pending an interview by a BCLC Investigator

The patron was previously educated and/ or warned on the behaviour, activity or
conduct and /or the behaviour, activity or conduct is considered serious in
nature.
6. BCLC Sanctions that could possibly be imposed:

Not permitted to play with un-sourced chips.
Not permitted to play with un-sourced funds.
Requirement to open and utilize a Patron Gaming Fund account.

fDele
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7.

BCLC Provincial Barring up to five (5) years

Reasonable efforts have been made to educate the patron and/or a previous
warning or warnings did not correct the behaviour, activity or conduct, and/or
the circumstances are considered egregious.

Notification by BCLC Investigator to Service Provider
When a BCLC Investigator makes the initial notification to the Service Provider Point of Contact
(SP POC) and designate(s) about an identified issue with the behaviour, activity or conduct of a
patron, the notification will include:
- a description of the issue with as much detail as possible and appropriate;
- what course of action is considered appropriate by BCLC.
Notwithstanding the above, when the notification is made and when appropriate, a
consultative process can be exercised by the SP POC and BCLC Investigator to determine the
appropriate course of action.
The BCLC Investigator will share with the SP POC as much informat ion as possible that can be
shared without compromising the integrity of the investigation or breach the patron's privacy.

Course of Action
Session with Patron to Educate

When the course of action is to educate the patron, the BCLC Investigator will:
- request that an SP representative (SP Rep.) conduct the session to educate; or
- advise that a BCLC Investigator will conduct the session to educate.
The option is availa ble to the SP POC to choose not to be involved in the process to educate the
patron.
By Service Provider - When the course of action is for the patron to be educated by a SP Rep,
the session to educate will take place on the next occasion when the patron is on site or as
soon as is practicable.
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Note: As soon as is practicable is defined as the earliest appropriate opportunity for both the
patron and the Service Provider without unreasonable or unjustified delay.

The session to educate will be documented in CRS (iTrak) by the SP Rep . detailing the discussion
with the patron and what if any acknowledgement of the issue and commitment to comply was
made by the patron .

By BCLC Investigator -When the course of action is for the patron to be educated by a BCLC
Investigator, the session to educate will take place as soon as is practicable.
Note: As soon as is practicable is defined as the earliest appropriate opportunity for both the
patron and BCLC Investigator.
When the session to educate by the BCLC Investigator is to take place:
-

-

The SP Rep. will be requested to identify an appropriate room that will ensure privacy.
The SP Rep. will be requested to approach the patron and request attendance to meet
with the BCLC Investigator.
The SP Rep. will not be included in the session unless specifically requested by the BCLC
Investigator. However, there may be occasion when a patron requests the presence of a
SP Rep. during the session with a BCLC Investigator; in these situations the BCLC
Investigator will determine if having a SP Rep. present as an observer is appropriate and
or practica I.
If the BCLC Investigator is unable to make arrangements beforehand for an interpreter, if
necessary, a request will be made to the SP to assist with providing an interpreter.

The session to educate will be documented in CRS (iTrak) by the BCLC Investigator with details
of the discussion with the patron and what if any acknowledgement and commitment to
comply was made by the patron.
Note: The CRS (iTrak) may in some cases have restricted access.

In addition to documenting in CRS (iTrak), the BCLC Investigator will provide the SP POC with an
email summary.

Repeat a Session to Educate

On each occasion when deciding on a course of action, the circumstances will be assessed on a
case by case basis and an available option can be to repeat a session to educate.
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Session with Patron to Warn

When the course of action is to warn the patron, the BCLC Investigator will:
-

request that a SP Rep. conduct the session to warn; or
advise that a BCLC Investigator will conduct the session to warn.

The option is available to the SP POC to choose not to be involved in the process to warn the
patron.

Service Provider session with patron to warn

When the course of action is for the patron to be warned by a SP Rep, the session to warn will
take place on the next occasion when the patron is on site or as soon as is practicable.
Note: As soon as is practicable is defined as the earliest appropriate opportunity for both the
patron and the Service Provider without unreasonable or unjustified delay.
A session to warn involves advising the patron that to continue the behaviour, activity or
conduct could result in:
-

A Service Provider site barring.
A Service Provider imposed sanction.
A BCLC Provincial barring up to S years.
A BCLC imposed sanction ,

The session to warn will be documented in CRS (iTrak) by the SP Rep. detailing the discussion
with t he patron and what if any acknowledgement of the issue and commitment to comply was
made by the patron.

BCLC Investigator session with patron to warn

When the course of action is for the patron to be warned by a BCLC Investigator, the session to
warn will take place as soon as is practicable .
Note: As soon as is practicable is defined as the earliest appropriate opportunity for both the
patron and BCLC Investigator.
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A session to warn involves advising the patron that to continue the behaviour, activity or
conduct could result in:
-

A BCLC Provincial barring up to 5 years.
A BCLC imposed sanction.

When the session to warn by a BCLC Investigator is to take place:
-

-

The SP Rep. will be requested to identify an appropriate room that will ensure privacy.
The SP Rep. will be requested to approach the patron and request attendance to meet
with the BCLC Investigator.
The SP Rep. will not be included in the session unless specifically requested by the BCLC
Investigator. However, there may be occasion when a patron requests the presence of a
SP Rep. during the session with a BCLC Investigator; in these situations the BCLC
Investigator will determine if having a SP Rep. present as an observer is appropriate and
or practical.
If the BCLC Investigator is unable to make arrangements beforehand for an interpreter, if
necessary, a request will be made to the SP to assist with providing an interpreter.

The session to warn will be documented in CRS (iTrak) by the BCLC Investigator with details of
the discussion with the patron and what if any acknowledgement and commitment to comply
was made by the patron.
In addition to documenting in CRS (iTrak), the BCLC Investigator will provide the SP POC with an
email summary.
Note: The CRS (iTrak) may in some cases have restricted access.

Repeat a Session to Warn
On each occasion when deciding on a course of action, the circumstances will be assessed on a
case by case basis and an available option can be to repeat a session to warn .

BCLC Investigator Interview
When the behaviour, activity or conduct of a patron is or possibly is identified as an Anti-Money
Laundering associated risk and it is necessary to satisfy the requirements of FINTRAC
regulations and guidelines, BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance will direct a BCLC
Investigator to conduct an interview ofthe patron.
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Patron Interview objectives may be to determine:
-

source of funds, and or;
employment /company, and or;
other information as needed.

Subsequent to the interview, the following are possible outcomes:
-

patron is permitted to continue play
sanctions/ restrictions
BCLC Provincial barring

BCLC Provincial Barring pending an interview by a BCLC Investigator
When a patron has been previously educated and or warned about behaviour, activity or
conduct, and or the behaviour, activity or conduct, is serious or egregious in nature, an
assessment will be performed by BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance.
BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance will determine if the patron will receive an immediate
BCLC Provincial barring pending an interview by a BCLC Investigato r to prevent a recurrence or
continuance of the behaviour, activity or conduct in question .
When a patron receives a BCLC Provincial barring pending an interview by a BCLC Investigator,
if a BCLC Investigator will possibly not be available to conduct the interview when the patron is
in attendance at t he site, direction may be given to the Service Provider to allow the patron to
gamble if:
-

the patron commits to not repeat the behaviour, activity or conduct that resulted in the
barring, and;
the patron must agree to contact the BCLC Investigator as soon as possible; and
the Service Provider will provide the patron with the name and number of the BCLC
Investigator the patron is to contact to schedule an interview .

BCLC Provincial Barring
When a patron has been previously educated and o r warned about behaviour, activity or
conduct, and or the behaviour, activity or conduct, is serious or egregious in nature, an
assessment will be performed by BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance.
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Affidavit #2 of D. Tottenham
Sworn October 30, 2020

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO MONEY LAUNDERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Honourable Mr. Austin F. Cullen, Commissioner
AFFIDAVIT
I, Daryl Tottenham, of2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, British Columbia, SWEAR THAT:
1.

I am the Manager, Anti-Money Laundering ("AML") Programs for British Columbia
Lottery Corporation ("BCLC"), a participant in this Commission of Inquiry (the
" Inquiry"), and as such, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters hereinafter
deposed to, save and except where such facts and matters are stated to be made upon
information and belief, and as to such facts and matters I verily believe them to be true.

2.

I swear this affidavit to provide evidence to the Commission of Inquiry into Money
Laundering in British Columbia pursuant to a summons issued to me pursuant to the
Public Inquiry Act.

Patron Interviews
3.

Described below and attached as exhibits to this affidavit are copies of summaries of
interviews conducted by BCLC and produced by BCLC in this Inquiry.

4.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "1" is BCLC0009459, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2019.

5.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "2" is BCLC0009460, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 23 , 2019.

6.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "3" is BCLC0009461, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 8, 2017.
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./7.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "4" is BCLC0009462, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 30, 2015.

8.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "5" is BCLC0009463 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 24, 2019.

9.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "6" is BCLC0009464, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 13, 2018.

10.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "7" is BCLC0009465, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 4, 2017.

11 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "8" is BCLC0009466, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 24, 2017.

12.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "9" is BCLC0009467, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 21 , 2019.

13.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "10" is BCLC0009468, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 17, 2017.

14.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "11" is BCLC0009469, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 28, 2015.

15.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "12" is BCLC0009470, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 13 , 2018.

16.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "13" is BCLC00094 71, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 4, 2016.

17.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "14" is BCLC0009472, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 27, 2018 .

18.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "15" is BCLC0009473, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 28, 2016.
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19.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "16" is BCLC0009474, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 23, 2017.

20.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "17" is BCLC00094 75 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 11, 2016.

21.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "18" is BCLC0009476, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 8, 2020.

22.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "19" is BCLC0009477, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 1, 2019.

23.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "20" is BCLC00094 78, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2016.

24.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "21" is BCLC0009479, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 15, 2017.

25.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "22" is BCLC0009480, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 13, 2019.

26.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "23" is BCLC0009481, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 17, 2019.

27.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "24" is BCLC0009483, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 30, 2015.

28.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "25" is BCLC0009484, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 2, 2017.

29.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "26" is BCLC0009485, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 24, 2019.

30.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "27" is BCLC0009486, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 18, 2019.

-431.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "28" is BCLC0009487, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 21, 2017.

32.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "29" is BCLC0009488, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 17, 2019.

33 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "30" is BCLC0009489, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 14, 2015 .

34.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "31" is BCLC0009490, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 11 , 2015.

35.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "32" is BCLC0009491, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 14, 2015 .

36.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "33" is BCLC0009492, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2015.

37.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "34" is BCLC0009494, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 23 , 2018 .

38.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "35" is BCLC0009495, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 25, 2017.

39.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "36" is BCLC0009496, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 16, 2016.

40.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "37" is BCLC0009498 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 25, 2016.

41.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "38" is BCLC0009499, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 30, 2015 .

42.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "39" is BCLC0009500, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 4, 2017.
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43.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "40" is BCLC0009501 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 10, 2018 .

44.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "41" is BCLC0009502, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 21, 2017.

45.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "42" is BCLC0009503 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 23 , 2019.

46.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "43" is BCLC0009504, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 18, 2019.

47.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "44" is BCLC0009505 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 24, 2017.

48.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "45" is BCLC0009508, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 2, 2019.

49.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "46" is BCLC0009509, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2019.

50.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "47" is BCLC0009510, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 9, 2018.

51.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "48" is BCLC0009511 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 29, 2016.

52.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "49" is BCLC0009512, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 3, 2017.

53 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "50" is BCLC0009513 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 20, 2019.

54.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "51" is BCLC0009514, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 16, 2015.
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55.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "52" is BCLC0009515, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 20, 2016.

56.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "53" is BCLC0009516, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 18, 2016.

57.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "54" is BCLC0009517, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 30, 2015.

58.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "55" is BCLC0009518, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 14, 2017.

59.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "56" is BCLC0009520, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 2, 2017.

60.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "57" is BCLC0009521, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 12, 2016.

61 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "58" is BCLC0009522, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 23 , 2019.

62.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "59" is BCLC0009523, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 30, 2018 .

63.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "60" is BCLC0009524, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 9, 201 7.

64.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "61" is BCLC0009525, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2017.

65.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "62" is BCLC0009526, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 17, 2016.

66.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "63" is BCLC0009528, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 17, 2019.
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67.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "64" is BCLC0009529, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2016.

68.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "65" is BCLC0009532, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 23, 2017.

69.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "66" is BCLC0009533 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 24, 2015.

70.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "67" is BCLC0009534, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 12, 2015.

71.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "68" is BCLC0009535 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 24, 2015.

72.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "69" is BCLC0009536, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 10, 2018.

73.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "70" is BCLC0009537, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 29, 2017.

74.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "71" is BCLC0009538, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 6, 2019.

75.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "72" is BCLC0009540, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 5, 2018.

76.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "73" is BCLC0009541 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 29, 2016.

77.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "74" is BCLC0009542, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 7, 2019.

78.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "75" is BCLC0009543 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 22, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "76" is BCLC0009544, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 2, 2017.

80.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "77" is BCLC0009545, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 7, 2015 .

81.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "78" is BCLC0009547, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 10, 2016.

82.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "79" is BCLC0009548, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 28, 2017.

83.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "80" is BCLC000955 l, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 23 , 2018.

84.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "81" is BCLC0009552, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 30, 2017.

85.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "82" is BCLC0009553, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 25, 2019.

86.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "83" is BCLC0009554, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 15, 2017.

87.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "84" is BCLC0009555, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 25 , 2017.

88.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "85" is BCLC0009556, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 25, 2016.

89.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "86" is BCLC0009558, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 31, 2019.

90.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "87" is BCLC0009559, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 18, 2018.
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91.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "88" is BCLC0009560, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 4, 2016.

92.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "89" is BCLC0009561 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 27, 2017.

93 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "90" is BCLC0009562, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 4, 2017.

94.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "91" is BCLC0009563 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 24, 2018.

95.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "92" is BCLC0009564, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 15, 2017.

96.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "93" is BCLC0009565 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 27, 2017.

97.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "94" is BCLC0009566, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 4, 2019.

98.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "95" is BCLC0009567, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 8, 2016.

99.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "96" is BCLC0009568, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 26, 2016.

100.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "97" is BCLC0009570, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 8, 2017.

101.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "98" is BCLC0009572, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 19, 2019.

102.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "99" is BCLC0009573 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 28, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "100" is BCLC0009574, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 10, 2017.

104.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "101" is BCLC0009575, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 23 , 2019.

105.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "102" is BCLC0009576, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 30, 2019.

106.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "103" is BCLC0009578, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 9, 2016.

107.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "104"

IS

BCLC0009579, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009580, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated August 29, 2016.
108.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "105"
patron interview summary dated September 25, 2015.

109.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "106" is BCLC0009581 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 18, 2016.

110.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "107" is BCLC0009582, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 11, 2019.

111.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "108"

IS

BCLC0009583, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009584, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated January 11, 2019.
112.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "109"
patron interview summary dated September 12, 2015.

113.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "110" is BCLC0009586, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 1, 2019.

114.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "111"
patron interview summary dated March 6, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "112"

IS

BCLC0009588, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009589, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009590, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 15, 2019.
116.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "113"
patron interview summary dated October 22, 2015.

117.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "114"
patron interview summary dated January 17, 2019.

118.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "115" is BCLC0009591, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2017.

119.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "116" is BCLC0009592, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 5, 2017.

120.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "117" is BCLC0009593, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 28, 2019.

121.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "118"

IS

BCLC0009594, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated April 4, 2017.
122.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "119" is BCLC0009595, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 6, 2015.

123.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "120" is BCLC0009596, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 27, 2017.

124.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "121" is BCLC0009597, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 6, 2018.

125.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "122" is BCLC0009600, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 22, 2019.

126.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "123" is BCLC0009601, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 20, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "124" is BCLC0009603, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 14, 20 15.

128.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "125" is BCLC0009605, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 19, 2018 .

129.

Attached collectively to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "126" is BCLC0009606
and BCLC0009571 , a BCLC patron interview summary dated February 19, 2019 with
attachment.

130.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "127" is BCLC0009608, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 6, 2017.

131.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "128" is BCLC0009609, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 25, 2015 .

132.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "129" is BCLC0009610, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated April 20, 2016.

133 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "130" 1s BCLC0009611, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 31, 2019.

134.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "131" is BCLC0009612, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 16, 2016.

135.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "132" is BCLC0009613 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 23 , 2019.

136.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "133" is BCLC0009614, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 20 17.

137.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "134" is BCLC0009615, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 12, 2017.

138.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "135" is BCLC0009616, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 21 , 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "136" is BCLC0009617, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 7, 2019.

140.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "137" is BCLC00096 l 8, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 27, 2018.

141.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "138" is BCLC0009619, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 11 , 2015 .

142.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "139" is BCLC0009620, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 5, 2017.

143 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "140" is BCLC000962 l , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 1, 2016.

144.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "141" is BCLC0009622, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 18, 2017.

145.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "142" is BCLC0009623 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 22, 2018.

146.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "143" is BCLC0009624, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 29, 2015 .

147.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "144" is BCLC0009625, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 11 , 2015.

148.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "145" is BCLC0009626, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 25, 2018.

149.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "146" is BCLC0009628, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 4, 2015.

150.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "147" is BCLC0009630, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 3, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "148" is BCLC0009632, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 11, 2015.

152.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "149" is BCLC0009633, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 15, 2018.

153 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "150" is BCLC0009634, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2015 .

154.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "151" is BCLC0009635, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 11 , 2015.

155.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "152" is BCLC0009636, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 19, 2018.

156.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "153" is BCLC0009637, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 21, 2015.

157.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "154" is BCLC0009638, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 20, 2018.

158.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "155" is BCLC0009640, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 12, 2015 .

159.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "156" is BCLC0009641 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 23, 2019.

160.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "157" is BCLC0009642, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 15, 2016.

161.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "158" is BCLC0009643 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 12, 2017.

162.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "159" is BCLC0009644, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 9, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "160"

IS

BCLC0009645, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009646, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009647, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009648, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009649, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 15, 2019.
164.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "161"
patron interview summary dated April 9, 2019.

165 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "162"
patron interview summary dated October 5, 2016.

166.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "163"
patron interview summary dated December 5, 2019.

167.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "164"
patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018 .

168.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "165" is BCLC0009650, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018.

169.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "166"

IS

BCLC0009651, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009653, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018.
170.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "167"
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2015.

171.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "168" is BCLC0009655, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 23, 2018.

172.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "169" is BCLC0009656, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 27, 2019.

173.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "170" is BCLC0009657, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 24, 2017.

174.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "171" is BCLC0009658, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 22, 2018.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "172" is BCLC0009660, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 8, 2018.

176.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "173" is BCLC0009661, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 17, 2017.

177.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "174" is BCLC0009662, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 4, 2018.

178.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "175" 1s BCLC0009663, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 13, 2016.

179.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "176" is BCLC0009664, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 13, 2017.

180.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "177" is BCLC0009666, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 18, 2018

181.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "178" is BCLC0009667, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 23 , 2016.

182.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "179" is BCLC0009668, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated April 27, 2017.

183.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "180" is BCLCOOl 2939, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 27, 2016.

184.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "181" is BCLC0012941, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 21, 2016.

185.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "182" is BCLC0012943, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 4, 2016.

186.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "183" is BCLCOOl 2965, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 9, 2016.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "184"

IS

BCLC0012966, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012971, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated April 29, 2016.
188.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "185"
patron interview summary dated October 2, 2017.

189.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "186" is BCLC0012973, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 14, 2017.

190.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "187"

IS

BCLC0012976, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012979, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012981, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated July 13, 2017.
191.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "188"
patron interview summary dated June 28, 2017.

192.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "189"
patron interview summary dated May 17, 2017.

193.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "190" is BCLC0012985 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 1, 2017.

SWORN BEFORE ME at Vancouver,
British Columbia, on 30/10/2020.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

.aULlA E. ROOS
eamster & SolldtOI
Hunter Llt\gatlon Cham~treet
Suite 2100. 1040 W~t;::~ 1
Vancouver,

4
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1

This is Exhibit " l.
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commis o r for taking Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)

2

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-04
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (Chairman's Room)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
• •

t I

I ...

•

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-Feb-25 BCLC- Patron is banned pending interview with BCLC AML unit. Please
advise patron to contact the Consumer Services line at
to arrange for
an interview date and time. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs.
Recent LCT Activity:
3 LCTs in total (all in 2019).
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $17 ,725.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $23,200.00
The focus of the interview will be facilities .
Occupation: Student
Redactcc Patro1 lnte··v1ew
m lnfc1mal on
Company:
ldenll~

recent suspicious activities within BCLC
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History:

•

No incidents before 2019-JAN ; since this date, 6 incidents.
Received a cash delivery at River Rock x 2 (same date).
Disrespects barrings.

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

IN20190013458, 2019-FEB-24, River Rock-cash delivery
Discussion Points:

Cash delivery

sow
Addresses/contact info
Associates
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's Canad ian address; patron gave address for
den· fy ng
but Encore Card list .. Rccac·c: d Pa•r::m l n'er11r.w
on
• With whom is patron staying while in Canada?
• Patron's phone number? (Encore list RecaC'ed Pa'"On ln:erv1ew
2. Clarify occupation as "student".
• What is patron studying?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Parents? Parents' employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
4. Associates in Vancouver?
• Show •
•
lnf~rmat

..

•'

'

I

0
0
0
0

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldentifyi ng Information

0

5. IN20190013458, 2019-FEB-24, River Rock-cash delivery
• From where doesllilacquire gambling funds?
• How many times haSl!llhad cash delivered to him?
o From whom?

Reda:::led Datrcn I nterv e\\
lden11fy ng nformr:1t101
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•
•

o From which business?
o Contact information?
How much did RRCR19-08788 delive- Cash/chips?
How many other times ha~used RRCR19-08788's services?
o Driver's identity? Contact information?
o How did llfirst meet RRCR19-08788?
o How much has he received from RRCR19-08788 to date?

Fees/rat.
. orrowed to gamble?
From whom ha
· borrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

6. How much money ha

•
•

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by
interview:

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

.resides at
He has never resided at the address on file in .

during the

keda:::leJ t-'atro n
lntcrJ1cw oe n· f 11

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Occasionally.stays the night at the River Rock Resort Hotel despite not
too far from the casino.
- llJllopts to stay at the casino hotel if he is playing late so that he does not go
~e and disturb his roommate.
- . .also admits that he is lazy and sometimes it is just easier to stay at the
casino hotel than go home after a late night of gambling.
~

~arding the incident at River Rock on 2019-FEB-24 (IN20190013458) where
-went to a black Honda van on two occasions and appeared to possibly
receive a cash delive-ecalls going to the van in the afternoon.
friend nameclfkj?I made multiple orders from the van's driver for
goods scillincluded his own order as well;lllordered two (2) bags of
· t h'os and three (3) packages of cigarettes.
embers going to the van on this occasion because the driver commented
hat he noticedlil,,d been wearing the same clothes repeatedly and
that the driver could take .. out shopping for clothes if he wanted.

-

- Illa
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- lilll:laced the pistachios in his right pant pocket and the cigarettes in the right
pocket of his hoodie because he always carries his black zipper wallet in his left
hoodie pocket.

-m

1as used the delivery services of a black van on multiple occasions.
The driver is known as someone able to get a variety of products for sale/delivery
~ding Chinese junk food and cigarettes.
- B does not know the driver's name but he calls him "big/older brother" in
Chinese; the driver is about thirty (30) years old.
- The driver is contacted through WeChat; llllwas unable to provide the
investigators evidence of previous conversations in WeChat with the driver as
-WeChat has been hacked and he has since had to create a second
account without most ofal contacts, including the driv~e van.
- .first learned of this driver through word-of-mouth from . . friend ....
-. •--·l""'!lwww1n·ervt€\\'
not gamble).
- •
met the driver some time in 2017 after Chinese New Year, but does not
know more details than that.

recalls the buy-in he made in the afternoon of 2019-FEB-24 that was for
- .Ej80; he recalled that he bought-in with $50s and $20s.
- already had these funds on his person because clMhad come from his
~clll!llilphonetic), who is a gamer and who owe ·:· · money .
. . nacrpr'eviously borrowed Chinese currency worth $6,200 CON from
to
~nter a gaming competition ; to date .•
still owes~bout $2 ,000.
- Ill made another buy-in on the afternoon of 2019-~24 that came from funds
he had taken from his Chinese credit card in the form of a cash advance through
an ATM at River Rock Casino; he had taken these funds prior to this gaming date
and had the funds with him already on his person.
- At no time ha. . .ver borro_
gamble or received a cash delivery,
~ding from the driver of the 1fj( · van discussed during the interview.
-showed the investigators his four credit cards, three (3) of which were Union
Pay Chinese credit cards , which are not accepted at the cage in BCLC gaming
facilities.
According t o l l although he has not maxed out his credit card limits, the
Chinese government puts controls on how muc~e can take from cash
advances off of credit cards in foreign markets;. has reached this threshold
and is therefore no longer able to take cash advances off his Chinese credit
cards .

II

Ii_

-

cannot specifically recall the second visit he made to the black Honda van on
the evening of 2019-FEB-24 at River Rock.
He recalls one visit when he was ei!Mg with the driver about procuring
uncle in China;-showed the
Canada Goose jackets on behalf o .:
investigator (LEE) his text messages with his uncle regarding his request for
Canada Goose coats.
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The driver of the-van said he could get the coats, but he would not ship
them to China;~~Uid be responsible for the transportation of the coats to
China as the driver did not want to take the risk of paying for the shipment and
then potentially the shipment not reaching the destination.
- lill:jid not order any coats and has not gone back to the driver to discuss the
matter.
- - a s shown a photograph of RRCR 19-08788 (SID:26237fil who has been
van (license plat. .
previously associated with the
believes, but cannot be 100 percent certain , that the individual in the photograph
is the same person who he met driving the van.
On 2019-FEB-24, the driver of the van had his hair slicked back.

1Blnlftli•

Redacted - Patron Interview

- •
-

recognized a photograph of
as a fellow patron at River
Identifying Information
Rock.
··
does not know •
name, but knows tha- is from Beijing.
" · did not reco nize a hoto of

On one (1) occasion.used the services of a money services business
(MSB).
He received money via IMPORTRANSACT CAPITAL, at 118-5951 No.3 Road ,
Richmond , BC , V6X 2E3 (London Drugs),
WeChat itc-canada.

Investigators' comments:

At no time during the interview did .display any examples of deception. He provided
fulsome responses to the investigators' questions, when he was not sure of an answer
he said so and he displayed no physical behaviors to indicate that he was hiding the
truth or providing untruthful responses.

Ii™i
~i iMil1 •
p)!£ ·j Jifjit+Jf(jtnd
mj~il~liN.iver
18 I

This is the third interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to the Honda Odyssey

Rock casino (see interview of
In his interview on 2019-MAR-05,
was able to confirm that the RRCR19-08788 (SID:262375) , is in fact the same
person whollllnows to be the driver of a black Honda van and who is known tclill
Pa•·c n 1n·erv1t-w
as cen· fyn g ln'orma·con
~ecac-ed

It should also be noted that in all three interviews, the patrons have each commented on

Ill procuring and delivering random goods.

BCLC is unable to confirm or refute~ explanation that he happened to already have
cash on his person when he went in~ van on 2019-FEB-24. That being said, as
mentioned above, there were no signs during the interview thatlilillNas being
dishonest.
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•
gaming privileges have been re-instated although he has been placed on sourced
cash/chip conditions.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

8

This is Exhibit " -'2.- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Com

ssio er for taking Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-AUG-23
Interview Time : 10:00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , LAM
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language: Mandarin
Conditions:

2019-AUG-14****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-AUG-14***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:

277 LCTs in total since 2008-0CT-15. 16 LCTs in 2019, all since 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl : $2,643,510.00
FX: $90,726.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $11,400,426 .00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,155,465.00
Current PGF balance (as of 2019-AUG-21 ): $60,000
Current $5000 chips held : 0

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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The focus of the interview will beBllsource of wealth .
Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:

85 incidents total
2 Exchanges cash/chips (1x2017-JUL; 1x2013-MAY)
22 UFTs (17 x substantiated (related); none in 2019)
1 year VSE Enrollment (2018-MAY 3 to 2019-MAY-03)
Civil Courts:
(Name match to former name, not confirmed.)
201
Supreme Family Law Proceedings
2005, Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information - Supreme Family Law Proceedings
Recent Activity:

2019-AUG-14 - BCLC Prohibition violations at Parq
IN20190030295, 2019-MAY-06, Parq
o M•eopened PGF account with $20,000 bank draft.
IN20180027575, 2018-MAY-03, River Rock
o Voluntary Self Exclusion Enrollment (1 year)
IN20180024715, 2018-APR-21, Parq
Redactea Patro1 Interview
Information
o .::
· assisted a cash pass between
o .
. arrived to the site with $167 ,000 in chips with no LCT record.
IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
.. .
o BAO suspected to provide ~inanc.ial facili_...., game play
o BAO was observed to receive chips fro11 ·. ·
lden 11 ~y1ng

Discussion Points:

SOW/SOF
Associates
notably cash/chip passing
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Who owns this home?
• Does she rent or own it?
• With whom does she reside?
• Any other addresses? Wh were these provided?
0
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0

Redacted

Patron nter.tew Identify ing lnfo·mation

2. Confirm phone number
3. Recent whereabouts? Back so soon after enrolling in VSE?
4. All sources of wealth?
•
•
•
•

Spouse? Family?
Property? Other?
Previous Employment? Business ventures?
Assets?
o Vehicles?
o Investments?

5. From where d o e - acquire the funds she uses to gamble?
• Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?
• Which banks doeslllluse? Joint accounts? With whom?
o Records show drafts from TD , CIBC
o Which branches does she visit most for drafts (Records show drafts
purchased from West Van and Yaletown locations)
• What money does she use for gambling? (Does she set money aside
specifically for gambling?)
• Can she explain why always small bills ($20 bills)?
6. How many chips does she have in possession?
• Kept at home? SOB? Purse?
• Why does she bring chips home and don't cash them out?
• Re: IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
o Showed up to~aming table with $167K in chips however
records showllBdeposited $1 OSK into her PGF for CPV that day.
She was seen was $1000 chips however CPV records indicated
she didn't receive any - where are they from?
7. ••associates?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(IN2018-0_
.. . 5/IN20180024006 2017-APR-20 to 2018-APR-21, Parq)
Re::lactec P<itro·1 lnte
lnf31 m c1t1c1 1
How does
know
?
Re::lactea Patr::n
,
How did : · .meet
n 1n'Jrn1al on
Does ~he know how doe~ow1:·· ?
·
D o e - hang out w i t h - often .
Known since when?
How doe··
· : contact-and
What is tHe na ure o~ati- withMinW
o M'Mstated she works fo -. - , what kind of work?
111e1J

ld~nt1'y111g

ln1e~,11ew

ldent1~

lit?
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Why hire her? How much and how does she pay her?
Is she aware thatW:film rarely plays but would buy-in? What does
Ill know about her?
• Re: IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
o Arrived t~no with
was already there earlier in
the day), deposited 2 drafts from 2 different banks purchased
on the same day ($95K from TD , $1 OK from CIBC) - why different
banks?
1
• How does she kno~
• Re: IN20170071997, 2017-DEC-18
o illlwas handed a cheque and bank draft fromllwhich she put
ffo?e[ ourseyayhe aamifw table . What were the cheque/draft for?
_
1
1

o
o

• E.f% &H.i!IH.ifi'f
..

¥1M!!!!H~~,e!!~ ·~~!'''

•
•
•

How does she know - Re: IN20110002949, 2011-JAN-20
o-:
. ceived $60,000 of $20 bills in a shoebox/white bag from
What are the source of these funds?

8. How much money ha:Rborrowed to gamble? Ha-lent money to others
to gamble?
•
•
•

From whom h a s . borrowed/lent money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
Re: IN20170071997, 2017-DEC-18
o Showed up to~aming table with $167K in chips however
records show . . deposited $105K into her PGF for CPV that day.
She was seen was $1000 chips however CPV records indicated
she didn't receive any - where are they from?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
Reaac·ed

Pa' on 1n•erv1eV'.' lde1rrfy ng

ln'crma' on

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:

- ill changed her last name from

Reda:tcd

Patron

Inter 11ew aen• fyt lQ

' in 2017 after her current

husband, whom she officially married in 2015.
- -resides atl·l-·!m·ml·li·ml·I·llililllBDlmlq
husband and herself. She previously resided at
10 years ago).

over
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- ••esides with her 3 children (approximate ages 20, 14 and 4 year old) and
husband (PR since 2017, travels between Canada and China). Her parents and
in-laws would visit from China occasionally.
-

husband owns shares in financial investment companies in China.
Specifically, the businesses involves trades and mutual funds. She mentioned he
is in the process of selling shares/businesses and plans to move to Canada
permanently.

-B

li

moved back to Beijing in 2004 and officially returned back to Canada
anently in 2016. While she was residing in China between 2004 and 2016,
would come back to Canada for short visits, and gamble at the casino.

11-

- li'J!• is primarily financially supported by her husband . She also has a part-time
job receiving commission for referring clients to her real estate friend,
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
since 2015. She receives
one cheque annually for the year's referrals (approximately $70-80k/year). She
stated she receives T4's and files the commission as personal income
accordingly to CRA.

- MiWbanks with CIBC and TD . She mentions she primarily uses CIBC and
occasionally use TD. She presented CIBC debit card when asked and she didn't
have TD debit with her. All accounts are solely owned by her and that her
husband would wire funds to her from China.
- -states she doesn't have any chips in her possession at the moment. There
were previous instances when she did take chips home because the buy-in
process is very time-consuming, however no longer takes chips as she loses
them outside the casino .
When asked about having large quantities of $20 bills, she explained they were
accumulated from China, from foreign exchange companies when in Canada and
other forms of repayment in cash (non-casino related). •would bring CAD
cash from China when she travels back and forth, and would use foreign
exchange companies for cash. When asked what foreign exchange companies
she used or how she exchanges currency (i.e. physical RMB to CAD or
wire/transfer in for cash), she couldn't recall any company names (vaguely
mentioned they were located in Richmond and Burnaby) and that she didn't
remember the process as it was a long time ago.
Repayments would have been personal loans to friends for down payment and
they would pay her back in cash. It wasn't clear how she lends the funds, but
briefly mentioned they were friends from China but she was repaid when in
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Canada. She had no preference for type of bills and was given $20 bills. She
also mentions she gets cash regularly to pay for household services such as
cleaning and lawn services, and that was the preferred method of payment. She
also did comment that bringing $20 bills to the casino would be easier than to
deposit at the bank.
- -

mentioned many times she is a "recreational player. " All the funds she uses
to gamble were her own money and that her husband is aware but does not fund
her gambling. She has never borrowed money from anyone for gambling
purposes. She did mention she had "helped people out" before, but was repaid
and no form of interest was ever involved.

- 11111 enrolled in Voluntary Self Exclusion (VSE) for a 1 year period (2018-MAY03 to 2019-MAY-03). She explained she enrolled out of impulse when she had a
bad experience with the casino staff and did not want to return for a while.
In regards to IN20180024006---rought in 2 drafts (one from TD and one
from CIBC) totaling $105,000. When asked why from 2 separate banks, she
explained most likely one account did not have enough funds therefore had to
purchase 2 separate drafts.
-

.1.n regards to IN20170071997 lllwas handed a c . e and bank draft from
llWhich she put into her purse at the gami.e.
explained she works
for her real estate friend, whom compensate . .: . · for the referrals .1111
resented a hoto of a draft she had received showing payer as
···
··
was also presented headshot photo of
whom she identified as the same person .

callifi

•
was presented a headshot photo of · · ·
· ..... ·
She
identified her and
the name · · ·.
explained her knew
RJ89from knowing _-.
husband , whoPJ.Wfi all met back when they
led at Edgewater Casin_o.-stated ··:. : is like ~ little sister to her.
xplained that becaus91i11 is a smaller player, · ·
ould offer to help
ith daily tasks to assist her while - i s busy gambling. :
ou Id go
pickup friends from the airport (her referrals for her part-time reai' estate job),
drive her childre.ck up grocer!es. There is no official compensation for
what she does but ·
would treat MR to dinner and pay her back a little
more than what · ·. · · quoted her for groceries.

fi

- MIM was presented a head shot photo o-Mll!auaua.m•lfili!• She

~

identified him and calls him by the nam1 ..
She described their
relationship as a friend whom she met through mutual friends in Canada . He
resides in China and would visit Canada annually. She explainedllhas not
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visited Canada for over 2 years as his businesses (wood materials industry) in
China were not doing well , however plans to visit later this year.•M11entioned
- a l s o ran errands forlll such buying items for his wife and children in
China. He wou-eml•$10-20k CAD cash to spend. When asked what
kinds of items,
mentioned mostly high-end cosmetics and beauty
supplements.
In regards to IN2~1.8002!p.sj.was suspected to have assisted a cash
pass between MR anc
explained all three of them were gambling
together, and-was sitting in betweenlfJimf•and lllWwas not . w e l l
and wanted to chase his losses however he had no more cash on hand. ·. .
would have spotted him but she knew the cash she had wouldn't be enil for
his level of play, and lfJ.l•happened to have money left from helping ···· buy
items of his family. • mentioned she tried to warn them about passing cash to
each o t - tables as it can be viewed n . i
ely, however without any
warning, ... . placed the handful of cash on .~· . thigh andllil reached over
and grabbed it.

?ii

Wi,W'*@Hf.Um.

- - w a s presented a head shot photo of
She
iden~im and calls him by the name
explained she had
met-over 10 years ago at the casino. She described him as a poor
newcomer to Canada, who slept in his friend's garage. She mentioned , give his
situation, she helped him out invitinjhim over for dinner and have him help fix
things around the house (her'f?ll ·tl!home) when needed. She referred to
him being a little brother to her and that when she decided to move to China in
2004, she offered him to go with her so she can help him find a job in China.
•@W 1eclined and explained he wanted to stay in Canada as it wasn't easy to
come over in the first place. Since then, she explained they drifted apart but
would try to stay in touch. While she was residing in China, she heard through
mutual friends thallll had "made it big, " that in a matter of years, he started
businesses with friends, got married, had 3 children and bought a house. When
· stated she did not know. It
asked what type of businesses s12ecifically•· .
should be noted that when aske< . . for ·. · s full name, she could not recall
either.
In regards to IN20110002949 --was passed a white bag f~
containing a shoe box wit~-·00 worth of $20 bills, in which-used'"to buyin at the time. When aske
how she acquired the $60K in $20 bills (without
mentioning the cash pass), she explained most of the funds were from her
husband and it was left over cash from paying household services. She also
mentioned cash could also be an accumulation of cash consolidated from her
physically bringing over from China when she visits and leftover from for~
exchange companies. When specifically asked about the shoe box f r o m -
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she explained this happened too long ago and she doesn't remember such
details. This presents a discrepancy as based on information provided.
would have still resided inMIMM(or have already moved back to China) and
earlier in the interview, she briefly mentioned household services were only
R:eoac·c d Pa'"on 1n·er11ew
needed at her current home located in
:ient fyng lnf"crma· on
- ll.1/llwas asked about her knowledge of private casinos and whether she has
ever attended one. She responded she has never been however was
approached by strangers at the casino for her interest. She explained they tried
to tempt her by explaining there would be no lengthy buy-in processes or cash
restrictions, however she was not interested. Given her lack of interest, she was
not told where they are located.
Investigators' comments:
The interview of initiated a~was referred as being "uncooperative" when asked for
source of funds when she attended Parq Casino on 2019-AUG-14. • attended her
interview with BCLC at the River Rock casino on 2019-AUG-23 as scheduled.
WheRlarrived for the interview, she appeared calm with minor signs of
nervousness. There was a slight delay with getting access to the interview room
howeveMMdid not seem impatient. At the start of interview, before any official
questions were askedltm immediately explained that if we were not to setup this
interview today, she intended to meet with BCLC to clarify some questions she had.
She explained that "many of her friends" have been recently "disappearing" from the
casino due to "being investigated, " and she wanted to know why. She mentioned that
through conversations with casino personnel, they were not clear and wanted to reach
out directly to those "who make the rules ," whom was referred by casino personnel as
BCLC .
After going through all the interview questions, -as able to provide reasonable
mentioned she is very forgetful , she forgets things from last
responses for most. •
week, let alone from years ago-was assessed to have some moments where she
might have been dishonest. When asked about how she acquires large quantities of
cash, she was unable to provide a clear answer-initially stated she had to get
cash from foreign exchange companies to pay for household services as it takes time
for her husband to wire funds from China, however did not fully disclose what funds she
used to exchange. She then later said funds are from husband because husband is the
primary provider for household expenses. There seems to be some details she was
reluctant to share.
Her relationship withEll•also presented many discrepancies as she explained they
were once really close friends like siblings however could not recall his last name. When
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asked about the cash pass (IN20110002949), she states she does not remember the
details and source of cash does not appear to align based on time frame .
At the end of the interview, the topic of her "disappearing friends" was revisited . When
asked to provide names of the friends , she was reluctant to share. When asked about
her behavior at the casino , she explained that she was unhappy with how casino
personnel approaches her with questions about her husband. She also mentioned that
she does not want to disclose personal information to casino personnel as they are
seen to be "gossipy and untrustworthy."lili'llconcluded that she was relieved to learn
that BCLC is here to protect and not to be antagonized for "getting rid of her friends ."
As a result of the interview, it was determined tha-does have a source of her own
personal income from real estate referrals that can support her play. She is also
financially supported by her husband . . .was absent from the casino due to her
enrollment in VSE and recently returned with no recent incidents of concern was
notified by BCLC that her tempoli barring was removed and can return to the casino
will remain on full source cash/chip conditions.
for gaming as of 2019-AUG-23.
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This is Exhibit " -3- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Com issio
for taking Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia
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BCLC IS 1§1§1¥i!l.l·E!@'l'§Effiijijfl!! !.E

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-JUN-08
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location: fl~{p[ii'l~tekf°{@l,X~'l~l
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA and COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

-

play was suspended pending interview due to SOW concerns.
Instructions from BCLC Manager of AML Unit:
1- No further gaming at any BC site pending interview with the AML unit to determine

sow.

2- Obtain plus/minus data forll
3- Conduct an OSI NT on her and see if there is anything on file for her.
4- When we interview her she will need to bring in some bank records and /or information
that will source her cash and failing to do so may result in cash conditions which in her
case we will include slot play.
Recent Activity:

Ill has generated 225 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-JUN.
On 2017-JUN-05
her SID profile:

Ila play was temporarily suspended with the following comment added to
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2017-JUN-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is suspended from gaming
pending an interview with BCLC AML unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs.
lllwas approached by staff (I N20170032322:illl stated that she does not have a spouse,
she does not work, she just stays at home.
Plus/Minus data fa.as of June 6th, 2017:
Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 1:30 PM
Subject: RE: Slot Encore Card 2258081
Here is the summary of carded play.

2017
2016

Coin-In
$7,637,916.09
$11,569,082.68

Coin-out
$7,533,675.70
$11, 103,042.74

Casino Win
$104,240.39
$466,039.94

The account was created March 23, 2016.

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC .
•

occupation as a "Housewife" does not aid in establishing SOF or SOW.

History:
llltias been attached to Found Money, Jackpot, Customer Complaint and-was the victim
in a Theft from Others incident.
. h a s disbursements valued at approx. $7,350, 164.40 in (225) Large Cash Transactions
within 3 years.
Bdoes not have a Patron Gaming Account at any of the (8) different sites she attends.

Occupation:
Housewife

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source of income including how U
and where the business is located and what

she has been working there

ms role or job title is.

2
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4. Educate her with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Encouragellilto open up a PGF Account.
6. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

BCLC Conditions: None
Interview Results:
Investigators had previously arranged to meet withlllin front of the main gaming floors
cashier at River Rock at 1300hrs on 2017-JUN-08.
Investigators were monitoring the cashier area from the investigators office and spotted
waiting in front of the cashier. While investigators were walking downstairs to m e e t - ·
BEEKSMA called River Rock surveillance to update that we would be interviewing
· ·
was
temporarily set as banned in the casino reporting system pending interview.
When arriving at the cashier a security officer and slot shift manager were-king wittillJI
Unaware she was there to meet with investigators staff were approaching . o ask her to
leave.
lllwas quite upset at this and was very vocal with investigators as she was escorted through
the hotel lobby and up to the private room in the VIP Salon.
Initially when we arrived in the private roorrlllwas quite hostile and questioned what right we
had to ask her these questions, what is the policy we are following and what she had done to
bring her to our attention now, after gambling for over 3 years.

II

Investigators explained to . h e role BCLC plays in BC Casinos, listed the stakeholders
(service provider, BCLC , GPEB and FINTRAC). BCLC's reporting obligation to FINTRAC was
clearly explained t<m . Investigators drew multiple comparisons to CON Banks to helpill
better understand our requirements.
COUSINS showed-the FINTRAC website and pointed out the guidelines for casinos
reporting of financiaMransactions.
Enhanced COD and KYC requirements were explained to lland she was informed that based
on her level of play and occupation she had been placed into the enhanced due diligence
category which was the reason for the meeting.
Oncellilunderstood what investigators were trying to accomplish and the Federal legislation
we are required to adhere to, she began to open up and be more cooperative .
llllconfirmed that she owns the home on Redacte:I Patron ,terv ew tdent1y1ng lnfo·r1a110n
o She added that she moved to Canada in 2007.
o She bought the home as it was close to a good school that her son would
attend.
o Her son is presently going to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
o Other than her son who visits for a couple weeks at a time she is alone in
Canada.
:;... lladvised she is a retired la~er.
o She ran a law firm in811MUIZ China (near the border of China and Hong
Kong).
o She specialized mostly in patent law and litigation.
1

:;o..

3
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IRll!llJlis a very technology centric area of China
comparable to the "silicon valley" in California.
The law firm employs more than 100 people and is one of the biggest in

o i!llixplained that
o

•· .:·

11'.!LE

also has a background in technology which is why she likes the slot
manager.
~ lllexplained she is very methodical with her gambling and almost always plays the
"Lotus Flower" machines. She believes the machines in the high limit slot areas pay out
better.
o Most of the money she wins on jackpots she puts back into the machine.
o She doesn't care about the money she plays slots to keep her mind sharp.
o llllstated that most of the money she is putting into the machines is money she
was paid out (either credits won while playing the slot or jackpots won) .
o She will often begin her play by redeeming credits that she has earned on her
~re Card.
o -likes to stay with one slot game and learn how it works, be comfortable that
she understands all of the intricacies of the machine.
o llllgambles around three days a week.
~also added that she is in control of her spending and knows when to quit if she hits
an unlucky streak.
o

Interpreter required: No.spoke English throughout the entire interview.

BCLC Conditions:

01-

The investigator has removed the suspension of play fromlls profile and updated her
occupation to Lawyer (retired) .
At this time there are no restrictions or conditions
casino profile.
Investigator Comments:

lnitially8Nas ready for a confrontation (the phone call placed by LEE to arrange the interview
suggested she would be) but once investigators were given the opportunity to educate her on
reporting requirements she began to open up and provided the required information.
At the conclusion of the intervie-apologized for her confrontational behaviour. She
explained that as a retired lawyer she was skeptical as to who we were and why we needed this
information. Investigators were invited to speak to her whenever we need to now that we have
established a relationship.
Although the "coin in, coin out" numbers above appear substantial when adding an entire years'
worth; when considering l!lgambles at least 3 times a week (likely more) the financials
become relatively insignificant when considering
per visit amount. Most of the coin in is
wins at the machine and jackpots paid out and put back in the machine.

Ill

The investigators believes111111to be a low risk patron and no further conditions are needed.
Post interview the temporary ban was lifted and lllloccupation has been updated to retiredlawyer.
S.BEEKSMA
4
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:

NAM~101-11·-1•p!•llli!IMI

SID #.I_.,_,_
Interview Date: 2015-SEP-30
Interview Time : 1555hrs-1655hrs
Interview Location : River Rock Casino Resort (Private room in "Tramontos" restaurant)
Language spoken : Mandarin
Investigators : Steve BEEKSMA and Jerome WAKELAND
Translator: BCLC Executive Assistant Nicole WU (via speaker phone)
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-51025

Pre-Interview Events:
On the afternoon of 2015-SEP-30 investigator BEEKSMA received a call from River Rock (RRCR)
Executive Host Lisa GAO informing that Priority 1 patron
was with her in the
resorts "Curve Lounge" and wishes to speak to a BCLC investigator regarding the following conditions
placed on his casino profile as per BCLC's AML unit:
"2015-SEP-29 as Per Ross ALDERSON • ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter
sent to SP management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced"
cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
or via email through
notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss
further. Ross ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis , BCLC AML Unit"
GAO indicated thatlim did not want to be seen meeting with us in the casino and suggested we meet in
at a table at the "Curve Lounge" located in the resorts lobby. GAO further explained thatliillavas very
nervous and wanted GAO to sit in as translator for him. GAO stated this was OK'd by GCGC Terrence
DOYLE who apparently received approval through a "BCLC VP" named "Brad".
BEEKSMA explained to GAO that this was a deviation from standard protocol for BCLC and would need
to be approved/verified by BEEKSMA's upper management. GAO was anxious to get the interview
started and asked BEEKSMA to please hurry as she had been sitting withlla'or nearly 3 hours .
While this was happening BCLC Director of Corporate Security and Compliance Kevin SWEENEY was
making enquiries with RRCR investigators with regards to the same patron liilill BEEKSMA spoke with
SWEENEY via telephone and was updated regarding the above conversati~ GAO. SWEENEY
confirmed that a GCGC representative would not be sitting in on the interview.
BEEKSMA confirmed with BCLC Executive Assistant Nicole WU that she was available to assist with
translation then called GAO back to update her.
Consideringllilvas not comfortable meeting inside the casino GAO arrange for us to meet in a private
room inside the resorts Tramontos restaurant.
When meeting with GAO she explaineciilltRRCR was most interested in learning what 11111 should do
with the chips he has at home . According to GA0 ,11!19ias appiii~OOK in RRCR chips-and the
casino is able to verify them as winning over the past 2 years of •· · play (though an internal tracking
program).
GAO also indicated thcllllwas returning to China on 2015-0CT-04.
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Synopsis:
lnve~rs BEEKSMA and WAKELAND met with GAO in the hotel lobby who made the introductions
with-then escorted us to Tramontos.
GAO showed us to a private room (closed door) in the restaurant and waited outside when the interview
commenced.
WU was called from BEEKSMA's cell phone , briefed on who we are speaking with then the phone was
put on speaker to begin the interview questioning .

Conditions surroundin~ inability to use un-sourced funds were explained to him . He was educated
regarding casino PGF accounts and acknowledged he has used them previously.
It was learnt thatllmhas approx $1 .6 million in RRCR $5K chips at his home.
The interview lasted approx 1 hour and lllremained respectful (but reserved/apprehensive)
throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

lfillfi!•

Firstly the accuracy of current casino records ~ertainini to KYC was confirmed w i t h .
He is the president of a company called W:l!!ilfln-11wnfiiiniill!.(and provided a business card) .. .
~rovided with BEEKSMA's business card .
f(edar.ted Patron nte r\'tf!W ldent1•ying
-also confirmed his local address as on file :
nfonna11~1
RE: RRCR UFT incident 2015-50388:

~xplained he went out to meet a guy who is a "friend of a friend".
-He was driven off site by the Cadillac to meet other friends.
-They were going to go for dinner but changed their minds. After speaking with his un-named friends off
site he returned to the casino to meet them at RRCR and gamble .
-iillNas told he was seen retuning a Taxi with a large blue bag and asked if he could tell us what was
in the bag-respectfully declined talking about that.

Regarding the un-sourced cash:

Ill was not comforta11ussing anything with regards to this topic.

-BEEKSMA explained t ·: · hat we are not the police and we do not view him as a criminal. He was
told that in order to improve processes for valued customers in his situation we need to first learn how
~are happening now.
lililllexplained (numerous times) that he feels like he's treated like a criminal.
-He doesn't like to "borrow" money but he has no choice in his mind as all of his wealth is in China.
llllvould be happy ifthere was a legitimate way for him to access his wealth when he comes to
Canada .
oesn 't like feeling like he's doing something wrong.
ndicated this problem is not exclusive to him ; there are many people in a similar position as him.
•
-As a result of
reluctance to talk a portion of the interview template pertaining to this topic was
passed over.

lillll

RE: PGF accounts:
-As per iTraklllils PGF accoun~ RRCR (iTrak records suggest the account is still "open ").
-On 2014-JUL-22 · deposited a $266 ,298.24 RBC Bank Draft. This is the only datelllt PGF
account had any deposit activity.
-Confirmec8,lldoes hold an account with a Canadian financial institution.

2
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lllindicated he is not willing to utilize this method as he believes this could create a tax issue for him.

Underground Casino(s):
has no direct knowledge of any underground casinos in operation .
•
indicated he does not like to go to these kinds of places.
-BEEKSMA made ~ clear tolilllthat these places are illegal and if he is even in attendance inside one it
could create legal problems TOrh'T'm, he understood .

Education RE Conditions, chips andl'l!I> options:
.advised he currently has approximately $1 .6 million in RRCR $5K denomination chips at his
residence. He advised he always takes chips home due to safety concerns surround leaving the casino
with large amounts of cash .
and GAO (following the interview) were advised that he will be updated by the casino with regard to
what he can do with the chips he has at home and that BCLC's upper management will be the ones to
determine this. GAO was informed that direction would likely not be given prior tollil:1eparting for
China on 2015-0CT-04.
-GAO claims they can verify approx. half of this as casino winnings ($BOOK) via an internal tracking

IHI

. a s re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino, along with
BCLC will need to be able to verify the source of his funds .
-RRCR's "Cash and Win " program (accessing funds via credit card) was discussed with GAO a n d following the interview. GAO suggested he would not be able to get enough money this way for his level
of play.

l l l l s suggestions/comments:
lillllwants to be able to wire transfer his money direct from China to an account at the Casino .
. .claims to have an account in Las Vegas that enables him to do this.
l i l a l and convenient why for him to gamble in BC is important to him .
· . · · plays slots and would like if he could purchase a $5K slot voucher for slot play.
-Is interested in Credit if BC Casinos can offer it but wants the process to be convenient/fast.
-Feels he has no choice but to "borrow".
llltold inv.tors of an unspecified date whereby he was gambling with some friends and they felt
like criminals . · •· · was asked if his friends had fund to which he stated no, they lost $400K and felt like
crimina ls. There are no recent casino records to connect this $400K loss to any specific individuals .
lillllfeels like all businessmen (from China?) are treated like criminals.
-BEEKSMA assured liiilahat we consider him a valuable customer (not a criminal) and are trying to
learn from him to make gambling in BC casinos a more safe and pleasant experience for people like him.
-BEEKSMA explained sourced funds options.

Interviewer comments:

~as somewhat evasive/hesitant (possibly nervous) during certain aspects of the interview process.
He spoke at length about his desire to be able to wire his money from China to the casino and that he
does not want to resort to resort to dealing with the people who can get cash for him when he's visiting
Canada.

3
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Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
il!ldid offer some solutions/alternatives to cash for BCLC to consider including wire transfers direct
from China and indicated he was interested in Credit if made available.
BCLC 's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed t o - i t h regards to the $1 .6 million in
chips he claims to have at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

4
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BCLC IS

'+H*ii'+'"l'·i'Miiiih'Hll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-24
Interview Time: 10:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JUL-11 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JUL-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
42 LCTs in total since 2016-AUG-11. 13 LCTs in 2019, all since 2019-MAY. No LCTs
between 2018-SEP and 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $345,400.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $462,428.00
The focus of the interview will b e - recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth and her associates.
Occupation: Insurance Agent
n l'lterv ew
Company Redacted Patrolnfo11na!
on

lderit1f~•1n;i

History:
10 incidents total
3 Exchanges cash/chips (2 x 2018-JUL; 1 x 2019-JUN)
3 UFTs (2 x substantiated (related) 2019-JUL; 1 x unsubstantiated 2018-SEP)
Civil Courts:
2014, Redac·ed Pa!·on Interview 1oen• 1fymg Information

- Supreme Family Law Proceedings

Recent Activity:
IN20190036784, 2019-JUN-04, Parq
o
passed approximately $4,000 worth of chips tolilll
under the table.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-09, Parq Vancouver (Related custom form
IN20190045616)
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-09, Parq Vancouver
chipped-in for $100 (1
o 1111 passed chips under the table to
x $100).
o 20:21 hoursBlieJJlpassed purpl~- under the table toll.BMill•
~assed chips under the table t
·
o was observed holding 3 x $500 chips ($1,500) and approximately
1Ox$100 chips ($1 ,000).
Reda:led Patron 'lterv ew
o received a cash delive.from
Ide ll1fy ng nfo1mat1::n
then conducted
cash pass tows.ll.l1llrilr
then bought-in for $6,300.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-10 Par Vancouver
o 18:14 hours-li!llmet ...... _ ·
on the 3rd level patio; she passed him
cash under the table.
o 18:22 hours, table MDB307 -WiM bought-in for $5,000 in $100s.
o
bought-in for $5,000 in $100s.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-11, Parq Vancouver
o 04:25 hours -was gambling with•M andrAlfl.
o...
lost the rest of her bankroll.
o · ·. ot up from the table_an_~ l~ft all he'ifl1iings on the chair.
and all three women
o She then left Jade West w1t11fl• and .: .
w~nt to the i:nai~ washrooiwilf er ne_~.r the baccarat pit on the 3'.d floor.
o Via a reflection 1n a m1rror, ._
anc MfiM were observed staying
near the entrance of the bathroom and appeared to be talking .

11!1
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o 04:28 hours

Redacted Pallan riterv ew
ldenllf 11n, Information

and . .
· all left the washroom after
returned to MDB307 where
E f i - had
lost his bankroll.
o 04:29 h
returned to her seat at table and conducted a cash
under the table.
o
bought-in for $4,000.
2019-JUL-11, 2019-JUL-19 and 2019-JUL-20 - BCLC Prohibition violations at
Parq, Grand Villa, and River Rock.
Ye_r~@i ately just over~ minute. · ·

Discussion Points:

Gambling-related incidents, notably cash/chip passing
SOW/SOF
Associates
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm phone number
3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Parents?
4.

Reda:ted

Patron lnterv ew

lden11f • n

1formall01

I

assed under

5. IN20190044940, 20~L-09 to 2019-JUL-11 , Parq Vancouver
• 2019-JUL-09passed chips under the table toMW twice (once
coming from · ·
o How much di
o Why did both
o From where does
o How does
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Ill

o How does
kno_!Y .. _. · ?
o From where die -~Jll'
acquire the funW:JMt~mble?
o Why did-!~ cash pass from ··:· :· .
o From where didm!#acquire the cash she passed to

o
o
o
o
o

(cashde•m:r·
_-__- ·

How doe ._How doe
·
Confirm photo
Confirm photo
Confirm photo

kno . .
know
o·._-f·of
· ·
of · ·

•lllil

?

2019-JUL-10. . >assed $5,000 t41l·• on the 3rd level patio under
the table; they both then bought-in for $5,000.
o How much di ··.: ··
. . .?
o Why dictlll pas
the money?
o From where/whom did ·.
acquire the funds she passed to
o

•144
How much die 'Tl• pay/compensatelll for the money?

REda:::ted Pa•ron ln'erv1ew
2019-JUL-11. left Jade West with
and all three
den• fy ng '1form.:11ton
women w_e.nt to the main washroom together near the baccar~t.J2~~ on the
3rd floorllllreturned and conducted $4,000 cash pass tclfllB
under the table.
.
o How much did1·
· · pass tcl~·l·ll._'1111:&1?1
o How much did ..
receive in the bathroom?
o Who provided · : the cash in the bathroom?
o Why did this person giv1jlll the funds?
o Why were the funds passed t
· ·
o How doeslllil kno -. .' ..
o Confirm photos of
an

M•

6. From where does-acquire the funds she uses to gamble?

Bank? ATMs? MS~iends?
Which banks does.m use? Joint accounts? With whom?
7.

From whom h a s • • borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by

Reda:::ted ;-Jatron
lnterJ1ew ccn· fvmg

during the interview:
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_ 's address has changed to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
·
has lived at this address for approximately one ~ar .
- The · · ·
· · ·
·
address is owned b ll!B
son resides at the - ·
address with her.
is a housewife; she has never been an insurance agent and does not know why
the casino would think that she is an insurance agent.
is supported by her husband who resides in Chinamll and her husband are
separa~ough he continues to support her.
- When-returns from China she brings money back with her.
- In 2019-APR, 1111 returned to Canada from China; when she goes to China, she
usually stays four (4) to five (5) months.

-Ill does not remember specific incidents of chip passing, but acknowledges
conducting numerous chip passes and conducting chip passes as a regular part of her
~practice .

-mll conducts chip passes to repay her associates who have bet on her behalf or to
receive chips from others for whom she has wagered .
- She regularly bets for others or asks her associates to bet for her when patrons have
run out of chips, or one patron is having better luck than the other, or the minimum
on the table is too high.
· :_ . · does not know from where other associates acquire their funds , even whenllll
uses an associate's chips .

if:.ij

qeoac·ed Pa' :in
cerr fy ng lforma!Jo1
recognized a photo of
.
kno~11•from Canada, but they are from the same area in China.
ani MQ often place bets for each other and often exchange chips to bet for
•
each other.
- If
sees that the other is doing well at the table, they will have the other
~a bet hoping to maximize the other's good luck.
lilllfl!I remembers on one occasion conducting a chip pass with•M for
approximately $4,000, but she cannot recall the specifics.
11n~rv1ew

Wrecognized a photo of Rejacted Patro1 l nter11ew cent fyng ln'crm;r on
- Regarding IN20190044940 dated 2019-JUL-10 at Parq,
remembers passing
IM• somewhere between $3,000 and $5,000 as repayment for the previous day's
loss when · · :
had been wagering forlil
- After repayin~MIM she continued to play using $100 bills that she had kept in the
house.
- - does not remember any specific incidents of chip passing w i t h - · however
they bet for each other all the time and will pass chips back and forth to pay back the
other after plai.liih other's bets.
knows · · · from Canada, but they are also from the same region in China.

-1
·. ·
-·

· recognized a photo of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
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-does not remember any specific incidents of chip passing wit1RJ.!Mhowever
they bet for each other all the time and will pass chips back and forth to pay back the
other after pl.ach other's bets.
knows ·:· : from Canada and they met at Parq; is from Shanghai.

I

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
recognized a photo of
(phonetic).
••recently enrolled in the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program.

Investigators' comments:

11111 acknowledged conducting chip passes as a regular part of her gamiJ within

BC~ties. She also acknowledged conducting these passes with•ciMMf,!tl!"
an~ At no time didlllflhide this fact despite not remember specific examples
of chip passing .

M!lhas been placed on sourced cash/chip conditions.

She has been thoroughly
educated about the requirements within BCLC facilities to not engage in cash/chip
gaming presents little to no risk to BCLC as she is a low level player
passing .
and she now understands the sourced cash/chip conditions. Since the interview.has respected the directive and has gamed using sourced cash .

M•

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC

1p*ff·'W"ii6i+i'lfi'9 !!.'ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEP-13
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron insisted on an interview further to being placed on sourced
cash/chip conditions
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-30- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash
or "unsourced or borrowed" chips .

Recent Activity:
l!lhas generated ninety-eight (98) individual LCT records dating back to 2008-NOV-10.
His last LCT was 2018-SEP-01 when buy-ins totaled $32,400 and he had a
disbursement of $6,600.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,165,200
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FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $941 ,274.50
The focus of the interview will be l if;1il gaming activities related to repeated
circumvention of the BCLC directive requiring proof of source of funds (SOF) . SOW
and enhanced CDD/KYC will also be reviewed .

Occupation:
Sales Manager

Company:
Reda::ted Patron ,terv ew
tde1trfy ng nrormati::i1

History:
9 Incidents including:
- 1 site barring, 2011-JUN-10, River Rock- Barred for 24 hours for disruptive behaviour
at a poker table ;
- 1 Substantiated UFT, 2017-JAN-23, River Rock-Conducted $10,000 buy-in in $20s
after a possible cash-pass in the washroom (IN2017004488) ;
- Incidents related to SOF directive:
• 2018-JUL-11 , Parq,lill!lsurpassed $10,000 without receipts ; after buying-in for
$11 ,000 his play was stopped. He went and cashed-out then went to another
table and bought-in again. Play was stopped again and he left.-180043094)
• 2018-AUG-25/2018-AUG-26, Parq; after $9,900 in cash buy-in · . · lost his
bankroll , was spoken to by the DS re SOF (he returned $100 bills to his wallet
during this conversation) . He then did a $3,000 with an ATM receipt.lil!I
bought-in for another $3,500 total without receipts, then a $1 ,900 buy-in with
ATM receipt , then a $3,000 debit cash withdrawal. .. ... Buy-ins totaled $27 ,300;
unsourced $15,400);
• 2018-AUG-26 , Parq, ·:· :·__co_nducted $1 ,300 cash-out on behalf of SIDR.l!M
(unidentified female) , bt
·
wife (IN20180052614);
• 2018-AUG-28, Parq, incide.rit created to document thatl l l bought-in for $900
over threshold without receipts. Was not asked for receipts and the error was
realized after the patron had left (IN20180053884 );
• 2018-SEP-01 , Parq,lllllbought-in for $13 000 with no receipts before OS
spoke to him ; he then cashed out $5, 100. continued to buy-in at multiple
tables totaling $13,800 in new buy-ins ($11 ,900 sourced ; $1 ,900 unsourced).
l l l lwas again spoken to by DS and they went together forl i l lto do a global
cash transaction ($4,000), he conducted an additional global transaction . He was
spoken to by a DS for a third time then he left the table , cashed -out and left the
site. Total of $18,900 without any receipts despite being on conditions.
2
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Civil Courts:
Recent Activity: September 2018

His last LCT was 2018-SEP-01 at Parq when buy-ins totaled $32,400 and he had a
disbursement of $6,600.
1 LCT in September 2018; 3 LCTs in August (2 x Parq; 1 x Villa)
Played at Villa on 2018-SEP-03 (made a complaint against the dealer)
Discussion Points:

SOF Directives and circumvention
Ensure patron understands clearly the SOF directive and consequences on
repeat violations

sow
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his Canadian address. 2018-SEP-04 Encore card changed address to
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? What

iMa relationship to the o w n e r s -

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

With whom doesllllreside?

2. What type of business is ··. · .. _· · . Specifically, what is the company's
objective and what is ·:· .. specific role?
3. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
R:ejacted Pat·o1 lnter11ew
J
4. With whom doesl!llshare the car lease?
ldentr'y1'lg lnfcrm a· on
5. Why doe--have no assets registered in his name?
6. Why did he start playing at Parq when he previously played at River Rock?
7. What do you understand about the BCLC Directive regarding proof of SOF?
8. W~-·ou understand about why your play is conditioned?
9. As ": :· to review the incidents related to SOF directive from above (2018-JUL11 Parq; 2018-AUG-25; 2018-SEP-01)
10. How is llllrepeatedly able to buy-in past $10, 000 without receipts? How is
-allowed to continue to buy-in after being told he needs receipts?
11 . Who is the women from August 26 3rd party cash-out (btb wife)
3
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12. Other sources of wealth?
13. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community? With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

confirmed his address as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(provided driver's license) .
'*'§'i+ii,iifi. . is a previous address near UBC .
son-in-law, · : . · ''!'is the owner of the home a 1 '{e::Jacted Pat·on 1n·erv1ew centfyrng l1format1on
Re:Jac•ed Pal 'o1 lnter,11ew
also previously owned the ldent1'y11g ln'orma11on
home before selling it and moving to

-fJ!il

i

Patron Inter.cell
ldcnt1'yrnt; lnfo·r1at1on

Hec1~cted

-resides with his wife ,

Redactec

Patro1 lntc·1.1e11
lnf::Yr1at1cn

his son-in-law and his daughter.

ldent~yrng

llllilretired between 5-6 years ago after completing a large contract with a Chinese
h - c h company.
- ·. : immigrated to Canada under the "investor's program " (believed to be the
"Immigrant Investor Program ", which was closed on 2014-JUN-19).
•JllM current source of income comes from investments and property in China that
continue to generate wealth .
llMshowed the investigators his Canadian bank account and the numerous
transactions conducted through this account, including the electronic transactions he
conducted at Parq.
-believed that receipts were only required for the cash buy-ins after reaching the
$10,000 threshold.
Mwelieved that he was respecting all of the rules and regulations by using his debit
and credit cards when he was at the point of almost reaching the $10,000 threshold .
never borrows money to gamble or lends money to others to facilitate gambling.
does not like to use his Encore Card because he believes that every time he
•
uses it he loses.
does not want to open a PGF account believing that, like the Encore Card, it will
be bad luck .
. .mostly plays below the $10,000 threshold and often maxes his play at $3,000 in
cash buy-ins; he likes to frequently cash-out then buy-back in, repeating this process.
- After using up all his cash,ll!llwill then move to debit or credit card transactions in
order to continue gaming and "chase back" his losses.
4
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II• wife sometimes drives him to the casino ; she will play low-limit slots, but
nothing else.
- Sometimesllllls wife plays bonus bets (Pandas, for example) and will win chips .
ll\llwas lined-up to cash-out his own winnings when his wife asked him to cash out
hers as well (as noted above) so he cashed-out $1,300 in chips for his wife .. . did
not think there was anything wrong with this.

-Ill previously gambled primarily at River Rock when he was living in Richmond ;
River Rock was a more convenient location.
-·now gambles primarily at Parq and occasionally at Grand Villa as they are the
most easily accessible to his home in West Vancouver.

Investigator Comments:

-was open, transparent and honest during the interview; much of the information
provided bBMI is corroborated by BCLC OSINT checks.
OSINT c .... confirm that•Rl@•is one of the owners of the h_ome ~here.
resides. ·.
driver's license also confirmed his address at thelflll•M1ocation.
· · . ·
· .
.
is documented in ltrak as an unidentified (PARQ18-52614;
. no e was a ded to sJQliP!lfilliiJS profile under "Alias" indicating her
· .·:. ..
name and that she isM• spouse.Wshowed the investigators his bank account
on his phone; as noted above, his debit transactions conducted at Parq were all there.
It is the investigators' assessment tha-did not properly understand the BCLC SOF
directive , he believed he was respecting the rules and he was genuinely surprised
during the interview when he was explained that the directive requires proof of source of
funds for all of the funds that contributed to reaching the $10,000 threshold. It was also
explained toal'ilthat despite believing he was respecting the directive, his activities at
Parq Vancouver made it appear as if he was deliberately trying to circumvent the
directive. lllwas repeatedl~ined the directive by the investigators so that he
does not continue to violate it. - w a s also explained options to facilitate legitimate
gambling that respects the directive, such as openi~GF account, bringing receipts
for all cash, and using the global cash club option . . . was also reminded that he
remains on sourced cash/chip conditions.

5
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Ma description of his play is corroborated in casino records. -

comes to the
casino with about $3,000 in cash, but no more. As a result of low buy-ins and not being
a high-limit player (not re-LCT threshold), despite playing in the high limit room,
the casino would not kee . .s player tracking card and would therefore not have a
record to use to verify his play when he says his funds were from casino winnings from
a previous day's play. Also, because of his relative modest level of play, his gambling
activities are not necessarliemorable to the site. It is the investigators' assessment
that in the incidents when : repeatedly bought-in past $10,000 without receipts,
would be confronted by staff, then allowed to play without receipts , it is likely that he
explained the funds were sourced gaming wins and after some deliberation the site also
assessed thal".i1a funds were sourced casino winnings, but did not document the
decision.
Based on casino records OSINT checks and the information from this interview, the
investigators assess thaW:!I• source of wealth is legitimate and his gambling is
legitimate.

Therefore, based on the above-noted information, the investigators recommend
removing the BCLC directive onPlll profile indicating he can only buy-in with
sourced chips/cash.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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This is Exhibit " -i - -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

taking Affidavits for the
British Columbia
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BCLCIS

•.1 '"

h:.

1:.•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-DEC-04
Interview Time: 151 Ohrs
Interview Location: Villa - Cypress Room - Private Suite
BCLC Investigators: Brandi CHAN , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions

Recent Activity:

p4Whas generated 110 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC.
On 2017-NOV-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:
Sincelllls first LCT in 2013 DEC his record is as follows :
Bl:$, 1,010,450
FX: N/A
PGF: N/A
DISB: $1 ,216,308.50

Occupation:
Truck Driver

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

***not on Google***

Questions to establish SOW .... .. .. .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How big is the company?
Do you own the company?
How many trucks?
Where does the company operate out of/address for business?
How do clients pay?

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:
Over 2 dates gambling in 2 different BC Casinos (2017-NOV-18 at Grand Villa/River
Pa''cn tn'erview
Rock and the 21st at Grand Villa) a male casino patron identified as Rcaa:tcd
cen· fy ng I 1fo1mal 1on
produced a total of $44,000 in unsourced CON cash (all $20 denomination bills) for
purchase of chips.

2017-65805 I 2017-NOV-18 I Grand Villa I $12 ,000
2017-65819 I 2017-NOV-18 I River Rock I $16,000
2017-66400 I 2017-NOV-21 I Grand Villa I $12,000

2017-65805 I Grand Villa I $12,000:

2
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Cash presented in bundles from jacket pocket.
By 1230hrs cashiers had completed counting the cash which totaled $12,000 (600X$20
bills).
-accepted the chips on table MDB6 completing the buy in transaction .
Review ofllls table tracking documents attached to his LCT record this date shows
his average bet was $300 per hand (somewhat conservative).
-At 1254hrs-collected his chips ($11 ,640 worth) and attended to the cashier.
only redeemed $1,650 of his chips (paid cash), holding onto the remaining $9,900 (he
may have added a $100 bill to retain possession of an even $10,000 in chips).

1!11

returned to his vehicle and departed the casino. He would arrive at
-At 1259hrs
River Rock approx. 30 minutes later.

2017-6581912017-NOV-18 /River Rock I $16,000:
At 1343hr~approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier (CD17) where
he presented approx. 8 bundles of CON $20 bills (each bound by elastic) initiating a buy
in.
-By 1354hrs cashiers had completed counting the cash which totaled $16,000 (800X$20
bills).
-accepted the chips on table MDB24 in the VIP Salon then rode the elevator down
to the ground floors Dog Wood high limit room .
The initial portions o - s play was reviewed and he did not seem to be wagering any
significant amounts. He stood behind the tables, mostly observing play, placing the odd
bet (reaching over the players seated at the table).
Tracking attached tolills LCT at River Rock this date showed no chip movement
representing win/loss, which may suggest his wagers were too small to warrant being
logged.

2017-66400 / 2017-NOV-21 /Grand Villa I $12,000:

3
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1212hrs
Cypress high limit room . Cash Desk 15 where he presented bundles of CON $20 bills
(each bound by elastics) initiating a buy in of $12k
Approx 1500hrs
Chip out $17,500 (appears to take minimal cash)

16:00 hrs
Back with $12K in chips

17:20hrs chips out $7K
Bets for all days around the $300 range/hand

2017-NOV-26
Chip in ($7K from 21 51?)
CIO $10,275@ 18:29 hrs ($100 bills)

20:48hrs
Bl RRCR $1 Ok in $20 bills (chip out $10,500)

2017-Nov-28
Villa - CIO $17,445 ($100's)

2017-NOV-29
Villa Bl $15,700 all ($1 OO's) and later in the day $4k in $20's

1. Where are all the $20's coming from
4
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2. What are you doing with all the chips you take out of the Casino's?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information

is current.
a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have family living with him?

2. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
3. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.

4. Encourage. to use a PGF account.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Brandi CHAN translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patron :iterv 1ew
lde,t1fy1ng lnfo·ma11::m

stated the following:

He has been in Cana~proximately 4.5 years
He owns his home i n _
He lives with his wife and three children
He comes from
China
In China he was a contractor/builder
The company,
is not a real company (not a
licensed name) he made it up
He works for a friend who has a truck, if his friend is busy he will assist
Busy time is the summer months
Winter months he hangs out at the Casino
He has a ?seater vehicle and two 5 seater vehicles
5
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He also moves people and things (very vague with his answers)
They/he does not advertise it is referrals and word of mouth that gets them jobs
The money he has primarily comes from Asia, essentially "friends and family" (5-10
people) bring money over every couple of weeks (under 9k each .... mules?)
He is owed money by 8-1 O people for doing favours for them in China (would not
specify)
There is no limit to what they owe him
He does not ask them where they get the $20 bills
When he runs low and friends and family have not been over to top him up he
"borrows from friends and families" in Canada
He often will buy-in and if he is losing he will leave taking chips home for the next
day, it is easier to take chips home rather than cash out
Does not think it is fair he is on the black list
Underground Casino's are run by the Triads , they cheat, they lure you in and
"create" a winning streak, then turn the tables and you start to lose
You have to pay back with interest; they will run you so far in the ground you will
have to sell your house to pay back money you owe. They will stop just short of
ruining you forever
You get a $1000 commission for bring a new person in
He does not know of any underground casinos here but hears rumors they do exist
His knowledge of undergrounds are based knowledge from days when he lived
China
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and CHAN believe that sourced cash/chips conditions should remain.
When patron was advised he could no longer bring cash without a receipt he got red
faced and appeared agitated
CHAN explained PGF to the patron
OSINT requestedlll
May be a good target for JIGGIT - see what's up with the money delivered to him
Conditions changed to reflect interview is completed

2017-DEC-05
Interview forwarded to AML Manager for review and has been approved for filing , conditions
remain .

2017-DEC-06
Interview filed, spreadsheet updated
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
6
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This is Exhibit " 9
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
NAME: Rtda:ted ::>atron 1terv ew
lde 'ltrfy ng ,fom1at1:n
SID#:
Interview Date: January 24
Interview Time : 12:31 pm
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon MOB 15

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Recent Intelligence has suggested that• •s source of cash may be problematic
causing a concern for risk.

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewMlffl, in part, disclosed the following information:
•

It was explained to him the role of BCLC in casinos and government reporting
requirements and he understood;

•

He still resides a I Redactea
mother's residence;

•

He also has a residence located at
year son;

•

He stated that his employment is through ownership of a concrete business and has
been doing this for 3-4 years;

•

He said that the business, operated out of M:ffiil.lf'I' seasonal and is slow right now
because it is the rainy season ;

•

The concrete business employs three individuals and has 3 trucks;

•

He is a partner in this business with a

•

He has been in Canada for over 30 years;

Patro, lnte·v1cw ocnt f~·ng 1n•crma· on

Reda::ted

but clarified that this was his

oatrc n l1terv e\\

ldc!n'rfy ng 'lfom1at10'1

where he lives with his 16

qccac·cct Pa··cn 1n·erv1ew ldcn'rf)' ng 1fomnt101
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•

Other than the M81isted on his profile he also own a Redacte:i. Patron Interv iew l dent1'ying Information

•

He is leaving for China tomorrow to spends some time with his son;

•

He does not own a residence in China and is currently separated from his wife;

•

He lives half the time in Canada and have the time of China;

•

He was unaware that he was the subject of conditions and said the site did not say
anything to him ;

•

The conditions were fully explained to him at this time;

•

He was curious how he became the subject of the conditions given his manner of
play. He plays about $1,000.00 a day and will only lose $3,000.00 before quitting;

•

.,.

His nick name isMW This was revealed when he was talking about
conversations with other people and in the conversation he was referred to as

•

He attended the site with a few chips in his pocket;

•

He said the majority of his buy ins consist of $100 denominations;

•

If any of them were in smaller denominations he either received them from an ATM
or from his business partner from a job that was done;

•

When selling concrete they either received cash or cheque or a combination of both ;

•

He says that he has never been approached for a loan while he was playing in the
casinos . He has heard about loan sharks but nothing specific;

•

He mentioned that it was part of the Chinese culture to loan money stating that it is
nothing more than normal ;

•

He has heard about private casinos but believes that they are a little "fishy" and they
may not pay you;

Interview over at 12:58 pm

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes and No. When he called consumer services he requested a
Mandarin translator and upon attendance to the site he requested Cantonese. Just to
confuse matters the interview took place in English. His understanding of English was clear
during the interview.
BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC, on January 201h, 2017.

Investigator Comments:

This patron has a limited history with BCLC. His manner of play does not involve large
sums of cash. He has a habit of attended the casino and playing for a short period of time
and then leaving. He appeared nervous during the course of the interview. It is possible
that the cash he receives from his business could support his buy in 's however it is not
certain that W;,,,W disclosed his entire financial situation during the course of this interview.
With this in mind it is appropriate he remain the subjects of conditions .

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

*·'%'*hii6H+'IFI*" .•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-21
Interview Time: 12:30 hours
RRCR (Lobby boardroom)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-Apr-30 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
to
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2017-DEC-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2017-DEC-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
or via email through
patron to contact Consumer Services at
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2015-0ct-12 BCLC Directive: If subject attends any BCLC site she is to be advised to
contact BCLC for an interview and should be provided the phone number for consumer
services to make contact with investigators and leave a contact number that they can
call her at. Consumer# is
. Please advise writer by email when CHAN
is spoken to and provided the consumer number. Daryl Tottenham BCLC AML Unit
2015-FEB-23 BCLC Directive: Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owners. D.
Tottenham BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
No LCT since 2018-APR-26 (due to barring) at Parq for deposit into PGF of $15,000.
She has generated one hundred fifty-eight (158) LCTs since 2011-DEC-29.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2 ,248,411 .00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,270,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,990,326.00
The focus of the interview will be Ml•; source of wealth and her suspicious activities
within BCLC facilities .
Occupation: Owner
nter\ rew ldt:ntify 111g
Company: Redc.Klej Patron
'lfom1at1on
History:

•

Frequent change of address.
Cannot confirm occupation as electronics company owner.
85 incidents, of which 51 are UFTs and 43 are substantiated.
Numerous incidents of exchange of cash/chips , facilitation
Large cash buy-ins using small denominations
Buy-ins (cash or PGF deposit/CPV) then little or no play

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
May 2018-February 2019
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No activity due to barring
April 2018
IN20180024715/IN20180026807, 2018-APR-20 to early morning of 2018-APR21 , Pa. . .couver
• · .: . passed cash under the table tolMl.llMMwho then passed the
same cash under the table to
then took the cash to the
cash desk and bought-in for a CPV; the amount totaled $12,900.
IN20180024054, evening of 2018-APR-17, Parq Vancouver
• 1t1fl• is believed to have passed cash in woman's washroom. Three
patrons each bought in $5,000 in $20s with limited to no play.

IN20180024006, afternoon of 2018-APR-17, Par
were involved in
numerous suspicious transactions which included : buy-ins just under the
$10,000 threshold in order to circumvent the BCLC directive requiring
receipts for unsourced cash or chip buy-ins; c ·
· passing; buy-ins
with little to no play; and, financial facilitation. · ·
likely facilitated a
minimum of $58,000 in cash/chips during this incident.
•

4 LCTs in April 2018:
• 2018-APR-26, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-17, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-09, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-03, Parq , deposit into PGF with
Cash disbursement totalling $13,425.00

RBC bank draft for $15,000.
CIBC bank draft for $46,000.
RBC bank draft for $10,000.
CIBC bank draft for $40,000.

Discussion Points:

•

SOW/SOF
Banking
Associates
Gambling-related incidents, notably chip/cash passing (facilitation)

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address Redacted · Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it? With whom does
she reside?
• Re-confirm husband's identity and current whereabouts/profession .
2. Does she own any property? Addresses?
3. What is her English name? Other names?
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4. Clarify occupation/business?
5. Why does she gamble at Parq despite living i n l - 6. Recent whereabouts? Explain absence from casinos and lag in calling in for an
interview.
7. What banks does RlMuse? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (RBC ,
8.

w41Mt5 associates?
•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(IN20180024715/IN20180026807, 2018-APR-20 to early morning of 2018APR-21, Parq)
• How doesBllf•know
• How d i d . : meet
• How does ·. · . · know ·:·
• •. . English name? Other names?
•
· · Vancouver address, phone number?
• Since when?
• How does liMl·:;lilll·.•1 contact l'Rilteti&
• What is the nature of •K7e1ationship with ·
· · ?
• Who facilitate-'s travel to Vancouver and play at Parq?

•
•
•
•

•

How do~ know

Howdi~eet

~ecaC'ed

Pa· on 1n•er1rew

oent fyng 1n•crma· on
Hertactej I atron nter. te·u
1

ldc1t1fy1n;:i lnfoT1at1on

Since when?
What is the nature of • • s relationship with "mlMlllm . .
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfyrng Information

R:eda.::ted Patrcn l , l erv e\\
lden1rf • n 1fom1at10'1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(IN20180024054- 2018-APR-17, Parq)

Howdo~kno

~ecac·ed Por::n tn·erv1ew lden·rfy ng

1fomB1 10 1

•

How d i d - meet
English names? Other names?
Where doesllM-live? (address is one o f - s previous
addresses and same forlfiWms1•
What doe
do for a living?
Contact information for Ila>
Address and contact information forllt (Chinese passport)
What doesliilMa do for a living?
Reda:ted

;:>alron l1terv ew

lde'lt1f~1 1n;:i lnfo-r1at1Jn

9. IN201768618-2017-DEC-01 at Parq, - believed to have received a cash
delivery from a lighter coloured BMW sedan, worth $25,000.
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10. IN20170059120-···
· ..
(2) consecutive taming sessions on 2017-0CT-07
and 2017-0CT-08 ·
accompanied . . .!!Mto Parq when he presented a
combined total of $170,000 in CON currency (all $100 bills) for purchase of chips.
lntev1ew
• From where did Iden rf rnPatron
acquire $170,000?
Info· a r
Red~cteJ

11 . All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Other?
12. What
•
•
•
•

assets doe-rA• have?
Vehicles?
Property? In/out of Canada?
Investments?
Other?

13. What is the value of chips she has in her possession? From which casinos? (As
of 2018-APR-24, Parq chip tracker has her for 3 x $5,000 outstanding chips)
Interpreter required: Yes

Interview results:
~eoac'ed

Pa·

~n

ln'erv1ew lden-rfy ng -ifo1Tnat10 l

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:
lll•uses the En
She resides at
has not resided at the
for a couple of years .
·
showed her BC driver's license to the investigators which included the
. . . . .: .· r r. •
address.

•11•

- Mlllresides with her husband 8RIJQ, their four year-old son, and-s
parents.
- • • s husband no longer works for a car dealership; he now manages a
storage rental complex.
who is the
Currently, one a _ . , brothers
youngest brother, 1s staying at ..._ · s residence with his five month-old baby
o splitting from his partner.
has two children in China from a previous marriage.
mother was visiting from China since early 2019-FEB and was flying
back to China the date of the interview (2019-FEB-21 ).

ll
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- W!118was asked to bring to the interview letters from her banks indicating since
when she has held accounts with them ;E1Mdid not bring any such letters to
the interview.
In 2018-NOV, RBC advised that it was closing all of Ml s bank accounts and
terminating her access to a credit card .
Before the account closures,Wli1•had a chequing account in her name, a joint
account with her husband liliJM), an RBC Visa and RESP .
- continues to pay the RBC Visa bill, but does not have access to credit
through RBC .
- --does not know why RBC closed her accounts; RBC would not provide a
reason ; the aforementioned accounts were closed in 2018-DEC ..
RBC did not close the RESP thatMl8pays into.
- • • >reviously used the RBC accounts for the bank drafts and Global Cash
she put towards her gambling.

-

In 2019-JAN ,M8:ipened bank accounts with the TD.
She opened one (1) chequinliii,unt and one (1) US account.
The TD accounts are only in · · · · s name.
The TD accounts are used to pay ills and to receive funds from Ml•s mother;
Riis mother will send money from China before the mother travels to Canada
then she has access to these funds once in Canada.
Typically, am; mother sends $5,000-$8,000 at a time.

- W.IJ!Walso has a joint chequing account with her husband with the CIBC.
The CIBC account is primarily used to pay for the vehicle lease.
- . . brought to the interview a variety of tax related documents from 2014,
2016 and l~iii· The documents provided b y - show her name
spelled a.s µ ;
· j
The following is a summary of the documents and
ln'o rma• on
relevant 1n orma ion :
•
•
•

Notice of assessment for tax year 2014 indicates that14ms total
income was $943 (line 150);
~· ..
Tax reassessment for tax year 2016 indicates that Bis total income
was $1 ,031 (line 150).
Tax assessment for tax year 2017 indicates thatlllllMs total income was
$127 (line 150).

- B• no longer has any ownership in an electronics company.
-

About one (1) year after her last interview with BCLC (interview was in 2015), her
divorce settlement in China was finalized; in the divorce, her ex-husband took the
ny and he took the two (2) children .
received alimony for about one (1) year after the divorce.
has been married to llllfor five (5) years now.

ii

- • •has no property in her name.
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- MIMh.usinesses or companies in her name.
In 2015, ·.. ... received approximately $120,000 when her term life insurance
~Taiwan matured (her parents paid into this plan since she was a child).
- deposited the money from her life insurance plan into her RBC account;
she only has approximately $30,000 remaining because her husband lost most of
it gambling .
When asked about depositing a $40,000 bank draft into her PGF account, then
withdrawing the entire amount via a CPV and engaging in little to no p l a y indicated that she did this to protect her remaining funds from her husbancr-- _ , husband had access to the bank account so by converting cash to chips,
"""Sli"e"COuld keep the chips and cash them out when she needed to.
- Afterllllls husband enrolled in the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program,
she tiieii""fedeemed the chips for approximately $2,000 - $3,000 at a time.
-

- MW was advised by a VIP host at Parq that l'fn$ls play had been suspended
pending interview.
Upon learning of her suspension,wM came to Parq and redeemed the chips
she had in her possession, which totaled approximately $32,0LWhile she was at Parq cashing-out, many patrons approached-asking for
repayment for money her husband had borrowed --bling.
- After each patron approached her for their money · ·: : messaged her
husband to confirm the accuracy of the information before she repaid the patron .
- •lrepaid her husband's debts in chips totaling $6,000.
The mostl'4•repaid to one patron was $4,000 to an unidentified Vietnamese
woman in her forties (40s) with a twenty-one (21) year-old daughter (she is
known to often show a picture of her daughter).
- MimW also repaid two (2) unidentified Chinese females, approximately forty (40)
to fifty (50. . .-old and Mandarin speakers.
Currently, ..._ ·· has $0 worth of chips in her possession.
- - w a s recently motivated to call BCLC for the interview because her
husband's VSE expires in 2019-APR and she wants the ability to accompany him
to the casinos in order to monitor his spending.
Heda::ted

.J at1cn l1tervew lde1t1fy1ng

from when they would gamble at
- Ml•<nows
1n&orma·1on
Edgewater.
..
- They met wher~a~Mat Edgewater and aske~~•llllWlif she would be
interested in helpirl-•with some tasks, such as picking-up and dropping-off
kids from school,• • g up groceries, etc.
continues to help ... · with running errands for her and also by
•
chauffeuringllllls out-of-town visitors.
- m•does not receive a ~,-lir regular wage from- but she d~es receive
irregular co• •sation fro
.: · ~?r ~x~mp.le , liilloceries that
bought-on .: . behalf cost $120,m!lwrll grve ·.
$200 as payment.

Ml•
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:ontinues to work fo ·- :· and oes to
twice a week; still lives i
...
· · .·

s for dinner at least once or

1

• •

Info nat1c n
- . :·. met Redacte:J Pallan , !er\' ew
at Edgewater Casino.
·:. comes to the Lower Mainland from China approximately twice a year to
ldent1fy1n~

~ble .

- =likes h o w - tracks the baccarat games so he asks for her to help him

o~nd

met •independently
it was only later thatlif.lli• realized
- f i l - k n o w each other.
Reda:led Pf1•ro n lnterv1e\\
When-comes to town, he uses
s husband liill to drive
1dcn: fy ng riform at 101
him around .
- -previously used Parq's vehicle services within the Lower Mainland , but after
one occasion wherli!illwas abandoned somewhere,lllwill no longer use
Parq's drivers.
In 2018-APR • • went for dinner w i t r - f t while at dillll!!4 gave
•m•$10,000 that was intended for=:i= to go sho~ with on :·
behalf.
After dinner, they all went to the casino' together when-suddenly lost all of his
chips so he asked llWfor his money so h~ld buy-in; since it was I l l's
money, MWfelt obligated to give it back to-so she passed it to him under
the table.
- ~s-Srar driving services with lump sum payments similar to
-howeve · · oes not pay well ; she only made $150 from
during his
trip to Vancouver in 2018-APR.
Redacte:::I Patron
- MWecommended ln-ervicw ce n· fy ng
-

II

RIM identified the following photographs:
•

brother-in-law; he is the second
husband being the eldest

IU19M

•

•

Reda:ted

::>a•rcn 1n·crv1ew

lde ,1 1~·

ng nformat1:: n

- - c a m e to Parq casino with Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying information n 2018 -APR
h them how to gamble.
- •
was unable to explain what is believed to have been an incident of cash
passing betweer •llllR!J.that the t h i i others all bought-in with small
denominations with limited to no play and :. . did not actually show them how
· ·· ·
to gamble.
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reco nized a hotograph of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
· · ··· ·
as two (2) women who are known to gamble at Parq
although · · · does not know the women or their names.
When asked why she would go into the single-stall woman's washroom with two
(2) women she does not know.- answered that they often wait their turn for
the toilet while in the washroom and while the toilet is being used instead of
waiting outside of the washroom ; it is very common for the women to go to the
washroom together even when it is a single-stall washroom and when they do
not know each other.
***NOTE***
On 2019-FEB-25,llBpresented herself to security at Parq Vancouver stating
that she had miss~eeting with BCLC AML Investigators and was wishing to
speak with someone from BCLC regarding this issue.
11•tMeventually walked off the property, crossed Pacific Boulevard at its
intersection with Smit~et at approximately 13:01 hours then spoke to another
Parq security officer. -stated that she had missed her AML meeting due to
being assaulted on 2019-FEB-03 and was therefore afraid for her safety. After the
conversa~ion -•met with an unknown male associate (believed by security to
1
likely beH!~~husband , IMMl (IN20190013474).
Later the same day,Wi!Mpresented herself at the BCLC main office providing the
same information that she provided Parq security.

Investigators' comments:

•1!M

Regarding
presenting herself at Parq Vancouver and at the BCLC Main Office on
2019-FEB-25, BCLC has no information to corroboratelitll!la statements . . . .
attended her interview with BCLC at the River Rock casino on 2019-FEB-21 as
scheduled. No subsequent interview was planned. During the interview,•Mwas
provided the phone number for the BCLC office at River Rock so she could contact
Stone LEE (Mandarin speaking investigator) when she was ready to present BCLC her
letter from the bank confirming her banking relationship . To date, MW has made no
attempt to provide BCLC with the required banking letter. As well, at no time during the
interview di1E11• indicate she was ever assaulted .

lfi!WM appeared very calm during the interview and at no time demonstrated any signs
of anxiety or nervousness. She also appeared very prepared for the interview. Without
being asked questions, EIMbegan speaking almost immediately upon sitting down
for the interviewlfjiiovided information on topics about which the investigators had
intended to ask .: .
including her former electronics company business . However,
MWappeared less p r . . for some of the questions asked by the investigators,
notably questions abou .
s specific gaming-related activities. For example, when
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R$•was asked about going into the washroom with two (2) women to conduct what is
believed to be a cash pass, or when - :. · was asked about the incident with herlll
· explanations did not adequately account for the
information already available to BCLC through other sources, such as surveillance
footage . W$!Ms also assessed to have been dishonest at times during the interview.

Ill'

Previous reporting indicated a known cash facilitator named
had been barred
from BCLC facilities ; the description of - ·· resembled8Mhowever, at the interview,
M!i!Mintroduced herself to the writer as · · ·
At this time, the previous
reference to the cash facilitator.: cannot be confirmed to be the same person as

.,.

·..

otm•;

BCLC is not aware of the details surrounding the closure
RBC accounts.
has P.reviously used bank drafts for gambling from
Casino records indicate that
RBC and CIBC. It is noted that althoughWllMdid not bring the banking letters to the
id bring multiple tax-related documents. Based on
interview as she was aske
the information prm(
s tax documents as well as her own statements
during the interview
does not have a source of wealth to support her previous
levels of gambling.
_
pears to work forl1M1Has a type of "personal
assistant" however, i -: . s ~wn reporting, she does not receive a steadmWie or
guaranteed rate of pay from ·· · That being said, it is acknowledged that ·:. · also
has a habit and reputation at Parq Vancouver for withdrawing a large amount of funds
from her PGF in the form of a CPV and engaging in little to no play with her chips.
Although she often does not play, given she has next to no income, the original source
of her funds that she used to make deposits into her PGF cannot be accounted for.

B•

Regarding the $40,000 bank draft thatMllMdeposited then withdrew as a CPV without
engaging in any play (2019-APR-17, Parq Vancouver, IN20180024006),
explanation that she did this to protect her money from her husband is assessed by the
investigators as an unlikely scenario. In the incident, aMhad been involved in
numerous chiQfcash passes with multiple patrons, left the site and returned the same
day with••lnand with a $46,000 (not $40,000 as referenced by the investigator
during the interview) CIBC bank draft that she deposited into her PGF. She withdrew
the entire amount in the form of a CPV never played any hands then cashed out
$2 ,675. These records indicate that -possibly left the site with approximately
$43,325 worth i l l s. The next large cash transaction (LCT) record shows that on
2019-APR-26, -··: · deposited a $15,000 bank draft, she took the entire amount in a
CPV and gambled . The player tracking card indicates that IBM•was up $4,000. LCT
records show no cash disbursement on this date and there has been no LCT since. As
well , i f - wanted to protect her funds from her husband by placing them in the
PGF, ~uld have easily left the funds in the PGF without withdrawing any of the
amount and her husband would have had no ability to access the PGF.

•Jma

-indicated in the interview that after her play was suspended she cashed out her
remaining chips worth $32,000 however, since there is no LCT record since 2019-APR26,l l l l • is not believed to have returned to Parq and cashed out her chips in one
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transaction or in a few larger transactions that would have triggered the requirement for
an LCT record . Rl•s gaming was suspended on 2018-APR-30. On 2019-FEB-19,
Parq Cage Manager Linda BABIC confirmed with the writer that•l•has a $0
balance in her PGF. A review of Parq Vancouver's "Brown Chip" tracking records
($5,000 chip tracker), as of 2019-FEB-26, 81~8 currently has 2 x $5,000 chips in her
possession. As well , if lfl•had returned at any time to try to cash-out chips
gradually her presence at a BCLC facility should have triggered an alert and been
reported as a violation of her suspension; there are no records to indicate thatl•m11Elilam•••
returned and cashed-out her remaining chips as she noted during the interview .
. . . . husband is
who i - c t of the voluntary selfcan reexclusion (VSE) program expiring 2019-MAR-27. :: :· was advised that
enroll in the VSE program if he chooses.
In conclusion-does not have a steady or reliable source of income and she does
not have an income that supports her previous level of play, notably a PGF account,
play in the high limit salons or making deposits of large sums. It is also noteworthy that
she is believed to have lied during the interview about having chips in her p -·on
since the barring. Based on previous gaming activities and casino records, · .: ·
appears to be accumulating chips from Parq and is believed to be using cas
1p
passes as a means of cash facilitation and not as part of chip/cash sharing amongst
friends. Given this information, fJ!W remains on suspension and is recommended for
a barring from all BCLC facilities.

ic
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This is Exhibit " -lO
- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-17
Interview Time: 1000hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
Miiiis presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:
BMhas generated 196 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-0CT.
On 2017-NOV-09, as a result of $116,500 (all $100 bills) in cash buy ins at PARQ, the following
comment was added t#J.ille SID profile:
2017-NOV-09 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or
"un-sourced or borrowed" chips until interviewed by the AML unit. Please advise patron to
contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC

MIW 1olds PGF account 11635 at PARQ Casino . He has used his PGF account once since
opening his account in 2017-NOV-08 Uust before being placed on conditions). The account was
opened with a $21, 000 Scotia Bank draft.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-06 I 17-63904 I UFT-PARQ:-conducted 13 separate buy ins totalling
$116,500. A large portion of these buy ins were confirmed by the casino to be "Global Cash"
transactions (credit card transactions).

Occupation:
Manager

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

qe~act ed

Pat·on lnter11ew den· fymg
lnforma11on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. As@Wto explain his role in the

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on

business.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that large volumes of unsourced cash is BCLC's
primary concern.
4.

Encourag~to utilize his PGF account or continue to use Global Cash or
debit at the cage as his primary source of funds to gamble with .

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-NOV-06 / 17-63904 / UFT-PARQ:
1. The vast majority of the funds used this date was byway of credit card transaction at the
cashier (Global Cash) so source of funds is not the primary issue.
a. Asklf',;.,W to explain why the sharp increase in play level.
b. Discuss responsible gaming initiatives w i l l - · He was enrolled in the VSE
program previously.
2. EducateMiflregarding BCLC's concerns surrounding source of funds.

2
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Interview Results:

., pirnl confirmed his address on

Reda;;ted 0 a·rcn lnte1v1ew
oen• f n I ,formation

is current.
He stated the property is family owned but his name is not on the title .
o Technically he doesn't own it but he is not renting it either .
ljcnt1 ..y11g ln..crmat on
., • • confirmed his occupation as a manager fo Redacted Patro1
current.
o The company is based out of
gets paid in USO.
o

lnt c~,1c11

is

0

.,

does banking in Canada (Scotia Bank) and holds both Canadian and an
American Visa credit card .
., It was explained toMl!I that the main reason investigators wanted to speak with him
was the sudden spike in p l i i ; j noted in the above mentioned PARO incident. Most if
not all of the funds used by·.: · came by way of Global Cash transaction (credit card)
as such SOF was not the primary concern, responsible gambling was.
does hold a PGF account and is open to using it. The main concern he has is
controlling himself when he knows he has more funds in his account.
";- The topic of underground casinos was not discussed with Mii as investigators felt he
would not be aware of any of these.

-, Ml

RE 2017-NOV-06 / 17-63904 / UFT-PARQ:
.,

~admitted he was chasing his losses and on tilt this date.
o

lim stated all of the funds he used this date was from either bank withdrawal,

credit card or Global Cash withdrawal.
This is out of character and he feels he somewhat lost control.
••stated at one point he told staff to cut him off/stop dealing to him but they
continued to telling him it is his choice to stop or not.
o It was explained to-that all front line staff are required to take Appropriate
Response Training, he feels staff failed him this date and should have
recognized he was on tilt and cut him off.
. ...
o The Voluntary Self-Exclusion program was discussed with • . He
acknowledged he had enrolled in the program twice previously (confirmed via
casino records) and stated he has discussed this option recently with someone
close to him . He was encouraged to consider it again but he was unsure if it
would help him.
o Alternatively investigators suggested tha-should call his bank/credit cards
and place a limit on them to avoid overex~.
• He stated his CON accounts already have a limit but the issue is with his
American Visa which has no daily withdrawal limit.
o
o

Interpreter required: NoMIJl!ffapeaks English fluently.
BCLC Conditions:lilM is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

3
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- w a s very open and honest with investigators.
The topics discussed were different from that of the typical patron interviews . Rather than
addressing source of funds concerns the bulk of the discussion surrounded responsible
gambling.
&•acknowledges he lost control or was out of character on the incident date in terms of how
much he spent and stated he would do better to control himself moving forward (he stated he
would be taking a break from gambling).
From an AML perspective , when considering the purpose of the conditions program, the
investigators does not believe thatlBtl.poses a notable money laundering risk as such it is
recommended he be removed from the conditions program . Most if not all of his funds have
come from a recognized financial institution.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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This is Exhibit " -11
- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commiss · ner fo aking Affidavits for the
P vince o British Columbia
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BCLC Interview Request and Plan
Patron Interviewed:
NAME

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

SID#:
Interview Date: 2015-0CT-28
Interview Time: 1300 hours
Interview End: 13:37 hours
Interview Location: Edgewater Casino Private Salon
Language Spoke: Mandarin
Interviewed by: BCLC Stone LEE , Thomas PLANTE

Reason for Interview:
A BCLC Directive was issued foSJlfl•from AML Investigator Daryl TOTTENHAN.
WJl•vas to contact Sales Force and arrange for an interview. Interview date of
October 28, 2015 at 1300 hours was arranged and was to take place at the Edgewater
Casino in a private Salon. iTRAK Corporate file #15-56242 refers.
BCLC Investigator and translator LEE , Stone and the writer met with. .t 12:54
hours Oct?ber 28rnf..O.~ 5. lntroductio.ns were ~ade and the purpose !~r ~ur interview
was explained to i l • by LEE. Writer supplied a business card to l i J • at the
conclusion of our meeting.
Conditions surroundina f l l interview: E M had been observed in recent weeks
arriving with known high limit patrons which were conduca / le cash buy in's using
small denomination un-sourced cash . It was thought tha :: . · may be facilitating the
funds to these patrons. R . l a1so was noted to have an Edgewater PGF account
which funds from this account may have been diverted . All avenues surrounding this
play, and WllW>action were to be explored.

Reference iTRAK files #15-52585, #15-52304, #15-52133
Interview Results:
Subject profile information was confirmed. Name, DOB , BC DL and Health
Services Card was produced. Current occupation was given as "House wife.
(Changed from owner of Electric Company which was explained)
Electric company was explained by ··:: : · that she is a 20% shareholder in this
eceives
company which deals in
dividends from the company.WJ.iff•also receives cash regularly from her
mother; her father has since passed away.
PGF account currently in use at Edgewater was confirmed and ~ asked
stated
about using this account to help I assist I supply others with funds . NO.
Persons identified were asked about and her relationship to these subjects.
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BCLC Interview Request and Plan
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

•
1na.
!111. .!m!lli.11!1!

0

Rive~s~~~~ ~ e·-·enrolled in the VSE

•
Family friend of her husbands from village back
as rea -estate business in China.
son
nen of lirf:P• mother, like an Aunt to W:I•
Friend to her husband's hasn't seenWjfl• in a year

mother.
s wife.
Recent buy in's surrounding·· ·::· ere discussed. Wher l d l has been
drinking alcohol~-i ll bring him to ~he .casino and take him home. On days
Wl•does not drin
4 will meetin! lt;i1Mat the casino and they will each use
~ n vehicles to come and go from the casino.
- does use her PGF account for her use only.
- Incident #15-52304 was brought i J fEE & writer revie_wed circumstances after
this intervi.ew which corroborated_:,;,_• ; st- ·ut ·· ~ad brought th~ c.ash
to the casino and was NOT from the trunk o -. .
car.
had been drinking
this day andlt:Pm helped him out.I I • received a call from 11111-vhen he
arrived at the Edgewaterl1J1•met him outside.
Casr.111• uses is her own.
·ps in her possession from any other Casino's
·. ·
source of cash is unknown, his cash .
·e about lending money out: only to close friends and people she (lfl•
knows. Does not lend money to people she does not know.
Do you bring cash in for others.NO

ff

Bil

- 11··
..

s

ADDITIONAL Investigator comments:
W:P• appeared very open and receptive to the questions LEE was asking and was
able to answer what she knew. lt,:,dmdoes make use of her PGF account for her own
play and will bring family members I friends to the casino when drinking or when they
are going to indulge in alcohol and drives these people home.
In most of the STR's on file lf:fA•. was found not to be directly involved and was found
to be present with her associates.
Redacted - Patron

BCLC Prohibition: Current! Interview Identifying
~ BCLC conditions placed on her and
the purpose of this interview was to learn if~as in fact facilitating cash to others
and her relationship.
A copy of this report will be sent to BCLC Corporate Security management, Ross
ALDERSON , Kris GADE and Bruno GATIO .
Thomas Plante, BCLC
Casino Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-MAR-13
Interview Time: 11 :00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Manderin/English
Conditions:

2017-JUN-05
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview with AML Unit.
Recent Activity:

-

has generated 45 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $155,920
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $9,146,000
DISBURSEMENT: $682 ,225
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.
Occupation:

Student-Language
Company:

II
History:

11111 has made a significant number of account deposits that have not been sourced to the
satisfaction of the AML unit.
-claims to be a student which does not support the level at which he is gambling .
Per OSIN :

Synopsis
•
•
•

•

No adverse media or court records
RTIC=No results
Possible male identified as-father.
s listed as
a Real Estate Developer. Company could not be located . The company is
believed to be in China. Partial address match in iTrak (missing unit number) and
last name match. No unusual activity, $122,000 (approx.) buy-ins from 2015.
qe--iac·ed Pa1·01
2 international companies that list a ' ntcn
Unable to confirm
1cw ldc nt1• m
association.

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
llil!ils Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of money to be discussed this
date)
2
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Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it

sow
Identify parents
Identify fathers source of wealth
Identify - :: ·· monthly allowance
ldentif
associates what is his relationship to
-

qeoac'ed Pa'·cn ln'ervrew lden·rfy ng ,format101

and

ldenti~yank/branch
wraH1J&1

used for PGF- documents validating it is his account (TD -ACCT
""IM'M*i!!liK:•m;•his name was on the bank drafts - account now closed)
lnfo·ri1atran

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron lnterv:ew ldent:fying lnformat1on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account

4. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,..,.stated the following :
He is an only child
Pa•·an 1n·erv1ew den· f)' ng "lformatl01
His father is confirmed to be
His mother is~
He was accepted int: : : : s t year and as a reward he was given $1 million
Canadian
The money was deposited 2017-JUN-01 (per bank documents he provided to
investigators)
He took a total of $850K out over 2017-JUN-01/02 in bank drafts for play at
RRCR (sourced back to the $1 million his dad gave him)
He banks with TD
He did bank with CIBC but they closed his account due to his Casino activity
He has no income other than the money his parents give him for living expenses
~eaacied

3
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He receives about $800K/year for living expenses
It is deposited in to his account on an annual basis, but if he needs more money
his parents w~d him more
He started at . . last fall
He took the winter semester off as it conflicted with Chinese New Year
He will be attending his second semester during the spring/summer
The apartment he lives in is confirmed, it is a rental property
Neither he nor his family own property
His mum and dad visit 1-2x/year
His dad started out as a real estate developer and now has interests in many
companies, he is not aware of all the companies or what they "do" but the three
bi est are in Hon Kon , Shan hai and Gui an
are Casino
acquaintances
He does not associat
outside the casino
He has not been approached, nor has he any knowledge of underground casinos
He has not borrowed or lent any money and has no intention of ever doing so
The two companies noted in the synopsis are confirmed to be associated to his dad
- there are more
BCLC Conditions:

Conditions (AML Interview) fulfilled 2018-MAR-13, no further conditions at this time

Investigators Comments:

- lil!llwas forthcoming and very polite throughout the interview process
He provided banking information that confirmed his account numbers/his name on
the accounUthe association of his account to the bank drafts he is using
The information provided was in document format from TD bank date stamped 2018MAR-13 (date of interview)
He is primarily a PGF user
Further he was educated on receipts for cash buy-in's $1 OK and over
Profile and spreadsheet updated
2018-MAR-13 interview summary forwarded to Manager for review

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

4
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Redac•ed Pa"on Interview
Identifying lnfo rmat on

BCLC Interview lntell Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID# ldent1fy1ng Information
Interview Date : 1/4/2016
Interview Time : 1500 hours
Interview Location : River Rock Casino MDB19

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
1. What is his source of wealth?
2. What his occupation is?
3. On November 14th , 2015 he attended the casino and conducted a buy in for
$100 ,000.00, small denominations:
•
•

Where did he get this cash from?
Who did he get dropped off by in the silver Nissan?

4. On November 24th, 2015 he attended the casino conducted a buy in for just
under $60,000.00 , small denominations:
• Where did he get the cash from?
• Who was the drive of the vehicle that dropped him off and who
owns it?

5. What is the cost of borrowing?
6. How do you pay it back?
7. What have you heard about the underground casino 's lately?
8. What his occupation is;
9. His use of PGF accounts;;
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10. Discuss the possibility of conditions and what they are should he continue to
access cash as noted above.

Interview Results:
•

stated, in part, the following :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information
I,
He owns a shoe factory in China
1
Regarding the Nov 14 h incident, this was as a result of money that was owed to
him by a friend;
He would not identify the friend but stated that he was a slot player;
He was concerned about his gambling because he was told by the site that he
was not allowed to use cash ;
He was advised that this was not the case ;
He uses PGF except for the two instances in November;
He will try his best to use PGF;
He has no chips at home ;
When he is low on funds he does not borrow from anyone on site.

Interview over at 15:19 hours.
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

RJfl was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.
BCLC Sanctions:Bl!l has no sanctions at this time but was advised of the reasons
other patrons have had the sanctions placed on them and that it remains a possibility.
Investigator Comments:
n •s using his PGF account aside for the indiscretions in November. He was vague
about the origin of the cash from the November incidents and stated he did not want to
share any other information as to who he was dealing with because it was private to
him. He was quite nervous when speaking with investigators but appeared honest.
Tom Caverly
Casin o Investigat ions

2
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-FEB-27
Interview Time: 13:00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

2017-MAR-08
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit - pending investigation.

Recent Activity:

-

has generated 14 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-SEPT.

Noted incidents are all from RRCR .

INC 20160070332

-arrived on site 2016~15 with his wife (late evening) carrying a white plastic bag
containing a brick of $20's. Im placed the bag on the table in the smoking patio used his
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phone briefly th~'lr

3

"Hlt&& arrive.oak the bag and the brick and proceeded

to buy in ($10k'
1 ; ; ;'Jillson to be on site appeared to be to deliver the money.
****At the time of this inciden d
was noted to be a "President of a Construction Company''.
No company name provided.

INC20170013344
••arrived o~017-MAR-06 with his wife (late evening,.w•/!lli!TilPM•iJ!lwi™m·"·•·r
already on site.
wife was carrying red bag that she subsequently passed
as
they approached the washroom in the salon. Having already signaled tc,,liJlw,reentered the
washroom wittll following .
exited the washroom with the red bag an a emped a $20K in
$20'sbuy-in. Buy-in denied due to believed cash passllthen passed $6k back to
who
attempted to buy-in but was also denied.

Ws

{yy

a

Ill

Relationship between

Redac·ed Pat '31
ntcrv1cw ldcnt1* m

Bl!il

unknown.

INC20180008319

. .,#iMifiMc;;:~t:;:?tfliii~~

t et ree o
Redacted Patron
where an unknow.. action took placed (cash pass I :iterv .ew lderit1f •1n
Salon Prive where ·
bought in for $9,900 in $20's.

and
,

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

~t the ti~jjjjil,1r• has changed his profession/occupation to "Owner
***
Detail Business" cen· rying lnforma·ion
1

*** N.OTE

Occupation:
Owner Detail Business

Company:
Red;:icted

Patro1

lnte ~~1e!I

ld en11~y1 ng lnf~·rnat 1c n

***********Unable to locate Google***********

History:
A/A

Discussion Points:

2
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Actual occupation - validate it
His actions indicate he is a moneylender(per noted incidents) how does he explain
himself
Where do the bundled $20's come from that he is passing

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Encourag441n!ll to use a PGF account.
6. What is his association/relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview, llll.ilMliR. stated the following:
He owns his home on in Re-da:ted =>a·rc n ln'eMew lde1t1fy ng 1nformat1::>ri
He lives there with his wife, they both own the property
He has a daughter here in BC too
He immigrated here in 2005
As part of his immigration process he had to prove he could support himself and his
family
He is retired
3
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His SOF is renting property he owns in China
President of a Construction Company as noted on his 2016 UFT was his occupation in
China
(profile updated)
is a longtime friend of his from China
~- . lives in Saskatchewan (per profile this is correct
has been previously interviewed
by AML
INC 20160070332:
- R.i• advised that the money he and his wife brought to the casino in this incident
belonged tell tha8stays with him when he is visiting as he was on this occasion
llflad been losing and needed money, the money was a t • • house so they
brought it in

-II

·11"
•JMi)t;11.leirnl§fU¥iP®'HWIM{,Jh,€i!!•le-

~
owne
(confirmed)
The restaurant is a cash business
,Ja·ron lntervrm\ lde1trfy ng •nformat101
The restaurant is under an umbrella company called
Reda:::ted Patron
(confirmed)
His son manages the business, they keep the cash at their home
His son bundles the $20's (as seen in the noted incident)
Using cash is something he does in both Canada and China
Perlll- .

Reda~ted

•'

'

I

INC20170013344:
Agairllwas visiting the money was from him
They were going to gamble together and he would have paid $6K back tell based on
their luck except they were not allowed to buy in (perlil interviewllill delivered the
money per his request) which is consistent with w h a - said.
INC20180008319
Reda:::ted Pa·rcn rn·ervte\\ lde1t1fy ng nformat101
is friend from his Province in China , they are not related

- *@¥1 .'6%5¥+"+ " S l o a friend from China

He met :
that evening a .: . said he'd been down and needed luck, for
• • t o sit beside him and or squeeze cards for him
He went to the parkade wit~to look at his car asll'!lll has a Tesla an•nml·s
daughter wants an electric c~ wanted to look at the car and ask a few questions
He has nothing to do with money lending; he has no money to lend out. To be a
moneylender you have to have money and be at the casino all the time . He does not
have that kind of money nor is he at the site all the time.(*per site staff he generally plays
in Dogwood)
He has been advised of the PGF system but does not play big enough to need it
(advised him limits are going to drop - he is still not interested for his level of play)
He is aware of the new SOF Directive , it "does not affect me, I don't gamble that big"
Per site he is believed in facilitating junkets to Vegas (consistent with statement given by
his good frien<ll

BCLC Conditions:
General BCLC SOF Directive

4
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Investigators Comments:

- W:il•was forthcoming and animated at times during the interview
"No buy-in pending interview" has been removed from his profile
Profile/spreadsheet updated
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
Rcoac'cd Pa"'cn
NAME lnle
1.cen ldenl1 yng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: October 28th, 2016
Interview Time : 10:58 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
8

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
M!Wwas made the subject of no unsourced conditions as it appeared that a number of
patrons who were also the subject of conditions were using her to facilitate their bets and
further to circumvent their conditions.
The following questions were addressed during this interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
on Ruling #19

3. Why was she making bets for
Ruling #19
at 12:40 am at the River Rock casino?
4. On

Ruling #19

a.e.NIS!A!!l 1n•orma·1an

it is believed that she assist patronin getting chips after he lost his bank roll.

5. Does she remember who she called around the time she was speaking
wit•IW (Note: She handed the phone toMMto allow him to speak
to whoever she was)
6. If she assists in facilitating chips does she get paid a commission?
7. If not why d i d - give her Ruling #19

on Ruling #19

8. Why was she making bets to Rcda:tcd Pa·rcn 1n·ervicw lde1trf). ng
Ruling #19
01 :30 am . at the River Rock casino?

nfom1at1:>11

at 10: 14 pm?
on Ruling #19
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Redacted

Patron lnte"11ew cent1fy11g

lnfo·natron
9. Advised her that aside from
we have information
that suggests that she is placing bets for a number of other patrons and
that this has to stop?

10. Has she ever received a commission for assisting with bets?

11 . Has she ever used anyone else's cash to play with?
12. Educate her on her conditions and what they mean with respect to getting
or helping others obtain chips to play with .
13. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
14. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

W4H!IW in part, stated the following:
-,,. She was provided and explanation as for the reason for the interview and BCLC's
role ;
Ruling #19
Reda:ted

::>atron 1terv ew lde'ltrfyin;i

..,,. She resides in

Redacted

Patron nter~ 1ew
lnfo·rnatt:::n

lde1!1fy1n~

-,,. She has been going to Ruling #19
-,,. She met Redacte:::l Patron , nter\'1ew ldent1'y1ng
would have dinner together;

;
J

through

Redacted

-,,. She admitted to placing a bet foll on Ruling #19
was part of the culture and it was hard to say no;

Patro1 Interview roent 1fyng tn'crmat on

:

) and

but stated that in doing so

-,,. She is glad that she is now the subject of conditions as it will be easier for her to say
no;
..,,. The manner in which things unfolded on the Ruli was that she was losing quite a bit
ng
ancllsaid that he would help her. When he#19
started to help she began to win;
-,,. She first me 1 Redacte::i Patron 1terv ev.. ldent1fyin,9 lnf:rriatron here in Canada at the River Rock and now
stays in touch with him even when he goes back to China;
-,,. She stated thatMllwas looking for one of his friends and that she had a new
phone number for the friend so she called the friend with her phone on his behalf
and gave him her phone to speak to his friend;
2
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?

She was asked if she ever helped to facilitate and she said no;

?

She was asked wherdll-eceived his cash from after losing his bank roll and she
stated that she had nothing to do with this and that if she knew something she would
tell;

-,, She was asked if she thought • a s using a facilitator and stated that because
many people have been placed on conditions not too many are borrowing;

?

She then spoke about herself and specifically buying in for $60 K using a bank draft;

-,, She was advised that not all her buy ins were bank drafts and now it would be easier
for her with the conditions to do this;

?

She was asked again about her source of play because it did not seem reasonable
given her job. She went on to s~ that Ruling #19
Ruling #19
and further t h a t -Ruling #19
Ruling #19

?

She was questions specific to an incident with -. - · ·.
and said that she went in half wit

Mlfilthat involved Ruling
#19

?

She was question about the underground casinos and stated she honestly does not
go anywhere else. When the undergrounds were at their peak she still went to the
River Rock to play;

?

She said that she had been there once or twice;

?

The manner in which business was done at those locations was that if you lost
money they would give you more and if you continued to lose they would offer credit;

;.. She was asked what would happen if a patron could not pay it back but she could
not answer other than to say it has likely happened ;

?

She has never go into debt;

?

The two that she was referring to were located on
attended about a year ago;

Redacted Patron
Jn•e1•11ew 1aen' fy ng

and that she

-,, During their peak there was 8-9 underground casinos;

?

She was asked how she found out about them and she was vague in her answer
stating that everyone knows about them;

?

She does not recall who took her to them;
3
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";>

It is usually a play first and play later proposition ;

";>

If you lose you settle up the next day;

?

If you win they settle with you a couple of days later;

-,,. There are variations on the table limits between 1-2 K but never as big as the regular
casinos ;
-,. The number of players playing is similar to what you see at the Salon;
~

She was asked how she knows that they have been closed and she stated that
because no one is talking about them;

";>

She further stated that a number of players with conditions have gone to Las Vegas
to play;

";>

She was questioned about the small denominations and where they originate from
and explained that witllllllll•Ruling #19
Ruling #19

";>

She was asked who owns the private casinos and she said that Ruling #19
Ruling #19

~

She implied that the dealers she saw Ruling #19

-,. She was concerned that word would get out she spoke about these places
expressing concern for her family;
-,,. She was advised that this would not be disclosed to anyone else;
-,,. She was told that if she continued to bet for others she may be banned from further
play and she stated she understood.

Interview over at 12:05 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron se Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

4
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Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on October 261h, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

B!m appears to have a hard time saying no when requested to bet on someone's behalf.
Wt'li"'This in mind it is appropriate that she remain the subject of conditions . It should be
noted that on Ruling she was involved in a chip pass incident with rl.I. He bought in for
#19
Rulin and passed
chips to her for play. Another patron was also involved. Ruling #19
g #19
refers) . This reinforces that point she should remain the subject of conditions .
It is believed that she knows more about the underground casinos than willing to say which
is probably for safety reasons more than anything.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

5
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-23
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Occupation: Owner Renovation Company - Redacted

PahO 'l lnte vv2w laenl1fy1'lg
l nfo·rnat1 ~ n

Previous Occupation: Housewife - spouse : Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

I

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
As a result of concerns surroundin# ' J . • SOF on 2016-0CT-26 the following comment(s)
were placed in her casino profile:

On 2016-0CT-28
as interviewed by BCLC AML Investigators. The general impression
was thatllll!il knew more than she was saying and was likely not very truthful regarding her
involvement in cash/chip facilitation and her knowledge about underground casinos. The
investigator recommended she remain on conditions and has to this date.
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2017-0CT-20 - BCLC AML Unit - Provincially banned 14 days pending further investigation.

R:edac•ed Pat·o1
has long been thought to be the wife or "girlfriend" to a male identified as nter..
1n
Not long after BCLC rolled out sourced conditions program
Mia(and to a lesser degre · :: ·
were noticed by AML Investigators seemingly acting as
facilitators for players on conditions (purchasing chips for them , placing wagers for them etc).
Mlllwas placed on conditions that also remove her ability to purchase chips with unsourced
cash but continued to be involved in incidents whereby she was suspected of being on some
level involved in cash/chip facilitation .
iew ld~ ntt'

Review oflifJ\111s incidents since being interviewed by BCLC investigators shows she has
been attached to (7) substantiated Unusual Financial Transaction, twenty -one (21) BCLCDirective and nine (9) Exchange cash/chip incidents.

Recent Activity:

2016-SEP-27 I 2016-55054 / RRCR I UFT: After losing the initial $50,000 a player identified as
Redactea Patro1 lnte"\'1eJ1 ldent1'yng
was observed interacting withMI During this interactiorM•
lnfo·nalt:J n
was observed using her cell phone more than once and at one point handing her cell phone
over to
who concluded the ca1Ml.eparted the casino (alone) and returned about 15
minutes later with $59,500 in cash (mixed bills) used for buying in.

1111

2017-FEB-17 / 2017-09845 / RRCR I UFT: Video evidence strongly suggests tha r.tda:::ted
· ::>atron - Patron lnte'Vte·u tctent1'y1ng 1nf::irmat1on
passed $20,000 in un-sourced cash to a female identified as
Reda:ted · ::>atrcn 1,terv ew
the cash to purchase chips and gambled alongside her associate;
lc1ernfy ng 1fom1at10'1
H:edactec · Patro1
Pat·::n Interview
is on full sourced cash conditions and was known to use bot ldent1'y1ng lnfo-r1at1cn
ldentrfyng ln'crma• on
to place wagers through .
Redacte~

-·

lnte~1e11

"e~ac•ed

2017-FEB-27 I 2016-11909 / RRCR I BCLC Directive/chipl.f!l!.lmallowed a patron identified
a
t~himself to her chips.
is on full sourced cash
conditions and was known to u s e - to purchase chips/gamble through .

Ill
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a,'j'!f!!Mf'?.

2017-APR-10 / 2017-20805 / RRCR I UFT: Two players identified
-- - - ---. .both out of chips , were seen meeting witl _:. ·_
After speaking wit ::. _ both men left the casino. They returned a short time later, each in
possession of $10,000 in $20 bills that was used for purchasing chips. It was suspected the
- a y have had a role in making the arrangements for the cash for th•1•and

2017-APR-24 / 2017-23685 I RRCR I BCLC Directive/chip~:- allowed a patron identified
iAmhimself to her chipsli(i'S'Oi1 full sourced cash
a
conditions and was known to us - -: · to purchase chips/gamble through .

rm

2017-APR-25 / 2017-23883 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chips: A patron identified
Re:::lacted Patro'l lnter,11ew
was observed attempting to help himself to chips belonging to• ldent1fyr 19
on
stopped him (likely to a v o i . spoken to about chips passing) then was suspected of placing
a wager at the direction of . :. _

'..]M

1nr~1mat

2017-MAY-20 / 2017-29152
to $40,000 in casino chips to
to a player identified a
hide their actions.

was observed passing up
then passed at least half of them
. All chip passes were done covertly as if to

2017-MAY-30 I 2017-31315 / RRCR I BCLC DirectivMlallowed a patron identified as
Patron nter\ ew ldent1fy1ng Info r1atton
to help himself to her chips.Ill is on full sourced cash conditions
and was known to u s a • to purchase chips/gamble through.

Redacted

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32092 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:-8allowed a patron identified as
help himself t.o her chipslll is on full sourced cash conditions
and was known to us
.
to purchase chips/gamble through.

'llf§IMH'%8.!i+*Mo

approached~

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32099 / RRCR I UFT: A female identified a.;;i'M&&!Milhlllt&
nfmma!l:n
purchased 10 000 in chi s collected the chi s then
who was at a gaming
table with - • · • • - •
as described as providing direction tolilll
Soon afte · ·· bought another $25,000 in chips (both buy ins were all $100 bills) then joined
at the gaming table-was suspect of betting at the direction oflll

lfl
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2017-JUN-04 / 2017-32265 / RRCR I BCLC Directive/chips:l:Mwas suspected of placing

wagers at the direction o~;'§ry,@i@i--sot]!iis also the recipient of a chip
1format101
pass from a male patron 1dent1f1ed as
.

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32741 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:- was suspected of placing wagers
at the direction of Redacted Patron 11er\' ew ldent{ying Info rrnteon

2017-JUN-07 I 2017-32753 I RRCR I BCLC Directiv~ was suspected of providing chips
to a player identified a. .;'§§Eff'llfH'Hf'F@l.i!ifl·-is on full sourced cash/chip
conditions.

2017-JUN-30 I 2017-37240 I RRCR I BCLC Directive.,,..,as suspected of placing wagers
at the direction of a patron identified as
ln'orma· on

•·MNPMw•r

2017-JUL-12 / 2017-39865 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chipsJlllias observed entering the
washroom with another female identified asw•l!fliffiil!ll•!liiwr~
. She was suspected of
providing her with 2X$5K chips.

2017-AUG-06 / 2017-44695 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chips:lfJl•was suspected of placing

a wager at the direction of a patron identified as
wonM• passed the winnings toMn•

After the wager

2017-AUG-11/2017-45654 / RRCR I BCLC DirectiveEl!.was seen to be in possession of
approx. $50,000 in casino chips that could not be sourced.

2017-AUG-13 / 2017-45977 / RRCR I BCLC DirectiveMI• was seen to be in possession of

an unspecified amount of casino chips that could not be sourcedRM was approached and
asked to leave the casino for circumventing her conditions .

2016-AUG-1712016-46837 / RRCR I UFT: A patron identified as!t'ff:!fbW!ti'1 •

m•

appeared to have lost the balance of his chips. He was seen speaking wit ; ;

M
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briefly then exited the casino.M• returned soon after in possession of $20,000 (received
somewhere behind the bus loop from unknown associate) .

2017-SEP-19 / 2017-53268 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:Mmwas seen to be in possession of
$10 ,000 in casino chips that could not be sourced. She was asked to stop playing and used
funds via her PGF account instead.

2017-0CT-19 / 2017-59543 / RRCR I UFT: A patron identified as .. · .,
.
• •. seated at the gaming table wit
· · · ·· ·
·· ·
lost the balance of his chips
($80K buy in)-laccessed her phone briefly, then exited the casino just behincMMand
ey walked together to the parking facility and departed the casino in separate vehicles.
did not returned to conduct further buy ins .
•

BCLC intelligence file:

On 2017-AUG-14 a female patron identified as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information was
interviewed by BCLC investigators. In addition to having firsthand knowledge of underground
casino-also hinted that
husband) is into questionable things.
llillstated "we know what he's into, she doesn't want to say but we know". The impression
was tha111Bvas acknowledging thalP.Rtl is into some illegal or questionable things.

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .

Interview Results:

During the course of her interview

Reda::ted Patron
ldenl1tyng

l nte~1ew

stated the following:

Her address is current, she lives witt•IMl!m•

- MTiM still owns the home in Surrey (that is on his profile)

It•

Redacted

Patro1 lnte rv1e .'1 ldent1fyng

in an administrative roll for his company
She works for
lnfo·r1at1on
She does pass her phone to patrons to use, they will ask her to call a friend or
something and she will comply
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She does lend cash/chips, stating "I am sanctioned any chips or money I use is
clean"
Sometimes friends are chasing their win and she will lend them chips and they will
do the same if she is chasing
Similarly with cash, they help each other out, it is mutual
There is no specific "limit" it depends on the circumstance and what she has on hand
Some of the player
are out of her league and she really doesn't
like to loan out to them but again it is "expected"
If they ask she will lose face if she doesn't help out
She questions why all the focus is on her as this happens with everyone , she feels
targeted
Sanctions drive the patrons to behave like this when they run out
When told that people said she was lending money she replied she does not have
the money to lend and perhaps it is people she does not share with that have bad
mouthed her
She knows nothing more of underground casino's than she did when interviewed last
year stating that she hasn't heard much chatter about them of late
The persons noted in the above incidences are "casino friends and acquaintances"
She does not like to wager for others as it can become tricky, if the "friend" loses she
has to get the money back and if they win she is down the commission
There is no gain from the shared cash/chips scenario

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips .

Investigator Comments:

Patron's comments and responses were consistent with her October 2016 interview.
COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain .
Patron was advised that should she keep up the shenanigans she will likely face a
::>a•rcn 1n·erv1ew lde1!1fy ng
barring similar to that of her frien e
For Management review
Reda~ted

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

nformat1:'.l~
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:

NAM :

Redacted - Patron Interview

Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: 5/11/2016
Interview Time: 11 :05 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

Ri.l!Wwas asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Has he ever worked fo

Redact ea

Patron 1nten1ew

l d e n11~y1ng

nformat1on

4. If so, how does he get paid?
5. Where did the money come from he used to buy in on January 31st, 2106?
6. This is amount of cash is not consistent as coming from his source of
wealth.
7. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
8. IT is out of his norm for.just to watch and not bet. Did he place bets
on January 31 51 , 2016 on behalf oilll
9. Either way it needs to be impressed uponMIM that this could be viewed
as a means of circumvent conditions and could result in prohibitions for
himself and anyone he associates with .
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10. What happened to the chips he walked out with when he finished play on
the 31 51 ?
11. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
12. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

Pl• stated, in part, the following:
?

He has been employed by th4fMJI& for 8 years and runs their branch office in
Vancouver ;

?

He has three other people that he manages out of this office ;

?

He was advised that there is government oversight of the casinos which affects how
they are managed;

?

He was advised that casinos have reporting guidelines with respect to transactions
like the banks do;

?

He was asked specifically abo

and stated that they are his clients;

? l!mused to be his client when he worked at the

Reda:ted Patron 1terv ew
Identify ng 11fo1111.:1!101

~ When-came to Canada he was assigned to look after him ;
?

He has the same working relationship withlilm

~

He was spoken ~revious incident where he was involved in a suspicious
transaction withlli.il!M

?

He explained that he and.went to the Starlight Casino and when they l e f t .
was up on his cash;

?

They were on their way to the River Rock when.said that he did not want to
play with all the money, only half;

?

The agreement was that once he lost that they would leave the casino;

~ As it turned out. .lost the money and asked- to go to his car to get the
other half;
?

He said that it was-s money and what was he supposed to do;

?

He is aware of all the rules and does not do anything illegal;
2
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Redacted

Patro11 lnte·v1ew

ldent1fymg Information

used to be his boss but has since retired;

Redacted

Patro:i

?

He was asked about the small denominations that have been in both :iterv ew ldenlrfy1n3
possession and stated that they have contacts that allow them to access this money
but that he does not know anything about this ;

?

He would only say that it is something like an underground banking system;

?

He was asked if he wonders where the money comes from and stated that "It is
suspicious but what do I do?"

?

He does not get involved in those conversations ;

?

He does not really know the people who they get the money from;

?

He does not know of anyone inside in the casino to contact to access the cash ;

?

He plays sometimes but does not play big because he does not want to play in front
of his customers ;

?

Normally he will play downstairs ;

?

He was question about his play on Jan 31 and explained thal l l l asked him to
come and play but he told him all he had was 3 K;

~

51

-,.. He borrowed 150 K from him;

?

He was asked what the plan was if he lost the money but did not come up with an
answer ;

-,. He was not placing bets for PMf!" was teaching him how to play;

?

In working for the • • he has had AML training and therefore knows about
money laundering ;

?

He said it is difficult to educate his clients on this ;

?

He said it is easier in Vegas as they do not have to have cash as they use credit ;

-,. He has received calls from his customers asking how they can bring money into the
casinos and he has told them bank drafts only;

?

He was asked about the underground casino and stated that there are 7 to 8 of
them ;

3
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~

He believes that because of the conditions placed on the players it is forcing them to
the underground casinos;

~

The underground casinos are a no-cash business;

~

He used to be a dealer at the River Rock;

~

He feels that the use of PGF accounts is problematic as it allows the patron's wives
know that they are gambling;

~

He believes that credit is the best way which will eliminate the local cash problem;

~

One of his responsibilities is debt collecting when the patrons fall behind on their
credit which means making calls and then to a collection agency;

-,. He did concede that what BCLC is doing with the conditions is good for the long
term.

Interview over@ 12:11 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on.Ji\WIM ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipsMIMwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

lnterpretelf$.l'lied: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
understands English very well but was more comfortable at times
interview. ·-.. .conversing in Mandarin.

BCLC Sanctions:--ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on February 5th, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

wW office is located at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

• • was candid with investigators for the most part aside for the following:
AlthoughW4111stated he was not betting for-on the Jan 31 st it was under his direction.
This begs the question wasllill circumventing his conditions or teachim•M how to
bet. Either way, it lends itself to suspicion .

4
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Given his employment it is conceivable that he has more information to offer about the
underground casinos.
He claimed to have no knowledge as to how to contact the money lenders and purposefully
stayed an arm 's length from that information when asked. This is likely to do with the fact it
may compromise his employment with

thelM-

The conditions imposed

orW:'.I• are appropriate.

Tom Caverly
AML Investi gat ions

5
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--M-BCLC 15-!N
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2020-JAN-08
Interview Time: 0930 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2018-JUL-04 ***BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with any amount of "unsourced" cash or "unsourced or borrowed"
chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-NOV-25 **BCLC** AML - Patron's gaming privilege is suspended for 30 days,
patron must schedule an interview with BCLC a week prior to return**
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Recent Activity:
Wil'IWis first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2008-JUL.
HRP Patron
215 LCT's to date and 16 UFT's associated t o - profile to date, twelve (12) of
which are substantiated .

MW; profile at this time shows:
Bl : $1,910,510.00
FX: N/A
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,327,064.50

Occupation:
Chef

Company:
lft-lll{company confirmed per OSINT- employment not)
The focus of the interview will be questioning to reinforce the conditions associated to
his profile and follow up on INC 190075112 (cash pass $1 OK small bills). INC
200001411, dispute between patrons 2020-JAN-06. Since being placed on sourced
cash chip conditions July 2018,If. . is documented to have been involved in passes
nine (9) times . Patrons involved in the 9 passes are:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
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INCIDENT 190075112
RRCR 2019-NOV-17
17:45 hrs -IMQ[irollow-W in to the washroom on main gaming floomlli
then Bl ($20's elastic - $5K)

811

Meanwhile
meets
BI stopped due to pass

Redacted

Patron

cash pass under the table $20's elastic ($5K)

lnte1v1ew I dent fy ng

-returned the money toW:l'llat the Hotel

-II left

Second meet withllM•in the washroom - chip pass

Source of $20's?
How was meet with .(.arranged?
How does he know lllhow was that buy in arranged?

INCIDENT- 20200001411
2020-JAN-06
••aggressively approached SID
Casino:

Reda:::ted
Iden!

Pat1on Interview
1

n

nformat1on

in the parking lot of Hard Rock

• • a n d two UAM approachelln the parking lot of Hard Rock casino with the two
UAM's in behin:9111i.then ripped the glasses ofll and indicated to him to follow
- - f o u r males then entered a vehicle and there appeared to be~rsationlil
a n d - were individually spoken to by security, both patrons sai
..
"wanted to
talk to himlll but did• •vide a reason why 9tated when asked that he did not
want police involved. ·.
was sent off site due to his current directive anclllreturned
to the casino for game play. Appeared an arranged meet llon phone?
Discussion Points:
What is your association tcmand how long have you known him
What was the nature of the conversation
Who were the males with you and why were they there
How did you get a hold ofllto get him to the parking lot
Are you loaning money, what is your interest rate
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Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Confirm his address/owners of the home (Per OSINT:

;
I

1•1;1;rrr•""•are noted. to be the registered owners otMMM

-

l"".":'I

""l'l•'!!(ocT-2019 - occupation (x2) sign maker)

? who are they to you

Other residency? Other addresses?

sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes - Stone LEE

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Patron lnterv1eu
ldentrfymg Information

Redacte~

stated the following:

Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewElllfl!li'"stated the following:
He lives at the noted address irlM•IMwith his family
Redacted Pa1ro1 lnte""1ew oent fyng lnforma· on
His family consists of his wife
daughter (22 and 24 yrs)
His kids are both employed but live at home

and a son and
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He and his wife rent the property
His parents also live in Canada but not in BC
He has no relationship with the owners of the property
His wife has family on China, Mother and two brothers
He has some ownership in family property there
He is still a chef atMB@", he has been there at least two (2) years
He has always worked as a Chef but has switched up restaurants in that role
His wife works
as a Manager
He banks at TD only (3779 Sexsmith Rd., Suite 2100, Richmond)
He also has various Visa cards
*Note with respect to INC 19007240flfi'Mll• was only shown a picture to see if
he knewlland once he said he knew him from casinos was he asked when he
last saw hi~
He last saviiili shortly before he was barred,mvas back betting at the
tables, he was only there for maybe 10 minutes
He believesllll is not allowed in casinos but does not know for sure
With respect to INC190075112 he did not do a cash/chip pass witl lillMIM
- i s a casino friend , his nickname is ·S;.1•
He came to the casino with the chips in question
it was for money he had borrowed in the past
He did pass $2K
He did not give her $5K, he does not know where that came from (*note per
CCTV review the money passed was placed i n . purse*)
The money was wrapped in an elastic to keep it straight
He got the money from his ATM at TD bank
*Note he was unable to explain with any degree of believability why she returned
the money to him when the buy in was denied*
With respect to INC 20200001411 , he knowfltrom Casino's
He an~attended at HR to pie& up to go drinking
He phonedll{Consistent with footage) to come out as he is barred
He did t a k - glasses off but only to look at a scar b~ i (inconsistent
with footage review, the glasses are aggressively taken fro · s face and•llM
appeared agitated when he speaks witl ;.· · . ·
get in his car witrlMQll
and a UAM where he spoke to him . IB!lf8appeared angry)
did not go drinking with him as he was with a friend and they were playing
slots (consistent with footage, but not until after security approached andlfwas
able to get out of the car)
He does not know wherellllives
He spends $2-$3 k per Casino visit
He buys in more if he is up

atUf?WP

-

-

tclll

-

-

- Ill

1
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He has been told by the casino they will not accept his ATM receipts because
they do not have banking information on them
He does not like buying in at the cage as the fees are high

BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-04 ***BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with any amount of "unsourced" cash or "unsourced or borrowed"
chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2020-JAN-08 **BCLC** AML - Patron has been interviewed and remains barred until
further notice.
Investigator Comments:

BC policies and procedures explained tol·1··1·1··--'l!ll!l!lllm
The reason for his suspension was explained t
. __ _
The accounting of events is questionable with respect to incident 2019-75112
It is believedltll•does borrow money, but limited amounts
The accounting of events is questionable with respect to INC 2020-1411
GPEB were notified of the incident as an 86 was sent on the iLPR (2020-1412) with
2020-1411 attached as a related incident
•.IMdid acknowledge he last
(SID :*** just prior to his suspension,
however he failed to mention he got in · · vehicle for a 5 minute drive (this was not
pursued as the file associated to this was generated by GPEB and investigators did not
want to compromise that inves!illil
It was made abundantly clear t - · :
that one incident of cash/chip pass will see him
suspended six (6) months (inclusive of his wife)
He has borrowed money in the past but only from other players on whatever table he
may be on
He was told he can buy in at the cage (electronic transfer)
It was noted by INV LEE thatlfJl8switched from Mandarin to Cantonese when
"cornered on a specific issue" (his native language is Cantonese)
Per OSINT (**2014 bankruptcy)

saw·ll!lii.\l'l'B-1111

Investigators recommendlf:.lmbe closely monitored , stay on conditions and be
suspended six (6) months should he continue cash/chip passing .
2020-JAN-08
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
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2020-JAN-10
Interview Summary approved
Recommendations approved
Patron profile updated
RRCR Guest Services updated
Interview formatted as a PDF sent back to D. Tottenham and filed.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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BCLC

1s

*Meee1 1++1f'E'++m

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-AUG-01
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-JUL-15 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2018-NOV-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with any amount of "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:
7 LCTs in total in 2019. Last LCT was 2019-JUN-26.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $2,085,740.00
FX: $2,502.70
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $20,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $550,455.00
The focus of the interview will b e • • recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth.
Occupation: Cashier ltrak /Homemaker (BC Assessment in OSINT)
Company: ' · · · ·
!'w'
History:

•

38 incidents total
3 UFTs, all substantiated
3 exchanges of cash/chips
27 incidents related to VSE and violations

Civil Courts:
NIA

Recent Activity:
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-11, Parq Vancouver-Cash pass in washroom
Patron 1terv ew
04:22 hours, table MDB310- In the Jade West salon Reda::te::i
Identify n;i nforma!l:r1
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
coloured-up their chips then
went to the cage to cash out.
04:24 hours, cash desk (CD) 13-IM8:ashed-out $2,715 (5 x ~59-12
x $100, 3 x $5) in chips and received (27 x $100, 3 x $5) in cashM.I
cashed-out $4,280 (8 x $500, 2 x $100, 3 x $25, 1 x $5) in chips and
received her cash ($100 x 42, $20 x 4 ). When the cash was received
separated the $280 from the $4,000 and put the separated bundles
in separate parts of her wallet and then left Jade West.
04:25 hours
left Jade West withll.il8
am91HUJJCand all three women went to the main washroom together
near the baccarat pit on the 3rd floor. Via a reflection in a mirror,lfj1•
andP- were observed staying near the entrance of the bathroom
Reda:::ted Pa•1c n l1l'erv1ew
and appeared to be talking. (Suspected cash pass by cent fy ng 1format1on
or
$4,000)
· : ·· returned to the table then conducted a covert cash pass ti 11111$4

MM

. ·. . "·!" ..

~.,

IN20190036784, 2019-JUN-04, Parq Vancouver-Chip pass
• Ml8passed approx $4,000 worth of chips t8RW.l@lilft11"
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IN20~09, 2019-~AR-O,_P_~r-~a-~couver- Chip pass

• -

passed chips tolMFfJ!juM

IN20180066421, 2018-0CT-30, Parq Vancouver-Chip pass
17:57 hours, table MDB815- Redacleo Patron lnte·vtew ldent1fyir19 lnforma. on
bought-in for
$9,000 in $100s. The cash used in this buy-in came from a Global
_transaction at the cage Ml• then reached under the table and passed
• • chips, estimated to total $4,000 in chips.
IN20190053325, 2018-AUG-30, Parq Vancouver
23:30 hours, table MDB809 - Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
began to count ou!_ m~ni from her wall~t and th~n counted the money
Pat·on 1n•erv1ew
under the table. IM@iiji hen walked with associate Redac·ed
oen· 1f}1ng ln#orma:1on
IMRa from the table to the single stall women's washroom.
23:32 hours, table MDB809left the washroom and
returned to table MDB809lll• sat down and ~assed an unknown
amount of $100~e table toi;§FEM!.i!§QiE!§E!M"i!ii'* beside
her on her right. - o o k the bills from under the table then took 1
x $100 bill out of an envelope from her purse and added the single bill
to the stack passed to her by
The buy-in totaled $3,000 in
$100s.
23:46 hours
got into a vehicle driven by •f111then
quickly got out, returned to casino floor.
23:53 hours ••·"chipped-in $5,000 (1 x $5,000) after it appeared
previously that she had lost all of her chips.
01 :43 hours, table MDB809got up from the table
and went int~en's washroom together.
01 :45 h o u r s - - l e f t the washroom andB•
returned to table MDB811 to buy-in immediately with $5,000 (45 x
$100, 10 x $50).

Ma

•1111•

Discussion Points:
Associates
Frequent chip passing resulting in incidents
SOW/SOF
Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does she reside?
2. Confirm phone numbe

Patron lnte-,11ew
Identifying lnformat1on

Re~acted
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3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Spouse?
4. How much money hasMMflI••
-. .. d to gamble?
• From whom ha .":. _ borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

How doe
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7. From where doemlfl acquire the funds she uses to gamble? How many chips
does she have in her possession, at home, stored, etc.?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends? Private lenders?
Which banks doe•i!n•use? Joint accounts? With whom?
8. Other Associates
Redacted

Patron nfer\ 1ew Identify ing lnformatron

How doesMllknow-'
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

. ':!1.1181!'*""6!1¥@.!if-. .
• How does : . know MU
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

•

w.&~mrlt~oo~~::• kno~
·1formdt101

Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

• .:f.iiff.rli&O.llt..1Mt.•

.

If.

How does ·. . know
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
The following information was provided byMM!ilKVjeduring the interview:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and her ex-husband both own the house together.
previously worked as a cashier although she currently does not work.
receives spousal support from her ex-husband.
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tM!IW sources of wealth come from the spousal support she receives from

her exhusband, funds she received from an ICBC settlement, and the value of her home
(according to BC Assessment the home is assessed around $1 .9 million) .
(;:Ji

• •

- Regarding IN20190044940 wher
were assessed to have
denies having ever engaged in
conducted a cash pass in the washroom t
a cash pass.
- After cashing out,Mlllalways puts the majority of the funds, usually about $5,000,
in an envelope that she does not keep in her wallet because the envelope is too thick to
close the wallet; the remaining amount of loose bills she usually puts in her wallet.
Rll• keeps this envelope in her purse specifically for this purpose; the next time she
games she will use these funds for her buy-in .
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformatron
llM-cognized a photo of
are
rs .
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
ecognized a photo o
know
e
er from the casinos.
_
.
.,, , . iso from the ~egion of China.
:ften
to wager f o - the most thatB asks for is $500 to
$ '
.
- · · readily wagers onltJR behalf or lend-chips.
- . · · never charges a service fee or interest when she lends chips or wagers on
BJ• ~~hc:ilf, or on behalf of anyone else.
- Whenlllborrows chips at the casino , she usually pays back the funds or chips the
next day.
- a n d P•play often together and-gambles almost daily .

-~

asksQ:SL

recognized a photo of .. . · ·
· ·
·
.
a i i o u r of ··:: ·
and i.s from the same region in China as . .
nd . · . play together often in the casino.
•
- Although . . does not recall any specific incidents of cash/chip passing withm•acknowledges the likelihood of chip passing with mas they would both wager
for each other and then need to pay each other back.
1

M n!I M plays in Parq's Jade East Salon and will reserve a table with a minimum bet of
$300 although many of her friends do not like play'.
· such a high minimum bet.
- Because the minimum bet is high for her friends
will often bet for the friends
who will then pas•:ll l chips to pay back · .: .
' ·· ·
Mii and her friends like playing in Jade East because there the dealers will give
free hands (burn off the cards) .
~recognized a photo o •

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

as a woman known

·has no personal dealings with- · although she knows thatMMm•
played with a bald man.

often
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Redacted Patron 1n1er.11cw ldent1'y11g Information
• • identifiew
as the bald man who
often played with.:...;,.......;.,._
- Despite a previous incident where casino information reported tha1Mwemi=
were involved in a cash • •st off of Parq Vancouver property and that...:.·.:..- was
with the two at the time , ··:.
has no recollection of the incident or ever leaving the
Reda :;;ted P,d ron
site with Int erview de n· f m

hedacted Patron nterv ew Identifying
PJMwas shown two (2) different photos o '
and did
not recognize him .
8'Ju• thought that the two (2) photos were of two (2) different men, despite both
photos being oflill
lnf~rmallon

-11:
il'.2~l!!J~-.
)hl.FI.1'9~if~1~?!.-!!f:~¥:!ff~S~H~~"i~·~§~M~N~Mf~%:!!.i:·S:- ·
sre~ognized
nickname ~-1s
1

6

1

· · only knows•mM inside the casino , but sinci•J•has been placed on
sourced cash/chip conditions---will have nothing to do with her.
- In the pastM•would as~ to bet for him and he always settled right away .
· .. · has never borrowed money to gamble.
.
. never lends money in the casinos: • • understands that her casino
•
associates are not real friends and are just associates.
- Typically,WJ!ft• acquires her funds on site at the cage using her Visa card.

Investigators' comments:
W•1cknowledged conducting chip passes as a regular part of her gaming within
BCLC facilities although generally she is unable to remember specific events. Despite
this , the investigators assess thatMMwas being honest. She frequently conducts
chip passes and had not considered it problematic although she clearly knew that chip
passing was not permitted or she would not have tried to hide the passes. • •
explanation of keeping an envelope in her purse and using this for the large sums of
cash after cashing-out is corroborated in IN20190044940.

111• remains on sourced cash/chip conditions.

She has been thoroughly educated
about the requirements within BCLC facilities to not engage in cash/chip passing.
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IJ•

gaming presents little to no risk to BCLC as she is a low level player and she
now understands the sourced cash/chip conditions .

. . . has a long history of gaming in BCLC facilities (her earliest LCT is dated 20060CT-06) and has made numerous associates within the gaming facilities. After
interviewing R • the investigators assess that Rilfas association with these abovenoted associates, including some with known cash facilitation activities, is not nefarious
and thatm• has no involvement with cash facilitation.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
Redac'ed Pa•ron
NAM : Inte
rv iew lde nt1fy11g
I nforma•ion
SID #
lnterv
I
I • • PR-07
Interview Time: 1330hrs - 1350hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon MOB 63)
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)

Synopsis:
On 2016-APR-07 at 1330hrs investigator ~SMA along with investigator LEE attended to the private
room as previously arUI~ to meet with~ho was being escorted to the room by RR~est
Service Phoebe YAN ·::·
as escorted to the room by YAN and introductions were mademwas
thanked for taking the time to meet with us.
BCLC's role with regard to Gaming in the province of BC was explained t<llll Considerin!lllllis fairly
new to BC Casinos it was explained we needed to ask him some questions to get to know him better .
Conditions surroundin£illll inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him .
The interview lasted approx. 30 minutes andlllremained respectful (but reserved) throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

Ill

Regarding the 2016-APR-03 incident ($350K in chips and $140K cash):

~xplained he is visiting Canada on vacation to see family and friends (not on business). He was in
Whistler Skiing and indicated his friend hurt himself and they came back from Whistler to see a doctor
~could be the male seen in a wheelchair on the April 3'd incident footage).
li!iladvised he has friends everywhere he goes including Canada.
Prior to arriving at the casino on the incident ni~ht , while at dinner, his friend made the arrangements to
get him the chips and cash he used on April 3' .
Wriends that reside locally had many contacts that had access/connections to the chips and cash .
ll!llwas unwilling to divulge the identity of his friend(s) that helped him get the cash and chips.
Source of wealth:

Associates:

Ill confirmed that

Reoac'ed Patron 1n·erv1ew
ldent1f n 1n~ormat on

1 works for his company in China and referred to him as both a
friend and business associate. He was unwilling to confirm the name of the company he runs thatll
works for .
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lllleferred t t

Hedacled

Patron lnter J1ew IC!ent fy1ng
lnformallan

I

as his friend .

Cash alternatives and education RE Conditions:
.confirmed he does not have a bank account in Canada as such bank drafts are not an option for
him.
was re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino and BCLC
will need to be able to verify the source of his funds.
He was told that the results of our interview would be forwarded to upper management and someone
would be in touch with him.

Ill

li!B suggestions/comments:
llllbrought up BC Governments cultural ignorance and suggested that what he has been gambling in
River Rock are small amounts. He indicated he could ask any one of his friends/associates for $3 million
and he would have it no questions asked .
indicated he has a line of credit at every casino in Vegas up to $1 o million at each .
-If BCLC offered credit he would use it.
-Hold Cheque was explained to him but likely isn 't an option for him .

1ii1

Interviewer comments:
illwas somewhat uncooperative during certain aspects of the interview process.
He was reluctant to discuss his businesses and suggested investigators should (and have already) do
internet searches and we would find all the answers we need.
He was also unwilling to discuss who his friends are or his local contacts are.
Reda:1c:l z:>atron .ntcrv cw ldent1fy1ng
Followin~ interview investigator LEE went to the
website (which has a
photo o f - and confirmed by reading the Chinese characters the pronunciation of the company name
islitJfl!l8.

BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to the casino regardinglilll status with BC Casinos. His
SID profile comments have been updated so the site is aware that he 's been interviewed and conditions
remain in place . To eliminate confusio~wing a conversation with AML File Coordinator Tom
CAVERLY, the ban was removed fro~ profile and he was put under watch.
This was communicated to RRCR Guest Services Phoebe YAN verbally.
A copy of this interview summary has been sent to AML File Coordinator Tom CAVERLY.

2
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BCLC ISW:Rti1Mffli&:x1illi1Jao1r.l5i\MJGJ!.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-NOV-15
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:

RHMlis presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:

llfll has generated 43 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-FEB .
On 2017-NOV-03, as a result of an $50,000 (all $50 bills) buy in at PARQ , the following
comment added tcMIDls SID profile:
2017-NOV-06***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at
or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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-

occupation as a "student" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or SOW.

History:

He is part of a group of younger gamblers, most also listed as
students. BCLC has interview some 0W1P.a associates and in most cases they claim to be
financed by parents overseas and money may come from exchange/wire transfer businesses.

lif!R holds PGF accoun1M• at PARO Casino. He has used his PGF account 4 times since
opening his account in 2017-0CT-29 Uust before being placed on conditions).

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-03 I 17-62657 I UFT-PARQ:. .conducted $55,000 in cash buy ins (5 bundles of
$50 bills , each bound by elastics plus an additional $5K) .

Occupation:
Student - Unknown where

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Rcaac'ed Pa··on Interview den" fy ng 'lformal101

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
b. Does he own or rent?
i.

Who owns the house?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. If he is financed by parents overseas explain the process of how he gets
money in Canada .
b. What do his parents do for a living?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a student.
a. What school is he attending?
b. What is/was he studying? Is he still registered as a student there? Does
he have any source of income in Canada?
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Wherliili'il does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6.

Encourage~to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of funds to
wit~

gamble

2
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7. Doeslm have any casino chips at home? Does he make a habit of leaving
with chips if so from where (which casino(s)) and how many?
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-NOV-03 / 17-62657 / UFT-PARQ:
1. Where did he acquire the $50K in cash?
a. Explain the process of how he came into possession of it.
2. Educate

II.: regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .

3. Caution ·
. against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on his behalf.
This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos.

Interview Results:
Redacted

Patron Interview ldcntr'ying

nforma110'1
confirmed the address on
is current. He is renting the
condo/apartment.
)i;> llll!i!I confirmed he is financed by his parents who reside overseas (China).
o His parents are involved in a business that deals in agricultural goods : Fertilizer,
pesticides, chemicals etc.
o His mother often wires him money.M l 1as accounts at 2 CON Fl 's: RBC and
TD Canada Trust.
~ 111!ff•is attending
where he is studying English and a bit
of math. His casino profile has been updated with the college name.
)i;> He is in Canada on a student visa (not a citizen or permanent resident) .
? - d o e s not have any income/business or employment in Canada .
? ""T'he"'Cash used in the casino is a combination of recycled winnings, cash from a MSB or
ATM/debit withdrawals.
)i;> lll•mentioned that he drives a"tl••illlAtf.that he previously sold ts>
Richmond Nissan (Richmond Automall) for cash . He then financed the s a m e .
•'I.back from Nissan. According to casino record-·s attached to
~MllMt!tif"®"
)i;> ~was encouraged to utilize his PGF account. He acknowledged he has an account
at PARO . He stated he won a lot over a couple days and used his winnings to open an
account at PARO . Review of LCT records at the time of opening his PGF account

? -

al@vj.ZM

•

supp o - - .
o ·:- · r:nentioned his friend he referred to asR(believed to be.111111&
-warned him to not take cash away from the casino. · is also on
conditions and had already been interviewed by BCLCl!ll encouragedlilill
to leave some of his money at the casino in a PGF account to avoid issues with
BCLC. According tc1fm•ar@IU"* taught him how to gamble.
RE: Underground Casinos:
~ lll!llwas aware of the existence of unregistered or underground casino but stated he
has never been.

3
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He recalled being approached by an individual while smoking outside the old
Edgewater casinos Salon. This Asian male noticed he had been losing and
offered to take him to an underground casino where he would be lent money.
According toli'iC,9he male told him that if he loses $10 ,000 in borrowed funds
~uld only have to pay back $8,000.
o - w a s asked to describe the male:
• Approx. 30 years old, Asian male , 1701bs, 5'6" to 5'8", hair was shaved on
the sides with a slightly longer patch of hair on the top.
f-'a''an
• The male goes by eithe nter\'1ew ldent1'y1ng
o li""'·""-il-!l!i-lmentioned others in his group of friends had bene approached by this male
previously.
o Since Edgewater moved to PARO.Bil has not seen this male.
o

~ecac·ed

RE 2017-NOV-03 / 17-62657 I UFT-PARQ:
>-- m•was adamant that he only bought in for $20,000 on this incident date.

Investigators described he had 5 larger bundles of $50 bills, each totalling $10,000. He
stated the bundles were only $5 ,000 each (which would have made $25,000, not
$20,000) .
o The investigator called BCLC HUSLER in the onsite office who confirmed via
LCT record the total buy in this incident date was $55,000 ($50,000 in $50's) .
Attached tracking also supported this amount and notedliil received 50X$1K
chips.
o This information was relayed to IRlwho seemed surprised as he did not recall
buying in this much.
o Post interview the investigator requested PARQ surveillance transfer the footage
to the secure shared drive. Footage associated to the UFT was reviewed and
confirmed 5 larger bundles of $50 bills (each bundle appeared to contain 2
smaller bundles) were presented bylll!iltotalling $50K. Footage also confirmed
he received 50X$1 K chips to complete the buy in.
o Its possibl~ may have been buying in for lii!ll(who is on conditions and
accompanied him to the casino on the incident daV.ifjfage showed the dealer
slid the chips towardlii!llwho redirected them to .:
This could explain why
- d i d not recall buying in for $50,000.
.
;... -advised that he was sent $300,000 RB by his mother in China. He needed to
convert (what sounded like a portion of it) to CON currency and one of his friends
suggested he use the money exchange business in Crystal Mall (Burnaby) near his
residence.
o B!ililpulled up an advertisement for the company on his smart phone which
confirmed the MSB is called "Vange" (www.vange.ca)
o The address is 1005-4500 King sway in Burnaby.
o The company uses the "We-Chat" application to conduct its business.
o By todays exchange rate $300,000 RB would equal approx. $57,000 CON .
Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes .•
English.
BCLC ConditionseMis on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

4

did speak some
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-seemed to be honest with investigators and answered all questions asked of him .
He was educated that he can use his debit card at the cashier as one cashless alternative which
he was not aware of and seemed receptive to.

liiJli8was told that if he chooses to use cash to gamble in BC Casinos it will have to be
accompanied by a receipt. He seemed fine with this; he holds accounts at 2 CON Fl 's and a
money exchange business should provide him with a receipt.
It is recommendedlll.I remain on conditions .
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

5
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BC LC IS ij§fi§l@(lflif!'flff@i.l!.lfii!.l,i
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-FEB-13
Interview Time: 1O: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being
spoken to about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin

Conditions:

BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Patron gaming suspended effective immediately pending AML interview.

Recent Activity:

- h a s generated 370 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-AUG
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,657,485.00

FX: $218,794.15
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,662,600.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,934,485.94

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and
relationship to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and
follow up

Occupation:
Ruling #19

- Previously a Ruling #19

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

- h a s been documented in BC Casinos since 2005-AUGwith eight (8)
UFT's to date.

Activity Outline:
Per his OS/NT in 2019 the following issues need clarification. The key
concern is outstanding funds owing and the money he is using at the
casino.
Ruling #19

1

2.

Ruling #19
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Redacted - Patron Interv1ew Identifying

Ruling #19

Redacted - Patron Interview

3. Listed as previous Directorfor BC Company Identifying Information
Ceased to
be a Director on the same date company was incorporated (Oct 24,
2017)
(NOF itrak) is the new company Director.

4.

Ruling #19

.
Dated Website article lists the following:

s.IMli@land
Ruling #19
of a
Ruling #19

··• · _..

Hedacted Patro1 lnte~wrew
tdent1'ying lnfo rmat1cn

Ruling #19

(NOF iTrak - same address as. . subject
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Discussion Points:
SOW/Fraud Charges/Outstanding Debt
Any other properties
Clarify business information
Any other family here
Redacteo Patron Interview
What is numbered company
Confirr r
is his wife
What is the status of the lawsuit (Documents indicatetliUIM owes
Ide ll1fy1n;i lnfo1r1at1:m

Ruling #19

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home.

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this inteNiew,
-

Redactea

Patro11nte~ . 1eu

ldentffy11g

Info nat1Jn

Redacted - Patron Intervi ew Identifying Information
He lives at
Ruling #19
The property is owned b

stated the following:
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-

Ruling #19
Reda::ted

Ruling #19

Pat ron lnterv ew lde1t1fying
lnforma·1on

Ruling
#19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

- ••4'.llmiN!j" (NOF itrak) is a friend of his

RSZ and a third person went into a partnership to open a

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

11 hence the company

in • .

Redacted

PatrO'l tnle v1eu ldent1fymg
lnfo·mat1:::in

- Whil..-, name is on as director now he manages it
- The company claimed zero income last year
- The purchase money for the home in ••t!:!came from Ruling #19
-

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

He gets money from three sources:Ruling #19

Ruling #19

He has tried to quit gambling in the past
Ruling #19
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- He claimed $30K in income tax last year from his business
- He is generally paid in cash (Ruling #19
)
- If he is paid by cheque it is made out to him personally
- He has had two gigs so far this year
- Ruling #19

- He has no other family in Canada
- He has no other properties in Canada
- He used to live inRuling #19
- While living there he me 1 Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and they became friends
- He me
in 2000
fyFJg
- During the course of his friendship with
he went to
Redac·ed
1aent

Pa' ron ln'e1v1ew
tnforma' on

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

Redactea

Patro1

tnte~v ceu

!denl1fy1ng lnfa·rria11cn

- As

-

Ruling #19

Rejacteo Patrol lnle ' 111ew
ld en11~y1ng

lnf:irmat1on

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Rejacied Pat ron ln•erv1ew
l aentlfyng lnforma· 1on
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-

He had

Redacteu

Patro1 lnte ·v1e11
ldentr'ymg lnfrrmat1cn

R:edac'ed Pat·on Interview
1oen• fymg ln'onnatron

Ruling #19

-

-

-

Ruling #19

)Ruling
#19

He plays very small at the casinos now
He has been accused by a number of financial institutions (i.e. banks)
of money laundering when he deposits cash and immediately
requests a bank draft made out to him
Numerous financial institutions have severed ties with him, he is
currently getting drafts from HS BC
He gets the drafts due to his BCLC Conditions
The bulk of his money is recycled or Casino wins (he recently won
$40Kovertwo days)
He received a letter from The Financial Institutions Commission
(FICOM) with respectto his dealing at some banks (sounded like a
"warning letter''
He has no association to Undergrounds or loan sharks
He has gone to "Money Mart" style locations for advances in the past
The interest rates in these types of places is crippling
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
2019-FEB-13:

~mentfor interview has been removed f r o r 1 - ; profile.
- s currently barred pending investigation

Investigators Comments:
-

Investigators f e e l - i s a desperate man,

Ruling #19
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Ruling #19

- Investigators tried at length to getM•to VSE, Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

- Investigators are concerned f o 1 - s stability
- Game Sense advisor Brent RUNTE advised of concerns
- RUNTE referred investigators to ~fo Support Rep Margaret
SI GS WORTH for assistance with-.
- Investigator L~ince contacted SI GS WORTH requesting
ncefohas de~~n.~trated he is vulnerable and could be taken
•
advantage of for his financial gain
- It is not clear if he gained financiall~is dealings with
or, if it was strictly a s - stated, to save face.
R(:dacled Palfon 'llerv ew
lde:it1fymJ lnformat1ori
1

Recommendations:
- s history and debt load are of concern.
The source of some of his funds could be questionable.
His stability is in question.
Given BCLC is aware of all of this, a barring may be appropriate.
2019-FEB-14
Forwarded to Manager AML for review.
2019-FEB-15
Five year Barring approved
2019-FEB-20
Barring completed (I NC2019-12047)
Profile update.
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC

1s•@&k.lf'.i§!i.1§1.fi@N!.*lf!.. .
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-17
Interview Time: 10:45 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2017-NOV-16:
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with request for AML interview

Recent Activity:

I•

has generated 34 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-AUG

His profile at this time shows:
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Bl : $379,785.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $964,300.00
DISBURSEMENT: $316,040.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:

General Manager
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(China) (20% owner)

Of these UFT's : is directly involved in seven (7)
incidences. The primary concern is money dropped off to liil, and moneylll appears
to be providing to other high roll patrons.
The incident that triggere-s sourced conditions and request for interview occurred
2017-NOV when he received a drop off $99,500 (500x$100 - possible bank strap) and
the balance in $50's wrapped in multiple elastics.
Prior to this incidenm is noted to have been involved in some way with multiple small
denomination large volume cash buy in's.
Per his OSINT in 2017, nothing negative uncovered .

Activity Outline:

llis a seasonal player
2015-AUG - RRCR

llllwas seen removing 5 bundles of bills a white bag and placed the bundles on the
cage counter. Each bundle was wrapped with elastic bandslllllproduced 32 in $5 bills,
125 in $1 O bills, 2402 in $20 bills, 7 in $50 bills and 2 in $100 bills for total of $50,000
buy-in.Bbought in for total of $55,000 and did not cashed out during this visit.
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Dropped off with Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
exited the vehicle with the noted white plastic bag.
? driver
?origin of cash
?association to

2016- MAR - RRCR

R

appeared to facilitate two buy in's by delivering a shopping bag of $1 OOK in $20 bills
to two individual males i.e. one bag each, one dropped at Sea Harbour (u/m recipient)
and one passed in the Salon.lllwas staying on site at the time l h floo;i bil of
money from his room). One of the shopping bags ended up withffillfH
Redacled Patron
ln1erv1ew Iden• • n

?origin of cash
?association to

2017- JAN - RRCR

1llillproduced 2000x$20 bills for a $40,000 buy-in (plastic bags - dropped off in VIP
parkade area by
with a U/M). The U/M handed the noted white plastic
bag tollillwhile heading towards the skywalk.
***Of note the day after this incidentmopened a PGF account with a $100,000 CIBC
bank draft***
?who drove? origin
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
2. · .'. arrived at the site as passenger in
···· ·· ·. '. .·. · and produced $34,835 in mixed~omination bills. The bills were
wrapped in elastic and wrapped in newspaper.
also bought in.

m

Association toll

2017- FEB - RRCR

1111 withllarrived on site in a

drivingB placed 3 bundles of CON
$100 bills (each bound by elastics) and 2 bricks of CON $20 bil~lso bound by
elastics) for buy in. lililianded a significant amount of chips to.for play (per TGM
chips returned to Ii).
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2017- MAR - RRCR
15

Attended the site wittlllin the ~· 11;;"fl1jM*ISi\:w~· both carrying dark coloured
s or uy 1n to a $1 OOK - $5 bundles each).
plastic bags. Both produced $50 1n
The bills were wrapped multiple elastics.
?origin of bills

2017- NOV (Parq)
.ought in for $99,9~0 (50~x$100, 999X$50 . The bills were delivered to him by a
-'.IWm1z11ed 1n behind th
- •. • •. •
•
• • . •
the
driver of the ··:: : got out of the car and passed a bag t ·:: though the driver
window. The bag was a white plastic bag (the words golf were on the side) with a black
plastic back that was inside the white plastic bag (possible bank strap on the $1 OO's).

~as last noted to be at a BC Casino in 2018-AUG (LCT's) . There are no further
directly related UFT's on file forllill
** vehi_cl~s/pa• .-Fey lender/borrower??**
Assoc1at1on t< · :.• •
r

ti

Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF (from whom was he acquiring the small denomination bills.
How did he become involved in distribution money to colleagues ($20's)
Why one year absence (Sept 2016 - June 2018)
Family here?
How often in Canada?

Relationship to:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
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Confirm the owners of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
Clarify business information

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Reda:::ted

Patron I '11erv ew

Jdcn'lf)' ng 1format101

._.

tated the following:

Patro1 lnle'V1ew
His address has been updated to 1 Redactec
(profile updated)
lde nt1'y1ng l nformatrcn
Per BC Assessment his home is currently valued at $3,846,000
He owns his home
He has a wife and three children living in Vancouver
His children are 8,6 and 3
His two eldest were born in Hong Kong and his youngest was born in Canada
His wife is striving to get Canadian Citizenship, he is not
He lives 5-6 months a year in Canada
He comes over as often as he can as his kids are young
His trips are pending how busy he is at work
He lives in Wu Han City, Province of Hubei, China
He is 20% owner in the trading company he is affiliated to
The company is involved in trading "natural resources"
He has recently invested in a second company which roughly translated in to
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
English is '

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

-

All noted associates are friends from China:
Re:1acerl Pat-01 lnle r11ew cen· fying
(known over 10 years, has a house in Vancouver and a
lnfo·rrnflan
business in China)
00
•mr.mr!lll!llt
Info mat1::in '"15iil\l\JillW (often visits Canada with him/borrows his vehicles/stays at

his

le~

lnfornat1:.in

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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Any money used in the described incidents is money passed back and forth
between his circle of friends (money owing/borrowed) if they are over for a visit
etc.
No specific source of the $20's named
There are no interest payments
He is not involved with an~oan sharks/does not know an~ loan sharks
He owns the noted •@Z@ii#ii(•ielM§aj@fy®HGFMl.!hfii!!.!,. .
He has heard of undergrounds through "guys talking" when they are out eating
and drinking
From what he has heard about undergrounds they are dangerous, he has no
desire to attend one and does not have a specific location for any
On every visit he brings cash over ($1 OO's)
He has $150K in RRCR chips, he finds it easier to buy in that way . He has a
habit of taking a few home when he plays. (NOTE - Director table games has
been asked to source the alleged chips)

BCLC Conditions:
2019-JAN-17:

Reguirement for interview has been removed from
Bcurrently is still on full cash/chip conditions

llm profile.

Investigators Comments:

Ill was evasive on the origin of the $20's. He did c• ..· _. he was given the first bunch of
$2cl's in 2015 as he had just arrived in Canada and
gave it to him so they could go to
the Casino to gamble.
lilil was otherwise forthcoming
SOF/SOW requirements have been fully explained toBas has BCLC's concern with the
use of small bills for buy in
Bllwas encouraged to use his PGF
Welll'il defiantly has wealth ; it is recommended he stay on full sourced cash/chip
conditions

llim company is confirmed as:
Company Nam ;,

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

qeaac-ed Pa•ron 1n•erv1ew
laenllfyng ln&orma• on

Guest Name

Redacted

Patro1 lnte"J1ew aent fvng
Info r1atmn
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Company address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview

ldenHfymg Information

Address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
English :

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
The highlighted name is lilt;
2019-JAN-17
Forwarded to management for review
2019-JAN-18
Per management review, lllwill stay on full sourced cash chip conditions . Profile reflects
same.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC
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SUPPLEMENTAL INTERVIEW:

There has been a request by AML Manager D. Tottenham to follow up with lifwith respect to
chips he has been bringing on site at RRCR for cash out.
In his prior interview on 2019-JAN-17l lstated to investigators:

He has $1 SOK in RRCR chips, he finds it easier to buy in that way. He has a
habit of taking a few home when he plays. (NOTE - Director table games has
been asked to source the alleged chips)
Per patron LCT review, since the interview incident, WITHOUT play.

as cashed out the following WITHOUT

2019-FEB-07 - $1 SK c/o
2019-MAR-2 - $1 OK c/o
2019MAR-11 - $1 SK c/o
2019-AUG-23 - $30K c/o
2019-AUG-28 - $40K (chips seized) no c/o
Total $11 OK

An outline of what is required noted below:
Hey St one,

So as we talked about, it doesn't appear RRCR w ill be go in g o ut of th eir way to help us he re.

-

was in on the weekend askin g for his ch ips back and/or ask ing for an update.

Ca n you please try and get a hold of him and confirm how many mo re chips he may have t hen set up an
interview date/time.

He wil l need to bring all chips t o the interview fo r us to know what we're workin g w ith.
Th e interview w ill focus on him providing an exp lanation as to when he wo n these chips, why he takes
them home instead of cas h them out etc.
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To now it see ms l l l as been pretty st rai ghtforward w it h us and the site so I' m guess in g he' ll be
coo pe rative .

Acco rdin g to David Z he could have up to $30K more at home and all the y co uld so urce is 3 ch ips.

According t o the SF Case (03114525 ) his# is :

Th anks,

Steve Beeksma
2019-SEPT- 11
09:30 hrs
Suite 100 - RRCR

Interview Results:

During the course of this intervie'V'PlfMlm!t1-tated the following :
He has $25K in chips $5K chips in hand (in his man purse, showed them to
investigators)
He may have a few $100, $25 chips floating around, that's just "chump change"
The only reason he is cashing out is because RRCR/BCLC will not let him play
with the chips
He really just wants to play
He doesn't understand why his money was accepted for buy in and now the
chips are not "good"
He did not receive a receipt for the $40K in chips that were taken from him 2019AUG-28 (asked for one at the cage - INC190056564 refers)
Previous VIP Manager Lisa GAO is aware of his habits, when he loses $10-$20K
he tends to pick his chips up and go
He has played this way since he started gaming at RRCR
As stated in his 2019-JAN-17 interview, he hangs on to the chips for convenience
He is not a resident, when he visits it is easier to just have chips on hand when
he is in town and wants to play
That the site (RRCR) cannot source the chips is their problem , not his, all of the
chips in question are his
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Investigators Comments:

The answers provided byllare consistent with those provided in his January 2017
interview
Investigators find nothing of concern inllm accounting of events and believe the
chips to belong tolllas he has stated
In making their recommendation with respect to the ownership of the chips, Investigator
LEE pointed out Incident #17-27057whereb
a patron
surveillance and tables watch very closely was up $100K in one session and
surveillance and tables missed the tracking demonstrating oversites in tacking can
occur.

Discussion with AML Manager:

Interview results discussed with AML Manager Daryl Tottenham
Tottenham is in agreement with Investigators reasoning and findings
Tottenham directed investigator thatlila can keep his $25K in chips for play
with the proviso the site is updated
AsRis headed off site for the day, he is to cash out the $40K in chips held by
the site
Site staff are to be notified o f . new status

Investigators Actions:

Assisted in cash out of $40 K
Oscar CHOW, Ricky LAI and Davis ZHOU have all been updated, o n - new
status; that he is sourced to 5x$5K chips as of this date and time (10:30 hrs) per
Daryl TOTTENHAM
LAI had added a supplemental to incident
Follow up email sent to ZHOU documenting the approval of $25K sourced chips
forllll
From: Ly nn Cous in s

>

Sent: September-11-19 3:09 PM
To: 'David Zhou' <

>

Cc: Daryl Tottenham <
Subject:

Redacted

>; Steve Beeksma <

>; Lynn Cousins

DJ"on l11' e1v1ew ld81trfy ng

Hi David,
Ju st to follow up on our conversat ion with respect to SOF for
After a second interview wit

Rcda:ted

Patron 1terv C\\ tdc1t1fy1n;;i

I 1forma·1on

rill th is date, BCLC has a pp roved the return of funds for the $40K in chips

seized 2019-AUG-28 INC190056564.
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BCLC has further approved $25K in "chips in hand " thatfllproduced this date as sourced .
Moving forwards please adjust your record s accmd ingly.

Regards,
Lynn
Lynn Cousins , CAMS
AML Investigator
Legal, Compliance, Security Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM OA6

c 778-868-4012
lcousins@bclc.com

2019-SEPT-12
Per management review, interview ready to file.
PDF created and dropped in to AML Risk Folder.
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
•

Redacted - Patron

NAM • Interview Identifying
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 10/30/2015
Interview Time: 13:05 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Specific Questions to Ask :

1. Confirm source of her wealth?
2. On October 11 th you cashed out 16 k where did you get the money to buy in?
3.

On October 1i

hyou conducted a 6.6 K buy in , where did you get the

money from?

4. On October 23'd you received a 5K chip pass , where did the money originate?
5.

Does he understand the conditions?

6. Educate on PGF Accounts.
7.

Remind him that he may be banned again if he continues to play with un-sourced money.

Interview Results:

?

At the beginning of the interview it was explained to him about government
regulations and reporting requirements;

?

He was advised that the reason for the meeting was to talk about his conditions and
to ensure that he understands them;

~

He responded by saying that people from China usually pay in cash and do not like
to use credit;

~

He stated that he will go to the casino and keep it under the 1O grand marl;
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-,. He advised that we (BCLC) are forcing him to break the rules and that he will play
small and win a bunch of chips then go into the washroom and come back out and
do the same again until he has a large number of chips;
-,. He usually keeps it under 10 grand but late at night he will call for the cash and
mentions that he uses a money exchange business;
-,. He further stated that there are many of these exchange business and that the way
that it works is that the money is wired from his account in China to another account
in China and the money is delivered;

?

He declined to go into specific details as to what number she would call and who he
would meet;

?

He does not want to use PGF as it takes too long which has an effect on his luck;

?

If he is on a winning streak he will just take the money home and at one point has
170 K at home;

?

He has lived in Canada for the past six years and has not worked as he still has a
construction business in China which is the source of his wealth;

?

He has about $2,000,000.00 in his bank account here;

?

He was questioned about the October 23rd transaction witl WllWand stated that
the two are good friends. They would pool their money and play together. He may
play at the direction o f B • It would depend on who is lucky at the time;

?

He mentioned that in the early morning hours he calls the money exchange people
because the banks are closed;

?

He said if he wins that he would pay them back right away;

-,. When the conditions were explained to him he stated that he understood but that he
just wanted to play;

?

He went on to say that he knows that the BC Government is asking who is loan
sharking but he would not offer any information in this regard ;

?

He was told that he must follow the conditions;

?

He stated that he has about 12,000 in chips at home;

Interview ended at 13:52 hours

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed or l l l ability to buy-in using cash or unwas encouraged to use a Patron Gaming Fund Account.
sourced chips.

II

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions ~ontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

II did not seem to appreciate the importance of adhering to his playing conditions . With this in
mind he was reminded that if he did not he would be banned again.
His banned was lifted shortly after his interview.
Tom Caverly
Casino Inve stigations

3
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BCLC IS """ .,. ·

rn

••• . , "

'

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-02
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

•I.IS has generated 28 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-DEC
On 2017-0CT-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

E m N i s associated as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as· unusual transactions, 1xunsub 1xsubstantiated .
The concer~ and reason fo~ in_terview is to establish SOW and SO_F a~~\~l-llllil·.·11.1·1!~1 most
recent buy-in of $50K cash 1s 1n excess of an average buy-in for h1m.lli:::il:i.I..$
average is $18-$20k
What is your relationship to the following :
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
INCIDENT: 170054120
2017-SEPT-23
2201 hrs
$5K+ chip pass to · - ( H a r d Rock)

INCIDENT: 170055840
2017 -OCT-01

·ti!Mif

-~

v
· .....
drove91._off site whenllMl!l!Wan
out of chips
When they returned .. JJitihad $50K for buy in .....
Where did you go?
Whose money is it?

INCIDENT: 170061579
2017-0CT-29
$50k Bl - RRCR - all $100 bills
Rcdactej Patron 1ntcrv ew
??? Was this a buy-in fo
1nfmmation

ldent1fym~

is on conditions??

As per LCT records, on the early morning of 2017-0CT-2.slifJ.im conducted a total of $57,500 in cash buy
ins at the Grand Villa casino. The total was comprised of 4 separate buy ins between 0017hrs and 0103hrs
(morning of the 29th}.

oMi'ffMLCT

Review
records shows his most recent one occurred on 2017-0CT-23 at the Hard Rock
casino detailing a disbursement for $57,600. On 2017-0CT-24• •vas placed on conditions.
It is reasonable to conclude that the mone!•sed at the Grand Villa prior to attending River Rock
on the afternoon of 2017-0CT-29 is sourced t
disbursement at the Hard Rock casino on the

_QW

23rd (nearly and exact match to the dollar amount).

2
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The focus of this report will btf!RJJ$so,ooo cash buy in at River Rock on the afternoon of 2017-0CT29 as it is deemed to be unsourced.

At 1401hrs"i'•lfMlfl'"arrived in the casinos upper level Phoenix high limit room. They settle on
table MEZB25 when:• • begins removing multiple bundles of $100 bills from his side bag. He
removed the elastics from the bundles before providing the cash to the dealer for counting/purchase of
chips.
-By 1414hrs the dealer had completed counting the cash which totaled $50,000 (500X$100 bills). WWW
was provided with the chips and began to gamble withM.seated next to him observing play.

MllllNas putting amounts at risk consistent with his buy in amount (average $SK per hand).

The investigator reviewed approx. an houroflf:.11• play.lifJ\1.remained seated at the table with
him observing play but was not seen handling cards or chips.

Review o;•41fl!!W LCT record this date confirms that at 1858hrs he presented $115,000 in chips for
redemption which was paid cash to complete the disbursement.

SincelWlll first LCT in 2006 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $2,982,860
FX: $0
PGF: $5,594,300
DSB:$4,7 48,564.50
Average BI: $50-$60

Occupation:
Antique Dealer

3
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Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

LCT's - SOF??

2017-0CT-29 -$100x500=$50K

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6.

Encourag~ to use a PGF account.

7. Cautio,'1WMfPagainst using associates to conduct transactions for
him . Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

4
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted

Patron ntef'\. ew Identifying
nforma11ori

stated the following:

He owns his home
He has three sources of income; Antique dealing (goes to estate sales and then sells
privately)/ Independent IT Consultant i.e. unlocks hones, resells a ain a rivate
endeavour/Owner of a
which is M · al Marijuana facility he is also a consultant for the chain
re good friends, known each other for 30 yrs
He and
ave funded one another in their gambling with cash/chip passes
He now understands that his behaviour needs to change/sourcing and tracking has
to be accurate therefore he will no longer chip/cash pass (he said "as a gambler you
say it won 't happen again but it will if you're chasing)
When he and
drove off site (I NC 1700~5840) ~he~nt to their respective
homes to get money then returned to play, he did not give - t h e $50k
He'd had a big loss and was chasing it (170061579) and borrowed $50k from•9f!I.!"
win the night before
He was not wagering for"i'ila~s there watching him because if he was
u 4 , ,1$wanted his money baCi( ~as there to haul him out of the casino
once e covered his big loss and before he lost MMle $50k. He was playing out
of desperation.
He generally uses debit to buy-in as a means to control his weekly to $20k
Recent LCT's he was chasing

•J.19

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips.
Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain as patron has acknowledged
that he has "a gambling problem ; I don't like losing". Patron is aware of the VSE program, was
VSE'd in the past. Patron stated he is one to chase a win.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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This is Exhibit " 1 G " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commis ione or taking Affidavits for the
ovinc of British Columbia
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BCLCIS

f:ri •

•

HC.li

11;.r

:.I.\•

ri ·

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-24
Interview Time: 13:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JUL-11 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
25 LCTs in total since 2015-SEP-07 . Last LCT was 2018-AUG-26.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $237,600.00
FX: $7,150.75
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $119, 145.00
The focus of the interview will b e l l l • recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth .

Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:
•

29 incidents total
3E h •
h/ h.•

2 f th

h

•

Personal

.th Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
Once put on conditions, history of buying-in with sourced funds

Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity:
Ruling #19

•

Ruling #19

, Ruling #19

,

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

)
.. ..
passed-an undetermined amount of

18:44 hourschips under the table.
· eceived a cash delivery from a

being driven b y -

,.
passed - - . the cash she received from
the delivery fro · .. (believed to be Ruling ).
#19
20:21 hours ·
passed chips under the table tcM1!1W($2,500).
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
and Ruling #19
During the evening
, large amounts of $20s were
passed between multiple patrons and used to buy-in in the high limit
salon. Total cash buy-ins reported as suspicious in this session is
$12,200. Ruling #19
During the afternoon of Ruling #19
stacks of $20s were passed
between patrons and a cash-pass is believed to have taken place in
the single-stall bathroom. Total cash buy-ins reported as suspicious in
this session is $13,980. Ruling #19
)
Redacted
Patron
Interview
ldenl1fy1ng
Information
19:32hourswalked toward
Ruling
#19
the single-stall washrooms in
. The door was locked so they

of Ruling #19
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turned aroundJ2 gaveMW 1 bundle of $20s. The amount is
unknown .a~ returned to table MDB308.
19:35 hours, table MDB308 -MWbought-in for $1,300 in $20s.
During the early evening of Ruling #19
) M!IW
unzipped her Ruling purse, held the purse open and directed the open
#19
towardsll.IBHiRI put a stack of $20s intcMIW purse and
walked away.
•
• 1"5::26 hours, table MDB511- AsM!flwalked up to table MDB511 , she
reached into her purse and removed a stack of $20s then presented the
funds for buy-in. The count totaled $1,000. She received 2 x $500.
already had b l . l s in her possession. The $500 chips were not used
to gamble whil
: . sat at MDB511 .
16:49 hours, table MDB302-lll8 returned to the table, removed a
Ruling wallet from her purse and removed $1 OOs from the wallet which
#19
she presented for buy-in. The count totaled $2 ,000 in $1 oosWl!IW
received 2 x $500, 10 x $100.

111/lm•

Discussion Points:
Gambling-related incidents, notably cash delivery from SOW/SOF
Associates

......

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does she reside?
2. Confirm phone numbe

Redactea

Patron lnterv1e111

Identifying lnfo'Mat1on

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Spouse?
4. Ruling #19
• Cash pass from
to be $1,300).

•@i!!'#hdool§fo§flpQIM!.ii,,@Z.• (bundle of $20s believed

,,,~.??

o Whydid. .
o How much did
- .. (.
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o
o
o
o

From where didRMacquire the funds?
How much did she bring with her to the casino this date?
How did she recuperate the money she gave/loaned tc:R!ifl?"""'
""'::""":.-.
How much interest/money/fees didMl.chargeiRll?

During the early evening of Ruling #19
, Mll,.mzi2Qed her
Ruling purse, held the puifA'fin and directed the open purse towards -M!M
#19
put a stack of $20s into .: .
purse andm•walked away.

0

0

0

0

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

o 18:44 hours

Red.ictej

Pahon

~ter\

ew ldenl1'y111g Info r1at1on

o.eceived a cash delivery from a

•
•

being driven b y .

Show photo of Ruling vehicle
#19
Show photo of · · . .:·
Why di ···
meet ·
How much did ···
ive
From where di
acquire the money?
eceive cash from . .
· do with the cash she received frorr.?
What di :
How does :. · n o: · ·
Where and when did ··.:
eet.
Why procure funds from
and not from another person?
How much doeslillcharge?
Current status of their relationship?

o - p a s s e d - [ £ he cash she received from the delivery from
(believed to be Ruling ).
#19

B
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5. From where doewWacquire the funds she uses to gamble? How many chips
does she have in her possession, at home, stored, etc.?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends? Private lenders?
Which banks doeslirJ.lm use? Joint accounts? With whom?

6. Other Associates
Redacted - Patron Interview ldcnt1fy1ng
Information

o
o
o
o
:fili~r;::r'i

o
o
o
o

How does.I knowWhere and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo
•

lllr I '"

"1.!.

How does
know
(part of incident above with
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

liml

7. How much money has -borrowed to gamble?

From whom hawWborrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview results:
The following information was provided by
interview:
- --onfirmed that she resides at '

Redacted

Pall on 'lier\. ew

ldente~y1ng 1nfo

fllat 1cn

during the

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on
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owns the Ruling #19
residence.
Redac'ed Pd: on Interview
confirmed her phone number i • laent1fy1'1g ln'crmat on
is aRuling #19 ; her husband is Ruling #19
also has her own income from Ruling #19
-

On Ruling #19

•@l

.
Redactej

while at Ruling #19

Patron 1nter.1ew Identifying

11fom1a1101
. i n g with
went to the parkade where she

§eiifiG®

I

met a vehicle for a cash delivery.
Upon being shown the photo of the vehicle •Mhad approached for the cash
delivery, she openly acknowledged the incident and described how she walked
out of the elevator lobby, walked to the passenger side of the vehicle , reached in
for the cash delivery and left.
- - · i d not know the type of vehicle used for the delivery because she never
got into the vehicle.

-a•

Reda:::ted Pa·ro n ln·erv1e\\ lderil•f)• ng nforma1to·1
recognized two (2) photos of
individual who conducted the cash delivery to her at Ruling #19

Ruling
#19

as the
on Ruling #19

Reda:ted Patron
lnterJ1ew den· fyng

knows.as
.
(phonetic).
ordered the cash delivery from · by calling him .
would not provide.:" phone number to the investigators.
was introduced to ·.
pproximatell four (4) years ago via Ruling #19

Ruling #19

- WIMhas not had contact with ·

in many years.

While at Rulin on Ruling #19
09,llW:allectlllto borrow money because she
g #19
had no more cash on her and her daily debit cash limit is less than $1 ,000.
- ..
: ... does not like to gamble with large amounts and is too embarrassed to ask
nen s to borrow cash from them.
instead o ted to borrow money from
- To save face with •41!1M and ·: ... ,·
lllso she could continue gambling with
. . .
Not knowing that she could increase her daily debit limit ·. · opted to borrow
money fromlilllwhich provides a level of convenience as he will deliver any
amount at any time of day.
In the cash delivery incident with
-

11111

~ecac'ed

Pa"on

'lier.· ew ldentr'

in

I

orrowed $2,000 in $100s from

The interest fee for borrowing $2 ,000 is $100 if paid back within one week .
ers a ten (10) day limit to pay back loans.
does not know what happens if the loan is not repaid within ten (10) days,
•
but assumes in her case that she would be requir~ pay an additional $200.
When liJ..lM is ready to repay the loan, she calls mand he comes to her to
pick up the money, often at a casino.
·
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After receiving the cash delivery fromWNl-annot remember exactly what
she did, but believes she would have passed the cash t
to buyin for her because she is subject of sourced cas~onditions .
- DespiteWiffl~·g-in for more than $2,000, -did not receive more
· miJ!IWJass more than $2,000.
than $2 ,000 fro . .' an~1·
W,l.hypothesizes thatWfi& buy-in after the cash pass must have
included his own funds as well as the fundsWJ!llpassed him .
-

- - · i d not know thatllwas barred from the casinos because she sees him
~t the casino.
·
- h a s always had positive experiences with
as he has always been very
respectful towards her.
- . .:. .ws where
1ives.
.. . oes not know from where
acquires his funds , but does not assume
funds are acquired illegally.
as never introduced Pers to any associates or told anyone, including her
onal
Persona does not want
d that she borrows money
Infor from a cash facilitator; l
mati
Informat
- anyone to know.

II

•M

II

on

-

ion

~as borrowed f r o - a few tiiM it is estimated that in total MW has

borrowed approximately $10,000 from ·
- HM never borrowE
. re than $2,000 to $3,000 at a time.
~funds loaned b
· come in either $100 or $50 denominations.
illmlhas never aske · : ·· to work for him in any capacity including
recommending patrons to him or facilitating cash deliveries or repayment.
- ••does not work form in any capacity.

-11:
.
-

· ·.

ofll'fi'¥'ffh!HH§:!f§5!*!!.i•

recognized a photo
does not kno~ outs1ae o1'1he casino.
will bet for each other when one runs out of chips.
and

1111

knows them .

_ has asked • . .· . to bet for him when he has run out of chips; the most
- . .. .
· has asked .. . to bet for him is $800, which is more than she would
normally wager.
M•usually only bets $100 to $200; even a $300 bet is too much forMW
preference.
visit to
- aJMP.•likes to play on high limit tables and during the Ruling #19
Rulinge was playing on tables with a $3,000 minimum bet, which is too much for
#19

-

When playing at tables with a high minimum betB•will sometimes ask
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Redactea - Patron

1 nt erv1e~1

ldent1'ying Information

and referred to him by

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(phonetic)-and she identified. by

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

Reda:ted Pat1on
ldentrfyng

l nte~1ew

Ruling #19

when she

- - d o e s not specifically ~ecall passin~bun.dles of cash in the h - · at
Ruling
d she does not spec1f1cally remember opening her purse so tha .: .
#19
could put cash in it.
Pa on 1n•erv1ew hJen·rfy ng 1formallo l
Before the incident with
was not aware that chip
passing was a problem , but since then when she was put on sourced cash/chip
conditions , she has understood that chip/cash passing is not allowed.
~~dac·ed

In general, althoug1W$•does not recall specific incidents of cash or chip
passing, she acknowledges conducting numerous chip passes with numerous
friends in the casino on a variety of occasions.
- WJ.11f•considers it normal to help out friends at the casino when one patron has
run out of chips but wants to continue to gamble.
- MW1as never loaned money to other patrons for gambling.
- ·· :
. did not recognize a photo of
·. · · referenced above .

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is not

Investigators' comments:
During the interview with BCLC investigators,

Rcdactco Patron lnte......,1cw
Ide 1t1fy1n;i Info nat1cn

is assessed to have been
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truthful ; when she was unable to remember details she acknowJ91_ged this and was also
assessed as being truthful around her lack of specific memory .. .; responses to
the investigators' questions and her accounts of incidents corroborate previous
reporting.
rocnt fy ng
- w a s ver~n about her association with known cash facilitate
and her use ofillls cash facilitation/lending services. The investigators explained the
risks of using cash facilitators and explained that cash facilitation is not permitted in
BCLC facilities . By the end of the interview,8!11 was assessed to understand these
risks and that there are consequences to her access to BCLC facilities as a result of
knowingly using a cash facilitator, which has already been demonstrated by her
temporary gaming suspension and need for a BCLC AML Unit interview.
Heda~ted

•'a'ron ln1 erview
riforn~at101

The investigators assess thaW4!1Wwas na'lve regarding the risks of using cash
faci~that her motivation was simply for convenience . The inv.ators assess
tha~as truthful when she reported having never worked for
· in any capacity;
WJ1ii8'does not want anyone to know she has used a cash facilitator.
While discussing the risks in using cash facilitators , including tlMlffNappeared to
become nervous: her voice became high-pitched ; she became fidgety demonstrated by
scratching the scalp and playing with her shirt collar; and, she would not look at the
investigator. It is expected that after this interview,B•will no longer use the
services of any cash facilitator, includin~
MMwas also educated about different cash access options at the casino , such as
using the debiUcredit at the cash cage or the A TM machines on site, which charges
much less than-she was also explained that daily debit limits can be adjusted at the
bank.
AlthoughMlldoes not specifically r~call cash and chip passes, she was very open
about conducting these transactions. e!I acknowledged all of her known associates
and indicated the likelihood of having engaged in chip and cash passing with them . She
was reminded that for reporting purposes, the tracking of possession of cash/chips
needs to be associated to the correct patron .
MIWis assessed to have the funds to support her level of gambling. She is a modest
gambler (seeing $300 is out of her level of comfort).
CurrentlyMW remains the subject of sourced cash/chip conditions and her
temporary gaming suspension remains in effect. Going forward, the investigators
recommend to keep Ml!M conditions in place. It is also recommended to lift her
~suspension whilst monitoring her activities within BCLC facilities ; conditions on
- s profile and reporting would be escalated as required .
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

r"'\"I
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This is Exhibit " i 7
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-DEC-18
Interview Time: 10:00 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-DEC-11 - Gaming suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:
- w a s first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2016-AUG .
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• • profile at this time shows:

Bl: $16,300
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $21,000

Two (2) LCT's to date
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, enhanced
CDD/KYC and review of incident 190080344.

Occupation:

Travel Agent Manager
Company:
I

Reda:ted

Pa11o n lnterv1ew tde •1t1fy ng nrormat1:n

Discussion Points:

sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Why Toronto phone numbers l!z'iM!iHN'l"*MM!f!.
Unit Number at'f!TWM.11.;.·;__

INC 190080344
arrived at the
"On 2019-Dec-10 at 1351 :10 hrs patron identified as ···· ··
hotel driveway in • · • - · • • - •
was seen exiting from the rear
passenger door holding a purse in hand and headed into the hotel lobby while the
vehicle proceeded to drive off site.
At 13:54 hr#j!IWarrived at the Salon cage window,lf.llwas seen placing 2 small
bundles of $20 denomination bills on the cage counter (wrapped in elastic bands). It is
noted tha1MWremoved one bill from each bundle before the cashier begins to count,
WJ!IW produced 198 in $20 bills for a $3,960 buy-in .
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At 1408:16 hr• • eceived the gamin• •rom MEZB19MijMtook the chips
and moved to MEZB20 and begins to play ·
was seen wagering from
approximately $300-$1 ,000 per hand with nothing suspicious noted during her play.
At 15:34 hrs••was seen on various tables on the main gaming floor.
At 1551 :08 hr•t•was seen texting on her phone. (It is noted that-appears to
be low on her gaming chips at this time.)
At 16:06 hrs.::. was seen talking on her phone.
At 16:15 hrs ·· : was seen texting on her phone while sitting in Salon. It appears that
91111•had no gaming chips with her at this time.
~8 : 36 hrs mfl exited the west entrance and appears to be looking for someone,
- w a s seen running towards • · • • · • • • •
· · •·
• ~ . .-. •
that was
parked in the taxi loop waiting area (appears to be the same vehicl
had arrived
in)

At 1629:58 h r s - was seen entering the rear passenger door. (it is noted that the
rear windows of the vehicle are tinted)
At 1631 :12 hrsM•appears to be texting/using her phone a d - s phone screen
was seen lighting up, at the same time the driver's phone screen was seen lighting up,
the driver appears to enter (possible code) on his phone.
At 1633:20 hrs the front passenger can be seen counting what appears to be large
bundle of bills.
At 1635:46 hrs the front passenger was seen passing part of the bundle toM11!1WNhom
was seated in the rear seat, • I was seen counting the bills. (The bills appears to be
$50 and $20 denominations.)
At 1639:36 hrsM• exited the vehicle after finishing counting the bills and headed
back towards the west entrance.
At 1642 hrsNijl arrived on MOBS and attempted buy-in $2 ,000 in $20 bills,M f l
was approached by site management and the transaction was denied.
A review oMl•s recent activities shows that-had cashed out $8,001 .5 on
Dec/09/2019 from RRCR, -received cash disbursement $8,000 paid in $100
denomination.

It was later learned thall;llattended Parq casino after leaving River Rock on
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Dec/09/~~-1ymarrived at approximately 18:15 hrs in a Taxi. Surveillance review
showeM!!!'had bought in for total of $5,500 ($2000 in $20 denomination and $3,500
in $50 denomination bills.) lnc#80519 refers.
1

It i_s no~ed that d_uring re~i-~01J1W; activities/inte.raction while in the ve.hicle wit~ the
driver, 1t 1s possible thaMJI~ had conducted a wire transfer of funds with the driver
and received the cash on the spot.
Due to the possible drop off and amount of small denomination bill used/attempted to
use byllWon this date, the incident is deemed suspicious."

Specific Questions to Ask:

-

Who dropped her off?
Who did she text?
Who did she call?
What was she doing on her phone while sitting in the car?
Where did the money she receive come from?
Who provided her with the connection to get the money?
What is her address in China?
How often here?
When leaving?

Association to:
I

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
LNU, RRCR190080344 (Dropped the money)

Confirm her address/owners of the home. ? Condo number**
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
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Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Stone LEE

Interview Results:

During the course of her intervieV'-!M stated the following :

o+;'§§'iff"i!H'§EiffH'll(visiting

-

She does not live
from China)
Evasive when asked where she is staying, then said friends and now Sheraton
Richmond
She flew into Toronto where she picked up a SIM card (hence the Toronto area
code phone number)
After a few days she flew to Vancouver
She is with friends (no names provided)
She has no return flight booked, she anticipates she will live at the end of the
month as flights are too expensive right now
She works in sales "medical cosmetics" and part time Travel Agent work
She brought $SK in to Canada (deliberated before answering)
With res7ect to Incident 190080344.she arrived on site via an Uber vehicle

*iii!#*N!ih'Mil'ii@!.i!..I"!.!.
On the date in question she bought in at the cage with 2x$2k bundles

-

-

The money was part of $8K owed to her by a friend (lent out in 2016)
He paid her in $20's and $50's
She contacted him to pay her back
As noted on the STR associated to this incident (19~4)1ti'•Nas noted to
peel back a $20 from each bundle before the count.- stated that was all the
money she had so wanted to be sure she had some cash left in case she needed
it to get homi.
Her friend is
(would not provide first name, became agitated and raised
her voice asking why we were asking so many questions - advised of SOF
requirements)
Further said it's ok if she cannot come in to Casinos, she has considered VSE,
she is chasing as she has lost quite a bit
She is currently down about $1 OK
When accounting for her session she did not acknowledge going outside to get
more money after she blew for the $3,980
She was reminded she went outside and asked then what occurred

j8Q
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Said she didn't know, then said she got in a car (note it is the same "Uber'' car
that dropped her off)
When asked what happened in the car she did not respond
Investigator reviewed his CCTV observations with ··:: : ·
ho then recalled
getting $1 ,000 (note **footage review shows · :: : · counting the money in the
car, appeared to be well in excess of $1 K)
When asked how it happened that the "Uber'' car dropped her money litli•
became agitated, she would not acknowledge texting while in Maple and on the
phone while in Dogwood
She further did not acknowledge texting on her phone while sitting in Salon
shortly after
The money she got in the car came from the people who owed her
When showed a picture of the driver of the car she said she did not know him
When told he was the driver, and if it was the friend giving her money owed why
did she not know him, W:l• said her friend had sent someone drop it off .. . .... it
was part of the money owed ($8K - she was getting it in installments)
When challenged with respect to her accounting of event«limagain became
agitated , hands covering face , raised voice
lntervle\V Identifying
- IW;I• knows Redacted - Patron
from the casino but does not know his
Information
name
- Wli• knows Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
from the casino

BCLC Conditions:
2019-DEC-11 - Gaming suspended pending interview.
2019-DEC -19 - **BCLC **Patron gaming privileges answers 2019-DEC-19 to midnight
2020-FEB -19. BCLC AML
2019-DEC-19**Please update patron profile upon her return to BC gaming facilities and
advise aml@bclc.com . BCLC AML.

Investigator Comments :

-

-

-

as extremely evasive
as late for the interview and when contacted to be sure she would be
~ in asked the reason for the interview and if she could do it over the phone
talked circles when asked questions
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-

When challenged on her accounting of event..Ml!.became very agitated and
raised her voice (numerous occasions) and when cornered on a piece of
information put her head in her hands (numerous occasions)
Changed her story numerous times when her answers were challenged
Initially said it's ok if she can't come to Casinos , that she had been thinking of
VSE as she has lost about $1 OK
Became extremely agitated when told she is still suspended
- When asked if she owes anyone money (in light of the drop off) she said no
- Ill• did use a $10K brick for a buy in when on site 2016, has no recollection of
that
- Investigator LEE noted - t o be stuttering quite a bit trying to get her answers

~id show LEE an ATM transaction on her phone

She has no local bank, only an account in China
When advised it is believed she is being untruthful and will not be allowed back in
the Casino until further review•Wbecame extremely argumentative stating
she had lost a lot of money (wants to win it back)
- When asked to be more truthful about what went on in the car, who it was etc
MM 1gain became argumentative "why do I have to tell you, do I have to tell
you what I had for breakfast/lunch, who I'm dating ..... "
In closinf';tme·•argued her case for approximately ten (10) minutes (trying to
be allowed back in)
Of note wher lfil!i•s buy in with drop off money was declined,Miii took the
money too a different site and bought in. (70x$50=$3.500 + 100x$20=$2,000
total $5,500 buy in)
- Investigators assesa'!Mto be untruthful
- While she is not assessed to be a "risk playing", the concern is SOF and that
allowing her to play is putting her at risk (i.e. borrowing?)
-

2019-DEC-18
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
2019-DEC-19
Upon review, Manager AML recommended 1-2 month barring and sourced cash chip
conditions on her profile. B .has been suspended for two (2) months; 2019-DEC-19
to midnight 2020-FEB-19.
Patron profile updated .
Interview narrative put in PDF format and placed in AML folder.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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scLc

1pl;@l®'lii·'·'ml§·iWIA®HW+Mt.1u.@!.!·•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-21
Interview Time: 1035 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patrons to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin
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Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview

fo-

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 9 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-DEC

"""Of Note"""
Mlshows very little activity in BC Casino's between 2014 and 2017
- h a s generated 72 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG
_All incidents associated tollhave been generated in 2017 , with a trend of assistinglilmcircumvent conditions

"""Of Note"""
Redacted Patron
Appears lnler 111eW 1den• f
Fl

...
,..

re seasonal players

On 2017-NOV-15 1111>1aced on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

History:

• • i s associated as a participant to 6 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions (2 still open). 2.ilill>uying in with $20's ($20k range) , 1x cash
facilitation per below, 1x buy in and play fo
present) and the
Patron
$100k buy-in b-Nov 15th and attempted buy-in of $100k delivered by ln'Redacteo
erv1ew ldemrf •1n
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF and their
relationship to below noted.
Per below, what is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
2
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***NOTE

Redacted Pat·on lnterJ1ew
Identifying Info rmal on

husband/wife***

INCIDENT:170034194

2017-JUN-14
16:18hrs
lf:B• was the driver o
collected a
~ntaining $1000x100=$100,000 from the car (while idling in front of Sea Harbour).
--then parked the vehicle and she,
exited and proceeded to the
Salon.

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
. o n site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived with. .

21 :57 hrs
arrived on site inE;fuf'@d@H!i\1•. livered a green shopping bag t~(placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
a on . : · attempted a buy in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
wra~e~ain in ne~aper (denied) .
Patro:i lnterviev1
maa.4 ....,li™zn·=•iii!•
all then left together in the Redacted
ln*ormat on
ldentif 1n lnformatron

*!!.!.*

1

··
·
arrived back on site in t h e • •
does 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied fo.)
****
Reda::ted

::>at rcn lnterve\\

lde1t1r~1n;i

l nfo1P1allon

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from thelilll denied buy-in

***confirm ownership of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

**

???MIT";
See below

•1r·; attempt

INCIDENT: 170065309
2017-NOV-16
RRCR
03: 15 hrs (5 hrs after the afore mentioned denied bu
the hotel entrance b

3

ed off at
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-·proceeded to the Salon and attempted to buy in using $50 wrapped in elastic
and newspaper (per above)

SinccBll first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows:
Bl : $1 ,384,900
FX:$0
PGF: $0
DSB:$970,890
Average Bl: $20-$25k .... .. ... ... .... .. ? why the increase in play?

Occupation:
Food Distributor

Company:
Redacted - Patron nterv1ev1
ld ent1fy 1n~

1nfornat1on

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Do they own or rent?/ Where is your primary residence?
2. What is the source of their wealth?
3. Confirmllll occupation/source of income including how long he has
been working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate them with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

4
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6. Encouragem to use a PGF account.

7. Cautionagainst using funds belonging to others to conduct buyin's/facilitate their play l iWlin
• ) Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on their ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
Interview Results:
*****NOTE: Redac•ed

Patron Interview 1cen' 1fy11g

1n~crmat 1 on

Failed to Appear For Interview*****

During the course of this interviewl W l l M stated the following:
- lillldid not attend the interview as he was "hungover"
She primarily lives at the Vancouver address associated to her profile with her two
children (19 and 23)
She goes to China 2x/year for 1-2 months at a time and when she is there, she
works in their Import Export business (seafood). When in Canada she is a
"housewife"
Her husbanis leaving again for China on 2017-November-29 as they are
heading in to a busy time with year end and Chinese New Year
· comes to Canada twice a year to relax
- •·-.
·_ lends money in China and gets paid back in Canada which helps fund his
gaming (the source of the cash)
At times he loans in China and does not get paid back which makes her angry
The $200k used November 15, 2017 all came from the house and was pay back
from loans ($1 OOk denied)
- •:·. wraps the money in newspaper
· _· sent her home to get the second $1 OOk, he told her where in the house it was
and she picked it up
She does not specifically know the names of the players her husband associates
with , it is not casino etiquette to ask, she knows faces only. They are primarily .
"casino friends"
She attends the casino primarily whenl l is in town , primarily to be sure he does
not go overboard in s p a
She acknowledges tha ···· · spending has increased but there is little she can do
about it, this is his form of relaxation when he comes to Canada
She is the owner of th : Redacted Patron 1nte-v1ew ldenttfyng

5
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Redacted

Patron lnle"J1ew

After the 1OOk was denied here she, lde nl1fymg ln ormat on
went to Parq to try and buy in
but were denied
She denied having anything she did not seelllend/give money to anyone after the
$1 OOk was denied
·
She deni~ything to do withRWs return to the casino when she had the
$100k forlll
She denied giving any money tc9H!JJll4or buy-in
The home they live in is one they built, they tore down the house they owned 5 years
ago and rebuilt using a contractor their neighbour used. She does not recall who it
was.
1

BCLC Conditions:

lifJlm Sourced cash chips.
2017-NOV-23

Riii In discussion with D. Tottenham ,II has had his gaming privileges suspended
pending interview per BCLC AML.

Investigators Comments:
as forthcoming for the most part, though she did lie about her association to
. .(her comments are contrary to CCTV re~
Given the sketchy nature of the funds atllland-s home, investigator recommends
remain on sourced cash/chip conditions.

W"Jtl•

2017-NOV-24
Per AM L management,W..I• will remain on source cash/chips
Interview filed, spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins, Investigator

BCLC -AML

6
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BCLC

1sll;'S@'f%HH'lllHIH·1 !ii•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEP-17
Interview Time : 11 :00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

. ..

...
...

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-JUL-31 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2018-NOV-22 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
Recent LCT Activity:
None
Only LCT is dated 2017-0CT-07 when he had $20,000 worth of buy-ins.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $20,000.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $0.00
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The focus of the interview will beM'IW suspicious activities within BCLC facilities,
notably his recent attendance at Parq Vancouver with Reda::;ted ;:>al/on l'1l e1v e\\ ldtnt1ry1ng lnfo1mat10"1
who
is subject to a 5-year BCLC Prohibition.
Occupation: Owner of a Printing Company
Company: Unknown
History:

20 incidents total

•iil'Wl,ltf;Wing

(SOF conditions and UFTs)

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

IN20190049617 , 2019-JUL-30, Parq
Patron Interview
o 18•M met with Redactea
ldent1fy1ng lnfo 'r1at1on
,. associates at the L9t.us Lounge.
·.:
associates went into the washroom withlllwhil. .waited
o
in the Lotus Lounge.
o All subjects met up witllil.sitting in the Lotus Lounge.
o MM• associates bought-in (total $19,000) a n d - never played.
IN20180071288, 2018-NOV-20, River Rock
o •. ··
. conduced 7 separate buy-ins using mostly $20 bills totaling $2 ,070.
o
. only gambled minimally relative to his buy in amount(s) and
conducted the next buy in while still in possession of chips .
IN20180069875, 2018-NOV-14, River rock
o 111.illllM\I was observed conducting 3 separate buy-ins using $20 bills
totaling $1 ,520. She was only observed placing one wager then attended
the cashier where she pres;iij1 ,550 in chips for redemption.
o • ··. '.
as accompanied b ·: ·· and a female identified

as•l·l:RRll•I

o

·. .
as also observed conducting 2 X $500 buy-ins using $20 bills and
gambling minimally.
Patron Interview
o At total of $2,520 in $20 bills was used between Redacle';J
lde1t1fymJ lnfo 'mateon
o These 3 individuals were suspected of using the casino in an attempt to
convert or "refine" their smaller denomination bills into large bills which is a
high risk indicator of an unusual transaction .
Discussion Points:
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Substantiated UFTs
Pat·o1 Interview
Associate ldent1f yng ln&crm a• on
Occupation
~eaac : ed

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm phone number (number according to customer service is

RedacteJ Patron lntef\i 1ew
ldentrfying lnfo·ma t1on

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property?
Other?
4. Confirm business (printing company)
Name of business?
Location of business?
Contact information for business?
Partners?
Income from business?
. MM; role within the business?
5. IN20190049617, 2019-JUL-30, Parq
o With whom was•• at the casino this evening?
know these associates?
o How doe ·
o What w
· purpose there (he did not gamble)?
o Why di
associates go into the washroom withllt
o Why di
ait in the Lotus Lounge?
o
o
o
o
o

HowdoesllMknow~

How do the other assoc~
Who facilitated the contact withWhy wa.~: used to deliver cash versus another cash facilitator?
What is · , contact information?

..

6. IN20180071288, 2018-NOV-20, River Rock and IN20180069875, 2018-NOV-14,
River Rock
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o

o
o
o
o

What was the purpose oB!•s attendance at River Rock both these
evenings (when he conducted multiple buy-ins using mostly $20s and
engaged in minimal play)?
(Nov.14,Ml•also bou ht-in with 20s and en a ed in minimal play)
~o'f doesM$Mkno • •· • •. •
?
•Ms contact information, occu ation?
How doecM!W know

7.llfJ!ll•s gambling habits
o How often does MWgamble within BCLC facilities?
o Does he gamble anywhere else?
o From where doeslillll acquire the funds to gamble?
o Doesltll• ever engage in illegal gambling, gambling houses, etc.?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
*Note* This interview was conducted in Mandarin with BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
conducting interpretation between Mandarin and English; however, during the interview
it was determ~- first language is Cantonese and not Mandarin .
Nonetheless,-wasat)ie"and willing to participate in the interview using Mandarin .

confirmed that his address islMQi!Ji
although the home is in in his wife and son's names.

M'IW works for the family business in China, which is a packaging company.
- The family business is owned byWl!IMs brother.
-· ·
· travels back to China three (3) or four (4) times a year to work there.
- ·
has no employment in Canada and is working towards gaining his Canadian
citizenship so he also maintains residency in Canada.
- Regarding incident IN20190049617, dated 2019-JUL-30, from Parq Vancouver,
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
reco nized a icture o
did not gamble this evening at Parq whil -_

r,edacted Patron
I nt crv1ew cent fymg

rll•

gambled in a private
salon.
- - d i d not recognize a picture o
although MM
remembered t~a-.1.~v.:ere waiting for a friend of theirs to meet them at Pa:q.
- Oncell,larrived, h-=: :::::'!Mllwent to the washroom then they started gambling
afterwards.
- When
went into the washroom, ••stayed behind in the Lotus
Lounge waiting for the group to return.
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oes not recall what happened tcilllduring this evening .
. .oes not know how•-!&Zknowllllor how they reached out to him to
meet them at the casino .
and·_·: are friends ollfilWs from Duong Guan area of China.
and : : were in Canada as part of a tour group, which had also previously
•
travelled to Toronto.
litJM ancilill reache~- to see if he wanted to get together and since they
did not have a vehicle,-drOve'them around .
-The three (3) men. .Vancouver so tha
could gamble;
drove them all in his . · .. · ·.
: .· ·
at arq with other members of the tour group.
to casinos in the Lower Mainland on two (2) occasions: the
took ;· · ·· ·
first was the trip to Parq referenced above and the second visit was to River Rock.

All

MNMJ~iiiind would not need to procure funds from anyone.
were observed shopping and buying numerous items
- For example, · (
demonstrating wealth and access to funds.
Redacted Patro1
-lii'li!'m suspected tha- was part of the tour company hosting :itel\' ew lde1trfymg on their
tnpn;rO'ugh Canada.
•.llRMW:• live in China and do not visit Canada often.

J·

- Regarding incident IN20180069875, dated 2018-NOV-14, at River Rock Casino,
recognized a photo o Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information as a friend of his from
~uage class.
--previously gaveMl!pla ride to the casino;B•cannot remember exactly
when he drove her to the casino, but it was a long time ago.
-·'.
· · ambled the day he drovcEl•o the casino.
- . . oes not remember exactly how much he spent at the casino during this
gaming session, but speculated that it would t icall be between 2 000 and $3,000 .
•4'1W did not recognize MiMo of
, but suspected
that she is the daughter of · · .

Mm

- - does not gamble often or with large amounts.
- He will gamble with $20s after returning from Macau when he gets his currency
exchanged back to Canadian dollars.

Investigators' comments:
The investigators assess thatR!iMdoes not kno
and does not know the
details about how
~or knew to contact·: ·
Althoughrlli•
does not believe that
would have received a cash delivery, the
's sole purpose for attending the site this evening was to
It remains undetermined how · · ·· ·
would know
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Illar have his contact information given they live in China and do not visit Vancouver
often .
The information that-I provided during this interview that he could recall ,
adequately corresponds to inf<?rn:iation on file and is an indicator of his honesty during
~ .
·e
For example,.
.
acsthathe waited in the Lotus Lounge while
. .. .
went to the was room wit . • •
rroborated by casino footage and
rep6rt'ing . Reporting also corroborates that :
did not gamble during the incident
involvingliilll
I

Ill

In cone- the investigato-s
.... ss thatWJ..W• had no relatioiR with
does
services or recommended .. s services. The
not kno
and has not used ·
investigators also assess tha ··: :· wealth supports his level of gambling (his level of
gambling is low). fiBM remains on sourced cash/chip conditions and his temporary
gaming suspension has been lifted.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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Incident File Full Report

Incident File #IN20150025289
Record Creation Details

Date/Time Occurred:

51 8/2015 7:23 PM

Department:

BCLC Corporate Security

Day of Week Occurred :

Friday

Owner:

sbeeksma

Date/Time Creatad:

5/14/2 015 10:27 AM

Operator ID :

sbeeksma

Date/Time Closed:

5/14/2 01 5 10:28 AM

Operator Name:

Closed By:

sbeeksma

Personnel ID:
Card Number:
Job Position
Secondary Operator:

Location of Incident
Property:

River Rock (GCC )

Location:

Casi no Floor- River Rock (GCC)

Sublocation:

MOB 27

Details of Incident:
Daily Log#:

DL201 50433668

Related Incidents:

IN20150024297

Type:

Assistance To

Specific:

BCLC

Category:
Incident Status:

Closed

Synopsis:

SID 31644 - $ 300 K PGF deposit/buy in. Li mited play. M 405

Checklist:
Narrative:

Created By

Created On

5/ 14/2015 10:28 AM
Intervi ew -

Modified On

Modified By

sbeeksma

Redacted - Patron Interview ldenhfy1ng
Information

Executive Brief:
Participants Involved:

Subject
Full Name :
Role:

Redacted - Patron Interview

Company

Patron

I I

Reporting Party:

"i!Wlt'f

1•

Supervisor:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Printed: 1/22/2020

7 :03 AM

Page 1 / 3
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Incident File Full Report

Incident File #IN20150025289

Supplemental Entries:
SP20150070535 Attached by sbeeksm a on May 14, 2015 10:29
- Interview will Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

Description

BCLC Directive:

As per guidelines outlined in BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning , Sanctioning , or
Barring Patrons, please arrange to interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentlfymg Information

The basis for the interview is to determine:
1. From who's bank account was the SOOK HSBC bank draft he deposited to his PGF account on
May 8th, 2015.
2. The disposition of th e 300K in chips he received on May 8th , 2015.
3. The source of his funds .

RRCR AGM Rishi KHAIRA was advised of the above verbally, followed by an email. KHAIRA
suggested RRCR Table Games manager Lily MA wo uld be able to assist investigators in
facili tating this request.

On 2015-MAY-13 at approx 1550hrs the writer arranged with RRCR Table Game Manager Lily
MA to meet witWJA.on MOB 17 (private room) in the VIP Salon. The writer along with
BCLC investigator Jerome WAKELAND attended the VIP Salon and mat with Casino Shift
Manager Chris LONG who approachedlii!lland asked him to meat with us at table 17 .

The writer was lead to believRls flu ent in English as such a translator would not be
required .

Interview:

H

antered the room and was greeted by BCLC investigators. After introductions (business

card provided tof.IM!ifa£.£{as thanked for taking the tim e to meat with us and informed that
we are hare to discuss his activity on Friday evening , May 8th 2015.
liillrecalled conducting the $500K PGF account deposit and subsequent withdrawal of $300K.
It was explained tolii!ilthat although we do prefer he use his PGF account as opposed to cash
the issue was that he left the site with the chips and we need to determine where the chips anded
up.
He was asked what he did with the chips to which he replied he used them to pay off soma loans
adding that "ha ha s noth ing to hide".IMilililwas asked if ha would provide the writer with the
names of the people ha owed the money to. Ha avoided answering and went on a rant stating
"what, am I supposed to write them a cheque?" and "do you known how long it takes to cash from
the bank" (among other things regarding casinos in general and the government) .
also talked about wanting to write a book about casinos titled "Green Felt Jungle".
•

went on to talk about how hes bee n gambling for many years and lost a lot of money

adding that ha recently lost his house due to gambling debt. He also added that he has two sons
and the thing he's most thankful for is that neither of his sons gamble .
filMvas asked if he was aware that there are programs available to help him if he's having
difficulty controlling his spendingllimrepliad that he's aware of them and that he's OK.
llillconfirmad that the bank draft did come from his account. The writer misspoke and referred

I I

Reporting Party:

Supervisor:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Printed: 1122/2020

7:03 AM
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Incident File Full Report

Incident File #IN20150025289

SP20150070535 Attached by sbeeksma on May 14, 2015 10:29

SP2015007053
5 - Continued-

to the draft as a CIBC draft and liliilwas quick to co rrect the writer sa ying it wa s HSBC (it was
in fa ct from HSBC ).
It was explained that a $500 K bank draft is significantl y more than his average transaction
amou nt. Again,llilllreiterated th at he used it to pay his loans and reminded the writer tha t he
sold his house. The writer asked directl y "so th e source of the $500 K was from sell ing your
home?" and he responded with "yes, that's what I told you".

~as informed that acco rding to casino records he's retired, previously in the construction
business .•

co nfirmed this is not accurate, th at he is not retired and is still in lhe con struction

business.

11\11-vas !hanked for speaking with us and allowed to return to gambling .

Casino managemen t was upda ted via email that we've spoken t4i111and tha nked for acting
quickly to accommodate BCLC investigators.

BCLC management and AM L updated.

S.BEE KSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigations

~R_e_po_m_·_ng_P_a_rty_:

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BCLC Interview Summary
Patron Interviewed:

Interview Date: 2015lnterview Time: 20:40 hours to 21 :20 hours
Interview Location : Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND

Reason for Interview:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed
on their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was scheduled
in order to explain the sanctions to the patron.

Interview Results:

• 111·::
·:· stated he would go to the media over the sanctions placed on his play.
•

,".... :. stated that if he was given money by BCLC he might be able to provide
more information regarding the underground casinos in the lower mainland .

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
NORGAARD explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to
the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
NORGAARD explained that sanctions have been placed onRJW ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.l f : I • was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund
Account.

W:llW provided the following information:
His bank account was terminated because the bank was concerned about the frequent
use of bank drafts to the River Rock casino. This has hampered his ability to purchase
bank drafts recently.
He doesn't get frequent cash deliveries and couldn't understand why he was included in
this list of sanctioned players

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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BCLC Interview Summary
He knows there are underground casinos operating in the lower mainland and he feels
that they should be shut down
He frequently leaves the casino with chips because it is convenient. It takes too long to
cash out at the end of each gaming session and then buy-in again at the beginning of
the next session.
He had similar complaints regarding the use of PGF accounts taking a long time to be
processed.
He also presented 2 x $5,000 RRCR chips to game with and asked how it is that he
could use this to play. He was informed that if the site were able to substantiate that he
had left site with these chips that he could use these chips for play. He also presented
a wade of approximately $10,000 and asked how he could these funds to game with .
He was informed that he would be required to deposit this into his bank account, then
purchase a bank draft to use at RRCR.

Interpreter required: No
BCLC Sanctions:continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015
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Incident File #IN20150047691
Record Creation Details

Date/Time Occurred :

9/1212015 6:52 PM

Department:

BCLC Corporate Security

Day of Week Occurred:

Saturday

Owner:

brnorgaard

Date/Time Created:

9/1212015 6:53 PM

Operator ID:

brnorgaard

Date/Time Closed:

9/12/2015 6:55 PM

Operator Name:

Closed By:

brnorgaard

Personnel ID:
Card Number:
Job Position
Secondary Operator:

Location of Incident
Property:

Vancouver (BCLC)

Location:

Corporate Security BCLC Vancouver

Sublocation :

Details of Incident:
Daily Log#:

DL20150864734

Type:

Assistance To

Specific:

BCLC

Category:
Incident Status:

Closed

Synopsis:

Interview of

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1

n Information

Checklist:
Narrative:

Created On

Created By

9/12/2015 6:54 PM

brnorgaard

Interview o

.

Modified On

Modified By

Redacted - Patron Interview

Executive Brief:

~I

_R_a_po_rn_·n_g_P_a_rty_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,!

Printed: 1122/2020

7:12 AM

I Supervisor:
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Incident File #IN20150047691

Incident File Full Report
Participants Involved:

Personnel
Full Name :

WAKELAND , Jerome

Role:

Docum enter

Fu ll Name:

NO RGAARD , Brandon

Role:

Documenter

Property: Vancouver (BCLC )
Department: BCLC
Property: Vancouver (BCLC )
Department: BCLC

Subject
Redacted - Patron Interview

Full Name :
Ro le:

Compa ny:

Redacted - Patron Interview

Patron

Supplemental Entries:
SP20150132202 Attached by jewa keland on Sep 14, 2015 08:47
Description

2015 SEPT11 - Interview session took place at the River Rock Casino w ith patr o r H •

mm
Interview was condu cted by BCLC Brandon Norgaard and Jerome WAKLEAND in the Salon.
Interview notes were taken and intelligence notes were sent to BCLC Ross ALDERSON .
l i i . l lwas advised of current sanctions in place again st him .

J. WAKELAND
BCLC Investigator
SP20150132406 Attached by sbee ksma on Sep 14 , 20 15 15:31
Description

Redacted - Patron Interview

Follow up interview
201 5-SEP-14 @ RRCR

On the above date at approx 1206hrs the writer received a phone ca ll from RRCR surveillance
manager Peter DEMONTE advising thai i i l l . vas on site and in possession of a si ngle $5 K
ch ip, origin unknown to surveillance personnel. DEMONTE was adv ised that enq uiries would be
made and he would be updated accordingly.

At approx 1208hrs the writer received a call from BCLC assistan t ma nager casino security and
surveillance Bruno GATTO regarding the sa me matter.
The writer was asked to approaciii.111 and attempt to determine how many chips he may have
in his possession total (off site or on his person). After determinin g how many chips he may have
BCLC management and the AML unit would provide furthe r direction.

DEMONTE was updated and confirmedlii!lwas playi ng in the Phoenix high limit room and
offered to have a manager meet the w riter there.

The w riter we nt to th e VIP Salon and met with Guest Services employee Jacky CHOU. CHOU
was informed of the writers' intentions and accompa nied the w riter to the Phoenix room where

11111 was playing .

.__R_e_p_o_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:
Printed: 1/22/2020

------------------~'
7:12 AM

I SupeMsor:
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Incident File #IN20150047691

SP20150132406 Attached by sbeeksma on Sep 14, 201515 :31

SP2015013240
6 - Continued-

CHOU offered to have - step away to spea k privately howeveilllwas not interested in
leaving the gaming ta ble. The writer has spoken tclililill on a previou s occasion regarding
unrated matters and approached .lii.lldid not want to step awa y from the table and asked what
we needed to talk about now.

ltlil asked if he had any chips on him or at home.•

prod uced a single $5K chip from his

pocket and initia lly stated that it, th at"s all l"ve got.
The writer reiterated to confirm if he had any chips at home or in his car.liiill:ould no t com mit
to an am ount but suggested he probably had so me chips here and there but ca nnot be sure on
amountsliilll indicated that just recently he found a few chips in his ca r that must have fall en
out of his pocket.
li i l ! ldoes have any chips outside of the casino it would likely by a relatively insignificant
amount.

lilill th en went on a lengthy ran t asking wh y we keep bothering him, threatened to go to the
med ia rega rding his unfair treatment by BCLC . Executive host Rand y SUE attended a~
was getting quite loud.li!ill-vas clearly fru strated but remained respectful to th e writer.

lillllexited the Phoenix room with SUE. The writer further explained to CHOU what BCLC was
hoping to verify witt i l i . l lthe reason for the approach.
CHOU was clea red of some of th e confusion rega rdin~over the past weekend .

GATTO and Director of AML Ross ALDERSON were updated w ith the above details.

The w riter followe d up wi th SUE and cla rified the fo llowing points:

The sa nctio ns deta iled orlliiilll> iTrak SID profil e remain in place but to cla rify a few points:

1.

Please encourage 1 ;®®®&o use his PGF acco unt as he has in the past. There was some

confusion regardin g th e lack of account hold ers nam e on the bank draft. As is the case with the
majority of C DN fin ancial institutions , most bank drafts provid ed by the bank do not have the
account holders name printed/typed on them. This is out of our control as such we will continue to
acce pt these drafts. However a draft cann ot be accepted w hen the re is an account holders name
on it and it differs from that of th e person attempting to use it at the casino (no 3rd pa rty negotiable
instrum ents as per policy). Needless to say th ere may be other unique circumstances that could
result in a PGF transaction being refu sed which is covered in the BCLC AML training and/or
FINTRAC guidelines.

2.

The second issue that has co me up is surrounding the use of chips from previous ga ming

sessions. In

llifJI• case the amounts are relatively smaller (from a few hundred to

$5 K/$ 10K). If River Rock tables/guest services have documentation/records that are able to
source the chips in his possession to previous gaming sessions we are OK with him using them.
suggest this sho uld be communicated to surveillance to avoid any co nfusion or the player bei ng
app roached unn ecessarily. It's im portant that surveilla nce is made aware of how much in chips he
has bee n verified to be in possessio n of from previo us dates for the purposes of monitoring. This
w ill become an issue however if he shows up with signifi ca ntly more chips than he has been
tracked leaving with the previous date. As detailed in point 1 though, if he's using his PGF
account for withdrawals (buy ins), return of funds deposits or verifie d w in deposits we avoid all of

~R_e_po_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:------------------~'
Printed: 1/2 2/2020

7:12 AM

I SupeMsor:
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Incident File #IN20150047691

SP20150132406 Attached by sbeeksma on Sep 14, 2015 15:31

SP2015013240
6 - Continued-

this confusion and the necessity to track the chips he leaves with .

As always, any irreg ularities should be reported in iTrak according ly so BCLC investigatio n can
co ndu ct further follow up.

As re quested from SUE , to ensure all re leva nt site staff is on the sa me page, a version of the two
points outli ned above were sent to applicab le RRCR staff (m anagement for Cage, Tables and
Surveillance as well as Executive Host SUE) via email following approval from ALDERSON .

Nothing furth er required at this tim e. BCLC management have bee n provided w ith a copy of this
supplemental report.

S.BEE KSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigatio ns

~R_e_po_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:------------------~!
Printed: 1/22/2020

7 :12 AM

I Supervisor:
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Interview of •mr.ifiiiffii&iJi\llll.IJir'r.""'"llllll!W on 2015- 17390

2015-APR-07@ approx 1255hrs the writer, alon;..with BCLC investigator LEE,
Stone assisting with translation met witM;§'HEf @!foii+fl'*@!.fo\fi!!.f.* as previously
arranged. RRCR AGM's were updated and RRCR VIP staff arranged for us to
speak witl. . in one of the private rooms in the Salon (MDB 13 and 14).
To the writers knowledgtti#.lmdoes not speak English, the entire conversation was
done through LEE via translation in Mandarin.
Firstty llBwas thanked for taking the time to meet with us.

ZuMM

We discussed the 2015-MAR-23 incident at VILLA casino that involve.
receiving a cash delivery from a vehicle believed to be associated t o . ;
lf;liMexplained that he is lazy and does not want to leave the casino and they will
deliver to him. He referred to them as "friends" that know is credit is good and will
provide him with money when he needs it. When asked for his "friends" name(s) he
only stated he referred to one of them as Wlil!P.M". When asked if W;Jff"" is
bald he said "that guy too" (possibly referencing
stated he simply
makes a phone call and they bring him the money he's asked for.
Next we moved on to the 2015-MAR-31 incident at RRCR detailing a cash delivery
from a vehicle associated to a banned
stated that similar
to the VILLA incident he makes a phone call and the money is delivered to him.
11.W.vas asked if it is the same number he calls and he stated no, these are 2
different groups of "friends" (different people).
We explained to 1111 our concerns surrounding cash deliveries and the fact that
some of these people are banned and we don't want them near the casino.
W-li• explained that he loves Canada, is completely legitimate (his money is
legitimate), pays taxes and does not want to break the law. He stated he would stop
calling these people to bring him money. • went on to explain that he has lost
nearly a quarter of his net worth in the casino and had to sell one of his 6 homes as a
result.
We explained tJillll our concerns for his safety in receiving cash deliveries and
walking around with bags of cash, he thanked us for our concerns.
We also told him that he is a valuable customer in BC Casinos and that 90% of the
time he is what we consider to be the perfect player (using his casino account). We
communicated that if he continues to associate with these individuals that are
delivering cash he may be put in the same category and it could affect his ability to
gamble in BC Casinoslif'JIJ.I understood and told us that he would not do this any
longer. He stated that if he needs more cash in the future he would go and get it
himself (earlier in the conversation he had indicated he has up to $700K in cash at
his home from casino disbursements).

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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Over the weekend an exchange cash/chips incident was generated at RRCR
occurring 2015-APR-02 (2015-17415 refers). This incident detailsllllredeeming
$550K in chips, placing the cash into a green bag and giving the cash to all8f•
whom was in the company of an
(neither identified on
the incident date as they had departed the casino).
lllll!lwas asked t o . n who they were and why he gave them so much money. It
took a moment for
to recall then suddenly remembered what we were
referring to.
-explained that the male (described byllillasmm> is the manager of a
~er in
He stated he has spend millions at this
jeweller over the past years. The money was for a 10 carat diamond ring and watch
he purchased for his wife (whom accompanied him to the casino but waited in a
lounge area while we spoke with
proceeded to show us a photo of the
rin}in his cell phone which appears substantial. Both the writer and LEE agreed
tha 91was telling the truth. The writer has overheard staff at RRCR talking
about the substantial diamoncll!I had recently purchased for his wife.

IMMI•

Overalll•was very cooperative with us. He stated he is willing to meet with us
anytime and that he would stop having cash delivered to him suggesting perhaps
this will help control his spending.
He was thanked again for his time and our meeting ended here.
Following the meeting RRCR AGM Daniel LAY was updated and thanked for
allowing us to meet at RRCR.
BCLC corp sec management has been sent a copy of this report.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigations
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BCLCIS

C

l;l

-

n'

I l

P:IH J

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAY-23
Interview Time : 10: 15 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: BONDESEN, Shiela - COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-MAY-04
Full cash/chips conditions

Recent Activity:
Redacted Patron 'lier.• ew
lderit1fy ng I nformat101

has generated 01 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JUN.

His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $0

FX: $0
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ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $15,765

The focus of the interview will be incident ~pecific question~ng estab~i-~ h fiA°1;ong
with enhanced CDD/KYC. Further, to provide 1ns1ght into his friend . . : ltil!M!m1
11.fMY!l':ll• activities ; who is providing the funds , etc.
involvement (i.e
is he being used bylilll to do the buy-ins/transactions onlil!B behalf.)

Occupation:
Civil Engineer

Company:
TBD

History:
Redacted - FINTRAC
Upon being subject of a BCLC Directive and determining that the Directive was put in
place by AML Investigator Sheila BONDESEN , HAGHSHENAS emailed BONDESEN
with the below noted information about himself:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From:
Sent: May-06-18 7:46 AM
To: Sheila Bondesen <
>
Subject: inquiry of condition

•

My name is
. Yesterday, I was surprised to understand that
apparently my name is on a directive from BCLC with instructions about source of funds
documents. I obtained your contact info from Geeta - the pit manager at Parq. I just play
poker and typically my buy-ins are very small. My wins and losses are typically less than
1000 $. I believe I represent very little danger in terms of money laundering and I am
ready to present you with any information I can provide to support that. I have been
playing in Parq and previously Edgewater casino for at least ten years and I have had
impeccable history of conduct. I can provide you with names of many dealers, cashiers ,
and managers and I believe all of them will attest to m character and conduct during
the past 10 years.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2
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I would really like to meet you and clarify any incidence that might have caused this
directive. I am ready to provide you with any personal guaranties that I am capable of to
hopefully get this matter resolved . I have resided in Vancouver since 2003 and I haven't
any infractions not even driving ticket or fine .
I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards,
Redacted - Pabon Interview ldenlifymg
lnfonnat1on

Per OSINT:
Patron listed on several Canadian poker tournament websites as a player
His academic background in civil engineering has been confirmed , however he is not
listed in public view of Engineers and Geoscientists of BC. He did publish a paper on
Civil Engineering in 2012.

Incidents of Note:

20180029126-2018-APR-30
Cash delivery/pass while in the company of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information

20180027375 - 2018-MAY04
Cash delivery by U/M while in the company of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnformat1on

Synopsis
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying lnf01mat1on

•

Casino profile consists of cash drop offs, chip/cash (since 2018-MAY)

Discussion Points:
Who is the LNU that dropped of the cash on 2018-APR-30 and what is his
association to him
Who owns the l!l.llillllilm•
Who is the second LNU from the 2018 MAY-04 incident and what is his
association to him
What is his association to Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnfonnat1on
How are arrangements made to get money

3
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How much interest does he pay
What is the source of the funds he is given to game with
How does he know ·: · and how Ion has he known him
Is he related to
and if so in what way
(per iTrak distinguishing features "associate of ·· ,,...,.. ""....,

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted· Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Make it clear to him purchasing chips for others could result in further disciplinary
measures
4. Make it clear to him that cash drop off and cash passing could result in further
disciplinary measures.
5. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No
Fintrac reporting requirements/SOW/KYC discussed

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted

Patron nterv ew lde nt1fy1ng lnfo·matrcn

•M!S

stated the following:

He goes by the nickname
at times
He recently completed the course for real estate agent (USC - Sauder Business
School "Real Estate Trading Services)
He is not yet affiliated to a company or actively listing/selling properties
He got his real estate license on 2018-MAY-18
He was not employed prior to that
His wife works at ReoaC'ed Pa"an ln'e1V1ew Identify ng 1form.::it101
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
They recently moved to
(profile
updated)
4
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They rent, they have no kids
His wife did not know about his poker play until recently
He was playing approximately 5 days/week but with receiving his real estate
license he is starting to focus on getting that career off the ground
His brings approximately $1 ,500 for a session but does not necessarily buy-in
that amount
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He is not related to
He arrived in Canada in 2003 and started school immediately thereafter
He is a civil engineer and does have his Phd
He was introduced to poker in school and 2004-2005 he played at RRCR
Since then he has been at Edgewater (Parq) with some minor earlier play at
Hard Rock
Currently his SOW is his wife and he has received cash payments for tutoring
and from his poker play (of note only one LCT in June 2013)
Further he borrows from friends and family (VSE discussed)
He is in debt to his credit card and student loan in addition to his day to day bills
(rent etc)
Now that he has been placed on SOF he takes cash from his house, deposits in
the bank then withdraws it to acquire a receipt
He has started depositing at the bank then getting cash at the cage so as not to
raise any red flags in the banking system with two visits a day
Redacted Patron nterv1ew
INC180029126 AND his relationship with lde11t1fymg lnfo·rr1at1on
He has known
for approximately 3-4 years
He met him in the Casino, they are now friends outside the casino too (he and
his wife~and his wife got out to dinner together on occasion)
He and ·· have engaged in shared play in poker in the past
- • . ":'if~ isUllf•(no SID found , not associated to-profile)
SD.ltJmrecently moved from Port Moody to West Vancouver
- lillis a retired, he worked iri the real estate industry in lildRMwhere he is
originally from
In discussin911is SOW; he believesllll still has properties in Vancouver
(inconsistent w'.th .?SINT) and a!so in';f.llllm.'and ,11ave family money .
He sees how b1g1i11plays and 1n August 2017 aske . · .. for a $1 Ok loan which
he received
He had paid back $1,800 until recently when he paid off the balance
There is no interest associated to the "loan"
In his opinionllll has a gambling problem
does not likeiiil playing baccarat as he loses too much money (brief profile
review lleven/up a bit)
- -drives aM.W~lt•and dropsilaoff at the casino on occasion

- II

5
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Redacted Patrnn nterv ew

Because he, ldenllf}•mg lnfo rrnat1on
, is concerned aboutllm; play, he tries to
encourage.to leave if he is out of money etc. vrs trying to access more to
further his play
With respect to this incident,
and iillwere at Parq the Sunday
of "Sun Run" (2018-APR-23) l!lllwas staying the night
had run out of money and wanted to go to the bank for more ,
Redacted Patro1 lnte'V1ew
encouraged him to call it a night saying he would bring him some
'
'
cash in the morning
He delivered $4,000, cash he had on hand at his home as a "loan"
On 2018-APR-30 when he received an envelope from
he stated that was
payback from the $4000 he'd lent him
During that sessionB lost the balance he had brought with him and he and.
went to the washroom where
gaveB the $4K he'd received
earlier
INC180027375 (it should be noted that there were quite a few moments of
silence before
provided an explanation as to what the money
drop off in this incident stemmed from ............. . .)
Some time agolii!lllhad asked him about sports betting
He knew a gentleman named li'..QM who he believes lives in Burnaby that is a
"Pinnacle Agent" for online betting
He has known
for about 10 years from poker
He does not know lilllast name
Redacleo Patro1
e\\ tde'll1f)'ln:J
- llllls Phone number was provided to be I1tcrv
(later online search
revealed that number to belong to ~ Reda:ted Patron I nterv ew lde1t1f) 1ng nformafl::iri
- NOF Court
Search)
- •
spea.MEffHh'H§ilifQH·!foi!!.!.* was the go between
in having
·
set u . s account
He~.
, placed the bets foriillonline vi•lll:; account
gav~20K credit for betting purposes with Pinnacle
- The drop off on 2018-MAY-02 bylil• was the money from- recent
win ....... (of note it was pointed out to. .!RiV?f)I" that this is not how online
bets are made or paid off ................ )
He held the money forlll when it was dropped off
He took $4k of the money to pay himself back for the money he had lentllll
The $15k was all in $20's andlll was very angry at this and told him to have
MM· shut his account down
- He did ask-why the money was delivered in $20's and lllila advised he
didn't have $100 bills available
Rcda:tcd :>a•ron 1n·erv1c\\ lde1t1fy n;J
ln'arma· on
When asked why he buys in fo
advised he buys in forll!ll
when asked a - i s his friend and he does feel some obligation to him

- B

11

BB'

torill

6
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-

f:!l~as running out of chips and told

Reaacted Patron ln•er11ew
Iden! fy111g ln'ormat on

to buy in for him
When he tried to buy in for $5k (baccarat) he had confirmed with the Pit Boss
(Danny) and the dealer (Queenie-who also works as a DS) that he could buy in
with-money
He was referred to the cage to buy in, he told the cashier he was buying in for
and the buy in was denied (as Ill could not provide receipts and he had
reached SOF level)
- After he an-were placed on full sourced cash/chip conditions and "in the
heat of the momentllllasked that the remainder of the $1 OK he had lent
Rej ac1ed - Pat on ln 1erv1ew
in August 2017 be paid back
lcent1fy1 11g lnfo rma• on
He had $4k at home cash, took $2k out of his LOC and had the remainder in his
bank and he pai-back
- He has not seen much otllllsfmll:
•·1c:in~s incident
Of note he has picked up cash for. in the past by arranging a meet with
- o f f site
- He is not aware of anyone else thatll has received cash from

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Further to the interview, on 2018-MAY-24
investigator S. BONDESEN :

Redacted Patron lnten.•1ew
1dentrfy in g lnfa·matro n

sent the following email to

"Hello Sheila,

I asked . ..and he can identity the person who brougN him m.on. t~~ d "
mentioned (Apnl 30). The gentleman 1s his good fnend, his n a m e ; r p
His phone number is
That day, he says he called• · ·
· to bring
him money. They are very good friends and sometimes WJilM borrows money from
him for short periods of time.

MW wanted me to give this

Sorry for contacting you via this email address, but
information to you. He said you can feel free to contact
Yours,

•

.

7

MIM!Mto confirm this.
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-

Reda~ted

Patron 1n1erv ew

ldent1fy1ng nformat10·1
Searches for
in ltrak are n~tive.
An internet search indicates that one"if!l-ijtfj. is the President, Director
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and Secretary for
although the company is Florida-based. At this time it is not known if this is the
Recac·ed Pa·-on l n'erv1ew
Recac'ed Pa"on ln•e rv1e\o..'
same
referred to in cen• fyng l nform a·1on
email.
aen' fying I r1fo11na•1on

BCLC Conditions:

Full sourced cash/chips .
HAS STATED HE IS IN DEBT AND HAS/DOES BORROW FROM FRIENDS AND
FAMILY
Investigator Comments:
Redacted Patron 1ter\' ew
lde1t1fytng Information

appeared very nervous during the interview.
He was reluctant to answer questions and often went "around and circle" and or did not
address the point at all. At times , he went silent for a bit "to think out his answer". He
was not at all transparent or forthcoming.
·-· - e of his answers are clearly lies
a ears to be borrowing money from a third party for play
·- - · ·. · - has stated he is in debt and has borrowed money from friends and
family
A one-year barring for each is recommended for consideration
Investigation by an outside agency in to WJIA'•· activities recommended/barring?
Follow up with Pit Boss and dealer with respect to giving the "nod" to a third party $5K
buy in recommended
As it stands at this time ,
has been told point blank that if he keeps up
his current shenanigans the matter will be escalated and he will likely be barred.
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
UPDATE :
2018-MAY-25
Per AML Manager D. Tottenham , he has reviewed noted IS and has advised player
shall remain on full sourced cash/chip conditions and information obtained during the
course of the investigation will be forwarded to the appropriate agencies for further
follow up.
2018-JUN-04
Interview filed
L. Cousins
8
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BCLC 11 S Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Patrons Interviewed:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve Beeksma
Reason for Interview:

There is some concern a
have frequented both the
Edgewater and Grand Vil a casinos overt e ast wee or two. During the course of
their buy ins there are two distinct concerns specific to money laundering.
The first centers around that their cash consists of small denominations ($20's) and the
manner in which it is secured. On all occasions it is presented in bundles secured by
elastics.
The second is that there is a pattern of their buy in's being under the 1O K reporting
requirement. Further to this both have them have when approaching the cage have
taken out a small amount of cash which corroborates deliberate avoidance.
Redacted

Palron

Immediately upon making introductions with Interview 1oent f .n it was established they are
husband and wife. Although not typical, given the incidents involved both parties and
were interviewed together by
they are believed to be husband and wife
investigators.

Interview Results:

1. What is the source of their wealth?
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a. B confirmed he owns a construction company in China. He added
he has no businesses or income in China and his construction
company is owned and operated in China.
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located .
a. China
3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to removing the
small amount to avoid reporting is a sign of money laundering and causes
concern.
a.
seemed unaware of BCLC's reporting obligations to
FINTRAC . They explained the reason they always remove a portion
of the money is their own superstition/luck routine. They came
across somewhat embarrassed to admit it but.further explained
that he usually starts with $9,800, if he loses he tries $9,900 the
next time and if he loses again he will start again and $9,700. It was
also noted they both have disbursement transactions attributed to
them so they were generating records.
4. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
theirs,,.
a. · · explained that when he comes to Canada from China he brings
cash (clarifying he declares the currency when he enters the
country). When he exchanges the money at the "bank" for CON
currency he is always given a variety of denominations. liii!I stated
he used the larger denominations already and just recently started
using the $20's which he saves for last because they are more
convenient for general spending (other than gambling).
llassured investigators that his money is all from a bank. It was
unclear i f . is referring to a bank or a money exchange place as
"bank" could be interpreted as either.
5. Mention to him should he continue he could be made the subject of no unsourced cash conditions or further banned from play.
a. Ii.ii was advised that further reports of unusual activity could result
in conditions that would remove his ability to bring cash into the
understood.
casino ,

II

6. Have they heard about;i underground casinos and if so, where?
a. Neither
have heard of any "unregistered" or
"undergroun casrnos.

I.I::

7. Educate on PGF Accounts.

2
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a. 9RBWl!J~ filw are of PGF accounts but find them
inconvenie~}Ufk indicated she is embarrassed to ask for a bank
draft made out to a casino from her bank as she feels their
gambling is a private more personal matter.

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.

LEE explained the possibility that conditions may be placed on this patron's ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patrons use Patron Gaming
Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron is not the subject of any conditions at this time. The
temporary ban was lifted and SID profile comments updated.
Investigator Comments:
Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying

were very cooperative throughout the interview process.

, ,• • claimed to be unaware they were inadvertently circumventing LCT reporting
y remciv1ng small amounts of cash from $10K buy ins . They seemed embarrassed to
explain to investigators their method/superstition of removing small amounts to buy in for
specific amounts that are "lucky" to them .
Hopefully being interviewed by investigators will correct their behavior. •t.llM!l,il\W;
activity in BC Casinos will continue to be monitored with reports generated and action taken
as required .
Steve BEEKSMA
AM L Investigations

3
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Reda:ted Patron nterv ew
Identify ng rifo1mallo r1

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM. ·:···
..
SID#:
. .'
Interview Date: February 161h, 2016
Interview Time: 01 :59 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC lnvestigational Assistant: Brandi CHAN
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Occupation:
Housewife

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of her wealth?

2. Confirm her occupation.
3. How does she support her play given her occupation?
4. Where did she get the cash she used to buy in on January 31 si, 2016?
5. It appears that she had little interest in gaming on January 31 si, 2016 as
noted above. Has she done this often?
6. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
7. What is her relationship t 1

R:eaac'ed Pat 01 Interview
ldent1fy119 ln1 orma· on

8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
9. Educate on PGF Accounts.
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Interview Results:
•

stated, in part, the following:
?

Her understanding of the conditions that have been imposed on her;

? The conditions were explained in detail to her;
? The money that she uses to game comes from investments;

? She brought up the January 31 st transaction explaining that she has just returned
from China and attended the casino. Wh ile at the casino she met some friends
and had Dim Sum at which time all her friends decided to pool their money and
that she would gamble on their behalf;
? While she was playing she received a phone call from a friend at which time she
advised the friend she was up some money. The friend told her to cash out and
come back because of this.

? When she cashed out she received $100 bills as opposed to the $20 bills she
bought in with;
? She would not identify the names of her friends;
~

She does not work but relies on her husband's wealth;

?

He is a furniture builder in China;

? He conducts money transfers into her account or in their kids account so she can
access the cash ;
Redacted Patro'l lnle•v1ew
l denll'y1ng Informal on

?

Her husband name i .,

?

She was advised that because she was using small bills and converting them
into large ones it makes it look like she is laundering money;

?

She assured this was not the case and left the casino abruptly because of a
phone call ;

?

She usually plays in the $20,000-$30 ,000 range;

?

She recently opened a PGF account at the Edgewater;

2

(phonetically) B:- -
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~

l!illBis her neighbour and they have been coming to the casino for years
together;

~

She is unaware of any underground casinos;

~

She was asked about cash services and stated that to facilitate this she would
but does not know anyone who operates a cash service
call
business;

~

She has been in Canada for eight years .

Interview over at 02:30 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Invest Asst Brandi CHAN conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

1111

CHAN explained t~at sanctions have been placed on
ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Invest Asst. Brandi CHAN acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions: aontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on 2016-FEB-04.

Investigator Comments:

II was honest during the interview for the most part.

She was vague when it came to
51
identifying her friends who provided her with the cash on the 31 . Consis!li.
_· this
· :. . . en
she was vague about cash services other than relying on her close friend
she needed cash. A natural assu.n given their friendship would be tha ·-:
would explain the cash service to .. .
A search of the subject database in ITRAK found no match fo

3

Pat -o n Int erview
ljenflfyng ln'crma• on

~e::ac'ed
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Although she has limited play, conditions should remain
interviewed.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

4

untili111

has been
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Redac:ed Pa:ron Interview 1aentffy1ng
Information

8115

Patron Interviewed:
Re:Jacted. Patlo'l
NAM : 1tel'\
ew ldenltfyinJ
•
I n•ormat on
SID
Interview Date: November 25 1h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
There was some questions as to whetherllllwas assisting patrons circumvent their
no unsourced cash conditions. As a result of this the following directive was placed on
his patron profile:
"2016-Nov-16 BCLC Directive- No further gaming at any BCLC site until patron contacts
the consumer services line and is interviewed by the AML unit. Please provide patron
with contact number
and request they call and leave contact
information . Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs"
In preparing for this interview the following questions were considered during this
interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Who are his associates?
4. Is he familiar with the no unsourced cash conditions that have been
placed on a number of patrons.
5. If he says no than explain to him the conditions and the purpose of them.
6. Ask him to explain his attendance to the River Rock on
including who he was with.

Ruling #19
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7. How does he know these people?

Redacted Patron
t1terv ew ldenllfymg

8. Where did the money come from that he attempted to buy in with on the
Rul h?
ing
#19

9. What did he think was happening when the buy in was denied?
1O. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
11. D i d - •sk him to buy in for him so that he could play?
12. If so, did he offer compensation for doing this?
13. Who are involved in cash facilitation presently?
14. Re~ardless how he answers impress upon him that his attendance on the
Ruli and what he was doing is consistent with cash facilitation, ask if he
ng
understands how we see it this way.
#19
15. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
16. Educate on PG F Accounts.

Interview Results:

MM in part, stated the following:
);.>-

It was explained to him the reporting requirements for BCLC to assist in giving
context to the interview and he understood;

>r He was questioned

as~ relationship

Pe11fon , llel\"ew Ide 1t1fy1ng Info r1ati::m
wit
has been associated t~ and related to UFT incidents together.
Reda~ted

as she

is his Ruling #19 ;

);.>- -

);.>-

He was asked where he got the cash from on Ruling #19
that was
refused by the River Rock and he said that he received it f from his friend and
that his friend had delivered it to him;

);.>-

Ruling #19

;

2
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-Y He then went on to say that this guy was just a delivery guy and that somebody
contacted him, out of the blue, asking if he needed money;

>- He said over 60% of his buy-ins were from Loan sharks/Money Lenders;
>- He was asked that if he borrowed money how did he pay it back and he advised
that if he loses, the money is wired to the lender from one of his bank accounts
in China ;

>- He is charged 2% on the money and if he cannot come up with the money he just
pays the interest until he can;

>- He said that if you have good credit with these people it is easier to get the cash;
Redacted

Patron 'ltcrv cw ldent1fy1ng

He was asked about his relationships wit
1rirormat1on
that he does not know him well, only from gambling at the casino;

';r

>- He said that the day that he received the cash on
with him;
,,. .

drives

•

Redac'ed Patron ln•erv1ew
ident fy111g tn'ormat on

Ru 1
hlllwas
lin
g
#1
9

-Y He then remembered that he did have contact w i t - on the
him off at the casino;
-,, -

and stated

Ruli
ng
#19

not

and dropped

changed the story after he was confronted and claimed he forgot about this
because he was at the casino twice that day;

-,, . w a s playing with his own money;
~as adamant that the money he attempted to buy in was not the same cash
lmhad attempted to buy in with earlier;

-,,

-Y~ asked if this money wasltJJ•, and he was attempting a buy in so
-

:»

could play and he said that this was not the case;

He did sa-ong ago he am
30% and

..

1111'11 did pool money to play but he only put in

put up the rest;

-,, This happened about half a year ago;
).-

would lend him the money orlftflwould have chips;

-Y He also know~ from the casino for about a year;

3
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~

It was exQ!_ained t - that based on what happened it appeared as if he was
assistin#JiifiM._nt his condit!ons and he. ~esponded by saying that he
was unaware tha_ .:,;.,.:..,_ was the sub1ect of cond1t1ons;

~

It was explained to him that by betting for someone or pooling money that this is
circumventing conditions and this may result in him being the subject of
conditions himself;

~

He was questioned about the source of his buy ins and the fact that they contain
bills in small denominations;

~

He responded by saying that he obtains his cash from wire transfer places, 60%
loans and people he borrows from;

~

He mentioned specifically a wire place at the Parker Place Mall but mentioned
that there are plenty of these places on Number 3 road (4380 No 3 Rd,
Richmond, BC V6X 3V7);

~

He went on to explain that there were two private wire places he has dealt with
and that he learned about them by word of mouth;

~

You can also find these places on the "Chinese Internet" and the fees are small;

~

The individuals will deliver and call you from downstairs when you are at the
casino;

~

It is his understanding that small denominations are hard to get and they usually
get them from the restaurants;

~

He stated that the way it works is that you will get a call out of the blue either
when you have not been at the casino in a couple of days or when you are low
on chips when you are sitting at the table;

~

He said that he usually says yes to them and arrangements are made to receive
the money;

~

He stated that all of these people are loan sharks;

~

He does not know how they get his phone number and could not provide the
phone number they called him at because the number comes up as blocked;

~

His source of wealth is from

~

It is also from

Ruling #19

;

Ruling #19

;

4
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'r

Ruling #19

;

'r He was asked about information relating to underground casinos and stated he
had heard about them but had never been there before.
'r

Ruling #19

closed;

'r This place was on

Ruling #19

? He was asked how he got there and he mentioned with a friend;
? The table limits are the same as River Rock's;

'r He was asked if he had any concern for his safety and stated that he had not
thought anything about it;
'r He figured these places were just like normal casinos and if he wins they pay;
?

He did not use cash to play but credit and that day he was there he won;

? He did not take his cash but left his credit which was used by friend who lost it all;
?

He was asked if he ever helped the loan sharks find customers and he stated no;

~

He was asked if he had any trouble paying back the loan sharks and stated no
and further that the longest time he had an outstanding debt with them was a
month;

~

As long as you pay the interest than everything is fine;

? He does not know what happens if you are in default of payment;
? He was asked if he deals with the same individual or others and stated he does
not know who these people are and has dealt with multiple peoples.
~

He is open to passing on the phone numbers of these people if he learns them;

Interview over at 11 :51 am

5
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained no unsourced cash conditions to this patron to give him further
understanding as how he might be assisting other patrons to circumvent their
conditions.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This is still subject of the above noted directive pending decision to
makthe subject of no unsourced cash conditions himself.

Investigator Comments:
This patron was far from honest with investigators. When he was confronted with
inconsistencies he appeared to provide answers that were believable. B l has likely
frequented illegal gaming houses on more than one occasion. With this in mind he
knows more about them than he wants to let on. He was definitely honest about the
fact he is using facilitators to support his gaming . Based on this , it is suggested that he
be made the subject of "no unsourced cash " conditions.
It is still not clear wha- ·s source of wealth based on the manner in which he
responded . Ruling #19

•

has yet to call to arrange to for an interview.
Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: September 30, 2015
Interview Time : 14:00hrs
Interview Location: BCLC Vancouver Head Office
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Tom PLANTE
BCLC Investigator David SLOBODIAN
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Patron

lnterv 1 e~1

Patron ldenllfyin;;i
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed on
their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was scheduled in order
to explain the sanctions to the patron.
lnfo ·rnati ~ n

Interview Results:

-,. WA• advised that the source of funds in question he receives are from a 'friend'
in China .

. ,. lfMiJIJI calls his friend in China when he needs funds and his friend transfers funds
that is owed t o - due a previous business deal
provides his vehicle License Plate information to his friend and an unknown
vehicle meets him to drop off funds in Richmond.
Location of drop off is usually McDonald's in Richmond .
-..,.. ··
advised that he does not know who delivers the funds , but it is usually a
different person each time.
• • d o e s not pay back any funds as the funds are owed to him from his friend in
~e to a business deal in 2005 where MIW sold his business .
- d o e s not believe the funds are from a Proceed of Crime as he repeatedly
claimed they come from his friend in China that owes him money (approx.
$2,000,000 still outstanding) .

-,. •NIM
-,.
-,.
-,.
..,.

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Tom PLANTE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
D.SLOBODIAN taking notes.
PLANTE explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to the River
Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
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PLANTE explained that sanctions have been placed o • & ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips.Mlf"was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund
Account.
PLANTE also advised-that attendance at an underground Casino is a Criminal
Offence in Canada and could jeopardize him visiting or living in Canada.
Reda:::ted

Patron

~ler.•

lde11trfy ng nformat101

ew

provided the following additional information:

? . & 1 a s no businesses in Canada. All is in China
-,,,
£}.;tated that the funds he receives are not always readily available and
claimed he requests sometimes 2-3 days in advance.
? •J.JM advised he has $40,000- $50,000 in Grand Villa gaming chips still in his

--ion.
claimed that he does not utilize his PGF account because it is too much
'trouble.' The process takes too long and is a hassle.
?.
. -. · .
would be interested in 'credit' from BCLC if it was available.
'?
:
claimed he does not attend any underground gaming facility as he does not
trust them.

'?

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Brandi CHAN was utilized to assist in the interview with
Cantonese interpreting.

BCLC SanctionslBBcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September
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BCLC IS

llfrifiHFiifil9'§ffif'!.!!•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-04
Interview Time : 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room) .
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
MUICwas recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring
at RRCR casino on 2017-APR-22 that involved a late night delivery of $25,000 cash (all
received this de live in large part for a female associate identified
small bills . · ·: ·

Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-25IRMwas placed on full cash conditions with the following
comment added to her SID profile:

2017-APR-25 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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The focus of the interview will be the incident withllll establishing SOF and SOW
along with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:

1844has only generated 1 individual LCT record on 2017-FEB-10. She does not
appear to be a significant gambler in BC Casinos, at least not exceeding LCT reporting
thresholds .
Redacted - FINTRAC
I ne was in relation to the
2017-FEB-10 LCT *un-sourced cash buy in) and the other 2 were both related to the
activity with I'll)'

fE

The follow incident occurring 2017-APR-22 (late night) can be summarized as follows :

lim

RRCR incident 17-23269 (APR-22, just before midnight):
presented $20,000 in
CON $20 bills for buying in. The cash was provided tollim amv'!18llM'$19Nho
was playing with her at the gaming table. Prior to the buy in AL ·
as seen receiving
a phone call then leaving the resort and meeting with a vehicle described as a late
model,
she acquired a white bag believed to contain
the cash.
Upon returning to the casinolM•met witl 1'111 in the Salon washroom at which
~it was suspected she provided her with the cash.
lllllproduced $20,000 in $20's andM11•$5,000 in $20's.
Buy ins were refused by the casino, followed by BCLC , placed both individuals on
sourced cash/chip conditions.

'k·'*'Mh!!HHf§fl'h!i\!!.i9vhere

Occupation:
•~edac 1 e d

Pat-~1

lnler11ew

Housewife: It was learned via the interview with
may run/own a
tdcnt1fy119 ln'orma: on
Chinese restaurant in Reda::ted - PcUron 1terv ew and also gets income from rental properties.
Company:

N/A
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address in

Redacted

Patro1 l nterv1ew
ldent1'y11g Informal on

is current.

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source of income including how Ion she has been working
there, where the business is located and wha · :.
a. Confirm if she owns a restaurant in
2
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b. Does she have income from rental properties?.
4. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
6. Encourage
BC Casinof
Casino.

use a PGF account should she want to gamble in
oes not presently hold an account at any BC

7. Caution•·•against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be obseNed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:
1. M f j e d off the $25,000 along the South hotel driveway

WJIM

a. How did she make these arra!ements?
b. How does she knovl-~
i. -ll!lassumed this wasRiJlf•s family member who
delivered the funds (son?).D
ii. Does she know where the money comes from?
BCLC Conditions • & 1 s not a significant player in BC Casinos and would be
categorized as lower risk. It will be determined post inteNiew if she will remain on
sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or
other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

>- Wµr•confirmed her address ir "· i . " . :., is current.
>- She explained she immigrated to Canada in 2011 as an investor.
o She purchased a property inlll!illliwhich she rents out to students.
o She has someone who manages her rental property for her.
o Mostly students rent her property and they always pay rent with cash , in
most cases $20 bills.
o She doesn't collect her rental income often and estimates she still has up
to $30,000 in rental income being held by the individual that manages her
o mlstated this was a small amount of money to her and it was not a
crucial source of income.
3
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~

- d e d that in 2012 she opened a Chinese restaurant inllll
The restaurant is still open today.
~ •JJ.1!-is single and was almost offended when questioned about her
occupation as a "housewife". She stated she has always been independent and
has never needed to rely on a man to support her financially.
~ 11Hf8does not gamble in BC Casinos often, she stated she doesn't really like
casinos.
o When she does gamble it is relatively smaller amounts: around $2,000.
o She tends to go to Edgewater more than River Rock (closer to home).
o When she first immigrated she gambled more out of boredom .
o Now she only gambles when she plans a night out with friends .
o She only takes an amount of cash with her that she is willing to lose. If she
wins great, if she loses she accepts it and stops.
• She does not seek out ways to get money to chase her loses.
mentioned she has a son who owns a couple bars down town
ancouver
stated she invested in them with her son). When he found
out BCLC wanted to interview her he was happy as he had the impression it
meant she couldn't go to casinos anymore.

>f'iro•t::C

8fl•

RE RRCR incident 17-23269:

~ •II tescribed her relationship withBMlas that of longtime friends.
She stated they've been friends for more than 10 years .
s
2_arents were friends in China (long history, family friends) .
? IMladescribed as very rich adding she had just purchased a new home
in Richmond . AfterW'A• was finished with investigators she planned to visit
er home.
~
stated thatmwas gambling earlier on the incident date and had lost
$30,000.
They arranged to meet for dinner and ate in the Sea Harbour
approx.
restaurant. Another female friend of theirs named llm was supposed to meet
them as well but could not make it.
o - w a s out of chips , wanted to keep .. _- and asked MllM if she
had any cash on hand. She did not but ·. ·
called the individual who
manages her rental property and asked her to bring $20,000 of her money
to her at the casino.
o The person who manages her property sent her son to drop off the money
because it was late at night.
0
w.111• did not dispute the cash pass in the washroom .
o She stated just $20,000 was delivered, the additional $5,000 was hers and
she had it on her all along.
o • • reiterated that it was her money that was dropped off to her.

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
Investigator Comments:
4
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Considering llilt@lfl frequency of play (supported not only by what was learned in the
interview but also casino records) she would be classified as a low risk patron.
Although her explanation as to the source of the $20's may seem unusual it is quite
plausible.
BCLC has learned from numerous interviews with students that they typically are wired
money from their parents to their Chinese accounts for tuition , living expenses etc.
Money Service Businesses are then utilized to convert the Chinese funds to CDN cash .
BCLC has also learned from multiple patrons that Money Service Businesses nearly
always dispense $20 bills unless the cash is needed for a major purchase (car, property
etc).

lfW1fl• is renting her property to students it would make sense that they pay rent
using cash/$20 bills .
Her restaurant in

Redacted - Patron lnteMew

Identifying Information

would also likely bring in a lot of cash .

occupation has been updated
as advised that until further notice she would need use an account and/or all
•
cash needs to be accompanied by a receipt; she understood .
The investigator is recommendingl l M •continue to be monitored when attending BC
Casinos but can be removed from all AML Programs conditions.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investig ations

5
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This is Exhibit " 4-0
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BCLCI

• •

•

•

l

"Blll1;.i

;,&"

. '"

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-0CT-10
Interview Time: 10:32 - 11 :04 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18:
BCLC Directive - All gaming is suspended pending interview by BCLC AML Unit.
Please advised patron to contact Consumer Services at
to arrange an
interview date and advise writer by email when patron is advised of request, Daryl
Tottenham , Manager BCLC AML Unit.

Recent Activity:
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liliMJliJI 1as generated 472 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-SEPT. His last
LCT was 2018-0CT-04 with a buy in of $40,000 PGF and VWof $8,880. The entire
amount was put on hold pending interview per his profile comments 2018-0CT-02
(suspended play).
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $23,747,200

FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $39,121,000
DISBURSEMENT: $18,350,507
Occupation:
Civil Engineer
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
as Real Estate Developer***??

Spouse:

::::.,,
. . *_
I•

I

e

•

8

Associated to 5xHRP and 1x VSE

History:

•
•
•
•
•

Opened PGF at River Rock 07 MAR 2018 with $200K BMO bank draft
33 x associates. 15 x WATCH, 4 x BANNED. (2 VSE and 2PS)
PS=
(association??)
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information
...
sociation??)
He is on watch and currently rated as an HRP . Active sources cash/ch ips
conditions and bank draft receipt requirement.
2
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•

Reda::ted Patron iterv ew lderi\1fy1ng Info P\al1:m
Cannot confirm - · connection to
J;,~~any. Company confirmed as •~-.·-"'·
.•@•·••'=¥"'·llll!(.!!l!],•im•l§~ri"'!§"'k"'H"'·M'•H!!l,iQf!ll!!l!ll,Hll!M"!.!llllJillllll,,€111.1"'!!.!ll!!],.
ll!ffU!!(***double check with lli!ri ":"~ .

11

under joint title to
transferred to · :.. , .. · ......

Incident of interest per JIGGIT:
Reda::ted

Patron riterv cw ldent1fy1ng
Information

2018-02-14
Bank Draft Information:
Bank: TD Bank Draft
Location: 4777 Mcclelland Road, Richmond
Date: 2018-02-20
Bank Draft Number: 82871713
Redacted Patron lnte·v1ew
Pay to:
ldent1fymg lnfo·mahon
Amount: $100,000.00
Source of Funds Declaration:
Portion about asking the guest where they acquired the funds was not completed .
No account number documented. Note on form states "FULL NAME ON BANK DRAFT"
No receipt for the funds provided . Note on form states "NAME ON BO"
Patron signed the declaration

Discussion Points:

Account holder of TD and BMO accounts used for drafts
Confirm employment, income, company info, etc

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address.
With whom doe•MUJQ eside?
Since what date hasMim·•resided in this home?
Percentage of time in Canada vrs China
2. What type of business is
what is the company's objective and what is ·
3

. Specifically,
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3. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
4 . Other sources of wealth?
5. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community? With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes - Stone LEE

Interview Results:

!111111

During the course of this interview.1·1·1
·

IMF-!!?

stated the following:

riWWLF*'

-

'i.

is correct, the house is owned by his wife
The address onff
His wife is confirmed to be
He has a daughter and a son, his son has his Canadian Citizenship and works in the
States
His wife and daughter are under immigrant status
His daughter is in grade 1O in a school orWl;il•
Mli• 1imself did not stay long enough to get his PR status and now travels to
Canada on visitor visas
He in in Canada 3-4 times per year and stays approximately 20 days/visit
He is just waiting to hear back on a contract he is to be signing and when he gets that
call he will be headed back to China
He is the CEO of
with 93% ownership
Depending on the Chinese or English way to spell it is can b•~Mllll•
Recacted

Pat·cn l n·erview lden•rfy ng
ln'orma• on

The address on file i n - i s correct
The company is involved with real estate development and construction
He has 70-80 people reporting to him plus the construction worker themselves
His company made approximately $200,000,000.00 last year ($33,300,000 CON)
He owns a second company called Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

;!~:::•;$£

listed as CEO of this company too
While he develops under the once company, he leases retail and office space from his
developments under his second company. This company is also used to control his
investments.
He does not have any interests in Canadian Companies and owns the house on
. .;=only
4
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TD BANK DRAFT:

He does not specifically recall this draft
Perhaps it was repayment form a friend he loaned money to
If he loans money he does not charge interest (not a common practice to loan)
Perhaps he wife got the bank draft for him, they did have a TD account some time ago
His wife does the banking he will have to follow up on that draft
For him $100K is a drop in the bucket, why make such a big deal about it.
In addition to BMO he also banks at HSBC ([per OSINT correct)
*IM•became very agitated when the topic of the bank draft came up, it is the feeling
of the AM L investigators that he knows the source of the draft but is weighing out his
options/any repercussion if he discloses the information. It is further feeling of the AM L
Investigators t h a t - knows he made a mistake by introducing that bank draft in to the
Casino.***

BCLC Conditions:

2018-AUG-18:
BCLC Directive -All gaming is suspended pending interview by BCLC AML Unit.
Please advised patron to contact Consumer Services at
to arrange an
interview date and advise writer by email when patron is advised of request, Daryl
Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Unit.

*11\ldhas
now been interviewed and that portion of his conditions has been updated.**
**For management review on suspension status.**
Investigators Comments:

IM•was forthcoming and open until the bank draft come up.
Per JIGGIT the $100K bank draft in question was introduced on 2018-02-14

5
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It was actually introduced on 2018-FEB-21 (see LCT 20180009354)

understands he is still suspended buy would like to withdraw his PGF money.
•

also introduced three TD bank drafts on 2018 -MAR-03 for a total of $130K
(LCT20180011465 refers)
Investigators did not question him on the three on the 1s1 as they were not aware of them at
the time of the interview.
Of the four (4) TD bank drafts he has introduced it is noted they have been drawn from
three separate TD banks in Richmond ($100K- Mcclelland Road, $30K and $50KSexsmith Road , $50K - Steveston Highway)

2018-0CT-11
Forwarded to management for review

2018-0CT-14

,

AML Manager Daryl Tottenham has reviewed this incident and followed up with Director,
David ZHOU . TOTTENHAM will be adding a supplementary report to
INT. AML Management has made the decision is to remove the suspension
profile and place him on his previous Directive of full sourced cash/chip
conditions . Profile updated.

Iii

2018-0CT -18

Interview filed , spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-

6
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BCLC IS . . . (SID:81761)

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-21
Interview Time: 1130 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:
• •has generated 24 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-MA Y
On 2017-NOV-16 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .
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History:

l q a i s associated as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as unusual transactions (both substantiated).
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF .1111111 is just
coming off a 2 yr VSE (1OSept2017) recently made a $30k bank draft deposit (2017-

%£¥?1f

0CT-27 ) 11.Q~it.d bY. sa~ lllll~d
~nitially by
1nc1dent out 1ne e ow
.

•

5H

buy in on 2017-NOV-16 with funds presented
{he was denied the buy-in denied} (see

Per below, what is your relationship to the following:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
***NOTE:

Reda:led

Pa•ra n 1n·erv1ew

1ccn• .ry ng 11forma1101

husband/wife***

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
Ilion site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived with with 21 :57 hrs
arrived on site in · · · · · · .·.
elivered a green shopping bag t ··. · (placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
Salon). : attempted a buy-in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
wra~ed a;ain in nm,aper (denied).
Redacted Patron
ww.rnmflftirms.&11Jlill
all then left together in the
:il er\' ew lde -.11fy1ng
Information
0120 hrs

-"''t•l!Rflafffi\™• arrived back on site in the •MM
;;

does 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied for

B

****
Redactea

Patron lnte "V1e\•1 Identifying Information

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from th-denied buy-in
See belowlM@IQ attempt
INCIDENT: 170065309
2
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2017-NOV-16
RRCR
03: 15 hrs (5 hrs after the afore mentioned denied buy-in)•• was dropped off at
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
the hotel entrance btb by
•&oroceeded to the Salon and attempted to buy in using $50 wrapped in elastic
and newspaper (per above)
Where did you go when you left?
Whose money is the buy-in money you used?
Whose idea was it for you to return with the same buy-in money?
Why?
Who dropped you off and whose · · & e r e you in?
resented come from?
Where did the initial buy-in

money~

SinceMlffi··s first LCT in 2010 her transactions are as follows:
Bi : $295,600
FX: $4,391 .20
PGF: $125,000
DSB:$250,000
Average Bl : $20

Occupation:
Sports Trainer/Instructor

Company:
Reda:l ed

Pa·ron Interview lde'lt1fy ng
lnfcrma· on

Where is this school located?
Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
3
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a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long she has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate her with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourage MIWto use a PGF account.
How do you afford a $30k bank draft on a Sports Trainer/Instructor wage
($30k 2017-0CT27)?
Whose account was it that the money came from?
Proof?

ml•

7. Caution
against using funds belonging to others to condud buyin's. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,ftll1Nl8tated the following :
She lives with her sister and they own their home
She sometimes stays with her mum,lli.Ml1lliiM(has an apartment at liimwhere
her brother goes to school)
Her dad lives in China
She volunteers at the Soccer School , it is not her job
She works for her dad as a scout for property investment
For houses they will buy and flip or buy renovate and flip
The house she has dealt with are in the Richmond area
They have flipped 5 in the past 4 years
Her dad "pays" her
In their culture if you work in the family business you do not receive a specific "pay
cheque" you are provided a living expense which is what her dad does with her
4
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The $30k bank draft came from her bank account at CIBC (showed on phone)
This is the account her dad deposited money in to
The amount of deposits varies depending on if there is an investment opportunity
When asked how her dad can transfer so much money she advised he has
approximately 300 employees, each person is allowed $50k/year so them money is
transferred out under a bunch of different employee names.
Her dad is in Real Estate in China and that is the majority of his income (200
employees). He also is involved in rental cars and has a taxi company (100
employees).
Some of the investment opportunities in Canada are bigger and that is when her dad
gets a pool of investors in China
Her dad is part of an investment group that bought a mall o
does not
recall the whole name of the investment company on that deal but
is part of it
arrived
On the date.lion s.he was in the Salon before · :·. ',. · ·
She knows :
a "casino fnend'
She knows . · . o be his wife and calls he1!;S!l!$"t'
She arrived at the casino with some chips in hand and was chasing the $30k loss
from October 271h
She hitched a ride withWAMas she wanted to leave when Mii was headed out
She also got a ride back with lllM
She left again (provided a taxi chit) to get more money
She had a shower and called Uber to get a ride back to the site (text/recorded
message read and listed to by INV LEE validating this)
It was the · ~-. · :
.
r
She does not know
· ·' '·
INV's believed he had dropped
her off. INV's reviewed footage a second time and noted Ml.was on site
when the MRf
dropped onMMI•
- She denies the $~he attempted to buy in with (wrapped in newspaper as was
. . came from• stating it came from home

P

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain. Patron has stated that she
primarily plays with bank drafts and takes chips home to play again until she is up (cash out) or
runs out. Patron does have a PGF account she does use. Patron stated the only time source
would be an issue would be if she ran out on her PGF and wanted to continue (chase) and the
banks are closed . COUSINS advisecflR-hat as she has just come off a two (2) year VSE
perhaps it would be better if she cannot get cash in the middle of the night.

2017-NOV-24
Per AML Manager patron will remain on source cash/chips

5
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Interview filed , spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLCIS Redacteo Patro1 Interv iew denlffying Information
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0ct-23
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, HUSLER
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2018-NOV-27
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .
2019-Apr-11
Patron gaming suspended six months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated
Recent Activity:
• • h a s generated 301 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-FEB
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $3,926,631.00
FX: $62,690.10
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1, 191,916.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,540,171
The focus of the interview will be reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip
conditions and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.
Occupation:
Doctor
Company:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Redacted - FINTRAC
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. h a s a PGF account at RRCR and uses it with frequency.
The primary concern is prolific chip passing. Arrogance with respect to her conditions ,
pa-spite them - blatantly.
Pe ··.:. · s OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:
- 3 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile after being allowed back in with in a
month.
Discussion Points:
• continue to engage in chip/cash pass will result in an one year ban by BCLC.
R I f
h" • t
Redacted - Patron Interview
ip pass x2)
Identifying Information
(Chip pass)
Specific Questions to Ask:
Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points
Interview Results:
Pa'ron lntervrew
Duriniihe course of her interview, Reoacted
stated the following:
1den: 1fy1'lg 1n&ormat1on
llRIG status has not been change since the last interview.
- She has no real friends outside the Casino, all mentioned associates are "friends
from Casino"
- She has been interviewed and barred once in the past for chip passing
- She says it is difficult to say "no" if a casino friend needs money/chips it causes
her to lose face to say no
-B•stated that it's hard not to ask other patrons "friends" to place wagers for her
when she is c-j~er lost.
-Qit@is ··:: :·
daughter and 2 of her chip passing were with her daughter which
· . .' didn't realize she h~~ ~.id an;j~llw~. . . . i
.
.
Redacted Patron
-writer shown a photo o f • • to
did not recoiae ln•erv1ew Identifying
was reminded the incident and stated that most likely she had ask ·::· o place wager
on her behalf due ttMl.being on sourced condition .
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips conditions
Investigator Comments:
- Patron was cooperative and forthcoming during the interview
- She acknowledged she has been spoken to and barred before about chip
passing
- It was made abundantly clear to patron that chip/cash pass would not be
tolerated at any level moving forward
- BCLC/Gov't position and processes were clearly spelled out to her
- Recommend she stay on full sourced cash/chip conditions

ml!Etfl•

Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-0ct-24
Interview approved for filing
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S LEE, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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scLc 1s

1;ew1eH+PM'*ii*'!.!.W

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEPT-18
Interview Time: 11 :05 hours
RRCR; Private Room MDB63
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-SEPT-11 *BCLC Directive*: Patron is banned from all gaming pending interview
with the AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at1
BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:

Iii has generated 52 LCTs since 2018-SEPT-26 with his most recent LCT dated
2019-SEPT-05.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $657,170.00
FX: $0.00
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ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $220,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $728,975.50
The focus of the interview will b - source of wealth and a recent suspicious incident
at RRCR (Incident 190059178 refers) .
Occupation: Stock Investor
Company: Self Employed

Civil Courts:
N/A
CSO:
N/A
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC

Incident 190059178 refers :
2019-SEPT-08
19:38hrs

withifa§H.'i'M%'f'.1!.iifaifUF

Footage begins
exiting the main gaming floor and
exiting the site via the east doors. . crossed over to the South Tower entrance to the
Hotel where he waited by a pillar curbside.was in the possession of his phone.
19:53hrs
A Reda:ted Pa1rcn Interview Ide 1t1f} n;1 nf01mat101
driven by what appeared to be a male in a long sleeve
white shirt, pulled in the south tower driveway. The driver waved at m.vho crossed
over the South Driveway and proceeded slightly west until he came up to the rear
passenger door of the vehicle.Hgot in the vehicle empty handed. The truck was
driven forward slightly stopping in front of Sea Harbour Restaurant.
19:54hrs
Bexited the vehicle carrying what appeared to be a gre~lastic shopping bag. The
vehicle was driven off-site. When he got out of the truck,Ill began walking towards the

2
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Resort but turned around after crossing the street. He headed back towards the South
Tower and took the elevator to the South Parkade L4.
19:57hrs
.entered his vehicle - a

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfymg Information

20:01 hrs
lllexited his vehicle, had a brief interaction with an Asian male - who was parked next
to him; Asian male appeared to be his son
. As he walked
had his wallet in hand-continued across the sky walk, he
across the parkade,
appeared to have a ripped white envelope in hand

Ill

20:02hrs
llentered The Salon and made his way to the men's room . When he exited he no
longer was in possession of the white envelope.
20:04hrs
llexited the men's room and wandered around the Salon observing play.
20:08hrs

llil received a phone call
20: 11 hrs

II received a text
20:13hrs
lflentered the elevator down to the Dogwood
20:14hrs
l!lwent out to the smoking pit where he had a cigarette and chatted to a UM
20:16hrs
llwent back inside and made his way to MDB03 where he presented $20's for buy in.
The money appeared to be sorted in $2,500 segments (x2). The money came from his
left pants pocket. He appeared to remove elastics under the table before he put the
money on the table for buy in.

3
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20:20hrs
After the count the buy in was determined to be 250 x $20 for a total of SK. After
commenced play. He stayed at MDB03.
receiving his chips,

Ill

20:59hrs
- a s approached and spoken to by TGM JIANG.
remaining chips and leave the site.

II was asked to cash-out his

21 :04hrs

II made his way to the smoking pit where he was on his phone.
21 :09hrs
llwas again asked to leave.
21: 15hrs.
•

cashed-out 3K at CD09 and was paid-out in $20s. llthen picked up some parcels
and exited the Casino via the West Lobby.
headed to the South Parkade L4 and
Patro1 Interview
drove off-site in his Redacted
ldent1f 1n Information

II

Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Does he live full time in Canada
Who did he meet
How was it set up
What did he receive
What is his relationship to the driver/drop off person

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
1. Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Clarify occupation/business/locations he works
3. What banks does he use? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (per
profile CIBC account is linked to him, drafts)

4
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Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

11-M stated the following:

He lives primarily in Canada
He is a Canadian citizen
Redacted Patron :nterv ew Identifying
In addition to his son
' 'lformat1o'l
e has a son in grade 8
- . . is an Office Assistant for
He, his two sons and wife · _- ·
- He receo/% bought a townhouse that he is currently renting out

*·§ii!ii!!!!@i'h'i•'lii1Ml!.i•

-

1

M•will ultimatf}t.live at theMlf' address
Both of th *'MIMI.;_ homes are in his wife's name
He does not have a mortgage on any of his properties
He owns a property in China, not much there for him anymore so he is rarely there
As a self employed stock Investor he invests in the North American and Asian
markets
He banks at RBC
Regarding incident 190059178, he did receive mane that evenin
The money was a drop off from his friend · · "" · · ,,, , ., m"''
He lent $1 OK toBi number of months ago
There was no interest 1 £ d
He does not know wha ·:··
anted the money for, he didn't ask
The money came from his bank account, it was such a small amount he didn't
really think about it
called him on the night in question stating he was returning to China the
followin,.ay (2019-SEPT-09) and wanted to pay him back before he left
He told - he was at the Casino
He is aware there are cameras, but as it was his money to start with he did not
give the transaction any thought
He crossed over to the hotel side to have a smoke and wait forill
arrived as back seat passenger in a black truck
He has never seen the truck before
He does not know the driver or the front seat passenger
He did not aslfll the "source" of the $20's
In the green bag he received from llwas two (2) boxes of Chinese tea, an empty
white envelope and the money
He took the bag to his car and dropped the tea off there
He put the bundle of money in his pocket
He knew the casino frowned on $20's but they were bulky so he wanted to use them

- Ill
-

-

Ill

5
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He had $100's in his wallet ready for play, but because the $20's were bulky, he
elected to buy in $5K with them
After he'd conducted his buy in the TGM asked him where the $20's came from
He told the TGM of the drop off as he did not think there was anything wrong with it,
it was his money he had loaned to his friend
TGM said he could not accept the money due to the drop off and he was asked to
cash out
He generally plays with $100's, cash and win , debit from the cage, PGF
Circumstance had him using the $20's
He has money, it's an insult to think he would have to borrow it for game play

BCLC Conditions:

2019-SEPT-18
Conditions removed

Investigators Comments:
Very upset with respect to how he was escorted off site , stating it made him feel like
a criminal , causing him to lose face
Ve animated during the interview
. .
1e is assessed at $2 ,709,000
town home is valued at $1 , 100, 000
He presented a RBC receipt showing he'd deposited the $20's and withdrew it again
on 2019-SEPT-14
First incident of this nature
Do not feel conditions are required at this time, to be monitored and can add later if
concerned

2019-SEPT-18
Forwarded to management for review
2019-SEPT-19
Recommendations approved by D. Tottenham
Interview saved to shared drive

Interview filed .
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-24
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

I

is currently under sourced cash conditions.

Recent Activity:
On 2017-MAY-15ilwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-MAY-15 BCLC Directive: ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is
not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please
advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC and establishing llrelationships with some of his casino associates.
History:

flias generated 129 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JUL.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have relating to the STR's have ranged from $10,000 to $50,000 per
visit, in large part small denomination bills. Average or typical amounts have been in the
$25K range .
Incident summaries (recent STR's):

2017-07973 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-09: I·:. bought in for $40,000 (mostly $20's, a few $10's).
2017-08461 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-11 :

bought in for $18,000 (all $20's).
I

2017-11797 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-26: llbought in for $10,000 (all $20's). The cash was
stron I sus ected of bein
rovided to b~ a~ associate identified as. . .
1ns1de the Salon washroom .
presented $30K in $20's for buying in, took back a brick and went into the washroom
witl -presented $1 OK in $20's soon after for buying in .

-==

n•

2017-11947 (EDGE) 2017-FEB-27: ·::: ought in for $30,000 (all $20's).
2017-13904 (EDGE) 2017 -MAR-08:

ought in for $45,000 (all $50's).

2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15: .'. ought in for $50,020 (all $20's). He appeared to
come from the back door of the Sea · arbour restaurant with "i'fMM!llllllU* u;on
receipt of the chips i!Nas suspected of passing an undeterm inable amount t o l l f •
Occupation:

Civil Engineer
Company:
Redacted

Patron 1terv ew ldentrfymg lnfo·riat1on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Redacteo

Patron lntervrew ldcntrfy1ng Information

is current.
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2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whafils role or job title is
(if applicable) .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encouragellilto use his PGF account. Review o ' i j n t LCT activity confirms
he holds P~ accountllll at RRCR and account .: . at EDGE .
7. Cautionlllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him . Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at
BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

RE: 2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15:
1. Described his relationship with

Redacted Patron
lmervtew ldemrf)'1ng

2. Did someone drop off the $50,000 to him in the restaurant? It appeared on
footage he exited the back door of the restaurant (River rd. and GC Way).
a. Who?
b. If no, where did the money come from?
BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

>-

Redactea

Patron ntcf'\·1ew Identifying

nforrnat1on
llconfirmed his address on
is current.
o 1115tated he spends about 1/3 of the year in Canada and the rest in China.
o He first came to Canada in 2013.
~ ll!lconfirmed his occupation as a Civil Engineer for an investment company.
o The company is based out of China .
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o lldoesn't have any business interests in Canada but is looking for
work/opportunities.
>- •advised that in most cases the money he brings into the casino is money paid
back to him by friends who he has lent money to in China.
>- It was explained t o-··hat BC Casinos are regulated very similarly to banks and
we have concerns · ound the large volumes of small denomination bills.
o Once it was explained to lthat $50,000 in $20 bills does not come from a
banklilstated he didn't think about that before and asked where did his
friend get the money from?
o l!lacted as if he was shocked when he thought about where someone
would get that kind of cash in small bills.
>- Investigators briefly went over each of the incidents summarized above.
o llcould not recall specific details saying he can't remember details going
back to February.
o Regarding 17-11797; stated there was no way thatR1W passed him
money in the washroom .li!ldenied this even happened.
>- lwas encouraged to use his P~ ac_count whenever possible.
o The only issue with them thatllspoke about was the effort it takes to get
a bank draft at the bank. He didn't have anything to say about the process
once in the casino .
>- Btated he has heard of underground or unregistered casinos from his
friends/associates but has never.ilone.
o Investigators made sure 11.mderstood these unregistered casinos are
ille~I to whichllresponded "of course they're illegal".
o As• understands, the underground casinos are run like some casinos 1n
Vegas and Macau in that if you lose they offer 10% cash back as an
incentive. For example if $10,000 is lost the player could qualify for $1 ,000
back.

II

RE: 2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15:

>>-

&stated he had been out golfing with a group of friends/associates.
After golf about 20 of them (some visitors from China) went to the Sea Harbour
restaurant for dinner.
>- One of these individuals was a "friend" that owes him money.
>- The $50,000 in $20's was brought to him at the dinner in the restaurant by this
Jr.i.end.
>- llwas not willing to provide even the family name of this friend . He stated this
individiaj still owes him money.
·
o •did not know if this friend owns any business in Canada.
o He di
ere his friend got the money from .
>- described
as a good friend . They knew each other in China but
have become closer friends since coming to Canada.
o They like to golf together.
o They both live in the same area in Vancouver.

II
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Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
These conditions and all of lls options for bringing funds into the casino were clearly
explained t.
Investigator Comments:

When111Nas educated on his conditions he went on a lengthy rant questioning why
BCLC would place him on these cond itions without warn ing.
R stated that if his past buy ins were the reasoning for his present conditions why did
we accept the money and why wasn't he ever warned .
! ladded that he cannot read minds and if he was doing something wrong he should
~ve been told as such . He suggested we should have a sign that explains BCLC 's
expectations. He feels it is not fair and that the government is bullying him.
Investigators reassured!ilthat BCLC is not picking on him and that there are numerous
players in the same position he is in and that we are always evolving.
l asked if he could use the $20,000 he cashed out for on the 151h. He was told that the
casino tracks his win/loss and if the cash can be sourced to a recent disbursement he
should have no issue using it.
Post interview investigators spoke with RRCR Table Game Director David ZHOU who
assured investigators that anytime a player brings large quantities of small bills into the
VIP Salon they are warned that they could end up on conditions if they continue to do
so.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
A ML Investigation s
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BCLC IS

- · -. ·. ·

m . . ... ,,

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0CT-02
Interview Time: 10:45 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-AUG-02:
Garn ing suspended pending interview

Recent Activity:
- h a s generated one (1) LCT record 2017-SEPT
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nW

profile at this time shows:

Bl: N/A
FX: N/A
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: NIA
DISBURSEMENT: $30,000.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to follow up on Incident 20170050956.

Occupation:
Unemployed

Company:
N/A

- EPT Redacte ::i FINTRAC
The primary concern is a
cash out of 30x$1 K chips 2017-SEPT-07. Further confirmation of SOW is required .

Incident of Concern: 20170050956
presented $30,000 in River Rock casino $1,000
denomination chips for redemption. Rll8 had no records in a BC casino previously
and it was suspected the chips did not belong to her (she may have been redeeming
them on behalf a 3rd party).
Redactea

Patro1 Interview ldent11 y11g 1n1 ormat on

21 :07hrs. on September 7, 2017, Surveillance was informed of a 30K cash-out at CD9
Redac'ed Palron
for an unknown Asian female. Patron later presented an ID with the name - lnterv1ew ldentlfy119
no existing SID.
21 :02hrs. the Subject arrived on-site as a passenger in a•™l¥1il"'•M!lru"'M'IJlll!W with
BCLP-!!!t' The vehicle parked along River Road , at the west-end of the South
Parkade. The driver was an unknown Asian male, who remained in the vehicle.
•mlMentered the Casino through West Lobby and headed directly to the Main Cage.

Ill

21 :05hrs. she took a white plastic bag (containing Chips) from her purse and presented
the Chips on CD09 - 30 x 1K Chips.
She was paid-out in $1 OOs - 300 x $100.
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Upon completing the transaction, she immediately exited the Casino through West
Lobby and returned to the vehicle. They left site shortly after.
It is suspected tha

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

is the driver.

Discussion Points:

sow
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location of company

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfyrng
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
How did she come to have the $30K
Has she cashed out for Bin the past?
Has she bought in forll and then given him the chips off site so he can violate his
VSE?
Confirm her address/owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Minimal Interpretation required - Stone LEE
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Interview Results:

During the course of her interview

Redacted

Patron

1nterv ew ldenl1fymg

stated the following:

IR

She goes by the English name of
She is unemployed and has been for approximately 2 years
The company she worked for went bankrupt
Redacted Patron lnte rv rew
Her job was cashier at an internet cafe lderit1fy1ng lnfo·rnattan
She moved to Richmond (approximate!~ two (2).ars ago)
She now lives in an apartment on --Hd-(profile updated to reflect
current address)
The apartment is a rental unit
Neither she nor any of her family own property in Canada
She is an only child
Her parents send her money every month for her living expenses
She is here on a visitors visa
Her visa expires May 2020
Redac1ed Patron ln'eNlew
She was initially here on a student visa and attended both
den1,fymg lnformat 10n

••

1

She did not graduate from either program
She has been here seven (7) years
He parents came over once when she originally got here but otherwise she has
been on her own
Her parents live in China, they own a clothing factory
She is not actively seeking citizenship, she is waiting to see if her boyfriend goes to
China with her in May before she decides if she wants citizenship
Other than the most recent encounter at Starlight, the last time she was in a casino
was approximately two (2) years ago
She does not frequent casinos, she has kept herself busy with her boyfriend (doing
other things)
She was with her boyfriends mother when she attended at Starlight and found out
she was barred
She does not go to the casino often
She did cash out $30K in chips fo
in September 2017
(confirmed his identity via photo provided to her)
She is friends withlilll met him throu h another friend'
ne of the owners of • · • • - • • • •
She had been out for dinner withlilwhen the cash out occurred
last minute and asked her to dinner)

a

called her
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After the dinner, they attended at f'#fltogether in his car
He handed her the chips and asked her to cash them out for him, that parking was
full and he would just wait for her in the car
She did not know he was going to ask her to cash out chips after dinner
She did not know the value of the chips when she took them in to cash out (did not
count)
She was not paid a commission to cash out forlll
- ~gave him the money as soon as she cashed out
ll!look her home after she cashed out for him, she did not give it any more thought
She did not know she was not to cash out for someone
On one occasion she bought in forlia he told her it was for a friend who couldn't
go to the casino
- Again she did not understand that she should not buy in for someone
- The buy in was close to $10K
She has not seen
since 2018-JUL
She only knowsll not his family
-

Ill

BCLC Conditions:
Conditions removed

Investigator Comments:
- •IWwas very respectful during the interview.

-

She was forthright in her answers.
She struck the investigators a na"fve
is not associat~ profile
Investigators educated_.-wJth respect to third party buy ins and cash outs (i.e.
don't do it again)
No further action recommended at this time

•.M•

2019-0CT-02
Interview Summary reviewed by AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM and approved for
filing
PDF filed and sent to TOTTENHAM .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-04
Interview Time: 09:30 hours
RRCR (Chairman's Room)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-FEB-21 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-FEB-12 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
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6 LCTs in 2019 (15 LCTs in total). Last LCT was 2019-FEB-18 at River Rock with
$12,000 cash disbursement.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $75,000.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $20,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $279,895.07
The focus of the interview will be

Bs recent suspicious activities within BCLC facilities.

History:

•

No incidents before 2018-NOV; since this date, 9 incidents.
Received a cash delivery at River Rock
3 incidents of buy-ins over $10,000 threshold without receipt

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity:
IN20190010044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery

Discussion Points:
Cash delivery

sow

•
•

Addresses
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
4tii

Re::iactf:d Pat·on Interview dent fymg

1. Confirm patron's Canadian addres
and Chinese address.
Informat1on
• With whom is patron staying while in Canada?
Redacted Patrori
• Clari~XfJtous address given by patron that does not exist nten:1ew ldenltf 1n

''11111llfl•

1
"

2. Clarify occupation
3. All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
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4. Purpose of travel to Vancouver?
5. Associates in Vancouver?
•

Show
0

0
0

•

f

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

6. IN20190010044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery
• From where doeslll£guire gambling funds?
• How many times has Bhad cash delivered to him?
o From whom?
o From which business?
o Contact information?
• How much did RRCR19-08788
deliver. Cash/chips?
•

How many other times ha : .. used RRCR19-08788's services?
o Driver's -tity? Contact information?
o How dictllfirst meet RRCR19-08788?
o How much has he received from RRCR19-08788 to date?
Fees/rates?

7. How much money has

Ill borrowed to gamble?

•

From whom has &borrowed money to gamble?

•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:
Redacted

Patron nterv ew lde,t1fy1ng
l!lformat10,

provided the following information during his interview:

I

s current addr
resides at the
address with his wife
who is pregnant.
- ·-·
: ~ is renting the unit from a friend .
Redacte:l Patron lnter\1ew ldent1fy119 lnformat on
a student at
she is majoring in landscape
design.
R.c:lac·ed Patron Interview cen· fymg
previous address listed in casino records as
Information
· ·· '. . · · . was his wife's address.
lnte -v1e 1· 1ldemti1y1 19
·. · drives a Redacted Pcitro1
lnfo·matt:in

- lllJ
-

• .: s income is generated through investments.
· . .' invests in products and businesses related to medical supplies, cosmetic
surgery, hospitals, and spa products.
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On one (1) occasion, while gambling in Macau, llwon 4 million (in Macau's
currency);
often plays big and also wins big.

II

Redacteo

Patro1 Interview

ldent1*ymg Jnformat1on
Regarding···· river of the
in IN20190010044, the driver's
surname i . . first name is no~iii·w
.
.
also goes by the nickname·£ ••(English translation).
drives a black van.
first metBat River Rock casino i~ 8-AUG.
knows Vancouver well so Ill hired lii!las a driver for him when in
Vancouver.
- 1i113lso knows where to buy merchandise and can get products.

I

-

llhas nev~r borrowed money to gamble or had money delivered to him,
including b~
Circa 2018-0CT, after gambling with
at River Rock, •MMMwent for
dinner at a Richmond Restaurant with the name "Kirin"; this was the same day
thatlillwon ~00 at Parq Vancouver.
.
DurinQdinner,.asked to borrow money from . o that
could continue
bling after dinner.
loanedll$3,000.
decided to lend.the $3,000 in an attempt to build a bridge withll
because.could be a good contact to have forlls wife who is often alone in
Vancouver; she cou~refore use • s services get acquire products she
needs, especial~., absence.
As an example,
previously used.to acquire a humidifier and a blender.

II

Ill

-

i

ill

On 2019-FEB-11, in incident IN20190010044, Radvised that he went into the
van withlllto get back his money thatllhad previously borrowed.
On that same evening, llhad come to the casino with his wife who had a bank
draft, but then he realized that he was not permitted to gamble with her PGF
funds.
contacted··:..requesting to recuperate his funds from
which is why Ill
then went into .·· .. vehicle .

- II

II

- • a s shown a photograph of RRCR19-08788 (S1o•F& whoB
confirmed isB
- lili8Nas shown a photograph of
who
confirmed is
his wife.
- lllfe~ognized a photograph.'%'411N'.%i!S··~· as ~ther patron
from River Rock who follows .: around and cop1e ·. . bets; llldoes not
know this patron.

II

Investigators' Comments:
At no time during the interview didlldisplay any examples of deception. He provided
fulsome responses to the investigators' questions, when he was not sure of an answer
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he said so and he displayed no physical behaviors to indicate that he was hiding the
truth or providing untruthful responses .
Redacted

Patro'l lnte rvie11

This is the second interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to the ldent1f m lnfo·ma11on
-ha.ears to b e
- ··ng cash deliveries to River Rock casino (see interview of
• ....iAi •
1Jt&r.l5il•l!Jlll!w. ..· has confirmed that the onl
ho has been
is in fact the same
associated as a driver of Hi.e van , RRCR19-08788 SI .·. ·· ··
person wholllnows and who is known to · · ·· · _-. · ··
. (Note that a third
BCLC interview related to thelllllf-was conducted on 2019-MAR-05 o f .

BM•)
.corroborated information found in the interview oflltlQ;JI indicating that RRCR1908788 (SIDW#M!?'. is a local who can procure and deliver random goods .
A review ofllll large cash transaction records (LCT) shows that his first LCT in BCLC
facilities only occurred on 2018-SEP-11 . There are no LCT records showing a
disbursement for $80,000 from any casino however, on 2018-NOV-07,
received a
$57,000 verified win cheque and $9,000 in cash as disbursements (totaling $66,000);
this was the largest disbursement thatllhas received. Balso had disbursements
prior to the $66,000 disbursement ($18,500 on 2018-0CT-2'7) as well as after ($6,200
on 2018-NOV-11 ).

II

BCLC is unable to confirm or refute. explanation that he loane. money then
collected the funds frorr . .on 2019-FEB-11 . That being said, as mentioned above,
there were no signs during the interview thatllwas being dishonest.
-

gaming privileges have been re-instated and he remains on sourced cash/chip
conditions.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC IS •dj@l@d®'9Pi!Sif$'fffMi·!ihf'il·h~
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-09
Interview Time: 11 :30
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-25
BCLC Barred Pending interview.

Recent Activity:
Redacted Patron Inte rvie w
ldent1fy1ng l nfo'TT1at1on

has generated 135 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-NOV

Her profile at this time shows :
Bl : $7,000
FX: $87, 182.92
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $87,182.92
DISBURSEMENT: $3,958,390.21
PRIMARY GAME: Slots
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Accountant

Company:
Redacted Patron nterv ew
Identify ng qfom1allon

History:
There are no incidents of note for this player
She opened a PGF account on 2018-JUN-05 and as a result of the OSI NT done for
every patron upon opening an account, she was escalated to interview.
There are no associates listed in her Mofile.
Historical companies wher• Mli86n!l"j)" is listed as a former director in BC:

••

llMlll-1~
(ceased to be a Director in 2011-Sept)
Redacted Pa: ron 1n·e1V1ew lden•rfy ng
lnfcrma•
I on
(dissolved 2013)
Redacted

Patron

Civil suit AGAINST Interview Ide 1t1fy ng
dated 2007
Reda::ted Pa•ron Interview
has adverse court records indicating that she abused her
oen• fy ng nforma11on
position at a previous bank and allocated expenses and vacation pay
(-$250,000) to herself which the bank claimed was a breach of fiduciary duty.

BC Court Services Online:
Query performed on 22-Jun-2018

Civil:
·~

~ ~"·--

c.c·

·Co·~ ~ '"' ·-~--·"- ~

.. -f~~~,i'iii ~bii~:·.

,,.~ Di~la'it~

--!Hlt~~if1~

New
Westminster
Law Courts

112086

25Mar2008 26Mar2008

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

New
Westminster
Law Courts

112126

27Mar2008 09Jan2017

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

Powell River
Law Courts

2396

14Feb2013 29May2015

Provincial
Small Claims

Robson
Square
Provincial
Court
Powell River
Law Courts

1346744 28Nov2013 15Jul2016

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

2

2436

18Aug2014 01Jun2017
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•

•

•
•

falsely submitted overtime hours
and expenses in ... -. .
Chief Administrative Officer/Chief
was ordered to repay nearly $250,000 she
Financial Officer.
received for overtime, expenses, and vacatiOIJ.Jl.ay.
Court record 1346744 states that
did not pay her lawyer between
2011 and 2013. The total for these invoices was roughly $4600.
Court record 2396 is related to court case 2436 .
Court record 112126 and 112086 both relate to
She was lent
$33,250 and did not repay it. She wrote bad cheques to repay her debt. They did
not clear.

Criminal:

•IM'Jl9

Nil

Her husband is ·r:r.;. • · •
:w,
is linked to the ·. ·. · ·. ·. store wealth. BC civil
court records confirm
link to
She is listed withli'JMl!Ron
documents from theB•
(Director effective 2016-APR-01 - company had same address as her DL))

Discussion Points:
Confirm occupation/contact information
Discuss civil suits - have all debts been paid and/or does she have any orders for
repayment
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
How often gaming in BC

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent:fy:ng !nformat:on

a. Does she own or rent?
2. Encourage her to continue to use her PGF

Interpreter required: No

3

is current.
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted

>=>atron lnterv ew

lde1t1f~·ing

tnfo·mat1on

stated the following:

She and her husband llilllilR own the
The home also se
· ·· ·
.
She is a director o · ·
· .·
·
, a mining coml2filly
She manages the administrative side of things and•t• 1andles the operational
side of things
- ·-~i~~~:~~~;~~ately $13 million when his grandfather (of•IWmmt1•
He is getting annual payment from the estate (after the $13 million disbursement)
He invested in Mines in the Yukon
) which is what got him
His father had previously bought him a mine
interested in mining in the first plaii;; ..
five (5) stepchildren withJ•

ll

as a number of other interests including a Redacted Pa'·on ln'e1V1ew ldentrfy1ng nformat1on
ad approximately 200 claims, he sold off 100 last year to a father son team who
had been working it for approximately 8 years (and paying them royalties

-•IPR

Redac' ed

- -

Patro n Interview

has finally received permission to do some work in 1dent 1f m lnforma•ron
where he
has claims in exchange for building a road
- IBMBhas to be mined via blasting which he hopes will start up this winter
The other mines have about a 100 day window per year (spring/summer)
i.:·· ' · .
stated a single mine can yield up to 800 ounces of gold
As an example,
in a season . At current mar et prices of $1,200 to $1,300 per ounce (USD) this equates
to over a million dollars USD (for all their interests). One thirds goes to pay
expenses/overhead and the remaining is profit.
Prior to her contract work on reserves she worked for CRA
She was hired by the Federal Government to clean u!i the finances and come up with a
contingency plan to manage the finances of•:llii•t11w::tn1Mr·1"·'"'1JW!w
She was paid by the Federal Government, the work she did and hours she claimed were
Redacted - Pdt10 '1 l nte1v1ew
supported by th ;
ldent1f
lnf::lrmat 1on
Six weeks in to her contract KPMG showed up to do a Forensic Audit
The audit lasted 18 months, she regularly worked to midnight during the course of the
audit
Her contract stated that if she worked more than 10 hrs OT/week she would be paid
The civil suit with respect to her payment during this time was brought on 4 years after
the fact by which time she was withE1M
Redacted Patron I riterv ew
The
that sued here were different than the denl •fy ng ' riformat1ori
when she
was there
It appears they felt she brought the forensic audit on them as it occurred after she had
been on the job only 6 weeks
..... .
The notice of suit was sent to her residence in-luring mining season and she was
not aware _of it and miss~d the c?urt date at ~hi ch time ~ judgem~---t&hl!!iifl.lfill!W
ln'crma1
She has since been fighting the Judgement with the assistance o
W on
She was most recently in Supreme Court on the matter in July 2017 at which time she
was told the fine would be dismissed, it is now in the hands of her la.rs
She has not worked in a similar capacity since she left the •:mrMf5i•::t:111"nformat1on
IMMt:1111Jm.w
11

4
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-

The other civil suit she was involved in occurred when her x-husband took money from
her account and she sued him to get it back. He counter sued her as part of the dispute
over these funds .
She enjoys many perks at RRCR as a result of her play including rooms , dinners and an
exclusive parking spot
Her privileges were suspended due to the barring
She does not come to BC specifically to gamble, but does play if she is in town
not gamble much, he will watch her or play the odd game of cards

li'J!Mdoes

BCLC Conditions:
2018-JUL-09
After discussion with AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM conditions removed

Investigator Comments:
Reaacted - Pat ·a1 Interview
fdcntrfy1'lg 1n•orma·1on

was a very well spoken woman .
She appeared very forthcoming and knowledgeable in her field.
She was extremely polite and cooperative during the entire interview and struck the
investi-s as an honest person.
llHl?Jij!\1@1" answered all questions she was asked and the answers reflect information
gleaned from her OSINT and in iTrak.
2018-JUL-10
Referred to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review.
2018-JUL-23
PDF and filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Redacted - Patron Interview lden11fying lnforma11on

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
NAME: Redacted Patro"l lnte·v1ew Identifying lnfarmat on
SID#: 86401
Interview Date: June 29th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :03 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigators Tom CAVERLY and Stone LEE

Reason for Interview:
On May 12th, 2016

was made subject of the following BCLC directive:

"16-May-12 BCLC Directive- Patron requires SOF (source of funds) interview for unsourced cash buy-ins. Please document in an ltrak incident file, scan copy of interview
into media file and advise the AML unit by email at aml@bclc.com of the incident file.
Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC."
Subsequent to this directive between June ?'h and June 15th, 2016 IBMJU was
associated to four incidents that occurred at the Starlight Casino where he attempted to
buy in but was not able to establish the source of his funds and the buy in's denied.
As a result of this he was made the subject of the following BCLC directive:
"2016-June-18 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs"
With respect to the above he was asked the following questions:
Explain the reason for the interview and the reporting requirements.
What is their source of wealth?
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•

•

On June 7th 2016 .ou attended the Starlight Casino with two (SID
Who are they and
how are you associated to them?

+ii@+frftiMiij§!?llnlfiffll.!i.iii!i.!:• individuals.

On June 141h, 2016 you attended the Starlight Casino and conducted a
buy in at which time you told the site that the cash was obtained from the
Patron lnterv ew
BMOin Redacted
ldentrf
I lformal101
•111

•

What is the process of obtaining this amount of cash from the bank?
Do you get your cash from any other financial institutions?

•

If the response is also from a friend, what is the friend 's name?
If we were to contact them would they corroborate this?

•

Where the business is located.
Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
The manner in which the money is secured (elastic bands) also leads to
this suspicion.

•

Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
Educate on PG F Accounts.

Interview Results:

lil1IRIB in part, stated the following:
~

He began by saying that he just wanted to get everything straightened out and
that he actually prefers using cheques but sometimes it does not happen;

~

At times he will have cash at home and that he just wants to play and will use
that;

~

He was advised that casinos are required to report certain cash transactions just
like banks;

~

He owns a logistic company that is based out of Singapore and he also has a
Vancouver office;

>-

The names of the his logistics business are
2

RedJcteo Patrol lnte v1r::w
ldentt'ying lnformattcn
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Redacred - Pat ron
nterv ew ldentr#y1ng

);>

He owns a nutraceutical business called

);>

He also part owner of a couQ.!_e 011;Kill"lll."~!1Jj•G one in Vancouver and one in
North Vancouver.
--~.:.._.:IM!.!1,,fiil·lr·;

i;f$$M#tjl.:....'!:_

);>

He was questioned about the June 14th incident at the Starlight casino and was
clear that the money did not come from his bank but from a friend;

);>

He now realizes how this transaction has brought attention to himself and stated
that he would not be doing this again ;

);>

He was adamant that the cash came from a legitimate source;

);>

He did not want to mention the friend's name but stated that he would bring him
in for an interview;

);>

When he borrows cash from a friend he is not charged any interest for it;

);>

It was explained that the small denominations may be associated to criminal
activity;

);>

He knows both SID

);>

The three of them attended dinner before going to the casino;

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

from the casino;

~ He thought that whenW4• was asked to leave the casino that night it was
because of an ID issue;
English name is

'EIM;

);>

He stated that he plays for entertainment and does not use "Sharks";

);>

He wants to follow any procedure he has to in order to play;

);>

He is aware of the gang activity in the lower mainland;

);>

He is aware of the private casinos and has been approached by women asking if
he was interested in attending;

);>

He has no desire to attend and does not want to put himself in a situation where
he may get arrested;

);>

He has only been asked a couple of times but they know he is not interested so
they do not bother asking again;

);>

He is not in the habit of keeping receipts He qua Iif ied this by saying that he does
50 million in wire transfers a year and does not take receipts for those
transactions;
3
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);;>-

He would like the luxury if he had cash in his pocket to pull that out and play with
that as well should he need to.

Interview over 11 :50 am
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigators Stone Lee and Tom CAVERLY conducted the interview.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts.

Interpreter required: No.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on June 181h,
2016.

Investigator Comments:
This patron has a history of using PGF accounts. He was spoken to further educate
him on the use of PGF accounts given his transaction on June 141h. He is aware how
this drew attention to him and stated that he would continue to use his PGF account.
The companies and business he provided that speak to his source of wealth were found
on the internet corroborating what he provided.
He has no business relationships with
other through casino play only.

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1rymg lnformahon

They are associated to each

Given this patron's history of using PGF accounts consideration should be given to
removing the no un-sourced cash conditions. He should remain on the SOF list.
Tom Caverly
AML Investigation s

4
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IS (SID: 23057)
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-0CT-03
Interview Time: 1145hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

Ill has generated 93 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-AUG.
2017-SEPT-20 - placed on SOF Interview
2017-SEPT-29 - placed on sourced cash/chip conditions directive pending AML interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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History:
i l lis associated as a participant to 93 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions AND 03 exchange cash/chips. He was the conductor in all of the UFT incidences.
The UFT activity started in 2011AUG . Upon review of his activity it is noted from 2011to2014
the buy-in's are done in $20's at up to $200,000 per buy-in. In 2015 there were some $100K
buy-in's with $20's and then moving forward the bulk of 2015 buy-in's were $50 and $100 bills
(but they could not be sourced and hence substantiated UFT's).

The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF to discuss the $20's from
early buy-ins and his most recent use of unsourced $20's as outlined below.

"""'""'Where was he getting this $20's 2011 -2015?"""""

Buy in amounts are in the $100,000 range.

PGF account opened in August 2017 and has been used twice .

B

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players in particular:
Reoacted

Pa•ron ln:erv1ew tde ltrfy,ng

- Jun2017 5 year bar - cash facilitator
What is your relationship with llill?
ln~orma• on

Redacted

Pa:·on Interview ldentrfy 1ng

(H~

What is your relationship with Ill?
Redactea

Patron

lnte~cew

(alleged retired dentist associated to
second interview re SOF)
What is your relationship with Iii?
0

,

Redacted
~

1

SincEills first LCT in 2008-AUG his transactions are as follows :
Bl:
$8,900,498
FX: $47,598.67
PGF: $226,000
DSB: $1 ,388,738

Occupation:
President Real Estate Company

Company:

2

Patron Jnte~1ew
I f rn a ton

who refused
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnfonnat1on

**Google Search could not locate the company specifically

** Provide proof of company (correct name/location/business card??)**
INCIDENT OF NOTE:

2017-52741

1ifi7;~.E~~-h16

-

ips received $20K in cash from

Redacted - Patron Interview

at the direction of -

2017-55130
2017-SEPT-28 early evening hours
Redacted - Patron
Arrived alone in his Interview
ldentr m
Presented 11 bricks of $20's from a pink cooler bag for buy-in (multiple elastics)
Total after the coun1Jll.0,020
PER SOF interviewilmstated the $20's was "own savings"
Early morning hours asked to leave for threats to dealer, CO $185K
During the count.I I presented another $1320 in loose $20's from an envelope for buy in with
the dealer
After an alleged threat and show of temper to the dealer, l l lasked to leave
not want to cash out when told he was getting $20's back for his buy-in money ($110,020)
took
the chips and was barred pending investigation.
•

2017-SEPT-30
1900 hrs
Ill returned to the site after the site contacted him , paid out 112K in $20's and $73 K was
verified win deposited in to his PFG.
2017-0CT-01
attempted to buy in again with the $20's he was previously paid out with - denied
further attempted $16K in $100 - denied - SOF
•
i ! lattempted to have companionmfilfP 1uy in with his $100's (cash passl l lwas denied.
Related Incident Questions:

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Why did you brings the bills back the next day? (denied)
Where do the $50 and $10~ome from?
What is your association to ~
Who does your drop off's for you

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is his

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.

6. Encouragelllto use his PGF account.
7. Cautiorllfl against using associates to conduct transactions for him. Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at
BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,

Reda:ted Palron
lnt e"J1ew dent fy11g

stated the following:

He lives in the listed address in Vancouver with his wife and kids and owns it
His family live in Canada full time and he is here part time (60-40 China/Canada)
The are landed immigrants
He confirms he is the President of Reaac•ed Pat·o1 lnterv1ew Ident fy111g l'1forma•1on
He has been with•li•since 1992 and is paid on a salary bases
The company builds and leases primarily commercial properties but also a small
percentage of residential properties
As president he oversees the company
The company works out of Hong Kong and China
The money he buys-in with comes from money exchange places in Richmond
He uses different locations pending the posted exchange rate
Exchange facilities charge more for larger bills than smaller bills which is why initially he
started out with $20's for his buy-in's
He gets $50's and $100's most frequently now to reduce the hassle at casino's with
respect to buy-in's

4
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To buy in he attends at a facility, wires his money from a Chinese account in to another
Chinese account and once the deposit has been confirmed, within a couple of hours he
gets his money
There is no "call ahead" required at the exchange facilities , he picks the money up
himself
All the money he has used at BC Casinos is his money
The method of obtaining funds is due to China's strict financial rules (i.e . how much you
can remove from the country)
He does not reco nize the name
y are just friends
He met
He is very good friends wit
in addition they have some real estate
business ventures to ether in China
To his knowledge
.
"gaffer''
He recalls the $20 k from · · on 2017-SEPT-16 advising this represented some money
:· owed him in China, he was out that night and asked for repayment in that amount.
:· · gavell the nod to get the money (ATM) and that in turn was given toli!I
:: did have a large stack of chips with him during the early morning hours in question
bu · ·: aware of chip pass policies just askecill to pay back some of the money he
owed him . s stack of chips confirmed by Inv. LEE on CCTV review)
He got the $111,340 he bought in with in the 28 1h from a money exchange, he believes
on this occasion it was either Yohan or Parker Place
The site did not question the buy in (i.e the $20's)
The incident with the dealer (reported as thre~ccurred when the dealer, new on
shift, dealt him numerous bad hands in a rowm stated his comments were not
personal nor directed at the dealer, he was "mad" at what the shoe was giving him , i.e.
the shoe was "not on my side". After he left the table he was waiting to speak with the
Manager to straighten out the misunderstanding when he was approached by security
In his opinion security staff were extremely rude, he felt he was being treated like a
criminal, that he is referred to as a VIP, but the way he was treated was far from VIP
treatment
The site decided to pay him in $20's after the dealer incident which he feels is
hypocritical; he had been playing 12 hours would have stayed on and kept playing; the
site were happy to take his $20's and then turned around and made him feel he had
done something wrong
He cannot take the $20's back to the money exchange without incurring a significant fee
He hoped to get to buy in with the $20's again (they seemed to be acceptable on his
initial buy-in .. . ... ... .. . .. )
He currently has a trunk full of cash he can 't use, hence the second attempt to use the
funds to bu in the were happy to take it once why not again)
·
· is a friend, he did give he the $20's so that she might buy in (see
trun u o cas
e can't use) but she was denied too
He is not aware of any underground facilities in Canada/BC
He is aware of the concept in China , they are very dangerous, if you lose and don't pay
"they" will cut off an arm or an ear

Investigator Comments:
- •. . was very well spoken and quite animated at times
- ·. often gambles alone

5
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He is not a fan of bank drafts as that alerts his wife as to how much he is spending (and
losing) which results in fights with her which takes the fun out of "gaming"
He comes to Canada to relax, Casinos are entertainment for him, a place to have fun but
they are becoming less so with how patrons that allegedly are VIP are treated

Braised some interesting points:
If you don't want us to use the $20's don't license the money exchange facilities
Make a $20 bill a coin that would stop the flow of the problematic $20's in to the casinos
Do not treat us like money launders, shut down the money exchange facilities or at the
least investigate them, get to the root of the problem
Protect the public from being used a pawns in the money laundering process
Visitors are not necessarily aware they are using "laundered" money until they get
accused in situations like his
Government needs to take action to tackle the bigger issue, the facilities, where their
money comes from , who is associated to them - not hassle the patrons (unless there is
intelligence to indicate they are a POI) who are unwittingly the last step in the laundering
process . The current process is a "mickey mouse" approach, that government gives
licenses to money exchanges to operate how they do is the countries problem .
BC casinos need to make themselves aware of how the US and Australia deal with their
clients - no money exchanges hands, he is flown in, given the presidential suite, he
gambles on credit and if he loses the money is wired back to the casino in payment
He was kicked out because for the alleged threats not the $20's he used for buy in, he
should be able to use them again as they were acceptable on the first buy-in
It is laughable how he is being treated as a money launderer with all the money he has
lost at BC Casinos

For Consideration:
Allow9o use the $20's he currently holds with the understanding this kind of buy in will not
be accepted moving forward .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-NOV-20
Interview Time: 10:40 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-FEB-13 - Sourced cash/chip conditions
2019-JUL-29 - Please contact AML for interview.

Recent Activity:
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was first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2019-FEB.

- s profile at this time shows:

Bl: $121,900
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $90,000
DISBURSEMENT: $117,191 .00

Eight (8) LCT's to date
PGF opened 2019-FEB-23 - $1 Ok TD Bank Draft

The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, enhanced
CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Housewife

Company:
N/A

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•
•
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Husband's name occupation/company name and location

•

INC 19008326 2019-FEB-04 - $9K buy in
$8K $20's wrapped in elastic with sticky notes attached and $1 Kin $1 OO's

•
•

INC 190010352 2019-FEB-13- $9K buy in
20x$100, 100x$50, 100x$20 (wrapped in elastic bands)
Placed on Directive

-

***Where are the bills coming from that you are depositing in to TD for Bank
Drafts (i.e. 100x$10 50x$20/100x$20 50x$50)
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Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address/owners of the home. ? Condo number**
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Stone LEE

Interview Results:
During the course of her interview

-

Redacted - Patro!l lnt er11ew
ldent r•yng ln'ormat on

stated the following:

She is a visitor in Canada, has no residency status
Her daughter9fT(19 yrs) is a first year student atlll she comes to visit
her
Her first visit to Canada was 2019-JAN-05 (consistent with profile)
Her daughter arrived in August 2019 to be ready for her first semester
As a student, her daughter is required to have a bank account with a minimum

($MM

balance
When she ·· · runs low in her account•I• husband tops the account up
from China
Her daughter also has a Visa and they (she and her husband) pay the monthly
balance in China

JW(illj'!f!Pm

Her husbands name
The address o n _ , , , , , . ; ; :no longer valid, she and her daughter now
rent a room at
(profile updated)
She is on the hunt for an apartment for her daughter and herself (when visiting)
She does not own a car, she is currently renting one
She and her daughter are currently shopping for a vehicle as it will be cheaper to
buy than rent
She does not have any other children
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Her husband has not been over as he is an only child and has elderly parents to
care for
She and her husband own a clothing design/manufacturing company in Canton
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Chin _
Her association is confirmed to the company per google
They have approximately 20 employees
She only plays a Parq
Parq staff educated her on the SOF Directive and the requirement for receipts at
the $10K mark
The site encouraged her to open a bank account and subsequently a PGF
(which she did)
She opened an account at TD as it was nearby her rental property
Further, as she is only a visitor she had been turned down at another bank but
TD accepted her custom
The money she was playing with was from a MSP
She wired the money from her account in China to an account that belonged to
the MSP in China and was given the cash right away
The MSP did provide receipts for the transactions
The MSP is MTI Centre - Currency Exchange located in the International
Village , Vancouver (#1113 - 88 Pender Street, Vancouver BVC V6B
6N9/PH :604-998-6646)
She believes the Account she wires to for the MSP is in Beijing
The money she uses for bank drafts is also from MTT Centre - Currency
Exchange
Upon receiving the money from the MSP she takes it to TD, deposits it and gets
a bank draft (see LCT's Cash in /denominations are outlined on the receipt)
TD on occasion ask her for a receipt for the cash which she has provided in the
past
This is a slow time for their company, hence the visit to see her daughter
She will likely return to China in March (after Chinese New Years)

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chip conditions

Investigator Comments:
- l l l • was very forthcoming in the interview
- All the information she provided can be validated via Google, and documents in
iTrak
For Manager review regarding TD and any follow up there?
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2019-NOV-20
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
2019-NOV-22
Interview approved for filing
TD is responsible for their own DD

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
Redacted

Patio ·1 lnle Jte11

NAME Ide ntifying lnformatton
SID#: 100893
Interview Date : 2015-0CT-16
Interview Time : 1535hrs--1615hrs
Interview Location : River Rock Casino Resort (Private room in the VIP Salon)
Language spoken : Mandarin
Investigators : Steve BEEKSMA , Stone LEE and Jerome WAKELAND
Translator: Investigator LEE
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-54516
..:';~~!:;

·,ftt;

,.;;:~/·

Pre-Interview Events:

umF'•;~,.
1~'0 '
"""-~~~

;,,

~:J'i.
'ii ,;t..

On 2015-0CT-16 at approx. 1156hrs investigator BEEKSMKraceived a"'' all from'HiMer Rock (RRCR)
Executive Host Lisa GAO informing that Priority 1 patrnp
had "just landed"
and wanted to• •with an investigator.
. \·,Hit:;!'"·· · ~;~
'\k
GAO indicate · : :. wanted to get this taken ca%~f AS.'\Kas-Jl~;~~gted to gamble uninterrupted over
the coming weekend . GAO was told the conditio~'W ill likely· remain ·irt;pl~ce, even following the interview
but that we would accommodate the interview as f.e~ueste.c;f . ·-;~

m•

~·

casino profile

!T

~:f#.;f!::~

comments/direct\yo~<fa follq~~:" ~''~ · .
--c~r=:.c.

~;;1::-

'~~~''•

,,~t+ "- '

L·fi!:4·~~v

"2015-SEP-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Eff~!jye imrri~@iately~(as per letter sent to SP management this
date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BG~9 site '4',ith "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or
ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowe'a~j,C hiQ.~·· until further notice . Please advise patron to
contact Consumer Services at
or 'v~iB mail through BCLC .com and provide contact
details for BCLC Investigations to s.cJ'l~aule an interview to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON , Director
AML & Operational Analysis , BCLCAML Unit"
GAO indicated that - w a s presently 1;1ating lunch in the Sea Harbour restaurant (across the street
from the reso.JlJ:~n~;,~H9gested 1300hrs for the interview time which was aweed:
.
. ..
After some ba,ck and·f<i!rtb between BEEKSMA and GAO the agreed upon interview time was solld1f1ed as
1530hrs c:i.ue 'B~.scheduTIN~,.conflicts withB•s availability .
.1::ilJL, . -~b:_
'i'i.
A pri v_~te room in~!~e Salonl;yyas set aside as the interview location . BCLC Management and AML were
updatf¥~..
%~':;,;:•t!i'tirr
'f.1b;
. "d•····

Synopst~;_,

4

;ij

"co~b't!P.

At approx. 1535tirs Investigators BEEKSMA, LEE and WAKELAND met with
a private room (MDB 13/14)) in the casinos VIP Salon .

11111 (escorted by GAO) at

After introductions were ma~_ej~EEKSMA's business card provided tolil!il), BCLC 's role in Gaming in
BC , conditions surroundinaa inability to use un-sourced funds were explained to him.
He was educated regarding casino PGF accounts and thanked for using one of late .
The interview lasted approx 30 minutes an• •remained respectful throughout.
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The following points of interest were learnt from

•.:I•

w.:1m, particulars (including sourced of wealth, business name(s) etc) were confirmed recently (soft
interview on 2015-FEB-16) as such this was not covered again during this interview.
It was learned thatB!i!ilhas a wife and 2 daughters in Canada and it seems he spends more time in
China than in Canada.

Over the next few day. . .indicated he would be going to LA for business then returning to China
where he will remain for up to the next year.
B'l•confirmed he does not have any RRCR chips at home/off site .
Pa•ro n Interview
At one point during the interviewlllgbrought up a dinner he had with a qe:::iacted
"fro~
l dent1f 11 I
on
RRCR. He stated the dinner was around Christmas time (2014-DEC) and shovy,%'d 1f!Y~Stigat%~ j~ ages
saved on his smart phone.
"i.
}~ 'T:·\; ·, 1~·"
~a rma '

·1~

The following staff was recognized in the photos shown bWJn• -

:: ,+-.:?'

... ~ ·~1

";W

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Regarding the un-sourced cash:
-When 1111 uses cash he said he borrows from '1riends" locally.
-Loans are generally paid back in China g~ allothjs businesses are there .
-He indicated his friends will either deliver the casn to his house or to the casino (depending on his
needs)Mlfflused the word "borro..rf. _:__
_
-When asked where his friends get th~!Ji.oneyJromlil!lresponded by stating he doesn 't know and has
never asked.
""'"
- -.:.
~of these "friends'MRmet hereJ~~l_ly ,- a~ _social gatheri.ngs (dinners, out drinki~g etc) .
spoke about how he caffnQ_t e'{~n gel \ !g "friends" to get him bank drafts, or his wife and
understands they need to be in his-ffame .
'°4r
-He would rather not deal in cash as h~ l:las personal safety concerns regarding carrying cash around .
stated ~e- do not have to worry about him using cash anymore, he will use his PGF account only
apolog1ze~}T) ore than once for any problems he may have caused us) .
•

llB

f '±r''~'"'''1tt:i..

~

-+~:~t.

RE: PGf,accolmts:
~i;ifi'ft' u~

-~~;~ : ,

'\Ht

tf~

Btiifspoke a~'f~'lt9!.~h apJ~ the difficulties he had opening a bank account in Canada. There were

issues'.~\~h him imniigr:ahrtg"due to not spending enough time in Canada (he indicated that in 2011 he
was ouf'~f J.he country for 2 years) .
managed to open a Canadian bank account which is
-With the Ii~!?. ?JW§:'lawyer and accountant,
how he was a'61iHO' open a PGF account
RRCR using HSBC bank drafts.
&•indicated it is still complicated for him to get his money from China into his CDN account sighting
something about possible tax implications .
lilm indicated the bank limits the amount he can take out which he advised is OK as it helps control

lliill

lililllllJat

~ding .

-mentioned he finds the whole PGF account process takes too long (both deposit/re-deposit and
withdrawals) .

Underground Casino(s}:

2

Rr'I rnnna1;111 n')
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brought this topic up without any prompting from investigators .
believes there are 2 or 3 underground casinos as he understands .
stated that all of our players are there.
•
e re losing a lot of money to underground casinos and should come up with a solution quickly.
-His "friends" have been trying to convince him to go. He doesn't want to go but many of his "friends " are
there .
H•stated he was taken to one of them once following dinner/drinks with friend-· indicated he
doesn't drive) and noted "everybody" was there.
-He stated he did not gamble (only watched friends play) but learned that you do not need cash to play
~mbling losses are paid back in China.
MR was asked if he noticed what the underground casino is using for chips , ar ~ they the same as
RRCR's (pointing at the chip tray of the table we were seated at). He stated no , they t:!_ave their own chips
(different from RRCR 's) .
-He stated we need to do something fast and offered some suggestions (detailed below). ~_
-When told th~being present at one of these illegal gaming houses could have a negative le1}al
impact on himlllil seemed surprised. He was told that this could hax~ an impact on him if he's- trying
t Canadian citizenship , permane.nt residency etc and could al ~o~rnpa'et .~. is ability to visit Canada.
understood the nsks of attending these kinds of places . A:~;•
·~h.
•
{l!~~ft; \~:}~

lffl •s

tt:i\
<t:~

suggestions/comments:

..

""''~':.

ll!l!arought up more than once during the interview that he would like th~'tasino to have a sort of
safety deposit box where he can store his chips .
He suggested the casino (cashier) could hold the key and whenever he wants to accesses it he could get
the key from them then return it.
-He finds the verified win and PGF deposi t p roG~$S too slow and this would be much faster for customers .
-This addresses any safety concerns for customer s taking cash/chips off site.
-It also prevents customers from takin,g chiR$ off site. · _
'tffi
-: ·~
~
+f:~ '

Education RE Conditions,

~~oi;

c~~~ and•

,~,,,

'ti!ffi, ,,1Ji~

•

. ~l!'ll.

optiq~s:

confirmed he does 'lfPt. ha\.tela'ny casino ;Qhips off site/at home.
was re-educ ~t~d witti regard't'~Hhe terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will n~U;>e~aplf3 ·1~roam6le,. with any un -sourced cash or chips and the casino , along with
BCLC will need to-be able;:to-vtilrify~ll'i~so l'.irce of his funds.
Mi!il8advised lnvestigator&"dori1'wihy about cash", he will use his PGF account (and apologized
or causfng us pro blemij.
indicate9 that he w~uld trynot to engage in chip passes or verbal bets but advised it is difficult to
•
say no to friends~or for friends to say no to him).
He advised that "Western " culture doesn 't understand . If one of his friends sees he is out of chips he will
be provided with more ;:otten times without even asking .
-He will try not to engage in chip passing but advised he will not say no to a friend asking for chips as this
~ perceived as disrespectful ("losing face").
-clearly understands BCLC 's concerns regarding the un-sourced cash .
•

Interviewer comments:
*RRCR Executive Host GAO:Bmdated upon completion of the interview and reminded the same
conditions remain in place lo · ·:· . • . .

llJJR was very approachable and spoke freely on some points without the need to be prompted by
investigator questioning .

3
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thaMliMery

The investigators impression is
social person , enjoys going for dinners , drinking and
• stated he wished he could speak I i i . s o he could be
making new friends . Near the conclusion
friends with investigators and invited investigators for dinner (respectfully declined) · -•. :: made the
same offer to investigator BEEKSMA at the conclusion of a soft interview on 2015-FEB-16.
Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
• • did offer a solution/alternative to cash for BCLC to consider (on site chip storage) .

lfJlll stated he does not have any casino chips off site/at home so no further directiQ_n is required from
unit on this point. Considering this , an open (site specific) iTrak incident was n9t requested .
SID profile comments have been updated
- -_ _
- A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to project co9fginator Tom CAVERLY-:, CC 'd to
BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATIO , Kris GADE and AM L;s~Boss""ALDERSON and Daryl
TOTIENHAM.
,.;;;~F
·-·1t'\
(f;:;:t

S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

.tl:'.ilt::ft.o

,iqr'·::'·,,,,ih.

4

.. ~
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Redacted

Patron nten.1ew ldent1'y1ng tnrormal1on

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
Patron tnte"\11ew
NAM
•
ldentrfymg lnfo·r1at1cn
SID
Interview Date: July 20th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :18 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 17
Redacte~

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

was asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located .
3. What is your current address? Do you have an address here?
4. How do you knowllMB How long have you known her?

5. On May 27 at around 10:00 am you were playing and lost all your chips.
You then left the casino and came back a short time later with more cash .
Where did you get this cash from?
6. Also on June 1 at 11 :00 am the same thing occurred but in this case you
were observed coming out of the Sea Harbour. Did you meet someone
there to get the cash . If not where did the cash come from .
7. On Jul~ 15th you attended the casi~o withfl~J<JJJ.f<tBS,fld initial!Y lost. At
one point you were observed entering a~MI.- Who did you
meet there? Did this person give you any money?
8. The day before you received 49 K in disbursements consisting of 100
dollars. Where did you get the cash from for the 49 K buy in on the 15th7
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9. When you borrow money what rate do you get charged?
10. The day before you cashed out 49 Kand was given 100 dollar
denominations but you cashed in on the 15th using different
denominations. Where did this cash come from?
11. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
12. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
13. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

l • B stated, in part, the following:
'? At this time he was about the government reporting requirements with respect to
some financial transactions in casinos and indicated that he understood;
'? He was asked about the phone conversation that he had with BCLC Investigator
Stone LEE as he mentioned that he knew why he was spoken to as the site had
told him .
'? He responded by saying that he had received two phone calls from the site. The
first was to make an appointment with BCLC to set up an interview; the second
was to explain the noun-sourced cash conditions that had been placed on him ;
'? He had heard previously that the reason that patrons were being spoken to was
because of their chips and he had won a bunch in the past;
'? He got one of the managers to figure out his chip history a couple of days before;
'? There are no chips in his possession ;
'? He lives

in18@14and comes down to the coast to do business;

'? His current address is
'? When he is at the coast he either stays at a friend's place or rents a room;
'? This room is about five minutes away from the casino ;
'? He was questioned about his business and advised that at this time he does not
own a restaurant. He still has the business names for his restaurants because
he plans to open one in the future once his kids attend school.
2
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~ He owns a14,000 square feet building

inMIPP This building has a restaurant
in it. He intends to open a grocery store, a restaurant and use the remainder for
storage;

~

He current source of income comes from selling restaurant supplies, fruit and
ginseng ;

~

He used to buy restaurant supplies when he was running his restaurant which
allowed him to get to know others in the restaurant business who came to him for
supplies;

~

He would get them at a better price on the coast than the cost of the same item
in the Okanagan ;

~

He would take Okanagan fruit to the coast and sell to the grocery stores;

~

He would also transport ginseng that is grown by a Caucasian male who lives in
IMQIM as well;

"? He only knows him by the name of
for about ten years;

WM but has been doing business with him

"? The ginseng used to sell for $30.00 per pound but currently goes for $120.00 per
pound making it quite lucrative;
"?

In all cases these sales are cash based and he receives cheques or cash in
small denominations for payment;

"? His clients do have large denominations but they keep them for themselves;
~

He deals with the small denominations in a couple of different ways;

~

He will attend the casino and buys in with them and when he receives his
disbursements he will deposit the 1OO's he receives in his bank;

"? He will go to an ATM and do an envelope deposit and right after go to the teller
and deposit more;
"? He stated that he currently has $7,000.00 all in 10's;
"? Unsolicited, he began to talk about his recent encounter with the police specific
to being pulled over in Hope and having $36,000 seized. He stated that he was
pulled over for no reason. The police said they were going to search his vehicle
but he told them no. He was told by the police that if he did not allow them to
search the vehicle he would be spending the night in jail;

3
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~ He produced a receipt from CIBC dated June yth, 2016 in the amount of
$20,000.00 which he also showed the police when he was stopped;
~

The police still have his money but he said he was told by the police that
everything was fine and the he would be getting his money back;

~

He was upset about this because it took one minute for the police to take it and
now it is taking months for him to get it back;

~

He asked investigators if there was anything they could do to help him get him
money back quicker and was advised it was up to the police;

~ He was asked about the May 29th incident where conducted a $30 K buy in using
small denominations;
~

He stated that he had this cash in his room where he was staying and went there
to pick it up. The cash came from his business sales;

~ He was asked about what happen on May 30th specific to being at the Sea
Harbour restaurant and stated that he got a call from a roommate asking for the
key and met him at the restaurant;
~

The money he brought back was again from his business sales;

~ , _ k e d about the July 15th incident where he approached
I
and shortly after conducted a buy In ;

aaM

~

The cash for this buy in came from his business sales;

~

The reason why he went to this person was he was going to help him find a body
shop to fix his truck and they were going to go together he changed his mind
given the time of day. He thought the traffic would be too bad and just went back
into the casino. (This occurred at 5:48 pm);

~

He was asked if he now has his truck fixed and stated that it could not be fixed as
he was in another accident last Sunday just after he went over the Knight Street
bridge going into Vancouver. The vehicle was totaled;

~

He does not get cash deliveries ever and any cash he brings into the casino are
from his business dealings;

~

He understands the issues with the small denominations but given the manner in
which he does business he will never have a receipt;

~ -

is his girlfriend;
4
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~ He lived in

·.-J.

from 1991-1996 and then moved

tclM@IJ!i

~

He is aware of the underground casinos but does not go. He believes they are
too shady and then relayed a story where someone was at one and was up 80 K
and wanted to cash out but they would not let him. They told him he could not
until he was up to 300 K. He kept playing and when he did get up to 300 K they
still did not let him cash out;

~

He would not feel safe there and would be concerned about getting mugged;

~

He heard this information from some female;

~

He has his conditions explained and stated that it would be difficult for him to
produce receipts as his business is all cash.

Interview over at 2:19 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: Th is patron no longer has conditions. They were placed on in error.
Further consideration will be given to this pending review of this summary.
Investigator Comments:
Redacted

Patro;i

was selected for an interview as his open source review gave some
indication he no longer owned a restaurant bringing his source of wealth into question.

I !l{Cl'\' ICW lde'1t1fying

R.eoac'ed

Pat ron

Investigators spent considerable time with ,terv ew Identifying
He has been the most talkative
patron to date. He is adamant that he does not arrange any cash deliveries and that the
cash for his buy in's come from the proceeds of his businesses. It is reasonable to
believe that he would receive payment in small denominations. This source of income

5
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may support his level of play. His present businesses are not conducted under any
businesses he has registered .
The indicat?rs that c:r:w~s~nt th~t would normally support a substantiated UFT have
been explained b~ ll!!Mlil with reason .
If no unsourced cash conditions are considered- - Mwould not be able to
comply as practically speaking he does not get receipts for his business transactions.
His activities will continue to be monitored and the information contained in this
summary may be considered to assist in determining if a UFT should be substantiated
or not.
Tom Caverly
AM L Investigation s
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM = Interview
Identifying
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 2016-0CT-18
Interview Time : 0945hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Topics discussed during interview:

Both BCLC Investigators conducted the interview. R • indicated he was fine speaking in
English.
It was explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts and if he does bring cash it will need to be accompanied by a receipt. Accepting
chip passes from other players was also discouraged .
Interpreter required: No.
BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casinos
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on JUN 13th, 2016.

Reason for Interview:

1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and where
the business is located .
3. What does he drive and does he share these vehicles with anyone?
4. On October 11 1h, 2016 you attempted a buy in at the River Rock Casino, where
did you get this money from and how do you explain it was all in $20's (1 OOK).
5. Was the $10 K you attempted buy in at the Edgewater part of this cash?
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6. What is his relationship with
7. What is your relationship wi

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

?

8. How come- never plays but he always has cash?
9. Was thel.i!llJsed for her buy in at the Edgewater on October 13th, 2016 part of
the $100 K?
10. Do you understand why your play has been suspended?
11 . If he does not that explain to him it appears as if he is attempting to circumvent
his conditions.
12. On October 14t-attempted a $60 K buy in that was refused, do you know
where she got the money from?
13. Are you using a money service and if so what rate are you paying?
14. Do you have any chips?
15. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for their safety.
16. Educate him on his present conditions and that he attempts to circumvent them
he could be prohibited from going in to any casino in BC.
17. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
18. Educate on PGF Accounts.
Interview Results:

?

m•
indicated his previous occupation as the CEO of · ··
is no longer current (the company no Ion er exists . · ·. :· updated his occupation

as the owner of a company name
which is a renovation/
property development company (internet search confirms this companies existence) .
? ••advised the $100K in $20's presented at River Rock on October 11th, 2016
was from a money exchange business
spoke at length that this is where
most, if not all of his cash comes from.
o He explained that most exchange places have 3 rates: small bills, large bills
and bank drafts. Clients willing to take small bills receive the best rate. He
explained that he's coming to the casino for fun and usually takes the funds
that offer the best rate.
o He could not recall the name of the exchange place he used to acquire the
$100K.

WI•

2
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referenced the many exchange places on No. 3 road and Westminster
Hwy in Richmond. It was not clear if he was referencing a single exchange
place or the many exchange places that are located on both No. 3 road and
Westminster Hwy.
o Some of the exchange places will provide a receipt (but not all). He
referenced one in China Town he uses regularly who always provides a
receipt (he couldn't remember the name).
>- The subsequent buy ins and attempted buy ins at Edgewater was all part of the
ori inal 1OOK.
~
i ·- - 's personal assistant (described byM•as
: :· as a reP.lacement for his previous assistant;
advised thalll does all things a typical assistant
would do which includes carrying his bag (cash) for him and retrieving it for him if
o -

need~

o PWwas interviewed by BCLC investigators previously as a result of similar
behaviours now demonstrated byllll Consideration was not given to ban
··_ ·· who is not resentl active in BC Casinos.
>girlfriend .
>understands BCLC's reporting obligations and our concerns surround large
volumes of unsourced cash.
";r _ :• _
•
stated he still has $20,000 in Edgewater chips in his possession.
>- . . .. was asked if he knows of or has been to any "unregistered" casino in the
Lower mainland, h - d no.
";r It was explained to - . :
that receiving chips from other players is still considered
unsourced and should he engage in chip passing it~~ Ji8te further issues.
)> Specific example~ced funds were provided t J1ff (cash with receipt, bank
draft to PGF etc).-seemed to recall he does hold a PGF account at River
Rock and encouraged' us to check his records as he has used it previously. He also
indicted he could access funds via his business account and didn't see these
conditions as a problem for him.

Investigator Comments:
-

was very respectful and receptive to investigators concerns as it relates to
source of funds.
He now understands what BCLC 's concerns are and is willing to adapt to avoid future
issues. It seemed as though• •will have no issue using his PGF account and/or
producing a receipt for buy ins moving forward.
Review of his LCT records confirms he has had some substantial play at River Rock via
PGF previously.

lliflms (updated) occupation and other wealth indicators support his level of play.

~as placed back on Watch in the Casino Reporting System and his occupation
updated with the information learned fromWiJ/l!iW this date.
He has now been educated on his conditions and the expectation with respect to
sourcing his cash.
3
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying

As per
is his girlfriend. Her play had been temporarily
..... ,
Information
suspended (set to banned) which has now been removed fro~sino profile. •
has been placed on SOF conditions and put on Watch. Shoulc:mim conduct large buy
ins using un -sourced cash fDi• J l •she can be esc9lated to full source cashed
conditions. Ongoing monitoring is recommended forl l l l
Redacted - Patron

On 2016-0CT-17 Interview ldenhfy1ng was banned 2 years from all BC Casinos for
lnapproP.riate Transfer of cash/chips . The majority of the incidents to support the ban
involvedeither carrying or dropping off money for W:I• whom we now know is
his boss.
- Patron Interview
does have s~me_ historical incidents involving patrons other than Redacted
ldent1 m Information
was i~formed tha~ lll has been ~anned ~ult of activities ~bserved ._ He did not
wantl l l l to get into trouble for th1~e - -) has done (or directed him to do).
The investigator recommends that lilm's ban status be reassessed with consideration
to revoke it and place him under sourced conditions to avoid attempted buy ins for

1111

.
Ii

should remain the subject of conditions at this time.

Steve Beeksma
AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM

:

Redacted Pallan
1n·erv1ew Jdent~· ng

lnfo·mat1::n
SID#
Interview Date: 10/30/2015
Interview Time: 13:55 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Questions to be asked:
1.

We are curious about the purchase of 50K in chips on October 1i
immediate departure from the casino ;

h, 2015 and the reason for his

2. What happened to the chips and where they are now ;
3.

Whether he purchased them for someone else and if so who?

Interview Results:
~ W:ft•was advised about Government requirements for reporting large cash

transactions;

'? When asked about October 121h he advised that he purchased the chips for his boss
Rejact'2d - Pcitro l
'lier\' ew Jde'1l1fyin;J

~

He received the money from his boss and he purchased the chips;

~

His boss came the next day to play and used the chips;

~

His boss still has $45,000.00 of the chips;

~

He was told that this type of transaction makes it look like he is trying to launder
money;

'? He was concerned that this was going to affect his credit rating and was told it would
not;
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-,.. His boss is quite demanding and he will have a hard time telling his boss that he
cannot purchase the chips ;

Interview over at 14:07 hours

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:

J.lllwas banned pending interview with BCLC investigators. The ban has since been
lifted.

Investigator Comments:

was honest with investigators and clearly was acting on behalf of his boss. He was
advised if he were to do this in the future that the same thing would likely happen . His boss,
·...:· ... is a HRP atron which corroborates what
told investigators.
(SID
· -~- .. :· ·. .· ~:...

11111

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations
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BCLC ISEt!l'lfffllffii&iJ!ll!llff8°1rii!l'iinllllJ!W
Informal on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-JUN-14
Interview Time: 1115hrs-1215hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

R

play was suspended pending interview due to concerns surrounding his activity in BC
Casinos .
Recent Activity:

fill has generated 41
On 2016-FEB-25
SID profile:

individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC.

lls play was temporarily suspended with the following comment added to his

2016 FEB 25 BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately*** No further play. Please advise patron
to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit

all

According to casino record.resides in mii!P.'"(supported by
DL). Investigators will
attempt to determine what he is doing in BC and if he has a permanent residence in BC.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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II occupation as a "Steel/Metal Salesman" does not aid in establishing SOF or SOW.
History:

Iii is attached as a participant to 5 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual

transactions. He was not the conductor of the transactions for any of them.
The suspicion was thallmay be acting as some sort of agent or conduit for players to obtain
funds to gamble with.

lllhad been known to associate with a number of different VIP players. Some of them were
identified via incidents in common as follows:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Incidents to discuss:

amiilevel

16-11798 I 2016-FEB-25 I UFT-RRCR ~ . arrived at the casino ~i~h
P!aye~ identified
as
•
- d1v1ng :,- . · s veh1cle.lll!ll
conducted a number of cash buy ins this date. In one instanct11was observed attending to
vehicle where he acquired $12,020 in $20 bills that he brought
in the casino.

w:i•s

toliillil

16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE: On this date one of the VIP Ma~ers working in
Edgewater's VIP Salon reported that he overheard a conversation betweera and a female
patron. II reportedly offered to this patron that he would be willing to assist her in making illegal
bets at an underground casino.
allegedly stated that the patron could place part of a bet on the table (legal b&and another
bet illegally (under the table) . The patron refused and dismissed this idea and··: llegedly did
not pursue the matter further.
Wherilwas informed by the casino that he was being site banned 6 months for solicitation he
stated that he was acting as an "agent for the players".

Ill

Occupation:
Steel/Metal Salesman

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have a residence in BC?
c. What is he doing in BC if he resides

is current.

irill?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a Steel/Metal salesman.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern.
2
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5.

I

has been known to associate with a number of VIP players in BC Casinos.
a. What is his relationship with these individuals?
b. Does he provide some sort of service for them? If so what?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 16-11798 I 2016-FEB-25 I UFT-RRCR:

1. How doesll

knowM·tMPf'M'tBfPM*?

Ill

2. Did he help
get the money he us~mble?
a. II was seen getting money from car that he brought to
casino.

Ill.I inside the

RE 16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE:

1. Aslll to describe his conversation with the player at EDGE that was overheard by an
employee?
2. What didllmean when he described himself as an agent for the players?
3. Is he still in a position to take payers to an underground casino?
4. What can llfells us about underground casinos?
BCLC Conditions: None
BCLC investigators.

-Ill presently has a permanent provincial ban pending interview with

Interview Results:
?

II confirmed his address i n - as his permanent address.
He does not reside in BC, only visits.
In the past he has stayed in RRCR's hotel.
• Early on he paid for his room in the resort himself.
• He has also used comps from big players to stay in the resort. This was
offered to him by at least one player when he told them in conversation
that he would like to stay in Vancouver awhile longer.
• lflilcan't get a room in the resort (as he is presently banned) he will use
Air B&B type accommodations.
• Ill stated that River Rock won't even let him charge his cellphone in the
hotel lobby.
confirmed he used to work for a steel company doing online sales.
o He is currently unemployed.
o Prior to working at the steel company he was a meat salesman .
o He does not work in BC or do any jobs or services for anyone here.
o Occasionally he helps his friend at his friends warehouse (small appliance) for
the odd day here and there. This is not about income but more just to help his
friend out (but he does get paid a small amount for helping).
o
is mostly living off of savings and also gets small amounts of money wired to
him from his parents in China.
o

o

, ,_ II

Ill

3
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• l!llremoved a laptop from a backpack he wore into the casino. He showed
investigators his broken iPhone (screen shattered) and said that he had
some screen shots of wire transfer notifications that had backed up to his
iCloud service.
• ll1ogged into his iCloud storage and showed investigators 2 separate
notifications that money was ready to be picked up.
• Both were from 2016-MAY.
• One was approx. $4,000 and the other was approx. $2,000.
only uses Western Union when receiving money from his parents. He
has done this through the bank before but the process at the banks is
very slow.
does not use any of the MSB's (other than Western Union). He added
the amounts are relatively small so the service charge is small.
» advised investigators that he had been trying to arrange an interview since May.
o He had previously been corresponding via email with a Tom CAVERLYll
named Tom, former BCLC AML investigator).
o l!land CAVERLY came to an agreement that the next time he was in the
Vancouver area he would email Tom to arrange an interview date/time.
o When he emailed CAVERLY as agreed, his email was returned with an error
stating the email address does not exist (CAVERLY had left BCLC for a job at
GPEB).
~ Iii is presently debating whether or not he will stay in Canada or return to China.
o He is not sure how long he will stay in BC for .
~
explained when he stayed in the Resort he would often come down to the casino to
kill time, sometimes in the middle of the night.
o He met a number of big players simply by hanging around in the casino.
o
specifically named a male he calle.::;l!r'lwho he described as bald .
Investigators believe he is referring to
- - - w h o is a signif• •yer in BC Casinos.
• II stated he me ·-. :· at a table, gambling together and they became
friendl~ven going to dinners together.
•
Wherflllbrought up in conversati<;>n with . . that he would like to stay
a cou&more days in Vancouve1H• offered to use his comp points
toge ·: room .
o
admitted he doesn't gamble really substantial amounts. If he is winning he bets
higher but typiclll he plays in the Phoenix high limit room and bets on average
$200 per hand. - estimated that most of the time he gambles his buy ins are
less than $3,000 per visit.
» 111.vas asked if he ever made arrangements or facilitated players in the acquisition of
~oney and he stated no.
~ Ill recalled that several years ago someone asked him to lend them $700 and he did and
never got his money back.
~
also recalled several years ago he was directed by another ~yer to an individual in
the Dog Wood room at River Rock who could lend him money II was looking to
borrow).llasked this player to lend him money and was redirected to the unknown male
in the Dogwood room.
o The male askectillfor ID which he provided.
o As soon as the male saw he was fromlll he declined he request for a loan .
o 1- was hoping to borrow $3-$5K.
o _ could not remember this individuals name _

• Iii

• II

II

II

Iii

nz.:@•§NM!fol§iHl'•IM'·llHfil!l·l·-

Iii

II
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~ lllstated that staff and plvs have given him the nicknam.S!• (translated from
~hinese) . While escortingl!lto the - :
. oom for the interview a dealer acknowledged
lflby s~ng to him in Chinese "hey . . , is it your time for an interview?"
o B believes there is another individual that has the nickname--· that may
be a cash facilitator and he has been mistaken f-ividual by players.
o People needing more money were told to talk to'_:_.___ '.
o This is not him anll believes this is a case of mistaken identity.
o lldoes not have any money or access to money to lend to people.
~-had overheard about underground casinos in conversations with other players in the
casino.
o Once he enquired with another player what the benefit of going to an
underground casino would be.
• Ali!lunderstood a player does not need cash to play in the underground
casinos.
• Everything is done on credit.
• The underground casinos offer "kickbacks" or cash back type incentives.
• Becauseliillis from out of province he assumed he would not be able to
go and never went or pursued it further.

RE 16-1179812016-FEB-25 / UFT-RRCR:
>--

Ill stated tha. . is from the same province in China as him but they didn't know each

""Other there, they met in Canada (gambling in the casino) .
~ llfstated they we~e gambling to.er at_Ha~~. Rock Casino in Coquitl~~ ~arlier this
date.HM was tired and asked ., to dnve llremember he drove alfil•.
>-- Regarding the inciden~d thallli1M =ed him to get his passport from the glove
compartment of his c a r - s passport was in a large wallet/handbag . If there was
money inside it &was not aware .
o Reviewing this i . t details there was no mention of a wallet, it was an open
bundle of cash. ··.: :· had multiple buy ins andU may had been confused with
the dates/instances.
RE 16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE:
>-- lilstated he did not say anything to the female player about taking her to an

underground casino as reported by Edgewater.

~ liflremembered arriving at the casino with his friend he named as Bil. Review of his
iilijasino associates suggests this is

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

~ ~~all there was a female the table with them but says he was banned with no
clear explanation as to why.l,lsaid the site told him that if he is coming with another
.Syer it was fine but he was not allowed to come to Edgewater by himself.
~ II denied ever describing himself as an agent for the players .
o He doesn 't known why Edgewater would say this but thinks they were making
things up because they have a history of not getting along
does not like
Edgewater Casino).
o II described an incident occurring at Edgewater whereby he was overpaid at the
cashier by $1,000. He was cashing out for approx. $3,000 and was paid out
approx. $4,000. lncident2015-41948 refers.

Iii

5
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•

llstated he received a call from an evyee at Edgewater named "Sue"
who informed him of the overpaymentMagreed to come back the
following day to repay the money.
returned to Edgewater the following day. He went to the dining area to
order some food and was passed ~a manager he described as an Asian
female, short and heavyset namecJNIJlliJ did not say anything to him
when they passed each other in the first instance. While waiting for food
lllapproached him with 2 security officers and demanded he repay the
$1,000 . According tclt.S•told him to repay the money or he would be
escorted out of the casino and banned.I.I did not likelils tone/attitude
as he was there to repay it and it was the casinos error after all. He
refused to repay the money out of principal, the money was not important
to him .
• Late.received a phone call from a manager named '1flD1$''was
more respectful to him and convinced him to come back and repay the
overpayment. As per the iTrak incidentildid repay the $1,000.
• lilbelieves this incident was the beginning of Edgewater's dislike for him.
• Since this incident he has felt a growing tension between himself and
Edgewater staff. There have been many small negative interactions that
have contributed to the growing dislike.
o lflstated he was smoking with River Rock VIP Director Lisa GAO once and Lisa
told him that Edgewater called her and asked if she allowslto enter the VIP
room at RRCR, she replied yes then was advised that he had been banned from
Edgewater.
believes Edgewater was telling GAO bad things about him due to their
negative history.
was told that his status with BC Casinos (ban) would remain unchanged until the
results of our interview are reviewed .•
response was "I hate Edgewater''.
o llwas only banned by BCLC to force him to come in for an interview, not as a
result of the allegations made by Edgewater casino .
o llwas told that he would be updated with any changes after his interview is
reviewed . He suggested if we cannot get a hold of him to contact River Rock
Executive Host Jenna QIU who can get in touch with him .

• II

• ii

?

II

Post interview BEEKSMA and LEE spoke with River Rock Director of VIP Lisa GAO to try and
corroborate some of the information provided bYlmand learn what GAO knows about him.
-,,. GAO stated that Edgewater would never call her to enquire about the status of a player.
She suggested that(iijnay have brought this up with her in conversation.
>- GAO confirmedll is not a big enough player to be gambling in the VIP Salon but
acknowledged that a lot of the big players seem to like him, she didn't known why.
>- GAO was asked ifllis not a big player how does he get rooms in the resort comped?
GAO stated that sometimes big players will used their comp points to get a room forlil
("add him as a guest").
? As GAO understands II has a child and recently divorced with his wife who GAO
believes is living in th.J.lflf.rea.
? GAO was not concerned w i t - status in BC Casinos stating "he doesn't belong here"
(meaning he doesn't play at a level that warrants him being in the VIP Salon) .

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as BEEKSMA took notes.

6
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BCLC Conditions:
At the time of this reportl l remains under a permanent provincial ban pending further
investigation.

Investigator Comments:
llis a relatively insignificant player in BC Casinos . He has acknowledged that he typically
gambles on average about $200 per hand and buy ins rarely exceed $3,000 per visit. The
primary concern wasfil possible association to an underground casino, not source of funds;
as such BCLC AML Units conditions program would not apply toll.
The ban presently in place has served its purpose (bringinfllin for an interview) as such
consideration should be given to remove that.
The impression left with investigators was thatHdoes not have a lot of money and may be
going through challenging times. He has no job, no real fixed address and has gone through a
recent divorce as per GAO (which may involve a custody issue).
is contemplating returning to China as it does not seem there is much left keeping him in
Canada .

II

The investigator recommends that R be placed on Watch and his activity in BC Casinos
monitored moving forward . If he is suspected in being involved in suspicious activity BCLC can
consider further action at that time.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Patron Interviewed:
NAME Redacted - Patron Interview
SID#: Identifying Information
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-02
Interview Time : 11 :07hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon ( 13/14 private room)
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

II is currently unable to buy in using any cash as of February 18th 2017 until spoken to
by BCLC .
Recent Activity:

II is fairly new to BC Casinos with only 3 LCT records all time, each occurring in 2012.
In 2017-FEBl!littended RRCR and was observed receivin a delivery of $50,000 in
CON $20 bills from the unknown occupants of a :··· ·· ·.'. .-. ·
. The cash was
refused by the casino due to the circumstances o · · acquiring it.
The focus of the interview will surround this incident along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

iTrak 2017-09819:
Transaction Details: (attempted) $50,000 (all $20's)
Transaction date and time: 2017-FEB-17@2110hrs

Incident Summary:
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ave his bag to the male and received another bag from him that was retrieved
ram theliilm
At 2110hr-presented $50K in $20's from the shopping bag received from the
The buy in was denied by the site.
male from the

1111

History:

He has 5 incidents associated to him since February of 2017:
1 is a BCLC Directive;
2 exchange of cash/chips ;
Redacted - FINTRAC

1 is a refused (unable to produce) ID ;
He has 3 LCT reports associated to him .

Occupation:

Manager, Stock Exchange
Company:

Unknown
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm/clarify his occupation , including company name and how long he
has been working there and where the business is located .
3. Is he new to the country or visiting (establish primary residence).
4. Confirm address (in China) ask for local address.
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the cash
delivery is BCLC's primary concern.

2
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6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the $50K to be delivered. Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.
8. Ask what was in the bag he gave to thelll passenger.
9. Ask who this male is and/or who was driving the.(are they associated
to a company, phone number etc). Is the driver ma e or female?
10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
11. Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accounts.

Interview Results:
llexplained he has a lot of money in his account in China and uses it to buy/sell
stocks on the China stock exchange. He doesn't have a company, basically he is
a freelance day trader.
)>-Ill is only visiting Canada stating he arrived on 2017-FE B-17 (the same date of
the UFT). He has a son that is going to school in the US and a friend in the LMD
and planned to visit with both. He is returning to China on the evening of 2017MAR-02 (same date as the interview) and has no set plans to return to Canada
although he likely will. 81aimed he intended to fly back to China a couple days
prior to meeting with investigators but postponed his return flight to resolve the
issue with BCLC .
residence is in China. He explained he has no residence or business
interests in Canada. He's been staying in the River Rock Resort.
" BCLC lnvesti~ors learned from
·
·
··
interview thatllis staying in the resort using, his "friend"
· : · :- _- ·
Redacted Patron rn1e-v1ew den!lfy1:ig lnforma• on
comps.m1•is a HRP with multiple
associates including some high level POi's.
" ._.. does not have any CON bank accounts.
le often seen accompanying him
is his wife.
)>-

" Ii

Incident 2017-09819:
" lilexplained that it has been several years since he gambled at RRCR (he
believed it was 2013 but wasn't sure). He indicated that he was up approx.
$80,000 (give or take a few thousand). He kept a few thousand for himself and
3
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went to the US leaving the rest with a local (LMD) friend. He eventually returned
to China.
Mciaimed when he knew he would be returning to Canada he called the friend
he'd left the money with a few years prior to arrange to have his money returned.
l!lwas asked about the bag he exited his room with that was given to the
unknown male fromllll (in exchange for the bag containing the $50K).lill
adamantly denied he had a bag, he also denied that he exited the room with his
wife when he left to meet the unknown male from thelila It was explained tcill
what was observed on footage (in detail) and he still maintained that he did not
have a bag. Post interview investigators re-watched footage which clearly shows
II exit the hotel room wit1W$•(his wife) carrying a bag. He is clearly seen
excha. his bag with the bag containing the cash provided by the passenger
of the . ·
llexplained the young male that gave him the bag containing the $50K from the
lill is his friends son , a student (the impression was that this friend is the same
Onelllclaimed he left the cash with years earlier). He did not want to provide
investigators the name of his friends son as he didn't want to bring him any
trouble.
lladvised it had been several years since he'd been to Canada and was
unaware he was doing anything wrong (referencing the delivery and $50,000 in
$20's). He stated had he known, we would not be speaking with him.
It was explained
how the delivery of cash looks to the casino as well as
investigators concerns surround he source of funds in these instances.
llwas told that if he won years ago in the casino he would have been paid in
$100 bills and asked why he is now presenting $20 bills.II said it was several
years ago and he assumed his friend would have spent the money by now.
Ill felt that site staff handled his situation poorly and didn't properly explain to him
why the casino was unable to accept his money.
It is reasonable to deduct that
is the "friend" referenced b
left his money with.
dropped off the money to could be
s son but remains unidentified.

tell

Mle

I

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with BCLC Investigator. Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
global casino profile
has been updated to reflect this.

II

Investigator Comments:

llfonied many of the key aspects of the UFT incident discussed despite being told the
facts had been confirmed on camera by investigators.
4
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The credibility of much of whatlll told investigators is questionable.
Review of lW!I casino profile confirms he has not generated a record in a BC Casinos
since 2012 . There is not record to confirm thatliilwon $80,000 on his last visit (the
money he alleges he left with a local "friend").
As investigators were walking with l l trom the interview room he asked if he could buy
in with the $10 ,000 that he won recently. He may have been gambling with "un-sourced"
chips but there are no records to support he won $10,000 recently. The site was
cautioned that it is highly unlikely any cash can be reasonably sourced

torfll

Redacted - Patron Interview

His possible association or connection with
(who is linked to
ldent1 m Information
numerous STR's and POi's) may help shed some light on his SOF and who his local
"friend " is.
- Patron Interview
The Redacted
has been tied to a number of cash delivery type incidents. The
Identifying Information
driver and/or occupants remains unknown and the license plate has never been
captured to the investigators knowledge .
options are limited with regards to
Without a CON or North American bank account &
money he can use in BC Casinos.
He was told that any cash he wanted to gamble with would need to be accompanied by
a receipt or he would not be allowed to use it.
Consideringlll indicated he was departing from China later this date and had no plans
on returning it was recommended he call the VIP staff prior to his next visit to confirm
his status and avoid any transaction being denied .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investig ation s

5
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This is Exhibit " 51
" to the Affidavit #2 of
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

BCLC 115

Patron Interviewed:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Interview Date: December 12, 2016
Interview Time: 13:00hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA

Reason for Interview:
Conditions:
"2016-DEC-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until he is interviewed by BCLC AML
or
Investigators. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to
schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs,
BCLC ."

Recent Activity:
Re:lacted Pat i o:-. lnte view oenl fyng ln orma' on
On December 3rd, 2016 at 04:18 am
entered the
Salon Prive . Just prior to that he was observed walking on the sidewalk carrying a
medium sized gift bag branded with "Make a Wish".
8

I R•
s1oke to a couple of patrons and then went di~~alon washroom .
WhilellHfillS was in the bathroom patronllantered. remained in the
bathroom for approx. 4 minutes (0423:40 -0427:42).

Ill exited the bathroom carrying something under his jacket;lll walked directly to the
Salon cash cage and placed three large bundles of cash onto the ledge for the cashier.
It was noted that the bills were in CON $20 denominations and held together with
multiple elastics when produced.
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Ills cash buy .i.o~e.rJI. d due to surveillance stating that the funds were likely
received fromlflt!W&was given a gift bag to carry the funds out of the Salon and
left the site shortly after this .
IMMexited the bathroom and began playing alongside
for several hours.

I

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Ask him if he knows why his buy in was denied on December 3rd, 2016
when he was at the River Rock casino?
4. Ask him how well he knows

Redacted

Pa• ron ln·erview lde1t1fy ng nfom1a!lon

5. When and where did he meet him?
6. Did he receive money from him in the Salon Prive washroom on
December3~,2016?
7. If he says yes ask him if this was a loan and if so what rate he is being
charged?
8. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
9. Does he make it a habit of using money lenders or loan sharks?
10. Is he aware of who the loan sharks are and if so can he provide their
names and numbers.
11 . Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

12. Thank him for using PGF and encourage him to keep using these
accounts.

Interview Results:

2
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lstated the following :

II

-,, Introductions were made,
was provided a brief explanation on BCLC
investigators role in BC Casinos and the reporting requirements BC Casinos are
held to.
? 1 and 2:li!lconfirmed his occupation and company name as detailed on his
casino profile, further clarifying his business is in China (adding he has no
business interests in Canada).
II went on to explain he is presently trying to get his Canadian citizenship which
requires he remain in Canada for 5 months out of the year. It was the
investigators impression becoming a Canadian citizen is very important toll
? 3 through 8: llltreely admitted to borrowing money from another patron on the
aim incident date. He advised he lost his initial buy in(s) and another player in the
casino offered to lend him some money. He explained that he was unaware we
do not allow patrons to borrow money from other patrons.ll.lalso admitted he
received the money ($30K) from ··:. :
in the washroom . It was recommended
bylfillthat we should place a sign that we do not accept money borrowed. If he
knew we did not allow this he would have never attempted the transaction.Ill
stated he would have simply gone home and returned the following day with "a
~e ".

B•

Elms physical characteristics were described to determine if
may have
been theJJayer that offered to lend him t~e mo. .s reacti?n s04e~i;i it
was not ~i1A could be confused as 1t was ._. s assoc1ate;Ml1-that
actually provided the money tolill
stated no interest was charged (it was a loan between players) and that
considering he could not use the money he gave it back to the individual who lent
it to him (without penalty) .
9: It was impressed uponlllthat money in small denominations is consistent with
being related criminal activity, loan sharing etc and that there are some concerns
for his safety.Ill invited investigators to review his casino history and assured us
that this was a one-off occurrence that he would not repeat now that he knows.
10/11: Although not asked directly, it was the investigators impression thatlil
dowiot use loan sharks or any criminal network for funding his gambling.
12dlhas heard of the existence of underground casinos from conversations
with other players in the casino but indicated he has never been .
13lldescribed himself as a model player and advised he has no problem using
his PGF account moving forward (as he has demonstrated previously).

II

?

?
?
?

Interview over 13:30hrs

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator

3
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Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on B ability to buy-in using unsourced cash or chips. Ill was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account and
now understands that borrowing money from other players in the casino can be
problematic for him.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:l lcontinues to have sourced cash conditions on his play at BCLC
Casinos as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on
December 51h, 2016.
It is the investigators recommendation his status be downgraded to SOF interview.

Investigator Comments/recommendations:

lll indicated that he was OK with the conditions but did want to option to use cash
occasionally. He explained that sometimes he cashes out his chips to show his wife that
he won in the casino. It was explained tol l that the casino keeps very accurate records
and if they can source the cash to a disbursement he will be permitted to use it.liil
removed a bundle of CON $100 bills from his pocket (est. $1 OK) and showed
investigators stating it was cash the casino paid to him.
River Rock Player Relations Manager Lisa GAO was updated at the conclusion of the
interview that Ill remains on sourced conditions until further notice. GAO was also told
that if they can source his cash he is free to use it for buying in .

. Review of his casino profile confirms he
holds PGF accounts at both Starlight and River Rock, using them frequently as his
~eferred method of gambling funds .
l lhas no casino associates of concern (only one , a female who could be his spouse).

II

is a relatively lower risk player and is recommending he be
The investigator believes
taken off full sourced funds conditions and placed on the less aggressive SOF interview
condition.
l l will continue to be monitored in BC Casinos.
Steve BEEKSMA
Cas ino Investigations

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR; Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-MAY-17 BCLC Directive: Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
to arrange an interview with BCLC AML . Daryl Tottenham . Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
lllhas generated 27 LCTs since 2018-JUN-08 with his most recent LCT dated
2019-MAY-21 .
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $90,800.00
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FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2, 115,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $435,430.00
The focus of the interview will be:& source of wealth and a recent suspicious incident
at RRCR.

Occupation: Consulting Company Owner (President and CEO)
Company:
(confirmed via OSINT)

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC

t

Incident 190032058 on 2019-MAY-15 refers :
00:05 hrs
Patro'l lnterv1e.u
An UAM, LNU, RRCR190032058 arrived on site as passenger in a Redacted
ldent1fy1ng Information
Re::tacted Patron Interview
The vehicle parked at the east entrance, tucked behind a pick up truck
ldentr' 11 lnformat 1on
up. The driver of the vehicle did not get out of the car. RRCR190032058 exited the front
passenger seat, he was noted to be empty handed. Upon entering the Hotel Lobby,
RRCR190032058 proceeded towards the Maple Room stopping at the bar for a water
bottle along the way. Upon entering the Maple Room RRCR190032058 proceeded to
cross the room and spoke with a second UAM, LNU , RRCR 19-32058 B. It appears
RRCR190032058 was after some sort of contact information stored in LNU, RRCR 1932058 B phone. Once the information was provided, RRCR190032058 continued to talk
to LNU , RRCR 19-32058 B who appeared to be ignoring him. RRCR190032058, on his
phone, then exited Maple and proceeded towards the east lobby area.
00:07 hrs
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and companion
entered an
eievarDrin the west tower and descended to the East Lobby area. They sat in the club
chairs under the "up" escalator. B
on her phone (at the same time RRCR190032058
was on his phone) , glancing towards the lobby area on three occasions while on the
phone.
00:10 hrs
RRCR190032058 walked to the lobby area where l l t l l - were, walked past l l
appeared to say something , then walked towards the bathroom in the back east
hallway.g proceeded in the same direction, accessing the hallway through the lounge
2
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area. Patrons met in the hallway east of the lounge/lobby area and entered the men's
room together.
00:13 hrs

RRC~190032058 exited the men's room andilexited right behind him, they parted
waysll joinedi111and they went up to the Salon via the escalator. RRCR190032058
returned to the main gaming floor via the East Lobby.
00: 15 hrs
ll;IM.entered the Salon and sat down at MDB25 wherelfl.moved a bundle of
$100 bills wrapped with one elastic from his right pants pocket.~ '. placed the bills on the
table forlll. Surveillance notified GM of the possible drop off, the buy in was denied (not
counted) and the money returned toll
00:17 hrs
RRCR190032058, LNU, RRCR 19-32058 Band another UAM (backpack) exited the
main gaming floor via the east entrance and exit the east doors. They stood around
briefly talking and smoking.
00:22 hrs
The UAM with a backpack went back inside and moments later LNU, RRCR 19-32058
B, split from RRCR190032058 and walked down the front exterior stairs towards the
road/South Tower.
00:23 hrs
RRCR190032058 got back in the vehicle he arrived in (passenger) and was driven off
site. It is not clear who the driver was.
00:59 hrs

m bought in 9x$100=$900 and commenced play,.watched
13 hrs
left the Salon.

it

~:42 hrs
IJlleft the Salon.

While lftliil5 profile does source his ability to access funds , the entire incident has all the
markings of a cash drop off.
LNU , RRCR190032058 appears to have some sort of affiliation t o - - Reaacted Pat on
- BCLC barred loansharking) and
via a
lnte "-'tew ldentrf
vehicle he was observed in that belonged to noted patrons (2018-180012651 refers).

*;f§§IF"'faii!'4'"f¥i

1:-i
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Discussion Points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Explain what the meeting was all about
Who did he meet
How was it set up
What did he receive
What is his relationship t o l l
What is his address when he is staying in BC
Does he know (print off two LNU photos associated to incident)
How often does he foresee visiting BC in future

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he
reside?
1 . Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Clarify occupation/business/locations he works (per profile offices in Manitoba,
Toronto, Vancouver, Shenyang and Taishan)
3. What banks does he use? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (per
profile TD account is linked to him, drafts

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
Redacted

Patron 1n1erv1ew Identify ing
ln'orma: 1on

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:
Redacted

Patron .nterv1ew

- ll!lstill lives at the address on
it is a rental property
lderiltf
lnfo•matron
His company focuses on immigrations consulting
He has three offices in Canada , Winnipeg, Richmond , and Toronto. He further
confirms the two company locations in Shenyang and Taishan , China
He travels between offices as the need arises, he has no set schedule
During his stay in Richmond, RRCR has put him up
His Richmond office is located
On this particular occasion he was invited by the site for a Baccarat Tournament
(confirmed to be true - VIP Host Jenna)
His personal accounts are with RBC and TD
His company accounts are with CIBC and BMO
He has no partners in his company, he is sole owner
1r1

at•@Mii'IMM!+al§i§IMllM!.11,,fii!!+•
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-

-

-

He has on occasion dipped in to company money for gaming then paid it back
He owns no property in Canada
He is planning to return to811ffi£&2019-MAY-25
He does not know when he will be back, it depends on business
With reference to the incident in question, he had lost $150k in a 24 hr period
During the course of this he met
and she
stuck with him through the day, was very kind and told him to relax and be
patient
He had cash in his room ($10K) and wanted to take another shot at trying to get
his money back.lllkept telling him to be patient
Ultimately he andllllWent up to his room in the early hours of 2019-MAY-15
and he got $8K from his $1 OK
They were in his room about 10 minutes
He had only meiillthat day, and a friend of hers wanted to check up on her to
be sure she was ok
They went to the lobby from his room where they waited around
A male he does not know arrived, sawlllwas ok
Coincidentally they both then used the washroom
There was no pass, he has his own money
Shortly thereafter, he andlll headed up to the Salon for play and his buy in was
denied as they said he had received a cash drop
At the time of the interview he had made back the $150K and more

BCLC Conditions:
Removed - were for interview only

Investigators Comments:
9vas shown photos of both UAM's associated _to the incident and stated he had no
idea who either male was , he had only just met
that day
is primarily a PGF player, has only bought in with cash six (6) times, otherwise it is
drafts
Investigators cautioned him against dipping in to company funds for gaming, that the
habit might lead to his demise
He was surprised on the depth of BCLC's knowledge on him , specifically his two
company facilities in China
He did not wish to answer any questions about China, stating that was private, he
should only have to discuss things that occur in Canada
In a quirky way, Ills accounting of events are feasible and could very well be true
It is recommendllbe placed on "watch' BCLC HRP

II

II

L. Cousins, Investigator

BCLC-AML
5
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-30
Interview Time: 10:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2016-APR-08:
Barred/not allowed to stay on site pending interview

Recent Activity:
.has generated only seventeen (17) individual LCT records dating back to 2013-FEB07
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,529,240.00
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FX:$0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $719,500
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF (large by-ins including
$600,000 in mixed denominations), SOW, relationship to associates, along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Financial Assistant
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:

II has incidents of large cash buy-ins using small denominations:
- IN20160020150, 1·· bought-in for $600,000 in $20's, $50's and $1 OO's (see below for
:.
questions)
- IN20160019700, · accompanied l!llwho arrived at the casino with unsourced . s
($350,000) and then bought-in for $140k in $20s and $1 OOs; "i''!PFWIHi!"M
is
suspected of having facilitated the chips and or cash .
- IN20150035528, 1:. bought-in for $120,000 in $20s.
- IN20140036437, · arrived with unsourced chips worth $200,000 and had minimal play

Civil Courts:
None
Recent Activity: August 2018
LCT 180042272 (2018-AUG-19) for a $5.5K Bl and $10,000 cash disbursement at
Elements Victoria despite patron being banned from all BCLC Facilities.
INC 180051040 (2018-AUG) Bl $3,500- CIO $2 ,650
Discussion Points:
History in BCLC facilities

sow

2
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Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his Canadian address at
•
and telephone number.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify business information:
Redacted

Patron nterview ldent1fy1ng Info m al1on

•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe role?
Who is the owner?
Business address?
Function of the business?
Income from the business?
Company documentation and proof of employment?

Rcdactcj
Soh:::rto r'CI ent

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

P r 1v 11ege

Name of the business?
Phone number?
Type of business?
Address of business location? (Multiple addresses found)
Why is the registered/records office just down the street from the
director's office? Why different locations? Who owns/rents those
locations?
Income from the business?
Employees?
lnforrnatmn
How does this business support Hedacted Patron nterv ew
l de n11~y in g

4. Other income generating activities?
5. Where hasRibeen since circa 2016 when his temporary barring began? Why
return to BCLC facilities?
6. Why no PGF?
7. With which institutions doeslldo his banking? Why those institutions? Which is
his home branch?
8. Numerous large cash buy-ins using small bills, for example, 2016-APR-06source of funds for$600K.u-in l!lwas with a~sociate of •·&·0'7ill.iiirr;w•m1w
who was squeezing the cards. : is the CEO of
· reportedly works)?
the company for which1• From where did: acquire $600K in small bills? From whom? Interest
rate/fees? Process to acquire $600k in $20s?

EMFffH!HS++!!*'!.f
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Redacted

Patron

9. IN20130059394, l lbought-in for just under $1 OOk for lnte rv rew ldent1f
Rock.
Redacted Pal ·on
• Why didll buy-in for someone else? Why did ' nlerv1ew lde nt1'y1ng
Doesllloften conduct transactions on others' behalf?
1o.
associates:
• Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

tri

at River
to do this?

ls

•

•

o How d o - < n o w each other? Nature of relationship? Since
when? What islllls business/occupation?
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redactea Patron
o How do lnterv
know each other? Nature of relationship?
ew lde1t1fy1ng
Since when? What islllls business/occupation?
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

o

How do Ejl-know each other? Nature of relationship?
Since when? What isliims business/occupation?

11 . Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada? Are
you familiar with/been approached to attend underground casinos in BC?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewllllllMstated the following :
He owns the home on

Redacted

Patro1 lnterv1ev1 ldent1fy11g tnformat on

(per OSI NT valued at

$16 , 196,000)

His wife and children live in the home full time
His children go to school here
He lives% time Canada and Y2 time China
Prior to gaining his landed designation he lived in Canada on a full time bases (for 5
yrs per requirements)
He does not have any other personal pro.rty in Canada
He works for
which is the oversite of many smaller
companies
His roll is to find investors from China
Reoacted Pa'ro n
Interv iew ldent1f 1n
is a com pan>'. called -1-1·•1-·l•ll,~la!'l,jfl!IWI• the comp[ any that
1
facilitated the purchase o
by Chinese Investors that he
orchestrated

M§§'*'+d''iiii.Qfi!Gd

f-4
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Reoacted Pat·o, lnter11ew

-

It falls under ldent1fyng ln'o11nat 1on
Who leases office space in Vancouver (by the
Fairmont Waterfront)
He does not work out of the office, he works with potential investors off site
He does not receive "bonus" for closing investment deals, it is a salary job
Redacted Patron lnle view
He has shares in
ldent1'ymg lnforma11on
He visits Casinos primarily when he has a client in town, he does not gamble.,2!il.
himself ;hich his w; he was recently in Victoria, he was there with a client.•

N.t!''! · "ll''!'M-

- 1-:· was involved in the Park incident with $100K in "unsourced chips

· . had $60 K in chips from his visit in March (per iTrak confirmed)
· wired money to his friends account so he could buy-in here (friend

.... -. ·..

hllillllil

r file updated)
where he was CEO from 2001Redacteo

R.edac·ed

Pa:':in lnter11ew den: fy ng

BCLC Conditions:

5

Patron lnte '\1 1ev1 Identifying Informal on
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Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

II

COUSINS has removed the ban pending interview status and placed
on full sourced cash
chips pending management review.
llt~s forthcoming; he lives in a $16 million home, which does provide a level of comfort on his

Ill was very polite throughout the interview process
The information onlllwas provided without prompting as a segue from the Victoria visit

2018-AUG-30
Forwarded too AML Manager for review
2018-AUG-31
Per AM L Manager all conditions removed
Interview filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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This is Exhibit " 60
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Interview Plan for .,.,.,.,. ·- · ··~·" """'"

"'" "·'· ..

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-09
Interview Time: 10:20hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room housing 13/14)
Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

II is currently unable to buy in using any cash as of March 61h2017 until spoken to by
BCLC . He is now under sourced cash conditions.
Recent Activity:

II has generated 111 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG .1
In 2017-MAR-05fllattended RRCR and was observed receiving a delivery of $20,000
in CON $20 bills from the unknown occupant(s) of a-i!tmlllll1!t1• The cash was
refused by the casino due to the circumstances olllacquiring it.
The focus of the interview will surround this incident along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

iTrak incidents 2017-13269:
Transaction Details: (attempted) $20,000 (all $20's)
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Transaction date and time: 2017-MAR-05@2100hrs

Incident Summary:

lfllwas observed getting into the passenger seat of a

along the
side of River road. He was driven to Charles St, the vehicle made a U-turn then
dropped llott on the side of River Road near the Sea Harbour restaurant.had
$20,000 inside a black bag that was used to attempt to buy in.
History:

Records suggest he was absent from BC Casinos from 2016-FEB to 2017-FEB with the
exception of 1 LCT in 2016-JUN .

Occupation:
Environmental Technician

Company:
Redac'ed Pat •o'l l nterv1ew
ldent1fy1,g lnfo rmat on

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation, including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Is he new to the country or visiting (establish primary residence)?

@.--1!1r!1SM• 1nternet search shows a

4. Confirm address
condo tower called

· riten:ew

".Ask for unit or apt#.

2
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5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the cash
delivery and his source of funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the $20K to be delivered. Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.

Ill(

8. Ask who was driving the
are they associated to a company, phone
number etc) . Is the driver male or female?

9. Was the money he attempted to use at EDGE on the morning of 2017MAR-06 (next day) the same money?

10. What did he do with the money now that the casino will not take it?

11 . Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

12. Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accountslldoes not presently hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

BCLC Conditions: Placed on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to
disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial
institution).
Interview Results:
I 'lier\' ew lde1t1fy1ng
~ lllexplained he owns an Reda::led Patron
business, based out of Beijing,
1format1ori
China. He's been in this business for approx. 20 years.II advised he has no
business interests in Canada .
~
stated he spends about 1/3 of his time in Canada and the rest in China. He
has a wife and son in Canada (his son goes to school here).
0
~ llladvised he has never resided at the liii'l'lli' "• address on his casino profile
and seemed confused as to where we got this address.II showed us on his
smart ~e his current address as follows:
o -¢titta®•RM·l·i®@ril*'IP®'d.f41f!lml·11Hpm.i.-(his casino profile will
be updated).
~ ll'l!I stated that there is a BMO bank on the ground floor of his building/residence
and most of the time he gambles, the money is from the BMO bank machines.

II

3
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He explained he has 3 different Union Pay cards from China with limits of
$10,000 Renminbi each per day.
-,, Sometimes his money is brought with him from China or borrowed from a friend
in Canada but most of the time he uses the bank machine near his residence.
-,, II stated he does use money exchange businesses on occasion but not often. A
couple years ago he used one in Richmond but more recently he has used one
located in Vancouver. II could not recall the name of the businesses.
? He has on occasion sold his foreign currency to a "friend" locally.
?
had heard rumours of "unregistered" (underground) casinos but has never
been and has never been approached with offers to be taken to one. llwas told
that these places are not governed and may not be safe to attend .11 thanked
investigators for the concern.

ii

Incident 2017-13269:

lnitiall.stated that the $20,000 that was dropped off to him was from his friend
and the money was from his house. He quickly corrected this statement advising
he borrowed the money from a friend that he clarified was more of an associate
or acquaintance.
? I.I confirmed the driver of thelll is female, about 30 years old, average
weight/height.
? He did not know if the female worked for a business or worked alone. Each time
he used the service he dealt with the female exclusively.
'? lllcfoes not make it his business to know where the female gets the money from
and the impression was he doesn't want to know.
'? He stated that if he needs to pay back money this is done in China. He is
provided with the account number to a Chinese bank account and simply wires
what he owes to the account number provided.
? Ill was hesitant to confirm he pays a fee or interest. He described it as more of a
tip or courtesy referring to whatever extra he pays above the amount borrowed.
? He stated he was introduced to this woman at a dinner/social gathering. She
introduced herself giving an English name. He could not recall her name adding
his English is not good and he did not make an effort to remember it. He was
asked how he refers to her when greeting each other in interactions that
followed.llstated he simply says "hello" and "how are you''.
? ~n
a revious patron i_nterview investigators le9L'.1led the female driving~
-·-: ·:.. may go b y · · · · We checked withll If her name could b e and · could not recall, the name did not sound familiar.
Patron 1terv ew lderit1fy1ng lnfo·riat1on
o' Reference interview summary fo
? li!llwas reminded that the things discussed with investigators will be treated as
confidential.
? He was asked if he would be willing to provide investigators with the number he
calls or called to get money from the femalelll stated that he wants to help
investigators as much as possible but was not comfortable providing this
information.
);>

Rcda~tcJ

4
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The $15' 8attempted to buy in with at Edgewater casino the following morning
was a portion of the same money refused at River Rock.
-,_ i!lwas asked what he did with the money now that the casinos will not take it. He
advised he simply returned it to the female.
~ & reiterated that he does not use this woman's service often and would cease
using it moving forward .
);o- Investigators explained tolll that we have concerns surround the source of
funds, particularly on the incident date.!ill was told that investigators believe this
money may be from questionable sources.
);o-

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
global casino profile
has been updated to reflect this.

B

Investigator Comments:

fll was quite cooperative throughout the conversation and seemed somewhat nervous.
He answered most of what the investigators asked and the one or two points he was not
comfortable speaking to were understandable.

II confirmed he does not currently hold a Canadian bank account but indicated he
would seriously consider opening one. He stated his wife does have an account at a
Canadian financial institution.
llwas educated on PGF accounts and advised that moving fo_rward he would need use
an account or all cash needs to be accompanied by a receipt.Ill indicated he would
likely continue to use the ATM machine near his residence and he was told to bring the
ATM receipt with him if he comes to the casino .
Post interview River Rock Director of VIP relations Lisa GAO called investigator LEE
and indicatedli!ladvised he had approx. $50K in chips at home (various denominations)
and wanted to know what he could do with them .
GAO was instructed to have the Table Game department attempted to source the chips
and provide investigators with the documentation, then a decision could be made.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-07
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs - 1140hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
-- -

...··- -·.....
Language:

Mandarin/English

Conditions:
lllis currently under sourced cash conditions.

Recent Activity:

II has generated 10 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-FEB-16Mappears to
be fairly new to BC Casinos.
On 2017-MAR-2sll was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:
2017-MAR-29 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl TOTTENHAM, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC.
Ills occupation a "student" at
SOW.

Rejac•ed Pat·on lnt e r11ew
ldent rfyflg lnformat on

does not aid in establishing SOF or

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to just under $20,000 per visit, in large part
small denomination bills.

~~~M~ ii~ -Rlini~~e casino with her male associatell
-){}% (Cf<fjj- I JI } {~roduced a brick of cash containing
$10,000 in $20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in.
2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27: ··was observed meeting with her male associate
in the casino South parkade.M •
passed her a brick of $20 bills in the parking lot before they went to the casino together.
MM!IMpresented a brick of cash containing $10,000 in $20 bills (bound by elastics) for
buying in. The buy in was refused and BCLC placedMIJWon sourced cash
conditions pending interview with BCLC investigators.
2017-19332 STAR 2017-APR-03Rarrived at the casino with her male associatel!I
produced a brick of cash containing
10,000 in 20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in. She was unable to produce a
receipt to aid in sourcing the cash so the buy in was refused. She conducted some debit
transactions to gamble this date.

identified as
facilitating cash for players; particularly players on conditions.

Occupation:

College Student
Company:
Reda:ted

Patron 1terv ew lde1trfyin;} lnfo·mat1::m

(updated)
2

with a male POI
has been suspected of
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Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address at

Redac•ed

Pa:"on lme rv1ew lden•rfy ng l !lfom1at10'1

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. Confirm the name of the college she's enrolled in . It could be

Mffi•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

may be

a typo).
3. What is the source of her wealth?
4. Confirm her occupation/source of income including how long she has
been working there, where the business is located and whatlls role or
job title is.
a. If money is from parents overseas ask how she gets the money in
Canada.
b. Ask for parents SOW.
5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does she make arrangements to get it?
7. Encouragello use her PGF account. Review offll profile confirms she
opened PGF account iilllat RRCR on 2017-APR-05 with a $10,000 TD
Bank draft.
a. Explain her options moving forward .
8. Cautionllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should tliis behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
2017-17633 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-26:

1. What is her relationship with . . .

3
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a. How long have they known each other?
2. Where did the $10,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. Describe the circumstances of how she acquired the money.

2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27:

1. Why did

M• pass her the money ($10,000 in $20 bills) in the parkade?

a. Does she know where he got the cash from?

2017-19332 (STAR) 2017-APR-03:

1. Was this the same money refused at RRCR on the 27?

a. Now that the casino will not accept the $20 bills what did she do
with it?
2017-19750 (RRCR) 2017-APR-05:

1. How does she knovm?
a. Does- help her get money?

Interview Results:

'/' iladvised she is no lonier living at thelHBaddress detailed above. Her
current address is in u.• ~··=·"=and she advised investigators that she updated it
with the casino .
o On 2017-APR-OSIJopened PGF account 1111 As per RRCR cage the
paperwork on her account opening shows the same-- address.
o If she did provided an updated address casino records were not updated.
Investigators followed up with the site to get a current address from Ill
o Ill advised she is renting the residence in 8UBM
o Post interview VIP Director Lisa GAO provided investigators with the
followin u dated address for . ··
SID rofile u dated).
•
'/' · - m e d she is attending •
- · .:
. The casino must have misunderstood or mistyped the school name
when her profile was created.
~
stated she has been in Canada for approx. 2 years , recently got married and is
working on getting her CON citizenship.

1f11

4
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>-

);;>-

o She • •d her husbands name as I'll• with a surname that sounds
like' .:
. She added that her husband does not gamble.
Her source of wealth is from both her husband and/or her parents.
o Both parents are in China and her mother is employed in the field of
education.
o She advised that she has used various money exchange businesses to
convert Chinese currency her parents send to CON.
• She could not recall the names of all of these exchange business
but mentioned one that was heard by investigators as "Suhuida".
Additionally she mentioned one in Burnaby near Metrotown and
one in Parker Place mall in Richmond (No.3 road) but could not
remember the name of either business.
lllstated that she has heard of underground casinos but has never attended one.
o An example she gave was when smoking on the RRCR patio with other
players it has come up in casual conversation.

RE: 2017-17633 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-26:

lflstated the $1 OK in $20's she used this date was from withdrawals at 3
separate RBC banks (2 in Richmond and one in Burnaby/Metrotown).
o She had to go to 3 separate branches as the individual branches did not
have enough cash on hand.
o She stated she has numerous CON accounts at different banks to
facilitate wire transfers from China . She mentioned it is difficult to get
money out of China and having multiple accounts helps.
);>- II described her relationship with
as that of friends.
o She stated that she metllat a shop where she was having her car
modified. She statedllwas also a customer at the auto shop having his
own vehicle modified. She mentioned that investigators could see that her
car is heavily modified .
• On incident 2017 -17930 investigator BEE KSMA describeclll
in detail and notes it has in fact been extensively modified.
);;>-

l'I•

RE: 2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27:

);>- Ill stated that she transferred the CON equivalent of $10,000 from her Chinese

accoul"!! tc IMl@ii Chinese account.
o lllshowed investigators, via an app on her phone, the transfer of $53,000
RB to another Chinese account. The text was in Chinese characters but
investi ator LEE was able to confirm the names attached to the transfer

a

.

o lflJstated that whe ·- ·
met her in the parkade and gave her the $10K
in CON $20's she then completed the transfer.
o She did not know wherefllacquired the $1 OK CON he gave her.
RE: 2017-19332 (STAR) 2017-APR-03:

5
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~ lllconfirmed the attempted buy in at Starlight was the same $20 bills that was
refused at River Rock.

RE: 2017-19750 (RRCR) 2017-APR-05:
21

;.. llstated that W:lllhi!Mwmim1N° •. · is a mutual acquaintance. She has a
good friend in China that knows
. but she just met him recently. She didn't
immediatell reco;nize- name when it was told to her but mentioned he
drives aw; .wa.wm 'MfrG1?•
o On this incident date she did not drive to the casino . When she was told
by the casino she would need to get a bank draft . . offered to give her
a ride to the bank.
o She statedlilll drove her to TD where she withdrew a $10,000 bank
draft.
• fllshowed investigator LEE this transaction on her phone.
o Casino records confirm this is the same date she opened her PGF
account at RRCR.

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notesll
spoke some English but the majority of the interview was in Mandarin .

BCLC Conditionsll remains on sourced cash conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to
disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial
institution) .
These conditions and all ofiill options for bringing money into the casino was clearly
explained to her by investigators.

Investigator Comments:
l.lllasked if she could be removed from the list of players on these conditions. She feels
that she has been completely honest with investigators and was able to explain the
source of funds in each instance.
When taking into account the results o & interview together with her level of play the
investigator feels that she could be downgraded to SOF interview conditions as she
presents as considerably lower risk than the majority of other players on sourced cash
conditions .
Investigators explained tollthat following out interview a report would be submitted to
BCLC management that will include everything discussed. Her status in BC Casinos will
be assessed and any changes would be communicated to her.

6
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llvas advised that until further notice she would need use an account and all cash will
need to be accompanied by a receipt.

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 115

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted Patro1
NAM : 1•1te1\'
ew ldent1'y111g
Informal on
SID#
Interview Date : 5/17/2016
Interview Time: 12:56 prn
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi Chan

Reason for Interview:
1. Let her know that we want to help her and have some concerns about her
safety and manner of play.
2. We need to know some information to facilitate this.
3. Let her know we are concerned about her safety given her recent assault
and that we do not want this to happen to her or anyone else again.
4. Thank her for being kind enough to provide a phone number last time and
ask if she has any more information that may assist in identifying the
individuals she received the chips from earlier this year.
5. Confirm her occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
6. If she relies on her husband's income what is his source of wealth?
7. What is the source of his wealth?

8. What is the name of his company?

9. What is her relationship t
"·-" Redacted Patron
and what did they discuss on Ruling #19
I llerv1ew lde•1t1fytng

" -"
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1O. How come you were nervous that night?
11 . Who

iMMM!IM?

12. Have you had any issues with her at all?
13. Let her know that we have reason to believe she has issues with gaming
and explain the VSE program to her.

Interview Results:
Reporting Requirements:
The reason for the interview was explained t-long with the reporting
requirements for cash transactions by the government ;
-

lllwas unaware of these requirements.

Ruling #19

:

-1·:

Ruling #19

- ·.·R
u
li
n
g
#
1
9

2
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Ruling #19

.

Current Cash Facilitator from previous interview:

- 181$11£ (Translated to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Reda:ted Patron 1terv e\'I
lde,trf)• ng .nfonnallon

MWhas a daily routine of going to Ruling #19 a '
the morning, then

Reda:ted Patro n l 'lterv ew ldentlf}'lng lnformatto1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

in

(at

around 3pm);
She's had multiple transactions withpi$M
o

Borrowing money in the form of un-cashable RRCR chips

o IJllsold a Ruling #19

t o - f o r Ruling ;
#19

- lllwas not aware o f - s possible gang affiliations and assumed he was just a
regular Cash Facilitator "like the rest";
- -offered to "take care o f " - · for a price to whicll denied;
According to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(See map below)

Her last encounter with-occurred at the

Redacte~

Patron lntef\1e:11
ldent1fymg Info matmn

in which she gave

him the chips back. •demanded interest bu.efused to pay as she never
got the opportunity to use the chips as RRCR refused to exchange the chips;
She stated that-has lots of chips;

3
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She met

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

and gave him back the 3x$5,000

RRCR chips;
Ruling #19

She was assured that this information was not shared with anyone ;
- -

admitted he
ties

hasM11MijMM during this meet. l lsays she has since cut

withWJllWas he is dangerous and does not want to risk interacting with him.

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

4
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Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Possible radius

ofRIR•residence:
5
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Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Two other Believed to Be Cash Facilitators:
1.

2.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
-I

R
uli
ng
#1
9

6
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Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19
Ruling
#19

;

Ruling #19

- •

Ruling #19

- 1
-

·

.

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

.

Encountering .

:

- ll:lhas bumped into •

numerous occasions in the past, with the most recent time

being one week prior tc::Ruling #19

- 1·:

Ruli
ng
#19

:· : · frequents
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

and a Ruling #19

and is commonly seen at casinos ;

Encountering llMB
Allegedly works wit .
Last encounter with llwas at

Ruling #19

II Ruling #19
Ruling #19

7
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IM@;J4 possible address:
She stated it was right in front of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Google search indicates

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
8
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Money Transfer Business Details:
Ruling #19

Relationship to her relationship t I

RI< nows
Ruli
ng
#19
Ruling #19

On
- ··
-

from occasional interactions at RRCR;

Redacted Pa' on Interview Identify ng riformat101

Redacted Patron
Interview lden•rfy ng

that she was going to the

Ruling
#19

at RRCR;

. -R

Source of

-

Redactea Patron Interview
ldentlfy11g ln'ormatron

u
l
i
n
g
#
1
9
wealth:

lllhas personal source of wealth that husband is unaware of;
Claims her wealth was from

Ruling #19

The household allowance provided from her husband is not enough to support
her gaming pattern so she usually uses her personal money without her husband
knowing;

9
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Ruling #19

;

The husband is aware of her gambling habits but does not know how much she
spends;

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

- •

mother is

i

·m•n

and father is a

Redacteo Patro, lnte rJ1ew
Identifying Informal.an

Interview over at 2:40 pm

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigators Tom Caverly, Stone LEE and BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi
Chan conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required:
Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE and BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi Chan
acted as interpreters during this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:
fllcontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed by Daryl
~ttenham (Manager BCLC AML Unit) on May 61h, 2016.

10
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Investigator Comments:

The last time investigators spoke withBshe advised that she did not understand
Mandarin and preferred a Cantonese interpreter. When she called consumer services
she requested a Mandarin interpreter. For this reason both Mandarin and Cantonese
interpreters were utilized. This was to ensure there was no miscommunication bylll
This did not take away from the flow of the interview and worked well.
As a result of the information received fronlln this interview ITRAK was searched and
• • . has been tentatively identified as:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

T.his is ~~sed on the fact that he is currently BCLC prohibited, h!s addr•M~~K
h1story.Brequeste
to drop off funds at the casino, an
:.
told her he can't do that as he has been banned by BCLC for 5 lears. A search of the
possible address with subject that has been banned showslfl;ISMJ•

:M.lmill

• · i s believed to be:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

isllBMH

This is based on the fact that she
has a history of cash facilitation
activities. See ITRAK incident Ruling #19 . BCLC investigator Steve Beeksma has a
well documented supplement as to her activities.
An ITRAK review for - s associate has revealed the following individuals:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

This is based on the fact of hisHMSi'ililjM his associates, and his association to ITRAK
incident Ruling #19 ;

11
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

This is based on the fact that

hisBMIJ@i and his association to UT RAK Ruling #19

;

It is still unclear whailfs source of wealth is which would support her gaming.
Prior to the interview there were some concerns for her safety which has not changed .
In fact there is more concern for her safety based on information she has provided. She
is clearly using cash facilitators with no clear source of wealth.
She was not asked about
being .

Redacted - Patron

Interview ldent1fy1ng

It was felt this was best left alone for the time

Conditions should remain the same.
Follow up investigation is to continue to try and identify the individual during this interview.

spoke about

This intelligence should be passed on to law enforcement for their review and action at
their discretion.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

12
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This is Exhibit " -63- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0CT-17
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (MOB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
N/A

Recent Activity:
llis first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2005-AUG
Prior to 2019-0CT she was last noted in a BC Gaming Facility 2015-SEPT
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Upon returning to BC ,lll:ittended at RRCR 2019-0CT-13 and presented 4x$5K old
~ps .

lllstated the chips are from 2015 and she wished to cash them out.
Per Project Sienna, Incident File:2016-02640lllis to be interviewed as she has in
excess of $1 OK in old chips AND she appears to have had them in her possession since
>ought in at Starlight for $50,000 in
2015. The issue at hand is that in Sept 2015cash despite supposedly having $20K in RR chips in her possession . Her husband
however continued to play heavily through 2015 until he was placed on sourced cash
conditions .
Questions from Project Sienna (chip swap project):

1. How did you come into possession of the chips?
2. When did you come into possession of the chips?
3. Why were the chips removed from the RRC?
4. Why did you not use the $20K
5. Did you offer your chips to your husband to game? He appears to have been at
RRCR in September 2015 on numerous occasions.
Li's profile at this time shows:

Bl : $1,530,460.00

FX: $5,000.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,005.939.50
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to follow up on the old $5K chips in her
possession.

Occupation:

Owner Telecom Company
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Discussion Points:

sow
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
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Relationship to:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address/owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Mandarin - Stone LEE

Interview Results:
During the course of her inteNie4IllllMstated the following :
BCLC Conditions:
'l lnte·v1ew
She lives at the address on her profile Redacted PatrO
lnformat1cn
She bought the place in 2002, she owns it, she is on title
The company name on file is correct, roughly translated it means
ld enti~y1 n g

·PmW

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

She is retired
Her son,
- 111:
an only child

l?'lis

1

(NOF iTrak) runs the company now

C*if"Ni'f'F'Miiii• is her ex-husband (separated 2016)

She does not know what assets he may have in Canada
He is primarily in China now
He lost a lot of money to the casinos
He too is retired now
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-

They argued a lot about gambling
She has been back to Canada three (3) times since 2015, twice with her son for
real estate investments and this current trip to address water damage in her
Reda:ted >'alron lritcrv cw
lden••f)' ng ·1formalto'l
condo
She, her son and ex-husband all have their Canadian citizenship
She has three properties in her name in Canada (Vancouver area, unable to
provide specific addresses, her son looks after them for her)
Her son has two (2) properties in his name Burnaby
The most recent real estate purchases were in 2016 when her son sold his one
holding o r - i l l • for $2 million and in turn bought two (2) properties in
Burnaby
Her other two properties are rented out as are her sons
Her son is very anti-gambling and on the two trips she was here for real estate
investments he was with her and hence she did not go to any casinos
She prefers RRCR as she has friends for Shanghai that live in Richmond and
she used to see them at the old Richmond Casino and now RRCR
She has no immediate family in Canada
Back in the day she frequently took chips home from play
The chips in hand with respect to this incident are from her home in Vancouver
They were in a pouch in her purse
She did not take them to China
She had no idea the chips had been switched out, she has no communication
with her casino friends when in China
from the casino ; "everyone knows.
She knows
She has never borrowed money frorr••was kicked out she is "no good"
Back in the day they were able to wire money directly from China to Canadian
exchange facilities and pick up the Canadian money upon arrival
As well, when they immigrated they were allowed a one time "bring over as much
money as you want"
She does have a bank account in Canada
The $SOK buy in at Starlight was for shared play with her then husband and "the
bastard" lost it all, she prefers to gamble in Richmond
She does not recall exactly when she returned to China in 2015
She never gave chips to her ex-husband for play
She has no other old $5K chips in her possession or at her home her or in China
She is headed back to China tomorrow (2019-0CT-18)

Investigator Comments:
- llwas very forthcoming during the interview
The 4x$5K chips are sourced to her blue card from 2015-AUG-13 ($23K in chips)
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-

This i s . first noted visit since 2015 - chip swap was 2016
She had no knowledge of all the changes that have occurred on BC Casinos
INV. LEE explained receipting requirements , PGF, and the chip swap program that
took place.
- 1··: accounting of events is consistent with what the blue card reflects
- urther explained her and her ex-husbands "disappearance" from Casinos to
investigators satisfaction
- Per prior discussion with AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM , following the interview
llwas allowed to cash out her 4x$5K chips (iTraK 190067778)

2019-0CT-17
Interview Summary reviewed by AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM and approved for
filing

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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This is Exhibit" 64 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

ISSI
er for taking Affidavits for the
Provmce of British Columbia
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Interview
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2016-MAR-04 Interview starts: 0830 hours
Starbucks (outside patio), 4122 Dawson , Burnaby, BC, V5C OA4
Interviewer: Brandon NORGAARD

Recorder: Brian STEPHENS

1. Impress upon him how he is technically in a business relationship with BCLC
because of his attendance to the casinos and that as a result BCLC is required
by law to exercise due diligence to ensure that money coming into casinos is
coming from legitimate sources.
The investigators met withlllat the outside patio of Starbuck's. Brandon NORGAARD
explains the reason that BCLC has requested this meeting and explains the Business
Relationship betweenlll and BCLC.
2. What is the source of his wealth?
Redacted - Patron Interview

··.·. advises that his source of wealth is from family businesses in
ldent1fymg Information
in China and rental income from
property in the lower main land.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Two rental income properties in Vancouver
3. Does he have any assets with significance value?
.

dvises that all of the businesses are in his parent's names, and other than a car, he
has no assets in his name .
4. He is listed as an owner of a restaurant , is he able to provide documentation to
su port this?
NORGAARD asks if there are any documents that can be provided for the restaurants
Redacted - Patron Interview
and
in China. NORGAARD also asks what the ldent1fymg Information
is
(this was noted to be his company name in iTRAK).

theW;fMMM!m!fh"

1
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llladvises that the only documentation he has is a survey from Stats Canada that he
recently completed and returned. Further documentation may be available, however, it
is in his parent's name.

~es that the

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

is now called

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnfonnat1on

5. Would he be willing to share his bank information which will corroborate his
source of wealth?
lfla.dvises that everything from the businesses is taken care of by his mother and she
looks after the banking lil:i.dvises that he receives a salary throug. irect deposit to
his personal account, from the business account, from his mother. . · shows
NORGAARD a copy of his bank statement on his cellphone.
l l1ogged in to the RBC mobile app on his iPhone and showed NORGAARD a recent
statement where several deposits were made into his account ($2 ,500/$3,000/$800).
While reviewing his statement, several large withdrawals were noted of approximately
$14,000-15,000 . Approximately 3-4 were noted. Time frame of the statement was not
distinguished.

II advised that his T-4 every year is about $23,000 and any other income he need is
drawn from the business.
Sometimes he borrows money from friends and then repays them when money is
deposited in his account. NORGAARD asks if he ever pays fees or interest to his
friends when he borrows money. lll advises, no.
NORGAARD asks if there is a company name that is used for the businesses.
LI advises that the company name i '

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldenhfymg lnfonnahon

6. In 2009 he was the subject of a substantial fraud investigation (800 K) and that
we are aware of this because it is public information.
7. As a result of this fraud he is paying back this money to CIBC until 2020 through
a lawyer. What is the payment plan and what are the Rayments?
llacknowledges this incident and advises that he was not the only one involved, but
that he has a financial commitment with the CIBC for $150 per month for eight years
from 2009-2017. Payments are made from his personal account. l lstated that the
total amount that he was found liable for was the total of the $150/month x 8 years =
$14,400.

2
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8. Given this this loan how does he support his gaming?
l lstated that the restaurants that his family owns is his primary source of income.I I
also stated that since he was in the Vi · program (3 years from 2012-2015) ~ ~ d had
saved up money to play. A review of -. - s LCTs shows that from 2011 -2016,lllhas only
had four (4) LCTs.
9.

PGF accounts usage and procedures were explained tc:R

l ls aware of PGF and advises that he was approached at RRCR to open one.
NORGAARD explains how a PGF account works and he explains thafllcould have a
PGF at each Casino he attends. NORGAARD explains that BCLC would prefer a PGF
account to cash due to safety concerns when patrons are seen arriving/leaving with
large amounts of cash.
NORGAARD explains tell that he is welcome at the Casinos but that there are
conditions imposed that will allow him to only use a PGF account, Bank Drafts or
sourced funds rather than cash .
l lasks how it would work and NORGAARD explains that a deposit would need to be
made with a bank draft and to open a PGF account the patron would need a $10,000
deposit.
NORGAARD explains how re-deposit works and how Verified Win amounts can be
deposited into PGF accounts.
B dvises that he doesn 't play that much anymore. He asked about ATM cash
withdrawal. He advised that recently, he had taken $200 from the ATM at RRCR and
the Site would not let him play even though he had the ATM receipt and the Bank card .
l ladvised that the receipt was not acceptable as the D name was not on the receipt.
NORGAARD advised that the Site had erred and offered an apology.
NORGAARD again suggests th .
a

open a PGF account.

sks about simply using a $5 ,000 bank draft and if he could buy in with that and if he
did and he won , how the Site would pay him back.
NORGAARD explained the principle of Verified Wins and a VW Cheque and also
advised that a Convenience Cheque for a maximum of $10,000 could also be issued for
non-verified win funds, but only once per week.
NORGAARD asked if

I

had any questions. None were asked.

0858 hours interview ended.
3
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BCLC

1j;i§ii§l@ifod'§1*@.iii!!ii.H*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-23
Interview Time: 1030 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

Ill is new to BC Casino's with his first appearance noted on 2017-SEPT-09. He has generated
eight (8) LCT records since that time.
On 2017-0CT-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is the significant use of $20 bills ($93,060 in $20's
since Sept 20th) and $50 bills ($24, 100 in $50's since Sept 20th) for buy-in's and
additionally to establish SOW and SOF.
Since l ls first LCT in 2017-0CT his transactions are as follows:
Bi: $229,500
FX: $3,807 .60
PGF: N/A
DSB: $88,000

DOWN: $141,500

Average Bl : $35

Occupation:
Account Manager

Company:
Redacted Pauon ln'ervrew ldcnt1fy1ng

Related Incident Questions:
- Whose money was it?
- Where do the bills come from?
- Who arranges for him to get the money?
- Who told him where to go?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

2
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3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encouragelto use a PGF account.
7. Cautiorlllthat should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further
restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview.•li'Mln• stated the following :
He is visiting from China here to relax and play golf and go to the casino
He is staying at RRCR
With the weather changing it has been a while since he was out to golf
He finds himself up at all hours of the night and with nothing to do heads over to the
casino
He came with a friend
went back to China to get checked
out as he was not feeling well
- B • i s a Canadian Citizen
. __ ..
He wired approximately $20K CON to
wife's Chinese account and 811 in
turn gave him Canadian funds when he got here
- He has been here a few months and was going to head home when her heard that
and two other friends were headed this way so he has decided to stay
They are to arrive around December 101h , flights not confirmed
He owns two mines, one is not operational currently as China has tightened up on
mining with environmental permits required
Redacte::J Pallan
He is partners in an Investment firm in Sichuan Province called Interview lden:tfy ng
His firm essentially lends money for business propositions
His main income if from mining
He is stressed about the new regulations in China and that is one of the reasons he
is here on holiday
He was in Vegas two (2) weeks ago for one 1 week and at he casinos there
The bulk of his money comes from •·•· -.

lfll•

lifMI
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-

He has knownRHlfor years
built the damn (for the electricity) for their province (from the same Province

- W:I•

~a)

- lllm is a Canadian Citizen and lives in Canada now involved with investments and
cancer drugs
He worked for81• at one time
is the main source of his cash while here
. .. _
He will square the money owing at the end of his trip and transfer it to Mii
He has also borrowed a very small amount from a male who used to work for him
surnameWl•(LEE not able to discern first name due to "local dialect" issues)
lit:li\1.works across from
and he went tolll•s office for tea one
day and borrowed a nominal amount of money
He did do cash advance on his credit card but can only get $900/day and his
gambling tastes are much higher than that
He does not like to use cash but it is how our casinos operate (vrs Macau and Vegas
where it is cashless
It is a pain to wire transfer there are so many hoops so he borrows from close friends
and then pays it back when he returns to China through their Chinese accounts
They money presents is given to the cage how he receives it
He is not money laundering, he presented the money as he received it (delivered by
and on one occasion wen
was busy on of his employees) , with proper
ID and is losing a lot
The net cast by BCLC and government with their rules is not catching the money
launders, only people like him who do no know the rules here the rest have found
other loop holes
He has since been taken to dinner by VIP staff and understands BCLC looks upon
small bills as a money-laundering indicator.

111111

Mm

&!JI

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips.
Investigator Comments:

- 1111 was very forth coming in his interview
Investigators feel he i s •
- _· in his accounting
Staff at RRCR do know ·- · saying he was a VVIP for years but his play has declined
~ast while
- . . .B1:$20,601,760.00/FX:$8,640.00/PGF:$1 ,535,000.00/DIS:$5,464,325.00)
Of note "back in the day"
use $20's but nothing significant north of 2014

••r

llmldid

-

IHl!•is not a casino
VIP staff do not know41i'MU•. althougtlstates he plays at RRCR
Conditions at discretion of management

4
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2017-NOV-24
- Per management conditions removed , patron will be monitored with any issues escalated as
deemed necessary.
- Spreadsheet updated , interview saved to AML folder

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
NAMES ID#:
· .·
Interview Date: December 24th, 2015
Interview Time: 09:30 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:

. a s initially interviewed by BCLC investigators on September 12th, 2015 at which
time it was clearly explained what the expectations were specific to the conditions. On
September 25th, 2015 he was associated to an incident where it appeared that
associates of his were using un sourced cash and he was directing play. As a result of
this a second interview was requested.
The following topics were discussed during his second interview:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether he understands his conditions;
The source of the money used on September 25th, 2015;
PGF accounts;
Underground casinos;
Any knowledge of cash facilitators.

Interview Results:
•
•
•
•
•

Redactea

Patro'1

lnt e~1eu

The money on the 25th was received from an associate
ldent1'y1ng lnformatlan
who
owed him the money;
He is not sure where the money came from;
He does not remember the denominations or the manner in which the money
was packaged (wr.. in elastic bands);
He mentioned that ~ . has gambled at the Edgewater prior to meeting up with
him at t h e . Rock;
He allowe ·. ~-.
to play with the money and directed some of the play believing
it was shared play;
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•
•
•

She paid him back in chips;
He stated that that the last time that he was here that there were only 2-3 illegal
casinos but now there are 7-8;
A friend of his drove him by a few of these casinos last night but he did not go in:
#3 Road there is one;
#5 Road there is 3-4 by the Auto Mall;
#4 Road there is one.

•
•
•

He does not like using his PGF account because it is too complicated;
With his current conditions he does not even want to play.
He is familiar with cash facilitators and they charge 5%. Old clients are given 1O
days to pay back and new clients 3 days but he said that he is not using this
service.

Interview over at 10:02 hours

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onll ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllvas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanction.continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

ltJlilis the subject of a UFT out of Edgewater on the 25th September where she
conducted a buy in with small denominations also wrapped in elastic bands. This was
early in the morning prior to the River Rock incident. This corroborates whall has said
however there was no clear explanation as to where this money came from.
He understands the conditions but believes that it is forcing patrons to use illegal
casinos. He does not like to use PGF accounts as they are co,icated and his wife is
made aware of where he is spending money. Having said this · is using his PGF
account and was acknowledged for this.
2
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He left for China directly after the interview and will be back in the new year.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Palrori
NAM •• I Redacted
nterv e\\ lde1llfyrng
lnformatron
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-SEP-12
Interview Time: 15:40hrs to 16: 15hrs
Interview Location: Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Asst. Manager Investigations Bruno GATTO
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian
Reason for Interview:

•"S

Patror
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed on their
ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos . The interview was scheduled in order to
explain the sanctions to the patron.
Interview Results:

~

ladvised he pays 'company' in China (Ch ina currency) before attending Canada.
Once in Canada he receives the funds (Canadian currency) he gave to the
'company' in China.
~ llreceives a phone number from the 'company' in China which he uses to receive
his funds
~ lfllstated that the 'company' name in Canada is IMi@iiii pulled up the number on
phone and has it saved undeM111£1£
~
informed tha4B•has personally dropped funds off to him.
~
admitted to knowledge of two underground Casino's operating in Richmond. One
on #4 Rd. (only 4 gaming tables) and the other located on #5 Rd. (bigger and lots of
ming tables)
~
has attended these casino 's via his driver so he is unsure of exact location.
~
oth underground casinos offer compensation on losses. Losses of $100,000+
receives 85% payback compensation. Under $100,000 is 90-95%.

I

ri

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Asst. Manager Investigations Bruno GATTO conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator David Slobodian taking notes.
GATTO explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to the River
Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
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GATTO explaine~
. - t conditions have been placed or9s ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.
GATTO also advisecllthat attendance at an underground Casino is a Criminal Offence in
Canada and could jeopardize him visiting or living in Canada.
Additional Information Provided

byl

• II advised that the money he receives are sometimes from friends, or complete
strangers
• lflwas not concerned of the funds he receives as he stated the company gave
d/standard exchange rates.
•
oes not use his PGF Account as his wife will find out how much he gambles and
will be unhappy with him
• .does not own any Business in Canada
•
informs that Players are starting to play more in these underground casinos as
they offer incentives on losses and 'credit.llrecommends if Casino's could offer
'credit' to their VIP players it would be easier for them to game.
• l i s not a Canadian Citizen but his wife and son are.lllis applying for his Landed
Immigrant in the near future.

I

Interpreter required: Yes. Mosaic interpreter Mike CHU provided translation over the
phone. Mosaic was contacted at 15: 14hrs and an interpreter was requested. CHU
contacted GATTO at 15:40hrs to begin translation. Translation services were complete at
16:15hrs.
BCLC Sanctionsl,l:ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAMES ID#:
· ·
Interview Date: December 24th, 2015
Interview Time: 09:30 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

llwas initially interviewed by BCLC investigators on September 12th, 2015 at which
time it was clearly explained what the expectations were specific to the conditions . On
September 25th, 2015 he was associated to an incident where it appeared that
associates of his were using un sourced cash and he was directing play. As a result of
this a second interview was requested.
The following topics were discussed during his second interview:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether he understands his conditions;
The source of the money used on September 25th, 2015;
PGF accounts;
Underground casinos;
Any knowledge of cash facilitators.

Interview Results:

•
•
•
•
•

Reda:::ted

Pal!on l'llerv ew

The money on the 25th was received from an associate
who
lden' lfy ng I :iformat1011
owed him the money;
He is not sure where the money came from;
He does not remember the denominations or the manner in which the money
was packaged (wriiifl in elastic bands);
He mentioned tha ··.: ·· has gambled at the Edgewater prior to meeting up with
him at the River Rock;
He allowetM•to play with the money and directed some of the play believing
it was shared play;
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•
•
•

She paid him back in chips;
He stated that that the last time that he was here that there were only 2-3 illegal
casinos but now there are 7-8;
A friend of his drove him by a few of these casinos last night but he did not go in:
#3 Road there is one;
#5 Road there is 3-4 by the Auto Mall ;
#4 Road there is one.

•
•
•

He does not like using his PGF account because it is too complicated;
With his current conditions he does not even want to play.
He is familiar with cash facilitators and they charge 5%. Old clients are given 10
days to pay back and new clients 3 days but he said that he is not using this
service.

Interview over at 10:02 hours

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed o - ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctionslflcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
. i s the subject of a UFT out of Edgewater on the 25th September where she
conducted a buy in with small denominations also wrapped in elastic band~is was
early in the morning prior to the River Rock incident. This corroborates whaimhas said
however there was no clear explanation as to where this money came from .
He understands the conditions but believes that it is forcing patrons to use illegal
casinos. He does not like to use PGF accounts as they are co.
. ·cated and his wife is
made aware of where he is spending money. Having said this . s using his PGF
account and was acknowledged for this.
2
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He left for China directly after the interview and will be back in the new year.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAY-10
Interview Time: 12:09
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Manderin/English

Conditions:
2015-0CT-30
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview with AML Unit.

Recent Activity:
lmhas generated 06 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $1,490, 100
FX: $20,300
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $500,000
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DISBURSEMENT: $520,100

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Realtor

Company:
TBD

History:

II has had three substantiated UFT's as follows :
150007446 - 2015-FEB-10
nk draft from RBCl l is suspected of then passing the chips to
) in the Salon washroom (

lif:J.WM

also received cash ($5/$10/$20) from
** Of note:
giving him the chips from the bank draft.

•I•

that same day prior tcl_ll

150007856 - 2015-FEB-12
** Of note this gaming session also involves
the front of the casino for play (btb $240K)**

lfl!U who again received money from f l l outside

liiRms

During
same gam ing session,!ll arrived on site as passenger in aMl1$8 (2113~ _· on bills (600x$5, 300x$10, 24,490x$20
2130 hrs) .• bought in for $500,000 in small denoand 84x$50) that he retrieved from the trunk of th
:· (black suitcase) . Site staff carried the
case to CD19 (it appeared quite heavy) .MI received his chips at 2307 hrs , napped in the
massage chair at MDB19 witho, ,g. Just after midnightll was escorted by guest services
to the main lobby where he met · ·:: : · and both parties were escorted to the theater washroom
where it is suspected!ll passed 1m t e $500K in chips aslfJIA•chipped in $400K in chips
shortly after the washroom. l lhad already left the site in a cab.
.

150056278 - 2015-0CT-29

I

Redacted - Patron Interview

arrived on site in a
driven by an Asian female at around hrs. 1,1took two
Identifying Information
weigh~ bags from the back seat of the vehicle and carried them up to guest services in the
Salonl!ll was met by site staff GAO, Lisa and VP Doug ALLISTER who facilitated his buy in .

2
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The final count was $490, 100 with a bill breakdown of 30x$5, 196x$10, 22,477x$20, 513x$50
and 128x$100.
received the chips in two "batches" and left the site upon receiving them all (minor play $100
bets while waiting for the chips) .

II

Reoacted

Pa'ro n

? Who was the driver of the nter.:1ew
? Who where you purchasing chips for
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? Whose idea was it for you to purchase the chips/how did it transpire
? Have you done this for other patrons/who/why
ldent1~y1ng

Synopsis
lils Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:

Feb 12/15
? Who was the driver of the . .
? Why were you buying chips forMMM
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the mon~ .
? Whose idea was it for you to purchase chips for-how did it transpire
? H~v-·one this for other patro~s/who/why
? Did . · . pay you to purchase chips
Oct 29/15
Redacted

Patro1

? Who was the driver of the lnterv1e\\ ldc1t1fy1ng
? Who were you purchasing chips for
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? Whose idea was it for you do purchase the chips/how did it transpire
? Have you done this for other patrons/who/why
Actual occupation - validate it (work in Vancouver or China? .... .Company name)

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.
a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account
4. Make it clear to him purchasing chips for others could result in further disciplinary measures
5. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patro'l
riterv ew ldent1fy1ng

stated the following :

He lives at Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He owns the property
He used to be involved in Land Development in China but no longer is
He has some "shipping" interests in China but is getting away from that
He is a Land Developer in Canada
His company name is confirmed to b
His wifelftl.Mll/Il.I is correct! a listed a
He has no association to '
He has no association to
OSINT)
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
He did own
(per OSINT)
It was property for development and has since been sold
He knowsliili•. they are good friends, they are from the same Province in China
He knew him before his involvement at the Casino
He has given money to
is short at the Casino, there is no interest
charged , he cannot recall specific amounts or circumstances from the 2015
incidences
He is not a "money lender''
He is not laundering money
Typica11Mll w~~im back via wiring money into his account in China
He does not know~
INC:20150007446, the money (bank draft) was from his bank/account

4
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He very well may have given ••chips but he also would purchase chips to give
to clients visiting and looking to invest in his Land Development company
INC150007896, the money he had ($SOOK in $5/$10/$20 and $50 bills) at the time of
this incident was obtained over time from various exchange houses in the Richmond
area, he does not specifically know the names of them
The reason he fell asleep after this transaction was he'd had too much to drink
Again, some of those chips he very likely did give to IM•for his use, and some
were for clients he had comJni.in for busine.urposes
INC150056278, he owns aR'IBMll!t!
(drop off vehicle)
The Asian female who dropped him off may have been his wife (he does not recall
specifically)
He does not recall meeting GAO and Site VP ALLISTER who facilitated his
$490, 100 buy in
Again, the money was obtained from multiple money exchanges and the chips were
to assist him in facilitating play of his business guests when they arrived to discuss
potential investment
He was shorted by the money exchanges on this occasion the $490 , 100 should
have been $500,000 and because he was shorted he no longer uses the money
exchanges
He paid the exchanges via wiring money through China
He goes back and forth between Canada and China, his wife and family are in
Canada and his mum is in China
He has primarily been in China since 2015 and has only recently returned (appears
consistent per iTrak)

BCLC Conditions:

2018-MAY-10 **BCLC** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit on this date and is no longer
required to contact BCLC Consumer Services . Patron remains on Chip/Cash Conditions until
further notice.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LE_~ s _oke briefly with VIP hostess who state'9id not appear to be
ood friends with ··
that she was more familiar with his friendship withlliill''

-

: was quite agitated by the interview process, advising Westerners do not understand
Asian culture and money
COUSINS and LEE believe that the requirement for sourced cash/chips should stay on
profile.

Ills

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Information

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-J U N-29
Interview Time: 1240hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
NIL

Recent Activity:

I

has generated 95 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-0CT.

On 2017-JUN-20 the following comment added to his SID profile:
2017-JUN-20 ***BCLC Directive***Please direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave
contact information for interview with the AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML
Programs.
According to casino record• resides in Vancouver.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
Els occupation as a College Student,
SOW.

Redacted Patron 1tcf\' cw
ldent1fymg Information

does not aid in establishing SOF or

History:

Elis attached as a partici
unusual transactions .
Redacted - FINTRAC

The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF asBses a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in, un-sourced cash used for
purchasing chips.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $3,000 to in excess of $80,000 per visit.
l!lis known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP player~ as follows:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Sincelils first LCT in 2016-0CT he has conducted a combined total of $1.8 mil in buy
ins, $1.6 in disbursements and $263,000 in PGF. Some of the cash used for buying in
may have been recycled funds.

Occupation:
Student

Company:
Langara College

Specific Questions to Ask:
2
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Redacted . Patrofl lnte"11ew I dent fy1ng
lnfo rr.iat1cn

1. Confirm his address at
a. Does he own or rent?

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whatllJ; role or job
title is.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encouragellto use a PGF account. Review o1'11s recent LCT activity
shows he has used a PGF account previously (@RRCR).
7. What is his association t • Redacted Patron 11tervew ldentrfymg lnfo·rnat1cn
(multiple cash and chip passes going both ways)
8. Association to
9. Does he know

Reaac·ed Pa•rcn 1n•erv1ew
oen: f 11 1 n~ormat 1on

R.cdac'ed

chip pass)

Pa1·01 lnter11cw aen' fymg
lnfo·mat1cn

10. Cautionll against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
11 . Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.l!lspeaks English as well and investigators were able to ask some questions in
English.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he be put on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
These conditions and all
options for bringing money into the casino were clearly
explained t<11.

08

3
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Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,- s t a t e d the following :
He still lives at the address on Elland owns it
His parents give him $30,_000.00/month for liv?g_ exeenses
He is in second year at
·_·~
;tudying"r'l. .RR@•
His parents have a company t at installs surveillance equipment
He has no other family here and goes home once or twice a year
He gets cash $5k/day (in $20's) from the bank machine or can get up to $10k/day from
the bank teller
Initially he withdrew money every day to build up his funds and then made his buy-in
when he started visiting the sites
- early in his gaming experiences Edgewater told him $20's were not acceptable for
buy-in
He has used money exchange a couple of times only. The one he used is in Crystal
Mall in Burnaby - first floor.
His parents wire money to him directly to his CIBC account (produced a card)
He prefers cash and rarely uses a credit card
He does not use the banks much to deposit his money as he has to answer the $1 Ok
question (he was advised BCLC has the same rules as banks in sourcing funds)
He has a PGF but prefers to have his own cash available to him
He did play at Edgewater, but does not anymore. He does play at Starlight but prefers
River Rock
He has used bank drafts on several occasion at the casino and was encouraged to do
that more consistently
Redacteo
on
are good friends of his, he has known them 2 years.
Both have their driver's license suspended .
He plays with
but they do not share play. They are very -ular about
keeping their money separate. He has lentlilll chips in the past when· ·_ . · has run
out but still wants to play. He is always paid back.
8
He recalls being at the casino one day with
and "'"W1t1w
•'i:l:IMll::• and pinching their cards. He did not play that day; he drove them as
both have their license suspended. He is not aware of the money they used to buy
in as he stopped for a burger when they got to the casino and then went up to the
salon; the buy had been completed by then. Both players were losing so they asked
lllto squeeze cards for luck.
- He recall a cash pass to RM at Starlight. He and
had bought in for play,
tried on several occasion to usems chips and the dealer would not allow it.
wanted to play so he asked him for his winnings when he cashed out. She
•
tried twice to buy in but failed and the money was returned to him. He does not like
to share his mon@~Llae it causes problems.
He does know oflilliQibut has not met him or utilized his services.
He has never been to an underground casino but has heard of one. A friend of a
advises he was told it is in an apartment in
friend lost $20k at one in Richmond.
Richmond , a room with two tables. If you have something for collateral (i.e. a car)
they will give you credit. He is not sure what happens if you lose (i.e. can you go get
the money or they hold the car).
Patro'1lnte~.1ew1::1ent1~y119 1n~crma·

II

4
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He has been to Vegas but more as a holiday, he gambled very little.
He is using primarily big bills now

Investigator Comments:
lllemained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was thatl
was honest with investigators and he answered all questions asked of him. He did
appear to be quite nervous.

llwas advised that moving forward he should keep track of any bank withdrawals with
receipts should he be asked to source his funds .

I

was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.
is currently on SOF interview.

L. Cousins
Investigator, BCLC - AML

5
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BCLC

1s*·'M"!i.1¥ H'6HMffbiii! "II
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUN-06
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR privet room MDB18
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE , LAM (observer)
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-Jun-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs.
2017-DEC-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is required to
produce a receipt for all bank drafts. If a receipt is not provided the draft should be
refused. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs.

Recent LCT Activity:
78 LCTs in total-7 LCTs in 2019, 6 of which occurred in 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $268,610.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2,492,960.00
DISBURSEMENT: $430,788.00
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The focus of the interview will be R •s recent increase in gaming activities within
BCLC facilities as well as her source of wealth .
Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Multiple PGF accounts.
Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

•

•

IN20190035365 , (reported on 2019-MAY-31 ), River Rock-large bank draft
deposit into PGF, removal of large amount of chips from site (approximately
$70,000)
o Surveillance reporting indicates that during her gaming sessions, out of
the 18x$5K chips received• M has only gamed with , or observed
removing from her purse 3x$5K.
Daily visits to River Rock where she colours down $5,000 chips , plays with
minimal amounts, colours back up to take $5,000 chips off site.

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•

Increased gaming
Removal of chips from site

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
• With whom does patron reside?
• Does she own/rent?
Re::1acted Pat rori 1n1erJ1ew
• Patron's phone number? (Encore lists ldent1fyng
2. Clarify occupation as "housewife".
• Spouse's identity?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Spouse? Spouse's employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
4. Banking information
1n~orma •1 on
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•
•
•
•

Where doesM'Moank?
Joint accounts? With whom?
Types and number of accounts used by _ ._.
Purpose of each bank account used by
·
o Records show: RBC , BMO, TD , Scotiabank (review between 20180CT-31 and present)
5. Associates?
• Show . s of:
o
"~
• Nature of relationship with Mw,

M'l'i'N!M'l'M"*flM

0

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

o

--

Nature of relationsb!E?

M;§f*#ffil'§'fiflnMNMI.!.•

• Nature of relationship?
6. IN20190035365, (reported on 2019-MA-·iver Rock
• On 2019-MAY-22 , from where di - :: ·· acquire the funds used for the
$75,000 bank draft (RBC account)?
• How much didRJI• gamble this date? How much in chips did she
remove from the site?
• On 2019-MAY-23, how much did • • gamble? What did she do with
the $5,000 chips?
• On 2019-MAY-24, how much didM1•gamble? What did she do with
the $5,000 chips?
• As of 2019-MAY-24, approximately $65,000 to $70,000 in $5,000 chips
unaccounted for.
o Where are these c~f=Afi? Who has possession of these chips?
• On 2019-MAY-28, why di ·- · ·· not use the chips she already had in
her possessionlmile?
o Why did ···:. · deposit $20,000 worth of bank drafts from two
different banks ($8,000 RBC bank draft+ $12 ,000 TD draft)?
o Why did lllJIW also conduct 2 cash club transactions ($1,800 +
$2,300 from TD Visa and Scotiabank, respectively)?
• On 2019-MAY-31 , what funds/chips didMll•use to start her gaming
session?
7. Why wasW:.1• absent from BCLC facilities for an extended period of time (in
2018-0CT she withdrew $14,100 from River Rock PGF with no gaming, but
opened PGF at Starlight in 2018-0CT; no LCTs between 2018-NOV and 2019APR)
8. From whom hasW.lll• borrowed money to gamble?
• Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
• How much?
Interpreter required: Yes
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Interview results:
The following information was provided by
interview:

Rejacted

Patro1 lnle!'\/1e11 ldent1fy11g lnforma1 on

during the

Investigators' comments:

#JM resides at

Redacted

::>atrcn l1terv e\\ lde1t1fy1n;J lnforriat10'1

Pa.. c n ln•ervrew r.en• fy ng '1formatro1
- She resides with her husband,
at this address.
-· ·
·· does not work.
- · . just received her Permanent Residency status and intends to find work.
~ee1ac*ed

,owns the home a!i'8!®1mff'll
-'I:11:[11~
£i ishusband
an interior designer and a shareho1\r 1nf es1gn company.

- The houseMI• and her husband share is paid for .
s only expenses are food .
is also supported by her parents who reside in China .
•
parents send her about $100,000 to
- Now that she is no longer a student,
$200,000 less per year than previously.
l l l • s parents wire her random amounts of money and if she needs more from them
she asks and they send additional funds .
-RM; parents own properties in China that they rent out and they have investments.

M•

-·.::·
.ses RBC bank drafts for her gambling.
- Currently.
--a
·
used CIBC and Bank of China bank drafts.
·· · · continues to bank with RBC , TD , CIBC and Bank of China.
-All of the fundsMM uses to purchase bank drafts for gambling come from her
personal bank accounts.
- All of lflt!•s gambling funds come from the money her parents provide her.
- Last yearM!W came in 61h in a baccarat tournament at River Rock and won $2 ,500
w•••r her interested in gambling .
- · .: ·· took a break from gambling for about 3-4 months and returned when River
Rock Casino called her to invite her to play in a baccarat tournament.
- River Rock advised that in order to reduce the entry fee for her to play in the baccarat
tournament,MWwould have to return to River Rock and play more often.
-Ui• gambling amounts have increased since she returned to the casino because
she is cha• • losses.
- Typically ·. · : is spending about $10,000 per gaming session .
- Regarding the $75,000 ban~ed b)Wl!Mat River Rock on 2019-MAY-22, the
funds for this draft came from~ RBC account.
- On 2019-MAY-28,M • deposited two (2) bank drafts into her PGF , one for $8,000
and one for $12,000.
- On the evening of 2019-MAY-27 to 2019-MAY-28,B.had been out drinking with
her friends and did not go home at all that night or the next morning.
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- On 2019-MAY-2sM•wanted to gamble, but did not want to go home to face her
husband after having been out all night.
- Instead of going home to retrieve the chiQS she had hidden in the house about which
her husband was not aware (estimated byB• to be 19 x $5,000 and 1 x $1,000) ,
she instead went to two banks on No.3 Road in Richmond where she has accounts and
aaid a bank draft from each bank.
- · :· :
wanted to gamble with a "full amount" so she withdrew all of the funds from
both accounts for the banks drafts (together they totalled $20,000) and then came to the
casino with these bank drafts.
- When asked why she did not red. . . .ge sum of chips back into her PGF
account (notably on 2019-MAY-22 . ·· ·
sessed to have left the casino with
approximately $70,000 worth of chips) ··:: :· advised that during that gaming session
the cards' pattern was not very good so she decided she would leave and planned to
return to continue playing another time when she hoped the cards would be better.
also complained that the administrative process to re-deposit chips into a PGF
is too lengthy and can be a deterrent from conducting a redeposit.
#;;!i!"also has the superstition that whenever she gambles with funds that had been
left in her PGF account, she loses.

ma

MllW recognized a photo of

as an associate from the

casinJ¥he has no relationship
-~recognized a photo of
as an
associate from the casino; she has no relationship with - outside of the casino.
gambles wit~nt= because they are more experienced gamblers so
she often follows their lead .
Redacted Patron
-WJl•never pools her money with 1n•erv1ew
lden1rf •,n

-NI

Redacted

Patro n

- In 2018 1n•erv1ew den· fy ng and her husband were at the casino and tried to exchange $20s
for $100 bills.
- They did not know it would be a problem to try to exchange the bills at the casino until
they were advised.
- The $20s came from R • s business when a client paid a portion of the bill in cash
using $20s .
. - The Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) program was discussed with8JA•
M1!1W advised that she can afford to gamble, including gambling with a $75,000 bank
draft and currently has no desire to take a break from gambling .
. . . . was advised that before removing her temporary suspension from gambling in
BCLC facilities, she is required to return to the casino with the chips she has in her
possession so that her statement and their whereabouts can be confirmed by BCLC
AML Unit.
- On 2019-JUN-07-presented 19 x $5,000 chips to BCLC AML investigators
(LEE and BEEKSMA).
Investigators' comments:
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Information provided byMW during this interview was corroborated, notably she
presented the large sum of chips she had removed from the facility.

~19-JUN-07.•J.1•; temporary gaming suspension in BCLC facilities was lifted.
-

·s gaming activities will continue to be monitored and conditions and reporting will
be escalated as required .

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit" 72 "to the Affidavit #2 of
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-APR-05
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

On 2016-FEB-25Wa play was suspended pending interview with investigators due to
repeated incidents of attempting to or circumventing sourced cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:

•lll'las

generated 45 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-JUL. He hasn't generated
a record in BC Casinos for over 2 years which is not unusual when comparing past LCT records
(2-3 years gaps between play is normal).

On 2015-AUG-05, as a proactive measure/risk based approach, 10 casino patrons classified as
high risk were placed on the following conditions:
2015-Aug-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced
or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
and provide a contact number for BCLC Investigators who will call them to
discuss further. Daryl Tottenham BCLC AML Unit.
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Following the intervieM:.l!IMcontinued to be subject of casino related incidents as such he
was escalated to a full suspension of play with the following comment added to his profile :
2016 FEB 25 BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately*** No further play. Please advise patron
to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC .com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON, Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit
The focus of the interview will be establishing/updating SOF/SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
Considering more than 2 years has passed since his last reported incident only
simplified/general questions will be asked surrounding source of funds and in some cases
source of chips.

ltJIWs occupation as a

Re:Jac:ed Pat 'O'.l lnter11ew
1dentlfyng ln~crma' on

(presumably in China) may aid in establishing
SOW but not the origin of the cash .
There is also conflicting information on his OSI NT re ort which suggests thatRM may have
(or still is) involved in th
(see OSINT report in BCLC
AMLRiskFolder shared drive).

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
• •holds PGF accounts at both PARO and RRCR Casinos .
He opened the account at RRCR on 2015-JAN-06 but it was closed on 2015-MAY-20 as a
result of BCLC s : 1 1 • his play (setting his profile as "banned").
While it was ope
as putting a significant amount of funds through it. Review of past
PGF transactions located only 2 drafts of $300K each (RBC and BMO) and the rest of the
account movement was attributed to the recycling of funds in and out for play.
Last recorded activity before his plat was suspended was 2016-FEB-04.

.)?

Occupation:
Owne

Redacted

Pa·rcn Interview tde1trfymg nformat101

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he reside primarily in China to Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

2

is current.
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a. Confirm his occupatio

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

b.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash and chips is BCLC's primary concern.
4. Wher-did bring cash into the casino where does it come from?

a. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Encourag-·to re-open his PGF account and educate on other cashless

alternatives .
6. lnforrrlililimthat the landscape has changed in BC Casinos since he last
visit~~tify him that all cash buy ins must be accompanied by a receipt
from a recognized financial institution to prove the source of funds .
7.

Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

8. CautiorWJIW against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on

his behalf. This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos.
RRCR UFT 2018-20524 / 2018-APR-02:

.- . -.

.-

Recac:ed -

was suspected of using a female ide~rnltlifileldlals~llll
to gamble. Another female identified a~,.,.•, ~·
,
: ccompanied
·· · · -. ·
in the casino this . .
c• ·· used an $80,000 bank draft to purchase c rps
roug
er PGF account an ··:: :
was
observed "squeezing" the cards. After being spoken to all 3 left the casino.
Pa:·on
··

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

1. How doe•J,Mknowll
a.

2. Was he using funds from llto gamble?
a. Discourage this behaviour.

Interview Results:
>--

When investigators attended the casinos VIP Salon to m e e - i t was noted he was
accompanied b•
. As we exited the Salon tolBNie prNaterOom booked for the
intervie1;Mfti1f•was entering the VIP Salon. ··: . . · spoke tclll.offering to sit in
the interview with him as we passed her. The offer was not accepted (and would have
been declined by investigators).

>-- 11···ng to OSINT reports, it was suspected-May also go b : a a f l t •
•
stated he doesn't know any ~lish and has never identified astk.
>--

. · · • provided his local address a •
number but different street as on file) .

MHEMH+fMl@HMiii
3

(same house
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•IWhas a wife and kids in Canada but splits his time primarily between China and
Macau. When he comes to Canada it is simply as a visitor.
Redacted Patron 1terv ew ldentrfymg lnfo·rnat1on
);> Neither businesses nor-·ons known to BCLC
are current occupations :
described himself as semi-retired and living off his
);>

-~tated that when he did bring cash into the casino it was typically funds borrowed

from local friends. He was not charged interest for these loans between friends.
o He added that 2-3 years ago he was new to Canada and at that time the large
volumes of small bills was not thought to him and his associates as unusual.
);> Investigators explained tcMle 1ow things have changed in BC Casinos since he last
visited~cated him regarding SOF requirements.
o - w a s told he will likely need to source all funds , regardless of amount
moving forward .
~He as encouraged to use a PGF account.
);> mlll was cautioned not to use 3rd party or associates to conduct transactions on his
behalf. He stated sometimes his female associate will allow him to squeeze the cards
but he is not betting through her. He was cautioned against this and reminded that on
camera it will look like he is using a 3rd party to circumvent conditions.
);> M•has heard of underground casinos but does not attend them . He does not want to
associate with the types of people that would operate an illegal gaming house. He didn't
want to risk running into any of these individuals while out in public with his family so he
avoids these kinds of places.
RE RRCR UFT 2018-2052412018-APR-02:
);>
);>

lfJ)l!M~
_ s his play was suspended and wanted to make it clear he was not betting
through · .
He's know ·

for more than 10 years and describes their relationship as old friends

~ ~~:~ not knov#Wwell , He met her recently. He told investigators that
~offered to come with him for the interview with BCLC this date.

Interpret~~ TWired: Yes, LEE _translating wit.h BEEKSMA taking not~s. It should be noted that
althougMM•speaks Mandarin he often switched to Cantonese which made some translation
slightly more challenging .

BCLC Conditions- is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

• •Nas cooperative with inve•
·.. _
.s but was very vague in his answers .
The general impression was that . . knew significantly more than what he disclosed.
Questions surrounding his source of'wealth were answered in very vague and somewhat
confusing ways.
Given his casino history and known associates it is reasonable to conclude he knowns a lot
more than he let on.
He was educated on how things will change on 2018-JAN-10 (rollout of the new SOF initiative)
and was told he would need to prove the source of funds moving forward .

4
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A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " 13
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformallon

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: January 29th. 2016
Interview Time: 13:30 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

~as involved in a suspicious transaction in which he was associated with an
individual that has a history consistent with being a cash facilitator. Based on a review of
that incident along with the usual questions of focus the following was asked o«J.J•
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. He is listed as a "Building Owner''
location of the building.

Redactea

Patron lnterv1e11
lnfo"rnat1an

tdenu~ying

Confirm this and ask the

3. How does he normally access cash when he is at the casino?
4. Who was the driver of th :.
January 5th and 5th7

Reda::ted

Pa· ron ln'erv1ew ldent1f)1 ng
Info rmal on

that he was with on

5. What rate does he get charged to use that cash?
6. Ask him if he is concerned for his safety given that amount of cash in
small denominations is consistent with being associated to criminal
activity.
7. How often does he use this service?
8. How does he pay it back?
9. Are you aware of any illegal casinos?
10. If so have you attended them?
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11. Are you a Canadian citizen?
12. Does he understand the conditions?
13. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:

••shared the following information with investigators:
..,. An explanation was given to him with respect to reporting cash transaction because
of government regulations;

>-

He has landed immigrant status spending half his time here and the other half in
China;

>-

He used to own an import/export business in China that dealt with electrical
appliances;

>-

He no longer deals with this business as he cut all ties when he came to Canada;

>-

W:.l•accesses cash to support his play through the assistance of a friend here that
owns a restaurant. He wires money from his account in China into his friends
account and then receives the cash from his friend;

..,. He would not identify the friend ;

>-

He was of the belief that he could not gamble anymore because of the conditions.
He was advised that this is not the case and the conditions were explained in detail
at this time;

>- He first stated that his son was the driver of llllmplying that it was his son's
vehicle. He later clarified that it is his friend 's vehicle and that his son was driving
because the both of them had been drinking ;
..,. He was questioned about his recent buy ins and the denominations used during the
transactions. It was further explained that a great number of small bills could come
from criminal activity and his safety is a concern;
..,. He advised that he does not borrow money and only uses his cash and further to
that only uses bills that are large denominations;

>- He then explained that about five years ago he was the victim of a robbery . He was
followed home from the casino and robbed of $100,000.00 in cash. A gun was used
during the robbery . He has no idea what happened with the investigation;

2
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;.. He is aware of the illegal casinos but has never attended them ;
)>

To ensure complete understanding of his current conditions they were explained to
him once again and he stated that he respect's BCLC's decision to have the
conditions on him ;

;.. There was some indication before the interview tha1WIW was attending the site to
also turn in some chips . He advised that he left them at home and presently he has
$100,000.00 chips (5K's) in a safety deposit box and that his wife will likely bring
them in at the beginning of Chinese New Year;
-,. He advised that he got all the chips from playing at the River Rock back in
September of last year and that he has no other chips ;
);>

Although he would not provide the identity of his friend associated to thM M it was
made clear to him that BCLC is aware of his associates and that one of them has a
similar car. Specific to that associates he was advised that it was likely not a good
idea to hang around with him .
Note: This friend is believed to be

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on RJE"ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.W.:1• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions: W:IW continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on January 11 1h , 2016.
Investigator Comments:

WI• has not been completely honest with investigators specific to where he obtains the
money for his buy ins. It is likely he has the wealth to support his play but is accessing a
service to get Canadian currency. In this case the implication is that he is usingl f j \ • to
facilitate this . His previous UFT show a history of buy ins with small denominations. The
fact that he says that he has $100,000.00 in chips will be document on ITRAK 16-2640 in
the even the attends the site and provides information to the contrary as to the origin of the
chips.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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BCLC IS

*HF*"H'ii'l'f+'l!!.ill

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUN-07
Interview Time : 12:00 hours
RRCR privet room MDB18
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LAM
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2019-JUN-04****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-MAY-27 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE***- ALL gaming SUSPENDED until patron
information is updated on the subject profile. This includes CONFIRMING CURRENT
ADDRESS, CONFIRMING IDENTIFICATION, phone, occupation , AND the company
name for employees and business owners. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs,
BCLC AML Unit.
2019-MAY-27***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:
125 LCTs in total , mostly at Villa and almost daily.
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $1 ,199,900.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,503,880.00

The focus of the interview will belll recent activities in BCLC facilities (large buy-in
using small denominations, cash passing) and KYC
Occupation: Owner
Reda : te::i Patron l 'ltervew
Company:
lde rl11fy ng 11format10·1
History:

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

•

LCT records date back to 2015-0CT

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

•
•

2019-MAY-25, IN20190034499, Grand Villa-Bought-in for $9,800 in $20s, spent
little time at site.
2019-MAY-25 at 01: 15 hours, Grand Villa .
received a cash disbursement of
$11 ,000.

Discussion Points:

•
•

SOW/SOF
Residency

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
•

With whom does patron reside?

•

Does he own/rent?

•

Patron's phone number?

•

Residency?
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•

Why AB license?

•

Why Saskatchewan address on license?

2. Vehicles?
•

Status of stolen truck?

•

Police report?

3. All sources of wealth?
•

Employment?

•

Business ventures?

•

Property? Other?

4. Associates?
•

Show pies of:

•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•

•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•

•

Nature of relationship?

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

•
•

Nature of relationship?

Nature of relationship?
Redacted

Patron

PARQ19-34844 LNU I Interview dentfymg
• Identity?
• Nature of relationship?

5. Gambling habits
•

Frequency? Location? Amounts used to gamble? Denominations? Source of
funds? Which banks/accounts used?

•

Banking information

•

Where doesllll bank?

•
•

Joint accounts? With whom?
Types and number of accounts used b•:·._-..

•

Purpose of each bank account used b · .
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6. lncident-IN20190034499
•

2019-MAY-25 at 01 :15 hours, Grand Villalllreceived a cash disbursement of
$11 ,000. Denominations? Where did he go after casino? What did he do with
the funds?

•

2019-MAY-25, IN20190034499, Grand Villa-Bought-in for $9,800 in $20s, spent
little time at site. Why did he not use the $1 OOs from his disbursement?

7. lncident-IN20190034844
• 2019-MAY-26, Parq Vancouver
• The suspici~u~ financial trans~ns in this STR total $12 ,000 ($1 ,000 forlll
1 $7 ~for • .
$4,000 for
• Cash passing between.and.PARQ19-34844 LNU
• Possible cash pass between
in the P2 elevator lobby.

•I.•;

8. From whom hasillborrowed money to gamble?
•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

•

How much?

9. Which illegal gambling sites isllfamiliar with?

Interpreter required: No
Interview results:
The following information was provided by
the interview:

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng !nformat1on

during

ila has no permanent address and splits his time evenly between Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan and Vancouver British Columbia
owns a home in Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng !nforma11on he rents out all three (3)
homes.
pays his taxes to
confirmed that he uses af°: 4Jriver's license (see above) that notes his
address as
- Without being asked by the investigators,
advised that his driver's license has a
address because at the time of acquiring the license he was splitting his
time between ;§§f'i!!l.M@*f§EMM!!i.M he also noted that the address is a business
address but he does not know why a business address was put on a driver's license.
- At the interview, .presented the sameM!Wdriver's license that is on file in his
casino profile.

•1.1;:m

--·oo'f!I
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-llllrecentl
onsumer Services number a local BC address,
which i
-..IbJi i
s local business address fo
··:. .· '.
of which he is part owner.
--provided the 1nvest1 ators a business card 1nd1cat1ng that he 1s the General
Manager for
·. .
.
, with the MIWaddress.
Patron 'lier\.' ew
- Since 2018-SEP, ··:· · has been renting a basement suite at
Identifying 1nfo·mat1on

.·
i

t~edacted

~nsure if he will make BC his permanent place of residence due to the cost of
in the Greater Vancouver area, includinq car insurance.
does not pay any utility bills for the•llfMMaddress.
has a lease at the
address.
often stays at the Delta Hotel at the Grand Villa Casino when the casino
complements him the stay.

-eturned to Vancouver on 2019-JUN-06 from Saskatoon via flight.
- While in Saskatoon,llflll;tayed in a hotel since he no longer keeps a home or
residence there for his own personal use.
- Later in the interview when asked his age,llllstruggled to answer the question, and
~then stated that he i s - · .
did math to provide an
is originally fromlffii ·-and has also lived in
··
.YP.lffi\HJM•
s ~riiipFi°ne number i s · - l t ":British Columbia) and his secondary
number 1s
..

\1j

·'¥1!.!!HH%Su ·
Redacteo

Patror'I lnterv1eu

is part owner of
his partner is his brother-in-law.
Identifying lnformal1on
primarily works out of the•'•IMl.M't'• office.

is a artner in three

.U locations:1;1¥lfli!!MMQ6M'W'

1s registered 1n Saskatchewan under business number rl.. __ - - · was previously housed at a Vancouver location, but the rent was too high so
Rcdactea Patro:i lnlc"Vtew Ident fyng lnforma· on
: · and T}yrtner purc~ased ~he building at
and then
relocated~itii to this location
. -z
-llmand his partner were unable to get a business license quickly f o - · so they
renovated the building in the meantime.
lliB is not aware of the status of this business license as the business' controller
manages this.
-•does not receive a salary or consistent revenue and could not provide an amount
o~ney that he earns monthly.
sa~s he rec~ives dividends from,-1.lfM
.
estimates his net wealth to be $ ~~ rTiin'ion due to all of the properties he owns.
guesses that his greatest income earner is from commercial real estate.
- He previously owned commercial real estate in Vancouver then sold it and split the
profits between him and six (6) other investors.
~mortgages from commercial properties get rolled over to new properties so that
-does not have to pay capital gains on the earnings.

I
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ll!lhas a holding account where the funds he received from the sale of the
c.ercial property were deposited .
- ·· · does not know the business number or have documentation for this holding

.any

· ·· did not file taxes for 2018.
- ·. ccording tcillll, his 2017 income declaration to CRA states that he earned $84,000
for the year.

-1.-:
· also uses the holding account for the three (3) rental properties he owns .
- ._ - has bank accounts and mortgages at TD, RBC and BMO .
- He keeps accounts at each bank in order to get a mortgage and remain a customer in
~standing .
.-owns a home at
and a
home for $3,200 month , th
month and th
home for $2 ,150 a month.
-~h one of these properties has a mortgage.
-ill is aid a ortion of rent in cash; the cash portion of the rent is delivered to
·- · - ·- - ·
·.
so ·_·· picks up the funds when he goes to lllM•
··· does not travel t
·
. on a regular schedule so the cash payments he
collects when he is there could be as much as three months' worth .
Reca:::tcd ::>a•ron 1n•erv1ew lde'ltrfy ng nformat1ori
recognized a photo of
as his gambling
associate .
Reaa:::ted Pa:ro n
nows lnter,11ew fdentrfyrrig .
•
prefers to go to Parq since he is subject of a Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) and
he believes he is recognized less at Par than at other sites .
is the brother-in-law o
- -.
- - · · ··
ecognized a photo o M I • wholill knows as ·:· ·
nows - - through gambling at Grand Villa Casino althoughlllalso
•
socialized with-outside of the casino and has gone toM'll:•s house for
dinner.
•
Reaac-ed Pa' en lfl'ervrew lden•rfy ng 1format10 l
and knows him as

. '

l

. ..

know .-· .. through gambling at Grand Villa Casino.
recognized a photo of PARQ19-34844 atillwho is a dealer at Grand Villa
no.

- Regarl'iheincident at Grand Villa on 2019-MAY-25 when li!llJought-in for $9,800
in $20s, :· knew that buying-in with so many $20s would be a "red flag" .
- Originaily",' · _,- bought-in for $5,000 ill1',0s and then Grand Villa staff asked him if he
wanted to play at a private table; afte~ agreed, he was told that he would have to
buy-in for at least an additional $3,000 to have the private table, which he did .
- When asked why he did not just use the funds ($1 OOs) from the disbursement he had
received from Grand Villa in the early morning hours of 2019-MAY-25 rather than the
$20s-reported that he did not want to put the $20s in the bank because the funds
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originate from rent he is collecting in
(in cash) that he is not declaring
this cash on his income tax; therefore _ did not want to create a paper trail in the
bank system for the $20s.
- Regarding the incident at Parq Vancouver on 2019-MAY-26,18 first denied doing a
cash pass, but eventually recalled conducting a $1 ,000 cash pass (in $1 OOs) to his
associateiill(last name unknown).
is a dealer at Grand Villa (referenced above).
asked to borrow the money after he lost his bankroll .
has paid back LIM the $1,000, all in $1 OOs, but LIM cannot remember when Eric
returned the money.
- · · did not char.9.eR a fee or any interest to lend-he money.
. ... _
- ·._ · m~t_ up w i t h - in the elevator lobby in the parking garage. denies
passingll any item including cash .

I

-explained that he moves funds from his holding account to his personal banking
~mt, which he then uses to gamble.
--typically uses debit for his gambling.
- Once the funds are moved from the holding account to the personal account, these
transactions are registered a s - income.
-gambles in BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario and Las Vegas.
- On one occasion ,
transported $20,000 across the Canada and US border and
declared it.

II

•
does not want to open a PGF because he does not want to keep large amounts of
money in the PGF that would then tempt him to spend it.

-1111; truck was stolen from

Grand Villa Casino on 2019-MAY-27 .
- The truck is registered to his business,lill.l.lfM and is registered and insured in
Saskatchewan.
- The truck was recuperated the next day and has some damage;IPad and Apple
ear buds were stolen from inside the truck.
- Police file number for Burnaby RCMP is BU19-21875 and Vancouver Police

Dl!rtment (VPD) is VA19-101178.
- · .: has the truck back in his possession, but he is not driving it because it is missing a
win shield and hW"laving difficulties with SGI insurance to settle the case.
- SGI is querying-about his residency and asking him similar questions as to what
the BCLC investigators were asking in an attempt to confirm his residency and
permanent address.
- - a s previously loaned money in the casino when people ask, but has never
c~lreed any fees or interest.
- ·· · has never borrowed money to gamble.
- ·.. uses illegal online gambling sites Bet365, Bodog and AAA Poker because he is
Patron lnte rv1e11
unable to open a Playnow account;El!I credit card's billing address is Rcdacte:::i
ldent1f
Info mat1on
so Playnow will not accept it.
in
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At the end of the interview, it was explained to llllthat the source of his wealth and the
funds' route to the casino remained unclearlilll 1ad no further information to add
despite indicating that he wanted to provide any information required to answer the
investigators' questions so he could return to the casino .
At the end o - s interview he was advised by the investigators that time would be
required in order to corroborat~rmation he provided and therefore the temporary
suspension remains in effect. expressed his disappointment in the decision and
understood that he was not permitted in BCLC facilities while the barring remains in
place.

Additional OSINT checks:
-Alberta Land Titles checks show that on 2012-M~~-~? . •11'-!tU.!*"
qeoacted Pa· en l n•erv1ew Identify ng 1format1:n
was transferred tcml!Mll .
this property is
associated to a Bank of Montreal mortgage.
- British Columbia Court Services Online shows a civil case (Supreme Civil-General; file
Pa1ro1 lntc ",,i 1ew
1n•erv1ew Identify ng
number Redactea
) against the following defendants: Reda:::ted Pa•rcn
ldcnt1#y1ng lnfo·mat1on
lnforma· on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
e

Redacte::I - Patron 1nter\·1e1o11 ldent1'ying lnformat1on

·- .- ... - . .

.

I

•

cted ·Patron Intervi ew Identifying Information
with a mailing address oflli1illililil
Heda:::te:::I. ,_,atron ·'llervew
ldc1t1fy -ng -nfomlat1:n
- Sole Proprietorship is register • I •
qeaac!ed Pa:·on ln'.etv1ew
acnt:fy11g
ln'crma: -on
- The submitting party's name i
with mailing address li:l•H
Re::lacteo

Patro1

lnte~J1ew

ccnt 1fy11g ln'orma• on

. . ..

is under Sole Proprietorship (current as of 2019-MAY-27),
registration number
- This proprietorship was registered on 2016-JUL-05 and the business was started on
2016-MAY-09.
- Previous name is '
- The business address is
- Proprietorship is registered to
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M1Hi6!Qi§@H/.1%%*(see reference to BC Course Services Online case against
·- · - - above) .
. _
612
- The submittin~ lart~'s name i••!F.ll\ll!iir Fffiiwlii! •
• with mailing addresslM!W

+fff'i**hi§9lfn.;1m1.11. ..

is owned by

. .D

Reaacted

Pat on

lnt~1 v1ew

·dent fy1119 lnfo1matt0n

is registered as light industrial property.
which was incorporated on

- The owner of th is property is
2017 -MAY-31 .

and••
as the directors.
- There is a mortgage (CA6986939) on this property through the Bank of Montreal.
- Saskatchewan business entity number
corporation .
- A re uest was submitted b

Reda::ted

Patron lnterv cw Identifying Information

is a business

to remove "officer"
declared on 2019-APR-22 that he was authorized to file this request.
.
is the owner of Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying
parcel number ·:·
- As of 2015-JAN-01, this property was assessed at $287,800.

Redacted· Patron Interview Identifying Information

Information

(surface

, is owned by the City of

Saskatchewan.
Investigators' comments:
Throughout the interviewllwas evasive when answering questions regarding his
residency and his source of wealth, the two (2) main reasons for the interview. Despite
was unable to answer many questions about his own
providing numerous details,
investments, finances , and businesses.

II

Although.provided numerous details during the interview on the topics of his
residency and his source of wealth that were already known to BCLC, such as having a
Saskatchewan address on an Alberta driver's license, llremained unable to provide a
fixed address, an explanation for how and why he has an Alberta license with a
Saskatchewan address or why he has an Alberta license when he splits his time
between Saskatchewan and BC .
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OSINT searches conducted indicate thallll is the owner of on~mol3
Redacted Patron l nterv ew ldentrf)•1ng lnfornrnt1on
and that he is the owner of
Redacted Palrori lnle "J1ew aent1fy119
on
which was assessed at $287,800 as of 2015-JAN-01 .
Pa•1cn Interview Ide lllf)' ng 1nformat1:n
According to Royallepage.ca, the value of the property at
is $407,500.

a.1#1$
"it&+• re

1n~01ma·

R~da:;ted

~ lthough the value of the
Checks also associat ~ Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng lnformallon
business orllls revenue from the business is not known. However, given
authority to make changes to the business' structure, it can also be assumed·~
has some ownership in the company and therefore likel receives earnings from the
is a registered
company. OSINT searches have also confirmed that ·· · · · ·. . _.,
business (with franchises) althoughlill; association to most o t em is not
corroborated other than by his word .

Ills

The informa,.rovided b-during the interview as well as OSINT ~~a~ches do not
statement that his net wealth is between $3-4 million. •as unable
corroborate ··
to demonstrate any wealth despite being advised in advance that the purpose of the
interview was to confirm his source of wealth and documentation in support of th-ch
as business registration documents, would assist with the goal of the interview.
·. . ·
arrived at the interview with no documentation in support of his statements of wealth or
~.Qf_w~altb altb.Q.u.Qbi provided the investigators with a business card for
and he verbally provided the inv-at?rs the
.
Saskatche~an bus1nes~ number for"1Jf4WMtfllthere. . did not provide any
documentation or a business number or a o 1ng company.

*'fH*Hfl'$P@@

Despite stating that his greatest income earner is from his commercial real estate.
provided no information demonstrating income from any of his business endeavours,
includin from commercial real estate and the commercial property he identifies as his
· .. . ···· :·
location irPA•, which lists company directors asl-9and
·
OSINT checks do not revea- 's ownership of any commercial real
estate, including in BC .
B>llils own admission , he receives partial rent payments in cash to deliberately avoid
declaring his full income to CRA. Also b - own admission, he brings the funds
from the cash-paid rent he receives to the casinos and gambles with the funds.
Reda:;ted

Pa\ron

According to the driver's licens- irovided , his birthday is Interview aen· fyng , therefore ,
he is currently-I!'" years old and will turr*§'M@i!iiii'i"IE!d!I.'*
On 2019-MAY-29, the following was documented inlillls casino profile by BCLC
. .
Investigator T. PLANTE:
- SGI (Saskatchewan Government Insurance) advised thaBs use of a
Saskatchewan address on an Alberta license is suspect;
- SGI reported that the vehiclell uses with Saskatchewan license platellllifM is
legally registered to a numbered company for whictUllls named as the Officer;
- According to SGI,. company registered to thest'Oren vehicle uses the same
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mailing address found orlil• Albert driver's license;
- Alberta Special investigations Unit (SIU) Investigator stated that an Alberta driver's
license should not include an out-of-province, ie. Saskatchewan address;
- Alberta SIU stated that there is no information to indicate thatliisurrendered the
Saskatchewan ~·s license at the time of applying for an Alberta license;
- In 2017-07-27, mreported his Alberta driver's license lost;
- And , Albert SIU will send a fifteen day cancellation letter based on the inaccuracies
provided ir
application for the Alberta DL he reported lost in 2017-07-27 and did
not disclose that he had a valid Saskatchewan DL at the time of application.
After reviewing the ltrak personnel database, PARQ19-34844 LNU (SID:W:il•i is
believed to be the same person asll!lldd a dealer at Grand Villa.

llB

Regarding patro~RQ19-34844 LNU (SID: ·._:
and identified b~ as a dealer named · .. . ·
(SID:MIW) has since been identified as ·- · ·
who recently
enrolled in the Voluntary Self-Excl1:1sion (V@ program an~ is believed to the be same
person asMIM•with GPEB---with GPEB . . is a dealer at Villa.
Comparison of photos in ltrak for all three (3) profiles as well as the fact that all three
have the same first name, they are assessed to be the same person.
On 2019-JUN-08,.attended Hard Rock Casino and defended his presence on the
site by noting he had already had his BCLC interview. Hard Rock staff adviseclll
that his temporary suspension remained in effect according to casino records and he
was required to leave the premises.
In conclusion, it is recommended that a barring request be submitted forll and that
his suspension from gaming in BCLC facilities remains in effect.
·- .,

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " 7 5
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC

IPlli§@l!l@(jfr§ijf"fQf@!.li+!!.i·ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-22
Interview Time: 09:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
LEE , BONDESEN
BCLC Investigators:
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation.
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-02 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE***: Please update patron information on the next
visit and document the information in the subject profile. This includes confirming
current address, phone, occupation, AND the company name for employees and
business owners. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2018-AUG-01 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2018-MAR-12 BCLC For Fintrac purposes; NO further gaming at any BCLC sites until
valid photo ID is obtained and scanned into subject profile. Advise BCLC Tom Plane
when ID is obtained.

Recent Activity:
Last LCT was from 2018-DEC at River Rock. 70 LCTs total.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl : $662,470.00
FX: $8,660.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $166,775.00
DISBURSEMENT: $258,657 .50

Occupation: Manager
Company:

Redacteo

Patron Interview ldent1'y119 ln1orrna: on

History:
•

IN2018008.
. 2018-DEC -14, Parq Vancouverpasses with : . both directions).

II engaged in multiple chip
·

Civil Courts:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Claims), opened 2003-APR-25
Recent Activity: January 2019
IN20180080757-see above
2019-JAN-06-Attended Parq and was told of suspension .

2

(Provincial Small
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Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 2-3 x per
week.

Discussion Points:
IN20180080757
Relationship with -

sow

....

SOF

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
1. Confirm address
and
telephone numbers.
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify occupation Reda:ted ::Jatron lnterv ew ldent1fy1ng lnfo·mati:rn
4. Other sources of wealth?
5. What was the purpose o f . visit to Parq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-14?
6. With whom did she attend/gamble?
7. What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
From where/whom? Since when?
8. How does she kno ._·-·- :·
9. Contact information for ..10. What does she know about

•

Address?

•
•
•

Email?
Occupation?
Associates in Lower Mainland?

•
•

Source of wealth?
Source of funds?

•
•

Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?
How doesllfund his gambling in Canada?

II

• From whom else does
acquire chips/cash?
11 . Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)

Interpreter required: Yes
3
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Interview Results:
- People often a s . to ~et !or them becaus~ .she is known as a pushover.
-When othei;arons a s - o bet for them .•
feels too bad to say no; when the
patron losesD never asks to have her chips reimbursed and she never takes a
commission or charges a fee for giving chips or even asks to be repaid.
llmcan ejj' give between $50-$300 in chips.
- The most ·: · has given to a single patron is $6,000 worth of chips total over multiple
sions; the $6,000 worth of chips was never repaid.
does not know this patron's name although it is a female and this incident
•
occurred more than five (5) years ago.
-·practices Buddhism and believes that if someone does not want to reimburse her
the money/chips, she should not force it.
recognized a photograph o f l M • although she does not know this patron's
name.
- During one gaming session witrlllwas in Jade East, an unidentified male patron did
not have time to colour-change his chips in order to place a bet solillsaid she would
wager for him, which she did.
illloverhearc:ilMtelling the other patron that she would wa~or him so •
approached her table and asked her to wager for him as well ; illhad been playing at a
nearby table.
did wager forlland assed him the winnings.
-.. ·. later passed chiP.S to ·.· o repay her for the buy-in.
- ·. continued to ask -.·· to wager for him so she passed him approximately $1 ,000
worth of chips.
admits that there was chip passing between her and
because the bet had
gone through , it had won and thenlmfelt he was entitled to the winnings.
- Casino staff toldlllthat she cannot bet for Ilsa he was forced to give the chips
back toB however he wanted them back so there was another chip pass .
•
does not know m;r anything about him ; she has no relationship with him .

.
I

II

-II

-·resides a , Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- - ..': stays for free at this home, which is owned b
- The address that BCLC had on record fo
belongs to the compan~ ..· works for.
'.7 works as a Sales Manager for · .. · - · .· ' ,
seafood distributor, which is a
BC company;
is the English translation of the Chinese name .
Reaac' ed Pat ron 1n·erv1ew
was previously named Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
also
1dent fy11g ln'om1.:1:1on
worked for previously.

··-71-

··- - . -- .- .... - ..

-llllpreviously owned a travel agency with an
company translated in English from Chinese is Redacted Patron nterv ew ldent1'y1ng lnfoT1at1on
travel
agency.
- The company was previously registered in BC and was dissolved circa 2006/2007 .
4
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- The company started to lose money when one of the agents employed byllwas
stealing from the company.
business partner insisted on suing the employee who was · -ing in an effort to
recuperate some of the lost funds ; as one of the business owners, -· was therefore
in the court documents.
ould only document approximately $7,000 worth of theft although the amount was
•
estimated to be much higher.
- A company with the same name exists in Las Vegas, Nevada and is owned by a friend
o.s.

-Ills

Investigator's Comments:
lllwas assessed to be open and forthcoming during the interview. She was willing to
answer every question asked and readily provided elaborations to ensure
comprehension , including showing the investigators communications and images on her
phone relating to her employment.
. s explanation of her interaction withll'lii i'i~rq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-14 is
supported by casino records. descri • •n of
behaviour at Parq on this date
is consistent with previous reporting about·:: repeated~ asking individuals for money
~r ch\?_ (see IN20190000480 and interview summary o rar.mfdi• 'Wl2D"r.oom:m.

ms

PIM•.
llllspoke easily and enthusiastically about her employment and appeared very
knowledgeable about the seafood industry. The investigators assess that &has a
legitimate source of wealth that supports her level of gaming.
Redacted

Pa· ron 1n·crv1cw lde1trfy ng

A search of ltrak shows no other patron profiles with the address
ln'c1mci·on
•lll'W According to BC Assessment, the most recent eva1·
· . for the home
indicates its value is $3,848,000.00. Investigators have updated . ·.. casino profile to
reflect her address and employer as she provided during the interview.
lnte J1en
Open source checks have not been able to confirm the existence of Redacted Patron
'
company, let alone one registered in this name in British Columbia (BC). That being
said, online searches of the name using Chinese characters resolved to images for the
company (images of seafood), but no website was found .

1111 was advised by the investigators to stop giving out chips and she was explained the
rationale behind the need to track proper ownership of funds/chips in casinos which
she now understands. Further to the information above, the suspension o~ play
has been lifted however, she remains subject to buying-in only with source~/chips.
Sheila Bondesen
BCLC AML Investigations

5
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This is Exhibit " 1
to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC I

d@§f'IHMibl&!.!Hifoh!H "*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-02
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
•
was placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of some UFT's occurring at
RRCR from 2016-AUG-01 through 2016-AUG-04.

Recent Activity:
On 2016-AUG-11 llwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2016-AUG-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML
Unit
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The focus of the interview will be discussing incidents of note, establishing SOF and
SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC.
History:

II has generated 15 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-MAY.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have averaged $20,000 per visit , in large part small denomination bills.
The follow RRCR incidents occurring 2017-AUG-01 through 2017-AUG-04 can be
summarized as follows :
Incident 16-43945: 2017-AUG-011··
· bought in for $20,000 in $20's.
Incident 16-44311 : 2017-AUG-03 · . bought in for $20K in $20's. Later he received a
ba containin a rox. 15K in cash for buying in from a male identified asl•MMIM
·
·
· · ·· · .- . and a male
identified as
was seen
meeting with a
acquired the money (short drive
around the block).
The $15K in mixed bills was refused by the casino due to the delivery of funds to a 3rd
party.
Incidents 16-44555 (41h) and 16-44707(51h): l l was observed meeting with aMIJIU
down Charles street where he got a black bag containing $20K in $20's. As a result of
the off-site delive the bu in was re~d.
2016-AUG-05, .. ·:· .· . ·:· :· picked.up outsicye resort (driving
Caravan) ._·· · ··
drove· ··· to the west parkade. Ill exited carrying a Quaker
Oatmeal box that contained $20,000 in mixed bills. Buy in refused and cash returned to

am•

..

Occupation:

Printing Shop Owner
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address in China is current.

2
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2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lo~e has been
working there and where the business is located and what•s role or job
title is.
4. Prior to being placed on conditions
bills.

II was using large volumes of small

a. Where did this money come from?
b. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
· with being related to criminal activity.
7. Encourage. to use his PGF account. Review of Ills ?asino profile
confirms he · oes not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.
8. Cautiorllllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RRCR 16-43945 (AUG-01 ):

1. Where did the $20,000 in $20 bills come from?

a. How did he make the arrangements to get it (he resides in China)?
RRCR 16-44311 (3rd):

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reaacted - Pa• ron
How does he know 1ter\'1
ew ldent1'y1ng
'
I nforma• on
How does he know
1nten:1e111 ldent1fymg
Does he know who dropped off the $15K in the Redacte:I Patron
11format1on
Redacted - Pat ro, lnterJ1ew
Does
help him get his money when he's in Canada?

RRCR16-44555(41h):

1. Who did he meet on Charles st to get the $20,000?
RRCR16-44707 (51h):

3

t
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1. Di< - - provide him with the Oatmeal box? Where did he get the
money from?

BCLC Conditions.will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt,
sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ -onfirmed the China address BCLC has on file is his current address.
-,. He does not own property in Canada but mentioned he has a son and ex-wife
that live in Canada.
Y He only visits Canada for 6-7 days at a time, usually staying in the hotel but on
some occasions stays with his son.
Y
confirmed his occupation as the owner of a printing business in China.
o He indicated it is a family run business.
o In addition to the printing business he runs a number of factories in China.
does not have any business interests in Canada.
o
Y
indicated most of the cash he was bringing into the casino was cash returned
to him by people who owned him money.
~ lllshowed investigators a text conversation on his phone between himself and
1
an induvial whose name showed up as •·r.r.1111r · • . • •· ·.: • tor LEE noted a
Chine~aracter next to the name that translates t
· ·
o ilmclaimed this individual owed him $700,000 RB (roughly $140,000
CON).
o As per the text conversation this individual had paid back $300,000 RB
still owes him $400,000 RB (roughly $80,000 CON).
o
indicated he's been chasing this individual for a long time trying to
recover his money.
o The majority of the moneyll used over the period in AUG-2016 was
funds paid back to him from the individual texting with him .
~ llllstated that a lot of people owe him money. He tends to lend money out to
other.. biers in the casino , even to those he does not know well.
o . : . stated a dealer at RRCR named
witnessed him losing
money to another player after BCLC placed him on conditions.
o He advised that after his buy in was refused he tried to get another player
to buy in for him. That buy in was also refused and the player left the
~no with his money.
o -suggested we could talk tcWawho according toRwitnessed
this ~nd called him "stupid" for trusting str~.n :rs with hi~ mone~
o Review of !Trak personnel sugg
·
ed by-as
having a chubby face) could be
· ·
· · ·
GPEB registration
-(dealer at RRCR).

II

1111

II

Ii

•1r=
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~ llllhas not heard of or been offered to be taken to any underground or "private"

casino(s) . He explained he doesn't go to (BCLC) casinos or visit Canada that
often and when he is here it's only for on average 7 days at a time.
RE RRCR 16-43945 (AUG-01):

~ •explained this is a portion of the money the individual in the text paid back to
him . •
o .' .. added he has no idea where the money he was being paid back with
comes from.
RE RRCR 16-44311 (3rd):

>-

When asked about

Redactej

Patron nter.:1ew ldent1'ymg
nfo1mat1on

explained that she also owes him

mone~ .

o

o
o
o

iii explained that he was gambling witl • • at RRCR when he
received a call that a portion of the money owed to him by the text
message ~ual would be dropped off to him.
He asked- to go outside to pick up his m ; a r him , she agreed.
When the casino refused the buy in they made ·: · , · take the money
back as it orig1nated from her.
According to I - l e f t the casino with his money andM•now
owed 1W1e money.
.. ..
• mwent on to explain he had difficulty trackin- down but
eventual! ot a hold of her through the phone number he had for
her and .. · s mother.
• According t ·:· ·-·· - · ·. still owes him a relatively smaller amount
of money.

RE RRCR16-44555(4th):

>- - i d not speak specifically to this incident but the impression was it was also
money the person from the text message sent to him as re-payment.
RE RRCR16-44707 (5th):

>- iii did not know wh

Redacteo Patron
1n·erv1e\\ tde111 • n

is. He believed thami·" is simply the
individual the person who was paying him back money had sent to drop off his
money.
•

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.

Investigator Comments:

5
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l lwas respectful throughout the interview and willing to answer investigators
questioning.
. ... .
The impression was that.
s a little too trusting of people in general in lending money
to strangers. There was no indication that he gains anything from lending money to
people (interest).

toll

the series of buy ins occurring in 2016-AUG was all attributed to the
According
money owed to him by the individual in the text messages, paid back in segments.
The iTrak subject database (includin. 's known casino associates) was searched for
combinations oflif1..1M and/or• M I ;..with no clear matches.
l l l lwas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash needs
to be accompanied by a receipt.

I I does not hold an account at a CON Fii but advices he may be able to obtain
sourced funds through his ex-wife.
The investigator suggests. :- :should remain on sourced cond itions as his source of
funds is still unconfirmed . :-. : _ casino profile has been updated to reflect this.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Inve stigation s

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:

NAM :

Redacted - Patron Interview

lden11fy1ng lnforma11on
SID#
Interview Date : October-?, 2015
Interview Time : 13 :50 hours
Interview Location :
Edgewater Salon
Language spoken: Mandarin BCLC Stone LEE translator
BCLC iTrak file : 15- 52246

Investigators:
Stone LEE
Thomas Plante

II

Synopsis:.as originally booked for this BCLC Interview on October 1, 2015 2:00PM.
was apparently confused abou! the time and the interview and was over an hour late. lnte~ did
not take place. LEE contactecllll, Interview was re booked for October 7, 2015 2:00 PM. Ill
arrived at Edgewater Casino at 13:45 hours. Times and location was agreed upon bYililthrough
BCLC LEE. Interview was conducted in at Private Salon at Edgewater Casino that was arranged
by VIP Host Sam PARK.
Conditions surroundin~ inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him.B
was educated reilJing casino PGF accounts and acknowledged he currently uses his PGF. It
was learned Iha·:· · currently has $SOK to $60K in chips in his possession of Edgewater Chips at
his home. Arrangements to be made to have these chips brought in and redeemed.
This interview went for sixty five minutes and was well received. was respectful and at no time
did it become heated or hostile.

The following points of interest were learnt fronill
Reg~g

the un-sourced cash:

.

- Ill was cooperative in describing how his money is brought into the casino. iii stated that

the cash are casino winnings, and that he will end a session of play, take chips off site and
return with these chips to resume play on another date.lil!lstated he has cash on hand at
home.
- llllappeared to know he was up about $800 Kin casino winnings.
When asked about buy ins conducted with small bills, he stated that he has friends in the
supermarkets that know he plays big in the casinos and they give him their small bills in
exchange for his $1 OOs.
Does not have cash dropped off at the casino
Does not borrow cash or chips from others, comes with friends, family and relatives.

Issues with PGF accounts:
Has a PGF account at Edgewater, doesn't use it much states it's a hassle, takes too long to
get a cheque and usually takes his chips home.
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Ju.rilling to II.lg in Bank Drafts to be placed into his PGF account. PGF was explained to
._.. does have a Canadian Back, abandoned chip policy explained.
PGF takes too long and at the end of a session he just wants to go home, doesn't want to
wait around.

Ill by LEE.

Unde'iijund Casino(s):
:·'. stated he has no knowledge of any underground casinos.
- LEE made it clear t~bout attending underground casinos not managed by BCLC.
These sites are illegal and he could be liable for prosecution.Ill understood.

Education RE Conditions andliid-options:
- •.
· currently has about $50 to $60 K in Edgewater chips at his residence.
· was advised that LEE would be in touch about how best to bring the chips he currently
.mat home back to the casino.
lllwas open to using bank drafts into his PGF & using the cash ($100 bills) he had been
paid out with and using these bills for future buy in's
Abandoned chip policy was explained, more explanation was provided about the use of
PGF, not being in possession of large amounts of cash- safety concerns, Make better use of
J;gino cheques.
- 111was advised of the restrictions placed on him in regards to un-sourced cash/ cash and
that cash would have to be accompanied by a Bank receipt

llils suggestions/comments:
Having a safety deposit boxes to store players chips
Understands why BCLC is taking these steps did not find it to be outrageous.
Credit offered by the Casino site. NOT a cheque but look at a person's wealth - credit should
be based on that
BCLC Cliental is shrinking - too heavily regulated; players are travelling more to Las Vegas
to play.

Interviewer comments:
- llllwas adamant that he has loti.,Q.f.money. His current listed occupation as
a farmer I rancher was ad~ss.
stated it was his wife who owned the
has multiple business interests in China in realfarm and he works on it.
estate and Education - private schools.
- 11111 also stated he is able to access Canadian currency in Canada through a
friend (unnamed) and payback occurs from his China bank back to his
associates account.

a

m

BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed t e l l with regards to the $50 - $60K in
chips he has at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.

2
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldcnt1fy1ng
Information

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:

=

Reda:ted uatrcn
NAM tnter.•1ew
ae n· fyng
'lfor m al10 '1
SID#
Interview Date: 2016-JUN-10
Interview Time: 1145hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve Beeksma

Reason for Interview:
The following questions during the course of this interview:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Impress upon her that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
4. She has been using PGF accounts but she should be encouraged to
continue doing this.
5. How well does she kno.aM!f!lllmW
6. Why did she give her purse to -

on the 2nd7

7. It appears that this was to facilitate a cash delivery, was this the case?
8. What w i l l - e l l us?
9. On June 3rd where did you get the money from for your buy in?
10. On June 4th who was driving th :.

Reda::;ted 0 a• rcn 1n·erv1ew
cen· fy ng 1forma110,

?

11. Do you understand why the transaction was refused?
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12. What rate did she have to pay to use this cash?

13. Where did you get the chips that you passed to

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

?

14. Ensure she understands the conditions and if she does not comply she
will not be allowed to play.
15. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interview Results:

•

stated in part the following:

• 11111 confirmed she is still currently the

Financial Controller for a Chemical
Company based out of China. The company name is loosely translated a s W
Redacted Patro n 11rerv1ew lden:if)' ng , lformat10 1
. She explained the company specializes in refining
raw materials into other materials/chemicals.
Red<J:::ted Pat ron ln'e rv1ew lde!ll1fy1ng tnrorrnallo'l
• Address is still current as on file
• She will continue to use her PGF account. She was fine with this as it helps
control her spending.
o As a side n o t - indicated she doesn 't like using her bank because
every time she does a large transaction the manager comes out and asks
her what she needs the money for.
o It's embarrassing when they see she 's using it for the casino and she feels
like she 's doing something bad.
Pat101 lnte·v1ew
• 1111 confirmed that the unknown female seen operating the Redacted
lden11ry1ng lnfo 'mat1on
and dropping off money is named ··
(she spelled out the name for
is a close friend or "little sister" of
investi ators but with ·ust on
A search of subjects shows no possible match tolllB however she is
described as younger and tall . llllfllinked casino associate
Redactea Patron
ln'erv1ew tde1trfy ng
) fits the description as a possible match .
o " 8 f a 1 W r a y_be able to search by DL# to confirm if l'lllhas a
· . . "1.
registered to her.
RegarMJ the 2016-JUN-02 EDGE incident:
o ·:: describedlM8 as a close friend and stated they've known each
other since she first came to Canada in 2009 .
o lllhad cash at her house and in her words was too lazy to go home and
get it so she arranged for her "friend " to pick it up. Investigators learned
her friend in this instance was also
(this
occurred off camera and was not confirmed previously).
o
stated the cash ($50K in $1 OO 's) was an accumulation of money
disbursed to her from recent visits to RRCR.
o

•

BM$!$$

Ill

2
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o ~as helpingll.ll meet • • •· who was dropping off her money as
to take a phone call (in the washroom).
Regarilthe 2016-JUN-03 RRCR incident:
o _·.. · ndicated she received the cash this date ($50,000 in $20 's) from a
wire transfer place.
o She was asked if the wire transfer place provides receipts. She hesitated
or seemed to not understand then stated she doesn't keep the receipts.
o She went on to explain that she will often wire larger amounts (from
China) and some will go directly into her account and the rest is provided
as cash. For example: For a $230,000 wire, $200 ,000 would go directly to
her account and the remaining $30,000 would be provided as cash.
o She explained she gets around the $50,000 maximum per year per person
rule by getting multiple friends/relatives to send the money.
o
indicated she actually prefers $20 's because she has kids in activities
and they often need money. She would rather give them 1 or 2 $20 's than
have to give them $1 OO 's.
Regaw.io,g, the 2016-JUN-04 RRCR incident (refused transaction).
o . . indicated she attempted to use the ATM this date to get money from
her Chinese Credit Card but her accounts were not linked and all she
could get was $100.
o She called her friend •ll1T" and asked if she had any money she could
borrow.Wl.11• stated she had about $40,000 to $50,000 she could lend
her and she agreed to bring it to her.
o When the transaction was refusedlll indicated she was told it was
"because of BCLC". The BCLC Directive was not put in place until 2016JUN-06 (2 days later). Enquires with site surveillance staff indicate that
GCGC surveillance upper management may have implemented a protocol
whereby anytime a cash delivery is observed the transaction is to be
refused (cash returned to patron).
. .
o lillcould not recall being involved in a chip pass wit. .this date
(after the buy in as refused). She indicated she had approx. $3 ,800 in
chips from her last gaming session that she gambled with. She made
some money and cashed out for $10,000. LCT records confirm that at
0054hrs (actual date of 2016-JUN-07) she cashed out for $1 OK with no
buy in. She may have been getting her days confused.
Regarding "underground casinos:
ollllstated she has never heard of these and asked "where is that"?

llhad

•

Ill

•

•

Interview terminated at 1300hrs.
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.

3
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LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. l lwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

II

BCLC Sanctions:
continues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC , on June 61h , 2016 .

Investigator Comments:
l l lwas cooperative with the investigators questioning and seemed nervous but more
comfortable toward the end.

II

It was reiterated to
that attempts to circumvent her conditions could affect her ability
to gamble in the casino .
mvas advised her sourced cash conditions will remain in effect.
Efforts will continue to identify -

and the license plate number of the

Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying

Executive Host Lisa GAO was located following the interview and advised of same.
Steve Beeksma
AML Investigations

4
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scLc 1s§ff'MMH!ii'MHMh*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-28
Interview Time: 1200 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patrons to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
***NOTE
Language:
Mandarin

Reda:ted Patron
1n•erv1ew 1oen· fy ng

are husband/wife***
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Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview forll

Recent Activity:

l l f - has generated 72 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG
All incidents associated toll! have been generated in 2017, with a trend of assistingli"-

11 circumvent conditions
"""'OfN~"

Appearsiilll is a seasonal players

On 2017-NOV-15 --placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .

History:

• l l i s associated as a participant to 6 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions (2 still open). 2x·b~i~in with $20'sj$20k range) , 1x cash
facilitation per below, 1x buy in and play for-·r.r.F.lil .ail!\M'ir""·filil"' w present)and the
$1 OOk buy-in by LIU Nov 15th and attempted buy-in of $1 OOk delivered b y • l l l ! l l •
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF and their
relationship to below noted .
Per below, what is your relationship to the following:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
INCIDENT:170034194
2017-JUN-14
16: 18 hrs
Redacted Patro, lnte'V1ew
MflWwas the driver of
n ln'crmal on
when Reda:::ted Pa rcn lnte1v1e\\ Ide l11f} n;i nformatl:J 1
collected a
bag containing $1000x100=$100,000 from the car (while idling in front of Sea Harbour) .
Iden!~

2
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lf'A•then parked the vehicle and she,
Salon.

Redacted Patio l lnte •v1ew
ldent1fy1ng lnfo•malton

exited and proceeded to the

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
Iii on site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived withMW
21 :57 hrs
arrived on site in witl-Wwho was driving her.Ml
. · ered a green shopping bag tollll'.placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
•
attempted a buy in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
•
wra~eaain in ne. .aper (denied).
Patron lnte·v1en
wma.-.ar.ylf"'na.1aw
all then left together in Redacted
Jnformat on
ldent1f 1n- Information
0120 hrs

•r'·ii!mr.&r.(IJjfil. arrived back on site in thel"J.il•
.; ;

:es 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied for

..

II

****
Re:::lacted

Patro1 lnterJrew oent1fyv1g lnforma• on

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from thelillldenied buy-in

Since•s first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows:
Bl : $1 ,384,900
FX: $0
PGF: $0
DSB:$970,890
Average Bl : $20-$25k ... .... ..... .... .. ? why the increase in play?

Occupation:
Food Distributor

Company:
Reda:;ted 0 atron lnterv €\\
lden·1fy ng 'lforma!IO'l

Related Incident Questions:
3
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Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Do they own or rent?/ Where is your primary residence?
2. What is the source of their wealth?
3. Confirmilll occupation/source of income including how long he has
been workin'Q there and where the business is located.
4. Educate them with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourageilll to use a PGF account.

7. Caution lill against using funds belonging to others to conduct buyin 's/facilitate their play (i.e.MMNM Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on their ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .
Interview Results:

During the course of this interviev.fil'IM stated the following:
He primarily lives in China and comes to Canada on a visitor visa a couple times a
year and enjoys playing a the Casino when here as there is not much else to do
other than hang with family
He arrived on 2017-0CT-07 and is leaving 2017-NOV-29 with his wife
He. has no recollectio~ ~f giving llllm r:ioney in .2017-JUN (in review of the
1nc1dent 1t was a poss1bl/1ty his w~1cle was involved)
4
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- llllnet ~ear ago at the Casino; he does not know him otherwise.
llll<nows - , has known him for 2-3 years and again knows him form playing
at the Casino
- 1111 states he knows o• I • . only recently met her, again through playing at the
Casino
With respect to the $100K his wife retrieved for him on 2017-NOV-15, he does not
recall the date specifically but at times he will ask her to go home and get more
money for him
The $200k used November 15, 2017 all came from the house and was pay back
from loans ($1 OOk denied)
He wraps money in newspaper, it is just a habit
The money came from a friend of his to whom he had lent money in China
His friend had money he had intended to use to purchase real estate for his son
attending university here but the friends son went home, no property purchased , so
his friend paid him back for some of the money owing with the $200K he produced
on the evening in question .
He has had the money for a while, was down and asked his wife to go pick it up
After the second buy-in was denied he, his wife and W;.Q• went to Parq where he
asked her to buy-in but they were denied.
He keeps money at his home and in a safety deposit box
He prefers to keep his cash at home as it is easier to access
He did not know about PGF's (was educated by LEE)
There is no real "reason" whey he was buying in so high , he just felt like it and had
the cash on hand
He has played fo• •· it's just cultural if a friend runs out and you can help out
you do (since cautioned by LEE against this behaviour)
Often when dealing with business acquaintances a loan of $1Ok or, just helping out
is nothing when you consider the millions in business you may loose if you turn
someone down.
lnte '.'V 1e.>1 lden11fy119
His wife is the owner of th ...- Redactea Patro1
Information
The amount he gambles does not affect his personal life and wealth in terms of
overall wealth in any way
He did not give anyone money form the $100K denied buy-in to use that evening
The home they live in is one they built, they tore down the house they owned 5 years
ago and rebuilt using a contractor their neighbour used.

BCLC Conditions:

lllsourced cash chips .
2017-NOV-23
In discussion with D. Tottenham ,llllhas had his gaming privileges suspended
.
pending interview per BCLC AML .

Investigators Comments:
5
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was forthcoming and appeared quite relaxed during the interview.
•
did not seem concerned about using a PGF account advising he will see what AM L
management decides when he returns to Canada for another visit.
2017-DEC-06
Summary forwarded to AML management for review and advised• is to be kept on
sourced cash/chip conditions.
Profile/spreadsheet updated, interview filed .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC IS

hiffi§Eii,ffji!MIM'%*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-0CT-23
Interview Time: 1245hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
l l s is presently on full cash/chip conditions with his play suspended pending interview with
investigators.
Recent Activity:
•

has generated 79 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-DEC .
On 2017-JUL-19, as a result of an $80+K . a t River Rock which involved cash provided by
3rd parties , the following comment added t ·
SID profile:
2017-JUL-19***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
On 2017-AUG-03 the following comment was updated orllls casino profile essentially
suspending play pending interview with BCLC investigators:
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2017-AUG-03***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed in any BCLC
sites until interviewed by BCLC AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services
at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC AML
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

Ill occupation as a "student" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or SOW.
History:
Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC

p

of younger gamblers, most also listed as students . BCLC has interview some oi Ws
associates and in most cases they claim to be financed by parents overseas and money may
come from exchange/wire transfer businesses .

l l l iolds PGF accoun• 1 8 • at PARQ Casino . He has used his PGF account twice since
opening his account in 2017-JUL (after being placed on conditions).
lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-JUL-19 I 17-41193 I UFT-PARQ/EDGE: LIU conducted $88 500 in cash bu. ins ~all $100
bills). $38,500 was received from a feml l i . sociate
..
identified aafti§@i@@@ji§i@h)M
aining $50 ,000 was provided to. :·. ..
a male associate identif~E?.d
In both instances it was suspecte ·· was purchasing chips
w o a een
p
on conditions by BCLC's AML Unit.

*"+*·
-ijt1•
f0tlf;lii!i

-

Occupation:
Student- -

RE 2017-JUL-19/17-41193 / UFT-PARQ/EDGE::
1. Where did he acquire the $88K in cash (footage shows some came
some fronilll?

. ··a.

•

-

.. .- .

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
b.

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

2
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
C.

3. Educate1 -·; regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds.
4. Caution :.: against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on his behalf.
This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos .
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
b. Does he own or rent?
i. Who owns the house?
c. Who are th•J..W• Casino records show up to 3 other individuals (not
linked as associates ot l l l also reside at this address.
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Information

i. What is his father's occupation?
ii. Casino records show him as a Construction Company Owner.
iii. Ask for company name.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. If he is financed by parents overseas explain the process of how he gets
money in Canada .
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a student atW I •
a. What is/was he studying? Is he still registered as a student there? Does
he have any source of income in Canada?
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Whenl ldoes bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6. Encourageliil to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of funds to
gamblewitr
7. Doe::mll 1ave any casino chips at home? Does he make a habit of leaving with
chips if so from where (which casino(s)) and how many?
3
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8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

qcoaC"ed Pa"on
lnte 111e11 ldenll"yng

stated the following :

Pa·1cn Interview
He is no longer a student a Redacted
cen· f n 1format1o"l
While at the college he was in a Hospitality Management program
He did not complete the program
He now works for the family business , a Real Estate Development /Construction
company
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
The company name i •
(confirmed via
Google wherellllis listed as a shareholder; the company also lists furrier retailer,
tennis/basketball court construction/general construction and land development as
some of their ventures)
He lives primarily in China
The home at
is a family holiday home
owned by his father
None of his family live in Canada on a permanent basis
He is currently on a visitor visa and Qlanning to stay: 4-5 months
He is in Canada with his
they married 2018AUG 18
Pat ro n 1n·erv1ew Identify ng 1,fom1a!101
His fathe
and mum Redacted Patron Interview lde'ltrfymg 1nformat101
may
come out in Chinese new Year
His Auntie,
also uses the house when she visits
He has one sibling, an older sister who lives in China
Neither he nor any member of his family have any other investments in Canada
Neither he nor any member of his family have
business ventures in Canada
He was friends (though school)
Rejacted - Patro'l
) but they too have returned to live on more of a full time basis in China
11ten. ew ldent1f in.
and they have lost touch
He also knows
through the Casinol
When he was in school his annual allowance was around $200K but if he needed
more his father would get the money to him
He learned of the "wire transfer method" via money exchange though school friends
He also has Canadian Bank Accounts at TD , BMO and possibly RBC
Any money he received from
is repayment from loaning them money after
had won at play
he
0
He is not certain where the repayment money came from, butE&1•ra11iJ ·"• also used
money exchanges to access Canadian funds

wifeP'i·'Hl!MH§-%8¥1@Ufi!+*;

~edacted

8,;
wittf#f@lii!ZMl§fii§fyln!iihMl·!i,,f!i!.!.F

1111

Min•

4
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Whether he owed $20's or $100's he never gave it much thought, it was all money
to him
He has been approached on a number of occasions by both males and female "loan
sharks" offering cash at a weekly or monthly rate
The interest is "ridiculously" high, he has never used a loan shark
The "loan sharks" are primarily_fantonese and Vietnamese
On one occasion he was withll\land they ran out of money, it was after hours anctlj
ggested they go home
advised he could get them money via an exchange
-•. .
- - ·.
who facilitated a wire
hooked up with
exchange of money from . -: s account in China to the exchange facility in China and
on~~ t~e transfer ~as comple!~IJ?llYl?m• then gave the cash tciil with a
fac11itat1on rate skimmed by 11•:=!1!:
After that incident!leysed• l.UY!m'.\• himself 2-3x to ._
The facilitator •Jim) had an accent that is NOT from ·.-• M M l l sounding and was in his -- •. -, •. •
iil-lilli-liliAliillilllilt.il~illlli
Ffe 1s aware of underground casinos, there are numerous
He has never been to one
There is always chatter in the Casinos about them
He is not holding any chips
He does not like playing at RRCR as it has a "gangster" atmosphere, everyone
thinks they are the best, the players are all Asian where as he can mix with
westerners at other casinos and the atmosphere is much more pleasant

·=

BCLC Conditions:l l lis on full sourced cash/chip conditions . Post interview his ability to
gamble has been reinstated however it is recommended that he remain on sourced cash/chip
conditions _
Investigator Comments:
- .::· was very forthcoming in his interview
:-_; _ has been educated by LEE with respect to the new SOF Directive a BC Casinos as
well and reminding him he is on full source cash/chip conditions
The requirement for a receipt was reinforced with him
PGF was encouraged
He was advised against any chip/cash passing (even with family)
Recommend he stay on full cash/chip conditions
**Of notE5.i1 and his wifel l .used a BMO Bank Draft to facilitate play after the interview **

2018-0CT-24
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
Review

5
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2018-0CT-25
Interview approved for filing by TOTTENHAM and has been filed.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC I

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-NOV-30
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

I I has generated 16 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC .
On 2017-MAR-16 - placed on sourced cash/ch ips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a s - attempted
buy-in of $17,005 was the result of a cash drop off (see below).
- h a s been using his PGF on occasion since he opened it in January 2017.

S i n e - first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows :
Bi : $426,155
FX: $0
PGF: $276,000
DSB:$335,000
Average Bl : $20k

Occupation:
CEO

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

LCT-SOF??

Inc: 170007247
Rejactea

Patio 1 lnte v1ev1 laent1fy11g

Footage begins on 2017-FEB-05 at approximately 1632hrs as •
lnfo·r1at1:::n
pulled
Redacted
Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
into 'The Hotel" driveway. This
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
could be the same vehicle that has been noted
in recent cash/patron drop offs. Due to the position of the available cameras no plate info could
be obtained on this date.

patrorf@l§*!d.i.f!i§M'l'*ffl@'h*

Th•MW.arked in the driveway, it was noted that
approached the vehicle and was viewed standing next to the passenger front window accepting
a brown paper bag. The driver was an older male and the front passenger was an older female.
Once the bag was passed t
drove eastbound on River Road then turned
right onto Great Canadian Way heading southbound.

2
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750x$20.00 & 401x$5.00 for a total value of $17,005.00 .
•

Ill

ntered the Salon private cash cage at 1635hrs to conduct his cash buy in.
placed the
"J<Jeh/'s est 1851 " brown paper gift bag onto the le···
removed a large bundle of bills that
were in a clear plastic bag with a knot on the top. ·· :· removed the clear bag and presented two
stacks of bills, one bundle of $5's had a small yellow sticky note with (1000) on it. The bills were
held together with multiple elastics bands.

111 was given his same funds back; they were put into the "Kieh/'s " brown paper bag.

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourag.

to use his PGF account.

II

7. Caution
against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

3
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacled Patro'l lnter11e:r1
ldent1'yng ln'orm at on

"'-

tated the following :

MW

He owns the town home on
His wife and 13yr old live here
Depending on how busy he is with work dictates how often and how long he is in
Canada .
He tries to come over 4-5x/year
He arrived two days ago and is here for only a week this time

- ilimary residence is China
·-:_ · is a tutoring school
and his brother own the Franchise on Chine, they have 30 schools
They bill by the number of visits; not a "tuition" based school
During the incident of not - cash drop off he was her cle31brating Chinese New Year
He had been in the Casino prior to the incident and he was running out of chips. The
site offered to comp him a cab but he was not confident in his English to be able to
Reda::::1ed -=>atron
he cabbie to know where he wanted to go so he called his frien 1 l nterJ1cw acn•rf in
(NOF iTrak) to bring the money
•
The money was his from his home
The reason the denominations were low was because they (he and his wife) has
specifically wanted them for Chinese New Year so they could pass out red
envelopes (a traditional practice amongst Asians)
He received the cash from•.lfltlM&i• who was with•IM-Nhen they pulled
up
He did not know he was not allowed a delivery of his funds
He generally gets his Canadian currency in China just under the $10k threshold
allowed. He does not always spend it all depending on the length of his visit in which
case he just leaves it here
He has a bank account; his wife helped him open it. He opened the account with a
casino cheque.
He does not recall the bank name, he doesn't really go there. The money from the
Casino cheque is still there
He has never used a money exchange
He has no knowledge of "Private/Underground" Casino's

·e

BCLC Conditions:

Per discussion between Inv. LEE and Manager Daryl Tottenham , BCLC conditions have
been lifted (2017-11-30, post interview).
will be monitored moving forward , Salon staff advised

- Ill

4
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Investigator Comments:
- · : · appear relaxed during the interview and forthright in his answers
:·.: . does have a PGF account and has now been educated by Inv. LEE on the wisdom
of using it/how it works
- .:
· has also been educated with respect to Bank Drafts
· . . has one associate on file who is not a person of interest
Conditions and spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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BCLC

1~111Mf1fl!ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-25
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BONDESEN , LEE
BCLC Investigators:
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-FEB-21 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
[20190010044]
2019-FEB-12 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
9 LCTs in 2019-FEB . Last LCT was 2019-FEB-20 at River Rock with $30,275.00 cash
disbursement. 2019-FEB-15 at River Roe- cashed-out $10,000 worth of chips;
tracking card shows no buy-ins.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl : $215,125.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $261,080.00
The focus of the interview will be LIU's recent suspicious activities within BCLC facilities
as well as her source of wealth .
Occupation: Student
Company Reaac•ed Pat •o 'l lnt er11ew aen• fymg Information
History:
No incidents before 2019-FEB-07 ; since this date, 11 incidents.
Repeated buy-ins over $10,000 threshold
Received a cash delivery at River Rock
Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
•

2019-FEB-22 , attended Parq after being told at River Rock she is banned
IN20190011900, 2019-FEB-20, River Rock-cash delivery
IN2019001044, 2019-FEB-11 , River Rock-cash delivery x 2

Discussion Points:
Gambling-related incidents, notably cash deliveries

sow
•

Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
•

•

Confirm addres • Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
• Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
• With whom does she reside?
Clarify occupation
All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Purpose of travel to Vancouver?
Who is she staying with in Vancouver?
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2019-FEB-15 at River Rocklia cashed -out $10,000 worth of chips; tracking
card shows no buy-ins.
Where did these chips come from?
How many chips does she stil l have, value , from which casinos?
Associates in Vancouver?
Show pie of
Pie of
Redacted - Patron Interview
Pie of
Identifying Information
Pie of
(IN201900122 17)
UFTs:
IN2019001044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery x 2
• Who is the woman seen wittiill in the hotel (left hotel room and
took elevator toi Mer)?
From where did· ::· acquire the funds she used to feed slots?
(bundles of $20s held bye
. .. .
· s)
How ma!)1,2thertimes ha _.. _. used RRCR19-08788's services?
Why didlill!I leave the casino and get into a vehicle out front? (Pie
of RRCR19-08788 and his vehicle)
Driver's identity? Contact information?
How doesl l l know this person?
How much did RRCR19-08788 give her?
How much has she received from him to date? Fees/rates?
IN201900119
iver Rock-cash delivery
Who i
(were seen together going t- ·
Why did· ::· leave the casino and get into a vehicle out front? (Pie
of RRCR19-08788 and his vehicle)
How much did - ·:::· receive from RRCR19-08788?
How much did .. · ·. eive from RRCR19-08788?
From where di · · quire the TD bank receipt?
How much money has.::·borrowed to gamble?
• From whom ha :-.: . borrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees , methods of borrowing/repayment?
Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,
information:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

provided the following
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~

has resided at this address for approximately two years .
moved told@!Jibecause she had a friend who was living there and owned a
~o~ee shop; twcussed going into a business together but never did.
owns th-=J:~~ property and her name 1s on the mortgage.
spends most of her time in China where her parents reside.
has Permanent Resident (PR) status in Canada .

l

s unemployed and is not currently a student.
only source of income is money that she is sent from China from her parents.
•
- In 2019-JAN she received a wire transfer from her parents of $100,000 USO ($50,000
USO from each parent).
- The funds sent from the parents are the funds thalll uses for all of her expenses,
ng mortgage payments.
father is approximately sixty years-old and he is retired from the automobile
•
industry.
- Her parents know she does not work.

-1111; previous employment as a student at the
-"While living in

Redac' ed Pat·on lnler11ew
ldent1f 11 1n•orma· on

s accurate.
also worked in a pool hall and as a cook.

- Currently,B is in the Vancouver area to visit with a friend in Richmond who just had
a baby.
- While in Vancouver. is staying at the River Rock Resort Hotel.
has been in Vancouver for approximately twenty (20) days.
- Currently,ll!llhas not made plans to I~ Vancouver.
- If she is unable to continue to gamble,iawill likely return to China.
- While in Vancouver.llldoes not have a vehicle .

-II

- On 2019-FEB-15 at River Rock, 1111 arrived with $10,000 in chips ; these chips were
from previ~ays' gambling.
- Currently. . has no chips in her possession.
- When she was advised that her play was suspendedB cashed-out her remaining
chips .
.ma.wved at the interview with her friend , Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information .
-masked the in-·ors if he could attend the interview wit-and also be
interviewed (note that ··:: :· s play is temporarily suspended although there is no
current requirement for him to be interviewed).
- UJ•s request to attend the interview was denied.

E

and B ~-r~ ~riends, but not boyfriend and girlfriend.
y knows Ml• from gambling at the casino.
dliWIIm met approximately one (1) month ago.
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- Wherlllwas first s - h o t o of RRCR19-08788 (SID~nd of the vehicle
. · : illll!t¢with license plate• - ·· · ·
did not
he is known to drive, a
recognize RRCR 19-08788 or the vehicle .
- However- later indicated that RRCR19-08788 delivered her items (see below for
~information) .

-llllwas shown a photo of RRCR19-12217 (SIDliMW, which she recognized
although she does not know his name.
-Rhas seen RRCR19-12217 at River Rock on level 1 main gaming floor with a
female with who111iimhas chatted;B also has this female's contact in her WeChat
contact Iist.
- When shown a photo of
(f) (SI
confirmed thalJbis is the
hat username Ill.
female associate of RRCR19-12217 and thats
who is also believed to
-did not recognize a .photo ofi; -~ · ...
with license plate ·.·:·· ·
have received a cash dellve
·
·
· has seen· .:· at the casino
-llwas shown a photo of · · · ·
(River Rock) , but does not know him or his name.

1111 explained all of the deliveries she has received are part as a service offered
through the Chinese community in Vancouver where any product can be delivered.
- The website is VanPeople and is accessed through WeChat.
llllhas ordered many personal items, such as toiletries and Marlboro cigarettes,
which she cannot buy at Canadian shops .
-llllshowed the investigators her communications through WeChat ordering cigarettes
and personal items, such as shampoo.
argued that she has no other way to acquire required items other than having
them delivered to her since she does not have a vehicle.
- When an order is made, any number of drivers could deliver the items anclll saw
-drivers.
denies ever receiving any cash delivery.

-Ill

- On one (1) occasionilllwent to a BMO branch to conduct a withdrawal.
- Her bank card only allows withdrawals of up to $1 ,000 per day.
- After having used up the withdrawal limit, she went to the branch and conducted a
withdrawal of $4,000 to $5,000; the funds were given to her in mixed denominations
including $20s, $50s and $1 OOs.
- On one (1) occasion,Ille-transferred a man $1 ,000 and once he received the funds
in his bank account he handed. $1 ,000 he already had on his person along with an
~receipt.

-•asked this unidentified man to help her acquire funds when she was at River Rock
Casino and had already used her $1 ,000 maximum withdrawal from her bank card so
was not able to make another ATM withdrawal until the next day.
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-illhad previously seen the man at the casino although she does not know his name;
he is described as approximately 40-50 years old, Chinese, average build, and his
height is less than 180 cm.
- The man chargecllano fees.
--then attempted a buy-in with the $1 ,000, but it was rejected when casino
personnel asked if the receipt was hers and she answered that it was not.
- The ATM receipt she presented was from a TD Bank.
- The investigators advised -hat this incident she described where she borrowed
$1 ,000 and had a TD ATM receipt has some similarities to an incident on file folll
having met the
with license platellilll8 she got into the vehicle
while her friendjJ waited outside of the vehicle and immediately after leaving the
vehicle she attempted a $1 ,000 buy-in with a TD ATM receipt.
- At firsllll denied getting into a vehicle in the West parking lot at River Rock.
lllllater remembered meeting a driver who was bringing her a delivery of cigarettes.
- Although she did not remember the vehicle, she believes the driver is the same person
whose photo she was shown earlier (RRCR19-08788 (SIDllH@IQ.
- She does not know the driver's name.

••@ts"

Investigator's comments:
Early in the interviewlill did not recognize the photo of RRCR19-08788 (Slew.IHI.•
who was the known driver of the
with license plate llliM• License
plate8111r.t'irst came to the attention of BCLC on the mornin. .2019-FEB-06 when
the van was observed dropping-off and picking up patron willriNffrl • • llfj2l&af!ii•:;m•
··:. :
at River RockMM• was observed feeding slot machines with $20s with little
to no play (IN20190008788). An ILPR was created for the vehicle and on 2019-FEB-08 ,
the ILPR system was activated at River Rock when the vehicle returned. A casino
profile was created for the driver of the vehicle (RRCR19-08788 (SIDM.r) when
he entered the casino and engaged in unusual activity including feeding slot machines
with $20 bills with no play.
On 2019-FEB-11 , at River Rock-as observed getting into a black vehicle on two
separate occasions; the second time the vehicle was confirmed to have license plate
although the driver was not observed. On the same da
is believed
to have conducted another cash delivery t · · · ·.
(IN20190010044) . Then, on 2019-FEB-20,
.
·. .
with license~te•hR
triggered the ILPR alert system at River Rock. Live monitoring showed im and her
associate8• going to the vehicle and~ntering the vehicle. Immediately after,
1111 attempted a $1,000 buy-in using a TD bank receipt, which was denied
(IN20190011900J Based on the information provided byill during her interview, the
driver ofllMli!IJZ in incident IN20190011900 is assessed to be RRCR19-08788 (SID:

I••

liMIJ:S.
VanPeople is an existing website that offers delivery of a variet~oducts . In the
unusual financial transactions (UFT) that were reported wherei"911appeared to
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Reda:::ted

Patron 11terv ew Identifying

Information
receive deliveries from the
believed to be driven by RRCR1908788 (SILMMe, on no occasion was she observed leaving the vehicle with any
objects in her possession, including bags, or loose items or placing items into her
pockets. That being said, she was observed leaving the vehicle and immediately
placing cash buy-ins at table games.

Althoughlls~ that she is in Vancouver to visit her friend in Richmond, it is
noteworthy tha. . expects to leave Vancouver shortly if her gaming suspension is not
lifted. And although she a r l j that because she does not have a car she has to have
everything delivered to her, -. gave the example of leaving the casino to acquire funds
through the BMO.

II

During the interview,
was advised that her suspension would remain until a decision
was made about how BCLC intends to proceed . Nonetheless, Rwas reported to
have attended Grand Villa and Parq Casinos on 2019-FEB-26.

•t•

casino profile has been amended to show the
address and to show that
she is unemployed. However, casino profile requires an occupation therefore "student"
was left in the employment field . A note has been added tciills profile indicating that
a scan of her BC identification needs to be added to file.

II

reported in her
Overall, the investigators asses~ that there is some truth to what
interview, such as ordering toiletries and cigarettes through VanPeople via WeChat.
However, it is also assessed thaiiillwas not forthcoming during the interview and that
Redacted Patro11 lnte v1fN/
ldent1fy1ng Information
she likely nonetheless received cash deliveries associa~
license plateBlfMllZ with driver RRCR19-08788 ( S I D -. At this time, there is
no information to indicate tha. . is knowingly or deliberately engaging in money
laundering; the investigators assess that she is facilitating and receiving cash deliveries
at BCLC facilities in order to facilitate her own gambling.
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BCLC 155

Mi.fiii.FHM!.i!HHibifii*!!.i'

Patron Interviewed:

NAME Redacted Patro l lnte·v1e11
ldent1'ying Information
SID#:
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-15
Interview Time: 1105hrs-1215hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon (MOB 17 private room)
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

At the time of the intervieavas unable to buy in using any cash as of February 21 51
2017 until spoken to by BCLC .
On 2016-JUN-1711iwas placed on sourced conditions yet has not initiated contact
with BCLC to set up an interview until recently.
Recent Activity:

II has extensive history in BC Casinos. Since his first LCT record in 2005-APR he has
generated 139 individual records for both buy ins and disbursements.
-has been attached to 67 BCLC Directive files since being placed on conditions. A
random sample of these incidents show many of them were for relatively smaller buy ins
(>$2K) and the site has documented they have sourced to cash to recent
disbursement(s).
Due to the vast number of incidents and the length of time that has passed since being
placed on conditions some recent incidents will be discussed but the majority of the
question will be surrounding intelligence gathering.

iTrak 2017-08898 (EDGE):
Transaction Details: Introducing un-sourced $5K chips to play.
Transaction date and time: 2017-FEB-13@ 1043hrs
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Incident Summary:

MlaH

After losing a $5,000 cash buy itlilmwas observed meeting with a
being driven off site then dropped off again about 5 minutes later.
as in possessi~n of at least 2 X $5K chip~ _ ~fter meeting with the ve~ic/e ..
as tracked losmg $15K then shortly attetlll then cashed out $20K m chips.
•
iTrak 2017-14893 (STAR):
Transaction Details: $10,000 buy in ($20's), minimal play.
Transaction date and time: 2017-MAR-13@ 1030hrs
Incident Summary:
lilllarrived at the casino witlililllwho had $10,000 in $20's that he used for
buying in
seated with him) gambled for less than 15 minutes with
minimal best then presented $10,900 for cashing out. . .had the $20's retuned
to him.

Occupation:
Export Wood to China

Company:
Reda~ted

PatJOn I 1terv ew

l de rll1f~•tng

ln#ormatton

Specific Questions to ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm/clarify his occupation , including company name and how long he
has been working there and where the business is located .
3. Establish primary residence.
4. Confirm address as still current I

Rejacted

Patro,

l n te~J1ew

ldent1#yng 1n#crmat on

5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the chip
delivery is BCLC's primary concern.

2
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6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the chips to be delivered . Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.
8. Ask who was driving the •w.1111"''·=
Redac'ed Pa·

~:in

tn·erv1ew aen· fy ng 1formaho 1

9. Ask who
STAR incident occurring 2017-MAR-13.

is to him? Question about the

10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
11 . Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accounts .

Interview Results:

~ .explained that presently his occupation

is primarily playing both China and
US stock markets (freelance). He still has the lumber business but this business
slowed down considerably. He has 2 other artners in the lumber business.
~
·..· d his current address is the ..... .. · .~r., address on file

~

was educated about PGF accounts.lllclaimed he didn't know about
accounts stating that no one at the casino every explained it to him. Investigators
explained in basic terms how the accounts worked and encouragedlill to
discuss with site staff and open one. It was explained how much sim"JMt would
be for him to use an account, particularly for depositing slot jackpots :·
seemed very interested sayin~ounds much more convenient for him and he
indicated he would open onellmwas told that whenever possible he should
leave assets he intended to gamble with on a later date at the casino
~ndoned chips, PGF deposit etc).
~ . . spoke at length about issues he's had since being placed on conditions with
regards to the casino (RRCR named specifically) not accepting his receipts in
some instances. He also claimed he was not told to contact BCLC to set up an
interview. He was given the phone number but not told what to do with it.
Investigators advisecflll that we've been wanting to speak to him since 2016JUN regarding his conditions and the reasons why he wliiflaced on them and
also to answer any questions or concerns he may have·:· thanked
investigators for finally clarifying this for him .
"' . .also stated that the casino has told him in the past they would only accept
$100 denomination bills with a receipt. He informed investigators that sometimes
the bank gives him $50's or ATM machines disburse $20 which is out of his
control. He went on to explain that in the past the casino refused a receipt
because it was 8 hours old. He asked that we allow receipts further back than

3
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24hrs. also claimed that on one unspecified date he cashed out $3K then
was denied using it later that same date.
~ .eels that EDGE Casino does a better job tracking his winnings than RRCR.
~
xplained that
is his chauffer and runs errands for
him when he's in town . He stated that when he goes to ~ss meeting there is
often alcohol there and he cannot drive drunk so he has-to drive him
-~r~und. He explained that- only works for him when he's in town ; otherwise
has his own business interests exporting cars from Canada to China.
~ •
as heard of unregistered or "underground" casinos but says he has never
been to them . He added it is not worth the risk because you never know who is
behind them . He prefers the Government run casinos as they are safe and he
can trust them .
~
has used foreign exchange places in the past but he advised it's been a
couple years. He stated they had been used for business deals and the secretary
or treasurer of his company made the arrangements (he could not provide a
company name).
~ -stated most of the money he uses is from ATM machines or bank
withdrawals .
~ · .· s oke about 2 of his close friends identified a_s
and
·· · ·
- .. · · - ·
. He stated thaW+>:::: andMJ.ii·"are his
close friends from China and if they are in town they always gamble together
~erwise he generally gambles alone).
~ •was asked where his friends that come from China get all the CON money to
gamble with .ll!llwanted to make it clear that the money was not from him
adding that he doesn 't do "that kind" of business. He didn't offer any insight to the
question asked.

1111

11e.SN.tl'.1lttl"M"

Incident 2017-08898:

~ It took a moment for.to recall the incident at EDGE whereby he was picked
~

~
~

~
~

J:£PY •·1J.mzs:••1. - - llZl!Wand dropped off 5 minutes later with chips.
was adamant that he did not receive the chips from the driver and that he
had those chips on him all along . He claimed the chips were from a few days
prior (at EDGE). He added that he was in a hurry one day to get to Richmond for
a dinner and didn't cash them out_
Redac'ed Pa' on rn•erv1ew
dent fy1:ig
on
The vehicle was driven by a maleMillreferred to as
explained
works for his company and takes care of his home, drives his wife and kids
around , to school etc.
explained that on the date in question his wife and kids were shopping in
Costco and forgot the key to their house. The driver (RmW) came toge- to
bring his house key to his wife. This is why he was back in 5 minutes; Costco is
close to the casino.
lllfurther explained that it would have made more sense that he had cash
~ped off as EDGE told him they could source up to $100K in winnings to him.
--emembered he played in Salons 3 and 8 at EDGE this date and ended up
winning money.
ln~orma t

4
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Incident 2017-14893:

? . .stated thatllllhas his own money and he does gamble, just not often or as
much as he do~made it clear that ifllll is gambling that is his money and
he is not usingllll to buy in or place bets for him .
Incident 2017-15083 (BCLC Directive occurring 2017-MAR-14):
? This incident describe- >layi~ slots, seemingly using llllto feed
machines with cash then passin~the IVS tickets .
? .explained the money was his and encouraged investigators to review to
cameras to confirm it originated from him .
? The cash w~··rtion of $8,000 he had withdrawn from his bank.
~ He was usin ··:: :· to help him accumulate large value IVS tickets so he could
gamble on slots with less interruption (stopping to put more cash in).
~ During this sequence of plaYill received a number of slot jackpots. He was told
these jackpots could have been deposited into his PGF account if he had one.
llacknowledged that would be much more convenient.

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt , sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution) . ~obal casino profile
has been updated to reflect this including a comment to educatelillon BC Casinos
cashless alternatives (PGF).

Investigator Comments:
llllremained respectful throughout the conversation and once investigators explained
BCLC 's role in BC Casinos, our reporting obligations and our concerns surround source
of funds he understood .

I I indicated that he would open a PGF account. He seemed very interested in th is as
it seemed much more convenient.
BEEKSMA and LEE spoke with VIP Director Lisa GAO following the interview and
asked that she make sure all of BC Casinos cashless alternatives are properly
explained tciill GAO advised that they had had these conversations with 1111
previously but would definitely have them again with him.
Investigators also spoke to GAO regarding some atlas complaints and challenges
surrounding receipts being refused in the past. GAO advised it is the table game
department that deals with the receipts for players on conditions.
5
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--~-- ·· -. _j""
(who is linked to
His possible association or connection witl
numerous STR's and POi 's) may help shed some light on his SOF prior to being placed
on conditions.WJl!•s name has come up in a number of patron interviews.

1111 does hold an account at a CON financial institution . He was also told the recently

Ill was

BCLC made it possible to wire transfer money from an international bank.
encouraged to discuss all of these options with the casinos.

All ofl ls options moving forward were explained to him . He was advised he will be
able to buy in with cash accompanied by a receipt but was strongly encouraged to open
a PGF account.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC [IS]

Redacted

Patron 1riten 1ew

lderilrf 1 1n

lnforrnat1nn

Type of Interview: Non-Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-SEP-25
Interview Time: 1130hrs - 1215hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: Jim & Stone

Contact Approach: Patron is to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their source
of wealth and cash alternatives. It was also noted thatliilreceived a "cash drop off" on 2017-SEP-20.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions: Placed on the profile due to cash drop off in south parkade.
LU - 2017-SEP-21 BCLC Directive : ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to
schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs

Recent Activity:

II has generated 130 individual LCT records.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing the actions ofljon 2017-SEP-20. Gaming history,
confirming several Service Provider/ Patron relationships, as well as incident specific questioning.
lililts occupation as a "Realtor Website with his number attached

Redacted

Patron Interview

ld entr~ying

lnfo·mal1on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:
1 year of ltrak history, starting in 2016-SEP to present.
An overview of& ltrak Incidents have been viewed:
Assault - Edgewater- 2017-FEB-14
Cage - River Rock - PGF Opening Account liiliill ($50k BMO Draft)
Table - Dispute
Site Barring (2)
Violation - Starlight in relation to Edgewater Assault
24hr barring - River Rock- Pushed/kicked/knocked over chair in the High Limit Room .
Unusual Financial Transaction - (2)
IN20170048271- 2017-AUG-25 ~ $10k in ($20's and $SO's)
IN20170053470 - 2017-SEP-20 ~ $20k in ($20's)

II

has (2) casino associates attached to his profile.
SID
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information
SID

Vehicle:
Licens
Make
Mode
YearColor
Owne

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation: Realtor
Company Name:

Reda:ted

Patron 1ntervew Identifying lnfo·mau::m

Specific Questions to Ask:
Can you confirm your current address? Address confirmed on
Address at

Reda:ted

Pa• ron lnteiv1ew Identify ng nfom1at101

,.

llM•

confirmed

Do you own the property or rent? Owned bJill
We noted that you have been attached to (1) vehicles, do own the following.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
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1. What is the source of his wealth?
2.

Redacted

Pa·ro n 1n:erv1ew ldentrfy1ng nformat1on

Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that occupation and
where is it located.
Location:

lnll!l)!Ji it is a fairly new business confirmed via website.

Contact Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
3. It was noted thalliltvalked out to the south parkade to obtain a bag of cash from a

llillMJtill•
lfllremembered the incident and admitted to picking up the cash prior to his buy in.
te - ($20k in $20's)?

4.

Ill confirmed he accepted the cash ($20K) from•\ll:lilMl!lf:l•
5.

Did your frien lnfJ:Mlj!l'/J;.inform you that the vehicle was in the south parkade prior
to you exiting the casino to obtain the funds?

11 confirmed t h a - informed him that the funds arrived prior t.attending the
parkade to receive the cash. ($20K)
It was learned thagwas placi~ets folMlllRon a friendly basis prior to the
cash dr~off. llllwalked up toll and informed him the "payback" funds arrived
onsite. llthen walked out the parkade to pick up the "payback" funds, whictillthen
used on this gaming date.
lllstated that he would be paid back within a day or two receiving chips or cash. On
this occasion, it was paid back in cash.
6.

How do you knowft'IMllN°
.stated that he knowslllBli\\IFrom the high limit room.

7. lllBF/Husband • • •
llstated he believes that
8.

Redacted - Pat ron nterv ew ldent1fy1nJ
Inform ation

usband.

Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for his safety.
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- i d not think anything of the $20's B u s t thought the bank ran out of larger bills.
9.

It was noted that on Saturday night 2017-SEP-23 [IN20170054096] you were noted to
have punched the wall inside the Salon bathroom , pushed/kicked a chair over in the
high limit room. You received a 24hr barring pending a BCLC review . Remind his that
behaviour will not be tolerated moving forward.
(illNas asked about the incident on September 23'd, 2017. &tated that a known
player was questioning his previous play and it got on his nerveslllshowed his
frustration by kicking a chair over and punching the bathroom wall. He admitted to this
activity and was informed that this type of behaviour will not be tolerated moving
forward.

•m•

10. After that site barring incident,

M stated that the

Redacted

II exited the site and drove off in a

Patron 'lter\' ew

ldent1fy1ng Informallo1

Redacled Patron lnte "V1ew
Identifying lnforJllat1on

was his .

11. Doesllhave any know ledge of underground casinos?

12.

l

stated he had no knowledge of any underground casino.
has been using PGF but impress upon him the importance of continuing to use them.
stated that he will continue to use his PGF and refrain from accepting cash drop offs.

Interview over at 1215hrs
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigators Stone LEE and Jim HUSLER both conducted the interview on 2017-SEP-25.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onlll ability to buy-in using cash & un-sourced chips .
llwas encouraged to continue to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account and was commended on his
efforts to date.
Interpreter required yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this interview. also
spoke English at times .
BCLC Conditions:lllcontinues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML
Program Manager Daryl TOTIENHAM.
Investigator Comments:

lwas cooperative with investigators in answering the questions posed to him.
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BCLC llS

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
NAME Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
S ID#:
Interview Date: May 25 , 2015
Interview Time: 1 :37 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The patron was recently added to a source of funds list requiring interviews by the site.
On May 15th, 2015 he was the subject of two interviews. As a result of those interviews
he was made the subject of no un -soured cash conditions and asked to schedule an
interview. What prompted this specifically were his responses on his May 15 1h
interviews when asked about his source of cash and he stated on both occasions "It is
money from home"

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Advise that there were some concerns with respect to the answers he
provided to the questions posed to him by the site.

4. What is his relationship to
5. What is his relationship to
5. What is his relationship to

7. What is his relationship to
8. What is his relationship to

Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

?
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9. What is his relationship to Redacted - Patron Interview •
Identifying Information
10. What is his relationship to

Ma

1954hrs both
entered the casinos VIP
are still seated in the dining area and notice the
enter and follow them
is stop
h
ri
officer for ID/age verification (he is carrying the bag).
"":. · ·. · .· .,
was followed b y • • thenlli_nto the Salons was~room. At 1955hrs
•Wentered the washroom asllis seen exiting.II turns back and
re-enters the washroom, all 4 men are in the washroom. What did they do
in the washroom?
12. Was there an exchange?
13. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
14. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
15. He is well aware of PGF Accounts but still uses other means to obtain
cash. Why he is doing this?

Interview Results:
f':IMshared, in part, the following information:
Reoac:ed

Patron tn•e1v1ew ldentrfy ng Informallon

is his blood brother and will be leaving for China on

June 8th;
~

He originally immigrated on a visitor's visa and wants to get his Canadian
citizenship;

~

He was advised that some of the questions may be direct and responded that he
has nothing to hide but if it was something he believed private he would not
answer;

~

He confirmed that his wife i

~

He thought we were concerned about his wife coming to the casino to exchange
chips. He stated that they were his chips and he tells her to take them when she
wants to go and play ;

Reda:ted

Pat ron Interv ew lde'ltlfying tnforma11c n

2
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'r He does not cash in his chips all of the time and leaves with them because it is
too inconvenient for him;

>-

His source of wealth is from his business ventures in China which include real
estate and mining;

'r The economy has slowed down in China so he is focusing on his immigration;

>-

He is trying to invest in Canada and is looking into purchasing a vineyard which
will specialize in ice wine;

>-

He has looked on Vancouver island for this purpose but feels his best bet is in
the Niagara Region in Ontario;

>-

Originally he said the he did not know Ei1W but when the May 15th incident
was brought to his attention he realized who we were talking about;

-,. • M i s a friend of his from China and would not comment more on this
relationship;
-,. In explaining cash deliveries he openly admits that he gets the cash from the wire
services. In reference to the May 15th incident he asked a friend to pick up the
cash and deliver it to him;
>-- He did not want to identify the friend but did state the friend does not play and

was only doing him a favour by picking up the money and delivering to him;
-,. He was adamant that there were no exchanges that took place and only went in
to use the washroom;
>-- He knows that exchanges do take place in the washrooms and has witnessed

this himself;
'r Recently he has had trouble getting bank drafts from his banks;
>-- He deals with RBC and HSBC;
>-- He has been dealing with HSBC for a long time and they terminated his account;
>--

He explained that this was because as soon as he was getting a draft in the
name of a casino or depositing a cheque the bank did not want to have anything
to do with him;

'r Someone has called him from RBC and warned him about requesting bank drafts
to be used at the casinos;

3
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>-

He would rather use his banks but because the trouble he has he is forced to use
the wire services ;

>-

The wire services usually run out of larger denominations right away leaving the
smaller ones ;

>-

The wire places charge a better rate if you take the smaller denominations ;

>-

He has been in Canada since 2012-2013 and his first child was born in Canada
in 2014;

>-

He did not recognize the following names

>-

He mentioned that during the SOF interview the site began by asking if the
money was his and of course he was going to say yes ;

>-

When he was asked about the origin of the funds he mentioned that at times he
is sarcastic and likes to joke with the site and tell them that the money is not from
a bank robbery or anything illegal ;

>-

He stated that when he cashes out he actually asks for twenty dollar bills as it is
easier to tip and easier to use;

>-

It was explained to him about the possible relationship to criminal activity and the

Redacted Pat ron lnterJ1ew laent fymg
lnformaltcn

•

amount of small denominations and he did not get it because in China money is
money;

Y It was mentioned that there may be safety concerns when he is bringing that
much money home with him ;

>-

He did not see the concern given that when it was pay day at the mine he would
carry large sums of cash to pay his employees ;

>-

He does not understand what the issue is when he gives money to his wife when
they are in the casino together;

>-

He mentioned an incident when they were in the casino back in Ontario when a
bunch of the staff swarmed them when he passed chips to his wife to cash out ;

>-

He has heard about the underground casinos but does not go ; He wants to
gamble but does not want to get mixed up that;

>-

According to him it does not matter the amount and he has just as much fun
playing downstairs as the high limit rooms .

4
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onMW ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chipsWJI• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:M1Rontinues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham (Manager AML Programs, BCLC) on May 1ih, 2016.

Investigator Comments:
llllmwas schooled about the BCLC interview format. He brouqht up in points of
Cl'lSC1TSsion prior to investigators. It was more than likely.Qfll!Wdid this given he has
already been spoken to by investigators. A prime example of this is in reference to his
trip to the washroom along with three other patrons. He openly admits that he has seen
money exchanges in the washroom but claims that he, along with the others, was
simply going to the washroom.
When he was asked if he knew anything about the underground casinos he said no but
was shaking his head in the affirmative.
It was difficult gettin1B• to identify his associates. The names in their subject
profiles do not necessarily match their Chinese names. So as much as he may not
recognize the names does not mean he does not know the individuals.

5
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It would appear thaW:.IM has more information regarding money deliveries than he
wishes to share with investigators.
-

conditions should remain. The site was advised of this.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigati ons

6
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__
1 rir~ma t 1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-31
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR; Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
NOTE: 2018-AUG
Patron listed his address as:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin/English
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Conditions:

2019-MAY-27 BCLC Directive: All gaming privileges suspended pending interview with
to
BCLC AML Unit. Please have patron call Consumer Services at
arrange an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site
and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML
Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:

l;lias generat~~ 22 LCTs since 2017-JUN with his most recent LCT dated
2019-MAY-21.ll's average buy in is in the $9.5-10K range .

His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $136,840.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $364,845.00
The focus of the interview will b e . source of wealth and a recent suspicious
incident at RRCR.
Occupation: CEO
Company Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
NOTE: 2018-AUG

Patron listed his occupation as Chemical Company Manager

Re::1acteo Patro1 lnte rv1e11
ldentrJy1ng Information

MllMI
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF, confirm occupation and address
Why is he here
How long will he be staying
Explain what the meeting was all about
Who did he meet
How was it set up
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What is his address when he is staying in BC
I• :
I
How often does • e • ••
Redacted
Patron
Interview
Relationship with
Identifying Information
Relationship with

•

Relationship with young UAF sitting with him in Salon
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Relationship with

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm address
Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
1 . Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Any family here?
3. What banks does he use?
4. Has he considered opening a PGF?
5. Knowledge of underground Casino's

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewWIMMstated the following:
His primary residence is in China at the address noted on his profile
The address noted above from 2018 is OLD
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
His wife lives in
The noteclll•M residence is where he stays when he is in Canada
Per BC Assessment his home is currently valued at $2 ,345,000
The house is in his wife's name
Reda:;ted Patron I nterv ew
His wife's name is lden' lf)' ng nfom1allo,
M•does not attend BC Gaming Facilities
His wife has her Landed Status, she has been in Canada approximately ten (10)
years
He was not able to live here long enough to obtained any sort of PR/Citizenship
status
He had elderly parents in Chia to look after (they passed away last year)
He has one child a grown son, living in Toronto
His son has been in Canada approximately seven (7) years
He owns the apartment his son and family live in (i.e it is in his name)
3
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His son is married and h e - i s a Grampa
He comes to Canada 1-2 times a year
He is leaving Vancouver 2019-JUL-06 to go to Toronto to see his son and family
He will fly home to China via Vancouver (no specific date set)
He has no affiliation to

noted on his 2018-AUG

profile)
Redacteo

Reda:ted

Patron nter, 1ew ldent1'y1ng lnfoimat1on

is his badminton coach as is

Re:::l.:tcted Pat10'l lnle'V1ew
ldentr'y•ng Information

Pa·ron

lnfe"",11ew Iden! f in

- -

asMl"~M~l!l~-~llllllll
%1t9filt'1*

is also know
The facility he plays ~ut of
He:::lacled Palrori lnle"".i1ew
Per Googl ;. ldent1'y119 Informal on
is located a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is confirmed affiliated to the facility
the company he is CEO of, is in road
construction for government (vrs private roads)
The "materials" the name references are concrete , rocks and rebar
He recalls the incident in question
The money that was delivered was money owed him through work, i.e. he had
sold construction material in China but had not been paid for it
As he knew he was going to be in Canada for a visit and wanted to gamble he
advised his colleague to give him the money in Canada
The money was dropped off by
who is approximately 30 years old
- • . . has relatives in China his company does business with
.·
was payin. on behalf her relatives
· · · also had given him money a few weeks prior to this incident, $11 K ($20's,
$50' s $1 00' s)
The $11 K was given to him at a restaurant, he does not recall which one , but it
was in Richmond
Again this was money owing through business in China
He gambled with some of the $11 K
He'd been for dinner witl
and the UAF on the date in
question
The UAF isllM!as girlfriend this is only the second time he has met her
He does not know her name
He'd been losing the day in question , having arrived earlier and after dinner
suggested to the group they return to the casino as he wanted to chase his
losses
He bought in when they returned from dinner, that buy in was only $500, he had
reached $9,900 and knew he could not buy in any more without receipts

'f?Sml!f?'!"M•
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He had arranged withM!ll prior to returning to the Casino to have the money
dropped off
The is no interest payment associated to the money he received fromR• it
money he was owed
The money was contained within a red bag and the car that delivered it was a
"small blue car"
He did ask his friends to buy in for him and give him the chips
He banks with BMO

Investigators Comments:

- recollection of events 2019-MA Y-25 is exactly as described in
INC190034648 and portrayed by surveillance
Cash passes and suspected cash passes (bathroorrai!ltRMIMm" and cash
.~illRmi:•has been confirmed)
- • · · · was reluctant a first in giving information but quickly came around and
erated
s not a big player
has been told not to involve friends in chip/cash exchanges as it only lands
them in trouble too
- lllwas educated on PGF/DebiUCredit at the cage , receipting requirements
lnitiallYll said he comes to RRCR so infrequently and that he is not a big
player so PGF was not ~od fit
- VIP Host Jenna advised- of the $3K PGF buy in amount and the process of
.=ning an account
- •was cautioned again joint account bank drafts

l

Recommendations:

- .was placed on sourced cash chip conditions prior to the interview and barred
pending interview
Barring lifted, it is recommendei ;tay on sourced cash chips, profile currently
has been updated to confirm same pending management review
Profile updated to include Richmond address
The barring's pending interview fo
seems overkill at this time
as the entire incident has been explained to investigators satisfaction and their
profiles otherwise are unremarkable
Sourced cash chips for them moving forward seems appropriate

5
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2019-MAY-31

Forwarded to D. Tottenham for review

2019-JUN-18
Filed

L. Cousins

Investigator, BCLC-AML
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This is Exhibit " ~p " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC I P - i l f f f . .
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEP-18
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
Brandi CHAN (Interpretation), BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's play was suspended pending interview. Patron will be
advised that an interview is required as a review of his playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese

Conditions:
2018-SEP-06- All gaming suspended bending interview.
2018-JUL-13- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash or
"unsourced or borrowed" chips.

Recent Activity:
1111as generated three hundred sixty-four (364) LCT records since 2017-MAR-27. His
last LCT was 2018-SEP-06 when buy-ins totaled $24,000 and he had a disbursement of
$50,965.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $10,317,515
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FX: $1,322
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $16,965,926
DISBURSEMENT: $11,235,845
The focus of the interview will bells gaming activitie~ated to repeated ir:?idents of
cash and chip passing (possible cash/chip facil itation) ,
SOW, SOF and
associates.

ms

lls

Occupation:

Restaurant Owner
Company:
Redacted

Patron ln' erv1ew dent1fy 1ng Information

History:

30 Incidents including:
- 4 "exchange of cash/chips":
•
17-NOV-28, Grand Villa- Cash pass in washroom with.II
.....
.
. .

.. .

•

IN20~80~23584
Redacted

•
•

2018-APR-16, Parq-Possible chip pass in washroom betweenll

Patron lnter11ew aent rfyng lnfcrmat on

IN20180044197, 2018-JUL-17, Parq-Chip pass with unidentified female (PARQ1844197 (f)
) believed to be B; wife/girlfriend.
Redacted Patron 1ntemeV'1
IN20180053616, 2018-AUG-31, Parq-Chip pass with Identifying lnfo·mat1on

- 7 UFTs Redacted - FINTRAC
• 20180043237, 2018-JUL-10, Parq (and IN20180043087)- SOF suspicious as
gambled with bundled/wrapped $20s and~~lai:;a~b~{l• a cash
pass) in single-stall men's washroom
• 20180053325, 2018from Parqlll observed
passing something t
(believed to be a cash
pass) .
• 20180054526, 2018-SEP-05, Parq (and IN201800547 49)-Possible cash/chip
5 10
pass in single-stall men's washroom with•·iililifiif.ll•iAlmir"'r.r • mwwent into
washroom aftelll left); l lwent into the main washroom with PARQ18-54526
(SID: - . :
; shortly thereafter··
ent into the main washroom with
left Parq

II

witeS*F*@M@H@'*fl'I•

1111

Civil Courts:
Divorce 1997-1998 from

Rt:dacted

Pat1on

2
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Recent Activity: September 2018

-

last LCT was 2018-SEP-06 when buy-ins totaled $24,000 and he had a
disbursement of $50, 965.

- 5 LCTs in September 2018; 29 LCTs in August (all at Parq)
- 20180053325, 2018-AUG-30 (substantiated)-see above
- 20180054526, 2018-SEP-05, Parq (and IN201800547 49) (substantiated)-see above

Discussion Points:

-

Activities at Parq, notably cash/chip passing and cash facilitation
SOF/SOW
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirmllls address.
With whom does··
· reside?
Since when has
. esided 1n this home?
Redacted Patron Inte rv iew
own? What is his role with lde nt1fy1ng Inform atio n •
2. What business(es) does
Why do our records show that he is not the owner?
3. With which banks doesllhold accounts? Which b~~ks/accounts are used for
gambling? Where islls main branch? Why does.use so many different
branches (TD) to purchase bank drafts for the purpose of gambling (one sample
of bank drafts showed that of 12 drafts, 7 different branches were used).
4. Other sources of income?
5. Who owns the home in whict9 resides? When was the home purchased?
How was the home purchased?
6. Specifically, from whiilurce of income does.und his gambling activities?
Specifically, how doe . · .. then access/withdraw these funds?
7. H a . ever borrowed money from an individual or private lender to facilitate his
gambling? Which individual/company? How much? When? Why?
8. Doe- .ble in private establishments? With which other underground
casinos is . ·. familiar?
9. Associates:

II

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

3
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Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
10. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

Know your patron:
- · co~firmed that .he resides . . .
- :. resides here with his wife
· . .
, his two (2) children and his parents
while his parents' home next door is being constructed.
has resided in this home since 2017-September when he moved to the Lower
Mainland.
was given the house by his mother then had the house demolished and a new
h6u'se built in its place.
previously lived i - f o r f o u r t e e n (14) years.

,.!§M,GIM§!Ml.J!,:M![.J,*

.

-H

-II

B

Source of wealth:

-1·:
has been une~ed for approximately two (2) months.
- . · worked at-@iMa restaurant 2017-JUL to 2018-JAN as a cook, but he had
J!J!

to st~p ~s. he ~,!~.al_l~r;gi£ t~
spices used in the cookin .
-While living 11-S"llRmH..-leased the···:.. · · · · · ·
years; the lease ended at the end of 2015 and .· .. did not renew.
has no other employment and no businesses.

for over ten (10)

-II

owned two (2) apartments and a house.
- While living i1 'h-jijlm
- He lived in the house and rented each apartment for approximately $2000+ a month
(net $4000/month).
- When he moved back to Vancouver (and before he sold his apartment & house), he
rented all three properties out for approximately $2000+/unit (net $6000/month).
-Ill also previously earned money from the sale of a house and an apartment in
mehorse in 2017; he sold his house for $210,000 more than he paid for it and he sold
the apartment for $28,000 less than he bought it.
- Last yea.also cashed-out $100,000 worth of RRSPs.
1

"

4
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- Despite cashing-out RRSPs and selling properties, all the money has been spent on
gambling.
--has a CIBC chequing account and a CIBC Visa card.
-~as a personal line of credit (LOC) with the TD for $900,000; he used the equity in
the home to acquire the LOC ; currently, the LOC is maxed out.
- Usuall~takes out bank drafts from the TD LOC and uses the bank drafts for
gambling; his winnings go back into the LOC to facilitate more gambling.also uses
the TD LOC to pay credit card charges .
will acquire the bank draft from whichever branch he is near at the time he wishes
to purchase a draft (a small sampling found bank drafts from seven (7) different TD
branches) .

-II
•

has a TD mliage on his Vancouver house, which he needed to build the new

home; originally, .: · took out a $400,000 mortgage for the construction of the new

·~Isa has a mortgage through a fijte lending company on Number 3 Road in

Richmond , located above a Van City. ·. could not remember the name exactly, but
b_~lieved it sounded like "Ambo" (believed to be Amber M?-nv-ent) .
•
also has a mortgage on an apartment that he owns 1n'!!r.!!~the mortgage
was issued in 2012 for $210,000 .
•

has never borrowed money from an individual or private lender to facilitate his
ling .
has never gambled in private gaming establishments.
wife knows he gambles and has said that he can use the house to support his
•
gambling, but he is not allowed to borrow money from any loan sharks.
- The investigator advise.about the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program ; at this
time, Ill is not considering enrolling in the program .

: ·. ·

gam~en.with
n asliilii .. . lt11r .

a woman called

MF?· (believed to be the same

does not recall going into the single-stall men's washroom with anyone at any time
despite casino records indicating that this has happened on multiple occasions with a
variety of patronslllllexplained that sometimes he forgets to lock the bathroom door
so someone could"Wa!k in.
denies conducting any cash or chip passes in the single-stall washroom on any
ion.
sometimes leaves the casino to go for a walk outside to get fresh air or go to a
urant; when confronted with information that he is known to have gone ou•·..
. to
conduct cash passes and there was no visit to a restaurant or time to socialize .

•

-B

Il

5
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'SM1!8)

like to go
denied conducting any cash pass and reiterated that they (he and
e for fresh air.
denies all cash/chip passes in any washroom at any time and all cash/chip passes
•
outside of Parq.

II explained that small amount chip passes occur frequently amongst all the Chinese
players, including him ; this is related to Chinese superstitions about lucky and unlucky
ed that 1f he sees someone 1s on a winning streak and he 1s on a losing
ill ask the person on the winning streak to buy-in/chip-in for him .
is
a very lucky player so-ften has her buy-in and play forli8
•
- At some point after the hand is completed, an exchange of chips will occur to settle the
amounts; no interest or fee of any kind is charged for this service.
- This is very common amongst the Chinese gamblers.

Associates:
-does not know anyone by the name of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information or simply
despite having had two (2) previous incidents of cash/chip passing w i t . in
casino washrooms .

II met wmw (believed to b

~

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

) at Grand Villa
circa 2017.
lilavould bump into '!filtl!M\!lfrequently at Villa and only in the last couple of
weeks, they started ma 1ng pans to meet and play together to buy the table so they
~ play private~ .
Reda:::led o:>atro n
reaches •w.rR"·"= at phone number lnte n.;ce'J/ ldent1fy1,g

Ill

..

ies knowing
despite: playing wit.h·:.
·· and
_ ·. using
at the same table at Parq; conducting a suspected chip pass wit
~e-stall men's washroom at Parq; and, des~'.~e- going out.side with . .·
nd

~es not recognize anyone who resemble$- physical description.
-·'swife is
gambles.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

!!i~:~~-;~~~~;~;el~, ~~~·th~~ -fol;~win'
Reda:::led

•
denies knowing
pass withll in a washroom.

::>a·rcn 1n·erv1e\\ lde1trfy n;J

rarely

spiteB coming to the casino,
to the main 3rd floor washroom .
despite conducting a suspected cash-

lnfcrma· on

6
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Investigator Comments:

On this date -:::::::11-1}~0 of his associates lde1t1fying tnfo•rnat1on
M;$$@IP"dri-?0namnrmm were all interviewed; all interview reports
will be submitted separately although references are made herein to the other
interviews.
Redacted

Patron nter-. 1ew

Whe-as met by the investigators in the VIP lounge to.art him to the interview,
he was on his cell phone. As the investigators approached- he removed himself
from the lounge and went i
back room to continue the conversation . Once the
conversation was complete -_ - returned to meet the investi ators .•
s interview was
·
·
·30
the second of three for the daYhours; lilitfiMM was interviewed at 1 :
interviewed at 13:00 hours) . In light o _
the cons istent information betwee
·
interviews, it is
suspected tha1IMIBbriefed bottW!tWilti""before their interviews .
•

was extremely nervous during the interview. When asked about specific incidents
at the casino ,liillbecame quite animated with his voice getting louder, his speech
quickening and his hands gesturing more than at other times. When asked about his
bank accountslill also seemed nervous as his voice began to shake when talking .
llwas not forthcoming during the interviewed and repeatedly denied knowing about
specific incidents, activities or individuals with whom he has been involved in BCLC
facilities .
When asked whether he has a mortgage on his house.I I changed the details about
the number of mortgages he has and which mortgages are on which properties.
never admitted to having a mortgage from
··· ·· .
.. .
_ . p1te·a
BC Assessment/Land Titles search showing tha -- · ha
rt
·t
for
$200,000 and that this mortgage wa~istered throug ·· · · ·
· · ·· ·
law
firm. The same checks indicate that.also has a TD mortgage for $900,000 and a
mortgage for $300,000 with Amber Mortgage Investment Corporation .

II

·-·: .- is documented in media reporting as a member of themllllcrime organization.
is also sub·ect to a 5-year BCLC Public Safety barring valid until 2022-JUL-11.
is the same law firm associated with a fraud where bank drafts
law corporation is
were produced by
currently under review by the BC law society for misconduct.
As of 2018. home is assessed to have a value of $1,929,000. According to the
above-noted information , he owes $1.4 million on the home despite being given the
original home (before demolition) at no cost. The following outlines the details of the
mortgages on his Vancouver property, as per checks conducted by BCLC:
- Mortgage CA6365647:

7
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•

Lender is Toronto-Dominion Bank, 500 Edmonton City Centre E., 10205 101
Street, 5th F

···is

•
•
•
•

also made the application;
Principal amount of the mortgage is $900,000;
Interest paid on the principal amount is the bank's prime rate plus 10% per
annum .
Mortgage executed 2017 -OCT-11

- Mortgage CA6789266 I CA67892667 :
• Lender is Amber Mortgage Investment Corporation , #415-5900 No.3 Road ,
Richmond, BC, V6X 3P7;
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Borrower is
•

--

Application made b

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•
•
•
•

Principal amount of the mortgage is $300,000;
Interest rate is 11 .23% per annum;
Amount of each periodic payment $2,807 .50 (payment is last day of each
month);
Mort97?xecuted 2018-MAY-09 by Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•~11t

0

Mortgage CA6926839:
• Lender is
•

Borrower i

Biiii&

· lllm®il1t.-Blllllrt•'"·'"'tm.1e•
•
•

Principal amount of the mortgage is $200,000;
Interest rate is 8% per annum ;
Mortgage executed 2018-JUL-11 by

Regarding mortgage CA6365647, the reasonmvould acquire the loan from a TD in
Edmonton, rather than a local branch is not known at this time . Internet checks for
• • • • • • • i n d i c a t e that it is located at
nd there is another office in
mortgage was also executed by
Mortgage.

8
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lfl

On all the mortgages. •is listed as a businessman; based on the information
provided during the BCLC i~iew, he was not a businessman, but rather a restaurant
cook. The interest rates fo~ mortgage are asses~s high . Noting that one
mortgage alone requires a $2807 .50 monthly payment,ii!mhas provided no information
to demonstrate an income that could support his mortgage payments.
Regarding the explanation for chip passing
se superstitions
all gave the same
around good and back luck, it is of note tha
explanation during each respective interview. Although this likely does happen in the
casinos from time-to-time, the investigator assesses that this does not explain every
incident of chip passing foli.ll
Redacted

Patron lnte-v1e.u ldent1fy11g

lnfo·mat1on
It is also of note that
all discussed going outside for a "lucky
walk" or for fresh air and all three were involved in cash Rasses outside. Although Ill
denies conducting any cash passes witt11NI• atron · · · · · ·
acknowledged
~terview that she was outside with · ·:. · .· . .·. "'
when there was a cash pass.
does not know how much was passed and believes that the pass was related to
buy-ins that were previously conducted regarding the Chinese superstitions about
having someone lucky buy-in on behalf of the unlucky person.

Redacted Patron lntcr.11ew

Both ldentlfy1rig ln'ormat on
denied knowinMi.l•although all three (3) have been
observed gambling together and leav;+ Parq together. During her interview,
acknowledged knowin~l't. . and that she originally met them at Grand Villa .

m•

is previously associated to MlilPf"' through a cash
pass that occurred at Grand Villa Casino on 2017-NOV-28 (IN20170066872). Of
particular note is thatBs assessed to be the same person who was previously
unidentified at River Rock. According to reporting in IN20180041458, on 2018-JUL-04,
a patron at River Rock made a complaint that RRCR 18-41458 was loan sharking on
the gaming floor and that she had previously borrowed money from him in the past as
he is a known loan shark. At the time, the service provider was unable to identify RRCR
18-41458 and therefore site barred him until he could produce identification and until
further review. On 2018-JUL-17, River Rock iersonnel were able to confirm that RRCR
18-41458 is believed to be the same person a1¥"

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

f1%'faM!f@fiEMMf!i.U*

~caac•cd

Pa··on 1n·erv1ew ccn• fy ng

Since 2018-JUN-07 ,
has been site barred from Grand Villa
Information
Casino for his involvement in a physical altercation with another male. llllhas nine (9)
vehicles associated to his rofile and thirt -four 34 incidents. Of the incidents
nineteen (19) are UFTs

The telAMliiiii~·-iljji-MilfH+H*f*i!.11* is the same phone
numbeJ:)fj
provided the BCLC Consumer Services line
as her phone number.

#% f£j{Q 1@@
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• i s assessed to have withheld information during thwerview and at times to have
been dishonest. Suspicious indicators documented in Ills gambling-related activities
include, providing doubtful information during the interview, engaging in cash and chip
passing with known cash facilitators that may be intended as a loan or repayment of a
loan, and most notably, acqu iring a mortgage
a known member of
organized crime . These are all indicators of money laundering and cash facilitation
activies.

fromll••·

Therefore, a 5-year Public Safety ban from all BCLC facilities is recommended .

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML

10
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This is Exhibit " i8 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Comm· sion for taking Affidavits for the
rovince of British Columbia
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Reda:ted

;::>atron lrilerv ew ldentrfy1ng Information

BI IS

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID ·
Identifying Information
I
I• • p
I •
lnterv
Interview Time: 1355 hrs.
Interview Location: View Royal Casino
Interviewed by:
John RAMSAY
BCLC Investigator
Christopher BROWN
BCLC Compliance Officer

Reason for Interview:
Concerns on passing of Chips/Cash and
Source of Wealth
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. • • • given occupation is a Taxi Driver. Do he own your own cab?
4. If he owns his own cab, or other assets related to a company, what is the
name of the company?
5. Does he borrow money from anyone to support his gaming and if so, who?
6. Does he lend out money and if so does he charge interest?
7. What is his relationship to

RPdacted

Pa1ron 11erv ew fd:>ntrfym;, lnfo·r1at1cn

(There have been several instances of exchange of chips/cash between
these 2 individuals. As well, are they in business together?)
r~edactec:

Patron lnterv1eu l::1ent1*y11g

lnfo·riat1:ln
8. What is his relationship with
(16 Mar '16. Sold this player $5000 in chips)

9. What is your relationship to
(16 Mar ' 16~s $6000 in chips to
and they are immediately
cashed out-had not played tables while in the casino)
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$3000=::m;.:~er

10. What is your relationship t o _ , _
(16 Jan '16 . Accepts
pays these chips
back. The following day he buys in for $200 and immediately gives the
chipst-8)
Pa'ro n In erv1ew Identify ng l"lformatio,
11. What is your relationship to
(05 Sept '15. Wl•gives this player $10,000 in chips to cash out)
~e<lac·ed

12. Educate on chip passing/ cash exchange policies.
13. Impress upon him that we are concerned as his activities are consistent
with loan sharking and that this is illegal and as a result his activities will be
monitored.
Interview Results:

attended the casino .
The interview was conducted in the Security Office (under camera) with the writer
conducting the interview, BCLC Compliance Officer, Chris BROWN recording the
questions and answers.
Interview Summary (questions asked - attached to this case).
M

l l •Nas asked about his source of wealth .

Reply: he does not work and has not for a 'couple of years' as he had a back injury. He
says his gambling funds come from his wins at the casino; specifically he had some big
wins a couple of years ago on the slots and the tables.
When questioned about his back injury he stated that he did not receive any
compensation for his injury nor any settlement.
-

questioned about his previous occupation as a Taxi Driver.
RedaC'ed

Pa''C n ln•erv1ew

This is when he worked part time for his friend oent fy11g ln'orma· on
Again he stated that he
has not worked for a couple of years due to a back injury.
(it should be recorded that his injury has not prevented him from sitting at gaming
tables, sometimes for periods of time of 1O - 14 hours, or more)
Questioned about any other sources of income to support himself. -Rent, food, car and
insurance, clothes , gambling funds.

2
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Answer is that he lives 'with family' so he does not pay for rent or food and all other
funds come from his 'wins at the casino'.
-1uestioned if he has any other assets, owns a company or has any company in
his name or any financial involvement in any company or business.
Answer is No.
- a s k e d about the exchange of chips/cash .
Did he lend out cash/chips and receive interest for doing so?
Answer - No
• • stated that "sometimes I loan to a friend but I don't lend or borrow or charge
interest"
Did her borrow cash/chips from other players and was expected to pay interest for doing
so?
Answer - No.
•Jn!IMwas asked about his relationship to

Redacied Patrori
nterv ew ldent1fying

He stated that they are friends.
Whe.n asked about any working relati~ns~ip wi_t_hm'!he stated he worked part time
for him a couple of years ago as a taxi dnver~ ~wned the cabs.
estioned about the exchange of cash/chips between himself and MiW
stated that he never did this. Writer replied that WA•w~ing truthful
as this behavior was recorded regarding these transactions. Again-stated that
this had not happened.
-

asked about NM to whom he either sold or lent $5000 in chips to on 16 Mar
'16. Answer: "No I never gave chips to him. I want to cash my chips, I am winning more
money for me, why give to others. I never give to others"

~sked

about his relat!on~hip ti
as on the same day (16 mar'16) as
llhe gave
00 in chips tciilllwho cashed them out. ·d. . ·
said that the chips
ca'me from . .- s wife, who is a table player. Writer ~told . . :~ ' that he was not
being truthful a · .. : · had only player slots that d a y , - wife was not in the casino
and the recorded evidence that the writer has observed was that he had provided.
with the chips. The question remaining is why.
· ·· ·

'!!11111!.fC
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M• again tried to protest his innocence and that he would never give chips to
someone as he would either keep the chips himself, or more likely, keep the chips for
his next visit to the casino.
The writer again remarked to was viewed by the writer.

that he was not being truthful and the transaction

I H • was then asked about his relationship tolRW who he received $3000 in
chips from on 16 ~ He paid these chips back later the same day then the
following day paid$200 (2 x $100 chips).
· - reply: "I did borrow, not borrow, I lost that day. I did borrow but not like a loan.
I never give more, we never give interest or anything , no. If sometime I did borrow, I
never pay back extra. In past, I have done a couple of times. Maybe she did ask to
borrow, never interest or anything ".
Writer again questioned the truthfulness of this statement given the payment of the
$200 (in chips) the following day.
R I - questioned as to whether he was a cash/chip facilitator or a Loan Shark?
Response : "No, no, I am not giving loan and charging interest".
B Bquestioned if he was getting players to cash out for him. Answer: "On , no, no,
no".
··:· ·
asked his relationship t-11'$' whom he was seen passing $10,000
(in chips) to on 05 Sept '15 and: : immediately cashed out the chips and he and
-

then left the casino.
Answer: "Yeah , the young guy. I never give him chips ... I give him $10,000 in chips?
No ... to cash for me? Yeah I think maybe I borrow once $3000 but I never give $10,000
in chips , no. I win the jackpot on slots a couple of times. Because he losing I give him
some money. You buy and then at one window, over and over again tomorrow, why
cash in? No, no, I don't cash in my chips because I play again next day. I had no reason
to give chips to someone else; I see others doing it but not me. I get same money back
and no extra money, like that".

M •questioned on how much he now has in chips, both on his person and at home.
Answer: "Right now I only have about $7000 - $7500, yeah , but I lost a week ago.5
thousand .. .a couple of weeks ago I also lost more that day. Since a couple of years ago
I am on a lucky streak."
Player again advised that he was not being truthful as the video evidence viewed did
not correspond on what he was telling the investigator.

4
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- a s k e d if he pays rent at the house he lives at. Answer: "No, ah yeah . I live with
a family"
Question: How do you support yourself?
Answer: "I do not work, I have a back problem, I cannot work.
Question: Again I will ask, are you a loan shark or a facilitator?
Answer: "yeah, no".
8Jllthen asked if he was related to any of the players he was seen passing chips to
or having chips cashed out for him.
Answer: "No, they are just friends"
When pressed,wWconfirmed that these players were strictly Casino friends and he
had no relationship to outside of the casino, except

foBllJJI

llll•then advised that his activities, as viewed, have all the appearances of loan
sharking and that any further recorded activity to this same effect - loaning or selling
chips, sharing of gaming activity with patrons that are not related to him , having other
players cash-out for him and any relate~would result in a BCLC Provincial
Barring from all gaming facilities on BC.-advised that this was a Warning and
asked if he understood.
This warning was repeated again s1 • • was aware that BCLC was fully aware of
his activities and there could be no doubt of the consequences if he continued in his
activities, as identified.
Reply: "Yeah, I will keep the chips, I have to play again on the second day, otherwise
chips I never give to anybody, I won't do it".
Interview concluded at 1425 hrs.

Interpreter required: No.
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Investigator Comments:
Throughout the interview the body language exhibited byM l i l • indicated that he was
very nervous. His eye movement, and lack of eye contact, compiled with his answers,
all reinforced the writer's opinion of the untruthfulness of his answers.
His denial of activities, that were documented by video footage , confirms that he was
being evasive and untruthful in his answers.

John Ramsay
BCLC Investigator
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scLc 1s*f'f''IEMH+&i'i!.!l·M!!.i•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-27
Interview Time: 0930hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room) .
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA I Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about the ir current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
lll•was recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring at
RRCR casino on 2017-APR-23/24 that involved a late night delivery of $55,000 cash
(mostly small bills).
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-24 liili!ll was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-Apr-24 BCLC Directive- No further un-sourced cash or chip buy-ins at any
location pending interview by BCLC . Please advise patron to contact the Consumer
Services center at
to provide contact numbers and arrange for an
interview. Advise writer by email when patron is advised. Daryl Tottenham , Manager,
BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
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History:
-

has generated 153 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-AUG.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to $100,000 per visit, in some cases small
denomination bills.
The following incident occurring 2017-APR-23/24 (just after midnight) can be
summarized as follows :

Occupation:
CEO

Company:
Reaac:ed Pa• ro n ln'er11ew Iden· fy ng
Informat ion

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a

>i.eoacted Pat ro'l lnter11ew
ldent1f 11 lnfcrma: on

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whaliilm's role or
job title is.
a. Internet sea~~h ~1•?'¥'D"9fM!GIM®!"'·""f!il.J,*) lists the
CEO as··~...!,_
b. The company is a global fertilizer and feed company.
4. Prior to being placed on conditionslj]fMwas using large volumes of
small bills.

2
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a. Where did this money come from?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .

6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

7. Encourage-to use his PGF account. Review of~ casino
records • . ·rms he holds PGF accounts at both RRCRllll and
Starlight .. Casinos.
8 . Cautior M•against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
his ability to buy in at BC Casinos .
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23496:
1. Where did the initial $45,000 (in $20's) come from?
2 . Who dropped off the $55,000 along the resort drivewayllW
a. How did he make these arran~ments?
b. .... . As he kno~•;:1m!Jl!,'l!llmll!!;lll!ll.,!!'11r.t:;!ll'l1!IJ.!IMllJ!l·•"'m"'!§"''"'9ll!lll§"'l""P'l!ll®'~umr"'illl!"'•••mlll!nl!ll,1!1J.!1;,!Jl!&nm"'.J.!llM•
i. Did-help him arrange for more money?

BCLC ConditionsBW will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ lln•tated this is his old address . He showed investigators his Saskatchewan
DL and confirmed his residence is as stated on his SK DL:
0

~ &!•confirmed his occupation as the CEO of
as a representative
of the China branch (in Canada-Saskatchewan). The company is a mining
company that mines for raw materials that is used to make fertilizer and other
agriculture industry supplies.
o 1111• stated that in Canada he is the CEO but in China he has people
higher than him he answers to.
o He described W;t!• as a family run business.
~ ·-·1:a1....-.·i~1id b..li
cai.d ~l:l~ljiiil.~r a jade mining company named
@.has a mining operation in northern

i:ii,,ali,c.a

l@M@ijflltf@(f@fWM§Mfo
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Re:facteo

Patro~

BC f nterv ew ldent1fy1ng Due to the colder climate up north he is typically only
perfor-is role in the summer months.
Redacted Palro '1 lnte'vrew
o · ·. · · · howed investigators a letter or invoice from ldent1'y1ng lnformat1c n on his
smart phone that detailed his consulting fee. Near the bottom of the letter
$11,000 was noted but other smaller amounts were listed as well.
~ When discussing past buy ins, particularly the small denomination buy ins,MUW
explaill
· .. t in most cases the cash comes from a money exchange business.
o
.
stated 99% of the time he uses a money exchange business he is
given $20 bills.
o He showed investigators scans of multiple receipts on his smart phone for
exchanges at a business named HENG SHENG . He added that as he
understands, HENG SHENG is based out of Ontario but has locations in
Vancouver and Burnaby.
o m•also presented a printed receipt from a money exchange business
on No.3 road in Richmond named SUHUIDA.
• The receipt was dated 2017-FEB-06 and detailed the exchange of
foreign currency equal to $20,000 CON.
• He stated he normally rips/throws away the receipts . He happened
to find this one and thought it could be helpful for his meeting with
BCLC .
o Wli•does on occasion withdraw money from his business account (CON
F/I). It was not clear what business this account is linked to, the
impression was he may have multiple accounts.
• He added that depending on the branch he can only get from
$3,000 to $8 ,000 so he will often go to multiple branches to get
more cash .
• He prefers to use the teller rather than the ATM machine.
.. . ..
~ is open to using a PGF account but does not like getting drafts from the
bank. He brought this up numerous times throughout in the interview at one point
stating, please, no bank draft.
o The investigators impression was tha1Mganted to protect his
corporate image. He explained that in Chinese culture gambling is looked
upon as a social issue or weakness comparable to drinking alcohol.
o He does not like the idea that when he asks for a bank draft he needs to
have the bank make it out to a casino.
o His gambling is not a problem (he is in control of it) but he considers it to
be a private aspect of his life.
o He went on to explain he does not have many friends in the casino and
when he does come he prefers to keep a low profile.
o He seemed concerned that if his superiors in China found out he was
gambling they may think less of him.
~ Investigators expressed our concern with large sums of un-sourced cash ,
particularly in small denominations and the fact it is consistent with being related
to criminal activity; Rlunderstood.

4
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Y M-1as never heard of any private or underground casinos or received an
offer to be taken to one. He stated he keeps a really low profile, doesn't gamble
too often and doesn't generally socialize with other casino players.

RE RRCR incident 17-23496:
~ Specific to this incid~11::r·1''\idvised that the cash was brought to him by his

friends son (driver oifMtM. He further explained that he had lent his friends
son the money sometime in January and he was paying him back at the casino .
lf..&ladded that they were going to drive to the Costco but he didn't feel he had

1
·eb
lrrJiiiifili4iiiirt.
.k

anythii!Nide and j u s
a
t :1
I 1
·
0
· ·•· . •
con~irmed th@qg
is the friend he referred to
and the driver of th---:--:"""':~ - ~~~ s son.
o -stated he didn't even need the mon·-~ had only lost about
son.
$10-15K of his first buy in when they met ··:::
o He did not k_now where . . .s son may have gotten the money from.
o He stated Mii is one of only a few friends he has in the casino and
when they are both in town the like to gamble together.
• He explained tha · :· · likes to hunt bear and w h·:·e
: - goes
up north to :··-··. · ·. for his jade mining consulting ... . likes to
come along to go hunting.

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:
lfJIM.vas very cooperative with investigators and was prepared show us documents to
support his explanations (money exchange receipts, letters from employer, updated ID
to verify address etc).
M»i•.vas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and/or all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
As detailed above , he does not like the fact he needs to ask the bank to make the drafts
out to a casino (he's embarrassed). All other options aside from drafts were explained to
him .
At one point in the interview he listed all of his credentials and university degrees to
investigator LEE as if to show he is not a criminal.
Investigators made it clear t••that we are not accusing him of wrongdoing or
making assumptions that he is involved in any criminal activity. We simply wanted to get
to know him better to aid in sourcing his money and ability to gamble at the level he
does .
•
will likely remain on sourced conditions. His casino profile has been updated to
indicate he has been interviewed and is no longer required to set up an interview.
5
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Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

Ffa§@l§d"§§'§Ffii!il,11

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-04
Interview Time: 1OOOhrs-11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR - Private room (13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA and Lynn COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
mwas recently set as banned pending interview with BCLC while on sourced cash
conditions .

Recent Activity:
On 2016-NOV-1. was placed on Source of Fund interview conditions. Typical
answers to SOF questions were "brought money from China" or from his "Chinese bank
account".

2017-FEB-10 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
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or via email through
patron to contact Consumer Services at
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC.
On 2017 -FEB-24

Ill conditions were escalated to PGF usage only.

On 2017-APR-07 BCLC Manager of AML Projects Daryl TOTTENHAM placed••
under "BANNED" pending interview with BCLC investigators as a result of a STAR
incident whereby it was suspected
used his associate to conduct $1 OOK in cash buy
ins.

Ill

The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:
.has generated 195 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-JUN.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20,000 to in excess of $100,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.

~cident 17-18767:llused an associate identified a'!!S*lj.W:&Hilllll!&
lnforma· 1on

-

to conduct $1 OOK in cash buy ins (all $1 OO's, $20K then $80K; ." was
observed meeting with a vehicle in parking lot across from the casino where he
acquired the $80K for his second buy in. It was suspected he passed the $80K
the washroom who did the buy in.
At the conclusion of p l a - cashed out $185K and was suspected of passing the
in the washroom.
disbursed cash

tc:llil in

tcllll

Redacted Patron Inter view

EDGE incident 17-18037:llwas using a male identified as
to
ldentlfyin.;J lnfomlakm
conduct a total of $56,000 in cash buy ins (5 separate transactions). At least 3 cash
passes were observed by surveillance and supported by footage reviewed. The most
significant was $30,000 (1000X$20 and 100X$100).
Occupation:
Real Estate Building Developer
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
2
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1. Confirm his address at

Reda::::ted Patron Interview
1dent1fy ng nformal10n

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Conf~rm his occupation/source of. incon:ie including how lon,,e has be~n
working there and where the business 1s located and what · s role or JOb
title is.
4. Prior to being placed on condition- was using large volumes of small
bills.

a. Where did this money come from?
b.

I I often stated it was from China or Chinese account.
How is CON small denomination bills from China?
ii. How does he access money from a Chinese account in
Canada (money exchanges?)?
1.

5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Why does he frequently gamble at multiple casinos ; often playing at
multiple sites within the same date?
7. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
8. Encourag-to use his PGF account. Review of llils recent LCT
activity shows he has used a PGF account frequently.
9. CautionB against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
RE STAR 2017-18767:

1. What is his relationship with

Re:::!ac•ed Pat ro1 lnter11ew
ldent1fy1ng lnforma• on

2. Who dropped off the $80K to him in the parking lot?
3. Where did this money come from?
RE EDGE 2017-18037:

3
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1. Where did this money come from?
2. Did you pay lll!Banything for helping you?
3. How does he know-

BCLC Conditionsllllis presently banned pending interview. He will likely remain on
sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or
other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:
Y .confirmed his address a 1
is current. Ill
added that he spends about 7 months of the year in Canada; the rest of his time
is in China.
Y Ii.ii confirmed his occupation is as BCLC has on file, Real Estate Developer for a
company in China whose name sounds like
. According tollll
his business dealings are exclusively in China with no business interests in
Canada. While he's visiting Canada his business in China is run by family (family
business).
Y When questioned about his use of small denomination bills prior to being placed
on conditions-admitted to one instance whereby he "borrowed" $100,000
from a "friend". He described the source of the $1 OOK as "small business
partners". He provided the surname of this friend as
was
unwilling to provide any further information as he did not want to cause trouble
for this friend (he was asked for a given name or a description of his friends'
vehicle). He did not believe this money was from any underground banking or
criminal network. •reiterated this was a one-time occurrence and he would not
borrow money again.
Y Ill produced a TD bank Card and advised that he transfers money from his
Chinese account to his Canadian account. He added that China limits him to
$50K per person per year so he often uses friends to facilitate transferring more
the allowed amount.
clarified
that when he answered SOF interviews with "money from China" he
•
meant that the money comes from his Chinese bank account (money earned in
China) and suggested the casino may have misunderstood.
Y llstated he gambles in multiple casinos, often in the same date, because he
feels that changing the casino may change his luck (superstition).
Y •was told that money in small denominations is consistent with being related
to criminal activity.Ill stated that if BCLC has an issue with this, why do we
accept the money in the first place. He added that if had he known using small
bills would create an issue he would not have used them.
Y llseemed confused about his PGF accounts even stating he did not want to
open one because he finds it inconvenient. When he was told that he holds PGF
accounts at both STAR and EDGE casinos and has been using them regularly
Redacted

4

Patron lnte -v1ew .aent1fymg lnformat on
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he stated the casino must have opened them for him .lladmitted he doesn't
understand how PGF accounts work.
~
was warned twice during the interview that if he continues to disregard the
C Conditions and use other players in the casino to conduct buy ins for him
BCLC would suspend his play, essentially banning him from playing in all BC
~inos. This point was made clear twice and
seemed to understand.
~
added that most of the instances that involve someone dropping off money to
him it his one of his sons and it is his own money being delivered. He added his
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
son has a
llllstated that when he wins in the casinos he gives money to his son for
safekeeping ($10K here and there) . His son stores his cash in a safety deposit
box at the bank. When he runs out of money and wants to chase his loses his
son will bring him more money. The impression was his sons help regulate his
spending in casinos because when he's chasing his loses he has the tendency to
spend too much in an attemit to recover his money.
The son is believed to be ... iifilWWW!lilii.l\ir"i5iiis&J!.Presently enrolled in the VSE
program).

I

B

a

RE EDGE 2017-18037:

1:·

-,, Initially
denied passing any cash t o . this date. Once he was reminded of
the num.. er of cameras in BC Casinos and told in detail the number of individual
eYins he admitted to it.
-,, lllconfirmed he did not offer any payment or "tips" to.for helpin~
conduct the buy ins.
stated he does not really knowl• He simply asked him to do the buy ins
for him as a favor ancllll agreed to do it.

"'1111

RE STAR 2017-18767:
>-- lladmitted to everything suspected in this incident. He admitted to using

Ila

conduct buy ins for him , the cash passes in the washroom and the cash pass
following the disbursement.
-,, It was noted in the footage reviewed that.has approached a male in a grey
hoodie prio: to
agreeing to do the buy ins for him.lladmitted he asked this
~e to do 1t and he refused.
·
>-- . . stated the mone~ that was delivere<lJi$80K in $1 OO 's) was dropped off to him
·by. his son (driving a ,e.1¥/iiTWt'mr.ffiiinllLJ! stated this was his money and his son
was holding it for him .

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.

Investigator Comments:

5
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l l lremained respectful throughout the interview. The impression was tha.
generally truthful with investigators.

was

m
was advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash needs
to be accompanied by a receipt.

I I status at the time of the interview was "Banned". He was told that following the
interview the ban would be removed and he would be able to gamble as long as he
honours the conditions put in place .
•
was also cautioned that if he continues to use other plaj i jto circumvent his
conditions BCLC would suspend his play in all BC Casinos. .:· understood and
reassured investigators he would honour the conditions moving forward .

II

Unrelated to the purpose of the interview;
spoke at length that he believed someone
may be stealing his Encore points. He did not want this looked into at this time as he
didn't want to cause trouble for anyone.
He advised he has never redeemed any points since he started gambling at BC
Casinos in 2005 (this is accurate to our records) and has never been offered any
rewards.Ill stated he consulted his lawyer who advised him that if his points were
compromised he would be able to sue.
This part of our conversation was completely unrelated
made it clear he did not
want it looked into at this time.

ancill

The investigator conducted a preliminary review ot l l l l Encore number';f!Wl!o!'" via
the GMS/CMP application. According to the player~ce summary between 2016NOV and 2017-JAN l lwas logged as redeeming points multiple times with amounts
from $100-$700 for a total of more than$ ~. The comps are logged under the slots
department according to GMS . Review o~ LCT records confirms no records in
2016-DEC or 2017-JAN ....e are some records in 2016-NOV) and no LCT's related to
slots in this period either .: ·.. is not known as a slot player.
As of 2017 -APR-Ot i l lhas $5,710 in comp dollars.
This will be brought to the attention of BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance
management to determine if further follow up is required .

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigation s
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BCLC

1slll@ffl@i#N@(fti'f'i'fn.§IMl.l"'fii!.!:•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-24
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN (Tony HUYNH conducting interpretation)

Contact Approach: Patron was advised that an interview is required as a review of her
playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Vietnamese

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18 -All gaming is suspended pending interview (with temporary barring)
2018-AUG-15 - Interview required, have patron call Consumer Services to arrange for
an interview
2018-AUG-13 - Please update patron information on the next visit and document the
information in the subject profile. (This was done, but patron provided the same work
information as previously, which is not supported via OSINT information)
2018-JAN-12 - Sourced cash/chip conditions
2017-DEC-08 - Receipts required for all bank drafts
2006-JUL-05 - Barred one year for leaving unattended children in her vehicle

Recent Activity:
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2018-AUG- Identified by JIGIT as one individual using TD bank drafts without having a
TD bank account.
3 x incidents of chip passing
4 x UFTs since 2017-AUG
On 2018-AUG-13, RR updated patron information as owner o• •,.hich
was already i~rrding to OSINT (2016) there was a 1ctonausiness
by this name . ....;..~:"":'."'\-·- as not the owner.

fil

Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $2 ,126,465.00
FX: $3822.90
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $3,862,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,547,364.00
The focus of the interview will be establishing the source ofWWWn•s bank drafts and
confirming the)1itimacy of her bank accounts. SOW and enhanced CDD/KYC will also
be reviewed . lil0b'1.J:fwill also be explained the SOF directive and reminded to
respect it in order to avoid escalation of conditions.

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron tnterv1ew

1 aen~

fy 1ng

ln'ormaton

Company:
Redactea

Patron lntervie.,..,

lde'lflf 1n lnformal1an

History:
PGF
PGF
PGF
PGF

River Rock- 2017-APR-24
Grand Villa -2017-DEC-08
Starlight - 2016-SEP-24
Parq - 2016-JUN-27

Civil Courts:
Immigration appeal

Recent Activity: August 2018
2
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No LCTs in August 2018
Exchange of chips (further to being denied a buy-in with unsourced cash)
Directive violations
Discussion Points:

Banking information
Bank draft history

sow

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her Canadian address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
When was the home purchased? How it was purchased (mortgage, down payment,
cash, etc.)
2.

•Wiifl

information:

•

Who are the owners?

•
•
•
•

What is
role?
Business address?
Income from the business?
Company documentation and proof of employment/ownership?

alft'5

3. Other sources of wealth?
4. Banking information and bank drafts:
• Bank account information:
o Which banks (TD, other)?
o Home branch?
o Account numbers?
o Which accounts are used for gambling? Which accounts used for
bank drafts?
o Are the accounts held with anyone else?
o Business or personal accounts?
•

Bank draft information:
o Bank account information including account#?
o Other account holders?
3
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•

Bank draft (RECEIPT only)# 83915624, 2018-JAN-19 (TD 7008 No 3 Road
Richmond) ; $8,000

•

Bank draft# 83915680 (and receipt) , dated 2018-JAN-23 (TD 7008 No 3 Road
Richmond) ; $8 ,000
Missing SOFD

5. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada? What
are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within BCLC
facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling community?
With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,
following:

Redacted - Patron Intervi ew ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the

sides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information ; this residence is owned
s husband and his sister.
Pa•ron l n•ervrew
oes not own any homes; her only asset is a Reda:::ted
ioen· fy ng nformal1o'l
-

- - opened a TD account approximately three (3) months ago (circa 2018-MAY) ; before
then she did not have a TD account, but used RBC .
nly banks through TD; she banks through no other institutions.
presented a TD Visa Debit card althou,j,h there is no name on the card.
s home branch is the location at l@§jl#§@M!§fl@Hln·WfMl.fojijl!!.!.M which is
near her home.

- MUI·• often lends friends money for their businesses or to associates in the casino who
need more money. She uses her casino winnings for these loans.
aft$1JJSjoes not charge interest for these loans.
- When she is paid back, she receives either a direct transfer into her bank account or a bank
draft.
•MJAstated that she has received two (2) bank drafts as repayment that were both made
out to her and that she took to River Rock where she deposited the bank drafts into her PGF
account; these bank drafts came from a bank account that was not

m l •.

4
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ronto to help
, then
then
eposited the

Reoac1ed

Pa' en 1n·erv1ew

- - received a total of two (2) bank drafts from
cent fyng lnccrma• on
the first was received
circa end 2018-JAN and the second draft was received some time within three (3) months of the
first.
- The two drafts received b . · ·· : . were for the amount of $17,000 and $8,000 or $9,000.
is a friend o · ·.
spent three (3) months visiting from Winnipeg or Toronto.
d with ·. ·.. ·..
nd when she ran out of money while at the casino,Miillii•
money.
·. . · - ·charged. .no interest.c:m the loan.
- The daY, .... _ oan, ij!lflpaid.pback wit~ a bank draft _made out to llilim.
- nitiall ·. .
said that she wenvri~nk with-· whereBlm• got th~
annot recall the location of the bank or from which bank the drafts came.
. '.
· then changed the information to indicate that she did not go to the bank with MM
to acquire the drafts.
-. . .
- .deposited these drafts into her PGF account.
- · : · . · does not have contact information for Huong.
··
id not realize that she was inappropriately using her PGF and violating the PGF
declaration by depositing funds into the account that did not come from her own account.

-11..
. . 's RBC account was shut down by RBC without consulting· . funds her gambling through savings that she keeps mostly at home, through gold
bars that she cashes in when she wants money and through casino winnings.
- · ·.:
· · cashes in the gold bars at a business located on West Broadway.
- .
. does not like to use her bank account much and therefore keeps her money,
including casino winnings, at ~
- When she uses bank drafts, Mil1•does not keep the receipts and typically rips them up
because she does not want her family to know she gambles.

-I l l • provided the investigators with bank statements from her TD "Every day chequing
account", account# 9692 6454380. The statements are dated from 2018-MAY-22 until 2018AUG-21. A review of the documents shows no examples of bank drafts being issued from the
account.

Investigator Comments:
-llM&changed her story multiple times and often deflected by not answerifMle ;uestion
at hand. The investigators had to repeatedly ask the same questions and recap?ll]JC
answers to ensure comprehension given the contradictory information she provided .
-.
-; .. .
:·
is assessed to not have been fully transparent during this interview.
. . · is motivated to resume gambling and asked repeatedly when she will again be able
to gamble.
- It is of note that quickly into the interview, without bein.sked about money laundering or
without discussing any topics that would indicate.IMF was being interviewed about any
5
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criminal behaviour,!M@'fur described all of the actions she undertakes to ensure that she is
operating legitimate y, inc u mg the fact that the banWji iimany questions when she
conducts banking transactions ; without being asked,£310 also advised that she is not
involved in any criminal activity or in any money laundering.

- According tollil!i££ she only has a TD account H . b a n k draft deposited into her
PGF on 2018-APR-30 was from RSC . That being said, ... ·· :·
advised that she only opened
a TD account circa 2018-MAY. Also , in her own words, , · "· ;, has reported that she is given
bank drafts from associates' accounts that IMB then uses to deposit into her PGF account,
which violates PGF usage regulations.
- The two (2) bank drafts that are of the primary focus of this interview are TD drafts for $8,000
dated 2018-JAN-19 and 2018-JAN-23. The investigators are unable to confirm a bank draft for
$17,000.
- I M l • i s unable to fully account for a source of wealth that supports her gaming activities ;
according to her own information, · ·. ·
's only asset is
and she works
very limited hours. lfl!!@!4 employment does not or would not have in the past supported
her level of gaming.
- It is also noted that on 2018-AUG-13, llRJJJSNas queried by the Service Provider (SP)
regarding her employment; she confirmed that she was a nail salon owner. Given the
information above provided by l'i!Jindicating she does not own any businesses and
queries conductEW J?:_BCLC corro orating thatflJIMiJIJA does not own any businesses , it is
assessed thatllfill!!'!!! has been misrepresenting her employment to SP and BCLC.

MIW

1·1te1v
lde·1t1fy1ng
- A BC land title search shows that
is the sole owner of Reda::led Patron
lriforma•1on
bought in 2015-APR with a declared value $939,000 despite indicating above that she owns no
property.
Pa•ron 1n•cr11ew
Patron 1'1terv cw lde1t1fymg
- An Internet check indicates that Reaac!ed
is located at
dent1f
lnformat on
lntorma• on
€\\

Reda~tcd

1111

iri

- In conclusion:

lnlW 1as misused her PGF account by depositing bank drafts into the account that did
not originate her from her own account; also of note is thatllili!M has also previously
completed source of funds (SOF) declarations where she confirmed that the funds were from
her ;ersonal bank account;
-IN!"IJ!ihas misrepresented her employment to the service provider and BCLC by indicating
that she is a nail salon owner, which is now confirmed is not the case;
- - s source of wealth is unconfirmed;
- - is lending money to fellow patrons who otherwise do not have the funds to continue
gaming;
- During the interview, l!Riiioften contradicted herself and is assessed to have been
deceptive.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-AUG-15
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 3 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, CHAN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese
Conditions:
•

is presently on full cash/chip conditions.

Recent Activity:

IIhas generated 137 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-JUN .
On 2017-AUG-11, as a result of a $200K unsourced (small bills) buy in at River Rock, the
following comment added tolills SID profile:
2017-Aug-11 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further un-sourced cash or chips pending interview with
AML team. Please advise patron to contact consumer services and provide a contact number to
arrange an interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .

MW occupation as an "Owner Real Estate Company" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF
or SOW.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
.hold PGF accounts 301 at River rock. He has been using his PGF account frequently since
opening his account in late 2015 .
•

does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern.
lncident(s) to discuss:

2017-AUG-11I17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:llarrived at the casino with a shopping bag th~
contained $200K in unsourced small denomination bills. After approx. 2.5 hours gamblin~
presented $221 Kin chips for redemption. He was paid back $200K in $20 bills by the site and a
cheque for the winnings ($21 K)
Occupation:

Owner Real Estate Company (no company info).
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as an Owner, Real Estate Company.
a. Request a company name.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced/small bills is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Whe.does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6. Encouragell to continue to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-AUG-11/17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:

1. Where did he acquire the $200K in unsourced small bills?
2. How did he make the arrangements to get the money?
3. Educate llregarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .
2
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Interview Results:

>- ·:·. conf!rmed his address

>'

atll@g@*%k"%fi'f'jn·*lf'..is current.

.

- - confirmed the 778 phone num er we ave on I e IS ourcrared. There was an issue

with his number being issued to another individual by the carrier. His new number is:
Redacted Patron

ac1.:.·

•m•

lnlerv1ew Ide lllfy ng

>-

0

his company was an investment company named
(sounds like) .
made a phone call to someone (on speaker phone) and got th~litif
·
translation of the company which the person on the other end calle --- · :·

o

··..

=· ·

individual he called is his Realtor and his name is

•
•

>>>>-

No matches for name/number found in iTrak.
Internet search located a match for both name and number for alfJ.1•
a realtor for "i;@'H.@ii.i!i§fi§l+ffii!!.!H!.E
o The impression was that? used this company to aid in getting his permanent
residency in Canada.
o He stated he has since closed this company.
has family in Canada but splits his time between China and Canada as he still has
business interests in China.
BCLC's concerns surround the source of funds; particularly such a large volume of
unsourced small denomination bills was explained to
lllllis well aware of how P~ccounts work (he has used them frequently in the past) .
o Some other optionsmmay not be aware of were explained to him , IE: cash
and win (credit card), debit at the cage and wire transfer.
advised he has not heard of or attended any underground or unregistered casinos .
o lllwas educated that these establishments are illegal and potentially unsafe.

Ill

liill

RE 2017-AUG-11/17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:
> - . stated he made arrangements with a MSB to get the $200K he presented for buying
in this incident date.
o He could not recall then name but stated it was on No. 3 road in Richmond, near
the Skytrain and across from a pizza place .
o The MSB told him that they could do a wire transfer but it would take a couple
days. If he took cash he could get the money immediately so he took the cash.
o He did not request or specify preferred denominations and was given the small
bills noted in the incident file.
>- stated that he called a manalMt the casino named "GAO" to advise that he was
coming with $200K. According to .: this manager told him that it is his first time so it
will be no issue bringing the money in.
o The only manager at RRCR named GAO known to the investigator is the Director
of VIP Guest Relations Lisa GAO.
>acknowledged that the casino paid him out using $20 bills. He advised that this
money has since been deposited into a joint account he holds with his daughter (a CON
F/I).

II

Interpreter required: Yes, CHAN translating with BEEKSMA taking notes.

3
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BCLC Conditions:.s on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

II only had one incident of note that caused immediate escalation to full sourced cash
conditions due to his ability to access such large amounts of unsourced funds .

IIhas demonstrated that he is capable and willing to utilize his PGF account as a method of
bringing funds into the casino.
-

was informed that unless he is updated otherwise, he will only be allowed to buy in at BC

~inos with sourced funds (all options explained to him) and he seemed fine with this.
The investigators recommends he remain on source cash/chip conditions .

A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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I nformat1:>11

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUL-27
Interview Time : 1322 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:
.

has generated 24 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-MAR.
On 2017-JUL-24 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

II.ill occupation as a Student,
or SOW.

Redactea

Patro1 lnle"V•ew tdent1fy119 lnrorma· on

does not aid in establishing SOF
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a~ has used
bundled $20's when buying in and has buy-in's in excess of $500,000 in the space of
3.5 months. As a student the source of his cash is in question.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $9,000 to in excess of $117,200 per visit.

II is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players as follows:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Sine~ first LCT in 2017- MAR he has conducted a combined total of $548,460 in
buy ins, $686,785 in disbursements and $300,000 in PGF. Some of the cash used for
buying in may have been recycled funds .

Occupation:
Student

Company:
Reda:ted

Patron rllerv ew lde'1t1fy1ng lnfo •n1at1on

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

170018230 - 2017 -03-28
19.6K in $20's - bricks
2
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-

Where do the $20's come from?

170019394 - 2017 -04-03
Againwit1···
- Di . introduce him to the Casino's?

170036646 - 2017-JUN-26
Buy in 18k 20's - bricks
- Where do the bills come from?
- Why isllsqueezing the cards?

170041193 - 2017-JUL-18
Redacted Patro:i
Interview ldentrfy1ng

lls winnings in the VIP dining room at

helped himself to $50K of
Edgewater
- Relationship too.::·.
- WhJdid he live· · the money?
- hasJIRlilkl paid back?

170041885 - 2017-JUL-24
Witl . . . (passenger in

did a pass to

I I out front Salon

~ewater ... .

-bought in for a total of $60k including a brick of $20's balance $100's
(white plastic bag with drawstrings) cashed out $97,300 in $100's
pears to be directing play/squeezin£ What is his relationship tom
··. ·. appeared to take delivery of$ from.at 14: 15 the next afternoon - got inll
·- · :· from salon patio no cash in hand got out with 472x$100, 500x$20. What
h~ened there?
- lsMa cash facilitator

-11··

Specific Questions to Ask:

3
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Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how Ion~ has been
role or
working there and where the business is located and what
job title is.

ms

4 . Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6 . Encourageilllto use a PGF account. Review ofllls recent LCT activity
shows he just opened a PGF account (@Edgewater) .
7. What is his association to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(multiple cash and chip passes going both ways)
8. Association to

Redacted

9. Does he know

Patro1 lnte •v1eil'1

ldent1'"ymg lnformatmn

chip pass)

Redacted - Patron Interview
lden11fy1ng lnforma11on

-NO

10. Cautiorllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos .
11. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notesiflspeaks English as well and investigators were able to ask some questions in
English .
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview, - i i stated the following:
He lives at

~eoaced

Pa•·on

ln~trv1ew

ldtrnfy ng

1for111dtio1

I

4
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He has been here since 2011
He started at BC Casino's about one ~1~ 9ear aio
He has graduated
in "Travel Management"
He is no longer on student visa , e 1s now on a wor visa
He does not have a job, he is "looking"
His source of income is his parents
His parents have maxed out the amount they are allowed to send him for one year
for school, books, living etc so now he gets his money from his parents through
wire/money exchange
A "friend" set it up for him - can't remember the "friend"
He cannot remember how he got the money or from whom (specifically referencing
the $19.6K he bought in with 2017-03-28)
He has been to the exchange facility at Crystal Palace Mall in Burnaby and Kinbok in
Richmond, generally he compares rates then uses one or the other
He did use a bank draft for one buy in, he had $60k cash and a friend needed the
cash so his friend transferred money in to his account and he got the bank
draft. ....... .
He was not specifically brought in to the casino's byilthey are friends
ion)
his DL was suspended for speeding (6
his suspension is over and he is in the
process of getting his car back
on the road
- lllM drive him around often during his suspension
WhenBvas placed on cash/chip sourcing he did engage in shared play with him
but was warned by the site not to and has since stopped
- llsqueezes the cards because he "has bad luck if he touches the cards so usually
he will not touch his cards"
Sometimes he askii!lwhat he should bet because l\lis good at reading the
tracking sheet"
He does not know wh. doesn't want to answer the SOF questions, that is a
~ersonal question"
- llis not buying in right now because he was going hard for a while
They "knl' -~i iliave to answer SOF questions upwards of $9K ***
He know4f Jfu\f£through mutual friends, on 2017-JUL-18 whenllllltook the
$50k that he had just cashed out he had told.he wanted to keep playing he'd run
out of money
He was not aware the money was really fo1MM!• 1e doesn't care, Iii was the one
who borrowed it he could do whatever he wanted with it.
The brick of $20's he used for his first buy-in on 2017-JUL-24 was mone~paid
back to him
He played late after that buy in and did have a large cash out. He can't "remember"
how it was he got home that night (event occurred only 3 days prior to the interview)
buy he gave the money if!to hang on to hold on to
Was not able to say why . · gave him a brick of $20's for the second buy-in in that
gaming session (paid out all in $1 OO's)
He does not "recall" the money pass tolllwhile he was inllMil•. brushed
the question off with saying he doesn't know.
He is not on a specific allowance from his parents, gets money when he asks,
smaller amounts are $20-$30k and larger amounts $70-$80K

from+f§f'f!HHG§* M!!Ull!

5
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When asked what he needed so much money for ($70-$80k) at one time he said that
is was personal question and asked if he had to answer it and was advised that it
was his choice if he wanted to answer it
he then stated is particular about his look, he likes to buy things when he see
something he likes - for example $4000 shoes
His parents do not know he spends their money on gambling
The many uses of PGF were explained to him
He called PGF and Bank Drafts a "burden"
He does not want to re-deposit in to a PGF because if he wants to go shopping he
has no money
You have to plan your play because you cannot get a bank draft at night and there is
a service fee .. . ... .

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUL-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:
l!llwas suffering from amnesia with respect to several questions asked and did not give
straight answers when he did answer questions .
. .is currently unemployed and gets his money from his family. He is looking for a job.
His family are not aware he gambles.

lilll argued with

Investigator LEE for approximately 15+ minutes in attempts to get the
conditions removed .

Rappeared confident that he and his friends can still buy in up to 1OK with no requirement for
receipts .
COUSINS recommends thought be given to adding to the conditions; i.e. All buy-in's regardless
of amount need receipts .
COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should stay o n - profile.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEPT-04
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2019-AUG-27
Garn ing suspended pending interview
BCLC Directive 2019-AUG-27
Sourced cash/chip conditions
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Recent Activity:

-

has generated 388 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-APR
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $40,500.00
FX: $17 ,223.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $160,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $6,968,682.40
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident 2019-56085.

Occupation:

General Manager
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - FINTRAC

The primary concern is a cash drop off
2019-AUG-20. Further confirmation of SOW is required.
Redacted - FINTRAC

-opened a PGF at RRCR in 2016 and has not used it since 2016.
OSINT in 2016 - PGF account opening . Nothing of significance noted in report .

Incident of Concern:

2019-AUG-20

1181•. who had been playing slots in the Jade Room appeared to receive a phone call ,
after which he proceeded to leave the Casino via the west doors.R•lit up a cigarette
and appeared to be waiting for someone.
22:20 hrs
arrived at RRCR west doors as
The driver of the vehicle waslllll!8
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- p a s s e d - a small brown shopping b a g - : -· · · in turn passed the
same bag tc:lla'After receiving the shopping bag ·: ·
eturned to the Casino via
the west doors and returned to the Jade Room (slot ·:, . : removed two (2Jii•il
bundles of bills from the bag (approximately $3,000 in $20's and 8x$100 bills -...
continued to play.
After dropping the shopping bag t o p then proceeded east on River Road
a~d -~urned in to the hotel driveway.£ff ;ulled up in front of the hotel entrance and
M l • exited the passenger door and entered the hotel lobby.
Redacted Pat ro;i
l 'ltervoew Identifying

hen proceeded to the west doors and entered the Casino .•
proceeded to the Jade Room , had a brief conversation witlf'JI• before walking away.
NOTE:

- w a s involved in a similar incident with the same people in 2014-MAR
~40015015 refers).

Discussion Points:
•
•

SOW?
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location of company

Relationship to :

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
How often does he get drop offs?
How does he arrange drop offs?
Does he pay interest on the money he borrows?
Confirm Canadian address
Does he own his home?
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Other residences? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redacted

Palron nterv ew

lde1t1fym;,J Info Prnl1::m

stated the following :

He is retired

He was part owner o t , _ .!Mfil::!iili& 10cated in the

of!d§~~i · (.

·

· · ··

province
He has since so
1s s ares w 1c accounts or his current income
He further has accounts payable outstand ing; i.e. further money owed him
related to his business ventures
l nfo·rrlat1on
His wife i ' Reda :::ted Patron l 1terv ew
He has a daughter who lives in Vancouver
He built her house
He thinks he owns the home he lives in (not aware of any mortgage
payments .. .... . )
He is working on staying in Canada a sufficient amount of time so that he can get
his Canadian citizenship
He plays slots cause he is bored here
He does o to home t · :. ·
several times a year
He know
through her husband, he and-s
husband are ve
He and · · ·
are old friends
· · ·· ·
· ·
·
is a friend they play together
He recalls the $5K drop off bylllJJ(]
Prior to this incident he had been in The Salon playing Baccarat, he does not
play Baccarat often as he really does not understand the game well
He bets along with whomever is at the table
He'd been playing for a while and wasn't having much fun, wanted to play slots
l de"ll rf~· ·n~

-i i
lii

(his game o f = · ·
He was with · ._- . · at the time

. ·: · ··
: ..

T

-

her the rest of his chips to further her play and left the Salon

lost the money, owed it to him
was getting ready to return to China where she owns a Hotel , (confirmed
k profile)
wanted to pay him back before she left
ailed him to ask where he was, he replied "the Casino"
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- •&proceeded to the Casino where she paid him (per observed drop off)
He had no idea he was not to receive cash drop offs
His daughter has dropped money off to him in the past
He did not know about SOF/SOW requirements prior to this meeting

BCLC Conditions:

2019-SEPT-04:
ment for interview has been removed from lf:lrnls profile.
urrently is still on full cash/chip conditions
Investigators Comments:

Per BC assessment, his home in Richmond is valued at $2,278,000 (u/k the
Vancouver home no address obtained).
He has wealth per sale of company shares
He expressed no financial concerns (not even aware if he makes mortgage
payments)
He has been a player since 2010,
and a cash
pass in 2019 (his buddll!lwas generating Tito tickets for him so he could play
uninterrupted)
He was educated on SCC requirements
Recommend the sourced cash/chip conditions be removed

2019-SEPT-12
Forwarded to management for review
Received "ok" to remove conditions
Conditions Incident 190059972 updated to reflect same

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Bl IS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: June 81h, 2016
Interview Time: 10:47 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

I l l was asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Ask who her husband is and what his source of wealth is.
4. Has she had any cash deliveries or heard about them?
5. If so, how does it work?
6. Impress upon her that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for her safety.
7. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. She apparently has used PGF but it would nice to encourage her to
continue to use these accounts.
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Interview Results:
-stated in part, the following:

?

She was advised of the requirement for government reporting of certain cash
transactions and understood;

»

Given that she was in the VSE program for a year it was explained that things have
changed and that one of the reasons for the interview is to educate on these
changes;

?

When she first started to play it was downstairs in the casino and involved small
bets;

?

She eventually moved upstairs to the VIP rooms;

?

The money that she uses is her own money;

?

Her occupation is "Housewife" but she receives an allowance from her husband to
support her play;

?

Her husband is in the export business in China and exports seafood products;

?

The name of the company translated as

?

She would only provide a last name for her husband, • • but did not want to
provide his first name as she did not feel the need to;

?

If she is losing while playing she will never borrow money;

Recac•ed Pa··on 1n·erv1ew
cent fy1 lg In'C1ma· on

>-- She has not received any cash deliveries and doesn't know how to facilitate one;

?

Given her history of STR's she was educated with respect to the possible
association of small denominations and criminal activity;

?

She believes that the conditions that BCLC are imposing on patrons is the right thing
to do;

>-- Her conditions were explained to her and she agrees with them;

Interview over at 11 :04 am

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on lllls ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips .
was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditionsl l l continues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
1
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
1

l lwas one of many patrons that was made subject of conditions on September 11 h, 2015.
Given that she was VSE until May of 2016 she has not been in casinos and was not aware
of the conditions. The purpose of this interview was to educate her on the conditions.
On June 151, 2016 she was advised of her conditions and on June 2nd she returned to the
site with receipts showing the source of her cash which demonstrates her compliance to her
conditions.
Efforts will be made to identify her husband to determine how her level of play is supported.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAM ••

Reda::;ted Patro n
Interview Identifying
nformalaon

SID#
Interview Date: February 26 1h, 2016
Interview Time: 09:47 am
Interview Location: Starlight Casino
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

There was l!oncern regarding this patron's level of play and the fact that she is
noted as an ··:: · tudent. There was also concern as background checks revealed the
possibility 0 ongoing civil action that could pose risk given her source of cash is
suspect.

The following was asked durina9 interview:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long She has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Ask her where she obtained the cash she attended the casino with on
February 241h, 2016.
4. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
5. Does she use a money service and if so what rate is she charged.
6. Advised her that there is some concern with her using a PGF account
considering she has been the subject of a petition as a result that she was
in default of mortgage payments. Further to this there were two civil
claims based on personal loans in an approximant amount of $50,000.
7. What is the status of the civil actions?
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Interview Results:

~ .

has not been a student for some time and is currently waiting for permanent
residence status;

~ She was a student a

. ; .• ·. ·. • .

r'

and graduated in Economics;

~

Her source of income is from her parents; They are in the construction business in
China and she is a shareholder in the company ;

~

She gets a return from the company at the end of any project and is also given
money from her parents every two months ;

~

She manages her money using four different banks: TD , CIBC , BMO and HSBC;

~

She usually calls a head to one of the banks to have money ready that she can take
to the casino;

?

When the banks are not available she uses a money service in Richmond that is
located on #3 Road by the Sky Train Millennium line.

~

She was able to show on her phone the money transactions that has supported her
gaming . The TD account on February 3rd, 2016 had a balance of a 1SOK;

~ Specific to February 24 1h, 2016 she received this money from the money service.
She has received $80,000.00 of which part was to facilitate a real estate deal and
the rest ($40,000.00) she used at the casino. She showed investigators the wire
transfer receipt to corroborate this;
~

Generally speaking she will call ahead to the banks to pick up money. If she orders
two days in advance than she receive a mixture of 100's, SO's and 20 's;

~

The most that she walked out of the bank for gaming with $60,000.00 from the TD ;

~

If she uses the money service it will depend on the time of day with respect to what
denominations she will receive . Early in the morning she can get large
denominations but as the day gets later sometimes it will be SO 's but mostly 20's.

~

Originally she did not want to provide the name of her parents business but when the
importance of providing this information in the context of support her gaming she
wrote it down (Noted Below) ;

2
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·.\ ..

.1 't.:: j ·,.i ' \l_·'
Cv ,t..

,I

>

I

;... This company is not only into construction but advertising in the form of bill boards,
mining and casinos ;
')' She would not provide her parent's names ;
.,,_ She does not attend the private casinos as she believes that they are dangerous;

>-

She stated that there are presently 13 of them of which one is in New Westminster ;

>-- Cash is not required to go to the casino as they use an honour system;

;... She was questioned about the civil actions ;
;... She was unaware of the actions concerning the personal loans;

-Y She has paid her default payments for her mortgage just last month and is in the
process of renewing her mortgage with the bank,
~

Her property is worth $345 ,000.00. She has a total of $260 ,000.00 in mortgages on
the property. $60 ,000.00 of this is a second mortgage.

Interview over at 10:25 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions: A directive had been placed on l l l l profile that no further play until
she was interviewed. This directive was removed and she is now able to play.

3
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Investigator Comments:
There is no question thal l • source of wealth is from her parents. She is currently
looking for work.
The documents suggesting she is subject of civil litigation has been explained. She has
never received documentation regarding the personal loans and has dealt with the
mortgage situation. She advised after the interview that she wanted to get more information
regarding the loans and was directed to the website that contained this information.
l i l l was told that she needed to provide her parent's name to establish her source of
wealth but was reluctant to do this. This is likely due to the fact she does not want her
parents to know how much money she is spending in the casino. It is likely she will have to
be approached again when doing background to clearly establish her source of money.
The money service location has been described exactly the same during another patron
interview. That patron provided a phone number which identified this money service in
Richmond: Suhuida Money Exchange, 5461 No.3 Rd, Richmond, BC. (778-231 -1567).

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations
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scLc 1s§·'%'6M!.1'§5'¥%FIH'*!!.i*
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-NOV-08
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Interview request. Not presently on sourced cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:

M1iMhas generated 83 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-AUG
On 2017-0CT-23 - Comment added to profile requesting SOW info. -reportedly provided
the following information:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Father:
Information
Occupation:
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC.

History:

lllll!lldoes not have any incident of concern to BCLC's AML Unit. The reason for
interview specifically surrounds SOW and SOF.
Since. . first LCT in 2014 his transaction totals are as follows:
8/1: $998,350
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FX: $0
PGF: $89,000
DSB: $1 .25 mil.
Average Bl : $10-$20k

Occupation:
Student-·

--

Company:

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located if applicable.
a. Confirm if he is wired money from his father, explore the details of
this.
4. Encouragel'fJllo use a PGF account.
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with Steve BEEKSMA
taking notes.
Interview Results:

llfJ1ffil
~

stated the following :
-

confirmed the address in his profile as current and advised investigators he
owns the apartment.
~
supported by his family in China via wire-transfer to his CIBC bank

P..l•s

accou~

o

il8 came prepared with a printout of his CIBC transaction history. He
went through the list of transactions and circled all relevant casino
transactions (ATM withdrawals, debit at the cage and cash advances).
2
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Amounts were in the $2,000 to $3,000 range . He also circled wire
transfers received from his family in China.
detailed above.
o · · :: ·: s father is a surgeon at the ·=:. ·· :· '. _· r
o .. · · . recently graduated from university w ere e studied business. He is
currently looking for work in the field he studied in.
);;-. ~stated he opened a PGF account at VILLA before but he does not find
1!i"e'iii'"convenient and he didn't like the minimum initial deposit being $10,000. He
added he does not play that big.

Topics discussed during interview:
It was explained tdl.i• that investigators simply needed to source his wealth due to
his occupation (student) not generating any income for him .

Interpreter required: Yes , .

did speak English though.

BCLC Conditionsl r l •was not on conditions previously. Investigators would
categorize him as low risk and conditions are not necessary at this time.
Investigator Comments:

At this time investigators do not believMJ.\!lll presents a high risk for money laundering
as such it is recommended that he can continue gambling uninterrupted to be monitored
moving forward .
He understands BCLC 's concerns regarding source of funds and why we requested to
meet with him .
A copy of this summary has been provide to BCLC's Manager of AML Project Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLCIS

- ••

F.lt

•

,. .! ' •.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-19
Interview Time: 10: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JUN-28
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:

IA'W has generated 47 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-AUG.
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $31 ,900.00

FX: $9,786.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $583,200.00
DISBURSEMENT: $71 ,500.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident
20180040017 - threats .

Occupation:
Housewife/D ivorced
Company:
N/A

Redacted - FINTRAC
Activity Outline:

Discussion Points:
SOW/Outstanding Debt
Who else does she lend money to
What are the interest rates
What is the arrangement to get money
Who supplies her the money to loan?
Know of any other loan sharks
Undergrounds?
Request an overview of the situation per below

INC 2018-40017 - Possible Loansharking
Security Shift Manage
informed Investigator patro
patro
was harassing and threatening her.
At 1620hrs, Security Supervisor

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Redactej Patron
1n·erv1ew aen· fy ng

eported

was notified of a patron dispute in
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the Dogwood Room .

Redacle::l Patron Interview
ldenhfy1nt) tnfo·rnat1on

were reported to have been in a verbal argument.

After the argumen.was in medical distress and First Aid Attendant was called .
EMS was contacte an?m left the property with them .
-

stated she had borrowed $50,000 frorrll.and was paying $3000 a week in

interest. Further discussion w.r.evealed over ~Minjt 12-18 months-had
borrowed over $150,000 from•· · .. ··stated tha .:
threatened her kids and
family.
stated she had reported this to law enforcement this morning (2018-JUN27).

Ill

Re:facled

Patrofl

Rilshowe I tn•crv1ew lde1t1fy ng
amount borrowed.
lt®atated to

messages on WeChat frorr W:!J•that confirmed the

11111.&

i

... .. ..she would borrow money fro18•with the understaif
that for every
$10,000.00 borrowed she would pay $500 a week interest. · · showed us on her
in Chinese however there
phone in We Chat communications between her
was dollar amounts in the chat.- stated that ··· has big background", which was
further explained to us as connections and people~ Whenllil'!llneeded money she was
speak with
would contact her boss. I asked how she was given the
money, in cash or chips · : ·· aid cash. I asked in what denotation is she primarily
given and-stated $20 bills. -was asked how much money she had borrowed
and··::
-._ responded about $150,000. We asked how much does she owe right now
and. ... replied $50,000.00 ..... .

air

lllls

stated th-Wthreatened
kids and family, further that-has a log
_showing what is owed.fJMalleged she had already paid $3,000 for the week but
-wanted more.

-

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address a 1
Family here

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

ho owns it?
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Source of income?
Who else has she lent money to
How does she approach and develop clients:

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of her interview,
-

-

Redacted - Pat·o n Interview Identify ng rnform allon

stated the following:

The address in.O:")lliJIQis correct , she lives there with her husbanr

mr••w:1 ,

'i!M!•

They have no children
She has been frequentin
She used to own a
and got the
t
Redacted
Pa!ron
lntervew
lde111fymg
lnfo·rnallan
nicknameMllthere
She has since sold her business interests, it was open for six (6) years
She does not work now
She gets money from her parents (only child) on occasion and in-laws
In 2007 she got approximately $50K from her parents and in 2018 her husband
received $50K from his parents
Additionally she gets money on occasion from her parents if she asks for it ($6$8K in a month)
They spend approximately $6-$71</month with all bills and life expenses
Her parents don't know she gambles
Her husband is self employed in the construction industry - contractor
She initially came to Canada as an International Student studying Political
Science, at that time she played slots
She has a BMO bank account
She and her husband have a TD joint account
Her husband told her that since her barring he has heard that people within the
Casino have been spreading rumors that she was barred because A) she killed
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
8)5
year ban for pushing people to gamble C) banned 10 years for disrespect to
Casino staff
She knowtlflas a friend, she only lends money to - a s a "friend", she has
never disrespected Casino staff
Shen has never lent money to anyone b u t .
She is having marital problems with her husband as a result of these rumors
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She stated her husband did not know of her lending to until the incident in June
2018 (not true per a text lf$ahowed investigators and included as an
attachment to IS)
- -then P.!a ~d a phone messaij for invest%ators, which whe_~ intelE[eted by
Investigator · . as identified as_'f.!ll!ljjll(calle1lfi-!Mfor
money, wantin
o ask her "friend" for $5,000, but only give her $4,500
(interest up• • . When ask~d who her friend. w~s she said it_ was her husband
She knows ·
as a good friend (related an 1nc1dent where-toad up for
her in the casino)
- - h a s a boyfriend, an older gentleman who does not like h e .. . ling
On one occasion
had lost all and called her for money so ,-_. '.
boyfriend
wouldn't find out
- fl1!W 1as asked to borrow money from her on numerous occasions over the
years
used to gamble upstairs (Salon) but lost too much money
.- - -. started borrowing quite a bit after Chinese New Year 2018
·
payed the first amount back quickly in FEB-2018 but continued to borrow
until she got up to $SOK
She would askllllfor money once a month
She does not ask for interest
She and-nly talk over "we chat"
With regards to the incident that sparked the incident, she needed the $50K back
as it was from the joint account with her husband and he needed the money to
~me trades at his project
- _.,ad agreed to pay $2K a month starting in April but wasn't following
through
She did go to the police when- said she was going - wanted to report her
side of the story
Police to her it was a civil matter and she could approach-for money any
time
She was u stairs in the casino on 27-JUN-2018 when she received a call from a
friend that· -·- .-· as in the Dogwood
She approached : . at the c~sino and tolcRl!flto give her money back.an argument ensued whereby-called her evil things and was saying bad
things about her, she became nervous and fell down
She know
he is like a brother to her, she
knows him from before Casino life
ldcrit1fy ng
She does not know Reda:tcd Pa•rcn 1n•crv1ew
but often does not know people by
on
their Chinese name

I'll

-1-::.-·

1n~crma·
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions
Play suspended pending investigation
Investigator Comments:

The incident that sparked this interview occurred on June 27, 2018, it was
identified as a Lottery lnvestigator/Police/GPEB incident but no interviews were
done by any of those units hence the late date of this interview
- Inf.was frustrated at how long it had taken to be interviewed
A past dealer in RRCR-identified a person named-as a loan shark
to the AML unit a numb~ars ago, it was not until this interview that MW
true identity was established
- • .:· .denied going by any name but• •mtil she was tripped up by Investigator
.. · . nd she acknow-~ she is also known a s • •
Per investigator LE, · . . · as not being truthful in general during the course of
the interview
She was up and down emotionally during the interview - tearing up on occasion
·
has ei ht 8 associates on her profile, patrons of note include:
(one (1) yr site barring RRCR lending out his
Investigators recommend a five (5) yr AML Barring, undesirable loan sharkin
Based on the comments made b atrons husband
text messages to
•
delivering m
y
1
recommendation of a 5 yr undesirable for him as well.

2019-FEB-27
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
2019-MAR-01
Received manager approval for 5 yr barring for botl
Files 190014526 and 14531 refer

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUN-28
Interview Time: 1030hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
- · is presently on full cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 505 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-MAR.
On 2017-MAR-17, as a result of a refused buy in at River Rock, the following comment added to
- s SID profile:
2017-MAR-17 RRCR Refused cash buy-in as per BCLC Directive. No further un-sourced cash
buy ins to be accepted until further notice from BCLC AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact
Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to arrange an interview with the BCLC AML Unit.
Please notify Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Unit by email if patron attempts further cash buy-ins
at any site.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

I I occupation as a "Stakeholder Management" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or
SOW.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
1i111

- 1 o l d PGF accountsllllit River rock and account
at Edgewater. He has been
using his PGF account frequently since being placed on no un-sourced cash/chip conditions.
Ml8does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern.

Incidents to discuss:

cMIJIM!f'E

2017-MAR-17 I 17-15818 I UFT-RRCR: llflmet a vehicle described as
along the South hotel driveway. He was driven to the West parkade, access¥cJ111SOwn ve'Fiicle
then entered the casino where he produced $40 ,000 in $20 bills for purchasing chips .
The casino determined that due to the circumstances of ho«:!JRacquired the money the buy
in would be refused . The aim directive was added to his profile as a result.
2017-MAR-18 I 17-19327 I UFT-EDGE: On this dat~attended the casino and presented
$50 ,000 in $20 bills for buying in. As a result of the ~e added in relation to the River Rock
incident the buy in was refused and the cash returned tclilta

Occupation:
Stakeholder Management -

Redacted

Patron 1terv ew ldenllfying
1for m <1t10 1

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacteo

Patro1 lnter11ew
Identifying 1nrormat1on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a Stakeholder Management.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Whenliilldoes bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. HOWdoes he make the arrangements?
6. EncouragMIWto continue to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with .
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-MAR-17 / 17-15818 / UFT-RRCR:

2
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1. Who was driving t h - h a t dropped off the money to him

Redactej Patron 1ntef'\•ew
lderillfy ng nformat1o'l

?

2. Where did the money come from?
3. How did he make the arrangements to get the money (delivery occurred just before
2100hrs)?
RE 2017-MAR-18 / 17-19327 / UFT-EDGE:

1. Was this the same $40,000 River Rock would not accept?
2. Where did the additional $10,000 come from?

Interview Results:
-, -~onfirmed his local address onlUB!nis current (he added in English
It was learned throughout the conversation that in addition to numerous
properties/businesses in China and the
has a property
Patron lnterv1e11
· and a property in Rejactec
Id
f 1n I f
property is in his wife's name.
pically spends his summers in
is too hot), winters in
nd fall and spring seasons i n - ~
stated that when he first moved to Canada in 2008 he brought with him $8 million
dollars.
o li1iln•added that it used to be much easier to bring money from China despite
the $50,000 per year per person rule . Anyone could bring money for you but
recently the rules changed .
o According tolil!I early this year, China changed the rules and only individuals
with the same family name (related by blood) can remove money from China for
family overseas.
.
This is not an issue fo1D!fl he has •
money in Canada.
" tcfMIPM!itltllQWccupation
as
th
··:
:
of
a Broadcasting company called
•
o

1111111111

The company produces numerous Chinese television shows (soap operas and
sitcoms) .
o He started this company in 2003 as a trade company and it evolved into what it is
today.
o Recent1.Mst.laway from this company and allowed his son to take
over the business ._- · showed investigators an onlin.on his phone that
featured the company and included a picture of his son · ··. ··
son was born in
1987).
. ...
~ WJM• business ventures started in the early 1990's when he created a real-estate
comp-s company is still active .and run by ~amily m.emb~rs in China .
o
·
owns numerous properties and businesses 1n China.
o He showed investigators live surveillance feeds from approx. 7-8 of his properties
in China that he could monitor from his smart phone (time stamp showed
0230hrs China time) .
~ lll!l!lrecently partnered with 3 of his close friends to invest in a Vancouver based
o

3
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o •eiihowed inves=tors multiple pictures of him sitting in a l M l ! M

_.. . ··lliUIMnl!fl:wm

At the conclusion of the intervie~lfA.:)ld investigators that BCLC should set
Redacted Patron lnte·vcew
_an example for "being green" and put ?RMas the ldc1t1fymg lnlo"Mat1cn
o - g a v e investiga~ors a sal.es pitch.whereby he pointed out how much money
Patron riterv ew
~be saved o n - 1 f we switched to Reda:::ted
ldenl n r>formatro'l
? 8.l!•also likes to play the stock market (freelance) in Canada. He stated he has lost
"millions" in stock trades over the years .
? Regarding the moneylllfllbrings into the casino, -advised he has more than
~h money in Canacraa'nd the cash comes from either his credit card or debit card.
11Zm5howed investigators a number of cards in his wallet:
o BMO Debit
o 2 Master Cards
o 2 Unio-cards.
• ···: :· added that he can get $10,000 per day from his debit card , up to
$30 ,000 per day from the Master Card and up to $1 Million Chinese
equivalent from the Union Pay cards . He added he cannot use the Union
-ards "here" (the casino) .
•
produced a stack of debit receipts from his pocket to show
investigators which were for withdrawals of $10,000 or more.
• The machines usually disburse $100 bills when he's withdrawing these
amounts .
~ -started gambling because he is facilitated with numbers and formulas .
o He became interested in Mini-Baccarat.
o -estimates he has lost approximately $1.8 million all time gambling.
o

RE 2017-MAR-17 / 17-15818 / UFT-RRCR:
?

?

As soon as investigators explained to lllthere was one incident in particular we
cuss he immediately knew what we were referring to.
d the following details regarding this incident:
advised that numerous people owe him money (up to $3 million China
currency combined).
o He feels he is constantly chasing people to pay him back.
o •
. ·.howed investigators a text conversation with an individual in China who

- c e d a lien on his home due to money owed. The individual was

?

asking .~: . · to lift the lien s~ h~ could sell the property to pay him back.
o ll.l!floniy ends money to his friends , people he knows well.
• He doesn't charge friends interest by if it is a business to business loan
he does charge a little bit of interest.
The $40,000 in $20 bills subject of this incident was money owed to him by a friend in
China .
o
stated he had been trying to get a hold of the unnamed friend (in China) for
3 days and finally succeeded .
o The friend (who was in China. •9vas in Canada at the time) agree~s
o~ contact info to an associate locally that would arrange to get. .the
mrowedhim.
o
received a phone call from the local associate of his friend who asked
where he was . When he told the male he was at the casino "on No. 3 road" he
was instructed the money would be brought to him there.

Bl

4
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The male pickec:IF.l!mup along the side of the driveway across the street and
him to his vehicle in the West parkade (footage supports this).
o •
did not know the driver but described him as follows :
o

'

•

•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted

Pat·o,

he may try to take his money.mDdescribed how he "sized him up" and
came to conclusion that he would be able to overpower the driver if he
needed to.
o Wl1•stated he didn't even need the money but was happy to finally collect on
the money his friend owed him .
o llllwas upset his friend paid him with small bills . He stated he called his friend
and asked him what is he supposed to do with all of the small bills? In the end
llllwas just happy to get his money back and willing to accept the bi lls.
• lllladded that he hates small bills as it takes too long to count it.
~ -·-arely lends money out anymore because he is tired of chasing people to get paid
back. He added that people are not as honourable as they used to be.
RE 2017-MAR-18 / 17-19327 / UFT-EDGE:

~ B!i!ilconfirmed this was the same money refused at River Rock and acknowledged that

~ater refused it too.
1mstated he added the additional $10,000 from his own money

~

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA and COUSINS taking notes.
BCLC Conditionsll'J.l.is on full sourced cash/chip conditions but consideration should be
given to remove all conditions from his profile .
Investigator Comments:
ll'llllmwas very respectful and open with investigators throughout the interview process.
-rhe""9eneral 1mpress1on was that he was very truthful 1n his answers and was quick to provide
supporting evidence to back up his claims (receipts, phone records , internet searches, photos
on his phone etc).
It is clear thatM1Mbuilt himself up to be a very successful businessman , starting from his real
estate company that he opened in the early 1990's. He generates revenue from multiple
sources from both businesses and investments. The investigator believes tha-has more
than satisfied source of wealth requirements .

ll

prefers to use his debit/credit cards or bank drafts for gambling over cash.

added a recommendation that BCLC should consider allowing funds from his debit or
credit card to be returned to the same card when he's finished gambling. He was told this
cannot be done but BCLC is looking at the possibility of depositing sourced funds from his debit
card to his PGF account. Presently the casino forces him to take that money back in cash then
he has difficulty using it in the casino in the future.
lfl•showed investigators a picture he took of his home safe which showed 6-7 bundles of
CDN $100 bills which he stated is all money that was disbursed by the casino.
5
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. . .as told that any cash the casino disburses he should be able to use for buying in within
48hrs with no issue.
The River Rock incident appears to have been a one-off and e v e - advised that was a
that would not happen again.
llll!J!llias demonstrated a willingness to use a variety of the cash alternatives offered by BC
Casinos .1111 has no associates of concern and generally keeps to himself in BC Casinos .
~circumstance

Given what was learned in the interview,. u
orted by casino records, the investigator believes
consideration should be given to remove - -· . from the conditions list. He is already on the list
of HRP's and will continue to be monitore a ong with regularly scheduled reviews of his activity
in the casino.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-10
Interview Time: 1140hrs
Interview Location: EDGE
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
. , a s recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of some UFT's
occurring at EDGE casino from 2017-APR-13 through 2017-APR-17 .
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-19.was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:

2017-APR-19 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC .
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The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:

. h a s generated 92 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-SEP.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to $40,000 per visit, in large part small
denomination bills.
The follow incidents occurring 2017-APR-13 through 2017-APR-17 were included in a
single STR and can be summarized as follows:
EDGE incident 17-21301 (APR-13, just after midnight): .bought in for $6,000 in $20's
on a gaming table . He gambled minimally and presented $4,000 in $20 bills at the
ier for purchasing more chips.
presented $10,535 in chips for redemption. He was told he would get his $20's
then took back the chips . He cashed out the $535 before leaving the casino with
the 2X$5K chips that remained.

@l

EDGE incident 17-21301 (continuation, morning of 131h).returned to the casino
t 7 hours later and bought in for $10,000 in $20 bills on 2 tables in the VIP Salon.
·-. .- · gambled minimally and was suspected of passing $1 OK in chips to a male identified
w~o ttem pted to redeem them for
The cash out was
refused and it was suspect~~ : _· returned the chips to&lllin the wa~m . While
site staff was dealing with
·as cashing out $1".419 in chips. • was told
that $1 OK would be paid in ··st' en decided to take back the 2X$5K chips only
redeeming the $2 ,419.

1111

.a ... · . .· ' _- . '. '

EDGE incident 17-21301 (continuation. APR 14, morning):llfteturned the following
morning in possession of 4X$5K chips that he coloured down and gambled with . The
site reported his bankroll never dipped lower than $19,500.
· .. _. · presented $22,145 in chips for redemption . He was told $20,000 would be paid in
. _ ' . • took back 2X$5K chips and accepted the remaining $12 145 in 20 bills.
was later observed meeting with an elderly male identified as · ... · ·- _
_..... : and suspected of passing him 3X$1 K chi s · .. · cas e
e c 1ps out
(on behalf o f . receivi~ills. Afterwards .. .,_ : '. . · .. nt in the washroom
whereby it was suspected-passed the disbursed cash t ._· .
-incident 17-21816 (APR 15):llllreturned to the casino the following morning
'Wmiafemale who was not identifiedthis date. Both entered the casino and the female
went directly to the cashier where she presented 2X$1 K clMor redemption . The
casino made the connection and she was paid in $20 bills · · · conducted 2 buyins of

'

2
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$2K each (all $20's) and the female was suspected of using the $2K in $20's disbursed
to her to also buy in .
1111 and the female left the casino together with up to 5X$1 K chips.
Occupation:

Coal company owner
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Reda::;ted

Pat·on ln•erv1ew lde'ltrfy ng
lnfo rma1 1on

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lo~ has been
working there and where the business is located and what. . s role or
job title is.
4. Prior to being placed on conditions.was using large volumes of small
bills.
a. Where did this money come from?
b. Why was he going through such great lengths to convert the $20's
to large bills?
c. Did someone ask him to do this if so who?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
7. Encourage. to use his PGF account. Review oflllls llJfjlrofile
confirms that on 2016-JUL-19 he opened account riUriiber · · .
at
EDGE ..
8. Cautiorlliltigainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

3
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RE EDGE 17-21301 (April 13/14):
1. Where did the $20,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. How does he know
i. Did he ge

to conduct transactions on his behalf and

?

b.

1-, , ~ I-~D!i~~·h~e~"!·~!~t~·111-!lo conduct transactions on his behalf and

why?
c. Did someone ask him to convert the $20 bills?
i. Who?

RE EDGE 2017-21816:
1. Who is the female?

a. Name, relationship?
2. Was she redeeming your chips and why?

BCLC Conditions-ill likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:
Redacted

Pabon lnte ·v1eo11ldent1fy119

'? .confirmed his address on
Information
as current.
o He advised that he is not a citizen.
o He has a wife and kids that live in Canada but he only visits about 4 times
a year, never longer than 2 months.
~ His wife does not gamble much and does not approve ollll; gambling.
'? mm:onfirmed his occupation as the owner of a coal company in China.
Reda::ted Patron I nterv ew Identifying
o The coal operation is located in the
I 1forma•1on
lliJlhas been involved in this business for approx. 10 years.
'?
stated that often when he comes to Canada he brings up to $50,000 in CON
•
0 bills. He stated that at the Bank of China (in China) he is able to withdraw
CON currency.
o lllencouraged investigators to check his declaration paperwork adding
that he always declares with customs the money he brings into the
.. _ country.
'? .explained the cash he was buying in with was monies owed to him by a
friend .
o The friends na~1i:l.li1rovided as . .
o •
stated that --Jwed him approx. $1 million in Chinese currency.
4
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o • • was also in China-told him he needed S<?_m~ of his money
back for his upcoming trip to Canada. MIMknows. .s telephone
number and address in Canada.
o Breturned to Canada on 2017-APR-12 and•llMarranged foriimto
have , . 0 0 CON delivered to him at his residence by a friend o f • :· . · received a phone call and went downstairs to the front of his
building where he received the $20,000.
• The money was delivered to him on the 121h, the same day he
arrived in Canada.
• llldescribed the packaging/presentation of the cash as 2 large
bricks.
• He does not know the individual that delivered it and did not note
the type of vehicle.
• lllbelieves this individual is a friend of WJi!IM and not tied to any
kind of business (IE: money exchange).
RedacteJ Patron 1ntef\1ew
•
lde1trfy1ng lnfo·maMn
• - o e s not know and did not ask where
friend) got the money from.
~WllRconfirmed he does have a CON bank account.
o On 2016-JUL-19 he opened account numberM•at EDGE.
o At the time of the intervie~stated he had $40,000 in his account that
he'd been using since being placed on conditions.
~ Investigators explained our concerns surrountM the source of large volumes of
was unaware this was an issue
cash , particularly in small denomination bills.
and now understands BCLC's concerns .
~ -has never been or been approached with an invitation to go to any
unregistered or underground casino.
RE EDGE 17-21301 (April 13/14):

llfasxplained the cash he used in the casino over the 3 days period was the
$20,000 in $20 bills thaW:flf,arranged for him .
o He seemed irritated that he was paid back with $20 bills as it's too big to
carry around .
);>--stated he only played a few hands because he was still jetlagged and wasn 't
feeling good about his play.
);;>- llllexplained that he knowsllll-from China. They are from the same
prov inc• . · · knows
father well.
o · : ·: mitted he a s k··:e··· ·to cash out the chips for him .
o
was hesitant bu
sured him it would be fine.
o He also admitted that ··: : passed him the chips back after being
refused in the washroom .
o llllwanted $100 bills as they are more convenient and easier to carry.
Reda:ted Patron 'lier.• ew
Y The impression was tha-foes not know
well , only from
ldentrfy1ng nformat1:J'l
his time gamblin .
o He asked
o cash out some chips for him as a favor.
o He recalled that · ·: :·
as paid in $20 bills.
);;>-

MN•
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RE EDGE 2017-21816:

~o
o
o
o

o
o

onfirmed the female that arrived with him on this incident is his wife.
Redacted - Patron Interview
~tated her name is
Identifying Information
l i l ladded that she does not gamble and we would not have any records
of her in our system(s).
There are no females attached as associates tohat may be possible
matches with this name.
informed investigators that his wife gives him a hard time about his
gambling and it was easier to hide $100 bills and chips from her than $20
bills.
~ dmitted that he felt he was stuck with the $20's and wanted to get rid
of them .
He also acknowledged that they gambled together after his wife was paid
back in $20 bills following her $2,000 disbursement.

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:
lifiRNas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt he seemed fine with this .

!Im stated multiple times that he wanted to change the $20's to $1 OO's simply due to
the inconvenience of carrying large volumes of bills.

II

Since being placed on conditions
has been using his PGF account at EDGE . He
confirmed he does hold a CON bank account.
It is recommended that-

emain on sourced cash conditions.

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2019-MAY-23
Interview Time: 10:30 AM
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence (KYC/SOW) and reporting requirements .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin I English
Conditions:
Presentl~s not on any BCLC imposed conditions . She is nearly exclusively a PGF account
user as such funds used for play have been considered in large part sourced.

Recent Activity:

The primary purpose in interviewinilll is to satisfy BCLC's requirement to establish SOW
relative to a patrons level of play .
has been gambling at a high level and has often utilized drafts in excess of $100K.
is also known to take checks from one SP and use them at another.
•
Although much oflii.ll; play can be attributed to recycled funds (funds disbursed from a SP),
she has used some relatively significant Bank Drafts .
. .has utilized drafts from both BMO and TD banks.
History:

1111 has been generating records in BC Casinos since 2012-FEB with buy ins ranging from $6K
to upwards of $200K (PGF) per visit.
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Redacted - FINTRAC
l l lhas 3 individuals linked to her as associates that are
Casinos

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a I

Reda~te1

Patron 1le1v ew lde1trfy1nJ lnfo-r1at1on

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
a. Confirm her occupation (restaurant manager
*Until recently she was a server/waitress.

Redacted

Patro1 lnle"V1ew ldentify1ng
lnformat1::m

b. Ask l lto explain her role in the company including which location she
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
works out of. There are 6:
Redacted

Pat"o n 1n•erv1ew lden'lf)' ng

c. Doesilllhave any other sources of income that is verifiable and can
explain her ability to gamble regularly at a high level?
3. l!mhas used both BMO and TD drafts previously.
a. Can she verify for investigators that she holds accounts at both Fl's?
4. Who is
5. Who is
6. Who is
7. Who is

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

8. Who is
9. What can she tell investigators of any underground or illegal casinos?

Interpreter required: Yes - LEE

BCLC Conditions: None.

2
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Interview Results:

During the course of this interview•IJIR!i• stated the following:
Reda:led

s-atron 'lien• ew lde'1t1fy1nt1

with her husband and two
She lives at the listed address on
l1forma!lon
children
She is not on the title for the house, just her husband is
Her children are eight rFl and eleven rm]
Her husband is
Her husband is not working at this time; he is looking after the children. It is expected
he will go back to work once they make other arranijlments
It is further expected he will return to his job at''™m &l.iir4 afMlhtJil!& (per profile)
where he knows the owner, does the books and purchasing (office role)
He does not really like gambling (in casino on one occasion only trying to chase her
losses when she had lost a lot several ears ago)
She still works with
now in an administrative role assisting the
owner ·· · · · · ·
The office she works out of is at
The office is in the basement of the building
There are
ocations
- She has been with the company from the beginning
m l • i s both her boss and her friend, she does gamble with him on occasion, and
when she does she tends to place larger bets
When she plays alone she is more conservative, she is able to control her gambling
The money she uses to gamble comes out of her personal accounts at TD and
BMO. The accounts are hers alone . d i d provide banking documents that have
been added to her 2019 OSINT folder supporting same)
She plays only at Parq , Villa and RRCR
She has never borrowed money to play, she does not lend money for play
She is aware people place bets for one another, she does not get involved in this
practice
Typically if her PGF account is flush she will put any winnings in the bank, visa
versa, if she is low in PGF funds she will put winnings in her PGF
She has been on a winning streak of late, betting larger sums , largely recycling
funds (validated per profile)

'M*'f'@!f@lf"M*'df.UE

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

are all

just "casino friends"
- - c a m e from the same area of China as her, but she met her in the casino
She will go out to dinner withRM after a casino session on occasion
She does not know who owns/runs undergrounds
She does not know of any specific locations
She has heard talk of underground casinos , but that was quite some time ago, not
really any chatter about them these days

3
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Investigator Comments:

- llllNas very polite, cooperative
,.,ad provided documentation supporting the bank accounts she is using to fund her
PGF account (s)
She primarily uses PGF to game
KYC/SOW has been satisfied at this time
No further action recommended

L. Cousins
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " i 02 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC

1sll@§@ifM@(f,ij[§ij@nifM!.ii.if!i!.!:•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-30
Interview Time: 12:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-18 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise AML at
when patron is
notified of this directive.
2018-MAR-2018 BCLC Directive- Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owner.
2017-MAY-02 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
or via email through
patron to contact Consumer Services at
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2017-JAN-05 BCLC Directive- Patron needs to be re-approached and provide income
source information- as he states he is a student, we will need to ascertain if he has
family wealth and the name and company information of that source of cash- please
document in ltrak report and advise writer by email when obtained . Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2016-Mar-15 BCLC Directive- Patron needs to be re-approached and provide income
source information- as he states he is unemployed, we will need to ascertain if he has
family wealth and the name and company information of that source of cash- please
document in ltrak report and advise writer by email when obtained. Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2016-Feb-27 BCLC Directive: On next visit please obtain name of spouse and
employment/company information to assist in confirming source of wealth. Please
advise writer by email when contact is made and info is obtained. Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2015-FEB-16 BCLC Directive: Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owners. B. Stephens
BCLC Casino Investigator.

Recent LCT Activity:
No LCT since 2018-DEC-11 at Parq for disbursement of $20,000. Sixty-seven (67)
LCTs since 2012-MAR-12.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2, 168,640.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2,439,000
DISBURSEMENT: $3,253,546.00
The focus of the interview will be

Redacteo Patro1
l lerv ew Id~ 1tlfy1ng

Occupation: Director
,,cum, , d - Patron Interview Identifying
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Occupation: Director
2

s source of wealth and source of funds .

Information
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e~iii-IMl!!:ll'9;11;r;u.w1m1.11 ..p 1 1 1 . 1 . _
Occupation: Director
company=-·il'llD•*HP®'"·W+m1.11.&1n.1.-

'®dt!•· . . - - . -

. . .I •
I

History:
•

Frequent change of occupation in ltrak along with multiple businesses (see
above); previously a "student", "stock trader" , now an "architect".
o PGF application at Villa, 2018-SEP identified as architect
o PGF application at Parq, 2017-SEP-19 identified as student

•
•
•
•

Redacted - FINTRAC

History of large cash buy-ins with small denominations
Numerous incidents of exchange of cash/chips
Sourced cash/chip conditions has reduced the large buy-ins with small
denominations however, he has a history of violating the sourced conditions

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019
•

•
•

Attended Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17
tified female who
bought-in for $9,700 and never once played;
played all the hands,
UF did all the wagering (IN20190004005).
o Cash is .suspected to ha.ve_?~l~12.9ed to•i!Mll-who may have
passed 1t to the UF atlf,ifilNil!M
2018-DEC-10 at Parq, BCLC Directive, unsourced buy-in for $4,000
2018-DEC-11 at Parq, most recent LCT for disbursement of $20,000

Discussion Points:
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Reoacted Pat ron
Identity of female with lnte :v1ew ldent1fy11g at Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17
Identity of remitter on 3rd_party bank draft presented at RR on 2018-SEP-10

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
• Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it?
2. Clarify occupation
3. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
3
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•

4.
5.

6.

7.

Recac•ed

Pa..on

What banks does lnte r... 1ew ldent1'ymg
use? Which bank for which purpose?
Branches? (BMO , CIBC, TD)
• Where?
• With whom?
• Preferred games?
• Gambling budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)
• Why no buy-ins or ......
de osits over $10,000 since December 2018?
Who is the female with
at Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17 who
bought-in for $9,700 an ne~er once played?
Who is
remitter on 3rd party bank draft?
• Purpose of using a 3rd party bank draft
• Why does
. ··
1ave a draft f roml Mlt •·
All sources of wealth? (patron advised over telephone that much of his wealth
stems from gambling in BC, Alberta as well as Las Vegas)
• Employment?
• Gambling winnings?
• Business ventures (see above registered businesses)?
• Media reporting
• Other?
Explain directives and possible escalation for repeated violations

Interpreter required: No
Interview Results:
2019-JAN-28
- The interview with Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information
was originally scheduled for
2019-JAN-28 at 11 :00 hours at River Rock Casino.
Reda:ted Patron
lnte1v1ew Iden: fy1 •1g
did not show up for the interview until approximately 13:00 hours the
same date; the investigators were unable to accommod
; late arrival ,
however, the writer and AML Investigator HUSLER met
in the River Rock
lobby to advise that an interview would need to be rescheduled .
Redacteo Patro,
provided his phone number as 604-762-0112.
ntcrv cw ldc1t1fy1ng
lnformattcn
arrived with documents from Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
mpany business registration ;
gave the writer the original
•••
documents so the writer could copy before a subsequent interview.
Redacted Patron
agreed to an interview on 2019-JAN-30 at 12:30 hours at River Rock
Interview ldenl • n
Casino, at which time ;· ·· ..,
rvas returned his original documents .
2019-JAN-30

4
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Redactec Patro1 lnle""'11e'I/
Identifying Information

confirmed his address is Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information he
erty for $4,000 per month.
oes not own any property.
Re'Jac•ed Pat'on ln•er11ew
Redacted Patro'l lnte:-v1e:u
hanged his phone number t I ldentrf 11 l n'crma· on , which is ldent1f lnfcnnat1cn
(see note below in Investigator's Comments regarding this phone number).
in

is unemployed.
has never been employed as a "stock trader" or an "architect" and
admits to makin this u to get the casino off his back.
s working on opening marijuana dispensaries as a future
- Currently,
business
endeavor.
Reda:ted Pa·rcn
tnle""'11ew oent fyng
owns Alberta numbered company,
(documentation
provided); the company was opened on 2018-JAN-19.
Re:::ac·ed - Pd! on

nter\ 1ev1 ldent1'ymg

ln'crma• on

-IJIYli•y
I=====~~opened

I!ll!ft:it*"is no~ actu~g.t;.,u.sine~z.m~.Q&Joes not generate any incom~.
business
•II
so that he could open a business
banking account, which gives him better rates and perks than a personal banking
account.
Redacted Patron ntervcew ldent1fymg
is at the Alberta Treasury
- The business bank account used fo
1nfom1at1o!l
Branch.
- Despite not having a job,
generates income and therefore requires a
business bank account.
Reda:ted - Patron
- Last year (2018) , on his income tax declaration, 1n1erv1ew cen• f n
claimed approximately
$150,000 as his income, which was generated through "personal and business income".
- When asked how he generates income for the Alberta business account referenced
above,
stated "I am not a loan shark" but he "gives out high interest
loans" .
also generates income through money from his "marijuana consulting
business" , investments, and money he earns from gambling .
Redacted Patron
l n'ervcev.• ldentrfy 1ng

gives out personal loans at a high interest rate for people he knows are
good to repay the money; sometimes he charges little interest or a flat fee for borrowing
from him .
- As an example, a high interest loan would charge approximately 10% interest per
month.
oaned a friend $200,000; this friend was a multi- On one occasion,
millionaire who needed some money for a real estate develo£!!leD!.,project.
- Because the borrower of this $200,000 was a friend•lltMi&Jmonly charged him
$5,000 or $10,000 to borrow it.

11111••

- Currently
owns no other businesses other tha
- When con ronfe · ·wit information by the investigators tha
owns
RcdJctC::l Patron
ldcnt1'y1ng
he
admitted
that
he
opened
this
business
with
the
intention
of
nfmma\101
opening marijuana dispensaries, but this initiative has not come to fruition .
lntervce~1

5
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denies owning any other business and when asked about two (2)
trucking companies registered in his name, he stated that he has a very common name
so these companies must belong to someone else .

Redacted Patro1
nterv ew lde~u1r in

's actions were not to blame for the bust; at the time of the bust, there
was another licensed marijuana grower using the same property and it was that
licensee who had more plants than the license allowed .
. -. In 2.31.roximately six (6) months before the bust on the grow-operation,
-IHI . .lQ sold the grow-op because it was too much work.
- At the time of the bust, Health Canada's marijuana grow licenses were attached to a
specific location limitin the growing activities to that address; therefore, when the bust
still had a license to grow marijuana specifically at that site
occurred, !' · I'
despite no lonier ownini the o~eration .
- The site
had his operation was a field with trailers, RVs
and a chicken coop .
Reaac'ed Pat·on
till has the Health Canada marijuana license as it is issued for life
ntervte\v lde nt1f11ng
although currently he is not growing any marijuana.

in%Ji.!*1ifodf@$f§}§".i*
~

Reaacted Pat·c n 1n·erv1ew
cent f 11 lnfcrma· on

has had some very large casino winnings including in BC; on one
occasion he won approximately $40,000 and many years ago he won about a million
dollars.
WlfMJarovided no documentation to demonstrate winnings from gambling
going into bank accounts despite reporting to the investigators that gambling is one of
his main sources of income and despite being advised by the writer to bring supporting
documentation to the interview.
Redacteo ~Pat ron lnte'\·1ew
n :'lteiv.ew
e
-1 1 1 1
gambles

in•iilllil

lden1'fy,n;; inro·riahcn

••

_

1

1

_

1

•

11 1

•

1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Redacleu .

Pdt10 ·1

does not gamble at the
asino.
most recently gambled in Las Vegas, Nevada in 2018-DEC and won
$14,000; he has no favourite Las Vegas casinos .
- Documentation from CBSA provided b
to the investigator on 2019-JAN,
28 indicates that a Ministerial Decision was issued on an appeal tha I Reoac:ed Pa'·on
made against CBSA.
- The decision advises that, under the provisions
of the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act,
has contravened the Act.

6
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- Or
presented himself to CBSA at Vancouver International
Airport and declared that he was in possession of $150,000 USO; secondary inspection
f?_~n~ th~t--was_ in possessio_n of $151,915 USO and $15_5 CON ..
representative later provided CBSA with documentation showing the
legitimate source of the US dollars was casino winnings from the Cosmopolitan Hotel
and the Aria Hotel in Las Vegas.
Rcda:ted Patron
- At the time of the declaration, CBSA seized lnle1 J1ew IOen· fying s funds ; the Ministerial
Reda:ted Patron
Decision indicates that the forfeiture of the funds was not warranted as ln'erv1ew cen· fy ng •
supporting documentation has been accepted as sufficient to demonstrate the lawful
origin of the seized currency.
~as fined $250 (a Level I fine) for not reporting the entire amount of
funds in his possession.
- During the interview with the writer.MM!ij4iadvised that CBSA has since
returned him his funds in the form of a cheque.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on
- The CBSA resrse C££,ied the law firm of
attention•,m:mfM•· il!!Mr
·
"llll!w
lnfo'Tnati:m

M...b

- Circa 2014
grandfather.

qccac•ed Pa••a n
1ntc ...,1e>'1 ldent1fying

eceived approximately $500,000 further to the death of his

-MIM!M also has bank accounts at BMO, TD and CIBC; all the bank accounts
are in his name and not joint accounts.
resented a CIBC bank draft to Parq Vancouver circa six (6) months ago
with the name
- - · " f @ t •'s ex-girlfriend.
could not recall why-gave him a bank draft and hypo• . ._·.ed that
maybe it was a weekend and he was unable to get his own bank draft so
gave
him one.
· ·
- First,
stated that he has never borrowed mone to amble and that he
did not borrow money from - t o gamble; nonetheless
: · ·· ·.
took a thirdparty bank draft from lil\ll that was not sourced fro ·· ·. ·· · . .
money and paid it
back with no interest).
- ."l · .. . cannot recall how he repaid lllJllFor the bank draft, but he hypothesized
that he perhaps repaid her via e-transfer or by depositing it directly into her account.

_j)jjji,

Re..iac-ed Pat on
ntel'\ 1e1.•1 tdent1'y1ng
1n•crma· on

h

has no assets.
is worth approximately $800,000 which is based on the $100,000 cash
e" and the other $700,000 cash in the bank.

1

~edacted

P~tron

did not give IHB

explained that he was the one playing because IBlmvanted
to teach her how to play baccarat.

7
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• i l l l l f - l d e n i e d saying that he said he was teaching her to play baccarat,
asked him to play for her because he is a good player who could
but instead ii·
win her some money.
Re:::tacled Patro1
-IMmecently came into $40,000, which sourced the $9,700 buy-in; lterv ew lde1t1fy1ng
did not provide an answer when asked more than once from wherelMl!Ja:cquired

~. .lives in Vancouver.
Redactej

Patron nter\1ew

understands that he is subject to BCLC Directive requiring that he buysin only using sourced cash and chips, but he nonetheless comes into the casino and
gambles until the casino stops him and asks him for a receipt.
- He is willing to take a chance and try to gamble without sourced funds.
ldc111fymg 1nfoT1at1::m

Redacteo

Patro'l

- When asked if .r1terv ew ldent1fy1ng had any questions for the investigators, he asked how
long it will take to make a decision as to whether or not he can return to the casino and
how he can a oeal whatever the decision will be .
was explained the review process and that should he receive a barring ,
he would receive the documents in the mail, which gives direction on appealing.
--l£E.vas reminded that his temporary suspension remains in place and that
he is expected to not attend any BCLC facilities while under suspension.
Investigator's Comments:
The investigators assess thMlillllimd"•vas not entirely truthful during the interview,
he was unable to show any source of income, he admitted to owning and running a front
company and he knowingly disregards BCLC directives and regulations .
Reda::ted - Pa•ran
lnte".i1ew dent fy119

often contradicted himself during the interview. For example, he said that
he no longer wants to own/operate marijuana grow-operations because it is too much
work yet he is a self-described marijuana consultant, teaching people how to
own/operate marijuana.ow Rerations and he is working on opening marijuana
dispensaries. As well , 4\llki!Mstated that six (6) months prior to the bust on his
marijuana grow-operation, he had sold the business; however, he also stated that all of
his plants and equipment were confiscated from the bust. It stands to reason that if he
had sold the business he would have no longer owned the plants or equipment at that
site.
At the time of this report, BCLC has yet to receive additional information from the RCMP
regarding the nature and results of the charges against
Therefore, at this
time ,
reporting about the bust of his marijuana grow-operation cannot be
verified.
Redac·ed - Pat ron
1nten1ew ldent1•y1ng

also contradicted himself when he said that he has never borrowed
money to gamble, but then admitted to borrowing money from his ex-girlfriend in the
form of a third-party bank draft in order to facilitate his gambling.

8
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Prior to both interview dates, MJBM!-was advised that the purpose of the
interview was to confirm his source of wealth so he was encouraged to bring
documentation to show the BCLC investigators proof of source of wealth . Based on the
information provided by IMM!'! other than gambling, his only regular source of
income is from collectin on ersona loans he gives out and for which he charges a
· · - ·. . s issuance of loans is not part of a registered or
high rate of interest.
licensed business and nehher-is his mar4uana consulting business. In his own words,
· ··
explained tha1•:&.Me• 00Mir·r.i!lill/Jfill!Ws provides no services, has no actual
Reda:::ted flatron
business function and generates none of its own income-wha ln'cr11cw cen· fy ng described
is a "shell company".
Despite fre uent ambling that includes winnings and disbursements from BCLC
facilities ~ ·· · - ·
brought no documentation to show de osits of these funds, or
al]; f~n_dJdnto bank accounts. Media reporting posted on
·-•. - . ·. indicates that
•was eliminated in 3rd place and won $38,655 CON . Large cash
transaction records also indicate some lar e disbursements in BCLC facilities including
:1 I.··.·
took $775,000 in a cheque and the
one for $897,450 on 2015-JUL-04;
rest in three (3) different cash disbursements.

filB·

Redacted

Patron

It is not clear why ln'crv1ew lde1t1 • n
has multiple bank accounts which he has used for bank
drafts presented to BCLC des ite using his Alberta Treasury Branch account as his
also has no job or clear source of income, it is not
primary account. Given ·l ,., ·.
known why he would require bank accounts at four (4) different banks.
Reda:::ted Pa:rcn
lnte".new dent fy11g

understands yet disregards BCLC directives and regulations . For
example, he knowingly comes to the casino and gambles with un-sourced funds , he
admits to lying to casino personnel regarding his employment, including lying on a PGF
application , and most notably, he presented a 3rd_party bank draft for deposit to his
PGF.

searches of casino re
these companies and
amended to show his · · - r a . During the interview£
said that his
However, note thatlMHIA

f£· •

phone number was
UIWresolvest I
~edac1 ed

~eaac•ed

Pa"::m 1n·erv1ew lden·rfy ng
ln'ormaton

Pa'ron

Note that lnle'111ew lden11•y11g • occupation in ltrak has been amended to "Business Director"
in relation to the fact tha ~: · . ·.
is documented as the Director oC'Ml'1t:!
l lll MM However, within ltrak,
; casino profile has also been amended
to indicate that he is "unemployed" (ltrak does not .allow t~e oc~ron ta.b to remai~
blank when someone 1s noted as "unemployed") g i v e n - ! ._admitted to having
no job, tha
oes not generate income and does not actually
operate as a business.
9
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted

Patron

In conclusion, tn:e rv1ew Iden' fy ng has admitted to being an unlicensed personal lender, to
running a shell company, to being involved in the marijuana industry as a "marijuana
consultant" without this business being registered, and to having no documented regular
stream of income. He has also admitted to attempting to deposit a 3rd_party cheque into
~is P~F and to knowingly disr:gard~~f ~~LC directives. In lig~_t _of this information, the
1nvest1gators recommend barring•· • • f r o m BCLC fac1l1t1es.
Sheila Bondesen
BCLC AML Investigations

10
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Redacted

Patron 1nte1v ew lderillfy1ng lnfo'mat1on

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAM : Interview Identifying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: June gth, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :17 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

lfliffl!IM.,,as asked the following questions during the course of her interview:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Advised her of the reporting requirements.
4. Advise her about the manner in which patrons are monitored in casinos to
comply with the reporting requirements.
5. That this is the reason for her request to contact BCLC and that we need
to ask her some questions given her association with some patrons and
her transactions.
6. On May 25th, 2016 you were at the RR and received a disbursement of
30K in 100 bill denominations. After that, you bought in for 1O K using

small denominations. Why did you not use the money you received earlier
from this buy in?
7. Where did you get the money for the 1O K buy in?
8. Why was in small denominations?
9. What is her relationship t •

Reaac:ed Pat ron Interview
ldentlfyng ln'ormat on

•
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10. On Ma127'h, 2016 you were at the River Rock Casino and had contact
with
It appears you assisted him in obtaining cash delivery
(BOK). How did you do this?

•mlJJMll

11 . What is your relationship w i t h - 12. On June 4th, 2016 2:30 am she approached you and you had a
conversation and shortly after you were observed going into a washroom .
Directly after llWlfln•went into the same washroom and directly after
she exited the washroom he attended a ~as.h _c_ for a buy in (30 K all
$20 's). How did you get the money f o r 13. Did you get compensated for this and if so by how much?
14. Was it that you wanted toRfN!Nto gamble at your direction?
15. If so where did this money come from?
16. How does she kno~
17. How does she know

Redacted Patro!l lnte'"'.J1ew
ldent1f Pl Informal on

18. On May 14th, 2016 at around 10:22 pm you were observed together with
both of these people and attended your vehicle together. You took a bag
out of your trunk and gave it to
How much money was in
the bag?
19. How do you know

Redacte::i

Patron lnte-v1ew Identifying Informal on

20. How many times have you assisted him with cash deliveries?
21. On June 1st. 2016 at around 4:23 &m you sat at one of the tables and
received a blue bag

fromE;'NNEf!Hf§'§*MMf\ii!9?

22. Was she paying you back for money she owed you?
23. If so what denominations was it in?
24. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

2
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Interview Results:
•llstated, in part, the following:
).>

She was asked if anyone had explained the recent conditions that have been put
on her play and replied they had not;

).>

Her conditions were explained;

>-- She confirmed that she is living at the address noted on her profile;
>-- She was advised of the government requirement for reporting cash transactions
in casinos;
).>

Without being questioned she stated that she knew why we were talking to her
and that it had to do with the last transaction involving the 30 K that was denied;

).>

She went on to say that she is close friends with both

Rejacted - Patrori 1n1er11ew

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
).>

That when they are in the casino they "share play" quite a bit and that most of the
good friends will often do this. Because of this, it will be hard for her to follow the
conditions;

Y Sometimeslll would win and give her most of the money to hold but
sometimes is she is losing she will "dip" into that and play with it;
).>

There is never a concern if she loses it as they just pay each other back;

).>

She always pools money withR.to play;

Y She was questioned about a May 25th incident. During this incident she bought
in for a total of 84.5K. 20 K of this was suspect as it was retrieved from her
vehicle and in small denominations;

Y She stated that she did not remember the incident because she is at the casino
all of the time. (Implying that these transactions happen frequently so she could
not remember this one in particular);
).>

She said that a lot of the time she will get money from the wire transfer place or
borrow from friends;

3
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Y She says that this is common when they are losing because they want to "chase"
the money back ;
.,,. When they are "chasing" money they have no choice but to borrow it;
.,,. She says that lots of time that big players will pool their money and let ever who
is following the cards better do the betting ;
.,,. She has known lil!IMBror a long time ;
.,,. She confirmed the fact that on May 2?'h, 2016 she left money in the washroom
for him to pick up;
Y She explained this transaction by saying that the day before she was at one of
the tables playing and he came up behind her and pushed her remaining chips (6
K) on a spot that lost and because of that he owed her the money back;
);;>

In order to pay her back he made arrangements for her to meet someone at the
Husky station;

.,,. WIW told her it was his wife ;
.,,. She met this person who paid back her money back and at the same time the
person asked if she would give some money tolMBMwhen she went back
to the casino;

>-

She does not know the name of this person or was able to provide a proper
description of a vehicle;

Y She said it was dark and believes this person was driving a dark sedan ;
.,,. This was the money she left in the washroom for him;
.,,_ She would have given the money back on the floor if it was in chips but because
of the rules that is why she left it in the washroom;
.,,. When asked about M ii- s h e referred to her initially as W8 but then
Patron
stated she mixed two eo le u and that this was not I Redacte:::I
was
rv1ew Iden rf •
identified later as
1

>-

She did admit to leaving 30 K in the washroom forMMMM
play for her ;

and wanted her to

Y She stated that she had been losing and wanted to chase back her money and
was upset when the buy-in was refused ;

4
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? She did this because she was just informed about the conditions and still wanted
to somehow play;
? After this she phoned upall#" and apologized for causing her trouble. stated that she understood and that is was the government that she has to worry
about;
? She stated that she borrowed the 30 K form a friend but she does not pay a rate;
~

She buys her friend gifts when she wins or takes them out for dinner;

~

She stated that there was no rate because it is reciprocal as next time she may
lend the money to the friend;

Redactea Patron lnte'V1e11
? She recalls the May 151h incident with th ;
and stated that she
ldentrfy1n~ lnfo'Mallcn
knows nothing about the arrangements to get the money. It was • • h a t was
picking up money from a friend;

?

Discussion then focused on her transactions with-nd she stated they share
play together;

? She does not pool the money with

Redactea Patron
"llerv ew ldenl1fymg

will ask her to follow his lead;

? lllltold her when he bets big she should follow;

? She was asked if she ever helpec-btain cash and said that she never does
this as this would be a third party transaction and she does not get involved in
those;
? There are occasions where she may borrow money when she has lost and wants
to "chase" money back but it is usually from people she knows;
?

She was asked to explain the June1 st incident involving
Rft•when she received a blue bag from her;

Rejactec

Patron lnte"VreJJ ldent1fyng
tnfo·rr1at1on

? She stated that this was a gift and that there was no money in the bag;
?

She said that we need to take another look at the footage and we can tell this;

? That all the money she had was in her purse that day and the bag was also in
her purse;

? She said that the gift was thin implying it could not be money;
?

When she lends out money she does not charge interest;

5
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-Y She was asked what happens when people do not pay her back and she stated
that she only lends money to people she knows and it is done in good faith;

-Y If they cannot pay her back the cash then they can write her a cheque;
-Y She only lends out between 20-30 Kat a time and the most was 30 K;
-Y She was asked abou

and stated it was hard to
talk about it because if things get out that she did it would be awkward at the
table;
Redacted

Patron nterv1ew tdent14"y1ng Information

-Y She recalled asking lillfor some chips on June

as this is the day her 30 K
buy in was denied and she was advised of her conditions;
4th

~ -·arrived at the table and askeclilto place a $1000 wager for her, the bet
won andM!IWtook the winnings paid out by the dealer;

~•
~

does not usually bet high;
That when she is in Las Vegas it is not uncommon for people to share credit;

~ While in Las Vegas with.she has used her credit on occasion;
-Y She also shares a line of credit in Las Vegas w i t ! _ , ,
-Y At this point it was explained to her that we have conducted a number of
interviews and as a result aware that there have been a number cash deliveries
that occur at the casino and that some of these are related to criminal activity;

-Y Further to this we have mentioned a few incidents associated to her and we can
continue to talk about more but her incidents are consistent with being cash
deliveries;

-Y She responded by saying that she realizes that they look that way but that is not
what is happening. She said that her and her friends are just gambling, having
fun and that it is shared play;
~

She has been around for 20 years and knows a lot of people;

~

She currently is helping her friends sell real estate and helps with introductions;

-Y She has never been an owner of a hotel; that was a boyfriend that owed that;
-Y Currently she is estranged from her husband
are still living under the same roof;

6

I

Reda:ted

:>atron l1terve\\ lde:illfy1n;:i lnfo-r1at1::m

but
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-Y She was asked how she supported her level of play given her present
employment and stated that she relied on family and money from her previous
business which involved the sale of exercise equipment;

-Y When asked about the small denominations she stated that she usually gets big
bills but gets her cash either from the money exchange or friends;
~

The money exchange will give you a better rate if you take small denominations.

Interview over 12:37 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on PJW• ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . •:li!lewas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:F.llMcontinues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on June 3rd, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

BlilMhas 120 incidents associated to her since October of 2008 . • • ,l~ifiidM
Redacted - FINTRAC
She has involved herse in ot
borrowing and lending cash to support her play and the shared play with her associates.
The covert nature of this lends to suspicion and consistent with her facilitating cash
deliveries. Through her own admission on appearance it looks this way but she is
adamant that it is simply her having fun and that there are not rates involved when
lending the money as it is reciprocal in nature.
The footage from the June 1st incident was viewed by both the Writer and Stone Lee
prior to the interview and it appears as if there is money in the bluji,fii~e received
IW which is inconsistent with what · . :
aid.
from

'@IM'fiM@fj§i'fnMM.

7
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If one is to believe she is involved in the facilitation business she would be unable to do
's history it is possible the two are
this alone. Given
doing this together.
The conditions on her play are appropriate at this time. Consideration should be given
to suspend play indefinitely.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

NAMl-~~~~i::tEs

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:

9 1". 2016

Interview Time: 13:45
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Reason for Interview:
- w a s asked the following questions/points discussed during the course of her
interview:
1. Remind her that that last time she met with BCLC was June gth and then
ask her if she understands her conditions and if she has any questions
about them.
2. On 2016-JUN-25 at the River Rock casino-helped herself to
another players chips and started gambling with them. Approached by
Guest Services and reminded of conditions. (ltrak 16-36249)
Q:

What is your relationship wit Redac'ed Pa' ' on lnter·11ew dent fy ng ·iformatio·1
How
were you going to pay her back for the chips you borrowed?

3. On 2016-JUN-26 at Elements casino she attempted to gamble with unsourced chips she arrived with. She was then observed playing slots and
approached by site staff and reminded of conditions. (ltrak 16-36588)

Q:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you used to play
with?

4. On 2016-JUN-30 at the River Rock casino She was Observed gambling
with another players chips. Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions and that she could only play with funds from her PGF
account. (ltrak 16-37368)
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0:

Who did you get the chips from and how were you going to pay
back for the chips you borrowed?

•J11•

5. On 2016-JUL-19 at the River Rock casino
attempted to buy in for
$5,000. Only $1,500 could be sourced as such $3,500 was returned to
R•(ltrak 16-41152)

0:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you attempted to
buy in with?

0:

~rangements

6.

Redacted Patron Interview

were made with her and
ldent1fyng Informal on
lllm prior to play specific to squeezing cards. Explain to her that
it appears that she is trying to circumvent her conditions and that if
she continues it will result in further bans or prohibitions.

7. On 2016-JUL-30 at the River Rock casino ll•was observed gambling
with an unspecified amount of un-sourced chips. Approached by Guest
Services and reminded of conditions, cashed out and left the casino. (ltrak
16-43295)

0:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you attempted to
buy in with?

8. On 2016-AUG-01 at the River Rock casino-was observed gambling
with an unspecified amount of un-sourced ~e claimed she found
them in her jacket pocket). Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions, cashed out and left the casino. (ltrak 16-43792)

0:

If she left these chips in her pocket, how long have they been
there for and is it possible she borrowed them from someone else
given she has a habit of doing this.

9. On 2016-AUG-16 at the River Rock casincMIWwas observed gambling
with approx. $1,500 in un-sourced chips. Approached by Guest Services
and reminded of conditions. Later the same date observations suggested
she was directing other players to bet for her-was seen using a
Baccarat tracking card to keep track of amou~names. (ltrak 1646899)

2
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

Q:

Did you ask
pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did you

Q:

Did you ask
pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did you

Q:

Does she understand that this is in violation of her conditions.

10. On 2016-AUG-22 at the River Rock casino she appears to be directing
other players to bet for her. Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions. (ltrak 16-48062)

Q:

Did you as Reda':::led Patron •nterv rew ldenl1fy1ng lnfo·mat1o n
you pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did

Interview Results:
••stated, in part, the following:

~ Once it was explained why investigators were meeting witlMW she
Y
~

Y

~
~
~

~

~

immediately indicated she had done nothing wrong and has been honouring the
conditions.
•mwas advised that we would be going over some examples of how she had
n honouring her conditions.
was asked if site staff had ever approached her to remind her of her
ans and she acknowledged they had.
- • 11
With regards to helping herself to other players chip•H•stated she was
simply helping friends make up their mind on what to bet. If her friends are taking
too lonq to decide Player Vs. Banker she makes the decision for them.
EIWstated the chips she was seen with in the Elements incident were left over
from before she ever had any conditions.
Regarding the attempted buy in detailed on point sP-:l•believes all of that
~m past casino winnings but the casino could only verify $1,500.
advised then when she is observed squeezing cards for other players that
sne IS not gambling. Players ask her to squeeze the cards to change their luck
and she has nothing at risk.
Due to the redundancy of the incidents investigators elected to skip to point 9. On
this dateP•was observed using a Baccarat tracking card to seemingly track
monies won and lost. Other players' names were on the sheet. A copy of this
tracking sheet was taken into the interview.
Before being shown the sheet witl
hand writing on it she was asked to
be completely honest with the investigators.

ll

•II;
3
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~ • • was shown the tracking sheet with her hand writing on it, paused then
admitted that on that date she may have been asking other people to bet for her.
~ ••stated that she had lost her PGF money and wanted to stay with her
friends in the casino (and her friends wanted her to stay). She was adamant this
was the only time she did this thou h.
~ Regarding her relationship wit
.
advised she and Ml!•
have been close friends for ma~s. · '. . · went on to state that she re~
moved to the same building a s - loca'te on*;§511
Pa·':in
According to casino recordslt:JJ• does not reside in a building on 1ntc-v1eu
but may have moved since her address was last confirmed.
~ When told that her play is being suspended for 30 d a y s - seemed OK with
it as it will give her a break from gambling. The impression - e may be
having a hard time knowing when to stop (chasing losses). · ·. · indicated the
-break from gambling may be good for her to help her qui er addiction.
~
was asked if she was OK as it relates to her spending and advised that
as programs that can help her control her spending if she wanted to learn
more. She stated she would try self-control.

¥i'lf'§'l'M%'.!ii "•
f ~eaaC'ed

ldent1~y119

Interview over 14:15.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed o m • s ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips.MIMwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

II•
was advised that her play has been suspended for 30 days and provided the
expiry date (2016-SEP-25).
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview. The investigators impression was that. . did speak/understand some
English.

f

BCLC Conditions- continues to have conditions on her play at BCLC asino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on June 3r , 2016.
As per her SID profile conditions were modified on June 20, 2016 to PGF use only.

Investigator Comments:
It was explained to-that the casinos has an obligation to monitor her activity in
the casino and any irregularities must be reported to BCLC. She was unaware of the

4
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scope of the work that is done for actions that she feels are not serious (like chip
passing , verbal bets etc) .
fully understands her current conditions as it relates to PGF only. She was fine
with that but advised the challenge for her is after she loses her PGF money and the
banks are closed , she needs to borrow from friends to continue gambling.
-

had indicated that it is not uncommon for her to leave with chips. It was
explained this is a ch... .
. for tracking purposes and she should deposit her winnings
to her PGF account ; .·:. ·. advised that she rarely wins.
The investigator strongly suggested she not leave the casino with chips. To avoid the
tracking challenges (given her conditions) the investigator suggested she simply leave
her chips at the casino and they would hold them for her until she returns .
The investigators impression was that WJI• had an explanation for each instance until
the tracking card was shown to her to which she had no explanation for other than to
admit she was having friends bet for her.
Some of her explanations could be plausible but based on what was learned the
investigator believes that in most cases she cannot help herself when she wants to
continue gambling , even if it means violating her conditions.

W,;I@• emained calm and respectful throughout the course of the interview.
She will continue to be monitored upon the expiration of the 30 day suspension.
Steve Beeksma
Casino Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Individual interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: September 25, 2015
Interview Time: 17:00 hours
Interview Location : Tramonto Restaurant, RRCR
Language spoken: Mandarin GCC Translator Yang (Lisa) GAO
BCLC Investigator:
Brad DESMERAIS - Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
Copy of report provided by DESMERAIS
On Friday, 2015-09-25 at 1700 hrs I met wit~-at Tramonto Restaurant at the River Rock Casino
Resort in Richmond , BC . The purpose of the meeting was to explain tolf:!ii•the "no-cash" restrictions
placed on him. Also present for this meeting was Rob Baker, CEO of Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation and Terrence Doyle, the COO. A RR7MI services manager, Lisa , acted as translator.
The following is a synopsis of the conversation wit · . :·
lifl•was upset that he had this restriction placed on him and suggested he would limit his
attendance at RRCR in the future ;
He indicated that he thought it proper and appropriate that he be given notice before this restriction
was placed on him. I advised that this is his notice and that , absent clear evidence where he obtained
currency from, he would only be permitted to play with non-cash financial instruments;
•
He ··about chips and I advised that only sourced chips would be permitted without a further
interview. :· ' said he had approximately $3M in chips at his residence (Terrence DOYLE advised
RRCR would review internal records to determine if that quantity of chips could reasonably be attributed
- - play/buy-in ; B.D.);
aid that cash is his preferred means o~BC Casinos because he does not want his
family (wife?) knowing what his gambling habits are. . . indicated his family (wife?) has visibility into
his Canadian bank accounts.
lf..lmobtains cash through an arrangement with individuals in China/Hong Kong/Macau whereby
he makes a call there and cash is delivered to him here;
• liiill advised he and most (all?) of his friends use this underground banking service everywhere
they gamt)1e, anywhere in the world. He couldn't understand why Canadians are upset with this
arrangement as it is in use in every country that has a casino industry;
He had no idea of the source of the cash delivered to him here; he settles the debt plus a very small
handling fee through a domestic EFT in China .
He also uses this underground banking system to circumvent Chinese law (presumably referring to
apital laws; B.D.)
the
•
•. : stated that the use of credit and international wire transfers (he specifically mentioned
Singa-ould significantly reduce the demand for cash amongst his contemporaries who gamble.
•
· . : was coy when asked about illegal gambling houses although he did state he had other
alternatives to BC Casinos if he wanted to gamble , even at high stakes.

• /'Y

FH!lf
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The meeting concluded wittltJIRMtamenting further about his inability to use cash and suggested there
was some discriminatory component to this rule because he had seen others using cash . t a d v i we had become concerned about the source of his cash which is why this step was being taken. ··:: :
said he knew there was a "list" of players who were no tonger allowed to play with cash and how unfair
this is. liiil.ilillshould have a crystal clear understanding of restrictions now placed on him with respect to
the use"'OT'Ca'S'h and un-sourced chips . The meeting terminated at 1745 hours .

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
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Redacted

Patron Interview 1jent1fy1ng
lnformallon

Bii Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted Patro'l
NAM •• ' ntcrv
ew lde'lt1fying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: March 181h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Shaw was asked to respond to the following questions:
As1Bil$iililif he knows the reason for this second interview.
Ask for the name of his company and where it operates.
How many chips do you have in your possession?
Where are they? (Based on the information provided above)
How did they get there?
Who currently has possession of your chips and how or what reason is
there for this? (Make it clear that he needs to provide names of these
individuals)
7. Does he make a practice of holding on to these chips?
8. When he told he told BCLC that he was in possession of 3 million in chips,
where were these chips and what has he done with them since then?
9. What is the real total of the amount of chips that he has?
10. Advised him that without corroboration of his information it is uncertain
whether BCLC will accept his outstanding chips.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interview Results:

11111 stated, in part the following:
).;>-

- h a d just returned from China the day before;
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-Y W:fl11stated that he does not possess $3 million dollars in chips rather that since
starting play here back in 2006 people, in total, owe him this amount and that
when he is paid back it is either in cash or chips;
Y

He only identified these individuals as friends;

>=B•stated that is not fair that he is the subject of sanctions because he and
others like him have been contributing to the growth of the industry for so long
and that if there were to be sanctions it should have been day one;

-Y The only chips that he has he received from Reda:ted

back at
the beginning of February in the amount of 150 K. ,
owes him another
800 Kand believes that he will most likely pay him the rest in cash;
Patron 'lier.• ew lde'ltrfying lnfo·riaflon

m•

y rJ.!Mwas asked for a business card to confirm the name of his company but he
did not have one with him. He asked for a piece of paper and wrote something
down in Chinese. At first it was believed to be a company name until- state
that it was his name in Chinese and that all that we had to do is to "Google " his
name and we could see all of his businesses;
Redacted - Patron Interview

).>-

Y

~

ldent1fy1ng Informat1on
He was questioned about his relationship with
and
•
Reaac•ed Pa··on ln'e rv1ew
advised that -· : :· tarted as a VIP host at th •
then to
jent fyng lnfcrma• on
th
·
·
.:· .
:
oes the same thing in BC and there is a
·
assist•a1ith shopping, purchasing
office in Richmon
vehicles etc ..... ;

1·-·
: has knownMM!Msince 2006;
. · was asked about January 31st where he was watching Mi!•play and was
adamant that he was not directing play. He stated that he was not playing
because BCLC would not let him;

~ . s in Canada between four and five months a year;
~

He has no businesses in Canada;

~

He asked what would happen if the money people owed him was given to him in
chips and was advised that he would be interviewed again;

Y He was advised that this protocol was being used for everyone regardless of the
amount of chips;

2
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'Y l!lldoes not like that PGF system as it is too narrow in that it does not allow
him to wire money from his account in China;
'Y He also voiced the concern that his wife will find out where the money is going;
'Y He was asked if anyone else he knew was in possession of chips and advised
that some of his friends but he was not certain of how much.
'Y He believed that because of the sanctions it is forcing people to go elsewhere to
play which meant outside of Canada;
'Y He was asked about the underground casinos and was quite animated when he
answered stating that it was illegal and that he would not want to get caught in
one of those. He did offer that there were at least 7-8 in Richmond;

;... He was advised that prior to the casino accepting the 150 K in chips that it would
first have to be discussed at BCLC and that if he was allowed that the money
would have to be directly deposited into his PGF for play.

Interview over at 12:00 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed orW:.IW ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.llllwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:
-continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML
Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.
- h a s additional sanctions directing that he is not allowed any chip redemption
unless interviewed by BCLC.

3
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Investigator Comments:

1111 was, for the most part, cooperative with investigators.

In September of 2015 .
stated originally that he was in possession of 3 million in chips and that they were at his
residence. Shortly after the site spoke to him and he advised that it was only 500 K. At
this point he is saying he never had that either and it was misunderstanding due to
translation .

Redacted - Patron
Now he states he is in possession of 150 K which he received from Interview
This
Identifying
is a little concerning as it begs the question where did F:IW get the chips as his
history does not support this.

In more than one interview a patron has mentioned they would not turn down money
when being repaid for a debt. This is consistent withl l l l receiving the chips from

•:1•

lillllwas advised not to bring in the chips until a decision was made as to whether they
-wouid be accepted or not.
Attempts are being made to "Google f':IS Chinese name to see what the results will
be. Further information will follow on this.
At this point no un-sourced cash sanctions to remain .
The no chip redemption unless interviewed should also to remain given W$m
comments that he may receive more in the future .

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigati ons
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scLc 1p

me 1e1 iit+'f'E'+ "•
1 1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-11
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation .
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
Recent Activity:
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m• 1as generated only 2 LCTs. Last LCT was 2018-DEC at Parq when she had a
disbursement of $10,625. 2018-0CT-27,fli1Whad a disbursement of $11,000 at River
Rock.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,200.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $21,625.00

Occupation: Housewife
Company:

NIA
History:

•

IN20190000480, 2019-JAN-02, Parq Vancouver-conducted a cash/chip

~ level 3 main women's washroom with E;+£§£1.!ii!ii&ii'i*'*!!.i*

• lil!m; play was previously suspended due to refusal to provide ID ; refused to
provide ID on multiple occasions.
Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity: January 2019

IN20190000480-see above
2019-JAN-07-Attended River Rock and was told of suspension.
Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 1 x per
week.
Discussion Points:

IN20190000480
Relationship with811f

sow

P

Explain BCLC regulations and directives (re: chip/cash passing; providing ID;
respecting barring)
2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1 . Confirm address
numbers.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

. and telephone

• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify occupation
Other sources of wealth?
What does patron believe is the reason for the interview (in phone call to BCLC,
her son indicated thatM • said the reason is related to fact she loaned money
at the casino to a "bad guy" and this man has not repaid her).
•

What was the purpose o. . . visit to Parq Vancouver on 2019-JAN02?

•

With whom did she attend/gamble?

o Email?
o Occupation?
o Associates?
o Source of wealth?
o Source of funds?
o Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?
o How does
fund his gambling in Canada?
o From whom else does cquire chips/cash?

Ill

6 . Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
7. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada?
8 . With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-11
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
to
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation.
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs

Recent Activity:
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W;,IMhas generated only 2 LCTs. Last~s 2018-DEC at Parq when she had a
disbursement of $10,625. 2018-0CT-27,- had a disbursement of $11,000 at River
Rock.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,200.00
FX:$0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $21,625.00

Occupation: Housewife
Company:

N/A
History:

•

IN20190000480, 2019-JAN-02, Parq Vancouver- ·· . · conducted a cash/chip
pass in level 3 main women's washroom with
.•,...I·· ....
play was previously suspended due to refusal to provide ID; refused to
provide ID on multiple occasions.

• •J11a
Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity: January 2019

IN20190000480-see above
2019-JAN-07-Attended River Rock and was told of suspension.
Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 1 x per
week.
Discussion Points:

IN20190000480
Relationship withlMJl:Ji

- sow

Explain BCLC regulations and directives (re: chip/cash passing; providing ID;
respecting barring)
2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1 . Confirm address
numbers.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

and telephone

• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify occupation
Other sources of wealth?
What does patron believe is the reason for the interview (in phone call to BCLC,
her son indicated thatfl!W said the reason is related to fact she loaned money
at the casino to a "bad guy" and this man has not repaid her).
•

What was the purpose of •1W visit to Parq Vancouver on 2019-JAN02?

•

With whom did she attend/gamble?

•

What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?

•
•

How does she know~ From where/whom? Since when?
Contact information f~

•

What does she know aboutllt
o Address?
o Email?
o Occupation?
o Associates?
o Source of wealth?
o Source of funds?
o Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?

o How does llfund his.mbling in Canada?
o From whom else does .::: acquire chips/cash?
6. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
7. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada?
8. With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes

3
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Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,

Redactea

Patroi lnte ..... 1e111 ldent1'y11g ln'crmat on

confirmed that she resides at

-

stated the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

also goes by the name··::
.: .
s WeChat username is . : . .. .
wns her home. She purchased this home after selling farmland that she
~usly owned in the Lower Mainland.
is unemployed; ~he is supported by a boyfriend who is a realtor. Prior to coming
to Canada from China.MM did office work.

I

s boyfriend travel.s

ov.e~seas. for wor~,

including to Macau.

1s not aware o
·
·
dress or residence; she was under
the impression that · ·.·· has a place in
lilifil does not know··. occupation, associates, employment, source of wealth, etc.,
and knows very little about
uses WeChat to communicate with•J.ll•
1
11
· · s WeChat userna~e
11flr'*na·
<MW
lnforr>1at1on
is also known asl._lii '.

B

- 1·
·

§ll'""mffr.•"'

- P:.IWFirst met._::
· t Parq Vancouver circa 2018-DEC-25 although- had
reviousl see · in the Dogwood room at River Rock.
· · .., ·'
's mentor (see below for more information on • . introducedEll to

-

..... .

During the first interaction betwee
25, there was no exchange of cash betwee

'ancouver circa 2018-DEC-

Ill

engaged in three (3) separate money exchanges with
gave
$2,000 on an unknown date between Christmas 2018
and New Year's 2019; the exchange occurred in a private room at Parq;
returned $1 ,500 tollll approximately two (2) days atteMIRI
iven him $2,000; the exchange occurred in a private room at Parq ;
• •
gavell$500 on the same day that he returned her $1,500; the
exchange occurred in a private room at Parq.
- lit:J.I• never charged any interest or fees for the money and only expected him to
return the funds .
- · :: ·s disappeared and still owee!.$1,000 .
. :··.
never engaged in any money or chip exchanges in the woman 's washroom with
- -

... .

lfl

• Ill

• Ill

II

On one occasion, ll.lfollowedBM into the woman's washroom area;litJli!ll was on
the phone and could hearBcalling her in the washroom .

4
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The day thatlllfollowedlfllinto the washroom is the same day that he repaid
$1,500 then borrowed $500.

- .followed-into the washroom, he gave her a hotel room key where
·. ·
ater went and took a nap.
, - ... -.. snot sure which hotel gave ill a complimentary room (Douglas or Marriott)
although she knows it was room 1068.
lllvas desperate for money to gamble with and hassle8.to give him money.
Btvould contactf41iNvia WeChat and try to convince her to meet him at the casino
so he could pay her back but upon arrival ,
would not pay bac-M and would ask
for more money.

II

-

llborrowed ~oiil'all ov_~~ t~e plac~" including fromMlls associatell•
On one occasion
took .: .
chips off the table and kept them for himself.
During the interview ..:: · played an audio recording from her WeChat indicating that
the caller wasm
The male caller indicated he wanted money to gamble and when- advised that she
only has approximately $1, 100 in her bank account so she cannot afford to give him the
money, the caller indicated that he wanted the money nonetheless.

- . ".... :tarted gambling circa 2018-FEB at River Rock casino.
ambles with a man whose last name is Redacled Patro'l lnterJ1e11 (phonetic
. _· ·
Pa.. on ln:erv1ew 1den- f)' ng 1form at10'1
ciations) . . . is believed to be
meWI, at River Rock circa 2018-SEP or 2018-0CT.
.....
refers t(;Jtllas
mentors litl\1!1!1 in gambling a n d ~cts because he is a conservative and careful gambler.
- started gambling at Parq afterlililM invited her to play there althouglBM's
casino is River Rock.
~eaacted

ii

~s Pa~~~~~~:b:~

i--

is estimated to be older than 60 years .
is originally from Hong Kong .
Investigator Comments:

nl•pro.vided little.,Wrmat~on.about illa~ted that she knows very littl~. ~b.out ~im·
her acquaintance ofll!lwas indirect throug~ Th. .
. ...e and depth of
·
·
s
relationship is not currently known. During the interview :· · introduced ·· : ·· to the
conversation~ ~ny p~odding '.r~m the investigators and is assessed to have spoken
openly about- including prov1d1n8l•s phone number.

5
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Redac'ed

Pa··on 1n:erv1ew

oent fy119 ln'orma· on
Re::facLed - Patron
nterv ew ldentff rn

Also of interest, casino reporting indicates that on 2019-JAN-06, Parq Vancouver received a
complaint b
·-· ·
indicatin that on 2018-DEC-31, between
19:30 and 21 :00 hours, at table MEZB 502 , ·
· · ·.
· · stole $500 o ·f· · chips.
Casino tape review revealed that on 2018-DE -31 at approximately 19:38 hours ·
arrived
at table MEZ~ 50~ spot 6 w!th a bankroll Uproximately $~ ,000 in chips. At approximately
20:08 hours . . . . . was falhn,sleep ancm who was playin~spot 2, moved to spot 5 and
took some black c-~o bankroll. At 20: 13 hours, mtook another pile of chips
(Green chips) from ·:
bankroll and continued to play and lost. Between 20:18 and 20:20
hours-talked t
· · . a few times and later left the area. The casino reporting also
Patron
assessed that based on the footage review, Interview lden· •1n
know each other.
f~edacted

During the interviev.ifl.was very guarded when asked about her boyfriend and only
provided informationabouTa boyfriend when she was pressed to explain the source of her
wealth . Initially, she was also hesitant to speak about her source of wealth despite making it
clear at the beginning of the interview that she is single and unemployed.

M1$W dso struggled with dates and which details of events corresponded to which dates.
Hence, the dates are often referred to as "circa".
Regarding the hotel room thalEIJv~portedly provided by Parq Vancouver free of charge,
Parq surveillance has confirmed thatll!llwas provided a room by Parq fr--JAN-01 to
2019-JAN-02, but the room was number 837 and not 1068 as reported b
.

Rma casino profile was amended to include "unemployed"; however, the ltrak system will not
allow "unemployed" or a blank space to be documented as occupation so "housewife" remains
in the occupation field .
~clusion ,

-

at this time, the investigators assess that there is no information to indicate that
has engaged in cash facilitation. She has been reminded about casino and BCLC
directives regarding ch• •sh passing. The AML Escalation Tracker Spreadsheet was
updated to indicate tha
,vas interviewed on 2019-JAN-11 and that her suspension was
lifted.-· gaming activities will continue to be monitored and escalated as necessary.

S.BONDESEN, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

.

NAM • Reda:ted Pa: ron ln'erv1ew
oen fy 1ng 1lformallon
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-09-12
Interview Time : 1715 - 1740 hrs.
Interview Location: Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian (Interviewer)
BCLC Investigator Bruno Gatto (Notes)
Reason for Interview:
Reda:ted - Pa·ron

Patron lnterv1ew ldent1ty111g , was included on the Priority 1 List of players who have had
conditions placed on their abilij to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos as a result of
having dealings associated
The interview was scheduled in order to explain the
sanctions to the patron and intelligence gathering.

tCLlMB

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator Bruno
Gatto taking notes.
Investigator Slobodian explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash
deliveries to the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
Investigator Slobodian explained that sanctions have been placed orli"JlmW ability to buyin using un-sourced cash or un-sourced chips.f'JIMwas encouraged to use a Patron
Gaming Fund Account.
Investigator Slobodian also advisedlwthat attendance at an underground Casino is a
Criminal Offence in Canada .
Interview Results:
In response to comments/ questions by David Slobodian,Wlmadvised :
~

she uses primarily bank drafts and is known for doing so

~

she does not borrow money from anyone

~

has not been approached by anyone offering to loan her money
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~

has not had any involvement with any outside casinos

~

when questioned about a 250K cash drop, she advised it was her friend that received
the cash

-provided the following additional information:
~

she advised that last year she and a friend played together. She identified her friend as

lllmlI!•nd said he lost 20 million last year

~

said that she has no chips at home or in her possession and nothing in her PGF account

~

said that she recently sold two condos and has no money left

Interpreter required: No.
BCLC ConditionsR• :ontinues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015.
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BCLC IP

*ii''iif!HH+M*@.%ii!.! ll
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-01
Interview Time: 14:05 hours
Vancouver Island- Chances Courtenay BCLC Investigator's Office
BCLC Investigators:
Mike HILLER on behalf of AML Investigations
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions/Barrings:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2015-MAR-23 RRCR VSE enrollment for 3 years expiring 2018-MAR-23
2014-JUN-03 eLottery self exclusion for one year, expires 2015-MAY-25
eLottery self exclusion for one year, expires 2013-DEC-23
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Recent LCT Activity:
-

-

Erteen (18) LCTs since 2014-DEC-06.

l}la most recent LCT occurred at Chances Courtenay on 2019-JAN-02
when he had total disbursements of $17,499.11 .
2019-DEC-29, foreign exchange of $10,000 USO for $13,641 .00 CON.

His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $0.00
FX: $19,926.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $566,907.40
The primary focus of the interview will be to determine 11119 source of funds (SOF)
referenced in IN20180080222 as well as source of wealth (SOW).
Occupation: Stock Day Trader
Company: Self-employed, no company name
History:
• Has not used his Encore card NMlijjJICfor years
• 2 Incidents, recent UFT (IN20180080222)
• Known slots player
• Previously enrolled in VSE program
Civil Courts:
Unknown
Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019
•

UFT IN20180080222- conducted a $10,000 USO foreign exchange with
no proof of source of funds.
o Originally, R . l • was not asked for a receipt but when he was
subsequently approached for a receipt he was unable to provide one.
·1·
primarily plays slots and is assessed to have had an increase in play.
His disbursements indicate substantial slot play.

• ·-··1·
•

Discussion Points:
•

SOF used in IN20180080222

• sow
•

OS INT results

Specific Questions to Ask:

2
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1. Confirm address and contact information.
• Who owns the home where M•resides? Does he rent or own it?
2. Confirm PJliiWs email address and website (ltrak indicates his website is
Redacted Patron
Interview lden11fy1ng
)
• What does he use this website for? (see analysis sent separately)
• Any other websites or email addresses?
3. Clarify all sources of wealth
• Occupation(s)?
o
Evidence of occupation?
o
Company name?
o
Address?
o
Pay stubs? Bank records?
o
Dates of employment?
• What other sources of income doeslil1Whave?
o
Family wealth?
o
Savings? Etc.
4. Gambling habits (to determine if his level of play is supported by his income)
• How often do you gamble?
• Where/when?
• With whom?
• Gambling budget?
• Source of funds?
5. How doesMW explain activities at Chances Courtenay on 2018-DEC-29?
• Purpose for being at the casino that day?
• How much money did he plan on spending that day?
• From where did he acquire the $10,000 USO he exchanged at the casino?
• Why did he bring the funds to the casino instead of to a bank?
• If he crossed the border from US with the funds, did he declare them?
Why or why not?

Interpreter required: No

Interview Results:
Redacted Patrori Interview

- l'!Q!~produced his
documents regarding his SOW and
Identifying Information
a v1sehis new address which he rents.
New address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
3
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- RJ$• advised he sold his former address a 1Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
BC on November 29, 2018. The property did not have a mortgage and provided
the agreement for sale which stated the selling price as $393, 152.62.
Redacted

Patrori lnte •v 1ew ldent1fyng

also rovided a real estate sale agreement for
lnfoT1at1on
. He advised that property was jointly owned with his
, and the document showed it sold on March 12, 2018 for

- . .@#provided 2 investment account documents, one from RBC Investments
dated February 1, 2019 showing investment equity worth $138 ,723.10, the other
for Quest Trade Investments dated February 1, 2019 showing investment equity
worth $524 ,863.28.
Current email:

-11:
..

Reoac1ed

Pa··cn ln 1erv1ew ldentlf\'1119
Information

advised he no longer has website:

Redacted Patron
lmerv1ew lden•lfy1ng

· ··
advised his recent increased gaming is due to profitable real estate
sa es and investment trading. He considers himself both an entrepreneur and a
self-employed day trader. Money is transferred to and from his RBC and CIBC
bank accounts and investment accounts electronically. He keeps most of his
money in the investment accounts, and the money in his bank accounts is
minimal which he uses to pay bills.
-

-

also watches the currency exchanges and buys and sells USO as well
~foreign currencies when the price is right. He keeps U.S . currency in his
safe at home and will sell it or use it depending on the exchange rate.

- • • advised he plays the slot machine and usually takes $2 ,000 cash to
Chances Courtenay, which is less than the $5,000 cash he sometimes takes to
the Nanaimo Casino. He said he wins more at Chances Courtenay, so he takes
less cash there. He sometimes uses the ATM if more money is needed while at
the casino.

- lrM• said he previously worked in 2016 at a restaurant inMMl9 and before
that he was working in 2014 for a moving company moving and hauling
household furniture.
-

said he does not rely on any of his family's wealth . The one exception
Patron Interview
was his father helped him obtain his first property in 2011 at Redacted
Iden' if• n l nfo1matcon
Redac•ed Pa' on ln'erv1ew
oen' fymg I riformat t0n

- IM!IWsaid he goes to the casino by himself and gambles alone and sets a
budget between $2,000 and $5,000.

4
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- IMliiijiiVas asked about his $10,000 USO exchange on December 29, 2018 at
the Nanaimo Casino. He advised the U.S. cash came from his safe at home. The
person at the cage didn't ask him about the source of the money during the
exchange process, but he was asked later that day and didn't have a receipt.
-

•111M·"was asked about the $31 K disbursement that day at the Nanaimo
Casino. He advised he wagered all of it back into the slot machines and left
without making any money. He then chose to continue playing at Chances
Courtenay that night.

- -

was asked about his former website; - -

-IMQIA used the website when he was dealing with police auctions.

He
elaborated the police sell off seized and found items at very good prices, and he
used to bu and sell these goods to try to make a profit. He was dealin~ through
at that time, which was formerly known
: · .,, ·.

as"fM11iRlll

- lmJdyised he almost bought some police badges through the website. But
='i::::'.::±&W cancelled the sale prior to shipping because they determined
police badges were prohibited from sale.

Investigator's Comments:
• • w a s very open to questions and very forthcoming during the interview. He
came prepared with documentation to account for his SOW.

ft!MMN occupation as a self-employed day trader and a person involved in recent
real estate speculation and sales are both reasonable explanations for his level of play.

llNQiilwas advised that he will not be allowed to exchange U.S. currency as he did on
December 29, 2018, unless he shows that the cash was recently withdrawn from a
financial institution.ll!!Bwas advised that if the U.S. cash is from his safe at home,
then he will have to exchange it at a bank before coming to the casino . He indicated he
understood.
Investigator believes his gaming privileges should be reinstated .
Mike HILLER
BCLC Investigator

5
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BCLC IS

lldfi'ii"HH+H*il.!hfi''•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-06
Interview Time: 12:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-NOV-27
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
has generated 301 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-FEB
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $3,926,631 .00
FX: $62,690.10
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1, 191,916.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,540, 171
The focus of the interview will be re-establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.

Occupation:

Doctor
Company:
Redacted

Patron l ntervrew ldent1fyl'lg
Information

Per OSINT:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
•II has a PGF account at RRCR and uses it with frequency.
The primary concern is prolific chip passing. Arrogance with respect to her conditions,
passing despite them - blatantly.

PeWliWs OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:

-

41 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?

Specific Questions to Ask:

-

Confirm her Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

C onfirm the owner(s) of the home.

When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship?
Other residency?
Other addresses/Canada & Overseas?
Clarify SOW information - ? retired
Underground knowledge?
Family here?

Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points
Interview Results:
During the course of her interview,

Redacte::l

Patron 1nten:1ew
lnfo·mat1on

lde~t1fy1ng

stated the following :
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She was a doctor, the information from her OSINT portrays the correct name of
the Hospital she worked at
She practices western medicine
She first came to Canada in 2008, taking a leave of absence from work
She finally retired in 2013 and is now a housewife
Her husband is Redacte::t Patron 1ntef\1ew ldent1'ying Info rnat1on
She jointly owns a company with him called : - - Her source of wealth comes from her previous profession and her husband also
sends her living allowance from their joint company
She owns the house she lives in
She has a 30 yr old daughter
Her husband lives primarily in China
Her daughter gave birth to her grandson in Canada three years ago
Her daughter has been in RRCR downstairs play
Her daughters name i
(not in iTrak)
She and her daughter are back and forth between China and Canada
Her daughter lives with her in Richmond when she visits
She spent more time that usual in Canada this past year to qualify for her PR
card
She has no real friends outside the Casino, all mentioned associates are "friends
from Casino"
She has been interviewed and barred once in the past for chip passing
She says it is difficult to say "no" if a casino friend needs money/chips it causes
her to lose face to say no
She is aware of Private Casino - they are referred to as "Private Social Club", but
she has never been to one
She is heading back to China at the end of the month
Her address in China is:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips conditions
Investigator Comments:
Patron was cooperative and forthcoming during the interview
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She acknowledged she has been spoken to and barred before about chip
passing
It was made abundantly clear to patron that chip/cash pass would not be
tolerated at any level moving forward
BCLC/Gov't position and processes were clearly spelled out to her
Recommend she stay on full sourced cash/chip conditions

2019-MAR-06
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-MAR-07
Interview approved for filing

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-15
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
RRCR I Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
RRCR VIP Guest Relations manager Christy CHAN set up the interview date/time for
investigators and assisted with translation as needed.
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

"2019-MAR-13 - BCLC Directive - Patron is requested to contact BCLC at
to arrange an interview with BCLC investigators. Patron must contact
BCLC within 48hrs of being informed of this request or play will be suspended
pending interview. Notify
once patron has been notified."
Recent Activity:
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing which financial institutionslilill
currently banks with .
..,_
BCLC Analysts ran a report that detailed 8 casino patrons (includin.
who have
used bank drafts from 4 or more different banks in the last year.
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In the case ofllhe primarily has used TD drafts however in the past year he has also
used drafts from Coast Capital , HSBC and RBC.
As per report (2018-Jan to 2019-JAN):
5=Coast Capital :
2018-JAN-27 , $20,000
2018-APR-30, $40,000
2018-JUN-06, $30,000
2018-AUG-31 , $30,000
2018-0CT-29, $20,000
1=HSBC : 2019-JAN-23, $5,000
1=RBC: 2018-APR-23, $30,000
37=TD
The use of drafts from different financial institutions is permitted however it needs to be
established the PGF account holder holds an account at the corresponding bank to
alleviate concerns of patrons using 3rd party instruments.
In the case -

he seems to be exclusively using TD drafts of late.

In addition to the above, usual KYC/CDD will be revisited (confirming address,
occupation, company etc).
Occupation:
Chef/Owner Japanese restaurant
Company:
Redac ed

Pa· en lnte1v1ew ldent rry ng 1,...format1o'l

Interpreter required: Yes, in part

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patron
Interview lde111fy ng

stated the following:

);:-1
· confirmed the address we have on file is current.
);:- · · also confirmed his link to the Japanese restaurant.
o He described himself as somewhat of a partner in the restaurant with his
sister who runs the day to operations.
o liilil is a chef but only works as needed (IE someone calls in sick).
o He often goes to the restaurant at 1700hrs and kills time and/or helps his
sister when needed.
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o

He helps/supports his sister with any issues she has with the day to day
operations.
o The impression watll may be in a sense a kind of marketing person for
the restaurant, bringing people in to eat or spreading word of mouth about
the restaurant.
Regarding the 4 banks he used bank drafts from over the past year:
~

II arrived to the interview prepared with proof of holding accounts at 3 of the 4

s noted above (Coast Capital , HSBC and TD).
ould
not recall the circumstances surround the single RBC draft used on
•
2018-APR-23 for $30,000.
o He confirms he does not currently hold an account at RBC but suggested
he may have a long time ago.
o
added that he can't remember last week let along nearly a year ago.
o This draft seems to be a one-off.
~ A scan of the bank proof has been added to Bs 2018 OSINT folder.
~

lfl

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions (existing)
Investigator Comments:

llwas respectful and pleasant when speaking with investigators. Only English was
spoken, CHAN was present but not needed for translation. The interview only lasted
approx. 10 minutes as
was prepared with the documents requested .

II

II came prepared with proof of all three banks and permitted investigators to retain the
copies .
Although he could not prove or offer insight into the one-time use of the RBC draft from
2018-APR, nearly a year has passed andl!I is well aware of what BCLC 's
expectations are moving forward.
As noted above, scans of the bank documented have been saved t . s 2018 OSINT
folder in the BCLC AML Risk shared drive.
Interview forwarded to Management for review on 2019-MAR-15.
S.BEEKSMA
Project Specialist
BCLC, AML Unit
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME: Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
I
Intervie
2015
Interview Time: 12:30 pm
Interview Location: BCLC Office Vancouver
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Specific questions to be asked:
1.

At one point she provided information that she was the owner of91!1.and later an
employee, which is it?

2.

If she states she is the owner, she needs explain how there was no company associated
with her.

3. What is the source of her wealth?
4.

Could it be from a family member?

The education aspect will centre around PGF use and her thoughts on how to make that work.
Synopsis:

She is self-employed and she secures contracts fronMJ:lm·"which is a company based out of
Coquitlam. She makes about $4,000.00 a month doing this ;
She has made money selling houses since 2009 . She has made $700 ,000 .00 doing this ;
She has access to her mother's line of credit ($300 ,000.00) .
She could not explain how based on the figures above this could support her gaming over the past 4-5
years. She buys in between 10-30 K and has a total over 5 million over the past five years .
She was concerned about Chip passing policies. She was concerned about sharing chips with her friends
and concerned about how she could account for this.
She was educated on PGF accounts.
She was VSE in the past and concerned about her present gaming. She was given an opportunity to
enter into the program but stated that she would think about it.
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Interview Results:

~as concerned about why she specifically was being asked to attend for an
interview;
..,_ CHAN explained that this was a new process and that she would not be the only one
that is going to be spoken to about this;
..,_ llfurther stated that she was upset because she was being approached by the
staff at the Edgewater to get information about her address and that this was
interrupting her play and it was giving her bad luck;
..,_ NORGARRED explained that it was the change that has prompted the questions
about her casino winnings;

. ,_ II was asked about her employment and she that she has made money from
buying and selling houses and that she is also self-employed doing office cleaning;
..,_ Prior to this she worked in a hotel;
..,_ She was asked if she was "flipping houses" and she said that this involved one
house back in 2009. She bought the property, tore down the house and built a new
one and then sold it and that this is what she is using to gable with;

. ,_ I•

stated that she was involved in the VSE program before and further stated that
she was still curious as to why she was being spoken to as her money is not
proceeds of crime ;

..,_ She was told that she was being asked because it was the law;
..,_ She said that she was in the casino trying to regain her losses;
).>-

She was , again, asked to clarify her employment;

..,_ llstated that she gets contracts fro11
about $4,000.00 a month;
).>-

'iT!!Hl1$'i! which is in Burnaby and makes

She also stated that she received money from the sale of her house and complained
about being interrupted while she is passing chips to her friends while she is playing;

..,_ She was advised that there was a process being created to deal with this in the
future;
..,_ She was spoken to about the use of a PGF accounts to help source the money that
she is bringing into the casino;

?

She identified an issue in using this process in going from one casino to another;

..,_ She does not like using PGF because it is inconvenient;
2
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-,,. She stated that she has not been playing as much due to family pressure meaning
that they do not approve which is the reason why she entered into the VSE program
before;
..,. She made it clear that she was not spending "dirty money";
>--

She wanted to know why BCLC was not talking to the young people and she was
advised that they would be spoken to as well ;

..,. She then asked if the purpose of the interview was to find out where her money was
coming from and she was told yes;
-,,. She was questioned about the source of her wealth and the amount of money that
she has been spending in the casinos and asked to explain this as the money does
not match;
~

She went on to say that she has sold more houses and broke it down in the way:
House #2 she made $500,000.00
House #3 she made $90,000.00
House #4 she made $110,000.00

~

She further stated that she has access to her mother's line of credit in the amount of
$300,000.00 ;

~

She was asked for her mother's name but declined to provide this information;

-,,. She went on to say that she had been gaming a lot and that all the interruptions
have been causing her to loose .
~

She was asked how serious she was about the VSE program and that she could be
signed up today but she declined ;

>-

She believes that she is being targeted by BCLC ;

~

She ended the interview abruptly and stated that she had to go .

The interview ended at 13:29 hours.
lllstated that she was open to talking to investigators later if need be.

Topics discussed during interview:

3
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BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom Caverly taking notes.
Brandon NORGAARD explaine~ that sanctions have been placed on~ ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.if.lwas encouraged to use his Patro~ming Fund
·"
Account.

Interpreter required: Yes Brandi Chan used as Interpreter

BCLC Sanctions .

continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed:

2015-0CT-13 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with
"un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until
further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON, Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit

Investigator Comments:
As a result of this interviewltllhas not provided any information regarding the source of her
funds that would explain her level of gaming. She has clarified her employment status.
At one point during the interview she said that she would just go gamble in the states.
The conditions imposed on her will remain .

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Inves t ig at io ns

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-17
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRC R (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
Play suspended pending interview with AML.

Recent Activity:
. h a s generated 357 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JAN
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $6,287,043.00
FX: $130,197.18
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1 ,306 ,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $4,623,735.47

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF , SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:

Housewife
Company:
NIA

Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC
•

Re~acte

, Global cash, ATM and $100 bills for buy in. The primary concern is SOW given
state of unemployment (housewife) .

P e - s OSINT in 2018-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:

Chip/cash pass
2x VSE , 2016-DEC and 2014-APR

File synopsis

20190004700- Parq
On 2019-JAN-20 at Parq Vancouver, multiple cash/chip passes occurred between
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
patrons
Introduced 2x$5K chips (sourced to previous Bl)
Went off site and returned with a plastic bag
lllllwent to single stall bathroom andlllioined her(? cash/chip pass)
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Chip/cash passes

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address a 1 Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Confirm the owner(s) of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
•

Clarify SOW information
Loan shark knowledge?
Underground knowledge?
Family here?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,

tated the following :

She and her husband (separated) own the property associated to her profile on
Redacted

P.:1t1on lnter\1ew lde nt 1'y1ng lnfo1mat1on

The property is currently for sale, price just dropped today
The property is for sale because she has run out of money to facilitate day to day
needs and mortgage
She has a 16 year old son and he lives with her
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Her son has done exceptionally in school and she hopes he goes to UBC
She bought an apartment in the area of UBC in 2014 from proceeds on the sale
of her home in China (near Hong Kong)
She sold the apartment in 2016 as she could no longer support the mortgage due
to gambling debt
She and her husband separated in 2016 due to her gambling
Casino 's have ruined her life
She only owes money to the bank, does not borrow from Loan Sharks etc.
Initially she played the slots and felt she had her gambling in check, she got
hooked after a big jackpot
In 2016 when she and her husband separated things started to spiral out of
control
She initially emigrated to Canada in 2012
She and her husband bought the M F • house and renovated it
She went to free ESL classes but switched over to UBC as she found the pace of
the free classes too slow
He intended to get some kind of degree in Canada so she could get a good job
She'd had a good job in China
Any job she was qualified for when she moved here paid poorly and did not
interest her
She did not complete a program at UBC , she felt out of place (age)
She got bored and did not have many friends , began frequently casinos
Visiting friends would ask her to take them to the casino , in addition to slots she
began to plar i i is
She has use ··:: :· chips to play, they are very good friends (go to one another's
homes for dinners etc. with family)
She did receive chips fror r 9 when she was at the casino 2019 -JAN-20
When she went to the washroom , l lcame in to have a cigarette (heavy
smoker) she did not receive any money from
There is no loan/interest when she borrows/uses llf; chips
When she went off site on 2019-JAN-20 and returned shortly after with a white
plastic bag she had gone off site to meet a friend . Her friend had called her
(validated per surveillance) asked her where she was as she wanted to give her
something. Her friend had just arrived from China and had her child with her,
therefore could not enter the site. The bag contained a scarf, a gift from her
friend . (Per incident review she did not "dip" in to the bag during her play that
date to retrieve an~oney. )
She originally meti l l at the casino , they live close to each other

ill

Her husband is an engineer, he works for a private company
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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Company name is

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
She plans to return to Hong Kong next year to work; her husband will come to
Canada to look after their son. It is expected he could easily get a consulting job
with his engineers degree and experience
He husband does not go to casinos , he is too cheap
Her husband does send her a limited amount of money for care of their son
She is not involved in undergrounds in any way

BCLC Conditions:

Full cash/chip conditions

Investigators Comments:

has VSE 'd twice since entering BC Casino's. Investigators spoke to her at length
about the possibility of taking another time out, perhaps 3 years .
was visibly upset with her gambling issues.
was also spoken to about chips passes .
•

stated she would VSE by Chinese New Year.

It is recommended buy in's.

be placed on full cash/chip conditions to try and slow down her

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
PDF and filed 2019-JAN-30
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-0CT-27
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

llm has generated 25 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-SEPT.
On 2017-0CT-22 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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Specific:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF asllll's most
recent buy-in of $1 Ok cash following a drop off .
•

does not have a PGF

What is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Sincems first LCT in 2015 his transactions are as follows:
Bl: $434,140
FX: $4,052 .63
PGF: $0
DSB :$259,834.50
Average Bl: $15-$20

Occupation:
Manager Real Estate Company

Company:

************Confirm business name and location**************

LCT's - SOF??

2017-0CT-22 - $20x500=$1 Ok

170060143

2
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Circumstances begin on 2017-0CT-22 at 1405hrs wit-waiting along the side of River Road near the
The driver
South hotel driveway. The above describecllll enters the driveway and stops next
opens his door and handsRand object (appeared to be light brown coloured) then drivewayiill
immediately placed the object received into his jacket pocket then crossed to the resort side making his
way up to the casinos VIP Salon.

tcH

-At 1408hr-pproached the VIP Salons cashier where he presented an elongated brown paper bag
(with black text on it} folded over its contents. From the paper bag he presented a single brick of CON $20
bills (bound by multiple elastics) initiating a buy in.

As noted above, surveillance conducted a review which strongly suggested the cash was delivered
by
driver as such it was determined the cash would be refused and returned t -

thelim

tollll

-At 1420hr. was escorted back to the cashier to take back the money (which was in 5 separate
bundles, each bound by elastics). The female identified a8JMfpwalked accompanieclll as he
retrieved the money and exited the Salon to the adjacent Phoenix high limit room.

AMl•lllvalked the hallway connecting the Salon to the Phoenix room. appeared to pass
the cash.llf1id the cash under a jacket she was carrying.

II

-At 1422hrsl\i&-look a seat on table MOB56 in the Phoenix room&roduced a single bundle of
$20 bills {bound by elastics) as well a relatively small amount of chips. She placed the jacket that was
wrapped around the cash behind her on her chair.

11.vas also approached and advised she would be unable to use the cash provided to h e r b .
- - e g a n to gamble here seemingly sharing the chips thatllalready had in her possession.

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the b·~ome from?
Relationship to : .
How drop arranged?

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourage. to use his PGF account.
7. Cautio- against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

~e:iac*ed

Patron tn•er11ew

1aent1fy119 ln'c1ma: on

stated the following :

He does not own property in Canada, he is staying at RRCR for his visit
He is now retired (no company name)
He is here visiting friends attending various Asian social gatherings
He arrived October 7th an is leaving November 7th
The money is from China, he gave it to his friend for safekeeping when he arrived
If he had known the drop off rules he would not have stood outside the front of the
Casino to pick it up
He is reluctant to give his friends name, he does not want to create grief for him
He is a small player
He has no-one here he can/would borrow from , even friends from his Province likely
would not as he is retired and it may concern them that they would not be repaid
4
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying

After the drop off and the denial a woman at the table
Information
~ised she would assist in helping him buy in
- •advised she could get a bank draft with the money and do a buy in and pass him
the chips (bank d~onfirmed in her PGF)
He was not awar-tned to make a buy 1n before she left and got a bank draft
- ~ave him chips after she did the bank draft (and he got called on it for source of
chips)

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-22 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.
2017-0CT-27 BCLC AML- Interview has been conducted , conditions have been lifted. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs

Investigator Comments :

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should be removed from-profile .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-05
Interview Time:10:00 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

lilllitas generated 94 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV.

On 2017-DEC-01 - - a s placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as l l l ! is a
student at ll!llwhich does not source his buy in's, his play has increased of late and
he is currently believed to be residing at RRCR (6 1h floor west tower).
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20-$25K per visit with a significant buy in of 2017NOV-29/30, Total Bl of $90, 100 at RRCR with $3,475 disbursement.

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players with some
of interest to AML as follows:

07-0CT
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
r\~Udt;lt::U

- r'"dllUll

Interview ldent1fymg

29-NOV

29-NOV

Why is he accepting chip/cash from others .. . ...

Occupation:
Student
2
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•

Company:

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-68359
2017-NOV-29/30
Total Bl of $90, 100 at RRCR in $50 and $100 bills wrapped in elastics
Where is the money coming from?
How does he get it?
Who provided him with the hook up?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his/his parents wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage-

to use a PGF account.

3
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7. Cautionillagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his intervie

stated the following:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
He is in his third year of study at
He just sold he apartment in Vancouver but will be renting it back for the duration of
school for $2500/month
He sold it because he will be finished school in 1.5 years, the market is up and
another woman was interested in an investment opportunity
He sold it via a realtor, the woman who bought it i ~m.11!11™
Interview
There is approximately $400K in equity in the home
He took a cash advance of $50K on the equity form IMQ!i4 and a payment
agreement was drawn up by a lawyer
When the deal closes in December, the bank will be paid off the topliMiJl&will be
paid next and he will get the balance of approximately $350K
was happy to lend him the money as he knew of the house sale and the
equity ··:· had in it
His parents live in China and his father is in real estate
All of the patrons listed above are friends . . .· ..
He does not recallllending him $10k or _... passing him $5-6K in chips
A cash or chip pass is usually because he is waiting for the count on his buy in
money
He has bought in with bank drafts on four occasions
He also plays at Starlight and Villa but at those sites he is in the $500-$900 range
He only plays big at RRCR
His allowance is $30k a month from his parents
He often gets the money from his parents friends and family here then his parents
repay them in a Chinese account
Friends and family will also bring money over from China for him
He also gets money from friends at school then uses email transfer the money back
to them in Chinese Yen

4
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When he bought in over $90K in late November he stated that money was from
home (he also stated he'd had a $26k cash out the day prior - fake news)
He has used cash exchange facilities on occasion, Parker Place Mall and 9 Star (not
sure on the Chinese - English translation for this one) located around Granville and
641h in Vancouver.
He takes chips home because buy-in is a waste of time
He currently has six (6) $5K chips at home (site has since been asked to source
them)
He never goes to underground casinos, they cheat and are unfair (said this comment
is based on his knowledge of Chinese underground casinos)

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Investigator Comments:
Redacled

Patro n

According to VIP hostess lnte ·v1evt ldent1fy1ng tays at RRCR approximately 2x/month
lnteNiew was conducted primarily in English with some Cantonese to clarify
Patron came across as arrogant during the inteNiew
PGF usage was reviewed with patron
He was cautioned against using associates to conduct transactions for him
He has been advised of his receipt only buy-in status
It is recommended that llilillshould s•....
, source cash/chip conditions
Profile has been updated to show tha ·.-. : has been interviewed and no longer
needs to call in
~

2017-DEC-05
lnteNiew forwarded to AML Manager for review and approved-will stay on sourced
cash/chip conditions
2017-DEC-06
InteNiew filed
Spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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BCLC IP*;'§f'IMH'f'f*'f'%111
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-28
Interview Time: 12: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
llilhas 103 LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV
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His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1 ,991 ,350.00
FX: $43,391 .05
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $3,642,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,333,073.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning re-establishing SOF, SOW and
relationship to various associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of his full sourced
cash/chip conditions and possible next steps if it continues to occur.

Occupation:

Student
Company:

••
Redacted - FINTRAC

Activity Outline:
Redacted

?a•ro n ln•erv1ew

On the evening of 2018-0CT-18 two male patrons identified as Iden• fymg Information
and
Redacted Patro1 Interview
each presented $5,000 in $20 bills for purchasing chips in River Rocks
ldent1fy1ng Informal on
VIP Salon.
Redacted - Patron lnte--..-1ew
ldentr'ymg lnf:rmatran

were accompanied by another male identified as · ·:
Footage reviewed strongly suggests the cash used b ·· · · ·.
to them byl!iill
2017 -MAR-28 mwas placed on conditions that require he prove the source of funds
for all buy ins.
-stated he is in Canada to attend university and his parents send him money from
China. He uses money exchange businesses to convert the Chinese funds received
from his parents to Canadian currency. The small denomination bills are from these
money exchange businesses.
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Since being placed on condition-has been attached to a number of casino
incidents whereby it has been suspected he is using others to conduct buy ins on his
behalf (often with small bills) to circumvent his conditions .
-

was seen passing what is believed to be a bundle of cash t o B I who was seen
putting into his front sweater pocket as they entered the resort and made their way up to
the casinos VIP Salon. Just before they entered the casinos VIP S~was
observed passing what appeared to be a second bundle of cash to~ho put it
into his side sweater pocket.
Both bought in $5K in $20's.lill did not buy in , he sat between the two others
squeezing cards and appeared to be directing play.
CIO at end of play done b ) • • - $5K in $20's and $1 K in $100 bills

Who drov-1 to RRCR in the -(played main gaming floor, left alone) .

Discussion Points:

sow

•

SOF (from whom was he acquiring the small denomination bills).
How did he become involved in distribution money to colleagues ($20's)
How often in Canada?
Reinforce Will be banned again a the first reported incident of chip/cash passing
Reinforce We do not accept money from money exchanges anymore

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation/Company name: Owner Real Estate Company - 1 Re:Jacttd
this is a Canadian investment company)

Ill

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation/ Company name: Student

lllM

Patro 1 lnter11ew cent fy1 'lg

l n ~ar rn a·

on
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Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Stocks Trader
(Met wittllllin 2017 and observed sitting i n - vehicle for some time .)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home. Other residency? Other addresses?
Parents names, occupation, company name and location
How many homes purchased to date

Interpreter required: Yes to clarify some questions

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redactej PatJOn lntefv1e~·1
lderit1fy1n;, lnfo-r1ahon

stated the following:

is in his mums name
- The house he lives in on
His mum is
(NOF iTrak)
- Wil•s the manager of a building in
His uncle
owns the property itself; his mother is a shareholder. The company is
kH~owf nhas~ rent space in the building.
1saterisHis company is also located in
His father owns
they have many interests:
Redacted

Redacted

Patro1 tnterJ1ew Iden• fy1ng ln'orm at1on

Patr::n lnte·v1ew Ident fyng
lnfo·rnallon

Redacted

Redacted

Redacteo

Palron 11ter.• ew ldentify1n.;:l
1form at101

Patron lnterv1e.o1 ldent1•y11g
lnfo ' rnall::rn

Patron lnte -.1en ldentr•yng
lnfo rrnat1on

Per Internet Search:
and
distributes textile products. The company produces silk fabrics, raw
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
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-U.

s~~ te~i!e .cloct-ts, and other related products. . . .

lso engages in real estate, international
trade, hotels, restaurants, and other fields."

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
-

He has two apartments, one a 1Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information that he
rents for $3K/month, from that his mortgage is $2, 700
- He also owns an apartment in
he keep
that apartment for his own use
- He has a 15% share in Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
which nets him about $5K/month in income
(NOF iTrak)
The primary in the company is
- He is also invests in
Redac:ed

Patro'l Interview den' fy1ng
l nfo·111at1cn

- They buy used cars to flip, when there is a car to buy, he will at times
invest and when they are sold take some of the profit
- He is graduating from 1111 in the spring,
- He is hoping to get his PR card
- His is an only child, no other family here
- His allowance is $15K/month
- He can access more money if he wants, his mother will wire it to him
as he requests it
- The family has four luxury cars,
in his name
and a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information in his mum's name. All used cars
from
- With respect to the incident on 2018-0CT-18 he acknowledges he did
on that date
pass money to
All had been out for dinner an
.
wanted to
gamble, he ( - always has money so he gave $5K each ($20's) to
play
Reda:ted Pa•rcn Interview
1dell" fy ng , l fomMl10 i

Redacted

Patron l nle 'v1ew

lde nt1fy111g ln'crmal on
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-

He did squeeze cards but was not directing play
ived on site that night with a UM, this is• B driver

- 111-::
.-_. doesn't really work, he has money from investments
·: . : lives in the same neighbourhood as him WJ.1W
- They are very good friends
- They met through friends
·.::·:·.. an~.th.u~,;ecame a friend of his
- l l a l lis a friend of•
- The $10K he gave to · . · ndM!f came from a money
exchange a
t • e
The money exchange is owned by his friend
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformaban

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

.

-·

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Foreign currency exchange
Support exchange services between major international currency exchanges, and also
support Alipay, WeChat, mobile banking , two-way exchange of foreign currency
business

RMB international two-way remittance
Mainly RMB two-way large-value rem ittance of Canadian dollars, US dollars and Hong
Kong dollars, departure and entry business

Offshore renminbi
Large amount of RMB wire transfer to all parts of the world

- After the last interview with AML he was no longer deals with.
has not seen him for a year or so
- He confirmed via photo that it was vho delivered him money
from the exchange in the past
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldenllfymg Information

Investigators Comments:
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as very open when answering questions
•

as been told that under no uncertain terms is he to pass chips or
cash or he will immediately be banned six months

-was further told money exchange currency would not longer be
tolerated in the Casinos
1411was told to use debit or PGF (Bank Draft) or provide ATM receipts for
future transactions
M!ilicknowledged the sincerity of the investigators with respect to these
stipulations.
-barring has been removed, he currently is still on full sourced
cash/chip conditions
Investigators recommend he stay on full sourced cash/chips moving
forward

2019-FEB-28

Interview forwarded to Manager for review and comments.
2019-FEB-28

Manager concurs with findings
Interview filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-04
Interview Time : 1400hrs-1445hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:

llillmis currently under sourced cash conditions .
Recent Activity:
has generated 48 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV. Most of .
notable activity has occurred in 2017-MAR.
On 2017-MAR-28R l l was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID~:
2017-MAR-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl TOTTENHAM, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
• • occupation of a "university student" a t . does not aid in establishing SOF or
SOW.
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20,000 to in access of $100,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.

lillls

Since
first LCT in 2016-NOV he has conducted a combined total of $1.6 mil in
buy ins and $1 .5 in disbursements. Some of the cash used for buying in may have been
recycled funds .

~017-18000 (EDGE) 201"'.-MA~:,.2zl?Ml~as observed meeting/associa~ing withlllland later both were 1ns1dell!!M:=- vehicle for an extended length of time.
Occupation:

University Student
Company:

-

.

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview

1. Confirm his address at
Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent.

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Conf~rm his occupation/source of. incon:e including how Ion• •has been
working there and where the business 1s located and what · s role or
job title is.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
2
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a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6.

otllil-

Encourag~ to open a PGF account. Review
recent LCT
activity shows he has used a PGF account previously (@EDGE) .

7. Cautio-against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
2017-18000 (EDGE) 2017-MAR-27:

1. How does he knov.9
a. Did h.eive the money for his second buy in
from : $50K in an orange bag)?

·

..

b. Has he use-for getting money
previously?
2. How does he know

i. · . · . ?

a. Did he receive the $20K in $20's fro11lll• in
the washroom?
b. Where did this money come from?

BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ Iii.confirmed he is in Canada alone and is enrolled i n - i n the area of "arts"
with classes on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons.
His SOW is from his Mom and Dad, primarily his mother (both parents are in
China) .
~ According tollm, his father is involved in an Export business in China and his
mother manages a furniture lease or rental company (also in China). The father
..lmE.2,rt business sounds like
when spoken/translated to English.
~ 111.mstated his father ambles at River Rock when he visits . His fathers name
sounds like:
.. . .
~ mother suppo ·- . ·· y wiring money from China to him in Canada for
living expenses, purchasing real estate, investments and tuition .
~

BM'

3
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-,. ll!lstated that his mother wires money from her Chinese account to the
~se account of a local individual.
-,. ll/lmjescribed that there is a "main guy" and his assistant (he knows asMW
that he meets with to receive the CON e uivalent of what his mother sends him .
He added that the "main guy" drives a
o Later in the interview it was learned that the "
.
-JJllWHl.i.'and the assistant is - · ·.
·
>-Mifl ecalled that on one oc~sion when his mother sent mane.sent him to
a currency exchange business located on I dH%1 ¥k.M!.ii.i!i¥%@+LJ
Jin
Richmond. lllRspoke the name of this business in Chinese which investiqator
LEE confirmed is the Chinese name displayed outside of

EIBMlt''"

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

o lllli!illstated that on this occasion he met with a female at the curren~
exch~nge place w~o•••w~~i?ed ~.i~ with t~e money arranged througt-mll
He did not meet w1tl
on this occasion.
>- advised that typically when his rnoth~~him money it is either
delivered to his residence or he meet•illi'MWat an agreed on location.
?
advised that when he returns to China for a visit he always brings money
back with him (up to $30K). He confirmed that he exchanges his Chinese
currency to Canadian in China (before returning to Canada). He added that in
China he always receives $100 bills but that the currency exchange places in
a only give him small bills.
?
dvised that
told him that if he needs money for purchasing real estate
ger investme~e can provide him with large bills but if its just money for
- the casino he will get small bills .
o lil!ldid not believe there is any benefit for him in taking small bills (IE a
better rate) .
o He believes the local currency exchange place makes money on the
exchange rate . Any service charge is built into the exchange rate.
>- H•stated he does borrow money from his friends if he runs out but he does not
use "loan sharks" and there are no interest fees.
? -confirmed th
o The

1-114•

Ill

Ill

vehicles.
.
dded that he and his friends often share vehicles "for fun" (to try
different cars) .
R.eoac ed Patro n ln'erv1ew
>- 1··... stated that he had introduced his friend laent1fyng lntorma• on
but couldn't be sure
if·~. had usedlills service.
>- · . showed investigators an application on his cell phone which was a list view
of his Chinese account showing multiple transfers to and from the account. It
appeared to be to and from multiple sources, some repeated often (based on the
icons).
o

1

4
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.., -was encouraged to use his PGF account. He stated he used to get $100
bills which he could deposit into his bank but lately he's only been getting $20
bills.
o He added that the bank would only allow him to deposit $7-8,000 in $20
bills .
.., advised that he has been approached in the casino by individuals offering
to lend him money, asking to borrow money and offering to take him to "private
casinos".
o He confirmed none of these requests came from a casino employee and
he has not accepted any of these offers.
'? B!lwas told that money in small denominations is consistent with being related
to crimina . . ._·.ity. Investigators expressed concern for him and his family and
cautioned . · _ to be careful who he is dealing with and suggested he try and
contro~pending in the casino.
o mentioned earlier in the conversation that his mother knows he likes
to go to the casino but is unaware how much he spends.
RE: 2017-18000 (EDGE) 2017-MAR-27:

.., It was duD-Q_~j~ ~v~rsation surround-is inddent t.hat the connection
between~!----.-· and where : acquires his CON money from was
learnea.. ri:ofi
o - e r r e d to

B

by a nickname

hat translates to Wli1R

•

Investigator LEE recalled being involved in an interview with a
._ _ ay VIP em12loyee named-'11 During that interview,
·.
referred to a,;;..;smoollMI
·
Reda:::ted Pa•1o n
• As pe ·.- :· casino profile he goes by the Alias:
dent fyng
o -added he knows thatllll is banned from the casino for "passing
lnt e~J 1 ew

t~at.

th~.co~ ~uival~nt $70, ~oo. onl~

o .tated
he transferred
of
but
received the 1rnt1al $50,000 fr?m-M1nstructecllil-· into
the washroom where he received the add1t1onal $20,000 from . · .
o •

asked how he is able to get money on such short notice after
business hoursllllstated he is of the impression thatlill always has
money on hand.

Interpreter required: Yuvestigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and

COUSINS taking notes. ... · speaks English as well and investigators were able to ask
some questions in English.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash

conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
5
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Investigator Comments:

•

remained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was that
was very honest with investigators and he answered all questions asked of him .

It seemeddid not see that his methods of getting CON money from his parents in
China is out of the ordinary. The impression was this is a common way that parents
overseas send money to their children attending university in Canada.

lfl was advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash will
need to be accompanied by a receipt.
& l lasked about his continued use of Bm ind was told that if a currency exchange
place can provide a receipt with a denominational breakdown of the CON currency
rece ived it would be accepted but he was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid
future issues.
-

was also cautioned against using his friends to conduct buy ins for him or
circumvent his conditions .

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigation s

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM :
Interview ldent1fy1ng
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 11/06/2015
Interview Time: 13:54 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Does he understand the conditions?
3. Educate on PGF Accounts so that we do not have to speak with him
again .

Interview Results:

';. il!lil was advised of the purpose of the meeting and to ensure that he understands
his conditions;

?

He stated that he understands as he has been hearing "stuff";

?

He did not realized that there were so many regulations when using the casinos in
BC compared to Macau;

?

Since being advised of his conditions he has not used much cash;

?

He did advise that when he has a lot of cash it is more fun to play and that he feels
like he is winning more;

?

He was advised that he could still get paid in cash;
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~

He further explained that if he were to do this and return he would have difficulty
verifying where the cash came from and was told to tell the casino and it should be
fine ;

-,. He was told that his safety was an issue when receiving large sums of cash;
';- He stated that he is a manager/owner of a steel trading company and deals with any
kind of metal;

?

He wanted to reassure investigators that he will follow all the rules because he is a
landed immigrant and does not want compromise the chances of becoming a
Canadian citizen ;

?

In the context of chip passing or borrowing money he explained that is was part of
the Chinese culture to do this and that you cannot refuse to from either perspective
or you will lose face. This means whether you are lending or borrowing.

Interview over at 14:15 hours
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

orlll;

LEE explained~hp.t~anctions have been placed
ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chipsl:IMwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions ii.111 continues to have sanctions on his pla~ at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1 , 2015.

Investigator Comments:
This patron had conditions applied on September of 11 1h , 2015. Since that time and based
on talking to others at River Rock he opened a PGF account on November 2, 2015.
He should have no problems following the conditions that have been placed on him.
Tom Caverly
Casino Invest igations

2
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BCLC [15]

*MMM1 ¥MM!iri ifIMllM!.!U.i"!.!,ll
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUL-27
Interview Time: 1103hrs - 1210 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MDB18 private room)
BCLC Investigators: JIM & LYNN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current activity in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
ENGLISH
Conditions:
Redacted Pa'rcn ln:e1v1ew
de n' fying I :iforma' 1on

- Barring placed on ltrak profile to ensure BCLC Directive Interview will be

scheduled.
Recent Activity:
Reddcte:J

Patron lnt erv1e~·1
lnfo·rnat1 ::i n

ldentrf~in3

has generated O individual LCT records .

On 2017-JUL-13 the following comment added to

Reda:ted i=>atron l !lterv ew
lden•lf 1n !lfonnat1on

SID profile:

2017-JUL-13 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Please direct patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and leave contact information for interview with
the AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs
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Redacted

Pa•ron 1n·erv1ew

The focus of the interview will be establishing the actions of •dent1fy1'1g lnforma•,on
Gaming history,
confirming several Service Provider/ Patron relationships, as well as incident specific
questioning .
Redacted - Patroci Inter J1ew
ldent1'y11g ln'ormat on

•

occupation as a "Construction Consultant

History:
Over 7 years of ltrak history , starting in 2010-JUL to present.
An over view of

Reda:ted Patron ' nterv1ew
ldentrty.ng 1nforma11an

·

ltrak Incidents have been viewed :

BCLC-6
Cage-2
Exchange Cash/Chips - 2
JDLR - 1
Redacted - FINTRAC

Unusual Activity - 11
Unusual Financial Transaction - 9
Redacted Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnfo 'rnat1on

has 12 casino associates attached to his profile.

Vehicles:

l'v1odel

mmlt+l!.I Owner Name

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
New Vehicle added on 2017-JUL-21
Reaacted

Patron ln:crv1ew ldCnt fy ng lnformat101

Associates: 12 in Total

2
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Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Occupation:

Occupation: Con- ·
Company Name:

?E\S'Mijn'"

S~ecific

Questions to Ask:

»

Can you confirm your current address?

»

Is your current address on lUi.1~•1•
Address at i;@i@i§M@'P#(@ifM(.]fo@I·!:·

>-

1

lnfonnallon

~

Do you currently own a place in- M!a

r do you just hold a PO Box there?

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

~

Do you own property in

~

We noted that you have been attached to (5) vehicles , do still own the following?

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfymg

lnformatmn

3
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
New Vehicle added on 2017-JUL-21
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

?

Confirm/clarify his occupation: Are you currently working fo

?

How long have you been working at

?

Are you currently working as a Consultant?
-What type of building does

Pat1on lntemew

liilll perform?

?

What city isllllbased out of?

?

Where i ...

Redacted Pa•ron lnterv1C\\
Iden· fy OQ " lfOrmat1on

Redacted
tden11f

Redacted

located?

Patron 1nter\1ew

tng lnfo-mat1 ::m

(two addresses the same - two city's)ptJMIW

-, Have you worked with-Wpreviously?
-Possibl -_

Redactea

Redacted - Pat ron Interview

Patron lnte"\ 1ew 1dent1fy1'.lg

'

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
4
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CA NADA
Formerly:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
~

Do you currently have a River Rock VIP Salon Access Card?
-Just wondering why you need a card if you are not a player?

Y

Ask - Do you gamble at all? And how much?

'?

It has been noted on several occasions - You have brought players to play but you don't
gamble yourself can you explain more about this?

-,

Do you have clients/patrons that require your services in Vegas?

?

Are you working with any "other'' people (assistants/helpers) that assist bringing these
players to the site? - do you take care of all these players on your own?

~

It has been noted that you bring big players into these facility's - What is your
connection or ties to these patrons .

Y

Do you have a website, or company on the side that links these patrons to you?

'?

How do you get into contact with these players or how do these players get your contact
details?

~

Do you know the following names?
What can you tell me about these people?

•!•

IBQ@# Yes current client
What can you tell me about • •

•!• -

lli(W8s'i7is second client and has a bad temper
Redacted

Patro n

1n•erv1ew aenl

r

NO

rn

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

Rejacted Patro i
ite1\ ew ldenl 18 ymJ
ln~or mat on

0
NO

0
Yes first client, gambling addict, wife used to deliver money, now divorced

•!•NO

•!·-NO
E>.amp/es . (Extra info if needed. as to Viho

M'.flliild\i [I. brought to the casino)
5
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Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Y

We have noted that you attend the sites at all hours of the day, to drop off and pick up
these patrons - do you wait onsite for them or do they call you when they are ready.

Y

Do you get paid by these patrons for your services?

~

Do you get hotel rooms , buffet, dinner at Sea Harbour or any other services in return?

Y

Can you show me a paystub? Or is it all cash?

).>

Are you receiving any "comps/kickbacks" for bringing these patrons?

>-

Do you know any of the Great Canadian Casino Management?

Y

Do you

>-

Do you assist these players with obtaining funds or if requested?

knov';'!SR@•rn'tr!""f"?

I N20140040837

»

8/13/201411 :25:42 PM

If a patron is having bad luck do you ever take them to other places to play?
-example private casino's

6
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'°'

Have you heard about any private casinos and if so, where?

Thank you for your time; we forward this interview to our Manager so he can review your status .

Interpreter required: No, Lynn & Jim

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Re:::lacted

Patro!l lnt ervtew ldentlfy1rig lnfcrma• on

stated the following:

He has a Salon Card, he was given it by Salon Staff when the Salon first opened as he
would be in and out with his clients and or if his clients wanted something
The nicknamell.lll• comes form early days (1982) when he found people not
pronouncing Chinese names very well so he was called
it was a popular name
back then and it struck
The business he currently in is one he has been doing for the past 8 years
He is a "jack of all trades" and looks after his client, their families and friends and all their
needs. He is paid. He is their driver, books hotels, restaurants, entertainment, golf
games, looks after their kids (zoo etc when parents busy), looks after their car(s)
servicing etc.
His first client was
He knewMmrrom Hong Kong,
started driving him around when he was here and it became a business
AfteEHW he worked for
·· ·
.. '
he currently works fo ' " " ·. · !ti
the vehicles he drives belong to clients with the exception of his wife's
. .. :· ·.. , the~di~ have aliii!ll but sold it last year and he transferred the plates to
the :
likes thel!ls in the LP number)
he takes · andlilll{see below) cars for service and drives them around from time to
time whe : is in China so they aren't sitting all the time
the cars belong to:

Mima

.II

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
7
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ng 'lfom1at 10'1
the address o R.edacted Pa'"on
is correct, he is living in the basement as
he and his wife are getting a divorce. He has chosen to stay at the house as his kids are
young and they don't want to tell them yet. His soon to be ex lives upstairs with the kids.
he is not employed b
is doing renovations at Ull; home in
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
interior renovations) . His role is to ensure
that that everything that is to be done IS done asll primarily resides in China .
He knows
SID: as the owner of the owner o - He has dealt
with him while overseein~ renos.
Patro n 11tcrv C\\ Identifying
He is not familiar with
Information
They Ill and family) will not stay in the hotel once the reno is done
he looks afterlland 11115 homes here, he looks after the grounds/attends the house if
there is an alarm or something, the object being to make the houses appear occupied so
the owner
avoid the vacant house tax
He is to be available 24/7 even whe-is in China
pays him a monthly salary to look after things for him (in HK dollar)
is his only contract currently
is his only source of income
His clients come to him via word of mouth
lfltill friends come to town (usually July/August to golf) he will look after them too driver and making all arrangements for their stay (hotel/tee times/entertainment)
friends are typically here to golf, some of them will go to the Casino to play but it is
just a fun pursuit for them , they do not chase
If they win they might give him a $100 chip or something but nothing big, they do not pay
him for being their driver etc, he is employed b y . and these men are
friends
He does not facilitate cash for anyone
He has pulled in to Costco when requested by a client and seen them pick up bags but
has never inquired as to what is in them (thou he knows - states he just drives and does
what he is told , he does not organize the pick ups, goes where he is told has had two
pick ups this month, currently entertainin~nd three of his three (3) friends
His clients will at times get out of their car to get the bag or it will be delivered to the
client in his car
The drop offs are always done by someone new, primarily Asian males in their late 20's
to early 30's
he has also pulled in to Yohan Centre (cash exchange here) and again the client might
go in for funds or they are brought out to the car
he did deliver a bag toMI• in 2014, the bag was in . . . vehicle ,lilcontacted him
and he drove up to the casino and passed the bag out the window. The bag was in the
car when he initially dropped
off
he has encouraae.\to use bank drafts and PGF and to tell his friends to as well as it
makes him 1~ili!fl' look bad when they bring in the cash
he gambles may once or twice a year - $100-$200
he does not get "paid" by the site for bringing big players in, (like they do in Vegas). He
stated 65% of revenue goes to the government, sites cannot afford to do this he
occasionally takes is kids to the buffet on a complimentary basis (clients points)
1n~erv1ew lden·lf~·

Rcda~ted

-

l

II

a

II

8
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the most he has received from the resort
he has no association to Vegas , he is the victim of an identity theft 20-30 years ago and
his name was used in Toronto and then there. He recalled getting interviewed by "men in
suits", them asking him questions, checking his signature , looking at the photo they had
and declaring the person they were looking for was not him - none of the information
dug up on his name in relation to Vegas (per above) has anything to do with him
he used to deal with Rick DUFF (now at Hard Rock) to get hotel rooms etc for guests
DUFF invited him to the HR opening and tried to get him to direct VIP players to HR, this
never happened
He currently works with "Jenna'', "Lisa" and Randy for reservation to Sea Harbour, hotel
reservation, general fulfilling requests of his VIP clients
He chats with both Randy SOO and Walter SU when he is hanging around waiting on
clients, they both are really chatty and like to talk about the past
He has heard chatter of private casinos from other player while he hangs around waiting
for clients
He has never taken his clients to one, his clients are very wealthy, this is beneath them,
the only ones that go are barred patrons and those who cannot get any money loaned to
them
The last one he was aware of was near Steveston Highway
When asked aboi8MJl$5he said he'd heard he's been arrested
stated private casinos are dangerous, "you never know who is going to be there waiting
for you", they play on credit but you never know if you will get your money if you win or
what they will do to you if you lose

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-JUL-27 *** BCLC ***patron has been interviewed by AML Investigators, no longer needs
to contact Consumer Services . Barring status remains pending review by BCLC .

Investigator Comments:
Reoac·ed

Pat ron Interview

ldent1fy11g l n 6 crma· on

emained respectful throughout the interview.

The general impression was that

Redac•ed

Patrori lnterJ1cw

ldent1fy1rig ln'orma• on

was honest with investigators.

He answered all questions asked of him .
Redacted

Pa1ro1 ln!er11ew

is encouraging. to use a PGF account and feels that one.does
his friends will follow suit.
l:::lent16 y11g Informal on

Re:lacted Pa' ron 1n·er11ew
l~en!lfy119

1n•arma· on

is currently barred.

9
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Reda:::ted

Pa• ron Interview

Investigator COUSINS feels 1den fy 1ng l'lformat1ori
could be an asset to investigations moving
forward and recommends the barring be removed and patron monitored .
1

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
.

10
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This is Exhibit " / 'I " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC IS

'Mf*ii@A!§ffa'*dH'·'·•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2018-JUN-06
Interview Time: 11 :00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2018-MAY-17
Full sourced cash/chip conditions pending interview.

Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 7 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JAN
His profile at this time shows :
Bl : $77,361.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $48,952.51
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:

-

(on medical leave)

Company:

History:

inllls

Incidents noted
profile are sporadic. He is first the subject of an iTrak entry in 2015
when GPEB expressed an interest in him due to his profession (
. Ruling #19

Redacted - FINTRAC

Incidences occurred in

Ruling #19

respectively.

1111 is primarily buying in with $20 bills.
On Ruling #19

staff raised concerns again 011i11(and hisRuling #19 l!lflMWl!lil

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent m

Redacted - Patron Interview

" Staff have brou; to our attention.,.gatron Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
ldent1 m lnformatmn
and his Ruling #19
iiffiii!il&.HiiiiMijfiir.~:mRuling #19 ) who always buy in with $20 bills (bar a
few hundred here and there) . They do both play but staff have noticed that sometimes it may be
minimal and then they cash out and get $100 bills.

I have attached one of Illa recent trackers; you will see he had two cash outs totaling $5. BK
where he got $100 bills
he proceeded to buy in for a further $2. 6K in 20s. This seems to be
- Patron Interview
the norm for both Redacted
and although it may be smaller amounts it does add up.
ldent1 m Information

then

Below is their tracked play for this year so far; I've included their last 5 visits. Can you take a
look and let us know your thoughts on whether we should start having them monitored, thanks.

YTD 2018

cash out

win/loss

2
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I

53K
300
10 visits .

7K

38K

-8662

Ruling #19

$4,950.00

211 in $20s

Ruling #19

$5,080.00

254 in $20s

Ruling #19

16 in $20s

Ruling #19

$800.00
$9,900.00

295 in $20s

Ruling #19

$8,100.00

405 in $20s

YTD 2018

I

13K
7K
10 visits .

Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

cash out

win/loss

9K

-2718

$500 .00
$2,720.00
$0.00
$700 .00
$400.00

$100s
86 in $20s
chi ed in
$100s
$100s

Regards,

Lesley Nicholson
Relief Shift Manager"

**Of Note** GPEB has recently interviewed

II again (

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

3
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Redacted - FINTRAC

20:15 hrs
High Limit room
Man purse
200x$20=$4,000

Redacted Patron •nterv1ew
lderillfy1ng lnfo·mat1on

she went to slots)

21:34 hrs
50x$20=$1, 000
23:05 hrs
150x$20= $3, 000
After a disbursement of $500 in $100 bills he bought in $300 in $100 bills then another $120 in
$20 bills

Ruling #19

Unsubstantiated UFT:

Ruling
#19

t

~hrs

. .attempted $180 Bl (1x$100 and 4x$20) , denied as he has been placed on full sourced
cash chips and was unable to provide receipts.

Discussion Points:
Relationship to.Bl
How long off work
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where do all the $20's come from
Why using $20's when cashing out $1 OO's
minimal play and then they cash out and get $100 bills
Example of areas of concern: $5.8K where he got $100 bills then heyroceeded to buy in
for a further $2 .6K in 20s. This seems to be the norm for both-IG.lil!'"

Association to:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

(VSE)
sidence and business address in Ruling
#19
Ruling #19

- Ruling #19

4
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong Rulin
g
#19

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to open a PGF account
4. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: (sporadic), Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,
He goes by ''MS'R·"
His common-law is Redacted

Redacted Patron lnte;v1ew
ldentlfymg Information

...,

tated the following:

Patron I nterv e\\ ldent1fy1ng Information

Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

-

He has no formal income at this time
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
His Rulin owns
(beside
g #19
Ruling
#19 ) and leases the Ruling #19
The rent is $11,000/month
The rent is paid in cash and cheque
He gets $3-$51</month of that money (cash) per month (not reported to CRA)
He has money in savings (bank) and a large safe at home
, she gets Ruling #19
works full time at the
primarily
likes
the
slots
•
Ruling #19

-

His mum is

(VSE)

li

a heavy gambler and borrowed money fron?liii!Sil'llfl·'lfiil!'liillll!il·ili.tll
·'ili'fl!!llil"•

Ruling #19

ro;i Interview loen! •fymg
,.
(currently barred) and Re:Jac1ed Pattnfo•mal1on
"" re loan sharks
To his knowled e dealers et aid a "hook u "fee to refer a player to a LS

are brothers
Ruling #19
Redacted

Patron lnterv ew
I nforma1 ion

lde'ltlf~•mg

5
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The cost to borrow is 5-7% weekly pending the amount borrowed
The more borrowed the lower the rate (i.e. $40k =2%)
Peo le suffer from broken limbs etc. , if they don't pay
.
is running two underground casino's on 4 Road
. · . provide
name in Chinese to investigators (confirmed by site hostess)
They are by invite only, there is no cash
The money (win/loss) gets exchanged in accounts overseas
To the wealthy players $100K is like play money
In China they can wire account to account $100K/day
To his knowledge, there are 2-3 dealers at RRCR working in the undergrounds (not
named
Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

is playing in the undergroundsM•knew he had
VSE'd at Casino)
-

-%ila~in9 in the undergrounds
• •• • • • •
• ij., .!MM" .

!!.!,+

Dealers in the underground make $30-$50 hour plus they keep all tips
It is very dangerous to deal there, no security
There is also a social house that runs games Ruling #19
there is a restaurant on the main level. Ruling #19
it is not as large scale as the Ruling gaming houses.
#19
Dealers, supervisors, servers, guest services in the HLR are aware of all that is
going on in the room
He estimates 5-10% of the players in the HLR are legit i.e. they have legitimate
above board companies, the others may have wealth but are "shady"
He has heard of a patron offering a dealer/server a car for a "hook up" (sleepover)
and a down payment on a condo
If he buy in and cashes out shortly thereafter he has cashed out because he has
won, not for any other reason

Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
Full sourced cash/chips

Investigator Comments/Recommendations:
-

Much of what lilsaid is consistent with what investigators suspect from site activity
ll!lwas not ='prepped for the interview, yet seemed knowledgeable
Ruling #19

In the way he speaks it would appear he has attended at underground casinos
He was not entirely forth coming on how he has come to have a safe full of money at
home other than advising of the cash he receives monthly from the Ruling #19
He should st.~n ~~11. s~urced cash/chip conditions
A full dive or
recommended

d!llSMll1liJC

6
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UPDATE:

2018-JUN-25
Interview approved for filing by D. Tottenham
L. Cousins - Investigator
BCLC-AML

7
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This is Exhibit" I i2. "to the Affidavit #2 of
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Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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scLc 1s•iif'¥MM!ifl!§MIMllMH+H,E
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-22
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Vietnamese, English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-07 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at
to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2018-DEC-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with any amount of "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
2018-DEC-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE***: Please update patron information on the next
visit and document the information in the subject profile. This includes confirming
current address, phone, occupation, AND the company name for employees and
business owners. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent Activity:
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Last LCT was from 2019-JAN-03 at Parq, disbursement of $11,500. 82 LCTs total.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $735, 170.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $777,490.00

The focus of the interview will be ··:: ·
received a cash delivery fro
amount is unknown.

activities at Par on 2018-DEC-25 wherli'J.i\UI!•

Occupation: Nail Salon Owner
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:

•

•
•

IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629), 2018-DEC-25, Parq VancouverllM
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
received a cash delivery fro
amount is unknown .
IN20180080650- 2018-DEC-31 , cash pass to
entered single stall
bathroom together, went to 2nd floor to buy-in and circumvent directive.
IN20180042866-2018-JUL-10, cash delivery tolllfrom an unidentified female
111!!1 was still VSE 'd).

Ma

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019

•
•
•
•

2019-JAN-11 , attended Grand Villa-violation of suspension.
IN20180080650-see above
IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629)-see above
Last LCT was from 2019-JAN-03 at Parq, disbursement of $11 ,500.

Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•

IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629)-SOF-see above
IN20180080650-see above
IN20180042866-see above
SOW/SOF

2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and
1. Confirm address
telephone numbers.
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify occupation- Nail Salon Owner, Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
4. Other sources of wealth?
•:11-;-a- visit to Parq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-25?
5. What was the purpose ofli"""•,..-

•
•

With whom did she attend/gamble?
What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?

•

How does she knownMB• and his wife/girlfriend llRM• From
where/whom? Since when?

•

What does she know about Iii.I&?
o Address?
o Email?
o Occupations?
6. What was the purpose ofW$if6 visit to Parq on 2019-DEC-31?
• What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
• How does she k n o w - From where/whom? Since when?
7. What was the purpose of ~sit to Parq on 2018-JUL-1 O?
• What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
• Who was the female who delivered her cash in front of the casino?
• How does -know this female? Contact info?
8. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)

Interpreter required: No
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,
following:

Redacted

Patron nter..1ew Identifying lnformat1cn

stated the

-•
resides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
rents .
works at _ _ _ IM!.!fofii!!·hdoes not own
.::!::-:~=:
or any other salon .
•
3

which she
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- · .. ·' s hours of work vary as needed ; in a busy week, she works 40 hours.
came to Canada circa 2003 and landed inlRBwhere she resided until
- ··
2014.
moved to Vancouver in 2014.

-Ifill

BN has no recollection of ever going into the single-stall woman's washroom with
any other patron.
does not recall being at a casino on 2018-DEC-31 .
~ W~en provided the scenarios invo lvi ~g iieli!.,!i,i,liilil@li-,iliMi!¥!i·RiNil,],iilrn••m•i•i§•·.j•ij11ij•n,•g•.•f&•i.!•i,,•f11
oes not know about whom the 1nves 1gffiors are talking .
1n1erJ1ew lden1 1fy1'lg
•
does not recognize a description of Redacted Patron
given by the
lnfo 'rnatro n
investigators.
- Sometimeslilll will go into single-stall bathroom with another woman so they can do
each other's makeup.

1111

ii!•.],ll

B!.11

admits to engaging in chip passing on multiple occasions.
- Since returning to gaming further to the end of her Voluntary Self-Exclusion enrolment,
aMhad been advised by casino personnel that she is not allowed to chip pass.
is not aware of any incidents when she received cash deliveries at any casino .
denies receiving any cash deliveries at any time.

·-IEi

. . . met her friend 81lM at Parq one day; -and her husband
1
·- . o see where she was and when she advised she was at Parq, I
met
her at Parq in the Jade East Salon .
- Upon arrival. • delivered- a gift of chocolates toM!fls children , which was
held in a plastic bag.
... _
-ll.llhad bought-in at another table then lost all his money so he aske-to buy-in
for him .
•
made numerous wagers forBand after each wager's win, gave
the

II

- In total ,

approximately $3,000 worth of chips .

does not know ·:
.
last names.
knowsllfl from · ', · :
.
m e t - at a nail salon where-was a
•
customer and where a friend o · :_: s worked .
a n d - met i ·- · · ··1· approximately four (give (5) years ago.
returns often to
.
md also got to know ..
during ··: .: . visits to
•
when the two of them would gamble together at the casino in ·- .· - oes not know what lilll!IM does for a living.
.. . · ..
oved to Vancouver in the last year.

was a guest

4
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Redacted

Patron nten•1(NJ ldent1Jy1ng

1nrom1at101
- Parq had given
two (2) rooms for free s o . stayed there
while her sister was in town.
WW explained that her presence at Parq on this date was to visit her sister (despite
being subject to VSE at that time).

Investigator's comments:

Reporting indicates that on 2018-JUL-10 at Parq Vancouver .•
received a cash
delivery which she then used to facilitate her gaming the same date. The same
reporting confirms tha-was obs;;aioing up to the 81h floor of the Dou las
Hotel; it was confirme~ time tha · :_. · was not a guest of the hotel .. _·.· :·
·
ented in casino records as an associate of ·
s
is documented as an associate of · ·; · ·· .
· : ·· · · . · . Based on a review of photographs in casino records , the writer
assesses that th™1an who brought the cash delivery to&Ell is notBa sister.
As noted above .. .denies receiving a cash delivery.
ng 1formc1110'1
same people as Redacted Pa··cn
and
who are reported in IN20180079493 (related
IN20190003629) to have delivere · : an undetermined amount of cash ($1 000 in
$20s was confirmed) on 2018-DEC-25 at Parq Vancouver.
casino records show that she is fromlMMalthough she has refused to provide
updated local address information to the casino.
11n~rv1~w ld~ntrt'y

'f'i'*H'HN'*"FH*

Reporting indicates that on 2018-DEC-31 at Parq VancouverllM•went into the singlestall woman's washroom w i t h - and is suspected of conducting a cash or chip
pass in the washroom as the two women had e n . in multiple cash passes
cannot recall any specific time
throughout the gaming session. As noted above, ·.
she would have gone into the woman's single-stall washroom with another patron
although provided a hypothesis as to why she might have. She also is not familiar with
anyone by the name o m despite engaging in multiple chip passes with her, going
to the bathroom with her and engaging in conversation with her.

lillwas repeatedly explained directives, policy and guidelines as it pertains to
gambling in BC, notably the requirement to source wealth and funds coming into BCLC
facilities . Should she be permitted to return to gambling in BCLC facilities, she was
repeatedly advised not to engage in any chip/cash passing and to r e - the directive
on her profile requiring her to buy-in using sourced cash/chips only. · . : was also
advised that a decision had not yet been made as to whether or not her suspension
would be lifted. MM esponded that a .nsion prevents her from spending money
in the casinos and is therefore positive; ·· was reminded of the VSE program and
that she can re-enroll any time .
5
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It is the investigators' assessment thalill was not forthcoming during this interview.
When asked about cash deliveries and for details surrounding her relationship witrilll
Reda::::led ::>atron l •1terv e\\ lde·1t1fy1n;i nformat1:n
became quite animated and agitated. The information she
provided during the interview was inadequate towards providing any plausible
explanation for what surveillance footage and reporting previously documented,
i~cluding cash deliverie~ tcll!ll on two (2) separate occasions and the visit to the
single-stall washroom w i t h Given the serious nature of the incidents in question, the investigators recommend a
rivile es have also been
barring against -.. - for a eriod of 2
suspended fo
pending investigation.

6
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This is Exhibit " I l '; "to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLCIS

r

1·

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-AUG-20
Interview Time : 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Language:
English

Conditions:
2019-JUL-23 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. BCLC AML Projects.

Recent LCT Activity:
122 LCTs since 2017-MAR. Has had 2 LCTs in 2019-AUG at Parq and Villa .
$90,000 worth of buy-ins (9 x $10,000) via Global Transactions at Parq on 2019-AUG13.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $3,514,845 .00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $314,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,748,427.25.00
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The focus of the interview will be confirmation of

Redacted - Patron Inter\'1ew
ldenttf in tnfo "mat1on

..

source of wealth .

Occupation: Consulting Company Owner
Interview lderit1fy1ng
Company: Reda:ted Patron
ln#ormat1on
History:
18 incidents total
5 UFTs, none are substantiated; all related to lack of proof of source of funds
upon reaching $10,000 threshold
JDLR, 2019-JUL-30, cash passing at Parq

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
lnt er.-1ew denMy1rig
IN20190049649, JDLR Parq Vancouver, 2019-JUL-30; Redacled - Patron
Information
•.lllll!im.S eceived 2 x $1 oo from Redacted - Patron Interview
IN20190047666, Missed SOF, Grand Villa , 2019-JUL-22;
ried to
buy-in with a dated receipt (13:55 hours, $5,000 - un-sourced cash; 14: 10 hours,
$4,500 - un-sourced cash; 14:30 hours, $10,000 - Quikcash receipt dated July
15, 2019).
Discussion Points:
SOW/SOF
Directives

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
2. Confirm status/address in Canada or elsewhere?
Reda::ted

Patron :-iterv ew

Does ldentrf}• ng
have any other addresses in/out Canada?
Citizenship in which countries?
nformat1~m

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment? Registered engineer in any country?
Does
·f
still o w n " f 9 ' f f i l ' • From when to when
did
work for this company own 1s company? Where is
this company registered? Is it still registered/working?
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Redacted

Pa!ron i ntervew

In which countries doe .. ldent1fy1ng 1nfom1at101
hold funds, investments or bank
accounts?
Source of the f u _ , funds, investme~ts or bank accounts?
How much does .
.
..
receive from foreign sources? How are
the funds sent/received? How often?
Other employment or business ventures?
Reda:::ted
atron nterv ew
0: cquire the funds he
Property? Other? From where does lde1t1fy ng nformat 1:J1
uses to gamble?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?
qe::iac*ed Patron Interview
Which banks doe ""' lde ntrfy11g ln'ormat on
use? Joint accounts? With whom?
Redacted Pal·on lnter11ew
Why does l ae nt lf ln'o rma! on
not use his PGF account often?
0

1

1'1

4. IN20190049649 , JDLR of cash assing kto~·1•1r1·111r111·11··1,1IHl"·i'Sl*l·"I
• How doesllM•llft know
Since when do they know each other?
Why did
passMBMfunds?

m:::::==::.~

5. IN20190047666 , Missed SOF (dated receipt)
Source ~.~c,Ji this incident?
Why did#tlllMl,...provide a dated receipt?
6. How much money has Recac1ed Pa"a n 1n1e1V1ew borrowed to gamble?
•
icent fyng 1nforma· on
From whom ha
borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: No
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

Interview results:
Reda:::ted

Patro n 1terv ew lde1t1fyin9 lnfo•Mat 1on

resides at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

which

he owns.
Redacted Pat ron l11lerv €\\
lden·rty ng 1fonnat101

owns three (3) residences in Canada, all in the Vancouver area.
Redacl en Patro'l lnlerv1e.o1
owns a house in
that he rents out; this house has a
lde nt1'ying lnformatmn

Pat ra 1 lntcrJ1cw
paid approximately 2.2
rthe Redacicd
house.
l dent1' n ln'ormat1on
s condo was bought by
r approximately $3.5 million ;
originally there was a mortgage on this property, but
has since paid off
the mart a e.
11jjf&F.1&1Rttll&
'. .·
also bought his daughter's apartment on •·9
ln'c rmd'
on
for approximately $550,000; this apartment is also paid or.

1JJp
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Redacted. Patron Interview
1de nl 1f rn lnfo rm aMn

which was established in 1981 in

1111

Reaacted Pa'ron 1n• erv1ew
ldent1fyng ln'crma: on

owes him between $3-4 million due to
aving to pay his employees from his personal funds as sanctions
·: made it difficult at times to receive payment for contracts.

~MMf'llM landed in Canada on 2015- SEP-01 fromllas part of his
1mm1gra ion.
- Previously,
studied i n M • and has travelled all over Europe, but
decided to immigrate to Canada because his daughter already lived in the Lower
Mainland and he already had siblings living in Canada.
Redactea

Patro1 Interview

-At the time of his arrival in Canada, ldent1'ymg lnfo·rnat1cn
had approximately $26 million
CON in bank accounts, including $650,000 in a Desjardins account from Montreal, and
$65 million US in real estate in Canada ···· ·

Rt::ui::IL;Lt::u -

r-i::lu u11

- Before arriving in Canada,
Canada _ _ _

. ...

111Lt::rview Identifying Information
•

Red.icted - Pd!ro·t lnle"Jle'll
ldent1'y1ng l nformat .on

-·

Pa'"C n tn·erviev.'
- Before immigrating to Canada, Redacted
estimates he was worth approximately
aen• fying I nforma·1on
$100 million, but it is now less because he gave hisBJ.oroperties to his son and
wife who are both currently i n .

-~~r'.~';-lilMf!t,as
approximately $400,000 in a BMO account.
1s MO account and a CIBC account for gambling.

-Ml\iilbl=: ~uses

- He never borrows money to gamble.

MRMM!ll't" is an associate of

Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying Information

from the

casino.
Redacted ·Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

considers
H.eda:ted Pa•ron
lnter-..•1ew ldent1fymg

Reda:ted
l nt e~J1ew

oa• 1o n
I dent fy1'1g

Redactea

Patro1

1ter\' ev, ldenltfy1ng

ran
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Redacted

Pa 1 ron Interview

- Nonetheless, lden•fymg
does not think he did anything wrong in this instance and
complained that casino personnel treated him like a criminal in the cash passing
incident.
lnforma~1on

~edac: ed

Pat·on 1n•erv1ew

- Regarding incident IN20190047666, rcent f Informal on
did not realize that he had
provided an outdated receipt for a transaction.
MNMWlltt!"explained that when he goes to the bank for a cash withdrawal that he
intends to use for gambling he keeps the receipt, but does not always spend all of the
money in one gaming session.
- He shows the receipt for all buy-ins because he is subject to sourced cash/chip
conditions and often buys-in for less than $10,000 so he is allowed to keep the receipt.
- Then, possibly a couple of days later when
returns to the casino and
wants to buy-in with the remaining cash from his original withdrawal , the receipt he had
to support the withdrawal is now dated.
Redacted - Patro1 Interview
- As a result of these challenges using cash , Identifying lnfo·mallon
has resorted to using his
credit card at the casino , which he does not like because he spends more than he
intended.
Hl

MIMl'*prefers to use cash to gamble as it helps him stay within a reasonable
budget and he ca~ with funds on his person.
- However, whenz;u;
uses the Global or Quick Cash at the Casino he may
spend more than he intended; despite preferring to play with cash, he is primarily using
his credit card because of the challenges with using cash, including the need to provide
proof of source of funds for all buy-ins due to being on conditions .
Redacted Patron nterv1cw
complained that the casinos do not issue receipts for cash
lde1t1f m lnfo·mation
disbursements so he is unable to prove the source of his funds when the funds are
lltima; issued from a casino.
toes not like to use his PGF because he does not want to go to the
bank daily to acquire a bank draft.

Pl'"

1WIL!N!!ft"

Redacted

Patron nterv1ew
lnfo·r1ation

arrived at the interview with numerous financial records in hand and
willi.showed the investigators his documents.
-•ZOOll!Mlrr'"was already organized with documents showing his wealth and
banking from when he completed his immigration to Canada.
tde1t1fy1n~

Investigators' comments:
Reda::tcd Pa·rcn lntcrvtc\\ ldc,t1fy ng nformat1on
was honest and forthcoming during the interview. He
provided information corroborating information already available to the investigators
includin~ his descr.iptio~ of the c~sh passing incident w i - · a s well as
1nformat1on regarding his profession and his company.
.
.
.
.vas able to
speak at great lengths and iMreat detail about his business and the contracts the
company had fulfilled . 9mlt!r"was also able to easily describe his previous and
current assets and how he transferred many of his assets to family before immigrating
to Canada.
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BC Assessments shows that as of 2018-JUL-01,
was worth $3.541 million . Previous casino records indicate that
address
interview,
area. A check of BC
that his daughter lives on
Assessments for
shows that as of 2018-JUL-01 , this
condo was appraised at $961 ,000.
Redacted

m-

Patro1 lnl erJ1ew

F. .:l,rview o~ . ldentrfyF1g Informal on
the inv~stigators are s.atisfied that:
has sufficient wealth to support his level of gaming;
he earned as an engineering consultant with
- his source of wealth stems from
his firm
!.
fulfilling Redacted Pairon Interview lde'ltrfy•ng 1nforma11ori
engineering contracts;
- and, additional source of wealth comes from numerous real estate investments in both
Band Canada.

- 45£i

*;'§f'IMM!i§!§'f'*MI

Redacted

Patro n Interview

All information available leads the investigators to assess tha I ldenl1fyng lnfo1ma· on
s sources
of wealth all stem from legitimate enterprises, the funds he is inserting into BCLC
facilities are earned legitimately and that his attendance at BCLC facilities is also for
legitimate gaming purposes.
Patron lnte'\11ew
The investigators explained to Redacted
the requirements to provide same-day
ldent1f 1n lnfo•matton
receipts and reminded him that cash passing is not allowed in the casinos . He remains
the subject of sourced cash/chip conditions. However, if
were not
subject to so~rced cash/chip conditioMiii~ltors would have no concerns
. )Ir
; funds.
about the leg1t1macy of the source of

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " I l. 4- " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

aking Affidavits for the
ritish Columbia
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
NAM : Recac·ed Pa.. cn 1n·erv1ew
oent fy11g ln'orma· on
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-0CT-14
Interview Time: 1540hrs-1555hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon)
Language spoken : English
BCLC investigators : BEEKSMA and WAKELAND
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-53736

Synopsis:
The following directive was placed o. . . SID profile comments by BCLC's AML unit:
"2015-0CT-14 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter sent to SP management this
date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or
ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice . Please advise patron to
or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact
contact Consumer Services at
details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON, Director
AML & Operational Analysis , BCLC AML Unit"
On 2015-0CT-14 at 1531hrs RRCR Executive Host Lisa GAO called Investigator BEEKSMA to advise
thatll!lwas on site and wanting to speak with investigators. GAO suggested doing the interview
ASAP and after confirming WAKELAND's availability it was agreed we would meet witl•M GAO
advised that we can use one of the private rooms in the Salon to conduct the interview.
Review o f - . , casino profile and associated records confirms he frequently uses his PGF account
and has n=rbe'en attached to a STR or unusual financial transaction report .
occupation however does not appear to match his level of play as such this was determined to be
the primary focus of the interview .
ator BEEKSMA along with investigator WAKELAND attended the private room as arranged.
was escorted to the room by GAO and introductions were made (business card for BEEKSMA
•
Reaac•ed Pa•ron 1n•erv1e\\'
provided to ccn"f m l!'lforma·1on
was thanked for taking the time to meet with us.
Conditions surrounding Iii• inability to use un-sourced cash/chips along with BCLC 's concerns
surrounding proving the source of cash was explained to him .
lllllwas thanked for frequently using his PGF account and encouraged to continue to do so. He was
also told if he does bring cash it needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
The interview lasted approx 15 minutes aniWJ.M•remained respectful and approachable throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt f r o m .
Regarding the un-sourced cash andlillls source of wealth:
-BCLC BEEKSMA explained tolilahe structure of BC Casinos and advised him that there are many
areas outside of the Casino tha~ monitor and have a role/influenijj\jaming. The FINTRAC LCT
reporting criteria (posted publicly at the cashier) was explained to him . · :: ,,' was also told that there is
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an expectation that BCLC attempt to source funds and a part of that is obtaining a patron's occupation .
g company name).
onfirmed his occu ation as u dated by River Rock on 2015-0CT-13 as a Food and Beverage
• p y e for the · ··· ·• •. ·. .· · ·
·
To support this lilllshowed investigators his Great West
e
~ended me 1ca car w 1c me u e
1s name and the name of his employer (matching the above).
-llll!lmade it clear that his job as a food and beverage employee is not what allows him to gamble the
amounts he does.
liiimwent on to explain that he owns his home (confirmed address as on file via BCDL voluntarily
~to investigators bylilill!JI and does not have a mortgage. He advised he has a line of credit at his
bank taken against the equity of his home that he uses for gambling/getting bank drafts.
llltrliitold investigators that he doesn't deal with anything illegal and prefers to use money from his
bank. The impression was thatllillwas telling investigators he does not use loan sharks for acquiring
gambling money.

Issues with PGF accounts:

EllJl 1as no issues to speak of regarding PGF accounts and seemed quite content to continue utilizing
them .

Underground Casino(s):
•Mstated he does not get involved in any illegal "stuff' and has no interest in even listening to people
talk about unground casinos. The investigators impression is that lllilis not aware of any underground
casinos currently in operation and is not interested in knowing of them .

Education RE Conditions:
lflm&as re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino and will
need to be able to verify the source of his funds . lifiilcompletely understood this and seemed OK with
it indicating he will continue to use his PGF account .
lll'iltated he usually prefers to put any money he has left after gambling back into his PGF account
but sometimes cashes out smaller amounts for his girlfriend .

-

suggestions/comments:

ll

ad no suggestions for BCLC investigators and seemed quite content to continue using his PGF
o gamble .
as asked if it would be useful if credit was offered and stated no , the bank draft/PGF system
works fine for him (stating "doesn't matter" suggesting he likely wouldn't use it) .

Interviewer comments:
ll'illlwas very cooperative throughout the interview process (including voluntarily providing supporting
do'Cu'ments IE: DL and Medical Card) . As noted above, lilllhas never been named to a STR and to the
writers knowledge is not known to use "cash facilitators" or receive cash deliveries (or have a known
association to JIN , Paul King) .
With this in mind a lot of the subject matter that has been the focus in other Priority 1 interviews was not
applicable in this case as such more focus was placed on confirming his source of wealth and
encouraging the continued use of his PGF account.

2
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lfJ.118vas not asked outright if he had any chips at his residence/off site but review of his casino history
and LCT records suggests if he does it would be relatively insignificant amounts.

and1i111Jm

Executive Host Lisa GAO was informed when our interview concluded
casino profile
comments have been updated to indicate he has been interviewed and conditions remain in place.
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

3
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This is Exhibit " I"2. 5 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC IS-;fff1

@fi'iif!flf·f*@!h!i!ih-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUN-19
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, Stone (interviewer); BONDESEN, Sheila (documenter)
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-12
Interview Requested
Recent Activity:

lllias generated 175 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-SEPT
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $228, 175.00
FX: $170,580.09
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,036, 149.00
DISBURSEMENT: $6,274,678.41
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:

Cage Supervisor, GPEB:35611
Date Hired: 2007-JAN-31

Company:

Parq Casino

History:

2007-MAR

1·:: self-excluded from the Casino for a period of six (6) months

2012-AUG , self-excluded from the Casino for a period of six (6) months
No other incidents noted until 2017-JUN whenlll>pened a PGF account
No other incidents that are remarkable
. i s primarily a high limit slot play but does play some table games

Per OSINT:

Patron was involved in two (2) civil claims:
Claim in 2011 for $2 ,000 she borrowed from a friend and did not repay
Claim in 2015 for $4,000 she borrowed from a friend (initially borrowed $5k, repaid $1 .3K - $4K
is balance owed at time of filing plus interest)
No adverse information

Incidents of Note:

No incidents of note to report. No unusual financial transactions (UFT) associated to the patron .
Synopsis

li!llil; Casino profile consists of large disbursements and buy-ins/deposits that are not
supported by her job as a

Redacted

Patron ln' erv1ew den' •fy ng 111format1on

Discussion Points:

sow
Use of LS for funds
High volume of play

2
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Association to

Redacted

Pa•ron ln•erv1e\\ ldent1fy1ng 1nformat1on

new profile created 2018-JUN-15)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
1. Confirm her address at
a. Does she own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)

2. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No
SOW/'t<YC discussed

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying I nformatron

stated the following:

-

llmives at home with her parents; she has no expenses, such as rent or mortgage
ents while living with her parents .
- •
is the oljhild .
Reda:ted Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Since 2007 , ·:·· works for
but she is currently looking for
lnformat •on
work elsewhere.
but has self-demoted back to cashier due to stress and
depression (see below); at this time, her work hours are very limited and she is
idered a "relief' worker.
owns no property.
•

- Ills prim~ce of wealth for gaming is from her boyfriend who is a stockbroker in
Hong Kong.- boyfriend frequently sends her large sums of money; she has no
idea how much in total she has actually received from him.
On 2018-JUN-08,lllreceived a wire transfer to her TD bank account from her
boyfriend in the amount of $250,000 CON forillto buy property in Vancouver. As of
the time of the interview, lllonly has $130,000 CDN remaining ; she gambled the other
~ . OOOCDN .

showed the investigators her TD bank account summary, which showed the abovenoted wire transfer as well as the purchase of bank drafts. Her current balance is
$60,000 CON .
iilm; boyfriend knows she gambles and does not question what she does with the
money he sends her as it is sent for her personal use. However, he is not aware that
Bhas lost $120,000 of the $250,000 he sent her in order to buy a property.

l
- a:·
.

is not aware of the full extent of her gaming buy-ins, deposits and disbursements.
advised that the largest jackpot she has ever won is about $19,000; she wins
quently, but does not leave the casino when she wins and instead puts the winnings
back into gaming (primarily slots).
biggest loss occurred circa 2018-JUN-15 when she lost $70,000 on slots .
.·
as not aware that since the beginning of her gaming activity (2007) she has
received over $6.2 million dollars in disbursements; she has nothing to show for it.

3
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In Macau approximately one and a half years ago (circa 2017illlwon 700,000 Hong
Kong Dollars. Currency converter for 2017-JAN-03 shows that 700,000 HKD was
equivalent to $121 ,240 CON (www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/exchange/currencyconverter).
llm9ave $20,000 CON of the winnings to her dad to "pay him back" although she had
no specific debt to him, but rather felt she owed him as she is given whatever she wants
and has no expenses living with her parents.
llllunderstands the AML and Fintrac requirements and would never contravene the
requirements. For example, she knows to bring a bank draft for deposit into the PGF
and she understands the requirements for the bank draft to be from her own bank
account, with her identifiers noted on the draft.
-has never borrowed money to gamble; she has never borrowed money from loan
sharks or cash facilitators and does not even use her credit cards to gamble due to the
high interest rates.
Regarding the two (2) civil claims againstlMJJ\lpreviously borrowed money from
two (2) friends at times when she had limited work and was short on cash.
Regarding ~st claim (Claim in 2011 for $2,000 she borrowed from a friend and did
not repay) , mborrowed money to pay back her father for general expenses and no
specific loans (see above for information related to ~avina back her father) .
The secon .c :m was brought against. by her friend'f!ft@Ml'ftl""*Nas not
aware that :·
trying to get his money back until she was served with papers to
was trying to
appear in court. - : ·· as often in Hong Kong and believes that if
reach her she wou not h _.._
, ived the calls while in Hong Kong.
can only assume that -.
claim included expenses for interest because he likely
ToOk the money off of his credit card.
did not borrow money from her friends for gambling.

11111

- 1111

Ill

-

Over the last four (4) years,llll has suffered from depression and takes medication for
the depression.
In four (4) years, five (5) oflla relatives have died. She has had to take substantial
time off from work over the years as a result of her grief and stress .
lflrl gambling has increased since being depressed. She is bored, depressed and
lonely so she gambles.
Since returning from a recent trip to Hong Kong (the trip was from 2018-APR-27 to 2018MA Y-13) ,
has been gambling more frequently as she has been suffering from jetlag
and her sleep patterns are disrupted.
does not believe she is addicted to gambling, but feels like her gambling has gotten
"out of control" .
On two (2) previous occasions, - a s voluntarily self-excluded (VSE) so she is
familiar with the program ; she is considering enrolling in the VSE program, but is "not
quite ready''. She feels pressure to go to the casino when family and friends are in town
and want to gamble.

11111

II

-

llllis also unhappy at work and feels that her supervisors treat her and her team badly,
often making it very difficult to change shifts or take off time.
4
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- lillilis not familiar with any underground casinos. She does not gamble outside of the
legitimate casino industry and almost only plays at River Rock Casino.

BCLC Conditions:
None

Investigator Comments:
-appeared nervous during the interview, showing signs of involuntary muscle twitches.
Despite nerves, she was assessed to be mostly open and transparent in her responses albeit a
bit uncomfortable at times with some of the questions posed to her, notably questions about the
civil claims in which she was previously involved. She appeared surprised that the investigators
were aware of the civil claims.

liilll account of the civil claims dur. .er interview varies from the court documents.

Notably,

~aim filed in 2011 indicates that ·: · borrowed mo.m a co-worker for what the
colleague thought was to buy RRSPs . As noted above, ·
the money to "pay back her father''.

told investigators she borrowed

Givenllill history of VSE , a review of her casino records, ancllms own account of using
money to gamble that was provided to her to buy property, it is not out of the realm of possibility
that she in fact borrowed money (refer to civil claims) that in the end was used for gambling.
mwas truthful regarding information that can be corroborated , notably showing the
investigators her banking information. With a bank balance of $60,000 and reporting to the
investigators that she has $130,000 remaining, it is likely that& has an additional bank
account(s).
Also, casino records show n-~ng foli!mfrom 2018-APR-23 and 2018-JUN-08, which
overlaps with the dates that ·: · as reportedly in Hong Kong . Regarding information that
cannot be corroborated at this time, such as details regarding her boyfriend's job, there is no
information to indicate thatlllwas not being truthful.
Despite being unhappy with her job atl;''R''takes a lot of ride in her work and is very
knowledgeable about her job functions . A review of
·· "" ·" · '"" '"
· · ,"
shows
5
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A review of her gaming history also shows that she is
respectful of AML requirements.
with the same address noted in the civil claim was barred sixJ§L_
months from Starlight casino in 2009-APR when he found money on the floor and kept it. has no other casino records.

Redacted

Patro1 lnte·v1ew aent fyng

1n~crma·

on

Investigator LEE encouraged . t o consider enrolling in the VSE program .
ll!lis not the subject of any BCLC conditions although she is the s ; ; of a "watch'', which
the investigators recommend is upheld for the time being. Although ·· 3 ppears to be using
the PGF appropriately and does not use unsourced cash/chips, her gaming behaviour and lack
of independent wealth makes her vulnerable to acquiring funds through non-legitimate sources.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC IS •@§1

f@'!i§!§'i*f'5f.U•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-19
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JUN-28
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 142 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JUN.
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $1 ,294,090.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $4,279,640.00
DISBURSEMENT: $605,568.50

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident
Ruling #19
.

Occupation:
Reca~ed

Pa:·on ln·erv1ew lden•rfy ng

ln'orma· on

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
Activity Outline:

Discussion Points:

SOW/Outstanding Debt
Who else does she borrow money from
What are the interest rates
What is the arrangement to get money
Know of any other loan sharks
Undergrounds?
Request an overview of the situation per below

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

- Possible Loansharking
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Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-howed DESMARAIS messages on Ruling #19 fromMM11that confirmed Ruli
ng
.
#19
•

stated to CARSON :
Ruling #19

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address at
Reda:::ted

Patron I ;iterv ew lde111ty1ng
lnfcrma· on

/who owns it?

Reoacted Pa·'on 1n·erv1ew
aen: fy1ng l1forma·1on
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? Family Here
Percentage of year in China

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of her interview,

Reda:ted

Pat1on lnte1v1ew fdenllfy1ng
ln~ormat on

stated the following:

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

(NOF iTrak)

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

The address on

is incorrect, Ruling #19

Ruling #19

The home she now lives in belongs to her Ruling #19
He::iacteo Palro"'I
ldent1fy119
- profile updated)
She does not work (profile updated)
Her outgoing monthly is $5,500 (bills/utilities etc)

Redacted. Pat·o n lnte1v1ew Iden: fy ng
Informat ion

lnte ~1e11

rnfo~111at1on

Ruling #19

She has known
since 2014
is also know as
(alias updated on profile)
It is known in the Casino tha ·_ ·· I s a lender
She started "borrowing" money fromlllliRuling #19
$1 OK costs $500/week in interest (it can be as high as $700/week if-enses
you are desperate)
$5,000 will cost you $250/week
Each time she borrows money it is treated as a separate loan is treated and as
~he could end up owing interest money several days in a week
- - i s always looking around to see who may need money, then she calls her
boss and gets the money and lends it out
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
She sawltl• boss once, he is
·.. .

Ruling #19

- · -··: Ruling #19 accompanies-to get money from her boss
Ruling #19 i
·
unremarkable profile/alias
updated)
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-

If a male borrows llgives the patron in the washroom, if a female borrows
~oney -does the exchange in the woman's washroom

- i s a gambler too sometimes will want money from her •1M i.e if she
borrows $10K in a Friday and-runs out on a Wednesday she will demand
$600 in interest on a Wednesday even though it shouldn't be due until the Friday
Often times she would get less than she asked to borrow, would take her
first week interest off the top
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

&•
There is no paperwork to confirm the loan (see attached text translations, loan
mentioned there)

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruli
ng
#19

Ruling #19

-

-

She does not visit undergrounds
She knows of more loan sharks but is afraid to name them
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions
Play suspended pending investigation
Investigator Comments:

-

-

-

-

The incident that sparked this interview occurred on Ruling #19
, it was
identified as a Lottery lnvestigator/Police/GPEB incident but no interviews were
done by any of those u · · · ce the late date of this interview
A past dealer in RRCR ·: . ._· identified a person named Jll as a loan shark
to Investigators LEE and BEEKSMA a number of years ago, it was not until this
interview that~ true identity was established
lllflhas a lo~ information than she is providing, stating she is scared to
give too much awaY.
In her last interviewlfM:ienied knowing of any loan sharks, when challenged
she stated she did not want to say anything because she did not "want to get in
to trouble"
-questioned what BCLC could do for her that the police couldn't, and she
was advised BCLC could bar patrons
Ruling #19
·· ·
n her profile, patrons of note include:
third party bank draft barring)
(2 yr AML barring, undesirable cash/chip
·n I Ii
·· ...!.
• .n.,.!.
5 yr AML barring, undesirable, cash/chip
passing/deliveries)
Investigators recommend a five (5) yr AML Barring

2019-FEB-27
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
2019-MAR-01
Barring approved and processes
190014528 refers

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLCIP_t._

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-06
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:
Milli.has generated 42 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-FEB
On 2017-0CT-24 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
R~da:ted

Dat1on

cen· fy ng
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a • ln1erJ1ew
..,,,., ..., ..........
Heoacted Pa ..on
recent buy-in of $50K cash is in excess of an average buy-in for him . lnten.1ew
ldentl' 1na
average is $10-$15k

•

most

What is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
INCIDENT: 170054120
2017-SEPT-23
2201 hrs
$5K+ chip pass to. .''(Hard Rock)

INCIDENT: 170055840
2017-0CT-01
Hard Rock
llMll!Mdrovel!-gg•site wher1MB18'ran out of chips .....
When they returne-....::irn• had $50K for buy rn .....

~first buy-in was $100x100=$10k

**91Ff!:! stated in his interview they both went to their respective homes to g_et
money HOWEVER they left the site at 20:17 hrs and returned at 21 :05 hrs.Mfllll•
lives in
andMff.Zin'm!M@" .. ..
What really happened - not enough time for the driveMlftdescribed.***
Where did the $50k come from thatm/lflllt!.l:!bought rn wif w en he returned?
TUCKER cashed out for $57k
INCIDENT: 170061579
2017 -OCT-29
$50k Bl- RRCR- all $100 bills
??? Was this a buy-in for • F • a s m@IA is on conditions?? ..,Pstated
this was. .11•1 s money but he was NOT playing fo1Bllii!C, he was chasing his
own win.

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

2
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Sine ""'r.IMws first LCT in 2015 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $614,690
FX: $0
PGF: $0
DSB:$692,795
Average Bl: $10-$15k

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

Company:

-

.

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourag1

!;S?Wth'.i:!to use a PGF account.

7. Caution•ll@Pagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him
(if that was the case witr8118*.!:') . Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigators Stone LEE and Steve BEEKSMA interviewing.
3
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Interview Results:

stated the following:
~ Introductions were made.JllM!Mwas provided a brief explanation on BCLC
investigators role in BC Casinos and the reporting requirements BC Casinos are
held to . It was also explained to. .l!!.l:!that some recent transactions in BC
~ve elevated him to a higher level re.irinM further CDD/KYC .
~ confirmed his address
is current
ana he owns the residence.
~ BRiii confirmed his occupation as
. He
added that he works a lot, usually 6 days a week. He booked a day off to meet

atl!§fi@f@!H iif fij,ii@!.li"fiil·l,i

~Ul.j~tigators.

~ iiMM offered to provide

investigators with a T 4 slip to confirm his occupation.
He was thanked for this but it had been established that most of not all of his
significant buy ins in BC Casinos was recycled funds so his "day job" was of less

>-

~e/importance .

=-::::=:rprepared for the meeting with investigators by bringing a small
ledger/note book. In the notebook, each page was dedicated to a month. Each
page listed the month then each line was the date he gambled and how much he
won/lost. At the bottom of each page his total win/loss for the month was written .
In the months shown to investigators as examples Mllt'ltwas up on average
$30K per month.
o Review of•lpw•s LCT records does suggest that the majority of the
cash he has brought into the casino can be reasonably sourced to recent
disbursements.
~ llllTT!:!explained that the larger buy ins can be attributed to him chasing his
losses. He likes to keep his winnings in cash , in his home safe so he has cash on
hand to chase losses if needed . His debit card limits him to $1,000 per day and
he does not want to pay the high service fees associated to cash advances on
his credit card.
o Investigators explained PGF accounts and the option to "abandon" chips.
It was explained to him one of the major benefits to PGF accounts is that
funds stay on site making it easier for the casino and BCLC to track the
source of funds. He seemed receptive to this but admitted he typically
does not want cheques as banks sometimes take up to 2 weeks to clear it.
For reasons stated above, he prefers cash but also admitted he does not
feel good about walkina around with large volumes of cash for personal
safety reasons .?'IR:·T:twas encouraged to speak further to
management at Hard Rock and consider opening a PGF account
(investigators suggested he could leave a portion of his winnings in a PGF
account so he does not need to walk around with large sums of cash) .
RE:

Redacted - Patrori lntcr.J1ew
lden1 1~y11g

Informal on

4
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~ -stated that he has know
>>>-

Reoac 1ed Pa'·o n

,. ince approx. 1988; they are
childhood friends and grew uA to~ether , were neighbours.
•=""1fiilli=·=stated he trusts•=t.t:rriili''=ike his own mother and added he is the
only person he would be willing to lend large amounts of~
He stated that they often gamble together but describedw#[s gambling
style as more loose and aggressive compared to his.
It was explained ti9IJl!Pthat the tracking of wins/loss and the accurate
reporting to FINTRAC is challenged when players share funds or engage in
chip passes.

nter\ 1ew ldentf'ying

RE INCIDENT: 170055840 (Hard Rock):

>J•M recalled many of the dates and locations that were brought up for
discussion. He stated that on this incident date he was chasing his losses and
•p!l!"''tdrove him to his house to get more money (as noted above he
stores his winnings in cash , in his safe).
RE INCIDENT: 170061579 (River Rock):

>-

11$11@ stated that 111M$14was not gambling at his direction this date. He
added that he would never gamble throug-.rp as they have very
different play styles and he likes to be in control of his money.
'5' He added that is not uncommon for one of them to lend the other money
when they are chasing losses.
Topics discussed during interview:
It was explained to lllM that at the time of the interview he is on conditions that
remove his ability to buy-in using un-sourced cash or chips.•f•was encouraged
to open a Patron Gaming Fund Account.
R'!"!Ewas informed that investigators would be preparing a report detailing our
conversation and forward to management to determine if he needs to remain on
conditions or can be de-escalated.
Interpreter required: No

1f!!'!!

17

BCLC Conditions
continues to have sourced cash conditions on his play at
BCLC Casinos as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on
2017-0CT-24.
Investigator Comments:

11$1Qii was very respectful and cooperative with investigators. He came prepared for
the interview with supporting documentation of his win/loss record and offered to
provide his T4 slip to prove his occupation.

5
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Review of LCT records, s:p.rp~~y the ledger thatl!lll:!Z shar~d wit_h investigators
does suggest that most oflll!iP-s buy ins can be sourced to casino disbursements
(paid cash) .
He has also confirmed that he and. U fP are close friends and it is not uncommon
for them to support each other financially when one of them is chasing loses.
At this time investigators do not believel l l l f t "presents a high risk for money
laundering as such it is recommended that he should be removed from sourced
cash/chip conditions to be monitored moving forward.
He is well aware of BCLC 's concerns regarding source of funds and now understands
why we requested to meet with him .
A copy of this summary has been provide to BCLC 's Manager of AML Project Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC AML Investigations

6
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Redacted

Patron

On August 25, 2015, BCLC Investigator LEE and I conducted an interview with VIP patron Interview lden•lfy1ng
Rcdactco Patro1
1riterv ew Identifying
The interview was to take place in Prize Payout Room #3 wit~ssisting with
translation.
At 1000 hrs, Ml'•ttended the Head Office and was escorted into the room for the interview. Basic
pleasantries were exchanged and-was informed of the reason(s) for the interview.

filclillll

When attempting to verifylUJIM address, ··.: :· stated that the address we had on
Reda:ted Patron lriterv ew lde111fy1ng
was incorre · ··· · stated that his son was living at that address and that
Information
tated that he could not remember what the
address of where he is currently residing is.
did state that he was staying at the Delta Hotel.
Which Delta Hotel is unknown at this time.
Upon confirming demographic informatioWwas explained the LCT regulations and reporting
requirements. ltJ.iMstated that he understood.

M'M stated that he had just arrived in April with approximately $8,000 in cash. IJPJMMW good friend,
had loaned him $200,000 to open up a PGF account at River
in order to open
had obtained a bank draft to give to
is the same associate that is living at the address

11111

mentioned above.
lll•hen asked if he can never use cash again, as he was informed of the sanctions imposed on him
by BCLc.RWfurther mentioned that he has also obtained a bank draft (value of $200,000) to game
with due to these sanctions. LEE and I examined the bank draft and informe-·hat he is more
than welcome to use bank drafts to game with, however, we would have to make a determination on
his ability to use cash to game with.
fl!!Wwas questioned on who these people are that he borrows money from . - s t a t e d that they
were wealthy Asian businessmen that he would sometimes borrow from, and pay back with no interest.
PJ\1.laborated that he does not know who these people are, however,
arranges everything formlll1Mrurther ~~ - l~.in_~~ tha
business th~t-is involved in, however,
was madelJmtook over the mining business.
-

·· ·.·

does, and
used to own the mining

was then questioned s ecificall about an incident on August 20, 2015 (INC: 15-43487), where he
Reda::ted Pa•ra n 1n1erv1ew
received a delivery from a
' . ·. '
(suspected of being associated t 1
acn: fy ng 'lformat1on
1

- t a t e d tha
will arrange to have funds delivered t · · · ·
outside and meet a certain vehicle (description and time will be given b
stated he does_ ~.ot know who these people are. Jl)Wdid state that the driver of the~as
wearing a hat llis known to often wear a hat), however, he could not say for sure if it wa~r not.
It is noted thatlifJMilalso mentioned he has seen Ilion one previous occasion.
. ..
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~as then shown a photo ollftlmllimmediately recognized him as being an associate of
Redacted Patron I nlerv ew
lden11ty ng nforma 11 ~r"1
1

and

Rej;icteo

Patro1 lnt e"... 1ew jent fy1'1g ln'crmat on

Redacted

whom are both known

Palro"l Interview

M•1as then questioned about a delivery he received from •
(suspected of
lde nt1fy 1ng lnfo·m at1on
being associated tell- INC: 15-35942 refers). •Mstated that as it was a while ago, he could not
recall who the patron(s) were that were involved in the delivery.
A discussion o t - PGF account ensued, andH•nformed us that he has approximately $1
million in his bank account here and has no problem using bank drafts to game with.
elaborated
that he does not like the treatment here and feels that the treatment in Las Vegas or Macau is much
better and more relaxed (referencing sharing chips, etc.).

w.1•

n•then asked if he brought in $1,000-5000 to game with with his "lover," could he do so.111\111
was explained that as long as a bank/ ATM receipt could verify that the funds originated from said
bank/ATM, that that would be no problem.

ll

was asked if he has any chips at home, to which he replied "No."

was questioned on whether he has any knowledge or has ever been to an illegal casino in
Richmond or the lower mainland . •J.1-tated he has not heard of any casinos and would not go as he
does not like private casinosMl.ftatated that any private casinos in Las Vegas and alike are setting
you up to get robbed/ripped off.

- w a s explained once more the concerns we have for his safety and that associating with loan
sharks is not good for business or for BCLC. •
understood and shared the same concerns .
· - v a s informed that he is m-ore
than welcome to continue gaming, however, he must do so with a
bank draft via his PGF account. ·.._: '. was informed that should he wish to use cash, that the cash must
be accompanied by a receipt showing the disbursement of funds. -understood.

ltll did state that he wou ld be leaving soon back to China and would return around Christmas time.
At 1035 hrs, the interview was concluded.P!IWas thanked for his attendance and escorted off-site.
It is noted that during the interview, his close associate (former business partner/associate who
Heda:::.ted Pa· ron lnte!Vle\\'
arranges cash deliveries) was identified through a photo shown toER Identified as den· f n rifo m1 at101
1

l.lltiMllb•
MM also stated that he has a driver, whom has been identified as Reda:::.ted

Brandon Norgaard
BCLC Casino Investigator
215001

~.:1t1on

·1terv ew lde·1tirym;i Info 111at1::m
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

B 11 Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM Re.'.laC*edldcPa1·01
ntr'y1ng
on
SID •
Interview Date: April 20th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :33 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 16
nteMCl/1

tn~orma·

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
This patron was on the list of original patrons who were the subject of sanctions in
September of 2015. Between August 2015 and March of 2016 his visits to casinos was
almost non-existent.
He was asked the following questions :
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
Note: His profile reveals that he has been listed as having a number of
different occupations:

a. Dec 2014 as
b. Mar 2015 as
c. April 2015 as an owner of a

3. Ask him where he has been since August 2015 and March of 2016.
4. When was he made aware that he was subject of sanctions?
5. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
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6. He was asked why people were telling us he had knowledge of the
underground casinos.
7. He has been using PGF but impress upon him the importance of
continuing to use them.

Interview Results:

~ . .was given an explanation for the interview;
~

);>

He was asked when he was made aware of his sanction play and said that
he really could not remember but that it was about half a year ago;

if.'!11'tttM

He was in Canada between August of 2015 and March of 2016 and
wn~d UM
wit~. hi.~ son. The name of the business is
~!=an 1s ocate 1nlM@ii
Redacted Patron nter\'1ew
ldentrfyrng Information

owner;

);>

His only occupation is now

);>

fdenlff)ling lnfo ' Matlan
With respect to his other occupations he was never •
owner and believes that that may have been a misunderstanding and
0
likely related to his 1f'!IMlll;.that he did own back in China.

);>

He has never been
appeared on his profile;

);>

He no longer has business interest in China and his only source of income
Reda::ted Pa•rcn Interview
is with respect to hi
den' fy ng !lformallori

~

He source of wealth is as a result of this

~

He was questioned with respect to his previous buy ins that involved the
use of small denominations and explained that a lot of the time he is in a
rush so he borrows the money and that the rate for the service depends
on how quick you pay it back. If you borrow 100 K and you pay it back
within a day you will pay between $800.00 and $1000.00. If it is on a
monthly basis it will be 4%. It is not compounded and they do not care if
you pay back the full amount as long as you are paying the 4% every
month;

Redacted

Patron Interview

altlJMllruMand does not know how that

2

Reda::ted
lden•lf~·

Pat1 c n I l le1v e\'.

ng '1fomlat10'1
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';; He was asked if he ever considered that this cash maybe coming from an
illegitimate source but did not seem to understand this based on the
denominations. He further explained that there is no distinction in China as
cash is cash regardless of the denominations;

? He was educated how that may relate to criminal activity in Canada;
';; He has no idea why people would be saying he knows things about the
underground casinos. He knows that there are quite a few but you need
an invitation to attend but he has not received an invitation before;
);;>

He has heard that these casinos are owned by a number of shareholders;

);- He was questioned about the process to access funds and mentioned that
a phone call is made to him out of the blue. He said that he was surprised
the first time that this happened because he wondered how they got his
phone number. He did not question this too much as he thought it was an
opportunity for him to access funds right away which may allow him to win
his money back;
);- He was asked how he pays the interest for the service and he said it was
usually in chips;

? He does not know the names of the people who bring the cash as they are
different all the time.
?

He was told that it was not safe for him to pick up cash in this manner.

Interview over at 12:07 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained th~t have been placed onll1'f, abilit~ to buy-in usin.g cash
or un-sourced chips. ·.
was encouraged to continue to use his Patron Gaming
Fund Account and was commended on his efforts to date.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

3
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ml•

BCLC Sanctions
:ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

MWW was more than cooperative with investigators in answering the questions posed
to him.

A search of the ·

fir

with the business
of ITRAK revealed a
Redac'ed

Pa••on 1n•erv1ew

1oent fymg lnforma11on

It may be worthwhile doing a background on M • o confirm his source of wealth.

It would appear that someone is providing patron's telephone numbers to assist with
cash facilitation. Even more concerning is that their play is being monitored so that the
calls are made at an opportune time to the benefit of the facilitator.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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This is Exhibit" i 30
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BCLC IS

'M¥1Mh!!'%i'dili Mi!+•
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-31
Interview Time : 10:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JAN-18:
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with request for AML interview
BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Gaming Suspended pending interview

Recent Activity:
RrnMhas generated 278 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-SEPT
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $4,364,200.00
FX: $0

ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $18,758,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $8,798, 135
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to reinforce his BCLC Directive.

Occupation:
Real Estate Assistant- define role
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

?????? LOCATION

Redacted - FINTRAC
·-opened a PGF at RRCR 2017-APR and uses it with reasonable consistency.

Per his OSINT in 2017, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:

January 2019 - RRCR - Allegations
16-JAN
Directing

Reda:ted

Pat ron lnterve\\ ldentrfym;J lnfo rmat1::>n

to place bets for him and squeezing cards

17-JAN
Reaac'ed - Pat ron Interview 1dent fymg
lnformatm n

18-JAN
• • bettingfo

wagering fo

Reda:ted Patron 1111erv1ew
lde·1trfy ng ·1formal1on

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

verbal betting throug-

squeezing)
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~WMR3MWQ& wagering
.
f orJ
...
.n'f" verbal betting
. through-Fl·
.£;
l nformat1cn

23-JAN
Received a $5k chip form

Redacted

Patron Interview Identifying l nformat1on

I

in the smoking area

24-JAN

Ml wagering foWJ1i8
Discussion Points:

• sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?

Relationship to :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify business information , location/role/how often
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes
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Interview Results:

During the course of this interview, -Mlt''stated the following :

- He owns the home on Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- He built the home
- He recently purchased acreage in Richmond to build a larger home
- He plans to build an 11,000 square food home, he has city
approval/permits but hasn't started the build yet (waiting for better
weather)
and he has done the pre-load
- The land is or - He owns one home in Vancouver and one in West Vancouver, each
occupied by one of his kids and their families
- His wife and kids are here
- He had four kids, 25,22, 14, 12 and one grandchild with one on the
way
- The phone number associated to his profile is correct, he does not
knowwhcllflllW is (per notes on his OSINT)
- He owned farmland when he lived in China
- He has immigrated here (landed 2013) but does go back and forth as
he has an 81 year old dad in China
- He is a property developer here with three partners
- They currently have four properties, two on hold and two under
development
- One property under development is in Redacted Patron l ntervew Identify ing
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
- One property under development is in
it
Information
too is an apartment build
- The money he uses to gamble is essentially from a "slush fund", none
of it is essential money.
- He gambles what he has when he comes to the casino, when it's
gone it's gone
- He has lent money but only to good friends ("brothers") for business
purposes and there is never interest charged and never for gambling
lnf:::ni1allon
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- With respect to the recent incidences he has never directed play or
allowed someone to direct him
- He did accept $5K chip fromWllrnW in the smoking pit, she owed him
money, he was out of chips so she gave it to him
- He knows11·
·. through her parents, they are friends of his
MWand
. . a friends of his from China, he has known them for
years
- He knowf-through the casino, they may socialize, dinner,
drinks on occasion
a n d - are in real estate development in China
- From a wealth perspective-is way out of his league
- He would never tell-how to bet, he's too scared he'd get it
wrong a - · bets large
- He and his friends have squeezed one another's cards, if one of them
loses 3+ hands in a row they feel they have "bad energy/chi" and will
get someone else to squeeze to change their luck
- He had no idea the BCLC Conditions were to be taken so seriously
- He will follow them to the letter now he understands it is "direction
from the government"
- He has no knowledge of undergrounds or loan sharks

-m•

Investigators Comments:

- I H • was very cooperative and animated during the interview
He appeared genuinely upset when he realized how serious this
issue is for BCLC
- He has been told he will be given a time out if he does not cooperate
- Investigator LEE stated ··.; · 's accent is guttural, small town
consistent with him being a farmer in China; that he would not be
highly educated which is consistent with him not really taking the
conditions seriously
- - i s on full cash chip conditions, and while his wealth is well
established it is recommended he stay on full conditions

-
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2019-FEB-14
Forwarded to AML Manager for review

2019-FEB-22
Interview approved, patron to remain on conditions per AML Manager

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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This is Exhibit " 131
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

-

NAM • Reda::ted Patron l1terv ew
ng 1f01111<1llo1
SID#
Interview Date: 2016-MAR-16
Interview Time: 14:34 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
ldernf~·

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND
Reason for Interview:

MiW is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash
without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
notice.
-attempted to conduct a buy-in, and a review of hi~torical transactions found two
buy-ins in July 2015 that required follow-up. In addition • • was observed on the
River Rock VIP salon conducting play with $500 chips on March 12. The source of the
chips needed to be determined.
Interview Results:

• -provided an updated occupation of 'Shareholder in Mining Company' and
rovided business name of
•

··. ·
stated that he obtained the Canadian funds for the July buy-ins from China,
and then brought the funds back into Canada on subsequent travels. M$W brings
in less than $1 OK per trip and also arranges funds to be brought in the same way by
friends.
stated that on March 12 he conducted a small buy-in on the main floor where
he was not required to present IDNIP Card. After conducting some play on the main
flooMIW moved up to the VIP salon where he was identified and spoken to by
Service Provider staff.
• MJWstated there should be a lower level of cash play allowed instead of an
outright ban . He'd like to be able to come in and play for $2-3K with cash. It's difficult
to lose face when he comes in with friends and they can use cash but he can't.
• · · :. _
· will look into openin a PGF account.
•
·
was asked about ···· · · . . · · ·
·
. t h e y are friends involved in
similar industries ··.: ·· is involved in mining and ·. ·· is i . ... .·n forestry.
They frequently attend the casino together.MM stated tha . .
also obtains

• M•
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Canadian funds by having associates bring the funds into Canada when they come
from China.

Topics discussed during interview:

• Ell stated that he spends half his time in ~d the other half in B.C.
•
•
•

The reason for the interview was explained t~
Redacted - Patron Interview
The Patron Gaming Fund was explained and recommended to Identifying lnformatron
ed concerns that his wife would find out about the extent of his spending .
stated that he had heard of underground casinos operating in BC but he
een to any. He said friends had invited him to go, but as a businessman he
did not want to go. He did not want to become involved with "gangsters".

M

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
LEE explained. that_~anctions have been placed on ~ abilit~ to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced ch1ps.W;l•was encouraged to use h~n Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:WJWcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
Nothing Remarkable .

Jerome WAKELAND
Casino Invest igations
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BCLCl-l\j$Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
LEE, BONDESEN
BCLC Investigators:

Contact Approach: Interview required before patron's temporary suspension can be
removed

Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-MAR-29 -** BCLC AML Unit**- Three (3) month BCLC provincial suspension of
all gaming privileges. Ban commences 2019-MAR-29 and expires 2019-JUN-29 at
midnight. Patron is to make arrangements to be interviewed by an AML Investigator in
the final week of his ban prior to gaming privileges being re-instated . Please advise
or via email through
patron to contact Consumer Services at
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs.
2019-MAR-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-FEB-22-BCLC Play SUSPENDED pending investigation

Recent LCT Activity:
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No LCT transactions since 2019-MAR due to BCLC temporary suspension. 6 LCTs in
2019-MAR. Last LCT was on 2019-MAR-29 when he received a cash disbursement of
$59,000.

His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $24,600.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $184,520.00

The focus of the interview will be
unusual activities within BCLC facilities , and
his repeated circumvention of scu:~ · oirective.
Occupation: Student
Company:ll!I
History:

•
•
•

22 incidents, 21 incidents since 2019
4 exchanges of cash/chips
7 violations of BCLC prohibition

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

Civil Courts:

NIA
Recent Activity:

•

2019-MAR-29 and 2019-APR-17 , BCLC Prohibition at Grand Villa and Langley
Casinos.
• IN20190020915, 2019-MAR-29 at Parq Vancouver.MW conducted cash and
.,~ss (worth $5,000) in bathroom in order to circumvent BCLC directive
•
•

2019-MAR-29 at River Rock,WJ.M• received chips (estimated worth $4,000)
from an associateB.
2019-FEB-01 at River Rock, $3,000 chip pass to an associate.

Discussion Points:

•

Gambling-related incidents, notably circumvention of BCLC Directive

• sow
•

Associates
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Specific Questions to Ask:
•

Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

Who owns this home?

•

Does he rent or own it?

•

With whom does he reside?

Reda:led Patro n I nterv ew
ldemrf •1n nformat1on

•

Phone number:

•

Any occupation?

•

All sources of wealth?

•

•

Employment?

•

Business ventures?

•

Property? Other?

•

Parents?

IN20190020915, 2019-MAR-29 at Parq Vancouver,-conducted cash and
M i s s (worth $5,000) in bathroom in order to cir~ BCLC directive
•

From where does lltAl•knovl1117

•

From where/whom did ll•acquire the funds he passed tcRIM?

•

•

•

How much didRll pay/compensatefliiJ

•

Confirm photo o~

2019-MAR-29 at River Rock,received chips (estimated worth $4,000)
from an associate··::_.
...
• How does ·. ·
knov9
• Why did he ask her for =s?
• How many chips did he take from her?
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•
•
•
•

•

Why did s_~e ~ ree to give him chi~
How did .: .
eturn the funds tctll
How much di ··.
pay/compensate8for the chips?
Confirm photo

oil

.,.

2019-FEB-01 at River Rock, $3,000 chip pass under the table to an associate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does • • knowlill?
Why did he ask her for chips?
How many chips did he take from her?
Why did she a ree to give him chips?
How did ··.·. ·
the funds tolll
How much di
.: .. pay/compensat-for the chips?
Confirm photo o

• PflW was with-·when she took a suspected cash delivery
(IN20190011900).
•

What was the purpose of meeting the van in the parkade?

•

What dicil acquire from the driver of the van?

•

Identity of the driver?

• Ha41W ever used this driver and his services?
•

2019-MAR-29 and 2019-APR-17, BCLC Prohibition at Grand Villa and Langley
Casinos.

•

From where does

•

Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?

•

Why can he not provide proof of source of funds in the casinos?

•

How much money has··:·.borrowed to gamble?

•

II• acquire the funds he uses to gamble?

•

From whom ha

.:

borrowed money to gamble?

•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Explain toMWdirectives and escalating conditions

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
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The following information was provided by

- · · h a s not been a student at
~

llllm recently graduated from

Redacted

Redacted

RedacteCl Patro'l lnte !'\11ew
ldent1fytng Information

during the interview:

Patro1 lnl e"\lleW 1cent fy1'lg ln'orma• on

for approximately two

Pair::> 1 lnle 1 w~w

where he studied accounting.
- While awaiting a work permit from the Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC),
~helping his un.cle at the uncle's immigratio.n c~nsul~ing firm (f~r no. pay).
would not provide the name of the uncle's 1mm1grat1on consulting firm.
- Currently, B • is supported by his parents and receives an allowance from his
parents who continue to work in China.
l:::lent1fytng tn'ormat on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
recognized the photo o
knowsliil\liilf rom River Rock casino.
_
pp
mately six (6) months prior to incident 20190020915•1• had loaned Eric
approximately
$4 000 to $5,000 worth of chips.
- The chips t h a - g a v···
e ·· had been at -. . ·
house.
- Circa the end ~-MAR -... ·· epaid - :. . about $2,200 to $2 300 worth of chips
while in the men's washroom at Parq; the rest of the amount owed t a· ·
was repaid
in cash at another time nowhere related to a casino.
loane<lll.lthe chips when.had asked .
never charged any money, fees or interest when he loane- the chips.

Redacted Patron nten:1ew lden11•y1ng
-· ·
: recognized a p~oto o
as a patron from River Rock.
nfom1atr::>11
name.
. .. ..
- · ·. does not know
-At the end of 2019-MAR while gambling at River RockMW gave& $1 ,000 to
·n for him so it would not hold up the game by the service provider having to check
credentials and proof of source of funds when he tries to buy-in.
passed $1,000 tctRout on the smoking patio.
ed
lilWll the $1 ,000 worth of chips also out on the smoking patio .
•
- There was no charge , service fee, or additional money exchanged in relation tell
conducting the buy-in on-W; behalf.

II

II

recognized a p~ of Redacteo Patro'l lnte· .. 1ew ldent1fyng lnrorma' on as a patron from River Rock.
does not know . s name or remember any incidents of cash/chip exchanges

~

-has returned to China.

W:i1!1M vaguely recalls an evening at River Rock with

when
they went together to the parkade a n . . met a van in the parkade.
WJ.t!IM does not know the nature of -. meeting with the driver of the van or the
R:e::ac'ed

Pat·o1 lnterJ1ew aen' fytng l1form a·1on
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f the meeting.
memory of this incident was limited.

ii

currently has no chips in his possession .

Investigators' comments:

- - s temporary suspension was lifted further to completion of this interview on
2019-JUL-23 however, he remains subject of sourced cash/chip conditions .
Although-did not always remember specific casino incidents or did not always
e7iiiCide'nt details to corroborate all casino reporting, it is assessed that
s intentions in BCLC facilities are to engage in legitimate gambling. He
acknowledged chip and cash exchanges and understands that these actions can be
assessed as unusual or suspicious, resulting in an escalation of conditions .
There are no concerns regarding WJ!D,Ms source of wealth, which comes from his
parents, or the source of his funds.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC l**;'§@*H·'+"M'fi*'E'h•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-27
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview

Recent Activity:

MIWhas generated 117 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-MAY.
On 2017-0CT-20 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a ··· · s most
average
recent buy-in of $80k cash is in excess of an average buy-in" for him. .
is $50-$60k.

1111 uses his PGF on a consistent basis, having opened the account 2014-AUG.
Sinc44W; first LCT in 2014 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $2,982,860
FX: $0
PGF: $5,594,300
DSB:$4,7 48,564.50
Average Bl: $50-$60

Occupation:
Sales Manager

Company:
Reda:::ted Patron lriterve\\
lden'lf)' ng riformat101

LCT's - SOF??

$80k 2017-0CT-19- Mixed Bills - $50x284=$14,200, $100x658=$65,800:$80k

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

Specific Questions to Ask:

2
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1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6.
7. Cautior
against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewll!BllliJ.l~l
'w"

stated the following:

His company is calle
an importing company
The company sells primarilyMl\IMINmjf" Distributor
.
He is %50 owner in the compan--is partner named as~
Among those they distribute to ' · :
in Quebec
~·pin Ontario (confirmed by INV)
ey:ve recently begun distributing to the us
They did have an add running on the internet that also specified product pricing
With the move the to the States, the Agency they are dealing through there
asked that they remove the information on the Internet as the pricing is affecting
how much they can sell for in the States (the· ·
·cing)
- Patron advised he has two residences on i
··· · · · · •·
·
· ..
- lives between the two reside~ month or so at each back and forth
~SOK buy in that is in question- advises $15k was from home
MMproduced banking data showing two withdraws from RBC on October 16
and 17 for $18k and $37k respectively (buy-in 2017-0CT-20)
-

(confirm~llfliYm"

3
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Buy-in money was $50's and $100 bills

ll.11• owns his properties

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:

Patron was polite and answered all questions posed
Patron appeared to be answering all questions honestly
Patron felt the request to see his bank accounts was "personal" but did produce
the information when the SOW issue was explained to him
Patron primarily plays through his PGF account
Bank statements support a SOW for patron
Business as described by patron appears to be legitimate based on the
information provided
No $20's in the $80k buy in that created the need for this interview

In conclusion, Investigators CHAN and COUSINS feel th• • has demonstrated how he is
sourcing his bank drafts and buy-in's. Conditions at the discretion of Management.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-12
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Barred pending interview (abuse of BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions)
Recent Activity:
• • has generated 741 individual LCT records dating back to 2013NOV.

On 2015-SEPT-1 R..IM placed on BCLC Directive - no unsourced cash/chip conditions (all
cash requires withdrawal slip for cash buy-in i.e. from bank or ATM)

On 2017-JUL-14 barred for abuse of BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
reinforcing cash chip conditions and make patron very aware that there will be zero tolerance
moving forward should he abuse his BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions when he returns to the
Casino.

History:

MW is attached as a participant to 262 incidents within iTrak. For the most part the
incidents reflect UFT's or cash chip exchange.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF forMW but
primarily the concern is the patron's abuse of his BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions.

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

received the chips first from

Redacted Patrori
l:iterv ew ldenlrf~·mg

170030673(May 271h) - afternoon
Redacted Patron lnter11ew 1dent1fying lnformaf1on
- ·-received chips from
($8k a f t e did a buy in with $20's, it is believed the chips were passed in Sea Ha~

- afternoon
bought in for $28kllJil directing wagers

170035047 (June 181h)
2
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Redacted

Patron l1tervew ldent1fymg
ln'orma'1on

Believed to be buying in for and taking direction fromRII•

170036074 (June 24th)
I

bought in for $18k
-... _
Believed to be buying in for and taking direction fron¥.IW
Redactej

Patron ntef\1ew ldent1'y1ng lnformat1cn

Redacted FINTRAC
What is your relationship to all these people
How did you meet them
What is the agreement surrounding the facilitation of cash
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm his address a
Who else lives there?

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on

1

is current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

barred ,

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located (can he validate the
company).

3
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specifically abuse of his
BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Cautior Mi1Mthat should his behaviour start up again he will be barred
immediately
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview--INjf* stated the following:
-

He no lo,er lives at th4RMaddress, it is a mailing address for him

':f?!,!J!!UUM!'!'T" is his "special friend" and while he did not confirm he was in
residence with her it was eluded to
He ancllll bet for one another on occasion
He is currently in divorce proceedings
His wife has the •M•property, he does not go there very often
They have rooms in the basement that have been rented out
His son's friends rented rooms on occasion but believes there are none there now
Hi is not aware of who lives there except for advising he did provide residence follll
Redacted Patron !'llerv ew
lderl11fy ng 111fonnat10
whose wife was just about to have a baby when they found
themselves in a bind(lease up)
He does not direct play or pass money
He does squeeze cards for others, it's just a "friends/luck" thing
Redacted - Patron Interview is a special friend of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information
Identifying Information
is a special friend of
Redacled Patron
in China together
Interview cent f n
He lives part time Canada and l2filt time China
He is the owner o•@ll"IO*Mi§Jj[§i$&1n·WIM'·ii,,@!.J.• (no longer has the other
l

-

~~~~~ the commercial for the company
l nfonnat1on

e 1s aware o un erground casino's but states he does not go to them

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter sent to SP
management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un~ sourced" cash
(all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
4
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Bil

notice
is no longer allowed to remain in the high limit rooms or high limit area's
UNLESS he is actively gaming with his own sourced funds.

2017-0CT-12 *** BCLC-Patron has been interviewed and spoken to by AML unit. BCLC barring
has expired, patron remains on BCLC No Un-Sourced Cash/Chip conditions .***

2017-JUL-14 RRCR informed of BCLC barring/directive papers served and asked to leave@
0955hrs.

2017-JUL- 14 - BCLC AML Unit - Three (3) month BCLC provincial ban for abuse of BCLC
imposed cash/ch ip conditions . See media tab for barring letter and notice. Patron is to make
arrangements to be interviewed by an AML Investigator in the fi nal week of his ban prior to
gaming privileges being re-instated. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC
AML Programs.

Investigator Comments:

Patron advised that if any of the scenarios we have seen from the past start to crop up again he
will be barred for a longer duration .
Current barring is over, new conditions for sourced cash chips recommended .

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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BCLC I

Wf&!Mi!i!A!l!\-

119!\R

·111

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-21
Interview Time: 1230 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Arrange an interview
Recent Activity:

ftllil!ll has generated 5 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-SEPT.
On 2017-DEC-19 : Directive place on file for patron to arrange an interview with AML

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

History:
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PJM is attached as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as ••accepted
a $50k drop off on 2017-DEC-13.
An average buy in amount forPIW ranges from $20-$30K per visit.
mtldoes have a PGF account, opened on his first noted visit to the site and has
been using it regularly.

Since Li 's first LCT in 2017-SEPT he has conducted a combined total of:
81:$128,000
FX: N/A
PGF : $122,000
DISB: $165, 135

Occupation:
Owner, Investment Company

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

INCIDENT OF NOTE:

170072100- RRCR - 2017- DEC-13

KM!•

After a buy-in of $19K ($1 OO's in two bundles wrapped with elastic) and a PGF buy-in of
$11
an out of money/chips.
2104 hrs
Rif";ent a text message.

2106 hrs

2
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M•passed his salon card to a U/K A/M (SIDllllUIQI who was sitting at spot 1 of
MDB25. The U/K AIM then left the salon and waited inside the resort east entrance.

2119hrs
Redacted - Patron nler\ 1ew

A
(no plate obtained) turned onto River Road from #3 Road and
ldent1fy1 n,;J lnfo·rriat1::m
stops on River Road near the Sea Harbour restaurant. An unknown A/M (SIDIR!i\11$4)
exited the vehicle carrying a black plastic bag. Unknown AIM (SID llM£!Q then
headed across the street and met up with PJl•. They both then entered the casino
via the east lobby, took the elevator up to the salon and waited outside the salon door in
the hallway.

2123 hrs
M!Wreceived a call (S1c:lliMMBwas making a call outside the Salon doors at the
same time).p!IW exited the salon, SID lilBremoved bundles of $100 bills
wrapped in elastics from his pants pockets and handed them toR•who in turn put
them in his pants pockets. The three men then entered the Salon whereM1l•placed
the bundles of $100 bills on MDB25 for a $50,000 buy in and continued play.

Specific Questions to Ask:
What can you tell us about this incident?
What is your association to the two young men?
How did you meet them?
Where did thjiiilflme from?
Who owns th
§
the young man arrived in?
Who was in his entourage that evening?

Confirm his address at
current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. What is his address while in Canada?
c. Does own any other houses?

3
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2. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
Redacted - Pat ron Interview
3. What is his association to ldenlrfymg
?
1n~armat1 on

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that buying in for another patron consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?

6. Caution llW against conduct transactions for associates. Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy
in at BC Casinos.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. When did he arrive/How long is he staying here?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Hedacted - Patro~
1nterv ew ldenllfymg

stated the following:

He has emigrated t · · ·· ·. ·
with his family
He splits his time between China and
owns a home in both
countries
He does not own real estate here
The company name he has provided is correct, he is 75% owner
His main business is buy/sell antiques and paintings
He is here visiting with friends, his wife is with him
ed Patro'l lnter·J1ew
- The name of the friend he is staying with is Redac
ldent1fy1 'lg
on
lilllives in Richmond
They arrived last week and are going home (China) next week after Christmas
Canada is the only country he gambles where he has to use cash (i.e. does not get
credit)
He brought $80k with him in his suitcase, he did not declare it
He exchanged his money in China
1

1n~c1ma•

4
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On the evening in question (2017-DEC-13) he was at the Casino with his wife and
friends
He calleclillwhen he started to run short of cash and asked him to get it out of his
suitcase for him and bring it over
Paf•on
The you-n he gave his Salon card to was his driver lnte·v1e11 tde nt1fy1 19 - not related)
He gave · . his card so he could meetll and bring him up to the Salon with the
cash
llilowns theEii!!lhe arrived in
For the most part he was the only one gambling, the others were watching
He finds with the time change he is up nights a lot and likes to gamble then
He has a BMO bank account here, he opened it 2017-SEPT
He can access bank drafts from BMO, the problem he finds is that he cannot get
bank drafts in the evening , he has to think to get them earlier in the day
He does have debit but the amounts he can get out is minimal relative to the level he
likes to play at
He prefers to bet big for the "thrill"
He has run out of the cash he brought in in his suit case
He does not use loan sharks or have any information on underground casinos
~edac· cd

-

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:
was very forthright and courteous during the course of the interview.
Given ··.. • · did not declare the money he was using and ha• •pts for it, has a PGF
account an
ank account in Canada, COUSINS recommend
·. .
stay on sourced
cash/ship conditions .

2017-DEC-21
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
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BCLCIP-Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-07
Interview Time : 09:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-11
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
WJ\l!IWhas generated 167 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-MAY
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,400,000.00
FX: $1.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $11 ,400,750.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,734,740.00
The focus of the interview will be re -establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.

Occupation:
House Wife

Company:

NIA
What happened to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

?

Redacted - FINTRAC
-

has a PGF account at RRCR/Parq and uses it with frequency.
The Qr,im.§IY concern is SOF and chip passing.
Pe. . .s OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:
-

25 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
btb (previously denied) cash pass

File synopsis

Discussion Points:

sow
SOF
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Next time a suspicious event (suspected chip/cash pass, verbal betting on behalf
of others or others for her) 6 month suspension (per Wifff•
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owner(s) of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship?

Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview

Reda:ted

Patrc n

lnle"'J1ew aent rfy1ng

stated the following :

She does not know wh!'-ihe was barred
She is the CEO of i;J!f®'i'ii·!.IMl§,ljj§jijijnWlmi.!lrlfii!.!.+
She does not know who altered her profile to "housewife"
The company has been in a bit of a hiatus as her colleagues are in China, they
expect to start up again in June/July
The mane she is current! amblin with is from previous savings
She own
She lives in the home with her parents and six(6) year old daughter
She is divorced, her ex lives in China, she has nothing to do with him
She essentially takes her daughter to school, comes to the casino to "kill time"
then picks her daughter up after school
She does not know the "young kids" that were hanging around her table outside
of the casino
Often if you have a "lucky shoe" patrons will join your table which was the case
with the "kids"
Yes , she did verbal bet on occasion for them
She did not chip pass with the "kids", she may have passed from one to the other
if she was in the middle but that is all
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She has never had the "kids" buy chips for her
She comes to the casino in the morning when often it is "dead" in which case she
will join a table, on occasion that may be with the "kids" because they are the
only other ones paying
She prefers to join a table than sit alone, better atmosphere and she can watch
the shoe without betting to get a sense for how things are going

Investigators Comments:

- 11··:
·· was very cooperative during the interview

-

·
· stated she did not know why she was barred
It was made very clear to•1AWthe reason for her barring (chip/cash
pass/verbal betting on behalf of others)
It was made very clear to her that should she choose to continue with the noted
practices she will be barred 6 months and so on .... .
RO, is on full cash chip conditions , her wealth is well established via OSINT,
is recommended she stay on full conditions

2019-MAY-07
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-MAY-08
Filed

L. Cousins
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BCLC

ls'@f@*f*lf'i"i'i'ff"*!fUE

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-27
Interview Time : 1300 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
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Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 54 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-MAY
On 2017-DEC-18 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

History:
· = · i s associated as a participant to 5 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as suspicious.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as well as
pursue questioning regarding a suspected chip passes and cash drop.

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION:

INCIDENT: 170066299
2017-NOV-21
RRCR
20:48 hrs
M!jWpassed approximately 7x$1K chips to Redacted Patlon
of the passllwas on sourced cash/chip conditions.

? relationship t I

ntel\'•ew lde!lt1fy1n;i Information

At the time

Redacted Patron
Interview ldentlf)• ng

? tell us about this incident

INCIDENT: 170066691
2017-NOV-22
RRCR
19:24 hrs
RejaC'ed

Pat on lnter11ew oen:1fy1ng lnformaf ton

play. Shortly after
-

entered salon alone and bought in for $15K with minimal
entered Salon washroom where it is believed

received $11K in chips from.
Redacted - Patrol

? relationship to 1nterv ew ldent1fymg
'
? tell us about this incident
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INCIDENT: 170071064
2017-DEC-14

RRCR
10:30 hrs

-

approached aw'""*wllil. . . . that was pulled over on Great
Canadian Way south of the bus loop- ,;·- :-got in the vehicle passenger side and
Both headed directly to
three minutes later emerged with
the Salon where ··:: :· entered the private room of CD19 and removed a white
plastic bag from her left pocketMW appeared to be checking the contents of
the bag (like she wasn 't sure what was in it) the approached the cage and removed
5 bundles (lx$S0/4x$100 wrapped in elastics) for buy-in.

? whose car was it
? who passed the money
?who/how was the cash arranged
? how interest do you pay
? How does repayment work
? How often does she borrow money
? What is her relationship with the driver

Redac•ed Patr::n
ntc1v1ew ldent1'y1ng

INCIDENT: 170071507
2017-DEC-16

RRCR
09:28 hrs
Mi!Wchip passing t I

Reda;;ted

Patron lr1terv ew Ide llrfy1ng

ifonnat1o'l

directing play

? tell us about this incident
INCIDENT: 170072994
2107-DEC-23

RRCR
16: 17 hrs
while in the Salon, picked up~ purse, both ladies
went to the washroom, 35 seconds later they exited an~took
approximately $15K in chips from her purse and commenced play.
Redacted

Pat1on nlerv ew ldent1'y1ng lnfo•niat1cn

? relationship witJWJ!HM
?Tell us about the incident
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Sinci:IHtlMM first LCT in 2016 her transactions are as follows:
Bi: $836,470.00
FX: $1.50
PGF: $719,400.00
DSB:$485,598.00
Average Bl: $25K

Occupation:
Advertising Company Owner

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long she has
been working there and where the business is located. (address)
4. CautionltJ.l•against using funds belonging to others to conduct
buy-in 's. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further
restrictions on her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
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Interview results:
During the course of the interview

-

Redacte::l Patron
lnterv1e\\ lde1t1fy ng

stated the following:

She lives at the Vancouver address noted on her profile
She owns the property
Her company name is a
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
·
Redacted
- Patron Interview Identifying Information
(provided an address o
(updated on her profile)
Her company employs a treasurer, an assistant and herself (owner)
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Her company arranges
here in
Canada
She has organized two events at RRCR
She organizes gala's with the entertainment she provides from overseas
(provided pictures of herself with others at gala's)
She was in China until recently, she returned 20 days ago
INC170066299 involvinglBMI• she does not recall th is incident, she
anc:llllare just casino friends
I NCl 70066691 involving
"'she denies the chip pass, she andH
are Casino friends
With reference to the above noted incident she states she does not like to
keep a lot of the chips on the table if she is winning she will often slip $SK
chips in her purse and $1K chips in her pocket
INC170071064 involvin
"'she knows-from the Casino,
she did not meet a•ll&or receive cash for Bl (Investigators did remind
her at this point that all incidents being discussed were in fact captured on
camera ............. )
I NCl 70071S07 involving • ·:. • :- '. _ •
is a menace always asking to
borrow money/chips. She determine ·.·: · ··
has no income and tries to
avoid her because she can't be lending money she is not going to get back
¥41• is squared up with her with respect to monies owing now
INC:170072994 involvin
"'she denies the $1SK chip pass stating
MM is just a $SK player and would not have the money to have a $1SK
buy-in or to loan it -Miiiis a casino friend
She does not know of undergrounds
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INVESTIGATORS COMMENTS:
- • •Nas evasive in her answers and often dancing around the questions
asked
·-.. r did open up her banking information on her phone and she clearly
does have money, and transaction to RRCR are also evident
- - i s using her PGF with relative frequency and was encouraged to keep
with this practice
It is recommendedmJ• stay on fully sourced cash/ship conditions
Interview forwarded to Manager for review on 2018-MAR-27
Manager concurs with findings (2018-MAR-28) , interview files
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC""AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Reda:::ted Patrcn
NAM •• tnte
v1e11 lde nt1ry1 lg
SID#
Interview Date: 11 /03/2015
Interview Time: 14:22 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
1fomHt101

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The reason for the interview was to address the following questions :
1. Establish the source of her cash when she has brought it in ;
2. Who is the driver of the truck that you gave the 310

Kto on October 26 1h?

3. On October 2?1h where did the 1OOK come from?
4.

Confirm her spouse's information if possible for our records and source of wealth
documentation ;

5. As well she should also be given the usual positive feedback for her use of her
PGF account and how much we value her as a customer. I am confident that she
has the banking structure in place to utilize bank drafts consistently but we
definitely need her to reduce these large buy-ins with small bills moving forward .
6. To emphasize the need for her to use her PGF account and not be bringing in
large amounts of small bills (which she has done consistently in the past along
with her PGF deposits ;

Interview Results:

? She was advised for the reasons for the interview;
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Redacted

Patro1 rnte -v1e11 lde nt1fy1'1g lnfo rma! on

is her husband and

Redacted

Patron 'llel'\' ew ldent1fymg
1nformatton
1

is a friend

from her village;
.,, She has works as an exporter for her mother's
in China ;
.,, The company also manufactures
procedures ;

Redacted Patron nten. 1cw
lde'lt1fymg lnfo·rnatlon

company which is

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

for those

., ,_ She is a shareholder in this company;
.,,,_ She went on to say that she immigrated 6 years ago and at that time there was
restrictions on money and she relied on relatives to send her money ;
.,, She makes a habit of lending money out to friends and also borrowing ;
.,, She stated that she loses more money than she wins and when you lose you
borrow money;
"

The 31 O K was to her friend because owed money to a friend;

"

On the 181h and 19th of October the money she received was from people that
owed her money ;

.,, Unprompted she stated that she does not go to the underground casinos but
brought it up because the casino managers have been saying not to go because
it is illegal ;
.,,,_ She stated that lending money back home is not as frequent as it is here;

~ She further stated, referring to the October 19th transaction, that you are not
going to ask why the money is all 20's just as long as it is not fake ;
;, She was told by LEE that there is a concern over this as this amount in the small
denominations do not generally come from legitimate sources ;
.,, She was puzzled about this and responded by saying that it was not illegal to
possess 20 dollar bills ;
.,, In response to this she was advised that the money may come from the drug
trade and she was concerned about this ;
.,, She stated that she is a law abiding citizen and does not want any trouble ;

2
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>-

She then asked if it was Ok to get 100 dollar bills at which time she was advised
of possible conditions that may be placed on her profile that would require her to
explain the source of her cash;

>-

She advised that she understood and that she could use bank drafts and implied
she would also ask the people that owe her money to give her bank drafts;

>-

She was given praise as to her use of PGF accounts and that we want to see her
continuing to use them ;

>-

She stated that she will try to avoid the cash "buy In 's" and use her PGF account;

>-

She was asked to explain who she contacts to facilitate the cash and she stated
that it was from friends but that she did not think it was necessary that she
provide the identity of the friends .

Interview over at 14:50 hours.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions• l • 1as had no sanctions on her play. She was advised that
should she continue with the buy ins with small denominations they may apply to her.

Investigator Comments:
The purpose of this interview was to rem inc M •of the importance of using her PGF
accounts and stop cash "Buy IN 's". She understood this and the reason why.
She appears to have a legitimate source of wealth .

Tom Caverly
Casin o Investigations
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BCLC IP

· - "'' -

"'·· ...~,

om

•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-05
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

Mi!IM 1as generated 57 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-FEB.
On 2017-AUG-10 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview (seasonal player,
just back in town now, hence the delay in contacting BCLC for interview)

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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History:

M• is associated as a participant to 07 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as unusual transactions ,05 exchange cash/chips and one (1) third party cash out.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF aMI!• had a
cash drop in August 2017 (unsourced cash for purchase of casino chips) and has been
the recipient of chip passes in the past.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1 ,000 - $111,000 (off the back of a win) with an
average buy-in of $10-$15K.
PGF account opened in January 2017 with moderate usage.
- i s known to associate with a number of different VIP players in particular:
Redacted

Patron ! riterv ew

f - Is this his wife?
- passe1PllMchips (x2 in 2014)
he is from the same Province in China, they have past business interests

lde ·1t1fy ng nfor mat10·1

Reda.::ted - Patron lnterv,ew lde:itrfymg lnfo ,rnat1on

·-

··-

Redacted -

Patro'l

•·

Pe · ·. · :· ·
"chip passed",
table.

· ·

• • · •
passed chips to him under the table 201i;
sat eh same table as him, ran out and asked to borrov?llW
won and paid him back immediately with a chip pass under the

·
· ·
p a s - · s to WJAl•2016)
Pe
this is his brother-in-law, ··.. :· deoe3s not sp[ecifically recall the incident
but wouldn't think twive about lending to his brother-in-law and believes he was likely
getting paid back.

*@+11+&!i•fri@!+ll
(passed $5k in chips t< • • a f t e r a debit buy in 2016)
Per ·: . he is a good fnend and company manager.

Average Bl : $10-$15k

Occupation:
Owner, Investment Company
2
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Company:
Redactea

Patron Interview ldent1'y1ng
1nfmmat10'.l

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-3824 (January)
$20K Bl all $20's - dropped off by

Redacted - Pahon lnte view ldent1'ying 1nrormat1on

Where did it come from?
Who directed him there?
How often has he used that facility?
What is the process for exchange?

2017-6640 (February)
$1 OK in buy-in money ($20's)
Where did it come from?
Who directed him there?
How often has he used that facility?
What is the process for exchange?

2017-45474
2017-AUG-10- evening hours
Attempt Buy in btb $40K in $10, $20 $50 denominations - delivered
- Received a cashjass frorr.MMM!it'"who was sitt-·e rear of clfilM
•:&N&.•""IJWm&F.f!ii\H
.. •then exited the vehicle and joined · : :· after the pass.
lnfcrma· on
They entered the casino together
Buy in refused - btb $40K in $10, $20, $50 denominations (bills were held within
a pink plastic shopping bag)
Drop seemed to be arranged via cell phone
Initial buy in attempt at the table, directed to the cage and denied, money
returned

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Why does he need money d
. .d to him?
and how long has he known him?
What is his relationship with .:
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
3
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How often does · ·: :
Who was driving the

ou?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage8• to use his PGF account.
7. Cautior-Wagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Reoac'e d Pa•r on
1ntel\ 1ew ldent1f m

stated the following :

He does have a home in Vancouver, address updated/corrected
Per google map his home appears quite opulent
He owns two other homes in Richmond , his daughter who has just graduated will be
living in one, the second an investment
He has another daughter in school here
4
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He lives both in China and Canada
He and his wif
travel back and forth together
His has many investment interests including interest in Real Estate, Construction

Mining.@fj@ll!(•l.imi§ri\jllJBl~iiJlll

The umbrella company name 1 1 ~
,
Currently all his business interests are in China, but he is looking at investing in the
BC Mining Industry (Coal or Natural Gas)
His bank account here is TD
He is very challenged with the English language
His daughter assists him at the bank when he is getting a bank draft or cash
He is not a big gambler (consistent with his profile)
He has never borrowed to chase/stay in the game if he runs out
His typical bank withdraws (assisted by his daughter) are $5k, if he does not need it
he will just keep it in his safe at home and that would be the source of the larger
$10k and $20k buy-in's with $20's noted earlier in the year
He is known by his friends to be wealthy, they do borrow from him
He often entertains senior company people from China in Canada
As his guests cannot access funds as easily as he can he will often give them $1 k or
$5k chip to play with
- With respect to the 2017-AUG-1 O incident.- advised he had bought in earlier
f-'a ron 1n·erv1cw
·n the da with a $50k bank draft (confirmedViaiTrak review Rcoac·cd
1oem r
Information
obse -.. .. uy-in and - .: . ·
utting the chips in his pocket
for a loan and ··: :·
ave him $45k in chips keeping
oache
.: ·
~himself ··:: :.
is not good friends with . : :· and was very acific that
- h a d to pay him back as this •
. was to last him a long tim@J:1!Mlost all
the money at the tables (per iTrak). .
did buy in for the $5k he describes (per
iTrak)
Redacted Patron -..terv ew
was very annoyed
The delivery fro11 Mii was the money he owed lde'ltrf •1n 1nformat1::i11
mall bills and told thi_~ tolti!IW
did not want to len¥Ji£ the money (chips) but did it to "save face"
advises some he has lent money to have not paid him back (smaller
amounts $1-$5k)
- d.P.• is now quite versed in chip pass policies and has been encouraged to use
his PGF more often
1

in

ll

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUL-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:
lllWwas a very well-spoken man. He was extremely polite and cooperative during the entire
interview and struck the investigators as an honest man. He is a successful executive with a
minimal play approach to gambling-answered all questions he was asked and he
answers reflect information in iTrak .~ he nor the bulk of his friends are HRP. His
5
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Vancouver home is opulent suggesting significant wealth . The source cash/chip conditions were
pending interview were implemented by the site and do not appear too been necessary in the
opinion of the investigators.
2017-10-13
After review -AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM concurs with investigators assessment and
has directed conditions be removed and player monitored moving forward. Patrons profile
updated:

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

182575 B 11 Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAM ; Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#
Interview Date. June 1 , 2016
Interview Time: 12:36 hours
Interview Location: Villa Casino VIP
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

During this interview, the following questions were posed

tcllmM

1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
ReOacted

Pat ron Interview

3. The
has only been in operation for a few months, how is
ldcnt1fyng lnforma: on
it generating so much income?
1

4. What is his relationship t •
5. What is his relationship t •
6. What is his relationship t •

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

7. On May 141h, 2016 you attempted to cash in some chips and were not
allowed. Do you know why?
8. What is his relationship t I

Redacted

Patron

ln•erv1ew Idem •,n

9. Did he receive chips from him on the 141h and if so was he charged a fee
to get the chips?
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1a. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
11-uses PGF Accounts but has a number of abandoned chip
~s. The money from the chips is deposited into his PGF account.
Why does he leave his chips like this?
12. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interview Results:
IM•stated, in part, the following:
Y

He was advised about the government requirements for reporting cash
transactions and stated he understood this;

Y He confirmed that he owns a
wealth;

Redacted Pa 1 ·on Inte rview
ldent1fyng lnfo rmat on

and that this is the source of his

Y He was asked about the May 81h incident and stated that he received this money
from a friend;
Y

He stated that the friend 's name
phone number for him;

isll!IW but would not provide a last name or

Y He was asked how he paid back for the money he received from him and
he said that he does that when he wins;

Y He does not get charged a percentage for the money but he pay@W1-2
thousand when he wins;
>-- He was asked what happens when he loses but avoided the question and stated

that he pays him back when he wins;
Y The people that he was with on the 8th are only acquaintances and he met them

while playing at the casinos;

>-' They did not arrive together but played together;
>-- He was asked about the alleged chip exchange that was believed to happen in

the washroom and denied that this happened;

2
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>-

There was a washroom in the VIP room but he chose to go out of the room and
use another one. He was asked why he did this and stated that he was losing, so
he went to walk out to the other washroom to change his luck;

~

He was asked where the chips came from ($50,000 .00) and stated that this was
from previous play over the last year;

? He said he would buy in for 3-4 thousand and when he was up 6-7 he would
bring the chips home;

>-

He was question about the small denomination "Buy In 's" and responded by
saying "Isn 't all money? "

>-

It was explained to him how this could be looked at as being suspicious and he
suddenly understood ;

>-

Although he calls his friend M'M for the delivery another person delivers the
money to him but he does not know that person 's name;

>- -

is in now in China and he calls him to arrange the deliveries;

>-

The site did eventually allowed him to deposit the $50,000 into his PGF account
and he believes it was done because someone was doing a favour for him at the
site;

»

He claimed that someone said to him 'We 'll do some paperwork." To make the
deposit happen;

»

He questioned whether his conditions would be removed or not and was advised
not at this time.

Interview over at 1 :25 pm
Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator;
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips. ··::' :·
was encouraged to us~on Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LE E acted as interpreter during
th is interview.

3
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BCLC Conditions continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on May 161h, 2016.
Investigator Comments:
W!!Mcould not provide a reasonable explanation with respect to his income supporting
his level of play. Further to this it is more than likely that he is using the services of
cash facilitators.
It is also more than likely he received the chips in the washroom. A review of his history
shows that he was the subject of LCT reports at the Villa beginning in May of this year.
With this in mind there is no way he would of have accumulated that amount in chips
which is contrary to the explanation he has offered.
Conditions should remain and his play monitored closely.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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scLc 1s•@tf'IMif"f'f\f'i*f!.!ifi!i!+•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-18
Interview Time : 1110hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

MMis currently under sourced cash conditions.
Recent Activity:
On 2017-MAY-17P4)'ill was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-May-17 BCLC Directive: ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is
not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please
advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC and establishin9$.'s relationships with some of his casino associates.
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History:

-

has generated 81 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-SEP.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to in access of $80,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills. Average or typical amounts have been in the $30K range.
Incident summaries (STR's in past month) :
2017-24864 (RRCR) 2017 -APR-29: · ·bought in for $23,000 ($10K in $20's).
2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30: · · : arrived at the casino with his associatelll
. He resented a rox. 30K in cash
was seen associating with
was suspected of receiving chips from
2017-26141 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-05:MMwas seen coming from the bus loop behind
the South parkade where he picked up a bag containing $79K in $20 bills used for
buying in.
2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16: -bought in for a total of $108,760 (majority
$20's).lilll!im arrived at the casino Wittlilland bought in for $80,060 in $20's (insideu ~y themed gift
Later.he wa_s se~n entering ~he ~ashr~om wit 1 ·:::
aniMIW It was suspected · provided him with $28,700 1n mixed bills.

a

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Company:
Redacted

Patron nterv1ew ldentr'y1ng
nformat1::> 1

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address on

Redacted

Pa'·on Interview 1cent fy 1ng riformal101

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lona;1s been
working there and where the business is located and what ·:: ·· s role or
job title is (if applicable).
2
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. EncourageM'ft"Wto use his PGF account. Review o~ recent
LCT activity confirms he holds PGF account 829 at R~7. CautionE/fliWagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30:

RE 2017-26141(RRCR)2017-MAY-05:

1. Who dropped off the bag of money behind the South parkade?
RE 2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16:

1. Where did the initial $80K in $20's come from? SOF form states from his home
savings?
2. Confirm that-provided him with the second buy in ($28K) in the washroom.
BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

Ell##

)r- • • confirmed

his address in Canada as noted above
in
Vancouver).
o He stated he has a wife and two kids that live primarily in Canada (they
vacation in China every couple of years) .
o MWspends a little more than half of the year in China.

3
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? -stated his company name is not

~ofile.

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on

as noted on his

He stated th.is is the name of his g?o~l'll
• His friends named sounds like .~... ..,.
• • .·· . has an associate in iTrak named · · 11.liroz.PS.m:IJill!w
Information
·-.. :·
which could be the friend he was referring to but the
occupation does not match.
o He assumed that when he and his friend first registered in the casino the
staff must have reversed or made an error when entering their company
names.
Pat ro n 1n·erv1ew
business.
o He confirmed his company is involved in Reoac'ed
,aen• 1f m lnforma:1on
• He is the owner of the company.
- Pa• ron
• The name of his company sounds like 11er\' ew ldc nt1rymg
• He has been associated to this business for over 20 years.
• He registered the business in 1998 (but it was operational before
o

~edac·ed

~ing) .

• - h a s no businesses in Canada.
• His and his friends company are two separate businesses but have
dealings with one another .
.
. - s t a t e d that he stores money at his residence, usually large denomination
I IS.
o He added that when friends/family come to visit they bring CON cash with
them (large bills). When the return to China they leave the CON with him
and he wires the funds in Chinese currency to their Chinese bank
accounts.
o He does not often use the money at home to gamble with because his
wife will notice it missing and he does not want his wife to know he
gambles.
o Instead, he borrows money from any one of his multiple "friends" then
pays them back in China.
• • • w a s unwilling to name any of his "friends" that he borrows
from in Canada.
• He stated he has multiple friends in Canada that are legitimate
businessmen .
• - · l e s of these individuals businesses provided by
· .
as follows :
o Grocery Store
o Farms
o Fruit Juice
o Spa
? ••does not borrow money from strangers or from random people in the
casino, only from friends/people he knows . He described this type of scenario as
shared play or pooled money.
~ ltJIWhas heard of unregistered or underground casinos but has never gone.
He has received offers in the past to go to one but declined as he feels they are

4
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not safe-couldn't guess as to where they may be located as he had
never been.

RE 2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30:

RE 2017-26141 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-05:

? W:Efl•claimed that he wanted more cash to gamble in the casino and called his
"friend" to see if he could borrow some.
? He stated his friend lives close to the casino so he decided to walk to his
residence (he did not drive this date) .
? His friend did not want him to walk so drove to the casino to meetlil• . They
ended up meeting behind the South parkade near the bus loop.
o • • w a s not sure on the amount he borrowed but described it as
multiple bundles of $10K.
o His friend is a legitimate businessman but81• was unwilling to provide
his friends name.
RE 2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16:

? When asked where the $80K in $20 bills from his original buy in came from
WJ.i• advised he wasn't sure. He was reminded this incident occurred just 2
days ago then he answered he thinks he borrowed from his friend.
? Whe~oned about the answer he gave of "money from home" on his SOF
form-stated that was just a reflex answer he gave without really thinking
about it.
"-' ~ questioned about the suspected cash pass in the washroom from

~stated we have this wrong.
o He didn't even need this cash as he still had chips . It was his money and
~it on him all along.
explained that sometimes when he feels that he is on a losing
o treak he will buy in again to reset and start fresh again (superstition).
?
was asked what was the purpose in three men entering the washroom
together for less than a minute if not to pass cash.
o He admitted that they went into the washroom to smoke .
o The reason it was so short was that they've been caught before and didn't
want to get into trouble for smoking in the washroom .
o He explained that when one associate/player enters the washroom it is a
sign to others that it is time for a "smoke break" so often multiple people
will follow.
still claimed to not know wholilllwas .
o

F•

5
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o Investigators came prepared with a cropped image oflllls pas~
showing just his name in Chinese characters. This was shown t o - . still claimed to not know added that maybe if he saw his face he may know him but doesn't
o
know him by name.
o He stated that if he had any kind of dealings with-he would know his
name.
o Wl1•knows many people in the casino by face but does not know
everyone's name.

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
options for bringing funds into the casino were
These conditions and all of
clearly explained t•nm•

a•

Investigator Comments:

-

was respectful with investigators but unwilling to provide any names of his
"friends" . The general impression was tha-•was not being truthful with
investigators, particularly when asked about incident specific details IE : the cash
delivery behind the south parkade and his not knowing wh011111i1 is.
asked what he could do with all of the large denomination cash he has stored at
did not like
his residence. Investigators suggested he deposit it to his CON bank -. ·
this because he stated the banks ask too many questions. He was rem°irided that BC
Casinos are similar to banks in many ways which is why we needed to meet with him
this date, to ask him questions.

MIWasked how long he would be on the "blacklist" for-noted that players are
referring to sourced conditions as the "blacklist"). He was iriroiili8d that if there are any
changes he would be notified in the next week or two .
He informed investigators he would be returning to China next month (in June).
w'ij',stated he had slightly more than $30K in RRCR chips. He had just over $20K on
~e time of the interview and another approx. $10K at home.
- w a s told that if the casino can source the chips to him he would be able to use
them but moving forward he would need to use his PGF account or cash must be
accompanied with a receipt.

Ml!W has not provided enough proof for investigators to feel comfortable with his
source of funds as such it is recommended he remain on full conditions.

6
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Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-22
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE (primary interviewer and interpreter), BONDESEN (documenter)
Contact Approach: Patron was advised that his bank account information needs to be
confirmed as well as previous bank drafts
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18 -All gaming is suspended pending interview.
2017-MAY-17- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash or
"unsourced or borrowed" chips.
HRP

Recent Activity:
Bas generated one hundred forty-four (144) individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC31.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2,147,910.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $19,126,605.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,842,651.50
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The focus of the interview will be establishing the source •Ml• bank drafts and confirming
the legitimacy of his bank accounts. SOW, relationship to associates, and enhanced CDD/KYC
will also be reviewed.

Occupation:
Redacted Patron lnte-v 1ew l dent1fy1ng Information

Company:
Reda::ted

Pah on Inter.•.ew Identifying
I nformat1on

History:

Redacted FIN TRAC
Pattern of return of PGF funds with no buy-in (August 12, River Rock $50,000; August 10, River
Rock $100,000; March 21, River Rock $5,000)

Civil Courts:
Supreme
Vancouver
Supreme Civil Law Courts
(General)

l f l • 23Aug2016 13Aug2018

Defendant in a
case about Real
Property

Recent Activity: August 2018
LCT (2018-AUG-16) for $112,750 cash disbursement at River Rock then a cash buy-in of
$104,250 as well as a deposit of $4,000.
13 LCTs in August 2018
Opened PGF in Victoria on 2018-AUG-11

Discussion Points:

Banking information
Bank draft history

2
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sow
Law suit

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
telephone numbers.

•), and

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside? When was
the home purchased? How it was purchased (mortgage, down payment, cash , etc.)
2. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Why is he playing in Victoria?

4. Clari:~uslness information:

Ml~llN"'"

• Who are the owners?
• What is • •s role?
• Business address?
• Income from the business?
• Company documentation and proof of employmenUownership?
5. Other sources of wealth?
6. Banking information and bank drafts:
• Bank account information:
~ Which banks (TD, RBC , other)?
~ Home branch?
~ Account numbers?
~ Which accounts are used for gambling? Which accounts used for bank
drafts?
~ Are the accounts held with anyone else?
~ Business or personal accounts?
• Bank draft/SOFD information:
~ Bank account information including account#
~ Receipt for the draft?
~ Bank draft# 82871690 from 2018-FEB-14 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd ,
Richmond); $60,000
~ Bank draft# 82871687 from 2018-FEB-14 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd,
Richmond); $40,000
~ Bank draft# 84170174 from 2018-FEB- 15 (TD 3779 Sexsmith Road,
Richmond); $100 ,000
~ Bank draft# 82871701from2018-FEB-17 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd ,
Richmond) ; $25,000
~ Bank draft# 84170275 from 2018-FEB-23 (TD 3779 Sexsmith Road ,
Richmond) ; $200 ,000

3
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7. What i• • being sued for? How does he know the plaintiffs?
8. Nature of his property holdings? Who else owns them? (He owns 9 properties)
9. Have you ever been charged of any crimes in Canada or any other country? When?
Where? Crimes? Outcome of charges?
10. Outside of BCLC facilities , where else have you gambled while in Canada? What are
people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within BCLC facilities? What
effect are these changes having on the gambling community? With which other
underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Re:1ac'ed

Patlo'l lnte111ew 1aen1fy1ng lnfo1ma'1on

stated the following:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- - resides at
with his
wife and two (2) children .
-lr;,l!•and his wife own the home and have a mortgage on the house althoughEll$.is not
sure whose name is on the mortgage.
- . . .. .me was 12urchased in 2014.
Hedactea Patro1 lnterv1e11 lde nt1•yng lnfcrma• on
. 's wife is
Reda:ted

Pal rc n I 1terv ew lde'1t1f). 1ng

Bi.owns a
ln'orma· on
business name is
- The business is located i
- Addres"Mliiiiliii

'II·litlAI

n China. The English translation of the Chinese

rental property.

a•

and his wife use Scotia Bank, TD Bank and RBC.
- When they first moved to the Vancouver area, they used Scotia bank.
- The_ bank and branclM.1(j• most often uses is TD at 41 Avenue.
showed a TD Bank card and a letter from the TD dated 2018-AUG-20 indicating that
~eld a bank account with them since 2018-JUL.
. . . . never kept any bank draft receipts.
- At Scotia Bank, TD and RBC,
has a personal bank account and a joint account with his
was maintained joint accounts with his wife for a long time Qoint accounts are not new).
does all of the Canadian banking and manages all of the Canadian finances including
those related to the rental propert}M;T• does not understand the Canadian banking

WM•

1£1•

ii
J?Mlef

II

m a . i o f the Chinese banking, business, and finances.
anef
started with Scotia Bank when they first arrived in the Vancouver area,
but now use TD the most because TD offers the best service including good service in Chinese
MM•speaks next to no English) and he can call TD from anywhere in the world at just about
•
of
and someone will answer.
- ·. · arndllWknow one of the bankers at TD.
- · · spends a lot of time in Richmond socializing so it is often more convenient for him to
purchase his bank drafts while in Richmond .

\.HQ

1'

4
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•mM does not own nine (9) properties; he recently bought a large property with a group of
friends and owns the rental property referenced above.
-WI.holds Canadian and Chinese citizenship . He spends approximately six (6) months a
year in China while his wife stays in Canada full-time and manages the household.
's recent travel to Victoria was to golf at Bear Mountain.
has never been involved in any lawsuit.
has never been charged of any crime in any country.

ll

Investigator Comments:
- It is of note thalfd• arrived at the interview with a TD bank card and a letter from the TD
documenting he "is a client" of TD since 2018-JUL, which does not account for the TD bank
drafts presented in BCLC facilities before 2018-JUL. Alsol9W stated that he uses a joint
account with his wife for the bank drafts although he provided no documentation to support this .
OSINT folder).
(An image of the letter is added

toWJ.1•

lll!l!imhas been asked to provide the investigators with documentation showing that he has a
m-ba'nkaccount that was used to produce bank drafts.
appeared at ease during the interview and forthcoming , answering every question
asked of him.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
R.coacted Pa• ron
NAM •• I1terv
ew ldent1fy1n;;
ln'onna· on
SID#
Interview Date : 2015-SEP-29
Interview Time: 1405hrs-1435hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon)
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-50711

Investigators:
LEE, Stone
BEEKSMA, Steve

Synopsis:
On the afternoon of 2015-SEP-26 an email was received from BCLC Consumer Service (Sales Force
case 02095966) . Edgewater employee Sam PARK was calling on behalf of the a~ed patron
informing that he wanted to set up a time to meet with BCLC investigators as per lllms SID
comments.
BCLC Investigator LEE calle•M£•10 set a date/time that worked for him . advised he did
not want to go to BCLC's Vancouver office and was more comfortable going to River Rock (RRCR) .
BCLC investigator BEEKSMA confirmed with RRCR AGM Rishi KHAIRA that he was OK with BCLC
conducting the interview at RRCR.
Working with Executive Host Lisa GAO and KHAIRA , 2015-SEP-29@ 1400hrs was agreed on as the
interview date/time . GAO arranged for the interview to take place in one of the private gaming rooms in
the casinos VIP Salon (tables 13/ 14). Investigator BEEKSMA confirmed with investigator LEE he was
available to assist with translation .
On 2015-SEP-29 at approx 1405hrs.ator BEEKSMA along with investigator LEE attended to the
private room as previously arranged ·:: ·· was esco~~~ roo~AO and introductions were
made (business cards for both inves 1ga ors provided t M i i and ·:· .". was thanked for taking the
time to meet with us.
Conditions surroundinclilllms inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him . He was
educated regardi~a~ accounts and acknowledged he has used them previously.
It was learnt that Ill had approx $60K in RRCR chips in his home .
The interview lasted approx 30 minutes andlillM remained respectful (but reserved) throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt fromllifl!Am
Regarding the un-sourced cash:
MIWwas unwilling to discuss anything with regard to this topic.
-He was asked were the cash comes from that he often uses to gamble withHJIMwent on an
unrelated rant regarding difficulties he's encountered when trying to deposit verified winnings to his PGF
account in the past. This was likely due to a misunderstanding with regards to verified winnings and
beginning his play with un-sourced chips .
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-Nexa•was specific~d if he could talk about where the $20 bills come from that he has been
known to use for gambling.B!lll indicated he was not comfortable with and would not be discussing
this or any related lines of questioning. He stated he would follow the conditions but would not be talking
~sh deliveries , source of cash, persons involved etc.
lll1!Jlms reluctance to talk about this w .
! . ssed between Investigators BEEKSMA and LEE
following the interview. LEE did not fee . •
s reluctance was out of fear but more so that they are
I and direct questions that he is un-willing or uncomfortable discussing with us.
did admit he has "borrowed" money in the past.
•
was asked how he arranges to pay the money back in these instances.lif!)j.offered an indirect
answer suggesting that "they" know when you win and "they approach you". He was not willing to discuss
what happens~ou lose.
-As a result oflillils reluctance to talk a large portion of the interview template was passed over.

Issues with PGF accounts:

lfJIMWs issue with regards to Bank Drafts is his account is a joint account with his wife . In order to
obtain a bank draft the bank requires bothllitl\1• and his wife present. IFJl•Nas not clear if the issue
was a matter of inconvenience or if he wanted to keep from his wife how much he 's spending.
-At the casino the process of depositing the bank draft, withdrawing (buying in) and re-depositing funds to
a PGF account it too time consuming , cash is faster -·went on to say when as a player you are
watching a game the ability to quickly buy in to begin wagering on a "hot" table is important.

Underground Casino(s):

has heard of there being "underground" casinos in Richmond (more than one) .
advised
he has never been though .
•
-in'vestigators made it clear t• • that casinos not m i . b y BCLC are illegal and he could find
himself in legal trouble if he is even in attendance at one : · , · understood.

Education RE Conditions and

MW options:

advised he currently has approximately $60 ,000 in RRCR chips at his residence .
was advised that he will be updated by the casino with regard to what he can do with the chips
•
he has at home .
-Other than the complications surround bank drafts detailed above (joint account with wife)
accepts this as h i s - to gamble.
that the casino has been asked to improve their tracking of players and if the
-It was explained t ·· . :
casino can source his funds he can gamble with them.
mawas informed of the casinos "abandoned chips" policy.
1 Ll as re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino, along with
BCLC will need to be able to verify the source of his funds .

111111

- - suggestions/comments:

-*Have a safety deposit box like set up for players to store chips in (abandoned chips explained as
detailed above) .
..
,
-Allow wire transfers direct from Hong Kong to the casino.MM :laims this circumvents the Chinese
ents limitations on the amount of funds their citizens can take out of the China.
went on to explain that most players are wealthy but their money is in China. If BCLC could find a
way for them to be able to wire it directly it would completely eliminate the need for players to use loan
-sharks.

2
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-indicated that if the casino offered credit it would be something he would be interested in as an
~veto cash.
-Without sighting specific examplesM• believes some of "our" rules don't make sense and sometimes
guments between staff and patrons.
also believes "our" management style is killing the casino business .
-

Interviewer comments:

• • w a s somewhat uncooperative during certain aspects of the interview process. He was willing to
discuss the flaws in BCLC 's management style and quick to point out that our casino is empty because of
it but was unwilling to discuss anything regarding the un-sourced cash he has been known to utilize (or
the source of this cash).
Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
I l l . d i d offer some solutions/alternatives to cash for BCLC to consider including wire transfers direct
from Hong Kong and an onsite chip storage solution for players.
BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed
he has at his residence .

tW.MllWwith regards to the $60K in chips

A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.

3
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BCLC Interview Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
NAM
Information
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-SEP -11
Interview Time: 21 :35 hours to 22 :15 hours
Interview Location : Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND
Reason for Interview:
Redacted - Patron lntervtew

Patron
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions
Identifying lnforrnat10n
placed on their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was
scheduled in order to explain the sanctions to the patron.
Interview Results:
• • J I -stated if the same rules were applied to all patrons then he felt that was
fair. But if the sanctions were on~aced on him and a few other patrons, he
would have to talk to his lawyer.j · p r •Nas informed that these sanctions are
lied to all patrons who conduct certain transactions.
• Q : 9stated that he had approximately $500K worth of casino chips at his
home as well as over $800,000 in cash that he'd received as disbursements from
River Rock. I I • would like to know how to bring these funds and chips back
to the casino .
• stated that he'd heard that there were 2 or 3 underground casinos in
operation and maybe 2 or 3 more underground casinos might be opening soon .
stated that he'd heard the underground casino was on #4 or #5 Roads in
Richmond
• UM did not know who was operating the underground casinos or what types
of games were played at the underground casino

• Pl•

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
NORGAARD explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to
the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
NORGAARD explained that sanctions have been placed on• • ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.Wli• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming
Fund Account.
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BCLC Interview Summary
. ] .provided the following information :
He used to bring checks but just recently switched to bringing cash
He doesn't associate with anyone who delivers cash to the casino
He frequently leaves the casino with chips because it is convenient. It takes too long to
cash out at the end of each gaming session and then buy-in again at the beginning of
the next session. Nobody ever told him this was wrong.
He will redeposit chips into his PGF account now when he conducts gaming play at the
casino. He was unaware of the rules regarding PGF account re-deposits and was
informed of such.
He feels that if the casino was able to issue credit to patrons that would decrease the
volume of cash deliveries.
Interpreter required: Yes. Mosaic interpreter Mike CHU provided translation over the
phone. Mosaic call lasted approximately 45 minutes from 21 :32 hours to 22:15 hours.

BCLC Sanctions W.IW continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-25
Interview Time: 1000hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-JUL-20
Full sourced cash/chip and BCLC Interview request

Overview:
- h a s generated 79 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-APR
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $863,280.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $466,000.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $331,705.00
The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Housewife
Company:
Formerly wit

Reda:ted

Patron lntervew ldent1fym;i l nfo matD n

History:
- w a s first noted to be in BC Casinos 2004-0CT-11. Her first incident was noted to be

~EC-04 .

Redacted - FINTRAC
2017-0CT: -opened a PGF account at RRCR with a $30K RBC Bank Draft
2018-JUL-O~ opened a PGF at Starlight with a $100,000K RBC Bank Draft

Per OSINT:
As noted below Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
4.

On or about November 20, 2005, the Defendant and the Plaintiff entered into an

agreement (the "Credit Agreement") pursuant to which the Plaintiff agreed to lend money to the
Defendant, by way of a credit line, for use in the Casino (the "Credit Line"), on the following
terms and conditions:
6.

On March 14, 2008, the Defendant borrowed from the Plaintiff a total of USD$50,000

against the Credit Line by signing two Credit Instruments, payable in US dollars, in favour of the
Plaintiff confirming, amongst other things, that the money borrowed was covered by the Credit
Agreement.
10.

On August 21, 2008, the Defendant provided the Plaintiff with one payment of

USD$1,862.

2
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WHEREFORE the Plaintiff claims as follows:
(a)

Judgment against the Defendant in the amount of USD$48,138;

THIS COURT ORDERS that:

1.

The Order of the Honourable Chief Justice Brenner made in this action on August 26,

2009, as amended by the Order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Masuhara made in this
action on December 2, 2010 (the "Default Judgment"), shall be set aside upon payment
to the Plaintiff by the Defendant of USD 29,000.00 on or before December 31, 2010.

2018-JUL-13:WJ.\fl•opened a PGF at Parq with a $20K RBC Bank Draft

&ii• has been associated to numerous suspicious financial events
Discussion Points:

Address confirmation
Job update - when did the change in employment occur
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where is her husband (live in Canada or China) , what is his name, employer, company
location , income
Children? Canada or China

Association to:
5 years Public Safety
- 5 years Public Safety
Associated to nine(9) HRP's
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fymg Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a.

Does she own or rent? (any other properties in Canada)

3
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2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Encourage her to continue using her PGF account
4. Ensure she understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions can be imposed at any time
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
6. What is her knowledge of loan sharks in the Casinos

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE with BEEKSMA taking notesM\I spoke
limited English.
Interview results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted

Patron nter\' ew Identifying
1

riformat1o'l

stated the following:

W;Sl8immigrated to Canada in 1996.
-She confirmed her updated/c
·- ' ··
She
ved at the address
1.
for 4-5 years.
wns the residence on -. . ...
s divorced and has a daughter (with her ex-husband) .
ex-husband does not gamble.
SOW is a combination of the following :
-Savings
-The sale of some properties over the years that she made money from .
-Her ex-husband still provides financial support for her and their daughter.
also gambles in the States and is able to wire winnings from Vegas to her
account here.
-She typically gambles in the "Tropicana" in Vegas and has wired $30-$40K to her
account here .
• • banks with both RBC and CIBC. She confirmep£8VkiIBi°@ti
pwne.
-The company previously provided has her occupationl-nlpL.fn.mpiw was a
business she opened/registered but it never came to fruition or was in operation. It was going to
be a wire transfer business .
-The civil suit between Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information from 2005 was settled long ago.
She has travelled to and from the USA since and stated she would not have been able to do this
if this was still on her record there (she stated she was just there recently) .
admits to sharing chips with friends but insisted she is and has never been a loan
shark. Any funds passed is betweenJr.i.QM1i,,,,U .OJi~v~!Ji~S charged .
.. ..
. ... ,,
stated her casino a s s o c i a t e - r l referred to as
b. . .
~oan shark as far as she knows.
- - 1 s aware of underground/illegal casinos but has never been.
-She stated she does not play at a high enough level to play in them .
-They are not trustworthy and only deal in credit.
-She has some guesses as to who may be running them or some of them but does not
want to name names in case she is wrong.
RIM stated there are not many loan sharks left in the casinos due in large part to BCLC
cutting off the cash.

011-1··11··1·1·~·

l

1·11

M•

arWher

RiJI•
-11&1

WJIW

4
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-Similar to her response to underground casinos, she has some ideas on who may be
lending money/chips but is not willing to name names as she can't be sure
(assumptions) and does not want to wrongfully name an individual.

lll!i!ms conditions and all of her options moving forward were explained to her (PGF account,

~ques (including from competing casinos) , cash with receipt from a recognized F/I etc).
-She was discouraged from engaging in chips passes and from taking chips home as the casino
may have difficulty sourcing them .
-If she does take chips home it was recommended she confirm with VIP staff how many
chips she has before leaving so they can log it.
-After the interview investigators spoke with VIP Manager Jenna QIU and suggested she should
speak with
and go over with her all of her options for bringing funds into the casino.

D•

BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-20
Sourced cash/chip conditions remain in place.
Investigator Comments:

•

was polite and cooperative during the entire interview.
has records in BC Casinos dating back to 2005.

-

has been banned from BC Casinos previously however the thresholds for categorizing

~idual as a loan shark was very low in past years, particularly in 2005-2010 . In some
cases simply passing chips categorized an individual as a loan shark and could result in a
prohibition from all BC Casinos .

- h a s been using her PGF account and sourced funds since being placed on conditions.
~ime she presents a moderately low risk for money laundering and will continue to be
monitored in BC Casinos.
It is recommended she remain on sourced cash/chip conditions. M •s aware of this and her
casino profile has been updated accordingly.
2018-07-25
Referred to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review.

5
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Redacted - Pat·on ln!erview

Interview with
ldent rfying lnformat on
iTrak BCLC file 2015-46176
Investigators Steve BEEKSMA and Stone LEE
2015-SEP-04
1030hrs-1100hrs
On the above date and tim~as met as previously arranged in River Rocks hotel lobby by
investigators Stone LEE and Steve BEEKSMAHI was escorted to a private gaming room in River Rocks
VIP Salon (tables 13/14) as arranged with River Rock Director of Table Games Arlene STRONGMAN.

alMm

While waiting f o . in the hotel LEE and BEEKSMA were met by a female patron identified
Redacted - Patron 1nten:1ew
is known to both investigators LEE and BEEKSMA from past interactions while
'
conducting unrelated investigations.
has been known to accompany big players (supposedly at th~yers' request) to the casino for
meetings with investigato~~.~c.tl£ ~_t plator for the patronillspeaks English)i!ilwas told t~at
we needed to speak witl. .
was fine with this and said she was only here becausellll
asked her to come, she didn't want to be involved.

Ill

•U1

Introductions were made and business cards provided t• FJft•was thanked for talking the time to
meet with us and informed that he was not in any trouble but that we simply wanted to ask him some
questions and go over a few things.
All questions were asked by investigator BEEKSMA and translated into Mandarin by investigator LEE.
Line of questioning as follows :
1-Does he reside in the Lower Mainland for the majority of the year or is his primary residence
overseas?
Redacted

Patron Inte rview dent fy 1ng
Information

llill indicated he spends about half of his time in Canada and half overseas (China)ll was

~wn the local address we have on file and indicated he can't read English. He indicated his
local address is in Vancouver nowililshowed us his local address on his cell phone as follows:
Redacted - Patron
Interview ldenllfymg
Information

•

• • as being near a';'Pdf\1.1''

2-confirm his company name, is the business still active?

CF0-111••111.l·!rl"1··11·1

1111 cannot read English so the name of the company we have on file did not resonate with him.
He indicated he has many different business/investments but his primary business is a mining
company. The company does not have an English name but the Chinese characters were drawn
on the table (with his finger) for investigator LEE who indicated it sounds likef1Ri£i1£in
English . • stated hi-ompany is listed in the top 20 revenue making companies in
China.
attempted to locate a business card in his bag but was unable to find one.

ill
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3-lnquire if he still has accounts set up in Canadian banks to assist in utilizing his PGF account (RBC
account).
*From Oct to Dec 2014 he used his PGF account extensively with very high deposit amounts, discuss to
ensure he understands he can use that account without limit and encourage him to utilize his PGF
account.
-Not banned from playing.
- o e s still have a CDN bank account but indicated that it's very difficult and cumbersome for
him to get bank drafts. It was explained that he is not banned and is welcome to play as long as
he is using funds in which we can confirm the source (bank drafts).
&indicated that if Bank Drafts are the only way he can play now he will do that.
4-Questions about any information he may be aware of, or rumors he may have heard, about any
underground casino operation. •was asked if he is aware of any other casinos in Richmond.
m s aware of there being other casinos in Richmond. Immediately he indicated that there are
2 that he is aware (holding 2 fingers up) of but he does not go to them . He did not seem
surprised or confused by this question.
S- If one of those sites gets busted by the police, all patrons found in there will likely be banned longterm from BCLC sites.

1111 understood this point and indicated that he is aware they are illegal and this is why he does
not go, he does not want any legal trouble or to be involved in any illegal activity.
S-Does he have any River Rock SK chips at home/outside? How many?

No,lll indicated he does not have any River Rock chips outside of the casino .
6-Does he know anywhere where $SK chips can be obtained other than River Rock itself (we see many
players coming in with chips)?
No, this answer tied into question 7liill indicated that when he gambles he only borrows
money/chips from friends in, or known from the casino . He indicated that if he asked anyone of
these friends for a million dollars it would be provided to him without question.
He only gambles for fun/to fill time. Winning or losing is not important to him, in fact he
indicated most of the time he loses.
If he loses money borrowed from a friend he arranges to pay them back in Macau .
1111-vas asked if he has to pay back his "friends" with interest, he said no, no interest.
7-How he coordinates obtaining cash when he wants to play?

1111 does not deal with any of the local people outside of the casino . He has friends that provide
him with any money or chips he needs.

Iii was shown a single page Word document prepared by the writer which contained 9 images
of 9 persons of interest (no names or particulars, only images taken from iTrak SID profiles). He
was asked if he recognized or knew any of these individuals.
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. :_ :· ook time to scan over the images and said the only picture he recognized was that o~,
· •· ·· ·. . .· . •·
' . He seemed to indicate that he wasn't close to him but recognizes him
from a dinner party he attended in which - w a s also present.
8-Discuss having other people gamble for him . He is jeopardizing his and their ability to attend BCLC
sites with these continued minor violations of his restrictions and that if it continues we will have no
choice but to ban him for 5 years and that would not be easily reversed.
The current sanctions pertaining to un-sourced funds were gone over withll again . He was
also told that having other people bet for him may not only affect his ability to gamble in BC
Casinos but it is also potentially putting those other individuals in a bad position,i!ll
understood.
9-We are trying to help him regain his normal playing status as we value his business.
It was explained tclilllthat he is a valuable customer to BCLC and that we are not picking on
him. If he is able to demonstrate that he is able to conduct transactions in the casino with
sourced funds without attempts to circumvent the sanctions imposed his status may be
revisited by BCLC and possibly lifted.
10.was asked if he had any questions, concerns or suggests for BCLC?
-uggests that BCLC offer credit to high level players like himself. WEI was told that this is
something that BCLC are looking into offering but there are many challenges involved in this,
one of which are related to Responsible gambling initiatives (people spending/borrowing more
than they can afford) . • indicated this is not the case with him and that he has a lot of money.
In closingll!!iilNas reminded that he is welcome to gamble so long as he is using sourced funds (bank
drafts), He acknowledged. He was thanked for his time and exited the room.
The interview lasted approx. 30 minutes.
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-03
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA.

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English/Cantonese: BCLC Investigations Assistant Brandi CHAN assisting with
translation as needed .

Conditions:

~as recently placed

on sourced cash conditions as a result of SOW and SOF

issues.

Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-26lllwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:
2017-APR-26 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
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to discuss further. Please notify Da~ottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML
Unit at
oncem is notified.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
History:

. h a s generated 117 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-NOV.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to more than $100,000 (one-off) per visit
Average or typical reported amounts are in the $15-$20,000 range .
Based on LCT records there does not appear to be a large number of instances of
recycling funds paid out by a casino.
All time buy in total over the past nearly 10 years is $2 million with only $250,000 in
disbursements.
As to not interfere with GPEB investigations, until now BCLC had not taken any action
Recently BCLC learned
against
the GPEB has interviewe
· on more than one occasion and have no reason to
believe she is involved in criminal activity. GPEB cleared BCLC to now complete what
we require for establishing SOW.
Occupation:
I

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
'

Company:
Ree1ac1 ed Pat ron 1n·erv1ew
ldent 1fy111g lnfcrma· on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address a 1
current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source(s) of income including how lo.Me has been working
there and where the business is located and wha ·. 's role or job title is.
a.
do not make enough income to gamble at this level.
b. Satisfying SOW is the focus of this interview.

2
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5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds and her occupation not supporting her level
of play are BCLC's primary concern .
6.

RRCR 16-71291.-:-.
- was observed passing
(belive o be her daughter) $2,500 in
casino chips each ($5K total). She waited in the car as they both went into
the casino to redeem the chips. Both were observed passing the cash
received from the disbursement t o .
a. Why did she use them to cash out her chips?

7. Encouragtillto use her PGF account. Review oBa casino records
confirms she opened a PGF account ($73) at Hard Rock (after being
placed on conditions).
8. Cautiorllll against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

BCLC Conditions: To be determined post interview. May remain on sourced cash
conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

in1llllllllli

~~ II
confi···
. her address
Presently ._·. occupation atl

is her primary source
of income and she has no other sources of income of note.
0

,.

ali'~Lddld 1bl12~·Q[ larking as a FJ.11 she worked one day as a

II

II!!! 111 I !II
She didn't like it and quit after one shift.
er an er aug ter oun t emselves spending too much time and
money in BC Casinos and decided working in one would help control their
spending (or the amount of time available to spend in the casino
gambling).
o She's also worked for a computer company in an administration role (for
2yrs).
Redacteo Patron lnteT\11ew ldent1fy1rig
o Prior to that she work as admin at
lnfo·matt:'.:ln
~ lllMI was described b y - as her boyfriend.
0

3
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o He does provide some financial support, more so lately as she's been
losing,in the casinos.
o MMfMis retired andyreviously owned a business.
o She started datin;:9-in late 2016.
);>-stated she rarely uses the banks. She prefers to store her money at home
for ~uicker access (she stated she gambles nearly every day).
'?
stated the majority of the time she gambles it is relatively smaller amounts
($3K range) .
o She generally knows to quit when she's ahead (up $500 to $1 k) then
cashes out.
o Ill; understanding from observations working in the casino is that once
she cashes out $3,000 or more staff start tracking and generating records ,
asking questions of her etc.
• She generally cashes out around $2,800 to avoid attention.
• She does regularly take chips home as she knows she will return to
the casino but if she knows she'll be going to a different casino she
cashes out (casino chips are site exclusive) .
• She prefers to go unnoticed as she does not want any unwanted
attention from staff of from other players.
stated that it has happened before that when she's winning
players ask her to lend them money.
also stated players have offered to place bets for her.
• .
prefers to keep a low profile to void these situations.
• .
stated that the times she does lose 1~.w1. ~ts it is usually
due to pressure to leave the casino when§ji]d is with her.
She feels guilty he is standing around waiting for her to finish
gambling and increases her wagers. In these instances she
believes she is rushed, not thinking clearly or playing smart (losing
._
her concentration) and that is why she loses.
'? .came prepared to the interview with her wall calendar. On her calenda~ written dollar amounts on nearly every day (March and April were shown).
explained this is how she keeps track of her winnings. Amounts were
generally in the $1 ,000 to $2,000 range (buy in amounts were not logged).
o For example the month of March showed numerous small winnings then
toward the end of the month larger wins/losses .
o At the end of Aprilllll had written down losses of approx. $50,000.
o When applicable, amounts orills calendar were compared to LCT
records and the amounts she had written on her calendar matched the
.L..C.I records .
o •explained that if she is not sleeping she is in a casino, either working
or gambling.
'? •also brought with her 3 casino checks issued at Hard Rock Casino, all in the

11

• II

· 1-·-

llm

$2 , 00~ge .

o

Ill spoke at length to what she believes are flaws in our tracking system .

4
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She claimed it takes from % an hour to up to 2 hours for the casino to
verify her win to get a cheque (including what type of cheque she qualifies
for) .
• llilspoke of a specific example of her being up $2,000 and the
casino told her they tracked her being down $4,000. After further
review (and a long wait) they agreed she was up $2,000 and
adjusted the tracking accordingly.
~ •stated she started working a t • ! • in 2015-JUN (confirmed via personnel
'Pr'6?i le).
o Her and her daughter were spending too much time and money in the
casino so they decided to get jobs in a casino to help control their
spending .
o She stated she had previously worked a single day atllllll!Ras a
Redacted Patron nterv1ew
but did not like it.
o She had previously applied for a job
11MM!ti!f). giving her
resume to a manager namece11e;:;
~
a~T.i~te~ ~hat on the 2016-DEC-20 incident date@RRCR (16-71291) she
gavMl•M and her daughter
her chips to cash out for
her.
o ~stated she did this to avoid unwanted attention .
o -was told this type of act1v1ty looks susp1c1ous and actually bnngs more
attention to her.
o She was asked to conduct her own transactions in the casino moving
forward . •agreed she would from now on.
~ -asked inve$nQators to please consider removing her from the conditions
currently imposed .
o She stated it is embarrassing that every time she comes in staff are asking
her for receipts and players are looking at her like she did something
wrong .
o It also attracts the unwanted attention of players offering to place verbal
or her.
o •
tated she does not associate or deal with any criminals or loan shark
people.
o •
was told that everything discussed would be put into a report and
forwarded to the BCLC AML Manger for review.
>- • spoke about a promotion at Hard Rock whereby if a player buys in for
$20,000 that will receive a $1 ,000 match play. The promotion is only on for a
week and she did not want to miss out on the opportunity to take advantage of
this.
o LCT records (4 dates from 2017-APR-24 through 2017-APR-29)
support this with average $20,000 buy ins and disbursements of around
the same amount).
>- Investigators also spoke ttl!llabout responsible gambling initiatives. She was
told that if she is having trouble controlling her spending there are programs in
place to help her. She understood but assured investigators she is OK as she
usually wins .•
stated she knew about "VSE" from working in the casino.

o

af

II

5
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Interpreter required: No, BCLC Investigative assistant Brandi CHAN assisted in
translating on 2 or 3 occasions thatlfilllad difficulty articulating what she wanted to
say.
Investigator Comments:

l lwas advised that until further notice she would need to use an account and all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
After speaking withl l l land learning about her gambling habits the investigator
considers her to be low risk from an AML perspective.
It appears lii!il gambles smaller amounts, well below the LCT reporting threshold , slowly
building up winnings then toward the end of the month increases her level of play using
the winnings she had accumulated. calendar, when compared to LCT records
(when applicable) supports this.

Redacted - FINTRAC
a

now understands that her avoiding disbursements over $3,000 appears unusual
and has assured investigators that moving forward she would conduct her own
transactions .

The investigator is recommendincontinue to be monitored when attending BC
Casinos but can be removed from all AML Programs conditions.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM ,'

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

SID#
Interview Date: 11/03/2015
Interview Time: 15:00 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
The following information was addressed during this interview:
1.

What is his source of cash;

2. Who supplies him with the cash ;
3. What is the cost of borrowing?
4. How do you pay it back?
5. What have you heard about the underground casino's lately?
6.

What his occupation is;

7.

His use of PGF accounts.

Interview Results:
;,;.. He was advised of the reason for the interview and his current conditions and stated
that he understood this;
;,;.. He understands that is the government that is making all of this happen;
-,_ He is getting cash from people that owe him money;
-,. He does not want to use his PGF account because it forces him to use bank drafts
and if he uses bank drafts then his wife will find out what he is doing with his money;
;,;.. He is in the llJ!iff!"business and also owns a
China;

Reoacted

Pal ·o1 Interview dent fy1ng lnfornn•1on

in
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..,. It is easy for him to access cash in the casino as people just approach him and ask
him if he needs any;

>-

He does not know how the money comes from his bank account in China to Canada ;

..,. He does not have an issue doing this because people know him and know that he is
trustworthy;
..,. He is concerned that when his friends come over he is going to lose face because
he cannot use cash ;
..,. He stated that he is charged 5% a month when he borrows money from the lenders
and 25% if he pays it back right away;
..,. He advised that there will be different rates from different lenders and those lenders
will apply different rates depending on the person;
..,. The money lenders are everywhere in the casino and you can tell them because
they walk around with 1000 dollar chips or have sachels and they can be found in
every casino;
..,. He does not know the names of these lenders or phone numbers;
1

..,. He was asked about the October 18 h 90 K "Buy In " and said that he received this
money from a friend. This friend was on his way back to China so he did not need it
to gamble and gave it to him;
..,. He said that he ended up losing that money;
..,. He was asked about the underground casinos and mentioned that he had heard that
they were raided by the police and stated later that they were on #4 and #5 road in
Richmond;
..,. He said that there were still some around ;

'Y He said that the government is forcing people to use underground casinos by putting
the conditions on patrons;
..,. He says the bank drafts do not work very well and that at the end you are stuck
using cash ;
..,. When he receives that cash he is not going to ask where it has come from;
..,. He was again advised of his conditions.

Interview over at 15:46 hours

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onl ls ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips. 1111.tas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account .

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctionsl l l continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on October 191h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

II clearly understands the conditions that have been applied to him . He believes these

conditions are not functional. He was advised that there are plans in place regarding cash
alternatives but it will take some time.

Tom Caverly
Casino Invest igations

3
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BCLC IS

2E;ff@'fii!fif!iif'§'iMM1!! 'iff

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-MAY-15
Interview Time: 11: 14
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Manderin/English

Conditions:

2017-0CT-12
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with interview request.

Recent Activity:

-

has generated 67 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-MA Y
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $2,605,950
FX: $3, 150
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,640,000
DISBURSEMENT: $2,399,658
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:

20170004841 - 2017-JAN-25

Afternoon Play

1111 on site with
Reoac'ed Patro1

1 lte1v ew tde1t1f

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

in

BTB cash pass in washroom fromlllltolll(50x$100=$5K)
20:48 hrs
Redac' ed

Patrcn 1n1erv1e\\' lden•rfy ng nfom1at10'1

20170006282- 2017-FEB-01

Afternoon to evening play
Redacted Patron
Possible cash pass of money from ln' elVlcw lden•lfy ng (entered salon wearing a backpack) in
bathroom ($30K in total, $100 billsl..........,.
It was after the bathroom visit t h a t - bought in (three buy in's in total for $30K buy-in).
is believed to have received more $100 bills from an associate later in the evening (23: 18
hrs-another bathroom pass, numerous colleagues in bathroom at the same time, unknown who
passed him the cash)
After the bathroom visit llllbought in 1000x$100= $100,000 and continued his play.

1111

2
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20170057336- 2017-0CT-08

111111 presented a $130 ,050 in buy in money for his session
50 sourced to recent disbursements and $100,000 unsourced
appeared to be staying on the 9th floor and was in the company of 2 Asian males and an
•
Asian female
In the early afternoon hours -entered the salon with one Asian male only
removed 3x $100 bundles ($30K total) for buy-in (money from jacket pocket)
and the U/AM are then joined by Reoac•ed Pat ron lnter11ew ldent fymg l1format1on
•
Approximately 1O minutes afterlll8 arrived he exited the Salon and met with a young Asian
male (U/K) on the sky bridge. The young Asian male passedllla black bag (containing
money) andliilll"eturned to the Salon and entered the washroom
Moments later,1i'aving lost all his chips,lllljoined l l l i n the Salon washroom .•
returned to the table moments latrteved his jacket from his chair and returned to the
washroom where it is suspected :·
assed him the money that had just been delivered
ey delivered in the black bag
took the money to the cage and bought in for $100,050 (601x$50 and 700x$100)
later cashed out for $133,275 with six (6) bundles of $50's returned as part of the cash out
put on full sourced cash/chip conditions after this incident

l

Redacted - FINTRAC
2018-MAY-07- INC 20180028729
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

arrived on site with '

bought in for $9,800.
It is believedlilllmay have been verbal betting through

Redacted

Palron 'lier\' ew ldentr' y1ng lnfo·mat1cn

iii

2018-MAY-10 - INC 20180029122
lll!llilarrived on site with Redacted Patron l nlerv ew lde;illfymg l nformat1orJ
onducted a $9,800 buy-in with $20
a;;'d"$50 bills
peeled 4x$50 from his bundle before producing the bills for buy-in)
arrived in a second vehicle and joined
and llilil
All parties went to the salon .•
also bought in for $9,800 (peeling 2x$100 from his buy-in
before passing the bills for bu -in
sa~eenllilan -... ·· ·.
h~hipslll!ilsqueezed all the cards. It appears
nd Ill bought in for ··· - · becausellll is on full sourced cash chips

MMJIQ

Ill

II.I

•

Svnopsis

lfJlft!IW appears to be involved in cash pass/sharing with a few select patrons in BC Casinos.
Discussion Points:

? Where did the money come from
3
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? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? How often to you use this resource to fund your gaming in Canada
? Actual occupation - validate it (work in Vancouver or China? ... .. Company name)
? Association to:
lifRIMhas further been involved in "cash sharing" with numerous HRP's
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Per OSI NT - association to:

Per OSINT - Any associations to:
Confirm company:

Businesses:

Does he live at:
Property Address :
Owner Name:

I

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

What is his relationship t •

Reoac'ed

Pa'ro n l n·erv1ew 1aen· fy ng
lnformat on

Per OSINT owns :
Property Address :
Owner Name:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who lives there?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account
4. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

4
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Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redac·ed Pa•ron
Interv iew ldent1'y111g

stated the following:

Redacted Patron rn•ervrew oent.fy ng I nformat1on
He lives at
He owns the property
He primarily lives in China and visits Canada 3x per year for 7-10 days

~: ~:en~~~~~~~~~l-···£jjj1..

He does not know the owners Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on
He and his family have not lived in a detached home for over 10 years
His parents emigrated to Canada in 1994
Redacted Patron Interview 1oent1fy1:ig
His dad started up the factory he now owns
lnfo·mation
He has run the factory since his parents emigrated here
- Patron 1nterv1ew
His company specializes in Redacted
Identifying lnfo·mat1on
His parents have since passed away and the company is now his
He also has interests in real estate (i.e.he owns properties in China)
He inherited his parents estate inclusive of properties here in Canada (three years ago)
He had lawyers sold the
erties

••
lJ · !(

~with

The all rew up in the same villa~._in China
·: ·. ·· ·
live in Canada and W l • i s just visiting like himself
He was not involved in any cash pass (INC170004841)
Redacted Patron
He does not know Inte
INC 170006282) and was not involved in a cash pass
rv iew ldentlfymg
with him
He does not recall the incident form this past October (INC170057336)
He does not know!J'MM'P'(per INC180028729) and was not verbal betting
- 1!1111\His his cousin formlilJill.;; er INC180029122)
He was squeezing the cards but it was "
money and bets
He has heard Casino chatter about active underground casinos but nothing specific, he
has not been invited to one
He does not use other people's money
His Canadian currency is primarily from his parents estate
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips

Investigator Comments:
INV requested a double check on the OSINT associatingllllto themlfi\l!daddress
Redacted Patron lnle v1ev1
and of note there is a slight difference in spelling of the name Ide ll1fy1ng Info r1att0n
versus

MlfMMl!tll
His DL has the4'•ddress on it
5
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-

He cannot read English well and is not sure if - - is his wife's name (per title on
the-1f" property)
He has been encouraged to use his PGF moving forward
He understands that he is on full sourced cash/chip conditions
. o f i l e has been updated , interview no longer required
: . has proven SOW
Recommend full cash/chip conditions be removed and patron be monitored

2018-MAY-16
Copy of this summary forwarded to D. Tottenham and advised removal of conditions approved .
Filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM

:

Re~act ed

Pat·o1

•ntervcew lde nt1'"y1ng
lnfcrma· on

SID#
Interview Date: 10/27/2015
Interview Time: 13:46 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The patron has advised that her occupation is "house wife". She was called to confirm this
and if so where she obtains her funds from. Along with this she was involved in two
incidents where she was in possession of "un-sourced" chips.

Specific Questions asked :
1.

What is the source of her wealth?

2.

Could it be from a family member?

3.

Where is she getting her chips from?

4. Does she understand the conditions?
5.

Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:
'? She was concerned that she was in trouble and wanted to know why she was being
interviewed;
-,, She was told that a number of people were being interviewed and question about
their source of funds;
~

She confirmed her em21o~ment as "housewife" and stated that she gets her money
from her husband Wmti f!!i !MlrillrP.iiliiH4l1!.;
lntcrma· on
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>-

The two of them have a joint account;

?

Her husband's source of wealth is from trading on the stock market;

?

He lives in China and visits her now and again;

?

Her money comes from two sources which is her bank account and when she is in
the casino with her husband when he hits a jackpot;

?

Her husband only plays the slots;

?

She was questioned as to where the chips came from and she advised that she
takes them home and then brings them back;

?

She says that a PGF account will not work for her given the amount that she
gambles;

';>

She was advised that if she was going to use money she received from the bank that
she needs to keep the receipts ;

?

She was also told that if she is going to leave the site with chips that she needs to let
them know.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed 018• ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.llil.llwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

1111

BCLC Sanctions:
continues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
The main purpose of this interview was to ascertain wherelilillwas getting her money in
order to gamble. She has provided a reasonable explanation pointing to her husband.

NIJallls profile was reviewed and it corroborates what she is saying regarding him
playing slots and jackpots.
2
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She now understands that she needs to provide receipts and is accountable regarding
where her funds originate.
Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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August 11, 2015 - This date, at approximately 1430 hrs , I was informed by BCLC GATTO that m.
l i &.s requested at the Vancouver Head Office to assist with the impending interview of

1Wlii•

The interview was to be conducted by BCLC TOTTENHAM , with myself taking notes, and BCLC Admin .
Assistant WU acting as a translator.
At approximately 1430 hrs , GATTO informed me tha-had arrived and was waiting in the front lobby.
TOTTENHAM and I met with Ill and escorted her to Prize Payout Room #1 where WU was waiting.
Brief introductions were given andli!llvas thanked for her attendance for the interview. Basic
demographic information such as her address and occupation was confirmed .

Ill was informed that the reason for the interview was to discuss recent activity at the River Rock Casino
including multiple cash deliveries. · · :· ·s informed that we are worried for her safety when she receives
deliveries of large amounts of cash · • answered that she needs to have the cash to purchase chips at
the casino .

llc:t~t~rl

that a few days ago she had $40 ,000 in cash that belonged to her. llilstated thai.allill
- o w e d her money andllil-had repaicfllthat money. This was that money that i.l'hcidUsed
on that day to attempt to buy in with. The transaction was denied at the River Rock , ancgthen took that
money home.

Ill was asked if she usually brings cash with her to the casino to which she answered , "Yes ."
It was reiterated to lillilhat we are concerned for her safety when she brings in large amounts of cash or
receives cash deliveries . llwas then questioned ifthe money came from a bank.

Ill stat~at sometimes she gets the money from the bank, and the bank will ask her why she needs so
lf:lliltwl:\i!IW

much . itJlwill also borrow some money from&iinds (like
andllwill then pay her friend(s)
back with no interested/fees/surcharges, etc. . · has also used bank drafts on occasion .
llllalso stated that she usually takes out $5 ,000 each transaction at the bank, and will borrow from friends
as they have known each other for a long time . When she borrows money from friend~stated that her
friends get the money from a bank.
lllwas then explained the regulations surrounding Large Cash Transactions (LCTs), and lill1is aware of
these .
lllfl.vas questioned about an incident that occurred at River Rock approximately 2 mo~ths ago (INC :
~2614) where she had received a delivery of over $100,000. It was mentioned tctilthat we are
concerned about who brought that money to her.
l!ilstated that she had lo~t. her money at the casino and was told by a friend (did not mention who) that they
~ cash in their car that
could borrow. il!lhad lost approximately $30,000-40,000 and had paid back
what she could . A few days laterlllhad won some more money, and repaid the funds owing.

Iii

l

was questioned as to who this person is that gave the money to you .
was questioned as to how she knows

El stated it was "lllilililliUI "

tated that she is a friend of a friend.

was then questioned as to whe1-gets her money from . llstated that HR.is very rich
and is visiting Canada from China . _,;...;._ad a lot of Chinese currency converted to Canadian .
- - ' l a s now returned to China but had lots of Canadian currency left over as she did nownt to travel
with it back to China . - · t h e n lent out a lot of that money to various people , includingfll The
money is then paid back via wire transfers in Chinese currency. No interested/fees are paid bylJll,vhen
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repaying funds .

I.II stated that she has also repaid 1 i'ff""in River Rock $5,000 chips.

Ill was questioned if she ever uses anyone else to borrow money from other than

Redacted Patron
..,
lated that
she borrows money from players at the casino , but these are small amounts and chips are used .
stated that it is pretty common in the casino for this to occur. This is likely referring to the ch ip passes that
are conducted on tables and in washrooms .

II

li!lwas questioned if she is aware of any loan sharks at River Rock . llllmstated that she would not ask for
any money from any loan sharks , and she only plays with money that she can afford.
Reda:ted

Pa•ron lnterv1C\\

estioned about her association to the company listed on her iTRAK profile
den• fy ng nformat1on
. lilllstated that her and her husband owned the company, however, she has not split from her
confirmed that she is still a housewife .
, nd she is no longer associated to it.

11

Ills opening of a PGF account at River Rock in May was discussed.

lilwas questioned on why she
conducted a buy in of $80 ,000 in $20 bills two days after she opened a PGF accountilil stated that she
doesn't know how to get a bank draft and/or finds it inconvenient to obtain a bank draft during business
hours as she likes to gamble at night and in the morning o~casion . lillalso stated that she finds it
difficult to find a bank employee that speaks her language. Ill further stated that she got the money from
ATMs .

lliflvas encouraged to use her PGF account and avoid cash and reiterated the inconvenience of obtaining
bank drafts, stating thataprefers to use ATMs. Ill was explained that we need to know that money
coming in is le.ate. mwas explained that she must bring in a cashier's receipl/ATM receipt for any
cash buy ins. ._.. stated that she understood this.

IIwas questioned about ~bove incident in June where a vehicle that dropped money off fo-is
associated to bad people . ll!lwas explained that should she continue to receive cash deliveries,
especially from bad people, that she will not be able to play at all.

llllw~uestioned if she is aware of any illegal casinos in the lower mainland or if she has ever attended

one . M stated that she does not ask any questions, does not want to know anything about them , and has
never been .

•

was asked i f B • s in Canada or in China , to whichfllanswered, "China ."

Ii.I was then asked if the banks are closed and M i . i s in China, who she gets money from. Ill stated
that she has another friend (male) and will usually go with her to the casinos . The male friend uses his
credit card with Global Cash and lends the money to lfil
lllwas explained once again that she cannot receive any cash deliveries , otherwise her ability to play will
be suspended .
stated that she understood this.

II

5 a s thanked for her time and escorted back out of the room and off-site .
At 1630 hrs, the interview was completed.
Briefing notes of the interview were given to ALDERSON, GATTO, GADE and TOTTENHAM .

Brandon Norgaard
BCLC Casino Investigator
215001
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1

nfom1at1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-JUL-19
Interview Time: 12:30
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English

Conditions:

2018-JUL-10
BCBC Interview request

Overview:

II has generated 343 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $7,300,035
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $114,000
DISBURSEMENT: $5,782,617
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Clerk

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifyrng lnformatron

History:

Ill was first noted to be in BC Casinos 2013-DEC-03. Her first incident was noted to be 2015DEC-04.

Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted - FINTRAC
In one incident (2016-APR)

II bought in with 92x$5/717x$20/144x$50

Ruling #19

Discussion Points:
Job update
Company name (unable to validate name on file per OSINT)
Address at work
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where did all the $20's come from
Why using $20's when cashing out $100's (2015/2016)
?Married - Husbands job etc?
Per OSINT :
Opened PGF at Villa 07 JUL 18 with $13K TD draft.
despite
$13K draft is from Ruling #19
patron living i n . , . and playing inRulin . Draft does
g #19
does the
not list patron's name on the RE line, nor
receipt provide any information linking the draft to her
concretely.

2
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Ruling
#19

any
but

patron lives i
Was/did she rent out her residence (per add found in OSINT)

Association to:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information
Reaaced

Pa··cn 1merv1ew lden•rfy ng 1·1formallori

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Ruling
#19

involved in cash passed, M l to her 2015/2016)

associated to several public safety patrons)

he is associated to two BCLC public safety patrons)
-:: ssociated to six patrons BTB tied to loansharking)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does she own or rent? (Per OSINT she is
on her purchase docs for the res)

Ruling #19
Redacted

•

)

Patron Interview 1aent1fyng
lnfo rmat1on

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Encourage her to continue using her PGF account
4. Ensure she understands that full sourced cash/chip conditions can be imposed at any time
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
6. What is her knowledge of loan sharks in the Casinos

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,. .stated the following :
She is originally from Ruling
Ruling #19

#19

Redacted

Patron Interview

ldent1~y1ng

Her address is confirmed and she owns the property
She is Ruling
#19

3
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Redacted

Patro1 1nte'V1e11 1dentrymg

The company she works for is
The company is based out of Ruling #19
The company belongs to her Ruling
Ruling #19

Information

#19

Ruling #19

Her role is Ruling #19

-

She has a very limited role
The co.any is registered to a home address (believed to be or
no specific house number given)

''$?!$ ·

'ffm"Mlt"

Ruling #19

She does not wish to disclose herRuling name
#19
She makes vary little working for him,
not even enough to play one hand in a month
Her SOW is her parents
Ruling #19

Her father is a Ruling #19
Her mum is a Ruling #19
She, her parents and visiting friends and family will bring cash back on each visit
They bring in under the $1 Ok reporting threshold
She put the money in to the bank, $5-$6K at a time
She has not been questioned by the bank as to SOW
The cash has to be brought in as there are rules in China with respect to how much
a person can take out at a time
She keeps much of the cash in a safe
She had issues controlling her gambling back in her RRCR days (2013-DEC to
2015-0CT)
Her parents told her to get control of her spending after which she switched to Rulin
g #19
She has used money exchange on two occasions (again the 2013-1015 time frameinvestigator suspects she used them more than is being admitted to)
She does not recall the name of the one she uses
The other instance was in Rulin when she was approached as she ran out of chips
g
and it was evening with no#19
access to her bank
On this occasion she transferred money from a Chinese account to Chinese account
and got the Canadian equivalent
She used to play on the main gaming floor in Rulin but after the incident became
g
afraid she was being watched and now will often
book a private room at Rulin to play
#19
g #19
Her parents were very upset and told her it was dangerous practice and she has not
done it since
Money exchange facilitators tend to give small bills
The River Rock days were "hell" she states that at RRCR, there are a lot of "bad
people"
She did borrow mone loan sharks while la in at RRCR
She identified
Barred Public Safe~ as loan sharks on the main gaming floor
She identified 1§§)
HRP) as a loan shark in the high limit
room
Loan sharks are easy to identify, they are around a lot, do not buy in too large and
only place occasional bets

l'!.l!l!i'HF@IU!ii.i·*

4
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Loan sharks know where you live -

Ruling #19

She once borrowed $10K (to chase) and paid it back in two days at $1000 interest
they charged her
She is frightened of the whole scene, provides the names so that RRCR can get rid
of bad people
Ruling #19

With respect to the Bank Draft she used to open her PGF , it is her account on
that the funds came from
She has a Ruling #19 bank account as all her friends and activities are in Ruling #19 .
She did provide a receipt to Rulin when she brought the bank draft in, she had to or
g #19
it
the casino would not have accepted
She also has a BMO account
She feels she now has control over her gambling habits and has really cut back
She has a friend she goes with when available (or if not goes alone) and her friend
at times will control her
She like the site staff, they will discourage her from chasing
She was in the past invited to underground casinos by the likes of';'f®" and other
loan sharks
She did not attend
She has no current information
She likes the new BCLC rules regarding cash , they keep her in check so she stays
at a reasonable amount when playing and she can't use the money her parents
send/give her

Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
NIL

Investigators Comments:
Showed her numbers to her, she was blown away
Ruling #19

Per her profile she has slowed down considerably from her early days
She is an HRP
She was for the most part forth right
She genuinely does appear distressed with respect to the loan shark involvement
Consideration should be given to full sourced cash/chip conditions given her efforts
to control herself
Reda:ted Patron nterv ew
Consideration should be given to barring
Identify ng Informatr:Yl
1

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Interview Report
Individual interviewed:
Reoacted Pat·o n
Play ; lnteMeu
lrifo1mat1on
SID:
BCLC iTrak file: 2015-49401
Interview date/Time : 2015-SEP-21 @ 1445hrs-1605hrs
Investigators: Steve BEEKSMA and Stone LEE
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)
ld e n11~y1 1 g

Synopsis:
On the late evening of 2015-SEP-20 an email was received from GCGC/RRCR Executive Host Randy
SUE informing that the a/m patron wanted to set up a time to meet with BCLC investigators. Working with
SUE , 2015-SEP-21 @ 1445hrs was agreed on as the interview date/time . SUE arranged for the interview
to take place in one of the private gaming rooms in the casinos VIP Salon (tables 13/14) . The writer
confirmed with investigator LEE that he was available to assist with translation .
On 2015-SEP-21 at ap~ 1447hrs the writer along with investigator LEE attended to the private room
as previously arranged-was escorted to the room by SUE and introductions were made .
Reaacted

•

Patro n Interview

verified the address on file is still current
Ide n• fymg lnfo rmat on
current occupation is the owner of a recycling company named Reaacted
copied off a hand written piece of paper taped to the back of his cell phone.

Patron I nterv1ew

. This was

Conditions surroundin~ ability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to(ll He was
educated rgrding casino PGF accounts and seemed receptive to using them moving forward. It was
learnt thatl!I had approx $125K in RRCR chips in his home . He advised this helped him to control his
spending .
The interview lasted approx 1.25hrs a n . remained respectful throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

Ill

Background orlilhis wealth:
-Before immigrating to Canadcfllwas a successful real estate investor in China . When he immigrated to
Canada he relinquished all of his assets to his brother in China. His brother owns a n~er of successful
Redac'ed Pa•·on Inte rview
in China and provides him with money whenever he needs it Ill advised that if
he needed 3 million for a house his brother would arrange to have it for him within a day) .
illgets his gambling money through his brother and often borrows against his brothers ' wealth .
-Money is either paid back locally via cash or settled in China by his brother.
believes that it is difficult for Caucasians to understand but in Asian culture an individual's wealth is
shared with other family members without question or hesitation .
immigrated as a foreign investor and advised it took him 7 years to complete this process. At the time
of beginning the immigration process he was assessed to be worth $10 million . By the time the process
was complete he was worth significantly more.
-pends the majority of his time in either China or Hong Kong but his daughter will be returning to
Canada to go to university here at which point he will spend more time in Canada .

-Ill

B

1i5 theory on where the majority of the cash comes from:
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~elieves t_~at a large portion of the cash we see in the casino originates from visitors from China .
-According toJJillthe Chinese government only allows their citizens to take a maximum of $SOK out of the
country per person , per year. He believes 100% of the people who come to Canada from China far
exceed this rule bringing substantially more than $SOK per visit.Ill confirmed that he is referring to CON
~ency acquired in China being brought over to Canada.
Ill explained that in preparation of coming to Canada, visitors arrange (in China) for the acquisition of
CON cash which they bring with them . While in Canada the majority of the visitors shopping is paid for via
credit card . The cash is often never utilized by these tourists and prior to returning to China the cash is
taken off their hands by local contacts and in part lent to casino patrons (the equivalent is then returned to
~e people in China).
l!I believes that 100% of foreign investors are breaking some sort of law with regards to either money
leaving China or being brought into Canada (undeclared cash).

Cash - a s been known to bring into the casino:

Ill does not deal with criminal types, advised they do not trust him to not report them to the authorities .
gets his money from friends/associates.
• - · believes that he is not doing anything wrong in his mind with regard to the un-sourced cash he has
been known to bring into the casino.
-He had nothing to do with how the money was made (sighting an example of marijuana growers , using
loan sharks to lend their proceeds to casino patrons) .
also does not believe any money is successfully laundered if more often than not, it is lost gambling .
was asked that if it is lost how it is paid back to which he responded the loan is settled in China/Hong
•
Kong .
i.ll's believes that BCLC 's strategy to reduce the reliance on cash is forcing people to come up with
more elaborate ways to acquire funds creating a more complex problem.

Underground Casino(s):

(;ii has been back in Canada for just a few days and has already heard talk of multiple "underground "
casinos . These casinos have VIP programs similar to BCLC Casinos and he has been taken for dinner in
an attempt to get him to gamble there .
-The underground casino offers incentives like buy in $1 OOk and only pay back $90K if it is lost.
-1111 has not and does not want to gamble in these underground casinos as he prefers the safety offered
by BCLC Casinos. He is more comfortable at RRCR because BCLC Casinos are regulated and he can
trust that he will not be cheated .
-These underground casinos are run by loan sharks and once a player's wealth is determined they are
able to gamble all of their assets, in some cases in a single visit. Once wealth is verified cash is not even
needed to gamble. The underground casinos have a direct link in China and buy ins/cash outs can be
via an underground criminal network connecting Canada and China.
believes BCLC has created this problem and the loan sharks/criminals are making significant profits
•
as a result.
-These underground casinos are particularly problematic for people who have trouble controlling their
ding.
advised that all of the players BCLC have placed conditions on/restricted cash are now gambling in
e underground casinos.
Mis fully aware that these underground casinos are illegal and even being caught inside one could
have legal ramifications.

l

Education RE Conditions ancills options:
.advised that he has approx. $125K in RRCR chips at his residence . He takes chips home as a way
to control his spending; only taking an amount of chips to the casino that he is comfortable losing in one
session.

2
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l

as never opened a PGF account. The accounts were explained tciilland it was confirmed that he
hold bank accounts at a CON financial institution .
. ad concerns as he knows of "a few people " that have had their bank accounts closed after
withdrawing a 3rd bank draft made out to a casino. He believes there is a flaw in our system that makes
~hesitant to use bank drafts for fear of his bank terminating their business relationship with him.
has tried to open a PGF account previously but was refused. This is likely due to a misunderstanding
•regards to verified winnings and beginning his play with un-sourced chips .
-.Vas advised that he will be updated by SUE with regard to what he should do with the chips he has
at home .
lllwas re-educated with regard to the terms of the condrtions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and BCLC will need to be
able to verify the source of his funds .

m

1111 suggestions/comments:
-Have accounts for players to store cash/chips on site (reminded him of PGF accounts) .
-Ability to have his brother in China wire transfer direct to the casino for him.
- n l y gambles due to boredom when in Canada. If we don't want him to come to the casino he'll
simply stop coming.
-After speaking with BCLC investigators he will have better control of his spending (gamble lesser
amounts) .

Interviewer comment:
Bwas very cooperative throughout the interview process . He spoke at great length and at points had to
be asked to stop to~w investigator LEE to translate. Many of the points to be covered in the interview
were addressed bfillbefore questions could be posed .
A lot of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews.

Ii.Ill concerns regarding some CON banks closing accou~Js W withdrawals made out to
casinos are made is not an isolated claim. Another playerliti.-nJr_ claimed that recently his
account was closed for this same reason. This may require further enquiries by BCLC with some of the
major CON banks to confirm if this may be happening and what possible solutions there are.

BCLC 's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed tc8ivith regards to the $125K in chips he
has at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE .

3
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BCLC IS 1;@§@1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEPT-20
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2016-APR-08:
Barred pending AML interview
Full sourced cash/chip conditions

Recent Activity:
llhas generated only seventeen (17) individual LCT records dating back to 2014-0CT
His profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $1 ,454,980.00

FX: $9,319.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $854,667.50
***Of note his average buy-in was in the $30K range prior to this summer 2018 visit.***
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF , SOW and relationship
to associate, along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redactea

Patron Interview Identifying
lnforrnat1:m

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
History:
Whilelfll has been documented in BC Casinos since 2014-0CT incidents of large cash
buy-ins using small denominations have only been recorded during his most recent visit
JUL/AUG 2018):
- IN20180046976, ····bought-in for $8,500 in $20's (2018-JUL-31)
- IN20180046824, ·. bought in for $9,800 in $1 OO's and cashed out $21 ,000, he then
attempted Bl $20's (bundles, multiple elastics= approx .. . $SK) 2018-JUL-30
- IN20180047165,1
··· attempted to buy in approx. $6k $20's denied bought in $100's
2018-AUG-01.
. ·
- IN20180047442, .
having been placed on conditions tried to buy in $1 OK $100, no
receipt - denied

Civil Courts:
Last
Name,
First
Name
Style of
Cause

•

•

•
•

Classific
ation of
File

Court
Location

Provincial
Small
Claims

Surrey
Provincial
Court

File
Number

2

Date File
Opened

Date
Last
Updated

070ct200
8

09Dec20
08
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Recent Activity:
A/A

Discussion Points:
Company name and location

sow
SOF (where acquiring the $20's)
Why buying in $20's when disbursed $100 bills
Rela~ion~JW~;lffl@lij!i.!.IMl§pjj@ip@iin•WIM!.!i..pi!!.J.
Conf1rm !'!!!!jl~s wife
Why one year absence (Sept 2016 - June 2018)
Family here?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
•

· and telephone number.

Confirm the owners of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
2. Clarify business information

Interpreter required: Yes - Mandarin

Interview Results:

He owns Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
OSINT)
He and his family emigrated her in 2014
3

- confirmed
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He has a daughter in grade 11, son in grade 8 and another son in grade 3
Redacted Patron
is his wife
1n•erv1ew
Redacted Patron Interview aent fyng lnfcrma· on
- lllis in partnership with a friend of
', an asset
established October 2017 (confirmed OSINT)
management com
In addition to th
. he owns in China '111'~
rmed OSINT) he also owns · · ··
(business card provided). This company
deals in · · : . and is also located in China
His English name i s l B •
He spends about 60% of his time in Canada and 40% in China
He runs his companies form Canada when he is here via weekly phone meetings
etc. , he also has a brother in China that has a hand in the business
He was playing quite heavily in 2016 lost $300K and decided to take a "time out"
(hence the gap in play noted on his profile)
- At no time was he approached by staff in Parq and asked to provide his
employment status
Coincidently, when that incident is reported to have occurred he'd had a run in
with Parq staff whereby he had brought $20 bills in to the site to buy-in and the
site refused his money stating he had to bring in $100 bills
He is aware of the news articles regarding money laundering but reasons that he
the site is quick to take his $100 bills and wanted to know why $20's aren't
accepted as they are legal currency
At the time of this incident he took a picture of the FM badge and advised the FM
he would be following up with legal counsel
The next day there was a report that he refused to provide company name and
AML Manager barred him pending interview
He was able to provide the source of the $20's he did use (and attempt to use)
On one occasion while playing at Parq he w~.7 approached by . . .ijlQ'•
Redacted Patro--. lnl e''.t1ew
who said he'd noted he
was winning , he . had run
lnfcrmat on
out of money and wanted to know ifllwould go in with him
· ··
At the time of the interview he did not knowlls full name only that he was
lden ·lf~• 1 ng

II

....
lden!L~y1:ig

- ill did have a photo ofll which is how investigators identified him
- While he Ill did not know Bwell he agreed

II lost $30K and apologized t o l l

~ tolcllll he didn't care that he had lost but tha.had to pay him back
.asked for a few days to come up with and then made an initial payment of
$20K in $20's and said he would pay the rest in a few days
A few days laterllil:Jaid him the remaining $1 OK in $20's

4
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RlfN

**Of note** this entire incident was documented via text between
and
llllpulled the "conversation up" for Investigator LEE to review. LEE advises the
text are entirely consistent withlls accounting of events
- The dates on the texts coincide with whenllwas bringing $20's in to the
Casino
He is not aware of underground casinos

SUMMARY:

- Ill provided investigators the opportunity to review his banking transactions
Because Union Pay is not accepted at the casinos ,.ransfers money from his
Union Pay card to his Bank of China credit card and he can then use the credit
card in Casinos
provided the two cards with his name and account numbers on them to
compare with the banking information he was providing and all the information
matches up
Writer and LEE observed at least ten (10) like transactions recently conducted all
in the $13+K range
.was extremely open during the course of the interview
clearly has an established SOW/SOF
PGF was explained tolllas well as LCT avoidance

- II

-

RECOMMENDATION:

llwas put on full conditions and interview status it would appear, due to a
disagreement with Parq staff that ended with the staff saying he was uncooperative.
This misunderstanding landed him with conditions.
Investigators COUSINS and LEE recommend all conditions be removed .
2018-SEPT-20
Interview summary forwarded to AML Manager D. Tottenham for review and comment.
2018-SEPT-26
Per AML Manager D. Tottenham conditions removed , profile updated, interview filed .

L. Cousins, Investigator, BCLC-AML
5
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This is Exhibit " I 55 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

taking Affidavits for the
British Columbia
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM ••
Interview Identifying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: 12/11/2015
Interview Time: 1300 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

BCLC Investigators met withlf:.d• to talk to him about the following:

1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation.
3. Where does he obtain his cash from?
4. Does he think that the amount of cash he brings in small denominations is
suspicious?
5. How did he arrange to pick up the money there?
6. Tell him there are concerns for his safety given the manner in which the
cash is put together is consistent with money laundering and possible links
to organized crime.
7. Does he understand the conditions?
8. Educate on PGF Accounts.
9. How often are you in Canada?
10. Do you have any information on underground casinos?
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Interview Results:

•

In China, - the owner of

•

He is also an investor in an investment company in Richmond which is located o .
Red<tcleo

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patro:-i lnter.11ew cent fy1rig ln'orma· on

•

He stated that he had a number of investment properties in West Vancouver siting
this as one of the sources of his wealth;

•

He is in agreement with the conditions and is using his PGF account;

•

He did mention that he is familiar with friends dropping off cash in front of the casino
but would not elaborate on who his friends were. He did say that he was not
charged a rate to use this service and it was based on trust alone;

•

He is aware that you cannot get this kind of cash from a bank;

•

He is aware of private casinos but does not go there as it is not safe;

•

At the time of the interview he stated that he was not in the possession of any chips
from the casino.

Interview terminated at 13:37 hours

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onW:..IM, ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. B•was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:-continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.
2
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Investigator Comments:

WJ!Wwas not as forthcoming as expected with investigators.

He was vague in his
answers and would not provide names of anyone that may be involved in cash facilitation.
He was extrj f , .ervous at the time. This was evident at the end of the interview when
shaking my :: . · hand which can best be described as "clammy". It was made clear to
him regarding the expectation to adhere to conditions. Oddly enough, he told the VIP host
that BCLC told him he could "chip pass" and he no longer had conditions. The site staff
was told that this was not the case and conditions remain.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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BCLC

1s+@§il!d!ii!fiff'llM!IUll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEP-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Main floor conference room)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
N/A
Recent LCT Activity:
Last LCT was in 2019-AUG
Sixty-five (65) LCTs total.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $686,840.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $617,745.00

Occupat
Com pan

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
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History:
5 incidents total
0 UFTs

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity:
Transaction summary analysis shows thaW:IMhas had $206,700 in buy-ins and
$84,360 in disbursements since 2019-JAN .
More active (according to LCTs) in 2019-JAN to 2019-MAR.
2019-APR to 2019-AUG fewer LCTs :
No LCTs in 2019-APR
1 LCT in 2019-JUN
2 LCTs in 2019-JUL
1 LCT in 2019-AUG

Discussion Points:

sow
SOF

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

worth $710,000)

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm-s position/title at

Redacted Pa tr on 11terv ew
Ide ll1fy111g Info mal1::m

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property?
Family
Other?
4. - : ; gambling habits
o How often doesM•gamble within BCLC facilities?
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o
o
o
o

Does he gamble _ _.._ e else?
From where doe : .. ·. acquire the funds to gamble?
How much haslfJ/fl.borrowed to gamble?
DoesrJitlever engage in illegal gambling, gambling houses, etc.?

Interpreter required: No
Interview results:
resides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
:,

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

- Prior to the
strike in 2018, •Mavas
• • a n d then unng t e stn e he moved to the position o

Reda:::ted
~

Patron I ritcrv C\\ lde111ty1ng
I~'~•-~• ~~

Reda:::ted

0 a•ron Interview lde'lltfy ng

n format1~n

residence and he owns another property located at
rom t e equity o t e second home and put it on a home line of
,
uses this $200,000 to gamble.
is down approximately $180,000 from the $200,000, most of which he lost in
2019-FEB .
- Although 19Mhas the funds to support his gambling, he recognizes that he has
spent a lot of money and does not want to lose any more money so he has currently
s~gambling .

-~dvised that at this time, he is not considering enrollment in the voluntary self-

exclusion (VSE) program as he feels he is able to stop gambling without enrolling and
he has his gambling under control.
- · :· : recognized a hotograp
·· ·
· · ·
- - . only knows · .:
from ··- ··
employment
personal relationship an · .: · knows very little abou
works.

; they do not have a
including whereM•

•!IM has never borrowed any money to gamble,

including from casino patrons or
from any individuals or institutions outside of the casino.

Investigators' comments:
During the interview, the patron was forthcoming and is assessed by the investigators to
have been honest. He understood that BCLC reviews patrons' gaming activities,
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including patrons who are also casino employees. At no time during the interview was
MWassessed to have been deceptive.

Based on the information that ··:: ·
rovided during the interview and the land titles
searches corroborating · ·. :·
information, the investigators assess thatEWW;
source of wealth stems from his properties and that at this time,Wmlfta wealth
supports his level of gaming.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " I57 " to the Affidavit #2 of
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Redacted

Patron Interv iew ldenl1'y1ng tnforma' 1on

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
qedacted Pat'O'l
NAM : 1nterv
ew ldcnt1fy1ng
lnfo rma• on
SID#
Interview Date: February 151h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: Villa Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Occupation:
Financial Manager

Specific Questions to Ask:

1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Where does he get the large number of $20 bills from?
4. Does he pay for this service and if so what is the rate?
5. Why did he buy in with $20's when he could have used the $1 OO 's he
received from the casino?
6. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. Explain his current conditions and ensure he understands.
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9. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

-

in part, stated the following:

? No one has really explained the conditions to him or the reasons for them;
? At this point the conditions were explained and the reasons for them;
?

He plays for the most part at the Villa as this provides easy access for him off the
highway;

? His source of wealth is from real estate investing in China. He does not conduct
any business in Canada as he does not speak English;
.,, He provided company name and wrote it in Chinese .
.,, Within the last couple of years he has spent more time in Canada compared to
China ;
?

He recalls the transactions that occurred on January 31st that invo~ollar
bills and states he received the cash from a friend know to him a s (translated);
· '

?

This friend runs a cash business in Richmond that is located 0tlill!*t'in a
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

? The phone number is
~

Redacted Patro1 lnte·v1ew
Identifying Informal on

He did not meet this person at the casino but when he came to the country;

~ He assiste1WJ•n accessing cash to get him set up in the country;
?

When he immigrated he brought in a large sum of cash as he immigrated under
the guidelines of the Immigrant Investor Program;

? He received the $20's fro11IM!l!Ato help him out aslMll-dvised his other
customers like the larger denominations;
? • .··:· · ndicated that he now understood why the bank would not take the cash
a ay;

? He does not borrow cash but uses a money service;

2
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);.>

He believes that the casino should be responsible for telling patron's about the
concerns over large numbers of small denominations buy ins;

);.>

He has no associates and does not want his wife to know that he attends the
casino;

);.>

He does not know anything about underground casinos;

);.>

He is not fond of using PGF because it takes him over an hour to get a draft from
the bank because the draft is made out to a casino ;

);.>

As a suggestion he thought the drafts could be made out to a sister company of
the casino i.e. Great Canadian or Gateway.

Interview over at 11 :38 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed or. .ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chipsMi!!Wwas encouraged to us
· ··
on Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:M1@• continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on 2016-FEB-09.

3
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Investigator Comments:

! • • w a s easy
provided comes back

to~ak with andiftlieared honest.

The telerfthone number he

t.m@@mtilCC.J.im§fU*tiP@lHNUi!I c•m.fl!t.J.-

Since this intervie~has been associated to ITRAK 16-10542 where it appears
as if he is trying to circumvent his conditions. After losing his cash he exited the casino
with an associated and was observed taking a brick of hundreds out of a vehicle. He
passed the money to an associate who later bought in with the money. The implication
is that Mii couid not explain the source of this cash and because of this asked an
associate to game on his behalf.
With the latest incident in mind the conditions are to remain .

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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This is Exhibit " \'5 8 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
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+;'!§'6if'Hfi'l'f'*+ll

BCLC 1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-12
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
Occupation:

Chairman of the Board
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Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a - 1 s e s a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in , un-sourced cash used for
purchasing chips . Further, he is using the $20's even after cashing out in $1 OO's.
Buy in amounts were initially in the $10-K range with his last buy-in at $100,040per visit.

- i s known to associate with one VIP and HRP player, as follows:

Sinc1P.MfilW; first LCT in 2014 - MAY he has conducted a combined total of:
Bl: $.131,040
FX: N/A
PGF: N/A
Disb: $44,610

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-66859
2017-NOV-22 - mid-afternoon
Dropped off at Sea Harbour
1. Who dropped you off?
Salon , $2000 in $20's at table with a c/o an hour later of $7460 in $10's ($60 in
$20's)
Proceeded to Phoenix where he withdrew four more bundles from jacket pocket
($20's=$8k) played briefly with a c/o of $10k in $100's
1. Where do the bills come from?
2. How do you order them up?
2
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3. How does the money exchange occur?
4. Who told you to get your money this way?

2017-NOV-23- mid afternoon
-

Arrived alone in

Redacted
•

Pat•on ln'ervrEw Identify ng
lnformat.on

1. Whose car is it?

-

On brick from jacket pocket to CD17 (Salon) for Bl (bought in 2x$500 at the table
while waiting for chips)
2 hrs play and c/o of $16.050 ($100's and one $50)

INC: 170067081
2017-NOV-24 - mid afternoon
-

Arrived from sky train area

1 . How did you get to the Casino
-

Wandered around main gaming floor on phone then proceeded to Salon

1. Who were you talking to on the phone?
Proceeded to Salon and CD19, Bl $1 Ok One(1) brick of $20's from jacket pocket)
Four (4) hrs play with a c/o of $19.5K, $10 in $20's, balance in $100's
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Who told you to get your money this way?

INC: 170069834
2017-DEC-07 - late evening
-

+@t*?\"fifi'tl'l!r+i.!:f

parking on 4th floor in the VIP
Arrived on site alone in
area, he removed a brown out1que ag ram trun
Proceeded to Salon, CD19 and removed a white plastic bag from the paper bag
and placed 9 bricks of $20's and other miscellaneous bills on the ledge of the
cage for Bl .
Bl= $100,040 (12x$5, 9x$10, 4,947x$20 .. .... ($98,940), 15x$50, 2x$100)

3
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Upon receiving his chips he placed approximately 15 $5k chi s in his ocket and
•· ·· .' . · ~,,.,

~· then headed to the washroom followed by

Upon returning to the table ··.. : was bettingm;il&watching; often covering
his mouth appearing to directing ... · on bets for him .
After about 20 minutes
oloured up, took his chips with him and
···: ·
ollowed him with both exiti;.seconds later
then met withU91
who was
being served barring papers on the Resort side of the skybridge (non AML
related

§i@!fo'i'+H?M!l.!H'·*

1. Tell me about this incident
2. Did you pass some chips t . . .·. .after you received them in the table
3. i i i f i l t i r f t h e chips t · . · prior to leaving (washroom) and meeting
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. Where do the bills come from?
2. How do you order them up?
3. How does the money exchange occur?
4. Who told you to get your money this way?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Redacle~

Patron lnl ervre\•/ ldent1fy1ng
nformat101

Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Where does he stay when visiting BC
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
4
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b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6 . EncourageMll to use a PGF account.
7. What is his association to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

.•

Caution · .- ·· against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted . Pa'ro n ln1e1v1ew
Ident fy1ng 1n~o 1ma t on

...

tated the following :

His primary residence is China
His wife and two kids live in Canada and have for the past five (5) years , they have a
1
residence ir :f•Mtfmdoes not know the exact address)
He owns both residences
His kids are 17 and 22 years old and are both in school
This is the first time in 1.5 years he has been over to see them
He is on a visitor visa
He is going home in January and will spend Chinese New Year with his mum
He has no idea about directives or how the Casino works
He know
from his home Province
- llill&lil&Natched out for his wife and kids when they moved here
He only recentl met · .._. :·
He did not giv
He did verbally bet fo . · - -

ny money or chips
he had no idea this was "against any rules"

- ~ural to help a friend, not doing so would "offend:115ct" them
·.
asked him to bet
- - i s his friend , he did not see it as a big deal whe
Now that he has been advised of how Casinos work in terms of government
requirements and BCLC directives he will follow the rules
The small bills he has been using is money he received from a friend (who lives in
China) who wanted to buy property in Canada

5
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His friend has

..

R.edacted

Pa·•on ln:erv1ew den:1fy ng lflformat1on

in his Province and has a son living is

Redacted Pat ron lnler11ew
ldent1fyr:ig Informat ion

His friend dropped the repayment ($200K) off at his residence ir - - on or
about November 18, 2017
The bills were in a gym bag
He gave no thought to the denomination of the bills , to him money is money it did not
occur to him there was anything wrong with small bills
He put $20k of the money he received in repayment in the bank here
He still has $70k in small bills at home
He does not play is long sessions, he gets flushed and "heated" when he plays for a
long time

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips .

Investigator Comments:
R•Nas very respectful during the interview.
He was forthright in his answers .
He showed Investigators approximately $29k in chips that he was carrying on his person.
COUSIN 's recommends he stay on sourced cash/chip conditions. While he has the wealth ,
culturally he sees any denomination for buy-in as "ok". Conditions will help him keep in line with
requirements within BC Casinos.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-09
Interview Time: 12:00hrs
Interview Location: RRCR
Contact Approach: Establish SOW
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
None
Recent Activity:
- 1 a s been gambling in BC Casinos at a relatively high level when considering his
listed occupation as
The focus of the interview will surround establishing his SOW by performing enhanced
CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Company:
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation , including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

BCLC Conditions: None.
Interview Results:

~-

met with investigators prepared with paperwork to support his SOW inside
a BMO bank folder.
~ It was explained t¥li•that investigators needed to meet withlft.W to
confirm his SOW as his level of play does not match his occupation a s • • ! •
Re:facted Patro1
Inte1v ew Ide ll1f~·111::1

-,. He produced a franchise agreement for a

Patron 1n1erv1cw
lden!ofy11g ln*crmai on

~eaac•ed

location on

Redacted Patro1
1tel'\' ew ldent1fy1ng

-·fDNHf!ifS!.§.!l@@l.l!.!@·1· ).
~ r •
advised he has a partner in the.9"usiness who is also listed on the
paperwork.
He urchased the franchise in 2014-MAY .

e comes roman accounting background and has an office in
He went on to describe how he does or has done the taxes for a
number of individuals including police officers and other government employees .
This was brought up due to the fact ll!flwas explaining that its difficult to get
by with just one job.
~ W:ft• indicated he was interviewed by GPEB investigations late last year and
they were making similar enquiries. Investigators explained that BCLC and
GPEB are 2 separate entities.
~ -explained the only reason .he .still worked f o - was to see the
friends he's made there. He also 1nd1cated he 1s presentl(I oMarental leave (his
once his leave
wife had a baby) and it was unlikely he would return to
is finished.

lftllJ•

Interpreter required: No
BCLC Conditionsl"JI• primarily uses his PGF account. He is not being considered
for any conditions at this time.

2
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Investigator Comments:
-

was cooperative with investigators and answered all questions asked. He may
have been somewhat irritated that he had to answer these questions again but once we
explained GPEB and BCLC are separate entities he understood (the impression was he
thought GPEB and BCLC were one in the same).

l l l l was thanked for taking the time to meet with investigators and assured his
casino profile would be updated to avoid any confusion moving forward.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-15
Interview Time: 1OOOhrs
RRCR I Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
RRCR VIP Guest Relations Manager Christy CHAN set up the interview date/time and
assisting with translation as needed.
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos. Specifically the number of drafts from
different F/l's.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

"2019-MAR-13 - BCLC Directive - Patron is requested to contact BCLC at
to arrange an interview with BCLC investigators. Patron must contact
BCLC within 48hrs of being informed of this request or play will be suspended
pending interview. Notify
once patron has been notified."
Recent Activity:
ocus of the interview will be questioning establishing which financial institutions
currently banks with .
. ... _
who have
C Analysts ran a report that detailed 8 casino patrons (including .
used bank drafts from 4 or more different banks in the last year.

'l
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In the case oflll he primarily has used TD drafts however in the past year he has
also used drafts from CIBC, HSBC and RBC.
As per report (2018-Jan to 2019-JAN ):
7=CIBC
2=HSBC: 2018-MAY-16, $50,000. 2018-JUN-08, $20,000
10=RBC
21=TD
The use of drafts from different financial institutions is permitted however it needs to be
established the PGF account holder holds an account at the corresponding bank to
alleviate concerns of patrons using 3rd party instruments.
In the case a - h e seems to be exclusively using RBC and TD drafts of late.
In addition to the above, usual KYC/CDD will be revisited (confirming address,
occupation, company etc).
Occupation:
President
Company:
Redacted Patron l1terv ew
lden'lf\• ng 111fonnal1011

Interpreter required: Yes, in part

Interview Results:
During the course of his interviewl!llMll stated the following :

~
~

•
confirmed ~·Ml!Bm*" is cum;:~!· _He lives there with .his
friend he named===~1111-does not gamble to. .s knowledge and 1s
~not known to BCLC.
-does not have any property in his name in Canada.
o He was looking at property in South Surrey/Whiterock ("Morgan Creek")
but stated the
.1l.12e~i;,s!n~s. . .
is an organizatio~ that at one time hadll
· ·•I
under its umbrella. TheMllliB• have been sold off
nformak>!l
but the parent company still exists (the impression was it does not have any
assets or notable income at this time).

!oot'ry
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-Y WR also has a company in China that involve~sale of cars . He has a
partner in this business. This company may beBms only notable source of
income at this time.
Guest relations manager Christy CHAN provided the following regardins9s
business in China:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
? •. .
:· stated he does not have any family in Canada, he has a father in China.
-Y •.
goes to China approx. 5 times per year; usually every 3 months or so.

Regarding the 4 banks he used bank drafts from over the past year:

-Y Due to some miscommunication/misunderstandingliflldid not have physical
copies with him to prove he has accounts at each of these F/l's.
? He stated he does not have a paper statement mailed to him and does all of his
banking online (on his cell phone) .
? He logged into his CIBC account with investigators present to begin to prove he
holds accounts there.
olit:Nf•was told that what we require is a paper print out from the bank that
shows an account number and his name.
o -stated he would get this for investigators over the next day or 2. He
was instructed we did not need to meet again and that he could provide
the documentation to Guest Relations Manager Christy CHAN when
ready. CHAN will notify investigators once received .
-Y W'Jll!Masked if bank (debit) cards were suffi • .. . He the proceeded to present
confirmed he holds accounts at
bank/debits card for CIBC, TD and HSBC.
all of these banks.
·· ·
? - w a s asked why he holds accounts at so many banks. He stated that when
he first came to Canada and was allowed the first time (one time) transfer of a
significant amount of currency, he spread it out over multiple financial institutions
so all of his assets were not in the same place. He used a large portion of these
funds for purchasing properties , vehicles or whatever else is required when
moving to a n~ntry .
-Y The only bani.- not longer holds an account at is RBC.
stated he recently received a letter from RBC requesting he make an
o
appointment with them (reasons not specified in the letter). He was busy
and never followed up with the bank. The next time he tried to log into his
account online he received an error messageliil!Mattempted to log in to
show investigators (on his smart phone) confirming he no longer could
access it.

1111
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions (existing)
Investigator Comments:

- w a s very respectful and pleasant when speaking with investigators. Pri~
English was spoke, in some instances CHAN assisted with translation to help . .
better understand .
produced bank/debit cards for 3 of the 4 banks and had an explanation for the 4th
one (RBC).
Although investigators are convinced he does in fact hol~unts or at least has
access to these 3 bank accounts (CIBC , TD and HSBC)-was asked to acquire
paper proof that can be left with investigators. He indicated he would get these
documents over the next day or 2 and leave them with RRCR Guest Relations CHAN .
CHAN has been sent an email reminder to notify investigators when documents are
available for pick up.

11!'11

*Post interview (approx. 1200hrs),-eturned to the casino with the required
documents which were delivered to investigators by CHAN. Documents have been
scanned and saved t~ OSINT folder in BCLC 's AML Risk shared drive.
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
S.BEEKSMA
Project Specialist
BCLC , AML Unit
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BCLC

1+;'*11¥MHMHl'9 '*!!+•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-APR-09
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-MAR-20***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed in
any BCLC sites until interviewed by BCLC AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-MAR-20 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
6 LCTs in total (all in 2019).
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $51 ,600.00

FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $46,500 .00
The focus of the interview will beBs recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities.
Occupation: Student
Patron lmerview
Company: Recacted
aen• fy1ng I nformat1on
History:
No incidents before 2019-FEB; since this date 22 incidents.
Incident (supplementals only) related to-•lHM"(IN20190012217)
1 incident of small denomination buy-ins (STR IN20190013403).
Chip passing.
Disrespects barrings.
Civil Courts:
Unknown
Recent Activity:

•

Patron l ntervrew
IN20190012217Mffls associate RRCR19-12217 met Reda:::ted
Identify ng 1nformat1on
FEB-21 .
2019-MAR-30; 3 x prohibition violations (Parq , Hard Rock, Villa) .
9 x violations since suspension imposed on 2019-MAR-20.
Chip passing (IN20190019070; IN20190018436; IN20190016891 ;
IN20190015418; IN20190009180).

Discussion Points:
SOF (IN20190013403)

• sow
•

Chip exchanges/Explain directives
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm patron's Canadian address.
2. Clarify occupation as "student".
• What is patron studying?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Parents? Parents' employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?

on 2019-
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•

Property? Other?

4. Associates in Vancouver?
• Show pies of:
o RRCR 19-12217
0
0

0
0

0

Keaacie - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

5. IN20190012217, 2019-FEB-21, River Rock
• Identity of RRCR19-12217?
• Nature oMMs relationship with RRCR19-12217?
• Where, when, how did they meet?
• RRCR19-12217's contact information?
• RRCR19-1221 ?'s relationship withlill?
• Appeare-mwas booking a hotel room for RRCR19-12217? Why?
• What was RRCR19-1221 ?'s purpose at River Rock?
• Why did he go outside and meet
?

1111

6. - s relationship wit!
• Nat~ationship w i t • Has. . use . · .. s services?
• Where , when , how did they meet?
• Ills contact information?
• Who else is associated to WU?
7. IN20190013403, Riverrlil 2019-FEB-24/2019-FEB-25
• Who dro.d
o .:
at the casino? Reda:te:;t Pat1on •1tef\' ew lde11llfy1ng tnforr.1atron
• Why did ·: · ·· leave ·the site and return at 0353 hours?
• Where did°·· · · go when she left the site? Where did she procure her
funds?
8. H a - ireviously used cash delivery services/money service businesses?
• Which services?
• For how much?
• When?
• For what purpose were the funds procured?
• Fees/rates?
9. How doe-fund her gambling? Ever borrowed money to gamble?
• From whom has she borrowed money to gamble?
• Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
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Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by
interview:

Redacted

>=>a•rcn ln' erv1ew lde'1l1fy ng nformall:J'l

during the

-resides a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- She rents this unit and has no relation to her landlord.
- h a s no family in the Lower Mainland.
- ~is from China and has resided in the Lower Mainland for 5 years.
-llR is a student at
and will resume studies in May
2019; she is doing a degree in Economics.
- ·· s only source of wealth is from her parents.
- .·.:. .·. funds her gambling with the money she receives as an allowance from her
parents.
Redacted

Pa•rc n Interview

fii;n•recognized a photo of RRCR19-12217 a .., lden•rfy ng lnformal1on who she calls "little
brother."
turned nineteen (19) years old in 2019-JAN .
was previously in high-school in Canada and now a t t e n d s - - could not
•
remember the exact name of the school, but believed it was possibl ~·~~£1•
- Pa:~o n 1n:erv1ew
'cen:fvin lnfor -·

~edac:ed

the. ~on o • • mother's friend in China.
sides in the same building a Redacted Patrort Interview cent fyng ln'orma·1on
.
Interview
'de n: fy ,n
g ln'crma rives
t on
.." not aware o ·: ~- leaving the casino to meet up with a vehicle however,1$\118
Re
I
Cl · have used VanPeople to order products for delivery, namely cigarettes and junk

Redactc:::i •
Da~ rc n

•I.Ill.?

•••
- d i d n~t rec~gnize a ph'?.~?
and does not know
· · ··
(phonetic).
about a relat1onsh1p between.and
- In 2019-MARll!I contacted a delivery man at VanPeople who had previously
delivered her goods; he advised that he is no longer doing deliveries .
.111J1 was not sure if the driver meant he was not doing any deliveries that same day or

_ofi;MMll*§"Hif.U.

ararr-

-1111 does not know this driver's identity and no longer has his contact information
because she deleted all of her previous VanPeople communications.

-Ill showed the investigator her VanPeople communications which were empty.
- On two (2) occasions, ~has stayed the night at the River Rock Hotel; once the
room was comp'd to her=the other time she paid for it.
- On one of these occasions,111 stayed with her in the two-bedroom suite .
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•.I•

lilllm does not recall an incident where she was dropped off at River Rock in ;
-.~ 00 lnfo
1.iilIBA&MHRMiilllllthen
left and later returned at 03:53 hours.
•mat1on
+>does not have a car and does not drive so she gets rides from Uber, taxis , SU or
friends .
- h a s never received any cash deliveries and has never used a money exchange
service; typically, when she leaves the casino and returns, it is because she went home
to get more cash.
- It is typical fo11FJ1•0 gamble through the night.
-

know ...

Re:iactea

Patro1 lnte "'Jlew aent fyng ln'orrnat on

~~does ~ot kno~ ~n.ne by the name o

from River Rock.

however,
ecogn1zec9&1=- photo.
does not recall chip passing withRl1!•and only remembers meeting him once
•
at River Rock circa end 2019-FEB or beginning 2019-MAR.
oes ~~t kno:w the namell§*l'@ffi'ij9'1'SH@fi.f.*. butcll~zed ~ photo of
metlllat River Rock when helost al of his chips, aske
: . or chips then he
•
grabbed some of her chips which he used to play ($1 ,000 worth) .
ed back--000 via a WeChat e-transferlllilhas not see.since.
has
not loane . · any other funds .
•
Redacted

Patron 1nterv1ew Identify ing lnfarma11on

Investigators' comments:

llllis assessed to have been truthful during the interview. She displayed no physical
behaviors to indicate that she was hiding the truth or providing untruthful responses and
when she did not know the answer to a question, she said so.
The investigators assess that. has never been involved in any cash deliveries or
that she is aware of any cash deliveries to BCLC facilities. The investigators also
assess that she does not know Reda:ted Patron riterv ew ldentrfying lnfo"rlall::m
This is the fourth interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to th • a,w.UIMMwflden· rfy ng 11formatton
erview of
The

It should also be noted that in all three previous interviews, the patron. each
commented onlllprocuring and delivering random goods. Although· :· . · was unable
to identifyll or his relationship tcill she too has used the delivery services of
VanPeople.
To date, these interviews have not corroborated any information t h a . is making
cash deliveries to BCLC patrons.
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- s gaming privileges have been re-instated although she remains on sourced
cash/chip conditions.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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Redacted

Patron Interview

ldent1'yrng Informatio n

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
,

Redacted - Patron

NAM ' Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#
Interview Date: October 51h, 2016
Interview Time: 09:09 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Patro,

Over 2 consecutive gaming sessions on 2016-SEP-30 and 2016-0CT-01 111terv 1e\\ lde1t1fy1ng
produced a total of $399 ,980 in CDN currency (mixed denomination bills) for play in
River Rocks VIP Salon which also included CON $20 bills. The cash could not be
sourced to a recent casino disbursement.
The following was discussed withlll during his interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Who has he been attending the casino with?
4. Between September 30th and October 1st. 2016 he has bought in for
$399,980. Where did the money come from?
5. Did he use a money service for the cash and if so what rate did he pay?
6. Where did all the chips come from that he brought into the casino?
7. Who owns the

Redacted

Pallan lnter .. 1ew

Ide U1f~1 111J Info n1at1:;n

8. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
his safety.
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9. On October 2nd , 106@ 2:45 am he pulled back a 45 K bet and was
spoken to by the site regarding cheat at play. Remind him how serious
this is and should he continue he may be barred from all casinos in British
Columbia. Does he understand this?
10. Get to him explain why he brought in over 200 K in cash when he still had
a substantial amount of chips he could use to play with .
11. Educate him with respect to this activity being consistent with money
laundering .
12. Does he understand the conditions?
13. Does he understand the reason he was placed on these conditions?
14. Have he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
15. Educate on PG F Accounts .

Interview Results:
l l i n part, stated the following:
?

He was advised for the reason of his interview;

-,. He spends most of his time in China;
-,. He has not been in BC for two years;
);>

His three older sons that live in Vancouver;

., The 2nd and 3rd sons are in China at this time ;
.,_ His BC residence is still located on 43rd Avenue as noted in his patron profile ;
-,. He runs a corporation that involved Imports and Exports that is run here in Canada;
-,. The name of the business i

•

Rc:::tactea Patrori lntcrv 1ci11
ldenl1'y mg Information

-,. One of the products he exports is
);>

Hedaclec

Palro'l

lnle ~ 1e:11

ldenti•yng ln•crma• on

He has been in BC for 3 days now and arrived September 30 1h , 2016;

2
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?

He was questioned about the 199K in small bills and he was clear that it was large
bills mostly and 50 K in 20's;

..,. His son provided the cash to him so he could not speak to where it came from other
than it was in payment for a loan extended by his son;
..,. He brought more cash into the casino because he had no idea he was going to win
and when he did the other cash was not needed ;
..,. It was his oldest son that got the money for him

Redac'ed. Pat ron ln:erv1ew
ICenflfyng lnforma· on

..,.. .s in the same business as him but owns his own company;
..,. He does not know anything about loan sharks or underground casinos as he leaves
it up to his sons to arrange any gaming activity for him;
..,. It was explained to him that it was his transactions over the past few days that
caused him to be subject of no-unsourced conditions;
-,,. He stated that he understood this;
..,. He was concerned that he could not take money out of the casino because of the
conditions clarifying that if he is not allowed it does not feel like he is winning;
..,. He was asked if he was in possession of any chips and stated he had 450 Kat home
and the site did not allow him to bring them in given his new conditions;
..,. He did not know about the rules and now that he knows there will be no issue;

09:43 am Interview over

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

3
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BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on October 3rd, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

llfl had not been in BC since February of 2015 and subsequent to this BCLC began to
impose conditions on patrons. lllapologized for his behaviour and stated that it would not
have happened if he was aware of the new rules.
It is convenient that he does not know the source of cash for his buy in 's stating that his
sons look after him and he does not ask about their business dealings.
With respect to the 450 Kin chips he was advised that we would get back to him. Stone
Lee spoke with the site and asked that they track the chips associated withlll It is
reasonable that he would be in possession of this quantity of chips given his recent play.
l f lshould remain under his current conditions.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-DEC-05
Interview Time: 12:00 hrs
RRCR: MDB63
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-0CT-24
Patron gaming suspended one month with interview to follow prior to gaming privileges
reinstated .

Recent Activity:
Mi!Whas generated 584 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-SEPT
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $17,046,525.00
FX: $97,403.60
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $4,289,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $12 ,910,638.50

The focus of the interview will be re-establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing .

Occupation:

Housewife previously

a-II in China

Company:

llMll!M{previously owner current noted to be a director per 2019 OSINT)
Per 2019 OSINT ~Nexis search-is affiliated to noted • .
Per 2019 OSINT,M i s the owner orreCord for t h e - - a d d r e s s

Redacted - FINTRAC
The primary concern is prolific chip passing.
P e - OSINT in 2019-APR, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:

-

30 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?
How she splits her time between Canada and China
Confirm banking
Confirm current vehicle

Per recent chip passes - Relationship to:
(Chip pass to YOU - $5K 2019-0CT-17)
pass - from YOU [$1500))
Currently 5 yr barred - undesirable)
(Currently 5 yr barred - undesirable)
hange in the past)
ossible money drop off)
(provided mortgage)
same residential address

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Confirm the owner(s) of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Citizenship?
Other residency?
Banks?
Other addresses/Canada & Overseas?
Underground knowledge?
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Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,IMft!ll stated the following :

-

Redacted

Pat'o n ln:erv1ev:

address listed on her profile
lives at the ldent1fy1ng lnformatt0n
lives alone
is retired
moved here late '90's
Redacled Patron lnl erv1ew ldent 1ty119
is her son (note added to his profile to update address)
1nformat1on
lfil• lives in Richmond with his wife and they have four children
Her three grandsons are living in China with Mis in-laws
Her granddaughter is a baby and lives in Canada
She and her son are both Canadian Citizens
Her parents, brother and sister also emigrated to Canada, they all came at the
same time
They all live in their own homes
No-one else in her family gambles
1format101
She is originally from :-..
Reoac'ed Pat·o n 1n•e rv1ew ldentrf}• ng
She was a Manager at a
Inform.:tl 10 l
in China
ln'o11nat on
She
She
She
She

I..I.· .P.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
She is now retired and a shareholder
As a shareholder she receives an income
She transfers money from her account in China to her Canadian bank account as
needed
She currently banks at TD and Scotia Bank (presented bank cards to INV to
confirm)
Her husband,
is a Real Estate Developer in China
- •..
·· . is very rarely in Canada
· · · does not gamble here
s'o·w can also be attributed to her husband's income
She does not have any other real estate in Canada
At one time she had two storefronts, a house and an apartment
She lost these properties due to gambling and now lives in a townhouse
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-

She has borrowed at the table now and again when she is "chasing" but just from
friends
She has been caught doing same and has since stopped this practice
Typically she just wagers what she has
She does not lend money
She is not aware of any current undergrounds, there used to be chatter about
them "back in the day" but it has since ceased
She has not been to an underground, worried they "cheat"
(both on her profile)
She drives a · ·
She has sol
a 1s associated to her profile
She know ··· :· from the casino, he did lend her $5K (chips) when she was
chasing but the site saw the pass and she had to return it
~he_ know~om the casino; _ th~ $1 ,500 cash pass on 2019-0CT-15 was
pay1n~ack for a b e - had made for her
At their table, the patrons often bet for one another, it is common if one patron is
waiting for the cage to process their buy in
She knowsllas 81£14 who is "not allowed to come in to casinos". They are
not friends, casino associates only
She know:llll via casino, recognizes her but does not know her name
She knowsl!ilfrom the casino, that he is a "big boss" (CEO) and not here
(RRCR) to often
She has no recollection of a cash pass wit~
She and-Ware best friends , they knew each other in China before
emigrating to Canada
She does recall buying in with small bills, that it was a very long time ago
She got the bills from a money exchange, wiring money from China to Canada
then receiving the bills. The small bills exacted a lower exchange rate .
She learned of the money exchange in question from "someone" (does not recall
who)
She was instructed to just call the exchange place, make arrangements to wire
money, when they receive the money they will either deliver or she could pick the
cash up herself
She does not recall the exchange location now; it was a long time ago.
This past year she has been in Canada a lot as her son 's wife had a baby.
She expects to spend more time in China next year
There is no particular formula with respect to how much time she spends in
China and Canada

Ill

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips
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Investigators Comments:

- HliMwas pleasant during the interview but it is the feeling of the investigators
that she was not entirely truthful , gaps i n . r y were "convenient"
It is fe·~·ossibly she is~ rr:iistre~s to·:·;.·: . v~s a wife (one son , differ~nt last
name · .
rarely v1s1ts, M • kids are with his in-laws not "fathers" side of
the family)
Investigator LEE explained the sourced cash/chip conditions again tclll!; that
there will be zero tolerance for shenanigans
LEE also reviewed all the functions of the PGF funds she has (Parq and RRCR);
that she can get ROF and Verified win cheques she does not always have to
"cash" out
LEE discouragecMllfrom taking chips home as her conditions also include the
sourcing of chips ; if the site cannot source chips she brings in , she cannot use
them in a new session
"No buy-in pending interview" has been removed from her profile
Site updated
It is recommended-remain on sourced cash/chip conditions
2019-DEC-06
Interview forwarded to AML Manager D. TOTTENHAM for review

2019-DEC-10
Interview approved and filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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This is Exhibit " I b't " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
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BCLC

1s•;'ll'i"·!:IMl§i**illntj!!Mi.!1Ufi!i.!.-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
R:edac'ed

Pat en 1n•e1v1ew Iden' fy ng 1•1fo1malt01

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $739,685.00
FX: $13,501 .30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293 ,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205 .00
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.
Redacted

Patron , ter\' ew ldent1'ymg lnfo·matrcn

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation. There are no Physicians, Doctors , Sur~eons
Pharmacists, Nurses, or Psychologists that have a name similar to =tlliilfi'IRllM'"
Redacted Patron nter.tc\/'1 ldc nt1ry1ng
in BC. All of these professions are publically searchable through
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.
nfor m at1~· 1

•
•

•
•
•

!iillli!!llll!llilMillflJl·l~llilllli!llffilll
l'.

-unconfirmed

unconfirmed

RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

owners and business mers connected t

- - -

-

- -

-

-

w.&mw:MwMaf!ffi&JWISee Link Chart in folder for connections. It is believed these
nformat101

com anies are in relation to commercial real estate. His brother is likel · ·. ·
is currently listed as a mortgage broker with
as a prope
and has previous employment history with
manager.

ll•llammllll•

R:e(':ac'ed

y

Pat·on lnferv1ew cen• fymg I :iform al con

- dissolved
2012 - in debt to RBC $113K re LOC and interest

Redacted Patro'l lnte·
cent fy1 19
on
's Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of
money to be discussed this date)
11e'll

ln ~m ma t

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it
2
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Work partners

sow

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the following:

- llhas variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e . legal - passport
name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Nicknames"iPWlt'f
He graduated h.\iih school in 1999

a.a

•W"""WWW
Science d e .
He went to med sc~~o~:~~a~~~:+Mm!f?<MifM(.jj,,@i·!:·

He went to''""

Redacte:l Patron lntenitew
lderit1f 1n lnfo-r1at1on

He started his internship a M e = he was there one year (did not complete it)
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition
August (28th or 30th) 2013 he got himself in a bad position with a $10K gambling debt
3
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He had borrowed the money fro
and could not
repay him
It is not clear how this was resolved
He decided btn; a Dr. wasn't for him, he didn't have the passion for it
He moved to . . .when all this occurred and startiniworking
f-!e. _ot t~~ ·ob through his girlfriend (at the time)lfl@

fo11:11

¥@@q;Mj jf@(.j!..f!ii.!:M

-

he went back to . · ·· :
and worked in payment transaction processing
(his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one inlMIJllJiand one in

Wlim

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to d
·
·
·
ny longer
His father is behind
He
is now working with hi m
He and his mum sold a property a
last May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling, he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January when he got back from vacation
His mum, thinking he is working mon business ventures transfers him money upon
request and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books
provided for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
Pa'•on ln'e rv1ew
fy ng
He and his mum are looking at properties in
Informal on
for property
investments
He paid the down payment on the. . .property and pays the mortgage but
his brother is on title due it his ban ing pro ems with RBC
Redacte:t Patron
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car ln!Prv1ew
oen· f 111
His brothe · · · ·· is a mortgage broker and is involved in all their deals. He lives at the
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
dress and is affiliated t •
···. · ·
· ·
handle all their legal matters
·· · · ·
·
· ·
·
are their accountants - F o r m e He believes his mum has or is creating a numbered company but~
Rcda::tcd Patron
details (later discovered to b
with the Director listed as: lnte·•1EN1 ldentlfyng
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
mum. Company registered
2017-MAY-29)

Wi!IW

1

~edac·~d

4

l d~ n ·
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Investigator Comments:
........... - · '"""'"" · •
as extremely polite and well spoken, answering all questions
asked, forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.
Investigators did discuss VSE given his history and his current bad streak.

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations

5
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This is Exhibit " I bS " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BcLc 1s •;@1®'1!1·1.111angp;np1m1.11rr1m.1. •
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
Re:1acleo

Patro, lnte:-vien l denl rfy1ng ln'orma· on

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $739,685.00
FX: $13,501 .30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205 .00
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Reaacted - Pa•ron 1n•e1v1ew 1den: fy ng 1nfonnallon

History:
Redac·ed Pa•·on lnterJ1ew Iden· fy ng 1nformat10n
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation. There are no Physicians, Doctors , Sg°J8
Pharmacists Nurses or Psychologists that have a name similar to '/iii· ·
Reda::ted Patron nterv ew
' in BC. All of these professions are publically searchable through
Iden! • n nforma1101
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.

•ltt"

.i -

•
•
•
•

.

unconfirmed
RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records

•

- dissolved
2012 - in debt to RBC $113K re LOC and interest

' Reaac·ed

Red<Jcted

Pa•ron 1n·erv1ew cen· fy ng 1formall01

Patron nter-.1ew ldent1'y1ng Information

Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of

money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it
2
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Work partners

sow
Uses a variety of spellings for his name - what is correct

s~~.---.
Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located .

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
stated the following:

- Ill has variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e. legal -

passport

name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Heda:ted '-'atrcn t1tervie\'.
Nickname
den• fy ng nformatio'l
He gradua~ii-,,,,j·R.·
S .
7
He went to ·
and got a c1ence degree
He went to med school ; two ears at
M • n d two years at
He started his internship a
, he was there one year (did not complete it)
He decided being a Dr. wasn't for him , he didn't have the passion for it
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition

3
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August (281h or 301h) 2013 he got
gambling debt
He had borrowed the money fro
and could not
repay him
It is not cleaJiiliiwas resolved
He moved t•£.j
when all this occurred and startini workini fo • •
. .
•. "ob through his girlfriend (at the timelff!

f'

-

@•@(

mwhi"·!l,,f!!I."*

and worked in payment transaction processing
(his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one i - · and one in

IJJ.!•

&

.

..

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to do business with his father any longer
His father is behin•
•· · ·· ·.
· •~, · · ·
He is now working with hi~ mum at · •• ·· · · "'·· ..~., ,,.., · · ·• ...
(she created
the company after she and his dad got divorced)
He and his mum sold a property at *;@§@'¥@Mi§i§i'i*MM!i+•last May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling, he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January of this year when he got back from vacation
His mum, thinking he is working on business ventures transfers him money upon request
and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books provided
for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
He and his mum are looking at properties ir
, .· !"" . ' '
for property
investments
R.eaac·ed - Pat-on
He paid the down payment on his condo on 1nte"V1eN
property and pays the
n
mortgage but his brother is on title due it his banking problems with RSC
Reda:ted Da•ro n
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car
ce nt ryng
His brothe ·
is a mortgage broker ao.d....i~OYQl~ed.ln.alltb!illi" .deals.. l::l~ l~~~e
dress and is affiliated
handle all their legal matters
Redactea Patron lnte·v1eJ1
are their accountants - Forme
ldcntrfy1ng lnfo'r1auon
ldent1~

1n1 c~J1ev1

t+!MWf@N!!Mf1f·41@111M. .

Investigator Comments:
qeoac'ed Pa'':m ln'ervrew cen· fy ng 1forma1101
was extremely polite and well spoken , answering all questions
asked , forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.

4
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BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations

UPDATE:

2018-04-04
1100 hrs
Secondary Interview - Points to be covered:
Since his last interview the following has transpired:

03/06
$250K BD - initially from CIBC numbered
ersonal BMO and returned with BMO draft)

company•llilllllll

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?

?

(left site deposited to

confirm mother
what is this company
business account
what is your roll
any money his in the business account
copy of $850K cheque (is the $250K and $850K out of the same numbered company ... TP)
how are you going to pay it back
curently holding any chips
updated phone number
Is your mum aware of the funds being moved within this account to further your play
Do you have further debt to this company
Are you considering VSE for 3 yrs

03/13
c/w 79 .5K - c/o $10,675
03/15

5
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$200K Bl ROF Cheque from Parq - Re-deposit- Take another ROF Cheque and c/o $13,830

03/19-20
c/w $75K chips - ROF $200K@ end of play on the 20 1h and c/o $6,550
03/22
c/w $80K chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K and
c/o $6,250
3/23
c/w $2, 100 - c/o $10,200
3/26
c/w $5k chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - c/o $12 , 100

03128
$200K Bl PGF - LOST ALL
03/29
$850k numbered company cheque to personal BMO account - BMO bank draft to PGF withdraw PGF $850K - LOST $694,500 - ROF $155,500

04102
Attempted to redeem a Parq ROF cheque at the cage in Jade West for a table CPV. The buy in
was refused since a new condition on his profile had a BCLC barred until an AML meeting was
conducted.
04/03
Arrangements made to interview patron on 2018-APR-04

2018-APR-04

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewl;fffi§MM!iHl§H@ij,ij!M(.jj,,ijii!.l,Mstated the following :

- •1•1
his mother (maiden name)
-z y.1l1ifi1iJIQllll'•is
eM&Ct@• Jf~1.11..gm.1
• • is a Real Estate Holding company
1

-

The initial money in this account is derived from the sale of
lm1astMay
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million
Redacted Patro1
...
$11 million of the money is currently with
ldentrfying lnfo·nat ion
who can 't get conventional mortgages)
The money is currently out in loans for 11%-12%
lnte~ 1e11

6

~ecacled

Pa•ron ln•erview ldentrf}• ng

'

'

(private lending for people
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The numbered company is solely in his mother's name (reiterated in an email patron
sent to writer in response to his desire to have an interview and a request on the part of
the investigator for paperwork per below):

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From
Sent: April-03-18 3:24 PM
To: Lynn Cousins
Subject: Re: Interview

"That cheque is from my moms company , business account that I deposited into my
account that day.
There is absolutely no association between me and that account. That account is under
a numbered company and if there was any problem with it, bank would have questioned
it long time ago.
The funds in that business account is from the sale of our property back in 2017.
I can bring a copy of that draft (if I can find it) , however I can not bring anything that
associates me to that account.
However I maintain the daily activities of that numbered company, including depositing
monthly cheques to the account of that numbered company.
I'm free anytime. Let me know ASAP.
It's beyond me to understand why I have to go throw so many interviews where all my
purchases are through bank drafts from local Canadian banks!!! If there was something
remotely fishy government and bank have been long on my case before the "gaming
industry".
This is becoming inconvenience and almost a waste of time as stated by my thoughts
earlier.
Let me know when this interview can be done ASAP.

-...
Sent from my iPhone "

They have an agreement that she will fund business ventures from the $13.5 million sale
up to $5.5 million
The CIBC bank draft for $250K that Parq accepted on 2018-03-06 was from his mother's
numbers company
Parq did accept the draft and then realized their mistake (third party) and told him they'd
"made a mistake" in accepting the draft stating it had to come from his account ("your
name to your name")
Parq returned the draft to him and had him deposit in to his BMO chequing account and
get a draft from that account which he did. He then returned to the site with the new draft
The $850K BMO draft presented on 2018-03-29 was funded from the same numbered
company (learned at the time of this interview), he put the money in his BMO chequing
account then acquired the BMO draft (he had learned from the $250 draft this is how it
had to be presented to the casino)
Provided a copy of the $850K CIBC numbered company draft to investigators today

7
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On both occasions he told his mother that the money was for business investment
purposes
His mother has no idea he has spent the noted money in the Casinos
He cannot get money out of the account, it has to come from his mother
His mother will call the bank when he requests investment money and have the manager
create the draft in his name
Shortly after he LOST $694,500 of the $850K, he received an email that their Capital
Gains Tax was due and was $350K more than originally estimated . They did not have
enough money to cover the extra
He has to go to
who currently are holding their $11 million for
investment and ask for a short term loan of $350K (11 %) to pay the shortfall as he'd lost
at the Casino
His mother is not aware of the short term loan to complete the payment on the Capital
Tax Gains
There is no accessible money left in the numbered company at this time as it is all
invested
He is not ready to VSE (three year VSE was offered)

Investigators Comments:
Patron is anxious to get back in the Casinos asking if he could at least play poker
Patron stated was not aware of the third party rule, investigators reminded him it was on
the SOF document he signed and is part of the PGF account opening process (policy)
He stated the site should not have accepted the $850K if he is not allowed to buy in with
third party money
Patron was reminded he deposited the money in to his BMO account then acquired the
draft, that the site would have no way of knowing it was third party money if he did not
declare it (Scanned in to LCT 20180006738 BMO Account
Branch :0836
Patrons still has the ROF cheque for $155,500 from his play on 2018-03-29 (***that we
now know is third party money as a result of this interview today)
2018-04-04
Interview results provided to Manager Daryl Tottenham for review and action

UPDATE:
2018-04-09
Patrons profile updated :
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019APR-09. See media for barring documents (letter and notice) ."

2018-MAY-16
Interview Filed
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

8
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scLc 1s •@l®'il'ii·!.IMM*Mkl§ln·Wf!•M!.!i,,fil!.!. •
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
Redacted

Patro'l lnter.i1ew Ident fyir19 ln'crmat on

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $739,685.00
FX: $13,501.30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205.00
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Redacte:;t

Patron lnler\'ew ldent1'y1n;i Info mat1on

History:
Redac·ed Pa:·on Interview
ng 'lfom1at10,
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.
lden·lf~·

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation . There are no Physicians, Doctors, Surgeons ,
Pharmacists, Nurses, or Psychologists that have a name similar to B!IRal~~I'
Pat'on 1n1erv1ew
in BC. All of these professions are publically searc a et roug
l.:Jentlfyng ln'orma· on
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.
Re~ac'ed

-

•
•
•
•

I

-

~

.

unconfirmed

RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records

•
~eaac·ed

Pa·r::m l rre1vu:w icerr fy n
lnf.::rma! on

...
Reda:ted

2- in

e

0

Pa· ron lnteiv1ew lde1t1fy ng nfo rmat10'1

- dissolved
re LOC and interest
Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of

money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it

2
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Work partners

sow

•

. .-

.-

• •

•

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Hedacted - Pat ron

l~lerv

ew lden!lf)••ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the following:

- II has variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e. legal -

passport
name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Nicknames
He graduated high school in 1999
- He went to•w.~•9,!"F'a<&ni!li1•41!M=ind ot a Science de ree
He went to me sc oo ; two ears a
IP.I• and two years at·- :_ . .: - • - He started his internship at
, he was there one year (did not complete it)
He decided being a Dr. wasn't for him, he didn't have the passion for it
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition
3
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August (281h or 30 1h) 2013 he goth.
gambling debt
and could not
He had borrowed the money from
repay him
It is not clear how this was resolved
.
He moved tBll•when all this occurred and starting working
He got the job through his girlfriend (at the time) i@§@l@MMl§J!!A- ¢1m1.!l,,@!.!.E

follll'.1111

·

and worked in payment transaction processing
fo · ·
his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one i n M t • and one in

•im•

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to do business with his father any longer
His-behind .,. ... . . ·. ·. · ~, ·
He · .: · · is now working with his mum at
· I ' '°"
(she created
the company after she and his dad_ggt divorced)
He and his mum sold a property a*fii·'@'!di+JH+'*@!.\Mh'.U•1ast May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling, he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January of this year when he got back from vacation
His mum , thinking he is working on business ventures transfers him money upon request
and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books provided
for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
He and his mum are looking at properties in
for property
investments
qedac'ed Pa·'on
He paid the down payment on his condo on lntC'VIC'/I ldent1'y11g property and pays the
mortgage but his brother is on title due it his banking problems with RSC
Rcda:tcd Pa•ro n
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car lnte"',riew :lent f 11
His brothe
·· · is a mortgage broker and is involved in all their deals. He lives at the
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
dress and is affiliated t •
handle all their legal matters
Redacteo Patro1 lnte'v1e11
are their accountants - Former
ldent1'y1ng lnfo·nahcn

Investigator Comments:
was extremely polite and well spoken , answering all questions
asked, forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.
Redacted

::>a·rcn ln'erv1ew lde'lt 1fy ng nformal!::n

4
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BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations
UPDATE:
2018-04-04
1100 hrs

Secondary Interview - Points to be covered:
Since his last interview the following has transpired :
03/06
$250K BO - initially from CIBC numbered company
personal BMO and returned with BMO draft)

Redacted
ldent

Patron •'lterv ew
1

n

nformat1cn

(left site deposited to

Redacted - Patron 'lien ew ldenh'y1ng
'lfom1at1o'l

Director:

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Redd:::led

Pdtron 1ter\' ew Ide lt1ry1rq Info mat1:;m

confirm mother
what is this company
business account
what is your roll
any money his in the business account
copy of $850K cheque (is the $250K and $850K out of the same numbered company ... TP)
how are you going to pay it back
curently holding any chips
updated phone number
Is your mum aware of the funds being moved within this account to further your play
Do you have further debt to this company
Are you considering VSE for 3 yrs

5
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03/13
c/w 79.5K - c/o $10,675
03/15
$200K Bl ROF Cheque from Parq - Re-deposit- Take another ROF Cheque and c/o $13,830
03/19-20
clw $75K chips - ROF $200K @ end of play on the 2Qth and c/o $6,550
03/22
c/w $80K chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K and
c/o $6,250
3/23
c/w $2 , 100 - c/o $10,200
3/26
c/w $5k chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - c/o $12, 100
03/28
$200K Bl PGF - LOST ALL
03/29
$850k numbered company cheque to personal BMO account - BMO bank draft to PGF withdraw PGF $850K - LOST $694,500 - ROF $155 ,500
04/02
Attempted to redeem a Parq ROF cheque at the cage in Jade West for a table CPV. The buy in
was refused since a new condition on his profile had a BCLC barred until an AML meeting was
conducted.
04/03
Arrangements made to interview patron on 2018-APR-04

2018-APR-04

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

stated the following:

r (maiden name)
is a Real Estate Holding company
Redaclt!'C Pat10·1 lnte i,.1e11 lde nt1'yng
The initial money in this account is derived from the sale of
Info r 1at1J n
last May
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1nQ Information

1

11 • 1 -

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

6
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(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million
Redacted Patron lnte rv1eu
$11 million of the money is currently with
ldt nt1fy1ng lnformat1on
(private lending for people
who can 't get conventional mortgages)
The money is currently out in loans for 11 %-12%
The numbered company is solely in his mother's name (reiterated in an email patron
sent to writer in response to his desire to have an interview and a request on the part of
the investigator for paperwork per below) :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From
Sent: April-03-18 3:24 PM
To: Lynn Cousins
Subject: Re: Interview

"That cheque is from my moms company , business account that I deposited into my
account that day.
There is absolutely no association between me and that account. That account is under
a numbered company and if there was any problem with it, bank would have questioned
it long time ago.
The funds in that business account is from the sale of our property back in 2017.
I can bring a copy of that draft (if I can find it) , however I can not bring anything that
associates me to that account.
However I maintain the daily activities of that numbered company, including depositing
monthly cheques to the account of that numbered company.
I'm free anytime. Let me know ASAP.
It's beyond me to understand why I have to go throw so many interviews where all my
purchases are through bank drafts from local Canadian banks!!! If there was something
remotely fishy government and bank have been long on my case before the "gaming
industry".
This is becoming inconvenience and almost a waste of time as stated by my thoughts
earlier.
Let me know when this interview can be done ASAP.

Sent from my iPhone"

They have an agreement that she will fund business ventures from the $13.5 million sale
up to $5.5 million
The CIBC bank draft for $250K that Parq accepted on 2018-03-06 was from his mother's
numbers company
Parq did accept the draft and then realized their mistake (third party) and told him they'd
"made a mistake" in accepting the draft stating it had to come from his account ("your
name to your name")
Parq returned the draft to him and had him deposit in to his BMO chequing account and
get a draft from that account which he did. He then returned to the site with the new draft
The $850K BMO draft presented on 2018-03-29 was funded from the same numbered
company (learned at the time of this interview) , he put the money in his BMO chequing

7
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account then acquired the BMO draft (he had learned from the $250 draft this is how it
had to be presented to the casino)
Provided a copy of the $850K CIBC numbered company draft to investigators today
On both occasions he told his mother that the money was for business investment
purposes
His mother has no idea he has spent the noted money in the Casinos
He cannot get money out of the account, it has to come from his mother
His mother will call the bank when he requests investment money and have the manager
create the draft in his name
Shortly after he LOST $694 ,500 of the $850K, he received an email that their Capital
Gains Tax was due and was $350K more than originally estimated. They did not have
enough money to cover the extra
He has to go to
who currently are holding their $11 million for
investment and ask for a short term loan of $350K (11 %) to pay the shortfall as he'd lost
at the Casino
His mother is not aware of the short term loan to complete the payment on the Capital
Tax Gains
There is no accessible money left in the numbered company at this time as it is all
invested
He is not ready to VSE (three year VSE was offered)

Investigators Comments:

Patron is anxious to get back in the Casinos asking if he could at least play poker
Patron stated was not aware of the third party rule , investigators reminded him it was on
the SOF document he signed and is part of the PGF account opening process (policy)
He stated the site should not have accepted the $850K if he is not allowed to buy in with
third party money
Patron was reminded he deposited the money in to his BMO account then acquired the
draft, that the site would have no way of knowing it was third party money if he did not
declare it (Scanned in to LCT 20180006738 BMO Accoun
Branch:0836
Patrons still has the ROF cheque for $155,500 from his play on 2018-03-29 (*** that we
now know is third party money as a result of this interview today)
2018-04-04
Interview results provided to Manager Daryl Tottenham for review and action
UPDATE:

2018-04-09
Patrons profile updated:
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019APR-09 . See media for barring documents (letter and notice). "

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML

8
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UPDATE:
2019-MAY-16

Follow up interview- End of a one (1) year barring

On 2018-APR-09 the following was placed on patron's profile:
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019-APR09. See media for barring documents (letter and notice)."

On 2019-MAY-09 patron was again interviewed per Directive. The interview was conducted by
Investigators Cousins and Husler.

Interview Results:
He has moved tclHllJQ profile updated in iTrak
Reda::led Patron lnlerv1ew lderilrfying
He is still involved with his mother's compan
however they
nformat101
have not done any deals this past year due to the market
He has no access to his mother's company account, further the company is fully
invested right now
Redacted Patro1 lnte "'J1ew
They are still sittini on two properties - listed not selling, one is in ldent1' n ln'ormat on
and
oneir•llMMH'f"
Redac' ed - Patron lnter11ew r:en· fy1ng
He and his mother did not look at any properties in
as
lnfo'rnauon
mentioned in his last interview, again due to the change in the real estate market this
past year
He has paid back the $350K he borrowed to pay the company Capital Gains Taxes (per
last interview)
The bank account he is using is a BMO account ending inlliland it is solely his (of
note, document supporting this is has been scanned in to his OSINT per discussion with
AML Manager D. Tottenham)
He understands that within BC Gaming Facilities he will only be allowed transactions
from that one specific account (profile updated in iTrak under "characteristics" to reflect
this)
11
3
In addition to working with his mother, he is also invested ir*'™ fSl!H•Ml'll!r'*™
mw not
ln'arma! on
yet up and running at $35K per store
generating an income on its loans
is still a mortgage broker and involved in all their deals. He lives at
address and affiliated t • Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He un erstan st at if he is to use a bank draft from a joint account in the future he will
have to have that party attend the Casino to sign a consent form for that purpose
He has no specific friendship with the young Asian students associated to his profile,
met them at the Casino
He does not wish to VSE at this time
He understands he is still on full cash/chip conditions

9
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Investigators Comments:
Investigator recommends patron remain on sourced cash/chip conditions
It has been made very clear to patron his is approved to use his BMO Account ONLY
His profile has been updated to reflect same per discussion with AML Manager Daryl
Tottenham
2019-MAY-16
Interview forwarded to D. Tottenham for review
2019-MAY-24
Interview filed
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

10
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview Identifying
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: 10/27/2015
Interview Time: 14:40 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

The Reason for the Interview was to determine the following:

1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Who owns the Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
3. A few hours lateW41l1!iW requested a security escort from the Sea Harbour
Restaurant to the casino and conducted a buy-in for $399,940.
4. Who is the u/k female he was with when he was playing after receiving the
$399,940.
5. How did he arrange to pick up the money there?
6. He asked for a security escort, what was his concern?
7. Does he understand the conditions?
8. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:

..,, llA'flwas quite upset at the fact that he had to speak to investigators and that the
only reason he was doing this was to save face;
..,, He advised that his source of wealth stems from the fact that owns a number of
corporations and is partners w i t h -
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.,. . w a s sending a plane for him once he was done speaking with investigators;
-,. He further stated that he owns

?

Redacted

Patron 1ntcn·1ew Identifying lnfo·mat1on

Money is not an object to him;

-,. He has status all over the world and people owe him money;
.,. He threatened to call in his lawyers to deal with this situation but was told that there
was no need to do this as we were not the police;

?

He does not use credit and only uses cash;

.,. He was looking on his cell phone and showed that he had just made an $80,000.00
transaction;
1

?

He was asked about where he got the money from on October 18 h, 2015 and stated
that he told someone who owed him money that he was going to be at the restaurant
so they could pay him back;

?

He was questioned about the denominations and responded by saying that if
someone was going to pay back their debt he was not going to question where the
money is coming from;

?

He was given a full explanation of PGF accounts and the expectation to use it;

'? He did open up an account in 2013;

?

He does not like to use them as his wife will see where the money is going and see
that he is gambling;

?

He stated that our rules are all wrong in that we wait until someone loses and then
ask them where the money comes from and stated they should be asked when they
bring the money to the cage;

-,. He said that this should be posted at the cage;

?

He would only identify the female he was with a s e l· and declined to provide
further information as to her identity;

?

He sees not issue with the way that he is using the money as it is part of the Chinese
culture;

?

It was made clear to him that the conditions will remain on his profile and the
expectation is that he will used sourced funds when playing;

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator CAVERLY taking
notes.
LEE explained th~ons have been placed or lfJ,fjfA ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes, BCLC Investigator Stone Lee was used as an interpreter.
BCLC Sanctions W:till continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on October 19th, 2015.
Investigator Comments:

.

has been advised about his conditions and the expectation around using source

The fact that he says he owns a number of R J l -hould make this easier for him to
understand.
He was vague about the details concerning the transaction on the 181h.

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations

3
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'

lnfo•mat1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-23
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 18 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA , HUSLER
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
transactions in BCLC Casinos.
BCLC learnei-was in possession of up to $100,000 in discontinued $5,000 chips. He
needed to be interviewed prior to redemption could be authorized.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

-

...

·. .
; play was suspended pending interview with BCLC investigators regarding the source
of the discontinued series River Rock $5,000 chips.
Recent Activity:
• • has not been very active in BC Casinos of late. The significant portion of his casino
activity occurred in 2013/2014.
On or about 2018-AUG-11 BCLC learned thatEl• may be in posse;:;~o~f up to $100,000
in discontinued River Rock $5 ,000 chips. River Rock was advised thae®Mwould need to
arrange to be interviewed by BCLC AML investigators before any consideration would be given
to redeem the chips .
The following comment was placed on his casino profile:
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"2018-Aug-14 "**BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, All patron's gaming privileges are
suspended pending AML interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit."

The focus of the interview was to confirmM•is in possession of discontinued chips,
determine the total value to the chips and attempt to determine the source of the chips.
Direction given was thatllfl• is to be issued a receipt for the chips and the chips would be
held in River Rocks vault pending further investigation.
History:
- - h a s been the conductor of numerous suspicious transactions, most of which occurred
in 2013/2014 and detailed large volumes of small denomination bills used for purchasing chips
and gambling in BC Casinos (mostly at River Rock).

WlfilW does not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.
Occupation:
Real Estate Company Owner

'lf@i@MMHfl'§lf@jfMi·JU.i"'·"'

Interview Results:
On 2018-AUG-23 at 1050hrs River Rock AML Investigators were advisedEJ-Nas on site
and making his way to the casinos VIP Salon.
BEEKSMA placed a call to RRCR surveillance and spoke with shift manager Mark LIANZA.
LIANZA was updated on what would transpire and was asked to call the cage to ensure a
supervisor or higher was present in the Salon cage. He was also asked to have security on
standby shoulcfti'f®" become upset once he is told the c~_, would be held and not
.. . entire interaction wit~1S. •would take place in the VIP
redeemed . LIANZA was a . .
Salon so investigators and :. . (and the chips) would remain on camera at all times.
At 1055hrs investigators LEE, HUSLER and BEEKSMA attended River Rocks VIP Salon and
met withMftlWwho had already been escorted into the Salons private cashier room bl, the
casinos executive host. An unidentified (younger looking) Asian male accompanie1 p,1t•
who was described as his assistant. The $100,000 in discontinued $5,000 chips was already up
on the transaction counter.
provided his ID (Chinese passport) when asked by investigators confirming his identity.
Cage manager Rosa TRUONG was present and confirmed the chip total by cutting them down
(20 pieces) then confirmed the chips still read on the RFID reader pad .
TRUONG was instructed to issue a receipt t•afl!= or $100,000 in chips, place the chips in a
tam~roof evidence bag and secure them in River Rocks vault.
- s i g n e d the receipt (carbon copied) and was given the bottom (yellow) copy. The top
(white copy) was scanned into the iTrak incident (2018-51760) and secured with the chips in the
evidence bag .
M!•was then escorted by investigators to the private gaming room that houses table
MDB18 in the Salon to commence with the interview. His assistant was asked to wait outside
while investigators spoke with.ill

M•

• •stated in part the following via translation done by LEE:

2
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Reaac•ed

Pa1·on 1n1erJ1ew 1aem1fying 1nrorma•1on

. .

)>-

stated he and his family moved back to China in 2014.
o He moved his family back to China so his children could learn Chinese.
o They usually return to Canada at least once per year to take care of things here
__ .. -taxes etc) .
wife had/.has a
d.eposit
in a • ·
· bank. The chips were found
1n the - o s 1 t box by his wife and given to - .
to redeem .
o · .: . · did not know what Canadian bank his wife had the safety deposit box at
but offered to find out from his wife if requested or deemed relevant.
o He stated about 15 days ago his wife (who has since returned to China) was in
Canada taking care of some things and located the chips in the safety deposit
box.
o M•and his wife had completely forgot about these chips until this moment.
• This is his explanation as to why it took him so long to attend the casino
with these old chips (over 2.5 years have past since the chips were
swapped). He only learned of these chips being in his wife's safety
deposit box 15 days ago.
o ~is wife gave him the chips and tol~-he should cash them out.
o
could not recall when these Clps were first in his possession. He
couldn't even narrow down to a month to aid investigators in sourcing the chips
to him. He stated it was 2013 or 2014.
o •I-stated that when he gambles in Macau and Vegas the amounts are far
more significant compared to when he gambles in Canada . The $100,000 in
question was described b)•'lfl• 1s a small amount which is why the specifics
surrounding it is not memorable to him .
o The impression was thalRB; level of wealth is such that a $100,000 is not
a significant amount to him .

•.•s

saf~ty

b~x

MW

Although the primary focus of the interview was to attempt to source the chips investigators
took the opportunity to ask him some general questions surrounding some of his suspicious
transactions occurring in 2013/2014.
)>-

)>-

Regardi~rge amounts of small denomination bill · :. - . as bring into the
casino, -stated he got the money from "friends" liere in anada.
o It wasn't just one friend he received the funds from, it was multiple people.
o He stated he would transfer funds from Chinese account to Chinese account
then receive the Canadian equivalent when he arrives in Canada.
o If he borrowed the money from one of his "friends" he would pay back the funds
...W China.
MM~laimed he was not aware of underground or unregistered (illegal) casinos. He
stated the idea of attending an illegal casino is frightening to him.
o He added that he knows of cruise ships that go out to international waters near
ng that have casinos. The idea of gambling on one of these is scary to
as well.

Conclusion:
)>-

-

••stated he will be returning to China on 2018-SEP-07.

3
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:;...

It was explained to him that due to the fact the chips h _
_
out of circulation for over
2.5 years BCLC needed to confirm they are authentic.
..
was also told that BCLC
needs to be confident he is the rightful owner of the chips before we would be able to
authorize them being redeemed.
:;... W a was told to keep the yellow receipt he was provided with for his chips . He was
provided with a generic BCLC business card with the phone number to BCLC Consumer
s should he have any further enqui~
:;...
wrote down his phone number as
BCLC needs to get a hold of
him in the future .
~ - Wj)ff!•
did not seem overly concerned or anxious with the $100 , 00_~ c~i redemption.
· · s play was
He was more concerned on if he is able to gamble in BC Casinos.
suspended pending interview; now that he has been intervie · ' ' was told the ban
would be removed but he was reminded that all buy ins over $10,000 need to be
sourced via receipt.

iliM)M,f

Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA and HUSLER taking notes.
BCLC Conditions: None. Standard SOF requirements apply at this time.
Investigator Comments:
I M •

was respectful and calm with investigators throughout the interview process.

Based on casino record,M H " s not nearly as significant player as he once was . His primary
residence is in China and he does not come to Canada often.
His wife and children have their Canadian citizenship or permanent residency but he does not.
The following iTrak files can be referenced for further documentation into this dates events :
2018-51764 (UFT)
2018-51760 ("Abandoned chips")
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IP

····

· · .... !.., •

" .. ·'""'

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-JUN-27
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR private salon
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

. ..

..
...

.

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

2019-JAN-24****BCLC DIRECTIVE***-All play SUSPENDED pending investigation.
Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs

Recent LCT Activity:

66 LCTs in total
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,474,284.00
FX: $39,057 .72
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,311,300.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1,638,960.50
The focus of the interview will b e - · s source of wealth and suspicious bank draft.
Occupatio
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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History:

..

• a:

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity:
•

•

IN20190005305, 2019-JAN-23, Parq Vancouver, "Criminal Event-Fraud"
• Iii'" presented bank draft for $5,073.32 to deposit into PGF account.
• Bank draft was denied as was out of date (dated 2018NOV).
•
later sent a letter to VIP Host to support bank draft that included
letter form the bank.
• IMMadvised VIP Host that he had been mailed the draft by the bank
for money that was owed to him.
• Parq called the bank further to number in the letter:
• Letter head was missing;
• Bank (RBC) could not verify the draft, reported to not be
valid .
In 2018 and 2019, 1 LCT generated at River Rock, all others at Parq (LCTs for
2018-2019):
• Last LCT, 2019-MAY-14, River Rock, disbursement of $12 ,410.50
• Fx on 2019-JAN-23 for $4,700 USO .
• History of mostly CIBC bank drafts, 1 RBC bank draft
• History of Cash Club deposits from a Visa Card

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•

Possible fraudulent bank draft
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
• With whom does patron reside?
• Does he own/rent?
• Patron's phone number?
2. Clarify occupation/company as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Rejactec Pa1ro1
lden11~ in

•

1n1e~1ew

Information

Is the business still active?
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• What i8IAQ role within the company?
• Income from the company?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property (home address is assessed at 4.7 million)? Other?
• Source of US funds?
4. Banking information
• Where does ··.:' :·
bank?
• Joint accounts?
• Types and number of accounts?
• Records show: RBC and CIBC, along with a Visa.
5. IN20190005305, 2019-JAN-23, Parq Vancouver, "Criminal Event-Fraud"
• Why did Parq refuse to accept a bank draft that•D• presented for
$5,073.32?
• From where was the bank draft acquired?
• From where dicllM• acquire the letter that he later sent to the VIP
Host confirming the bank draft?
• From where were the funds acquired that were used to purchase the bank
draft?
• IMBsaid the bank owed him money) Why would the bank pay him in
the form of a bank draft and not simply deposit the money in his account?
Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by

Reda:tcd Patron 'lier.• ew
lden•1fy ng nfom1 at1on

during the interview:

resides a Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
owns thc"mlii-J.residence.
sold his busines;-.;z · · iW"K&fflti& which is based in China.
made
a large profit from the sale of the business and also has income from
•
~1nerties in China.
MLhas a daughter in school in Vancouver and since he has sold the business in
China he is S.J2.ending more time in Canada.
- Current1.-.JJIU is unemployed, but is looking for future business opportunities in
Canada.
IJIWas shown a copy of the RBC bank draft for $5,073.32 and recognized the
ratt immediately as the draft that was refused by Parq Vancouver.
111£1& explained that the draft was provided to him by the RBC after he closed all of
his bank accounts at RBC.
•ll!was not happy with the service he was receiving at the Royal Bank (RBC) and
ne
to consolidate his bank a c c - m multiple banks) before going through
the immigration process in Canada, so . . ·
decided to close his RBC accounts.

waA\Ji
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llMliJiilrequested that RBC deposit-]ls remaining balance into his existing
CIBC bank accounts, but RBC advised that they could not do this.
- Becausell!IMwas closing his accounts, RBC insisted on issuing the balance to
lilUIJ!ilvia RBC in Toronto.
- RBC advisecmR•they would send the draft to the RBC at Oakridge Centre where
•ill!I could pick it up.
- At the time of the accounts cl~ .atJ.d issuance of the draft, ··:: ,., was in China
which he told RBC ; as a resu1t,Mjti• was not able to pick up the draft until midJanua~

IMMwent to RBC at Oakridge Mall where he picked up his draft; the draft was the
remaining_ balance from his RBC accounts, thus explaining the odd number.
lll@i#ook the draft with him to Parq, but did not initially intend to gamble with it;
when he lost his bank roll he remembered the draft in his pocket and attempted to
deposit it into the PGF account.
- After a couple of hours with the bank draft, Parq advised that they would not accept it;
· ·''
then sent an email request to his private personal banker at RBC to send a
statement showing that the draft was in fact issued from RBC.
WMW received the statement from RBC, showed Parq staff, but the draft was still
not accepted by Parq.
- After the deposit of his RBC bank draft was refused by Parq,
deposited the
draft into his CIBC bank account and had no issues with it.
- During the interview.
.·. .·.
.hawed BCLC Investigator LEE email communication
betweenM$• and ·:
personal banker at RBC ; the email communications
confirmed_..s statements that the draft was sent by RBC in Toronto for pick-up at
advised that he was in China, that RBC
RBC in Oakridge Mall, tha .. ·. · .
acknowledged tha · · . could pick up the draft in 2019-JAN upon his return to
Canada, tha ···. ·
requested a statement from RBC to show Parq, and it showed a
copy of the statement.
- On 2019-JAN-18, RBC s e r n · - awi!~nfirming that the draft had arrived at
RBC in Oakridge Mall and was ready tormd•to pick up the draft.
provided documentation-the has a CIBC bank account, #
nd a TD bank account,
· ·
's accounts are only in his name and are not joint.
often has US funds because he sometimes brings US funds from China and
because he often goes to the US .
1819; sister-in-law lives in Redacted - Patron .. o he and his wife often go there to
also gambles often in

Interview Identifying
Information

was asked about previous large buy-ins using $20s· he s12ecifically
•
remembers one incident some years ago when he sold hi4fll11Qor just under
$200,000.
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- a l s o noted that the ATM machines at River Rock give out $20s; after having
gambled with the $20s from the sale of his car, he received his cash-out back in $20s,
as per casino policy.
- Along with the cash disbursement in $20slH!M conducted an ATM withdrawal
which was also in $20s; these funds were used for additional gambling .
_:. _
·
does not gamble at illegal gambling facilities although he has heard of them .
- · · sees no point to go to an illegal gambling house as he assumes that the
organizers would be cheating .

Investigators' comments:
•tRW.!:lis assessed by the investigators to have been forthcoming and honest during
the interview. When he was shown a copy of the RBC bank draft that was refused by
Parq, immediately he started talking about the incident with great enthusiasm and
frustration with Parq Vancouver. At no time diclM•demonstrate any deceptive
behaviour and the information he provided verbally, notably about the bank draft, were
corroborated by the email correspondence he voluntarily showed the investigators.
It is the investigators' assessment that the RBC bank draft thaWM• attempted to
deposit into his PGF was not fraudulent, it was valid, and it was issued by the RBC
when•J•ciosed his RBC accounts.
Redacted Patro1 lnte·v1ew dent1fy119
s residence a
Accordin to BC Assessment,
lnfo'P\al1011
is worth 4.7 1 million dollars. An OSINT check was conducted in 2018-FEB
when ·. · · ·
ened his PGF account; no adverse media was found . At the time of
the OSINT, · .: . · s property ownershpwas not confirmed so it has not been
confirmed that he is in f~ct the owner of
That being said, there is no
reason to believe thatM• is not the owner. As well, having a personal private
banker at RBC is indicative of substantial wealth . Further to this interview and review of
189: casino records ,W • s wealth is believed to support his level of gambling.

_;f'IMl!li'fm

IMQ$ gaming privileges have been reinstated; the investigators assess that no
further action is required .

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted

Pat1on 1r1terv ew ldent1fy1ng lnfo·mat1on

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: January 24
Interview Time: 10:55 am
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon MOB 15

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Patron lnterv1eu
On the evening of 2016-0CT-30/early morning of 2016-0CT-31 , Redacted
Identifying Informatio n
conducted 2 cash buy ins for purchase of chips totaling $90,000. The majority of the
cash presented was in small denomination bills.

Casinos do not typically disburse small bills as such the cash, in large part is considered
un-sourced.
There are elements otM!fB activity, casino history and questions surrounding the
source of cash which make the circumstances unusual.
The previous date P'JDMwas very active gambling in the casino and received a total
of $214,000 in cash disbursements. This makes the circumstances reported here even
more unusual aWlj!lshould have had up to $214K in CON $100 bills disbursed by
the casino the previous date yet brought in using $5, $10, $20 and $100 bills for
purchasing chips .
. . . is presently on conditions imposed by BCLC 's AML unit that require the site to
conduct a_n interview witl.U;J!Uor any un-soured cash buy in . As per the interview
formMIWadvised the ?OK cash was from his "own savings".
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Interview Results:
IBl@#stated, in part, the following information :
•

•

He was given an explanation of BCLC 's role in the casinos and the FINTRAC
reporting requirements and he stated that he understood;
He is still in the real estate business in both China and Canada. His China
Redacted Patron 1nterv•ew
1nforma1101
.9£JJ1i.i.i.infn\i.!fu,8Q.U~at is listed on his subject profile
ld ent1fyin~

lnformatron

•

•

'

He is a minority partner in the business in Canada. It operates out of Vancouver
but he could not say the name as it is in English , no Chinese;
He wal as~e,i i@l<tllt the Oct 2016 incident which involved a friend of his •
During this incidentll!Wwas denied a buy in because it
appeared to be a cash delivery;

a:&ima;;; nformal101
· • wAfu

· ·· ..explained that the night of that incident he was with some partners,
• .· · .
·: . :
eing one, and were celebrating the close of a business deal that made
them some money;
• IMl9does not frequent the casinos often wanted to play and that it was his
money but he gave it to someone to hold when he went to the washroom. He
stated that this was not a cash delivery;
• IRBwent on to explain how when he first immigrated he had no friends he
started attending the casinos and began to know people;
•

He is now a member of the community and giving back citing that the night
before he donated some equipment to an organization;

•

He does not mind sitting down with BCLC to discuss matters but is not happy
about the conditions as it causes him trouble when he attends with his friends
who have no conditions . They can play but he cannot;

•

He was questioned about an October 3Q1h , 2016 buy in for 90 K of which 70 K
was in $20's. He said he had lent money to a friend and that the friend went
back to China. This friend arranged to have the money paid back by someone
else who gave him the $20's;

•

was educated with respect to the concerns as an indicator to money
launder along with concerns for his safety;

•

He was unaware of the association but now does;
2
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•

He was question with respect to his knowledge about private casinos and stated
that he was a one before but did not play as he was concerned that they may be
cheating ;

•

He said that they were referred to as a social club and was taken by a friend
about a year ago when Chinese New Year's was on ;

•

He stated that the club was located on #5 Road in Richmond by a freeway
underpass and was in a residence ;

•

He is not happy with the conditions as he loses face with his friends and believes
that they are not fair;

•

He was encouraged to use PGF and to consider electronic fund transfers;

•

He said it was a great idea but it is not practical as China has limited the amount
of money that can be transferred ;

•

He stated that in 2017 the casinos will not do well because of the conditions and
the manner the casinos are doing business;

•

He does not understand why the government is operating them in the manner
they are and was told that it was a balance of generating profit while being
compliant with government regulation and law.

Interview over at 11 :39 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on November
15 1,2016.

3
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Investigator Comments:

IMB 1as been education with respect to the concerns over large buy ins with small
denominations and cash exchanges. He should remained the subject of no-unsourced
cash buy in conditions .

Tom Caverly
AM L Investigation s
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BCLC IS

ll@f@i§if!Hiil'!'ffE!i.h.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-FEB-22
Interview Time: 12:30
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

2018-FEB-18
Gaming privileges suspended Province Wide pending interview with AML.

Recent Activity:

has generated 157 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-AUG .

is a seasonal player and through LCT tracking he appears to have arrived for the Christmas
•
season with two LCT's around Christmas 2017 and then another one on 2018-FEB14 .
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INC 20180000441

mW is suspected of utilizin

to facilitate hM i js he W:IW WAS on
full sourced cash/chip conditions at that time (2018-JAN-02 - Parq). :: . · had been placed on
conditions 2016-NOV-01 .

INC20180010292

On 2018-FEB-1711;,l- bought in for just over $200K in unsourced $5K chips .

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Owner, Real Estate Company
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fyrng Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Confirmed to be lfll•s company per interview results.

History:
Per his profi19 ' M ms associated to numerous HRP's, all discussed with him during his 2017
interview.

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

INC 20180000441

• l l l is suspected of utilizing
to facilitate his play as h• l : & wAs on
full sourced cash/chip conditions at that time (2018-JAN-02 - Parq)M%W had been placed on
conditions 2016-NOV-01.

2
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INC20180010292

Who did he get the chips from
What is the process
How much did he pay for them

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there
and where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Encourag ¥ : 1 • to use a PGF account.

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

stated the following :

He primarily lives in China
He owns the house o · ·
where his wife and three (3) of his kids live (has a son with
.. .
_.
him in Ch ina and a son a
· . ·
.
· · ·
.
Is his company, it is located in "''~
In addition to the noted real estate , company he is a large shareholder in
Information
ir lRQ;Ji(confirmed via google). He invested in the winery about two years ago .
He was in BC for ten (10) days over Christmas to be with family . The day before he left, he
stayed at the hotel and gambled . He won about $185K and kept the chips with him
The chips from the 5 th of January (approx.) were what he used for the suspect chip-in on
February 17/18 when he returned to celebrate Chinese New Year's with family (site cannot
source the noted chips)

2J.f.C~ · · """'"ilfili!•

3
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He is a respected business man in l i i l -and donates to Children 's Hospital annually and
does not want this business reputation sullied
He does not want the grief caused by gambling at BC Casino's
He was returning to China on 2018-FEB-23 (of note, consistent with what he described as his
routine , he bought in with a bank draft on 2018-02-23 {$100K} to play prior to his fl ight home)
He was interviewed in 2017 and did have underground information, none provided during this
interview

BCLC Conditions:

Per discussion with Manager Daryl Tottenham, BCLC conditions have been updated to:
2018-FEB-27 ******BCLC DIRECTIVE: ****** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy in at
any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash (a ll cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced
or borrowed" chips until further notice. Any buy-in with chips MUST be sou rced before patron is
allowed to use them. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs , BCLC. "

Investigator Comments:

- · ·:·: :ppear relaxed during the interview and forthright in his answers
,. · ·
oes have a PGF account and uses it fairly frequently
as encouraged to use PGF and drafts ALL the time
· ·
Conditions and spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML
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BCLC I!

•. •

m.o ,\ , r.r.mn

m

...

n

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-JAN-08
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

IMIGi#s presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:

- h a s generated 131 individual LCT records dating back to 2008-DEC.
On 2017-NOV-20, as a result of a $100,000 ($50 and $100 bills) cash drop off to another
patron, the following comment added t•ll1•s SID profile:
2017-NOV-20 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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M•s occupation as a "Real Estate Developer" may aid in establishing SOW but not the
origin of the cash.

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
IM!IWdoes not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-1S I 17-6S207 I UFT-PARQa!• was observed providing a white shopping ba9_
along the side of the road of the resort to a male identified as•@§@lf@ffi!M!i**M.li@il
2£1"!!t1lMiltrlrtlW The bag contained $100K in cash ($SOK in $SO's and $SOK in $100's)
• · used for buying in.

Occupation:
Real Estate Developer - No company name on file .

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address

Redacted
-

Patrori l nte rv1e:11 ldentifyng
lnfo·mat1:ln

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. Ask for the name of his development company.
b.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
4. WhenMfW does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
S. Encouragc--o open a PGF account and educate on other cashless
alternatives .
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE: 2017-NOV-15/17-65207 I UFT-PARQ:
1. Where did he acquire the $1 OOK in cash?
2
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a. Why did he drop it off tcll!il
b. How did he make these arrangements?
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

c. How does he know
2. Educat·

·:.- :·

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fyrng Information

regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .

3. Caution ··. · .' against using associates/3rd parties to conduct transaction on his
behalf. This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos .

Interview Results:

lf.:I• stated the address BCLC has on file is outdate. He showed investi

~

L ~~h -~ urrent address in

.

~

• - •. - • •. •

-

-

•-

•

•

• •

When li,!!Wwas asked for the company name of his real estate development
company (occupation in iTrak) he seemed confused .
advised he is not involved
in real ~e,.aLJi ll. In fact. he _has no ~usiness inte.rests.in Canada .
o ~- occupation 1s a Media company 1n China .
o The company name was written in Chinese and with the assistance of RRCR
Interview Identifying
Executive Host Jenna QIU translated into English as : Redacted - Patron
Information

11:1•

·:··.. .- -i .

-,. l i l l i .is trying to get his Canadian Citizenship and spends more time in Canada than
rly in the past 2 or so years .
~
retires he plans to cut his business ties in China and retire in Canada .
~
was educated regarding PGF usage and the upcoming changes being
impleml~garding SOF requirements .
o
advised that he use to gamble at a very significant level. He added that
he estimates he lost more than $1 million dollars at RRCR alone M1(1~nd his
wife each enrolled in the VSE program for 1.Y,,J}_ar and since returning _
has been able to control his spending W l i -stated he averages about $5K per
visit now.
~
has not heard of any underground or unregistered casinos.

1W!Ni

:=:::•

RJ•

RE: 2017-NOV-15 / 17-65207 / UFT-PARQ:

? !IMl~tated he did not provid-

ith any money and never has.

o ? l •andll.ilare friends and both come from the same area in China.
o Although they are clo ~ends he stated he does not have any business or
o

financial dealings witt m
Investigators described what was observed on review of the UFT incident.
• llMiii:liZ advised that he anclil golf together frequently. They usually
van as it can accommodate uf d 4 sets of clubs comfortably.
•
was adamant the money was .: sand he may have left it in
s vehicle when they went golfing. Of note was the bag the money
was in was branded "Gold Town".

ll

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes.
3
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BCLC ConditionsP..l•is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:
- - w a s cooperative with investigators. As noted above , he is not as significant a gambler

~cewas.

He was educated on how things will change on 2018-JAN-10 (rollout of the new SOF initiative)
as such the conditions he is presently on his of little consequence.
His casino profile has been updated with the new data provided b,llHBoccupation,
address etc).
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-17
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
B i & i s presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators .
Recent Activity:
MfWhas generated 104 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JAN .
On 2017-SEP-11 , as a result of a $20 ,000 (all$• .
.·.. .ttempted buy in at RRCR that involved
s SID profile:
a cash drop off, the following comment added to · .
2017-NOV-06***8CLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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1844 occupation as a

Redacted

Patron lnte rv1e11 l::lenltfy1ng

Information

'(in China as per casino records) may aid in

establishing SOW but not the cash .

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
• • does not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-SEP-11I17-51706 I UFT-RRCR:MMWconducted $20,000 in cash buy ins (all $20
bills) . Surveillance reviewed su ested the cash was dropped off t • I W by the unknown
along the resort driveway.
occupants of ·- · · · . ·
The $20K was re use a e cas ier an1M1Wtook back the cash . After the refusal it was
suspected th~al~l!JD.J.iliftM.~h to purchase at least 1X$5K chip from another
lnformal1on
inside the Salon washroom.
patron identified a s - I
1

Occupation:
(china)

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Reda:ted

Patron l!lterv.ew ldent1fymg
l"lformatton

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a.

As~to explain his role in t h - - $ . b a s e d out of China
an~gets funds into Canada.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern .
4. WherM-does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Encourage MIWto open a PGF account and educate on other cashless
alternatives.
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-SEP-11/17-51706 / UFT-RRCR:

.

1. Where did he acquire the $20K in cash?
a. Who dropped the money off to him?
2
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b. How did he make these arrangements?
Redacted - Patron Interview
c. Get as much info as possible surrounding the
and its
ldenttfymg Information
occupant( s) .
i. There appeared to be at least 2 occupants and the driver appeared to be
an Asian female.
d. What did he do with the $20 bills that the casino returned to him?
Redacted - Patron
i. Did he use a portion to purchase a chip from Interview
Identifying
ii. How does he know

, ,_,..,.,..,,... .., - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

2. Educat. · :
. · : regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .
3. Caution
behalf.

.. · : against using associates/3rd parties to conduct transaction on his
1s cou d result in a suspension from BC Casinos .

Interview Results:

~ • l •confirmed his address on

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg
Information

as current and he owns this
residence.
~ Wl\1-also confirmed his
. . in China~~e- .lS~~Mijd*is
accurate. He added the company spec1f1cally make ~.- .
~ Wl\1- just returned from Ch ina on 2017-NOV-11 , T I & F -SEP-11 Had he
been in the country he would have set up an appointment sooner.
~ llM~stated that he typically gambles in the $5,000 to $10,000 range.
o
he cash from his initial buy in usually comes from his bank account (he
confirmed he does have a bank account at a CON financial institution) .
o If he loses his in itial buy in he has used an ATM at the casino, debit at the cage
and/or Cash and Win/Global Cash to further his gaming.
~ 1188 is aware of PG F accounts but is hesitant to use it.
o He does not like the idea of storing funds at the casino in part due to the
temptation to use it all when he's losing.
o He also feels that when he wins in the casino he should take those funds away
from the casino rather than leave them on site (in a PGF account) . This is more
. .. . .. nsychological than practical.
has not heard of underground or "private" casinos before. Investigators had to
explain what it was to• J • and he still didn't quite understand. When he was told
they are illegal he then understood what investigators were referring to.

}-•I•

RE 2017-SEP-11/17-51706 / UFT-RRCR:
~•• stated he was in Richmond and wanted to gamble but had no cash . He called
1iis mend to see if he could lend him any money. His friend had cash on hand and
offered.
. it to him .
o
::~ ..:· recalled his friend w_a_s i.~ the back seat of the vehicle and was
accompanied by a female Rl\1. did not known the female) .
o • J -did not even consider where the money ($20,000 in $20 bills) may have
come from .
o ··:
: · : stated his friends name is ~s~ible spelling, sounds like lifJI•).
o
.. · · . not a casino patron accordfn9'fall•
3
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~eview

. ... ..

o
s ~nown casi~o asso• •ows no possible matches.
.
was also described as a friend by · ..
·: ·. ·· . · '
as not the same friend that arran;ed to let him the money.
· .: ' stated he did not buy any chips f r o m M - on the incident date
after the buy in was refused .
o While RRCR Executive Host_Ra~.ifr ~UE _ escorted the _invesit?rs to r;ieet with
- h e suggested thaaMd-1s known to him a s r i l i • i £ •
brother.
o

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes .
BCLC ConditionsWfl• is on full sourced cash/chip conditions .
Investigator Comments:
- w a s very receptive to investigators questioning and came across a~ly truthful.
The incident in question appears to be a one-off and has been explained b y -.
· - i s now aware of BCLC's concerns surrounding source of funds.
It was learned in the interview thaR4\1!1W does use a CON bank and review of his past LCT
records ($SK to $10K per gaming session) would put him in the lower risk category.
does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern to BCLC
investigators.
Based on the totality of the information available the investigator believes•;l-poses a low
risk for money laundering and recommends he be removed from the sourced cash/chips
conditions . His activity in BC Casinos will continue to be monitored and if his risk level increases
conditions can be reinstated.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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BCLC IP

*@§@1@i@!foi1Bfllfl.iif\lfU•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-04
Interview Time: 11 :30
RRCR
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, LEE

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-25
Patron barred pending interview.

Recent Activity:

WWhas generated 11 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-DEC.
Bl: $97,900.00
DISB: $72,975
FX: 0
PGF: N/A
The primary issue with • •came from an occurrence whereby he was cashing out $6,000
and asked for his ID and occupation
believed he was not
required to provide this information un ess
ucting a transaction of $1 OK or more. He
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agreed to show ID but refused to confirm his occupation which initiated the action taken by
BCLC's AML Unit.

Occupation:

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

History:
A/A

Discussion Points:
Validate occupation
Confirm residence
How often he gambles
Sites he frequents
Usual; Bl amount
Debts from play?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted Patron Interview
1aen• fy111g lnforma11on

2
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Redac'ed Pa: rcn Interview ldent1f}' ng

- He lives at
(address on file)
lnformaton
.
with his parents who own the house
:· · ·
does not have any other sources of income other than his job aMTH•
-- Technically his is a part-time employee but most weeks he works a full 40 hours.
- The amount in which•'•gambles depends on many factors (money, free time etc) .
- When he does gamble his typical buy in amounts are in the $1-$2K range. He usually
employs a "hit and run" style of gambling. If he doubles his money he cashes out.
- Typically if he reaches $5,000 to $6,000 in buy ins he stops.
-The majority of is transactions at the casino are Debit at the cage buy ins (sourced).
-The reason he was hesitant to provide the information at the cashier when asked was he
was running late and had to get to work.
-•:l11J•is aware that there are illegal casinos in operation but does not know where they
may be, who may be operating them and has never been to one himself.
BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-04 **BCLC** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit on this date and is no longer
required to contact BCLC Consumer Services.
Investigator Comments:

was somewhat confused what the issue was . It was explained to him that casinos are
required by Fl NTRAC to update patron information every 2 years . Although he was not cashing
out for $10K or more the casino needed to update his records•JI• now understands this
remained very respectful with investigators.
.
s casino profile commen.ts have been updated to indicate he has been interviewed
ana the temporary ban has been lifted. Standard SOF requirements apply.
S. BEEKSMA
Investigator
BCLC AML Unit

3
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:

NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID# ldent1fy1ng Information
Interview Date: July 13 , 2016
Interview Time: 1:52 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

As a result of an incident that occurred on May 13th, 2011
sourced cash conditions.

was placed on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1.

What is the source of their wealth?

2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. If the business is in China, what province?
4. Ensure that the conditions are understood?
5. Bring up the July 101h incident and suggest that it appears that the
conditions are being circumvented by directing play.
6. If this is the case he may be subject of further conditions if he continues.
7. On May 13th, 2016 who was driving th ;.

Redacted

Patron lntervrew lde nt1#"y1rig Inform al on

-

P.

8. Where did the money come from that he received from the trunk of the

9. How did you make arrangements for the delivery?
10. Did you have to pay a fee and if so how much?
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11. How often do you use this service?
12. Ensure it is clear that it is because of this May 13th incident that caused
conditions to be imposed.
13. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
14. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
15. Educate on PGF Accounts and encourage continued use of this account.

Interview Results:
· - i n part, told investigators the following:
'fr'

He was advised about the reporting requirements relating to some financial
transactions in casinos and he understood this;

'fr' He owns a production factory in China and is also involved in mining;
'fr' The province in China where the factory is located
factory for 20 years;

iWll and he has had the

'fr' There is an element of trading in his business;
'fr'

He has no business interests in Canada;

?

He stays in China most of the time and comes to visit his family who live in
Vancouver;

'fr'

He arrived back in Canada on July 8th, 2016 after leaving April 30th, 2016;

?

Regarding the May 13th incident he said it was a friend that delivered the money to
him but he does not know this person's name;

'fr' He called a friend in China to facilitate the cash delivery but does not know who the
friend contacted in Canada to make it happen;

"

He does not know who the delivery person is;

'fr' This is not the first time that he has asked for cash deliveries;
'fr' There is no interest paid for this transaction;
'fr'

He does not know specifically where the 20's came from;
2
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-,. He was advised about the concerns of the small denominations and how that may
relate to criminal activity;

?

This was the first time that he had heard this about the 20's;

>--

He advised tha I
were in China;

?

He advised tha 1

>--

He has never asked anyone to bet on his behalf;

>--

His conditions were explained to him and he understood;

Redacled

Patron lnte rv1e.i-1 ldent1fy111g

is a longtime friend of his from when they

Information

Redacted

Patron ' nterv ew
1nforma11on

lde nt ~ymg

is his wife;

-,. He was advised that there was some concern over his safety given the cash
deliveries and how that relates to loan sharks;
>--

He voiced concerns over the conditions and stated that they were inconvenient for
him;

>--

When he comes to the casino all that he wants to do is relax and this gets in the way
of doing this;

>--

Given that he does not know who the delivery person is he was asked if there was a
concern that they may be giving the money to the wrong person;

?

He responded by saying these people will ask questions for verification;

?

He does realize he has a PGF account but he has not used it. The account was
open in 2013 and in 2014 he stayed in China because he was busy with his
business;

?

He believes that laws to take money out of China are too strict and he should be
allowed to take more money out;

>--

He advised that he had a problem and then shortly after presented 290 K in 5 K
chips;

?

He further advised that once he was placed on conditions he went to his wife and
asked for all the chips that he had and was concerned about how to use them;

?

He was asked where the chips came from and explained the following :
o
o
o

100 K was as a result of a chip exchange during which time he was
interviewed by BCLC;
This exchange took place in the beginning of May of this year;
The remaining chips were accumulated from May 131h and onward.

3
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~

His wife also plays in the casino and would have chips as a result of her play but
more so she would have received them from him;

?

He advised that the reason she has chips is a means of limiting how much she
knows regarding his amount of play ;

~

When he loses he mentions nothing but when he wins he would give her a few chips
and then hides the rest.

Interview over at 2:36 hours.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on May 15th, 2016.

Investigator Comments:
This patron is well aware of his conditions and the reasons why they were imposed. He
was educated with respect to the expectation to use the account and not to leave the site
with chips.
There was some concern over the ownership of the chips so they were treated as
abandoned chips until they could be properly tracked .
Further investigation was conducted in order to account for the 290 K in chips which
revealed the following :
o

On May 4th, 2016 he was interviewed by Steve to facilitate a 50 k chip exchange. At
that time we were able to source the old 5 K chips. They were from last year's
play He was also encouraged not to leave the site with chips by Steve;

4
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Redacted - Patron

lntervrew ldent1fymg

o

Information
... pends more time in China than Canada so if he is in the habit of
leaving the site with chips it would not be unreasonable for him to accumulate that
amount from his level of play;

o

The site was able to track 238 k in chips by crossed referencin! • •·s tracking in
CMP, LCT, and blue card broken down this way:
o
o
o

May 131h, 2016 - 130K chips in possession ;
May 141h , 2016 - 21 K chips in possession;
May 151h, 2016 - 87K chips in possession.

This is close to 290 K.
In considering the above it is reasonable that the chips belong tcliMM• and he
accumulat~d t~e ~°t! The site was advised that the chips could be cashed in
and deposited int~~ PGF account.
-

should remain the subject of his current conditions.

Tom Caverly
BCLC-AML Investigation s

5
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BCLC

l•@l@l@!i,!,lrn'9JM11AIM@!IM!,]l,,,!I!,],-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-DEC-13
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron (s) to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about
their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
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Language:
Mandarin/English

ConditionsMllMC*
BCLC - Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators

Recent Activity:
- · h a s generated 44 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-NOV.
On 2017-NOV-29 placed on sourced cash/chips conditions pending interview
On 2017-DEC-08 - placed on Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators
. a s generated 04 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-NOV-03
On 2017-NOV-08 placed on sourced cash/chips conditions pending interview
On 2017-DEC-08 - placed on Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

Occupation:
"Landlord"

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

LIU Occupation:
Housewife

Company:
N/A

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Rcda::ted z:>atron 1n·crv1cw
Oen' fy ng nforma!lo'l

use a significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in , un-sourced cash
used for purchasing chips .

MHW is known to associate with VIP and HRP players, as follows:
2
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Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Reca~ted

-

r=>atron

•

.
,

-

. . -· - .. -· .- .

-

Bl : $1 ,115,840

FX: NIA
PGF : N/A
Disb : $851,945

S i n e - first LCT in 2017-NOV she has conducted a combined total of:
Bl : $44,200

FX: NIA
PGF: N/A
Disb : $49,800

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

Redacted

Patro'l Interview

Although the amounts may be considered relatively small both Identifying lnfo1mat1on
conduct buy in's
frequently in BC Casinos using mall bills . The source of funds remains in question and neither
occupation helps in this regard.

Below are examples of Bi 's with $20 bills - primary concern is the source of the $20 bills and
the circumvention of directive (i.e sourced cash chips)
2017-AUG-03- early evening

2017-AUG-05- early afternoon to late afternoon
- · Bl x 2 brick's of $20's=$20K
3
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2017-0CT-28 - shortly after midnight
INC 170061242
$20K in $20's of which $10k was retrieved fromn!Ms car by

11 for Bl

2017-NOV-03 mid-evening
$6k $20'~ and $14k $20' . (one brick- two buy-in's)•i.I• appeared to be
coachinlll
2017-NOV-06/07
. B l 24K $20's over two days.lillbtb sharing chips witllRa

2017-Nov-25
assumed possession of the chips purchased b -

9

on the 25th incident date.

0231hrs wittillgambling on table MDB23 in the casinos VIP Salon. She is seated at the table
with a h i level male player identified as Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
l:Mliiii&.W~i'P'r.filiir.::11&a
have a documented history of gambling together.
t 1forma•1on
After a significant winning hand. • is seen tossing a single $1 K chip to-She continued
gambling alongside0259hr:-·arrived in the casinos South parking facility alone, after a few minutes in his
vehicle, crossed skybridge in to Casino/Salon
0311 hr•J.Wl•approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier where he presented a
brick of $20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in ($10k) . The brick was comprised of 5 equal
sized, smaller bundles, also bound by elastics.
0319hrs. . . . accepted the chips on table MDB23 completing the buy in transaction . He set
the chips on the table wherellwas playing earlier (some of her belongings were still here) .
0335hr ···· · ·. ·
chips purchased by

_ r~~~rned to table 23 and gambled here.assumed

possession of the

· - · w e r e spoken to by the gamin~ manaaer as per related incident 2017-67236111
acknowledged the chips belonged t1 ••Mfjj"·eclaimed his chips and was observed
putting them into his side bag .

4
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2017-NOV-28

0026hrs with the arrival of a vehicle described as a Redacteo Patro 1 lnte view ldent1'yng ln'onna• on with BC plate
·-driven by•J'lm•in the resorts South parking facility. (****what cars does he currently
own****)

0029hr•l••approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier where he produced a
brick and a bundle of $20 bills initiating a buy in ($10k).
Soon after accepting the chip8iillMsat next toBfll•on table MBD26 where he began to
gamble putting significant amounts at risk relative to his buy in amount.

II had recently been placed on conditions that removed her ability to purchase chips with
M!IG,

unsourced cash. It was suspected previously that she was buying chips for
now
Mill• appears to be buying chips for her. Consideration will be given to place
on the
same conditions should he continue to present unsourced small bills for purchasing chips.

4•

2017-NOV-28

20:45 hrs
M•conducted a buy in's reported as unusual by the casino totaling $35,000 (1000X$20,
Reda:;ted Patron I 1terv e\\ lde1Hf} tng lnfo·r1at1::m
100X$50 and 100X$100 bills) . He arrived on site in a
. The
$20's were comprised of two bricks and the $100 and $50 bound by elastic.
All money unsourced.

mll placed on sourced cash/chip conditions.

2017-NOV-30

M!W passed money to.pwe!lt1'?M• on smoking patio (covertly) s . could
buy in for him (allowing•A·
elastic.

to circumvent his conditions) . Total $7,680 in $20 bills bound by

lilsdmitted to same statintM•owned him mone~om bets he was conducting with his
chips forMl!.sarlier .. .. buy-in was denied an1R$)1lrM took possession of the money not
- h i c h creates doubt as tc:ll.lms story.
2017-DEC-03

-·passed $1k chips t o .

INC: 170069834
2017-DEC-07 - late evening

5
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Redacted

Pa:ron Interview lden•rfy ng
lnforma• on

arrived on site alone in .. Redacted Patron nte1\' ew lde nt1'y 1ng lnro tt1at1c n
parking on 4th floor in the VIP area, he removed a brown boutique bag from trunk
Proceeded to Salon, CD19 and removed a white plastic bag from the paper bag
and placed 9 bricks of $20's and other miscellaneous bills on the ledge of the
cage for Bl .
Bl= $100,040 (12x$5, 9x$10, 4,947x$20 ... ... ($98,940), 15x$50, 2x$100)
Upo.n r~ceiving his chips he placed approximately 15 $5k jt!!,12.s. in his f.9,?Ajt and
5-6 1n his hand, then headed to the washroom followed by.?i911!m~•··Redacted Patron
1n•erv1ew lde1trfy ng

-

Upon returning to the tabl ..._ . .
etting.watching ; often covering
his mouth appearing to directi . ·.
on bets for him .
coloured up, took his chips with him and
After about 20 minutes
·. ".' ·
allowed him with both exitin_g seconds later
· · ··
·then met withf@d§ff%%Bf'l'@f'*ifi* who was
being served barring papers on the Resort side of the skybridge (non AML
related
and • • left together andlland.
·:·· .
:·
ft to~r
···: :·
,. . .
eturned approximately 2 hrs later wit . . . . ancm and cashed out
$70K (done by gaming manager)

1. Tell me about this incident
2. Did you receive chips from
3. Did you receive all the chips from
meetin1 PJJ• anctlll?

Mfm'!I ...

1.
2.
3.
4.

JllWprior to leaving (washroom) and

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Who told you to get your money this way?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his addres Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Why is it different from his wif ;,

is current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Are these properties owned or rented?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .

6
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourag-andll"I·I"

to use a PGF account.

7. What is their association to :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Reaac'ed Pa:·on

8. Caution 1ntervtew
against using associates to conduct transactions for
him. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
his/her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
ldent1~ying

9. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview
Redacted

Reda:ted Da•ron lnte1v1ew
•oen· fy ng '1formatt01

Patron

stated the following :

He lives in the ln'er11e-w Iden• f • n
updated)
He immigrated here in 2011
He was in the hospitality industry in China and sold his company when he moved here ,
the payment for the sale is in 10 installations, the sale was multi-millions
He still has money in China to move over here
He also owns numerous properties in China that he rents out creating a monthly income
The 20's he has b~. ilf·•jmoney a friend owed him . His friend borrowed money to
start a restaurant i d k ?
, the restaurant failed , it took his friend seven months (vrs
the agreed u .
nths) to pay him back
Since Augus
· M has bought in for $180k (mostly small buy-in's with $20's)
7
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He generally only buys in for $10-$20K
He also borrows money from friends for buy-in (phones around to see who has cash)
The most he has borrowed is $43k
It's normal for wealthy guys like him to borrow money back and forth
He currently has about $10-$20K in $20's at home he does pass cash and chips and bet
for others as they would do for him
- He had $5KxR chfil i.!J.JJLsRocket at the time of the interview
~sc;"'':SMl' t'IW•tried to buy i·-17-NOV-30) was money .
- - o w e d ~When the buy-in was rejected, ·.: · took the money and paidlll
off site (he me- about two weeks prior to the incident)
He rarely goes to China, has not been there for 11 months
He paid $80k in taxesg r for overseas investments
In addition to his wife, -. · he has three children and two grandchildren
He has really only been coming to the Casino with more frequency in this past year
He is not entirely up to speed on all the rules of BC Casino's (he has since been
enlight.
He and .: do not understand why it matters if they buy in for each other or pass chips
as the money is all from the same place
He knowslllilm from his Province in China
He met~ the Casino but has since learned t h a 1 • also grew up in the same
area as him
He knows
a~as his boss in the 90'slllwas the
richest man in their Province - calls him uncle" - he is a distant relative)
Redactej Patron 1terv ew ldent1fy1n.;J
currently on a 5 yr. AML barring (undesirable) arrived here in
1format101
1996, he knows him from Chinalii.lll introduced them
His wife does not drive
- He drives one of three cars, hisMMW hi ... Redacteo Patro1 lnte·v1eu ldent1'y119 ln'mmat on
or his

·m~n•

serv~arring

;

Redacted - Pa•·on ln'erv1ew 1aen' fy ng

Atte1was
docs on the 30 1h, h
out to dinner to "cheer up"
The chip#JJI• cashecfout were his, he has been up lately

went

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Investigator Comments:

Patron was cooperative during the interview
PGF usage was reviewed with patron
He was cautioned against using associates to conduct transactions for him
He has been advised o~.
- i~Q~uy-in status
It is recommended thatM!i@M•hould stay on source cash/chip
cond1t1ons
Rcdactca Patro1 lntc·view
Profile has been updated to show that lden11•y1ng lnfcrmat on
have been interviewed
and no longer need to call in

8
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2017-DEC-15

Interview forwarded to AML Manager for review and approved--IOO:'"will stay on
sourced cash/chip conditions .
2017-DEC-15

Interview filed
Spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

9
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BCLC 11

-f§flH!lifilfifSf!.IM!I ·-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-SEP-18
Interview Time: 09:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
Brandi CHAN (Interpretation), BONDESEN
BCLC Investigators:
Contact Approach: Patron's play was suspended pending interview. Patron will be
advised that an interview is required as a review of her playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Cantonese

Conditions:

2018-SEP-06- All gaming suspended pending interview.
2018-JUL-28- Patron information to be updated.
2018-JUL-17-Site barred RR 48 hours pending review for accepting funds from
suspected loan shark

Recent Activity:

- h a s generated two hundred twenty-one (221) LCT records since 2013-FEB-18.
Her last LCT was 2018-SEP-05 when her disbursements totaled $57 ,308.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,478,090
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FX: $12,607.15
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $800,000
DISBURSEMENT: $3,762, 182.5
The focus of the interview will b~ gaming activities related to repeated
incidents of cash and chip passing (possible cash/chip facilitation) and her associates.

Occupation:
Housewife
Company:
N/A
History:
- Very few deposits into PGF in comparison to the amount of LCTs; out of 221 LCTs,
only 14 deposits (by date)
- 32 Incidents including:
8 "exchange of cash/chips":
Redacted Pa;r on ln:erv1ew
IN20180044793, 2018-JUL-20, Parq-Chip passing with
dent1f irig
on
ln~cr mai

NIJ)IQ)
•

IN20180044114, 2018-JUL-17 , River Rock•ll• left RR casino and got
~i§i@lf@M!iMIMIM·!iuHhl W~ile in car
passed .
- a stacK'OfDTIJS. Once 6ack in casino~···IQassed something
(btb the cash) to•@M$@i@!i.i,IMl§iiM1
a

Ill

idMMJ@,fi!i.!,.is

Redacted

Patron 1ntef\1ew

ld e nt1~y in g

1nrormat1cn

IN20180038135, 2018-JUN-19, Grand Villa-Chip passing between
IWIR• and two other patrons.
IN20180035247 , 2018-JUN-06, River Rock-...
• placed bet on behalf
·: ·_
of another patron.
IN20180035117 2018-JUN-05, River Rock- ·: - ••
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

assed chips to

II

1 suspicious financial transaction-IN20130057604, 2013-NOV-28, Edgewater,
conducted buy-in of $28,500 all in $20s

Redacted - FINTRAC
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•

. using
IN20170045120, 2017-AUG-08, River Rock-$37 ,500 in cash b•-.· .
wriii,ed $100 bills. Cash believed to be a portion belonging to ·.

1f (ji@NM!ijfo§'ifiij,il&!.ii.!H!!.i,+

IN20180053325, 2018-AUG-30, Parq-Across the street from Parq,.
observed passing something t. . .4'%'¥"%99%5@!,fd!!.i.believed
to be a cash ass . Twice,MrnM believed to pass cash t
.·-. 'IN
· · ·
while in the single-stall female washroom together.
-· - got into a
driven by
in
front of Parq and exited vehicle inside parking garage, returning to the
gaming floor with chips.

Civil Courts:
Probate case related to death of former spous · · · ·· ·- .· !'""
2007-NOV-10, MVA, Failed to stop on marked line at stop sign.

Recent Activity: September 2018

IM!Ws last LCT was 2018-SEP-05 when buy-ins totaled $9,800 and she had a
disbursement of $57,308.
3 LCTs in September 2018; 19 LCTs in August (2 at River Rock and 17 at Parq)
Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted - FINTRAC
Discussion Points:

Gambling-related incidents, notably cash/chip passing and cash facilitation
SOF/SOW
Associates
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•

Specific Questions to Ask:

-!~ ~~~r~~~;'ith whom d o e - A reside? Since when has
1·1 1a.1h1

DoesRl• work? What business(es) does she own? What is her role with
these businesses? Previous employmenUbusinesses?
With which banks does. . ._.
:'. .
. .old accounts? Which bank~~~c~ounts are used
for gambling? Where is
main branch? Why doeJIM•rarely
deposit money into her PGF? Why does•tt•Jrefer Cash Club over bank
drafts?
Other sources of income?
Who owns the home in whichM•resides? When was the home
purchased? How was the home purchased?
(Waitress))
Specifically, from which source of income does Pwfund her gambling
activities?
Ha-JjJ(S ever borrowed money from an individual or private lender to
facilitate her gambling? Which individual/company? How much? When? Why?
Does•.l•;ble in private establishments? With which other underground
familiar?
casinos is
Associates :

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
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What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
Know your patron:
- · ·:·: : confirmed her address as Reoacted Pa'·on ln' erview ldem1fy1ng lr1fonnal101
- .
. resides at this address with her two (2) sons; one who is a minor and one who
t.
•

has resided in this home since 2005 and she is the owner of the home.
is unmarried.

Source of
- Currently,
works
restaurant, at the corner o
has worked at
(8) years.
- Prior to 2018-JUL .·.

•ITT

Redacted

Pa1 ron lmerv1ew •dent rfy 1ng 1nformat1on

in Vancouver.
as a waitress for approximately seven (7) to eight

Redac•ed - Patron
Interview ldent1fy1ng

Reaacted Pa··on
lntervte11 ldent1•"y119

•J•

due to health

or four (4) years.

does not own an businesses.
- Currently,
- Approximate
· ·
a business that she owned; the
rgets the name of this business,
business sold
..
.
but phonetically it sounded something like
as had no other businesses.
wes the bank approximately $400,000 on the home which includes one (1)
•

-1llllllhga~ used the TD mortgage for close to twenty (20) years.

- - a l s o has an account at the TD that she uses for her savings and for personal
~di.!J.9.:
MNIM has also had a bank account with the Royal Bank for over twenty (20) years;
currently she has a chequing account with the Royal Bank that she uses to pay bills.
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IMMhas a TD personal line of credit (LOC) with a $200,000 limit, which•.I•
uses to support her gam~
- For gambling purposes,-always uses credit cards to conduct her initial buyins; if she wins, she cashes out and puts the money back on her credit card to cover the
initial charge/buy-in. If she loses, she uses her TD LOC to pay the credit card.
lllf"showed the investigators six (6) credit cards including a TD Visa, Royal Bank
Visa, CIBC Visa, Capital One Master Card (MC) , a President's Choice (PC) credit card
and an American Express.
-... ·
estimates that she has over $100,000 in credit amongst all of the cards with a
credit limit on the TD Visa between $20,000-$30,000 and a credit limit of over $40,000
on the Royal Bank Visa. MIWestimates the other cards have approximately
$10,000 credit limits.
- In 2017-DEC ,. .sold a condo for around $640,000 and made about a $400,000
l?.!:ofit which is also being used to pay for her gambling.
188 never borrows money from individuals or private lenders to facilitate her
gambling. She only uses her credit cards and she has good credit so she does not
need to borrow money from any individuals.
has never attended a private gambling institution although she had heard that
~t; she knows no specifics about these establishments.
is holding no casino chips.

Wot•

- The investigator advisedwW about the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program ;
llRl•is familiar with the program as she has previously self-excluded .
- At this time, she is not considering enrolling in the program .

s explanation for chip passing is related to superstitions around good luck and
bad luck.
- For exam le if she sees someone is on a winning streak and she is on a losing
streak, -. : ·
will ask the person on the winning streak to buy-in/chip-in for her; then
she will reciprocate by buying-in or chipping-in.
-Mwexplained that if the "lucky" associate who buys-in for hili!Wen she
would keep the winnings and the associate would- back b....:,...:,. ___ f~
original buy-in; if the associate who bought-in on · .
s behalf loses, therB41$4
would repay the loss to the associate with no other fees or expenses.
- This is very common amongst the Chinese gamblers.
was familiar with IN20180044114, from 2018-JUL-17 at River Rock when she
left the casino and got in car of
who passedlRIM
a stack of bills while in the car.
tMMwas at River Rock and only had $4,000 in her purse; she was worried that she
did not have enough money to con!inygaming so she called a frier;.,.d named lflm•
(phonetic) to pick-up money from•:ll!!!s home and deliver it t o • • at River
Rock.
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was adamant tt~oney was hers and was not borrowed.
. .does not know ·- " f u l l name; he is currently in Hong Kong and will be
back in about one (1) month.
- While in the car with he passeclM•$3,000.
-llHWtook the fun~ept it in her purse for her personal use that evening; she
~ssing the money to anyone.
_
showed the investigator a photo oBMt. . .has linked t~
contact information in her phone; the picture showed
:W:aring a white
and white shirt or jacket.

ii

ba'ii'CaP

- Regarding IN20180053325, 2018-AUG-30 at Parq, as well as IN20180054526, and
IN201800547 49 at Parq, MIW does not recall any occurrences when she went into a
single-stall women's washroom with anyone.
-~oes not know a woman named Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
--·MBIS!\MJ.LWWWdespite
sharing the single-stall washroom with each of them.
nformatlO"I
M$1$iexplained that sometimes she might need to go into the single-stall women's
washroom when one woman requires a feminine hygiene product.
- · · . denies passingll any cash at any time , including while outside for a walk.
- .. · ·. explained that she often likes to go outside for some fresh air in the middle of
gambling sessions or leave the casino to get food or leave the casino to go for a "lucky
walk around the block.
- When asked where she could walk in four (4) seconds (referencing a cash pass with
llacross the street from Parq),ll'Bappeared surprised and could not answer the
question .
- Regard in! IM!llb visit in a car at Parq with an associatelB!Wstated that she
got into the car of her associate
in order to have a conversation with him
about making dinner arrangementsjt@ii!Q is believed to be the same person as
111~rnl ~ comments below for more infor=·
explained she needed to talk to ---. :
'in person because her phone often
does not receive a signal when inside the casino.
- When asked how she kne.
-... .
: . was outside in his car waiting for her if she did not
have a signal on the phone, · .
orrected that she did in fact have a signal , but that
it was ~oor so she had to go outside to talk to him .
-Cdenies receiving anything from including chips despite only being in
the car for approximately thirty seconds and exiting the vehicle with chips that she was
believed to not have before she got in the car.

IW

Ill

l;JM

Associates :
w!IMshowed the investigator a photo o - t h a - -:
has linked t a .
contact information in heHrnie ;_ the picture "'Sh"OWed ·· ·
wearing a_~hite ball cap
and white windbreaker ( -.
1s assessed to be the same person asB see
comments below for more information) .
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,

Redacted

Pat·o1

- · -.-: · uses WeChat to communicate w i t h - ; his username is ntcrv cw lde:itrfymg .
- .. :. ·__ met MIW at Grand Villa approxi~ve (5) to six (6) years ago; he used
to play blackjack.
1

=i.eaac·ed Pa·ron

metMIB· a I nter\'1ew ldentr'"y1ng restaurant approximately three (3) to four (4)
years ago when he would come to the restaurant for dim sum .
. .:is Chinese and a Cantonese speaker, estimated to be in his forties.
_ ~Y.~ .ontacts Redacted Patron ntenle\'' Identifying Information
- · · mel.tMHat Grand Villa approximately one (1) year ago where they
would gamble together.

Investigator Comments:
Reda:ted
Redacted

Heda:led

Pa ~ro n

Patro n 1n·erv1ew ldent1fy1ng
lnformmon

lnte 1v1ew Iden· ry ng r1rormat10·1

r:ia1ron 1terv ew lde'lt1fym;J
1nformatt0ri
qe:::iaced

Pat·on Interview

ldent1fy119 l11'0 1ma• on

Casino records suppor l • I M s statement that she typically gambles using her credit
card at the cash desk (she never uses bank drafts) . However,Ml•s explanation
that she received a cash delivery at River Rock because she was worried she did not
have enough cash on her to continue gambling is inconsistent with her own description
of her gambling habits and casino records . A review ofm1filWs casino records,
including LCTs, shows that she does not play with a lot of cash, but seems to favour
conducting debit/credit withdrawals at the cage rather than bringing cash to the casino.
Sometimes she cashes out her chips in the middle of a gaming session then uses the
cash to conduct additional buy-ins.
who brought her the money is assessed to be the same person
casino profile indicates that he is also
. The name
.:
and MIW have the same
pronunciation and .· · ·
WeChat user ID contains the word
identified
the individual who deliv_ered her the cash to River.•. .
_ as H• but casino records
resembles casino records
know this individual aslll As well, the photo of
photos o f . WeChat is a messaging app that also offers mobile payment options.
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••Pt'

m s a1so previously associated to
through a cash pass that occurred at
Grand Villa Casino on 2017-NOV-28 (IN20170066872). Of particular note is tha.is
assessed to be the same person who was previously unidentified at River Rock.
According to reporting in IN20180041458, on 2018-JUL-04, a patron at River Rock
made a complaint that RRCR 18-41458 was loan sharking on the gaming floor and that
she had previously borrowed money from him in the past as he is a known loan shark.
At the time, the service provider was unable to identify RRCR 18-41458 and therefore
site barred him until he could produce identification and until further review. On 2018JUL-17 , River Rock personnel were able to confirm that RRCR 18-41458 is believed to
be the same person as Redacled Patro1 tn1e·.-1ew dent fy1r19 ln'o1 ma on
1

Redacted

Pabon

Despite previous incidents where MIW engaged in chip passing with nterv ew ldentrfyin;J
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
says she does not know these names.
Redacteo

Pat101 lnte v1ew 1aent1fy11g

lnfo;n1at1::::n
Since 2018-JUN-07,
has been site barred from Grand Villa
Casino for his involvement in a physical altercation with another male.
has nine (9)
vehicles associated to his profile, and thirty-four (34) incidents. Of the incidents,

Ill

Regarding the explanation for chip passing bein
around good and back luck, it is of note tha
all gave the same
explanation during each respective interview. Although this likely does happen in the
casinos from time-to-time, the investigator assesses that this does not explain every
incident of chip passing for .,,,.: '.
Rcaac1ed

Pa•ro n 1n·e rv1ew lden•rfy ng

It is also of note tha I
ln'ormat on
all discussed going outside for a "lucky
walk" or for fresh air and all three were involved in cash passes outside. Althou h
- d e n i e s conducting any cash passes witliillwhile outside, ···.·· :· . ·.
..
iew that she was outside with · ··: · ·. ·. .·.
when there
acknowledged in -- does not know how much was passed and believes that the
was a cash pass. ·.
pass was related to buy-ins that were previously conducted regarding the Chinese
superstitions about having someone lucky buy-in on behalf of the unlucky person .
Redacted

shows tha .. ·
possession .

Patro'l lnter.11ew

stated that she has no casino chips however Ide ntifying lnformat1on
always has casino chips in her purse. A review of casino records
often starts her gaming session with chips already in her

Wti!S's source of income as a part-time waitress does not support her gaming
activities although it is noted that she has equity in her home. Based on casino records ,
the writer believes that RJ!Al• is using credit cards to facilitate her buy-ins on site and
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that she is likely moving money from a LOC to pay-off gambling debt on the credit
cards. However, her LOC and her credit card limits surpass her own financial gambling
needs seeing that her buy-ins and disbursements are almost equal.
Althougl IM9stated that she owes $400,000 on her home, records available to
BCLC only show that she has one mortgage (CA6983384 / CA6983385):
- Mortgage is for $150,000;
- Lender is--1':'1@""-,!ll!!m-rm'"·•.:1211!!1'!.'""'·"'hl"M!ll"l!""9·"'*"'S"'·i"P!ll!!®'ll!ll"ll'lUt•m"'·••11111m""!.lll!ll!!i,"'6"'!!11!111!11!,1.-

•1:111;~

lication was made b
Hedacte1 - Patron nter. 1e.-, tde nt1'ying

nfonna t1:n

- Prior encumbrances permitted by the lender are: Mortgage 88874479 and Mortgage
88874480, both registered in favour of The Toronto-Dominion Bank;
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- Mortgage was executed by
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Online searches fo
•MJ&were inconclusive. The investigator cannot confirm an online presence for this
company or confirm its location.

BCLC checks confirm thaBllll•previously had a company called

Rcda:::tcd

?atron

l11te·v1e11 ldent1fy119

EffUf.1!ll'llil',.is located atllll

that . , ,..
Internet checks for

J/$j§~+@MH !:-show

Althougt-IM!i!Rprovided a substantial quantity of information, she is nonetheless
assessed to have withheld information during the interview and at times to have been
dishonest. Suspicious indicators documented inlMJI££ gambling-related activities
include receiving cash and or chip deliveries from known cash facilitators for use in the
casinos, providing doubtful information during the interview, passing cash/chips that
m~ be intended as a loan, and storing chips outside of the gambling facilities .
ltMl9s mortgage, line of credit and amount of credit cards are also suspicious
indicators. Together, these are all indicators of money laundering and cash facilitation
activities.
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In light of the above information and review of casino records, the investigator
recommends barrin!FJ.J• from all BCLC facilities.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML
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This is Exhibit " 11 S " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
NAME:
SID#: 47784
Interview Date: June 23rd, 2016
Interview Time: 12:56 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
- · w a s asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. If the business is in China, ask what province.
4. What is his relationship t I

Redacted

Pat1 on iriler\ 1ew lde nt1'y1ng
!lformahon

5. Why did , . ! l l g i v e him a brown paper bag containing money on
11
June 15 , 201 .
6. Did he have to pay a fee for the money?
7. If he says no, tell him it aw,ear~ that he was charged a fee when he
passed the 1O K chip to

MRlilM

8. Where did

Redacted Patron
1n1erv1ew Identify ng

9. Who owns the

Redacteo

get it from?

Pat rofl lnte•v1ew dent 1fying
Information

10. What is his relationship with

Redacted

Patron lnte·v1ew ldent1'y1r1g
nformat1:Jri

11. On June 161h just after midnight who did he call?

?
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13. Who was the driver?

-

14. What fee did he get charge for the money he received after he entered the

15. His second Buy In was presented to the cage and was wrapped in
newspapers and secured with elastic band which is inconsistent ffe.ffi with
coming from a legitimate financial institution. Impress upon the patron that
money in small denominations is consistent with being related to criminal
activity and that there is some concern for their safety.
16. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
17. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:
• l • >tated, in part, the following:

Y He was advised of the government reporting requirements for transactions in
casinos ;
'r He has not been in Canada long and has just recently immigrated;

Y Previously he would just keep cash around the house and that is where he would
get his money to play in the casino ;
Y

He did this because he had difficulty depositing cash from the casino into his
bank account ;

);- He would leave this money at his residence because he cannot take it back to
China ;

Y He advised that he presently has 135 K in $5K chips at home. These are new
chips but because of the conditions he was uncertain if he could bring them back
into the casino;
Y He repeated that the cash he brings to the casino is from his house from past
winnings;
Y He keeps it at his house;

Y His wife is

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

2
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-,, In the past he has provided documentation to the casino to show that the two are
husband and wife;

>-

He feels that it is silly that they cannot "Share Play" from the same bank roll;

-,, In the past he would be playing and have chips in front of them and just give
them to his wife to hold;
~

This was because she had a purse and he could not fit much in his pockets;

? • • i s a friend of his and the three of them play together;
-,, He owns a

Redacted

Patron lnter.i1ew

ldent1fy11g ln'crmat on

and it is driven by his son;

? His business are in China and he does not have any businesses in Canada;
?

Because he is immigrating he is slowly selling off his business in China;

? He is involved with a l l l l company;
?

It was his son that delivered the money to him ;

? He was advised that there was some concern for his safety given the manner in
which the money is received;
? He plays for entertainment and does not borrow money ;

-Y He finds that PGF accounts are not convenient which is the reason why he takes
his chips home when he wins;
"' He then has access to the chips day or night if he wants to play;

'Y- He was encouraged not to take chips home;
? He had no information regarding underground casinos;
? He believes BCLC is making it hard for him to enjoy the casino ;
?

He has nothing to hide from BCLC;

? With respect to his chips at home he was advised that right after the interview
they would be looked into and once they have been tracked he will be contacted;
Interview over: 1 :35 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview while BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY took notes.
3
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LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using
cash or un -sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC, on June 161h ,
2016.

Investigator Comments:
-

occupation supports his level of play.

He has now been educated on his conditions and the expectation with respect to
sourcing his cash.
His recent playing history was reviewed to corroborate whether he could have
accumulated 135 Kin chips . This was based on viewing the Site 's player rating system
along with his LCT's and found to be reasonable.

11111 should remain the subject of conditions at this time .
Tom Caverly
AML Investigati ons

4
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BCLC ISWM.RIJIS.AiM.,jMKISiltttll!ll
lnforma' •on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-27
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room).
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA I Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
lfi9Mwas recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring at
RRCR casino on 2017-APR-22 that involved a late night delivery of $25,000 cash (all
small bills).
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-25ll.lwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:

2017-APR-25 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
or via email through
patron to contact Consumer Services at

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .

History:
- h a s generated 75 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-0CT.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to more than $600,000 (one-off) per visit, in
some cases small denomination bills.
A typical buy in foPmwould be in the $10,000-$30,000 range.
The follow incident occurring 2017-APR-22 (late night) can be summarized as follows:
.: . presented $20,000 in
by a female identified as
who was playing with her at
the gaming table . Prior to the buy i
as seen receiving a phone call then
leaving the resort and meeting with a vehicle described as a late model, black Jeep
Grand Cherokee where she
a white bag believed to contain the cash .
Upon returning to the casino · :.
met with-in the Salon washroom at which
~it was suspected she provided he~ Vv'.ith the cash .
. . produced $20,000 in $20's andlM-5,000 in $20's.
Buy ins were refused by the casino, followed by BCLC, placed both individuals on
sourced cash/chip conditions.

Pli;M

Occupation:
Housewife: iTrak records

~gest

'@§f1¥dH1'fl*§hE!!+•

her husband could be Redacted Patrori
Rejacted Patrn'l lnten;1ew ,cent fyng
owns •
company.
lnfn·r1al!Cn

lnte~vcew

ldent1'y11g ln'ormat on

Company:
NIA

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm her address at

Rcdacte:::I

Patron 1tcn cw ldent1'y1n9 lnfo·rnatmn

2. What is the source of her wealth?

2

is current.
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3. Confirm her source of income including how l . e has been working
there, where the business is located and wha :_ s role or job title is.
a. Confirm her spouse as ·: ·· ' ·
i. Confirm .·: :
SOW · " · · Ml!!"'
· ·
on
b. Doeslllhave her own income or is she supported by

T

ln ~arma'

4. Prior to being placed on conditions
bills.

liMiW

Ill had used large volumes of small

a. Where did this money come from?
b. How does she make the arrangements to get the money?
5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
7.

8. Cautior- against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:

a.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

b.

i.

help her arrange for more money?
Does she know where the money comes from?
iii. How doesll&I• make these arrangements?
iv. Is it a business/individual(s) etc.
11.

BCLC Conditions:llll will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

3
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-Y • .•_. ·• confirmed her addre
is current.
);-- .
advised that her and
are divorced. The impression was that
this was a sensitive topic that . . was not comfortable talking about.
o She did inform investigators thate•provides her with monthly
payments as part of a settlement.
o - e s not have any income other than the monthly payments from
).o-

11111 explained she stores a lot of her money at home. The example she gave is

that when she wins in the casino she redeems her chips for cash and keeps it at
her residence.
o She was asked about the $20's she had bought in for in the past and
didn't offer much explanation other than that she stores money at home.
o As an example investigators asked her about a date approx. 2 years ago
when she bought in for $600,000 cash. She seemed shocked by this and
advised she has never bought in for that much and wouldn't know where
to get that much money. Further review of the LCT shows it was
$310,000, then a disbursement then a re-buy of $310,000 (LCT 201511794).
? lllwas advised that BCLC's forward most concern is large volumes of unsourced cash .. . was told that this money is consistent with being related to
criminal activity.
).o- . .has not heard of or been offered to be taken to any underground or "private"
casino(s). She explained she doesn't go to (BCLC) casinos that often.
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:
).o- -

inve.stigators that the moneyWIOO= received via vehicle delivery
was
· ·
savings from her home.
o She could not recall if-offered her the money or if she asked for it
but admitted she borrOW9ci""$2o,ooo from her.
o She described llMm:ts her good friend from China (they are more than
just gambling associates). When they are both in town they like to go to
the casino together.
o She did not go outside witl 1111• to retrieve the money but speculated
it was probably a family membe--n) who dropped off the cash .
o She informed investigators that . .owns a restaurant ir
llMMland owns a rental property. She couldn't be sure but guessed
that the cash could come from either of those revenue sources.

M•

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:

. w a s advised that moving forward she would need use an account and/or all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt ; she understood.

4
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Although average buy in amounts are relatively sma1 W-:'.1M could not provide enough
information to convince investigators of her source of wealth or funds .
The investigator recommends she remain on sourced cash/chip conditions until SOW
can be validated .
Her global casino profile has been updated to reflect this.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

5
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BCLC II Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM Interv1ew
Identifying
Information
SID •
Interview Date: January 2?'h, 2016
Interview Time: 14:41 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

This patron is on the Priority One Interview list and was also at the site to return chips. He
was asked the usual questions as it relates to the chips and outside of that the following:
1. What is the source of her wealth (Real Estate Developer)?
2. What is his company's name and where is it located?
3. What does he does he obtain his cash from to support his play?
4. Does he borrow it and if so what rate does he pay?
5. Is he aware of any underground casinos and if so has he attended?
6. Does he understand the conditions?
7.

Educate on PGF Accounts (Note: He has a PGF and made a big deposit
on September 1oth, 2015).
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Interview Results:
.stated the following during this interview:
~

He is •

Y

He plays with his own money and facilitates Canadian currency by conducting a wire
transfer to a friend that owns a restaurant who then provides him with the cash;

~

He did not want to identify the friend;

Y

He does not borrow money but lends it;

~

He does have PGF accounts;

~

With respect to borrowing and lending money there are not rates involved as they
are all wealthy businessmen and there is no concern about getting the money back;

~

He does not like the conditions and believes that this is hurting business for BCLC.
BCLC need to learn from other casinos mentioning Las Vegas and Singapore.

~

He was making reference to using credit when talking about these casinos;

~

He does not get cash delivered to him while he is at the casino and if needs more he
gets it from home;

~

He has heard about the underground casinos but has not attended ;

~

He comes to BC about 5-6 times a year as his wife and daughter live here;

~

He was in possession of $170,000.00 in SK chips;

~

All the chips came from his play at River Rock;

~

It is a result of play from back in June of 2015;

>--

He takes home the chips because it is just like cash and easier for him to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

resume play when he returns to the casino;
>--

He has no other chips;

>--

He has been in China and just returned on the 22nd and will be here for a month.

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

:·

LEE explained that.~an.ctions have been placed o,.·:~ ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. • f ! l l was encouraged to use
Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:WJ.!1f• ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015 .

Investigator Comments:

M •Nas, for the most part , straight forward when answering questions. The fact he did
not want to identify the friend who facilitates cash is a common theme with these interviews.
The chips in his possession consisted of two stacks; one was wrapped in cellophane and
the other elastic bands. A review of his history corroborates that he was here in June of
2015 and could have left the casino with the chips given his play. He was later told that he
was not to take chips from the site anymore.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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Reda:ted Patron lnteiv1ew
den• fy ng 1,,format1on

BCLC

I I Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAM '

• Re:lacl ed Pat ron lnter11ew
ldent1fy1rig ln'orma· on

SID
lnteNiew Date: January 21, 2016
Interview Time: 14:47 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP MD19
1

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Pa• on Interview Identify ng

on
llilhas an association wit
, who is also a sanctioned player.
There was an implication that he was trying to circumvent h i s
··· •itions by gettinglllto
play for him. Ill also told investigators during his interview tha ··. is an employee of his
and at times holds his funds. He also stated that he had no chips in his possession but last
he claimed that he had $500 K in chips but they are in possession of a female patron
who works for him .
ln'orma ~

I

.

as asked of her during the interview:

1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. What is her relationship with

Redacted Patro1
1nte1\'1ew ldenll'ymg

,

3. Where did she get the $75 ,000.00 from on January 51h, 2016?
4. What about the small denominations?
5. What did she do with the chips they she first bought in with on January 51h,
2016?
6. Who did she meet at the Sea Harbour Restaurant?
7. Was"l.llWdirecting her play on January 51h, 2016?
8. What is her understanding of chip passing policies in the casino?
9. Does she understand the conditions?
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10. Educate on PGF Accounts.
11. Does she have any chips in her possession at this time?
12. Does she have any oflill; chips in her possession?

Interview Results:

lnitiallyl!llwas reluctant in talking to investigators and did not want to provide any
information regarding here source of wealth . With prompting she provided the following
information:
?

Her source of wealth is from her business interest in China. She owned a
supermarket, hair salon and invested in the stock market;

?

She does not rely on money from these business interests and her brother now
looks after them.

?

She characterized herself as being well off and said the same thing about her family;

?

She has been in Canada for 1O years ;

'? She is a Canadian citizen;
? •

wife is a close friend of hers and she does not work for him ;

?

She does look after their house when they are not in Canada but does not receive
any compensation for this;

~

She stated that they are there for each other and consider each other as family;

?

With respect to the January 5th, 2016 transactions she spoke
sure it was Ok to bring the money into the casino;

?

She is at the casino every other day but only plays in small amounts;

withBRIJJ(C to make

'? She explained the small denominations as coming from people that owe her money
and that she could not refuse or they would lose face;
~

She offered that the 20's probably came from the underground casinos but offer no
information as to why she believed this;

~ She said that she lost all the chips that she received on January 5th, 2016;

?

She had dinner with
at the Sea Harbour restaurant and there
was about fifteen peop e in a en ance;
2
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-,. She stated that it was possible tha9-vas directing her play on the 5th as he has
done it in the past. She explained this as shared play and that at times the players
pool their money in order to make the minimum bet;
-,. She thinks that BCLC is crazy for imposing conditions on her and feels that she has
been black listed because of it;
-,. She also stated that it is because of these conditions on other players that more
underground casinos have popped up;
~

She has difficulty using a PGF account because this account requires a minimum
$10,000.00 to be opened and he never plays with this amount;

~

She is using her credit card now to obtain cash from the bank machine and receiving
cheques from the site when she wins;

-,. She pulled four of these cheques out of her purse with the largest amount being
around $900.00 ;
-,. People have approached her to go to the underground casinos but she does not
want to go;
~

She stated there are currently 6 or 7 in operation and one of them is located on #5
Road;

~

She is not in possession of any chips at this time other than the 5 K chip she
received on Monday. She showed investigators the chip;

-,. She does not have any chips that belong
any time;

tol nor has she held any of his chips at

-,. That she also helps out w i t l - who is currently attending university in Toronto.

Interview over at 15:51 hours.

3
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onl l l l ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips. B was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required:

Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:

ll.llcontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML Director
~s ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015 .

Investigator Comments:

ii was reluctant to talk to investigators at first.

Even when she provided information it was
vague in nature . She was adamant that she has never held any chips belonging tol l

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations
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Hedacled

;;ia:ron 1n•erv1ew lde:itrty ng

ln'"orma: on

BCLC I I Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM Redacted Patron lntc'\1cw
SID • ldent1fyin;, Info r1atlcn
Interview Date: Jan 4 , 2016
Interview Time: 0900
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator P. Jerome WAKELAND

Reason for Interview:
ll••l•currently has conditions on his play as noted below. The conditions were
enacted on Sept 11, 2015 howeverlldid not conduct gaming play until Dec 24 when he
was informed of these conditions.
Redacted ,Ja·rcn
liil Redactec Patro1 l nle'\ICv'I involved in a ch ip pass and possibly directing the play of Interview
ldcntr'y1:ig
an • ldenh'y1ng lnfoT1a11on
on Dec 26.

-

.....

"2015-Sep-11 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter
sent to SP management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or
via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit"

The follow information was discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the source of his wealth?
What is the name of his company and where is it located?
Do you understand the conditions?
Where does he get all the 20's from given financial institutions do not keep
denominations in this amount/
5. What is his knowledge of cash facilitation and the rates involved?
6. Mention that we are concerned for his safety given this type of cash may be
related to criminal activity.
7. Is he aware of any illegal casinos?
8. In relation to ltrak incident 20150067255 it appears as if he is directing play for
Was he directing play?
9. JH•S5uy 1n 1s similar to his implying it may have been his cash which begs
the question where it came from.

111•lllllW
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10. Educate on PGF Accounts

Interview Results:

I

Source of Wealth is from Real estate, Mining and Advertising
s in the cou~try on a Visitor Visa. His children are in school locally
All the moneYll gambles with has come from previous disbursements received
from the casino
These cash disbursements are held in a safety-deposit box in a bank or in his own
..b,Qme. The funds held in the bank are not deposited into bank accounts.
lldidn't deposit the cash into an account because the casino also doesn't give out
receipts when it issues disbursements, making it difficult to deposit the
bursements into a bank account
sometimes converts these $100 bills into $20 bills for his own convenience
will no longer convert the large bills into smaller bills.
No association with cash facilitators
No experience with illegal casinos
..
All the fund_s brought to the casino are b . relatives or associates who are
accessingls own funds.
is an employee who is sometimes sent to get his
funds.
Did not direct the play of
and claimed to not be familiar with
in any way.

l

'+'%'§61. FP:!fiii!ii@!!!.IM

MM

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on IAllll• ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips.lllWN\IMwas encouraged to use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions-fM•continues to have sanctions on him play at BCLC Casino as
1
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 h, 2015.

2
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Investigator Comments:

II was eager to return to gaming ~CLC casino and enquired if smaller cash buy-i n in the
$30,000 range would be allowed.llwas informed that all the sanctions on cash play
remained in place.
llwas informed that if the casino could verify an amount for past winnings, it might be
possible that this verified amount could be vouched for by the casino and deposited intclls
bank account facilitating bank drafts and deposits into his PGF account.

3
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
N A M · ·_·
SID#: ·: . '
Interview Date: May 91h, 2016
Interview Time: 1:30 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. What is the name of his company?

·-··

_ Hedactea

4. On February 2ih, 2016 who was the driver of th ._

Palroi

ln1e~.11ew

1cent1fyng

lnfo·nat1on

5. Do you know where that money came from?
6. Were you helping him to play on Feb 2y!h7
7. How do you kno~i@f@i§MM!fol§ijijij!llM!.!!uijili•i,i7
8. Were you staying with them in the hotel on the 301h?
9. What does your Dad do for a living?
1O. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
11 . What is the reason that you are sitting with these people and not play?
12. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
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13. Educate on PGF Accounts.
Interview Results:
-

stated, in part, the following:

>-

He has been in Canada since 2005 and the rest of his family immigrated in 201 O;

>-

He speaks English but preferred Chinese for the purpose of this interview;

>-

BCLC's role was explained to him and the government reporting requirements as
it relates to some financial transactions in casinos;

>-

He confirmed that

>-

He remembers the incident on February 2ih, 2016 with his father and theWJ.flq
MDII!@'' and figured that BCLC wanted to know where all the $20 bills came

Re:iac'ed

Pat'on ln·erv1ew den: fy ng
Information

is his father;

from;

>-

He does not know the driver of the vehicle but the vehicle is associated to the
place where the money comes from;

~

He onll'....knows him by an English name and could only remember that it was
either ataM-";

>-

The money is from a wire transfer place on Number 3 Road by Costco;

>-

The money originates from a bank account in China and is wired to an account in
Canada at which time the cash is delivered from the business on Number 3
Road;

>-

It is his father that owns the business which is back in China;

>-

He does not own a business but works for his Dad;

>-

The name of the business is
Pa·rcn 1n·crv1cw
cert' fy 119 1·1formci11on

Reca~ted

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

are business associates of

Ill father;

>- • • has been here before and has the contact to obtain cash;
>-

The phone call to get the cash was made while they were in the hotel room on
April 301h, 2016;

>-

He was not paying attention to this but was asked to go get the cash ;

>-

At this point he met with an

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2
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'r This person
)> '

'r

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
tnformatmn

asked this person where all the $20's came from but received no answer,

··. was spoken to about PGF accounts but this was of little value as he really
oes not play;

'r He has heard about the underground casinos and overheard

Redacted - Patron Interview

ldentifymg Information

talking about it but they never attended ;

'r The underground casinos are translated from Chinese to English as a "Social
Club"

Interview over at 2:05 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed onl i l l ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.I I was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: l l continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on March 02nd , 2016.

Investigator Comments:

WJ.W• was honest with investigators and offered to help with anything in the future.
From a cultural perspective he is bound by his father's directions. This is what caused
him to be subject of this interview. He was following his father's direction on February

iftri&:i~tW I j~h iii ~ lfrftl1at~~ ~~ i lerence to assisting botrMMMll
c3z3
S .; m 51p;; ; •• WOJ! 1 obtaining cash to facilitate their
gaming at the River Rock casino . He was educated with respect to the association of
crimina l activity and small denominations and clearly does not want to be put in the
same situation . Although he does not appear to play the conditions associated to him
are appropriate .
Tom Caverly
Casi no Invest igat io ns
3
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Redacted Patron ln' erv1ew
1dent tying l n•ormat on

Bl IS

Patron Interviewed:

NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID • Identifying Information
Interview Date: April 29th, 2016
Interview Time: 12:00 pm
Interview Location: Villa Casino
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

-contacted BCLC to discuss his conditions. Along with that the following questions
were explored:

1.

Confirm his source of wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
4. Does he know of any loan sharks and if so what rates they charge for
services.
5. Commend him on his use of PGF Accounts.
6. Ask him what his concerns are about his conditions.

Interview Results:

The following information was discussed during this interview:

~ l l J l l l l i s quite concerned about his conditions as they make him feel
criminal;
~

It was made clear to him that the conditions may remain;

like he is a
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..,.. He was curious about the Villa asking him where his cash came from when he has
left a couple of days prior and simply has returned with his winnings;

'? He was advised that the site would be spoken to about this;
?

He has worked at the Fairmont/Pacific hotel in the Food and Beverage department
making $48,000.00 per year;

>-

The only other source of cash that he has is from his home equity line of credit which
is in the amount of $600,000.00;

>-

He is willing to show BCLC his banking statements to confirm his source of funds;

'? He uses PG F at both the River Rock, the Edgewater but not at the Villa but was
encourage to open an account at the Villa;
..,.. He agrees with the PGF system;

'? It was made clear to him why patrons are subject of conditions and as this was not
clear to him;

>-

He banks at both RBC and CIBC;

'? He has never used loan sharks and has no knowledge of them;
'? He was unaware of any underground casinos .
Interview over at 2:00 pm
After the interviewMll!•mentioned that he would be willing to provide banking
information of a period of a year to BCLC. It was made clear that BCLC cannot ask for this
information and that it was up to him to provide it voluntarily.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
NORGAARD explaine? tha!_c_o~ditions have been placed ~n ~ abili_ty to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. - w a s encouraged to use his ~Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: No.

2
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BCLC Conditions ~ continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML D~oss ALDERSON on October 141h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
M f i l -was open and honest with investigators and wants to do whatever he can to
show there is nothing untoward about the source of his funds. Should l!MJ;J Aprovide
banking records that clearly show that he consistently uses his line of credit to support his
play consideration should be given to remove conditions with that the understanding that he
may be spot monitored specific to his source of cash.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-0CT-02
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Currently barred pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

• • has generated 128 individual LCT records dating back to 2008-AUG .
On 2017-SEPT-11 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .

11111
History:

occupation is Owner, Construction Company

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnfonnat1on
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llJll is associated as a participant to 24 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions AND 06 exchange cash/chips. He was the conductor in all of the UFT
incidences . The UFT activity started in 2016NOV and since that time he has bought in for
$468,940 in $20 bills, buy-in 's ranging from $9 ,900 to $60,020 . Most recently, he attempted a
$90,000 buy in and was denied .
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as lf$6• uses a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in, un-sourced cash used for purchasing
chips .
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1 ,000 - $89 ,100 with an average buy-in of 0-20K per visit
with an average of $20k.
PGF account opened in January 2017 with moderate usage .
•

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players in particular:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

***What is your relationship to the above noted men , where did you meet them and how long
have you known them?***
***Why do you use so many $20 bills for your buy-in 's?***
Since f"l18s first LCT in 2008-AUG his transactions are as follows :
Bl: $2 ,027 ,290
FX: $93,875.68
PGF: $2 ,704 ,000
DSB:$1,935,620

Occupation:
Owner, Construction Company

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

**Google Search could not locate the company specifically - one possibility i •
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldenhfymg
lnfonnat1on
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2017-51516
2017-SEPT-10- early afternoon (had just been in Sea Harbour, met llW there)
Attempt Buy in $90K in $20's- delivered
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Received the bills from the trunk of
(parked in south parkade - pink Holt Renfrew bag)

Information

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Why does he need money from
Whose idea was it to pass $60K of that to *§§§i§i@lfo!i!iil'*M• after he was
denied (both drove off site after the denied buy in in separate cars ·· returned 1O
minutes later with $60k in $20's)
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Whose idea was it to try and buy-i n again with $20k Late afternoon - right pants pocket
- denied)
How often doesW;IW get your bills for you?

p:n•

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent?

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes
of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourag. a l t::.i use his PGF account.
7. Cautio#;4Wagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him. Should
this betiav1our continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy
in at BC Casinos .
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
3
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Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted - Patron lnte1V1ew
Identifying Information

stated the following :

He currently lives and owns at the noted address in Vancouver
I
t f
11 d

H

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(confirmed)
He has 1O employees and otherwise sub-contracts
The Big jobs i.e. building a house are paid by cheque, typically in 5 installments
He does take cash for small reno jobs which he keeps in a safe in his house
He has been in Canada since 2001
He started his company in 2011
He does take credit card advances or use the ATM system when he is in need of cash, but
at times he has maxed out his daily limit and can 't get any cash
He is prone to chasing a win and when he can 't access cash immediately he does borrow
from friends . He will also borrow from; .. :~;9§ i.f h~. ~@rr.5 · l i 'ay outside banking hrs (i.e.
INC170051516 - $90 kin $20 's frorr
·mil
on a Sunday evening)
If he loses he just goes to his bank when it is open and get the money to pay them back
He banks at TD
It is easy for him to get $1 Ok from the bank without notice but larger sums take 3-4 days to
get.
The money from the banM &ensed in large bills ($100's wrapped in elastic)
He does not know where ·. ·
ets the money he borrows
He does not use mon ~I exchan; e facilities
He was friends witlMJ.lfMP"=>utside the Casino first - they all live in close proximity
to one another (4-5 yrs)
He also will gamble with some of his wealthy clients
He plays off and on, not in the Casino every day (consistent with profile)
He does not use cash facilitators, they are "too dangerous"
He does not go to or know of underground casino 's
He was not aware he has used quite so many $20 's in the past year
He now understands the guidelines that the Casino's operates under and will no longer be
using $20 bills.

'ti

I

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-02 BCLC-** Patron has been interviewed by AML unit, patron no longer requ ired to contact
BCLC consumer services. Patron is allowed back to play but the "Noun-sourced cash/chip condition
remains until further notice remains ."
4
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Investigator Comments:

•

remained respectful throughout the interview.
The general impression was tha F:IW was honest with investigators.
He answered all questions asked of him .
as encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.

•

currently on SOF .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML

5
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BCLC IS

HfffifM!fHflfllfl.!f'!il "•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-AUG-14
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Suit 1, theatre box)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos. BCLC's role in the conduct and manage of BC Casinos
was explained
along with BC Casinos reporting requirements to other branches of
government.

tcall

Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:

ms

is presently on full cash/chip conditions .

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 90 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JUN.
On 2017-AUG-09, as a result of a refused buy in at River Rock, the following comment added to

f':49 SID profile:

2017-AUG-09 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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fJ1W occupation as

Redacted

..

Patron Interview ldent1rymg

does not clearly aid in establishing SOF but

Information

may help SOW.
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
11111 holds PGF account-

at River Rock. She has been using her PGF account frequently
since being she opened it in 2017-MAR.

Iii is linked to 23 individuals as casino associates.
Incidents to discuss:

a!lfPIJI
a

Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR: met a vehicle described as
Ruling #19
along the resort driveway. She opened the front passenger door and retrieve
bag that contained $30,000 in $100 bills that she attempted to use to buy in.
The casino determined that due to the circumstances of ho~ acquired the money the buy
in would be refused. The aim directive was added to her rofile as a result.
left the casino wit
and returned 1O
minutes later and attempted to buy in again (with the same money).

Ill

Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR: On this date a female associate of lil!lt identified as
'· ·:. ·· . · . _-, ·,.
conducted $3J~££~'1 ~as~_ Bl"i:~~~~ · At least a portion of the cash was
suspec e o e1ng on behalf of
·
·Mf1
llillW were seen entering the washroom
to~eth~r afte~ whic · ··: ··
presented $15,000 in $20 bills for buying i~n receipt of th~
chip
··:. " . · · _-. ·
returned to the washroom together. Soon after. . was seen holding
a handful of chips .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

is current.

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify her occupation as a
company based out of?) .

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng

(where is the

4. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large volumes of
funds being delivered along the driveway is BCLC's primary concern.
5. When
a.

till does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
1roW does he make the arrangements?

2
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6. Encourag- to continue to utilize her PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with.
7. What canllll tell us about any underground casinos?

RE 2017-AUG-06 / 17-44733 / UFT-RRCR:
1. Who was driving the llllthat dropped off the money to her
rear passenger side window)?
2.

Re::1ac•ed

Patro, lnter,11ew cen: fyng

Redacted. Pat ro n lnterv1ev-,1 lden•lfy ng 'lfo rmat 10,

3. How did she make the arrangements to get the money (delivery occurred at approx.
1830hrs)?
4 . Why did she attempt to buy in again with the same money about 15 minutes later? Was
the issue not clearly explained to her?

5.

How does she knowlRIM-?

RE 2017-AUG-08 / 17-45120 I UFT-RRCR:
1. How does she knowW:.1118?
2. Where did the $15,000 in $20 bills come from?
3.

Make it clear to
result in a ban .

Im that if she continues to use other individuals to buy in for her it will

Interview Results:

» llllindicated she recently sold the house o
is
It sounded as though · · · was in the process of building a new home so this address
may be temporary.
-,. Th
listed in her casino profile as her occupation is a Ruling #19
Ruling #19

RERuling #19

/ UFT-RRCR:

-,. 1111 advised the individual that dropped off the money to her was her Ruling #19

.

Ruling #19

..,.

»

.
The $30,000 ($100 bills) was money she had stored at home as back up money in case
~eeds to chase losses in the casino when the banks are closed.
1Bstated in early August she was gambling in the Salon and in the Dogwood room at
River Rock . She was losing initially (down $50K) but eventually gained her money back
in the Dogwood room . When she tried to deposit to her PGF account the site would not
do it as they did not have sufficient tracking to confirm her winnings so she was forced to
take cash .

3
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Review of her LCT records suggest this may have occurred on Ruling #19
. On this date she left the casino with up to $51,500 in cash
disbursed to her. It would not be unusual for her to have money stored at her
residence.
Redacted - Patron
o Post interview investig~-oke with RRCR VIP Guest services Interview Identifying
f!IMM!llto update o ··:: :· s status.ll!llindicated the 1111 does tend to
play on multiple tables, including in the Dogwood room.lll!ladmitted that it is
od due to the pace and
very difficult for tables staff to track players in number of players per table . This corroborates · ·:· · statement about not being
able to deposit her winnings, forcing her to take cash home.
y m
added that if she felt like she was doing someth ing wrong she would have made a
greater effort to hide it.
o She added that she knows people meet cash lenders at the Costco parking lot to
evade casino cameras; this was her money so she was not concerned.
" ~t took_a moment forl l l l to recall exiting the casino withl i.ililillmil':• but when
1nvest1gators ment1oiied"tlie name IJ;Jl:r' she remembered .
o

o

Ruling #19

o

She added that "we know whal f l • is into" and "she didn't want to discuss
that" but that "we know''. The impression was that lifllwas hinting thaif:ERm
is into some illegal or questionable things .

RE Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR:

"lifJ!M could not recalll f : I • ; Chinese name but did recall entering the washroom with
her.
o

~

She added that she knows many players at RRCR , most of them by their English
first names, not their Chinese names.
.
• Post interviewl l l l walked by a table in the Salon and said hello to a
female patron she referred to as llli!I .

Ruling #19

~
~

?

~ l i l l i ladded that she does not like lending people money as it is too much trouble

Cha'Sing people to get her money back.
o Ruling #19

'r

Ruling #19

RE Underground casinos:
4
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).>

was asked what she could tell investigators about underground casinos. Ruli

-

»-

ng
#19

Ruling #19

o

She stated no cash is on site , everything is crediUreceipts to be settled on a later
date.
When you arrive they take your BCDL and make a phone call to get approval for

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

o

).>

,._

If you lose you get 10% off you debt if you pay in the first week.11111 did not specify but
interest likely kicks in after the week is up.
If you win you are issued a receipt and the organizers will pay you with a week, always
in $20 bills.

-,. Ruling #19

o

o

o

,.. .

One player came to mindf@§Ufl§!!§l§"@"MMM!!.i.+Nas interviewed by
investigators and was on full conditions prior to enrolling in the VSE program
recently.
It was learned in the interview that Ruling #19

1~is not linked to 1111 as an associate but is linked to an associate of ill.m
~i@ 1 ¥@ 00 M§i§ij@ 1 M'M 1 1 • 1 ·+
ated that as she understands the underground casino is run by people from

A forme Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
came to mind.
Iii.II was provincially banned by BCLC for assault and never returned to BC
casTnos afte~ed in 2015-NOV.
o l l l has an i i l i i l on file and previously used ar i l l address .
was cautioned that these underground casinos can be dangerous and that
investigators have heard stories of assaults and criminal activity that could put her in
danger.
o
o

-,. 1111
o

Ill

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

o Ruling #19

ldent1 m lnformat1on

5
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Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking note~id speak some
broken English ; enough for the investigator to have a conversation with ~
BCLC Conditions- is p~..
. . on full sourced cash/chip conditions but consideration
could be given to remove her. . _ . profile has been updated to indicate she no longer needs
to call BCLC to set up an interview.
Investigator Comments:

11111 was very cooperative with investigators and seemed generally truthful.
Investigators are satisfied that the incident that resulted her being placed on conditions (the
$30,000 in $100's) is of little concern. This likely was her money that she arranged to have
dropped off to her.
Review o - s recent casino history confirms she frequently uses her PGF account and
rarely arrives with large volumes of unsourced cash to buy in with. Investigators believe the risk
of a repeat incident is low.

1111 also provided some valuable intel regarding the underground/unregistered casinos and
the people behind them .
Consideration should be given to removeBJl'rom the BCLC-AML Conditions list to be
monitored moving forward.
If her behaviour changes and she is classified to a higher risk level she could be placed back on
conditions.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-JUL-13
Interview Time: 1015 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MDB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE and COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised that a number of patrons have been spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
-

laced on conditions pending interview due to him being the subject of a cash delivery at RRCR.
Recent Activity:

i lhas generated 171 individual LCT records dating back to 2011 -MAY.
On 2017-MAR-Odel ivery at RRCR.

placed on conditions pending interview due to him being the subject of a cash

2017-MAR-08 BCLC Directive 2017-MAR-08 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further cash buy-ins at any site
until status is changed by the AML unit- subject of cash delivery and pending investigation . Please
direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave contact information for interview. Please advise
writer by email if subject attends any site and attempts to buy-in . Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC
AML Programs
Redacted - Patron

According to casino record s l lresides in Interview ldent1fymg
(supported by •fm). Investigators will
attempt to determine what he is doing in BC and if he has a permanent residence in BC .
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .

II occupation as

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

does aid in establish ing SOF or SOW.
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History:
lllis attached as a participant to 11 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions and was the conductor in all instances.
I l iad been known to associate with a number of different VIP players , two of whom are on the BCLC
HRP Program .

17-13344/ 2017-MAR-05 I UFT-RRCR:
2355hrs

··-~\lflljij!1:if" driven by a ~ale . i~entified

a • Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

1-1·-1• )with a female passenger 1dent1f1ed a · Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Wil•- As they cross the Sky Bridge toward the resort/casino sidelfJ\19rvas observed to be in

t

possession of a red shopping bag . (Per iTra

~

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fymg Information

are married).

2357hrs

WI•

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldentrfymg lnformat1on

entered the casinos VIP Salon
concealing the red plastic bag by draping
her jacket over her arm .
was already in the Premium area of the VIP Salon lfJl• was observed
stepping into the Premium area of the VIP Salon and seemingly getting the attention
After
catching the attention it l both entered the men 's washroom separate ly from 11111 and was seen
with her jacket off, draped over her arm/hand that was holding the red bag . UMtook possession of
the red bag fro11 9 J ahen entered the washroom . lllentered the washroom too.

II

all

Midnight:
, Redacted - Patron Interview

& xited the washroom just ahead o Iden!! m lnfonnat1on
He was seen holding the red bag behind his
back as he got the attention of a VIP Host who escorted him into the private cashier room .
At the transaction windov l lemptied 2 bricks of CON $20 bills (each bound by elastics , approx . $1 OK
each) from the red bag (there appeared to be a second white bag that was inside the red bag).
Due to the cash delivery red flag the buy in would be refused.
l l lreturned to the gaming floor and took a seat next to liiJ1• who was sitting witl R!ll
0024hrl lwas observed accessing his right side pant pocket and discretely passing a portion of the
cash refused tof l M who was seated to his right.
l lgot up from the table and sat at a lounge area near the cashier on the Premium side.

W;lm then tried to buy in but was refused.
After being spoken to by the Executive Host
dining area .

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent1 m

2

were last seen together in the Salons
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The specific relationsh ip between these individuals is not known
Occupation:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have a residence in BC?
c. What is he doing in BC if he resides in &
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of funds
with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern .
5. What is his relationship with : -.. - :· . .·.r···
a. Does he regularly get deliveries from ";.,",'. .:·:.... .-J:'"'"
b. Has he taken delivery of funds from others?

?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

BCLC Conditions: None
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewMllMIJI stated the following:
He currently lives at the noted address in
He owns a restaurant called
(confirmed)
The restaurant is a cash business
The restaurant is under an umbrella company called Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
lf;EA- (confirmed)
His son manages the business, they keep the cash at their home
He does not use credit or debit as he struggles with the ATM system (can 't read,
embarrassed to ask for help).
Using cash is something he does in both Canada and China .
Chinese like cash, he carries a lot of cash with him
He does have a Chinese Union pay card but doesn't use it much
When he heads out on business or pleasure he takes cash from the home with him
His son bundles the $20's (as seen in the noted incident)
He has spent a lot of the last two years in Canada as he is trying to get his Canadian
Citizenship
Interview ldenttfymg
He is retired from the Redacted - Patron
lnfonnation
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He does have another business he is trying to get off the ground , Redacted - Patron Interview
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1 1n Information
is the only person in Canada with approval to import the product to
China . He has not been able to develop the business much due to being in Canada so
much while seeking res idence. The product helps lower blood pressure, maintain youthful
skin and blood flow in the brain.
He plans to spend more time in China developing the business once he has obtained the
criteria for citizenship.
He has bought a home it l;f!lill@R (hasn 't closed et
He plans to sell his home and business in ·· · ··
and move to BC
He hopes to be in BC ermanentl b Februa 20 18
lllBD
He has confirmed
are married .
He has been friends wit
. for over 1O years from back in China .
He is currently staying at RRCR as he has a friend over he is assisting with opening a
restaurant and looking at farmland to purchase
His "B.C" business is more hosting friends than a business. If a group are coming over he
will arrange tou rs, site seeing etc. His friends pay for the actual tours ; he is not responsible
for that he just organizes . He is not paid it is someth ing he does as a friend .
When his friends come over, they gamble a bit, but are not heavy gamblers. He does not
ass ist with any cash facilitation .
He often sta s with ·· ; . ·· :· . .
when he comes. His extra cash it there. The have a
home in ···· ._. : ·' "'
He gambles as entertainment, keep him busy.
He was recently advised of PGF and did open an account (July 6/17 - confirmed). He does
not like the system as it took about an hour to process a $1 OK buy in , he has to specify what
table he was going to and likes to wander (staff confirm he wanders from table to table) and
when he tried to redeposit $4 ,000 they wouldn 't as they didn 't have tracking sheets of his
play. Further, if he goes to another site he has to open another account. He has however
used his PGF since opening it at RRCR.
- W ith res ~ to the delivery of funds , yes that has happened, he keeps his extra money at
"i'lltW\Jm'f'a and if he is down (which he states he often is) he will ask them; a
some of his money and bring it in. The pass in the bathroom was out of his control ··:_- : ·
beckoned him and he followed, he did not prearrange for it to be done this way.
He now understands the guidelines that the Casino's operates under.
He has not heard of underground Casino's and would not attend anyway; it is below his
status to attend such a place.

·r..

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-MAR-08 BCLC Directive 2017-MAR-08 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further cash buy-ins at any site
until status is changed by the AML unit- subject of cash delivery and pending investigation. Please
direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave contact information for interview. Please advise
writer by email if subject attends any site and attempts to buy-in . Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC
AML Programs
4
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Investigator Comments:
l l temained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was thatlill was
honest with investigators . He answered all questions asked of him . He struck the investigator
as "old school " Chinese (with respect to money beliefs and handling).

I

was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.
is currently on SOF interview.

Investigator's COUSINS and LEE recommend conditions be removed .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC IS

'%i@if§@IHfa'§f9fM!i+M

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-JUN-28
Interview Time : 1402 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised that a number of patrons have been spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

llis currently on SOF conditions.
Recent Activity:

l lhas generated 95 individual LCT reco rds dating back to 2010-JUL.
On 2017-JUN-26l l l was placed on SOF with the following on his SID profile :
2017-JUN-26***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately , patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or
borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule
an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

History:

II is attached as a participant to 34 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions . He was the conductor in all the incidents, primarily $20 bills (some $50 bills).
1
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The concern is the large cash buy in 's with small bills and source of those small bills.
l f lhad been known to associate with a number of different VIP/HRP players . Some of them were
identified as follows :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Occupation:
Investment Manager

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as an Investment Manager.
4 . Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of funds
with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern .
5. l lnas been known to associate with a number of VIP players in BC Casinos.
a. What is his relationship with these individuals?
b. Does they provide some sort of service for him? If so what?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

17-3583212017-JUN-22 / UFT-RRCR
Evening of June 22, 201 7'11 met with Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
at Sea Harbour Restaurant
along with a group of other individuals . After dinner the whole group took the elevator to the k
Brid~evel after dinner,M was wearing a small black backpack (appeared to be em t . ··:: : ·
and eft separated themselves from the ~rou~ and went to the south parkade where -. ·;· · :· . vehicle
was parked . They accessed the vehicle «&.mihiiil'i1M1'mr.llll1nJJ111!• and when they returned to the Casino ,
bacJ§t was filled out (i .e. appeared something had been transferred in to in while they were at
the truck) .; removed 5 brick's and one bundle of $20's at the cage .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2
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17-3586212017-JUN-22 / UFT-EDG
Evening of June 22 , 2017 111 attended at Edgewater Salon (after buy in denied at RRCR) wearing the
same black backpack . At the cage he presented a $40 ,000 buy in (money wrapped how River Rock
had just bundled it when the buy in was denied earlier in the evening) . The bills were
1500x$20/200x$50).B then went to a table and bout in $4000 in $20's while waiting for his chips at
cashed out at 1am on June 23 ,2017 for $56 ,005 ($1 OO's)
the cage.

II

17-36282 /2017-JUN24 / UFT/EDG (all bundled).
Evening of June 24 , 2017l lattended at Edgewater Sal ~J° ught in for $15 ,305 (most 20's) . It
would appear to be the balance of the money he got from~ at RRCR on the 22"d.
1. Why did he buy in with $20's when he'd been paid out in $1 OO's at Edgewater the night
before?

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUN-26*** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or
borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule
an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.
Interview Results:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenlifymg

also stated he has a
- l lconfirms he lives in and owns the house in
Information
total of four (4) homes in the area, one rented out, two vacant and the one he lives in

~ -~~~~~;;~~~;~:;~~~0:;~~~; ;;;~;~;~~~~il;::h:~:e in Vancouver with his wife and three

1

1

stated he's known
from local "society" meetings i.e. they are from the same
Province in Ch ina and the people from the same Province have gatherings
- ill adama~tly denied getting money from• l w sn the dat_e in question ; statin_g that when
they came in to the Casino from the Sea Harbou - ~.1)8 said he had to go to his car to get
money so as a friend , hel l walked to the car with him while the others waited for them
before enterin_9 the Salon Prive.
Per CCT\,Mfff• did pick up a brick andl f ls backpack was noticeably bulkier when they
returned from the car
- ··-·: stated he has never received money fro11 Wl$= 1or does he lend money to anyone
:· stated he an• 4 • have a separate bank rolls when they play but that if one of them
runs out they will bet for one another "shared play"
- l l lstated that he had three friends over from China April 23'd for a visit (confirmed via text
reviewed by S. LEE)

3
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- l lstated his friends typically come over with $50K each in $20's CON (he stated the $20 's
are what the banks give to combat counterfeit which is contrary to what other players have said
~ch is that Chinese banks give out $100 bills CON)
ml stated his friends typically travel first class which allows them three suitcases and they
~k one with money ... .... .... .
- Ill stated that typically when his friends go home they give him their left over $20's and he
transfers the equivalent in Chinese currency in to their accounts , most recently he got $69K
combined from his friends who visited in April
When asked what he does with his $100 bills from payouts he says he likes to keep those
(pulled a stack of $100 bills from his backpack to show investigators), that he uses them to
play poker with his friends
stated that at times he does not cash out just hangs on to his chips so it is easier to return
to a given site and get playing immediately rather than waiting for a buy in
stated he currently has approximately $20,000 combined in chips from Edgewater and
River Rock and $2 ,000 in $20's
··:: stated more friends from China(with $20's) will arrive 2017-JUN-29
does have a PGF at Edgewater but doesn 't like to use it as it is not "convenient"
_· stated he does not know of or play in underground casinos
.. stated his wife does not like his gambling so he keeps his wins and losses from her
.' confirmed he was paid out in $100 bills for his win on June 22 nd at Edgewater (using the
money RRCR denied) and stated the $20's he bought in with in the 24 1h were just left over
from the money he got from his friends stating "who wants $20s'

- II
- lill

BCLC Conditions:

Conditions amended on 2017-JUN-29 keeping the same conditions but taking away the need for
interview.
Investigator recommends conditions remain
***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with
"un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips
until further notice. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Investigator Comments:

Investigators Cousins and Lee did not feei l lwas being entirely honest in his answers

I.II has asked that his conditions be dropped as he has friends arriving and he will not be able to play
at their level if he not continue at his current level of play and therefore in his mind will "lose face" with

l

as made aware that he is still on sourced cash and chips
was ~sked numerous times exactly how much he had in chips but was evasive stating about $20k
in total. Ill was not the least bit worried about using them ; he was advised that right now they are
considerircr"unsourced" and to report the amount to LEE so that the source could be validated .
lllseemed very aware of the $3K allowed on site without receipt

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLCISType of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-17
Interview Time : 1300hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

li'J.1Mis currently under SOF conditions .
Recent Activity:

Hlahas generated 26 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-APR-18.
appears to be fairly new to BC Casinos .
On 2017-APR-12-was placed on SOF conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-APR-12 BCLC Directive- Patron requires SOF (source of funds) interview for unsourced cash buy-ins. Please document in an iTrak incident file, scan copy of interview
into media file and advise the AML unit by email at
of the incident file .
Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
• . • occupation a "student" at
or SOW.

Redactc:::l

Patron ntcrv1ew ldent1'y1ng
l'1formallo 1
1

does not aid in establishing SOF

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1,500.00 to just under $32, 160.00 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.
arrived at the casino with a male associate
arrived onsite with . .· .·n a
ntered the facility (appeared that · : · was
carry • •mething under his jacket). They both went up to a hotel room on the gth
floor. · :. : exited the hotel room wearingSJl•s jacket and immediately conducted a
cash buy in . $16,880.00 (844x$20.00).
2017-21338~RRCRl 2017-APR-13: l'lllwas observed exiting the hotel to meet up
1
with •·Mllf.ififi.,. 'IM nJJ.1awwwwto obtain a bag. lli!Jilobtained the bag and went directly
to his room, then to the Salon to conduct a cash buy in. lilllproduced 100x$10.00 &
1558x$20.00 for a total value of $32,160.00.

Occupation:
College Student

Company:
Redacte:::l

Patron .ntcrv1ew ldent1'J' ln9
1fom1at101

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redactej

Patron

1 nte~1ew

ldent r'y1ng 1nb~at1cn

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. Confirm the name and location of the college he's enrolled in.
b. Does he have a current student visa?
3. What is the source of his wealth?

2
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4. Confirm his occupation/source of income.
a. If money is from parents overseas ask how she gets the money in
Canada.
b. Ask for parents SOW.
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
8. Encouragelilll to use ~is PGF account. Review
confirms he holds PGF accoun- at RRCR.

oaa profile

c. Explain his options moving forward.
7. CautiorfAM against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
2017-20537 (RRCR) 2017-APR-09:
1. What is his relationship witl
a. How long have they known each other?
b. Who's hotel room was on the

gth

Floor?

2. Where did the $16,880.00 in $20 bills come from?
a. Describe the circumstances of how he acquired the money.

2017-21338 (RRCR) 2017-APR-13:
1. What did you receive from the

·-Ii·

a. Who was the driver?
b. How did you know or meet the driver?
3
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c. If cash was obtained, have you received cash from this driver in the
past? Is he linked to a local business?

2. If the cash did not come from theMl9 where did he obtain all of the
$20's that were used in his cash buy in?
3.
•
4. SOF interview was conducted and ·_·: . · stated the funds were from his
father?

Extra Questions:
How long have you had a hotel room at the River Rock Casino?
How do you know

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
How do you know
BCLC Conditions: Post interviewMMwas changed from SOF interviews to sourced
cash conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution). These conditions were
clearly explained to him.
Interview Results:

}- •
}-

introduced himself to investigator BEEKSMA a s • •confirmed he no longer resides at thellfllll!Jiaddress on his SID profile.
o He was renting it but hasn't lived there in a "long time"
o He has been living in River Rocks resort full time and has no fixed address
since leaving theNl!l~ress.
o For the first few months-paid for the room but since then River Rock
has been paying for his hotel room.
}- confirmed he is in Canada on a student visa .
RE:da::ted
atron
o He was/is enrolled a 1 1nte
~ 1e11 l::ent1fy1rig
• He used to go to the Richmond campus then went to the Down
Town Vancouver campus but admitted he doesn't go to school
much anymore.
? B!i!I has been in Canada for approx. 2.5 years . He has never worked since
being here.
o His father wires him money from Chinese account to Chinese account to
support him while in Canada.
o W.t•uses money exchange places to convert the money wired from his
father to CON currency.
o - w a s hesitant to talk about his father and his source of income in
China as he didn't want to bring any unwanted attention or problems to his
0

4
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father. It was explained to . . that investigators needed to be
comfortable he is capable of gambling at the level he has been .
stated his father is involved in a•lll4"company.
• He doesn't know his exact role or position in the company.
• lilllvisited the factory when he was 2 years old and doesn't know
Wharhis father does there. This could suggest his father has been
associated to this business for more than 20 years.
• -stated his father has sent him $180,000 to date (Casino
records suggest it would be much more than that) . This may be his
most recent transfer amount.
>-- lllladvised that he has used 5-6 different money exchange businesses.
o He usually searches the Chinese classified websites like "VANSKY" or
"VANPEOPLE " to find a money exchange place.
o He will often call multiple ones to check if they have enough cash on hand
before choosing which one he will use.
o Often the MBS will deliver to him at no extra charge.
o He stated they will even come to him with the CON cash in hand and allow
him to do the electronic transfer (using a smart phone) face to face.
o He hesitated to name any of the businesses because he didn't want to
bring any negative attention to them . Once it was explained that if they are
a legitimate businesses they should have nothing to hide lilllprovided
the name of "KIN BOK" as one of the ones he's used.
o The exchange places always provide him with small denomination bills.
o He uses the money exchange places because he doesn't want to worry
his father with how much he's spending (this didn't make much sense to
investigators).
o •Mwas asked if any money exchange places lend money.IJ,1•
laughed at this adding an exchange requires money from both parties.
o -showed investigators multiple electronic transfer receipts or
notifications on his cell phone that appeared to be currency exchange
confirmations. It appeared to be in the form of a text message from sender
"
".
• One showed $51 ,000 Chinese currency to CON and another
showed $180,000 Chinese currency to CON .
>-- ••sked if he could use money from a MSB if it was accompanied with a
. t" He was told ~o IOJJR as _it -:vas an officia!lverifiable receipt he could use it.
>-- •
did not know e 1 t h e 1 - I M by their names when spoken.

• lilil

RE: 2017-20537 (RRCR) 2017-APR-09:
>-- Pl!llstated he metllMin.!h~ casino, gambling.
o He added the he and 8118 are from the same town in China originally.
o
went for dinner on this incident night. They went to a
room on the gth floor then entered the casino .
• H•couldn't recall if it was his room or not (he stated he's stayed
in multiple rooms on different floors in the resort.

5
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•

He admitted he was wearinglilMs jacket.
• He stated he was cold and didn't want to look through his
suitcases to find a jacket so llill lent him his.
• The money inside the jacket w~e laughed at.1L_
suggestion that the money w a s - s adding t h a t - does not have money.
• The money was obtained from a MSB .

RE: 2017-21338 (RRCR) 2017-APR-13:

~ . J ; i n o t know who the name of the person who was driving t h e 8 •
o

He stated he looked familiar to him ; likely from using the same MSB
previously.
o The cash came from a MSB.
o The cash was indirectly from his father (as per SOF form).

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that llllbe placed on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
These conditions and all o f l l • options for bringing funds into the casino were
clearly explained to him .
casino profile has been updated .

-s

Investigator Comments:
-inquired with investigators what he had done wrong to be placed on these
conditions. He was told a number of factors contributed but it was primarily SOW and
SOF issues.
llllwas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash
would need to be accompanied by a receipt.
MiWmderstood somewhat how PGF accounts work. It was suggested to him that he
speak with RRCR VIP Director Lisa GAO to learn all of the options when it comes to
PGF accounts .
•
was also cautioned against using his friends to conduct buy ins for him or
circumvent his conditions and advised that if this type of behaviour is detected it could
result in a suspension of play.
-asked if he could accept chips from his friends and was told no.

6
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S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS
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I

•
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-JUNE-01
Interview Time : 1100hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about
their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

- - play is currently suspended pending interview with BCLC as a result of concerns
regarding information contained within•l@"s OSINT report.
Recent Activity:

On 2017-MAY- 19PJ.if"s play was suspended as a result of OSINT report info with the
following comment added to his SID profile:
2017-May-19 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is suspended from all
gaming pending an interview with BCLC AML unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at
or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview. Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC AML
Programs
The focus of the i~~e ry iew will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC
and establishi s • • ·s relationship/dealings with l@@@•@@mlfoi§M@n·'@'Mi.li,,foil·lr*

'i'ST'INl\''M · ·
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History:
M l • has generated 141 ind ividual LCT records dating back to 2010-JUN .
Total buy ins to date: $2 .6 mil
Total disbursements to date: $1.8
Negative $800K all time

Redacted - FINTRAC
Incident summaries

Redacted - FINTRAC

*Ruling #19
bought in for Ruling #19 (all $20 bills). The
investigator that reviewed the incident noted the money was carried into the casino byW:!ii'f•
inside a brown paper bag . The investigator also notes the cash was presented in bundles
bound by both elastic bands and paper straps (consistent with money from a Fl) JIM!9
drivin a ·: ·. ·· .··
arrived at the cas ino in the com any of an Ruling #19
identified as
Ruling #19

This incident is a site ban file that details an Ruling
#19
Ruling
identified as
tr ing to collect
#19
"money owed to her" from ·
· · Casino surveillance reported that ··:.· :·
lost all but
Ruling #19
.it1e'n ·.·: confronted him to pay her back ~-ed . When
Ruling
questioned.Ill informed staff that
#19
.
Ruling
#19
Ruling
On
(same file)
received a phone call from a male identifying himself as
#19
f t l l ! J . (no casino profile) indicating he was call ing on behalf of l f land informing the
casino tRuling #19

Ruling #19

1 • bought in for $40,000 (all $20 's) . He arrived at
the casino alone and gambled without irregularity noted by the casino. Tracking documents
suggest he was about even at the end of play but did not redeem his chips . This is the last
documented transaction in any BC Casino attached t1I M B s profile.
BCLC OSINT report:
On 2017-MAY- 19 BCLC AML Analysts completed an OSINT report on patro rll911Mlijnt•
at the request of BCLC AML Project Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM due to a sudden increase in
play level.

Ruling #19
Redacted Patron Interview

BMIM

Identifying Information
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Ruling #19

Redacted - Patron

as the Director for a company named Interview ldentdymg
and another company named : Redacted - Patron Interview ldenttrymg Information

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenlifymg
Information

Company:
Company name not clear (to be determined)

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there
and where the business is located and what l l role or job title is (if applicable).
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with being
related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage W;.lm to use his PGF account. Review of f!!!OJM1ia recent LCT activity
confirms he holds PGF account
at HRVC .

Ii

•II

7. Caution
against using associates to conduct transactions for him . Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC
Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
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RE Ruling #19
Redacted - Patron

1. Describe his relationship with the femal : Interview Identifying
a. How did they meet?
2. Where did the Ruling #19 in $20 bills come from?
3. Ruling #19
4. Is the issue wit~ settled?
RE Ruling #19

:

1. Where did the $40,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. What did he do with the chips? (Tracking suggests he was about even when he
left and did not receive a disbursement.
RE OSINT related questions (explain tc:llMJ:J $;CLC's requirement RE CDD/KYC):

If

1. Doel f 11.have a~y o~en ca~es b~for~ th~.?ourts?
2. Ask ::~~ describe his relat1onsh1p with .
a. How did they meet?
b. What is his impression ofl l l occupation?
c. Were the loans personal loans between himself and
or was there a business
involved .
d. What did he borrow the money for?
e. Has he paid any of it back Ruling #19
f. Was he ever fearful dealing witrlilt
g. Were there ever any threats (implied or direct) made~rd him by.
or
individuals he believes were acting at the direction otll?
3. Confirml l M 8 ' companies as detailed above and their current state (do they still
exist?).

II

BCLC Conditions: To be determined post interview.
Interview Results:
Introductions were made and l M • was educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos and
advised that BCLC is required to conduct enhanced due diligence on some of their players.
~ -

advised that he sold the house in niMM!rll and is presently renting a home

i~f'l'f!d!iii!fl'E'*ll+~
Ruling #19
o

}- ~t years he has spent more of his time in Canada than China .
;;... advised that he owns a Ruling #19
Ruling #19

;;...

Ruling #19

o He provided the nam .···· :· · for
o He described this company as
o It is based out of theR:Efl• area.

Patron Interview ldentifymg Information
that
no clear iTrak matches .
Redacted ~

his Rulin
g
#19
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~

advised most of the money he uses in the casino comes from either his
numerous "Union Pay" cards , from a money exchange business or from individuals
advertising on classified ads with o~xchange foreign currency.
started removing multiple "Union Pay" cards
o At this point in the interview from his wallet (4 total , the impression was he had more). He advised that he can
get up to $2,000 (CON) per day per card from nearly any major banks A TM (he
named Scotia, BMO and CIBC in English).
o He typically uses these cards when he needs money and the banks are closed .
RE: Mone~Exchanges:
o
stated he uses the one located in Ruling #19
most
often .
o He has used ones in Richmond but doesn't like them because they charge more
money on the exchange than the one in Ruling #19 .
• 11111• usually exchanges large amounts at a time so a slight difference
in exchange equates to a lot of money.
• He mentioned the one in Richmond he'd used in the past was near
Ruling #19
and the name roughly translates into English as Ruling #19

llMB

Ruling #19

·j----

o .-.........
~
stated in all of his years using exchange places he can only recall one
instance when he received large bills. He nearly always receives small bills from
MSB's.
o W;EO• stated he never gets receipts from the exchange businesses, he doesn't
ask for them and he is never offered one.
o How it works is he transfers money from his Chinese account to a Chinese
account provided by the exchange place. One the money clears he receives the
~ uivalent in cash .
o advised that he often searches the class ifies section on a website
named "VANPEOPLE.COM". He brought up the website on his smart phone and
showed investigators lists of ads offering to exchange currency.
• It was noted that only the top 3 ads were from businesses and the rest
were individuals (investigators recognized Kinbok was the second one

>-

• &
stated an individual will always give you a better rate than a
business that has overhead and other costs related to running a business.
• was asked if he feels safe meeting with strangers to exchange
iargeamounts of funds .
• He was OK with th is adding he only meets in public places and the
transfer (China to China account) is done face to face using smart
phones . Once cleared the CON is turned over.
l l M B showed investigators his Chinese bank account activity on his smart phone to
help convince investigators of his source is wealth . Numerous significant deposits
($10,000 to $100 ,000 RB) were noted with withdrawals in between. Under each
transaction was the running balance which often totaled in access of $250,000 RB.

RE Ruling #19

:
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~ I l l .stated that he knows the female involved in this incident
owner of
~he iJa~t. .. ·:: : ·

~

Ruling #19

~

Ruling #19

as the
that he had gone to

Ruling #19

Y
Y

~

~

~
~

mlm has not seen or had contact wit~ since the incident date.

RE Ruling #19
~

The money he brought into EDGE this date was a combination of money he withdrew
via his Union Pay cards and money received from a MBS .

RE OSINT related questions:

~ 1111.W_was asked if~~ ~as had any legal issues that wer~ befo_re th_e courts. The
1mpress1on was th al.
quest1. .
. ...followe .
o Ruling #19

was very honest and forthcoming with his answers to the
into any of the answers given .

·::•was not lead or coerced

o

0

0

Inform ation
Redacted - Patron
lnte1view Identifying

··

as asked if he knew his name andcalled him l inds like)
hich investigator LEE translated ~ r surname: .:· .
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o WJ.i• did not know l l lwell. He had seen him in the casino several years ago,
socializing with friends/assoc iates.
Ruling #19
o

o

o

o
o
o

Ruling #19

o
o

o

o

o
Ruling #19
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Ruling #19

•

•
Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and COUSINS
taking notes.
BCLC Conditions:M l f • was informed that he would be updated on his status wi th BC
Casinos and that he would be unable to gamble until such time .
Investigator Comments:
The general impression left with investigators was thawas very open and honest
throughout the interview. He provided significant intel ~ er workings of how wealthy
Chinese convert their Chinese currency to Canadian .
did not hesitate to discuss Ruling #19
with .
ither.

M•

II

His dealings with
seemed to be a one-off occurrence and it is very unlikely he would
repeat this behavior.

IMll;@lsatisfied investigators need to source his wealth which

included providing details of
his businesses , showing numerous Chinese credit cards that allow him to access CON funds
via ATM , allowing investigators to review his Chinese bank account activity summary on his
mobile device and detailing how MSB's work (which is consistent with information learned in
other recent interviews).

A copy of this interview summary has been provided to BCLC Manager of AML Projects Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

PERSONAL INFO

